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Y

916803 10/06/2020 10/18/2020 01/01/2021 LA 78.0 78 Y M respitory colase Y Y 8

917117 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 01/01/2021 AR 82.0 82 Y M After vaccination, patient tested positive for COVID-19.  Patient was very ill and had numerous chronic health issues prior to vaccination.  Facility had a number of patients who had already tested positive for COVID-19.  Vaccination continued in an effort to prevent this patient from contracting the virus or to mitigate his risk.  This was unsuccessful and patient died.

917790 12/22/2020 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 AR 90.0 90 Y F At the time of vaccination, there was an outbreak of residents who had already tested positive for COVID 19 at the nursing home where patient was a resident.  About a week later, patient tested positive for COVID 19.  She had a number of chronic, underlying health conditions.  The vaccine did not have enough time to prevent COVID 19.  There is no evidence that the vaccination caused patient's death.  It simply didn't have time to save her life.

917793 12/22/2020 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 AR 78.0 78 Y F Prior to the administration of the COVID 19 vaccine, the nursing home had an outbreak of COVID-19.  Patient was vaccinated and about a week later she tested positive for COVID-19.  She had underlying thyroid and diabetes disease.  She died as a result of COVID-19 and her underlying health conditions and not as a result of the vaccine.

918065 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 01/04/2021 CA 64.0 64 Y M 1/1/2020: Residents was found unresponsive. Pronounced deceased at 6:02pm

918388 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 01/04/2021 FL 65.0 65 Y F Resident found unresponsive without pulse, respirations at 04:30 CPR performed, expired at 04:52 by Rescue

918418 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 FL 65.0 65 Y M Resident became SOB, congested and hypoxic requiring oxygen, respiratory treatments and suctioning.  Stabilized after treatment and for the next 72 hours with oxygen saturations in the 90s.  On 1/3/2021 was found without pulse and respirations.  Resident was a DNR on Hospice.

918487 01/02/2020 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 MI 94.0 93 Y M Two days post vaccine patient went into cardiac arrest and passed away.

918518 12/31/2020 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 NE 50.0 50 Y F syncopal episode - arrested - CPR - death

919108 12/22/2020 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 NY 100.0 100 Y F Fever, Malaise

919537 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 MN 96.0 96 Y F Resident exhibited no adverse events during 30 minute monitoring following vaccine administration. Resident found without pulse at 1900.

919902 07/28/2018 01/05/2021 CA 67.0 Y M shingles; death; Information has been received from a lawyer refers to an erderly male patient. The patient's medical history and concurrent conditions were not reported. In 2014, the patient was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dose, unit, route of administration, lot # and expiration date were not reported) for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions, in medical office. Subsequently, the patient was treated by various healthcare providers at medical offices for the following injuries resulting from the patient's zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) use: shingles. The outcome of shingles was not reported. On 28-JUL-2018, the patient died (the cause of death and autopsy information were not reported). The reporter considered death and shingles to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).

920326 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 01/05/2021 IN 89.0 89 Y F Redness and warmth with edema to right side of  neck and under chin. Resident was on Hospice services  and expired on 1.1.21

920368 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 01/05/2021 IN 92.0 92 Y F 12/30/2020 07:02 AM  Resident noted to have some redness in face and respiration were fast. Resident vital signs were abnormal except blood pressure. Temp at the time was 102.0 F taken temporal. Resident respirations were 22 labored at times. Pulse is 105 and pulse ox 94% on room air. Resident is made comfortable in bed. Notified triage of change in condition also made triage aware of resident receiving Covid vaccination yesterday morning. Resident appetite and fluid consumption has been poor for few days.  12/30/2020 07:32 AM  Received order from agency to administer Acetaminophen 650mg suppos rectally due to resident not wanting to swallow anything including fluids, medications and food. This writer administered medication as NP ordered. Will monitor for effectiveness and adverse effects if any.  12/30/2020 08:41 AM  Received new orders to obtain Flu swab, obtain CBC and BMP, and Chest Xray all to be obtained today. Notified family of resident having temperature and vital signs excluding b/p that was abnormal. Family was thankful for call and inierated to nurse that family does not want resident sent to hospital. Did educate family on benefits of Hospice services, but family persistant on continued daily care provided by nursing staff. Requests visits if decline continues. Family assured if resident continues to decline, facility will accomandate resident family to be able to be at bedside when time comes to do so.  NP ordered IVF and IV Levaquin on 12/31/20. Family chose at that time to sign for Hospice services and not have resident provided with IVF or IV Antibiotics

920545 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 SD 93.0 93 Y M The resident received is vaccine around 11:00 am and tolerated it without any difficulty or immediate adverse effects. He was at therapy from 12:36 pm until 1:22 pm when he stated he was too tired and could not do anymore. The therapist took him back to his room at that time and he got into bed himself but stated his legs felt heavy. At 1:50 pm the CNA answered his call light and found he had taken himself to the bathroom. She stated that when he went to get back into the bed it was "abnormal" how he was getting into it so she assisted him. At that time he quit breathing and she called a RN into the room immediately. He was found without a pulse, respirations, or blood pressure at 1:54 pm. He was a DNR.

920815 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 KY 58.0 58 Y F Found deceased in her home, unknown cause, 6 days after vaccine.

920832 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 104.0 104 Y F Vaccine 12/30/2020 Screening PCR done 12/31/2020 Symptoms 1/1/2021 COVID test result came back positive 1/2/2021 Deceased 1/4/2021

921175 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 77.0 77 Y F Resident received Covid Vaccine, noted after 30 mins with labored breathing BP 161/77, HR 116, R 38, T 101.4, Y

921481 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 88.0 88 Y M Vaccine given on 12/29/20 by Pharmacy. On 1/1/21, resident became lethargic and sluggish and developed a rash on forearms. He was a Hospice recipient and doctor and Hospice ordered no treatment, just to continue to monitor. When no improvement of codition reported, doctor and Hospice ordered comfort meds (Morphine, Ativan, Levsin). Resident expired on 1/4/2021

921547 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 AR 65.0 65 Y M DEATH ON 1/4/2021, RESIDENT RECIEVED VACCINE ON 1/2/20

921572 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 WI 87.0 87 Y M Resident had body aches, a low O2 sat  and had chills starting on 12/30/20. He had stated that they had slightly improved. On 1/1/21 he sustained a fall with a diagnosis of a displaced hip fracture. On 1/2/21 during the NOC shift his O2 sat dropped again. He later went unresponsive and passed away.

921667 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 OH 39.0 39 Y F LTCF Pfizer Vaccine clinic conducted 12/29/2020 Vaccine lead received a call indicating that a staff member deceased somewhere between 1/3/2021 and 1/4/2021.   Cause of death is unknown, and an autopsy is being performed.

921768 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WA 58.0 58 Y F Vaccine received at about 0900 on 01/04/2021 at her place of work, Medical Center, where she was employed as a housekeeper. About one hour after receiving the vaccine she experienced a hot flash, nausea, and feeling like she was going to pass out after she had bent down. Later at about 1500 hours she appeared tired and lethargic, then a short time later, at about 1600 hours, upon arrival to a friends home she complained of feeling hot and having difficulty breathing. She then collapsed, then when medics arrived, she was still breathing slowly then went into cardiac arrest and was unable to be revived.

921880 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 VA 96.0 96 Y M The resident was found deceased a little less than 12 hours following COVID vaccination, and he had had some changes over the last 2 days.  He was 96 and had been on hospice care for a little while. Noone noticed any side effects from vaccine after it was given

922977 12/21/2020 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 71.0 71 Y M Fever, RespDepression & COVID positive REMDESIVIR (EUA) 200 mg x1 then 100 mg daily 12/28/2020

923993 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 NC 62.0 62 Y M Patient was vaccinated Dec 30, 2020. Prime dose of Moderna vaccine. Observed for full 15 minutes post-injection. No complaints when asked during observation. Released.  Subsequently, vaccine clinic staff learned from the patient's supervisor that on Jan 4, 2021 that the patient had expired on Jan 2, 2021. By report from the supervisor, the patient was found dead at his home. The patient's primary care provider was unaware of his death when contacted by this reporter today (Jan 6, 2021). Electronic Medical Record without any information since the vaccination.

924126 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 MI 84.0 84 Y F resident expired 1/1/2021

924186 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 MI 91.0 91 Y F Resident expired 1/3/21

924456 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 85.0 85 Y F Patient did not display any obvious signs or symptoms; the vaccination was administered at approximately 10:00 AM and the patient continued throughout her day without any complaints or signs of adverse reaction. Patient was helped to bed by the nursing assistant estimated at around 9:00 PM. The facility received notification from the lab around 11:00 PM that the patient's COVID-19 specimen collection from Sunday, 1/3/21, detected COVID-19. When the nursing staff went to the room to check on the resident and prepare her to move to a COVID-19 care area the patient was found unresponsive,  no movement, no chest rises, noted regurgitated small amount of food to mouth left side, lying on left side. Pupils non reactive.

924464 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 IA 61.0 61 Y F coughing up blood, significant hemoptysis -- > cardiac arrest. started day after vaccine but likely related to ongoing progression of lung cancer

924664 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 HI 92.0 92 Y F At approximately, 1855, I was alerted by caregiver, resident was not responding. Per caregiver, she was doing her rounds and found resident in bed, unresponsive, mouth open, observed gurgling noises and tongue hanging out of mouth. This primary caregiver observed resident at baseline and ambulating after dinner at approximately, 1800 less than an hour prior to incident.  This PCG called 911 for EMS and gave report of incident. Resident was taken to Medical Center Emergency Department.  At ER, CT scan and X-ray was performed.  Per report from  ER RN, CT scan and x-ray revealed an intracranial aneurysm and fluid in the lungs. Per RN, resident was still unresponsive and was admitted to Medical Center for observation and comfort measures. This primary caregiver reported to RN, resident recently received the first dose of COVID-19 vaccine on 1/2/21.  Primary caregiver received a call from Castle RN at 0700, resident expired at 0615.

924934 01/07/2021 Y M green bret syndrome and he died from it; Initial information was received on 05-Jan-2021 regarding an unsolicited valid serious social media case from a consumer.  This case is linked to case 2021SA003660 (same reporter).  This case involves male patient (of an unknown age) who had green bret syndrome and he died from it (Guillain-Barre Syndrome) after receiving NFLUENZA VACCINE.  Medical history, medical treatment(s), concomitant medications, vaccination(s) and family history were not provided.  On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer (lot number and expiry date not reported) via an unknown route at an unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient developed serious green bret syndrome and he died from it (Guillain-Barre Syndrome) (unknown latency) following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE. This event was assessed as medically significant and was leading to death.  Details of laboratory data were not reported.  It was not reported if the patient received any corrective treatment.  On an unknown date, the outcome was reported as fatal for the event Guillain-Barre syndrome.  It is unknown if an autopsy was done. The cause of death was reported as Guillain-Barre syndrome.  Information on the lot number was requested.; Sender's Comments: This was a poorly documented social media case involves male patient (of an unknown age) who had Guillain-Barre Syndrome and died from it, after receiving INFLUENZA VACCINE. Time to onset is unknown. Additional information regarding patient's relevant medical history, health condition at the time of vaccination, laboratory tests ruling out other alternate etiologies and autopsy results is needed for complete assessment of the case. Based upon the reported information, the role of the vaccine cannot be assessed.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: green bret syndrome

925154 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 FL 84.0 84 Y F Deceased

925264 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 OK 77.0 Y M PT was found deceased in his home on 1/5/2021

925556 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 81.0 81 Y M Expired 1/05/2021

926269 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MD 74.0 74 Y M Pt last seen at 1200 by nurse for ID band check. No visible signs of distress noted. Pt states "I just want to be left alone". 1230 nurse was called to pt room. Pt was noted unresponsive, no pulse and respiration noted. CPR started immediately, at 1239 first shock given. 1245 EMT took over, at 1319 EMT called time of death

926462 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 91.0 91 Y M Patient developed hypoxia on 1/4/2021 and did not respond to maximal treatment and passed way on 1/5/2021 Y

926568 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 77.0 77 Y M patient declined 12/30/2020 and was transferred to hospital where he did not respond to treatment and passed away 1/4/2020 Y

926600 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MO 65.0 65 Y M Patient did not report any signs or symptoms of adverse reaction to vaccine. Patient suffered from several comorbidities  (diabetes and renal insufficiency). Patient reported not feeling well 01/06/2021 and passed away that day.

926797 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 01/07/2021 SD 93.0 93 Y M had a vaccination on 12/31/2020 late morning passed away early morning 01/01/2020.  This is a 93 year old with significant heart issues. EF of 20% among other comorbidities.  He died suddenly approximately 0430, it is unlikely it was related to receiving the vaccine.

927189 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 74.0 74 Y M Patient was vaccinated at 11am and was found at the facility in his room deceased at approximately 3:00pm. Nurse did not have cause of death

927260 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WI 87.0 87 Y F No adverse effects noted after vaccination.  Patient with cardiac history was found unresponsive at 16:45 on 1/6/21. Abnormal breathing patterns, eyes partially closed  SPO2 was 41%, pulseless with no cardiac sounds upon auscultation.  CPR and pulse was regained and patient was breathing.  Patient sent to Hospital ER  were she remained in an unstable condition had multiple cardiac arrest and severe bradycardia and in the end the hospital was unable to bring her back.Y 1

927454 06/07/2016 01/08/2021 NC Y M shingles; death; This spontaneous report was received from a lawyer concerning a case in litigation and refers to a 80 year old male patient. The patient's concurrent conditions, medical history, historical drugs and concomitant therapies were not reported.       On or about 2014, the patient was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dose, route, lot number and expiration date were not reported)  for long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions.         On an unknown date (reported as "subsequent to vaccination"), the patient experienced shingles and was treated with unspecified medications. On 07-JUN-2016, the patient died. The caused of death and if an autopsy was performed were not reported.  The outcome of shingles was unknown.  The reporter considered death and herpes zoster to be related to Zoster Vaccine Live (ZOSTAVAX).

928062 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MA 85.0 85 Y M vomiting later on 01/05/21.  Lethargy and hypoxia in pm of 01/06/21.  Hypotension am of 01/07/21.  Hospitalized, intubated, cardiac arrest, died 01/07/21. Y 1

928513 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MI 72.0 72 Y F Resident passed away in her sleep

928933 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 IA 56.0 56 Y F Patient had been diagnosed with COVID-19 on Dec. 11th, 2020. Symptoms were thought to have started on 12/5/2020. Received Moderna vaccine on 12/23. Unexpected death on 1/8/2021. Resuscitation attempts unsuccessful

929359 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 FL 76.0 76 Y M 3:07 pm lung sounds diminished oxygen sats 68%, oxygen applied Oxygen sats remained low for next 36 hours ( patient on Hospice care ) expired 6:22 am 1-8-21

929764 12/28/2020 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 WA 45.0 45 Y M The patient was found deceased at home about 24 hours after immunization. Date of Death:: 12/29/2020; estimated time of death 6:00pm

929997 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WI 86.0 86 Y M Patient received vaccine on 1/4/2021.  He was in Hospice for CHF and renal failure, but was able to get up in his wheelchair and eat and take medications and talk.  On 1/5/2021 am, he was noted to be very lethargic an could only mumble, could not swallow.  No localizing neurologic findings.  He was too lethargic to get up in chair.

930154 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 OH 60.0 60 Y M Notified today that he passed away. No other details known at this time.

930431 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CT 89 Y F Cardiac event, 2 days after vaccination, patient expired.

930466 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 LA 82.0 82 Y F Fever, shortness of breath and chest pain that resulted in a heart attack a few hours after vaccination

930487 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NC 86.0 86 Y M Medical docter state patient has a acute cardiac attack

930876 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 88.0 88 Y M Death

958443 12/24/2020 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 1.08 Y F death by suicide Narrative:  death by suicide; 12/26/20, self inflicted gun shot wound; found deceased by family member

930910 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 HI 52.0 52 Y F Patient received COVID vaccination around 12:15pm. Patient was monitored for the appropriate amount of time by nursing staff. Patient passed away at 2:15pm.

930912 01/07/2021 01/08/2001 01/09/2021 NY 73.0 73 Y M Diarrhea followed by death 24 hrs after vaccination

951518 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 WY 77.0 77 Y M Narrative: Patient with severe aphasia and only able to say "hey, hey, hey" or "uh huh" or shake his head no as a way to communicate. Patient previously able to ambulate with significant limp and hyperextension of right knee, but mostly wheelchair bound over last several years as he had had a slow and steady decline in overall health and mobility. Patient developed aggressive behavior of shouting "hey" and grabbing of groin in 2016. This was worked up with CT scans, labs, referral to urology, neurology, and referrals to psychiatry. The exact etiology of this action was never able to be affirmed, but thought to be more psychiatrically related. It improved significantly with addition of antipsychotics, worsened when antipsychotics were reduced, and improved again with addition of injectable antipsychotic on 12-10-2020.Patient suffered from falls on occasion given his significantly impaired physical mobility. His last documented fall was 8-31-2019. Patient began utilizing wheelchair most of time following that fall. No significant injuries noted in documentation of the falls. In the last 3 months, patient would often refuse medications. He would sometimes indicate that they would cause dizziness, and other times he would simply refuse. We attempted to hide medications in his food/fluid (with wife's blessing) and when he detected this he would occasionally refuse to eat. Patient previously on DOAC. After pharmacy review in 12/2020 it was recommended to discontinue this as no clear indication to continue use. He was high fall risk and would often refuse this medication as well since 10/2020. Noted to be in NSR on EKGs and decision made to discontinue the DOAC. Patient had no evidence of adverse effects noted after vaccination on December 28th. Patient seen by provider on the morning of his death (1/4/2021) with no noticeable significant change in health condition. Temperature 36.8Con January 4th at 19:45. During routine bedtime cares, patient suddenly collapsed and death was pronounced January 4, 2021 at 20:05. Autopsy was requested from next of kin and no autopsy was granted. Symptoms: & DEATH Treatment:01/05/2021

951519 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 MN 78.0 78 Y M Narrative: Symptoms: Palpitations & Syncope Treatment: EPINEPHRINE 1 MG ONCE ,EPINEPHRINE 1 MG ONCE ,SODIUM BICARBONATE 50 ML ONCE 01/06/2021

956903 12/22/2020 12/27/2020 01/09/2021 86.0 85 Y M mi Narrative: patient with asymptomatic covid 19, covid positive 12/10/2020.

956966 12/25/2020 12/25/2020 01/09/2021 86.0 85 Y M hypoxia, secretions,cough, dyspnea Narrative: ALS patient on hospice with ongoing history of aspiration pna, receiving tube feeds. Developed incr in secretions, hypoxeia, temp and with recently noted clogged feeding tube.

964629 12/17/2020 12/27/2020 01/09/2021 64.0 63 Y M Death - Hospice patient with metastatic CA admitted to facility and received vaccine during stay. No adverse sequelae noted from vaccine administration, but reporting as required because pt died 7 days later. Narrative: Reporting this event because patient died 7 days after receiving vaccine in the facility where he was in hospice care for metastatic cancer. Vaccine was administered by protocol without complications. The patient had been asked and denied any prior severe reaction to this vaccine or its components and gave permission to receive it. No vaccine adverse sequelae were documented after the immunization as monitored for 15 minutes nor in facility notes for 7 days after the immunization. The patient's death was felt to be due to underlying terminal illness.

964636 12/17/2020 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 81.0 80 Y M Pt on hospice in facility for severe cardiomyopathy unable to perform interventions received vaccine without adverse sequelae died 5 days later. Reporting as required. Narrative:  Reporting as required patient death 5 days after immunization with Pfizer vaccine. However, no adverse sequelae were noted to the vaccine in the 15minute observation period, nor in the days following the immunization related to the vaccine. The patient denied any prior severe reaction to this vaccine or its components, and the patient gave verbal consent to receive the vaccine. Patient had been in the facility on hospice since 11/18/20 for severe decompensated HF and newly diagnosed cardiomyopathy, unable to perform interventions, also LE ischemic wounds with very poor potential to heal due to advanced PVD.

932346 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 NC 66.0 66 Y M 1/7-21 - Received second dose of pfizer covid-19 vaccine 1/8/21 - Fever, dizziness, headache 1/10/21 0250 was found not breathing.  EMS performed CPR and patient deceased

932787 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 GA 70.0 70 Y F RECIEVED VACCINE 1/8/21 EXPIRED UNEXPECTED 1/10/21, NO ADVERSE REACTIONS NOTED

932898 12/17/2020 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 PA 61.0 61 Y M The patient had an apparent cardiac arrest on 12/23/20 and was admitted to the ICU. He was taken off of life support on 12/30/20.  He had known cardiac disease.

933090 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 CA 60.0 60 Y M Patient died, I have a copy of his vaccination card

964653 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 79.0 78 Y M loss of consciousness; respiratory distress Narrative: Patient tolerated his 1st dose of the COVID-19 vaccine well, on 12/16/2020, and received his 2nd dose on 1/6/2021. Patient had some mild clinical decline the past few days prior to 2nd vaccination, with a decreased appetite and some increased fatigue per nursing report, but no significant changes. He experienced nausea on the evening of 1/6/21, which was effectively managed, but by early morning he spiked a fever of 102.9 with a sat of 86.1%. He continued to deteriorate from that point on and died 1/7/21 @13:20. Clinically, the presentation was most consistent with an aspiration pneumonia.

933578 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 43.0 43 Y M Pronounced dead 1/9/2021 at 12:42.  Received first dose of vaccine 1/8/2021

933739 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 OH 54.0 54 Y F Staff member checked on her at 3am and patient stated that she felt like she couldn't breathe.  911 was called and taken to the hospital.  While in the ambulance, patient coded.  Patient was given CPR and "brought back".  Once at the hospital, patient was placed on a ventilator and efforts were made to contact the guardian for end of life decisions.  Two EEGs were given to determine that patient had no brain activity.  Guardian, made the decision to end all life saving measures.  Patient was taken off the ventilator on 1/9/2021 and passed away at 1:30am on 1/10/2021.  The initial indication from the ICU doctor was the patient had a mucus plug that she couldn't clear.Y 1

933846 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 WV 91.0 91 Y F 1-2-2021 10:30 PM Complained Right arm/back hurt - took Tylenol 1-3-2021  Complained Right arm hurt, dizzy 1-4-2021  Felt better - did laundry, daughter found her deceased at 3:30 pm.                        Dr. at hospital said it was "cardiac event" according to death certificate.

934050 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 KS 68.0 68 Y M Staff reported that patient was found Friday morning (Jan 8) sitting at a table with his head tilted forward and unresponsive to verbal or physical stimuli. Staff lowered patient to floor and started CPR. EMS was called and continued CPR at scene, however they were not able to revive patient. Patient was pronounced dead at the scene. Staff written statements following the death of patient show that he had a fall about 1 hr. prior. It is unknown if this fall contributed to patient's death. An autopsy has been requested.

934059 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 IA 99.0 Y F Acute anterior MI with death

934263 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 NM 92.0 92 Y M The resident resides in an independent living facility/apartment. The reporter at the center was informed by his daughter he was not feeling well on 1/1/2021 (specific symptoms could not be ascertained). He reportedly went to be COVID tested on 1/1/2020 and observed to be deceased in his apartment on 1/2/2020. I do not have confirmation of his COVID results, although the reporter indicates his daughter reports his test was positive.

934373 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 WV 82.0 82 Y F Patient went to bed around 11pm on Saturday PM and sometime between then and 1:30am on Sunday morning got up and went into the living room without waking up her husband (which is normal).  At 1:30am, the husband got up to use the restroom and she was out of bed then, but the husband did not know if she was having any problems at this time.  When he got up at 7:45am, she was in the recliner and did not move or anything, which is normal for her.  At 8:45am, the husband went back into the living room and tried to wake his wife and that is when he noticed there was no pulse and he called 9-1-1 at this time.  EMS got on scene and did CPR for 30 mins and she was pronounced dead at 9:21am.

934507 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MA 89.0 89 Y F Resident died suddenly and expectantly on 01/05/2021

934539 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 KY 68.0 68 Y F Patient received COVID-19 (Moderna) vaccine from the Health Department on afternoon of January 8, 2021 and went to sleep approximately 2300 that night. Was found unresponsive in bed the following morning and pronounced dead at 1336 on January 9, 2021

934966 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 CA Y F COVID-19; COVID-19; Pneumonia; respiratory failure; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An 80-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Alzheimer's and others. No known allergies. Concomitant medications included unspecified medications. The reporter's mother in law was tested for COVID-19 at a nursing facility on 25Dec2020 and she was negative. On 02Jan2021, she received the first dose of Pfizer vaccine. On 04Jan2020, she developed a high fever, needed oxygen and was positive for COVID-19. Date of death was 04Jan2021. The cause of her death was listed as pneumonia, respiratory failure and COVID-19. No autopsy performed. No treatment received. No one knew if the vaccination contributed to her death. It was hard to know if her death was due to the administration of the vaccine or it exacerbated the COVID19 symptoms which led to her death. Since this was unknown, it could have been a possibility. The reporter wanted to give us this information because we might want to consider having high risk population, patients with underlying conditions, older population tested for COVID-19 prior to the vaccination, as this is not currently a recommendation or a requirement. All is very new and they are all learning so the reporter wanted to share this information with us. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. There are medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was fatal.   Information about Lot/Batch has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the fatal event lack of effect (pneumonia, respiratory failure and COVID-19) with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Pneumonia, respiratory failure and COVID-19; Pneumonia, respiratory failure and COVID-19; Pneumonia, respiratory failure and COVID-19; Pneumonia, respiratory failure and COVID-19

934968 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 54.0 Y M he passed away; not responsive; mind just seemed like it was racing; body was hyper dried; Restless; not feeling well; ate a bit but not much; kind of pale; Agitated; Vomiting; trouble in breathing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (brother of the patient). A 54-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 04Jan2021 (at the age of 54-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetes and high blood pressure. Concomitant medications included metformin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) taken for diabetes, glimepiride (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) taken for diabetes, lisinopril (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), and amlodipine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN). The patient experienced not feeling well, ate a bit but not much, kind of pale, vomiting, trouble in breathing, and agitated on 04Jan2021; body was hyper dried and restless on 05Jan2021; mind just seemed like it was racing on 06Jan2021; and not responsive and he passed away on 06Jan2021 at 10:15 (reported as: around 10:15 AM). The clinical course was reported as follows: The patient received the vaccine on 04Jan2021, after which he started not feeling well. He went right home and went to bed. He woke up and ate a bit but not much and then was kind of pale. The patient then started to vomit, which continued throughout the night. He was having trouble in breathing. Emergency services were called, and they took his vitals and said that everything was okay, but he was very agitated; reported as not like this prior to the vaccine. The patient was taken to urgent care where they gave him an unspecified steroid shot and unspecified medication for vomiting. The patient was told he was probably having a reaction to the vaccine, but he was just dried up. The patient continued to vomit throughout the day and then he was very agitated again and would fall asleep for may be 15-20 minutes. When the patient woke up, he was very restless (reported as: his body was just amped up and could not calm down). The patient calmed down just a little bit in the evening. When the patient was awoken at 6:00 AM in the morning, he was still agitated. The patient stated that he couldn't breathe, and his mind was racing. The patient's other brother went to him and he was not responsive, and he passed away on 06Jan2021 around 10:15 AM. It was reported that none of the symptoms occurred until the patient received the vaccine. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of vomiting as aforementioned. The clinical outcome of all of the events was unknown; not responsive was not recovered, the patient died on 06Jan2021. The cause of death was unknown (reported as: not known by reporter). An autopsy was not performed.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and has been requested during follow up.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: not responsive and he passed away

935222 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 FL 73.0 73 Y M Patient was reported to be deceased at home by law enforcement on 1/7/21

935343 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 KS 89.0 89 Y F There were no adverse reactions. Resident Died, she had a history of issues with her health prior to the vaccine.

935350 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TX 81.0 81 Y M Patient was found unresponsive at home with SpO2 20% 1/2/2021 Y 4

935511 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 SD 56.0 56 Y F Patient received the 1st dose of Moderna and was found deceased in her home the next day.

935767 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 CA 85.0 85 Y F My mother was given Pfizer vaccine on Thursday and she died 3 days later yesterday on Sunday!!!

935815 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CA 63.0 63 Y M Difficulty breathing, death.

936043 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CA 98.0 98 Y F RESIDENT 1ST DOSE OF MODERNA VACCINE ADMINISTERED ON 01/04/2021 AT 8:30PM, RESIDENT FOUND UNRESPONSIVE ON 01/05/2021.

936738 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 89.0 88 Y M loss of consciousness Narrative:  Patient received COVID-19 vaccine dose #1 on 1/6/21 w/o complications. Per 1/6/21- 1/9/21 nursing notes, patient did not experience any injection site reactions, denied pain or tenderness at injection site, no dizziness, no n/v, remained afebrile. Around 1/9/21 @1810, patient became acutely nonresponsive after being helped to the edge of bed. Per nurses, he was previously awake/alert, talking and asymptomatic. Patient is DNR/DNI but facility rapid response emergency team called d/t patient's sudden change of condition. Emergency team helped patient into lying position. Per 1/9/21 ICU emergency team note, patient appeared comfortable w/ no palpable radial pulse and had minimal shallow agonal breathing. Pulse ox 94%, HR in 60s per machine. BP unmeasurably low by BP cuffx3. Resident passed at 18:20 pm.

936805 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 KY 25.0 25 Y M Patient received the vaccine on 12/22/20 without complication. It was reported today that the patient was found unresponsive and subsequently expired at home on 1/11/21.

937127 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 AR 91.0 91 Y M The facility had positive cases of COVID when we were able to begin vaccinating residents.  Within about a week of vaccination, patient was tested positive for COVID.  He was 91 years old and his immune system did not have the time to allow the vaccine to begin working before exposure.  His age was a major contributing factor to his death.

937152 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AR 91.0 91 Y F The facility had positive cases for COVID 19 when the vaccine was received and administered to patient.  With her advanced age and chronic conditions, she did not have time to build immunity between the time of vaccination and her testing positive.

937186 12/22/2020 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 AR 87.0 87 Y F The facility had a number of positive COVID 19 cases prior to patients vaccination.  Due to her advanced age, chronic condition, and exposure, patient did not have the time to build immunity after exposure before becoming positive.

937434 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MT 70.0 70 Y M Pt expired due to possible cardiac arrest.  Unsure if this was vaccine related.

937444 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IL 86.0 86 Y F Resident was found deceased at approximately 6pm in her apartment

937527 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NH 44.0 44 Y F unsure if related to vaccine, but was notified by her next of kin that she died on 1/4/2021.  No reports of side effects or hospitalization were reported to the facility prior to the notification of death.

937569 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 RI 62.0 62 Y M patient reported expired 1/7/2021

937773 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 KS 85.0 85 Y M Patient was sent to the ED due to significant hematuria. He was afebrile.

938097 01/12/2021 Y U died; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer via a Pfizer-sponsored program. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported the patient was a doctor, died after the vaccine with no apparent disease. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

938118 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 MI 51.0 51 Y F on 1/8/2021 17:30 patient taken to ER, cerebellar hemorrhage, stroke,  aneurysm Y Y 2

938974 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OH 88.0 88 Y M Hospice Resident received first Covid 19 vaccine dose on 1/6/21.  1/7/21 resident had decreased appetite noted in am but ate 100% of meal at dinner.  1/9/21 resident had decreased appetite with emesis x 2, loose BM x 2.  Call placed to hospice.  1/10/21 5:44 am resident able to take HS meds, ingest 2 cups of shake.  No emesis or loose stool noted.  12PM nurse noted resident not eating meals but ingesting milkshake and medications without any problems.  Hospice contacted for change in condition.  1:00 pm hospice ordered Phenergan 12.5 mg Q 6 hrs PRN.  Labs to be drawn 1/11/21. Hospice notified POA.  1/11/21 12:24am Resident had blood in stool. Resident denies any pain, on 2L of O2 for comfort.

939050 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NY 32.0 32 Y F Patient vaccinated on 12/28.  Approximately one day later, develops cough and on azithromycin x 1 week.  On 1/3, patient develops left-sided weakness and aphasia.  Taken to the hospital, tested COVID+, required intubation -- acute hypoxic respiratory failure secondary to COVID - on H&P.  Patient died on 1/4/21 at 7:20am.

939270 12/22/2020 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 HI 48.0 48 Y M Sudden cardiac death

963163 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 88.0 87 Y M Narrative:

939845 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IL 88.0 88 Y M Three hours after receiving COVID 19 vaccination, Patient oxygen level decreased to a  critical level and went into cardiac arrest. Staff performed full code but was unable to bring back patient from  cardiac arrest.

940602 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 TX 83.0 83 Y M Patient received vaccine on 1/8/2021.  On 1/9/2021 I checked on patient via phone for symptoms or problems and he reported none but mild soreness at injection site.  On 1/10/2021 family friend called me to tell me that patient had expired at about 8:00 pm.  Patient reportedly complained of "pain" unspecific and collapsed at home. Hospital reportedly told family that it appeared to be a "heart attack".

940822 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 GA 81.0 Y M patient passed away after receiving the Covid vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  An 81-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), intramuscular  into the right arm on 07Jan2021 at 0.3 mL, single for covid-19 immunization.  There was no medical history and no concomitant medications.  On 08Jan2021, the patient passed away after receiving the COVID vaccine.  The patient died on 08Jan2021.  An autopsy was not performed. Investigations indicate that unspecified labs were done, but nothing two weeks prior; no further details were provided. The patient received the first dose the day prior. The reporting nurse discussed it with the medical director, and he thought that he potentially passed away from the COVID vaccine. The relatedness of the event to the suspect vaccine was reported as related by the reporting nurse per The Agency.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up .; Sender's Comments: Based on the limited information available, it is medically not possible to make meaningful causality assessment, it is unlikely the vaccine could have contributed to the death of the patient based on the known safety profile. However case will be reevaluated when additional information is received during the follow-up  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Stated that the patient passed away after receiving the Covid vaccine

940855 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AR 79.0 79 Y F Patient received her vaccination on 1/12/21 administered by pharmacy*+. She expired on 1/12/21 an approximately 7:30pm. Resident did not have any adverse reactions and was a hospice patient.

940866 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 SC 75.0 75 Y M Patient was found "acting abnormal" on 1/9/2021 at 1215. VS HR 20-30's. EMS activated. EMS arrived and patient was found pulseless in PEA/ asystole,  CPR and ACLS initiated and then transported to the MC. Unsuccessful resuscitation  and expired on 1/09/2021 at 1348. Clinical impression Cardiopulmonary arrest.

940955 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NY 66.0 Y F Cardiac Arrest; Patient was found pulseless and breathless 20 minutes following the vaccine administration.; Patient was found pulseless and breathless 20 minutes following the vaccine administration.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP). A 66-year-old female patient (pregnant at the time of vaccination: no) received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284) via intramuscular at left arm on 11Jan2021 12:15 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included diastolic CHF, spinal stenosis, morbid obesity, epilepsy, pulmonary hypertension and COVID-19 (Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19). The patient received medication within 2 weeks of vaccination included amiodarone, melatonin, venlafaxine hydrochloride (EFFEXOR), ibuprofen, aripiprazole (ABILIFY), lisinopril, cranberry capsules, diltiazem, paracetamol (TYLENOL), famotidine, furosemide (LASIX [FUROSEMIDE]), ipratropium bromide, salbutamol sulfate (IPRATROPIUM/ALBUTEROL), buspirone, senna alexandrina leaf (SENNA [SENNA ALEXANDRINA LEAF]), polyethylene glycol 3350 and morphine. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient used took Penicillin, propranolol, quetiapine, topiramate, Lamictal and had allergy to them. Patient used took the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EJ1685) via intramuscular at right arm on 21Dec2020 12:00 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Since the vaccination, the patient been tested for COVID-19 (Sars-cov-2 PCR) via nasal swab on 06Jan2021, covid test result was negative. Patient was found pulseless and breathless 20 minutes following the vaccine administration (11Jan2021 12:30 AM). MD found no signs of anaphylaxis. Patient died on 11Jan2021 12:30 AM because of cardiac arrest. No treatment received for the events. Outcome of pulseless and breathless was unknown. the autopsy was performed, and autopsy remarks was unknown. Autopsy-determined cause of death was unknown.  It was reported as non-serious, not results in death, Life threatening, caused/prolonged hospitalization, disabling/Incapacitating nor congenital anomaly/birth defect.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information this patient had multiple underlying medical conditions including morbid obesity, diastolic CHF, epilepsy, pulmonary hypertension and COVID-19 diagnosed prior to vaccination. All these conditions more likely contributed to patients cardiac arrest resulting in death. However, based on a close temporal association ("Patient was found pulseless and breathless 20 minutes following the second dose of BNT162B2 vaccine administration, contributory role of BNT162B2 vaccine to the onset of reported events cannot be completely excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Cardiac arrest; Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death: autopsy remarks was unknown. Autopsy-determined cause of death was unknown

941215 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 90.0 Y F Actual event and cause of death were unknown; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A 90-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID Prevention. The relevant medical history included aortic valve replacement from Nov2019. Concomitant medications were not reported. The consumer stated that she was taking the reporting responsibilities to report that a friend of hers, informed that the patient passed away on Friday, and had received the COVID vaccine on Wednesday. The consumer stated that it was unknown to her at this time, if the friend had called to complete a report herself, regarding the incident. Their conversation was very brief. The patient was 90 years old, and it was her friend's mother that was the patient. Actual event and cause of death were unknown. The patient had her vaccine on Wednesday 06Jan2021, and then the patient collapsed in front of the reporter at Friday night on 08Jan2021 and passed away that same day. The autopsy was unknown. The outcome of the event was fatal.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Actual event and cause of death were unknown

941561 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MN 91.0 91 Y M Staff walked into resident's room around 10:00am and noted resident's left side of his face was flaccid. Nurse was called and upon assessment resident noted to have an unequal hand grasp with left worse. He was able to talk but was mumbled and hard to understand. Physician, hospice, and family were notified. Resident had a stroke at 10:06 am on 1/8/2020. He lost all ability to use his left side. Resident passed away on  1/11/2020.

941607 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 IN 83.0 83 Y F The patient passed away today, 1/13/2021.  She was a hospice patient.  She showed no adverse effects after receiving the vaccine on 1/12/2021. This morning she woke up as normal and during her morning shower she had a bowel movement, went limp and was non-responsive.  The patient passed away at 7:45 am.

941743 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NY 60.0 60 Y F This person was found to be deceased on routine rounds during the night, 3am. No symptoms of reaction noted post vaccine. No injection site reaction. No reports of any allergic reaction.

941811 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 LA 56.0 56 Y F Resident began having fever on 1/11/21 @0600. VS= T-102 B/P- 100/57 P- 112 RR- 24 O2 Sat 92% on RA. MD called. Rapid COVID Test was negative. CBC,CMP, U/A were ordered as well as CXR. Resident's condition declined. At 3:00pm resident started having respiratory distress and hypoxia O2 Sat 89%. Supplemental O2/mask @ 5LPM. Neb TX, EKG, and Rocephin 1 GM ordered. Condition worsened. Resident sent to nearest ER for evaluation. Later in the evening the staff AT Medical Center called to inform staff that resident had expired @ 2230 as a result of Respiratory Failure and Sepsis.

942040 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 IA 78.0 78 Y M little bit of a reaction light headed after 5 minutes.   vitals were low, so observed for 30 minutes after being light headed.  Patient was found unresponsive and pronounced dead later that day.

942072 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 VT 87.0 87 Y F Death occurred 3 days after vaccine receipt; attributed to complications of her chronic advanced dementia with aspiration at age 87. No evidence of acute vaccine reaction.

942085 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 KS 62.0 62 Y F No adverse effects from vaccination seen on 1/2/21.   On 1/6/21 resident was seen by Dr and her baclofen pump was refilled with 20 ml Baclofen 4,000mcg/ml. ITB Rate increased by 6% to 455.5 mcg/day simple continuous rate over 3 days.   On 1/8/21 at 0615 resident was shaking, lower extremities mottled, Sa02 70%, pulse 45. Oxygen started at 2 L/m per NC. At 0715  her primary physician was notified as well as her daughter. Oxygen increased to 4 L/min, sats at 83%. SOA noted, reported all over pain. At 0850 when they attempted to reposition the resident, she was not responsive. Licensed nurse assessed her and no heartbeat heard or pulse found.

942106 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 CA 54.0 54 Y M 54 y/o M with PMH of HTN, HLD, Alcoholic Cirrhosis, Aortic Valve Stenosis, and angina BIBA as a Medical Alert for cardiac arrest noted PTA. Per EMS, the patient called because he was having constant, diffuse abdominal pain x 1 day that radiated to his chest. On scene, the patient had a witnessed arrest with EMS starting CPR. He was given 3 rounds of epi without ROSC. Pt had no associated shockable rhythm. Of note, pt's wife, had noted pt had received covid vaccine the prior day.

942246 12/11/2020 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 OR 1.0 1 Y M On 12/20/2020, dad of patient called our office after hours. Nurse triage line took the call. Dad's reported that pt had a fever of 100.6 F (max temp) and hard stools. Pt was given a dose of Tylenol and 10-15 minutes later, pt vomited. Triage nurse advised that dad follow up with PCP office when open in the AM.  Dad called our office at 10:25am on 12/21/2020 stating that pt fever had lifted, but pt vomited a total of 5 times since the night before, with the last episode at 7:45 am on 12/21/2020. Pt had adequate fluid intake and urine output and stool had softened. MA advised continued home care. Appropriate triage advice was given and documented. At 16:43(pm) on 12/21/20, dad called back to clinic stating patient symptoms had worsened and they were at the emergency department. Dad disconnected call before speaking with the MA. The MA attempted to call dad back, but there was no answer. A message was left for dad to return call. On 12/22/20 at 12:44(pm), dad called in to clinic to report that pt had died- cause unknown. Our clinic obtained records from Hospital. The ED report stated that pt presented to the emergency department via EMS Code 3 in cardiac arrest. Unknown downtime prior to the initiation of chest compressions. Pt was staying with grandparents. When grandma went to wake pt from his nap, he was not responsive. When grandma tried to pick him up, there was possibly some brief, generalized seizure activity as well as coughing and gagging. Child remained unresponsive and was taken by private vehicle to outside Urgent Care where pt was found to be apneic and in asystole. An AED was applied, no shock advised. EMS was called and CPR was started. EMS placed an endotracheal tube and established IO access. 4 rounds of epinephrine were administered during the course of the prehospital resuscitation which was approximately 15-20 minutes. Presenting rhythm was asystole. No change in rhythm upon transport and arrival. Immediately upon arrival the pediatric transport team was activated and the pediatric intensivist was paged. Chest compressions were resumed according to protocol. Additional inter osseous access was established in the left proximal tibia. Fluid bolus was initiated. Serial doses of epinephrine were administered every 4 minutes throughout the resuscitation. The child also received several boluses of IV bicarb. Online consultation by ED physician with PICU attending was established early in the resuscitation course. It was agreed by ED physician and PICU attending that the peds transport team would be dispatched urgently to the ED location in anticipation of possible ROSC and need for emergent transport to PICU. It was agreed by ED physician and PICU attending that transportation would not be initiated with the child still undergoing resuscitation requiring chest compressions prior to ROSC. Initially, endotracheal tube position felt to be acceptable based on the clinical evaluation, however chest x-ray did demonstrate some degree of right mainstem intubation, after which the tube was pulled back approx 2cm and subsequent x-ray showed the ETT tip in good position approx 1 cm above the carina.  Initial end-tidal CO2 was 14 on arrival, this continued to trend downward until undetectable throughout the course of the resuscitation. At no point were there palpable pulses or other evidence of return of circulation throughout the resuscitation. Capillary blood glucose was initially undetectable. The child received serial boluses of D 25 via IO line for a tital of 30 g dextrose after which CBG ultimately came up to 244. Multiple efforts were made throughout the resuscitation to achieve IV access and to obtain blood for laboratory studies. All efforts were unsuccessful, making it impossible to obtain any labs throughout the course of the resuscitation. Attempts to obtain even capillary blood samples via heel stick for CBG measurements were extremely difficult. Resuscitation continued for 49 minutes after ED arrival. A total of at least 65 minutes of CPR time. Bedside ultrasound was used to look for cardiac activity during the last 5 pulse checks of the resuscitation, demonstrating cardiac standstill. Despite the efforts and interventions mentioned, ROSC was never obtained and the code was discontinued at 17:03(pm). The child's parents were informed of his death upon their arrival to the ED at approximately 17:40(pm). Family was given time with the pt. The medical examiner arrived and discussed case at 19:11(pm). At 19:49(pm) Medical Examiner was interviewing grandparents along with 2 County Detectives. The medical examiner took custody of the pt at 21:52(pm). Evidence bag was sent with the medical examiner.  Pt received vaccinations 10 days prior to death. We are still waiting for M.E. report, as we do not have any further information as to why pt passed.0.0

942290 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 89.0 89 Y F Resident received 1st dose on 1/4/2021. On 1/6/2021 resident having SOB, increased weakness with O2 sats at 91% RA. On 8th resident sustained a fall, O2 sats 88-92, dizzy, weakness.  Rapid COVID test performed with negative results.  Evening of 8th resident was lethargic and diaphoretic with fever of 99.9.  Resident transferred to ER, on 5lt of oxygen.  Resident returned from the ER on 1/9/2021 with new diagnosis of Leukemia and orders for hospice.  Continued with fever, crackles and N/V and loss of appetite from the 9th and 10th of January.  Resident expired at 820am on 1/11/2021.

943266 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 88.0 88 Y F Initial pain in back of head and extreme headache. Some vomiting.  At emergency, went into coma and was intubated.  Hole drilled in skull to relieve pressure.  MRI taken.  Lot of bleeding in brain - anuerism lead to death approximately 14 hours after initial symptoms. Y 1

943362 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MI 73.0 73 Y F Pt collapsed at home approx 5:30 pm and died

943397 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 28.0 28 Y M On day due for 2nd dose, Patient was found unresponsive at work in the hospital.  Patient pupils were fixed and dilated.  Full ACLS was initiated for 55 minutes with multiple rounds of bicarb, calcium chloride, magnesium, and epinephrine. Patient was intubated.  Patient continued into V. Fib arrest and was shocked multiple times.

943442 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 GA 68.0 68 Y M Systemic: reported by staff patient expired under suspicious circumstnces after receiving vaccine. Patient was on hospice, reported not expected to pass this soon; symptoms lasted 0 days

943889 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 VA 75.0 75 Y M No adverse reactions observed after administration of medication. Patient starting complaining of shortness of breath around 0500 the following morning. SP02 checked in the 80s. Patient expired 01/09/2021;

944282 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 NY 70.0 Y M resident coded on 09Jan at 8am and expired; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional. A 70-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0140), intramuscularly in left arm on 05Jan2021 15:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included DM2(Type two diabetes mellitus), CHF(congestive heart failure), open wound, wound infection, heart failure. Allergies to medications, food, or other products: none. Concomitant medications included unspecified products (List of any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination: yes). If the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine: Unknown. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered: Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. The resident coded on 09Jan2021 at 8 AM and expired. The patient died on 09Jan2021. An autopsy was not performed. AE resulted in: patient died. Death cause: unknown at this time. Was treatment received for the adverse event: Unknown. Prior to vaccination, was the patient diagnosed with COVID-19: No. Since the vaccination, has the patient been tested for COVID-19: No. Serious: Yes. Seriousness criteria-Results in death: Yes. Seriousness criteria-Life threatening: No. Seriousness criteria-Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No. Seriousness criteria-Disabling/Incapacitating: No. Seriousness criteria-Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.; Sender's Comments: The old patient had diabetes mellitus, congestive heart failure, open wound complicated by infection, all these pre-existing medical conditions contribute to the patient death.  More information including complete medical history, concomitant medications and event term details especially death cause and autopsy results are needed for a full assessment of the case.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate; Reported Cause(s) of Death: resident coded on 09Jan at 8am and expired
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944365 12/26/2020 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 KY 76.0 76 Y M Resident expired on 12/30/20, dx cardiac arrest.

944439 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 01/14/2021 KY 62.0 62 Y F Resident expired on 1/2/21.

944595 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 FL 56.0 56 Y M Cardiac arrest within 1 hour  Patient had the second vaccine approximately 2 pm on   Tuesday Jan 12th  He works at the extended care community and was in  good health that morning with  no  complaints.  He  waited  10-15 minutes at the  vaccine  admin site  and then   told them  he  felt  fine and was  ready to get back to work.  He  then was  found unresponsive at 3 pm within an hour of the 2nd vaccine.   EMS called immediately  worked on him 30 minutes in field then 30 minutes at ER  was able to put him on  life support  yet deemed Brain  dead  1-14-21 and pronounced dead an hour or  so laterY 2

944641 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 83.0 83 Y F Patient died on 1/21-2021

944732 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 WI 92.0 92 Y M Resident found unresponsive and without pulse at 05:45am.

944998 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 KY 88.0 88 Y F On 1/11/21  noted with headache, nausea/vomiting, severe melaise.  On 1/12/21 resident expired.

945241 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MD 71.0 71 Y F 71yo female resident who died after receiving Pfizer BioNTech vaccine.  On 1/14/2021, VS taken at 10am, B/P 99/60, O2 sats, 95% (trach w/O2). At 11:30am, Patient showed no s/sx of distress, A&Ox3.  At 11:50am, a nurse went to perform a COVID test and assessment (the facility is experiencing an outbreak), and found the patient unresponsive on the bathroom floor.  CPR was immediately started; no shock advised per AED; 12:15pm EMS arrived and took over.  At 12:38pm, EMT called time of death.

945247 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 PA 96.0 96 Y F Has underlying dementia and often with difficulty eating.  1 week after immunization she developed a stroke with left sided weakness and difficulty swallowing.  Comfort measures instituted.  Not sure if this is related to the vaccine, but thought I should report

945253 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MD 83.0 83 Y F 83yo female resident who died after receiving Pfizer BioNTech vaccine.  On 1/14/2021, the patient reportedly got up in the middle of the night with c/o feeling "blah", restlessness, and nausea.  VS normal, no other s/sx. At 4:15am,  the patient was asked to go back to bed, assisted by a nurse and GNA.  At 6am, GNA was going to do morning VS and found the patient unresponsive, no pulse, no respirations.  GNA notified the nurse. At 6:03am, CPR started and EMS called.  At 6:15am, EMS arrived and took over.  At or around 6:30am, EMT called time of death

945578 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 KS 72.0 72 Y F No reactions immediately after vaccine was given. Resident has dementia, has had multiple hospitalizations related to a renal stone recently. Had a tooth that was bothering her, went to see her dentist and it was extracted on 1/6/21. On 1/10 they noted feet and ankles are dark purple with white splotches appears to be mottling. Minimally responsive to voice and touch. Not eating. Compassionate visit with family. Family did not want hospice, did not feel it was needed, said, what more could they do for her than you're already doing?  On 1/11 at 1950 was determined to be deceased.

945603 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 KS 94.0 94 Y M Had no immediate issues with the vaccine. He had returned from the hospital on 12/21 and had some concerns about his weight which were shared with his physician on 1/4/21. On 1/5/21 had a visit with his cardiologist for a pacemaker check. On 1/8/21 staff were called to his room, he was on the floor, bluish skin color. No vital signs found, no heart rhythm heard at 2200.

945642 12/20/2020 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 43.0 43 Y M COVID-19 mRNA/Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine  After 1st dose- arm soreness, nausea, sleepiness and headache for 24 hours After 2nd does- fever 101.0 oral, chills, headache for hours

963167 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 DE 88.0 88 Y M Narrative: Symptoms:  & Cardiac Arrest; Death Treatment:  EPINEPHRINE 01/08/2021

967754 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 67.0 66 Y F Death - unknown cause, no reported side effects Narrative: Unknown cause of death

946225 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 PA 70.0 70 Y F At approximately 10:30pm on 1/14/2021, resident was noted to have a rash on her face, hands, arms, and chest. VS:100.2, 113, 20,108/59, 84% room air. applied nasal cannula at 4-L, telephoned Physician orders 6mg Decadron one time order, a second set of Vitals , reads 99.3, 110, 20, 106/60, 90% on 4-L N/C. On coming shift advised. At approximately 2:00am on 1/15/2021, resident congested and coughing. BP 151/70, pulse 124, temp 98.1 forehead, resp 20 and pulse oc 79% on 3L. At approximately 2:30am PRN cough syrup and breathing tx. Resident's condition began to worsen with breathing tx. This LPN updated at 0248 doctor on resident's condition. Doctor gave permission for resident to go to hospital. At 4:19am the Er called to say resident passed away.Y

946293 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 VA 51.0 51 Y M 51 year old M with h/o O2 dependent COPD, Severe pulmonary fibrosis became increasingly hypoxic around 1800hours 1/7/2021. He was transported to hospital for acute on chronic hypoxia respiratory failure. On 1/12/2021 he decompensated further, and after discussing with family and palliative care, He was changed to comfort care. He expired on 1/12/2021@2325 at medical center.Y 6

946959 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 NC 83.0 83 Y M Sudden death 18 hours post vaccine .

946972 10/08/2020 10/10/2020 01/15/2021 MI 93.0 93 Y M Patient received first dose of Shingrix and annual flu vaccine on 10/8/20. Patient's home care therapist called on 10/9/20 that patient developed nausea, vomiting, sweating, and cough after receiving the vaccines. Called patient later that day for follow-up and his wife reported he was feeling better, but was not planning to get the second dose of Shingrix in the future. Did not receive further communication regarding the patient, until on 12/24/20 spoke to patient's wife who reports the patient expired on 10/10/20. He went to bed the evening of 10/9/20, she woke up at 1:30AM on 10/10/20 and heard the patient take two deep breaths and then he stopped breathing. She called the funeral home who had her call the police and the medical examiner was notified.

947129 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 01/15/2021 GA 101.0 101 Y F Resident received Moderna vaccine on 12/23/2020 around 5 pm.  At approximately 3:35 am on 12/25/2020, resident had a CVA and died on 1/1/2021 at 3:00 am.

947642 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 01/15/2021 PA 66.0 Y M died two days after receiving the vaccine; Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's stepchild). A 66-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 07Jan2021 (at the age of 66-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medications included an unspecified statin. The patient experienced fever on 08Jan2021. The patient died two days after receiving the vaccine on 09Jan2021, which was reported as fatal. The clinical course was reported as follows: The patient had a fever the day after getting the vaccine and then he just died in the middle of night. It was reported that it was not clear what exactly happened, but they are looking into this. The clinical outcome of fever was unknown and of died two days after receiving the vaccine was fatal. The patient died on 09Jan2021. The cause of death was not reported.  An autopsy was not performed (was reported to be taking place soon).  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and has been requested during follow up.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: died two days after receiving the vaccine

947662 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 MN 84.0 84 Y M Accelerated decline in condition with decreased input, decreased responsiveness, somnolence, and death

947841 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 MI 83.0 83 Y M Patient had no immediate effects from the vaccine, but died approximately 8 hours after receiving first dose of vaccine.

948150 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 OH 84.0 85 Y M increase weakness and fatigue, weakness in extremities, incontinent, jerky arm movements, within first 24 hours, continue to decline sent to hospital returned weaker, within 24 hrs hours BP dropped, low pulse  oximeter reading, diaphoretic, lung sounds diminished, loss consciousness and passed away. 01-12-2021Y 2

948164 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 MI 77.0 77 Y M Abdominal pain, Headaches, chest pain, loss of appetite, confusion, elevated liver enzymes 1/8-1/15/21 Y

948181 01/15/2021 MI 89.0 Y M Death Chest pain; irreg heart rhythm; evening of vaccine; death on toilet on 1/13/21

948228 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 FL 78.0 78 Y M Patient reportedly expired the day following receipt of the vaccine.

948418 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 CO 37.0 37 Y F Expired on 1/12/2021; unknown cause of death

948428 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 LA 82.0 82 Y F We got a call from a home health nurse Brandu Talamo, stating that the patient passed away.

949474 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 CA 79.0 79 Y M Resident had lunch on 01/14/21 and after lunch around 2:00pm, he vomited and stopped breathing. We coded the resident and 911 paramedics came. They pronounced him dead at 2:18pm.

949523 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 CA 61.0 61 Y F Around 00:50am on 01/15/21, C.N.A. reported that the resident looked different and not responding. Initiated Code Blue and started CPR. 911 arrived and pronounced resident dead at 1:01 am.

949630 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 HI 98.0 98 Y F This patient has been under hospice care for over 2 years at the nursing home. She has had a steady decline with gradual weight loss. She was totally dependent in her care needs. She received the vaccine on 1/2/2021 as part of the facility vaccination campaign. No adverse events noted initially. On 1/3/2021 at 6:06 pm, she was noted on vital sign checks (done every 4 hours for first 72 hours after vaccination) with BP 64/52 but otherwise asymptomatic. Subsequent BP improved. On 1/4/2021 at 4:45 am, pt found with respiratory rate of 30 with otherwise normal vital signs. Tachypnea persisted, so she received liquid morphine 2.5 mg without improvement. Supplemental oxygen was applied. Tachypnea persisted. She had poor oral intake after that point had persistent tachypnea and worsening hypoxemia despite clear lungs on exam. She remained under hospice care and comfort measures were continued. No blood testing or imaging tests were done. She required increasing amounts of oxygen, became hypotensive, and died peacefully on 1/8/2021 at 7:45 pm.

949657 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 DC 89.0 89 Y M Veteran was found by family slumped over and unresponsive  at the breakfast table  on 1/13/21,  had expired

949965 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 01/16/2021 101.0 101 Y F Patient 101 years old, nursing home resident, received vaccine 1/11, on 1/13 found on floor without obvious trauma, unresponsive.  Brought to ED and was bradycardic, hypotensive, hypothermic and refractory to aggressive medical management.  No obvious cause of death found on exam or labs, cxr.  Unknown if event could be related to vaccine or not.  Medical Examiner accepted case although initially unknown that patient had recently received vaccine. ME updated with that information today as soon as discovered.

950057 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 01/16/2021 AL 49.0 49 Y F Patient suffered a cardiac arrest and was unable to give details about her symptoms. Per husband, patient did not complain of any symptoms after vaccine administration. She began seizing without warning which was complicated by cardiac arrest of uncertain etiology

950073 01/15/2021 01/16/2021 01/16/2021 WI 63.0 63 Y M On 1/15/2021 at 1800, resident noted to be lethargic and shaking, stating "I don't care." repeatedly. C/O head and neck pain. T100.6. Given Tylenol with no relief of pain. Order received for Aleve and administered.. Assisted to bed as usual in evening. Monitored during night shift and noted to be resting comfortably/sleeping.. Noted agonal breathing at 4:10 AM 1/16/2021 , T 99.4,  Absence of vital signs at 4:15AM 1/16/21 and death pronounced at 4:40AM 1/16/21.

950108 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 01/16/2021 KY 53.0 53 Y F "Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA" It has been reported to me that pt. had gone into hospital for a heart catheterization on 1/12/2021.  It was found during this procedure that pt. had suffered a MI.  She was release to home the following day and passed away at her residence on 1/15/2021.Y 1

950441 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 01/16/2021 CA 66.0 66 Y M Pt had witnessed arrest by wife. Pt wife started CPR and called EMS. CPR started at 15:12. Continued by EMS. Pt arrived to medical center asystole with CRP in progress and ventilated via igel device.  He was in refractory ventricular fibrillation and continued CPR for a total of 1 hour.  At that point, we checked a bedside ultrasound which showed his heart at a standstill.  He was unresponsive to verbal and tactile stimulus and had fixed unreactive pupils.  He was pronounced at 16:13.

950893 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 01/16/2021 PA 90.0 90 Y F Death

967747 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 01/16/2021 73.0 72 Y M Pt passed away evening of 1/13 - unknown reason currently Narrative:

967749 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 01/16/2021 83.0 82 Y M Cardiac Arrest Narrative:

950935 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 01/17/2021 CA 97 Y F Resident expired

950979 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 01/17/2021 MI 81.0 81 Y M Headache after dose was given at 10:00 a.m   Died at after 7:30 pm the same night the dose was given.

951101 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 01/17/2021 CO 90.0 90 Y M PATIENT GOT HER FIRST COVID PFIZER VACCINE AT 12/31 IN THE AM. HAD GOTTEN FLU LIKE SYMPTOMS AND HAD BEEN SICK FOR A COUPLE OF DAYS. HAD NAUSEA AND VOMITTING DURING THIS TIME AS WELL. ON 1/3 THE CARE GIVER WENT TO CHECK ON HER PT AT HER LTC FACILITY WHERE SHE LIVES AND SHE WASN'T ACTING RIGHT. SHE WAS UNABLE TO DO A STROKE EXAM. PT HAD NO MOVEMNET IN ARMS OR LEGS AND WAS UNABLE TO SPEAK. PT WAS VITALLY STABLE AT THE TIME. EMS RECORDED THAT THEY THOUGHT DIAGNOSIS WOULD BE STROKE, PNEUMONIA OR SEPSIS. AFTER ARRIVAL AT THE HOSPITIAL DETERMED THAT SHE HAD A STORKE, ACUTE KIDNEY INJURY, ABNORMAL LFTS.Y 2

951678 01/13/2021 01/17/2021 01/17/2021 CA 75.0 75 Y M Heart attack death medical test

951688 01/02/2021 01/17/2021 01/17/2021 AR 63.0 63 Y M Resident expired 1/17/21

955091 11/16/2020 01/17/2021 NV 65 Y M Pt rec'd flu vaccine (lot # 2202: UJ535AB) at a pharmacy on 11/16/2020. The next day he developed right hemifacial spasm and palatal myoclonus. 11/17/2020 BRAIN MRI showed a small left frontal non-enhancing lesion, initially thought to possibly be a subacute stroke. However, he worsened and developed anarthria, aphagia, right arm wkns, and aspiration pneumonia necessitating intubation. Repeat BRAIN MRI 11/24/2020 was worse. He had the 1st of 2 brain biopsies 11/28/2020, which pathology was resulted as "reactive changes" but was non-diagnostic. He had add'l BRAIN MRIs that showed continued worsening of the left hemisphere lesion and subsequent involvement of the right hemisphere. A 2nd brain brain biopsy was done 12/16/2020, which pathology was also resulted as "reactive changes" but was also non-diagnostic. The pt has a h/o "low-grade" T-cell lymphoma, but neither biopsy samples had evidence of lymphoma in CNS or of obvious features to suggest other neoplasm, vasculitis, granulomatous disease, infection, or demyelination. This is a very odd / challenging case. Initially despite the timing I did not consider the flu vaccine to be relevant / causative. However, there is no other obvious possible etiology. Hence I would consider the flu vaccine probably related to his CNS problem and a serious adverse reaction. He eventually started having seizures. He remains in a coma on life support. His family is going to withdraw care 1/8/2020.Y Y

955256 01/16/2021 01/17/2021 FL 88.0 88 Y M Patient was vaccinated in right arm. Within 5 to 10 seconds after vaccination, patient started clinching his hands tightly and became unresponsive. Patient was lowered to the floor and did not exhibit a pulse.  CPR was initiated and 911 was called.  An AED was used and healthcare professionals onsite continued compressions until the paramedics arrived.

952204 12/30/2020 12/01/2020 01/18/2021 FL 75.0 75 Y M Patient became sick 3 hours after the vaccine and was found deceased 1 day after his vaccination. He passed away in his sleep.

952228 01/06/2021 01/17/2021 01/18/2021 KS 87.0 87 Y F No known symptoms

952704 01/14/2021 01/16/2021 01/18/2021 OK 79.0 79 Y M Daughter call in for VAERS report to file for father whom committed suicide 1/16/2021 in the AM after reportable ae of COVID 19 vaccine administered 1/14/2021.  Patient sought care twice at  ER; first visit by ambulance around 5PM and Friday 1/15/2021 Medical Center: Emergency Room.  1st Discharge summary diagnosis: adverse reaction to COVID shot; 2nd Discharge summary diagnosis: adverse reaction to COVID shot, fever, Panic Disorder-- ER. Medical Center Discharge summary diagnosis: Adverse reaction to the vaccine, acute anxiety. Reportable patient symptoms at, 1st visit : fever, shaking stomach cramps, breathing issues.  Medical Center  -- No fever, confusion and dementia type, patient would not stay in patient bed; patient would get up and sit down again repeatedly, agitated and anxious. Attempted to urinated hospital bed.  Patient committed suicide in home.

952713 12/30/2020 01/16/2021 01/18/2021 MO 64.0 64 Y M Weakness, Low O2, death. Positive for COVID on 1/12/21, dies on 1/16/21

952799 01/05/2021 01/17/2021 01/18/2021 PA 79.0 79 Y M On 1/17/2021 at 4:35 am resident found apneic and pulseless, at 4:40am death confirmed

952881 01/10/2021 01/15/2021 01/18/2021 MO 89.0 89 Y M Resident was seen by MD on 1/11/2021 due to increasing in edema and shortness of breath. Lasix 40 mg STAT given. New orders to get a STAT CBC, CMP, and BNP. Resident has been dependent on Oxygen since his diagnosis of COVID-19 on 11/23/2020. Labs were abnormal. Continued on the lasix 40 mgs. Resident remained short of breath with exertion and on oxygen. He was assisted to the toilet on 1/15/2021 in the morning where he subsequently passed away.

953129 01/09/2021 01/18/2021 01/18/2021 KY 74.0 74 Y F Patient presented to our Emergency Department via EMS in full code status; asystole.  Patient expired. Per nursing, husband stated patient awoke this AM and reported pain in back between shoulders and in bilateral shoulders. Patient then went unresponsive and husband called EMS.

953183 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 01/18/2021 PA 83.0 83 Y M 1/11/21 at 8:57 Resident with fever and at 11 am saturation down to 83  O2  to 10 liters.  Resident continued to decline until CTB on 1/14/2021 at 1325

953348 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 01/18/2021 AR 81.0 81 Y M Patient was living in a nursing home with positive cases when administered.  His age and chronic condition was such that he did not have time after the vaccination to avoid exposure or develop immunity.

953590 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 01/18/2021 NY 82.0 Y M resident expired; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional.  An 82-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EL0140), intramuscular in the left arm on 05Jan2021 15:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included metabolic encephalopathy from, failure to thrive (FTT), diabetes mellitus (DM) 2 , chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), arthritis, weakness, hyperlipidemia, chronic kidney disease (CKD), dementia.  Known allergies was none.  The patient took unspecified concomitant medication.  On 11Jan2021, the resident expired.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal swab: negative on 09Jan2021.  There was no treatment given for the event. The patient died on 11Jan2021.  An autopsy was not performed.; Sender's Comments: Lacking information on the cause of patient's demise, the Company cannot completely exclude a causal relationship between COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, and patient's death of unknown cause, as a cautionary measure and for reporting purposes. The patient's pre-existing medical condition of metabolic encephalopathy from, failure to thrive (FTT), diabetes mellitus (DM) 2 , chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), arthritis, weakness, hyperlipidemia, chronic kidney disease (CKD), dementia may have provided the contribution to the event in this 82-year-old male patient.  The impacts of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: resident expired

953754 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 01/18/2021 NJ 74.0 74 Y F patient suddenly developed pneumonia 7 days after vaccination and died the evening of developing pneumonia

953785 01/07/2021 01/16/2021 01/18/2021 FL 73.0 73 Y F Death

953858 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 01/18/2021 TN 76.0 76 Y F patient started to decline 1/10/2021, patient seen at facility by medical professional - patient deceased 1/13/2021

953865 01/14/2021 01/17/2021 01/18/2021 RI 99.0 99 Y M REPORTING ONLY AS RESIDENT EXPIRED ON 1/17/2021 3 DAYS AFTER. S/S HYPOXIA/CONGESTED LUNG SOUNDS

953922 12/26/2020 12/31/2020 01/18/2021 MA 72.0 72 Y M The day following the vaccine, the patient complained of throat issues and anxiety.  This was not new... however .  That evening he reported difficulty breathing and was placed on oxygen; a COVID test was performed and was negative.   On 12/30/2020, patient complained of sternal pressure and was transferred to the hospital.  The patient died 12/31/2020 and records obtained from the hospital indicated the patient died from a massive myocardial infarction.Y 2

954251 01/08/2021 01/17/2021 01/18/2021 71.0 71 Y F 71 year old woman at rehabilitation center for physical therapy with history of cirrhosis of the liver, asthma, and heart condition was tested for COVID-19 on 01/07/21, received 1st dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on 01/08/21, positive test result for COVID-19 received on 01/09/21.  She was sent to the hospital and admitted  on 01/12/21 after O2 was 70% and was in a confused state.   Patient passed away on 01/17/21.Y

954780 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 01/19/2021 MI 82.0 82 Y M On 1/13/2021,  resident had sudden emesis. Immediately following emesis he was noted without a pulse and pronounced deceased. No acute symptoms noted prior to this episode. Resident does have a significant cardiac history.

954812 01/15/2021 01/16/2021 01/19/2021 NY 86.0 86 Y F She had the first dose of Pfizer vaccine at the Campus on Friday 1/15 at 4:30 pm. After the vaccine, she had no new symptoms or signs of vaccine reaction and MD friend reports that he checked her pulse which was not elevated from baseline. On 1/16,  she awakened and continued to feel at her recent baseline. However, in the early afternoon, she complained of  headache, nausea/epigastric pain, and chest heaviness. These apparently were not unusual symptoms for her to feel intermittently.  Per her niece, who has a home O2 sat device, her 02 sat that morning was 97 with a HR of 87 irregularly irregular. She was afebrile. (continue on page 2)

955261 01/18/2021 01/19/2021 01/19/2021 MD 85.0 85 Y F Death

955390 01/15/2021 01/16/2021 01/19/2021 AL 95.0 95 Y F Resident received vaccination on January 15, 2021.  She was found unresponsive with shallow respirations on the morning of January 16, 2021 and was sent to ER via ambulance.  The resident was admitted to medical center ICU where she passed away later that day. Y 1

955425 01/05/2021 01/16/2021 01/19/2021 MN 90.0 90 Y M resident had a pressure ulcer to RT hip, was getting treatment on. Was scheduled to have wound debrided and wound vac applied on 1-19-2021. Appetite was poor, not wanting to get out of bed, and decline in alertness. Passed away on 1-16-2021

955436 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 01/19/2021 84.0 84 Y M patient received vaccine 12/29. Unexpected death 1/5.

955532 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 01/19/2021 NJ 51.0 51 Y F COVID 19 Vaccination administered by pharmacy staff. No adverse effect at the present time. Staff will continue to observe adverse reaction. Will continue to monitor. Patient at start of shift awake in the bed. Pt at 3am was on the commode leaned to the side. Patient body still warm to touch no pulse. Called for assistance Asap. Cpr started promptly. Cpr given patient on floor 911 arrived at the scene at 3:10am Cpr rotated Between Nursing and EMT on Scene. Cpr was given to patient for over 45 minutes. Patient was pronounced at the scene at 3:50am. Call placed to Pt family by supervisor on shift. MD to be notified. AT 3:00am, I was notified by the nurse that resident is unresponsive. Upon entering room, resident was sitting on the commode unresponsive with absent respiration and pulse. Resident lowered down on the floor with 4 person assist. CPR initiated, AED pads placed on chest with no shock indicated. 911 called and EMT and paramedics arrived around 3:10am. ACLS performed until code stopped and pronounced death at 3:48am. I called and notified family member of his demise and awaiting for family to call us back for funeral arrangements.

955597 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 01/19/2021 NE 50.0 50 Y M Death

955879 12/22/2020 01/19/2021 OH Y U expired before receiving the second dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar death events for 8 patients. This report is for 5th of 8 patients. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient expired before receiving the second dose on an unspecified date. The patient died on an unspecified date.  It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The limited information provided in this report does not allow a full assessment of the case. The event death with unknown cause is assessed as related to the suspect drug per company guidance. This case will be reassessed when additional information, particularly the clinical course before death, complete medical history and concomitant medication and autopsy report, becomes available.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021034595 same  drug, reporter and event but different patient; Reported Cause(s) of Death: expired before receiving the second dose

955880 12/22/2020 01/19/2021 OH Y U passed unexpectedly; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse communicated to a Pfizer colleague. This nurse reported similar death events for 8 patients. This report is for 8th of 8 patients. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient passed unexpectedly on an unspecified date. The patient died on an unspecified date.  It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The limited information provided in this report does not allow a full assessment of the case. The event death with unknown cause is assessed as related to the suspect drug per company guidance. This case will be reassessed when additional information, particularly the clinical course before death, complete medical history and concomitant medication and autopsy report, becomes available.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021034595 same  drug, reporter and event but different patient; Reported Cause(s) of Death: passed unexpectedly

955959 01/11/2021 01/18/2021 01/19/2021 NM 82.0 82 Y M Patient died 1 week after vaccination.  According to family was having very rapid decline in status in recent weeks and they did not think related to vaccination.

956211 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 01/19/2021 KY 91.0 91 Y M patient passed away on 1/12 at 1800 from a ruptured colonic mass.

956225 01/16/2021 01/19/2021 CA 82.0 82 Y M Systemic: Pt monitored by nursing for 30min after inj,pt was stable/no reaction.At ~1hr post inj pt was unresponsive.Pt was a hospice/dnr per director

956365 12/21/2020 01/18/2021 01/19/2021 CA 81.0 81 Y F 12/28/2020: generalized weakness and fell twice at home, cough, nausea,1/04/2021: cough, nausea, fever and chronic pain when she fell from being weak. admitted to hospital with Covid pneumonia, shortness of breath, covid postive, 1/09/2021: pt on bipap, 1/15/2021: pt was intubated, on TPN, pt DNR, 1/18/2021: was extubated and put on comfort measures and passed away

956458 01/06/2021 01/16/2021 01/19/2021 MA 60.0 60 Y M Patient was vaccinated for SARS-CoV-2 on 6-Jan-21 at his site of employment, a Nursing Home. Patient presented to Urgent Care on 15-Jan-21 complaining of left sided chest pain that started the evening before with an associated slight cough.  Pt was afebrile with a heart rate of 88 and an O2 sat on room air of 98% in triage.  His EKG showed a sinus tachycardia of 114 with a slightly prolonged QTc of 463 ms. Physical exam was significant for bibasilar crackles and X-ray showed bibasilar infiltrates consistent with COVID pneumonia but bacterial pneumonia could not be excluded. The patients BP was documented as 97/64.  He was treated with Zofran for nausea and tylenol. He was prescribed a five day course of Azithromycin, an Albuterol inhaler, guaifenessin with codeine cough syrup, and Zofran. Labs were drawn and he was discharged.  His lab results were reported after his departure and were significant for a white blood cell count of 1.33, platelet count of 73, 2% myelocytes, 1% metamyelocytes, an absolute neutrophil count of 0.75 K/ul, a creatinine of 1.83, total bilirubin of 1.3, with direct bilirubin of 0.8, alkaline phosphatase of 294 and AST of 112 with ALT noted to be within normal limit. His COVID nasopharyngeal swab from the visit was reported as negative and a swab performed at his employment on 13-Jan-21 was also reported to be negative.  Patient could not be reached by phone after discharge from Urgent Care about these labs. On the evening of 16-Jan-21, Police Department received a 911 call about an adult at the patient's address who was found unresponsive. Upon arrival on scene, the patient was found to be deceased and a decision was made not to attempt to resuscitate. The death was deemed to be non-suspicious and the patient's body was transported to a funeral home.  On 19-Jan-21, I contacted the State Medical Examiner's Office.  They have decided to perform an autopsy and have recovered the CBC and chemistry specimens obtained for further testing.

956761 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 01/19/2021 NJ 94.0 94 Y M Family was told that Patient expired in his sleep during the early morning hours of 1/15. I spoke with him the evening before (on 1/14), which was a day after he had received the Covid vaccine. He was not having any symptoms of allergy or reaction then. He did say that he felt tired, but he often complained of feeling tired over time.

956811 01/18/2021 01/18/2021 01/19/2021 NJ 75.0 75 Y M Resident was noted unresponsive, no respiration, no blood pressure, no pulse, code blue called according to facility protocol, resident is full code, CPR started, 911 called, arrived and took  over from staff. Resident was pronounced dead at 1:16pm 1/18/21

956843 01/17/2021 01/19/2021 01/19/2021 IA 71.0 71 Y M Resident was found deceased in his bed at 7:15 am.

956962 01/06/2021 01/19/2021 01/19/2021 NY 74.0 74 Y M COVID 19 vaccine, unknown which company  Chronically ill in a skilled nursing facility found diaphoretic, hypotensive, hypoxia to 85% arrived to Emergency dept in cardiac arrest Died within 65 minutes of nursing finding patient in distress Wife felt it may have been related to vaccine date of vaccination 1/6/20 hx covid 19  PNA in April 2020

956994 01/15/2021 01/19/2021 01/19/2021 CA 73.0 73 Y M The patient had severe shortness of breath resulting in cardiac arrest on the 5th day after the vaccine. Shortness of breath started 12 hours after injection. On the 5th day, the patient was discovered to also have a rash throughout his body, but it is unknown when this rash started.

957116 01/14/2021 01/18/2021 01/19/2021 HI 75.0 75 Y M Sudden death without warning symptoms 4 days after vaccine.  Many medical problems which most likely explain the outcome but spouse feels it is related and it is a new vaccine.  Monitor for pattern?

957163 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 01/19/2021 NJ 54.0 54 Y M Resident received 1st on 1/11/21 at 12:10am (1/12/21) resident was found unresponsive. Code Blue, 911 called at 12:11am. FD and EMS arrived, resident pronounced at 12:51am.

957799 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 VA 81.0 81 Y M Presented to Urgent Care for weakness and confusion, transferred to ED, patient had a cardiac arrest and was unable to be resuscitated Y

958069 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 FL 94.0 94 Y F Started with cough, mild shortness of breath and feeling terrible  in evening of 1/19.

958072 01/16/2021 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 57.0 57 Y F Death 3 days after receiving 2nd dose of COVID vaccine, unknown if related to vaccine administration. Y

958228 01/12/2021 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IL 83.0 83 Y M Patient has end stage renal disease and rapidly worsening dementia, family could no longer care for him at home, and he was admitted for 14-day quarantine prior to admission to inpatient hospice. Received vaccine on 1/12 without apparent adverse reactions. Patient started refusing oral intake on 1/16, and CMP on 1/17 showed hypernatremia 165 (new issue). His BUN 138 CREAT 6.93 K 5.2 were his baseline. He was found to be deceased on 1/18 at 11:18 pm.

958322 01/19/2021 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 FL 62.0 62 Y M Shaking and then became unresponsive

958565 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 FL 71.0 71 Y M Clients wife reported on 1/18/2021, that her husband died unexpectedly the day after receiving the COVID 19 vaccine. I called and spoke with her. She stated that the client had started experienced some tightness in his chest the evening of 1/11/2021. She stated that it was normal for him to have the tightness in his chest if he got stressed. She stated that she found him on the garage floor on 1/12/2021 at 2120. He was taken by ambulance to the hospital. She stated that the hospital told her that his COPD had caused him to go into arrythmia.

958745 01/12/2021 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 CO 73.0 73 Y M Resident was noted to have increase weakness on 1/15/2021.  Resident was warm to touch with low grade fever of 99.3 F.  Resident was up propelling self in w/c on 1/16/2021 he was pleasant, accepted medications and ate lunch.  He was found slumped over in his w/c not responding and vital signs absent.

958914 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 GA 87.0 87 Y F Death on 1/15/2020

958935 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 NC 92.0 92 Y F Sudden Death within 24 hours of vaccine

958971 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 FL 84.0 84 Y M Hemorrhagic Stroke,  Right Basal Ganglion Y

959001 01/15/2021 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 IL 55.0 55 Y M Patient woke apx 0200 complaining of nausea to group home staff.  Vitals were checked at that time and WNL.  Patient went back to bed.  When staff went to wake patient apx 0530, he was unresponsive and had no pulse. Chest compressions were started and EMS called.

959079 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 CO 91.0 91 Y M On 1/9/2021 observed  with elevated respirations of 38-42 per minute, BP manually 72/50. pulse is jumping rapidly between 110-16 bpm. oxygen sat 76% RA, resident refusing oxygen at first attempt, allowed oxygen to be placed, is now 84% on 4L. resident shaking head yes that he is hurting, and yes that he would take medication for pain. Dr. notified,   branch block.  Received order for morphine 2mg per hr as needed for elevated respirations and pain. Dr. also gave orders to D/C Tamsulosin and finasteride.  Resident continue with decreased O2 sats and elevated respirations. Absence of vital signs on 1/10/21 at 826PM.

959147 12/28/2020 01/20/2021 OH 84.0 83 Y F Unknown as to any correlation with vaccine as this was a hospice patient that was already experiencing decline. Patient became Jaundice for approximately one week prior to expiring.

959167 01/14/2021 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 AL 84.0 84 Y M Patient received COVID 19 vaccine 01/14/2021. Patient died in his sleep 01/16/2021.

959179 01/14/2021 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 CO 79.0 79 Y M Patient received COVID-19 vaccination on 1/14/2021. On 1/17/2021, patient was transferred to Hospital s/p multiple cardiac arrests. Patient was hyperkalemic and in acute renal failure at time of transfer. Hyperkalemia was treated, but the patient suffered PEA vs VFib. At the time of transfer, patient was on vasopressin, norepinephrine, and epinephrine. The patient had an EF of 40-45% and elevated troponins.  Patient was made DNR and placed on comfort care. Patient passed away on 1/18/2021. Ultimately we suspect that the patients condition was a direct result of his underlying disease states, but wanted to make sure reporting was made available.Y 1

959237 02/05/2019 02/07/2019 01/20/2021 WA 0 Y F My daughter was given 2 vaccines in her first 24 hours of life. We were released from the hospital at hour 28 of life, and she died at home at hour 39, due to "unknown causes" which they later diagnosed as SUIDS. 0.0

959272 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 KS 85.0 85 Y M Patient died 4 days after immunization.  Probably unrelated to immunization, as patient has been in poor health and was receiving hospice services.  I have no details related to his illness or symptoms.  Daughter is the HIPAA/emergency contact and will have all the information needed.

959356 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 MN 89.0 89 Y F Pt passed away the day after the vaccine was given.

959568 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 CO 70.0 70 Y F Patient received her first dose of the Moderna COVID-19 Vaccination on Saturday January 16th 2021 at approximately 12pm. She completed all necessary screening forms and was deemed to be at low risk for serious allergic reactions. She tolerated the vaccination well, and no complications or immediate adverse events occurred. She was observed for a full 15 mins per CDPHE/CDC guidelines and left the Clinic in stable condition after her observation period was complete. On the morning of Tuesday, January 19th, 2021, the patient was found unconscious and unresponsive by her husband. She was transferred by Ambulance to Hospital shortly thereafter. She was diagnosed with a brain bleed that was determined to be inoperable. She was transferred to other Hospital for higher level care. She was seen by neurosurgery and diagnosed with a ruptured aneurysm. She was treated in the ICU for 24 hours, at which point her team determined that the severity of her brain bleed would not respond to treatment. Supportive cares were withdrawn on Wednesday Jan 20th, and she passed away shortly thereafter.Y 2

959591 12/22/2020 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 CO 70.0 70 Y M Resident has increase weakness and lethargy with abnormal labs.  He was transferred to the ER.  He was admitted to the hospital and treated for worsening AKI and hypotension. Y 14

959729 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 MD 82.0 82 Y M Per Nursing Staff- patient died within 24 hours of receiving the vaccine. patient has hospice. Please contact  director of nursing for more details.

959747 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 MD 90.0 90 Y M per staff at facility patient died 24 hours post vaccination. Please contact Director of Nursing for further details.

959929 01/17/2021 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 70.0 69 Y M Narrative:  Patient seen in ED 1-17-21 with c/c of "bloated with epigastric pain". Patient with complicated medical history including stage 1B pancreatic cancer (was currently on chemotherapy mFOLFIRINOX), and a leadless permanent pacemaker implantation on 1-11-21 for long episodes of SR with complete heart block following symptoms of syncope (other cardiac history: CAD s/p CABG 2009, PAF, and HTN). Regarding ER visit for epigastric pain, nothing notable was found on workup and patient was to discharge home to rest. There were available doses of COVID-19 Vaccine following a vaccine clinic that same day, and patient was offered and agreed to a dose of vaccine. Patient was monitored for 15 minutes post vaccine with no notable issues. The following day, Monday 1-18-21, patient's caregiver called facility at 22:30 to report he had a fever of 102.8 degrees and that he had been "feeling kind of bad all day". Patient was advise to seek urgent medical care and reported back to ED on 1-19-21 at 00:55. Patient wasd admitted for SIRS (tachycardia and febrile) -- patient also reported diffuse myalgia. WBC WNL, CXR unremarkable for infection, UA neg for bacteria, LFTs WNL, blood cultures negative. Procalcitonin elevated at 17.8 -- suggesting inflammatory response. Patient initially reported feeling better on the morning of 1-19-21, but around 13:00 began rapidly declining (confusion, unable to walk) and started experiencing EKG changes (9 beats of SVT). Patient then coded and resuscitation was attempted for approximately 30 minutes. Patient did not survive the code. Coroner has been notified and family is considering autopsy at time of this report.Y

960426 12/22/2020 01/21/2021 OH Y U expired before receiving the second dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar death events for 8 patients. This report is for 1st of 8 patient.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient expired before receiving the second dose on an unspecified date. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.; Sender's Comments: Current information is very limited for full assessment. The patient died following the vaccine use; further information such as patient demographics, complete medical history, concomitant medications, concurrent illness and event term details especially death cause and autopsy results are needed for meaningful evaluation.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021034597 same  drug, reporter and event but different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021034598 same  drug, reporter and event but different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021034599 same  drug, reporter and event but different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021034600 same  drug, reporter and event but different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021034601 same  drug, reporter and event but different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021034603 same  drug, reporter and event but different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021034596 same drug, reporter and event but different patient.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: expired before receiving the second dose

960427 12/22/2020 01/21/2021 OH Y U expired before receiving the second dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for 8 patients. This report is for 2nd of 8 patients.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient expired before receiving the second dose on an unspecified date. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.; Sender's Comments: Current information is very limited for full assessment. The patient died following the vaccine use; further information such as patient demographics, complete medical history, concomitant medications, concurrent illness and event term details especially death cause and autopsy results are needed for meaningful evaluation.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: expired before receiving the second dose

960428 12/22/2020 01/21/2021 OH Y U expired before receiving the second dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for 8 patients. This report is for 3rd of 8 patients.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient expired before receiving the second dose on an unspecified date. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the reasonable temporal association, the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported death and the administration of COVID 19 vaccine, bnt162b2.  However, more information on the patient's underlying medical condition, concomitant medications, patient's age group, clinical course and relevant lab tests would be helpful for the Company to make a more meaningful causality assessment.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: expired before receiving the second dose

960429 12/22/2020 01/21/2021 OH Y U expired before receiving the second dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for 8 patients. This report is for 4th of 8 patient. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient expired before receiving the second dose on an unspecified date. The patient died on an unspecified date. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Current information is very limited for full assessment. The patient died following the vaccine use; further information such as patient demographics, complete medical history, concomitant medications, concurrent illness and event term details especially death cause and autopsy results are needed for meaningful evaluation.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021034595 same  drug, reporter and event but different patient; Reported Cause(s) of Death: expired before receiving the second dose

960430 01/21/2021 OH Y U 7 residents expired before receiving the second dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for 8 patients. This report is for 6th of 8 patients.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient expired before receiving the second dose on an unspecified date. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The event death is assessed as related to BNT162b2 vaccine and documented as such in the  global safety database until sufficient information is available to allow an unrelated causality assessment.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021034595 same  drug, reporter and event but different patient; Reported Cause(s) of Death: 7 residents expired before receiving the second dose

960431 12/22/2020 01/21/2021 OH Y U expired before receiving the second dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar death events for 8 patients. This report is for 7th of 8 patient.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient expired before receiving the second dose on an unspecified date. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.; Sender's Comments: Current information is very limited for full assessment. The patient died following the vaccine use; further information such as patient demographics, complete medical history, concomitant medications, concurrent illness and event term details especially death cause and autopsy results are needed for meaningful evaluation.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021034595 same  drug, reporter and event but different patient; Reported Cause(s) of Death: expired before receiving the second dose

960460 12/30/2020 01/17/2021 01/21/2021 IL 97.0 Y M died; tested positive for COVID; tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer from a Pfizer-sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect. A 97-year-old male patient received the first dose of the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at 97-years-old at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization; administered by the nursing home.  Medical history included glaucoma from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medications included: "used a sav for skin tears", and "eye drops for glaucoma" from an unknown date to an unknown date. On 07Jan2021, the patient experienced: tested positive for COVID (medically significant). The patient died (death, medically significant) on 17Jan2021. The clinical course was reported as follows: The reporter stated that in regard to the patient's height and weight: "was probably getting down to about five foot eight. Shrinking." The reporter stated that If she remembered correctly, they were trying to maintain the patient's weight 135 to 136 pounds.    The reporter stated that her father was in a nursing home. The patient received his first dose of the COVID vaccine on 30Dec2020. The patient died on 17Jan2021. The reporter stated that she "wanted Pfizer to know that the little old people in the nursing might not be strong enough for the vaccine." The reporter stated that she was "not calling to complaining."   The reporter stated that there was nothing wrong with her dad. He was elderly with no health issues.  "He was literally on no medications. The only reason he was in the nursing home was because he was afraid to walk." The reporter stated that she received a call about giving the patient the vaccine and she said yes because she wanted him to have the vaccine. One week after the vaccine, the patient tested positive for COVID "like all the other people" (no further details provided). The reporter stated that her dad had no symptoms of COVID. The director of nursing said the patient was doing so well. The patient ate his lunch, he laid down for nap, and at 14:30 he was gone. The patient "went peacefully in his sleep." The reporter then again stated that the patient literally had nothing wrong with him. "They were shocked. They fed him and he took a nap. He was sleeping, but it was eternally." The reporter stated that, "it might not have been the Pfizer vaccine, maybe his heart wore out."  In regard to an autopsy: the reporter stated that they would get it done if needed. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 virus test: positive on 07Jan2021. History of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect: none.  It was unknown if there were additional vaccines administered on the same date of the Pfizer suspect, but the reporter doubted it. There were no prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. There were no adverse events following the prior vaccinations. The clinical outcome of the event, died, was fatal. The clinical outcome of the event, tested positive for COVID, was unknown. The patient died on 17Jan2021 due to an unknown cause of death.  An autopsy was not performed.  The batch/lot numbers for the vaccine, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, were not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: died

960552 01/18/2021 01/18/2021 01/21/2021 78.0 78 Y F At approximately 930am I arrived at Memory Care.  I met with the director of the facility and she directed me to where my team would be setting up.  My team consisted of (technician), (nurse) and I. As we were setting up, the director asked how she can help. I explained to her that we would need a designated area for patients to be monitored after vaccination for 15 minutes and maybe even longer . I also explained that we would need one of her staff monitoring while we vaccinate. She agreed, and proceeded to designate her staff and the cafeteria area, facing the vaccination station,the monitoring station.   Throughout the day, nurse and I were both vaccinating,while the staff of the facility would monitor the vaccinated patients. I would also stop occasionally to mix the vaccine and check the temperature of the aero safe.   At approximately 12:50pm, the director rushed in and stated that a patient is not responding, and that she had been vaccinated. At that point, I grabbed epipens and a thermometer and I also instructed nurse to grab an Epipen and come with me. We followed the director to pt's room. Once we got to the room, the patient was in bed and there were 4 staff members standing bedside and one of them turned and stated the patient has passed. At that point I asked the staff how long ago did the patient get the vaccine, they stated about 30 minutes ago. They also stated that the patient was a hospice patient and that the patient had declined, and was rapidly detiorating and had not eaten or drank anything all day . They also stated that the patient had been monitored for 15 minutes post vaccination. I then left the room and grabbed the patients COVID Vaccine intake consent form.     I looked at the answered questionaire and all the responses were circled NO. Patient had a temp of 96.5 at the time of vaccination.The vaccine administration information for Immunizer Section was filled out by Nurse. I then proceeded to ask the director once again if there were staff that was monitoring her for 15 minutes, the director stated they had staff monitoring her. She also stated the Hospice nurse has to announce her death, so they waited for the Hospice Nurse to come.  I then called Corporate and explained the situation. After speaking to corporate, I also asked nurse, if she remembered the patient. She stated that she did and at the time of the vaccination the patient was not alert, there were two staff members with the patient. She was non oriented and she kept closing her eyes. At that point, Nurse stated that she asked the two staff members with her if this is how she usually is and if its ok to vaccinate her. Both Staff members stated that it its ok,this is how she is. The Nurse then proceeded to vaccinate.  At approximately 3:10pm, as I was leaving I spoke to the director, and one of her Staff members. Staff that the patient has actually not eaten/ or drank anything for the past several days, including today(01/18/21). Staff also stated that on Friday, Jan 15th,2021, they had informed the family that the patient was rapidly detiorating. Staff also stated that the family knowingly gave the consent to vaccinate her. She also stated that the hospice Nurse believes that the death was primarily caused by her detiorating state. She also stated that the hospice Nurse informed that the death was not due to the Vaccine. Per Lead Pharmacist at the clinic.

960752 01/14/2021 01/16/2021 01/21/2021 LA 69.0 69 Y M Extreme Fatigue

960841 01/17/2021 01/21/2021 01/21/2021 NY 23.0 23 Y M Patient developed 104.4 temp approximately 48 hours after being given the vaccine. I treated him with antibiotics, IV fluids, cooling methods. CXR does show a new right perihilar infiltrate. However, his fever came down within the next 24-48 hours. Unfortunately, he suffered a cardiac arrest on 1/21/21 in the early morning and expired.

961010 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 PA 92.0 92 Y M Resident returned to the memory support unit at 1500.  Resident was than toileted and transferred in to bed per his request.  At 1515 resident was observed face down beside bed, resident sustained a 1inX1in eccyhmotic/hematoma to the forehead. Neuro Checks with in normal limes Vital signs: 100/52, 100, 97.2, 28.  Resident sent to ED for further medical evaluation via EMS.Y 1

961339 01/18/2021 01/19/2021 01/21/2021 GA 45.0 45 Y F possibly got it at clinic, possibly who administered shot. Pts. daughter said the pts boyfriend denied any symptoms the whole day but that in the middle of the night the pt passed away.

961434 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 01/21/2021 OH 94.0 94 Y M This is a 94-year-old male who is brought in by ambulance after being found on the floor with unknown downtime.  He was in asystole upon EMS arrival.  He remains in asystole.  No advanced airway is in place.  The patient is getting compressions from Lucas device upon arrival.  It was reported that he was last talked to by family at 2 PM.  The patient got his SARS-CoV-2 vaccination this morning.  The patient is evaluated emergently.  CPR was ongoing with 3 rounds of epinephrine given.  The patient remains in asystole.  He has rigor mortis.  The patient's pupils are fixed and dilated.  The patient has compressions paused and ultrasound is used to evaluate for cardiac activity.  None is detected.  The patient has no electrical activity on monitor.  The patient's time of death is 2113.

961705 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 OH 60.0 60 Y M approximately 3 hours prior to expiring the patient was experiencing forceful emesis.  later was found to have expired, patient was comfort care only.

961741 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 NY 89.0 89 Y M The patient received his vaccine in the. morning of 1/20/2021, while getting into car to go see his pulmonologist, about 2 hours after, collapsed, unresponsive with asystolic cardiac arrest.  No symptoms prior other than chronic dyspnea.  No allergic type symptoms reported by family.  Asystole with EMS, no response to ACLS, presented to ED, DOA.

961776 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 01/21/2021 FL 69.0 69 Y M 1/13/2021 12:00 PM: Patient received COVID-19 Vaccine. 1/14/2021 21:00: Nurse performed routine rounds and the patient appeared okay. 1/14/2021 22:00: CNA discovered patient unresponsive in bed, began CPR, and called 911. 1/14/2021 23:08: Pronounced deceased.

961845 01/12/2021 01/18/2021 01/21/2021 77.0 76 Y M Narrative:

961848 01/10/2021 01/21/2021 76.0 Y M Narrative: Was pt previously covid positive?- Yes. Initial- 10/27/2020, 11/29/2020, 12/22/2020 Are there any predisposing factors for patient experiencing adverse drug event?- Yes, patient had multiple co-morbidities including GI bleed, hepatitis congestion due to cardiac issues, treatment for PE, NSTEMI, or antibiotics for PNA, also on concurrent medications APAP, Atorvastatin, Mirtazapine and Duloxetine. Pt with 2 doses of covid-19 vaccine, second one on 01/08/2021, 2 days pre-death Any occurrence of an ADR at time of administration? Did not specify injection site issues, per RN admin note- Vaccine "administered without complications." Did patient recover from event? Not s/p dose on 01/08/2021. First dose given on 12/21/2021, LFTS increased ~01/01/2021, peaked on 01/03/2021 and were decreasing on 01/07/2021 Was there an ADR between observation period and date of death? No Did patient recover from event? No (01/08/2021 event, died 01/10/2021) Was patient hospitalized prior to vaccination? Yes, in between inpatient and nursing home Was patient hospitalized prior to death--was hospitalization attributable to ADE? Yes re-admitted to inpatient on 12/31/2020. GI bleed Is there an alternative cause of death? Yes, as noted above. Quite a complicated case with many comorbidities/concurrent medications as noted above. Primary Diagnosis: Upper GI Bleed in the death note from 01/10/2021

962307 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 01/21/2021 SD 93.0 Y M tired; legs felt heavy; stopped breathing; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program a non-contactable consumer. A 93-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 11:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  Patient received vaccine around 11:00 a.m. About two hours later, he said he was tired and couldn't continue with the physical therapy he was doing. He was taken back to his room, where he said his legs felt heavy. Soon after, he stopped breathing. A nurse declared a do-not-resuscitate order. The patient died on 04Jan2021. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed. Outcome of stopped breathing was fatal. Outcome of tired and legs felt heavy was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: stopped breathing

962308 01/21/2021 UT Y F died; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer reported that an 83-year-old female patient (reporter mother) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included hospice care and dementia. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient died one day after getting vaccine. She was reportedly in good health the day before receiving vaccine. She was on hospice, frail, but in good condition and checked by a hospice nurse the day before which she reported her in good health considering. She was with dementia but stable in her health. The reporter read investigating 23 deaths of people receiving vaccine in similar conditions. The patient died on an unspecified date.  It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: died

962318 12/29/2020 01/19/2021 01/21/2021 KY 80.0 80 Y M Called to schedule second vaccine and daughter reports that he died on01/19/2021 with "COVID"
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962325 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 VA 80.0 80 Y M Patient's wife called this morning stating that her husband has passed away last night. After receiving first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine at around 0830, patient remained in the Immunizations Department for the 15-minute monitoring period. Per wife, patient's only complaint was pain at the injection site. At 1300, wife states that patient complaint of dizziness which "dissipated after a few minutes" followed by a headache which "dissipated after a few minutes" as well. Then patient complained of nausea, no vomiting and "couldn't relax." Per wife, from around 1400/1500, patient stayed on his recliner while still having a conversation with her--"he didn't get up to eat." Last conversation they had was around 2000/2100. Per wife, at around 2100/2200, patient was quiet and when she checked on him, "he wasn't responding anymore." Wife then called 911, "but they couldn't revive him."

962390 01/10/2021 01/16/2021 01/21/2021 81.0 81 Y M Admitted to hospital after vaccination with Acute hypoxemic respiratory failure, Septic shock;  Aneurysm of arteriovenous dialysis fistula; expired 1/16/2021 Y

962714 12/19/2020 01/10/2021 01/21/2021 AK 80.0 80 Y M We do not believe that the patient's death was an adverse event from the vaccine.  Patient received COVID vaccine from Pfizer Dose #1 12/19/2020 (lot # EK5730) and Dose #2 1/7/2021 (lot # EL1284). No side effects or adverse events noted; lived in 24/7 care facility and monitored twice daily for reaction.  Patient died 1/10/2021 from chronic respiratory failure and congestive heart failure after recent aspiration pneumonia requiring hospitalization. Death was anticipated and not sudden.  We were told to report his death to VAERS even though his death was anticipated and not related to his vaccination.

962716 12/30/2020 01/19/2021 01/21/2021 ND 62.0 62 Y F Patient deceased

962764 12/17/2020 12/23/2020 01/21/2021 AK 73.0 73 Y M Patient did not have any adverse reaction to the COVID vaccine, but we were asked by our health dept to submit a VAERS report since the patient died between his first and second dose.  Received Pfizer Dose #1 12/17/2020. No side effects or adverse events noted; lived in 24/7 care facility and monitored twice daily for reaction.  Date of death 12/23/2020 from aspiration pneumonia complicated by end-stage heart failure and ischemic cardiomyopathy. Death was anticipated and not sudden.

962784 01/09/2021 01/15/2021 01/21/2021 88.0 88 Y M patient expired 1/15/2021; had been treated as outpatient for pneumonia, likely COVID-19 but no positive test result in December 2020. PMH diabetes

962827 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 01/21/2021 93.0 93 Y F Admitted 1/14/21: Patient is an elderly 93-year-old female with multiple medical problems including chronic combined CHF, P 80, diabetes mellitus, HTN, hyperlipidemia, CKD stage 3, has been complaining of generalized weakness, fatigue, decreased appetite for the past few days.  She had an outpatient COVID-19 vaccine earlier today. Within 2 hr of admitting the patient to the hospital, condition clinically deteriorated.  Patient elected to be DNR/DNI while in the ED. Patient was pronounced dead at 10:30 p.m. earlier today.  Preliminary cause of death:  Hypoglycemia induced lactic acidosis.Y

962940 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 WI 83.0 83 Y M Pt received second dose of COVID vaccine on 01/20/2021 at 1430. At 1600 Pt developed a wet productive cough with coarse crackles. Pt ate dinner at 5 pm cough persisted. At 18:30 the nurse went to Pt's room to give him his medications. Pt still had a cough, denied shortness of breath. Pt was in a good mood and joking with staff. Pt asked to be shaved. At 19:45 Pt was sitting in the lounge and a CNA noticed that Pt was pale/white in color and clammy. 02 Sat was 85%. Respirations were labored. Pt was placed on 4 L of 02. Increased to 5 L via face mask and 02 sat was 89-90%. Ambulance was called at unknown time. Pt arrived at Medical Center at 2120 and was pronounced dead at 2127.

962957 01/15/2021 01/18/2021 01/21/2021 IL 88.0 88 Y F Patient became lethargic with labored breathing and decreased oxygen saturation. Expired after sent out of facility for treatment.

962966 01/14/2021 01/16/2021 01/21/2021 80.0 80 Y F On Saturday, 1/16/2021, Patient went to the grocery store.  Upon her return, she indicated she was experiencing N/V and some throat swelling.  Patient subsequently collapsed and expired before she could be brought to an emergency room.  During  investigation by Coroners Office, it has been reported that Patient may have gotten some takeout food while she was out.  Labs are pending and the Coroners investigation is ongoing. Spouse believes that her death was caused by the vaccine.

962995 01/15/2021 01/19/2021 01/21/2021 CA 61.0 61 Y M No immediate reaction. Patient-reported deceased four days later on Jan. 19, 2021. As of this date cause of death is unknown to our clinic.

963016 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 01/21/2021 PA 65.0 65 Y F unknown.  Event occurred after leaving vaccination site

963057 01/09/2021 01/17/2021 01/21/2021 96.0 96 Y F presented to ED 1/9/21 with abdominal pain, progressive worsening weakness and fatigue and new onset A fib with RVR likely due to hypertensive urgency . Patient progressed clinically with severe hypoxia and transferred to ICU and started on BiPAP; progressive decline with decreased urinary output with uremia likely secondary to sepsis. Concern with patient worsening clinical decline, palliative care had been consulted on end of life care. Patient expired 1/17/21Y

963235 01/04/2021 01/18/2021 01/21/2021 TX 94.0 94 Y F Patient diagnosed with COVID on January 9, 2021 after being exposed to family member that was under quarantine in the same household.  Admitted to the hospital and was discharged on January 14, 2021 with home hospice.  Patient passed away on January 18, 2021 Y 5

963269 01/04/2021 01/18/2021 01/21/2021 TX 87.0 87 Y F Patient passed away on 01/18/2021

963388 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 01/21/2021 ND 88.0 88 Y F Patient died unexpectedly 5 days after receiving vaccine (1/10/2021).

963610 01/14/2021 01/17/2021 01/21/2021 NM 63.0 63 Y M Patient deceased on 01/17/2021

967743 01/19/2021 01/19/2021 01/21/2021 TX 77.0 77 Y M Possible seizer, unknown at this time, aprox 1hr and 20min after vac given. Passed away aprox 2hrs after vac. 01/21/2021

963902 12/28/2020 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 Y M Death; This is a spontaneous report from four non-contactable consumers via a Pfizer-sponsored program Corporate (Pfizer) Social Media Platforms.    A 78-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Ongoing medical history included Alzheimer's Disease, encephalopathy, hypertension, acute kidney failure, urinary retention and recent urinary tract infection (UTI), all from an unspecified date.  Concomitant medication included acetaminophen (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), bisacodyl (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), bupropion (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), escitalopram (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), hydrocodone bitartrate, paracetamol (HYDROCODONE/ACETAMINOPHEN), loperamide (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), ondansetron (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), senna alexandrina (SENNA PLUS), vitamin d3 (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN).  The patient had no known drug allergies. The patient experienced death on 30Dec2020.  The vaccine was given on 28Dec2020 with no adverse events and no issues on 29Dec2020.  The patient died on 30Dec2020, at approximately 2:00 AM.   It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  It was unknown if the event was related to the suspect drug, the administrator marked as natural causes.    No follow-up attempts are possible; information about batch/lot number cannot be obtained.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Death

964401 01/12/2021 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 IL 56.0 56 Y M Pt died 4 days after vaccine, no known reaction to the vaccination

964617 01/08/2021 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 AK 77.0 77 Y F Death, which I believe is unrelated to vaccination

964671 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 AK 100.0 100 Y M Death on 1-5-21

964724 12/18/2020 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 AK 76.0 76 Y M Death 1-15-21

964795 01/13/2021 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 OH 67.0 67 Y M Symptoms of fever (Tmax 102.9), diarrhea, and altered mental status started ~ 24 hours after vaccination.  No evidence of septicemia with negative blood cultures Minimal improvement over 3 days, transferred to tertiary care center for MRI brain after which LP was recommended. However family declined as intubation would have been required and was not consistent with patient's goals of care.

965256 12/23/2020 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 GA 38.0 38 Y M Found deceased, presumed while exercising

965547 12/28/2020 12/29/2020 01/22/2021 Y M resident coded and expired; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer via Pfizer Sponsored Program.  A 63-year-old male patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Lot # EH9899) intramuscular at single dose at left arm on 28Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included no current Illness, no known allergies, but preexisting conditions: dysphagia, violent behaviors, depressive disorder, schizophrenia, aspiration, gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD), hyperlipidaemia, bipolar disorder, rectal bleeding, hypertension. The patient had no birth defect. Concomitant medication included asa (ASA) at 81mg, lisinopril (LISINOPRIL) at 10mg daily, ferrous sulfate (FERROUS SULFATE) at 325 (unit unknown), olanzapine (ZYPREXA) at 20mg, morniflumate (FLOMAX [MORNIFLUMATE]) at 0.4 (unit unknown), famotidine (FAMOTIDINE) at 20mg, ascorbic acid (VIT C), carbamazepine (CARBAMAZEPINE) at 250mg bid, valproate semisodium (DEPAKOTE) at 750mg bid, metformin (METFORMIN) at 1000 (unit unknown) bid, sertraline (SERTRALINE) at 100 (unit unknown) bid, albuterol [salbutamol] (ALBUTEROL [SALBUTAMOL]), buspirone hydrochloride (BUSPAR) at 10mg tid, polycarbophil calcium (FIBERCON).  The patient died on 29Dec2020. The patient had no ER or Doctor visit and was not hospitalized. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: resident coded and expired

965548 12/30/2020 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 88.0 Y F passed away; This is a spontaneous report from non-contactable consumers received via a Pfizer-sponsored program An 88-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EL0142) via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at a single dose (1 dose) in the left arm (LA) (administered by: senior living) as Covid vaccine. Medical history included patient was 14 plus days post COVID and unresponsive. The patient had no listed allergies. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient passed away with an hour and half of receiving vaccine on 30Dec2020. Per nursing staff, they did not expect the patient to make it many more days. She was unresponsive in the room when shot was given. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: passed away

965561 12/23/2020 12/26/2020 01/22/2021 63.0 Y F respiratory distress; fever; anxiety developed requiring oxygen; Passed away; This is a spontaneous report via a Pfizer-sponsored program  from a non-contactable consumer. A 63-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot and expiry not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included anaphylactic reaction (broad), neuroleptic malignant syndrome (broad), anticholinergic syndrome (broad), acute central respiratory depression (broad), hypersensitivity (broad), respiratory failure (narrow), drug reaction with eosinophilia and systemic symptoms (broad), hypoglycaemia (broad), COVID-19 (broad) and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD); all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium and lorazepam (ATIVAN). Within 24 hours of receiving the vaccine, the patient experienced fever, respiratory distress, and anxiety developed requiring oxygen, morphine and lorazepam (ATIVAN). The patient passed away on the evening of 26Dec2020. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included SARS-COV-2 antibody test: negative on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event death was fatal, while of the other events was unknown. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Passed a

965564 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 58.0 58 Y M Cardiac arrest Narrative:

965565 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 NE 84.0 84 Y M Narrative:  Please note that patient is a hospice patient. Death occurred 10 days post vaccination. Providers do not believe that there was a correlation. Facility requires that we reports all death even if we suspect no correlation between death and vaccine.  Symptoms: & death01/19/2021

965571 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MA 83.0 83 Y F 1/13/21 pt came into clinic for vaccine.  Had difficulty remembering age.  Called me Mon. 1/18/21 stating she was sick.  When asked what her sx were, she stated fatigue.  She was well the night of the shot, Thur. and Fri. but became tired on Sat. and Sun.  I went through other sx with her such as h/a, fever, n/v, muscle aches, weakness and she said she experienced none of those.  I questioned her about eating and drinking and she said she ate and drank water.  She seemed fine so I told her to call her doctor if she was worse or the fatigue persisted or call 911.  She agreed.  Two staff from clinic called her Mon. and Tues, (1/18 and 1/19).  On Tues. she may have had sl slurred speech.  She was found deceased on

965807 01/08/2021 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 GA 90.0 90 Y F began itching within 24 hours, within 5 days couldn't move on her own, by 6th day was having respiratory issues, by day 7 unresponsive, by day 8 dead

965831 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MI 74.0 74 Y F Patient received her first dose of vaccine on Monday, January 18th.  Two days later on Wednesday, January 18th, she retired to bed early.  Later that night when her husband went to bed, he found her in the bed deceased.  No other details of the event are know.

965860 01/21/2021 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 OH 84.0 84 Y M Patient had increased SOB while at home.  EMS was called.  Patient coded in the squad

965910 01/11/2021 01/01/2021 01/22/2021 DC 53.0 53 Y F The employee found dead at her home on 1/21/2021.

965922 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 MD 75.0 75 Y M We were alerted that the patient died at home.

966178 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 WI 89.0 89 Y M Pt called son to let him know he couldn't breath around 2 AM.  Pts son showed up at his house 10 minutes later and ambulance arrived with in 20 minutes at 2:15

966359 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 77.0 77 Y F Headache, pain in the injection site, threw up. A few hours later she died.

966844 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 NM 76.0 76 Y M Patient is reported to have died at home, the day after his COVID test.  Family member states that he did good the afternoon and evening after his COVID-19 injection, but that he started not feeling good the next day.  The patient "was having palpitations".  The family tried to convince him to go to the Emergency Room, but he refused.  Patient died at home.

966856 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 KY 90.0 90 Y F Patient is a 90-year-old female. She is a nursing home resident with and ongoing COVID 19  outbreak occurring . She has been diagnosed with corona virus on 1/4/21. She apparently has not eaten or drank anything in about a week. She was being hydrated at the nursing home with normal saline, but has failed to improve. She was sent to the ER and was admitted on 1/8/21 to hospital  At no time during the hospital stay has she been more than minimal responsive.   She need O2 for Comfort   but on CXR and CT cardiopulmonary imagining  was clear. Discharge note stated that he was requiring supplemental oxygen, but her chest x-ray on admission actually showed no acute cardiopulmonary disease. She was diagnosed with COVID-19 on 1/4/21. Most likely, this disease set her level of function back to the point that she was no longer eating and drinking, and she just overall rapidly declined after that. There was no evidence of an actual COVID pneumonia or pneumonitis.  On 1/12/2021 family made patient a DNR  and IVF were stopped and switched to comforted care.  Patient expired 1/13/21Y 6

966888 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 NV 56.0 56 Y F At 04:30 on 1/22/2021, facility was notified of employee death at home.

967240 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 MN 47.0 47 Y M Patient unexpectedly died on o1/6/2020.  No known signs or symptoms.

967399 01/12/2021 01/21/2021 01/23/2021 TN 56.0 56 Y M Sudden death

967506 01/16/2021 01/21/2021 01/23/2021 TX 73.0 73 Y M Died within 5 days of receiving vaccine.  Exact cause and day unknown.

967830 01/21/2021 01/21/2021 01/23/2021 CA 64.0 64 Y M Patient was was brought to the ED from facility which  he received the vaccine via ambulance with BiPAP, hypoxia, and one dose of Epi of 0.3 mg. He then required intubation, and had struggled with hypoxia, even on increasing PEEP. CODE BLUE called in the ED for PEA. He was medicated for such (please see the code run sheet for details), and he came in and out of the code 5 times. After 95 minutes, with the wife at the bedside, and family conference by phone, the code was called, and he was pronounced at 18:20. He received in total 8 me of Epi, 3 shots of Atropine, 3 amps bicarb. He got lasix 40 mg, lovenox 60 mg subcutaneous once. He had a CVC into the right internal jugular, and levophed was started, then Epinephrine drip was started.  Prior to the code he got steroids (solumedrol 125 mg, then later decadron 6 mg iv), benadryl iv, antibiotics (ceftraixone / zithromax), and lasix 40 mg. All this time while in the ED, the Rt was at the bedside, and lots of secretions from the lungs were aspirated, bloody color.   Code was the result of PEA secondary to hypoxia (</= 85%), despite being on the vent, with PEEP 12, FiO2 of 100%, with acidosis.   After 95 minutes of active resuscitation, the patient was found not responsive to painful stimuli. There was no palpable pulse. No spontaneous respirations. No heart or breath sounds by auscultation. Absence of pupillary light reflex.

968195 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 01/23/2021 FL 82.0 82 Y M My dad got the Moderna Vaccine on Tuesday, January 12, 2021 in his left arm at the Mall injection site for the Health Department. He was told that the side effects could mean his arm hurting, tiredness, headache, and even a low grade fever. Additionally, the site informed us both (as I was with him to get the injection) that this was all normal and not to seek medical attention unless these symptoms last longer than 72 hours. That evening, my dad was experiencing all of those symptoms, and went to bed at 7pm. A little after 10am on Wednesday, January 13, 2021, when he awoke, my dad went to the bathroom vomiting. This was where he collapsed and went into cardiac arrest. Fire/Rescue was dispatched about 10:30am after my mom started CPR. County Fire Rescue EMTs and Paramedics continued CPR and other attempts at reviving him all the way to Hospital Emergency Department. He was pronounced dead at 12:14pm on Wednesday, January 13, 2021. We have no doubt my dad, following the instructions of the injection facility, thought he was just experiencing the side effects of the vaccine. He had no chance. Had this injection been done in the RIGHT arm, perhaps he could have recognized the arm numbness being that of an impending heart attack. We really miss Dad. He served this country with distinction for over 50 years, and we believe his country failed him.

968707 01/19/2021 01/19/2021 01/24/2021 OH 91.0 91 Y F My mother died 12 hours after the vaccine was administered

968846 01/22/2021 01/24/2021 01/24/2021 FL 81.0 81 Y F Within 15 minutes of the injection, the individual became aphasia and stroke like symptoms. She was taken to the ER where she was later diagnosed with a cerebral hemorrhage and passed away. Y 3

969219 01/23/2021 01/24/2021 01/24/2021 SC 61.0 61 Y M patient received the Moderna Covid 19 vaccine on 1/23/2021 around 5:45pm  wife called management today and reported that he had collapsed and passed away today around noon

969220 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 01/24/2021 AR 65.0 65 Y F Patient expired one week after vaccine.  Cause of death unknown to me.

969363 01/14/2021 01/18/2021 01/24/2021 CA 79.0 79 Y F Patient obtained initial dose of Moderna vaccine on Thurday, Jan 14. No adverse effects reported during initial 15 minute post vaccine waiting period. Saturday morning (Jan 16), patient developed severe cough, labored breathing, and fever. Additionally patient mental status changed suddenly, became non-communicative (unable to speak, but would scream if she was touched). O2 status was irregular, dropping to 78.  Sunday morning, EMT and then hospice was hospice called. Monday morning, after hospice emergency kit was initiated, patient passed away.

969488 01/11/2021 01/18/2021 01/24/2021 VA 90.0 90 Y F Fatigue, muscle aches,  vomiting, hematoma Y Y 6

973814 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 01/24/2021 95.0 94 Y M DEATH Narrative:

973820 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 01/24/2021 74.0 73 Y M Narrative: Symptoms:  & DEATH DUE TO COVID 01/13/21 Treatment: 01/22/2021

969636 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 65.0 65 Y M Found dead at home slumped on the floor; Loss of appetite; Body aches; Feverish; A spontaneous report was received from a physician, concerning a 65-years-old male patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine and experienced feverish, body aches, loss of appetite, and death.  The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included diabetes, hypertension, Hashimoto's, smoker, cataracts, atrioventricular block, occasional premature ventricular contractions, and hypertriglyceridemia. Concomitant medications reported included metformin, glimepiride, lisinopril, atorvastatin, aspirin, methimazole, propranolol, and cilostazol.   On 05 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of events, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot number 037k20a) for COVID-19 infection prophylaxis.  On an unknown date in Jan 2021, some time after receiving the vaccine, the patient was feeling feverish with body aches and loss of appetite.  On 09 Jan 2021 at approximately 21:30, the patient was found dead at home slumped on the floor. According to the paramedics, the patient was dead longer than when his wife found him, and no resuscitation was performed.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The outcome of the events, feverish, body aches, loss of appetite, was considered resolved. The patient died on 09 Jan 2021. The cause of death was not reported.  The reporter assessed the event, death, as not related to Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine. The reporter did not provide assessment for the events, feverish and body aches, in relation to Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 65 year old male patient with medical history of diabetes, hypertension, Hashimoto's, smoker, cataracts, atrioventricular block, occasional premature ventricular contractions, and hypertriglyceridemia, who experienced the serious unexpected event of death, non-serious unexpected event of loss of appetite, and non-serious expected events of fever and body pain.  The event of death occurred 5 days after the first dose of mRNA-1273. The events of fever, body pain and loss of appetite occurred an unspecified period of time after the first dose of mRNA-1273.  Very limited information regarding these events has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.   Definitive causal association is confounded by age and medical history of diabetes, hypertension, Hashimoto's, smoker, cataracts, atrioventricular block, occasional premature ventricular contractions, and hypertriglyceridemia.

969648 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 01/25/2021 Y F death of unknown cause; Swelling on Right side of the neck and under chin; Warmth on right side of neck and under chin; Redness on right side of neck and under chin; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning an 89-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced events of redness, warmth and swelling on right side of neck and under chin, and death of unknown cause.  The patient's medical history included Alzheimer's and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). No concomitant medications were reported.  On 29 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: Unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 30 Dec 2020, the patient experienced the events of redness, warmth and swelling on right side of neck and under chin. There was no indication that the patient was transferred out to hospital, which was unlikely because she was under hospice care.  On 01 Jan 2021, the patient died due to an unknown cause of death.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The patient died on 01 Jan 2020. The cause of death was not provided. Plans for an autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 89-year-old, female subject with a medical history of Alzheimer's and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) who experienced redness, warmth and swelling on R side of neck and under chin and expired from an unknown cause. The events of redness, warmth and swelling on R side of neck and under chin occurred 2 days after administration of the first and only dose of the mRNA-1273 vaccine and patient expired 4 days after mRNA-1273 vaccine administration.  Lot # of the vaccine was not provided.  De-challenge and re-challenge are not applicable.  The events of redness, warmth and swelling on R side of neck and under chin are temporarily associated with the administration of the mRNA-1273 and thus, a causal relationship cannot be excluded. Due to limited information, the fatal outcome was considered unrelated to mRNA-1273 administration pending additional information.  Fatal outcome is confounded by the patient's underlying condition and advanced age.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

969699 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 CA 83.0 83 Y M Patient died.

970042 12/30/2020 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 Y F patient passed away with in 90 minutes of getting vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from three non-contactable consumer reporting on behalf of the patient via a Pfizer sponsored program, Corporate (Pfizer) Social Media Platforms. A 90 (unspecified unit) old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, lot number: EL0142, unknown expiration), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm (reported as AR) on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient was a nursing home patient and received the first dose of COVID vaccine on 30Dec2020. The patient was monitored for 15 minutes after getting shot. Staff reported that the patient was 15 days post COVID. The patient passed away with in 90 minutes of getting vaccine on 30Dec2020.  The patient did not require office/ ER visit.  An autopsy was not performed.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Patient passed away with in 90 minutes of getting vaccine

970043 12/10/2020 12/10/2020 01/25/2021 Y U Reported causes of death: Diarrhoea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional via agency and a non-contactable consumer via a Pfizer-sponsored program Corporate (Pfizer) Social Media Platforms. An elderly patient of an unspecified age (also reported as were in their early to mid-60's) and gender received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 10Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included pseudomembranous colitis (broad), gastrointestinal nonspecific symptoms and therapeutic procedures (narrow), and noninfectious diarrhoea (narrow) . The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced diarrhoea on an unspecified date in 2020. It was reported that most of the deaths after the COVID-19 vaccine occurred within 24-48 hours after the shot. The write-ups that accompanied the reports furnished details about these sad fatalities, including the astonishing fact that some of the decreased had actually experienced and recovered from COVID-19 (raising questions about why they were vaccinated). It was also reported that the event was not life-threatening, did not result to a birth defect or permanent disability, did not require any office/ER/doctor visit, and did not require any hospitalization. The patient died on 10Dec2020. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed. The reported cause of death: diarrhoea.  No follow up attempts are possible, information about the lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information the event diarrhea resulting in death is attributed to patients preexisting medical conditions including pseudomembranous colitis, gastrointestinal nonspecific symptoms and therapeutic procedures, and noninfectious diarrhea. However, based on a close chronological association (same day) contributory role of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine) to event exacerbation cannot be completely excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Reported causes of death: Diarrhoea

970044 12/13/2020 12/13/2020 01/25/2021 Y F reported causes of death :circulatory collapse; asystole; reported causes of death :circulatory collapse; asystole; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program received from the Regulatory Authority-WEB GB-MHRA-WEBCOVID-20201214111558, satety Report unique Identifier GB-MHRA-ADR 24542972 and EU-EC-10007191566 received via Regulatory Authority 908245. A contactable pharmacist and three consumers reported that an adult female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medications included acetylsalicylic acid, amiloride HCl, allopurinol, desogestrel, furosemide, levothyroxine, sildenafil, and spironolactone. The patient experienced circulatory collapse and asystole on 13Dec2020.  The patient died due to asystole and circulatory collapse on 13Dec2020. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.   No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information Is expected.; Sender's Comments: The information available is limited and does not allow a meaningful case evaluation. However, based solely on a close chronological association (same day) a causal relationship between events circulatory collapse and cardiac arrest and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be completely excluded. The case will be reevaluated should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: reported causes of death :circulatory collapse; asystole; reported causes of death :circulatory collapse; asystole

970162 01/25/2021 MD Y M received the vaccine on Tuesday and was found dead at his kitchen table Wednesday afternoon; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An 89 years old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on an unknown date, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine on Tuesday (unspecified date) and was found dead at his kitchen table on Wednesday afternoon (unspecified date). Cause of death was unknown. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed. Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: received the vaccine on Tuesday and was found dead at his kitchen table Wednesday afternoon

970412 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 NY 79.0 79 Y F Fever  Feeling tired  short of breath all night and morning after the vaccine  My grandma had to be intubated and then passed away to a heart distress we think it was the vaccine because she was fine even with dialysis. When she got the vaccine it took hours and her health conditions changed.Y 4

970495 01/13/2021 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 NC 77.0 77 Y F Patient expired three days after receiving first dose  of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine.  The death certificate states cause of death is sudden cardiac arrest.

970618 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 AR 89.0 89 Y F SON SAID PATIENT WAS FOUND UNRESPONSIVE AND CALLED 911 Y 3

970930 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 NC 91.0 91 Y M Pt developed COVID-19 infection, symptoms starting 7 days after first dose was given.  Patient was admitted to hospital on 1/21 after falling (secondary to weakness) and striking head on toilet. Patient expired due to respiratory complications of COVID on 1/25. Y 5

970976 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 CT 95.0 94 Y F At approximately 12:15 pm the resident had a brief unresponsive episode that resolved quickly. Her Vital signs were stable and her mentation was at baseline.  Later that evening approximately 10 pm she had labored respirations, shortness of breath, lethargy with bilateral crackles,  Oxygen desaturated to 76% on room air, tachycardia and hypotension. She expired at 6:30 a.m. the following day.

971166 01/01/2021 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 KS 94.0 94 Y M The decedent reportedly was vaccinated 3-4 days before 01/19/21. The decedent was admitted to Hospital on 01/19/21 for end of life care and passed on 01/21/2021. Y 2

971176 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 OH 84.0 84 Y M Pt. woke up the next morning after vaccination and "didn't feel well", described by wife as fatigue, no energy.  At approximately 2 PM, he vomited.  His wife checked on him at 4:20 PM and he wasn't breathing sitting in his chair.   EMS squad was called but when they arrived he was asystole and mottling present.  Did not start CPR since he was already gone too long.  Pronounced by coroner on scene.

971559 01/01/2021 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 TX Y F her mother passed away 7-8 days after receiving the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the daughter of the patient.  A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration in Jan2021 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On 19Jan2021 about 7-8 days after receiving the vaccine, the patient passed away. The patient was fine before she received the vaccine and then passed away 7-8 days later.  The cause of death was not reported.   It was not reported if an autopsy was performed. The reporter thought her mother's death had everything to do with the COVID-19 vaccine.  The lot number for the vaccine was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Death

971562 01/25/2021 NY Y U died; acute immune thrombocytopenia; This is a spontaneous report from two contactable consumers. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2(lot number and expiration date not provided) via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient died after receiving the covid vaccine on an unknown date. The patient developed acute immune thrombocytopenia on an unknown date. It was unknown if autopsy was performed. The cause of death was unknown. The outcome of the event "died" was fatal and of the event " acute immune thrombocytopenia" was unknown. The reporter wondered if a platelets blood problem may lead to death and if who have a blood platelets condition like essential thrombocytosis should not risk taking the vaccine.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Died

971676 12/31/2020 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 IA 82.0 82 Y F muscle aches-increased pain to lower back Y 13

971736 01/21/2021 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 IA 88.0 88 Y M Vomit 30 minutes after administration.  approx. 9 hours later, resident has Stroke-like symptoms.  He was previously on Hospice before admitting to our facility and planned to be readmitted to hospice upon discharge.

971813 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 AL 85.0 85 Y F patient received vaccine on 1/20/2121, later that night husband found her slumped in chair, called EMS and patient was taken to Hospital where she died on 1/21/2021

971969 01/15/2021 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 LA 72.0 72 Y F brought by EMS to ED; seizures at home in bed; 6 Epi and 1 bicarb; no hx of seizure

972092 01/19/2021 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 CA 88.0 88 Y F Reportedly, this employee's mother died the night of the vaccine.  The details are not known at this time.

972113 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 TN 91.0 91 Y F Resident became lethargic and reports of blood coming from resident's nose and mouth on the morning of 1/13/21. Resident went out to ER for eval, and came back to facility with dx of pneumonia and recommendations for resident to be placed on hospice. Resident deceased on 1/14/21. Unknown if vaccine related, but with timeline of events I was advised to report this per medical director of facility, as well as Pharmacy who administered the vaccine.

972148 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 MI 91.0 91 Y F VACCINATION WAS RECEVIED THE MORNING OF 1/5/2021- IN THE EVENING OF THAT DAY RESIDENT SUSTAINED A FALL AND WAS TRASNPORTED TO FACILITY FOR TREATMENT. IT IS NOT UNUSUAL THAT RESIDENT WAS SELF TRANSFERRING AND HAS A HISTORY OF FALLS.

972370 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 60.0 60 Y M patient received covid vaccine  and had a heart attack the next day and died

972392 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 IL 78.0 78 Y F Patient sent to hospital 1/2 and 1/5.  Returned both times to nursing home covid unit without a hospital admission.  Resident had been diagnosed with COVID later in the day on 12/30, when routine testing PCR results returned to facility, after resident had already had her first covid vaccination on 12/30/20 in the morning.  Resident continued decline, was again sent to hospital on 1/24/21, and expired in hospital 1/25/21.Y 1

972394 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 CA 65.0 65 Y M Died  about 24 hours later

972610 01/21/2021 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 CA 65.0 65 Y M Patient was tested positive for Covid-19 on 12/9/20.  Patient received Covid Vaccine on 1/21/21. Patient was observing for 15 minutes in treatment room by Nursing staff. Patient denied any signs/symptoms adverse effect: headache, dizziness & weakness, difficulty breathing,  muscle pain, chills, nausea and vomiting, and fever . Patient seated on treatment table appeared to be relaxed, respiration even and unlabored. Health teaching provided. Patient educated to report any changes in condition to staff immediately. Patient verbalized understanding and able to verbalize signs and symptoms and adverse effects to be aware of related vaccine.  On 1/22/21:  patient was seen by medical provider for "altered behavior". Per medical provider's documentation: "Patient was fallen on 1/2/21 and was sent out to outside hospital on 1/4/21. CT head: no intracranial abnormality, age-related changes. Patient had labs (B12, RPR, folate) were within normal limit". We did MMSE today: 22/30 score "mild dementia"  On 1/23/20:  "Patient  was inside his cell. He was walking towards cell door to obtain his breakfast, when custody witnessed him collapse and activated the alarm. Nursing staff arrived at cell front at 06:34 am and found the patient pulseless and unresponsive, and CPR was immediately initiated. AED was attached at 06:35 am and no shock advised. AMR then arrived and patient did not have ROSC, and was pronounced dead at 06:54 am."

972706 01/22/2021 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 HI 88.0 88 Y F I do not know which Covid-19 vaccine my mother had received the day before but she reported pain in her shoulder and arm to her caregiver on Sun morning Jan 24th.  She did not report any problems with breathing.  The caregiver gave her a massage before letting her take an afternoon nap.  She was later discovered to be unresponsive and not breathing around 5pm.  EMS declared her dead at 5:59pm and were already gone by the time I arrived at the caregiver's house around 6:05pm.  She was still slightly warm.  Her mouth was slightly opened and her left hand was in a fist.  My father had been in the room the whole time and thought she was still sleeping.

972782 01/18/2021 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 CA 81.0 81 Y F Resident expired on  1/23/21 . Resident receiving care under  hospice ,diagnosis Acute Myeloid Leukemia.

972836 01/20/2021 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 MA 88.0 88 Y F sudden death

972890 12/29/2020 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 NY 96.0 96 Y F On the evening of 10JAN2021, patient experienced a low grade fever, decreased oxygen saturation of 38%, heart rate of 124, confusion.  Patient received oxygen via face mask, morphine and ativan.  By 11JAN2021, patient was no longer verbal, able to eat or communicate and was kept on comfort measure only. On the morning of 17JAN2021, the patient passed away.

972898 09/30/2019 10/09/2019 01/25/2021 OH 68.0 68 Y M 5 days after receiving the vaccination the patient developed generalized malaise progressing to encephalopathy.  He was admitted to the hospital with presumed septic shock, and work-up revealed hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis.  He died from the disease process 9 days after vaccination.Y 3

973808 12/17/2020 01/10/2021 01/25/2021 74.0 73 Y M shortness of breath, chest xray with pulmonary edema, periorbital edema Narrative:  73 yo M w/ PMH HTN, HLD, EVAR (2013) for AAA c/b persistent type II endoleak s/p multilple repairs (2015 & 2017) c/b glue embolization down into the R CIA secured with additional stent placement with the R iliac limb, s/p b/l Iliac artery aneurysm stent 08/31/20, and PTSD. Former smoker, quit 12+ yrs ago. 11/1/20-11/6/20: Hospitalized for acute on chronic back pain, found to multiple hypermetabolic lesions in the axial skeleton. Diagnosed with epithelioid angiosarcoma. Patient discharged to facility. 12/17/20: Patient received his 1st COVID-19 vaccine w/o complications at facility. 12/21/20: Underwent cyberknife treatment. 12/31/20: Transferred from facility to ER for new O2 requirement, SOB, cough, chest X ray / pulm edema, tachycardic and new periorbital edema. 12/31/20: Admitted to ICU before transfer to acute care. 1/1/21: Pulmonary consult, "Labs are notable for progressive left shift with bandemia, markedly elevated inflammatory markers (D-dimer, ESR, CRP, ferritin, LDH), mild elevation in procalcitonin, mild elevation in lactate that has improved, and negative viral panel including COVID-19 x2. CT chest is notable for b/l GGOs along with some interstitial infiltrates with an upper and particularly mid zone and perihilar predominance, septal thickening and crazy paving, and numerous cystic lesions or pneumatoceles. There is a lack of lobar consolidation and pulmonary nodules. Of note, PET/CT about 2 months ago only demonstrated some mild to moderate emphysema mostly in the upper lobes. Therefore, there has been a relatively dramatic change in a few months, suggesting a more subacute process, rather than an acute infectious process such as a viral pneumonia, including COVID-19 infection, in which the GGOs tend to be subpleural and peripheral. Overall, our suspicion for COVID-19 is relatively low, with negative testing x2 yesterday, negative testing a few weeks ago, and lack of sick contacts, but it is possible. Therefore, higher on the differential is a more subacute infection or chemotherapy-induced pneumonitis. Risk factors include malignancy, chemotherapy, and use of steroids (equivalence of about 27 mg of Prednisone in the form of Dexamethasone since 11/6/20 without PJP prophylaxis). These risk factors, along with consistent imaging and elevated LDH, make PJP quite likely. Fungal infection is less likely based on imaging. Chemotherapy-induced pneumonitis is a possibility, especially given the more subacute picture based on imaging. Both Gemcitabine and Docetaxel can cause pneumonitis. However, the patient has been on steroids, which is used to treat drug-induced pneumonitis, although this does not exclude it completely." 1/2/21: Transferred to ICU for worsening hypoxemia as patient reached 40L/100% FIO2 and remained on COVID isolation/COVID patient under investigation per ID recommendation. 1/4/21: Isolation precautions discontinued due to lower suspicion for active COVID infection to explain current presentation 1/6/21: Went into atrial fibrillation w/o RVR overnight 1/6. Tolerating, with MAPs in low 60s and HR in high 90s/low 100s. Suspect due to being-1L yesterday from diuresis, lasix stopped. S/p amiodarone bolus + drip, albumin 5% bolus 1/5/21: Macrocytic anemia NOS w/ slowly worsening H/H s/p PRBC x 1 unit 1/7/21: Per ICU Life-sustaining treatment note, "Following discussion w/ patient that his lung dx has been refractory to txt and hasn't improved despite maximal therapy, patient agreed to transition to hospice after he settles affairs. " 1/7/21 Infectious Disease note: "This is an immunocompromised host due to cancer on active chemotherapy (albeit ANC>4000 on admission) and notably had been on daily PO dexamethasone 1 mg TID (total daily dose 3 mg, equivalent to 20 mg PO prednisone) since 11/6/20 without any PJP ppx. There was elevated c/f COVID-19 infection in setting of patient's presenting symptoms, especially in conjunction with b/l GGOs on imaging. Has undergone multiple COVID test that have all resulted negative. Discussed radiographic findings with radiology colleagues, and overall, it is difficult to definitively narrow the differential with imaging alone, but overall density of GGOs seem to appear less likely PJP and more in line with chemical pneumonitis vs COVID, although less typical for viral pneumonia as well. Given false-negative COVID tests are not unheard of, especially in the immunocompromised population, patient was kept on isolation precautions as a PUI for abundance of caution. He is now off precautions. In setting of patient having been on prednisone for some time without PJP ppx, he was also started on treatment dose TMP/SMX. Beta-d-glucan has returned positive, and although not the ideal test for PJP, this can certainly support a potential dx of PJP. Unfortunately, DFA from sputum was not performed due to insufficient sample and currently the patient is unable to produce an additional sample for testing. He is tolerating the high-dose TMP/SMX; we adjusted the dose to three SS tablets TID based on his somewhat declining UOP. Other fungal etiologies are pending work-up as well. Lastly, patient's chemotherapy is known to cause pneumonitis, but per pulmonology team, he receives prophylactic dexamethasone with his chemo cycles that should help to prevent drug-induced pneumonitis. Remains on the differential for now and this should also be concurrently treated with the steroids he is receiving." 1/10/21: Comfort care initiated. All non-comfort measures were discontinued. Time of death: Jan 10,2021@14:56; immediate cause of death per death note is "hypoxic respiratory failure"

973889 01/19/2021 01/26/2021 CT 65.0 65 Y M Systemic: Other- unknown, depot store received call from facility on 1/22 that patient passed around 7pm

973957 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 01/26/2021 NC 81.0 81 Y M 5 days after receiving his COVID vaccination the patient had a spontaneous (nontraumatic) subarachnoid hemorrhage which was fatal. The patient had previously been stable on his coumadin dosing with therapeutic INRs for the past several months per his wife. At time of presentation his blood pressure in the ER was elevated to 223/94 and his INR was risen to 3.1

973966 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 01/26/2021 FL 82.0 82 Y M death

974033 01/13/2021 01/26/2021 01/26/2021 IN 69.0 69 Y F Resident deceased on 1/26 at 445am. No signs ahead of time.

974138 01/18/1920 01/23/2021 01/26/2021 GA 78.0 Y F DEATH- NO OTHER INFORMATION KNOWN

974172 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 WA 94.0 94 Y F Resident passed away 1/25/2021 at 1048pm after the vaccine was given on 1/24/2021. Resident had been being monitored but death was not expected.

974422 01/18/2021 01/23/2021 01/26/2021 MD 85.0 85 Y F Patient developed fever to 102 within 24 hours with decreased mentation.  Stopped eating/drinking despite aggressively treating fever.  Was DNR B status.  Family agreed to a trial of IV fluids on 1/21 but was not successfully started until 1/22 after several attempts.   Family wanted only comfort measures with no transfer to hospital.  Patient continued to have fevers to 102-103 range. Patient passed on 1/23 .  Patient did test positive for COVID in early September without significant illness.  She was in usual state of health prior to vaccination.

974443 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 01/26/2021 TN 76.0 76 Y M Patient received Moderna COVID vaccine on 12/30/2020 at a Pharmacy clinic where he was a resident. Nurses at the facility reported that he was responsive and showed no signs of any adverse effects until 1/2/2021 when he was observed slightly unresponsive and staring at the ceiling and trembling. He had a fever of 101F at this time. The facility ordered labs and a rapid COVID test (all of which came back normal) and started IV antibiotics. A few hours later, patient began bleeding from his eyes, nose, and mouth and was sent to the local ER. The patient refused being admitted to the ICU for possible sepsis/hemorrhage and died the following day on 1/3/2021. All healthcare professionals involved agreed that this was not likely due to the vaccine, but needed to be reported nonetheless.

974454 12/28/2020 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 78.0 78 Y F Patient passed away 23 days after receiving COVID vaccine

974489 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 MI 80.0 80 Y F No immediate symptoms.  No symptoms ever reported.  Patient was found dead in her home on 1/25/2021 and last seen on 1/24/2021. Neighbor called for welfare check because they had not seen her and she had not checked mailbox. No evidence of foul play.

974553 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 NY 66.0 66 Y F RESIDENT RECEIVED THE VACCINE ON 1/20/2021, RESIDENT HAD BEEN MONITORED EVERY SHIFT AND HAS NOT EXHIBITED ANY SYMPTOMS. RESIDENT WAS OBSERVED TO BE UNRESPONSIVE WITH NO PRESENCE OF VITAL SIGNS ON 1/24/2021. RESIDENT WAS A FULL CODE, CPR INITIATED UNSUCESSFULLY. BASED ON REVIEW WITH PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN AND MEDICAL DIRECTOR, THE RESIDENT HAD NOT HAVE ANY OTHER EVENTS PRIOR TO RECEIVING THE COVID VACCINE 4 DAYS PRIOR TO EVENT.

974573 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 01/26/2021 MI 95.0 95 Y M ON 1/21/2020 RESIDENT WAS EXPERINCING CHILLS AND LOOSE STOOLS.  FOLLOWING THIS EPISODE BECAME UNRESPONSIVE, PALE, DIAPHORETIC AND BRADYCARDIC. PALLIATIVE CARE WAS PROVIDED.  RESIDENT PASSED AWAY APPROX. 10 HOURS LATER.

974794 01/12/2021 01/21/2021 01/26/2021 NE 89.0 89 Y F Patient presented to Vaccine clinic 1/12/21 to receive COVID vaccination.  Patient denied any ill feeling, no fever, cleared for vaccination. Is chronically SOB due to COPD, but patient reported no different than usual.   Presented to the ED the next day c/o SOB and weakness for the last week.  Patients condition ultimately declined over the next few days and died 01/21/21 from pneumonia (not COVID).  Patient did admit she lied about her symptoms on the day of vaccination to get the shot.Y 8

974833 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 ND 85.0 85 Y M 1/24/21 0445- patient presents to the ED with complaints of  neck pain, chest pain, and back pain for about a week. States also feels SOB, intermittent fever with temperature 100.3 on arrival. Patient was worked up for his cardiac type symptoms, found to have elevated WBC and CRP with no explanation. D-Dimer was elevated with CT showing no sign of PE.  Patient was sent home from the ED with instructions to follow up with primary care and/or return if s/s worsen.  1/24/21 1705- patient is returned to the ED via ambulance after becoming unresponsive and some seizure like activity. Patient was intubated. Head CT showed large  brain bleed that was irreparable and not compatible with life. Patient was also found with positive blood cultures x2 with gram positive cocci  in clusters growing after 9 hours.Y 1

974855 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 MA 76.0 76 Y F decedent had shortness of breath and hypoxia, cardiac arrested in front of the EMS crew, ACLS initiated, arrived in the  Hospital ED asystole and pronounced dead

974960 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 MI 53.0 53 Y M ON 1/14/2021 TYPICAL UTI SYMPTOMS FOR RESIDENT DEVELOPED INCLUDING FEVER AND RIGIDITY. RESIDENT IS NON-VERBAL. IV ANTIBIOTICS WERE STARTED. FREQUENT UTI'S ARE COMMON FOR THIS RESIDENT.

975002 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 01/26/2021 WI 88.0 88 Y M on 1/13/2021 at 3:40am Cliff called for assistance. He lost his balance and had fallen. Cliff refused vitals, refused emergency department, denied hitting his head.  As the day progressed patient developed a headache, diarrhea, and vomiting. He again declined the offer for the emergency room. At supper time wife and staff found Cliff unresponsive, 911 was called and he was taken to the emergency department. The ER did a CT scan and found an acute subdural hematoma. Patient was placed on comfort cares and expired at 3pm on 01/14/2021.  Cliff did not have a history of falls.Y 1

975023 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 NY 76.0 76 Y M CARDIAC ARREST THAT LEAD TO DEATH - IT WAS REPORTED BY EMS THAT THE PT HAD RECEIVED THE VACCINE ABOUT 30 MINS PRIOR. HE ARRIVED HOME, BECAME SHORT OF BREATH & COLLAPSED. 911 WAS CALLED AND HE WAS TRANSPORTED VIA EMS TO HOSPITAL (16:17) WHERE HE LATER EXPIRED (23:01).

975184 01/14/2021 01/19/2021 01/26/2021 AR 89.0 89 Y F The patient had a heart attack and died at a local hospital morning of 1/19/2021. Y

975206 12/22/2020 01/22/2021 01/26/2021 OH 87.0 87 Y F 1 fall after first dose on 1/8/2021 at 1930; no injuries; 4 falls after second dose on 1/14/21 at 1545, 1/15/21 at 1700, 1/21/21/at 1220 and 1/21/21 at 1330 all falls with no injuries. Started Ceftriaxone 1 GM IM daily for 5 dyas on 1/21/21 for UTI: E. Coli

975223 01/13/2021 01/26/2021 TX 105.0 105 Y F Systemic: Headache-Severe, Systemic: Other- Death 8 days after receiving the vaccine-Severe

975318 01/22/2021 01/23/2021 01/26/2021 KY 62.0 62 Y F PATIENT RECIEVED 2ND DOSE OF SHINGRIX VACCINE AROUND 9:30 AM ON 1/22/2021, RECEIVED NOTIFICATION PATIENT SUFFERED FATAL HEART ATTACK MORNING OF 1/23/2021.

975382 01/20/2021 01/23/2021 01/26/2021 FL 83.0 83 Y M 01/22/20When transferring resident from bed to W/C Resident became unresponsive to voice with eyes fix open and point up to the right. Placed resident back in bed found 82% o2 sats B/P 110/106 pulse 110 resp below 16 placed o2 via non rebreather with 20 l/min 02 up to 90% then stabilized at 89% Resident following all commands encouraged to take do breathing exercises, with some compliance, continues ABT/pneumonia , no s/s adverse  1/23/2021 16:48 Discharge Summary Note Text: Resident found unresponsive with no pulse or respirations in bed with emesis on gown. Time of death verified at 1645 with LPN. Funeral Home called at 1900 and body released at 2000.

975421 01/07/2021 01/01/2021 01/26/2021 MO 60.0 60 Y M Resident was discovered deceased in his apartment on 1/23/2021. Family had

975434 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 01/26/2021 IL 67.0 67 Y M vomiting x3 1/8/21 1/9/21 00:34 - called to resident room by CNAs, staff stated resident was "different". Vitals taken and 02 sat was low, O2 in room and applied via NC @3L, O2 sat returned to 98 and all other vitals WNL including BS. Resident asked how he felt, stated he felt "okay". Resident exhibiting some shakey movements and clearing throat, states he does not have any phlegm or drainage or trouble swallowing. MD called and updated on situation, voicemail left. 1/9/21 11am-  resident has been making a "growling" noise this shift. resident also has tremors. resident alert and answers questions appropriately. when asked if resident wants to go to hospital, resident firmly states "no". vitals wnl. no emesis noted. will continue to monitor resident. 1/9/21 12p-  resident not answering questions appropriately. resident only answering yes or no. resident cannot tell me name, or the year, resident cannot state where he is currently or birthdate.

975689 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 AR 97.0 97 Y F Resident vaccinated on 01/06/21  she acquired COVID 19 on 01/10/2021. Resident had multiple co morbidities and was declining prior to the vaccine. Resident expired on 01/20/2021 Y 5

975735 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 AR 83.0 83 Y F VACCINE ADMINISTERED 01/06/21 ACQUIRED COVID 19 01/10/21 RESIDENT HAD MULTIPLE CO MORBIDITIES AND WAS DECLINING PRIOR TO VACCINE. RESIDENT EXPIRED ON 01/25/2021 Y 12

975744 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 01/26/2021 CA 87.0 87 Y F See initial report Y

975762 01/20/2021 01/24/2021 01/26/2021 ID 57.0 57 Y F Pt deceased

975918 01/12/2021 01/17/2021 01/26/2021 61.0 60 Y M death Narrative:

975952 01/15/2021 01/18/2021 01/26/2021 92.0 91 Y M Narrative:

976032 01/22/2021 01/26/2021 01/26/2021 CA 92.0 92 Y M Patient stated he wasn't feeling well on January 25, 2021, wasn't eating and complained of abdominal pain.  Patient noted to have indigestion and was constipated.  Meds provided and labs ordered.  On morning of January 26, 2021, patient became weak, lethargic and hypoxic and was sent to emergency department around 0700 hours on January 26, 2021.  At approximately 1100 hours, emergency physician notified this writer that patient was not going to overcome his illness and would be placed on comfort care.  At approximately 1130 hours, this writer was notified that patient had passed away from multi-organ failure.

976111 01/23/2021 01/24/2021 01/26/2021 84.0 84 Y M CC:full arrest HPI:HPI and ROS limited due to patient's condition. History is via EMS, medical record, and son.  Per Son patient had Covid vaccine on Saturday morning. Slept all day Sunday. Woke up Sunday night a bit "like coming out of a deep sleep per son, around 10 pm. Shortly after that patient was having a hard time breathing. Emergency called. Arrested around the time EMS arrived. King airway, I/O and CPR initiated. Patient has been in v fib. Was shocked multiple times, given 4 rounds of epi, bicarb and amiodarone. ACLS continued on arrival. Multiple rounds of epi, and attempted defib. Patient given epi, bicarb. Rhythms included fine v fib, asystole, and PEA.  Unrecoverable with no cardiac motion. Time of death 11:50 pm.

976112 01/07/2021 01/21/2021 01/26/2021 CA 81.0 81 Y F Resident expired on january 21, 2021

976146 01/07/2021 01/21/2021 01/26/2021 CA 86.0 86 Y F Resident is asymptomatic

976166 01/07/2021 01/18/2021 01/26/2021 CA 93.0 93 Y F ASYMPTOMATIC

976280 01/21/2021 01/26/2021 LA 75.0 Y F Death on 21 Jan 2021 - coroner called provider office

977319 12/29/2020 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 MI 46.0 46 Y M Notified by patient's sister on 1/26/2021 that patient died in his sleep on 1/25/2021. She did not know cause of death.

977320 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 MI 83.0 83 Y F about 20+ hours after vaccination resident was having hard time breathing, 911 was called.  Resident coded multiple times at the  facility after CPR she was taken to ICU.  She coded again and was placed on life support.  Due to her choice to not be on life support she passed on 11/26/2021.Y 1

977358 01/08/2021 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 FL 99.0 99 Y M cough congestive heart failure death Y 1

977426 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 GA 70.0 70 Y M Patient has a history of advanced melanoma with brain metastasis. He developed seizure disorder as well and had some mild seizures at home over the prior month. He received the vaccine at 4pm and was monitored in the office for 15 minutes. He then went home with his daughter whom he lives with. He ate dinner with her and read until 8pm when he went to his room. She found him in his room at 9pm unresponsive with seizures. Hospice was alerted and recommend oral valium. He continued to be unresponsive and expired the following day at 7:30 pm.

977963 01/26/2021 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 AL 81.0 81 Y M (Report per patients wife ) Patient took his usual nap around 12pm. She found him lying in the bed unresponsvie at 2pm. EMS was not called. Patient's wife called the Funeral home. Y

 3



978199 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 TX 71.0 71 Y M Arm hurting used his oxygen at time of bed appeared vomited.

978529 12/31/2020 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 WV 88.0 88 Y F Patient developed Covid pneumonia dx 1/15/21, patient expired Y

978567 01/12/2021 01/24/2021 01/27/2021 CA 82.0 82 Y M Resident received the first dose of Moderna Vaccine on 01/12/2021 and Tested for COVID-19 on 01/12/2021. Resident tested positive on 01/13/2021.  Resident was transferred to acute hospital on 01/19/2021 due to desaturation.  Resident expired at Hospital on 01/24/2021.

978754 01/26/2021 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 CO 93.0 93 Y F No symptoms appeared immediately after vaccination, although patient passed away around 6:00 pm unexpectedly. Staff talked with her last time at 5:30 pm and then found her at 6:00 pm passed away.  Unknown at this time if death is directly related to receiving the vaccine.

978873 01/27/2021 CA Y U died several hours after receiving a Covid-19 vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient died several hours after receiving a Covid-19 vaccine on an unspecified date. The patient died on an unspecified date. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed. The person had tested positive for the virus (Covid-19) in late Dec2020.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: died several hours after receiving a Covid-19 vaccine

978876 01/27/2021 Y M Autoimmune disease; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable nurse. A male patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced autoimmune disease on an unspecified date. The patient died on an unspecified date due to autoimmune disease. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment of the case. The company cannot completely exclude a causal relationship between the fatal autoimmune disease and suspect vaccine BNT162B2. Additional information regarding therapy duration, relevant medical history, underlying conditions, concomitant medications and detailed clinical course around the event onset will aid in comprehensive assessment of the case. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Autoimmune disease

978959 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 CA 90.0 90 Y M Presented with stroke like symptoms at 10:30, right sided weakness and slurred speach. 911 was call, patient was transported to hospital. Per ED note, patient experienced TIA which resolved, actue exacerbation of CHF.  Patient was admitted. Discharge summary on 1/22 indicates same diagnosis, plan was home with hospice. Family notified hospital on 1/25 that patient had expired on 1/23 at home.

979081 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 CA 89.0 89 Y M Patient found dead in home the next morning.  May or may not be connected to vaccination.  Instructed to report it from our medical director and director of nursing.

979101 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IA 64.0 64 Y F cardiac arrest - no warning signs

979155 01/03/2021 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 65.0 65 Y M Jan 3 vaccine administered, jan 4 started headaches, vomiting, pain in the back of the neck, Headaches, chills, loss of speech,

979223 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 CA 77.0 77 Y M Patient developed SOB but reported good O2Sats. Instructed on going to ER if worsening symptoms. Patient eventually expired on 1/22/21 Y

979255 01/18/2021 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 CA 65.0 65 Y M Patient received COVID 19 vaccine the morning of 1/18/21 at Public Health COVID-19 vaccine clinic. I (person completing this report) work for PH. Later that night while in bed, patient reported difficulty breathing to his wife, then turned blue, and became unresponsive. Family report pt was without any symptoms prior to event.  911 called; CPR started by family member 15 min. after pt became unresponsive. EMS performed resuscitation for about 30-40 minutes with multiple defibrillation for V-fib.  Between EMS and Medical Center ER, pt had 9 rounds of epi, CPR w/ LUCAS  machine, given 2 doses of amiodarone (150 mg and 300 mg). Patient had 3 EKGs, which did not show STEMI, but did show nonspecific conduction delay and sinus arrest with junctional escape vs sinus bradycardia (HR 50's).  Pt had return of spontaneous circulation. Pt intubated, and started on Levophed. Pt transferred to ICU, and had central line placed.  Family decided to make patient DNR. Pt went into coarse VFib again, and as per wishes of family, code blue not called.  Patient expired at 01:53 on 1/19/21.

979309 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 NV 51.0 51 Y F Systemic: patient had no known medical history per supervisor

979495 01/01/2021 01/27/2021 WY 83.0 Y M No adverse events noted Patient past away was notified by Public Health the record is at Vital Statistics

979533 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 82.0 82 Y F Patient recieved vaccine 1 of covid 19 i 1/19/2021. She felt poorly on 1/20/2021. She felt dizzy and fell at 3 AM on 1/23/2021.  She felt poorly and did not know her son's name which was not normal.  She went to ER on 1/24.  She was assessed as not having fractures.  She was going to be transferred to a skilled nursing facility.  She was not having respiratory complaints.  She was awaiting transfer when her O2 levels started dropping substantially.   She declined aggressive intervention and she died within a few hours.

979709 01/06/2021 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 56.0 56 Y M Pt passed away 1/23/2021. Exact details unknown. Y 9

979773 12/30/2020 01/16/2021 01/27/2021 TX 75.0 75 Y F Not sure if it has to do with the COVID vaccine but her caregiver reported to me today (1/27/20201) that she passed away on 01/16/2021 from a pulmonary embolism  that was 18 days after vaccine

979796 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 TX 74.0 74 Y M Patient went to hospital with COVID symptoms on  01/10/2021 and passed away on 01/22/2021

979818 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 TX 77.0 77 Y M Patient arrived at ER with complaints of CPR in progress. Per EMS, patient became short of breath while performing yard work on 1/26/2021. At arrival, patient was in fine v fib with a total of 6 shocks delivered along with 300 mg amiodarone followed by 150 mg amiodarone, 1 amp epinephrine and 2 epinephrine drips adminstered en route to ED.  CPR initiated at 1755 and EMS reports asystole at 1829.  TOD 1909 pronounced by ED DO Dx: Cardiac arrest

979837 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 NV 76.0 76 Y M Per EMS, the patient was last seen walking and talking to wife 10 minutes prior to EMS arrival. EMS reports via patients wife, that patient was upstairs to change for his doctor appointment then patient's wife found him down. The patient received his COVID-19 vaccine on 1/25/21. EMS states they gave 5 rounds of EPI then patient moved into vfib then was shocked once but returned to asystole. In ED, the patient initially in asystole CPR was started immediately. The patient was given 3 rounds EPI, 1 round bicarb. The patient stayed in PEA throughout. Patient was given tPA. Patient continued to be in asystole and time of death was called at 11:35 am.

979841 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 MT 64.0 64 Y M Pt likely presented to vaccine appt with asymptomatic/early infection of COVID-19, as he presented 2 days post-vaccination and tested positive for COVID-19 on rapid and PCR test. He was hospitalized where he eventually died of complications from COVID-19 while in ICU. Date of death was 1/15/2021.Y 6

979926 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 01/27/2021 CA 81.0 81 Y F Pt began experiencing shortness of breath 3 days after vaccine and expired later that day.

979990 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 OH 63.0 63 Y M sudden cardiac arrest

980107 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 AL 90.0 90 Y F Patient noted to have a change in status at 11:23PM that night. Her oxygen saturation had dropped from normal on room air to 82% and required oxygen. She was also noted to be lethargic with altered mental status and not responding verbally. She then began to mottle. Her oxygen saturation worsened to 51% on 4Liters of oxygen by the next day and she expired on 1/14/21.

981938 01/22/2021 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 69.0 68 Y M UNKNOWN/ASYTOLE Narrative:  Please refer to section 6. 68y/o male with h/o severe peripheral vascular disease with previous left AKA 2/3/20, s/p bilateral bypasses in the past. Pt recently underwent right AKA on 1/12/21. Per Hospital remote data 1/10/21 pt c/o shortness of breath, CXR demonstrated right lower lobe opacity & left basilar infiltrate. Pt s/p >10 days emperic IV abx. Moderna vaccine 0.5ml IM was administered via left deltoid on 1/22/21 around 16:21. On 1/23/21@05:14 code blue was called as pt found to be unresponsive, breathless and pulseless, facial cyanosis noted, CPR started immediately.Pt found to be in asystole. ACLS guideline followed but no return of spontaneous circulation, At 05:32 pt remained pulseless and breathless and was pronounced. Autopsy currently pending.

981945 01/08/2021 01/17/2021 01/27/2021 96.0 95 Y M weakness and fallsNarrative:  95 yo male w/ a PMH significant for Afib, legal blindness, Hx of CVA, cognitive impairment, GERD, HTN, pseudogout, BPH, chronic knee infection, and DJD who received his first dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 01/08/21. The pt's COVID-19  screening questionnaire prior to receiving the vaccine was negative. The pt presented to the ED on 01/13/21 for weakness and m  PCR test on ultiple recent falls (since receiving his first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine). The pt's COVID-19 01/13/20  was positive and he was admitted. He was started on treatment with remdesivir + dexamethasone on 1/14. The pt initially required supplemental oxygen via low-flow NC, however his oxygen requirements increased to 100% NRB. On 01/16/21 his MPOA elected for hospice care.  The pt passed on 01/17/21. Unclear if the COVID-19 vaccine attributed to the patient's hospitalization and eventual death, or whether these events occurred from COVID-19 itself, however this case is being reported the FDA since this vaccine is under an emergency use authorization (EUA).Y

983720 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 76.0 75 Y M Death Narrative: Patient had Parkinson's and advanced Dementia. He was on a palliative care unit and a DNR.

983721 01/13/2021 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 72.0 71 Y M Death Narrative: Patient with Severe Dementia and on Hospice for end of life care.

981061 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 01/28/2021 TN 87.0 87 Y F Patient died 3 days post Moderna vaccine.

981225 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 MD 59.0 59 Y F Patient with inoperable pancreatic cancer received second Pfizer vaccine approximately 12:30 pm on 1/27/21. At approximataely 16:30, patient complained of abdominal pain and was given Levsin 0.125mg and morphine 5mg orally.  At approximately 19:30 patient was found on the floor covered in a large amount of emesis, unresponsive  without a pulse.

981303 01/28/2021 Y M pneumonia; Initial information was received on 21-Jan-2021 regarding an unsolicited valid serious case from a consumer/non-health care professional.  This case involves an 87 years old male patient who had a fatal pneumonia, while he received INFLUENZA VACCINE.  It is unknown if the patient had any medical history, concomitant disease or risk factor.  Medical treatment(s), past vaccination(s) and family history were not provided.   On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer (batch number and expiry date not reported) via unknown route in unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination  On an unknown date, the patient developed a serious pneumonia (unknown latency) following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE. This event was assessed as medically significant and was leading to death.  The patient was full of hair, most of his teeth and healthy to his last year with no flu shot ever until the last year.  It is unknown if the patient experienced any additional symptoms/events   There were no laboratory data/results available.  It was not reported if the patient received a corrective treatment before death.  At the time of report, the outcome of event was fatal  It is unknown if an autopsy was done. The cause of death was Pneumonia.  Information on batch number was requested for this case; Sender's Comments: This poorly documented case, involves an 87 years old male patient who had a fatal pneumonia following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE (unknown manufacturer). The time to onset was unknown. Additional information regarding patient's medical history, condition at the time of vaccination, concomitant medications, lab /radiological investigation excluding other etiologies and detailed autopsy report would be needed for complete assessment of the case. Based upon the reported information, the role of vaccine cannot be assessed; Reported Cause(s) of Death: pneumonia

981406 01/15/2021 01/18/2021 01/28/2021 TN 71.0 71 Y F Stroke, death Y

981407 01/06/2021 01/24/2021 01/28/2021 MO 48.0 48 Y F Expired in sleep on 1/24/21

981790 01/26/2021 01/28/2021 NC 82.0 82 Y M Systemic: Other- Death

981849 01/13/2021 01/16/2021 01/28/2021 IN 92.0 92 Y M died 01/16/2021

981912 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 CA 67.0 67 Y F Patient presented to the  Emergency Department complaining of chest pain, pale, cool diaphoretic, and hypotensive. The patient was discovered to have a large saddle pulmonary embolism, went into cardiac arrest and expired. Of note, the patient received her second Moderna COVID vaccine on 1/23, which would place her first one approximately 12/25 if she received them at the appropriate interval. This information is from the patient's daughter and the ED record, the information is not available in CAIR. Per the daughter, the patient started feeling ill on 1/21, improved on 1/25, and then acutely worsened on 1/27, resulting in the ED visit.

982218 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 01/28/2021 MO 63.0 63 Y M resident was on hospice, chronically ill w dementia, COPD, HTN, failure to thrive, passed away 1/13/21. Not certain injection related as he was declining already.

982354 12/29/2020 01/23/2021 01/28/2021 91.0 91 Y M patient received COVID vaccine on 12/29/2020 and passed away on 1/23/2021

982370 01/14/2021 01/16/2021 01/28/2021 KY 93.0 93 Y M Patient died at hospital on j/16/2021 approximately 48 after receiving vaccination. Believe death related to fall at home prior to vaccination.

982417 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 01/28/2021 KS 89.0 89 Y F Resident tested positive for COVID on 1/7/2021.

982472 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 NJ 72.0 72 Y M Worsening respiratory failure 1/20/2021 death 1/27/2021 Y Y 6

982495 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 OK 65.0 65 Y M Client's sister called crying and said the family just found out yesterday that Client had died some time last week. The last time any family talked to him was on the 19th of January, missed calls show on the phone on the 21st. His last internet search was sternum pain. . She will also call the Agency and report this. The vaccine isn't in Registery at this time, do I don't know the lot number but she said he was due back in one month. She said he was very healthy and ran triathalons.

982517 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 01/28/2021 66.0 66 Y M patient received COVID vaccine on 1/11/2021 and passed away on 1/25/2021

982541 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 01/28/2021 IL 81.0 81 Y M 36 hours after vaccination, the patient had increased respiratory distress. He was placed on high flow nasal cannula oxygen with mild improvement. He then continued to be hypotensive requiring IV fluids and subsequently IV vasopressors. Patient's BP was stabilized with vasopresor, however he continued to deteriorate clinically with altered mental status and lethargy, concerned for bowel peroration based on physical exam by MD. He was then emergency intubated and placed on mechanical ventilation. He was then transferred to acute care hospital near by.

982826 01/21/2021 01/26/2021 01/28/2021 NV 40.0 40 Y M Was at work on 1/26/21 and collapsed, no known complaints a the time.   CRP was initiated immediately, transported to ER and  pronounced dead

982890 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 01/28/2021 MS 67.0 67 Y M Pt presented to ER via EMS at 1556  3 days after receiving vaccine. pt was breathing approximately 50 times a minutes and o2 sats in the 70's upon arrival. NP decided to intubate, Rocuronium and Versed given. Pt became bradycardic and 1 amp of Atropine was given without improvement. No pulse felt, CPR started per ACLS protocol. 7 Epi's given. Time of death- 1632. After TOD pt was swabbed for COVID-19 and the results were positive.

982891 12/30/2020 01/16/2021 01/28/2021 KS 61.0 61 Y M All residents had been in isolation due to multiple cases of COVID in the facility. Resident voiced no health related complaints. He continued to visit with staff and required moderate assist with toileting.  Resident had fall 0130 on 1-15-2021, which resulted in laceration with surgical repair.  Resident was noted to change in mental status and respirations on morning of 1-16-2021 during morning blood sugar check. Resident had O2 @1.5l/m via n/c and respirations of 10 with periods of apnea and unresponsive to verbal stimuli. Blood sugar was 583.  Resident deceased upon re-check after calling PCP to report status change.

982929 12/30/2020 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 MD 61.0 61 Y F Client was being treated with antibiotics by her PCP for diverticulitis flare up.  It had not been resolved on the date of her death which occurred 01/27/21, She was found unresponsive by staff, 911 contacted, and paramedics pronounced her deceased at 7:48 AM. After consultation with PCP manner of death was noted as cardiac arrest. PCP was to sign off on death certificate.

982942 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 01/28/2021 AZ 57.0 57 Y M per recipient spouse - vaccine recipient became ill during the night of 1/21/21 or early morning of 1/22/21 and was deceased in the morning of 1/22/21.

983169 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 01/28/2021 KY 83.0 83 Y M Client received the COVID-19 vaccine on 1/5/21 by the Vaccine clinic.  Plans were for Hospice services.  Client tested positive for COVID-19 by rapid testing on 1/8/21.  On 1/10/21 at 0900 Client was unresponsive and without vital signs.  Orders were for DNR, and CPR was not initiated.

983173 01/05/2021 01/24/2021 01/28/2021 KY 86.0 86 Y F Client recevied the COVID-19 vaccine on 1/5/21 by the Vaccine clinic. Client tested positive for COVID-19 by rapid testing on 1/21/21, with c/o hurting all over and loose stools.  She became non-verbal on 1/23/21 with poor intake.   On 1/24/21 at 0537 Client was unresponsive and without vital signs.  Orders were for DNR, and CPR was not initiated.

983184 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 01/28/2021 KY 87.0 87 Y F Patient has been under Hospice services for almost a year.  She began to demonstrate a large amount of oral secretions on 1/10/21 at 2130.  She was suctioned and a Rapid COVID-19 test was performed, which was negative.  The COVID-19 Rapid test was repeated on 1/11/21 and was positive.  Oxygen saturation was noted to be 78% on 1/12/21, and oxygen was initiated at 1133 at 3L per nasal cannula.  Oxygen was increased to 4L at 1635 d/t shortness of breath.  On 1/15/21 @ 0645 patient was unresponsive and without vital signs.  Orders were for DNR and CPR was not initiated.

983187 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 01/28/2021 KY 92.0 92 Y M Client tested positive for COVID-19 by rapid test on 1/8/21.  On 1/9/21 at 1405 his oxygen saturation dropped to 86% and oxygen was initiated at 2L per nasal cannula.  A non-productive cough was noted on 1/10/21 and oxygen was increased to 3L.  On 1/12/21 Client became non-responsive with 30 second periods of apnea.  Dexamethasone was initiated on 1/13/21.  Lung sounds were noted with crackles on 1/15/21 at 1158 and at 2120 Client was unresponsive and without vital signs.  Orders were for DNR and CPR was not initiated.

983189 01/05/2021 01/19/2021 01/28/2021 KY 92.0 92 Y F Patient tested positive for COVID-19 by rapid test on 1/6/21.  She began to demonstrate a dry cough on 1/11/21.  On 1/12/21 at 1723 her oxygen saturation dropped to 79% and oxygen was applied at 4L per nasal cannula.  On 1/19/21 at 2130 Patient was unresponsive and without vital signs.  Orders were for DNR and CPR was not initiated.

983192 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 01/28/2021 KY 89.0 89 Y F Patient recevied the COVID-19 vaccine on 1/5/21 by the Vaccine clinic #1. Patient tested positive for COVID-19 by rapid testing on 1/6/21.  She demonstrated poor appetite and fluid/food intake and an IV of Normal Saline was initiated on 1/7/21.  Oxygen saturation was initiated on 1/12/21 at 4L per nasal cannula.  for shortness of breath.  On 1/22/21 at 0310 Patient was unresponsive and without vital signs.  Orders were for DNR and CPR was not initiated.

983193 01/05/2021 01/19/2021 01/28/2021 KY 96.0 96 Y F Patient began to demonstrate a cough the evening of 1/5/2021, after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine earlier in the afternoon. A rapid COVID-19 test was performed and was positive. She began to demonstrate shortness of breath with exertion on 1/7/21, and lethargy on 1/12/21. Appetite and oral intake began to decline on 1/12/21, and Oxygen saturation dropped on 1/16/21 to 82%, and oxygen was initiated at 3L per nasal cannula. On 1/19/21 at 0414 patient was unresponsive and without vital signs. Orders were for DNR, and CPR was not initiated.

983428 12/24/2020 01/18/2021 01/28/2021 NE 68.0 68 Y F Pt. was admitted to hospital on 1/6/21 with fatigue, weakness. Pt. was Covid positive in November of 2020. Impression upon admission was fatigue may be due to her aortic stenosis and some hypertensive issues with blood pressure changes. She was anemic. WBC was elevated to 19.2, HBG 10.5, NA-131, K+ - 3.1, Rule out bacterial infection. Potential source could be her heart valve. Also noted to have acute renal failure with BUN of 47 and Creatinine of 2.2 noted. Pt. was transferred to Hospital on 1/8/2021 with dx of aortic stenosis, bacteremia, ARF, Dehydration and anemia. Discharged with dx. of sepsis. Pt. expired on 1/18/21 with dx. of severe sepsis, complete heart block, staphylococcus epidermidis bacteremia.Y 13

983766 01/16/2021 01/24/2021 01/28/2021 NC 90.0 90 Y F Pt started complaining of chest heaviness and shortness of breath on the afternoon of 1/21/21. EMS was called to the patients home and she was found to have an O2 sat in the 70's. She was admitted to hospital and found to have a proBNP of 5000.  She tested negative for Covid-19. She was determined to be in acute-on-chronic heart failure and was referred for hospice care. She passed away on the evening of 1/24/21.Y 3

983919 01/21/2021 01/28/2021 FL 69.0 69 Y M death

984617 01/16/2021 01/23/2021 01/29/2021 FL 98.0 Y F Patient passed su hospital on 23Jan2021 stopped breathing; complained of not feeling well; had an inflamed gall bladder; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 98-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL8982 and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient concomitant medication reported as has received other medications (unspecified) within 2 weeks. The patient passed in hospital on 23Jan2021 with stopped breathing. Day after vaccine on 17Jan2021, the patient complained of not feeling well, went to hospital where was told she had an inflamed gall bladder. The events caused patient hospitalization for 4 days. The cause of death reported as stopped breathing. It was unknown if autopsy done. Prior to vaccination, the patient not diagnosed with COVID-19. The outcome of the event breathing arrested was fatal, outcome of the other events was unknown.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Stopped breathingY 4

985004 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 MI 58.0 58 Y F The week of 1/18/2021 The patient complained of Abdominal pain and called off work (we are also her employer) She was seen for constipation on 1/20/2021.   Employee returned to work on 1/25/2021 Had occasional episodes during work where she would sweat and become tired but would rest until she felt better. On the Night of 1/27/2021 she was feeling fine no issues, later in the shift a co worker found her unresponsive, CPR was initiated but unsuccessful.

985205 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 OH 75.0 75 Y M Patient was feeling dizzy and under the weather after the vaccination. The following day he died in his sleep during a nap.

985367 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 KY 83.0 83 Y M TESTED POSITIVE FOR COVID-19 1-7-2021, TRANFERRED TO HOSPITAL ON 1-18-2021. HE READMITTED TO THE FACILITY ON 1-21-2021 WITH HOSPICE SERVICES AND EXPIRED ON 1-25-2021. Y 4

985449 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 87.0 87 Y F Patient was an 87 y/o female admitted for septic shock. She was started on and eventually maxed on 3 pressors. CT abd showed colonic obstruction with dilatation of large and small bowel. Patient was made DNR in the ED. Palliative care consulted on case. Family opted for comfort care.  Patient was asystole on monitor. No spontaneous breath/cardiac sounds ausculted. Patient did not withdraw to pain. Pupils fixed and dilated. She was pronounced and 1230 on 1/28/21

985451 01/06/2021 01/24/2021 01/29/2021 KY 101.0 101 Y F COVID-19 + 1/11/2021, EXPIRED ON 1-24-2021

985501 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OH 89.0 89 Y F family states seemed short of breath since after the covid vaccine.  Staff said beginning on 1/22/21 the patient seemed sluggish, more tired, and nausea noted.  She stayed in her room more after the vaccine because worried about giving/getting COVID to others.  was talking on the phone at 11:30 PM on 1/26/21 to staff person about temperature of room.  at 12:15 AM on 1/27/21 staff noted not breathing, started CPR and called EMS.  When EMS arrived they stopped the code because she was too long deceased.

985715 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 01/29/2021 FL 80.0 80 Y M Patient received the vaccine on 12/29/20 and presented at the ER at the Hospital on 12/30/20 stating that he wasn't feeling well.  It is stated that his health had declined over the past few weeks and currently on hospice.  Visit was unremarkable.  Patient stated that wanted to stop dialysis.  Patient passed away on 01/02/2021.

985814 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 OH 94.0 94 Y M started having generalized weakness on 1/21/21, fatigued., nausea/vomiting.  went to doctor on 1/25/21 with complaint of sore throat, cough, and felt congested.  Went to ER on 1/25/21 with complaints of increased shortness of breath, worsening nausea and vomiting.  started on oxygen for sats of 87%.  admitted on 1/25/21.  On 1/26/21 needed intubated, CXR showed worsening consolidative change right lung at right hilar level. Echocardiogram showed ejection fraction 35-40%, left atrium is moderately dilated.

985933 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 01/29/2021 Y F Died; Increased respirations (22 and labored at times); Pulse 105; 94% O2 on RA; Labored breathing at times; leukocytosis; elevated BUN; left lower lung congestion; elevated creatinine; Temperature of 102.0F; Redness on face; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 92-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced redness on face, increased respirations, labored breathing at times, temperature of 102F, pulse of 105, 94 percent O2, leukocytosis, elevated BUN, left lower lung congestion, elevated creatinine, and death.   The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included dementia and reduced mobility.  No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 30 Dec 2020, the patient began to experience redness on her face, increased respirations (reported as 22 and labored at times), pulse of 105, and 94 percent oxygen saturation on room air. The patient had a fever of 102 degrees Fahrenheit. Laboratory tests revealed a negative influenza swab, elevated white blood cell count of 14.1, elevated BUN at 113, and creatinine 2.7. Chest x-ray showed mild, left lower lung infiltrate.   On 31 Dec 2020, the patient went under hospice care per her family request..    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The patient died on 01 Jan 2021, the cause of death was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 92-year-old, female subject with medical history of dementia and reduced mobility, who experienced the serious unexpected events of death, respiratory rate increased, heart rate increased, oxygen saturation decreased, elevated BUN, elevated creatinine, left lung congestion and dyspnoea and the non-serious events of erythema and pyrexia. The events of respiratory rate increased, heart rate increased, oxygen saturation decreased, dyspnoea, erythema and pyrexia occurred 2 days after the first dose of the study medication administration, and the event of death occurred 4 days after the first dose of the study medication administration. Very limited information regarding the events is available at this time and no definite diagnosis or autopsy report have been provided.  Additional information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Died

986063 01/12/2021 01/16/2021 01/29/2021 UT 83.0 83 Y F Resident was vaccinated on 1/13/21.  Resident passed away on 1/16/21

986123 01/19/2021 01/24/2021 01/29/2021 AZ Y M passed away-heart attack; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the daughter of the patient from a Pfizer Sponsored program Pfizer First Connect.  A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Jan2021 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On 24Jan2021, the patient passed away due to a heart attack.  It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: passed away-heart attack

986200 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 NM 82.0 82 Y F Death

986631 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 MI 87.0 87 Y F Suspected myocardial infarction on 01/15/2021.  Patient passed away on 01/15/2021.

986672 01/01/2021 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 77.0 77 Y M Patient tested Covid positive, cough, low oxygen levels, COVID Pneumonia, patient is now deceased Y 3

986773 12/31/2020 01/18/2021 01/29/2021 VA 67.0 67 Y M Resident was vaccinated on 12/31/20. Then on 1/14/21 he tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 on routine surveillance PCR testing.  Another resident on the same hall was COVID positive on 1/11/21.  Results of the PCR test were obtained on 1/16/21.  He appeared asymptomatic at that time. Given his COVID positive status, all aerosol generating procedures had to be stopped. Overnight on 1/16/21 into 1/17/21, he had the onset of acute respiratory failure and was transported to the hospital. Per notes, he was put on BiPAP for several hours, but his CO2 level did not improve. Per prior advance directives completed with the resident and his two brothers, he had DNR/DNI orders.  The hospital physician spoke with his brother and the decision was made to  move to comfort care. He was discharged to inpatient hospice and died around 4pm on 1/18/21. This outcome does not appear to be vaccine-related, but death from COVID-19 infection is listed as a reportable event following COVID-19 vaccination.

986857 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 01/29/2021 TX 66.0 66 Y M Extreme bouts of  nausea first few days after vaccine.  Estimated that patient died at home within 3-4 days after receiving the vaccine.   Last phone call to daughter expressed extreme nausea and seemed to have altered mental status.  Found dead  by daughter on 01/04/2021.

986869 01/03/2021 01/01/2021 01/29/2021 NY 79.0 79 Y F Patient noted with respiratory distress on 1/10/2021, transferred to hospital via 911.

986901 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 NC 33.0 33 Y F Patient received vaccine uneventfully with no acute concerns. Left clinic and by report went out with friends. Spoke to father on phone at or around 9:00 pm. Failed to show up to work and was found dead at home. Other details pending

986948 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 GA 80.0 80 Y F Cardiac arrest on 1/24/21 in the early morning hours then passed away on 1/25/21 around 1:51am in the hospital

987029 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NC 86.0 86 Y M Resident passed away at 8:15 am on 1/28/21-found to be without pulse/respirations/DNR order in place.

987126 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 IA 90.0 90 Y F Patient died. Patient had been declining in health rapidly prior to receiving the vaccine

987301 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 01/29/2021 NC 87.0 87 Y F My Mother was given the Covid Vaccine (1st Dose) on 12/28/2020. Later that night we received a call from the nursing facility that my Mother was having uncontrollable seizures and had to be transported to the nearby hospital. The ER doctor confirmed that my Mother had tested positive to Covid. She was treated for Covid and was on life support. A few days later we received a call that my Mother had a  major stroke. She passed away on January 4, 2021Y 6

987469 01/26/2021 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 PA 89.0 89 Y M emesis bright yellow in color, liquid BM, increased respirations

987513 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 VA 64.0 64 Y M Note Text: Resident oxygen was going down to 74% during change of shift 3-11, oxygen initiated 3liters via nasal canula per standing order want up to 84-86% NP notified, ordered Prednisone 20mg stat, Rocephin 1gram IM stat administered, Per NP statement if pt's condition worsening sent him to ER, continue monitoring pt and his oxygen going to 82% increasing distress. Notified Nurses supervisor, 911 was called pt left building at 1819 to Hospital alert oriented. Vs bp. 165/60, temp. 98.3,m pulse 109, res 22, 02. 82%. Resident father notified.

987533 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 CA 91.0 91 Y M The patient was observed to be lethargic on 1/29/21 at 1515. BP-80/50, P-75, RR-27, T-100.1. He was given a bolus of  NS 150 mlx2. and Rocephin 1 gram IM.

988245 01/16/2021 01/17/2021 01/29/2021 93.0 93 Y M 93 y/o with complex medical history (severe COPD on oxygen, diastolic CHF, CKD3, myelofibrosis, marginal zone lymphoma of spleen with recent progression and no active treatment, chronic anemia, afib, CAD, pulmonary artery hypertension, h/o bladder cancer, hypertension, hypothyroidism, h/o bilateral PE, sick sinus syndrome s/p pacemaker, h/o Hodgkin's disease). Has had multiple hospitalizations over the last 3 months for dyspnea, most recently in 12/2020. Enrolled in palliative care. Has had multiple transfusions (most recently 01/13/21) for his chronic anemia due to myelofibrosis, and recently started on darbepoetin. No documented history of anaphylaxis to medications or prior vaccinations. He received COVID19 vaccine (Moderna) on 01/16/21. He passed away suddenly at home on 01/17/21. Symptoms:  & cardiac arrest Treatment:01/27/2021

988246 12/22/2020 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 FL 77.0 77 Y M Narrative:  See "Other Relevant History" in Section 6 above Symptoms:  ElevatedLiverEnzymes & death, pneumonia, afib Treatment: 01/27/2021

987636 01/18/2021 01/28/2021 01/30/2021 GA 78.0 78 Y M Legs started swelling and shortness of breath Thursday January 21 2021 Was rushed to hospital with kidney failure and fluid build up around lungs and entire body Blood pressure dropped and had multiple organ failure

987663 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 01/30/2021 85.0 85 Y M Died

987789 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 01/30/2021 MI 85.0 85 Y M REC'D CALL FROM PT'S DAUGHTER, HER FATHER WAS VACCINATED ON 1/22/21, WOKE UP 1/23/21 WAS SHORT OF BREATH AND DIZZY. PT PRESENTED TO ED OF LOCAL HOSPITAL AND WAS ADMITTED, PT PASSED ON 1/25/21. DAUGHTER STATES THAT FAMILY AND DOCTORS AGREE THAT THE VACCINE DID NOT CONTRIBUTE TOWARDS PT'S DEATH, BUT FELT IT NEEDED TO BE REPORTED.  PT'S DAUGHTER CONTACTED THIS RN AT LOCAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT TO REPORT TO VAERS.Y 2

987877 01/14/2021 01/26/2021 01/30/2021 MI 86.0 86 Y M REC'D CALL FROM PT'S SON, PT HAS BEEN ON HOSPICE CARE AND PASSED 1/26/21. DOES NOT BELIEVE THIS IS RELATED TO VACCINE ADMINISTRATION, BUT WANTED TO REPORT TO US.

988270 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 01/30/2021 TN 90.0 90 Y M Narrative: Symptoms: & death Treatment: 01/29/2021

988369 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 01/30/2021 IL 82.0 82 Y M aspiration pneumonia/death

991450 01/30/2021 Y F The patient developed left sided neck and trapezoid tightness and pain after receiving the moderna covid vaccine in her left shoulder. The injection site is non tender and does not show any erythema or tenderness. The tenderness is over the left trapezius and left lateral neck area. It also feel tight like a muscle spasm.

989006 01/30/2021 01/30/2021 01/31/2021 VA 58.0 58 Y F After being observed for approximately 20 minutes and patient walked to her car without assistance I was called to assess the patient in the parking lot for troubles breathing.  EMS was called as I made my way outside.  Upon my arrival patient was leaning out of the car and stating that she could not breath.  She was able to tell me that she was allergic to penicillin.  Oxygen was immediately placed on the patient with minimal relief.  Lung sounds were coarse throughout.  She then  began to vomit about every 20-30 seconds.  Epipen was administered in the right leg with no relief.  Patient continued to complain of troubles breathing and vomiting.  A second epipen was administered in the patients right arm again with no relief.  A few minutes later patient was given racemic epinephrine through the oxygen mask.  There appeared to be mild improvement in her breathing as she appeared more comfortable, but still complaining of shortness of breath and vomiting.  When EMS arrived patient was unable to transport herself to the stretcher.  When EMS and clinical staff transferred patient to the stretcher she became unresponsive.  She appeared to still be breathing.  She did not respond to verbal stimuli.  Per ED report large amount of fluid was suctioned from the patients lungs following intubation in the ambulance.  When patient arrived to the ED she was extubated and re-intubated without difficulty and further fluid was suctioned.  At that time patient was found to be in PEA, shock was delivered.  Shortly thereafter no cardiac activity was found and patient pronounced dead.Y

989015 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 01/31/2021 CT 69.0 69 Y M Myocardial Infarction

990034 01/17/2021 01/31/2021 01/31/2021 TX 79.0 79 Y M I helped facilitate scheduling for his COVID vaccine and received notification from his wife that he passed away unexpectedly this morning. She reported he had  been experiencing a rheumatoid arthritis flare and was on steroids.  His diabetes was not well controlled as a result.   He did not have any reactions in the days immediately after the vaccine.

990780 01/25/2021 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 MI 75.0 75 Y M patient passed

990956 01/12/2021 02/01/2021 IL 91.0 91 Y M Systemic: Other- Patient passed away

991060 01/27/2021 01/31/2021 02/01/2021 PA 88.0 88 Y M Fever 101.1, unresponsive episode.  Transferred to Hospital on 1/28. Diagnosis there was anemia and CHF, aware that he had vaccine day prior. Transfused with 2 units pRBC's. Transferred back to Nursing Home on 1/30 and passed away 0140 1/31/2021 Y 2

991080 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 02/01/2021 MA 69.0 69 Y M Patient sudden death reported by family.  No further details available at this time.

991117 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 CA 90.0 90 Y F Systemic: Other- pt had history of copd and DNR on file. approx 3 1/2hr after vaccine pt had sob and lowo2 sat, emergency services called, pt passed on their arrival.staff felt due to pt existing condition

991216 01/26/2021 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 KS 70.0 70 Y M Vaccine given on 01-25-2021. Wife reported on 01-29-2021 that patient had a ran a fever on 01-26-2021, Was better on 01-27-2021. She found him dead when she came home work on the evening of 01-28-2021.

991622 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 MA 90.0 90 Y F Death

991677 01/21/2021 01/31/2021 02/01/2021 IL 63.0 63 Y F got up in the night and stated that she couldn't breath, ambulance was called, pt expired in route to hospital.  *relayed to me by Facility staff RN.

991849 01/25/2021 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 MN 88.0 88 Y M Congestion, Hypoxia, SOB, Tachycardia, Weakness. Started on O2 @ 3L, HOB elevated, Tylenol supp

991859 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 02/01/2021 IL 89.0 89 Y M Per granddaughter's report, pt became very weak within hours of receiving the first dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine and could not get out of bed the next morning without assistance, reported difficulty seeing, and did not recognize some family members. By Sunday, 1/31, pt was unable to be awakened, would not eat, and had low urinary output. Granddaughter reports that the morning of 2/1 he was awake and ate a small amount and seemed to be improving although still weak and unable to get out of bed.  Granddaughter reported he died 2/1 around 10am in the morning.

991927 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 02/01/2021 ND 86.0 86 Y M Patient was found deceased at  Nursing Home in his room 01/12/2021 at 5:25 AM.

991997 01/28/2021 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 MN 71.0 71 Y F Resident c/o nausea evening of 1/29 (nausea common for her post dialysis), had a large emesis at approx 2220, 0030 (unusual for resident to vomit)- received Zofran per order.   Skin cool and damp, Blood sugar 147 (checked due to h/o diabetes and poor intake).  At approx 230am Blood pressured checked and noted to be 52/29.   Resident transferred to ER, intubated and transferred to higher level of care where she passed away on 1/30 at 736pm.     Resident's medical notes indicated likely shock, cardiogenic in nature, sepsis (source unknown) along with a multitude of other co-morbidities that resident has.Y 1

992063 01/19/2021 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 WI 80.0 80 Y M Patient received first dose of the COVID-19 Moderna vaccine on 1/19/2021 at an outside facility (no lot #, route, or site available to me in electronic charting).  Pt began having hypoxia, SOB, and a dusky appearance of extremities on 1/29/2021 and was brought by EMS to our hospital.  PT is a DNR and family had been looking into a hospice sign up due to dementia and general decline in the weeks prior to hospitalization.  Pt tested positive on admission for COVID-19 via PCR test on 1/29/2021.  Pt continued to have respiratory decline, was put on comfort care per wishes of family/advanced directives, and he passed away the evening of 1/30.Y

992082 01/24/2021 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 GA 70.0 70 Y F Resident was noted on 1/25 with an increased functional decline as she would not feed herself with utensils, but would eat finger foods if placed in her hand. She was started on Rocephin IM for possible infections. Labs had been obtained on 1/21/21, unremarkable for CBC and CMP. 75,000 colony count on urine. On 1/26/21 she was noted with right sided weakness and further decline. She was sent to Hospital for further evaluation. We were notified that she expired on 1/28/2021. Resident had been noted with a decline in function about 2 weeks earlier when she would not stand or transfer any longer. She was still responsive, taking meds, and feeding herself until 1/26/21. Further information on admitting diagnoses and progress notes from hospital have not been available to date.Y 2

992137 01/19/2021 01/31/2021 02/01/2021 SC 74.0 74 Y M 6 days after vaccine developed bloody diarrhea. Thought to have ischemic colitis but negative evaluation. became hypotensive bradycardic   placed on ventilator. Subsequently was poorly responsive and eventually coded once more and succumbed Y 5

992154 01/11/2021 01/31/2021 02/01/2021 MN 100.0 100 Y M No adverse events reported post vaccine. 1 st dose on 1/11/21 by public health.  Death 1/31/21 Patient was on hospice for gradual decline.

992209 01/08/2021 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 AK 82.0 82 Y F Death

992237 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 MO 42.0 42 Y M 1/28/2021- Seen by FNP for indigestion, chest pressure and palpitations.  EKG reviewed and referral made to Cardiology. 1/29/2021-1800 Presented to ED in cardiac arrest-onset PTA.  Patient was found unresponsive by his wife at their home.  The last known well was at 1530 when she called him on the phone.  The patient was pronounced at ~1850.

992238 12/16/2020 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 MI 70.0 70 Y M Tested positive for COVID19 on 12-30-2020, Admitted to Hospital on 1/5/2021 with active COVID, Patient died 1/29/2021. Y 24

992342 01/21/2021 01/31/2021 02/01/2021 AL 77.0 77 Y M Shortness of Breath, decreased oxygen saturation, irregular heart rhythm, hypertension, Positive for COVID, bilateral pneumonia Y 1

992347 02/01/2021 02/01/2021 02/01/2021 OK 78.0 78 Y M Death

992372 01/08/2021 01/24/2021 02/01/2021 OR 73.0 73 Y F This is a 73 year old female that received her 1st dose with Moderna vaccine on 1/8/21 at approximately 1600.  Within one hour, the patient developed altered mental status and increasing weakness.  She was transported to the hospital by the staff at her Assisted Living Facility for concern of a vaccine reaction. On admission, oxygen saturation was found to be 89% on room air, BP=137/86, HR=94.  Labs were normal, with the exception of WBC=15 (leukocytes normal, chest xray clear, COVID test negative), and a detectable troponin=63.  Head CT negative.  Physical exam was only notable for 'slight superficial erythema over distal right forearm and dorsal hand. No significant edema.' The patient was treated for a possible allergic reaction to vaccine with NS bolus, methylprednisolone 125mg, famotidine 20mg, and aspirin 300mg PR.  She was admitted for monitoring given continued altered mental status/weakness.  The next day, she continued to show no improvement, so a head MRI was ordered.  MRI showed " 1. Numerous acute cerebral and cerebellar infarcts involving both anterior and posterior circulations consistent with a central embolic source. 2.  Minimal right parietal petechial hemorrhage. 3.  Moderate atrophy and moderate nonspecific white matter signal abnormalities compatible with chronic microvascular ischemia  "  Neurology was consulted, who approved the start of aspirin and to continue DVT prophylaxis.  The patient's advanced dementia and timeline preclude other intervention.  The patient's status was DNR/DNI. The patient was discharged on hospice to her assisted living facility on 1/11/21 (with reports of continued somnolence).  It was reported that date of death was 1/24/21.Y 4

992571 01/29/2021 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 PA 75.0 75 Y M Patient's wife called the physician's office with increasing SOB.  MD advised that the patient go to the ED.  While dressing, the patient became unresponsive, 911 called.  Patient expired in ED.

992599 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 02/01/2021 CA 87.0 87 Y F right arm redness Y

992677 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 MN 64.0 64 Y M Low Grade Temp, Persistent low back pain, Projectile Vomiting.

992734 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 KY 86.0 86 Y F 1st COVID immunization 1/7/2021,  COIVD positive results on 1/16/21,   1/24/21 O2 sats decreased to 78%, 1/24/21 reveived the Bamlanivimab infusion 50 ml/hr. 1/24/20 chest x ray 1/24/21 She was sent to hospital and admitted. 1/27/2021 Expired Y 3

992846 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 MT 82.0 82 Y M Patient complained to wife of not feeling well in evening after the vaccination and expired at home during the night.

992884 01/16/2021 01/17/2021 02/01/2021 KS 57.0 57 Y F The next morning after vaccine, patient ran a fever, vomited, and was very tired.  Mom laid her down to sleep and when she checked later, patient had passed away.

992977 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 02/01/2021 OH 84.0 84 Y F spoke with patient husband on Saturday 1/23 and he said that she had been in the hospital. that she had had a stroke, the MD's at the hospital told him that it was not contributed to the vaccine and that they were unsure even if the stroke had occurred prior to the vaccine or after. spoke with him again on 1-29 and he stated that she had passed away on 1/25/21

993028 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 02/01/2021 KY 78.0 78 Y F On 1/9/21-Diaphoresis, O2 90%, respirations 22, increased weakness, wheezing bilaterally. Send to ER for evaluation and treatment. She was sent to ER, where she was admitted for 2 days, then expired there on 1/11/21 Y 2

993072 01/27/2021 01/31/2021 02/01/2021 MN 64.0 64 Y F Pt. presented to the ER with abd pain and septic shock.   Pt. reported to feel ill shortly after receiving the vaccine. Y 2

993112 12/01/2020 02/01/2021 02/01/2021 CA 62.0 62 Y F she was injected, sh stopped eating and talking, the doctor watched her for 2 days. had her transported to the hospital. i was told she had tested positive for COVID 2 times once at the home and once at the hospital. with in 2 DAYS at the hospital  she wa on a ventilator 2 days later she died. i talked with the rehab center and confirmed she tested negative for COVID on Dec 27th 2020 and was given the Vaccine on the 29th Dec 202 was in the hospital 4 day later, was on a ventilator 4 days after that   then died a few day later as her heart stopped beating. all the while i had POA and was not contacted by Hospital staff until after they had made the next step.Y Y 9

 4



995147 12/23/2020 01/20/2021 02/01/2021 88.0 86 Y M Death Narrative: Patient received the first COVID-19 dose on 12/23. Afterwards, patient complained of localized pain on L deltoid area where the vaccine was administered; his temperature was 98.1 F. On 12/26-27, staff reported that patient appeared more fatigued than usual and was shivering on 12/27, which seized after blanket was given. On 12/28, patient presented with fever (Tmax 100.2 F) and acetaminophen was administered for alleviation of fever. ADR was reported for the fever on 12/29. Patient continued to decline and was placed back on hospice care on 12/29; on 12/30. the symptoms reported on nursing note include erythema and pain on whole L arm. Lidocaine was applied. Patient's family and provider mutually agreed not to administer the second dose of vaccine. He continued to decline and was started on end-of-life care around 1/4 and passed on 1/20 1417.

995165 01/27/2021 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 GA 92.0 92 Y F Died in sleep

993822 02/02/2021 Y M he got both doses then a few days later he died; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for a friend's father.  A male patient of an unspecified age received the second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) vaccine , via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose  for Covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history and  concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received the first dose on an unknown date. The patient  died few days after receiving the second dose of the vaccine  on an unspecified date.   It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: he got both doses then a few days later he died

993823 02/02/2021 Y M died due to heart attack; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (reporting for her son-in-law) from the Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect.  A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patients medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient died due to heart attack on an unspecified date.  The patient died on an unspecified date.  It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  Follow-up (28Jan2021): This follow-up is being submitted to notify that the lot/batch number is not available despite the follow-up attempts made. Follow-up attempts completed. No further information is expected.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: died due to heart attack

993828 01/21/2021 01/24/2021 02/02/2021 FL 85.0 Y M Heart stopped; Could not swallow; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient's wife). An 85-year-old male patient received the first dose of the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included blood pressure abnormal (verbatim: blood pressure) from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, neuropathy from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, weight issue from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, diabetes from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, walker user from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  Concomitant medications included insulin aspart (NOVOLOG) taken for diabetes from an unspecified date to an unspecified date; and he was taking a long acting one as well. The patient previously received the influenza vaccine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) for immunization on unknown dates ("had flu shots before with no reactions and everything, nothing before"). On 24Jan2021, the patient's heart stopped (death, medically significant), and could not swallow (medically significant).  The clinical course was reported as follows: The patient's wife stated the patient was taking insulin aspart (NOVOLOG) and he was taking a long acting one as well. The reporter, the patient's wife and a retired registered nurse (RN) stated, her husband (patient) just died and she thought he died from the COVID vaccine (later clarified the reason of death was-heart stopped). The patient had the vaccine on 21Jan2021, which was on a Thursday, and he was fine. On the following Sunday around 1:30 (on 24Jan2021), the patient was feeling a little weak, however, the patient's wife thought maybe his blood sugar was low. The patient's wife checked, and the patient's blood sugar was 91. The patient's wife went to get some yogurt to feed him in order to get his blood sugar up a little; "which was a normal thing for him, it was not that low for him." Then, suddenly, the patient fell, and the patient's wife could not get a pulse or anything. The patient's wife called an unspecified number and she started compressions; however, he was dead. The patient's wife stated the patient just had his heart test, a three hour long one, and it was "perfect three weeks ago." The patient had just gone to the doctor the other day and his blood pressure was "fine and everything." The patient's wife stated that other than his diabetes, "which he had for (sentence incomplete)." Regarding lab tests, the patient's wife stated, "No, he had it before but not in the last two weeks. He was going for one because we just went to the doctor last week and he was going to call yesterday to make the appointment request to get his blood work done. Blood work has been good except his A1C was always high, but other than that everything was good" (as reported). Regarding causality, the patient's wife stated, "I do, because he was fine until about half an hour before he died. He said to me, I feel a little weak today and then I was talking to him that your upper body strength is really good and then I said, we just have to work on your weight a little more because he did have neuropathy. And then, I went out of the room and all of a sudden I just heard him fall and that is when I just went in to check his blood sugar and it was 91 and I got him yogurt and he started eating that and then that was it, he started spitting it out and he said, I could not swallow and that was it, he just died."  The patient's wife further added, "I just wanted other people to know that things like this happen and I am sure it was from that because he was healthy as could be. He was walking with his walker, the day before outside and he felt fine." The clinical outcome of the event, heart stopped, was fatal. The clinical outcome of the event, could not swallow, was unknown. The patient died on 24Jan2021 due to "heart stopped."  An autopsy was not performed.  The batch/lot numbers for the vaccine, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, were not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Heart stopped

993832 02/02/2021 ME Y U At the end of the conversation, caller stated that recently saw in (place name) that someone passed away 3 hours after receiving the injection.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history and concomitant medication were not reported. Caller, calling on behalf of her sister who has pseudocholinesterase imbalance, would like to know if the Covid vaccine has any contraindication or interaction with succinylcholine. Caller stated that her and her sister are scheduled to receive the first dose of the vaccine this weekend. Caller stated that her sister had a severe reaction to succinylcholine and did not wake up for four days. Caller stated that her sister has to wear a medical bracelet because of this condition. Caller reported that her sister's son has the same severe reaction to succinylcholine. Caller also stated that when she was a director in the lab, she heard of a person passing away in the OR due to the same reaction with succinylcholine. At the end of the conversation, caller stated that recently saw in (state name) that someone passed away 3 hours after receiving the injection. It was unknow if autopsy was done.   Information on the lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The information currently available does not allow a medically meaningful assessment for the event "passed away" with unknown cause of death.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: At the end of the conversation, caller stated that recently saw in (place name) that someone passed away 3 hours after receiving the injection.

993998 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 02/02/2021 CA 92.0 Y F passed away; cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient's daughter.  A 92-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 13Jan2021 at 11:00 (at the age of 92-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.   Ongoing medical history included nursing home resident, admitted to hospice on 13Jan2021 (prior to vaccination), and oxygen supplementation (due to low oxygen levels) from a few days prior to the vaccine (Jan2021). Other relevant medical history included congestive heart failure from Dec2020 and sulfa allergy. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was tested numerous times (as reported) for COVID-19 and was negative.  There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. A few days before the vaccination, her oxygen level had gone down, and she had been placed on oxygen. Prior to receiving the vaccine, the patient was reported as being 'fine'. On 13Jan2021, the patient received the vaccine at 11:00. The patient coughed maybe 5 or 6 times and then dropped her head. Resuscitation was not performed as patient had a do not resuscitate (DNR) order. The patient passed away on 13Jan2021 at 13:05. The cause of death was not reported. An autopsy was not performed. The clinical outcome of the cough was unknown at the time of death.     The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: passed away

994309 01/15/2021 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 NY 87.0 87 Y M Got vaccine on 1/15/21. He was tired right away, bedridden the next 3 days. He couldn't breathe so he was taken by ambulance on 1/18/21. He was in hospital for several days. put on remdesivir cocktail for 10 days. Slowly getting worse and died in hospital on 1/30/21. Y 13

994544 01/31/2021 01/31/2021 02/02/2021 TX 84.0 84 Y F The patient went home around 11 am on 1-31-21 after her vaccine and 15 minute observation period. She was eating breakfast after at home and complained to a neighbor that her teeth hurt and she was nauseated after eating. In the afternoon, she felt dizzy and had diarrhea accompanied with blood. Close to 9 PM, her son went to check on her. The patient was found on the floor--she was unresponsive and had purple lips. Her son called an ambulance and started chest compressions. The patient passed away at the hospital. The doctor has ordered an autopsy, and the results are pending.

994678 01/12/2021 02/02/2021 KY 80.0 Y F patient contracted COVID; patient contracted COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A non-pregnant 80-year-old female patient received two doses of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, the first dose in 2020 and the second dose on 22Dec2020 11:00, both at a single dose for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included heart, diabetes, obesity.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient did not have covid prior to vaccination.  The patient contracted COVID on 04Jan2021 11:00. The patient was hospitalized for COVID-19 for 8 days.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included: Nasal Swab: negative on 24Dec2020, negative on 28Dec2020, negative on 31Dec2020, positive on 04Jan2021.  Unspecified therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the event.  The outcome of patient contracted COVID was fatal.  The patient died on 12Jan2021.  It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: patient contracted COVIDY 8

994778 01/22/2021 02/02/2021 02/02/2021 SC 97.0 97 Y F Resident received the vaccine on 1-22-21 and she was diagnosed with COVID-19 during routine testing on 1-28-21.  She didn't have any symptoms except feeling weak and she had a decrease in her appetite.  She already had a poor appetite prior.  She died on 2-2-21.

994788 01/25/2021 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 KY 74.0 74 Y F Patient death on 2/1/2021 at 4:55am at hospital.

994790 01/31/2021 02/02/2021 02/02/2021 KY 58.0 58 Y F Resident found unresponsive in room this am at approx. 9:30 am. Resident was observed eating breakfast around 8:45 am. Housekeeper reported seeing resident between breakfast and time found unresponsive. Resident had voiced no complaints. Code was initiated until EMS arrived and transported resident to hospital. Resident expired.

994913 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 TN 48.0 48 Y F patient passed away 2 days after vaccine. patient had temperature, nausea, and vomiting after vaccine.

994989 01/10/2021 01/19/2021 02/02/2021 KY 56.0 56 Y F Employee was found unresponsive in floor at her home. EMS arrived and person had expired.

995146 01/15/2021 01/26/2021 02/02/2021 72.0 72 Y M Narrative:  Patient experienced cardiac arrest with PEA and a witnessed collapse upon arrival to the emergency department on 1/24/21. Patient received his first dose of the COVID vaccine on 01/15/2021and felt poorly thereafter. He was describing shortness of breath to his wife and requiring 5L of O2 at home to maintain saturations in 80s, while he usually was on 3L to maintain saturations in the mid 90s. He had been oriented but more fatigued than normal and described bilateral shoulder pain (which was not new for him) as well as indigestion. Took Tylenol with some relief. He had decreased PO intake and less appetite. The patient's wife encouraged him to come to the hospital daily for a week prior to admission, but the patient did not want to because he felt his side effects were secondary to the vaccine. Symptoms:RespDepression, Palpitations, Syncope & cardiac arrest Treatment: EPINEPHRINE 1 MG ONCE 3 rounds given ,CALCIUM CHLORIDE 1000 MG ONCE01/29/2021

995224 01/14/2021 01/19/2021 02/02/2021 TX 92.0 Y F Cardiac arrest; Pain on her upper right chest; Lot of pain in lower abdomen; Pain underneath arm; Thought it was muscle aches; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 92-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed upper right chest pain and underneath the arm, severe abdominal pain, muscle aches and cardiac arrest.    The patient's medical history was not provided Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 14 Jan 2021, approximately five days prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 19 Jan 2021, the patient developed upper right chest pain and pain underneath the arm. They thought it was muscle aches. Sometime later, the patient developed a lot of pain in the lower abdomen. The called emergency services and an ambulance arrived but the patient then suffered cardiac arrest. Treatment for the event included tramadol.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable due to the patient was died.   The patient died on 19 Jan 2021. The cause of death was reported as cardiac arrest. Autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: Company Comment: This case concerns a 92-year-old female patient who experienced unexpected serious events of cardiac arrest, upper right chest pain and underneath the arm, severe abdominal pain, muscle aches.  The event occurred 5 days after the administration of the first dose of the vaccine mRNA-1273 vaccine (Lot #: unknown, expiration date-unknown). Although a temporal association exist between the events and the administration of the vaccine, in the absence of critical details such as the patient's medical history, any diagnostic test or autopsy result, adequate evaluation and assessment cannot be established. Main field defaults to ‘possibly related' for all events.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Cardiac arrest

995441 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 TX 94.0 94 Y M The vaccine was given on Monday.  Tuesday afternoon he developed weakness in both legs and could not stand up.  This was a new development;  he had neuropathy in one leg but he had been able to stand up and walk three hours before.  He was helped to the bathroom.  He said he felt better and might want to stand up again.  He was helped to bed.  He was found dead around 5:30 Wednesday morning.    He was 94 years old and had a lot of medical conditions.  No one has indicated his death had anything to do with the vaccine.  I'm sure it's just a coincidence that he died so soon after receiving the vaccine

995460 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 02/02/2021 NH 85.0 85 Y M Vaccine-1/7 Covid positive-1/10 Hospitalized-1/17 Deceased-1/25 Y 7

995520 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 02/02/2021 ND 89.0 89 Y M 1-12-21 Resident is complaining of heart pain. Resident blood pressure is 228/105.  1-22-21 Dx UTI 1-13-21     His nurse called MD at approximately 0645, reported to him that it was reported to this nurse that resident has not slept in 2 days and night, has an increased blood pressure, reports severe pain in lower back, and appears to be uncomfortable Resident is able to verbalize his pain and where it is at, but is unable to explain the quality of the pain or give a number on the 0/10 pain scale.

995641 01/06/2021 01/31/2021 02/02/2021 ND 89.0 89 Y M Resident was hospitalized for confusion, and hypotension and increased weakness; resident proceeded to have a NSTEMI and died on 5th day in hospital on 1/31/2021. Y 5

995649 01/25/2021 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 OH 79.0 79 Y F Cardiac arrest; Patient transported by EMS to hospital 11:00pm on 01/29/2021. Patient received vaccine on 01/25/2021. Patient expired 01/30/2021 within the hour into the new day after midnight on 01/30/2021.  Patient was feeling well prior to and any chronic health conditions were well controlled. Sudden cardiac arrest 4 days after receiving the vaccine. Details given by patients husband/POA.

995789 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 TX 65.0 65 Y M The patient received the vaccine on the afternoon of Thursday, 1/28/21. He was observed for at least 30 minutes following administration of the vaccine with no reactions noted. He was found dead in his car on Sunday, 1/31/21. It is unknown if the vaccine contributed to his death.

995825 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 02/02/2021 NC 92.0 92 Y F Client unexpectedly collapsed and passed away on 1/13/21 from suspected sudden cardiac death.  Prior to her death, she was in skilled care for rehabilitation following hospitalization from 12/21-12/31/20 for an acute lower GI bleed.  Her hospitalization and skilled care stay were complicated by delirium and she was being treated for delirium with olanzapine (Zyprexa) at time of death.

995977 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 VA 51.0 51 Y M Lethargy/altered level of consciousness lead to hospital admission.  Multiple interventions during hospitalization.  Final hospital diagnoses:  Acute respiratory failure with hypercapnia, acute pansinusitis. Y 2

996086 01/07/2021 01/31/2021 02/02/2021 CA 55.0 55 Y M Pt received vaccine on 7 jan. 2021   Twelve days later, on 19 January 2021, Pt developed symptoms of COVID (cough, sore throat, fever, myalgias), on 20 Jan, pt admitted to hospital for worsening symptoms. Pt tested positive for COVID 19.  Pt admitted to ICU where pt had complicated hospital course to include ARDS secondary to COVID pneumonia, nonSTEMI, with biventricular heart failure, on  multiple pressor,  rhabdomyolysis with acute kidney injury, requiring CRRT.   Pt was in hospital for 10 days; he passed away on 31 Jan 2021.Y 10

996105 01/23/2021 01/24/2021 02/02/2021 CA 95.0 95 Y F patient received vaccine on Jan 23, 2021 passed away on Jan 24, she was already on hospice, so unclear if due to vaccine or other issues. Was at her baseline before and after vaccine per facility, had b'fast and passed away at noon on Jan 24

996156 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 02/02/2021 MN 58.0 58 Y F Client came to nursing station about 2pm to report she "was not feeling well". Nurses took vital signs, then referred her to the vaccination clinic that was onsite. She was observed by vaccination team for a period of time. She reported shoulder pain radiating into shoulder blade in arm vaccine was received. Vaccination team offered ice pack to her, observed for a period of time, and released back to work. About 10pm that evening, she sent a text to another coworker that her pain was "off the charts" and that she had pain covering her whole left side of her body.  She did not come to work in the morning and did not contact work. Well being check was performed at approximately 9am on 2/2/2021 and she was found dead in her home.  911 was immediately called and authorities took over the scene.

996259 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 TX 72.0 72 Y M Unknown. Was informed that the patient went to E/R on 1/25/21 (6 days after receiving vaccine. Died 1/29/21 ( 10 days after receiving vaccine).

996291 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 AK 86.0 86 Y F Death

996423 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 02/02/2021 WV 81.0 81 Y M Patient had a CVA and passed away suddenly 1/10/21

996591 01/23/2021 01/30/2021 02/03/2021 CA 85.0 85 Y F patient received vaccine on Jan 23, 2021. developed weakness on Jan 25, 2021. Sent to ED on Jan 27, 2021 with hypoxia requiring 6 L O2, low Bp, declining mental status. Per family request transitioned to hospice and passed away on Jan 30, 2021

996959 01/01/2021 02/01/2021 02/03/2021 OH 78.0 78 Y M Vaccine was administered Thursday and my father Died early Monday morning unexpectedly

997145 01/21/2021 02/01/2021 02/03/2021 NY 85.0 85 Y F 85 year old patient with multiple medical problems. PEA/asystolic arrest 5 days after receiving vaccine, hospitalized. Patient died on 2/1/2021. It is not clear whether the vaccine administration led to the patient's death or not.   "...healthcare professionals are encouraged to report any clinically significant or unexpected events (even if not certain the vaccine caused the event)"Y 7

997297 01/04/2021 01/17/2021 02/03/2021 TN 85.0 85 Y M Death on 1/17/21.  Death certificate reports:  Septic Shock, UTI, Pneumonia, Chronic Renal Failure

997553 01/26/2021 02/01/2021 02/03/2021 VA 92.0 92 Y M fatigue x 5 days, including day of vaccination, death the night of day 5/early morning of day 6

997571 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 02/03/2021 TX 93.0 93 Y F BRAIN BLEED Y

997642 01/19/2021 02/02/2021 02/03/2021 MT 62.0 62 Y F We were notified 02/02/2021 of patient's death. Unknown cause at this time.

997677 02/01/2021 02/03/2021 02/03/2021 WI 94.0 94 Y F Rapid decline in health status, Elevated BP&P, posturing, loss of consciousness, Glasgow coma Scale 4  starting 2/1/2021, Deceased 2/3/21

997783 02/01/2021 02/03/2021 02/03/2021 OH 65.0 65 Y M patient passed away subsequent to receiving dose on 02/01. Staff does not have reason to believe vaccine was involved.

998063 01/25/2021 02/01/2021 02/03/2021 CA 63.0 62 Y M Does not know any other information. Patient is her father in law. The day of receiving the vaccine he started to feel fatigued. Before receiving the vaccine  patient was fine. Patient ended up passing away either the 1st or 2nd. Medical examiner told reporter that she believes it was the vaccine that caused the patient's death.

998138 01/22/2021 01/26/2021 02/03/2021 FL 86.0 86 Y F Same day as vaccination given, developed pain went from arm up to shoulder, to back, to neck to head - right side of body; chills/body aches

998175 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 02/03/2021 NH 84.0 84 Y F Resident vaccinated-1/7/21 Resident covid positive 1/11/21 Resident covid PNA-1/12/21 Resident hospitalized 1/16/21 Resident deceased 1/20/21 Y 6

998228 01/29/2021 02/03/2021 02/03/2021 MI 65.0 65 Y M Found unresponsive

998419 01/08/2021 02/03/2021 NH 76.0 76 Y F Resident vaccinated-1/8 Resident deceased-1/16

998421 01/06/2021 01/27/2021 02/03/2021 NC 91.0 91 Y M Resident passed away unexpectedly on 1/27/21 from presumed sudden cardiac death.

998463 01/06/2021 01/19/2021 02/03/2021 NC 88.0 88 Y F Resident passed away unexpectedly on 01/19/21 after developing acute hypoxic respiratory failure on morning of 01/19/21.  She was transferred to hospital via EMS  where she was intubated, coded, and ultimately expired with uncertain underlying cause, potentially ACS.

998544 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 02/03/2021 KY 83.0 83 Y M Patient had heart attack.   Spoke with spouse on 2/3/2021 stated had multiple health issues including heart and lung issues.

998576 01/27/2021 01/31/2021 02/03/2021 WA 86.0 86 Y M Had acute respiratory failure, dysuria NSTEMI after Dose #1 Lot # 025L20A (Moderna) hospitalized same day 12/31/20 administered @ 1040 back to baseline. 2nd Dose on 1/27/21 0950 Lot as above. Unknown exact onset same day, ED by EMS @ 1745, respiratory distress, febrile 39.4 degrees C BP 150/105 RR 29Y

998579 01/25/2021 02/03/2021 KY 82.0 82 Y M Resident passed away 2/2/2021.

998637 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 02/03/2021 NC 75.0 75 Y F Patient noted to have irregular breathing in bed and unable to arouse. Provided life saving measures in the field x 30 minutes and transferred to hospital. Noted to have heart arrhythmia which suspected to cause cardiac arrest. Y 1

998770 01/28/2021 01/30/2021 02/03/2021 AR 91.0 91 Y F Patient had no symptoms or adverse events until the next evening after shot (1/29/21) where daughter reported her having heart palpitations. Family told her to rest and did not seek medical attention. Saturday afternoon (1/30/2021), patient started experiencing labored breathing. Daughter called 911 and before the ambulance arrived, the patient's breathing became more and more shallow. Patient was taken to the local hospital and passed away Saturday evening around 5:30 pm.

1002931 01/21/2021 01/24/2021 02/03/2021 77.0 76 Y M CARDIAC ARREST, DEATH Narrative: The patient presents to the emergency department in cardiopulmonary arrest. CPR was continued upon arrival. The Combi tube was removed and an endotracheal tube was placed without complications. ROSC was obtained multiple times but the patient continued to go into PEA. The patient was seen in the emergency department by both critical care and Cardiology. EKG shows ST elevations, but the patient was unstable to go to catheterization. The patient had 1 episode of asystole. Despite best efforts and multiple attempts we were unable to resuscitate the patient. Time of death 1253 on 1/24/21.

1002937 02/01/2021 02/01/2021 02/03/2021 73.0 72 Y M death Narrative:  Pt attended arthritis clinic appt 0900; labs shortly after; rec'd vaccine in clinic ~ 1113; seen on surveillance camera walking to parking garage ~ 1145; medical center rec'd call from wife ~ 1900 that pt never returned home; police found vehicle running in parking garage, code called, pt obviously deceased by that time 1930, body sent to medical examiner for autopsy.

1000226 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 GA 86.0 Y F volvulus; volvulus and needed surgery followed by further ischemia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. An 86-year-old female patient received her first single dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine) intramuscularly on 19Jan2021 for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had no known allergies. The patient developed volvulus and needed surgery followed by further ischemia and at end of life. The events onset date reported as 27Jan2021. Patient had 3days hospitalization and died eventually. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed. Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Very limited information was provided in this report.  No relevant information regarding the clinical course of the events, the patient's underlying medical conditions were mentioned. Based on the information currently available, lacking any other alternative explanations as so far, the reported volvulus and Intestinal ischaemia are managed as related to COVID-19 vaccine, BNT162B2, for reporting purpose, only.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: volvulus; ischemiaY 3

1000228 01/21/2021 01/26/2021 02/04/2021 NV 40.0 Y M dead; Collapsed; bnt162b2 was given to patient with immunocompromised w/ reportable conditions; bnt162b2 was given to patient with immunocompromised w/ reportable conditions; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 40-year-old male patient receive first dose of bnt162b2 (Lot number: EK9231, Brand: Pfizer), intramuscular in left arm on 21Jan2021 15:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included immunocompromised w/ reportable conditions from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, positive for Covid in September from Sep2020 to an unknown date. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced dead, collapsed on 26Jan2021. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of collapsed. The outcome of collapsed was unknown. The patient died on 26Jan2021. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed. Received Covid vaccine here on 21Jan2021, was at work on 26Jan2021 and collapsed, no known complaints at the time, CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation) was initiated immediately, transported to ER (Emergency room) and pronounced dead. Unknown if other vaccine in four weeks. The patient had COVID prior vaccination. Unknown If COVID tested post vaccination.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently provided, the patient was immunocompromised and had prior COVID infection.  The death and syncope more likely are associated with the patient underlying medical conditions.  More information such medical history, concomitant medications, treatment indication and event term details especially death cause and autopsy results are needed for fully medical assessment.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Dead

1000233 02/04/2021 Y M just died; This is a Spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program from a contactable consumer. A male patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient just died on an unspecified date.  It was not reported if an autopsy was performed. No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: just died

1000624 02/04/2021 Y M Pneumonia; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program via a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of unspecified age (Age: 63; Unit: Unknown) received the first dose and second dose of BNT162B2, via unspecified routes of administration on unspecified dates at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. After receiving both vaccines, patient still got pneumonia and he had seen many elderly died from pneumonia even after receiving the vaccine. Outcome of the event was not resolved.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

1000665 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 02/04/2021 FL 97.0 Y M Death 2 days later; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. A 97-year-old male patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140) via intramuscular in the left arm on 18Jan2021 12:00 PM at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included prostate cancer, macular degeneration, type 2 diabetes, atrial fibrillation. No known allergies. Concomitant medications included glipizide, warfarin and metformin in two weeks. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient experienced death on 20Jan2021 at 09:00 PM. Death cause was undetermined. No autopsy was performed. No treatment was received for AE. The patient had no covid prior vaccination, no covid tested post vaccination. Outcome of the event was fatal.; Sender's Comments: Event unknown cause of death is assessed as Related until sufficient information is available to confirm an unrelated cause of death or if there is sufficient information to allow an unrelated causality assessment. Case will be reassessed when follow-up information is received. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Death 2 days later

1000670 01/19/2021 01/26/2021 02/04/2021 AL 87.0 Y F she was hurting at her chest/ Chest pain; on her left arm hurt real bad that's what the clot on her left arm; on her left arm hurt real bad that's what the clot on her left arm; She passed away; heart attack; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  An 87-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included diabetes mellitus, for which she was taking a pill like an hour before she would take her meal. On Monday (Jan2021) the patient experienced was hurting at her chest/ chest pain, her left arm hurt real bad as she had a blockage in her left arm/clot on her left arm, and they wanted to put in a stent and after the surgery it went well and she all go home in two days. The patient was hospitalized in Jan2021 due to the events. She had a heart attack and that the chamber between the dividers had a hole in it and her heart tissue was too thin so much thin she couldn't repair it. The patient passed away on 26Jan2021. The patient was tested negative for COVID-19 on unknown date.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: She passed awayY

1000709 01/18/2021 02/01/2021 02/04/2021 FL 66.0 66 Y M Patient with past medical history of CAD, CKD, sCHF, LGL Leukemia admitted to Hospital on 1/19 with pleural effusion. Pt expired on 2/1/2021. Hs of essential HTN, complete heart block, T2Diabetes,thyroid issues, stroke, papillary CA of thyroid, dyslipidemia, anemia, hypercalcemia, pulmonary nodule, hypoparathyroidism, pacemaker, bilat carotid stenosis, afib, pleural effusion, pancytopenia, cardiomyopathy, severe aortic stenosis, sick sinus syndrome, Dressler syndrome, empyema, ESRD

1000711 01/08/2021 01/28/2021 02/04/2021 FL 81.0 81 Y M in addition to above, pt had the  following diagnosis: portal HTN, abnormal blood chem, essential tremor, depressive disorder, abnormal glucose tolerance test, hyperlipidemia, hypothyroidism, insomnia, localized osteoarthrosis, calculus of kidney, pancytopenia, odule on liver, hepatocellular CA, hyotension, hypovolemia, hepatorenal syndrome   additional meds: zoloft, aldactone, thiamine,demadex, ultram, kenalog, vitamins, bactroban ung

1000739 01/05/2021 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 PA 78.0 78 Y F Approximately 10 minutes after receiving the COVID- 19 vaccine resident displayed seizure activity, staring straight ahead and strong allover muscle jerking of both the up and lower extremities, color became gray, activity lasted approximately 3 minutes, resident then became relaxed, color returned to normal, BP-140/80, 97.8, 60, 16, sleeping the remainder of the shift,. Resident continued to decline until resident CTB on 1/19/21

1000752 01/17/2021 02/01/2021 02/04/2021 IN 76.0 76 Y M Pt son, reports patient passed away on 2/1/21 in the early hours. Pt wife, told Pt's son that patient started feeling "bad" with common cold like symptoms on 1/31/21, had a temp of 99.0. Pt's wife went to take a shower, when she got out patient was unresponsive. She called EMS, they pronounced patient deceased upon arrival.    Pt's son also reports patient and Pt's wife both had their 1st COVID-19 vaccine 13 days prior. He was told by EMT on sight to notify the facility where they received their vaccines. He did contact them and was told to notify PCP.

1000784 01/29/2021 02/04/2021 LA 75.0 76 Y F T.C. from sister to communicate the hospitalization of her sister. She reported that on Friday patient collapsed and started foaming at the mouth and was rushed to hospital. She stated that  patient is on a ventilator and at 5PM today they are going to take her off. Sister was very upset and I was uncomfortable asking more questions. She will call me with more information at a later time. She did say that the hospital staff was not sure of what caused her collapse.Y

1000856 01/30/2021 01/30/2021 02/04/2021 78.0 77 Y M Myocardial infarction Narrative: PMH significant for aortic valve stenosis, mitral valve stenosis, CKD, CHF, DM, HTN, obesity, hypothyroidism and dyslipidemia. Per report from primary care - the patients wife reports that the patient went on Saturday (1/30/21 - about 1050) morning to receive his COVID vaccine. He returned home and told her about the experience and denied any side effects. He then proceeded to sit in his easy chair for a while and around 1:30, she asked him if he wanted any lunch. The patient's wife reports he "grumbled" at her, and then got up to go to the bathroom. She then heard a loud crash and found him lying on the floor of the bathroom, with his head knocking hole in the wall as he fell. She could not detect a pulse. She called 911 and began compressions. First responders to the scene likewise tried to revive him but were not successful in her efforts. Per primary care documentation - Uncertain if related to Pfizer vaccine; vaccine administered on 1/30/21 and approximately 3 hours later suffered fatal MI at home.

1001488 01/18/2021 01/31/2021 02/04/2021 TX 60.0 60 Y F Patient died several days after receiving the second dose of the vaccine. See additional information sent. An autopsy has been performed and results are pending.

1001567 02/02/2021 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 IL 81.0 81 Y M Death </= 24 hours post-vaccination

1001713 02/04/2021 Y U Passed away; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and passed away.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On an unknown date, approximately 2 hours prior to the onset of the event, the patient received a dose of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. They were not feeling sick or experiencing any adverse events. Vital signs included temperature 98 degrees Fahrenheit. Approximately two hours after receiving the vaccine, the patient passed away. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the drug in response to the event was not applicable.  The patient died on an undisclosed date. The cause of death was not provided. Plans for an autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender. The medical history and concomitant medication is not provided. The patient experienced Death. The event occurred approximately two hours after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown). Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded. The benefit-risk relationship of Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine is not affected by this report.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1002052 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 02/04/2021 OH Y F Passed away yesterday, found deceased in her apartment; This spontaneous report was received from a consumer which refers to a 91-year-old female patient who received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and next day the patient passed away.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not reported.   On 19 Jan 2021, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly (Lot number: not provided) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 20 Jan 2021, the patient passed away and she was found deceased in her apartment. No treatment medication was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable as the patient passed away.   On 20 Jan 2021, the patient died, cause of death was unknown. Autopsy result was unknown.  The reporter assessed the causality as related between the event and Moderna COVID-19 vaccine.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 91-year old female patient. The medical history and concomitant medication is not provided. The patient experienced Death. The event occurred approximately one day after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown). Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is considered possibly related to the vaccine.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown Cause of Death

1002057 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 02/04/2021 CA 80.0 80 Y F Sudden death

1002187 02/02/2021 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 TN 77.0 77 Y M PATIENT WAS IN CLINIC FOR 1ST CLINIC. WAS DISCHARGED BEFORE OUR 2ND CLINIC. HE CAME BACK TO OBTAIN HIS 2ND SHOT. WE WENT OUT TO THE CAR GAVE SHOT. THE NEXT DAY TO MY KNOWLEDGE, HE STARTED CODING AT HOME. AMBULANCE WAS CALLED AND HE CONTINUED TO CODE. THE AMBULANCE CREW TRIED CPR FOR 30 MINS WITH NO LUCK. PATIENT PASSED 2-3-21.

1002229 01/22/2021 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 MN 77.0 77 Y M spontaneous death, found  unresponsive in cell after normal morning activities

1002255 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 02/04/2021 FL 76.0 76 Y F Death Y

1002418 01/15/2021 02/04/2021 02/04/2021 PA 50.0 50 Y F Patient death

1002453 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 02/04/2021 IN 71.0 71 Y F No reaction at time of vaccination.  Reported by family that pt. died on 1/29/2021. Coroner does not believe this was related to vaccine, but requested to report to VAERs

1002535 01/28/2021 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 97.0 97 Y F On 1/29/21 patient began not feeling well and saw her provider.  The doctor gave her fluids and tramadol for pain.  They noticed increased confusion, but thought that could have been due to the tramadol.  They also increased her gabapentin as she was experiencing nerve pain.  Patient also developed a rash and was diagnosed with shingles on 2/1/21.  Patient died on 2/3/21

1002636 12/28/2020 01/23/2021 02/04/2021 WA 90.0 90 Y F On 1/17/2021 patient woke and began her day as usual, was found down by family member 1 hour later conscious but unable to speak and unable to move her R side.  She was admitted to the hospital - Initial NIHSS was 26 and CT imaging showed no acute hemorrhage but mild hypodensity of greater than 1/3 of the MCA territory (TPA not recommended).  CTA did show distal L M1/M2 occulsion and she was transferred to larger facility for thrombectomy.  Unfortunately the patient had persistent severe neurological deficits after thrombectomy.  Was discharged home on hospice care and expired on 1/23/21.Y Y 3

1002808 01/09/2021 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 WV 90.0 90 Y F According to medical report, Pt presented to the ED on 1/14/21 w/ cc of SOB for 1 day.  She received her COVID-19 vaccine on 1/9/21.  Pt stated that she developed a dry hacking cough 2 days prior to the vaccine on 1/7/21.  Over the last few days prior to admission, she developed generalized weakness, SOB, loss of sense of taste and smell w/ associated decreased appetite and nausea ultimately SOB in the24 hours prior to admission.    Final Diagnosis- acute hypoxic respiratory failure secondary to COVID-19 pneumonia.  Pt died on 2/3/21. See Medical report for more information.Y 20

1002813 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 02/04/2021 AZ 91.0 91 Y M Patient was seen at 0710 he was sleeping but at normal cognitive behavior Patient was again assessed at 0720 where he was noted to be unresponsive, BP 180/100s, HR 230s, he was a DNR therefore not CPR was administered. EMS arrived at facility patient was noted to be in full cardiac and respiratory arrest. Time of death 0735

1002840 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 02/04/2021 IN 85.0 85 Y M Client lives alone and had dinner at his home with family members after the 4:40 appointment. Client stated that in general he did not feel well but did not give any specific symptom. Family states they asked the client to go to the ER and the client refused. Family states they helped the client to his chair in the living room and then left to go home. Family states that the client was found in his bedroom the next morning at 7:54 a.m. deceased.

1003106 02/04/2021 02/04/2021 02/04/2021 CA 92.0 92 Y F Resident received vaccination at 9:12 am, she was monitored and checked at the 15 minute interval 9:27 am, reassessed, vitals were fine.    Within 20 (9:32 am) minutes of receiving the vaccine she was unresponsive, pupils were fixed at 9:45 am, no vital signs noted; hospice came out and reported her time of death 10:21 am.  This person was on hospice.

1003329 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 CA 73.0 73 Y F Patient's primary care provider received a death certificate to be signed for this patient. He spoke with the patient's husband and son, who reported that the patient had pain and swelling at the vaccine administration site after receiving the vaccine and was feeling unwell after receiving the vaccine. The patient's family reported that they found her unresponsive on 2/2/21 and called 9-1-1. The patient was pronounced dead upon arrival of emergency responders.

1003382 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 02/04/2021 AL 83.0 83 Y F Began with vomiting and diarrhea. C/O chest pain. Bradycardia. Hypotension.  2 seizures in 45 minutes after not having one in years.  We gave fluids. Gave Zofran. Comfort measures.  Pt passed at midnight. Was completely fine one day before. Had minimal issues with COVID though did have a pneumonia that was treated w ATB early on and resolved.

1003390 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 02/04/2021 OH 88.0 88 Y F On 2/1/2021, the patients daughter, who claims is a nurse, reported this incident to me.  She stated that the evening after the patient received the vaccine, she felt some mild injection site pain.  The morning after, the patient reported severe abdominal pain, diarrhea and vomiting.  The patients daughter then called her physician to report these symptoms and attributed them as an adverse reaction to the vaccine at that time.  These symptoms were intermittent for one week and no other adverse reactions were noted.  In the early morning hours of 1/27/2021, the patient was toileting and had expired while doing so.  An ambulance was called and cause of death was not found. An autopsy was not performed.

1003494 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 02/04/2021 IL 81.0 81 Y M Possible transverse myelitis developing 2 days after vaccine injection. Death on day 9 after vaccination

1003587 01/05/2021 01/23/2021 02/04/2021 OH 93.0 93 Y M My father was in weak condition to begin with.  He didn't get out of bed for the next few days after receiving the vaccine.  The little amount that he ate was consumed in bed.  He began aspirating his food which lead to pneumonia.  He wasn't strong enough to fight off the pneumonia even with antibiotics.   He died on 1/23/21.   While he might have passed soon in any case, I believe that the vaccine may possibly have increased his weakness/exhaustion thereby hastening his demise.

1003624 01/25/2021 01/01/2021 02/04/2021 MI 58.0 58 Y M Patient awake at 0300. When going into the room to get him ready for dialysis he was cold to touch, unresponsive other than to sound, and nonverbal. O2 sat was 67 via finger probe. Oxygen immediately initiated and a venturi mask retrieved and initiated. When unable to arouse him via sternal rub this RN called 911.  Send to ED.  Febrile 39.2 and hypotensive 58/43.  Admitted.  unknown after that as patient expired in hospital.Y Y

1005533 01/21/2021 01/23/2021 02/04/2021 90.0 89 Y M Narrative:  89yo with type 2 DM, HT, pacemaker and prior COVID+ in Nov 2020. Shortly after administration of 2nd Covid vaccine, patient began to have increased cognitive decline and 2 days after he expired at the facility Y Y

1004206 01/21/2021 01/23/2021 02/05/2021 MN 91.0 91 Y F Death; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 91-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and died two days later.  The patient's medical history included dementia.  Concomitant medications reported included paracetamol.  On 21 Jan 2021, approximately two days prior to her death, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273, intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 23 Jan 2021, the patient died.  The nurse reporting the event stated that the patient's death was considered as due to "natural causes" and that she was not aware of any new-onset symptoms of illness prior to the patient's death.  The patient was described as "fragile" and was under hospice care at the time of her death.  An autopsy was not performed.  Action taken with the drug in response to the event is not applicable.  The patient died on 23 Jan 2021. The cause of death was natural cause of death related to dementia. Autopsy was not performed.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 91-years-old female patient, with medical history of dementia, who experienced a serious unexpected event of death. This event occurred 2 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. At the time of death, the subject was very fragile and was in hospice care. Concomitant medication included Tylenol. Treatment details were not provided. The doctor considered that the death was due to natural causes. However, autopsy was not performed. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on the limited information available, it is difficult to assess a cause and effect relationship. The benefit-risk relationship of Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine is not affected by this report.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Natural cause of death related to dementia

1004645 02/05/2021 FL Y U Pfizer vaccine caused the death; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter claimed that Pfizer vaccine caused the death of the doctor (patient). No further details reported.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot and batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Pfizer vaccine caused the death

1004811 01/09/2021 02/01/2021 02/05/2021 NY 62.0 62 Y F On 1/23/21 the patient had a single-car accident, slid off icy road into snowbank. She was seen in our ER, diagnosed w/ trauma and L4 compression fracture. She was transported to Hospital for further trauma workup. We believe she was treated and released. On 1/31/21 the patient had a headache but  did not seek medical attention. In the morning of 2/1 she became unresponsive and was pronounced dead on the scene when EMS arrived. Autopsy showed a left temporal subdural hematoma.

1004864 01/28/2021 02/03/2021 02/05/2021 WY 72.0 72 Y M Patient expired. Per Emergency MD note: "This is a 72-year-old male with what sounds like diabetes, atrial fibrillation, and hypertension who presents via EMS in cardiac arrest.  It sounds like he received his Covid vaccine last week.  Initially he had some mild effects from it.  However over the last day or so he has felt very unwell.  He apparently called his wife today and told her that he was not feeling well and so she returned home.  Shortly thereafter he attempted to get up from his chair.  He then collapsed and fell forward onto his face.  Sounds like his wife had some difficulty rolling him over to perform CPR.  When EMS arrived they found him in PEA.  He received a total of 5 rounds of epinephrine.  At some point they did have return of spontaneous circulation.  However just prior to arriving in the emergency department they lost pulses again.  The patient was intubated with an 8 oh endotracheal tube prior to arrival."

1004956 01/06/2021 02/03/2021 02/05/2021 FL 90.0 90 Y M Wife reported patient expired on 2/3/2021

1005020 01/01/2021 02/05/2021 Y M Patient took vaccine and died two weeks later; Spontaneous report s were received from consumers via social media posts concerning an 86 year old male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and died.  There was no medical history provided. There were no concomitant medications provided.  On approximately 06 Jan 2021, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch # unknown), intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   All of the social media posts reported the patients death and, according to one post, the patient took two doses of Moderna's vaccine and died two weeks later.  The patient died on or before 23 Jan 2021. No additional information was provided.  Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  The benefit-risk relationship of Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine is not affected by this report.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 86-year old male patient. The medical history and concomitant medication is not provided. The patient experienced Death. The event occurred approximately two weeks after receiving their second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown). Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is considered possibly related to the vaccine. The benefit-risk relationship of Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine is not affected by this report.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1005022 12/26/2020 02/05/2021 Y F Respiratory distress; Anxiety; Fever; Passed away; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed fever, respiratory distress, anxiety and passed away.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided.   On an unknown date, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, within 24 hours of receiving the vaccine, the patient developed a fever, respiratory distress and anxiety. Treatment for the events included oxygen, morphine, and lorazepam.    On the evening of 26 Dec 2020, the patient passed away.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The patient died on 26 Dec 2020. The cause of death was not reported. Plans for an autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), and who experienced the serious unlisted events of death (unknown cause)  and respiratory distress, the non-serious listed event of fever, and the non-serious unlisted event of anxiety.  The events of respiratory distress, fever, and anxiety occurred within 24 hours of vaccination, while the event of death (unknown cause) occurred an unknown amount of time after vaccination.  Very limited information has been provided regarding the circumstances leading to death and additional information has been requested.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of events after vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1005130 01/06/2021 02/03/2021 02/05/2021 FL 83.0 83 Y M Report of patient expired on 2/3/2021

1005164 01/21/2021 02/02/2021 02/05/2021 75.0 74 Y M unresponsive Narrative:  74yo patient with pacemaker, type 2 DM, parkinson's and history of syncopal epsisodes presented to emergency dept on Jan 24th. He was observed and discharged on Jan 26th back to the home where he continued to have cognitive decline and later passed away on 2/2/2021Y Y

1005217 01/27/2021 01/30/2021 02/05/2021 IN 99.0 99 Y F Nursing home called 911 for decline in condition.  Patient transported to ER where she was admitted to inpatient care and expired 1/30 at 16:13

1005276 01/15/2021 01/18/2021 02/05/2021 75.0 74 Y M chills 1 day after vaccine administration; found dead by family 1/18/2021 Narrative:  Per patient family report, patient said the next day after vaccination that he didn't feel well because of chills. Patient was found dead at home by his family on January 18th. He was a 74yo man with castrate resistant prostate cancer and liver and bone metastases with rising PSA, status post intravenous chemotherapy 1/7/21

1005301 01/26/2021 02/01/2021 02/05/2021 KY 88.0 88 Y F Patient tested positive for COVID-19 on 1/8/21.  She demonstrated a decline in appetite and the ability to feed herself d/t this illness, but no respiratory or other symptoms.  She received COVID-19 vaccine #2 on 1/26/21.  She demonstrated an SDTI wound to the Lt. heel on 1/27/21.  On 1/31/21 she was noted to have a significant weight loss.  She was admitted to services on 2/1/21 with comfort care orders.  On 2/2/21 she was observed to be without vital signs.  Orders were for DNR, and CPR was not initiated in accordance with that order.  She was pronounced dead at 0112 on 2/1/21.

1005377 01/05/2021 01/01/2021 02/05/2021 FL 80.0 80 Y M Significant other reported  patient expired "a week before 2nd vaccine was due".

1005455 01/29/2021 01/30/2021 02/05/2021 IL 78.0 78 Y M We don't know what happened. 25 hours after the shot, he started gagging and stopped breathing. He was pronounced at OSF at 8:07pm after we took him off life support.

1005499 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 02/05/2021 80.0 80 Y F Moderna Vaccine Lot 029K20A Patient received second dose of vaccine on 2/2/21. Within 30 minutes patient had a near syncopal episode. She felt lightheaded and shortly after had episode of nonbloody vomiting. Hypotensive 81/69 and started on levophed. Alert and orientated. Lungs clear, abdomen benign on admission. Patient had no reaction when received first dose of the vaccine.  Patient developed worsening shortness of breath, tachypnea, Afib with RVR, hypotension and required intubation and multiple pressors.Y Y 3

1005568 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 02/05/2021 KY 66.0 66 Y M Pt. deceased.

1005686 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 02/05/2021 KS 89.0 89 Y M death. No known symptoms or complaints. found unresponsive in bed. Released to funeral home as the Medical Examiner will not perform and autopsy. Dr. will sign the DC.

1006029 01/14/2021 02/03/2021 02/05/2021 TX 5.0 5 Y M Patient had a syncopal event at night about 2 1/2 weeks after vaccination.  He was found unresponsive the next morning and taken to ER, where he could not be revived.

1006168 01/26/2021 02/05/2021 02/05/2021 VA 58.0 58 Y M The patient,  who was a pharmacist, developed fatigue and shortness of breath hours after receiving vaccine.  Two days later, on 01/28/2021, the patient went to local urgent care for worsening shortness of breath and was referred to Hospital for worsening dyspnea and hypoxia.  The patient was admitted to the hospital   We was found to have bilateral pulmonary infiltrates and treated for pneumonia with Rocephin and azithromycin.  He was tested for COVID-19 multiple times, but each of the results were negative.  Despite the negative results, there was high clinical suspicion for COVID-19 and the patient was started on Remdesivir and Decadron.  The  patient's oxygen requirements continued to worsen and the patient was transferred to another facility for higher level of care.  There  his hypoxia worsened and he required mechanical ventilation.  Patient then developed hypotension and required vasopressors for blood pressure support.  Furthermore, patient developed acute renal failure requiring hemodialysis.  Despite mechanical ventilation with FiO2 100%, and for vasopressors, patient clinically deteriorated and family decided to palliatively extubate on 02/05/2021.Y

1006216 02/02/2021 02/03/2021 02/05/2021 SC 100.0 100 Y F Notes of the checks/events with resident:  18:36 2/2/21  Resident had no complaint of pain, swelling, redness or warmth to vaccine site.  No signs and symptoms of fever, chills, tiredness or headache. T 97.2 02:50 2/3/2021  Resident received 2nd COVID vaccine.  No complaint of pain, swelling, redness or warmth to vaccine site.  No signs and symptoms of fever, chills, tiredness or headache. T 98.1 07:15 2/3/2021  Resident was observed not breathing.  911 was contacted along with the doctor.  Resident was confirmed having passed away.

1006228 02/01/2021 02/03/2021 02/05/2021 ND 88.0 88 Y F 2/2/21-1000-patient presented to the local emergency room with complains of fever, shortness of breath and decreased oxygen sats. temp 101.7, pulse 102, respirations 36, BP 141/92, oxygen 94%. Lung sounds crackles bilaterally with rhonchi on the left. patient worked up for sepsis, CXR shows mild atelectasis. blood pressure dropped, and continued to drop through treatment requiring levophed drop to be initiated. Patient POA determined that this would not be her sister's wishes and made the decision to make patient comfort care status.  2/3/21- patient lethargic throughout night. 0640-patient demise.

1006289 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 02/05/2021 GA 75.0 75 Y M death- 2/1/2021

1006303 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 02/05/2021 GA 67.0 67 Y M death- 2/1/2021

1006316 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 02/05/2021 GA 78.0 78 Y M death- 2/2/2021

1006416 01/13/2021 01/31/2021 02/05/2021 CA 53.0 53 Y M Patient died of a heart attack on 1/31/21, 2.5 weeks after vaccination

1006577 01/04/2021 01/31/2021 02/05/2021 94.0 94 Y F Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1006633 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 02/05/2021 LA 88.0 88 Y F EARLY SUNDAY MORNING THE PATIENT BEGAN VOMITTING AND SHORT OF BREATH  AND CHEST AND BACK PAIN.  SHE CODED WHEN SHE GOT IN THE ER AND LATER PASSED AWAY THE MONDAY.   DIAGNOSIS WAS PNEUMONIA AND HEART FAILURE PER STEP DAUGHTER.

1006640 02/03/2021 02/05/2021 02/05/2021 NM 45.0 45 Y F In discussion with Dr., medical director at Detox, she  arrived night of 2/3/21 was quite intoxicated so was not going through any  withdrawal.  She was getting vitals and CIW  checked regularly.  First dose of  chlordiazepoxide 25mg was 2/4 at 1:25pm for CIWA 9.  She had repeat vitals at  5:50pm, CIWA 1, vitals: P 67, 118/79, 94% on RA, T 98.3.  she had complained of  some "pressure in her head" and feeling anxious, but otherwise denied other  complaints.  she was talking with others in the group, then other patients report  she suddenly started having seizure like activity around 6:45pm, med techs came  to help and found her stiff, gurgling.  they tried to get vitals on her, called  911, noticed that at 6:54pm she had lost a pulse and they started CPR.  paramedics arrived at 7:08pm and she was brought to ED.   Pt BIBA in cardiac arrest. Pt was at Detox Center when she  was reported to have seizure-like activity followed by collapse. She  was found to be pulseless and CPR initiated by staff members. EMS  arrived and performed approx 15 min of CPR and gave pt epi x 3 and  bicarb. No shocks administered but they did not report a rhythm.   In the emergency room the patient arrived and was found to be pulseless with PEA arrest, CPR was initiated, patient was intubated. ROSC ultimately achieved, patient remained very acidotic despite ventilator adjustment, head CT revealed cerebral edema. Pt also found to be profoundly anemic with a hemoglobin of 5 and platelets of 37, she was thought to be GI bleeding so medications for this were initiated. Patient then became more hypoxemic with bradycardia, consultation with neurosurgery and critical care medicine at tertiary care center deemed ongoing CPR futile. Patient arrested at 2:30AM on 2/5, pronounced dead at 2:48AM.

1006662 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 02/05/2021 TX 51.0 51 Y F Pt had 2nd vaccine, went home and started having "cramping" in all of her muscles.  It became bad enough that she was taken to local ED where she then started coughing up blood, required intubation and about 6 hrs later, died. Y

1006994 01/22/2021 01/26/2021 02/05/2021 WV 75.0 75 Y F Patient had one occurrence of thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura in 1996 for which she had plasma exchange therapy in 1996.   No other occurrence since 1996 until she received her first dose of the Pfizer covid vaccine.

1007033 01/22/2021 02/04/2021 02/05/2021 CA 76.0 76 Y M Patient presented to emergency room on 2/1/2021 with a chief complaint of having a chronic headache  and fatigue following receipt of the Moderna vaccine 10 days prior.  Following examination by the physician, the patient was diagnosed with an acute subdural hematoma. The patient subsequently underwent decompressive surgery, however demonstrated worsening neurologic status over the next several days and ultimately expired on 2/4/2021.

1007310 02/02/2021 02/05/2021 02/05/2021 PA 78.0 78 Y F view     2/5/2021 09:23 e Progress Note Note Text: Patient passed away in the facility this morning.  view     2/5/2021 08:39 Orders - Administration Note Note Text: Resident passed.  view     2/5/2021 08:33 Nurses Note Note Text: Body released to funeral home at this time. Personal effects sent with resident include: 1 pair of glasses, 1 yellow wedding band, 1silver spoon ring, 1 ring with black and clear stones. Resident has own teeth  view     2/5/2021 08:32 Nurses Note Note Text: cause of death per CRNP failure to thrive.  view     2/5/2021 07:44 Orders - Administration Note Note Text: Take and document temp & PO2  every 4 hours for MONITORING  Resident passed.  view     2/5/2021 06:49 Nurses Note Note Text: Son returned call and was updated of resident's passing this am  view     2/5/2021 06:33 Orders - Administration Note Note Text: Morphine Sulfate (Concentrate) Solution 20 MG/ML  Give 0.25 ml by mouth every 2 hours as needed for pain/air hunger  PRN Administration was: Unknown  Resident expired @ 0604 [linked]  view     2/5/2021 06:06 Nurses Note Note Text: Res found without pulse or respirations. Pronounced at 0604. Updated. N/o's for RN to pronounce, release body to funeral home, dispose of medications per facility policy. Daughter updated. Funeral Home called to release body.  view     2/5/2021 05:26 Orders - Administration Note Note Text: Morphine Sulfate (Concentrate) Solution 20 MG/ML  Give 0.25 ml by mouth every 2 hours as needed for pain/air hunger  Pulse ox 60% on O2 @ 5L/min via mask. Resps 44 per minute.  view     2/5/2021 01:57 Orders - Administration Note Note Text: Morphine Sulfate (Concentrate) Solution 20 MG/ML  Give 0.25 ml by mouth every 2 hours as needed for pain/air hunger  PRN Administration was: Effective  Follow-up Pain Scale was: 2 [linked]  view     2/5/2021 00:52 Orders - Administration Note Note Text: Morphine Sulfate (Concentrate) Solution 20 MG/ML  Give 0.25 ml by mouth every 2 hours as needed for pain/air hunger  Residents resps are 40 per minute, pulse ox 76% on O2 @ 5L/min via mask. Resps are labored, shallow and rapid.  view     2/5/2021 00:48 Nurses Note Note Text: Nonresponsive to verbal and tactile stimulation. Appears comfortable.  view     2/4/2021 22:01 Nurses Note Note Text: Resident resting comfortably, breathing becoming increasingly shallow, wearing O2 via mask at 5L via mask, no dyspnea noted, feet are mottled, oral and peri care provided Q2H. No s/s of pain or discomfort.  view     2/4/2021 21:40 Orders - Administration Note Note Text: Morphine Sulfate (Concentrate) Solution 20 MG/ML  Give 0.25 ml by mouth every 2 hours as needed for pain/air hunger  PRN Administration was: Effective [linked]  view     2/4/2021 19:32 Orders - Administration Note Note Text: Morphine Sulfate (Concentrate) Solution 20 MG/ML  Give 0.25 ml by mouth every 2 hours as needed for pain/air hunger  medicated for air hunger, RR 28 to 32/ min  view     2/4/2021 19:22 Nurses Note Note Text: Daughter updated on N/O to increase Morphine Sulfate 20mg/mL 0.25mL to Q2H prn from Q6H prn.  view     2/4/2021 18:06 Nurses Note Note Text: POA Daughter and daughter aware of residents current condition.  view     2/4/2021 11:58 Orders - Administration Note Note Text: Morphine Sulfate (Concentrate) Solution 20 MG/ML  Give 0.25 ml by mouth every 6 hours as needed for pain/SOB  PRN Administration was: Effective  Follow-up Pain Scale was: 2 [linked]  view     2/4/2021 11:13 Nurses Note Note Text: Pt. noted to be lethargic at this time. Does respond to verbal and tactile stimuli by opening her eyes but non verbal currently. Skin warm and dry. No mottling or apnea observed at this time. O2 sat 88% with O2 at 2 LPM via n/c. On increased to 3 LPM via mask as pt. noted to be mouth breathing. Respirations 28. F/U O2 sat 93%. HOB elevated. Pt. medicated with morphine by LPN. Daughter updated on pt.'s condition. Does not want pt. sent out to hospital and would like comfort measures to continue. Daughter also in agreement with delay in d/c d/t pt.'s condition.CRNP updated on pt.'s condition, delay in d/c and daughter's wishes. No n/o's at this time.  view     2/4/2021 10:56 Orders - Administration Note Note Text: Morphine Sulfate (Concentrate) Solution 20 MG/ML  Give 0.25 ml by mouth every 6 hours as needed for pain/SOB  Resident showing s/s of discomfort. SOB at this time and high respirations. Repositioned, changed for incontinence care and mouth care provided.    view     2/4/2021 10:34  Progress Note Note Text: Spoke with RN regarding change in condition. Updated Sr Living regarding change. Recommendation to cancel d/c/transfer for today, see how resident does through the weekend and re-evaluate on Monday. Daughter updated on cancellation of d/c today.  view     2/4/2021 10:04 Nurses Note Note Text: Daughter aware that resident's O2 sat was 88% on room air on 3-11 shift and that oxygen was applied via nasal cannula.  view     2/4/2021 10:03 Nurses Note Note Text: N/O: Discharge 2/4/21 with scripts to Sr. Living. Daughter aware.  view     2/4/2021 09:53 Nurses Note Note Text: Pt. to be d/c'd to another facility this am as per MD order. Pt. alert and responsive. Skin assessment done as per facility policy. No pressure areas noted at this time. No s/sx of pain or discomfort observed at this time. V.S. 97.0 67 20 O2 sat 95% with O2 at 2 LPM via n/c.  view     2/4/2021 07:45 Nurses Note Note Text: Resident seen by Dr. for discharge. Orders pending at this time.  view     2/4/2021 07:36 Nurses Note Note Text: CRNP and Dr. updated on O2 sat 88% on RA with f/u of 93% with O2 on at 2 LPM as well as rest of VS, 3-11 shift 2/3/21. No n/o's at this time.  view     2/3/2021 21:17 Nurses Note Note Text: Resident Sp02 88% on RA. Pulse 124. Respirations 40. PRN morphine given and O2 applied via NC at 2L/min. After recheck pulse ox up to 93%, pulse 100, and respirations 22. Resident appears comfortable at this time.  view     2/3/2021 20:05 Orders - Administration Note Note Text: Morphine Sulfate (Concentrate) Solution 20 MG/ML  Give 0.25 ml by mouth every 6 hours as needed for pain/SOB  PRN Administration was: Effective [linked]  view     2/3/2021 19:48 Orders - Administration Note Note Text: Morphine Sulfate (Concentrate) Solution 20 MG/ML  Give 0.25 ml by mouth every 6 hours as needed for pain/SOB  PRN given for SOB after elevation of HOB not effective.  view     2/3/2021 11:51 Nurses Note Note Text: CRNP updated rapid COVID test done for d/c tomorrow was negative. No n/o's at this time.  view     2/3/2021 11:44 Nurses Note Note Text: Daughter notified of rapid covid swab being negative.  view     2/3/2021 09:50 Orders - Administration Note Note Text: Obtain Rapid Covid test on 2/3/2021 for discharge. Please give copy of results to Social Worker  every day shift for covid testing for 1 Day  Completed and negative.  view     2/3/2021 08:45 Skilled Nursing Note Reason for skilled service: Therapy  describe skilled service: Nursing, therapy  assessment: V.S. 97.8 79 18 138/84  Orientation: Oriented to self only.  Oxygen: O2 sat 94% on RA  Edema: Trace edema 
noted BLE. Pedal pulses present.  Pain: Denies pain or discomfort at this time.  Nursing note: Pt. alert and responsive. Skin warm and dry. Lung sounds diminished. No respiratory distress observed at this time. Abdomen soft. BS+ in all 4 quads. Continent/Incontinent of B&B. 1 assist with ambulation, transfers. 1 assist with ADL's. Working with therapy on gait training, therapeutic exercise, therapeutic activities & neuromuscular reeducation.  view     2/2/2021 14:37 Progress Note Note Text: Per health professional at Sr Living, prepared to accept patient to their Memory Care Unit 2/4. Transportation arranged for 11 AM per family request. Daughter (POA) updated on d/c time on 2/4/21. Facility requesting rapid COVID test completed prior to d/c and results sent to them. All other information sent for continuity of care.

1007371 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 02/05/2021 CA 62.0 62 Y F Called PCP, from the note: I got my shot on Jan 19. But last Friday I have been down with a horrible flu. I'm wearing diapers because of uncontrollable diarrhea. I can't leave my sofa to walk over to my desk because I'll be so out of breath. I have a cough that produces a pink or gold Phelm I have dry mouth. I have no appetite I'm so weak and have lost 15 pounds. Don't know what to do. My next Covid is shot is feb 11 Called employer on 2/3/21 but hung up. Tried calling multiple times to follow up. In triage she stated she had a COVID test scheduled and had spoken with her PCP. COVID test through PCP: 2/4/21 She passed away the night of 2/4/21

1011771 02/03/2021 02/03/2021 02/05/2021 84.0 84 Y F Narrative: Patient with history advanced vascular dementia, hypertensive cerebrovascular disease and stroke, T2DM. Received her second dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine at approximately 14:00 and was reported to have expired at home at 20:55. Dr. (Medical Director) spoke with patient's son/caregiver 2/4/21. Son reports that patient was in her usual health yesterday morning, deemed well enough by son to travel for vaccination. He reports she had no bothersome symptoms after either first or second vaccinations. Specifically denied rash, wheeze, and difficulty breathing. Son was with patient throughout the day. In the evening, when preparing for bed, he noted she became suddenly unresponsive in a similar fashion as she has done several times in past years. While in all previous such episodes she recovered within minutes, last evening she did not regain consciousness, experiences a brief period of labored breathing, and died. Patient's son called 911 and the patient's body was brought to the medical examiners. The medical examiner declined to proceed with autopsy. Patient's son is not interested in autopsy. Patient's son reports confidence that his mother's underlying hypertensive/diabetic cardiovascular disease is the natural cause of her death. Other Relevant Hx:  Symptoms: & Death Treatment:02/04/2021

1011983 12/22/2020 01/26/2021 02/05/2021 FL 77.0 77 Y M Narrative:  See "Other Relevant History" in Section 6 above Other Relevant Hx:  76yo man with a history of for C5 tetraplegia 2/2 cervical stenosis leading to neurogenic bowel/bladder (chronic suprapubic catheter) and chronic respiratory failure with tracheostomy, severe dysphagia s/p G tube placement and multiple aspiration pneumonias, COPD GOLD III, hx MRSA bacteremia (7/2018) and E coli bacteremia (12/2019). Patient transferred from Spinal Cord Injury until to ICU on 1/11/2021 due to worsneing dyspnea, hypoxia (80s) and tachycardia and was found to have acute hypoxic respiratory failure likely 2/2 multifocal pneumonia. CXR findings of "There is interval increase in patchy airspace infiltrates and consolidation in bilateral lungs concerning for pneumonia" Patient was started on vancomycin and pip/tazo on 1/11 and tracheal aspirate cultures were obtained for VAP diagnosis which ultimately grew Serratia liquifaciens and Proteus mirabilis. Infectious Diseases was consulted who recommended a switch to ertapenem therapy for a total 10 day course for VAP. UCx/BCx remained negative. On 1/20, a therapeutic bronchoscopy was completed with cultures growing Stenotrophomonas maltophilia and pan-S Klebsiella pneumoniae. The following day a chest tube was inserted and the course of ertapenem completed but vancomycin was continued. By 1/22, patient developed shock liver with ALT/AST 2135/1579 from normal range the day prior and SCr increased to 1.3 from baseline 0.7/cystatin C of 2.46 up from 1.15. Levofloxacin was added for Stenotrophomonas coverage. By 1/25, patient's clinical status continued to decline and Cardiology was consulted for new onset Afib with RVR. Discussion was documented with patient's family who requested DNR. Patient passed away in the early AM on 1/26. Demise does not appear to be related to COVID-19 vaccination but occurred in recent timeframe.   Symptoms:  ElevatedLiverEnzymes & death, pneumonia, afib01/27/2021

1012200 11/28/2020 01/16/2021 02/05/2021 TX 66 Y M PATIENT'S WIFE REPORTED THAT PATIENT PASSED AWAY ON 01/16/21. BOOSTRIX WAS LAST IMMUNIZATION TAKEN ON 11/26/20 PNEUMAVAX, ONLY RECEIVED REFERRAL PNEUMAVAX RX WAS NEVER RECEIVED

1008041 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 02/06/2021 MN 100.0 100 Y M itchy skin, swelling, disorientation that led to a fall

1008758 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 02/06/2021 CT 94.0 94 Y F Patient began feeling nauseated on 1/18/21  around 6pm, and had uncontrolled diarrhea, reported that she did not feel right.  Staff reported to this writer, that her skin tone was gray in tone and she just didn't look good.  She was transferred to the HOSPITAL ER VIA AMBULANCE.

1015838 02/02/2021 02/05/2021 02/06/2021 LA 80.0 80 Y M Patient was admitted to hospital from home in cardiac arrest. Hx of hypertension, hyperlipidemia, type 2 diabetes (not on insulin) and bilateral carotid artery stenosis. The patient was reportedly at his baseline health on 2/2/21. He received the 2nd dose of COVID vaccine around 1000AM on 2/2/21. Reportedly started running fever of 100.1 and chills the afternoon of 2/2/21. Around 7:00PM he started having dry cough and was complaining of breathing difficulties. He subsequently vomited multiple times (was eating pizza and aspirated) then lost consciousness. His wife called 911, did CPR and EMS reported he in PEA at scene and was intubated. Transported to hospital. SARS CoV-2 and influenza negative.Y 3

1009266 01/24/2021 02/07/2021 02/07/2021 NY 85.0 85 Y F Patient with failure to thrive symptoms prior to 2nd dose, not eating, not taking medications.
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1009813 01/01/2021 01/27/2021 02/07/2021 95.0 95 Y M Patient became immobile on 1/25/21 (4 days after receiving Moderna COVID-19 vaccine). He died on 1/27/21

1009866 01/29/2021 01/30/2021 02/07/2021 FL 85.0 85 Y F pt was given vaccine on the afternoon of 01-29-2021. Pt was administered the moderna covid-19 shot into the deltoid muscle of this pt. Pt was observed and left pharmacy. on 2-6, pts daughter calls pharmacy, and says the night of 1-29, after recieveing the vaccine, her mother had a hemmorhagic stroke and passed away

1009991 02/07/2021 02/07/2021 02/07/2021 NY 73.0 73 Y M 73-year-old man s/p first dose of Pfizer at 10:20 AM Ambulated comfortably to exit after 20 minutes in observation but 10:45 collapsed while exiting the building  10:47 CPR initiated 10:49 medical team/EMS  found no pulse, agonal respirations, ventricular fibrillation Paramedics and team performed ACLS; of note patient was intubated 7.5 ETT with bilateral breath sounds on ventilation; paramedic reported easy intubation with no apparent throat swelling;  11:02 transported to Emergency Department 11:30 Pronounced dead at Emergency DepartmentY

1010025 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 02/07/2021 GU 92.0 92 Y F Patient Expired Y

1010114 01/28/2021 02/03/2021 02/07/2021 GU 58.0 58 Y M Patient passed away (Dead on Arrival on presentation to ER) on 02/03/2021

1020134 01/28/2021 01/20/2021 02/07/2021 61.0 61 Y M anxious, restless, weak, dizzy, felt "horrible". Continued to C/O symptoms,. At 01:15, patient lost consciousness , then stopped breathing and lost pulse. Narrative:  Patient was first vaccinated for COVID 19 on 1/8/21. On 1/24/21: 61 year old presents to E.R. with CC of chest pain/sob, with multiple medical conditions including hypertension, atrial fibrillation on apixaban, cardiomyopathy with poor EF, dyslipidemia, COPD, CVA, lung CA s/p radiotherapy, PTSD, depression, Churg Strauss Syndrome, Sjogren's syndrome presented with chief complaint of chest pain or shortness of breath. He has been having worsening shortness of breath the past few days, also complains of cough productive of yellowish sputum, no hemoptysis. He complains of left upper chest pain with no radiation. There is no diaphoresis, palpitations or lightheadedness. He denies fever or chills. He complains of having fallen a few times recently, thus he passed out. Could not say if there were seizures activity. Admitted to 3D Tele. On 1/27, Pt advises he had episode of substernal CP this am. RN advises pt was in afib w/ RVR at a rate >140 at time of CP. Pt CP improved w/ prn NTG. Pt HR improved after daily medications. Pt sts his CP has resolved. Pt admits to continued dyspnea. Increased trop, transferred. 1/28, struggling with orthopnea and cough. He has no peripheral edema. He does have intermittent chest pain. Patient having periods of A-Fib RVR with non-sustained rates of 140's-150's 1/29 more chest pain at 04:00, relieved with NTG. HR = AF, with RVR 145. At about 08:00, Cardiology sees patient and signs off, "shortness of breath and cough not due to heart failure as evidenced by orthostatic hypotension and no improvement in symptoms with diuresis. Consider underlying lung disease vs acute pulmonary disease." No pulmonary consult noted. 1/29 Patient received 2nd dose COVID19 vaccine at about 3:30-4p. No notes from staff on this event. No notes from MD that this was discussed and still part of the plan. 1/29 nurse's note: At around 2240 Pt was able to rest briefly but is now restless and anxious again. Tachypneic, stating he feels so weak and dizzy and overall just feel horrible. Continuing to get up frequently to have small soft bowel movements with assistance. Pt also stated ever since he got "that shot" he hasn't felt well. When asked what shot pt replied "COVID shot." Pt did receive 2nd dose of COVID vaccine 1/29 at 1530. Around 2250 Spoke w MOD to relay above information and overall concern for pt, asked for MOD to come to bedside to evaluate pt. MOD states he's handing off to oncoming MOD and they will come to bedside to see pt. Around 2300 oncoming MOD called and all above and previous information discussed Around 2310 MOD came to bedside to see pt. Will continue to monitor closely. 01/30/2021 ADDENDUM Around 0115 pt called for help to use bedside commode to urinate and have BM. Assisted x2 to BSC. While sitting on BSC pt's eyes rolled back and pt made postures consistent with a seizure, body became very rigid. Pt was unresponsive still with pulse. Lifted patient back to bed with 3 staff assist. Pt stopped breathing and lost pulse. Chest compressions started immediately and Code Blue called at 0120. 1/30 Hospitalist note: Called for CODE BLUE AGAIN AT 4:53. While on Vent after s/p Code blue for reasons not clear patient went into Asystole and code called second time. Patient had a prolonged CPR and was actually called off at 5:17 but he started having pulse and agonal resp. he was placed on Levophed and D5NS. He got a total of 9 amps of epi, 3 amps od Bicarb and 1amp of D50. Trope bumped from 0.12 to 0.43 prior to this he already was on ASA, Apixiban for afib. Cards are on board for his CHF for his pulmonary edema Lasix ordered. Hid lactic acid is elevated. Blood cultures pending. Started Zosyn and is on Levophed. Continue to monitor. Updated patients Mom and she requested to do everything at this point. Coded again at 5:40, survived, but AOD writes a death note(?) Coded for the 4th time at 08:18. Family at beside, Mother asks for code to be stopped.

1020135 12/30/2020 01/24/2021 02/07/2021 93.0 92 Y M death Narrative: 92 yo male seen in clinic on 12/30/2020 for transfusion, hbg 6.9. PMH includes HLD, CKD, myelodysplastic syndrome, DM, prostate cancer, HTN. Pt also received COVID19 Pfizer vaccine the same day. The patient denied any prior severereaction to this vaccine or its components. Post-transfusion, patient had a mechanical fall (per patient he was seated and used the cane to help him stand. However the cane slipped on the floor causing the patient to fall, patient hit his head and injured his right hip, no loss of consciousness at the time). Rapid response team was called and patient was admitted to the ED. Pt was found to have subcapital right femoral neck fracture, scalp contusion, and TBI (per ED provider's note). Ortho evaluated and said patient wasn't a surgical candidate. During his hospitalization, patient tested positive for COVID19 on 1/12/2021, pt was asymptomatic at the time. On 1/13/2021, pt exhibited mild URI symptoms, no respiratory distress. He was started on cetirizine, Montelukast, albuterol, and inhaled steroids to manage his symptoms. Dexamethasone was started on 1/14/2021. Chest Xray was ordered on 1/17/2021, pt's respiratory was slowly getting worse, resting O2 sats were in the high 80s and low 90s with IS. On 1/18/2021, CXR shows patchy bilateral airspace opacities suspious for pneumonia of bacterial or viral etiology. Pt was started on remdesivir 01/18/2021 (5 doses, from 1/18-1/22/2021). Pt required 5-6 LPM of oxygen at rest. Pt was then transferred to the ICU. His oxygen demand continued to increase and his condition worsened. On 2/14/2021, pt started to desat into the 70s on max high flow. Patient/family agree to comfort care. Medical cause of death was listed as "acute hypoxic respiratory failure due to COVID19." Patient expired 1/24/2021.

1010899 02/08/2021 Y M On the two people who died, one in (State name) and one in (State name); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. This other HCP reported similar events for 2 patients. This is 1 of 2 report.   An unknown age male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on an unspecific date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drug were not reported. It was reported that patient was died. Cause of death unknown. Outcome of the event was fatal.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Death with unknown cause is considered related to BNT162B2 for reporting purpose.  Information is very limited.  Case will be reassessed once receiving additional information, including cause of death. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021102049 same reporter/drug/event, different patient; Reported Cause(s) of Death: On the two people who died, one in (State name) and one in (State name)

1010900 02/08/2021 Y M patient died; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Healthcare Professional (HCP). This Other HCP reported similar event for 2 patients. This is 2nd of 2 reports. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  It was reported that patient died on an unspecified date. Cause of death unknown. Outcome of the event was fatal. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the event death cannot be excluded as the information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021102020 same reporter/drug/event, different patient; Reported Cause(s) of Death: patient died

1010989 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 02/08/2021 FL 69.0 69 Y F Brain aneurysm; Anaphylactic reaction; Collapsed; BP sky rocketed; Shortness of breath; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 69-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced blood pressure skyrocketed, shortness of breath, loss of consciousness, massive anaphylactic reaction, and brain aneurysm.    The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included high blood pressure and arthritis. Products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included an antihypertensive.   On 04 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  Twenty-two minutes later she had a massive anaphylactic reaction. She experienced shortness of breath, blood pressure skyrocketed, and loss of consciousness. She was taken to the emergency room. The patient had a brain aneurysm and never recovered. No treatment information was provided.   The patient died on 04 Jan 2021. The cause of death was reported as brain aneurysm. Plans for an autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 69-year-old, female patient with a medical history of hypertension, who experienced fatal, serious, unexpected events of Anaphylactic reaction, hypertension, dyspnea, loss of consciousness and brain aneurysm. The events occurred 22 minutes after the first dose of mRNA-1273 was administered. No treatment information was provided. The patient never recovered and died. The cause of death was reported as brain aneurysm. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded. Additional information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Brain aneurysm

1011018 05/16/2014 02/02/2019 02/08/2021 CA Y M amyotrophic lateral sclerosis/ severe pain/ full body-wide fasciculations; death; Information has been received regarding a case in litigation from a lawyer and referred to a male patient of unknown age. No information was provided regarding medical history, concurrent conditions, or concomitant medications. On or around 16-MAY-2014, the patient was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) for routine health maintenance and for its intended purpose: the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster) (strength, dose, route, lot# and expiration date were not reported). Shortly after receiving zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient suffered full body-wide fasciculations and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. As a direct and proximate result of these injuries, the patient suffered painful injuries and damages, and required extensive medical care and treatment. As a further proximate result, the patient suffered significant medical expenses, severe pain and suffering, other damages, and ultimately death on 02-FEB-2019. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient suffered serious and dangerous side effects, including death, as well as other severe and personal injuries which were permanent and lasting in nature, physical pain and mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient had suffered and incurred damages, including medical expenses, the loss of accumulations and other economic and non-economic damages. The cause of death was unknown. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed. The outcome of the event amyotrophic lateral sclerosis was considered as not recovered. The causality assessment between the events death and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) was considered as related by the lawyer.   The lawyer considered the event amyotrophic lateral sclerosis to be disability. Upon internal review, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis was determined to be medically significant.

1011130 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 02/08/2021 NH 96.0 96 Y F Temp of 100.1 and unproductive cough on 1/17; temp of 100.4 1/28;  O2 desaturation 88% on RA 1/28;  Diagnosed with Covid-19 on 1/18/2021 Patient passed away on 1/29/2021

1011149 01/22/2021 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 NY 77.0 77 Y M Developed heart arrhythmia and was unable to be revived.

1011222 01/05/2021 01/27/2021 02/08/2021 PA 83.0 83 Y F My mom received the Covid 19 vaccine on Jan 5, 2021 and became very about a week later. I was informed that she tested positive for Covid 19 on January 14th. One January 17th she became very tired and weak and would not eat. Hospice called me and told me that she was in a decline state. I saw her on January 25 and 26 and she was just sleeping and could not open her eyes. Her vitals were good and she seemed to understand when I talked to her - she would squeeze my hand and moan but she could not talk or open her eyes. My mom passed away on January 27, 2021 just 22 days after receiving the Covid 19 vaccine. She was very think to begin with and being to weak and tired  to eat resulted in her losing even more weight. Some of the other residents were given fluids to help and they recovered. My mom was not given fluids. I believe there were 20 deaths in her care home for the month of January when they vaccinated. This was an alarming number of deaths for the home. The facility had very few Covid deaths in 2019 and 2020. I asked every week if they had any Covid and or Covid deaths and this amount was shocking to me and the workers there.

1011362 01/28/2021 01/28/2021 02/08/2021 FL 72.0 72 Y M Patient's son came to the vaccine clinic today 2/8/2021, stated that his father 2/24/1948 passed away the same day as the vaccine.

1011440 01/26/2021 01/30/2021 02/08/2021 NC 78.0 78 Y M unanticipated death

1011487 02/06/2021 02/06/2021 02/08/2021 CO 70.0 70 Y M Received Covid vaccine in am.  Last seen by family at 17:30 pm and observed to be well. About an hour later he collapsed, unresponsive.   A 911 call was initiated at 18:29.  Paramedics arrived to find the patient in cardiac arrest.  CPR/ACLS was initiated, but resuscitation was unsuccessful.  Pt. was transported to MC where he was pronounced dead at 19:32.  There was no sing of an injection site reaction, nor of allergic reaction..

1011492 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 02/08/2021 NH 94.0 94 Y F 1/18/2021- Tested positive for Covid-19. 1/20 Patient lethargic, unable to swallow. 1/24 Although 90% O2 sat on RA, it has decreased from her baseline ranging at high 90's. 1/27/2021 Patient passed.

1011577 02/04/2021 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 MN 93.0 93 Y M Resident expired on 2/5/21 at 03:35pm, about 25 hours after second dose of vaccine. At breakfast, resident was spitting a lot of secretions, coughing up liquids from nose and phlegm, facial swelling, which were all symptoms that he was struggling with prior to both doses of COVID vaccine, but had increased more than prior incidences on 2/5/21. Gurgling noted in upper airways, hyscolamine given, bath given to loosen secretions, morphine given. Family notified and came into facility for compassionate care visit around 1300. 1400 HR was 3 and RR was 2, but increased back to 60 and 12 within 20 minutes. Then resident expired at 1535.

1011595 01/28/2021 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 CA 90.0 90 Y M On 2/5/2021 resident noted to be azotemic. Creatinine up to 3.8 and BUN in 80's. He was started on NS hydration. On 2/7/2021 he was noted without VS, per MD notes, possible VF arrest, renal failure; death unclear exact cause.

1011677 01/07/2021 01/26/2021 02/08/2021 NH 101.0 101 Y F Lethargic, refusing medications and meals.  1/11/2021- Covid+, poor appetite.

1011732 01/30/2021 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 80.0 80 Y M patient passed away with in 60 days of receiving COVID vaccine series

1011774 02/03/2021 02/06/2021 02/08/2021 GA 81.0 81 Y M Cardiac arrest resulting in death on the third day post vaccine administration, 0224. Reported syncopal event post toileting. Rescue measures attempted but not successful. Time of death 0358, 02/06/2021.

1011834 01/27/2021 02/06/2021 02/08/2021 62.0 62 Y M patient passed away within 60 days of receiving COVID vaccine series

1011894 12/29/2020 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 70.0 70 Y M patient passed away within 60 days of receiving COVID vaccine

1011905 01/08/2021 02/02/2021 02/08/2021 NH 91.0 91 Y F Ongoing decline overall. Remained on Hospice with increased lethargy documented on 1/20/21 and progressively worsening thereafter.

1011929 01/21/2021 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 PA 85.0 85 Y F Within a few days, my mother started reporting profound fatigue and shortness of breath while conducting routine household activities. She no longer had to energy for her daily exercise walks and became increasingly lethargic. She died in her sleep while taking an afternoon nap on Thursday, February 4th. I am highly concerned this could be a vaccine related.

1011935 02/06/2021 02/08/2021 02/08/2021 TX 81.0 81 Y M Patient received his second dose of Moderna COVID vaccine on 2/6 at 12:40PM. Patient was observed for 15 minutes post-vaccination with no adverse events. On the evening of 2/6 (time unknown) the patient began to develop dry cough and fatigue. He was checked by a physician at that time (who was a family member). Patient continued to feel unwell into Sunday. His lungs were clear when checked Sunday afternoon (time unknown). At approximately 5:30pm on 2/7 the patient began experiencing sudden onset shortness of breath. A pulse ox was conducted at that time and it was 92%, and again shortly thereafter and it was 90% (as reported by family member). 9-1-1 was contacted at this time. CPR was initiated when he arrived at the emergency department, pulse ox was 60%  (as reported by family member). The patient passed away shortly thereafter on 2/8/2021.

1011981 11/13/2020 11/13/2020 02/08/2021 FL 21.0 21 Y M Suicide

1012021 01/07/2021 01/30/2021 02/08/2021 NH 93.0 93 Y F Resident on Hospice. 1/18 Hand Shaky.  1/19- Covid +19.  1/20 Desat 85% on RA, provided 2L O2 supplement= 97% 1/20 congestive cough, 1/28- RR-28;1/29- Hypoglycemia 1/30-NPO.  1/30-resident passed away.

1012047 02/01/2021 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 MO 57.0 57 Y F Sudden death 2/7/21 @ 0309 Started acute encephalopathy & required intubation Soon after intubation went into cardiac arrest Likely severe acidosis.

1012604 01/11/2021 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 GA 76.0 76 Y M Death

1012612 01/21/2021 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 79.0 79 Y M Patient was hospitalized on 31 Jan for COVID pneumonia after 3 days of increasing baseline supplemental O2 requirements and dyspnea and ultimately died on comfort care on 3 Feb 2021. Y 3

1012692 10/26/2020 10/27/2020 02/08/2021 MN 1.42 1 Y F This child died unexpectedly the following morning in her sleep. She has been diagnosed with SUDC (sudden unexplained death of a child). Preliminary autopsy did not uncover any medical issues or problems. There is further testing being done and it may be a few months before all tests are done and final report is available.  I do not submit this event as evidence of the cause of this child's death. However, I need to report this event as it is not clear whether or not the vaccine(s) are related. I had initially planned to wait until final autopsy results were available, but that is taking very long and I wanted to make this report. I submit it today and can provide final autopsy report when I receive it.0.5

1012703 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 02/08/2021 NH 85.0 85 Y M 1/14/2021-0545, blood noted left and right ear. 0715, vomited x 1. Covid Antigen positive. Acute MD visit-basilar crackles right and coughing. Increased confusion.

1012717 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 02/08/2021 FL 83.0 83 Y M Patient that received his first dose of Pfizer vaccine on 2/1/2021  passed away on 2/2/2021.  No further information is available at this time.

1012795 02/05/2021 02/06/2021 02/08/2021 CT 88.0 88 Y M Patient was administered second dose of Pfizer vaccine in Nursing Home on 2/5/2021 around noon and was found unresponsive at 5:03AM the following day 2/6/2021. Patient arrived to Hospital in cardiopulmonary arrest and was pronounced dead.

1012894 01/22/2021 02/06/2021 02/08/2021 85.0 85 Y F 1-2 days after vaccine, pt developed weakness, fatigue, body aches, nausea, headache and poor appetite.  Pt was admitted to the hospital on 2/5/21 and death occured on 2/6/21

1012926 12/31/2020 02/06/2021 02/08/2021 NH 97.0 97 Y M Early in the shift on  January 31 resident was noticed to be more tired than usual and  was not eating well.  Lung sounds were crackly and resident was found to be hypotensive.  He was evaluated in emergency department.  He was diagnosed with pneumonia.  Received a loading dose of antibiotic and returned to facility.

1013006 02/02/2021 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 FL 69.0 69 Y F Patient complained of soreness in muscles morning after receiving the shot.  She went about her day had a smoothie, spoke to people and also went for a walk came home and went into her jacuzzi tub and consequently passed away while in the tub. She was found by her husband at around 545pm, time of death is unknown and cause of death is  currently pending.

1013041 01/15/2021 01/31/2021 02/08/2021 NY 85.0 85 Y M Vaccine was administered on 1/15/2021 and death occurred on 1/31/2021.

1013087 01/23/2021 01/30/2021 02/08/2021 NY 69.0 69 Y M Patient received vaccine on 1/23/2021 and death occurred on 1/30/2021.

1013095 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 HI 88.0 88 Y M Patient was technically a resident of retirement community, however, he chose to live independently at home at his current home. Only his spouse actually resides at retirement community.   Patient received the second dose of the Moderna vaccine via pharmacy vaccination clinic at retirement community on 2/3/2021. He was found deceased in his home by a certified nursing assistant on 2/4/2021 at approximately 10:00am.

1013145 02/05/2021 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 FL 56.0 56 Y M Patient texted a friend on 2/7/2021 c/o arm pain and feeling tired. I don't know if he was taken to a hospital.  Autopsy today.

1013297 02/02/2021 02/02/2021 02/08/2021 PR 77.0 77 Y M Patient was vaccinated at 11:30am.  By 7pm he started presenting symptoms of fatigue, chest pain.  Patient urinated and defecated in himself.  Was not feeling well.  Patient died at 10:30pm.

1014559 02/04/2021 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 AR 87.0 87 Y F Unsure if related to vaccine, but wanted to report event of death due to brain bleed on evening of administration of the vaccination.

1014628 02/03/2021 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 MI 90.0 90 Y M Death within 8 hours.

1014659 01/14/2021 01/26/2021 02/08/2021 FL 91.0 91 Y F Four days after being vaccinated, she developed pneumonia and died 8 days later. Y 6

1014740 02/04/2021 02/06/2021 02/08/2021 CA 83.0 83 Y F Patient found down at home with agonal respirations and per EMS asystole, received 2 rounds of epi at her house with return of spontaneous pulses, lost pulse again in route to ER and another round of epi was given, CPR in progress when arrived at hospital.  Prior to this patient's husband states he heard her fall in the bathroom but did not immediately check on her as he states that this has happened before.  He checked on her 10 min later and that's when he found her unconscious.  Daughter called 911 and she began CPR.  No previous complaints of headache, chest pain, back pain, fever or chills.  Husband states patient was drinking that evening which is not unusual for her.  Patient died at hospital.

1014774 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 02/08/2021 WA 71.0 71 Y M We were informed the patient passed away 2 days after receiving the vaccine.  We do not have any details about what happened, we were informed by one of his employees.   We have no knowledge that this had anything to do with the vaccination in any way.

1014865 01/23/2021 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 IL 68.0 69 Y M He had not been feeling well after his second Covid vaccination (on 01/23/2021) and was found unresponsive in his room at the nursing home (late evening on 02/02/2021). He was taken to a hospital where they did tests and he had pneumonia and kidney failure, but he was being transferred to a larger hospital when he arrested and died (02/03/2021)

1015465 01/21/2021 02/07/2021 02/09/2021 KY 75.0 75 Y F DISCOVERED UNRESPONSIVE WITHOUT PULSE, RESPIRATIONS, HEART BEAT ON 2/7/21 AT 0435 A.M. RESIDENT WAS DNR STATUS.

1015628 02/09/2021 Y F her mother died in her 70's following multiple injections of PNEUMOVAX23; This spontaneous report was received from the patient's daughter, referring to a 70 year old female patient. The patient's historical drugs, medical history, concomitant therapies and concurrent conditions were not reported.  On an unknown date, the patient was vaccinated with pneumococcal Vaccine, Polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX 23) 0.5ml, once, every 5 years, for vaccination (strength, route, lot# and expiration date were not reported).   On an unknown date, the patient died. The cause of death was not provided. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  The causality assessment between death with pneumococcal Vaccine, Polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX 23) was not provided.  This is one of two reports received from the same reporter.; Sender's Comments:  US-009507513-2102USA001947:

1015630 02/09/2021 CA 56.0 Y M Died of a heart attack; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 56-year-old male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and died due to a heart attack.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included additional medications.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  - On an unknown date, the reporter stated the patient received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and sometime after he was found dead by his bedside around 02:30 am.   The patient died on an unknown date. The cause of death was due to a heart attack. Plans for autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 56 year old, male patient, who experienced fatal unexpected event of myocardial infarction. The event occurred on an unspecified date after mRNA-1273 (Lot# Unknown). Treatment details not provided. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded. Additional information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1015670 12/29/2020 01/18/2021 02/09/2021 KY 85.0 Y F Xrays showed covid Poss pockets all in her lungs on 15Jan; Xrays showed covid Poss pockets all in her lungs on 15Jan; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An 85-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included dementia. Concomitant medications were not reported. Patient popped hot 02Jan2021 along with 4 others on the hall she lived. Within 9 days 50+ patients were positive. All had the vaccine the same day. Patient was test positive on 02Jan2021. She was on day 12 of her quarantine when she started to get worse. She was unresponsive by 16Jan2021 and passed 18Jan2021. We were with her from 14Jan2021 to 18Jan2021. But had not been allowed to visit with her since Mar2020. And what post treatment pairs well with it? Publicly we hear Remdesivir and Bamlanivimab but these patients only received a general antibiotic and some vitamins. Death cause was Xrays showed covid Poss pockets all in her lungs on 15Jan2021. No autopsy was performed.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given. Case will be reevaluated based on follow-up information; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Xrays showed covid Poss pockets all in her lungs on 15JanY

1015671 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 02/09/2021 KY 86.0 Y F bowel perforation; pain in her upper abdomen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.   An 86-year-old female patient received the 2nd dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose on 13Jan2021 for Covid-19 immunisation, administerd at nursing home/senior living facility  Medical history included dementia, arthritis. No known allergies. Patient was not pregnant. Patient had not COVID prior vaccination. Concomitant medication in 2 weeks included: memantine (manufacturer unknown) 10 mg BID, diclofenac (manufacturer unknown) BID, carbidopa, levodopa (manufacturer unknown) 25-100 mg TID, quetiapine (manufacturer unknown) 12.5 mg q HS, escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO) 10 mg q HS, paracetamol (TYLENOL) 650 mg BID, glucosamine (manufacturer unknown) drink. The patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose on 24Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunisation. No other vaccine received in 4 weeks.  The patient experienced bowel perforation and pain in her upper abdomen on 18Jan2021 07:30. The events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care, Life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event), and death. On 18Jan2021 07:30 AM, less than a week after the second shot, she had pain in her upper abdomen and was taken to the ER on 18Jan2021. CT showed a bowel perforation in the small bowel. She had never had bowel surgery or diverticulitis. She had been healthy other than her dementia and arthritis. Patient received treatment for the events: hospice and pain management. COVID-19 was not tested post vaccination. The cause of death was bowel perforation.  An autopsy was not performed.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: bowel perforationY

1015687 02/08/2021 02/09/2021 02/09/2021 OH 62.0 62 Y M Almost immediate headache per wife. Developed fever around 4 pm. Headache all day. Took Tylenol at 4 and 10 pm.  Gradual development of SOB and cough. Temp of 101.4 at 10 pm.  pulse ox 92% at 10 pm.  Went to sleep, woke up at 0050 with increasing SOB. Pulse ox 82%. Used albuterol inhaler, wife called emergency services at 0113.  EMS arrived around 0130 to patient's home. pulse ox 86%, coughing, sob, hard time breathing. Walked to stretcher. Became unresponsive.  Found to have no pulse, stopped breathing. CPR initiated at about 0140.  King airway placed in field, I/O in left tibia. Patient from PEA to asystole, to vfib, to asystole. ACLS followed. Unrecoverable asystole and patient time of death 0213.

1015719 08/13/2020 02/09/2021 Y M Rabies breakthrough infection

1015773 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 02/09/2021 WI 99.0 99 Y F Resident passed away in her sleep. No s/s of adverse events leading up to the residents death. Resident was previously declining- MD stated the vaccine had nothing to do with the death.

1015996 01/14/2021 01/31/2021 02/09/2021 FL 86.0 86 Y M Family reported patient expired 1/31/2021.

1016067 02/04/2021 02/06/2021 02/09/2021 MA 84.0 84 Y F Resident was weak, fatigued and had a fever of 101. F the following morning after receiving the 2nd dose of vaccine. Later in the day she was feeling better and vital signs were WNL. The next morning, she was found unresponsive and pronounced dead by paramedics.

1016097 01/20/2021 02/08/2021 02/09/2021 IL 70.0 70 Y M Patient died 02/08/21

1016111 01/24/2021 02/06/2021 02/09/2021 NC 75.0 75 Y F her arm was sore but no other adverse reactions until Saturday, Feburary 6th 2021 she had stroke between 4 and 6pm.  She died within 6 to 7 hours later.

1016155 02/04/2021 02/07/2021 02/09/2021 KS 85.0 85 Y F 2/7/2021 at 0630, resident found in recliner without pulse or respirations. Resident had not been found to have any adverse reactions to the vaccine between the time of the vaccine on 2/4 until found deceased on 2/7.

1016222 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 02/09/2021 TX 74.0 74 Y F My mom only had site soreness after her covid vaccine on 1/21 which resolved within a couple days. However, she died in the early morning hours of 1/25, she was fine the day before, no sign of injury.  We found her collapsed on the ground and although we tried cpr she was already dead.  She had gone to the hospital on 12/28 for shortness of breath, angina and symptomatic anemia, her ekg was unchanged and blood work normal except for anemia. The cardiologist did not think a cardiac cath was needed. Her shortness of breath improved with a blood transfusion and a dose of lasix (no heart failure).

1016605 02/09/2021 Y M Sepsis; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer post , concerning an approximately 55-year-old, male physician who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed sepsis, resulting in death.  There was no medical history provided. There were no concomitant medications provided.  On an unknown date (Thursday), the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   According to the post,  two days after vaccine administration, the patient died of sepsis on Saturday.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not applicable.  The event, sepsis, was considered fatal.    The patient's date of death was not provided.  The cause of death was reported as sepsis.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 55-year-old, male subject, who experienced a serious unexpected event of Sepsis. Sepsis occurred after first dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. On an unknown date, two days after vaccine administration, the patient died of sepsis.  Treatment for the event was not provided. The patient's medical history was not provided. The patient is a physician. Concomitant product use was not reported.  Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time and no definite diagnosis or autopsy report have been provided. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event of Sepsis, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Sepsis

1016709 02/08/2021 02/09/2021 02/09/2021 MN 93.0 93 Y M ON 02/08/2021 AROUND 0600 RESIDENTCOMPLAINED OF MOUTH PAIN AND RECEIVED OXYCODONE. DURING THE COURSE OF THE MORNING, RESIDENT EXHIBITED A FEW EPISODES OF LABORED/SHALLOW BREATHING AND SOB AT RESTING. 0XYGEN SATURATION RATE WAS 93-98% ON ROOM AIR, LUNG SOUNDS CLEAR IN ALL LOBES AND PULSE AND TEMPERATURE WITHIN NORMAL RANGE. AS THE DAY PROGRESSED, VITAL SIGNS REMAINED STABLE BUT RESIDENT CONTINUED TO HAVE PERIODS OF SOB/LABORED BREATHING.FAMILY AND NURSE PRACTIONER UPDATED AND THE ORDER WAS RECEIVED TO SEND PATIENT TO MEDICAL CENTER ER FOR EVALUATION PER AMBULANCE. RESIDENT TRANSPORTED AT 1425. RESIDENT RETURNED FROM THE ER AT 1830 ON HOSPICE CARE WITH THE DIAGNOSIS OF: ACURE RESPIRATORY FAILURE  WITH HYPOXIA AND END OF LIFE DECISION MAKING. RESIDENT WAS MADE COMFORTABLE AND MONITORED DURING THE NIGHT AND EXPIRED AT 0630 ON 02/09/2021.Y

1016770 02/02/2021 02/06/2021 02/09/2021 FL 73.0 73 Y M Patient received 2nd dose of Pfizer vaccine on 2/2/21 and on 2/6/21 he died in his sleep in the a.m. No other signs or symptoms were observed prior to death.

1016907 01/21/2021 01/30/2021 02/09/2021 MD 92.0 92 Y F Resident coughing in dining room, staff suctioned, physician stated to transfer via 911 to hospital, 6:33 PM. Hospital notified Nursing Home staff resident passed away at 8:25 PM.  No adverse reaction noted to the Covid vaccine 24 hours after each dose at Nursing Home.  There was no airway obstruction, cardiorespiratory arrest, death was natural at hospital.

1017011 01/22/2021 01/26/2021 02/09/2021 NY 67.0 67 Y F Resident expired 01/26/21 at 5:25am.

1017051 02/03/2021 02/07/2021 02/09/2021 77.0 77 Y M pt received vaccine on 2/3.  early on 2/4 developed chest pain, dyspnea, and was seen in ED and diagnosed with acute exacerbation of CHF and NSTEMI type 2, and anemia.  on 2/5 transfusion was started and pt developed worsening dyspnea and then PEA arrest.  Pt achieved ROSC and was transferred to the cardiac intensive care unit where he required vasopressor support.  he subsequently declined and died on 2/7Y

1017128 02/09/2021 Y F Passed away; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Corporate (Pfizer) Social Media Platforms.  This is a spontaneous report from a  contactable consumer reporting for friend's mother.   A 50-years-old female patient  received the second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) vaccine , via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history and  concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 vaccine on an unknown date. The patient passed away  on an unspecified date.    The patient was a healthy woman, who just got her 2nd dose of the vaccine a couple of days before. The patient died in her sleep. Doctor labeled her death as 'natural causes'.  It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  No follow-up attempts are Possible. Information on lot/batch cannot be obtained.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Passed away

1017129 12/17/2020 12/28/2020 02/09/2021 NV 65.0 65 Y M Sudden cardiac death.  Autopsy report: right coronary artery thrombosis.

1017176 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 02/09/2021 MO 76.0 76 Y M Patient had Covid-19 in October of 2020. He recovered. He received the vaccination on 12/30/2020 with no complaints. On 01-05-2021 it was noted to he was incontinent of urine and bilateral lower extremity edema. Lab work was completed showed acute kidney injury. He had decreased blood pressure and oxygen saturations on 01-06-2021 He was admitted to the hospital with rapid progression of symptoms and suggested multi-system failure. He had a long cardiac history. On 01-14-2021 he passed away with a diagnosis of Cardiomyopathic CHF, A.Fib contributory.Y 9

1017339 01/30/2021 02/05/2021 02/09/2021 FL 88.0 88 Y M Admitted to hospital with sob upon exertion that started prior to vaccine. Hx COPD, HTN, CKD, hyperlipidemia, bladder cancer in remission.  Stated he has been taking Eliquis and Xarelto between renal doctor and cardiologist Dr.  Anticipating going home 2/5/21 but then turned blue and stopped breathing under a DNR. COVID test negative.  Labs show acute on chronic renal failure with an elevated troponin likely from demand ischemia.Y 4

1017367 01/05/2021 01/17/2021 02/09/2021 IA 99.0 99 Y F Individual collapsed 9 days post-vaccination with no known reason.  Despite being healthy prior to vaccination, individual's condition deteriorated rapidly.  Individual passed away on 1-17-2021.

1017381 02/06/2021 02/08/2021 02/09/2021 CA 88.0 88 Y F Resident passed away 2 days after receiving the vaccine. oxygen level has decreased shortly 1 day after receiving the vaccine.

1017393 01/26/2021 02/01/2021 02/09/2021 CA 73.0 73 Y F Patient received the vaccine on 1/26/2021 and per employee at facility patient passed away on 2/01/2021.

1017509 02/04/2021 02/07/2021 02/09/2021 NH 80.0 80 Y F Day after receiving the vaccine, the patient complained of abdominal pain which worsened over the day.  She went to the ED and was hospitalized.  Abdominal pain complaints increased and continued, she decompensated rapidly, was intubated and subsequently died 3 days later.  Imaging results showed, progressive ovarian cancer in the bowels.  Blood culture revealed that she had E.Coli in her blood.  It is thought that this is NOT related to the vaccine.Y 3

1017549 02/04/2021 02/09/2021 02/09/2021 TX 71.0 71 Y F Dr. received an urgent request to call a local Justice of the peace regarding one of her patients who was found dead in her home today.   At this time no foul play is suspected.  Dr. said the patient was relatively healthy with no major issues other than some hypertension

1017563 01/09/2021 01/30/2021 02/09/2021 KY 92.0 92 Y M Patient got the injection and quickly developed a fever and felt weak.  Family was contacted and he was sent to Hospital. Y 12

1017675 01/03/2021 01/10/2021 02/09/2021 MA 96.0 96 Y F This 96 year old resident was diagnosed with COVID on 10/28/2020. She has a significant, complicated medical history and  did not return to her pre-infection level of health. She began declining in early  January and was made care and comfort measures only on 1/2/2021.  Most of her medications were d/c'd except for those that provided comfort.  No obvious reaction to the vaccine was seen and we do not suspect that her death was vaccine related, however we were directed by Dept of Epidemiology to report her death as it was within one week of receiving the vaccine.

1017744 01/26/2021 01/28/2021 02/09/2021 CA 85.0 85 Y F Unknown

1017960 01/06/2021 02/01/2021 02/09/2021 MO 89.0 89 Y F Pt was deceased when we came for second dose. COD unknown to pharmacy.

1017971 01/06/2021 02/02/2021 02/09/2021 MO 100.0 100 Y F Pt was deceased when we came for second dose. COD unknown to pharmacy

1017974 01/06/2021 02/01/2021 02/09/2021 MO 87.0 87 Y F Pt was deceased when we came for second dose. COD unknown to pharmacy

1017978 01/06/2021 02/01/2021 02/09/2021 MO 79.0 79 Y F Pt was deceased when we came for second dose. COD unknown to pharmacy

1018126 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 02/09/2021 FL 72.0 72 Y M Patient received vaccination on 2/4. Patient's wife reported that he felt a slight soreness in his arm the day following the shot, but had no other symptoms. On 2/8 he passed away. Wife reports that it was related to his heart and they never made it to a hospital. The wife also reported that the patient had been in poor health prior to the vaccination

1018146 01/28/2021 02/03/2021 02/09/2021 PA 90.0 90 Y M Four days later, my father had a severe brain aneurysm.

1018278 01/27/2021 02/09/2021 02/09/2021 WI 74.0 74 Y F death- unexplained cause

1018448 02/01/2021 02/08/2021 02/09/2021 HI 90.0 90 Y M 2/6/2021 stroke. 2/8/2021 he died Y 2

1019548 01/27/2021 02/06/2021 02/10/2021 84.0 84 Y F Patient received her first covid vaccine on 1/27/21. on 1/30/21 she presented to the emergency department complaining of nausea, she had a negative work up, felt better and was sent home. on 2/5/21 she returned to the emergency department more ill-appearing and complaining of "feeling sick".  she had fatigue, chills, decrease in activity level. her work up at this visit revealed multiple metabolic abnormalities, sepsis and bacteremia. She ultimately passed away at this visit with at cause of death listed as acute liver failure, pneumonia, and DIC>Y 1

1019573 01/18/2021 02/10/2021 SD 81.0 81 Y F Systemic: Blood Disorder  (diagnosed by MD)-Severe, Systemic: Cardiac Disorder (diagnosed by MD)-Severe, Systemic: Other- Acute Kidney Injury, Hypoxia; lasted 10 days

1019661 02/06/2021 02/01/2021 02/10/2021 84.0 84 Y M Patient admitted to hospital evening of 2/7/21 with acute ischemic stroke and received tenectaplase.  Diagnosis Left MCA stroke.  Reporting event given was just over 24 hours after first COVID vaccine dose. Y Y

1019669 02/08/2021 02/09/2021 02/10/2021 CT 73.0 73 Y F the following morning the patient became unresponsive while taking a shower, became asystolic and died despite about an hour of ACLS and 8 rounds of epi

1019670 01/27/2021 02/04/2021 02/10/2021 WA 55.0 55 Y M 2/2/2021- seen in Ed with c/o intermittent fever following 2nd dose.  Redness to bilateral upper extremities, c/o some pain with urination, weak.  V/S stable, afebrile in ED.  Assess for infection.   No significant abnormal labs (see below), hydrated and discharged.   2/4/2021-  arrived in ED with c/o vomiting, seen earlier by PCP that day labs drawn.  Shortly after arriving in the ED copious amouts of emesis noted, the patient went into full cardiac arrest and CPR was started.   -Please see HPI above, in addition after intubation the patient coded again.  More epinephrine and lidocaine were given.  CPR was resumed.  We did obtain ROSC and targeted temperature management was pursued.  He is placed on a lidocaine drip and a right femoral central line was placed by myself.  At this time, norepinephrine drip was initiated given his continued hypotension.  Post intubation chest x-ray suggests possible abdominal pathology and once the patient was stabilized further, he was sent to the CT scanner where CT head without IV contrast and CT chest, abdomen and pelvis with IV contrast was obtained.  He did lose pulses once in the radiology suite.  This was brief.  IV fluids were initiated and he received over 2 L of crystalloid therapy.  He continued to be hypotensive in the emergency department and vasopressin was added.  He also had a single dose of Neo-Synephrine and IV push fashion to help bring his blood pressure up.  CT scan reveals probable bilateral aspiration pneumonia/pneumonitis and dilated loops of small bowel without a transition point and pneumatosis involving loops in the left upper quadrant.  I did try to initiate consult with critical care and possible transfer, however he continued to be unstable and coded requiring CPR multiple times.  He was given IV bicarbonate given his prolonged CPR state and pH.  Ultimately, the family decided to make the patient comfort measures only given his critical illness.  Shortly after making this decision he did pass away in the emergency department.  RADIOLOGY DIAGNOSTIC - CHEST PORTABLE 02/04 2051 *** Report Impression - Status: SIGNED  Entered: 02/04/2021 2059 IMPRESSION: 1. Findings highly suspicious for portal venous gas which can be seen in the setting of bowel ischemia.  Consider CT for further evaluation and/or surgical consultation. 2. Endotracheal tube 3.7 cm above the carina. 3. Low lung volumes with mild patchy perihilar opacities.   Final Report Signed by: M.D.,  Sign Date/Time: 02/04/2021 8:55 PM Impression By: MD CT SCAN - CT HEAD WO 02/04 2140 *** Report Impression - Status: SIGNED  Entered: 02/04/2021 2200 IMPRESSION: Negative for acute intracranial process.  No evidence of mass effect, acute hemorrhage or definite acute cortical infarct.   Final Report Signed by: M.D., Sign Date/Time: 02/04/2021 9:57 PM Impression By: - MD CT SCAN - CT CHEST/ABD/PELVIS W 02/04 2140 *** Report Impression - Status: SIGNED  Entered: 02/04/2021 2214 IMPRESSION: 1. Ill-defined patchy opacities within the bilateral upper lobes, right middle lobe, in consolidative opacities within bilateral lower lobes which could represent aspiration, and/or multifocal pneumonia. 2. Small right trace left pleural effusions. 3. Diffusely dilated small bowel without a transition point and mucosal hyperenhancement involving the colon with areas of pneumatosis involving loops of small bowel within the left upper quadrant and portal venous air consistent with hypoperfusion complex. There is a small caliber appearance of the aorta and a flattened appearance of the IVC is well. 4. Intravascular air within the IVC and bilateral iliac veins could be secondary to right femoral central lying injection. 5. Somewhat abnormal enhancement pattern of the kidneys with hypoenhancement of the medullary pyramids which may suggest hypoperfusion injury as well. 6. Probable nondisplaced rib fractures on the right at ribs 2 through

1019850 12/30/2020 02/10/2021 02/10/2021 IL 76.0 76 Y M HPI Patient is a 77 y.o. male who presents with in full cardiac arrest.  Patient is resident of local nursing home.  According to nursing home staff, a tech was in his room talking with him as patient was laying in bed.  Tech began walking out of patient's room and turned around to tell him one last thing when the tech noticed patient had gone unresponsive.  Patient had no spontaneous respirations or pulse, subsequently CPR was started immediately.  911 was called.  This occurred around 5:30 a.m..   Upon EMS arrival on scene, they found a male unresponsive with CPR being performed.  There was no spontaneous respirations or circulation.  Thus, ET tube was placed and ACLS guidelines initiated.  Patient was found to be in PEA, and according to EMS, patient was given a total of 6, 1 mg epinephrine IV push and 1, 1 Amp sodium bicarb.  Patient was worked on at the scene for approximately 40 min before being transferred to ER.   Upon arrival to ER trauma room 1 patient is still in full arrest.  ET tube in place with good ventilation.  Patient remains in PEA.  Chest compressions and ACLS guidelines initiated.   In reviewing patient's chart and nursing home notes, patient is a full code.  Patient has a significant cardiac history including known coronary artery disease with 4 vessel CABG.  Patient also has history of 3rd degree heart block and pacemaker placement.  Patient has history of ischemic cardiomyopathy but last echo performed in 2020 shows ejection fraction of 45%.

1019911 01/25/2021 02/09/2021 02/10/2021 WI 77.0 77 Y M Client was administered the vaccine while symptomatic (01/25/21) although client did not know he was symptomatic for COVID-19. He had been exposed to a family member who had tested positive and should have been in quarantine but wasn't either because it was not felt he was considered a close contact  by his family opinion or his family member never notified public health of this close contact...?. Clinet had presented to the ED following day after vaccination for shortness of breath and fatigue and an antigen test showed he was positive for COVID-19. He was sent home that same day 01/26/21. He was back in ED on 01/28/21 for worsening symptoms and admitted to hospital and later placed on ventilator. He passed away on 02/09/2021 (date of death was per his wife).Y 12

1019964 02/07/2021 02/07/2021 02/10/2021 LA 80.0 80 Y M The resident received his COVID-19 Moderna vaccination on 2/6/2021 2:11 pm and expired on 2/7/2021 at 6:04 am.  There were no signs or symptoms of vaccination reaction leading up to death.

1019979 01/28/2021 02/10/2021 02/10/2021 MI 72.0 72 Y M Patient received the Moderna COVID vaccine 1/28/21.  He was tested for COVID 19 on 1/29/31.  Results were received 1/30/21, at which time he was evaluated and found to be hypoxic with tachycardia.  He was sent to the local ER and returned this same day.   On 2/2/21, he was evaluated by the provider, who sent him to the emergency room with acute respiratory distress and poor O2 satsY 8

1020002 01/19/2021 02/05/2021 02/10/2021 OH 74.0 74 Y M Given First Moderna covid vacc 1/19/2021.  Doing well on multiple contacts from health care providers, then 2/5/2021 was driving, pulled over to the side of the road into a yard, got out of the car and told an observer that he could not breathe, collapsed face down in the snow, EMS called, unable to revive him.

1020018 02/08/2021 02/09/2021 02/10/2021 NY 74.0 74 Y M Patient reported to be unresponsive on the morning after receiving his second dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine.  Patient had expired during the night.

1020079 01/14/2021 01/31/2021 02/10/2021 OH 71.0 71 Y M Received Moderna covid vaccination 1/14/2021. 1/16/2021 received report of cough and difficulty breathing.  Proceeded to hospital and was diagnosed Covid+ on testing. Continued to decline,  died 1/31/2021.

1020119 01/18/2021 02/03/2021 02/10/2021 MI 70.0 70 Y F My mother died suddenly on February 3rd. She went into shock/cardiac arrest and appeared to have internal bleeding. No autopsy has been performed. Unsure if it was related to the COVID vaccine.

1020183 02/02/2021 02/07/2021 02/10/2021 FL 66.0 66 Y F Death.  I actually not sure which Covid Vaccine she took. I just know the date and time she took it at her local school where she worked. Died in her sleep after complaining of a headache. I talked to her around 5pm on sunday through a videochat and she seemed happy and well. But a local friend commented that she had complained of a headache late in the afternoon.

1020195 01/12/2021 01/23/2021 02/10/2021 OH 81.0 81 Y M Received Moderna #1 on 1/12/2021. 1/15/2021 developed worsening shortness of breath. Went to hospital  and diagnosed with anemia, 4 negative fecal tests, neg EGD and colonoscopy.  Discharged and readmitted (circumstances unknown for this episode) then readmitted a third time 1/20/2021 for shortness of breath. Diagnosed covid + at third hospitalization and continued to get worse.  He died 1/23/2021.

1020227 02/05/2021 02/07/2021 02/10/2021 NM 96.0 96 Y M This is the patient who passed away 2d after his second COVID vaccine. Of note, the 2/8 telephone note makes it sound like he was hospitalized at time of death - that is incorrect. His daugther  listed as EM contact works in the eye clinic here. He had mild illness, completed 10d isolation but missed his scheduled booster dose on 2/2 due to isolation. He was called on 2/5 when there was a booster visit cancellation and received his booster dose on that day. His daugther reported that he was doing fine and looking well on 2/7 AM, ate breakfast, shortly after stood up and just collapsed.

1020443 01/30/2021 02/03/2021 02/10/2021 AZ 73.0 73 Y M For the  two days prior to presentation the patient had been complaining of chest pain, his breathing seemed to be labored Monday.  He and the family thought the pain was due to shingles as he  carried this diagnosis from a month ago. Patient had also received the COVID vaccine 2 days prior to presentation and assumed he was feeling unwell due to the vaccine.  Family wanted to take him to the hospital yesterday and earlier today but he refused.  She left him in his home earlier this afternoon prior to  presentation and returned to check on him finding him unresponsive and apneic at which time EMS was activated.    #cardiac arrest -- suspect primary cardiac given collateral from family at home, consider hypoxemia which was corrected with advanced airway and 100% FiO2, patient clinically euvolemic and with soft brown stool in diaper not suggestive of GI hemorrhage, attempt to address acidosis with CPR and bicarbonate, not  hypoglycemia, on bedside ultrasound FAST neg and no pericardial effusion suggestive of tamponade and +lung sliding bil not spontaneous pneumothorax  Assessment/Diagnosis:  -cardiac arrest, cause unspecified

1020654 02/04/2021 02/05/2021 02/10/2021 ME 65.0 65 Y F Patient found unresponsive in room with no pulse or respirations.  She was pronounced dead by paramedics at 06:25am on 2/5/2021.

1020684 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 02/10/2021 MI 73.0 73 Y M Patient received vaccine at Public Health Clinic. Patient ended up having a seizure 3 days later and ended up in the hospital. Found to have right lobe pneumonia and low depakote level. Patient noted to have multiple seizures at hospital, issues with stabilizing HR and BP, and passed away on 1/20/21.

1020702 01/20/2021 02/09/2021 02/10/2021 VA 45.0 45 Y F Passed away the morning of 2/9/21.

1020724 01/21/2021 02/05/2021 02/10/2021 AL 82.0 82 Y M Patient sent to the ED or sudden onset of shortness of breath on 02/02/2021. Per documentation by the MD, the patient had COVID19 "several weeks ago" and the nursing facility felt like he had recovered. A rapid test done in the ED was negative. When the patient worsened and seemed to be following the same path as other COVID patients, a send out PCR test was done, which was positive. The patient worsened and passed away that same day (02/05/2021) I was not made aware that the patient had the vaccine on 01/21/2021 until Monday 02/08/2021.Y 4

1020749 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 02/10/2021 MS 68.0 68 Y M Patient had no reaction at the clinic.  Patient is a medical doctor whose partner called in this death.  States patient had no  complaint on 1/13 nor 1/14 while at work.  States patient died at home on 1/15 a.m.  Physician who stated she was called to the patient's home @ 0157 1/15/2021 and found cyanotic from head to toe.  State girlfriend found him sitting in the chair a few minutes before they called her.  The Coroner did not order autopsy.  Did not sent patient to the hospital.  Sent him directly Funeral Home.  Death Certificate Number 123-2021-002593 list cause of death as pending.  I spoke with the patient's primary doctor who gave me the history of HTN, Diabetes, & High Cholesterol.  States he had not seen this patient since April 2020.  They were also friends and he was not aware of any medical problems.   The Coroner state she thinks patient has a heart attack.   Neither the Coroner nor PMD think death was related to COVID Vaccine.    Informed both that MSDH would have to complete VAERS.  Both voiced understanding.

1020816 01/19/2021 02/02/2021 02/10/2021 76.0 76 Y F Pt with acute resp failure, COVID PNA, that developed symptoms 9 days prior to admit and ultimately received first vaccine 6 days prior toa admit, then shortly after progressed with other covid symptoms and was admitted. She decompensated while intp and was transferred to ICU for rising O2 needs, ultimately had to be intubated. Became hypotensive due to massive hamatoma 2' bleeding into abd rectus muscle. Sx and IR consulted and did beside exploration of hematoma. Initially blood pressure responded but overnight continued with refractory hypotension. Maxed out vasopressin and levophed, hemodynamics deteriorated. Pt passed soon after(2/2).Y 9

1020830 01/21/2021 01/30/2021 02/10/2021 MD 92.0 92 Y F This resident of the assisted living facility received his Covid-19 Moderna (1st) vaccination and he  has a leaking Aortic Aneurysm which resulted in hospitalization  and he entered into  Hospice care on 1.30.2021 and passed away on  1.30.2021.

1021038 01/13/2021 02/01/2021 02/10/2021 MO 95.0 95 Y F Patient had passed since the first dose was given.

1021040 01/06/2021 01/17/2021 02/10/2021 NE 47.0 47 Y M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine  Hospital Emergency Room Provider reported cause of death as COVID vaccine administered 11 days prior to death.  Additional information being reported from LTCF.

1021045 01/13/2021 02/01/2021 02/10/2021 MO 94.0 94 Y F Patient had passed since the first dose was given.

1021052 01/13/2021 02/10/2021 02/10/2021 MO 93.0 93 Y M Patient had passed since the first dose was given.

1021058 01/13/2021 02/10/2021 02/10/2021 MO 72.0 72 Y F Patient had passed since the first dose was given.

1021171 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 02/10/2021 IL 84.0 84 Y M Patient received first dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 2/3/21.  Primary Care physician received call from coroner's office 2/8/21 asking for information contributing to cause of death.  Per Primary Care Physician notes, wife states she and patient took turns shoveling snow on 2/4/21.  On one trip back into the house she found him unresponsive on the floor and called 911.  Paramedics were unable to revive patient and he passed away (2/4/21).

1022902 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 02/10/2021 72.0 71 Y M death Narrative:  71 yo male who passed away on 1/29/2021, medical cause of death "cholangiocarcinoma, interval between onset and death 14 months. Since patient passed away within 42 days of the covid19 vaccine administration, we are required to complete a report to VAERS. Vaccine (Pfizer) was administered without complications. The patient denied any prior severe reaction to this vaccine or its components or a severe allergic reaction such as anaphylaxis to any vaccine or to any injectable therapy. Synopsis- 1/23 71 yo male presented to ED with upper GI bleed. PMH: DM, HTN, cholangiocarcinoma of biliary tract requiring recurrent paracentesis, COPD, perigastric and lower esophageal varices (not on beta blockers due to bradycardia). Pt has had 2 episodes of coffee ground emesis. Lactic 2.6, ammonia 52. Rec'd protonix, octreotide, and ceftriaxone in ED. Family has been previously encouraged to speak to palliative care but has never been willing to. GI consulted. 1/24 EGD completed. No signs of active bleed. MDs recommending hospice. CT + for small bowel ileus. 1/26 Requires placement of NG tube to suction. Palliative care consulted. 1/27 Paracentesis completed. 4100mls removed. 1/28 Pt changed to palliative status. 1/29 Pt passed away.

1021919 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 02/11/2021 FL 87.0 86 Y F Death; kidney failure (unable to urinate); shortness of breath; required oxygen; A spontaneous report was received from consumer concerning an 87-year-old, female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced shortness of breath, kidney failure and death.     The patient's medical history included advanced kidney and heart disease. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 06 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot: unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 17 Jan 2021, the husband reported that the patient experienced adverse events. Symptoms included shortness of breath and kidney failure (unable to urinate). The patient was admitted to the hospital and discharged to hospice. Oxygen was administrated for shortness of breath.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  On 20 Jan 2021, the patient died. The cause of death was unknown. Autopsy details were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 87-year-old, female patient with the medical history of advanced kidney and heart disease, who experienced fatal unexpected event of dyspnea, renal failure and death. The events of dyspnea and renal failure occurred 12 days and the event of death occurred 15 days after the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot: unknown). The patient was admitted to the hospital and discharged to hospice. Oxygen was administrated for shortness of breath. The cause of death was unknown. Autopsy details were unknown.  Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.  However, the history of advanced kidney and heart disease may remain as confounder. Additional information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1021926 01/05/2021 01/18/2021 02/11/2021 Y F Passed away; Positive result; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed COVID-19 and passed away.    The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not reported.  On 05 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 08 Jan 2021, the patient had a positive COVID-19 test.  On 18 Jan 2021, the patient passed away. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The patient died on 18 Jan 2021. The cause of death was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report concerns a female patient who experienced COVID-19 and passed away. The event of COVID-19 occurred 4 days after the first and only dose of the mRNA-1273 vaccine administered and death occurred 14 days after administration of the mRNA-1273 vaccine.  Based on the information provided and the known etiology of  COVID-19, it is unlikely to be associated with mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. With no definite information on the clinical details of the death, it is difficult to adequately assess a causal association with mRNA vaccine.  Main field defaults to ‘possibly related'; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1022127 01/12/2021 01/19/2021 02/11/2021 AK 71.0 Y M One week to the day after patient's first vaccine he died of a heart attack; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer and from a contactable physician. A 71-year-old male patient (husband) received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at single dose on the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included past heart conditions. No known allergies. Patient took other medications in two weeks. Facility type vaccine was doctor's office/urgent care. No other vaccine received in four weeks. One week to the day after patient's first vaccine he died of a heart attack on 19Jan2021 18:30. Cause of death was heart attack. No COVID prior vaccination. No COVID tested post vaccination. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed. The physician  reported that the patient arrived DOA. Physician signed the death certificate based on the patient's prior diagnosis. Physician would not provide additional cause of death medical background without consent. He was not aware of any adverse events experienced from the time of vaccination to the date of death.   Follow-up (05Feb2021): This is a follow up spontaneous report from a contactable physician. This physician reported in response to HCP telephonic follow up activity which the following: patient death and cause of death were confirmed.  Follow-up attempts are completed. No further information is expected. Information about Lot number is not available.; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the event fatal heart attack with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: One week to the day after patient's first vaccine he died of a heart attack

1022160 02/05/2021 02/06/2021 02/11/2021 MI 74.0 74 Y M 24 hours after shot had high fever 101, chills, weakness, became listless, family called 911,  client became unresponsive and died  in the Emergency room.

1022215 02/11/2021 Y M died of pulmonary complications resulting from pneumonia; died of pulmonary complications resulting from pneumonia; Initial information was received on 18-Dec-2020 regarding an unsolicited valid serious social media case from a consumer/other non-professional (patient wife).   This case involves male patient (of an unknown age) who died due to pulmonary complications resulting from pneumonia (pneumonia) and (lung disorder), after vaccination with INFLUENZA VACCINE.  Medical history, medical treatment(s), vaccination(s), concomitant medications and family history were not provided.  On an unknown date, the patient received a dose suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer (lot number and expiry date not reported) via unknown route at an unknown administration site.    On an unknown date, the patient had serious pulmonary complications resulting from pneumonia (pneumonia) and (lung disorder) (within a week) following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE. These events were leading to death. The event pneumonia was assessed as medically significant. It was unknown if the patient experienced any additional symptoms/events.  The reporter stated that, do not trust anything medical without knowing all ingredients and side effects.  Details of laboratory data were not reported.  It was not reported if the patient received any corrective treatment.  It was unknown if an autopsy was done. The cause of death was reported as Pneumonia and Lung disorder.  Information on the lot number was requested.; Sender's Comments: This was a poorly documented social media case involving a male patient (of an unknown age) who had pneumonia and lung disorder and died from it, after receiving INFLUENZA VACCINE from unknown maufacturer. Time to onset is unknown. Additional information regarding patient's relevant medical history, health condition at the time of vaccination, laboratory tests ruling out other alternate etiologies and autopsy results is needed for complete assessment of the case. Based upon the reported information, the role of the vaccine cannot be assessed.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: died of pulmonary complications resulting from pneumonia; died of pulmonary complications resulting from pneumonia

1022397 01/16/2021 02/11/2021 02/11/2021 KY 98.0 98 Y F Death 2/9/21

1022440 01/23/2021 02/09/2021 02/11/2021 FL 69.0 69 Y M The decedent experienced severe chest pain and dyspnea approximately nine days following the first series of the vaccine. He reported to family members that he was having a "severe reaction" to the vaccine and believed it was acute pericarditis due to the same symptoms he experienced prior. He reported that on 2/1/21 around 0300 hours, the symptoms were the most severe and he was going to seek medical attention, but did not. He waited till the convenient store opened and purchased OTC Tylenol for relief of symptoms. He continued to have dyspnea and chest pain up until 2/9/21, when he called 911 complaining of chest pain and was found to have a STEMI; subsequently died at Hospital in the ER.
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1022529 01/27/2021 02/09/2021 02/11/2021 WI 70.0 70 Y M Pt suffered Cardiac Arrest and respiratory arrest on 2/9/21 and passed away at a local hospital. He had multiple health conditions likely contributing to this.  he arrested at home and CPR was attempted and unsuccessful. Pt received his Covid vaccine #1 on 1/27/21. No issues were noted after vaccine and was due for his 2nd dose next week. However, we were notified he passed away on 2/9/21.  Very likely death not at all related to vaccine but wanted to document as patient was in the middle of the covid vaccine series.

1022552 01/14/2021 01/21/2021 02/11/2021 GA 83.0 83 Y M Patient died of cardiac arrest on 01/21/2021

1022685 02/09/2021 02/11/2021 02/11/2021 IN 86.0 86 Y M Received Pfizer Covid Vaccine in the AM on 2/9/21. Arrived to emergency department later the same day complaining of nausea, weakness, fatigue, Vomiting, Diarrhea. Post operative diagnosis, Ischemic colon/toxic megacolon.

1022918 02/05/2021 02/06/2021 02/11/2021 MO 96.0 96 Y F Resident complained of feeling "hot" at supper time.  Had emesis an hour or so later.  Became hypoxic and was transferred to the hospital emergency room.  Her evaluation in the ED revealed continued presence of UTI, leukocytosis (19.8), and renal insufficiency (BUN 22 Cr. 1.3) BP 99/63; P 74; Temp 98.1; RR 16; and O2 sat of 95% with 2 LPNC (she is typically on RA). CXR reported changes most consistent with CHF with cardiomegaly and bilateral pulmonary vascular prominence. Bibasilar pleural effusions greater on the right than left with pulmonary edema. Large hiatal hernia and likely old chronic wedge defromities involving the mid thoracic vertebral body. She was admitted for IV antibiotics.  She expired 2/6/2021

1023061 01/30/2021 02/08/2021 02/11/2021 CA 74.0 74 Y M Pt received the vaccine on 1/30/21  Pt reported symptoms of left armpit pain to wife on 2/7/21, went to work 4 am 2/8/21 and found face down, dead at work later that morning. Pt worked at a pet store, per wife he did complete his tasks and generally comes home by 7:30 am. Wife called when pt did not come back home and he was found dead.

1023673 01/14/2021 02/10/2021 02/11/2021 KY 78.0 78 Y M Patient was vaccinated on 1/14/2021.  On 1/22/2021, patient tested positive for COVID-19 and admitted to the hospital for acute hypoxemic respiratory failure, COVID-19 pneumonia, and severe ARDS.  Patient was intubated on 1/23/2021 and later died on 2/10/2021 after being extubated and placed on comfort measures.

1023791 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 02/11/2021 CA 71.0 71 Y M DIED WITHIN 5 DAYS OF RECEIEVING THE 2ND DOSE, EXPERIENCED GENERALIZED WEAKNESS.

1023803 01/04/2021 01/16/2021 02/11/2021 IL 92.0 92 Y F Was contacted by the person's daughter on 2/5/21.  Patient started vomiting 2 days after vaccination.  She aspirated and passed away 1/16/21.  Patient had history of stroke and swallowing problems.

1023840 02/04/2021 02/11/2021 02/11/2021 IL 62.0 62 Y M Pt was administered Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine on 2/4/2021.  Pt exhbited no symptoms of an adverse reaction of any sort.  Pt was ambulating alert and attentive.  Pt was observed for the alloted 15 mins by pharmacist and case worker who had escorted pt to vaccination clinic.  It was reported that Either on sunday 2/7/2021 or monday 2/8/2021 pt had passed away.  Circumstances revolving patient death is still unknown.

1023948 02/06/2021 02/10/2021 02/11/2021 NC 63.0 63 Y F 02/08/21--2 days after vaccine--Resident stated that she "didn't feel good" (She is developmentally delayed and less able to communicate how she feels than those in the community) and stopped eating most foods; also had fatigue. Vitals, coloring, & behavior were normal. 02/09/21--Belly was firm and mildly distended (although she stated it didn't hurt); she coded this evening and CPR was performed before EMT could transport her to the hospital. 02/10/21--Resident passed.

1023979 02/01/2021 02/10/2021 02/11/2021 TX 76.0 76 Y M Moderna administered 02/01/21.  Patient expired 02/10/2020 unexpectedly

1024067 01/15/2021 01/31/2021 02/11/2021 VA 54.0 54 Y M 1/15: Pfizer vaccine dose 1 administered 1/16: Fever, chills 1/22: Sore throat, coughing w/white phlegm, taking Tylenol and Mucinex.  Fever and chills from 1/16 subsided. Had telehealth consultation with PA. Per her notes, patient said he gets these symptoms annually, requested for an antibiotic. PA referred him for a COVID test. Ordered hydrocodone/chlorphen ER suspension for his cough and an antibiotic. Antibiotic was recommended if symptoms do not subside.  1/23: COVID test administered 1/25: Reported positive for COVID 1/26: Telehealth session w/PA: she informed patient of his positive test, advised to quarantine and seek medical help at hospital if symptoms worsen. Patient reported that his sore throat mostly subsided but is still coughing at night. Said that the pharmacy didn't receive the prescription order for the antibiotic, so this was re-ordered. 1/31: Partner found him dead at 8:18AM on his bed.  Death certificate issued by state says cause of death: COVID. Autopsy was not performed. Buried on 2/9/21.

1024157 01/11/2021 01/29/2021 02/11/2021 TX 88.0 88 Y F 7 days after receiving the vaccine, patient suffered excessive diarrhea and slight coughing.  9 days after vaccine, patient was tested for Covid 19, and received positive results.   Patient was transported to hospital via ambulance but hospital returned her to the nursing home since chest was clear, no respiratory issues, and no fever.  10 days after receiving the vaccine, patient was turned over to hospice care but still in the nursing home.  Hospice was called in to provide better physician advice and access 24/7.  14 days after receiving vaccine, patient began experiencing excruciating body aches, coughing, low oxygen levels, and no appetite.  18 days after vaccine, patient died.Y

1024226 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 02/11/2021 TX 63.0 63 Y M New onset dizziness with hypotension, tachycardia, and vomiting blood. Sent to ER - told he went into cardiac arrest and died.

1024325 02/03/2021 02/05/2021 02/11/2021 AR 90.0 90 Y F Patient passed away on February 5, 2021. There was no reaction after the shot was given, the patient's son said the death was not related to the vaccine. The patient had a bad case of shingles about a month prior to receiving the vaccine which the son said had been hard on the patient, the patient was also 90 years old.  Per the son, the patient's doctor had wanted the patient to get the vaccine.  Due to the close proximity of the date the vaccine was given and the date Patient passed away we wanted to complete the VAERS form.

1024343 02/05/2021 02/09/2021 02/11/2021 HI 75.0 75 Y F PATIENT ARRIVED TO ED ON 2/9 IN FULL CARDIAC ARREST Y

1024420 01/21/2021 01/24/2021 02/11/2021 CA 65.0 65 Y F Patient had the first Moderna Covid vaccine on Thursday 1/21/2021.  She had a bit of sore arm on that day and the day after.  On Saturday 1/23/2021, she had a fever of 100.5 F (11AM), nausea, light headache and chills. The temperature went down after she took ibuprofen.  Patient's husband enrolled her to V-Safe to report all the adverse effects she experienced. On Sunday 1/24/2021, her temperature was 98.3F. She still had nausea and no appetite.  She and her husband watched a football game in their bedroom upstairs.  Husband noticed that his wife was pacing around the room many times. At 7Pm, Husband went downstairs for dinner but she refused to come down to eat. He went upstairs around 8pm, TV was still on. He turned off TV and went down stairs again thinking his wife felt as sleep while watching TV. He went back upstairs for bed around 10:30 PM. Husband said his wife had a deviated septum so she would snore very loudly when asleep.  He didn?t hear her snoring so he went to check on her and found her not responsive.  Husband called emergency services. Paramedic came at 10:45 and said patient was passed. Husband sent many texts to V-safe after that to report the incident. No response was received from V-safe. Patient?s doctor told her husband that she died due to cardiac arrest.

1024539 01/15/2021 02/08/2021 02/11/2021 AZ 75.0 75 Y F patient tested positive for covid on 1/29/21. was hospitalized on 2/8/21  for shortness of breath, generalized weakness, nausea. Y Y 8

1024592 02/02/2021 02/11/2021 02/11/2021 CA 80.0 80 Y F No adverse reactions noted. Resident is on hospice for end of life care for terminal diagnosis cerebral atherosclerosis. Experiencing respiratory distress 2/10/2021 r/t to hospice prognosis.

1024626 02/01/2021 02/06/2021 02/11/2021 CA 81.0 81 Y M DEATH ON 5TH DAY OF 2ND DOSE.

1024627 02/02/2021 02/11/2021 02/11/2021 LA 77.0 77 Y M covid shot 2/2; feel bad 2/5; covid positive diagnosis  - 2/8 s/s cough, fever, shortness of breath , hypertension, afib (in er) - admitted  went into DIC per intensivist 2/11 patient died Y Y

1024743 02/01/2021 02/11/2021 02/11/2021 CA 74.0 74 Y F pt became lethargic, stopped eating.  No fever;  no nausea

1024788 01/13/2021 02/01/2021 02/11/2021 MO 90.0 90 Y F Pt had passed away before second dose given.

1024790 01/13/2021 02/01/2021 02/11/2021 MO 91.0 91 Y F Pt had passed away before second dose given.

1024795 01/13/2021 02/01/2021 02/11/2021 MO 86.0 86 Y F Pt had passed away before second dose given.

1024817 02/11/2021 02/12/2021 02/11/2021 GU 68.0 68 Y M Patient was coded and expired Code Blue:  Patient was in dialysis, after 30 minutes his sbp dropped to 60s he was given 4 albumin. Patient who was responsive before that became unresponsive, had seizure like activity, lost pulse and spontaneous breathing.  HD stopped. Code called. Cpr started.  A few minutes into cpr patient  started to profusely bleed - gi bleed and ventilation became very hard., intubation was very difficult and ventilation hard as we suctioned large amounts of aspirated blood. Patient was eventually intubated. More than 8 doses of epi ws given, sodium bicarbonate * 2 given with continuous  cpr. It was mostly PEA with one shockable rhythym. And shock delivered for vfib.   patient continued to profusely bleed, og insertion was not successful and effective ventilation was very tough due to massive aspiration,. Possible variceal rupture with cpr from his cirrhosis is likely scenario.  After 30 minutes of unsuccessful ventilation and acls protocol. Code was stopped.Y 2

1024853 01/30/2021 02/10/2021 02/11/2021 MA 78.0 78 Y F Feb 8 states she had a cold. Feb 9 added stomach ache and nausea.  Feb 9 visited urgent care facility for exam and Covid-19 test. Rapid test results were negative. Appeared tired but fine.  Told to go home and rest. Feb 10 at 9:00 am found dead on the floor  in pool of blood and aspirated. Excessive blood in toilet, pooled on floor and hallway rug.

1025472 02/10/2021 02/10/2021 02/11/2021 CA 65.0 65 Y M Patient received COVID19 vaccine at clinic at 11:52 am,  discharge post treatment stable.  Got home around 2:30 pm went to bed.  He usually got tired post dialysis. He did not wake up at 6 pm.  His wife went check on him. found patient cold and unresponsive.  911 pulseless PEA. ER Medical hospital. Pronounced death at 7:40 pmY

1025079 02/09/2021 02/10/2021 02/12/2021 NE 90.0 90 Y M Patient found by  family in his home  deceased  on the morning of 02/10/2021.

1025081 02/04/2021 02/06/2021 02/12/2021 VA 61.0 61 Y M No reported adverse reactions from 1st or 2nd vaccine doses Patient died on 2/6/2021 at Correctional facility- autopsy was performed at medical examiner's office. The COD was artherosclerotic cardiovascular disease

1025299 02/07/2021 02/12/2021 FL 86.0 86 Y F Systemic: Other- Patient died - cause unknown; 1 day

1025330 01/25/2021 02/10/2021 02/12/2021 AZ 87.0 87 Y M On 1/26 at breakfast table began vomiting.  Continued thru am when at noon a caregiver did his O2 saturation and found it was 75%.  This was confirmed, and resent sent to ER . Y 16

1025398 02/05/2021 02/07/2021 02/12/2021 IL 77.0 77 Y F Patient received vaccine on 2/5.  We were told on 2/9 that the patient visited another emergency department on 2/6 but no information was given as to what prompted that visit.  She was sent home.  Daughter found her on 2/6 or 2/ 7 unresponsive and she died.

1025493 02/09/2021 02/11/2021 02/12/2021 AR 65.0 65 Y F Patient expired on the morning of 2/11/2021.  No known adverse events prior to death.  Patient was observed for 20 to 25 minutes after administration of vaccine and reported experiencing no signs or symptoms of adverse events at that time.

1025579 02/11/2021 02/11/2021 02/12/2021 LA 76.0 76 Y F Patient received the vaccine at an outside healthcare facility on 2/11/21. At approximately 1 pm she screamed out and fell out of her chair. EMS was called and patient was found to be in Vfib. ACLS was performed for approximately 42 minutes prior to arrival at ED. At that time the patient had been pulseless for 25 minutes. Patient received 450 mg of amiodarone, epinephrine x7, sodium bicarbonate x2, and 7 AED shocks. In the ED 3 more doses of epinephrine were given, one more dose of sodium bicarbonate, and 5 additional shocks. ROSC was not achieved and time of death was called at 1416.

1025641 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 02/12/2021 NE 85.0 85 Y M Complained of dizziness on January 18,th seen by MD this date.  Passed away on 22nd.

1026021 02/12/2021 MD Y M a male patient received the pneumonia shot 12 days after the first dose of the vaccine; he had died; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer or other non hcp.   A 76 years old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID 19 immunisation and received pneumococcal 13-val conj vac (dipht crm197 protein) (PNEUMOCOCCAL 13-VAL CONJ VAC (DIPHT CRM197 PROTEIN)), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date 12 days after bnt162b2 at single dose for immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient died on an unspecified date. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  Pfizer is Marketing Authorization Holder of pneumococcal 13-val conj vac (dipht crm197 protein) in the reporter's country. This may be a duplicate report in situations where another Marketing Authorization Holder of pneumococcal 13-val conj vac (dipht crm197 protein) has submitted the same report to the regulatory authorities.  Information on lot and batch number has been requested.  Follow-up: (08Feb2021): Lot/batch number is not available despite the follow-up attempts made. Follow-up attempts are completed. No further information is expected.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: a male patient received the pneumonia shot 12 days after the first dose of the vaccine; he had died

1026045 02/01/2021 02/08/2021 02/12/2021 NE 75.0 75 Y F On 2/7/21 resident complainted of not feeling well, nausea, vomiting and weakness sent to ER passed away. Y 2

1026095 01/16/2021 02/12/2021 02/12/2021 90.0 90 Y M DEATH 2/12/21

1026141 01/16/2021 02/12/2021 02/12/2021 82.0 82 Y M death 2/12/21

1026233 01/18/2021 02/11/2021 02/12/2021 ND 89.0 89 Y M patient developed autoimmune thrombocytopenia Y 9

1026270 02/11/2021 02/11/2021 02/12/2021 WI 90.0 90 Y F At 10:33 am Patient pushed her pendant for staff, staff arrived to her apartment and Patient was found unresponsive in her bathroom. Patient received her second COVID-19 Pfizer vaccine about 75 minuets prior to this, she had no adverse reaction's within the first hour of receiving the second dose. CPR was started until paramedics arrived, they took over and tried to resuscitate. Patient was pronounced dead at 11:33 am at scene.

1026362 01/01/2021 02/06/2021 02/12/2021 PA 32.0 32 Y M Patient stated he had a migraine after the vaccine. We were advised of a change in appetite on Thursday February 4th. Patient died on February 6th.

1026379 02/09/2021 02/09/2021 02/12/2021 OH 58.0 58 Y M patient 6 hours post vaccination

1026396 01/14/2021 01/23/2021 02/12/2021 MO 90.0 90 Y F Patient  experienced loss of taste and lack of appetite. Passed away on 1/23/21.

1026443 02/09/2021 02/09/2021 02/12/2021 MS 76.0 76 Y F Received first 1/15/2021 with no adverse reaction.  Received 2nd dose 2/9 @ 0846 with no adverse reaction or report of feeling ill.  Traveled to store and arrived approx. 2 hours after receiving vaccine.  Daughter stated patient felt well and had to go to the restroom to have BM.  Collapsed in bathroom.  Transported by ambulance to Hospital @ 1439 in cardiac arrest.  Was in PEA and went in v fib back to PEA. Resuscitation efforts initiated and patient expired with time noted at hospital records at 15:11.

1026451 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 02/12/2021 IN 90.0 90 Y F Resident expired 2/2/2021 one day after the vaccine

1026492 02/11/2021 02/11/2021 02/12/2021 MA 82.0 82 Y F The individual received the vaccine around 12:00pm on 02/11/21. Around 9pm the individual went to lay down on the couch at home and started to have difficulty breathing. Within 30 minutes the individual became week and unresponsive. She was transported to the hospital where she was pronounced deceased at 11:44 pm on 02/11/21.Y Y

1026499 02/05/2021 02/05/2021 02/12/2021 WI 75.0 75 Y F Resident reviewed for incident. Resident received the second dose of the Moderna Covid-19 vaccine lot# 016M20A Exp 5/2/2021 on 2/5/2021 from clinic through pharmacy.  Resident had her temp/O2 taken on AM shift and was 98.6/93%, beginning PM shift 98.4/95%. A few hours later noted that resident to have chills and was shaking RN assessment completed and vitals taken resident noted to have temp of 102.2, oxygen 95%, pulse 110. Resident alert and oriented at that time and talking to staff. Reported findings to APNP with order to send to ER. 911 called, residents brother updated. Upon EMT arrival RN went down to residents room with EMT and resident had an emesis as resident was getting cleaned up resident went unresponsive. Pulse noted to still be present at that time, resident did briefly respond to sternal rub and then went unresponsive again. Resident full code and EMT transferred to gurney and said that if they lost a pulse in route that they would transfer to hospital B instead of hospital A being the closest facility. RN called brother and gave update. Facility notified from Hospital that resident had passed away.

1026534 02/03/2021 02/09/2021 02/12/2021 MO 97.0 97 Y M resident had a stroke, sent to the hospital and died 4 days later Y 4

1026581 01/15/2021 02/04/2021 02/12/2021 WA 71.0 71 Y M He had sudden death on Feb 4th. Unclear if this could be related to vaccination but since it was close in timing report has been filed.  No known immediate reaction to vaccination.

1026671 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 02/12/2021 TN 95.0 95 Y F The vaccine was administered at the patient's residence in an assisted living facility. The morning following the vaccination staff report that she was very agitated and stated she did not feel well. They called an ambulance and she was transported to a local ER, staff report that it was not at the hospital that the patient is usually seen by when when she has issues and they were concerned that the facility did not have her medical history to treat her properly. The patient's grandson reported back to the assisted living director that the patient was diagnosed with asymptomatic pneumonia, was transferred to the ICU and passed away in the night.

1026699 01/20/2021 01/30/2021 02/12/2021 OH 95.0 95 Y M Had a stroke 3 days after round one of Covid vaccine and subsequently died the next week due to complications of stroke. Upon admission to hospital, was in afib.

1026752 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 02/12/2021 OH 77.0 77 Y F Developed vomiting, seizure and cardiac arrest, V Fib Y

1026841 02/11/2021 02/12/2021 02/12/2021 WY 80.0 80 Y M Resident passed away this morning.  No signs or symptoms prior to his death of an issue with the vaccine.  He was an end stage dementia resident at the nursing home.

1026980 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 02/12/2021 OH 80.0 80 Y M Patient reported to Emergency room on 01/23/2021 with complaint of nausea. According to ER record patient reported he received a COVID 19 vaccine Pfizer the day before.   Work up in the ER (CT ABD PELVIS) reveal a clotted of SMA. CT CHEST REVEALED  BILATERAL PULMONARY EMBOLUS. THE PATIENT WAS TRANSFERRED TO THE STATE HOSPITAL. HE WAS SCHEDULED FOR EMERGENT VASCULAR SURGERY WHICH WAS CANCELLED AS THE PATIENT DIED SHORTLY AFTER HIS ARRIVAL.Y 2

1027051 02/12/2021 02/12/2021 02/12/2021 CA 78.0 78 Y F Few minutes post vaccination, after moving to observation area via wheelchair, the patient complained of dizziness. She took glucose tabs she had brought with her. Staff wheeled her to Triage # 1.  Her eyes rolled back in her head and she lost consciousness. Staff (paramedics on site) transferred her to gurney and started compressions. AED placed, V- Fib was rhythm, Shock # 1 given, CPR resumed. Shocked again.  Fire truck and additional EMT arrived on site and  took over care. Epinephrine was given 3 times via intra-osseous route, Amiodarone given intra-osseous route.  Additional defibrillation with on site AED for a total of 6-7 times. Patient had good chest rise with ambu-bag, no airway obstruction or peri-oral edema noted.  Code called at 12:40 PM.

1027071 01/28/2021 02/09/2021 02/12/2021 WA 101.0 101 Y M Adverse reaction to the vaccine started with variable weakness beginning 1/29/2021.  On 1/30/21 around 8:30pm, he needed assistance in the bathroom related to weakness and had what was later identified as a stroke with left side weakness and slurred speech.  In accordance with his wishes, he had care at home.  Due to his advanced age and frailty, a CT scan was not pursued.  The 325 mg of aspirin that he was previously taking daily was discontinued.  After the stroke, he needed total care. Hospice was established at home.  Nursing assistant care was delivered by daughter.  Death followed 9 days later (2/9/2021).

1027141 01/29/2021 02/12/2021 02/12/2021 OR 79.0 79 Y M The patient reported feeling well.  I discussed with him the Covid-19 vaccine and he was able to state that he wanted it and to sign his consent form.  The facility reported they had discussed this with him and he had agreed prior to my visit.

1027158 02/10/2021 02/12/2021 02/12/2021 CA 95.0 95 Y F death. Per son pt was not  feeling well after the vaccination "like her legs were weak." Son found the mom in her bed 1am on 2/12/2021 unresponsive.

1027258 01/22/2021 01/24/2021 02/12/2021 CA 91.0 91 Y F Resident was given the Pfizer vaccine on January 22, 2021, nausea and shortness of breath was taken to the Hospital on the 23rd of January and passed on the 24, 2021 Y 2

1027300 02/06/2021 02/12/2021 02/12/2021 KS 90.0 90 Y M Nausea, vomiting and generalized weakness. Y 2

1027502 01/14/2021 01/16/2021 02/13/2021 MO 86.0 86 Y M My dad received his first COVID vaccine on January 14, 2021.  On January 16, 2021 he ate breakfast around 7:00 am and went back to his room.  When the staff checked on him around 8:00 am they found my dad unresponsive.  His blood pressure was over 220 and his pulse was 43.  They began manual CPR until the paramedics arrived, but my dad died.

1027503 02/02/2021 02/08/2021 02/13/2021 MA 77.0 77 Y M Patient died on 02/08/2021

1027619 02/10/2021 02/11/2021 02/13/2021 PA 41.0 41 Y M Swollen leg/pain- taken to urgent care- became unresponsive - CPR initiated- expired

1027757 01/25/2021 01/28/2021 02/13/2021 PA 77.0 77 Y F Death

1027967 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 02/13/2021 MI 76.0 76 Y M Patient received vaccination on 1/15/2021. Hemorrhagic Stroke on 1/20 , then diagnosed with complicated idiopathic coagulopathy

1028101 01/22/2021 01/23/2021 02/13/2021 IN 70.0 70 Y M Pt develops left leg pain The day after vaccination in AM subsequently drove approximately 150 miles On his way back stopped at his brothers place for lunch. He then collapsed coning down the steps, EMS started CPR. took him to ER  Resuscitated briefly  but went into CardioPulm Arrest again and PEA Resucitaion for aprox 1 hour but was unsuccessful. Noted to have Left leg more swollen than Right by 3 to 4 CM presumed to have died from massive Pulmonary embolism and inferior wall myocardial ischemia

1028166 02/09/2021 02/10/2021 02/13/2021 TN 95.0 95 Y F Patient was found unresponsive on her kitchen floor about 9:45 AM on February 10, 2021 approximately 18 hours after receiving her first Covid-19 vaccination. Exact time of the event is unknown. She was known to get up between 6:30 and 7:30 AM. It appeared that she had not eaten breakfast nor taken any medication that morning. She was taken by ambulance to Medical Center where a CT scan showed an unrecoverable massive brain hemorrhage. She died at approximately 3:50 PM after the respirator was removed. She was sent to the local Medical Examiner afterwards.Y

1028217 02/01/2021 02/01/2021 02/13/2021 MI 72.0 72 Y M DEATH

1028476 01/21/2021 01/28/2021 02/13/2021 AR 79.0 79 Y F She started having breathing problems/heart attack appearance. on 1/22/21 and went to the ER. Upon admittance was told it was an anaphylactic shock from the Covid shot. They kept her in ICU and released her 1/23/21. At 12:45 am on 1/24/21 she passed out and we called the ambulance. Hospital admitted her and worked through multiple organ failure issues and thought her numbers were under control. She was released on 1/27/21 and was driving on 1/28/21 around 4:15 pm and appears to have had heart failure and had a wreck. She passed away that day.Y 6

1028596 02/10/2021 02/13/2021 02/13/2021 NC 94.0 94 Y F *extreme* fatigue.  could not awaken for more than few seconds. When briefly awake she was coherent and not confused.   slept deeply from 4pm and could not wake to eat or drink.  No fever, bp normal, blood oxygen ok.  Blood sugar at 11pm was 230.  Gave her 15u lantus at 11pm (normally 25u).  Was sleeping at 2:30am but had died at next check at 3:30am.

1031176 02/02/2021 02/12/2021 02/13/2021 75.0 74 Y M Death Narrative: Patient received Covid vaccine on 2/2/21, person reports his legs were more rigid with some sweating the day of the vaccination with leg rigidity that was slowly improving. No other adverse effects reported for following 7 days. Person states he had vomiting episode earlier this week, person states he had no other symptoms before or after the vomiting episodes. On morning of 2/12/21, person reports patient got up ready for breakfast with no issues. She says he asked for chorizo and oatmeal but she laughed and said don't you mean chorizo and eggs. He said yes. They got him into W/C and he was rolling himself into dining room got stuck in hallway. She says he took several breaths then 3 very deep breaths and passed away. She called 911 they took his VS but he has passed. She told them to leave him along no resuscitation.

1031189 01/05/2021 02/09/2021 02/13/2021 58.0 57 Y F COVID 19 symptoms and a positive test was confirmed on 1/6, employee noted previous exposure to positive family members Narrative: Employee noted exposure to COVID prior to presenting for 1st dose of vaccine on 1/5/21. On 1/6/21 employee reported the onset of symptoms and was tested and was confirmed COVID positive that day. Positive result was reported to employee health on 1/8/21. Employee Health continued to track employees progress and was informed of the need for hospitalization on 1/14/21. Course of hospitalization noted the need for intubation and significant issue with comorbid condition (rheumatoid arthritis). Employee died on 2/9/2021. Unable to confirm a direct connection to Vaccine vs. COVID infection, but felt it should be reported.

1032193 01/30/2021 01/31/2021 02/13/2021 IL 83.0 83 Y F Patient received his first dose of Covid vaccine on Jan. 30, 2021. On Jan 31, 2021 at 6:08 AM, patient noted unresponsive per facility. Code blue was called and 911 dispatched. He expired in the ER. 02/13/2021

1028778 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 02/14/2021 CA 46.0 46 Y M On December 17, 2020, my husband, received his first BioNTech BNT162b2 COVID-19 vaccination. On Thursday January 7, 2021, he received this second COVID-19 vaccination. The following three days after his second vaccination, he felt fine. The fourth day, on Sunday January 10, my husband felt extremely fatigued. On Monday the 11th and Tuesday the 12th, he worked a full shift but complained of extreme fatigue and extreme chills to the point that his teeth were chattering while on the phone with me. He decided to work through it. When he got home on Monday night, he started vomiting. On Wednesday January 13, he woke up and had swollen eyes. Once again, he felt extremely fatigued, even after a full nights rest. He had the day off but had an early meeting. After his meeting, he was still tired so he went back to sleep. I left to get lunch, and drop off our kids, and upon my return, I found him on the walk in closet floor, face up, having passed away. He felt as cold as ice. The rapid test done after they called the paramedics resulted in a negative COVID-19 test for him.

1028885 12/21/2020 02/08/2021 02/14/2021 FL 91.0 91 Y M Patient (now deceased) received 1st dose of Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine around December 21, 2020 and was noticed to be scratching, fatigued, and unresponsive by a family member on December 24, 2020. He received the second dose of the same vaccine around January 22, 2021. Pockmarks and bleeding scratch marks were noted by a family member on the patient's face prior to this second dose. On January 28, 2021 a family member was alerted that the patient was suffering from severe bullous pemphigoid- a skin condition that has never been experienced by the patient, has been reported to be related to COVID-19 viral infection, and to T-cell responses promoted by vaccines. A corticosteroid was given, but did not work. Blisters developed to the point hands had to be dressed.

1028921 01/26/2021 02/05/2021 02/14/2021 FL 85.0 85 Y M Patient had no energy in the first 24 hours and then began a steady decline that started with vomiting after 48 hours, then an inability to swallow and ultimately the patients death on 2/5/21.

1029003 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 02/14/2021 FL 82.0 82 Y F I video chatted with her Thursday after receiving the vaccine. My mom was in poor health but she was talking in complete sentences and responded appropriately. She was upright in bed and made eye contact. She smiled and denied pain. By Sunday, she was extremely weak and unable to sip water with a straw. Her health had changed dramatically and rapidly. She moaned in pain and was very fatigued. Her condition continued to deteriorate over the week and she stopped talking and was constantly sleeping. They started antibiotics for the oozing cancer lesion and then morphine for pain and end of life care. She passed away on January 22nd which was 15 days post vaccination.

1029068 02/07/2021 02/09/2021 02/14/2021 WI 79.0 79 Y M Patient was given vaccine the following day he died ,

1029335 02/09/2021 02/14/2021 02/14/2021 IA 77.0 77 Y M Cardiopulmonary arrest

1029374 01/31/2021 02/05/2021 02/14/2021 CA 81.0 81 Y M On 2/4/21, at around 3:00pm he began feeling very tired and he began burping in the evening.  The following morning, he woke up early and was still burping and not feeling well.  At around 5:00am, he collapsed.  My mother called 9-1-1 and began giving CPR.  The parademics arrived and tried to revive him, and transported him to the hospital but at 6:11am, he was pronounced dead of a heart attack.  He was healthy.

1029412 02/02/2021 02/09/2021 02/14/2021 NY 69.0 69 Y M Death

1029511 01/21/2021 02/08/2021 02/14/2021 VA 80.0 80 Y M Developed severe shortness of breath. Y 2

1029514 01/06/2021 02/09/2021 02/14/2021 NC 71.0 71 Y M patient deceased

1029554 01/17/2021 02/01/2021 02/14/2021 GA 66.0 66 Y M Patient died suddenly on 2/1/21 from unknown causes according to his son.

1029744 01/18/2021 02/13/2021 02/14/2021 OK 93.0 93 Y M right arm swelling  immediately after injection. followed by bilateral lower leg edema, chills and body aches that continued  daily at 2 weeks post immunization admin  2/4/21 treated with  dexamethasone 6mg PO x 7 days- this resolved his s/s   2/13/21 patient passed away at facility

1029790 02/05/2021 02/05/2021 02/14/2021 CA 95.0 95 Y F Taken to Emergency about 8 hours later and died in ER

1030011 02/15/2021 Y U taking Eliquis who died after receiving the Pfizer-BioNtech Covid-l9; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer based on information received by Pfizer from Bristol-Myers Squibb (manufacturer control number US-BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY-BMS-2021-014171), license party for apixaban (ELIQUIS).  This spontaneous case was reported by a non-health professional and describes the occurrence of DEATH (taking Eliquis who died after receiving the Pfizer-BioNtech Covid-l9) in patient of an unknown age and gender who received apixaban (Eliquis) for an unknown indication. CO-SUSPECT PRODUCTS included Covid-19 Vaccine. On an unknown date, the patient started Eliquis (unknown route) and Covid-19 Vaccine (unknown route). DEATH occurred on an unknown date. The cause of death was not reported. It is unknown if an autopsy was performed. The doctor died after taking Eliquis with Covid-19 Vaccine. For Eliquis(Unknown), the reporter did not provide any causality assessments. This case was linked to US-BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY-BMS-2021-012621 (Linked Report).; Sender's Comments: BMS Medical Evaluation Comment: This patient died after receiving apixaban therapy. Patient also received COVID-19 vaccine.  Based on the limited information available regarding the cause of death and autopsy details, it cannot be ascertained with the reasonable possibility that the apixaban could have caused the event.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1030025 02/15/2021 OK Y M Death; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and the patient was died.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided.  On an unknown date, the patient received his first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number unknown) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, the patient was died.  Treatment of this event was not provided.  The patient was died. The cause of death was not provided. Autopsy details were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male patient (unknown age), who experienced event of death (cause unknown). The event occurred on an unknown date after the first and last dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Autopsy and cause of death were not reported.  Based on the current available limited information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are assessed as possibly related.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Death

1030132 02/15/2021 Y U a doctor died of low platelet and brain bleed 16 days after the vaccine; a doctor died of low platelet and brain bleed 16 days after the vaccine; The is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient (doctor) died of low platelet and brain bleed 16 days after the vaccine. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: a doctor died of low platelet and brain bleed 16 days after the vaccine; a doctor died of low platelet and brain bleed 16 days after the vaccine

1030270 02/15/2021 AZ Y M died from heart problems; suspected vaccination failure; shingles; pain; This case was reported by a consumer via interactive digital media and described the occurrence of heart disorder in a elderly male patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingles vaccine) for prophylaxis.   The patient's past medical history included shingles (had shingles when he was 8 years.).   On an unknown date, the patient received Shingles vaccine. On an unknown date, unknown after receiving Shingles vaccine, the patient experienced heart disorder (serious criteria death), vaccination failure (serious criteria GSK medically significant), shingles and pain. On an unknown date, the outcome of the heart disorder was fatal and the outcome of the vaccination failure, shingles and pain were unknown. The reported cause of death was heart disorder.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the heart disorder, vaccination failure, shingles and pain to be related to Shingles vaccine.  Additional details were reported as follows: The patient received shingrix in his early 80s and he ended up  with shingles. The patient had bad pain until he  died from  heart problems.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Heart disorder

1030273 12/28/2020 12/30/2020 02/15/2021 Y U Death; A spontaneous report was received from a reporter concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and passed away.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on 28 Dec 2020 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 30 Dec 2020, 2am the patient passed away. Administrator marked as natural causes. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not applicable.  The outcome of the event was fatal. The patient died on 30 Dec 2020. The cause of death was reported as unknown.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event, passed away.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender. The medical history and concomitant medication is not provided. The patient experienced Death. The event occurred approximately one day after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown). Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded. The benefit-risk relationship of Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine is not affected by this report.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1030323 02/03/2021 02/05/2021 02/15/2021 WI 66.0 66 Y M Patient had COVID vaccination on 2/3 with no adverse s/s before leaving unit.  Upon coming to treatment Friday 2/5 he reported to the RN that he had fallen on thursday 2/4 due to "getting up fast"  did not hit head or hurt anything per RN discussion.  Began treatment without difficulty.  About 3/4 way through treatment was  talking with staff and became unresponsive - code was called and pt expired after 30 minute resuscitation efforts.

1030468 02/11/2021 02/13/2021 02/15/2021 NE 76.0 76 Y M Pt presents to ER with increased weakness, hypoxia,  history of COPD, but not oxygen dependent., hypotension.  Acute Kidney failure  noted in labs,  not previously  diagnosed , new hyperkalemia.  BP 73/39, HR 67. dopamine  initiated, and switched to Levophed.  Oxygen Sat  86%, requiring 10 L  O2.  Transferred from this critical access hospital to another Hospital.  Expires later 2-13-2021Y

1030557 02/10/2021 02/15/2021 PA 69.0 69 Y F According to her husband, approximately 3 hours after vaccine, patients clasped and was instantly unconscious.  She was pronounced dead upon arrival to hospital and physician told husband that she had suffered a burst abdominal aneurysm and passed immediately.  Nothing was out of ordinary during vaccination and during 15 minute wait time after.

1030586 02/11/2021 02/14/2021 02/15/2021 PA 65.0 65 Y M This individual's employer informed our facility that he passed away at his home on 2/14/2021. Since he was not brought into our hospital, we do not have information regarding other health conditions or active medications. Since this individual received his second covid vaccine three days prior, this was reported to Moderna in addition to this VAERS report being completed. The coroner for County can be contacted.

1030599 01/18/2021 02/15/2021 WY 84.0 84 Y M Systemic: Flushed / Sweating-Mild, Systemic: Other- Death-Severe

1030701 02/08/2021 02/15/2021 02/15/2021 FL 76.0 76 Y F unknown, husband reported hospitalization 02/12 and deceased  02/15 Y 4

1030712 02/09/2021 02/12/2021 02/15/2021 MI 74.0 74 Y M 2/10: Fever, fatigue, tylenol 2/11 @ 1300: pt made DNR, hospice consulted 2/11 @ 1800 decreased LOC, increased RR, fever, chills - 1/5L NS bolus IV, rectal tylenol. Refusing to eat/drink, PO morphine 2/12 @ 16:30, deceased at facility **resident was not doing well prior to vaccination

1030729 01/15/2021 02/01/2021 02/15/2021 AZ 79.0 79 Y M deceased, 2/1/21

1030787 02/04/2021 02/15/2021 IL 67.0 67 Y M Pt admitted from home with intermittent nausea, dry heaving, and central chest pressure which self resolve in 2 minutes since 2/6/21. Called 911 on 2/12/21 due to sustained episode that did not resolve. EMS treated with aspirin and nitroglycerin prior to arrival to ED. In ED patient became unresponsive and went into full cardiac arrest -CPR and ACLS care initiated. STEMI with AV conduction block. 2nd degree a-v block type II - significant bradycardia - temoprary pacemaker placed - Vfib -PEA.  Time of death 0955 on 2/12/21  Patient recieved first dose of Moderna Covid vaccine on 2/4/21

1030852 02/15/2021 Y U Died; A spontaneous report was received from a reporter concerning a unknown patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and passed away.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, the patient passed away. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with RNA-1273 in response to the event was not applicable.  The patient died on unknown date. The cause of death was reported as unknown. Autopsy details were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender. The patient's medical history was not provided.  The fatal, unexpected event of death occurred on an unknown date after the administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273 on an unknown date. The cause of death was reported as unknown. Autopsy details were unknown. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded. Additional information regarding the autopsy report, date of the mRNA administration, day of death, medical information and details of concomitant product are all required for further assessment of causality.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1030860 02/15/2021 Y U two patient died after vaccination with INFLUENZA; Initial information received on 10-Feb-2021 regarding an unsolicited valid serious case received from a consumer/non-healthcare professional.  This case involves two patients (unspecified age and gender) who died after receiving INFLUENZA VACCINE (death).  The medical history, medical treatment(s), vaccination(s) and family history were not provided.  On an unknown date, two patients received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer (lot number and expiry date not reported) via unknown route in unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, two patients died after vaccination with INFLUENZA (death) unknown latency following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE..  The event was also assessed as medically significant.  It was unknown if the patients experienced any additional symptoms/events.  It was unknown if there were lab data/results available.  It was not reported if the patients received a corrective treatment before death.  An autopsy was not done and the actual cause of death was not reported at the time of reporting.  The reporter could not provide any other information about the case.  Information on the batch number was requested.; Sender's Comments: This case concerns two patients (unspecified age and gender), who died after vaccination with INFLUENZA VACCINE (death) (produced by unknown manufacturer). The time to onset was unknown. However, patients medical condition at the time of vaccination, autopsy result and lab tests ruling out alternate etiologies were not reported. Based upon the reported information, the role of the vaccine cannot be assessed.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: lost 2 friends who took it

1030893 02/03/2021 02/12/2021 02/15/2021 WI 92.0 92 Y F Resident had slight/slow decline in health prior to vaccine but continued to be able to walk around with walker at community. The day of the vaccine she had a fever. 2 days after vaccine resident did not get out of bed all day and refused to eat. She had small amounts of orange juice as her blood sugar level was low due to not eating. Resident was diagnosed with a UTI and began an oral antibiotic. 3 days after and on day 5 after vaccine resident began feeling weak and had a fall on each day. The following day again resident spent the day in bed. The next day she was quite restless, was on the edge of her bed attempting to self transfer often throughout the day. Resident continued to be restless on the 10th of Feb, had further decline on the 11th of Feb. Resident passed away early the AM of Feb. 12th.

1031494 12/20/2020 02/15/2021 IA Y F Spouse awoke 20Dec and found spouse dead; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored report Corporate (Pfizer) Social Media Platforms. A non-contactable consumer (patient's husband) reported that a female patient of an unspecified age (Age: 89, Units: Unknown) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Formulation: Solution for injection, Lot number: EH9899, Expiry date: unknown), intramuscular on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that spouse awoke  and found spouse dead on 20Dec2020. Patient was not transferred to hospital. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Spouse awoke 20Dec and found spouse dead

1031544 02/11/2021 02/14/2021 02/15/2021 IA 90.0 90 Y F Patient family had been noticing onset confusion for a few weeks prior to vaccine and event. Patient was taken to ED when found unconscious and died of a subdural hemorrhage a few days after vaccine clinic at retirement home.

1031593 02/11/2021 02/13/2021 02/15/2021 GA 81.0 81 Y M On February 11, 2021 around 10:15 am, patient was given the Moderna brand COVID-19 vaccination. After his vaccination, he was instructed to wait around for 15 minutes after the administration of the vaccine. During this time, there were no reported issues with the patient. On February 15, 2021 around 9:15am, patient's wife called the pharmacy and spoke with the pharmacist informing her that patient had passed away in his sleep on Saturday evening. Patient's wife inquired about whether death may have been caused by an adverse reaction to the vaccine. During the call patient's wife mentioned that patient slept a lot the day of the vaccine and the day after. patient's wife mentioned that patient woke up Saturday to eat breakfast and lunch. She states that later that evening, she found patient asleep and cold which she then realized that he'd passed away.

1031595 12/29/2020 02/07/2021 02/15/2021 KY 84.0 84 Y M Unresponsive, Increase BP and H. Hospital Dx Renal Failure

1031629 02/08/2021 02/11/2021 02/15/2021 IA 85.0 85 Y F Patient became nauseated about 10 minutes after vaccine administered, this subsided but returned several hours after the vaccine was given. She continued with intractable nausea and vomiting for about 24 hours.  This patient was enrolled in hospice and she continued to decline and refused to eat or drink. She was taking Ibuprofen due to intractable back pain. Her emesis was coffee ground color. After this her condition continued to decline until her death

1031767 01/30/2021 02/04/2021 02/15/2021 MN 93.0 93 Y F 1/31/2021 12:50 Nursing Note Note Text: Res had low BP, low O2 sats, 30 breaths per minute, eyes open wide, making confused utterances. Started supplemental oxygen via NC, 2L, then 3L. Sats went up to 93% for a while, Sprvsr called. Unable to auscultate Left lung sounds. Called to update Res daughter. Called to page NP, writer went back to assess Res and O2 sats were 88%, turned O2 to 4LPM, called 911 for transport to Hospital ED. Left around 1030. NP called back afterwards, was updated. Family updated that Res was sent to Hospital ED.  Note Text: Received phone call from daughter as well as information from hospital. Resident has pneumonia with septic shock. She is on abx and had thoracentesis performed for large pleural effusion. [linked]Y 5

1031780 01/23/2021 02/05/2021 02/15/2021 NY 91.0 91 Y M Patient was not seen at our facilities prior to or after COVID-19 vaccination. Patient received first dose on 1/23/2021 and as reported by the family member, patient expired on 2/5/21. Symptoms were reported to have stared on 2/1/2021, 9 days after receiving the first dose with a drop in oxygen levels and fever.  He was reported to also have a history of chronic lung disease.  Patient's family member to be contacted if necessary.

1031846 02/11/2021 02/12/2021 02/15/2021 WA 76 Y F Patient and her husband are elderly, but healthy and live independently. Patient took blood pressure medicine 'off and on' according to family. She was 5'2", 120 pounds and slim and healthy and active, so was her husband, though he had pulmonary fibrosis so they had been staying home and not attending church etc, and masking when they did go out to protect against covid disease. They were both vaccinated with covid Pfizer vaccine (dose #1) on Thursday Feb 11. (02/11/2021) Thursday night as they went to bed they checked in with each other on how they each felt. Patient said she felt totally fine, and her husband said his arm was a bit sore. Patient woke before her husband on Friday Feb 12, went downstairs and, from what the family can tell, fixed herself a snack, then sat on the sofa. Patient's husband found her deceased on the sofa. He called 911 and they asked him to do CPR until the paramedics arrived. Because of proximity to covid vaccine, the ME wanted to examine the body in the home and also ordered an autopsy. Autopsy was completed on the same day as death, Feb 12, 2021

1031909 01/08/2021 02/14/2021 02/15/2021 FL 56.0 56 Y F Pt received dose #1 of COVID-19 vaccine (Pfizer-BioNTech) on 12/18/20 and dose #2 ( Pfizer-BioNTech) on 1/8/21. On 1/30, patient was evaluated at urgent care due to back pain. No bloodwork done; metronidazole prescribed for 7 days. On 2/8, patient was admitted to outside hospital due to ongoing symptom progression. At time of admission, hgb 5 g/dL and plt 9k. Per Dr. (hematology/oncology), pt with schistocytes, LDH 1500, and elevated reticulocyte count consistent with thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP). SCr >2 mg/dL. Patient immediately treated with plasma exchange and steroids, however continued to decline. Patient expired on 2/14/21.Y 6

1031993 02/12/2021 02/13/2021 02/15/2021 MN 89.0 89 Y M Patient reported mild flu like symptoms from vaccination later that evening.  Next morning LTCF staff found pt deceased

1032161 01/12/2021 01/18/2021 02/15/2021 NH 86.0 86 Y M The day after the 2nd shot, patient developed blisters on his lips and mouth. The care facility said that he had a nut allergy -- but he had never been allergic to nuts. He stopped eating and drinking and his BP had dropped to 60/40. By Jan 16th they called to say he was dying and he passed away on 1/18/21.  Patient had COVID19 from Oct 29th - early November. By Nov 21st he had lost 40 lbs. He was 6'3" and had gone from 189lbs to 149 lbs with COVID. By Nov 21st when we could visit, he had recovered from COVID, but was very thin and weak. He could not bathroom alone and kept falling.  He didn't seem to have a bad reaction to the 1st COVID shot, But he immediately reacted to the 2nd shot and passed away within 6 days.

1032163 01/16/2021 02/11/2021 02/15/2021 GA 51.0 51 Y F Patient received dose #1 of COVID-19 vaccine on 1/16/21. Within 3 days, she developed petechiae up to ankles, later rising up to her knees. Pt admitted to hospital on 2/6/21 for symptomatic anemia 2/2 vaginal bleeding. Patient received 4 units FFP, 4 units PRBC, 1 unit cryoprecipitate, and vitamin K 5 mg IV. Also started on medroxyprogesterone 20 mg PO TID. Alectinib d/ced due to worsening liver function. Evalauted by OB/GYN and Hematology. Diagnosed with DIC. Patient with worsening bilateral lower extremity edema and purpura  with pain and weakness. Palliative care consulted. Patient passed away on 2/11.Y 5

1032230 08/19/2020 01/25/2021 02/15/2021 KY 66.0 66 Y M Muscle aches, particularly neck; swollen lymph nodes left supraclavicular; headache; fatigue.  These symptoms lasted for approximately two weeks.

1032252 01/07/2021 01/30/2021 02/15/2021 CA 96.0 96 Y M Resident tested COVID-19 confirmed positive a few days after covid vaccination.

1032265 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 02/15/2021 CA 89.0 89 Y F Resident tested NEGATIVE for COVID-19 last 1/25/2021. She was on monitoring for desaturation and low blood pressure on Jan. 27,2021

1032279 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 02/15/2021 CA 86.0 86 Y F Resident tested NEGATIVE for COVID-19 on 1/25/2021. She was on monitoring for declining in condition on 1/29/2021.

1032303 01/07/2021 02/05/2021 02/15/2021 CA 83.0 83 Y F On monitoring for declining in condition, loss of appetite and generalized body weakness on2/1/2021. Was confirmed COVID-19 positive 4/23/2020.

1032321 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 02/15/2021 CA 87.0 87 Y M Resident has shortness of breath on 1/19/2021 and was transferred to Hospital 1/20/2021

1032327 02/04/2021 02/13/2021 02/15/2021 CA 89.0 89 Y F On monitoring for weight loss .

1032575 01/19/2021 01/21/2021 02/16/2021 NV 56.0 56 Y F Two days later passed away; difficulty breathing, shortness of breath; difficulty breathing, gurgling; Not feeling well; Achiness; Severe fever; Chills; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a 56-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed fever, chills, achiness, shortness of breath, gurgling and unresponsive.     The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided.  On 19 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 042L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   After receiving the vaccine on 19 Jan 2021, the patient experienced fever, chills, shortness of breath, gurgling and achiness. On 21 Jan 2021, the patient was found unresponsive. Emergency medical services were called to perform life saving measures however, they were unsuccessful. No further treatment information was provided.   The patient died on 21 Jan 2021. The cause of death was reported as unknown. An autopsy was planned.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 56-year-old, female, who experienced a serious event of death, with many other events after receiving second dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot# 042L20A). Very limited information regarding these events has been provided at this time. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1032662 01/25/2021 02/05/2021 02/16/2021 UT 86.0 86 Y M Death

1032873 02/13/2021 02/15/2021 02/16/2021 FL 92.0 92 Y M He had rigors starting 6 pm the day after the vaccination. He was treated with one 500 mg tylenol. He had increased wheezing but did not complain of SOB. At 0400 the next morning, he died.

1032880 01/22/2021 02/10/2021 02/16/2021 KY 78.0 78 Y F Received Pfizer 1/22/2021. RNA+ 2/4/2021. S/S SOB, cough, confusion. COVID assoc. resp. failure, stage 4 lung cancer, COPD, HTN, former smoker. patient in hospice  and died 2/10/2021.

1033102 01/07/2021 02/11/2021 02/16/2021 WV 93.0 93 Y M Patient received first dose of vaccine on 1/7/21 at a community Public Health clinic.  On 1/29/21 he received a second dose at the community Public Health clinic.  On 2/5/21, the patient presented to the ED with complaints of shortness of breath worsening over the last 2 weeks.  Patient reported that he had decreased exercise capacity and increased coughing with sputum production intermittently.  Patient reported that he had been feeling chilled, but no fevers. Patient was admitted and treated with Decadron and Remdesivir.  Patient experienced increased oxygen requirement.  Patient was a DNI and did not want to be on life support.  After discussion with the patient and family, patient was moved to comfort care. passed away on 2/11/21.Y 6
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1033155 02/11/2021 02/11/2021 02/16/2021 SD 64.0 64 Y M Vaccine given in clinic per protocol - patient monitored for 15 minutes, no adverse reactions noted at the time. Patient stated he felt fine following 15 minute monitoring time. Patient left facility- it was later reported that pt had a fall at home. Upon review of pt's medical record - Pt's wife had to initiate CPR and call EMS for transportation and life saving measures enroute to the Emergency Room. Pt was intubated as pt was in asystole upon arrival to the ER, ACLS was continued, pt was noted to have a traumatic brain injury from his fall at home, and pt was pronounced dead at 1620.

1033263 01/27/2021 02/14/2021 02/16/2021 69.0 69 Y F patient passed away within 60 days of receiving COVID vaccine

1033323 01/14/2021 02/13/2021 02/16/2021 61.0 61 Y M patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1033444 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 02/16/2021 CA 80.0 80 Y M symptoms of ongoing congestive heart disease just progressed

1033448 01/26/2021 02/01/2021 02/16/2021 MN 82.0 82 Y F Fever by the next day, difficulty breathing, pneumonia, and then DEATH within a few days. (Died 02/01/2021)

1033466 02/16/2021 70.0 Y M 70 yo man with multiple severe medical comorbidities received his first dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccination without incident. 8.5 hours later, he was noted by his family to be in his usual state of health. 9.5 hours after the vaccination, he was found down by his family in cardiac arrest. Resuscitation attempts were not successful, and the patient died.

1033472 02/16/2021 Y U Resident coded and expired; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and coded and expired.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an undisclosed date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: not provided) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On undisclosed date, the patient coded and expired.  Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.   The patient died on an undisclosed date. The cause of death was not provided. Plans for an autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: MEDICAL COMMENT: MOD 2021 009822 DEATH NOS This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: not provided) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and had died.  Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time to make a proper medical assessment, therefore, the causality is unlikely related to the vaccine in this case of death not otherwise specified. No contact information provided. Follow up is not expected.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1033585 01/07/2021 02/16/2021 TX 59.0 59 Y M The decedent received first Covid vaccine, 12/2020 and second vaccine 01/07/2021.  The decedent experienced no known side effects.

1033607 02/12/2021 02/14/2021 02/16/2021 CA 73.0 73 Y M Vomiting, death.

1033682 02/04/2021 02/12/2021 02/16/2021 WI 95.0 95 Y M L hand edema, hematoma which burst and caused bleeding sending pt to the ER for pressure dressing and 2 stitches.  L hand and arm progressively got more edematous and bruised looking (severely black/blue/purple) and the hand continued to bleed and swell on 2/6/21.  Severe arterial and venous issues and apparent blood clots.  On 2/7/21 there were also lumps noted on left inner thigh.  Pt. stopped eating or drinking on 2/8/21 and expired on 2/12/21.

1033873 01/20/2021 02/01/2021 02/16/2021 IL 25.0 25 Y F PATIENT PASSED AWAY ON 2-1-2021

1034055 02/11/2021 02/14/2021 02/16/2021 MD 52.0 52 Y M Associate developed SOB on 2/12/21.  Taken to Hospital on 2/13/21.  Reported deceased 2/14/21. Y 2

1034116 01/19/2021 02/15/2021 02/16/2021 VA 58.0 58 Y F Presented from clinic with 3-4 days of extensive rash.  There were multiple areas of skin sloughing on bilateral upper extremities and abdominal wall.

1034146 02/13/2021 02/01/2021 02/16/2021 AZ 28.0 28 Y M ARRIVED AT EVENT, CONSENT FORM COMPLETED, DID NOT REPORT HE HAD BEEN ILL, DID NOT REPORT THAT HE TOOK ANY FEVER REDUCING MEDICATIONS

1034182 01/29/2021 02/13/2021 02/16/2021 CO 82.0 82 Y M Approximately 2 weeks post vaccination developed rapid AF, CHF.  Admitted to Medical Center.  Discharged home on hospice.  Patient died at home on 2/13/2021.  Reported to this reporter at second dose clinic on 2/16/21.  Other details not known.  Unknown if related to vaccine.Y 10

1034192 02/01/2021 02/16/2021 02/16/2021 CO 74.0 74 Y F Patient presented with spontaneous IVH of small vessel origin with essentially no past medical history. She then acutely developed mesenteric ischemia. Died due to all dead small bowel which also appeared to be small vessel disease and not embolic/thrombotic. This process started one week afterY 13

1034349 02/10/2021 02/12/2021 02/16/2021 CA 90.0 90 Y F Patient awoke on 2/12/21 with altered mental status, confusion, respiratory distress, was taken to hospital by ambulance. Per ED notes from ED attending Pt presented with hypotension and respiratory distress. DNR status, patient given comfort measures and passed away in ED at 11:24 am on 2/12/21.

1034985 01/04/2021 02/17/2021 KY Y U 4 Nurshing home patients Died; A Spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning  4 nursing home patients of unspecified age and gender who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and died.  The patients' medical histories were not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On unspecified dates, 4 nursing home patients received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot # 039K20A) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. A pharmacist reported that they just learned 4 nursing home patients died after the first dose of the Modern vaccine. The patients were buried, and no autopsies were conducted. The pharmacist suspected latent Covid-19 on the patients and that the vaccine precipitated this outcome. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not applicable.   The event 4 nursing home patients died was fatal.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns 4 nursing home patients of unspecified age and gender who received their first dose of Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273)Lot # 039K20A) and died. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: died

1035505 02/17/2021 Y U Passed away with an hour to hour and 1/2 of receiving vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and passed away with an hour to hour and 1/2 of receiving vaccine.   The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included COVID-19. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On unknown date, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, the patient passed away within an hour and a 1/2 of receiving the vaccine. Per the nursing home staff, they did not expect the patient to make it many more days. The patient was unresponsive in the room when the shot was given. The patient was 14+ days post COVID.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not applicable.   The patient died on an unknown date. The cause of death was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient, who experienced event of death (unknown cause). The event occurred  an hour to hour and 1/2 after the first and last dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current limited available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is assessed as possibly related.  However, Per the nursing home staff, the patient was 14+ days post COVID and they did not expect the patient to make it many more days. The patient was unresponsive in the room when the shot was given.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1035539 01/19/2021 02/07/2021 02/17/2021 OH 88.0 Y F Fall; fatigued; arm pain; AML; Sepsis secondary to AML; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An 88-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EL3249), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Jan2021 17:30 in right arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included hypertension, hyperlipidemia, OA (osteoarthritis), cognitive impairment. No other vaccine in four weeks was administrated.  Concomitant medication in two weeks included atorvastatin, aspirin, calcium, gabapentin, losartan and memantine hydrochloride (NAMENDA).  The patient previously took lisinopril and tetracycline and both experienced allergies. The patient had no covid prior vaccination. The patient initially had no symptoms but arm pain in Jan2021, no bleeding or bruising from injection. On 31Jan2021 19:00, patient felt fatigued. Patient suffered fall on 01Feb2021. She was admitted to hospital. All cell lines were down in Feb2021. She was diagnosed with AML (acute myeloid leukemia) in 2021. She expired 07Feb2021. Events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care, hospitalization, life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event) and patient died. The patient received the treatment of blood and platelet transfusions, bone marrow biopsy, cytogenetic testing, antibiotics, intubation for events. The patient died on 07Feb2021 due to sepsis secondary to AML. An autopsy was not performed. Outcome of events were fatal.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: arm pain; fatigued; fall; Sepsis secondary to AML; Sepsis secondary to AMLY Y 6

1035542 02/08/2021 02/08/2021 02/17/2021 UT 82.0 Y M passed away; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's granddaughter). An 82-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EN9581), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Feb2021 at 14:30 into right arm at single dose for COVID Prevention. Medical history included Heart valve replacement from 5 years before 09Feb2021 (2016), on Oxygen at night (reporter did not know the liter amount that the patient used at night). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient had no other vaccines on the same day as the COVID vaccine. It was reported that patient received his first dose of the Pfizer vaccine around 14:30 on 08Feb2021 and he was fine before that, and by 16:30, he had passed away on 08Feb2021. Reporter reported that the cause of death was unknown at this time and that the family would be having an autopsy performed but that it had not yet been performed. No investigation assessment could provide. The patient died on 08Feb2021 at 16:30. An autopsy was not performed.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: passed away

1035545 02/17/2021 NY Y M Death; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 42-year-old male patient received Covid 19 Vaccine (UNSPECIFIED TRADE NAME), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date to an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization.The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter was calling about the Covid 19 Vaccine. Reporter stated that she gets information every day from the nursing home. Reporter stated that she will provide the name of the Nursing home, she just forgot to put it down. The patient, within 2 days dead from it, he was perfectly healthy. The patient died on an unspecified date. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.   Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Death

1035546 01/16/2021 02/03/2021 02/17/2021 FL 94.0 Y F Stroke; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 94-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech), via an unspecified route of administration, on 16Jan2021, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing hypertension (took medication). Patient did not have COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant included unspecified medication for hypertension. The patient experienced stroke on 31Jan2021. The patient was brought to the emergency room and hospitalized  due to the event on 31Jan2021. No therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the event. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 virus test: negative in Feb2021 (a week before report); investigation: brain bleed and discovered she had a stroke (on unknown date in 2021). The patient died on 03Feb2021 due to stroke and old age. An autopsy was not performed. Patient's family did not attribute her death to the vaccine at all.  The information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: stroke; Old ageY

1035549 02/17/2021 Y M Thrombocytopenia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's wife). A male patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced thrombocytopenia on an unspecified date, the seriousness of the event reported as death. The patient died two weeks after receiving a COVID-19 vaccine. Patient's wife said that he died from a condition known as thrombocytopenia, marked by a shortage of the blood platelets that help stop bleeding, after he received BNT162B2. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included blood bilirubin: 1.50, blood osmolarity: 297, blood pressure measurement: 159/106, blood urea: 22.3, monocyte count: 12.1 %, platelet count: thrombocytopenia, platelet count: platelet count decreased again to 0 on 21Dec2020. The patient died on an unspecified date.  It was unknown if an autopsy was performed. The outcome of the events was fatal.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Thrombocytopenia

1035552 12/29/2020 12/29/2020 02/17/2021 Y F approxmately 1:30 Pm the resident passed away; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program. A non-contactable consumer reported that a female patient of an unspecified age (reported as 85 without unit) received the 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EL0140), intramuscular at left arm on 29Dec2020 11:29 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included dementia, aphasia, type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM), iron deficiency, asthenia, osteoporosis, polyneuropathy, anxiety, Major depressive disorder (MDD). Concomitant medication included gabapentin, memantine. The patient had allergies to codiene, phenobarbital, penicillin. The vaccine was administrated with no immediate adverse reaction at 11:29. Vaccine screening questions were completed and resident was not feeling sick and temperature was 98F. At approximately 13:30 on 29Dec2020, the resident passed away.  It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected. ; Reported Cause(s) of Death: approxmately 1:30 Pm the resident passed away

1035553 01/19/2021 02/02/2021 02/17/2021 76.0 Y F Pt passed soon after; shortly after progressed with other covid symptoms and was admitted / acute resp failure, COVID pneumonia; acute resp failure, COVID pneumonia; Became hypotensive due to massive hamatoma 2' bleeding into abd rectus muscle.; Became hypotensive due to massive hamatoma 2' bleeding into abd rectus muscle.; Became hypotensive due to massive hamatoma 2' bleeding into abd rectus muscle.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Pharmacist.  A 76-years-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number EL3247), intramuscular on 19Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history included COVID symptoms from 16Jan2021 and ongoing. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient with acute resp failure, COVID pneumonia, that developed symptoms 9 days prior to admit and ultimately received first vaccine 6 days prior to a admit, then shortly after progressed with other covid symptoms and was admitted on 25Jan2021. She decompensated while intp and was transferred to ICU for rising O2 needs, ultimately had to be intubated. Became hypotensive due to massive hamatoma 2' bleeding into abd rectus muscle. Sx and IR consulted and did beside exploration of hematoma. Initially blood pressure responded but overnight continued with refractory hypotension. Maxed out vasopressin and levophed, hemodynamics deteriorated. The patient died on 02Feb2021. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between bnt162b2 and the events death, COVID-19 pneumonia, acute respiratory failure, hypotension, abdominal wall haematoma and abdominal wall haemorrhage cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Pt passed soon afterY 9

1035597 12/30/2020 01/17/2021 02/17/2021 GA 42.0 42 Y M Death on 1/17/2021. Found at home deceased.

1035641 01/24/2021 02/09/2021 02/17/2021 KY 47.0 47 Y F Healthcare was advised that this patient expired approximately two weeks after receiving her initial COVID vaccination

1035841 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 02/17/2021 IL 84.0 84 Y F Death on 2/8/2021 unknown signs and symptoms at time of death; multiple co-morbidities

1035845 02/03/2021 02/11/2021 02/17/2021 WI 74.0 74 Y F We were informed by EMS that the patient was found deceased on 2/11/2021 at her home.  EMS states she was dead for some time, no medical care given.

1035850 02/04/2021 02/13/2021 02/17/2021 NC 67.0 67 Y M Patient woke up on the morning of 2/6 with symptoms of a stroke.  Rushed to hospital where clot found in brain.  Recovered from initial stroke but then had another major stroke on 2/8 and never recovered. Y 8

1035866 02/11/2021 02/15/2021 02/17/2021 IL 74.0 74 Y M Pt died on 2/15/21. On 2/13/21, pt complained of muscle aches.

1035872 02/11/2021 02/12/2021 02/17/2021 TX 83.0 83 Y M Patient was found unresponsive at 8 am on 2/12; patient was deceased

1035878 02/13/2021 02/15/2021 02/17/2021 MO 88.0 88 Y M Daughter called to report that the patient died on 02/15/2021.  No report of symptoms from the vaccine on 02/13/2021

1035897 02/02/2021 02/07/2021 02/17/2021 NE 78.0 78 Y F Patient received her vaccine on 2/2/2021 in the morning. She was observed for over 15 minutes and had no history of any anaphylactic reaction of any sort. She felt fine and went home. 2/15/2021 we were notified by her family that she had passed away on 2/7/2021 at home. The cause of death was stated as myocardial infarct secondary to coronary artery disease. We do not think it had to do with the vaccine administration. The patient had many comorbidities.

1035943 02/11/2021 02/13/2021 02/17/2021 CA 67.0 67 Y M Patient had no reaction at the time of vaccination. Waited the required 15 minutes and was allowed to go home.

1035950 01/21/2021 02/15/2021 02/17/2021 OH 78.0 78 Y M Patient found deceased at home on 2/15/2021. There was no known cause of death with no significant medical history.

1036047 01/16/2021 01/24/2021 02/17/2021 NY 74.0 74 Y M Short version The patient has long-standing health issues.  The patient received the first dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 1/16/2021 (unknown location). The patient suffered an event in his home on 1/24/2021.  CPR and treatment was begun and he was transported to the ED.  He was pronounced dead in the ED at 0846.  Long version 70-year-old male with past medical history of CAD with pacemaker, A. fib, COPD, hypertension/hyperlipidemia presenting in cardiac arrest.   911 call at 0724. Per EMS, patient was witnessed by family to have seizure-like activity and then collapsed and became unresponsive.  Patient was noted by family to be pulseless and CPR was started right away.  Patient received two doses of epi by police were on scene first (AED defibrillation x2)  and six doses of epi (plus 6 more AED shocks) by EMS when they arrived.  Patient had CPR performed for 45 minutes prior to arriving at the hospital.  On route, patient had episodes of paced rhythm and V. fib.  Patient received one amp of bicarb and one amp of calcium en route.  Patient also received 300 mg of amiodarone en route.  Arrived in ED at 0810 Patient received ongoing compressions, shocks and additional medications (epinephrine x6, lidocaine IV, sodium bicarbonate) until time of death called at 0846 in the ED.

1036098 01/31/2021 02/12/2021 02/17/2021 AR 77.0 77 Y M Patient received the vaccine on 1/31/2021. Patient complained of bleeding 2/7/2021.  Went to clinic where labs were conducted.  Patient had an INR of 12. Previous INR results were normal prior to vaccination.  Patient was also diagnosed with UTI and given antibiotics.  Patient was encouraged to go to ER. Patient died on 2/12/2021.

1036174 02/06/2021 02/07/2021 02/17/2021 84.0 84 Y M At midnight developed heart burn, low BP but normal O2; at 4am took Antacid then felt better and BP was normal.  Then around 7am asked to go to ER because the discomfort became pain and moved to the side.  Went to ER, mild Cardiac issue and at 3pm had heart attack and passed away.

1036182 02/12/2021 02/13/2021 02/17/2021 CO 80.0 80 Y M Patient received 2nd dose of the COVID-19 Pfizer vaccine, was observed in office x 15+ minutes, and released home. Pt and his son exited the building and when they got to the car, the pt shouted out "oh no!" and collapsed to the ground. The patient was unconscious experiencing agonal respirations, and unresponsive to painful stimuli. There is an Emergency Room at the same location. Their staff came out and helped to transfer the pt to the ED for further evaluation. It was found that the patient had a known  Anterior communicating artery aneurysm (7/28/2017) that seemed to have ruptured. The patient was stabilized and transported to our local hospital and upon arrival, he was effectively comatose with a GCS 3. CT Head notated an extensive subarachnoid and intraventricular hemorrhage most probably related to a bleeding anterior communicating artery aneurysm. Neuro-Interventional Radiologist dictation reads "Hunt Hess 5 Fisher grade 4 extensive subarachnoid hemorrhage with intraventricular hemorrhage and early hydrocephalus secondary to rupture of a known anterior communicating artery aneurysm.  Initial ICP after EVD placement noted to be in the 120s now 68 treatment complicated by aneurysm rerupture after admission and increased volume of blood although large volume of hemorrhage was seen on initial scan and no change in the patient's clinical exam on her scale was noted due to this rerupture.  Patient's exam and prognosis are poor giving extensor posturing lack of extraocular movements to doll's maneuver and weak pupillary reflex as well as cough and gag.  Follows no commands or instructions at this time with no spontaneous movement on ventilator set at 12 overbreathing at 14-16 at this time without any sedation." The family opted to discontinue any further treatment to include surgical intervention given the findings. The patient was given comfort care with son and daughter at the bedside. The patient was extubated and expired at 1545h on 2/13/2021.Y 1

1036345 01/29/2021 02/17/2021 FL 79.0 79 Y F Patient developed lethargy and malaise several hours after vaccine with a low grade fever. The following morning she reported to her husband inability to taste food or drink. She developed nausea and vomiting which persisted from 1/30/21 through her death. She was found deceased in bed by her husband this morning.

1036418 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 02/17/2021 IL 85.0 85 Y M ER visit 1/25/21 patient walked into a prompt care and collapsed, witnessed and pulseless CPR with ROSC after 6-7mins, no shock no meds.  Awake and speaking upon arrival to ER.  2 plus pitting edema ble ER diagnosis Anasarca, cardiac arrest, hypotension, elevated troponin I levels, Acute kidney injury and syncope.  ER notes reveal a syncopal episode in the shower prior to collapse at prompt care.  Central line placed and plan to ship to another facility, patient continued to decline despite dopamine and dobutamine expired in ER prior to transfer.

1036437 01/26/2021 02/17/2021 02/17/2021 OH 86.0 86 Y M Patient is deceased. Family called the pharmacy on 2-17-21 to let us know he would not be coming for his second appointment. When the pharmacist tried to call the family back for more info, the phone number on file doesn't work.

1036440 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 02/17/2021 GA 65.0 65 Y M Patient died at home in hospice care from complications of stage 4 bladder cancer

1036460 02/02/2021 02/05/2021 02/17/2021 IL 90.0 90 Y M death 2-5-21

1036479 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 02/17/2021 IL 77.0 77 Y M Fall 2/4 hospital admission 2/7/21 with death on 2/8/2021.  Patient continued to decline on Bipap he was a DNR/DNI and family decided on comfort measures and he expired 2/8/2021. Y 1

1036480 01/26/2021 02/02/2021 02/17/2021 IL 76 Y M Patient passed away on 2/2/21 after being admitted on 1/31/21 after receiving COVID19 Moderna Vaccine on 1/26/21. On initial report to the hospital patient reported having a cough for over 2 weeks (starting approx. 1/17/21). He had a postive COVID19 PCR on 1/31/21. Intubated on 1/31/21 and passed away on 2/2/21

1036519 02/16/2021 02/17/2021 02/17/2021 IN 65.0 65 Y M Received first SARS-CoV2  vaccination yesterday at local store Experienced new symptoms of chills, nausea as well as worsening from baseline dyspnea at night. Wife states he had rough morning breathing and had sudden loss of consciousness and unresponsiveness and failed to respond to bystander CPR. He expired at his home.

1036532 02/15/2021 02/16/2021 02/17/2021 MA 93.0 93 Y F Patient was found unresponsive the following day and then pronounced deceased

1036585 02/13/2021 02/15/2021 02/17/2021 RI 63.0 63 Y F Patient called EMS approximately 1pm on 2/15 with complaints of generalized weakness. Upon arrival EMS found her to be diaphoretic and she had a witnessed syncopal episode with question of v-fib and seizures. She became unresponsive and had no pulse. CPR was begun and she was transported to ED. She remained asystole throughout. CPR was initially continued in the ED  for approximately 30 minutes and then stopped with Time of Death noted at 13:27. ED notes noted "suspect given history that patient experienced massive MI, PE or ruptured AAA".  Death certificate notes indicate "signficant conditions contributing to death after cardiac arrest; ASCVD".

1036634 02/08/2021 02/16/2021 02/17/2021 MD 77.0 77 Y F Patient had COVID in Sept.  Minimal symptoms.  Received 1st dose 1/18 without adverse reactions.  Second dose on 2/8-had complaints of arm soreness several days after then appeared in usual state of health.  On 2/14 @ 2 hours after having lunch, patient was found unresponsive with Respirations 60, pulse 130, PO 84%, blood pressure 105/68.  Patient with lots of white foam coming out of mouth.   Temperature to 101.3.  Patient DNR B and family deferred transfer, wanted comfort measures only.  Nursing received order for MSIR.  Patient continued with temps in 99-100 range with tylenol suppositories.  Patient passed on 2/16.

1036655 01/13/2021 01/31/2021 02/17/2021 IL 69.0 69 Y F Death on 1/31/2021 multiple comorbidities

1036675 01/28/2021 02/15/2021 02/17/2021 MI 61.0 61 Y F 61 yo F with history of bilateral lung transplant 6/23/17 presented to ED on 2/4/21 with chief complaint of worsening shortness of breath, nausea and diarrhea for past week since receiving since receiving COVID-19 vaccine (Pfizer) on 1/28/21. Upon arrival to triage she was obviously dyspneic with significantly low oxygen saturations. O2 sats on arrival were 65%, improved to mid 90's with O2 6 liters per NC. Admitting diagnosis: hypoxic respiratory failure post COVID vaccine. Lab work shows an elevation of the BUN and creatinine at 31 and 1.71 which is slightly higher than her usual baseline levels. BNP is elevated at 2 448 with a mildly elevated troponin. Procalcitonin is also elevated. Patient's white blood cell count is 11.07. Full viral panel including COVID-19 is not detected. All blood cultures and respiratory cultures were negative. Patient chest x-ray shows numerous bilateral patchy opacities which is significantly different from her previous chest x-ray here. Empiric rejection treatment initiated including high dose methylprednisolone, plasmapheresis, IVIG, Thymoglobulin. She continued to decline and ultimately required intubation, proning and paralyzing on 2/8/2021 and then VV ECMO cannulation on 2/13/2021. EGD done 2/14/2021 as unable to pass the TEE probe during cannulation prior day (unable to complete due to abnormal anatomy). Acute pupil exam change in the early am hours of 2/15/2021 prompted urgent head CT which revealed catastrophic brain bleed. Brainstem reflexes were lost soon after. Despite placing an EVD emergently at bedside, brain stem reflexes were not recovered. GOL engaged and patient not an organ donation candidate. Therefore discussion with sister at bedside resulted in decision for cessation of life support. Patient expired shortly after support withdrawn and pronounced dead on 2/15/2021 at 11:11 AM.Y Y 11

1036678 02/14/2021 02/16/2021 02/17/2021 PA 67.0 67 Y M Resident did not exhibit any side effects from the vaccine.  Staff spoke with him in his room at approximately 7:20am and returned to his room  just a few minutes later and he was unresponsive.  When the RN got to the room he had CTB.  Physician  documented heart failure and end stage kidney disease on the death certificate.

1036683 02/15/2021 02/17/2021 02/17/2021 NY 94.0 94 Y M cardiac arrest in the home.

1036685 02/13/2021 02/17/2021 MN 77.0 77 Y F Systemic: Body Aches Generalized-Medium, Systemic: Chest Tightness / Heaviness / Pain-Medium, Additional Details: Unknown if patient experienced adverse effects 2-13 or 2-14, patient called facility 2-15 reporting body aches and chest pressure and was told by facility to seek medical attention, she passed later that day

1036697 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 02/17/2021 IL 69.0 69 Y M Multiple co-morbidities history of COVID-19 6/8/2020 and 12/28/2020.  At time of vaccination fighting osteomyelitis.  1st dose 1/13/21, 2nd dose 2/3/2021 expired 2/8/2021.

1036731 02/04/2021 02/16/2021 02/17/2021 NH 88.0 88 Y F SOB, DOE, oxygen desaturation, nausea. Ems transport to ER for eval Y

1036748 01/13/2021 01/18/2021 02/17/2021 IL 83.0 83 Y M Sent to ER 1/14/2021 due to drop in blood pressure with LOC during dialysis.  Imaging revealed right lower lobe pneumonia given script for amoxicillin. According to staff patient was on dialysis had pneumonia and was on hospice, dialysis stopped resulting in death.

1036770 01/19/2021 02/10/2021 02/17/2021 OH 90.0 90 Y F Feb 10th died in her sleep. No apparent reason.

1036787 02/03/2021 02/05/2021 02/17/2021 MN 78.0 78 Y F passed away 2 days after vaccine was given

1036874 12/17/2020 12/27/2020 02/17/2021 KY 64.0 64 Y F Patient developed pneumonia Admitted to hospital on 12/25. Determined to have pseudomonas bacteremia and passed away on 12/27. Y Y 3

1036881 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 02/17/2021 AK 70.0 70 Y M Myocardial Infarction

1036935 01/12/2021 02/10/2021 02/17/2021 KY 86.0 86 Y F unkown Y 17

1036993 02/16/2021 02/16/2021 02/17/2021 IA 73.0 73 Y M Patient reported at review of questionnaire had headache that day. Temp was taken, 97.8, okay. proceeded. Conversing customer friend in store afterward. When timer went off, said he was fine, he and his wife left. Daughter called to store Wednesday morning, said Pt had passed away Tuesday, that it was unknown the cause, and just wanted to let us know.  We did not take down her phone number and last name.  The patient was a long time customer.

1037051 02/08/2021 02/14/2021 02/17/2021 CA 77.0 77 Y F Diarrhea , fatigue on 2/10 Fall 2/12 out to hospital Resident Expired 2/14 Y 2

1037076 01/26/2021 02/17/2021 NE 89.0 89 Y M Resident developed increased confusion on 01/30/2021 that may have been related to vaccine or to residents other medical conditions including dementia, anxiety, shortness of breath, history of lung cancer, and COPD.  Sustained a fall with fracture and was transferred to Hospital.  Surgical intervention performed to repair hip.  Resident returned to Skilled Nursing facility.  Did not recover after surgery and family chose palliative measures.  Resident died/ expired on 02/09/2021.Y

1037124 02/04/2021 02/16/2021 02/17/2021 NJ 53.0 53 Y M Patient was at a gym watching his daughter. He slumped over unconscious. EMS was called. He was found to be in fine ventricular fibrillation and resuscitation efforts failed. He was brought to Hospital ED where he was pronounced dead. He had underlying cardiac disease but his family requested I report this event as possibly related to the recent COVID vaccination.

1037207 02/01/2021 02/05/2021 02/17/2021 UT 39.0 39 Y F She had pain in the injection site Tuesday night and then during Tuesday she got worse with nausea and some fever.  By Wednesday she was complaining that she could not pee even though she was drinking a lot of fluids.  She continued to complain it was the worst she ever felt and then at 0600 Thursday morning she woke us up and said she needed to go to the hospital.  We arrived at the hospital just before 0700 and she immediately threw up in the trash can.  We went into a treatment room and they took blood and started fluids as she became incoherent.  She said she had taken Tylenol so they started a drug to counter that but her liver function was all wrong and they started to look for a hospital that could transplant a liver.  She was air evade about 0930 to Medical center and just over 30 hours latter she was dead.  There is a pending autopsy.  She was a healthy 39 year old mother who got the shots because she worked as a surgical tech and she was the single mother of a 9 year old little girl.Y 2

1038633 02/09/2021 02/10/2021 02/17/2021 85.0 84 Y M Moderna COVID vaccine administered 2/9/21. Patient expired in home on 2/10/21, at around 2100. Patient had h/o CVA in2001 with long standing sequelae. On day of administration, team attempted to draw lab specimen with vein finder, but patient was possibly Narrative:  Moderna COVID vaccine administered 2/9/21. Patient expired in home on 2/10/21, at around 2100. Patient had h/o CVA in2001 with long standing sequelae. On day of administration, team attempted to draw lab specimen with vein finder, but patient was possibly dehydrated. CG/wife reported to APRN on 2/10/21, patient was sleeping and snoring and then began to sleep more quietly. She checked on patient and found that he had no pulse and had passed away

1037720 02/18/2021 Y U Suicide; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a patient, of unknown age/gender, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced suicide.    The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On unknown date, the patient received mRNA-1273 (Lot number: unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unknown date the patient experienced suicide.  Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with the mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The patient died on unknown date. The cause of death was reported as suicide. Plans for an autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Suicide

1037865 01/10/2021 02/09/2021 02/18/2021 FL 89.0 Y M respiratory failure from COVID19; presented to the ER with COVID symptoms and was diagnosed/died on 09Feb2021 from respiratory failure from COVID19; presented to the ER with COVID symptoms and was diagnosed/died on 09Feb2021 from respiratory failure from COVID19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. An 89-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in 10Jan2021 at 12:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had no COVID prior to vaccination. The patient received one dose of Pfizer vaccine on 10Jan2021. The patient was presented to the ER with COVID symptoms and was diagnosed on 27Jan2021. Patient subsequently died on 09Feb2021 from respiratory failure from COVID19. It was unknown if autopsy was done. The patient was tested for COVID post vaccination via nasal swab: covid-19 virus test positive on 27Jan2021. The events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care, hospitalization, and patient died.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported COVID post vaccination and respiratory failure with fatal outcome, and the administration of COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association.  More information on the underlying medical condition in this 89-year-old male patient is required for the Company to make a more meaningful causality assessment.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: presented to the ER with COVID symptoms and was diagnosed on 27Jan. Patient subsequently died on 09Feb from respiratory failure from COVID19; presented to the ER with COVID symptoms and was diagnosed on 27Jan. Patient subsequently died on 09Feb fromY

1037867 02/18/2021 Y F Caller's mother received both doses of the Pfizer covid vaccine; within a month of receiving the vaccine, the caller's mother died.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for the mother.   A female patient of unknown age received both doses of vaccine BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), on unknown dates at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and Concomitant medications were not reported. Within a month of receiving the vaccine, the patient died. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested ; Reported Cause(s) of Death: within a month of receiving the vaccine, the caller's mother died

1037878 12/22/2020 01/03/2021 02/18/2021 OH 70.0 Y M Is patient deceased: Yes; Low pulse; This is a spontaneous report from two contactable nurses reporting for a patient. A 70-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number EL0140 expiration date Mar2021) intramuscular on 22Dec2020 at 10:30 at single dose in right arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient was vaccinated at Nursing Home. Patient age at time of vaccination was 70 years. Patient's Medical History included ongoing Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus Without Complication onset date: admission 22Oct2020, ongoing morbid obesity due to excess calories onset date: admission 22Oct2020, cardiac disorder, essential hypertension, hypertension, schizophrenia, hyperlipidemia, benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), Gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD), depression, hypothyroid, epilepsy, pain, dry eyes, anxiety, restlessness, 17Jan2020 Slid out of chair to floor, no injury, on 27Jan2020, 28Jan2020, 29Jan2020 diarrhea noted. Concomitant medications included acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN EC) for Cardiac Health, atenolol (ATENOLOL) for Essential Hypertension, atorvastatin calcium (ATORVASTATIN CALCIUM) for hyperlipidemia, finasteride (FINASTERIDE) for benign prostatic hyperplasia, tamsulosin hydrochloride (FLOMAX) benign prostatic hyperplasia, insulin glargine (LANTUS) for diabetes mellitus, lithium carbonate (LITHIUM CARBONATE) for Schizophrenia, losartan potassium (LOSARTAN POTASSIUM) for hypertension, lurasidone hydrochloride (LURASIDONE HYDROCHLORIDE) for Schizophrenia, omeprazole (OMEPRAZOLE) for gastrooesophageal reflux disease, sertraline hcl (SERTRALINE HCL) for depression, levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) for hypothyroid, ergocalciferol (VIT D) for supplement, haloperidol (HALOPERIDOL) for Schizophrenia, levetiracetam (KEPPRA) for epilepsy, paracetamol (TYLENOL EXTRA-STRENGTH) for pain, propylene glycol (ARTIFICIAL TEARS) for dry eyes, lorazepam (ATIVAN) for a anxiety or restlessness. As antipyretic use was reported Tylenol ES (500 mg) Tab, 2 Tabs by Mouth Routine use three times a day given at time of vaccination and after. It was reported the patient was Covid+. He was tested on 21Dec2020 and was not admitted to hospital. Event Onset Date was reported as 24Dec2020 (clarification pending). On 30Dec2020 the patient was started on O2 at 2L for low pulse. O2 was increased over time to eventually O2 at 8L on 03Jan2021. Morphine Sulfate was started on 03Jan2021 at 5 mg sl/by mouth every 2 hours as needed for pain or airhunger. The patient deceased on 03Jan2021. The cause of death was unknown. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed. The AEs did not require a visit to Emergency Room or Physician Office. Outcome of Low pulse was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available the events Death (unknown cause) and Heart rate decreased are attributed to patient's multiple underlying medical conditions including Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus, morbid obesity, cardiac disorder, hypertension, epilepsy etc. However, based solely on a vaccine-event chronological association, contributory role of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) to the above mentioned events cannot be completely excluded. The case will be reevaluated should additional information, including the cause of death, become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Is patient deceased: Yes

1038042 02/05/2021 02/18/2021 OH 53.0 53 Y F Patient expired 02/06/2021. COD as ruled by Coroner "Hypertensive and Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease."

1038147 01/28/2021 02/11/2021 02/18/2021 TN 86.0 86 Y F Patient went into new-onset atrial fibrillation, resulting in a catastrophic stroke. Patient passed away on 2/11 as a result of the stroke. Y 10

1038225 01/11/2021 02/17/2021 02/18/2021 AK 83.0 83 Y M Death, 2-17-21 at 1802 hours

1038234 01/14/2021 02/13/2021 02/18/2021 MA 84.0 84 Y F First dose Pfizer given at assisted living on 1/14/21 she was subsequently admitted to hospital and got her second dose but Moderna was given instead of Pfizer on 2/8/21. She had been improving but in the days following the Moderna vaccine she developed fever and then her mental status declined. She was discharged back to assisted living. Suspected UTI, and moderate dementia, placed on hospice (2/12/21). Died on 2/13/21.

1038253 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 02/18/2021 FL Y M Died the next day; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and died the next day.     The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medication use was not provided by the reporter.   On 12 Jan 2021, approximately one day prior to the event, the patient received one of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 13 Jan 2021 the patient died. No additional information was provided in regards to the event.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not applicable.   The patient died on 13 Jan 2021. The cause of death was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male patient of unknown age. The medical history and concomitant medication were not provided. The patient died approximately one day after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown). Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1038257 01/14/2021 01/18/2021 02/18/2021 NM 63.0 63 Y M Passed away; tired; nonresponsive; cold; difficulty breathing; swelling; sore arm; feeling weird and funny; A spontaneous report (United States) was received from a consumer concerning a 63 year old male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and the patient experienced limb discomfort, feeling abnormal, dyspnea, fatigue, swelling, unresponsive to stimuli, body temperature abnormal and the patient passed away .  Medical history included treatment for tuberculosis and dialysis. Concomitant medication included calcium acetate, Renvela, glipizide, omeprazole, aspirin, vitamin D, losartan, furosemide, rifampin, and Sensipar.  On 14 Jan 2021, the patient received the first of their first planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot number 030L20A) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 13 Jan2021, the patient tested negative for COVID-19). On 16 Jan 2021, the patient experienced a sore arm, and feeling weird/funny. On 17Jan2021, the patient experienced difficulty breathing and swelling. On 18 Jan 2021, the patient declined dialysis, was tired and wanted to lay down. At 8 am, the patient was found nonresponsive and cold and is believed to have passed away around 4 am. The coroner tested the deceased for COVID-19 and the test was positive. No autopsy was reported. No death certificate was issued at the time of the report but the reporter believes it will list cause of death as COVID complications.  Action taken with the mRNA-1273 was not applicable.  The outcome of the events of limb discomfort, feeling abnormal, dyspnea, fatigue, swelling, unresponsive to stimuli, body temperature abnormal, was fatal.  On 18 Jan 2021, the patient was died. Cause of death was COVID-19. Autopsy details were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: The events developed on four days after first dose of mRNA-1372. Dyspnea, unresponsive to stimuli, and death were consistent with infection in pandemic set up confounded by age of patient and refusal of dialysis Cause of death was reported as COVID-19. Autopsy details were not provided. Based on reporter's causality the events are assessed as unlikely related to mRNA-1273.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: COVID-19

1038290 02/03/2021 02/03/2021 02/18/2021 IL 68.0 68 Y M Death on same day as vaccination

1038442 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 02/18/2021 IL 56.0 56 Y M Death within thirty days of vaccine.  Multiple co-morbidities and placed on hospice 12/28/20.

1038517 02/03/2021 02/17/2021 02/18/2021 MN 68.0 68 Y M Pt. received vaccine on 2/3/2021. Coded at home on 2/17/2021.

1038527 02/17/2021 02/18/2021 02/18/2021 SD 71.0 71 Y F Per EMS/Hospital report patient had difficulty breathing and cardiac arrest with prolonged CPR (greater than 45 mins in the ER) who was resuscitated.  Family subsequently arrived including son and daughter and all family members were in the ER room are in agreement that patient would not want further aggressive cares given her extremely poor prognosis in light of chronic debilitation with numerous medical issues and now a very long period of CPR.   Hospital Course After updating family they stated patient would not want further aggressive cares given her grim prognosis and chronic severe and debilitating medical issues.  She continued to have myoclonic jerking.  She was extubated to comfort cares in the ER and did not pass immediately therefore brought to a room.  She received comfort cares and passed away at 0450 with family present.

1038561 02/15/2021 02/16/2021 02/18/2021 CO 79.0 79 Y M (02/15/2021): vaccine (02/16/2021) : severe body aches and weakness, increased congestion and mucous production.  (02/16-17/2021) : death possibly during the night

1038579 02/15/2021 02/16/2021 02/18/2021 IN 95.0 95 Y M Death

1038635 02/05/2021 02/07/2021 02/18/2021 SD 97.0 97 Y F The patient fell the day after receiving the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. She broke her hip in this fall. During surgery to correct the broken hip, she went in to sudden and unexpected cardiac arrest. The anesthetist did not notice any ST changes or A fib; dysrhythmia was very unexpected. The patient had a DNR. She died at 13:00 on 02/07/2021.   Causes of death are listed as 1. Cardiac Arrest 2. Recent hip fracture with hip placement 3. History of Breast Cancer 4. Hypothyroid and 5. Dementia

1038658 02/01/2021 02/08/2021 02/18/2021 DC 86.0 86 Y F 86yo female alert, stable with ankle abrasion eating 100% prior to vaccine in assisted living facility.   On 2/1/2021, received Moderna vaccine.  Starting thereafter, eating 50% on 2/2/21. Temperature was 98 tympanic.   On 2/3, the leg abrasion started having moderate bleeding.  On 2/4, the caregiver noted patient "not looking good, unable to talk, arms moving aimlessly, grasping".  BP 95/41, temperature 98,  oxygen on room air 92-93%.  POA did not want hospital transfer.  2/5 Hospice started, oxygen given, morphine given.   2/5-2/8 comfort care given, patient responsive to tactile stimuli, resting, not taking oral medications or food.  2/8/2021 patient expired.

1038719 01/30/2020 01/18/2021 02/18/2021 AZ 80.0 80 Y F death attributed to unknown cause

1038720 02/17/2021 02/18/2021 02/18/2021 NY 99.0 99 Y F Resident complained about back pain in the middle of the night and when they went to do a blood pressure examination, she passed away at 2:40 am.

1039028 02/17/2021 02/18/2021 IN 59.0 59 Y M Systemic: no issues during observation period-Severe, Additional Details: patient received moderna immunization during the morning of 2/17/2021.  patient was found by facility staff at 2:38pm with no pulse CPR was started, aed was used and ems was called.  time of death 3:15pm

1039090 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 02/18/2021 SD 91.0 91 Y F The patient came to the Emergency Room at approx 3:30 am on 02/03/2021 with pain in right arm (same arm the COVID vaccine had been administered in approx 12 hours earlier) and feeling generally unwell. Patient was concerned about possibility of gout flare or that something was wrong with her arm. Elevated blood pressure was noted; this was attributed to anxiety. She was evaluated, given 500 mg Tylenol, and discharged since the pain was decreasing and blood pressure was stabilized. Patient instructed to follow-up with physician.  The next day,  on 02/04/2021, the patient arrived at the Emergency Room by ambulance; cardiac arrest was the chief complaint. The patient's daughter stated the patient had been "feeling generally poor and then suddenly collapsed." Daughter described "gurgling respirations" and being unresponsive. 911 was called, police arrived within 5 minutes and initiated CPR. Epinephrine, atropine, lidocaine and bicarb administered after arrival to Emergency Room.  Shockable rhythm never demonstrated. Patient never recovered spontaneous respiration or movement.   The death was called at 23:04. Coronary artery disease with cardiac arrest is the cause from the ER records; the coroner is putting COVID-19 vaccination in Part 1 of the death certificate.

1039250 01/30/2021 02/18/2021 02/18/2021 WA 93.0 93 Y M Daughter of decedent reported that he quickly declined within 2 weeks of receiving vaccine and developed shortness of breath. Decedent received vaccine 1/30/2021 and died 2/15/2021. Only received first dose of series.

1039271 02/11/2021 02/18/2021 WI 90.0 90 Y M Gentleman received his 1st Moderna dose on Thu. 2/11 at 0849.  Vaccination protocol was completed. Pt reported feeling fine, no fever, and that he had no allergies which would prevent him from getting the vaccine.  Pt played cards with friends later that day 2/11, but left at 1930 (normally plays late into evening) telling his companions he didn't feel well and his neck hurt.  A welfare call was completed on Sat. 2/13, and the patient was found deceased in the bathroom by his son.  It appears patient fell off toilet and hit his head on the tub. Pressure ulcer present under injection site. The presumed time of death was Thur. evening.

1039304 01/29/2021 02/15/2021 02/18/2021 CA 73.0 73 Y M Resident getting rehab therapy in the facility and has a long history of Parkinson's Disease. On 01/29/21, he received the COVID vaccine on left deltoid, resident was recently hospitalized due to Pneumonia and was on antibiotic IV and was recently placed on GT feeding due to severe dysphagia from his Parkinson's disease. On 01/31/21, started having increased congestion. On 02/02/21, started having increased temperature and WBC went up >20,000 on 02/03/21, started on Vancomycin IV on 02/04/21 but was transferred to the hospital. Facility was notified today (02/18/21) that resident expired in the hospital.Y 12

1039597 01/30/2021 02/14/2021 02/18/2021 64.0 63 Y M Death Narrative:  Patient received first dose of COVID vaccine on 1/30/21. Reported by his wife to agency that he passed away at an outside hospital on 2/14/21. By report of his wife: "due to sepsis (related to bed sores) and aspiration pneumonia"

1039922 02/05/2021 02/06/2021 02/18/2021 73.0 Y F death was from natural causes; collapsed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 73-year-old female patient received the first dose of the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Feb2021 at 73-years-old at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing (on oxygen as needed, but not every day), oxygen therapy from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the influenza vaccine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) for immunization on unknown dates (Gets flu shot every year around October). On 06Feb2021, the patient collapsed (medically significant) and experienced death was from natural causes (death, medically significant).  The clinical course was reported as follows: The reporter stated that his grandmother received the first dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on 05Feb2021 and passed away on the morning of 06Feb2021.  The patient went to bed and woke up in the middle of the night around 03:00 to use the bathroom and collapsed and died within 10-15 minutes of collapsing. The patient was pronounced dead at the scene. The reporter asked: "What do you know about the news in the media about reports of death in nursing home elderly patients?"  The reporter wanted to know the ingredients of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. The reporter wanted to know about the use of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine in patients with underlying conditions. The patient had COPD and was on oxygen as needed, but not every day. The Medical examiner said the death was from natural causes and the family was not doing an autopsy.  The patient had been tested for COVID and was negative. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which COVID test: negative on an unspecified date. The clinical outcome of the event, death was from natural causes, was fatal. The clinical outcome of the event, collapsed, was unknown. The patient died on 06Feb2021 due to death was from natural causes.  An autopsy was not performed.   The batch/lot numbers for the vaccine, bnt162b2, were not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: death was from natural causes

1039952 02/18/2021 Y U Two report of death related to the vaccine were reported in a young premature baby and 25-year-old young person who dies 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine.; a young premature baby received BNT162B2; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer reported similar event for 2 patients. This is 1st of 2 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender (reported as a young premature baby) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The consumer stated his main concern was even though the vaccine had been authorized. The vaccine was only given vaccine on the side of the road. People were dying from the vaccine more than from the virus. He gave out some percentage of people that could die from the virus vs from the vaccine. The percentage of death rate was 0.00045% from the virus. The percentage of death from the vaccine was 6.6%. There were many people reporting side effects such as bell's palsy, whole body convulsion. Two report of death related to the vaccine were reported in a young premature baby and 25-year-old young person who died 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine. He said it's sad these were front line worker who were facing all these side effects. The outcome of the event was fatal.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021157531 same reporter, drug, event, different patient; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Two report of death related to the vaccine were reported in a young premature baby and 25-year-old young person who dies 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine.

1039954 02/18/2021 Y U Two report of death related to the vaccine were reported in a young premature baby and 25-year-old young person who dies 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine.; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer reported similar event for 2 patients. This is 2nd of 2 reports.  A 25-year-old patient of unspecified gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The consumer stated his main concern was even though the vaccine had been authorized. The vaccine was only given vaccine on the side of the road. People were dying from the vaccine more than from the virus. He gave out some percentage of people that could die from the virus vs from the vaccine. The percentage of death rate was 0.00045% from the virus. The percentage of death from the vaccine was 6.6%. There were many people reporting side effects such as bell's palsy, whole body convulsion. Two report of death related to the vaccine were reported in a young premature baby and 25-year-old young person who died 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine. He said it's sad these were front line worker who were facing all these side effects. The outcome of the event was fatal.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021155151 same reporter, drug, event, different patient; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Two report of death related to the vaccine were reported in a young premature baby and 25-year-old young person who dies 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine.

1040005 02/16/2021 02/17/2021 02/18/2021 NY 72.0 72 Y F Patient was found unresponsive and had passed away.

1040170 02/06/2021 02/13/2021 02/18/2021 OR 37.0 37 Y F Received vaccine on 2/6/2021.  was a bit off all week per caregivers - low grade temp and reporting pain which they treated with Tylenol. She was pretty much herself on morning of 2/13/2021 - got up, had shower.  caregivers noted her extremities were cool and face was red.  temp was 97.4.  She was placed in wheelchair with book in the living room.  caregivers noted she was not turning pages of the book as she usually would.  She was tracking, so they don't think she had a seizure.  Caregiver moved her back to bed with blanket and noted that her lips were blue and at that point called 911.  She was found with agonal breathing, CPR started, intubated by EMS,  taken to the ER and diagnosed with cardiac arrest upon arrival.  CPR was continued until family could be reached and decision was made to stop resuscitation.

1040183 01/29/2021 02/04/2021 02/18/2021 OH 94.0 94 Y F Patient had swelling around her jaw after her second shot of the covid , Pfizer vaccine ( .5 ml IM)  on the Friday morning, January 29th, I took her to a follow up appointment with the cardiologist  at 3:00 pm,  as a follow up to a small heart attack event with hospitalization two weeks previously, at the cardiologist she was given the ok/all is well. That next morning early, she had a 911 event at her assisted living apartment and was sent back to the hospital, having had another heart attack. Patient died on the following Thursday, February 4, 2021. I do not know if the vaccination had any cause for my mothers death; but I feel it is necessary to report this series of heart attacks after she received the pfizer vaccine. Her Certificate of Death records the cause of death as "Coronary Artery Disease".Y 6

1040574 01/08/2021 01/16/2021 02/18/2021 GA 66.0 66 Y F Patient collapsed and could not be revived. There was no prior warning. She was otherwise in good condition for her age. The death was listed as probable cardiac arrest but no autopsy was performed. Since it occurred so close to the vaccine shot I thought someone may want to know.

1040633 01/30/2021 02/06/2021 02/19/2021 CA 52.0 52 Y F Death due to hemorrhagic stroke.

1040802 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 02/19/2021 OH 88.0 88 Y F Toileting and had expired while doing so; Severe abdominal pain; Diarrhea; Vomiting; Mild injection site pain; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning an 88-year-old , female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the events, toileting and had expired while doing so (death), mild injection site pain, severe abdominal pain, diarrhea, and vomiting.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 20 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 029L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 20 Jan 2021, the patient felt mild pain at the injection site after receiving the vaccine.  On 21 Jan 2021, the patient reported severe abdominal pain, diarrhea and vomiting. These symptoms were intermittent for a week and no other adverse events were noted.  On 27 Jan 2021, the patient passed away while toileting.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The patient died on 27 Jan 2021. The cause of death was unknown. An autopsy was not performed.; Reporter's Comments: The gastrointestinal events were consistent with increased risk associate with elderly age of patient. The cause of death was unknown. Autopsy was not performed. Very limited information regarding the events is available at this time. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1040877 02/18/2021 02/18/2021 02/19/2021 HI 58.0 58 Y F unknown if related to vaccine.  patient received 2nd vaccine at 0830, observed 15 minutes, discharged, arrested at 0915 upon entering her home.  vaccine was administered by DOH at their community location.  patient was pronounced lifeless in the ED.

1040878 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 02/19/2021 PA 90.0 90 Y F Patient went unresponsive and died a few days later

1040925 02/19/2021 Y M Patient died from a flu shot; Initial information was received on 12-Feb-2021 regarding an unsolicited valid serious case from a consumer or non-health care professional via social media.  This case involves a male patient (age unspecified) who died (death), after he received INFLUENZA VACCINE.  It was unknown if the patient had any medical history, concomitant disease or risk factor. Past medical treatment, vaccination, family history and concomitant medication were not reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE (produced by unknown manufacturer) [lot number, expiry date and other dosing details were not reported] for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient died (death), (unknown latency) following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE. This event was also assessed as medically significant.  It was unknown if the patient experienced any additional symptoms/events before death.  It was unknown if there were laboratory data/results available.   It was not reported if the patient received any corrective treatment before death.  It was unknown if an autopsy was done. The cause of death was not clearly specified (patient was died from flu shot).  At the time of reporting it was reported that, product name was not provided and it was reported via public post on the Sanofi flu shot campaign hence reporter assumed that the consumer was referring to the Sanofi flu vaccine.  There will be no information available on the batch number for this case.; Sender's Comments: This was a poorly documented social media case received from involved a male patient (age unspecified) who died (death) after administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE. The time to onset is unknown. Further information regarding medical history, concomitant disease or risk factor, concurrent condition during vaccination, previous vaccination and tolerance, laboratory tests ruling out other alternate etiologies and autopsy results is needed for complete assessment of the case. Based upon the reported information, the role of the vaccine cannot be assessed.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: patient died from a flu shot

1040927 01/16/2021 02/08/2021 02/19/2021 NY 86.0 86 Y F Patient previously had dizzy spills, but about a week after receiving the vaccine her dizzy spills began to get worse. The whole prior she kept saying I am just not right. On the 2/7/21 she a COVID test done, a nurse came to her house and preformed. On the morning of the 8th patient was on the phone with someone else and patient asked this person to call me and go check on her. Within 5 minutes I was over at her house, and I found her on the floor, she on her belly facedown. It looked like she was on the toilet, and it looked like she fall getting her off, she was still wet, she still felt warm. I called the ambulance and immediately  began CPR. When EMS arrived they took over the CPR and transported her to the Hospital. The EMS was there for about 40 minutes and used an machine to preform the compressions. She was pronounced deceased at the hospital.  No autopsy was done.

1041064 02/04/2021 02/11/2021 02/19/2021 IA 88.0 88 Y M CLIENT EXPIRED 1 WEEK FOLLOWING THE VACCINE.

1041185 01/04/2021 01/18/2021 02/19/2021 IL 86.0 86 Y M Death within 30 days

1041191 01/24/2021 01/27/2021 02/19/2021 99.0 99 Y M Decedent had unwitnessed fall out of wheelchair 1/25/21 around 9:43am, denied head strike, pain, discomfort. Around 10:02pm, 1/25/21, decedent noted to have slurred speech and fluctuating HR, transported to Hospital and made cmo. Y 2

1041200 01/26/2021 02/05/2021 02/19/2021 FL 87.0 87 Y M Patient described feeling nervous, anxious the next morning (Wednesday) after the vaccine. He later fell in the bathroom after using the restroom, his legs gave out (his words) and consequently was on the ground for 23 hours before being transported to the hospital. That was Thursday afternoon. He was diagnosed with COVID-19 on Saturday night and died the following Friday morning.Y Y 9

1041230 01/22/2021 01/26/2021 02/19/2021 SC 75.0 75 Y M Patient received first dose of covid vaccine on 1/22/2021.  Patient had no immediate reaction.  Patient presented  to the Emergency Department on 1/26/2021 c/o shortness of breath and chest pain. ECG showed a ST elevation myocardial infarction.  Patient was treated and transferred to a cath lab where he died.  Patient had significant coronary artery disease.

1041276 02/12/2021 02/19/2021 IL 87.0 87 Y M on 2/13 at 7:30am resident was observed congested, foaming at the mouth. transferred to the  hospital, verbal report from hospital nurse stated the resident was admitted for hypercalcemia and dehydration.   The resident expired on 2/14/21 at 9:30am.    Died on 2/14/2021 Y

1041333 02/05/2021 02/11/2021 02/19/2021 MN 78.0 78 Y M He developed a fever on 1/8, become unable to swallow and bedbound. He was already end of life and Hospice care at the time of the vaccine.

1041656 02/06/2021 02/12/2021 02/19/2021 OH 103.0 103 Y F she died 2/12/2021 at close to 2pm

1041719 02/17/2021 02/17/2021 02/19/2021 WV 92.0 92 Y F Pt received moderna vaccine #2 at 1:30pm. No s/s of adverse reactions. Ate dinner at 4pm. She was in her room at 430pm and she slid out of her chair and was laying on her Right side. She reported she slid out of her chair because she needed to go urinate per staff. She denied pain. At 630p complained of right hip pain. mobile xray was ordered. At 825pm resident was sleeping x 30 mins in her bed when she was found to have no pulse or respirations. She ceased to breathe. Mobile xray did not make it on time.

1041740 01/06/2021 02/13/2021 02/19/2021 MN 70.0 70 Y M Patient died on 2-13-21

1041784 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 02/19/2021 WI 73.0 73 Y M On the 25th he was home alone, he called 911 and let them know he thought he was having a stroke. EMS arrived and transported him to Hospital. It was massive stroke, he was not able to comprehend anything, he was put into Hospice the following day and passed away on the 27th. There was no autopsy preformed.Y 2

1041789 01/15/2021 01/17/2021 02/19/2021 NY 77.0 77 Y F As per patient daughter - patient had some minor chills on the day of the vaccination - Friday 1/15/21; felt well next day -Saturday, than  she was found slumped and lifeless on the couch on Sunday 1/17. Cause of death on death certificate was reportedly put as COPD, Lung Ca and ASHD.

1041832 02/17/2021 02/18/2021 02/19/2021 WV 74.0 74 Y M Patient was found unconscious without a pulse. Patient remained in asystole without pulse or respirations despite CPR.

1041839 02/14/2021 02/14/2021 02/19/2021 WV 72.0 72 Y F Death- ~ 7 hours after vaccine

1041990 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 02/19/2021 KY 83.0 83 Y F PATIENT WAS ADMITTED TO ER FOR  ALTERED MENTAL STATUS  / UTI  SEPSIS  WITH SEPTIC SHOCK / COVID AND COVID   PNA   PATIENT WAS ADMITTED TO ICU AND DIED .   POA WISH TO WITHDRAWL EXTRME MEASURES Y

1042012 02/01/2021 02/14/2021 02/19/2021 NY 51.0 51 Y F Patient died suddenly 2/14/2021

1042145 01/29/2021 02/09/2021 02/19/2021 NC 82.0 82 Y F Patient reported feeling weak, fatigue, fever (102), and loss of appetite. Patient subsequently went to the ER 2/6/2021 and tested positive for COVID-19 on 2/7/21 (collection date).   See following discharge summary from ED:  82 y.o. female who initially presented to the ED with complaint of generalized weakness, fatigue, fever, and loss of appetite x at least 4 days since receiving Covid 19 vaccine. Her workup in the emergency room was significant for hypoxia with 02 saturation 88% on 2LPM (home nocturnal 02 requirement) with improvement to mid-90s on 4LPM. Blood sugar was 47, Cr 1.61. CXR showed extensive R lung and moderate left lung opacities. She was started on empiric ceftriaxone and azithromycin and admitted to the hospitalist service for further workup and mgmt.   During her stay in the hospital, pt did test positive for Covid 19. She developed rapidly progressive respiratory failure, felt to be secondary to ARDS. There was also question of contributing pulmonary edema, however this was refractory to lasix and thus ARDS was felt to be the most significant factor. She had requested DNR/DNI status, thus as her 02 requirement escalated she was transitioned to 15LPM NRB and then to BiPAP support. Unfortunately, she continued to suffer greatly with the BiPAP in place, and therefore made the decision to transition herself to comfort measures only after visitation from her family.   Her other medical issues were supported as appropriate during her stay, with dextrose infusion for hypoglycemia and AKI, also hyponatremia felt to be due to IVVF.   Unfortunately, am unable to find any documentation regarding how pt was feeling when she received the vaccine compared to her baseline state of health. thus am unable to say whether the severity of her illness represents vaccine enhanced disease or the much more common cytokine release syndrome leading to ARDS. Regardless, she developed ARDS as result of her Covid 19 illness.    Time of death: 1408 on 2/9/21. Cause of death: ARDS due to Covid 19 pneumonia.Y 3

1042351 02/11/2021 02/17/2021 02/19/2021 NC 67.0 67 Y M death

1042412 02/05/2021 02/19/2021 FL 83.0 83 Y F Days 3, 4, 5, 6: Inability to move head in any direction (up/down or L/R) without SEVERE pain. Neck unable to support head unless directly above shoulders. Leaning forward slightly to sit or stand up caused unbearable pain. Unable to lift head from pillow to roll over. Could only swallow food, if neck muscles held tightly with hand to prevent movement. Severe pain caused Vasovagal syndrome fainting. Asymptomatic fever  99.7-100.5 for Days 3, 4, 5. No chills, weakness or aching.  Day 7: In A.M., slightly increased head movement possible for first time without pain. By P.M. even better, but still only very limited movement of a few inches possible. Improved daily thereafter. Day 15 (today): Mild stiff neck persists.
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1060522 02/17/2021 02/19/2021 02/19/2021 87.0 86 Y M death Narrative: 86 year old MALE with PMH of Afib s/p AICD/PPM, HFrEF (EF< 20% 10/2019), DM2, HTN, HLD, BPH, Depression. Was stable and feeling well when he was administered Covid-19 vaccine on 02/17/2021- Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine 0.3 ml IM. MVX (Manuf); PFR; Lot#; EL9267; Exp Date:05/31/2021 Administration Anatomic site: Right Deltoid; Pt was monitored for 30 minutes after administration and had no adverse effects. He was called later in the day and reports he feels well and has had no adverse reactions, he endorsed his arm is a little sore at injection site. ON 02/19/2021- his dghter found him on the floor, next to his bed, dead. She reported on 2/19/2021- that she was out with him to dinner on 2/18/2021, and he stated he did not feel well, that his insides did not feel right. He proceeded to have dinner and 2 drinks. HE was doing ok, when she took him home.

1060523 12/31/2020 01/25/2021 02/19/2021 93.0 92 Y M contracted covid after first dose Narrative: First covid vaccine dose 12/31/2020, tested positive for covid 1/7/2021, died from complications 1/25/2021

1042967 02/13/2021 02/19/2021 02/20/2021 VA 87.0 87 Y M Patient called son around 6:30am on 2/18/21. When son tried to contact patient around 8:30am, he was not able to get a hold of patient. Son sent someone over to check on patient. They found patient on the floor. He was coherent at first but then lost consciousness. It believed he experienced a stroke sometime around 8:30-9:00am of 2/18/21. Patient was taken to hospital and then transferred to another hospital. He was put in a medically induced coma. He passed between 4:00 and 4:30 pm on 02/19/21.Y 1

1043123 01/28/2021 02/06/2021 02/20/2021 WI 65.0 65 Y F Death

1043302 02/05/2021 02/11/2021 02/20/2021 TX 73.0 73 Y M My dad received the Pfizer vaccination on 2/5/21.  He was admitted into the hospital the next day for C-Diff bacterial infection.  He had been on dialysis treatments for kidney failure treatment since 2017 and had recently been diagnosed with stage 3 colon cancer in June 2020.  He had completed his final treatment of chemotherapy on 2/4/21 and several weeks prior had been determined cancer free.  On Tuesday 2/9/21 he was released from the hospital and went home.  Early Thursday morning 2/11/21 @ approximately 1:30 am CST his eyes rolled back in head and he stopped breathing and was non responsive.  My mother called 911 and attempted CPR.  Paramedics arrived and were able to successfully get a pulse then transferred him to the hospital.  He was put on a ventilator @ the hospital and then transferred to a different hospital a few hours later.  He lost pulse/heartbeat several times @ the 2nd hospital he was transferred to.  We were not allowed to travel with him or see him b/c of all of the COVID restrictions.  We were communicating with the ICU doctor by phone who ultimately communicated to us that there was nothing further that could be done to save his life. He subsequently passed away @ approximately 8:55 am CST on 2/11/21.Y Y 1

1043482 02/03/2021 02/20/2021 PR 62.0 62 Y M Noted red blotchy areas 2 days post vaccination on bilateral inner thighs. Patient states he has yellow drainage if he expresses the areas. Has a photo of the rash. They are circular individual areas about 1 cm circumference. Each individual area is bright red with a open pinpoint area in the center. Some have a crusty area. He denies itching, burning. Denies rash in any additional areas post vaccination. Referred to see physician.

1043690 02/18/2021 02/19/2021 02/20/2021 ID 76.0 76 Y M Ventricular fibrillation/sudden death

1043880 02/19/2021 02/20/2021 02/20/2021 IN 59.0 59 Y F Pt received second Moderna COVID-19 vaccination administered in left arm at her assisted living facility by Pharmacist at 1153 on 2/19/2021. Pt was monitored for vaccine reaction with no known adverse reaction. Approximately  18 hours post-vaccine, she was found deceased in her sleep at 0540 on 2/20/21. Per circumstances/pt history, it is presumed that the patient aspirated while sleeping, perhaps secondary to a seizure. Coroner was notified and declined as coroner's case. VAERS notification being made due to pt death within 24 hours of receiving a vaccine.

1044247 01/21/2021 02/06/2021 02/21/2021 OH 84.0 84 Y F Moderna COVID 19 Vaccine: Patient started with symptoms of covid 5 days after first vaccine.  She was hospitalized and passed due to COVID 19 on 2/6/21.  Patients family informed us when she was due for the second dose. Y

1044352 02/08/2021 02/14/2021 02/21/2021 IL 64.0 64 Y M Stomach upset, sudden heart failure, death

1044451 02/11/2021 02/19/2021 02/21/2021 AZ 69.0 69 Y F Friday feb 12 at 3am her blood dropped and she passed out on the kitchen floor. She upped her insulin as per doctor direction as she read online vaccine can cause blood sugar to change in diabetics. Friday-saturday her blood sugar was up over 200 which is abnormal for her. Sunday her blood sugar came back to normal with her insulin (around 110). She started feel nauseaous and throwing up Sunday-Tuesday. Wednesday /Thursday was having shortness of breath and was sitting outside in the cold to open her airway. Friday 7am my dad heard her breathing funny in the bedroom. she was unconscious but breathing. Breathing stopped and her called 911 and they talked him thru chest compressions. Paramedics came and tried to revive her for 30 min. She passed away at 7:45AM

1044459 02/07/2021 02/16/2021 02/21/2021 NY 96.0 96 Y F Grandmother had trouble breathing the night she got the vaccine. She went to the hospital. They found pneumonia and a partial bowel obstruction. The obstruction cleared but she died from the pneumonia on 2/16/21. Y 9

1044704 02/19/2021 02/21/2021 02/21/2021 WV 69.0 69 Y M Light headedness, fatigue, nausea

1045150 02/10/2021 02/20/2021 02/22/2021 SD 59.0 59 Y M Patient found in home deceased.

1045540 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 02/22/2021 Y F death; hemiparesis; respiratory failure; Aphasia; SARS-COV-2 test positive; cough; A spontaneous report was received from other health care professional concerning a 32- year -female patient who received Modena's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced aphasia, cough, death, endotracheal intubation, hemiparesis, respiratory failure and SARS-COV-2 tested positive.  The patient's medical history was not provided.  No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 28-Dec-2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch 039k20A) intramuscularly on left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  Approximately, one day later, patient  developed cough and on treatment with azithromycin for one week. On 03-jan-2021,  she experienced left sided weakness and aphasia and was shifted to hospital. Patient was confirmed COVID-19 positive which required intubation for acute hypoxic respiratory failure secondary to COVID-19.   No laboratory data was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events aphasia, cough, death, endotracheal intubation, hemiparesis, respiratory failure and SARS-COV-2 tested positive not applicable.   On an unknown date, the outcome of the events aphasia, cough, death, endotracheal intubation, hemiparesis, respiratory failure and SARS-COV-2 tested positive was fatal.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient passed away due to the unknown cause. Autopsy results were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. Based on the current available information and the mechanism of action of mRNA-1237 vaccine, the event of COVID-19 is assessed as unlikely related. The cause of death was not reported. Autopsy results were unknown.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1045635 02/04/2021 02/11/2021 02/22/2021 MO 74.0 Y M Death; Passed out; Stomach was bothering; Constipated; Difficulty breathing; Weakness/Event: Weakness was reported as worsened; a temperature of 99.4 degrees; Sweaty; Cold; Muscle ache; Body Aches; Diarrhea; Nausea; Vomiting; Fatigue/Tiredness; His raspy throat felt like he had mucus stuck in his throat; Cough; Raspy throat/worsened; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting her husband. A 75-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EM9810, Expiry Date: Jun2021) at the age of 74- year-old via an unspecified route of administration on 04Feb2021 09:15 at single dose in Arm, Right for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included type 2 diabetes mellitus for about 20-25 years, ongoing kidney disease from 2005, ongoing chronic kidney disease, cardiac pacemaker insertion. The patient was diagnosed with kidney disease in 2005, but it was about 1 to 1-1/2 years ago that his kidney disease progressed to Stage 4 Kidney Disease. She said the Veterans Administration diagnosed her husband with his kidney disease, but her husband saw a private doctor, as well as, a VA doctor for his care. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot Number: EL3248; Expiration Date: Apr2021) at the age of 74- year-old Intramuscularly at approximately 08:45AM on 15Jan2021 in right arm for COVID-19 immunisation and had no reaction. There were no additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. There were no Prior Vaccinations within 4 weeks. The patient had symptoms start earlier in the day of Tuesday, 09Feb2021, after his second COVID-19 Vaccine shot (04Feb2021). The reporter said she and her husband didn't think anything of his symptoms at first. The patient had a temperature of 99.4 degrees on 09Feb2021. She didn't check her husband's temperature again after that time because the nurse at her husband's doctor's office said her husband's temperature was not at an area of concern. The patient was sweaty, off and on, starting 09Feb2021. She clarified he would be sweaty and the cold, but nothing extreme. The patient developed muscle aches, body aches, diarrhea, nausea, and vomiting on 09Feb2021. She clarified her husband had fatigue, tiredness, and had trouble with a raspy throat. His raspy throat started Tuesday evening (09Feb2021). His raspy throat felt like he had mucus stuck in his throat, and he was unable to clear the mucus from his throat. The reporter called her husband's primary care doctor on the morning of 10Feb2021 because her husband was having trouble with a raspy throat, and difficulty breathing. She said on Tuesday night (09Feb2021) her husband had to sleep sitting up because he couldn't lay down with his breathing.  He was able to eat breakfast (clarified as oatmeal and an orange), lunch (clarified as soup and a salad), and dinner (clarified as soup and half a sandwich. She said her husband ate all the meat and half of the bread on the sandwich) on 10Feb2021. Her husband's primary care doctor wasn't available to speak to on Wednesday morning (10Feb2021), but the doctor's nurse said it sounded like her husband was having a reaction to his second COVID-19 Vaccine shot. The reporter said her husband's doctor instructed her later in the day to take her husband to the Emergency Room or Urgent Care if he didn't feel any better. Her husband's throat raspiness got worse in the evening of 10Feb2021. His breathing also became worse after dinner in the evening of 10Feb2021. The patient leaned forward over a couple pillows while sitting on their couch as it was easier for him to breath by doing that. They decided at 11:00PM that her husband should go to the Emergency Room. She said her husband was getting very weak, so she and her husband debated if she should call # for an ambulance, or if she should drive him to the Emergency Room. She said her husband was able to dress himself, but with some difficulty, and she assisted walking him from their house to their car. She said she had turned to walk away from her husband while he was at the side of their car, and then she heard her husband make a noise. He had appeared to have passed out. She clarified in the past, her husband had passed out prior to his pacemaker. She said she dialed #, and the # operator told her how to tell if her husband was still breathing. She said she couldn't tell if her husband was still breathing. She said when the ambulance arrived at her house, the ambulance staff worked on her husband for a long time. The reporter thought her husband had died at the time he had collapsed at the side of their car. The patient took a sugar free cough syrup Tuesday night (09Feb2021), and then again a couple times on Wednesday (10Feb2021) as treatment. The patient had thrown up a couple times, but found that the sugar free cough syrup soothed his cough the night before (09Feb2021). She said her husband had taken 2 TUMS early on Wednesday morning at approximately 2:00AM (10Feb2021). He had said his stomach was bothering him on 10Feb2021. He said he thought he may be constipated, so he took 1 Senokot (Clarified as GeriCare Senna-Plus Natural Vegetable Laxative with Stool Softener) on 10Feb2021. She clarified her husband had diarrhea on 09Feb2021, but felt on 10Feb2021 he may have been constipated. There were no adverse events required a visit to Emergency Room since Patient's wife stated she was getting her husband to their car, so she could drive him to the Emergency Room, when her husband collapsed and died or to Physician Office as they spoke with the nurse at her husband's primary care doctor's office. Weakness was reported as worsened. The outcome of events Sweaty, Cold, Muscle ache, Body Aches, Fatigue/Tiredness, Raspy throat/worsened, Difficulty breathing, Weakness was not recovered; and of the remaining events was unknown. The patient died on 11Feb2021. The patient's official time of death was Thursday, 11Feb2021, at 12:08AM. Cause of death was unknown. An autopsy was not performed and it would take 3 weeks for a death certificate to be issued. The reporter stated she thought it was important to notify Pfizer of her husband's passing because his side effects fell within the expected time period after receiving his second COVID-19 Vaccine.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Death

1045647 02/22/2021 Y M patient died from a flu shot; Initial information was received on 12-Feb-2021 regarding an unsolicited valid serious case from a consumer or non-health care professional via social media.  This case is linked to case 2021SA056035. (same reporter)  This case involves a male patient (reporter's father in-law) (age unspecified) who died (death), after he received INFLUENZA VACCINE.  It was unknown if the patient had any medical history, concomitant disease or risk factor. Past medical treatment, vaccination, family history and concomitant medication were not reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE (produced by unknown manufacturer) [lot number, expiry date and other dosing details were not reported] for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient died from a flu shot (death) (unknown latency) following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE. This event was also assessed as medically significant.  It was unknown if the patient experienced any additional symptoms/events before death.  It was unknown if there were laboratory data/results available.   It was not reported if the patient received any corrective treatment before death.  It was unknown if an autopsy was done. The cause of death was reported as, the patient died from a flu shot.  At the time of reporting it was reported that, product name was not provided and it was reported via public post on the Sanofi flu shot campaign hence reporter assumed that the consumer was referring to the Sanofi flu vaccine.  There will be no information available on the batch number for this case.; Sender's Comments: This was a poorly documented social media case received from involved a male patient (age unspecified) who died (death) after administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE. The time to onset is unknown. Further information regarding medical history, concomitant disease or risk factor, concurrent condition during vaccination, previous vaccination and tolerance, laboratory tests ruling out other alternate etiologies and autopsy results is needed for complete assessment of the case. Based upon the reported information, the role of the vaccine cannot be assessed.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: patient died from a flu shot

1045803 02/15/2021 02/15/2021 02/22/2021 VA 89.0 89 Y F Patient was found with no pulse no heart rate by a staff member around 11 pm.  Earlier that day seen by myself for fatigue, sorethroat, nausea.

1045842 01/21/2021 02/11/2021 02/22/2021 OH 88.0 88 Y M A few days after the vaccination my father had a sore throat and slight cough.  This progressed into pneumonia like symptoms and he died on 2/11/21. Y 8

1045894 12/31/2020 02/07/2021 02/22/2021 MN 84.0 84 Y M COVID infection, death Y 12

1045895 02/21/2021 02/21/2021 02/22/2021 FL 89.0 89 Y M He was found deceased in his home by Sheriff and paramedics evening of  2/21/21.

1045972 02/06/2021 02/16/2021 02/22/2021 78.0 78 Y F patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1046179 02/15/2021 02/18/2021 02/22/2021 OH 48.0 48 Y F patient was not vaccinated at hospital.  Caregiver reports that patient was vaccinated with second dose on Monday 2/15/21.  Tuesday patient experienced n/v/d.  Went to an ED on Wednesday and was cleared and sent home.  Thursday reported shortness of breath to her caregiver and then collapsed.  Patient was brought to as PEA arrest and ultimately died.

1046230 02/04/2021 02/20/2021 02/22/2021 OK 68.0 68 Y M Death.  My father-in-law was found unexpectedly deceased in his home Saturday morning.  He worked the previous day.

1046265 02/19/2021 02/19/2021 02/22/2021 WA 85.0 85 Y M Received 2nd dose of COVID19 Pfizer vaccine at 1103 am on 2/19/21, was last seen at 1159, found around 1615 by kitchen staff who were serving dinner.

1046317 02/11/2021 02/12/2021 02/22/2021 OH 86.0 86 Y M Patient passed away from chronic respiratory failure with cardiogenic shock 24 hours from 2nd dose of vaccine. Patient with longstanding history of pulmonary HTN and heart failure with desire for comfort care only.  Entering into VAERS out of abundance of caution.

1046347 01/20/2021 01/01/2021 02/22/2021 NJ 79.0 79 Y M When family members came to receive the second dose of their COVID vaccine, they informed us that the above patient had passed away.

1046397 01/07/2021 02/20/2021 02/22/2021 AK 94.0 94 Y F Death

1046447 02/12/2021 02/18/2021 02/22/2021 NM 38.0 38 Y F 2/12/2021 Vaccine 2/13/2021 Weakness, oral ulcers 2/17/2021 Brought to ER for loss of consciousness, altered mental status, rectal bleeding; work up showed sepsis, UTI, anemia, pneumonia, pleural effusion, pancytopenia, hypotension; persistent hypotension and respiratory failure 2/18/2021 Passed away at 5:54AMY 1

1046542 01/02/2021 02/15/2021 02/22/2021 82.0 82 Y M patient passed away with in 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1046613 01/28/2021 02/22/2021 02/22/2021 70.0 70 Y F patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1046666 02/20/2021 02/20/2021 02/22/2021 OK 92.0 92 Y M Patient had no adverse events during the observation period after vaccine. He was conscious and having conversation with facility staff. He was observed for 15 minutes at least. When the facility staff returned later, approximately 60 to 90 minutes, patient had passed away.

1046698 01/26/2021 02/20/2021 02/22/2021 63.0 63 Y M patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1046722 02/11/2021 02/14/2021 02/22/2021 WY 67.0 67 Y M No symptoms or signs on the day 1st dose of vaccine was received (2/11/2021).  3 days later,  (2/14/2021) patient experienced chills for approximately 6 hours, followed by severe (visible) chest spasms, and then cardiac arrest.  911 was called upon witnessing chest spasms, but cardiac arrest/death occurred before patient could be transported to the hospital.

1046752 02/08/2021 02/09/2021 02/22/2021 KS 70.0 69 Y M Pt was hospitalized Jan 18, 2021 after he had fallen outside overnight and lay there approximately 12 hours until he was found. Hypothermic & rhabdomyolis diagnosis. Gradually improved w/ strength & mental status - was in swing bed @ hospital. He got his first Covid 19 shot on 2-8-21. Was fine @ 0300 on 2-9-21 and @ 0430 he was found unresponsive. Dx: probable arrythmia & pronounced dead @ 0454. Noted on pain scale @ 2/8/21 @ 21:11, clients pain was a 7/10 They offered pain med & he refused They repositioned & distracted him @ 2047 on 2/8/21 Pain had decreased to 3/10 and nothing given. Then @ 0300 check he was sleeping and @ 0430 unresponsive.Y 21

1046763 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 02/22/2021 OH 84.0 84 Y F 1/23 - Mild injection site discomfort. Appetite loss compared to previous day. Beginning loss of mental acuity compared to previous day.  1/24 - Continued loss of appetite. Near complete loss of ability to move. Continued decline of mental acuity. Very little speaking. 1/25 - Stopped speaking completely. Loss of bowel control in the evening and continued until death. Complete loss of appetite. 1/26 - Near complete loss of ability to swallow. Moved to hospice 4:00pm. 1/27 - Died 4:00am

1046795 02/12/2021 02/21/2021 02/22/2021 TX 64.0 64 Y F Per ED note: Brought in ED by EMS at 1945 for acute shortness of breath and hypotension. Patient was placed on supplemental oxygen and covid test completed. Patient was placed on BiPAP to maintain oxygen greater than 90%. Found to be in metabolic acidosis. Patient became unresponsive and pulse could not be palpated. Chest compressions were initiated. ACLS medications given and pulses regained. Patient lost pulse 30 mins later and never regained pulse. Per ED noted; likely developed a PE. Passed away at 2127

1046845 02/17/2021 02/18/2021 02/22/2021 VA 84.0 84 Y F Deceased 02/18/2021 with an unknown cause of death

1046881 02/18/2021 02/20/2021 02/22/2021 CA 91.0 91 Y F Code blue called at 11:00pm. Patient had code status of Do Not Resuscitate.

1046915 02/21/2021 02/22/2021 02/22/2021 IA 66.0 66 Y F Resident received the 2nd dose of the Covid vaccine approximately around 1105 by pharmacy through the pharmacy LTC partnership vaccination program. Resident had no adverse effects until around 8:00 pm she began complaining of body aches, and chills, Tylenol was given at this time. Around 9:30pm resident was sleeping in bed. Around 12:00 am the CNA called nurse into room to assess resident as the resident stated she did not feel good. Temperature at that time was 102.2, and vomiting. RN came to assess @ 1220 am She was noted to be vomiting, diaphoretic, pale and having trouble breathing. Temp was 97.3 after vomting, Pulse 53, Resp 20, o2 sats were 40-45%, unable to obtain Blood pressure, Applied 5 L of oxygen at this time and had LPN call 911 immediately. Resident was repsonsive and able to follow staff members instructions but was only answering yes or no simple questions at the time time of assessment. Paramedics arrived at 0040 and resident was sent to Hospital. @ 0130 ER nurse called to nursing facility to notify resident had coded in the ER and passed away @ 0110.

1047072 02/13/2021 02/18/2021 02/22/2021 CA 62.0 62 Y M Patient had sore arm on the day of vaccination. Per patient's nephew , the next morning patient experienced body pains, aches, headache . Onn Tuesday patient had fever.  Patient's condition  progressively got worse. He had difficulty breathing by Wednesday night. He had low oxygen levels at 80 per pulse ox reading. Patient was coughing up blood. Family took him to hospital on Thursday morning due to breathing difficulty and patient died 2.18.21 at 10 amY 1

1047169 02/06/2021 02/20/2021 02/22/2021 TX 83.0 83 Y F jaundice->hemolytic anemia-> hemorrhagic shock->multi organ failure->death pt admitted to ICU 2/16 with Hgb=3.4, treated with steroids, supportive care , pressors,  pt died 2/20/21 Y 4

1047183 01/14/2021 01/01/2021 02/22/2021 MO 82.0 82 Y F Pt had expired before second dose was delivered.

1047197 02/12/2021 02/20/2021 02/22/2021 KS 84.0 84 Y M death

1047282 02/05/2021 02/06/2021 02/22/2021 FL 83.0 83 Y F Patient felt fine on Friday afternoon and evening after shot. Felt fine on Saturday until the afternoon when she started feeling fatigued and chilled. Decided to take a warm bath at about 6pm. Was found dead in bathtub at approximately 7pm with blisters on arms, legs, and face.

1047326 01/25/2021 02/01/2021 02/22/2021 MI 96.0 96 Y F According  to patient's caregiver, patient presented with symptoms of fever (101.6 F) and purple blotches all over the body within an hour. Since patient was in hospice , caregiver called Hospice and a pharmacy and was told to give patient Benadryl and Tylenol. Patient was given both medications and the fever subsided in a few days but the purple blotches never went away. Patient passed away at the facility a week later.

1047351 01/29/2021 02/17/2021 02/22/2021 OK 55.0 55 Y M Patient was tested for covid on 2/2/21 with positive resulted. Presented to Hospital ER on 2/10/21 with c/o of abdominal pain. Diagnosed with gastritis, prescribed metoclopromide and famotidine and dc home. Returned to ER on 2/13/21 with c/o of weakness, diarrhea, foot ulcer, and loss of appetite.  Diagnosed:   1) Dyspnea and hypoxia secondary to Covid-19 2) Extensive bilateral lung infiltrates secondary to Covid-19 3) Increased Cr 4) Increased LFTs, ferritin, d-dimer, troponin secondary to Covid-19 5) Elevated procalcitonin placing the patient at high risk for sepsis 6) Chronic appearing Right foot wound without signs of secondary infection Patient transferred to a different hospital in another city.Y 4

1047434 02/10/2021 02/13/2021 02/22/2021 WA 88.0 88 Y M Patient died 3 days after receiving his first dose of the Covid vaccine. He saw his doctor 2 weeks prior to his death with absolutely no complaints, very healthy. He had no prior heart conditions and was pronounced dead of a heart attack.

1047455 02/19/2021 02/21/2021 02/22/2021 MT 93.0 93 Y F Resident deceased

1047571 02/10/2021 02/20/2021 02/22/2021 WA 74 Y F Death after stroke .

1047634 01/25/2021 02/12/2021 02/22/2021 GA 91.0 91 Y M Patient was admitted to hospital on 2-9-21 for urinary tract infection and tested positive for Covid. Developed pneumonia and expired on 2-12-21. Y 3

1048786 02/11/2021 02/12/2021 02/22/2021 KS 87.0 87 Y M Was given vaccine around 1:30Pm on 2-11-2021. He and his wife waited in the building for 15 minutes and then left. he denied complaint. (He was waiting to have both Covid shots before he went to cardiologist Re: CAD.) He had an alarm going off in his house, was going to basement to check it out. Police officer heard alarm, came into house, & heard a thud when Doc fell. He was in PEA (Pulseless Electrical Activity) when brought into ER. Given 5 "rounds of Epinephrine with no response.Y

1048399 02/01/2021 02/23/2021 PA 102.0 102 Y F Stopped eating and drinking and died

1048665 02/23/2021 NY Y M Died; Internal bleeding and died; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced internal bleeding and died.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: not provided) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On unknown date, a nurse reported she read about a doctor who received the COVID-19 vaccine and died 3 days later. She stated she read that the doctor had internal bleeding. It started with bleeding in his hands and feet, then went to his brain and died 3 days later.   Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the events, internal bleeding and died, was considered fatal.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding the events has been provided at this time and is insufficient for causality assessment. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Internal bleeding

1048672 12/29/2020 02/23/2021 89.0 89 Y M Pass away; Got COVID; A spontaneous report was received on from a consumer, concerning an 87-year-old male patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 (mRNA 1273) vaccine and experienced pass away (death) and COVID (COVID-19).  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 injection for the prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. Two days after mRNA-1273 injection, the patient's daughter was diagnosed with COVID-19 infection. The daughter states that her mother also got infected with COVID.  On an unknown date, the patient got COVID. It was reported that he passed away. Treatment for the event was not provided.  The cause of death was not provided. The plans for an autopsy were not provided. .; Reporter's Comments: Although the onset date of COVID-19 and the fatal outcome is lacking,  Based on the natural history of COVID-19, the reported event, it is assessed as unlikely related with mRNA-1273.  The actual cause of death cannot be ascertained but assessed as not related and most likely due to the COVID-19 infection.

1048686 01/01/2021 02/23/2021 CA Y F died just 10 days after being given the vaccine/ put sepsis on her medical records; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer report for Aunt. A 59-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration in Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included schizophrenia and depression. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Consumer's aunt (patient) was housed in a facility. She was being treated for schizophrenia and depression. This was one of the facilities that chose to house Covid patients during the pandemic. Many of the patients here contracted covid19 during this time and they had to do a full facility lockdown and quarantine. The patient tested positive in Nov2020 and was quarantined to her room for 10 days. 3 weeks ago (in Jan2021), she received the Pfizer vaccine. Consumer's family was not given notice of this and we are sad to report that she died just 10 days after being given the vaccine. They put sepsis on her medical records and have not connected this to the vaccine. Consumer stated aunt was just 59 yrs old, though she was being treated for her mental illness, she was physically healthy. Consumer's family gravely concerned that this facility neglected her health by administering the vaccine without considering possible reactions from the medication she was taking, or the fact she had Covid just months prior. Patient died on an unspecified date. it was unknown if an autopsy performed.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: died just 10 days after being given the vaccine/ put sepsis on her medical records

1048688 01/27/2021 02/04/2021 02/23/2021 NY 94.0 Y F My mother had a stroke on 28Jan2021 sometime after 9:30 AM the morning after getting the first dose of the Pfizer Covid vaccine; Cerebral infarction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (reporting for mother). A 94-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date unknown as not available or provided to reporter at the time of report completion) via an unspecified route of administration on 27Jan2021 in right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included coronary artery disease and hypertension. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was not pregnant. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. The patient did not have covid prior vaccination and not have covid tested post vaccination. The patient had a stroke on 28Jan2021 sometime after 9:30 AM the morning after getting the first dose of the Pfizer Covid vaccine and was hospitalized due to stroke for 6 days from Jan2021. The patient then experienced cerebral infarction in 2021 and died due to it on 04Feb2021. Treatment received for events stroke and cerebral infarction included tPA injection. The outcome of events stroke and cerebral infarction was fatal. An autopsy was not performed.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Cerebral infarctionY 6

1048690 02/10/2021 02/12/2021 02/23/2021 IL 89.0 Y F presumed cardiac failure; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. An 89-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL9261), intramuscular at arm left on 10Feb2021 (at the age of 89 years) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included congestive heart failure, coronary artery disease, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, osteoarthritis, presence of prosthetic heart valve and allergies, all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant medication included amlodipine besilate/benazepril hydrochloride, amlodipine, acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN E.C.), atorvastatin, benazepril, carvedilol, ubidecarenone (COQ10), furosemide, acetaminophen and potassium chloride. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0142), intramuscular at arm left on 20Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced presumed cardiac failure on 12Feb2021 at 03:30 with fatal outcome. The patient died on 12Feb2021.  An autopsy was not performed.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information, the event Cardiac failure is most likely related to an intercurrent or underlying condition which is not related to the suspected drug BNT162B2. The patient medical history of congestive heart failure, coronary artery disease, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia provide plausible explanations for the event.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: presumed cardiac failure

1048745 02/08/2021 02/12/2021 02/23/2021 MD 66.0 66 Y F Death on February 12, 2021 acute cardiac tamponade

1048882 02/01/2021 02/12/2021 02/23/2021 MA 71.0 71 Y F Vaccine was administered 2/1/2021 at approximately 9am.  Due to self reporting of allergic reaction (hives) to Augmentin, patient was monitored on site for 30 minutes.  After the monitoring period, she was cleared to go with no issues reported at the time.  We were later informed that the patient passed away from a pulmonary embolism on 2/12/2021.

1048917 02/17/2021 02/21/2021 02/23/2021 MN 92.0 92 Y M Resident yelling for assistance in apartment. Nursing personnel found resident on floor at 6:10 AM on 2/18/2021.  Resident was transported to Hospital on 2/18/2021. Status update on 2/18/2021 from son, resident CT & X-rays were done all normal. Labs done and WBC count was elevated and awaiting results. Resident stable and admitted to hospital for observation. Resident passed away on 2.21.2021.Y 4

1048947 02/16/2021 02/17/2021 02/23/2021 VA 83.0 83 Y M Patient experienced an episode of emesis and loss of consciousness several hours after vaccine on 2/16/21.  He was taken by EMS to the hospital and was noted to be hypoxic and hypotensive.  He was admitted to the hospital and subsequently intubated.  He was also found to have a small bowel obstruction and a nasogastric tube was placed to decompress the bowel.  He required pressor support as well.  He expired on 2/17/21.

1049012 02/12/2021 02/19/2021 02/23/2021 AZ 72.0 72 Y F Patient was given vaccine on friday, one week later she passed away. The family called the pharmacy to inform us on Saturday, Feb 20, 2021. After the phone call was over, we saw in her pharmacy profile that she had received the vaccine one week prior

1049284 02/23/2021 VA Y F Died; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 58-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and patient was died.  The patient's medical history was reported as underlying health issue. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On an unknown date, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch: if reported or unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unknown date, patient with underlying health issue died after getting the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The patient died on an unknown date. The cause of death was not provided. Plans for an autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 58-year-old female who died on unknown date after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time, therefore it is difficult to assess a cause and effect relationship. No further information will be available. Of note, patient's medical history included unknown underlying health issues.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1049389 02/09/2021 02/20/2021 02/23/2021 ID 74.0 74 Y M Patient passed away Saturday at 14:04pm. Patient's wife reports his death was sudden, he passed away sitting in his chair his heart just stopped she said. They tried to perform CPR, 911 was called and paramedics arrived at the scene and he was given medication but never had any return of vital signs and so his death was called at the scene. Wife reports he was not ill, did not have any symptoms prior to the event. They are not going to be doing a autopsy. She wanted us to know based on timing that there may be some possible correlation with his COVID19 vaccine. He obtained the vaccine on 02/09/2021 - wife reports he had no symptoms, not even arm soreness after the vaccine. Had no fever, shortness of breath. Did not complain of chest pain. We can update chart to reflect the patient is deceased and lets make a card for the family.

1049406 01/26/2021 02/21/2021 02/23/2021 FL 86.0 86 Y F Patient rcvd 1st covid 19 vaccine on 1/26/2021.  Patient had house guests on 1/30/21.  Those house guests tested positive for covid on 2/1/2021.  Patient started getting symptoms on 02/2/2021.  Patient tested postivie on 2/4/2021.  Patient was hospitalized 2/7/2021.  Patient passed away on 2/21/21.

1049428 01/28/2021 02/12/2021 02/23/2021 NH 70.0 70 Y F 2/7/21 Increased difficulty chewing, swallowing, evaluated by SLP and dietician. Diet texture down-graded x 2 with poor appetite and recent 6lb weight loss.  2/8/21-APRN updated regarding poor appetite and difficulty chewing as well as downgraded texture of diet. Also informed of increased s/s of discomfort and increased use of PRN Oxycodone for pain. 2/9/21- elevated temp 100.7. 2/9/21 Covid pcr test negative. 2/9/21-N.O.?s APRN BMP, Albumin and Pre-albumin Level in am. 2/11/21-elevated temp 100.4. Covid rapid test negative. 2/12/21- CBG recorded at 517 at 5:20 am. Resident also has an elevated temp of 100.9. Tylenol administered per order. Vital signs include resp 24, radial pulse 134, O2 sat 83%. Supplemental oxygen administered via nasal cannula. Head of bed elevated. DR. notified at time via telephone. Order given for sliding scale for CBG. Guardian updated regarding changes in residents condition, poor prognosis. Guardian requests Hospice eval and admit. Guardian requests comfort care no hospitalization, no IV's, no G-tubes, no labs etc, D/C of Palliative services. ARNP informed. 2/12/21 Acute Telehealth visit with APRN due to increased lethargy, elevated CBG?s despite poor appetite and insulin administration. Resident unresponsive to verbal and noxious stimuli at time of visit. N.O. Morphine sulfate 20mg/ml, give 2.5mg PO/SL Q4hr PRN pain/shortness of breath. 2/12/2021-Admitted to Hospice, Lethargic, diaphoretic, T 98.1 P 130's R 18 O2 high 80's to low 90's via O2 mask at 3L. 2/12/2021- Resident legs and arms noted to feel cool this afternoon, 02 sat was 97% with 02 on @ 3L with mask Noted resident with sob and increased pulse. Prn morphine 0.25ml sl. given with good effect. Resident was less restless and quiet in her bed. Checked on resident several times this shift for needs. Resident noted to not move in her bed @ 8:15pm and noted she was not breathing. Supervisor called and pronounced resident deceased.

1049648 02/02/2021 02/20/2021 02/23/2021 WA 87.0 87 Y M I was notified on 2/22/21 that this patient passed away over the weekend. I do not know the details, nor can I confirm anything beyond what I was told. I believe the death occurred on 2/20/21 due to a massive stroke.

1049724 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 02/23/2021 IL 72.0 72 Y F Emergency room 1/11/21   Patient is a 72 year old female who presents with decreased level of consciousness.  The patient is a nursing home patient and had an episode of choking yesterday that was treated with a Heimlich maneuver.  Nursing staff at the nursing home reports that she seems to be a bit less responsive today.  However, the patient has been for the most part unresponsive for 3-4 months time following a COVID-19 infection.  Of note, her oxygen saturation on room air is 72%.  The patient is also febrile to 100.8°.  She was unable to provide any information and the aforementioned information is gathered from nursing home staff report.

1049773 02/12/2021 02/23/2021 GA 51.0 51 Y F Patient died on 02/20/2021.  Cause of death was pulmonary embolism.

1049787 02/22/2021 02/23/2021 CA 69.0 69 Y F Without showing any side effect symtoms, patient suddenly fell unconscious and passed away within an hour. Though 911 was called and Paramedic was trying to revive the patient.

1049852 02/02/2021 02/05/2021 02/23/2021 AZ 71.0 71 Y M When calling to get billing information we were notified that patient had passed away. Patient's daughter said patient was having cvd a/s on 2.1.2021 got vaccine 2.2.2021 and passed away 2.5.2021. Cardiologist said not related

1049864 01/22/2021 02/10/2021 02/23/2021 IL 77.0 77 Y M 1/27/21 Emergency room: HPI Patient is a 77 y.o. male who presents after a syncopal episode with cyanosis and shortness of breath. Patient came from rehab where they stated he was sitting on his bed, his oxygen saturation dropped down to 76% on 4L and he became cyanotic. By the time EMS arrived, patient was back to 95% on 4 L. On arrival to the ER, he is 98-100% on 4L. He has a history of COPD and has a chronic cough due to this.Currently, he has no pain, no shortness of breath, no weakness, no cyanosis. He is afebrile and sitting comfortably in bed.   2/10/21 emergency room HPI Patient is a 77 y.o. male who presents with in full cardiac arrest.  Patient is resident of local nursing home.  According to nursing home staff, a tech was in his room talking with him as patient was laying in bed.  Tech began walking out of patient's room and turned around to tell him one last thing when the tech noticed patient had gone unresponsive.  Patient had no spontaneous respirations or pulse, subsequently CPR was started immediately.  911 was called.  This occurred around 5:30 a.m..   Upon EMS arrival on scene, they found a male unresponsive with CPR being performed.  There was no spontaneous respirations or circulation.  Thus, ET tube was placed and life support guidelines initiated.  Patient was found to be in PEA, and according to EMS, patient was given a total of 6, 1 mg epinephrine IV push and 1, 1 Amp sodium bicarb.  Patient was worked on at the scene for approximately 40 min before being transferred to ER.   Upon arrival to ER trauma room 1 patient is still in full arrest.  ET tube in place with good ventilation.  Patient remains in PEA.  Chest compressions and life support guidelines initiated.   In reviewing patient's chart and nursing home notes, patient is a full code.  Patient has a significant cardiac history including known coronary artery disease with 4 vessel CABG.  Patient also has history of 3rd degree heart block and pacemaker placement.  Patient has history of ischemic cardiomyopathy but last echo performed in 2020 shows ejection fraction of 45%.

1049963 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 02/23/2021 CA 56.0 56 Y M Found lying face down without respiration or pulse, believed to be within 5 minutes of event.  ACLS procedures unsuccessful.  Unable to get autopsy.  Believed to be heart attack secondary to COVID infection, but unconfirmed.  Relative contribution of recent vaccination unknown.

1049997 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 02/23/2021 SC 89.0 89 Y F Vaccine was administered at Nursing Facility.   Patient is an 89-year-old female with prior medical history of CVA with dysphagia, history of possible dementia, GERD, hyperlipidemia, and a pacemaker.  She is a resident from town.  She was sent for hypotension with a blood pressure of 90/52, tachypnea respirations of 54, possible aspiration pneumonia.   Status post Covid vaccine earlier today.  History is limited as patient is nonverbal on my exam.  Death within 24 hours of vaccination

1050128 02/06/2021 02/14/2014 02/23/2021 WV 70.0 70 Y M 02/07/21 through 2/13/21 slightly fatiqued, took all his prescribed medications, ate breakfast, lunch and dinner was drinking eight 10 oz bottles of water. On 02/14/21 was very tired had a difficult time breathing after taking the normal meds. He took a breathing treatment with his prescribed Ipratropium Bromide and Albuterol Sulfate via home nebulizer. This did not improve his breathing. He was very weak and breathing was labored. 911 was called by wife. 911EMTchecked pulse and breathing. Informed him they would give him a breathing treatment.He started to go limp. EMT's got him to Ambulance and to Medical Center to the ER. Heroics done.  He died. Pulmonary and Cardiac Arrest

1050137 02/21/2021 02/23/2021 02/23/2021 LA 89.0 89 Y M Pt received second Moderna Vaccination on 2/21/21 at 1:00 pm at Pharmacy.  Pt present on 2/22/21 to ER via ambulance at 1940.  Upon presentation C/C hypotension Post COVID vaccine.  Nurse notes states that Home Health nurse sent patient to ER secondary to hypotension and hyperglycemia.  Pt states back ached and was holding his head.  Nurse noted pt had random petechiae over body and bruising to abdomen following injections received during recent hospitalization. (unknown hospitalization).  Patient was treated with IVF bolus in addition to initiating Dopamine for hypotension, patient became agonal and daughter at bedside presented Adv. Directive, pt was DNR.  Pt pronounced time of death was 2110pm.  (Pt only reported a sore shoulder secondary to vaccine).

1050158 01/28/2021 02/23/2021 02/23/2021 CA 83.0 83 Y M Resident is a Hospice patient. On 1-23-2021 am shift  resident was observed by nursing have chest congestion and had a emesis times 1 with SOB, Zofran 4 mg was given. HOB (02 sats 88%) was elevated resident on 02 via nasal canula with 02 sat now @ 90% . no respiratory distress noted. MD was called with response pending for orders. @ 1400 resident with no signs of life. vs 90%-24-97/71-97.6. Hospice on site and time of death 1436

1050172 02/05/2021 02/09/2021 02/23/2021 WA 96.0 96 Y F Individual developed severe body aches,  severe shoulder discomfort, high fevers (documented max temp. 103.7 F). Daughter reported that she became non-responsive with high fevers, and when the fevers decreased she was more lucid. Her condition rapidly progressed to nausea vomiting, diarrhea and patient died on 2/9/2021.

1050201 02/02/2021 02/09/2021 02/23/2021 MT 77.0 77 Y M Died 7 days after receiving 2nd dose of Moderna vaccine. Had underlying hx Lung CA w/mets.

1050281 02/09/2021 02/15/2021 02/23/2021 CA 66.0 66 Y M Per family, patient has been feeling sick since he was vaccinated, patient went to ER on 02/15/2021, and after few hours at ER patient passed away.

1050407 02/22/2021 02/23/2021 02/23/2021 CA 73.0 73 Y F My mother passed away sometime in the night or this morning.  I talked to her at 6:30 yesterday and she was gone this morning.  She was covered in what looked like a rash of some kind and her toung was enlarged.  They did say the evening she had a flushed face and her tongue seemed enlarged or swollen.

1050431 01/26/2021 02/02/2021 02/23/2021 FL 80.0 80 Y M Since I was not with my husband I can only tell you what was told to me.  He walked out of the store toward our car.  Someone watched him, concerned, because he was walking very slowly (normally has a slow gait because of leg braces and toe amputations so I don't know if it was unusually slow).  The woman saw him fall and she ran to help-administered CPR immediately-and told me he died instantly. Medics tried to resuscitate and failed to bring a pulse.  (My husband left our home around 11:15 to drop a package off at store. The store is one mile from our home. At around 12:30 a deputy came to my door and when I saw him my knees buckled.  I knew something horrible happened.

1050441 02/20/2021 02/23/2021 VA 86.0 86 Y M Vaccination and observation period successfully completed without adverse event.  The patient's significant other reported neither of them were feeling well on 2/21/2021.  Approximately 28 hours after vaccination, the patient was found unresponsive in the bathtub.  EMS arrived within 5 minutes, resuscitation attempt was unsuccessful, CPR terminated at 1503 and the patient pronounced dead.  The Medical examiner refused the case on the basis of lack of jurisdiction, and the remains were moved to a local funeral home.  No autopsy was performed.  This event is not thought to be related to the vaccination event or the vaccine, the death is thought to be from natural causes.

1051263 01/27/2021 02/06/2021 02/24/2021 PA 71.0 71 Y F Passed away; Found unconscious; Coma; Lack of oxygen to the brain; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer, concerning his mother, a 71-year-old female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and passed away, prior to death, patient experienced lack of oxygen to the brain and was found unconscious and went to coma.  The patient's medical history reported included seizures. Concomitant medications included phenobarbital, lamotrigine and levetiracetam.   On 27 Jan 2021, approximately six days prior to the onset of events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot number: 030L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 01 Feb 2021 at 4 am, the patient was found to be unconscious on the couch, hence she was rushed to the hospital with lack of oxygen to the brain. Later, she went into a coma, hence she was in hospital for 30 hours and then was transferred to a different hospital for a second opinion on 06-Feb-2021, where she was passed away at 02:20 PM. Treatment information was not provided  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events were not applicable.  The outcome of events, lack of oxygen to the brain, found unconscious and coma were considered unknown.  The outcome of event passed away was fatal as she died on 06 Feb 2021 at 2:20 pm.  The cause of death was not provided.  Plans for an autopsy were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of 71-year-old female subject with a history of seizures who died 6 days after receiving first dose of vaccine. Very limited information has been provided at this time. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Passed awayY

1051267 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 02/24/2021 FL 72.0 72 Y M Passed away; Slight soreness in arm; A regulatory report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 72-year-old male patient who received Moderna covid-19 vaccine and death occurred 4 days after the vaccine and also experienced soreness in his arm after the vaccine administration.  The patient's medical history includes diabetes mellitus, Hypertension, Hypercholesterolemia, CVD, previous stroke and Depression. No relevant concomitant medications were reported. No information on allergies.   On 4-FEB-2021 at 10:43 am, prior to the onset of events, the patient received his first of two planned doses of covid-19 vaccine for the prophylaxis of covid-19 infection.   He had soreness in his arm the day following the shot, but he had no other symptoms.   He passed away on 08-FEB-2021 at 10 am. As per his wife, they never made it to the hospital, and he had poor health prior to vaccination.  Action taken with 2nd dose of Moderna Covid-19 vaccine was not applicable.  The outcome of the event death is fatal.; Reporter's Comments: This is a 72 year old male with hx of diabetes mellitus, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, and CVD who died 4 days after the vaccine was administered. No autopsy report provided. No further information is expected in this regulatory report case.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1051445 01/28/2021 02/15/2021 02/24/2021 61.0 Y F chest x-ray shows numerous bilateral patchy opacities; catastrophic brain bleed; Brainstem reflexes were lost; Patient died; shortness of breath; nausea; diarrhea; worsening shortness of breath/numerous bilateral patchy opacities; immunosuppressed status; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist and a contactable other health professional.  A 61-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL9261), intramuscular at arm right on 28Jan2021 (at the age of 61 years) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history included bilateral lung transplant on 23Jun2017, lymphangioleiomyomatosis, hepatocellular carcinoma, antibody mediated rejection of lung transplant , bronchiolitis obliterans syndrome, grade 0P, major depressive disorder, RLS (restless legs syndrome), chronic insomnia, long term current use of systemic steroids OSA (obstructive sleep apnea), iron deficiency anemia, bilateral sciatica, hoarseness of voice, memory change, laryngeal stridor, pure hypercholesterolemia senile nuclear cataract, bilateral myopia of both eyes, osteoporosis without current pathological fracture, alopecia, immunosuppressed status, all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  Concomitant medication included acyclovir (formulation: capsule, strength: 200 mg) oral at 200 mg twice daily, salbutamol (ALBUTEROL HFA) as needed (MCG/ACT inhaler take 2 puffs by inhalation every 4 hours as needed) for wheezing (shortness of breath), atorvastatin (LIPITOR, formulation: tablet) oral at 80 mg once a day, azithromycin (ZITHROMAX, formulation: tablet)oral at 250 mg (every Monday, Wednesday, Friday), bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN XL, formulation: tablet, strength: 150 mg) oral at 150 mg once a day, calcium citrate/cholecalciferol (CALCIUM + VITAMIN D, formulation: tablet) oral at 2 dose form once a day (every morning), everolimus (ZORTRESS, formulation: tablet, strength: 1 mg) oral at 2 mg twice a day, fluticasone propionate/salmeterol xinafoate (ADVAIR, strength: 500 ug/ 20 ug) twice daily (1 puff by inhalation), gabapentin (NEURONTIN, formulation: capsule, strength:100 mg) oral at 300 mg daily (by mouth nightly), loratadine (CLARITIN, formulation: tablet, strength: 10 mg) oral at 10 mg as needed, metoprolol tartrate (LOPRESSOR, formulation: tablet, strength: 25 mg)oral at 50 mg twice daily, minoxidil (ROGAN, strength: 5%) topical apply 1 cap full every other day to affected area on scalp for alopecia, ondansetron (ZOFRAN, formulation: tablet, strength: 4 mg) oral at 4 mg as needed for nausea, pantoprazole sodium sesquihydrate (PROTONIX, formulation: tablet, strength: 40 mg) oral at 40 mg once a day, prednisone (DELTASONE, formulation: tablet, strength: 5 mg) oral at 5 mg daily (every morning), sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT, formulation: tablet, strength: 100 mg) oral at 100 mg twice a day (every morning), sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim (BACTRIM) 400-80 mg per tablet (1 tablet by mouth every Monday, Wednesday, Friday), tacrolimus (formulation: capsule) at 3 mg daily (2 mg every morning and 1 mg at night), salbutamol sulfate (PROVENTIL HFA) as needed for wheezing (shortness of breath), salbutamol sulfate (VENTOLIN HFA) as needed for wheezing (shortness of breath) , salbutamol sulfate (PROAIR HFA) as needed for wheezing (shortness of breath), ascorbic acid/ferrous fumarate/folic acid/ retinol (PRENATAL, formulation: tablet) oral daily.  The patient previously took NSAIDs and voriconazole and experienced drug allergies. It was reported that the patient presented to emergency department (ED) on 04Feb2021 with chief complaint of worsening shortness of breath, nausea and diarrhea for past week since receiving since receiving COVID-19 vaccine. Full viral panel including COVID-19 was not detected. All blood cultures and respiratory cultures were negative. Patient chest x-ray shows numerous bilateral patchy opacities which is significantly different from her previous chest x-ray here. Empiric rejection treatment initiated including high dose methylprednisolone, plasmapheresis, IVIG, thymoglobulin. She continued to decline and ultimately required intubation, proning and paralyzing on 08Feb2021 and then VV ECMO cannulation on 13Feb2021. Acute pupil exam changes in the early am hours of 15Feb2021 prompted urgent head CT which revealed catastrophic brain bleed. Brainstem reflexes were lost soon after. Despite placing an EVD emergently at bedside, brain stem reflexes were not recovered. The events were all serious. The patient outcome of the events was fatal. The patient died on 15Feb2021.  It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events due to temporal relationship. However, the reported event may possibly represent intercurrent medical conditions in this patient.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications. This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Chest x-ray shows numerous bilateral patchy opacities; Catastrophic brain bleed; Brainstem reflexes were lost; shortness of breath; nausea; Diarrhea; Worsening shortness of breath/numerous bilateral patchy opacitiesY Y 11

1051451 02/24/2021 Y F died 15 min later; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program. A non-contactable consumer reported that a female patient (mother) of an unknown age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose via an unknown route on an unknown date for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drug were not provided. The reporter stated her mother took the vaccine and died 15 min later.    No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: died 15 min later

1051651 02/23/2021 02/24/2021 02/24/2021 NY 58.0 58 Y M Abdominal pain, nausea and vomiting, shortness of breath, acidosis, hypoglycemia, death.  Onset of abdominal pain was 30 minutes after administration of the vaccine followed by 20+ episodes of vomiting and dry heaving.

1051666 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 02/24/2021 OH 85.0 85 Y M Pt presented to ER with SOB on 01-29-2021. He was admitted to Healthcare with acute CHF exacerbation, elevated lactate, anemia and elevated d-dimer. Pt reports getting SOB getting up to go to the bathroom.  Pt was intubated. He developed pulmonary edema. Pt expired on 02-02-2021 at 10:13 PM.Y 4

1051675 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 02/24/2021 WI 78.0 78 Y F Patient passed away on 2/1/21 at the Health System. She was there for congestive heart failure (CHF) which had been a problem for her since contracting COVID-19 (symptoms began 10/29/20 and tested positive 10/30/20). She had been to see her medical provider several times after her isolation period as well as a few trips to the hospital for, what they called "CHF flare-ups". Her last hospitalization began on January 30, 2021. Her social worker reported on t1/31/21 that "she would likely be returning in another day or two".Y

1051699 01/27/2021 02/15/2021 02/24/2021 OH 91.0 91 Y M Death on 02.15.2021.

1051803 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 02/24/2021 GA 47.0 47 Y F unknown, was informed by Health Director that person had passed away

1051923 01/31/2021 02/21/2021 02/24/2021 97.0 97 Y F Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1051942 02/11/2021 02/22/2021 02/24/2021 NY 84.0 84 Y M Hepatorenal syndrome- Death Y 3

1051975 01/19/2021 02/23/2021 02/24/2021 86.0 86 Y F Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1051993 02/05/2021 02/14/2021 02/24/2021 NY 95.0 95 Y F Notified on 2/24/2021  that patient passed away on 2/14/2021.   Other cause of death  - non-covid -19 related

1052014 02/06/2021 02/15/2021 02/24/2021 TX 91.0 91 Y F Extreme difficulty breathing upon exertion, collapsed shortly after walking started, loss of conciousness,  and death

1052045 02/12/2021 02/22/2021 02/24/2021 85.0 85 Y F Patient passed away with in 60 days of receiving the COVID vaccine series

1052049 02/23/2021 02/23/2021 02/24/2021 MN 67.0 67 Y M Patient was into the clinic on the afternoon of 2/23/21 for a COVID-19 vaccine.  He had a podiatry clinic visit after his vaccine same day.  It was reported by the patients family physician that patient stated he didn't feel well and suddenly collapsed at home at approximately 4:45 pm.  Emergency medical personnel were not able to revive him.   Patient died at approximately 4:45 pm on 2/23/21.

1052070 02/22/2021 02/23/2021 02/24/2021 NJ 95.0 95 Y F 2/22/2021 10:09 pm resident reported 1 episode of being nauseous and having dry heaves, no temperature, MD notified and nurse was told to continue to monitor, no new orders, daughter made aware. Vital signs being done every 4 hours. 2/23/2021    3:04am resident complains of nausea, scant BM amount x 2, MD notified and no new orders, continue to monitor and encourage fluids, vital signs continue every 4 hours.

1052106 02/11/2021 02/17/2021 02/24/2021 OR 53.0 53 Y F While at counseling appointment on February 17  patient had witnessed sudden cardiac arrest and was not able to be resuscitated. She was pronounced dead at 12:09. At the time of death her glucose was about 500.

1052108 01/28/2021 02/19/2021 02/24/2021 91.0 91 Y F Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving the COVID vaccine series

1052164 02/23/2021 02/24/2021 02/24/2021 TN 78.0 78 Y M 911 called to patients house for trouble breathing and abdominal pain. Patient coded, wife presented DNR paperwork. Patient presented to Hospital DOA at 0958.

1052172 02/18/2021 02/19/2021 02/24/2021 MI 55.0 55 Y M Agency contacted 2/19 In evening by employer representative- client Died Suddenly after work"

1052179 01/25/2021 02/21/2021 02/24/2021 77.0 77 Y M Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1052217 02/18/2021 02/23/2021 02/24/2021 CA 81.0 81 Y M Elevated heart rate, flushing of the face and ears, vomiting, trouble breathing, pulmonary edema

1052226 02/11/2021 02/13/2021 02/24/2021 MS 62.0 62 Y M Patient discovered unresponsive in cell, blue coloration to skin, vital signs, undetectable.  CPR initiated, Ambulance summoned.  Following EMS arrival with additional unsuccessful attempts to revive patient, patient was determined to have expired.

1052273 01/26/2021 02/23/2021 02/24/2021 77.0 77 Y M Patient admitted to the hospital the day after receiving a COVID vaccine x 5 days. Patient passed away on 2/23/2021. Y 5

1052645 02/06/2021 02/11/2021 02/24/2021 IL 77.0 77 Y F Cardiogenic shock occurred on 2/10/2021,  approximately 12 hours after patient received her 12th dose of pemetrexed/pembrolizumab and 4 days after COVID vaccine. Coronary angiography was done on 2/10/2021 and no significant coronary narrowing or blockage were noted. Baseline troponin on 2/10/21 was 0.02 and later on 2/10/21, troponins were 9.99 & 25.27. Creatinine increase from 1.2 to 3.4 within 24hours, and AST/ALT increased from 23 & 31 to  4,220 & 4,786 respectively on 2/11. Patient expired on 02/11/2021.Y 2

1052700 01/27/2021 02/24/2021 TN 71.0 71 Y M 71 year old male patient recived the Moderna vaccine on 12/28/2020 and 1/27/2021. Tested positive for Covd-19 on 2/1/2021 (aysmptomatic).  Passed away on 2/23/2021.  Report came from facility.

1052738 02/05/2021 02/06/2021 02/24/2021 VA 95.0 95 Y M He vaccine on 2/5/2021 I went to see my husband the next day he was shaking and his mouth was open shaking, and he had fever of 105, they gave him Tylenol suppositories and he passed away 2 hours later.  They should not have given him should not have given him the vaccine that is on hospice, it was not the right decision. I am worried about the elderly and those very sick.

1052809 02/16/2021 02/17/2021 02/24/2021 CA 73.0 73 Y M Patient passed away

1052820 01/25/2021 02/19/2021 02/24/2021 OH 73.0 73 Y F Approximately 2 weeks after the first COVID vaccine she developed shortness of breath that was much more significant than she had previously. This was the first time she had expressed this symptom to me as being something she was concerned about and difficult for her to manage (we have spoken almost daily for many years). Within 24 hours of the second dose of the mRNA vaccine, they called an ambulance to get her and she was taken to the hospital and diagnosed with bacterial pneumonia.   The doctors said it was unrelated, but I found a study with a different vaccine (LAIV) that also seemed to increase the incidence of bacterial pneumonia. They hypothesized through diverting the immune system. So while I don't think the vaccine gave her the bacteria, I do think it may have caused her immune system to be temporarily compromised allowing the bacteria to grow out of control. I feel this is important to report to look for these types of patterns as perhaps it can help others avoid the death spiral that happened to my mother. There were also intervening events between her hospitalization and her death including two successful surgeries (one for a broken hip and another to put in stents in her leg). So to summarize, the first vaccine was within about 2 weeks of the onset of her breathing problems. Within 24 hours of the second vaccine she was hospitalized and diagnosed with bacterial pneumonia. As she was battling bacterial pneumonia in the hospital she broke her hip and was found to have reduced peripheral circulation and had 2 surgeries to correct those. They were successful according to the surgeons, however she died within a week or so of the surgeries.  She had other comorbidities as well which I'm sure predisposed her such as diabetes, hypertension and cancer for many years.Y Y 18

1052972 02/23/2021 02/24/2021 MO 87.0 87 Y F RESIDENT EXPIRED

1052990 02/20/2021 02/24/2021 02/24/2021 TX 73.0 73 Y F Likely not be related directly to vaccine adverse event other than Fatigue and sleepiness reported 2/22/2021.  Patient missed her clinic appointment and we called in to check in with her.  She had no other symptoms.  She rescheduled her appointment to come in for her clinic visit to Tuesday, 2/23/2021 but did not arrive.  We could not contact her thereafter on Tuesday.  We were able to reach her medical power of attorney on Wednesday morning who with the help of EMS was able to enter her home.  We do not know what other symptoms patient was experiencing.  We also had the major winter storm between 2/11 /2021 and 2/19/2021.  This affected are elderly severely.  Unclear what utility she had or how she managed.  On 2/20/2021 patient had only come in for her Covid vaccine appeared tired on that day but most of was struggling through the winter storm and not recovered yet.  Patient was found deceased by her friend and officer who assisted her to enter patient's house.  Unknown time or circumstances of patient demise.

1053191 02/08/2021 02/19/2021 02/24/2021 IN 67.0 67 Y F Vaccine administered 02/08/2021 , by Thursday 02/11/2021 patient almost nonverbal, by Monday 02/15/2021 patient went to the hospital with bruising, sores on her stomach and clots reported as thrombocytopenia, deceased by Friday 02/19/2021.

1053322 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 02/24/2021 MO 76.0 76 Y F Pt had passed away before second dose

1053393 02/03/2021 02/13/2021 02/24/2021 NM 76.0 76 Y M Patient felt achy, tired starting the day after the vaccine.  Per his wife, he was very tired  and "losing stamina".  On 2/13/21, he woke up feeling dizzy and weak.  His wife asked him if he wanted to go to the doctor and he declined.  He ate breakfast and went to rest in his easy chair.  He  passed away an hour later.

1060528 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 02/24/2021 95.0 95 Y M Death due to underlying condition for hospice pt. Narrative: This was a 95 yo patient residing at home with daughter. Patient reported to PCP on 1/4 c/o poor appetite and weight loss. Daughter reported that patient was very frail and requested a hospice referral. Outside medical records indicate that patient was dx with pneumatosis of the cecum and peritonitis. Patient also had severe atherosclerotic disease with near complete occlusion of the infrarenal abdominal aorta. Due to age and frailty, patient was placed in hospice care where he passed away on 1/22/21.

1053694 02/08/2021 02/17/2021 02/25/2021 TX 62.0 62 Y M Sudden Death on 2/17/2021

1053758 02/02/2021 02/25/2021 TX 58.0 58 Y F Systemic: Brain aneurysm-Severe, Systemic: Headache-Severe

1053788 02/02/2021 02/15/2021 02/25/2021 TN 93.0 93 Y F Received call that patient is now deceased

1053879 01/20/2021 02/22/2021 02/25/2021 67.0 67 Y F Shortness of breath - related to chronic comorbidities

1053978 02/23/2021 02/24/2021 02/25/2021 GA 77.0 77 Y F pt woke up at 0400 with fever, chills, and body aches progressing over 4 hours to the point when she became unresponsive. husband called 911, pt was declared dead at the time of EMS arrival around 1200

1054080 02/18/2021 02/21/2021 02/25/2021 MI 67.0 67 Y M cardiac arrest, death:  2/21/21

1054114 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 02/25/2021 IL 102.0 102 Y F Patient was hospitalized 15 days after receiving vaccine. Admission was not due to vaccine and was admitted for acute ascites and patient had reported fever and hypoxia. Patients admission resulted in death 7 days after being admitted to hospital. Y

1054160 02/11/2021 02/15/2021 02/25/2021 IL 36.0 36 Y M 2/12/2021 woke up with sore arm and back. 2/13/2021 woke up with headache around 1am. Headache and nausea all morning. Mid-late afternoon started having seizures. Admitted to Hospital 2/15/2021 expired. Reported per wife on 2/25/2021. Y 2

1054171 02/17/2021 02/21/2021 02/25/2021 VA 80.0 80 Y M Resident found unresponsive in his room. CPR performed and patient expired.
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1054175 02/17/2021 02/23/2021 02/25/2021 VA 71.0 71 Y M Resident found unresponsive, CPR initiated and EMS called. EMS called time of death after arrival.

1054192 02/16/2021 02/23/2021 02/25/2021 AZ 71.0 71 Y M Pt's wife reports death 2/23/2021

1054337 02/16/2021 02/01/2021 02/25/2021 DE 90.0 90 Y M FOUND DEAD IN HIS OWN BED

1054434 01/29/2021 02/24/2021 02/25/2021 KY 83.0 83 Y M Patient reported to emergency room on 2/20 with increasing of shortness of breath, quantitated unable to walk from room to room in his house. Patient was admitted. Y 4

1054435 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 02/25/2021 AL 89.0 89 Y M Patient passed on 01/28/2021 per family member.

1054551 01/16/2021 02/19/2021 02/25/2021 KY 70.0 Y M Resident expired on 2/29/21.

1054592 01/16/2021 02/24/2021 02/25/2021 KY 68.0 68 Y M Resident expired on 2/24/21, under hospice care.

1054694 01/29/2021 02/13/2021 02/25/2021 NM 83.0 83 Y M Pt received vaccine on 1/29/2021 and died on 2/13/2021.  Wife called agency and noted the pt received his 1st dose of vaccine and was having "side effects and began declining".    It is unknown what side effects he was having.

1054698 01/18/2021 02/07/2021 02/25/2021 KY 89.0 89 Y F THE RESIDENT WAS ROUTINELY TESTED FOR COVID ON 1/29/21 AND POSITIVE RESULTS RETURNED ON 1/30/21; WAS ASYMPTOMATIC AT FIRST, BUT DEVELOPED SYMPTOMS ON 1/31/21 THAT PROGRESSED AND THE RESIDENT DIED ON 2/7/21

1054699 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 02/25/2021 WI 82.0 82 Y M Patient was found at 6 AM on 01/21/2021 - he passed away during his sleep

1054813 01/08/2021 02/15/2021 02/25/2021 82.0 82 Y M Chest clear - Hospitalized for a UTI

1054859 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 02/25/2021 IN 102.0 102 Y M No details - patient died on 1/22/2021

1054966 02/12/2021 02/21/2021 02/25/2021 NC 79.0 79 Y M Mentation has declined since hospital discharger for fall on 2/6/20201. Patient has also had significant poor oral intake. Brought in due to apneic episodes.  Abdominal pain - diffuse tenderness (right sided) Elevated liver enzymes - likely secondary to dehydration Increased serum creatine kinase - likely due to dehydrationY 5

1055009 02/04/2021 02/09/2021 02/25/2021 IL 87.0 87 Y M Patient deceased 2/9/2021 when called for second dose vaccine appointment

1055027 01/29/2021 02/15/2021 02/25/2021 IL 81.0 81 Y M patient deceased no show to 2nd appointment notified by family

1055070 02/19/2021 02/21/2021 02/25/2021 OR 41.0 41 Y F Client died on 02/21/2021 and had received the second dose of the vaccine series on 02/19/2021.

1055107 12/29/2020 02/15/2021 02/25/2021 91.0 91 Y F No documented vaccine reaction  Hospitalized due to co-morbities

1055122 02/20/2021 02/21/2021 02/25/2021 ID 88.0 88 Y F Pale, Short of Breath, Hypoxic, Lethargic within minutes became unresponsive and died.

1055149 02/16/2021 02/22/2021 02/25/2021 MI 95.0 95 Y M This is a hospice patient under the care of Hospice at an affiliated nursing home. Pt received the vaccination around noon on 2-16-21 by a representative from Pharmacy.  The following afternoon 2-17-21 at 14:45 the pt started to experience severe SOB resp rate 36, audible wheezing and use of respiratory accessory muscles. BP180/80, 113 pulse temp 98.  Pt was given morphine and ativan.  The respiratory distress was eased however pt never returned to baseline and died 2-22-21 around 4am.

1055203 02/17/2021 02/24/2021 02/25/2021 OH 67.0 67 Y M Began having SOB and cough on 2/18/21, the day after his first vaccine.  Had a routine physician appointment for diabetes on 2/15/21 with no documentation of these complaints.   Presented to the hospital on 2/23, soon after required intubation. Admitted with severe pneumonia, diffuse colitis, and sepsis.   Condition continued to worsen until patient passed away on 2/24/21 @ 1632.

1055267 02/24/2021 02/25/2021 02/25/2021 VA 91.0 91 Y M Death

1055290 02/08/2021 02/14/2021 02/25/2021 MI 94.0 94 Y F Death occurred 02/14/2021

1055298 01/20/2021 02/15/2021 02/25/2021 IL 71.0 71 Y F Emergency Room HPI: The patient is a 71 y.o. female with a PMH notable for COPD, hypertension and anxiety and depression who presented on 2/6/2021 for evaluation of shortness of breath. Patient presented to our emergency room yesterday morning from local nursing facility rehab nursing staff reported that she had had a increased shortness of breath for the last 3 days she has been diagnosed with COVID-19 on 2-2-2021.  Patient has also received both COVID-19 vaccines.  Patient presented to the emergency room with labored respirations conscious awake and was on a non-rebreather at 15 L. upon arrival to our emergency room patient's temperature 101.6°, pulse 169, respirations 40 to blood pressure 142/91 and oxygen saturation 100% on 15 L non-rebreather.  Patient received a chest x-ray that showed chronic emphysema and fibrotic changes in the lung no acute processes identified.  Patient's white count 12.8, glucose 197, creatinine 1.2, lactic acid 4.6, cardiac enzymes negative, D-dimer 1180, patient has urine culture pending.  Patient has received about 3 L normal saline boluses patient was having hypotension 86/52.  Patient also received IV acetaminophen a 1000 mg IV in the emergency room along with Decadron 10 mg IV piggyback.  Patient was admitted acute care for the need of IV fluids and IV antibiotics for COVID-19 and sepsis  2/12 admit Brief history and initial physical exam: Patient is a 71 year old long-term resident of Rehab and Healthcare.  Unfortunately, she contracted coronavirus (COVID-19) at the nursing home.  Her respiratory status started to decompensate and so she was brought into the hospital.  Initial workup showed significant bilateral pleural effusions and ground-glass opacity of both lungs.  She had a significant supplemental oxygen requirement.  She was admitted for further evaluation and treatment.   Hospital course: The patient was admitted and started on IV Remdesivir.  She was given IV Decadron.  She was given immune support vitamins.  Despite this, her sepsis worsened.  When it became apparent that the patient was not going to recover, her daughter did make her comfort care only and hospice was consulted.  The patient was found to be appropriate for general inpatient hospice and was made comfort care.  Her requirement for morphine and Ativan did slowly rise.  Eventually, the patient did succumb to her respiratory failure.  Time of death was called at 10:00 p.m. on February 15, 2021   Discharge Condition: expired. Presume cause of death with cardiopulmonary arrest secondary to acute respiratory failure secondary to coronavirus (COVID-19) pneumonia   Disposition: DeceasedY 10

1055341 01/29/2021 02/13/2021 02/25/2021 CA 91.0 91 Y F Sudden death two weeks after first dose of vaccine was administered. No previous symptoms or signs. Family opted not to do an autopsy so cause of death (stroke or heart attack) not known.

1055418 02/15/2021 02/24/2021 02/25/2021 TN 71.0 71 Y F Patient suffered a stroke and passed away

1055563 02/05/2021 02/18/2021 02/25/2021 WA 93.0 93 Y F Pt tested positive for COVID-19 on 2/10/2021 and died from illness related to COVID-19 on hospice at home on 2/18/2021, per care facility.

1055588 02/05/2021 02/18/2021 02/25/2021 WA 83.0 83 Y F Pt tested positive for COVID-19 on 2/10/2021 and was hospitalized on 2/15/2021 and deceased on 2/18/2021 at the hospital of admission, per caregiver.

1055613 02/05/2021 02/16/2021 02/25/2021 WA 97.0 97 Y F Pt tested positive for COVID-19 on 2/10/2021 and was deceased on 2/16/2021 per the caregiver.

1055618 02/05/2021 02/16/2021 02/25/2021 WA 80.0 80 Y F Pt tested positive for COVID-19 on 2/10/2021, and was deceased on 2/16/2021 at.

1055629 02/05/2021 02/12/2021 02/25/2021 WA 96.0 96 Y F Pt tested positive for COVID-19 on 2/10/2021, and deceased on 2/12/2021, per caregiver at.

1055691 01/19/2021 01/24/2021 02/25/2021 MI 93.0 93 Y M Massive ischemic stroke with aspiration, unable to arouse on the morning of 1/21/2021 and placed on Hospice with death 1/24/2021 Y 4

1055729 02/01/2021 02/25/2021 02/25/2021 89.0 88 Y M acute hypoxic respiratory failure, aspiration pneumonia, severe hypernatremia, AKI. Died right after admission due to worsening hypoxia and developed pulseless Vtach arrest. Y

1055791 01/11/2021 02/15/2021 02/25/2021 IN 82.0 82 Y F Was given without consent from POA patient got severely sick and never recovered later passed away only live 1 month POA did not allow second vaccine to be given just wanted to report this vaccine was given illegal without POA knowledge Y

1055819 01/26/2021 02/08/2021 02/25/2021 AZ 83.0 83 Y F On January 1, 2021,  patient was admitted to Medical Center with COVID. Tested positive on January 2, 2021. Spent 10 days in hospital. Once recovered from pneumonia and fever gone, on January 10, 2021,  she was transferred to Rehabilitation Center for continued treatment.  She spent 16 days there.  She developed UTI and CDIF infections and was on/off oxygen.  She started physical therapy.  She was scheduled to  be released to go home on January 27, 2021.  On January 26, 2021, the day before going home, Rehabilitation Center gave her the Moderna vaccine.  On January 27, the day she went home, she started feeling very weak and couldn't walk. My dad tried lifting her and they both fell to the ground. My dad called 911 and she was taken to Medical Center, with high fever and possible stroke symptoms (which later was negative).  Two days later,  she had difficulty breathing and was put on a ventilator. She was on a ventilator for about three days. They took it off and she slowly started recovering. The doctors did all kinds of tests (blood clot in lung, heart, etc.) and all was negative.  The only thing they could trace it to was an adverse reaction to the vaccine. After spending  11 days at hospital and treating her for various infections, her heart stopped and she passed away suddenly.Y 39

1059621 01/12/2021 01/16/2021 02/25/2021 MA 71.0 71 Y F 1/14/21 - Resident complained of SOB. SPO2 66% on RA, vs 105/66-96-20 T98.2 O2 administered Pox 97% Binax test revealed (+) COVID results. Resident transferred to COVID wing. Family (HCP) updated and declined transfer to hospital Resident continued with fever, hypoxia and lethargy. Family elected CMO and Hospice notified. Resident died on 1/16/2021 @ 930AM.

1059622 02/02/2021 02/08/2021 02/25/2021 MA 85.0 84 Y M Resident rec'd COVID vaccine #2 on 02/02/2021 and was hospitalized on 02/03/2021. Diagnosed with UTI & Metabolic Encephalopathy. He was re-admitted to facility on 02/05/2021. On 02/08/2021 resident was found to be unresponsive with small amount of tan emesis in mouth and on bed. CPR initiated and resident was transferred to ER. ER MD notified facility that resident had died.

1060524 02/23/2021 02/24/2021 02/25/2021 79.0 78 Y M Death, unknown cause Narrative: Patient received COVID19 vaccine on 2/23/2021 at 14:27. On 2/24/21, patient's family found patient deceased at 12:08am. The local coroner had called the MC to let us know on 2/24/21 at 12:55am. Coroner did not suspect foul play.

1056011 02/07/2021 02/22/2021 02/26/2021 TX 75.0 75 Y M My grandpa had a stroke on the 15th of February. He claimed he had been feeling "off" for a few days, but didn't say anything. A blood clot had formed in his brain. He was doing better and about to go to rehab to strength his right side of his body. On the 22nd he took a turn for the worst. He was having trouble breathing and they sedated and partially paralyzed him to put a tube in his mouth. I believe another blood clot had formed and oxygen wasn't properly going through his body. They could not stabilize him, and he passed away the same day.

1056196 01/11/2021 01/19/2021 02/26/2021 Y M He collapsed due to a cardiac arrest on Friday 15Jan and passed away on 19Jan; He collapsed due to a cardiac arrest on Friday 15Jan and passed away on 19Jan; his cardiac arrest was caused by an arrhythmia; This is a spontaneous report from contactable pharmacist via Pfizer Sales Representative. A 45-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Patient had a long history of congenital heart issues. He had been stable and closely monitored for the past 20 years. He had no history of arrhythmia. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient collapsed due to a cardiac arrest on Friday 15Jan2021 and passed away on 19Jan2021. The doctors feel that his cardiac arrest was caused by an arrhythmia. Reporter reported this through the v safe app. And received a message stating reporter would be contacted by the cdc. After patient passed away reporter replied stop to v safe. But still had not been contacted by anyone. This may or may not be related. Reporter have no way of knowing. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported "collapsed due to a cardiac arrest", "cardiac arrest was caused by an arrhythmia" and the administration of COVID-19 vaccine, BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association.  The patient's pre-existing long history of congenital heart issues might have provided alternative explanations.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: He collapsed due to a cardiac arrest on Friday 15Jan and passed away on 19Jan; his cardiac arrest was caused by an arrhythmia; He collapsed due to a cardiac arrest on Friday 15Jan and passed away on 19Jan

1056518 01/18/2021 02/13/2021 02/26/2021 NJ 84.0 84 Y M The coroner said it was some type of heart attack; A spontaneous Report Received from a Health care professional concerning a 84 year old male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and who experienced a heart attack / myocardial infarction.  The patient's had undergone triple bypass surgery years ago. Concomitant medications were vitamins.  On 18-Jan-2021 prior to onset of events the patient received his first of first two planned doses of (mRNA-1273) COVID-19 vaccine of unknown batch no, unknown route and unknown site of administration for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 13-Feb-2021 the patient experienced death 27 days after the first dose of the vaccine. The coroner said it was some type of heart attack and think he expired sometime Saturday 13-Feb-2021.  On 16-Feb-2021 the patient was supposed to have his second dose of (mRNA-1273) COVID-19 vaccine.  The event, heart attack, was fatal.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of death to heart attack in a 84-year-old female subject with a hx of triple bypass surgery, who died 27 days after receiving first dose of vaccine. Very limited information has been provided at this time. No death certificate provided. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of Death

1056659 02/26/2021 NJ Y M heart issue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient passed away after taking the vaccine. He was healthy but developed heart issue after taking vaccine. The patient died on an unspecified date. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: heart issue

1056660 02/17/2021 02/19/2021 02/26/2021 CA 73.0 Y M Cardiac Event MI or Stroke; Cardiac Event MI or Stroke; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (Son in law). A 73-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 17Feb2021 14:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included atrial fibrillation (AFib), prostate cancer Survivor. Concomitant medication included alirocumab (PRALUENT), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), apixaban (ELIQUIS), nitroglycerin and Ca channel blocker. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 on an unknown date for covid-19 immunisation. The patient experienced cardiac event myocardial infarction (MI) or stroke on 17Feb2021. Adverse event result in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. It was unknown if treatment received for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The patient died on 19Feb2021. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed. The outcome of the events was fatal. The reporter didn't know if this was associated or not. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Cardiac Event MI or Stroke; Cardiac Event MI or Stroke

1056669 02/26/2021 NV Y U She knows one person did die; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter mentioned that 'she knows one person did die' on an unspecified date. The patient died on an unspecified date. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: She knows one person did die

1056842 02/11/2021 02/15/2021 02/26/2021 FL 78.0 78 Y F The medical facility did not treat patient as her primary care, but were informed that she passed away on 15 February 2021 of a stroke.  I do not have further information on the medical aspect of this as we were not her treating provider but did administer the vaccine on 12 February.

1056845 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 02/26/2021 OH 87.0 87 Y F Three days after second COVID-19 vaccine, patient became lethargic.  Due to advance directive that instructed that no life saving interventions to take place, patient continued to decline and expired on 29 January 2021.

1057082 01/30/2021 02/19/2021 02/26/2021 KY 86.0 86 Y M Pt admitted to Hospital on 2/8/21 with 2-3 days of SOA and cough. His wife was diagnosed with COVID-19 at approximately the same time when the patient received 1st COVID-19 vaccine. Pt had not felt well since receiving the vaccine and had some changes in taste or smell. He became acutely worse 2-3 days p/t admission with DOE, productive cough, H/A, N/V, profound weakness and bilateral infiltrates on CXR. He was hypoxic on room air. During hospitalization, has gone back and forth from BiPAP to HFNC. Unable to prone. Pt and wife discussed goals of care and decided on comfort measure approach. Pt expired on 2/19/21.Y 12

1057281 02/05/2021 02/19/2021 02/26/2021 MD 77.0 77 Y F patient's husband reported her death that happened after first COVID-19 vaccine

1057348 01/26/2021 02/05/2021 02/26/2021 TX 88.0 88 Y F Extreme Fatigue, slurring speech, unable to stand, eat.  Death on 2/5/21

1057363 02/13/2021 02/15/2021 02/26/2021 89.0 89 Y M Patient with severe dementia in Hospice Care

1057547 02/26/2021 TX Y M 86 year old manager received the two doses of the Moderna vaccine and died; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer, concerning an 86-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and passed away.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On an unspecified date, the patient received their doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: unknown) through an unknown route in an unknown arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unspecified date, it was reported that the patient passed away after receiving both doses. The cause of death was unknown. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  The patient received both scheduled doses of mRNA-1273 prior to the event; therefore, action taken with the drug in response to the events is not applicable.  The outcome of event "86 year old manager received the two doses of the Moderna vaccine and died" was fatal.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. No autopsy report provided. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: 86 year old manager received the two doses of the Moderna vaccine and died

1057704 01/16/2021 02/12/2021 02/26/2021 FL Y F High grade MDS; Multiorgan failure; Pancytopenia; shortness of breath; Inflammatory marker increased; Chills; Fever; Fatigue; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare provider concerning a 71Years-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and who experienced chills, fever, fatigue, pancytopenia, shortness of breath (dyspnoea),  multi organ failure, and myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS).  The patient's medical history was reported to include Breast Cancer and mastectomy. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 16 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch:unkown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 16 Jan 2021, The patient experienced events like chills, fever, and fatigue.  On an undisclosed date, the patient was admitted to the hospital for shortness of breath. Laboratory details include Bone Marrow biopsy with abnormal results such as showed high grade MDS with 19% blasts. Blood work done with normal results. Body temperature results came out 103 degrees Fahrenheit.  On 30 Jan 2021 the patient experienced worsening shortness of breath and was intubated.  Her IL-6 was very high, and she had profound liver failure. She ended up needing pressors and requiring continuous renal replacement therapy.  Treatment included steroids.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.   The patient died on 12 Feb 2021. The cause of death was reported as high grade MDS. An autopsy was planned.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding these events has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1057750 01/20/2021 02/14/2021 02/26/2021 PR 69.0 69 Y M Started feeling unwell; Headaches; Body aches; Chest pain; Didn't had wishes to eat; Diarrhea; COVID-19 pneumonia; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 69-year-old male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced COVID-19 pneumonia, feeling unwell, headaches, body aches, chest pain, decreased appetite and diarrhea  The patient's medical history high blood pressure which was controlled with medication. Concomitant product use included nifedipine and fenofibrate.  On 20-JAN-2021, approximately a week and a half or two prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number 030L20A) intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  A week and a half or two later the patient stated feeling unwell, headaches, body aches, chest pain, decreased appetite and diarrhea for which patient was hospitalized on 06-FEB-2021. Since everything seemed to be fine the patient was discharged on an unknown date in FEB-2021 however, patient's family was not notified that it was a late reaction to the vaccine's first dose. Later, due to shortness of breath he was hospitalized again on 08-FEB-2021 and was diagnosed for pneumonia and was intubated on the same day. Due to COVID-19 situation patient's family could not be in the facilities and that there wasn't any follow up of the patient given to the family, so family did not have much information.  During the first hospitalization(06-FEB-2021) the patient had a blood test which showed a normal result and was tested for COVID-19 and Influenza, both were negative. During second hospitalization (08-FEB-2021) the hospital said that the patient was stable. The patient's family did not know the results of the tests conducted at the time.   The action taken with the vaccine in response to the events is not applicable.  The outcome of COVID-19 pneumonia was fatal. The patient died on 14 Feb 2021  The cause of death was reported as COVID-19 related pneumonia. The autopsy was not done.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  The cause of death was reported as COVID-19 related pneumonia. Based on the current available information and the mechanism of action of mRNA-1237 vaccine, the events are assessed as unlikely related. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: COVID-19 pneumoniaY

1057795 01/20/2021 02/26/2021 OH 82.0 82 Y F Death 02/22/2021.

1057802 01/19/2021 01/31/2021 02/26/2021 KY 86.0 86 Y M Patient was transferred from hospital for further evaluation and care by pulmonologist. He started having symptoms a week before with fatigue, emesis, decreased p.o. intake, shortness of breath, vomiting and diarrhea. The two previous takes before death required increasing oxygen and family wanted everything done including intubation. He was transferred to ICU.Y 6

1057828 02/03/2021 02/17/2021 02/26/2021 NC 66.0 66 Y M Patient unexpectedly died on 2/17 after 14 days of receiving first dose of COVID-19 vaccine. EMS presumed it could be from possible myocardial infarction.

1057853 02/18/2021 02/21/2021 02/26/2021 CA 64.0 64 Y M on 2/218/2021 the patient was at home and developed chest pain. Patient was transported by family to urgent care then to the ED where the patient later died.

1057956 02/16/2021 02/17/2021 02/26/2021 CA 67.0 67 Y M Heard through a family member had some feeling badly and some respiratory symptoms. We do not have any real information. This is a coroners case.

1057997 02/25/2021 02/26/2021 02/26/2021 SC 69.0 69 Y M "Feeling Hot" without fever and nausea 10 hours post vaccine and resolved within 1 hour. Seizure, Hypotension, Unresponsive followed shortly by cardiac arrest and pulseless electrical activity 21 hours post vaccine. Pronounced dead 22 hours post vaccineY

1058033 02/16/2021 02/22/2021 02/26/2021 CA 94.0 94 Y F Patient had a stroke two days after vaccine.  Recevied TPA for treatment of stroke due to acute onset of altered mental status.  Had a history of afib, not on anticoagulation, which is likely cause of stroke. Family opted for comfort measures given poor neurologic status. Passed awaiting hospice placementY

1058160 02/11/2021 02/25/2021 02/26/2021 NE 97.0 97 Y M Resident expired on 2-25-21

1058171 01/22/2021 02/07/2021 02/26/2021 IN 89.0 89 Y M Death

1058190 02/22/2021 02/24/2021 02/26/2021 DE 71.0 71 Y F On the evening of 2/23/221 at 9:00 pm, resident reported feeling SOB, BP 80/44, Pulse 53, O2Sat 95% on 3L oxygen, hands cold, pulse weak. Temp 92.5F MD notified. EMS activated. EMS arrival and HR 20. Family refused transport to ER. Resident expired at 2:40 am on 2/24/21 Meds continued: duloextine, VITd2,hydralazine, synthroid, lisinopril, mag ox, folplex, pantoprazole, potassium chloride, ellipta, ensure, hydrocortisone cream, boost, deprox, xanax, morphine, lorazepam, tylenol, albuterol inhlation, ventolin inh.

1058192 02/18/2021 02/24/2021 02/26/2021 NE 90.0 90 Y M 2/24/21 Patient Died.  02/23/21. Patient came to ED for weakness/falls. Patient had fallen on 02/21 and 02/23. UA was done in LTC, and he was started on ciprofloxacin 02/22/21. Treatment was to put patient on comfort cares (morphine + lorazepam)

1058266 02/20/2021 02/26/2021 02/26/2021 ID 72.0 71 Y M Pale, not eating, no urine output

1058447 02/23/2021 02/26/2021 PA 47.0 47 Y M Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA Patient was found deceased in the community near his home address on 2/24/21.  The Medical Examiner's cause of death is currently listed as "Drug Intoxication - Accidental Overdose."  Per the MEO, post mortem urine toxicology was positive for cocaine and fentanyl.  His death is believed to be related to a cocaine product that was adulterated with fentanyl and is not believed to be related in any way to the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine.  This was explicitly stated by the Medical Examiner's Office.

1058464 01/25/2021 02/13/2021 02/26/2021 WI 72.0 72 Y M Pt tested Covid positive 2/8/2021.

1058569 02/25/2021 02/26/2021 02/26/2021 AR 55.0 55 Y M PATIENT DIED IN HIS SLEEP NIGHT AFTER ADMINISTRATION

1058793 02/24/2021 02/25/2021 02/26/2021 OK 66.0 66 Y M Pt had only complained of a sore arm after receiving the vaccine- pt died on 2/25/21 from what they feel was a massive heart attack- unsure if related to vaccine at all

1058845 02/24/2021 02/26/2021 02/26/2021 TX 88.0 88 Y F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA  Patient received COVID-19 Vaccine dose #2 on February 24, 2021. On February 25th at 10:36 AM,Patient's son called physician to report some side effects to second dose of Covid vaccine. She had diarrhea when she came home yesterday. Son has been up all night with her as patient has had a "hacking cough,feels terrible, and now has had diarrhea x2". Patient has taken Advil and will be taking tylenol periodically through out the day for her side effects. Patients son notified physician at 09:55 AM on February 26 that the patient has expired.

1058963 02/05/2021 02/18/2021 02/26/2021 WI 91.0 91 Y F 2/182021: Witnessed cardiorespiratory arrest with PEA arrest upon EMS arrival

1059001 01/21/2021 02/22/2021 02/26/2021 HI 91.0 91 Y F Patient had declining health for the past 6 months, dementia and unable to walk. Patient had decreased appetite starting 1/1/21. After 1st vaccine shot patient appetite decreased further. After 2nd vaccine shot patient fatigue increased to the point where she could not get out of bed and had minimal appetite. Patient passed away 10 days after receiving 2nd shot on 2/22/21. Patient did not go to ED and was not hospitalized.

1059048 02/22/2021 02/24/2021 02/26/2021 TX 72.0 72 Y F Fever, chills, fatigue, muscle aches, nausea, death 48 hours after injection

1059623 02/11/2021 02/25/2021 02/26/2021 AR 73.0 73 Y M Possible Stroke per Medical examiner but Reported symptoms after covid vaccine 2/11 therefore being considered poss Covid vaccine related also. No hospitalization prior to death. (Symptoms reported to office 2/17) Fatigue, decreased appetite-

1060525 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 02/26/2021 84.0 83 Y M death Narrative: This was reported to VAERS by another entity and records were requested.

1060527 02/17/2021 02/22/2021 02/26/2021 74.0 73 Y M loss of consciousness;febrile Narrative: Patient received his 2nd vaccine at 10am 2/17. That evening he felt subjectively febrile and then suffered a ground level fall at 0400 on 2/18. He did not lose consciousness or injure his head. EMS was contacted and assisted him into bed. At 0600, wife noted increased work of breathing, which prompted another EMS call, who found him hypoxic with fever of 106. He was transported to a community hospital, where he was found to have temp 102.9 and blood pressure in 70s-80s systolic. He was transferred to hospital at 1300 on 2/18/21, requiring norepinephrine for pressure support after fluid resuscitation. He c/o stiffness and soreness all over but presenting ROS was otherwise negative. Patient was treated with 4L IV fluids and vancomycin and piperacillin/tazobactam at the outside ER. Here at the hospital he was treated with vancomycin, piperacillin/tazobactam and levofloxacin along with IV fluids and norepinephrine. Despite this he had several fevers with Tmax 103.5F the night of 2/18-2/19 and he required norepinephrine plus vasopressin overnight to maintain blood pressure. Piperacillin/Tazobactam was discontinued in favor of meropenem. His last fever was at 6am on 2/19. ID consult was obtained 2/19/21 and vancomycin and levofloxacin were weaned off. Ultimately his blood pressure improved and he was weaned off of all vasopressors the morning of 2/20. Notably, he never developed severe hypoxemia at rest while in the ICU, but did require BiPAP non-invasive ventilation at night instead of his usual CPAP to keep his oxygen levels > 90% while sleeping and additionally had desaturations into the low 80% range with exertion from which he was slow to recover. His oxygen saturation was >90% on 30-40% FiO2 via aerosol mask overnight and 3L (his current baseline) NC during the day. He was transferred out of the ICU on 2/21 based on hemodynamic improvement, stable oxygenation, and improved mentation and symptoms. Unfortunately, on the morning of 2/22/21, patient had an abrupt change in status and was found to be unresponsive with hypercarbic respiratory failure and hypotension. ABG during this event was 7.16/121/65. BiPAP was initiated as patient's code status was DNR/DNI. CXR with no significant change from 2/18/21. CT of head without contrast was negative for acute processes. Based on lack of rapid improvement, the decision was made by wife to transition to comfort care. Patient died at 1446 on 2/22/21. **Of note: patient was admitted for 1 week for covid 19 pneumonia November 2020. During this hospitalization he was found to have chronic R sided PE, no acute PE.

1062961 02/26/2021 NJ 90.0 Y M Called patient to refill medication and spoke with daughter. She stated that her father had passed away last week.

1062962 01/28/2021 02/15/2021 02/26/2021 61.0 Y F [COVID-19 mRNA vaccine (Pfizer-BioNtech] treatment under Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) Y Y

1059207 02/22/2021 02/23/2021 02/27/2021 AL 73.0 73 Y M Unknown symptoms overnight. Appears patient passed away sometime after waking up next morning after receiving vaccine.

1059344 01/16/2021 02/25/2021 02/27/2021 KY 74.0 74 Y F death 2/25/21

1059356 02/06/2021 02/16/2021 02/27/2021 PA 85.0 85 Y M Pt fell within 24 hours after vaccine. was sent to hospital. pt was  found to be hypoxic with multifocal opacities on CT scan Y

1059360 01/22/2021 02/05/2021 02/27/2021 90.0 90 Y M Cardiac arrhythmia, EMS on site within minutes, outcome of death.

1059421 02/10/2021 02/26/2021 02/27/2021 MN 91.0 91 Y F After the second vaccine dose she reported not feeling well with unspecified symptoms for a few days. On February 18th, 2021 she visited her doctor with numbness in her hand. They thought it may be carpal tunnel and sent her home. The morning or March 18th , 2021 she had a severe stroke and was transferred to Hospital and then to other hospital. She was in the hospital until Tuesday March 23rd when she was transferred back to her home for hospice care. She died on March 26th, 2021.Y 5

1059501 02/27/2021 02/27/2021 57.0 57 Y F Nausea, hot flashes, cleared by medic

1059745 02/23/2021 02/24/2021 02/27/2021 OH 80.0 80 Y M Per Patients Wife  - Same day - Flu like symptoms, Nausea, Headache.  Restless that night.  Next day - Weak, shortness of breath.  Wife called squad to get him out of his wheelchair but patient refused hospital as it gets him agitated.  Patient passed away around 11 AM the day after vaccination.

1059825 02/24/2021 02/26/2021 02/27/2021 AZ 90.0 90 Y M 30 hours after the first Covid vaccination, the resident was lethargic, non responsive with shortness of breathe.

1060080 01/13/2021 01/16/2021 02/27/2021 CA 101.0 101 Y F Death

1060084 02/19/2021 02/27/2021 02/27/2021 AL 66.0 66 Y M Death in the field approximately 1 week after unknown covid vaccination. Unknown time of death. Found by family who hadn't spoke to pt in almost a week.

1060190 02/27/2021 02/27/2021 02/27/2021 CA 70.0 70 Y M Patient received Covid Vaccine Moderna at 1145, multiple syncopal episodes at pharmacy, sent to ER. Outcome Death

1060520 01/15/2021 01/26/2021 02/27/2021 87.0 86 Y M Pt expired 11 days after receiving vaccine. No indication his passing was related to the vaccine.  Narrative: No updated notes regarding cause of death. Patient's wife called to notify the facility of his passing on 1/26/2021

1060529 02/16/2021 02/17/2021 02/27/2021 88.0 87 Y M Hypoxia, Decreased responsiveness,  Narrative: 86yo male with PMHx HTN, Afib not on AC after head trauma, CVA, and colon cancer who was brought to the ED by his family on 2/17. Per documentation the pt was in his usual state of health until 2/16. Received Moderna covid vaccine #2 on 2/16/21 at 0900, and was monitored for 15 minutes following immunization no noted issues. Later that night, had myalgias and took Tylenol. Per the family he slipped on the ice and fell on his butt. Overnight, had several dark stools and vomitus. was brought to the ED by his family because he was being less responsive. Pt arrived to the emergency department in extremis. No pulse identified. CPR immediately initiated for several rounds lasting about 25-30 minutes. ROSC unable to be achieved. Patient expired on 2/17 at 1941. Of note, per previous documentation had waxing and waning mental status at baseline. No symptoms noted with 1st dose of Moderna vaccine, which was administered on 1/16/21.

1060401 02/06/2021 02/28/2021 IL 73.0 73 Y F Site: Pain at Injection Site-Mild, Systemic: Cardiac Disorder (diagnosed by MD)-Severe, Systemic: Chest Tightness / Heaviness / Pain-Severe, Systemic: DEATH-Severe, Systemic: Heart Attack-Severe

1060833 02/24/2021 02/25/2021 02/28/2021 NC 74.0 74 Y F Severe headache, nausea and vomiting

1060858 02/22/2021 02/23/2021 02/28/2021 TX 61.0 61 Y M had lack of appetite before second dose. When received the second dose, he started vomiting on the way home. Was sick on and off for the next few days. Died suddenly on 2/23/2021

1061040 02/20/2021 02/21/2021 02/28/2021 CA 70.0 70 Y M Text message from patient : 2.37 pm Saturday 02/20/2021 had the vaccine , waiting for 15 minutes & 2nd dose due 3/18/2021 Test message 9.44 am Sunday :feeling little sick with stomach ach  No answer to phone calls on Cell/ Landline on Sunday No answer to phone call/ or  text message  No further communication.

1061059 01/29/2021 01/31/2021 02/28/2021 CA 77.0 77 Y F Do not know if patient informed her physician that she received vaccine on 1/29/2021. She had appt at 3:15 pm on 1/29 and afterwards stated she received the Moderna vaccine. Reporter is uncertain if this was at a health office or clinic. She drove herself to the ER at about 3am on 1/30/2021 with increased cramping and pain.Y 2

1061064 02/26/2021 02/27/2021 02/28/2021 SD 85.0 85 Y F Unable to breathe and died. Doctors unable to save her upon arrival

1061077 02/25/2021 02/28/2021 02/28/2021 CO 86.0 86 Y F Day after second dose decedent had fever and tremors, subsided on day three (less than 72 hours) after dose with exterem wekness followed by death less than 72 hours after second dose

1061184 01/14/2021 02/25/2021 02/28/2021 CA 70.0 70 Y M Possible heart attack on 2/5/21. Complaint: " On Feb 5th l believe l experienced a mild hear attack"  (Comment: He said he felt "clammy, sweaty, excruciating pain on my left side - including his left arm, and left leg, dizzy, exhausted." This happened after work, and after taking a shower. He said that was the first time he's experienced it, and that it has not happened since then. He said he has constant headaches, "It just went away yesterday."Y

1061226 02/01/2021 02/06/2021 02/28/2021 MI 74.0 74 Y F death

1061303 02/01/2021 02/21/2021 02/28/2021 CA 78.0 78 Y F Death.  Patient was found unresponsive in the morning hours after her shot.

1061434 02/11/2021 02/21/2021 02/28/2021 MN 97.0 97 Y F I am the patient's daughter as well as an RN-BSN. My mother was given the Moderna vaccine on Feb 11, 2021 and on Feb 15, 2021 she had a CVA and MI. She was found on her apt. floor unconscious. She was transferred to the Hospital by ambulance where a CT scan and other tests were done. It was determined she had a stroke and heart attack. My mother was in great health, took no medications, and lived alone in her apt. before this incident. The medical professionals determined she would not recover so she was admitted to hospice and died on Feb. 21, 2021. I believe there is a relationship between the vaccine and the CVA and MI.Y 6

1063174 02/10/2021 02/20/2021 02/28/2021 85.0 85 Y M Narrative:  Patient received COVID/Pfizer #1 2/10/21 in L deltoid. (Patient home bound). On 2/12/21 reported left flank rash. 2/13 rash spread to entire abdomen/chest and UEs. Continued with fluctuations in BP/HR, fluid retention. On 2/16 labs ordered and Medrol dose pack. seen in home on 2/19 by MD - RUE swelling; diffuse rash over entire body; additional labs ordered (order to home infusion company). Patient passed in AM of 2/20/21. Reported no urine output the prior evening. Additional labs not performed due to death of patient prior to lab company arrival.

1061909 01/29/2021 01/31/2021 03/01/2021 85.0 Y F Massive stroke; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer (patient's daughter), concerning an 85-year-old female patient, who received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine and death occurred in two days.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported. No information on allergies. She states that her mother was physically and mentally healthy before vaccination.   On 29-JAN-2021, prior to the onset of events, the patient received her first of two planned doses of covid-19 vaccine for the prophylaxis of Covid-19 infection. There were no complaints on any side effects from the patient for 6 hours after vaccination. Next day, she was found unresponsive on her bed by her neighbor after they were sent to check on her by her daughter. Her heart was beating, and she was breathing at that time, but did not have consciousness. According to her daughter, the patient had a massive stroke in her sleep sometime between 8:pm on 29-JAN-2021 and 9:30 am on 30-JAN-2021. Her life saving measures were taken out at 1:15 am on 31-JAN-2021 and she died approximately at 1:45am.  No information available on hospitalization and treatment received with this event. It is not known whether autopsy was done.  Action taken with 2nd dose of Moderna Covid-19 vaccine was not applicable.  The outcome of the event stroke is fatal.; Reporter's Comments: Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset date of the event of stoke, a causal relationship cannot be excluded. Patient's elderly age is considered a risk factor.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Massive stroke

1061910 02/11/2021 02/01/2021 03/01/2021 PA 65.0 65 Y M Passed away; A spontaneous report was received from a Pharmacist concerning a 65 years-old, male patient who passed away/MedDRA PT: death, days after receiving the second dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot #012L20A) on 12 Jan 2021. On 11 Feb 2021, the patient received their second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot # 030M20A) (route of administration and injection site not provided) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unknown date, days after receiving the second dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, the patient passed away. The patient did not come to the hospital; therefore the Pharmacist had very little detail of the situation but believed it was due to aspiration based on report received from the patient's boss. The Pharmacist reported there was no report of any issues from the first vaccine. The patient was found at home by spouse and had yellow stuff on face and chest.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 was not applicable as the patient deceased.  The patient died on an unknown date. The cause of death was reported as unknown. Plans for autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding the event of death has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Death days after receiving the second dose of the Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine

1061911 01/28/2021 02/13/2021 03/01/2021 OH 45.0 Y F Died at home; Gasping for air/difficulty breathing; Soreness; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a 45 years-old, female patient who experienced soreness/MedDRA PT: pain, gasping for air/difficulty breathing/MedDRA PT: dyspnoea and subsequently died/MedDRA PT: death.  The patient's medical history included blood pressure (disorder not specified), thyroid disorder, depression and anxiety. Concomitant product use included blood pressure medication, thyroid medication and possibly depression and anxiety medication.  On 28 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot #007M20A) (route of administration and injection site not provided) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 28 Jan 2021, following the vaccination, the patient was fine but had experienced some soreness.  Per patient's coworker, the patient did not take any medication as it made the patient sick. The physician was not aware of any complaints from the vaccine.  On 13 Feb 2021 at 3:31am, the patient called 911. Per the 911 call, the patient was gasping for air on the call and having difficulty breathing. The patient subsequently died on 13 Feb 2021 at home. The physician inquired whether Moderna gets involved with the autopsy and logistics of the death of patients and wanted to know the time frame for reporting a death of a patient who received the vaccine. The physician did not know who administered the patient's vaccine.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable as the patient deceased.  The event died was fatal. The outcome for the events soreness and gasping for air/difficulty breathing was unknown.  The patient died on 13 Feb 2021. The cause of death was not provided. Plans for an autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding the event of dyspnea and death has been provided at this time. Further information has been requested. Patient's medical history of blood pressure is considered a risk factor. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the pain, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Died at home

1062260 02/17/2021 02/28/2021 03/01/2021 NY 99.0 99 Y F Developed acute facial droop and slurred speech 2h after 1st dose of the vaccine on 2/17, found with R MCA stroke. Then became unresponsive on 2/27 and was found with an acute L MCA stroke. Was transferred from another hospital, was not a candidate for intervention, and was made comfort and died on 2/28

1062350 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 03/01/2021 Y M Death; A spontaneous was received from a consumer concerning a male patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and who died.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 23-Jan-2021, prior to the onset of the event, patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number:013620A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 25-Jan-2021, approximately 2 days after injection, patient Died. On 26-Jan-2021, neighbor Reporter called in to report a potential AE death. She shared that she lives in a condo building with other elderly. She shared that she and 2 other neighbors went to a vaccination site in Miami at a fire department. She shared that she is fine but that her neighbor died two days after shot. She shared that she didn't know if he had symptoms and that she knows that he had a lot of medical issues and was on about 15 medicines. She shared that she didn't know his age but guessed 70. She said we can contact his wife, but it must be a Spanish speaking agent because she speaks little English. She is concerned because they all received the vaccine at the same time. She wanted to reiterate that she was fine but believed we should know about the neighbor's death. No treatment information was provided.    Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event death is not applicable.   The patient died on 26-Jan-2021. The cause of death was not provided. Plans for an autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event/s has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested. The cause of death was not provided.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown

1062550 02/17/2021 02/18/2021 03/01/2021 AL 63.0 63 Y M Patient's daughter called to report that about 30 hours after receiving the vaccine he passed away at home. She said she didn't know the cause of death but she felt like she should let us know about it.

1062666 02/22/2021 02/25/2021 03/01/2021 TX 68.0 68 Y M 2-24-21 patient with development of cough, fatigue, increasing on chronic disability worsening debility and falls.  scheduled for office visit 2-25.21 0900 call from spouse 0210 am patient was not breathing and lvad alarming low flow alarm on arrival of ems confirm asystolic  not breathing and dead

1062830 02/25/2021 02/26/2021 03/01/2021 TX 92.0 92 Y F 92 yo female who received her first dose of Moderna vaccine on 1/11/2021 with no known adverse effects.  Admitted to the hospital on 1/17/21 with a spine compression fracture. Discharged and readmitted on 1/19 /21 with nausea and vomiting. Found to have new atrial flutter and elevated troponin attributed to NSTEMI.  Discharge on Aspirin and Plavix.  No cath.  Second dose of Moderna vaccine 2/25/21.  No immediate reaction.  One hour later began to feel progressively weak.  EMS called shortly after getting home.  Intubated in the field.  Died at 0658 on 2/26/21 s/p PEA arrest without ROSC.Y 1

1062895 01/11/2021 02/28/2021 03/01/2021 90.0 90 Y F patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1063000 01/25/2021 02/27/2021 03/01/2021 WI 79.0 79 Y M Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1063201 02/08/2021 02/09/2021 03/01/2021 TX 62.0 62 Y M The recipient was feeling well immediately after the vaccination,  all day on 2.8 and in the morning of 2.9.  His daughter in law text him at 0930 and he did not respond to the text (atypical) and then he missed a morning meeting.  His wife was downstairs in a meeting herself and after the meeting was over she called to him and he did not respond.  She found him with no pulse and was not breathing.  She called 911 and attempted CPR.  They did not complete an autopsy, they stated that they believe the cause of death was either an embolism, Heart attack or aneurism.   The wife stated that she does not believe the death was due to the vaccination; however, there were no tests completed to prove or disprove.

1063457 02/27/2021 02/28/2021 03/01/2021 MA 63.0 63 Y M On date on second dose, 2/27/2021,  the pt began have fatigue and diarrhea at around 10:30 am.  This continued to the following day.  On 2/28/2021, the patient was last seen around 4:20 pm by his wife in their residence.  She found him unresponsive at 5:30 pm in their bedroom.  EMS was called and the decedent was declared deceased.    The pt had his first dose on 2/9/2021.  Both doses were given at the hospital. Per family, the pt had no adverse affects following the first dose.

1063522 02/23/2021 02/27/2021 03/01/2021 MI 71.0 71 Y M 1. Fatigue ? day 1 - Tuesday 2. Loss of appetite ? day 1 Tuesday 3. Fever 102.0 ? day 2 - Wednesday 4. Chills ? day 2 - - Wednesday 5. Weak ? day 2 - - Wednesday 6. Non-ambulatory (unusual) ? day 2 - - Wednesday 7. Two emergency service ambulance assessment ? day 2 - - Wednesday 8. Symptoms improved ? day 3  - Thursday 9. Ambulatory  - day 3 - Thursday 10. Symptoms worsened ? day 4 - Friday 11. Chills ? day 4 - Friday 12. Non-ambulatory again ? day 4 - Friday 13. Fever 102.0 ? day 4 - Friday 14. Left side flank pain ? day 4 - Friday 15. CPR and declared decease at home by paramedics - day 5 - Saturday morning @ 1:32am

1063561 01/07/2021 02/07/2021 03/01/2021 IL 92.0 92 Y F Patient was a Resident on our LTC wing.  Per the LTC Manager: Resident had hx of CVA with deficits in speech and extremities. Hx of decreased circulation to BLE's which resulted in wounds to bilateral feet on and off that needed treatment. Average meal consumption 25-50% of meals, started refusing more often in December and January. Would consume small amounts 60-120mL of fluids here or there. Vaccinated on 1/7/21. Stopped eating 1/18/21. Attempted bolus NS fluid 1/25/21. Resident refused all treatment afterwards. Went hospice on 2/3/21 and passed away on 2/7/21.

1063674 02/05/2021 02/21/2021 03/01/2021 MI 68.0 68 Y M EMS responded to a call at his home; he was found unresponsive by family slumped over in a chair

1063681 01/27/2021 02/07/2021 03/01/2021 NV 75.0 75 Y M Pt got his vaccine 1/27 and was found dead at his residence on 2/7/21.   I heard from our county health officer who talked to the coroner who said that they estimated that the patient had been deceased for 2-3 days prior to when they were found. No apparent cause of death was found.

1063727 01/21/2021 02/23/2021 03/01/2021 MT 79.0 79 Y M Called pt for Dose 2 appt. Pt had passed away.

1063758 02/24/2021 02/25/2021 03/01/2021 OH 61.0 61 Y M Patient died on 2/25/21 in the AM after receiving his COVID-19 Moderna vaccine #1 at approximately 2:30P on 2/24/21. I do not have a time of death. I contacted the County Medical Examiner's office who stated that they received his body after he was determined to be deceased at the shelter.  No autopsy was performed and his body was released to a funeral home on 2/26. The ME's office said that "permit for burial/cremation is pending" and no other information on COD was available. Per staff, he was also tested for COVID as part of shelter protocol on 2/24 and PCR was negative. He arrived to the shelter on 2/19/21.

1063812 01/13/2021 02/13/2021 03/01/2021 IL 79.0 79 Y M Resident had severe CAD, DM type 2, and hx of RBKA and left 5 digits on foot amputation. Hx of osteomyelitis post surgical. After last surgery, resident did not have a good appetite, more restless, increased confusion with dementia. Significant other passed away on 12/30/20, resident began refusing meals, decreased eating. Vaccinated on 1/13/21. On 1/25/21 Resident labs showed kidney failure. Dr. spoke with family and transitioned to Comfort care, on 2/5/21 went hospice.  Patient passed away on 2/13/2021.

1063846 02/04/2021 02/23/2021 03/01/2021 IL 91.0 91 Y F Hx dementia, CVA, CAD. 2-3 year history of only consuming 25% of 1-2 meals daily. All meds d/c early 2020 because of refusing to eat or drink anything. Suddenly began drinking april/may, gained weight back. Vaccinated on 1/7/21 & 2/4/21. On 2/22/21 had significant changes in respiratory status. Passed away 2/23/21.

1063863 01/13/2021 02/23/2021 03/01/2021 IL 85.0 85 Y M Resident had Hx of DM T2, Hx of prostate CA. Started having swallowing difficulties in November. Increased c/o nausea and decreased appetite. 25% per meal average. Decreased energy to participate in activities and refused getting out of bed or meals.  Was vaccinated on 1/13/21. Hospice care started on 1/25/21. Resident passed away 2/23/21.

1063903 01/09/2021 02/10/2021 03/01/2021 TX 69.0 69 Y M NO SPECIFIC ADVERSE EVENT DUE TO THE VACCINE BUT THE PATIENT PASSED AWAY 02/10/2021 DUE TO COVID

1063950 02/26/2021 02/26/2021 03/01/2021 OH 62.0 62 Y M Patient remained at baseline until noted at 2130 unresponsive and abnormal VS. Sent to ED and patient passed away in ED

1063980 02/09/2021 02/01/2021 03/01/2021 CA 91.0 91 Y F 1/26 /2021 - pt went to ER for chest pain 2/9/2021 - pt received Pfizer COVID vaccine 1st dose 2/17/2021 - cardiac arrest with death

1064265 02/22/2021 02/22/2021 03/01/2021 AR 77.0 77 Y M Death

1064294 02/26/2021 02/28/2021 03/01/2021 CA 92.0 92 Y F Death on 2-28-21.  Not felt by this provider to be likely related to vaccination.

1064413 01/04/2021 03/01/2021 OH 82.0 82 Y F My mom received the Pfizer Covid 19 vaccine on 1/4/21.  On 1/12/21  I received a call from the nursing home that my mom had stopped eating and drinking and that she had nothing to eat or drink for 3 days. I asked them why they didn't call me sooner but they did not have an answer. I was told to come in because she was very lethargic and possible dehydrated.  They tested her for Covid the morning of 1/12/21 and she tested negative.  I went into see my mom and she was barely conscious.  They gave her fluids intravenously but it had no positive affect on her condition.  On 1/14/21 she tested positive for covid and was moved to their covid unit.  I called in Hospice comfort care on 1/15/21.  My. mom died on 1/17/21.
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1064433 02/27/2021 03/01/2021 03/01/2021 AL 72.0 72 Y M Cardiac Arrest

1064646 02/16/2021 02/25/2021 03/02/2021 HI 98.0 98 Y F Minor arm pain on 2nd day of each vaccine Diarrhea 3 days after 2nd vaccine Massive heart attack (left ventricle) 8 days (2/24/21) after vaccine Home hospice 3:30pm 2/24/21 Stopped breathing 5:45 am, pronounced dead at 8:22 am on 2/25/21

1065078 12/22/2020 03/02/2021 Y M Unresponsive; A spontaneous report was received from a Reporter concerning a 25 Years-old male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273).  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 22-DEC-2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch:  unknown)  for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 01-JAN-2021, The patient became unresponsive and died which is serious.   No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   On 01-JAN-2021,  the outcome of the event unresponsive became fatal. patient died.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1065111 01/28/2021 03/02/2021 FL 71.0 Y M Very sick, then hospitalized Died; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 71-year-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 28Jan2021 06:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Esrd controlled a-fib.  Concomitant medication in two weeks included diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) before vaccine and some dialysis Ned maybe. Facility type vaccine: Other. If other vaccine in four weeks: No. If covid prior vaccination: No. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 on an unspecified date for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced very sick on 29Jan2021.  The patient was not recovered from the event very sick. Event reported as Very sick and my father died. AE resulted in: Emergency room/department or urgent care, Hospitalization. AE treatment: Famotidine and nausea meds then hospitalized Died. It was unknown if an autopsy was done.  Information on batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The limited information provided precludes a full clinical assessment of the case. Significant in the assessment would be the date when the first dose of the vaccine was given, the patient's complete medical history, and the full clinical course of the event (including specific symptoms/events associated with reported 'very sick'), which were unknown at the time of this report. This case will be reassessed once with additional information. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Very sick, then hospitalized DiedY

1065158 01/20/2021 01/28/2021 03/02/2021 FL Y M death; severe headache; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer from a Pfizer-sponsored program.  A male patient of an unspecified age (Age: 83, unit: Unknown; as reported) received the first dose of the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number:EH9899), intramuscularly in the left arm on 20Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history included sulfonamide allergy from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient previously took azithromycin [MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN] and experienced allergy on an unspecified date.  On 22Jan2021, the patient experienced severe headache (non-serious). On 28Jan2021, the patient experienced death (death, medically significant); 8 days after receiving the vaccine. The patient died on 28Jan2021 due to unknown cause of death.  It was unknown if an autopsy was performed. The clinical outcome of the event, death, was fatal. The clinical outcome of the event, severe headache, was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected. ; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1065341 01/29/2021 03/02/2021 WA 91.0 91 Y F Systemic: Made aware of patient passing away on 3/1 per letter from Corporate legal team. Patient passed away on 2/14. Vaccine 1st dose given 1/29/21.-Severe

1065394 03/02/2021 Y F Died; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer on a social media, concerning a 58-years-old female patient, unknown race and ethnicity, who was administered Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273), and died.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On an unknown date, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: unknown), for the prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 17-Feb-2021, social media interaction was posted concerning a death of a patient on an unknown date after receiving Moderna vaccine. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not applicable.  The patient died on an unknown date. The cause of death was not provided. Plans for autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding the event has been provided at this time and is insufficient for causality assessment. The cause of death was not provided. Plans for autopsy were not provided.; Sender's Comments:  US-MODERNATX, INC.-MOD-2021-018302:Same Reporter; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1065434 02/13/2021 02/18/2021 03/02/2021 FL 47.0 Y M Patient died; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (parent's patient).  A 47-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), via unknown route on 13Feb2021 (at the age of 47-year-old) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 18Feb2021 the patient died. The cause of death was unknown. An autopsy was not performed. No COVID prior vaccination. The patient had not been tested for COVID post vaccination.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Patient died

1065435 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 03/02/2021 NC 81.0 Y F blood clot; death cause: Heart Problems; tired; nauseous; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.   An 81-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot number EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose in the left arm on 19Jan2021 14:00 for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included heart problems, pacemaker. Concomitant medication included heparin.  The patient experienced death cause: heart problems on 20Jan2021, blood clot  on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown that required hospitalization, tired on 19Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, nauseous on 19Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. The patient was hospitalized for blood clot from 16Jan2021 to 18Jan2021. The patient died on 20Jan2021. An autopsy was not performed. The events were described as follows: The patient was tired and nauseous about 3 hours after her vaccine. She had been in the hospital 16Jan2021 to 18Jan2021 for a blood clot. The patient died at her home on 20Jan2021 between 4 and 7 pm. No treatment required. The vaccine was administered at Hospital Facility. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: death cause: Heart ProblemsY 2

1065507 01/23/2021 02/22/2021 03/02/2021 MI 83.0 83 Y F EXTREME PAIN, STOPPED EATING/DRINKING -- STARTED MORPHINE

1065543 01/15/2021 02/14/2021 03/02/2021 NC 78.0 78 Y M It was reported to staff that this gentleman suffered thrombocytopenia following his vaccine, a platelet infusion was done and he expired on 2-14-21 Y

1065551 03/01/2021 03/01/2021 03/02/2021 GA 68.0 68 Y M Pt received 2nd Pfizer BioNTech Covid 19 EUA vaccine @1:50 pm; Pt released from Observation @2:09 pm. Approximately 2:18 pm RN called to parking  lot and observed pt having difficulties. Called for EMS & crash cart. Vitals taken 2:20 BP 83/55, no respirations noted, pt unresponsive. AED attached.  EMS arrived 2:22 and took over care of pt. and transported @2:40 pm to Hospital. Per wife, pt has history of PE in Oct. 2020, HTN, diabetes with insulin pump, obesity, gastroparesis, home oxygen and uses motorized scooter. Wife also said pt had allergy to iodine not previously reported, and MD had stopped Zarelto subsequent to 1st Pfizer vaccine 2/8/21 "due to  breathing difficulty". Patient was  unable to be resuscitated.  Time of death 14:59.

1065712 02/14/2021 03/02/2021 PR 78.0 78 Y M Patient started feeling weak, stomach pain, neck pain, respiratory problems, confusion, low blood pressure which led to death on February 21, 2021, 7 days after the vaccine was given. Y

1065719 02/18/2021 02/22/2021 03/02/2021 OH 84.0 84 Y M My grandpa got his second covid vaccine on Thursday. Saturday he complained of stiff neck. Sunday he had low grade fever, nausea and vomiting, chills, and mild headache. He was feeling bad enough to call squad at 3 pm. The paramedics did evaluation and thought he was just experiencing normal side effects from vaccine and felt no need to transport to hospital so my grandpa decided to stay home and just rest. At 2 am that same night he went into cardiac arrest and was not able to be brought back

1065756 03/02/2021 TX 77.0 Y F Unknown Covid vaccine; no known side effects; postmortem Covid-19 test negative  Date of death:   02/22/2021

1065765 01/18/2021 03/02/2021 TX 78.0 78 Y F No known side effects; postmortem Covid-19 test negative  Date of death:  02/16/2021

1065920 01/22/2021 02/12/2021 03/02/2021 FL 85.0 Y M never woke up after arrival; Suffered with vascular dementia; Death cause: Covid/Tested positive to Covid 31Jan, tested due to increased lethargy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An 85-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 22Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient received the vaccine at nursing home/senior living facility. Medical history included dementia, hypertension, past strokes. The patient was exposed to asymptotic staff member on or prior to 25Jan2021. The patient had no known allergy. No COVID prior vaccination. Concomitant medication included lisinopril. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. The patient was tested positive to COVID on 31Jan2021, tested due to increased lethargy started from 26Jan2021. The patient suffered with vascular dementia. She was ambulatory up to 31Jan2021. The patient was sent to hospice that evening on 31Jan2021 to quarantine, never woke up after arrival. Palliative Care started 02Feb2021, the patient expired 12Feb2021. Cause of death was COVID. The patient did not receive treatment for events. The autopsy was not performed. The outcome of events "never woke up, vascular dementia" was unknown.   Information on Lot /Batch Number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Death cause: Covid

1065979 12/01/2020 03/02/2021 TX 63.0 63 Y M No known side effects; postmortem Covid-19 test negative  Date of death:  02/12/2021

1066093 12/30/2020 02/12/2021 03/02/2021 TX 63.0 63 Y M No known side effects; however, on 1/20 the decedent suffered lethargy.  On 2/12/2021, the decedent had a possible seizure and was transported to emergency department where shortly after arrival, he was pronounced dead.

1066107 01/21/2021 02/22/2021 03/02/2021 PA 80.0 79 Y U death

1066118 02/16/2021 02/17/2021 03/02/2021 PA 46.0 46 Y M Patient had an unwitnessed cardiac arrest while outside walking his dog.  AED in the field initially advised shock and was shocked 3 times without effect. At the time EMS ALS arrived, patient was in PEA arrest. He was transferred to Hospital with CPR in progress. Time of death called at 1857.

1066126 01/21/2021 01/26/2021 03/02/2021 PA 66.0 66 Y F death

1066178 02/10/2021 02/22/2021 03/02/2021 FL 90.0 90 Y M Caller is nephew of patient. Patient was admitted to Hospital on 2/15/21 with Covid like symptoms and decreased O2 sat. He tested positive for Covid 2/15/21. Treated with Remdesivir. Patient status continued to decline and he passed away in hospital 2/22/21 0612.

1066199 02/08/2021 03/01/2021 03/02/2021 NE 80.0 80 Y M Patient had gotten up to the bathroom and collapsed in the hallway after using the restroom.  Patient was unresponsive upon EMS arrival with vomitus coming out of the mouth per the report when they rolled patient over onto his side the emesis was pouring out of his mouth. ER course:   Examination.   Epinephrine 1 mg IO x4 CBC, CMP, cardiac panel MDM:   1447 patient arrival, per EMS report patient had been sick and vomiting all morning.  Bradycardia noted at arrival with rates in the 30s, CPR was initiated patient had received 3 rounds of epi prior to arrival. 1450 CPR continues via the Lucas device, 1 mg epinephrine given IV push 1451 CPR pause rhythm check.  CPR resumes 1453 CPR paused for rhythm check.  No central pulses, CPR resumed, glucose of 99 per fingerstick 1454 King tube removed.  Oral airway placed respirations by BVM.  1 mg epinephrine IV push 1455 CPR pause for both pulse and rhythm check.  No central pulses noted.  CPR resumes via Lucas 1456 pupils are fixed and dilated bilaterally 1457 CPR pause for pulse and rhythm check.  No central pulses noted.  CPR resumed via Lucas.  1 mg epinephrine IV push 1459 warm blankets applied.  CPR pause for pulse and rhythm check.  No central pulses noted.  CPR resumed 1501 CPR pause for pulse and rhythm check.  No central pulses.  CPR resumes 1502 1 mg epinephrine given IV push 1503 CPR pause for pulse and rhythm check.  No central pulses noted.  CPR resumed via the Lucas device 1506 resuscitation is ceased at this time.  Time of death recorded at 1506

1066209 12/30/2020 01/30/2021 03/02/2021 MA 87.0 Y M [COVID-19 Vaccine] treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): He presented 10 days after first COVID-19 Vaccine with Progressive neurological deficits with bulbar manifestations - dysarthria, dysphagia and bilateral arm weakness and incoordiantion, worse on right. MRI brain was negative for acute stroke and MRI cervical, showed degenerative changes. Transferred from community hospital to tertiary center where the diagnosis was made of AIDP. He was intubated at that time in Neuro ICU. Given Steroids and IVIG but no improvement and was either will need to have Trach and PEG vs CMP and family honored the patient's wishes and made him CMO. signs of severe demyelination and AIDP was diagnosed.

1066274 01/21/2021 01/23/2021 03/02/2021 PA 46.0 46 Y F death

1066289 01/21/2021 02/08/2021 03/02/2021 PA 88.0 88 Y U death

1066291 01/14/2021 01/30/2021 03/02/2021 LA 80.0 80 Y F Patient administered vaccine on 1/14/21 with no reactions noted after 15 minutes. Patient seen for wellness visit on 1/20/21 with no complaints regarding vaccine. Patient died on 1/30/21

1066307 01/27/2021 02/11/2021 03/02/2021 LA 95.0 95 Y F Patient is not a patient of our clinic. When called to confirm appointment for second dose, we were notified patient was deceased.

1066322 02/15/2021 02/15/2021 03/02/2021 MI 83.0 83 Y M Patient was vaccinated approx 9a. Later that evening, patient was having trouble breathing so they called son who lives down the road to come, 20 mins after the call the patient has passed. Per medical examiner, pt died due to possible PE, MI, or his aortic aneurysm ruptured.

1066332 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 03/02/2021 PA 66.0 66 Y U death

1066344 01/28/2021 03/02/2021 LA 88.0 88 Y M This not a patient of our clinic. When called to confirm his second dose vaccine, is when we learned patient is deceased. Unable to reach anyone regarding date of death.

1066484 02/26/2021 02/26/2021 03/02/2021 MS 65.0 65 Y M Received vaccination at 14:20 2/26/21. Was observed until discharged at 15:15. Discharged per wheel chair to lobby in alert/stable condition, to wait on bus to take him home. At 18:00 his neighbor heard him fall, could not get patient to answer phone, found him unresponsive. Neighbor called 9-1-1, ambulance personnel could not revive patient.  Coroner's office ruled his death as Natural Causes due to Hypertension, Cardiac disease, Diabetes, ESRD.  There were no indication of anaphylactic reaction noted when I questioned the coroner's office. The Coroner's office/EMS were aware the patient had received the Moderna COVID 19 vaccination that day.

1066715 12/29/2020 01/21/2021 03/02/2021 IL 85.0 85 Y M epistaxis.

1066770 01/25/2021 02/09/2021 03/02/2021 IL 97.0 97 Y M died

1066829 02/25/2021 03/02/2021 WA 88.0 88 Y M Patient passed away in his sleep that evening after he recieved his COVI vaccine. Patient had not been ill. No other information is known.

1066852 02/24/2021 02/28/2021 03/02/2021 KY 76.0 76 Y M History of terminal cancer, entered hospice care 1/2021,  expired 2/28/2021.  No reported adverse events from patient or family after receiving vaccine

1066906 12/30/2020 02/14/2021 03/02/2021 NY 92.0 92 Y M 92 year-old male with PMHx of vascular dementia, BPH, MDD, sleep disturbance , basal cell carcinoma of neck, osteoarthritis, BLE edema, Guillain-Barre syndrome 30 years prior, s/p COVID positive on 1/11/21 and received IV Bamlanivimab.  Sent to hospital on 2/2/21 for altered mental status, generalized weakness with inability to lift bilateral UE and difficulty moving his BLE.  He was treated for UTI with 7 days of Cefepime for Morganella Morganii.  He was followed by neurology with MRI of the brain and CT of the spine without acute findings.  Lumbar puncture unable to be obtained.  He received 5 day course of  IVIG for presumed Guillain-Barre .  EMG showed generalized sensory motor polyneuropathy both axon loss and demyelinating type severe in degree.  However, he did not recover from his GBS symptoms, was transferred back to the nursing home and died on 2/15/2021.Y 10

1067036 02/25/2021 02/26/2021 03/02/2021 HI 88.0 88 Y M Patient received dose 1 of Moderna Vaccine on 1/14/21 administered by pharmacy. Patient was hospitalized on 1/31/21 due to shortness of breath and diminished O2 sats down to 88%. Patient was in atrial fibrillation. Patient discharged from hospital on 2/25/21 to home. Patient received dose 2 of Moderna Vaccine on 2/25/21 prior to discharge from hospital. Last hospital note stated that patient was pleasant and cooperative with good motivation. Patient passed away after discharge from the hospital on 2/26/21. Patient's son called the hospital to report his passing.

1067090 02/17/2021 02/25/2021 03/02/2021 NY 97.0 97 Y F within 24 hours after her second injection she developed chills, had a syncopal episode and had, difficulty breathing. this progressed over the next day when she had a second syncopal episode and her dyspnea and confusion worsened  EMT was called and she was brought to the hospital. she was in flash  pulmonary edema and with her history of severe aortic stenosis she was admitted to the cardiac icu.  she had no prior history up to that time of pulmonary edema and was functioning without distress in her home. she had a history of covid in early april, manifesting primarily as severe confusion, from which she recovered.Y Y 6

1067125 02/26/2021 02/26/2021 03/02/2021 TX 86.0 86 Y M was reported to staff at Health Department that client passed away hours after receiving Moderna vaccine, also reported that client had multiple health conditions.

1067177 02/20/2021 02/27/2021 03/02/2021 PA 93.0 93 Y F Patient had sudden death 1 week after 2nd COVID vaccine.  Had complained of dizziness throughout the week leading up to it.

1067358 01/23/2021 02/01/2021 03/02/2021 TX 64.0 64 Y M 1-25-2021- Phone call: pt had cold and cough prior to vaccine. cough worsened 1-28-2021 Phone call: pt requesting provider visit, cough is same and taking tessalon pearls  1-29-2021 Provider in office  visit: pt complain of cough and SOB for 6 days. Getting worse. Temp 101.2, pulse ox 87%, BP 128/70. level of distress- leaning forward to breath. appeared ill. diffuse rales throughout both lung fields, more at bases. Diagnosis Pneumonia due to COVID 19 virus. Sent to ER

1068743 02/09/2021 03/02/2021 TN Y M Bamlanivimab treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): Bamlanivimab treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA). Patient received 1st dose of COVID vaccine on 01/28/2021, but he began to have COVID symptoms on 02/04/2021 and tested positive on 02/05/2021. The patient was treated with banlanivimab on 02/08/2021, and he passed away on 02/09/2021.

1068761 01/12/2021 02/06/2021 03/02/2021 82.0 81 Y M DEATH Narrative: patient was placed on hospice care following vaccine, unclear cause of death, not documented

1068762 01/11/2021 03/02/2021 03/02/2021 76.0 75 Y M DEATH Narrative: patient's wife reported he had gone in an outside hospital, had held his brilinta as advised anticipating shoulder surgery "and he threw a big clot and died."

1068882 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 03/02/2021 85.0 84 Y M DEATH Narrative:  Son stated that patient was doing well, still working and driving places. He stated that he called his son and stated that he wasn't feeling well and died shortly after that.

1068883 12/31/2020 02/05/2021 03/02/2021 89.0 88 Y M DEATH Narrative:  PATIENT PASSED AWAY WHILE ON HOSPICE CARE

1068884 02/08/2021 02/22/2021 03/02/2021 85.0 84 Y M DEATH Narrative:  Presented to ED via EMS c/o increasing shortness of breath, O2 sat mid to high 80s on 4L. When EMS arrived , pt was in distress, intubated by EMS and transported to ED. Pt had a PEA arrest en route but resuscitated w/ return of spontaneous circulation after receiving a dose of epinephrine and chest compressions. Pt was hypotensive on arrival to ED. He was started on sepsis protocol , volume resuscitation and empiric antibiotics. Once stabilized, he was admitted to icu at hospital. Removed from respirator 2/22/21Y

1068885 01/15/2021 03/02/2021 98.0 97 Y M DEATH Narrative: PRIOR TO DEATH, spoke with pt's daughter and she reported that pt is unable to keep his appt for the second Covid vaccine appt because is sick today. Per daughter, pt has been lethargic, not enough sleep last night because of frequent urination at least every 30 to 45 minutes looks exhausted and with poor appetite. Pt has not been drinking fluids at least 6 to 8 glasses a day and daughjter tries to make sure pt drinks fluids, the best he can. Per daughter, pt's vitals signs are as follows: BP: 93/48mmhg PR: 93/min. Temp: 98.1 F and O2 sat: 95%.

1068886 01/26/2021 02/26/2021 03/02/2021 67.0 66 Y M DEATH Narrative: Pt he reports he developed chills SOB body aches the same night as receiving the COVID vaccine on 1.26.2021-pt is currently reporting CheSt tightness and SOB Admitted to hosp: ICU with Bilateral Pulmonary Emboli, LLE DVT, NSTEMI, Arrhythmia.

1068887 01/06/2021 02/13/2021 03/02/2021 90.0 89 Y M DEATH Narrative:  UNSURE DETAILS OF EVENT, NO DOCUMENTATION IN PROGRESS NOTES

1068888 02/26/2021 02/27/2021 03/02/2021 88.0 88 Y M DEATH

1068295 03/03/2021 OK Y F Was admitted and tested positive and put on ventilator; She felt slightly ill the day of vaccine; 2 days later patient become ill; tested negative 2 times over the following 10 day while deteriorating; Patient died 10 days later; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via Pfizer Sales Representative. This consumer (daughter) was reported for a female patient (mother). A 76-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included lupus from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient with lupus received 1st dose of vaccine. She felt slightly ill the day of vaccine. 2 days later patient become ill, tested negative 2 times over the following 10 day while deteriorating. Was admitted and tested positive and put on ventilator. Patient died 10 days later. Daughter thought she had COVID before vaccination. Event took place after use of product. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19: negative (tested negative 2 times over the following 10 day while deteriorating), COVID-19: positive (Was admitted and tested positive and put on ventilator) all on an unspecified date. The patient died on an unspecified date.  It was not reported if an autopsy was performed. The outcome of other events was unknown.    No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Patient died 10 days laterY

1068304 02/10/2021 02/17/2021 03/03/2021 CT Y M died; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for a patient.  An 86-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), on 10Feb2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Concomitant medications were not reported. Relevant medical history included bacterial infection, the patient was being treated for bacterial infection and had spent 1 week in hospital within one month prior to being dosed with vaccine. On 17Feb2021 the patient died. The cause of death was unknown. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: death

1068306 02/18/2021 02/23/2021 03/03/2021 Y M heart attacks; Collapse of lung; pulse was in the 130s/140s; passed away; nose and fingers turned gray and were cold to the touch; nose and fingers turned gray and were cold to the touch; his big toe had turned gray; his right foot was swollen; low grade fever; Shaking; extremely cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An elderly male patient received the 2nd dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech), via an unspecified route of administration, on 18Feb2021, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing blood magnesium decreased (went to the hospital on 17Feb2021). Concomitant medications were not reported. Previously the patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech), on 27Jan2021, for COVID-19 immunisation and experienced arm soreness. The patient experienced passed away (death, hospitalization, medically significant) on 23Feb2021, heart attacks (caused hospitalization, medically significant) on 20Feb2021 with outcome of unknown, collapse of lung (caused hospitalization) on 20Feb2021 with outcome of unknown, pulse was in the 130s/140s (caused hospitalization) on 19Feb2021 with outcome of unknown, low grade fever on 18Feb2021 with outcome of recovered on 23Feb2021, shaking on 18Feb2021 with outcome of unknown, extremely cold on 18Feb2021 with outcome of unknown, nose and fingers turned gray and were cold to the touch on 19Feb2021 with outcome of unknown, his big toe had turned gray on 19Feb2021 with outcome of unknown, his right foot was swollen on 19Feb2021 with outcome of unknown. The events his big toe had turned gray and his right foot was swollen required physician visit on 19Feb2021. They were reported as a result of the magnesium deficiency. On 19Feb2021 evening his fever increased and his nose and fingers turned gray and were cold to the touch. On 20Feb2021 he collapsed at home and was taken to the hospital by ambulance. He had several heart attacks prior to the collapse. They decided to put him in a medically induced coma and reduce his body temperature that evening and started dialysis on 21Feb2021. They returned his body to normal temperature on 23Feb2021, his pulse was in the 130s/140s. They were starting to reduce the sedatives on 23Feb2021. The patient passed away on 23Feb2021. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: passed awayY

1068307 03/03/2021 Y U died; bled out; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had bled out on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. The patient died on an unspecified date. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The limited information provided precludes a full clinical assessment of the case. As a cautionary measure and for reporting purposes, and assuming a drug-event temporal association, the Company cannot completely exclude a causal association between the reported events 'bled out' and 'died' (death of unknown cause) and BNT162B2 administration, until sufficient information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021210582 Same reporter/drug, different patient; Reported Cause(s) of Death: died

1068308 02/03/2021 02/21/2021 03/03/2021 MO 75.0 Y M cardiac arrest due to pericardial effusion; cardiac arrest due to pericardial effusion; On 21Feb he went to the ER after vomiting and passing out; On 21Feb he went to the ER after vomiting and passing out; On 19Feb, he began to feel ill again with a fever. He felt worse on 20Feb; On 19Feb, he began to feel ill again with a fever. He felt worse on 20Feb; fever; headache; stomach upset; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for the father:  A 75-year-old male patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Lot # EL3428) at single dose at left arm on 03Feb2021 for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included type 2 diabetes mellitus. No known allergies. The patient had not experienced Covid-19 prior vaccination. Concomitant medication in 2 weeks included amitriptyline hydrochloride (manufacturer unknown) 10 mg, atorvastatin (manufacturer unknown) 20 mg, dutasteride (manufacturer unknown) 0.5 mg, linaclotide (LINZESS) 290 mcg, gabapentin (manufacturer unknown) 300 mg, montelukast (manufacturer unknown) 10 mg, ramipril (manufacturer unknown) 5 mg, insulin degludec (TRESIBA) 100 unit/ml, liraglutide (VICTOZA) 18 mg/3ml solution. No other vaccine in 4 weeks. The patient experienced cardiac arrest due to pericardial effusion on 21Feb2021 14:15, fever on 13Feb2021, headache on 13Feb2021, stomach upset on 13Feb2021, on 19feb, he began to feel ill again with a fever, he felt worse on 20feb on 19Feb2021, on 21feb he went to the ER after vomiting and passing out on 21Feb2021.  Events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of cardiac arrest due to pericardial effusion.  Course of events: In Feb2021, 10 days after his 1st injection, the patient developed fever, headache, and stomach upset. He went for a rapid Covid-19 test (nasal swab) and it was negative on 11Feb2021. The doctor told him he might be having a delayed reaction to the vaccination. After a couple of days, he improved. On 19Feb2021, he began to feel ill again with a fever. He felt worse on 20Feb2021. On 21Feb2021 he went to the ER after vomiting and passing out and received treatment: IV fluids, diagnostic testing at ER. Rapid Covid test (nasal swab) at ER came back negative again on 21Feb2021. His heart arrested suddenly and he could not be resuscitated. CT scan results, that came back after death, showed Covid like pneumonia and pericardial effusion. The patient died on 21Feb2021 14:15. Cause of death was cardiac arrest due to pericardial effusion. An autopsy was not performed. The outcome of cardiac arrest due to pericardial effusion was fatal, of fever, headache, stomach upset was recovering, of he began to feel ill again with a fever, he felt worse was not recovered, of he went to the ER after vomiting and passing out was unknown.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: cardiac arrest due to pericardial effusion; cardiac arrest due to pericardial effusion

1068357 02/13/2021 02/13/2021 03/03/2021 IL 84.0 84 Y M No pulse and no heart beat; couldn't wake him up; passed away; A spontaneous report was received from a daughter concerning a 84-year old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) experienced no pulse or heartbeat, couldn't wake him up and passed away.  The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included high blood pressure and prostate cancer. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 19 Jan 2021, the patient had a blood pressure reading of 133/84 at a cardiology visit.   On 13 Feb 2021, approximately 3 hours prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (batch number 031M20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 13 Feb 2021 at 3:30 pm, the patient could not be woken up and was found with no pulse or heartbeat.   Action taken with the drug in response to the events was not applicable.  The outcome of the events, no pulse or heartbeat and couldn't wake him up, were not provided. The patient died on 13 Feb 2021. The cause of death was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event/s has been provided at this time.   The patient's medical history of high blood pressure and prostate cancer remains the risk factors. The cause of death was unknown. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1068549 02/10/2021 02/26/2021 03/03/2021 FL 87.0 87 Y F 2/13/21 Patient had covid like symptoms 2/15/21 Patient admitted to Hospital with covid like sx and decreased O2 sat; tested positive for Covid on 2/15/21; treated with Remdesivir and convalesent Plasma. Sx worsened and patient died 2/26/21..

1068564 02/26/2021 02/28/2021 03/03/2021 LA 80.0 80 Y M On 3/2/2021, clinic was notified by patient's family that patient had deceased on 2/28/2021 from a heart attack. Unsure of any relation to the Moderna vaccine but reporting for due diligence.

1068700 02/25/2021 02/26/2021 03/03/2021 PA 77.0 77 Y M Patient passed away 24 hours after receipt of 1st Dose Pfizer vaccine.  Provider does not feel death was due to vaccination. but underlying conditions. No immediate side effects noted from vaccination.

1068814 02/16/2021 02/28/2021 03/03/2021 MO 66.0 66 Y M 9 days after vaccination, the patient was found deceased in his home, sitting on his couch. Determined to be due to pulmonary embolism.

1068850 02/26/2021 02/26/2021 03/03/2021 TX 70.0 70 Y F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA: Wife of patient called Primary Care Physician to inform that patient had received dose #2 of Pfizer COVID vaccine, and later that evening experienced a seizure and expired.

1068889 12/29/2020 01/25/2021 03/03/2021 85.0 84 Y M death Narrative: no other details available, as nothing documented in record

1068890 01/13/2021 02/11/2021 03/03/2021 77.0 76 Y M death Narrative: unclear of details, s/p spine surgery on 2/2/21 and discharged on 2/6/21

1068901 01/30/2021 02/21/2021 03/03/2021 NH 67.0 67 Y F ER admit for CP and Jaw pain, exhaustion, Aortic arteritis normal SED rate found on CT scan hospital admit IV medications required Solumedrol and Actemra questionable how much medications received d/t IV's not working. Released from care on 2/19 with prednisone . Symptoms still present off and on. 2/21 922pm CP Jaw Pain severe EMT's called EKG done reported no heart attack, pain better, EMTs left. 10/15 severe Pain collapsed with no pulse and no breathing, EMTs returned unable to obtain a shock-able rhythm time of death pronounced. reason for death on certificate Aortitis - hospitalist thinks aortic dissection d/t severe inflammation

1068931 02/17/2021 02/28/2021 03/03/2021 MA 93.0 93 Y M Case passed away on 2/28/21.  During post vaccination monitoring, case did not have any adverse reactions. When writer spoke to him on 2/26/21 to schedule his second dose, he sounded well.

1068963 02/17/2021 02/26/2021 03/03/2021 WA 85.0 85 Y F approximately 24 hours post vaccine Patient developed a low grade fever of 99.5 and had increased fatigue. 48 hours later she had decreased neurological functioning. 02/23 she had difficulty swallowing. 02/23 She was admitted to hospice services. 02/26 she passed just before 10 am.

1068993 01/23/2021 02/20/2021 03/03/2021 WA 48.0 48 Y F Spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage and death on 2/20/2021

1069009 01/21/2021 02/05/2021 03/03/2021 PR 94.0 94 Y M Several days after vaccination his left arm turned red. He was taken to the hospital where he was evaluated and admitted with a diagnosis of left axillary vein thrombosis. A chest X-ray was taken and he presented bibasilar atelectasis and pneumonia with pleural effusions.

1069026 02/05/2021 02/26/2021 03/03/2021 74.0 73 Y M Death Narrative: Family was able to be present at bedside shortly after patient was extubated. Fentanyl bolus given 10-15 minutes prior. Patient passed away soon after endotracheal tube removed. Time of death 10:14am.

1069118 02/25/2021 03/01/2021 03/03/2021 IL 72.0 72 Y F Within 10 minutes following the second vaccination, patient reported dizziness and nausea, had an episode of vomiting but recovered within 30 minutes.  It was reported to our clinic that the patient was found deceased on March 1, 2021 at approximately 10 pm.  Cause of death is not determined at this time.

1069140 02/09/2021 02/11/2021 03/03/2021 PR 75.0 75 Y M The day after the administration of the vaccine, the fever began, the patient claim that he had no blood pressure problems. He was given acetaminophen every 4 hrs. and vitamin C and D. On February 11, he was stabilized, he had his regular meals without any problem but in the afternoon his temperature rose again and they put him to bed. The patient died that same afternoon around 4:00 pm

1069235 01/07/2021 02/28/2021 03/03/2021 AK 89.0 89 Y M Death

1069263 02/11/2021 02/16/2021 03/03/2021 FL 83.0 83 Y M DIED

1069316 02/12/2021 02/21/2021 03/03/2021 TN 57.0 57 Y F death

1069560 01/15/2021 02/20/2021 03/03/2021 NY 61.0 61 Y M Hospital course 1/31 ? 2/20/21 1/31 in ED pt was at home when children noticed his lips were blue, ems arrived and found him to be 50% on RA, on Non-rebreather pt got to 78%, covid on 01/26   Shortness of Breath   61-year-old male presents with EMS for evaluation of shortness of breath hypoxia.  History is limited due to the patient's current clinical condition and so is primarily obtained from EMS.  EMS reports that he tested positive for COVID-19 5 days ago.  He began developing shortness of breath yesterday and his family called because his lips and fingers were blue today and he appeared short of breath.  On EMS arrival he had a room air saturation of less than 50% so he was placed on nonrebreather with improvement in his saturation to 70% and he was transported to the emergency department.  Patient does admit to shortness of breath.  He denies any chest pain.  He is noted to have a cast on his left ankle and said that he broke his left ankle on 23 December but has not had surgery.  He denies any new pain or swelling of the leg.  In the ED he was placed on 15L nasal cannula and NRB mask with improvement in SPO2 to low 90s. Additional work up revealed troponin of 1.35, lactic acid 5.8, and d-dimer 14.4.  He received dexamethasone and was placed on heparin gtt.   1/31 admitted to ICU Acute hypoxic respiratory failure due to COVID-19 vs heart failure vs PE.  CXR with bilateral hazy infiltrates more pronounced in the bases and left periphery and suspected multifocal pneumonia.   At risk for PE given LLE immobility in the setting of COVID-19 with significantly elevated d-dimer. RISK of CTA outweighs benefit given AKI and iodine allergy. Continue with empiric treatment with heparin gtt.   Admitted to ICU with SO2 in 60s-70s on 15L and NRB. Attempted 50L 95% FIO2 high flow and nasal cannula. Given lasix 40mg IV with good diuresis however SPO2 still remained low 80s with RR 40s and PO2 42 so the decision was made to intubate.  Oxygenation improved following intubation, with further improvement following recruitment maneuver and increase in PEEP. FIO2 weaned to 90% with SPO2 remaining in mid 90s. Will continue to wean FIO2 as able.  ARDS net protocol as much as possible. Consider prone ventilation and/or epoprostenol if unable to improve .  VAP Bundle: HOB >30 degrees; Oral care per nursing standard and on DVT/PPI prophylaxis Sedation: Target Richmond Agitation and Sedation Scale (RASS) of 0 to -2 with propofol and fentanyl. Check baseline TG levels.    COVID - 19: Convalescent plasma: Not indicated  Steroids: Dexamethasone 6 mg / day for 10 days Remdesivir: Not indicated d/t AKI   IL-6 inhibitor: Meets criteria for tocilizumab Systemic AC: Heparin gtt. No signs of bleeding (Platelets and Hb stable).  Antibiotics: Start 3 and 7 day course of azithromycin and ceftriaxone, respectively.  Elevated troponin  Suspect demand ischemia d/t hypoxia; EKG does not show any ischemic changes    AKI: Suspect d/t hypoxia in the setting of COVID infection. Urine output and electrolytes acceptable.  Closed fracture of left ankle Suffered fracture following a fall on ice in December. Cast was placed on 12/30 by SOS. He was due to be re-evaluated this week for possible cast removal.    Inhaled epoprostenol started  Considered for ECMO but not initiated due to not a candidate  Vasopressors required at times  Antihypertensive infusion required at times  severe hypoxia with position changes  switched from heparin drip to enoxaparin prophylaxis  2/20 discharge summary 61 y/o male admitted to Hospital on 1/31 with hypoxia.  He was diagnosed with COVID 19 5 days prior to admission, and had worsening respiratory status.  He was intubated after arrival, and was on ventilator for the entire intervening time, until he was extubated on 2/20 at the time of transition to Comfort measures only.    Prior to developing COVID 19, he had received his first dose of the Pfizer vaccine, as a member of the school system.  He had a fractured L ankle after a fall on 12/31/20, and had a cast in place at the time of admission.  He received Tocilizumab on 1/31, and underwent several cycles of prone positioning, beginning on 2/2.  He completed a course of Decadron, he received  Ceftriaxone and azithromycin beginning on admission, and completed a course of these.  Anticoagulation with enoxaparin was utilized due to coagulopathy associated with COVID 19.  Vasopressor support was required at times, as well as diuresis for fluid management.    He required high levels of sedation to maintain ventilator synchrony, and high levels of ventilator support with high oxygen levels throughout his stay.  Tracheostomy was being considered, but family decided that since he was not going to have good recovery, withdrawal of support, and allowing death was the appropriate choice for the patient and for them.   He was extubated at 2100 on 2/20/2021.   Death was pronounced at 2123 on 2/20/2021.  Children were at bedside.

1069570 02/22/2021 02/22/2021 03/03/2021 CA 69.0 69 Y F 2nd dose of Moderna at 9:00am. No side effect (except pinch at injection site) throughout the day and evening. At ~9:45pm, my wife suddenly fell unconscious. Immediate CPR & with Paramedic were not able to revive her. SHE PASSED AWAY at home. We believe it may be triggered by the vaccine.  Did not have a chance to go to hospital or emergency room - it was too sudden. A sad day for us.

1069647 02/19/2021 02/21/2021 03/03/2021 FL 73.0 73 Y M Beginning in the evening 2/19/21, fever/chills/fatigue; worsening of symptoms 2/20/21 with lethargy/lack of appetite/weakness; unable to arouse on 2/21/21 then breathing stopped, patient's spouse called 911 performed CPR, EMS continued for 15 min then while in ambulance to hospital  where he was pronounced dead.  Official time of death 2:20pm

1069685 03/02/2021 03/03/2021 MN 92.0 92 Y F 3/2/21 became SOB, treated with oxygen and head of bed up in bed, only at dessert and drank supplement, for evening meal, no pain noted.  3/3/21 staff helped get her up in morning, went to weight room to take her weight, she then appeared to be struggling to breath, she was brough back to her room and the aides summoned nurse for assessment, was put back into bed, nurse noted poor color and shallow breathing, resident passed away shortly after that.

1069728 03/02/2021 03/03/2021 03/03/2021 TX 47.0 47 Y M Patient Started having dizziness, feeling faint at around midnight on 3/3/2021. He then lost consciousness, had seizure-like activity and was taken to hospital via EMS. In the hospital patient was unresponsive and received resuscitation attempts unsuccessfully. Per family, after about 45 minutes, code was called and patient expired.

1069743 02/25/2021 02/27/2021 03/03/2021 OH 89.0 89 Y M Cardiac arrest- death

1069830 01/08/2021 01/26/2021 03/03/2021 MO 87.0 87 Y F From CT Scan in ED at 7:40 pm on 1/25/2021 -- There is a large intraparenchymal hemorrhage with Surrounding vasogenic edema within the left occipital lobe. There is additional subdural hemorrhage layering along the left frontal, temporal and parietal convexity which may be decompressing from the area of intraparenchymal hematoma. No visualized intraventricular hemorrhage.There is some trace hemorrhage layering along the left tentorium cerebelli. Severe associated mass effect with left-to-right midline shift of 2.1 cm. There is subfalcine and downward transtentorial herniation with complete effacement of the basilar cisterns. Evaluation of the craniocervical junction is limited due to beam hardening artifact. Near-complete effacement of the left lateral ventricle.  No head trauma or fall.  Deceased 1/26/2021Y 1

1069876 02/20/2021 02/28/2021 03/03/2021 OR 73.0 73 Y M Vaccinated 2/20. At that time, had symptoms of incarcerated hernia, went to ED for evaluation. Not felt to warrant hospital admission. Returned two days later with agitation, altered mental status, and incarceration. Went to OR, uncomplicated hernia repair. Postoperatively, did not recover mental status. Went into arrythmias POD 4, hypotension ensued, had multiple interventions and evaluations without satisfying answers for clinical course.

1069938 02/04/2021 02/20/2021 03/03/2021 IA 80.0 80 Y F expired at Hospital

1070005 01/07/2021 02/03/2021 03/03/2021 TX 85.0 85 Y M Patient contracted Covid some period of time after receiving the vaccine.

1070038 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 03/03/2021 HI 68.0 68 Y M Client passed away 8 days after being vaccinated.  It is unknown if it occurred from the vaccine or other comorbidities.

1070040 02/10/2021 02/24/2021 03/03/2021 MD 71.0 71 Y F Admitted to hospital 2/22/21 Y 2

1070051 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 03/03/2021 TX 79.0 79 Y F unknown Y

1070562 03/01/2021 03/02/2021 03/03/2021 CA 77.0 77 Y M The coroner called Dr. on 3.2.2021 to advise that he had a witnessed collapse and Mr. was taken to the ED where he was pronounced.

1070765 03/03/2021 Y M died 2 days after the second vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for his/her father. An 87-year-old male patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number unknown) via unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 on an unspecified date for COVID-19 immunisation and was fine. The patient died 2 days after the second vaccine. The reporter stated patient death due to the Pfizer Covid vaccine. The patient had autopsy. The outcome of event was fatal.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: died 2 days after the second vaccine

1070769 03/03/2021 Y F then died within 24 hours afterwards; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  This consumer reported that a 74-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient with a host of health issues (heart issues/had a pace maker, diabetes, among others) was in a rehabilitation center following a hospital stay and was given the second dose of vaccine. It was reported that the patient died within 24 hours afterwards. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.   Information on batch/lot number was requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: then died within 24 hours afterwards

1070770 02/04/2021 02/22/2021 03/03/2021 TX Y U Maternal exposure during pregnancy; Fetus stopped growing on 09Feb21 (8w4d); no heartbeat detected; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (parent).  This consumer reported information for both mother and fetus. This is a fetus report.  A patient of unspecified age and gender (fetus) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL9269), transplacental on 04Feb2021 at 14:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history was not reported.  Concomitant medication included ergocalciferol (VIT D), folic acid (FOLATE), ascorbic acid/betacarotene/calcium sulfate/colecalciferol/cyanocobalamin/ferrous fumarate/folic acid/ nicotinamide/pyridoxine hydrochloride/retinol acetate/riboflavin/thiamine mononitrate/tocopheryl acetate/zinc oxide (PRENATAL VITAMINS) and sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT) at 25 mg, all transplacental.  It was reported that OB exam on 03Feb21 showed healthy baby at 7weeks 5days heartbeat detected 152 bpm; no abnormalities identified via ultrasound; labs and hormone levels all within normal ranges. No issues detected. Mother received 1st dose of vaccine on 04Feb2021. Per ultrasound on 20Feb2021, fetus stopped growing on 09Feb2021 (8 weeks 4 days); no heartbeat detected. Miscarriage occurred on 22Feb2021. The fetus died on 22Feb2021.  It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021204433 same drug and reporter, different patient and event; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Fetus stopped growing on 09Feb21 (8w4d); no heartbeat detected; Mother received 1st dose of vaccine 04Feb21. Per ultrasound on 20Feb21, fetus stopped growing on 09Feb21 (8w4d); no heartbeat detected. Miscarriage occurred 22Feb21.

1070937 02/18/2021 03/03/2021 03/03/2021 AL 81.0 81 Y M Unwitnessed Cardiac arrest. ACLS protocols were performed.  Cessation of resuscitation was called in the field by Dr.

1071117 01/31/2021 02/12/2021 03/04/2021 Y U Passed away; UTI; Abnormal bleeding; A spontaneous report was received  from a healthcare professional concerning a patient who received the Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced abnormal bleeding, UTI, and passed away.   The patient's medical history included a long term history of anticoagulation therapy. Concomitant product use included anticoagulation therapy.  On 31Jan2021 prior to the onset of the events the patient recieved their first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number:not reported) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 07Feb2021, the patient complained of abnormal bleeding. Patient was seen at clinic on 10Feb2021 and was diagnosed with a UTI and given antibiotics. An INR was also completed that day due to patient having a long term history of anticoagulation therapy. Results of that showed the INR to be 12. Prior to vaccination, patient's INR was normal and no changes to medications and diet were made after vaccination and prior to complaint starting.   On 12Feb2021 the patient passed away.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The patient died on 12Feb2021. The cause of death was unknown. Plans for an autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns an 82 year old male patient, with history of long term anticoagulation therapy (unknown indication), who experienced a fatal event of death and abnormal hemorrhage, 13 days after receiving second dose of mRNA- 1273 (Lot# Unknown). Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1071128 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 03/04/2021 Y F Unresponsive; A spontaneous report was received from Pfizer concerning a 32-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and had a sudden death.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 28 DEC 2020, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch:  unknown)  for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 04 JAN 2021, at 7:20 am, the patient died. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The patient died on 04 Jan 2021. The cause of death was not provided/unknown. Plans for an autopsy were unknown/not provided.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 32-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and had a sudden death. The cause of death was unknown. Plans for an autopsy were not provided. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1071129 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 03/04/2021 Y M Unresponsive; A spontaneous report was received from Pfizer concerning a 43-year old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and had a sudden death.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 08 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch:  unknown)  for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 09 JAN 2021, the patient died. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The patient died on 08 Jan 2021. The cause of death was not provided/unknown. Plans for an autopsy were unknown/not provided.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1071130 12/28/2020 12/29/2020 03/04/2021 Y M Unresponsive; A spontaneous report was received from Pfizer concerning a 45-year old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and had a sudden death.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 28 Dec 2020, approximately 24 hours prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch:  unknown)  for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, the patient was found deceased at home. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The patient died on 29 Dec 2020. The cause of death was not provided/unknown. Plans for an autopsy were unknown/not provided.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1071131 12/31/2020 12/31/2020 03/04/2021 Y F Unresponsive; A spontaneous report was received from Pfizer concerning a 50-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and had a sudden death.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 31 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch:  unknown)  intramuscular for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 31 Dec 2020, the patient died. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.   The patient died on 31 Dec 2020. The cause of death was unknown. Plans for an autopsy were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 51 year old, female patient, who experienced an unexpected event of Death, after receiving 1st dose of mRNA- 1273 (Lot# unknown). Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. There is no contact information and no further follow up information is expected.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1071132 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 03/04/2021 Y M chronic hypoxia respiratory failure; Unresponsive; A spontaneous report was received from Pfizer concerning a 51-year old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and had developed hypoxia a sudden death.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 07 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch:  unknown)  for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 07 Jan 2021, around 6:00 pm, the patient became increasingly hypoxic. He was transported to the hospital for acute on chronic hypoxia respiratory failure. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.   The patient died on 12 Jan 2021 at 11:25pm. The cause of death was not provided/unknown. Plans for an autopsy were unknown/not provided.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding these events has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of deathY

1071133 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 03/04/2021 Y F Unresponsive; A spontaneous report was received from Pfizer concerning a 52-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and had a sudden death.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 08 Jan 2021, approximately 2 hours prior to the onset of event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch:  unknown)  for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 08 Jan 2021, the patient was monitored for the appropriate amount of time by nursing staff, following vaccination. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The patient died on 08 Jan 2021 at 2:15pm. The cause of death was not provided/unknown. Plans for an autopsy were unknown/not provided.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 52-year old, female patient, who experienced a sudden death 1 day after administration of first dose of mRNA-1273. The cause of death was not provided. Plans for an autopsy were unknown. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1071134 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 03/04/2021 Y F Death; A spontaneous report was received from a reporter concerning a 56-year old female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and had experienced death.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 23 Dec 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch:  unknown) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 08 Jan 2021, the patient died. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.   The patient died on 08 Jan 2021. The cause of death was not provided. Plans for an autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1071135 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 03/04/2021 Y F Unresponsive; A spontaneous report was received from Pfizer concerning a 56-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and had a sudden death.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 08 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch:  unknown)  for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 09 Jan 2021, the patient was found deceased in her home. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.   The patient died on 09 Jan 2021. The cause of death was not provided/unknown. Plans for an autopsy were unknown/not provided.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1071136 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 03/04/2021 Y F sepsis; respiratory failure; Fever; Unresponsive; A spontaneous report was received from Pfizer concerning a 56-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced respiratory failure, sepsis, fever and sudden death.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch:  unknown) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 11 Jan 2021, the patient began to have a fever. She was sent to the emergency room for evaluation. That evening, she died. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.   The patient died on 11 Jan 2021. The cause of death was reported as respiratory failure and sepsis. Plans for an autopsy were unknown/not provided.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of 56-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced sepsis, fever, respiratory failure and sudden death. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Respirtory Failure; SepsisY Y

1071137 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 03/04/2021 Y F Unresponsive; A spontaneous report was received from Pfizer concerning a 58-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced sudden death.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 30 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch:  unknown) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient died. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.   The patient died on 04 Jan 2021. The cause of death was unknown/not reported. Plans for an autopsy were unknown/not provided.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1071138 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 03/04/2021 Y M Sudden death; A spontaneous report was received from Pfizer concerning a 60-year old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced sudden death.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 05 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch:  unknown) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 08 Jan 2021, the patient died. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.   The patient died on 08 Jan 2021. The cause of death was unknown/not reported. Plans for an autopsy were unknown/not provided.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding the event has been provided at this time and is insufficient for causality assessment. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1071139 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 03/04/2021 Y F Sudden death; A spontaneous report was received from Pfizer concerning a 60-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced sudden death.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 12 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch:  unknown) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 13 Jan 2021, the patient was found to be deceased at 3:00 am. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.   The patient died on 13 Jan 2021. The cause of death was unknown/not reported. Plans for an autopsy were unknown/not provided. .; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1071300 03/04/2021 OH Y F Died; A spontaneous report, was received from a consumer on a social media, concerning a 38-years-old female patient, unknown race and ethnicity, who was administered Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273), and died.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On an unknown date, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: unknown), for the prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 17-Feb-2021, social media interaction was posted concerning a death of a patient on an unknown date after receiving Moderna vaccine. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not applicable.  The patient died on an unknown date. The cause of death was not provided. Plans for autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding the event of death has been provided at this time.  No further information will be available.; Sender's Comments:  MODERNA, INC.-MOD-2021-018380:Same reporter; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1071367 02/11/2021 02/13/2021 03/04/2021 GA 81.0 81 Y M Blood pressure went down until he died; Couldn't hear his heartbeat; neck was sweating; He was cold; Couldn't get up; Death; Sick; immediately very tired; he was tired; Hands were shaking; Slept for too long; A spontaneous report was received on 18 Feb 2021 from a consumer concerning a 81-years-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and developed immediately very tired, hands were shaking, neck was sweating, was cold, sick, couldn't get up, couldn't hear his heartbeat and blood pressure went down until he died.  Patients' medical history, as provided by patient's spouse, was emergency room(ER) admission in November 2020 because he had a congested chest (he had fluid around his heart). At that time, they gave him pills for kidney function. Other concomitant medication reported was Coumadin, blood thinner. Two weeks before receiving the vaccine, patient's EKG was normal.  On 11 Feb 2021, in the morning, patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273(BATCH/LOT # 007M20A) probably in the right arm for the prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 11 Feb 2021, approximately after 15 minutes of receiving vaccine, they left and patient was immediately very tired, his hands were shaking. So, patient's spouse made them down sleep for too long. On Friday, 12 Feb 2021 she tried to pick him up, but he was tired, exhausted, and sick.   On Saturday, 13 Feb 2021, she brought him a coffee and he couldn't hold it because his hands were shaking, so she gave him the coffee and then made him pee on the bed because he couldn't get up. At lunch time she made him eat something and he fell sleep again. His wife was hanging around him all day and around 7:30pm she realized that he was cold, and his neck was sweating, she couldn't hear his heartbeat. So, she called emergency services and when they arrived, her husband's blood pressure went down until he died. Treatment for the events were not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 was not applicable.  Patient was pronounced dead on 13 Feb 2021 20:00. The cause of death was not provided. The plans for an autopsy were not provided.  The events of blood pressure went down until he died and couldn't hear his heartbeat were fatal. The outcome for the remaining events were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns an 81 year old, male patient, who experienced a serious event of death among others, 2 days after receiving mRNA- 1273 (Lot# 007M20A). Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1071618 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 03/04/2021 NY 92.0 92 Y F Chills; headache; extreme fatigue; gas or chest pain that was thought to be gas and went away Died 4 days later

1071741 02/24/2021 03/01/2021 03/04/2021 MI 83.0 83 Y M He started vomiting 2 days later. we suspect he was having stool issues as well. he vomited blood at some point over the weekend. there was black vomit right before he passed. from 2am-6am he was wheezing and rattling and then he passed at approximately 6am 3/1/2021 at home. EMS did come and try to revive him and were unsuccessful.

1071863 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 03/04/2021 NH 101.0 101 Y F Patient, age 101, was having a period of declining health prior to vaccine administration.  This continued after the vaccine to include increased pain, inability to swallow and ultimately Patient passed away on 1/9/2021.  The physician does not believe this is due to vaccine administration, however family asked that this information be reported for record keeping.

1071903 02/26/2021 02/28/2021 03/04/2021 LA 63.0 63 Y F No reported adverse effects after vaccine was administered. Someone reported to our clinic that patient was found dead at home on Sunday

1071935 03/03/2021 03/03/2021 03/04/2021 IA 28.0 28 Y M Patient received the vaccine around 11 am.  He hadn't been feeling well (headache, dizziness) per report and initially called in to work.  He then decided to come to work and was found down in a patient bathroom during his shift on our Facility while taking care of a patient (he was a nurse aid).  Patient was coded and the team and was transferred to our Facility ED.   He expired 3/3 2112

1072113 02/12/2021 02/16/2021 03/04/2021 44.0 44 Y M Death Y Y

1072156 02/22/2021 03/01/2021 03/04/2021 CA 68.0 68 Y M Vaccine manufacturer and lot number unknown, vaccine given at alternate location.  2/23/21  8:27 PM: The patient is a 68-year-old male   comes to the emergency department by paramedic ambulance for altered mental status that, began at around noon in association fever temp 102.9.  PMH of myelofibrosis (on Jakafi and hydroxychloroquine), depression, anxiety, OSA, and history of AVR.  Given history of myelodysplasia and Jak inhibitor predisposing to some opportunistic infections most notably viral reactivation with history of HSV and possible bacterial endocarditis he was admitted to the ICU for further monitoring and pressors.    Patient has a MOS procedure 14 days prior   - Status post MOSs procedure with large wound deficit on forehead -- Does not appear to be overtly infected at the time of admission.   ED physician indicated mild facial cellulitis.  2/23/21- WBC 16.1 on admission.     ECHO 2/26 indicated - no vegetation visualized. Of note second COVID vaccine 2 days prior to admission. Dr. felt incident was possible cardiogenic shock secondary to COVID vaccine.  He did not feel the patient has a source of infection upon admission.  Questionable given wounds on forehead Dr. (CMO) review of case- his impression was  septic shock with and underlying case of chronic cardiac compromise making the hemodynamics worse

1072166 02/09/2021 03/02/2021 03/04/2021 VT 87.0 87 Y M Patient hospitalized with shortness of breath and pneumonia (from 2/15/2021 to 2/21/2021) and patient died at another facility on 3/2/2021. Y 6

1072218 02/13/2021 02/21/2021 03/04/2021 VT 82.0 82 Y M Patient hospitalized for NSTEMI (from 2/18/2021 to 2/20/2021) and discharged on hospice/comfort care. Patient died 2/21/2021. Y 2

1072763 02/05/2021 02/23/2021 03/04/2021 PR 79.0 79 Y M The same day that the person was vaccinated he started feeling dizzy and had difficulty breathing.  He was hospitalized from February 5 to February 23.  Patient died in the hospital on February 23, 2021

1072993 02/04/2021 02/23/2021 03/04/2021 FL 90.0 90 Y F Day After - severe headache, 2 days after headache continues, itchy scalp,  day 3 rash visible at hair line  headache continues, more confusion than normal,  day 4 on site nurses check rash and think it is dermatitis,  day 5 continues to get work nurse practitioner was to visit next day,  day 6 NP thinks that she has UTI and sends her to hospital (2/11/21).  Hospital determines - Rash is Shingles,  UTI present,   -  MRSA is now present in shingles which is on right back of head and right neck and face.  Next Sepsis is diagnosed.    Since 2/11/21 patient was not conscious.  2/20/21 famiy is notified that she should be moved to Hospice.  Moved to hospice on 2/20/21.  The patient, my mother, died on 2/23/21 official cause of death is UTI.

1073092 02/11/2021 03/03/2021 03/04/2021 IL 43.0 43 Y M The decedent reported a continuous headache since receiving the vaccination. On March 3rd he suffered a cardiac arrest and was pronounced deceased.

1073128 01/22/2021 01/23/2021 03/04/2021 IL 95.0 95 Y F Expired within 30days of vaccination.  Received vaccine 1/22/21 did not have any complaints, during a bed check she was found on the floor with no apparent injury, no pulse or respirations.

1073167 02/11/2021 02/24/2021 03/04/2021 TX 54.0 54 Y F She passed away 2/24/2021

1073225 02/02/2021 02/22/2021 03/04/2021 IL 73.0 73 Y M Death within 30 days: Admit 2/8/21-2/13/21 s/p fall with left hip fracture (repaired), severe debility with recurrent falls discharged to SNF. Not doing well postop at the SNF, brought to ED due to failed foley insertion with bright red blood upon arrival to ER febrile, hypotensive, tachycardic, severe sepsis. Gran negative bacteremia likely from chronic ascites, family decided on comfort care and he expired within hours of admission.

1073252 02/17/2021 03/01/2021 03/04/2021 IL 73.0 73 Y F Death within 30 days of vaccine

1073283 02/11/2021 03/01/2021 03/04/2021 IL 71.0 71 Y F Death within 30 days of vaccination

1073344 12/30/2020 01/17/2021 03/04/2021 IL 102.0 102 Y F patient died.

1073361 01/25/2021 02/19/2021 03/04/2021 IL 106.0 106 Y F passed away
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1073471 03/04/2021 Y M Was found deceased a little less than 12 hours following COVID vaccination; A spontaneous report was received from a reporter concerning a 96-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was found deceased a little less than 12 hours following COVID vaccination.  The patient's medical history included hospice care. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On an unknown date, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unknown date, the patient was found deceased a little less than 12 hours following COVID vaccination, and he had had some changes over the last two days. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  On an unknown date the patient died. The cause of death was unknown. Plans for an autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 96 year old male patient, who was on hospice care experienced a fatal event of death, after receiving mRNA- 1273 (Lot# Unknown). Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1073682 01/28/2021 02/26/2021 03/04/2021 NJ 80.0 Y M pulmonary edema; Low heart rate; chest pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. An 80-years-old male patient received his second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular in left arm on 28Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 Immunisation. Medical history included dementia, high blood pressure, COVID prior vaccination. He had no known allergies. Concomitant medication included diltiazem hydrochloride (CARDIZEM), anastrozole (ARIMIDEX), simvastatin and lorazepam. Historical Vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 07Jan2021 (at the age of 80-years-old) at single dose for COVID-19 Immunization. There was no other vaccine received in four weeks. The patient experienced pulmonary edema, low heart rate and chest pain on 26Feb2021. The events resulted in hospitalization and patient died. The patient was hospitalized from 26Feb2021 for 1 day. Treatment received for the events included Epinephrine, morphine, nitroglycerine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid test Nasal Swab post vaccination on 26Feb2021 indicated Negative. The patient died on 26Feb2021. An autopsy was not performed.  information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Pulmonary edema, low heart rate, and chest pain, all reported as fatal, are deemed unrelated to BNT162B2 vaccine, being rather accidental occurrences, likely favored by the patient's age and by the mentioned high blood pressure, known risk factor for  cardiovascular diseases.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Low heart rate; pulmonary edema; chest painY 1

1073773 03/02/2021 03/02/2021 03/04/2021 CA 89.0 89 Y M Patient was found deceased later in the afternoon.

1073808 03/04/2021 03/04/2021 03/04/2021 CA 72.0 72 Y M Prt was found deceased

1073812 12/30/2020 01/23/2021 03/04/2021 82.0 81 Y M DEATH Narrative: PT WAS PLACED ON HOSPICE ON 1/21/2021

1073813 12/31/2020 02/05/2021 03/04/2021 96.0 95 Y M DEATH Narrative: UNCLEAR WHY PATIENT WAS HOSPITALIZED AS LIMITED INFORMATION IN RECORD

1073814 01/19/2021 02/07/2021 03/04/2021 91.0 90 Y M DEATH Narrative: NO ADDITIONAL DETAIL PROVIDED OTHER THAN PATIENT DIED AT HOME

1073815 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 03/04/2021 78.0 77 Y M DEATH Narrative: NO DETAILS PROVIDED, NO NOTE REGARDING DEATH

1073816 01/09/2021 02/14/2021 03/04/2021 85.0 84 Y M RESPIRATORY FAILURE Narrative: PT PASSED AWAY WHILE IN THE HOSPITAL

1073895 01/28/2021 02/22/2021 03/04/2021 WA 77.0 77 Y M Patient passed away after getting the 1st dose of COVID vaccine. He seemed otherwise very healthy.

1073902 01/29/2021 03/04/2021 03/04/2021 WA 80.0 80 Y F Patient seemed otherwise healthy before the vaccination. Patient was hospitalized then shortly passed after getting the 1st dose. Y

1074067 02/25/2021 02/26/2021 03/04/2021 MI 67.0 67 Y M Patient received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 2/25/2021.  Patient found dead by family the morning of 2/26/2021.   Family requested an autopsy.

1074247 02/25/2021 03/03/2021 03/05/2021 VA 2.0 2 Y F Death 0.2 Y 17

1074271 02/28/2021 03/03/2021 03/05/2021 CA 74.0 74 Y F altered mental status, acute on chronic thrombocytopenia, death Y 1

1074361 02/25/2021 02/28/2021 03/05/2021 PR 93.0 93 Y F General malaise, acetaminophen was given every 6 to 8 hours

1074401 02/25/2021 02/28/2021 03/05/2021 PR 100.0 100 Y F General malaise, acetaminophen was gives every 6 to 8 hours

1074599 02/02/2021 02/03/2021 03/05/2021 MN 57 Y M Death; A spontaneous report was received from a other health care professional concerning a 57-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and died.  The patient's medical history included chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Concomitant product use was not provided.  On 02 Feb 2021, prior to onset of the events, the patient received his first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 043L20A) in the left arm for prophylaxis of Covid-19 infection.  03 Feb 2021, it was reported that the patient died. The patient was not experiencing any symptoms prior to death. He was on hospice care, not hospitalized. No further information was provided. Treatment information was unknown. The cause of death was not reported. Plans for an autopsy were unknown.  Action taken with the mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not applicable.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown

1074753 02/11/2021 02/20/2021 03/05/2021 RI 79.0 79 Y F Pt. had a cardiac arrest and expired on 2/20/21.

1074784 01/14/2021 01/17/2021 03/05/2021 GA 82.0 82 Y F Nurse called clients' son to remind her of the second dose needed and was informed that client had passed away from Pneumonia the Sunday after she received the vaccine 1/17/2021.

1074788 02/01/2021 03/05/2021 24.0 24 Y F At 8 weeks pregnancy (2 weeks after first shot) started bleeding and had a subchorionic hematoma. By 10 week subchorionic hematoma resolved.  Received second shot and of Feb.  1 week later,  at 12 weeks pregnancy ,  fetus had no heart beat!  It measured normal size (as expected) and limited normal first trimester anatomy by ultrasound. But NO heart beat. Something insulted this placenta to lead to fetal demise.

1074873 12/29/2020 02/26/2021 03/05/2021 MD 82.0 82 Y F Patient had COVID pneumonia in January 2021. Readmitted 2/10 for nausea/vomiting found to be in DKA. Treated with IV insulin, fluids, pressors and admitted to ICU. DKA resolved but continued to have ongoing nausea and dysphagia. EGD showed possible candidiasis, GI symptoms started to improve and was discharged home 2/24 with O2, life care, home health care. Patient recorded deceased 02/26/2021.Y

1074894 01/26/2021 02/11/2021 03/05/2021 NY 94.0 94 Y M Patient became ill with pneumonia on 1/29/21 and then recurrent pneumonia on 2/10/21. Pt's plan of care was subsequently changed to comfort-focused on 2/11/21 and patient was deceased that same day.

1074903 02/27/2021 03/01/2021 03/05/2021 AL 90.0 90 Y M caller (son) stayed w/ the pt for about an hour after he received the vax and the pt stated the only symptoms at that time  was some achiness on the arm around the injection site.  Son went home after that.  He tried to contact him on 3/1/2021 but wasn't able to reach him.  On 3/2/21 the brother tried to contact him and wasn't able to reach him.  They contacted the police dept on 3/2/2021 around 8:00 AM to do a well check.  Pt was found on the couch like he had fallen asleep but was deceased.  They suspect he probably expired on 3/1/2021.  No autopsy will be conducted per the son.

1074955 02/13/2021 02/14/2021 03/05/2021 OK 82.0 82 Y M at midnight client got up to go to the bathroom. His legs became weak and he fell and hit his head on the wall. He called for his wife and said he didn't feel right. He denied any pain. She called EMSA and he stopped breathing while she was waiting on them. She gave him CPR with instructions from the dispatcher. He was pronounced dead at 1:30am. She has tried to call the clinic 3 times and left messages and no one has called her back, Her PCP told her this needed to be reported .

1074982 12/29/2020 03/05/2021 03/05/2021 IL 90.0 90 Y F death

1075017 12/30/2020 02/09/2021 03/05/2021 IL 85.0 85 Y F death

1075024 02/11/2021 02/27/2021 03/05/2021 82.0 82 Y F Death

1075035 02/23/2021 03/04/2021 03/05/2021 85.0 85 Y F sudden cardiac arrest and death

1075042 01/29/2021 03/04/2021 03/05/2021 90.0 90 Y F Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1075057 01/25/2021 02/12/2021 03/05/2021 IL 91.0 91 Y M death

1075090 01/25/2021 02/23/2021 03/05/2021 IL 96.0 96 Y M death

1075097 02/15/2021 02/16/2021 03/05/2021 NY 87.0 87 Y F Pt received initial dose on 1/5/21, diagnosed with COVID-19 on 1/8/21, treated with monoclonal antibodies on 1/13/21. Pt experienced CHF exacerbation, anasarca, and renal failure during acute illness. Pt also treated for pneumonia during this time. Pt was considered terminal status on 1/25/21. She received second COVID-19 vaccine on 2/15/21. Pt then experienced increased difficulty eating and taking medications this same day, in addition to hallucinations she was experiencing. Patient subsequently died on 2/16/21.

1075211 01/29/2021 02/09/2021 03/05/2021 NH 85.0 85 Y F 2/9/2021 Expired at facility.  Several weeks prior with several medical and mental health issues as noted prior. 2/4 began with increased lethargy and somnolence. Medications being held per MD. 2/5 CBC WNL, BUN/Cr 38/1.23 GFR 41 2/5 Admitted to Hospice services on 2/5.

1075296 03/02/2021 03/05/2021 03/05/2021 OH 69.0 69 Y F Patient was found dead this morning.

1075298 01/04/2021 01/17/2021 03/05/2021 NY 98.0 98 Y F Pt had worsening altered mental status, tachypnea, and low-grade fever on 1/13/21. Pt considered terminal status previously and comfort-focus care pursued. Suspected pneumonia vs. TIA/CVA. PO meds D/C'ed as patient could no longer swallow.

1075349 01/25/2021 02/25/2021 03/05/2021 IL 103.0 103 Y F death

1075354 01/07/2021 02/26/2021 03/05/2021 93.0 93 Y M Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1075363 02/25/2021 02/27/2021 03/05/2021 CA 69.0 69 Y M Death due to Moderna 2nd dose, pulmonary thromboembolism

1075388 02/15/2021 02/27/2021 03/05/2021 IA 81.0 81 Y F The day after the shot she developed fever for 2 days as high as 101.  She developed a pruritic burning rash to posterior right leg extending down the lateral lower leg.   She had fatigue and myalgias.    Diagnosed with shingles on 2/23. and informed to not receive the 2nd vaccine.   She presented to the Emergency room on 2/27 with fatigue, numbness right side of the face, no reports of shortness of breath or chest pain.   Ambulated in to ER.     After her work up she was discharged home - she present back to the ER within 30 minutes.  PTA arrival at the ER for the 2nd time - she complained of left neck and arm pain - then went unconscious.  She arrived to the ER in full arrest - pronounced deceased after resuscitation efforts were not effective

1075407 02/12/2021 03/01/2021 03/05/2021 64.0 64 Y F Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving the COVID vaccine series

1075412 01/26/2021 02/24/2021 03/05/2021 NY 94.0 94 Y M Pt with underlying COPD and chronic respiratory failure requiring BIPAP. Pt had cardiopulmonary arrest on 2/24/21 and died as a result. Pt was overall palliative-focused plan of care.

1075608 03/03/2021 03/04/2021 03/05/2021 NJ 72.0 72 Y F Patient waited 15 mins after covid vaccination on Wednesday 3/3, cleared by EMT to leave.  I was notified by nurse at the senior building where patient resides that she had expired Thursday evening at   home.  Paramedics were called.  No other additional information.

1075620 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 03/05/2021 NY 91.0 91 Y M Patient became acutely ill on 1/15/21 with recurrent pneumonia, treated with Augmentin. Pt became progressively worse on the next 48-72 hours, treatment goals changed to palliative-focused, and all treatments withdrawn. Patient died on 1/22/21.

1075636 01/08/2021 02/18/2021 03/05/2021 NH 82.0 82 Y F 1/21/2021 During Covid 19 outbreak on the unit, resident contracted the virus.  1/21 MD updated on increased weakness, twitching, fatigue noted today. 2 rapid covid-19 tests done today, both negative. new orders cbc with diff, BMP, d. dimer stat and swab for covid and Influenza. 1/21-Covid and Influenza swab results received. PCR-Influenza negative, covid-19 positive.  Palliative care updated. 1/21-Labs drawn cbc, BMP, d. dimer Results WNL. Temp 101.2 and Occ dry cough. 1/22 Palliative MD and APRN visited. Family preference for no hospitalizations, no IV's and do not intubate. DNR. Admitted to Hospice services on 1/25. 1/21-1/29. Symptomatic with lethergy, occ cough, off and on temp and began refusing meals and meds at times. 1/31 periods of apnea. 2/1 precautions ended for Covid 19. Continued with Hospice care and with ongoing refusal of meals, condition declining and comfort maintained. Meds slowly discontinued. Expired at facility on 2/18/2021.

1075639 02/27/2021 03/04/2021 03/05/2021 MD 53.0 53 Y M Patient is a 53 year old man with a past medical history of follicular lymphoma diagnosed in 2008, more recently with DLBCL with CNS involvement (involving hypothalamus; dx 8/2018; s/p HD MTX, s/p BMT- followed by Dr.), autoimmune hepatitis, obesity, adipic DI, central hypothyroidism and type 2 DM who presented to Hospital via EMS after a  fall at home with multisystem organ failure leading to intubation in the ED and subsequent transfer to Oncology ICU for further management.   He was in his usual state if health until Sunday. On Saturday he got COVID vaccine at 4pm, that evening he had no issues. Sunday night around 10pm he didn't make complete sense and his wife was concerned because of his history of DM and treated CNS lymphoma. BG was 320-340 at that time. Monday he was good and Monday night he started to have shaking of his left hand. Tuesday he had one episode of diarrhea. Later he was more shaky in the shower and he started to fall and his wife was unable to grab him and he slid down the wall and could not get up.  Family was called to help and he was not making sense so they called EMS.  Wife reports that he was down approximately 3 hours before EMS was able to get him up. In EMS he was noted to have a large area of skin desquamation from the right posterior knee to the ankle. His GCS was 15. He had stable blood pressure and heart rate. He was hypoxia to the 50s and oxygen was applied.   In the ED he was found to be in multisystem organ failure and was intubated and had rapid progression of shock requiring  Epinephrine, Levophed and Vasopressin. Crash lines were placed and he was sent to hospital.  Upon arrival he was noted to have a cold pulseless right lower extremity and surgery was called. He was evaluated by Trauma Surgery, Orthopedic surgery and Vascular surgery and eventually underwent above the knee amputation. Unfortunately they were not able to remove all nonviable tissue and he continued to deteriorate. He was taken level 1 back to the OR and an additional 10 cm of nonviable tissue was removed. Unfortunately upon arrive he suffered cardiac arrest in the setting of severe lactic acidosis and hyperkalemia.Y 2

1075657 03/01/2021 03/04/2021 03/05/2021 WI 94.0 94 Y F Resident was having back pain but did have previous back pain prior too.

1075710 01/29/2021 03/02/2021 03/05/2021 NH 96.0 96 Y F 2/6/21 Sent to ER for evaluation of agitation and returned a few hours later on 2/7/21 with no acute findings. 2/7/21 continued with agitation and restlessness and had psychoactive medication changes 2/8/21 Had head CT with no acute findings 2/11/21 MRI of lumbar spine with compression fx T10 2/17/21 UA and KUB done with no acute findings Multiple falls within this time frame with escalating agitation, restlessness, and insomnia.  Dx psychosis and started on Seroquel 2/25/21 3/2/21 Patient died

1075725 03/01/2021 03/04/2021 03/05/2021 WI 99.0 99 Y M Resident started have chest pain on 3/02 and on 03/03 he was lethargic and wasn't eating or drinking Resident was on Hospice

1075871 02/02/2021 02/20/2021 03/05/2021 TX 89.0 89 Y F She was vaccinated on 2/2/21 and started feeling bad on 2/4/21. She was treated by her doctor, improved somewhat, got worse, then went to the hospital on 2/16/21. She died on 2/20/21.

1075917 02/09/2021 02/13/2021 03/05/2021 HI 93.0 93 Y M WE CALLED PATIENT ON 3/2/21 BECAUSE HE HAD NOT SHOWED UP FOR HIS 2ND DOSE.  THE PERSON WHO ANSWERED THE PHONE NOTIFIED US THAT PATIENT PASSED AWAY AT MEDICAL CENTER ON 2/13/21.

1076017 03/04/2021 03/05/2021 03/05/2021 CA 86.0 86 Y M elderly diabetic man with AFib/RVR who presented with multiorgan failure few hours after receiving his 2nd COVID shot today and ultimately expired.  he did well after the 1st COVID shot and subsequently developed this multiorgan failure after the 2nd shot.  had his second COVID vaccine shot around 4 pm, went home and collapsed, lay on the floor for a few hours refusing to call paramedics, eventually wife called 911, he arrived to ED and was dead a few hours later.  -on arrival the pH was 6.7, agonal breathing, low BP, lactate 18, but no MI, no stroke, no apparent infection/sepsis.  important to note that he had a covid vaccine just a few hours from collapsing and dying.

1076158 02/24/2021 02/25/2021 03/05/2021 PA 69.0 69 Y M Patient was found dead at his home on 2/25/2021. He was last seen at home by his sister at 8:30pm on 2/24/21.

1076162 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 03/05/2021 MO 81.0 81 Y M Patient received vaccine on 1/11/2021. Patient passed away 1/15/2021, cause not reported, unaware if related.

1076188 02/20/2021 02/21/2021 03/05/2021 NC 65.0 65 Y M Out of hospital cardiac arrest and refractory shock, acute kidney injury, shock liver, respiratory failure leading to death Y 1

1076911 02/08/2021 02/12/2021 03/05/2021 CA 101.0 Y F passed away shortly after her vaccine; started dealing with signs that are common with a stroke; developed swelling in her arms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer report for grandmother. A 101-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number=EM9809) via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 08Feb2021 04:30 AM at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included elderly. No covid prior vaccination. No other vaccine in four weeks; No other medications in two weeks. On 12Feb2021 12:00 AM, patient passed away shortly after her vaccine. She started dealing with signs that are common with a stroke. Event considered Life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event). She also developed swelling in her arms. No treatment received, patient not recovered from stroke and swelling arm. The patient died on 12Feb2021. No covid tested post vaccination. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: passed away shortly after her vaccineY

1076912 03/05/2021 Y U died from COVID after receiving the two doses of the vaccine; COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer report for a friend. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose and second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) both via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified dates at single doses for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The consumer mentioned her friend died from COVID after receiving the two doses of the vaccine. The patient died on an unspecified date. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: died from COVID after receiving the two doses of the vaccine

1076915 01/19/2021 01/21/2021 03/05/2021 Y F (name) is now dead 2 days after receiving a COVID mRN shot; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other non HCP. A 28-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Jan2021 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient  is now dead 2 days after receiving a Covid mrn (as reported) shot in Jan2021. She died two days later, according to her mother.  28 year old daughter took the vaccine on a Tuesday (on 19Jan2021) and was dead by Thursday (on 21Jan2021). Outcome of event was fatal. Autopsy shows no other red flags (as reported). The reporter has assured us he will get to the bottom of this vaccine crap. Anything attached should be red flag (as reported).   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: (name) is now dead 2 days after receiving a COVID mRN shot

1076917 03/05/2021 PA Y F one died after the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. This contactable consumer reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter reported 3 females died post vaccination with the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine. She explained one died after the vaccine on an unspecified date. She explained she had no additional details on the adverse event. The patient died on an unspecified date. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: one died after the vaccine

1076918 03/05/2021 PA Y F chest pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer from a Pfizer-sponsored program.  A female patient in her 50s received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation on unknown date.  Relevant history and concomitant drug was unknown. The patient died after experiencing chest pain for 2 weeks post vaccination. The outcome of event was fatal.  It was unknown if autopsy done or not.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Chest pain

1076919 03/05/2021 PA Y F died of an heart after the vaccine/Heart attack; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer received from a Pfizer-sponsored program. This consumer reported similar events for 3 patients. This report is the 1st of 3. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced heart attack on an unspecified date.  The patient died of an heart attack after the vaccine on an unspecified date.  It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: died of an heart after the vaccine/Heart attack

1076949 01/29/2021 02/22/2021 03/05/2021 OR 22.0 22 Y F Patient admitted on 2/21/21 and died in hospital on 2/22/2021.  Patient had a significant, lifelong  underlying medical condition. Y 2

1077008 02/26/2021 03/04/2021 03/05/2021 CO 89.0 89 Y F Per patient's daughter the patient had severe flu like symptoms, shaking, extreme pain in wrists/fingers/feet. Patient collapsed at home and pronounced dead at scene.

1077014 02/05/2021 02/01/2021 03/05/2021 AK 74.0 74 Y M Death

1077021 02/06/2021 02/09/2021 03/05/2021 OR 77.0 77 Y M Patient passed away three days after receiving the vaccine.

1077053 02/17/2021 03/05/2021 CA 77.0 77 Y M Patient received the first shot on 2/17/21. Nothing seemed unusual during the following days; no complaining of soreness or anything. He hadn't introduce any new medicine or food into his routine. On the morning of 2/21/21, he woke up around 5 AM as usual. He spoke with his wife for a bit. Around 7:00 AM, he started having trouble breathing. He asked for help from family members. 911 was called. EMT's preformed heart compressions for about 45 minutes before pronouncing patient deceased. During EMT's initial encounter, EMT's struggled getting a tube down patient's throat due to his tongue being swallon

1077079 03/05/2021 03/05/2021 03/05/2021 CA 77.0 77 Y F Patient was alert and oriented with no signs or symptoms of sickness prior to immunization for 2nd dose of Pfizer COVID19 vaccine. Temperature 98.7. Patient under hospice care and DNR status for wound care (coccyx). Patient has no recollection of first dose, but no adverse reactions to first dose per her caregivers. Patient did not appear to have any adverse reactions to the vaccine after the 15 minute observation period. About 1 hr after vaccine administration, patient was reported deceased. No signs of swelling or allergic reaction at site of injection.

1077148 03/05/2021 03/05/2021 03/05/2021 TX 64.0 64 Y M It was reported to us that at @1822 the patient sustained a Seizure at home.  EMS was called and arrived to initiate CPR.  CPR was performed but the patient was declared deceased by EMS at his home.

1077227 02/24/2021 02/26/2021 03/05/2021 GA 84.0 84 Y F nausea and diahhrea

1077236 03/01/2021 03/05/2021 03/05/2021 IL 94.0 94 Y F Family states patient had been coughing and was weak after the vaccine.  Patient walked to the bathroom and then fell striking her head found in PEA with agonal breathing.  Despite aggressive CPR medications patient remained in asystole. Unknow if Moderna or Phifzer

1077275 02/15/2021 02/16/2021 03/05/2021 FL 84.0 84 Y F At about 11:00 am  which was about 22 hours after receiving 2nd dose of Moderna patient exhibited difficulty breathing and soon breathing became more difficult to point where her shoulders were lifting to breathe. At 6:45 pm she passed away.

1077297 03/05/2021 03/05/2021 03/05/2021 GA 91.0 91 Y M He collapsed and went into cardiac arrest

1080424 01/12/2021 02/13/2021 03/05/2021 88.0 87 Y M Narrative:  above in section "Other relevant history" Y

1080425 02/11/2021 03/02/2021 03/05/2021 74.0 73 Y M Narrative:  Patient with h/o ESRD on HD MWF, HTN presented to ER on 2/20/21 with worsening dyspnea and GI symptoms; tested positive for COVID-19. Patient had received first COVID vaccination approx. 9 days prior. Patient admitted to ICU for treatment of COVID+ PNA. During admission, patient often could not tolerate removal of fluid during HD d/t tachycardia. He received dexamethasone, convalescent plasma for COVID. Patient underwent TTE which was notable for septal wall motion abnormalities and grossly reduced EF. Admission also c/b acute liver injury, possible cholecystitis, thrombocytopenia, SVT, encephalopathy. Patient then developed progressive shock and hemodynamic instability on 3/2 and passed away on 3/2/21.

1080427 01/12/2021 02/13/2021 03/05/2021 88.0 87 Y M Narrative:  above in section "Other relevant history" Y

1080428 02/23/2021 02/24/2021 03/05/2021 74.0 73 Y M DEATH Narrative:  73 y.o. male with pmh severe COPD, CAD, HTN, hypothyroidism, OSA treated with CPAP, obesity. Noted to have engaged with Pulmonary clinic in December 2020 for worsening respiratory status. No PFTs since 2015. Was found slumped over deceased in his home on the afternoon of 2/24/2021. Medical Examiner notified. Request sent to ME office for report if one exists. No drugs or alcohol were found on the scene andno sign of trama. Hypertensive cardiovascular disease were reported as an adequate cause for death. "pathologist" reported that Covid vaccine does not need to be listed as it was "more than 24 hours since the shot".

1080429 02/10/2021 02/11/2021 03/05/2021 84.0 83 Y M DEATH Narrative:  no documentation regarding any immediate reaction after vaccine administration. 83 y.o. male with pmh severe pulmonary hypertension, s/p TAVR last year, severe asbestos related lung disease on chronic oxygen, recently started on palliative care. Was found by daugher deceased on the morning of 2/11/2021. Autopsy declined by family.

1080430 01/27/2021 02/14/2021 03/05/2021 59.0 58 Y M Death Narrative: Death was not determined to be related to COVID vaccination. COVID vaccination (dose 1) occurred on 1/27/21 with no noted side effects. Death occurred on 2/14/21.

1077452 02/27/2021 03/02/2021 03/06/2021 MN 92.0 92 Y F Death  felt a little sick 1 day after shot 2/28/21,  felt worse next day 3/1/21 was weak, she was found dead  am  3/2/21  on the floor in her bedroom 1/2 way between bathroom and bed.

1078239 03/06/2021 02/15/2021 03/06/2021 MN 77.0 0 Y F Death. Ruptured myocardial infarction. 0.0

1078246 03/01/2021 03/05/2021 03/06/2021 MN 76.0 76 Y F Death. Ruptured myocardial infarct.

1078352 03/02/2021 03/05/2021 03/06/2021 IL 18.0 18 Y M Developed fatigue, body aches, headache 1 day after vaccination on 3/3. The morning of 3/5 complained of chest pain. Took Tylenol at 8:30 am. At 10:30 am his family found him unresponsive. EMS was called and he was pronounced dead in the home.

1078618 01/19/2021 02/07/2021 03/06/2021 CT 84.0 84 Y F She was week, fell, wouldn't eat, drink or get out of bed.  Died after being sent to hospital 3 times and ended up on hospice Y 3

1079251 03/05/2021 03/06/2021 03/07/2021 WA 68.0 68 Y F Patient died the day after she received her vaccine

1079516 02/04/2021 03/07/2021 NE 96.0 96 Y F There were no symptoms experienced on the first vaccination given on 1/14/2021. The second vaccination was given on 2/4/2021, the following day (2/5/2021) patient complained of fatigue and nauseau. In the evening she went into cardiac arrest and died.

1079904 02/17/2021 02/22/2021 03/07/2021 CA 60.0 60 Y U SUBJECT WAS FOUND DECEASED ON 22 FEB 2021 AT AROUND 11:30 PM

1079958 03/05/2021 03/07/2021 03/07/2021 CA 68.0 68 Y F Pt found down and pulseless in home by husband. EMS called, Pt found to be in PEA arrest. Pt achieved ROSC with CPR and Epinephrin. Pt Passed away on 09/07/2021 at 1330. Pt was in multisystem organ failure.

1079976 12/23/2020 02/02/2021 03/07/2021 NY 44.0 44 Y M 12/23/20 (Moderna #1) - Malaise, cough on 12/24, went to walk-in on 12/25 c/o cough, malaise, rx'd Augmentin x14d, Rapid covid negative (and PCR resulted negative). 12/27 slept all day, 12/28 back to work. 1/12/21 metallic taste in mouth, severe GI sx, malaise, aches, headache. 1/14 seen at walk-in and covid swabbed Negative.  1/21/21 exposed to parents who found out they were covid + on 1/22/21.   1/25/21 (Moderna #2) - Continued with persistent cough and GI sx. Then also developed urinary frequency and urgency. Seen at urgent care 2/1 c/o cough, dx URI, rx'd augmenting.  Woke up morning of 2/2/21 abruptly, stood up, said something was wrong, and collapsed.  CPR attempted immediately, EMS brought him to ER where he was pronounced dead.Y

1080033 01/14/2021 01/30/2021 03/07/2021 MN 93.0 93 Y M COVID symptoms started within 8-9 days of vaccination. No fever, general not feeling, chills. Turned into very difficult breathing, low oxygen levels and pneumonia. Tested positive for COVID at Hospital ER on Wednesday, January 27. Died in the hospital Saturday morning, January 30, 2021.Y 3

1080075 02/25/2021 02/28/2021 03/07/2021 WA 61.0 61 Y M Hemorrhagic stroke. = Death Y

1080431 02/25/2021 02/26/2021 03/07/2021 67.0 67 Y M Narrative:  67 year-old male received his 1st COVID vaccine dose at a clinic on 2/25/21 at ~ 11:45am. No known prior COVID infection. No history of vaccine allergies or allergies to any component of the COVID vaccine. Does have history of allergic reactions including hives, angioedema or anaphylaxis to some medications (neomycin, Neosporin, bacitracin) and environmental allergens (yellow jackets, fir trees). Patient reported previously daily use of diphenhydramine (2 caps every morning) and kept an epi-pen on hand. The afternoon of 2/26/21, patient presented to his neighbor's house requesting assistance with an epi-pen. Neighbor reported significant swelling around tongue and lips, and ability to faintly speak. Neighbor administered epi-pen, but unsure if it worked, so administered a 2nd epi-pen. Within a minute or two after the 2nd dose, patient slumped over and became non-responsive. EMS was called and neighbor began CPR. EMS reported that patient was non-responsive upon arrival. A King airway was placed and a Lucas device used for chest compressions. Three rounds of epinephrine were administered during transport to the local emergency room. Patient remained unresponsive with evidence of PEA during transport. Arrival at the ER occurred ~ 4:25pm. On arrival patient noted to be unresponsive with CPR in progress. Dose of epinephrine administered ~ 3 minutes after arrival in ER. No femoral pulse palpable, cardiac monitor did show some electrical activity. Evaluation of oral cavity showed significant swelling of tongue. Additional dose of epinephrine given. Patient remained with no palpable central pulse and showed continued evidence of PEA. Patient was estimated to have been down > 45 minutes. Patient pronounced deceased at 4:59pm.

1080432 02/27/2021 03/03/2021 03/07/2021 64.0 63 Y M Death Narrative: On 3/3/21 an MSA from the Decedent Affairs Office received a call from the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner. The ME office informed the MSA that an autopsy was conducted on 3/2/21 and is pending results. No further information was given. A clinical review was conducted by the PCP but no conclusions could be made until autopsy results are received. The Office of Decedent Affairs will be reaching out periodically to the ME's office to retrieve these results. This Issue Brief will be updated by 3/17/21.

1080433 01/25/2021 02/07/2021 03/07/2021 89.0 88 Y M unknown cardiovascular event

1080434 02/24/2021 03/02/2021 03/07/2021 76.0 75 Y M Death Narrative: Patient passed away on 3-2-21, patient received the vaccine on 2-24-21. Patient was obese and had several co-morbid conditions.

1080435 02/27/2021 03/01/2021 03/07/2021 62.0 61 Y M DEATH Narrative: 61 y.o. male with pmh afib, substance dependance, renal failure, recent admissions in the community for acute hypotension and acute kidney injury (11/2020 & 2/2021). Was found deceased in his apartment on the afternoon of 03/01/2021. Request sent to ME office for report if one exists. Patient was listed as having no known allergies.

1080335 03/08/2021 Y U Anaphylaxis; A spontaneous report was received from a physician assistant concerning a patient of unspecified age and gender, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced anaphylaxis.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant Concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: unknown) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, after receiving vaccine, the patient died due to anaphylaxis. No further details were available at the time of this report. Treatment for the event was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.   The outcome of the event anaphylaxis was fatal .The patient died on an unspecified due to anaphylaxis. Autopsy details were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding the event of anaphylaxis has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Anaphylaxis

1080404 01/25/2021 02/14/2021 03/08/2021 NY 88.0 88 Y M Severe fatigue, lethargy observed by family members on date of discharge from sub-acute nursing care to home 02/03/2021 and subsequently on 02/04/21 with complaint of shortness of breath. Continued lethargy and shortness of breath on 02/05/21, 02/06/21. Lethargy, shortness of breath and  loss of appetite, chills, on  02/07/21. Less lethargic on 02/08/2021 but worsened shortness of breath and loss of appetite. Patient requested 911 call on afternoon of 02/09/2021 for shortness of breath. Rapid Covid screen at ER was positive and staff reported beginning treatment with dexamethasone and remdesivir. Hospital staff reported to family that patient had pneumonia, congestive heart failure, confusion on 02/10/2021. Nursing staff reported patient was getting antivirals and antibiotics. Patient was transported for care by pulmonary specialist at Hospital on 02/13/2021.Y 6

1080538 01/08/2021 03/07/2021 03/08/2021 KS 56.0 56 Y F Unexpected Death. No details known at this time.

1080620 03/04/2021 03/05/2021 03/08/2021 VA 70.0 70 Y M Information provided by facility director.  Resident told medical provider on 3/3/21 at routine visit that he had not felt right since receiving vaccine on 2/11/21. No specific complaints and no findings reported by provider. No specific complaints reported prior to  nurse at facility finding resident unresponsive and breathing at approximately 6AM on 3/5/21. 911 initiated. EMS, police and coroner responded.

1080671 01/26/2021 02/02/2021 03/08/2021 FL 74.0 74 Y M Patient received vaccine 1/26/2021, complained of fever and chills post vaccine. Daughter reported worsening symptoms to confusion, decreased appetite, N/V and chest pain.  Dry cough and SOB.  Patient admitted to facility for Chest pain, AMS on 2/2/2021. Expired 2/2/2021.

1080716 02/27/2021 03/01/2021 03/08/2021 MI 67.0 67 Y F On day three after vaccine administration patient expired.  quite an active man, no signs led up to his death until maybe a half hour prior to the event.

1080932 01/12/2021 02/03/2021 03/08/2021 KY 87.0 87 Y F DIAGNOSED WITH COVID 1/21/21; RECIEVED BAMLANIVUBAM INFUSION; HOSPITAL ADMISSION 1/23/21 WITH ACUT RESPIRATORY FAILURE DUE TO COVID. INTUBATED X 10 DAYS Y 10

1081009 03/05/2021 03/06/2021 03/08/2021 NC 85.0 85 Y F there were no signs of adverse reaction at the time of injections and she waited 15 minutes at the site to watch for side effects. and none were evident or reported.  We were notified that she passed away on Saturday, March 6.

1081033 02/22/2021 02/25/2021 03/08/2021 WY 88.0 88 Y F Patient expired 2 days after receiving the  vaccination.  Patient had other signs of deterioration over the course of the previous month with worsening edema and difficulty breathing.  Unlikely to be related according to our assessments, but wanted to err on the side of caution.

1081132 02/05/2021 03/07/2021 03/08/2021 NJ 58.0 58 Y M Severe thrombocytopenia approx. 10 days after vaccine administration. Y 8

1081155 02/12/2021 03/06/2021 03/08/2021 MT 86.0 86 Y F Pt died on 3/6/2021.  Received Vaccine on 2/12/2021.  Unknown cause of death.

1081279 03/02/2021 03/07/2021 03/08/2021 SD 90.0 90 Y M Patient seen by physician for  weakness, tired, increase SOB, falls, increase confusion and then subsequently hospitalized .  Patient then expired on 3/7/21. Y 5

1081304 02/26/2021 03/07/2021 03/08/2021 90.0 90 Y F patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1081305 02/26/2021 02/27/2021 03/08/2021 NE 59.0 59 Y M Sudden death approximately 24 hours after receiving 2nd COVID vaccine - symptoms unknown - autopsy revealed cardiac disease as the cause of death

1081308 03/02/2021 03/05/2021 03/08/2021 MI 71.0 71 Y M Death 3 days afterards, undetermined cause at this time.

1081416 02/22/2021 02/25/2021 03/08/2021 OK 74.0 74 Y F Pt. presented to ED via EMS for emergent coma.  EMS intubated patient in field due to respiratory failure.  Pt. was severely hypertensive with nearly total loss of brainstem reflexes.  Patient had known L MCA cerebral aneurysm with appointment to undergo intervention to address in the near future.  NCCT reported massive multifocal brain hemorrhage, SAH, SDH, and parenchymal hemmorhage with midline shift and subfalcine herniation.  Due to dismal/poor prognosis, family requested withdrawal of support approximately 4 hours after presentation and patient expired shortly thereafter.Y 1

1081426 03/01/2021 03/01/2021 03/08/2021 MI 84.0 84 Y F Death on the way home after receiving vaccine.

1081471 03/04/2021 03/07/2021 03/08/2021 MA 92.0 92 Y M This individual received the first dose of the Covid-19 Pfizer vaccine on 3/4/21 and a few days later passed away on 03/07/21.

1081547 03/05/2021 03/07/2021 03/08/2021 MS 84.0 84 Y M NO IMMEDIATE ADVERSE EVENTS PRESENT FOLLOWING IMMUNIZATION. RESIDENT WAS ALERT, RESPONSIVE, TALKATIVE, WITHOUT COMPLAINTS, AND ENGAGING IN NORMAL ACTIVITIES AFTER IMMUNIZATION, AS WELL AS THE FOLLOWING DAY. HE WAS FOUND IN BED THE SECOND MORNING AFTER VACCINATION (AT 6:25AM) WITHOUT VITAL SIGNS AND HAD EXPIRED PEACEFULLY IN HIS SLEEP. HE WAS A DNR, NO LIFE SUSTAINING MEASURES WERE PERFORMED.

1081762 02/28/2021 03/02/2021 03/08/2021 ME 75.0 Y M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): Male received his second vaccine on February 28, 2021 and had been following the vaccine. Symptoms included nausea, vomiting, hypotension, and bradycardia. He was admitted to the hospital on March 1st. Medical history included Coronary Artery Disease, A-Fib, and a previous CABG procedure.

1081763 03/01/2021 03/02/2021 03/08/2021 ME 81.0 Y F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): Female died 27 hours after receiving second dose of vaccine. Immediately after vaccine she had rapid breathing, almost hyperventilating. Medical history included Dementia and Parkinson's Disease.

1082161 03/03/2021 03/08/2021 NV 79.0 79 Y M Cardiac Arrest/Death Date of death 03/03/2021 time 01:54 pm

1082172 01/18/2021 02/15/2021 03/08/2021 KY 86.0 86 Y F THE RESIDENT STARTED HAVING SYMPTOMS OF COVID 19 ON 2/3 (COUGH AND SHORTNESS OF BREATH). RAPID TEST WAS NEGATIVE, BUT PCR TEST WAS POSITIVE. SHE RECEIVED TREATMENT FOR COVID WITH IVERMECTIN, DEXAMETHASONE, ALBUTEROL MDI, MUCINEX, AND Z-PACK. SYMPTOMS PROGRESSED AND SHE PASSED AWAY ON 2/15/21.

1082190 02/02/2021 02/27/2021 03/08/2021 81.0 81 Y M Patient hospitalized 2/18/21, second dose was scheduled for 2/23/21. Patient expired in hospital 2/27/21. Y 9

1082345 02/05/2021 03/06/2021 03/08/2021 WY 83.0 83 Y F This patient developed a severe pneumonia, clinically diagnosed as COVID-19 pneumonia, with hypercapnic and hypoxemic respiratory failure, and expired.  I am not sure if it was related to the vaccine, but the rapid antigen for Sars-CoV2 was positive and the PCR was negative.  I am reporting this event because of the lack of clarity on this issue and the positivity of the Sars-CoV2 was beyond the parameters of 14 days in the phase three trials.Y 2

1082400 01/12/2021 03/07/2021 03/08/2021 KY 84.0 84 Y F Patient developed COVID after vaccines.  There was an outbreak at her facility   .  She ended up with pneumonia and expired on 03/07/2021

1082467 02/17/2021 03/06/2021 03/08/2021 MD 63.0 63 Y F Pt passed away on 3/6/21.

1082707 03/05/2021 03/07/2021 03/08/2021 MO 55.0 55 Y M death

1082717 02/16/2021 02/17/2021 03/08/2021 AZ 88.0 88 Y F Patient dropped dead 24 hours after receiving the vaccine. The vaccine killed her. She received the vaccine 2/16/2021 and died 2/17/2021

1082759 03/04/2021 03/07/2021 03/08/2021 VA 79.0 79 Y M Death

1082787 02/23/2021 03/07/2021 03/08/2021 KY 88.0 88 Y M Death on 3/7/21

1082804 02/18/2021 03/02/2021 03/08/2021 AZ 28.0 28 Y M Patient committed suicide the morning of March 2, 2021. He stepped in front of a truck on a highway.  I consulted with pharmacy and they said that I should report even if the 2 most likely have nothing to do with each other.

1082850 02/19/2021 03/07/2021 03/08/2021 MI 68.0 68 Y M pt became nauseated and vomiting 1 day after getting vaccine,  reported on Mon  2/22/21 but states was getting better,  received call from sister on 2/25/21 that pt could not get out of bed on own -  was sent to ER at that time Y Y 10

1082985 02/25/2021 02/28/2021 03/08/2021 MI 86.0 86 Y M Patient had been feeling dyspneic for 1.5 weeks to 1 month prior to his death on 2/28/21.  He received vaccine on 2/25/21.  On his family found him leaning on the couch with eyes rolled back and foaming at the mouth. He was making noises  (like grunting sounds?). EMS was called. He had cardiac arrest while in ambulance enroute to EMS. Resuscitation efforts continued in ED. Family was informed about his status and resuscitation efforts were stopped.

1083117 03/05/2021 03/05/2021 03/08/2021 CA 69.0 69 Y M Pt. received his second moderna vaccine on 03/05/2021 and his son reported that the pt. passed away after receiving his vaccine.
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1083728 02/20/2021 02/22/2021 03/09/2021 CA 70.0 70 Y M Dead on the bed with his legs dangling off one side of the bed; Complained about an upset stomach; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 70-year-old, male patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273).  The patient's medical history included hypertension and diabetes. No concomitant medications were provided.  On 20 Feb 2021, Saturday, the patient received their dose of mRNA-1273 (Batch Number: Unknown) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 21 Feb 2021, Sunday 9:36 AM the patient's experienced an upset stomach and attributed it to dinner last night and later on 22 Feb 2021, Monday he was found dead on the bed with his legs dangling off one side of the bed. The cause of death was unknown.  Treatment information for event upset stomach included half a spoon of an Indian thing.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The outcome of the event upset stomach was fatal and patient died on 21 Feb 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This is a 70-year-old, male patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and history of risk factors for CAD such as hypertension and diabetes, was found dead 2 days after vaccination. Very limited information regarding this events has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of deathY

1083754 03/09/2021 Y M systemic inflammatory; asymptomatic COVID-19 infection; asymptomatic COVID-19 infection; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A male patient of an unspecified age received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient developed a devastating systemic inflammatory response within 36 hours of receiving his second Pfizer vaccine shot. Patient's deadly inflammatory state followed his vaccination. Administration of the Pfizer vaccine ignited a deadly inflammatory response in patient's body acutely, in a setting where he had a recent asymptomatic COVID-19 infection. The patient died on an unspecified date. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed. Outcome of all events were fatal.   No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: asymptomatic COVID-19 infection; asymptomatic COVID-19 infection; systemic inflammatory

1084036 02/05/2021 02/15/2021 03/09/2021 MS 59.0 59 Y F Profoundly weak by Saturday the day after the injection (2/6/2021), hospitalized by Monday (2/8/2021), on a ventilator by Wednesday (2/10/2021) and died the following Monday, (2/15/2021) She was treated for HLH (hemophagocyticlymphoistiocytosis)

1084145 01/28/2021 03/01/2021 03/09/2021 96.0 96 Y F At home Care  Hospice Patient

1084180 03/05/2021 03/05/2021 03/09/2021 IN 79.0 79 Y F Patient came with husband to Vaccine clinic today 3/5 for 2nd dose of vaccine. Did well during and immediately after vaccine. Husband states patient has c/o severe chest pressure and pain for several weeks but has refused to come to ER for evaluation. Today, after getting vaccine dose and going to local bank, patient was in passenger side of truck when chest pain started again. Husband begged patient to let him take her to the ER but she said no, I?m fine and I don?t want to go. She then went unresponsive. At a stop light, he was next to a couple of cops who he was able to wave down and proceed to escort them in to ER. Upon arrival to the ER, patient was unresponsive and pulseless. CPR was initiated, 1 defib, and 1mg of epi was given. Return of pulse was obtained, but husband asked for no life support and only comfort measures. Patient was admitted for comfort measures.  I do NOT think this was related to her vaccine, but rather the unfortunately end to a sub-acute chest pain patient that declined multiple urgings to seek care.  Patient then expired on 3/5/21 at 2037.Y 1

1084187 01/30/2021 02/18/2021 03/09/2021 94.0 94 Y F At Home Care  Hospice Patient

1084203 02/24/2021 03/08/2021 03/09/2021 AL 65.0 65 Y M Pt was visiting dr for routine checkup. Pt began to experience difficulty breathing, 911 called. I showed up to pt apneic, pulseless. CPR initiated. Return of spontaneous circulation in ambulance (without Rx). Pt intubated, ventilations continued throughout contact. Pt  still had spontaneous pulse upon delivery ti ED, placed on vent in our presence. Pt later transported to Level 1 hospital on vent.Y Y 1

1084287 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 03/09/2021 MN 80.0 80 Y M Death

1084390 01/08/2021 02/18/2021 03/09/2021 NH 88.0 88 Y F 1/29 /21 Increased fatigued, congestion, BP elevated Stat CBC/BMP/CXR. CXR. CXR-CHF with superimposed bilateral infiltrates and bilateral pleural effusions. N.O. Rocephin 1gm IM QD x 7 days. CBC am. Consult with cardiology. 2nd covid vaccine not given.  2/2-2/5 Sent to ER for ongoing significantly elevated BP's. Remains on Rocephin. Hospitalized 3 days for Acute on Chronic Diastolic and Systolic Heart Failure-Diuresed with IV Lasix, Multiple changes in medications by cardiology for poorly controlled HTN. Head CT negative, Covid negative. 2/5 Readmission from Facility-Followed closely by cardiology. Losartan was increased, Hydralazine was increased, Norvasc was increased. Continue Atenolol. Monitoring daily weights and vital signs.  Resident with increased lethargy and then behaviors at times, and refusing meds. Oral intake poor. Continued on Coumadin for A-Fib with monitoring of INR. Palliative consult ordered. Continued to be followed by Mental Health and APRN in addition to PCP.   2/6 CBC/BMP/CXR-BUN/Creatinine elevated 44/2.2 and upon readmission to facility. MD changed from Lasix to Demadex. CXR-Continued PNA. Started on Rocephin 1gm IM x 7 days.  2/8 MD visit. Palliative consult ordered 2/11 Critical labs with elevated BUN/Creatine and Na level. MD ofered hospitalization to ADPOA who declined and wanted to pursue  Hospice instead. Resident was seen by APRN from Home Health and Hospice Services who discussed plan of care with  ADPOA requested comfort care and no further hospitalizations.  2/12 Resident admitted to Hospice Services. Compassionate visit with ADPOA 2/14 resident with further decline, periods of apnea evident, comfort maintained.  2/18 Passed at facility with Hospice services in place and compassionate visits with ADPOAY 3

1084419 03/05/2021 03/05/2021 03/09/2021 ME 61.0 61 Y M EMS reported sudden onset of shortness of breath, patient grabbed his chest and collapsed. He stopped breathing. Wife began CPR with chest compressions at 5:00. Fire dept. arrived resumed CPR and attached AED but there was no shock advise. They placed an OPA as well (inserted an airway) and started ventilation. Asystole was confirmed, they continued CPR. After 5:25 they gave 3 rounds Epineferin and ended CPR at 5:46. They also checked his blood sugar and it was 136. Possible reaction to covid vaccine. Possible death due to history of cardiac issues. His PCP is requesting an autopsy

1084685 03/08/2021 03/08/2021 03/09/2021 ME 68.0 68 Y M We received a phone call stating that the patient passed away overnight.

1084793 03/05/2021 03/06/2021 03/09/2021 MA 60.0 60 Y F Hypotension in the 70s/40s despite IV fluid replenishment.   Per our MD DC/transfer note:  PEG displacement, ongoing sepsis, hypoglycemia.  Assess for other reason for hypotension including sepsis, cardiogenic shock, acute abdominal processes. patient was transferred to the Hospital ER where she expired

1084800 03/08/2021 03/08/2021 03/09/2021 TX 54.0 54 Y F Death.  EMS called to residence 9 hours later for cardiac arrest. Pt pronounced at Emergency Room.  Pt sent to ME office for autopsy.

1084949 02/20/2021 02/24/2021 03/09/2021 PR 95.0 95 Y F Patient dies suddenly 4 days after the vaccine

1084965 03/05/2021 03/06/2021 03/09/2021 CA 84.0 84 Y M Injection in left arm at 4:15 pm.  on Friday 3/5/2021.  At 9pm, 3/5/2021 he complained of chest pain and was taken by ambulance to Medical Center Emergency Room.  He was diagnosed with gallstones and discharged at approx 4:00 am on 3/6/2021.  He found non responsive at home shortly thereafter.

1085019 03/03/2020 03/05/2021 03/09/2021 WA 65.0 65 Y F Had vaccine on 3/3/2021 at approximately 1 PM.  She was found on her couch deceased on 3/8/2021.  Possible death on 3/5/2021.  She called her sister and told sister that back hurt worse than usual and she would lay on the couch and rest.  This is where she was found.  Unknown if from vaccine, but due to vaccination on Wednesday proceeding her death, report is being filed.

1085032 02/25/2021 03/01/2021 03/09/2021 AR 58.0 58 Y F Patient received dose #2 of her Moderna COVID vaccine on 2/25/21. Patient called in to work the next day 2/26/21 because she was not feeling well. Patient did not show up to work on Monday 3/1/21 and her supervisor, called the PD to check in on her and she was found deceased in her home.

1085185 01/05/2021 02/02/2021 03/09/2021 VA 44 Y F testing positive for COVID; Fever for 3 hours after the vaccine/ High temperature; Joint pain; Severe upper back pain; Headache; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 44-year-old female patient who experienced fever for 3 hours after vaccination, headache, joint pain, and severe upper back pain.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included dulaglutide, metformin, empagliflozin, losartan, amlodipine, levothyroxine, simvastatin, allopurinol, estrogen, colchicine, calcium, zinc, multivitamin and vitamin C.  On 05 Jan 2021, the patient received mRNA-1273 (Lot number 026L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 05 Jan 2021, patient experienced fever for 3 hours after vaccination.  The patient also experienced headache, joint pain, and  severe upper back pain. The patient stated her temperature was high from 05 Jan 2021 until 09 Jan 2021 when it went down.  Treatment information was not provided.  Follow-up received on 21 Feb 2021, from the patient's husband, included that the patient tested positive for Covid-19 on 09 Jan 2021 and was hospitalized on 11 Jan 2021.  The patient never recovered from her symptoms and the patient died on 02 Feb 2021.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.   The outcome of the events Coronavirus test positive was fatal and for headache, joint pain, severe upper back pain and temperature were unknown.  The cause of death was reported as Coronavirus test positive and autopsy details was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 44-year-old female who was hospitalized with a serious unexpected event of COVID-19 with fatal outcome along with NS unexpected back pain and NS expected fever, headache, arthralgia. Event onset was 5 days after the first dose of mRNA-1273. Treatment not reported. Event outcomes fatal. Autopsy results unknown. Based on current available information and temporal association between use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Testing positive for COVIDY

1085193 02/22/2021 02/22/2021 03/09/2021 CA 69.0 69 Y F Unconscious; Felt a bit sore at the injection site; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer and healthcare facility staff member concerning a 69 years old, female patient who experienced little bit sore at the injection site, unconscious and passed away.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Feb 2021, prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number not provided) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The patient experienced sore at the injection site and unconsciousness both since 22 Feb 2021. The husband of the patient performed CPR as instructed by 911 and EMT's and police performed medical procedure which included injections and electrical shock both on 22 Feb 2021. The patient died on 22 Feb 2021.  Treatment information was not provided.   The patient received both scheduled doses of mRNA-1273 prior to the events; therefore, action taken with the drug in response to the events is not applicable.  The patient died on 22 Feb 2021. The cause of death was unknown. Plans for an autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of death of a 59-year-old, female patient who experienced injection site sore and became unconscious on the same day after mRNA-1273 administration and subsequently expired. Although critical details such as the patient's medical history and actual cause of death is lacking, based on the current available information which shows a strong temporal association with the product use, thus, a causal relationship cannot be excluded. injection sore is consistent with product safety profile and cannot be excluded.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1085254 03/01/2021 03/05/2021 03/09/2021 NJ 90.0 90 Y M Severe abdominal pain unable to eat or sleep for 36 hours. He went by ambulance to the Hospital emergency room. They tried to pump his stomach but he aspirated and and went into cardiac arrest. He was revived but never regained consciousness. (The ICU Dr said that he had blood clots in his abdomen from a recent stroke. We were unaware of him having a stroke other than in 2026. The same Dr. said that he had necrosis in his lungs from aspirating. The necrosis was from his bowel dying) He was put on a ventilator and given drugs to increase his heart rate. On 3-5-21  the heart drugs were reduced and he died. I was with him when he recieved the vaccination and he was healthy, just old. I think that the shot killed him.

1085302 02/26/2021 03/02/2021 03/09/2021 WI 79.0 79 Y M Patient was admitted to Hospital on 3/1/21. Blood Sugar of 758. Patient diagnosis with Acute respiratory failure with hypoxia and acute heart failure and Metabolic encephalopathy. Patient put on ventilator and passed away on 3/2/21 at 17:04. Y 1

1085375 02/02/2021 02/22/2021 03/09/2021 NJ 54.0 54 Y F Patient presented to medical center emergency room on 02/21/2020 at 19:00, patient complained of shortness of breath and feeling fullness of her throat. Patient stated that she had Motrin 800 mg TID and Flexeril PRN due to her back pain. Patient also stated that she ate a banana after she took her medications. Her systolic blood pressure was 50, and her HR was 109, patient also stated that she had her 2 shots of Moderna Vaccine, her first shot was on 01/06 and her second shot was on 02/02. Patient was treated with:  1 Duoneb, 0.3 ML IM of epinephrine, Solumedrol 125 mg, Benadryl IV 50 mg, Normal Saline infusion IV 1000 ml/hr, and Pepcid IV 20 mg.  Patient lactic acid was 10.6, WBC 24.2 and Temp 97 F, patient was diagnosed as sepsis shock and patient received:  Piperacillin-tazobactam 3.375 g in D5W 50 ml IVPB (3.375 g once)  Vancomycin 1 g in D5W 200 ml IVPB (1 g once).  Patient pH was < 6.780 and PCO2 was 55 and bicarbonate level was 5.0, patient received Sodium bicarbonate IV 50 mEq once.  Patient was not stable as her BP and HR were fluctuating patient received DilTlazem IV 2.5 mg for 2 doses. Patient received Levophed 16 mg /NS 250 ml IV.  At 23:13 patient was intubated, patient received a local anesthesia through a central line of lidocaine 2% without epinephrine, and patient was transferred to the ICU to be monitored. At 00:33 CODE BLUE was called and patient became unresponsive and lost pulse while patient was brought to ICU. Patient was coded twice before ROSC, during intubation patient patient noted to have coffee-ground drainage.

1085413 03/02/2021 03/04/2021 03/09/2021 CA 37.0 37 Y M patient was on treadmill at home on 3/4/21 and became shortness of breath, collaspsed, hitting head on floor. Family started CPR, Downtime prior to ED arrival 30 minutes.  Arrived at ER at 8:48AM.  Intubated by EMS.  initially shocked 1x but otherwise was in asystole.  Eventually after about 70 minutes of CPR at ER patient had no ROSC, pupils dialted and fixed and at this point pronounced dead.

1085673 02/23/2021 02/26/2021 03/09/2021 NM 88.0 88 Y M Patient died 2/26/2021

1085783 02/24/2021 03/05/2021 03/09/2021 CA 37.0 37 Y M Sudden Unexpected  Death  - No signs or symptoms

1085788 02/22/2021 02/24/2021 03/09/2021 MI 96.0 96 Y M My grandpa was very lethargic after his 2nd vaccine.  The following day he started acting more awake, he had a better appetite but seemed to be breathing a little funny.  He was labored a bit.  He went to sleep on 2/24/21 and at 230 am was dead.

1085865 01/29/2021 02/23/2021 03/09/2021 OH 91 Y M DEATH  2/23/21

1086206 02/18/2021 02/25/2021 03/09/2021 AZ 87.0 87 Y M Four days of feeling sick with aches, pains, upset stomach. On day 2 he was so sick he thought he would die. Sudden death on day 7.

1086868 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 03/10/2021 IL 72.0 72 Y M Passed away; Severe hypotension; Hemodialysis shunt bleeding; A spontaneous report was received from other health professional concerning a 72 years old, male patient who experienced hypotension, removal and replacement of hemodialysis shunt (procedure), hemodialysis shunt bleeding and death.   The patient's medical history was not provided.  Concomitant product use was not provided/unknown by the reporter.    On 29-DEC-2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number [LOT/BATCH: 039K208] intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.      The patient was hospitalized for severe hypotension and Removal and Replacement of hemodialysis shunt from 17-JAN-2021 to 21-Jan-2021. On 26-01-2021 the patient was sent to hospital due to his hemodialysis shunt bleeding. On 27-01-2021, the patient passed away at the hospital . Treatment information was unknown.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The patient died on 27 Jan 2021. The cause of death was unknown. Plans for an autopsy were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event/s has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1086901 01/31/2021 02/11/2021 03/10/2021 DE 75.0 Y M His oxygen dropped too low to 76; Pneumonia; something with toxins; he couldn't eat or swallow; he couldn't eat or swallow; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 2 patients. This is the 1st of 2 reports.   This consumer (wife) reported for a 75-year-old male patient that received his first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), on 31Jan2021 (at the age of 75-years-old) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included dialysis for approximately 2.5 years, a lung problem, blood pressure. Concomitant medications included carvedilol and warfarin and other unspecified medications.  The patient experienced pneumonia and died on 11Feb2021 03:00 AM. An autopsy was not performed. The cause of death was reported to be  pneumonia. Clinical course was the follows the next day on 01Feb2021 at 9:30AM the patient was dressed and ready to go to dialysis. His oxygen dropped too low to 76. He wanted an ambulance called. He went into the hospital. The patient was confused, and he was not normally confused. In the hospital the physicians said he had pneumonia, but it wasn't that bad. The doctors were baffled. He also was in the hospital for something with toxins. He had a lung problem for a long time. If he didn't go to the bathroom the toxins were hitting the liver and then the toxins were going to the brain. When he was in the hospital he couldn't eat or swallow. The first day he did eat a bit, but he had dialysis in the hospital, and it knocks him out. They were giving him antibiotics IV. He couldn't swallow any of his pills. He was in there for 11 days and had not eaten. He couldn't swallow any pills. He started going to sleep and they started giving him Morphine drip at the end. They couldn't get any medicine in him because he couldn't swallow. The patient died of pneumonia, the outcome of the other adverse events was unknown.   Information on lot number/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021247875 Same report, different patient/event; Reported Cause(s) of Death: PneumoniaY

1086933 02/05/2021 02/09/2021 03/10/2021 WA 96.0 96 Y F Pneumonia; Unresponsive at times; Weak; Diarrhea; Feeling Punky; Body aches/muscle aches; Fever; Chills; Nausea; Vomiting; Sore arm at site of injection; A spontaneous report, was received from a nurse (caregiver), regarding a 96 years-old female patient, unknown race and ethnicity, who was administered Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273), and experienced pneumonia, unresponsive at times (unresponsive to stimuli), weak (asthenia), diarrhea, feeling punky (malaise), body aches/muscle aches (myalgia), fever (pyrexia), chills, nausea, vomiting, sore arm at site of injection (vaccination site pain), and vomiting.   The patient's medical history was not reported. Historical vaccine reported was flu shot. Concomitant medications included insulin, unspecified medication for pulmonary hypertension and heart failure.  On 05 Feb 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: 013M20A), intramuscular for the prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 05 Feb 2021, the patient experienced the sore arm. On 07 Feb 2021, the patient experienced body aches, sore arms, felt punky, weak, fevers with a body temperature of 103.7 (unknown units), chills, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and muscle aches. Treatment medication included acetaminophen. On 08 Feb 2021, the patient continued with high fever, unresponsive at times, and all other symptoms. On 09 Feb 2021, the patient's fever was control, very weak and passed away on the same day at 04 45 pm. The death occurred and death certificate stated that pneumonia was the cause of death.  Action taken with second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.   The outcome of the event, pneumonia was considered as fatal, and that of other events unresponsive at times, weak, diarrhea, feeling punky, body aches/muscle aches, fever, chills, nausea, vomiting, sore arm at site of injection, and vomiting were considered as unknown. The patient died on 09 Feb 2021. Plans for an autopsy was unknown. The cause of death was reported as pneumonia.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 96 year old, female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of Pneumonia (fatal) among others, 5 days after receiving 1st dose of mRNA- 1273 (Lot# 013M20A). Very limited information regarding these events has been provided at this time. The subject's con meds included insulin, unknown medications for pulmonary HTN and heart failure. The cause of death was determined to be pneumonia. Advanced age and co-morbidities may remain as risk factors.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Pneumonia

1087428 01/29/2021 02/11/2021 03/10/2021 OH 89.0 89 Y M Documentation in death summary noted patient expired 2/11/21. Clinical diagnosis; respiratory failure due to pneumonia, GI bleed due to duodenal bulb ulcer, renal failure, uncontrolled atrial fibrillation, protein calorie malnutrition, community acquired pneumonia. SARS-COVID-19 not detected per documentation found on DNA molecular diagnostics laboratory report collected 2/2/21. Patient had received covid vaccination 1/29/21 prior to arrival at ED on 2/1/21. No documentation found of which brand or dose number patient had received.  No lot number available for documentation.Y

1087735 02/18/2021 03/05/2021 03/10/2021 NH 68.0 68 Y M On 3/5/21 at approximately 0200 became congested suddenly.  Doctor was notified with N.O. Torsemide 20 mg tab via PEG-tube NOW, IM Rocephin 1 mg QD x7 days for possible aspiration, Chest X Ray, CBC/BMP in morning, and may suction resident if tolerated PRN. Received both Torsemide and the Rocephin and then deceased at 0350.

1087763 03/05/2021 03/10/2021 03/10/2021 IA 62.0 62 Y F Difficulty breathing leading to organ failure and death Y 2

1087885 03/08/2021 03/09/2021 03/10/2021 NY 68.0 68 Y M Patient was found deceased in garage one day post vaccination

1087949 01/28/2021 03/06/2021 03/10/2021 NH 90.0 90 Y F 3/6/2021 Expired at facility receiving Hospice Services since 8/1/2020. Hx Covid-19 June 2020. Prior to death: Resident began refusing meals and failing overall. On, 2/18 began with jaundiced skin, no other symptoms. ADPOA, Hospice APRN and MD updated. Comfort measures maintained as resident continued to have slow decline.

1087952 12/27/2020 12/27/2020 03/10/2021 MN 89.0 89 Y F Resident fell out of her chair and was transferred to the ER with a diagnosis of a Mio cardial infarction and passed away in the ER.

1088096 02/03/2021 03/10/2021 KS 68.0 68 Y F Fever, fatigue, runny nose the day after the 1st dose. . Pt deceased from COVID less than one month after 1st dose of vaccine

1088112 02/26/2021 03/07/2021 03/10/2021 MD 73.0 73 Y M 03/05/2021: Increased SOB, DOE, increased HR and RR, pain on inhalation, agitation 3/06/2021: increased work of breathing, using accessory muscles, sweats, low-grade fever 3/07/2021- death

1088175 02/03/2021 02/18/2021 03/10/2021 IL 65.0 65 Y F death within 30 days of vaccination

1088180 03/05/2021 03/09/2021 03/10/2021 AR 93.0 93 Y M Patient was admitted to Hospice on 8/11/20.  He experienced normal progression of his diseases until his death on 3/9/21.

1088184 03/06/2021 03/09/2021 03/10/2021 CA 56.0 56 Y M Pronounced dead on 3/9/21 approximately 72 hours after receiving vaccination. Unknown symptoms prior.

1088216 02/03/2021 02/24/2021 03/10/2021 IL 67.0 67 Y F Death within 30 days of vaccination

1088287 02/09/2021 03/05/2021 03/10/2021 PR 91.0 91 Y M The caregiver on duty tells the nurse in charge that on 5/3/2021 she proceeds to bathe the resident and he was disoriented, so she goes to bed at around 5:00 a.m. The resident expresses that he feels bad, when the caregiver goes to look for things to take vital, when he returns she finds him without vital signs and was presenting respiratory problems.

1088320 02/03/2021 02/15/2021 03/10/2021 KS 85.0 85 Y M Pt tested positive for COVID on 2/6/2021. Deceased on 2/15/21. Not marked COVID death on death certificate.

1088328 02/04/2021 02/05/2021 03/10/2021 PR 91.0 91 Y F The caregivers in their rounds indicates that resident was well, ate his meals and her vitals were taken. In their next 7:30 pm rounds they find that the resident was not breathing. Home physician certifies death as Congestive Heart Failure.

1088338 01/13/2021 03/05/2021 03/10/2021 OR 72.0 72 Y F Case received vaccines 12/23/2020, and 01/13/2021. Public Health received notification that patient died 3/5/2021.  Not really sure if her death is related to vaccine administration but I was instructed to fill out this form.

1088365 02/03/2021 02/25/2021 03/10/2021 KS 85.0 85 Y F Pt tested positive for COVID on 02/29/2021. Passed away on 02/25/2021. COVID listed on death certificate.

1088367 02/04/2021 02/24/2021 03/10/2021 PR 98.0 98 Y F Person of contact  spent around 10 minutes in the room, spoke with the resident, left the room. When the caregiver came into the room with the resident lunch the resident was without vital signs. Dxn: Atherosclerotic Heart Diseases

1088401 02/03/2021 02/23/2021 03/10/2021 KS 96.0 96 Y F Pt tested positive for COVID on 2/15/21. She passed away on 02/23/21. Not listed as COVID death on death certificate.

1088539 02/11/2021 02/24/2021 03/10/2021 OR 58.0 58 Y M He was found unresponsive, cold and with rigor mortis  present after family requested welfare check. He had not been seen for 36 hours.

1088615 03/05/2021 03/06/2021 03/10/2021 IL 59.0 59 Y F Death within 30 days of vaccination, vaccinated on 3/5/2021 pronounced dead on 3/6/2021. Unknown if any side effects from vaccine.  No ER visit found at local hospital.

1088686 03/04/2021 03/07/2021 03/10/2021 67.0 67 Y M Pt found deceased in home on 03/07/2021

1088723 02/21/2021 03/01/2021 03/10/2021 TX 28.0 28 Y M Patient had 2nd COVID vaccine on 2/21/2021. He started having a temperature  on 2/24/2021. Patient then started having trouble breathing. We took him to hospital. He was admitted on 2/25/2021. He steadily declined and was sent to ICU and died on March 1, 2021. Y 5

1088741 02/26/2021 02/27/2021 03/10/2021 NY 85.0 85 Y F Patient found unresponsive approx 16 hours after vaccination.  Death listed as Cardiac arrest secondary to stenosis.  Patient had inoperable cardiac issues and was reportedly in a terminal state.

1088815 02/18/2021 02/22/2021 03/10/2021 TN 78.0 78 Y M PER MEDICAL RECORDS PATIENT PRESENTED TO ER VIA EMS REPORTING INTERMITTENT CHEST PAIN, FEELING LIKE HIS HEART WAS STOPPING. Y 1

1088830 03/03/2021 03/08/2021 03/10/2021 TX 50.0 50 Y M Patient died after feeling unwell for about ten minutes. Y

1088837 03/10/2021 03/10/2021 03/10/2021 FL 64.0 64 Y F Patient received first vaccine dose on 3/10/21, waited for approximately 1 hour in Pharmacy after.  Was walking to her vehicle and became short of breath.  Patient got to her vehicle and called 911 due to severe shortness of breath.  Rescue arrived on scene at approximately 11:00am, found patient in distress and administered epinephrine, methylprednisolone, and diphenhydramine.  Patient placed on CPAP in rescue en route to ER, became unresponsive, frothing pink sputum.  Intubated by paramedics en route with iGel device.  Patient arrived to ER at 11:22am, went into cardiac arrest at 11:24am.  Patient continued to be unstable, had multiple rounds of cardiac arrest and ROSC.  Patient ultimately did not survive arrests, and pronounced dead at 2:37pm.    Medications received during course in the ER - epinephrine 1mg x18 doses, sodium bicarbonate 50mEq x4 doses, calcium chloride 1g, insulin regular 10 units x1, furosemide 80mg x1, epinephrine titrated infusion, sodium bicarbonate infusion.Y

1088956 02/03/2021 02/28/2021 03/10/2021 NY 74.0 74 Y M Tested positive and had symptoms for Covid-19 .  Admitted to hospital on 2/14/21 in the icu and died in 2/28/21 Y 15

1089038 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 03/10/2021 IA 65.0 65 Y F Patient died 2 days after COVID vaccination, concern for vaccine related death.  Autopsy showed bilateral pulmonary emboli.  No evidence death was vaccine related.

1089215 03/02/2021 03/02/2021 03/10/2021 CA 78.0 78 Y M Syncopal episode followed by death. Unable to be revived. Coroner's case.

1089349 02/24/2021 02/01/2021 03/10/2021 TX 63.0 63 Y F Patient had an adverse reaction to her first shot, unreported, mostly local to the injection.  For this 2nd dose, she was not feeling well the day after the shot, but was at work.  She did not show up for work on Friday and was found dead.  Time of death was undetermined.  She lived alone. An autopsy was not performed.

1089441 02/01/2021 02/25/2021 03/10/2021 FL 76.0 76 Y F Sunday, Feb 21, 2021. Patient told her husband she didn?t feel well and she lay down next to him. She was tossing and looked like she was trying to get up. He was talking to her and she wasn?t answering him. She was having trouble breathing. Took her to the hospital right away at 7:30 pm. They put her into a comma with a respirator. Finally went from emergency room to ICU on Monday. Then on Wednesday they took the respirator out and I spoke to her ? told her we all love her and she could only say hoarsely ?terrible, terrible.? They said she might get moved to regular floor. But then Wednesday night couldn?t breathe again and put the respirator back in. Thursday morning husband had it removed and she died that evening at 10:51 on February 25.Y 4

1089536 02/12/2021 02/15/2021 03/10/2021 WI 80.0 80 Y M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Heart attack  Death

1089759 02/01/2021 03/01/2021 03/10/2021 TN 86.0 86 Y M Death Y 6

1090182 03/11/2021 TN Y M Passed away; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a male patient of unknown age, who was received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and died.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, prior to the onset of event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  It was reported by the patient's wife that the patient died.  She was calling to cancel his second dose of mRNA-1273.  No additional details, including the date of death, were reported.   Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with the mRNA-1273 was not applicable as the patient died.  The cause of death was not provided.  Plans for an autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  No further information is expected.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1090239 02/03/2021 02/19/2021 03/11/2021 OK 82.0 Y F she passed away on 19Feb as she had a HGB of 5; O2 sats were in 70s; she had a HGB of 5; on the same side the patient hand started swelling; lymphedema from L breast; swelling all over; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting on behalf of the mother. An 82-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 03Feb2021 at 13:45, at single dose, in left arm, for COVID-19 immunization. No other vaccine was given in four weeks. Medical history included chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and congestive heart failure (CHF). Known allergies: none. The patient had no COVID prior vaccination and was not tested after vaccination. Concomitant medications were not reported, however, the patient received other medications in two weeks. On 05Feb2021 at 09:00, on the same side the patient hand started swelling and doctor gave her some furosemide (LASIX). One week from vaccination she started having lymphedema from L breast and started noticeably swelling all over. On 18Feb2021 she was taken to the hospital as O2 sats were in 70s. She passed away on 19Feb2021 as she had a HGB of 5. The events resulted in: Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care, hospitalization for 1 day. No treatment was received. No autopsy was performed. Low oxygen saturation, hand swelling, lymphedema from L breast and swelling all over final outcome was unknown. Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: she passed away on 19Feb as she had a HGB of 5; she had a HGB of 5Y 1

1090240 02/10/2021 03/04/2021 03/11/2021 NY 71.0 Y M Cardiac arrest; Pulmonary embolus; Renal failure; Fever; Dehydration; Not eating or drinking; COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test / COVID pneumonia; blood clot; blood pressure was low; Respiratory arrest; Respiratory failure; Hypoxemia; ventricular tachycardia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting on behalf of the husband. A 71-year-old male patient received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot EL9264) on 10Feb2021 at about 19:00 (at the age of 71 years), in left deltoid, for COVID-19 immunisation. No other vaccines were given on the same day or within 4 weeks. The patient declined flu vaccine and pneumococcal vaccine (PNEUMOVAX), he had never had another vaccine except maybe his childhood vaccines. Medical history included rotator cuff surgery and cataract removed in 2020. The patient exercised regularly, he was healthy, he walked for miles and didn't eat any non-sense, he did not eat out, he did not smoke. The patient's mother was 100 years old and fully competent. The patient had two sisters older than him, the oldest one had hypertension the second sister did not have anything that they were aware of. The patient's father lived until he was 98 years old. The patient concomitant medications were none. The patient was told to take vitamin D 50,000 units but didn't even take them (he still had 9 of them in the bottle and they gave him 13). The patient experienced fever on 11Feb2021, renal failure on 14Feb2021, pulmonary embolus on 28Feb2021, cardiac arrest on 04Mar2021, dehydration and not eating or drinking on an unspecified date in Feb2021. These events required ER visit and were reported as serious as involved hospitalization from 14Feb2021 to 04Mar2021 and as fatal events. The patient died on 04Mar2021. Clinical course of the events included the following information. The patient received the first vaccine on 10Feb2021, the next day he developed a fever. The reporter spoke with the patient's doctor who told to give the patient paracetamol (TYLENOL) thinking the fever was from the vaccine. On 12Feb2021 and 13Feb2021, the patient's temperature was 102. Then the doctor advised to take the patient to the hospital. The patient's temperature was still 102, he was in renal failure, and they had to dialyze him. The patient was otherwise healthy, the patient's last physical was in Dec2020 and the only thing it showed was that his A1C was 5.7. The patient had no cholesterol or hypertension. The doctor advised the patient to decrease sugar and carbs because the holidays were coming up. The patient's follow up was scheduled on Mar2021. The reporter felt that the vaccine has something to do with the patient renal failure. The reporter spoke with the doctors at the hospital who didn't want to commit to anything. The reporter believed this was an adverse event. The caller mentioned that she had her vaccine before and she was fine. The patient was admitted on 14Feb2021 and by Wednesday he was not eating or drinking, he was dehydrated. The patient's admitting diagnoses was elevated temperature and ruling out COVID. The patient tested positive for Covid on 14Feb2021 (COVID-19 PCR test). The patient's temperature was 99.8 and then kept creeping up, on Saturday it was 102. The caller gave the patient Tylenol cold and flu (lot T0CL001021, expiry date Oct2021) took the edge off but in three hours the temperature was back up again. The patient never complained of pain and didn't want to take Tylenol. On 15Feb2021 the patient's numbers were getting better after the fluid challenge and then his numbers kept creeping up after that. The patient had the fever a week until they had it under control. The fever went away, it was gone for like 5 days, then it spiked again. The patient was started on piperacillin/tazobactam (ZOSYN) for like 3 or 5 days and the fever went away but then it kept getting worse. On 28Feb2021, the medical personnel thought the patient had a pulmonary emboli but because of the renal failure, they couldn't do a computerized tomography on the patient. The doctors mentioned that the patient was in renal failure and they thought they heparinized the patient and he had a blood clot who led to pulmonary embolus, cardiac arrest, and death. The patient was diagnosed with a pulmonary emboli on 28Feb2021. The patient started de-saturating and the doctors intubated and sedated him that whole time until this. Dialysis was started on 01Mar2021 and the patient received it every day except 04Mar2021. The patient's blood pressure was normal, it hardly ever went above 120. The patient was on the medical floor from 22Feb2021 to 04Mar2021. When the patient was on the medical surgical floor, he was on high flow 5 liters. After the patient started desaturating, he went to the intensive care unit and was put on a non-rebreather on 45%. The patient's highest heart rate was after intubation was 135, but the patient's blood pressure was low so they started him on some vasopressors. They did the fluid challenge on the patient and his labs were a little better than the labs kept creeping up until the doctor inserted a shiley catheter for dialysis. Respiratory: Respiratory arrest and then cardiac arrest. Respiratory failure, they intubated the patient. The reporter assumed dyspnea because the patient was intubated. Tachypnea was when the patient was in the intensive care unit already intubated. Hypoxemia, they intubated the patient so the caller guessed it was for the oxygen saturation drop. Covid pneumonia: yes. Chest x-ray showed mild pneumonia. The caller requested a follow up x-ray and the doctors said they were going to do another one but the caller is unsure if they did or when. The patient received additional therapies for COVID-19: remdesivir. Other radiological investigations: unable because of the patient's kidney function. They were looking at the D dimer and BMP to come up with the embolus since the patient couldn't have the scan. ARDS: no. Cardiovascular: The patient had a heart attack on 04Mar2021. The reporter thought it was from the pulmonary embolus which led to cardiac arrest. Arrhythmia: the caller guessed so, the patient was being worked on for 10 minutes before the caller got there. The caller saw a rhythm strip which showed a flat line and then she noticed ventricular tachycardia, then a flat line. The patient did not have SARS-CoV2 antibodies at diagnosis. Gastrointestinal/Hepatic, neurological, hematological, dermatological: none. Vascular: pulmonary embolus: yes, deep vein thrombosis, limb ischemia, vasculitis: no. Renal: renal failure: yes, acute kidney injury: no. The patient was scheduled for his second vaccine dose on 03Mar2021 at 04:15 but did not receive it. Time of death was 4:15 in the afternoon on 04Mar2021. The reporter considered renal failure, fever, dehydration, not eating or drinking, cardiac arrest and pulmonary embolus as fatal and related to the suspect vaccine. The outcome of the other events was unknown. Cause of death was unknown. No autopsy was performed.; Sender's Comments: Based on current 
information available, the company considered there is a possibility that all reported events are consequence of COVID-19 pneumonia on the basis of advanced age. The positive COVID-19 test occurred 4 days after the first injection of suspect vaccine BNT162B2. No complete effect can be achieved for short time interval. The COVID-19 is more likely pre-existing colonization or intercurrent condition, unrelated to suspect vaccine BNT162b2.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Renal failure; Fever; Dehydration; Not eating or drinking; Cardiac arrest; Pulmonary embolus
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1090322 02/13/2021 02/17/2021 03/11/2021 CA 71.0 71 Y F MY WIFE DIED UNEXPECTEDLY 4 DAYS AFTER HER SECOND DOSAGE SHOT, ON FEBRUARY 17, 2021.  SHE HAD BEEN HEALTHY AND HAD A RECENT CHECKUP AT WHICH THE DOCTOR GAVE  HER A CLEAN BILL OF HEALTH.  SHE WAS ALERT AND IN GOOD SPIRITS JUST THE NIGHT BEFORE WHEN WE WATCHED A MOVIE TOGETHER.  I SAW NO INDICATION THAT SHE WAS FEELING POORLY OR OTHERWISE.  I FOUND HER IN BED, DECEASED, UPON COMING HOME FROM WORK THE NEXT DAY.

1090369 02/24/2021 02/25/2021 03/11/2021 SC 82.0 82 Y F Patient showed reaction to vaccine almost immediately, began having chills and nausea. Patient ultimately succumbed to cardiac arrest.

1090417 03/06/2021 03/08/2021 03/11/2021 OH 93.0 93 Y M Error: Wrong Dose of Vaccine - Too High

1090464 02/10/2021 03/01/2021 03/11/2021 TN 73.0 73 Y M Feb. 10:  Moderna Vaccination #1 Administered (arm) Feb. 11-Feb. 19:  Developed a cough which worsened, weakness, confusion, could not follow instruction, fell, no appetite, fever of 102.8 on Feb. 19, no taste Feb. 20: Emergency Room with diagnosis of Covid pneumonia.  Given usual Covid treatment.  Became very confused, combatative, etc. Feb. 21:  Placed on ventilator Mar. 1:  Ventilator removed.  Patient expired.Y 10

1090801 03/04/2021 03/05/2021 03/11/2021 FL 97.0 97 Y M Rapid decline. Patient was reportedly vaccinated (unknown location / brand of vaccine) on 3/4/2021. On 3/5/2021, patient suffered fever of 104, nausea/vomiting, lethargy, loss of appetite, and patient expired unexpectedly.

1090862 02/18/2021 02/21/2021 03/11/2021 TN 76.0 76 Y F DEATH-My Mother received her second Pfizer vaccine on Thursday, February 18, 2021 and died three days later on Sunday, February 21, 2021, after being admitted to the intensive care unit at  Hospital.  After developing an adverse reaction that started with nausea and then got progressively worse, including vomiting blood, Mom was rushed to the emergency room where she was tested for Covid-19 due to hospital policy (neg. result) and admitted to the intensive care unit.  Mother died on Sunday, February 21, 2021.    NOTE:  Mother was doing well with her heart and renal conditions until she received the second dose of the Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine on February 18, 2021, directly or indirectly causing her death three days later on February 21, 2021.  It is unfortunate that we are all advised (sometimes ill advised), particularly those with underlying conditions, to get vaccinated without the benefits of knowing when the vaccine can cause more harm than good.  For obvious reasons, the approval of covid vaccines was rushed and thus the Pfizer and Moderna Studies are not thorough and lack in data to support an all call for everyone to get vaccinated in the name of herd immunity.  Without the appropriate data, My Mother is DEAD!  Sadly, there are probably more unreported deaths caused by the vaccine.  While you have immunity from liability, you still have a moral obligation to collect data and advise accordingly.    My goal is to save lives by sharing my mother?s personal experience and death after receiving the vaccine with everyone I know through every available resource.  It is unconscionable that I have to shoulder the burden of getting the facts out about your vaccine so that individuals with underlying conditions can make a proper, informed decision about getting vaccinated.  Sadly, I receive over 100 questions a day via social media from individuals inquiring about whether or not they or their loved ones should opt for the vaccine.  I am not a medical professional?this is your job!  Until you assume responsibility, I will continue advising anyone with heart and/or renal conditions to stay away from any and all covid vaccinations.  Instead of the massive all call for vaccinations, we need further information and data from additional studies that will give more insight as to when the vaccine can cause more harm than good, as in My Mother?s case.Y Y 1

1091138 03/10/2021 03/11/2021 03/11/2021 NH 83.0 83 Y M pt returned to his skilled nursing facility after his 2nd covid vaccine and at approx 10:45 pm he was in cardiac arrest. CPR was started and transported to Hospital. Pt was pronounced dead at 1:06 am on 3/11/21

1091158 02/23/2021 03/06/2021 03/11/2021 MN 95.0 95 Y F patient passed away with in 60 days of receiving the COVID vaccine series

1091269 02/04/2021 02/26/2021 03/11/2021 MI 83.0 83 Y M A home dialysis patient who received his first COVID-19 (Moderna) vaccine on 2/4/2021. He was screened prior to admission into the clinic and reported no signs of symptom of COVID-19. This patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 on 2/12/2021 and hospitalized on 2/16/2021 with COVID pneumonia. The patient's spouse and son (who lives with them) also tested positive for COVID-19. This patient developed COVID-19 complications while inpatient including stroke and mechanical ventilation was required. The patient was made a DNR by family and removed from mechanical ventilation and expired on 2/26/2021.Y 10

1091327 03/02/2021 03/05/2021 03/11/2021 FL 63.0 63 Y F Death

1091337 02/03/2021 02/13/2021 03/11/2021 MI 77.0 77 Y F This is a hospice patient.  She died on 2/13/2021 from her underlying medical conditions.  I just received notification of the death 3/11/2021 and am reporting this immediately.

1091357 02/20/2021 02/27/2021 03/11/2021 TX 72.0 72 Y M Patient died suddenly and unexpectedly on 2/21/2021 one week after receiving first vaccine on 2/20/2021.

1091439 02/25/2021 03/01/2021 03/11/2021 SC 78.0 78 Y F fell/passed out (unknown) at home, taken by ambulance to local hospital, small bleed noted on CT scan, transferred to tertiary care center, f/u scan after 6 hours unchanged. Sent home. next morning unresponsive, transported back to tertiary care center. required ventilation en route.. massive cerebral hemorrhage noted on CT scan in different area. due to advanced dementia and unresponsiveness life support removed around 9pm that night. passed away at 9am on 3/1.Y 3

1091538 03/09/2021 03/11/2021 03/11/2021 WI 94.0 94 Y M According to his daughter, patient did not appear to have any ill effects from his second COVID-19 vaccine on 03/09/2021. However, on 03/11/2021, he suffered what is suspected to be a fatal arrhythmia/myocardial infarction. It is unknown if there is any correlation to the vaccine.

1091560 01/22/2021 02/14/2021 03/11/2021 FL 82.0 82 Y M On January 26, patient lost his balance and fell, no injury.  On January 28, patient, fell, no injury.  In both cases falls were observed and were not to the head.  On January 29 patient could not maintain his balance.  Taken to  hospital.  MRI revealed large subdural hematoma.  Craniotomy on January 30, by Dr.  Approximately 10 days later, Hbg, was down to 7, unexplained internal bleeding.

1091695 02/03/2021 02/10/2021 03/11/2021 IL 78.0 78 Y F patient expired 2/10/2021.  Unknown whether the death was even related to the vaccine. Pt did not have any problems during 15 min observation period and no issues reported to HD after vaccination.  reported because the person expired within 7 days of vaccination.

1091753 02/24/2021 02/25/2021 03/11/2021 IL 68.0 67 Y M observed for 15 min after both vaccines and no reported issues after vaccination.  Patient did expire 2/25/2021 but cause of death unknown.

1091799 01/12/2021 02/25/2021 03/11/2021 KY 64.0 64 Y M Became COVID-positive, pneumonia, ARDS, hospitalized for hypoxia 2/21/2021, death 2/25/2021 Y 4

1091894 02/25/2021 03/02/2021 03/11/2021 HI 70.0 70 Y F The patient presented to the off complaining of feeling weak in the legs on Monday, March 1, 2021. She had been moving over the weekend and was over-exerting herself and stated she had fallen on a rug at the old house and then had lain down on the floor to sleep with her dog in the new home,  had difficulty getting up and needed help. No symptoms of fever, chills, sweats, headache, myalgias. The next day she passed away at her home, sitting in her chair.

1091928 02/11/2021 03/08/2021 03/11/2021 ID 80.0 80 Y M Pt was given Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 2/11/21 with no adverse reactions.  Pt later died on 3/08/2021 with lung cancer being cause of death.

1091957 01/19/2021 02/23/2021 03/11/2021 CO 77.0 77 Y M I'm still not sure which COVID19 vaccine my dad received (It made me fill it out--I'm not sure if he got Moderna or Pfizer).  Nursing home would know.  He received his 2nd shot on Jan 19.  On Feb 17 all was fine and they were planning on getting him crowns at the dentist.  On Feb. 19 everything went poorly.  He started to suddenly have seizures and was not responsive.  When I arrived on Feb 21 he didn't say much and had seizures that night.  On Feb 22, he responded a little bit and had a big black eye from a seizure the night before.  On Feb 22 he had at least 4 seizures and he passed that afternoon around 1:20 pm

1092016 02/05/2021 02/10/2021 03/11/2021 NE 87.0 87 Y F Per son and employee, patient's health had been declining since she was hospitalized for a severe UTI in Dec 2020. The evening of 02.09.2021 she vomited, then was found to be unresponsive the morning of 02.10.2021. Patient passed away later in the day on 02.10.2021.

1092047 01/07/2021 02/18/2021 03/11/2021 MN 80.0 80 Y F patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1092108 02/11/2021 02/13/2021 03/11/2021 NE 83.0 83 Y M Patient's wife reports patient never reported feeling unwell. He had been working on painting the basement all week and on 02.12.2021 came in from outside, ate, and they sat down to watch TV. Around 9:30 patient reported being extremely tired and went to bed. Was found unresponsive the following morning, 02.13.2021. Patient's wife reports the doctor said it was a heart attack.

1092110 02/04/2021 03/06/2021 03/11/2021 MN 78.0 78 Y M Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine series

1092168 01/31/2021 02/12/2021 03/11/2021 MN 91.0 91 Y M Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1092214 03/02/2021 03/05/2021 03/11/2021 ME 66.0 66 Y M Patient received his first COVID vaccine on 3/2 and then passed away 3 days after receiving Moderna vaccine.  Provider presumed he died from sudden heart attack, this occurred at home.

1092328 01/27/2021 02/06/2021 03/11/2021 PA 71.0 71 Y F Patient appeared alert, oriented and completed everyday normal activates 3 days after receiving vaccine on a Wednesday afternoon, Jan 27th 2021 at 4:00 p.m. . Went to bed as usual on Sunday night Jan 31st 2021 at 9:30 p.m., husband found patient on couch sitting upright, unresponsive at 4:00 a.m. Patient's daughter came over to the house approx. 8 minutes later. Preformed CPR for 3-5 minutes, pt had a pulse. The ambulance was called prior to daughter arriving at the house. Ambulance arrived at 4:40 a.m. took pt to Hospital by 5:00a.m.  Pt declared "brain dead"Y 6

1092477 02/17/2021 03/08/2021 03/11/2021 FL 83.0 83 Y F Pericardial effusion; multiple blood clots in portal vein.

1092483 03/10/2021 03/11/2021 03/11/2021 IA 67.0 67 Y F Both patient and spouse we given their Moderna prime dose on 2-10-21. Both patient and spouse agreed to observe the post vaccination waiting period and reported no concerns.  On 3-10-2021, they returned for their boost dose at 12:30 PM.  Prior to administration of their second dose,  they reported only mild headache and fatigue that presented approximately 12 hours after their  first dose was administered.   Once again, spouse and patient observed the post vaccination waiting period and reported no issues.  On 3-11-21,  I was notified that patient had passed away at home.  In speaking to spouse, he stated that they both went to bed that evening with with a mild headache and fatigue. Spouse stated that he woke up early that morning with a more pronounced headache and had difficulty sleeping.  He noted that at approximately 5:18 AM  patient seemed to breathing heavily and may have gasped a bit.  He checked on her again around 6:40 and determined that she had passed away.  He contacted EMS and the technician confirmed that she had passed away.  Spouse reports that the state will perform and autopsy in the next few days at the direction of Medical staff.

1092485 02/27/2021 02/28/2021 03/11/2021 CA 78.0 78 Y M Patient felt generally unwell, tired and unable to walk well. Said his feet felt numb. He could not get up and slid to the floor. He did not have the core strength to even help him sit up. Sometime after he was assisted back on the couch around 4:30 am  he must of got back up and attempted to go to restroom because he was found on the floor with his arm and face resting on the love seat which looked as if he was trying to pull himself up. His wife found him in the morning around 11:00 am and he had been died for some time according to EMS. His death was unexpected. Even when contacting his doctors they were confused as to why he had passed away.  No autopsy was done but as of this moment he has not been cremated yet and is at Funeral Home.

1092595 02/01/2021 03/11/2021 TX 70.0 70 Y F A high risk employee received 1st vaccine dose of Moderna through the Health Center (HC) on 2/1/2021. This patient was seen as an employee only and was not established patient of the HC.  The patient reported "having symptoms of Bronchititis" on 2/5/2021 prior to being hospitalized for 7 days (2/5/21 to 2/12/21). On 2/12/2021, an ER visit at Medical Center & transported to General Hospital on 2/13/21. On 3/11/2021, we were notified that the patient died on 3/10/21.Y

1092651 02/26/2021 02/27/2021 03/11/2021 CA 77.0 77 Y M DEATH

1092653 03/09/2021 03/10/2021 03/11/2021 CA 88.0 88 Y F Patient received the vaccine on the evening of 03-09-2021.  R.N. states she was "fine " at 440 AM bed check.  At 0830 03-10-2021 patient was found slumped over on her bathroom toilet having expired sometime between 440AM and 830 AM

1092737 02/27/2021 03/11/2021 03/11/2021 ME 69.0 69 Y M Sudden death. Alone at home, found on floor 4 hours after last phone contact

1092883 03/09/2021 03/10/2021 03/11/2021 ME 72.0 72 Y M Death. Patient lived alone, was found dead at 11:04 the morning following his second dose of vaccine. Actual time of death is unknown. Time of vaccine administration the previous day is estimated.

1093418 01/27/2021 02/24/2021 03/12/2021 MN 94.0 94 Y M After pt received first dose of Moderna on January 27, 2021, he experieced continuous increased decline in his health , with symptoms of increased difficulty swallowing, increased coughing, at least one episode of choking with expulsion of food; increased difficulty walking with walker, increased shortness of breath. On Wednesday, Feb. 24,  at 7:50 a.m. , Pt was in wheelchair exiting home, on way to detached garage, being pushed by his daughter, when he slumped over, stated that he couldn't breathe, and went unconscious.  Pt. did not have a detectable pulse . EMT was called and upon arrival performed CPR  and obtained a pulse. Pt was transported to local hospital, where, again he lost pulse and was resuscitated again with mechanical CPR.  Pt was supported with blood pressure medicine and ventilator until 7:53 p.m. when his heart stopped again.  Pt. passed at that time.

1093666 01/21/2021 01/28/2021 03/12/2021 MN 66.0 66 Y F Client Passed away on 1/28/2021

1093762 02/18/2021 03/12/2021 03/12/2021 NH 101.0 101 Y F 3/12/2021-EXPIRED AT FACILITY ON HOSPICE SERVICES

1093791 01/21/2021 02/12/2021 03/12/2021 KY 84.0 84 Y F Unknown

1093843 02/12/2021 02/14/2021 03/12/2021 FL 92.0 92 Y F patient's daughter reported patient passed away 2 days after first dose of vaccine

1093857 02/10/2021 02/12/2021 03/12/2021 MS 74.0 74 Y M According to the patient's wife, the patient had flu like symptoms 2/11/2021.    Complaints:  Thirsty, sweaty  and seizure with no prior history.    Died at home.  Not sent to hospital.    Pronounced by coroner

1093939 03/05/2021 03/11/2021 03/12/2021 MS 83.0 83 Y M No report of negative event after 15 min wait past receipt of vaccine.   Notified by Coronor, on 3/11/2021 that this patient expired on 3/11/2021 at home.   Not sent to hospital.   Pronounced at home.  Sent to Funeral Home

1093961 03/05/2021 03/08/2021 03/12/2021 TX 73.0 73 Y F Death

1093986 03/10/2021 03/11/2021 03/12/2021 LA 45.0 45 Y F Received a phone call stating that the patient complained of not feeling well on 3/11/21 while at work and that the patient died that night while at home.

1094102 02/27/2021 02/28/2021 03/12/2021 MS 57.0 57 Y M NO ADVERSE EVENT NOTICE RECEIVED ON DATE OF VACCINE.   RECEIVED NOTICE FROM CORONOER THAT THIS PATIENT EXPIRED  2/28/2021.  COLLECTED URINE, BLOOD, AND TOXICOLOGY SCREEN.  NOT SENT TO HOSPITAL.  SENT TO FUNERAL HOME

1094110 02/03/2021 02/22/2021 03/12/2021 69.0 69 Y M unknown.  Patient is deceased

1094138 03/10/2021 03/11/2021 03/12/2021 MA 82.0 82 Y M D= decedent   D received the second dose of the COVID vaccine on 3/10/21 @ 10:45AM. His daughter, ************, transported him to the Pharmacy appointment. She notes that D did not have any complaints before or after the appointment?specifically she denies observing any weakness, dizziness, cough, and fever. D went on to have an uneventful day with normal appetite and bedtime.  ************ also mentions that there were no adverse reactions following the first dose either.   The next morning (3/11/21) at 6am the decedent?s wife found him in bed ?looking around the room? with gurgling agonal breathing. No seizure activity reported.

1094146 01/30/2021 03/01/2021 03/12/2021 66.0 66 Y M 2nd dose administered on 2/20/21, on 2/23/21 the patient fell and sustained a facial  injury Y

1094164 01/25/2021 03/01/2021 03/12/2021 96.0 96 Y F deceased

1094165 03/10/2021 03/12/2021 03/12/2021 LA 74.0 74 Y F Patient received her first dose of the Mederna Covid vaccine at the Health unit on 03/10/21.  Her family states she began experiencing nausea and vomiting last night (03/11/2021) and then started having chest pain at around midnight.  This morning (03/12/2021) she was still experiencing vomiting and chest pain.  She collapsed at approximately 07:30 and her family initiated CPR and EMS was called.  She was brought the Hospital via Ambulance at 08:18 in cardiac arrest.  The emergency department was unable to resuscitate her and she was pronounced dead.

1094187 02/11/2021 03/05/2021 03/12/2021 83.0 83 Y M ABDOMINAL PAIN BACK PAIN death Y

1094197 02/26/2021 03/11/2021 03/12/2021 AL 83.0 83 Y M DEATH - PT'S WIFE CALLED 3-11 TO TELL US PATIENT WAS FEELING BAD, AND TO ASK WHAT TO DO. WE SENT A PULSEOXIMETER, AND ADVISED TO CONTACT DR. - ON MORNING OF 3-12, PT'S WIFE CALLED TO TELL US HE HAD PASSED AWAY DURING THE NIGHT.

1094208 01/26/2021 02/11/2021 03/12/2021 76.0 76 Y M ALTERED MENTAL STATUS Death Y

1094242 01/22/2021 02/16/2021 03/12/2021 85.0 85 Y M Fall, fever, head injury, body aches, weakness,  death Y

1094259 01/30/2021 02/26/2021 03/12/2021 65.0 65 Y M unknown death

1094290 02/23/2021 03/10/2021 03/12/2021 KY 72.0 72 Y F Patient died on March 10th 2021 and received the vaccine on February 23 2021. Patient had health issues. Spoke with coroner and patient did die at home. Patient was taken straight the the funeral home afterwards.

1094300 02/05/2021 02/24/2021 03/12/2021 61.0 61 Y F death

1094322 02/03/2021 03/02/2021 03/12/2021 66.0 66 Y M 2nd dose given on 2/24/2021, deceased on 3/2/2021

1094343 01/28/2021 02/17/2021 03/12/2021 89.0 89 Y F ABDOMINAL PAIN death Y

1094402 02/02/2021 03/01/2021 03/12/2021 81.0 81 Y M death
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1094421 01/28/2021 02/09/2021 03/12/2021 86.0 86 Y F cardiac arrest death Y

1094441 01/07/2021 02/10/2021 03/12/2021 87.0 87 Y M death

1094468 02/11/2021 03/04/2021 03/12/2021 ME 84.0 84 Y M Hospitalization after a fall resulting in femoral neck fracture. Patient deceased 3/4/21. Y

1094490 02/24/2021 03/10/2021 03/12/2021 OK 66.0 66 Y F Patient was vaccinated with her second dose on Wednesday, February 24th. A family member contacted us to let us know she was sitting in a casino exactly one week later and passed out, going into cardiac arrest. The patient did pass away.

1094512 02/25/2021 03/07/2021 03/12/2021 IL 96.0 96 Y F Emesis 3/4/2021 03/05/2021 Pneumonia Y 1

1094600 02/06/2021 03/12/2021 TX 72.0 72 Y M It is unknown if the decedent had any side effects.  Patient died on 3/11/2021.

1094638 02/13/2021 02/26/2021 03/12/2021 PA 74.0 74 Y M Exposure to Covid 19 either on the date of vaccine (2/13/21) or shortly thereafter.  Symptoms of Covid started on Monday (2/15) early morning following shot.  Dr. ordered Covid test on Weds. (2/17). Taken by ambulance to Hospital, approx. 7 pm on Saturday (2/20) with dehydration, low oxygen levels, confusion, shaking and cough.  Admitted to hospital with threats of ventilator up until Weds (2/24) when he was intubated, proned and FINALLY given hydration via IV fluids.  He went into kidney failure on Thursday (2/25) and put on dialysis.  Other organs began shutting down and was taken off the ventilator on Friday (2/26) and did not recover.  He passed away just before 4:00 p.m. on 2/26/21.

1094719 02/19/2021 02/22/2021 03/12/2021 MI 71.0 71 Y F Patient reported as deceased 3 days after vaccination by son.

1094868 02/01/2021 03/12/2021 03/12/2021 89.0 89 Y M Started having confusion at 3#0 a.m. Sunday morning. Unstable gait and hypoxia at home. More congested than usual. Had 2nd COVID vaccine 4 weeks ago. Had visual  hallucinations with seeing "bugs" Admitted with positive COVID  and Influenza B  diagnosis. Y 4

1094979 01/13/2021 02/24/2021 03/12/2021 ND 90.0 90 Y F Death within 60 days of COVID vaccine administration.  Dose 1 on 12/23/2020 Dose 2 on 01/13/2021

1094990 01/26/2021 02/24/2021 03/12/2021 ND 90.0 90 Y M Death within 60 days of COVID vaccine administration

1094993 01/26/2021 03/03/2021 03/12/2021 75.0 75 Y M 2nd vaccine dose given on 02/16/2021, admitted to hospital on 02/24/2021  CARDIAC ARREST RECTAL BLEEDING died on 03/03/2021 Y

1095001 01/26/2021 02/05/2021 03/12/2021 96.0 96 Y F Death within 60 days of receiving COVID vaccine

1095020 03/01/2021 03/06/2021 03/12/2021 AL 66.0 66 Y M Passed out then was brain dead . Death Y Y 2

1095025 01/26/2021 03/06/2021 03/12/2021 65.0 65 Y U shortness of breath 3 days after 2nd dose injected. admitted on 2/19 shortness of breath admitted on 2/26 shortness of breath admitted on  3/2 cardiac arrest, neck mass, seizure like activity, acute respiratory failure died on 3/06/2021 Y

1095038 01/23/2021 02/02/2021 03/12/2021 82.0 82 Y F death

1095053 01/07/2021 02/13/2021 03/12/2021 76.0 76 Y F death

1095070 02/09/2021 03/02/2021 03/12/2021 71.0 71 Y F SHORTNESS OF BREATH Respiratory distress Hypoxia Pneumonia due to COVID-19 virus Death Y

1095081 01/28/2021 02/21/2021 03/12/2021 90.0 90 Y F Death

1095111 01/30/2021 03/03/2021 03/12/2021 73.0 73 Y F Admitted on 2/17/2021 2nd dose injected on 2/20/2021 Shortness of breath died on 03/04/2021 Y

1095124 01/22/2021 01/31/2021 03/12/2021 75.0 75 Y F Chest pain DOE (dyspnea on exertion) Pneumonia of both lungs due to infectious organism, unspecified part of lung Acute pulmonary embolism, unspecified pulmonary embolism type, unspecified whether acute cor pulmonale present  Death Y

1095140 01/30/2021 03/03/2021 03/12/2021 76.0 76 Y F death

1095149 02/11/2021 02/15/2021 03/12/2021 86.0 86 Y M death

1095160 01/26/2021 02/19/2021 03/12/2021 93.0 93 Y F death

1095170 03/01/2021 03/06/2021 03/12/2021 MI 77.0 77 Y F patient status started to decline within a few hours of receiving her covid vaccine she was weak, developed increased shortness of breath and went to the emergency room were she was diagnosed with STEMI and within 2 days expired. Y 2

1095174 02/03/2021 02/13/2021 03/12/2021 77.0 77 Y M Cardiac arrest  Acute respiratory failure with hypoxia Death Y

1095183 02/15/2021 03/01/2021 03/12/2021 83.0 83 Y F Death

1095184 03/11/2021 03/12/2021 03/12/2021 KY 67.0 67 Y F "Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA" Patient was discovered deceased this morning by her family members.

1095236 01/21/2021 02/24/2021 03/12/2021 82.0 82 Y M death Y

1095238 03/08/2021 03/09/2021 03/12/2021 OK 69.0 69 Y M Patient at the time of vaccination on 3-8-21 has having issues with shortness of breath and edema consistent with congestive heart failure, the following day on 3-9-21, he was having more issues with shortness of breath, tachycardia, low O2 saturation.  He was given meds in the clinic and monitored until he was feeling better with increased O2 sats.  He was found unresponsive on his housing unit one hour later and failed to respond to resuscitation efforts and was pronounced expired at 1047.

1095254 01/05/2021 02/01/2021 03/12/2021 83.0 83 Y M Shortness of breath Death Y

1095300 03/10/2021 03/12/2021 03/12/2021 GA 56.0 56 Y F According to Medical Center's report,  patient was brought to ED deceased upon arrival via EMS on 03/12/2021 at 8:57am.  Patient had been seen on 3/11/2021 at same ED complaining of a heavy type of chest pain in the mid chest, also noting body aches, headache, and nausea.

1095327 02/23/2021 02/23/2021 03/12/2021 ID 39.0 39 Y F I was alerted on 3.11.21 by the patient's wife that patient had passed away the night after having received the vaccine. The wife informed me that she did not wake up the next morning.

1095360 01/28/2021 02/23/2021 03/12/2021 84.0 84 Y F SHORTNESS OF BREATH Bradycardia Hypothermia Cardiomyopathy  Elevated troponin Acute renal failure (ARF)  Death Y

1095392 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 03/12/2021 GA 66.0 66 Y F Received shot 02/04/2021, sudden Cardiac Arrest 2/8/2021, found 2/10/2021

1095393 03/11/2021 03/11/2021 03/12/2021 WY 76.0 76 Y M Cardiac Arrest

1095406 02/04/2021 03/04/2021 03/12/2021 79.0 79 Y M death Y

1095424 01/09/2021 02/21/2021 03/12/2021 92.0 92 Y F death

1095435 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 03/12/2021 TX 51.0 51 Y F Headache, nausea on 1/25 progressed to SOB 1/26 and death 1/27

1095437 01/23/2021 02/24/2021 03/12/2021 91.0 91 Y M 2nd dose injected on 02/19/2021 death on 2/24/2021

1095456 01/20/2021 01/30/2021 03/12/2021 91.0 91 Y F date of injection 01/30/2021 CARDIAC ARREST 1/30/2021 Death 1/30/2021 Y

1095536 01/23/2021 03/06/2021 03/12/2021 85.0 85 Y F 2nd injection given on 02/16/2021  Altered Mental Status  admission on 3/3/2021 Intracranial bleeding  Unresponsive Intracranial bleed Death on 3/6/2021 Y

1095545 01/21/2021 02/13/2021 03/12/2021 81.0 81 Y F death

1095555 02/04/2021 02/09/2021 03/12/2021 81.0 81 Y M Death

1095562 02/06/2021 02/26/2021 03/12/2021 69.0 69 Y F death

1095571 01/07/2021 02/05/2021 03/12/2021 87.0 87 Y M death

1095589 01/20/2021 01/23/2021 03/12/2021 96.0 96 Y F death

1095596 02/05/2021 02/23/2021 03/12/2021 70.0 70 Y F cardiac arrest death Y

1095605 01/26/2021 02/10/2021 03/12/2021 97.0 97 Y M death

1095636 01/29/2021 02/27/2021 03/12/2021 89.0 89 Y F death

1095642 01/25/2021 03/01/2021 03/12/2021 94.0 94 Y M death

1095659 02/06/2021 02/16/2021 03/12/2021 83.0 83 Y F death

1095666 03/11/2021 03/12/2021 03/12/2021 WV 74.0 74 Y M Patient received his 2nd dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine yesterday. He was found dead at his home today. After speaking with the County Coroner, an autopsy is not planned. Patient had COPD, Type II Diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and a pacemaker. The coroner does not believe vaccination was contributory to his death.

1095668 03/04/2021 03/11/2021 03/12/2021 ME 62.0 62 Y M 62 yo M with no known medical history awoke 12:15 am on 3/11/2021 and told his wife he had "pain all over". When she asked if it was chest pain, he said he didn't know.  He went downstairs, vomited, slumped over against the wall behind the couch, and became unresponsive.  Wife called 911 and was instructed to begin CPR.  EMS crew arrived shortly after that and performed prolonged resuscitation efforts as per ACLS protocol.  Pt pronounced at 3:15 am.  Patient had not seen a physician in many years, had not had any vaccines in over 20 years, took no medications, and had no known medical history.  He did have a strong family history of heart disease and had told his wife the week prior to his death that he had suffered a several-hour bout of chest pain that resolved spontaneously 2-3 days prior to his telling her about it.  He refused to seek medical evaluation despite her urging.

1095695 01/30/2021 02/18/2021 03/12/2021 84.0 84 Y M death

1095705 02/20/2021 03/12/2021 78.0 78 Y F RESPIRATORY DISTRESS death Y

1095725 02/05/2021 03/07/2021 03/12/2021 77.0 77 Y M death

1095737 01/21/2021 02/22/2021 03/12/2021 75.0 75 Y M Shortness of breath Acute on chronic renal failure  Abnormal LFTs Death

1095748 03/01/2021 03/02/2021 03/12/2021 73.0 73 Y M death

1095757 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 03/12/2021 82.0 82 Y M Death

1095765 01/23/2021 02/03/2021 03/12/2021 80.0 80 Y F death

1095771 01/20/2021 03/04/2021 03/12/2021 95.0 95 Y F death

1095779 02/02/2021 02/24/2021 03/12/2021 82.0 82 Y M death

1095791 02/06/2021 03/03/2021 03/12/2021 85.0 85 Y F Hip pain death

1095798 01/20/2021 02/21/2021 03/12/2021 94.0 94 Y U death

1095862 02/23/2021 03/05/2021 03/12/2021 WA 87.0 87 Y M received a phone call from the daughter of the patient. On 01/21/2021, patient came in and got his first Covid Vaccination. 3 days after the vaccination, the patient experienced really bad diarrhea, and was sleeping for 22 hours a day. 2 weeks later he perked up a little bit. On 02/23/2021, patient received his booster. Daughter states that 2 days later, patient shut down completely, not eating or drinking. The patient ended up passing away on 03/05/2021.

1096197 01/16/2021 01/21/2021 03/13/2021 TX 95.0 95 Y M Low pulse, lethargy, labored breathing. Oxygen was administered.

1096461 03/12/2021 03/12/2021 03/13/2021 PA 86.0 86 Y F Patient received vaccine at 10:35am, was observed for 15 minutes then returned home with family. Patient began to not feel well,  experienced cardiac arrest as witnessed by son, was taken to hospital Emergency Department where she expired at 12:50pm.

1096497 03/11/2021 03/12/2021 03/13/2021 FL 48.0 48 Y M Notified by police department that patient was found dead at his home on 3/12/21.  Per the officer, the family reports patient reported diarrhea on 3/11/21 and fatigue on 3/12/21.  The family found him in his home deceased later in the day on 3/12/21

1096600 02/23/2021 03/12/2021 03/13/2021 MO 59.0 59 Y M Per the patient's spouse and Hospital: The patient received a rapid COVID test at clinic prior to vaccination, which read negative.  The patient received vaccination on 2/23/21 and the following day (2/24/21) began to experience breathing difficulties.  The patient was admitted to the emergency room at Hospital on 2/26/21 and diagnosed with hypoxic respiratory failure d/t COVID-19 (oxygen saturation < 50%).  Patient was intubated on 3/2/21.  Per Hospital pharmacist, patient expired on 3/12/21 at 6:40pm.Y 15

1096602 02/25/2021 03/05/2021 03/13/2021 ME 78.0 78 Y F Hospice nurse reported patient started experiencing fatigue, nausea, dizziness, decreased appetite and shortness of breath immediately following vaccination.  Hospice medications were ordered and patient began receiving morphine and nebulizer treatments. She then started having dysphasia. She then died on 3/5/21 from presumed respiratory failure.

1096659 03/11/2021 03/13/2021 03/13/2021 NC 62.0 62 Y M Patient died about 12 hours after receiving first dose Covid vaccine

1096913 01/13/2021 02/10/2021 03/13/2021 CA 85.0 85 Y M My father passed away on February 10th, 2021. On Monday, January 25th 2021, he said he is feeling very uncomfortable in his chest area. He thought it was severe acid reflux. He took Gas X for Acid Reflux and told us that he does not want to go to the hospital. On Tuyesday, January 26th, he felt that his Acid Reflux symptoms got worse, he still did not want to go to the hospital. He took Tums. On that evening, he started having shortness of breath. We took his BP at home and it was very low. We begged him to go to the hospital, he still did not want to go. On Wednesday, January 27th, his shortness of breath got worse and we convinced him that he has to go to the hospital. We took him to ER. Doctor said that he had a heart attack on Monday morning and that is why he was not feeling well since Monday morning. While at the hospital, while the cardiologists were monitoring him, his heart condition got worse.  By Friday, February 5th, cardiologists said that he is very fragile, his heart condition is very fragile and he won't survive any procedure. They said that something triggered the heart attack. We told them about the vaccination on 1/13/2021. They sent him home on hospice on Friday, Feburary 5th, 2021. He was on supplemental oxygen when he came home. He passed away due to a heart attack on February 10th, 2021 around 9pm.Y 15

1096952 02/12/2021 03/02/2021 03/13/2021 MI 73.0 73 Y M Patients cancer progressed quicker than expected. Resulting in his passing

1097000 02/19/2021 02/26/2021 03/13/2021 PA 69.0 69 Y M No adverse events were immediately reported, but patient died on 7th day following vaccine

1097244 02/08/2021 02/10/2021 03/13/2021 CA 90.0 90 Y M Death within 7 days of vaccine. COD Cardiac Arrest

1097283 02/03/2021 02/11/2021 03/13/2021 CA 85.0 85 Y F Death within 7 days of vaccine

1098028 03/13/2021 03/14/2021 03/14/2021 NY 32.0 32 Y M Cardiac arrest, death approx 12 hours later

1098041 03/08/2021 03/14/2021 FL 86.0 86 Y F Death, reported to pharmacy via Coroner's office

1098119 01/22/2021 02/01/2021 03/14/2021 NE 50.0 50 Y F in the early am she had bad diarrhea , she went to work and then started having really bad stomach pains and before noon she had to  go home because she started puking. She laid down to take a nap around 3:30pm and never woke up.

1098178 01/25/2021 02/04/2021 03/14/2021 DC 76.0 76 Y F 2nd dose of covid19 vaccine administered on 1/25/21 AM.  First dose was about 12/28/2021.  Patient had a change in condition noted same day PM, which included worsening mental status with increased confusion such as disorientation and decreased functional status, as well as opening of pressure ulcer on coccyx.  Patient became lethargic.  Patient condition worsened over the next few days.  Patient decreased oral intakes, including medications.  Care and comfort measures were in place.  Patient expired on 2/4/2021.

1098299 02/12/2021 02/13/2021 03/14/2021 IL 79.0 79 Y F Husband returned for second dose of COVID-19 vaccine and reported that wife, expired the day after her first dose of the COVID vaccine. Medical team did not feel that there was a correlation so we were not notified prior to that date

1098311 03/14/2021 WI 106.0 Y U The nursing home gave the vaccine, I only know it was moderna

1098473 01/25/2021 02/18/2021 03/14/2021 MI 83.0 83 Y F My mother had the shot on January 25. On the 30th, she became confused and was having trouble swallowing. I took her to the hospital on the 31st (Sunday). She was admitted with pancreatitis and was unable to drink water. She was then admitted to the ICU. She became septic and her mental status declined. By Tuesday, she was placed on a ventilator.  She then had renal failure and died on February 18th.Y 19

1098680 02/18/2021 03/11/2021 03/14/2021 CA 79.0 79 Y F Pt completed 2 covid vaccine morderna doses Feb 18, 2021. Pt with increasing weakness and short of breath for 3 days PTA on 3/6/2021. Y 6

1098856 03/02/2021 03/03/2021 03/14/2021 NY 77.0 77 Y F Four hours after vaccine shot, she began with a headache then severe vomiting. She became in coherent and when brought to the hospital she had a brain hemorrhage.  She passed away on 3/3/2021 at 3:05pm. Y Y 1

1098902 02/02/2021 02/21/2021 03/14/2021 FL 59.0 59 Y M Death

1099173 01/21/2021 03/14/2021 FL 98.0 98 Y F 1/24/20211 unresponsive, sent to Hospital.  Admitted with diagnosis: Acute Ischemic left MCA stroke. 1/26/2021 Transferred to Hospice care. 01/30/2021 died.  I don't believe the hospital was aware of her vaccination date as it is not recorded in her records, therefore I assume that a previous VAERS report has not been submitted. My relationship to the patient is that I am her daughter.

1099216 02/15/2021 03/07/2021 03/14/2021 FL 84.0 84 Y F PATIENT'S SISTER REPORTED PATIENT PASSED AWAY 03/07/2021

1099326 03/18/2020 03/05/2021 03/14/2021 NJ 80.0 79 Y M A few days after vaccination patient had an unusual dry cough/ and then a pain in his chest, He called our Doctor she said call your cardiologist now, patient called Dr and told him he wanted to go to his office, explained the pain he was experiencing - the doctor told him  said he couldn't see him wanted to do a  telemed exam. and proceeded to tell patient to see an gastro entomologist, take Tums, no tomatoes, no coffee  and a few other foods and that patient was suffering from Acid Reflux and to call him back net week.

1100247 03/15/2021 CA 78.0 Y F Unconsciousness; Feeling discomfort within a few minutes after the vaccination; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a 78-year-old, female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced of feeling discomfort within a few minutes after the vaccination, followed by unconsciousness and death.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On an unspecified date, prior to the onset of the event, patient received their dose of mRNA-1273 (Batch Number: Unknown) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unspecified date, the patient experienced feeling discomfort within a few minutes after the vaccination, followed by unconsciousness and death.  Treatment information for event unconsciousness included resuscitate via cardiopulmonary resuscitation with no success.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The outcome of the event unconsciousness was fatal and patient died.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of death of a 78-year-old, female patient who experienced   within a few minutes of product use who experienced feeling of discomfort and became unconscious and subsequently expired. Based on the current available information, a strong temporal association between the product use and onset of the events, a causal relationship with the events cannot be excluded. However, critical details such as the patient's medical history and actual cause of death is lacking.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1100562 02/12/2021 02/16/2021 03/15/2021 NM 83.0 Y F She died 5 days after her second vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.   An 83-year-old female patient (Not pregnant) received the second dose of  BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number not provided), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 12FEB2021 at 03:00 PM (at the age of 83-years-old) at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The subject had a history of Heart condition and thyroid.  Relevant concomitant medications included calcium, fish oil, multivitamin and potassium. The patient died on 16Feb2021 (12:00 PM), 5 days after her second dose of vaccine (as reported). The cause of patient's death was unknown. She had no adverse effects until her death. It was unknown if autopsy was performed.   Information on batch/lot number was requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: She died 5 days after her second vaccine

1100650 02/10/2021 02/12/2021 03/15/2021 CA 65.0 65 Y F Patient died two days after receiving vaccine. Death certificate said respiratory failure.

1100685 03/05/2021 03/12/2021 03/15/2021 72.0 72 Y M Death 1 week later. No other information available.

1100865 03/13/2021 03/14/2021 03/15/2021 MI 77.0 77 Y M Patient died within 24 hours of vaccine.  Unknown at this time if related.

1100951 02/03/2021 02/23/2021 03/15/2021 KY 82.0 82 Y M Patient was found unresponsive by family members  in the early morning on 2/23/2021.  Patient passed away.

1101239 02/17/2021 03/06/2021 03/15/2021 TN 87.0 87 Y F Patient had been slowly declining over the past year due to dementia and age.  On the date of her second vaccination, Feb. 17, she was getting around with her walker.  On Friday, Feb. 19, she was so weak she was no longer able to walk with her walker, and she declined every day thereafter.  On Monday, Feb. 22 she began crying and saying "help me".  That lasted approximately a week.  her health declined every day until Saturday, March 6, when she passed away at 6:15a.

1101286 03/03/2021 03/14/2021 03/15/2021 CA 80.0 80 Y F Large Stroke Y 5

1101322 02/22/2021 03/15/2021 OH 66.0 66 Y M Client found dead by a family member.

1101602 02/27/2021 02/28/2021 03/15/2021 FL 74.0 74 Y M Later that day after receiving the shot, patient reportedly became very ill with fever, vomiting, and diarrhea.  He was found deceased the next day when friends went to check on him.

1101662 01/21/2021 01/01/2021 03/15/2021 MI 68.0 68 Y M PATIENT PASSED AWAY BEFORE THEY COULD RECEIVE THE SECOND DOSE OF THE SHOT.  WE ARE NOT SURE IF IT WAS VACCINE RELATED OR NOT.

1101690 01/21/2021 02/01/2021 03/15/2021 MI 76.0 76 Y M THE PATIENT HAD PASSED AWAY AND WAS UNABLE TO GET HIS SECOND SHOT TO COMPLETE THE SERIES. WE ARE UNSURE IF THE VACCINE WAS RELATED TO HIM PASSING.

1101718 02/04/2021 03/03/2021 03/15/2021 FL 92.0 92 Y F Patient was taken by ambulance to E.R. 3 days after injection with bleeding from the nose and blood in stool. Spent 10 days in hospital. Returned to ER a few days later with fluid leaking from arms and legs. Diagnosed with congestive heart failure. Sent home under Hospice. Returned to ER, by ambulance, 36 hrs. later.  Still weeping from skin and placed in ICU. on Bipap machine . Transferred that evening to medical Care Center where she passed away on March 3, 2021.Y 20

1101761 01/12/2021 02/22/2021 03/15/2021 FL 81.0 81 Y F Trouble breathing. Taken to ER. Diagnosis Congestive Heart Failure.  No Previous such diagnosis.  Admitted for 6 days with Metropolo benign only new prescription.  After 2nd shot on February 2 had follow up visits but started experiencing light headless.  On  February suddenly went limp with loss of pulse and breathing.  Taken to Hospital ER, admitted without neurological responses.  Died on February 22.Y 6

1101780 03/11/2021 03/12/2021 03/15/2021 VA 89.0 89 Y M Resident expired the next day

1101837 02/10/2021 03/03/2021 03/15/2021 TX 67.0 67 Y M The patient became ill two days after the vaccination, and was hospitalized.  He was diagnosed with COVID pneumonia on the 15th,  and subsequently died.

1101884 02/17/2021 03/10/2021 03/15/2021 NM 30.0 30 Y F History, patient received 1st COVID-19 Pfizer vaccine on 1/28/21 and 2nd Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on 2/17/21   Unsure if any relation but patient was treated in our urgent care on 3/8/2021 18 day post receipt of 2nd COVID-19 vaccine unresponsive.  Patient received ACLS support for unknown cause with suspected neurological/respiratory/cardiac complications. Patient was transferred to higher level of care.Y 3

1101959 02/03/2021 02/06/2021 03/15/2021 MI 65.0 65 Y M He passed on 02/06/2021

1101991 02/24/2021 03/08/2021 03/15/2021 NY 97.0 97 Y F In ED on 2/25/21 Chief complaint: Patient's daughter present at bedside stating patient was not vocalizing this morning when she woke up.  Patient's daughter was talking to her and she would orient to her but not answer any of her questions.  EMS called and by the time they arrived patient was acting her normal self.  Daughter states she has had a very difficult time managing patient's behaviors over the last several weeks and it has been getting more difficult.    Daughter states that over the last several weeks her behaviors have been worsening and been more difficult to deal with.  These include her getting up at night and sundowning as well as yelling and screaming during the day.  Daughter states that she gets in the shouting matches with the patient during the day.  Daughter breaks down and starts to cry when discussing that she thinks her mother will need long-term placement as she is having a difficult time dealing with her behaviors.  Of note patient did receive second dose of Covid vaccine yesterday. -Patient has not been complaining of any symptoms over the last several days and daughter has not noticed cough or congestion or other signs of URI/illness -No focal neurologic deficits on exam  -Received 1L IV NS in ED  2/26/21 Covid positive, incidental finding ? tested so she could go to nursing facility -Patient asymptomatic -Vital signs stable, afebrile -She does not need treatment at this time -She will need a repeat Covid test 14 days after the original Covid test prior to going to SNF -Plan- discharge to skilled nursing facility  Discharge summary Principal Problem:   Comfort measures only status Active Problems:   Chronic atrial fibrillation   Essential hypertension   Dementia with behavioral disturbance   Recurrent falls   Dysphagia   COVID-19 Resolved Problems:   Cough with hemoptysis   Leukocytosis   Dehydration   Inadequate oral intake  Patient is a 97-year-old female with a past medical history of dementia, likely combined vascular/Alzheimer's, hypertension, chronic A. Fib, who presented to the ED on 2/25/2021 due to behavioral disturbance as well as need for long-term care placement due to progressive dementia.   She did have an incidental positive Covid test on 2/26/2021 and was planned for discharge to COVID recovery ward of SNF. She did not require medication or oxygen treatment for COIVD-19.  She developed tachycardia/tachypnea and cough later productive for blood after suctioning attempts overnight on 2/28-3/1, which did not recur.   Unfortunately, patient's overall function declined after, and she was refusing/unable to eat or drink. She was transitioned to comfort care status on 03/03/2021.   She eventually slipped into persistent sleep with lack of responsiveness on 3/4/2021. Comfort care was provided.   She had decreased urinary utput and respiratory function indicating expected progression. She was noted to not have a heart rate on 03/08/2021. Auscultation did not reveal any breath sounds or heart sounds; unable to palpate pulse; no pupillary response to light was seen; and patient did not respond to painful stimuli. Death was pronounced on 03/08/2021, 02:58am.   Deceased 3/8/21Y 11

1102082 02/26/2021 03/03/2021 03/15/2021 OH 77.0 77 Y F Acute Myocardial Infarction due to severe dysphagia, odynophagia, cachexia, fluid and electrolyte abnormalities, due to advanced dementia Y

1102244 02/25/2021 02/26/2021 03/15/2021 LA 72.0 72 Y F Patient expired on 02/26/2021 from a Myocardial Infarction

1102308 03/09/2021 03/11/2021 03/15/2021 DE 67.0 67 Y M Pt received Pfizer COVID Vaccine 3/9/21 at 13:25 At Clinic.  Lot #EN6205 Exp 6/21 to right deltoid.  No issues noted while patient dialyzing.  Pt came off treatment 16mns early due to concerns of transportation.  Pt a/o, VSS, pt in W/c no issues noted at discharge.  Pt's comorbid conditions per hospital discharge records: <20% EF, deteriorating health status, physician recommended hospice care but pt refused.  On March 11th, significant other notified facility that patient had passed away in his sleep and was found by workers at the rehab facility he was in.

1102443 01/27/2021 02/25/2021 03/15/2021 CO 90.0 90 Y M On 2/18/2021 the resident spiked a fever of 101.7 and had decrease oxygen saturation down to 86% with a cough. The resident was transferred to the ER for evaluation.  Per Advanced Directives resident was not treated with antibiotics and returned to the Nursing Home on 2/19/2021.  The resident had several episodes of emesis and was placed on comfort measures. He dised on 2/25/2021.

1102572 03/12/2021 03/12/2021 03/15/2021 TX 87.0 87 Y M Was notified by a third party that patient died on morning of 3/15/2021.  No other information available.

1102698 02/10/2021 02/16/2021 03/15/2021 NM 83.0 83 Y F Death 5 days after 2nd Pfizer vaccine

1102722 03/03/2021 03/15/2021 03/15/2021 FL 81.0 81 Y F Patient presented to Hospital ED on 3/14/21 with respiratory distress. Patient was tested for COVID-19 and found to be positive on 3/14/21 in the hospital ED. Patient was a DNR. Hospice was consulted (this writer is employed by Hospice). The patient passed away on 3/15/2021. Per family patient had recently received COVID-19 vaccine. Vaccine information verified in portal.

1102736 03/07/2021 03/14/2021 03/15/2021 WA 77.0 77 Y M Spouse of an existing client signed up for a COVID-19 vaccination and received his first injection of Moderna on 03/07/21 by ARNP.  He denied any symptoms of illness, including COVID-19, on the vaccination date. He was educated re: possible side effects and adverse effects and was asked to report any such effects; no interim contact received. This provider's office called the existing client on 03/15/21 with a routine matter and was advised that this individual had passed away the preceding day. This provider spoke to the existing client, who reported that the cause of death is unknown.  The existing client did not believe that her spouse's death and the vaccination were related. She was asked to notify this provider if any further information is discovered and agreed to do so.

1102754 03/02/2021 03/15/2021 03/15/2021 VA 57.0 57 Y F Patient contacted her employer 2 days after vaccination with complaint of new onset rash.  Was seen by her PCP  and was reportedly being treated for Shingles.  Missed work week of 8-12 March for same.  When didn't report to work today (3/15/21), supervisor went to home to conduct a safety check and found the patient dead in her home.

1102800 03/05/2021 03/13/2021 03/15/2021 TN 83.0 83 Y M Patient received a covid vaccine on 03/05/2021.  Daughter reports there were no side effects  that night or the following days.  The next Saturday, March 13, 2021, the daughter was at her parents house checking up on them.   Her father was in the bathroom as she passed in the hall.   He came out of the bathroom and proceeded to the living room, she stated dad are you ok?  He said he couldn't breath.  Giving his history of COPD and being short of breath sometimes, she didn't think anything of it.   She proceeded to follow him to his chair and was checking his oxygen tank that he had been using with ambulation.   It still had some in the tank.  She raised her head to tell him he still had some in the tank and saw that he had started "agonal breathing".  Daughter is a nurse and knew he needed help.   She phone for an ambulance and with the help of her mother got patient to the floor and started CPR.   Paramedics arrived on scene, continued CPR and administered meds and also intubated, but were unsuccessful in their efforts.

1102815 03/05/2021 03/12/2021 03/15/2021 MO 87.0 87 Y F Patient presented to hospital on 3/11 with shortness of breath. History of chronic oxygen dependency at night. Became more sob over last several days and was not able to make it to md appointment. Had a recent abnormal stress test. Family states she was febrile at home. Was low on oxygen level on 2LNC, placed on non-rebreather and then BIPAP. Positive for Rhinovirus. Chest xray showed bilateral lower infiltrates. Patient detiorated through the night and was intubated and placed on vasopressors for septic shock. Patient was made DNR and family refused hemodialysis. Family then made decision to withdraw care.Y 2

1103055 02/23/2021 02/24/2021 03/15/2021 IN 66.0 66 Y M Patient wife called on 3/11/21 to state that she would like us to cancel her husband second dose appointment for his COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Wife stated that 24 hours after receiving vaccine patient died. Hospital told patient wife that it could be due to receiving COVID-19 vaccine. Unable to get anymore pertinent information from patient representative.

1103106 01/15/2021 01/24/2021 03/15/2021 MS 80.0 80 Y M Patient died on 01/24/2021.  Began exhibiting symptoms similar to Covid 1 day after vaccination. Y 3

1103186 02/01/2021 02/23/2021 03/15/2021 MI 70.0 69 Y F Patient was vaccinated with the Pfizer vaccine in early February.  On February 19th, she was diagnosed with Acute Myeloid Leukemia Y 4

1103192 03/09/2021 03/14/2021 03/15/2021 CA 78.0 78 Y M Patient passed in his sleep 5 days after receiving first dose of Moderna

1103241 02/01/2021 02/25/2021 03/15/2021 NC 97.0 97 Y M On 01 February 2021 a 97 year old male was administered the Pfizer COVID vaccine.  Side effects began as fatigue and difficulty communicating.  On 08 February 2021 the male became bedridden and developed a fever with chills.  Over the next few days he struggled to eat, drink, and eventually to breath.  The 97 year old died 25 February 2021.

1103347 03/11/2021 03/13/2021 03/15/2021 TX 85.0 Y F At 2 PM Friday, March 12, patient was cleaning house and began speaking incoherently. Due to the aphasia, her daughter called 911. The ambulance delivered her to Hospital by 2:20. She presented with a brain hemoragh. Hospital called for medivac which took her to another Hospital.  The bleeding continued and the docs ruled out surgery.  They were unable to slow the bleed. Patient was put on a ventilor shortly after arriving at hospital. Patient passed at 6:55 PM March 13.Y Y

1103656 02/10/2021 02/16/2021 03/15/2021 TX 66.0 66 Y M Patient was found deceased in garage. Neighbor who is a nurse did CPR until ambulance got there and took over, started IVs and pushed medicine and did CPR as well. Patient was pronounced deceased over th ephone with the JP and Police due to the icy weather conditions on Feb 16th 2021

1104431 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 03/15/2021 83.0 82 Y M Cardiac arrest Narrative:  An 82 year old, male, resident of a facility, received his first dose of the Pfizer COVID vaccine on 12/30/20 (time of dose not known). On 12/31/20, patient was reported to be febrile with increased lethargy and UTI was suspected so patient received a dose of ceftriaxone and levofloxacin. Within 30 minutes he became wheezy and short of breath, developed hives and tongue swelling. He required intubation and admission for treatment of acute respiratory failure, acute kidney injury and significant lactic acidosis. Treatment included epinephrine, H1 and H2 blockers, and steroids. He recovered and was extubated on 1/3/21 and discharged back to the facility on 1/6/21. Attending physician noted that antibiotics were most likely contributor to event, but recommended that patient not receive the 2nd COVID vaccine dose. Patient was referred to an allergist to assess this event, with an outpatient visit on 1/14/21. Patient expressed interest in receiving the 2nd dose. Allergist determined that the antibiotics were the cause of anaphylaxis, and recommended skin testing to take place 6 weeks after his reaction. Allergist determined the reaction was not due to the COVID vaccine and advised patient that he could receive the 2nd dose. Patient received the 2nd dose of the Pfizer COVID vaccine on 1/9/21 (time not known). Notes from the facility indicate patient was lethargic and running a fever the morning of 1/20/21. At 1500 on 1/20/21 patient was noted to be lying supine in bed, visiting with aides. At 1508 nurse entered room and noted patient to be lying on floor supine and nurse was unable to get patient to respond to shaking or calling his name. Breathing was noted to be labored, and nurse was unable to detect a pulse. At 1509, 911 was called and CPR initiated. Spontaneous pulse and breathes resumed just before ambulance arrived at 1522. On arrival at the ED patient was responsive and breathing spontaneously, however, hemodynamically unstable. Patient went into cardiac arrest and code blue called at 1535. Received treatment with epinephrine, methylprednisolone, diphenhydramine, amiodarone, atropine. Patient was intubated. EKG obtained and showed acute MI. At 1622 he again went into cardiac arrest and time of death was called.

1103708 01/26/2021 02/20/2021 03/16/2021 AZ 82.0 82 Y M Diarrhea,  Stiff Neck,  Overall feeling not well, Loss of strength
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1103748 03/13/2021 03/16/2021 03/16/2021 AL 76.0 76 Y F Cardiac Arrest/Death

1103750 02/12/2021 02/23/2021 03/16/2021 HI 92.0 92 Y F DAY AFTER, PT COMPLAINED OF PAIN IN LEFT COLLAR BONE.  PATIENT DECLINED IN FUNCTION OVER NEXT 11 DAYS.  HOSPICE WAS CONSULTED AND PT PASSED ON 2/23/21

1103813 02/28/2021 03/13/2021 03/16/2021 NY 67.0 67 Y F Pt was vaccinated on 2/28 and on 3/2 began to experience worsened sob from baseline, development of sternal chest pain, abdominal bloating, nausea and fatigue. She presented to the hospital on 3/9 c/o intractable pain and nausea/vomiting that was worsening. Imaging revealed no change in her cancer from same imaging in jan 2021. PE ruled out. No sepsis. She had acute kidney injury/dehydration. started on ivf. renal imaging normal. echo normal. ekg normal. she rapidly progressed to anuric renal failure and died 3/13/2021. oncology ruled out tumor lysis. she was not felt to be a candidate for dialysis.Y 4

1103821 01/20/2021 03/12/2021 03/16/2021 86.0 86 Y M Weakness Death Y

1103826 01/25/2021 03/12/2021 03/16/2021 87.0 87 Y M chest pain, acute heart failue death Y

1103831 02/16/2021 03/15/2021 03/16/2021 96.0 96 Y F death

1103837 02/19/2021 03/13/2021 03/16/2021 73.0 73 Y M shortness of breath, dizziness death Y

1103847 02/06/2021 03/13/2021 03/16/2021 84.0 84 Y M weakness fever death Y

1103876 01/30/2021 03/12/2021 03/16/2021 74.0 74 Y M shortness of breath, cough, nausea, diarrhea death Y

1103885 01/27/2021 03/12/2021 03/16/2021 85.0 85 Y F death

1103943 02/25/2021 03/09/2021 03/16/2021 MA 70.0 70 Y F unexplained death

1103955 03/03/2021 03/10/2021 03/16/2021 IL 64.0 64 Y F No adverse reactions at the time of vaccine.  Was admitted to hospital 5 days later with BLL pneumonia and passed away on 03/10/2021 Y 2

1103970 03/11/2021 03/12/2021 03/16/2021 WV 66.0 66 Y M Reported by EMS per report from wife that he was "sick after shot" and got worse during the night. Wife found him the following morning cold and pale, pulseless.  Dispatch called at 719AM.  Pt pronounced on the scene and taken to Funeral Home.  Uncertain if Medical Exam is planned

1104031 03/01/2021 03/12/2021 03/16/2021 FL 57.0 57 Y M Patient died of cardiac arrest at hospital 3/12/2021 Y 2

1104080 02/06/2021 03/15/2021 03/16/2021 73.0 73 Y F death Y

1104175 03/09/2021 03/11/2021 03/16/2021 MD 35.0 35 Y F She received the 2nd Dose on 3/9/2021.  On 3/10/2021 She complained of a headache.  On the morning of 3/11/2021 she complained of abdominal pain and had no appetite.  We then found her unresponsive, called 911 and the medics pronounced her at around 1300.

1104177 02/03/2021 03/08/2021 03/16/2021 WA 76.0 76 Y F first vaccine (Moderna) was injected on 02/03/2021, second vaccine (pfizer) was injected on 03/02/2021, my Mother was dead on 03/08/2021. with no symptoms on 03/07/2021.

1104252 03/10/2021 03/11/2021 03/16/2021 84.0 83 Y M Death Narrative: On 2/12/21, patient was hospitalized at Medical Center with "leaking and swollen legs." Patient was transferred to hospital 2/13/21 for a vascular surgeon consult, where patient was diagnosed with lower extremity ischemia and acute diastolic heart failure. A bilateral, common endarterectomy with bovine angioplasty and bilateral iliac stent placement was performed on 2/17/21. Patient was discharged to a skilled nursing facility on 2/26/21. Patient had received first covid vaccination on 1/29/21. He was due to receive his second dose on 2/26/21, however, the appointment was moved to 3/10/21 since patient was hospitalized. Patient received his second dose on 3/10/21. Patient was hospitalized again (reason for hospitalization unknown) where he passed away 3/11/21 at hospital.

1104257 03/04/2021 03/07/2021 03/16/2021 68.0 67 Y M Death Narrative:  1st Dose of COVID Vaccination

1104258 01/03/2021 03/09/2021 03/16/2021 80.0 79 Y M Deceased Narrative: Patient was a 79 yr old male with a PMH of metastatic rectal cancer with colostomy s/p chemo with RT in 2015-16 with recurrence in 2020, was on holiday from palliative chemo since 9/23/20 due to chemo-related toxicity. Patient was admitted back to Facility on 10/08 for RLE pain ins/o increased weakness and functional decline. Patient decided to transition to hospice care and was admitted to Facility 10/13 for end life care, where he continuously showed signs of functional decline.

1104337 02/22/2021 03/11/2021 03/16/2021 AZ 85.0 85 Y F On 3/23 at 0730 resdient non responsive with saliva foaming from mouth.  BS 500. All vitals initially Ok then sats dropped to 75. (11 was called immediately upon finding resident. Taken to hospital. Completed course there and later on to rehab.  She expired 3/11/2021 Y 1

1104364 03/09/2021 03/10/2021 03/16/2021 NY 73.0 73 Y M Death within 24 hours of receiving vaccine

1104384 02/13/2021 02/28/2021 03/16/2021 FL 69.0 69 Y F Being in the Mall, accompanied by her cousin, felt a severe headache and pain in both shoulders followed immediately by fainting, cardio-respiratory arrest that required call 911 for emergency transfer to Hospital. She was intubated in the emergency room treated by the doctors, Cardiologist and Intensive care where she was subjected to hypothermia and other treatments due to the serious neurological damage that she presented. No other organ seemed compromised. Never came out of the coma, passing away on February 26, 2021.Y 12

1104428 01/30/2021 02/22/2021 03/16/2021 95.0 94 Y M Deceased Narrative: Patient was outpatient, there is no information about reactions, underlying or active conditions between the time they came in for their first Pfizer dose and their death.

1104429 03/10/2021 03/13/2021 03/16/2021 70.0 69 Y M Death Narrative: Patient with medical history significant for malnutrition and end stage COPD. Patient was on 5 to 6 liters/min of oxygen. On 3/10/21, patient received his first COVID-19 vaccination. On 3/12/21, patient was admitted to Hospice for home hospice care due to worsening of COPD. Per medical examiner, patient passed away on 3/13/21.

1104430 03/12/2021 03/13/2021 03/16/2021 98.0 97 Y M Death Narrative:  Patient has been admitted to a home hospice program since approximately 11/12/20 with an initial terminal diagnosis of dysphagia which was later changed in February 2021 to vascular dementia. Patient with significant past medical history of several CVA's which led to aphasia and vascular dementia.

1104666 01/14/2021 03/16/2021 03/16/2021 GA 79.0 79 Y F Patient presented with dyspnea and found to have COVID 19 infection. Treated with steroids and oxygen but clinically deteriorated and died Y 11

1104671 03/12/2021 03/13/2021 03/16/2021 MI 39.0 39 Y M Patient has a long history of seizures.  He has seizures on a daily basis.  He lives with his family,  who are his primary caregivers, they family provides all of his activities of daily living.  Patient received vaccine on Friday morning, feeling well throughout the day according to the father.  Went to bed, during the night in bed he had seizures which is typical for him, and during the episode the father noticed that he had stopped breathing.  called 911 who came to the house and the patient died in the house.  I do not believe he went to the hospital.

1104698 02/03/2021 03/15/2021 03/16/2021 66.0 66 Y F RESPIRATORY DISTRESS Death Y

1104699 02/05/2021 02/12/2021 03/16/2021 KS 85.0 85 Y M Patient had been admitted to hospice care on 11/3/20. He reportedly declined in health and died 2/12/21.

1104720 02/20/2021 03/11/2021 03/16/2021 65.0 65 Y M death

1104806 03/08/2021 03/09/2021 03/16/2021 WI 80.0 80 Y M Patient received the COVID-19 vaccine and expired the next day.

1104815 01/15/2021 01/26/2021 03/16/2021 TX 73.0 73 Y M Seen in ED for positive COVID symptoms - discharged with instructions. Death 1/26/2021

1104845 03/11/2021 03/14/2021 03/16/2021 NC 60.0 60 Y M Deceased received second Moderna dose on 3/11/2021 at unknown location and unknown time. Complained of 'side effects' which are unclear at this time. Had a sudden witnessed cardiac event on 3/14/2021 and was rushed to a local emergency department. Diagnosed with ST elevation MI and could not be fully resuscitated.

1105115 02/14/2021 02/28/2021 03/16/2021 PR 18.0 18 Y M Resident did not express having any symptoms, the only thing that the POC observed abscesses in the arm, groin, thigh and knees after the first vaccination. After the second dose, he was hypoactive. On 2/27 at about 3:30 am he asked him to turn on his side, between 4 am and 5 am POC went to the room I notice it strange, because his head was wrapped in the sheet. When the POC removed the sheet, she observed that her mouth and nose were full of secretions. So he turned it and he himself did not react. He called the emergency who certifies that he had no vital signs. (emergency arrives within 5:45 am to 6:00 am)

1105125 03/08/2021 03/10/2021 03/16/2021 MA 79.0 79 Y F Patient had a hemorrhagic stroke

1105146 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 03/16/2021 PR 23.0 23 Y M 1/19 began vomiting and was hospitalized. On 1/30 he was discharged and later received the vaccine. It begins with weakness and a lack of appetite. He started coughing up foul-smelling secretions. He makes the arrangements to take him to the emergency room again, he called 911 to be transported, when they are taking the information from the POC, he is under oxygenation to 44. They take him in the ambulance, he receives CPR, they transport him to the facility where he arrives lifeless.

1105193 03/12/2021 03/14/2021 03/16/2021 IA 83.0 83 Y M Death due to pulmonary fibrosis

1105261 01/30/2021 02/22/2021 03/16/2021 PR 85.0 85 Y F The patient was admitted to hospice because she stopped eating and deteriorated. He was being given food through the tube and then he has no vital signs.

1105300 02/18/2021 02/27/2021 03/16/2021 PR 88.0 88 Y F He went to the hospital for cardiovascular problems and cholecystitis and was under treatment after the first dose. 2/26/2021 at around 11:00 pm she was complaining of high blood pressure, uncontrolled vital signs, uncontrolled sugar, at 6:00 am she has passed away. They certify respiratory failure.

1105408 02/01/2021 03/09/2021 03/16/2021 CT 93.0 93 Y M Death

1105600 01/11/2021 02/14/2021 03/16/2021 TX 99.0 99 Y M Death on Feb 14, 2021

1105679 02/09/2021 02/09/2021 03/16/2021 CA 74.0 74 Y M My father complained of heartburn the evening he received his vaccine.  He told my mother he need to sit  down and relax.  My mother walked into the other room to watch some TV while she allowed my dad to relax.  During that time, my mother fell asleep.  She woke up after an hour when she realized my dad was not sitting next to her.  She went to the living room where he was sitting and discovered he was not breathing and passed away.  EMT was called and they said they could not do anything for my dad since he was already gone.

1105749 01/29/2021 02/28/2021 03/16/2021 CA 74.0 74 Y M Patient died on 2/28/2021

1105772 02/11/2021 02/19/2021 03/16/2021 MA 93.0 93 Y F My mother died on February 19, 2021. She had her 2nd dose vaccine on 2/11, on 2/12 it was noted that she was not able to walk, on 2/13 she was walking at 30%, on 2/14 she was walking with difficulty, on Monday 2/15 she was throwing up violently and her blood pressure dropped, so she was sent to Clinic. My sister was told she was just constipated and she had A Fib (never reported before to us). My sister was then told on 2/16 early a.m. that she had a blood clot that destroyed her colon. Due to age surgery would likely not be successful. She then died on the Friday. We are reporting in the event that the Pfizer vaccine was somehow a contributing factor to the A fib or to the Clot. She has no history of A fib or clotting prior to this incident. She was 93, and did have dementia, but was able to eat normal foods prior to this. What was unusual was the challenge in walking the day after the shot. Other than that no difference was observed until the day she was admitted to the hospital emergency room. She was a resident at Assisted Living, Memory Care, and that is where she received the vaccine. The mailing address I provided is her mailing address prior to death.Y 5

1105820 02/12/2021 02/14/2021 03/16/2021 WI 89.0 89 Y F Patient  seen and evaluated by PA-C. with myself.  We agreed on the clinical findings and implemented our plan together.  Please see PA's note for details.  All relevant procedures supervised. Patient arrived to the emergency department due to respiratory symptoms, hypoxic, reported that Wednesday he received his 2nd dose of COVID vaccine.  His initial workup was concern for NSTEMI with elevated troponin and peaked T-waves,  his chest x-ray concerning for COVID/pneumonia.  Patient initially tolerated oxygen by nasal cannula and sepsis protocol was started including IV fluid resuscitation that was done cautiously due to the concern of COVID with respiratory failure.  The biotics were given.  PA-C readdressed code status with patient who confirmed that his DNR DNI, she so contacted his daughter.   Patient had multiorgan failure including acute kidney injury, and pneumonia with respiratory failure +/- respiratory failure.  Due to the concern of NSTEMI patient was initially going to be transfer to was hospital and transfer was started.  Patient respiratory status started deteriorating and his blood pressure dropped slightly but improved after 500 cubic centimeters of IV fluid and he was also placed on a NIPPV. Around 6:00 p.m. patient has significantly desaturation and he discontinued himself NIPPV.   Due to inability to intubate patient, he was ventilated with BVM, patient is slowly improved saturation levels and was opening his eyes, he was placed on a non-rebreather.  At this point there is high concern of ARDS and due to inability to intubate or give for the respiratory support His daughter was at bedside and updated of current medical status and poor prognosis.  Patient continued deteriorating and at this point he had agonal breathing.   His daughter was at bedside and she was made aware of the futile prognosis of patient due to his respiratory failure.   Patient rapidly became bradycardic and went into cardiac arrest.   No CPR was done due to the DNI DNR status of the patient.    Critical Care Procedure Note Authorized and Performed by: MD  Total critical care time: Approximately 30 minutes Due to a high probability of clinically significant, life threatening deterioration, the patient required my highest level of preparedness to intervene emergently and I personally spent this critical care time directly and personally managing the patient. This critical care time included obtaining a history; examining the patient; pulse oximetry; ordering and review of studies; arranging urgent treatment with development of a management plan; evaluation of patient's response to treatment; frequent reassessment; and, discussions with other providers. This critical care time was performed to assess and manage the high probability of imminent, life-threatening deterioration that could result in multi-organ failure. It was exclusive of separately billable procedures and treating other patients and teaching time. Please see MDM section and the rest of the note for further information on patient assessment and treatment.   PE:   VITAL SIGNS:   BP: 126/75   Pulse: (!) 122   Resp: (!) 40   SpO2: (!) 82 %   Temp: 98.1 °F (36.7 °C)   Height: 5' 8" (172.7 cm)   Weight: 152 lb (68.9 kg) General:  Alert, nontoxic, in no acute distress. Lungs:  Clear to auscultation bilaterally.   CLINICAL IMPRESSION:  1. Sepsis with acute hypoxic respiratory failure and septic shock, due to unspecified organism (HCC)  2. Suspected COVID-19 virus infection  3. NSTEMI (non-ST elevated myocardial infarction) (HCC)  4. Multifocal pneumonia  5. ARDS (adult respiratory distress syndrome) (HCC)  6. Acute kidney injury (HCC)      Further care and disposition otherwise as outlined by PA.             ED on 2/14/2021   Revision & Routing History   Detailed Report  Note filed date Mon Feb 15, 2021  8:46 AM

1106175 03/16/2021 KY Y F a friend died from the vaccine; A spontaneous report  was received from a non health care professional, concerning her friend, who was administered Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and  died from the vaccine.  The patient's medical history,concomitant history, and lab data was not provided by the  reporter.   On an unknown date,  the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The patient experienced death after receiving the moderna mRNA1273 vaccine.  No further details were provided.  The action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not applicable.   The  outcome of the events, died from the vaccine, were considered as fatal.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1106349 03/16/2021 Y F Resulted in the death; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program: A contactable consumer reporting on behalf of the sister reported that a female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on an unknown date, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced an adverse effect that resulted in death on an unspecified date. Cause of death was unknown. It was unknown if an autopsy was done. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Resulted in the death

1106554 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 03/16/2021 LA 60.0 60 Y F She received vaccine on 12.28.21.  On 12.30.21 she went to the ER and was subsequently sent to Hospital.  Not sure what the findings were, but she was discharged after several hours.  I spoke with her on the phone on 1.1.21,, She wasn't feeling well.  I asked her what was going on because she had been doing really well for a few months. She stated "Every since I took the vaccine, I have felt really bad."  She died on 1.5.21. Timeline: 12.28.20 Vaccine 12.30.20 ER 1.1.21 Continues to feel bad and reports feeling worse and worse since vaccine. 1.5.21 Died at home.

1106581 03/10/2021 03/12/2021 03/16/2021 MO 56.0 56 Y F Patient was discovered deceased in her apartment  at 3pm on March 12, 2021.

1106603 02/05/2021 02/24/2021 03/16/2021 FL 100.0 100 Y M 100 year old patient in reasonable health (reading, socializing, doing Zoom calls, etc.) took second Pfizer vaccine on February 5, 2021. On the morning of February 22, 2021 the patient suffered a major hemorrhagic stroke. He suffered severe paralysis, could not speak, and suffered from severe pain. Within 24 hours he was moved to Hospice Care. A day later on February 24, 2021 he died.

1106667 03/12/2021 03/13/2021 03/16/2021 CA 67.0 67 Y M Information here obtained from daughter: on Thursday patient had an uneventful fistulagram with angioplasty.  Patient got vaccine at end of usual Friday am dialysis treatment.  He was observed for about 30" and no untoward event noted, vitals usual.   At home on Saturday morning, seemed not quite himself by wife as reported by daughter, from whom i got his information.  He gets up late as hemodialysis starts at 515 am.   No reported problems on Friday.   On Saturday morning, he seemed not himself but sat down and ate breakfast around 9 am.  On getting up from table he got suddenly weak, his head rolled back and his eyes rolled up.  911 called and he was given resuscitation efforts of unknown duration which were unsuccessful.  He was pronounced dead at 11 am and the mortuary was called.  No premortem labs, et al.

1106684 03/08/2021 03/10/2021 03/16/2021 HI 86.0 86 Y M Resident on palliative/comfort care services since readmission to facility on 2/9/2021. Received first dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 1/7/2021. Received second dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 3/8/21. G-tube feeding discontinued on 2/14/21. Resident expired 3/10/2021.

1106719 03/09/2021 03/14/2021 03/16/2021 CO 59.0 59 Y F Her daughter  informed pharmacy staff that pt passed away on sunday 3/14/21

1106733 03/08/2021 03/14/2021 03/16/2021 HI 94.0 94 Y F First dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine given 1/7/21. Second dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine given 3/8/21. No adverse effects noted after vaccination. Resident was on hospice care since 2/27/2021 with poor food and fluid intake prior. Admitted to hospice with hypokalemia, failure to thrive.

1106737 03/11/2021 03/14/2021 03/16/2021 WA 82.0 82 Y M weakness/malaise per daughter, death on 3/14 (did have underlying medical conditions)

1106834 03/05/2021 03/09/2021 03/16/2021 NE 70.0 70 Y M Patient apparently expired 3/09/2021, no other information known, unknown if linked.

1108263 02/09/2021 02/11/2021 03/16/2021 78.0 77 Y M Death Narrative: Patient died at home on 2/11/21, two days after receipt of the Pfizer COVID19 vaccine. Reviewed death certificate and cause of death is listed as chronic systolic heart failure and pulmonary hypertension. That is all the information that I have.

1108264 01/07/2021 02/23/2021 03/16/2021 85.0 84 Y M DEATH Narrative: No information available in the record other than date of vaccine on 1/7/2021 with no adverse effects or complications noted during observation period. Patient was not known to have had COVID infection prior to death. Had last received medical care at facility in 2012 except received audiology care up to 12/2/2020. No recent hospitalizations known. No death note or autopsy noted. Only indication of death is the updated banner/date of death in demographics. Death most likely due to advanced age (84 y/o) in addition to comorbidities.

1108265 02/11/2021 03/14/2021 03/16/2021 84.0 83 Y M Death Narrative: 83 y.o. male with pmh of heart failure admitted on 3/9 for shortness of breath and weight gain. Had Vfib arrest on 3/12 and was intubated/xfer to ICU. Continued to require increasing levels of pressors. He suffered VF arrest in the setting of metabolic, septic and cardiogenic shock. He had end stage heart failure and required 4 pressors. Was made CMO and passed away. Noted to have not received 2nd does of Moderna likely due to hospitalization at the time that the second dose would have been due. Patients history of adverse drug reactions included: lisinopril, dabigatran, and penicillin.

1108473 03/08/2021 03/16/2021 Y U death Narrative: Patient received 1st dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 03/08/2021. Patient died 03/09/2021.  Medical examiner received report that patient was alert before a fall on the night of 03/08/2021. Death certificate will report death likely due to arrhythmia due to underlying CHF. Contributing factors include diabetes.

1108474 01/10/2021 03/16/2021 Y M death Narrative:  Patient was admitted to the ER on 12/26/20 with worsening shortness of breath and was admitted to acute care services. On 12/29/20, a hospice consult was placed for end stage CHF, EF 20%. On 12/30/20, he transferred to the facility and was a DNR. On 1/7/21, he was noted to have increased secretions in throat and was given atropine gtts sublingual and ondansetron for nausea. He also had issues with insomnia and was given trials of hydroxyzine, trazodone and melatonin. Lorazepam remained on profile as well as part of hospice care. On 1/9/21, he was noted to be more confused, tachypneic and had anasarca (furosemide was ordered). Later on that same day he began to decline rapidly to the point of unresponsiveness other than to verbal stimuli and was determined to be imminent. On 1/10/21, he remained unresponsive and not able to tolerate oral meds. That same day at 1020 when nursing did rounds, he was found to be pulseless and without respirations. An autopsy was declined.

1107188 03/17/2021 MO Y F death after second dose; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a female patient of unknown age, who experienced severe symptoms post first dose of Moderna's Covid-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and death shortly after her second dose.    The patient's medical history was not provided.  Concomitant medication was not provided by the reporter.   No lab data was not provided  On unspecified date, the patient received her second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number not provided) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.    It was reported that shortly after receiving the second dose of mRNA-1273, the patient died.   Treatment information was not provided/unknown.    Action taken with the drug in response to the events is not applicable.  The patient died on an unknown date. Plans for an autopsy were not reported; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: death

1107265 03/02/2021 03/05/2021 03/17/2021 TN 52.0 Y M white blood cell count was very high; death; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (ex-spouse) via medical information team. A 52-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Mar2021 at a single dose (at the age of 52-years-old) for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included back pain: At some point before the vaccine was administered, he had a telehealth visit for reported back pain. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient died on 05Mar2021 at his home. The patient received the first dose of COVID vaccine at a hospital on 02Mar2021. The patient was a fairly healthy active 52-year-old. At some point before the vaccine was administered, he had a telehealth visit for reported back pain. He was instructed to get blood work/labs done. A letter was received the day of his death that states his white blood cell count was very high and with it a recommendation that he seek medical attention. She (ex-spouse) reports the autopsy results won't be complete for a few months. The cause of death is unknown. The outcome of white blood cell count was very high was unknown.   Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Death

1107445 02/12/2021 02/19/2021 03/17/2021 CA 89.0 89 Y M Site: Pain at Injection Site-Mild

1107648 02/01/2021 03/13/2021 03/17/2021 IL 89.0 89 Y M Developed leukemia and kidney failure. Died in 6 days. Y 5

1107656 03/03/2021 03/15/2021 03/17/2021 MI 69.0 69 Y M Patient was found dead on 3/15/2021

1107735 02/19/2021 03/08/2021 03/17/2021 OH 90.0 90 Y M Death on March 8 due to a large blood clot at the base of his brain. This was 16 days after innoculation. Y 1

1107885 02/24/2021 03/02/2021 03/17/2021 IA 82.0 82 Y M Patient presented to the ER on 3/2 for urinary frequency and lower abdominal pain. He was hospitalized at Medical Center- on 3/2/2021 for small bowel obstruction and acute kidney injury. Patient passed on 3/2/2021.

1107898 02/27/2021 03/16/2021 03/17/2021 NY 88.0 88 Y F 5 days post-vaccination (1st dose of Moderna), patient started developing lethargy, and difficulty swallowing.  7 days post-vaccination patient looked "ashen".  12 days after vaccination patient was improving, but 14 days after vaccination patient was found to have (on lab work) critical hypernatremia (sodium level of 180 mmol/L), patient was re-referred back to hospice, and 17 days post-vaccination patient died.

1107923 01/28/2021 02/06/2021 03/17/2021 MN 83.0 83 Y M Patient died 2/6/21

1108261 03/08/2021 03/08/2021 03/17/2021 81.0 80 Y M death Narrative: Patient received 1st dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 03/08/2021. Patient died 03/09/2021. Medical examiner received report that patient was alert before a fall on the night of 03/08/2021. Death certificate will report death likely due to arrhythmia due to underlying CHF. Contributing factors include diabetes.

1108262 01/15/2021 02/06/2021 03/17/2021 85.0 84 Y M Patient passed away unrelated to covid vaccine Narrative: The patient had hypertension, diabetes, hyperlipidemia and sleep apnea. Patient received first dose of Moderna vaccine 1/15/2021 and no adverse reaction was recorded. Clinical staff called to review patient's intent for second dose, patient is not interested and has elected to not receive second dose following clinical discussion of the risks and benefits of the COVID-19 vaccination. Patient was called on 2/17/2021 and his son stated patient passed away on 2/6/2021.Cause of death not documented. No indication that death was related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1108267 12/17/2020 12/22/2020 03/17/2021 81.0 80 Y M Deceased Narrative: Patient was a 79 yo male with a hx of HTN, ETOH and tobacco use, PVD, HLD with no contact with health care since 2014. Patient presented to facility on 9/30 with worsening bilateral leg pain and SOB. During that hospitalization he dx with severe decompensated HF (EF 20-25%) and cardiomyopathy. Cardiac cath with severe CAD, however unable to perform interventions. Upon goals of care discussion, patient no longer wished to go to facility or aggressive medical management. Patient was transitioned to hospice for comfort care.

1108279 01/06/2021 02/10/2021 03/17/2021 70.0 69 Y M deceased Narrative: Patient was a 68M with advanced ALS, long-term need for mechanical ventilation, total care, TF, who developed worsening respiratory failure increasing difficulty with mech ventilation, unresponsive to COPD exacerbation treatment, in the setting of persistently abnormal CXR findings concerning for malignancy or other processes. After discussion with family, they did not want to patient to suffer any more and asked for mechanical ventilation be stopped after adequate comfort medications were administered. Patient was allowed to pass away naturally from his underlying advanced ALS.

1108312 03/07/2021 03/16/2021 03/17/2021 NH 68.0 68 Y F Severe exacerbation of idiopathic capillary leak syndrome 48 hours following administeration of Janssen vaccine leading to profound vasodilatory shock, renal failure and DIC and death Y 7

1108365 03/08/2021 03/12/2021 03/17/2021 FL 78.0 78 Y F She had breathing problems, bowel movement problems, sharp pain -site unknown No appetite and nausea.  Went to the Doctor on wednesday and they gave her a prescription for nausea (promethazine) 12.5mg She Passed away 03/12/2021 at 8:54pm waiting to be picked up by a friend that was going to take her to the emergency room/hospital.

1108447 03/12/2021 03/13/2021 03/17/2021 ME 97.0 97 Y M Death - deemed of natural causes, was on hospice

1108469 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 03/17/2021 78.0 77 Y F Deceased Narrative: This was a 77 yo F with h/o HFpEF, afib (warfarin), COPD, obesity hypoventilation syndrome, OSA on BiPAP, T2DM, RA, L-sided follicular bronchitis and newly diagnosed probably malignant pulmonary process. Patient was admitted to facility 9/26-10/15 for acute on chronic hypercarbic respiratory failure with persistent O2 requirement despite treatment for CAP, COPD and CHF exacerbation. Patient then underwent high dose steroid taper per Rheum. Patient presented an overall poor state of health and was at high risk of complications with any procedures and was not a candidate for systemic therapy for a malignancy based on functional status. Patient was accepting of terminal diagnosis and transitioned to comfort measures at home.

1108470 03/15/2021 02/23/2021 03/17/2021 89.0 88 Y M Pulmonary Embolism Narrative: Patient was hospitalized with acute pulmonary embolis on 2/12/2021. Was started on Eloquis and discharged on 2/15/2021, with primary diagnosis of acute PE and BLE DVT. Secondary diagnosis of acute systolic heart failure with bilateral pleural effusions. On 2/17 we got notification that patient was placed on hospital.

1108471 02/12/2021 02/20/2021 03/17/2021 77.0 76 Y M death Narrative: Pt received 1st moderna covid vaccine 2/12/2021 and passed away of unknown causes 2/12/2021 Pt 76 year old with AAA,HTN,CKD,COPD

1108472 03/06/2021 03/13/2021 03/17/2021 59.0 58 Y M cardiac arrest Narrative: Per medics, Patient was gardening when he stated he felt dizzy and collapsed. Wife started CPR until medics arrived. Patient arrived at the hospital after 20min of pulseless V tach and 10 min of PEA.

1108475 01/06/2021 01/23/2021 03/17/2021 79.0 78 Y M death Narrative: Patient received COVID vaccine # 1 on 1/6/2021, on 1/23/21 his wife reported to the facility that he passed away. Notes in database do not mention cause of death or where death occurred. There are no scanned records in database with any detail either.

1108476 02/06/2021 02/20/2021 03/17/2021 86.0 85 Y M Narrative: Dose #1 of vaccine was administered 2/6/21, per daughter's report patient became ill 3 days later (cough) and was taken to local hospital and was discharged with diagnosis of CAP, NSTEMI and acute on chronic CHF exacerbation. Discharged home on hospice where he passed away at home on 2/20/21.Y

1108477 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 03/17/2021 91.0 90 Y F Patient died unrelated to covid vaccine Narrative: The patient had advanced Alzheimer's disease and severe dementia. Patient received the first dose of Moderna vaccine on 1/7/2021 and no adverse reaction was reported. Placed in hospice care and passed away on 1/29/2021. Cause of death not documented. No indication that death was related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1108478 01/28/2021 02/26/2021 03/17/2021 84.0 83 Y M Death Narrative: Patient was outpatient. There was no information or document notes about reactions, underlying or active conditions between the time patient came in for the first Pfizer dose and their death. Y

1108588 03/04/2021 03/06/2021 03/17/2021 IL 80.0 80 Y F After vaccine (2nd dose) on 3/04, patient resumed normal activities, running errands, etc. In the evening of 3/05, patient complained of extremely sore arms (not alleviated by painkillers) and nausea. Additionally, patient felt extremely cold. She went to bed early, at 7:00 pm, and was found dead the next morning 3/06 at 7:30 am. She had vomited. The coroner (not a medical examiner) declared cause of death as 1) cardiac arrest 2) hypertension and 3)hypercholesterolemia, based solely on medical records. There was no autopsy. Due to or despite medications, patient's blood pressure readings were typically low (last one 118/70), pulse normal (89), BMI 25.29, cholesterol levels normal (166/LDL 82), blood sugar 95.

1108595 02/10/2021 02/13/2021 03/17/2021 IN 87.0 87 Y M senescence, hypotensive reaction to COVID-19 vaccination, COPD

1108609 03/13/2021 03/14/2021 03/17/2021 NY 66.0 66 Y F Patient was found unresponsive the morning of March 14, 2021. She was pronounced dead at 5:33 AM. The medical examiner quoted natural cause of death.

1108623 02/24/2021 02/28/2021 03/17/2021 LA 72.0 72 Y M Fatigue, Body aches, loss of appetite, 100 degree fever for a short time. indigestion, nausea for about 3 days Fatal Heart attack 2/28/2021

1108762 02/26/2021 03/15/2021 03/17/2021 NH 73.0 73 Y M Patient without previous cardiovascular history with complaints of chest tightness and diaphoresis. Contacted the doctor's office and sent advise to go to ER for possible cardiovascular event.  Witnessed cardiac arrest at home with unsuccessful resuscitation.

1108766 02/17/2021 03/12/2021 03/17/2021 IN 78.0 78 Y M Family reported today 3/17/2021 that patient passed away 3/12/2021, they did not indicate that it had anything to do with the vaccination or give medical history.

1108959 02/18/2021 03/01/2021 03/17/2021 CA 73.0 73 Y M Stroke resulting in death. Admitted to hospital 2/21/21 as transfer from first Hospital after found collapsed in his hotel room. Left M1 occlusion, thrombectomy performed, then had hemorrhagic trnasformation. Developed worsening respiratory status after extubation, was reintubated.  Given poor neurologic status, was extubated and started on palliative morphine drip.  Pt died 0100 3/1/21.

1109087 03/05/2021 03/10/2021 03/17/2021 IL 91.0 91 Y M Pt expired in Community Hospital ED on 3-10-21.  This was 5 days after receiving  his second Moderna covid vaccination.  Hospital nurse says ED report says multiple system problems.

1109309 01/11/2021 02/03/2021 03/17/2021 TX 92.0 92 Y F After vaccine was administered patient was seemingly fine until a loss of consciousness/mini stroke on Jan 16 (5 days after vaccine) causing a fall and massive stroke on Jan 22 (11 days after vaccine) that left patient unresponsive and on life support until family decided to stop services and begin hospice care with no fluids or food until death

1109346 02/17/2021 02/23/2021 03/17/2021 OR 86.0 86 Y F When patient didn't show up for her second COVID-19 vaccine today 3/17/21, we couldn't reach her so we contacted her Dr. office. They informed us that patient visited the emergency department on 2/22/21 and passed away while in the hospital on 2/23/21. Y

1109350 03/11/2021 03/15/2021 03/17/2021 MO 67.0 67 Y F unexplained death on 3/15/21

1109418 03/12/2021 03/14/2021 03/17/2021 CA 62.0 62 Y M sudden death, while sleeping 2 days after injection Vaccine 3/12/21 last seen conversant and comfortable at 3a 3/14/21 Found nonresponsive and not breathing at 8:30a 3/14/21

1109427 02/26/2021 03/07/2021 03/17/2021 OK 81.0 81 Y M Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine EUA After receiving the first vaccine, started making gasping noises at night, lethargy, fit bit would not register sleep at night, some breathing issues during waking hours. HR observed to decrease to under 40 over the last week of his life.  5 days after 2nd vaccine had extreme fatigue, nightmares, forgot to take regular meds in the morning, 6 days after he woke up very confused and had nightmares and 7 days after vaccination woke up late, exhausted, with shortness of breath all day and refused to go to ER.  Went to bed early and died in the night with his CPAP machine on.

1109535 02/26/2021 03/11/2021 03/17/2021 TN 78.0 78 Y M My Father had a hemorrhagic stroke.  He passed away 13 days after receiving the second Modern?s vaccine.

1109552 03/06/2021 03/11/2021 03/17/2021 OR 82.0 82 Y F Family call Clinical Lead to car for elderly woman in backseat of car who had become unresponsive.   Patient lying on side. Wearing portable NC o2.  Unresponsive to verbal/sternal rub. No pulse, No resps.   Called AMR to car side who called 911. Transferred patient to a gurney and began CPR as we transferred to AMR rig.   EKG - showed PEA - CPR continued - patient intubated by AMR - epi is given.   Pt transported by AMR/Fire to hospital.    Pt was a full code on Hospice - she passed away 3/11/21 with the following cause of death: 1.Acute-on-chronic hypoxemic/hypercarbic respiratory failure, multifactorial in origin.  2. Possible aspiration pneumonia, present on admission.  3. Bronchiectasis, chronic, secondary to asbestosis.  4. Acute combined metabolic and toxic encephalopathy, present on admission.  5. Out of hospital pulseless electrical activity arrest.  6. Hyperkalemia.  7. Cardiogenic shock.  8. Acute kidney injury.  9. Lactic acidosis.  10. Acute diastolic congestive heart failure.  11. Severe protein-calorie malnutrition.Y 1

1109578 01/28/2021 03/17/2021 03/17/2021 KY 92.0 92 Y M Patient died at nursing home.

1109696 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 03/17/2021 NY 64.0 64 Y M Pt presented to the ER on 1/4 2021 with worsening sob, found to have  acute ST elevation MI  and new rapid atrial fib with RVR. He tested positive for covid 19 requiring new oxygen and received his first pfizer vaccine on 12/31. He was acutely transferred to rochester general hospital. He progressed to multiorgan failure, sepsis, mrsa bacteremia and died on 1/14/2021Y 10

1110099 03/10/2021 03/12/2021 03/18/2021 FL 69.0 69 Y M 3/12/21 Sudden cardiac arrest at home; unable to be resuscitated at scene (Brother)  Caller is a family friend who was asked by family to call and report incident. If f/u is needed, please contact him first. Current Medical History: unknown by caller Current Medications: unknown by caller

1110152 03/11/2021 03/13/2021 03/18/2021 PA 60.0 60 Y F This is a 60 year old female was brought into emergency department as cardiac arrest.  Patient was seen at care now urgent care with the complain of epigastric pain associated with nausea vomiting and intermittent diarrhea.  Patient received her initial COVID vaccine 2 days ago.  History is obtained from urgent care chart.  As per notes patient started nausea vomiting 6 hours post COVID vaccine administration.  Patient was seen in urgent care for epigastric pain and nausea vomiting.  Patient was found unresponsive at 0902 by tech.  No carotid pulses palpated.  CPR was started.  Patient was brought into the emergency department with Lucas on.  Patient was given 5 epinephrine prior to arrival.  CPR was in progress.  Patient was asystole.  Resuscitation was continued in the ED.  Patient was intubated in the ED by physician assistant 5 epinephrine 2 bicarb and 1 calcium chloride was given in the ED.  Cardiac Ultrasound didn't show any cardiac activity.  Asystole on the monitor.  No corneal reflex people are fixed and dilated.  Patient was pronounced at 1007 am

1110160 02/27/2021 03/10/2021 03/18/2021 GA 78.0 78 Y M Phone call from patient' s 2 daughters on 3/10/2021.  Patient was found dead in bed with a remote in his hand.  He had not been sick.  He had received Moderna SARS vaccine 2/27/2021= 11 days earlier, but did not have any adverse reactions.  He had recovered from lumbar spine surgery several months earlier.  He was pronounced dead by the fire chief.

1110232 03/01/2021 03/05/2021 03/18/2021 CA 79.0 79 Y M DizzineS, sweating,weak, chilling, diarrhea, shortness of breath, death

1110311 02/09/2021 03/04/2021 03/18/2021 MN 91.0 91 Y M patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1110329 01/29/2021 03/04/2021 03/18/2021 63.0 63 Y F Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving the COVID vaccine series

1110388 02/01/2021 03/14/2021 03/18/2021 PR 60.0 60 Y F On 2/1/2021 they performed CBC, the result was aseptic bacteria so it came out and she was taken to the hospital. They removed the tube in the hospital, (she remained in the hospital) First she was hospitalized and then she was transferred to the Medical Center Hospital to auscultate bleeding in the stool and to be evaluated by the Gastroenterologist. This specialist performs the necessary studies, they do not give a diagnosis and in the process she dies. The hospital indicated that she had a blood drain and heart failure.

1110437 01/30/2021 03/12/2021 03/18/2021 PR 76.0 76 Y F Since the vaccine was administered on 1/30/2021 the resident was complaining of tiredness. On 2/9/2021 she complains more than usual with fatigue, a lot of fatigue so they make the decision to transfer her to the hospital.  In the hospital she was informed that the pain was from a  gallbladder stone,  also that she has a lung condition and a compromised kidney.  A Dr.  from Hospital  tells POC that the patient was not responding to treatments and was compromised thus prolonging the hospital stay.

1110439 03/10/2021 03/18/2021 03/18/2021 RI 94.0 94 Y M Tolerated Well without complications

1110462 01/21/2021 01/28/2021 03/18/2021 MN 84.0 84 Y F Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1110537 03/12/2021 03/15/2021 03/18/2021 NE 79.0 79 Y M Pt was found to be having stroke like symptoms 3/15 in the morning at nursing home.  he was evaluated and was transported by ambulance from one hospital to another hospital as the CT scanner was down.  patient had an injury on march 1 with a cabinet falling on him breaking his femur and family not sure if at that time he had hit his head.  Patient was intubated in the ER CT scan showed a massive cerebral bleed with midline shift and transtentorial herniation

1110581 02/13/2021 02/23/2021 03/18/2021 IL 94.0 94 Y F Withing 24 hours of vaccine admin developed nausea, chills, aches, dyspnea, elevated heart rate.  Saw PCP on 2/15 and was sent to ER and then admitted to hospital for 5 days-continued extreme nausea and atrial fibrillation after diuresis for CHF.  HR 120s had to be put on multiple meds to bring ratedown.  Discharged on 2/19.  Cont worsening nauaea/chills/aches.  Passed away on 2/23Y 5

1110641 01/12/2021 02/23/2021 03/18/2021 83.0 83 Y F Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1110654 02/01/2021 03/16/2021 03/18/2021 77.0 77 Y F Constipation Shortness of Breath Death Y

1110673 01/28/2021 03/17/2021 03/18/2021 83.0 83 Y M shoulder injury death Y

1110693 02/05/2021 03/17/2021 03/18/2021 79.0 79 Y M death

1110696 01/22/2021 02/13/2021 03/18/2021 MN 76.0 76 Y F Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1110712 02/27/2021 03/12/2021 03/18/2021 93.0 93 Y F death

1110732 01/20/2021 02/08/2021 03/18/2021 66.0 66 Y F death

1110878 01/05/2021 01/21/2021 03/18/2021 KY 91.0 91 Y M Only received 1st round dosage of COVID vaccination, he seemed to handle vaccination okay.   On January 17, 2021, he tested COVID positive on a resident screening test done in response to an employee positive case in days previous to the residents testing.  Fifteen days after his first innoculation,his AM nurse found him non-responsive on early vital checks.  Vitals at that time were normal range.  The facility physician was contacted and advised that he should be taken to Emergency Room at local hospital for further evaluation.  Blood work was taken and ER DR diagnosed Heart enzymes elevated indicating a heart attack.  Advised additional testing should be done, and that monoclonal antibody treatment wasn't an option due to time lapse since diagnosis of  COVID,  The option of comfort care was chosen as the treatment plan.Y 1

1110978 02/12/2021 03/18/2021 TX 54.0 54 Y M Unknown information regarding side effects from first Moderna Covid vaccine.  Second Covid vaccine on 2/12/2021 and there were no issues.  Patient died on 31/10/2021.  Postmortem Covid test is negative for SARS-CoV2 RNA.

1111006 02/01/2021 03/18/2021 TX 73.0 73 Y F On 03/08/2021, patient began not feeling well.  She complained of nausea, vominting and diarrhea. Her husband reported that she received the first vaccine in 02/2021 and complained of not feeling well.  Patient died on 3/12/2021.

1111039 02/03/2021 02/21/2021 03/18/2021 MN 77.0 77 Y F patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1111042 03/10/2021 03/15/2021 03/18/2021 IN 71.0 71 Y M RHC 3/15/21.  No significant reaction from vaccine. Had sore arm.

1111300 01/06/2021 02/03/2021 03/18/2021 PA 92.0 Y M patient died of complications of pneumonia related to COVID-19; patient died of complications of pneumonia related to COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 92-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at 13:00 (at the age of 92-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included melanoma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, diabetes mellitus, and diminished kidney function; all from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  The patient was taking unspecified concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient was vaccinated on 06Jan2021 during an existing hospitalization. On 22Jan2021, the patient developed pneumonia related to COVID-19. The patient did not receive any treatment. On 03Feb2021, the patient died of complications of pneumonia related to COVID-19. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed. The events were serious for hospitalization prolongation, being life-threatening and death.       The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: patient died of complications of pneumonia related to COVID-19Y

1111389 02/24/2021 03/16/2021 03/18/2021 NC 80.0 80 Y M Cough started on 3/5.  Hospitalization on 3/7,  Expired 3/16.  Doctor's Death Diagnosis: acute on chronic respiratory failure. Y 10
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1111406 02/28/2021 03/07/2021 03/18/2021 MD 85.0 85 Y F 02/28/2021 @ 12:00 PM - sore arm, more than normal, at sight of injection; not feeling right 03/01/2021 @ AM - arm so sore that she could hardly move whole arm to hold stair rail; fatigued; not feeling right 03/04/2021 - diarrhea 6 x;  fatigued; not feeling right 03/05/2021 - still had diarrhea; fatigued 03/06/2021 - 1/6 cup of urine only when she woke up in the morning; fatigued; diarrhea during AM; seemed to stop diarrhea  PM and urinated maybe 2/3 cup urine more; found an almost unnoticeable bulge between the 2 collar bones above the sternum, still not feeling right 03/07/2021 - after waking up to go to the bathroom approximately 6:00 AM, incontinent wit BM, vomited

1111546 03/02/2021 03/14/2021 03/18/2021 OH 77.0 77 Y F One week post vaccine, caller's mother started to feel "phlegm-y", coughing up clear phlegm.  The next day she was more lethargic, coughing.  Called her PCP, recommended Robitussin and Mucinex which she took.  Continued to feel worse.  No fever although she had cold sweats.  She felt a lot of GI pain, fullness, could not eat/drink.  Called PCP again by the 4th day of feeling bad.  Recommended Augmentin and she took 2 doses.  On 3/12 and 3/13, had difficulty breathing, coughing.  Called EMS on 3/14 and taken to hospital where she was treated for dehydration and pneumonia with a broad spectrum antibiotic and vancomycin, IV.  Given morphine for pain.  She tried to take a  GI cocktail which she felt like she was choking on. That evening on her BP bottomed out.  They continued to give IVFs to raise BP as fast as possible. She was unable to receive chest compressions due to aorta issue and her heart gave out and she stopped breathing on 3/14.

1111574 03/08/2021 03/12/2021 03/18/2021 FL 68.0 68 Y F Passed away 4 days after second dose, complained of not being able to breathe in the middle of the night, and passed minutes later.

1111624 01/27/2021 02/09/2021 03/18/2021 KY 88.0 88 Y U expired on 02/09/2021

1111645 02/10/2021 03/18/2021 03/18/2021 IL 94.0 94 Y F Patient was a resident on a LTC wing. Received Covid-19 vaccine on 1/13/21 & 2/10/21. Pt stated she felt phlegm in her throat 3/14/21. On 3/15/21 patient started having trouble swallowing, and started needing supplemental oxygen for low oxygen saturation and needing suctioned for c/o being unable to swallow.. ST eval showed no gag reflex and inability to swallow effectively or safely. Pt needed 5L/O2 and unable to hold saturations above 90%. Patient became ?comfort care?, and passed away 3/18/21.

1111683 03/15/2021 03/17/2021 03/18/2021 AR 73.0 73 Y M Patient's niece reported that the patient's arm became sore, had stomach upset, fever the day after the vaccine. The following day the patient died.

1111699 03/03/2021 03/18/2021 03/18/2021 MO 69.0 69 Y M Patient developed symptomatic COVID infection with symptoms starting 3/13, was admitted to the hospital for respiratory failure on 3/16 and expired on 3/18/21 Y 3

1111726 02/25/2021 03/12/2021 03/18/2021 WA 85.0 85 Y F Patient was reported by adult care home to have passed away 3/12/21

1111924 03/16/2021 03/17/2021 03/18/2021 MT 70.0 70 Y F Patient found demised at home on 3/17/2021

1111957 03/03/2021 03/07/2021 03/18/2021 MD 71.0 71 Y F Received vaccine on 3/3/2021 then was found dead in bed by her husband on 3/7/2021.

1112104 02/26/2021 03/09/2021 03/18/2021 90.0 90 Y F Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1112117 03/09/2021 03/12/2021 03/18/2021 UT 88.0 88 Y M Patient was a patient on hospice, had terminal dx of frontal lobe dementia.  NP visited with patient on 03/10/2021, notable decline/flank pain, fever 101.   Patient passed away on 03/12/21, Medical Director wanted this reported to VAERS d/t the vaccination was within 72hrs of the pts death.

1112122 03/13/2021 03/15/2021 03/18/2021 CA 43.0 43 Y M Patient was admitted for Multi drug resistant UTI (for which he has been admitted many times before). Was hospitalized for 3 days while awaiting cultures, hemodynamically stable, with no lab abnormalities. On the day of discharge (sensitivities to UTI came back, pt to be discharged on cefepime, had PICC line) pt got up from bed, sat on the edge of the bed and was being given belongings by the nurse, alert and oriented and in a pleasant mood, when suddenly pt grabbed at his chest and stated "I can't breathe" and became combative and altered when O2 was attempted to be placed on pt's face; then pt had PEA arrest x3 and unable to achieve ROSC.

1112123 03/11/2021 03/12/2021 03/18/2021 UT 77.0 77 Y M This patient was on hospice, we are reporting this to VAERS at the Medical Directors request d/t patient's death within 48 hours of the second dose vaccine.  The death occurred the morning following his second dose of the Moderna COVID-19 Vaccination, vaccine received on 03/11/21 and patient date of death 03/12/21 at 9:41 am. This was a hospice patient with a terminal dx of CKD.  This is being reported at the request of the Medical Director for the hospice team, d/t the patient's death occurred within 48 hours of receiving the second dose of this vaccine.  The nurse case manager stated the pt was declining as they were on hospice for a terminal condition and had co-morbidities, Pt did show more decline after receiving COVID-19 vaccination and patient passed away within 48 hours of receiving second vaccination dose.

1112136 02/03/2021 02/11/2021 03/18/2021 MN 97.0 97 Y F Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1112164 03/04/2021 03/07/2021 03/18/2021 MN 46.0 46 Y M lndividual Suddenly passed away on 3/7/21.....His Psychiartrist stated that there could be an adverse effect with COVID, the COVID Vaccination and medications, with an emphasis on Clozapine

1112185 02/04/2021 03/04/2021 03/18/2021 MN 86.0 86 Y F Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving the COVID vaccine series

1112223 01/21/2021 03/05/2021 03/18/2021 MN 83.0 83 Y F Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1112264 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 03/18/2021 ND 88.0 88 Y M death

1112370 03/02/2021 03/03/2021 03/18/2021 NJ 69.0 69 Y M The patient got the Moderna vaccine on 3/2/2021. On 3/3/2021 he suffered a dissection of the ascending thoracic aorta and died.

1112420 02/18/2021 03/04/2021 03/18/2021 MI 92.0 92 Y F Patient was contacted about coming in to receive second dose and family member had informed us that she had passed away from COVID two weeks after vaccine was given.

1112517 03/05/2021 03/08/2021 03/18/2021 TX 88.0 88 Y F My mother died of a brain hemorrhage 5 days after receiving the vaccine.

1112545 03/10/2021 03/10/2021 03/18/2021 CA 89.0 89 Y M Information not known to me.  Information learned as Dr. provided Complication from COVID Vaccination as Cause of Death on Death Certificate.  Decedent died at home and he went to the funeral home.  He did not come to Coroner.  However, cause of death reported to Coroner and how we learned.  I am reporting it but have no particular information specific to vaccination.

1112585 01/28/2021 03/06/2021 03/18/2021 AZ 72.0 72 Y M patient diagnosed with covid on 2.18.2021 and died of covid 3.6.2021

1112701 03/12/2021 03/15/2021 03/18/2021 TN 72.0 72 Y M Pt received COVID19 shot on 3/12/2021. Pt passed away on 3/15/2021. Dr called us to inform us that our patient had passed away but he did not believe it was caused by the vaccination at this time.

1112743 03/12/2021 03/14/2021 03/18/2021 FL 85.0 85 Y F PATIENT PASSED AWAY ON 3/14/2021 @ 6:10 PM

1112773 03/11/2021 03/12/2021 03/18/2021 CA 56.0 56 Y F Moderna #1 vaccine given at 130pm March 11th 2021. Pt had history of asthma and frequent nebulizer use and had it in car with her for drive-thru vaccine clinic we did at location, which has a large parking lot. We gave 80 doses. Pt checked off anaphylaxis on the intake form so Dr spoke to her and she changed it to no history of anaphylaxis and only has history of asthma. So we gave her the vaccine. About 5 minutes later in car parking lot she started to use her personal nebulizer. I saw her in passenger side of car using a personal nebulizer so I talked to her and her daughter to find out what was going on. They said she has exacerbations all the time and this was not out of ordinary for her. I checked pulse ox and did a lung exam, etc, and she was stable.  She seemed baseline according to history by her and her daughter.  As she seemed at baseline and clinically was comfortable and conversant whole time, and she felt better after her nebulizer, I told them to have a low threshold for going to ER or calling 911 if her asthma was worse or different than her usual symptoms.  They agreed. According to daughter, she did well until about 24 hours the next day. The daughter said she was fine and she went to store and when she returned EMTs were intubating patient and apparently the patient used her epipen and called 911 herself. Approximate time of expiration was 230pm on March12th 2021.

1112825 03/17/2021 03/18/2021 AR Y U Received vaccine on afternoon of 3/15/2021 and began experiencing nausea and vomiting, left arm and shoulder pain, fever, body aches, fatigue, and abdominal pain the morning of 3/16/20. He notified the pharmacy that administered the vaccine to him and they told him that some people have those symptoms with it. On 3/16/21 he went to bed around 11:30 PM feeling terrible and was found dead in his bed the next day (3/17/21) with dried blood coming out of his nose and mouth.

1113563 02/24/2021 03/06/2021 03/18/2021 CA 70.0 70 Y M 2/25/21 - sore arm, profound fatigue 2/26/21 - chills, fatigue, runny nose (cold-like sx) 2/27/21 - dry throat 3/02/21 - lost voice 3/03/21 - 3/04/21 - chest congestion, difficulty breathing, sounded like water in lungs 3/05/21 - became pale, eyes rolled back, shaking, immobile, caregiver called ambulance, taken to Hospital ER 3/06/21 - death, Hospital dx him with "pneumonia" but I believe that hospital medical staff were unaware of his sx following the COVID vaccine #2 shot.Y 2

1116094 03/11/2021 03/16/2021 03/18/2021 93.0 93 Y M Attempted Suicide Narrative:  93 year old received his 2nd dose of moderna vaccine on 3/11/21 in his home (nurse went there to give it). He attempted to take his life via gunshot wound to the head on 3/13/21. Sent to an outside hospital and passed away 3/16/21. He recently was diagnosed with cancer. Had an appointment with oncologist on 3/11/21 and found out cancer was limited to lung only and discussed treatment options. No Mental Health issues in the past. Cancer diagnosis and covid vaccine timing may have contributed.

1116095 01/12/2021 01/17/2021 03/18/2021 86.0 85 Y M Patient passed away unrelated to covid vaccination Narrative:  The patient had rectal cancer with metastases and stage 4 chronic kidney disease. Has been placed on palliative care. Patient received his first dose of Pfizer vaccine on 12/22 and second dose of Pfizer on 1/12. No adverse reaction related to vaccination was reported. Patient passed away on 1/17. Patient's daughter had concern that his rapid decline over the past few days may have been related to COVID vaccine. Attending explained that patient's clinical changes are more consistent with decline due to an end of life status. No indication that death was related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1116096 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 03/18/2021 95.0 94 Y M Death Narrative:

1116097 01/07/2021 01/21/2021 03/18/2021 95.0 94 Y M Death Narrative:

1116098 01/12/2021 01/28/2021 03/18/2021 63.0 62 Y M Death Narrative:

1116099 03/13/2021 03/16/2021 03/18/2021 54.0 53 Y M Cardiac  Arrest Narrative: Patient received vaccine at 1209 on 3/13/2021, observed for 15min no reaction noted. Later that evening patient was not feeling well presented to ER where he was admitted. Had cardiac arrest during hospitalization on 3/16/2021 where patient passed away. Had a Hx of CHF, A-Fib, had  a cardiac stent placement in 2020..

1116100 02/12/2021 03/12/2021 03/18/2021 73.0 72 Y M extreme fatigue then patient passed away while asleep Narrative:  Unclear if the vaccine is connected to his death. Chart reviewed. He has medical conditions which could have caused his death. Unclear who completed his death certificate. Death was close to a month ago. Whether he had an autopsy or not is unclear. We can report as a suspicious death after vaccination.

1116101 02/11/2021 03/02/2021 03/18/2021 91.0 90 Y M Death Narrative:

1116102 02/11/2021 02/25/2021 03/18/2021 83.0 82 Y M Death Narrative:

1116103 01/06/2021 02/17/2021 03/18/2021 80.0 79 Y M Death Narrative:

1116104 01/20/2021 02/19/2021 03/18/2021 86.0 85 Y M Death Narrative:

1116105 01/20/2021 02/11/2021 03/18/2021 94.0 93 Y M Death Narrative:

1116106 02/11/2021 03/18/2021 79.0 Y M Death Narrative:

1116107 01/27/2021 02/06/2021 03/18/2021 96.0 95 Y M Death Narrative:

1116108 01/21/2021 02/21/2021 03/18/2021 82.0 81 Y M Death Narrative:  Patient received dose 1 of COVID vaccine on  1/27/21. Was observed x15 minutes, no reactions noted. Later that day patient's spouse reports patient has been acting out (reports behaviors the night before) and that she cannot care for him any longer. Patient falls sometime in the 48 hours after vaccine and is admitted to the hospital with an unknown diagnosis. Not certain of patient's history after this hospitalization until 2/9 when patient is admitted again to the hospital with hepatic encephalopathy. Patient is switched to hospice status by 2/12, and passes on 2/21/21.

1118953 02/16/2021 02/24/2021 03/18/2021 84.0 83 Y M Patient passed away unrelated to covid vaccine Narrative: The patient had end stage COPD and placed in hospice care. Patient received first dose of Moderna vaccine on 1/20 and second dose of Moderna vaccine on 2/16. No adverse reaction was reported. Patient passed away at home on 2/24/2021. Cause of death not documented. No indication that death was related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1118954 01/28/2021 02/21/2021 03/18/2021 88.0 87 Y M Patient passed away unrelated to covid vaccine Narrative: 87 YO male has relapse lung cancer and was on radiation therapy and chemotherapy in hospital. Patient received his first dose of Pfizer vaccine on 1/28/2021 (as advised 1.5 weeks after administration of chemotherapy in between cycle) and no adverse reaction was reported. Cause of death not documented. No indication that death was related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1118955 02/02/2021 03/08/2021 03/18/2021 85.0 85 Y M Patient passed away unrelated to covid vaccine Narrative: The patient had Alzheimer dementia and acute on chronic renal failure. Patient received first dose of Pfizer vaccine on 1/13/2021 and second Pfizer vaccine on 2/2/2021. No adverse reaction was reported. Patient was recently admitted for LE edema and increasing SOB. Patient passed away on 3/8/2021 in hospital. No indication that death was related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1118956 01/11/2021 02/04/2021 03/18/2021 94.0 93 Y M Patient passed away unrelated to COVID vaccine Narrative: The patient has COPD and congestive heart failure. Patient received first dose of Moderna vaccine on 1/11/2021 and no adverse reaction was reported. Patient's son reported patient had a minor car accident and was taken to ER where he was tested positive for COVID pneumonia and he passed away in his sleep on the morning of 2/4/2021. Patient's son stated due to his COPD, he was not able to survive the COVID pneumonia. No indication that death was related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1118957 01/23/2021 02/19/2021 03/18/2021 77.0 76 Y M DEATH Narrative: Patient passed away approximately 1 month after receiving first COVID-19 vaccination. No report of a significant reaction to this vaccine, so unlikely a correlation.

1118958 02/08/2021 03/15/2021 03/18/2021 92.0 92 Y M Death Narrative:

1118959 02/09/2021 03/08/2021 03/18/2021 87.0 86 Y M Death Narrative:

1118960 02/12/2021 03/11/2021 03/18/2021 87.0 86 Y M Death Narrative:

1118961 02/13/2021 03/10/2021 03/18/2021 78.0 77 Y M Death Narrative:

1118962 02/10/2021 02/25/2021 03/18/2021 95.0 94 Y M Death Narrative:

1118963 02/05/2021 03/08/2021 03/18/2021 61.0 60 Y M Death Narrative:

1118964 02/26/2021 03/03/2021 03/18/2021 89.0 88 Y F Death Narrative:

1118965 01/19/2021 01/31/2021 03/18/2021 78.0 77 Y M Patient passed away unrelated to covid vaccine Narrative: The patient had new onset of CHF,A.fib and hx f COPD. Patient was admitted to hospital on 1/21 and Patient discharge against medical advise on 1/22. Patient aware of risk including early death and increased morbidity but patient still wanted to leave. Patient received the first dose of Pfizer vaccine on 1/19 and no adverse reaction was reported. Patient presented to ER for shortness of breath and chest pain and was admitted on 1/29. Patient passed away on 1/31. No indication that death was related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1118966 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 03/18/2021 87.0 86 Y M Patient passed away unrelated to covid vaccination Narrative: The patient had hx of chronic heart failure on palliative milrinone with hospice. Patient received his first dose of Moderna on 1/11 and patient had a prior positive PCR on 1/12/2021. Patient passed away on 1/27/2021. Family member stated patient didn't seem to be struggling for breath, any pain or other discomfort. Cause of death is not related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1118967 02/09/2021 03/03/2021 03/18/2021 91.0 90 Y M Patient passed away unrelated to covid vaccine Narrative: The patient had worsening COPD and cognitive deficits. Patient's last hospital visit is 2/2021 for COPD exacerbation. Patient received his first dose of Moderna on 1/13 and second dose of Moderna on 2/9. Patient passed away at home on 3/3. No indication that death was related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1113647 03/01/2021 03/18/2021 03/19/2021 CA 81.0 81 Y M Patient died 3 days after vaccination

1113713 02/01/2021 03/17/2021 03/19/2021 FL 83.0 84 Y F My mother called me when she was going to get her second vaccination. She was alive and well and living independently at her home. She could walk, talk, make her own food, wash and dry her own clothes and take her own baths.   After taking the second vaccination she went down hill. She became sicker and sicker and eventually she started coughing up blood. She decided to go to the hospital, another Hospital of facility. I don't know what the treatment was at that hospital but she was soon transferred to facility and that is where I was notified she was in the hospital and visited her there. After arriving they intubated her and said she had blood clots in her brain and heart. When I saw her after she transferred from Hospital to the Hospital I noticed one arm was swollen. Her legs were as they have been for the last 20 years and looked okay to me--no discoloration other than her regular discoloring at one right ankle and the same old same old slight swelling in the left ankle. The doctors and nurses were putting the blame on her legs but you could tell things were happening else where.  But as she got worse and worse at the hospital her right arm become more and more swollen with dark bruises appearing--the hospital staff took pictures. The left arm continued to swell and did not look normal at all. She apparently had bleeding in her left lung from a blood clot. She had three areas of her brain that add clots and some bleeding. She was constipated and gaseous when they cleaned her. They didn't treat her constipation which made being intubated worse because I feel that caused her intestines to swell, thus she also had bleeding in her intestines.  My mother died on March 17, 2021 at hospital in ICU. I was told they could not treat the blood clots because of the bleeding in her lung, intestines and brain.Y Y 10

1114256 03/19/2021 FL Y M Aneurysm; red splotches on arm skin; A spontaneous report was received from a Consumer concerning a HCP, male patient of unknown age who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced developed red splotches on his arm skin and patient died from an aneurysm.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were reported.  On an unknown date, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their unknown of the two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch: unknown) via unknown route for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unspecified date, after vaccination the patient had a reaction and developed red splotches on his arm skin.   Then four to five days, later in the hospital the patient died from an aneurysm (Seriousness criteria: death).  The cause of death was aneurysm. No autopsy details reported  No Laboratory investigations were provided. No Treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.   The outcome of aneurysm was fatal and for erythema was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding these events has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Aneurysm

1114257 01/28/2021 03/06/2021 03/19/2021 IL 74 Y M fever; chills; headaches; excruciating generalized body aches like he had just be ran over by a truck; nausea; patient has passed away; A spontaneous report from was received from a Consumer concerning a 74 Years-old male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced nausea, headaches, chills, fever, excruciating generalized body aches like he had just be ran over by a truck, patient has passed away.    The patient's medical history was not provided.  No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 23-02-2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received the second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unknown date, The patient experienced  nausea, headaches, chills, fever, excruciating generalized body aches like he had just be ran over by a truck.  The patient had a cardiac angiography on 24-02-2021. The result was unknown.  The patient was found dead on 06-03-2021.  No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.   The outcome of the events nausea, headaches, chills, fever, excruciating generalized body aches like he had just be ran over by a truck was recovering.  The patient died on 06-03-2021.   The information about the autopsy was unknown. The cause of the death was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this events has been provided at this time. The patient must have been in some form of cardiac issues before death, that's reason why cardiac angiography was done.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1114382 02/20/2021 02/24/2021 03/19/2021 TX Y U Baby stop growing 3 days later (7 weeks 3 days per sono); Baby stop growing 3 days later (7 weeks 3 days per sono); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. This Other HCP reported events for herself and fetus. This is a fetus report.   A 40-year-old mother received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), dose 2 administered in Arm Left on 20Feb2021 (Batch/Lot Number: El9266) as SINGLE DOSE, dose 1 administered in Arm Left on 27Jan2021 (Batch/Lot Number: El3248) as SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. The mother medical history included allergies: Shellfish. No other vaccine in four weeks. No COVID prior vaccination. Concomitant medication included ascorbic acid, betacarotene, calcium sulfate, colecalciferol, cyanocobalamin, ferrous fumarate, folic acid, nicotinamide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol acetate, riboflavin, thiamine mononitrate, tocopheryl acetate, zinc oxide (PRENATAL VITAMINS). The mother was  pregnant. Last menstrual date: 04Jan2021. Due Date: 11Oct2021. The mother was 7 weeks pregnant at time of 2nd vaccine. Baby stop growing 3 days later (7 weeks 3 days per sono) on 24Feb2021 08:00 AM. AE resulted in: Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient died on 24Feb2021 08:00 AM. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.; Sender's Comments: Based on provided information and temporal association the reported events causal relationship with the suspect drug cannot be excluded. However there is very limited information provided in this report. Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history and diagnostics workup. This case will be reassessed upon receipt of follow-up information. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021277400 Same reporter/drug, different patient /event (mother case); Reported Cause(s) of Death: Baby stop growing 3 days later (7 weeks 3 days per sono); Baby stop growing 3 days later (7 weeks 3 days per sono)

1114383 03/19/2021 Y F The patient had liver problems and died; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 39-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient had liver problems and died on an unspecified date. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: The patient had liver problems and died

1114448 01/25/2021 02/18/2021 03/19/2021 PR 84.0 84 Y M He was sent to the hospital two weeks earlier for Pulmonary Edema, he was discharged and sent to hospice. When the caregiver takes her rounds, she finds the resident without vital signs, prior to that he had not manifested any symptoms. Certification of cardio-respiratory failure secondary to Alzheimer's disease

1114454 01/18/2021 02/01/2021 03/19/2021 PR 84.0 84 Y M On 2/1/2021 he vomited and his pulse began to drop. A doctor from the hospice visited him days before and found him in good health and pressure.  Patient was in the Home Care hospice.

1114496 01/29/2021 02/18/2021 03/19/2021 PR 77.0 77 Y M Impaired emotional state, the abdomen began to inflate, 8/2/2021 is taken by ambulance to the hospital where corresponding studies were carried out. He was having complications from cirrhosis. Then you are discharged on the same day 8/2/2021. On 2/18/2021 he was complaining of generalized pain, they call hospice to be evaluated, caregivers when they proceed to take vitals he was without vital signs.

1114511 01/29/2021 02/13/2021 03/19/2021 PR 83.0 83 Y M Chills, presenting discomfort . Then they give him a bath. When they went to report to the nurse of each of the residents, they found him without vital signs.

1114735 01/27/2021 02/18/2021 03/19/2021 IL 82.0 82 Y M Acute mesenteric ischemia; shock secondary to necrotic bowel.

1114752 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 03/19/2021 KY 89.0 89 Y M 12/31/2020:  vaccine given 1/17/2021: symptom onset and subsequent hospital course: dyspnea, hypoxic, tachypnea, afib w/RVR, septic, NSTEMI Y

1114806 03/06/2021 03/18/2021 03/19/2021 VA 45.0 45 Y F Diagnosis: Cortical vein thrombosis, massive intracerebral hemorrhage with tentorial herniation, thrombocytopenia.  Clinical Presentation and Course: 1 week after receiving Janssen COVID19 vaccination, patient developed gradually worsening headache. On March 17th, patient presented to Hospital with dry heaving, sudden worsening of headache and  L sided weakness.  Evaluation with head CT revealed a large R temporoparietal intraparenchymal hemorrhage with 1.3cm midline shift.  She ended up getting intubated for worsening mental status. On evaluation at arrival in Medical Center, she was noted to have extensor posturing.  Repeat imaging revealed worsening midline shift to 1.6cm.  CTA showed cortical vein thrombosis involving the right transverse and sigmoid sigmoid sinus with tentorial herniation. Patient developed brain herniation and brain death was pronounced on March 18th, 2021.Y Y 2

1114822 12/30/2020 01/31/2021 03/19/2021 LA 51.0 51 Y F Diagnosed with COVID (confirmed with a positive COVID test) the say after her vaccine.  Eventually died from complications of COVID.  Because vaccine was administered prior to her illness, I am putting this in the VAERS system.  Symptoms included  SOB, coughing, muscle aches. headache, fever.

1114885 02/06/2021 02/12/2021 03/19/2021 KS 90.0 Y M Asthenia; Nausea; Vomiting; A spontaneous report was received from a Pharmaceutical Company concerning a 90 Years-old male patient who received Moderna' s COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced nausea, vomiting, generalized weakness with a fatal outcome.  The patient's medical history is aortic aneurysm, aortic stenosis, coronary artery disease, hypertension, cardiac heart failure,  atrial fibrillation, HLD, ischemic heart failure, pacemaker, ventricular fibrillation, peripheral vascular shunt, palpitations, hypotension, and small bowel obstruction. No concomitant medications were provided.  On 06 FEB 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received his first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: unknown) intramuscularly in an unknown arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 11 FEB 2021, the patient experienced the events, nausea, vomiting, generalized weakness. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The patient died on 12 FEB  2021. The cause of death was unknown.  Plans for an autopsy were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this events has been provided at this time. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1114894 03/19/2021 MA Y U Thrombocytopenia; Vaccinators are vaccinating very high up on the shoulder; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced Vaccinators are vaccinating very high up on the shoulder, thrombocytopenia.  The patient's medical history, was not provided by the reporter.No Concomitant medications were  reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their planned dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: unknown) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The reporter stated that Vaccinators are vaccinating very high up on the shoulder. They need to go down on the deltoid. She also reported the event of thrombocytopenia of which one involved a doctor who died.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.   The  outcome of the event, vaccinators are vaccinating very high up on the shoulder was resolved . The outcome of the events thrombocytopenia is fatal.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a patient who experienced non-serious of vaccinating very high up on the shoulder, (Vaccine administered at inappropriate site). There were no reported AEs associated with this case of vaccine administered at inappropriate site.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Thrombocytopenia

1115045 03/02/2021 03/02/2021 03/19/2021 AZ 57.0 Y M Death; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 57 years old male patient who received mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and had died (death).  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 2 Mar 2021, approximately three hours prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received hia second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   It was reported that  the patient died three hours after receiving the 2nd dose in the ER. Treatment information was not provided. The cause of death was unknown. Plans for an autopsy were unknown.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not applicable.  The outcome of the event of death  was considered as fatal.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of sudden concerning a 57 year old male who died three hours after receiving the second dose of the vaccine. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of Death

1115126 02/12/2021 03/09/2021 03/19/2021 FL 77.0 77 Y M His breathing problem worsened on 02/23/2021, short of breath and tired. He died of a pulmonary embolism and heart attack in the hospital on 3/9/21 after being there for 9 days. Y 9

1115216 01/28/2021 03/11/2021 03/19/2021 91.0 91 Y M NA Patient hx COPD,CAD,

1115348 03/05/2021 03/06/2021 03/19/2021 NC 85 Y F death; A spontaneous report was received from a HCP concerning about a 86 years old female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and died.  The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medications were not reported.  On 05 Mar 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: 026A21A) via intramuscular in left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 06 Mar 2021 the patient died next day after vaccination, who left quite well after vaccination from the facility, the reason for death is not known.  Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event is not applicable.  The outcomes of all the event is not applicable.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of death in a 86 years old female patient, with unknown past medical hx or current co morbid conditions and concomitant medications, who died one day after receiving first dose of vaccine. Very limited information has been provided at this time.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1115451 02/24/2021 03/03/2021 03/19/2021 67.0 67 Y M Home care treatment  History of COPD

1115581 02/10/2021 02/15/2021 03/19/2021 MO 75.0 75 Y F Unattended Death, symptoms and timeframe unknown, death occurred approximately 1 week post vaccination

1115715 02/23/2021 03/16/2021 03/19/2021 IL 93.0 93 Y M Family, daughter, reports that patient felt "a little sick" on 2/24/21 and "sick" on 2/25/21. She reports that approximately 1 week later her father had weakness and and frequent falls, was evaluated in the E.D. and ultimately admitted to hospital (3/4-3/15) Patient was discharged to nursing home where he died on 3/16/21.Y 11

1115756 02/25/2021 03/06/2021 03/19/2021 90.0 90 Y M NA 90 year old  Heart Disease

1115838 02/18/2021 03/08/2021 03/19/2021 79.0 79 Y M NA History - CAD,CKD-Stage 3  DMII HTN

1115944 03/18/2021 03/18/2021 03/19/2021 NC 55.0 55 Y M 1-2 hours after receiving Moderna vaccination patient began complaining of chest pain to family members but refused to seek medical attention. He was found deceased this morning (03/19/21) by his family. Medical Examiner determined time of death was around 8:40pm on 03/18/21.

1115994 03/08/2021 03/12/2021 03/19/2021 MI 84.0 84 Y F 03/02/21 the patient was visited by nurse. No signs of distress. Normal vitals. No GI concerns according to staff.  Her appetite was her usual described as fair.  She received her 2nd Moderna vaccination on 03/08/21.  Within hour she because very ill according to facility staff. She began to vomit up to 5 times.  Her stools because loose.  She became more lethargic. She was started on compazine for the vomiting. Her oral intake was minimal. Her symptoms did not resolve and she was visited by the nurse again on 03/11/2021 where she was not very responsive.  Her vitals included an irregular pulse and apnea noted in her breathing up to 15 seconds.  She died on 03/12/21

1116006 02/25/2021 03/09/2021 03/19/2021 MN 94.0 94 Y F Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1116073 01/19/2021 02/28/2021 03/19/2021 MN 91.0 91 Y M Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1116236 02/10/2021 03/11/2021 03/19/2021 60.0 60 Y F Hospice patient passed away within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1116259 01/21/2021 02/13/2021 03/19/2021 CA Y M Death; not able to stand up or walk; extreme weakness; he did not feel well; not able to stand up or walk; A spontaneous report was received from the patient's wife concerning a male (age not provided) who experienced extreme weakness/asthenia, did not feel well/malaise, unable to walk/gait inability, and unable to stand/dysstasia.  The patient's medical history included lung disease which required oxygen support. Per patient's wife, no concomitant products were in use within two weeks of the event. The patient's wife also stated he does not take any daily medications.  On 21 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of events, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 ( Batch number 029L20A) by injection into his left arm for prophylaxis of Covid-19 infection.  After receiving the vaccine, the patient's wife stated he did not feel well. He experienced extreme weakness. He was not able to stand up or walk for the first few days after getting the shot. "He could not walk even 3 steps and get in the car".   On 09 Feb 2021, the patient felt a little bit better and could walk from one bedroom to another. No Medications were used to treat the patient's symptoms. No relevant medical tests were provided.  The patient had an appointment with his healthcare provider (date and time not provided) and was told he could not get the second dose of vaccine unless he got better.    The patient's wife stated she is not blaming the vaccine because her husband had a lung disease prior to getting the vaccine.  His doctor said, (per his wife) this lung disease had weakened him to the point he could not drive his car anymore. His brain was fine before the vaccine.  On 03 Mar 2021, the patient's wife called to say that the patient had finally passed away on 13 Feb 2021.   The second dose of mRNA-1273 was withheld in response to the events while waiting for the patient's condition to improve however; it was never given due to the patient's death.  The events of did not feel well, extreme weakness, unable to walk, and unable to stand were not resolved (presumably) prior to the patient's death. The patient died on 13 Feb 2021. The cause of death was not provided. Plans for an autopsy were not provided.  Company Comment: The reported events, death, malaise, asthenia, gait inability, and dysstasia were considered possibly related to mRNA-1273.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of  death in a male subject with a hx of lung disease requiring oxygen, who died 23 days after receiving first dose of vaccine. Very limited information is available and based on the reporter's causality assessment the event is considered unlikely related to the vaccine"; Reported Cause(s) of Death: cause of death unknown

1116353 02/20/2021 03/18/2021 03/19/2021 MN 77.0 77 Y F Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving the COVID vaccine series

1116373 03/19/2021 88.0 Y F Passed away; so weak she was no longer able to use her walker and declined steadily each daythereafter; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 88-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced being so weak she was no longer able to use her walker and declined steadily each day thereafter (asthenia) and passed away (death).   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number not provided) on an unspecified date.  On an unspecified date, approximately 15 days prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number not provided) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.    On an unspecified date, two days after their second dose of the vaccine, the patient was so weak that she was no longer able to use her walker and declined steadily each day thereafter. On an unspecified date, 17 days after their second dose of the vaccine, the patient passed away.   Treatment information was not provided.    The outcome of the event, asthenia, was unknown. The outcome of the event, passed away (death), was fatal. The cause of death was reported as unknown. Plans for an autopsy were not provided.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event/s has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1116377 03/01/2021 03/18/2021 03/19/2021 PA 91.0 91 Y M 91 yo father received vaccine, was mobile and alert before first shot, but required wheelchair by second vaccination due to being weak. After second vaccination, was not able to stand or move after 36 hrs, at which point he was taken to the hospital. At hospital, all vital signs were good except an MRI showed cancer in spine.  Shot was given 3/1 and my father passed on 3/18.  Obviously this shot did not cause metastatic cancer, but I believe it did induce an inflammatory response of some kind that caused it to progress extremely quickly.

1116386 03/12/2021 03/18/2021 03/19/2021 CO 68.0 68 Y M Patient developed nausea and vomiting  3/14/21.  was seen at clinic by this provider 3/16/21 and reported at that time continued fatigue but overall symptom improvement.  Vital signs were stable.  pt was advised to orally hydrate and routinely monitor blood sugars and f/u as needed.  On 3/18/21 patient was found down in his motel room by shelter staff unresponsive.  911 was called.  pt transported to hospital by EMS receiving BLS.  Clinic staff was advised by family that patient was pronounced dead that date.

1116400 01/25/2021 03/17/2021 03/19/2021 MN 80.0 80 Y M Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving the COVID vaccine series

1116407 02/26/2021 03/18/2021 03/19/2021 KS 59.0 59 Y M Patient got sick over the weekend. Went to facility on 03/02/2021 and then passed on 03/18/2021 Y 16

1116408 02/02/2021 03/07/2021 03/19/2021 AL 75.0 75 Y F severe internal bleeding fluid build up around lungs/heart high heart rate low blood pressure low oxygen liver failure death Y 25

1116436 01/27/2021 03/16/2021 03/19/2021 MN 90.0 90 Y F Patient passed away within 60 days of receiving the COVID vaccine series

1116540 03/15/2021 03/18/2021 03/19/2021 TN 65.0 65 Y F DEATH- PHARMACY NOTIFIED 3/19/21 OF PATIENT DEATH ON 3/18/21, NO OTHER DETAILS KNOWN

1116594 03/04/2021 03/04/2021 03/19/2021 GA 72.0 72 Y F Patient called EMS from for respiratory distress. EMS arrived, noted severe distress and hypoxia. Patient transported to Hospital Emergency Dept. Patient deteriorated to respiratory arrest and cardiac arrest. Per ED note, after 30 minutes of aggressive resuscitation (including approximately 19 minutes in the ED), no ROSC was achieved. Patient expired

1116803 02/15/2021 02/15/2021 03/19/2021 66.0 66 Y M Appeared unwell after vaccination. After returning home, sat down in chair and became unresponsive.  Resuscitation unsuccessful. Autopsy performed 2/17/2021 showed severe hypertensive and coronary heart disease with congestive heart failure and no signs of anaphylaxis (postmortem serum tryptase = 9.2 mcg/L; RR <= 10.9).

1116808 03/13/2021 03/13/2021 03/19/2021 39.0 39 Y F No symptoms reported.  Found dead seated on couch the day after vaccination (3/14/2021).  Autopsy performed on 3/15/2021 showed no evidence of anaphylaxis.  Cause of death = Cardiomyopathy of Obesity.

1117078 03/11/2021 03/11/2021 03/19/2021 CA 89.0 89 Y F Patient died approx. 5 hours after shot was administered. Cause of death reported is Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease. The death certificate was signed by the county coroner without autopsy, based on the report by the onsite deputy coroner. No doctors or hospitals were involved. This report is FYI only; there has been no direct connection made between my mother's death and the  vaccine other than one followed shorty after the other.

1117213 02/03/2021 03/10/2021 03/19/2021 KY 78.0 78 Y M Case tested positive for COVID-19 on 3/1/2021 by rapid antigen and then again on 3/3/2021 by PCR.  Case was admitted to hospital on 3/3/2021 for shortness of breath and occult infection.  Case was previously admitted and discharged from hospital on 2/22/2021 after a lumbar compression fracture.  Case had monoclonal antibody infusions; was afebrile and denied chills, but had a dry cough.  Case was a previous smoker, quit 2 years prior.  Case developed pneumonia.  Case required supplemental oxygen.

1117316 03/18/2021 03/19/2021 03/19/2021 OH 69.0 69 Y M Sister in law called on 3-19-2021 to report that had died a day after receiving his Moderna vaccine. She stated he was found in his driveway and was unable to be resuscitated after being rushed to the hospital.

1117431 03/10/2021 03/19/2021 03/19/2021 92.0 92 Y F Found in chair lethargic less than 48 hours after her first civid  vaccine by facility staff where she lives in an independent living facility. Nursing staff felt she had a stroke with right sided weakness. Slurred speech, weak, unable to walk without two person assistance. Patient was under hospice care so hospitalization was given.

1118968 01/21/2021 02/01/2021 03/19/2021 75.0 74 Y M Patient passed away due to cardiac arrest Narrative: The patient had with PMH of CAD and multiple PCI, HFpEF, HTN. DM2, ESRD on HD, COPD and home O2 and other co-morbidities. Patient received his first dose of Pfizer vaccine on 1/21 and no adverse reaction was reported. Patient had a cardiac arrest on 2/1 and he was admitted to hospital. Patient passed away naturally on 2/1. Cause of death is not related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1122171 03/05/2021 03/05/2021 03/19/2021 ME 61.0 Y M Moderna COVID-19 (mRNA-1273) vaccine treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): Decedent received vaccine and felt fine. Three hours later he became short of breath and went unresponsive.

1122172 03/05/2021 03/05/2021 03/19/2021 ME 86.0 Y M Moderna COVID-19 (mRNA-1273) vaccine treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): The decedent received the shot at 4:30pm and was found deceased at 10pm the same day.

1122392 01/20/2021 02/10/2021 03/19/2021 71.0 70 Y M Patient passed away related to covid vaccination Narrative: The patient had CHF, cardiomyopathy, A-fib and COPD. Patient received his first dose of Moderna on 1/20. No adverse reaction was reported. Patient was found unresponsive and confirmed dead by Sheriff on 2/10. Cardiologist was notified of his death and suspect patient's death is related to ventricular arrhythmia. He also has a history of noncompliance. Cause of death is not related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1122393 03/03/2021 03/18/2021 03/19/2021 66.0 65 Y M Death Narrative: Around the end of January 2021, patient was admitted to a home hospice program due to worsening of patient's Parkinson's Disease and Dementia. It was noted on the hospice programs Plan of Care that patient had severe, progressive dysphagia due to disease. Patient lost 20 pounds over the last 2 months prior to admission to hospice program. Patient had severe tremors, dystonia, and was dyspneic with minimal exertion. Patient received Moderna's Covid vaccine on 3/3/21. On 3/13/21, patient got progressively worse. He stopped eating and drinking and started to exhibit Cheyne-Stokes breathing. Hospice nurse noted that patient only had a few days remaining. On 3/18/21, patient passed away.

1122394 02/04/2021 03/09/2021 03/19/2021 86.0 86 Y M Patient passed away unrelated to covid vaccination Narrative:  The patient with PMHx significant for afib s/p failed ablation, chronic hep B, heart failure and skin cancer. Patient received his first dose of Pfizer on 1/14 and second dose of Pfizer on 2/4. Patient's wife notified facility that patient had passed away at his residence on 3/9 due to metastasized cancer. Cause of death is not related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1122441 02/18/2021 03/08/2021 03/19/2021 57.0 57 Y M Patient passed away unrelated to covid vaccine Narrative: The patient had with a history of ischemic cardiomyopathy and multiple PCI's, CABG history of acute renal failure and hypokalemia and decompensated heart failure. Patient received his first dose of Pfizer dose on 2/18. Patient passed away on 3/8 due to cardiac arrest upon arrival to ER. Cause of death is not related to COVID-19 vaccination.

1122468 02/01/2021 02/05/2021 03/19/2021 85.0 84 Y M Patient passed away unrelated to covid vaccine Narrative:  The patient had prostate cancer, Merkle cell carcinoma and clear cell carcinoma of kidney. Patient has been placed on hospice care. Patient received the first dose of Pfizer on 2/1 and no adverse reaction was reported. Patient passed away on 2/5. No indication that death was related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1118229 03/03/2021 03/13/2021 03/20/2021 WA 69.0 69 Y M Sudden Death

1118314 03/10/2021 03/14/2021 03/20/2021 PA 50.0 50 Y F She received the Johnson and Johnson vaccine on Wednesday and died on Sunday 3/14/2021.  Her autopsy is pending.

1119002 02/11/2021 03/03/2021 03/20/2021 IN 81.0 81 Y M Day 1-Confusion and weakness Day2-Increase in weakness, inability to swallow, confusion, fatigue Day 3-Weakness, confusion, incontinence, hospitalized for hypoxia, pneumonia Day 20- Deceased Y 20

1119393 03/06/2021 03/08/2021 03/21/2021 MA 67.0 67 Y M Systemic: Death. Unknow cause as of reporting date. -Severe, Additional Details: PT caregiver called to report that the Pt passed away on 3/8/21 2 days post vaccince, Caregiver was distrot and not very able to provided more details due to reccent nature of report.

1120493 03/06/2021 03/10/2021 03/21/2021 CA 66.0 66 Y M Cardiac arrest five days after administration of the 2nd dose at 9pm, ambulance was called and EMTs attempted resuscitation, but no pulse was detected after 1 hour of compressions and CPR; time of death was recorded at 10:06pm

1120523 02/11/2021 02/28/2021 03/21/2021 KY 71.0 71 Y M Hemorrhage/Bleeding

1120756 03/18/2021 03/20/2021 03/21/2021 CA 66.0 66 Y M On Friday night, 3/19/21, patient spiked a fever, had shortness of breath, and had blood coming out of his nose and mouth per patient's daughter-in law.  9-1-1 was called, paramedics arrived at the home at 5AM on Saturday, 3/20/21 per patient's daughter.  Patient died.

1120816 03/11/2021 03/12/2021 03/21/2021 MD 71.0 71 Y M Death. No autopsy performed.

1120842 02/01/2021 03/16/2021 03/21/2021 AL 72.0 72 Y M this is all per family, 4 to 5 days after 2nd COVID vaccine he was acting unusual and was taken to the hospital. He had a clot in his brain and underwent brain surgery. He experienced seizures after the surgery, but it was ultimately reported the surgery went well. He remained intubated and on a ventilator after surgery. He developed complications of his lungs and kidneys while on the ventilator. Ventilator was removed 3/16/2021 and he passed away that day. The hospital providers thought the clot in the brain may have been from hitting his head over a month ago. From my understanding he was A&O, independent with ADLs, and lived in his private residence prior to these complications.Y Y

1120952 03/19/2021 03/20/2021 03/21/2021 VA 66.0 66 Y F NOTHING LOCALLY AT TIME OF IMMUNIZATION. NO PROBLEM 15-30MINUTES LATER. WAS INFORMED SHE WAS FOUND DEAD THE NEXT MORNING.

1120979 03/19/2021 03/20/2021 03/21/2021 VA 81.0 81 Y M NO IMMEDIATE LOCAL REACTION,  NO REACTION 30MINUTES LATER. FOUND FOAMING AT THE MOUTH NEXT MORNING. PRONOUNCED DEAD AT HOSPITAL.

1121585 03/22/2021 Y F died; A spontaneous report from was received from a Consumer concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and mentioned that a patient who had received the Moderna vaccine had died, and so they were concerned about getting the second dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On unknown date, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unknown date, The patient mentioned that a patient who had received the Moderna vaccine had died, and so they were concerned about getting the second dose.  Laboratory details are not provided.  No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events was considered Fatal.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of death of an unknown age female subject with unknown medical history, who died on an unknown day after receiving first dose of vaccine. Very limited information has been provided at this time.  No follow up is possible.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1121622 03/22/2021 Y U my friend just died after taking your shot; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program. A non-contactable consumer reported a patient (friend) of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/Lot number was not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. His/her friend just died after taking your shot (And he/she know of more.) He/she will just keep his/her immune system high. They didn't need a vaccine. The patient died on an unspecified date. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained; Reported Cause(s) of Death: my friend just died after taking your shot

1121695 03/10/2021 03/01/2021 03/22/2021 CA 21.0 21 Y M The patient, who has no significant past medical history including diabetes, presented with very severe diabetic ketoacidosis  one week after receiving the vaccine.  He  developed severe metabolic encephalopathy, aspiration pneumonia, and was placed on mechanical ventilation.  At the time of this reporting, he is brain death (awaiting apnea test confirmation).  He is expected not to survive.Y 5

1121847 03/22/2021 NY 39.0 Y F Kidneys and liver shutting down; Kidneys and liver shutting down; Heart started racing 3 days later; Vomiting; A spontaneous report was received from  a consumer concerning a 39-year-old, female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced heart racing, kidney failure, liver failure,vomiting and death.   The patient's medical history included Sjogren's syndrome, Hashimoto's, inflammatory joint disease, osteoporosis, osteoarthritis. She has history of fractured tail bone and leg in three places. Concomitant medications included D3 2 pills a day, folic acid, B12, and calcium citrate. She was allergic to 15 different antibiotics two of which she had anaphylaxis; had huge autoimmune issues; had had reaction to Pneumovax vaccine.   On an unown date ,prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  Approximately after three days of receiving  second dose vaccine patient experienced heart racing and went to the emergency room .The patient started vomiting and developed a kidney and liver failure. And on the next day she died.Autopsy is doing and the results are not available at the time of report.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was reported as not applicable.   The events heart racing, kidney failure, liver failure and death were considered serious and medically significant.  The outcome of the events renal failure,hepatic failure,palpitations and vomiting was considered as Fatal.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of death in a 39year-old female subject with unknown medical history of anaphylactic reactions, allergic reactions to pneumovax vaccine, Sjogren's syndrome, Hashimoto's, inflammatory joint disease, osteoporosis, osteoarthritis, who died 4 days after receiving second dose of vaccine. Very limited information has been provided at this time. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Renal failure; Hepatic failureY
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1121906 03/18/2021 03/20/2021 03/22/2021 PA 90.0 90 Y F Site: Pain at Injection Site-Medium, Systemic: Dizziness / Lightheadness-Medium, Systemic: Nausea-Medium, Additional Details: Coroners Office contacted Pharmacy on 3/21/21 to report a patient who had recieved a dose of the covid vaccine on 3/18/21 and was founded deceased on 3/20/2021

1122080 03/12/2021 03/21/2021 03/22/2021 PA 46.0 46 Y F Patient's received 2nd dose of Moderna vaccine Friday 3/12.  Her husband reported she had not unexpected fatigue,  malaise, and fever for 1 day but better after that.  On Monday she began complaining of shortness of breath.  This progressively worsened and she started having presyncopal episodes.  On Saturday she was unable to come down the stairs in the house so husband planned to take her to the hospital but she stood up and passed out and woke up quickly.  He decided to call EMS.  By the time she presented to our hospital she was cyanotic and agonal breathing.  On moving her from EMS stretcher to ED bed she had PEA cardiac arrest.  She underwent mechanical device CPR with only brief (<1 min) ROSC x1.  She at some point did have a shockable rhythm.  Cath lab was notified and she was taken emergently to the cath lab with ongoing mechanical device CPR.  Peripheral VA ECMO was placed after about 1.5 hours.  Pulmonary angiogram was done which showed massive saddle PE with near complete obliteration of the right pulmonary tree and some filling defects in the left tree as well.  At that time she had severe mixed respiratory and metabolic acidosis with a lactate of 24.  She also had no gag or corneal reflex, minimally responsive pupils, and no response to noxious stimuli.  Mechanical thrombectomy was attempted with some result.  She was transferred to the SICU with increasing pressor requirement, and DIC.  Ultimately, the venous catheter of the ECMO circuit malfunctioned thought to be secondary propagating IVC thrombosis.  Family decided to withdraw care and she passed away.Y 1

1122318 03/15/2021 03/18/2021 03/22/2021 72.0 72 Y M Received second dose of Pfizer Covid vaccine on 3-15 and he passed away 3 days later on 3/18/21

1122501 03/18/2021 03/19/2021 03/22/2021 LA 89.0 89 Y M Patient expired next day

1122640 03/10/2021 03/11/2021 03/22/2021 MA 55.0 55 Y M Death 3/11/21

1122643 01/29/2021 03/18/2021 03/22/2021 MN 86.0 86 Y F Massive Hemorrhagic stroke 24 hours after receiving first Pfizer vaccination. Suffered bleeding of kidney 6 days later, followed more brain bleeds and blood in stomach area.  Vessels are leaking blood, Dr's were could find no reason for the bleedings, have not seen this before.

1122714 03/13/2021 03/22/2021 FL 70.0 Y F illness and very very sick; Death; A spontaneous report was received from a lawyer concerning a 70 or 71-years-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and who died following illness.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number not provided) on an unspecified date. On an unknown date, approximately 24 hours prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number not provided) via an unknown route for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  Within 24 hours, of vaccination the patient got very ill and sick and on the 4th day patient went to have a shower and found dead by patient's husband. Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The outcome of the event, illness and very sick was unknown. The patient died on 13 Mar 2021. The cause of death was unknown.  Plans for an autopsy were denied due to COVID-19 relation and are reporting to Moderna.  Autopsy was not performed.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of death in an 70/71-year-old male subject with unknown medical history,  who was sick from day 1 and died on  day 4 after receiving first dose of vaccine. Very limited information has been provided at this time. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1122741 03/04/2021 03/08/2021 03/22/2021 MO 51.0 Y M suspected pulmonary embolism; shock; cardiac arrest; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient's wife). A 51-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, unknown lot number and expiration), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Mar2021 at 11:45 AM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history reported as none.  The patient has no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced a suspected pulmonary embolism on Monday 08Mar2021 at 11:30 AM. Embolism led to shock and cardiac arrest. The patient did not have COVID prior to vaccination and was not tested for COVID post vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks. The patient received unspecified treatment for the events. The patient died on 08Mar2021 at 11:30 AM.  It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: suspected pulmonary embolism; shock; cardiac arrest

1122742 03/12/2021 03/12/2021 03/22/2021 TN 89.0 Y M He died around 5 o clock; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's wife). An 89-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Mar2021 13:00 at a single dose (lot number was reported as NEEU200, the reporter did not know if its 2 or Z) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history allergic to Penicillin, has a long list of allergies, neck pain and sleep disorder (sleep aid). Concomitant medications included diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL), clopidogrel bisulfate, calcitriol, melatonin (MELATONIN) taken for sleep aid, Phillips Laxative tablet Magnesium (not appropriately paraphrased and clarified, as reported), simvastatin, terazosin hydrochloride, tizanidine hydrochloride (TIZANIDINE HCL) for when he had the pain in neck (he didn't take that hardly ever), vitamin C [ascorbic acid] and Multivitamin one a day. On Friday 12Mar2021, the reporter and the patient went to get the Covid shot. Their appointment was at 12:30 but they were in line long time before they got the shot. They got the shot around 13:00 and then they have to wait 15 minutes before they could leave. They drove up, they were ready to shoot us with the needle and they asked the patient, asked was he allergic to anything and the reporter answered for him and said yes, Penicillin and other long list and then they gave him the shot. They never did go over his allergies. They got home about 13:30, so which would take us about that long to get home. The patient died around 5 o clock and the reporter didn't know if this was connected or not with his death. The patient died on 12Mar2021. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: This case of death was provided with minimal details and autopsy results not available. However, drug causality cannot be completely excluded for BNT162B2 injection, only due to plausible chronological relation. Otherwise, information received was so limited to prevent a thorough medical assessment for patient death. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer drugs is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: He died around 5 o clock

1122969 02/18/2021 03/21/2021 03/22/2021 NH 82.0 82 Y M Resident Expired at facility on Hospice services on 3/21/21

1123065 01/05/2021 03/18/2021 03/22/2021 85.0 85 Y M CHF death Y

1123066 02/20/2021 03/05/2021 03/22/2021 WA 80.0 80 Y M Death

1123078 01/20/2021 03/16/2021 03/22/2021 87.0 87 Y F mass on right lung fall, arm fracture arm pain leg pain death Y

1123165 03/15/2021 03/19/2021 03/22/2021 69.0 69 Y M generalized weakness respiratory failure Y

1123167 03/11/2021 03/19/2021 03/22/2021 PA 90.0 90 Y F Stroke Y 4

1123229 02/05/2021 03/12/2021 03/22/2021 TN 89.0 89 Y M Patient received Moderna Dose #1-01/08/2021 and Dose #2-02/05/2021.  He was admitted to Medical Center on 03/08/2021 with confusion and decreased O2 sats; date of death was 03/12/2021.

1123247 03/22/2021 03/22/2021 03/22/2021 MI 67.0 0 Y F Our agency was alerted that the patient passed away on 3/16/2021 0.0

1123329 03/21/2021 03/22/2021 03/22/2021 NY 70.0 70 Y M Presented to Emergency department in cardiac arrest.  Pt's family reports patient complaining of indigestion throughout the night.   Awakened this morning but returned to bed.   Family noted his breathing became loud and then stopped.   EMS called.  Patient in PEA arrest when they arrived.    Patient's family reports he received COVID-19 vaccine day before via facility.   I have notified the vaccine clinic and received the Lot number of the vaccine use when I called.

1123405 03/02/2021 03/19/2021 03/22/2021 MA 80.0 80 Y F None stated.

1123532 03/20/2021 03/21/2021 03/22/2021 FL 101.0 101 Y F Dose given at 1649hrs. At 2030hrs, complaints of headache and diarrhea. At 0100hrs on 03/21, family noticed patient unresponsive and not breathing. Fire rescue called out and pronounced her at 0210hrs.

1123737 02/25/2021 03/20/2021 03/22/2021 MO 86.0 86 Y F PATIENT PASSED AWAY ON 3.20.2021

1123768 02/25/2021 03/19/2021 03/22/2021 MO 82.0 82 Y M PATIENT DIED AT HOME ON 03/19/2021

1123805 02/12/2021 02/24/2021 03/22/2021 TX 75.0 75 Y F Admitted on 2/17/2021 with acute respiratory failure with marked hypoxia. Noted to have fever & chills, weakness and acute confusion ~ 3 days prior to admission.  Placed on NIPPV, steroids, convalescent plasma and antibiotics.  Patient died 2/24/2021

1123847 03/15/2021 03/16/2021 03/22/2021 CA 59.0 59 Y M Patient had no reactions to first vaccine post dialysis.  The morning after the patient received the vaccine, patient expired at home. Police stated that the death was vaccine related.

1123927 02/22/2021 03/16/2021 03/22/2021 59.0 59 Y F NA  CAD, Chronic Abd pain with Opioid treatment - Chronic Pancreatitis

1123977 03/13/2021 03/14/2021 03/22/2021 MI 94.0 94 Y F Not even 20 hrs after she received the vaccine she couldn?t breathe, she?s been fine nothing wrong at all. 7am she was awake sitting up in bed doing crosswords told her great granddaughter to have a good day at work and would see her shortly . 739 I walked out the room to take my kid to work was gone till 751 not even 12 minutes and I came in and my gram couldn?t breathe was yelling for me saying she couldn?t breathe. It sounded like my gram had come over with upper respiratory problems in a matter of 10 minutes she was gasping for air called 911 spoke to operator my gram was talking saying she couldn?t breathe she was trying to breathe, my grams last words were if they don?t hury I?m going to die I?m 100% sure my gram was dead in my arms before EMS arrived. Yes she was 95 but she is a healthy lady have had no issues of health problems lately. We?ve done everything to keep her save from the virus and then she gets her 2nd moderna shot and she?s dead 20 hrs later there?s a huge problem old age or not

1124100 01/26/2021 03/16/2021 03/22/2021 103.0 103 Y F NA - Reaction  Age 103.dementia

1124121 03/19/2021 03/21/2021 03/22/2021 FL 62.0 62 Y M DECEDENT WAS NOTED TO BE COUGHING FOLLOWING THE ADMINISTERING OF THE VACCINE. FAMILY INTERVIEWED COULD NOT RECALL WHETHER THE DECEDENT WAS COUGHING PRIOR TO RECEIVING THE VACCINE.

1124195 03/17/2021 03/22/2021 03/22/2021 NE 86.0 86 Y F Abdominal pain, nausea, diarrhea, headache, muscle aches, and fatigue1-2 days after vaccination prompting transport via EMS to ER from home. Had cardiac arrest while in the ER x2, subsequent anoxic brain injury and death following removal of ventilator support. Y 3

1124259 03/17/2021 03/21/2021 03/22/2021 CO 89.0 89 Y F No adverse reactions reported by family

1124281 02/03/2021 02/18/2021 03/22/2021 MA 79.0 79 Y M 79 yo with HFpEF, CKD, neurogenic bladder with chronic indwelling Foley admitted to Facility 01/21/21-01/28/21 with recurrent c. difficile/sepsis.  Received COVID vaccine on 2/3/21 as outpatietn.  Readmitted to Facility on 02/16/21 with sepsis with E. coli BSI from GU source, recurrent/persistent c. difficile colitis.  Worsening sepsis.  Family transitioned goals from full code to DNR/DNI and then to CMO.  Patient expired 02/18/2021.

1124307 03/10/2021 03/18/2021 03/22/2021 AK 74.0 74 Y M The patient was found dead in his home on 3/18/2021, 8 days after vaccination. Due to the remoteness of where the individual lives and his lack of housemate, it is unknown how long he had been dead, but it is not believe that he was dead for more than 1-2 days. He had no adverse reactions in the 15-30 minutes that he was observed post-injection. He also reported only a sore arm to the public health nurse in an email a few days after his vaccination.

1124363 03/06/2021 03/20/2021 03/22/2021 HI 65.0 65 Y M patient died at home.  apparently he awoke in the middle of the night and asked for help, then collapsed.  CPR failed.  patient and family did not want an autopsy.  suspect sudden cardiac death

1124382 03/13/2021 03/13/2021 03/22/2021 77.0 76 Y M Death Narrative: Patient received first COVID vaccine does on 3/13/21 at 07:53 without complications. Home telehealth nurse informed by family member on 3/18/21 the patient passed away on 3/13/21 at approximately 1300. Per medical record documentation, "Patient had been at facility getting COVID vaccine that morning at 0800, came home and was taking out his garbage when he started to stumble and fell to his knee, a neighbor saw and assisted patient up and was walking with him back to the apartment when "...he stopped breathing and feel over, dead." Per medical record review, patient had several co-morbidities including hypertension, hyperlipidemia, chronic hyponatremia, alcohol abuse, alcoholic fatty liver, chronic thrombocytopenia, and GERD.

1124383 01/14/2021 01/18/2021 03/22/2021 75.0 74 Y M DEATH Narrative: Events surrounding patient's death are unknown- nothing is documented in medical record regarding event. Causality of death is unknown. This event is being reported due to the timing of the death in relation to the receipt of vaccine (4 days).

1124577 03/02/2021 03/18/2021 03/22/2021 MI 70.0 70 Y M My father received the first Covid shot 3/2; he woke up 3/3 with severe body aches and weakness, which we thought nothing of.  However, every day, he got weaker and weaker. He has been treated for Liver cancer, he received his first infusion of Opdivo almost 4 weeks before the vaccination.  About 7 days after the shot, he was having trouble swallowing so he went to the ER to get a CT scan. He was found to have greatly elevated troponins, the DR was baffled he wasn?t having any chest pain; they were apparently not trending either., he has never had a heart attack or any other heart problems, takes Nadolol for high blood pressure. The CT scan showed significant growth of his tumors  which had been stable for a year and the last CT scan was the end of January; liver enzymes were also significantly elevated whereas they were stable before.  My father deteriorated rapidly, and died on 3/18/21. The day he got the shot just prior, he was hauling wood, shoveling snow and living a normal life feeling good. The day after the shot he could barely get out of bed he was so weak, until he finally died 16 days later.Y 1

1124604 03/09/2021 03/10/2021 03/22/2021 IL 65.0 65 Y M Pt presented SOB several days prior to receiving vaccine. His sister reported he had severe COPD and was getting progressively worse. On the day pt was vaccinated, his sister picked him up for the appointment and pt refused a wheelchair. Pt walked into the clinic on his own and recevied his vaccine. Sister reported pt walked to the car after his vaccine and was winded. She dropped him off at his house and called him later to check up on him. Pt stated he was feeling fine but his arm was sore. Pt's sister called the next morning and reported that he sounded terrible. He was strugging to breathe and was SOB. His sister went over to his house to check on him and wanted to take him to the doctor's office or the hospital. Pt refused at that time. Pt agreed to make a doctor appointment for later in the afternoon. Sister left at noon. She stated her brother had made a doctor appointment for 4:00 at Family Practice. Upon arriving, pt started walking towards the entrance and became SOB. His significant other asked the doctor's office for a  wheelchair and was denied. Pt coded in parking lot of Doctor's Office and passed away at 4:31 p.m.

1124671 03/05/2021 03/10/2021 03/22/2021 NJ 95.0 95 Y M 3 days after vaccination, person was somewhat disoriented. 4th day after vaccination, patient fell, hit head and developed subdural hematoma from which he subsequently died. Y 8

1124688 03/17/2021 03/20/2021 03/22/2021 MI 81.0 81 Y M Sudden death March 20, 2021

1124794 03/17/2021 03/20/2021 03/22/2021 NY 31.0 31 Y M Extreme head ache, chest pain, fever 101 F. Gave 1000 mg Tylenol, albuterol via nebulizer Q4hr. Died 3/20/2021 approx 11:00 am from Cardiac Arrest.

1124826 02/26/2021 03/01/2021 03/22/2021 IL 83.0 83 Y M Patient had a mini stroke (TIA) approximately 14 hours after the 1st Moderna COVID vaccine which is when the doctors put him on Plavix, the blood thinner and an aspirin.  The patient had a massive stroke with brain hemorrhage within 24 hours of the 2nd Moderna COVID vaccine  which resulted in his death.Y 2

1125070 01/21/2021 02/28/2021 03/23/2021 LA 80 Y M He past away on 28Feb2021 from a heart attack; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 80 year old male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and the patient died due to heart attack.  The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included diabetes, congestive heart failure, hypertension and high cholesterol. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: 025L20A) intramuscularly in the right arm on 21 Jan 2021. On 26 Feb 2021, the patient received their second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: 024M20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 28 Feb 2021 the patient passed away due to heart attack. No treatment information was provided.  The seriousness criteria for the event passed away from a heart attack were death and medically significant.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not applicable.  The outcome for the event, he passed away from a heart attack was fatal.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 80 year old, male patient. who died due to myocardial infarction. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  The patient's medical history of diabetes, congestive heart failure, hypertension and high cholesterol remains the risk factor for myocardial infarction. Further information has been requested. The cause of death is Myocardial infarction.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Heart Attack

1125079 02/02/2021 03/03/2021 03/23/2021 MI Y M Patient passed away; Found him non-responsive; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a male patient of an unknown age who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced unresponsiveness to stimulus. The event was followed by his death.  The patient's medical history included Covid-19 and experienced dehydration prior to testing positive for Covid-19. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  The patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 at the skilled facility after becoming dehydrated. He was transported to Hospital on 23 Dec 2020 then discharged to skilled facility on 03 Jan 2021 for physical therapy.  On 02 Feb 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. On 02 Mar 2021, the patient received their second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The anatomical location were not reported.  On 03 Mar 2021, the patient was found non-responsive and the staff at skilled rehabilitation tried to resuscitate. Death was the outcome. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event(s) was not applicable.  The outcome of the event non responsive to stimuli was fatal. The patient died-on 03 Mar 2021 and the cause of death was not provided. It is not known whether autopsy done on this individual. No results were provided.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of death in an unknown aged male subject with unknown medical history of recently recovered covid-19 infection before first dose, who died one day after receiving second dose of vaccine. Very limited information has been provided at this time. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1125144 02/27/2021 03/14/2021 03/23/2021 WA 65.0 65 Y F Death unknown. Patient caregiver reported that it may be related to broken heart syndrome due her family member's passing.

1125283 02/22/2021 03/09/2021 03/23/2021 IL 89.0 89 Y F Systemic: Patient passed away-Severe, Additional Details: Patient passed away on 3/9/2021

1125300 02/19/2021 03/21/2021 03/23/2021 WI 93.0 93 Y M Patient had no known ill effects or complaints directly after receiving his first COVID-19 vaccine on 02/19/2021. However, on 03/21/2021, he was found deceased on his bedroom floor due to a suspected cardiac arrhythmia. It is unknown if there is any correlation.

1125377 01/28/2021 02/08/2021 03/23/2021 NY 90.0 90 Y F Patient began to complain about secretions on 2/1 and phlegm for days post vaccine. Following that she complained of upset stomach upset and large mucus. Loose stool followed on day 6 post vaccine, with continued large amounts of mucus.

1125469 02/16/2021 02/28/2021 03/23/2021 TN 83.0 83 Y F PER FAMILY PATIENT PASSED AWAY 2/28/2021

1125494 03/03/2021 03/10/2021 03/23/2021 UT 71.0 71 Y M He was found deceased in his home 7 days after receiving the 2nd vaccine,

1125507 02/12/2021 03/17/2021 03/23/2021 IL 65.0 65 Y F Death within 60 days of vaccination

1125778 03/19/2021 03/21/2021 03/23/2021 MS 64.0 64 Y F 3/20/21 06:22 pm Resident c/o Nausea and feeling full- Tube feeding placed on Hold- Resident started vomiting- Zofran 4 mg  given- Positive outcomes. 03/21/2021- 0430 Resident found unresponsive on morning rounds- w/ weak pulse, shallow breathing. O2 via NC increased to 5 L, NP, Family  ( Code Status DNR)- Power of attorney ordered to send out- MR notified- Upon arrival no rhythm detected- Death pronounced at 0445

1125891 03/11/2021 03/19/2021 03/23/2021 OH 64.0 64 Y M Patient died with an unknown cause. He was found on the kitchen floor with no blood present. We requested an autopsy but because the County Coroner said there was no foul play suspected, that they would not perform an autopsy on the body to determine the cause of death even though the family had requested an autopsy. The Funeral Home stated to us that it had the looks of a heart attack, but he was not qualified to make that determination. He stated that the way the blood had stopped and purpled in his neck, gave him the indication that the heart was unable to pump all the way.

1125903 03/18/2021 03/23/2021 03/23/2021 ME 86.0 86 Y F Patient stayed in health center under routine observation for 15-20 minutes after vaccine injection and showed no symptoms and was subsequently released to go home. A friend drove her home after her injection. On 3/19/21 at 09:09 a.m.  a medical assistant from our facility called pt. to inform her of normal lab results. On 3/21/21 at approximately 05:43 p.m. the on call provider took a call from Deputy from the Sherriffs office informing us that pt. was found deceased in her bed on the afternoon of 3/21/21.

1125936 03/20/2021 03/21/2021 03/23/2021 IN 86.0 86 Y M 3-21-21 at 5:35am - Intermittent coughing during HS. Afebrile. Upper lung fields noted congestion; clearing when coughing/turned repositioned per staff, Afebrile.  3-21-21 at 9:30am -  In residents room repositioning him, resident vomited tube feeding. Turned him on his side and swept out his mouth. Tube feeding pump turned off. Breathing became labored. Second nurse placed non-rebreather mask on him. Called 911 to take resident to hospital.   3-21-21 9:45am  EMS now at bedside. Pulse palpable, Cheyne Stokes respirations. O2 on per non-rebreather mask. EMS assessed resident- now in VT/VF CPR initiated. Code cart placed outside of door.  3-21-21 10:00am  Resident transferred out to Rig with an organized heart rhythm. Dr. ( on call for Dr.) notified of event and transport to hospital.

1125956 03/03/2021 03/23/2021 NY 60.0 60 Y M Patient received 1st dose of Pfizer Covid vaccine on 3/3/2021 without any apparent problems; was monitored for 15 minutes and discharged. Patient was reportedly found lifeless in his apartment by his mother on 3/11/2021.

1126004 02/22/2021 03/13/2021 03/23/2021 KY 85.0 85 Y F When attempting to schedule dose #2, was advised by the family that the patient passed away on 3/13/2021.

1126012 02/10/2021 03/17/2021 03/23/2021 IL 62.0 62 Y F Death within 60 days of vaccination

1126015 03/09/2021 03/16/2021 03/23/2021 MN 49.0 49 Y F Unknown adverse event from vaccination. 3/14/21 Informed by caregiver that client was sent by ambulance to ER and diagnosed with bilat pneumonia.  She developed difficulty breathing on 3/13/21.  She was seen at Walk In on 3/12/21 for toenail eviscerated and INR, and had been giving tylenol for pain control for toe. 3/15/21 Informed by caregiver client was in ICU, septic, bilat pneumonia, and low oxygen levels. 3/16/21 Informed by caregiver client not doing well authorized indwelling cath due to low blood pressure and ventilator.  Client transfered by med flight to ICU. 3/17/21 Informed by caregiver client death last night.Y

1126060 03/05/2021 03/05/2021 03/23/2021 ME 61.0 61 Y M death 2 and half hours after receiving the first Moderna vaccine; A Spontaneous report was received from  a health care professional concerning a 61 year old male patient,who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and reported death.  The patient's medical history as provided by the reporter included diabetes, history of shortness of breath, cardiac history. Concomitant medications included metoprolol, metformin and glipizide.  On 05 Mar 2021, prior to the onset of events the patient received his first dose of their two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch N0: 030a21a) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of covid 19 infection.  On 05 Mar 2021,it was reported that the patient died 2 and half hours after receiving the first Moderna vaccine. The patient had no symptoms during observation 15 minutes after receiving fist Moderna vaccine.The patient's PCP ordered an autopsy.  Treatment information not included.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  On 05 Mar 2021, it was reported that the patient died.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of sudden death in a 61-year-old male subject with hx of diabetes, history of shortness of breath and cardiac history, who died 2 1/2 hours after receiving first dose of vaccine. Very limited information has been provided at this time.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1126135 02/18/2021 02/22/2021 03/23/2021 MS 67.0 67 Y F I am writing this on behalf of my mother. She received the first round of the vaccine (Pfizer/EL9269) on 2/18/21. That evening she reported not feeling "right".  Over the next two days after receiving the vaccine on Thursday she reported to family that she didnt feel well. She had no fever but muscle aches, an earache and sore throat (this was on Friday and Saturday). On Sunday her breathing became a bit labored. She still had previous symptoms reported and labored breathing -- she stated she thought she would have to go to the Dr the next day (Monday, Feb 22, 201) if she did not feel better.   Sometime in the night of Feb 21st and Feb 22nd my mom passed away.   My mom had many health problems. Heart disease, diabetic, she was on dialysis and had sleep apnea. However, she definitely seemed to be having some difficulty with the affects of the first vaccine.   Please let her life be counted.

1126222 03/04/2021 03/23/2021 MI 60.0 60 Y F Patient admitted to hospital on 3/6/21 with sudden onset right-sided hemiplegia and aphasia. CT showed acute intraparenchymal brain bleed. Family chose palliative care over neruosurgical intervention due to sever neurologic impairment and inability to communicate. Patient was discharged to home hospice on 3/9/21.Y Y 4

1126281 03/16/2021 03/18/2021 03/23/2021 MA 93.0 92 Y F unknown if related but resident Expired 3/18/21 48 hours after 2nd Covid vaccination Pfizer

1126293 03/11/2021 03/21/2021 03/23/2021 MT 75.0 75 Y M Death 10 days after receiving first moderna covid vaccination. Was not told by patients family cause of death, unclear if there is a link between vaccination or not.

1126550 01/28/2021 03/09/2021 03/23/2021 PA 66.0 Y F Death; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 66-year-old, female patient, who received Moderna's covid-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and died.   The patient's medical history included covid-19 infection on 04 Nov 2020. No relevant concomitant medications were mentioned.   On 28 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number:unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 09 Mar 2021, the patient died.  CT was done and did not find any atherosclerosis but found her lungs were whited out,heavily filled with fluid which he described could've been pulmonary edema. She had tested Covid positive back on 04 Nov 2020.    Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not applicable.  The outcome of the event was fatal.  The patient died on 09 Mar 2021 and the cause of death was unknown. An autopsy was planned on 11 Mar 2021.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1126560 03/23/2021 NH Y M passed away; chest pain; trouble breathing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician and from  three non-contactable consumers from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A 66-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, as SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient had just taken the COVID-19 vaccine and he was hospitalized due to the effects. The patient was rushed to hospital with chest pains and was experiencing trouble breathing. The patient was in the ICU fighting the effects of the vaccine. The patient passed away four hours late on an unspecified date. The outcome of chest pains and trouble breathing was unknown. Cause of death was unknown. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  Information on the lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events death, chest pain and dyspnea cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: passed awayY

1126563 02/28/2021 03/14/2021 03/23/2021 PA 83.0 Y F Death; Kidney shutdown; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for the mother. An 83-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech), via an unspecified route of administration in arm, on 28Feb2021, as single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included unspecified ailments. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced kidney shutdown (medically significant) on 02Mar2021 with outcome of unknown and death (death, medically significant) on 14Mar2021. The cause of death was unknown. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Death

1126609 03/17/2021 03/19/2021 03/23/2021 MS 62.0 62 Y M CARDIOPULMONARY ARREST 2 DAYS AFTER RECIEVING SECOND MODERNA DOSE

1126619 03/19/2021 03/19/2021 03/23/2021 CA 92.0 92 Y M His vitals signs was stable after vaccine was administered, but the resident was expired in 85mins after given 1st dose of Covid Moderna vaccine.

1126639 02/18/2021 02/19/2021 03/23/2021 LA 78.0 78 Y F @ 6:50 pm- Resident lying in bed with signs of apnea also has o2 in progress per Nasal cannula. Call bell in reach. v/s 53/20, 12, 101.5, o2 is 92%. Family choice not to send out to hospital bc resident had HX of periods of apnea  @ 9:30 pm-  resident had no means of life, vitals wasnt reading at this time.

1126643 02/03/2021 03/04/2021 03/23/2021 IL 94.0 94 Y M Death within 30 days of vaccination

1126681 01/20/2021 02/04/2021 03/23/2021 KY 64.0 64 Y M Family notified facility of death when we contacted to confirm second dose appointment

1126683 01/26/2021 03/02/2021 03/23/2021 IL 81.0 81 Y M Death within 60 days of vaccination.  Tested positive for COVID-19 2/8/2021, admitted outpatient to Hospital 2/8-2/10 readmitted 2/13-2/14 with transfer to Medical Center in with death on 3/2/2021.

1126721 03/18/2021 03/20/2021 03/23/2021 65.0 65 Y F Patient experienced severe vomiting and fatigue 24 hours after receiving vaccine.  This occurred throughout 48 hours after and patient was found d/c on 03/20/2021.

1126724 02/26/2021 03/15/2021 03/23/2021 IL 67.0 67 Y M Death within 30 days of vaccination.

1126732 03/16/2021 03/16/2021 03/23/2021 FL 66.0 66 Y M The decedent had significant medical conditions. The wife stated, the appointment for the vaccine shot was made on-line.  Dept. of Health visited their home on 3/16. The shot was administered into the decedent's left arm at 0930hrs. The decedent expressed no health complaints and had no visible indications of adverse affects. The decedent was found not breathing supine in bed at 2347hrs 3/16 (same day as vaccine shot).

1126810 03/11/2021 03/20/2021 03/23/2021 AZ 89.0 89 Y M Patient suffered AMI within 24 hours after dose was administered. Y 6

1126834 01/13/2021 02/25/2021 03/23/2021 78.0 78 Y F vaccinated 1/13.  presented for COVID screening on 1/14 due to a + exposure.  Test was +.  Patient came to ED on 1/16 with weakness, congestion, poor appetite, coughing.  Previous headache and sweating had resolved by the time she presented.  Discharged with isolation instructions.  Returned to ED late on 1/22 with " right-sided chest pain described as sharp constant 6/10 nonradiating pain localized to the right side of upper chest, shortness of breath with exertion since this afternoon.  She does endorse subjective fevers, with associated increased coughing which is productive in nature, shortness of breath."  Admitted to ICU early 1/23, transferred to Medical Center on 2/4/21.

1126863 03/08/2021 03/10/2021 03/23/2021 VA 85.0 85 Y F Patient was vaccinated in her home (COVID J&J) on 3/8. Vaccinator obtained consent and confirmed throughout the process that patient as at baseline since patient was nonverbal and bedbound.   Later that same day she experienced an emergency and was take to the hospital and subsequently admitted to ICU. She died on 3/10, family present, on comfort care.   Per HPI, "Patient is a 85 y.o. female with advanced dementia (non verbal, wheelchair bound at baseline), chronic aspiration, recurrent UTIs, voiding dysfunction currently self-straight cathing, has suspicious bladder and gallbladder masses (being worked up), has right sided hydronephrosis, BIBEMS for acute hypoxemia, difficult to bag en route, ED had difficulty intubating and so performed cricothroidotomy.  Patient had brief PEA arrest due to hypoxia.  ED provider noted "excessive pulmonary edema in airway, unfavorable anatomy, and airway swelling." Suspected insult stemming from J&J COVID vaccination reaction.

1126876 03/12/2021 03/13/2021 03/23/2021 SC 52.0 52 Y M Patient passed away in the early morning of 3/13/21.

1126882 01/26/2021 02/21/2021 03/23/2021 VA 65.0 65 Y M Patient's wife states that he reported a bad headache about 3 hours after vaccination, that had improved by the next morning. The afternoon of 1/27/21, within 24 hours of receiving the vaccine, patient suffered from a stroke. Y 14

1126917 03/06/2021 03/10/2021 03/23/2021 60.0 60 Y F N/a

1127080 01/25/2021 02/05/2021 03/23/2021 TX 78.0 78 Y M He developed very labored breathing on Tuesday night.  By Wednesday morning , upon waking it was severly worse.  I would have taken him to the ER had I been home.  When I returned home around 11am, he was having a very hard time breathing.  I got him a rescue inhaler to use.  He had a dailysis treatment that day, during the treatment they kept him on oxygen.  I called Dr office to inform them, they ordered a new inhaler and told me if the symptoms did not decrease by 72 hours to inform them.  His breathing did get somewhat better but he did not have his enegry levels that he had previously or his appeatite.  12 days after his 2nd dose of the Moderna vaccine he went into cardiac arrest in the home with myself and husband present.

1127148 01/21/2021 02/01/2021 03/23/2021 85.0 85 Y M Death

1127157 02/05/2021 03/09/2021 03/23/2021 72.0 72 Y F Death

1127175 03/03/2021 03/20/2021 03/23/2021 50.0 50 Y F Death

1127245 12/27/2020 12/30/2020 03/23/2021 OH 79.0 79 Y F Vaccine given Dec 27th 2020, patient couldn?t swallow eat or drink the next day, patients family notified Dec 29th 2020 and patient passed away on Dec 30, 2020 at 1 pm EST.

1127361 03/19/2021 03/23/2021 OR 67.0 67 Y M Death on 3/23/2021 at 9 AM. Home Health Nurse who gave immunization on 3/19/21 verbalized pt was fine after injection, stayed in home for 1 hour after injection was given.  Wife verbalized pt was very tired the following day and through out the weekend.  Pt stopped eating one day prior to death.  Respirations changed on the morning of 3/23/2021 and wife called EMS, pt died at home.

1127402 03/18/2021 03/23/2021 03/23/2021 IL 72.0 72 Y F Pt recieved 1st Pfizer vaccine on 2/25/21 and her 2nd one on 3/18/21 Pt went to the ER on 3/23 via 911 in full cardiac arrest Per daugher, she c/o lightheaded this A< she came out of her room snad fell down, was vomitting and labored breathing paramedics were called, she went to Hospital and later died

1127444 03/12/2021 03/15/2021 03/23/2021 CA 65.0 65 Y F Sudden onset of shortness of breath early morning 3/15/2021. EMS called, transported patient to Adventist to ER code blue in asystole. Asystole on arrival, no response to resuscitative efforts, pronounced dead in ER.

1127466 03/11/2021 03/14/2021 03/23/2021 OH 63.0 63 Y M Received call from his exwife that patient had passed away.  Death Certificate states date of death as March 14, 2021.  Causes of death are listed a. Cardiac Pulmonary Arrest. b. Myocardial Infarction

1127468 03/11/2021 03/18/2021 03/23/2021 WI 73.0 73 Y F Severe lethargy after receiving the shot.  Constant sleepiness and malaise, nausea, confusion, loss of appetite, dizziness,  Blood vessels/clots formed in her eyes.  Acute renal failure and eventually death on March 18, 2021. Y 1

1127472 01/24/2021 03/06/2021 03/23/2021 CA 70.0 70 Y M Fever, low oxygen saturation, severe encephalopathy, kidney failure, bilateral pulmonary infiltrates, sepsis, tachycardic, acidotic, intubated on ventilator since admission, paralyzed/sedated, ABG results showed high CO2 and O2 retention, edema, electrolyte imbalance, ARDS, low hemoglobin and hematocrit levels, blood transfusion neededY 39

1127653 01/01/2021 01/20/2021 03/23/2021 IN 81.0 81 Y F Death by Hemorrhagic Stroke

1127657 03/22/2021 03/23/2021 03/23/2021 RI 76.0 76 Y F Cardiopulmonary arrest at home @ 1 hour after vaccine administration. CPR by EMS to today hospital for asystolic cardiac arrest. Pt. Intubated then terminally extubated Y Y 1

1127847 01/15/2021 02/24/2021 03/23/2021 CA 67.0 67 Y M Participant felt flushed, feverish, fatigued with general aches and dry cough over the weekend after receiving injection, took acetaminophen and cough syrup on Monday.  He became short of breath on 1/20/2021 and was hypoxic on oximeter check, was sent to the ER.  He was intubated in ER and went into respiratory failure with sepsis due to COVID19.  He was treated with tocilzumab, became paralyzed and DVT in left lower extremity was found.  HE required pressors and diuresis, he developed AKI and hyperkalemia.  On 2/21 he was in multi-organ failure.  His level of cognition decreased until he was no longer responsive and he died on 2/24/2021.Y 36

1127860 02/17/2021 03/19/2021 03/23/2021 VA 77.0 77 Y M Not sure if covid vaccine caused this, but this is what happened - Received covid vaccine.  two days later had violent shakes in the night.  Immediately went to get a covid test out of precaution.  Tested negative for covid, but positive for "flu b".  Went home to treat flu with fluids and rest.  Got no better.  Went to heart doctor out of precaution, full work up...everything checked out great.  Went home, got no better.  Went to primary care physician, full work up...found a "spot" on left lung.  Was given antibiotics and steroids, go home and in a few days will be getting better.  3 days later became incapacitated and had to be rushed to ER.  Was admitted into hospital for 6 days to treat "pneumonia".  Also possible UTI and sepsis.  Also while in hospital found out that a mini stroke had happened.  Treatment went well, oxygen levels were good.  Was released with glowing reports.  24 hours later at home had to be rushed to ER again after becoming incapacitated..  Was admitted again  7 more days.  During this time everything took a nose dive in succession.  Lungs were failing, multiple unexplained strokes were happening (while on blood thinners, had been on blood thinner 15 years...after first stroke they changed to another blood thinner...only more strokes).  After so many strokes and compounding of strokes, his neuro function started failing.  He was put on life support.  While on life support his organs started failing.  He had to be put on comfort mode and was dead within 8 hours.  A perfectly healthy 77 year old man who had never been sick a day in his life (literally)  got his 2nd covid shot,  two days later he fell ill.  From that point on his health spiraled out of control until his death on March 19th.  Every doctor (pulmonologist, cardiologist, neurologist, and all attending doctors said that it was "atypical and abnormal" what was happening.  It should not have happened.  180 degrees from normal.

1127866 02/18/2021 02/18/2021 03/23/2021 NY 78.0 78 Y M Patient died in his sleep the night of getting dose 1 COVID -19 he had a massive heart attack and died

1128052 03/03/2021 03/05/2021 03/24/2021 83.0 83 Y M Chest pain; felt really bad; Death; Vomited that night; Sore arm and pain in both arms; A spontaneous report  was received from a consumer concerning a 83-years-old, male patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced sore arm and pain in both arm /pain in extremity, felt really bad/feeling abnormal, chest pain and the patient died.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 03 Mar 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 04 Mar 2021, patient experienced sore arm and felt bad. The patient vomited that night. On an unknown date patient reported chest pain and pain in both arms. On 05 Mar 2021, at 12:46pm the patient died.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not applicable.  The patient died on 05 Mar 2021. The cause of death was reported as unknown. Plans for an autopsy were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of death in an 83-year-old male subject with unknown medical history, who died 2 days after receiving first dose of vaccine. Very limited information has been provided at this time. No follow up is possible.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1129005 03/13/2021 03/20/2021 03/24/2021 84.0 84 Y F death

1129069 03/11/2021 03/22/2021 03/24/2021 WI 67.0 67 Y M Patient had no known immediate ill effects or complaints directly after receiving his second COVID-19 vaccination on 03/11/2021. However, on 03/22/2021, he suffered a fatal cardiac arrhythmia while exercising on his home elliptical machine.

1129117 03/15/2021 03/23/2021 03/24/2021 AL 56.0 56 Y F Patient passed away in her sleep 8 days after receiving 2nd dose of Moderna vaccine. Patient's family reports they believe it was a massive heart attack. They do not believe this was related to the vaccine.

1129413 01/19/2021 03/19/2021 03/24/2021 AK 91.0 91 Y F Death

1129427 03/19/2021 03/22/2021 03/24/2021 OH 50.0 50 Y M Pt received vaccine on Friday, March 19th.  On Monday, March 23rd, t was hiking with boy scout troop, became short of breath, collapsed and went into full arrest.  BLS done on scene, transported to local ER where pt was pronounced dead.

1129706 02/25/2021 03/23/2021 03/24/2021 MN 78.0 78 Y M Patient presented to SJMC in Brainerd by private car, 3/23/21 DOA.  Family with patient wanted no resuscitation.  Patient pronounced deceased 2:49 pm.

1129801 02/24/2021 03/09/2021 03/24/2021 WI 84.0 84 Y M RECEIVED REPORT THAT TWO WEEKS AFTER HIS SECOND DOSE, HE DIED OF A MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION.

1129805 03/03/2021 03/09/2021 03/24/2021 NY 87.0 87 Y F Death; unconscious; in and out of consciousness; weak, very weak; blood pressure was very low; little light headed; A spontaneous report was received from consumer concerning a 88 years old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced a little light headed/ dizziness, weak, very weak/asthenia, blood pressure was very low/ hypotension, in and out of consciousness/depressed level of consciousness, unconscious/ loss of consciousness and passed away.  The patient's medical history was reported as heart issues. Concomitant medications taken by the patient included levothyroxine, isosorbide, acetylsalicylic acid, metoprolol, furosemide, warfarin, antibiotics.   On 3 Mar 2021, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 015M20A) intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 3 Mar 2021, when the patient got home the night, after getting the shot, patient was a little lightheaded, she seemed to be okay on 04 Mar 2021 and 05 Mar 2021. Patient had complained of being weak and her blood pressure was very low on 08 Mar 2021. She was progressively started getting weaker. On 09 Mar 2021, she was very weak and was in and out of consciousness. Patient was taken to the hospital, and she became unconscious and  then passed away. Patient passed away on 09 Mar 2021.  The patient died on 09 Mar 2021. The cause of death was unknown.  Plans for an autopsy were unknown.   Treatment activities for event was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.   The outcome of events,  unconscious, a little light headed, weak, very weak,  blood pressure was very low, in and out of consciousness was unknown. The outcome was considered fatal.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of sudden death in a 88-year-old female patient with a history of heart issues, who died 6 days after receiving first dose of vaccine. Very limited information has been provided at this time.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of deathY

1129838 03/16/2021 03/17/2021 03/24/2021 IL 73.0 73 Y M chest pain, vomiting, death

1129851 01/18/2021 01/21/2021 03/24/2021 NC 92.0 92 Y M Family reported patient passed away 3 days after injection by MI

1129860 01/19/2021 01/21/2021 03/24/2021 28.0 Y F Died January 21 after she received an mRNA shot; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer via social media concerning a 28-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and died two days later (death).   The patient's medical history was not provided.  No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 19 Jan 2021, per social media post, the patient received one of their two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number not provided) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The reporter stated that the patient was dead on 21 Jan 2021.   Treatment information was not provided.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not applicable.  The patient died on 21 Jan 2021. The cause of death was reported as unknown.  An autopsy was done.  The reporter stated that the autopsy showed no other red flags, otherwise, no additional autopsy results were reported.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1129951 03/02/2021 03/21/2021 03/24/2021 MN 72.0 72 Y M 72 y/o with hx of HTN, Aortic valve replacement, venous stasis and venous insufficiency of both lower extremities, CAD, AAA, and s/p squamous cell carcinoma excision in 2019  Upon reviewing the history, here is what we found.   1. 2/27 -- Received send-out covid swabbing/testing- Patient did not disclose this information when screened for his covid vaccination at the clinic.   2. 3/2, 10:00 AM ? Presented to Covid Vaccination Clinic and received 1st dose of Moderna. Results of pending covid test were not back at this time, nor did he disclose this information when screened by nurse prior to vaccination.  3. 3/2, 10:30 PM ? Covid result came back to lab as positive SARS Co-V 2019  4. 3/3 ? patient called and notified of result per ED nurse   5. 3/3 ? Pharmacy recommended patient for mAB infusion (patient did not receive it)   6. 3/6 ? patient presents to ED in severe respiratory distress, DX of Covid-19 pneumonia & transferred to ICU  7. 3/21 ? patient dies after 15 day hospitalization in ICU (pt. had received convalescent plasma x 2 and remdesivir there)

1129993 03/11/2021 03/23/2021 03/24/2021 OH 77.0 77 Y F Family stated she felt fine after shot. Had upset stomach night before her death. Took tums. Died in sleep.

1130105 02/01/2021 03/13/2021 03/24/2021 IN 80.0 80 Y F Kidney failure and death. Patient heart labs were good.

1130109 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 03/24/2021 75.0 74 Y M Patient passed away unrelated to covid vaccination Narrative: The patient received his first dose of Pfizer vaccine on 1/20. Patient was on hospice and passed away at his home with family on 1/26. Cause of death not documented. No indication that death was related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1130110 01/07/2021 02/21/2021 03/24/2021 91.0 90 Y M Patient passed away unrelated to covid vaccination Narrative: The patient had diabetes, hypertension and coronary atherosclerosis. Patient received his first dose of Moderna on 1/7/2021. Patient elected to not receive 2nd dose vaccination following clinical discussion with provider. Patient was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer and ws place on hospice care. Patient passed away on 2/21.No indication that death was related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1130111 01/14/2021 02/08/2021 03/24/2021 93.0 92 Y M Patient passed away unrelated to covid vaccine Narrative: The patient received his first dose of Moderna on 1/14 and he was rushed to the hospital at 4 am on 1/15. The patient tested positive for COVID and is hospitalized in the hospital. The patient passed away on 2/8. Cause of death not documented, possibly due to COVID complication. No indication that death was related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1130112 02/09/2021 02/16/2021 03/24/2021 90.0 89 Y M Patient passed away unrelated to covid vaccination Narrative: The patient had COPD and history of prostate cancer. Patient was placed on hospice care. Patient received his first dose Moderna on 2/9. Patient passed away on 2/16. Cause of death not documented. No indication that death was related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1130113 01/16/2021 01/30/2021 03/24/2021 74.0 73 Y M Patient passed away unrelated to covid vaccination Narrative: The patient had Alzheimer's disease and was placed on hospice care. Patient received his first Pfizer vaccine on 1/16. No adverse reaction was reported. Patient passed away on 1/30. Cause of death not documented. No indication that death was related to COVID 19 vaccination.

1130114 02/28/2021 03/24/2021 74.0 Y M Death Narrative: 73 yr old male with a history of CAD, HTN, HFrEF, CKD stage 4, COPD, HCV Cirrhosis and opioid dependence who presented with incarcertated ventral hernia 3 days post OP from ex lap, reduction of SB, closure of hernia primarily. He was off pressors but remained intubated due to poor mental status with unclear etiology. It could be related to liver failure, vs neurological insult vs renal failure. Head CT 4 days prior on the 2/24 were without acute intracranial pathology. Hepatology was consulted and did not believe the liver was the main etiology behind poor mental status. Patient progressively declined with continuously increased IV pressor requirement. ABG showed worsening lactate acidosis and was anuric. Patient's family was notified of decline and agreed for the patient to be transition to comfort care early 2/28. Bedside RN notified pronouncing physician of cessation of respiration and cardiac activity.

1130115 02/24/2021 03/24/2021 74.0 Y M DEATH Narrative: 73 y.o. male with pmh severe COPD, CAD, HTN, hypothyroidism, OSA treated with CPAP, obesity. Noted to have engaged with Pulmonary clinic in December 2020 for worsening respiratory status. No PFTs since 2015. Was found slumped over deceased in his home on the afternoon of 2/24/2021. Medical Examiner notified. Request sent to ME office for report if one exists. No drugs or alcohol were found on the scene andno sign of trama. Hypertensive cardiovascular disease were reported as an adequate cause for death. "pathologist" reported that Covid vaccine does not need to be listed as it was "more than 24 hours since the shot".

1130148 03/24/2021 MO Y U something wrong with the liver; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning patients of unspecified age and gender who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and were dying after second shot and something wrong with the liver (liver disorder).  The patients' medical histories were not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  Dates of vaccination were not reported. The reported heard on the news that "people are dying after the second shot" and apparently one of the patients had something wrong with the liver after getting the shot.  The reporter said the patients received Moderna's mRNA-vaccine.  On an unknown date, the patient experienced the event(s) people are dying after second shot,   No treatment information was provided.  The action taken with the vaccine in response to the events was not applicable.  The cause of death for "one of the patients was had something wrong with the liver".; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested; Reported Cause(s) of Death: liver disorder; death unknown cause

1130250 02/17/2021 03/22/2021 03/24/2021 TN 70.0 70 Y F Patient tested positive for Covid on 3/12/21 per hospital admission notes. Patient was admitted to the hospital on 3/16/2021 with Covid pneumonia. She passed away on 3/22/21.

1130251 03/03/2021 03/05/2021 03/24/2021 PR 76.0 76 Y F Sister reports that she was fine, the day before I took her to the dentist. Sister on 5/3/2021 called her and did not answer, so she goes to the nursing home where she resides. She finds her sister cold in the apartment's furniture. Massive heart attack

1130306 01/29/2021 02/04/2021 03/24/2021 PR 74.0 74 Y M It began on 2/3/2021 to present low saturation, pressures rose and fell (unstable). They gave him therapy, since he could not breathe. On 02/04/2021, POC reports that caregivers took their rounds and he was without vital signs. Doctor certifies that it was due to respiratory failure.

1130327 02/10/2021 02/12/2021 03/24/2021 GA 84.0 84 Y M died in sleep

1130340 02/12/2021 03/13/2021 03/24/2021 PR 64.0 64 Y F 2/25/2021 She was taken to the hospital for aspiration. 03/09/2021 was discharged, but relatives were informed that she was unwell. 3/13/2021 When they went to take the rounds she was without signs, she was sleeping. He refers that the patient died of Aspiration Pneumonia and was tested at the Hospital with negative results. They certify death due to cardiovascular arrest

1130386 02/24/2021 03/17/2021 03/24/2021 KY 51.0 51 Y M syncopal event. 911 was then called. Once EMS arrived he was found unresponsive and was in V fib.; transferred to the cath lab where he was found to have a proximal LAD occlusion deceased 3/17/2021

1130567 02/11/2021 03/06/2021 03/24/2021 GA 87.0 87 Y M received vaccine on 2/11/2021, stopped eating on 2/18/2021,  expired on 03/06/2021

1130616 03/16/2021 03/17/2021 03/24/2021 MD 49.0 49 Y F Community partner reported that they found her unresponsive on the 17th (so she may have died on the 16th) from what they believe was a heart attack. The family has requested an autopsy.

1130720 03/19/2021 03/19/2021 03/24/2021 68.0 68 Y M Tiredness Death 03/19/2021 Cause of death: Ruptured Myocardial infarction
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1130777 02/20/2021 02/26/2021 03/24/2021 NE 76.0 76 Y F 1st vaccine on 2/20 and reported feeling "lousy" afterwards. On the evening of 2/23 felt like she was going to pass out. Felt worse when she woke the next morning. Presented to the ER on 2/24 with chest pain and "indigestion". Found to be in A.Fib with RVR. Vomited in ER triage. On 2/25 developed altered mental status, hypotension, hypoxemia. She was intubated and transferred to the ICU with severe lactic acidosis/shock/multiorgan failure. Had Right lower lobe infiltrate and right pleural effusion. Diagnosed with pneumonia and possible ischemic bowel.  Died on 2/26. Family requested autopsy.Y Y 2

1130955 02/11/2021 03/14/2021 03/24/2021 IL 74.0 74 Y M Atrial fibrillation, respiratory distress, acute renal failure Y 15

1131084 03/23/2021 03/23/2021 03/24/2021 CA 71.0 71 Y F My sister died in her sleep six days after receiving the J&J vaccine in her sleep.

1131274 03/13/2021 03/22/2021 03/24/2021 WA 84.0 84 Y M Patient had unexplained asystolic cardiac arrest 3 days after second Pfizer shot was administered.  No recent illnesses or complaints, no fevers.

1131280 03/03/2021 03/23/2021 03/24/2021 CA 77.0 77 Y M On 3/23/2021, Patient became ill, vomiting uncontrollably, throughout the day.  On 3/24/2021, he continued his vomiting episodes, and developed a fever with chills. At about 2100 hrs, patient was extremely weak, he went to the bathroom, urinated, and attempted to crawl back to his bedroom, less than 10 steps away. His wife, called 911, and went down stairs to allow entry for the fire department, The fire department, found patient unresponsive, not breathing, and no pulse.  He was pronounced dead in his home.

1131328 03/18/2021 03/22/2021 03/24/2021 MA 69.0 69 Y F Severe GI symptoms followed by death

1131386 03/20/2021 03/22/2021 03/24/2021 OR 69.0 69 Y M death

1131556 02/23/2021 03/19/2021 03/24/2021 SC 69.0 69 Y F Diagnosis?s with TTP on March 12. Passes away on March 19 2021 Y 7

1131557 02/23/2021 03/14/2021 03/24/2021 PA 89.0 89 Y M COVID-19 disease, symptoms started 3/5/21, deceased of COVID-19 on 3/14/21 Y 2

1131585 03/10/2021 03/22/2021 03/24/2021 80.0 80 Y F death

1131598 02/08/2021 03/22/2021 03/24/2021 83.0 83 Y M shortness of breath AKI (acute kidney injury) (CMS/HCC) Atrial fibrillation with rapid ventricular response (CMS/HCC) Acute respiratory failure with hypoxia (CMS/HCC) Pneumonia of both lower lobes due to infectious organism sepsis death Y

1131606 03/15/2021 03/23/2021 03/24/2021 70.0 70 Y M death Y

1131608 03/15/2021 03/19/2021 03/24/2021 69.0 69 Y M WEAKNESS - GENERALIZED HYPOTENSION Respiratory failure (CMS/HCC) Y

1133749 03/21/2021 03/22/2021 03/24/2021 70.0 70 Y M V-Fib, cardiac arrest Narrative:  First COVID vaccine administered 2/25/21 with no noted reaction. Patient received his second COVID vaccine 3/21/21 at 1203. Notes in electronic medical record indicate in the morning of 3/22/21 he arrived at a hospital with ER this morning in V-Fib/cardiac arrest. Unclear of potential treatment that was administered at outside facility. Time of Death was about 1330 on 3/22/21.

1133750 01/06/2021 01/23/2021 03/24/2021 70.0 69 Y M Death Narrative:  Pt was at rehab hospital where he rec his vaccine. No info for Lot or site. Was under Hospice for COPD, CHF, MDD. Passed at rehab center. No other info.

1148803 02/10/2021 03/05/2021 03/24/2021 73.0 72 Y M COVID-19/hospitalization/death Narrative:  Patient received two doses of the Pfizer mRNA vaccine on 1/17/21 and 2/10/21. He was admitted on 3/5/21 with COVID-19 pneumonia which progressed to severe disease. Patient died on 3/21/21 attributed to COVID-19. Patient had underlying B cell follicular lymphoma, previously on chemotherapy. Reported does not feel patient's hospitalization or death was attributable to the vaccines, however following FDA Emergency Use Authorization, "The vaccination provider is responsible for mandatory reporting of the following to the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS): vaccine administration errors whether or not associated with an adverse event, serious adverse events* (irrespective of attribution to vaccination), cases of Multisystem Inflammatory Syndrome (MIS) in adults and children, and cases of COVID-19 that result in hospitalization or death."Y

1132062 03/18/2021 03/22/2021 03/25/2021 MI 56.0 56 Y F Had multiple hospitalizations for COPD prior to  COVID-19 infection in December 2020.  Had been admitted to Hospice for further decompensation after COVID diagnosis.  Limited oral intake and hospice began using morphine and Ativan.   Was on comfort medications only prior to 1/26/2021

1132090 03/25/2021 IL 97.0 Y F Patient reportedly received COVID vaccine doses on 1/23 and 2/15, but we are unsure of which manufacterer or lot number.  Patient admitted to our hospital on 3/9/2021.  Patient presented with elevated D-dimer with concern for septic shock.  Ultrasound of patient revealed no VTEs.  COVID test on 3/10 resulted POSITIVE.  Patient was going to require vasopressors but patient requested to go on comfort measures only.  Patient ordered comfort measures on 3/10 and pronounced deceased on 3/18.Y

1132159 03/23/2021 03/24/2021 03/25/2021 NY 73.0 73 Y M Death, adverse event occurred outside of the hospital and outside of observation window. Event was reported via employee to hospital.

1132299 03/06/2021 03/18/2021 03/25/2021 PR 89.0 89 Y F Unstable vitals

1132313 03/23/2021 03/24/2021 03/25/2021 OH 69.0 69 Y F Patient got vaccine dose #2 on 3/23/21 (Tues) approx 10am.  Per family reports patient went to hospital 3/24/21 (Wed) for unspecified pain and temp of 102f.  Family states a "scan" was done and came back with nothing.  P was treated for UTI and sent home.  Patient was reportedly laying down at home about 8:15 or 8:30am complaining of a bad headache. Patient was found later that am deceased in her bed.

1132327 03/01/2021 03/19/2021 03/25/2021 PR 76.0 76 Y F They proceed to take the round and at that moment they realize that she was not breathing, she was already compromised . He dies of heart failure.

1132360 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 03/25/2021 PR 85.0 85 Y F She was being treated for kidney failure, at one point her body was not responding to the treatments and they put her in Hospice. She was in hospice for some 5 days. She had been dying for days and in one of the rounds around 6 am on 2/2/2021, the caregivers accompanied her until she no longer had vital signs.

1132458 02/04/2021 03/14/2021 03/25/2021 PR 92.0 92 Y M He was in Hospice. He died as a veteran. He had a constant lack of appetite. Has no additional information

1132667 02/04/2021 03/05/2021 03/25/2021 PR 81.0 81 Y F She was transferred to the hospital on 3/4/2021 due to low blood pressure, she understands that due to heart failure.  The death certification information is unknown.

1132713 02/02/2021 02/19/2021 03/25/2021 PR 65.0 65 Y M 2/16/2021 He was transferred to the Regional Hospital of due to low pressure (systole), received CPR in the ambulance on the way to the hospital. He died on 2/19/2021 due to various complications, including pneumonia.

1132752 03/16/2021 03/25/2021 03/25/2021 TX 63.0 63 Y M Decedent began noticing symptoms on 3/17/2021.  He c/o worsening back pain, joint pain, headache and stiffness last Sunday (3/21/2021).  Today (3/25/2021), he c/o chest pain.  The decedent received his COVID-19 vaccine on 3/16/2021.

1132786 03/19/2021 03/20/2021 03/25/2021 IN 61.0 61 Y M Death

1132800 03/22/2021 03/22/2021 03/25/2021 OH 67.0 67 Y M Wife found husband dead two days after2nd dose.  This Health Department was made aware of the death by the  the Kidney Center.  The patient failed to show up for a scheduled dialysis appointment on 03/24/2022. The clinic obtained information of the passing from the wife. The patient received his SECOND dose of COVID-19 vaccine on 3/22/21, reported feeling ill 3/23/21 and then passing on 3/24/21. The clinic called  the health department to report the death of the patient on 3/24/2021.

1133010 03/09/2021 03/25/2021 51.0 Y M shortness of breath; weakness; diffuse chest tightness; confusion; dizziness; cardiac failure; pulmonary failure; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 51-year-old, male patient who developed cardiac failure, pulmonary failure/respiratory failure and died.  The patient's medical history included hypertension, obesity, bee allergy and bipolar disorder. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   Patient received first dose of vaccine prior to two weeks to his death (died on 09 Mar 2021).   A week prior to his vaccination as shortness of breath, weakness, diffuse chest tightness, confusion, and dizziness. These symptoms progressed following his vaccination and he was hospitalzed for two days prior to his death on 09 Mar 2021. Treatment information was not provided.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The patient died on 09 Mar 2021 The cause of death was reported as cardio/pulmonary failure with secondary and tertiary causes of hypertension and obesity. Plans for an autopsy were not provided.  The outcome of the events, cardiac failure and pulmonary failure were fatal.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of death in a 51-year-old male subject with a medical history of HTN, obesity, bee allergy and bipolar disorder,who died 7 days after receiving first dose of vaccine. Very limited information has been provided at this time. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: cardiac failure; pulmonary failureY

1133038 03/25/2021 Y M died after receiving the first dose of a COVID-19 vaccine; cardiac arrest; fell ill; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer reported for a patient (friend's cousin). A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included patient was infected with the virus in 2020 (reported as "over six months ago"), but not in the current time. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient died after receiving the first dose of a COVID-19 vaccine on an unknown date. Patient felt ill that evening a few hours after receiving the shot, followed by cardiac arrest. Patient was taken to the hospital, where he died the next day. The outcome of the event "unknown cause of death" was fatal, of other events was unknown. The cause of death was not reported. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: died after receiving the first dose of a COVID-19 vaccineY

1133039 03/16/2021 03/25/2021 TN Y M kidneys were unable to support life; Diarrhea; unable to get up without assistance; shaking so bad; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (Patient's wife). An 80-year-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (BNT162B2) via an unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Right on an unspecified date (Batch/Lot Number: EN6201, expiry date not reported) as single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing glomerulonephritis, dementia (He had dementia prior to getting the vaccine) and walking aid user. The patient experienced kidneys were unable to support life on an unspecified date and was reported as fatal, shaking so bad on 01Mar2021, diarrhea on 02Mar2021, unable to get up without assistance on 01Mar2021. Patient's wife reports that her husband didn't have any reactions until the third day. He was shaking so bad that the car seat was vibrating. He also had diarrhea. He had dementia prior to getting the vaccine. After getting the vaccine he was unable to get out of the chair without physically being helped out of the chair. He was able to use his walker before getting the vaccine but was not able to after getting the vaccine. Her husband passed away yesterday. He was shaking so bad on 01Mar2021. It lasted for 12-24 hours and then it was not as spasmodic. He had diarrhea from 02Mar - 03Mar2021. He recovered completely from it. He was unable to get up without assistance on 01Mar2021. That did not change. He required assistance until he died. He was unable to use his walker staring on 01Mar2021. His kidneys were unable to support life. Two weeks before he received the vaccine her husband was up and walking. After he received the second dose this happened. Caller is unsure if this caused kidney failure. An autopsy is not being performed. Her husband died yesterday. He had kidney problems that he lived with for 58 years. After receiving the vaccine his kidney functions took a nose dive. She was told by some of the people taking care of him that the kidneys could have had a decrease in function from the vaccine. He was sent to a dementia facility on 02Mar2021 for long term placement. The patient received his first dose of BNT162B2 on an unspecified date. The patient died on 16Mar2021. An autopsy was not performed.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: kidneys were unable to support life

1133040 03/25/2021 Y M died from heart attack; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via a Pfizer Sponsored reported for a male patient (Husband). A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of COVID-19 vaccine (UNSPECIFIED TRADE NAME), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date as single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient died from heart attack exactly 1 week later after vaccine on an unspecified date. Never had any heart issues or anything. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: died from heart attack

1133044 03/10/2021 03/13/2021 03/25/2021 IL 73.0 Y F Ventricular tachycardia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician and consumer. A 73-year-old non-pregnant female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Formulation: Solution for injection; Lot Number: UNKNOWN) via intramuscular in left arm on 10Mar2021 (at the age of 73-years-old) as single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks prior to vaccination. Prior to vaccination the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included carvedilol (COREG), apixaban (ELIQUIS), enalapril(MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), furosemide (LASIX), dofetilide (TIKOSYN), allopurinol (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN). The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) on an unspecified date for Covid-19 immunization. On 13Mar2021, the patient experienced ventricular tachycardia. Seriousness criteria was considered as emergency room/department or urgent care, hospitalization, life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event). The patient was hospitalized for 1 day and died on same day (13Mar2021). The patient was not tested for covid post vaccination. The patient received treatment for the event. An autopsy was not performed, and the reported cause of death was ventricular tachycardia.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a causal association between the reported event ventricular tachycardia and BNT162B2 cannot be fully excluded. Case will be reassessed when additional information is available including medical history data. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and investigators, as appropriate. ; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Ventricular tachycardiaY Y 1

1133045 02/28/2021 02/28/2021 03/25/2021 NJ Y M Brain Death; found to have mixed spontaneous SAH with subsequent trauma; Coagulopathy with hematemesis; Platelets values 160 historical baseline/130 (on arrival to ER)/80/ 70/Patient death; Patient arrived at hospital after fall (within 12 hours of vaccination); hematuria; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 74-years-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Solution for injection, Lot Number: EN6203, Expiration date: Not provided), administered intramuscularly (Anatomical location: Arm left) on 28Feb2021 15:00 as single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history included benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH). Concomitant medications included acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN) via unknown route of administration for unspecified indication and finasteride via unknown route of administration for an unspecified indication. It was reported that patient had no prior vaccination and covid was not tested. It was reported that patient arrived at hospital after fall (within 12 hours of vaccination), found to have mixed spontaneous Subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) with subsequent trauma, Coagulopathy with hematemesis and hematuria. Platelets values 160 historical baseline less than 130 (on arrival to ER) then to less than 80 less than70 and Patient died . The patient underwent lab tests and procedures on 27Feb2021, which included platelet count of 160 historical baseline/130 (on arrival to ER) less than 80 to less than70. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of brain death, SAH, hematemesis, Platelets decreased, Fall, Hematuria with Platelets, Fresh Frozen Plasma. The patient died on 28Feb2021, Outcome of all events were fatal. Autopsy was not performed.; Sender's Comments: The events fall, subarachnoid hemorrhage, hematamesis, hematuria and brain death are assessed as possibly related to the suspect drug ( bnt162b2 )  based on strong temporal association, but have to ascertain the onset of these events, as it is mentioned the lab test and procedures were done on 27Feb2021 and the patient took the vaccine ( bnt162b2 ) on 28Feb2021.. The case will be reassessed once new information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the product is evaluated as part of  procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Brain DeathY Y 2

1133552 03/03/2021 03/23/2021 03/25/2021 88.0 88 Y M Unknown - Documentation not available

1133564 02/02/2021 02/23/2021 03/25/2021 PR 62.0 62 Y F It was sent for low pressure on 02/12/2021 to the Hospital Medical Center. He died of respiratory arrest.

1133604 02/26/2021 03/02/2021 03/25/2021 PR 69.0 69 Y F She was taken to hospital 03/02/2021 where she died at 4 am from a heart attack.

1133650 01/15/2021 01/18/2021 03/25/2021 NH 84.0 84 Y M Patient presented to the emergency department of Hospital on 1/16/21 with severe hypoxia to 70s% on room air and was found to have COVID-19 infection with pneumonitis. Patient is a resident where  received Covid Vaccination on 1/15/21 Y 3

1133712 03/22/2021 03/24/2021 03/25/2021 KY 47.0 47 Y F reported bad headaches on the day following the vaccine--did not see the doctor--later died.  the coroner reported that the preliminary autopsy showed an enlarged heart and liver

1133747 03/14/2010 03/25/2021 97.0 Y M died on hospice Narrative:  Patient died on hospice, it is my clinical recommendation that death was r/t chronic anema, advanced dementia, COPD, CAD, and not related to prior administration of COVID-19 vaccination

1133748 02/02/2021 02/07/2021 03/25/2021 99.0 99 Y M Death Narrative: admitted to hospital on 12/29/20 due to Covid-19 PNA. PMH includes MRSA+, CHF, COPD, HTN, HDL, Meniere's. 1/12 DC to NH where he rec vaccine. 2/7 pt passed away at NH 2/7/21.

1133939 02/11/2021 02/20/2021 03/25/2021 IN 70.0 70 Y F Acute hemolytic anemia of unknown cause - may/may not be related to vaccination

1133940 02/12/2021 02/20/2021 03/25/2021 HI 65.0 65 Y M Patient was found deceased at home on 2/20/2021, 8 days after receiving the 1st dose of COVID-19 vaccine.

1134002 02/24/2021 02/28/2021 03/25/2021 OR 69.0 69 Y M Death 4 days after vaccination

1134021 02/09/2021 03/11/2021 03/25/2021 MN 70.0 70 Y M Patient death within 60 days of receiving the COVID vaccine series

1134070 01/29/2021 03/13/2021 03/25/2021 96.0 96 Y F Patient death within 60 days of receiving the COVID vaccine series

1134252 02/11/2021 02/23/2021 03/25/2021 NC 82.0 82 Y M 1/15 through 1/19 Pt was hospitalized for COVID symptoms and diagnosed COVID +. received remdesivir and plasma on 1/15. 1/19 discharged home and doing well until 2/12 2/11 received pfizer vaccine 2/12 readmitted to hospital after being found unresponsive at home, sats 35%, rales, temp 103.8, CXR infiltrates, placed on PR mask then BIPAP- diagnosed with cytokine storm possibly from vaccine. 2/13 sats 78% on BIPAP, sweating, rapid response called and stabilized 2/16 pt found with left sided weakness, droop and left arm flaccid. CT scan revealed ischemic stroke 2/17 6L salter lab remain weak on left side 2/19 increased to 10L salter lab 2/20 possible aspiration - worsening sats 2/21 continues to have decreased sats PR mask at 15L. then back on BIPAP 2/22 discussion with family about poor prognosis. DNR comfort. 2/23 Pt passed away

1134432 03/23/2021 03/24/2021 03/25/2021 KS 62.0 62 Y M Pt went unresponsive at home per wife, was transported to hospital by EMS and died after getting to the hospital. This is not a suspected allergic reaction to the COVID Moderna vaccine at this time.

1134477 03/23/2021 03/24/2021 03/25/2021 VA 78.0 78 Y F Resident found unresponsive found at 1545, CPR done, EMS responded and resident Pronounced Dead at 1615

1134616 02/18/2021 03/12/2021 03/25/2021 MN 87.0 87 Y F Patient death within 60 days of receiving the COVID vaccine series

1134647 03/03/2021 03/06/2021 03/25/2021 81.0 81 Y M 81 y/o male patient was vaccinated 3/3/21 and died 3/6/21. Patient's wife reported he was having "some trouble breathing" but could not remember whether this problem started before or after being vaccinated.

1134651 03/07/2021 03/10/2021 03/25/2021 NC 63.0 63 Y F The patient had a hemorrhagic stroke approximately 3 days after receiving the vaccine and died.

1134697 03/23/2021 03/24/2021 03/25/2021 TX 51.0 50 Y M Patient reportedly passed away on 3-24-21 on the day after the vaccine was given.  We have no further information at our facility regarding the event.

1134751 03/10/2021 03/16/2021 03/25/2021 WI 66.0 66 Y M Patient was hospitalized within 4 days of getting the vaccine and passed away 6 days after getting the vaccine Y 2

1134819 03/04/2021 03/17/2021 03/25/2021 MD 51.0 51 Y F She developed a large pulmonary embolus, and she died on 3/17 at Hospital. She developed symptoms of SOB on 3/11, and was admitted to the hospital. She was initially stable and not requiring oxygen and was sent home on anticoagulation. However she returned the same day with worsening symptoms, troponin now elevated, and ECHO showing signs of right heart strain. Embolus on imaging had increased in just over days from previous CT scan. She became pulseless and died despite resuscitative efforts. It is my opinion (Dr.) that she died of a pulmonary embolus, and an autopsy is pending.Y Y 5

1135281 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 03/25/2021 AZ 57 Y M Passed away; A spontaneous report was received from a Healthcare Professional concerning a 57-years-old male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and passed away/death.  The patient's medical history was not provided. However, the patient had some serious chronic health condition. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 21 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch: LOT: 011L20A Exp: 03July2021) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. He did not experience any symptoms right away and nothing within the next 15 mins under observation.  On 22 Jan 2021, the patient passed away.   Treatment details was not reported.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event passed away, was not applicable.   On 22 Jan 2021, the patient died. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding the event of death has been provided at this time. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Passed away

1135351 01/13/2021 02/03/2021 03/25/2021 OR 78.0 78 Y M 2/03/2021  Death.  No treatment.  Deceased.

1135483 03/25/2021 03/25/2021 03/25/2021 WA 76.0 76 Y F Patient got 2nd vaccine, waited 15 minutes for observation and collapsed when getting into car

1135587 03/17/2021 03/01/2021 03/25/2021 Y M died yesterday; This is a spontaneous report received from Medical Information from a contactable other health professional. A 57-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 17Mar2021, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient died in Mar2021 (reported as "yesterday"). The outcome of the event was fatal. The cause of death was not reported. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Event unknown cause of death is assessed as related until sufficient information is available to confirm an unrelated cause of death. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: died yesterday

1135589 03/25/2021 TX Y M Death; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A male patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date (batch/lot number was not reported) as single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got a steroid shot in between his 2 doses of the vaccine and he fell dead the next day. The reporter stated that the reporter didn't know what manufacturer he received, but that he took steroids all the time. The patient died on an unspecified date. The cause of death was unknown. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1136004 03/15/2021 03/25/2021 03/25/2021 NY 67.0 67 Y M Patients representative notified pharmacy today to cancel patients second appointment as the patient had died this morning due to a staff infection in hospital.  Representative did state they did not believe it was related to vaccination as patient has been having difficult time with underlying conditions (pulmonary fibrosis and atrial fibrillation).

1136163 03/24/2021 03/25/2021 OH 88.0 Y M Death

1135730 03/11/2021 03/13/2021 03/26/2021 FL 48.0 48 Y M Patient found dead two days after vaccination; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare provider concerning 48-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mrna-1273) and died.  The patient's medical history includes bipolar disorder, colon polyps, hypertension, benign tremors & other Comorbidities. Concomitant product like iron sulfate, Fluticasone, Gabapentin, Lamotrigine, Methocarbamol, Propranolol hydrochloride was reported by the reporter .  On 11 mar 2021, approximately 2 days prior to the event, the patient received their first dose of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 13 Mar 2021, the patient died. No other details were reported. Treatment information was unknown.   The patient died on 13 Mar 2021. The cause of death was not provided. Plans for an autopsy were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of death

1135778 03/08/2021 03/12/2021 03/26/2021 CA 78.0 78 Y F Breathing issues; Death; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 78 years old, female patient who experienced breathing issues/dyspnoea.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 08 Mar 2021, prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number not provided) intramuscularly in an unknown arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The patient experienced breathing difficulty on 12 Mar 2021. The patient died on 12 Mar 2021.  Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with the drug in response to the events is not applicable.  The patient died on 12 Mar 2021. The cause of death was not reported. The reporter wanted to conduct a autopsy to find out if the death was caused by the vaccine.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of death in a 78-year-old female subject with unknown medical history, who died 4 days after receiving first dose of vaccine. Very limited information has been provided at this time. Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Unknown cause of deathY

1136479 03/19/2021 03/23/2021 03/26/2021 OH 68.0 68 Y M PATIENT HAD THE FOLLOWING SYMTOMS AFTER RECEVING THE PFIZER COVID VACCINATION. MORNING OF MARCH 23RD HE WAS NOT WELL AND STATED HOME FROM WORK. SYMTOMS WERE AN UPSET STOMACH, UPPER BACK SORENESS, AND SORENESS OF ARM. DURING THE AFTERNOON HE TOLD HIS WIFE HE NEEDED TO LAY DOWN AND NEVER REGAINED CONCIOUSNESS BEFORE AND AFTER EMS WAS CALLED @7PM.  SPECIFIC DETAILS OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE CAN BE GATHERED FROM THE HOSPITAL. UPON VISITING PATIENT AT POST MORTUM, STAFF NURSE INFORMED ME THEY WORKED ON HIM FOR OVER AN HOUR BUT THEY NEVER GOT A PULSE. FURTHER DETAILS SUCH AS LOCATATION OF VACCINE ADMINISTRATION MAY BE GATHERED BY THIS AGENCY FROM HIS WIDOW.Y 1

1136547 02/19/2021 03/14/2021 03/26/2021 92.0 92 Y F 92 y/o - Severe dementia. Hospice

1136624 03/04/2021 03/21/2021 03/26/2021 98.0 98 Y M N/A 98 y/o with dementia and heart disease

1136657 02/26/2021 03/20/2021 03/26/2021 ND 74.0 74 Y M NA 74 y/o several comorbidities. Stroke

1136716 02/12/2021 03/03/2021 03/26/2021 PR 95.0 95 Y F The patient referred that has no symptoms. POC was with her, until she died. She died of Alzheimer's, diabetes and a sacral ulcer that she brought when she was admitted.

1136862 03/09/2021 03/20/2021 03/26/2021 FL 74.0 74 Y M Had his vaccine, he had some reaction but not aware of what it was.  On 3/20/21 they found him slumped over the toilet where he had died.  His brother had spoken with him the day before and was supposed to see him on Saturday.  Brother is not aware if he had taken anything for his symptoms, probably just took some Tylenol.

1136867 02/27/2021 02/28/2021 03/26/2021 CA 76.0 76 Y F headache started about 12 noon on day of, texted a friend at 5:47pm to say wasn't feeling well, hurting all over mostly in chest, shoulders and head.

1137069 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 03/26/2021 KY 57.0 57 Y M 57yo Male,  resident, declared dead 01/11/2021 , following a period of ill health related to diabetic ulcers.

1137449 02/11/2021 03/07/2021 03/26/2021 PR 73.0 73 Y M He returned from the hospital through a PEG tube, he was stable. On 7/3/2021, caregivers give a round of vitals at 7:30 am, he was stable, when he was going to receive food he was without vital signs. Cause of death respiratory cardiac arrest.

1137529 01/19/2021 02/09/2021 03/26/2021 PR 86.0 86 Y F See started having shortness of breath on the night of 8/2/2021. He sends her to do tests, and she was taken to the hospital. She died in the hospital due to kidney and heart failure.

1137579 03/16/2021 03/25/2021 03/26/2021 MI 62.0 62 Y F ? Maderna vaccine #1 on 3/16 at clinic ? Provider visit 3/22 dx bronchitis due to COVID-19, z pak and steroids ? ED 3/25 syncopy, full arrest and patient expired patient states she had COVID in February

1137994 03/19/2021 03/22/2021 03/26/2021 PA 65.0 65 Y M Patient passed away on Monday (March 22nd, 2021)

1138291 03/03/2021 03/05/2021 03/26/2021 OK 62.0 62 Y M Severe headache, fatigue, very sleepy about two hours after injection.  Woke about 1:00 a.m. with severe headache.  Gave two Tylenol and cold wash cloth for forehead.  Started tossing and turning about five minutes later.  Sat up in bed, fell over and struck bedside table.  EMT said he suffered stroke around 1:30 am.  He passed away on the 5th.

1138309 03/06/2021 03/18/2021 03/26/2021 NY 59.0 59 Y F Death - unattended

1138368 03/21/2021 03/23/2021 03/26/2021 IA 84.0 84 Y M Injection SUNDAY.  within 2 hrs of the 2nd injection, he was amazed to no longer feeling the chronic pain throughout his shoulder.  MONDAY: The following evening (after supper) he experienced severe light-headedness, followed by violent, prolonged projectile vomiting, during which, his eyes rolled back and he passed out while continuing to vomit. Low BP. transported to hospital;  CT scan showed perforated esophagus, air in chest lining. 2nd CT: air and fluid spread to neck area, bowel obstruction/infection.  TUESDAY: 5am: Transferred to hospice ward, unresponsive. Tuesday, 2:20pm: died.

1138370 03/04/2021 03/17/2021 03/26/2021 AZ 50.0 50 Y M he started feeling sick day after vaccine with flu like symptoms, seen in ED 5 days after vaccination, diagnosed with COVID19,  About 1 week after that, he was found dead at home on his couch.

1138695 03/24/2021 03/26/2021 03/26/2021 TX 53.0 53 Y M expiration

1139029 03/04/2021 03/20/2021 03/26/2021 OH 75.0 75 Y M Progressively following vaccine on 3/4/21 became more fatigued until taken to hospital on 3/13/21.  Found to have lesions on liver and in lungs on scans.  Told to follow up with Oncologist on 3/16 but instead had to go to ED due to worsened fatigue and confusion. Liver enzymes noted to be very elevated on admission and progressively deteriorated in to liver failure and subsequent kidney failure over 3 day hospitalization. Unable to biopsy lesions due to risk of bleeding. Discharged to hospice facility on 3/19/21 and died 3/20/21 early AM.Y 3

1139039 03/24/2021 03/26/2021 03/26/2021 NY 69.0 69 Y M According to daughter pt was in his usual state of health  (pt was critically ill, so daughter provided hx) until he received his 2nd dose of the moderna covid 19 vaccination at 11am on 3/24/2021.  He had not had any side effects from the first dose. Around 15 hrs after getting the vaccine he started having fevers, myalgias, fatigue, and sob. He has poor po intake following the vaccine. He arrived to the ER on 3/26 in hypoxic respiratory failure, septic shock, acute renal failure, nstemi, hyperkalemic with severe b/l pneumonia on chest x ray.  He expired with in hours of arrival to the ER despite full attempts at resuscitation.Y

1139056 03/11/2021 03/25/2021 03/26/2021 NH 60.0 60 Y F ****I want to note that I am submitting on behave of my mother who passed away yesterday. The medical examiner has declined 2x for an autopsy to be done.  My mother was healthy and was absolutely fine besides the rash (dr diagnosed her with cellulitis week of March 14). I do not agree with the rule of death being  ?natural causes? neither does her doctor.

1139186 03/22/2021 03/23/2021 03/27/2021 AZ 83.0 83 Y M Hospice of Compusus nurse called and reported that patient passed away. She reported no adverse reaction and that patient had no complications before going to bed and patient did not wake up from his sleep.

1139599 03/10/2021 03/15/2021 03/27/2021 FL 72.0 72 Y M Patient was found deceased in his own home on Monday, March 15, 2021.  He was found on the floor in a sitting position with three fingers of his right hand on his right carotid.  It appeared that he was getting ready for church, which was a routine event.  Although patient was a diabetic, he never had episodes that were life threatening, and was always able to manage to remediate with insulin or food.  Patient last spoke to a neighbor at 2:30 a.m. on Sunday, March 14th, who said he appeared to be just fine and they scheduled a date with their dogs on Sunday afternoon.  A sheet of instructions found on the kitchen counter at the home informed us that he had a COVID vaccine at the VA Hospital on Wednesday, March 10th.  He was documenting side-effects of very sore  right arm and low blood sugars.  that was unusual because if he was able to manage he wouldn't have noted it.  It was apparent that something sudden happened such that he was unable to get to help and his heart rate must have been of concern.  We believe that patient suffered  onset of some sort of cardiac event, blood clot, high heart rate, or heart attack, that was associated with the vaccine on Wednesday and 4 days later he was suddenly gone, unable to call for help (he has family close by in this community).  We want healthcare providers and individuals to be able to make informed decisions about giving/taking the vaccine when there is another health issue  such as diabetes to consider.  We lost a brother, a father, a friend and a dedicated veteran unnecessarily.

1139677 01/27/2021 03/25/2021 03/27/2021 NM 68.0 68 Y M Per family pt became more somnolent, gaining weight, jaundiced after 2nd covid vaccine dose.  Pt was admitted to the hospital on 3/23 with decompensated cirrhosis and ecoli bacteremia and died on 3/25. Y 2

1139812 03/17/2021 03/20/2021 03/27/2021 CA 60.0 60 Y M Patient was found expired in his home on 3/20/2021.

1139971 02/01/2021 03/27/2021 TX 72.0 72 Y F Per pts husband, pt had been ? normal,? coking and even mowing the grass prior to receiving the covid vaccine. She started to hallucinate and eventually was admitted to our facility and diagnosed with acute encephalopathy. The pt went home on hospice and has since passed  Husband reports no one will listen to him regarding the events that took place.Y

1140050 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 03/27/2021 UT 82.0 82 Y M Patient received his first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on 02/03/2021. He has significant medical history, but presented to the hospital on afternoon of 02/08/2021 with report of three days of nausea and vomiting. He thought this attributed to a new cholesterol medication. He also reported some shortness of breath, mild cough, no fever. reported some epigastrium pain the day prior but since resolved.  Significant other reported some significant swelling and that pt complained of feeling like he had a "blockage in his throat". Workup showed concerns of pneumonia so pt was started on antibiotics and Vitamin K. Shortly after meds started pt started complaining of itching arm and trouble breathing. He became bradycardic and lost consciousness. Resuscitative efforts initiated but unsuccessful. Time of death called on 02/08/2021 at 1737. Hospital notes report "cause of death is anaphylaxis", and pt would be an OME case.

1140258 03/26/2021 03/27/2021 03/27/2021 NY 21.0 21 Y F Patient contacted 911 complaining of not feeling well and difficulty breathing. Upon arrival patient was found by EMS in cardiac arrest. EMS was unable to get return of spontaneous circulation. Y

1140772 02/18/2021 02/22/2021 03/27/2021 CT 89.0 89 Y M Chills, fever and tremors began around 2100 on night of vaccination, was reported symptoms subsided the following day. Found early morning of 2/22/2021 deceased in bed by live-in caregiver

1140696 02/02/2021 02/23/2021 03/28/2021 MI 69.0 Y F Multifocal Intracerebral Hemorrhage; Disseminated Intravascular Coagulopathy; strokes, Ischemic and Hemorrhagic; strokes, Ischemic and Hemorrhagic; AML; Leukemia; Blood clot diagnosis; Sore lower leg; RDW Stand. Dev. H/RDW Coeff Var H; Platelet Count L, Platelet Vol L; Neutrophils L; Band Neutrophils H; Monocytes H; Metamyelocytes H; Myelocytes H; Absolute Neutrophils L; Other Cell Type Blast Like Cells H; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 70-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) lot number: EL9261, via an unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Right on 02Feb2021 08:30 (Batch/Lot Number: EL9261) as SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included breast cancer (8 years ago no chemo just radiation). Historical vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EL0140) on 11Jan2021 for Covid-19 immunization. Concomitant medication included vitamin c [ascorbic acid] (VITAMIN C [ASCORBIC ACID]), calcium citrate, colecalciferol (CALCIUM CITRATE + D3), glucosamine, magnesium citrate, docosahexaenoic acid, eicosapentaenoic acid, tocopheryl acetate (OMEGA 3 [DOCOSAHEXAENOIC ACID;EICOSAPENTAENOIC ACID;TOCOPHERYL ACETATE]) and curcuma longa (TURMERIC [CURCUMA LONGA]). On 04Feb2021, the patient's blood work result showed red cell distribution width (RDW) stand. dev. high; RDW coeff var high, platelet count low, platelet vol low; neutrophils low; band neutrophils high; monocytes high; metamyelocytes high; myelocytes high; absolute neutrophils low; other cell type blast like cells high. On 15Feb2021, the patient experienced sore lower leg. On 16Feb2021, the patient was diagnosed with blood clot. On 19Feb2021, the patient was diagnosed with leukemia. On 20Feb2021, the patient was diagnosed with acute myeloid leukemia (AML). On 21Feb2021, the patient had tow types of stroke, ischemic and hemorrhagic, the patient was intubated. On 23Feb2021, the patient was extubated and died due to multifocal intracerebral hemorrhage, disseminated intravascular coagulopathy, acute myeloid leukemia with blast crisis. The patient received chemotherapy and leukapheresis as treatment. The patient died on 23Feb2021.  An autopsy was not performed.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Disseminated Intravascular Coagulopathy; Acute Myeloid Leukemia With Blast Crisis; Multifocal Intracerebral HemorrhageY Y 4

1140697 03/28/2021 VA Y F She passed one to two days after the shot; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient died after receiving the COVID vaccine. She passed one to two days after the shot. It was not expected. Waiting on the autopsy.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: She passed one to two days after the shot

1141641 02/28/2021 03/27/2021 03/28/2021 NJ 58.0 58 Y M Received first Pfizer Covid19 vaccine on 2/28/21. Developed fever 102.8, chills, SOB on 3/2/21 and was transported by EMS to ER and admitted. He was tested 3 times for COVID 19 and found to be negative.  CT scan was concerning for viral pneumonia and suspected COVID. He was treated and released to home on 3/4/21.  Followed by pulmonologist.  Received second Pfizer COVID19 vaccine on 3/21/21. On 3/23/21 developed fatigue, weakness, shakiness, nausea and vomiting. had significant decline over the week. Has acute event on 3/27/21 and was pronounced dead at home.

1141968 03/01/2021 03/19/2021 03/28/2021 OR 54.0 54 Y M My husband died of a sudden massive heart attack.  He was one of two teachers who died after the moderna vaccine, second dose.  A third teacher had a stroke.

1141989 03/24/2021 03/24/2021 03/28/2021 MA 85.0 85 Y F Patient received Johnson and Johnson vaccine at approx 1:30 pm and passed away on 11:03 pm - May 24, 2021.  Was told around 10;20 pm, the patient was experiencing trouble breathing, cold, clammy, non-responsive .

1142047 03/02/2021 03/13/2021 03/28/2021 IN 87.0 87 Y F Patient received the injection on May 2nd.  Following the injection, we noticed an increased weakness and general achiness.  On the  8th she was so weak that we purchased a gait belt to assist her.  We were not super concerned as we were expecting the second shot to cause body aches or flu like symptoms based on what we had heard from others who had received both vaccine shots.  She continued to be unsteady and we found that she has a mild UTI which we had begun treating with prescribed antibiotics. Late afternoon on the 11th, mother suffered a major stroke.  we did not take her to the hospital because we had already been told that they would not be able to do anything at her age should she suffer a stroke.  On the 12th I called the doctors office and asked for them to send Hospice to the house as we could tell that she was dying.  Mother died on the 13th.    Just a week prior to her death I had spoken with Dr. and we had discussed how that she was declining in health but that she was not even close to needing Hospice, yet she is dead a week later.  Less than 2 weeks after getting her second Covid Shot.

1142078 03/05/2021 03/28/2021 03/28/2021 NY 97.0 97 Y F Patient was a high functioning 97-year-old female with a history of CLL diagnosed 1 year ago on no treatment prior to arrival, chronic stable thrombocytopenia, chronic kidney disease, past history of breast cancer and bladder cancer in remission, transfusion dependent anemia of chronic disease, covid 19 vaccination on 3/5/2021, who presented to the emergency room on 3/25/2021 unresponsive found by the family and emergency services was called.  The paramedics found her temperature to be 101.6 and her room air sat was 87%.  In the ER CT of the head revealed acute subarachnoid hemorrhage.  There was no trauma.  CT the abdomen and pelvis showed lymphadenopathy and splenomegaly consistent with her known CLL and new bilateral lung infiltrates.  Patient's white blood cell count was 124,000 consistent with her known CLL.  Patient prior was high functioning and still drove herself to her doctor's appointments.  The day prior she told her son she was feeling slightly nauseous and ill and went to bed early.  She was admitted with a subarachnoid hemorrhage which was felt to be spontaneous and not traumatic.  She was not on any anticoagulation prior to arrival. She was also admitted with severe sepsis felt possibly due to aspiration pneumonia or pneumonia in general and she did have fever and bilateral infiltrates on imaging. covid 19 and influenza neg.  The decision was made to place her on comfort care after discussion with family.  She ultimately expired on 3/28 At 14:48 PM in the presence of her familyY 4

1142674 03/26/2021 03/27/2021 03/29/2021 MN 84.0 84 Y F She developed chills she couldn't control and fell asleep all afternoon, evening and through the night. I spoke with her twice and my uncle and aunt checked on her three times, all three she was freezing cold and too tired to get up. In the morning, she was dazed, cold and walked to the bathroom, where she collapsed to her death. Paramedics could not revive her. My mom died Saturday morning - within the 24-hour period of her vaccine. She was feeling so great leading up to it, active, stripping the guest bedroom sheets, bubbly, and excited for us to be able to finally visit her soon.

1142724 03/11/2021 03/16/2021 03/29/2021 IA 71.0 71 Y F PATIENT RECIEVED FIRST SHOT ON FEBRUARY 18TH AND SHOWED NO OBVIOUS SIGNS, SYMPTOMS, OR ISSUES. PATIENT RECIEVED THE SECOND SHOT ON MARCH 11TH SHOWED NO IMMEDIATE SIGNS OR SYMPTOMS UNTIL A DAY AND A HALF LATER ON MARCH 13TH WHEN PATIENT SUDDENLY STOPPED BREATHING AND WENT INTO CARDIAC FAILURE FOR NO APPARENT REASON.Y 4

1142806 02/16/2021 03/24/2021 03/29/2021 80.0 80 Y M altered mental status cardiac arrest hyperglycemia death Y

1142950 02/26/2021 03/27/2021 03/29/2021 90.0 90 Y M ALTERED MENTAL STATUS Bradycardia Elevated troponin Non-traumatic rhabdomyolysis Death Y

1142953 02/27/2021 03/26/2021 03/29/2021 83.0 83 Y M death

1142965 03/17/2021 03/17/2021 03/29/2021 NC 74.0 74 Y M Following the vaccination, individual ate lunch and then returned home. Later found deceased in chair in home ~8 hours after vaccine. No known symptoms. However no one was at home with individual for prolonged period of time during this time frame.

1142969 03/04/2021 03/27/2021 03/29/2021 58.0 58 Y M Thrombocytopenia (CMS/HCC) Prostate cancer (CMS/HCC) Pain VOMITING DEATH Y

1142975 01/29/2021 03/24/2021 03/29/2021 79.0 79 Y F Death

1142995 03/20/2021 03/25/2021 03/29/2021 62.0 62 Y F Death

1143222 02/20/2021 03/24/2021 03/29/2021 70.0 70 Y M CHEST PAIN WEAKNESS - GENERALIZED Hyperkalemia Lactic acidosis Hyponatremia SEPSIS EKG abnormalities Acute kidney injury (CMS/HCC) Neutropenia (CMS/HCC) DEATH Y

1143239 02/11/2021 03/13/2021 03/29/2021 PR 87.0 87 Y M He was taken to hospital 2/27/2021 for respiratory problems, diagnosed with pneumonia and died in hospital.

1143240 03/05/2021 03/27/2021 03/29/2021 84.0 84 Y M Acute renal failure (ARF) (CMS/HCC) Septic shock (CMS/HCC) Y

1143254 03/17/2021 03/24/2021 03/29/2021 72.0 72 Y M Death

1143277 03/10/2021 03/25/2021 03/29/2021 84.0 84 Y F Altered mental status Intracranial hemorrhage (CMS/HCC) Hypertension Cerebral brain hemorrhage (CMS/HCC Y

1143393 03/04/2021 03/24/2021 03/29/2021 PR 87.0 87 Y F Before receiving the vaccine, she was deteriorating, but relatives agreed to vaccinate her. Last week she began to have swallowing problems, she was not eating. They started with serum, supplements, and nasogastric.

1143613 02/02/2021 02/19/2021 03/29/2021 PR 92.0 92 Y F He was going to be discharged from Hospice on Monday 2/15/2021. The patient was in Hospice due to a stroke.   The nurse indicates after the vaccine she started with stomach pain and vomiting. Hospice evaluated her, she was given Pedialyte and then she died on 2/19/2021

1143912 03/10/2021 03/29/2021 03/29/2021 OH 67.0 67 Y M Suspected pneumonitis.  Patient presented on day following vaccination as shortness of breath, nausea, and diarrhea were not abating with home management. They had started later in the day after the vaccination.  At ER admission - SpO2 = 80% room air. Nasal cannula was applied and SpO2 recovered quickly.  BNP was elevated so acute exacerbation of heart failure was suspected and treated. However, patient did not improve with diuresis.  Viral workup and bacterial cause workup negative. No acute cardiac events discovered. Patient continued to decline. Transferred to ICU on 3-19-21 to use BiPAP with 65% FiO2 and able to take breaks to 15L nasal cannula. Borderline blood pressures at this time.  Infectious disease, pulmonology, cardiology, nephrology, and critical care anesthesia services evaluated and ruled out multiple possible diagnoses and patient continued to decline.  Diagnostic bronchoscopy on 3-22-21 with BAL lead to patient ventilator dependent with profound hypotension.  Aggressive ICU management ensued.  Bronchoscopy very clean with no real secretions - in line with CT evidence of pneumonitis.  Despite aggressive care and maximized pressor support, patient expired on 3-29-21 when family chose to withdraw care as blood pressure declined again.Y 18

1144095 03/15/2021 03/15/2021 03/29/2021 VA 75.0 75 Y M The patient started having breathing issues and increased heart rate 5 hours after vaccine administration.  He was transported to Hospital where he later passed away.

1144220 03/12/2021 03/28/2021 03/29/2021 FL 84.0 84 Y F Bacteremia - strep epidermidis, developed respiratory distress required intubation for hypercapnic respiratory failure. Developed PEA on 3/28 died. Y 13

1144617 03/27/2021 03/27/2021 03/29/2021 MD 69.0 69 Y F Patient was found deceased in her home by her daughter 9+ hours after receiving the vaccine.  The was no indication of how long the patient had been deceased prior to being discovered.

1145005 02/16/2021 03/10/2021 03/29/2021 IL 66.0 66 Y F Patient presented to the ED on 3/4/2021 with left facial droop, left-sided weakness, and dysarthria that started upon awakening that morning.  Patient found to have an ischemic stroke and ultimately admitted to hospice.  Patient expired on 3/10/2021.

1145196 03/08/2021 03/10/2021 03/29/2021 MS 86.0 86 Y F Patient was found deceased by her son 2 days following vaccination. Coroner stated heart attack was the likely cause of death. However, a autopsy was not performed before the body was cremated.

1145423 03/12/2021 03/26/2021 03/29/2021 IL 88.0 88 Y F 3/26/21 ER to Inpt Admission: Patient was admitted to the hospital for comfort measures after patient suffered MI and did not want any life-prolonging therapies. Patient was started on comfort medications and symptoms were monitored closely. The patient passed peacefully before she could be fully assessed

1145510 03/19/2021 03/29/2021 95.0 95 Y M Patient seen at my office 3/18/2021 (ambulatory).  Had dose 2 on 3/19/21.  The next morning around 5am (3/20), he had difficulty get to bathroom.  Was holding onto the sink because his legs would not work.  Family had to help him use bathroom and get him back into bed.  Family got him bedside commode that day and even then had severe weakness like a "bowl of jelly".   Had mild cough and neighbor listened to lungs and was clear.  Cough cleared and had labored breathing intermittently.  His breathing became more labored and he slept a lot and then breathing "kind of erratic" and then breathing slowed down and got slower and slower until he stopped breathing altogether.  Passed on 3/21/2021.

1145552 02/23/2021 03/08/2021 03/29/2021 IL 67.0 67 Y M Patient expired 3/8/2021 at home.  Coroner pronounced time of death at 0415 and assumed cause of death was history of transplant and cardiac.

1145662 03/12/2021 03/13/2021 03/29/2021 ME 97.0 Y M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): The decedent received their vaccine and had no reaction. He was found dead in bed the next morning.

1145887 03/23/2021 03/29/2021 03/29/2021 PA 58.0 58 Y F She received the vaccine on March 23.  On March 28 she felt unwell and early on March 29, 2021 developed severe headache and came to the Medical Center ER.  She had a large intracranial hemorrhage.  Platelet count was 4,000.  She had a normal platelet count in December 2020.  She had not received chemotherapy for her breast cancer, only radiation.  The hemorrhage rapidly expanded.  She was intubated and admitted to the ICU under my care.   Her husband opted for palliative extubation and she died soon after.Y 1

1146022 03/22/2021 03/25/2021 03/29/2021 NY 90.0 90 Y F on 3/24, she had decreased level of alertness, eating less, but continued to drink.  On 3/25, appeared a bit better, but still not at baseline.  drinking fluids but not eating.  she vomited up black material and then passed away on 3/25.

1145721 03/30/2021 Y U COVID-19 INFECTION (COVID-19, COVID-19) This spontaneous report received from a consumer via a company representative and concerned a patient of unspecified age and sex. The patient's weight, height, and medical history were not reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin not reported) dose, start therapy date were not reported for prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not reported. We are unable to perform follow-up to request batch/lot numbers. No concomitant medications were reported. On an unspecified date, the patient developed covid-10 infection. On an unspecified date, the patient died from covid-19. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. This report was serious (Death).
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1146461 02/08/2021 03/27/2021 03/30/2021 88.0 88 Y F Death Shortness of Breath A-fib COPD exacerbation Pneumonia Y

1146467 02/03/2021 03/27/2021 03/30/2021 100.0 100 Y M NA- patient refused second dose of vaccine - Patient condition at time of death  Chronic Conditions  Renal failure  Advanced age 100 y/o Cardiopulmonary arrest secondary to Covid 19

1146708 03/14/2021 03/17/2021 03/30/2021 CA 65.0 65 Y M not feeling; Patient was found deceased; Stiffness in neck; Extreme fatigue; A Spontaneous report  was received from a consumer concerning a 65-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced stiffness in neck/ musculoskeletal stiffness, extreme fatigue and patient was found deceased/Death.  The patient's current condition included obesity and diabetes. Concomitant medication was not reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received his first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. On 14 Mar 2021, prior to the event, the patient received his second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 14 Mar 2021, after receiving the second dose of the vaccination the patient began to complain of not Feeling. On 16 Mar 2021, the patient began to complain of stiffness in neck and extreme fatigue. On Wednesday 17 Mar 2021, the patient was found deceased in their home. The event deceased was reported as serious. The family member states they would hate to link the Moderna vaccination to their uncle's death but the vaccination was the only alteration of the patient normal diet and medications. Treatment medication was not reported. The patient died on 17 Mar 2021. It was unknown if autopsy was performed.  Action taken with the drug in response to the events was not applicable.  The outcome of the event patient was found deceased was fatal whereas outcome of other events stiffness in neck, extreme fatigue was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of sudden death in a 65-year-old male subject with a hx of obesity and diabetes  who died 3 days after receiving the second dose of vaccine. Very limited information has been provided at this time." Further information is requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Death

1146761 02/06/2021 03/06/2021 03/30/2021 IN 81.0 Y F "widow maker" type heart attack where the LAD artery suddenly became 100% blocked by a blood clot; "widow maker" type heart attack where the LAD artery suddenly became 100% blocked by a blood clot; "widow maker" type heart attack where the LAD artery suddenly became 100% blocked by a blood clot; Cardiogenic shock; Anterior myocardial infarction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  An 81-years-old female patient received BNT162B2, dose 2 via an unspecified route of administration, administered in left arm on 06Feb2021 (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included very sensitive to medication effects (usually takes only 1/2 dose with strong efficacy to avoid side effects). Breast cancer survivor (2014 onset, 2019 declared permanent remission) and mild blood pressure treated successfully with medication for about 10 years. Concomitant medications included spironolactone and valsartan, both taken for blood pressure. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 on 16Jan2021 in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The reporter's mother died 3 weeks and 6 days after having received the second dose of the Pfizer covid vaccine. The cause of death was a "widow maker" type heart attack where the LAD artery suddenly became 100% blocked by a blood clot; the event began about 11:45pm on 04Mar2021. The blockage was confirmed via cardiac cath procedure performed within 2 hours of the onset by Doctor, he removed the clot and placed a stent. However her heart was too damaged and could not recover. Doctor confirmed to us that she did not have excessive or evidence of any prior blockage and not excessive plaque. The blood clot likely came on and caused the cardiac event within roughly an hour, he explained. The patient had no prior symptoms and no comorbidities for blood clotting and was full of life and energy on 05Mar up to when she went to bed that night. She died 06Mar at 4:04 am at hospital. The strat date of the events was reported as 04Mar2021 at 11:45 PM. AE resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care, life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event). The patient died on 06Mar2021. An autopsy was not performed. The death cause: Triggered by the sudden 100% blockage of the LAD by a blood clot, the cause of death is listed as (A) Cardiogenic shock (B) Anterior myocardial infarction. Treatment was received for the events which included multiple resuscitations and angioplasty surgery. No covid prior vaccination, no covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was fatal.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: "widow maker" type heart attack where the LAD artery suddenly became 100% blocked by a blood clot; "widow maker" type heart attack where the LAD artery suddenly became 100% blocked by a blood clot; "widow maker" type heart attack where the LAD arteryY

1146768 03/26/2021 03/29/2021 03/30/2021 KY 66.0 66 Y F Death

1146779 03/30/2021 MS Y M passed away; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable consumer reporting for a male patient of unspecified age that received second dose of BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient passed away late Saturday night after receiving his second COVID-19 Vaccine on Friday. An autopsy was not performed.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained; Reported Cause(s) of Death: passed away

1146785 03/30/2021 VA Y F She died in the bathroom on the second day.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  This reporter reported similar events for 3 patients. This is 2nd of 3 patients.   A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date as single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. It is reported the patient died in upstate. Waiting on the autopsy. She died in the bathroom on the second day. It was not expected. The patient died on an unspecified date.  It was not reported if an autopsy was performed. The outcome of the event was fatal.  Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: She died in the bathroom on the second day.

1146787 03/02/2021 03/15/2021 03/30/2021 93.0 93 Y M death Narrative: Pt has been declining prior to starting COVID vaccine doses; then he got COVID after first dose (VAER reported); and then was admitted to hospice for dyspnea, chronic pain, pressure ulcers, urinary incontinence with foley catheter in place, bedbound, dysphagia.

1146788 03/10/2021 03/11/2021 03/30/2021 81.0 80 Y M patient passed away Narrative: Family member reported patient passed away day after receiving the covid vaccine

1146789 02/27/2021 03/29/2021 03/30/2021 70.0 69 Y M death Narrative: Pt received COVID vaccine dose #1 on 2/27 at facility. Pt admitted to Hospital d/t COPD exacerbation and severe hypoxia. Pt with longstanding hx respiratory complications including air hunger, use of continuous oxygen, panic attacks and pain requiring narcotics (also impacted respiratory drive). Pt evaluated by palliative care/hospice services at Hospital and was deemed appropriate for end-of-life care. Pt unable to discharge home for home hospice services, therefore remained at Hospital where he later passed away. Pt's wife called facility 3/29 to report the death of patient, exact date of death was 3/13. Anticipated cause of death includes respiratory failure d/t severe COPD, hypoxia and narcotic use. Was pt previously covid positive? No Are there any predisposing factors (i.e. PMH, HPI, allergy history etc) for patient experiencing adverse drug event? No Any occurrence of an ADR at time of administration or during time of observation? No Was there and ADR between observation period and date of death? No Was patient hospitalized prior to vaccination? No Was patient hospitalized between vaccination and date of death? Yes - d/t severe hypoxia and COPD exacerbation Was hospitalization attributable to ADE ? No Was patient hospitalized prior to death Yes What are the possible cause of death? severe COPD, hypoxia, reduced respiratory drive d/t narcotic use (chronic pain)

1147354 03/06/2021 03/22/2021 03/30/2021 MN 63.0 63 Y F Patient death within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1147433 03/16/2021 03/29/2021 03/30/2021 KS 77.0 77 Y F Decedent received first Covid-19 vaccination on 03/16/2021, has not been feeling well the past week. This past week the decedent stated she had been more tired and was experiencing shortness of breath.

1147618 03/22/2021 03/29/2021 03/30/2021 NY 57.0 57 Y F cardiac arrest

1148157 02/05/2021 02/10/2021 03/30/2021 IL 90.0 90 Y M Hospice Care, Crisis Care, Expired.

1148354 03/12/2021 03/17/2021 03/30/2021 IL 87.0 87 Y F Patient felt ill afterwards, did not regain typical activity level, found deceased in home on day 5 after 2nd dose

1148585 02/05/2021 02/16/2021 03/30/2021 IL 78.0 78 Y F Overall Decline, Hospice Care, Crisis Care, Expired.

1149401 03/11/2021 03/24/2021 03/31/2021 CA 85.0 85 Y M Systemic: Exhaustion / Lethargy-Medium, Systemic: Fever-Medium, Systemic: CAREGIVER REPORTED PATIENT STOPPED EATING AND HAD FEVER OF 101, FEVER WENT DOWN AFTER A DAY OR SO BUT CONTINUED NOT TO EAT-Severe, Additional Details: CAREGIVER REPORTED PT HAD FEVER AND LOSS OF APPETITE AFTER FIRST DOSE, QUESTIONED IF SECOND DOSE IS APPRORPIATE. PER THE CDC GUIDELINES THE PATIENT DID NOT HAVE A SEVERE ALLRGIC REACTON TO THE VACCINE AND THEREFOR SHOULD PROCEED WITH SECOND DOSE. CAREGIVERS STATES TOOK A WHILE FOR PT TO REGAIN APPETITE AFTER THE FIRST DOSE. SECOND DOSE HE HAD FEVER OF 101 FOR ABOUT 1 DAY BUT LOST APPETITE AND NEVER REGAINED. PASSED AWAY ON THE 24TH OF MARCH. CAREGIVER STATES PT WAS \"STRIVING\" PRIOR TO 2ND DOSE

1149448 02/20/2021 03/04/2021 03/31/2021 OH 90.0 90 Y F Covid vaccine monitoring documentation. 90 yof patient presented to ED 3/4/21 at 1233 unresponsive via EMS due to cardiac arrest. BP documented 82/43 at 1233, pulse 49. Prior to arrival, patient had been in bathroom and had syncopal event. Patient lived with family.  EMS began CPR and administered doses of Epi. Documentation also stated patient?s family member said patient received their 2nd covid vaccine 5 days prior and has not been okay since. After arrival to ED, patient was intubated, cardiac ultrasound showed no cardiac activity and no pericardial fluid.  Patient received sodium bicarbonate and calcium chloride.  Patient expired in the ED department at 03/04/2021 12:51.  Per Death Summary Form clinical diagnosis cardiopulmonary arrest, clinical impression of cause of death or terminal events leading to death, possible myocardial infarction.   Pfizer    EL9265 on 1/30/21, Pfizer    EL9266 on 2/20/21.

1149704 03/12/2021 03/14/2021 03/31/2021 OH 74.0 74 Y F Patient received Moderna vaccine on 3/12 and passed away on 3/14.  Patient had multiple chronic and acute conditions and was in overall poor health.

1149770 03/01/2021 03/07/2021 03/31/2021 72.0 72 Y M Aches, fevers, chills-within 24 hrs Nausea and vomiting-within 48 hrs Heart attack and death on third day

1149905 03/31/2021 NJ Y U Died; A spontaneous report was received from a Consumer concerning a patient where age and gender unspecified who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced event Death.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On unknown date, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot/batch: unknown) in the Anatomical location unspecified  for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On unknown date, The patient experienced the event Death.  Laboratory details were not provided.  No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event was Fatal.  The reporter assessed the event Death related to the study drug was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Further information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1151697 02/09/2021 03/10/2021 03/31/2021 78.0 77 Y M DEATH Narrative: No information about patient's death in record, patient received most of his care outside the clinic with only 2 ambulatory care notes in clinic total. Had diagnosis of CLL and was no longer on chemo. No documentation of: prior COVID infection, immediate ADR to COVID vaccine, prior hospitalizations for covid or anything else, death note, autopsy Unlikely that covid vaccine resulted in this patient's death, but was due to advanced age and diagnosis of CLL.

1151698 03/06/2021 03/31/2021 93.0 Y M death Narrative:  patient did not receive active care at the clinic since 2017 no evidence of COVID positive diagnosis in past no known hospitalizations no acute ADRS following vaccination no death note or autopsy in record no other ADRS documented in record

1151699 02/10/2021 03/11/2021 03/31/2021 75.0 74 Y M DEATH Narrative: NO INFORMATION AVAILABLE IN RECORD OTHER THAN DATE OF DEATH VACCINE GIVEN 02/10/2021 DATE OF DEATH 03/11/2021 PT DID NOT RECEIVE CARE AT CLINIC SINCE 2013 (AUDIOLOGY ONLY AT THAT TIME) NO DOCUMENTATION OF PREVIOUS COVID INFECTION NO IMMEDIATE ADR FOLLOWING VACCINE NO DOCUMENTATION OF HOSPITALIZATIONS (RECENT OR AFTER VACCINE) NO DEATH NOTE OR AUTOPSY Likely that vaccine did not contribute to this patient's death.

1151700 03/11/2021 03/23/2021 03/31/2021 98.0 97 Y F Narrative:  Patient received dose 1 of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 3/11/21 from clinic. Vaccine was administered to patient without complications and patient was observed for 15 minutes post-vaccination without any adverse effects. No documentation as to any adverse effects following the 15 minutes post-vaccination. 11 days later on 3/22/21, EMS was dispatched to patient's home and patient was found lying supine, unconscious, and unresponsive to stimuli. Patient was noted to have shallow breathing per EMS staff, and was subsequently brought to the hospital. Per family, patient lives alone and was feeling well - they had spoken to her two days prior to the event. Per family patient did not have recent fevers, vomiting, diarrhea, or cough. Also no recent medication changes or trauma. PMH includes stroke approx. 8 years ago, gout, HLD, HTN, and RLS. BP upon admission was 126/93, HR 123, temp 37.1 degrees Celcius, RR 28. Patient noted to smell of urine. CT showed large completed right sided infarct consistent with MCA stroke. Per neurology the lesion was not recoverable and patient would be unlikely to regain any function. Family was notified and poor prognosis was discussed. Patient has been very clear in the past that she would prefer "to go when her time came". She had a DNR And DNI as well. Daughter requested to pursue comfort measures for patient, therefore she was transferred to hospice care. Patient passed away the following day on 3/23/21. Death very unlikely due to COVID-19 vaccination since CT imaging clearly showed cerebral infarct and patient had a PMH of stroke.

1151701 01/05/2021 03/10/2021 03/31/2021 79.0 78 Y M COUGH, WEAKNESS, INSOMNIA, ACUTE ON CHRONIC CKD, ACUTE ON CHRONIC CHF, EMESIS, DEATH Narrative:  1/12/21-PT REPORTED FEELING TIRED, UNABLE TO SLEEP AND EXPERIENCING DYSPNEA ON EXERTION THAT HE FEELS MAY BE RELATED TO RECENT COVID VACCINE 1/17/21-patient admitted to hospital due to 'severe abdominal pain;' received 1 unit PRBC due to symptomatic anemia and weakness (Hgb 8.4->7.1); dx: acute on chronic CHF exacerbation and difficulty breathing, acute kidney injury-CKD Stage IV; HPI includes chief complaint "weakness/sob since last night, cough x 2 weeks since covid vaccine;" HPI includes "pt states that for 2 weeks he has had SOB, cough, chills, body aches, and weakness, symptoms not improved over the last few days, more weak as of late" 1/28/21-transferred to facility 2/12/21-transferred back to hospital due to SOB, abnormal labs, pleural effusion 2/16/21-episode of coffee ground emesis 2/19/21-EGD showed ulcerative esophagitis and gastritis 2/24/21-transferred to SNF 3/9/21-admitted to hospital d/t multiple episodes of vomiting 3/10/21-pt passed away at hospital Possibility that acute inflammatory process triggered by vaccine resulted in patient's eventual death, but difficult to ascertain due to patient's various comorbidities. Patient never tested positive for COVID. Did not experience immediate ADR following 1st dose of vaccine. Did not received 2nd dose due to illness. Hospitalized multiple times following 1st vaccine dose.Y

1153088 03/31/2021 CA Y F MAJOR HEART ATTACK; This spontaneous report received from a consumer concerned a 50 year old female. The patient's weight, height, and medical history were not reported. The patient received Covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin, and batch number were not reported) dose, start therapy date were not reported for prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not reported. The Company is unable to perform follow-up to request batch/lot numbers. No concomitant medications were reported. On an unspecified date, she had major heart attack and died. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed. The action taken with Covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The reporter and company provided causality between Covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s and major heart attack as possible. This report was serious (Death).; Sender's Comments: - covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s -Heart attack. This event(s) is considered unassessable. The event(s) has an unknown/unclear temporal relationship, is unlabeled, and has unknown scientific plausibility. There is no information on any other factors potentially associated with the event(s).; Reported Cause(s) of Death: MAJOR HEART ATTACK

1153162 02/03/2021 03/05/2021 03/31/2021 CA 79.0 Y M Death; Trouble in breathing; chills; sweating; his body was really cold; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 79 years old, male patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced events death, trouble in breathing/dyspnoea, chills, sweating/hyperhidrosis and his body was really cold/hypothermia.  The patient's medical history included blood clotting, blood pressure and diabetes. The relevant concomitant medications reported were provided as medications for blood thinner, blood pressure medication and diabetes medication.  On 03 Feb 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA (Lot number: unknown) through intramuscular route of administration for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 03 Mar 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their second of two planned doses of mRNA (Lot number: unknown) through unknown route of administration for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 04 Mar 2021, after second dose patient experienced sweating, his body was really cold. His wife called ambulance and paramedics had quoted that these were usual symptoms of second shot and if they want, they can take him to hospital for monitoring. The patient doesn't want to go hospital and wanted to take rest in bed.  On 05 Mar 2021, at 2am, four hours after first ambulance call, his wife noticed that he was still sweating, had chills and also had trouble in breathing. She called the ambulance second time and while it arrived at home it was too late and he was already passed. All the events were provided as intervention/medically important.  No laboratory data was provided. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not applicable.  The events trouble in breathing, chills, sweating and body was really cold were not recovered.  The patient died on 05 Mar 2021, due to unknown cause of death but On 19 Mar 2021, his wife talked with primary care physician and he mentioned that vaccine is one of the contributing factors to his death and it is noted on his death certificate. Plans for autopsy was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This is a case of sudden death in a 79-year-old fmale patient with a history of blood clotting, abnormal blood pressure and diabetes, who died 2 days after receiving second dose of vaccine. Very limited information has been provided at this time.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: unknown cause of death

1153527 01/29/2021 03/18/2021 03/31/2021 MN Y F Suffered massive stroke 24 hours after Pfizer vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported for a (age- 86; unit- unknown) female elderly patient with no pregnant received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Jan2021 13:45 PM at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. No pregnant at time of vaccination. No illnesses or chronic health conditions, no family history of strokes, heart disease or high blood pressure, very healthy prior to vaccine. No other vaccine in four weeks. She suffered massive stroke 24 hours after Pfizer vaccine on 30Jan2021 13:00 PM. Event resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care, Hospitalization for 27 days, Life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event), Disability or permanent damage, Patient died on 18Mar2021. Treatments were received for the event.  Outcome of the event was fatal. No autopsy was done.  lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Suffered massive stroke 24 hours after Pfizer vaccineY Y 27

1153539 03/19/2021 03/20/2021 03/31/2021 VA 66.0 Y F death; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 66-years-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) lot number: EN6200, via an unspecified route of administration, administered in left deltoid on 19Mar2021 10:30 as single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included sepsis, septic shock, acute respiratory failure, acute kidney injury, pneumonia, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, interstitial lung disease, non-traumatic ischemic infarction of forearm muscle, polyneuropathy, obstructive sleep apnea, anaemia, hyperlipidaemia, cigarette smoker, major depressive disorder, restless legs syndrome, hypertension, gastroesophageal disease, generalized muscle weakness, dysphasia oropharyngeal phase, difficulty in walking, other lack of coordination, cognitive communication deficit, falling, dependence on supplemental oxygen all on 03Mar2021, high cholesterol, edema, neuropathy, pain, allergy, hypokalemia, gastrooesophageal reflux disease and tachycardia. Concomitant medications included atorvastatin taken for blood cholesterol increased from 03Mar2021 to 20Mar2021; ferrous sulfate taken for mineral supplementation from 03Mar2021 to 20Mar2021; fluticasone;formoterol taken for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease from 03Mar2021 to 20Mar2021; furosemide taken for oedema from 16Mar2021 to 20Mar2021; gabapentin taken for neuropathy peripheral from 11Mar2021 to 20Mar2021; albuterol;ipratropium (ALBUTEROL;IPRATROPIUM) taken for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease from 05Mar2021 to 20Mar2021; lidocaine (LIDODERM) taken for pain management from 04Mar2021 to 20Mar2021; magnesium oxide taken for vitamin supplementation from an unspecified start date to 20Mar2021; metoprolol tartrate taken for hypertension, tachycardia from 15Mar2021 to 20Mar2021; montelukast taken for hypersensitivity from 03Mar2021 to 20Mar2021; potassium chloride taken for hypokalaemia from 04Mar2021 to 20Mar2021; omeprazole (PRILOSEC [OMEPRAZOLE]) taken for gastrooesophageal reflux disease from 04Mar2021 to 20Mar2021; paracetamol (TYLENOL) taken for pain from 18Mar2021 to 20Mar2021. The patient died on 20Mar2021.  It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: death

1153540 03/01/2021 03/01/2021 03/31/2021 MI Y M He had not been experiencing any issues or symptoms of his chronic illnesses, but within 1 day had CHF symptoms and died; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in Mar2021 (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included chronic kidney disease, Congestive heart failure (CHF), hypertension, diabetes mellitus. The concomitant drugs included other unspecified medications in two weeks. There were no covid prior vaccination, and no covid tested post vaccination. The patient had not been experiencing any issues or symptoms of his chronic illnesses, but within 1 day had CHF symptoms and died in Mar2021, which resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care, Hospitalization, Life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event), died. The patient was hospitalized for 1 days. Treatment was received. The patient died in Mar2021.  The event was listed as complication of Covid 19 vaccination. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: He had not been experiencing any issues or symptoms of his chronic illnesses, but within 1 day had CHF symptoms and diedY Y 1

1154140 02/11/2021 03/03/2021 03/31/2021 92.0 91 Y M DEATH Narrative:  LIMITED INFORMATION PROVIDED IN MEDICAL RECORD OTHER THAN SON CALLED TO REPORT PATIENT HAD BEEN TRANSFERRED OUT OF ICU TO HOSPICE CARE ON 03/02/21. No documentation regarding hospital admission or ICU care. Son called on 3/3/21 to report patient passed away peacefully and without pain. No previous COVID infection, no recent hospitalizations known, no immediate acute reaction to COVID vaccine. Unlikely that vaccine contributed to death, as patient was on hospice with advanced age of 91 years.

1154141 02/09/2021 03/02/2021 03/31/2021 67.0 66 Y M loss of appetite, abdominal pain, weight loss, death Narrative: 02/12/21: GI VISIT-ASSESSMENT: 1-R/O Gastric or Cecal Cancer with Peritoneal Carcinomatosis is most the cause of his weight loss and early satiety. Liver and Pancreas on CT Scan unremarkable. 2- Weight loss and early satiety may be due to Gastric Mass with metastasis or Colon Mass. 02/17/21: ED VISIT AND ADMISSION w/ CC 4 weeks of poor appetite and 2 weeks of inability to hold down food and abdominal pain, decreased BM and decreased urination Assessment on admission: acute kidney insufficiency, Possible partial Gastric outlet obstruction 2/2 malignancy, GI malignancy with peritoneal carcinomatosis as per CT scan 2/11, asymptomatic bacteruria hyperkalemia and AKI during admission 02/21/21: pt signed out of hospital AMA due to 'personal problems' 02/22/21: pt returned to hospital for continuation of care and was readmitted with same c/o 02/24/21: pt tachycardic and hypotensive w/ altered mental status; rapid response team called, transferred to icu; impression: acute severe sepsis with uremia; during procedure to place nephrostomy tubes, pt goes into wide complex vtach then vfib and ACLS done w/ compressions, ROSC @ 2255 w/ BP 70-41, Norepi started; pt intubated 02/25/21: pt extubated 02/25/21@2106: pt with inferior lateral stemi 03/01/21: pt w/ sudden deterioration with decreased LOC and increased WOB., intubated, found to be profoundly hypoxemic, developed severe metabolic acidosis and hyperkalemia, severe refractory hypotension 03/02/21: pt unresponsive without pulse or respirations, NOK declined autopsy no prior covid infection noted, no immediate reaction after covid vaccine, pt was hospitalized leading up to death with unrelenting abdominal pain, AKI, metabolic abnormalities. It is unlikely that vaccine led to patient's death.

1154142 02/27/2021 03/20/2021 03/31/2021 77.0 76 Y M cardia arrest Narrative:  76 yo with CAD, carotid artery stenosis, abdominal aortic aneurism, history of MI, DM. Patient was given both COVID vaccinations with the 2nd and most recent on 2/27. On 3/20, patient was admitted to an outside local emergency room with cardiac arrest and passed away at the facility. They were unsure if this had anything to do with his covid vaccinations but thought we should at least report it.

1154143 02/09/2021 02/14/2021 03/31/2021 68.0 67 Y M weakness, fatigue, body ache Narrative:  67-year-old male with past history of diabetes type 2, hyperlipidemia, left BKA, who presented to hospital 2/14/21 with generalized weakness, fatigue, body aches and left leg pain for the past 5 days. He reported it started after receiving his COVID-19 vaccine on 2/09/21. He also had associated nausea, vomiting, diarrhea. He denied fever, chest pain, shortness of breath, abdominal pain. Labs showed mild leukocytosis 12k, AKI with Cr 4.6, K 3.2, Bili 2.9, trop 0.01, lactate 2.2. He was given 3L IVF, vanco blue in ED at 18:35. Asystole on monitor. ACLS initiated and once eventually stabilized he was transferred to ICU. Pt again coded 2 more times while in ICU with were halted due to medical futility.

1154145 02/02/2021 02/24/2021 03/31/2021 87.0 86 Y M NASAL CONGESTION, COUGH, FATIGUED, WEAK, NO APPETITE, DEATH Narrative: 02/02-VACCINE GIVEN 02/22-pt not feeling well, dry cough, nasal congestion, weakness, loss of appetite, fatigued and weak; pt was exposed to "non-covid" virus through caregiver 02/23-caregiver called telecare to report pt with 3 days fatigue, admitted to hospital 02/25-alerted that pt passed away; they thought he might have been having a mild MI and later placed him on a ventilator and was told he had Pneumonia. He passed away on 2/24/21 at 1030AM confirmed by Daughter; no record of autopsy or death note no documentation of prior covid infection, acute adr to covid vaccine, teste negative to covid on 12/28 (exposed to daughter who have covid) hospitalized 09/23-09/29/2020 due to vomiting and diarrhea, found to have elevated troponins and abnormal kidney function, discharged home; was result of working in the sun and getting dehydrated not likely that covid vaccine contributed to patient's death, but death d/t advanced age and potential exposure to non-COVID virus shortly prior to death

1154150 02/15/2021 03/08/2021 03/31/2021 97.0 96 Y M DEATH Narrative:  NO INFORMATION AVAILABLE AS PATIENT DID NOT RECEIVE CARE AT THE FACILITY ALL EXCEPT AUDIOLOGY CLINIC WITH THE LAST VISIT IN 2019 NO DEATH NOTE, NO AUTOPSY NOTED, PT HAD ONE AMBULATORY CARE NOTE IN 2012 NO DOCUMENTATION OF PREVIOUS COVID INFECTION, NO HOSPITALIZATIONS, NO ACUTE REACTION AFTER VACCINE. Most likely cause of death was advanced age, not related to vaccine.

1154151 02/19/2021 02/26/2021 03/31/2021 87.0 86 Y M FALLS, CHEST PAIN, HEMORRAHAGIC CONTUSION, COVID, PNEUMONIA, HYPOXIC RESPIRATORY FAILURE Narrative:  2/22/2021 Patient presented to hospital with multiple complaints. He was reporting falls, chest pain, his wife was diagnosed with Covid. While he was there, he was found to have hemorrhagic contusion in the right frontoparietal region with minimal surrounding edema, Covid, pneumonia, elevated troponin. He was accepted in transfer by trauma surgeon Dr. and arrives with no complaints. 2/26/2021 Patient died after code blue was called Death Diagnosis: s/p fall with head trauma Focal area right intracranial hemorrhage per initial CT - serial CT head showing stability Acute hypoxic respiratory failure secondary to COVID-19 viral illness COVID-19 viral illness Acute chest pain, improved Elevated troponin, suspected type 2 NSTEMI Elevated D-dimer - V/Q scan with intermittent probability PE Acute kidney injury on CKD, improving unlikely that vaccine contributed to patient's death.

1154639 03/27/2021 03/27/2021 03/31/2021 MI 38.0 38 Y M Patient began having seizures about four hours post vaccine while at a friends house and passed away

1153885 03/13/2021 04/01/2021 NY Y F ASYSTOLE; PASSED AWAY; This spontaneous report received from a physician concerned their mother-in-law, an female of unspecified age. The patient's weight, height, and medical history were not reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin not reported, batch number: Unknown) dose was not reported, administered on 11-MAR-2021 for prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not reported and has been requested. No concomitant medications were reported. On an unspecified date, the patient was in a nursing home, but was hospitalized for pyelonephritis.  The patient was not allowed back into the nursing home without a negative COVID test and the vaccine.  After discharge from the hospital, the patient's COVID test came back negative, and upon arrival to the nursing home, the patient received the Janssen COVID-19 vaccine.  Within 30 minutes, the patient was unresponsive and transported back to the hospital.  On arrival to the hospital, the patient was asystole.  She was treated at the hospital until 13-MAR-2021, when she passed away.   Asystole was reported as fatal.  Additionally, cause of death was reported as "cause unknown", therefore, an additional serious adverse event of "passed away" was captured.  An autopsy was not performed. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The patient died on 13-MAR-2021. This report was serious (Death and Hospitalization).; Sender's Comments: V0:  An female of unknown age became unresponsive 30 minutes after, experienced asystole on the same day as, and died of unknown causes 2 days after receiving Janssen COVID-19 Vaccine Ad26.COV2.S (suspension for injection; route of administration and batch number unknown) for prophylactic vaccination while in a nursing home.  Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was the mother-in-law of the reporter, an internal medicine physician. The patient had no complaints for 30 minutes after receiving the vaccine, then became unresponsive; she was transported to a hospital where she was noted to be asystolic upon arrival. Treatment and hospital course were not provided.  The patient died 2 days after receiving the vaccine, and cause of death was unknown; outcome of asystole was reported as fatal.  An autopsy was not performed. This case has insufficient information to make a meaningful medical assessment.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: ASYSTOLE; UNKNOWN CAUSE OF DEATHY 2

1153902 04/01/2021 MS Y F DIED; SORE ARM/ARM PAIN; This spontaneous report received from a consumer concerned a female of unspecified age. The patient's weight, height, and medical history were not reported.  The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin, and batch number were not reported) dose, start therapy date were not reported for prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not reported and has been requested. No concomitant medications were reported. On an unspecified date, the patient had a sore arm/arm pain, and later on died. On an unspecified date, the patient died from unknown cause of death. It was unspecified if an autopsy was performed. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The patient died on an unspecified date, and the outcome of sore arm/arm pain was not reported. This report was serious (Death). This case, from the same reporter is linked to 20210329044.; Sender's Comments: V0: 20210353764 - COVID-19 VACCINE AD26.COV2.S - Died. This event is considered Unassessable. The event has a compatible/suggestive temporal relationship, is unlabeled, and has unknown scientific plausibility. There is no information on any other factors potentially associated with the event.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: UNKNOWN CAUSE OF DEATH

1154152 02/16/2021 02/26/2021 04/01/2021 72.0 71 Y M death Narrative: Patient was a 71 y/o gentleman with PMHx schizoaffective-bipolar, major neurocognitive disorder, hx covid- 19 in 12/15/20, chronic insomnia, BPH s/p LUTS, OA/DJD at unspecified joint, and acquired hypothyroidism who presented to the clinic for hospital follow up and monitoring while on clozapine. Pt received covid19 vaccine on 2/16/2019 while inpatient, right before his discharge on 2/17/2021.Of note, pt was put on hospice care at the time of discharge to patient's home. He passed away on 2/26/2021. I could not find the death notice in the chart (which usually contains the medical cause of death). This was reported to us from an staff. The following describes his hospitalization: At facility, was noted to be dehydrated and reported to not have been taking his medications or having good PO intake. Per reports from nursing home, patient wasnoted to have difficulty swallowing" and spit up meals and medications. SLP evaluation with concerns for mastication and dysphagia. At time of hospitalization his Na was at 153, also noted to have AKI2. His hypernatremia, aki, and dehydration resolved with fluid replacement. His potassium was also replaced. His constipation resolved with laxatives which also improved his abdominal discomfort. Also, his olanzapine was changed to disintegrating tablet which helped with his intermittent agitation. Currently, he was calm, amenable, and with medication compliance. To help with his poor appetite, his mirtazapine dose was increased to 30 mg from 15 mg. Pt was discharged on 2/17/2021 when family decided to place him under hospice care.

1154153 02/12/2021 04/01/2021 73.0 72 Y M Cardiac Arrest Narrative:  Pt went into cardiac arrest 2/13 when he was being taking off dialysis machine. Per wife, he was unresponsive, but they were able to revive him with CPR and then called 911 who took pt to Hospital. Pt ultimately died at Hospital 2/26/21. Pt received second dose COVID-19 vaccine 2/12/21 (day prior to cardiac arrest)Y

1154154 02/08/2021 02/24/2021 04/01/2021 89.0 88 Y M death Narrative:  88 yo male with PMH CAD, aortic valve stenosis, sensorineural hearing loss, impaired fasting glucose, thrombocytopenia, obesity, GERD, and mixed hyperlipidemia was found to have passed away when staff did an outreach on 3/8/2021 for patient to come back for his second vaccine dose. Per family member, patient passed away on 2/24/2021. Patient has no prior positive for COVID19, no recent hospitalization (none found within the facilities record). Patient received the vaccine on 2/8/2021 with no complications. We have no other records to review. Pt was not hospitalized prior to vaccination or post vaccination. Possible cause of death unknown, no death note found in chart.

1154155 02/09/2021 02/16/2021 04/01/2021 67.0 66 Y M DEATH Narrative: 66 yo male with PMH of HTN, HFpEF, COPD, T2DM, CKD, tobacco use disorder and bipolar disorder was found dead in his home on 2/16/2021 after police did a wellness check per request of patient's sister. Patient received the covid19 vaccine (Pfizer) on 2/9/2021, vaccine was administered without complications. No prior positive for covid19. After patient received his covid19 vaccine, he was seen at same day access for increased SOB/DOE, worsened orthopnea. Per progress notes, at this last appt, patient had expressed a number of medications which he was not willing to take, attributing his worsened health to their effects. Pt has continued spironolactone despite being advised to stop it by his medical provider. At the time of visit, provider noted that this kidney function was declining (patient does have CKD). Provider discussed the importance of medication adherence and patient was started on torsemide. Hctz was discontinued, minoxidil was increased due to patient preference. Prior to this same day access/express care visit, patient was hospitalized from 1/26 through 1/28/2021 for hypertensive urgency (211/105) and that at that time, pt already had orthopnea, SOB, and dyspnea. Patient was also admitted from 1/7 to 1/8 and left AMA. While inpatient, his MRI revealed a pontine lacunar infarct that was found to be chronic. It was recommended that patient be treated with aspirin/plavix for 21 days then aspirin alone but patient declined.

1154465 02/26/2021 03/25/2021 04/01/2021 76.0 76 Y M NA MS End Stage Vascular disease COPD

1154501 02/20/2021 03/18/2021 04/01/2021 RI 89.0 89 Y F Within days symptoms of likely CVA. Within one week diagnosis of shingles.

1155002 03/07/2021 03/09/2021 04/01/2021 MA 68.0 68 Y F Patient died between late afternoon 3/9/21 and morning of 3/10/21. Found at a well-being check by police 3/10/21. Medical examiner declined autopsy.

1155311 02/18/2021 03/25/2021 04/01/2021 87.0 87 Y F NA Lymphoma - Hospice Care

1155464 02/05/2021 02/23/2021 04/01/2021 IL 86.0 86 Y F Patient passed away 2/23/21

1155594 03/19/2021 03/29/2021 04/01/2021 MN 64.0 64 Y M Patient death within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1155633 03/30/2021 04/01/2021 04/01/2021 MA 82.0 82 Y M cardiac arrest/vfib arrest

1155738 02/19/2021 03/19/2021 04/01/2021 OR 54.0 54 Y M Death

1155752 03/10/2021 03/29/2021 04/01/2021 MN 73.0 73 Y F Patient death within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1155785 01/28/2021 03/25/2021 04/01/2021 89.0 89 Y F NA Advanced age  PVD, Heart failure ,respiratory failure

1155829 03/24/2021 04/01/2021 04/01/2021 NV 51.0 51 Y M Cardiopulmonary arrest and death at 0822 4/1/21

1155891 03/11/2021 03/16/2021 04/01/2021 NE 88.0 88 Y M Pt was given 3rd dose of Moderna Covid Vax in error on 3/11/2021 at the rehabilitation center. 3/12/2021 - according to nursing home pt was acting strange around 7:30 am.  Pt was scheduled to be picked up by family members at 9:00 am.  When family got there the pt was unresponsive and 911 was called.  He was transported by ambulance to Medical Center ER.  Pt was intubated. He had fever so was given 3 different types of antibiotics.  He was given for blood pressure medicine and Chest X-ray.  He was moved to ICU and considered critical.  Family was called in to make final decisions.  His organs were failing.  He was on ventilator at 100%.  On 3/16/2021 the family made the decision to remove him from the ventilator. He passed around 7 AM on 3/16/2021.Y 5

1155893 03/22/2021 03/29/2021 04/01/2021 NY 63.0 63 Y M pt was at his normal baseline of health the Monday of vaccine. Per sister, he had a fever of 104F, chills and myalgias hte following Saturday. he was not heard from on Sunday therefore on Monday his sister did a forced entry and found him on the ground.

1156029 02/23/2021 03/28/2021 04/01/2021 67.0 67 Y F Patient death within 60 days of receiving the COVID vaccine series

1156076 02/04/2021 02/06/2021 04/01/2021 CO 75.0 75 Y F Patient received her 2nd dose of the COVID-19 maderna vaccination on February 4, 2021. By the evening of February 4, 2021 her husband reported her health to decline rapidly. Her symptoms and complains included overall generalized body weakness and fatigue. She was reportedly unable to get out of bed on February 5, 2021. She continued to decline and became short of breath in the early morning hours of February 6, 2021. She went unresponsive and was pronounced deceased at 0615 by (medicolegal death investigator).

1156250 02/04/2021 02/10/2021 04/01/2021 CO 72.0 72 Y M Patient recieved his second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on February 4, 2021. His complains consisted of overwhelming exhaustion. He was found dead in his hotel room on February 10, 2021.

1156266 03/04/2021 03/27/2021 04/01/2021 45.0 45 Y F pt presented in ER 3/17/21 with SOB and  back pain; felt bad since vaccine given; UTI diagnosis-given keflex 500 tid and rocephin shot pt presented to clinic 3/19/21 with continuing back pain  dx low back pain and candidia given methocarbamol, diflucan, and ibuprofen pt presented to clinic 3/26/21 with continuing back pain, difficulty urination. given ceftin and rocephin shot pt presented to ER 3/27/21 renal failure and expired within 10 min of arrival  no fever documented at any visit

1156328 03/03/2021 03/29/2021 04/01/2021 PR 72.0 72 Y M Death on 03/29/2021

1156352 03/11/2021 03/13/2021 04/01/2021 NY 71.0 71 Y M Patient's wife returned for second Pfizer CoVid vaccine on 4/1/2021 she told the vaccinator, that her husband, died two days after he received the first Pfizer vaccine. Date of Death - 03/13/2021.  Wife states that husband had a "massive stroke."  EEG indicated no brain activity and it was decided to remove him from life support.

1156365 03/01/2021 03/30/2021 04/01/2021 XB 72.0 73 Y M Client has history of COPD and CHF.  Three days after the 1st COVID Vaccine, client had some SOB and he called 911.  When the ambulance arrived they had to do CPR on him and got him to the hospital and at the hospital they got him breathing on his own.  From the ER they transferred him to Facility.  He spent 23 days in the hospital and Rehab.  He was told he could take the vaccine.  He was out of the hospital for one week before his 2nd COVID Vaccine. His friend/neighbor is the historian and she states that since he was out of rehab that he was having a lot of extremity swelling.  He then came to the Health Services on 03/29/2021for his 2nd COVID Vaccine.  On 3/30/2021 at 5:45 pm, client went to Pharmacy to pick up his medications, and after 9 pm was found by friend deceased in his car at Pharmacy.   This information was received from friend/neighbor, no local family available.Y 23

1156392 02/26/2021 03/18/2021 04/01/2021 CO 87.0 87 Y M .Mandatory EUA Reporting - Received 2nd Moderna Covid vaccine on 2/26. Admitted to hospital on 3/10 with pneumonia and COVID positive. Patient's son was living with him and Covid positive. Failed treatment with abx, steroids, oxygen. Transitioned to comfort care and passed away on day 8 of hospitalization.

1156450 02/17/2021 02/18/2021 04/01/2021 CO 96.0 96 Y M Patient received his second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on February 17, 2021. Per family, he complained of feeling chilly and cold. He was found deceased in the early morning on February 18, 2021.

1156579 02/24/2021 03/17/2021 04/01/2021 NJ 73.0 73 Y M Per Hospital medical records patient was admitted to hospital 3/14/2021 at 1021. Notes from 3/14/21 indicate patient presented with 1 week of nonproductive cough. Received chemotherapy 4 days ago. 3 days ago developed fever, chills, dyspnea, anorexia. Y 3

1156595 01/04/2021 02/05/2021 04/01/2021 CO 76.0 76 Y F Mandatory EUA Reporting - Patient received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 1/4. She was living with someone who was diagnosed with COVID-19 on 1/11. Patient was tested on 1/11 and was negative for COVID-19. Then about 4-5 days later developed symptoms and tested positive. She was admitted to hospital on 1/20/2021 to medical floor, transferred to ICU on 1/27, and died on 2/5/2021.

1156620 01/12/2021 02/10/2021 04/01/2021 CO 47.0 47 Y M Mandatory EUA Reporting - Patient received COVID-19 vaccine on 1/12/21 and then tested positive for Covid the same day. Was admitted to hospital from rehab (resides in rehab for chronic respiratory failure). Patient deteriorated throughout hospitalization, was transitioned to comfort care, and expired on 2/10/21.

1156845 03/23/2021 03/27/2021 04/01/2021 MI 72.0 72 Y F Patient received COVID vaccine 3/23/2021.   The family called the vaccination clinic to inform that the patient died on 3/27/2021.   Family believes the vaccine caused the death.  I have no other information on this chart.

1157033 03/30/2021 03/31/2021 04/01/2021 CA 67.0 67 Y M Per family patient reported c/o nausea and vomiting at home post treatment on  3/30/2021, he went to bed and was found unresponsive on 3/31, EMS was contacted and pronounced deceased at home on 3/31/2021. (exact time unknown).

1157040 03/25/2021 03/31/2021 04/01/2021 IL 92.0 92 Y F The patient received vaccine on 3/25 (2nd dose in series).  The patient was a 911 call  3/31 with death at home (natural causes)   6 days after vaccine receipt

1157133 03/25/2021 03/26/2021 04/01/2021 CA 60.0 60 Y F pt deceased approx 36 hours after vaccination

1157484 04/01/2021 Y U COVID-19 INFECTION; This spontaneous report received from a consumer via a company representative and concerned a patient of unspecified age and sex. The patient's weight, height, and medical history were not reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin not reported) dose, start therapy date were not reported for prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not reported. We are unable to perform follow-up to request batch/lot numbers. No concomitant medications were reported.  On an unspecified date, the patient developed covid-19 infection.  On an unspecified date, the patient died from covid-19. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. This report was serious (Death).; Sender's Comments: V0: A patient of unknown age and gender died an unknown time after receiving Janssen COVID-19 Vaccine Ad26.COV2.S (suspension for injection, route of administration not reported) for prophylactic vaccination. Medical history, concomitant medications, and details of the event were not reported. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed. This case has insufficient information to make a meaningful medical assessment.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: COVID-19

1157491 03/10/2021 04/01/2021 AL Y M COLLAPSED; HEADACHE; This spontaneous report received from a consumer concerned a 70 year old male. The patient's weight, height, and medical history were not reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin not reported, batch number: 1802070 expiry: UNKNOWN) dose was not reported, administered on 10-MAR-2021 11:00 for prophylactic vaccination. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 10-MAR-2021, the patient experienced headache, was clammy to the touch. On same day at 14:00, checked blood pressure (BP) and it was 145/75 and his oxygen level read in the 90's. At 18:00, he collapsed while getting up out of his chair and emergency medical services (EMS) was called performed cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) but never got him back. On 10-MAR-2021, the patient died from cause unknown. An autopsy was not performed. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The patient died of collapsed on 10-MAR-2021, and the outcome of headache was not reported. This report was serious (Death, and Other Medically Important Condition). The suspected product quality complaint has been confirmed to be no product quality complaint identified within the reported. Complaint is approved for void, based on the PQC evaluation/investigation performed. This report was associated with product quality complaint :90000173895.; Sender's Comments: V0: 20210341940-COVID-19 VACCINE AD26.COV2.S- COLLAPSED. This event is considered Unassessable. The event has a compatible/suggestive temporal relationship, is unlabeled, and has unknown scientific plausibility. There is no information on any other factors potentially associated with the event.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Cause unknown

1157494 03/22/2021 04/01/2021 PA 53.0 Y M CARDIAC ARREST; This spontaneous report received from a consumer concerned a 53 year old male. The patient's height, and weight were not reported. The patient's concurrent conditions included type 2 diabetes, picc line, and diabetic foot ulcer. The patient had no known allergies. The patient had no previous history of heart conditions. The patient received COVID-19 VACCINE AD26.COV2.S (suspension for injection, route of admin not reported, batch number: 1805022, expiry: UNKNOWN) dose was not reported, administered on 11-MAR-2021 for prophylactic vaccination. Concomitant medications included Ceftriaxone for diabetic foot ulcer, and Heparin for picc line prophylaxis.  On Saturday, 20-MAR-2021, the patient reported that his chest felt funny but he wasn't sure about the cause. On Monday, 22-MAR-2021 morning; the patient had collapsed when he got out of the shower and yelled for help. The patient was gasping for breath and reading on pulse oximeter dropped into the 70's and also reported that he felt light headed. It was unknown weather the patient died in ambulance or at hospital. It was unspecified if an autopsy was performed. Laboratory data included: Oxygen saturation decreased (NR: not provided) Dropped to 70's.  On 22-MAR-2021, the subject died from cardiac arrest.  The action taken with COVID-19 VACCINE AD26.COV2.S was not applicable. This report was serious (Death).; Sender's Comments: V0: 20210342361 -COVID-19 VACCINE AD26.COV2.S- Cardiac Arrest. This event is considered not related. The event has a compatible/suggestive temporal relationship, is unlabeled, and has unknown scientific plausibility. There are other factors more likely to be associated with the event than the drug. Specifically: MEDICAL HISTORY.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: CARDIAC ARREST

1157506 03/17/2021 04/01/2021 CT Y F FEELING BETTER FOR THE MOST PART; DEATH; LOOKED PALE; STOMACH CRAMPS; EAR ACHES; ARM HURTS; BEYOND EXHAUSTED; HEADACHE; This spontaneous report received from physician via social media post and concerned a 25 year old female. The patient's weight, height and medical history were not reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of administration, and batch number were not reported) dose was not reported, administered on 09-MAR-2021 for prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not reported and has been requested. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 10-MAR-2021, the patient felt "the vaccine is killing me today" and "its taking it's toll on me". The patient was told that she looked pale on an unspecified date in MAR-2021. On 10-MAR-2021, the patient developed stomach cramps, ear aches, arm hurt, was beyond exhausted, and headache.  On an unspecified date, the patient had reported feeling better for the most part. On 17-MAR-2021, the patient died from an unknown cause. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. The outcome for looked pale, stomach cramps, ear aches, feeling better for the most part, arm hurts, beyond exhausted and headache was unknown. This report was serious (Death).; Sender's Comments: v0 This spontaneous report from a physician reporting a social media post involved a 25-year-old female who received the Janssen COVID-19 Vaccine for prevention of COVID-19 infection and died approximately one week later.  Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported no adverse effect on the day of the vaccination. The next day, she reported that "The vaccine is killing me today. My arm hurts, beyond exhausted, headache, stomach cramps and earaches." She also reported that people told her she looked pale.  The following day, the patient reported that she was feeling better "for the most part".  The patient died approximately 6 days later. No information was provided regarding the cause of death.  There is insufficient information provided in this case to make a meaningful medical assessment.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: UNKNOWN CAUSE OF DEATH

1157515 04/01/2021 PA Y U DEATH; This spontaneous report received from a consumer concerned multiple patients. The patient's weight, height, and medical history were not reported.  The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin not reported, batch number: Unknown) dose, start therapy date were not reported for prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not reported, per procedure no follow up will be requested for this case. No concomitant medications were reported. The reported called for an agency, during call she had mentioned "several deaths were reported with the vaccine". She read it on a website. The cause of the deaths was not reported. It was unknown if autopsy was performed. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. This report was serious (Death).; Sender's Comments: 20210350272-covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s-Death. This event(s) is considered unassessable. The event(s) has an unknown/unclear temporal relationship, is unlabeled, and has unknown scientific plausibility. There is no information on any other factors potentially associated with the event(s).

1157534 04/01/2021 Y F DEATH; This spontaneous report received from a consumer via a company representative concerned a female of unspecified age. The patient's weight, height, and medical history were not reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin not reported, batch number: Unknown, expiry date: Unknown) dose, start therapy date were not reported for prophylactic vaccination. The Company is unable to perform follow-up to request batch/lot numbers. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 28-MAR-2021, the patient received vaccine shot and she died on the same day. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. This report was serious (Death and Other Medically Important Condition).; Sender's Comments: 20210356482 - Covid-19 Vaccine Ad26.Cov2.S - Death. This event is considered Unassessable. The event has a compatible/suggestive temporal relationship, is unlabeled, and has unknown scientific plausibility. There is no information on any other factors potentially associated with the event.

1157683 02/28/2021 03/03/2021 04/01/2021 SC 86.0 86 Y M Patient had his Vaccine on 2-28-2021.  Patient passed away on 3-3-2021.  Do not know the cause, just found out from our tech and thought we should report it in case.

1157733 03/12/2021 03/24/2021 04/01/2021 OH 60.0 60 Y F Patient experienced a brain hemorrhage and was hospitalized on Monday, March 15. Despite numerous tests, doctors could not find the source or cause of the bleeding. Over time, the bleeding spread to other areas of her brain including her brain stem. Damage from the bleeding was so severe that she would not recover. She passed away on March 24 after being removed from life support.

1160235 01/11/2021 02/01/2021 04/01/2021 89.0 88 Y M Death Narrative:  Pt passed away ~3 weeks after dose 1 of COVID vaccine (Moderna). Daughter was home with pt and after he went to the bathroom she reports pt was out of breath, however that has been chronic/ongoing for him due to his diagnosis of COPD, pulmonary HTN and metastatic lung cancer. After sitting and resting in a chair, she states patient became unresponsive. She called 911 who told her he had no pulse and was not breathing. She states that they were not able to resuscitate him. Pt had been suspected to be positive for COVID as he had symptoms of increased cough, congestion and rhinitis. Daughter (that is primary caregiver and lives in home with patient) tested positive for COVID on 1/31/21. She started having symptoms on 1/25/21. Patient started having symptoms on 1/31/21. No COVID test confirmed prior to pt's death. Patient had a definitive diagnosis of metastatic adenocarcinoma in October 2020. History of multimorbidity. He did have a 60 pack year history of smoking. Most likely cause of death from available records is metastatic lung cancer, with other serious diagnoses contributing.

1160236 02/11/2021 03/31/2021 04/01/2021 87.0 86 Y M covid+ Narrative: Patient with diagnosis of chronic respiratory failure with hypoxia secondary to COPD, dependent on oxygen/steroid, GERD, Rosacea secondary to long term steroid use, CAD, HLD, HTN, Diet controlled DM, Granulomatous disease of the lungs, Hx Abnormality Imaging of the lungs early 1990's- further imaging resolved without treatment, Vitamin D/B12 deficiency, Chronic rhinitis, Adjustment disorder with anxiety, Osteoarthritis of multiple joints. Patient admitted 3/19/21 with +COVID symptoms/test. Transferred to facility 3/27/21 with new onset Afib/further respiratory decompensation requiring NRB/Amiodarone gtt. Was made comfort care for Patient request and placed on MSO4 gtt. Patient passed away 3/31/21 at 1640 of Acute on Chronic respiratory failure secondary to COPD/COVID with daughter at side.

1160237 02/18/2021 03/26/2021 04/01/2021 88.0 87 Y F COVID+ Narrative:  Patient administered COVID-19 vaccine (Moderna) dose #1 2/18/2021. On 3/17/2021, Patient developed a cough and fever and was brought by ambulance to tertiary care facility with diagnosis of COVID-19. Patient on BIPAP as of 3/22/2021. On 3/26/2021, Patient was initiated on morphine drip for comfort care and BIPAP was discontinued. Patient passed away 3/26/2021.

1160227 03/17/2021 03/22/2021 04/02/2021 AK 85.0 85 Y F death 5 days later

1161961 04/02/2021 Y U DEATH; This spontaneous report received from a patient via a company representative concerned a patient of unspecified age and sex. The patient's weight, height, and medical history were not reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin)total 1 dose, start therapy date were not reported for prophylactic vaccination. The Batch number was not reported. The Company is unable to perform follow-up to request batch/lot number. No concomitant medications were reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced death. On an unspecified date, the patient died from unknown cause of death. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. This report was serious (Death).; Sender's Comments: 20210356723- Covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s-Death. This event is considered unassessable. The event has an unknown/unclear temporal relationship, is unlabeled, and has unknown scientific plausibility. There is no information on any other factors potentially associated with the event.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: UNKNOWN CAUSE OF DEATH

1161963 03/29/2021 04/02/2021 NY Y M DEATH; CONFIRMED COVID-19 INFECTION; This spontaneous report received from a patient via a company representative concerned a male of unspecified age. The patient's weight, height, and medical history were not reported.The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin not reported, batch number: UNKNOWN, expiry: UNKNOWN) dose, start therapy date were not reported for prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not reported. The company is unable to perform follow-up to request batch/lot numbers. No concomitant medications were reported. On MAR-2021, the subject experienced confirmed covid-19 infection. On 29-MAR-2021, the subject experienced death. Laboratory data (dates unspecified) included: COVID-19 virus test (NR: not provided) Positive. On 29-MAR-2021, the subject died from unknown cause of death. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. On an unspecified date, the patient died from unknown cause of death, and the outcome of confirmed covid-19 infection was not reported. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed This report was serious (Death, and Other Medically Important Condition).; Sender's Comments: V0: 20210358262-COVID-19 VACCINE AD26.COV2.S- Death, Confirmed Covid-19 Infection. This event(s) is considered Unassessable. The event(s) has a compatible/suggestive temporal relationship, is unlabeled, and has unknown scientific plausibility. There is no information on any other factors potentially associated with the event(s).; Reported Cause(s) of Death: UNKNOWN CAUSE OF DEATH

1165154 03/12/2021 03/30/2021 04/03/2021 OH 46.0 46 Y M My husband died 18 days after the shot

1168104 03/02/2021 03/18/2021 04/03/2021 VA 38.0 38 Y F Pfizer COVID Vaccine treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): Vaccination received 3/2/2021. On 3/16/2021, maternal cardiac arrest, terminal fetal bradycardia, emergent C-section. Likely amniotic fluid embolism and DIC.

1167886 03/10/2021 04/04/2021 04/05/2021 MI 79.0 79 Y F Patient vaccinated against COVID-19; received COVID-19 Janssen vaccine on 3/10/2021.   Patient developed symptoms last week of March.  Called Provider with symptoms and then presented to the hospital (admitted on 4/1/2021).   Tested for COVID and found to be positive.  4/1/2021.  Patient declined, admitted to ICU on 4/3/2021.  Patient died on 4/4/2021.    Chief Complaint: HPI: Patient is a 79 y.o. yr. old female who presents today for COUGH (has had cough for a little over a week) and FEVER (on and off for about a week)Patient was seen due to feeling ill for over week.  Patient states that she was trying to fight it on her own but symptoms have been progressing.  Patient has felt feverish no known fevers.  Has had a persistent now worsening cough.  Patient is feeling very tired and weak due to being sick for over week.  Patient does live alone. Patient is coughing which is productive with sputum.   Patient is eating and drinking well.  No N/V/d.  No loss of taste or smell.   No recent ill exposure.;  Has had covid vaccine.  Patient did get the Johnson and Johnson vaccine over a month ago. Patient is feeling very fatigue; Having feverish/chills.   Patient is taking OTC nightquil which is no longer helping. Patient does see oncologist for her CLL.  DISCHARGE DIAGNOSIS: 1. Deceased 2. COVID-19 with hypoxia 3. Asthma 4. Anemia     DETAILS OF HOSPITAL STAY: PRESENTING PROBLEM: COVID-19   HOSPITAL COURSE: Patient is a 79 year old female who was admitted on 04/01/2021 for COVID-19 pneumonia with complications of hypoxia.  Patient's symptoms of cough and shortness of breath have been present for approximately 2 weeks.  It was noted that 1 month ago she did receive the Johnson & Johnson vaccine.  Upon admission patient was treated with azithromycin, Rocephin to cover for secondary bacterial infection.  She was not a candidate for remdesivir due to the length of her symptoms.  She was started on  Decadron, as well as gentle fluids due to tachycardia for approximately 12 hours.  During the night of 4/2-4/3 patient progressively declined requiring more oxygen she was transferred to the intensive care unit.  Patient was a do not resuscitate continued decline and after exacerbating all treatment options patient was switched to comfort care earlier this evening.  Pronounced dead at 6:45 a.m.Y 4

1168142 03/08/2021 03/30/2021 04/05/2021 IL 72.0 72 Y F ER 3/17 HPI: 72 y.o. female who presents with generalized weakness and not feeling well.  Patient states that she had her 1st dose of COVID-19 vaccine about a week ago and since then has not felt well.  She denies fever or chills, she denies any arthralgias or myalgias, she has had some nausea and vomiting but none in the last couple of days.  There has been no diarrhea.  There have been no urinary symptoms.  3/22/21 Inpt Admission hpi 72 y.o. female who presents with shortness of breath and hemoptysis.  Patient has known history of COPD and also has a history of squamous cell carcinoma of the lung that is in remission.  Patient reports she has noticed increasing shortness of breath for the past several weeks.  She states the got worse around the noon time today.  Patient reports she began having some hemoptysis today.  Patient denies any chest pain or palpitations.  Patient denies any fevers or chills.  Patient denies any sinus congestion or nasal drainage.  Patient denies any headaches, myalgias, or loss of sense of taste and smell.  Patient does report a 4 day history of intermittent diarrhea.  She denies any nausea or vomiting.  Patient has had COVID-19 vaccination.  Of note, patient's family reports she has lost 10 lb in the past 30 days.  3/30/21 Deceased

1168291 03/30/2021 04/05/2021 04/05/2021 IL 71.0 71 Y M 3/22/21 Admission HPI: 71 y.o. male with a history of poorly controlled diabetes mellitus and COPD.  He presented to my office today acutely with a several day history of increasing shortness of breath.  He has increased his prednisone at home recently and been increasing the frequency of his DuoNebs.  Despite this, he states that his oxygen saturations have been staying in the low 80s.  He has a hard time walking due to the shortness of breath.  He states previous to about a week ago he was doing very well.  He denies any fever.  He denies any known exposure to coronavirus (COVID-19).  In the office today his oxygen saturations were 88% on 4 L. Because of his failure of outpatient therapy, he will be admitted to the hospital for further evaluation and treatment.  This patient has a history of severe respiratory decompensation that happens very quickly.  Therefore, it is medically urgent we get him into the hospital.     3/25/21 Admission HPI71 y.o. male with a known history of severe COPD and type 2 diabetes mellitus.  He came to my office with a several day history of increasing shortness of breath.  He had increased his oral steroids and breathing treatments at home and despite this was still having oxygen saturations in the low to mid 80s on 2-4 L of supplemental oxygen.  In my office he was extremely diminished and had basically failed outpatient therapy.  Therefore he was admitted to inpatient status for acute treatment of a severe COPD exacerbation requiring IV antibiotics and IV steroids.  He was admitted and treated with IV treatments.  He did recover nicely.  However, he was found to be extremely physically deconditioned.  Because of this he was thought to be an excellent candidate for swing bed and is being transitioned to swing bed.    4/5/21 ER Practitioner Note: Upon arrival to ED trauma room I found patient to be in cardiac arrest, CPR in progress. History is that EMS was called to the scene for a patient with chest pain.  Shortly after arrival at his home  patient developed a cardiac arrest.  They followed standard ACLS  protocol and the patient was intubated. Blood sugar normal. As CPR was given, medications were administered consisting of epinephrine and 1 mg in 2 different doses along with 1 amp of bicarb. IV access via an IO. Patient was then transported to the emergency department.  Upon arrival, CPR was continued and oxygen supplied via endotracheal tube with good tube placement verified by auscultation and good sat readings.  Monitor was placed and patient demonstrated initially a sinus rhythm but there was no pulse.  Therefore, diagnosis was PEA and no reversible causes were identified.  ACLS protocol was followed with epinephrine 1 mg IV every 5 min.  He received a total that including EMS, 5 mg of epinephrine and 1 amp of bicarb.  Monitor at this point revealed the rhythm changed to an agonal rhythm.  When CPR was given, there was good results from the CPR.  However, CPR discontinued and there is no pulse and patient had an agonal  rhythm for several minutes, pupils were fixed but not dilated year.  Lungs demonstrating clear bilateral breath sounds when he was bagged via the endotracheal tube.  No external signs of any trauma noted. The patient's sister is here and she is a registered nurse.  We had discussed management at this point with her and all were in agreement that the code be terminated.  At 1015, patient was pronounced deceased..    ACLS protocol was followed.  See nursing record for medication and vital sign details.   Code outcome: Deceased   CC time 20 minutes.Y 9

1168352 03/26/2021 04/01/2021 04/05/2021 CO 63.0 63 Y M Started feeling ill a few hours after vaccination. Became increasingly ill over the next few days with nausea and vomiting, severe diarrhea, leg cramps that progressed to where he was not able to ambulate, flushed, confused.

1168691 02/19/2021 03/24/2021 04/05/2021 MN 73.0 73 Y F Patient death within 60 days of receiving the COVID vaccine series

1168793 03/01/2021 03/07/2021 04/05/2021 75.0 74 Y M Death Narrative:  Death on 03/07/2021. 2nd dose administered 6 days before serious event. No data about cause of death available. Pt was dx Iron deficiency anemia and had been scheduled to have a diagnostic colonoscopy. No indication that death was related to the vaccine.

1168794 02/03/2021 03/21/2021 04/05/2021 68.0 67 Y M Death Narrative: Death on 03/21/2021. 2nd dose administered 46 days before serious event. Patient had been admitted to the hospital for AMS of unknown etiology concerning for sepsis with multiple sources and was on comfort care measures only. There are no indications that death was related to the vaccine.

1168795 12/17/2020 12/22/2020 04/05/2021 81.0 80 Y M Death Narrative:  Death on 12/22/20. 1st dose administered 5 days prior to serious event. Patient passed of chronic illness while in facility. There are no indications that death was related to the vaccine. Y

1168799 01/06/2021 02/10/2021 04/05/2021 70.0 69 Y M Death Narrative:  Death on 02/10/2021. 2nd dose 28 days prior to serious event. Patient was admitted to facility for ALS and was on mechanical ventilation at time of death. No indications that death was related to the vaccine.

1168815 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 04/05/2021 78.0 77 Y F Death Narrative:  Death on 01/25/2021. 2nd dose administered 19 days prior to severe event. Patient had diagnosis of malignant pulmonary process with a terminal prognosis. There are no indications that death was related to the vaccine.

1168833 12/17/2020 12/27/2020 04/05/2021 64.0 63 Y M Death Narrative:  Death on 12/27/20. 1st dose 10 days before serious event. Patient was admitted for hospice care at the facility with bladder cancer with mets to liver, lung, and bone. There are no indications that death was related to the vaccine.

1168851 01/03/2021 03/04/2021 04/05/2021 83.0 82 Y M Death Narrative:  Death on 03/04/21. 2nd dose of the vaccine was given 2 months before severe event. There is no indication that death was related to the vaccine. Patient was admitted to facility for hospice care when he passed.

1168960 04/05/2021 NY Y U GOT THE VACCINE AND DIED 24 HOURS LATER; This spontaneous report received from a consumer concerned a patient of unspecified age and sex. The patient's weight, height, and medical history were not reported.  The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin not reported) dose, start therapy date were not reported for prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not reported and has been requested. No concomitant medications were reported.  On an unspecified date, the patient died 24 hours later vaccination. Cause of death was not reported. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. This report was serious (Death).; Sender's Comments: V0:20210350465-covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s-Got the vaccine and died 24 hours later. This event(s) is considered unassessable. The event(s) has a compatible/suggestive temporal relationship, is unlabeled, and has unknown scientific plausibility. There is no information on any other factors potentially associated with the event(s); Reported Cause(s) of Death: UNKNOWN CAUSE OF DEATH

1168970 04/05/2021 NJ 95.0 Y F ATRIAL FIBRILLATION; INABILITY TO SWALLOW; BLOOD CLOT IN RIGHT ARM; LOW BLOOD PRESSURE; DEATH 4 DAYS AFTER RECEIVING  VACCINE; This spontaneous report received from a vaccine facility via a company representative concerned a 95-year-old female. The patient's height, and weight were not reported. The patient's concurrent conditions included atrial fibrillation. The patient received COVID-19 VACCINE AD26.COV2.S (suspension for injection, route of admin not reported, batch number: Unknown) dose was not reported, administered on 2021 for prophylactic vaccination. No concomitant medications were reported. The batch number was not reported and has been requested. It was reported that on an unspecified date in 2021 the patient received Janssen Covid-19 Vaccine and within 6hrs she had a major atrial fibrillation episode, then several the following day. The next day, she lost her ability to swallow. Two days later she was on oxygen. Three days later she developed a blood clot in her right arm, was still on oxygen and blood pressure was falling. On an unspecified date, the patient died 4 days after receiving vaccine. The action taken with COVID-19 VACCINE AD26.COV2.S was not applicable. The patient died 4 days after receiving vaccine on an unspecified date, and the outcome of atrial fibrillation, inability to swallow, blood clot in right arm and low blood pressure was not reported. This report was serious (Death, Hospitalization Caused / Prolonged, and Other Medically Important Condition).; Sender's Comments: V0: 20210400509: This spontaneous report received from a vaccine facility via a company representative involved a 95-year-old female with the past medical history remarkable for atrial fibrillation who received the Janssen COVID-19 Vaccine for prevention of COVID-19 infection and within 6hrs had a major atrial fibrillation episode. No concomitant medications were reported. The next day, she lost her ability to swallow. Two days later she was on oxygen. Three days later she developed a blood clot in her right arm, was still on oxygen and blood pressure was falling. On an unspecified date, the patient died 4 days after receiving vaccine. No information was provided regarding the cause of death.  Considering the patient's past medical history of atrial fibrillation, the causality for the event of atrial fibrillation, as well the consequent events is assessed not related to the Janssen COVID-19 Vaccine.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: DEATH 4 DAYS AFTER RECEIVING VACCINEY

1169584 04/02/2021 04/03/2021 04/05/2021 NC 50.0 50 Y F Patient appeared in no distress the day after vaccination other than complaint of nausea. It is unclear but patient expired sometime the night of 4/3/21 or early morning of 4/4/21

1170462 03/31/2021 04/05/2021 04/05/2021 NV 56.0 56 Y M Presented with rash and malaise "since I got my COVID shot". Rash red raised macular t/o body

1170822 03/04/2021 03/18/2021 04/06/2021 46.0 46 Y M Patient was found deceased on arrival in his living quarters after not showing up for work. This was approximately 14 days after his second pfizer vaccination. We have no reports of previous signs or symptoms in the days preceding his death. Patient had not visited the clinic since receiving his second shot in the series

1171391 03/17/2021 03/24/2021 04/06/2021 MI 60.0 60 Y M Death on 3/24/21 reported to vaccination clinic by family member. No additional details given.

1171601 03/19/2021 04/02/2021 04/06/2021 NC 44.0 44 Y M Loss of appetite, malaise, nausea, falls, mental fog, death.

1172708 03/30/2021 04/03/2021 04/06/2021 CO 64.0 64 Y M No acute symptoms after vaccine except a mildly sore arm.  Patient died 4 days later

1172767 03/29/2021 04/06/2021 04/06/2021 TN 52.0 52 Y M Patient presented 4/3 stating received Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on Monday and began having sympoms about Wednesday.  Developed fever by Thursday and cough/nausea/vomiting by Friday.  Cough ongoing and feels like he should have production but is not able sputum out.  The pain is chest is described as not being able to fully expand his lungs when he tries to inhale. Patient presented 4/6-DOA

1172840 04/02/2021 04/03/2021 04/06/2021 MO 82.0 82 Y F She received vaccination at 1430 hrs on April 2.  Died in her sleep that night...sometime between 2200 hrs April 2 and 0600 hrs April 3.

1173746 03/20/2021 03/26/2021 04/06/2021 NC 61.0 61 Y M Received first dose 2/27/21 and received second dose 3/20/21 and died 3/26/21.

1173826 03/09/2021 03/20/2021 04/06/2021 TX 92.0 92 Y F Pt received the vaccine on 3/9/2021  reports to ED on 3/19/2021   s/p fall while transferring from wheelchair no fractures on x-ray, sent home at 2246.  started to c/o chest pain and shortness of breath.  Went into cardiac arrest at home approximately 4 hours  after leaving ER.   Pt was pronounced DOA 3/20/201 @ 0343

1176372 03/10/2021 03/31/2021 04/06/2021 92.0 91 Y M Narrative: Per law enforcement report, patient's death appears to be natural causes. Wife found 91 yo patient on the floor having seizures. Patient was treated for seizure disorder and had recent Primary Care visit with updated labs. Seizure medication lab monitoring was monitored with no concerns.

1176373 03/09/2021 03/26/2021 04/06/2021 63.0 62 Y M Death Narrative: Patient with gastric cancer received COVID-19 vaccine, first dose on 2/8/2021 and second dose on 3/9/2021. Chart note indicates that patient passed away on 3/26/2021 while on home hospice. Patient has never tested positive for COVID. Patient had metastatic cancer and was referred to hospice on 3/5/2021, note from provider indicates patient likely had only weeks to live. Patient had no documented reaction from COVID vaccine administration. Patient had no hospitalization around time of COVID vaccination. The patients most likely cause of death was the metastatic cancer, with date of death closely aligning with cancer providers' estimations of remaining life span on 3/5.

1176374 02/24/2021 03/12/2021 04/06/2021 HI 58.0 58 Y M sore arm, lethargy, chronic fatigue, fever, fluid on lungs, lack of oxygen, death Husband received first dose of MODERNA vaccine on 1/30/21. Mild side effects. Received second dose on 2/24/21. For the first week after the second dose, the side effects seemed normal. By the second week he was gasping for air. Rused to ER via ambulance on 3/9/21. High heart rate, poor oxygen. Received numerous blood transfusions over 3-days (typical treatment for his blood disorder), yet body would not retain the transfused products. Died on 3/12/21 at 4:35 am from cardia arrest caused by respiratory failure.Y 3

1174338 03/25/2021 03/26/2021 04/07/2021 VA 40.0 Y M Patient died 12-15hrs after vaccination.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Consumer. A 40-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), dose 1 via an unspecified route of administration, administered in Arm Right on 25Mar2021 12:45 (Batch/Lot Number: ER8727) at the age of 40-year-old as single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history reported as none. Concomitant medication included buprenorphine hydrochloride, naloxone hydrochloride (SUBOXONE) taken for an unspecified indication, start and stop date were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient patient died 12-15 hours after vaccination. The patient died on 26Mar2021. An autopsy was not performed. No treatment received for the event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Patient died 12-15hrs after vaccination.

1174358 04/07/2021 Y F Pfizer vaccination killed patient; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, Corporate (Pfizer) Social Media Platforms. A contactable consumer reported for mother (patient) that a female patient of unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter reported that Pfizer vaccination killed reporter's mom (patient) on an unspecified date. The patient died on an unspecified date. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: Pfizer vaccination killed patient

1175146 03/16/2021 04/05/2021 04/07/2021 MD 93.0 93 Y F Patient became weak within 24 hours and declined daily until she died on 4/5/21. Family wanted no intervention except comfort care given patient's wishes.

1175454 12/22/2020 02/12/2021 04/07/2021 KY 81.0 81 Y F Died on 2/12/2021; diagnosed as a COVID-19 related death; 1st vaccine dose on 12/22/2020, 2nd vaccine dose on 1/14/2021.  Hospitalized for acute respiratory failure with hypoxia and pneumonia due to COVID-19 infection. Y 10

1175492 03/09/2021 03/21/2021 04/07/2021 KY 87.0 87 Y F Janssen vaccine given on 3/9/2021;  Admitted to the hospital on 3/16/2021 for COVID-19 infection, pneumonia, new onset a-fib, and COPD exacerbation. Y 5

1175722 03/19/2021 03/01/2021 04/07/2021 IL 67.0 67 Y F Family member reported patient deceased.  Was found on 3/21/21.  She had told a friend she wasn't feeling well on the night of 3/19/21.

1175952 02/04/2021 03/25/2021 04/07/2021 MN 45.0 45 Y M Patient death within 60 days of receiving the COVID vaccine series

1176003 03/11/2021 03/25/2021 04/07/2021 MN 65.0 65 Y M Patient death within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine

1176010 03/10/2021 03/21/2021 04/07/2021 NY 36.0 36 Y M He got his vaccine, and mother had talked to his girlfriend said that he felt fine other than a sore arm.  He called his mother and told her that he was sick to his stomach with cramps and that he was throwing up blood.  The girlfriend found him on the floor on the 21st dead on the floor in his hotel room at 8:00 AM.  The girlfriend said she had spoken with him around 10:00 PM and that he said he was going to sleep on the floor in the bathroom as he was throwing up and the floor was cool.  She subsequently found out that he was throwing up blood, and autopsy report showed that his stomach was full of blood and further testing is being done to see what has caused the bleeding.

1176029 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 04/07/2021 NY 66.0 66 Y F The patient was found unresponsive on vitals check 20 minutes after the vaccination. Do not resuscitate/MOLST was in effect. She was pronounced dead shortly after she was found.

1176064 02/26/2021 03/30/2021 04/07/2021 WI 82.0 82 Y M Patient death within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine Y 14

1176121 02/12/2021 03/31/2021 04/07/2021 WI 83.0 83 Y F Patient death within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine
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1176131 03/27/2021 03/31/2021 04/07/2021 IA 58.0 58 Y M Patient died.

1176215 03/04/2021 04/06/2021 04/07/2021 KY 75.0 75 Y M Patient was admitted to the hospital on 03/27/2021. He was symptomatic and died at the hospital on 04/06/2021. Y 10

1176234 02/15/2021 04/01/2021 04/07/2021 MN 95.0 95 Y F Patient death within 60 days of receiving the COVID vaccine series

1176278 02/11/2021 04/02/2021 04/07/2021 WI 96.0 96 Y F Patient within 60 days of receiving a COVID vaccine death

1176806 03/19/2021 03/26/2021 04/07/2021 FL 98.0 98 Y M OBJECTIVE: Patient found deceased on March 26, 2021, less than one week post vaccination with Pfizer-BioNTech COVID19 vaccine dose #1. Found by daughter who is also RN and caregiver. Patient found with black tongue protruding slightly from open mouth. Three days post vaccine date and for three days patient found mouth-breathing heavily. When patient?s attention was called to his breathing he immediately resumed normal breathing. Also three days post vaccine date and for three days patient had loosened waist belt and offered complaint of feeling full. Also, Patient was more talkative during the week following vaccination. SUBJECTIVE: Perhaps related to anxiety. OBJECTIVE: Patient had eaten only one avocado per day for his remaining two days of life. Patient had history of stoicism and was known to downplay or deny deviations in physical well-being.

1176896 02/04/2021 04/06/2021 04/07/2021 MT 64.0 64 Y M Patient died of an apparent Cardiac Arrest.

1177058 04/01/2021 04/06/2021 04/07/2021 MT 27.0 27 Y F Family reports that patient had her 2nd dose of COVID-19 vaccine on 4/1, approximately 3 weeks after her first dose.  Patient had one week history of "allergy type" symptoms.  Evening of 4/1 developed "GI symptoms and diarrhea".  Morning of 4/2 her "neighbor came by to check on her and she stated that she was not feeling very well last night but thought she just needed some Gatorade of something...He stated that as he gave her the alka-Seltzer he told her that there was aspirin in it which apparently she has an allergy to.  He stated that her response was I should be fine I do not think I'm that allergic to aspirin...5 to 10 minutes later she started to have some issues...Patient stated to her neighbor that she was having a hard time breathing and thought she needed to go to the hospital, and that maybe she was more allergic to the aspirin than she had thought...Over the 15 miles between her house and the hospital patient condition deteriorated to the point where they arrived at the hospital she is in full cardiac arrest...given ACLS protocol including epinephrine and was intubated."  "They achieved ROSC after approximately 10 minutes."  Patient was then flown, MT emergency department to Hospital.  Patient was cared for in the ICU.  Patient herniated her brain the night of 4/5-4/6.  "After meeting the clinical and imaging criteria at 1605 on 4/6/2021 she was declared brain dead.  Medical team suggests that patient had Samter's Triad/Triad Asthma with history of asthma, nasal polyps and allergy to aspirin.  Anaphylaxis secondary to ingestion of aspirin via Alka-Seltzer.

1177173 04/05/2021 04/05/2021 04/07/2021 KY 59.0 59 Y M Husband and wife came in 4/5 and received their COVID vaccines at 11am. They waited the 15 minutes to check for reactions and were unsymptomatic when time was up. The pharmacy did a courtesy call around 3:15 pm on 4/7 to check in with them and see how they were feeling. The wife stated that her husband had passed away the night of 4/5. Wife stated that they were getting ready to go to bed and husband felt hot and shaky so he laid in front of a fan. Wife eventually had to do CPR and stated that she thinks that he passed away during the time while they were waiting for EMS, which took about 45 minutes. Patient was pronounced dead night of 4/5.  Wife stated that patient has a history of heart problems including hypertension and multiple stents place and that she does not think the vaccine had to do with her husband's death.

1177384 02/12/2021 02/12/2021 04/07/2021 CA 70.0 70 Y F 4:30pm slight nausea; arm pain; mild headache 5:00 pm headache more severe; up the back of head, described as unusual pain; thought a migraine was coming on. 5-7:00pm headache continues to worsen; chills; research on line side effects of Pfizer vaccine and they coincide with symptoms; 7:05  gets up to urinate (no assistance needed); screams out in pain 3 times while on toilet; starts to vomit; right side of face (eye and cheek and mouth droop like a stroke; left hand starts to curl. Loses consciousness immediately thereafter. 911 call; paramedics on the way; airway was swept and clear; gurgled breathing. Rushed to Hospital and assessed as having massive brain bleed. Pronounced dead at 10:22pm.  Acute Hemorrhagic Stroke on Death Certificate.

1177548 04/03/2021 04/03/2021 04/07/2021 CA 33.0 33 Y F On the evening of 4/3/2021 the patient was at home, prone in bed, gasped suddenly and became unresponsive. EMS was called and unable to resuscitate. She expired.

1177616 02/11/2021 04/04/2021 04/07/2021 WI 72.0 72 Y M Patient death within 60 days of receiving the COVID vaccine series

1177800 02/25/2021 04/07/2021 04/07/2021 TX 80.0 80 Y M Rapid onset in fever and myalgia.  Dyspnea and hypoxia developed over days, and eventually patient was hospitalized with bilateral pneumonia consistent with COVID-19, however patient had multiple negative tests for SARS-CoV-2, both antigen and PCR.  Patient eventually diagnosed with interstitial lung disease prior to expiring on 4/7/2021.

1178071 02/24/2021 02/24/2021 04/07/2021 TX 53.0 53 Y M Patient found expired at home about 12 hours after administration of vaccine

1178144 04/07/2021 OR Y U DIED FROM THE INTERACTION OF THE TWO PRODUCTS RISPERDAL AND COVID VACCINE; This spontaneous report received from a consumer who had heard that two people who took Risperdal and got a COVID vaccine died from the interaction of the two products. The patient's weight, height, and medical history were not reported. The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin not reported, batch number: Unknown) dose, start therapy date were not reported for prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not reported and has been requested. The patient received risperidone (form of admin, route of admin, and batch number were not reported) dose, frequency, and therapy dates were not reported for an unspecified indication. No concomitant medications were reported.  On an unspecified date, consumer heard that a few people who took Risperdal and got a COVID vaccine died from the interaction of the two products. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s, and risperidone was not applicable. This report was serious (Death).; Sender's Comments: A report received from a consumer who had heard that "a few people who took Risperdal and got a COVID vaccine died from the interaction of the two products." The patients past medical history, concomitant medications were not reported. COVID-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s date and dose administered were not reported. Risperidone dose, frequency, therapy dates and indication were not reported. There is insufficient information provided in this case to make a meaningful medical assessment.

1178152 04/07/2021 Y M HEART ATTACK; This spontaneous report received from a consumer via a company concerned a 40 year old male. The patient's weight, height, and medical history were not reported.  The patient received covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s (suspension for injection, route of admin not reported, batch number: UNKNOWN) dose, start therapy date were not reported for prophylactic vaccination. The batch number was not reported. The company is unable to perform follow up to request batch/lot number. No concomitant medications were reported.  About 7 days after receiving the vaccine, the patient went to hospital regarding shortness of breath. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced heart attack and was hospitalized (date unspecified) and was later sent to intensive care unit (ICU). On an unspecified date, the patient died from heart attack. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed. The action taken with covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s was not applicable. This report was serious (Death, and Hospitalization Caused / Prolonged).; Sender's Comments: 20210403505    -Covid-19 vaccine ad26.cov2.s -Heart attack. This event is considered unassessable. The event has a compatible/suggestive temporal relationship, is unlabeled, and has unknown scientific plausibility. There is no information on any other factors potentially associated with the event.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: HEART ATTACKY

1178158 04/02/2021 04/04/2021 04/07/2021 WA 63.0 63 Y M Pt came to the ER via ambulance with SOB, difficulty breathing, confusion and combativeness which had gotten worse over the day 4/3/21. He had a rash all over his body..  After the respiratory  treatments failed, pt was intubated and transferred to a higher level of care and expired on 4/4/21

1178296 04/07/2021 NC Y M cardiac arrest; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date (Batch/Lot number was not reported) as SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced cardiac arrest 20 hours after receiving BNT162B2 on an unspecified date. The patient passed away due to cardiac arrest. The patient died on an unspecified date. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: cardiac arrest

1178304 03/06/2021 03/13/2021 04/07/2021 IL 70.0 Y F died/cancer; collapsed on the floor; eyes rolled back; stopped breathing for a very short.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 70-years-old non-pregnant female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection, Lot Number: en6100, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, administered in right arm Right on 06Mar2021 11:00 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization.Medical history included stage 4 esophagis cancer and mushroom allergies (known allergies to mushrooms). The patient had no covid prior vaccination; not diagnosed with COVID-19.  The patient had other medications (unspecified) that the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The most COVID-19 vaccine was administered in hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously received first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number: el9267) for covid-19 immunisation in the right arm on 13Feb2021. The patient was not tested for covid post vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. On the afternoon of 06Mar2021 (16:00), patient collapsed on the floor, eyes rolled back, stopped breathing for a very short. The patient was revived and carried to bed. She died at 4 am on the 13Mar2021. She told the reporter she did not want to go to the hospital and she said she wanted to die at home. The reporter stated that the cause of death was cancer since an unknown date. The events were reported as serious resulting in death. No treatment received for the adverse events reported. The patient died on 13Mar2021. The causes of death were cancer, collapsed on the floor, eyes rolled back, and stopped breathing for a very short.  An autopsy was not performed.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: collapsed on the floor; eyes rolled back; stopped breathing for a very short; died/cancer

1178307 02/27/2021 02/28/2021 04/07/2021 WA Y F She died 23 hours later on 28Feb/Her cause of death on her death certificate was stated to be cardiac arrest; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's husband). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 27Feb2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included heart disease from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient died 23 hours later on 28Feb2021 after first dose on 27Feb2021. She did not show any adverse symptoms after being vaccinated. The questionnaire before the vaccination asked "if you have a chronic health condition such as heart disease". It was stated that she has heart disease; still the vaccination was given. Her cause of death on her death certificate was stated to be cardiac arrest. The patient died on 28Feb2021. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: She died 23 hours later on 28Feb/Her cause of death on her death certificate was stated to be cardiac arrest

1178308 04/07/2021 WA Y U two deaths in her state from vaccine; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for two patients. This the first of two reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number not provided), on unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Reporter was concerned because there had been two deaths in her state from vaccine and thought Pfizer might be curious in how their product was being handled. The patient died on unspecified date. It was unknown if autopsy was performed. The outcome of the event was fatal.   Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021371688 same reporter/event, different patient; Reported Cause(s) of Death: two deaths in her state from vaccine

1178531 04/04/2021 04/04/2021 04/07/2021 CO 49.0 49 Y M Death within 12 hours

1178571 03/12/2021 04/02/2021 04/07/2021 MA 58.0 58 Y M Pt was found deceased at home, 4/2/2021.

1178909 04/02/2021 04/07/2021 04/07/2021 CA 75.0 75 Y M He complained Fever and after that shortness of breath, and when I tried to see a Doctor he suddenly collapse and died

1179211 01/21/2021 02/21/2021 04/08/2021 FL Y F Kidney infection; fell, laceration to face; fell, laceration to face; very weak / weakness / too weak to stand; patient passed away; internally bleeding; wheezing; SOB; The initial case was missing the following criteria: unspecified adverse event. Upon receipt of follow-up information on 30Mar2021, this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from Pfizer-sponsored program  from a contactable consumer. A 74-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), dose 1, via an unspecified route of administration on 19Jan2021 (lot number : EL9262, expiry date not reported) as single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included kidney disorder and was being treated for ongoing diverticulitis at the time of vaccine. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 24Jan2021, the patient began feeling weak/ became too weak and experienced some wheezing and shortness of breath (SOB). The patient did not seek medical attention at that time. On 28Jan2021, the patient fell and EMS was called. The patient had no injuries but was too weak to get up. The patient saw her doctor on the same day and was prescribed medications and chest X-ray was performed (results unknown). On 29Jan2021, the patient followed up with her doctor. On 30Jan2021, the patient fell and had laceration to face, was too weak to stand, and was admitted for kidney infection. The patient was hospitalized for the events kidney infection, fell, laceration to face, and too weak to stand from 30Jan2021 to unspecified date. On 09Feb2021, the patient began internally bleeding. The patient underwent small bowel resection surgery. The surgery was not planned prior to taking BNT162B2. Therapeutic measures were taken for the events very weak/ continued weakness , and fell. The patient did not receive treatment for the events wheezing and SOB. The patient outcome of the events was unknown. On 21Feb2021, the patient passed away. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed and cause of death was unknown.  Follow-up information has been requested.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: patient passed awayY

1179434 03/01/2021 03/31/2021 04/08/2021 NM 70.0 70 Y F She felt. Ad the evening of her 2nd vaccine.  The morning after she felt worse.  Nauseous, pale, achy. She said she had not ever felt that bad. I read possible side effects.  It said flu  like symptoms, so we thought it would pass.  Then around 4 she called for me & when I got there she had an event that caused her to be unable to speak & her eyes widened & pupils were dilated.  I called 911. They got here quick.  She had at least three of those stiffening wide eyed events.  The emt said they thought it was her blood sugar.  When checked it was 350 even though she had taken her insulin that day.  They said she had a massive heart attack on the way to the hospital.

1179444 04/06/2021 04/06/2021 04/08/2021 RI 50.0 50 Y F Systemic: Unknown, patient found deceased at home evening after receiving vaccine.-Severe, Additional Details: called pharmacy inquiring about vaccine for patient. She received her COVID vaccine on 4/6/21 and later that evening was found at home deceased. Called to gather information on the patient/vaccine. Caregiver stated that the patient did not have a PCP, therefore they do not have much medical history on her. There were no notes on adverse reaction during post-vaccine observation. It is unknown at this time if vaccine played any role.

1179974 03/18/2021 04/06/2021 04/08/2021 KY 73.0 73 Y M pt was diagnosed with covid on 3-29-21 , hospitalized for pneumonia and respiratory failure and expired on 4-6-21 at Hospital Y 10

1180036 01/21/2021 02/12/2021 04/08/2021 KY 90.0 90 Y F Patient tested positive for COVID on 12/30/2020. She did not experience COVID symptoms; however, at that time her dementia and weakness progressed.  She passed away on 02/12/2021 at the nursing home facility.

1180051 01/07/2021 03/31/2021 04/08/2021 KY 70.0 70 Y F Was hospitalized (unsure dates on hospitalization);  has no known pre-existing conditions; symptom onset was 3/3/2021 with fever, chills, rigors, myalgia, rhinorrhea/congestion, sore throat, cough (wet productive), nausea/vomiting, headache, loss of smell and taste, and fatigue.  Was a household contact to a known COID-19 case.Y

1180107 02/24/2021 03/24/2021 04/08/2021 IL 70.0 70 Y F Death within 30 days of vaccination

1180145 03/04/2021 03/26/2021 04/08/2021 IL 74.0 74 Y F Low Magnesium levels 2/24 Mag 1.5, 3/4 received 4gm Mag Sulfate, 3/8 Mag 1.6 (obtained from Hospital.  Death within 30 days of vaccination

1180189 02/23/2021 03/28/2021 04/08/2021 IL 82.0 82 Y M Hospitalization within 30 days of vaccination.  Death within 60 days of vaccination Y 2

1180245 03/10/2021 03/26/2021 04/08/2021 IL 73.0 73 Y M Death within 30 days of vaccination

1180291 02/03/2021 03/26/2021 04/08/2021 IL 86.0 86 Y F Hospitalization x 2 within 30 days of vaccination; Death within 60 days of vaccination Y 1

1180374 02/03/2021 04/04/2021 04/08/2021 IL 81.0 81 Y F Death within 60 days of vaccination.  Unwitnessed cardiac arrest, CPR attempted and unsuccessful.

1180530 04/01/2021 04/02/2021 04/08/2021 GA 84.0 84 Y F Death due to massive basal ganglia hemorrhage Y 1

1180533 03/11/2021 03/25/2021 04/08/2021 MI 63.0 63 Y M wife of the patient called came in for her COVID-19 vaccine appointment on 4/8/2021 and explained that her husband passed away in his sleep suddenly after a wonderful evening on 3/25/2021.  She expressed that physician said it was not COVID related.  Wife did not want to discuss  the death of her husband at this time so the information is limited for this report.

1180565 04/01/2021 04/07/2021 04/08/2021 MO 69.0 69 Y F 04/07/2021 cold hands, alternating hot and cold sweats, arm stiffness, shaking, aphasic and blank stare.  Date of death 04/07/2021.

1180587 02/24/2021 03/31/2021 04/08/2021 TX 71.0 71 Y F Acute Hemorrhagic CVA resulting in eventual death. Y Y 10

1180640 04/03/2021 04/08/2021 04/08/2021 KY 66.0 66 Y M 4/4/21 woke up more tired than usual. Progressed from there, prominent fatigue for the next couple days, slept on the couch on and off for a couple days which was unusual for him. Mild SOA and weakness 4/7/21. Died in his sleep into the morning of 4/8/21.

1180688 04/06/2021 04/06/2021 04/08/2021 PA 74.0 74 Y F Patient was vaccinated on 4/6/21 at 9:05 am.  Report received that patient was in the car on the way home from the vaccination and had chest pain and shortness of breath.  Patient called their primary care doctor who requested reporting to the nearest emergency room immediately.  Patient became unresponsive in the car.  Patient arrived in cardiac arrest (arrival time noted to be 4/6/21 at 10:54 am, CPR began. Patient was intubated in the ER, and received epinephrine, amiodarone, and was defibrillated several times per ACLS protocol.  Patient did not have return of spontaneous circulation and was subsequently pronounced. Per report, it was noted that patient was short of breath prior to receiving vaccination earlier in the day.

1180818 03/19/2021 03/22/2021 04/08/2021 WI 69.0 69 Y M Recipient of vaccine is a family member (father) of employee of Hospital.  Recipient was vaccinated with Dose 2 Pfizer Covid vaccine on 3/19/2021 and observed on-site for 15 minutes after vaccination with no apparent concerns.  On 3/23/2021, his daughter (our employee) notified clinic that on  3/22/2021, recipient had died.  4/7/2021 his daughter (our employee) states the medical examiner indicated his autopsy showed evidence of cardiac arrest.

1180840 04/02/2021 04/08/2021 04/08/2021 AR 68.0 68 Y F 3.5 hours after receiving the vaccine, the patient was killed in a head-on collision. The patient was driving when her vehicle crossed the centerline and struck a second vehicle head on. It is unknown if the COVID19 vaccine contributed to the collision and death.

1180886 12/22/2020 01/03/2021 04/08/2021 CA 58.0 58 Y F Patient contracted COVID  during an outbreak.  Patient went to the ED on 2/28  and was sent home.  Patient returned to the ED on 1/2 and was admitted.  Patient expired on 1/3

1181914 04/08/2021 04/08/2021 04/08/2021 PA 71.0 71 Y M Patient entered Drug store to get his second Moderna COVID shot on 4/8/2021 at approx. 12:30pm. (First dose was 3/11/2021) He filled out his Pre-Vaccination Checklist for COVID-19 Vaccines and signed the consent. His form was reviewed and he was given his vaccine in his left deltoid. He then was given his CDC card and waited at least 15 minutes and then exited the building. At 1p.m he was in an accident on the main highway.  He was conscious after the accident, but later did pass away.  This information came from a Police Officer as no one at the pharmacy witnessed the accident.

1181925 03/15/2021 04/06/2021 04/08/2021 DE 57.0 57 Y M Patient started complaining of extreme back pain and trouble walking within days after receiving the vaccine. His pain got increasingly worse. On the 23rd he had to be taken into the hospital in an ambulance. He said he felt as if his lower body was separated from his torso, and visible was having trouble walking. They prescribed him Valium, preformed an x-ray, and sent him home.  On the 27th he was taken back to the hospital due to leg weakness, tingling in his hands and feet, and extreme pain. He was diagnosed with Guillain-Barre Syndrome. He passed away April 6, 2021 after spending 11 days in the hospital, and 6 days on a ventilator.Y Y 10

1182018 03/31/2021 04/08/2021 04/08/2021 PA 73.0 73 Y F Death from cardiac arrest

1182101 01/15/2021 04/06/2021 04/08/2021 MN 92.0 92 Y M Completed Moderna series on 02/12/2021. Diagnosed with COVID-19 on 04/06/2021 and expired from COVID-19 pneumonia on 04/06/2021 Y 1

1182258 03/12/2021 04/01/2021 04/08/2021 TX 85.0 85 Y F UKNOWN - SAW ON SOCIAL MEDIA THAT PATIENT PASSED AWAY ON 4/1/2021

1182611 03/26/2021 04/06/2021 04/08/2021 IL 88.0 88 Y M My father became weak and non-responsive in week following vaccine.  Could not communicate and passed 11 days after receiving vaccine.

1182765 04/08/2021 Y F died approximately one week after receiving the Pfizer vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A 94-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date as single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included cardiovascular disease and other conditions (could not name). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was ill but was able to walk around on own and found pretty weak for age. It was reported that the patient died approximately one week after receiving the vaccine on an unspecified date. It was unknown if an autopsy was performed.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: died approximately one week after receiving the Pfizer vaccine

1182768 03/25/2021 03/26/2021 04/08/2021 NC 70.0 Y M seizure; not breathing/arrested; no pulse; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's son). A 70-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), dose 2 via an unspecified route of administration, arm right on 25Mar2021 15:00 (batch/lot number ER8730 and expiry date not reported) at 70 years of age as single dose for covid-19 immunization in a pharmacy/drug store. Medical history included diabetes, a cardiac electrical issue, permanent scarring of lungs from Sep2020 from previous covid-19 infection. The patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medications included metformin; famotidine; clopidogrel; simvastatin; salbutamol sulfate (PROVENTIL HFA [SALBUTAMOL SULFATE]); ascorbic acid, biotin, chromium, copper, folic acid, magnesium, manganese, nicotinamide, pantothenic acid, potassium, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol, riboflavin, selenium, thiamine, tocopherol, vitamin b12 nos, zinc (MULTI) (for him 50+); curcuma longa rhizome, piper nigrum fruit (TURMERIC +); melatonin; all taken for an unspecified indication, start and stop date were not reported. The patient previously took first dose of BNT162B2 in the left arm on 25Feb2021 15:00 (batch/lot number: EN6202) at 70 years of age as single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The reporter informed that around 4:50 pm on 26Mar2021, the patient had a seizure that lasted approximately 5 to 10 seconds. Immediately following the seizure, it was observed that he was not breathing, and no pulse was detected. The emergency was immediately called, and medical assistance was requested. The patient's wife was on the phone, and the daughter transferred the patient to the floor and began CPR. The fire arrived first and took over CPR, with paramedics arriving just a few minutes later. The reporter informed that "they" started delivering medications, intubated him, and shocked him with an AED device. The reporter informed that after getting a pulse (40 minutes later), the patient was transported to the hospital. The patient arrested and was revived two more times before arresting a third time and time of death being called around 8:30 pm on 26Mar2021. The reporter informed that the patient got the 2nd dose on Thursday and on Friday he died. The events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. The events were considered serious (resulted in death). The reporter informed that it was unknown if patient been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient's treatment received were CPR, defibrillation, medications (epinephrine, norepinephrine, amioderone, etc). The patient died on 26Mar2021. It was not reported if an autopsy was performed. A report was filed earlier this morning with PSCC, but the funeral home was needing to know if Pfizer will want an autopsy prior to cremation.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: not breathing/arrested; seizure; no pulse

1183418 03/04/2021 04/08/2021 04/08/2021 CT 65.0 65 Y F Vaccine breakthrough hospitalization - SOB with O2 sat 50% when EMS arrived. On non-rebreather satting 70%. Chills, fever, cough, and chest pain. BP 152/79, HR 93, RR 20, SpO2 91%. Had been scheduled to receive COVID mAb day of admission, but clinical course worsened. Admitted to Medical ICU for acute respiratory failure with hypoxia and ARDS secondary to COVID-19. Placed on BIPAP and Rx with Remdesivir, dexamethasone, & tociluzumab. Treated for presumed pulmonary embolism with full-dose anticoagulation. Pt expressed wishes to remain DNR/DNI, ultimately she elected to transition to comfort measures only given worsening hypoxia.Y

(blank)

916600 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Right side of epiglottis swelled up and hinder swallowing pictures taken Benadryl Tylenol taken

916601 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 CA 73.0 73 F Approximately 30 min post vaccination administration patient demonstrated SOB and anxiousness. Assessed at time of event: Heart sounds normal, Lung sounds clear. Vitals within normal limits for patient. O2 91% on 3 liters NC Continuous flow.   2 consecutive nebulized albuterol treatments were administered. At approximately 1.5 hours post reaction, patients' SOB and anxiousness had subsided and the patient stated that they were feel "much better".

916602 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 WA 23.0 23 F About 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine, the patient complained about her left arm hurting. She also complained of chest tightness and difficulty swallowing. Patient also had vision changes. We gave the patient 1 tablet of Benadryl 25 mg and called EMS services. EMS checked her out and we advised the patient to go to the ER to be observed and given more Benadryl. Patient was able to walk out of facility herself.

916603 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 WA 58.0 58 F extreme fatigue, dizziness,. could not lift my left arm for 72 hours

916604 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Injection site swelling, redness, warm to the touch and itchy

916606 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 NV 44.0 44 F patient called back the next day and stated her throat was swelling and had to take Benadryl.

916607 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 KS 50.0 50 M SEVERE chills approximately 13-14 hours after receiving vaccine. Even after turning heat up in the house and wrapping myself in two comforters, I was still experiencing severe chills. These chills lasted for approximately 5-6 hours. I was unable to sleep due to them. I did not have a fever, as I checked my temperature several times during this episode. At approximately 6:00 am on the same day as experiencing the chills, I experienced abdominal pains, which lasted approximately 1 hour and resolved on their own.

916608 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 OH 33.0 33 M Nasal congestion and diarrhea

916609 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 TN 71.0 71 F On day 9 following the vaccination I noticed a red raised itchy patch at the vaccination site approximately 2 in X 2 in. No other symptoms.

916610 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 VA 18.0 18 F hives and rash all over body that has not gone away in 2 days since it began

916611 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 NC 33.0 33 F 12pm Received shot 1 pm Sore arm at injection site  8pm loss of appetite, whole arm hurting  11pm fever 101, severe chills, body ache,  tiredness 11:30pm-3am fever 103.6, chills, body ache, tiredness, headache, confusion, sore on right side of body, high blood pressure161/96, high heart rate 120?s while resting, slighty sob (O2 low 90?s) slight chest pain on right side under Rib front and back, nausea, tingling lips for about 5 mins maybe.  12-30-20  3am still had fever 101 after taking Tylenol, blood pressure and heart rate decreased a little, chills stopped,  was able to sleep  7am  fever was 102 nausea headache sore right arm   Headache and Fever 102 continued all day, fever was a little lower taking Tylenol 12-31-20  Had headache/pressure in head all day temp 98.6-100 all day, felt a lot better, right arm still a little sore

916612 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 CA 71.0 71 F Left side of face became numb, including to behind the left ear.  Happened within 10 minutes of injection.  Subsided within 30 minutes.  The next day, some numbness returned at about 9pm in the evening.  Pain behind left ear.

916613 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 CA 40.0 40 F On 12/30/2020 I got a pain in the stomach as if someone kicked me and then a taste of medicine like when you chew a aspirin after taste. But it went away 12/31/2020 I felt dizzy around 3:00pm

916614 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 NY 29.0 29 F Elevated HR and Blood pressure. Chest tightness. Blood pressure 154/111, HR 154

916615 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Large red, raised itchy area surrounding injection site.   Lymph node in left armpit swollen and painful.

916617 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Dizziness, chills, fever, muscle aches, pain at the injection site

916618 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 GA 24.0 24 F Soreness at injection site, especially when raise arm.

916619 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 NY 28.0 28 M Within two days of receiving COVID vaccine, I began to have a very heavy period. I have been on birth control on and off for many years due to irregular and heavy periods. As such, I have not had a period in years. There was significant clotting and heavy flow associated with the period which lasted about 4 days before subsiding. No other adverse effects aside from muscle pain at injection site.

916620 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 NJ 65.0 65 M 1.  Sore arm started several hours later approximately 9 PM 12/29/2020 2.  Chills started approximately 12:30 AM on the following day 12/30/2020 3.  Severe myalgias and arthralgias with difficulty moving approximately 6 AM 12/30/2020 4.  Fever starting approximately 6 AM starting 101.5-1 03 then later in  the day 105. 5.  Severe headache starting approximately 9 AM 12/30/2020 and persists but much less 6.  Nausea starting approximately 9 AM 12/30/2020

916621 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Fatigue - 2 hours prior. Muscle aches/pain - 32 hours prior. Chills - 32 hours prior. Extreme fatigue- 32 hours prior. Headache - 35 hours prior.

916622 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NY 22.0 22 F Felt a little nauseous and a little headache started on December 31st 2020 @ 9:00pm and lasted  until January 1st 2021 @ 12:00am.  Pain, tenderness, swelling(I have a big bump) and redness of the injection site started December 31st 2020 @ 8:00am until present it?s still going on January 1st 2021.  At one point felt like my heart was beating fast started on December 31st 2020 @ 10:00pm until December 31st 2020 @ 10:30pm.  Not sure where this falls into might not even have to do with the vaccine sorry if I guy is reading this but I bled all day on December 31st 2020 and I am currently on Birth Control and have been on for 3 years now and haven?t had a female menstrual cycle in about 3  years.

916623 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 LA 31.0 31 F Soreness at site of injection

916624 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 27.0 27 F Swelling, warmth, induration, itchy. All about 2" lower than where the injection was given.

916625 12/19/2020 01/01/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Tachycardia approximately 10mins after receiving vaccine, lasting several minutes, trembling followed, observed by hospital staff for approximately 45mins then taken to ER, discharged with 90mins.  Body aches and chills for 1-2days. dizziness, nausea, lightheaded for 4-5 days to follow.

916626 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NJ 63.0 63 F Redness and itching to hands and forearms. also itching to head and behind ears. Took Benadryl 50mg. and applied hydrocortisone cream to affected areas. Continued treatment s needed.

916627 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NC 49.0 49 F Redness/induration at injection site, silver color coin size; hardness/swelling/tenderness  at injection site- baseball size; itching at injection site and left calf, muscle soreness left leg, left arm; parasthesia left arm and leg

916628 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 MD 33.0 33 F Arm soreness, bodyaches, slight temp, cough.

916629 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NC 61.0 61 M Headache, chills, muscle aches and weakness

916630 11/25/2020 01/01/2021 ME 56.0 56 F (Typical soreness at injection site for several days after injection.) Surprisingly, 10 days later, red and swollen at injection site - this is what I'm reporting.

916631 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 NY 25.0 25 F Arm pain throughout the day that worsened (couldn?t lift up arm past 45 degrees)  and at night I had muscle aches all over my body. I felt cold and feverish though did not have a fever. Took 1 g of Tylenol which helped chills and muscle aches. This morning (next day) I am still having muscle soreness so I will probably take another 1 g of Tylenol.

916632 07/01/1994 01/01/2021 0.08 0 M Baby had regular 6 week wellness check-up and received all reccomended vaccinations for 6 week old baby.   Straight after vaccination baby went to sleep, he then woke up 1 hour after with a screaming cry as if something was terribly wrong,  he then started vomiting uncontrollably (like a water fountain) and was in and out of consciousness, very lethargic, breathing started to reduce drastically, baby was floppy. Baby was handed to paramedics and rushed to emergency.    After event of vaccine reaction, doctors encouraged to continue with vaccinations,  baby was continuously in and out of hospital, suffered from stomach problems/pain as a todler and would notice todler seeking anything cold, usually resulting to lying down on stomach  on the cold floor because stomach was always burning hot. He would vomit regularly, suffer from regular nose bleeds for no apparent reason, behavioural/anger issues were displayed, headaches, asthma, and dry skin.0.1 Y Y

916633 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 ME 57.0 57 F Sore arm, headache, stuffy nose

916634 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NC 27.0 27 M Approximately 12 hours of nausea, vomiting, lower back pain, headache, and cold sweats.  Rest, fluids, and advil took care of symptoms.

916635 12/26/2020 01/01/2021 MA 22.0 22 F My arm was sore for about a day. It was also slightly swollen where I got the shot.

916636 12/26/2020 01/01/2021 MI 49.0 49 F 12/26-Had the vaccine, 27th evening felt nauseated, woke up in the middle of the night with head tightness(headache), rigors, hot flashes.28th feeling off and fatigued, continued to feel better as the days went on and on the 31st  had diarrhea, rigors, temp of 99.3F, hot flashes, muscle aches now.

916637 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 CT 32.0 32 F At 1:30am I woke up with rigors, temp of 101. Took some Tylenol and was able to fall back asleep. At 7:30am I woke up with rigors again, temp 100.1. Took Tylenol. Also have a terrible headache, pain 7/10, and fatigue

916638 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 FL 41.0 41 M I have metal in my right shoulder, whole right arm went numb for half a day and was week. Metal in my left foot, whole left let=g is swollen and hurts, saw 3 doctors and they didn't know what to do, one doctor gave me Ibuprofen

916639 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 FL 46.0 46 F Felt flushed and arm swelled up at injection site to size of a gold ball. Hospital staff supervising required ingestion of 25 mg Benadryl immediately upon reaction. Was monitored for 40 min and sent home from work. Within  a few hours began to feel body aches and headache.  Over the next few hours developed low grade fever 99.6. Pain at the injection site , which I was expecting.  I called employee health and reported my symptoms. Was instructed to take ibuprofen or Tylenol for symptom management, to hydrate and rest. Took 600mg ibuprofen. That evening, the same symptoms became worse and I became very weak and nauseous. Also my heart rate became elevated . I usually sit in the 50-60s as I?m an avid exerciser. My HR remained in the 90s- low 100s over the next 48 hrs . The following day (day 2) I had all the same symptoms despite taking 600 mg ibuprofen around the clock. Continued to notify employee health as instructed.  Day 3, I had to return to work, temp (with 600 mg ibuprofen on board) was 99.2. I was still achy and headache and weak but less than the previous days. Notified employee health again & was instructed to get a covid test the following day if symptoms didn?t subside.  Day 4 , the symptoms mostly passed. No fever . No body aches. No more heart racing only very slight nausea . Very slight headache. Energy mostly returned. Pain at injection site replaced by itching and bruise at injection site.

916640 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 MA 46.0 46 F Severe muscle reaction, entire deltoid involved.  Inability to use left arm, any muscle movement causes severe  extreme pain.  Left limb must be assisted by unaffected arm to avoid any left deltoid activation. Complete loss to range of motion.  Soar at rest, as expected with any vaccination.

916641 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 MI 44.0 44 F Vertigo every evening when lying down and every morning when getting up.  I have been lying in bed for 5-10 minutes with eyes open, then sitting up slowly.  Next, I sit on the side of the bed for a few minutes.  When I get up, I need to hold onto something so I don't fall down.

916642 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MI 42.0 42 F Approx 8 hours after vaccine, arm pain increased followed by chills, body aches, fever (over 101), nausea, and headaches. Symptoms lasted approx 20 hours, with use of tylenol and ibprof.

916643 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MA 28.0 28 F Sudden onsite 6pm the next day of fever, chills, sweats, headache, body aches

916644 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 OK 58.0 58 M Ipsilateral lips numbness and tingling

916645 12/26/2020 01/01/2021 AR 60.0 60 F Starting on day 3 after vaccination, developed a burning feeling near tip of tongue, as if I?d burned it with hot coffee. Area of tongue affected increased each day until today entire tongue is burning. Fissures are present, but no white coating. Today, two separate small blisters are present on lateral edge of tongue near tip.

916646 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 ID 37.0 37 F chills beginning @ 2030 on 12/30/2020 & lasting til the am @ 0500, 0500 on 12/31/2020, hypotension causing dizziness 0800: flank pain, right temporal headache

916647 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 PA 42.0 42 M I had general sides effects.  Chills nausea vomiting muscle joint pain.  With in 6 hours after the vaccine lasting approx 6 hours or so.

916648 12/18/2020 01/01/2021 IN 47.0 47 F Severe rash with hive type welts on top of the rash. Extremely itchy. It appeared as a rash with welts covering the right side of rib cage and has progressed to covering scalp to ankles.

916649 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 FL 46.0 46 F On 12/31: vaccine at 1:05 pm;  arm soreness and fatigue starting around 3 pm. On 1/1/21: nausea  and chills at 1 am, severe headache and light sensitivity at 7 am. (now 8:30 am)

916650 12/27/2020 01/01/2021 MA 28.0 28 F employee c/o shakiness, rapid heart rate, headache and itching after receiving Moderna Covid-19 vaccine. Evaluated by EMS on site. benadryl 25mg administered PO at 14:15pm. family member was contacted and arrived to drive employee home to monitor

916651 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 PA 53.0 53 F Burning sensation in chest within 5 ministers of receiving immunization. Continued for 4 hours. 3 hours into symptoms, treated with Zyrtec and proposed. Symptoms resolved 1 hour after treatment.

916652 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 NC 29.0 29 F Immediate tingling to face, then on 12/23 migraines and smell adversions, 12/24 chills body aches and skin burned, 12/25 no taste or smell with chills body aches diarrhea skin burned and brain fog, 12/26 positive rapid covid test and symptoms continue

916653 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 AZ 49.0 49 F Anaphylaxis- needed 3 doses of epinephrine before admission to ER. In ER received IV steroid and famotidine. Was given prescriptions for epipen and oral steroids (60mg x 5 days).

916654 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 MN 38.0 38 F 25 minutes after the vaccine was given, I felt a rush of cold go down my left arm and had a cold sensation and then tingling/numbness to my left wrist and left hand for about 36 hours until it gradually subsided.

916655 12/17/2020 01/01/2021 CT 47.0 47 F Ever since I got the vaccine I have headaches which increased to near migraine level on 12/29, then yesterday 12/31 at 330pm while painting my left face became paralyzed and numb.  Went to ER Had CT/CTA of head EKG, chest Xray and multiple labs including Lyme test which will not be resulted for 5-7 days.  ER started me on taper prednisone and doxycycline.  Diagnose with significant Bell's Palsy

916656 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 TN 47.0 47 F Extreme and worsening right upper hip pain, spreading to center lower back. Making it extremely difficult to take full breath. Unable to bend, sit up. Extreme pain while laying in any position and needing help to stand. Pain lvl 9.5

916657 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 CT 33.0 33 F Received Moderna vaccine in left deltoid on 12/24/2020. Originally had injection site soreness lasting ~2-3 days which then 100% resolved. On 12/29/2020, developed tender, sore, left axillary lymph node. On 1/1/2020, woke with tenderness, soreness, erythema, warmth and induration localized to injection site on left deltoid.

916658 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 NH 66.0 66 F I have nerve pain in the back of my left ear that has grown to encompass a larger area below my ear and up my skull about 2 inches.  Also moving down my neck under my ear, feels like it is getting numb.  It feels more like numbness is occurring hourly and the pain seems to be creeping into my ear drum.  Scale  of maybe 5 from a 1 to 10 scale of pain.

916659 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 VA 49.0 49 F Cellulitis below the injection site

916660 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 ME 61.0 61 F Body ache, head ache, fever, nausea, liwer leg muscle spams/cramping

916661 01/01/2021 01/01/2021 FL 59.0 0 F headache, chills, right pain . 0.0

916662 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 MO 57.0 57 F severemuscle pain, high fever (101.3 F), vomiting,

916663 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 CO 39.0 39 F Moderate arm soreness/stiffness for 24-36 hrs followed by axillary lymphadenopathy for a week+.

916664 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 NY 60.0 60 F Headache-persistent  Weakness x 48 hours Fatigue x48 hours  Body aches x48 hours Arm pain swelling and redness persistent

916665 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 KS 45.0 45 F None stated.

916666 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 NY 26.0 26 F injection site pain, tenderness, redness, swelling- hot to the touch. started within 3 hours. Applied ice. Headache- starting 4 hours after the vaccine. relief with tylenol but reappeared after 3-4 hours.  muscle aches/fatigue- about 6 hours after the vaccine. night of the vaccine- muscle aches, fatigue, headache- took tylenol Wednesday-morning of day after vaccine- terrible headache, arm swelling redness and hot to touch, could not lift or touch arm. Extreme fatigue, could not keep my eyes open.  Wednesday night-fever- started around 4pm  tmax 101.0- fevers continued through the night with headache, chills and lower back pain. Extreme fatigue- went to bed around 8pm and woke up at 12pm thursday. Thursday morning- fatigue, increase in swelling and arm tenderness- injection site continued to be very hot to the touch and painful/red.  Applied ice to site. Had a low grade fever 100.6 for a few hours. Tylenol taken ATC.  Thursday night- no fever, headaches or fatigue but injection site cont'd to be red hot and swollen- cellutlits looking  saw my PCP (wednesday prior to fever) who agreed it was a localized reaction with adverse events. Discussed with my physician at work  on thursday night who stated it was a cellulitic localized reaction.  fri morning- injection site improving- remains swollen, slightly itchy. less red and less warm to the touch. Beginning to form a bruise.

916667 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 FL 41.0 41 M I work at a Hospital sterilizing surgical equipment.  After I received the vaccine, the hospital staff observed me for 15 minutes to see if a reaction occurred.  I felt fine, and they told me I could go.  I was working that day (2-10:30pm) and had gotten vaccinated at the beginning of my shift.  The rest of my shift went fine.  Near the end, though, my arm began to feel sore.  Driving home, I began to feel tired.  By the time I got home, it felt like a cold was setting in.  I ate a large bowl of chicken soup to try to feel better.  I stayed up a little bit, but was feeling woozy by this point and went to bed.  Bad chills set in and I began to shake I felt so cold.  I used a heating pad to help with this.  I tried to sleep, but my head was throbbing.  The next morning, I tried to sit up in bed but my first attempt proved too difficult.  I took it slower.  I was able to sit up eventually.  Standing was also difficult.  I spent the day mostly lounging on the couch.  I slept a little better that night, but my head was still throbbing somewhat.  No chills this time.  Getting up the next morning went a little better.  I was able to sit up in bed without issue and walking around did not prove as much of a chore.

916668 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 PA 37.0 37 F TIA symptoms - difficulty speaking, reports leaning towards the left side and was dizzy for about 10min.

916669 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 NE 58.0 58 F Chills, fever and headache

916670 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 UT 20.0 20 F Repeated shaking with chills, headache, nausea and vomiting, muscle/joint aches, fatigue, fever.

916671 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 VA 56.0 56 F Body aches, chills fever lethargy

916672 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 CT 39.0 39 F All at injection site area: pain, swelling, hardness, red and very warm to the touch.

916674 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 NY 61.0 61 M Fever, Chills, Nausea, body pains. all started 12 hours after the shot. Got better and went away the next day.

916675 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 AZ 33.0 F I had a small burning sensation after the initial injection near the injection site. Felt fine for the rest of the morning and afternoon. In the evening I started to feel feverish. It was at 99.5. When I woke up this morning my fever had progressed to 101.8. I do have soreness near the injection site as well.

916676 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 CT 51.0 51 F Nausea for a small while. Terrible headache the day after. Advil relieved it slightly. A little fatigue

916677 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 MA 35.0 35 F Pins and needles in face started 12/29 ER visit, physical exam. Intermittent  pins and needles continue
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916678 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 DE 39.0 39 M Fever, sneezing, body aches, diarrhea, blister at the site of vaccine administration, runny nose, slight dizziness, sore throat with occasional cough.

916679 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 MO 22.0 22 F Reported feeling shaky and a racing heartbeat. Per the ED physician's notes, by the time patient was evaluated in the ED, her symptoms had resolved and she was released from care with no additional follow-up necessary.

916680 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NY 52.0 52 M Fever, Chills, Body aches, fatigue, shortness of breath, coughing

916681 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 33.0 33 F Post vaccination day 8 developed three small raised red, hot rashes near vaccination site. Patient circled the rashes on day 8, upon awakening on day 9 patient noticed rash has spread but was not as raised.  Rash does not itch but is hot to the touch.

916682 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 NY 63.0 63 F fever to 102F, chills, sweats, severe bodyaches, cough and diarrhea

916683 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MN 40.0 40 F Soreness at injection site, headache, fatigue, body aches, diarrhea

916685 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 NC 36.0 36 M Few minutes after receiving injection developed lightheadedness/dizziness, nausea, palpitations, generalized tingling sensation, clamminess.  Upon checking vitals was tachycardic with heart rate in 120s; drop in blood pressure to 100/50 (my baseline is 120/75).  No wheezing. No stridor. Oxygen saturations 99%. No hives or rash. No facial or peripheral swelling.  Provided fluids (by mouth), cold compresses, and benadryl. Gradual improvement after this.  Majority of symptoms lasted for approx 1 to 1.5 hours; with some waxing/waning palpitations for another~1 hour.  I have no prior history of similar symptoms after receiving vaccines or medications in the past.

916686 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Fevers as high as 100.8 starting at around 0200 (about 12hours after vaccine administration). Advil taken, fever broke

916687 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 WA 56.0 56 M Swollen lymph nodes,  chills, body aches, sore injection  site No treatment,  symptoms lasted over night

916688 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 NY 37.0 37 F 7 hours later felt faint 16 hours after injection had mild headache Day after injection had nausea for most of the day and sporadic twinges of dull aches in random joints.

916689 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 TN 69.0 69 M Soreness at injection site, fatigue

916690 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 CA 37.0 37 M Typical sore arm similar to flu shot. Following day, had minor low half body aches and chills.

916691 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Dizzy, Nauseous, Pain at site of injection, Headache, chills.  A phlegmy cough developed in about 9 hours.

916692 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 TN 28.0 28 F From 0-24 hours post injection, I had soreness at injection site. At 18 hours post injection, I had abnormal back pain (lasted about 30 minutes). At 29 hours post injection, I had rapid onset chills (lasted 3 hours) and fever (highest measurable was 100.3, lasted about 1 hour), feeling faint (15 minutes), nausea (15 minutes).

916693 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 WA 25.0 25 F Whole body aches and lethargy that started approximately 3 am on 1/1/21.  Severe injection site pain starting approximately 9 pm on 12/31/20.

916694 12/20/2020 01/01/2021 CA 42.0 42 F I had sudden onset itching and tenderness, swelling, redness about 8 days after receiving the Pfizer vaccine, about an inch below the injection site in a wide band across my outer upper arm. It was bad enough that cellulitis briefly crossed my mind bc the redness and tenderness continued spreading for about 24 hrs. It started resolving on post vaccine day 11, but I?m still having mild itching and redness on post vaccine day 12.

916695 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 34.0 34 F Headache, chills, joint pain, fatigue and fever starting approximately 20 hours after vaccination and resolved 30 hours after vaccination

916696 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MI 20.0 20 F Patient received first dose of moderna covid-19 vaccine EUA. She is an employee of the nursing home. While waiting for 15 minutes, patient fainted and fell. She became alert immediately after. Patient reports no allergies or chronic medical conditions. No epipen or Benadryl were administered. Her vitals were taken immediately after: bp 128/80,  temp98.0, Osat 99%, HR 88. Patient also reports not remembering if she has anything to eat that day .

916697 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NC 59.0 59 F nausea, vomiting, headache, fatigue, chills, low-grade fever, pain at the injection site and the whole arm, joint pain

916698 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NV 41.0 41 F Extreme shoulder pain with any movement. Inability to lift are overhead.  Treated with lidocaine patch, anti inflammatories, Tylenol with codeine. Minor symptom relief.

916699 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 FL 25.0 25 F Stabbing ear pain in one ear. I'm not sure if it's related to the vaccine or if I'm just developing an ear infection, but it started a few hours after I received the vaccine.

916700 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Fatigue, mild muscle aches, mild nausea, tiredness

916701 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 MA 64.0 64 F Patient reported of itching in the left arm approximately 30 minutes after receiving COVID vaccine. No shortness of breath, hives or redness was noted. Vitals were taken with normal results; client waited for 15 minutes reporting itching subsiding. Vitals reported at 1219: pulse 91 bpm, temp 98.1 degrees Fahrenheit, blood pressure 162/84 (reported normal for client), and oxygen 100% on room air.

916702 12/01/2020 01/01/2021 TX 70.0 70 F body aches and stomach ache

916703 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 TX 60.0 60 F Posterior vitreous detachment

916704 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 TX 35.0 35 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA  Arm severe pain, redness, hard hives that keep worsening.  Fever Chills Body aches Headache Nausea and vomiting Tachycardia with hypertension Dizzy Sweats  I felt worst after vaxx than I ever did with COVID.

916706 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 AL 41.0 41 M The next afternoon on 12/30/20  I experienced a slight pain like someone scratched me on my chest, stomach, and back.  The next morning (12/31/20) the pain turned into burning sensation like a mild sunburn all over my chest, stomach, and back areas.  I am still experiencing the burning sensation today.

916707 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 CT 51.0 51 M 101.3 fever on and off overnight, chills, severe body aches, headache, injection site pain and swelling along with lymph node swelling left armpit. At 24 hrs no treatment, clinic closed for New Year?s Day.   Intake of extra water, bananas for dehydration and acetaminophen for fever.

916708 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 VA 37.0 37 F Right arm became very tender, then by the morning I had muscle/joint pain in my upper body. I felt very tired, but my blood pressure was 97/46  about three hours after the injection and this could have been related more to my iron anemia which gets treated with transfusions. The pain in my upper body lasted about 24 hours.

916709 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MN 37.0 37 F Large bull eye bruise with ring of purple around injection site. Warmth and firmness at site, itchy.

916710 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 MO 23.0 23 F Acute appendicitis, onset morning of 1/1/2021  (Reporting this because Pfizer covid vaccine had 3-4x higher risk of appendicitis, although data not reported for Moderna covid vaccine) Y Y

916711 12/18/2020 01/01/2021 NY 44.0 44 F After 12 hours of receiving the vaccination, my legs felt heavy.   The bottom of my right foot felt numb after standing for a little time. The feeling of heaviness continued, but I was able to walk and completed my daily activities. My right arm felt painful similar to receiving a tetanus shot, I took some Tylenol and drank some coffee and felt better. However, the feeling of heaviness in my legs continued. On Sunday, my left leg continued to swell and I noticed that the area under my knee cap and above the upper part of the rim of my socks was visible swollen, red, and painful.  I took some Motrin and the swelling improved. Later, I noticed I am having musculoskeletal pain and general body aches that improve with Mortin but returns. I am able to continue with my ADLs

916712 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 OH 50.0 50 F 2 days of intense migraines, several areas on left arm with redness, pain and swelling that seems to be spreading

916713 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 CO 57.0 57 F I am a support healthcare worked at a physician's off ice. Therefore, I qualified for the Covid vaccine. At 10:15 am on Thursday 12/31/2020 I received the Pfizer Covid 19 vaccine in my left arm at Hospital. After receiving the vaccine, I went to a 15 minute observation area. At approximately 10:20-10:25, I started to get hives on the left side of my neck below the jaw line. When the nurse circulated by to ask how I was feeling, I reported the start of hives and showed her the location. She asked if I frequently get hives and I said yes. She asked if I had  any Benedryl with me. I said I did. She directed me to take 1 - 25 mg tablet and advised would call a physician, who arrived soon after. She observed the hives, asked several questions and then I was taken to ER by wheelchair. I was evaluated by PA, given an IV of steriod, prednisone, and montitored for until 12:20 PM, then was discharged.

916714 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 CA 40.0 40 F No adverse event, just side effects: Sore arm on day 1, within 24 hours low grade fever 100.2F, aches, neck lymph node soreness/slight swelling, fatigue

916716 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 TX 69.0 69 F Very mild symptoms.  Lethargic and pain at injection site.  Completely back to ?old? self in 24 hours. Would I take it again?   ABSOLUTELY!!!!    My husband had no pain at injection but very mild lethargy.   He just took a nap yesterday...

916717 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 MO 43.0 43 F 12/24 - 12/27 = soreness and muscle pain mostly. No other symptoms 12/28-29 - Tender... becomes increasingly sore to touch, growing hot and itchy 12/30 - Red bumps/rash emerge around injection site; growing hotter and more itchy  12/31 - Redness and swelling grows, muscle tissue becomes hotter and more hard, about 2" in diameter 01/01 - Redness and inflamed area is larger now.. 3" across, 4" high, with increased heat, pain/soreness.

916719 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MN 52.0 52 F Fatigue, fever, nausea, joint pain

916720 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 NY 23.0 23 M Patient made statements that he was having a harder time swallowing. Blood pressure was taken.  We assessed and then he began to report difficultly breathing and a very difficult time swallowing. Blood pressure was taken and lung sounds assessed. EMS was called.   Epi pen was given. Within 5 minutes he reported feeling much better and no issues with swallowing or breathing. EMS arrived on site and he was transferred to the local hospital.

916721 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 MT 47.0 47 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Severe arm soreness at site of injection in the left shoulder with inability to lift the left arm above 90° for 2 days following the injection.  Still mildly sore today and not full range of motion resolution.    Mild headache and chills for about one hour approximately 6 hours after injection.   Global muscle stiffness the evening of the date of injection.

916722 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 AL 47.0 47 F 16 hours after injection, started having chills, fever 102.2, achy all over, worst headache I ever had, symptoms continue  now as of 1/1/21 10:00 am, fever not as high, 99.4-100, aches have improved, headache remains the same, only eases after taking Norco which I had left from a knee surgery years ago.

916723 12/18/2020 01/01/2021 TX 39.0 39 M Headache and myalgias started day 2 after vaccine, treated with ibuprofen and APAP turned into: Migraine headache started 8 days after vaccine, lasted 2 days and treated with sumatriptan led into: Shingles on left side of face started after migraine

916724 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 NE 56.0 56 F Injection site pain tenderness and swelling. Fatigue, headache, muscle pain, joint pain, chills, fever, night sweats,  lethargy. Lasting two days

916725 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 NH 66.0 66 F A large red rash around injection site. Area is also hard.

916726 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 OH 41.0 41 F Very early in the morning on December 31st, I began to have serious itching at the injection site. There was no rash or anything you could see on the skin, it was a very deep itch. In the morning my arm was sore again just like it had been right after the injection the week before. The area began to get swollen and red. Today it is even more swollen and red and warm. It is sore and itchy as well.

916727 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 RI 33.0 33 F Approximately 7 days post vaccine, developed painful left axillary lymphadenopathy. Later that evening, developed nausea, dizziness and urticaria around injection site covering left deltoid area. This is now firm, enlarged, tender and erythematous.

916728 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MA 48.0 48 F Patient received vaccine in Administration clinic. During observation period, patient reported feeling nausea, lightheaded, and tightness in the back of head. Patient also reported vomiting in bathroom. RN remained with patient. Vital signs: 132/84; HR 99; 02 Sat 99%. Patient provided water, refused crackers. Remained with patient for emotional support. Vital signs retaken @ 3:52pm 111/75; HR 75; 02 Sat 100%. Remained with patient in observation room. 4pm patient reported feeling better and symptoms resolving. Vital signs at discharge: 137/77; HR 72; 02 Sat 100%.

916729 12/27/2020 01/01/2021 CT 27.0 27 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Generalized external itching throughout entire body with no obvious rash involved. Symptom began approximately one day following vaccine administration and have continued until present day, so far now for 5 days. Have not taken any medications thus far but will try Benadryl today.

916730 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 MA 46.0 46 F Patient received vaccination in Administration Clinic. Post vaccination patient complained of feeling very warm with  throat fullness. No other symptoms reported. Patient positioned self by window and felt need to remove mask. Proceed out called. ED team responded and patient evaluated by MD Patient remained in clinic under observation until symptoms resolved.

916731 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 FL 39.0 39 F Redness, tenderness, induration, hardness, itchiness on the injection site.

916732 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 OH 32.0 32 F redness, bumps, itchiness, and local swelling

916733 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 MD 30.0 30 M - Injection site soreness: developed the day after injection and largely resolved after about 24-36 hours. - Headache: minor tension headache developed about 48 hours after injection and lasted a little over a day. - Sore throat: mild; developed about 48 hours after injection and continues to persist about 2 days later.

916734 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 ME 45.0 45 F Localized redness, swelling, pain, and itching at injection site that started a week after injection.

916735 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 NY 62.0 62 M CHILLS, FEVER, HEADACE, NASEA, NO APPITITES AND FATIGUE

916736 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 OH 35.0 35 F Pain at injection site x 2.5 days. Body aches x 2.5 days. Headache x 1 day. Possible low grade fever x 2 days. Fatigue x 2.5 days.

916738 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Vaccination was received on December 23, 2020. No immediate adverse effects. Starting on December 31, 2020 I developed a localized inflammation at the injection site. Associated puritis and tenderness. Over the last 24 hours erythema has increased. I have not treated with any compresses or over-the-counter medications.

916740 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 UT 27.0 27 M Fever, muscle aches,chills

916741 12/21/2020 01/01/2021 AR 68.0 68 F on dec 22 I felt some myalgias, chills, fatigue, HA --quite normal.  That evening, noted small amount swelling R hand --I iced and took acetaminophen. By Dec 25, hand very swollen and painful with decreased ROM all fingers

916743 12/21/2020 01/01/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Bilateral tinnitus- non stop since the day of the vaccine.

916745 12/20/2020 01/01/2021 IN 58.0 58 F Diarrhea times one on December 30, loose stool times one on December 31, Loose stools January 1.

916747 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MS 57.0 57 F Headache, significant body aches, fever up to 104

916748 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MI 56.0 56 F Dizziness immediately after injection, anxiety, questionable tongue thickening.  Then canker sores on tongue, lips swollen later in day and next day.  No breathing issues.

916749 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 33.0 33 M Arm soreness at injection site, fatigue, body aches, slight headache

916750 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NJ 38.0 38 F Fevers high as 104.4 Came down with Tylenol x3 Severe body aches  Headache  Dizziness  Baseball size lump under armpit of injection site arm 2 days post injection.

916751 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 PA 27.0 27 F One week after my first dose of the Moderna COVID 19 vaccine (administered 12/24) I developed a large, itchy rash/hives at the injection site. The hives began 12/30 and are still present.

916753 12/21/2020 01/01/2021 MS 41.0 41 F Fever, chills, aches, nausea

916754 12/21/2020 01/01/2021 TN 52.0 52 M on Tuesday of the next day after the vaccine shot I couldn't use my raise or lift my left arm and it was swollen and I was very fatigue

916755 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 NJ 25.0 25 F Severe arm pain hours after injection. Lasted for two days  Nauseous and vomiting day 2 and 3 with headache

916756 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 IL 45.0 45 F Anaphylaxis, allergic reaction: Throat swelling, facial and ear numbness on left side. Ear redness and swelling. Went to ER, treated with IV Benadryl, Epinephrine, Famotidine, Solumedrol, Klorcon M.

916757 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 IA 31.0 31 F Bilateral adenopathy - Day 6 to present Severe arm pain - Day 6 to present Arm weakness - Day 6

916758 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 VA 56.0 56 M Developed fatigue, muscle aches, chills, low grade temperature of 99.4, and night sweat.

916759 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 VA 30.0 30 F 12/28/2020-1230 began feeling numbness/tingling left foot, left hand, left cheek (face), intermittent  1500- chest tightness, palpitations lasting 20-30 minutes 1900- feet b/l ice cold, muscle aches, chills, lasting 8 hrs  12/29/2020- upon awakening-fatigue, SOB 6 hrs, intermittent paresthesia persist left foot, left cheek,  new onset teeth pain (lasts less than 1 minute) left sided headache (1-5 min) left sided back pain at SI joint  12/30- tingling sensation persist, fatigue is gone.  Chills- 1-3 min duartion, intermittent.  left ear pain, left headache, "pings " of left cheek, tingling  back pain persists  (left)  12/31/2020 noted mild left facial weakness-, left eye brow rise, unilateral wrinkle forehead, smile reduced left sided  tingling persists with intermittent headache, ear pain, teeth pain  sought care of PCP  tx of early onset bells palsy with steroid taper + PPI  Began prednisone 40 mg PO 1/1/2021 left sided back pain persists

916760 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Fever , headache body aches , nausea and vomiting . Hives

916761 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MD 25.0 25 F Redness and swelling on left arm of injection site. Experienced nausea later that day of injection. The next day experienced headache, chills, nausea and vomiting. Never reached a fever.

916762 12/26/2020 01/01/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Fevers, muscle, joint aches, fatigue, "crawling skin"extreme thirst X6 days as of this form

916763 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 AR 30.0 30 M Elevated HBP and flush 4 hours after vaccination  12/30 101.2 fever, headache, joint pain upper body 12/31 no fever, extreme fatigue and headache  1/1/2021 headache no other symptoms

916764 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 53.0 53 F Fever, chills and aches

916765 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Same day  - pain at the injection site, slight swelling 1/1/2021 - headache, fatigue, nausea, diarrhea,

916766 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 ME 35.0 35 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  12/23/20:  -in the evening I began feeling pain in my whole left arm from shoulder to wrist Which lasted 4 days -had chills and felt extremely cold to the point where multiple blankets, layers of clothes and drinking hot tea did not make me feel warm; this lasted until 12/24/20 -general fatigue that lasted until 12/24/20  Beginning 12/31/20: - a rash developed on my left arm at the injection site. It is itchy and warm to the touch. It has persisted through Benadryl and not gotten better

916767 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 AK 54.0 54 F Hypotension noticed 24 hours post injection.  Effect lasted for 48-72 hours while improving.  Lowest BP 85/60, with symptoms: lightheaded at rest.

916768 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 IN 56.0 56 F extreme chills, myalgias, nausea, chills

916769 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 TX 48.0 48 M Woke up w severe chills that night/next morning. Fever was 101.8. Took 50 mins in hot shower to get warm. Then had severe headache and body (back) aches. I began taking ibuprofen that night/morning. I remained in bed under 5 layers of covers for all of the 30th and until the afternoon of the 31st. My fever went down to 99.1 and then back to 100.8.  I have not had any chills since. I have no fever and no headache as of now, 1/1/2021.

916770 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 KS 23.0 23 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Muscle soreness at injection site starting about 1 hour after and continued the day after that. Little muscle soreness on the third day.

916771 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 AR 30.0 30 F Headache, sore arm to injection site, dizzy, numbness to right foot. No medications taken. Continues to have symptoms.

916772 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 GA 55.0 55 M Vaccine on 12/22/2020 and started feeling bad on 12/27/2020 and tested positive on 12/30/2020 for COVID 19  Was advised to fill this out by my PCP

916773 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 TX 63.0 63 F 1:28p  - Within one minute of vaccine administration left hand felt tingling and numb which was followed by by a warm feeling in the left arm .   1:40p - Felt warm (flushed) all over, dizziness, lightheadedness, heart racing (palpitations), numbness and tingling in left foot. Blood pressure taken 151/89, P 80 using wrist monitor 1:45p - Symptoms began to pass. Blood pressure 151/89, P 80 1:55p  - Felt flushed again.  Blood pressure 165/79, P 80 2:05p - Symptoms began to pass.  Blood pressure 153/73, P73 2:20p - Riding home both knees to feet feeling numb and tingling 2:43p - took Ranitidine 150 mg 3:00 p - blood pressure 128/57, P61 5:00p - left foot numbness continues 10:00p - Took tylenol 500 mg

916774 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 50.0 50 F Fever, chills, and aches

916775 12/25/2020 01/01/2021 NY 54.0 54 F 12/25/20-12/26/20:  arm soreness,  extreme fatigue ~2 hours after vaccine. I slept for significant portions of the remainder of 12/25 through 12/26 and had no problems with sleep overnight.  12/27/20:  30% improvement of exhaustive fatigue, arm soreness, mental fog, headache, decreased appetite, low grade fever, chills  12/28/20-12/30/20:  fatigue, arm soreness, mental fog, headache, decreased appetite (+food aversion), nausea (not related to not eating), low grade fever, chills, body aches, joint pain, rhinnorhea, and laryngitis  12/30/20-1/1/21: fatigue, mental fog, headache, decreased appetite (general food aversion), nausea, low grade fever, chills

916777 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 MI 30.0 30 F Chills, myalgias and pre-syncope

916778 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 RI 31.0 31 F I am a surgical resident who had covid in November. Date of my symptom onset was 11/13/20. My positive test was on 11/14/20. I was moderately ill with covid, but did not require hospitalization. I was offered a vaccine and accepted on 12/28/20. I got the modern vaccine.  On 12/29 AM I developed significant symptoms. I was so exhausted and sore I was barely able to complete my cases for the day. I only had a temp max of 99.7, but I felt worse the I did when I had covid (except for the respiratory symptoms). I came home by noon in 12/29 and took Motrin then went to sleep by 1400. As soon as I woke up on 12/30 I took aleve 400 mg and felt well enough to work the next day. Symptoms improved progressively in the subsequent days.

916779 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 21.0 21 F Pain and swelling at site of injection, fatigue, chills, severe body aches, headache, and a low-grade fever.

916780 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 AR 88.0 88 F Chills. They have resolved.

916781 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 GA 67.0 67 F 1/1/2021 - Experiencing headache, feeling weird all over.    Tightness in chest.   comes and goes.   Will call Doctor on Monday if still feeling the same.

916782 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 HI 30.0 30 F The next day I had a sore throat, and now it has developed into a cold. Sore throat, running nose, had some chills and body aches.

916783 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 WV 42.0 42 M 8.5 hours after vaccination, client altered sensation in skin at arm and chest. felt like a sunburn, with a dull itch, discomfort.  Took OTC benadryl, but it did not offer relief. Went to ED  that same evening and was given Solumedrol. No epinephrine received. Next day, taking 50 mg diphenhydramine PO.  Next day, rash now at arms/legs /back . none at chest. Meds helping with discomfort.

916784 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 OH 47.0 47 F Shortly after receiving the shot was dizzy  light headed with visual changes.  It cleared up within  10-15 mins.  Later that evening around 630 or 7 pm had headache,  body aches, and   Severe chills.  No fever.   Intermittent dizziness and visual changes.  This lasted  until Thursday evening.  On Friday I felt fine but  as I began to move around more the dizziness has returned

916785 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 TX 35.0 35 F After receiving the vaccine I began to feel lightheaded and short of breath. I felt tachycardiac and felt like passing out. I got transferred to the er where I received the epipen along with oxygen and antiseizure meds for my seizure. I was then transferred to Medical Center for further care where I was later discharged.

916786 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 MN 39.0 39 F Tiredness, fever (101.2), chills, muscle pains, headach, feeling unwell

916787 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 FL 54.0 54 F Raised red area, that did not itch but became a circle of scabs

916788 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 IL 51.0 51 M Highest Fever 102.4, Body Aches, Headaches Still occuring after 24 hours

916789 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 VA 55.0 55 M Patient had mild symptoms immediately after injection- his skin felt dry, uncomfortable. Symptoms progressed. ny 5pm (4 hours post vaccination), his voice changed, throat was swelling, lips tingling, congestion in throat, nose. Sought treatment at ED: received Solumedrol, Benadryl and Pepcid. No Epinephrine. Told Anaphylactoid reaction. monitored 4 hours in ED, then discharged to home. FU with PO benadryl. Some congestion persisted 24 hours after event.

916790 12/26/2020 01/01/2021 TN 52.0 52 F Flushing, sweating, increased heart rate proceeded to feel difficulty swallowing and clearing my throat. I was taken to the ER.  The symptoms progressed to feeling dizziness, difficulty speaking, and chest pressure with increased SBP/DBP. General nausea and feeling very unwell.Y

916791 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 OH 38.0 38 F Fatigue, headache, injection site sore and red.

916792 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Jan 1st, woke with an itchy lesion on lower left arm on the exact spot that I had a previous PPD test done years ago. (Can't have PPD done anymore due to allergic reaction). This new lesion appeared to look just like the PPD reaction with raised swelling, redness and itch. Applied Benadryl cream and swelling and itch went away within 4 hours leaving a red spot.  I have photos documenting it from start to end.

916793 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 MN 39.0 39 F Red, warm, hard knot at injection site. Site is extremely itchy and sore. Body aches, pains, malaise and headache.

916794 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 TX 38.0 38 F arm soreness for the past 7 days. 12/31/2020 had red itching rash at injection site. today rash still there with continued muscle soreness, including neck soreness now.

916795 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 MI 43.0 43 F Soreness at injection site 3 hours post injection. 30 hours post injection, pt experiences a huge blood clot from vagina, about the circumference of a clementine. was not old blood, looked like frank blood. over the next 30 hours, pt experiences more clots, much smaller, about the size of a pea. pt has a headache  and chills throughout. 48+ hours, experiencing what feels like menstrual cramps. no blood clots 72 hours post injection

916797 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MO 31.0 31 F Around 10:30pm had symptoms of fever and chills.  In the morning had symptoms of chills, headache, increased heart rate, and slight nausea. On 1/1/2020 around 11:30am had slight swelling and tenderness on the left side of the neck right above the clavicle bone.  Decrease of symptoms starting the morning of 1/1/2020.

916798 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 NC 23.0 23 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Severe headache Fatigue  Nausea Body aches

916799 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 AR 42.0 42 M tachycardia   Heartrate went from 88 to 110   resolved in less than 1 hour

916800 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MO 32.0 32 F Extreme fatigue, diarrhea, vomiting, fever, chills, body aches

916801 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 IN 60.0 60 F Got vaccine at 11am,  was ok all day.  About 11pm I felt nauseated.  Got up a 2am to go to bathroom and had teeth-chattering chills.  30 minutes later vomited several times.  Fever was 99.6  last night, 99.8 this morning, and 100.2 this afternoon.  Significant pain in joints, moderate in muscles.  Feel by far worse than when I had covid.  Though these side affects typically resolved in 24 hours? Mine are no better, other than I'm only nauseated, not throwing up.

916802 12/15/2020 01/01/2021 FL 42.0 42 F Rapid heart rate, arrhythmia felt at 7pm 12/30, still present in morning 12/31/20, at 7:00 am was found to be in afib on monitor at work (I am a surgeon).  Treated in emergency room after EKG confirmed a-fib.  Received potassium and flecainide and converted to normal sinus rhythm after several hours.

916804 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 CT 24.0 24 F After 15 minutes: tingling/itchiness in my fingertips, tongue and lips, felt weak/lightheaded and dizzy, weak pulse, rapid HR (98 bpm) normally resting HR is around 58-62 bpm. Symptoms kept increasing and after 30 minutes: felt lump in throat when swallowing/difficulty, eyelids super itchy, significant hives on chest and neck developed. A nurse at the site monitored me, told me to get benadryl on the way home, had to have boyfriend pick me up from the clinic to drive me home.

916805 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NY 52.0 52 M Started with acute onset fatigue and chills(at the same time,9pm). Spiked a 104.5 temp @ aprx 2 am. Went back and forth between chills/fever for 15 hours. Slept for 13 hours and felt fine when I woke up. Body Aches and headaches were also felt the whole time.

916807 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 AR 24.0 24 F metallic taste

916808 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 CA 58.0 58 F painful right wrist and right hard that limits movement started appropriately at 2200 on 12/31/2020

916809 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 WA 40.0 40 F CAREGIVER RECEIVED FIRST VACCINE DOSE AND SOON AFTER BEGAN TO FEEL DIZZY AND HER EYES BEGAN TO TWITCH, FOLLOWED BY UNCONTROLLED SHAKING, WITH HIGH FEVER FOLLOWED BY SEVERE SHORTNESS OF BREATH AND GASPING, WITH TIGHTNESS AROUND THE CHEST.  TRANSPORTED TO EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT. HAD MULTIPLE EPISODES OF ITEMS LISTED ABOVE WHILE IN ED, INCLUDING HEAVINESS IN HER LEGS AND TINGLING IN ARMS.  SHE WAS DISCHARGED FROM ED AT 10:30PM BUT WAS READMITTED ON 12/24 TO ED FOLLOWING SIMILAR ISSUES.  TO DATE SHE HAS HAD 5 RAPID RESPONSES IN HOSPITAL DUE TO REPEAT OF SIGNS/SYMPTOMS. CT AND PULMONOLOGY CONSULT SCHEDULED FOR 12/28/2020.Y 9

916810 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 27.0 27 M Chills, headache, fatigue, muscle aches, hot flashes, profuse night sweats. Has lasted more than 24 hours.

916811 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 TX 54.0 54 F No adverse reaction on the date the Moderna COVID-10 Vaccine EUA was given. The following day, Thursday, 12/24/20, I felt pain at the site of injection. When I checked my arm I had a large, painful, red, round, raised bump. It became more erythematous, painful, and larger the next day, Friday, 12/25/20. The pain, swelling, size, and erythema slowly started going away over the next few days.  Wednesday 12/30/20 and Thursday, 12/31/20 the area was nearly back to normal. Today, Friday, 1/1/21, I felt itchy at the site of injection. When I checked it I had large round area of erythema at the site of injection.

916812 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 CO 57.0 57 F REDNESS AT INJECTION SITE (WHICH IS COMMON) BUT BECAME MORE RED AND ITCHY AFTER 9 DAYS. STILL VERY SWOLLEN, RED AT SITE, AND PT REPORTS VERY ITCHY

916813 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 NY 62.0 62 F For several days, the usual arm soreness.  Approx. 7 days following, a large red area with intense itching which continues today.  Photos are available.  No other symptoms (fatigue, fever, body aches, etc.) -- just the injection site area is now extremely itchy and still tender to the touch.  To treatment.

916814 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Blisters in mouth first, then on arms, chest and legs.  Itchy red blisters-This is usually a symptoms on my Lupus

916815 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 41.0 41 F redness and swelling over three days.  red chest and itchiness along chest and back two hours after vaccination.  no hives.

916816 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 41.0 41 F redness and swelling over three days.  red chest and itchiness along chest and back two hours after vaccination.  no hives.

916817 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 FL 40.0 40 F Low grade fever 100 1800 12/30/20. Fever 103, chills, body aches 0100 12/31/20. Low grade fever 12/31/20 until 1400 Had to take Tylenol to break fever and relieve headache.

916818 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 NY 29.0 29 F nausea, myalgia, chills, temp 100.5

916819 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 OH 33.0 33 F I developed a red firm itchy raised rash at the injection site over a week after my vaccine, see dates listed above.

916820 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 TN 55.0 55 M Approximately 12 hours post vaccination employee reported hives consisting of raised, itchy whelps from their waist to their ears.  Hives reported as moderate to severe - kept employee up all night due to severe itching. Employee reports no increased heart rate, no difficulty breathing or shortness of breath, no fever, no direct pain or redness aside from the hives a the injection site, no nausea no vomiting. Employee took a dose of Benadryl when hives started, this seemed to resolve about 50% of them by 8am the following morning, a second dose of Benadryl was taken at 8am 12/31/2020, and by 12pm 12/31/2020 the hives were gone.
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916821 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 IL 23.0 23 F Soreness at injection site , high fever later that night of 101.6 and chills and body aches

916822 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 TX 46.0 46 M Itching, swelling and tenderness to injection site starting 7 days after injection

916823 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 NV 41.0 41 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA;  Painful swelling in lymph nodes in the axilla of the injection side; localized redness, swelling, and itching of injection site, and full body hives.

916824 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 CA 39.0 39 F First dose of Moderna COVID-19 EUA.  about 3 days after first dose developed mild nausea, weakness, fatigue/mental fog, mild dizziness/feeling lightheaded, dry throat and mildly sore throat and ear (nasopharyngeal) Still feeling this way on day 4 (that is today the day I am reporting)

916825 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 AR 45.0 45 F metallic funny taste and heart palpitations

916826 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 AR 78.0 78 F Increased fatigue.

916829 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Tuesday 12/29 - Initially pruritis, erythema and unraised rash to L antecubital fossa. Wednesday 12/30 - Woke up with post nasal drip, congestion, scratchy throat, nausea. Pruritis, erythema and non raised rash to bilateral antecubital areas. Had intermittent chills without fever. Had muscle aching. Thursday 12/31 - Started to have pruritis to abdomen, no rash noted. Continue to have pruritis, erythema, non raised rash to bilateral antecubital areas. Continue to have post nasal drip, congestion, scratchy throat (none worse than the day before). No chills, only muscle aching. Friday 1/1 - Same as 12/31 so far.

916830 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 MT 29.0 29 F Had chills all night. Severe headache and body aches started around 10pm (vaccination was around 11am). I felt great for a few hours immediately following vaccination but developed severe light-headedness that evening. Passed out the following morning (01/01/2021) and my daughter called 911/ paramedics. I declined going to the hospital but I still feel horribly dizzy and ache.

916831 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 AR 50.0 50 F red palms for 1st 30min,   fever overnight

916832 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 27.0 27 M Day two: Injection site redness/swelling,  Headache and nausea, full body-ache, joint pain, dry mouth, dehydration, chills/night sweats. Day three: Most symptoms resolved. Only injection site tenderness, redness, elevated reaction site bump, hot to touch and itchy.

916833 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MD 35.0 35 F Mild headache starting about 4 hours after dose. Took Tylenol 500mg PO every 4 hours x three doses. Went away overnight. Came back in the afternoon again for 5-6 hours.

916834 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 OK 49.0 49 F Onset of moderate arthralgia, injection site pain, and mild myalgia within 9.5 hours of receiving vaccine injection. Onset of severe, activity-limiting arthralgia, myalgia, chills, nausea, and fatigue, as well as 102 F oral temperature, within 22 hours of receipt of vaccine. Symptoms progressively worsened to the point patient suspected influenza infection, so sought testing and evaluation at urgent care facility the evening of 12/31/2020.

916835 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 NJ 30.0 30 F Sudden onset cough, shortness of breath, and wheezing. A fever of 100.6 was noted but unsure as to when that occurred as I did not have chills. Feber has subsided.  Cough, shortness of breath and intermittent wheezing remain as well as some chest pressure, sore throat, headache and chills. Coughing fits are bad enough to cause urinary incontinence but I did give birth 4 months ago so this may not be significant. No signs of allergic reactive such as redness, urticaria or swelling.

916836 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 MD 55.0 55 M Patient is a 55 year old male with no past medical history who presents with complaint of sudden onset of left-sided nonradiating chest discomfort of sudden onset approximately 1 hour prior to presentation while doing administrative work at rest.    He describes the pain as a dull heaviness sensation and approximate 3/10 pain severity.  Chest discomfort was associated with a feeling of flushing that was quite transient but chest discomfort was persistent.  Patient immediately presented to the ED for further evaluation.  He denies experiencing any chest pain upon waking up this morning.  Does note that he did have a transient episode of epistaxis on his way to work for which he had to pull over and apply pressure to his nose but this subsequently subsided and he attributed this to dry air as he has experienced epistaxis in the past but with less severity previously.   In the ER, vital signs noted for BP 133/76, pulse ranging 91-114, respiratory rate 16-20, 96% on room air.  Initial laboratory parameters were completely normal including normal CBC, CMP, LFT, lipase, UA, and normal D-dimer.  Initial troponin was negative x1.  EKG with sinus tachycardia, heart rate of 115.  Noted Q waves inferiorly.  No acute ST or T wave changes appreciated.  Chest x-ray with mild increased density in the left lower lobe.  Given this, patient was tested for rapid Covid which was negative but PCR was positive for COVID.  CT of the chest noted for focal subsegmental groundglass infiltrate at the superior segment of the LLL, likely infectious versus inflammatory.  Also noted small nonspecific groundglass attenuation with focal septal thickening at the right upper lobe which could be infectious or inflammatory, bibasilar atelectasis.  Patient was treated with aspirin 324 mg in the ED.  Of note, patient actually just received the COVID-19 vaccination on 12/24/20.  He denies any shortness of breath, no cough, denies any nausea or vomiting, denies any change in taste or smell nor change in appetite.  Does note 1 single episode of loose stool but otherwise denies any diarrhea.  Does report that he had approximate 48 to 72-hour period of fatigue and soreness at the site of the left deltoid injection following the vaccination but otherwise no further symptoms.  It is also noted that he does have a positive family history of coronary artery disease as his dad had an MI at the age of 49.  Patient has never undergone a cardiac catheterization in the past but does report having a negative stress test at the age of 42.  He is being admitted under the hospitalist service for further management  Patient was initially admitted under observation for chest pain obs.  However patient's Covid test came back positive and patient also had dynamic EKG changes concerning for possible unstable angina.  Patient was treated with aspirin Plavix full-strength Lovenox along with beta-blocker and a cardiology consult.  Serial troponins were negative.  Echocardiogram revealed normal EF of 55 to 60% with no hemodynamically significant valvular disease.  Cardiology felt that patient likely has underlying coronary artery disease have recommended discharge home with aspirin and Plavix with outpatient stress testing given his positive Covid testing.  At the time of discharge patient denied any chest pain or shortness of breath.  Patient was borderline diabetic with a hemoglobin A1c of 6.1.  Patient was discharged home with Metformin along with glucometer, glucose strip, lancets.  Given patient's tachycardia patient's Metformin 25 mg twice daily was changed to Toprol 25 mg daily. (Please note clarification in comparison to discharge home med list.  Toprol XL 25 mg daily was called to pharmacy in place of the metoprolol.)Y 1

916837 12/18/2020 01/01/2021 34.0 34 F I received the vaccine at 10:30 am. About two hours later I noticed a minor headache. By 4pm I had a moderate pounding headache. Around 4:30pm, I noticed minor unilateral scalp, facial and neck numbness on the left side. These symptoms lasted about a week, but slowly improved. Four days after the vaccine I had very tender lymph nodes on the left ear area. Today marks two weeks exactly since I received the vaccine and two days ago I noticed slight increase in numbness on the left cheek again which again, is slowly improving.  However, I also wear Invisalign at sometimes notice that I bite my cheek while asleep. I also wear N95 masks four days of the week which are quite tight on the face.   The injection site (Left deltoid) was moderately sore for the first few days and still two weeks later has minor soreness the comes and goes.

916838 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 WI 57.0 57 F sore arm started same day as vaccine 12/28/2020, then about 12 hours later-history of chronic cough but persistent cough, chills, headache, nausea and dry heaves,. Went to ED on  12/30/2020 at 5 am. given IV fluids, zofran, reglan, fentanyl, morphine. Sent home with prescription for Zofran

916839 12/21/2020 01/01/2021 NM 44.0 44 F Pleuritic chest pain, seen in ED, 12/31/2020, had elevated ddimer, CT negative for PE,  EKG and troponin normal, Covid swab negative, diagnosed with pleurisy

916840 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Fatigue, headaches, muscle aches with 12 hours. Low grade fever began 20 hours after vaccination. All symptoms subsided after 48 hours. Bruise-like tenderness at the injection site lasted >72 hours and burning sensation around the posterior of my left arm persisted for >72 hours.

916841 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 TX 42.0 42 M Palpitations increased drastically, I started increasing at 01:00 1/1/2021 and at it worse by 07:00 1/1/21 I was having about 1 very 3-5 seconds. I normally take metoprolol ER 50 to control them but I increased the dose to 75 mg and it helped where I was getting one per min or so. I did have a caffeinated drink at approximately 1800 12/31/20 but that?s not new for me.

916842 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NJ 29.0 29 F Fever,  chills, body aches. Swelling at site for 2+ days. Lymph node swelling

916844 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 FL 55.0 55 F Apart from a very sore arm about 24 hours after the vaccine I developed a rash, small red dots. I felt itching all over my body and my face and neck felt like there were sunburnt. I did not lose any work time

916845 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 AR 24.0 24 F dizzy / headache

916846 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 AR 36.0 36 F Red face and neck, itching, felt extreme heat sensation, nausea, high blood pressure, chills, muscle spasms to left leg, and headache. Took Benadyrl. Side effects have resolved.

916848 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 AR 34.0 34 F approx. 6 hours post shot felt like throat was tight, lips were numb and tingly and fingers numb.  was given Benadryl orally and symptoms improved.

916849 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 NC 33.0 33 F I received the vaccine in the left arm on 12/23 with no immediate symptoms. On 12/24 I had body aches mostly on my left side. On 12/25, I started having a strong headache, focused mostly on the left side. On 12/26 the headache continued and I also noticed swollen lymph nodes on both sides of my neck, and behind my ears. Also, it felt like someone had broken my nose and when I would try to bite down or chew I would have a sharp pain and pressure in my nose and sinuses. On 12/27, the headache continued, and I had severe left eye pain, as well as pain chewing and the swollen nodes, that became painful to touch. On 12/28, I went to my PCP and was tested for covid, which was negative. She diagnosed me with a sinus infection and prescribed amoxicillin. On 12/29, I noticed my scalp had lumps on it that were painful and I had a very itchy spot on my forehead, which became swollen as well to about a quarter size lump. I also had other painful spots on my scalp all over and a continued severe headache and left eye pain. I tried to follow up with my PCP on 12/31, but their office was closed, and the on call nurse referred me to urgent care. More painful, swollen lymph nodes have appeared on my face and neck. I wasn't able to be seen at urgent care until today (1/1), and was then diagnosed with Shingles. I was told to continue amoxicillin and to start taking Valtrex. I am very itchy, mostly on my face, scalp, and left side of my body.

916850 12/26/2020 01/01/2021 TX 20.0 20 F 20 year old female c/o possible adverse reaction to vaccine. States she received the 1st round of covid vaccine 2 days ago. Reports having increase difficulty swallowing, difficulty breathing, + diarrhea, chest tightness and increase difficulty ambulating ever since getting the vaccine. She is calling seeking guidance on what to do. She reports she had the pfizer vaccine.

916851 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Moderate to severe nausea for the past 6 days.

916852 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 OH 69.0 69 F severe chills, headache, low grade fever, joint pain, nausea and vomiting, and injection site soreness Onset was within <5 hours of injection and lasted 60 hours. Took Tylenol for fever which helped control that symptom.  It was like hospitalized COVIC all over again. Reluctant to receive 2nd dose if I have this same adverse reaction.  I had donated my COVID convalescent plasma that morning for the 4th occasion but I was told it would not interfere with the vaccine.

916853 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 73.0 73 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Lightheadedness, similar to effect of one or two alcoholic drinks.  Systolic BP 180.  No typical symptoms nor signs of allergy.  No treatment except to watch and wait. Systolic BP returned to normal (<150) in 15 minutes.   Lightheadedness fully resolved in less than 2 hours..

916854 12/20/2020 01/01/2021 CA 61.0 61 F 12/28 developed shingles for the first time. Started antivirals 12/31when vesicles appeared and I realized it was shingles.

916856 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 NY 56.0 56 F Approximately one hour after receiving the vaccine, I noticed slight heart palpitations, very occasional and mild.  I had not experienced these before.  No very worrisome, but noticeable.  They occurred approximately four times a day.  They occurred while I was sitting.  I did not have any issues with exercise.  They increased one week later.  On 12/30/20 I was seen at urgent care for an EKG, bloodwork, etc.  Although the EKG was normal, the physician and nurse were able to detect preventricular contractions on the heart monitor.  My blood pressure was very elevated.

916857 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 CO 65.0 65 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA-  Received vaccine on 12-30-20, 10:30 AM. Woke up on 12-31-20, at approximately 2:30 AM,  with cold chills, headache, and muscle/joint aches. The symptoms lasted until 01-01-21, at approximately 9:30 AM. The headache persisted longer than the other symptoms.

916858 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NE 29.0 29 M I have had headaches on and off for a couple of days since I got the vaccine. I took some tylenol which would help a little bit and then return

916859 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 RI 37.0 37 F The vaccine was received at 1:12 PM, and I felt fairly fine, aside from injection site pain and some tingling in my left arm  until I had sudden significant elevation of heart rate, with shortness of breath, and throat swelling/tightening at approximately 1:26PM.  I cold compress was applied to my forehead and I was put in a reclining position & then received Epinephrine at 1:28PM. EMS (present onsite) arrived for transport at 1:31PM. 4L of oxygen was applied after O2 sat of 89% noted by EMS. Blood pressure was elevated to >200/100 initially by EMS. Symptoms improved quickly following epinephrine, with some residual feelings of very mild throat fullness, and I developed chills which improved over time.  I was transported to emergency department where I was evaluated (symptoms mostly resolved at that time, but ED physician noted a little swelling remaining in my uvula), then IV Benadryl and Decadron were given. Later acetaminophen was also given for headache that developed during my ED stay.  My vitals were monitored throughout and observation occurred until I was discharged at approximately 5:00PM, as symptoms had not recurred.Y

916861 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 OR 51.0 51 F continuing injection site redness, swelling, heat, mild tenderness, itching > 7days post vaccination.

916862 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 GA 44.0 44 F Rash from L arm, up to neck and down back, palpitations and dizziness within5 minutes of receiving vaccine, elevated Bp. Treated with benadryl25mg oral. Symptoms returned within 45 minutes. Received another 25mg benadryl orally plus 40mg pepcid.  Symptoms mostly resolved after that. Rash flared up again 4hours later. 25mg benadryl orally administered at home. Rash was present the next morning but resolved with no treatment.

916863 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 MD 56.0 56 F patient had dizziness, headache and nausea. bp was 127/89 HR 87. Patient was evaluated by a doctor that was working vaccination clinic. instructed to take tylenol. No further intervention required.

916864 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 OH 28.0 28 F Local pain, temperature 100.2, child, nausea, headache, body aches, lightheaded for about 24 hours

916865 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Shortness of breath and body aches at 0324 am at ER

916866 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 PR 28.0 28 F Initial dose placed 12/23/20. On 12/31 (one day after placing Emgality shot for migraines) red circle on vaccine site injection and rash (inflamed mosquito-like bites) on left leg and right butt cheek. Took Benadryl. Rash on leg and butt cheek disappeared after a few hours. Reddish ring around injection site.

916867 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NC 44.0 44 F itching & rash (both arms & chest)  started 10  minutes after injection; treated by paramedics on site with benadryl 25 mg po; VS monitored for approx 15 minutes- remained normal, slightly elevated temp, lungs sounds clear,  hot flashes throughout afternoon. About 45 minutes after injection took 1000 mg tylenol and 800 mg ibuprofen.  additional 50 mg benadryl  and 800 ibuprofen at bedtime for continued rash & itching. Next day symptoms still present, but minor. injection site became red, warm,  tender to touch with small knot,  8-00mg ibuprofen taken in the morning and then 50 mg benadryl & 800 mg ibuprofen taken at bedtime.  Day 3, slight itching, faint rash remains,  injection site remains red, warm,  tender to touch with small knot,

916868 12/15/2020 01/01/2021 WV 58.0 58 M Priapism lasting 90 minutes

916869 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 WV 72.0 72 F 3 hours after receiving injection, I had severe diarrhea.  Into the night I began vomiting (which lasted all night)  I became feverish, had chills with body shaking, extreme nausea. (temp 102) This persisted to the next day and I went to the ER.  There I was given  multiple liters of IV fluids,  IV Zofran and IV Tylenol.   I felt better after treatment but still had the intense headache and ringing in the ears.  The next day, I'm now gradually beginning to feel better, just weak.  I can eat today, two days after the injection and slowly beginning to feel better.   This reaction was terrible for me.

916870 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 KY 34.0 34 F On a walk, legs, torso, and buttocks became unbearably itchy. It was about a mile walk and occurred about halfway through, upon arriving home, my entire body was red, skin was bumpy and swollen, and itchy was increasing. It started around 2:50pm and I took an extra dose of Cetirizine 10mg at 3:15pm.

916871 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 MD 36.0 36 F patient had headache about 20 minutes after vaccination. No further interventions, patient does have a history of migraines.

916872 12/17/2020 01/01/2021 AZ 27.0 27 M I got my 1st dose of the Covid-19 Vaccine on Dec. 17th, 2020.  On Dec. 28th, 2020 (11 days later), I developed a terrible headache, body aches, stomach aches, and fatigue.

916873 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 PR 56.0 56 F Hardening, redness of the vaccine administration area when touching the area is hot and hurts when moving the arm.

916874 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 GA 43.0 43 F Day 1: Severe fatigue Day 2: Fatigue and difficulty regulating temperature (chills and sweats) Day 3: Fatigue and minor nasal drainage

916876 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 WI 62.0 62 F Loss of taste more pronounced than when I had virus 4 months ago

916877 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 21.0 21 M Itchy eyes.  Resolved with 25 mg benadryl. Sore arm for three days. Chilly off and on for three days.  Still some tired on third day. Does not know if this is related, but an old boil site started bleeding off and on and has not stopped.

916878 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 WA 26.0 26 F roughly an hour + after receiving the shot my whole left side became very sore, to the point where I couldn't turn my neck or rotate my back. It was painful to sit or lay. This lasted roughly 48 hours

916879 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 PA 57.0 57 F After 6 days, my injection site. Hot, itchy, swollen to the size of of a softball. Went to the urgent care and they gave me antibiotics.

916880 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 IL 44.0 44 F fevers starting same day (12/29/2020), swelling and redness to injection site (12/30/2020) , woke up today (1/1/2021) with numbness, tingling down L arm.

916881 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 IL 34.0 34 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Left sided nerve pain, mid thoracic region posterior and mid-axilary, back of left leg and left lateral foot. Sensitive to light touch. Generalized Body chills and lethargy. Left sided body aches.

916882 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NC 36.0 36 F injection site reaction ( large, about 4 inch long red oblong rash, minor itch)

916883 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 MI 86.0 86 M 12/29- resident stated to run temp of 100.7 and had nausea 12/30- nausea and vomiting, no temp, complaints of not feeling well 12/31- nausea,  1/1- no further symptoms

916884 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 ND 52.0 52 F At 7:00 pm on Dec. 31, I began with severe diarrhea. At 9:00 pm I began to feel bloated. By 9:20, I had severe chills that I have never experienced before. By 10:00 I was short of breath, dry heaving, shaking, and severe body pain. Symptoms resolved by 12:00 am. On January 1, I awake with moderate headache and fatigue.

916885 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MD 60.0 60 F Patient was discharged at 1:25 came back at 1:36 with itchy rash on forearm, given Benadryl 50mg IM. Assessed by doctor working clinic at 2:15, rash was fading and itching resolved. No breathing or airway issues, was discharged.

916887 12/16/2020 01/01/2021 VA 69.0 69 F Itching of both arms and hands for approximately one hour. No treatment. Fully recovered.

916888 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 CO 50.0 50 F Rash with itching, pain left shoulder/arm

916889 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 OH 56.0 56 F I have a sore throat is this normal

916890 12/01/2020 01/01/2021 TX 39.0 39 F HIVES, SOB, THROAT CLOSING UP, WHEEZING Y Y 4

916891 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 IL 26.0 26 F 12/28/2020 around 5:30 PM she started getting itchy. Progressing as night went on.  On 12/29/2020 around 5-6:00 AM you woke with hives, hoarse voice and eyes swollen. A little SOB with talking. Also had weakness and tingling. Tingling was "everywhere".. Went to ER.  Treated in the ER and released. Also on this day she had additional reaction to prednisone and she found out she is allergic to this. On 12/31/2020 she had to return to ER.  She was at work and not feeling the greatest. Feeling light headed on and off.  Continued to work and while driving home felt confused and light headed and called co workers. Felt weak again.. Called co workers who work for ambulance service  They came and checked her out and her  B/P was high and having PVC's per the heart monitor Transported to ER per the ambulance. 1/1/2021 she is feeling better.  Received fluids last night. ER felt it was  due to receiving vaccine and then additional allergic reaction to prednisone.

916892 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 65.0 65 M Two days of feeling chilly and tired, some mild headaches

916894 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 UT 56.0 56 F very sore arm at injection site for 2 days; moderately sore on 3rd day

916895 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 MI 27.0 27 F shoulder redness/itching/warmth starting 7 days after injection.  Advised to use warm compress/Tylenol/Benadryl.  Advised f/u in UC or ED for any new/worsening symptoms of any kind

916896 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 MD 43.0 43 F Mild tingling of the right upper lip, no swelling no respiratory issues. Tingling resolved at 9:53am and the patient was discharged to home.

916897 12/18/2020 01/01/2021 AZ 48.0 48 F After monitoring for 15 min post-vaccination, I drove away. On the 17th minute, my face got hot, then I headache started. A minute later fatigue hit and I was starting to fall asleep at the wheel. I live 1 mile away so I made it home. Now my head was getting fuzzy.  Called a co-worker to tell her what was happening and she said my speech was slurring. I felt drunk and hungover at the same time.  I went to bed and slept for an hour. I woke up and felt very fatigued. I  finally went to bed for the night then was awoken with severe arm pain. My entire upper arm felt so tight but I it was soft upon palpation. I fell asleep and awoke to terrible arm pain again. I started crying in bed but fell asleep again. I woke up in the morning with severe upper arm pain and minor headache. I couldn't rotate my arm back to put my bra on so I took some ibuprofen. That had immediate relief for my arm and headache. I ran one errand and was wiped out. The fatigue hit again.  The arm pain came back so I took another ibuprofen with relief. I had no energy so laid around for the rest of the day. I woke up on Sunday and finally felt normal with  just pain at the injection site.  The 2 other medical people that have had similar reactions like mine with dizziness and feeling light-headed have one thing in common with me...we are all vegetarians. I don't know if that makes a difference with protein metabolism or other enzymatic activity, but we are the only 3 that I know of out of all of our co-workers who have received the vaccine to react like this.

916898 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 FL 71.0 71 M MODERNA COVID-19 VACCINE EUA GENERAL SIDE EFFECTS: FATIGUE, HEADACHE, MUSCLE PAIN, JOINT PAIN, CHILLS.

916899 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 SC 46.0 46 F Body aches, chills, headache, nausea within 16-24 after receiving vaccine.  All symptoms resolved within 48 hours after receiving the vaccine.

916900 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 CT 36.0 36 F At approximately 15 minutes post vaccine patient reported left hand numbness/tingling.  At about 30 minutes patient reported lip tingling, given 25 mg benadryl.  Shortly progressed to "heart pounding" and progressing  "facial tingling and throat tightening".  Epipen 0.3mg administered and EMS called.  Pt reported feeling much better within 2-3 minutes of epi pen.  Transported to  Hospital for further care.

916901 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 OH 23.0 23 F 10am, shot was administered. 9pm pain in my arm started. 10pm pain became worse and arm began to swell. 11pm body aches began and fever of 100.6, 12am chills began, 1am, headache (mild). Throughout the night I had fevers ranging between 101 and 102.4 I sat at 101.7 for a few hours (without the use of Tylenol). Got up for work by 9am. Did not sleep at all through the night. Body hurt a lot, fever of 100.7, arm is hard, hot, and red. Spot around injection site is growing. Took too Tylenol around 10am to make it possible for me to work. Chills became mild and temp dropped to 99.6 for most of the time I was taking Tylenol. 24 hours after the symptoms started they went from severe to moderate (without the use of Tylenol). Was able to sleep last night. No chills but still had a low fever 100.6 woke up today and my body hurts. Temp was 99.3 at 10am. By 4pm 2 days after getting the vaccine my are is still very hot to the touch, red, and hard. It does not look better. Back to normal temp 96.6 and body hurts in the mild range.

916902 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 GA 44.0 44 F I Woke up  about 36 hours post vaccine administration with swelling and tenderness mainly under my left eye.  I have a previous history of fillers in my tear trough areas and cheeks, last filler injection was January 2020.  I have some swelling under the right eye too.  I have read about that being caused by an immune reaction to the filler after vaccine administration.   I have not treated the swelling , as I want to see how long it persists.

916903 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 TN 54.0 54 M Tightness of chest hard to breathe. Given two shots of morphine

916904 01/01/2021 01/01/2021 CA 49.0 49 M Pt. symptoms included: swelling in the eyes, chest tightness, lump in throat, tachycardia, hypertension, and wheezes.  Pt. was treated on scene with .5mg of epinephrine (IM) and albuterol inhaler in route to hospital.

916905 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 FL 45.0 45 F Dizziness starting around 4am on 12/31/20. Progressed into body aches, chills, severe headache and fever of 101.9 degrees over the course of the morning. I sweat through 3 layers of clothing during the night. Now on 1/1/21 at 4pm I am still achey, especially in my legs. I feel weak and my temperature has come down to 100.4.

916906 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 MD 31.0 31 F Associate has history of asthma was planned to be observed for 30 minutes. at 12:30 patient complained of light headache which fully resolved after 30 minutes. no further intervention.

916907 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NE 40.0 40 M Breathing difficulty-treated with nebulized medication.  Received some relief after breathing treatment.  I am on day 2 of having to take breathing treatments.  Had fever as high as 102  degrees.  I have been sweating profusely for 3 days.  I had one night of hallucinating dreams and hardly slept at all.  I had all of the general side effects, fatigue, headache, muscle pain, joint pain, chills.  I had a rapid heartbeat.

916908 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 CA 37.0 37 M 12/30/20 at 7am as soon as I woke up I was in sever pain and had fever and chills.  I was not able to leave the bed at all the day unless to use the bathroom to which I would be out of breath from that. I slept most of the day as I was so very weak. This lasted all that day. On 12/31/20 I was still weak and tired but able to get out of bed with bad headaches and pain in my bones all over. I would still loose my breath walking anywhere in my home. Sharp pains would come and go throughout the day at least once and hour if not more. Sleeping was next to impossible due to the pain. On 1/1/21 which is my current day my headaches are still here along with slight pain and weakness. I can breath better but the injection site on my left arm is still sore but not as bad as the last few days where it was on fire and very sensitive.

916909 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 AZ 58.0 58 F I had the chills during the night and a severe headache. My left arm pit(axilla )is tender and sore .

916910 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 MT 73.0 73 F Patient called and left voicemail she woke up during the night after her first COVID-19 Moderna vaccine with rapid heart rate 130bpm and high blood pressue, but did not elaborate what high blood pressure was.   Said after that she has felt fine.

916911 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 CA 43.0 43 F severe upper back pain with increase in pain with movement of my neck radiating between shoulders pain in the upper thoracic with walkiing and  raising arms tingling in the upper back bl

916912 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NJ 29.0 29 F Fatigue, joint pain, muscle aches, stabbing headaches, redness and swelling at injection site.

916913 12/21/2020 01/01/2021 NY 35.0 35 M Hives on arms, legs, torso.

916914 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 MA 27.0 27 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  I had severe chills, bodyaches, headache and fever approximately 20 hours after receiving the vaccine. The chills, rigors  and teeth chatter were the worst of my symptoms. All symptoms lasted about 18 hours.

916915 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 49.0 49 F mild dizziness (at time of injection); injection site soreness (12 hours after injection; duration 1 day); 3 says after injection: nausea, dizziness and weakness, headache, tiredness, feeling unwell.

916916 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 CT 33.0 33 F Headache

916917 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 PA 23.0 23 F Headache a few hours after  injection and now it is 01/01/2021 and I still have a headache. Some nausea and overall generally feeling run-down and  unwell. Also bad pain in my arm  from site of injection.

916918 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 WI 0.33 0 M Slight fever the day of the injections. The next night he Stopped breathing in the middle of the night twice. Temperature was 96 degrees Fahrenheit when arriving at the emergency room. 0.4 Y 1

916919 01/01/2021 U Severe headache, flu like symptoms and fatigue the day after the vacinne.  Followed by muscle aches and low grade fever for several days.    Slowly started feeling better without a fever.  7 days after vacinne I begin feeling flu like symptoms with a 102 and 103 fever.

916920 07/10/1992 01/01/2021 VT 28.0 0 F Headsache,vertigo, and nausea 0.0

916921 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 FL 61.0 61 M Previous Covid + physician with documented antibodies Symptoms started 17 hours post vaccine Fever x 36 hours Chills Rigors Malaise Myalgia Mild diarrhea, anorexia,

916924 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 OH 49.0 49 F Initial injection, Dec 23rd,  I had burning sensation for 3-5 minutes at which time it subsided. Approx 3 hrs later my arm was achy, stiff ( especially went not moving) and sore for 3days or so. On Jan 1, I noticed a large red, warm area on my deltoid in the area of injection site. At this point arm is feeling a bit sore

916925 12/26/2020 01/01/2021 PA 48.0 48 F Aches Chills Large area redness warmth biceps

916927 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 IA 39.0 39 F Fever up to 99.5, severe headache, severe nausea at times, dizziness, bilateral ear pain, fatigue, muscle aches in thighs, joint pain in hips, knees and hands, some congestion.  Have had symptoms for past 36hrs and continue.  I believe they are starting to lessen.  Have been taking Tylenol, ibuprofen and Mucinex D  around the clock since the day of getting vaccine.

916928 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 MD 66.0 66 F patient developed red papules on arm. no itching, swelling or respiratory symptoms. instructed to monitor and take benadryl 25mg prn.  (Patient left vac clinic with no reaction and came back next day to report rash.)

916929 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 FL 93.0 93 F Resident with physical decline prior to vaccination. Noted with fever, t. 100.6 after 24 hours,  and t. 99.2 in 48 hours post vaccine with  increasing physical decline with confusion. Sent to hospital for evaluation.

916930 12/21/2020 01/01/2021 FL 50.0 50 F I did immediately feel some slight dizziness but I also ad worked all night and was exhausted. I was driving home and did become itchy and developed a couple of small hives that quickly went away.  The main event that I am reporting is a severe outbreak of eczema. I used to get it on my hands as a child and it was caused by citrus. On the morning of 12/24, I noticed itching and a red rash starting on my right wrist and my left hand. I thought perhaps it was from over washing or not rinsing all of the soap off. The rash became worse and I noticed a small area above my lip on the left side, I then developed a large area on the right side of my lower face. There were also a few spots elsewhere but these were the worst.

916932 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 VT 54.0 54 F lightheaded,dizzy, and nausea

916933 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Tingling in the right arm. Also sore ness on the right shoulder. Itchy ness in the throat and miner headaches.

916934 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 AZ 28.0 28 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Fatigue 12/29 in the evening Fever 12/29 starting at 11 pm to late morning 12/30 Light nausea 12/29 from 11 pm to 3:00 am Headaches 12/29 through 12/31 Muscle aches 12/29 through 12/31 particularly lower back  I rested and drank so much water and the symptoms went away on their own

916935 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 OH 54.0 54 F Headache, fever, chills, nausea, dizziness

916936 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 TX 50.0 50 F At the 10th day redness, swelling, itchy arm at site on injection.

916937 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 UT 22.0 22 F Large swollen bump at injection site that has grown for 48 hours since injection.

916938 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 UT 46.0 46 M Vaccine was not administered Intramuscular by RN administering it.   It was administered into the shoulder joint of the left arm.  Approximately 6 hours later, severe pain, unable to lift arm and shoulder, tingling in left arm and hands.  Progressed to very limited movement of left arm and unrelieved pain.    Treatment sought at ER where diagnosis was traumatic hemmorhagic bursitis from vaccine needle.

916940 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 MD 37.0 37 F 3 months postpartum and breastfeeding, had low grade fever to 99 within hours and fatigue/myalgias. This increased to chills, a temp of 101f (baseline 97.8), and myalgias/fatigue so severe Going to the restroom felt like running a marathon (which I have done). I had to fully lay down and couldn?t carry my 15lb son. I also had marked breast tenderness greater on the side of the injection. My son seemed to have trouble staying latched (?due to tiredness from my direct warmth), and had increased fussiness.  I have never had more than a mild local injection reaction w tenderness with any other vaccine

916941 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Numbness of pad of right thumb (vaccine was in left arm) starting 1 he after vaccine and persisting 48 hrs after.

916942 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 VT 52.0 52 F nausea,woozy, and hot

916943 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MA 35.0 35 M After administration, patient experienced difficulty breathing, headache, anxiety, and elevated blood pressure (160/102 - 180/110 for 30 minutes). Patient was transported to Hospital as precaution.

916944 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 NJ 47.0 47 M Low grade fever 100.3, tired

916945 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 NJ 27.0 27 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Extremely sore arm Ipsilateral neck stifness/soreness for greater than 72 hours Headache for 72 hours

916946 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MA 41.0 41 M Patient had a fever (T100), severe body aches, and diarrhea one day post immunization.  [note; COVID recovered April 2020]

916948 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 TX 64.0 64 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Swelling and soreness from the injection site to the elbow.

916949 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 CA 43.0 43 F COVID Vaccine received on 12/30/2020 at 2:00pm on her left deltoid.  On 12/31/2020 she reports severe fatigue8/10) with LUE burning and numbness from injection site to her 4th and 5th digit on her Left hand. She took Tylenol at 0500 am with minimal relief noted. She also reports around 9:00 pm her right eye began to swell and she took 25 mg of Benadryl with some improvement noted.

916950 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MA 62.0 62 M Patient experienced one day post immunization malaise, moderate headache, and chills.

916951 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 MA 33.0 33 M About 24 hours after receiving the vaccine I woke up with a fever, headache, bodyaches and fatigue.  Symptoms resolved with Tylenol.   The next day symptoms continued along with lymph node pain in the right armpit.  All symptoms resolved by day 3 post injection.   Also note, I was symptomatic and tested positive in August with all of the previously stated symptoms except for lymph node pain.  Symptoms post vaccine were much more mild than the actual infection with covid.

916952 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Fainting possibly due to pain Patient given motrin and sleeping at home

916953 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MD 47.0 47 F Left side area of spleen, splenomagaly to palpation. Dull ache, increased pain on inspiration, sharp pain to palpation.

916954 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 WA 45.0 45 F PAIN AT INJECTION SITE, MUSCLE ACHES, FATIGUE, METALLIC TASTE, HEADACHE

916955 12/18/2020 01/01/2021 NC 45.0 45 F 12/28 Urgent Care HPI - patient is a 45 year old who works for facility. she got a covid vaccine 8 days ago. The site on her left deltoid where she got the shot is warm and read. It also itches. No pain into the rest of left  arm. no numbness of tingling at site or distally. no trouble breathing or tingling around mouth/throat.  01/01 - EE notes that her arm was very sore and she had a bad headache.  As the days went on, it got redder, hotter, and more swollen.  On 12/20, she began to feel bad.  On  12/28 while at work, she heard that her supervisor was COVID (+).  Throughout the day she felt worse and worse.  Was seen at urgent care and COVID was negative.  Prescribed Cephalxin and predinose  01/01 -- arm is much better today.  Today it is still bruised.  She thinks it was bruised previously but that the bruise could not be seen under the redness and swelling

916956 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 NV 80.0 80 F fatigue, headache, muscle pain, joint pain, chills

916957 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NM 56.0 56 F upset stomach , diarrhea , muscle pain, soreness & stiffness at site of injection in left arm  upset stomach started around 11:00am & went away after having bowel movement, it returned  again around 2:00pm & again went away after bowel movement,  it returned for a third time around 3:00pm & that is when the diarrhea occurred.  That was the last time of any signs or symptoms.   I drank 2 cups of ginger tea afterwards which seem to help settle my stomach.  The muscle pain, soreness & stiffness in left arm at injection site started at bedtime around 9:00pm on the day of receiving vaccine & still continues today but is improving

916958 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 WA 49.0 49 F Intermittent fever , sore throat fatigue for over 5 days

916959 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 MI 29.0 29 F Headache 10 mins after shot.... 2 hours after shot arm became swollen and extremely hot... Along with face becoming red and hot... Became super tired and eyes sunken in... Raised temperature...  After 5 hours all of the above subsided besides fatigue

916960 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Dizziness, nausea, vomiting, HA, fatigue

916961 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MA 34.0 34 F Patient reported one day post immunization moderate body aches, headache, severe throbbing injection site.

916962 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 CA 60.0 60 M Sore arm, fatigue,chills ,nauseousness ,vomiting  on 12/292020 . Chills ,nausea, vomiting started around 6 pm

916963 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 NJ 38.0 38 F Injection site had developed redness, elevation and warm to touch 8 days after vaccination was given. Topical benadryl applied to site to lessen redness..

916964 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 FL 36.0 36 M Pain at injection site, nausea, tired, headache, muscle pain, joint pain, and cough.
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916965 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MA 88.0 88 F Patient reported one day post immunization to be experiencing extreme fatigue- unable to get out of bed for usual daily routine

916966 12/21/2020 01/01/2021 TX 51.0 51 F *12/21-22-increased soreness at site of injection...resolved Onset on 12/28 of Swollen lymph nodes, with pain, on Right side of body with increased sensitivity at Left Axillary/side of breast area. Onset on 12/30 Fever, Severe Body aches/joint pain, dry cough, chest pain with min SOB, Headache. *Exposure to 4 people on Sat 12/26 who have tested positive for Covid on 1/1/20 but their symptoms began 12/28 through 01/30.

916967 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 MI 38.0 38 F Chills, started 8:30 ish in the morning after I woke up today and lasted for half an hour. Second time I had severe chills around 1:45 pm in the afternoon. And My right arm has soreness.

916969 01/01/2021 01/01/2021 CO 88.0 88 F Anaphylactic like reaction started with dizziness sweating increased heart rate wheezing in and out of consciousness. administered 0.3 of epinephrine, O2 via NC at 3L. called EMS. EMS arrived with in 10 minutes and administered additional 0.5 of Epinephrine and transported patient to the ER

916970 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Migraine x 4 days, nausea off and on x 3 days, itching arms and stomach x 2 hours, fatigue x 2days

916971 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 MO 26.0 26 F Pt states got Covid vaccine today ay 730am, shortly after started feeling dizzy and scratchy throat. She was sent to the ED. ED treated as follows: Solu-Medrol, Benadryl and Pepcid given intravenously.  Patient was monitored in the emergency department for improvement of symptoms.  Her throat fullness and pruritus resolved.  She feels well and wishes to be discharged home.  Pepcid, Benadryl and prednisone prescribed for treatment of any recurrence of allergic reaction symptoms that might occur when she is discharged.  She will return to the hospital should symptoms worsen.  She returned to the ED the next day and these are notes from that visit:  26-year-old female, past medical history significant for asthma and irritable bowel syndrome presents to the emergency department with complaint of allergic reaction.  Patient states she took the Covid vaccine yesterday and with 8 minutes developed tightening in her throat and rash.  She presented to the emergency department yesterday and was treated with Solumedrol, Pepcid and Benadryl which relieved her symptoms.  She was discharged home with Pepcid Benadryl and prednisone however she has not taken the prednisone because she does not like how it makes her feel.  She states this morning she developed tightness in her throat, nausea and felt as if she were going to pass out.  She states when her symptoms began she took Pepcid and Benadryl but did not take any prednisone.  Upon arrival she is very anxious, talking in complete sentences, no drooling noted 1241: EKG sinus tachycardia rate 111, PR 0.14, QRS 0.08, QT 0.30, no acute changes.  Initial read by Dr. at 1243   1 L normal saline IV, Solu-Medrol 125 mg IV, Benadryl 25 mg IV and Ativan 1 mg IV for relief of symptoms.  Patient verbalized that she felt her symptoms were combination of allergies uric reaction and anxiety.  I have encouraged her to take the prescriptions as directed at her ER visit yesterday. Procedures   MDM   Return the emergency department new symptoms or concerns worsening of current condition.1241: EKG sinus tachycardia rate 111, PR 0.14, QRS 0.08, QT 0.30, no acute changes.  Initial read by Dr. at 1243   1 L normal saline IV, Solu-Medrol 125 mg IV, Benadryl 25 mg IV and Ativan 1 mg IV for relief of symptoms.  Patient verbalized that she felt her symptoms were combination of allergies uric reaction and anxiety.  I have encouraged her to take the prescriptions as directed at her ER visit yesterday.

916972 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 TN 29.0 29 F Tachycardia starting an hour after injection and lasting 2 hours

916973 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 NJ 62.0 62 F At 2 am started with chills, headache, aches and pains.  Progressed to 100 temp and severe headache, chills and aches.  Spent 2 days  in bed.

916974 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 CA 60.0 60 F 101 fever, severe chills, nausea and vomiting, splitting headache and feeling of all nerve endings being inflamed. Hands initially purple than swollen. Severely ill for about 16 hours but took another 24 for full recovery.

916975 01/01/2021 01/01/2021 MI 28.0 28 F Vomited suddenly without knowledge of being nauseous; only happened once but nausea remained after. After about an hour and a half muscle aches and headache kicked in.

916976 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 WA 42.0 42 F Redness about 2 inches around with swelling and pain started about 24 hours after vaccine.  Pain resolved by 3 days after vaccine and swelling decreased a lot. I Continue to have redness with mild swelling about 2 inches around injection site now with mild itching at 9 days after the shot.

916977 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 TX 39.0 39 F 1255: Informed patient was experiencing nausea, no other symptoms to report; BP: 150/98; HR:100;RR:24; no LOC, not diaphoretic, having no other symptoms other than nausea. This nursed placed cool towels to patient's anterior and posterior neck - per patient, "it felt good." Patient transferred to a cot from her chair and placed in a supine position. 1300: BP:138/78; HR:80; RR:20; O2 sat:99%; patient stated nausea feeling was fading 1305: BP:132/76; HR:82; RR:16; O2 sat:97%; patient stated she was barely feeling any nausea 1310:BP:132/72; HR:76;RR:16; O2 sat 99%; patient sat up slowly and denied c/o dizziness; still with minimal nausea. Had three small sips of cool water and tolerated w/o emesis. 1330:Patient cleared by this nurse and patient was escorted out by her co-worker. Nausea had resolved. 01/01/20201: This nurse contacted patient @ 1634 and asked patient to return call.

916978 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 TX 66.0 66 M Patient reports "disorientation".  He states that "it might not be the vaccine though because my doctor is adjusting my Levothyroxine dosage right now".  It lasted a couple of days.  Symptoms improved at the time of the completion of this report.

916979 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 FL 37.0 37 F Exactly one week post vaccination, woke up to peri injection site erythema, slightly raised with irregular border. Site measured 4cm x 12 cm x 2mm. This was accompanied by a strong metallic taste in mouth that was similar to experience at time of original injection.

916980 01/01/2021 01/01/2021 55.0 55 F Patient was given 0.5mL of the Moderna vaccine at 1503. She states that immediately after receiving the vaccine she started having tingling in her throat. She thought it was anxiety, so she waited awhile. She states it started getting worse and she notified the RN. Patient stated that in the past she has experienced a  tingling sensation in her throat, but it went away. Patient denied shortness of breath or rash.   BP 120/78, oxygen 97, pulse 46, respirations 20.   RN gave 50mg IM of Benadryl at 1530 per protocol. Patient stated after 5 minutes that her throat felt tight. Patient was taken over to convenient care to be evaluated.

916981 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 37.0 37 F A rash developed near site of injection a week after getting first dose of moderna covid 19 vaccine. It?s itchy, red, hot to touch, and raised. Size is about 2 inches wide and not uniformed.

916982 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 WA 40.0 40 F Sore arm at the site x 3 days. that evening fatigue, myalgias. at 4 am the next morning awoke with abdominal pain, nausea, then an episode of liquid stool. These continued throughout the next day until the evening of day 2. By morning of day 3 they were gone

916983 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 AZ 49.0 49 F Headache, diarrhea, and body aches, patient given Tylenol in ED with improvement and discharged home

916985 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 DC 27.0 27 F I woke up with significant right-sided facial and eye swelling currently still present although improved in severity.   Other symptoms included pain/heat at injection site, myalgias, fatigue.

916986 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 GA 66.0 66 F Fatigue Headache Joint Pain Fever  Chills Muscle Pain Injection site swelling Diarrhea

916987 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 PA 59.0 59 M Arm pain at site,  Tenderness, Headache, Fever over 101.8, Muscle pain, Joint pain, Nausea

916988 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 36.0 36 F Severe soreness. Difficult to raise arm above head because it feels ?tight?.

916989 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 AZ 29.0 29 F Tuesday: headache and sore arm came around evening time then at night a fever of 102 kicked in. Wednesday: 102-101 fever took only ibuprofen Thursday: called doctor fever 99-101. Tyenelol and antibiotics and immune boosters  Friday: doctor oncall told me to continue meds and she will call me back on Saturday. Fever still 99-101 range.

916990 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 MA 29.0 29 F Red, well circumscribed, slightly raised, lesion at site of injection. Approx 2 inches in diameter. Not itchy or painful. The lesion appeared this morning at 9am and is still present 8 hours later.

916991 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 AZ 39.0 39 F Woke up at 8am with soreness at the injection site.  Started feeling feverish at 3pm.

916992 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 VA 45.0 45 M I woke up at 2am in morning after vaccination on prior day with extreme cold chills. After 2 hrs. of stacking blankets on me and putting a heating bad, my chills finally minimized. During this time, I also became nauseated and puked several times. after these events, I had a severe headache for most of the following day and a very sore arm.

916993 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Pt felt dizzy and nauseous after vaccine administration. When she tried to get up, she experienced syncope for about one minute. We administered Epi-pen and pt regain consciousness. Asked facility and patient if 911 call was needed, but patient refused. We monitored her blood pressure for over 1 hours and she stabilized at her baseline. We released her to go home and she will continue to monitor other potential adverse reactions.

916994 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 30.0 30 M Redness, soreness, swelling, and warmth at and around injection site. Onset of symptoms was within the first 24 hours. Area affected increased in size (approximate diameter of 3-4 inches) up to48 hours following vaccination. It is currently 72 hours following vaccination.

916995 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 WI 60.0 60 F I received the COVID-19 Vaccination in 12-29-2020.   As time went on, I felt a little flushed , Lightheaded , some dizziness that night. Forced the water intake.  12-30-2020, went to work, as the day went on the rash on my face and neck into upper chest increased and Hypertension.   I went to the ER Dept at Hospital.  IV Fluids and IV Benadryl and oral Prednisone and Prednisone to be taken at home.   Face and neck rash goes away and comes back  as of Jan 1 2021.

916996 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 IA 37.0 37 F Fevers developed 10 hours after injection. Fever of 102 lasted for more than 24 hours. Fevers treated with Tylenol. On day two after injection, I developed a rash and hives all over, also shortness of breath. Have taken 50 mg of Benadryl.

916997 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 IA 44.0 44 M Fever, up to 100.9F, injection site pain, headache,  body aches

916998 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Skin rash and hyper-pigmentation in the area of the band-aide. Basically a band-aid imprinted rash that burns, very dry. The imprint has not resolved, only increased hyper-pigmentation and raised skin rash.

916999 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 OK 47.0 47 F Injection site very sore Nausea  Fatigue Chills Body aches Back pain

917000 09/13/1959 01/01/2021 NC 61.0 U Fevers, chills, malaise everyday at 2:00pm

917001 12/18/2020 01/01/2021 ID 48.0 48 F Very sore injection site muscle. Hurt to lay on it.

917002 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 MD 40.0 40 M fever of 100.4 started around 02:30PM until 06:00PM on 1/1/20. Chills and headache.

917003 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 WI 48.0 48 F On 1/1/2021, in the early morning, I started having severe shoulder pain in my right shoulder (the arm opposite of the injection site arm).  By the afternoon the pain was so bad that I was unable to lift my arm all the way.  I sent a message to my PCP but have not heard back yet, probably because it is a holiday.  I have been applying ice and heat to the area with little relief.

917004 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 AZ 23.0 23 F Approximately 9 hours after vaccination, began to have severe pain at injection site, fever of 101.9F, chills, sweats, abdominal pain, and vomiting. This lasted through the night but alleviated the following day. 2 days after vaccination, all symptoms were gone

917005 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 MI 25.0 25 M Patient, "Starting just hours after the vaccine I felt exhausted. I slept for a long time and woke up the following day with the standard arm pain but I also had extreme fatigue and a headache as well as a productive cough. That lasted for over 48 hours. On the third day I had fatigue, cough, body aches and a headache. I received a rapid  covid test on the 31st that was negative and the nurse practitioner said that she believed that I was either having a bad reaction to the vaccine or bronchitis or pneumonia. Last night I had all of the same symptoms as days prior as well as tightness in my chest and a obvious upper respiratory infection."

917006 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 MA 35.0 35 M Slight numbness on the left side of my face, starting somewhere around a half an hour to an hour after injection. It is now 28 hours after receiving the vaccine and the numbness is still present but milder than this time yesterday. Additionally, there was a very slight sensation of tightness in my throat that has almost completely subsided.

917007 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Significant increase in pain and tenderness of right arm where I had fallen/broken my radial head at the olecranon. Also worsening of hip pain on the right where i have chronic hip pain.

917008 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 MA 54.0 54 F Joint pain in left arm 1 hour after injection. Became slightly light headed. Ate and had large coffee and it resolved. After almost a day, a 2 inch circle around injection site became painful, red, swollen/hard & very warm. Took 400 mg Motrin every 6 hrs & 25 mg Benadryl every 12 hrs. Sx lasted 48 hours before improving slowly. After 4 days, lump & redness is mostly resolved.

917009 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 OH 57.0 57 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine   Day #7: Developed chills and fever (~100-101) in the evening at around 6.30 pm with night sweats. Fever subsided in the early morning hours (around 4 AM). Day #8: Similar to day #7. Day#9: Some  redness at the site of injection in the morning, with developing large wheal in the arm with some itching.

917010 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 VA 51.0 51 F on 12/25 all lymph nodes on the same side as the shot injection swollen, Joint Pain, not w=feeling weel. on 12/31 reported that the lymph nodes near clavicle have now swelled. The other lymph nodes have not ceased being swollen.

917011 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 AZ 56.0 56 F Heart racing few mins after shot lasted 10 mins then nausea, dizziness continues for 45 mins. Then mild headache for 24 hrs.  No symptoms after 24 hrs except sore arm for 2 days.

917012 12/26/2020 01/01/2021 VA 39.0 39 F Severe Headache for 3 days, chills weakness and fevrerish

917013 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 UT 34.0 34 F patient developed lymphadenopathy 6 days after moderna vaccine ,redness and great amount of swelling at injection site 7 days after vaccine

917014 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 FL 49.0 49 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Pain, swelling, redness at the injection site started anew 7 days after the vaccine was received. The area was indurated.  Also low grade fever.  Diagnosed as cellulitis, being treated with oral course of Doxycycline.

917015 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 OH 43.0 43 F It has been eight days since the vaccination and noticed I was itchy at the spot, red, swollen? Several hives present.

917016 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Redness, swelling, hot and discomfort at the injection site

917017 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 KY 58.0 58 M Tested positive Covid-19 infection,  Cough, bronchospasm, weakness, muscle pain, chest congestion, nasal congestion, Loss of appetite since vaccine given,

917018 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 SD 65.0 65 F Some diarrhea and abd pain-almost to nausea stage but have taken some Zofan

917019 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 TX 54.0 54 F itching and redness on arm 8x4 cm, axillary discomfort

917020 12/01/2020 01/01/2021 CO 26.0 26 F Nausea, vomiting, migraine

917021 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Hives around neck, face (cheeks, and around eyes) about 2 hours after vaccine was administered. Reduced appearance of hives after 12 hrs. Cortisone (topical ointment) applied and hives seemed to subside.

917022 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 MO 52.0 52 F Tinnitus, worse in left ear.  Heavy feeling all over.  Headache, Tylenol 500mg q6h.

917023 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 NJ 58.0 58 M Swollen lips with itchiness and tingling sensation

917024 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 PA 35.0 35 F No immediate events. But about 24 hours after vaccination I felt extreme tiredness and some chills which I read is normal but I noticed tingling in my legs. And a cold sensation. No weakness and it resolved in about an hour.  Then today 1/1/2021 numbness and tingling/pins and needles in my feet and legs . It lasted a few hours and mostly resolved. I was not sure if there was a possibility of guillian barre occurring post this .

917025 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 MI 51.0 51 F Severe arm pain, loss of use, swelling, pain score 7-9 on the 0-10 pain scale. Loss of sleep for two nights d/t pain. Pain on day three scores 4-7.  Can use arm, but very limited ROM.

917026 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 LA 82.0 82 M 12/28/2020, Pharmacy staff administered Moderna COVID Vaccine.  12/29/2020,  he had not eaten breakfast or lunch but did consume fluids and take his medications. BP =150/70, Temp. = 101.6, Pulse= 102,  Respirations= 18 and  Oxygen saturation= 97%. Tylenol 650 mg given.   It was difficult for him to swallow.   Also had no use of right upper extremity and unable to move lower extremity, mouth was drooping and was drooling.  Physician in attendance and ordered to send to ER.   1/1/2021, received information from nurse at hospital that patient received a Peg Tube this afternoon and Clinical indication of a stroke.Y

917027 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 AR 43.0 43 F Erythema/induration at injection site - still monitoring at day 4 post vaccine but continues to grow larger

917028 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NY 63.0 63 F Approximately 18 minutes after vaccine was administered I felt dizzy, lightheaded, heart racing, flushed, tongue felt thick. Blood pressure immediately elevated along with heart rate. I was taken to the emergency room. They performed a EKG and gave me IV decadron and Benadryl.

917029 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 CA 51.0 51 F About 40 minutes after receiving the vaccine, on the drive home, my face started getting numb and feeling tingling and maybe swollen, also, all of my regular pains in my body, ie. various mouth pains and said pains, certain things that act up in my body, were intensified and more bothersome, and I had a headache that wouldn't go away.  I felt "off" that night and the next day.  Probably like I was mildly sick and fatigued with body feeling sore all over and headachey.  About 36 hours after getting the initial dose, I was feeling regular again.

917030 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 IA 40.0 40 F 6 hours after vaccine developed fatigue and mild soreness. Over night had severe muscle and joint pain. The next day muscle/joint pain continued with headache, fatigue, fever, chills, and my urine turned dark brown. The next day fever went away and all symptoms improved except the urine continued to be brown. The following day I was seen at the ER and was diagnosed with hematuria of unknown cause. I have to have a CT scan on Monday to evaluate further.

917031 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NC 61.0 61 F Lethargic, Diaphoresis, general unwell feeling

917032 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 NC 43.0 43 M Itching, swelling and elevated temperature at the injection site 7 days after the injection.  Benedryll improved symptoms (50mg for two days) 9 days after injection most of the swelling is gone and itching is diminished.

917033 01/01/2021 KS F Loss of fine motor control (typing is difficult) loss of balance leading to falling.

917034 12/26/2020 01/01/2021 MA 34.0 34 F Painful lymphadenopathy (cervical, supraclavicular), unilateral on same side of injection. Began on Day 5-6

917035 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 GA 38.0 38 M Moderate vaccine site pain (~9 hrs after vaccine) + moderate/severe fatigue (started ~12 hrs after vaccine administered) + severe chills, low-grade fevers, moderate muscle aches, severe bone aches, moderate joint aches, and mild headaches (started ~18-24 hrs after vaccine administered). Ibuprofen (Motrin) 400 mg total and Acetaminophen 500 mg decreased/improved symptoms.

917036 12/23/2019 01/01/2021 CA 60.0 60 F Right chest wall pain and shortness of breath

917037 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 MN 42.0 42 F Dizziness, nausea, diaphoresis, syncope/fall.  Totally blacked out and fell.  Helped back to bed, covered in sweat.  No fever.  Layed in bed until next morning around 10am, still dizzy and nauseated.

917039 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 AZ 34.0 34 F It was almost the end of my 15 minutes when my limbs became tingly and that feeling made its way towards my torso. I started to feel flush and my heart rate rapidly increased. I felt it was nothing so i tried to calm myself and watch my heart rate on my watch and it continued to increase. It started at 100 and within a minute was at 130. I finally honked my horn for assistance and my symptoms continued. I became very faint and nauseous and felt as though i was going to throw up. open my door and took my mask off to help with getting air and it didn't do much to help. I felt very light headed and uncomfortably closet o passing out than i ever have. This lasted for a good 10 minutes until it slowly passed. Faint, nauseous, hot and rapid heart rate of 130 were my main symptoms and were very uncomfortable.

917040 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 OK 19.0 19 F Arm hurt badly about 10 hours after shot.  Felt super weak and tired too the whole day and the next day. A rash started on my neck and traveled down to my collar bone area by day 4

917041 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 FL 68.0 68 F Rash on inner thighs and inner arms  (still there on 1/1/21

917042 12/27/2020 01/01/2021 MI 43.0 43 M I received the vaccine at 6:30pm on 12/27.  I worked atb7pm and took lunch at 2:00am. After lunch, I immediately felt sick to my stomache and threw up. I went home after my shift and went to bed. After 5 hours, I woke up and went to the couch to lay down while kids watched TV. Next, I woke to several people in my house. I had a seizure and my son had called 911. I was taken to emergency department. I was admitted and stayed 2 nights in the hospital.Y 2

917043 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 HI 58.0 58 F Hands turned red with slight swelling. Face and chest with red blotches.  Nausea and pounding heart rate. This is the same symptoms I experience if I drink alcohol.   I drank water and it got better in an hour.  At night, my scalp was itching all nite.  My scalp was red on the right side only which was the site of the vaccine.  It is now 2 days later; the itching is gone but scalp has red blotches although they have faded at lot.

917044 01/01/2021 01/01/2021 TX 65.0 65 M Strong headache, tired

917045 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 CA 50.0 50 F 8 days later developed some fullness and itching at injection site,  no redness or warmth

917046 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 UT 19.0 19 F I got the vaccine sometime in the afternoon and felt fine for the 15 minutes after the time of injection. I returned to work afterwards, and later that evening I started to feel chills, but it wasn't severe to the point where I went home. When I returned home from work, the chills remained but I also felt extremely exhausted which was unusual for me. I also had a bit of a headache/felt lightheaded. I took Tylenol which somewhat helped the symptoms. I felt fine after going to bed.

917047 12/18/2020 01/01/2021 FL 59.0 59 F High injection site left deltoid resulted in  moderately severe left shoulder joint pain, weakness and reduced range of motion causing reduced ADLs for 10+ days

917048 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 PR 55.0 55 F Local pain and swelling with tightness from left side of neck down to elbow beginning the day of injection.  The next day, generalized fatigue, malaise, and arthralgias in all joints, mainly in those already affected with OA. These symptoms improved 2 days after injection, though there is still pain and some swelling of injection site.

917049 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 KY 33.0 F Headache 3 hours post injection. Started feeling body aches within 6 hours. Got home and took off scrubs to find swollen hard injection site, very hot to touch. Had to take off work the next day due to severe muscle aches and lethargy. That night had fever of 102.4 and chills.

917050 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Patient developed a 8cm round erythematous and raised mark at the site of the injection, which lasted two days and resolved completely.   It is now 8 days later, and she woke up today with a 6-7cm round erythematous, indurated mark at the same site, AS WELL AS an extreme fatigue so that she could not wake up this morning, and continued to fall asleep throughout the morning.  Since this afternoon she has been feeling herself.  The recurred erythematous mark at the injection site remains.

917051 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 IL 53.0 53 M At 8pm on 123120 my left arm along with various other sites of my body were in pain. I also developed a bad headache at that same time. I still have the headache almost 24 hours later.

917053 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 AZ 32.0 32 F Headache, Fever, Body Aches, Nausea, Chills, Asthenopia, fatigue for 36 hrs

917054 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 UT 51.0 51 F Fever, nausea, swelling, body aches, headache, chills, fatigue, back ache.

917056 12/20/2020 01/01/2021 NY 28.0 28 F tachycardia, nausea, itchiness, tongue swelling (voice change)==> all lasted from 1920pm to 2050pm. Given Benadryl IV and NaCl. Pt in the ER about 2.5 hours.

917057 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 CA 39.0 39 F About 45 mins to an hour of receiving the vaccination , i felt  a terrible pounding headache, I took Tylenol ES 500mg after felt relief  but decided to sleep early. When I woke up this morning my injection site arm felt so painful and heavy and i had fevers between 103-101.5 though I took some tylenol 500mg every 6 hours. Tachycardic between 140-120bpm, i still have  terrible headache, muscle & joint pains, extreme fatigue. Some dry cough but no shortness of breath.

917058 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 TN 32.0 32 F Moderna COVID19 vaccine EUA:  Significant right arm pain improved with Tylenol and ibuprofen. Almost resolved  in 2 days.  Hives and itching started the morning after the injection and worsened throughout the day. Hives started on right arm and spread to whole body. Improved with Benadryl and anti-itch cream. Not completely resolved but greatly improved over night.

917059 12/25/2020 01/01/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Vaccination was given on December 25 on January 1 started noticing redness and itching us at the vaccination site like a hive I just took Zyrtec will continue to monitor

917060 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 IL 28.0 28 M Moderate pain on right side of mandible onset ~48 hrs after injection. Pain only experienced during flexion and extension of mandible such as yawning or chewing. No pain experienced when mandible is still. Symptoms are ongoing and currently present

917061 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 UT 26.0 26 F Fatigue, headache, low grade fever

917062 12/21/2020 01/01/2021 MN 40.0 40 F Injection site swelling, redness, warm to touch, mildly tender that did not start until today-11 days after injection. I had none of the above directly after or in the 48 hours after the injection. There was absolutely no tenderness to injection site.

917063 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 IL 58.0 58 F Face flushing about 30 minutes after vaccine followed by torso rash -- noticed on day after, which totally cleared by third day post-vaccine.

917064 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 PA 40.0 40 F The soreness in my arm from the shot was about 1 hour in. Within 24-26 hours I started to have nausea and vomiting with chills.  30 hours in I was still vomiting, my joints are sore, and a throbbing headache.  Had to call off from work.  36 hours extreme fatigue and headache remained.  48 hours in fatigue and light headache. Still feel nauseated and arm soreness. Now have soreness in armpit.

917065 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 OH 37.0 37 F Exactly 1 week after the vaccine, my arm started to itch very suddenly and badly right at the injection site. It was very red and bumpy; my arm, in that same area, was swollen and hard to the touch.

917067 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 LA 48.0 48 F Severe pain in left shoulder developing approximately 24 hours after injection.  Treated with ibuprofen 600mg TID x 2 days.

917068 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 MT 60.0 60 M Awoke with nausea and myalgias.  Nausea and myalgias progressed.  Fever and chills within a few hours.  Very weak and fatigued.   Myalgias became severe.  Severe rigors and fever >102 about 26 hours post vaccine.  Fever, myalgias, anorexia, nausea lasted approximately 30 hours. I felt like I had COVID all over again (I had it in July).

917069 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Metallic taste in mouth, right side of tongue tingling/slightly numb

917070 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MT 42.0 42 M Chills, unbearable headache, fever, sweating and lower back kidney area pain

917071 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 VT 37.0 37 F Instant swelling of deltoid. Decreased within 20 minutes. Pain at injection site and bruising after.

917072 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 MD 37.0 37 M Nausea and headache mild beginning 5 hours after vaccine. Then in middle of night, moderate nausea, chills, fever, moderate muscle and body aches and moderate headache. These moderate issues continued throughout day after vaccine. Motrin and Tylenol helped a lot.

917073 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 CT 27.0 27 M 32 hours after my vaccination I fainted. When I came to my body felt weak and heavy and I felt like I could not move my limbs. It took about 45 min before I felt strong enough to get up off the floor and into my bed

917074 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 PA 30.0 30 F Headache, sore throat, fatigue, muscle aches

917075 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 MA 66.0 66 F I woke up in the middle of the night to an ache in upper left arm with itching. On examination  I saw a slightly raised red welt about 3 inches in diameter. i went back to sleep and in the morning woke with slight body aches and lethargy, welt on arm still there. My temperature has been low grade (99.2) . Still feeling lousy and arm is still inflamed.

917076 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 UT 28.0 28 F Severe dizziness and headache the day after the shot.

917078 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 TX 52.0 52 F 10MINS AFTER THE VACCINATION  LEFT SIDED FACIAL NUMBNESS . HIGH B/P 172/112 O2 SAT 98% HR 72, RR18. ANXIETY. SMILE  SYMETRICAL PROTRUDING TOUNG CENTERED. @10:45AM B/P 153/93 @10:58 AM  B/P 146/89 @11:15AM EMERGENCY SERVICES WERE OFFERED SEVERAL TIMES  BY RPH ( PATIENT REFUSED) . PCP WAS NOTIFIED BY FNP - B C . MEDICAL DIRECTOR DR SPOKE TO PATIENT OVER THE PHONE DIRECTLY.  NO PARLYSIS  WAS DETERMINED. PATIENT COULD FEEL A PINCH IN THE AFFECTED AREA. PATIENT STATED THE REACTION ABATED BEFORE THE END OF THE CLINIC @12:30PM

917079 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 MI 51.0 51 F 2? diameter red welted area, around injection site, that is hot and  itchy.

917080 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 46.0 46 F March 3,2020 patient received Restylane filler in tear troughs under eyes. 48 hours following COVID vaccine filler under right eye became swollen, painful.

917081 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Within 12 hours, red/indurated tender nodule at vaccination site.  Now on day 8 post-vaccine, I now have a 5x4 cm indurated, pruritic, erythemic, hot lesion that is growing.  I?m an MD And do not feel this is cellulitis but am surprised this itchy lesion is continuing to grow/itch.  I have photos of the progression if you?re interesting in seeing.  I need to know if after this I should still get dose 2.  Thank you.

917082 01/01/2021 01/01/2021 WI 43.0 43 F Began to feel tired and sore around 1530, chilled and feverish around 1730. Took temp at that time at 99.2° F. Muscle aches, joint pain, chills, tired and unable to move from couch, and dizzy. At 1830 temp up to 101.7° F, took 1000mg Acetaminophen. At 1840 temp up to 102.6°F before coming back down. It is now 2050, with 99.0° F with muscle and joint pain.

917083 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 NJ 54.0 54 F Injection site was very sore and little swollen. Unable to rest that pm due to discomfort, felt tingling in hand. Temperature started about 4am with stomach discomfort. 6:30 am Temp was 99.9, began having headaches and body aches along with dizziness. Temperature went up to 100.1. Hands were cold and clammy.  Took Tylenol throughout the day, missed work due to not feeling well.

917084 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NC 66.0 66 F Pain, soreness at injection site, flushed feeling.

917085 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Within the first 15 minutes of receiving the vaccine I was was extremely tired.  As time went on, this seemed to subside.  Tiredness has appeared to come and go over the last few days.  Every morning I have woken up with tingling in my left hand, as though there are pins and needles in my left hand.  My left arm feels weaker and feels some numbness when more pressure is placed on it.  I have a bruise that appeared above my left wrist.  I have reached out, as this is my employer and I have not heard back.  Assuming they were closed due to New Year?s Day.

917086 12/26/2020 01/01/2021 WI 51.0 51 F Severe fatigue, Gi upset, nausea, near syncope

917087 12/27/2020 01/01/2021 NC 47.0 47 F Significant fatigue 24 hours after injection. Brain fog, need to sleep. Next am felt better Left arm discomfort for week Day 4 after vaccine- nausea, mild congestion no fever Day 6 after vaccine mild congestion and significant headache

917088 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NC 74.0 74 F Lethargic, not eating

917089 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 MI 33.0 33 F Persistent nausea x48 hours, so far. Half dollar size red, warm, swollen area at injection site since 12 hours post injection. No fevers.

917090 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 TX 59.0 59 F DIZZY, ANXIOUS, BILATERAL HAND TINGLING AND NUMBNESS. B/P149/68 @10:45 B/P 128/62 PATIENT STATED SHE FEELS FINE 20MINS AFTER THE EVENT.

917091 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 41.0 41 F Moderate redness, swelling And tenderness at injection site. Welt-like.  Entirety of day 2 after vaccine.

917092 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 OK 38.0 38 M DRY TONGUE, RACING HEART, ITCHY MOUTH, PALE COLOR TO LIPS AND FACE.  150/89, 97.7, 100.

917093 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 MA 58.0 58 F Nausea, vomiting, severe  fatigue, body aches and pains, low grade fever ,chills

917095 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 OK 45.0 45 M LEFT HAND NUMBNESS, FEELS DIFFERENT. 97.8, 118/77, 80

917096 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 IL 27.0 27 F Started to have soreness in the left arm the day after with body aches the next day (12/30). Then developed low grade fever up to 99.9F, chills, and body aches on 1/1/21.

917097 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 OK 51.0 51 F ITCHING OF EYES AND LIPS. 97.6, 130/76, 81.  25MG BENADRYL GIVEN PO. 0909 STATES NO MORE S/S PER PT.

917098 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 OK 31.0 31 F C/O STUFFINESS IN EARS, 97.6, 122/88, 69.

917099 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 MT 39.0 39 F developed pruritic erythematous plaque at injection site on L upper arm on day 8 after receiving vaccine

917101 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 GA 29.0 29 F Intermittent runs of tachycardia accompanied with dyspnea and diaphoresis. Symptoms began approximately 6 hours after receiving vaccine and has persisted.

917102 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NJ 61.0 61 F Injection site soreness, fatigue, nausea, generalized aches, low grade fever experienced within a few hours after administration. Self-limiting; no treatment necessary except rest. Soreness persisted for 2 additional days. The other symptoms resolved within 24 hours.
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917103 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 LA 70.0 70 F Site initially sore  then bicep becomes hard   On the first of January bicep area becomes extremely red and very warm to touch

917104 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 NC 41.0 41 F Approx 1 week following injection #1 of series, noted a rash/cellulitic area at the injection site. This area has gotten progressively larger over the past 48-72h.

917105 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 OK 62.0 62 F REACTION OCCURED 8 MINUTES AFTER VACCINE, CHEST TIGHTNESS, FLUSHED AND DIAPHORETIC, 97.9, 165/83, 77.  25MG BENADRYL GIVEN.

917106 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 IL 59.0 59 F 13/31/2020 Left arm soreness, swelling, red and hot 5:24pm. 01/01/2021 2:23 am I woke up to with severe headache and chills, about 1:20 pm I started having Body aches, my joints were hurting, I was having chills  again  and my headache just kept getting  worse, with  fatigue.   I fell asleep about 1:30 for almost three hours.

917107 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 OK 48.0 48 F C/O ITCHINESS, NO REDNESS NOTED, 50 MG BENADRYL GIVEN. 154/92, 93, REDNESS TO NECK APPEARING AT 0924.  0938 NO NEW S/S, NECK REDNESS REDUCING.

917108 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 NY 45.0 45 F At hour 30, fever of 101.4, resolved with tylenol.   Mild soreness  at injection site.

917109 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 GA 55.0 55 F Projectile vomiting accompanied by uncontrollable diarrhea that lasted for 24 consecutive, HELLISH hours...

917110 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 MO 40.0 40 F Swollen lymph nodes in neck, arm, and chest. Sore Throat, fatigue, headache. Lymph nodes swollen on right side after one week of injection. Bilateral swelling of lymph nodes by day nine.

917111 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 UT 46.0 46 F Following the vaccine I was slightly dizzy, after 25 minutes my chest started to get tight, had difficulty breathing, racing heart rate, some constriction in the throat.  I was taken to the ER, used Proair inhaler on the way to ER to ease breathing,  O2 sat slightly decreased but returned to normal in the ER.  Due to difficulty breathing, I had some increased anxiety which lessened after breathing became easier.  Nebulizer treatment given in the ER.  Benadryl 25mg taken.  Rash on L arm and upper chest, burning and pain in L arm.  Benadryl taken for 2 days due to returning rash and burning in arm.  Nebulizer treatments every 4 hrs on the day of the vaccine due to continued tightness and difficultly breathing.  The following day I had fatigue, slight fever, pain of 7 out of 10 in L arm, headache, neck and muscle pain.  Followed up w/ primary care physician on 12/29/2020, he advised not to take the 2nd dose of vaccine.  L arm pain lessened to 4 out of 10 on 12/30/2020.  L arm pain dissipated on 12/31/2020, but headache, neck pain and fatigue continued through 1/1/2021

917112 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 MD 38.0 38 M Modern a COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Left arm where administered had about a Golf ball size bump starting about 8 hours after administration as well as a 7/10 pain by palpitation and 4/10 pain with movement. At about the 10 hour mark symptoms started with GI issues, fever and sweats, rapid heart rate and general malaise. Day 2 continued with the GI issues 5/10 arm pain with the golf ball size lump remaining but adding a second bump right at the injection site. GI issues subsided by day 3 but general malaise continued and finally subsiding and a 1/10 pain.

917113 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 CO 55.0 55 F Developed hard, warm, red , slightly raised area over my Right deltoid. Obvious injection hole in center of  raised area.

917114 12/24/2020 01/01/2021 CA 48.0 48 M Two days after injection I began having a severe headache lasting 7 days as I write this. I was evaluated at an ER and released but the headache has been constant with minimal response to treatment.

917115 12/27/2020 01/01/2021 WV 72.0 72 F Following administration of vaccination, the patient was reported to have experienced a drop in blood pressure within 15 minutes of the vaccination. BP was reported by the nurse to be 80/50. Patient was alert and reported feeling well despite the hypotension. The patient was placed under further observation.

917116 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NY 24.0 24 M Start 12/31/2020 tired, muscle tightness in upper back between shoulder blades, more energy, feeling more focused, tiredness

917118 12/27/2020 01/01/2021 KY 55.0 55 F Within 24 hours of receiving the vaccination at her place of employment, the patient reported low grade fever and vomiting.

917119 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 WA 48.0 48 F Extreme left arm pain,  left arm burning pain, traveling pain up to the neck, headache, low grade temperature for 3 day..left arm still very sore on day 4

917120 12/27/2020 01/01/2021 WV 49.0 49 F Within 24 hours of receiving the vaccination at her place of employment, the patient reported fever, chills, and body aches.

917121 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 MS 28.0 28 F Fever. Chills. Dizziness. Hip Pain. Flank Pain. Joint Pain. Headache. Shivering. Nausea. Diarrhea. Weakness. Fatigue. Times 3 days

917122 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 NY 35.0 35 M A little over ab hour after receiving the vaccine I noticed a burning sensation in my sinuses. By 130am 1/1/2021 I awoke from my sleep terribly dizzy, shaking violently and experiencing a fever of 101.3 F. I took advil and tylenol and fell asleep about an hour later. I woke up with similar symptoms at approximately 830am on 1/1/2021 took an additional dose of advil and tylenol and slept till 12p. I woke up with a bad headache and coughing fits similar to when I had covid back in March. I went to an urgent care who assessed me and ordered me to the ER. medical center administered IV fluids, an inhaler, steroids, epinephrine and benadryl and a few hours later my symptoms had subsided for the most part and a dose of IV antibiotics was administered. I am currently admitted for observation with likely discharge on 1/2/2021.Y 2

917123 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 HI 41.0 41 F Nausea, slight headache, tenderness around the area I received the shot

917124 12/30/2020 01/01/2021 NM 42.0 42 F about an hour and a half after my shot  Wednesday 12/30/20, I became extremely dizzy, it hit me suddenly.  Lasted for a few hours. 12/31/20 when I woke up, I was still light headed and slightly dizzy and I still feel the same 1/1/20 dizziness is not nearly as bad as the first day.

917125 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 AZ 46.0 46 F Pt endorses onset of 2.5 hours ago. Endorses associated rash, numbness, palpitations, and elevated blood pressure.  She reports getting the COVID-19 vaccine this morning, and after having been given the vaccine developed elevated blood pressure, palpitations described as "her heart feels hot", shortness of breath, a diffuse rash, and some generalized numbness. Patient called EMS after her symptoms did not resolve on their own, who gave her 50mg of IV Benadryl and transported her to the ED. Received solumedrol and famotidine IV in ED. Erythema noted on neck

917127 12/22/2020 01/01/2021 MA 33.0 33 F Mild swelling with redness near injection site first noticed 9 days after vaccine was administered. Area is about 2in x 3in, warm to touch, no itchiness, pain,  or soreness.

917130 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 32.0 32 F Left axillary swelling/lymphadenopathy

917131 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 SD 37.0 37 F Injection site rash and itchiness, started ~1 week after receiving vaccine

917132 12/21/2020 01/01/2021 NJ 34.0 34 F Chills, fatigue, muscle aches, fever with period of sweats, swollen neck lymph nodes, dizzy, diarrhea,  pounding headache. Symptoms have started to occurr on 12/28, until now jan 1st, 2021. It consumes my whole body, to eve. Get up from bed or even walk 10ft to the bathroom. Its very difficult,  I am a single mom with 3 kids.

917133 12/31/2020 01/01/2021 MD 50.0 50 F Extreme tiredness started 30 minutes after vaccination into the day after. Chills, pain at the injection site, headache, tiredness day after vaccination. Took Motrin 600 mg which relieve headache.

917134 12/28/2020 01/01/2021 IA 51.0 51 F Rash with itching,  fast heartbeat, shortness of breath, fever for 4 days. Benadryl 50mg given po at 1600.

918563 12/29/2020 01/01/2021 OH 49.0 49 F dizziness, headache, body aches (heaviness)

918694 12/23/2020 01/01/2021 AK 23.0 25 F 12/24/2020  chills body aches headache, fever off and on.  onest pain, shortness of breath

917136 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 OH 20.0 20 F Tachycardia with a heart rate in the 120-140s, fever, fatigue, muscle weakness, joint weakness, and headache

917137 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 49.0 49 M Strong chills, with uncontrollable and vigorous shaking and teeth chattering

917139 12/21/2020 01/02/2021 VA 44.0 44 F Fever chills severe myalgia headache

917141 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F Middle of the night woke up shivering, chills, fever, bones ached, could not even lift my arm it was so sore and under armpit. Symptoms lasted all day. Next night woke up out of sleep symptoms even worse. Next day same symptoms but now a hard ball that hurts formed near clavicle on side of vaccinated arm. Arm, armpit, clavicle area on right side now all hurt.

917142 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 TX 65.0 65 F Diarrhea for 3 hours

917143 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 TX 56.0 56 M At around 7pm on 12/31/2020 I started having severe shakes  and fever by around 11pm, the fever was 104. I took 6 Tylenols and 4 Advils. By around 4am on 01/01/2021, my fever had stopped. At around 5pm on 01/01/2021, I started having low grade fever again and I took 2 Advil and I'm okay now

917144 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 OH 37.0 37 F Day 1 the medicine burned going in , arm hurt really bad , day 2 swelling and redness, and itching, headache, fatigue, pain in my neck, nausea

917145 01/01/2021 01/02/2021 TX 62.0 62 F within 5 minutes of injection patient complaining of severe Left lower back pain / muscle cramp/spasm.  Possibly slight rash to upper ext.  Patient seemed in shock.   Patient given 1mg Ativan, and within 10 minutes of laying down she became much more calm.  No histamine blockers/steroids/epi was required.  Possible adverse reaction vs hyperventilation/muscle spasm.  Within 2 hours patient able to be discharged safely.

917147 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 IA 27.0 27 F Swelling, hardness, warmth, and pain at injection site in left arm. Also major swelling and pain in lymph nodes on left side of body.

917148 12/27/2020 01/02/2021 36.0 36 M Patient vaccinated with first series of moderna covid19 vaccinator on 12/27/20. He had had a close case contact with someone on 12/25 who later became symptomatic and covid19 posits He developed congestion starting 12/30.  No other symptoms. These symptoms are ongoing

917149 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Nausea/ vomiting 2.5 days after first dose

917150 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 42.0 42 F The injection arm was sore within 1 hr of vaccination. The soreness was then spread to the shoulder, then in the middle of night, I was awaken with whole body muscle aches that similar to flu. The next day, the aches were subsided but I felt tired and sleepy with sore arm the entire day. I went to sleep early and lasted for 11 hrs  (something that is unusual for me).

917151 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 NM 60.0 60 F Patient had an asthma attack about 10 minutes after the dose was given while waiting in the post-vaccination area.

917152 12/18/2020 01/02/2021 CA 59.0 59 F Got positive,  testing for CoVid 19 on,12/30/2020.  Symptoms started gradually on 12/19/20 w/ sore arms, fatigue  then started getting brain fog , HA, body aches until current. my MD and I thought it was due to vaccine. Then add loss of taste and appetite on 12/30/20 along with rest of symptoms.   I knew then I needed to get swab.  Symptoms is still current.

917153 12/26/2020 01/02/2021 22.0 22 F Began to have mild headache, mild tiredness, and mild chills on 12/28. Followed up with PCP who advised that the symptoms should resolve in a few days.

917154 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 OK 41.0 41 F Random heart palpitations, tachycardia, mild chest tightness and occasional fatigue. Started five days post COVID Pfizer vaccine. Symptoms strikes at random times. No prior health issues.

917155 01/01/2021 01/02/2021 WA 40.0 40 F Terrible dizziness, lightheaded, overall feeling like something isn?t right in my body almost a nervousness ,chest pain, tingling to right hand and right side  of my head, also have nausea, headache unrelieved by Tylenol or ibuprofen.

917156 12/21/2020 01/02/2021 KS 45.0 45 F Injection site was warm to the touch on 12/31/2020. There is also a small knot felt under the skin but nothing shows on the skin. Intermittently, the entire muscle itches but there is nothing to scratch. After a few (3-4) ?scratches? the feeling subsides.

917157 12/24/2020 01/02/2021 NY 61.0 61 F Chills,low grade fever, fatigue,body ache,generalized body malaise,sore throat,severe headache,nausea,difficulty of breathing,shortness of breath,congestion,runny nose and severe headache.

917158 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 TN 54.0 54 F Within 24 hours of receiving vaccine, I became very dizzy , had severe weakness, nausea, severe headache, muscle and joint pain,  chills, fever (temperature-102.8),and exhaustion. Redness, pain, and swelling at injection site that has continued to worsen even after 48 hours.  Could not perform regular activities of daily living. I could not drive home from work the day after the injection because the adverse reactions were getting more severe, especially after the 24 hour mark.   Treatment: treated my symptoms at home with medications (I am a nurse),  after researching possible adverse reactions. I figured there was not anything someone else would to treat me besides treat my symptoms.

917159 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 HI 21.0 21 M Fever, fatigue, congested nose, dry eyes

917160 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 AZ 31.0 31 F Left lower lobe Pneumonia with small pleural effusion

917161 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Fever, chills, body aches for one day.  Took only Tylenol 650mg 6 hrly.

917162 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Left sore arm at site 48 hours, dizzy, headaches, fast heart rate average 104-115 x 2 days, 3-5 days headaches and neck ache, neck stiffness, neck pain

917163 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 AL 57.0 57 F Site getting continually redder, hotter, itchier and thicker over time now with darker red center,sore lump and too painful to scratch. 4 cm dia. induration.

917164 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 WA 47.0 47 F At 4 minutes post vaccine injection, uncontrollable tremors, nausea, dizziness, shortness of breath/tightness to chest, hyperventilation, extremely cold hands, uncontrollable crying. Symptoms lasting approximately 1-2 minutes.   At 9 minutes post injection - all symptoms repeated lasting for 1-2 minutes.   Admitted to the ED 20 minutes post injection for observation.   No treatment necessary, discharged 2 hrs post injection.

917165 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 RI 64.0 64 F Headache at 4 pm that night but went away after 2 advil. Started with chills and body aches during the night and then fever. Took Advil with little effect. Temp went up to 38.8 by next 24 hours with continued body aches. Continued with Advil. Fever never went below 38 for next 24 hours. but then started to go down along with body aches.  Tired 3 days later temp down to normal.

917166 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 AR 38.0 38 F Redness, swelling, itching and significant pain at injection site that has gotten worse over the last 24 hrs.  Full body aches, feeling feverish but no fever, headache

917167 12/24/2020 01/02/2021 GA 53.0 53 F After injection left arm was sore x2 days and then was fine. On 1/1/21, site felt warm to the touch, swollen and sore.

917168 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 NJ 64.0 64 F 10:03Throat felt like going to closing  like after other reaction to rocephin. 10:05Swallowing ability felt like going to be difficult. 10:06 Immediately to ER from vaccination area at hospital. 10:10 Then coughing from bronchospasm lasting over a minute repeating until  ER meds kicked in . Meds- solumedrol 125 mg IV , Benadryl 50 mg IV , xophenex 1.25 nebulizer

917169 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 OH 30.0 30 F 12/31 8:30am noticed maculopapular erythematous rash mostly on torso (few lesions on extremities), itchy scalp, and mild edema/erythema at RT corner of bottom lip. Also had mild pain on ball of RT foot, thought I had stepped on something. 1:30pm woke up with severe edema of bottom lip, rash also on scalp next to ears 3pm seen at urgent care, received and filled prednisone prescription  4pm lip edema started improving, so did not end up taking the prednisone 8pm lip edema gone, erythema and mild edema to DIP joint and tips of fingers, all fingers of LT hand and RT pinky. All hand joints and wrists sore. Soreness to toes and heels while walking but not at rest. Applied ice to fingers, then turned up heat. 1/1 3-4am finger edema/erythema totally resolved 8am foot pain starts resolving 5pm still with mild wrist pain, mild foot pain. Rash evolving -- most lesions improved but some have coalesced, new lesions on neck  Never any fever, checked x2, Tmax 99.0F. Did not end up taking any medications since my symptoms seemed to be resolving. Only other possible recent exposures were a new lotion tried 12/27 (but only applied to face, was careful to keep it away from my lips, and I did not have any rash on my face except the swollen lip) and a new dress that I did not pre-wash (but I had few lesions on my arms which would have also been exposed).

917170 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 MI 29.0 29 F States she started feeling a bit of a headache after leaving the observation area, and by the time she got to her office in the same center, she had light sensitivity.  Has not taken any medications no known allergies.  Headache described as pulsating located in the front of her head.  States relief when eyes are closed.

917171 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Hardness and pain at injection site until present (5 days+), fever for 2 days starting day after administration

917172 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 MI 55.0 55 F Employee developed some anxiety, heart racing and tingling in her lips.  this resolved on its own after 10 minutes.

917173 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 IN 58.0 58 F Patient with history of fear of needles and anxiety experienced dizziness, nausea, and an abnormal tongue sensation ~5 minutes after receiving the vaccination. Patient denied any treatment or further follow-up (paramedics and/or ER). Vitals 148/70, HR 74.

917174 12/24/2020 01/02/2021 MA 25.0 25 F Chills- was occasional, not associated with any fevers. Happened multiple times a day until 12/27/2020 in AM then subsided.

917175 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 NH 43.0 43 F The day following injection, my arm was sore, I felt tired. These symptoms went away by day  3.  Then on 12/31 day 8, I noticed my arm was sore again.  It became red, swollen, hot to touch, itchy, and sore.  I marked the area.  I called my PCP on 1/1/21,  She recommended I keep an eye on it, as I have no fevers nor do I feel sick, that it is likely a delayed immune response.  1/2/21- the redness has spread beyond markings but is less swollen and sore. Seems to be improving.

917176 01/01/2021 01/02/2021 NJ 61.0 61 F None

917177 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 MI 55.0 55 F Employee states pain in left shoulder down into chest and lightheadedness but the symptoms resolved within 15 minutes.

917178 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 ME 30.0 30 F A few Moments after receiving the vaccine, I was sitting down reading a book when I became hot head to toe and my heart began beating fast, hard without variance. My watch alerted me that my heart rate was 168.  I walked over to the pharmacist at this time. I lid down and they check my Blood pressure which was 116/63.  After the excitement in my heart subsided I had nausea extreme nausea with dry heaves.

917179 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 NY 24.0 24 F First day about 4-5 hours after: severe chills and headache Day 2: woke up in morning with left eye completely swollen, both ears swollen, congestion, and productive cough

917180 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 MD 52.0 52 F Modern a COVID-19 vaccine EUA Soreness, swelling, painful to touch at injection site - started a couple of hours after injection, still present 48 hours post Dizziness about 5 hours later - rested for about 15 minutes until it subsided. Drank water.

917181 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 VA 57.0 57 F chill, fever (102F), cough, body ach, pain in injection site, loss of taste

917182 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 AL 66.0 66 F Fever. Pain muscle aches body aches. Leg pain altered sense of taste fatigue

917183 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 TX 68.0 68 F Woke up during night after getting the vaccine with Chills, fever, achy-  Took Tylenol about 6:30 am .   Fever came down., but returned. 6 hrs later I took ibuprofen and within 2 hours I begin to feel better. By 7:30 PM on Jan 1st I felt normal.

917184 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 MI 40.0 40 F Employee complained of palpitations and feeling warm for approximately 15 minutes, symptoms resolved on their own.  employee is 14 weeks pregnant.

917185 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 FL 66.0 66 F Severe dizziness to the point I was unable to walk or even sit without fear of passing out or falling and had to lay on the floor. Rapid heart rate, nausea, felt like blood pressure was going up a lot.  Afraid I was on the verge of having a stroke. Symptoms hit abruptly with no warning. Were severe for about an hour and then started subsiding.  Gradually felt better over the course of a couple of hours. After about 6 hours, symptoms completely gone and I felt fine.

917186 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 CT 35.0 35 F Fever 102 for 2 days, chills, headache, nausea,golf ball sized lump at injection site and bruising

917187 12/22/2020 01/02/2021 TN 58.0 58 M I received the *Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine EUA*. I was already not feeling my best that morning symptoms of warmness at home no fever , I checked. No issues with vaccine given approximately 0715, until 1005 am after a very busy morning with nothing but coffee to drink. As I sat down to assist in order entry in our chemo clinic I suddenly became aware of a very rapid heart rate. I realized that I was having a vaso-vagal response and started perspiring lightly and realizing I was having drop in blood pressure. I composed myself removed my mask and breathed slowly and drank cold water while sitting. After a few minutes I was able to slow my heart rate and felt secure enough to leave the pharmacy. I slowly walked and controlled my breathing and continued to drink water. I was able to return to work and continued until the end of the day. I felt somewhat fatigued until bedtime that evening. Slept reasonably well that night and had no other symptoms to my memory the following day.

917188 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 AL 64.0 64 M About 8 hours after injection, began to have flu like symptoms and they continually worsened into severe symptoms; body aches, fever, cough, tiredness.  Took Tylenol for these symtoms.

917189 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 MO 42.0 42 F Lethargy, slight cough, sinus drainage, slight fever (98.5, when I normally run 96.8)

917190 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 TX 50.0 50 M extremely Dizzy with  chills and still dizzy after almost a week

917191 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 FL 74.0 74 F Very bad rash / hives over entire body

917193 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 MA 48.0 48 F patient has numbess of right side of face and felt swelling of the tongue. airway did not close. site staff gave Benadryl 25mg

917194 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 VA 57.0 57 F Noted itchy rash and skin sensitivity to back side of abdominal region on day 10  post vaccination

917196 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 OH 51.0 51 F Rash left arm, ill defined borders, started opposite of deltoid . Rash is red, raised, warm, tender to palpation, slight irritation/burning,  rarely itches. Slowly progressing towards site of injection .   1/1/20 - two Aleve and applied Hydrocortisone 2.5 % lotion x 1 1/2/20 - No significant change except it seems to be slightly clearing in center with red raised borders.

917197 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 PA 23.0 23 F Fever, chills, headache, dizziness. All lasted for about 24 hours. Was treated at home with Tylenol

917199 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 AR 61.0 61 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  ,,,,,eruption, pustule, area of  right  Axillary (pectoral) lymph node.   Area of redness surrounds.

917200 01/01/2021 01/02/2021 CT 61.0 61 F Little sore oon arm

917201 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 TX 65.0 65 M On the day after the vaccine was given I began to feel fatigued with chills and body aches. These symptoms lasted 18 hours. The next day I felt better but washed out. I received the shot in my left arm and it has remained sore for 4 days. A hand sized red rash developed on day 5 and is still evident on day 6. The site is still tender to touch.

917202 12/24/2020 01/02/2021 CT 58.0 58 F prolonged achiness in muscle, erythema 1cm X 3cm at injection site, extreme itchiness and warmth at injection site

917203 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 MA 56.0 56 F very sore vaccine site, body aches, chills/sweats x 2 days starting 24 hours after vaccine fever up to 101 x 1 day started 24 hours after vaccine no appetite x 3 days fatigue x 3 days FYI- I did have COVID in September 2020

917205 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine EUA    Arm pain at injection site, body and joint aches , chills, fever to 102.5, severe headache

917206 12/18/2020 01/02/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Experienced dizziness, lightheadedness 1 hour post vaccine.  Started to feel throat swelling on 12/18/20.  Went to ED on 12/20/20.  Not reported as serious adverse effect, but medical record labeled with moderate reaction. Diagnosis:  vasovagal episode.  Discharged stable.

917207 12/24/2020 01/02/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Enlarged and painful axillary lymph node on the left side (injection site side) lasting for 5+ days. Still occurring but slowly resolving. Two days later (1 week after vaccination) injection site red and swollen for 2 days, but has since resolved.

917208 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 CT 51.0 51 F Arm soreness, back pain, feeling tired and weak, lower back pain, arm and leg fatigue, pains in head but don't last. Some stomach pain.  I work mostly 7 days a week so I have not been seen and assume that these symptoms will fade but wanted to report. No fever at this time. Just extreme exhaustion that comes and goes.

917210 12/21/2020 01/02/2021 UT 30.0 30 F 30YO F ICU nurse obesity (BMI 35) COVID 19 on Dec 2 symptoms, Dec 3 tested positive for COVID-19. never hospitalized, outpatient only. 12/12 completed isolation 12/21 received vaccine 12/7 developed Fever chills diarrhea SOB cough Urgent care visit. RLL consolidation on CXR given doxycycline 100 mg po bid worse, fever 40 targetoid lesions to LE (started before doxy) WBC 22K tachycardic tachypneic admitted requiring 2-4L oxygen CT angio without clot, diffuse ground glass and RML dense infiltrate DDimer 7.8 LDH 599 CRP 41 procal 0.67 ferritin 500 Viral respiratory PCR negative Sputum cx with oral flora (pending) COVID ag testing neg COVID PCR 1/3 targets positive (called as indeterminate).Y Y 6

917211 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 GA 38.0 38 M Sore arm starting about 3 hours after injection and continuing for over 48 hours

917212 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 FL 49.0 49 F L axillary pain and mild lymphadenopathy

917213 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 IL 28.0 28 F Fever, chills, headache, body aches

917214 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 MA 50.0 50 F Ten minutes after vaccine administration, I experienced a tingling sensation at the injection site (left deltoid), which rapidly spread into the surrounding tissues, up my arm, and into my chest. My heart started to pound forcefully. I became tachycardic 110?s-120?s (my usual pulse is 60?s) and hypertensive 170?s-180?s/80?s-90?s (my usual BP is 100?s-110?s/60?s-70?s). I never felt faint or anxious. Approximately 20  minutes after vaccine administration my pulse came down to 100?s. I remained hypertensive. At one hour post-vaccine, my BP was 178/98. I was then transferred to the ED. At 90 minutes post vaccine my BP was 180?s/80?s and pulse was high 90?s. The BP gradually came down. I was discharged home three hours post-vaccine with BP of 140?s/80?s and pulse in the 90?s. The next morning, my VS returned to normal: BP 106/62, pulse 67.

917215 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 SC 62.0 62 F Elevated bp hours after vaccine along with sore arm. Next morning, muscle/joint aches, inability to ambulated, severe headache, brain fog, chills, shaking/trembling,pain all over.  Evening of 1-2-2021, itching all over and hives on trunk.

917216 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 ND 46.0 46 F Moderna covid-19 vaccine EUA - headache, nausea, and severe chills started between 11:00-11:30pm, followed by severe body aches, joint pain, neck pain, fatigue, and fever up  to 102.8 that continued all day on 1/1/2021.  Temperature down to 99.8 on 1/2/2021 in the am.

917218 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 GA 78.0 78 F My arm started feeling sore the evening of the injection day.  I di not sleep well that night as slight chills and general achiness began.  When I got of bed the following morning I felt so weak, woozy and light headed that I was afraid I would fall.  I slept all day but by that evening I began feeling better and by the following day (day 2 after the shot) I felt normal except that my arm was still sore. It is now day 3 and my arm is still slightly sore but not limiting my use and is steadily getting better.

917219 12/19/2020 01/02/2021 IL 30.0 31 F Paralyzing back pain Extreme bruising Flu symptoms

917221 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 FL 33.0 33 F 45 minutes post vaccination, at my place of work, I got hives all over my body and my blood pressure became extremely high. It took two days of benadryl every 4 hours to get the hives to stop. No anaphylaxis.

917222 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 NY 64.0 64 F Body aches,  fever less than 101,  headache,  nausea,  lymphadenopathy,  fatigue ,loss of appetite

917223 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 OH 37.0 37 M Chills, Nausea Last 15 minutes

917224 12/21/2020 01/02/2021 RI 57.0 57 F Fever 101.2, body aches, joint pain, nausea

917225 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 GA 82.0 82 M The injection site began to hurt the evening of the day of the injection.  I did not sleep well that night and was generally achy and fatigued the next day.  Additionally I had a very dry mouth .  By that evening I began to feel better although I was still a little tired but by the next day began to feel normal.  The injection site is still tender (day 3) but getting better.

917226 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 CO 34.0 34 F Burning and soreness instantly in left arm Development of nausea and headache by later that evening and into the next day. Also weakness in arm that the injection was done continuing in day 2.

917227 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Headache and myalgia - headache developed within 3 hrs and lasted 1-2 hrs; resolved with Motrin. Myalgia developed within 12 hrs and lasted 48 hrs. Motrin and Tylenol were effective

917228 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 PA 62.0 62 F 12/31/2020 6 pm diarrhea resolved after 3 episodes. 1/12020 loss of smell and taste.

917229 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 IN 30.0 30 F 100 degree fever, body aches, sore under arm/armpit of left arm (injection arm), fatigue, nausea, slight headache, swollen lymphnodes

917230 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 IL 47.0 47 F tachycardia hypotension dizziness/lightheaded weakness nausea pre-syncope

917231 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 NE 25.0 25 M Fatigue, body aches and fever of 100.7

917232 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 CA 63.0 63 F Pt woke up day after vaccine with itchiness on her chest, throughtout the day the itching did not go away.  Woke up Wednesday with rash all over chest area.  No rash elsewhere on body.   Reported to employee health and was told to take benadryl and if rash continued to contact my primary care provider.

917233 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 NY 54.0 54 F hard, red, swollen, hot, painful Left arm - area about 1 1/2" x 2 1/2" at injection site pain in left lymph node area- under arm

917234 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WI 31.0 31 F Injection site soreness immediately after injection at 7am. General body aches progressed throughout the day. By 6pm same day all of the following: injection site pain, joint pain, muscle aches, fever>100deg, upset stomach, fatigue and mild headache. All symptoms lasted from 12/30 to 1/1. Fever peaked at 102deg.

917235 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 CT 60.0 60 F I felt ok after injection all the first day.  During nigh had chills.   Woke with right arm soreness, great fatigue and headache pain (6-9/10) not constant, nausea, vomited once.   In bed all day w/ HA pain and fatigue.  Next day felt much better without symptoms, just a bit of tiredness.

917237 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 AL 26.0 26 F fever and headache 5 hours after taking shot. Fever and headache lasted roughly 30 hours. Three days after taking shot started to itch real bad and have hive like bumps. Currently still have itching bumps 4 days after shot

917239 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 IL 33.0 33 F Recipient reports itching to arms and neck approximately 25 minutes after receiving first dose of Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine.  50mg Benedryl IM administered to Right arm.  Recipient held for observation following benedryl administration.

917240 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WI 42.0 42 F pfizer-Biotech/Covid-19 vaccine  flu like symptoms- nausea, light headed, trouble focusing, stuffy nose, body aches, fever and chills but no actual fever- body just felt really warm. problems breathing at times (like a panic attack), headache, stiff neck, fatigue-- I fell asleep in my car because I was so tired.  sore arm,  irritability, When trying to lie down, I could not get comfortable, I found myself lying on the floor since it was cold, this is not normal behavior. i felt super sick. I was crawling on the floor because of how dizzy and tired i felt. It felt like  a really bad drunk or hangover. noises were too loud, it felt horrible. I don't know if it is done.

917241 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 CA 49.0 49 F 12 hrs after vaccination, had mild frontal headache and fatigue. 24 hours after, itching, burning , stinging sensation around eyes, itchy forehead  with mild erythema including eyelids,  mild circumoral numbness with occasional burning/stinging sensation.

917242 12/24/2020 01/02/2021 ME 40.0 40 F itching, redness, swelling, & warmth approximately 2" around vaccination site, pain in left shoulder/arm, general fatigue

917243 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 NH 29.0 29 F Swollen lymph nodes, swollen Injection site, itchy injection site, hardness of injection site

917244 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 MN 54.0 54 F Hives/rash around torso.

917245 12/27/2020 01/02/2021 FL 39.0 39 M Vomiting, fever, headache,

917246 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 MA 43.0 42 M Severe muscle pain inability to move arm has continued for 4 days and still going  Swelling at injection site Lethargy
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917247 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 NC 63.0 63 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA: Pain, itching, bruising, large blisters on the entire right arm

917248 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 TX 70.0 70 F A week after injection I developed a fairly large area (6" long by 3" wide) with erythemia, mild swelling, and accompanying pruritis, and with scattered petechiae around the injection site on my upper left arm. Still present three days later but resolving. It was not sufficient to cause any difficulty with my daily activities and did not require any medical intervention. I did apply 1% hydrocortisone cream with no significant effect. I just wanted to report it because this is a new vaccine, and I wanted to make sure any side effect was noted for research purposes.

917249 12/24/2020 01/02/2021 OR 48.0 48 F Woke up w/ primarily left sided cervical lymphadenopathy with gum pain/swelling on the left - onset 12/27.  Visit to dentist for worsening pain and mild body aches and chills - dentist felt the pain and swelling, + mild ulceration due to new toothbrush head causing abrasions on gums and hard palate - no treatment prescribed - 12/28. Worsening painful lymphadenopathy (now bilateral cervical), body aches, chills, joint pain, fevers, odynophagia, gum pain/swelling, malaise - visit to respiratory clinic - rapid strep negative; COVID negative, bacterial throat culture negative (VS: HR 120, SBP 168, T 100.7 on Tylenol) - no treatment prescribed - 12/29. Development of shallow, painful ulcers LEFT hard palate, gums and a RIGHT lip ulcer - 12/31. Photos of ulcers reviewed with previous dentist - prescribed acyclovir 400 mg TID and magic mouthwash. 12/31. Taking Ibuprofen and Tylenol regularly. As of today, 1/2, improvement in cervical lymphadenopathy, resolution of constitutional symptoms, and odynophagia.  Ongoing mouth pain and ulceration. + left facial numbness/burning pain (V1-3) similar to previous episode of trigeminal neuralgia in 1999.

917250 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 CA 44.0 44 F I developed facial rashes that is spreading  down  The rashes are painful to touch. Feels inflamed

917251 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 28.0 28 F Arm pain/soreness began about 8 hours after receiving vaccine, lasted for three days- was at it's worst morning after. Slight swelling and knot at injection site also occurred day after vaccine. Headache began morning after receiving vaccine, was off an on for three days. Lightheaded/fuzziness began two days after vaccine, lasted for 12 hours. Symptoms treated with ibuprofen and cold pack for arm.

917252 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 CA 45.0 45 M Swollen, reddish, sore left deltoid after injection.

917253 12/19/2020 01/02/2021 NC 37.0 37 F Patient (physician) reported she developed shingles post-COVID vaccination.

917254 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 54.0 54 F Body aches, fatigue, arm pain(first couple of days), diarrhea and nausea

917256 12/26/2020 01/02/2021 OR 92.0 92 M Chills post day 2 and diarrhea post day 3.  Both lasted less than a day

917257 10/01/2020 01/02/2021 NY 55.0 55 F chronic severe arm pain for over 3 months treated with advil and ice after an hour pain comes back

917258 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 WI 25.0 25 M Extreame left arm pain. Tender to touch and movement. Unable to sleep at night due to discomfort and pain. Unable to lift arm above head due to pain level. Pain has not decreased at all.

917259 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 FL 51.0 51 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EAU Starting 12/31/20, 8 days following vaccine, large oval rash below injection site on right upper arm, raised, red, and warm, approximately 3 1/2 inch diameter oval

917260 12/20/2020 01/02/2021 GA 40.0 40 F Rash throughout scalp, face, neck, ears,torso,thighs,legs, arms, back, itchy throat and ears.  Benadryl 50 mg Pepcid 40 mg Prednisone 60 mg  The rash started after 1 hour. Took 25 mg benadryl then by 9 pm it got worse, took another 25 mg benadryl without improvement. Continue taking benadryl next day and took pepcid by 12 noon the next day. Following day 22nd December the patient went to hospital ER at 1200 noon. There got prescribed 60 mg prednisone PO with benadryl 50 mg and pepcid 20 mg. Received instructions to continue taking same dose for another 4 days.

917261 01/01/2021 01/02/2021 IL 53.0 53 M Pain at injection site, myalgia, chills, fever,

917262 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 VA 76.0 76 M Blistering burning rash opposite arm of injection site spreading down arm. Time 1 day after injection 24 hours later

917263 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 MA 62.0 62 F I noticed my left arm is swollen, red, warm to the touch, sometimes itchy on Dec 31,2020. Contacted via phone and e-mail, Occupational Health Services on 1/1/2021. I also saw  an ED physician at on 1/1/2021 who said a local inflammation reaction was unlikely, probably cellulitis, and prescribed doxycycline. The affected area of my arm was marked to follow progression of red, warm area.  Began doxycycline 1/1/2021. Next morning red, warm area of arm is now outside of marked area and down to below my elbow.  I have an appointment with Occupational Health on Monday, January 4,2021.

917264 12/01/2020 01/02/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Left arm pit.  Swollen painful lymph node

917265 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 OH 61.0 61 F Had redness and welt at injection site. Unmediated and arm sore for week. Redness  and soreness leftwithin 5-6 Days. On day 8 injection site became red, raised, slightly warm and itching.

917266 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 NH 68.0 68 F VERY SORE LEFT SHOULDER EVEN WHEN I LIFT MY ARM AND MY GLANDS ON MY LEFT SIDE OF NECK SORE NONE

917267 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 MD 35.0 35 F Moderate headache at night 12/30/20 Dry cough nonpersistent (AM), chills (PM) 12/31/20 Lost of taste/smell 01/02/21

917268 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 NY 66.0 66 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA fatigue,headache,chills,fever, aches tenderness at injection sight, pain

917269 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 FL 22.0 22 F Fever, chills, muscle pain

917270 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 OH 55.0 55 F Sore arm at site of vaccine, body aches, headache, nausea, fever, chills , muscle soreness

917271 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 FL 80.0 80 M Nothing yet

917272 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Wrist swelling - Intense pain while wrist was at rest, starting 2 says after the surgery. Pain dramatically decrease to tender the following day.   Arm soreness - started a few hrs after injection. More intense pain and firmness at injection site the next day. Difficult to raise arm. Resolved the following day.

917273 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Within 5 minutes of patient receiving the vaccine during her monitoring period, she complained of nausea and dry mouth, then dizziness; initial blood pressure 172/98, HR 126, RR 24 and O2 Sat 99% RA; activated EMS at 2:13pm; patient assisted to lie down on a cot, at 2:18 pm BP 142/88, HR 109, O2 sat 97%; c/o difficulty swallowing and feeling tightness in throat, no rash or hives seen; EMS arrived on site at 2:23 pm and evaluated patient in vehicle and then transported; contacted patient by phone at 7 pm on 3/31/2020 - was transported to Seton ER on 38th Street and received an antihistamine and medication for nausea, discharged at 5:00 pm and given new prescription for Epi pen since the one she had was expired; pt stated she felt much better

917274 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 83.0 83 M No adverse reaction.  the staff were given what appeared to be COVID-19 vaccine based on tracking sheet. the label was not clear as to what the medication in bottle was.  the medication in the bottle matched the color the medication was to be and the lot numbers

917275 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 FL 72.0 72 M Developed rather sudden onset of neck stiffness and pain and then subsequent occipital and then frontal headache. Over next 6 hours became exceedingly painful as to prevent sleep or finding a comfortable position to rest my head. Went to Hospital ER at 2am on 12/31/2020. Had normal CT brain scan and labs. Given IV reglan, then ativan(1 mg) then 25mg benadryl and a liter of fluids. BP was slightly elevated 150/90 (?). Had oral temp of 99.1. When ativan didnt help they gave me a dose of dilaudid and zophran and additional dose of ativan. Then sent me home with instructions to take valium 5mg tid, orphenadrine 100mg Bid, Tylenol 650mg to 1300 mg q8hr prn and lidocaine patch on neck 5%(also started in ER) q 24hrs. Discharge diagnosis was headache, intractable neck pain and torticollis.

917276 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 IL 39.0 39 F Fever of 101, headache, sore arm

917277 12/26/2020 01/02/2021 NJ 38.0 38 F 24 hours after injection, sore arm that lasted a day.   day 4- lymph nodes around armpit of injection arm sore day 6 - bump on injection site still experiencing soreness on the left arm

917278 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 73.0 73 M sore arm for 2 days, no big deal

917279 12/22/2020 01/02/2021 37.0 37 F Overwhelming fatigue/weakness

917280 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 IL 54.0 54 M Vaccine received at ~830 on 12/30/20. At 1220am on 12/31, woke up shivering and freezing.  Temperature was 103.1.  Took a couple of Tylenol and retook my temp 40 mins later and it went up to 104.3.  Then took some Advil and was able to get it back down to 103.1.  was like that until about 530am and it started coming down 102, 101 and by 630 was 98.7.    Had COVID in August.  Feel perfectly fine by 0930 on 12/31.

917281 12/17/2020 01/02/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Fatigue that night and the following 36hrs

917282 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 NJ 27.0 27 M Patient demonstrated adverse symptoms after covid vaccination manifested by: chills, headache, neck pain/stiffness, eye pressure.

917283 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 97.0 97 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917284 12/26/2020 01/02/2021 PA 28.0 28 F Diffuse rash on legs, buttocks, arms

917285 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Light-Headed

917286 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 TX 60.0 60 F headache within minutes of receiving the vaccine. Lasted 2 days

917287 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 84.0 84 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917288 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 OR 35.0 35 F Fatigue, headache, chills, sweats and nausea beginning the day after vaccination 12/29. Symptoms constant, but intermittently waxing and waning in intensity. Did limit normal activities. Reported check ins.  Currently day 5 of a symptoms and was sent home from work today.

917289 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 81.0 81 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917290 12/22/2020 01/02/2021 FL 31.0 31 F Developed pruritis and erythema surrounding the site of injection lasting approximately 48 hours before completely resolving.

917291 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 NY 29.0 29 F PATIENT COMPLAINED OF FUNNY FEELING AROUND THE NOSE AND INCREASED HEARTRATE SEEN  APPROXIMATELY 20 MINUTES AFTER BEING VACCINATED. PATIENT THEN TOOK TWO BENADRYL 25MG TABS AND WITHIN 2 MINUTES HEARTRATE RETURNED TO NORMAL AND NO LONGER FELT FUNNY FEELING AROUND NOSE AREA.

917292 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 SC 52.0 52 F After receiving the vaccine, my eyes got severely dry to the point I had to use drops.  They felt like sand was blown in them.

917293 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 81.0 81 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917294 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 IL 23.0 23 F Palpitations, nausea around 0745, chills and headache around 1330, fever of 101, extreme fatigue, flushing, and nausea 1930 and on

917295 12/24/2020 01/02/2021 AR 63.0 63 M Deltoid muscle pain at injection site began D1; involvement extended to all upper arm musculature and elbow on around D3 and to distal arm around D5. Presently (D10) muscle involvement and severity is unchanged. Muscle pain is dull ache whereas injection site pain is sharp.  No swelling or redness is noted.  No fever, chills or other signs of infection, just myalgia and questionable arthralgia of joints.

917296 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Headache

917297 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 IL 37.0 37 F soreness in left arm (site of injection) vertigo on 1/1/2021 at 5:30pm (dizziness that prevented standing, nausea, extreme fatigue). Pt has never experienced vertigo before. On 1/2/21 some mild dizziness remains though the pt can resume normal activity in the home.

917298 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 87.0 87 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from  National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917299 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 IL 38.0 38 F IPSILATERAL TRAPEZIUS MUSCLE SPASM TREATED WITH IBUPROFEN AND HEAT STARTING ON 1/1/21 AND WORSENED ON 1/2/21

917300 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 NJ 42.0 42 F Immediately: headache, feeling off/loopy, mild shortness of breath 45 min later: dry mouth, tongue swelling, mild fatigue, sinus pressure , shortness of breath  1 day later: redness injection site, moderate swelling or arm,  mild head cold 2 days later: mild fatigue, sinus pressure, pain arm and redness of injection site

917301 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 77.0 77 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers  for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917302 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 81.0 81 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917304 01/01/2021 01/02/2021 CO 44.0 44 F I had a series of symptoms that culminated with a 103.9 fever at around 3:00 a.m., the morning after my first vaccination.  Most symptoms were in the list of common side effects.  What seemed different was how extreme my symptoms were extreme shivering and very high fever.   The fever lasted several hours and seemed to go don rather quickly after shedding the layers I put on to manage the extreme shivering/chills, took two Advil, and used a cold compress on my head.

917305 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 81.0 81 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917306 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 TN 39.0 39 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Flare-up of GI symptoms, including nausea, starting on 12/31/2020.   Rash at and around injection site- red, raised, itchy, and hot to touch began 7:00 pm 1/1/2021, continuing at present time(1/2/2021 1:00 pm)

917307 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 TN 46.0 46 M Running 102.1 fever,                 Very sick Feeling Throwing up Very achy in the legs Very fatique Pain in Arm

917308 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 81.0 81 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call  that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917309 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 36.0 36 F Patient felt nauseated and dizzy; HR went from 48 (Normal for patient) up to 58 and remained at 58 until discharge; BP=80/42 and went up to 92/58 (normal for patient); patient given juice, water and crackers and stated she felt better; discharged with co-worker; alerted to contact ED with any excerbation of symptoms

917311 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 82.0 82 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917313 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 93.0 93 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917315 12/22/2020 01/02/2021 PA 52.0 52 F headache, chills, fatigue, nausea starting 1-2 hours after vaccine dose and lasting 7 days

917316 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 79.0 79 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917317 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 PA 37.0 37 F About 24 hours later I started having chills, then body and head aches with a swollen lymp node, low grade fever

917318 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 92.0 92 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917319 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 85.0 85 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by WV National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from WV National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917320 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 85.0 85 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by WV National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from WV National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917321 12/22/2020 01/02/2021 MA 35.0 35 F slightly hardening of the skin with slight irritation, no treatment needed so far

917322 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 OK 40.0 40 F Severe headache same day lasting for 36 hrs.   Severe fatigue starting next day lasting 24 hrs.  Severe headache starting again on day 4 lasting through day 5.  Unable to focus, eat because of headache.  Sore arm for 24 hrs post vaccine.

917323 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 56.0 56 M abdominal pain starting two days after injection, testicular pain

917324 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 85.0 85 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by WV National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from WV National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917325 12/27/2020 01/02/2021 CO 64.0 64 F Hours after the vaccine developed cough, tiredness, neck aches, chills, headache, orbital pain, nausea. By that evening had fever 100.6 in addition to other symptoms. Next morning same symptoms. That afternoon, extreme tiredness along with prior symptoms. That evening fever 102.8. Next morning, exteremely dizzy, head foggy, orbital pain, minor cough. By Thursday no better so got covid test.

917327 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 83.0 83 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917328 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 OH 21.0 21 F 1 week after receiving the vaccination, a red welt appeared on my arm where the injection was given. It was hot, raised and itchy and about an inch and a half wide and long. I drew a line around it. The next day it was less itchy and hot but had gone about half an inch outside the initial lines. The third/ fourth day it was barely raised at all but had gotten even larger, now about 1.5-2inches outside the initial lines in some areas. It is now barely raised, barely red and has not gotten any larger since yesterday.

917329 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 TX 76.0 76 F Headache , Lightheaded

917330 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 81.0 81 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917331 12/20/2020 01/02/2021 NC 38.0 38 F delayed intermittent ache in L upper arm/shoulder/neck area.

917332 12/22/2020 01/02/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Within 2 hours of receiving the vaccine, patient had itchy throat, swollen lip which was confirmed on exam by ED physician and she received benadryl which resolve the event.

917333 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 87.0 87 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917335 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 83.0 83 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917336 12/18/2020 01/02/2021 IL 42.0 42 F Initial: Cold sensation and tingling in left arm and hand Next 3-5 days mild tingling in Left arm, Left hand/wrist, Left fingertips and some on left side of face

917337 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 80.0 80 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917338 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 NJ 41.0 41 M 5 minutes post vaccine administration I started to feel palpitations, numbness on both arms and went up the nape/head, flushing, tingling in both arms dizziness, then dysphagia but able to talk.  Hives at torso after 10 minutes.   I was assessed by to physicians working at the site.   Epi pen was given to me by a physician and taken by ambulance to hospital by EMTs who were there at the site.  At the hospital I was given 40mg steroids by mouth.  After observation for 4 hours I was feeling better, and was discharged home.   Ordered to take 40mg of steroids for 2 more days.  After one day post vaccination, I have significant pain at the site and body ache.

917339 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 TN 37.0 37 F Pt. states woke up on 12/31/20 at around 8:00 and had blurry vision. States can see some things far away but can't see close up... Denies having any blurry vision prior to vaccination. States blurriness has neither improved or worsened. Denies any other symptoms or problems. Referred to Emergency Department for care regarding blurry vision. Encouraged pt. to call and notify health department of emergency departments assessment.

917340 12/22/2020 01/02/2021 CA 33.0 33 F within 2 hours of the vaccine, patient had angioedema of lip and itchiness in throat which was verified by physlcal exam by the ED physician. She was given benadryl and symptoms improved.

917341 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 TX 68.0 68 F Hot across the chest area, given benadrily 50mg orally and discharged @ 12:32pm with symptoms relieved.

917342 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 TX 75.0 75 M after i sneezed friday morning i lost all sight in my right eye.   the emergency room did not know what was wrong and i see a eye specialist on monday.

917343 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 82.0 82 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917344 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 IL 64.0 64 M Chills, fever, headache,  started about 9hrs after injection Fever peaked @ 100.8?  injection site very sore. And continues to be sore. Fever broke the following day. Weakness,  fatigue,  headache persisted until afternoon of 1/1 2021

917345 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 81.0 81 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917346 12/24/2020 01/02/2021 WI 26.0 26 F 7-10 days injeciton site tender painful and redness  not resolving size about the size of iphone xr picture available

917347 12/26/2020 01/02/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Within 2 hours of the vaccine, patient had shortness of breath, urticaria, nasal congestion and EKG and CXR were normal in ED and she was given albuterol, decadron, famotodine, and epinephrine and resolved.

917348 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 90.0 90 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by the agency. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and regulatory authority website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from the agency that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917349 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 88.0 88 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by the agency. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and regulatory authority website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from the agency that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917350 12/26/2020 01/02/2021 WY 20.0 20 F 27Dec2020 - patient developed some swelling (went about 1 inch out from injection site) and discomfort at the injection site - had taken Advil and was using a cool compress.  29Dec2020 - patient had to leave work early since she was not feeling well - very fatigued and a little dizzy (able to eat/drink) - denied any COVID illness s/s (no cough, fever, loss of taste/smell, etc).  She ended up going to the local ED - since she was still very fatigued and was feeling like she was going to pass out - blood work and U/S done - this is where she found out she had been pregnant but had lost the pregnancy (no heart beat).  Per her report - all other blood work was unremarkable.  No other medications given to her during this visit and was just told that she would be 'passing the products of conception within this next week'.

917351 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 39.0 39 F shortness of breath, difficulty breathing, chest tightness. She administered epinephrine and recovered quickly

917352 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 92.0 92 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by WV National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from WV National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917353 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 NE 52.0 52 F Swelling at the site, Day one was about size of a 50 cent piece Day two- size of a baseball and was very itchy Day Three- size of a Softball and is very itchy  and more than fills the palm of your hand

917354 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 90.0 90 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917356 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 95.0 95 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917358 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 OH 21.0 21 F Started with arm pain, then lymph nodes in armpit were swollen and arm pain increased, could barely move arm because of pain, nausea and vomiting, chills and fever of 100.9, injection site the size of a baseball almost 48 hours after injection, super fatigued

917359 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 81.0 81 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917360 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Within 45 min, patient had nausea, dizziness, and was given ondansetron and fluids with improvement

917361 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 84.0 84 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917362 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 TX 65.0 65 F Low grade fever 24 hours after immunization, also direct exposure to person with covid 19.

917363 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 MT 25.0 25 F Tenderness Swelling  Redness  All lasting 3 days after injection

917364 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 PA 37.0 37 F Redness, warmth, itching, swelling

917365 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 WI 44.0 44 F At injection site, at 1202, redness, rash, itchiness, and warmth. Then at 1206 head itchiness. Cold Compress applied to injection site. Later patient reported whole body itchiness and rash that was not raised. Patient is an NP and took prednisone.

917366 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 CT 36.0 36 M I performed a mild workout 30 minutes prior to the start of symptoms. I started to feel moderate body aches in my back and sides, felt flush and very tired and heavy. Temperature rose to 99.3.  Symptoms began to subside after about 4 hours and temperature came down to a normal 98.3.

917367 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 VT 47.0 47 F Erythematous plaques/rash starting one day after vaccine that worsened at day 7 to eyelid swelling

917368 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 82.0 82 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917369 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 98.0 98 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by the agency. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and regulatory authority website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from the agency that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917371 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 NH 28.0 28 F Appeared to have a vasovagal reaction with nausea and dizziness lasting approximately 5 minutes. Did not pass out. Symptoms self resolved and patient refused EMS services.

917373 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 91.0 91 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917374 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 80.0 80 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917375 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 CA 60.0 60 F Within 5 minutes of the vaccine, patient had wheezing, shortness of breath and chest pain. patient given epi x 4, decadron, fluids with some improvement and then hospitalized. IN the hospital, patient continued to have chest pain and satting well but with protracted course and is still in the hospital.Y 4

917376 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 81.0 81 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917377 12/24/2020 01/02/2021 CA 20.0 20 F redness, heat, and swelling at the injection site. three and a half inches by 5 inches and expanding. went to the urgent care and the provider prescribed antibiotics, taking the antibiotics if the symptoms worsen in the next 24 hours.

917378 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 FL 19.0 19 F The patient sat down for 15 minutes to be observed for any reactions and told us that she had numbness on the right side of her face and right arm as well. She then told us that the numbness was spreading to her neck and right leg as well. EMS was called and took her to the hospital.

917379 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 GA 36.0 36 F I HAVE SEVER ASTHMA AND BRONCHITIS AND GET PNEUMONIA 2 OR 3 TIMES A YEAR. I HAVE TROUBLE TAKING A DEEP BREATH AND CONSTANTLY TAKING MY INHALERS DAILY TO BREATH, I ALSO TAKE STEROIDS. I TOOK THE VACCINE AFTER GETTING OFF WORK ON 12/31/2020. THE NEXT DAY ON 1/1/2021 AND WOKE UP BEING ABLE TO TAKE A DEEP BREATH WITH NO PROBLEMS AND NO CHEST PAINS OR COUGHING. IT IS 1/2/2021 AND I HAVEN'T TOOK NONE OF MY INHALERS OR STEROIDS SINCE I TOOK THE VACCINE. IT IS AN AMAZING FEELING TO BREATH WITHOUT PAIN OR TAKING ANYTHING.

917380 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 NY 63.0 63 F Temperature of 101, severe body aches and severe headache. Lethargic and in bed all day.

917381 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 81.0 81 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by National Guard. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from National Guard that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917382 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 IN 25.0 25 M Approximately 12 hours after injection, I experienced hot flashes, chills, and a severe headache. The next morning I experienced a less severe headache but experienced noticeable shortness of breath especially on exertion. Tylenol P.O. helped my headache that morning, no known fever.  Approx 2 days after injection I also experienced a noticeable reduction in the ability to smell or taste. This Stayed for at least another day or so.

917383 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 87.0 87 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917384 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Tingly face, lips, and tongue

917385 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 80.0 80 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917387 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 IL 24.0 24 F Stiffness and pain in neck and right upper back for 3 days unresolved by OTC NSAIDs (Aleve & Ibuprofen). Pain around right scapular area. Pain radiating to right upper arm on third day. Unable to move neck and back, sleep, carry on with normal activities. Pain  is  a burning and pulsating sensation that keeps me up at night. Unable to take a deep breath.
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917388 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 OH 62.0 62 F Headache

917389 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 83.0 83 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by the agency. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and regulatory authority website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID-19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from the agency that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917390 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F A rash on the right check

917391 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 81.0 81 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917392 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 38.0 38 F In addition to a scratchy throat and body aches, I experienced mild mental fogginess.  It's the same mental fogginess I experience when I have a head cold.

917393 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 FL 66.0 66 F Elevated blood pressure and heart rate. 163/116 HR 125. I got up at 9:00 am with elevated BP and HR. I had missed a dose of Metoprolol the previous evening. I felt shaky/jittery and checked my BP and HR. Called the doctor on call at my PCP's office and he stated it is probably rebound hypertension and elevated HR due to missing the dose of Metoprolol last night. His direction was to check in two hours, and if still elevated, take 1/2 tablet Metoprolol. Current readings at 2:00 pm are 129/97 HR 99. Unsure if related to Covid vaccine. MD recommended reporting to CDC

917394 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 TN 54.0 54 M Chest tightness and squeezing sensation; SOB; chills; low grade fever; quivering of legs;

917395 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 80.0 80 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917396 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 87.0 87 F No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and CDC website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917397 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 LA 38.0 38 F woke up and all of a sudden felt like I had pulled several muscles the left side of my neck and shoulder. But I hadn't done anything. Pain progressed as did stiffness within an hour to the point that I can barely move my neck without significant pain to neck and down into shoulder. It has been like this for almost 5 hours now and has not improved.   Prior to this - the day and night i got vaccinated I felt fine. the following day I had a pretty bad headache. And then this morning this new thing happened. I am not worried about the headache as that is normal. I am worried about this severe pain and stiffness that is localized in one part of my body and is not going away.

917398 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WV 81.0 81 M No adverse event. We picked up what was supposed to be COVID-19 Moderna vaccine. Lot numbers and expiration date matched tracking sheet given to us by the agency. Color of medication also matched what was stated on Fact Sheet for Healthcare Providers and regulatory authority website for the Moderna vaccine. Instead, the medication in the vial was actually COVID -19 antibodies meant for hospital use. After administration for 44 individuals, we received call from the agency that the medications had been mixed up. The vials and box that medication came in had no identifying factors to indicate it was not the Moderna vaccine.

917399 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 FL 65.0 65 M Dizziness, nausea, fever, headache, abdominal pain

917400 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 KS 32.0 32 F Injection site red, swollen, warm to the touch.

917401 12/18/2020 01/02/2021 UT 36.0 36 F Tennis ball size hive that was itching and warm to the touch. This hive came and went 2-3 times over the course of 1 week, each time it got bigger and hotter and more itchy.

917402 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 IA 60.0 60 F increase warmth, pain at injection site,  aching of entire left  arm, then aching of neck, shoulders, back, hips, legs, headache by 7pm same day of  injection.  By 10pm, shaking chills, severe aching all over body, bad headache.   Had taken aleve and omeprazole by 7pm with supper as per usual routine.  At 10pm I took tylenol 650mg and cyclobenzaprine 2.5mg and crawled into bed.   Slept 2 hours,  woke without shaking but head throbbing,  nose congested more, body still very achey, and heart pounding.   This went on rest of night and all next am.   temp at 10am 1/2/21 100.8 orally.   Had not taken it before that.   Took 2 aleve,  drank glass water & ate toast.  Slept til around 2pm.   temp then 100.4.    less achey in back, legs but arm still very sore and headache, hips hurt and neck hurt.      Slowly better overnight to 2/2/21 but  still not over headache, arm pain, neck ache and hip pain.   All are less, however.

917403 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 WI 61.0 61 F Fever up to 104 x 2 days, chills, severe arm pain

917404 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 IL 32.0 32 M Sx onset 1/1/2021  Chills, (no fever), aches, fatigue, Pain at injection site

917405 12/19/2020 01/02/2021 PA 35.0 35 F Facial itiching with hypersensitive skin started a 2-3 days after injection. Swelling of face and eyes and blotchy facial skin 13 days after injection. Seen by ED physician for steroids and benadryl. Slight decrease in swelling 24-36 hrs post start of steroid regimen.

917406 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 MT 46.0 46 F Fatigue.  Body aches. Nausea. Heart racing. Chills Nausea.

917407 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 FL 73.0 73 F 12/31/2020 very dizzy 1/1/2021 not as dizzy but still dizzy 1/2/2021 still dizzy

917409 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 OH 38.0 38 F Pt reports having arm/shoulder pain after receiving   Covid vaccine injection.  States the injection "felt high" and was more painful than typical IM vaccines she has had.   Pt concerned about SIRVA.

917410 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 PA 23.0 23 F I received the vaccine at 11:30am. About a half hour after receiving the vaccine, I felt dizziness and very slight chest tightness. I took benadryl, and was relieved of these symptoms. Then, around 9pm that night, I developed a fever. The highest temperature I recorded was 101.9. I took Ibuprofen around 11pm, and was afebrile by 3am. I have not had any fevers since, and I did have to call off work New Year's day. I have had an intermittent, mild headache since receiving the vaccine as well,  but overall I feel fine.

917411 12/22/2020 01/02/2021 TX 23.0 23 M I spiked a fever and became symptomatic and then tested positive via a rapid viral test.

917412 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 CT 34.0 34 F Whole body muscle aches, starting about 12 hours after the first injection, worsening for about 3 hours, then improving after about 20-24 hours, ending by 36 hours.

917413 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 22.0 22 F Extreme fatigue, hard to get out of bed, high fever, chills, headache, and extreme arm soreness that radiated all the way underneath my armpit and towards the back of my scapula

917414 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 FL 57.0 57 F Experienced extreme dry mouth immediately after receiving the Moderna Covid vaccine. Symptom relieved by water provided by hospital team observing patients after vaccination. Further relief obtained by consuming cool grapes. Reaction completely resolved within 15-30 minutes. I did not feel that medical attention was needed.

917415 12/25/2020 01/02/2021 MI 61.0 61 F Approximately 48 hours after receiving vaccine, I developed nausea and extreme diarrhea.  This lasted 2.5 days

917416 12/19/2020 01/02/2021 AR 36.0 36 F Received the COVID19 vaccine 2 weeks ago, and the next day started to have dizziness/lightheadedness and palpitations. It was the worst the first 2-3 days after the vaccine. It has improved somewhat, but is still not fully resolved and my improvement seems to have pleatued in the past few days. It is not debilitating nor a deterrent for me getting my 2nd dose, but I felt compelled to report my symptoms as I don't see dizziness and palpitations listed as a possible side effect.

917417 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 WI 44.0 44 F ocal allergic reaction warmness rash right at site of injection

917418 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 IA 41.0 41 F perioral tingling, numbness

917419 01/01/2021 01/02/2021 WA 33.0 33 F At 15 minutes post vaccination, I became dizzy, short of breath and felt like I might lose consciousness. I was hypertensive, had cramping in my fingers and felt numbness in my toes. I laid flat on the floor for 30 minutes in observation and began to feel better by 11. The same thing happened 3 more times throughout the day.

917420 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 IL 27.0 27 F Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine EUA Severe headache starting around 7:00 PM and ending around 2:00 AM the next morning, ibuprofen helped

917421 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 28.0 28 F 31Dec 0300 Extreme body ache, unable to move left arm 31Dec Body aches, chills, swelling of injection site 31 Dec 1700 fever 102.1, injection site welt hard, painful, hot with 3 inch diameter, severe body aches and chills. Alternating Tylenol and Motrin begins fever lowers to 99 01Jan severe body aches and chills 01Jan 1130 fever of 101.1 while continuing alternating Tylenol and Motrin administration from previous day.  02Jan no fever, mild body aches, minor swelling and tenderness of injection site.

917422 12/26/2020 01/02/2021 FL 60.0 60 F 5th day after receiving covid vaccine my lymph nodes in my right axilla were swollen and painful. It has been 2 days and remains swollen and painful.

917423 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 FL 63.0 63 F Expiratory wheezeing, excessive phlegm in lungs, cleared up by morning.

917424 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 MI 28.0 28 F Fever,  muscle pain. Onset around 21 hours after vaccine, resolved around 6 hours later without intervention.

917425 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 UT 31.0 31 F Nausea, stomach pain,

917426 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 OR 52.0 52 F Caregiver (cg) received Covid vaccine on 1/2/21 @ 0910.  Cg was nervous but did ok with vaccine administration.  Once in the observation area, cg became nauseous and raised her hand to report.  Cg was sitting in one of the back rows so observation RN came to her.  Observation RN was walking cg to lower level when she experienced syncope and fell forward down several steps and to the right hitting the front of her head and right shoulder on the wall.  Cg was unconscious for approximately 30-45 seconds.  Once alert, cg responded appropriately to questions, but slowly.  Vitals were 120/82 P 107 at 0915 and 150/84 P 96 at 0920.  Cg had 2 events of uncontrollable bilateral arm shaking lasting approximately 5-10 seconds.  Rapid Response Code was called and cg taken to ED at 0940.  C-collar and back board was used to transfer cg from floor to stretcher. Unknown at this time if caregiver was admitted.

917427 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 MA 36.0 36 F Five minutes after receiving the vaccine the patient felt Dizziness and Hot

917428 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 NM 57.0 57 F On the evening of Sunday December 27th I became violently ill.  I began vomiting and continued all night long.  I had severe body aches and chills.  I was unable to find my thermometer so am not sure of tempertature.  I had lower back pain so severe I couldn't lie down.  I tried to take Tylenol but was unable to keep it down.  By morning  I got access to Tylenol suppositories,  Dramamine, and a thermometer.  My temperature before Tylenol was 104.4.  These symptoms continued over the next 3 days though vastly improved with Tylenol, Dramamine and IV fluids.  I received a negative COVID test on Thursday.  I have only been this ill once before in my life.  By Thursday I was not longer febrile, only weak and exhausted.  I have to now determine whether or not to get the second vaccination.   I know  this seems to be a somewhat delayed reaction.  Any advice would be appreciated.

917429 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 ME 34.0 34 F shortly vaccine given patient felt anxious with sense of heart racing. exam revealed normal vital signs and examination of injection site normal. she had not eaten or had fluids in prior 5 hours, and she was placed in a reclining chair and given apple juice and crackers.  she felt better within several minutes and exam remained normal. she was observed for and additional 30 minutes and remained symptom free.

917430 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 PA 24.0 24 F On 12/24/2020 started developing severe headaches with dizziness. On 12/27/2020 started getting chills, muscle aches, got covid tested (negative). On 12/29/2020 face and eyes started to swell, another covid test (negative). Continuous chills, sweats. Took tylenol, motrin, and benadryl around the clock. 01/02/2020 scratchy throat, more difficult to swallow, started on prednisone.

917431 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Tingling at left side of face that moved down to lips at 15 minutes after injection. Tingling turned into numbing later on in day which included muscles on face moving slower when coming out of smile or frown. Lasted about 2 days. Also had severe muscle cramping in calves and arms.

917432 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 MD 31.0 31 F Redness at injection site, painful to the touch, hot to the touch. Slight fever 99.4

917433 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Fatigue started around 6pm and started to feel hot. As the night progressed I developed body aches and chills. Weakness. Just walking was difficult because I felt so wiped out. My arm was very painful with my hand tingling. Fever spiked at 102.  Last until about 2 am and I fell asleep. Woke up with fatigue and feeling warm. No fever. Temp was 98.8. I had no appetite. Fatigue lasted the day. Woke up on Saturday and felt back to pre vaccine state

917436 12/01/2020 01/02/2021 NC 27.0 27 M Severe headache, severe body-ache, nausea, weakness, fatigue, cold chills, hot waves, joint pain, fever.

917437 12/22/2020 01/02/2021 NY 68.0 68 F Slight itch at injection site ,developed increased redness and warmth,became 4x3 inch raised red welt with demarcation ,swelling of upper arm  hard to the touch within 3-4 hours. Warm compress on day 2 Decreasing symptoms on day 3-diminished warmth and redness ,slowly resolving

917438 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 UT 23.0 23 F Redness and pain of the arm.,  Shortness of breath, relieved with albuterol nebulizer at home.    Sensation of swelling in the throat, but normal examination.  Lungs were clear auscultation.   Pulse oximetry was normal.  Patient was prescribed an EpiPen, and instructed to go to the emergency room for any worsening of symptoms.  Steroids were not prescribed.

917439 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 MN 19.0 19 F Small red rash appeared next to the injection site, my arm was sore. I felt achey, had a headache and a slightly upset stomach. I felt better within 24 hours.

917440 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 TX 52.0 52 F RASH NOTED TO UPPER CHEST AREA AND UPPER BACK AREA-TOOK BENADRYL 25MG AT 1715 ON 12/31/20, RASH ALMOST ALL  CLEARED UP BY 01/01/21, TOOK BENADRYL 25MG AGAIN AT 0900 ON 01/01/2, RASH ALL GONE BY 1700 01/01/21. NEVER HAD ITCHING OR PROBLEMS WITH SWALLOWING

917441 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 KS 43.0 43 M Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, headaches, weakness, fatigue, chills, loss of appetite

917442 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 MT 65.0 65 F Sore arm x 24 hours.  Day 2 headache, nausea and body aches.  Day 3 nausea and body aches.  Day 4 extreme fatigue, nausea, diarrhea.  Day 5 fatigue and nausea.

917443 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 IL 59.0 59 M Chills, Body Aches, and Headache

917445 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 MA 34.0 34 F Moderate sore arm by injection site about 12 hours after receiving shot and lasted only about 24 hours; fatigue and mild body aches around 24 hours after shot that lasted about 12 hours

917446 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 TX 28.0 28 F 11 hours after injection I began to have chills and body ache, joint pain, muscle pain, slight headache, elevated temperature (max 100.0), dizziness, fatigue. All side effects subsided by 11/1 except fatigue. Fatigue subsided on 11/2.

917447 12/01/2020 01/02/2021 WI 54.0 54 F Severe dizziness

917448 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 IL 57.0 57 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA   Fever of 104 for approx 8 hours,  joint pains and body aches. Reddness and swelling at injection site.   Fever responded after 3 doses of Tylenol, and a dose of Benadryl.  Following day no joint aches or fever.  Swelling , warmth and slight pain continues at injection site.

917449 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 27.0 27 F several white hives at injection site 7 days after receiving first dose. the hives went away after several hours (I took 25 mg Benadryl right away). There was a big red spot on my arm around the injection site for about 24 hours after the hives went away.

917450 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 25.0 25 F Patient received Moderna COVID vaccine at 12:13. Patient noted that at 12:25 she felt lightheaded and nauseous. She denied any throat itching/swelling or difficulty breathing.  At 12:40 vitals were: Blood Pressure: 118/84 Oxygen: 98 Pulse, 77.   After drinking water, patient noted she felt chills. After no improvement nor deterioration, patient was transferred to Convenient Care at 13:18.

917451 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 WV 51.0 51 F Headache 104° fever Severe vomiting

917452 12/24/2020 01/02/2021 CT 59.0 59 F Red and swollen deltoid , redness extending to arm after 2 days

917453 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 NM 57.0 57 M FELT SLIGHTLY DISORIENTED RIGHT AFTER. IN AROUND FOUR HOURS POST-VACCINATION STARTED HAVING RIGHT SIDED HEADACHE, INCREASED SORENESS OF ARM, BODYACHE, JOINT PAINS. AFTER LEAVING THE WORK AROUND 11:45 PM, WENT HOME AND ATE AND WENT TO BED AROUND 1 AM, COULD NOT FALL ASLEEP TILL 2 AM, DID NOT WAKE UP TILL 13:30 NEXT DAY ON 12/31/2020, DID NOT HEAR ANY WAKE UP, ALARMS, FELT TIRED AND EXHAUSTED AND DRAINED. WENT THROUGH SEVERAL EPISODES OF DIZZINESS, DRAWSINESS WAKEFULNESS AND FEELING COMLETELY DRAINED AND EXHAUSTION FOR TWO DAYS. STILL HAVING MIND HEADACHE, BUT OTHER SYMPTOMS HAVE BEEN RESOLVED.

917454 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 TX 75.0 75 F Fever, chills, nausea beginning about 6 hours after the vaccination and continuing for about 36 hours

917455 12/20/2020 01/02/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Shortness of breath, elevated heart rate, elevated blood pressure, dizzy, diaphoresis.  Still had episodes of tachycardia and  diaphoresis at 8pm. Following day headache and fatigue.

917456 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 CO 32.0 32 F Type 4 hypersensitivity

917457 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 MA 42.0 42 F @ 1525  Pt stated to this nurse that her throat felt like it was "burning a little".  Denies s/s of any breathing issues.  Water was given to her by this nurse.  @ 1528 she stated that it felt more like "an itchy feeling in her throat/chest".  Expressed to this nurse around 1533 that the issues had slightly resolved, and that she felt anxious upon receiving the vaccine.  This nurse gave Pt a Benadryl 25mg @ 1539.  States that her s/s are better.  Pt states she takes the following medications, Allegra po once daily, Flonase daily, and Flovent.  Does voice that she has chronic allergies/asthma.  Pt is still in observation @ present time 1552.  Left observation @ 1554, states that her s/s had improved.

917458 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 FL 39.0 39 F Pt experience itching and redness of her skin. Pt was treated with Benadaryl 50mg and asked to wait to be observed an additional 30 minutes before leaving the facility. By the time pt left our facility her itching and redness  had resolved.

917459 12/21/2020 01/02/2021 TX 32.0 32 M Less than 5 minutes after receiving vaccine the left side of my face went numb (same side as injection) as if I had a lidocaine injection. This lasted about 45 minutes to an hr and then self resolved. No slurred speech or facial drooping evident although I didn't look in a mirror.  Later in evening I experienced  pins/needles in left arm similar to reduced blood circulation.

917460 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 CA 50.0 50 M Med error. Full dose not administered.  Syringe faulty. Administered full dose in addition to partial dose.

917461 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 OH 33.0 33 F Large welt from injection site. Increasing pain in arm that received the vaccine. It began as just around the actual injection site. It has been 9 days and the pain has slowly increased and now aches from the injection site, my entire bicep muscle,  and just below my elbow

917462 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 NJ 58.0 58 M 12/31/20  7:30 pm mild fever  99.8.   take Tylenol  01/01/2020   3;30pm   fever  100.8,  muscle aches , headache, fatigue.  at 5;30 taken 2 Aleve,   slept it off , walks up about 7:30am 1/2/21 still feeling a little fatigue,  no fever

917463 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 PA 58.0 58 F I developed symptoms of the corona virus as I had in 3/2020 when I tested positive for COVID-19. I developed a headache, fever, aches, chills and extreme tiredness. The symptoms last about 48 hours.

917464 12/16/2020 01/02/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Woke up with a swollen lymph node in my left armpit on 12/22 (6 days after injection).

917465 12/27/2020 01/02/2021 OH 41.0 41 M Left arm where got shot from moderns vaccine caused my left arm and armpit lymph node to swell to the size just smaller than a tennis ball.

917466 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 MT 30.0 30 F On day7 of administration, Patient reported itchy arm at injection site. On exam dime sized area of induration with warmth and redness surrounding it.  No other symptoms.

917467 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 SC 50.0 50 M Had chills, body aches, and low grade fever  starting approximately 14 hours after vaccination.  Symptoms continued off/on  for  approx. 16 hours. Treated with Tylenol and Ibuprofen without any further issues.  Arm was quite sore also for a day and a half.

917468 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 NJ 57.0 57 F Very sore arm, weakness and dizziness after an hour. Next day, feverish,  body aches, overall tired. Arm bruised and more sore than regular I'M injection. Feeling "off".

917469 12/21/2020 01/02/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Started with right arm tingling/slight numbness feeling down to my fingertips. Two days my left arm felt the same with slight improvement in my right arm. Later that day, I felt tingling in my left leg down to my toes. I have felt these symptoms every day since, but they have improved in severity, moving from one side to the other at times. This has not affected my activities of daily living, nor my work as a RN.

917470 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Went to see an urgent care MD that day, he confirmed it was a swollen lymph node. Followed up at my primary care office next week Dec 28th, MD confirmed it was swollen lymph node likely related to immune response to COVID vaccine.

917471 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 NC 64.0 64 F Wednesday 12/30/20; ~ 4:30pm  upon receiving vaccination, an immediate headache Thursday12/31/20 ~12 hrs later 4:30AM, woke to arm aching down to elbow, from elbow to fingertips, pretty good tingling. Hip to below knew, dull and numbish; from below knee thru toes, same tingling as fingers. Biggest concern was side of face and jaw; dull and numbish. All these reactions occurred on right side of body. Thursday late afternoon, the tingling and the dull and numbish diminishes but the arm aching along with inability to completely raise remains. Friday; arm remains the same Saturday; arm below injection site now feels only bruised NOTE: while I enjoy a strong immune system, by body is very sensitive to new medicines/tweaking medicines. Also applies to food.  APPROX 25 years ago, I believe I contracted Gullian Barre, where the immune system attacks nervous system. There was./is no test to confirm although I continue to endure some side effects. QUESTION- with all said is it advisable to receive the 2nd vaccine shot?   Please advise ASAP

917472 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 MD 50.0 50 M Dizziness started 6pm on 12/31/20.

917473 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 UT 21.0 21 F Body aches, fever of 103.6

917474 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 MI 58.0 58 F Peri-oral tingling, shortness of breath, nausea immediately after injection

917475 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 WI 22.0 22 M Pt had grand mal seizure approximately 10 minutes post vaccination. Seizure lasted about 3 minutes, then another seizure resulted approximately 2 minutes later lasting about 3 minutes, then ambulance arrived. Pts blood sugar was checked and was slightly low as well according to EMS. Pt seemed to stabilize. as being brought away, but in post-ictal phase.

917476 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 MA 22.0 22 F Back pain along spine and  headache started during the night (about 12 hours after vaccination). It was bad enough to keep me from sleeping. I started running a fever during the night as well. I got up around 5am because I could sleep with the pain , I took my temp it was about 101. I was also nauseas.  This lasted a few hours and was relieved with 600mg ibuprofen.  My arm has been painful the entire time (4days now).  Redness around the site has been getting larger. It started as just a small circle but after two days it started to grow to about 2?x4? and by today (day4) it covers my entire bicep and is starting to wrap around. It is also mildly itchy and swollen.  On the 31st I work up with a painfully swollen axillary lymph node on the left side. It stayed swollen and painful for about a day.

917477 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 TN 53.0 53 F Pink eye (conjunctivitis) in left eye. No treatment sought yet. Began the morning after the day of vaccination and has lasted for over 24 hours (at time of report, it has been approx. 30 hours since first sign of pink eye)

917478 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 KS 32.0 32 F Throat swelling  Joint pain Chills Headache  Cellulitis at injection site-redness, swelling, warm, tingling in fingers

917479 12/26/2020 01/02/2021 29.0 29 F Large bruise, pain radiating from axilla down to left flank

917480 01/02/2021 PA U Left hand pain increased from normal arthritis pain

917481 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 TX 43.0 43 F Pt with urticaria, swelling to face and itching to mouth that occurred within 10 minutes of administration. She was treated with benadryl 50 mg IM upon onset of symptoms. She did not have any stridor, hypoxia, or tachycardia or hypotension. She did have a change in pulse from 70s to 100 then back to 70s 10 minutes after administration of benadryl and stated she has a paradoxical reaction to benadryl.  She experienced pallor and livedo after administration of benadryl which resolved after 15 minutes. She experienced urticaria on 01/01/21 into 01/02/21 requiring continued antihistamines which did subsequently improve.

917482 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 PA 37.0 37 M fever 100.6 F (lasted ~36 hrs no anti-pyretics), myalgia, chills, headache (peaked at 24 hrs), injection site moderate soreness (decreased to mild by 72 hrs), loss of appetite, diarrhea (24-48 hrs)

917483 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 WI 26.0 26 F Pale and light headed. Given water, ice pack for neck.  Rested and monitored for 30 minutes and left walking and without symptoms.

917484 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Rash developed on left cheek predominantly ( slightly on right side) shortly after vaccine was administered

917485 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 IL 26.0 26 F 9:20am- mild itching on both arms and legs, No hives present 9:30am- flushed face and redness present  9:45am- pins and needle like feeling on right side of lips 10:10am-Adult Benadryl taken with Prednisone  12:54pm-3:34- Tired went to sleep 5:00pm- Shoulder pains/ aches  5:15pm- Severe headache  6:00pm-7:30pm- Chills here and there 12/31/2020 All day symptoms  Lower back pain Upper back pain Ankle pains muscle Tired

917486 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 OR 48.0 48 F Cg  received the Covid vaccine on 1/2/21 @ 1042.  At 1055, cg reported palpitations, HR of 140 (Fit Bit) and was flushed.  Vitals: 168/99 P 129, at 1102 155/94 P 109, at 1110 137/93 P 95.  At 1110 cg reporting feeling better and left the observation area at approximately 1115. VAERS completed.

917487 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 CO 41.0 41 F Pt. presented to the Urgent Care on 1/2/2021 c/o nausea since receiving the Covid 19 vaccination on 12/28/2020.

917488 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Swollen lips, under left eye. Rushes on chest

917489 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 SD 77.0 77 F My right eye became very painful, hurt and felt scratchy until 12/31/2020.  My arm still aches and it is 1/2/2021.  I also ache everywhere and still do.  I am extrememy tired all the time and at times have to lie down.  On going.

917490 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 CA 63.0 63 F Approximately 1 hours after injection, I felt an unusual feeling at base of throat. It progressively got worse and I felt throat swelling and my voice was effected. No itchy throat like my anaphylaxis reaction to shellfish only swelling. I mildly panicked and wanted to take Benadryl. About 1/2 hour later by the time I got home reaction was over. No repeat of symptoms ever again.

917491 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 NY 54.0 54 F 7+ days posts injection, I developed red, hard, hot area at injection site.  Redness is fading. Hard/swelling lasted about 48 hours.

917492 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 39.0 39 F I am currently breastfeeding feeding and since receiving my daughter has a bad eczema flair. I have pictures if needed.

917493 01/01/2021 01/02/2021 NY 28.0 28 F Hives on L wrist

917494 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 TX 49.0 49 F Sweating; "Feels clammy"; Nausea; Elevated blood pressure (189/112 and Pulse 76); Dizziness

917496 12/01/2020 01/02/2021 CO 30.0 30 F Very severe body aches and feeling lightheaded, causing fall on the ice

917497 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 GA 30.0 30 F Vaccine given at 7:05am 12:00noon, 5 hours later, I started experiencing severe chest pain, jaw pain and shortness of breath in which EMS was called and I was taken to the hospital.  Since then, I lost feeling in my hands and feet, numbness and tingling.  I've improved however, during my recovery suffered with spinal pain, shortness of breath, very winded, muscle pain and loss of appetite to especially meat.Y 1

917498 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 GA 23.0 23 F After about 2-3 minutes from vaccination, the patient's hands bilaterally became swollen with erythema.  It was clearly visible.  The patient also noted "tingling" in her right arm where she received the vaccine.  In addition, there was localized erythema at the injection site with about 5 cm in diameter.  I gave the patient 37 mg of Benadryl and the edema immediately was reduced in addition to the erythema resolved.  She had no more tingling.  I observed her for 30 minutes and all was fine with the patient.  I then checked on her 1 hour later and all was good.

917499 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 KS 66.0 66 F Patient had transient vasovagal response after the injection with light head feeling and tinnitus. Resolved within 30 minutes. Normal vital signs.

917500 12/18/2020 01/02/2021 TX 67.0 67 F Sore arm ??

917501 12/26/2020 01/02/2021 FL 38.0 38 F On day 7 , Swollen lymph node under left armpit, day 7, swelling and rash at injection site, day 7 tiredness,  headache on day 6 .

917502 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Fever of 102 F x 2 days, Chills, Left arm extremely sore to point of inability to lift x 4 days , Headache and general weakness/dizziness x 4 days, Treatment with Advil for fever, fluids, rest.

917503 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 IN 23.0 23 F Vomiting, nausea, neck muscle tightness, throat tightness and muscle soreness of back of tongue,  severe disorientation, blurred vision, neck soreness, diarrhea

917504 01/02/2021 TX U Feverish aches in ankles elbow and back. Injection site is red and swollen and hot.

917505 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 CA 39.0 39 M Patient became lightheaded, clammy and passed out (typical vagal reaction).  Patient aroused easily, VS monitored.... patient was able to sit up after about 5 minutes.  Monitored for 30 minutes post vaccination. Patient did not need any other intervention or care.

917506 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 MI 29.0 29 M He received his vaccination 1/2/21 at 1100. He experienced a racing heartbeat up to 150 when sitting in the monitor room that did return to normal during 15 minutes and he was asked to wait 30 minutes to continue to be monitored. He was feeling better but, when he went to walk up the stairs he began to feel light headed again. He was taken to the ER at 1218 for lightheadedness and racing heartbeat.  Vitals taken in the Emergency Department - Temp 97.7F, Heart Rate - 78,  Resp Rate 16, Blood pressure 127/63.  EKG - normal sinus rhythm.   He felt fine and was discharged at 14:06 .

917507 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 CA 35.0 35 F On December 31, 2020 at around 530PM I felt a discomfort on my left jaw that lasted for couple hours,  and at around 9PM I felt a stabbing pain on my whole left arm, I took Acetaminophen 500 mg 2 tabs without relief. The pain lasted 'til dawn, fell asleep and woke up and pain was gone.

917508 12/17/2020 01/02/2021 MT 47.0 47 F Received covid-19 vaccine on 12/17/2020.  On 12/23/2020, noticed small rash bumps on back of both hands.  On 12/26/2020, noticed rash on shoulders and middle back. Noted fatigue and malaise. No fever.  On 12/28/2020, rash appeared on upper legs and back of both knees. Noted fatigue and malaise. No fever.  On 12/29/2020, rash appeared on both lower legs and on arms.  Noted fatigue and malaise. No fever.  On 12/30/2020, attempted to make an appointment with primary care provider and was unable to be seen before Jan 6, 2021.  On 1/1/2021, went to Urgent Care for evaluation and treatment of full body rash. The only part of my body not affected by the rash is my face. Was prescribed a methylprednisolone dose pack.

917509 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 FL 27.0 27 F Severe Migraine, malaise, nausea

917510 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 VT 25.0 25 F Almost immediately to maybe 3 minutes after I received the vaccine my tongue started tingling and the sides of my tongue began to burn. I also had a slight red rash on my chest that began to burn and itch. These are similar to the reaction I have after I eat cinnamon. It wasn?t severe like my shellfish allergy where I go into anaphylactic, but it was definitely a reaction. My tongue was then slightly swollen that day into the next day. Very slightly swollen. Just enough that I noticed it because I kept biting my tongue. The burning and tingling lasted for maybe an hour after. I was slightly dizzy as well, but nothing too bad.  I was seen by the ER team to make sure I didn?t go into anaphylactic and then I was allowed to return home. Others I walked by stated my face was bright red and I got very hot.   Following that I had extreme exhaustion. I couldn?t even make it home without having to pull my car over to try and wake myself up. I am feeling fine now, but just wanted to make this known for study purposes. I plan on getting the second shot on 1-19-21.

917511 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 GA 43.0 43 F Chills, body aches, fevers, cough, sore throat, fatigue started the evening of my vaccination. Fever up to 100.5 today.  At home treatment with Tylenol, rest & po fluids.

917512 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Day after vaccine experienced weakness, chills fatigue. Day four felt better went snowboarding and balance was off and fell several times.  Body aches and pain continued.  12/29/2020 at 8 pm had fever of 100.  12/30 fever 103f chills, slept almost all day loss of appetite.   12/31 no fever in the morning but acting different than normal.  In after non could not tell my husband child?s name went to the ED where I was admitted for altered mental status.   Discharge today with altered mental status, unspecified.  Wife still has headache but normal level of consciousness.

917513 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Vaccine was given at 10:30 am on 12/29/20. The injection caused mild discomfort at the site (right deltoid) followed by swelling, redness, warmth, and soreness. The swelling, redness, warmth, and tenderness to touch worsened by 24 hours, peaked at 48 hours, and has since improved (but continued well over 120 hours post vaccination). Other than the arm discomfort, I felt well the rest of the first day however I woke at 1:30 am (15 hours post-vaccine) with severe muscle cramps in my lower legs and feet. I was freezing and had significant chills. PJs, a robe, and 3 blankets weren?t cutting it. I took Ibuprofen 600 mg and a robaxin 750 mg because the cramps were severe and unrelenting. Tmax was 100.5. Sleep was poor and intermittent. I got out of bed around 24 hours post vaccination and was extremely nauseous and weak. I took Zofran 4 mg and Tylenol 500mg and laid around the rest of the day. I forced some food down at hour 29 (had not eaten in 20-21 hours).  My eyes and the injection site were itchy prompting me to take Benadryl 25 mg at hour 22. I got a second round of shaking chills, nausea, and worsened myalgias at hour 32. I also felt as though the injection site pain migrated towards my right axilla. Took a second dose of Ibuprofen 400 mg, Zofran 4 mg, and robaxin 750 mg and fell asleep by 7:30 pm (unheard of for me). When I woke to go to work at 6:30 am (44 hours post vaccine) I was still very achey and fatigued. My right axilla was very sore and tender to touch, moreso than the injection site. This same discomfort migrated to the right side of my neck and behind my right ear (which was worse by hour 55 and brought on a headache). Thank goodness it was a short shift due to the holiday!  While caffeine and a third dose of ibuprofen and Zofran help me through the 6.5 hour shift I was still not myself. The fatigue and achiness did not let up until a little after 96 hours. I really didn?t feel like myself until day 5 (118 hours post vaccination) and the injection site and my right axilla are still sore and tender to touch. There is still redness and occasional itchiness at the injection site. I took my usual doses of Advair and Claritin despite the nausea all 5 days. I should also mention, that while on shift (hour 48-ish), I felt a very brief, unprovoked heaviness in my chest similar to the sensation I felt after I recovered from COVID in March. Sensation lasted seconds and came a few times throughout the day. No SOB, diaphoresis, or wheezing. That same discomfort started 2.5 weeks after I was diagnosis with COVID and about 5 days after feeling "fully recovered" from the fever, body ache, fatigue and nausea I had experienced with COVID. That chest sensation would come and go with decreased frequency over 6 weeks post COVID. I?ve had a total of 5 episodes of the chest heaviness but none today (day 5). I wonder if that?s what will happen with the vaccine. I also wonder if the side effects I?m feeling have anything to do with having had COVID 9 months ago. My husband and other ED colleagues who did not have COVID had no side effects with the first dose of the vaccine but the few colleagues that had COVID all had some degree of an adverse reaction to the vaccine. I never want to feel as bad as I did in March but I?m dreading my second dose of the vaccine. Is it recommended in my case? I should also mention, I had an adverse reaction to the pneumonia vaccine 1.5 years ago - arm blew up, no respiratory symptoms. Needed Benadryl and Prednisone. I?ve had a MMR booster and flu shot since with no adverse reaction. Not sure if it is relevant.

917515 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 VA 45.0 45 M started with pain at the injection site on my left deltoid I also felt a little lightheaded and dizzy for a little while than I started having pain in my arm and turned to numbness and tingling

917516 12/26/2020 01/02/2021 MS 33.0 33 F at time of injection pt felt a cold tingling  sensation down right arm, sensation went away shortly after vaccine. the next day pt had arm pain, HA, fatigue, and nausea. then slowly the tingling to the right arm returned along with redness and warmth of injection sight and pain to right axiallary region

917517 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 NC 61.0 61 M 102 fever, chills, body ache and headache

917518 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 OH 22.0 22 F nausea, dizziness, emesis. patient went home early to rest as she did not have any other major adverse effects

917519 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine Around 13 minutes following injection, I developed a rapid heart rate and dizziness.  After 25 minutes or so, the heart rate decreased.  The dizziness lasted several hours longer.  At this time, 7 hours following vaccination, there is still mild dizziness but heart rate is normal.

917521 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 MA 45.0 45 F Next morning had unilateral headache minimal, that fluctuated for entire day from minimal to moderate intensity.   When headache was moderate in nature had unilateral neck muscle pain as well on same side as headache.

917523 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 NM 58.0 58 F Dry throat Cough Back pain Muscle aches

917524 01/31/2020 01/02/2021 VA 53.0 53 F Fever lethargy chills. Headache. Shortness of breath
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917525 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 TX 79.0 79 F This vaccine was administered on 12/23/2020.  On 12/30/2020 I experienced intermittent headaches (waking me during the night), very heavy pressure between the breasts, fatigue and extreme redness, swelling, itching at injection site. I went to emergency clinic on 1/1/2021.  The performed blood work, EKG, Chest X -Ray, took vital signs and all were normal.  All symptoms have disappeared as of today, 1/2/2021, except the redness and extreme tenderness at injection site.

917526 12/24/2020 01/02/2021 ME 26.0 26 F 1 week after vaccine; redness, swelling, hard to touch, itching all around injection site with associated pain with movement and pressure on arm

917527 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Chest pain, chills, headache, sore throat, weakness, joint pain, muscle pain (at the site of injection). Treatment: Acetaminophen 1000 mg (1 g)

917528 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 OR 55.0 55 M Fever, chills, body aches, headache. Lymph node in right armpit swollen to size of a baseball. Have not received treatment.

917529 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 IL 83.0 83 M Two days following the dose I felt light headed and was lying in bed most of the time for 2 days, since then I am ok.

917530 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 OK 26.0 26 F Fever of 101, chills, severe body aches, mild headache,  nausea, pain at injection site

917531 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 NJ 20.0 20 M Severe headache, severe nausea, temperature control issues, cough, aches

917532 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 OH 28.0 28 F Twelve hours post injection: fever, aches, chills, arm pain. 36 hours post injection: lymph node swelling, redness, left arm tingling, edema

917534 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Mild pain at injection site, 5 days after injection, I developed herpes sores on my lip.

917535 01/01/2021 01/02/2021 MI 25.0 25 F She became flushed with tachycardia, then nauseated.  Skin pale.  Face is itchy.  No shortness of breath.  Symptoms started 20 minutes following administration of vaccine and resolved about 30 minutes thereafter.  EMS came - thought it could be related to anxiety.

917536 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 AR 58.0 58 F Patient experienced itchiness at the site of the injection under the bandaid and PPE. She was given benadryl orally and did not complain of the event any further in the 6 hours I saw her.

917537 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 NH 46.0 46 F This evening, I noted a large red ring around the injection site on my right arm.  Red ring is slightly raised.  Lesion is asymptomatic.  Diameter 2-3 inches.

917538 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 IA 36.0 36 F 12hr after shot I have experienced nausea, vomiting, headache, stiff neck, aches and pains, trouble sleeping, feeling like I have a fever but do not, sweating profusely

917539 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 IA 68.0 68 M Seizure

917540 12/24/2020 01/02/2021 VA 40.0 40 F starting 10 minutes after the vaccine was given my mouth was very briefly tingling, warm wave came over me, my heart starts to race and del lightheaded. they told me to lean back and relax and it went away in less than a minute.

917541 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 59.0 59 F Patient experienced itchiness at the site of the injection under her band-aid and PPE. Patient was given oral benadryl and did not complain of the event further when I saw her the remaining 6 hours of work.

917542 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 LA 26.0 26 F Vaccine was administered at 12:15 pm on 12/29/2020. I continued to work the remainder of the day. I began to feel fatigue around 7 pm that afternoon and fell asleep. When I woke up at midnight on 12/30/20 I noticed numbness beginning in my left foot and spreading into my face over a course of 30 minutes. I never noted any muscle weakness, but felt a tingling sensation on the left side of my body. Then I began to experience chills and sweating. I was able to return to sleep around 2 AM. When I woke up at 5:30 the numbness had resolved.

917544 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 PA 45.0 45 F Less than one hour after receiving COVID-19 vaccine, patient arrived at the ER stating her face felt hot, lips tingling/swollen and chest red. Denies any issues with breathing.

917545 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Patient began to feel light headed immediately after vaccine was given. She noted ringing ears and dizziness. She No epinephrine was given and she was able to walk out after ten minutes of sitting with head held forward.

917546 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 MA 66.0 66 F left shoulder pain difficulty raising arm pain rated as 8  apply ice take tylenol and motrin which dose help for short time  pain and difficulty raising arm has not lessened in 10 days

917547 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 MA 68.0 68 M Pt had 2 hours of atrial fibrillation for first time starting 7 hours after the shot and lasting 2 hours-had never at it before

917548 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 CT 59.0 59 F When I first got the injection I had a slight sensation through my left neck gland to my ear. Felt fine as the days have progressed my neck gland has become very swollen especially as of today 1/2/2020 and a fullness in that ear, tonight had a sharp pain from that area  Otherwise feel fine.  The neck gland has become very tender.  Please advise

917549 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 CA 41.0 41 M Soreness and weakness of left arm for more than 5 days.  Intermittent headaches and runny nose

917552 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 CA 51.0 51 M Injection site pain.. extremely tired fell asleep at 1130am  awoke at 3:55 pm

917554 12/22/2020 01/02/2021 CA 56.0 56 F headache, muscle pain, mostly in left calf area started few days after, hypertension (new onset), chest tightness

917555 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 CO 55.0 55 F About five hours after injection, my face turned red and felt like a very bad sunburn. I also had blotchy red hives on my arms, hands, abdomen and legs. I had taken Benadryl at 9;3 0 am and my injection was about 11 AM.  I went to Health. At the clinic I was told to go to the ER. At the ER, a nurse checked my vitals and a doctor looked in my mouth. Other than the hives, everything was normal. I was advised that all they could do was give me more Benadryl. Since they were overwhelmed with trauma patients, I chose to go home. I took more Benadryl and within about 4 hours, the redness and hives went away.

917556 12/19/2020 01/02/2021 CA 62.0 62 F Severe left upper extremity pain and fatigue for two days after that  I took two Tylenol?s and all the symptoms subsided

917557 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 MI 40.0 40 F itching sensation. No rash. No shortness of breath. No anaphylaxis.

917558 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 29.0 29 F Developed multi-dermatomal shingles and moderate-severe abdominal . Preliminary read of the CT states - "Minimally distended loops of small bowel with bowel wall thickening and mucosal hyperenhancement, likely enteritis. Normal large bowel."

917559 12/27/2020 01/02/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Approximately 24 hours after administration, developed sudden onset of severe headache, nausea, severe abdominal cramps, followed by generalized body aches, pallor, 'brain fog', and approximately 4 hours later had stabbing chest pain on inspiration. Majority of symptoms passed within 8 hours. Brain fog, headache and fatigue lingered through 12/30/20.

917560 12/19/2020 01/02/2021 WA 51.0 51 M Fatigue on 12/28/2020, Fever (101.4F) on 12/30/2020, positive COVID test results on 01/2/2021, loss of smell on 1/2/2021.

917561 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 PA 63.0 63 F site of injection-red, hot,  raised area, temp 101.4 x 1 day headache, nausea x3 days

917562 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Patient developed site injection (left arm), then headache, body aches, joint pain, and dizziness

917563 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 IA 69.0 69 F Metallic taste in mouth as it was being administered. I told them I could taste it.   Eyes started hurting with burning sensation, pressure in both ears and slight numbness across face from ear to ear and under nose.  Uncomfortable tightness in chest and a lot of pressure on face feeling like it was hot. I felt a little better after 15 minutes while waiting but never told anyone about symptoms. I walked out and drove home but monitored my symptoms.  The symptoms gradually became less and were gone after 1 hour and 45 minutes. I took a dose of benadryl at that time.  I slept well that night and woke up with no symptoms and none since.

917566 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 59.0 59 M Patient felt "flush" sensation immediately after vaccination. Flush lasted "30 seconds" and went away. Five minutes later, patient reported "fast heart rate for 30 seconds" and went away. He stated the fast heart rate was likely from being more aware of his body. He was monitored for 15 minutes and reported feeling well. No other symptoms.

917567 12/24/2020 01/02/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Lots of dizziness and nausea. Even after a long nights rest, the dizziness does not go away. The dizziness began the day of vaccine around 8pm and has not subsided.

917568 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 MA 33.0 33 M Left side of face swelling in cheeks and gums. I wasn?t experiencing this pain or issue before shot.

917569 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 IA 58.0 58 M Developed hives over my body about 14 hour after injection and still present at this time. Using benadryl every 4 hours.

917570 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 WI 46.0 46 F Acute onset of reactogenicity reaction as patient was leaving grocery store. Almost crashed car driving due to violent rigors. Single episode explosive diarrhea upon arrival home. Patient incapacitated on couch for 3.5 hours due to shaking chills, dizziness, headache, profound weakness, near syncope when attempting to get up. Patient unable to reach phone to summon help for over an hour. (phone was only 2 feet from patient).

917571 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Pain and itching at injection site after about 2-4 hours lasted to the next day approximately 24 hrs  Face flushing started about 2-4 hours after vaccine and lasted only about 4 hours.  Nausea  started  about 6 hours after vaccine and lasted about 10 hours

917572 12/25/2020 01/02/2021 OH 24.0 24 F 3 days of muscle pain and fatigue. Day 6 had severe collarbone area pain and found a hard inflamed lymph node same side as vaccine. Now day 9 continuing lymph node pain plus a large hot, red, painful swelling 3 1/2 inches in diameter located  2-3 inches below the injection site. My entire arm is a dull ache

917573 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 OR 36.0 36 F Patient become light headed within minutes of vaccination. BP 12/83, HR 88. Resolved on its own. CG left in stable condition.

917574 12/26/2020 01/02/2021 CT 32.0 32 F Red, hard, hot area at injection site 7 days after injection. Area was normal until 7 days.

917576 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 MD 51.0 51 F Upper lip numbness and tingling that started within first 30 minutes after injection, and difficulty initiating a swallow with sensation of mild swelling in posterior oropharynx with onset approximately 45 minutes after injection.

917578 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 OH 31.0 31 F A few hours after receiving the vaccine I noticed typical arm soreness associated with vaccines.  However, this time I also noticed there was a cold tingling feeling in my arm, leg, and toes on the left side of my body (injection side). It happened on and off and lasted for a few minutes at a time. It was not bothersome and resolved within 24 hours. Soreness the next day was worse than with any vaccine received prior (including tetanus shot) and limited range of motion  but did not interfere with activities of daily living.

917580 01/01/2021 01/02/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Heart palpitations and tachycardia. BPM 102. Lasted for at least 30 minutes. Drank 8 ounces of water,  practiced deep breathing and went back to bed lying on left side. Eventually was able to fall asleep so unsure of total duration.

917581 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 NY 43.0 43 M Hives and urticaria at injection site eight days after dosage, followed by breakouts on other parts of the body.

917582 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 WA 43.0 43 F Arm extremely sore and hard by injection site 3days long All joints stiff and sore-day after Tiredness-day after Nausea(no vomiting)-day after

917583 12/22/2020 01/02/2021 NH 51.0 51 F Woke up day 9 post vaccination with pain, redness and swelling at site of injection , worsened day 10 and 11, today day 12 it?s improving

917584 12/27/2020 01/02/2021 VA 29.0 29 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Site pain, nausea, fatigue, feeling unwell, headache

917585 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Moderate muscle aches, fatigue, headache. Swellings did redness at injection site

917586 12/26/2020 01/02/2021 GA 35.0 35 F Bilateral Lymphadenopathy, Decreased Appetite

917587 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 OR 52.0 52 M Patient received his vaccine at 1600 and began feeling lightheaded with transient palpitations @ 1615, B/P 154/103 HR 64. 1630 still with lightheadedness B/P 162/106 HR 87 rapid response called.  1700 still lightheaded 175/113 HR 73 O2 99%. Pt. said he still felt dizzy but just wanted to sit for a while longer and did not want to go to ED at that time. 1705 Pt. did end up electing to go to ED because he said he wasn't comfortable going home. Pt. escorted via wheelchair to ED- no further signs of lightheadedness.

917588 12/22/2020 01/02/2021 IL 26.0 26 M Starting 2-3 days after the day I got the Pfizer vaccine, I had itchiness on my upper chest as well as my neck and upper back. On December, 26th, I looked in a mirror and realized I had red dots on my upper chest, upper back, and neck. Over the next two days (the 27th and 28th) the red dots extended to my stomach, lower back, and shoulders. Up until today, the dots have extended to my upper arms, forearms, hands, and legs. I went to employee health to speak to two nurses who agreed I should report this as a potential allergy to Pfizer's vaccine. I am nervous about taking the second dose but am planning on doing so. I have taken Benadryl and applied hydrocortisone cream on the affected areas. I have a medrol dose pack prescription that I will fill if my symptoms get worse. I do not have trouble breathing, but I am constantly itchy each day.

917589 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 PA 29.0 0 F Lightheaded for about 20 minutes post injection. Did not alert staff , waited it out. Onset of lightheadedness was quick . 0.0

917590 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 28.0 28 F Employee reported feeling slight/mild dizziness while sitting car. She stated it's probably from heat in car. she was brought in the clinic, sat down, drank water, and started to feel better. she was observed/monitored for 30 minutes and reported feeling well and no symptoms.

917591 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 GA 49.0 49 M Shortness of breath, tachycardia, chills, minor muscle aches, nausea, head ache

917592 10/31/2020 01/02/2021 VA 33.0 33 F Headache in afternoon. Chills and severe headache at 2 am (1/1/2021). Severe headache continued and nausea around noon.

917593 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 MI 79.0 79 F Vomiting, not feeling good, malaise, muscle pain, +fever, vomiting 99-100-99; incr BP 184/79, 136/76, 157/82 feeling better after 24 hours.  Given Tylenol.  Had refused medications while feeling ill after vaccination, medications taken next day with no problem.

917594 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 TN 52.0 52 F 12/29/2020 (date of injection) soreness at injection site, Headache & increased Heart Rate.  12/30/2020 Headache, Chills, Body Aches, Fatigue.  12/31/2020 Headache, increased Chills, increased Body Aches, increased Fatigue, feeling Feverish (not able to do ADL's).  1/1/2021 Headache, increased Chills, increased Body Aches, increased Fatigue,  feeling Feverish (not able to do ADL's).  1/2/2021 All symptoms are getting better, still slightly there.

917595 12/26/2020 01/02/2021 RI 31.0 31 F I was about 6 weeks pregnant when I received the vaccine on 12/26/20. I had a miscarriage on 1/1/21.   I have a pregnancy history of one prior healthy full term pregnancy in 2019.

917596 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 TN 57.0 57 F Day 1- 1.5 x 1.5cm redness, swollen hard, warm to touch,painful to touch Day- 3x3cm red area, warm to touch, hard center, painful to touch

917597 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 NH 39.0 39 F About 10 minutes after vaccine, throat became tight feeling, chest tightness, blood pressure 170s/100s, light headed and blurry vision. Ambulance called, brought to the ER administered IV solumedrol, IV Benadryl and monitored for 4 hours

917598 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 NY 25.0 25 M Sharp throbbing pain in the left arm pit. Dull nerve pain shooting down left arm from shoulder to wrist.  Pain started the morning after vaccination.  Swollen and tender shoulder noted with limited mobility and range of motion. Had no other health condition or disability prior to this.

917599 12/22/2020 01/02/2021 AL 44.0 44 F Injection site reaction.  The reaction is an ~4-inch diameter, red, slightly swollen area that is warm to the touch.

917600 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 MI 49.0 49 M noted increased BP for 36 hours after vaccine.  162/86, 161/84, 152/79.

917601 12/26/2020 01/02/2021 TX 50.0 50 M Pain at injection site for 3 days, on second day had achy joints, poor energy, sweating for about 45 minutes, 3rd day just lack of motivation, poor energy

917602 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 KS 26.0 26 F Injection site pain began about 5 hours after getting vaccine and progressively worsened. Unable to lift arm above shoulder without significant pain at about 12 hours post injection. About 13-14 hours post vaccine, began having myalgias, chills. Took ibuprofen with some improvement of symptoms, but unable to sleep due to the combination of arm pain, chills and aches. Body aches and chills were gone by the morning but the arm pain lingered, less than the night before and improving each day, still there today, but much more tolerable.

917603 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Vasovagal symptoms developed about 5 min after receiving vaccination.

917604 12/28/2020 01/02/2021 66.0 66 F PVCs about 45 minutes after injection. Although I have had them before, it?s been at least a month since they have occurred. They don?t usually happen in the morning without any activity. Also felt a bit weak later in the day but not sure this was from vaccine. I was fine the next day.

917605 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 FL 52.0 52 F At 9:59AM (9 minutes after vaccination) I suddenly felt dizzy and like I was going to pass out.  My body was tingling from head to toe.  My chest felt heavy but I think that may have been slight anxiety because it was a scary feeling and I did not want to be the person who needed EMS assistance.  I rolled down my window, took off my mask and took deep breaths of fresh air.  I slowly started to feel better.  At 30 minutes I felt much better and after an hour I was back to my normal self.

917606 12/27/2020 01/02/2021 CA 48.0 48 M Head ache first day with weakness and chills. Next day I went to work and since I can?t put weight on, trouble  sleeping, minimal appetite, I have a hoarse voice and it starts to go out.

917607 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 WA 44.0 44 F Woke up next day very fatigued, left work after 1/2 day and slept 20hrs  Two days after injection lymph nodes very sore and swollen in armpit (pain with applying deodorant)  Four days after injection bruising with about 3x3 cm area of redness/swelling present at injection site Daily headaches managed with ibuprofen   Not anything too concerning but not comfortable. I have never reacted to a vaccine prior

917608 12/24/2020 01/02/2021 CO 43.0 43 F Red around injection site.  Has not gone away.

917609 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 HI 56.0 56 F advised to wait 30 min post shot for monitoring d/t latex allergy. completed without s/s. returned approx 20 min c/o itching to arm at injection site, stated, throat had been internally itchy for about 10 min after leaving vaccination area but that passed on its own. advised to use cold compress on arm and monitor self. let vaccination center without questions, concerns.

917610 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 CO 32.0 32 F Reported at 6:29 sat on toilet with right arm pain of 7-8 out of 10. Reached for her cell phone on sink and had a syncopal episode 1 day post vaccine. reports history of vasovagal and hyperglycemia. A provider she works with was called and she was given juice, crackers, and two Advil. Pain resolved, no other symptoms reported. Is being followed up by her PCP for workup. No other syncopal episodes reported therafeter.

917611 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 31.0 31 F 12 hours - swollen and sore arm 24-36 hours - fever up to 103.4, chills, sweats

917612 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 HI 47.0 47 F rec'd shot 1405, monitored for 30 min d/t flu vaccine allergy in past as recommended by physician on call. 35 min in c/o itching to face and neck. monitored for 15 more min, declined cold compress, advised to monitor symptoms

917613 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 AK 31.0 31 F Fatigue, chills, pain at injection site radiating down left arm. Took Advil as needed and Benadryl after 24 hours of unresolved symptoms.

917614 01/01/2021 01/02/2021 TX 26.0 26 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA   Lots of pain and soreness in vaccination site. Low fever(99.9F), chills, body ache, joint paint started 01/02/2021 at 4:30pm Treatment: slept and took 2 Tylenol?s.  Outcome: fever down to 99.2 an hour later, body still aching

917615 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 IN 42.0 42 F I had chills, headache, and was nauseous all day but around 630 I passed out and smacked my face when getting out of the shower.

917616 12/15/2020 01/02/2021 CA 58.0 58 M Injection site pain and tiredeness day after injection. Severe left sided low back pain centered in sacroiliac joint, next day radiating into left leg and left thorax on Sunday, five days after injection.  Severe disruption in all ADLs necessitating narcotic pain medication and an emergent visit with chiropracter. This pain is somewhat better but still persists today 14 days after onset!!  This is absolutely miserable. I think I'd rather have COVID

917617 12/17/2020 01/02/2021 MO 38.0 38 F I broke out in a face rash. It started at my chin and went up my jaw lines. Was dry and itchy. No lotion or creams I tried work. It finally went away on its own in about a week.

917618 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 PA 60.0 60 F Dizziness, nausea, sweating, throat swelling, hard to swallow, dry mouth, headache, shaky, feeling hot/cold

917619 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 OH 36.0 36 F Fever of 99.5 overnight after vaccination. Fatigue starting about 11 hours after injection and lasting the entire day after that.

917620 01/01/2021 01/02/2021 TX 29.0 29 F 25 hours post vaccine I had a hive on my lip that started swelling up and what felt like an itchy throat. I took a benedryl and then after about an hour it subsided.  I had not had anything but but usually coffee this morning prior to that reaction.

917621 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 IL 22.0 22 M Left side of body, extremities are feeling numb and tingly.

917622 01/02/2021 01/02/2021 KY 54.0 54 F I developed large blister like lesion inside of my Mouth 2.5 hours after the vaccine.

917623 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 NY 57.0 57 F the patient discovered rash on the entire body almost 12 hours after Moderna COVID-19 rash. Not sure when the rash started but was discovered almost 12 hours later.

917915 01/02/2021 NC F Patient had a flu shot on 10/6/20 then started weekly Kanjinti/Taxol for her HER2+ metastatic pancreatic cancer on 10/16/20. She had a slight cough after her flu shot. Following C1D1 Kanjinti/Taxol on 10/16/20, her cough, which developed in to shortness of breath, progressively worsened. Symptoms continued to worsen through the next two cycles to the point where she was barely able to walk from her bed to the bathroom. She had a chest x-ray on 10/30/20 which showed pulmonary infiltrates in a reticulonodular pattern consistent with a drug reaction or progression. She was started on 40 mg prednisone daily on 11/13/20 but symptoms did not improve significantly prompting hospitalization for supportive care on 11/20/20.Y

917918 01/02/2021 WA 32.0 F Hep B vaccine has caused my face to droop, facial parasthesia, migraine, nerve pain in my left leg, muscle spasms, twitching. It has had me have to have an MRI of my brain, numerous doctors visits, loss of grades in school due to not being able to concentrate. Neuro appointment has classified my nervous system issues from adverse reaction to the hep b vaccine.

918693 12/29/2020 01/02/2021 AK 60.0 60 F Starting at 0100 am I noticed chills, body aches, vomited, then felt crappy all day. Thursday night 12/31 symptoms worsened with above & headache

918709 12/30/2020 01/02/2021 TX 20.0 20 M Intense arm discomfort/pain and injection site soreness, began around 2 to 3 hours after innoculation, lasted around 36 hours. Severe uncomfortable incessant shivering began at 21:00 12/30 and persisted for an hour. Intense cold sweats began at 20:30 12/30 and lasted around 18 hours, this symptom was also accompanied by a fever with a peak of 101.7° that lasted a similar duration. Unpleasant yet bearable body aches manifested the morning of 12/31 around 08:00 and did not subside until the next day. Throbbing, sharp headache began 12/30 at 13:00  and persisted until 12/31 around 19:00. 325mg of enteric coated aspirin was taken on three different occasions, 12/30 at 21:30, 12/31 at 08:30, and 1/1  at 00:30. 1,000mg of acetaminophen was also ingested on 1/1 at 00:30. All symptoms dispersed by noon of 1/1 and have not reoccurred.

918771 10/26/2020 01/02/2021 NY M Severe reaction to influenza vaccine (FLU *20-21 FLUZONE HD) Lot UJ512AB. Administered 10/26/2020. Five hours after receiving the vaccine sudden onset of very high fever (up to 103.6) and violent shivers. Fever still high after 24 hours.

918831 12/16/2020 01/02/2021 F vaccine reaction

918913 01/02/2021 CA F I had the PNEUMOVAX 23 vaccine administered to me despite the fact that it is recommended for ages <2 or >50. I now suffer extreme pain and debilitating results, including severe trauma. The following are listed symptoms of the said vaccination: a decreased appetite a slightly raised temperature irritability redness and swelling at the site of the injection feeling sleepy or not sleeping well Serious side effects of the PCV vaccine are rare, and include: a high temperature, possibly leading to convulsions (febrile seizures) allergic reactions, such as an itchy skin rash. I have experienced all of these symptoms to a severe degree since having the vaccination administered to me against my own knowledge. I have never had pneumococcal disease so why this vaccine shows in my health records as administered to me is yet another example of how I have been the victim of EXTREME MALPRACTICE. I expect that this will be reviewed and corrected, along with ALL OTHER VACCINES BEING ADMINISTERED TO THE HUMAN BEINGS THAT MAKE UP OUR COUNTRY AND UNITED NATIONS. THIS IS AN EXTREME ABUSE OF POWER AND OBVIOUS DISCRIMINATION AS WELL AS AN ATTEMPT TO MASS GENOCIDE MINORITIES.Y

918944 10/29/2020 01/02/2021 PA 65.0 M I received a flu shot (High Dose for those over 65) on 10/29/2020 at my primary care physicians office. 24 hours following the injection my fasting blood sugar was unusually high at 153. I monitored more closely over the next 48 hrs. On Saturday, 10/31, my blood sugar rose to over 300 mg/dl. I took my blood sugar every two hours until Sunday morning 11/1 when it returned to 117 and stabilized. I'm concerned that I was not warned of this possible side effect and what to do if it happened.

918947 10/30/2020 01/02/2021 VT 50.0 M Received a pneumovax23 shot mid to high RH deltoid at a pharmacy with both people seated. 16hrs later, severe pain limits the ability to lift RH arm above the shoulder. Accompanied by Fever (99.5-101.5) unresponsive to 500mg Tylenol.

918948 10/01/2020 01/02/2021 FL 62 F Patient was hospitalized for reaction on 10/25/2020-10/27/2020

918954 01/02/2021 OH 74.0 M On 2/1/2020 I received my second shingrix shot. I was advised (as usual) that I would experience stiffness/soreness. However, within 24 hours I had sore throat and dry cough. On 2/2.2020 I began experiencing pain and stiffness in all muscles and joints which continued to get worse each day. On 2/21/2020 I went to my PCP since I could not raise my arms to shoulder height and had difficulty walking. I was put on a 12 day prednisone (40-30-20-10 mg) regimen. The pain was alleviated until the 10 mg does at which the pain and stiffness returned. On 3/12/2020 the PCP put me on a second course of prednisone (again 40-30-20-10 mg) and advised if it to worse I should see a rumatologist. I inquired if it could be Covid and should I be tested to which he said no. On 3/23/2020 I began experiencing a pronounced shortness of breath with rapid heart rate with minimal exertion (resting HR of 85 to exertion rate of 155-165). This concerned me since I am very active (having spend an average of 55 minutes a day exercise for 234 continuous days working out on various combination s of exercises on a treadmill, recumbent bike, rowing machine, soloflex, weights, and back exercises suggested for a bad back). When the shortness of breath made it difficult to exercise and having a third course of prednisone, I saw a rumitologist who advised I get heart tests and pulmonary function tests. He also kept me on a progressively reduced prednisone level to address polymyalgia rheumatica -- varying several times as symptoms would increase and decrease. In July, I did go for EKG, echocardiogram, chemical stress, and an imaging test -- which showed no problems with the heart. I again asked if this could be Covid, to which the heart Dr asked for an antibody test, which came up negative. Considering the length of time from initial symptoms and the potential for false testing along with the persistence of antibodies with extended time I accepted the results. i have also gone to a pulmonary physician and had x-rays, breathing tests, a 'sniff' test to fluoscopically scan lung function and in addition had sleep studies. Only thing determined was possible sleep apnea -- which I question since I get 8-9 hours sleep and am not napping the next day. Also, my wife says I do not stir at night. To date, I have maybe recovered about 10-20% of the breathing I lost and the heart rate is still high with minimal exertion. I can work out on the bike for limited time. My research on the internet led me determine that possibly the shingrix 'deactivated' virus caused a polymyalgia rheumatica response. As the prednisone was increased and extended over a long period of time literature shows that some people have a shortness of breath and increased heartrate response to the drug. Several of the doctors have doubted my analysis and said the symptoms were chance occurrences. As an R&D scientist/engineer in industry, I have learned there are essentially no coincidences in life or test results. I now still believe I had a reaction to the shingrix with a resultant response to the treatment with prednisone. Likewise, I have considered that I potentially had Covid and with early treatment with prednisone steroid I may have been put into a long haul status. To date, I have not been tested for Covid, and would wonder if residual virus could be detected in long haul persons. In any case, my life has been seriously affected with several thousands of dollars of testing saying I am healthy yet have these symptoms continuing. At my current prednisone reduction schedule, I should be off prednisone in July 2021. Even with reduced prednisone dosage changes, I've seen only marginal improvement in breathing/heart rate. When this began I was 73 years old and in my opinion I was physically in the mid 30 to mid 40's due to my exercise regimen. Rheumatologist diagnosed polymyalgia rheumatica based on CRP and sed rate.

920333 11/08/2018 01/02/2021 CA F Received flu vaccine, egg and preservative free, Flucelvax. By the time I got home I had difficulty breathing/anaphylactic shock, wheezing, dizziness, red and hard injection site, fever. I had an injection pen due to severe food allergies and used it. My heart was racing. I continued to take benedryl for days when symptoms returned.Y

920349 12/22/2020 01/02/2021 TN 56 F Pfizer EUA vaccine 30mcg/0.3ml Patient received the vaccination on Tuesday 12/22/2020 waited the 15 minutes post vaccination to ensure no side effects and was asymptomatic post vaccination. Twenty-four hours later, patient called to report that she was experiencing noted tachycardia with rates of 125 bpm, redness on her chest, and chest tightness. She reports not issues with shortness of breath nor labored breathing.

920351 10/09/2020 01/02/2021 76.0 76 F After receiving the flucelvax patient had very severe allergic reaction. Arm went numb and to her legs and neck, trouble breathing went to the hospital. After one month patient is still suffering. Y

920376 01/02/2021 F Reaction to Pfizer covid 19 vaccine

920403 01/02/2021 VA 1.0 U Pzifer COVID 19 vaccine vial had white speck floater after dilution with NS 1.8 ml. Saw upon inspection and zero doses were utilized from this vial.

920466 11/20/2020 01/02/2021 VA 73 F Took 2nd Shingritz injection on 11/20/20. Two days later had MAJOR outbreak of HSV2, after several years symptom/outbreak free. (Had ceased having outbreaks after Zostervac vaccine.) This is worst outbreak since initial one more than 40 years ago. Anecdotally, it appears that many others have had this occur. Thought you would want to know.

920468 12/04/2020 01/02/2021 61.0 F Received shingrix 12/4/2020. Developed exercise intolerance, palpitations, dyspnea afterwards. Exercised w/o problems until 12/4/20. Symptoms got progressively worse. EKG on 12/21 /20  showed SVT vs a fib at 172 bpm. Sent to the ER. Spent  2 nights in the hospital. Echo showed severe MR. New onset a fib. Echo in 09/2020 showed mild - mod MR. Symptom onset coincided with vaccine administrtaionY Y

920469 12/16/2020 01/02/2021 TX 39.0 M COVID-19 vaccine under Emergency Use Authorization. Healthcare professional received Pfizer-Biontech COVID vaccine, Lot EK5730, on 12/16/20. Developed high grade fever for 1 day followed by significant muscle aches, headache, palpitations, nausea, and fatigue. Missed work for 4 days and went to ER on day 3. Still had some symptoms at time of report on 12/20/20.

920471 12/18/2020 01/02/2021 CA 34.0 F Received the Pfizer COVID-2019 vaccine and within 5 minutes developed tingling and felt like pins and needles in the ring finger and hand of the arm injected (right arm). Started to improve about half an hour later, completely resolved within 2 hours. I was evaluated by our employee health services NP and my HR was slightly elevated but no other concerning symptoms noted.

920476 12/16/2020 01/02/2021 TX 39.0 M COVID-19 vaccine under Emergency Use Authorization. Healthcare professional received Pfizer-Biontech COVID vaccine, lot EK5730, on 12/16/20. Developed high grade fever for 1 day followed by significant muscle aches, headache, palpitations, nausea, and fatigue. Missed work for 4 days and went to ER on day 3. Still had some symptoms at time of report on 12/20/20.

920485 12/01/2020 01/02/2021 MI 62.0 M Received the shingles vaccine Shingrix on 12/1/2020 Woke up morning of 12/15 with a whooshing sound in his ears and a significant decrease in hearing bilaterally . The "whooshing" has stopped, but the hearing loss has remained .

920500 01/02/2021 MI 86.0 M Patient reports he had a reaction to the flu shot. Nausea, vomiting, and confusion. Y

920620 09/23/2020 01/02/2021 MI 59 M After being administered the Shingrix shot, coughing started 4 hours later. Coughing lasted 3 hours. This led to vomiting. Vomiting continued for 10 continuous hours. Admitted to ED for extreme dehydration due to vomiting. 2+ liters of fluid administered. along with medication to settle the stomach and medication for pain. 5 hour hospital ED visit.Y

920622 01/02/2021 AL 53.0 F MODERNA VACCINE-received vaccine and immediately felt hot, fanning with papers, vitals: BP normal , HR 105, complaining of feeling hot and throat feeling tight. Given 25 mg Benadryl liquid, took to ED, second dose of Benadryl given, discharged

920665 01/02/2021 LA 39.0 F Covid Pfizer vaccine dose one on 12/21/20 - at 18 minutes post vaccination, globus sensation, diaphoresis, neuropathic crawling all over scalp, loss of consciousness, heart rate 35 bradycardia event. Responders said I was out for a minute or so then regained consciousness. Pupil dilation during event per responders. ICU MD responder states no radial pulse but had carotid pulse which was weak at initial loss of consciousness. Given fluids. Blood pressure normal during fluids. Improved heart rate without tachycardia. Had recurrence of clammy hands, globus sensation with frequent swallowing/throat clearing about 30 minutes after initial event while still receiving fluids. No airway compromise or stridor. Received PO Benadryl 25 mg. Transferred to ER for monitoring for an additional 90 minutes with complete resolution of globus sensation about 30 minutes after Benadryl. Fatigue and weak post event.

920751 01/02/2021 AL F Moderna Vaccine- employee had fever of 102 next day and could not come to work

920752 11/05/2020 01/02/2021 TX 53.0 53 F I got my flu shot on November 5, 2020. FLUZONE QUAD 2020-2021 VIAL SUSPENSION I have been sick since the day after, feels like a head cold. I am so tired my nose is stuffy then I get headaches. I can seem to have enough energy to get through the day. I got tested for Covid and tested negative. Will this feeling go away or do I have to see a doctor? Please advice do I need to go see a doctor?

920844 11/06/2020 01/02/2021 PA 64.0 F Healthy 64 year old received her initial dose of shingrix vaccine on 11/06/2020 in our primary care office. 1 week later, she began to feel symptoms of fatigue and brain fog. 1 week after onset of symptoms, she developed aphasia and hemiparesis of her right side. She was hospitalized and after a detailed work up, was diagnosed with a viral meningitis, determined to be likely a zoster meningitis, and developed a rash the following week. She is now on IV medication daily acyclovir and rocephin by PICC and following with infectious disease and only ongoing symptom is fatigue.Y

921188 12/17/2020 01/02/2021 WI 22.0 M 22 year old patient with no known allergies or medical history admitted 12/21 with TTP and currently being worked up. Currently unclear if related or unrelated to COVID vaccination, but received Pfizer vaccine Thursday 12/17. Y

921190 12/16/2020 01/02/2021 GA U During a Covid-19 Vaccination Clinic for employees, a mixing error occurred with 3 Covid-19 vaccine vials. Nursing mixed and used 3 vials on 10 patients. Proper procedure requires 1.8 mL of Normal Saline 0.9% be added to 1 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine vial. This quantity (3 vials) should have been enough for 15 patients. Facility pharmacist was called to investigate and found syringes that were used for dilution still had liquid in the syringe. It is believed that nurse mixing vials pressurized contents with backflow into syringe without realizing this had occurred. Volume injected into patient was accurate with double check of 0.3 mL. We are unable to verify proper mixing of vaccine vials was accomplished. All 10 patients are being notified of the potential error.

921196 10/26/2020 01/02/2021 CO 67.0 F Right 6th cranial nerve palsy was noted 9 days after the 2nd Shingrix vaccine injection. A clinical exam by an ophthalmologist diagnosed the issue.

921199 12/23/2020 01/02/2021 59.0 F I received the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine at six 17:06. Starting at - 18:00 and for the subsequent 24 hours I felt soreness at a level of 2-3/10 at the injection site. Starting at - 19:00 the pain radiated down toward my elbow and up into my neck and base of skull. The soreness in my neck and base of skull was at a lever of 4/10. By 12/24/20 at approximately 18:00 the side effects had dissipated.

921201 11/08/2019 01/02/2021 NC 65.0 F Received Previnar13. Muscle weakness, pain, shoulder very painful joint with limited range of motion. Ongoing since initial injection. Now getting physical therapy.

921204 01/02/2021 NY 58.0 F Pt received the Moderna Covid vaccine, after the injection pts fingers hands and lips when numb. Pt is now okay reaction did not last long

921206 01/02/2021 AL 41.0 F Moderna Vaccine- patient had allergic reaction- 12 minutes later from receiving vaccine, began to feeling hot and started fanning, denied any SOB, no wheezing noted. B/P 142/83 HR 105. Benadryl liquid 25 mg given. Enroute to ED employee became nauseated and gaging. HR 113 at ED, coughing more, was treated in ED with Solumedrol and Pepcid prior to discharge

921207 01/02/2021 OH U RN experienced in COVID-19 vaccinations unable to remove final full 0.5mL dose from vial - about 0.1mL short

921210 10/29/2019 01/02/2021 TX 65.0 F Had my first Shingrix vaccination on Oct 29 2019 GSK Lot number 3099 Also had Prevnar 13 Pfizer Lot AP2987 same day Developed shingles diagnosed by my doctor on Nov 5 2019 Treating with valacyclovir 1 gram TID for 7 days.

921223 12/31/2020 01/02/2021 WA 46 M Patient received second dose Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine on day 8 instead of day 21

921254 01/02/2021 OR F Moderna Covid 19 Vaccine surmounted a response of a fever 102.00, body aches, chills, dizziness, Patient did test positive for the Coronavirus earlier in December and had recovered, testing negative before receiving vaccine
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921372 01/02/2021 NJ 77.0 F - Got the recommended dose of Shingrix on Jan 2, 2019 and April 19, 2019 - For the week before Oct 9, I had a severe constant headache on the left side of my head. I NEVER get headaches.  - Oct 9 the left side of my nose near my left eye broke out with oozing sores and my face-cheek  swelled up and got red. -Oct 11 I went to MD and diagnosed with shingles - the sores were on my the tip of my nose, and in my head on the left side.started Valtrex 3X/day -Oct 15 my left eye continued to water, and was very red. Went to the ophthalmologist who sent me from his office to the hospital for MRI evaluation of 6th  Nerve Palsy caused by the shingles. (MRI was clear) - I stayed in the hospital for 7 days getting Acyclovir infusion 3X a day and neupogen 2X/day. - My neutrophils were .99 & .3 - I continued with Valtrex for 7 more - shingles  finally healed up, but left my eye with double-vision (so far) and a numb nose where the shingles had been. I shouldn't have gotten shingles - I guess you can count me in the  10%.  I have progressive pictures. Dr thinks the high Ferritin was a result of shingles etcY

917624 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 GA 46.0 46 F Malaise and Unable to perform ADL, Hot flashes, Muscular pain, headache, Insomnia  from 12/31-1/2/2021, peripheral tingling or numbness on 1/2/2021. Took 800 mg Ibuprofen BID to help with symptoms,

917625 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 MI 24.0 24 M Headaches, fatigue

917626 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 CO 37.0 37 F 6 days after vaccine date. I have enlarged, swollen and painful lymph node in my right axilla.

917627 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Muscle spasm on the L side of the neck and upper back.  This resolved with rest, warm compress and gentle stretching.  Soreness of the left arm as well as the L neck and scapular area continued for a few days after the event.

917628 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 38.0 38 F Employee reported mild nausea for a few minutes but resolved. Reported feeling well after 15 minutes of monitoring.

917629 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 60.0 60 M Slight/mild soreness at the site of injection.

917631 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 SD 52.0 52 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA The afternoon of the day I received my first injection I started with a headache.  Upon waking the following morning I had injection site sore/stiffness, severe body aches, headache, joint stiffness, slight nausea at times and occasional dizziness.  I developed a fever during the night and woke up with my clothing wet.  My symptoms except for the injection site soreness were resolved.

917632 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 CA 74.0 74 M Abdominal cramping and bloating Followed 10 hours later by watery diarrhea now improving

917634 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 WA 46.0 46 F Rash spreading both arms. Itching all over.

917635 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 WA 25.0 25 M Fever of 100.7F, body aches specifically upper and mid back pain, soreness at site of injection,  chills,  general discomfort, difficulty falling asleep

917636 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 IL 24.0 24 F Day one after vaccine, red, swollen and tender about quarter size. Day 2 the area was more red and discolored and around the injection site looks like the skin was burn around it. Day 3 still tender but looks like a burn around the site

917637 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 CA 26.0 26 F I was given the shot around 1 pm and didn?t have any reaction throughout the day besides my arm becoming sore around the injection area. I later went to bed and woke up from my sleep at 12am, shaking uncontrollably (It?s like I had the chills but the shaking was much worse that I contemplated going to the emergency room ). I felt very cold, my heart was racing,& I couldn?t catch my breath. The shaking lasted for about two hours. I finally fell back asleep and woke up again at 1am and woke up sweating, my whole body was hot and fighting off one of the worse fevers I had. Another hour passed as I tried to fall asleep and not soon after I was awoken from my sleep. At 3 am I woke up very nausea  and also had to use the restroom , it felt like everything wanted to come out both ways. During this time time on the toilet I felt exhausted, dizzy, & my whole body was just aching. 2 hours later I finally fell asleep. When I awoke in the morning I still felt nauseous, had horrible body aches, & had the chills. I genuinely hope this helps someone else who May experience the same symptoms!

917638 12/24/2020 01/03/2021 CA 57.0 57 M Fatigue, Headache, Malaise

917639 12/21/2020 01/03/2021 MO 59.0 59 F Large soft as well as  hard swollen lymph glands and nodes in neck and clavicular region and severe muscle aches and pains in upper body and neck.

917640 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 SC 52.0 52 F Fever, chills, sore arm expected and resolved in 24 hours. Unexpected bright red gums, bleeding between teeth 48 hours after. Will notify if doesn't resolve on its own.

917641 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 HI 54.0 54 F About 30 minutes after immunization, pt's eyes were red and slight swelling under the eyes.  No reports of swelling of tongue/lips/or trouble breathing.  Pt states she was feeling ok.  Administered Benadryl to patient.

917642 12/25/2020 01/03/2021 CA 40.0 40 F 24-48 hrs of localized edema, soreness which completely resolved. Then, 6 days after injection I awoke with tremendous localized  itching  and edema and erythema.  It lasted 24 hrs approx.

917643 01/02/2020 01/03/2021 TN 30.0 30 F Become tired after returning home from getting the vaccine. I fell asleep and woke up to large hives on my face. Not much longer and the hives/itching spread down my back and chest. Face became swollen. Benadryl cream was initially attempted, but only briefly subsided the itching and reaction continued spreading. I took oral quick release Benadryl and was able to prevent the reaction from continuing. I had to take a secondary Benadryl dose a few hours later and extreme joint pain accompanied the allergic reaction.

917644 12/24/2020 01/03/2021 WA 43.0 43 F I felt weak,  my heart rate went up to 120's, my SBP went up to 150's, I had SOB and felt I was thirsty and I need air and I had severe headache few minutes  about 5 -20 minutes after I had shots.   I took Ibuprofen for severe headache and sore on my Left upper arm at the injection site. Yesterday 1/2/21 I observed at  the injection site has some redness in circular area, warmth to the touch and slightly sore. I met my PCP last 1/28/20 and had my physical exam.

917645 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 GA 51.0 51 M Generalized Body Aches Fever 102.4 ( today AM) Nausea Rigors and Chills all Night. Severe Headache. Uneasy Gut. Pain at Site and Neck

917646 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 VA 26.0 26 M Temperature 100.7 temporal, fevers chills, mild injection site tenderness.

917647 12/27/2020 01/03/2021 NC 40.0 40 F Bilateral hand swelling and joint pain lasting 4 days, extremely enlarged axillary lymph nodes 5days post vaccine

917648 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Malaise, nausea, bosy aches mild joint pain - started 12 hours post vaccination and resolved 48 hours later.  Upper axillary lymphadenopathy - started 5 days post-vaccination

917649 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 OH 29.0 29 F Fever, headache

917650 01/01/2021 01/03/2021 30.0 30 F Symptoms started  01/01/2021 at 14:30 - Body aches, chills, and very sore arm at the site of injections.  01/02/2021 at 01:30- Woke up with an elevated temp of 100.0 F, body aches, chills, sore left arm, and general fatigue 01/02/2021 at 10:30- Normal temp again, but still experiencing body aches, chills, sore left arm, general fatigue, and general lack of appetite.  01/02/2021 at 18:30- starting to feel slightly better, regained appetite. Normal temp. Still experiencing body aches and fatigue.  01/03/2021 at 08:00- woke up feeling better. The only lasting side effect is a sore and swollen arm at the site of injections

917651 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Fever of 100.5 and severe headache.

917652 12/24/2020 01/03/2021 PR 25.0 25 M 1 week and 2 days post vaccination I woke up with a tender reactive axillary lymph node in the left extremity. Around this same time erythema and a mild pruritus was noticed at vaccination site. Area was warm to the touch. No treatment was started.

917653 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 MA 33.0 33 M The evening on the day of my vaccination, I started having fever 101 F, chills and myalgia. This happened after the 1st dose of the vaccine. Fever lasted 3 days (up until 1/2/2021) at noon and was ranging between 100.9 and 101. Fever responded well to Advil.

917654 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 NH 27.0 27 F Severe arm pain at injection site  Stomach pain  Nausea  Vomiting

917655 12/21/2020 01/03/2021 UT 34.0 34 F On Tuesday 12/28 I started to have severe leg pain in my right leg.  The next morning the pain was still in the right leg and had moved up through my right side in my joints to my knee, hip then went to the with shoulder down that arm.  My forearm became very painful on 12/30 and started to swell then radiated into my wrist joint and finger joints.  12/31 the pain continued in all those areas and had moved to my left side of my body starting with the left arm following the same course as the right side.  On 1/1 the pain has persisted and I am unable to perform any ADL's.  I saw an urgent care physician who told me to take ibuprofen.  I have been taking ibuprofen and Tylenol with no relief. Now all my joints are swelling in bilateral hands, wrist.  On 1/2 my bilateral ankle joints and feet started to have similar pain.  Know all my extremities are difficult to use and it is hard to walk due to the pain.  Because of the pain in my hands things feel heavier than what they should.  I am a medical provider and this almost seems like polyarthralgia rheumatica, I am going to go see a physician on Monday

917656 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 MI 30.0 30 F Arm became very sore about 10 hours after the vaccine. Around 12 hours later became very sore throughout entire body, had very bad chills, and was unable to sleep. By 9 am I was finally able to sleep one hour and awoke sweating, but chills had subsided. Body aches did not subside until Wednesday morning (vaccine was administered Monday).

917657 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 33.0 33 F Around 9 pm after receiving the  vaccine, I started having chills, body aches, and a fever.  I still have these today.

917658 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 CO 58.0 58 F RED BUMPY RASH, ITCHING.  AT INJECTION SITE @ 2 X2.5 INCHES

917659 12/18/2020 01/03/2021 NY 68.0 68 F Exhaustion Sleepiness Dizziness Joint pain

917660 12/19/2020 01/03/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Developed injection site redness circular in shape approximately 3cm in diameter the following day after vaccine administered. Redness, itching and pain at site continued for 5 days. Then developed into a bruise, still have visible bruising at site. Used ice packs to area to alleviate itching.

917661 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 MA 36.0 36 F HSV1 reactivation

917662 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 51.0 51 F ?Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA? Itching at site within 10 minutes  Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea within 1hour

917663 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 IA 50.0 50 M Severe nausea, dizziness, light headed, chills, vomiting

917664 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 WI 32.0 32 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine EUA Moderate injection site soreness and stiffness, mild body aches, chills, headache and runny nose  Symptoms started within 12 hours of receiving.

917665 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 GA 22.0 22 F Rash on lower right leg above the ankle appeared the evening of the shot. One spot was visible on the upper left arm the day after the shot.  On the third morning after the shot, at 3 a.m., was awakened to a racing heart. The racing heart was on and off until I got out of bed at 7 a.m.

917666 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 ME 60.0 60 F face and neck turned bright red with a rash,  body started shaking  felt wobbly or off center.  Treated with Benadryl.. Next day worse shakes feel lame with knee pain and joint pain.  Severe arm pain.  on third day still shaking brain for and joint pain

917667 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 AL 47.0 47 F Most horrible fever, chills, body aches, near syncope.

917668 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Tachycardia and palpitations started when I laid down the bed to sleep for the night.

917669 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 WA 30.0 30 F Night sweats beginning at unknown time, noticed upon waking at 6:00 AM. Heart rate about 20 points higher than normal throughout course of sleep as evidenced by Apple Watch data.

917670 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 VT 68.0 68 F After receiving vaccine, c/o burning throat, coughing, face itching, hot flashes.

917671 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 NJ 63.0 63 F Woke up with chills, Myalgias, arthralgias , HA , . Next day also developed Rhinorrhea and fatigue.    Same symptoms continued for about 48 hrs then felt better but still with some arthralgias and fatigue.  I had covid-19 virus in MArch 2020.  Felt pretty much the same way post vaccine as I felt then. Wondering if this reaction could be due to fact that I had virus previously and also wondering about second dose? Have there been reports of worse S/E in people who have had virus previously?

917672 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 IL 62.0 62 M whole body muscle aches, chills, fever over 101, light headed/dizzy (fainted), fatique, some nausea. all disapated within 48 hours of getting shot

917673 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 NH 45.0 45 F fever, chills, body aches, headache, fatigue lasting 24hours

917674 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 FL 68.0 68 F Fever (101) Headache  Nausea and vomiting  Body aches

917675 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 NH 31.0 31 F Injection at 2 PM left arm Around 5:30 PM that same evening I developed a migraine, then shortly after that I felt shaky nausea vomit Feverish with no fever chills entire body achyLeft arm severely painful unable to lift loss of strength with opening anything these Symptoms went on for about five days then I developed left arm weakness two days after the symptoms went away and neck pain only to the left side

917676 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 TX 50.0 50 F 7:20 AM - 10 minutes after taking thyroid medication, developed low blood pressure, low heart rate, cramping abdominal pain, chills and hypothermia.

917677 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 ID 53.0 53 F Right arm pain, nausea, muscle aches, rash/hives

917678 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 NJ 40.0 40 F red raised pin point skin rash with puritis. upper torso front and back. treated with benadryl and zyrtec and cortisone cream

917679 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 IN 37.0 37 F chills and face felt flushed

917680 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 CT 66.0 66 M About 7 days after injection, left deltoid muscle became swollen, hot and tense to touch.  Initially after injection has local tenderness and small swelling but seems to resolve after 2-3 days. Was feeding tired the first two days.  Then on Saturday a week after injection, felt a slight itchiness on left deltoid area and then as the day progressed, the swelling became more prominent. Still confine to the deltoid area.

917681 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 GA 60.0 60 F No symptoms or pain with initial injection.  I came home about 2 hours after the injection and took one 200mg ibuprofen and one 500mg acetaminophen and put an ice pack on the site briefly.  Later that afternoon I developed pain at the injection site that progressively got worse over the course of the evening so bad that I could not raise my left arm of touch the site.  I put an ice pack on again and that night I slept with a heating pad on.  I would rate the pain 8/10.  When I woke the next day the pain was still there, but not as severe.  I got in the shower and let the hot water beat on the injection site and that seems to help a lot.  The pain gradually lessened over the course of the day to a 2/10.  By the following day (3rd day post injection) the pain had completely subsided.  There was no redness or swelling at the site and I did not have any other symptoms other than the intense injection site pain.

917682 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 PA 29.0 29 F Headache, fatigue, hot flashes, diarrhea

917683 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 TN 39.0 39 M Loss of taste and smell after 3-4 days after injection

917684 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 30.0 30 F The night of getting the vaccine I was the sickest; fatigue, malaise, body aches, hot and cold sweats, weakness, loss of appetite, dizziness.  The day after I had to call into work due to these symptoms. Since then I?ve continued to feel fatigue, throat swelling / scratchiness, dry cough,  malaise. Also arm soreness.

917685 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 CO 58.0 58 F Arm was quite sore for about 24 hours at injection site. Had a Body aches and slight chills for about 7 hours the next day.

917686 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 PA 28.0 28 F Vaccine was taken on 1/2/2021 at 3:30 PM.  At 1:20 AM- developed chills, teeth chattering, could not get warm (no fever) 3:20 AM- woke up feeling hot- 101 F developed and headache 4AM- took aleve 6AM-temp 98.7. still a headache. woke up drenched in sweat 8:20AM: still pounding headache. temp 98.8

917687 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 70.0 70 M Fever, Chills, Soreness at injection sight, in early AM 12 hr after injection. Fatigue, Fever 100 F to 101 F with chills off and on until 01/02/20 afternoon. treated with Tylenol. rest helped and fever would break with sweats. Body aches for first 24 hours after symptoms started. gaseous loose BM's. no nausea, no appetite.

917688 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 NY 42.0 42 F After receiving vaccine, c/o heart racing, palpitations, pulse- 100-120, hot flash, scratchy throat, c/o "tonsil swelling"....

917689 12/16/2020 01/03/2021 IN 58.0 58 M Non-Pruritic Rash on Trunk and Back, Fatigue.

917690 12/24/2020 01/03/2021 FL 35.0 35 F After getting the shot, my left arm was in pain for 3 days. On the 3rd day I got a swollen an painful left axillary lymph node. On the 7th day of getting the shot I started with fever, chills, body ache, flu like symptoms. Is January  the 3rd and I still have flu like symptoms, no more fever dough.

917691 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 VT 25.0 25 F After vaccine administration, c/o tingling mouth, jaw tightness, tongue burning sensation on sides of mouth, nausea, dizziness, shaky

917692 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 TX 44.0 44 F Body aches, fever, soreness at injection site

917693 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Headache severe  cannot relieve with 800 mg IBUprofen

917694 12/21/2020 01/03/2021 MD 39.0 39 F Face became numb 25 minutes after vaccine administered.  Relief came the next morning 12/22/2020, 0700.

917695 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 CO 30.0 30 F Subscapular lymphadenopathy on left side of the back just behind the left shoulder. 2 swollen, sore lymph nodes noted 5 days after vaccine. So far, still present 7 days later.

917696 12/01/2020 01/03/2021 PR 53.0 53 M 2 days after injection , the injection site become painfull and resilve un 48 hours, but on 1/2/2021 started to get swollen redness and very hard and firm , also the ventral aspect of the arm felt swollen

917697 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 CO 38.0 38 F I woke up on 12/30/20, one week to the day after my vaccine with an itchy red rash on my left arm about 2 inches below the vaccine site. It worsened throughout the day becoming larger, more red, hot and tender to touch. By the end of the day on 12/31/20 the rash was 5-6x bigger than when it started. I saw my PCP via telehealth appt that day and it was determined I likely have cellulitis based on presentation and symptoms. I started taking doxycycline that day and symptoms started to improve.

917698 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 PA 36.0 36 F PT RECEIVED INJECTION AND WAS ASKED TO STAY FOR OBSERVATION AND WAS INSTRUCTED TO NOTIFY NURSE OF ANY CHANGES IN CONDITION.  AFTER APROX 5 MINS PT REPORTED SOME NAUSEA AND ASKED TO BE SHOWN TO NEAREST REST ROOM.  WALKED WITH PT TO LADIES ROOM, WAITED CLOSE BY AND CHECKED ON HER TWICE.  WAS IN REST ROOM FOR APROX 15 MINS. WHEN SHE EXITED ASSISTED HER BACK TO OBSERVATION AREA.  REPORTED DIARRHEA AND CONTINUED NAUSEA.  ASSESSED BLOOD PRESSURE.  85/51. CALLED FOR RRT.  TEAM ARRIVED AND ASSESSED PT.  PT REPORTED CONTINUED NAUSEA, WEAKNESS, CHILLS, AND APPEARED LETHARGIC.  PT REPORTED TO ED BY RRT.

917699 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F Fever. For 2 days Severe Body aches Headache

917700 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 OK 29.0 29 F Itchy rash at injection site starting one week post injection, swollen lymph node in a right arm pit

917701 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 MA 44.0 44 F My head felt like It was under water, had sinus issues, headache and vaccine sight issues days after getting the vaccine, warm, red and pain at injection site

917702 12/24/2020 01/03/2021 PA 36.0 36 F On 12/29: lightheadedness, flushed, felt like I was going to pass out, numbness/tingling down arms and hands, chest tightness, clammy hands and feet. Y 1

917704 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 ME 62.0 62 F Approximately 12 hours after injection, sudden onset headache, went to bed and woke a couple hours later with severe back pain, neck pain, deep muscle ache in legs, low grade fever. 24 hours after injection, some decrease in pain with Tylenol, diarrhea, fatigue, general malaise. Loss of taste, loss of appetite . 48 hours post injection- subsiding muscle aches, other symptoms on going, 72 hours post to present, diarrhea, loss of appetite

917705 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 TX 44.0 44 F I got covid-19 vaccine in campus 12/30/2020 around 11 Am . I felt sick around 11 pm (12 hours later , 12/30/2020). I felt dizziness , Chills , facial swelling and body aches for 24 hours . I took Benadryl and Tylenol  every 8 hours . I felt better in 1//1/2010  around noon.

917706 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 AL 70.0 70 F Swelling and Redness at injection sight from quarter coin size to half dollar with pain. Myalgia, Fatigue, fever 101.3 F. Nausea and diarrhea. dizziness. (main problems of fever and bodyaches) treated with tylenol, zofran, lomotil, rest. no appetite. facial swelling

917707 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 MI 56.0 56 F nosebleeds X 3  12/31, 1/1 and 1/2  treated with pressure and ice

917708 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 MD 57.0 57 F Dizziness and nausea for 24 hours: resolved with rest and hydration

917709 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 IL 57.0 57 F Recipient reported seeing some red rash to arms approximately 10 minutes following vaccine.  Benedryl given 50mg IM to Left Deltoid.  Patient kept for additional observation.

917710 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 NY 37.0 37 F I received the vaccine on 12/29 at about 2:15pm. I had a sore left arm after shot which awoke me at 2am. I also work up due to fever (temp 100.1 ), chills, and myalgia. I had a lot of trouble sleeping that night and got very little rest as unable to get comfortable. The next day I still had fever, chills, myalgia, nausea, joint pain, low back pain, fatigue and headache (felt similar to prior bad flu symptoms). I was sent home from work early as symptoms continued throughout the day with a little relief from a 500mg of acetaminophen. The following day 12/31 symptoms were gone except for the left sore arm which was improving and now completely done on 1/3.

917711 01/01/2021 01/03/2021 KY 32.0 32 F 100.6 fever, headache, chills, fatigue

917712 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 NY 24.0 24 F Anaphylaxis.   The COVID shot was given, no reaction then. After 7 minutes, congestion, severe cough, vomiting phlegm, feeling like throat closing started happening. Code was called, Benadryl was immediately given intramuscular in the left arm, blood pressure, pulse ox was taken, and then was taken to the Emergency Department. In the ED, I was given prednisone, one EPI, anti-nausea medication all through I.V. and many more medications given to me via I.V. that I don't sincerely remember. I was under observation for 4 hours. I was discharged after all symptoms dissipated and was given Prednisone 20 MG (3 tabs a day) to take to help my lungs. Management followed up almost immediately, everyone from the moment I had the anaphylactic reaction was quick and prepared.Y

917713 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 NY 64.0 64 M Pain at injection site; much less than flu shot. No treatment. Resolved by Jan 2. Brief bouts of dizziness and nausea; stayed home from work and rested. resolved by Jan 1. Seasonal allergy symptoms- runny nose, including bloody nose from left nostril. Resolved by Jan 2. Allergic reaction to a scented hand cream used by wife- burning eyes, nasopharyngeal tightness, nasal discharge. Wife since removed so I can't tell you brand. Occurred/Resolved Jan 1 when product was removed.

917714 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 PA 43.0 43 F Racing heart, dizziness, lightheadedness

917715 12/21/2020 01/03/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Day 4 after receiving vaccine dose developed nerve pain in the groin and R glute/thigh, as well as fatigue. Sx worsened on day 5, so I had a virtual visit with a medical provider who prescribed me Valtrex x7d to treat suspected Herpes Zoster, which I previously had in my early 20s.

917716 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 TX 43.0 43 F Nauseous, Jitteriness, Tachycardia

917717 01/03/2021 PA U 1 -1/2 hours after vaccine I statred with a mild headache that is still lingering, Jan.1st I was fine, Jan 2nd I had fatigue, by night time I had mild body aches, mouth pain, sinus pressure, swollen gums, and extreme fatigue. Jan 3rd  mild sinus pressure, only left arm pain into arm pit area, neck pain and fatigue.

917718 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 OR 19.0 19 F Patient experienced a headache, arm pain (not at site), dizziness when standing. Patient was offered water and snacks. Sat in observation area for 30 minutes. Headache and dizziness with standing continued, after 30 minutes patient reported chest tightness. Caregiver was immediately taken to the Emergency Room for assessment.

917719 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 WI 35.0 35 F Woke up Friday, 1/01, with sinus pain. Specifically burning pain in my sinuses and pain when I moved my eyes from right to left. Also had a generalized headache and body aches. On Saturday, 1/02, did have a fever of 100.2 but this has resolved. This morning, 1/03, the sinus pain has improved, still a slight headache and now major conplaint is lower back pain.  Also have general malaise. No fever today either.

917720 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 FL 73.0 73 M *THE BELOW IS A LIST OF SYMPTOMS THAT ARE ONGOING SINCE INJECTION DATE: 12/30/2020  0830 HOURS- *FEVER HOLDS AT 100.5 -101.9 * OVER THE COUNTER TYLENOL REDUCES FEVER BY 1-1.5* *CHILLS , FATIGUE, JOINT & MUSCLE  PAIN AND LO GRADE HEADACHE( ALL SEEM TO MARGINALLY LESS TODAY *DRY INTERMITTANT COUGH OVER LAST 12 HOURS  *CHRONIC CONSTIPATION, NO BOWEL MOVEMENT OVER THE PAST THREE DAYS

917721 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 WI 29.0 29 M Signs and symptoms started around 1700hrs which included: body aches, chills, fever, and pain in the arm.  Signs and symptoms resolved the following morning (1/1/21) 0800hrs.

917722 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 FL 36.0 36 F Received shot at 11:45 am.  At 1700 that day developed sensation of racing heart and resting heart rate was 120. Baseline heart rate 80 at rest. This resolved overnight and returned to normal the next day.   On 12/31/2020 develop sore throat and noted red vesicle like rash on my throat with petechia on my cheeks (buccal mucosa) and tongue. Swollen uvula. I had a medrol dose pack and Benadryl which I started immediately and rash/sore throat petechia resovlved 36 hours after starting the Medro dose pack. Unsure if this was related the vaccine but wanted to report just in case.

917723 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 IN 57.0 57 F With in 12 hours of the vaccine I woke up with 101 fever, chills, all over pain and nausea with  vomiting  a few times.  Large amount of  arm swelling and erythema about 5inches wide and 6 inches long.  L had was tingly and painful. Nauseated most of the next day and feverish  on and off all day as well  ranging from  99.0 to 101.2 . L arm remains red, tender and itchy and it is 1/3/2021. Was unable to work 12/31/2020.   treatment included. ibuprofen, Tylenol, Aleve, ice, and rest

917724 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Hives red dot rash swollen eyes and face

917725 12/24/2020 01/03/2021 PR 59.0 59 F I got Moderna vaccine on 12/24/2020 and had sore arm for 2 days, then 9 days later (1/1-2021) I woke up with a quarter size welt close to the injection site, which increased in size by end of day, associated with redness, heat , itching and tenderness, looks like cellulitis.On 1/2/2021 was bigger in size. It's day #11 (1/3/2021) the area is still inflamed, but it's less acute

917726 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 FL 44.0 44 F Facial swelling, orbital edema, blurred vision in right eye, red rash in neck, malaise, fatigue, and headache  I took Benadryl 25mg Q6hrs on 1/1 and 1/2/21.  When my vision became blurry I went to an urgent care clinic on 1/3/21

917727 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 NY 38.0 38 M Patient with a history of thalassemia and Gilbert's disease, developed severe jaundice three days after vaccination. Had mild headache and sore arm but otherwise felt well. Had labs drawn - found to have highly elevated bilirubin (23) and LFTs in the 700s. Was admitted to the hospital and had CT showing Cholelithiasis, choledocholithiasis and minimal intrahepatic biliary ductal dilatation. Left hospital and was admitted to another facility where plan was for ERCP and cholecystectomy. Ultimately unclear if at all related to the vaccination - may be coincidental.Y

917728 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 OH 55.0 54 F No taste for food; lymph nodes swollen; painful teeth; fever

917729 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 OR 65.0 65 F Ptosis left eye developed about 48 hours after vaccine, mild progressed to very noticeable currently improving

917731 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 OH 44.0 44 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Took vaccine at 2:45 pm Shoulder was getting sore that night before going to bed Next day woke up and shoulder was sore but felt fine.  As the morning progressed, started feeling worse.  By 11:00 am, reached peak severity of side effects.  Side effects lasted from 11:00 am till I woke up the next morning.  Woke up feeling fine except shoulder was still a little sore.  Side effects were (listed by order of severity):  fatigue, body aches, feeling spaced-out. Tylenol and Advil did seem to lessen those effects.

917732 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 VT 44.0 44 F Diaphoretic palms, palpitations, jitteriness.

917733 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 OK 57.0 57 F 16:40 - Moderna vaccine administered RN. 16:54 - Client reported being thirsty and having tingling face.  16:56 - Blood pressure 200/110, pulse 104 bpm, O2 sat 98% on room air.  Client reports tingling face, but denies difficulty breathing, dizziness, and/or swelling of tongue. No observed hives and/or pale skin.  17:03- Blood pressure 208/108, pulse 103 bpm, O2 sat 99% on room air. Client reports tingling face, but denies difficulty breathing, dizziness, and/or swelling of tongue. No observed hives and/or pale skin. Client declined medical staff to call for medical intervention by emergency medical response.  17:10 - Blood pressure 204/108, pulse 110 bpm, O2 sat 98% on room air.  Client reports tingling face, but denies difficulty breathing, dizziness, and/or swelling of tongue. No observed hives and/or pale skin.  Observed flushed skin to chest. Asked client if she would be willing for husband to drive her to emergency room to be medically evaluated, client declined.  17:15 - Blood pressure 206/126. Client declined calling emergency medical response and being driven to hospital by husband for medical evaluation. Client reports being stressed out with life circumstances. Client reports she had not taken her blood pressure medication that day. Client reports having anxiety due to life circumstances and takes anxiety medication. Client reports wanting to go home, take her medication, and lay down.  Recommended client take blood pressure twice daily, log readings, schedule f/u appointment with PCP in one week, and take logged readings to PCP to make sure no adjustment is needed with prescribed medication. 19:50 - F/U call to client's husband. Husband reports taking client's blood pressure at 175/101. Client reported in background that she had take her blood pressure and anxiety medications.  20:30 - Husband text reporting client's blood pressure reading at 163/94.  1/1/2021 at 10:10 - Husband text stating client took her blood pressure medication at 9:30 am and blood pressure  is now reading 130/79.  Husband reports client stated she no longer has facial numbness, but her arm was sore at injection site.

917734 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 OK 64.0 64 M 2 hours after injection:-  Sore arm.  12 hours-99 degree temp, elevated pulse, shivers. 14 hours-100 degree temp, elevated pulse (120 bpm), chills, persistent moderate headache, achy muscles, sore back. 24 hours-98 degree temp, head ache gone, just a worn out feeling, 36 hours-back to normal other than a very sore arm at injection site and a worn out feeling.

917735 12/17/2020 01/03/2021 VA 62.0 62 M LEFT OCCULAR CONJUNCTIVITIS WITH DRAINAGE REQUIRING TREATMENT WITH ANTIBIOTIC AND STEROID OCCULAR DROPS FOR TEN DAYS.   RESOLVED AFTER TREATMENT

917736 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 MT 46.0 46 F Nausea Fatigue  Weakness Heart palpitations

917737 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 IN 65.0 65 M Sore arm at the site , and fatigue

917738 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 DE 64.0 64 F Itchy 50 cent coin size welt returned

917740 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 MO 41.0 41 M That night approximately 2300, started with minor chills and tiredness, 0430 with increased chills and body aches, headache, and took ibuprofen and Tylenol.  Every 4-5 hours the body aches and chills came back, still taking the ibuprofen and Tylenol, napped later in the afternoon and woke up approximately 1630 feeling good.  Laid  in a recliner approximately 2000 and dozed off for about 30 minutes, woke up feeling worse with uncontrollably shaking chills, body aches, joint pain, fever of 101. Woke up the next day with minor body aches and joint pain.  Sunday approximately 0730 had headache, joint pain flushed feeling/hot flashes/sweating, the body aches again.

917741 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 CT 53.0 53 M Fatigue, headache, chills, muscle aches, difficulty sleeping- moderate enough to disrupt daily routine- felt the same as I did when I actually had covid 19

917742 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 NJ 52.0 52 F Fevers,-38.2., chills on the  same date at 825 pm. The next day, fevers,-38.6, chills,  arthralgia, headache, hands and feet were very cold like I was thrown into the snowy place that I needed 3 sheets to cover me like comforter and fleece and heater at 74-75 degrees while in the small room of my son, alone.  On the 3rd day, low grade fevers-37-38.2 , persistent severe headache and muscle ache. On the 4th day, no fevers  but moderate headache and muscle ache and nausea.

917743 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Severe headache, nausea and vomiting >20x the next morning , dizziness, injection site redness, swelling, and tenderness. Stomach cramps Took zofran for vomiting. Nausea, headache, and dizziness lasted x 72 hours after injection Tylenol and Motrin also used which provided no relief

917744 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 CO 42.0 42 F Redness and swelling at the injection site.  Arm hot to touch

917745 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 CA 50.0 50 F S: Patient, RN from TCC/CCU came to Covid vaccine clinic on 1/3/2020 for Covid vaccine. She received vaccine at 7:23 am. Received injection on left arm. At 8:12am, she reported heaviness on left arm, tingling sensation on left 3rd and 4th fingers, and metallic taste.  She denies motor weakness, sob, n/v, chest discomfort, palpitation, difficulty breathing, dizziness, headaches, blurry vision. Hx of HTN, mitral valve prolapse, asthma, migraine. Currently taking labetalol 400 mg bid, hctz/losartan 100/50 mg bid. Have not taken her BP medications this morning. She took benadryl 25 mg and tylenol 1000 mg at 6:35 am prior to coming to clinic. She is allergic to multiple medications.   O: At 8:12, VS: 177/104, 97%, HR 66. Reports paresthesia to L arm, metallic taste At 8:25, VS: 157/102, 98%, HR 62. Continues to experience paresthesia and heaviness, but it has gradually improved, metallic taste resolved  At 8:37, VS: 149/92, 98%, HR 64. Paresthesia and heaviness improved.  AAOx 4, follows command, speech clear, lung sounds clear, heart sounds normal, normal rate and rhythm. Motor strength +5/5 bilaterally. No facial weakness/facial drooping. Subjective paresthesia on left 3rd and 4th fingers that gradually resolved. Subjective heaviness on left upper arm. No angioedema. No respiratory distress.  A: Reaction to Covid-19 vaccine.  P: Employee was closely observed in clinic. Provided fluids. VSS. Symptoms gradually improved. Employee was advised to closely monitor her symptoms, if she experience any worsening symptoms, she need to call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room. She states that she has epi pen and benadryl in her purse, and understand signs and symptoms to monitor for and when to use it if needed. Employee left to return home at 8:45 am in stable condition.

917746 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 TN 63.0 63 F I have just been fitted for a CPAPand have been using it for 11 days with no ill effects. Last night at roughly 3:15 am I woke up because I was having difficulties breathing. I had trouble on the inhale but the worse part was not being able to exhale with the CPAP on.  I could only exhale through the mouth. I had to take the CPAP off so as I could breath. I also got out of bed to get in a sitting position.  At this point my breathing seemed somewhat ok.  About 30 minutes later I took my blood pressure and pulse.  BP was 123 over 70 and my pulse was 70.

917747 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Started the following day December 29th about 9PM having diarrhea. Diarrhea continued on December 30th. Also on December 30th my left eye began to swell. I took benadryl that evening before going to  bed, but woke up the next morning December 31st with both eyes swollen. The left eye being worse and now under the eye was red and extremely itchy. Contacted employee health at hospital on December 30th and 31st. where vaccine was given and left a message detailing  my side effects. Contacted my own primary dr on December 31st and was seen by Dr who believes I have had an allergic reaction to Moderna vaccine. I was prescribed predinsone and zyrtec for 5 days.

917748 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 FL 51.0 51 M Patient stated throat tightness and flushing on head

917749 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 OK 53.0 53 F At approximately 10:30 am, received call from (clerical at County Health Dept) stating client is on phone and she is reporting tongue swelling  after receiving Moderna COVID-19 vaccine approximately one hour earlier. Staff instructed to tell client to go to emergency room for evaluation. Staff reported client stated she did not need ambulance and was okay to drive herself to the emergency room. At approximately 12:30, RN attempted to contact client at listed number, no answer, left message to call personal cell. RN contacted Hospital emergency dept. after not being able to reach client by phone. Nurse in emergency dept. stated client had not been there. Called another RN and had her request that Director of Facility (where vaccines were being administered to staff and residents) call her staff member (client) and f/u to see if she went to be medically evaluated. Director reported that client went to Urgent Med and they evaluated her. Director reported client was given Benadryl and sent home. Attempted to f/u with client a couple more times that afternoon and evening, no answer, left message to return call to personal cell. Never received call back from client. Attempted to contact client again on 1/3/21 at 11:14, no answer, left message to call personal cell. Spoke with Director via text and requested she reach out to client to have her call public health nurse . Director text client and requested she call RN with the County Health Dept.  stating that nurse needed to f/u on her symptoms. Will await call back from client.

917750 12/22/2020 01/03/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Vibration in left thigh that last all day and first half of following day

917751 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 NY 31.0 31 F I developed shingles after vaccine. First day after vaccine developed pain then rash 2 days later

917752 12/24/2020 01/03/2021 VA 50.0 50 M Flu-like symptoms started 12 house after receiving the vaccine. Chills, fever, joint pain, felt like all my muscles were spasming. I took Tylenol and ibuprofen, These symptoms last about 4 hours. I continued with weakness and overall feeling of weakness for the next 12 hours. Back to normal after 3 days.

917753 12/21/2020 01/03/2021 PR 47.0 47 F dizziness weakness headache neck pain

917754 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 ME 38.0 38 F Tingling around the mouth, tightness in the throat, and redness on the upper chest. Benadryl 25 mg po once and observed for more than 1 hr and improved

917755 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 OH 33.0 33 M On 12/24 patient experienced headache, fatigue, fever of 101.5, body aches, site pain, joint pain, and nausea.

917756 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Developed mild redness, hives, and itching at site of injection on days 2 and 3. Symptoms completely resolved independently on days 4 and 5. On day 6, developed significant welt-like hives, intense burning and itching, and numbness/tingling of entire extremity. Also developed a non-pruritic, flat, diffuse, pinpoint rash to the trunk. Rash and itching resolved with Benadryl. Right upper extremity burning, pain, and numbness persist.
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917757 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 IA 44.0 44 F 11:30 am developed bad stomach cramps/ nausea. Around 10:30 pm chills.  11:30 pm fever100.5, bad body aches, headache, nausea, slight periodic numbness in hands. Next day fever gone. On day 6 and still have bad stomach cramps. Some nausea and slight headache, scratchy throat.

917759 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 ME 35.0 35 F Tingling sensation in the face, tightness in the throat, and redness on the arms and chest  Benadryl 25 mg po once given

917760 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 MI 34.0 34 F I had an allergic reaction within ten minutes and was taken to the emergency room with throat pain, itching in the throat and mouth and a swollen uvula. I was given multiple doses of Benadryl and steroids. The next day I developed a temperature of 102 degrees and had a severe headache, nausea, and body aches. The headache and fatigue are still present now 4 days later.

917761 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 NJ 31.0 31 M Experienced body aches, fatigue, scratchy throat.  No treatment.  After going back to bed that morning and sleeping  for approximately 2  hours symptoms started to relieve themselves

917762 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 CA 33.0 33 M Left supraclavicular and left anterior cervical lymphadenopathy mildly tender and mobile. Started 6 days after vaccine to the left deltoid and persisting

917763 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 CA 28.0 28 M 9:38 am -8-10 minutes after vaccine injection patient felt nausea and dry heaving 9:42 am - patient evaluated by by EMS BP 142/100 Pulse 120 9:48 am patient transported to ER.

917764 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Chest tightness, shivers, fever, headaches Fatigue

917765 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 PR 63.0 63 F On 01/01/2021 I began to feel excessive itching, redness and swelling in the vaccination area. It appears to be cellulite. Also I present mild daily headache from that day.

917767 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 PA 74.0 74 M Started feeling light headed 15 to 20 minutes after getting the vaccine.Had tachycardia for 2 to 3 minutes.Lightheadedness lasted about 10 minutes.Next morning woke up with true vertigo .Lasted few minutes.That night mild vertigo returned, mostly positional.Ever since mild light headedness.Have to sleep in a recliner.Vomited once, but continue  to have mild nausea.

917768 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 FL 34.0 34 F About 12 hours after the vaccine, I started developing chills and joint pain.  That night, I developed fevers that persisted for about 24h (spiked about 5 separate times - highest fever was 102). Then, on the third night after the vaccine (about 60 hours post vaccine), I had two separate episodes of night sweats (clothes were drenched, no fever). Later that night I had a bowel movement with bright red blood.  I then went to an urgent care where they drew labs, send a Covid swab, ordered stool studies, and ordered a CT abdomen.

917769 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 MO 59.0 59 F At 2 am woke to severe chills and hyperventilating.  Took 45 minutes for everything to stop. (very scary) At 6:30 am began running a temp of 101.1.  Starting taking tylenol.  Fever never did go away.  Still had fever at 8 pm when I went to bed.  Woke up next morning and was fine.

917770 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 CA 62.0 62 M I have constant tinnitus since about a day after receiving the first dose to the Covid-19 vaccine.  It got worse over the New Year's weekend, and now seems to be stabilized as a constant ringing.  I will be making an appointment this coming week to have it investigated, but wanted to get the preliminary information to you. I have experienced a much lesser degree of tinnitus in the past, always a momentary transient event, not nearly as loud as I am currently experiencing.

917771 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Numbness to right side of upper body, arm, and face. Clammy, hot flashes, severe headache. Throat was swelling shut. Could feel it closing each time I swallowed. Emergency room gave steroids, Benadryl, and a coating for stomach.

917772 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 AL 42.0 42 F Fatigue, muscle aches and fever

917773 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Soreness in arm around injection site for two days.

917774 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 40.0 40 F SOB and tachycardia

917775 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 CA 35.0 35 F 12/23/20: within 2 minutes of receiving the vaccine I felt pulsing in my left wrist and weakness in my left hand, within 30 minutes my left ear felt like it needed to pop, I had the normal/expected side effects for the first 1-2 days (very sore arm, headache, achy, fatigue, mild joint pain) 12/24/20: weakness/numbness/cold feeling in my left lower leg and foot, fullness in left ear continued 12/27/20: same sx as 12/24, plus weakness/numbness in left forearm, pinky and ring finger 12/28/20: same sx as above, plus fullness in R earned weakness/numbness in right forearm, pinky, and ring finger 12/30/20: same sx as above, plus weakness/numbness on the left side of my face, no drooping 12/31/20: same sx as above, now with weakness/numbness/cold sensations on both sides of face (although only one side at a time), in both legs, both arms down into pinky and ring fingers (weakness noticed when typing and writing). Both ears still with fullness feeling (only one side at a time). I can still walk/run, these symptoms are still present as of today 1/3/21.

917776 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 TX 58.0 58 F muscle and skin soreness at injection site radiating out approximately 2 inches lasting approximately 36 hours general fatigue starting on 1-1-221 lasting approximately 24 hours

917777 12/01/2020 01/03/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  I am currently experience tenderness in my lymph nodes under my left arm (injection arm). I did experience other side effects as well but this one more intrusive. I experienced soreness at the injection site for a few days and a headache.

917778 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 29.0 29 F 1121 Patient started feeling hot, face red, throat feeling dry and tight.  Vital signs: Blood pressure 122/78 Heart rate 88 SATS 99% ON ROOM AIR. Patient was given Benadryl 25 mg by mouth. After about 15 minutes after administration, patient noted her "hot flash" had dissipated and her "funny feeling in throat" had minimized. She denied difficulty breathing or swallowing. Patient was discharged at 12:00. At 12:15, patient returned appearing slightly flushed and complaining of feeling warm again. While accompanying patient to Convenient Care, patient noted her throat "felt funny" and had to clear her throat to speak. Patient was transferred to convenient care nurse at 12:20

917779 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 OH 38.0 38 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Lymphadenopathy, axillary node on injection side. Palpable and painful, approximately 3-5 cm in diameter.

917780 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 AZ 25.0 25 F Sore arm. Sore throat. Back ache. Headache. Chills in feet

917781 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 NJ 50.0 50 F Severe headache and very tired.

917782 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 NJ 65.0 65 F Temp. 102, chills, body aches, headache, extreme fatigue; slept most of the day on the 1st; still w/body aches, less fatigue, decreased headache, temp 100 on  01/02; back to normal by 2:00 on 01/02

917783 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 KY 61.0 61 F To preface, I'm a physician (pediatrician).  I developed a swollen, indurated, erythematous itchy area approx 3x5 cm at the site of the vaccine the evening I received the vaccine, persisted a couple days, finally resolved leaving very slight induration behind.  EIGHT days after vaccine (on Dec 31), I received my regular allergy injections (one in each arm, below site of Moderna vaccine), that evening the site of the Moderna vaccine again became indurated, swollen, itchy/painful, red (redness was more widespread than the original reaction, I have pictures if needed), this lasted for about 72 hours, again leaving a very slightly indurated area behind.  Plan to do both allergy shots in the OTHER arm this week.

917784 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 TX 79.0 79 M Pt had vaccination at city site.  Waitied 15 min after shot and was cleared to go.  Reported to wife that he was very thristy, so they stopped at a convenience store on the way home.  While there, he felt worse and asked to go to the Emergency room.  They chose Methodist to enter.  Pt went to triage and while at triage, had syncopal episode, then full arrest.  After short course of CPR and defib, he had ROSC.  Was taken to cath lab for intervention (stents) and is now in ICU.Y Y 2

917785 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 NY 43.0 43 M member was vaccinated on 12/29 - 1-2 hours later developed injection site soreness/swelling/chills/fatigue/intermittent headaches/"head cold like symptoms" - yesterday evening developed R facial swelling including to upper lip and numbness in face - is able to smile and use muscles normally no facial dropping but face is still puffy today after 50 mg Benadryl.  Member has R inner ear itching but denies throat tightness/difficulty breathing

917786 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Left arm cellulitis, redness with induration at injection site started the day after injection.  Chills and sleepy.  Given Rocephin IM 12/30/2020.  Prescribed clindamycin 300mg 2 tab q8 for 7 days.

917787 12/27/2020 01/03/2021 FL 77.0 77 F Starting same day sore arm, by Tuesday late/Wednesday sore shoulder and knife like pains under left shoulder blade. Pain bad enough Wednesday night/Thursday early morning to contact Dr. Thursday. He determined my pain was muscle pain. Suggested Aleve (as Tylenol and Advil weren't working) and heating pad (which I had used on Wednesday during day). Aleve helped a lot. Pain by today (Sunday) is minimal but still some minimal discomfort.

917788 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 FL 75.0 75 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  I had the Qovid-19 virus back in March of 2020 and symptoms such as fever, chills, fatigue, muscle and body aches.  approximately 5-6 hours after receiving the vaccine i felt most of those same symptoms but on a much lesser scale.  all of those symptoms went away after 36 hours.  I spoke to some of my friends that took the vaccine the same day i took it and in general most of the friends that previously had the virus had similiar symptions again while those that never had the virus did not have any reraction to the vaccine.

917789 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 IN 45.0 45 F Severe vertigo began at 3:00 PM on 12/31/2020. Vomiting lasting approx. 9 hours (8 episodes). Unable to open eyes due to vertigo, vasovagal upon standing lasting until approx. 3:00 pm 1/2/2021. Diarrhea began approx. 8:00 pm 1/1/2021 with episodes each time after trying to eat 4 episodes. Headache lasted 3 days. Today on 1/3/2021 I have been able to keep down soup. Eyes feel tired, minimal vertigo upon moving head. No further diarrhea, vomiting.

917791 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Arm redness and sore

917792 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 FL 56.0 56 M BAD HEAD ACHE, STUFFYNESS, CHEST CONGEST. TIREDNESS, GRUMPY AS HELL

917794 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 GA 40.0 40 F Patient received Moderna vaccine on 12/23/20 at approximately 1530. No adverse events observed immediately following injection. Approximately 12 hours later (12/24/2020 @ 0300) patient developed fever, chills, body aches, fatigue and headache that last for approximately 24 hours. On 12/24/2020 @ 1200 patient experienced near syncopal episode. On 12/24/20 @ 1500 patient developed hive on b/l legs and arms. Symptoms treated with motrin and benadryl. All symptoms resolved by 12/25/2020

917795 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 CT 24.0 24 F Rash, fever

917796 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 HI 59.0 59 F Within the night I felt pain on the insde area of  the FOREARM of the injected arm. The pain was something I have never felt before. A pain like I had been hit on the arm.  The pain was not intense ALL night and it did not keep me awake all night. The following day I felt the pain again, same place, but only for a half hour or so.  I have not felt that pain since, but there remains a swelling and hard lump in the place I felt the pain, with a slight pain if pressed. The lump and swelling remains constant. No worse, not sure if any better either.  No redness, and not hot to the touch. No other swelling anywhere else. Other reactions are just a slight overall sluggish feeling, that is better after sleep.

917797 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Swelling and redness at site of vaccine. Entire muscle of left arm swollen around injection site for 4 days. Painful to touch and hot. Increased tiredness within first 24 hours.

917798 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 CT 49.0 49 F Flu like symptoms, body aches & pains, chills, headache, soreness at injection site., tiredness all symptoms started 24 hours after I received the vaccine.

917799 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 FL 46.0 46 F Within an hour and a half after vaccination my skin was flush and red and I developed hives. I work at this facility and was sent to the ER where I was monitored for two hours and received IV Benadryl, solumedrol, and Pepcid. The redness was gone within an hour and the hives disappeared after having to take an additional 25mg Benadryl pill after 6 hours. The next day I experienced fatigue, severe muscle pain, chills and this continued for an additional 2 days.

917800 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 NC 51.0 51 F I have been having severe hot flash like feeling.  Feel like I have a fever.  I check my temp and it is usually 97.0 - 99.0.  I have been taking Tylenol 1000mg 1 x a day and Naproxen 220mg 2 tabs 1 x a day to help with the discomfort.   My skin feels hot from my neck down to my hips.  I have occasional body aches.  My arm was very sore the day after the injection.  The 2nd day after it started feeling better than by the30th my arm was fine.  I am getting Covid tested weekly at my work and all have been negative so far.  I am getting tested tonight and will let you know what the results are.

917801 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Severe migraine, nausea, dizziness

917802 01/01/2021 01/03/2021 MD 32.0 32 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA -at approximately 2:30pm arm soreness began and lasted until 1pm on 1/3 -at approximately 9:30pm a fever of 101.2 occurred, sweats, chills, extreme fatigue began and lasted until approximately 10am on 1/2

917803 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 AL 31.0 31 F approx 6 minutes after receiving vaccine to Left deltoid IM site: marked tachycardia HR 180 with associated dizziness, nausea, hypotension and subsequent severe lethargy and feeling of syncope.  placed on stretcher at hospital facility and ultimately fell asleep for unknown amount of time. After waking approx 2 hours later majority of severe symptoms subsided but residual tachycardia of 120s and orthostatic hypotension throughout the day for next 16 hours. associated dry flushed skin of face and dry itchy eyes throughout day as well

917804 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 IL 21.0 21 F Dizzy, fainting, numbness on right leg/ face, nausea

917805 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 NY 59.0 59 F Lightheaded,vertigo, severe shaking, cold extremeties, Increased respirations from 16 to 34 within minutes of having the vaccine. Nausea, Increased blood pressure and pulse rate. EKG was normal sinus rhythm. Tounge felt heavy and thick.

917806 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 OH 44.0 44 F numb pockets on face, a little swelling of tongue and a little tired/flushed

917807 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 MI 32.0 32 F Bruise, swelling, pain at injection site immediately following administration.  Fatigue starting 12 hours after  Muscle aches and joint pain 24 hours after

917808 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 MI 56.0 56 F SEVERE HIVES FROM HEAD TO TOE LASTING APPROXIMATELY 21 HOURS  I TOOK BENADRYL MULTIPLE DOSES

917809 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 TN 55.0 55 M HEAD ACHE AND LOW GRADE FEVER WITHIN 24 HOURS OF VACCINATION.  ORAL TEMP 101.5 F.  I ALSO DEVELOPED A PRODUCTIVE COUGH AND STUFFED SINUSES

917810 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 CO 46.0 46 F On 1/1/21 mid morning developed left arm ache that progressed into a deep bone ache/pain along full arm shoulder to wrist. On 1/2/21 pain and large hard swollen area at injection site, area approximately size of a tennis ball, painful with increased pain on movement.  Mild flush to area, pink and warm to touch, with occasional stinging sensation.  On 1/3/21 still swollen, less firm, still painful with stinging/burning sensation at times, darker redness approximately size of my hand, hot to touch, area of white in middle where injection was given.

917811 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 25.0 25 F Slight soreness at site of injection (left deltoid)

917812 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Left hip pain for 2 days

917813 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 OH 43.0 43 F Irregular heartbeat and hives 10 minutes after receiving the injection. Treated with Benadryl. Resolved 8 hours later.  Pain and swelling at injection site, chills, muscle and joint pain, headache and fatigue.   Treated with Ibuprofen. Resolved 24 hours later.

917814 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 37.0 37 F mild tingling sensation of left arm (injection site=left deltoid).

917815 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 OH 50.0 50 F upset stomach, headache, neck ache

917816 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 52.0 52 M Slight tenderness at site of injection (left deltoid)

917817 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 CA 42.0 42 F 11:42 am patient felt dizzy and palpitations 10-12 minutes after receiving vaccine.  11:47 am  patient evaluated by EMS BP 168/110, Pulse 120, EKG done. patient reporting feeling better but wishes to to seen in ED.  11:54 am patient transported to hospital by EMS

917818 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 TN 58.0 58 F Itching on various areas of body with hives and welts, redness. Took 50 mg Benadryl, 12 mg methylprednisolone, and applied hydrocortisone. Had to reside after 4-5 hrs, and again the next morning. Went to urgent care clinic and received 60 mg depo-prednisolone and went home and took more Benadryl and applied more hydrocortisone cream. Rash all over the body.

917819 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 43.0 43 M Slight/mild soreness at site of injection (left deltoid)

917820 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 VT 39.0 39 F After vaccine administered, c/o being lightheaded, dizziness, neck heavy, jaw numbness.  Pulse 90-130.  Chills

917821 12/24/2020 01/03/2021 OH 37.0 37 F Vaccine site had localized reaction that started about 12 hours post vaccine and intensified about Day 2 after vaccine after which subsided and redness/swelling went away. On Day 7 noticed small amount of bruising at vaccine site. Day 8 initial area that was involved in localized reaction reappeared redder, bigger and more demarcated than originally. Contacted FDA and Moderna to report reaction and see if this was a known reaction. Submitted images to FDA and Moderna for review. Showed physicians I work with in the ED as well and we watched it for progression to r/o cellulitis but the next day reaction very reduced and today is back to normal.

917822 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 NE 72.0 72 M Severe upper truck muscular pain,  both front and back.  Can hardly turn or reach for things.  Getting progressively worse.  Also arthritic pain in both my 1st IP joints bilaterally, unable to grasp to open packages or uncap bottles.  Have had neither before.

917823 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 PA 52.0 52 F About 5 mins after vaccine was received patient started wheezing, felt like her throat was closing. Difficulty breathing

917824 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 WA 38.0 38 F Patient had shortness of breath, slight  throat swelling, arm swelling, and increased heart rate

917825 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 CA 67.0 M I became very fatigued , no energy  for daily tasks. I developed a non productive cough, moderate headache, and  low grade fever.  now my nose is  congested. I feel alittle stronger 18 hrs. later. But I called in sick  tonight to work nights as a night RN, on a COVID unit. I have been working with COVID  Patients  after getting  the first of two  Moderna  vaccines.

917826 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 NC 22.0 22 F Patient was monitored 15 minutes after giving 1st COVID vaccine. Once she returned to the worksite approximately 30 minutes after her vaccine was given, she experienced some flushing and severe sweating. Patient was taken to the nearest ED on 12-31-20 @ 5:00pm and per patient stated that ED doctor said it could be a reaction to the COVID vaccine. On 1-1-21, patient started experiencing low grade fever, body aches and a major headache. Patient was told she can take Tylenol OTC to help with this. Patient stated on 1-2-21, she started experiencing sore throat and a metallic taste in her mouth. Patient was told she needed to go see her doctor as soon as she could to follow up with this. On 1-3-21, patient still complained of sore throat and lower back pain. Patient was advised to go to nearest Urgent care if possible. Patient stated that she was going to go to a local urgent care today and she was told to follow up with Public Health after she  was seen at the urgent care.

917827 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 IL 38.0 38 M I started getting a Migraine , but then in the middle of the night I woke up with severe Lower Back Pain , Joint pain in my shoulders , elbows , and hands bilaterally. Currently My fever is running 100.5-101 F and that?s with taking Tylenol . I still have constant severe low back pain and fatigue . I just feel sick .

917829 12/27/2020 01/03/2021 CA 64.0 64 F Bells Palsy

917830 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 CA 53.0 53 M Chills, slight fever, dizziness, and cough since 01/02/21.

917831 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 65.0 65 M Received vaccine on 12/28/2020 and c/o jitteriness on 12/29/2020 and dizziness with jitteriness on 12/30/2020. BP 152/83 HR 78. States he felt like he was floating when walking to his car this morning

917832 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Two days after receiving first dose of Pfizer COVID vaccine started feeling generally unwell. On the third day, started feeling progressively worse: dizziness upon standing and while standing (to the point I thought I would fall over) nausea, dry heaving, headache bordering on migraine, abdominal pain and a short period of appetite loss. Today (fourth day post shot) I called out of work and feel as if I?m on a tilt table while laying down, and will feel dizzy and nauseated immediately upon standing up. This is is spite of staying hydrated and eating a bland diet in order to not upset my stomach.

917833 12/22/2020 01/03/2021 25.0 25 M sore throat, fatigue and abdominal pain

917834 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 NJ 48.0 48 F 1 week after receiving dose 1 area is hard, warm to touch and itchy

917835 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 MN 18.0 18 M Tactile fever ,arm pain, headache and malaise in 24 hrs  following injection Next day generalized achiness ,retrosternal chest pain and bilateral forearm tingly  pain similar to Nov 2019 and went to  Hospital UC,CXR and EKG normal but with short PR interval on EKG ,elevated troponin 3.5 Transferred to hospital  troponin 12.1 ng/ml IVIG given  SARS IGG positive on admission PCR negativeY Y 3

917836 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 FL 63.0 63 F Two days after vaccinated,  injection site became red, swollen, and slightly itchy.  Looked like a large welt. It is getting better today, 1/3/2021.

917837 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 FL 78.0 78 F 12/31/20-pm upset stomach;   1/1 /21 woke up with diarrhea and mild headache thru the day.  Around 7 pm  felt like a dizzy spell loosing ability to move  with like fog in my head and uncontrolled strong shaking and vomiting.   1/2/21 woke up with no symptoms and feeling fine.

917838 12/21/2020 01/03/2021 VA 41.0 41 F Headache, back pain 8 days after vaccine  Shortness of breath, burning in chest, extreme fatigue, back pain, intermittent headache  on days 9-13 after vaccine Temperature 100.0 on day 11 after vaccine  COVID tests on days 9, 10, and 13 all negative

917839 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 CO 56.0 56 F Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA: After vaccination patient reported dizziness and lightheadedness. Vital signs stable except pulse 106 beats per minute and blood pressure 145/94 mmHg. No loss of consciousness, rash, respiratory symptoms, or gastrointestinal symptoms reported. Repeat vital signs five minutes later all within normal ranges. Patient observed for a total of 45 minutes after vaccine administration. Symptoms resolved, no new symptoms developed, and patient left vaccine adminsitration clinic stable.

917840 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Patient c/o feeling tired and running out of breath on 12/31/20.  Condition exacerbated on 1/2/20 and she thinks it may be due to anxiety.  Patient will go to urgent care today for an evaluation (1/3/21)

917841 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 TX 32.0 32 F A week after vaccine (after initial soreness was gone) my arm began to hurt a lot. Vaccine site became stiff and developed rash/large bump. The day after this occurred the bumps went down but the area became inflamed, red, and warm to touch. The entire upper arm is still in a lot of pain.

917842 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 NJ 46.0 46 M Onset of headache and nausea feeling a migraine coming on

917843 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 OH 59.0 59 F I may have noticed small bumps on neck within 30 minutes of the first injection.  Day 2  I experienced all day dull headache and muscle pain in the right arm.  Approaching Day 6  roving hives(over the entire body), fever, tingling in the fingers, nausea, weakness,  a feeling of about to pass out, and slight itching occurred.

917845 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Severe fatigue, body aches, head aches since the vaccine.

917846 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 KY 33.0 33 F Fatigue, metallic taste in mouth, increased thirst and urination, tinnitus, chills, achy, headache

917847 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 TN 45.0 45 F Initially: pain at injection site x 3 days On Day 7... worsening pain at injection site, arm red, swollen and painful to touch. Fever 100.1, joint pain and terrible headache. On Day 8 - rapid Covid negative Treating for suspected cellulitis on left arm at injection site.

917848 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 AR 40.0 40 F Golf Ball size hard knot at injection sight with redness and warm to touch

917849 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 TX 55.0 55 F Headache - took Tylenol, ongoing  Burning all over body - took Benadryl, resolved  Dizziness - rest Cough

917850 01/03/2021 U Soreness/ Tenderness around injection site. Muscle soreness 3" side to side of site. Muscle soreness 5" above & below site.  First occurrence Day of. Continued thru 24hrs AFTER injection

917851 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 CO 29.0 29 F Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine: Patient reported nausea, dizziness, lightheadedness soon after receiving vaccination. Vital signs stable except for blood pressure 162/87 mmHg. Patient observed and offered water and juice. No rash, respiratory symptoms, loss of consciousness, or gastrointestinal symptoms reported. Repeat vital signs all within normal ranges. Symptoms resolved, no new symptoms developed, and patient left vaccine clinic in stable condition.

917852 12/24/2020 01/03/2021 NY 32.0 32 M Swollen axillary lymph node, tender

917853 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 WV 36.0 36 F Moderns COVID-19 Vaccine Sat at about 8pm started to have arm pain in the arm vaccinated. Throughout the night muscle, aches, headaches, fever, chills and fatigue started. Treated with Tylenol. Sunday moring fever, headache and chills were gone. Noon on Sunday, chillw and fever came back. 4pm checked temp and it was 103 degrees. Took Tylenol.

917854 12/18/2020 01/03/2021 PA 57.0 57 F Patient received vaccine and was fine through her 15 minute observation period. She left the clinic and came back about 40 minutes later complaining of tingling in her tongue and weakness in her legs and felt like she needed to sit down. Her blood pressure was taken and it was elevated and a decision to take her to the ED was made. In the ED, she denied shortness of breath and did not have any other signs of anaphylaxis. She was given diphenhydramine 50 mg (at 11:36AM), famotidine 20 mg (@11:36AM) and prednisone 50 mg (at 11:43AM). At 12:23PM, documentation from the ED notes that tongue symptoms resolved, but patient still felt weak.

917855 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 CA 47.0 47 F ON 1/1/21 THE DAY AFTER I RECEIVED THE VACCINE I WAS TAKING A NAP AND MY WATCH KEPT SENDING ME ALERTS. HOWEVER I DID NOT CHECK MY WATCH UNTIL 5:30 WHEN I WOKE UP AND I FELT LIKE I WAS HAVING HEART PALPITATIONS. I WENT TO THE EMERGENCY ROOM WHERE I WAS TREATED. I WAS TOLD THAT I WAS FEBRILE WITH A TEMPERATURE OF 102. I WAS GIVEN IV FLUIDS, CHEST X-RAY, EKG AND LAB WORK. I WAS RELEASED ON 1/2/21 AT APPROXIMATELY 0030 (MIDNIGHT).Y 1

917856 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 MN 39.0 39 F 23rd: hot flash/sweating within 15 minutes of receiving vaccine, Sore am, itchy throat,  horse voice; 24th: sore arm, headache,  fatigue, congestion; 25th: headache, nausea, fatigue, congestion.  26th through today - daily Headache w/nausea (OTC's not helping headaches).

917858 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 OH 45.0 45 F Day 1: within 30 min  - severe sharp temporal headache (worst of my life); developed within a couple hours in this sequence: cold hands/feet, chills (no fever), much worsened vision, slight confusion/dizziness, weakness (had to lay down), both knee joint pain, swollen neck glands, moderate nausea and intestinal cramps, complete loss of smell/taste; all night - severe acidic stomach pain (barely relieved with anti-acids). Day 2: residual headache (50%), tiredness, weakness, sweating if doing things, residual knee joint pain, sense of smell/taste returned and heightened. Day 3: residual headache (25%), still not 100%, residual knee joint pain. Day 4 (today):  residual knee joint pain (comes and goes). I realize that these are not symptoms of an allergic reaction, but severe side effects.

917859 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 NY 65.0 65 M High Fever. 101+, thermometer could read it. Severe joint pain, especially in shoulders, knees.

917860 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 44.0 44 F slight/mild soreness at site of injection.

917861 12/22/2020 01/03/2021 NY 62.0 62 M After eating lunch on 12/29, he felt nauseated and dizzy, vomited within 10 mins and felt dizzy, there was some orthostatic BP changes clinically, he was at work in the hospital on that day, he was taken to ED, kept under observation for 24 hours, cardiac workup was done, non specific EKG abnormality was noted and he got a stress test on the 30th, which showed a normal stress perfusion study and normal cardiac function. He was discharged from observation status. No further dizziness.

917862 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 29.0 29 F Slight/mild soreness at site of injection

917863 12/17/2020 01/03/2021 VA 26.0 26 M Myalgias starting within 1 hour after vaccination, worsened throughout day that radiated to ipsilateral trapezius and rhomboid areas.  Starting around 16 hours after vaccination, severe subjective fevers and chills with severe headache that worsened with lying down. The headache was the most concerning symptom with tinnitus when laying flat in supine. It awoke me from sleep and prevented me from laying flat so I had to sleep upright on the couch. I took tylenol 500mg around 0200 and was able to sleep for a few hours. By 24 hours post vaccine, the headache and fevers/chills significantly improved so I could attend work the next day.

917864 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 OH 23.0 23 M Fever for around 24 hours without use of fever-reducing medication; Chills; Headache; slight nausea

917865 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 NJ 18.0 18 F intense chills and arm pain starting ~5 hours after shot (child faded within 24 hours) arm soreness lasted ~3 days  general intense fatigue and light-headedness/ headache; decreased and went away after 48 hours

917867 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 TN 32.0 32 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID19 Vaccine EUA The muscles in my arm where the vaccine was objected started hurting about 5 hours after the vaccine. Two hours later the pain had gotten so intense I could not move my arm more than in inch from my body and had to get help performing simple tasks. The next morning, the pain is less intense and I can move my arm, but there is no pain in my elbow and wrist joints on the same arm.

917868 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 TX 41.0 41 F A few minutes after receiving her vaccine she reported dizziness and an itchy throat. She was observed for a few minutes and she stated that the dizziness was worse and that she felt flushed so she was given 0.3mg of IM epinephrine after which she began to immediately improve. She was also given 50mg PO diphenhydramine. She was observed for 60 minutes after the epinephrine dosing without any recurrence of her symptoms and she was discharged home with strict ER return precautions.

917869 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 IN 46.0 46 F Started to lose voice and clearing throat- took benedryl as suggested , stayed an extra hour for observation, left on my own. Noticed face was swollen  and red after showering- took photo. Cough and clearing throat like when I eat something I?m allergic to. Took another benedryl four hours later as well as Tylenol for headache. Ate dinner went back to sleep notice arm hurts a bit. Next morning 9 am face no longer swollen but arm hurting to the slightest touch. 4:30 pm still resting arm very painful . Headache and facial swelling under control. At no time did I have trouble breathing, slight itching

917870 12/22/2020 01/03/2021 MA 42.0 42 F Woke up with severe chills, shaking,  fever of 100.8,  generalized body aches, generalized sensitive skin, and mild headache.   All symptoms resolved after 1 day.

917871 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 FL 27.0 27 M Body Aches Chills Headache Low Grade Fever Arm Soreness Swollen Lymph Nodes GI Upset

917872 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 AL 62.0 62 F I started feeling just slightly sick by bedtime on the date of the vaccine.  For the next 24  to 36 hours, I experienced:  low grade fever (101.1), muscle aches and pains, bad headache, diarrhea ... and felt extremely tired ... felt much the same as when I had been diagnosed with Covid 19 back in October of 2020.  By the day, I was feeling better.

917873 12/18/2020 01/03/2021 MA 29.0 29 F Approximately 5 hours after administration, I developed severe pleuritic chest pain and tachycardia that self resolved after about an hour. This was followed by about 2 days of fatigue and myalgias that interfered with my daily activities that also self resolved. Had a large tender reaction on my left bicep for about 5 days after the injection.

917874 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 TX 29.0 29 F 8 hours post injection: headache, joint pain and body aches progressively worsened through 48 hours after injection. Arm was sore but nothing compared to joints (especially hips). Temperature was only slight at 98.7. Headache and body aches, joint pain were severe enough that I was forced to rest and unable to continue daily activities. Ache symptoms quickly dissipated after 48 hours, but a 2 inch diameter welt appeared, slightly raised and itching mildly like a mosquito bite. Welt is still present now, 5 days post-injection.

917875 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 MD 31.0 31 F Febrile to 100.1 F with chills requiring Tylenol 500mg to sleep through the night after getting the vaccine  .

917876 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 MI 36.0 36 F Started with throat and chest tightness, followed by cough and unable to catch breath, wheeled to ER given nebulizing treatment, 0.3mg of Epi, 50 mg IV Benadryl and 125mg IV solumedrol, chest tightness, tachycardia, and cough seemed to abate for aprox 15 minutes before return of symptoms, but worse. HR 140-150, BP 180/104, tachypneic  high 30's, feeling like unable to breath, throat did not close, duoneb inhalant treatment  given with 02, sx seemed to calm after 15 minutes. Pt d/c home after 3 hours in ER with bp 138/98, HR 134, 20 resps, SP02 @ 97%. SP02 never dropped below 95% throughout severe allergic reaction

917877 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 CO 66.0 66 F Headache, low fever 99.9-100, chills, fatigue started 1/3/2021

917878 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 FL 62.0 62 F Within minutes of receiving the injection I began to feel dizzy, a nursing provider took my bp approx 5-6 min after receiving the  vaccination with a wrist cuff and it was 191/125 , she obtained a manual cuff and took it about 3- 5 min after the initial bp and it was 180/100. I felt more dizzy and laid down. I also had a rapid HR but did not take my pulse. The dizziness fluctuated and gradually cleared over 20-30 min. A third bp was 146/84 and a last bp approx 30min after the injection was 124/76 and I felt well enough to get up and walk.

917879 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 WV 64.0 64 F Right side of lip started swelling about 7:30 pm on 12/31/2020.  Took Benadryl and picked up Epi pen at pharmacy.  Swelling increased overnight up into right cheek and jaw.   Right side eye and cheek and mouth drooping with a crooked smile. On 01/02/2020  started itching from up under right ear down towards neck with redness and hives.   Got RX from pharmacy for Prednisone and am currently taking that

917880 12/24/2020 01/03/2021 MT 45.0 45 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Headache for about 16 hours.

917881 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 WV 59.0 59 F Had the vaccine at 11am; started diarrhea within the hour.  Restless during the night and about 3am woke with diarrhea, nausea and having dry heaves, general feeling of malaise.  Symptoms continued to get worse and finally went to the emergency room about 9am the next morning.  I was given fluids for dehydration and Zofran for the nausea.  Lab work was performed as well as x-rays and a CT Scan.

917882 12/22/2020 01/03/2021 NJ 49.0 49 F Patient is hospital employee who completed screening form for COVID-19 vaccine by answering "no" to all contraindication questions.   Approx 10 minutes after receiving COVID-19 vaccine dose # 1, patient was still in vaccine clinic area and complained of dizziness, palpitations and flushing.  I observed patient fanning herself with papers.  She was escorted out of the immediate clinic room, and assessed by paramedics present as having an anaphylactic reaction.  Epinephrine 0.3 mg IM and diphenhydramine 50 mg IV given in clinic, Rapid Response was called overhead and patient immediately transported down the hall to the Emergency Dept. In ED, pt was noted as having swollen tongue, large areas of erythema on face, arms and chest, shortness of breath, nausea, dizziness (per ED physician notes).  Pt reported being hospitalized in ICU with COVID disease more than 3 months ago, including intubation (not treated at this hospital), and has been back at work since August 2020.  ED physical exam noted bilateral wheezing and patient in acute distress.  In ED, pt administered racemic epinephrine 2.25% 0.5 mL via neb, epinephrine 0.3 mg IM, diphenhydramine 50 mg IV, Solu-Medrol 125 mg IV, famotidine 20 mg IV and epinephrine 5 mg/250 mL IV drip (started at 0.118 mcg/kg/min).  Acute symptoms reported to resolve in ED.  COVID test was negative.  ED physician discovered that pt had history of multiple medications, including previous anaphylactic reaction to radiocontrast dye requiring intubation (which was not disclosed on the vaccine screening form).  Pt admitted to Telemetry floor for observation.   Overnight course was unremarkable, and patient was discharged the following day with prescription for Prednisone taper and prescription for Epi-pen.  Advised not to return for second dose of COVID vaccine.  EMR updated to reflect possible anaphylactic reaction to Moderna COVID-19 vaccine.Y 1

917883 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 KS 50.0 50 F After vaccination in exam room, client sent to observation room for 30 minutes. About 5 minutes in the observation room, client started to feel light headed. Client sent back to exam room to lie down. At 2pm, client's blood pressure 107/70 with 98 pulse. At 2:15pm, client's blood pressure 128/79, 99 pulse, and O2 sat at 99%. Cold compress place on client's forehead with knees elevated. Water and snack provided.

917884 12/21/2020 01/03/2021 NC 35.0 35 F Hives began one week after vaccine.  Went to urgent care on two different occasions, initially told to continue Otc antihistamines, given prescription at second visit.

917885 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 MO 56.0 56 M Fatigue, lightheadedness, Fever (99.9-100.1), nausea and weakness.

917886 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 PA 58.0 58 F Vomiting, Fever 101.4, myalgias, fatigue-unable to work for 24 hours  sit of injection erythema for 4 days, soreness  These were similar symptoms to when patient had COVID in November

917887 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 MD 23.0 23 F About 5:45 pm on Saturday, January 2, 2021 my inner left eye began to feel itchy and irritated like there was something in it. I touched my eye and rubbed it for approximately 30 minutes, but it still felt like I had something poking my inner eyelid. I looked in the mirror and saw my inner, upper, left eyelid was swollen and slowly getting worse. I tried applying a warm compress for 10 minutes, but it did not seem to help. I was getting ready for a shower and saw hives on my hips and inner thighs. I felt itchy in other places of my body as well. I saw hives on both of my upper arms, my back, and my neck. I took one 25 mg Benadryl and got in the shower. As I was showering, I felt my left upper lip begin to tingle and swell. I rushed to the ER immediately. I arrived around 7:25 pm. As I was waiting for the ER doctor, I noticed my lip and eye swelling were almost back to normal, but I still had hives and they were spreading. The ER doctor gave me Benedryl and Solumedrol in an IV around 9 pm. I left the ER around 10 pm. I had no more swelling on my eye and lip and my hives were slowly diminishing.

917888 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 NM 35.0 35 F I am breastfeeding my 15 month old son and he got a rash on his abdomen and face that has progressed more over past several days. He has had no fever but acts like he doesn?t feel great as he was not eating like his normal self. I don?t know if the rash is related or not but it is during the time of the vaccine.

917890 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 41.0 41 M Chill-1 episode; fatigue; muscle ache; headache

917891 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 CT 41.0 41 F Sweated through my clothes at almost 12 hours to the exact time of dose, nausea to the point of trying not to vomit, diarrhea, shivers, very sore arm (difficult to lift). Lasted approximately 4 hours.  Drank water, took 1 Advil. Waited it out until symptoms reduced. Did not sleep most of the night.

917892 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 NY 66.0 66 F Received vaccine on Thursday arm was sore on Friday, Saturday morning @5:OO AM woke with horrendous headache and slept most of the day, very tired. Woke in the middle of the night to go to the bathroom and had horrible vertigo actually bouncing off the walls. Took Meclizine and benadryl for relief. Wondering what my immune system will do on the second dose!

917893 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 TX 28.0 28 M approximately 10 minutes after vaccination, the individual began complaining of difficulty breathing. Presented to onsite EMS personnel with diaphoresis, pallor, rapid respiratory rate,  and sounds from throat similar to stridor. The individual was in obvious distress. Patient was given oxygen via NRB mask,  Epinephrine 1:1,000 0.3 mg IM. A second dose of Epinephrine 1:1,000 0.3 mg IM was given approximately 4 minutes after the first one.  Transporting ambulance arrived and transported the patient to emergency room. The patient's had marked improvement within 5 minutes of the second Epinephrine dose. Patient was still tachypneic but was able to speak in complete sentences and was alert and oriented.

917894 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 CO 42.0 42 F My husband noticed my that my arm near the injection site was red and raised last night, January 2nd - over one week after the vaccine.  Then I was woken up around 1 in the morning January 3rd (today) with fairly intense itching at that site.  Today it is raised, red, and mildly itchy.  We took pictures to show the difference in arms.  Of note, the pain from the vaccine was so severe I couldn?t even pick up a water glass or put a shirt over my head with that arm.  It was only that bad on 12/27 and rapidly improved. I am just mentioning this in case people who have had itching over one week also had severe pain after the injection.
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917895 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 MI 36.0 36 F Pt experienced tachycardia and was monitored.  This returned to normal in a few minutes.

917896 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 AZ 68.0 68 F Nausea, fever, muscle aches, headache, dizziness, body pain.

917897 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 CA 65.0 65 F Injection was at 12:00 Pm on 12/29/2020. At 12:20 PM i started to feel faint, slightly nauseous . I layed down on my office floor, , my heart rate went up to 140 BPM and BP was around 140/76. My MA checked it . One of my physician colleague's that was nearby checked on me as well as the nurse that gave me the injections. it took about 30-40 minutes for the symptoms to subside. I was sent to our Urgent care dept in the same clinic by wheelchair at around 12:30-12:40 pm. I was evaluated and my symptoms subsided in 30-40 minutes. I was out of Urgent care at 1:25 pm, able to walk upstairs back to my office and felt okay and was seeing patients again at 1:30 PM.  This reaction was similar to getting a shot of Novocaine w/ epinephrine for a dental procedure I received a few years ago, so if I were to sum it up it was like getting a shot of epinephrine. it was not a vasovagal reaction as my BP was high. I have felt fine since. I plan to get the second vaccine. Any suggestions to avoid these symptoms w/ the second one would be appreciated.

917898 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 NH 50.0 50 F 7 days after receiving the vaccine, my arm became very itchy at the site of the injection.  That evening, I noticed a golf ball size red swollen area around the injection site.  The next morning, the reddened area had increased to the size of a baseball.  It remained itchy, red, swollen, and warm.  By that evening, the area had increased to the size of a canteloupe.  I presented to the local Urgent Care.  I was diagnosed with "cellulitis" and prescribed an antibiotic.  I did not take the antibiotic, as by the time I picked it up from the pharmacy the next morning, the redness and swelling had already started to decrease.  At this time, (10 days after vaccine), the redness and swelling are gone, and my arm just remains a little itchy.

917899 12/24/2020 01/03/2021 NE 34.0 34 F Patient was COVID + on 11/7/20, but had fully recovered by the vaccination date 12/24/20.  The vaccination was unremarkable and the patient tolerated.  Approximately 72 hours post-vaccination, the patient developed widespread hives, that were most severe on her face and cheeks.  Patient did not have any respiratory effects.  Hives resolved within 24 hours with the use of oral diphenhydramine.  The patient is concerned with obtaining the second dose, whether it would be appropriate to receive the vaccine as long as appropriate medical interventions are available.

917900 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 20.0 20 F Slight/mild dizziness and slight/mild numbness sensation of left arm, five minutes after vaccine administration (left deltoid). Patient stated she had not sleep last night. Patient reported feeling better after sitting in the clinic. Vital signs within normal limits. Advised to follow up with PCP. ER precautions given.

917901 12/01/2020 01/03/2021 TX 49.0 49 F High blood pressure. I normally have low blood pressure. My readings have been up to 190/127. I've never had a reading over 140 before. Last reading was 149/100.

917902 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 CO 45.0 45 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Fever, joint pain, headache, nausea. Treated at home with OTC meds Severe rash on torso, arms, neck, thighs. TakingSteroid dose pack, Benedryl, Ibuprofen. Not yet resolved.

917903 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 TN 37.0 37 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA After receiving shot 1 at 8:56 AM I started running a fever of 101 by 6:00 PM on 1/2/21.  By 7:30 PM it was 102.8.  I alternated Tylenol and Ibuprofen which took over an hour to have any impact on the fever.  I have used ice packs to also control my body temperature throughout the night.  I woke up with fever and have run fever all day 1/3/21.  It is 4:49 PM and it is currently 101.4 which is 20 minutes after my Tylenol has worn off.  I am also experiencing intestinal issues and started having diarrhea at 3:30 PM on 1/3/21.  I am very concerned about taking dose 2!

917904 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 IL 27.0 27 F Malaise, fatigue, chills, headache, dizziness, and nausea from 12 hours post vaccine until 48 hours post vaccine

917905 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 KS 41.0 41 M Fever with chills for 2 days Weakness/malaise/muscle pain for 2 days. Hives with itching for 1 day

917906 01/02/2020 01/03/2021 TX 56.0 56 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Fast heartbeat (117) Chills Headache Nausea Fatigue   (Day after vaccination)

917907 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 VA 65.0 65 F Metallic taste a couple of minutes after vaccination, it disappeared after 30 minutes or so Swallowing lips 4 hours after injection. Numbing sensation on lower lip. This effect lasted 3 to 4 hours Headache, and backache and increase in temperature the next morning 01-03-21 Symptoms improving during the afternoon

917908 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 FL 39.0 39 F Flushing,  started about 5h after vaccination, lasts a few minutes, has occurred daily .  Fatigue/aches, started ~48h after vaccination, usually occurs in the afternoon, enough for me to need a nap, has occurred daily.

917909 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 FL 62.0 62 F Rash at vaccine injection site 1 day after Dupixent leg injection

917910 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 CA 42.0 42 M Approximately 5 hours after the injection my left arm (injection site arm) became sore.  The soreness ended on January 3rd.  No treatment was needed.    On January 1st I noticed tingling  in both of my legs.   Since then it has gotten worse.  I have tingling in both legs, muscle twitching throughout both legs intermittently, muscle weakness specifically after muscle use, an abnormal skin sensitivity when wearing pants, and a consistent ache throughout my legs.  The symptoms affect me 24 hours a day and create an anxiety that I have not felt before.  It has also adversely affected my sleep.

917911 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 MA 32.0 32 M Left T11-12  zoster reactivation

917912 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 MO 37.0 37 F Body aches, chills, exhaustion, fever, injection site itching, swelling and redness.

917913 12/20/2020 01/03/2021 31.0 31 F severe headache lasting 24 hours

917919 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 HI 37.0 37 M Rashes developed over many areas of the body (neck, ears, legs, chest, torso, groin) following the vaccine shot. The first rashes started to appear the evening after getting the shot and more appeared the days that followed.

917920 12/17/2020 01/03/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Swollen lymph nodes with lesions and blisters

917921 12/24/2020 01/03/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Left shoulder/arm muscle soreness Left pectoral muscle soreness Tender, swollen lymph node The pain in the Left shoulder and across Left chest is persistent and flares with exertion.  Tender, swollen (presumed) lymph node directly under Left collar bone and to the left of sternum, pain persistent when at rest and flares when exerting force with Left arm (lifting/pushing/pulling), pain when taking deep breathes.

917922 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 FL 44.0 44 M Headache-dull/ site pain - at 12 hrs post injection Chills 18 hrs post injection Fever 38C - 30 hrs post Injection Significant fatigue

917923 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 FL 42.0 42 F Night of vaccine, headache. Next day, muscle and joint aches, shooting nerve pain in legs before getting out of bed some days. Low grade fever 12/30. On 12/31 felt normal. On 1/1 symptoms began to recur fever 101.3, with higher fever 101.6 1/2/2021 and 100.3 1/3/2021, on ibuprofen from morning each day. Chills and sweats daily. COVID19 rapid test 1/3/2021 is negative. Currently temp 100.3, muscle aches, dizziness and congestion continue, feels winded walking short distances.

917924 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Began with worsening of pain to injection site, then pain spread throughout arm. Shortly after began with body aches, chills and fatigue, then incontrollable shivering and fever of 101 F.  Continue with fever next day and redness/swelling to arm, body aches. Low grade fever, fatigue and body aches continue through today (3 days), but feeling way better than before.

917925 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 AL 41.0 41 F Woke up with extreme leg aches and low grade fever, also noticed that my arm was really sore, swollen, red and hot to the touch. Took Tylenol and Benadryl.  This continued from Wednesday-Saturday.  On Sunday, I began feeling normal again, except that my arm is still sore, red, swollen, bruised, and hot to the touch.

917926 12/27/2020 01/03/2021 FL 37.0 37 F Splotchy red rash appeared at injection site 1 week post injection. No pain. Visibly swollen and warm to the touch.  rash is 2x3 inches

917927 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 CT 40.0 40 F Day 8 red raised  itchy. 3x3cm  injection site reaction. Some tightness in the muscles as well.

917928 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 CT 35.0 35 F Approximately 5-6 minutes after receiving vaccine, my left arm that was injected started to tingle and then suddenly I felt like I couldn?t breathe and had shortness of breath. The staff called a non-patient medical response and  administered 0.3mg Epi. I was transported to the ER and received oxygen via nasal cannula, labs drawn, chest x-ray, soft tissue neck x-ray, IV Benadryl and Pepcid.

917929 12/27/2020 01/03/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Symptoms started today (Day 7 after vaccine)- swollen, redness, warmth, itchiness at site of injection with swollen painful lymph node in the left axilla which started on day 6 accompanied by some mild chills and body aches... started today and hasn?t changed with taking loratadine and Advil

917930 12/27/2020 01/03/2021 OH 49.0 49 F 24 hours post fever 101.0, chills, joint pain , muscle aches, and injection site pain/swelling

917931 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 NY 44.0 44 F Swelling (7x5 cm), erythema almost like urticaria and mild itching at injection site.

917933 12/01/2020 01/03/2021 MD 57.0 57 M Headaches two after injection and fatigue

917934 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 PA 36.0 36 F dizziness, flushing in face, and heart pounding  (felt like she just got done running)  pulse 100

917935 01/02/2020 01/03/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Three hours after getting vaccine had moderate left shoulder pain turning to severe. Woke up on the middle of the night with 10/10 pain and radicular symptoms down left arm with weakness in grip strength

917936 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 FL 58.0 58 M Hives Left Ankle. Uncomfortably itchy. Starting morning after injection and still persisting 5+ days post. Itching has subsided, but required hydrocortisone and benadryl for 3+ days, and hives still presenting at 5+ days. Also itching and mild hives on palms and wrists of both hands, also treated with hydrocortisone.

917937 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 CT 37.0 37 F Immediately felt arms and legs go cold and tingling. Had trouble breathing with rapid heart rate. Subsidied after 20 mins but popped back up through the night in smaller instances. Day 2: sore arm, body aches muscle pains tingles- felt like vision was in HDR   Day 3: fever 100 F, severe headache, body aches and tired overall felt weird Day:4 still feel weird/off, vision changes - have trouble seeing distance and focusing when prior had perfect 2020 vision

917939 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 CA 56.0 56 F BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine  I experienced sudden severe chills lasting 2-3 minutes. I also had extreme elevation of pain to my injured knee from a 5 to 10+ during this episode. The chills resolved spontaneously.

917940 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 NJ 29.0 29 M Shot received at 1pm. At 6 pm, started to experince severe chills, body aches and temp of 99.5. Of note, I have had covid in the past(March). I get antibodies tested regularly as I am in a study; antibodies still present. My symptoms following this vaccine were more severe than my covid symptoms.

917941 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 TX 66.0 66 M TINGLING IN EXTREMITIES AND TONGUE, TONGUE SWELLING, MILD HTN, TREATED FOR ALLERGIC RXN WITH DIPHENHYDRAMINE 25MG IM INJECTION AND MONITORED FOR SIGNS OF ADDITIONAL ALLERGIC RXN/ANAPHYLAXIS. S/S RESOLVED S/ DIPHENHYDRAMINE AND TIME. PT WAS ALSO MILDLY HYPOCAPNIC ON ETCO2 MONITORING AND STATED THAT S/S COULD BE DUE TO MILD ANXIETY.

917943 12/27/2020 01/03/2021 47.0 47 F Area of redness and swelling around injection site with slight itching

917945 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 MT 42.0 42 F Day 1: Soreness and pain in arm where injection was given, chills, and body aches Day 2: Soreness and pain in arm where injection was given, chills, body aches, fever of 101.3 Day 3: Soreness and pain in arm where injection was given Day 4: No symptoms noted

917946 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Throat tightness Hot Dizzy Nausea

917947 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Moderate headache that will not go away no matter what medications are taken.

917948 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 CO 42.0 42 F Arm soreness for <24hrs immediately after injection with no further s/s until 1 week later when presented with localized allergic rxn- swelling, erythema, itching, heat to deltoid area apreading down to bicep over the next 24hrs. Treated with daily low dose benadryl x 4 days so far with decreased s/s

917949 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Started a fever around 10:30 p.m., chills, headache and nausea. Fever broke around 3:30 a.m. on 1/3/2021. Sweated out of clothes Took Acetaminophen

917950 12/17/2020 01/03/2021 GA 44.0 44 F rash to torso, back and arms the next day following the vaccine

917951 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 TX 45.0 45 F After  the shot I  sat down and waited for 15 minutes and about 12 minutes a felt flushed and my pulse went night around 119 beats per minute and my blood pressure went high to 150 over 99 .. my sugar jumped to 149 and I got so clammy .. it lasted a good 25 minutes I kept checking my o2 and my pulse finally it went down and I was so tired.. I went home and I was fatigue for 5 days .. I don?t know if I should get the second dose after my heart raced

917952 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 CA 49.0 49 F 2:37 pm 10 minutes after receiving vaccine pt reports feeling dizzy and nervous. She has a history of anxiety and has been seen before for anxiety attacks. Pt denies chest pain, shortness of breath or pain. 2:45 pm pt evaluated by EMS BP 138/78, Pulse 98. pt reports feeling better. 2:55 pm pt declined transport to ED, signed out AMA. Pt was escorted out to car.

917953 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 NY 27.0 27 M Chills, Abdominal Pain (Upper)

917954 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Nausea  Joint pain Chills Muscle pain Headache  Tiredness Injection site pain Vomiting

917955 12/20/2020 01/03/2021 AZ 55.0 55 F 25 minutes after receiving the injection, there was a sudden onset of facial swelling, hives, itching and airway constriction. I had already left the drive-thru vaccination clinic and was driving to the hospital emergency room where I work. I informed my colleagues of my symptoms and was treated for anaphylaxis with IV diphenhydramine and famotidine over several hours. I was given a prescription for a prednisone taper for the next 6 days.

917956 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 TN 55.0 55 F 7 days after vaccine, a red, swollen, warm, hard rash appeared on right arm. It quickly spread to cover upper arm. Went to urgent care facility Received Rocephin shot and steroid shot Sent home on Prednisone 4mg dose pack (21 total) and 7 days of Amoxicillin 500 mg twice a day

917957 10/04/1986 01/03/2021 NY 34.0 0 F Approximately 1 week following vaccination, patient developed new onset of right sided hemisensory loss and paresthesia with feeling of mild vertigo.  This worsened over the following 4-5 days prompting patient to come to hospital on January 3, 2021 for further evaluation.0.0

917958 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 IN 42.0 42 M Chills, fever up to 101.7, headaches, some body aches

917959 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 CA 30.0 30 F About an hour after receiving Vaccine patient began to have a headache with photophobia as well as nausea and then later vomiting. She did take her migraine meds and Tylenol in the next few hours. However continue to have vomiting overnight and also fevers to 102. The next day about 24 hours after vaccine she continue to have nausea and headache. Took her second dose of migraine medication and will take Zofran for vomiting. She is able to keep fluids down.

917960 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA 18 hours after receiving vaccine, I experienced muscle and joint soreness  all over the body with continued mild soreness at the injection site.

917961 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 CA 54.0 54 M I suffer from lingering SOB with exertion  after COVID infection. On the night of 12/31/2020 I began to feel more SOB than usual and was unable to correct my SOB with rescue inhaler. Became more SOB with exacerbated tachycardia and tachypnea, My family had to call 911 because I became aphasic and showing signs of possible stroke. I was taken to the ER and admitted for respiratory recovery and to role out stroke. The stroke was ruled out and I recovered with IV prednisone therapy, twice daily and supplemental oxygen. Released after HR, BP, & respiratory effort returned to normal: 01/03/2021Y 3

917962 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 NV 54.0 54 F 5pm 12-29-2020 slight headache, that lasted through Wednesday evening, 12-30-2020.  Thursday, 12-31- 2020, no adverse reaction.  Friday, 1-1-2021 , entire body, including internal organs were trembling.   Saturday, 12-31-2020, extremley dizzy, unable to stand, function. Nauseated, extremely dehydrated, extreme exhaustion. This lasted 24 hours.  Sunday, 1-3-2020, still exhausted, but not to extreme. All other symptoms have subsided.

917963 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Moderate to severe left arm pain. for 12 days now post first covid vaccine shot.  Mild neck stiffness also noted. The worse pain on left arm felt on first day, then slowly got better after. However still with Limited mobility (my left arm movement very guarded  due to feeling of soreness on the affected arm), stiffness on left arm.  Ice pack, advil and tylenol, and sometime with cyclobenzaprine, which I thought would help, but did not help.

917964 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 TX 61.0 61 F Post vaccine day 7, "quarter-size" red area; on day 8, approx. 3 inches in diameter, red, warm, slightly tense, itchy. No lymphadenopathy, no fever. Telehealth visit

917965 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 NY 41.0 41 F 15 min after vaccine, I felt dizzy and lightheaded. 2 hours after vaccine, I felt nauseous and lost my appetite  The following morning I felt like I had been run over by a truck. I had a low grade fever of 99.9 that went up to 100.0 measured by ear thermometer  I had joint pain and over all muscle pain By the evening I had mucous in nose, post nasal drip and slight difficulty breathing. I took 2 advils which relieved the fever and body aches On Saturday and into Sunday, I continue to have an over arching malaise, I do not feel healthy.  I feel like my body is fighting something, I developed a slight sore throat and my head feels heavy and foggy. I've continued to take advil.

917966 12/27/2020 01/03/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Hard,swollen area at injection site. Denies redness, swelling or warmth or rash. Noticed 7 days post injection.

917967 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 NV 54.0 54 F Tingling feeling like I'm being stuck with pins/needles over my body- hands, fingers, feet,  toes, arms, legs, lips, face, mouth. Started Friday morning January 1st 2021. I went to the ER on Friday January 1st 2021 and was given Prednisone. I'm still having symptoms today Sunday January 3rd 2021.

917968 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 AZ 41.0 41 F Sore arm, diarrhea, low grade fever. No treatment.

917969 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 IL 22.0 22 F I received the 2nd dose of vaccine around 2pm on 01/02/21, was feeling fine until around midnight/1 am I felt chills and feverish but had a temp of 98.8 at that time, woke up around 4am with body aches, chills, fatigue, and a temp of 102.3. I was fine with these symptoms as I knew they were common side effects until my heart rate spiked from about 60 to the 160s and I began to have a throbbing headache. I could not get my heart rate to come down, I was calm and knew it was not anxiety so I went to the ER where they did blood tests, EKG, UA and gave me fluids. Everything came back normal but my heart rate continued to be elevated around 130s for a couple more hours, finally came down to about 100-110, HR is still slightly elevated and I still have a fever of 100.4 and migraine

917970 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 OR 36.0 36 F muscle aches, fatigue, joint pain, headaches, abdominal pain, mild nausea

917971 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 TN 42.0 42 F 3" X 3.5" raised, red, swollen, tender.

917972 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 WA 34.0 34 F 15 minutes post vaccination administration I developed tingling of the tongue and bilateral arms. I also had an increase in heart rate from 70 to 130. I felt a pounding in my chest. It felt difficult to talk to due tingling of the tongue.  I took Benadryl 25 mg PO 30 minutes prior to vaccine due to history of anaphylaxis with shell fish.

917973 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 CO 45.0 45 F Chills headache nausea vomiting still vomiting and nausea five days later

917974 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 AZ 31.0 31 F Major headache, swelling and redness and soreness on arm, severe rash around lips

917975 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Hives - Benadryl

917976 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 CA 41.0 41 M My entire body felt really cold for the whole day on Tuesday. I couldn't get warm and had to put on extra clothing during the day and extra blankets when I went to sleep. I think this is considered to be chills. On both Tuesday and Wednesday, I ran out of energy by the afternoon. On both Tuesday and Wednesday, my head felt heavy.

917977 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 NJ 61.0 61 M Chills, body aches,  headache, BP increased, pulse increased, lightheadedness, sweats the day after the vaccine.  (The evening and the whole night.)

917978 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 TN 36.0 36 F First ever complex migraine with aura including right visual field deficits, tingling of the right hand and and right side of the mouth and difficulty speaking over the course of an hour that then resolved and was followed by a severe migraine headache when nausea.  My migraines have never been associated with aura, paresthesias, etc., before.

917979 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 TX 59.0 59 F At 8:30 pm on 1/1/2021, I began to have right side pain in my back under rib area. Pain was pretty intense and I took 2 Extra Strength Tylenol 500 mg and went to bed. I had a restless night and pain continued until1:30 pm on 1/2/2021 when it subsided.  I don?t know if it was related to vaccine. I don?t know if it was kidney pain.

917980 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 CT 53.0 53 F I noticed swelling of the lymph nodes under my left armpit, when i called my doctor's office the nurse told me to put ice for 20 minutes.  Ice was applied every day for 20 minutes, the swelling finally went down some today but the vein under my left arm is still tender.

917981 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Left arm pain at injection site x 3 days

917983 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 MI 22.0 22 F Swelling and sensitivity around eyes. Eczema flare up around eyes. Mild dizziness and general malaise.

917984 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 CA 28.0 28 F S: At 1557 patient c/o tongue swelling and itchiness. Given 25mg PO benadryl at 1557   O: Patient alert and oriented, airway patent.  BP 129/88 HR 74 O2 98%  1617 Repeat O2 sat 98% HR 59.  Patient c/o persistent tongue swelling.    A/P: 28 F with history of nut allergy with tongue swelling after Pfizer vaccine. EMS notified 1620. Patient evaluated by EMS and declined further treatment by EMS and stated that she would walk over to ED for further evaluation.

917985 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 MO 27.0 27 F Pt reports she has had an increased heart rate in the 110-120s for the past three days after receiving the COVID19 vaccination.  Pt reports increased dizziness today, nausea, and in the past hour some chest tightness.  Pt also reported recent travel to and from out of town, about 14 hours travel time in the past week and half.    Pt given fluids, ruled out for illness and PE.  Pt improved with fluids.

917986 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Per internal reported event: COVID vaccine (Pfizer) given 12/29/20 1440. Hx reactions to vaccines. started c/o throat tightness 1450, given 50mg Benadryl PO. Pt reports sx resolved at 1515. Pt went home.

917987 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 GA 65.0 65 M High fever continues into second day severe chills body aches constant headache  and cannot sleep

917988 01/01/2021 01/03/2021 NM 32.0 32 F Left arm soreness and weakness for the first two days. Nausea, vomiting, chills lasting from 2pm the day following the vaccine until the next morning

917989 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 WA 47.0 47 F Day 8- New local erythema, itching at injection site.  L arm  2" X 3" area.  Past V-Safe.cdc check in.

917990 12/21/2020 01/03/2021 MN 29.0 29 F 12 hours after first dose, had extremely painful and swollen R lymph cervical node and fatigue. Continued for three days. On 12/25 awoke with painful gums, fevers of 102.1, chills in addition to symptoms. 12/26 had sore throat and worsening sores on tongue. Went to urgent care that morning, was tested for Covid, strep, influenza, RSV. All negative. Had overwhelming fatigue. 12/27 worsening tongue sores and thrush, had another appointment where given nystatin. At this appointment was diagnosed with an immune over response to the COVID-19 vaccine. The thrush still was not improving and extremely painful. Was started on Fluconazole for 14 days after another appointment on 12/29. No history of thrush, have good oral hygiene and follow all recommendations to prevent thrush with my inhaler. I lost 12 pounds due to the thrush and the extreme discomfort. Fever went away 8 days after vaccine dose, still have lingering thrush symptoms and R lymph node slightly enlarged.

917991 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 CT 25.0 25 M Injection site tenderness: Started at 2 hours post vaccine, lasted approximately 48 hours Malaise: started at 4 hours post vaccine, lasted approximately 20hours Low-grade fever: started at 12 hours post vaccination, lasted approximately 12 hours  Treated successfully with acetaminophen

917992 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 IN 33.0 33 M Per internal reported event: COVID vaccine given 12/29/20 1500. Pt reports dizziness and feeling hot at 1515, diaphoretic. Vaso-vagal response. Assisted pt to wheelchair, given water and cool compress. Pt was monitored for an additional 15 minutes, and ambulated home with steady gait at 1534.

917993 12/01/2020 01/03/2021 UT 63.0 63 M Hives on arms, legs, trunk 3 days after (started 1/2/21) vaccination.  Itching controlled with Benadryl.

917994 01/01/2021 01/03/2021 CO 72.0 72 M None stated.

917995 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 31.0 31 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine  Noticed a slightly raised warm red rash at area of injection site that expanded with a central clearing the next day then on the following day began to improve based on the marked area.

917996 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 KS 48.0 48 F Weakness, tremors, fatigue, muscle pain, joint pain, scratchy throat, headache, neck and back pain, nausea, chills, heart racing/pounding, difficulty catching my breath

917997 12/22/2020 01/03/2021 IN 39.0 39 M Low grade fever, body aches, one episode of vomiting, slight headache and eye sensitivity  Swabbed 12/31/2020 COVID positive 1/2/2021

917998 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 52.0 52 M Slight soreness at site of injection

917999 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 AZ 33.0 33 F Within the first 12 hours I developed a fever of 102 - 103 degrees farenheit and chills with headache and substantial fatigue. The chills went away after the first day. The 2nd day I still had a fever. Day 3 I had significant nausea in conjunction with headache. These symptoms have continued from days 4 - today, day 11 post vaccine. While they are improving, after the initial fever/ chills my symptoms translated to into seemingly hormonal with nausea, strong food aversions, headaches (that felt hormonal) and 4+ days with substantial constipation and fatigue. It has mirrored the sickness I experienced with both pregnancies however I am not pregnant. I am still experiencing a mixture of fatigue,  headaches, nausea and food aversions (food still does not taste normal).

918000 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 IN 71.0 71 M Per internal reported event: COVID Vaccine 12/30/20 @ 0940. reported feeling hot and unsteady 0948. assisted pt to wheelchair, given water. Monitored and offered to take to ED, pt declined. Reports sx resolved and ambulated home with steady gait at 1003.

918001 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 CA 34.0 34 F At 1606 Patient reporting lightheadedness, bilateral hand tingling and numbness. Also reporting generalized headache 6/10. States that she has not eaten any food today except coffee. BP 88/49. HR 45 Patient was laid flat and legs elevated. Repeat BP 1613 101/59. Patient reported bilateral arms feeling "cold".    O: Patient alert and oriented, following commands, no focal weakness. BUE cool to touch.     EMS called at 1609. ED arrival 1620. Repeat VS 1620 105/65 HR 55   Upon EMS arrival patient declined to receive further treatment and signed AMA paperwork.    Discussed with patient to return to ED for any further worsening of symptoms.

918002 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Tenderness and swelling of left cheek at site of cosmetic filler (Juvederm Voluma, injected October 2018) starting within 30 minutes of first Moderna COVID-19 vaccine dose. Resolved fully within 48 hours

918003 12/24/2020 01/03/2021 FL 22.0 22 F Single hive rash, about 2.5 inches in length, appeared on deltoid where injection took place exactly 5 days after initial dose of the Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EAU. Rash will dissipate and reappear 1-2 times daily since initial formation. Very itchy. Exclusive to the deltoid muscle where the vaccine was injected.

918004 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 46.0 46 F Slight dizziness that lasted for 5 minutes and resolved spontaneously.

918005 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 OR 40.0 40 F Pt developed racing heart rate about 5 minutes post injection.  HR jumped as high as 156 recorded, stayed high for a few minutes then went back to normal. Over then next 30 minutes had multiple episodes of her HR jumping up again and then going back to normal.  Pt received a dose of benedryl to treat symptoms. Pt monitored for 1 hour at which time she was felt to be stable. Pt provided with instructions to go to ER if symptoms reoccur.

918006 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 TN 43.0 43 F Sever muscle aches and joint pain, headache radiating down into neck 6/10, sore throat, pain at injection site

918007 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 WI 52.0 52 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Slight chest pain and slight difficulty taking deep breath for a few seconds it  - did not go past 15 minute observation. Felt nauseated for a brief time - did not go past the 15 minutes. About 25 minutes after the tip of my tongue, section of my bottom lip  and sides of my tongue were tingly. The tip of my tongue continues to be like that day #2 after and there is a small blood blister underneath the tip of my tongue. Parts of my body feel a little itchy an hour after vaccine and continues very infrequently at this time and it disappears in seconds.

918008 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Per internal reported event: Received the following information from patient via email to Dr.: "Yesterday morning at about 7:20am, I received my first dose of the Moderna COVID vaccine at Hospital. I waited 15 minutes in the lobby, felt fine, and left.  While I was still driving, about 7:45am, I noticed that it had become difficult to swallow.  My throat felt swollen.   I decided to stay close to the hospital, and ended up driving to Pharmacy and taking 50 mg benedryl and 400 mg ibuprofen at 8:00am.  I called my primary care provider and left a message, and decided to go to work (started at 9am). I took another 50 mg of benedryl at noon.  My provider called me early in the afternoon, and was unable to give me advice.  He recommended contacting Hospital (vaccine clinic).  I experienced chills in the afternoon, and after I left work at 3pm, I took another 400 mg of ibuprofen, a hot shower, and slept for 3 hours.  I felt much better after the nap.  I reported all of this to the CDC yesterday afternoon through their "check-in" feature."

918009 12/01/2020 01/03/2021 NC 44.0 44 F The night of vaccination I had some mild soreness in my arm and then developed rigors at 2am on 12/31/20. Throughout the day on 12/31 I had a low grade temp (99.5) and felt poorly. My arm soreness progressed for 1-2  more days

918010 12/24/2020 01/03/2021 NH 54.0 54 F Patient was seen in ER on January 3, 2020. Started on January 2, 2021 she developed chills, and shaking. Noted itching at site and a welt like raised area at site of injection. Patient was treated with anti-histamine for pruritic symptoms. She had no fever, no cough, no pain at site, or any other symptoms. Vital signs were normal 98.3 temp, HR 85, blood pressure 163/87, resp 18 oxygen sat 99%.

918011 12/24/2020 01/03/2021 WA 33.0 33 F Swelling and pain with large red cicely on deltoid where shot administered. I did not have symptoms post shot as described . This started today and my arm hurts and fingers feel swallen. Also pain goes into my left shoulder and axillla

918012 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 NV 45.0 45 M Acute onset of vertigo  nausea and vomiting

918013 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Large approximately 5 cm in diameter hive with redness and itching that showed up roughly a week after receiving the vaccine, at the injection site. It resolved after 2-3 days without any intervention.

918014 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 PA 42.0 42 M Lightheaded with low heart rate 50-60 bpm for 60 minutes post vaccination. Even with hydration and food, took 60 min to clear. No syncopal episode. Blood pressure measured normal (120-140 systolic).

918015 12/22/2020 01/03/2021 TX 62.0 62 F 9 DAYS POST VACCINATION EXPERIENCED SORE THROAT, MILD DRY COUGH, CHILLS W/O FEVER, GENERALIZED FLU LIKE MUSCLE ACHES.

918016 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 ND 40.0 40 F Axilla lymph node swelling  with tenderness and soreness 6 days post vaccine. No other symptoms. Initial symptoms after receiving the covid vaccine was slight numbness and tingling of left arm where injection was. This resolved within the first hour. However, did have some left neck soreness and ache, as well as injection site soreness in left arm for three days

918017 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 MO 39.0 39 F Pharmacy was informed by the Director of Nursing at the long-term care facility where the vaccine clinic was held that one of their staff members had been diagnosed with bursitis. No other specific information was known/provided. (For Item # 21 below - we believe the patient saw a healthcare professional who diagnosed their bursitis, but we do not know for certain).

918019 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Rash and small red bumps on facial cheeks and neck that itch and feel irritated if I put on moisturizer on my face.

918020 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 MO 54.0 54 F Fever, dizziness, weakness, fatigue, headache, site pain, swelling lymph nodes, severe joint pain.

918021 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 FL 47.0 47 F BREATHING DIFFICULTY, STRIDOR, O2 SAT DROP, LIGHTHEADEDNESS, GENERALIZED ITCHING. AROUND 10 MIN POST INJECTION. BEENADRY 100MG TAKEN, 4 DOSES OF TWO PUFF OF PROAIR HFA TAKEN. BREATHING NORMALIZED. ITCHING REMAINED, LIGHTHEADED SUBSIDED.  GENERALIZED TOTAL BODY ITCHING CONTINUED THROUGH THE 3RD TODAY, LESSENDED YESTERDAT THE 2ND. BREATHING DIFFICULTY SOB AND TIGHTNESS RESUMED TODAY 1/3/2021 FOR ABOUT 2 HOURS BENADRYL 150 MG TAKEN , PEPCID 40 MG TAKEN, CLARATIN TAKEN PROAIR PUFFS TAKEN X 5 .  CHEST TIGHTNESS CONTINUES, ITCHING CONTINUES AND BENADRYL CONTUNES TO BE USED WITH PUFFS FOR RELIEF. NORMAL MEDS TAKEN AS WELL XYZAL AND SIGULAR

918022 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 NJ 35.0 35 M 12 hours post vaccination, first symptom was nausea and fatigue.  At this time, heart rate elevated to 122 bpm while at rest, and oxygen saturation decreased to 92% while supine with head of bed elevated to 30 degrees.  The following morning, experienced general malaise, shortness of breath with stairs and household ambulation, and body aches/joint pain.  Symptoms resolved Sunday evening, however experiencing minimal shortness of breath, in comparison to day 1.

918023 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 CO 40.0 40 F Received shot 12/28/2020 Monday Monday evening started feeling normal side effects By Tuesday morning 12/29/2020 vomiting, severe arm pain, horrible migraine headache, horrible body aches, chills, exhaustion, and eyes burning. By Tuesday night very ill, vomiting uncontrollably, horrible headache, bad enough medication taken to sleep and stop vomiting (phenagren).  By Wednesday skin hurt so bad couldn't touch or be touched....shower was miserable.  Continued vomiting and lips started to swell.  Started taking benedryl.  Lips swollen.  So tired and body aches horrible.  Vomiting continued...no food eaten since Monday.  Call urgent care about lips and symptoms,  they said to take benedryl and continue to monitor if things worsen go to hospital.  Vomiting continued into late Thursday night.  Unable to eat normally now, stomach very very sensitive and nauseated.  Extremely tired and headaches continue.  Fearful to get booster.  Been sick for 7 days and still not well.

918024 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 OH 33.0 33 F On dec 31 woke up with red, itchy bumps on knuckles. By end of night noticed knees were itchy with bumps and husband reviewed other joints finding itchy bumps on elbows toes and more bumps around hands. Took pictures  benadryl and went to sleep. Woke up Friday jan 1st noticed condition worsened as bumps were more red with prominent centers. Inside of fingers were painful to make fists. Went to urgent care prescribed pregnazone 20mg 2 times daily for 5 days, triamcinolone acetonide cream usp, 0.1% and instructed to get cetrizine hcl 10 mg. Took all and no relief by 5pm condition worsened and was still unbearbly itchy with sensitivity to warm water causing needlike pain.  Jan 2nd woke again condition spread and affected areas enlarged. Went to hospital er. Was told body is fighting something it will run its course. Told to followup with dermatologist. Jan 3rd still taking prescription with little effect raised bumps flattened but spread further and bruised appearance in center. Bottom of feet swollen and painful. Hand swelling started

918025 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 CT 65.0 65 F Started approx 80 minutes after injection with soft palate swelling and throat fullness, followed by change in voice, and chest tightness with paresthesias. Went directly to ED. Sats  were good, no wheeze, throat swelling was noted. BP initially 150/93, peaked at 189/93,. Was 148/67 at discharge. Received oral Benadryl and Zyrtec, IV dexamethasone and Pepcid. ECG was done, no other labs. Observed for approx 90 minutes with improvement of all symptoms. Did need to take additional Benadryl dose approx 5 hours after first dose for return of mild throat fullness and rising BP. Both resolved within 30 minutes of dose. No further throat symptoms, BP fluctuations for over 24 hours now

918026 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 TX 51.0 51 M Dizziness, shortness of breath, swollen hands and fingers, shaky blurred vision. all occurred 2 hours after giving the shot. Patient was given benadryl and felt better in about 1 hour, he went home and the next day came back to work normal

918027 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 RI 36.0 36 M fever to 106 Degree Fahrenheit by digital thermometer

918028 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Pain at injection site Chills Low grade fever

918029 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 NY 46.0 46 F 1.At time of vaccination-Felt flush, dizzy, mild breathing difficulty- resolved with 1 OTC dose of Benadryl 2. 2 days after the vaccination I developed a high fever of 103, chills, headache, runny nose- lasted for 5 days with fever gradually lowering until normal 3. January 1 I developed a rash on my arm around the site of the injection- raised rash, itchy, hot to the touch. Rash began growing in size, with increased symptoms of shoulder pain/aching, headache, low grade fever-100. I took 3 Benadryl and put hydrocortizone cream on it,. By this morning it decreased in puffiness/swelling and redness, but has spread to cover my entire upper left arm and is still like that.

918030 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Injection site moderate to severe muscle pain

918031 01/03/2021 U None stated.

918032 01/02/2021 01/03/2021 WA 51.0 51 F After I took the vaccine about six hours later I started to have chills and a fever.

918034 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 MI 35.0 35 F I was 28 weeks and 5 days pregnant when I received the first dose of the COVID19 vaccine.  Two days later (12/25/2020 in the afternoon), I noticed decreased motion of the baby.   The baby was found to not have a heartbeat in the early am on 12/26/2020 and I delivered a 2lb 7oz nonviable female fetus at 29 weeks gestation.   I was 35 years old at the time of the fetal demise and the only pregnancy history for this pregnancy included a velamentous cord insertion that was being closely monitored by a high risk OB.   My estimated due was March 12, 2021.Y 1

918035 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 MA 46.0 46 F 4 days after vaccine I got a blotchy rash on lower back, itchy hives. On day 5 I had blotchy itchy hives on neck, part of face, upper and lower back, a spot on buttock cheek. Also have  some itchy spots in under arm area. I took a Loratidine 10mg 24 hour tab to help with itchy hives.
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918036 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 MO 38.0 38 F Lymph node swelling on left side of neck, about a ping pong ball sized with a smaller node next to it.  This has continued up to this day (day 12)  On day 10, large red circle around the vaccine area, about 2.5 inches in diameter and has continued to this day

918037 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 NH 36.0 36 F Injection Site Pain, Headache, and chills. Using Antipyretics. Left work. Symptoms subsiding on day 2 of injection

918038 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 PA 27.0 27 F Cutaneous wheal and erythemtous streaking around injection site (deltoid) and down adjacent bicep

918039 12/19/2020 01/03/2021 CA 51.0 51 M 11 minutes after vaccine administration I began experiencing prickling sensation of mouth lips followed by prickling sensation of my tongue, increased heart rate and for a few seconds felt my throat tightening.  Symptoms lasted a few minutes.  By the time I was evaluated at the emergency department a few minutes later I was feeling much better.  I did not need to take any medications.  7 hours later I began experiencing itching all over my body however, I never developed a rash.  My heart rate slightly increased.  Simply did not feel well.  Symptoms lasted a few minutes and again resolved without having to take any medications.

918040 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 IA 32.0 32 F Wide spread itching starting around the site of injection less than 24 hours after injection and has continued. Itching is present on thorax, upper and lower extremities. Negative for visible rash. Erythema and palpable nodule only present around site of injection on left deltoid. Accompanied by tenderness of palpable lump from injection site. Only unexpected outcome was wide spread pruritis

918041 12/27/2020 01/03/2021 CO 42.0 42 F R axilla lymph node selling and R axilla pain started on Saturday 1/2/2021.  R deltoid itching, and redness on 1/3/2021.  Symptoms are ongoing and I will monitor.  Will follow up with office visit if symptoms do not resolve.

918042 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Insomnia followed by severe anxiety and depression similar to symptoms she had when she had postpartum anxiety 2 1/2 years ago.  Symptom onset was sudden and started the day after vaccination.  She reports feeling "happy and normal" prior to the vaccine.

918043 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 OH 59.0 59 M Fever Chills, diarrhea lasted about 48 hours

918044 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 41.0 0 F Injection Site pain, Tiredness, And Headache using Tylenol. 0.5

918045 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 36.0 38 F First day Tiredness, Muscle pain, Injection site swelling (quarter size)and itchy. using ibprophen 600mg.

918046 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 45.0 45 F Dizziness and Weakness, Headache, Aches, Cold feeling, Nausea, generally feeling unwell.

918047 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 28.0 28 F Dizzyness at time of injection. Injection site pain, tiredness, Headache,  feeling unwell.  using ibprophen. Headache relieved after 1 day post injection.

918048 12/26/2020 01/03/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F On January 2, 2021, a full seven (7) days after the initial injection, my arm became swollen at the injection site (left deltoid), there was redness, and the skin was warm to the touch. Concerned about a possible infection, I contacted the on-call physician for my pcp's office. I spoke with a Dr. and she stated that this could be an early infection, although it would be unusual for this to happen a full 7 days after the injection.  She told me to wait until the next day and if there was no improvement I would be started on an antibiotic. The next day there was no improvement, although it wasn't worse it just stayed the same: redness, swelling, skin very warm to the touch. I was started on Keflex 500mg, 1 tablet 3 times per day x 10 days. I have only had 1 dose of the antibiotic but I am reporting this now. I anticipate the Keflex will resolve the infection.

918049 12/23/2020 01/03/2021 30.0 30 F For her hours after vaccine administration, experienced 10 to 15 minutes of left lower quadrant visual field defect.  Was not associated with headache or other neurologic (sensory or motor) deficits. Patient with history of headaches and remote history of migraines but never migraine with aura. No personal or family history of cardiovascular disease or stroke.  Visual field defect resolved completely and has not been experienced sense.

918050 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 CA 24.0 24 F 12/31 (10:45am): brain fog, dizziness, shortness of breath. (11:30am) previous + difficulty swallowing, generalized muscular weakness. (1400/2:00pm) previous + inability to swallow thin liquids/dry solid foods, palpitations, HR of 106bpm, myalgia and joint pain in areas previously affected by injuries/tendonitis (R/L wrist, R elbow, R shoulder, C spine, lumbar spine, R hip joint, R sartorious muscle, R medial knee, R achilles/ankle)  - went to emergency room for allergic reaction evaluation; was experiencing similar reaction to food allergies.  (~1600/4:00pm) aspirated thin fluids (water/saliva) and tolerated solid foods, dizziness, myalgia, fatigue.   12/31-1/1: fell asleep at 7pm 12/31, did not wake up until 8:30pm 1/1. dizziness, nausea, weakness, vertigo, difficulty swallowing without pain, lack of appetite/thirst.  1/1-1/2: fell asleep at 9pm 1/1 and woke up at 12pm 1/2. dizziness, sensitivity to cold, nausea, generalized weakness, loss of appetite.   1/3: generalized vertigo throughout body, all day. greater intensity upon standing from sitting position or walking. loss of coordination, brain fog, speech pattern. spasms in muscles, jaw, and eyes. eyesight blurry and out of focus.

918051 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 NJ 33.0 33 F At around 40 hours post vaccination, developed severe abdominal pain and went to an emergency room for evaluation on 1/1/21.  Abdominal pain was eventually diagnosed as appendicitis requiring appendectomy on 1/2/21.   Emergency room visit and hospital discharged patient early on 1/2/21.  It was then determined that the on-call team covering mis-read the CT scan and acute appendicitis was found.  Patient then went to Medical Center on 1/2/21 for appendectomy and was discharged later that night following operation.Y 2

918053 12/22/2020 01/03/2021 34.0 34 F Fast Heart rate, injection site pain golf ball size lump red hot,  48 hours later red sore spot, muscle pain at site feels like a punch, fever 100.9 for 4 hours after injection, mild scratchy throat.  12/24/20 symptoms subsided.

918054 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 NY 57.0 57 F I experienced a rapid heart beat shortly ( about 3 min) after receiving the vaccine. It lasted about two minutes and resolved by itself. I did not alert the staff in the observation room because it came suddenly and it didn't last a long time.

918055 12/28/2020 01/03/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Pain in injection left arm site 2 hrs after injection. Pain lasted for 48 hours. On the third day after the injection, I developed swollen lymph node under left armpit.

918056 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 MI 27.0 27 F It started on 12/30/20 around 10 pm with just a headache, then it progressed to hot flashes and nausea. I ended up throwing up around 4 am on Thursday 12/31/20 at work. Then over the weekend I  felt very lethargic, had body aches, and the hot flashes continued. My left arm hurt as expected, but the soreness went up into the left side of my neck as well. Today (1/3/21) is the first day since I got the vaccine where I no longer have a headache and feel basically back to baseline.

918057 12/29/2020 01/03/2021 NY 64.0 64 M Developed fever, chills, malaise within 24 hrs of inoculation.

918058 12/31/2020 01/03/2021 TX 56.0 56 M "... I felt a prickle across both arms. It was scattered like having metal shavings in the sleeves, and almost instant and want away.  Shortly thereafter, i tased metallic on the left side of my tongue,  followed by a tingle, as I was coming out a novocaine shot."  Which all resolved.  The next day he has some lightheadedness and reports forgetting things.

918059 01/03/2021 01/03/2021 OR 37.0 37 F Racing heart, pain in arm, and dizziness 10 minutes after shot that lasted only a few minutes. Nausea, dry mouth with metallic taste, chills, head pressure and a rush sensation through the body for 2 hours after injection. Nausea comes in waves still 3 1/2 hours after injection.

918710 12/30/2020 01/03/2021 OH 62.0 62 F Started in arms - heaviness in muscle's - went to legs - (not joints). heaviness in center of chest & tightness in neck.

918061 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Headache,  muscle pain on the site  of injection,  chills, nausea, fever. Started time 01.03.2021 8:15pm.

918062 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 TX 33.0 33 F 15 min after the vaccine I was flushed and felt hot , ears felt hot as well.  I had a  macular rash on chest and arms. My throat felt itchy and they immediately gave me benedryl.  I was tahycardic as well. When I got home from the ER that night I had to take more benedryl and then the next morning  I was still itchy and my voice was hoarse so I took more xyzal and famotidine. The rash subsided and I continued taking xyzal twice a day , benedryl and famotidine for a week.  After my vaccine the itching did not subside for about 48 hours and it was very difficult to control. I had to take max doses of antihistamines to control the hoarseness In my voice and itching

918063 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 OK 47.0 47 M High fever (104.2 degrees) at present, fatigue, chills

918064 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 TX 67.0 67 F Blood pressure and pulse rate increased to 164/64, 85

918066 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MO 40.0 40 F Approximately 11:00pm on 12/29/20:  Hives/itching on bilateral hands/wrists/forearms/lower legs/ankes, red face/swelling on face, rapid pulse, headache, nausea, extreme fatigue.

918067 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 35.0 35 F At about almost 4 hrs after receiving the injection I started to experience a tingly feeling to my lips, some lip swelling and tightness in my throat. I had my epi pen on hand incase I needed it but I ended up taking 25mg of Benadryl, then 50 mg of Benadryl 5 hrs later. The following morning my lips where feeling tingly again so I took 25mg of Benadryl again and continued for the next 48 hrs at the advice of my doctor.

918068 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 TN 61.0 61 F About 5 minutes after injection:  fast growing wave  of internal burning sensation throughout body,  feeling that I would pass out, lightheafdedness,  increased heart rate and blood pressure,  mild difficulty with speech/thought/concentration, freezing hands, wabbly/shaky., chest tightness,  very slight throat soft tissue sensation

918069 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Fatigue, sore muscle

918071 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 PA 22.0 22 F extreme body aches, fever of 101 degrees F, pain at injection site, severe headache

918072 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 IL 50.0 50 F Swollen painful lymph node left clavicle

918073 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 WA 50.0 50 F Redness and swelling an inch away from the injection site, hives on face

918074 12/14/2020 01/04/2021 LA 47.0 47 F Migraine with nausea and dizziness preceded by visual aura, severe left arm pain (could not raise arm without significant pain), left wrist pain

918075 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 FL 67.0 67 F about 1 hour and 15 minutes post injection (I waited in area as recommended for thirty minutes because of hx), I had the sudden onset of  itchy runny nose and  chest tightness and wheezing of significant intensity that I  needed to use inhaler then and again later in the day. Noteworthy, I had  as a precaution taken prednisone 20mg p.o  about 2 hours before the injection.  I had to take more  later that afternoon because of symptoms. I then seem better but several times since the vaccine I have needed to uses the inhaler  and take prednisone  more than I have except after an infection about 6 years ago that precipitated similar symptoms to now. Today I had a flare significant enough that except for covid I might have gone to the ER or urgent care.

918076 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 54.0 54 M Resident noted with right sided facial swelling and lip droop. diagnosed as bells Palsy

918077 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MO 34.0 34 F Slight headache a few ours later after vaccination.  The next morning I had headache, some joint/muscle pain, right arm pain and a Fever. That evening/night Fever and chills. The following  morning still had a fever and chills. All symptoms were gone later that evening (within 48 hours of initial vaccination time)

918078 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 KY 44.0 44 M 4 hours after vaccine, sore arm, fatigue, headache, blurred vision 12 hours after vaccine, full body tremors, fever of 102, extreme muscle weakness, fatigue, deep chest cough, shortness of breath. fatigue, weakness and cough continued for three days after  vaccine before subsiding

918079 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 OH 58.0 58 F on the following day after the vaccination, I developed chills, awful headache, body aches, extreme fatigue, malaise, no fever

918080 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 AL 52.0 52 F Fatigue, headache, body aches, chills, localized rash

918081 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NY 26.0 26 M I received the shot around 0730 on 12/30/2020. Went home and got ready for work. Around 12am 12/31/2020 my arm started to radiate at the injection site and was very tense. I placed a heat pack on the right harm but the pain did not dissipate.  My arm continued to be in pain for the rest of the night. Around 0240 I ate dinner, had water and still had some arm pain. Around 0345 my arm started to flare up and sent pain sensations throughout my body. My right arm was increasingly discomforting, I could barely move it. The sensations spread to my legs, numbing them and my throat had felt as if it were closing up. I got up to get the attention of the nurse and was able to flag her down. She said I was pale as a ghost. My vision was very blurry, I could not hear anything because my ears had filled up and everything was muffled. My head had begun to ring and I was on the brink of fainting when a chair was given to me. My eyes had become extremely sensitive to the light, I was given water and spoken to about what had happened leading up to the event. I was greeted by the paramedics who drew my blood, placed an IV and transferred me to the Acute Care portion of the Emergency Department. My vitals were 76/49, 80/50, 90/56, 100/60 before being brought to the ER.  On 1/1/2021 My thighs have been sore/tense, my knees and ankles have been stiff and just feeling sickly. On 1/2/2021 much of the same symptoms are present. The soreness in the muscles isn't as prevalent, however joints still are stiff On 1/3/2021, congestion and runny nose are still present, stiffness in ankles and now shins are prevalent.

918082 12/20/2020 01/04/2021 TX 50.0 50 M On 12-22-2020, approx. 2 days after vaccine, I noticed several non-tender lumps under my chin/adjacent to left jaw line ~ small gum drop size lumps seemed to congeal together over next 9 days into a single half-dollar dollar sized lump - not completely round.

918083 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 OH 56.0 56 F Headache  Chills Temp  (101.6) Body aches Skin hurts to touch Soreness in arm  (injection site)

918084 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 CA 61.0 61 M Hospitalized with COVID-related pneumonia on 03 Jan 2021.   Close contact exposure on 25 Dec, with positive COVID PCR test on 29 Dec... managed as outpatient until respiratory sxms prompted hospitalization on 03 Jan.  Care team anticipates at least 4 inpatient days... but patient remains hospitalized at date of this report.Y 4

918086 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 31.0 31 M Patient developed SVT 15 minutes after receiving vaccine. Admitted to ICU. ER presentation: BP: 160/109 heart rate 132. No e/o anaphylaxis or allergic reaction. Y 1

918087 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CO 38.0 38 F Sore throat, cold symptoms 3 days after, bone pain

918088 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 MI 62.0 62 F The vaccine was given in the deltoid tendon/shoulder bursa area NOT in the deltoid muscle.

918089 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 NJ 65.0 65 F Jan 3, 2021 mild pain at injection site, diarrhea all day, chills in morning , no fever, temp 97.6 Jan 4, 2021 significant arm pain at injection site (awakened by it at 3 am) with chills, temp 99.6. Took One tablet ALEVE followed by temp 98.6

918090 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Rash on sides started Thursday. Woke up Friday and rash is all over body itching red and hurts. Taken Benadryl, pepsid and hydrocortisone cream. Called tele doc they gave prednisone nothing is working getting worse

918092 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 VA 49.0 49 F Patient is a 49 y.o. female with a PMHx of AAT deficiency, HPV infection, DVT, Vitamin D Deficiency, Hypercholesterolemia and Anxiety with complaints of acute left arm numbness that radiates into her left digits and chest tightness that began 12-13 min after receipt of the COVID-19 vaccine. She noted numbness radiation into the left side of the neck and the bilateral ears. She voices she has also developed chest tightness and wheezing. Evaluated in the emergency department treated with diphenhydramine 25mg, epinephrine 0.3mg and dexamethasone 10mg

918093 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 WI 65.0 65 F sore arm at injection site for about 1 day

918094 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 NM 54.0 54 F Pain and swelling in arm where injection was received. Lymph nodes in axilla and in neck were also swollen and painful. Eyes were described as "glassy",  Two medications prescribed Lidocaine Patch and Naproxen

918109 01/04/2021 LA 4.0 M Allergy to vaccines; Had ICP; platelets dropped to 2; Almost died from MMR vaccine; This spontaneous report has been received from a registered nurse concerning a 4-year-old male patient. The patient's pertinent medical history, concurrent conditions, previous drug allergies or reactions, and concomitant medications were not reported.   On an unknown date, the patient was vaccinated with measles, mumps, and rubella (wistar ra 27-3) virus vaccine, live (manufacturer unknown) as prophylaxis (strength, dose, vaccination schedule, route and anatomical site of administration, lot number, and expiration date were not reported).    On an unknown date, the patient almost died from measles, mumps, and rubella (wistar ra 27-3) virus vaccine, live (manufacturer unknown) vaccine (vaccination complication). In addition, the patient experienced allergy to vaccines, for which he was two weeks hospitalized. On an unknown date, the patient had intracranial pressure increased (ICP) and his platelets dropped to 2 (units not provided) (platelet count decreased). The patient was advised by the pediatrician to never take another vaccine, and at the reporting time, the patient had 24-year-old and still had a significant allergy to vaccines (not recovered). The outcome of vaccination complication, platelet count decreased, and intracranial pressure increased were not reported.   The reporter considered allergy to vaccine and vaccination complication to be related to Measles, Mumps, and Rubella (Wistar RA 27-3) Virus Vaccine, Live (manufacturer unknown). The causality assessment between the suspect therapy administration and the events of platelet count decreased, and intracranial pressure increased was not reported.   The event vaccination complication was considered to be a life-threatening event by the reporter. Furthermore, upon internal review the event of intracranial pressure increased was considerer to be medically significant.Y Y

918127 01/04/2021 CO M severe Shingrix vaccine reaction / hospitalized for almost three weeks; This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative and described the occurrence of hospitalization in a male patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   On an unknown date, the patient received Shingrix. On an unknown date, unknown after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced hospitalization (serious criteria hospitalization). On an unknown date, the outcome of the hospitalization was unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the hospitalization to be related to Shingrix.  Additional information was provided as follows: The case was reported by patient's wife. The age at vaccination was not reported. The reporter stated that she had a complex issue, but it was a severe Shingrix vaccine reaction, patient was hospitalized for almost three weeks. The reporter was wondering what commonalities there might be with the new COVID vaccines. She was guessing other people have this big problem, so that to her it was something that need to figure out, so she don't  have to have her doctor track this down. The reporter consented to follow up.; Reporter's Comments: realize we have a complex issue, but it was a severe Shingrix vaccine reaction, my husband was hospitalized for almost three weeks, (inaudible) I was wondering what commonalities there may be with the new COVID vaccines. I'm guessing other people have this big problem, so that to me is something you guys need to figure out, so I don't have to have my doctor track this down.Y 21

918128 01/04/2021 F Seizures; This case was reported by a consumer via interactive digital media and described the occurrence of seizure in a female patient who received DTPa (DTaP vaccine) for prophylaxis.   On an unknown date, the patient received DTaP vaccine. On an unknown date, unknown after receiving DTaP vaccine, the patient experienced seizure (serious criteria GSK medically significant). On an unknown date, the outcome of the seizure was unknown.   The reporter considered the seizure to be related to DTaP vaccine.  Additional details were provided as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported Reporter daughter reacted to DTaP, when she was a baby. Seizures abd the like. However, when reporters daughter was older, reporter went back and got her vaccinated. She didn't react that time.

918131 01/04/2021 AL F 7 th cranial nerve affecting the right side of her pallet; Herpes zoster on lip; has a pustule on lip; This case was reported by a nurse via call center representative and described the occurrence of herpes zoster infection neurological in a elderly female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   The patient's past medical history included shingles (Shingles thrice). Previously administered products included Shingles vaccine.   On an unknown date, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix (intramuscular). In November 2020, less than 2 months after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced herpes zoster infection neurological (serious criteria GSK medically significant), herpes zoster and lip pustule. On an unknown date, the outcome of the herpes zoster infection neurological was unknown and the outcome of the herpes zoster and lip pustule were not recovered/not resolved.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the herpes zoster infection neurological, herpes zoster and lip pustule to be related to Shingrix.  Additional details were reported as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported. The reporter was a retired nurse practitioner and stated a history of shingles on three separate occasions prior to receiving Shingrix and stated previously receiving shingles vaccine in the past.  The 1st dose of Shingrix was administered approximately 2 months ago and scheduled to receive second dose of Shingrix tomorrow that would be day after date of reporting since tomorrow would make 2 months and a day since receiving the first dose of Shingrix.  Approximately 4 days ago, reporter stated breaking out with shingles on her 7th cranial nerve affecting the right side of her pallet and her lip.  Reporter described current outbreak as the mildest of all previous outbreaks and that it feels like outbreak wants to progress but it was not. Reporter stated that the outbreak runs across top of pallet and had a pustule on lip.  Reporter had bloodwork drawn to measure IgG and IgM to determine if immune system was impaired in any way.  Shingles outbreak unresolved but getting better.  Reporter was comfortable forwarding lab work to Safety. The reporter consented to follow up.

918139 10/01/2020 01/04/2021 FL 85.0 85 F shingles in her right eye; shingles the right side of her head; pain; This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative and described the occurrence of ophthalmic herpes zoster in a female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   The patient's past medical history included shingles (25 years before reporting).   In October 2020, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix. In November 2020, 2 weeks after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced ophthalmic herpes zoster (serious criteria GSK medically significant), shingles and eye pain. On an unknown date, the outcome of the ophthalmic herpes zoster was unknown and the outcome of the shingles and eye pain were not recovered/not resolved.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the ophthalmic herpes zoster, shingles and eye pain to be related to Shingrix.  Additional information was provided as follows: The patient received the first dose of the Shingrix vaccine around last week of October 2020 in her left arm and about two weeks later she started to have shingles on the right side of her head and shingles in her right eye. The patient's physician instructed for her to be seen at the hospital.  At the hospital she was given some treatment. She was not admitted. The patient continued to have shingles and especially the shingles in the right eye was very painful. The patient had shingles about 25 years before reporting and then this was the second time she was having shingles which had not resolved. The reporter consented to follow up.

918140 06/01/2020 01/04/2021 M Has Bells Palsy as a result; Side of the body on which he received the Shingrix is weak; Sore arm; Felt lousy; First and only dose of Shingrix in June 2020; This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative and described the occurrence of bell's palsy in a adult male patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   Co-suspect products included Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   In June 2020, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix. On an unknown date, the patient received the 2nd dose of Shingrix. On an unknown date, less than 9 months after receiving Shingrix and not applicable after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced bell's palsy (serious criteria GSK medically significant), hemiparesis (serious criteria GSK medically significant), pain in arm, feeling bad and incomplete course of vaccination. On an unknown date, the outcome of the bell's palsy, hemiparesis, pain in arm, feeling bad and incomplete course of vaccination were unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the bell's palsy, hemiparesis, pain in arm and feeling bad to be related to Shingrix.  Additional details were provided as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported. After receiving 1st dose of Shingrix, the patient had a sore arm, and feeling lousy.   He did not elaborate on what feeling lousy entailed.  Also, the patient's unknown side of the body on which he received the Shingrix was weak.  The patient also had bells palsy as a result. Till the time of reporting, the patient did not receive 2nd dose of Shingrix which led to incomplete course of vaccination. The reporter did not consent to follow-up. The patient noted that, he reported this event previously, but call center representative could not find him in the system, or his phone number.  He did not wish to proceed with a safety report and did not wish to give me any demographics or further details.   The patient wanted to know whether he would have a reaction to COVID 19 vaccine due to his Shingrix experienced.   He was referred to his provider.

918141 09/06/2019 01/04/2021 PA 66.0 66 F passed out / passed out for 5 or 10 minutes; she was sweating; shivering; heart palpitations; upset stomach; felt weak for 1 whole day; This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative and described the occurrence of passed out in a 66-year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   On 6th September 2019, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix (intramuscular). On 7th September 2019, 1 days after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced upset stomach and weakness. In September 2019, the patient experienced passed out (serious criteria GSK medically significant), sweating, shivering and palpitation. On 7th September 2019, the outcome of the upset stomach and weakness were recovered/resolved. In September 2019, the outcome of the passed out, sweating, shivering and palpitation were recovered/resolved.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the passed out, sweating, shivering, palpitation, upset stomach and weakness to be related to Shingrix.  Additional details were provided as follows: 12 hours after receiving Shingrix, the patient was sweating, shivering, had heart palpitations, and then passed out.  The patient reported, she thought she was passed out for 5 or 10 minutes both times but was not sure.  The patient reported the sweating, shivering, and heart palpitations resolved after she woke up from being passed out.  The patient also had an upset stomach and felt weak for 1 whole day and then these events resolved.  The reporter consented to follow up. For the tolerance of 2nd dose, refer linked case US2020AMR253265.; Sender's Comments:  US-GLAXOSMITHKLINE-US2020AMR253265:same patient (2nd dose)

918143 01/04/2021 U was delirious/talked out of head; fever; slept often; Initial information regarding an unsolicited valid serious case was received from a consumer (patient) via social media  on 08-Dec-2020.  This case involves a patient of unknown demographics who was delirious/talked out of head (delirium), had fever (pyrexia) and slept often (hypersomnia), after receiving INFLUENZA VACCINE.  The patient's medical history, past medical treatments, past vaccinations, family history and concomitant medications were not provided.  On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer (batch number and expiration date not reported) via an unknown route in unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient was delirious, had talked out of head (delirium) (unknown latency) following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE. The event delirious was assessed as medically significant as per important medical event (IME) list.  On an unknown date, the patient had fever (pyrexia) and slept often (hypersomnia),(non-serious event) (unknown latency) following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE.   It was reported as the patient had taken vaccine during college days in 1976 and was totally out of it for 7 days. Patient list wright from not eating but never had the flu since getting that vaccine. The patient was too afraid and not taking flu shot at all.  No laboratory data was reported.  It was not reported if the patient received a corrective treatment.  At the time of report, the outcome was unknown for the events.  There will be no information available on the batch number for this case.

918175 01/04/2021 U Patient had swollen lymph nodes under his left arm 3 days after injection was administered.  He stayed he had surgery to remove lymph nodes in June 2020.

918176 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 NC 44.0 44 F Arm pain at injection site, fatigue, mild headache, swollen lymph nodes

918177 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 KY 68.0 68 F riggors, fever,, severe body aches, flank pain, headache, eyes hurt

918178 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 RI 26.0 26 M Patient was anxious when arrived. After receiving the vaccine, felt light headed and revealed he has "spells" of anxiety similar to current experience.  Became diaphoretic and needed to lie down.

918179 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 PA 43.0 43 F itching, redness and swelling at injection sight.  Took Benadryl on 12/31.  Reappeared on 1/1, visited Er, got dexamethasone, Pepcid po and bendaryl

918180 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Itchy around the vaccine site, stiff muscle, sore arm

918181 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 OH 52.0 52 F Muscle aches, palm size red ring for 3 days, day 4 rash, Diarrhea, vomiting, arm sore 3 days.

918182 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 RI 53.0 53 F shortness of breath, hypotension, presumed anaphylaxis

918183 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 RI 31.0 31 F Swollen lymph node in left arm 1 week later  Swelling in left arm at injection site 1 week later

918184 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 MA 60.0 60 M Pain at site of injection

918185 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MI 32.0 32 F Painful/sore joints (shoulders and elbows) for two days. Almost went for treatment after about 48 hrs, but got through a rough night and the next morning it was gone.

918186 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Moderate local reaction.  Swelling, redness, pain, hot to touch, itchy for 5+ days.

918187 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 39.0 39 F Mild swelling, pain, and itching at the injection site 8 days after injection

918188 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 FL 58.0 58 F MODERNA COVID 19 VACCINE EUA PAIN TENDERNESS SWELLING/ FATIGUE, HEADACHE, MUSCLE PAIN, JOINT PAIN, CHILLS/ THEN CAME THE ALL OVER BODY RASH AND I STILL HAVE THIS

918189 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 IN 60.0 60 F Pfizer-BioNtech COVID-19 Vaccin EUA-. Severe Dizziness, light- headed.

918190 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 MA 61.0 61 F Redness to the area after a week. resolved

918191 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 IL 45.0 45 F Thursday 12/29/20 : Started wheezing, I am using my nebulizer but the wheezing seems to be getting worse My throat also is swollen and red. Fatigue/sleeping a lot Headache

918192 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 OH 52.0 52 F Very swollen lymph node in front of my left ear.

918193 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NY 61.0 61 M Flue like symptoms but no fever.

918194 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 NH 27.0 27 F I am currently breastfeeding my 11 month old son. On Thursday, December 31st, 2020 (2 days after receiving my vaccine), my son developed a fever x24-36hours and diarrhea that is still on going as of today (1/4/2021). There are no known exposures for my son and his illness. I am reporting this as a possible reaction  to the Moderna COVID 19 vaccine I received that could have some how passed through the breastmilk to him.

918195 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 OH 39.0 39 F About 1 week after receiving the vaccine (on 12/31/2020) I developed an itchy, raised, and red hive-like rash at the injection site. It got worse over the next day, and I put some steroid cream on it. It went away gradually and was completely resolved by 1/03/2021

918196 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 WV 65.0 65 M redness and swollen to inj site, rash to hands Benadryl given for sysmptoms

918197 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CT 26.0 26 F Arm soreness at injection site, worse than a flu shot and starting an hour after the shot and lasting approx 2 days.  Increased phelgm production for approx 24 hours following injection.

918198 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 48.0 48 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine   On day 9 after injection, began to get itching at the injection site. Now on day 10 with red area ~ 5 cm x 3 cm. Mild fatigue on day 9 as well.

918200 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 FL 27.0 27 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA - Patient witnessed another patient with syncope prior to her injection.  She was already anxious about receiving vaccination and this increased her anxiety, though she proceeded with immunization. Patient was in 15 min observation window in a chair and began to feel light-headed like she may pass out. A SWAT was called. With RN assistance, patient was lowered to the floor, with no loss of consciousness.  Patient was pale and reported anxiety, racing /pounding heart, and felt hot with facial flushing. Patient was transferred to ED and was noted to be tachycardic (120s), but dropped to 80s. She noted that this episode felt different than her prior syncopal episodes associated with anemia. Patient was observed for 5 hours and discharged to home. Patient returned to ED roughly 2.5 hours later complaining of continued dizziness and unsteady gate. Patient was pale and anxious.  Patient reported had not eaten/drank enough during her shift and received vaccine immediately post a stressful shift. Additionally, patient witnessed another patient have syncopal episode prior to her receiving her vaccine which made her anxious.  Patient was given IV fluids and had electrolytes replacement. Patient additionally received diazepam. Patient was discharged at 2358 on 12/23. Patient returned to ED on 12/24 at 0239 complaining of near syncope and lightheadedness.  Patient had tachycardia and self-reported palpitations.  Received IV fluids and observation on telemetry with no rhythm disturbance.  Patient discharged 1428 on 12/24.  On 12/29, patient returned to ED at 0326  for continued dizziness, fatigue and near syncope. Was admitted for cardiac evaluation.  Noted to have unprovoked tachycardia and was discharged with a Halter Monitor to evaluate cardiac symptoms. patient was discharged 12/31 at 1619Y 3

918201 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 VA 50.0 50 F Received the injection on Wednesday afternoon. I woke up around 3am with an excruciating headache, started vomiting around 6am and continued until 7:30pm. The headache continued and as of this morning 1/4 the headache is still there and my stomach is not settled completely.

918202 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 54.0 54 M Patient received the vaccine and had slight chest tightness, had a slight headache and has mild nausea.   He worked the day and still has the symptoms at 1:30 pm

918203 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 VA 50.0 50 F Pt developed urticaria on both arms 4 hours after COVID vaccine administration. Pt received dexamethasone 10mg IM for treatment and diphenhydramine PO 25 mg. Symptoms subsequently resolved.

918204 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 OH 27.0 27 F I received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on Tuesday, December 29th at work and on Wednesday, December 30th when I woke up my entire neck had broken out in hives. I did not have hives anywhere else or any other reaction. After taking 25 mg of Benadryl po and applying hydrocortisone cream, the hives had cleared up about 75%. I continued to use the hydrocortisone cream throughout the day, but the hives/redness had fully cleared up by Saturday, January 2nd.

918205 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 44.0 44 F Swollen L armpit, medial, at same side of vaccine.  Resolved in 2 days with ibuprofen

918206 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 MA 30.0 30 F Circular redness at injection site about 2 inch in diameter.

918207 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 FL 54 M Flu like symptoms (fever, chills, aches, fatigue, headache); redness, swelling, warmth and firmness at injection site

918208 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 IN 62.0 62 M Stuffy nose  tingling lips tingling face i took 50 mg of over the counter benedryl..symptoms resolved

918209 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 VA 52.0 52 F Arm soreness Arm swelling Headache Right side neck pain Bumps on both cheeks (face)

918210 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 VA 31.0 31 F Patient experienced feeling flushed and nauseated after receiving covid vaccine injection. Declines ED evaluation. No further symptoms reported on 12/19 follow-up

918211 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 FL 52.0 52 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA - Patient with history of anaphylaxis requiring intubation to benzonatate.  Patient answered "no" to questionnaire about allergic reactions prior to vaccination.  11 minutes after vaccination, patient reported tingling of lips and swelling of face. Developed hoarseness. SWAT was called and patient given benadryl and taken to ED (1055). Patient received steroids and H1/H2 blockers in addition to epinephrine.  Patient brought to ICU for monitoring.  Patient continued on therapy and was discharged 1/2 at 1113. Patient returned to ED on 1/3 at 1558  with macular papular rash on leg, chest and back with itching on eyelids and face.  No respiratory involvement. Patient given benadryl and predinisone and discharged from ED at 2016.Y 2

918212 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MI 46.0 46 F Generalized body aches that evening, same day as injection. Woke up the next morning, 12/31/2020 with a headache, fever of 100.2, and fatigue

918213 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 OH 59.0 59 M Patient had chills and a fever that started on 12/30/2020 @ 12:00am.  The highest fever recorded was 100.6.  He took Tylenol on 12/30/2020 @ 6:00am.  His symptoms resolved on 12/30/2020 at 8:30pm.

918214 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MD 43.0 43 F Anterior cervical lymphadenopathy on the ipsilateral side of the vaccination. It seemed to begin on the third day but was most pronounced and painful on the fourth day.

918215 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 NC 30.0 30 F Increasing redness and itchiness, swelling, and discomfort at injection site on R arm, delayed response not present at time of injection, symptoms began 12/27/20 and gradually worsened since then, no improving. Tried Benadryl and cold compresses, as well as Tyelnol.

918216 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 SC 39.0 39 F Body aches, stomach cramping, rash on abdomen, arms.  Start of period early (last period 12/22). Itchy all over

918217 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 ID 55.0 55 F Patient developed muscle twitching, fatigue, dizziness and headache minutes after vaccine was given. Day after vaccine given, patient developed small red area around injection site that also had swelling and was warm to touch. No fever or other complication.

918218 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MA 38.0 38 F Hives and facial swelling.  Swelling within the ears.  Migrain.  Nausea.

918220 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 NY 52.0 52 F Severe joint pain, especially in hips, knees and hands lasting approximately 72 hours after first onset of symptoms. Treatment Tylenol/NSAIDs. Resolved on its own.

918221 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 VA 31.0 31 F Upon injection, vaccine leaked out of syringe at hub site. Stopped injection after noticing after ~0.1mL expelled. Syringe removed, needle noticeably noted to have a curve and retracted into the syringe partially engaged safety.

918222 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 OH 39.0 39 F I received the COVID vaccine on Monday Dec. 21, 2020 at 14:30.  By 17:00 I was not feeling well.  I was tired, had a headache, muscle aches, nausea and a fever of 101 F.   The headache, low grade fever and significant malaise continued through Tues Dec 22 and Wed Dec 23.   On Thursday morning Dec 24 at 2:30 AM, I woke from sleep with the urge to use the bathroom.   I suddenly felt light-headed and dizzy and had a diaphoresis that soaked my hair and PJs.   Fortunately my husband who is a nurse anesthetist helped me through the episode safely and was able to get me back to bed.   I am not sure if that event was related to the vaccine or if I happened to be a little dehydrated and had a vaso-vagal event.  I did not take any medications because I was allowing my body to have a natural response to the vaccine.

918223 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 VA 52.0 52 M Woke up with a case a vertigo that lasted 30-45 minutes, Headache that lasted around 6 hours that same day

918224 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 OH 45.0 45 F 2 Red Area-, itching, burning-the size of a golf ball, the other the size of a quarter- Located at the front of my neck  I had vaccine on 12/30/20  at 1:30 pm, and woke up on 01/01/21 at 7am with the red areas.

918225 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 ID 53.0 53 M Patient developed a headache one to two hours post vaccination that lasted approximately 24 hours.

918226 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 NY 57.0 57 F I felt like I was having palpitations, and my blood pressure shot up to 169/119.

918227 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 MI 67.0 67 F About 6 hours after receiving dose, experienced aching in both arms that extended down into both hands - hands was resolved by next morning. Achiness in both arms remained x 48 hours

918228 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 NY 32.0 32 F * TESTED POSTIVE FOR COVID ANTIBODIES 06/2020 - 'STILL HAVE RESIDUAL COUGH' 12/21/2020 - VACCINATION 12/22/2020 9:30 WERE AT WORK; FELT SUPER FLUSHED, SOB, COULDN'T FOCUS, FELT FEVERISH, FELT NAUSEOUS.  OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH REFERRED TO URGENT CARE; DR STATED 'NOT TYPICAL RESPONSE'; COVID TEST; NEGATIVE

918229 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 MA 39.0 39 F 12/26/20 started to experience covid -19 symptoms.

918230 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 ID 46.0 46 M patient developed fatigue approximately 24 hours after immunization that lasted for about 24 hours. Patient also had soreness at injection site 24 hours after that lasted 24 hours.

918231 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 OH 44.0 44 F first 24 hours: nausea, left arm pain and heaviness 1/2/2021 until present: body aches, very strong headache, sore throat, very tired, coughing with pain, flushed, feel as if my eyes are on fire.

918232 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 KY 35.0 35 F 6 days after injection, left supraclavicular lymph node swelling and tenderness and axillary tenderness and swelling

918233 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 XB 52.0 52 F 52 year old female received the Pfizer vaccine on 30 Dec 2020. Noticed a slight left sided facial droop as left lower lip numbess on 31 Dec 2020, which has become more pronounced over the past 2 days. She states she spoke to the nurse hotline right before speaking to me who told her to go to the ED (she was on her way). Denies any extremity weakness, numbness, HA or dizziness. No pain to face or ear. Speech clear on the phone. No recent illness or history of Bell's palsy. NKDA or any prior adverse reactions to immunizations.

918234 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 GA 49.0 49 M Client called clinic on 12/30/2020 in the am requesting us to call in prescription pain medication due to having severe arm pain at the injection site. He stated he had not slept any for the last two nights. Encouraged client to see his PMD if he was in the kind of pain that required a Rx pain medication. Encouraged client to ice down his arm for pain.

918235 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 NH 37.0 37 F Patinet is a 37 y.o. female ER nurse who received her Covid vaccine just prior to arrival.  While being observed at the vaccine site, she developed itching and a rash.  She was brought down to the ER for evaluation.  Mainly she is itchy all over.  She notes a rash across her chest.  But she has no cough shortness of breath wheezing.  There is no problem swallowing there is no facial swelling.  She does not have a history of anaphylaxis, or medication allergies. Review of Systems  Constitutional: Negative for chills, diaphoresis and fever.  HENT: Negative for congestion, trouble swallowing and voice change.   Eyes: Negative for redness and itching.  Respiratory: Negative for cough, shortness of breath, wheezing and stridor.   Musculoskeletal: Negative for myalgias.  Skin: Positive for rash.       Pruritus  Allergic/Immunologic: Negative for environmental allergies, food allergies and immunocompromised state.  Neurological: Negative for headaches.   01/04/2021- Speaking with the patient she states noticed "hives" accross chest, right lower extremity, and left upper extremity.

918236 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 OH 29.0 29 F I am breastfeeding-Milk supply significantly decreased (<50% of typical) day of vaccine. Milk supply still decreased 5 days later,

918237 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 ID 45.0 45 F Patient developed fatigue approximately 24 hours after immunization that lasted a couple days.

918238 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 OH 43.0 43 F Approx 25 min after injection I became dizzy and my HR went to the 130?s, at around 30 min post injection my tongue started to swell

918239 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MT 89.0 89 F Left arm warm, red, sore, swelling noted

918240 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 NC 50.0 50 F dizziness, itching/small hives on forearm (not at injection site) , 30 minutes after vaccine given.   Vitals monitored, were normal, sent home and advised to take Benadryl.  More hives on upper lip/chin appeared 36 hours after vaccine given.   Patient was at home, self-treated with benadryl, zyrtec, famotidine and ice pack applied to area.

918241 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 KS 31.0 31 F Significant neck and upper back pain as soon as 1 hour post vaccine lasting until at least 24 hours - tylenol and heat/ice (no change) chills without fever overnight the night of - no treatment soreness in arm 1 hr post to up to its worst at 24 hours later when I could not abduct >90 degrees for 24 more hours

918242 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 NY 37.0 37 F I got moderna COVID19 vaccine on 12/26/2020. Day 1-3 local pain and swelling, no redness. All resolved after day 3-4. Very tired all week post vaccine,.  Day 5-6 noticed ipsilateral axillary lymph node swelling.  On day 7 post vaccine I got a localized area of itching swelling and redness as if I had been bitten by a few mosquitoes at injection site that was new. Milder on day 8, less itchy and swollen, but still red and a little raised.  Mild shortness of breath.

918243 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 80.0 80 M Really bad headache first 3 days Horrible Chills still ongoing Disoriented and almost like hallucinations Most interesting randomly talking to himself.  I mean like a full conversation with someone that isn?t there.  He also sometimes feels like when holding something he doesn?t see it or feel it and drops it or vice versa ?.. thinks holding something and isn?t Balance is off Shortness of breath  No fever thank goodness and taste and smell are normal
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918244 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 TX 53.0 53 F After got vaccinated, I walked out of the clinic to monitoring area approximately 15 walking steps, I felt a little off balance but I was able to make to the chair and sat down.  Few seconds later, my heart beat increased faster and faster, my neck turned red.  I called for help, they gave me some apple juice to drink and talked to me.  About 5 minutes later, my heart beat went back to normal rate and my redness turned back to normal skin color.  I only had a little vertigo symptom but I was able to manage myself.  About 2 hours later, symptoms disappeared and I was back to my normal health

918245 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 IA 54.0 54 F 12/31/20 - cough, sneezing, weakness.  Felt ill all weekend. 1/3/21 - called Employee Health with low-grade fever, chills, nausea, weakness and elevated blood pressure 165/104, which had come down by the afternoon to 155/95

918246 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 FL 36.0 36 F Developed Tachycardia approximately 40 minutes post vaccine

918248 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 ID 23.0 23 M patient developed fatigue day after vaccination that lasted about 1 day.

918255 01/04/2021 F violent, delayed reaction; This case was reported by a consumer via other manufacturer and described the occurrence of delayed type hypersensitivity in a female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingles vaccine) for prophylaxis.   The patient's past medical history included allergy, bee sting hypersensitivity and allergy. Previously administered products included Epipen.   On an unknown date, the patient received Shingles vaccine. On an unknown date, 12 hrs after receiving Shingles vaccine, the patient experienced delayed type hypersensitivity (serious criteria hospitalization). On an unknown date, the outcome of the delayed type hypersensitivity was unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the delayed type hypersensitivity to be related to Shingles vaccine.  Additional details were provided as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported. The patient had allergies to preservatives,any drug that ends in "caine" (lidocaine, prilocaine etc),bee stings, and tar. Patient carried Epipen and had a hesitation to receiving the Covid 19 vaccine It was reported that patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix and 12 hrs after the vaccination patient had a violent, delayed reaction and patient was sent to the hospital.Y

918262 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 GA 50.0 50 F After receiving the vaccine, my arm was in a lot of pain. Then that night and the next day, it was extreme pain, I couldnt lay on it. Then about 3-4 days later, the color is blue and black.  Then I  started having cold symptoms. Like a head cold. On my left side, my arm and my leg is sore. In addition, my face broke out too.  I did not go to the ER. I let Employee health examine my arm . No ER visit

918263 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MT 90.0 90 F Warm to touch, redness, hard area, sore to touch

918264 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 ID 51.0 51 M patient developed headache and arm pain day after vaccination. Patient stayed and worked from home on this day as a result.

918265 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 44.0 44 F 1/2/21 @ 1030:  EE called to report she received the vaccine on 12/31/20 between 1030 and 1100.  And then around 2330 on 12/31/20 she experienced facial swelling, arm swelling, headache, chills, and dizziness.  EE stated she felt it was an allergic reaction to the vaccine and took Benadryl for the next 24 hours to help with the symptoms.  EE reported she hasn't had anything since the initial 24 hours, but is concerned about taking the next vaccine.  Encouraged EE to contact PCP regarding concern for taking next vaccine.  After speaking with Administration, EE encouraged to report vaccine side effects to CDC via V-Safe (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/vsafe.html).

918266 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 NY 23.0 23 F about two inches around the site was red and outlined. Felt slightly raised and was itching. Is still red today 1/4/21

918267 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MA 59.0 59 F C/O of "smokey vision", outside in parking lot. Sat in car for about 10 minutes before coming into the building. A&O, ambulatory, denies dizziness, HA or lightheadedness. States feels SOB with exertion, "heaviness in trachea" increasing with inspiration. Hand off to EMTs. EKG performed, Sinus Tach 108 initially then NSR 80s-90s with occ MF PVCs, couplets. BP 162/94, O2SAT 100% RA, BS POC 208. Patient brought to ER by EMTs

918268 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Within 10 mins. Tongue was tingling lips were swelling and tingling left arm fingers were tingling , headache

918269 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 NC 58.0 58 F Itching, redness and swelling on the injection site. Dr. Prescribed  antiniotic Bactrim DS 800-160  Tab

918270 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 KY 39.0 39 F Chills and shaking consistent with flu-like symptoms began about 12 hours following vaccination.  The next morning, I had a headache and vomited about 5 times.  Over the next several hours, I began to feel better and by that evening, was feeling pretty much normal, except for some lingering fatigue.

918271 12/01/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 56.0 55 F This patient is a 56 y.o. female presenting to the emergency department with a chief complaint of a possible reaction to the COVID vaccine onset 2 days ago. The patient states that she has had a fever, chills, adenopathy, and body aches since her vaccination. Her highest recorded temperature was 101F, and she has been taking Tylenol. She states that her biggest concern is the adenopathy under her right armpit which is painful to touch. She denies any masses. She saw her PCP on 12/24 and had blood work done, which showed an elevated white count of 17.

918272 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 ID 43.0 43 F patient developed arm pain day after vaccination that lasted about 1 day.

918273 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 MI 35.0 35 F Left arm soreness, Headache 30 mins after, Fever 100.9 T 5am and 9am, monitoring until now

918274 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MD 53.0 53 F After initially receiving vaccine 12/28/2020 my arm was sore and slightly red for approx 2 days and resolved on 12/30/20. When I awoke this morning my right shoulder ached and I thought massage might make it feel better - at that time I noted it was swollen and warm tender to touch at site and again appeared red. I did report this to the clinic who administered vaccine

918275 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 ID 41.0 41 M Patient developed arm soreness at injection site day after vaccination

918276 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MI 54.0 54 F Migraine for 2 days controlled with medication, Severe swollen eyes with discharge from eyes, itchy, red watery eyes began the evening of the vaccine and ongoing.  using BENEDRYL and ALLEGRA to decrease symptoms.

918277 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 FL 73.0 73 M Weakness, almost paralysis both lower extremities worse than baseline paresis from ms.

918278 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 VT 57.0 57 F Arm itchy at injection site, warm feeling at injection site

918279 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MA 44.0 44 F Patient c/o feeling tachycardia, flush and dizziness, flushness upper torso neck region and bilateral upper arms. Rash/hives not present. Placed on stretcher , monitored immediately with BP 156/100, HR 88, O2 99%, alert and oriented x3, verbalizing clearly. Placed on EKG monitor, noted in NSR 80. POC 102. Shortly after at 1001, redness subside ,briefly noted with tingling of bilateral feet and hands for only seconds. Patient was monitored for 40 minutes, returned to baseline 142/81 HR 58 O2 100%. Nutrition given . Discharged to home, ambulatory feeling well.

918280 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 FL 32.0 32 F Asthma-like fatigue, cough due to fatigue, mild.

918281 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Noticed itching and slight rash on distal portion of extremities the evening of Dec. 30, rash became worse over next few days and became more inflamed/raised even with Benadryl taken as directed on box.   I went to urgent care on Jan 1, 2021 and was started on Steroid taper of 60-40-20 each dose for 3 days.   Improvement noted after 2nd steroid dose.  No respiratory involvement with vaccine or rash episode

918283 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Modern a covid 19

918284 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 NY 23.0 23 F Moderna vaccine received on 12/21 from my workplace. Rash (reddened skin not raised) appeared after vaccine was given (within 24hrs) the size of a quarter and was gone 3 days later.  Now on 1/3 the rash (red bullseye not raised) came back the size of a baseball and is warm to the touch. Went to urgent care and physician called it a delayed adverse reaction to the moderna vaccine 1st dose

918285 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 IA 40.0 40 F I got the shot, didn?t feel it at all so it went good. I went to the bathroom and went pee and got my arm back in my long sleeve shirt under my scrub top. I wasn?t anxious about getting the vaccine. Then I went to sit down and be monitored. After about another minute I felt very weird like a warm feeling going all over my body.  I started pulling my mask away from my face to get a deep breath. Then I broke out in a sweat from head to toe. I think I became pale (I apparently didn?t look good).  I started feeling more ?weird? as I had never felt this way before and I stood up to walk because the nurse there wanted me upstairs near the ED but I was weak so I sat down and had tunnel vision. After that it?s a bit of a blur. After I stopped sweating I got very cold and shaky but vitals were ok.  It scared me because I have never had a reaction before to a vaccine.

918286 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NJ 50.0 50 F fever 100.6- 100.5, chills, headache, general weakness, sweating, and loss of appetite.

918287 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 VT 44.0 44 F felt hot, prickly, right arm red. Later felt chest tightness

918288 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 TN 76.0 76 F Starting on Thursday, Dec. 31, patient began having shoulder and neck tightness.  That night patient began having chills, and noticed redness at the vaccine sight and then the redness started streaking.  Also complaints of itching at the vaccine sight.  Started taking Tylenol for the two days following the vaccine, states feels like it is improving.  Referred to PCP for evaluation. Has appt. Monday, January 4th

918289 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 NH 46.0 46 F Triage for COVID 19 SEVERE post Vaccine Reaction VAERS reportable  Your concerns: Vaccine at noon without immediate effect. Driving home at 1400 developed itching and redness at scalp, face, neck, chest, back, arms and sides. Reports that she did not feel warm but looked like she had a sunburn. It appeared to fade over the next two hours but re-occurred at 1700 with all previous symptoms. She took 50mg of Benadryl and went to sleep. She woke at 0200 the re-occurrence of all symptoms, she did not take any Benadryl as that would make her too sleepy to come to work. The symptoms subsided and when we spoke at 1050 she had only small bumps/hive like spots on her fore arms and cleavage. They do not itch or burn at this time. Discussed with PA and Dr. after which  I spoke with patient again regarding pending plan. She will call the clinic if she has any further symptomatic episodes in the near future. We will investigate moving her second dose ahead 2 days from 1/12/2021 (day off) to 1/14/2021 this way she will be here at work should it happen again, she works 0630-1900. Med provider will consult with allergy to determine if further steps are needed for dose #2. Dept: Respiratory Therapy Have you missed work? #shifts: none Did you seek emergency care? none Date and Time of Vaccine: 12/22/2020 at 1200  Age at time of vaccination, 46 years 6 months Sex: female Was the vaccine received at facility? yes Site of vaccine (LD or RD):  RD Type of Vaccine Pfizer (X ) Moderna ( ) Other _______________ 1st or 2nd dose: first When did your symptoms start? 12/22/2020 at 1400 Please note reported symptoms yes or no, these symptoms are considered mild to moderate and are NOT VAERS reportable Injection site pain no Tiredness no Headache no Muscle Pain no Chills no Joint Pain no Fever (note temp if known) no Injection Site Swelling no  Injection Site Redness no Nausea no Feeling Unwell no Swollen Lymph Nodes (lymphadenopathy) no Other: no Employee reports THE FOLLOWING SEVERE post vaccine ADVERSE reactions (reportable): Difficulty breathing no Swelling of your face and throat no A fast heartbeat no A bad rash all over your body yes, see above Dizziness and weakness no If COVID-19 symptoms persist and/or worsen beyond 48 hours consider COVID-19 testing Treatment/Advise: see above Plan: see above If employee was vaccinated at another facility, they need to contact that facility , it is an expectation that the facility that gave the vaccine complete the VAERS report. N/A Employee verbalizes understanding and agreement with plan. yes VAERS report is completed electronically vaccine given at facility. Pending further review.  12/24/2020 01:51pm Follow up to VAER 12/23/2020 Patient called this morning to update regarding vaccine reaction. Yesterday she went home and did some shoveling. Later, around 1900, she developed a itchy, red rash that started on her chest and the right side of her neck which later covered her entire body. The skin on her face was bright red and very hot to the touch, there were small raised hives on her face which were likened to 'petechia if they were raised'. She took pictures of the raised/red areas. She took 50mg of Benadryl and went to sleep, when she woke at 0230 she was asymptomatic. Regarding the bumps on her forearms and cleavage, she has residual mottling on her arms. Updated providers.

918290 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 KY 35.0 35 F Moderna vaccine given 12/28/2020, 6 days after injection have left supraclavicular lymph node swelling and axillary swelling and tenderness

918291 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 PA 61.0 61 F Extreme fatigue, weakness, lightheaded, malaise

918292 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 MO 24.0 24 F Began noticing itching and redness on left had on 1/3 PM. When I woke up on 1/4 the itching in the had was persistent and the redness was about the same. I also noticed a raised, red patch of skin on my right anterior ribs. The rash on the ribs is less itchy than the hand.

918293 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 TX 47.0 47 F receive vaccine on 12/24/2020 arm was red and sore few days.  then on 1/1/2021 at injection site  a rash developed and had HA, tired , weakness, chills. I continue to feel this way on 1/4/2021

918294 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 KY 40.0 40 F About 1  hour after receiving my first dose of the Moderna vaccine for COVID-19, I started feeling extreme pain in my left shoulder and arm, where the shot was administered. The pain continued to intensify throughout the day and night and was 10/10 on a pain scale. In addition, I began to lose my ability to lift my left arm or use it. It became so weak that I had to use my right hand/arm to pick up my left arm to move it. My left arm was 'hanging and drooping' and my left shoulder was very  noticeably lower then my right shoulder. I called my primary care and employee health. My primary care doctor advised me to take advil and go to urgent care if the pain persisted and worsened. I could not sleep at all that evening of 12/29/20 because the pain was so intense and I had to keep picking my left arm up with my right arm to keep re-adjusting to try and get comfortable. The next morning I went to an orthopedic urgent care where I was diagnosed with nerve damage from the shot and prescribed Methylprednisolone 4mg dosepack. The doctor who saw me explained that he could not assess the extent of the damage at this time because my nerves were so agitated and inflamed. He scheduled a follow up visit with me for Thursday, January 7th and stated he will then proceed with an MRI and further investigation to assess the extent of the nerve damage.  During the days that followed my immunization, I was unable to do anything with my left arm and was dependent on my husband to help me get dressed, showered, household chores, etc. It is unknown at this time whether this will be temporary or permanent damage and disability.

918295 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 TX 51.0 51 F swelling, redness that started 1 wk after injection

918296 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 OH 44.0 44 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine   Vaccine on day 0 GI symptoms on days 1, 2, 3, and 4 including abdominal cramps, constipation, gas Uterine cramps (not related to menstruation) and light spotting on day 2 Soreness at injection site days 0, 1, 2, and 3

918297 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 VT 32.0 32 M arm pain

918298 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MO 36.0 36 F Injection received at 0815. At 0900 I started getting diaphoretic, clammy, nauseas and my face was flushed. At 0930, I developed hives on my neck, chest and arms. I immediately went back to the vaccination site (I was still in the hospital at work) and was administered 25mg oral Benadryl and monitored for 30 minutes. The hives resolved, but I still felt unwell. At 1600 I noticed a swelling in my right upper thigh about the size of my hand. It was about 2 inches inferior to my inguinal crease and was the width of my thigh. It was mildly painful to the touch. My injection site was red, inflamed and itchy. I continued taking 25-50mg Benadryl Q4  and took 100 mg at night due to itchiness on my eyes, face, neck, chest and arms. This is still present, although less each day, as of Monday 1/4/21 morning. I have felt feverish but have not had a recorded fever. I took some Ibuprofen for the pain in my arm at the injection site. The redness, swelling and itchiness has decreased each day at the injection site, but is also still present as of Monday 1/4/21 morning. I still feel unwell and have continued diarrhea throughout the weekend.

918299 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 MA 58.0 58 F The day of the vaccine I had a initial diarrhea and headache, minimum pain on the site of the injection but at 2AM on the 22nd I woke up from my sleep with chills, and shaking even my teeth were clacking. Took Tylenol and it got better around 30 min later. Felt very fatigued and still nauseated almost threw up. By the end pf the day it resolved itself.

918300 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 ID 46.0 46 F patient developed headache, nausea and abdominal pain day of vaccination that continued for two days post vaccination.

918301 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 PA 27.0 27 F left arm tingling starting from above left elbow radiating to left face-started at 10:38 on 12/30/20 and resolved at 18:30-19:30 pm on 12/30/2020

918302 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 60.0 60 F Flu-like symptoms - nausea, sweat.  Arm sore immediately after injection - sore for 2 days.

918303 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 NC 58.0 58 F 12/17/2020 VACCINE 12/18/2020 SWOLLEN LYMPHNODES IN GROIN, FATIGUE  12/21/2020  EXPERIENCED A STEMI; RUSHED TO ER; FELT LIKE COULDN'T BREATHE, INCREASED HR CARDIAC CATH

918304 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MA 51.0 51 F Employee states reaction to every vaccine she receives. Employee states ticks, perseveration, uncontrolled laughing and crying which resolve on own. This happened today immediately after vaccine administered. Employee given water, cold pack. Symptoms resolving on own as stated. Will keep longer for observation.

918305 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 ID 46.0 46 F patient developed headache, nausea and abdominal pain day of vaccination that lasted two days following administration.

918306 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 KY 63.0 63 F EE received Covid-19 Moderna vaccine on 12/29/20 at 5:10 p.m. at Covid vaccination site. 12/30/20 at 3:00 a.m.EE had pain in left side, hip and leg waking EE up from sleep . Lesions times two, one on hip and one on posterior upper leg. MD insructed EE to double Vitamin C orally and to place Bacitracin on the two lesions, which at first appeared to contain bloody drainage. Lesions are now dry. VAERS document completed.

918307 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 FL 56.0 56 M fever 100.6, chills, headache

918308 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 ID 51.0 51 M patient developed flu like symptoms such as body aches, chills, fever,  as well as arm pain day after vaccination.

918309 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Extreme left arm pain.  Site is redden and warm to touch.  Low grade fever.  Head ache. Loss of appetite   I had a hard time sleeping. I just took Tylenol.

918310 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 54.0 54 F 12/30/2020 - Pt c/o  low-grade fever about 20 hrs after vaccine dose given.  3 hrs later, c/o temp. 101.6 F.   12/31/2020 - Pt c/o fever, dry cough, fatigue, nausea, light H/A.  Referred her to PMD.

918311 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 ME 40.0 40 F Hives, itching, nausea, vomiting, very mild respiratory wheezing.

918312 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 AL 68.0 68 M After receiving the vaccine, no problems until I woke up in the middle of the night, and I was sore and my arm was hurting and I was sweating. I started having chills. I have a fever, still with aches and pains. The soreness at the injection site is about gone. Yesterday, 01.03.21, I was running a fever between 99-101 all night long. Last night I took one Tylenol to help slow it down a little. It's been pretty severe up until now. Right now my temp is 98.1.  I did not go to the ER and my wife has the lot number in her purse with her right now.

918313 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MA 42.0 42 F Brief dizziness lasting 2 seconds.

918314 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 TN 58.0 58 M Had dull ache and knot in arm since getting vaccine.  On day 8 he developed chills, body aches, hot and swollen arm, itchy, as well as fatigue, weakness, sneezing, coughing, congestion.

918315 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 ID 42.0 42 F patient developed nausea and arm soreness at injection site day after administration. Symptoms lasted about 1 day. No other complaints.

918316 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Dec 31 Itching began on lower legs/ankle, then on Jan 4 swelling, redness, itchiness at injection site; headache began 3rd and 4th.

918317 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 OH 46.0 46 F had slight soreness and redness at site of injection after vaccine was administered, but one week later it flared up with discomfort, redness, swelling,  larger than diameter of softball. the site was hot to touch.  it has improved but upper L arm is still red with slight ache.  informed Employee health of problem.

918318 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 FL 42.0 42 F Pain at injection site R shoulder pain and very limited range of motion  Fatigue Chills Temp 100.5

918319 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 ID 33.0 33 F patient developed arm soreness at injection site day after vaccination.

918320 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 29.0 29 F Elevated heart rate within the first five minutes after injection. Went away in about one minute. Came back for about one minute in five minute intervals for a duration of about 40 minutes after injection.  Feeling flushed with the first 15 minutes after injection.   Soreness at injection site 24-48 hours after injection.

918321 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 CT 30.0 30 F Large asymmetrical rash on enter outer side of bicep.  Very red on edges, less red in the middle.  Initially smaller and more red, gradually becoming very itchy and spreading while the center is less red than before.   Unsure if headaches and fatigue are related.

918322 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Fifteen minutes post Moderna COVID vaccine patient felt her lower lip get heavy, and itchy, similar to when she had an allergic reaction to other medications. It resolved spontaneously after 23 minutes.

918323 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 PA 54.0 54 F Received first dose of Pfizer vaccine on December 28th in left upper arm. On the afternoon of December 30th a rash was identified on my torso. It was not very itchy, took few doses of  Benadryl  and was resolved next day.  May I receive the second dose scheduled in few weeks?

918324 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 VT 39.0 39 F arm pain

918325 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 KY 24.0 24 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine  Approximately 24 hours following the vaccination I began to feel light headed and extremely fatigued. I began to have a small rash around my hair-line that spread to my chest and arms. I self-medicated with diphenhydramine and recovered by the end of the day.

918326 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 VA 38.0 38 F Bruising throughout body. Between toes, legs, and arms

918327 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MT 90.0 90 F red warm to touch area at insertion site with pain

918328 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MA 54.0 54 F Felt woozy/dizzy, the head ache started , then nausea without vomiting.  BP  180/84, BP 170/82 Supervisor was called and let her know that patient would not be able to work today.  Patient stayed for 2 hours and symptoms subsided. EMS checked her out. She then drove home.

918329 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MD 67.0 67 F Severe left arm pain, stiffness.  Left shoulder pain.  Neck pain.  Stated she couldn't lift her left arm for three days after the vaccine.  Low grade fever. Reported feeling disoriented, sweating, no appetite for a couple days.  Fever has resolved, but other symptoms still remain.  Advised employee to call doctor to report symptoms and get advise regarding next vaccine.

918330 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 WI 32.0 32 F 5 minutes post injection employee experienced  warmth, redness, itching to injection site

918332 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 VT 42.0 42 F arm numbness

918333 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 AZ 44.0 44 F "extreme vomiting", patient left prior to being seen by physician

918334 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 NC 60.0 60 F After about 24 hours: muscle and joint pain;  After about 48 hours: intense muscle and joint pain back pain, fever of 101.7, shortness of breath Following day: weakness, extreme fatigue, tachypnea, shortness of breath on exertion Shortness of breath and cough persisted for several days, finally resolved day 6 post vaccine

918335 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 OH 43.0 43 M 3-in circumferral rash around injection site.

918337 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Mild redness, swelling for 3 days after injection noted by patient. One week after the injection, patient reported developing a "golf ball sized lump" and redness that lasted an additional three days.

918338 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MI 64.0 64 F about 4 hours after vaccine, patient passed out and when came to, vomited profusely.  Transferred to hospital ED.

918339 01/01/2021 01/04/2021 ME 55.0 55 F itchy throat then gave benadryl 50mg and famotidine 20mg at 10:09 ,  Itchy throat persisted and sent patient to ER.  On arrival to ER throat and tongue started to swell.  ER administered EPIpen and steroids and monitored 2 hours post treatment.  Patient had to additional benadryl and pepcid the next evening due to coughing.  Patient started oral steroids on 01/02/2020 in the morning.

918340 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 IA 35.0 35 F 8 days after the injection I acutely developed itching, redness, and induration of the injection site. Lasted 24 hours, spread slightly and then started to resolve.

918341 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 WI 25.0 25 F Developed rash on left side of neck one day following vaccination.  Vaccine given in Rt deltoid

918342 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MD 28.0 28 M Woke up to a burning sensation all over my face that quickly spread to my upper torso. I stumbled into the bathroom and removed my pajama shirt to relieve the heat I was experiencing. I ran my hands under luke warm water and the sensation suddenly disappeared as quickly as it came. Later that same day I experienced fatigue and loss of appetite that lasted about 24 hours.

918343 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MO 62.0 62 F Employee relates at 1:30 AM on Sat., 1-2-21, symptom onset began...fever of 102.8 oral, "raging" HA, cough, chilling/shaking that lasted for 3 hours. Note: employee did test COVID positive on Nov. 9, 2020.

918344 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 WA 37.0 37 F Headache and nausea with in hour of vaccine. Vomiting 6 hours after vaccine with extreme dizziness like on a boat.

918345 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 FL 36.0 36 F December 28 developed large red edematous area around injection site. Hot to touch. The area continues at this time despite taking Benadryl and Pepcid every 12 hours as advised by PCP

918347 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 TN 40.0 40 F FEVER ACHE, CHILLS,  Lethargy

918348 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 PA 60.0 60 F * Had sore arm at the vaccine site * Headache began at 7 pm on 3-Jan * Had chills during the night, cold and unable to get warm even with multiple blankets * Severe dizziness and vomiting * Headache not relieved by Ibuprofen; took 25 mg Benadryl at midnight

918349 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 CT 49.0 49 F Patient felt lightheaded, dizzy, diaphoretic and c/o feeling faint at time of injection.  She has a history of anxiety and feels it may that. Repeat BP 149/85  HR 98  POC glucose 98.  Patient monitored for 50 minutes after episode began.  Patient stated she felt much better and felt comfortable and wanted to leave.  Patient escorted out by RN to car.  Patient walked out of building with assistance and reported she felt good with the cold air.  EMS offered patient to go to ED but patient declined

918350 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 VT 39.0 39 M nausea, elevated pulse, anxious; declined Emergency department evaluation.

918351 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 OK 41.0 41 F 12/19/2020-12/20/2020 only experiences soreness of left arm where vaccine received. Woke up early morning 12/21/2020 with moderate swelling of eyelids, face, lips that progressed over several hours before seeking  care at Hospital ED. Received IV Benadryl and IV solumedrol. Prescribed oral prednisone dose pack to start next day. Symptoms mostly resolved by that evening.

918352 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 WV 55.0 55 F Headache for about 3 hours.  Tylenol then fine.

918353 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 OH 41.0 41 F Sensation in teeth. Jaw then dizzyness. Headache. Took tylenol at work..then went home and took benadryl.  Sensitivity to spoons, metal. Today 1/04 itching and lump at injection site.

918359 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MD 48.0 48 F Initially had arm pain in the left deltoid area with mild induration, chills and some bodyaches. Generalized fatigue. Two days ago(1/2/21) a large left supraclavicular lymph node came up, it is a little sore. No redness. Moveable. No coughing or SOB. No difficulty swallowing. No rash to that area. No sore throat or other known cause at this time for the adenopathy

918360 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 SC 45.0 45 F severe cough with chest heaviness and mucous production, fatigue,

918361 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 TX 58.0 58 F A few hours after vaccination, I began to feel like I was getting ill, with fatigue and headache. I also experienced swelling at site of injection, along with hives on my face and neck on the same side as the injection. I had swelling in my neck, throat, tongue, lips, ears and eyes with some tingling. There was a red pallor on both of my cheeks. I also had slightly labored breathing. I took antihistamines and tylenol which helped reduce the symptoms within an hour. If I did not continue to take these round the clock for the next 4 days, the symptoms would get worse. Toward the end of the day, symptoms worsened regardless of antihistamine or tylenol and continue to do so as of yesterday, 1/3/2021. Symptoms have gotten better over the last 4 days. Its hard to say if I am fully recovered as in the evenings when I'm more fatigued, I still have the tingling and mild swelling although the redness and hives have abated.

918362 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 WV 60.0 60 M Patient c/o aches and pains all over and weakness, Tylenol given.

918363 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 IL 65.0 65 M Rash on bilateral arms, abdomen, stomach, legs with  itching

918364 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MT 45.0 45 F Developed blisters and sores outside of the vagina. Not sure if it triggered the HPV I had as a teenager.

918366 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 VT 56.0 56 F arm tingling

918367 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 MA 37.0 37 F Call to EE 12/22 regarding facial numbness/ tingling after vaccine. Notes she received vaccine 12/18. Was fine for first 15 minutes. Within 5-10 minutes of leaving, ee had facial numbness to right side of face and under bottom lip. Sx lasted about 3 hours and resolved 100%. No recurrence.

918368 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 30.0 30 M lightheaded, drank water and laid down for several minutes - symptoms resolved and patient left without further issues

918370 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 SC 24.0 24 M 7pm 01/02/2021- Right hand became itchy: urticaria appeared across right hand, left wrist, elbow creases, right foot. 1pm 01/03/2021- went for a run while wearing a sterling silver necklace (which has been worn almost every day for past year) began to feel a burning sensation. Took off necklace and had urticaria all around neck where necklace had been.  (took ice baths, used lotion, and took 2 tablets of hydroxyzine which all alleviated itchiness and most of the redness/bumps had disappeared when waking up on 01/04/2021).

918371 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 WI 38.0 38 F Developed small rash on neck, side that vaccination was administered.  Last one hour, no other symptoms

918372 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 VT 59.0 59 U left arm injection with hand tingling

918373 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 VT 22.0 22 F shortness of breath developed 10 minutes after receiving vaccine. No other syptoms

918374 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 55.0 55 F itching that started @injection site and then spread across body, facial flushing Administered 50 mg of diphenhydramine orally and continued to observe Patient's husband was called and he took her home after approximately 30 mins.

918375 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MA 50.0 50 F Patient stated she felt she had tachycardia- pulse was 130's for approximately 2 minutes - resolved spontaneously. Patient asked for assistance due to history of SVT's

918377 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 60.0 60 F Received covid 19 first dose on 12-23-20 and on 01-01-21 insertion site became red and itching.  On 01-04-21 the redness measures 4cm x 8cm.

918378 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 CA 49.0 49 F 12/31/20 7:00PM -7:30 PM chills, abd pain, exhaustion - fatigue; 01/01/21 Next morning severe headache, Motrin 800Mg - fatigue, headache resolved with Motrin, without appetite, sleep all day and night; abd pain resolved. 01/02/21 fatigue, first meal since 12/31/20.   01/03/20 feeling better,

918379 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MI 80.0 80 F Rash on both legs, Made her feel faint. Vomiting. Diarhea. Back hurts in the middle. Loss of taste.

918380 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 WI 25.0 25 F Became nauseous, pale, faint after first dose .

918381 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 SD 33.0 33 F Fever, body aches, joint paint, headache, all over muscle pain/aches, chills, shaking, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and a rash on my neck.  Symptoms started 36 hours after vaccine was administered. The rash on my neck started 4 days after the vaccine.

918382 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 VT 62.0 62 F left arm numbness

918383 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 VA 35.0 35 F Got a really bad headache starting around 5:00 pm on 12/29/20 , Headache remained for about 3 days. 12/30/20 around 11:00 am starting to get severe low back pain radiating to the upper back , breathing taking pain this lasted into the night of 12/31/20.  extreme fatigue still currently 1/4/2021 , Agitation and mental offset ( Angry) and emotional for 5 days.

918384 12/25/2020 01/04/2021 ME 37.0 37 F patient started filling flush and warm about 20 mins after vaccination.  in standing position felt slightly dizzy and nausea, Laid  down felt better but still hot.  no medication given.  HR was 70 Stats 98.  Patient laid down for one hour when she felt better.  next two days patient had redness and warmth at site of injection about the size of a quarter.

918385 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MN 46.0 46 F reported next day waking up and extreme fatigue, chills, fever, local swelling and pain.  continued for 12 hours with alternating Tylenol and ibruprophen for pain

918386 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MA 62.0 62 F Patient left building and started to walk to car and turned around with c/o "lump in throat.  She c/o tightening in throat and hard to swallow.  She was taken to EMS, 50 mg IM was given and symptoms subsided in about one hour with her going home with husband 90 minutes after start of symptoms.  O2 sat 100% , BP at start was 170/80, hr-100, and at departure was 120/78, HR-80.

918387 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 NJ 63.0 63 M True vertigo - room spinning dizziness, perceived motion,  made worse with changes in head position.  Nausea and vomiting at extremes of vertiginous symptoms. Also  generalized fatigue noted.    No fever, chills, diaeresis, headache, hearing loss, loss of taste or smell, cough, or nasal congestion, muscle aches, body aches or myalgias.

918390 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 VT 18.0 18 F tightness in throat, had initial itching in arm

918391 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 40.0 40 F Developed pain at injection site, itching of B/L hands and feet, diffuse non-pruritic rash over extremities / torso within several hours of injection. Developed fever to 103 night of vaccination. No further symptoms.

918392 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MA 58.0 58 F "Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA":  Developed chills during the night after receiving  Moderna COVID 19 Vaccine.  12/31/20, 4:45am - Chills, shaking, weakness, dizziness, and fever.  Checked temp 6:00 am - 101.2.  Took Tylenol 1000 mg every 8 hours starting at 6:15am.  Fever all day until the following morning.  1/1/21- Severe body aches - 1/2/21..  Symptoms improved except fatigue.  Symptoms better 1/3/21.,

918393 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MA 62.0 62 F Patient left building and started to walk to car and turned around with c/o "lump in throat". She c/o tightening in throat and hard to swallow.  She was taken to EMS, 50 mg IM was given and symptoms subsided in about one hour with her going home with husband 90 minutes after start of symptoms.  O2 sat 100% , BP at start was 170/80, hr-100, and at departure was 120/78, HR-80

918394 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 TX 33.0 33 F fast heart rate after about 20 minutes of the vaccine that lasted an hour; dizziness or feeling of overwhelming for about an hour as well; was able to drive home no problem; very very tired after vaccine; no treatment everything was self-limiting

918395 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 38.0 38 F 9 x 9.5 cm redness and felt harder and warmer than surrounding area appear 48 hours after being vaccinated.

918397 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 39.0 39 M 8 days after vaccination I came down with a cold. Started with a sore throat then progressed to stuffy and runny nose and a dry cough

918399 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MI 41.0 41 F Fever, Headache, Nausea, stomach cramping, vivid dreams

918400 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine  Swelling at injection site, red and raised with aching pain through the left shoulder and neck

918401 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 NE 34.0 34 F DEVELOPED FATIGUE, CHILLS, FEELING OF SOMETHING HEAVY ON CHEST, CONFUSION
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918402 12/20/2020 01/04/2021 55.0 55 F headache, myalgia, fatigue, chills, fever

918403 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MA 53.0 53 F Pt reported feeling fuzzy/dizzy and lightheaded. Sat and rested with water and VS check and returned to baseline 40 minutes later.  Pt felt ok to drive after her evaluation from EMT's and left to go to work.

918404 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 NJ 63.0 63 M True vertigo. Room spinning dizziness with perceived movement.  Symptoms made worse by changes in head position. Nausea and vomiting with extremes of vertigo symptoms.  NO fever, chills, cough, loss of taste or smell.  No muscle aches, body aches, myalgias, nasal or sinus congestion.

918406 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 IL 63.0 63 F Tightness on the chest Blood Pressure was high 185 or 198 Dry Mouth  Hard time to breath  After 1 hour I started itching

918407 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 VA 49.0 49 F Patient received vaccine 12/28/20. On 1/2/21, patient develop large, sore, red splotchy area around site of injection. Area itched. As of today 1/4/21, are larger - Patient will be seen by provider to determine if cellulitis and further treatment necessary.

918408 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 FL 44.0 44 F Left cheek/ jaw numbness starting 10 min after injection

918409 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 CA 38.0 38 M Patient complained of increased shortness of breath, generalized weakness and fatigue with mild cough worsening today and was admitted on 12/25/20. Patient is an employee of the hospital in the ICU and received the covid-19 vaccine on 12/25/20.  Patient believes symptoms started after the vaccination. On admission, patient was in sinus tachycardia with O2 saturation 91% on room air. Tested SARs CoV 2 RNA, RT PCR positive on 12/24/20. Transferred to ICU for closer monitoring after transitioning to high flow nasal cannula on 12/26. Patient recovered and discharged on 12/31/20.Y 7

918410 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NJ 50.0 50 F Approximately 35 minutes after administration of vaccine, patient experienced itching on right palm then after a while to the left palm which resolved by taking 25 mg Benadryl

918411 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 FL 63.0 63 F The day after receiving the vaccine I developed redness, itchiness and some swelling at the injection site.  That went away after a couple of days.  However on Day #8 redness and itchiness developed again at the injection site and is still present now on Day #10.

918412 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 RI 50.0 50 U Palpitations and headache

918413 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 IA 18.0 18 F FACIAL SWELLING. EYES SWELLED SHUT. TOOK DIPHENHYDRAMINE ORALLY AT 09:30PM ON 12/30/20. WENT TO SLEEP SHORTLY AFTER TAKING DIPHENHYDRAMINE AND FACIAL SWELLING WAS RESOLVED UPON AWAKENING THE FOLLOWING DAY. RESIDENT STATES SHE TESTED POSITIVE FOR COVID-19 ON 11/10/20

918414 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 62.0 62 U Complete loss of appetite

918415 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 IL 38.0 38 F Pt called on 1/3/2021 to report that after receiving her vaccine on 12/31/2020, she began to experience nausea and lack of appetite. No additional side effects or symptoms reported. No vomiting. Pt able to drink fluids and stay hydrated.

918416 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 WV 66.0 66 M weakness

918417 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 AZ 56.0 56 M Very sore arm near the imjection site.  Very painful the next day, but less so the next day.

918419 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 MI 45.0 45 M Patient became unresponsive for 10-15 seconds.  Medical emergency called, along with 911.  Upon reobtaining consciousness, patient was diaphoretic and clammy.  Vital signs obtained - SBP in the 70s and HR in the 40s.  Patient transport to the ED.

918420 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 IA 56.0 56 F 12/31/20 - Pain and swelling at injection site, as well as pain and swelling in left arm pit that is not relieved with Tylenol.  This has continued beyond 72 hours.

918421 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 TX 47.0 47 F 12/29/2020: My left arm injection site, hand went numb, face and lips were itching, sweating 12/30/2020: headache, nauseous, body ache 12/31/2020: headache, severe body ache & chills, nauseous 01/01/2021: headache, nauseous,  01/02/2021: headache, nauseous 01/03/2021: headache, nauseous 01/04/2021: dull constant headache, nauseous

918423 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 PA 40.0 40 F Racing heart- began directly after injection.  Continued for hours.  Hyperactivity/sleeplessness- feeling of being wired. No sleep for 43 straight hours. No feelings of tiredness or exhaustion during this time. Hives on left arm, upper chest, and abdomen- began at 36 hours post- injection.  Benadryl 25mg taken. Treatment successfully cleared hives without further treatment needed.

918424 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 WV 57.0 57 M Reports tremors and pain to right arm and hand. Also reports joint pain, especially to right hip area. Reports generally "not feeling well".

918425 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 TN 51.0 51 F After receiving vaccine, I felt fine, then at 9pm that night, I started having chills, and being lethargic along with headache and nausea. By Sunday Morning, I had all those sypmtoms all day long, with back vomiting and fever. Today, I feel better, just still feverish and still upset stomach. I will not be going to work today.

918427 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 53.0 53 F The employee received the Moderna vaccine on 12/28 with no obvious post vaccine symptoms until this morning 1/4/2021 at 6:30AM.    cc: L upper arm and shoulder pain  HPI: c/o L arm and axillary pain after waking up. Pain also felt with touch. Pain with lifting of arm. Patient received Moderna vaccine on 12/28 (7 days ago). Denies fever or chills.   PMH: none  PSH: Partial Hysterectomy  2008  Meds: MVI  Allergies: seafood - rash                    Peanuts - rash  O: L upper arm/deltoid area - + TTP, +swelling approx. 2" x 3.75" in diameter, +warmth to palpation; stiff with ROM  A: LUE edema s/p covid 19 vaccination  P/I: Cold compress applied at 8:45 AM with instructions to apply 15 minutes x 4x/day.  Ibuprofen 600mg po given at 11:00AM  and q6hrs with food for pain prn.  Will monitor

918428 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 IN 44.0 44 F INJECTION SITE TENDERNESS PIXELATED VISION MIGRAINE

918429 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 FL 50.0 50 F Burning upon injection; pain and swelling times 12 days;  01/04/2021-large red and swollen hive type appearance around injection site, approximately 4" long x 3" wide and warm to touch, palpation is hard to touch

918430 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Stayed in clinic for 15 minutes after injection with no problem.  15 minutes after I left the clinic (30 min post vaccine) my face became hot and flushed and my throat felt like there was something in it.    The next day I was lethargic and had a bit of swollen throat  but no problem breathing.

918432 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 56.0 56 F Event: Nausea, chills, fever 102.3, body aches, headache, fatigue Treatment: Ibuprofen, Tylenol, Rest Outcome: Okay after 24 hours

918449 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 PA 38.0 38 F I started developing a lump at the vaccination site on my left arm the next day. It was very painful, red, swollen and had a big lump. I also started getting itchy there too. My arm was a lot more painful than I've ever experienced from any other vaccines such as the flu shot. I also have never had a reaction to one before. 2 days later I was in the express care for my daughter and had the PA look at it and he said if it doesn't get better by Monday (12/28) call my primary care physician. Monday came around and it started getting better, so I didn't call, by Wednesday it continued to get better but not completely gone. Thursday (12/31) I developed a lump again, painful, swelling, red patch at the injection site, hot to the touch. I had a virtual visit with my primary care physician and he said I'm having an allergic reaction at the vaccination site. He prescribed me 3 days of Prednisone 50mg/day, Claritin 2x daily & Pepcid 2x daily all for 3 days. It has finally resolved now.

918450 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 TN 49.0 49 F 12/29 - Left arm - large painfull, swollen area at injection site. Pain radiated from neck, arm pit to wrist. All over fatigue, joint pain, brain fog, and temp of F. Nausea and headache.  12/30 - Pain in left worse, incressed pain, redness, and swelling at injecition site. Painful swollen area in left armpit. Pain with any movement of left arm. Headache, fatigue, nausea, and muscle weakness.  12/31 - Continued pain in left arm, but improved. Continue to have pain swollen area with warmth and redness size of an orange. Headache and fatigue. 1/1 - fatigue, arm sore. Bilateral arm weakness.  1/2 - headache throughout day, not responsive to Tylenol or Advil, fatigue 1/3 - Vertigo, fatigue 1/4 - Left arm slightly sore to touch, fatigue.

918451 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NJ 50.0 50 F 35 minutes after administration of vaccine, patient started to experience itching on the right palm and shortly after the left palm which was resolved by taking 25 mg of benadryl

918452 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 NY 74.0 74 F 1-hives under lower lip 2-injecction site sore for 5 days 3-injection site became hot, hard, itchy @ 5 days 4-@6 days above spread  in size began taking benadryl 5-area of redness now 6" by 8" still itchy, still red @ 8 days

918453 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 40.0 40 F Rash over chest and arms

918454 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MA 64.0 64 F Headache, queasy stomach, fatigue, started date of vaccine, Tues. 12/29/2020, a few hours after I received the vaccine, and lasted until  Sat., 1/2/2021 (5 days)

918455 01/04/2020 01/04/2021 VA 49.0 49 F Patient states that she began having nausea/vomiting and  headache after receiving vaccine but this resolved 12/30/20. She states that she did notice the day after vaccination that she would have on and off pink ting of her urine when voiding. Advised her to see her provider to rule out UTI...

918456 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 OK 30.0 30 F Patient began to experience symptoms shortly after vaccination. Pt became flushed and developed red splotches over chest and neck. C/o difficulty swallowing and some GI upset. Began to shake uncontrollably. Initial BP was 149/99 and HR 118. O2 sats at 99%. Administered 25mg of benadryl and monitored patient for approximately 1 hour. After about 30-45 minute, her vitals stabilized at 120/80, Pulse 90, O2 at 100% on room air. D/C'd home at 1:32pm. 24 hours later patient c/o of hives and flushing off and on. Also complained of some GI upset and fatigue. Pt was able to return to work on 1/3/2021.

918457 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 RI 25.0 25 U Neck developed a rash

918458 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 OH 50.0 50 F 2am onset (12/30/20)  fever to 103, chills, aches. Severe Headache. All symptoms lasted until 8am on 12/31/20 when all symptoms went away except for fatigue that lasted for the next 24 hours.

918459 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 IA 95.0 95 F REPORTED DIZZINESS AND WEAKNESS IN LEGS AFTER RECEIVING VACCINE. HAD A PREVIOUS REACTION TO FLU VACCINE. WAS MONITORED FOR 30 MINUTES.

918460 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 TN 31.0 31 F My lips have been numb since receiving the vaccine.

918461 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 VA 47.0 47 F 12-29-20 the night of the shot I had cold chills,alittle headache,just alittle facial tingling, joint pain,hot flashes and very tired and sore arm. Day 2 started with sore arm and with back radiating in different part of my back and hot flashes, very tired Day 3 starting with more back pain and some mood swings and very tired. Day 4 to present back pain a lot more and joint pain.

918462 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 35.0 35 M Chills, myalgias and low gray temperature 99.7.

918463 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 TX 25.0 25 M 01/02/21 itching all over body -hives developed except for neck and face; Benadryl dose, resolves then returns 6 hrs later. Hives have not resolved, hives developed on neck and face 01/03/21 in PM. Benadryl treatment continues

918464 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MA 43.0 43 F No treatment at this time

918465 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WA 38.0 38 F On day 8 after the vaccine, developed increased soreness, redness and itch over L deltoid (~ 3" by 2" oval at vaccine site) and also from anterior L shoulder (~ 1" thick streak) stretching about 4 inches toward chest, just under clavicle. Also have headache and some fatigue/malaise, though unclear if this is related to vaccine or several nights of poor sleep with a teething baby.

918466 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NE 64.0 64 F LATE EVENING OF 12/30/20 DEVELOPED FEVER, CHILLS, VOMITING, BODY ACHES, AND FATIGUE. LASTED 3 DAYS. IS NOW RESOLVED.

918467 12/01/2020 01/04/2021 MI 58.0 58 F Stuffed up head and sneezing. Started on 1-3-2021. I get this every year.

918468 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 OH 29.0 29 F Bulky painful axillary lymphadenopathy each 1-2 cm on the same side as the injection, erythema and warmth around the injection

918469 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 OH 31.0 31 F PT REPORTED HYPOTENSION/BRADYCARDIC EPISODE, BODY ACHES, CHILLS, FEVER, MALAISE FOR 2.5 DAYS. PT WENT TO HOSPITAL FOLLOWING REACTION. SHE WAS NOT HOSPITALIZED, SEVERE SYMPTOMS RESOLVED WITH REST AND HYDRATION. CONSULTED WITH PCP AND MONITORED FREQUENTLY.

918470 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 VA 59.0 59 F TONGUE ITCHING AT 0940; RECEIVED VACCINE AT 0721. REFERRED HER TO HER PCP.

918471 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 NY 36.0 36 F 12/22/2021 VACCINE @ 0630 12/22/2021 12:00 RED, SWOLLEN ARM.  ROUND, 4 CM CIRCUMFERENTIAL. FIRM EDEMA. PERSISTED THROUGHOUT WEEK. LOOKED LIKE 'SECOND DELTOID'  1/4/2021 STILL MILD REDNESS, ITCHINESS. VERY MILD SWELLING.  CONFERRED WITH DR. VIA EMAIL. 'KEEP EYE ON IT'.  IMPROVING BUT STILL VISIBLE.

918472 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 WV 66.0 66 M generalized weakness

918473 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 KY 40.0 40 F sore arm for 48 hours, headache for 48 hours and burning/hot eyes for48 hours

918474 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Day of vaccine: Nausea that lasted about 6 hours. 8 days after vaccine: Site where vaccine was administered light red,itchy, warm to touch, and area was hard. Topical Benadryl cream applied to site: no longer itched. 9 days after vaccine: Site was now bright red and warm and itchy Topical Benadryl applied to site and Oral benadryl dose taken as well. 10 days after vaccine: Site light pink no longer warm or itchy

918475 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 CA 31.0 31 F fatigue low grade fever body aches

918476 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 43.0 43 F Chills, rigors, body aches, headache, low body temp - started 24 hours after vaccine administration and lasted about 8 hours.

918477 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 KS 37.0 37 F 12/31/20 & 01/01/21- Right side axillary lymph node swelling and tenderness 01/01/20 - Right side cervical lymph node swelling 01/01/20 - injection site swelling, warmth, and redness 01/02/20 - extreme fatigue 01/03/20 - fatigue 01/04/20 - fatigue

918478 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 NY 59.0 59 F This is not an adverse event report. This is a report of administration at an alternative site per the subject's request. Per the subject's request, this vaccine was administered IM to the right gluteus muscle. No adverse event was reported.

918479 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 NH 37.0 37 F The patient is a 37-year-old female presenting to the emergency department with an allergic reaction after receiving a Covid vaccine.  Began having palpitations and flushing 5 minutes after the injection.  Reported a heaviness in her throat.  This has not improved but not worsening.  Reports some difficulty swallowing.  Denies any difficulty breathing.  Denies rash.  Has never had similar symptoms previously.  Denies fever chills nausea vomiting lightheadedness or dizziness.  Symptoms have been constant since onset.  Has not taken anything to alleviate her symptoms.   Review of Systems  Constitutional: Negative for activity change, chills and fever.  HENT: Negative for congestion and rhinorrhea.        Throat swelling trouble swallowing  Eyes: Negative for pain and visual disturbance.  Respiratory: Negative for chest tightness and shortness of breath.   Cardiovascular: Positive for palpitations. Negative for chest pain.  Gastrointestinal: Negative for abdominal pain, nausea and vomiting.  Endocrine: Negative for polydipsia and polyuria.  Genitourinary: Negative for dysuria and flank pain.  Musculoskeletal: Negative for back pain and myalgias.  Skin: Negative for rash and wound.  Neurological: Negative for weakness and headaches.  Psychiatric/Behavioral: Negative for confusion and suicidal ideas.  All other systems reviewed and are negative.  BP 114/69  | Pulse (!) 106  | Temp 36.9 °C (98.5 °F) (Oral)  | Resp 21  | Ht 162.6 cm (5' 4")  | Wt 84 kg (185 lb 3 oz)  | SpO2 98%  | BMI 31.79 kg/m²   Physical Exam Vitals signs and nursing note reviewed.  Constitutional:      General: She is not in acute distress.    Appearance: She is well-developed.  HENT:        Mouth/Throat:     Comments: Uvula slightly edematous, tongue does not appear swollen, lips are not swollen, no stridor, breathing comfortably and speaking in full sentences Eyes:     Conjunctiva/sclera: Conjunctivae normal.     Pupils: Pupils are equal, round, and reactive to light.  Neck:     Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion and neck supple.  Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Normal rate and regular rhythm.     Heart sounds: Normal heart sounds.  Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal. No respiratory distress.     Breath sounds: Normal breath sounds. No stridor.  Abdominal:     Palpations: Abdomen is soft.     Tenderness: There is no abdominal tenderness. There is no guarding or rebound.  Skin:    General: Skin is warm and dry.     Capillary Refill: Capillary refill takes less than 2 seconds.     Findings: No rash.     Comments: No obvious rash  Neurological:     Mental Status: She is alert and oriented to person, place, and time.     Cranial Nerves: No cranial nerve deficit.

918480 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 NC 59.0 59 F Woke up achy all over with fever and chills. BP was high, so took meds, but didn't help even after taking again later. Contacted physician and advised to come in. Different BP med given that helped. Woke up tired the next morning.

918481 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 51.0 51 F Patient felt lightheaded for approximately 15 minutes

918483 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Ear pain pulling sensation, down my neck  numbness jaw locking  on same side of injection

918484 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 OH 33.0 33 F About 12 hours after the vaccine I started to have body aches and chills. I took Ibruprofen that evening and when I woke up the next morning I had a low grade fever of 99.5, I took Ibruprofen that morning and began sweating. I was sweaty/clammy all day, had a headache and tired. Around 4pm I took a 1.5 hour nap and felt better after that. The next morning I believe I had another low grade fever because I was really cold when I went to sleep, but woke up sweating. After that I have not had any symptoms.

918485 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 NE 64.0 64 F Chills starting date of vaccine administration.  Fever (100.2) for 24 hours.  Red, swollen, itchy arm at injection site for 5 days.  Body aches for 72 hours.  Headache for 36 hours.

918486 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NE 57.0 57 F I administered the vaccine and because the patient has a history of anaphylaxis to nuts, we instructed her to stay in the observation area for 30 minutes, instead of the standard 15 minutes. Patient agreed and was monitored by medical staff in the observation area. She began to feel an adverse reaction (which will be described in further detail by Healthcare staff filling our their VAERS report), and was given supportive measures. She did not have to be transferred out of the observation area, and felt completely recovered after intervention were provided. Please see the additional VAERS report filed on this patient.

918488 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 PA 18.0 18 F Covid 19, Fever, Chills, Body Aches, Headache, Left arm numbness, chest tightness

918489 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 WA 66.0 66 F 12/31/20 nausea, resolved later in the day, back feeling itchy, hives began to appear01/01/20 back itchy, nausea,  vomit several times; 01/02/20 back itchy, nausea,  vomit several times, hives covering back;  01/03/20 back itchy, nausea,  vomit several times in late after/ early evening. 01/04/2020 hives; all other symptoms resolved

918490 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 RI 56.0 56 F Patient stated to this nurse @ 1100.  Stated she had pain @ injection site to L arm.  States that, "the needle went in to deep and touched her bone".

918491 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 ME 40.0 40 M This is a 40 y.o. female who presents with abrupt onset of nausea vomiting, diarrhea, myalgias, headache about 2 hours after receiving her 1st Moderna COVID-19 vaccine at 1300 hrs..  She describes myalgias extending from the area of her left deltoid injection site over her shoulders and over her entire upper body.  No neck or back pain.  She describes diffuse throbbing headache with no positional component.  She has had relentless nausea vomiting and retching.  She has been up vomiting stomach contents to bile multiple times.  She has had loose watery brown diarrhea multiple times.  She describes diffuse abdominal crampy pain with increased tearing retching and vomiting.  She denies any shortness of breath cough or wheezing.  Voice is normal.  No swallowing dysfunction or pain.  No intraoral or facial swelling.  She denies rash or pruritus.  No arthralgias.   Patient reports prior anaphylaxis with shortness of breath and tight airways, difficulty speaking and swallowing, and relationship to coconut ingestion few years prior.  No other known food/nut reactions.   Patient is a CNA for care at home.  Last Covid test was 2 weeks ago which was negative.  She reports she has been tested every 2 weeks routinely.    Review of Systems   Cardiovascular: Negative for chest pain and palpitations.  Gastrointestinal: Positive for abdominal pain, diarrhea and nausea. Negative for vomiting.  Musculoskeletal: Positive for myalgias. Negative for arthralgias, back pain and neck pain.  Neurological: Positive for headaches. Negative for dizziness, weakness and numbness.   Physical Exam BP 126/73  | Pulse 120  | Temp 37.1 °C (98.8 °F)  | Resp 18  | Ht 1.575 m (5' 2")  | Wt 68 kg (150 lb)  | SpO2 100%  | BMI 27.44 kg/m²    ED Course as of Dec 30 2340 Wed Dec 30, 2020 2128 Reevaluation: Nausea improved.  Abdominal cramping resolved.  No further diarrhea or vomiting.  Still complains of headache and muscle cramping through her upper shoulders and arm.  Will remedicate with steroid and acetaminophen  2258 Reevaluation: Patient improved.  Pain/myalgias improved.  Headache now mild and dull.  Continues with no further.nausea vomiting or diarrhea.  She would like to try fluids at this time.  Assuming toleration we will plan on discharge home.  2326 Reevaluation: Patient feels improved.  Headache essentially gone.  Taking p.o. fluids well.  Discharge instructions discussed.  She is very familiar with an EpiPen because of her daughter's prior use.  Discharge instructions discussed.    ASSESSMENT and PLAN   This is a 40 y.o. female who presents with nausea vomiting diarrhea, myalgias, diffuse abdominal cramping, severe global headache, onset about 2 hours after first dose Moderna COVID-19 vaccine.  Exam with intact mental status, neurologic system.  Abdomen with some diffuse tenderness but no evidence of peritoneal sign.  She had diffuse palpable soft tissue muscular type tenderness through her upper extremity shoulder and bilateral paraspinal back.  She had no meningeal signs.  She had no cardiorespiratory signs or symptoms.  Her chest was clear.  Voice normal.  Swallowing normal.  Oropharyngeal region normal.   Initial ED ED management focused on rehydration, antiemetics and subsequent treatment for presumptive anaphylaxis with likely system involvement gastrointestinal and neurologic.  She was treated with Solu-Medrol, famotidine and acetaminophen.  She improved during ED course and did not require epinephrine.  Symptoms at ED reevaluation/discharge were resolved.   Clinical impression favors anaphylaxis over medication side effect given time course and abrupt onset of symptomatology and signs.  She has a distant history of anaphylaxis to coconut-based product in her past.  She has no history of ongoing allergic chronic history otherwise.  Other organ systems appeared stable at onset and through ED course including cardiovascular and pulmonary.   Plan is for discharge home with rest fluids.  She will have a course of steroids/prednisone and famotidine.  She was sent home with an EpiPen and understands use and precautions.     Discussed ED "return immediately if" parameters with patient. Ongoing FOLLOW UP evaluation/care coordination via PCP recommended. Patient voices good understanding of current evaluation, follow-up & return recommendations and discharge instructions.   Encounter Diagnosis Anaphylaxis due to vaccination, initial encounter   Plan: -d/c home.  No work next 2 days.  Off work note provided -COVID-19 testing pending -rest with activity as tolerated -diet as tolerated & increased fluids as discussed -acetaminophen PRN -Prednisone 40 mg daily to finish 4 more days -Famotidine 40 mg daily to finish 4 more days -Zofran as needed (patient has at home) -Loratadine 10 mg OTC as needed -PCP f/u -ED return for interval worsening -instructions discussed & as documented

918492 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 OH 47.0 47 F Caregiver developed a metallic taste in her mouth and nausea twelve minutes after the vaccine injection (1404).   Sixteen  minutes after the start of the symptoms (14:20), the symptoms lessened.  She was given soda crackers and water.  At 14:54, she denied any nausea nor metallic taste in her mouth.  She was allowed to leave observation area.  Caregiver was called the next morning (01/01/21 @ 9:00 am) for a follow-up conversation.  She stated that at 2am on 1/1/21, she developed a fever (101) and chills.  She went to the Emergency room who performed a CXR, lab work, IV fluids and IV medication (Toradol) to help fever.  She states a COVID test was completed and the result was negative per caregiver.  She was discharged to home with an antibiotic and told her diagnosis was "possible reaction to the COVID vaccine and  Flash pneumonia."  Caregiver spoke to over the phone on 1/4/21  at 10 am.  She states she is starting feeling better yesterday and has no complaints today.  She is still on antibiotics by mouth and is scheduled to work tonight.

918493 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 OH 41.0 41 F ?Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA? Flu vaccine allergy discussed at length with patient prior to Moderna vaccine. Patient's arm became red and very swollen on two separate occasions after receiving flu vaccine but patient did NOT experience difficulty breathing, respiratory distress, throat swelling, shortness of breath, or anaphylaxis. Approximately 11 minutes after receiving Moderna vaccine, patient complained of warmth and redness at injection site. Immediately after this complaint, patient began to faint and complain of difficulty breathing and pain when breathing. Rapid response was called. Patient continued to complain of painful inspirations and difficulty breathing. EpiPen, albuterol inhaler, and diphenhydramine IM were administered. Patient improved and was transported to emergency room for further monitoring. Patient improved in emergency room and was discharged sooner after.

918494 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Employee reports to this writer that within 2 minutes of vaccine recieved she experienced dizziness, felt presyncopal,, facial flushing, throat pressure, had elevated BP, itchy cheeks, nausea, chest pressure. Went to ER where they treated her like she had an anxiety attack. No epi given.  Patient consulted with her own private ENT?allergist Dr. the next day who states it sounded like a reaction and prescribed Xyzal

918495 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 MO 41.0 41 F is 5 X 5.5 CM. States redness started on 12/23/2020, redness expanded 12/28/2020 and swelling increased. States the area is painful and redness has heat. Does not feel the skin is taught.

918496 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Arm pain on the second day Saturday, Not able to lift arm

918497 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 IA 33.0 33 F Knot developed distal to the injection site 2 days following injection which remained until 8 days following the infection when it turned into a circular rash with associated itching

918498 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 NY 47.0 47 F has rash to lower back/ribs/hips/back of neck - itchy - denies trouble breathing - "tongue feels tingly", no itchiness in throat

918499 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 WI 27.0 27 F lightheaded, dizzy, tunnel vision, sweaty, felt like passing out within minutes of receiving vaccine.

918500 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 KY 55.0 55 F Development of cellulitis at injection site. Treated at Hospital on 1/3/20  emergency department. With follow up visit  scheduled on 1/6/2021 with physician.

918501 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 MS 49.0 49 M Employee tested positive for Covid-19 5 days after shot

918502 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 MD 72.0 72 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine   Patient reported the following via an email following vaccination: "I had the vaccine on Saturday and only had a slight sore arm but last night my tongue is slightly swollen and very sore and the roof of my mouth ? kind of like I after you burn your mouth on something and the aftermath."

918504 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 NY 60.0 60 F This is not an adverse event report. This is a report of administration at an alternative site per the subject's request. Per the subject's request, this vaccine was administered IM to the left gluteus muscle.

918505 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 PA 43.0 43 F ACHINESS TO LEFT ARM. 7 HOURS AFTER RECEIVING VACCINE EXTREMELY PAINFUL WITH DECREASE ROM.

918506 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 WA 54.0 54 M Dizziness started in the early morning approximately 12 hours after vaccination. The sx's come in waves and affect my balance. Sx's are sometimes exacerbated by change in position and first occurred whenever I rolled over in bed. The sx's also occurred while sitting at a desk working on my computer.  No benefit from Eply's maneuvers. No nystagmus with Dix Hallpike maneuver.  Meclizine seemed to be helpful. Sx's have persisted this morning, 1/4/2020.

918507 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 OH 58.0 58 F Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine  After the 15 minute monitoring period after vaccine administration, patient complained of abdominal itching, no throat itching, no swelling, no difficulty breathing. Patient was given diphenhydramine 25mg oral liquid and asked to stay for additional 15 minutes of monitoring. After additional 15 minutes, patient stated that itching has improved.

918508 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MD 34.0 34 F on 12/30/20 at around 4:45 pm experienced tachycardia and palpitations heart rate went up to 160, on 1/4/20 at around 9:30 am rash started on face

918509 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 TN 46.0 46 F Patient states injection site (left deltoid) abruptly turned red, warm, swollen, and itchy on 1/3/21 around 2:00 pm. Patient took Benadryl before bed on 1/3/21 and woke up this morning with no relief.

918510 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 61.0 61 M The patient received his vaccine on Thursday, 12/31/20 between 2:00pm and 2:30pm. The patient did not complain of any ADRs or fever immediately following the injection. However, the next day the patient fell in his room and when vitals were collected, he had a temperature of 102 F. Since the patient was febrile, him and his roommate were given rapid COVID tests, both of which were negative. The patient's PCR test has not come back yet. Per nursing report, the patient did not experience fever again over the weekend, it was a 1x occurrence. His temperature returned to normal on Saturday 1/2/21 and remained normal through Monday, 1/4/21. Besides fever, the patient did not complain of any other ADRs.

918511 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 48.0 48 M Onset of mild skin rash over 80% of the body within 24 hours of vaccination.  Treated with Benadryl.

918513 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 63.0 63 F 30 minutes after injection,  bodily itching relieved after oral Zyrtec <24 hrs after injection,  fever > 101,  headache,  severe body aches,  nausea,  fatigue .  Symptoms lasted  >24 hrs

918514 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 OH 52.0 52 M ?Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA? Patient received vaccine on 12/23/2020, complained of swollen lymph notes on 1/1/2021. Patient also experienced chills, fever 12 hours following vaccine administration.

918515 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Headache, pain 7/10,  started 3 hours after received vaccine, decreased to 2/10 with tylenol.  Lasted for 48 hours and then periodically for an additional 24 hours.  Required ATC tylenol for around 48 hours.  Arm pain at injection site lasted for 48 hours Fatigue lasted 24 hours Myalgias (other than at injection site), lasted 26 hours

918516 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NE 30.0 30 F I administered the vaccine and as the patient has a history of childhood anaphylaxis to shellfish, I instructed her to wait for 30 minutes in the observation area, instead of the standard 15 minutes, It was in the observation area, where she was being observed that she began to feel "hot and flushed". The health staff observing will also be submitting a VAERS report, as they provided interventions to the patient.

918517 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MO 50.0 50 F Low grade fever HA Induration at injection site with redness and warmth Antibiotics prescribed by PCP after a phone call with the patient  for possible cellulitis

918519 12/15/2020 01/04/2021 TX 58.0 58 M Inflammation to left ankle and both knees to the point that I was not able to walk.  I have gout attacks but this was nothing like a gout attack.   I took gout medication and did not help. only time and rest allowed the ankle to go down.  I am schedule to see another doctor to check if the inflammation has anything to do with blood circulation, heart issue, both issue new to me

918520 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CO 41.0 41 F C/O dizziness, transient SOB, pain in upper chest, nausea

918522 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 ME 48.0 48 F 12/22/20, 13:36: 6 minutes after receiving the 1st Pfizer vaccine injection, there was stiffness felt behind my ears and in the back of my neck. 10 minutes after the injection, there was a fullness noted along my throat and upper pallet. The symptoms only slightly lessened after 30 minutes. I have a hx of Rheumatoid Arthritis, completing prednisone doses 4 days ago and currently taking Celebrex and IBU daily. The Benadryl liquid dose (25mg) taken at 14:15 completely resolved my reaction symptoms by 15:15.

918523 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 NY 19.0 19 F First few days nothing besides arm pain. 1/1/2021- to present 1/4/2021 headache, nausea, vommiting, feeling feverish and chills.

918524 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 OH 40.0 40 F ?Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA? After 15 minute monitoring time, patient complained of metallic taste in mouth. She described it as similar to "the taste you get after a saline flush".

918525 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 88.0 88 F Resident unresponsive.  Responds to painful stimuli.  Arms flacid.

918526 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 CA 47.0 47 F 8 days after receiving vaccine, I had urticarial plaques at the injection site with mild pain and stiffness. Treatment has included icing, topical TAC, and oral Zyrtec.

918527 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 NJ 25.0 25 F Vaccine recipient reported feeling lightheaded and had a tickle in her throat. She reported to then have developed an odd taste in her throat *unable to describe?. The vaccine recipient also developed arm pain and swelling around the injection site. The vaccine recipient was sent to the ED for further observation with no medical intervention needed. They were discharged stable to home. On a follow-up call today 1/4/2021, vaccine recipient reported that symptoms went away and they have recovered. Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA.

918528 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 AL 46.0 46 F Received dose #1 at 0830. Severe pain at and around injection site by 1000. Unable to abduct arm by 1030. Took Tylenol 650 mg po around 1130. Pain eased but never went away. On the night of the injection, chills, inability to warm up, sweating, and GI upset started and lasted into the next day. Injection site pain remained until day 3.

918529 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 OK 49.0 49 F 10 min after initial injection, I experienced a brief flush of heat that resolved after a few minutes. 6 hours later,  I had  a sudden onset of intense heat, diaphoresis, and a rash to my arms/legs, along with intense  muscle tremors, nausea, vomiting and stomach cramps.

918530 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 58.0 58 M 30 minutes after receiving the vaccine the patient developed hives, scratchy eyes, and a scratchy throat. He reported to the ED and was given Benadryl, methylprednisolone, and famotidine. His symptoms resolved and he was shortly thereafter discharged.

918531 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 IL 54.0 54 F Arm Pain at injection site - pleased to report nothing else.  Thank you

918532 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 MI 27.0 27 F I received my first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 12/22/2020 in the left arm.  Immediately at the time of the administration, I noticed numbness in my left pinky & ring finger that extended to my elbow.  I figured they may have ?hit a nerve? so I called my PCP afterward.  My PCP advised me to take Ibuprofen 600mg and to call the next day with any new or worsening symptoms.  When I woke up the next day, I noticed numbness in both of my feet (with continued numbness in my left forearm).  I had a visit with my PCP where I had a normal neurological exam except for the paresthesias.  I did not sleep well the night before, so I was sent home with a medication to assist in sleeping and to observe over the holidays to see if my condition improved.  Otherwise, my PCP would order more testing.   Monday after the holidays (12/28/2020), my symptoms didn?t improve.  I noticed that I have constant numbness in bilateral hands and feet with periodic episodes where my entire left leg and then my entire right arm had tingling/numbness/crawling sensation.  I had some fasting labs done on 12/29/2020: CBC, CMP, CRP, Sed Rate, TSH, Magnesium, eGFR were all within normal limits.  My B12 was slightly low at 210 (normal levels are listed as 211-911).  I received a B12 injection that same day and started OTC B12 supplements.  I am currently waiting on the referral to go through an EMG.    Since receiving my B12 injection, I noticed a few more episodes over the New Year holiday break. From 12/31/20-01/02/21, I had this tingling/unpleasant sensation episode on my whole right side. My entire arm and leg were being affected; the episode was constant throughout most of the day with a few moments of relief with hot showers/heating blanket. No weakness noted.  I currently have a message out to my PCP to update.

918533 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 52.0 52 F Temperature of 103 F, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea for 3 days

918534 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 OR 36.0 36 F The day after injection I developed severe soreness, redness, swelling, and what felt like a knot at injection site. Pain and swelling have decreased, but redness and itching and the knot are still there and not improving. Reddened skin also is slightly warmer than unaffected surrounding tissue.

918535 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 CT 42.0 42 F 1/3/21 noted a red lump/hive looking mark on the injection site. Mark was warm to touch.

918536 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 WI 49.0 49 F Had vaccine on 12/24 and red, warm at injection site size of golf ball.  Going to Occ Health for evaluation

918537 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 TX 50.0 50 M Redness, swelling, and pain to injection site

918538 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 TX 19.0 19 F "Woke up at 1am with nausea, flushed in the face, hives and bumps on face and back. Lasting approximately 4-5 hours"

918539 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 ND 47.0 47 F Not feeling well the evening of the vaccine, began running a temp that evening with aches, chills headache.  The following day continued to run a temp of 103.6 F, aches, fatigue, chills, headache,  and tachycardia (120 bpm).  The following day, developed itching w/o rash.  Itching and fatigue lasted for approximately 8 days, the other symptoms subsided after approximately 3 days.

918540 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 TX 72.0 72 F Redness and swelling at injection site

918541 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 UT 43.0 43 M 10 min after injection, my mouth started getting hot, then it moved down my throat and it was difficult and painful to swallow. I got quite dizzy. They initiated rapid response, when they came they simply monitored symptoms and Vitals. Blood pressure and Heart rate were elevated.  after about 10 min the symptoms eased, but swallowing was still difficult and slightly painful. then a second wave of dizziness hit me and I nearly passed out. my heart rate was elevated once again and had ringing in ears. these symptoms lasted another 5-10 min then eased. I then had a headache. The symptoms didn't return, just a headache and fatigue the rest of the day.  i was then given option to go to ED, which i didn't feel at that time I needed, so I left.  The next day, i had some standard symptoms of pain in left arm from injection, and fatigue, but then toward the evening i developed a fever of 101 deg F than continued for a couple of hours. I used ibuprofen and Tylenol rotating to keep the fever down. On day 3 only mild fatigue.

918542 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 AL 39.0 39 M After receiving his vaccine today, immediately he turned red, he stated he felt like his stomach dropped(like being on a roller coaster), and had a brief moment for about 30-45 seconds of chest tightness, all symptoms that he has when he eats seafood (has seafood allergy).

918543 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 58.0 58 F 103 F temperature for 3 days after vaccine

918544 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 54.0 54 F This patient tested positive for COVID19 on 12/28/20. The purpose of this VAERS submission is in response to the request from the agency to input all patients who tested positive for COVID19 after receipt of the COVID19 vaccine.

918545 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 NJ 61.0 61 M Right side of face tingly, slightly numb.  Tingly feeling was gone the next day.  Slightly numb feeling lasted at least three or four days.  Right arm was sore for four days.  Until 12/28, pain in upper right arm would start for no reason, usually in the evening.

918546 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 MI 32.0 32 M Headache on 12-19-2020. Tested covid positive on 12-21-20

918547 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 NY 60.0 60 F ITCHING AND SWELLING IN BOTH HANDS AND ONE FOOT WITH PAPULES ON HANDS 1 1/2 WEEKS AFTER VACCINE.  PROGRESSING OVER 3 DAYS.  WORSE IN THE MORNING, SOME RELIEF WITH ANTIHISTAMINES.

918548 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 VA 36.0 36 F Received vaccination on 12/30/20. Around 330a on 12/31/20 began to have chills and fever of 101. Arm soreness where injection occurred. Had nausea.

918549 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 KS 50.0 50 F soreness of arm, pain moved to armpit, tender to touch

918550 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 26.0 26 F By evening, arm around the injection site grew increasingly painful, to the point where it hurt to move or touch (not unbearable but more soreness than any other injection I've ever received). Over night contracted a fever, by the time I was able to get up to measure it (around 3:45 AM) it was 99.5 degrees, and broke by 5 AM. Had fever dreams prior to waking around 3 AM, and had chills for the remainder of the night. Felt  achy and a little unsteady for the rest of the day but was fully recovered by 12/31

918551 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 MN 37.0 37 F My lymph nodes in back of my throat swollen and I had joint pain. Also had a fever of 102.9.

918552 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 IL 39.0 39 F Severe diarrhea, cold chills, 101 fever, and nausea Y 1

918553 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 TX 19.0 19 F Woke up at 1am with nausea, flushed in the face, hives and bumps on the face and back. Lasting approximately 4-5 hours.

918554 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 MI 42.0 42 F Tongue swelling after receiving COVID-19 vaccine.  No difficulty breathing, no rash.  Claims posterior aspect of tongue is swelling and causing her a gagging feeling.  No chest pain.

918555 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Patient is allergic to Bactrim, hence she was told to wait 30 minutes after she was vaccinated.  About 15 minutes waiting time she started c/o numbness to her left leg.

918556 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 MI 43.0 43 F Had severe chills when I went to bed. Woke up around 1:45am with severe pounding headache, fever, body aches, heart racing. 911 was called for fear of getting worse, however vital signs were stable so I stayed home and declined visit to ER.  I had COVID in September

918557 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 MA 35.0 35 F Beginning 4 to 5 hours after vaccine shoulder pain and stiffness continues to worsen over 5 days before improving with Ibuprofen. Shoulder pain worsened again after increased use 1 week after injection  became difficult to move due to pain and stiffness. Has improved again with consistent use of Ibuprofen.
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918558 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Localized rash noted to torso (bra line to belly button).  Rash not raised, no hives, no itching.  No oral or topical medications used.  Rash self resolved in 24hrs from when first noted.

918559 01/01/2021 01/04/2021 PA 42.0 42 F Flushing, angioedema, urticaria, dizziness; light headedness; bad taste in back of mouth ; nausea

918560 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 WA 26.0 26 F Upon immediate injection, reports joint pain on inner left wrist and left thumb. Day 2- present, experiencing increased joint pain on left wrist and thumb as well as swelling at base of thumb and inability to move, pinch, grab, stretch left hand. Occasionally pain spread up left forearm to elbow.

918564 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 OR 39.0 39 F Around 24 hours post COVID vaccination into her left delt,  she woke up with severe left shoulder and neck muscle pain. She got in touch with her provider and was treated with valium and Celebrex. She reported about 2 cm swelling and fatigue. Thirty hours post vaccination, she had pain and swelling and could barely move. Dr. needed to take valium and Celebrex though for those 48 hours, and would have gone to the ER if they had not helped (the pain was that debilitating)

918565 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 NJ 59.0 59 F I developed a red, itchy rash at the injection site a FULL WEEK after the vaccination. I did not seek treatment.

918566 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 NJ 29.0 29 M Fatigue, Myalgia, Fever - Began in the morning. Fever was relieved with 1000mg Acetamenophen.  By the evening, I was started to feel relief from my symptoms. By the next day, I had complete resolution of my symptoms.

918567 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MD 38.0 38 F rash 1 week later, took Benadryl and is recovering

918568 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 28.0 28 F 36 hours after vaccine my face started swelling rapidly. I had extreme swelling and hardening in the areas where I have HA fillers - lips and tear troughs. Both Restylane products. Ended up going to the ER at 2 AM and receiving angioedema/anaphylaxis protocol. IV benedryl, famotidine, and solumedrol. Was put on prednisone and hydroxyzine for at home care for the next 3 days after event. Swelling went down by the next afternoon.

918569 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Within 12 hours developed a sore arm at site of injection, by 24 hours had worsening soreness, difficulty raising arm.  Improved at 72 hours and resolved at 96.

918570 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Started with hot flashes , light headed, partial   facial numbness on the ride side. Light heart problems

918571 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 AR 55.0 55 F This report is only in response to the request from the Department of Health to submit all patients into VAERS that received the COVID19 vaccine and subsequently tested positive for COVID19.  No other adverse reactions to the vaccine were reported. This patient received the vaccine on 12/16/20 and tested positive for COVID19 on 12/29/20.

918572 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 IL 31.0 31 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Vaccinated Thursday 12/31/20 at 12:30pm Friday1/1/21 7:00AM- Nausea, fever 99.6-101.6, body aches, chills, fatigue, painful to use left arm, headache, racing heart beat, shortness of breath. Persisted all day.  Saturday 1/2/21 8:00AM-fatigue, headache, muscle pain in left arm.   Sunday 1/3/21 felt pretty normal all day, some fatigue, slight headache.  Monday 1/4/21 5:00AM- nausea, shortness of breath, racing heart beat, fever 99.8, fatigue, headache.  Monday 1/4/21 10:00AM- COVID test- negative

918573 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 TN 71.0 70 F injection site red 3in in length warm, itchy, hot flashes - some sweating

918574 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Immediately I got nauseas and headache. Next day my whole lower back was spasm and had horrible body pain/back pain. I almost passed out putting pants on.  A friend took me to an Urgent care they  gave me Shot of tramadol and given Tylenol 3. They also did a test on my kidney. About 50 hours after the shot I was feeling better.

918575 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CO 65.0 65 F Nausea, lightheaded, dizzy, weak, itchy face, lower lip swollen.  Taken to ER. IV started, given Benadryl, Pepcid, steroid IV, Oxygen.  Watched for 2 hours, then discharged with resolution of symptoms

918576 12/25/2020 01/04/2021 IL 26.0 26 M 8 days after vaccination, i began to have hives over most of my body, starting 8:00am on 1/2/2021. On 1/3/2021, i went to a walk in and was prescribed prednisone which seemed to make it go away pretty quickly.

918577 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 AZ 55.0 55 M I have concerns the actual injection was not even administered.  There was no feeling of an injection at the time of administration,  no discomfort,  no normal pin prick of an injection,  no "blood dot" on the bandage,  no indication at the supposed injection site,  no afterward discomfort of any kind,  and the young girl was so nervous she dropped the retractable syringe into my vehicle at the time of the supposed injection. How do I confirm the injection was actually made!?

918578 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Patient came in with redness and slightly raised with a size of the palm that started with a size of a coin. And slightly warm, but not itchy.

918579 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 WA 47.0 47 F 12/23 within 2 mins after the vaccine I felt light headed and I felt like I was  going to pass out my heart was beating really hard, it started to mellow out and my face swelled up about an hour after. I was told to go to the ER and I took oral Benadryl and it went away and did not return

918580 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 WI 52.0 52 F headache, right sided neck pain, muscle tightness, dizziness that worsened when took maxalt.  Had unusual response of dizziness and nausea after taking maxalt.

918581 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 NJ 62.0 62 F Arm was sore for about three days.  On 12/21 evening, had headache, some lightheadedness and severe back muscle ache.  On 12/22, had stomach upset, extreme fatigue, nasal congestion.  On 12/24, had diarrhea. Fatigue continued until at least 12/29.

918582 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 CO 49.0 49 F I had lip swelling, flushing and coughing the day of the vaccine. I had swelling and redness around the vaccine site. The next morning I had swelling of my hands, feet and legs.

918583 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Redness Swelling Itching All at the injection site

918584 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Day 0-2: Fever, chills, body aches, joint pain, headache, fatigue, pain at injection site Day 2-3: same as above but no fever (but felt feverish every so often; not consistent), new - sore throat, cough, stomach ache/light feeling of nausea Day 4-7: headache, fatigue, mild aches, sore throat, increased coughing, stomach ache/light feeling of nausea, some mild feelings of feverish, but no fever

918585 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 TX 43.0 43 F First day I had muscle ache. Second  day worst muscle pain on my left arm. Fourth Day at 9pm sever chest pain I took Ibuprofen to relive the pain the next morning I had to see the doctor because I had sever pain but not related to the heart .

918586 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 IN 51.0 51 F numbness and tingling in shoulder worked up to back and front of head then to face and lips lymphnode swollen in armpit

918587 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MI 30.0 30 F Numbness, tingling, burning sensation of tongue.  Diaphoresis and angioedema

918588 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 ME 30.0 0 F 12 minutes after dose, feeling a little lightheaded and "high" like eating edibles. BP normal, no change with movement, no other associated symptoms.  Resolved in 20 more minutes, released to self-monitor 0.0

918589 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 MO 63.0 63 F about 2:45 pm on 12/29/2020 I because extremely fatigue to the point I couldn't concentrate. I couldn't figure out why as I got proper sleep the night before so powered through until leaving work at 4 pm. When I got home I ate a small amount, I wasn't hungry and went to bed at 5 pm and slept through until 6 am. during the night I noticed my arm bothering me, itchy but didn't get up to check on it. When I woke this a.m. my arm had a big red bump, warm to the touch and itchy so now I'm convinced the fatigue was related to the COVID vaccine. I feel fine, I am not tired today but I am aware of my arm and it is itchy. I am surprised this happen a week later.

918590 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MA 37.0 37 F Swollen lymph node in left  upper inner arm.  Site is swollen, red, warm, painful with approx. 1cm lump.  Pain and swelling started Saturday AM 1/2/21, redness started that Saturday night.

918591 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MD 47.0 47 F On the night of the vaccine she had increasing joint pain in knees and shoulders. Starting the next day she was having left lower rib area pain that was getting progressively worse. Left upper quadrant abdominal pain to palpation. Symptoms have improved but are still present.

918592 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 WY 71.0 71 F Public health nursing was conducting an outreach clinic. Client is an employee at the retirement center and received the Moderna vaccine via intramuscular injection to the left deltoid at approximately 0830. Client was instructed to wait 20 minutes before leaving. at approximately 0850 client came to nursing staff and reported hives to bilateral arms extending from elbow to wrist. No other hives present at that time. Client reported that they did not itch, and she only noticed them because she had looked down to get out of her chair. Client denied difficulty breathing or change to airway. Client reports that she "gets hives for everything."  HR: 62, BP: 150/82, Respirations: 14. DON at the retirement center gave the client a dose of Benadryl and Zyrtec @ 0857. Client stated she felt fine and wished to return to her work duties. on 12/31/20 I called client to follow up and had to leave a voicemail. Client returned call while I was unavailable and left a message with the office secretary stating she was feeling fine, and had no more hives. Call placed to client on 1/4/21. Client did not answer.

918593 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Patient reports regular stinging, then joint pain from shoulder down to fingertips and the swelling at the injection site and to the right there was one "giant hive". Patient also reports body aches and mild fatigue but she has recovered from that.

918594 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 NE 39.0 39 M Approximately 30 minutes after the injection I felt myself get very flushed and slightly lightheaded.  This feeling lasted for about 45 minutes before resolving.  Had right shoulder pain start about 1-2 hours after the vaccine and it steadily increased to the point where it was too painful to move in certain ways that utilized that muscle.  I had to assist my right arm with my left when needing to move it in certain ways between 12-36 hours after the vaccine was received.  The pain dissipated to manageable levels after 48 hours post vaccination and resolved completely after about a week.  Also experienced significant fatigue that started 3-4 hours after the vaccination.  the first night after the vaccination I slept for 12 hours and the second night I slept for 10 hours.  I was still able to go to work which does not involve too much labor and alot of computer work.  Once home I did essentially nothing except rest on the couch or in bed.  When I woke up on the third day the fatigue was mostly gone.  It was completely resolved on the 4th day.

918595 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 PA 32.0 32 F She had no immediate symptoms after vaccine but then presented to the Emergency Room and then approximate hour and a half later at 9:45 AM she noticed that she was having decreased sensation in her bilateral face left greater than right as well as on the ulnar aspect of her left arm (the side where she had the vaccine).   During her time emergency department, the patient symptoms did improve and by the end of her ED stay she was reporting almost no residual sensation deficits.

918596 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 AR 57.0 57 M This report is only in response to the request from the Department of Health to submit all patients into VAERS that received the COVID19 vaccine and subsequently tested positive for COVID19.  No other adverse reactions to the vaccine were reported. This patient tested positive for COVID19 on 12/29/20 after receiving the vaccine on 12/16/2020.

918597 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 NY 40.0 U Bell's Palsy system, left side of face and tongue  numbness and tingling. primary care Dr. visited, prescribed Medrol( steroid), slightly numbness and tingling is better but it's still there and effecting daily life.

918598 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 AR 25.0 25 F Around midnight I woke up and was extremely confused, felt like I had  pretty bad cold, had some hives and started having some shortness of breath, that it kept waking me up. I also got nauseous. Almost threw up but did not. Took Benadryl and felt better. Had fever 100F in the morning, felt very fatigued next day. Went to work and the symptoms came back and they were intensified. I could barely walk. Took Benadryl and they decided to wheel me to the ER. I was unable to talk, I did not make sense. They gave me Benadryl and made me wait in the ER. I had tachycardia my pulse was fine. My BP was jumping around. I never had problems with that.  At the ER they told me to take Benadryl and Pepcid for the next 3 days. My fever went down while I was at the ER. The next morning I checked it again and no more fever and I was feeling a lot better.  I also had a slight headache, not bad. I called my PCP and they do not think it might be a good idea to receive the 2nd dose.

918599 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CO 28.0 28 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA experience a slight increased heart rate to about 101 2 min after injection and then another heart rate increase to 120 about 15 minutes after injection. Heart rate was back to normal about 5-10 after spike but patient stayed for observations for another 30 min.

918601 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 26.0 26 F pt experienced blurred vision with dark spots and chest tightness Rph gave 1 diphenhydramine 25mg pt went home with husband

918602 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 IL 38.0 38 M Patient passed out. Blood pressure was low and pulse was low

918603 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 NJ 41.0 41 F Next day after the vaccine I felt very tired and my arm was very sore. The lymph nodes under my armpit and supraclavicular still swollen 11 days later and little painful.

918604 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 MD 31.0 31 F I experienced a strong metallic taste approximately 2-5 minutes after receiving the vaccine that lasted about an hour.

918605 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 MA 69.0 69 F On 12-21-2020, after the injection patient states she did not feet well and her right index finger began to hurt right after. She states the right index finger pain started to hurt also on 12-23-2020. She states she will be receiving her second dose on Thursday 01-07-2021.

918606 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TN 45.0 45 F Patient received vaccine at 11:04. At 11:08 patient was checked on during rounds of monitoring for s/s of reaction and she stated that her hr feels like it was elevated, lips were tingling and the lower right part of her face was numb.  Vitals were taken at this time BP was 110/68 HR 102. Patient was given Benadryl 50mg IM at this time x1 and monitored for 10 more minutes. Husband came and picked the patient up due to we told her she was unable to drive.

918607 01/01/2021 01/04/2021 TN 42.0 42 F Within 5 minutes tongue began to go numb, a few minutes later cheeks and mouth went numb, heart rate was 115 white sitting down, blood pressure was 115/60 (typical blood pressure is 120/75), felt lightheaded and "out of body." Instructed to take Benadryl or have facility call an ambulance. Waited at site for nearly an hour for symptoms to improve, lightheadedness and out of body feeling improved, left site, took a 10 mg dose of liquid Benadryl at about 3:10, tongue and facial numbness went away about 4:30 pm same day.

918608 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 OH 78.0 78 F "Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine" 12/29 patient developed SOB, fever tmax 103 degrees F, diaphoretic, dry heaves all started approximately 16 hours after vaccination given. patient then transferred to Hospital for further treatment and observation. 12/30  seen at injection site- erythema, swelling, warmth and tenderness Discharged back to home on 1/1 with RX for cephalexin to treat cellulitis of injection siteY 3

918610 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 OK 43.0 43 F Redness, slight swelling, warm, and slight pain over 10 days after vaccine

918611 12/02/2020 01/04/2021 WI 35.0 35 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may have been stored outside of refrigerated temperature for more than 12 hours.

918612 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 MO 47.0 47 F Injection site redness/warmth, have a knot and is itchy. Originally redness went away and now came back over a week later

918613 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 OH 50.0 50 F Severe Lumbar Pain, fever (highest 100.2), body aches, chills, rigors, headache, pain and soreness at vaccination site, decreased range of motion of left arm, tachycardia, tachypnea, chest pain, bilateral arm numbness and tingling into fingers, warm sensations shooting down upper legs.

918614 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 PA 37.0 37 F 5 minutes after the injection - felt a wave of tingling over upper body and itchy in back of throat.  10-15 minutes later, it happened again.  Denies shortness of breath, some itchiness on tongue. Tongue was not swollen.  Advised to take oral Benadryl.  Total monitoring time = 40 minutes and was discharged/released home.

918615 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 OK 40.0 40 F LARGE KNOT AND HIVES AROUND INJECTION SITE. OCCURRED 5 DAYS POST INJECTION AND PROGRSSIVELY GOT WORSE THROUGHOUT THE NEXT 2 DAYS.

918616 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 ME 49.0 49 F Approximately 2 minutes after receiving the vaccine I felt flush, they way I describe it is the feeling you get when given IV contrast for an  imaging study. My hands were sweating and I felt a menthol like smell that traveled down my throat. After about 5-10 minutes a headache started which lasted throughout the evening. I took a benadryl about 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine and the symptoms started to improve. No swelling, difficulty breathing or rashes noted.

918617 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 LA 39.0 39 F Fever 102, vertigo, sore throat, fatigue, nausea. Took Tylenol for fever.

918618 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 PA 23.0 23 F 15 minutes after vaccine, patient c/o dizziness, nausea, tachycardia..

918619 12/15/2020 01/04/2021 AR 51.0 51 F This report is only in response to the request from the Department of Health to submit all patients into VAERS that received the COVID19 vaccine and subsequently tested positive for COVID19.  No other adverse reactions to the vaccine were reported. The patient had a positive COVID19 test on 12/30/20.

918620 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Vaccination was at 8:15am. At 5:30pm, patient states she had a "wierd sensation in my throat", "started having a difficult time breathing, and wheeze". Patient states she felt like she couldn't breathe. By 6:00pm a cough started, at 9:30pm "was completely congested". At 6pm called provider friend who suggested patient "use an Albuterol inhaler, Benadryl normal dose and take a hot shower" and that is what she did. "Breathing became easier after that", cough persisted and was congested. The wheezing resolved that night, and breathing improved. The next day patient was congested, had a cough and the tops of her feet were "extremely itchy".

918621 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 FL 34.0 34 F I received the vaccine on December 29th, 2020. The vaccinated arm didn't really hurt until the next morning when I woke up I could barely move my arm.  Around 10:00am  I started getting chills and having sweats. Over the next hour I became severely fatigued even with taking my adderall that morning. My body started tingling, I felt dissociated, had a headache, and a little light headed. Almost a little drunk feeling. I went home from work and slept most of the day.  When I woke up in the evening around 9pm I was sweaty, and my muscles and joints hurt. I took my temperature and it was  100.6.  The next morning on December 31st I no longer had a fever. My temperature was 98. something. The next several days and even now I continue to feel severely fatigued, and slightly dissociated. However, each day I seem to feel the side effects a little less.

918622 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 WI 26.0 26 M Systemic Hives,  evaluated in Urgent Care and used Benadryl

918623 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MI 31.0 31 F I felt numbness and tingling in my lips and Right cheek that lasted for 1 hour. I received the vaccine on my Right upper arm.

918624 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MO 35.0 35 F Mild itching and throat itching/scratching Vital Signs 0829 - BP 142/92, HR 101, RR 20, Temp 98.8, SPO2 99% Vital Signs 0832 - HR 83, SPO2 98% Vital Signs 0850 - BP 120/80, HR 70, RR 18, Temp 97.6, SPO2 99% Benadryl administered at 0829 by  RN

918625 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 OH 60.0 60 F Patient had a fever (highest was 102 degrees F), fatigue, muscle aches, and nausea that started on 12/30/2020 and ended 1/1/2021.  She took ibuprofen for her fever with the last dose being on 1/1/2021.

918626 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 IL 58.0 58 F 12/26/2020 developed rash on back of neck and behind ears. She took cetirizine twice that day.  12/31/2020 developed hives on abdomen, back and thighs. She started diphenhydramine 1/2/2020 and rash still seemed to be worse

918627 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 NE 33.0 33 F by 3pm the next day after vaccine injection, my underarm started to hurt- by that night it started to swell and the pain continually got worse. I went to urgent care where I saw APRN who told me my lymph node had swollen as my lymph nodes were working at fighting off the vaccine.. swelling went down by Wednesday, 12/23/20 and pain gone by 12/25/20.

918628 12/15/2020 01/04/2021 AR 61.0 61 F This report is only in response to the request from the Department of Health to submit all patients into VAERS that received the COVID19 vaccine and subsequently tested positive for COVID19.  No other adverse reactions to the vaccine were reported. The patient tested positive for COVID19 on 12/30/2020

918629 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 35.0 35 F Lightheadedness, tachycardia. Treated by supine positioning and water. Initial BP 145/70, 117/76 after resolution. HR 90

918630 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 IL 40.0 40 F went to clinic with flu sx and headache .  A covid test was done _Neg. my blood pressure was 148/103, then by end was 168/109 was told to go to er. in er my BP was 187/119. er Dr told me it was an immunity reaction to the Covid Vaccine.

918631 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 IL 35.0 35 F Shortly after receiving the vaccine I broke out in a rash on my chest and torso. Over the next few weeks it has seemed to get worse covering more surface area. I contacted my Doctor to see what to do and if I should get the second dose.

918632 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 WI 26.0 26 M Systemic Hives,  Evaluated in Urgent Care and was provided and recommended Benadryl

918634 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 TN 77.0 77 F Patient woke up 1/3/21 with a sore mouth that burns and has skin peeling inside. Patient tried to do a hydrogen peroxide oral rinse that worsened the pain. Patient woke up at 2:00 am 1/4/21 with worsening pain and bigger rash inside of mouth.

918635 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 MD 49.0 49 M Patient felt like he was going to pass out after receiving the vaccine. He was monitored for 45 minutes, vital signs remained stable.

918636 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 OK 29.0 29 M Significant lymphadenopathy noted on left cervical nodes and clavicular nodes. First noticed about 10 days after vaccine given. Has persisted.

918637 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Right sided jaw pain  started 12/22/20 in the am progressed through the evening. When I woke up I had numbness and weakness in the right of my tongue which I quickly realized included the right portion of my face. Included tongue was numb and I couldn't move it. An Er trip and CT scan confirmed it was Bells Palsy. Today,  My symptoms continue. Top of my head all the way to the  way to bottom of neck is experiencing paralysis.  Can move tongue now and it's partly numb but it's cooperating a bit more now. Nerve pain has worsened all over all the right side of face. Feels like someone  has kicked  face and I have a deep bruise.  It's a deep ache. Nothing will take away the ache away. My eye doesn't lubricate like it should. So I have to either manually close it and wet it manually or tape it closed.

918638 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 AR 45.0 45 M Patient tested positive for COVID-19.  Symptoms include sinus congestion, partial anosmia, partial ageusia

918639 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 CA 57.0 57 F Numbs hands and feet, elevated blood pressure and tachycardia.

918640 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 NY 59.0 59 M temp of 102.4. that was about 11 hrs after the vaccine was administered. Took Tylenol and temp came down to normal and have not had a temp since. Nausea without any vomiting and poor appetite on and off 4 days. Very Tired and lethargy at times. Difficult time waking up would fall asleep at the drop of an hat. Extremely tired and sleepy. This lasted about 7 days.

918641 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MO 55.0 55 M 12-29-2020 1330- Shot administered Tasted lemon for 1 hour after shot Just slight soreness of injected arm 12-30-2020 0500 Woke up with fever of 100.7 Body aches Headache Congestion Slight dizziness Fever spiked to 101.5 during the day Very fatigued 12-31-2020 0500 Woke with fever of 100.5 Still had body aches and mild headache congestion and slight dizziness 12-31-2020 0800 fever gone 12-31-2020 0900 body aches gone headache gone dizziness gone 12-31-2020 1100 Headed back to work

918642 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 56.0 56 F 15 min after administration, patient reported dizziness and rapid heart rate. Symptoms passed quickly. 30 minutes post vaccination, HR 70-80, patient felt dizzy, jittery, light headed, and nauseated. First Responder called and patient transported to ED

918643 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 64.0 64 F Headache Body Chills Body aches Fatigue

918644 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 NC 65.0 65 M DEVELOPED INCREASED HYPERTENSION >20 POINTS HIGHER THAN NORMAL (185/115 ON  01.02.2021); GENERAL MALAISE, HEADACHE.  TREATMENT NONE AS OF THIS DATE; OUTCOME;  PENDING STILL ELEVATED BP AND HEADACHES

918645 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 OH 40.0 40 F Chills the first day of injection and mild headache the next day.

918646 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 IL 24.0 24 F Initial headache 30 min post vaccination and lasted for 1 hour. On 12/25/2020 tenderness noted in left armpit (lt injection arm). Tenderness persisted and worsened through 1/4/2021. On 1/4/2021 a lump was noted inferior lateral left neck. Ultrasound proved multiple enlarged lymph nodes in left axilla and left neck.

918647 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 FL 60.0 60 F Approximately 8 mins after injection, I began to experience lightheadedness and trouble focusing.  Began to feel dizzy, weak, was sweating, and had a flushed appearance in face.  On attempt to stand, felt like I could not take a step.  In ER vitals were normal except for blood pressure was high.  Was discharged after receiving IV fluids, lab tests, EKG.  About 5 hours later, I developed a low grade fever of 99.7, blood pressure 142/92, chills,  general malaise and body aches.  Symptoms started dissipating later in the evening.  Started feeling better as the day progressed the next day.

918648 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 GA 38.0 38 F I began feeling tired around 2pm 24 hours after vaccination. I also had a head ache, fever and chills around 3-4pm fever was low grade stayed around 99.8 the following day which was the 23 of dec i had a headache all day and felt fatigued on the 24 i felt normal. My arm was sore VERY sore for about 4 days.   I did test positive for covid on 11/2/2020 with moderate symptoms

918650 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Localized reaction That lasted about 3 days. Then a larger, red, warm and painful area return to week later and is spreading

918651 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Chills Headache Body Aches No fever

918652 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 SD 52.0 52 F erythema, induration, warmth to her right deltoid in the area of her injection. No other systemic symptoms.

918653 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 MI 49.0 49 F pain at injection site that radiated down left arm then turned into overall body aches on 1/3 at time of injection.    Nausea started on 1/4 around 930am.  overall fatigue

918654 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 AR 23.0 23 F This report is only in response to the request from the agency to submit all patients into VAERS that received the COVID19 vaccine and subsequently tested positive for COVID19.  No other adverse reactions to the vaccine were reported. The patient had a positive COVID19 test on 12/26/2020.

918655 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 NY 26.0 26 M After receiving the vaccine in the morning, patient developed eye swelling later on that evening, for which he took diphenhydramine 50 mg orally once. He felt better the next day, however the swelling came back the following day (12/24) in addition to eye itchiness. He was prescribed prednisone 60 mg orally daily for 5 days and diphenhydramine 50 mg q6h.

918656 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MO 21.0 21 F Horrible migraine(unable to come in to work), dime size swelling at the injection site with difficulty moving that arm, nausea, diarrhea, fatigue and fever up to 100.2 for 2 days.

918657 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 VA 30.0 30 F 12/29-- Chills, moderate arm soreness, malaise, fever 12/30-- fever 100.6 F, moderate to severe right arm soreness, nausea/vomiting, malaise 12/31- low grade fever (99.6 F), chills, mild soreness

918658 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 FL 46.0 46 F A few hours post vaccine, developed splotches and a scratchy throat.  Took a Benadryl which resolved those symptoms. Wed, woke up with terrible headache, nausea and kidney pain, no other urinary symptoms or fever. Took Tylenol and Advil alternating between the two. Thursday, had kidney pain and diffuse joint pain. Friday, joint pain improved, still had kidney pain and do as of today, 4 Jan 2021.

918660 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 IL 27.0 27 M Myalgias in bilateral thighs, left shoulder, and right shoulder- Worst at 24 hours later. Headache-24 hours later. Poor thermoregulation with near vasovagal syncope while in the OR-24 hours later.

918661 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 NE 50.0 50 F rash & itching all over , face felt flush, fast heartbeat  B/P 180/104 arm sore later that night & headache Given Benadryl 1 dose by employee health nurse  then went to urgent care and received: 80mg Depo Medrol IM given in clinic. Start 40mg Prednisone daily for 3 days. Zyrtec 10mg daily as needed for itching. For your blood pressure, recommend taking medication and rechecking BP in 1-2 hours.

918662 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 OH 35.0 35 F Shaking and nervousness started  3 hours after vaccination.  Vital signs stable: HR: 87 BP:121/87 O2:98

918663 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 28.0 28 M Patient reports sore throat and runny nose, which has subsided. He also reports fatigue, which is mild, he states all symptoms have been mild.

918664 12/27/2000 01/04/2021 ME 50.0 30 F initially first day to day 3 had sore arm, some hardness and swelling at site, all of that went away totally.  1/2/21 my left arm was fine, 1/3/21 at 2pm I had an itch and found to have significant hardness and red warm area at injection site about 1 3/4" in diameter. I circled it and then 1/4/21 at 6am noticed the redness and swelling and hardness had increased by an inch.  I contacted my doctor who diagnosed cellulitis and ordered oral antibiotics for 10 days

918665 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 MO 33.0 33 F C/o itching immediately following vaccine admin.  Benadryl 50mg x 1 po admin per S.O.

918666 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 CA 35 F Patient received the covid vaccine on 12/28/2020.   con 12/29/2020 c/o new onset neck pain.  She described it as "shooting pain at the base of the neck". No hx of neck pain or headache. Neck pain persists until 1/4/2021.  Her PCP at the urgent care started her on Baclofen and gabapentin for pain controlled.  Covid test on 12/29/2020 was negative.

918667 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 CO 43.0 43 F Injection site reactions: Pain, tenderness, swelling of the lymph nodes in the same arm as the injection  General:  fatigue, headache, muscle pain, joint pain, chills

918668 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 MO 29.0 29 F Site of reaction started to itch day 2 to3 of vaccination, but I thought it was because my arm was still sore. I don't think I physically saw the rash until day 5ish...It is also around scar tissue so I don't know what /if it has anything to do with the reaction, I drew a border around the reaction on Friday (when I took the picture) and it is beginning to get smaller and look better.

918669 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 OK 59.0 59 F Beginning 4 a.m., extreme nausea, profusive sweating, severe body aches, head ache, muscles stiffness on right side of neck.  No fever until 4 p.m. on 12/31/20. I have been tired sleeping most of 12/31, 1/1/21 and some on 1/2/21.  Ran a fever 103.  At that point I took ibuprofen. Fever subsided. I continue with some stiffness in right neck with a mild headache.  No other known side  effects.

918670 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 TX 28.0 28 F Really strong left arm pain around injection site.  Not able to extend or retract my arm for the day after injection. Was really painful, couldn't sleep or apply pressure to arm, also at one point I had an extremely sharp/shooting pain that was in my left arm/neck. Currently 5 months pregnant, due June 7th 2021

918671 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 WY 44.0 44 F Fever (102.5 - 103.9), Pulse - 118, O2 - 94, Stabbing chest pain, Mediastinum tightness

918672 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 FL 57.0 57 F Slight headache for about 20 minutes ,then developed to a full migrane.  Took one Excedrin migrane pill  at 12:05 pm( 01/04/2021). Migrane relieved  slightly .

918673 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 0.33 59 F Initial reaction sore arm, off balance, tingling in arm, around 2 hours later lower extremities painful - body aches

918674 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 NY 52.0 52 M muscle aches and myalgia including soreness at injection site  hours after vaccination. Next morning at 5 am, vertigo and dizziness, nausea and fatigue. Today- vertigo resolved. body aches and slight chills.

918675 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 UT 51.0 51 F Swollen, fat lips and swollen/tingling tongue.

918676 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MN 45.0 45 M Aching joints and muscles, tingling feeling, pounding headache, sore are.  Extreme tiredness.  Missed two days of work.

918677 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MT 57.0 57 M Recipient described feeling dizzy with blurry vision.  Vitals taken.  All WNL, except blood pressure elevated to 142/90.  He was escorted to wheel chair and remained with us for 15 minutes.  He was still reporting blurry vision and some dizziness. Vital signs remained stable with approximately same elevated BP.   He was taken to Emergency Department for observation.

918678 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 TN 26.0 26 F Reddness, swelling, itching, warmth at injection site only

918679 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NH 41.0 41 F Approximately 5 minutes after her Pfizer vaccine, she felt like her throat was closing, flushed and became diaphoretic.

918680 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 NY 38.0 38 F For two days after injection the site of injection was very sore, painful at site which finally went away Friday night. I was woken up by a numbness, and tinging sensation in left side of face that continued all day Saturday, and into Sunday. I also experienced fatigue, itching, and a tingling rash sensation in several parts of body on, and off.  On Monday morning I awoke without the facial numbness, and tingling sensations but i do have numbness and tingling in the right lower extremity.

918681 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 MO 32.0 32 M Syncopal event at home with LOC approximately 36 hours post vaccination with some fever and chills after. Unsure how long I was out, but estimated to be < 1 minute. All symptoms have resolved at this point.

918682 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 CA 46.0 46 M I was coincidentally exposed to covid prior to the Covid vaccine so I don't think the symptoms were a result from the vaccine. 12/21/2020  I received the vaccine in the AM I started to have a low grade fever, body ache, malayse, next morning I woke up and had a higher degree fever body ache and increasing feeling of sickness. I got worse and contacted my own Dr and he let me know that I may have been exposed and I got tested and I was positive for Covid. I

918683 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 0.5 43 F Persistant symptoms of perception off and off-balance

918684 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Fatigue, myalgias, arthralgias, headache, rhinorrhea, scratchy throat, chest tightness - approximately 72 hours duration

918685 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 MI 26.0 26 F increased (rapid) heartrate at rest, an hour following administration of vaccine. Symptom persisted for half an hour, followed by flushing of the face and slight nausea.

918686 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 TX 37.0 37 M Left T7 herpes zoster

918687 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 NY 61.0 61 F Reports the following symptoms: Left shoulder pain, diarrhea, nasal congestion, sore throat, cough, Itching all over body, scalp pain and tenderness. 12/28 Began feeling better, mild cough persists. 1/4: Feels as though she has "bad flu" fever of 101 F.

918688 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 ME 59.0 59 F From Saturday through Sunday pain developed up left arm, across latissimus and up neck.  Severe pain in neck developed by Monday morning so that is was difficult to get out of bed due to neck pain.  Pain only on left side of neck.  No head ache, no rash or redness,  Limited range of motion.  Cannot put right ear on shoulder or chin on chest.  Seen by doctor on duty in vaccine clinic.  Taking ibuprofen and self monitoring.  Reported symptoms to employee health.

918689 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MD 43.0 43 M Severe neck pain.

918690 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 TX 30.0 30 F On 12/23 around 2pm exp chills, higher temp than normal. My heart rate and BP was higher than normal lasted about a hour. I had to miss a day and 1/2 of work.

918691 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 0.58 38 M tingling in left fingers

918692 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MO 50.0 50 F AT 5pm the same day, felt a little fatigued and slight headache. The next morning 12-30-20 at 730, was so fatigued, couldn't hardly stand. Felt like when I had mono. Had headache, back and neck aches, fever of 100.2. Felt like glands were swollen. After 4 hours, symptoms began to subside, but still mildly present. Fever subsided and was gone from 11AM on. Injection site pain still present with redness. Skin felt very sensitive on the arms Today, 12-31, felt good, no fever, slightly tired, but good enough to work. Came to work and when in the process of writing this RL, I was reviewing the side effects and looked at my injection site. It looked red so I asked a coworker, who thought it looked like hives. We had our medical director and PA look at it and although they didn't feel like it looked like hives, I developed hives on my chest, neck and chin while they were in here. Called employee health who recommended either PCP or urgent care. Went to urgent care. During visit, hives began to subside, had 99.6 fever at the beginning of the visit, 98.7 at the end of the visit. Rapid COVID test was negative. Received inhaler for asthma and returned to work at 1245 today.

918730 11/01/2020 01/04/2021 41 M soreness around the flu shot injection site; This case was reported by a consumer via other manufacturer and described the occurrence of injection site pain in a 41-year-old male patient who received Flu Seasonal QIV Dresden (Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2020-2021 season) for prophylaxis.   In November 2020, the patient received Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2020-2021 season. On an unknown date, less than 2 months after receiving Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2020-2021 season, the patient experienced injection site pain. On an unknown date, the outcome of the injection site pain was recovered/resolved.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the injection site pain to be related to Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2020-2021 season.  Additional details were provided as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported. The patient had flu shot and he had soreness around the flu shot injection site and it lasted for few days, and it was better now.

918739 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 MI 39.0 F Tingling in lower legs- neuropathy like; Fever 102.9; Tingling in lower legs- neuropathy like; Severe cramping in hands and feet; Severe bone pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 39-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (COVID-19 vaccine) lot no: EL0140, via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 18Dec2020 15:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included acid reflux and known allergies to PCN, both from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient was not pregnant at the time of report. Concomitant medication included omeprazole (PROTONIX), ibuprofen (MOTRIN). No other vaccines were administered in four weeks. On 19Dec2020 at 14:30, the patient experienced fever 102.9 "normal for vaccines i know", tingling in lower legs neuropathy like, severe cramping in hands and feet, and severe bone pain. The patient recovered from the events in Dec2020. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient didn't have COVID prior to vaccination and was not tested post vaccination.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of bnt162b2 and the onset of neuropathy like cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.
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918740 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 36.0 U Scratchy throat; itching lips; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse. A 36-year-old patient of an unspecified gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number EK5730, via an unspecified route of administration on Right arm from 22Dec2020 to 22Dec2020 as single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included food allergy (Shrimp). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced scratchy throat and itching lips for approximately 1.5 hours starting 20 mins post vaccine on 22Dec2020. The event caused prolonged hospitalization. The outcome of the events was recovered on 22Dec2020.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be excluded for reported events throat irritation and lip itching.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

918741 12/15/2020 01/04/2021 SC 74.0 M delirious; hypoxic; fever; ataxic; incontinent; confused; Chills; HA; anorexia/had no appetite; myalgias; extreme fatigue; slept all and had no appetite; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 74-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Dec2020 16:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetes mellitus (DM). The patient has no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. He was an ER doctor and the medical director of his hospital. The patient was asymptomatic when he got the vaccine on 15Dec2020. 3 hours after the vaccine he began to get chills, HA, anorexia, myalgias, and extreme fatigue. This worsened and he slept all and had no appetite. On 19Dec2020 he woke up delirious with a fever and was ataxic, hypoxic, incontinent, and confused. The patient was hospitalized due to the events on 15Dec2020. The events also caused prolonged hospitalization due to the events. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior to vaccination. The patient was tested for COVID via nasal swab post vaccination with unknown results. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to COVID vaccine. The outcome of the events was not recovered. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events as the patient required oxygen, plasma, and remdisivir.  The batch/lot numbers for the vaccine, BNT162B2, were not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of reported serious events might not be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship.  Fever, chills, headache, fatigue and muscle pain are the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  More information such as detailed underlying medical conditions and concomitant medications are needed for fully medical assessment.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

918742 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 TN 38.0 F Allergic reaction; Diarrhea; Chills; Palpitation; Tongue and throat swelling; Tongue and throat swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 38-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: ELO141), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included asthma and allergy. Concomitant medication included levosalbutamol hydrochloride (XOPENEX) for asthma and cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC) for allergy. About hour and a half to two hours after the vaccine, on 21Dec2020, the patient experienced had an allergic reaction with symptoms set of diarrhea, chills, palpitations, and tongue and throat swelling. The patient took diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) 25 mg as treatment. It helped some. She woke up this morning (22Dec2020) and still had the symptoms. So, she went to the emergency room. They gave her diphenhydramine 25 mg IV, methylprednisolone (SOLUMEDROL), and famotidine (PEPCID). The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included blood count and chemistry and lab work which showed normal on 22Dec2020. Outcome of the events was unknown. The patient thinks that the product had causality to the events.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient's medical history included asthma and allergy. Based on information available, the reported allergic reaction with symptoms set of diarrhea, chills, palpitations, and tongue and throat swelling was likely related to the use of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), due to temporal relationship and clinical course.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918743 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 VA 32.0 F shaking uncontrollably/she was full of shakes to the point the bed was shaking; chills; Woke up in the middle of the night; body aches; as painful as a strep infection; sore throat that was as painful as a strep infection/throat feels sore to the point of Strep/Throat soreness: Felt like sharp razor blades; Feels like she is having an extreme immune response; Feels congestion; severe serum sickness/weird serum sickness; high fever/Had a fever over 101; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse(patient). A 32-year-old female patient received BNT162B2(lot number EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration at Arm Left on 21Dec2020 (from 16:30 to 17:00) at the age of 32 years old at single dose for doesn't want to bring COVID home to her family. The medical history included Migraine headaches. The concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had so many immunizations for international travel, had Yellow Fever vaccine, all of the Guardasil vaccines, had MMR vaccine four times because she never developed immunity to it until the fourth round, got a flu shot yearly,got TDap vaccine every five years because she was an HCP, did Emgality shots( not done it this month. Emgality had a protein inhibitor, was supposed to get Emgality shot on 21Dec2020). On 22Dec2020 the patient experienced severe serum sickness, high fever, body aches to the point that she was shaking uncontrollably, sore throat that was as painful as a strep infection; Caller mentioned she was taking tylenl and benadryl for her symptoms. The patient was a Nurse Midwife. She got the vaccine on Monday evening at 4:30PM. Feeling like she was having a weird serum sickness. Woke up in the middle of the night and she was full of shakes to the point the bed was shaking. She had a fever over 101. Felt like she was having an extreme immune response. She was taking Tylenol and Benadryl around the clock. Woke up this morning and her throat feels sore to the point of Strep. Wondering if she need to distance and get some kind of test. Has been wearing a mask all of the time and doesn't know of anyone people who have COVID that she has been in contact with. Feels congestion and sore throat. Shakes and chills: Began at 02:30. Hard core chills and shakes. High fever over 101: same time as chills and shakes. Woke up from a dead sleep. Didn't have a working thermometer but knows her temperature must have been over 101 by the way she felt. She didn't feel that crappy unless her fever is over 101. She can gauge her own temperature. She experienced throat soreness: Felt like sharp razor blades. The patient was taking numbing throat lozenges. Seriousness: Would say serious. Didn't require hospitalization. She self-treated. Had she not had to work, she would probably have stayed in bed. Has been taking round the clock medicine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  The information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported serious events including severe serum sickness, high fever, body aches, shaking uncontrollably, sore throat that was as painful as a strep infection, feels like having an extreme immune response, congestion, chills, woke up from a dead sleep and the administration of the COVID 19 immunization with BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to those, as appropriate.

918744 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 KS 38.0 F Have a fever with a high of 99.6 Fahrenheit; felt winded like she has exerted herself more than expected/shortness of air; Coughing/cough got worse; She is covid positive/Tested positive for COVID 19; She is covid positive/Tested positive for COVID 19; Shortness of breath/Shortness of breath was reported as worsened/feels winded; Tachycardia; Has been sick ever since; Felt like she was in a fog, on a cloud, heavy and out of it; She felt hot and weird but had no fever; Headache; Burning sensations in her legs; Extreme fatigue, want to go to bed; headache went away and she felt like the congestion was clearing up some; Arm was sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable ICU nurse (patient [Registered nurse ADN]) via Pfizer-sponsored program. A 38-year-old female patient received single dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EK5730) , via an unspecified route of administration (right arm) on 16Dec2020 20:30 for immunization (for front line health care worker). Medical history included allergies; acid reflux; patent foramen ovale (PFO); supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) without treatment, vitamin D low and ongoing smoker. The patient had no other history/family history. Concomitant medication included loratadine (CLARITIN) taken for at least 5 years for allergy, famotidine from Dec2020 for acid reflex, and vitamin D taken for 5 or more years for vitamin D low; all given orally and were ongoing. The patient had no other prior vaccines within 4 weeks of Covid vaccination. Patient had been taking Covid tests on and off due to her immunocompromised daughter. On 15Dec2020 she took the PTR that took three to four days for results; she tested negative for Covid and was completely asymptomatic. She then received the COVID 19 vaccine 16Dec2020. Her test was positive for COVID 19 on 18Dec2020 and she had been sick ever since. She received the vaccine at the hospital where she works. The vaccine was not administered at facility. She further reported she was fine after getting the COVID 19 vaccine. Her right arm was sore/ started to hurt about four or five hours later on 16Dec2020 but then was fully after 24 to 48 hours. She started to feel sick on 18Dec2020 (Friday evening). States she went to bed Friday morning after the night shift. She felt fine, better than normal. That same day (18Dec2020) she woke up at 1700 and felt like she was in a fog, on a cloud, heavy and out of it. She walked around for a while and that sensation didn't go away. She felt hot and weird but had no fever. Then at 1830 she got the alert on her phone that told her she was positive for COVID 19. She started to feel other symptoms on 18Dec2020 including headache, shortness of breath, tachycardia, burning sensations in her legs; extreme fatigue, wanting to go to bed that persisted from Friday to Sunday. Then on 20Dec2020, Sunday afternoon, her headache went away and she felt like the congestion was clearing up some. Mentions she did have a fever (onset date unspecified) with a high of 99.6 Fahrenheit; but it went back down to 99.0 Fahrenheit (date/s unspecified). On 20Dec2020 the patient experienced coughing. On 21Dec2020 (Monday) she started coughing more but states her O2 was fine and her breathing was okay. However, when walking around she felt winded like she has exerted herself more than expected. She then clarified that on 21Dec2020, she experienced shortness of air and the cough got worse but it has now plateaued. She did call her HCP and they were holding off on treatment at the time. No investigation assessment was performed. The patient was not admitted to an Intensive Care Unit. The patient did not display clinical signs at rest indicative of severe systemic illness nor did she require supplemental oxygen or receive mechanical ventilation. No preexisting diseases worsened during the SARS-CoV2 infection. The patient considered shortness of breath, and tachycardia as serious: medically significant while the events headache, burning sensations in her legs, fatigue, Coughing, and feels winded were considered as not serious. The events headache, shortness of breath, tachycardia, burning sensations in her legs, fatigue, Coughing, and feels winded were ongoing at the time of reporting. Shortness of breath worsened. The patient recovered from arm was sore on an unspecified date in Dec2020; and was recovering from tachycardia, sick, headache and congestion. The outcome of felt like she was in a fog, on a cloud, heavy and out of it; felt hot, and fever was unknown while not recovered for the other events.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events due to temporal relationship.  However, the reported events may possibly represent intercurrent medical conditions in this patient.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including chest x-ray, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918745 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 AL 33.0 F General weakness requiring assistance to stand.; General weakness requiring assistance to stand; Rash on chest/neck; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist. A 33-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EK5730), intramuscularly on 22Dec2020 13:15 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was right arm and it was the first dose. The facility type vaccine was hospital. None medical history. No known allergies. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination nor tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. There were no concomitant medications. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine nor received any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced rash on chest/neck. General weakness requiring assistance to stand on 22Dec2020 17:00 with outcome of recovered in Dec2020. The date report was first received from source was 23Dec2020. Patient received Fluid bolus, IV benadryl, IV steroid as treatment for the adverse events. The action taken in response to the events for BNT162B2 was not applicable. The events were reported as non-serious.; Sender's Comments: The reported events rash on chest/neck and general weakness requiring assistance to stand were likely related to the use of first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), due to temporal relationship and clinical course.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918747 12/20/2020 01/04/2021 IL 34.0 F Flushing; she noticed that there was a ringing in her left ear; Experienced a weird heaviness on her upper chest and arms/ heavy legs and arms/really heavy arms and legs; experienced a weird heaviness on her upper chest and arms; really cold hands; felt really hot at the injection site/really hot sensation at injection site; lightheadedness/Light-headed; Palpitations; Feeling faint; shortness of breath; Her blood pressure went up to 134/100; paleness; went up to her face; felt tired/She was really tired and slept it off; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, who is also the patient. This 34-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number EK5730) intramuscular in the left deltoid on 20Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included ongoing asthma (diagnosed as a teenager with sports asthma and uses an inhaler). There were no concomitant medications.  The patient experienced lightheadedness/light-headed (medically significant) on 20Dec2020 with outcome of recovering, palpitations (medically significant) on 20Dec2020 with outcome of recovered on 20Dec2020, feeling faint (medically significant) on 20Dec2020 with outcome of recovered on 22Dec2020, flushing (medically significant) on 21Dec2020 with outcome of recovered on 22Dec2020, she noticed that there was a ringing in her left ear (medically significant) on 21Dec2020 with outcome of recovering, shortness of breath (medically significant) on 20Dec2020 with outcome of recovering, her blood pressure went up to 134/100 (non-serious) on 20Dec2020 with outcome of recovered on 20Dec2020, she experienced a weird heaviness on her upper chest and arms (non-serious) on 21Dec2020 with outcome of recovering, really cold hands (non-serious) on 21Dec2020 with outcome of not recovered, paleness (non-serious) in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, felt really hot at the injection site/really hot sensation at injection site (non-serious) on 21Dec2020 with outcome of recovered on 23Dec2020, went up to her face (feeling hot) (non-serious) in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, heavy legs and arms/really heavy arms and legs (non-serious) on 21Dec2020 with outcome of not recovered and felt tired/she was really tired and slept it off (non-serious) in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown.  The patient specified that she experienced a moderate reaction after having the COVID-19 vaccine. She had the vaccine last Sunday morning 20Dec2020. She was told to wait 20 minutes before leaving. In the waiting area, she felt lightheaded, had palpitations and was feeling faint. After 20 minutes she started feeling better. Then she started to have more intense light headedness. She went to the ER and was given oxygen. Her blood pressure was 134/100 on 20Dec2020. She had an EKG on 20Dec2020 that was normal. They gave her steroids and Benadryl. She had another episode while being injected with the steroids. On Monday 21Dec2020, she experienced a weird heaviness of her upper chest and arm. She had really cold hands and flushing. On Monday night 21Dec2020 she went to work. She experienced a really hot sensation to the injection site that went to her neck and face. Her left ear was ringing. This lasted until Tuesday 22Dec2020. She took Benadryl again on Tuesday 22Dec2020.  She had shortness of breath which started on 20Dec2020 and on 22Dec2020 she had shortness of breath that lasted until 11am. She had really heavy legs and arms and went back to the ER. She had a chest X-ray and D-dimer on 22Dec2020 that were normal per the ER. The night before the report, she had some of the same symptoms. She was really tired and slept it off. She didn't take anything. The morning of the report, she was feeling good and better. She still has heavy feeling on upper chest and arms. Caller clarifies that she did not have a heavy feeling in her legs. Her arms feel heavy if she holds her phone too long. She continues to have ringing in her ear. The flushing went up to her face. The patient specified that she developed sports asthma as a child and uses an inhaler. She gets short of breath if she overexerts herself. Additional laboratory investigations on 20Dec2020 included blood work with unknown results and Troponin which was normal. She was provided with a general steroid. She did not know the name of it. She was also given Benadryl and monitored on telemetry. She was given IV fluids again on 22Dec2020.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association and the known pattern of response,  the Company considers the reported events are possibly related to vaccination with BNT162B2. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918748 12/01/2020 01/04/2021 U just kind of having blackout; Severe fatigue/fatigue; Severe myalgia; Some congestion; Severe headache; Haziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP), who is also the patient. This patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. In Dec2020, the patient experienced just kind of having blackout, severe fatigue, severe myalgia, some congestion, severe headache and haziness. On day six, symptoms improved and suddenly he/she was having symptoms again, severe myalgia, some congestion severe headaches and fatigue. The outcome of the events was unknown.  The information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: This report fails to include the basic information that is required for an independent medical evaluation. Assessment is postponed after receipt of a more complete case report. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

918749 12/01/2020 01/04/2021 F Flu like symptoms like myalgia, achy head, mental cloudiness; Flu like symptoms like myalgia, achy head, mental cloudiness; Flu like symptoms like myalgia, achy head, mental cloudiness; Flu like symptoms like myalgia, achy head, mental cloudiness; Deep cough; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician. A female patient of unspecified age received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on an unspecified date in Dec2020, in left upper arm like deltoid, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date in Dec2020, immediately after receiving the vaccine, the patient experienced a deep cough which came on all of a sudden, followed 31 hours post vaccine by flu like symptoms like myalgias, achy head and mental cloudiness. She was feeling a bit better on 22Dec2020 morning and she was back at work. So, it was like a short couple of hours, maybe 24 hours turnaround. The events were resolving at the time of report.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported flu like symptoms like myalgias, achy head and mental cloudiness and the administration of the COVID 19 vaccine BNT162B2 based on the plausible temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified, as appropriate.

918750 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 U Urination bleeding; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162b2 (Solution for injection, lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose on 22Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced urination bleeding in Dec2020 and wanted to know if it was going to be a side effect. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

918751 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 CA 37.0 F severe fever; chills; severe night sweats; hives throughout my body; a rash on my face; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported for helf that the 37-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, product: COVID 19, brand: Pfizer), via an unspecified route of administration on Left Arm on 19Dec2020 10:30AM at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. No Pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history included Known Allergies to medications, food, or other products:Cocoa butter. Concomitant medications were unknown. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was Hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient reported that "Starting seven hours after the vaccine, I experienced severe fever and chills. The next morning, despite multiple anti-pyretics, the fevers/chills were worse. Also I experienced severe night sweats, likely related to the fevers. Three days after the vaccine, I began to have hives throughout my body and a rash on my face. Responds to Benadryl, but eventually reappears." The event started from 19Dec2020 05:30 PM. Treatment was received for the adverse event included Anti-pyretics, anti-inflammatories, anti-histamine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Facility type vaccine was hospital. No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient recovered with lasting effects. No Covid prior vaccination. No Covid tested post: vaccination. The outcome of the event was recovered/resolved with sequel in Dec2020.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: The reported events severe fever and chills, severe night sweats, and hives and a rash on face were likely related to the use of first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), due to temporal relationship and clinical course.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918753 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 MA 28.0 F Left sides shock like pains in head. Lasts 3-5 seconds and go away. It's a stabbing shock like pain. Started on Thursday 17Dec2020 at 7:45 pm; Left sides shock like pains in head. Lasts 3-5 seconds and go away. It's a stabbing shock like pain. Started on Thursday 17Dec2020 at 7:45 pm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. A 28-year-old female patient (no pregnant) received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscularly in left arm on 16Dec2020 14:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced left sides shock like pains in head, lasted 3-5 seconds and went away. It's a stabbing shock like pain. The events started on Thursday 17Dec2020 at 19:45. It was unknown whether treatment was received for the events. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The events were reported as non-serious. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in hospital. The patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID-19 vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the event left sides shock like pains in head is possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918755 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 KS 58.0 F patient began to experience dizziness/shakiness.; patient began to experience dizziness/shakiness.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other hcp reporting for a patient.  A 58-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer product, lot number: EH9899), intramuscular on 21Dec2020 16:00 at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that during her 15 minute waiting period after the injection (21Dec2020 16:15), the patient began to experience dizziness/shakiness. This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then transferred to the emergency bay via wheelchair where she was assessed. Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including rapid progression of symptoms, respiratory distress with dyspnea, increased work of breathing, persistent cough and cyanosis, vomiting, hypotension, dysrhythmia, chest pain and collapse. Treatment included no therapy, but did continue with vital checks at approximately 5 minute intervals. Patient discharge: stable to go home and follow up with PCP. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the dizziness and shakiness are possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918758 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 NH 61.0 F Small bowel obstruction with diffuse bowel and pelvic lymphadenopathy 36 hours after injection; Small bowel obstruction with diffuse bowel and pelvic lymphadenopathy 36 hours after injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 61-years-old female patient (not pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EH9899), intramuscularly on 21Dec2020 12:30 to at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. Medical history included crohn's disease. No known allergies. Concomitant medications within 2 weeks of vaccination included estradiol, progesterone, colestipol hydrochloride (COLESTID), ustekinumab (STELARA), cyanocobalamin (B12). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced small bowel obstruction with diffuse bowel and pelvic lymphadenopathy 36 hours after injection on 22Dec2020 22:00 with outcome of recovered in Dec2020. The adverse events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care, hospitalization for 3 days. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of event included inpatient observation, nothing by mouth (reported as NPO), intravenous fluids. No COVID prior vaccination, COVID test nasal swab was negative on 23Dec2020 post vaccination. It was not reported as serious.; Sender's Comments: There is not a reasonable possibility that reported events small bowel obstruction and lymphadenopathy are related to BNT162B2 vaccine.  The patient had underlying Crohn's disease, which put patient at risk of developing the event. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 3

918759 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 NC 35.0 F burst blood vessel in left eye/blood in her eye; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EH9899, expiry date 01Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was left deltoid. The facility type vaccine was hospital. Medical history included ongoing rheumatoid arthritis for about 8 years. No known allergies. Patient didn't do relevant test. Concomitant medication included duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA) for rheumatoid arthritis for 2 years, sulfasalazine for rheumatoid arthritis for 4 months, it's unknown if they were ongoing. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient received the vaccine yesterday (23Dec2020), which she was very excited about, but today (24Dec2020) she woke up with a burst blood vessel in her left eye, she appears to have blood in her eye. This has never happened to her before. She knows this can occur with patients that have COVID but didn't know if it was a side effect to receiving the vaccine. Patient didn't receive treatment for the adverse event. The action taken in response to the event for BNT162B2 was not applicable. The outcome of event was not recovered. The relatedness between COVID vaccine and event "burst blood vessel in left eye" was related by reporter.  Pfizer is a marketing authorization holder of [BNT162B2] in the country of incidence or the country where the product was purchased (if different). This may be a duplicate report if another marketing authorization holder of [BNT162B2] has submitted the same report to the regulatory authorities.; Sender's Comments: "Burst blood vessel in eye" is not uncommon in general population, and there are many causes of the event.  Considering temporal relationship, a contribution role of the injection of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) to the reported Eye haemorrhage cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918760 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 FL 27.0 M Tachycardia; Intermittent palpitations; Low grade fever/fever; muscle aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 27-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscularly in unknown arm on 17Dec2020 at single dose for routine mass immunizations (covid-19 immunization). The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Not a military facility. The patient's medical history was reported as none and concomitant medications was none (he was on no other medications). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced tachycardia, intermittent palpitations, low grade fever/fever all started somewhere in the morning of 18Dec2020 and muscle aches on 17Dec2020. Physician assessed tachycardia and intermittent palpitations as serious due to medically significant. Physician stated that one of his workers had the vaccine and proceeded to have tachycardia and low grade fever. He would like to know if patient should get the second dose. The patient had mostly tachycardia with some intermittent palpitations. Patient was seen in his office on 18Dec2020, and got the COVID vaccine on 17Dec2020. He also reported fever and muscle aches, although the fever was subjective and was not documented. Tachycardia improved and sent him to cardiology on 21Dec2020. It was not life threatening and they did an Electrocardiogram (EKG). His initial heart rate was 130. When he was seen again in their office on 21Dec2020, it was 93, which was baseline. It improved. He never got his temperature. The highest in office was 99.5 degrees Fahrenheit. He had some muscle aches. The physician just sent patient to cardiology because he was having intermittent tachycardia and intermittent palpitations. Two visits to physician office. He was seen on 18Dec2020 and again on 21Dec2020. Relevant tests: they did testing for tachycardia but not related specifically. They did thyroid and EKG in office and he did not know if test were back. EKG was ok. The Thyroid, Complete blood count (CBC) and lipid (all were on an unknown date in Dec2020) were not back and were just done to make sure there were no cardiac issues. The outcome of the events was recovering. The lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events tachycardia and palpitations cannot be excluded. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

918761 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 VA 62.0 F Cellulitis: below left elbow; Soft tissue swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 63-year-old female patient (62 years old at time of vaccination) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EH9899), intramuscular in left upper arm on 21Dec2020 13:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered in the hospital. Medical history included ongoing hypertension and cervical cancer from 2015 and ongoing. The patient has been taking unspecified concomitant medication/s. The patient previously took amoxicillin and had allergies and nausea. On 24Dec2020 16:00, patient had cellulitis below left elbow and soft tissue swelling. On 25Dec2020, patient went to ER and X-ray was taken and patient was prescribed Keflex 500mg 3x day. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19: Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently provided, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of cellulitis. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918762 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 OR 61.0 F congestion in the throat and upper lungs; congestion in the throat and upper lungs; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 61-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK5730), intramuscular on the left arm on 21Dec2020 09:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included herpes 2. The patient was not pregnant. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 26Dec2020 09:00, the patient experienced congestion in the throat and upper lungs. Oxygen level was 98 and temperature was 97.7. She had a good diet, no dairy, and no Christmas junk food, so for the patient, it was inexplicable. She was also consistent at mask wearing and all the precautions. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was not recovered. The events were reported as non-serious.; Sender's Comments: Considering the temporal gap between the vaccination and the event onset, the Company considers the event pulmonary congestion is unlikely related to vaccination with BNT162B2. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918763 01/04/2021 FL F She was hospitalized for a month Occurred after a flu two months prior and a stomach flu 2-3 weeks prior; She was hospitalized for a month Occurred after a flu two months prior and a stomach flu 2-3 weeks prior; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 75-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. Medical history included guillain-barre syndrome from 2011 at the age of 65 and Levaquin allergy. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient was hospitalized for a month that occurred after a flu two months prior and a stomach flu 2-3 weeks prior. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.Y

918764 12/20/2020 01/04/2021 NY 40.0 F I got my left arm pit, lump on it, I have bigger than 1 cm 2 lumps, hidradenitis/Pain under my arm; Patient received Pfizer Covid-19 Vaccine who is a nursing mom; Patient received Pfizer Covid-19 Vaccine who is a nursing mom; Mastitis; I got Myalgia all over the body, especially on my shoulders and back; I had chills but my temperature was normal; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient herself). This physician reported information for herself (mother) and baby. This is the mother case.  A 40-year-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, also reported as Pfizer Covid-19 Vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 18:30 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient informed that she got in her left shoulder and left arm pit, lump on it. It was bigger than 1 cm 2 lumps, hidradenitis under her pits arm same size on 21Dec2020. She also reported that she was nursing mom to her self-kid which is 16 months old. She had Mastitis right now (20Dec2020) and informed that she hadn't it her life before. She got her vaccine on Sunday (20Dec2020) in night. She started to have pain under her arm on monday afternoon (21Dec2020) and then since yesterday (20Dec2020) she had mastitis. The mastitis in the right side, lump and the in the left side, which was the site of the vaccine. She never got a fever but got myalgia all over the body, especially on her shoulders and back and also she had chills but her temperature was normal. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch Number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the close temporal relationship, the association between the event mastitis with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520371 Fetal case

918765 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 CA 48.0 F 26Dec2020 continued decreased perfusion added bilateral knee joint pain; 26Dec2020 continued decreased perfusion added bilateral knee joint pain; 25Dec2020 added facial edema; 24Dec2020 ++6 pitting edema on ankles and feet +3 pitting legs and abdomen; 24Dec2020 ++6 pitting edema on ankles and feet +3 pitting legs and abdomen; throat scratchy and tight; throat scratchy and tight; 23Dec2020 slight swelling on feet and ankles; 23Dec2020 slight swelling on feet and ankles; Tingling and best flutter 5 minutes after administration; Tingling and best flutter 5 minutes after administration; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 48-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot/batch number: EJ1685, expiration date: Mar2021), intramuscularly on 22Dec2020 at 09:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. The patient medical history included known allergies: Sulfa, Penicillin; fibromyalgia; hypertension; high cholesterol. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications included other medications was received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced on 22Dec2020 09:45 tingling and best flutter 5 minutes after administration; 23Dec2020 slight swelling on feet and ankles; 24Dec2020 ++6 pitting edema on ankles and feet +3 pitting legs and abdomen, throat scratchy and tight; 25Dec2020 added facial edema; 26Dec2020 continued decreased perfusion added bilateral knee joint pain. Since the vaccination, patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Therapeutic measures were taken as result of the events included diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) 50 mg every 6 hours. The outcome of the events was not recovered. The report was reported as non-serious, with seriousness criteria-Results in death: No; Life threatening: No; Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No; Disabling/Incapacitating: No; Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.; Sender's Comments: Flutter occurred 5 minutes after vaccination; a possible causal association between administration of the suspect vaccine bnt162b2 and the serious event onset cannot be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918766 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 MT 48.0 F dizzy/feel faint; perspiring; like blood not getting to my head; had to get on hands and knees, crawl; felt like my heart may be racing 10 min after vaccine/heart felt off beat and like blood not getting to my head/heart rate was 142; felt like my heart may be racing 10 min after vaccine/heart felt off beat and like blood not getting to my head/heart rate was 142; arm sore day #1 and #2- not unexpected; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician(patient). A 48-year-old female patient received first dose (BNT162B2, lot number EK5730) , intramuscular at Arm Right on 18Dec2020 14:15 at the 48-year-old at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The medical history included elevated blood pressure , allergic to sulfa, hypertension and Covid. The concomitant products included alprazolam, diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL), spironolactone, metoprolol for hypertension, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D 3).  The patient previously took nubaine and experienced drug allergy. The patient also happened to be a physician in private practice and received the vaccine at her local hospital. The patient had hypertension which was under excellent control on metoprolol 25 mg. She took it as prescribed every day surrounding the vaccine. On day #1 at the vaccine she felt like her heart may be racing 10 min after vaccine was about 80 on 18Dec2020 14:25. nothing serious. The patient experienced arm sore day #1 and #2 and not unexpected. On about 7 pm the day after the vaccine 19Dec2020 she was tachy at rate of about 105. She took her metoprolol heart rate never came down. At about 9:30 pm on 19Dec2020 when her rate should have been about70- she got up from couch after falling asleep. Upon standing felt like she was very dizzy. Walked upstairs, started to feel faint, perspiring, heart felt off beat and like blood not getting to my head. She had to get on hands and knees, crawl and heart rate was 142 and sustained for almost a minute. It took over an hour for it to come back to 86 and stayed there all night. There was not treatment to all of the adverse events. The outcome of the events was Recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the palpitations, tachycardia and other reported events due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including EKG, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications. This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918767 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 NY 42.0 F Severe rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 42-year-old female patient received the first dose of  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK5730 (pending clarification)), intramuscularly at the left arm on 21Dec2020 at 16:00 (04:00 PM) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was vaccinated at a hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient's medical history included Diabetic, type 1, allergies to penicillin, and the patient diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient previously took codeine and experienced allergies. The patient received other unspecified medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced severe rash on 23Dec2020 at 21:30 (09:30 PM). The adverse event resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care: the patient was treated at local ER with prednisone and benadryl. The event was reported as non-serious. The patient recovered from the severe rash on an unspecified date in Dec2020.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently provided, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of severe rash. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918768 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 NY 51.0 F Diarrhea persisted 24 hours with mucous and bloody mucous after all fecal material was exhausted.; Did have one episode of chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A 51-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) lot no: EK9231, intramuscular on 23Dec2020 09:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in workplace clinic. Medical history included hypothyroid, allergies from bee sting, and covid-19 from Apr2020, all unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID). The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks. On 25Dec2020, in the late evening at 11:45 PM-almost midnight, the patient experienced diarrhea, severe, without nausea or vomiting. Did have one episode of chills that resolved. Diarrhea persisted 24 hours with mucous and bloody mucous after all fecal material was exhausted. The patient had COVID-19 in Apr2020 and had positive antibodies in Jun2020 with high titers. She confirmed with their ID chief that she should proceed to receive the vaccine. Diarrhea resolved in 24 hours. Some lingering increased GI activity. No fever (temp 99.0F) (Dec2020). The patient recovered from events without treatment in Dec2020. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of diarrhea, severe cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse profile of the suspect product.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate

918770 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 GA 54.0 F Difficulty breathing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 54-year-old female patient received her first dose of intramuscular BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 22Dec2020 at 04:15 PM at single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunisation at the age of 54-year-old. Lot number was ELO140. Medical history was unknown, concomitant medications were unspecified. Patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. On 22Dec2020 at 04:30 PM, the patient experienced difficulty in breathing, and she was hospitalized for one day. The patient was treated with EPI for the event. The patient was recovering from the event.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association, the Company considers the event difficulty in breathing is possibly related to vaccination with BNT162B2. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 1

918772 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 IL 47.0 F short of breath; Intense headache; tiredness; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 47-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: ELO124), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at 14:30 on Left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. The patient medical history included Rheumatoid arthritis, lupus. No known allergy, no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included baricitinib (OLUMIANT), hydroxychloroquine, prednisone. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced Intense headache, tiredness, body aches, short of breath on 24Dec2020; events were resulted in: Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Since the vaccination, patient had been tested for COVID-19 on 27Dec2020: Nasal Swab, result was unknown. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

918773 12/20/2020 01/04/2021 UT 47.0 F have COVID; have COVID; bone-crushing-pain; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for a patient (nurse).  A 47-year-old female patient received first single dose of BNT162B2 (Solution for injection, batch/lot number and exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 for immunization. The patient's medical history concomitant medications were not reported (unknown). Patient was an ER Nurse and took first dose of vaccine and then described mild/moderate symptoms on day one only. On 23Dec2020, patient posted they have COVID (positive COVID test). Contracted from spouse who got it from work. She further described it as "hit by a truck." On Day 4 she describes her COVID symptoms: bone-crushing-pain when fever rises. Symptoms were COVID symptoms, not directly related to vaccine. The events/symptoms started on 20Dec2020. Patient had no Covid prior vaccination. The patient was COVID tested post vaccination. The patient considered the events as non-serious. The outcome of events was not recovered.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

918774 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 OR 93.0 M abdominal pain; nausea; high blood pressure; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 93-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetic and irritable bowel. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the COVID vaccine and had abdominal pain, nausea and high blood pressure within 12 to 18 hours of vaccine received. The events lead to nursing home to emergency room and admitted to hospital. The patient was hospitalized due to events since 23Dec2020. Outcome of the events was recovering.Y

918775 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 WI 49.0 F Golf ball size lump in armpit of injection arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 49-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 19Dec2020 18:15 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. There was no medical history reported. Concomitant medication included estradiol (ESTROGEN), and meloxicam. On 26Dec2020 08:00, the patient experienced golf ball size lump in armpit of injection arm. The patient did not receive treatment for the adverse event. The outcome of the event was not recovered.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

918776 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 OK 40.0 F I had seizure like 3 times; Vasovagal reaction; Fever; Headache; Weakness; It's just little bit shaky and breathless; It's just little bit shaky and breathless; allergic reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 40-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. There were no relevant medical history and concomitant medications. The patient reported that on an unspecified date, she had an allergic reaction. She had vasovagal reaction and seizures. Vasovagal was an allergic reaction that happened, and added that basically it's an allergic reaction. The patient experienced fever, headache, and weakness like right now. It was just little bit shaky, ever since yesterday and she had been way off like she take it as instruction yesterday, weakness, headache and breathless did not stopped from yesterday. The patient had been taking Tylenol for fever and headache. The patient reported that the events persisted. On 24Dec2020, lab work was done at the  hospital, and she was told that the lab work was okay and they did CT scan of head because she developed seizure. She had seizure like 3 times so they scanned her brain. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

918778 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 CO 29.0 F developed a migraine; nausea; sensitivity to light and sound; sensitivity to light and sound; she developed significant loss of mental clarity (brain fog); On 18Dec in the AM, developed progressive severe soreness at injection site, worse than any other vaccine, hurt even just the the touch. This lasted about a total of 36 hours and progressively improve; brain fog; retroorbital headache/intermittent mild tension type frontal headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  A 29-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (lot number EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 12:00 at 29 years old at single dose at Left arm for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included Mirena IUD, personal and family history of retinal migraines (without headache). The concomitant medications were magnesium citrate, melatonin, ademetionine (SAME) and fish oil. On 18Dec2020 in the AM, developed progressive severe soreness at injection site, worse than any other vaccine, hurt even just the touch. This lasted about a total of 36 hours and progressively improved. There was no swelling, redness, or other local symptoms. In the afternoon on 18Dec2020, she developed significant loss of mental clarity (brain fog) while at work. In the evening on 18Dec2020, developed mild retroorbital headache (this was actually the first headache of my life). All day 19Dec2020 and about half the day of 20Dec2020 developed a migraine (also the first of my life), experienced as retroorbital pounding headache, sensitivity to light and sound in 19Dec2020, nausea without vomiting in 19Dec2020, and loss of mental clarity. She had intermittent mild tension type frontal headache on 20Dec2020 PM with all other symptoms resolved, all symptoms resolved by 21Dec2020 AM. The patient used naproxen 440 mg and Tylenol 1000 mg on 19Dec2020. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient was not Allergic to medications, food, or other products. The outcome of the events was recovered on 21Dec2020.  The information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on information available, the reported loss of mental clarity together with other events was likely related to the first dose BNT162B2 due to temporal relationship and clinical course.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918779 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 FL 56.0 F husband and daughter tested positive/after taking the shot, she was feeling sick and had a fever/wondering if the vaccine can give the reaction, or maybe she has the virus; husband and daughter tested positive/after taking the shot, she was feeling sick and had a fever/wondering if the vaccine can give the reaction, or maybe she has the virus; having a lot IO symptoms; fever; has been feeling "sick"; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 56-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient's husband and daughter tested positive (COVID-19).  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient stated, "had the first vaccine shot, later clarified as Pfizer COVID vaccine, on 22Dec2020, and didn't have any symptoms before that, her husband and daughter tested positive, but she was staying away from that, had no symptoms, but after taking the shot, on 24Dec2020, she was feeling sick and had a fever, and has had a fever ever since, and she is taking Tylenol and Motrin every six hours, and even then she still gets the fever, it hasn't stopped, she is having a lot IO symptoms, and is wondering if the vaccine can give the reaction, or maybe she has the virus. On 24Dec2020 is when the fever started and she was feeling sick. States she filled out a report online, on (Website)". The outcome of the events was not recovered.

918780 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 MD 26.0 M his gums became discolored and turned purple/gums (both sides up and down) remain purple/discoloration to the gums in his mouth; his mouth started hurting; feeling hot; Body aches; Fever; Pain to the gums in his mouth; muscle aches; sore throat; neck pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 26-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration to right shoulder on 24Dec2020 11:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient received vaccine on 24Dec2020. He experienced body aches, fever, and feeling hot with onset of about 3-4 hours after he was administered (24Dec2020). Next day (25Dec2020), his mouth started hurting, his gums became discolored and turned purple. Gums (both sides up and down) remained purple. He will be seeing a dentist. He also reported pain and discoloration to the gums in his mouth on 25Dec2020. He had been experiencing some of the regular side effects such as muscle aches, sore throat, neck pain on an unspecified date in Dec2020. Outcome of the event gum discoloration was not recovered, of the events feeling hot, generelized aching, and fever was recovered on 26Dec2020, of the event gum pain was recovering, and of the remaining events was unknown. He reported seriousness criteria as what he thinks to be medically significant at this point; that they could be medically significant. He is scheduled to receive the second dose of the product which at this point he does not plan to change. Dose change is unknown until he determines cause of these events and on what the doctor and dentist he is going to see recommend. He believes events could be caused by the vaccine.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

918782 01/04/2021 NY F extreme muscle ache that she couldn't move; I couldn't take the pain/severe body ache severe like I couldn't walk; I couldn't take the pain/severe body ache severe like I couldn't walk; extreme muscle ache that she couldn't move; High fever; Lot of chills; Itchiness; Hives; she was crying; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 44-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date unknown), intramuscular on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Patient history was no and investigation assessment was no. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had hives and itchiness and then that was the first day that was after 8 minutes and then the next day the patient had severe body ache severe like I couldn't walk, she cried. The patient took Tylenol and Ibuprofen as she couldn't take the pain (further clarification was unknown). The patient had high fever 102.4 and was having a lot of chills. Start date of event was 24th, the 23rd she had the hives and the 24th she had the extreme muscle ache that she couldn't move and she was crying and she had the chills and the fever on the 24th. So it on started 23rd with the hives so then it started with the body aches and the fever on the 24th. Outcome of the events was recovered. The causality between the events and drug was considered as related by the reporter via Global Introspection.   Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported body ache severe like I couldn't walk, extreme muscle ache that she couldn't move, and the administration of  BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

918783 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 TX 29.0 M left sided weakness; it has weakened his heart; stutter; severe stroke like symptoms; Ventricular tachycardia/help keep his heart rate at bay; Loss of balance; extreme numbness and tingling in left hand and foot; tingling in left hand and foot; oral motor impairment; mouth weakness and not coordinated/mouth is fatigued easily; Issues finding words and trouble speaking; Issues finding words and trouble speaking; Ejection fraction down to 25%; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: adverse event. Upon receipt of follow-up information on 28Dec2020, this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP). A 29-years-old male patient received bnt162b2 (lot number: EJ1685), intramuscular (deltoid left) on 21Dec2020 at 05:30 at 0.3 mL single (first dose) for Covid. Medical history was reported as "none". Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received Flu vaccine in Oct2020 for immunization. The patient is an Occupational Therapist, and he called to report an adverse event that he experienced with the first dose of the COVID Vaccine. He received the vaccine last Monday, 21Dec2020 at 5:30AM before his shift at work, then 20 minutes later, he was having severe stroke like symptoms. He experienced severe left sided weakness, loss of balance, extreme numbness and tingling in his left hand and foot, he had issues finding his words and he couldn't speak, and he had an oral motor impairment where his mouth was weak and not coordinated. The staff at the hospital did a neurological exam on him, and he failed, so he had to go to the emergency room (ER). The patient added that he was already in the hospital when this happened, and the ER doctors suspected that he had a CVA, and they gave him TPA to prevent any permanent brain damage and it worked. The patient then added that due to the shock of this whole event, from  everything that happened, it has weakened his heart. Reportedly, he is a healthy 29 year old man, with no preexisting conditions, and he works out, and he has no heart conditions, but he had to get a cardiology follow up a few days after he got the vaccine, because he started going in to Ventricular Tachycardia, which he had never had in his life. So, the doctors at the hospital went ahead and did an Echocardiogram and an EKG, and he was told that his Ejection Fraction is down to 25%. He stated his heart is so weak, that he cannot work right now, but the structure of his heart is fine and has not had any damage. The hospital staff thought that maybe the patient had a chronic heart issue that he just did not know about, and that the stress of this event maybe made it kick into overdrive, but he states that the cardiologist said that was not the case, because the structure of his heart is fine, and the only thing they can see is that the heart is pumping weak. One physician even suggested that due to the shock of the event, he might have Takotsubo Cardiomyopathy, which is a broken heart, but because the structure of his heart is okay, it should be reversible. He stated that he is hoping he will heal up good, because he is young and has no pre-existing conditions. He added that his heart is in such a state right now; he has to wear an external defibrillator. The patient stated that all these happened about 20 minutes after he received the vaccine, and he was admitted to the hospital from 21Dec2020 to 25Dec2020. His neurological symptoms have resolved except that he has a stutter that he did not have before and his mouth is fatigued easily, so he has to slow down when he is eating, but now he can eat regular for the most part. The patient confirmed that he was not specifically prescribed the product; it was administered to him at his place of work, but it was optional. He stated he considered how he is working with COVID patients every day, and given the circumstance, he thought that it would be a best practice for him to get the vaccine. He had not gone to his primary care doctor in a while because he had been fine and healthy, but he called them and found out that his primary care had retired, so he has to find a new one now. Regarding the issues finding words and trouble speaking, he stated that he has improved, but it is still ongoing, he is just stuck in a plateau zone. With the Ventricular Tachycardia, he stated that this is an ongoing issue, as he has to wear the life vest even though he has no need to activate it yet. He did have one minor bought of the VTach, but because he is a therapist, he knows how to take care of it with relaxation techniques, he knows how to manage it. He had one bought of VTach the evening prior, but he was able to get it under control. The doctors have him on medication to help keep his heart rate at bay. He has never had to use medication before and is on the following medications to help keep his heart rate at bay: Metoprolol 25mg one tablet once daily by mouth and Lisinopril 5mg one tablet once daily by mouth. The VTach has improved, it was good enough he was able to discharge home, but it is still a concern. His cardiologist said that, basically his hope, is that once his body recover from the whole shock of everything, then his ejection fraction will heal, and his heart will heal. He again stated that the doctor told him that the structure of his heart is perfectly fine; he has thick walls in his heart, no leaking valves, and the heart was not conducting any abnormal signals. The doctor just said that right now, his heart is super weak and that it is an acute problem. With the Takotsubo Cardiomyopathy, he states that two doctors mentioned this diagnosis, but he confirmed that he was not actually diagnosed with this issue, he was just diagnosed with Ventricular Tachycardia. The outcome of the ejection fraction down to 25% was unknown to the patient at this time as he has not had another EKG or echocardiogram, but the cardiologist told him that the cardiologist expects that this will not be resolved quickly anyway. The patient confirmed that he did not receive any other vaccines on the same day he received the COVID vaccine. The only other vaccine he had this year was the flu vaccine which he got back in Oct2020. He has gone on to his online portal and there are the bloodwork results and all the imaging results on there from his CTs and MRIs, but he did not see the EKG or Echocardiogram results yet. He does not have this pulled up at this time, but he does have access to this stuff and can provide it later, if requested. He is curious about the next steps from here to how his case is processed. He is also curious if this information would help Pfizer make modifications to the vaccine if it is found that a lot of people are having the same reaction as he did. He is also wondering, given his situation, that probably he is not going to get the second dose, for his safety, but he is wondering what percentage of effectiveness the first dose does having just covered. The events left sided weakness, loss of balance, extreme numbness and tingling in left hand and foot resolved on 25Dec2020; 
severe stroke like symptoms and oral motor impairment; mouth weakness and not coordinated/mouth is fatigued easily resolved in 2020. The events ventricular tachycardia/help keep his heart rate at bay and issues finding words and trouble speaking were resolving, stutter had not resolved while the outcome of the events it has weakened his heart, and ejection fraction down to 25% was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The reported information is unclear and does not allowa meaningful assessment of the case. It will be reassessed upon receipt of follow up information. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.
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918784 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 CT 42.0 F Left sided hearing loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician who was also the patient. A 42-year-old non-pregnant female patient received bnt162b2, lot number and expiration date were unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 , 8:30 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included antiphospholipid antibody from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 22Dec2020, the patient experienced left sided hearing loss. It was unknown if patient received treatment for the event. The outcome of the event was not recovered. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior to vaccination and has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. Patient has no allergies. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: As an individual case report there is not enough evidence to establish a causal relationship with the suspect vaccine. Currently there is no clear biological plausibility between the vaccine use and the even onset.  More information such as complete medical history and concomitant medications are needed for fully medical assessment.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918786 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 RI 23.0 F tightness in throat and lump in throat/had a tightness and lump in her throat; tightness in throat and lump in throat/had a tightness and lump in her throat; allergic reaction like rash, tightness in throat, and lump in throat; allergic reaction like rash/red rash on her chest and rash was on her arms too; cheeks were flushed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This nurse reported similar events for 3 patients. This is the first of 3 reports.  A 23-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number: EK9231, intramuscular in the right deltoid, first dose on 27Dec2020 14:15 at a single dose for covid-19 prevention. Medical history included ongoing asthma and reactive airway which she was diagnosed when she was like 5 years old (2002). Concomitant medication included albuterol [salbutamol] for asthma which started when she was 8 years old or so. The patient wanted to know if she can receive the second dose of covid vaccine after experiencing symptoms of allergic reaction like rash, tightness in throat, and lump in throat. She wanted to know the ingredients and specific proteins in the covid vaccine. The patient received the COVID Vaccine and she developed a reaction. On 27Dec2020, she had a red rash on her chest, and her cheeks were flushed, and the rash was on her arms too, and she had a tightness and lump in her throat, it was not painful to swallow but she could feel the pressure with swallowing. She stated that she did not experience shortness of breath, but regardless, she was seen in the ER and she was given IV SOLUMEDROL, and BENADRYL, and she was watched for 5 or 6 hours and then she was sent home with an Epi Pen, around the clock Benadryl, and prednisone. She asked the ER doctors if they thought it was okay for her to receive the second dose of the product, and they told her to contact employee health for that question. She mentioned that she contacted that employee health and was told to contact her primary care provide which she did. Her primary care doctor instructed the caller to call Pfizer and gather some more information regarding ingredients, as the she may have had the reaction to a particular protein filler. She was also wondering if this is a known reaction to the product. She received the vaccine on 27Dec2020 at 2:15 PM. She reported that the red rash on her chest and arms, and her cheeks being flushed, resolved yesterday after receiving IV BENADRYL. Had a tightness and lump in her throat which was still ongoing, and it was kind of off and on and when the she takes Benadryl it goes away. She reported that this one is medically significant because even though she did not have shortness of breath, it could have affected her airway. She confirmed that she received no other vaccines on the same day as the COVID vaccine. The outcome of the events 'had a tightness and lump in her throat', allergic reaction was not recovered (a s reported); while recovered on 27Dec2020 for allergic reaction like rash/red rash on her chest and rash was on her arms too and cheeks were flushed.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between bnt162b2 and the events throat tightness, sensation of foreign body, allergy to vaccine, rash erythematous and flushing cannot be excluded. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020517134 different patient, same drug and same event;US-PFIZER INC-2020517133 different patient, same drug and same event.

918787 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 25.0 F Fever up to 120F; Bodyaches; Headache; dulled taste and smell; dulled taste and smell; Pain at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. A 25-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (reported as COVID 19 vaccine), intramuscular on 27Dec2020 12:00PM at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was left arm and it was the first dose. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included influenza vaccine (FLU) on 16Dec2020 at right arm. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination nor tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient didn't receive any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced fever up to 120F, bodyaches, headache, dulled taste and smell, pain at the injection site on 27Dec2020. Patient didn't receive treatment for the adverse events. The action taken in response to the events for BNT162B2 was not applicable. The outcome of events was not recovered. The events were reported as non-serious.  Pfizer is a marketing authorization holder of [BNT162B2] in the country of incidence or the country where the product was purchased (if different). This may be a duplicate report if another marketing authorization holder of [BNT162B2] has submitted the same report to the regulatory authorities.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the event hyperpyrexia cannot be excluded based on compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

918788 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 CA 45.0 F High blood pressure 187/95; Heart rate at one time 210 bpm; chest pain; Shortness of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient) reported for herself that a 45-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EH9899), via intramuscular in left arm on 22Dec2020 07:00 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was not pregnant. No known allergies. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. No other vaccine was received within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No other medications were received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior vaccination and patient was not tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. There were no medical history or concomitant medications. The patient experienced high blood pressure 187/95, heart rate at one time 210 bpm, shortness of breath and chest pain on 23Dec2020 10:00 AM. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment was received for heart rate at one time 210 bpm which included lab works and medication given propranolol to decrease heart rate. The outcome of the event was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events hypertension, heart rate increased, chest pain and dyspnoea cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and this case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

918789 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 MA 30.0 F She had an immediate reaction of accelerated heart rate and elevated blood pressure; She has very slightly elevated heart enzymes.; She had an immediate reaction of accelerated heart rate and elevated blood pressure; She's very anxious and very anxious tonight being alone at the hospital.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's father).  A 30-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had an immediate reaction of accelerated heart rate and elevated blood pressure. She was monitored for an hour and it subsided. On unspecified date in Dec2020 at 1:00am in the morning she had racing heart rate and went to ER. She was still in hospital. Things were not entirely stabilized. She had very slightly elevated heart enzymes in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown. They keep her overnight for an echocardiogram in morning. The patient was very anxious being alone at the hospital. Caller questioned if this has been reported with the vaccine.  Lot/Batch and Expiry date has been requested.Y

918790 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 CA 33.0 F mental cloudiness; bruising of injection site; arm pain; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from non-contactable Pharmacist (patient). A 33-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection) intramuscular at right arm on 19Dec2020 08:15 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The Covid-19 vaccine was administered in a hospital facility. Medical history included seasonal allergies, heartburn, and allergies to ethanol. The patient has no Covid prior vaccination. Concomitant medication included cetirizine, esomeprazole, melatonin; all from unspecified date for unspecified indication. The patient did not receive other vaccines in four weeks prior to the Covid vaccine. On 19Dec2020 at 15:00, the patient experienced bruising of injection site (x 1 week), arm pain, fatigue, mental cloudiness (approximately x 1 day). The patient was not tested post vaccination. The patient did not received treatment due to the events. The outcome of the events mental cloudiness, bruising of injection site, arm pain and fatigue was recovered in Dec2020.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the event mental impairment cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and this case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

918791 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 MA 58.0 F 30 minutes after receiving vaccine, patient reported heart racing, dizziness, flushing, burning pain in her chest, dizziness. tachycardia, nausea and throat tightness; 30 minutes after receiving vaccine, patient reported heart racing, dizziness, flushing, burning pain in her chest, dizziness. tachycardia, nausea and throat tightness; 30 minutes after receiving vaccine, patient reported heart racing, dizziness, flushing, burning pain in her chest, dizziness. tachycardia, nausea and throat tightness; 30 minutes after receiving vaccine, patient reported heart racing, dizziness, flushing, burning pain in her chest, dizziness. tachycardia, nausea and throat tightness; 30 minutes after receiving vaccine, patient reported heart racing, dizziness, flushing, burning pain in her chest, dizziness. tachycardia, nausea and throat tightness; 30 minutes after receiving vaccine, patient reported heart racing, dizziness, flushing, burning pain in her chest, dizziness. tachycardia, nausea and throat tightness; 30 minutes after receiving vaccine, patient reported heart racing, dizziness, flushing, burning pain in her chest, dizziness. tachycardia, nausea and throat tightness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 58-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number= EH9899), intramuscular on 19Dec2020 07:00 at SINGLE DOSE at Left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included breast cancer female and allergies to shell fish and Latex. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. 30 minutes after receiving vaccine on 19Dec2020 07:30 am, patient reported 'heart racing, dizziness, flushing, burning pain in her chest, dizziness. tachycardia, nausea and throat tightness. Patient was taken to the ED where she received IV Benadryl and was observed for 4 hours. Patient was discharged home and symptoms subsided. The events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020.; Sender's Comments: There is a plausible temporal relationship between immunization and onset of allergic reaction in a subject with a positive medical history for allergy to food (shellfish); causality cannot be completely excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

918792 01/04/2021 M exacerbation of cryptogenic organizing pneumonia; fever; malaise; wheezing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reported for himself. A 60-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection) via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included rheumatoid arthritis. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced having fever and malaise after vaccination and then a few days later he has been wheezing. The patient believed it was an exacerbation of cryptogenic organizing pneumonia. The outcome of the events exacerbation of cryptogenic organizing pneumonia, fever, malaise and wheezing was unknown.  Follow-up activities are possible, information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event cryptogenic organizing pneumonia with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

918793 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 NC 69.0 M Sudden onset Acoustic Neuritis without Labyrinthitis, hyperacusis, loss of hearing, fullness in ears, dizziness and tinnitus.; Sudden onset Acoustic Neuritis without Labyrinthitis, hyperacusis, loss of hearing, fullness in ears, dizziness and tinnitus.; Sudden onset Acoustic Neuritis without Labyrinthitis, hyperacusis, loss of hearing, fullness in ears, dizziness and tinnitus.; Sudden onset Acoustic Neuritis without Labyrinthitis, hyperacusis, loss of hearing, fullness in ears, dizziness and tinnitus.; Sudden onset Acoustic Neuritis without Labyrinthitis, hyperacusis, loss of hearing, fullness in ears, dizziness and tinnitus.; sore arm; nerve related hearing loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for himself.  A 69-years-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot : EKS730) vaccine , intramuscular in the left deltoid  on  21Dec2020 15:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation .  Medical history included atrial fibrillation from 2009.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient stated he experienced sore arm on the same day 21Dec2020 and this was not a big deal. On 26Dec2020 the patient experienced sudden onset of acoustic neuritis without labyrinthitis, hyperacusis,  fullness in ears, dizziness and tinnitus . The patient also experienced nerve related hearing loss from Dec2020. Sore arm was considered non serious events, while the remaining were considered Important Medical Events. The outcome of nerve related hearing loss was recovered, the outcome of sore arm was unknown, while the outcome of the remaining events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal association, it cannot be fully excluded that the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in the events onset.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918794 12/25/2020 01/04/2021 TN 58.0 F I have lost hearing in my right ear; the right side of my face was numb; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 58-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Batch/lot number number EJ1685, expiration date Mar2021, on 25Dec2020 09:30 at single dose on left arm for Covid-19 vaccination. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient had not received other vaccine in four weeks. The patient had no covid prior vaccination. The patient had no covid tested post vaccination. The patient received her first Covid-19 vaccination on Christmas morning. She worked at a medical center. Within an hour of when she got home, she lost hearing in one ear and also had some numbness on the same side of her face, She was wondering if that was something she should be concerned and she still didn't have hearing in her right ear. Treatment received for the events included Tylenol. The outcome of the events was not resolved.

918795 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 CA 43.0 F She suspected that she had an undiagnosed autoimmune disease.; Spinal pain that elicits nausea; spinal pain that elicits nausea; Headache that is worse at night/Headache worse at night time, sometimes gets better during the day/bad head ache; Body aches; Feeling crappy; Low grade fever; Pressure in the head; Terrible pain; Neck pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). A 43-yearsold female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received Covid19 vaccine on 19Dec2020 and reported that at 36 hours she had body aches, feeling crappy, and low grade fever in Dec2020, she had since developed at headache that is worse at night, and spinal pain that elicits nausea. She suspected that she had an undiagnosed autoimmune disease. She was inquiring about duration of the reported AE's from clinical trials, and tried to decide how long she will feel this way. And going on 10 days and she's just struggling, bad headache and neck pain headache worse at night time, sometimes gets better during the day. Terrible pain and nausea. Any info on length of side effects: 36 hours- body aches feeling crappy. Low grade fever. Nausea with the spinal pain, pressure in the head. Difference in people with autoimmune issues- infertility - suspected autoimmune. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, there is no biological plausibility to implicate the suspect vaccine to the occurrence of the serious event autoimmune disease. More information such as medical history and concomitant medications and confirmative diagnostic workups are needed for full medial assessment.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918797 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 GA F Heart rate high; Blood pressure high; bruise at the site of the vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech), via an unspecified route of administration, on 22Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 22Dec2020, 1-1.5 hours after vaccination, the patient experienced heart rate high with outcome of unknown , blood pressure high with outcome of unknown and bruise at the site of the vaccination with outcome of unknown. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included: blood pressure, high (22Dec2020); heart rate, high (22Dec2020). She returned to the emergency room (ER) of the hospital where she received the vaccine due to all the events. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of heart rate high and blood pressure high and included treatment with a beta blocker. The patient was also prescribed with a blood pressure medicine from the ER physician. The events heart rate high and blood pressure high were considered medically significant.  The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association, the Company considers the events heart rate high and blood pressure high are possibly related to vaccination with BNT162B2. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918798 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 49.0 F tingling of the lips/Lips tingled; Throat got tight; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp(patient).  The 49-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730, Expiry Date: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no concomitant medications nor medical history.  Patient got first dose of the COVID vaccine and experienced her lips tingled/ tingling of the lips and her throat got tight, both on 21Dec2020, led to medically significant, lasted about 20 minutes. They observed her and she did not need any further treatment. Outcome of events was recovered in 21Dec2020.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of her lips tingled/ tingling of the lips and her throat got tight cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event (anaphylactic adverse reaction) profile of the suspect product.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate

918799 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 NY 67.0 F disoriented; hit her head and cut herself; hit her head and cut herself; Passed out at night; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 67-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose at left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Atrial fibrillation/heart problems diagnosed prior to the vaccine, got the COVID virus on 18Nov2020, disoriented in Nov2020. Concomitant medications included her heart medication every day and vitamins, nothing out of the normal. Caller stated she had heart problems. The heart problems were diagnosed prior to the vaccine. Caller also stated that she got the COVID virus this year before the vaccine as well and she was off, of work for like a month. On 23Dec2020 she got the vaccine. Then on Thursday 24Dec2020 and Friday 25Dec2020 she had a reaction. She had passed out in the night, hit her head and cut herself, she was then disoriented for 1 full day. Caller stated that the last time she was disoriented like this was when she had the COVID Virus, because she had heart problems. Caller stated that she was fine now. Caller stated that she had been off, of work so much. The heart problem she had was Atrial Fibrillation. Caller clarified that she had the COVID virus this year in Nov2020, it was before thanksgiving, on 18Nov2020 she had the virus, then on 19Nov2020 she got tested and it was positive. She got the vaccine on the 23Dec2020 Wednesday then on 24Dec2020 at night she passed out and on 25Dec2020 she was disoriented all day. Investigation Assessment: No. On 24Dec2020 she was going to bathroom, and found herself on the floor, then the following day 25Dec2020 was when she was disoriented. She knew this because when she had the actual COVID virus previous in Nov2020 this happened previously. When queried outcome of being disoriented she stated that she still felt a little weird but if getting better very, very slow. The Second dose was schedule for 13Jan2021. Caller confirmed that she did have a Positive Test for Covid Previously. Her treatment at the time was in the Emergency Room, they gave her an Antibody infusion, she had to schedule it because it was actually a clinical trial. Caller was asked if she knew the name of covid test, she stated that she does not know, she only recalled that she opened her mouth and they test her that way. The outcome of the event "disoriented" was recovering, of the other events was unknown.

918800 12/01/2020 01/04/2021 MD U Bells Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for three patients. This is 1st of three reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (also reported as Comirnaty), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced bells palsy on Dec2020. The action taken in response to the event for bnt162b2 was not applicable. The outcome of event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about batch/lot number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020519118 same reporter/drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2020519119 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

918801 12/01/2020 01/04/2021 MD U Bell's Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer or other non HCP. This consumer reported same events for three patients (nurses). This is 2nd of 3 reports. A patient of an unknown age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, also reported as COMIRNATY), via an unspecified route of administration on unknown date in Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. Healthcare worker reported that 3 nurses who work in her facility received Pfizer's COVID vaccine last week (Dec2020) came in with Bell's Palsy in Dec2020. Event took place after use of product. The outcome of event was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about batch/Lot number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020519105 same reporter, same drug, same event, different patients;US-PFIZER INC-2020519119 same reporter, same drug, same event, different patients

918802 12/01/2020 01/04/2021 MD U Bells Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer or other non HCP. This consumer reported same events for three patients. This is a 3rd of 3 reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, also reported as Comirnaty), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Healthcare worker reported that 3 nurses who work in her facility received Pfizer's COVID vaccine last week (Dec2020) came in with Bells Palsy. Event took place after use of product. The outcome of event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about batch/lot number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020519118 same reporter, same drug, same event, different patients;US-PFIZER INC-2020519105 same reporter, same drug, same event, different patients

918804 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 AR 70.0 70 M This report is only in response to the request from the agency to submit all patients into VAERS that received the COVID19 vaccine and subsequently tested positive for COVID19.  No other adverse reactions to the vaccine were reported. The patient reported a COVID19 positive test on 12/23/20.

918806 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 OH 39.0 39 F On Day 8 of vaccination (1/3/21) woke up with a sore arm, swelling and hard area.  Slight pink area and warm to the touch. Mild itching occurred evening of 1/3/21. Cold compress applied, not helpful. On day 9 (1/4/21) all symptoms continue but increase of pain and heavy feeling in arm. Swelling is increased, pink area is increased. Remains warm to touch.

918807 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 AK 49.0 49 M Patient got his Covid vaccine this past Thursday, 2 days ago.  He experienced typical side effects of a sore left shoulder and some fatigue but was feeling well until this afternoon around 1:55 PM when he noticed throbbing of his left hand.  He looked down and noticed that there was a purple discoloration to his middle finger and distal palmar aspect of his hand.  He felt like there was maybe some swelling as well and that he might have been having an allergic reaction so called the emergency department for further advice and came in for evaluation.  By the time I arrived to the emergency department the patient's left hand was no longer swollen and there was only a small purple discoloration to the palmar proximal middle finger.  I was concerned that the patient developed a small blood clot that was resolved upon evaluation.

918808 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Fever of 101.5 and Heart palpatations

918809 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 OK 26.0 26 F Severe headache, fever, and blood pressure drop leading to fainting starting the day after receiving the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA.

918810 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 WI 39.0 39 F Erythema, swelling, warm to touch,  around injection site. "tingling down arm to metacarpals per patient"

918811 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 OH 25.0 25 F Sore arm, sore throat, post nasal drip, congestion, chest pain

918812 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 OH 40.0 40 M Day 0-2 - left deltoid soreness, vague malaise Day 4 - unexplained anger Day 6-7 - bilateral quadriceps soreness, headache --- No treatment sought for any of the above.  Patient took acetaminophen for headache

918813 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MT 75.0 75 F After vaccination, recipient was seated in post-vaccine waiting area.  She began to complain of feeling light-headed and having an "itchy" sensation in her tongue and mouth.  She was escorted via wheelchair to the Emergency Department and administered p.o. Benadryl.  After a period of time she was then released and returned to work.

918814 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 PA 35.0 35 M On 1/1/2020, I developed a rash on my palms that was pruritic. On 1/2/2020, the rash progressed to involve the soles of my feet, hard palate, and the rest of my body. The rash is papular and pruritic and has continued until 1/4/2020 without improvement. No associated fever or systemic symptoms.  My daughter did have a febrile illness 2 days prior to the development of my rash.

918815 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MO 37.0 37 M transient flushing nausea

918817 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 RI 44.0 44 F Fever to 101.4, myalgia, extreme fatigue, headache, nausea (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA)

918818 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 NC 60.0 60 F Debilitating frontal headache, accompanied by nausea and vomiting, and fatigue for 16 hours

918819 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Woke the next morning and experienced blackouts but it resolved after lying down and a few hours later. Felt very cold for 48 hours. Fatigue and injection site soreness. Slight nausea, sore throat and chest congestion. Heavy chest and my skin hurts. Stiff neck.

918820 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 OH 54.0 54 F Patient received the covid vaccine and 6 hours later developed headache and aches which progressed to fever,chills, severe headache, aches and nausea.  Symptoms resolved in 30 hours.  Patient took Tylenol, Motrin, and Zofran for symptom management.

918821 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 42.0 42 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine- Rash around administration site

918822 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MO 54.0 54 F Sever muscle aches and body pain along with a severe migraine.

918824 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 0.25 44 F Sore jaw across the bottom around noon - seeing lights

918826 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 TX 48.0 48 M Delirium and cognitive dysfunction, memory loss. Trouble concentrating.  High fever, body aches, headache.   Delirium subsided after 2 days. High fever, body aches and headache went away after 3 days.  Cognitive difficulty and memory loss persist.

918827 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 FL 44.0 44 F individual has a swollen left lymph node axillary and neck on same side as vaccine (administered tues 12/29/2020)  swelling noted on Friday evening (1/1/2021).  No other symptoms at all.   Visibly swollen upon examination on 1/4/2021.

918828 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 OH 39.0 39 F on 1/3/20 on day 8 of vaccine, woke up with arm soreness and swelling, lump and slight pink around injection site and warm to the touch. later that evening on 1/3/21 slight itchiness. Cold compress applied, no improvement.  On 1/4/21, day 9, the symptoms all remain with worse swelling, more pink area and ongoing soreness and feeling of heaviness to the arm.

918829 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 NJ 21.0 21 M On and off rapid heart beat

918830 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 WA 56.0 56 F Rash was itchy, raised, 2 clusters about 10 each, small dots, red. On L rib cage.  No face lesions, itchy throat, no difficulties breathing, no wheezing, no dizziness, no dysphagia. Her rash is getting better.

918832 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NH 55.0 55 F Pain at injection site, fatigue, chills, fever, headache, nausea.  Symptoms started 6 - 12 hours after injection, and most resolved 36 hours after injection.  The pain at injection site lasted for 3 days..  Symptoms were treated with Ibuprofen, Acetaminophen, and rest at home.

918834 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 IL 27.0 27 F After the shot I was very light headed , and was taken to the side. Ate some candy , and felt better after. About 6 days later is when I woke up with really puffy eyes. Then next day I noticed swelling on the bottom of my mouth , on both sides. Also , my whole right side of my face is swollen with a lot of pressure in it.

918835 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 CO 27.0 27 F 24 hours after injection I developed a welt at the injection site that was raised, hot to the touch, sore, and about one and a half inches in diameter. The welt slowly disappeared within three days. Six days after the injection I tested Covid positive (transmitted from family most likely). The welt returned and began to itch and spread. Eight days after injection and two days after testing positive the welt was 5 inches in diameter. Nine days after injection and three days after testing positive the welt started to disappear again.

918836 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 ME 61.0 61 F Rash/Hives day after vaccine  continual and increasing itching.  Takjng Zurtec and Benedryl

918837 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Got vaccine on 12-29 @ 9:40 , same day around 8pm had a rash with bumps from back of right arm down to wrist with little bumps, really red...had on left arm as well. next day on 12- 30 around 1:30pm co worker told me my neck was really red. I told her I was just hot from working, but by 3pm I had bumps, itchy, big raised red spots....right side was worse then left side but it did cross my whole neck. my arms cleared up but when I get hot it comes out enough to see where it was located. on sat Jan 2nd the bottom of my right ear swelled and had like a white like bump....but, as soon as I cooled off because I was hot it totally went away. today is Mon Jan 4th and my neck looks like the bad rash area has burned into my neck....I have been taking Benadryl crème on neck and Friday Dec 1st I started Benadryl pills but stop taking pills after sat Jan 2nd because I was just to tired.

918838 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 56.0 56 M lightheaded and nauseous lasting 2 days, fatigue, chills. Staying hydrated

918839 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 WA 32.0 32 F Gallbladder removed, septic, 11mm axillary lymph node. Y

918840 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 TN 55.0 55 F I am a nurse and received the Moderna COVID19 vaccine as part of my facility's COVID clinic. CVS Pharmacy staff came to my facility to administer vaccines to staff and residents. Pharmacist notified of my reaction and recommended reporting on this website as listed on fact sheet provided. I had mild tingling  to bilateral hands and arms  within 2 minutes of vaccine administration and it lasted approximately 20 minutes, then subsided. VS monitored by nursing staff and WNL.  No tachycardia or respiratory distress.

918841 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 PA 26.0 26 F Migraine; Feeling foggy; Malaise; Swollen lymph nodes; Could not lift arm more than a few inches

918842 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 WA 40.0 40 F Hives/rash on both arms and chest

918843 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 NC 52.0 52 F Does not know if this was vaccine related or not, but patient had onset of GI bleeding and went to the ER. Got diagnosis of diverticulitis.

918844 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NY 28.0 28 F Patient developed SOB, wheezing, tongue swelling, facial tingling.

918845 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 52.0 52 F injection site was red and had a rash achy chills extreme joint pain on left side, hip, knee and ankle cough

918846 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 WV 41.0 41 F Received on 12/22/20 at about 130pm, symptoms noted around 12/23/20 at 7:00 am, stiffness in the right hand, with numbness and tingling of the right arm, weakness, decreased strength, 5-6 days later pain in the right axilla.  The pain in the axilla resolved, continues with the other symptoms

918847 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 IA 68.0 68 F 12/29 Injection site soreness 12/30 Fatigue, SOB, cough, muscle aches, mental slowness; increased secretions with cough

918848 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MD 58.0 58 F Placement of vaccine was incorrect: closest to the shoulder joint vs the location closest to the deltoid tuberosity of the humerus. Pain 9/10 on scale 1-10, with 10 being worse pain approximately 5 hours after placement. Unable to lift arm without manipulation. Required Motrin 600-800 mg PO every 8 hours around the clock. Duration of pain = 3 days.

918850 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 TX 39.0 39 F I got the vaccine in my right arm. About 30 min after the vaccine, I started feeling numbness/tingling in my right jaw/mandible area that spread behind my ear. Over about an hour or 2 I could feel the numbness/tingling/strange sensation move across the top of my right lip and into my right nostril.  I took benadryl and it seemed to stop the spreading but the strange sensation stayed on the right side of my face for about 4 days afterwards.

918851 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 AR 62.0 62 F This report is being submitted per request of the Department of Health to submit all patients who tested positive for COVID19 after receipt of the COVID19 vaccine. No other adverse reactions were reported. This patient tested positive for COVID19 on  12/27.

918852 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 34 F A few hours after vax I got the chills. Had PCP appt after and they stated they could not get a reading on pulse ox.  temp was 97.0. I went home and tried to get warm but could not. Day after I rcvd the shot my arm was hurting, Puffy and bruised around injection site. warm to touch around site with a hard lump. The whole weekend I have been nauseated and throwing up and very tired.

918853 12/15/2020 01/04/2021 TX 32.0 32 F I had a sore arm the next day. I had head ache and joint pain but not sure if it's from the vaccine or my Chronic condition. I have called my doctor to follow up.  Currently taking Prednisone.

918855 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 TX 43.0 43 M Dizziness on the day of injection. Followed by extreme fatigue, fever (101.4), headaches starting 24 hours after injection and lasting 48 hours. Sense of smell began to return after 36hrs after injection  (lost smell and taste in August 2020 due to COVID-19 and it has not returned).

918857 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 53.0 53 F Severe headache. chills, body ache, fatigue.

918858 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 CA 54.0 54 F I got Pfizer vaccine on 12/29. Had muscle soreness at site, Stomach cramp same day after 35 mins of shot. Mild lower back pain that evening (vaccine on left arm and pain on same side). On 12/30 soreness was only to palpation. Rhinorrhea all day long, took NyQuil, moderate back pain, took naproxen and did some back stretches.  On 12/31 no sore arm but little tender. Increased back pain , used back brace , took naproxen  not that much help  though. used heat pack  finally fall asleep around 3 am. on 01/01/2121 around 6 am woke up with excruciating left lower back pain, could not move, get off the bed. took a while to get off the bed. Have to drag my legs very slowly to walk. Went to ER. X-ray did not show anything.  In ER took Narco 5 and Baclofen. MD thinks that it might not be side effects of vaccine. But I wonder,  I never had left lower back pain before. Taking Baclofen and Advil TID since 0101/2021.  01/04 still in pain. increase pain after 6-7 hours after meds. Sitting or standing more than 30 mins Increases pain. Going to see PMD today

918859 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 AR 24.0 24 F This report is being submitted per request of the Dept. of Health to submit all patients who tested positive for COVID19 after receipt of the COVID19 vaccine. No other adverse events reported. The patient tested positive for COVID19 on 12/29/20.

918861 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MO 41.0 41 F 12/31/20 10:30a Vaccine given 10:48a Left the vaccine observation room 11:30a Started feeling warm like maybe my temp was increasing, face was red 12:00p had what felt like an adrenaline spike through my body became hot and jittery feeling. 12:30p The spikes started coming in waves, like a full body hot flash. Was very shaky and my tongue felt itchy and tight; not swollen just tight 12:40p made it home and took Benadryl 1:00p symptoms dissipated, ate a chicken salad sandwich thinking that would help with the jittery feeling. 1:25p The whole body flash came back and the tightness in the tongue increased. 1:27p Called employee health for information on this type of reaction. Wanted to call me an ambulance, I declined. After much discussion they suggested I come back to the vaccination observation room where they have epi, then decided it best that I go to Urgent Care. 1:40 on the way to town I told my husband to take me to the ED instead as my bottom lip felt swollen and tight, and my tongue felt thick like it was a bit swollen too. Was not short of breath, airway did not feel compromised, breathing normal, and heart rate normal. 3:01 Was given 40mg Methylpredinisone (solumedrol) & 20mg famotidine (Pepcid) given- immediate improvement in tongue thickness and swollen lips. 440p 50mg Diphenhydramine (Benadryl), 10mg loratadine (Claritin), & 40mg prednisone given prior to discharge 8:20p Top lip started to swell just before my next dose of Benadryl 8:30p Took next dose of Benadryl, once it kicked in had quick resolution of lip swelling 9:00p joint pain started setting in, was uncomfortable but not too painful 1/121 Joint pain is still present but not uncomfortable. Injection arm a little sore, no redness or swelling at site of injection. Swelling of mouth, face and tongue is persistent as it nears the 4-hour mark for 50mg of Benadryl. 1p ate a couple of bites of chicken fried steak, face is increasing in redness and swelling, and mild tongue swelling. At max dose of Benadryl per box states to only take 6 doses in a 24 hour period. 2p Mouth and face swelling not relieved with Benadryl 2:52p checked into ED for 2nd time. 4:08 Given 10mg dexamethasone (decadron), 20mg famotidine (Pepcid), 10mg montelukast (singular) Swelling improved. 5:54p Potassium low on lab work given 40 mEq of potassium chloride 6:00p discharge with scripts for famotidine, epi pen, montelukast 7:00p taken 25mg of Benadryl 8:20p lips feel mildly swollen again. 8:45p next dose of 25mg Benadryl. Did not have complete resolution of swelling but did improve. Mild hives, swelling of hands and feet. 1/2/21 All joint pain is gone, and injection site pain is only noticeable if someone bumps into my arm. 6a 25mg Benadryl & Pepcid 10a 25mg Benadryl 2p 25mg of Benadryl 3:30pm felt fine all day with only mild swelling and redness to hands, ate chicken nachos. Face became very hot (like my face was too close to the oven when I open it), redness from eyes down, lips swollen, mild itchiness too the tongue but nothing too concerning. 4p 25mg Benadryl I strongly believe the exacerbating factor is eating as all times the symptoms increased in intensity I had just eaten. After discussion with Dr. will be cutting out chicken (chicken was eaten before all 3 instances) and all other meats until complete resolution of symptoms and will avoid any inflammatory foods such as nuts, berries and shellfish. 7p 25mg Benadryl & Claritin taken 7:30p ate a banana, no reaction 8p Singular taken 9:30p put Vaseline on my lips, face & ears flamed hot and swelling and redness followed. 9:45p took 25mg Benadryl 10:25p tongue thick feeling 11p took 25mg Benadryl tongue still feels thick 1/3/21 Fevers 101.6 and chills started in the night Face and lips are permanently swollen and red despite all the meds I?m taking.Lymph nodes are all swollen. I?m too afraid to eat for fear of more swelling while my face is already so swollen.

918862 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MA 36.0 36 M 4:20 Received Vaccine  4:30: Began with feeling  flush, c/o "hot flash", face visibly red. Advised to remove hat and goggles, given water and a cold cloth. Reported no change.  4:35 Walked to open window, sat in chair. C/O dizziness while sitting, no c/o feeling faint. 77, 138/88, 97%. Remained seated.  4:50 Dizziness resolved, ambulated back to own seat and placed goggles and hat back on, appeared ashen. 77, 97%. C/O feeling of "moving through mud" Given 4 oz Orange Juice and advised to sit and wait.  4:55 All symptoms resolved within minutes. Remained under observation and remained stable.  5:00 Released from observation

918863 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NJ 38.0 38 F Tachycardia (HR 138 at rest) approximately 10 mins after receiving vaccine

918865 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MD 38.0 38 F swelling (golf ball size), pain,  and redness at injection site.  Severe headache and extreme fatigue started morning day after injection and lasted approx. 48 hours.  Also a sore throat and some nasal congestion.

918866 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 KS 40.0 40 F Chest started tightening then started having a hard time swallowing. Felt dizzy, faint, and as though I was going to pass out. Epi pen was administered when I wasn't able to swallow. Was taken to ER on a stretcher, however they said on the way, I wasn't responding and couldn't open my eyes. Muscles began cramping and loss sensation in limbs. Hands wouldn't open up as they cramped. Blood pressure kept going up and down.

918867 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MD 60.0 60 M Started with fatigue,. chills, fever up to 100.3, muscle aches, severe chest discomfort , heart rate up to 130 .  Is an EMS provider, went to fire house and EKG was normal, just elevated heart rate and BP around 130/80 Fatigue - resulting in lack of eating /appetite

918868 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 OH 33.0 33 M 2 days after vaccination, patient had upper lip swelling, swelling of the top gums in mouth, itchiness, and a rash on both wrists. He took prednisone, Benadryl, and Pecpid and this resolved.  Then, 3 days after this (5 days after vaccination), the patient had right eye swelling.  He took prednisone and Claritin and this resolved.

918869 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 TX 49.0 49 M Background, I had Covid back at the end of May/beginning of June with 1 week of constant fevers (with 500mg tylenol q6), shortness of breath, fatigue, but no real cough. O2 sats somtimes in low 90's . I am one of the radiology faculty at the hospital I work at. Received my 1st dose of the Pfizer vaccine on Friday Dec 18 at about 21:30. After the injection, I had moderate pain at the site of injection about 6 hours later, not unexpected. However, the next evening, I was feeling fatigued and went to bed at about 7 p.m. For the next three hours, I felt chills and finally at about 10 p.m. I took my temp after I felt that my fever had "broke" and temp was 101.9. Used a finger pulse ox just to make sure sats were ok, they were at 97%, but unexpectedly, resting heart rate was 130 bpm. I took some tylenol and called the ER, and they suggested calling the covid hotline pager and coming in if I did not improve. I called the hotline pager, and we discussed things and eventually decided that I should go to the ER as temp remained at 101.6. By the time I reached the ER, my temp was down to 100.8, but pulse still 122 (EKG with no other abnormalities) and BP was 165/100. I had no other symptoms to account another infection. Over the next two hours, vitals became more normal with HR down to 95 to 100, and BP down to 145/85 or so without any other intervention.  Sunday, still with some mild low grade temps of 99.8, but heart rate at 85 to 90 (I'm usually at about 80).   In the ER, we came to the conclusion that my body mounted a significant immune response to the production of antigens after processing the mRNA given the lack of alternative diagnosis and the improvement of sx without any other intervention besides the 500 mg of tylenol I took before coming in.

918870 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 OH 52.0 52 F Patient self-reported that she received her injection subq vs. IM/deltoid as intended.  She developed a very large lump at the injection site requiring an ED visit and antibiotics.  She also missed one day of work.

918871 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NE 33.0 33 F Patient received vaccination at 0900 on 12/30/20 Patient began feeling throat tightness and chest heaviness approximately 15 minutes post injection.  Symptoms were not severe and did not require medical intervention. At/around 1200 on 12/30/20, patient reports chest heaviness resolved, by mild throat tightness was ongoing At/around 1700 on 12/30/20, patient's legs began feeling itchy but rash/hives did not develop All symptoms resolved by 1900 on 12/30/20 without medical intervention

918872 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 AR 50.0 50 F Per request of  all patients who tested positive for COVID19 after receipt of the COVID19 vaccine must be reported. No other adverse events reported. The patient tested positive for COVID19 on 12/22.

918873 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 33.0 33 F lightheaded, sweaty, BP113/77. Administered vaccine supine as patient indicated history of fainting with injections. Symptoms resolved shortly after administration.

918875 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 WI 51.0 51 F Fever, chills, headache,body aches

918876 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 ID 46.0 46 F Immediately after had a weird taste in my mouth felt dizzy and nauseous and got extreme cotton mouth?this lasted about 3-5 minutes. Continued to have intermittent cotton mouth throughout the day Within 7 hrs of getting the vaccine the back of my tongue hurt extremely bad and I acquired canker sores on my tongue and extreme fatigue. 12 hrs after I was racked with body aches, chills, fever, dizziness, nausea, headache. I did go to work for a couple of hours and was sent home just kept getting worse even after Tylenol Proceeded to have everything you can get with covid except a cough.. tight chest no real taste and all the above symptoms.

918877 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 MO 51.0 51 F Swelling at site, Red and hot to touch, Pain, Lumped up, Was told to go in to be seen. Place on antibiotic, Went in on 1/2/2021. Swelling not so much now, still red and hot to touch, redness has expanded.

918878 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 LA 68.0 68 F None

918879 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 NY 52.0 52 F I started to develop a fever 2-3 days after the first vaccine. My fever continued for 9 days straight, even though i was taking antipyretic

918880 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine:  Vaccine received at 1735; tachycardia in 120s, shakiness, dizziness at 1740; chest pressure at 1745, went away then returned at 1815 and lasted until 2330  BP 156/91 HR 120s @1805 Sent to ER 1820 BP 167/99 HR 120s @1825 BP 142/87 HR 100s @1845 BP 137/76 HR 90s @1920 BP 126/75 HR 80s @ 1955  Benadryl 25 mg and Tylenol 1000 mg taken at 1700 prior to injection  Second dose of Benadryl 25 mg taken at 1800

918881 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 MI 25.0 25 F Difficulty Breathing, fast heartbeat, dizziness and weakness.  Body aches and nausea

918882 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 IA 36.0 36 F She states that she had her COVID-19 vaccine on 12/27.  On 1/1/2020 her husband noticed a rash on her arm. She states that over the weekend it has gotten larger and is estimating that it is 3.5"x2" in size this morning.  She feels like it is a bit warm to the touch, but is not painful and denies any pruritus. She does think that her arm is a "bit more swollen" then her other, but not significant.  Initially after the vaccine she did not have any other symptoms than a "typical" sore arm for 2 days. Instructed the employee to take a 2nd generation antihistamine, and to use NSAIDs and ICE to manage symptoms.

918883 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MD 24.0 24 F Started within a day of injection. I experienced the following symptoms for the next few days: headache, diarrhea, injection site soreness, fatigue, body aches, chills, feeling unwell, stomach pain.

918884 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MO 30.0 30 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine: On the day I received the first does of the vaccine, I felt fine until about 6 hours later. At that point, I started to get very dizzy and lightheaded. Every time I opened my eyes, everything was spinning. This lasted four about 3-4 hours. I kept breaking out into sweats. I had a horrible headache for about 4 days straight. I am still continuing to having headaches. I am still having hot flashes and dizziness episodes at times that go away after about a few minutes. Two days ago, I stated to developing swelling in my hands with achy joints which has not gone away.

918885 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 TX 51.0 51 M After 12 hours, I had body chills, body aches, slight fever and a massive headache.

918886 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 CA 40.0 40 M Right hand pain in center of palm.  Started the very next day of vaccine.  First three days was very painful and radiated up to just past the wrist.  Now its just sore.

918887 01/04/2021 AZ 35.0 F Rash at injection site

918888 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 CA 30.0 30 M 6 day history R sided chest rash w/ skin hypersensitivity consistent with shingles rash. Received covid vaccine 1.5 days before. Seen by PMD over telehealth appt and dx with shingles. Had VZV at 5 yo. No prior vaccine for VZV.

918889 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MD 23.0 23 F Arm pain at the injection site that started several hours after the injection. The next day she began having pain in her armpit and under her collar bone on the same side as the injection.

918890 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 CA 60.0 60 F 12/22 site of injection red, swollen, painful, harden, warm to touch,

918891 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 FL 33.0 33 F Day 0-4: arm soreness Day 8: onset of bulls-eye rash at injection site of left arm. Rash is raised, erythematous, firm. Associated with several 1-3 cm enlarged tender axillary lymph nodes.  Day 9-11: severe left sided headache not responded to over-the-counter analgesics. Headache resolved on Day 12. Day 9-13: ongoing fluctuations in left arm rash and adenopathy. By day 13, adenopathy mostly resolved. Rash persists.

918892 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NY 50.0 50 F About 1.5 hours after dose administration, patient began to feel lightheaded and weak, unable to stand up.  He then noticed a rash on his forehead, chest, arms and back of neck.  He had no swelling of the lips, tongue or throat.  No shortness of breath or wheezing noted.  VS 157/110, 101, 20, 97.7.  Pulse ox 99% on room air.  No acute distress, but a little anxious.  No oropharyngeal erythema or swelling seen.  Lungs clear to auscultation.  Skin revealed red macular rash on the face.  Other areas had faded.  Benadryl 50mg po given with good effect.  Weak feeling subsided quickly and hives began to fade.  Repeat vitals over 30 minutes were largely unchanged.  He was allowed to go home with instructions to contact his PMD and to use Benadryl 50mg po Q4H PRN.  If he develops any signs/symptoms of anaphylaxis he should call 911.
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918893 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 NC 26.0 26 F Day of vaccine: Headache/migraine with light sensitivity, severe nausea (constant need to throw up for 4-5 hours), vomiting, body aches. Day after: Shakiness, dizziness, slight nausea - unable to work

918894 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 83.0 83 F Patient reporting sore arm, diarrhea and nausea every once in a while since 1/2/2021.

918896 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 SC 50.0 50 F 1 hour after administration, patient's lips tingling and she experienced swelling as well. Patient received 25mg diphenhydramine and was observed for 30 mins. Symptoms resolved over 30 minutes.

918897 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 CA 68.0 68 M ?  10:15 while he was still waiting outside he had some anxiety and was worried he had a panic attack as he has had a lot going on in his life recently. No tachycardia as he was checking his Apple Watch and no other symptoms.  ? 10:20 he drove home and called his wife can kept her on the call as he drove. He them experienced some mild tingling in his ears, face and lips.  ? 10:30 he got home and his lips were mildly swollen, more so on the upper lip, not as much on the lower lip.  ? 10:45 he took an Allegra and about 30-40 minutes afterwards the lip swelling started to calm  ? 5:45pm I spoke with him. He said he has no more symptoms. A little tired perhaps from the day or the Allegra (though it doesn?t cause too much drowsiness compared to Benadryl) ? He also reported he had a flu and shingles vaccine back in early November so it has been more than a month.

918898 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 CA 33.0 33 M Broke out in Itchy bumps around arms, legs and stomach

918899 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 IL 48.0 48 M I had right sided headache for the first two days, then resolved.  The right sided headaches recurred along with right tongue numbness initially on 12/29/2020.  The symptoms worsen on 12/31/2020 and severe on 1/1/2021.  I was initially started on Valtrex thinking it maybe due to shingles but soon with the right sided facial paralysis, it was obvious it was Bell's Palsy and was started on steriods on 1/1/21 and also received acupuncture treatment on 1/2/21 which significant help improve the symptoms.  I still have some residual weakness of the right eye with some tearing and mouth weakness.

918900 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 30.0 30 M 6 day history of R sided chest rash w/ skin hypersensitivity and pain of R upper body consistent with shingles rash. Received vaccine 1.5 days prior. Went to PMD video telehealth appt and dx with shingles. Had VZV at 5yo. No prior vaccination for VZV.

918901 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 MD 35.0 35 F Lightheadedness and heart palpatations

918902 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 NY 83.0 83 F Chills, Vomitting

918903 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 GA 32.0 32 F RASH ROUGHLY THE SIZE OF A BASEBALL, RAISED RING AROUND THE EDGE, VERY ITCHING SLIGHTLY WARM TO TOUCH.  STILL PRESENT AT 10 DAYS POST VACCINE

918904 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Itchy, swollen reddened arm at sit of injection, starting on 6th day after injection.  Left armpit axillary swollen lymph node

918906 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 CA 38.0 38 F vomiting diarrhea

918908 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Moderna COVID 19 Vaccine: Developed left arm achiness, site swelling and pain radiation into back of neck. 1/3/2021 during the night developed chills, achiness, back pain, general malaise. As of time of this report 1/4 symptoms continue... Was feeling 100% healthy at time of vaccine.

918909 12/01/2020 01/04/2021 MA 20.0 20 F Heart Palpitations, still on going.  High fever Sweats Chills Shakes

918910 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 IA 46.0 46 F On day 1 (12/23/2020) after receiving her vaccine she states  her arm was sore.  On 12/31/2020 she developed Pruritus.  On 1/1/2021 a baseball size welt developed. She used ice and started taking Zyrtec.  She does not have any other symptoms.  On 1/2/2020 the baseball size welt decreased, but 2 more welts developed that were thumb print size..  Today she does feel like the redness and swelling are getting better.

918911 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MI 47.0 47 F Temp, diarrhea  for 4 hrs, malaise, bad headache , insomnia

918912 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 TN 37.0 37 F Headache x 3 days (very uncommon for patient) with only minimal relief from naproxen and acetaminophen dosed multiple times Fatigue (slept more than normal)

918914 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 OR 41.0 41 M Employee received the vaccine at 0805, reported at 0812 that he was dizzy, lightheaded, nauseated and diaphoretic. Employee assisted to cot to lie down. Skin pale, continued to be diaphoretic, respirations in the 20's, BP 115/82, HR 110, O2 98% on RA, denied any difficulty breathing, no coughing or evidence of throat tightening, no sign of any swelling at vaccination site, no rash. Code called overhead, Code team arrived. No medications given at time in clinic. Near syncopal episode, No anaphylaxis. Employee taken to ED for further evaluation and observation.

918915 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 42.0 42 F After patient received an injection, patient developed fever, body aches, body chills, and injection site is red and swollen. Patient also mentioned that her arm pit area is also swollen.

918916 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 59.0 59 M Patient received vaccine that may not be fully effective due to room temperature storage for more than 12 hours

918917 12/20/2020 01/04/2021 CA 35.0 35 F ? After her shot in the afternoon, she sat outside for 15 minutes.  She came back in and said her throat is warm and scratchy, and her left hand felt cold.  ? I escorted her over to the ER and she was checked in.  I then went right back to EOHD since we were so busy.  ? Around 4pm in the afternoon after we closed EOHD, I went back to the ER.  She was recovering and doing fine.  Her ER nurse did have a question about receiving the 2nd dose, and I provided the same answer that Dr. provided to other Dr. about taking an Allegra 30 minutes before the second dose.

918918 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 NY 90.0 90 F Chills, Vomiting. Malaise

918919 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 OK 52.0 52 M Patient experienced shaking, nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea beginning the night of the immunization (12.17.20). Patient had "extreme" fatigue and weakness for 2 weeks. Went to urgent care on 12.28.2020, no medications or treatment given. Resolved as of 1.4.21 with continued "slight" weakness. Patient also reports to have lost a considerable amount of weight.

918920 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Muscle pain all over, fatigue and hot/cold flashes. Patient also reports feeling very thirsty.

918921 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 WY 49.0 49 F Four days after receiving vaccine, awoke at 3am to roll over in bed and had dizziness and nausea.  Symptoms are ongoing.  Also, complaints of insomnia (ongoing), joint pain (day after vaccination), right lower quadrant pain (first night after vaccination), weakness (for 3 days after vaccination), moderate muscle pain at injection site (resolved after 48 hours), night sweats (ongoing).

918922 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 TX 52.0 52 F Half dollar size knot with rash down my arm. Painful to raise my arm. Took 2 Benadryl  saturday afternoon and 2 at night before bed ,by morning the knot was pea size and rash was gone

918923 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 NY 75.0 75 M Patient had multiple episodes of vomiting but has a history of dysphagia, patient also reported generalized weakness in bilateral lower extremities. Was sent to the ER and discharged

918924 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 VT 35.0 35 F red hot rash appeared 1 week after received vaccine. it was slightly itchy. Rash grew slightly on 2nd day but decreased in redness, still hot. Third day size and redness decreased as well as temperature. 4th day gone.

918925 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 WI 54.0 0 F Patient had some dizziness and flushing post vaccine administration, but she declined calling the rapid response team. This resolved within 5 minutes without intervention. Closely monitored for 30 minutes. 0.0

918926 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 NY 40.0 40 F On Dec 29th, I developed bilateral loss of sensation in my thumb and first 3 fingers, with loss of dexterity.  It improved somewhat over the next 45 minutes, but I continue to have loss of sensation in all 10 fingertips, worse in both thumb and 5th digits.

918927 12/15/2020 01/04/2021 KS 39.0 39 F Nausea, chills, arthralgia/myalgia, low-grade fever: all symptoms began 16 hours after vaccine and subsided within 24 hours of vaccine.

918928 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 OH 64.0 64 F Anxiety attack lasting 2 hours,. Took some benadryl and wellbutrin. Within 40 minutes calmed down enough, until the next day started feeling shaky and anxious again..called Dr. at home. She says to take my wellbutrin in the morning as well as my evening dose and benedryl every 4 hours. Has been good since then.

918929 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 IL 21.0 21 F Fever greater than 100 degrees F, full body muscle aches, chills, sore throat, tender armpit (left)- 12/27/2020 (all day) Itchy, blanched, swollen, hard, warm patch on left arm 4.5" x 3" with surrounding redness and tender armpit- 01/02/2021- present

918931 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 59.0 59 F Patient received the covid vaccine on 12/30/2020.  Tolerated the vaccine without problem. c/o new onset of "stomach pain" at the RLQ.  Unable to walk starting on Jan 3rd. Pain persists today. Denies fever, HA, Dizziness, cough, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, or constipation. She has reached out to her rheumatologist.  She noticed the pain occurred after she self administered the Taltz injection on 12/31/2020. She is concerned about the drug-to-drug interactions with the vaccine.    Covid test on 12/23/2020 was negative.

918932 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 KS 51.0 51 F My arm was so sore I could not hardly move it, starting approx. 6 hours after injection.  Now 5 days after injection still quite sore. Entire upper arm, approx. 7"x4" area erythema and hot to touch (even through clothing).  Redness started a couple hours after injection.   Now 5 days after vaccine red area is approx. 3"x3". At injection site, approx. 1"x1" hard bump that is still present 5 days after vaccine Area of upper arm where injection given, severe itching, which continues now 5 days after vaccine. Approx 9 hours after injection and continuing for approx. 36 hours, body aches and joint pain.  I took Tylenol and Benadryl for 48 hours after vaccine reaction first noted.

918933 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 50.0 50 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than fully effective due to storage at room temperature for more than 12 hours

918934 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 NY 40.0 40 F Woke up during the night (12/24) with a sore throat, felt like it was closing and called 911. Did not go to ER. took Benadryl with relief. Injection site hot with an  extremely sore arm the first day which is better now. Fatigue, achy all over persists taking tylenol and ibuprofen for symptoms.

918935 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 NE 33.0 33 F Rash on chest, neck and arms  Nausea, loss of appetite Severe Headache Extreme Fatigue

918936 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 TN 54.0 54 F Injection site became very red, swollen, hot to the touch and soreness returned 10 days after vaccination.  Called my healthcare provider and he prescribed Cephalexin 500 MG  to be taken three times a day for seven days.  Three days after starting antibiotic treatment, redness and swelling were gone along with the fever in the arm.  Healthcare provider suggested I not take the second dose.  I would like an opinion from your facility.

918937 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 OH 30.0 30 F Pain at the injection site

918938 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 AZ 28.0 28 F pt began to feel tingling in her left arm and her throat. she felt tightness in the throat and voice was hoarse. she felt ligh headed like she might pass out but did not pass out. she felt chest discomfort with deep breath.

918939 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 21.0 21 F Low grade fever, chills, head ache, body aches

918940 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 PA 33.0 33 F I am currently experiencing a swollen lymphnode in my left armpit which is the same arm that I received the vaccine in. This first presented around 11:00pm on Saturday 01/02/2021. I received my first dose of the moderna covid-19 vaccine on 12/28/2020. I did look on Moderna's website for further reaction information and it states that 4% of their test group reported this same symptom 5 to 7 days after first injection.

918941 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 NY 43.0 43 F Vaccinated 12/19, had injection site pain for 2 days. Then on 12/25, developed cough, congestion, shortness of breath, fatigue, muscle aches, chills, and headaches. Starting 12/26, managed symptoms with albuterol 6 times/day. By 12/28 symptoms improved.

918942 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 NY 30.0 30 F First day, shooting pain up the back of the arm. Next day noticed a firm lump 2" from injection site, tricep area with redness and swelling, tenderness and pain all at inj. site. Marked for size and by 12/26 the lump, redness, swelling had increased in size.  Tylenol with no relief, applied heat to lump made it worse. Took Benadryl x 3 doses and symptoms are much improved.  Headache on 12/25-12/26, Fatigue x 3 days, muscle pain in shoulders/neck.

918950 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 LA 41.0 41 F 12/24/20- tenderness, swelling at injection site for 1 week; 12/30- flu like symptoms, dizzy, weak, headache, muscle pain, nausea, vomiting. Seen in ED on 1/3/21 with reports of all over body numbness, shortness of breath, cough, sore throat, unable to eat/drink. EMS reports patient went unresponsive at home, but was doing purposeful movements. Respiratory panel which included COVID, Flu, was resulted as not detected. CXR, CBC, Comprehensive metabolic panel, Urinalysis. Patient diagnosed with COVID-19; Cough; Shortness of Breath; Nausea and Vomiting; generalized body aches. Discharged home with prescription for Tessalon 10mg capsule - Take one every 8 hours and Zofran 4mg PRN every 8 hours and follow-up with primary And follow up with primary care MD.

918952 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 LA 43.0 43 F On day 4 post vaccine, 12/27/2020, patient began with head and neck soreness, a migraine, and nausea/vomiting. Patient saw MD on 12/30/2020, MD stated patient had inflammatory response to the vaccine. Patient received a steroid injection. Patient states she feels better after steroid injection.

918953 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 LA 56.0 56 F Initial reaction day of vaccine: tenderness to injection site and swelling the size of half dollar. On day 2, patient experienced shills, diarrhea, headache, weakness that lasted 3.5 days. Reports follow-up with primary physician.

918964 11/07/2020 01/04/2021 FL 68.0 68 F lost peripheral vision; vascular spasms which could be impacting blood flow to the optic nerve; Loss of vision in both eyes for approximately 10 seconds; Pinpoint vision with straight lines / narrowing of vision like pinpoint straight black lines or black straws then everything went black; 3 or 4 episodes of memory loss; ice cold sensation around her head; head felt strange; low voltage electricity going through her head / felt like a knife stabbing on the left side of her head and then on the right side of the head; chickenpox can lie dormant in the termporal lobe of the brand / Shingrix may have disturbed that.; headache; Body aches; Sore, aching arm; This case was reported by a nurse via call center representative and described the occurrence of loss of vision in a 68-year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   The patient's past medical history included shingles (shingles in the early 2000s, between 2004-2006.). Previously administered products included Zostavax.   On 7th November 2020, the patient received the 2nd dose of Shingrix (intramuscular). On 7th November 2020, less than a day after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced pain in arm, feeling cold, feeling abnormal, head discomfort and chickenpox. On 8th November 2020, the patient experienced memory loss. In November 2020, the patient experienced headache and general body pain. On 11th December 2020, the patient experienced loss of vision (serious criteria GSK medically significant) and abnormal vision. On an unknown date, the patient experienced peripheral vision defective and spasms. On 11th December 2020, the outcome of the loss of vision was recovered/resolved. On an unknown date, the outcome of the pain in arm, general body pain and abnormal vision were recovered/resolved and the outcome of the headache and memory loss were not recovered/not resolved and the outcome of the feeling cold, feeling abnormal, peripheral vision defective, spasms, head discomfort and chickenpox were unknown.   The reporter considered the loss of vision, pain in arm, headache, general body pain, memory loss and abnormal vision to be related to Shingrix. It was unknown if the reporter considered the feeling cold, feeling abnormal, peripheral vision defective, spasms, head discomfort and chickenpox to be related to Shingrix.  Additional details were provided as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported. Patient had shingles in the early 2000s, between 2004-2006. Patient received Zostavax in 2011. It was reported that patient received the second dose of Shingrix on 7th November 2020 and experienced sore, aching arm (occurred the same day and lasted approximately 3-4 days),severe headache (began day second dose received on 11/7/2020 and was ongoing), body aches (began day of second dose, on 11/7/2020), 3 or 4 episodes of memory loss(began the day after receiving the second dose, on 11/8/2020. Last occurrence on 12/20/2020) Patient also experienced pinpoint vision with straight lines (occurred a week prior to 12/18/20), and loss of vision in both eyes for approximately 10 seconds (occurred a week prior to 12/18/20). HCP suggested that symptoms were related to Shingrix. It was also stated that patient experienced vision loss she initially felt like there was a low voltage electricity going through her head.and lost peripheral vision also regarding forward vision, she experienced a narrowing of vision like pinpoint straight black lines or black straws then everything went black,all of this all lasted about 10 seconds in total. Patient also felt heard strange. Patient did some testa like CT scan of her brain with and without contrast dye and it came back negative and had a CT scan with contrast dye of her carotid and it came back negative.  She was cleared by Cardiac and she was having an MRI with contrast dye. On 7th November 2020 patient also experienced an ice cold sensation around her head which lasted for maybe a week or less, on same night felt like a knife stabbing on the left side of her head and then on the right side of the head. Physician mentioned she could be having vascular spasms which could be impacting blood flow to the optic nerve and also mentioned that chickenpox can lie dormant in the termporal lobe of the brand and that Shingrix may have disturbed that. The reporter consented to follow up.

918966 12/20/2020 01/04/2021 IL 40.0 F Headache; fatigue; muscles aches; Fever/ 103.6/100.8/"102 something"; Dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 40-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number: EJ1685, expiry date: Mar2021, via an unspecified route of administration from 20Dec2020 at a single dose (dose unknown, by injection once) for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included multiple sclerosis (MS) from 2015 and ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took ocrevus for multiple sclerosis. She had COVID in August, and got antibody testing, as the medication she was on (ocrevus) for MS knocked out antibodies, so she received the vaccine. The patient spiked a fever of 103.6. She couldn't get out of bed all day and she started having dizziness and headache yesterday, which got progressively worse, and last night she had fever of like 100.8, muscles aches and fatigue, and she woke up this morning and her temperature was "102 something", and she took ibuprofen. She stated that she then got out of bed, as she could hardly get out of bed before or she would pass out, and now her temperature is 103.6, and she has never had it that high before. The dizziness started soon after vaccine. It is all over the place, when she stands, she is incredibly dizzy, but is ok now that she is sitting. She added that she has MS, so dizziness was not abnormal for her. The headache started soon after vaccine; it comes and goes, it goes away and comes back. For the muscle aches and fatigue, they got a lot worse, but was ok now, the Ibuprofen is kicking in. She had stayed in bed all day, then her temperature was 103.6, she had finally got out of bed and took her temperature and ibuprofen. Outcome of events fever, fatigue, myalgia was not recovered whereas the outcome of other events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected. The information on the batch/lot number was obtained.

918967 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 F she got the COVID 19 vaccine on the 16Dec2020 and got tested positive on the following day; she got the COVID 19 vaccine on the 16Dec2020 and got tested positive on the following day; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable nurse (patient) reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she got the COVID 19 vaccine on the 16Dec2020 and got tested positive on the following day (17Dec2020). She is scheduled to take her second dose on 20Jan2021. The patient wanted to know what Pfizer recommendations are. Outcome of the event was unknown.   That information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal role of BNT162B2 would seem unlikely based on the temporal gap between the vaccination and the event onset.

918968 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 NY 54.0 54 F (L) increased arm soreness, sl. redness resolved after 2 days, Dec 31st swelling redness @ site 1/2 dollar size. progressed to saucer size over weekend of 1/1 - 1/3 Less swelling, increased redness and size

918969 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 IL 48.0 F Within a couple hours severe pain in left arm at injection site and deltoid; burning in left scapula to left side of chest, by midnight was unable to lift arm away from body more than 25 degrees; burning in left scapula to left side of chest, by midnight was unable to lift arm away from body more than 25 degrees; Pain remains 7/10 in shoulder blade and arm; Still do not have full AROM 23+ hours after injection; muscle spasms around left shoulder blade 4-5 hours later; 130 resting heart rate 6 hours after; burning in left scapula to left side of chest, by midnight was unable to lift arm away from body more than 25 degrees/ Pain remains 7/10 in shoulder blade and arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 48-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: Unknown), intramuscular in the left arm on 21Dec2020 13:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included partial motor seizures face. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included lisdexamfetamine mesilate (VYVANSE 40 mg), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO 10 mg), brivaracetam (BRIVIACT, 100 mg).  On 21Dec2020 4pm, within a couple hours severe pain in left arm at injection site and deltoid, muscle spasms around left shoulder blade 4-5 hours later, 130 resting heart rate 6 hours after, burning in left scapula to left side of chest, by midnight was unable to lift arm away from body more than 25 degrees. On 22Dec2020, by 9 am this morning back to 90 degrees shoulder flexion and abduction with pain. Pain remains 7/10 in shoulder blade and arm. Still do not have full AROM 23+ hours after injection. The patient was not hospitalized for the events and did not receive any treatment for the events. The events were reported as non-serious. The vaccine was administered in a workplace clinic. The patient has not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date in Dec2020 with sequel.  Information regarding lot/batch number has been requested.

918970 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 MA F Chills; fever; fatigue; tiredness; nausea; Little bit of vomiting; This case was missing the following minimum criteria: there is unspecified event. Upon receipt of follow-up information on (22Dec2020), this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.   This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP reporting for herself.  A 51-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) vaccine, via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at  single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unknown date the patient experienced the following symptoms chills, fever, fatigue, tiredness, nausea, little bit of vomiting, the outcome of all the reported events was unknown. The patient stated that before receiving the vaccine, she was in contact with her husband who discovered to be positive to COVID 19. The patient is now concerned because she does not know if the symptoms she is experiencing are caused by the vaccine or by the illness.

918971 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 PA 58.0 M chills; fever; bodyaches; fatigue; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: no adverse effect. Upon receipt of follow-up information on 24Dec2020, this case now contains all required information to be considered valid. This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. A 58-years-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: ej1685), via intramuscular in left arm on 22Dec2020 14:45 at first single dose, via intramuscular in left arm on 22Dec2020 15:00 at second single dose (pending to clarify), for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included COVID-19, high blood pressure (BP) and high cholesterol and myocarditis. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No known allergies. 24 hours after receiving the first vaccine (23Dec2020 16:00), the patient experienced chills fever body aches and fatigue. The events were non-serious. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. No treatment received for the events. Outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020.

918972 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 35.0 F Headache; Fatigue; The patient received BNT162B2 and was lactating; The patient received BNT162B2 and was lactating; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional reporting for herself and her baby. This is the maternal report.  A 35-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot EH9899) intramuscular, on 16Dec2020 at 10:00, in right arm, for COVID-19 immunisation. No other vaccine was given within 4 weeks before. The patient was breastfeeding. Allergies to medications, food, or other products: no. The patient had no COVID before vaccination. Concomitant medications included ascorbic acid, calcium pantothenate, cyanocobalamin, ergocalciferol, nicotinamide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol palmitate, riboflavin, thiamine mononitrate (PRENATAL VITAMINS), vitamin D and calcium. The patient was lactating and on 17Dec2020 her baby seemed to have had an upset stomach, she had trouble sleeping and spit up a few times which was abnormal for her. On 17Dec2020 the patient experienced headache and fatigue which both resolved with lasting effects on an unspecified date in Dec2020. Treatment included paracetamol (TYLENOL). Since the vaccine she had had a headache daily. The events required physician office visit. COVID was not tested after vaccination.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020511585 baby case

918973 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 ME 33.0 33 F nausea and vomited x 1 the morning after receiving the vaccine

918974 01/04/2021 MO F being tested positive; being tested positive; felt very sick; congestion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient herself). A female patient of an unspecified age received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient felt very sick and that's not her normal. The patient felt great after getting the vaccine she hadn't felt that in a while. Today (23Dec2020) the patient had this congestion and 4 -5 people came back positive post covid-19 vaccination on unknown date. All of them sent home after being tested positive. The patient just someone to keep track, she just wanted Pfizer to know. She didn't have any problems, she was working COVID patients. They had a lot new cases. She just didn't feel 100%. The patient wanted to know if it's safe for her to get the second dose after being tested COVID positive post vaccination. The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment of the case. The company cannot completely exclude a causal relationship between the reported events and vaccination with BNT162B2. Additional information regarding therapy vaccination date, lot number and investigation results will aid in comprehensive assessment of the case.

918975 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 CA F she reported on 18Dec2020 got vaccine later that day tested positive; she reported on 18Dec2020 got vaccine later that day tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A female patient of an unspecified age received the 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose on 18Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. She reported on 18Dec2020 got vaccine later that day tested positive with outcome of unknown. She asked can she still receive the 2nd dose of the vaccine or should she repeat the vaccination series.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Sars-Cov-2 test: positive on 18Dec2020.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications. This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918976 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 IL U received the (1st dose of) COVID-19 vaccine 5 days ago and tested positive; received the (1st dose of) COVID-19 vaccine 5 days ago and tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Device Type: Vial), intramuscularly on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the (1st dose of) COVID-19 vaccine 5 days ago and tested positive on 23Dec2020. PharmD asked if it's possible to administer Bamlanivimab to a patient who received the (1st dose of) COVID-19 vaccine 5 days ago and tested positive. Pharmacist mentioned that as Bamlanivimab was an EUA drug, they cannot go outside of the recommendations, and given that no information was available about its use after a dose of the COVID-19 vaccine, it is possible that Bamlanivimab may not be administered. Explained Pfizer MI is unable to provide a direct recommendation, was referred to the patient's Docton for guidance: Before receiving the next dose of the COVID-19 vaccine, and to clarify if Bamlanivimab should be administered. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported  tested positive 5 days after COVID-19 vaccine is considered related to the administration of BNT162B2.

918977 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 NY 70.0 M PCR test positive for COVID-19 but no signs of COVID-19; PCR test positive for COVID-19 but no signs of COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for himself. A 70-year-old male patient received the 1st  dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration in arm left, on 17Dec2020 at 09:00 AM, at single dose, for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypertension, high cholesterol, benign prostatic hyperplasia, drug allergy and food allergy all from unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient had not been diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient received unknown medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. Historical vaccine included typhoid vaccine (unknown trade name) on unknown date and the patient experienced drug allergy. The day after vaccination with bnt162b2, on 18Dec2020 at 04:00 PM, the patient experienced PCR test positive for COVID-19 but no signs of COVID-19. The patient did not receive any treatment as a result of the event. The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included: COVID-19 PCR test positive (18Dec2020), nasal swab positive (18Dec2020). Outcome of the event was unknown.  The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of  COVID-19 PCR test positive  and suspected lack of efficacy due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

918978 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 NC 36.0 M Harder to breathe; Heaviness on Chest; Hot Feeling in back of throat behind nose and down throat; Hot Feeling in back of throat behind nose and down throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health professional, the patient. A 36-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 23Dec2020 at 15:00 (at the age of 36-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was reported as none. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported; however, there were no other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of the vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 23Dec2020 at 15:00, the patient experienced a hot feeling in the back of the throat behind the nose and down the throat and then heaviness on the chest and it was harder to breathe. The patient was treated for the hot feeling in the back of the throat behind the nose and down the throat and then heaviness on the chest and it was harder to breathe with 50 mg of oral diphenhydramine (BENADRYL). Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcomes of the hot feeling in the back of the throat behind the nose and down the throat and then heaviness on the chest and it was harder to breathe were resolved on Dec2020.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

918979 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 CA M 8min after injection, felt dry mouth; BP was checked, SBP was 160s, HR 110s.  Felt a little dizzy.  Felt some palpitations.  BP went down soon thereafter to 140s, but HR still 100s (above baseline).; BP was checked, SBP was 160s, HR 110s.  Felt a little dizzy.  Felt some palpitations.  BP went down soon thereafter to 140s, but HR still 100s (above baseline).; BP was checked, SBP was 160s, HR 110s.  Felt a little dizzy.  Felt some palpitations.  BP went down soon thereafter to 140s, but HR still 100s (above baseline).; BP was checked, SBP was 160s, HR 110s.  Felt a little dizzy.  Felt some palpitations.  BP went down soon thereafter to 140s, but HR still 100s (above baseline).; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Physician (Patient). A 36-year-old male Patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 18Dec2020 at 12:45 PM at single dose (vaccine location was Left arm) via unknown route of administration for unknown indication. Medical history included Psoriasis and concomitant medications were not reported. There were no allergies. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. 8min after injection on 18Dec2020, Patient felt dry mouth, BP was checked, SBP was 160s, Heart rate (HR) 110s. He Felt a little dizzy and some palpitations. BP went down soon thereafter to 140s, but HR still 100s (above baseline). Patient received Benadryl 25mg IV as treatment. Patient did have covid prior vaccination and did not have covid tested post vaccination. Patient went to Emergency Room Visit. The outcome of the events was recovered on 18Dec2020.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number could not be requested.

918980 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 AL 39.0 M guillain barre syndrome; stroke; left thigh burning; Left b/l gluteal burning/bilateral gluteal burning; paresthesia; mid back burning; right side burning / right thigh burning; b/l hand numbness/bilateral hand numbness; left facial numbness; b/l foot numbness/bilateral foot numbness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 39-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at single dose for prevention.  Medical history included none. There were no concomitant medications. Caller states, he received the covid vaccine 19Dec2020 and on 25Dec2020 he was experiencing left facial numbness, b/l foot numbness, b/l hand numbness on 26Dec2020, right side burning on 28Dec2020, Today (29Dec2020) he has had left thigh burning, and Left b/l gluteal burning and paresthesia. No motor issues and no tendon issues, all intact. Also had mid back burning on 28Dec2020 that comes and goes. He has heard that there is a described neuropathy with the virus and/or with the vaccine and wants more information on that. Curious if anyone has anything similar? and makes mention of possible Gillian Barre Syndrome. States that he has had a potential reaction. He had his dose on 19Dec2020. On 25Dec2020 he developed left facial numbness, then later that day he developed bilateral foot numbness. On 26Dec2020, he developed bilateral hand numbness, on 28Dec2020 he developed right thigh burning, and today (29Dec2020) he has developed left thigh burning, and bilateral gluteal burning and paresthesia. States that he has been kind of freaking out about it. He doesn't have any motor issues. States that he heard that there is a described neuropathy with the virus, but not with the vaccine, is that true? The left facial numbness resolved on either 26Dec2020 or 27Dec2020. States that the symptoms were concerning because it could have been a stroke. States his symptoms were moderate. States that due to the bilateral foot and hand numbness, he had a LP, brain and spine MRI, and blood work done on 26Dec2020. All came back completely normal. When asked about causality, caller states that it makes the most sense for his symptoms to be caused by the vaccine due to his age and the fact that all his testing was completely normal. Reporter seriousness for left facial numbness, bilateral foot numbness, bilateral hand numbness, right thigh burning, left thigh burning and bilateral gluteal burning and paresthesia: Medically significant. The outcome of the event left facial numbness was recovered in Dec2020. The outcome of the events guillain barre syndrome, stroke and mid back burning was unknown. The outcome of the other events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal relationship the association between the reported serious adverse events with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

918981 10/12/2020 01/04/2021 28.0 F Vaccine exposure during pregnancy; Partial placenta previa; This observational study case, received on 30-Oct-2020 from other health professional and concerned a 28-year-old, female, pregnant subject of body weight: 133 lbs, height: 63.3 inches and body mass index (BMI): 23.3, enrolled in a prospective observational safety study.  The subject's concurrent conditions included anxiety, acid reflux and morning sickness. The subject's past medications included Bonjesta (doxylamine succinate, pyridoxine hydrochloride) for morning sickness, nexium and famotidine both for acid reflux. The subject's concomitant medications included Dexilant (dexlansoprazole), cimetidine and sucralfate for acid reflux, citalopram from anxiety, Phenergan (promethazine) and Zofran (ondansetron) for morning sickness and prenatal plus DHA (vitamins nos, docosahexaenoic acid) for pregnancy.  The subject's obstetrical history included one previous pregnancy with one full term live birth. The subject had no history of offspring with major congenital malformation (MCM). The subject had no maternal or paternal medical history with MCM. The subject did not use tobacco, alcohol or illicit drugs during pregnancy.   The subject's last menstrual period (LMP) date was 24-Jun-2020. The subject's estimated delivery date (EDD) was reported as 31-Mar-2021 and corrected estimated date of delivery (CEDD) was reported as 01-Apr-2021. The type of pregnancy was singleton.   On 25-Aug-2020, the ultrasound revealed no MCM.  On 02-Sep-2020, the counsyl chromosome 13, 18, 21 plus sex chromosome analysis and ultrasound revealed no MCM.  On 12-Oct-2020, at approximately 15 weeks of gestation (calculated per LMP), the subject was vaccinated with Afluria QIV (Flu Vaccine Egg Split QIV) (influenza vaccine; dose, route of administration and anatomical location: not reported) (explicitly coded as 'Vaccine exposure during pregnancy') for an influenza immunisation. The batch number reported was P100253284.   On the same day, the maternal serum alpha fetoprotein screening (MSAFP/Serum marker) revealed borderline elevation for spina bifida and it was unknown if MCM was noted.  On 20-Oct-2020, the MSAFP/Serum marker - repeat revealed no MCM.  On 03-Nov-2020, the ultrasound revealed partial placenta praevia and fluid collection near left kidney related to baby.  On 01-Dec-2020, the ultrasound revealed MCM: lymphangioma of foetus.  The outcome of the event 'placenta praevia' was not reported.  The reporter did not provide a causality assessment.  The event of 'placenta praevia' was considered to be medically significant by a Physician within Seqirus's Pharmacovigilance and Risk Management Department.  This case is linked with case 202008416, due to the corresponding baby case.  Additional information received from other health professional on 21-Dec-2020 with additional document received on 29-Dec-2020: Two additional lab tests added. Placenta praevia added as event and case was upgraded from non-serious to serious. Fluid collection near left kidney related to baby and lymphangioma noted as baby case opened. The narrative was amended accordingly.  Company comment: A 28-year-old, female, pregnant subject  experienced placenta praevia approximately 28 days after administration of Afluria QIV. The subject's concurrent conditions included anxiety, acid reflux and morning sickness. Concomitant medications included Dexilant (dexlansoprazole), cimetidine and sucralfate for acid reflux, citalopram from anxiety, Phenergan (promethazine) and Zofran (ondansetron) for morning sickness and prenatal plus DHA (vitamins nos, docosahexaenoic acid) for pregnancy. Causality is assessed as  not related due to chronological implausibility. Vaccine exposure during pregnancy is assessed as unrelated per company conventions.; Sender's Comments: Company comment: A 28-year-old, female, pregnant subject  experienced placenta praevia approximately 28 days after administration of Afluria QIV. The subject's concurrent conditions included anxiety, acid reflux and morning sickness. Concomitant medications included Dexilant (dexlansoprazole), cimetidine and sucralfate for acid reflux, citalopram from anxiety, Phenergan (promethazine) and Zofran (ondansetron) for morning sickness and prenatal plus DHA (vitamins nos, docosahexaenoic acid) for pregnancy. Causality is assessed as  not related due to chronological implausibility. Vaccine exposure during pregnancy is assessed as unrelated per company conventions.

918982 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 GA 37.0 37 F Left arm large golf ball size knot, tender, red, itchy, stiffness in arm

918985 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 CA 49.0 49 M Approximately 4 days after vaccine I started experiencing sharp lower back and left hip pain. Also my left foot feels like pins and needles.

918986 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 IA 52.0 52 F Arm pain, extreme fatigue, muscle spasm (charley horse) in left inner thigh, shin and foot.

918987 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 35.0 35 F Left sided facial weakness, numbness and tingling in face, cheek, tongue, jaw, and neck.  Diagnosed with Bells Palsy on 01/04/2021

918988 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Severe Allergic reaction which required intervention from the hospital. I received 125 mg of Solumedrol IV, 65 mg of Benadryl IV, 50 mg of Hydroxizine IM, and 20 mg of Famotidine to stop the severe allergic reaction.

918989 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MA 29.0 29 F Significant tenderness at site of the injection for 3 days, pain when moving arm, underarm swelling

918990 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Received Moderna vaccine at 9:00 am today and while waiting in the monitoring room, complained of feeling her heart was racing, was put on stretcher, vitals were monitored, BP noted to be 160/ 100 initially and for next 25 mins monitoring came down to to 140 -150/ 95, did not complain of shortness of breath, no rash or pruritus noted, ambulance transport was requested and husband was with patient, was transported to ED, and discussed with ED attending Dr.  Followed up with pt in ED subsequently , did not have any additional symptoms and initial symptoms nearly resolved and discharged from ED subsequently at 12:30. This does not seem to be an anaphylaxis reaction, nonetheless VAERS reporting is being filed, has set her up to discuss with allergy and immunology group here.

918991 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 NY 90.0 90 M Fever(101.8), muscle pain, malaise

918992 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Headache sweats body chills fever trouble breathing

918993 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 ND 25.0 25 F Redness began in my left arm 9 days after the injection. The redness is not painful and does not bother me but it is warm to the touch. It is still red and warm as of 1/4/21.

918994 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Patient received Pfizer COVID vaccine 0.3 mL IM x1 on 1/4/2021 @0808. Patient had NKDA and was observed for 15 minutes after administration with no adverse reactions observed. Patient returned to work and noticed swelling in left arm around 0900. Patient returned to clinic complaining of left sided arm tingling and feeling hot.  Also edema to ear lobe and arm.  Patient given Benadryl 50 mg po x 1 liquid @0916.  No sign of respiratory distress, blood pressure 134/84, and no other signs of advancing allergic reaction.. Patient discharged to husband @1021.

918995 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 MI 65.0 65 F Uneasiness, tightness in throat, nausea.  Administered Epi Pen

918997 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 VT 26.0 26 F after injection on 12/23 had red, raised, warm area lasting 3 days. On friday 1/1/2021 noticed that area came back, warm , red, raised and tender to touch. This lasted until Sunday 1/3/2021. On monday 1/4/21 the is a small amount of redness.

918998 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 ME 66.0 66 F Patient developed painful hives, blisters, burning, itching

918999 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Headache from 2hrs post injection. the following week developed nasal congestion, sore throat, cough, runny nose. no fever.

919000 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 OH 49.0 49 F I had itching and redness and knots that formed in my left leg.  The knots were at the site of a vericose vein.  I sought tx at an ER on 12/26 to ensure it was not a blod clot.  I followed up with my family dr on 1/4/2021 (When her office reopend) and was diagnosed with Superficial Thrombophlebitis. The knots remain in my leg.  The redness has mostly gone away.  My PCP felt as I recenlty had covid, the vaccine likely flared up the inflamation in my body and caused this condition.

919001 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 71.0 71 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted

919002 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 29.0 29 F Experienced nausea and dizziness. Lost consciousness in elevator. Blood pressure and heart rate dropped. Husband was present and took me to the ED, where I regained consciousness gradually. Received treatment.

919003 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 57.0 57 F 10 minutes after injection, patient reported numbness of bottom of the feet, hands, and is experiencing hot/cold episodes, shaking, and pallor of lips.  She also reported intermittent nausea.  No changes in mental status.  Patient was transferred to the ER.  In the ER, she denied shortness of breath, facial swelling, hives, vomiting or diarrhea.  No chest pain or voice changes.  Her EKG was unremarkable.  Her symptoms resolved with time, and was discharged on prednisone 20 mg PO for 4 days

919004 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 NY 86.0 86 F Fever

919005 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 NY 56.0 56 F Itching, redness, swelling at site. 12 hours later whole arm was red itchy and hot.  Took about 5Benadryl all day long.  Lasted about 18 hours .

919006 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MD 46.0 46 F Developed headache and became extremelt tired.  Site of injection became red and well as a red spot below the injection site. The following day had severe body aches and joint pain, headache and felt feverish/flush.  The redness on my left arm expanded. By Sunday (Day 4) the redness was a large area together, hot to touch and had distinctive red ring outline. Contacted doctor on Monday and scheduked video appointment to evaluate for possible cellulitis and for further instruction on treatment. Appointment at 4:15pm.

919007 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 MD 49.0 49 M Around 6pm I felt fatigued and tired. I went to bed around 8pm. I could not sleep. Had injection site pain on right arm. Tossed and turned. Had a headache. Became fevered and chilled. Had temperature of 100.1 at 2am on 1/4/2021. Temperature decrease back to 98.3 in the morning hours. Remained fatigue and chilled throughout rest of the day. Minor headache.

919008 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 IN 45.0 45 F Around 6pm I started with a slight headache and by 8pm i had trouble keeping my eyes open.  (headache is not uncommon for me but the extreme drowsiness is).   I slept solid through the night (unusual) and the puppy woke me around 5am. (ususal)  I felt that i had a heavy? head.  My thoughts seemed clear but my head had a fullness to it.  Its difficult to describe.  I was not stuffy.  I had trouble staying awake, to the point I was nodding off at times I should have been able to stay awake.  I did not feel safe to work and felt obligated to call in.  I slept solidly for the next 5 hours.  Later in the day, my affected arm began to have pain radiate from the injection site to my wrist.  (probably not unusual).  600mg of Ibuprofen did not seem to help much.  By the time I went to bed last night (24+ hrs after receiving the vaccine) I noticed my axillary nymph nodes were extremely tender to the touch and remain so this morning.  The pain in my arm still continues to radiate to my wrist but not as intense.

919009 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 CT 26.0 26 F When I received my vaccination some of the vaccine leaked upon the HCP removing the needle. I did not thinking anything of it and was reassured I had received the whole dose. One week after receiving vaccine my L arm noted to be very itchy. Upon looking at my arm I noticed a lemon sized red raised hive where I received the vaccine. My arm is still mildly sore and the hive has continued since noticing it. I had not noticed it previous to this.

919010 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 WV 28.0 28 F Patient is Dizzy Light Head 5 minutes after administered vaccine.  Patient was given a cool compress raised legs and rested.  Also Cold wet paper towel was place on back of neck.  Patient also  requested and was given ammonia inhalant to smell.  Patients friend called us back at 2:10pm  saying patient is still Dizzy & not feeling right.  We instructed patient friend to call ems.

919011 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 TX 42.0 42 F began to feel foggy/slow, arm too paintful to move within two hours and by 11:20 my tongue I had finally noticed was swollen.  EMS was called and I was sent to the ER.I was given benedryll by ems, at ER I was given a steroid, Claritin and another medication for the reaction.  Discharged with epi pens, a round of steroids, benedryl initially which was changed to Claritin by follow up dr.

919012 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 45.0 45 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

919014 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 NY 29.0 29 F About 12 hours post vaccination, I developed body aches and fever and chills which persisted for another 48 hours. I had taken Tylenol 1000mg q6 hours about 14 hours after the vaccine for until Saturday. 72 hours post vaccine, body aches and chills are gone, only intermittent headaches that come and go.  As of 1/3, 4th day post vaccination I have a red bump under the injection site, it is not raised but it is red and warm to touch and it still hurts while moving my left arm.

919015 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 PA 37.0 37 F Febrile to 39.4 was unable to work s/t work exclusion algorithm for one shift. Myalgias consistent with fever, relived by 600mg Motrin and sleep.

919016 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 NY 60.0 60 F 12/24- Had tingling in fingers on both hands and red non-raised skin rash on the right side of neck about two inches long; 12/26- 12/27: Had cold chills but no fever and muscle aches; 12/28 - 12/29: Developed sinus symptoms (runny nose and sneezing); 12/30: continued tiredness and aching; Took Claritin 12/28 for possible allergy symptoms with no relief

919017 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 FL 39.0 39 F Raised red rash on trunk and neck. No itching. Started 1.5 days after first dose, resolved 4 days after dose administration.

919018 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 NY 96.0 96 F Low grade fever, Diarrhea

919019 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 OH 54.0 54 F On 1/1/2021 I went for a walk  and was having a difficult time breathing and talking.  bronchial spasms. It went away after went in house.  1//2/2021  around 3pm was taking dog for car ride and window was down.  Started having breathing issues again and couldn't complete a sentence.  My husband drove me to Urgent care and they told me to go to ER.   After started medication prescribed at ER I was fine on 1/3/2021 but on 1/4/2021  I was just talking to my husband around 11 am and I started having bronchial spasms again. It went away in about an hour.

919020 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 28.0 28 M I experienced vertigo and naseua

919021 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 IL 62.0 62 F Severe joint and muscle pain of entire body  9 days after vaccination

919022 09/02/2020 01/04/2021 MD 28.0 28 M Complete loss of vision in the left eye 12 hours after receiving second dose (Moderna mRNA-1273) while having a fever of 102 F for 6 hours.  Loss of vision lasted for 1 minute.  Loss of vision occurred while standing.  Referral to primary care and ophthalmology specialist found normal eye exam and MRI of orbits but  presence of tachycardia especially while standing (fluctuations between 60 beats at rest/laying down to 130 beats per minute standing).   Postural tachycardia syndrome (POTS)  is suspected.  Currently pursuing cardiac workup with cardiologist and Covid POTS specialist.  POTS specialist believes autoantibody development after vaccination could be suspected as recovering covid patients similarly present to clinic with POTS like symptoms.

919023 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 IA 28.0 28 F She received her vaccine on 12/26/2020.  She did not have any initial symptoms to the vaccine. On 1/3/2020 she noticed a small "bug bite" size redness at her injection site that had mild pruritus.  This morning the area is more the size of a "sand dollar" It is warm to the touch, but she does not have any other symptoms, denies any fever.   Her past medical history includes asthma and anxiety. She is only on Prozac and PNV (she is not currently pregnant). Encouraged to use ICE, NSAIDS, and 2nd generation antihistamine to manage symptoms.

919024 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 WA 30.0 30 M Severe arm pain, slightly feverish, various body aches with various intensities, extreme exhaustion

919025 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 CA 42 F Patient received the covid vaccine on 12/21/2020.   c/o new onset of "itchy throat" and dry cough today, 1/4/2021.  Denies Fever, HA, fatigue, any ocular or GI symptoms.  Last Covid test on 12/30/2020 was negative.

919026 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 52.0 M extreme fatigue that lasted 48 hours

919027 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 OH 40.0 40 F Severe nausea and vomiting for 24 hours, extreme headache, lethargy and fatigue for 4 days, muscle and joint pain for 3 days

919028 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 NE 47.0 47 F After the injection for 3-4 days had firm area under skin at site.  Sore arm at site.  Then improved. 1 week after injection the arm at site started itching more and more, had firm half dollar size area under skin, site red.

919029 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 50.0 50 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

919030 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 PA 49.0 49 M 8:00 AM received second vaccine shot at the Hospital  8:30 checked in with nurse - felt fine - went home  4:00 PM began to notice some injection site pain  6:00 PM some slight lethargy, aches and malaise  10:00 PM above symptoms worsen  12:00 midnight full on aches, pains, chills, shivering, and nausea. Took advil + tylenol and felt better within 24 hours.

919031 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 ME 42.0 42 F Flushing occurred about from 5-40 minutes after receiving vaccine Nausea began about 20 minutes after receiving vaccine and persisted intermittently for 48 hours afterwards Headache began about 20 minutes after receiving vaccine and persisted intermittently for 12 hours afterwards Muscle pain/aching in neck began about 40 minutes after receiving vaccine and persisted for about 12 hours afterwards Sore right deltoid (injection site) started about 6 hours after vaccine given and persisted for about 60 hours

919032 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MO 62.0 62 F Felt a flush of heat, and then HR elevated for a few minutes, making it hard to catch my breath for a brief amount of time.

919033 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 NY 56.0 56 F Morbilliform rash started am of 1/2/2021 on abdomen and then lower chest  to back over 3 days Mild and improving in some areas as progressed to new areas by 1/4/2021 No fever, sore throat, cough, loss of taste or smell

919034 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MO 51.0 51 F Fever

919035 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 AZ 80.0 80 F None

919036 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 IN 89.0 89 M Patient with extreme nausea and vomiting that started soon after receiving the Moderna vaccine.  Patient with loss of consciousness, diaphoresis and garbled speech during a foley catheter exchange thought to be from dehydration.  Patient was admitted to Hospital for observation for 2 daysY 2

919037 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 IL 53.0 53 F pounding heart and shakiness within an hour; fatigue, neck pain, muscle aches, low grade temp by 16 hours after vaccine.  Resolved in 5 days.

919038 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 OK 31.0 31 F Temporary weight gain in abdomen/swelling

919040 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MD 41.0 41 F severe muscle aches, rash all over the back, nausea, vomit, severe migraine, all symptoms for 36 hours

919042 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 NE 32.0 32 F The afternoon following her injection, she became extremely fatigued/ had body aches/ and sore, swollen arm at injection site. This lasted 3 days per her report. Redness/swelling and pain is still evident.

919043 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 NY 68.0 68 F Low Grade fever, Diarrhea

919044 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MD 65.0 65 F low fever, chills, aches, foggy head and fatigue

919046 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 42.0 42 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

919047 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 MI 22.0 22 F I received the vaccine yesterday at 5 pm. This morning starting at 8 am I had muscle aches, chills, and a headache. I took my temperature around 1 pm today and had a fever of 100.8. Throughout today, my headache has gotten progressively worse. The pain is sharp at the base of my head and radiates down my spine. I cannot put my chin to my chest without excruciating pain. I have had migraines before and this does not feel the same. This headache is more localized in the back of my head and spine. I also have had COVID19 before at the beginning of July 2020 from which the only symptom I had was a loss of smell which returned 2 weeks after my positive COVID test.

919049 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 WA 52.0 52 F Injection site soreness. Began 8 hours after injection. Mostly gone at 48 hours.

919050 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 TX 44.0 44 F 12/19 - fever, congestion, headache, cough 12/24 -  body aches and night sweats in addition to the above 12/31 - add hypertension 1/04 - still have body aches, headache, cough, fever, hypertension

919051 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 IL 40.0 40 F Sever chills, sweating,  headache, fever 101-102.5, arm pain and redness that extended into shoulder and axilla.

919052 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 TN 103.0 103 F rash, itching

919053 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 VA 58.0 58 M 12/18  VACCINATION 12/19 WOKE UP, RINGING IN BOTH EARS.  CALLED PCP, CONSULTED ENT ABNORMALITY - L INNER EAR; HIGH DOSE STEROIDS, 10 DAYS, 60 MG/DAY.  WEEK 2; TINNITUS GOT WORSE. DR. PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN MEDICAL EXAM ON 1/6/2021 INJECTION OF STEROIDS.
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919054 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 PA 44.0 44 F EXPERIENCED IMMEDIATE CHEST TIGHTNESS, TACHYCARDIA, AND HYPERTENSION. BROUGHT TO ED FOR MONITORING AND SYMPTOMS RESOLVED.

919055 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 MO 55.0 55 F a week after vaccine Thur Jan 1 quarter sized red slightly raised round area developed on Right upper arm . grew for next 3 days to entire upper arm . warm to touch . Went away on it's own Sunday Jan 3 in the late afternoon

919056 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Pt with c/o extreme nausea and metal taste in her mouth.   Received 1000ml bolus of NS IV (11:13am).  Solu-Medrol 125mg IV (11:13am), Zofran 4mg IV (11:13am) and Compazin 10mg IV (15.44pm).

919057 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 TX 28.0 28 M Body aches, fever 101 F, chills, diarrhoea, loss of taste and smell, followed by shortness of breath, turned out that I became positive with COVID-19 virus and all my family including my mother who is 70+ and my pregnant wife got infected with active virus.

919058 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 WA 54.0 54 F tingling around mouth and palpitations  Sx resolved spontaneously within 5 minutes of onset

919059 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 NY 85.0 85 F Low grade fever, Diarrhea

919060 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CA 56.0 56 M HA, flushing, HTN

919061 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 OH 25.0 25 F 13 minutes after vaccine received, during the 15 minutes requested post vaccine, stated "feel whoosy". face flushed at time of statement. BP and HR elevated at time of incident, returned to normal prior to transfer to ED

919062 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MD 57.0 57 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine-     Diarrhea, nausea,  fever/99.1

919063 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 51.0 51 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

919064 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NJ 49.0 49 F Hypertensive sweaty dizzy

919065 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CA 28.0 28 F AT 10:38, patient reports feeling anxious and tingling sensation at the occipital area / behind her ears. She denied any flushing, dizziness, headaches, cough, sob, numbness sensation around her mouth, chest discomfort

919066 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 OH 29.0 29 M At 3 AM, 12 hours following the vaccine administration, I awoke with severe fever/chills, body aches and severe headache, which progressed to nausea and vomiting x 3 episodes and was very sick for one day, home bound and could not work.  This reaction was due to I believe the fact I had positive antibodies from a positive infection 8 months prior.  I had laboratory evidence of a positive serum antibody titer following the infection.  Was this vaccine studied in regards to patients who received the vaccine? because I believe it needs further study before it is given to patients who have already developed immunity from acquiring the actual COVID disease.

919067 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 WA 33.0 33 F Approximately 10 minutes after injection patient started to complain of an itchy throat and a metallic taste in her mouth. No acute distress noted. No oral, facial or throat swelling noted. Lungs clear bilaterally and patient moving air without difficulty. Skin warm and dry. Patient speaking clearly and in full sentences. Patient continued to be monitored.   Patient complained of slight chest "tightness" and increased mucus production approximately 20 minutes after initial vaccination. Upon exam no acute distress noted. Lungs clear bilaterally. Skin warm and dry. Patient speaking clearly and in full sentences. Patient able to manage oral secretions, no drooling noted. No oral, facial or throat swelling noted. No notable redness or rash observed. EMS called and arrived without incident.    Patient discharged by EMS and was advised by them to go home and take a Benadryl. Discussed EMS recommendation with patient and she verbalized understanding and stated that she would call 911 or go to ER if symptoms change or worsen.

919068 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 WA 49.0 49 F Watery diarrhea

919069 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 NY 37.0 37 F two hours after vaccine administration, lasting for approximately one hour, experienced feelings of a racing heartbeat, heaviness in chest, elevated temp and lightheadedness, and general not feeling right, then those symptoms began to subside and over approximately the next two days had the general side effects of sore arm and fatigue.

919070 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MO 37.0 37 F Called Employee Health and stated she is off work but wanted to report her symptoms. Stated she has a sore arm. 24 hours after receiving the vaccine she developed a headache that became severe. Had vomiting. Now has swelling of lymph nodes on her right side and her face is slightly puffy.

919071 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 IN 72.0 72 F Red 13-14cm warm area to injection site with hematoma noted.

919072 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 GA 53.0 53 M low back discomfort "over both kidneys" that is described as soreness. began approximately 1 hour after the vaccine was administered. denies radiation of pain, dysuria, n/v, fever. pain intermittent for about a wee, increased to constant soreness and increased intensity on 12/31/2020. referred to urgent care

919073 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NJ 63.0 63 F Child within 12 hours followed by copious sweating and nausea along with general malaise and pain at injection site.  Two days later sharp armpit pain began with tenderness when palpated.  Pain worse upon awakening.  Four days later large rash at injection site ( left deltoid?) which is hot to touch and swollen.  Outlined borders this morning and rash has touched borders but not much more.  Alternates being painful and itchy.

919074 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 VA 40.0 40 F Extreme swelling and erythema at vaccination site, mild pain, multiple episodes of diarrhea.

919075 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 FL 19.0 19 F Patient was feeling some numbness in her arm, dizziness and heart rate increased.

919076 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 IN 36.0 36 F 12/24/2020 swollen right side lymph nodes under arm; felt "on fire" reduced burning sensation over time. Then 1/1/2021 patient got weakness in bilateral arms, felt "rubbery" ; left arm and neck lymph nodes swollen 1/3/2021 was seen in ER for full body numbness, prickly heat, like waves of it. Bilateral arm weakness; nerves feel "on fire". vomiting x 1 50 mg of Benadryl taken approximately 9 pm on 1/3/2021.

919078 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 MO 37.0 37 F Hives / red rash on both legs.

919079 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 AZ 62.0 62 F None stated.

919080 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CA 56.0 56 M flushing, HTN, HA

919081 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 IL 34.0 34 F SOB, chest tightness, HA, extreme fatigue

919084 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 IL 24.0 24 M warmth with no fever, fatigue, weakness (generalized), lasting 2 days, missed work 1 day

919085 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 MO 62.0 62 F No reaction until today, 12/31/2020 - Injection site is red, swollen and itchy I went to EH and advised to use a compress and monitor.

919086 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 WA 33.0 33 F Approximately 10 minutes after injection patient started to complain of an itchy throat and a metallic taste in her mouth. No acute distress noted. No oral, facial or throat swelling noted. Lungs clear bilaterally and patient moving air without difficulty. Skin warm and dry. Patient speaking clearly and in full sentences. Patient continued to be monitored.   Patient complained of slight chest "tightness" and increased mucus production approximately 20 minutes after initial vaccination. Upon exam no acute distress noted. Lungs clear bilaterally. Skin warm and dry. Patient speaking clearly and in full sentences. Patient able to manage oral secretions, no drooling noted. No oral, facial or throat swelling noted. No notable redness or rash observed. EMS called and arrived without incident.    Patient discharged by EMS and was advised by them to go home and take a benadryl. Discussed EMS recommendation with patient and she verbalized understanding and stated that she would call 911 or go to ER if symptoms change or worsen.

919087 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 CA 50.0 50 M Acute Pericarditis. Patient was admitted from 12/27-12/28/2020 at hospital by cardiology team who strongly felt the acute pericarditis was due to the Pfizer Vaccine (Dr. was senior cardiologist). Y Y 1

919088 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 OR 46.0 46 F patient (staff member) received their vaccine at approximately 0817, they returned to the clinic at 1000 stating they were starting to feel tingling in their fingertips, metallic taste in the mouth, and trouble breathing. Vitals were taken and found to be within normal limits as described by patient. At 1002, 50mg PO Diphenhydramine  was given orange juice. Patient asked if they could lay down to see if that would help her to catch her breath. She went to the bed and practiced her breathing exercises while waiting for the ambulance to come and take her to the emergency room. Ambulance arrived and care was transferred.

919089 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 AK 58.0 58 M Main symptom: Shortness of Breath Treatment: Diagnostic tests and IV fluids-No breathing treatments Outcome: Felt better

919090 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 39.0 39 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse events noted.

919091 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MD 52.0 52 F Nausea, headache, muscle ache, exhaustion, chills, low grade fever, and pain at the injection site.

919092 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 VA 59.0 59 F diarreah since day two after the vaccination

919093 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Extreme vertigo woke up in the middle of night dizzy and teeth chattering. No fever.

919094 01/01/2021 01/04/2021 NM 70.0 70 M Patient was experiencing dizziness.

919095 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 OK 52.0 52 F Site on left upper arm has become red, hard and very itchy.

919096 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 WA 65.0 65 F Nausea, vomiting, headache. Symptoms improved with medication (ondansetron). Headache and mild fatigue continued through 1/4/2021.

919097 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MN 46.0 46 M He stated he was fine for 20 minutes after the administration, but noticed driving home that the left side of his face felt funny/tingly. He says it progressed that evening to numbness and states his spouse noticed slight swelling to his face. He also complained of pain to his teeth and gums. He voiced concerns about bell's palsy, but stated he didn't notice any asymmetry or paralysis in his face and his symptoms have resolved entirely as of today 1/4. He was never seen or evaluated while he was having symptoms, unfortunately, and was able to continue working. Denied chest pain or difficulty breathing, no rash. He reports self-medicating with prednisone on sat/sun with improvement and as mentioned, is now asymptomatic.

919098 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MO 41.0 41 F Mild transient flushing Vital Signs 0900 - BP 124/79, HR 110, RR 22, Temp 98.2, SPO2 98% Vital Signs 0915 - Blood Glucose 78 - crackers given with drink Vital Signs 0935 - Blood glucose 87 10 min post crackers, BP 118/75, HR 80, RR 18, SPO2 100%

919100 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 TX 39.0 39 F started with a migraine then nausea/vomiting, chills, fever, severe swelling of the injection site with redness, fatigue, muscle and joint pain. This lasted for over 24 hours then got better.

919101 12/07/2020 01/04/2021 TX 58.0 58 F A rash appeared on my lower left arm and has spread a bit to my upper arm.  Each day the rash is more widespread although there is no fever, no itching, no raised bumps.  I contacted my doctor who provides care management for lymphedema, and provided pictures of the rash.  He agrees it is not a cellulitis infection but can provide no further information and did not ask me to come for an appointment.

919103 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 NY 34.0 34 F I have been going back between sweat. Chills severe nauseous. Fatigue  and headache

919104 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 GA 25.0 25 F Employee reports episode of tachycardia -" elevated heart rate" with mild SOB which resolved after one hour, she reports having episodes of tachycardia since that day - which has not been severe  or required medical attention emergently; she also does report mild generalized muscle " achiness" , intermittent hot flashes and chills, headache and soreness @ the injection site which resolved in 2 days

919105 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 WA 28.0 28 M Erythema multiforme-like rash, mid-to-distal extremities, involving hands/feet both aspects.  Not involving face/mouth/throat/lungs/eyes (no SJS severity or distribution). Occurred about 2nd or 3rd day after vaccination. Sx persisted 2 days before patient contacted medical by phone. I instructed him to go to ED and he was seen in ED and dxd with "allergic reaction" and "nonspecific skin eruption" by ED Dr., who Rxd prednisone and hydroxyzine. Rash plateaued and is gradually waning 3rd day s/p ED Tx.

919106 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 IL 59.0 59 F I received the shot and had the normal chills, body aches, and sore arm then on day 2 i broke out in a rash all over my torso, red raised macules  consistent with a drug rash.  i had no other symptoms no SOB, no swelling no hives.  Took zyrtec and benadryl  it was improved the next day and gone the following day.  I had a siimiliar incident when i received the shingrix shot on 9/16/2020.  i did not repeat that shot.  Wondering if I should repeat this one

919107 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 21.0 21 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

919109 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 ME 30.0 30 F earache, congestion, body aches, nausea, vomiting, fatigue

919110 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 WI 35.0 35 F After about 10 min after receiving the vaccine, patient reports symptoms of difficulty breathing, wheezing and throat tightness. RN observed audible wheezing and shortness of breath. Was taken immediately to ER via w/c and treated with Epi, Benadryl, Pepcid, and Solu-Medrol. Was able to be DC home.

919111 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 OH 40.0 40 M I received the vaccine 30 min. prior to starting my shift as a Nurse in the ED. About 1 hour after receiving the shot while standing I felt off balance and began to have a vertigo like dizziness. I sat down and tried to drink some water but began spitting the water back up and dry heaving after trying to drink. I did not feel nauseous if I was not drinking. I did feel the sensation of a slight lump in my throat. I did not have any shortness of breath, tachycardia,  rash or fever. I did not want to check in as a patient so I called my wife to come and pick me up from work. Before I left I had the pharmacy send me some Pepcid and Benadryl and I took 25mg of Benadryl and 20mg of Pepcid before leaving. I left work around 1400 and now at 1500 I am able to drink fluids. The slight lump in my throat seems to have improved. I still feel a little dizzy and off balance.

919112 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 NM 42.0 42 F 45 minutes following the injection, diziness and near fainting.Within a few hours, severe arm pain, limiting range of motion to about 30%. The day after the injection experienced diarrhea all day, as well as ongoing severe arm pain, limited range of motion to aprox 30%.

919113 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 ID 31.0 31 F 15 minutes after vaccine patient had light headedness, body chills and patient said she had a "rush of blood feeling in her body".   Vital signs remained stable and patient observed x 90 mins.

919114 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 MO 39.0 39 F 4x3 inch area at injection site red, swollen, warm. Occurred 1 week after injection. Went to urgent care, diagnosed with cellulitis, antibiotics given.

919115 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NV 59.0 59 F Fever 103.8, shaking chills, severe headache, body?s aches, burning eyes, dizziness

919116 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Chills, nausea.

919117 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 38.0 38 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect noted.

919118 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 LA 34.0 34 F COVID-19 Vaccine #1 received on 12/29/20 @11:40am- That afternoon, mild soreness @ injection site. 12/30/21- moderate pain in upper arm and sharp, stabbing pain in axilla (injection site side). Unable to lift arm straight up due to pain. Evening: Myalgia/joint pain, fatigue, nausea, mild headache. Took Tylenol and Phenergan.  12/31/21- Woke up at 4am with pain in axilla-took tylenol. Moderate pain in upper arm and axilla. Unable to palpate axilla due to pain while at work. Evening: axillary lymphadenopathy noted- walnut sized. Severe myalgia/joint pain, fatigue, nausea, headache, malaise. Took Motrin and Phenergan. Woke up in middle of night with pain in arm/axilla and nausea. took tylenol and zofran. 1/1/21- Worst day of symptoms. Moderate-severe pain in upper arm and axilla. Golf ball sized lymphadenopathy in axilla on injection side. Severe weakness, dizziness, fatigue, myalgia, and joint pain. Low grade temp (99.7), tachycardia (HR averaged 110-115), shortness of breath on exertion with associated tachypnea (RR 24-26). No appetite and nausea. Stayed in bed ALL DAY. Alternated Tylenol/ Motrin, Benadryl & Zofran as needed. Only reason I did not go to ED is because I had a pulse oximeter at home was monitoring O2 sats closely. Never de-sat'ed. Had I not had the pulse ox at home, I would've gone to ED.  In the evening, had lymphadenopathy in neck also (same side as injection).  1/2/21- Most symptoms have dissipated except axillary lymphadenoapthy- axilla incredibly tender-golf ball sized. Lymph nodes in neck still palpably enlarged.  1/3/21- Lymph nodes in neck normal. Axillary lymphadenopathy remains with same tenderness.  1/4/21 AM- NO change in axillary lymphadenopathy-tenderness same

919119 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CT 28.0 28 F Employee had hives the day following vaccine, went to urgent care received prednisone 50 mg with daily taper, hives have continued to spread daily since. No angioedema or airway issues.

919120 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 IL 57.0 57 F Patient became near syncopal while at work in surgery department.  Felt hot, got dizzy, with nausea while standing and noted she could no longer see/focus on monitor in front of her.  Sat down, became pale and diaphoretic. Prodromal symptoms lasted 3-4 minutes before feeling better.  No LOC.  No change in normal daily routines prior to this event.  Proceeded to ED and received fluids/meds and discharged home.  EKG, labs completed.

919121 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 NJ 52.0 52 F Immediately I had a bitter/metal taste at the end of my throat.  It last about 5 hours and and ended about 2:30-3:30pm. I had a bitter/metal taste when I ate anything or drank water.

919122 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 IA 56.0 56 F 24 hours after injection had same side axilla lymph node swelling and discomfort

919123 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 TX 37.0 37 F One week after Moderna vaccine,  an ipsilateral  tender supraclavicular lymph node developed.

919124 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 MO 43.0 43 F In the overnight hours between 12/29 and 12/30 the injection site became sore red and swollen again as if it was a fresh shot. It has heat to it and is slightly larger and harder then the initial swelling that had completely disappeared after 3 or 4 days of 1st dose. It was not sore unless touched, however late yesterday on 12/30 it did get sore without touch.

919126 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Pain at Injection site, overwhelming fatigue, headache, muscle/joint pains, L axillary LN, swelling - induration - erythema at injection site, nausea w/ loss of appetite started 8 hrs after injection - all Sx except fatigue, headache and arm pain / swelling / erythema resolved in 48hrs

919127 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Fever, Chills, Headache, Malaise

919128 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Chills, leg muscle aches, joint pain, fever.    Fever started around noon on 1/3/21- Day after injection 1/3/21 Noon: temp 100.1, -2:25pm: temp 102.1. -4PM temp: 101.00.- 6pm temp: 100.2, -7:30pm temp: 99.2,  1/4/21 1am temp: 99.8, 7:30am temp. 97.9. Rotated Tylenol & Aleve. Drank plenty of water & Gatorade.

919129 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 HI 46.0 46 F After the 15 min monitoring, I went back to work 15 min later. the left side of my face started tingling which went to a numbing feeling down the left side of my body affecting my neck, shoulder, arm, elbow and up the upper left torso. My face and neck was numb for about 48 hrs and the rest came back to sensation within 24 hrs. D/T the numbness I was admitted into the hospital for a 24hr observation.Y 1

919130 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Nausea, Vomiting, extreme fatigue, dizzyness

919131 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 MI 61.0 62 F Right side mouth and tongue tingling, PO 25 mg Benadryl given Vitals signs WIL

919132 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 CO 60.0 60 F Redness, swelling, hives on entire upper arm. Hot also

919133 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 NY 36.0 36 F I received the vaccine at work Thursday {December 31st} morning, and started feeling sick that same evening. Including malaise, low grade fever..not higher than 99.6, mild sore throat, shortness of breath, dehydration/dry mouth, light-headedness/dizziness, runny nose, and coughing. These symptoms continued on and off from {12/31-and continued all throughout the weekend and continue as of today-01/04}. Fevers don't last long, they come and go. The main symptoms that are chronic and consistent are the runny nose, sore throat, shortness of breath, and feeling tired/lethargic, just low energy.

919134 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 IL 31.0 31 F patient stated felt numbness in her left middle finger and thumb. Started feeling lightheaded and though she was going to pass out. Patient states she has needle phobia and has had this happen in the past.

919135 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 CA 60.0 60 F 12/18/20 08:00PM Mild headache;  12/19/20 headache resolved; chills, loose bowel movement, fatigue. 12/20/20  loose bowel movement, rash on back and disappeared face red lips swollen. 12/21/20 symptoms continued medications taken Benadryl.  Imodium; rash resolved and loose bowel movements later in the day. Abd discomfort, pain and nausea present since vaccine given.

919136 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 IA 33.0 33 F 7 days after vaccine developed redness, itchiness, and swelling around site of injection. This is still continuing at time of this report.

919137 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 MI 37.0 37 F 48 hours after injection developed micro-hemorrhages in her right eye.  Symptoms resolved and 12/29 recurrence of bleeding to right eye slightly worse than before.

919138 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 HI 64.0 64 M Sudden profound sensorineural hearing loss-left ear

919139 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Redness, swelling and itching over vaccination site starting 1 week after administration . I have pictures of area if they would be of help.

919140 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 38.0 38 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect noted.

919141 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 NH 45.0 45 F Had an episode of tounge tingling and numb throat. Lasted 30 min, resolved without any treatment.

919142 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Headache, nausea, body aches, chills, fatigue

919143 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 IA 67.0 67 F Pt started experiencing localized redness and itching around the injection site.  It was about 2inches around described by the patient. This symptom started about a week after receiving the vaccine.

919144 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 ME 25.0 25 F Fatigue, weakness, nausea, vomiting, pain in arm.  As a part of hospital protocol, was tested for COVID.

919145 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NY 25.0 25 F About 5 minutes after the injection,  employee reported having had tickling/itching in throat, facial flushing, and tachycardia. A rapid response was called, and was given Benadryl. She was brought to ED for monitoring and treatment, where she received more Benadryl + Famotidine. After receiving the medications, symptoms subsided, and she was discharged home.

919146 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 OH 32.0 32 F 1st 4 days extreme arm pain (woke me up from sleep).  On 1/1 I noticed one enlarged lymph node on my neck.  Over the next couple days my lymph nodes are multiplying and growing in size

919147 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 TX 65.0 65 F I work in health care and therefore was offered the vaccine.  After about 1hr my hands, feet and nose became very cold and my temp dropped to 94 degrees.  I felt very cold.  My blood pressure was 90/30.  This never happened to me before.  It took about two hours for my temp to go back to normal and for me to feel my normal self.   I had Covid 19 in August.

919148 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 IN 59.0 59 M Patient received his vaccine and waited the 15 minute observation period before leaving the clinic. At 2:00 he returned to the clinic, stating to the paramedic that he felt like he was having an episode of Bell's Palsy. His vital signs were checked and were as follows: BP 169/96 mmHg, HR 72 bpm, O2 sat 99%. The patient has right sided tingling extending from the eye to the mouth. He had no visual changes. The patient was offered transport to the hospital and further medical treatment. He refused transport or treatment and left the vaccination clinic.

919149 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 IN 57.0 57 F On 12/22  went to the ER prescribed Prednisone still exp sob unable to walk up a flight of stairs. My reaction continued 5 days after the vaccine.

919150 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 OK 29.0 29 F Fever, body aches, chills, body aches and fatigue.

919151 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 45.0 45 M Patient received  dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

919152 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 TX 41.0 41 F "Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA." Patient received first dose of vaccine on 12/21/2020. Patient called on 1/3/2021 to notify that she developed symptoms on 12/27/2020 and had an appendectomy on 12/28/2020 at another facility. Patient also reports that CDC V-Safe Application was used to report event as well. Patient reports that she is recovering well.Y

919153 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 45.0 45 F right arm numbness, sensation of throat constriction and heat in her body

919154 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 IA 38.0 38 F Patients adverse reactions started day of vaccination with right arm pain up to right ear as well as complete tongue numbness. On 1-1-21 patient had increased Bell's Palsy symptoms including; inability to raise left eyebrow, inability to close left eye in its entirety,  teeth being numb on left side, and numbness and tingling in left foot and left hand (from palm to fingers). ER physician prescribed  on 1-1 Prednisone, Keflex and Valtrex. Patient went to ER again on 1-2-21 with lower extremity numbness on left side that is moving proximally toward her hip.  Patient went home on 1-3-21 with an RX for Prednisone as well as Valtrex. Symptoms have improved but have not fully resolved at this time.Y 2

919155 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 MD 25.0 25 F Headache, fatigue, bodyaches, vomiting, chest discomfort

919156 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 MA 37.0 37 F 10 days after administration pt noticed itchiness and small bruise at injection site.  Bruise began to get larger and on day 12 patient has large area of swelling (10 inches in diameter) that is warm to touch.  Small bruise at center of swelling.  Pt denies fever, chills, body aches. Pt instructed to call PCP for evaluation

919157 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 KY 35.0 35 F Patient reported began on 12/26/2020 with soreness to left axillary /underarm area, within approx. 6 hours started having itching at site with quarter-sized knot to site, reports developed itching all over body. She contacted her primary doctor who advised her to begin taking Benadryl and applying cold compresses to the site. Spoke with patient again on 1/4/2021. she reports still had redness to area, but itching has subsided.

919158 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 NH 61.0 61 F C/O itching and redness at the site. First noticed several days after the injection was administered.

919159 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 TX 44.0 44 F 12/19 Started with fever, congestion, headache. 12/24 additional symptoms to include body aches, cough, night sweat. 12/31 additional symptom of hypertension . As of today experiencing body aches, headache, cough, and  hypertension.   Medical Treatment  12/27/20  Urgent Care -  01/04/21  (virtual visit on 12/20)

919160 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 MS 54.0 54 F Cellulitis of arm within 10 days; severe itching

919161 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 MN 47.0 47 M 2nd COVID vaccine given too soon. First vaccine given 12/19, second vaccine given 12/31

919162 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 43.0 43 F Noticed a little tension to supraclavicular area, then when palpated noticed the swelling

919163 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MO 36.0 36 F Large hive on inside of upper arm opposite side of where the injection was but same arm as vaccine evening of vaccine. Extreme fatigue following day with mild headache

919164 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 TX 34.0 34 F SOB day of vaccination; not critical. Flushing of ears and face roughly 9 hours after vaccination; followed by fevers 101.0-101.5 overnight. Next day chills, ?feeling of burning from the inside out bilaterally in my lower extremities,occassionally drifting to arms.? Also fatigue.

919165 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MA 45.0 45 F Moderate left arm pain (whole arm from shoulder to mid forearm), with movement and w/o movement.  No redness or swelling. Just very tender to touch at injection site.  No other symptoms

919166 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 WI 59.0 59 F Arm started becoming sore that evening, the next day it was extremely sore even to the touch

919167 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 68.0 68 M Some pain at injection site for 24 hours.

919169 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Started with quarter size red, hard spot around the injection site.  Increased in size to more Golf ball size as week progressed.  Husband is ER physician and has been treating it at home but patient wanted to make sure it was reported via VAERS

919170 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 VA 36.0 36 F Gold ball sized lump to left armpit near breast that was tender and warm to the touch. No prior issues with armpit or breast tissue. Needed to take Motrin/Tylenol for pain and swelling for two days after vaccination.

919171 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CA 57.0 57 F After sitting for 10 minutes, I became very nauseated and lightheaded and walked self to gurney near by to lie down.  Medical attention was rapid and blood pressure was super low, 70/50 ish and returned to better number in Trendenlenberg position.  I was sent to ER for further monitoring and all is fine now-  Dx with near Syncope due to orthostatic hypotension.

919172 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 WA 49.0 49 F Chills Bodyache Fever 103, 102 High blood sugar 216  This morning same symptoms as above plus clear discharge from nose like cold and unable to taste food

919173 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 MA 25.0 25 F Individual had a 1.5 inch area of induration, redness and warmth in the area of the injection site. Individual went to urgent care and was placed on an antibiotic.

919174 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 IN 60.0 60 F States, "Does not feel well"

919175 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 LA 32.0 32 M Employee reported chills, nausea, vomiting, rash on torso, aches

919176 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 41.0 41 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

919177 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 MO 46.0 46 M Mild arm soreness the next day, no other symptoms. On day 7 had noticeable redness, induration at the site of injection. Site was hot, red, swollen, but not painful. No other symptoms. Redness spreading everyday, but the induration is less.

919178 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 CA 55.0 55 F Arm soreness Swelling Overall body feeling shaky

919179 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 AL 50.0 50 F day 2 vaccine I woke up with rash all over my body except for face. No itch it burned with heat. day 4 petechiae on my legs. day 5 nausea with extreme pressure and fullness  in the back of my neck. It felt like pressure on my head. No pain unless touch Only relief when sitting straight up. Took tylenol and ibuprofen and allegra but did have any relief. Telehealth with occupation heath.

919180 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 WI 61.0 61 F Pt received the COVID 19 Moderna Vaccine on 12/29/20.  On 1/03/21 PT reported to her supervisor that she had developed symptoms and had been tested for COVID-19, which came back positive.   Received bamlanivimab infusion on 1/4/21.

919181 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 17.0 17 F Patient stated they were 18 years old on their form, and it was later found that they were 17 years old. They should not have received the vaccine, but were given it by mistake. No serious side effects

919182 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 NY 49.0 49 F pain at the injection site (can barely raise my arm, fever of 100.5, mild nausea, headache, muscle aches

919183 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 MD 46.0 46 F Sore arm for a few hours. Nothing more.

919185 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 NY 38.0 38 M Extreme tiredness, extreme pain in left wrist, cannot sleep, headache, nausea,  irritability,   THESE HAVE BEEN GOING ON FOR A WEEK. I've had to call into work

919187 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MO 20.0 20 M lightheaded

919188 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 SD 49.0 49 F headache, weakness, brain fog, confusion, dizziness.  weakness in limbs

919189 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 44.0 44 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

919190 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 43.0 43 F Severe arm pain in injection site, fever (100.2), horrible leg aches and muscle pain.  Felt like I had the worse case of the flu in my life.  Very tired and little energy.   This lasted about 36 hours.

919191 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 MA 45.0 45 F Woke up with rash on my chest and stomach and partial back

919192 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 CA 63.0 63 F Nausea, exhaustion, dizziness
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919193 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 TX 39.0 39 F 01/02/2021: On 12/30/2020 Noticed swelling in the lymph nodes at my right clavicle and right ear. The clavicle node swelling continues to increase and cause soreness (neck and right arm) .  01/04/2021: The swelling/knot remains, and I have an appointment with my PCP today.

919194 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 NJ 62.0 62 F Initially on 12/29/2020 the injection site began to itch but this subsided by the end of the Day. On Thursday 12/31/2020 I had pain, erythema and redness around the site of injection. For treatment I took an OTC Benadryl, applied hydrocortisone cream and used topical Arnicare gel for the pain. By the next day 1/1/2021 the redness was decreasing and again applied hydrocortisone cream & Arnicare gel. By 1/2/2021 the redness and erythema was improved and on 1/3/2021 it was back to normal

919195 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 36.0 36 F 01/03/2020: Last night staff having chill and fever 101. Feeling better now. Covid test for her department will be on 01/06/2021.  No exposure.  Already schedule 2nd dose appointment on 01/15/2021.

919196 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MA 46.0 46 F Individual had a 1.5 inch area of induration, redness and warmth in the area of the injection site. Individual went to urgent care and was placed on an antibiotic.

919197 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Delayed Moderate. Myalgias several hours later,  worsened myalgias in the Evening, Shivering, "burning up" no fever, headache, back pain, palpitations, left axillary lymph node (peach pit size) bilateral  inguinal pain  next day. Symptoms improved

919199 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 ME 52.0 52 F Initial quarter size erythema and soreness on the day after shot ( 12/24/20). Erythema continued, while soreness abated, but on day 8 (12/30/20), site became itchy and slightly swollen. Took Benadryl that night. On 12/31/20, woke up with zero itch, but erythema had enlarged to 3 x 3 inches and was vey swollen and hard. Contacted my PCP, Supervisor and HR to let them know. Got in to see PCP that same day at noon.

919200 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 WA 46.0 46 F After taking Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA: About 10 minutes after injection, I noticed a slight lightheadedness, slightly increased heart rate yet I was already anxious, and a very faint tingling in lower lip and end of tongue. Between 1-2 hours after injection, I noticed a little bit of a scratchy throat,  increased thirst, and mild headache. No treatment required.  I took Benadryl and Tylenol when I returned home from my shift at work about 4 hours after the injection. The next day, 1/3/21, scratchy throat had disappeared.  I felt tired, slight fever of 99.5, increased thirst, and very sore arm.   On 1/4/21, I just have slightly sore arm and a little tired with no fever.  I took Tylenol.

919201 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 MO 37.0 37 F On day 8 my injection site became raised, hard, red, hot, et half-dollar in size. I applied ice to the area that day. Within 3 days it was completely gone. It did not hurt unless I touched it.

919202 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 IN 87.0 87 F Dizziness and HTN; Monitor B/P and Neurological checks Q 4 hours x 24 hours

919203 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 TX 73.0 73 M none after 15 minutes no symptoms

919204 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 35.0 35 M 12/30/2021 Started having covid symptoms; headache, body pain, no taste, shortness of breath, fever cough.

919205 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 21.0 21 F extreme immediate fatigue  blood pressure 122/72 heart rate 84 Skin pink warm and dry.  Respirations even and unlabored.  Patient given juice and monitored after laying her on a cot to rest.  Later released with no further problems.  At 3:40 follow up phone call made, no answer.

919206 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 AL 44.0 44 F fever, chills, body aches, nausea, diarrhea, and headache started around 12am 12/30/2020 and lasted until 1/1/2021. Rash on face, neck, arms and itching and burning on the palms of my hands and feet began around 2:30 am on 01/01/2021 and lasted until 01/02/2021. Still experiencing fatigue and headache as of 1/4/2021.

919207 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MD 45.0 45 F 24hr extreme malaise (charley horse left calf)  left arm pain 24hr temporal headache 24hr

919208 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 64.0 64 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

919209 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 OR 60.0 60 F 6th day of off/on low grade fever, fatigue, muscle aches, joint aches, headache.

919210 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 TX 23.0 23 F COVID VACCINE: I began with a discomfort in my axillary area. Then it got worse and has caused swelling on my axillary area and upper left chest area. I have lost ROM on my left arm and seen a provider to get anti-inflammatory medication.

919211 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 41.0 41 F 41 y.o. female presents to the ED with concern for possible allergic reaction to Moderna COVID-19 vaccine that she had received approximately an hour prior to arrival.  Patient reports that shortly after receiving her vaccine in her left arm she developed the sensation of her throat closing and a "film "in the back of her throat.  Patient has also reported feeling nauseated and having a throat clearing cough.  No chest pain, headache, abdominal pain or development of a rash.  Injection site appears to be unremarkable. Patient is given some antihistamine medications as well as steroids and observed here in the ED.  The patient has improvement in her sensation of her throat closing and is able to be discharged.  I discussed with the patient the usefulness of continued antihistamines over the course of the next few days and would likely advise on not receiving the second COVID-19 vaccine based on her reaction to the first.  Discussed with the patient the use of epinephrine and EpiPen as needed.  See discharge instructions.  Patient is discharged home with her sister in improved condition.

919212 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 NJ 59.0 59 F 5 days after receiving first covid vaccine swelling and redness at injection site . site warm to touch and swelling  in left axillary area. Discomfort when raising left arm. Called my primary care physician Dr. and reported . Primary care placed me on Zpak for 5days and also instructed me to take advil 200 mg 2 tabs twice per day. Instructed to call him 1/8/2021 to see if symptoms resolved. He was not sure if vaccine related but due to the swelling at site and swelling in axillary area possible cellulitis. instructed by PCP to report event to VAERS.

919215 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 IA 43.0 43 F Hives

919216 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 TX 43.0 43 F Pounding heart, fast breathing, warm/tingling in arms/hands, feeling like I might faint.

919217 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 NH 45.0 45 F After leaving 15 minute post vaccine period, employee felt pins and needles developing on left arm and leg for 20 minutes but neck and face numbness continued 12/25-12/27. Continued with facial numbness on 12/26. Called Occupational Health on 12/28 and stated that she had thigh numbness, no other Covid symptoms. Sent for testing and was negative. On follow up on 12/29, had fatigue, diarrhea and weakness, and on 1/1 still had thigh numbness and extreme fatigue, no diarrhea. By 1/3/21, had fingertip numbness on left hand, pain on her left arm and chest pressure and burning. Went to ER on 1/3 where she had a full workup for myelitis, MRI, C spine, T spine and brain, CBC, CMP, ESR. Treated with toradol and prednisone in ER and discharged. Currently  on 1/4 improved muscle weakness but ongoing fatigue taking four day course of prednisone to follow up with PCP. A second dose of the vaccine scheduled on 1/11/21 will be on hold until PCP clearance. Current diagnosis decompensation of raynauds disease due to vaccine reaction.

919218 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 MO 37.0 37 F On day 8 my injection site became raised, hard, red, hot, et half-dollar in size. I applied ice to the area that day. Within 3 days it was completely gone. It did not hurt unless I touched it.

919220 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NC 63.0 63 F Pt received COVID19 vaccine and was observed for 15 minutes afterwards and no immediate reaction occurred. As pt was walking to her car to leave she noted that she was very thirsty and she attempted to drink water in her car but felt a constant need to swallow with a feeling of PND. She returned to the observation area in the health dept. Vital signs obtained and elevated BP 204/99, HR 104, R 20 even and unlabored. Denied tongue swelling and no facial edema noted. Denied difficulty breathing. Continued to swallow water successfully but still had a feeling of PND. No coughing noted and denied having any illness prior to injection. Does have a history of chronic sinusitis and asthma but no recent problems noted. Pt given Benadryl 50mg p.o. and friend was called for transport. Continued to monitor for 1 hr before leaving with friend.

919221 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MA 65.0 65 M Received the shot at 7:30 am, around 3:30 started to feel really tired with mild headache. around 5:30 pm headache got worse. So I took a couple of Tylenol went to bed got up for work  at 9:15 pm. felt fine. Went to work and around 4am I noticed my left arm at the injection had a sharp pain around the injection site of my left arm. pain was a 9 out 10 when moving arm.  The headache returned with chills and fatigue.  When I got home around 7:45 am I took my temp with a Tympanic Thermometer which read 99.7 F. Stayed on the couch most of the day. Took Tylenol but my temp never went below 100.0 F.  10pm my temp was 100.5  all the above Sx.  Then at 2am all SX completely subsided.

919222 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 CA 35.0 35 F macolopapular rash on the legs, no treatment given besides antihistamines

919223 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 FL 38.0 38 M Left thumb swelling and tenderness. Pain and restricted movement in the left hand joints.

919224 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 WA 52.0 52 F 1 week after vaccine developed itching and redness around vaccination site on L arm

919225 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 TX 47.0 47 F inj site is warm, has redness and mild itching that began 1 week after vaccination

919226 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 RI 27.0 27 F On the evening of the vaccine, I developed a fever, chills, body aches, and fatigue. These symptoms started about 5-6 hours after receiving the vaccine and subsided by the morning after.

919227 12/20/2020 01/04/2021 CA 34.0 34 M I had fever 100.8 and then it went to 104.7.  I took a fever reducer for 2 1/2 days.

919228 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 MN 30.0 30 F Redness around the injection site,continued muscle pain at the injection site, warmth and numbness and tingling locally as well. Temperature taken during our call was 99.9 F. She denies hives, dizziness, face or throat swelling or any other signs of allergic reaction. Initially after having the vaccination, she did have some GI upset that resolved after a couple of days.

919229 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 IN 22.0 22 F tingling and then swelling of the tongue 25 minutes after vaccination

919230 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 TX 41.0 41 F She was hospitalized on 01/04 but exact situation unknown. COVID +. Hospitalized at Medical Center. Y

919231 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MO 55.0 55 F lips tingling

919232 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 CT 27.0 27 F Developed a red rash around injection site. Mild redness for the first few days after administration which appeared to be resolving if not already resolved when it began to worsen about one week after administration. Now warm to touch, skin is tense and itchy.

919233 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 VT 15.0 15 M Covid-19 vaccine was administered to individual < 18 years of age in error. No adverse event was observed or reported.

919234 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 SC 49.0 49 F On 1/3 around 2 am , I got up to get something to eat and drink. The taste of food , feels/ taste like cotton on the left side of my mouth/ tongue.  As the day progress, I noticed I am having numbness left side of my face and mouth, unable to sip from a straw on the left side of my mouth, I am having facial droop that prompted me to to the ER . At ER same day my left eye is not blinking as my right eye. I was prescribed to take antiviral , steroids and eye meds.  TODAY-  1/4/21, I am still having same symptoms and my left eye , feels grainy/ needle pricking inside. Left eye vision more blurry.

919235 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 64.0 64 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect noted.

919236 12/20/2020 01/04/2021 OH 61.0 61 F Day 1 post: muscle pain in arm.  Day 2 post:Muscle pain in arm, unable to raise arm vertically.  Excessive  pain in upper part of arm. (injection given very close to the top of arm near joint). Also pain in shoulder & right side of neck.  Headache behind right eye.   Day 3 post: muscle pain in arm.  massive diarrhea in late PM.   Headache behind right eye all day, mild arm pain.

919237 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Redness, swelling and large, tight, fluid-filled vesicles developed at the injection site-- this began 59 hours after receiving the vaccine. One week after receiving the vaccine, the fluid-filled vesicles are still present.

919238 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 TX 34.0 34 F 12/31/20, 1:30 PM: I RECEIVED THE SHOT.  12/31/2020, 4:00PM: I HAD SEVERE FATIGUE AND FELL ASLEEP. I DID NOT WAKE BACK UP FOR 17 HOURS.  1/1/2021, 9:00AM: WHEN I WOKE UP I HAD A LARGE RED RASH OVER MY FACE AND DOWN MY NECK- NO WHERE ELSE ON MY BODY BESIDES MY FACE. MY FACE HAD A BURNING SENSATION AS IF IT WERE ON FIRE.  1/2/2021: BY 48 HOURS MY ENTIRE FACE  (INCLUDING MY EYELIDS) HAD THE RED RASH. I TOOK BENADRYL AND THE BURNING SENSATION WENT AWAY BY THE MORNING.  1/3/2021: ON DAY #3 I USED A POISON IVY TYPE CREAM BEFORE BED, AS WELL AS BENADRYL. 1/4/2021, 05:00:  THE MORNING OF DAY#4 THE REDNESS AND RASH HAD SUBSIDED TREMENDOUSLY, HOWEVER STILL PRESENT. 1/4/2021, 1:30PM: VISITED HEALTH CARE PROVIDER. I HAD A STEROID SHOT ADMINISTERED, AND WAS SENT A PRESCRIPTION FOR AN EPI PEN AND A "PACK" TO MY PHARMACY.  THE PHYSICIAN REACHED OUT TO OTHER COLLEGUES, ALL STATING THAT THEY HAD HEARD OF CASES ARISING WITH RED RASHES ON PEOPLES FACES, BUT NONE OF THEM HAD PERSONALLY SEEN IT YET. MY PHYSICIAN SAID I WAS THE FIRST PERSON TO COME IN. I ASKED ABOUT MY DERMA- FILLERS, AND IF THEY HAD ANYTHING TO DO WITH THE RASH BUT NOTHING COULD BE CONFIRMED. MY TEMPERATURE WAS EXACTLY 98.5, HOWEVER THE DR STATED MY SKIN WAS HOT TO THE TOUCH.

919239 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 CO 56.0 56 F pt states large red hard knot on tricep area of right arm that became hot to touch about a day after her vaccine, she states that it started at the injection site.  Swelling has decreased but redness, itching and small hive appearing areas are spreading.  States that ice packs and hydrocortisone cream help decrease the itching.

919240 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 MO 41.0 41 F That night in the middle of the night I woke up with my right arm that my shot was given in was very sore and I could barely lift it up. The next morning 12/22/20 I woke up with a fever of 100.0 and feeling achy, and a Headache. By that same evening my fever spiked up to 102.9, migraine, body aches, and my arm still very sore. Fever not relieved by ibuprophen or Tylenol. The next am 12/23/20, my fever still 102.5 and same symptoms as day before. My fever did not go down until midnight that night and it broke and my temp was 99.1 throughout that day (12/24/20) until that late afternoon when it finally went to 98.6. Symptoms resolved and migraine gone.

919241 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 57.0 57 F 57 y.o. female  who presents to the ED with an allergic reaction to the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine.  She had symptoms of lightheadedness and dizziness and thickening in her throat.  I did not see any angioedema on her uvula or lips.  She points to her throat feeling slightly tight.  She was given epinephrine with improvement as well as Benadryl and steroids.  She is given a prescription for steroids and is instructed to premedicate with Benadryl and steroids prior to her next vaccination which she should coordinate with employee health.  An EpiPen was also prescribed for her as needed.  She is to return for any worsening.

919242 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 MI 30.0 30 F golf ball size red area at site of injection several days after injection

919243 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Employee became diaphoretic, complained of SOB and tingling from the feet up to her head. She was hypertensive at 159/105, and tachycardic at 115.

919244 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 36.0 36 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

919245 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 RI 27.0 27 F On the evening that I received the vaccine I developed a fever, chills, body aches, and fatigue. The symptoms had subsided by the next morning.

919246 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 FL 31.0 31 M Hives on trunk and neck, started 72 hours after vaccine still present

919247 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 IA 33.0 33 F Symptoms - Felt hot and nauseas, difficult to swallow, itchy skin. Vax admin said I had red patches on face. Took vitals. Administered Benadryl. Monitored for 1.5 hours. Still itchy. Went home, took more Benadryl. Itchiness subsided by the following day.

919248 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 WA 46.0 46 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA: On 1/2/21, after the injection about 10 minutes later, I felt slightly light headed with increased heart rate (I was already anxious). I noticed a faint tingling in my lower lip and end of tongue.  No treatment was done. I had a slightly scratchy throat that started about an hour or so after the injection.  After my shift when I returned home, I took Benadryl and Tylenol. I did notice an increase in my thirst. On 1/3/21, I had a slight fever of 99.5, tired, and a very sore arm.  I continued with Tylenol.

919250 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 CA 33 F Patient received the covid vaccine on 12/22/2020.   c/o new onset of sore throat and bodyache on 1/4/2021.  Denies, fever, cough, any ocular or GI symptoms.  Found out today, 1/4/2021 co-worker tested positive for Covid on 12/15/2020.

919251 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Patient complained of dizziness 5 minutes post vaccination. Her BP was 150/99 mm/Hg after 10 minutes her BP decreased to 134/88 mm/Hg then to her baseline after 15 minutes of 126/85 mm/Hg. She had a prolonged observation of 30 minutes and was discharges feeling better, not dizzy.

919252 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 ME 27.0 27 F Employee received COVID 19 vaccination at 9:45am on 12/30/20. ~15 min. later she developed a rash down her left arm, then down her Rt. arm. about 4 hours later she decided to go to the emergency room for Hearty Palpitations, Fever, Chest discomfort and feeling of generalized sunburn. Later developed severe headache..Y Y 6

919253 12/20/2020 01/04/2021 CA 35.0 34 M I had a fever of 100.8 that increased to 104.7

919254 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 PA 34.0 34 F I had flu like symptoms and strong fatigue for about 24hr after the vaccination but I got 10hr worth of sleep and was fine the next day. EDD-8/31/2021

919255 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 MA 37.0 37 M I had really strong aches that woke me up in the middle of the night. I took pain meds in the morning and have a 100.5/100.6 fever all long. I took meds twice but fever would not break. It eventually decreased around 7pm that evening and was back to normal around 9pm.  I also had nausea and dizziness.  Experienced palpitations during following days.

919257 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 MO 46.0 46 F Developed red rash in the region where the vaccine was administered. It started out very small and has progressively gotten larger in size. Measures approximately 4 x 2.5 in. This is warm to the touch. It is red and blotchy.

919258 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 CT 38.0 38 F 1 week after vaccination with Moderna Covid vaccine, patient experienced itching at vaccination site, swelling and tenderness of arm and armpit area. Resolved without treatment.

919259 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 59.0 59 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted

919260 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 CO 26.0 26 F 12/23/2020 I had diahrrea for two hours at 5pm, abnominal pain, I went to the ER and had a consult for the 24th and see if I could get my gallbladder out for previous problems, I had chest pain, they did emergency surgery that same day and they removed my gallbladder. I have a rash on my injection site, I think it's a christmas tree rash .

919261 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MT 76.0 76 M Individual reports "woke up with red rash and itching" Took benadryl and applied topical itch ointment Did improve but still with red rash at 1100 on 12/30/2020

919262 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 KS 46.0 46 F Red blotches on neck, itching, dizzy, arm "flaming red," trouble breathing, blisters on lips, eyes swollen.

919263 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 CO 63.0 63 M I had a slight sore throat on night of getting vaccine.  On the day after, I had chills, body aches, chest tightness and pain, shortness of breath and  Wheezing.

919264 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 MD 45.0 45 F itching both thighs, mild h/a, sinus pressure

919265 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 MO 46.0 46 F Developed red rash in the region where the vaccine was administered. It started out very small and has progressively gotten larger in size. Measures approximately 4 x 2.5 in. This is warm to the touch. It is red and blotchy.

919266 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 FL 46.0 46 F "Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA"  Inability to sleep(insomnia), Upset stomach, Diarrhea, soreness at injection site for 3 days

919268 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 OH 51.0 51 F Within an hour of the vaccine, she became tachycardic and is has steadily been increasing.

919269 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MN 22.0 22 F I received the Moderna Vaccine on 12/28/2020. I had no immediate reactions. By 6-7pm that night I started having severe pain in my right arm. The next morning 12/29/2020 I woke up with a migraine and still had severe pain in my arm. That night (12/29/2020) I began feeling aches and pains throughout my body and felt that into the next morning (12/30/2020). The evening of 12/30/2020 I noticed a dollar coin sized red spot on my arm that was warm to the touch and was slightly raised. (By this time my arm pain had decreased but was still present.) The red spot had grown slightly by 12/31/2020 but not much. Friday 01/01/2021 I hadn't payed much attention to the spot but it looked the same. The morning of 01/02/2021 I woke up and had noticed that the spot had taken over a large portion of the outer bicep on my right arm.

919270 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 IA 28.0 28 F pruritis, erythema, and swelling around injection site; felt like a bug bite, and progressed to become larger, red, and warm to touch

919271 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Day 1 after vaccination, left arm achy, sore, left wrist/left hand swelling, deep ache to left hand wrist, left eye floater, blurry vision.   Day 2 after vaccination, continued with same symptoms, left eye "puffiness".  1/4/2021Today continues with left eye floater and constant blurry vision.  Left hand soreness to and left shoulder

919272 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 IL 38.0 38 F Approx 10 minutes after vaccination, she felt very dizzy with elevated heart rate and BP.  Was given Benadryl 50mg po.  Vital signs monitored.  Laid on floor for approx. 30 minutes.  After she returned to work post vaccination (she is a nurse), she again started feeling bad and was monitored there also.

919273 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 ID 39.0 39 F Starting  just a few hours after the immunization I had a red swollen rash around the injection sight, about the size of a nickel. It was painful, but not anymore then a regular flu immunization. I thought I was possibly just reacting to the bandage. However, by the end of the night the redness and swelling had grown to about the size of a silver dollar. The next morning it had swollen to the size of a baseball, was red inflamed and warm to the touch. It only itched when it was touched by something, but was quite sore. I tried some Benadryl cream and took my normal allergy pills I also started using an ice pack trying to keep the heat and swelling down. None of this seemed to help. I also started to feel dizzy and had a headache, normal reactions to immunizations. I did sleep off and on all day this first day after the immunization as I felt weak and dizzy. The swelling just kept getting larger and large no matter what I tried. The second day after the immunization the swelling was around the size of a soft ball, and it was very red, inflamed and almost hot to the touch. Again I used Zyrtec, Benadryl cream and also tried a washcloth soaked with witch hazel, this did not seem to help. Later I went to a friends house and she had some Triamcinolone cream and colloidal silver, I tried both of these and the swelling and warmth did start going down. The redness has stayed about the same (now about the size of a grapefruit). It has started itching, but not constant, and not like my typical allergy itch.

919274 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 MO 40.0 40 F Received vaccine 12/23/20. Developed rash on belly 1/1/20 that spread to full body rash by 1/4/20. Developed body aches 1/3/20.

919275 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 WY 43.0 43 F I started with fatigue on 12/24/20 and on 12/25/20 developed fatigue and chills (could not get warm). On 12/25/20 I was walking downstairs when my husband felt I didn't look normal. I fell off the bottom two stairs sustaining injury to both feet. I was able to get myself up to standing position and then sat down. My husband reports that a few minutes later I had what he described was seizure activity for about one minute/stopped breathing and he called 911. Due to COVID visitor restrictions my husband was not allowed to go to the ER with me the night of the incident.  I had full work-up with labs, EKG and head CT that were unremarkable  at Medical Center.  I had an appointment with my primary care physician on 12/28/20 and was referred to neurologist. He did an exam, ordered MRI and sleep deprived EEG. My MRI was completed and reported as no abnormalities. I have the sleep deprived EEG  scheduled on 1/11/21. I have continued pain/physical therapy on both feet/ankles from the date of the incident.

919276 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 MD 50.0 50 F Pain,  Swelling and redness at injection site and extending  over upper arm

919277 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MI 65.0 65 F Patient noticed in the am on 12/31 she had hives on her chest. The rash was not itchy. She states she applied topical hydrocortisone and took allegra. The rash faded and resolved within 24-48 hours. Patient states the rash did not spread. She states she commonly gets hives and they are usually associated with emotional stress. She reports that she was stressed prior to receiving the vaccine.

919278 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 PA 36 F 1/4 I woke up and the area grew larger but the redness is going away (fading inside out)  and I have a big circle around my arm about the size of coffee mug. notified employee health and went to urgent care 1/4. ER stated that this is a reaction

919279 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 IA 43.0 43 F Hives

919280 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MO 24.0 24 M Extreme Tachycardia (HR 160-180s) for over 12 hours Uncontrolled cold shakes for over three hours Fever for 24 hours Fatigue for 3+ days Tiredness 3+ days Body aches 3+ days Uncontrolled migraine over 48hrs

919281 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 MA 30.0 30 M On 12/24 I began to notice intermittent tingling along the medial edge of my left hand (in ulnar distribution). Over the next day or two I began to notice persistent weakness of the 4th and 5th digits on my left hand to abduction, adduction, flexion, and extension.  Over the weekend the weakness improved slightly, but has not improved much in the past few days.  I am also still occasionally experiencing the tingling sensation in the same distribution.

919282 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 39.0 39 F 12/29/20 ~1115 Received Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. Only issue within the 15minute wait time is tenderness in injection site. No adverse effects until 2 pm (dizziness, headache, fatigue, nausea, chills).  Got home by 5pm. Worsened symptoms. Temperature hit 40C. Myalgias and joint pain started. Took Tylenol 1gm. Recurrent fever and chills.   Symptoms did not get better. 12/30/20 started having pressure and stabbing chest pain. Went to ED for dehydration and nausea. Negative chest xray and troponin. COVID PCR also negative.  As of 1/4/2021, writer is still experiencing same symptoms to a lesser extent.

919283 12/16/2020 01/04/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Delayed Moderate. Myalgias several hours later,  worsened myalgias in the Evening, Shivering, "burning up" no fever, headache, back pain, palpitations, left axillary lymph node (peach pit size) bilateral  inguinal pain  next day. Symptoms improved

919286 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 GA 55.0 55 F Received the shot 1710 on 12/21/20.  Restless sleep.  Awoke with body aches, took  1000mg Acetaminophen.  Felt fine until 1500, started with fever/chills, temp 100.8.  Went to sleep then, awoke at 1845 with oral temp at 103.4.  Took 2nd dose 1000 mg Acetaminophen.  Temp decreased to 102. 5 within 45 mins, dropped to 101 by 2030.

919287 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 WA 41.0 41 F Taste buds went numb, metallic taste, slight swelling of throat, itchiness all to upper body, joint pain, and pain at injection site. Lasting about 12 to 24hours. Antihistamines treated at home.

919288 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MD 31.0 31 F I had a burning sensation on vaccine site and all over my left arm, I also developed and rash later  on the day I was given the vaccine. my left arm was sore for two days but there is an aching pain that I continued to have. there is also a spot higher up from the vaccine site and it looks like a ring around it.  the rash remains and continues to itch.

919289 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 WI 32.0 32 F Injection site soreness, injection site red, hot and hard lump. Headache, fatigue, tiredness, chills

919290 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 KY 40.0 40 F Got dizzy, broke out in sweat, nauseated, felt like an allergic reaction, itching all over.

919291 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 CO 43.0 43 M Localized reaction around vaccine site. Swelling, redness, itch. Lasted 3 days.

919292 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 KY 17.0 17 M I am reporting that the Moderna vaccination was given inadvertently before the minimum age 18 requirement.

919293 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Patient complained of dizziness 5 minutes post vaccination. Her BP was elevated at 150/99 mm/Hg, then after 10 minutes her BP decreased to 134/88 mm/Hg and after 15 minutes her BP was at baseline 126/85 mm/Hg. She stated she felt better and her dizziness resolved at this time

919294 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NY 61.0 61 M I felt light headed, sore arm, head ache and fever at first and that evening. Then woke up the next morning  I felt fine but had swelling  to the face more swelling to the left side then the right with a heavy feeling to my left side of my face along with pain to the eye.  I feel very lethargic and very tired I could not go to work. I feel to bad to work.

919295 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 49.0 49 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

919296 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 MO 36.0 36 F Employee here with COVID vaccination site reaction. Left arm below deltoid and to the posterior is red, swollen, warm to the touch, and itching. The area measures 6 X 5 cm. States noticed redness2 days after vaccination and worsened 12/29/30. No medications have been taken so far. Advised to try conservative measures first cool compress, OTC IBU and Benadryl. The site was outlined in pen. Advised if reaction worsens to be seen by PCP or urgent care.

919298 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 WI 27.0 27 F Fever, Chills, body aches for 96 hours after receving vaccine

919299 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 OH 59.0 59 F Beginning 24 hours after my vaccine I had severe chills, severe body aches, headache, fatigue. These lasted 24 hours then resolved. Soreness and itching in left arm for several days, but not severe.

919300 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 PA 33.0 33 F Patient reported a small tender lump at the site of the injection and  she stated this is similar to what she experiences with other vaccines.  On December 30th, she reported that on 12/28 in the evening, she started feeling itchy at the site of the injection.   On 12/29/2020, the area looked red and warm and had grow to the size of a "clementine".  The patient took one dose of non-drowsy antihistamine and by the 30th the erythema improved. I spoke with the patient today, 1/4/2021, and all symptoms have resolved.

919301 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 MI 26.0 26 F At 2:56pm, associate complained of nausea, lightheadness.  Blood pressure was elevated; 165/102; heart rate 98bpm; SPO2 99% on room air;  Placed in supine position in observation area.  Administered Benedryl 50mg oral at 3:25pm; Blood pressure was rechecked at 3:40pm; 141/91; heart rate 88; associated states she felt improved of all symptoms; associate has been cleared to return home; husband will transport

919302 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 46.0 46 F got very anxious during the 15min waiting period after receiving first Moderna COVID19 vaccine... wanted to drink water, throat seemed itchy, was very shaky, tachycardic to 105, BP 139/60, RA sat 100%, clear lungs. Laid down and rested with improvement of symptoms. HR to 86, no longer shaky, no longer with itchy throat, RA sat remained 100%, BP decreased to 118/45. Able to sit up then walk with no dizziness/wooziness, felt totally back to normal after <30min and was discharged to home. No meds or ER visit.

919303 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 TN 41.0 41 F DIZZY AND FLUSHED. PT WAS ATTENED BY EMS. PT THEN STATED SHE FELT FINE. PT WAITED AN ADDITIONAL 15 MINUTES. PT WAITED A TOTAL OF 30 MINUTES. EMS SAID PT COULD LEAVE. PT LEFT IN STABLE CONDITION.

919304 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 AL 28.0 28 M Developed fever, malaise, and cough about 12-16 hours after administration of the vaccine; symptoms were present for about 2-3 days. Of note, tested positive for COVID-19 at an urgent care clinic the day after vaccination (unaware of COVID-positive status prior to vaccination).

919305 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Delayed Moderate. temp 100.6-100.1, , nausea,chills, elevated Heart rate 110  muscle ache, fatigue, weakness

919306 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 HI 52.0 52 F Hives on left arm close the injection site. Hives and skin redness on upper chest between breasts

919308 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MI 72.0 72 M Chills, arm ache, hives on right arm, and back on right shoulder. Ache back of neck, headache. Early Thursday on 12/31/2020 went to ER Treatment was, Prednisolone injection,  Benadryl, Norco for pain. Follow up at home with Benadryl and Narco

919309 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 46.0 46 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

919310 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 ND 52.0 52 F Injection was given too high, infiltrating the bursa sack around the shoulder joint of the left arm.  Resulting in bursitis,  a very painful joint and restricted movement of the arm/shoulder.  The patient was given 40 mg of Prenisone for 7 days and 10 mg of Toradol every 6 hours as needed for 5 days.  This was resolved in 48 hours. The patient also experienced vomiting twice, on the third day after the administration of the vaccine. She also experienced a headache four days after the administration. This patient tested positive for COVID in mid November.  She had severe, nausea, vomiting, fatigue, headaches during her acute phase.

919311 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MA 24.0 24 F Employee stated she felt she was beginning to get chills, felt shaky and was complexion became flushed and blotchy.

919312 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 36.0 36 M 01/02: dry cough, headache, bodyache, congestion.  Today 01/04 has phelgm and cough.  Staff was due to start work today at 3 pm.  But not feeling right.  Had COVID test last week - negative.

919313 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 RI 57.0 57 F 7-8 hours after the vaccine on (12/30/20) I started feeling tired and sluggish. Next day (12/31/20) at 9:30 am I started with body aches, chills and headache.  I got a fever of 100.2 at 4:00 pm.  I took 800mg of Ibuprofen at 4:00 pm and 9:30 pm and fever broke at 12:00 am. Next day (1/1/21) I still had a tiny headache and felt very tired.  I didn't start feeling better until Saturday (1/2/21).  On Sunday (1/3/21) I felt better and was able to go outside for some fresh air.

919314 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 IN 22.0 22 F swelling of tongue and lips 25 minutes after vaccination

919315 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 PA 40.0 40 F Patient immediate burning in her shoulder. Puncture site found to be too high for deltoid. Contacted Pfizer and IM/ID physician.  Will re vaccinate in 5 days.  Arm very painful, lump under acromion process. Feels like bursitis.

919317 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 48.0 48 M Fever, Malaise, Joint pains and Chills

919318 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 TN 50.0 50 F During pt 15 minute wait after receiving vaccine, pt felt dizzy and light headed. Pt stayed an additional 15 minutes for a total of 30 minutes and was attended by the RN. Pt stated she was feeling better. RN said pt was fine to leave. pt left in stable condition.

919319 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Hives to opposite arm starting the same day of vaccine, hives continuing to spread over arms, back, and buttocks 2 weeks from injection date. Currently controlled with benedryl

919320 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Right arm swelling very bad right after shot, next day woke up to get ready to work I started to get light headed, dizzy, sweating, felt like I was going to pass out. My husband then called 911. They took me to Hospital ,I stayed there for a couple hours then released. They told me to stay home and the next day I felt fine. I did a televisit  with my Nephrologist (Kidney doctor) the following week.Y 1

919321 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Chills, low grade fever, severe body aches, head aches,  (for 2 days) injection site hematoma

919322 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 33.0 33 F Elevated heart rate in 110-130s approximately 12 minutes after injection given.  Pt states feeling ?jittery and racing heart..?Denies shortness of breath, chest pain/tightness. Denies any tingling in throat. SpO2 99% on room air. Bp 120/72. No other symptoms. During period of monitoring heart rate decreases to 80s for few minutes then elevated to >110s.  After 30 minutes pt returns home. For next 4 hours following occasional periods of elevated heart rate 110-130s. Only 3 episodes the next day. Mild headache during this day but no other symptoms.

919323 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 PA 34.0 34 F Hot and lightheaded

919324 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Body aches, chills, fever

919325 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 48.0 48 F I received my shot at appx 1300 hours. By 1700 hours I had a flare up of Vasculitis symptoms. I began to get little red dots on both of my lower legs a total of about 10. They began really light and over the night got brighter and bigger. I went to the doctor the next morning and was given a prescription for a steroid and antibiotic which I first took at 2000 hours on 12/31/2020. By the next evening my dots began to get lighter. As of today all but one have faded away. The one I have is really light. I did have some of the usually listed symptoms, slight headache, runny nose, hard to breathe.

919326 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 PA 39.0 39 F DEVELOPED FLAT, RED RASH OVER NECK AND UPPER TORSO. BENADRYL 25MG ADMINISTERED IM AND RASH RESOLVED WITHIN A HALF HOUR

919327 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 MT 38.0 38 F 40 mins after receiving the vaccine the right side of my throat, ear, forehead and arm went numb.  The right site of my body started tingling. Burning , red, swollen and itching at the injecting site.. Area around injection site was the size of a softball  very painful, itchy, burning sensation, swollen,  and red.  I took Benadryl

919328 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 41.0 41 M Fever chills headaches fatigue muscle ache

919329 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 DE 92.0 92 F Facial drooping occurred on 1/3/2021, patient sent to ER and returned with diagnosis of Bels Palsy on 1/4/2021

919330 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 27.0 27 F received covid vaccine 12/30 then had rash on r side of face little shooting headache muscle weakeness on 12/31 11:00 am notices pins needles on left side of face.  Resolved then at 5 pm it came back again for a few hours then went away.  Then 1/1/21 left forhead tingling above eyebrow.  Today feels a little stiffness on the side of my face.   Also reported left ear hot and painful 12/31 at 11:00

919331 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 NC 54.0 54 F Patient described ringing in the ears and had an apparent rash on both arms with swelling in the administration arm. Symptoms appeared 10 minutes after vaccination. We administered 50 mg Diphenhydramine and about 15 minutes after patient stated that symptoms were resolving.

919332 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Pt reports pruritic circular rash to area just below injection site 9 days following shot.  Areas subsequently erupted on bilaterral digits of both hands, and toes of both feet.  Vesicles are noted on initial eruption.  Pt has used trimacinalone cream 1% with temporary relief.  Evaluation by MD here at clinic resulted in additional antifungal cream.  Pt denies any other symptoms at this time.

919333 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 41.0 41 M After receiving 1st Moderna COVID19 vaccine and while waiting during the 15min waiting period, patient saw someone else get anxious and wobbly and need to lay down, then he also got anxious and felt like his vertigo had been triggered... dizzy when turning head to the side, which he gets sometimes, but this started for him after vaccination. Laid down, rested, and felt better-- symptoms resolved and he was discharged to home. Noted to be hypertensive 143/93-- discussed with him and asked him to speak with primary care physician.
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919334 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 NY 30.0 30 M Acute pericarditis

919335 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 27.0 27 F received covid vaccine 12/30 then had rash on r side of face little shooting headache muscle weakeness on 12/31 11:00 am notices pins needles on left side of face.  Resolved then at 5 pm it came back again for a few hours then went away.  Then 1/1/21 left forhead tingling above eyebrow.  Today feels a little stiffness on the side of my face.   Also reported left ear hot and painful 12/31 at 11:00

919336 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CO 56.0 56 F On 1/3, experienced redness, "blotchy chest," "red dots to skin," "hives on both palms." Feet itching, but "I didn't investigate that." Took Benadryl 25mg x 2 tablets on 1/3 morning. Resolved on 1/3 in the evening.

919337 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 KY 35.0 35 F I am an APRN, and received the vaccine not quite one week ago. I waited 15 minutes within the facility and then left. Sat in my car working for about 8-10 minutes when a sudden rush of heat ran through my body.  I felt lightheaded, my tongue was prickly, and I felt like I was going to pass out.  I was able to get back into the facility to let them know of the sudden symptoms.  At that time I felt like my heart was racing and was diaphoretic. They continued to watch me for another 15-20 minutes, they did have an epi pen but it was not given. I was feeling slightly better and then left again.  I waited in my car approximately 20 minutes before deciding it would be safe to drive away.  After driving for about 10 minutes I had another rush of heat, lightheadedness, and then I started having shortness of breath.  At this time it would have been about 1 hour, maybe longer, since receiving the vaccine.  I was not close to an emergency medical facility at that time, and did not feel like my throat was swelling so thought it would be best to try to drive to the nearest ER.  I knew I had an epi pen from my work that I could use if needed.  I contacted another nurse practitioner who I work with who stayed on the phone with me until I was able to get to a safe place.  At that time the symptoms had improved, not resolved.  It had been able 20 minutes during this episode.  In all, I continued to feel jittery for about 3-4 more hours.  Since my symptoms did improve I did not go to the ER.  I contacted my health department, Louisville health dept, the following day and reported symptoms to the medical director.

919338 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 23.0 23 F Fatigue, muscle aches

919339 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 ND 66.0 66 F The injection was given too high and infiltrated the bursa sack around the shoulder joint.  The left shoulder became very painful on the evening of 12/31/2020.  The patient placed heating pad on the joint intermittently, exercised her arm and took ibuprofen for 48 hours.  It was resolved in 48 hours.

919340 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 TN 50.0 50 M During the 15 minute wait after receiving vaccine, pt stated his lips and tongue felt tingly.  Pt was attended to by EMS. Pt stayed an additional 15 minutes for a total of 30 minutes. Pt stated he felt fine. EMS said pt could leave. pt left in stable condition.

919341 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 WA 37.0 37 F ~24 hours after injection, patient experienced mild fatigue, low appetite, sinus symptoms (feeling blockage in right side sinuses), exacerbation of tinnitus in R ear. Symptoms persisted 48 hours after injection.

919342 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 CA 66.0 66 F Immediately: Achy Sore Itchy Hot to touch Day 2 and Day 7: Flu like symptoms Day 5: Symptoms were worse: Redness, hard, and extremely itchy Day 7: redness measured 5.08cm Day 9 (today): Redness measures 11.5cm x 9cm and still growing Still itchy, not as sore but still warm to touch.

919343 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 31.0 31 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect noted.

919344 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 PA 28.0 28 F within 10 minutes patient became pale and lightheaded, heart rate elevated, continued to have flushed feeling. Rapid response called observed, provided water and ice. Felt dizzy when tried to walk. Observed for 45-60 mins.

919345 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 22.0 22 F redness, warmth, induration at injection site

919346 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MN 28.0 28 F She received the vaccine on 12/30/2020 at approximately 4:35 PM. At 7 PM she experienced immediate exhaustion, very hot, and body aches. Her temp when she got home was 102.7. She experienced an all over rash and her temp fluctuated for 65 hours. She went to Urgent Care both on Saturday and Sunday due to the ?burning? of the rash. She received Steroid treatment both days. She is back to work today, however, continues to have burning rash. She was advised by the Urgent Care provider not to receive the second injection, and not to ever receive vaccines with the mRNA component.

919347 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 32.0 32 M During his 15min waiting period after receiving the Moderna COVID19 vaccine, patient got somewhat anxious... tachycardic, htn, wobbly knees, felt unwell. Didn't want any intervention, but agreed to lay down. While resting, BP down to 135/65, HR to 89, looked better and calm but then after 10-15min complained that his throat felt itchy. Then said he was allergic to peanuts, but only when eaten in lg quantities. No signs of anaphylaxis, but was sent to ER for evaluation and obs. Left ER w/o getting seen.

919348 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 GA 41.0 41 M Itching, redness at injection site approximately 1 week post-vaccination.  Triangular, red, raised area, approximately 4x4cm.

919349 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 AL 37.0 37 F Flushed cheeks, tingling to lips

919350 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 NY 41.0 41 F First Headache at approx 10:00pm then later that night at approx 02:00 am  left armpit pain, left  upper chest pain, left humerus pain, left elbow pain, left wrist pain,  left radius and ulna pain,  fatigue, lethargy, insomnia, fever 99.9 was highest taken with 2 extra strength Tylenol taken, chills, excessive sweating, decreased appetite until evening of the next day. arm pain decreased but arm pit remains swollen and painful for 2 days so far. Headache gone after 36 hours.

919351 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 TX 47.0 47 M NUMBNESS TO BOTH ARMS AND LEGS

919352 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 OK 24.0 24 M Hives mainly on torso, spread down to legs. Zytec 10 mg was taken. Symptoms have yet to resolve

919353 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 ND 28.0 28 F Patient reported to me that she developed a rash to her extremities the evening of vaccination. She proceeded to take benadryl. Patient reported taking benadryl repeatedly Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and by Saturday morning she had to go to the ER to get some steroids. Patient stated that it was a hive reaction.

919354 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 KS 39.0 39 M Left upper trapezia silver dollar sized area with raised bumps. Slightly painful, itchy. Went undiagnosed but mimicked shingles. Has slowly gotten better. Still very visible, 90% cleared. Emailed PCP, was not seen in office.

919356 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 NV 58.0 58 F At 11:19 am the recipient stated she felt a warm sensation on her mouth and tingling of the lips. VS: BP=141/90, HR= 94, O2 Sat=96% RA, Temp= 37 Celsius.  VS at 11:28 am:  BP=141/90, HR= 94, O2 Sat=95% RA, Temp= 37 Celsius.  at 11:30 participant stated the tingling of the lips had gone away, but the warm sensation on her mouth continued.  At 12:20 the participant stated she still had the warm sensation on her mouth but the tingling was absent.  12:30 pm the participant felt comfortable leaving and left the facility.

919357 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 31.0 31 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect noted.

919358 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 25.0 25 F Indurated and itchy urticaria around site of injection

919359 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MA 57.0 57 F Itchy throat 6 minutes after vaccine administration - evaluated by EMS - drank water - symptoms resolved by 5:25pm.

919360 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 VA 40.0 40 F Received vaccine on 12/30/20 approx. 5pm. On morning of 12/31/20 experiencing fatigue, chills, aches, fever, loss of appetite and diarrhea. As of 1/4/21 continues to have diarrhea and loss of appetite. Going to see provider today as she found out that a church member tested positive for covid. planning to be tested today.

919361 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 TN 62.0 62 F Patient complained of left lower lobe of lung pain, which she stated has been causing her symptoms prior to Moderna vaccine administration. Asked patient if she needed treatment and she stated no and she just wanted to let us know.

919362 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 NE 31.0 31 F Swollen, painful lymph nodes in right armpit

919365 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 NE 65.0 65 F Pt. calls into work on 12/28/2020 crying and reports that she is not able to move or turn in bed without having sever discomfort in her neck; therefore unable to work her scheduled shift. Pt. reports with movement of her arms esp. her left arm that she gets "shooting pain" with radiation to the nap of her neck. Pt. denies any fevers at this time. Pt. reports that she had medicated with Tylenol Arthritis without relief. Pt. reports noticing muscle aches and discomfort on 12/26 but on 12/28/2020 is severe in nature. Pt. made an appointment with her PCP on 12/28/2020 at 1400. Pt. was instructed to take Ibuprofen 200 mg tid for a total of 600 mg as needed, cont. to use ice at home and was given Diazepam as a muscle relaxant. On 12/29/20 pt. was able to return to work and reported feeling better.  Pt. returned to the clinic on 12/30/2020 again with severe discomfort in the shoulders, neck and upper body. Pt. was seen by PA-C and was administered a shot of Toradil IM, placed on Prednisone 40 mg  for 5 days, lab was obtained and was instructed to cont. with the ice and Ibuprofen.

919366 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 OH 54.0 54 F Started a few hours later with Diarrhea. Then next morning just a slight sore arm (typical of flu vaccines) but then the unbelievable fatigue and muscle soreness took over and restless night sleep. When to ED and had PCR done to make sure I didn't have Covid - it was negative. Cough came and went, mostly at night. I'm 3 days in and just now getting back to normal but the muscle pain and fatigue are still there. No fever. No headache.

919367 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 FL 36.0 36 F Developed delayed skin reaction week after injection slightly distal to site of injection redness, swelling, warmth > 10 cm worsened for a few days before improving

919368 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MD 32.0 32 F I got the vaccine at my workplace at 1115am. I had a normal day, no signs other than a sore arm a few hours later. I went to bed at 9pm feeling fine, and woke up at 10pm very Sick, Throwing up & a fever of 100.8 , Body aches and a Bad headache. i tossed and turned for several hours feeling worse and worse. Eventually at like 9am the next day my heart rate started racing in the 140s. I went to the ER and was told they think the shot just "Woke up" My post covid tachycardia.  I had COVID in july and a month later i started getting random bouts of tachycardia. They had subsided mostly, since late october.  They did draw my blood and my Potassium was a little low,3.5. so he sent me home with a 7 day supplement of it.

919369 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 24.0 24 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

919370 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 TX 28.0 28 F Saturday midnight stared with a headache, Sunday morning woke up around 9:30 to get milk for my 2 year old boy, wanted to take a Tylenol for the headache when I stared to feel really nauseous and fainted. I remember waking up laying down on the floor, I screamed at my husband I couldn?t get up. And my husband got me up from the floor  when I fainted again in his Arms. He states I was unconscious for 10-15 seconds. After I wake up my headache and nauseous went always. I was fine the whole day.

919371 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NJ 43.0 43 F Burning to left arm, tingling to neck arms and legs. Elevated blood pressure.

919372 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 PA 28.0 28 F Bell's Palsy on the right side of my face.  ear ache, head ache all on the right side. droopiness of the right eye and right side of  lips. inability to fully  shut my eye., difficulty eating and drinking.  Attempted to go to an urgent care on 1/02/2021, but they sent me to the ER. ER evaluated me and sent me home with antivirals and steroids. I was sent home with Prednisone and Acyclovir

919373 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MN 39.0 39 F noticed twitching in L arm shortly after receiving vaccine, numbness , weakness and pain in arm and shoulder girdle, diagnosed with parsonage turner syndrome by neurologist, currently taking neurontin for pain as steroids not tolerated

919374 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 TX 59.0 59 F After several hours in pm. pt started vomiting uncontrollably, per pt states she threw up about 40 times. On sat morning pt, started having severe leg pain and couldn't stand to touch them.  Informed pt to go to the ER to be seen.

919375 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 CA 57.0 57 M Sore arm five minutes after injection Swollen aches GI No Appetite Not feeling well

919376 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MT 19.0 19 F Patient received Moderna vaccine, Wednesday  12/30. On Saturday 1/3/2021 patient felt pressure/tightness in lower extremity. When patient touched area, a noticeable ball was felt under the skin, tender to the touch and warm. Patient went into urgent care on Monday 1/4/2021 with a confirmed dx of a superficial blood clot. Unknown etiology of whether this is from current birth control or the COVID19 Moderna vaccine.

919377 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 VA 49.0 49 M I had  5 minutes of blurred vision

919378 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 30.0 30 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

919380 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 GA 27.0 27 F I experienced hives to my abdomen and back.

919381 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 23.0 23 F Redness, induration, swelling

919382 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MA 34.0 34 F Severe sharp throbbing pain at injection site upon administration and continuing throughout observation period - site benign - still in pain at time of leaving facility.

919383 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 OR 49.0 49 F Patient started to experience numbness in immediate area of injection site. She reports that approx 5 minutes after injection, numbness began to spread out from injection site, but was contained mostly to upper arm. She denies weakness, pain, numbness of mouth, difficulty breathing. BP 152/100. Pt reports she is very anxious.   pt given ice pack and asked to stay in obs area for an extra 30 minutes. No sequelae after initial numbness

919384 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 CT 60.0 60 F 8 days post vaccination, patient reports itching with redness, heat and induration at the site of vaccination.  Felt like a "bee sting."  Resolved without treatment by 1/2/21.

919385 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 MD 51.0 51 F On Dec. 24th I started to develop pain with breathing.  No other symptoms. I was unable to take deep breaths and felt SOB because of that.  I was evaluated in the emergency room on Mon 28th.  Full workup completed, cardiac and PE.  Work up negative and Covid test negative. I was diagnosed with pleurisy.

919386 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Severe swelling of arm, redness, induration, warmth at injection site.

919387 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 TX 24.0 24 F Slight redness to lower forearm, sore throat, feverish, fatigue, ear pain

919388 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 54.0 54 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

919389 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 IL 39.0 39 F Left side of throat, left soft palette, left side of mouth, left side of tongue, left side of jaw, left side of nose all felt numb, lymph node by left ear was swollen, left eye pressure, drooling Treated in Emergency Room, no monitor, no IV fluids, discharged with information on paresthesia, stomatitis

919390 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Face rash, itchy for 2 days, (face and neck) Face warm to touch, Seen by NP no treatment

919391 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NV 51.0 51 F At 8:40 am participant complained of dizziness.  VS at 08:50 am; BP= 166/113, O2 Sats= 97% RA, HR= 78, RR= 18.  Patient stated she did not have breakfast and perhaps she was hypoglycemic, thus she consumed a bottle of orange juice.  VS at 08:56 am; BP= 195/106, O2 Sats= 98% RA, HR= 76.  At 09:14 am, participates stated she is feeling better.  VS at 09:20; BP=176/99, O2 Sats= 100% RA, HR= 79.  At 09:42 am participant stated she continues to feel better; BP= 186/94, HR= 82.  At 0945 am participant left the site.

919392 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 54.0 54 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

919393 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 PA 28.0 28 F Hot flash and dizzy next thing she knew she was in a stretcher. Gave her an ice pack and elevated feet.  Went to ED, per patient did not receive any medications, just had an EKG.

919394 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 ND 57.0 57 F Vaccine was administer too high on the arm and infiltrated the bursa sack around the shoulder joint of the left arm.  The patient alternated ice and heat on the shoulder joint, self administered ibuprofen, and exercised the arm for 48 hours.  The patient was unable to lift the arm more than 20 degrees, in front or to the side.  The pain resolved in about 60 hours. She has no residual affects.

919395 12/20/2020 01/04/2021 IN 33.0 33 F High fever, headache, tenderness at injection site.

919396 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 KS 57.0 57 F Took covid shot Thursday 12/17. On Friday 12/18 had avastin shot to right eye. That afternoon had EXTREME inflammation, irritation, tearing, pain and light sensitivity. Vision became "whited out". Saw Dr. sunday 12/20, received two antibiotic shot and steroid shot all to right eye. Prescribed Levaquin po and antibiotic and steroid eye drops. Followed up with retinologist again today 1/4/21, symptoms fairly resolved but vision is still blurry. Hoping to completely regain my sight.

919397 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MA 53.0 53 F Employee told nurse she felt lightheaded and "shaky". Given water and asked to stay extra 15 minutes. Seen by EMT's for blood pressure check: 130/80, Pulse 77, 100%.

919398 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 59.0 59 F extreme pain in arm with injection site, inability to move arm, insomnia due to pain in arm.

919399 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 44.0 44 F Employee received MODERNA vaccine on 12/28/2020 and had no symptoms on first day, then on 12/29/2020-2nd day employee experienced body aches, fatigue, nausea, and low grade fever-99.4, with no chills. Then on 12/30/2020-3rd day employee had body aches, and mild nausea only, by the 4th day employee feeling much better with no further symptoms.

919400 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 MS 54.0 54 F localized itching at injection site. Benadryl 50mg capsules given.  itching decreased- got better.

919401 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 48.0 48 F employee getting Pfizer COVID19 vaccination.  about 10 min post injection developed feeling of flushing and ?"prickliness" on skin. no resp distress no swelling or rash seen.  VS taken and hypertension noted 170s/90s. normal O2sat and HR- NO prior medical hx of hypertension. Monitored for 30 min in vaccination clinic persistent hypertension.  Referred to ED for ongoing monitoring-still hypertensive but eval neg  referred to primary care provider for follow up

919402 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 40.0 40 F local- soreness systemic/local-urticaria

919403 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 ME 23.0 23 M I received the vaccine through my employer.  7 Days after the vaccination event, my left deltoid muscle became significantly swollen, stiff and tender. There was pain when I tried to elevate the arm laterally. The site was very warm to the touch. I experienced periods of malaise and fatigue at random intervals throughout the week after which I received the vaccine. On day 8, a red rash began to appear on the vaccination site. It was slightly itchy. The area was still stiff and swollen, and painful to move past a certain angle. This night I felt especially fatigued. On day 9 I woke up to see the swelling was mostly subsided, however the rash had spread down the arm to roughly the elbow. The site was no longer warm. It was still slightly irritable. As the day is progressing (this is written on day 9), the rash is starting to fade.

919404 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 OH 32.0 32 F C/O heaviness and warmth to neck, shoulder, and back. C/O heart racing- HR 112. BP 143/99. ER diagnosed with allergic reaction- minor. Continue to report warmth and heaviness to mid-upper back.

919405 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 42.0 42 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than effective due to storage conditions.   No adverse effects noted.

919406 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Extreme right arm soreness- painful to palpation and to lift arm Low grade fever evening of 12/20/20 ranging from 99.4-100.4

919407 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 PR 44.0 44 M In the area where the vaccine was applied I have it irritated and warm

919408 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Patient was given vaccine at 1515 and told to wait at facility until 1530. Patient called cf clinic at 1630 stating she had hives. Patient spoke with RN and stated that her hands were itchy on the ride home and she noticed they were swollen. She stated that she developed hives on her chest and hands. Patient denies any chest heaviness or shortness of breath at this time. Doctor consulted and advised patient take benadryl for reaction. Patient was advised if she developes shortness of breath or any further symptoms to come in and seek emergency treatement and she understood.  Patient did complete v safe today and reported on there as well.

919409 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 SC 37.0 37 F Dizziness post vaccine, came back to clinic and ate snack bc she had not eaten that morning. BP 130/80, felt better with food. 2 similar episodes the following day, no further epidose after 48h.

919410 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 ID 53.0 53 F With in five minutes I stared to itch around my face and eyes. Got dizzy and blurry vision when I stood up. My lips began to swell. Was given 50 mg Benadryl PO and watched for one hour. Never had difficulty breathing. Itchy continued for five days going away with Benadryl. Lymph nodes in arm pit of arm vaccine was in  swelled and hurt for two days. Spiked a fever the second day twice that was controlled with Tylenol.

919411 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 MO 40.0 40 F widespread itching, localized itching at injection site, swelling/welting at injection site, red area about the size of an orange around injection site, darkened discoloration like bruising persisting 2 weeks following first inection .  Reported to Employee Health

919412 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 32.0 32 F Arm very sore at injection site a few hours after vaccination, and for about 2-3 days afterward. Moving the arm helped alleviate the soreness. Also took a bath and ibuprofen.

919413 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 PR 69.0 69 F swelling , itching, pain ,redness, hot area. Started Xyzal and Prednisone 5 mgs, Panadol 500 mgs, cold compresses for about 3 days.   then in January 1, started antibiotic Augmentin bid, because it became  worst. Now with redness , hot area, but improving>I am a Doctor.  Moderna Vaccine

919414 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NH 48.0 48 F headache (base of skull) and neck pain (back of neck)

919415 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 WI 54.0 54 M Body aches and joint pain, swollen lymph node on right armpit, temperature of 101'F starting on 1/1

919416 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 40.0 40 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect noted.

919417 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 OR 46.0 46 F On day two I noticed a golf ball sized lump at injection site. It was there until day 4 or 5 when it started to go away, but never went away completely. It was sore, but not very painful. On day 10, I noticed it was more sore and now there is a lot of redness over injection site. The lump is a little bigger, but not as big as it  was originally.

919418 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 CT 48.0 48 F Patient developed shortness of breath and tachycardia/palpitations in the evening after receiving the vaccine, as well as "pins and needles" sensation over her torso.

919420 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 GA 50.0 50 F 103 fever on and off x 2 days; dizziness x 1 1/2 day; swollen/painful lymph nodes x 4 days; body aches/fatigue x 2 days

919421 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 UT 38.0 38 F Employee started having symptoms 5 hours after administration of vaccine.   Had headache and chills.  Slept through the night.  Woke with fever, chills, body aches and tics, chest pain,  headache, nausea, difficulty breathing, lethargy and decreased level of responsiveness.  Was admitted to the ED on 12/29/2020 at 11:37 am. Temp 37.7, HR 88, RR 22, BP 122/86, SaO2 98%.  Glasgow coma score was 15.  She was oriented to person, place and time but responses were short and slow. Work up in the ED included, EKG, chest x-ray, CT of brain, and Labs(CBC & chemistries).  She was also given Acetaminophen 650mg for head ache, Ketorolac 30 mg for pain, Ondansetron 4mg for nausea, and 2 liters of LR.  Observed for 5 hours with some improvement in symptoms and discharged at 5:10 pm

919422 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 KY 30.0 30 F A week after receiving the COVD19 vaccine, red patches of skin started appearing around the injection site.  Patches were not itchy.  Armpit area (lymph nodes) was painful, as well as general pain in left arm.  The next day the rash had gotten larger and left arm started tingling.  Arm pain persisted.  On the third day the rash was larger still, with prolonged arm tingling and left chest area pain.  I went to the ER as no one could answer why these problems were arising  a week after the vaccine.  ER advised taking Benadryl and watching out for shortness of breath.  Arm is currently tingling and eyesight seems fuzzy.

919423 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 NY 46.0 46 F Turned red and flushed within 5 minutes of vaccine administration.   Lasted for about 60 minutes.  No issues breathing.

919424 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 KS 39.0 39 M Left eye swollen 24 hours later, took Benadryl in ED and resolved right away

919425 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 53.0 53 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect noted.

919426 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 GA 63.0 63 M Patient reports having a 1 cm x 1.5 cm " blister- like " lesion at his injection site since 01/03/2021 at 7:00 pm.

919427 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 OH 32.0 32 F Moderna vaccine on 12/31/2020. The next day, Friday she had a sore left arm, that was it.  No redness or swelling at the injection site.. On Saturday she had a dry cough with deep inspiration, chest tightness, and shortness of breath and left shoulder pain requiring aleve and heating pad.  Saturday she used her rescue inhaler a few times, Sunday she used it 2-3 x and one time today. Ongoing chest tightness .  Got order for 5 days of steroids and epi pen prescription

919428 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Felt slight warmth throughout body about 5 minutes after vaccine. Disappeared 2 minutes later. Arm started to feel sore as the day went on and was very sore by nighttime. Next day, arm started to feel better and over the next 3 days was no longer sore.  On the morning of the 30th, woke up feeling fine, took a 3.5 mile walk and felt fine. Around 12:30 pm, experienced sudden pain and a burning sensation in the chest and both upper arms. Thought it was possibly heartburn ; took a Prilosec. The discomfort (mild but steady) continued so checked blood pressure which was 141/91. Called cardiologist and went to emergency room per instruction, around 1:30. Admitted overnight with the diagnosis of a mild heart attack and performed a heart catheterization where they found no major blockage. One artery noted 30% blocked but that overall heart function looked good. Discharged on 12/31/2020. -reported by patient via email, on 1/3/2021 @ 4:49pmY 1

919429 01/04/2020 01/04/2021 OR 40.0 39 F Vomiting

919430 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 CA 55.0 55 F 12/29/20 Headache, dizziness.  Woke at midnight with headache, flushed face, could not get warm. Heart rate 95, respiratory rate 25.  At approximate 2:00 am woke with HEADACHE, flushed face, Temp 101.1. 12/30/2020 Continues to c/o of dizziness, Huge headache, Ibuprofen not effective

919431 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 PA 72.0 72 M Anterior Uveitis in the Left Eye; blurry vision, injected sclera in left eye started on 1/3/21; evaluated for and diagnosed with Anterior Uveitis of Left Eye at Hospital Emergency Department on 1/4/21, and prescribed topical steroids upon same-day discharge.

919432 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 WI 39.0 39 F Severe headache, vomiting, chills within one hour of vaccine, full body rash and itching 12/29 through ongoing, swollen feet resulting in inability to walk 1/4/2021 (PCP suggests erthyema nodosum); treated with Claritin

919434 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 SC 21.0 21 F On Sunday, December 27, I had the injection. I was fine. Monday the 28th, I was in pain in my arm. December 29 to currently ( January 4 2021) I am sick. I believe I got it from the vaccine. I have been out of work for two weeks. I will not go get the other vaccine. I thought I was protecting myself but find out I am not. I am currently laying in bed sick as a dog. I have shortness of breath,  cough, sneezing,sore throat, and bodyaches. I am in severe pain

919435 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 TN 24.0 24 F My arm has not stopped twitching since I have received the vaccine 2.5 hours ago. I can still use it. It is a localized twitch on the back side of my arm an inch above my left elbow (same side as injection).

919436 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 IL 29.0 29 M Bell?s palsy, right side of face is numb, with difficulty closing eyes, smiling, raising eyebrows, eating, drinking, swallowing. Y 2

919437 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 WV 37.0 37 F Started having tingling in her mouth, post nasal drip, and feeling like her skin in her mouth was sloughing off an hour later.

919438 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 KS 54.0 54 F 48 hours later bilateral eyes swollen. Saw dr. in office and treated  with steroid cream and allergy meds resolved without difficulties

919439 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.   No adverse effects noted.

919440 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Severe anterior right shoulder pain associated with very limited ROM due to pain. No pain at injection site. No swelling or erythema at injection site. Pain is in anterior shoulder and radiates down right arm. Pain is constant but worse with movement. Pain started the night that vaccine was given 1/2/2021 and has been persistent since then making it difficult to work. Pain not relieved with tylenol or ibuprofen. Pain is more severe that what would be expected from needle trauma. Of note, vaccine was given particularly high near subdeltoid bursa.

919441 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 GA 58.0 58 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  reddness at injection site - noticed 10 days past injection; no itching or pain

919442 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 FL 55.0 55 F Day of vaccine approximately 30 minutes later patient experienced warm sensation in chest, progressed to muscle aches, swelling of foot/ankle. On 1/3/2021 patient still complains of muscle/body aches, joint pain, swelling of foot. On oral steroid for foot swelling. >10days with no improvement.

919443 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 GA 58.0 58 F S: Employee received Covid vaccination on 12/28/20. Employee reported noticing "itching all over my body". The following day she experienced nausea and moderate joint pain. She then also experienced redness on forehead, ears and "felt like they were on fire." B: Covid vaccination on 12/28/20. Employee contacted advice nurse and was instructed to report to ACC A: Employee reported to ACC on 12/29/20 and received solumedrol shot R: Reporting for tracking purposes

919444 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 NY 34.0 34 F 12/21 had covid vaccine (dose 1). On evening of 12/29 had sudden onset of mild neck pain and significant weakness and numbness of left arm, weak hand grip, clumsiness in hand . Did not improve after trying to shake arm/move around , and took prednisone 40mg oral. Went to ER and had CT Cspine which did not show evidence of cervical pathology. Continued with corticosteroids, sought consultation with PMR and neurology specialists, and steroid dose increased to 60mg/day.   Some improvement in strength , but still have diminished sensation and strength in left hand/arm. Unable to perform full job tasks as I am left hand dominant.  Likely brachial neuritis / parsonage turner syndrome per both specialists seen. Continuing with corticosteroids at this time, pending bloodwork and OT evaluation

919445 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 SC 44.0 44 F I started getting a headache on 12/22 with nasal congestion worsening over night the next day I continued having congestion and headache, I called employee health and received a covid test which was negative. I continued to have headache and congestion for two more days and the 25th I was really tired and  took a nap. By the 26th I felt completely normal

919446 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 48.0 48 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect noted

919448 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 ND 66.0 66 F Injection given too high, the bursa sack was infiltrated and vaccine went into the joint.  The patient placed heat, exercised her arm and took oral ibuprofen for 48 hours.  The patient could not lift her arm more than a few inches to the front or to the side.  No swelling, but bruise at injection site.  The injection site bled enough to put a four X four gauze over the site.  The pain subsided at about 48 hours and the patient was able to lift her arm.

919449 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 TN 78.0 78 F PATIENT REPORTS APPROXIMATELY 5-10 MINUTES AFTER RECEIVING VACCINE TO LEFT ARM THAT "MY HEAD FELT WEIRD AND I GOT A PAIN TO MY LEFT EAR FOR A SPLIT SECOND."  SHE REPORTS IT CAME AND LEFT VERY QUICKLY.  UNABLE TO DESCRIBE WHAT THE HEAD FELT LIKE OTHER THAN WEIRD. REPORTED FEELING COMPLETELY NORMAL AFTER OCCURANCE

919450 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 OH 57.0 57 F Hives at site of injection and down Left arm continue past five days post injection Headache

919451 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 OK 39.0 39 M I had a persistent headache on day 1 after the vaccination. Also, had severe fatigue and later that day I had chills with severe myalgia that lasted 48 hours requiring to take Ibuprofen for 2 days. The sourness in my left arm was more pronounced that with any other vaccine.

919452 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 WI 50.0 50 F Its been 30 min now and she is doing much better. Felt tingling in her arm and leg on side that vaccine was given. Felt nauseous. Also had headache. Pt has had a severe ischemic stroke in past and has an intellectual disability. Pt seems to be doing fine otherwise and is slowly improving.

919453 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Right wrist rash, 4cm x 2.5cm, with vesicles that drained clear fluid after severe itching relieved by scratching. Left hand rash, of the webbing between the thumb and forefinger, raised. Not as severe as the wrist. Numbness or tingling of the lips, intermittent, first occurred an hour after the vaccine and has been infrequent since then. Gradually reducing in frequency; described as an awkward sensation of tingling.  Has contacted her PCP for an appointment. Local Pharmacy would not sell or recommend medications due to the patient's history of Pfizer vaccine without her having been diagnosed first.

919454 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 MA 42.0 42 F Developed wheezing/chest tightness. No stridor or rash or injection site symptoms. Took Benadryl 50mg q4 x 3 doses, took albuterol every 2 hrs for 8 hrs. Had EpiPen nearby (a family member's, not mine), but did not use.  Felt fine the next morning, 24 hrs afterwards. Just mild headache for a few days (not unusual for me)

919455 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NY 16.0 16 M Vaccine administered to 16 year old patient in error; FDA authorized emergency use of administered vaccine for patient's 18 years and older. Patient was monitored for  15 minutes following  vaccine administration; no adverse reaction noted.

919456 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 32.0 32 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

919457 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 NV 54.0 54 M Reaction began to appear on 02 Jan 2021 (Day+2).  Sore neck muscles 03 Jan 2021: Neck muscles stiffen and preclude rotation of the head.  Pain radiating from shoulders up through neck to top and side of head.  Neck and muscles sore to the touch.  Fatigue. Loss of appetite. Joint pain in all major joints.  Inability to sleep from pain.

919458 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 AL 56.0 56 F Around 2AM I was sitting at work and I looked at my co-worker and told her my head was killing me. I took Advil,  it was like the worst "flu shot" I ever got. Then the muscle pain started. I went home and took some Advil, tried to walk my dogs and couldn't. I usually walk 3 miles with them and did not walk even 1/2 mile. Went home and took a hot shower with Epson salt and laid down. My arm started aching. I can't even wash my hair, the injection site itches and is painful and my scalp was itching too. Overall headache, joint/ muscle pain like flu like symptoms. Wednesday morning before I left work my back started hurting really bad, severe back pain. When I arrived home and used the bathroom I was having abd pain, and diarrhea. It was all fluid. I ate some chili the day before and when I wiped my bottom it was red like bloody. My PCP was closed. It happened about 4 times. It is like I have a kidney pain (the back pain)

919459 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CO 34.0 34 M MODERNA COVID-19 VACCINE EUA  Approximately 12 minutes in to the patient's 15 minute post vaccination observation period he reported new onset headache. No reported symptoms of anaphylaxis at this time; the patient was alert and oriented x4. The patient was asked to wait for an additional 15 minutes of observation. After 15 more minutes of observation, the patient continued to endorse a headache and fatigue; no additional symptoms present and the patient was alert and oriented x4. We reviewed common side effects which include headache and fatigue as well as signs of anaphylaxis. We made a plan for patient to contact PCP for any changes or concerns or to contact emergency medical services for evidence of anaphylaxis. Client was discharged from the clinic following a second 15 minute observation period with no acute change in status.

919460 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MD 54.0 54 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA.  Muscle aches and headache resolved within 24 hours starting on second day post vaccine. Tylenol and Advil taken as recommended for 24 hours.

919461 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 21.0 21 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective because of storage conditions.   No adverse effect noted.

919462 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 MI 52.0 52 F Patient returned after receiving vaccine with unit nurse complaining of flushing in upper body.  Temperature was immediately taken and was 97.2 forehead.  She was asked to be seated and monitored for her heart rate.  Breathing appeared normal.  Patient then complained of having swelling in her throat and difficulty swallowing.  She was then offered a diphenhydramine 25mg tablet PO.  Patient took with water.  No help.  I offered to call 911.  She accepted.  Paramedics arrived.  Conducted diagnostics.  BP was 150/80 with HR 80.  AMR administered diphenhydramine 50mg via IV and patient was placed in stretcher and taken to Hospital.  Facility with follow up with care.

919463 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 IA 43.0 43 F Induration pain and warm to touch. Induration site larger than silver dollar.

919464 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 IN 53.0 53 F I developed a raised rash on my left arm at injection site , had chills and nausea and lots of tenderness at injection site at 3 am (1/1/21)  following injection. The nausea had resolved when I woke up, the rash subsided throughout the day as did the chills.  The most distressing event began on 1/1/2021 , that being sneezing, runny nose and watery eyes which continued and got much worse over the next two days, despite taking sudafed as often as possible.  No other cold or flu symptoms were present and it felt like allergies although I have never had any sort of seasonal allergies.  I finally took Zyrtec for it the evening of 1/3/21 and the symptoms stopped.   Congestion, light sensitivity remain.  I am reluctant to take another dose due to  drowsiness side effect.  Hoping symptoms will all be gone by tomorrow.

919465 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 WI 19.0 19 F Patient felt like she was going to pass out but did not.  She complained on feeling nauseous and throwing up multiple times.  She did not have shortness of breath or palpitations. After sitting for a while, she was given an ice pack and a fan. Around 3:15 she felt good enough to leave and she was picked up by someone else.

919466 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 61.0 61 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect noted.

919467 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 OK 33.0 33 F Patient got the shot on Saturday, Jan 2nd at around 11am. Woke up Jan 4th at 2:13am feeling the place of injection swollen, itchy and with a single hive like a bug bite, felt another on torso on the right side. Felt rapid pulse, got up to check the mirror, eyes swollen and itchy, tongue beginning to swell. Within minutes, started feeling itchy all over my body, specially mucosae, and scalp. Took 360mg of fexofenadine and 20mg famotidine, reaction started to subside. Was up monitoring until 3:45am. Still feeling itchy but significantly less at the before medication. Plan to continue with 180mg fexofenadine a day until all itchiness goes away.

919468 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 RI 38.0 38 M Positive COVID test with COVID symptoms

919469 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 64.0 64 F By evening of the same day I read the vaccine my right side got numb my cheek and eye hurt to the touch, my eye socket was very sore, like if I was getting Bells Palsy. I took Vitamin B12 sublingual and went to bed and the next day it was still sore but I took the vitamins again and later on it subsided. By the first of the month those symptoms  were a lot less and now I am fine.
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919470 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 GA 26.0 26 F Immediately after injection a nodule formed to side of injection site. Bump eventually subsided but area remained swollen and red to touch for 3 days. Now area is still red a week later and slightly itchy

919472 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Lip and facial area swelling tow days after receiving vaccine.

919473 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 WA 47.0 47 M sudden onset of chills, headache, generalized body aches with malaise on wednesday afternoon starting around 1400. progressed to alternating fever+chills when i got home at 1900. took advil at 2100. with mild relief from symptoms.  symptoms continued throughout thursday and into friday, with the addition of sore throat and fatigue. switched to tylenol x2/day.  large red erythematous area right below injection site of left deltoid noticed on friday and thursday. warm and tender to touch. all symptoms subsided by saturday.

919474 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 51.0 51 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  Patient also reported a  persistent headache for several days post vaccination

919475 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 TN 41.0 41 U Around 11am the 23rd I starting having chills, low grade fever, severe body aches. Went to walk in clinic (Urgent Care) around 6pm that evening and had Covid and Flu test, both came back negative. Body aches lasted thru the night had to take medicine, body ache and head ache last two days.

919476 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 51.0 51 F Patient has a presumed fever (shaking chills) and increasing shortness of breath that started this morning (1/4/2021)

919477 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MT 54.0 54 F slight fever, strong body ache for 1.5 days and strong headache for 2.5 days

919478 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 TN 75.0 75 F Pt. co of feeling flushed and feeling funny. Patient was flushed and b/p 142/80 r arm. Pt observed 10 mins and she sated that she was feeling worse and scared . No noted shortness of breath. B/p rechecked 110/80.

919479 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 IN 56.0 56 F They have my injection listed as Moderna which is a mistake. The Manufacturer is Pfizer. On the 23rd. I went into anaphalactic shock admitted to the ER, given an epinephrine drip, I was given iv bolises, chest xray, vitals were taken and blood was drawn. ABGs and chest xray and lactic acid tests were administered. I have to carry a epi pen and need to see a pulmonologist, I have triggers now where I need an emergency inhalor and was put on a course of steroids and my heartbeat is 20 beats higher than usual. I was really tired and having abdominal pain .

919480 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 OR 37.0 37 F I waited a full 30 min after my injection due to my peanut allergy.  Left hospital feeling ok- on drive home began to feel flushed in my face, tingling in my lips and began to wheeze.  It felt like my peanut allergy but on a smaller scale.  I took my Albuterol inhaler and some Benadryl once I got home and felt better.  The next day I still have some itchiness and  fullness in my throat but nothing like yesterday.

919481 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 AZ 78.0 78 M Very dizzy and very weak, tired. Walks with walker, difficult moving around.

919482 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 MT 64.0 64 F Left arm rash redness at site developed on the eighth day  4 inch x 4 inch,  increased back pain with Lt leg sciatica unknown if related

919483 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 WI 43.0 43 F Patient felt tingling and vibrating in all extremities right after the vaccine.  She was hyperventilating.  Had o2 sats between 98-100. HR ranged from 100-117.  She was clammy with no chills.  Rapid COVID test performed and it was negative.  Because the patient complained of trouble breathing and was about  to use her AuviQ, paramedics were called. The patient did go with the paramedics.

919485 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 TX 49.0 49 F My  Arm  is swollen, angry, red and fever. I am having double, vision,  when I walk I feel  weird.

919487 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 CA 48.0 48 M Within two or three minutes after receiving vaccine, individual began to complain of feeling light headed and vertigo.  Blood pressure was normal before vaccine and elevated during time of complaint.  Reaction lasted about 30 minutes.

919488 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 FL 24.0 24 F Fatigue, chills, body aches, a body temp of 101.5 F,  beginning around 10pm on January 2nd, tested with Tylenol around 5am on January 3rd, fever resided for a few hours before coming back once more around noon on January 3rd, took more Tylenol and all symptoms have since not come back

919489 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 CA 39.0 39 F injection was administered into left joint  and not intramuscular.  symptoms included nerve intrapment for 3 days with severe pain in the left arm, extending into the wrist.  muscles weakness, numbness into the thumb , index and middle finger.  Inability to raise arm.  pain  persists today

919490 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 GA 50.0 50 M Fever 102.9, fatigue, headache, ache, cough, nasal drip, sneezing

919491 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MO 47.0 47 M client reports of about 7:00 am Friday morning, waking up, he had pain in all this joints, head feeling  "foggy, had a mild headache in the back of his head, feeling fatigue and not his usual self. This lasted about 24 hours.

919492 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Increase from baseline heartrate of 60 to 110, feeling of mild chest tightness with no abnormal lung sounds,  all other vital signs remained within normal limits. Stated throat felt slightly itchy, resolved without treatment after 2 hours. Patient kept under observation.

919493 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 28.0 28 F 1616: Vaccination 1630: C/o throat swelling and scratchy throat. Denies pruritis on body. Hx of food allergies with same symptoms. Usually takes Benadryl with relief. 1632: Benadryl 25mg PO 1653: Benadryl 25mg PO 1730: Pt reports symptoms have improved but usually takes a little time to resolved. Awake, alert, oriented, smiling, laughing. No distress noted. Informed Dr. who stated that okay to send home. Informed pt to seek medical attention as needed and then report to COVID hotline. No addition adverse reaction recorded in EMR

919494 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 GA 62.0 62 F Employee received Covid vqaccine, approx. 10 minutes later employee c/o dizziness b/p 178/90 Hr 64 02 sat 97%.  Employuee states he is currently being treated by  PCP for HTN.  offered to call RRT and or transport to ED for  evaluation. Employee refused. Recently started new b/p medication prior to leaving observation area employee reports dizziness resolved.  b/p 161/93 HR 68 02 sat 97%.  Employee to follow up with primary care physician

919495 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 KS 47.0 47 M Dizzines, severe fatigue, injection site pain, mild nausea, headache, body aches/joint pain.

919496 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 CO 31.0 31 F I got the Moderna COVID vaccine on 12/23/20 since the  spot since has been growing red, dry skin, darker, hot to touch very very itchy, and there is a red line all around it that measures 9cm by 6cm . i have no fever or any other symptoms.

919497 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NY 60.0 60 F itchy skin all over, mild redness , hives.  Benadryl shot giving, redness went down along with the itchyness.

919498 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 TX 43.0 43 M cough and fever

919499 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 39.0 39 F Reported lump in her throat and coolness of left arm which was treated with Benadryl 25 mg po; HR=84 and BP=128/88; then had severe cramping in right leg with foot numbness; patient transported to the Emergency Department

919500 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 CA 35.0 35 M Tender L-sided supraclavicular lymphadenopathy lasting 3 weeks and slowly fading away during this time.

919501 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 56.0 56 F Light headed, almost passed out several time accompanied by nausea.  It would come and go and lasted about 2 hours.  Blood pressure spiked and then returned to normal within an hour.   Injection site painful for 2 days, extreme tiredness accompanied by headache lasted for 4 days.

919502 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 NC 31.0 31 F 36 hours after vaccination I woke up at 3:15am with severe abdominal cramping, dizziness, excessive thirst, and nausea. The area around the injection site was swollen, red, and painful to touch. I fell over on my way to the toilet due to extreme dizziness. I had three hours of diarrhea, and then took pepto bismal and bennydryl. Those remedies worked and my symptoms subsided and I was able to fall back asleep by 4am. In the morning I felt normal, besides some remaining pain and redness surrounding the injection site.

919503 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 WA 29.0 29 F rash, hives, anaphylaxis, throat tightening, felt out of body

919504 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MT 54.0 54 M About an hour after being vaccinated, I got very pale, and almost had a syncope episode at work.  I felt weak kneed for about 2 hours afterwards, and was still wobbly knees the next day.   I also had muscle/joint aches the same day, which went away within 24 hours.  In the past 6 days, I have had reoccurring headaches, fatigue, and  this morning, had a severe enough headache to bring on nausea.   I am med compliant with all my meds and I take care of my Type II diabetes,    I am also a volunteer firefighter - advanced EMT, so I know when there is a problem.

919505 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 MI 37.0 37 F Patient developed tongue numbness, anxiety, stated that she felt her tongue was swelling up. RN and paramedic evaluated patient, VSS, tongue showed no signs of swelling, no acute signs of allergic reaction. Sat with patient for a few minutes, she calmed down and stated her tongue did not feel numb anymore. After waiting at clinic for 10 more minutes patient felt okay to go home.

919506 12/20/2020 01/04/2021 IL 49.0 49 F Started with pain at injection site the day after vaccine was given.  The following day (2 days after vaccine), there was a quarter size bump and it was tender when touched.  At one week, the site was no longer tender but still erythema surrounding injection site, slightly larger.  At 2 weeks, noticed bump was more diffuse had spread (~4-5 cm) with more noticeable erythema around the edges.  Contacted employee health at this time who advised me to contact my PCP and submit VAERS report.  No fever or other systemic reactions during this period. Unsure if 2nd vaccine should be given.

919507 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 UT 33.0 33 F Mild rash with first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID 19 vaccine.  Evaluated in ED for rash. Gave diphenhydramine 25 mg PO and observed for 1 hour. Patient felt comfortable discharging and returning if symptoms worsened.

919508 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 IL 42.0 42 F Few minutes after receiving the vaccine I have noticed slight shortness of breath, then after 45 minutes, I developed a headache.  These symptoms worsen as the day progressed. The severe headache and increased shortness of breath lasted 14 days along with dangerously elevated blood pressure, fatigue, and nausea.

919509 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 RI 40.0 40 M In December 24th late in the evening I experienced sweats followed by extreme chills for a few hours. I also had upset stomach and diarrhea throughout the day. All symptoms only lasted the day after injection.

919510 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MA 30.0 30 F The onset of symptoms started around 9:15am. I experienced numbness and tingling to bilateral feet and lower legs. I experienced dizziness. I also experienced an increased heart rate (160s-170s BPM). I was hyperventilating and had difficulty with breathing. I was pale and cold.  I had uncontrollable shakes. My BP was a bit higher than my normal but not hypertensive.  I was given candy and juice after onset of symptoms. ( I did have an English muffin prior to receiving the vaccine). My symptoms subsided for some time but then came back about 15 minutes later. These symptoms continued to occur about every 15 minutes for a period of close to 2 hours. I was given Benadryl 50mg PO after the first hour of symptoms. I continued to experience the symptoms for up to about 45 minutes after being given Benadryl. My symptoms began to subside and eventually stopped after the 2 hour mark.

919511 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 KY 43.0 43 F Diffuse pruritic rash beginning on DAY 6 post vaccine on chest/abdomen/back/legs/arms/sides of feet/wrists. Saw urgent care prescribed steroids, Benadryl, Vistaril, Zyrtec; also using Benadryl OTC cream Symptoms of pruritic  so severe difficulty with working and sleeping  Rash and itching is persistent

919513 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 LA 52.0 52 F Severe dizziness, weakness, and loss of focus about 3 hours after injection and continuously for the last 24 hours so far.

919514 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 DE 49.0 49 F Tachycardia and flushing immediately after shot given, followed by fullness (slight swelling) in mouth, prickly feeling to tongue.

919516 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 CA 35.0 35 M Similar, milder version of diffuse urticaria rash developed lasting 10-14 days accompanied by several days of fatigue. This was similar reaction to that developed when I had covid 19 10/2020; however, much milder reaction.  Rash is now healed/resolved on 1/4/21.

919517 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 45.0 45 F Diaphoresis, itchy throat.  Patient has history of anaphylaxis.  Received 0.3 mg epinephrine, no change in symptoms.  Placed on 15L O2 via face mask.  Received second dose of 0.3 mg epinephrine and 50 mg diphenhydramine.  Transferred to Urgent Care, improved after transfer and was discharged to home.

919518 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NV 59.0 59 F 11:40 AM- Patient reported pain in the left shoulder. Redness and swelling were present around the vaccination site and into the left shoulder area. The redness progressed along the upper arm chest and neck area. The areas were warm to the touch. Patient reported a feeling of being 'hot.'  No reported shortness of breath or itching. Patient was able to communicate and remained alert. Initial BP 153/85 P 80; Repeat BP 155/92. Benadryl 50 mg oral dose was given. Repeat BP at 12:05 PM 146/92 P 80.  Patient was instructed to take Benadryl 50 mg PO every 4 hours as needed. She stated that she had Benadryl at home. She was given a work release for one day. She was instructed to call 911 if she experienced any further symptoms.  Patient was called at 3:53  PM for followup. She reported that the redness was gone but she was sleepy from the Benadryl. She was instructed that if any further redness or swelling returns or severe symptoms, then she should take the Benadryl again and call emergency services.

919519 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 TN 80.0 80 F Patient stood up and blood pressure dropped and started to faint and nursing staff was with her. Her blood pressure was 85/45 and pulse of 60. Patient got nauseated and vomited.  Nursing staff contacted MD and they decided to have her checked out at the ER.

919520 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 TX 49.0 49 F a day later after vaccine being administered, patient removed the band aid and notice a rash and swelling. Patient feels tingling and pain in the site. Patient  was advised to take antihistamine and Ibuprofen.

919521 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MN 47.0 47 F Initial 36 hours sore at injection site Day #4 pain in hip joints and moderate aching in legs bilaterally Day #5 prickling needles feeling soles of feet bilaterally and palms of hands for short time. Palms have resolved. Soles of feet remain on Day #6.

919522 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CO 21.0 21 M When reviewing forms with patient the patient disclosed a shellfish allergy. He described the symptoms of his skin turning red, shaking, and swelling in his throat as swelling in the past. He indicated that he had needed to use an epi pen in the past for his allergy.  He still wanted the vaccination and knew we had an epi pen handy.  He was given the vaccination in his left arm and was set up next to the staff development employee who was timing and monitoring patient's for symptoms. An epi pen was given to the monitor so it would be handy.  The patient's right hand started shaking within a minute and it was hard to tell if it was from being anxious.  Patient continued to communicate verbally and stated he wanted to use the epi pen.  911 was called by the staff and the staff member with the epi pen took it and the patient out of the main area. Paramedics transported him to the hospital with slight tachycardia and never did administer epi pen while in facility. Patient was always conscious and able to verbally communicate.

919523 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Shortly after leaving vaccine site tingling, slight numbness to left side of ace, and left feeling "cold".. Cheek flushed, tingling and numbness.  numbness to tongue. Facial flushing resolved within 1 hour.  Numbness-tingling resolved by morning of next day.

919524 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 TX 55.0 55 F Chills, headache, took two Tylenols. Headache starting pounding. Took more Tylenols, Got chills, pain in armpits, HR 116, O2 95%, Went to Hospital on Jan. 1. Had tachycardia, bp 140/110, slight fever, had just took Tylenol. Bloodwork came back fine. COVID test negative.  was told to continue monitoring. Yesterday still had a temperature of 99. Today, feeling a little bit better.

919525 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 GA 51.0 51 F While injecting vaccine, syringe malfunctioned when spring action to retract the needle broke and cause a partial dose to enter patient and the rest leaked out of syringe.  It is unknown how much vaccine patient received.

919526 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 WA 35.0 35 F On 12/30/20, woke up with a swollen lymph node in right side of neck. Node appeared to increase in size  from 12/30/20 to 1/4/20, causing increasing pain in swallowing. On morning of 1/4/20, presented to local ER due to increasing size and pain in neck/ear canal, as well as concerns it may be blocking esophagus.

919527 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 UT 42.0 42 F Shortness of breath and tremors with Pfizer-BioNTech covid-19 vaccine 25 minutes after 0.3 mL IM for right deltoid after first dose.  Hemodynamically stable and afebrile. Differential diagnosis includes but is not limited to allergic reaction, anxiety, panic attack, asthma attack, sequelae of hyperthyroidism. After resting comfortably in the room for approximately 15 minutes, she reported that her symptoms were starting to subside. She happily excepted diphenhydramine (dose not documented). She was observed for 2.5 hours and had no worsening of symptoms. Her vital signs were stable and she had appropriate SPO2 on room air throughout her stay in the emergency department. We discussed strict return precautions for evidence of allergic reaction, chest pain, worsening shortness of breath, altered mental status or fever. She will follow-up with her primary care doctor. Discharged in stable condition to the care of her husband.

919528 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 35.0 35 F PT ADVISED NOT TO HAVE 2ND DOSE OF COVID VACCINE AND TO OBTAIN ALLERGY CONSULT. At 12:05pm, pt got itching in her throat and 25mg of benadryl was given. At 12:08pm, another 25mg of benadryl was given based on weight-based dosing. Pt is drowsy and we recommended that she does not return to work b/c she was given 50mg benadryl. After 40 minutes, pt very drowsy but still has itchy throat, seems to be better. However, after the flu shot, her throat was itchy for the whole day after given 50mg benadryl. Consulted Dr who recommended we observe her for a total of 2 hours. Advised her to get an allergy consult since she has had this reaction to 2 vaccines and that she does not receive the 2nd dose of COVID vaccine unless advised by allergist. Pt verbalized understanding that she will not receive 2nd dose unless advised by allergist. Pt left at 1:35pm as she had sick child at home. Pt understands to seek medical attention if symptoms worsen. No additional reactions noted in EMR

919529 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CA 46.0 46 M Sweating profusely and mild fatigue since injection.

919530 12/01/2020 01/04/2021 NJ 28.0 28 F Large rash on injection arm started 6 days post vaccination

919532 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 CO 36.0 36 F Sunday started with severe headache and continued with mild body aches and feeling of just being tired but didn't change my day much. Woke Monday morning at 4am to get ready for the work and the room was spinning. Off and on for the next 4 or so hours my blood pressure dropped and I had to lay back down. Even laying down had the room spinning. It has not been consistent and has improved as the day has gone but has yet to go away.

919535 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 OH 43.0 43 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine: One week after receiving first dose, patient experienced onset of redness, warmth, swelling and mild itching at injection site.  Redness started approx. inch in diameter and spread to approx. 5 inches at time of reporting.  No treatment was given as there was little to no discomforted associated and no other symptoms.  Patient is an RN and is attempting to seek counsel from allergy/immunology department on safety of receiving second dose in the series.

919536 12/20/2020 01/04/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Sore arm.

919538 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 IL 56.0 56 F After I got the vaccine around 30 minutes later I started to feel a headache and pain on my face was not to bad and I tought is a normal symptom but the pain and swelling an my face is increasing every day,  even my teeth hurts and I'm taking Gabapentin 100MG 3 times a day.  I am not sure if the vaccine components triggered my Trigeminal Neuralgia  and if it's okay to get the second dose, I will see my Dr. tomorrow 01/05/21

919539 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 FL 31.0 31 F developed dizziness, headache, body aches, chills, nausea, and diarrhea that lasted from late Friday night 1/1/21 to 1/2/21, then experienced mild headache and body aches on 1/3/21. Symptoms resolved 1/4/21.

919540 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Arm soreness, low grade fever, chills, fatigue

919541 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 SD 32.0 32 F Patient presented for Covid-19 vaccine clinic.  She did report a previous reaction to influenza vaccine, but she premedicated with benadryl for that.  She did not premedicate for covid vaccine. Approximately 20 minutes after her vaccination, she was observed in the post vaccine waiting area and  stated that she was a bit dizzy and tickling in her throat.  In addition, she had an itchy rash on her left forearm, the side in which her vaccine was given. She was escorted to the nearest exam room.  There, she began to have nearly non-stop coughing to the point of gagging.  She was given epi 0.3mg im with some improvement of symptoms. Continuous monitoring showed oxygen sats in the upper 90s, BP was in the 150s systolically. She was given 50 mg of Benadryl orally.  At that point, patient was taken to the procedure room via wheelchair.  After approximately 30 minutes, the ticking sensation in the throat returned and patient was having more difficulty breathing.  Another epi 0.3mg im  was given, along with pecid 40 mg po.  125 mg of Solumedrol was given IV, with saline lock left in place.  After 20 minutes, patient again was having difficulty. Another epi 0.3mg was given and EMS activated.  While awaiting EMS, an albuterol neb was given. EMS activated ALS.  Patient left facility in stable condition, transported to hospital. Pt received another 0.3mg of epi im enroute to hospital. Pt was in good condition at hospital and discharged to home. Pt returned to ER the following day with c/o cough, neb and prednisone given and discharged home. Pt returned to ER again on 1/2/21 with c/o elevated BP 170/80's. Pt presented to clinic on 1/4/21 with continued elevated bp 170/110, and shortness of breath.

919542 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Pt states she has tingling in both upper and lower extremities and a thickening feeling in her tongue. Pt given 10mg cetirizine. Pt observed for 30 minutes. Pt states feeling are resolved. Pt released to work.

919543 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MI 37.0 37 F Allergic reaction: after 10-15 min, got hives on arms and face, felt dizzy, fast heart rate (116), rigors. The  urgent response team started iv fluid 1L, gave solumedrol (IV) and Benadryl (IM). Paramedics transferred me to ER (which was downstairs in hospital). After 1 hour the hives faded and gone by 2h. They kept me for observation for 5h.  I did not have any difficulty breathing, did not receive Epi.

919544 12/01/2020 01/04/2021 IN 40.0 40 F 25 hours after receiving the vaccine I developed a stomach ache.  I had stomach cramps and felt nauseous.  I didn't experience any diarrhea or vomiting that night.  The stomach cramps were enough to keep me up for most of the night, but not as bad as food poisoning.  The next morning when I got out of bed I immediately got sick and vomited.  I was very shaky and light headed.  These symptoms continued until about 7 pm on the 30th.

919545 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 CA 51.0 51 F 7pm the same night experienced chills 8-9pm that night body aches, joint pain, hot feeling with no fever Whole day Sunday: severe joint pain, body aches, and headache Lasted until today. Only symptom today is joint pain

919546 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 AL 51.0 51 F thrombotic stroke -necessitating hospitalization; and craniotomy; required mechanical ventilator for 2 days. Patient now extubated, breathing on her own. Patient remains hospitalized with marked deficits (aphasic) Y Y 3

919547 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 CA 50.0 50 M 12/30/2020, onset s/s runny nose, dry cough, itchy, watery eyes. Inner elbow flushing similar to taking niacin, Most notably headache and low back pain. Both knees hurt, tight stomach and malaise.

919548 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 WA 19.0 19 F Day 1: pain/swelling at injection site with redness, muscle aches, joint pain Day 2: pain/swelling at injection site with redness, muscle aches, joint pain, headache; worked but with considerable discomfort/strain Day 3: pain at injection site, muscle aches, joint pain, headache, chills, fatigue, feeling unwell, insomnia; unable to work Day 4: extreme muscle aches, joint pain, headache, chills, fatigue, feeling unwell, insomnia, fever, sweating, sore throat, diarrhea; unable to work; attempted to see doctor but was refused care due to "CoVid-like symptoms" Day 5: extreme muscle aches, joint pain, headache, chills, fatigue, feeling unwell, insomnia, fever, sweating, sore throat, diarrhea; unable to work Day 6: extreme muscle aches, joint pain, headache, chills, fatigue, feeling unwell, insomnia, fever, sweating, sore throat, nausea; unable to work; attempted to see care at Urgent Care but was turned away for having "CoVid-like symptoms;" went to hospital per the recommendation of MD and urgent care Day 7: mild muscle aches, fatigue, feeling unwell, insomnia, sweating, sore throat; unable to work Day 8: sore throat, mild fatigue, sweating; unable to work

919551 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 WI 60.0 60 F Hives

919552 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 VA 36.0 36 F - At time of vaccine (8:30am) no soreness or reaction. - Approximately 6pm injection site became sore and mild body aches and chills noted. Temperature 99.1; 2 Tylenol taken. - 1/3/2021 Approximately 12am woke up with severe chills and body aches. Temperature 101.5; 2 Advil taken. - Approximately 8am decreased body aches/chills. Temperature down to 98.8; 2 Advil taken. -Approximately 4pm mile-moderate body aches and chills. Temperature 101.8; 2 Advil taken. - Approximately 5:15pm  Temperature 101.1 - Approximately 6:30pm Temperature 99.8; 1 Tylenol taken. - Approximately 7:30pm Temperature 98.6 - Approximately 8:30pm Temperature 97.8 - Approximately 10pm Temperature 96.6; 2 Advil taken. - 1/4/21 approximately 7:15am Temperature 96.6; no chills or body aches; injection sight remains slightly tender.

919553 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 NC 52.0 52 F Initially I had sore arm and very tired , which all resolved with in 24 hours of the vaccine.    The morning of the 26th (day 3 after vaccine)  , I woke up and felt great.. I took my normal 4- 5 mile run.  I felt a little  dizzy , & hungry when I ran (not my  normal)  , got home had diarrhea  1 x ,  then for next two days  very faint GI discomfort and I had   fever for two days , temp range 99-100

919554 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CA 42.0 42 F stiffness in arm headache at the base of the skull tingly headache at the front of the skull feels heavy

919555 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 WA 64.0 64 F The person who gave me the shot placed the injection too low on my arm. It should have been up near the shoulder, but instead the person gave it to me down toward the middle of my arm. I knew something was wrong immediately because it felt so warm and disruptive. The doctor on the scene said it was nothing. Nine days later I went to Urgent Care with swelling, hot-to-the-touch, itchy and a huge knot. The Urgent Care Dr. gave me a five-day prescription for Prednisone and also gave me a prescription for hydroXYzine pamoate, which is an antihistimine.

919556 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 IN 30.0 30 F I had a sore arm the first couple of days, on the 22nd I had  chills sore throat headache congestion sneezing sniffling and low grade fever 99.6. on the 23rd loose stools  nasal drainage, I called the hospital hotline and I had to be off for ten days and went to Urgent care and took a rapid test and the test was positive. I have been quarantined for 14 days . The 25th was probably the worst day the 26th was a little better. the 27th symptoms were more mild and I also had diarrhea The 28th I woke up with a headache and light sniffles and the 27th I had no symptoms

919557 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NE 86.0 86 F Patient reported tightness in throat, lightheadedness,  and cough after the 15 minute observation period. Patient was given Benadryl and symptoms improved in 15-20 minutes.

919558 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 64.0 64 F Developed dyspnea after vaccination.

919559 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 OR 40.0 40 F Pt experienced nausea, shortness of breath, chest tightness and anxiety and then lost consciousness.  Vitals were obtained several times during the medical intervention. Respirations were within normal limits throughout, BP was 135/89 initially, then rose to 210/110, then declined to 180s/? prior to EMS assuming care. Heart rate was 47 initially, then rose to normal limits. Treated with epinephrine, Benadryl and ammonia smelling salts and transported by ambulance to hospital.

919560 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Clinic staff was notified that a patient was having a reaction to the Moderna vaccine that was administered today at 843AM. Her reaction started around 855AM.  She described her reaction to be tingling and numbing of her shoulders and described it as "it feel like it fell asleep"   noted the injection site to be appropriate.   The patient was asked to stay for additional 15 minutes. She didn't feel any difference after the additional 15-minute observation.  The patient was able to tolerate the reaction and was asked to observe if it gets worse.  Patient was also recommended to call Occ Health if it gets worse for proper triaging.   Per reporter, resolved day following vaccination

919561 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 22.0 22 F Chills and headache. BP 107/67, 96 OSat, supine positioning. Resolved.

919562 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 NY 30.0 30 F 4 hours after fatigue and body aches 10 hours after fever, chills, arm pain, body aches, headache 1 week redness and rash at injection site

919564 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CA 47.0 47 F EE presented to EH with c/o hives to face and racing heart rate at 1445

919565 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 TX 43.0 43 F My arm was sore the 1st day, by noon the next day my HR was 160s, I was referred to go to the ER but I didnt and took benedryl went to sleep, woke up and I felt a little SOB but more like something was tied around my ribs preventing me from breathing.  I saw the cardiologist who believed it to be sinus tackycardia as a result as an AE to  vaccine.  Felt as if my face and lips were swelling  so I took benedry and laid down again and the next morning  when I woke up and my face and lips were super swollen.  But by the 3rd day the symptoms began to subside a little.  By the 24th my HR had balanced out and I only had residual swelling around the eye area.

919566 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 CO 38.0 38 F Injection site became red, very warm to the touch,  and swollen. Lasted about 36 hours, then resolved.  No other symptoms, only localized reaction.

919567 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 MD 65.0 65 F Headache, Sore throat gradually increasing over the past 3 days

919568 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 DC 33.0 33 F Swelling at injection site, site is warm to the touch and began swelling/soreness at Day 6 post vaccine administration

919569 12/20/2020 01/04/2021 CA 44 F Patient received the covid vaccine on 12/20/2020.  She tolerated the vaccine without problem. c/o new onset of stomach pain, diarrhea, nausea, and bodyache starting on 1/3/2021.  Symptoms persist today. No diarrhea today, 1/14/2021. LMP - 10/2020. Denies fever, cough, HA, any ocular symptom.   Covid test on 12/28/2020 was negative.

919570 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 WY 41.0 41 F The next day on 12/19  I was super sore. On 12/20  really bad joint pain and  I had rash located on my face and chest. I went to PCP on 12/21 seen PCP given EpiPen.

919571 01/04/2020 01/04/2021 IL 36.0 35 F Individual received the vaccine at 3:57 pm and at 4:15 pm pt report she was hot, her heart was racing, she felt flushed. She was given Pepcid 20mg by mouth and Benadryl 25 mg by mouth and monitored at the hospital vaccination site. Vital signs remained stable throughout. By 4:54 pm patient's flushing had resolved and pt reported feeling back to base line.

919572 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 OH 31.0 31 F Large raised red circular welt that?s lasted two weeks from vaccination

919573 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 CA 41.0 41 M itch, hard to swallow.  throat tightness within few minutes of vaccination

919574 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Didn't feel "right", felt like her throat was closing, couldn't swallow, shortness of breathe, breathing got worse, called 911, 1 Epipen given, she started to cough and talk to us,  then couldn't breathe again, couldn't talk, paramedics arrived.

919575 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 WY 67.0 67 F Beginning the day after, pt had mild bruising over injection site. Over the next several days, bruising darkened and extended from superior L shoulder to elbow.

919576 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 28.0 28 F Patient developed asymptomatic COVID-19 infection approximately three days after first dose of vaccine. Detected on serial testing of nursing home staff.

919577 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 60.0 60 M Patient reports Swelling of arm of injection site, induration, redness and  itchiness at site.

919578 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 FL 89.0 89 F Swelling of eyes, lip numbness, tingling and dryness. Dizzy and weak. Client received Benadryl and was transported to hospital via EMS.

919579 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 34.0 34 F light headedness

919583 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CO 76.0 76 F Tingling of tongue, lips, nose and cheeks lasted 5 hours .  No swelling Unusual taste in mouth  lasted only 5 hours

919584 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 48.0 48 F Lightheadedness, throat tightness.  Increasing chest tightness.  History of atrial fibrillation and bilateral breast implants.  Received two doses of epinephrine and one dose of diphenhydramine. Y 1

919586 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 CA 55.0 55 F 5 days after 1st vaccine, experienced sync opal event at home. .Arrived at work 12/28/2020 feeling slightly lightheaded and tachy. went home.

919587 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Body aches, chills and fever from around 8:30 pm 12/24/20 until around 10:00 am on 12/25/20.  Injection site pain for 3 days. Fatigue for 48 hours after injection.

919588 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 FL 36.0 36 F Chief complaint of dryness of her tongue. Felt better after drinking Gatorade. Observed for 30 Min, no issues.

919589 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 62.0 62 F Developed symptomatic COVID+ infection approximately four days after vaccine dose. Had confirmed exposure to COVID+ individual prior to vaccination. Was administered IV Bamlanivimab on 12/22/2020 at Hospital. Stayed in an isolation facility at Center for 9 days.

919590 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 CA 58.0 58 M About 2 minutes after receiving vaccine the individual reported feeling light headed.  He also described an uncomfortable tingling sensation in his throat.  Blood pressure had been normal prior to vaccination and became elevated.  After about 30 minutes of persistent reaction, one dose of epi-pen (generic) was given.  About 3 minutes after receiving the epinephrine he felt safe to stand up and more to a more comfortable chair.  Lightheadedness, throat sensation, and elevated blood pressure resolved.  He stayed another 15 minutes for observation and has no return of symptoms.

919591 12/15/2020 01/04/2021 TX 34.0 34 F On the 16 early in the morning I woke up with a circular, itchy, warm, red rash.  I went to Employee Health and was prescribed a steroid but I didnt take it and benedryl and claritin.  I took claritin and benedryl for about 2 days which began to make the rash subside on the 18 but on the 23rd the rash reappeared and went back to EH and was given another round of steroids which I did in fact take this time.  And after the 6th day of the steroid pack the rash has mostly resolved

919592 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 28.0 28 M Puffy lips the night of injection went away after taking benadryl Sore throat which began a few hours after injection--still present Headache which began a few hours after injection--not sure if this is a migraine or side effect Soreness at injection site--stopped today (1/4/21)

919593 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 IA 64.0 64 M Patient developed a septic knee (history of arthroplasty) need for immediate surgery, hospitalization and months to years of antibiotics in his future now. Y Y

919596 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 68.0 68 F Waves of quite severe malaise, abnormal neurological sensations  in limbs,  flushing, with start of rash versus hives, all starting 15minutes post infection.  Relieved by Benadryl 50mg, which I brought with me.  Took one hour to clear the initial wave of moderately severe malaise.   Starting three hours later, extremely tired. Temperature 99 .5 my temperature runs low, went to bed.  Next morning, temperature 100.5, didn?t feel well.  Temperature rose to 102.5 in the afternoon.  Regular Extra strength Tylenol brought it below 101.    Extreme headache! interfered with function, lasted 3 days,  severe day 1&2, milder day 3.  Queasy with No appetite x 2 days.  Day two after vaccine fever peaked at 101.5.  Day three after vaccine, temperature peaked at 99.4 Day four very tired Day five entirely normal.

919597 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 PA 47.0 47 F I felt like passing out tunnel vision . everything was black except center of vision. Unable to focus or stay attentive while driving "zoned out" multiple times. Felt like my head was detached from my body unable to shake it for 2 and a half days.

919598 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 39.0 39 F tingling of the mouth

919599 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 IA 40.0 40 F Reports paresthesias and subjective sense of "numbess" of R lateral neck, face, R ear and temporal area of scalp within 30 min of vaccine that persisted x 90 min. Also reported transient "numbness" of R anterior thigh that resolved spontaneously after 30 min. No pruritic, urticaria, rash. No mucus membrane symptoms - no conjunctivitis, rhinitis or oral/perioral symptoms. No mucosal swelling or sense of swelling. No respiratory symptoms. No presyncopal symptoms. Vitals: BP 134/87, Pulse 103, sats 100%.

919600 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 OR 49.0 49 F Very sore arm, required Tylenol Moderate fatigue  Sore are resolved next day Fatigue continues

919601 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CO 73.0 73 M severe chills, joint aches , confusion,  Next day, 1/1/21,  fully recovered with no side effects

919602 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 RI 55.0 55 F Stated she felt "light-headed" @ 1805.  Denies being "light-headed" before vaccination.  States that she felt the same way after she received her influenza vaccine this year.  This nurse assisted Ee on bed in clinic for 15 mins.  State she felt better @ 1830.  Left observation @ 1830.  V/S BP-122/76, P-56, O2-98.

919603 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Sore throat started yesterday, body aches, headache, fatigue, no fever

919604 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MS 30.0 30 F Presented to the ED after developing chest tightness, cough, lightheadedness, and throat closing sensation. She received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on the morning of presentation. Within 15 minutes of receiving the vaccine she developed pain and numbness, starting at the injection site traveling down the ulnar aspect of her arm, and nausea. Over the next several hours she continued to develop worsening nausea, chest tightness, cough, lightheadedness, and the sensation that her throat closing. She took PO Benadryl 25mg; however, her symptoms were not alleviated. She was subsequently evaluated in the ED.   Received PO Benadryl 25mg, IV Benadryl 25mg, Epinephrine 0.3mg x 2, IV Famotidine 20mg, IV Solumedrol 125mg & 60mg, DuoNebs x 3, Racepinephrine x 1.Y Y 1

919605 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NC 37.0 37 F After~50 minutes from receiving the vaccine, I experienced bilateral numbness of the ears, cheeks, and tongue. This lasted ten to fifteen minutes followed by mild itching of the ears, face, and neck. Upon returning home, contacted my primary physician to report the adverse reactions and self administered Benadryl which eliminated the s/s thus far.

919606 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 27.0 27 F Vaccinated as part of nursing home mass vaccination event on 12/18/2020. Staff of nursing home. Tested positive for COVID-19 on 12/21/2020. Ongoing exposure to COVID+ residents at the home. Minimal symptoms.

919607 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 WA 36.0 36 F Swollen, red, hot, taut skin, onset 1/3/21, rx cephalaxin 7 days

919608 12/01/2020 01/04/2021 MD 53.0 53 M Left side of face below eye and goes to the Botox. Of my lips has a numbing feeling.

919609 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Swollen lymph nodes on left collar bone

919610 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 NE 31.0 31 F DEVELOPED SWOLLEN LYMPH NODES AND SORENESS ON NECK AND JAW (LEFT SIDE). WENT TO THE ER AND IS FOLLOWING UP WITH MD ON 1/5/21

919611 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MD 42.0 42 F Nausea ,vomiting 48hrs fever 101  maxing out on Tylenol . Body aches Lethargy, Chills. Sore arm.  Took anti nausea meds for 4 days.

919612 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 KS 51.0 51 F Patient developed hives that worsened on 12/30/2020. Self treated with topical diphenhydramine cream at home.

919613 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 69.0 69 F Vaccinated at mass vaccination event for nursing home staff and residents on 12/18/2020. Staff of nursing home. Developed cough and runny nose and tested positive for COVID-19 on 12/20/2020. Ongoing exposure to sister who lives with her and is also COVID+

919614 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MO 50.0 50 F Had heart palpitations within two hours of vaccine, severe headache, body aches, fatigue and shortness of breath. Sore left arm all the way down arm. Rested and took ibuprofen.  Today I returned to work still having headache

919615 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 NJ 47.0 47 F Severe fatigue, abdominal cramping, fever 102.7

919616 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 CA 46.0 46 M No adverse side effects from vaccine. Just that after 5 days of receiving vaccine, I became infected with Covid-19. Started with symptoms Tuesday Dec. 29 2020 at 6am (Chills, severe body aches) I currently work in a jail setting with active covid-19 cases. Exposure to covid-19 at work high. Covid symptoms as of Jan. 3 2021 have been: mild headache, body aches, muscle stiffness, chills, sinus congestion/runny nose, mild cough, loss of taste/smell.
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919617 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 FL 27.0 27 F The Sunday after I received the vaccine I had increased hip pain and Sunday night I had a rash anon the L2 and L3 dermatome. I thought it was shingles and made an appt. Overnight the rash spread and it was very painful, On Monday I got Volcite for 7 days and I still have rash (improving) and pain today.

919618 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 WA 22.0 22 F dose given too early (day 14)

919619 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 NE 64.0 64 F SHORTLY AFTER VACCINATION, DEVELOPED DIZZINESS, BILATERAL ARMS THAT FEEL "HEAVY". RECEIVED 25MG DIPHENHYDRDAMINE BY MOUTH. RESOLVED IN ABOUT 1 HOUR

919620 12/01/2020 01/04/2021 WA 81.0 81 M Decompensation and temp 103.6. Y Y 3

919621 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 MT 57.0 57 F right after the injection, I got really hot.Then I got very dizzy and shaky. I got a instant headache. I also had a chlorine taste in my mouth. I told the nurse I wasn't feeling well. she sat with me and was asking about how I was feeling. I the started trying to clear my throat. it felt like I had something in my throat. I kept trying to swallow and it just felt like my throat was getting tighter and tighter. that's when they got me on a stretcher and took me to the ER

919622 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CO 50.0 50 M i was driving and my left eye stopped tracking with my right eye.  I had to pull over and let my daughter drive this lasted maybe 3 minutes .  I have never had this happen before.  I don't get sick or have issues  I have never taken a sick day in 20 plus years and I am fairly healthy

919623 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 39.0 39 F Vaccinated at mass vaccination event for nursing home staff and residents on 12/18/2020. Developed cough, runny nose, sore throat, loss of taste and smell and tested positive for COVID-19 on 12/24/2020. Had exposure to COVID+ mother whom she takes care of.

919624 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 PA 29.0 29 F Around 10 or 11 pm, arm pain, chills, fatigue, headache, nausea, swollen lymph nodes, lightheadedness, fainted in tub. Next day, fatigue all day, couldn't talk, or eat.  Went back to bed again. The following day hot flashes, weakness. went to ER. Felt like blood pressure was dropping, tingling in legs, difficulty lifting her head.Y

919625 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 PA 39.0 39 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA 12-31-2020 Nausea & Headache, 1-1-2021 Headache  1-2-2021 Headache & shortness of breath, 1-3-2021 Headache, shortness of breath, fatigue,& cold sore on top lip, 1-4-2021 Headache, shortness of breath, cold sore, fatigue, and right shoulder blade and neck hurts.

919626 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 MI 54.0 54 M Patient experienced hypotension (systolic 88mmHg), diaphoresis

919627 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 51.0 51 F Staff member at nursing home vaccinated at mass vaccination event on 12/18/2020 for residents and staff. Developed headache, chills, diarrhea- muscle aches, joint aches on 12/29/2020 and tested positive for COVID-19 on 12/30/2020. Uneventful course isolating at home.

919628 01/04/2021 OH 63.0 F symptoms started 6 hours after I took the vaccine.  Symptoms included temp of 100.6, headache, malaise, joint aches.  I had covid late May and gave blood, to the agency on December 18th.  Report showed I had antibodies

919629 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 OH 51.0 51 F 20 minutes after receiving the vaccination the resident started to not feel well. She said she felt very far away and just kept repeating I don't feel well. She was diaphoretic and her chest was very red and she kept scratching and rubbing it at it. I asked if she wanted IM Benadryl or epipen and she at first denied. She also said she felt like she needed to focus on her breathing. At this time we decided it was best to administer Epipen x 1 dose. Immediately after she felt better. She was observed for another 30 minutes and then went home. at 7:17pm I called and spoke with her. She said her arm was sore and that her oxygen levels were about 88-89% which is low for her but she said she felt fine and is currently working right now.Y

919630 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Staff member reported itching to her neck and right axila 25 minutes after vaccine. She was given Benadryl 50mg IM to the left deltoid at 1331 and had resolution of symptoms in minutes.

919631 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 TN 36.0 36 M Limited range of motion in left shoulder, referred to Orthopedic Surgeon.

919632 01/04/2021 NC 68.0 F Muscle pain  feeling Faint , sick stomach. Lower back pain  , headache

919633 01/04/2020 01/04/2021 MS 49.0 49 F Presented to the ED with cc of left sided facial and LUE numbness and weakness x 1 days. Patient received her COVID-19 vaccination on 12/30/2020 around 1PM. Immediately after the injection in her left shoulder, she began to feel warmth and numbness in her left shoulder, arm, neck, face, and chest. She reports later experiencing nausea, palpitations, and left arm weakness. Her symptoms persisted, and her family noted a left sided facial droop which prompted her ED visit.    In the ED, patient was noted to have some left sided facial droop and left arm and leg weakness. CT head and CTA showed no acute abnormalities. Tele-neurology was consulted who recommended admission to rule out acute stroke.  Ultimately, work up was negative and symptoms resolved.  Symptoms appear to be related to the vaccine.Y 1

919634 12/19/2020 01/04/2021 LA 29.0 29 F 12/21 - Fever (101.5), lethargy, headaches  12/22 - lethargy and headaches 12/23 - lethargy and headaches

919635 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F Nursing home staff member vaccinated at mass vaccination event for nursing home residents and staff on 12/18/2020. Developed headache, cough, runny nose on 12/26/2020. Tested + for COVID-19 on 12/28/2020. Recovering well at home. No hospitalization or ED visits.

919636 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 TX 45.0 45 M Sweating Deep cough Eyes burning Body aches

919637 01/04/2020 01/04/2021 WI 16.0 16 F No adverse reaction - vaccine was administered to a employee that was 17 years of age

919638 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 LA 49.0 49 M On December 23, 2020 she had the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccination at 7:30 p.m. She then worked her shift as a dialysis nurse and went home the following morning. She did not have any symptoms until 5:00 p.m. the following afternoon when she woke up. She developed itching of her back and a mild erythematous rash across her chest.  That evening around 7:00 p.m. she noticed a rash on her arms that was itching.  At 7:30 p.m. she had tightness in her chest and a nonproductive cough.  She attributed the symptoms to her asthma. Her symptoms improved throughout the night. She went home on Christmas morning and went to bed.  She woke up at around 5:00 p.m. She had swelling of her eyelids and an urticarial rash across her face and chest. She did have some mild throat itching. She reported to work at 7:00 p.m. but continued to have symptoms with increasing shortness of breath. She reported to the emergency department and was evaluated. She was given famotidine, Methylprednisolone, and hydroxyzine.  She was also given ipratropium/albuterol nebulized.  Her respiratory symptoms did improve, and she was discharged around midnight. She continued to have a slight erythematous rash that was present until she went to bed the following morning. When she woke up it had resolved.

919639 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 MT 45.0 45 F Tingling of face for a couple hours, starting 2 hours after vaccine, gone by the next day

919640 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 TN 26.0 26 F got the shot around 11 am on 12/26 and my mouth became immediately  parched. My arm was super sore as the day went on and around 4:30 am I woke up shivering with chills and aches and a mild temp of 99.  Passed out and BP was extremely low. Parents  called  an ambulance  and I went to Emergency room.

919641 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CA 57.0 57 F While giving  injection Vanish Point syringe malfunctioned and leaked at hub.  Partial vaccine leaked down pt's arm.  Approx 0.1 cc given IM .  Full dose of 0.3 cc IM given.

919642 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 ME 45.0 45 F 8 days after first vaccination site immediately below injection area in right arm became itchy, swollen, red and tender.  Redness has been spreading.

919643 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Tingling, numbness lips and tongue, tightness in throat.  Benadryl taken

919644 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 55.0 55 F Dec. 29: she developed arm soreness and joint pain.   Dec. 30: she developed pain in chest area radiating towards the back Jan. 01: she noticed a rash in the mid abdomen radiating towards the back.  She has been experiencing pain in the affected area.

919645 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Vaccine received at 11:40 AM. At approximately 9pm I began to experience whole body chills, teeth chattering, and extreme fatigue. I took Ibuprofen and went to sleep. I experienced chills until approx 3 AM. My watch alerted my heart rate rose above 120 bpm three separate times during the night in the 1, 2 and 3:00 hours. Upon review of the summary it appears to have been sustained at just over 120 for that entire time. I awoke at noon, with a temp of approx 99.5 F, I felt extreme fatigue and a sense of cold but body was warm to touch and I was very sweaty this entire time. I slept most of the day and at 5 pm awoke with a temp of 102.4F. I contacted my physician who directed me to use tylenol and Benadryl. I took a dose at 5 pm, anther at 9 PM. Upon waking the next morning I was afebrile. At that time I felt slightly dizzy and lightheaded but also dehydrated. Forcing fluids relieved symptoms. I experienced a very mild headache and very mild queasiness as well.

919646 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 OH 64.0 64 M Patient began having headache and fatigue 12/29. Early morning of 12/30 patient reported severe chills. Felt better during the day of 12/30 with only a headache. Night of 12/30 patient reported severe chills again and wanted to call the doctor in the morning, but the felt better on 12/31. The night of 12/31 patient again had chills, but less severe (rated 3/10 on scale).  Night of 1/1 patient reported slight hive like rash that went away with warm Epsom salt bath. 1/3  0100 patient woke up with severe hives down back of legs and lower back.  Got into a hot tub to soak and once the patient got out he was standing at the sink and passed out. His wife got him back to bed. Around 0700 on 1/3 patient woke up to urinate and he  passed out again. He states both times he passed out felt the same stating "I felt like I was going to vomit and then all of a sudden I couldn?t breath, almost like I was choked out."

919647 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Lips started tingling

919648 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 CA 38.0 F Pain, sore, and swelling of the left axilla (underarm).

919649 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CA 53.0 53 F PATIENT RECIVED THE FIRST MODERNA VACCINE , WAS OBSERVED FOR 15 MINUTES.  AT 25 MINUTES PATIENT REPORTS FEELING HOT , FLUSHED , TONGUE AND LIPS FELT SLIGHTLY SWOLLEN AND TINGLING , PROGRESSING TO SWELLING AND TINGLING OF FACE . SHE WAS EVALUATED BY RN AND MD . SHE RECVIED 50MG OF DIPHENHYDRAMINE BY INJECTION . SYMPTOMS IMPROVED OVER THE NEXT 30 MINUTES.

919650 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Redness, swelling, hot to touch, itchy but not until 10 days later.

919651 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 TX 42.0 42 M Staff member reported left arm felt heavy and was very nervous with sweaty palms 13 minutes after vaccination. He received Benadryl 25mg IM to his right deltoid and he reported symptoms subsided 1 hour after Benadryl and was symptom free for 6 hours. He reported body aches and HA the next day through 12/27/20 and then complete resolution of symptoms.

919652 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 CA 48.0 48 F After the injection, my arm was sore, heavy chest down the left arm with tingling,  titanium left breast marker was throbbing, cough with excess mucus.  No fever

919653 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Patient states she was advised by nurse that because it was intermuscular (triceps), it may be because she is experiencing a headache that lasted 36 hours, also fatigue for 5 days, also joint stiffness for 7 days and she states she felt very sore and stiff and had a hard time walking up and down stairs without feeling shortness of breath. Said she felt "run down". On day 8 (12/31) she felt a lump like a mosquito bite. Day 9 the injection site became red and became very hot to touch. No fever reported. She was advised to see a nurse and was advised it could be hypersensitivity and to report this. This happened on 01/02/2021

919654 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NM 38.0 38 F patient developed a rash on face and neck

919655 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 VA 30.0 30 M Fevers, chills, headache, and fatigue occurred 12 hours after receiving first dose. Symptoms lasted for 48 hours and were managed with Nyquil, fluids, and rest.

919656 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 CA 54.0 54 F got localized pain for a few days on my left arm from injection site,  I developed malaise, headache, a fever 101.8 the day after the injection, fever subsided that night.  Headache went away the 2nd day of vaccination.

919657 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 HI 54.0 54 M Patient vaccinated with COVID vaccine on 12/18/2020. On 12/20/2020 he began having swelling of the left ankle. Patient previously had surgery to this ankle where plates and screws were placed. Patient was seen at Urgent Care on 12/21/2020, who prescribed Antibiotic and followed up with his podiatrist a week later.

919658 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 49.0 49 F First sharp headache after an hour, then metallic taste. 36 hours after muscle aches, chills, flu like symptoms.

919659 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Headache Body sore Chills Cold Sweats Sore throat

919660 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 ME 42.0 42 F Inflamed reddened area, size of baseball, under injection site.  This was slightly swollen and itchy.  8 days after receiving injection.  Have treated with Benadryl Cream and oral Claritin.  No further complicating factors at this time.

919661 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 OR 46.0 46 F Throat swelling, urticaria

919662 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 MI 42.0 42 F On day 9 or 10, I developed a reddened area at injection site about the size of a quarter.  It has since grown to about the size of a baseball.  It is raised, red and warm to touch.  And it itches like crazy!

919663 01/04/2020 01/04/2021 VA 26.0 26 F Itchy throat (internal), weakness/dizziness 10 minutes following vaccine. I was given 50 mg of Benadryl which stopped these side effects.  Four hours later (around 3 PM) I experienced numbness in my left arm and hand. I am still experiencing this side effect.

919664 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Intense pelvic/thigh ache started day 2. I still have the ache, but it?s tolerable. I am very fatigued. Nausea the first two days, with diarrhea.

919665 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 NJ 28.0 28 F Severe joint aches, fever-type symptoms, nausea Y 1

919666 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 FL 64.0 64 F Nausea starting at 1330 12/25/2020, severe nausea with forceful projectile vomiting every half hour beginning at 2330 through 0800.  Nausea for next 5 days. Low grade temp 12/26. Severe diarrhea beginning 12/26 afternoon through 12/17 am.  Muscle aches through New Year's Eve. Mod to severe dehydration. Lost 10 pounds I had chemo 9 years ago and I don't recall ever being that sick

919667 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 OH 53.0 53 F Adenopathy: painless ipsilateral to vaccination site (left) supraclavicular/neck adenopathy noted 5 days after vaccine, then tender ipsilateral (left) axillary adenopathy noted 6 days after vaccine, along with smaller prominent right (contralateral) lymph node.

919668 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 IL 61.0 61 F Lethargy and headaches for 2 days

919669 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 TX 20.0 20 F Received shot around 4pm. First 10 minutes, then arm started throbbing. started getting dizzy and fatigue. Had weakness and abdominal pain, sweating profusely. Couldn't cool down. Felt winded, severe abdominal pain 10-15 minutes. Still having pain at the injection site. started having chills and then started to fell better.

919670 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 TN 42.0 42 F Approximately 1week after injection I developed a large red area at injection site. The red area is 2 in long and 5 in wide on multiple right arm, at and below injection site. The area is raised slightly, itching, sore and has small welps.  Present for 3 days, ice, Benadryl helped to decrease, then return after 2 more days. Large area is still present. I have not seen physician for reaction.

919671 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Pt. began having SOB shortly after vaccination. The pt. reported having difficulty breathing and 0.3mg epi SQ was administered by on site medic team. The patient had 95-100% 02 sat and left in stable condition with a reported 135/80 BP with 110 HR.

919672 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 PA 36.0 36 F Moderna vaccine viability per vial is 6 hours once the cap is popped off and the rubber seal is punctured. This was misunderstood by the staff providing the vaccine; this patient was provided the vaccine injection from this same vial the next day, well over the 6 hour limit.   No significant adverse signs or symptoms noted from the patient following vaccination.

919673 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CA 53.0 53 F At pre-vaccine screening patient reported no contra-indications so had the vaccine. Roughly 45 minutes later patient reported shortness of breath, not feeling good and not being able to hear properly. Blood pressure was taken immediately at 1.38pm - 189/96mmHg and pulse -88bpm, and again at 1.43pm -180/90mmHg. Emergency services were contacted and came immediately within 3-5mins. After assessing patient they took her to hospital.

919674 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 WA 50.0 50 F I received the shot and about one minute later I felt a little dizzy and light head.  They sat me down and about couple minutes later I felt my heart rate racing and felt flushed.  I reported how I felt the the staff and they put me in a recliner.  The rapid heart rate went away about a minute later.  I stayed at the vaccine clinic for total of 35 minutes after the shot.  They made sure I felt o.k. before I left.  I didn't have that feeling again.  I felt fine the rest of the day and today.  I have had that same feeling before not from vaccine.  I have never had reaction to vaccine or medications.   2 years ago I thought I was allergic to avocado or avocado oil because I had a couple of incidence of having that same dizzy fast heart rate feeling after avocado oil.  I went to an allergist and got tested and was negative for avocado and he also tested me for shell fish because I have had history of being itchy after eating shellfish.  I was negative for both.  I haven't had that same reaction for several years since that incident.  I have been able to eat avocado and shellfish without problem.  I don't really know if this is an allergic reaction or an immune response to the vaccine.  I am going to see my allergist on 1/6/21 see what he thinks.  I am wondering if I should get the second dose.

919675 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 26.0 26 F Bell?s Palsy. Right-sided facial drooping. Numbness to right face. Excessive tearing of right eye associated with inability to blink right eye.

919676 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Fever up to 101.3 for 55 hours Chills for 55 hours Body Aches for 55 hours Headache for 72 hours Fatigue for 72 hours Nausea for one hour Sore arm for 72 hours

919677 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 TN 55.0 55 F Severe chills, fever, headache, diarrhea  Starting approx. 8:30 PM on 12/30/2020 until approx. 12:30 am 01/01/2021.

919678 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Patient reports soreness in the arm, headache onset, sneezing, runny nose and itchy in  throat, itchiness in eyes and on ears. Patient states she has allergies and also asthma, all itchiness is related to her allergies.

919679 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 OH 56.0 56 F Red welt about 4 inches wide and 3 inches long around injection site 3 days after injection.

919680 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 WA 37.0 37 F Anaphylaxis reaction

919681 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 MI 38.0 38 F Red itchy water painful eye

919682 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 NY 33.0 33 M Low degree fever (99.8 F) in the night of 01/02 until the afternoon of 01/03. Sore left arm and feeling unwell throughout the day.

919684 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 MO 46.0 46 F Patient was feeling faint and placed on a cot with feet elevated above heart, vital signs were taken.  Vital signs were as follows:  BP was 109/74, Pulse 61.  Provided cool wet cloth and water.    Vitals were taken again: BP 120/84 and Pulse 73.  Patient was placed in sitting position for 5 minutes, patient fully recovered and released.

919685 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 OK 42.0 42 F Patient complained of shortness of breath, chest tightness, and throat closure

919686 12/01/2020 01/04/2021 MI 56.0 56 F My tongue felt swelled and I had a metallic  Taste in my moth

919687 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 CA 38.0 38 F 7 days after the injection,  on 12/31 morning,  hives appeared 10cm below the injection site to left arm. Progressively, left arm became red, warm to touch, hard, swollen, itchy and painful through the course of the day. It spread rapidly and pain was radiating under left breast, where the lymph nodes are located, behind back/shoulder. The following  day it has spread even further,  down to elbow; numbing/tingling sensation radiating to left pinkie and left ring fingers.   Vital signs: higher than normal systolic BP 130-150s (normal for me:100-110s); tachycardic with HR in 130-140s on the first day of the adverse event, O2 sats normal high 90s to 100% on RA. No fever, highest temp 99.2F.

919688 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 WA 30.0 30 F For 2 days after the vaccinations, my left deltoid/ upper arm was sore. Approximately 7-8 days after my vaccination, my left armpit started feeling sore. This has continued to today where I have left armpit swelling and what feels to be a swollen, hardened lymph node in my armpit. It feels like a hardened lump that is not fixed and is tender when I palpate it. On visual inspection, I can tell that my left armpit is more swollen than my right armpit (which is normal). It hurts to have my arm at my side and it hurts to lay on my left side at night when I am sleeping.

919689 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CA 57.0 57 F Pt reported feeling dizziness, lightheaded, near syncope, numbness/tingling up neck into chest area, numbness and tingling in extremities. Feeling of impending doom, chest pressure with SOB. Pt was given Epi-Pen 0.3mg in clinic, transported via EMS to local ER at which time 50IV Benadryl given while in Ambulance, and  4mg decadron in ER. Pt was discharged from ER at 3:00pm

919690 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 TX 50.0 50 F dizziness, palpitations and lightheadedness right after vaccination and lasted up to 2 hours

919691 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 RI 40.0 40 M Pt entered observation around 1950.  Around 2010, stated that "his body felt warm and tingling, throat was sore, and he had a flush feeling".  Denies SOB or chest pain when asked.  Continued to remain in observation.  Stated that he felt somewhat better around 2015.  Still had the same symptoms but they were letting up some.  Around 2025, he stated that he felt better and the symptoms had stopped.  Pt left observation @ 2027

919692 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 AZ 57.0 57 F Itchiness in  scalp, face and both arms that feels like bugs crawling  on my skin, since 1/3. Nausea and diarrhea on 1/4 in the morning, and still have the itching.

919694 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 NY 62.0 62 F face feel hot and flushed within 10 minutes after injection and lasted for about 2 hours

919695 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 TX 60.0 60 F Day 8 injection sight is read swollen and really itchy

919696 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 WA 91.0 91 F Arm rash and increased fatigue.

919697 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 OK 53.0 53 F Rash on left arm, stomach, upper left thigh.  The rash on stomach has spread to under left arm, and on back now. The rash is not sold.

919698 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 MO 50.0 50 F Constant and severe Pain from injection site traveling all the way up my arm and into my neck.

919699 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 CT 61.0 F On 12/31/2020 (day 7) arm started to itchy, no redness.   1/1/2021 (day 8) woke up with rash, inflammation, itching. Took Benadryl and applied Cortisone Cream several times that day.  Rash continued to spread.   On 1/2/2021, has now spread to 3/4 of upper arm.  Now taking Zyrtec and Cortisone cream.  Still red rash, inflammation, itching.   Less itching on 1/3/2021, red rash still spreading 1/4/2021 rash stopped spreading, less area covered with rash, decrease in itching.  Continuing with Zyrtec and appling Cortisone cream

919700 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 OK 36.0 36 F Sudden rash and slight swelling when I woke up the morning of January 3rd, I applied benedryl cream once in the afternoon and right before bed. When I woke up the next morning, January 4th, the injection site was swollen to the size of a softball, hot to the touch, red and very hard and painful. No treatment successful as of yet. I have not seen a Healthcare professional because I haven't found one that knows what to do for it yet. Just spoken to nurses over the phone.

919702 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 NH 36.0 36 F Initial reaction included sore arm developing into hard and swollen bump at the injection site.  Progressively improved and then on day 8, started noticing large red rash area surrounding the injection site.  Warm to touch, not itchy, but significantly larger than the original site.

919703 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 29.0 29 F slight tingling  on nose and mouth

919704 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 IN 29.0 29 M AT 4:15am 1/4/2021 I was either dreaming or actually  massaging my left trapezius muscle which I was doing because it hurt and the pain was severe 9/10. Thinking it was because I was lying on my side, I sought to move onto my back. My wife was awake during the whole event.  Upon moving over to  my back I very quickly felt my legs jerking uncontrollably and could not open my mouth. This sensation last for about 10 seconds at which point my legs stopped jerking , and I was able to open my mouth. I felt a sudden rush of warmth, proceeded to throw off the covers, and was then followed not too soon after by intense chills and feeling cold.  Immediately after coming to, I noticed I felt nauseated which after a few minutes began to subside.  My wife mentioned she tried to gently rouse me but I was unresponsive by  touching and calling my name. After 5 seconds of jerking of the legs, she mentioned it sounded like I was trying to gasp for air but could not seem to get air in. This continued for another 5 seconds with the leg jerking. The episode ended as mentioned above.

919705 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 WI 31.0 31 F Moderna: Initially had a burning sensation at injection site for a few hours. That turned into a sore arm with some localized swelling for two days. On 1/1/2021, I woke up with a very swollen lymph node on the left side of my neck. I was very tired and had no energy for three days. The lymph node is still swollen and I am 9 days out from the vaccine.

919706 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 NH 35.0 35 F Intense headache for 72 hours immediately after vaccine, hot/sweaty immediately after vaccine then again when NSAIDs wore off that night and into next day, extremely painful arm for 72 hours, muscle very hard at injection site for 72 hours, bruise still present at injection site 6 days post (never bruised for vaccine before)

919707 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Nausea and dizziness 5 minutes after injection. Vomiting 20 minutes after injection. Throat felt scratchy and c/o chest felt "heavy" 25 minutes after injection. Gave Epinephrine 0.3mg IM x1 and placed on oxygen 2L/min via mask. EMS contacted. She declined EMS transport to hospital. EMS gave Zofran ODT (dose unknown). Nausea improved. Breathing improved, but still c/o feeling like she has to take shorter, more frequent breaths. Dizziness also improved. Oxygen removed and observed about 2 hours after incident. Patient requested to go home with family. Gave ER precautions and advised emergent evaluation/management.

919708 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 MI 41.0 41 F Left hip pain

919709 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Within 24 hours headache that lasted > 48hrs. On Friday: nausea, diarrhea (severe), muscle aches, chills, fatigue, runny nose.  On Saturday I woke with myself and my sheets soaked in sweat and dizziness.

919710 01/01/2021 01/04/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Headache, chills, nausea, diarrhea, neck pain, fatigue, sweating for past 48 hours

919711 12/01/2020 01/04/2021 CA 44.0 44 M 5-6 post vaccination, blocked eustacian tubes and ringing in ear. Lasts for 3 days.

919712 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 VT 59.0 59 F Half an hour after receiving vaccine in left arm, my left face started with a tingling, numb feeling like when you get anesthesia from a dental procedure and it is thawing out.  It was just the left side of my face, same side I got the vaccine. Could feel a dividing line in the middle of my face.  It lasted with the same intensity for 3 days.  It then started to subside slowly for the next 3 days and then was totally gone.

919713 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MA 28.0 28 F 12/31/2020 to 01/03/2021 = Fever of 39°C for 3 days (12/31/20 to 01/02/20); Chills; Joint Pain; Severe Fatigue; Headache; Muscle Pain; Note: NO RESPIRATORY SYMPTOMS.   01/04/2021 = No fever; Continued Severe Fatigue; Continued Headache; Continued Joint Pain; Note: all other symptoms resolved (see above / listed previously).

919714 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 MA 50.0 50 F MODERNA COVID-19 vaccine EUA  raised itchy raised rash at injection site delayed reaction  first noted 1/4/2021

919715 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 NJ 66.0 66 F Nausea, vertigo, slightly blurred vision, imbalance walking, fatigue, heartburn, malaise.  Initial vertigo and dizziness lasted 3 hrs.  GI symptoms and malaise are still present, 48 hrs later

919716 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 AK 28.0 28 F headache, body aches, chills. Took Tylenol and headache improved but came back the next day. Continued to take Tylenol PRN with relief.

919717 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MA 51.0 51 F Extreme soreness at injection site within 4 - 5 hours, stiffness in arm. By next morning the soreness had spread to armpit, breast, and ribcage on left side of body. High level of pain/soreness remained for 3 days before subsided.

919718 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 CA 57.0 57 F Pain and swelling at injection area which is continuous.  less painful today and swelling decreasing.  Can not lie on left side at all.   General Aches and joint pain all over body which is continuing over 4 days. fatigue.  Mild diarrhea, nausea.  loss of appetite    have taken ibuprofen each day.  took tylenol on saturday.  No fever

919719 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 TX 49.0 49 F Itching, rash and redness through out body.

919720 01/01/2021 01/04/2021 TX 38.0 38 F High fever about 6 hours after administration. 24 hours after administration loss of taste and smell. 48 hours after administration i tested positive for COVID-19.

919721 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 IA 46.0 46 F Tingling in lips 10 minutes after shot administered. Progressive numbness and mild drooping to right side of face (cheek, jaw, chin, neck, tongue, throat). Numbness in right arm down to 3rd, 4th and 5th fingers. Full function was still intact.

919722 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Left sided axillary lymphadenopathy

919723 12/01/2020 01/04/2021 FL 36.0 36 F Temp 100.4,dry cough, headache, body aches, fatigue, runny nose started 1-2-20 started dexamethasone, zpack Pepcid vit c vit d zinc aspirin

919724 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MS 31.0 31 F After I received my initial vaccine, i couldn?t quench my thirst. The next day the pain from my endometriosis was horrific. Slight movement was excruciating

919725 12/01/2020 01/04/2021 TX 53.0 53 M Soreness at injection site for 4 days.   Also itches

919726 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 MO 36.0 36 F Swollen, hot, reddened arm below the injection site- started 1 week post injection. Ice/cold packs, NSAID, and antihistamines administered. Continue to monitor at this time as still symptomatic

919727 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 PR 68.0 68 F RED, SWOLLEN AND HOT AREA (ARM).

919728 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MS 44.0 44 F Redness,swelling and itching   of 5cm radius to injection site 7 days after taking the 1st dose of vaccine at approximately 8:30 AM.Given keflex 500mg twice daily for 10days.Instructed to apply ice to reddened area as needed.

919731 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 TN 29.0 29 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine  Large area of redness at the injection site. Area is raised from the skin and warm to the touch (looks like a large hive). Noticed itching of the skin earlier in the day, prior to discovery of the red area.

919732 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 TX 29.0 29 M 12/25/2020 quarter size knot, redness and warmth at injection site 12/27/2020 resolved with warm compresses  12/31/2020- injection site very tender, red, warm to touch, itching, burning, hardened size of 5cm circle  1/1/2020- symptoms persisted 1/2/2020- symptoms persisted  1/3/2020- symptoms resolved with application of hydrocortisone cream

919733 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 KS 36.0 36 M I am a board certified infectious diseases pharmacist and I have given lectures over hypersenstivites reactions. I noticed itching at the injection site a little more than 72 hours s/p injection with some minor itching. This progressed over the next 20 - 40 minutes to severe itching with large erythematous rash to the the left axillary region, then shoulder,  and chest. Then hives developed pretty aggressively to majority of body including neck, back, inner thighs, and bilateral legs. The next morning I woke up to severe myalgias feeling like I was hit by a truck with soreness this resolved after roughly 24 hrs. Pain worse in buttocks, quadriceps, and sharp left lower mandible pain.  On 01/02 around 7:30 pm took Hydrocorticone 100 mg PO x 1 and 50 mg of diphenhydramine q4h and the allergic reaction resolved over the next several hours.  Still having upper torso itching going on 3 days after allergic reaction and 6 days after injection. Continued diphenhydramine 25 mg twice daily keeps the itching tolerable.

919734 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 VA 31.0 31 M Headache, relieved by nsaid and caffeine

919735 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MI 38.0 38 F Hives noted on chest. Took 25mg po benedryl and hives were resolved within 3 hours.

919736 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 WA 70.0 70 F Chill, Fever  99.5*F, Muscle aching

919737 12/01/2020 01/04/2021 CO 56.0 56 F I had an itch on the left shoulder, not specifically at the vaccination site, after I scratched the shoulder I immediately had a welt the size of a quarter at the vaccination site. It was slightly raised, red,  warm to the touch, and itchy. After an hour of no change I took OTC allergy pill. Symptoms resolved by later in the day though the vaccination sight continues to feel tender.

919739 01/01/2021 01/04/2021 MS 37.0 37 F Rash  All over stomach, buttocks and legs

919740 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 NC 24.0 24 F I, as the patient, as of 8:00 PM 01/03/21 began to have left shoulder pain around the clavicle area. Around lunch today (01/04/21) I was moving my neck around and when I move it to the left it rolls over something. I began to feel around the area and noticed that where the sore area is I have a rather large knot. It is a hard knot that is very tender and sore. No other signs and symptoms present. I have not been to a doctor or clinic regarding the issue. I was unsure if this issue was directly related with the vaccine or not.

919741 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 NJ 67.0 67 F On my way home from receiving the vaccine, I felt slight numbness in my lips (no further swelling, etc.).  Noticed some circumoral cyanosis around my lips after  arriving home. Had a fine afternoon (sleeping following vaccine and 16 hr. shift).  Had dinner and usual evening. Upon going to bed about 11pm,  I experienced chills for several hours, and shortness of breath. Very weak. Called 911 about 3 am - went to hospital ER - O2 sat. 90% enroute. Vital signs stable in hospital ER. Had neg. CXR, EKG, and labs. Also had slight cough and slight bronchial congestion. Received some IV fluids in ER. Left ER at 7am. Went home and slept all day, slight nausea in am. Awoke at 7pm - had good breakfast for dinner. Fine evening and night. Off the next day from work - usual day. It was like having Covid all over again (positive X2 in April - out of work for 5 weeks).  Although the symptoms began about 12 hrs. following the injection and subsided about 24 hrs. later).   My colleagues (work as a nurse in long term care - rehab) who had Covid in the past have experienced similar symptoms following the vaccine, even though we had Covid back in the spring. Dreading vaccine number 2 on Jan. 19th - hopefully I will be ok.

919742 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 KS 41.0 41 F 1. R arm pain (severe)-couldn't lift arm or pull up clothes 2. Fever x 36 hours max: 101.0F 3. Chills 4. Rash generalized-did take zyrtec and benadryl for itching 5. Headache 6. Nausea 7. Fatigue 8. Body aches 9. Slept off and on for 2 days

919743 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Cough began approx 5 min post vaccine, then pt experienced flushing of neck, chest tightness and SOB.  Placed on O2 mask at 8L/min, given 1 dose of Epi and transferred to ED

919744 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Approx. 3 hours after being vaccinated. Developed confusion, dizziness, and blurred vision. Went to ER. BP noted to be 163/100. After one hour and a half, BP in the 120's systolic and 90's diastolic. Continued to have blurred vision. Blood pressure became labile and continued to be in the range of 160's over 100's to 130/90's. After 48 hours, vision no longer blurred, Blood pressure returned to normal baseline and maintained.  Took BP for over one week after, morning, noon, and night on the Left arm and Right arm. My BP stayed in the 117/70-120/80 range. Wanted to make sure I had no underlying hypertension. No other adverse issues.

919745 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 39.0 39 M developed hives on chest and arms with light headedness. Epi given x1 then transferred to ED

919746 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 59.0 59 M One day after vaccination the patient reported swelling to his tongue and was given Benadryl 25mg IM at 0930 and later that day he reported body aches and received Tylenol 650mg PO at 1450. The patients symptoms resolved on follow-up 1 hour after administration.

919747 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 CA 58.0 58 F 15- 20 min following injection - heaviness in chest, 2-3 hours later - became flush, elevated blood pressure 169/92, pulse 100.  Increased difficulty breathing.

919748 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NC 63.0 63 F After 10 mins dry mouth occurred.  After 15 mins compulsive swallowing occurred and dry mouth continued. Blood pressure elevated. Observation of swelling then 2 Benadryl were given.  BP monitored. After about 15 minutes or longer swallowing slowed down  some.   BP did start coming down.  A friend came to get me and I took 2 more Benadryl  about 4 hours later due to swallowing issues again.  After about 6 hours after that took more Benadryl and the the next 2 days just as needed about every 8 to 10 hours   Started  chills with highest temperature was  99.4.  K Legs felt heavy the morning after the vaccine and  I felt very tired with some short bursts of Nausea

919749 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 CO 47.0 47 F 9 days after getting the vaccine, my arm is red, swollen, warm and the skin is hard in a circle around the injection site approximately 3-4 inches.

919750 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 PR 60.0 60 F Induration redness rubor pain and itching left arm  until seven days before administration

919751 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 KY 44.0 44 F Injection site swelling, redness, rash and heat lasting since time of injection (~2 weeks).
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919752 12/18/2020 01/04/2021 LA 39.0 39 F I developed immediate flushing, sweating, rapid heartbeat (was around 110bpm, is normally around 75bpm), and lightheadedness.  I sat down and had a few sips of water.  Within a few minutes, I felt like I was having a difficult time getting a good breath in.   I raised my hands over my head and took slow deep breaths to try and keep my breathing  under control.  I stayed at the hospital for about 45 minutes, over which time I had a few bites to eat and some water.   The flushing and sweating resolved within that time.  The lightheadedness and "feeling of doom" lasted about 3 hours.  I had no anxiety going into this vaccine, nor have I had a reaction like this before.

919753 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 GA 31.0 31 F 1 week after receiving the vaccine in the right arm, lymph node in the right arm pit became swollen and painful. Also, right upper chest lymph node swelling and pain. Continuing to have vague/dull pain in right upper arm.

919754 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Patient started develop itchy rash on arm near injection site. The diameter of the rash was about 4 inches and developed in about  20 minutes after injection.  We gave her an ice pack to apply over the area and a tablet, crushed of Benadryl.

919755 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 MA 24.0 24 M Fatigue at around 5pm. Chills at around 8 pm, with an underlying sense of head warmth. Fever at 9:45 pm with a headache.

919756 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 FL 27.0 27 F About 30 post administration, I had injection site soreness which progressively worsened in severity as time went on. About 12 hours after the injection I had a pretty sudden onset of fatigue, headache and nausea.

919757 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 AZ 61.0 61 F Lips and left side of face numbness and tingling about 10 minutes after first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccination.  Started first on the lips and then spread to left side of face and continued for 45 minutes to an hour after vaccination.

919759 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 PR 53.0 53 F after 8 day a erithema in the are appears.. warm palation and endure .. feeling ok within normal limits At 9 day disapear.. took Benadril cream and started Cefalexin ( antibiotioc) At 11 day a rash ocurred on site .. elevates puritis  and redness.. call Dr and staret Decadron / chang antibiotic  to Azitromax.. wird sensation of the tongue .. sweeling.. enlarged papilae.. tngling sensation around face snd lips.. .. feeling ok within normal limits

919760 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 NY 52.0 52 M I tested positive for Covid-19 on 8/10/20.  Symptoms were moderate (No hospitalizations/oxygen/interventions.  Just flu like symptoms with significant chest pain.  MI & PE ruled out in two ED visits, symptoms last about a month).  Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine on 1/2/21 at 7:45 am.  Developed significant chills at about 8:00 pm that evening.  By 10:30 pm, chills, rigors, bodyaches, & fatigue (no fever).  1/3/21:  Significant fatigue, chills, bodyaches, and now headache.  Essentially stayed in bed the whole day; completely useless.  Symptoms improved throughout the day.  Was about 45% better by bed time.  Severe diaphoresis in the middle of the night.  1/4/21:  75% better.  Went to work and completed my shift.  95% better by the end of my shift.

919761 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 TX 60.0 60 F My arm had been fine for the first 7 days.  This morning  I ran a  wash cloth over my left arm  and felt immediate discomfort.  I looked in the mirror as soon as I got out of the shower and I could see that my arm had  a large red area at the infection site.  My arm is warm too touch.  the rash measures  9.5cm by 7.5

919762 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Severe fatigue 2 hours after the shot lasting for 36 hours. Pain throughout the upper arm that received the injection lasting for 36 hours treated with Advil.

919763 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 FL 22.0 22 M Developed fever of at around 3AM and then fever went up to about 102 Degrees at 4AM. At 8 AM the fever was 100 degress and had also added a headache. The fever went down slowly and broke around 1PM.

919765 01/01/2021 01/04/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Abdominal pain and distention 48 hours after injection,   w/o nausea or vomiting.   Symptoms moderate.

919766 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 NH 27.0 27 F dime size reddish bump, warm to touch

919767 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 SC 39.0 39 F Severe hives all over body- trunk of body fully covered in raised, red, blotchy, "firey" patches of hives; also, under armpits, over the shoulders, panty lines, behind knees, on and under breasts, back, onto neck and face (chin, lip area, eye brow area)

919768 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 23.0 23 F Pt received Moderna COVID19 vaccine on 28 Dec 2020. Pt developed red area on left arm that became progressively larger. Patient reports no shortness of breath or difficulty breathing after vaccination. Pt went to ER to be evaluated and returned to clinic after visit. Red area measured 68cm and warm to touch.

919769 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 CA 34.0 34 M Fever (max temp 38.7C), chills, myalgias, fatigue, sweats. Symptoms began 10 hrs after vaccination and lasted until 36 hrs after vaccination. Unable to work the following two days.

919770 12/22/2020 01/04/2021 ND 39.0 39 F 13 days post vaccine, woke with small area of erythema around injection site, spread throughout day and now indurated, tender and warm to touch.  No fever.

919772 12/21/2020 01/04/2021 NC 57.0 57 F Pfizer-BionTECH Covid-19 Vaccine EUA Patient reports headache beginning approximately 2 hours after vaccination and present continuously since vaccination date (12/21/20) to date of report (1/4/21).  She notes that is has been present constantly and is worse at times but is not relieved despite use of ibuprofen, acetaminophen, naproxen, Excedrin Migraine, or eletriptan 40 mg  dose.  She states that this headache is similar to the headache she had with previous Covid infection in March 2020 and July 2020, which also was not relieved with any medications that she tried.  Also reported heart palpitations awakening from sleep on 12/30/20.   Advised to seek medical care from primary care provider.  On 1/4/21 patient states that she believes headache is improving but is not resolved.

919773 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MI 36.0 36 F 12/31/20 Severe dizziness with vertigo and loss of balance with any movement accompanied by nausea. 1/1/21 headache along with previous symptoms. 1/2/21 symptoms better with a little bit of dizziness with walking or bending over.

919774 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 IL 59.0 59 F I experienced numbness of my chin and lips. Also, I had stiffness of my jaws. I was given a Zetec (allergy Tablet PO) and monitored for 1 hour, with vital signs being taken.

919775 01/03/2021 01/04/2021 OR 23.0 23 F Hives all over legs and wrists. Itchy and red bumps

919778 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 FL 37.0 37 M Body aches, chills, and extreme fatigue

919779 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 IL 50.0 50 F Pt received the Covid-19 vaccine at 2035. At approximately 2045, pt. reported feeling a slight swelling of her throat in the tonsillar region. She denied shortness of breath and difficulty breathing. She reported that her throat felt numb. At 2050: P: 69, SaP02: 96%, B/P: 110/75. Rapid Response team was called. RRT arrived at 2100 and patient stated symptoms remained unchanged. Pt. Transported to ED with RRT in wheelchair.

919781 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 VA 33.0 33 F 1 week later large swelling at injection site  and swelling of ipsilateral auxiliary lymph node

919783 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 TX 26.0 26 F On 12/24 at around 10 PM, circulation to my 4th left digit significantly decreased after being outside of my car for around 15 minutes during a temperature of about 50 degrees. I realized when sharp pain was felt at the digit. After about 5 minutes the digit felt numb. I got in my car, turned on the heater, and massaged my finger. Sharp pain was felt again as circulation returned to the digit. The event last approximately 10 minutes from the moment I realized the finger was pale until color returned.   This occurred again on 12/27 at around 2 PM as I walked from my car into a store at a temperature of about 40 degrees. This time, discoloration occurred bilaterally on my left 3rd, 4th, and 5th digits and my right 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th digits.  The event lasted more than 15 minutes with constant massaging.   This has occurred two more times since then, both times occurring bilaterally with minimal exposure to cold.

919784 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 42.0 42 M Day 12.. still have chills, headache and fever of 101.5 every night.

919785 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 WA 40.0 40 F Toe went numb on right foot and next morning had a lot of swelling and cert painful under the foot. Whole top of foot and toe was really swollen and a lot bigger than the other couldnt walk or put pressure on my foot. Have been home unable to work since december 30th

919786 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 TX 55.0 55 F having chill , fatigue  and pain at injection site about 24 hrs after receiving COVID9 Vaccine  ,took Tylenol  650mg and Ibuprofen  400mg. symptoms resolved  after  about 40 minutes.

919787 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 OK 28.0 28 F Extreme swelling and pain. Bubbling around injection site. Bruising all over body.

919788 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 PA 34.0 34 F 12/30/20 - fever of 101.6 degrees F 12/31/20 - fever of 100 degrees F, headache, congestion - tested for COVID-19 01/01/21 - fever of 100 degrees F, congestion 01/02/21 - congestion, partial loss of smell 01/03/21 - congestion, partial loss of smell 01/04/21 - congestion, partial loss of smell

919790 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Patient reported the day after vaccination that she had arm pain and received Tylenol 650mg on 12/31/20 at 0934 and later Zyrtec for allergies at 1010. Patient also reported two loose stools this day and reported no symptoms on 1/1/21.

919791 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 TX 64.0 64 F One week after vaccination, the injection site became itchy. Then the skin turned red, swollen and warm to touch.

919793 12/27/2020 01/04/2021 OR 23.0 23 F Rash on arm started at injection site 6 days after injection and still continues on day 8. Rash is 1.5 inch diameter circle of red hives/rash

919794 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Beginning 01/03/2021 irritation in lymph nodes in right arm. Beginning 01/04/2021, additional irritation in lymph nodes in right side of neck.

919795 12/24/2020 01/04/2021 WA 48.0 48 F 10 days after injection,  3.5 cm round rash; erythematous and raised.

919796 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 OK 33.0 33 F Bronchoconstriction requiring use of rescue albuterol inhaler not previously needed for at least 5 years

919797 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Painful swollen lymph node on left supraclavicular lymph node

919798 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 TX 42.0 42 F 30 minutes after vaccination: numbed left side of face  Around 4 pm  started with ringing ears, lightheaded . Light chest pain but not too bad to go  to the ER.

919799 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Swollen lymph nodes on left armpit and left side of neck. Ibuprofen taken for discomfort. No further actions needed at this time.

919800 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 MO 39.0 39 F 2 hrs post injection sudden onset of severe dry mouth that lingered but gradually resolved. Still dry next morning and a couple hrs later it switched to increased salivation.  The evening after injection I had a headache and  just felt general malaise and fatigue, "run down". Difficulty sleeping that night due to body aches. HEadache, neck and lower back pain. Skin sensitivity when touched, bed sheets kinda hurt my skin. The bodyaches and malaise persisted through out day 2. Tylenol seemed to help.  I slept better that night but woke up with night sweats, completely drenched.  Arm pain at injection site on day 2 that resolved by mid day.  Now 1 week later I have extreme fatigue yesterday and today. I do have hypersomnia but not even my adderall is helping. Not sure if this is related or not.

919801 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 WI 31.0 31 F Itching,  diaphoresis, nausea

919802 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Patient reported that the day after vaccine administration she had pain to her right arm (site of injection) and received Tylenol 650mg at 1450. The next day she reported the same pain and received Tylenol 650mg at 1510. On 1/2/21 she reported allergic reaction to the vaccine - her arm was noted to be red, warm to the touch and hard. She was given Benadryl 50mg PO at 0730 and medication was partially effective. On 1/3/21 she reported right arm pain and induration and warmth was noted.

919803 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 NC 53.0 53 F Temp 102.2 the following morning (20 hours post-injection) with myalgia, fatigue. These symptoms resolved by 36 hours post-injection. Painful, red, swollen arm (injection site) then itching. These symptoms have improved but have not resolved completely (nearly 2 weeks post-injection)

919804 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 WI 24.0 24 F Itching, diaphoresis

919805 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 AZ 30.0 30 M Rash at injection, bump at injection, soreness in muscle and when lifting arm

919806 12/26/2020 01/04/2021 AZ 28.0 28 F Nausea no vomiting, chills, swelling and itchiness at injection site, warm to the touch, and sinus congestion

921133 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 GA 22.0 22 F Mass vaccine clinic being held by Public Health at patients work location.  Patient was initially monitored for 15 minutes but returned later at 14:53 with hives noted to abd, chest, and back area. Redness noted to arm at and around injection site.  Patient presented digging at areas and reported itching. Vitals taken and due to presentation patient was given 50mg IM Diphenhydramine to L guteal area. Staff present continued to monitor and take vitals for an additional 30 minutes.  Patients redness and largely reduced and not itching. Patient reports feeling sleepy. Left in care of charge nurse at facility. Spoke with charge nurse the next day to check on the patient and she reports that the patient said she slee slept very well but was feeling fine.   PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE EUA

921183 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 OH 61.0 61 F Tinnitus in left ear

921430 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 MA 39.0 39 F Low grade fever, body aches, headache starting one day after vaccine

922504 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 GA 56.0 56 F MASS VACCINATION CLINIC BEING HELD BY PUBLIC HEALTH AT PATIENTS WORK LOCATION. PATIENT HAD BEEN OBSERVED AND RELEASE BUT RETURNED AT 15:21 WITH C/O ITCHING TO LOWER LEFT ARM. REDNESS NOTED IN THE SIZE OF ABOUT A HALF DOLLAR ON LOWER LEFT ARM.THIS NURSE ADMINISTERED 25MG OF PO DIPHENHYDRAMINE. PATIENTS VITIALS TAKE AND ADDITIIONAL OBSERVATION. PATIENT DID REPORT A HISTORY OF ALLERGIES TO COCONUT AND ASA ON CONSENT FOR (HIVES). PATIENT WAS LET WITH SUPERVISING NURSE FROM WORK. I CALLED TO CHECK ON PATIENT THE NEXT DAY AND PATIENT REPORTED THAT SHE WAS DOING FINE. PFIZERBIONTECH COVID-10 VACCINE EUA

922505 12/17/2020 01/04/2021 MI 47.0 47 F Friday 7 AM - Extreme Dizziness, fell over 2x Extreme fatigue, general malaise, Nausea 5 pm more awake, dizziness subsiding Sat 10am Dizziness Subsiding, general malaise, Nausea Sun Dizziness gone, Runny Nose, Stuffiness, full/congested feeling Mon 99.5, Nausea, Drainage

922506 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 DC 43.0 43 F 30-45 min post vaccine administration I had severe headache and hives/rash

922510 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 CT 65.0 65 M Pt received dose #1 Moderna COVID19 Vaccine Observed x 15 mins Left and went to his office where he exhibited "pounding chest & cold hands" Came back to clinic about 30 minutes after vaccine BP increased 180/100 HR 145 EMS called

922562 12/28/2020 01/04/2021 ME 58.0 58 F onset of HA, nausea, tingling in fingers and strange taste in mouth approximately 10 min after receiving the vaccine.

922576 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 GA 37.0 37 F Pt reports event started 12/30/2020 in the evening with a sore tender arm. Started with nausea & vomitting this AM around 10 AM. Reports one bout of vomitting. Also says body aches started this morning as well. Denies any SOB, difficulty brething or any serious adverse events. Says currently she is much better. Will F/U on 1/4/21.

922582 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 UT 16.0 16 F Not an adverse reaction. Medication Error Vaccine for 18 and older given to 16 yr old.

922616 12/31/2020 01/04/2021 MI 41.0 41 F Pt stated she experienced pain, redness at the injection site. She also has a lump measuring 5.5 cm at her injection site. it is "hot" to the touch. Pt also experienced a fever the following day after receiving her Moderna Covid Vaccine. Received Covid injection at 11:30 am and started having a reaction by 6:00pm on 12/31/20.01/04/2021

922617 12/30/2020 01/04/2021 TX 53.0 53 F Pateint recieved COVID19 (Pfizer-BioNTech) vaccine on 12/30/2020 and statrted to develop a rash on hands and sole of her feet onsetting 01/01/2021. Per patient, she took OTC allergy medication and applied OTC Cortizone onto hands and feet. Pateint denies sypmptomes of headcaches, fever, diarrhea, or nausea.

922618 01/04/2021 01/04/2021 NE 37.0 37 F Right sided facial tightness pt states similar reaction to alcohol consumption. Moderna Covid 19 Vaccine Lot: 011L20A EXP: 07.03.2021 NDC# 80777-273-99

922619 12/29/2020 01/04/2021 TX 47.0 47 F "tickle in throat" - 2:41pm 25mg oral benadryl - 2:47 pm Sx resolved - 3:15pm monitored 45min - went home 4pm

922620 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 TX F pt received covid19 vaccine, complained of nausea & brain fog (cloudy) pt admited to ER with fever and increase in Blood pressure, midnight complained of tightness in chest (SOB). pt was released fr ER w/tylenol + ibuprofen+ zofran. While at home, pt complained of pain in hip, swollen arm, chill, Dr informed to rest + keep hydrate w/water, call 911 for help if symptoms worst or severe.01/04/2021 Y

922621 01/02/2021 01/04/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Patient reported having alcohol wipe taste at the tips of her tounge 15 minutes post-vaccination. No other adverse reaction reported at This time. After assessing the patient. No other symptom or other serious adverse reaction reported. Pt in no distress

940641 12/23/2020 01/04/2021 34.0 33 F Headache Narrative:

919807 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 31.0 31 M Fever to 103.4F for approximately 4 hours. Myalgias.

919808 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 CA 52.0 52 F within 20 of the injection I strted to salivate and feeling nauseated.  returned to clinic and was monitor there.  my blood pressure was noted to be low at 115/41. HR 74. reepat BP was 121/48 which is much lower than my usal BP.  i was observed for about 1 hrs. the sx's did not go away but the BP improved a little to 130/64 standing.  I went home develop injection site pain, fatigue, headache and the pesistent salivation did not go away. after 1 wk it decreased in frequency but still present today.  I can not do my normal activity as this worsen the symptom. and my blood pressure has not normalized. still run in 110's/60's.  the headaches and fatigue are becoming a burden.

919810 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 65.0 65 F chest pain, shortness of breath, chest tightness, muscle pain. Symptoms started 5 minutes after vaccine.

919811 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 OH 32.0 32 F 7 days post injection developed significant hives and edema at injection site

919812 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CA 61.0 61 M Left antecubital rash and pruritic lasting last 5 days, self treated with hydrocortisone 2.5% cream two times partially relieving the pruritic and redness, but still present at time of report.

919813 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 OR 59.0 59 F At 17:00, the injection site started to itch and was warm to the touch. At 4:00 on 01/04/2021, I experienced extreme vertigo while washing my hands at a sink. I returned to bed to get the vertigo to pass, but then vomited at 4:30. I was extremely tired the remainder of the day, sleeping often and have been flushed all day as well.

919814 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 55.0 55 F after the injection I became lightheaded and my blood rose to 155/94. after a hour both my pressure and lightheadness went away. on 1/1 I felt fatigue at work and the injection site began to hurt. On 1/2 I stood home and was still fatigue and had some tension in my neck area. On 1/3 began to feel better no pain at the injection site, no longer fatique, and no tension on my neck.

919815 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 48.0 48 F 15 minutes after patient received her #1 Pfizer vaccine, she started to feel flushed with some throat irritation.  She states she feels " a bit shaky inside ".  Given juice and crackers.  BP 143/84. heart rate 89. O2 sat 99%.  She was moved into another quieter observation area. She claims she felt better. Given H20 to drink. States she had a bit of  chest discomfort but this was nothing new to her. She has been having chest discomfort for the past 1-2 weeks periodically.  Upon observing patient for 40 minutes, patient states, she felt better. BP 115/78, heart rate 80. Patient was then released.  She states this is the first time this has happened while taking an IM injection.

919816 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 UT 44.0 44 F One hour post shot, heart beat went up to 120 at rest. Slight dizziness. This passed.  Later in the evening compared injection sites with others in the household. Mine is redder, more swollen and seems more tender than others.

919817 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NE 19.0 19 F Fever, nausea, body aches

919818 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Received covid vaccine 1/2 at 2pm. Around 7pm that night, left arm pain and slight itching of whole body. did not think much of it.  woke up once in middle of night at 4am with racing heart but went back to sleep.  Around 9 am next morning started getting chills, initially mild then severe and developed severe myalgias; could not get out of bed or lift arms or limbs.  having chest tightness and shortness of breath. pressing on chest wall hurts, hard to take deep breath.  Temps of 99.5 most of morning.  started taking tylenol total of 1 gram.  1 hour after tylenol shaking and rigors with sweating. had temp of 101 after tylenol. HR 110 at this time (my baseline is around 60s).  O2 sat remained normal.  Went to ER for testing for covid in case this was covid--test negative.   Felt a little better morning of 1/4--no fever.  tried to work 1/2 day; called out sick.  lots of brain fog, fatigue mental slowing.  still having intermittent chest tightness and sob; feel like i cannot expand my lungs.  deep breath makes me cough. had few small red bumps on left antecubital fossa that resolved.  i'm a physician, i'm concerned this was a severe reaction and was advised to report this.

919819 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CA 49.0 49 F About 3 minutes after getting the injection, my heart rate elevated, I was dizzy and felt faint with some chest tightness. I told RN, the nurse who gave me the injection and I was told to lay down on my back and she lifted both of my legs perpendicular to the floor. My hands and feet were tingling. My blood pressure was taken and the first reading was elevated and hear rate was 102. I was given a can of apple juice and I felt better after drinking it. Since the blood pressure cuff was too large for me, I was able to go downstairs to urgent care and get a reading with a smaller cuff. The last BP reading was had lowered and I was able to leave. I did not feel well for a good 45 min.  My left arm was very sore for the first 48 hours. It did not go away for at least 5 days.

919820 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 39.0 F Injection sight pain and swelling, headache, fatigue, omalaise.

919821 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 AK 34.0 34 F I developed severe hives all over my body hours about 19 hours after the shot.   Intense itching woke me up at 4:40am the day after receiving the vaccine.  The reaction worsened for the next 3 days and began to settle/decrease at the end of the 3rd day.   I also felt somewhat disoriented through  the allergic reaction period, and on the day after the vaccine I felt slight pain on my chest.  I did not experience shortness of breath or have trouble breathing at any point.

919822 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 FL 49.0 49 M High grade fever with chills almost like rigors 103.8 F Happened after 9 pm  Initially started with malaise  Fever being monitored throughout the night

919823 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NC 28.0 28 F Numbness in right cheek of face almost immediately after injection.

919824 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 23.0 23 F tiredness, headache  muscle pain, chills, nausea, feeling unwell

919825 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CO 31.0 31 F paleness, weakness, then a few hours later chills, fever, extreme pain at the injection site, body aches, malaise

919826 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WA 43.0 43 M Soreness of deltoid resolved 2 days after vaccine. Normal shoulder for 7 days. Day 8 post vaccination onset of itching, swelling and redness of left should, continuing now x2 days. No other systemic symptoms. No pain.

919827 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 CA 45.0 45 M Began experiencing nausea and general stomach pains the morning after receiving the vaccine.  After one day of pain and discomfort I woke the following morning (~44hrs after receiving the vaccine) to extreme acute abdominal pain in the lower right abdomen.  Went to Urgent Care facility and was diagnosed by CT scan as having acute appendicitis.  An emergency appendectomy was scheduled and performed for later that evening.  I stayed at the Hospital overnight on 12/24/2020 post operatively on IV antibiotics to recover from the appendectomy.  Was discharged from the hospital on 12/25/2020 and have been recovering for about 10 days now with limitted activity.Y 1

919829 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 56.0 56 F Fever 101.0

919830 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 PA 47.0 47 F At time of injection and for about 30 minutes after, had light tingling to left arm to fingertips, face flushed and warm. Resolved without intervention. No other side effects except muscle soreness to this arm. ( Wouldn't report but a coworker had a similar but more severe reaction and is still having effects 3 wks out)

919831 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 25.0 25 F Patient reported swelling on the injection site, itchiness, warmth and soreness.

919832 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 WA 28.0 28 F 12/31, 08:30pm: Immediate pain & welt developed at sight  12/31, 08:45pm: Slight numbness & tingling in left hand, persisted approximately 12 hours  12/31, 09:30pm (the following s/s persisted in varying degrees until 01/02): exhaustion/fatigue, headache, dizziness, nausea, chills 01/02, 08:30am: chills/cold sweat/fever (temp not confirmed, as my home thermometer had died, but I woke up later that night drenched in sweat as though a fever had broken, and since then my body temp has been normal (no cold chills or hot flashes) and other s/s have also decreased significantly)  01/03: minimal s/s - lingering fatigue, mild  01/04: 03:00a: woke up with cough - uncertain if related (seasonal allergies?)

919833 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 IL 24.0 24 F Symptoms were chills, fatigue, body aches, headache, fever, tachycardia that started about 12 hours after receiving the vaccine and lasted for about 3 days.

919834 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 NY 16.0 16 F Age at the time of vaccination was 16.  Not identified until after the vaccine was administered.

919835 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 IL 62.0 62 F light headed and nausea for 3 days

919836 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 35.0 35 F 10 minutes after receiving vaccination, patient reported rapid heart rate, fatigue, felt weak, hot, and palpitations. Patient reported tachycardia with heart rate 160-170's. Transient numbness to hands and perioral region. Presented to ED, was monitored with resolution of symptoms.  On 1/4/21 patient presented to ED with tachycardia with HR up to 160s, Episode was severe, causing lightheadedness, "throat squeezing", with bilat UE paresthesias. Episode lasted 20 minutes. Patient evaluated in ED and discharged with outpatient follow up with cardiology and endocrinologist.

919837 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 PR 60.0 60 F Tight throat.Drank 1 pill benadryl.After few hours the symptoms were gone

919838 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MI 24.0 24 F less than 24 hours after getting shot #1 i felt as if i was coming down with a cold, very congested, stuffy nose, slight sore throat probably from drainage. injection site pain which is normal, but i just felt under the weather. it cleared up within 48 hours of time of injection.

919839 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 MD 62.0 62 F Cold legs, Fever, bodyache including fingers ache, chills, nausea,  body weakness,  headache.  From Saturday to Tuesday.   Tylenol

919869 01/05/2021 IN 7.0 M anaphylactic reaction; This spontaneous report has been received from an approximately 57 years old male patient, referring to himself via Pfizer. The patient's concurrent conditions included an allergy to eggs. Medical history and concomitant medications were not provided.   On an unknown date in 1970 (reported at the age of 7 years old), the patient was vaccinated with measles, mumps, and rubella (wistar ra 27-3) virus vaccine, live(M-M-R II) (dose, frequency, route, lot number and expiration date were not provided) for prophylaxis.      In approximately 1970, the patient experienced an anaphylactic reaction and required treatment with epinephrine. The patient worked in a long term care assisted living facility and was unable to obtain the mRNA, lipids ((4-hydroxybutyl)azanediyl)bis(hexane-6,1-diyl)bis(2-hexyldecanoate), 2 [(polyethylene glycol)-2000]-N,N-ditetradecylacetamide, 1,2-Distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, and cholesterol), potassium chloride, monobasic potassium phosphate, sodium chloride, dibasic sodium phosphate dihydrate, and sucrose (COVID-19) vaccine (Pfizer-Biontech) due to the facility refused to vaccinate him after the patient divulged that he had the previously reaction with measles, mumps, and rubella (wistar ra 27-3) virus vaccine, live(M-M-R II) vaccine.   The outcome of anaphylactic reaction was unknown.   The reporter considered anaphylactic reaction to be related to Measles, Mumps, and Rubella (Wistar RA 27-3) Virus Vaccine, Live(M-M-R II).  Upon internal review, anaphylactic reaction was determined to be medically significant.

919870 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 66.0 66 F Syncope; This spontaneous report as received from a pharmacist, and refers to a 66 year old female patient with asthma. The patient is allergic to sulfa, novocaine and lidocaine. Information regarding the patient's medical history was not reported.     On 27-DEC-2020, the patient was vaccinated with pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent)(PNEUMOVAX23) lot # T022294 and expiration date on 26-MAR-2022, intramuscular in the left deltoid for pneumococcal prophylaxis. On the same day, she had a syncope. The patient did not seek for medical attention and any treatment was given.   At the reporting time, reported as "this morning", the syncope was improving but ongoing.   The reporter considered syncope to be related to Pneumococcal Vaccine, Polyvalent (23-valent)(PNEUMOVAX23).  Upon internal review, the event of syncope was considered to be medically significant. combinationproductreport: Yes; brandname: PNEUMOVAX23 SYRINGE (DEVICE); commondevicename: Pneumococcal Vaccine, Polyvalent (23-valent); productcode: FMF; manufacturername: Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp.; devicelotnumber: T022294; expirationdate: 26-MAR-2022; deviceage and unit: 0 ; malfunction: Unknown; deviceusage: Initial; reasonfornoneval: 81 Other; labeledsingleusedevice: No; mdcpreportability: No; mdcpreprationale: Case information does not suggest a causal association with the device or device constituent

919882 06/29/2018 01/05/2021 FL 13 M Chron's disease; This spontaneous report was received from a physician referring to a 16 years old male patient. The patient's pertinent medical history, concomitant drugs and drug allergies were reported as unknown.  On 29-JUN-2018, the patient was vaccinated with his first dose of hpv rl1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 vlp vaccine (yeast) (GARDASIL 9) (strength, dose, anatomical location, route, lot number and expiration date were not reported) for prophylaxis. And on 31-JAN-2019, he received the second dose of hpv rl1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 vlp vaccine (yeast) (GARDASIL 9).    On 30-JUN-2019, the patient was admitted to the hospital and on an unknown in 2019, he was diagnosed with Chron's disease. The outcome of Chron's disease was unknown. It was unknown if he received any treatment. It was unknown if the patient had sought medical attention or if any lab diagnostics/studies were performed. The outcome of crohn's disease was unknown.  The causality between Chron's disease and hpv rl1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 vlp vaccine (yeast) (GARDASIL 9) was not provided.  Upon internal review, Chron's disease was determined to be medically significant.Y

919883 12/29/2017 01/05/2021 MS M cerebrovascular accident/right leg weakness, numbness, trouble ambulating and confusion/concomitant weakness related to his cerebrovascular accident; meningoencephalitis; dementia; Information has been received from a lawyer, regarding a case in litigation, and refers to a male patient (pt) of unknown age. No information about the pt's medical history, concurrent conditions and concomitant medications was provided. On or around 29-DEC-2017, the pt was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dose, route of administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiration date were not provided) for routine health maintenance and for its intended purpose: the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster). On unknown dates, shortly after receiving zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt suffered right leg weakness, numbness, trouble ambulating and confusion. The pt was diagnosed with having a cerebrovascular accident, meningoencephalitis and dementia with concomitant weakness related to his cerebrovascular accident. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt's symptoms had resulted in physical limitations not present prior to using the suspect vaccine. The pt also experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of his condition. As a result of the manufacture, marketing, advertising, promotion, distribution and/or sale of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further, as a tragic consequence, the pt suffered serious, progressive, permanent, and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. As a direct and proximate result, the pt had suffered and incurred damages, including medical expenses; the loss of accumulations; and other economic and non-economic damages. The outcome of the events was considered to be not recovered/not resolved. The reporter considered the events of cerebrovascular accident, encephalitis, and dementia to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  The reporter considered the events of cerebrovascular accident, encephalitis, and dementia to be disabling.

919884 01/05/2021 OH F congestive heart failure; renal failure; lung problems; Information has been received regarding a case in litigation from an attorney concerning a female patient of unknown age. The patient's pertinent medical history, concurrent conditions or concomitant medications were not provided. On unspecified date, the patient received a dose of Zoster Vaccine Live (ZOSTAVAX) (lot #, expiration date, route of administration, dosage, and anatomical location were not provided) for prevention of shingles. After receiving the dose of Zoster Vaccine Live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient suffered congestive heart failure, lung problems and renal failure. As a result of these symptoms, the patient was seen and treated by the medical provider and was still under their care. As a direct and proximate result of vaccination, the patient's symptoms have resulted in physical limitations not present prior the use of this vaccine, and the patient sustained severe and permanent personal and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. At the time of the report, the reporter considered the events to be related to Zoster Vaccine Live (ZOSTAVAX). The patient had not recovered from the events, and the author considered the events to be disabling.  Upon internal review cardiac failure congestive and renal failure were considered medically significant.

919893 09/25/2018 01/05/2021 PA F severe swelling in the arm, so bad it looked like cellulitis/ severe reaction; severe swelling in the arm, so bad it looked like cellulitis/ severe reaction; This spontaneous report was received from a female patient of unknown age who was reporting on herself. There was no information about the patient's concurrent conditions, medical history, drug reactions or allergies and concomitant therapies provided.  On 25-SEP-2018, she was vaccinated with pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23) (dose, route of administration, anatomical location, strength, lot number and expiration date were not provided) for prophylaxis. The patient requested ingredients contained in pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23) because on an unknown date in September 2018 she experienced severe swelling in the arm. The swelling looked so bad, like cellulitis. She sought for medical attention and informed her physician about this event, but also refused to inform if ant treatment was provided. The outcome of arm swelling looking like cellulitis was unknown.  The reporter did not provide a causal assessment between the mentioned events and pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23). Upon internal review, cellulitis was determined to be medically significant.

919896 09/01/2018 01/05/2021 30 F Lamictal levels were 14/lamictal levels went high; It must be her Vagus Nerve stimulated because she is getting nervous; They said her levels were low; The caller was difficult ot understant at times and mumbled a lot/the caller had to be redirected multiple times in the conversation and went off track often; moving around; with Phenobarbital she will get delusions and make up delusions in her head: delusions; Getting nervous; It made her behaviorally off; It made her behaviorally off/she was repeating the same peoples names over and over; This spontaneous report was received from a 30-year-old White female patient reporting on herself. On an unspecified date, her weight was between 97 and 98 pounds. Her pertinent medical history included a memory changed to the right temporal lobe, a Chinese viral infection which caused her a fever of 104.5 (units not provided), scar tissue which was formed during the viral infection (also reported as "unsure if she was born with it"), and epilepsy for 27 years. Concomitant medications included clobazam (ONFI).  Since approximately 1994 (also reported as when she was 6-year-old), the patient started therapy with phenobarbital for epilepsy (dose, frequency, route of administration, lot number and expiration date were not reported). This was the most helpful drug to treat her epilepsy; nevertheless, its levels had gone up naturally, she was unsure of how many times she had been high on it. It was also mentioned that she had cheated on her phenobarbital treatment.   On an unknown date, therapy with lamotrigine (LAMICTAL) was started (dose, frequency, route of administration, lot number and expiration date were not reported). On an unspecified date of September 2018, in order to go to school, the patient was vaccinated by a student with measles, mumps, and rubella (wistar ra 27-3) virus vaccine, live (M-M-R II) for prophylaxis (dose, route of administration, vaccination scheme frequency, anatomical location, lot number and expiration date were not reported).   On an unknown date of September 2018 (also reported as 2 weeks after receiving measles, mumps, and rubella (wistar ra 27-3) virus vaccine, live (M-M-R II)) the patient's lamotrigine (LAMICTAL) increased to 14 (units not provided) (also reported as "her lamotrigine (LAMICTAL) went high") (anticonvulsant drug level increased) which made her behaviorally off (abnormal behavior). Consequently, the patient got to the emergency room (ER) and then she was hospitalized due to the event of anticonvulsant drug level increased. It was reported that she was repeating the same people's names over and over (repetitive speech) and she was moving around a little (restlessness). A nurse and a friend helped to calmed down her. Later, a doctor asked her if the had cheated on her phenobarbital; nevertheless, she told them that she did not this time. She explained that the difference between phenobarbital and lamotrigine (LAMICTAL) when they went up was that with phenobarbital she would get delusion and made up delusions in her head and she could remember everything; in contrast, with lamotrigine (LAMICTAL) she could not remember much (amnesia). On an unspecified day, a lab test (unspecified) was performed by some students and it was found that "her levels were low" (anticonvulsant drug level decreased); however, the patient was wondering if the students did the test correctly. The patient stated that on an unspecified date of September 2018, she had her vagus nerve stimulated since she was getting nervous (vagus nerve disorder, nervousness). On an unspecified date of September 2018, she recovered from anticonvulsant drug level increased after 7 days of hospitalization and she was discharged from the hospital on day 8.   The patient was asking if the COVID vaccine (unspecified) would interfere with her lamotrigine (LAMICTAL) phenobarbital and clobazam (ONFI) levels. She was also asking if fever is a possible side effect of the COVID vaccine (unspecified), because if the fever would be between 101-102 (units unspecified) she would propbably present seizures and would need to be hospitalized.  During the call, it was reported that the patient was difficult to understand and mumbled a lot; furthermore, many attempts of clarification had to be made and she had to be redirected multiple times in the conversation and she went off track often (speech disorder).  It was not reported if the patient received any treatment for the aforementioned adverse events.   The action taken with phenobarbital, and lamotrigine (LAMICTAL), the outcome of the event of speech disorder, repetitive speech, vagus nerve disorder, nervousness, restlessness, amnesia, and anticonvulsant drug level decreased and the causal relationship between the event and therapy with the suspect theapies were not reported.  Upon internal review, the event agus nerve disorder was considered to be medically significant (OME).Y 7

919900 06/01/2017 01/05/2021 67.0 67 F she passed out; she couldn't see; sick; stomach started to hurt; had chills; her arms hurt; she was freezing; her arm had swollen like a balloon; her arm had swollen like a balloon and became hard as a rock; hit her head; dizzy; she couldn't walk around her house; Her heart was "loudly" palpating; extremely low blood pressure/Her heart was "loudly" palpating; This spontaneous report as received from a consumer concerning herself a 67  year old patient. Pertinent medical history, drug reactions and allergies, and concomitant medications were reported as none.  Early in June 2017, the patient was vaccinated with a second dose of pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23) in the left arm for prophylaxis (route of administration, lot number and expiration date were not reported).   In June 2017, reported as later that same date after received the vaccine, she started to feel sick. She reported that her stomach started to hurt, had chills, and her arms hurt. As the day progressed, her sickness continually "got worse and worse". She reported that she was freezing despite tons of clothing and layers on. The next day her arm had swollen like a balloon and became hard as a rock. At one point she passed out and hit her head on her dresser. When she woke up, she couldn't see, and eventually her sight came back in blobs/spots (blindness transient). Over the next week, approximately in June 2017, it progressively became worse and she reported being so dizzy that she couldn't walk (blindness transient) around her house without grabbing onto a wall (Gait inability). Her heart was "loudly" palpating (Heart rate decreased) and she had an extremely low blood pressure. One doctor told her that her "heart is just not operating as it should", however a different doctor said her heart was fine. After completing a detox, changing her diet, and taking vitamin supplements she slowly started feeling better (also reported as not recovered by the same reporter). She reported that she "hasn't been the same" since she received that re-vaccination. She still currently experienced dizziness from time to time and was afraid to take the COVlD-19 vaccine due to her adverse experience with the pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23) vaccine. None laboratory test was performed  The outcome of illness, hypotension, heart rate decreased, gait inability, dizziness, head injury, induration, peripheral swelling, feeling cold, pain in extremity, chills and abdominal pain upper was reported as not recovered. The outcome of loss of consciousness and blindness transient was reported as recovered, on an unspecified date in 2017 (conflicting information also reported as not recovered).        The causal relationship between the events and therapy with pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent)(PNEUMOVAX23) was  assessed as related  by reporter.  Upon internal review the events of passed out and she couldn't see (Blindness transient )was considered to be medically significant.

919903 11/01/2020 01/05/2021 TX U I have Horner's Syndrome / onset coincides with receiving dose 1 of Shingrix; my right eye is effected with partial closings; experiencing headaches, pretty much constantly; This case was reported by a consumer and described the occurrence of horner's syndrome in a adult patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   On 1st November 2020, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix. On an unknown date, less than 2 months after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced horner's syndrome (serious criteria GSK medically significant), lagophthalmos and headache. On an unknown date, the outcome of the horner's syndrome and lagophthalmos were unknown and the outcome of the headache was not recovered/not resolved.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the horner's syndrome, lagophthalmos and headache to be related to Shingrix.  Additional details were provided as follows: The age group was not reported but was selected adult as per vaccine indication. The age at vaccination was not reported. The patient received 1st dose of Shingrix and pretty much in the days after, the problems started. The patient stated that he/she had located very minimal information on a link with Shingrix and Horner's Syndrome and he/she had Horner's and the onset coincides with receiving dose 1 of Shingrix. The patient had a brain scan, lung scan and carotid artery scan to rule out tumors as a cause of the Horner's Syndrome and the scans had all been good, but his/her right eye was affected with partial closing and he/she was experiencing headaches, pretty much constantly. The patient wanted to know if we had any reported information on a link with Shingrix and, if so, was that information we would share with patient. The patient was concerned about the financial aspect of all the testing, concerned about the constant headaches and also about the eye and certainly, concerned about the 2nd dose. The patient mentioned that he/she did like information to get an idea of how long this might last and if it would resolve and wanted to let him/her know if we had any information.

919904 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 TX F tested positive for COVID19 via antigen test; tested positive for COVID19 via antigen test; having no sense of taste and smell; having no sense of taste and smell; fever; scratchy throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 26-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ168J), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. After getting vaccinated, patient developed a fever on 22Dec2020. On 23Dec2020, the patient has no taste and smell and tested (used the Sofia test) positive for COVID. The patient was told to quarantine and take off work for 10 days. The patient has felt like she has had a scratchy throat. Patient has not taken her allegra. The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A causal role of BNT162B2 would seem unlikely based on the temporal gap between the vaccination and the event onset.

919905 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 F patient received the PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE and then tested positive for COVID; patient received the PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE and then tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A 40-year-old female patient received the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number and Expiration Date: Unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history included high body mass index (BMI) from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 22Dec2020, the patient received the PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE and then tested positive for COVID; and showed symptoms. The events were assessed as medically significant. The clinical course was reported as follows: The 40-year-old female patient, with comorbidities "like high BMI", received the Pfizer BioNTech COVID vaccine on 18Dec2020 and she had tested positive for COVID on 22Dec2020 and she was showing symptoms; however, they were not severe. The pharmacist did not describe the symptoms. In response to further probing, the pharmacist stated, "can I do this tomorrow because I need to call patient and ask her about if they have an opinion regarding the monoclonal antibodies treatment." The pharmacist wanted to know if there was information on consumers receiving antibodies after receiving the vaccine. The pharmacist stated the patient was eligible for antibody treatment. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included SARS-CoV-2 test: positive on 22Dec2020.  The clinical outcome of the events was unknown.  The batch/lot numbers for the vaccine, BNT162B2, were not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: The reported  tested positive for COVID after immunization with BNT162B2 is considered related to the administration of the suspect, BNT162B2.

919906 12/15/2020 01/05/2021 MO F tested positive for covid; tested positive for covid; coughing; congestion; could not sleep that night; her temperature is still low/temperature was lower around 96 or 97; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Dec2020 at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the Covid-19 shot 8 days ago on 15Dec2020. She tested positive for COVID on 23Dec2020. She worked in the emergency room, clarified she was a certified Nurse Assistant (CNA). She was hesitant about taking the COVID-19 vaccine. She was curious since she has been around the virus 24/7 since the pandemic started since she works in the emergency room. When she took the COVID-19 shot, stated she felt great the next day and could not sleep at night in Dec2020 which is not normal for her. It's nothing like the flu shot. It was strange since she has been around the virus all this time, she felt like she had COVID in Feb2020, but she was not tested then. She does not ever get sick and she was down for two days with a fever in Dec2020. After those two days, she always had a low-grade fever of 98 or 99 which was constant. After she took the COVID vaccine her temperature was normal, her temperature was lower around 96 or 97 in Dec2020. She woke up on 23Dec2020 and she had congestion and her temperature was still low. She went to work, and she was told she looked like she had no sleep. She was coughing 23Dec2020 morning, but she did not have any symptoms as far as temperature. She realized that the COVID 19 shot is only 50% effective. She is asking if she should get the second dose. The outcome of events was unknown.

919907 01/05/2021 U 30 mins after vaccination caller was notified patient tested positive for covid; 30 mins after vaccination caller was notified patient tested positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. 30 mins after vaccination caller was notified patient tested positive for covid on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available (30 mins after vaccination Covid test found positive), no effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID represents the pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  Further information like confirmative COVID 19 Nucleic acid/ PCR test together with any associated symptoms are needed for full medical assessment.

919908 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 TN 46.0 F tested positive COVID; tested positive COVID; nasal congestion; loss of smell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  A 46-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EK5730, Expiration Date Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration in her right deltoid on 19Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included ongoing Crohn's disease from 2007/ diagnosed at 33 years old. There were no other concomitant drugs. The doctor who received the COVID vaccine stated that she must had been exposed to the virus prior to receiving the vaccine because she became symptomatic 48 hours after getting the vaccine. She noted that on Pfizer website recommended that a person not get the vaccine until 6 weeks after active infection but she of course did not know she had been exposed and when her second dose was due, she would not be 6 weeks after active infections. The vaccine was received on 19Dec2020 and she tested positive on 22Dec2020. The only symptoms she had experienced after testing positive are nasal congestion and loss of smell and they started on 21Dec2020 in the morning. She had had no worsening of her Crohn's disease. The only testing she had had done was the PCR testing for COVID. No treatments for the symptoms at this point. The outcome of the events tested positive COVID was not recovered, while for other events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A causal role of BNT162B2 would seem unlikely based on the temporal gap between the vaccination therapy and the event onset.

919909 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 CA 33.0 M Tested positive for covid; Tested positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 33-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899) intramuscularly at right arm on 18Dec2020 14:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient developed severe nasal burning sensation the first two days of injection along with severe headache that lasted for 4 days. He lost his sense of taste and smell (23Dec2020) 5 days after vaccine was administered, tested positive for Covid (23Dec2020 16:30) with use of ABBOTT rapid test which was performed at his employment. Pending Covid nasal swab fulgent which was obtained on 23Dec2020 and sent out to reference lab. Patient was just wondering if any of these symptoms and/or testing positive after administration was a rare side effect. The adverse event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment received for the adverse events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Vaccine BNT162B2 provides protection to COVID-19 after at least 7 days have elapsed from the second dose (21 days post first injection). These conditions are not met in the present report. The reported symptoms are compatible with COVID-19 illness.

919910 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 MN 68.0 F positive for Covid with symptoms; positive for Covid with symptoms; positive for streph; positive for influenza; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician and nurse. A 68-year-old female patient received bnt162b2, via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced positive for COVID with symptoms, positive for streph and positive for influenza in Dec2020. Additional Context: caller stated that she had a patient that got Covid vaccine on 17Dec2020 who was complaining of muscle aches, no fever, sudden loss of taste and smell in the last 24 hours, sore throat and a cough. Stated that she cannot attribute the cough to the vaccine. Stated that she was screened for COVID, streph and influenza. Stated that she was positive for covid and streph. Stated that she does not think that and wanted to know if the vaccine would cause a positive from a rapid test. Outcome of the events was unknown.  The Lot/Batch and expiry date has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported positive for COVID with symptoms after immunization with BNT162B2 is considered related to the suspect, BNT162B2.

919911 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 GA 50.0 F allergic reaction; had been a little sick since she had it; she really felt bad; weak; rash on her legs/ rash all over her; Fever/ feverish; a fast heart rate that comes and goes; Hasn't felt good; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 50-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The relevant medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none. She indicated she received vaccine on 21Dec2020 and noticed a rash on her legs in the shower on 24Dec2020. She hadn't felt good since done on 21Dec2020. She had a rash all over her, didn't realize when went back and read a paper, said a bad rash all over body, what should she do, take a Benadryl. She stated the health department gave the vaccine. She had been a little sick since she had it. Tuesday was really bad, all day on Tuesday, she really felt bad. She woke up with a rash at the time of the report on 24Dec2020, she thought she had a fever, but didn't check, that was last night and this morning, but at the time of the report she didn't think she had a fever. The rash, she was covered in a fine rash all over her body, she had thought it had happened with an allergic reaction immediately. When asked for outcome of not feeling good, stated she felt ok, it was just the rash, that was what she was most concerned about, stated she did have a fast heart rate that comes and goes on 21Dec2020. When she awoke this morning, she was just weak, and feverish, she didn't take her temperature, she should have, but she took a shower a few minutes and saw the rash, thought it was probably all combined. Stated her card said on 11Jan2021, she should take the second dose, and wanted to known should she take it if this is all connected. The patient had tested positive for COVID antibodies on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events "rash on her legs/ rash all over her" and "Fast heart rate" was not recovered, while other events were unknown.

919912 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 IL 26.0 F Lip swelling and redness; Lip swelling and redness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 26-year-old female patient (nor pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration (right arm) on 21Dec2020 (10:45) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included asthma. Concomitant medication included montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR) cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC) and acetazolamide sodium (DIAMOX), received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced lip swelling and redness on 24Dec2020 (04:00 AM). The adverse events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient was advised to continue Singulair and given Benadryl and ointment as treatment for the adverse events. The outcome of events was unknown. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. This case is non-serious.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

919913 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 NM F Chills, fever and a headache; Chills, fever and a headache; Chills, fever and a headache; tested positive; tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for two patients. This is 1st of two reports.  An adult female patient of unspecified age (30-40 yrs of age) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The nurse stated that they gave the vaccines to the patient the past week and the patient was COVID-19 positive at the time of the report. The nurse needed some guidance and needed to know if the patient could receive the second dose or what they were supposed to do. The patient tested positive for COVID-19 on 24Dec2020 after having chills, fever and a headache. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient might not be completely excluded.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020513401 different patient, same drug and event

919914 01/05/2021 M Fever; Fatigue; Shortness of breath; Chest pain; Dizziness; Arm soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional.  This 24-years-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date (at the age of 24 years-old, as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. There were also no other medications taken in the last two weeks. On 24Dec2020, the patient experienced  fever, fatigue, chest pain, shortness of breath, arm soreness, and dizziness. The patient was not hospitalized for the events but received treatment with acetaminophen (TYLENOL). The clinical outcome of the events of fever, fatigue, chest pain, shortness of breath, arm soreness, dizziness was not recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

919915 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 IN 32.0 F chills; body aches; tender left deltoid injection site pain.; fatigue; elevated temp/ tympanic temp of 100.8; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 32-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), Lot number EJ1685, via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 12:30 as a single dose (dose 1) in the left arm (age at vaccination: 32 years old) for COVID-19 vaccination. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered wasa hospital. There were no other vaccines given in the 4 weeks prior to the COVID-19 vaccine. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history included diagnosed with COVID-19 on 06Jul2020, irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), depression, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADD), cervical spondylosis, and herpes simplex virus (HSV); no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included methylphenidate hydrochloride (CONCERTA), sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), valacyclovir, levonorgestrel (LILETTA), and colecalciferol (VITAMIN D). The patient woke up at 0400 on 22Dec2020 with tympanic temp of 100.8, chills, body aches, and very tender left deltoid injection site pain. The events were reported as non-serious. Treatment with ibuprofen resolved the elevated temperature, however she spent all of 22Dec2020 with fatigue and body aches despite ibuprofen. The tender left deltoid persisted for a total of 3 days and then became more tolerable, less tender. The clinical outcome of elevated temp/ tympanic temp of 100.8 was resolved on 22Dec2020, of fatigue and body aches was recovered on 23Dec2020, and of chills and tender left deltoid was recovered on an unknown date. Since the vaccination, has the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

919916 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 PA 53.0 F The next day a rash appeared on my forearms and now is on my ankles, calves and scalp.; Severe headache; chills; flu like symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 53-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730), intramuscularly at left arm on 18Dec2020 at 14:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization at workplace clinic.  Medical history included hypolipidaemia, allergic to sulfa drugs (hives), allergy to adhesive (severe skin blistering).  There was non other vaccine in four weeks and no other medications in two weeks.  The patient previously took naproxen (NAPROSYN) and amoxicillin clavulanic acid (AUGMENTIN ) and was allergic to both drugs, and experienced anaphylaxis for naproxen.  The patient experienced severe headache, chills and flu like symptoms the night after the shot on 18Dec2020. The next day on 19Dec2020 at 10: 00 AM a rash appeared on her forearms and was on her ankles, calves and scalp at time of the report. No treatment for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination,  the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not resolved.

919917 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 NY 43.0 F had another COVID test with positive results on 23Dec; had another COVID test with positive results on 23Dec; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 43-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The vaccination was done in the hospital. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was initially tested negative for covid-19 on 13Dec2020. The patient was not pregnant. The patient believed she may have been infected with COVID as early as 13Dec2020 based on symptoms but test results at that time came back negative. She had vaccine on 18Dec2020 and when symptoms hadn't resolved had another COVID test with positive results on 23Dec2020. The event resulted to a doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. There was not treatment for the event. The reporter considered the events as non-serious. The outcome of the event was recovering.   Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

919918 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 NY 67.0 F flushing; lightheadedness; chills; tongue numbness; dry mouth; cold hands and feet; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient herself). A 67-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 13:15 in left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included none. The patient was not allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication included methylphenidate hydrochloride (RITALIN) and one-a-day ascorbic acid, ergocalciferol, nicotinamide, retinol, riboflavin, thiamine hydrochloride (VITAMINS), both from Dec2020 for an unspecified indication. Immediately after vaccine, patient experienced flushing, then lightheadedness, and waves of flushing and chills every minute for several hours; tongue numbness, dry mouth, cold hands and feet; no rash, no breathing difficulty - normal vital signs on 24Dec2020 13:30. Patient received iv diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) and famotidine (PEPCID) and iv hydration after symptoms were not improving 3 hours later - several hours after this treatment, the flushing and chills continued, as did numbness of tongue and dry mouth. Symptoms were still present 22 hours after injection-waves of flushing and chills. The events were reported as non-serious and the events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care. Outcome of events were not recovered.

919919 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 31.0 F Soreness on day 2 Day 3- site of injection was swollen, painful, and itched; Soreness on day 2 Day 3- site of injection was swollen, painful, and itched; Soreness on day 2 Day 3- site of injection was swollen, painful, and itched; Soreness on day 2 Day 3- site of injection was swollen, painful, and itched; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Other healthcare professional (HCP) (patient). A 31-year-old female non-pregnant patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: E4284), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 11:30 at a single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma, known allergies: dust mites. The patient experienced soreness on day 2 (24Dec2020) and day 3 (25Dec2020), site of injection was swollen, painful, and itched on 24Dec2020. No other vaccine in four weeks received. No treatment received for these events. The patient had no COVID prior vaccination or no COVID tested post vaccination. This is a non-serious report. The outcome of events was not recovered.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

919920 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 CA 39.0 F Headache; fatigue; general malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 39-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), Lot number EJ1685, via an unspecified route of administration on Left arm from 22Dec2020 09:00 to 22Dec2020 09:00 as single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included ademetionine (SAME). On 24Dec2020 09:00, the patient experienced headache, fatigue, general malaise at about 48 hours after receiving vaccine. Lasted about 1 day. The outcome of the events was recovered on 25Dec2020.

919921 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 46.0 M Shoulder soreness, malaise; Shoulder soreness, malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician reported for himself. A 46-year-old male patient received bnt162b2, lot:  EH9899, via an unspecified route of administration at 11:00am on 24Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included gout from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 24Dec2020, the patient experienced shoulder soreness and malaise. The outcome of the event was recovered on an unknown date. It was reported that the vaccine was administered in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No treatment was given to the patient for the events. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and patient have not been tested for COVID-19. Patient has no allergies to medications, food and other products.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

919922 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 FL 53.0 F urticaria on the chest and leg; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 53-year-old non-pregnant female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 16Dec2020 21:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the workplace clinic. Medical history included sulfa allergies. Concomitant medication included ibuprofen. The patient had not received other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced urticaria on the chest and leg on 24Dec2020 20:00. Outcome of the event was not recovered; no treatment was given for the event. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination and has not been tested for COVID post vaccination.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

919923 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 CA 31.0 F whole left arm was numb/numbness and itching happened also to the soles of feet; itching happened also to the soles of feet/hands also became red and itchy; hands also became red; hives; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 31-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) receive first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on 20Dec2020 11:45 at single dose at left arm for immunization. Medical history included known allergies: sulfa. Concomitant medication in two weeks included bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN). Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Immediately following vaccination, patient whole left arm was numb, the numbness slightly improved, but then only palms of hands were numb. Later that night, the numbness and itching happened also to the soles of feet, hands also became red and itchy, and then patient got hives that lasted 48 hours, but nightly hives after that, the hives would resolve after taking PO (per oral) diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL), and then would come back again that night. Patient was still having them. The adverse events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. Outcome of events was reported as recovered/resolved with sequel. The report is considered as non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

919924 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 MN 30.0 M Migraine 1 day after injection; Headache; arthralgias; myalgia; chills; low grade fever; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 30-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose at left arm for immunization. Medical history was none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced migraine 1 day after injection, headache, arthralgias, myalgia, chills, low grade fever on days 1-6 post injection which are improving. Patient received Ibuprofen 400 mg daily for events. The report is considered non-serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

919925 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 33.0 M neck stiffness; left thumb joint pain; right arm pain around injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable unspecified health professional. A 33-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number: EJ1685, expiry date: unknown, intramuscular at the right arm, from 22Dec2020 12:15 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included simvastatin. On 22Dec2020 18:00 (Tuesday night), the patient experienced left thumb joint pain and right arm pain around injection site. On Wednesday, above issues continued. On 24Dec2020 18:00, Thursday, patient had neck stiffness. The joint pain all over was not severe but noticeable. Outcome of events was reported as unknown. There was no treatment or hospitalization involved. This case is non-serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected. The information on the batch/lot number was obtained.

919926 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 F anxiety; hives; itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age (age: 45; unit: unknown) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced symptoms of hives, itching and anxiety on Dec2020. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

919927 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 42.0 M Muscle ache; Chills; Headache is so severe most disturbing one; it was getting too bad, my head want to fall off, I could not work; Left arm is too sore way it was administered; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer who reported for himself. A 42-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 (at the age of 42-years-old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history was reported as none. Concomitant medications were reported as none. On an unspecified date ("roughly" 6 hours after the vaccine was administered) the patient experienced "muscle ache", "chills", "headache is so severe most disturbing one; it was getting too bad, my head want to fall off, I could not work" and "left arm is too sore way it was administered". The patient reported that he called "because he took the COVID-19 vaccine last night and he had been having reactions from last time till this time" (as reported). The patient stated that there was no doctor that prescribed the medication, it was administered to him because he was a healthcare worker (certified nursing assistant). He stated that he had been having "muscle ache, chills and severe headache, the headache is so severe, the most disturbing one." He reported that one of the Tylenol doses was administered to him by the nurse that administered the vaccine. He reported that he took some Tylenol and ibuprofen but this time it was not helping. He stated that he received the vaccine about 24 hours ago and started to experience muscle ache, chills and severe headache roughly about 6 hours after the administration. He reported that "I could hang in, but it was getting too bad, my head wanted to fall off, so I am driving home now so I could not work." When the patient was asked about the vaccine dose and route he stated "I believe normal dose I believe, I cannot remember I cannot recap anything, but I know it was administered in my left arm, my left arm is too sore the way it was administered." He stated that he received the vaccination for prevention and to be on the safe side. The patient stated that he did lab work with his doctor a few months ago, probably around 6 or 7 months ago. The clinical outcome of the events "muscle ache", "chills", "headache is so severe most disturbing one; it was getting too bad, my head want to fall off, I could not work" were all not recovered/not resolved, while the clinical outcome of the event "left arm is too sore way it was administered" was unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

919928 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 TX 46.0 F Dizziness; Shortness of breath; Tightness in throat; Blurred vision; Tingling in hands and face; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer who reported for herself. A 46-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at 06:40 (at the age of 46-years-old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history and family medical history were both reported as none. Concomitant medications were reported as none. It was reported that history of all previous immunizations was unknown and that the patient had no previous adverse events following prior vaccinations. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination and did not receive any additional vaccines on the same date as BNT162B2. On 22Dec2020 the patient experienced "dizziness", "shortness of breath", "tightness in throat", "blurred vision" and "tingling in hands and face". The adverse events required a visit to the Emergency Room; however, the patient was not admitted to the hospital and was discharged from the Emergency Room. The patient stated that she had a reaction to the COVID-19 vaccine. She reported that she was in the Emergency Room and was still feeling dizzy after being released. The clinical course was reported as follows: "Started off with dizziness, shortness of breath, and then tightness in her throat. Also had blurred vision, and tingling in hands and face. Occurred 25 to 30 minutes after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine. Continuing to experience dizziness that comes in waves after being released from emergency room." The patient stated that she received the vaccine to protect herself and her family. She called to inquire what she could expect, and what her next steps were in terms of the dizziness. She was advised to follow-up with her healthcare provider. It was reported that there were no relevant tests. The clinical outcome of the event "dizziness" was not recovered/not resolved, while the clinical outcomes of the events "shortness of breath", "tightness in throat", "blurred vision" and "tingling in hands and face" were all unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

919929 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 36.0 F woke up with a slight headache; she felt her whole arm was sore; slight soreness at the injection site; felt some warmness right after the vaccine, like she felt kind of high; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 36-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), intramuscular at deltoid left on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history included ongoing high blood pressure.  Concomitant medication included hydrochlorothiazide/losartan (strength: 25mg/320mg, formulation: tablet), oral one dose form from an unknown date and ongoing, once a day for blood pressure high. The patient previously took flu vaccine for immunization and experienced soreness in her arm and generally felt tired throughout that week. The patient reported that on 23Dec2020 she felt some warmness right after the vaccine, like she felt kind of high (she doesn't know if it was just nerves with this being a new vaccine) and slight soreness at the injection site, on 23Dec2020 at 19:00 she felt her whole arm was sore and on 24Dec2020 she woke up with headache. The patient outcome of the events was unknown.
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919930 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 CA 39.0 F in the arm where she received the shot, her hand and wrist go numb with pins and needles; in the arm where she received the shot, her hand and wrist go numb with pins and needles; her arm is sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 39-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) on 20Dec2020 06:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.  There was no other vaccine administered on same date of the Pfizer vaccine. The patient reported that she had the vaccine on Sunday (20Dec2020) and had a side effect that she didn't see listed. She stated that in the arm where she received the shot, her hand and wrist go numb with pins and needles, it was getting progressively less. She added that her arm is sore, but she expected that. She further stated that last night it just happened one time and it feels a lot better now. The patient asked if those were an expected side effect. The patent clarified that she received the COVID 19 vaccine on 20Dec2020 0600 in the left arm. On 21Dec2020 in the night at 0200 she woke up with pins and needles in her hand and wrist. It happened only when she was asleep and not moving her arm. She added that actually she feels it very faint off and on in the day but each night it has improved. She further clarified that the pins and needles are in her lower arm and wrist radiating up the arm. She added that she will be scheduled for the second dose. The outcome of event vaccination site pain was unknown, while the outcome of other events was recovering.

919931 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MN U 2 hours later, had a slight headache; Right arm that I took the vaccine is really hurting; Feeling like heavy; I am just really sore, my whole body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for self.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) vaccine , via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm  on 23Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history and  concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced 2 hours after receiving the vaccine   a slight headache and took Tylenol (taken as treatment) the patient just felt like heavy. The right arm  where the vaccine  was given was really hurting. the patient was just really sore, the  whole body. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested

919932 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 TX 54.0 F she could not stop shaking; Resting heart rate went to 130; Chills; Headache; Running Temperature/She just took it now and it is 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit; Nausea; Feeling unwell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting  for herself.  A 54-y ears-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) vaccine, intramuscular in the right arm  on 23Dec2020 07:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation .  Medical history included covid-19 from Jul2020 to an unknown date.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient experienced chills  on 24Dec2020 with outcome of recovering , nausea  on 23Dec2020 23:00 with outcome of recovering , headache  on 24Dec2020 with outcome of recovering , running temperature at 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit  on 24Dec2020 with outcome of not recovered , feeling unwell  on 23Dec2020 with outcome of not recovered , resting heart rate went to 130  on 24Dec2020 with outcome of recovering , she could not stop shaking  on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 99.8 Fahrenheit; 99.2 Fahrenheit,  100.4 Fahrenheit, heart rate: 130   (66-72.  Normally) , sars-cov-2 test: negative   on 21Dec2020   , sars-cov-2 test: negative on 24Dec2020  .    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

919933 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 NM F Received the vaccine and tested positive for Covid today; Received the vaccine and tested positive for Covid today; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse is reporting similar events for two patients. This is the first of two reports.  A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose for Covid Vaccine/ COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  It was reported that the patient received the vaccine and tested positive for COVID today (24Dec2020). She was having symptoms on Saturday (unspecified date in Dec2020), she received her vaccine on Thursday 17Dec2020.  The reporter asked several questions, if do they get the second vaccination in 3 weeks and what will be the process, does it do anything to it, or if does it make it worse or better. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient might not be completely excluded.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020513377 same reporter, same drug, similar event,  different patient.

919934 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 NM F Received the vaccine and tested positive for Covid today; Received the vaccine and tested positive for Covid today; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This Nurse reported similar events for two different patients. This is second of two reports.  A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2, via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine and tested positive for covid today (24Dec2020).It was further reported that the patient showed up positive today (24Dec2020) and her symptoms have been on and off, she just got her vaccine 21Dec2020. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Preventive effect of BNT162b2 is documented after 7 days from the second dosing. This case does not match this requirement.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020513367 same reporter/drug. different patient and event.

919935 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 CT 67.0 F 54 hours after injection SEVERE joint pains (including to touch) lasting overnight; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 67-year-old non-pregnant female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), intramuscular in the right arm in Dec2020 04:30 PM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history included gastric distress from cow milk products, and allergies to statins, dust/ dust mites. Concomitant medications included loratadine, boswellia serrata (BOSWELLIA), famotidine (PEPCID), and vitamin C. The patient did not received other vaccine within four weeks of COVID vaccine. The patient previously took ciprofloxacin (CIPRO) and experienced allergies. The patient has not been diagnosed of COVID prior vaccination and has not been tested for COVID post vaccination. It was reported that on 23Dec2020 20:00, 54 hours after injection, the patient had severe joint pains (including to touch) lasting overnight. The event was partially improved with Tylenol, loratadine, Benadryl, boswellia; and subsided next day. Outcome of the event was reported as recovering. The event was assessed as non-serious.

919936 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 FL 30.0 F I experienced nasal congestion the next morning, and redness, induration and pain on the injection site. Induration and redness was around 1-1.5 inches diameter; redness, induration and pain on the injection site. Induration and redness was around 1-1.5 inches diameter; redness, induration and pain on the injection site. Induration and redness was around 1-1.5 inches diameter; redness, induration and pain on the injection site. Induration and redness was around 1-1.5 inches diameter; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 30-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 23Dec2020 13:30 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. Vaccination was done in the hospital. There were no relevant medical history and no concomitant medications. The patient was not pregnant. The patient experienced nasal congestion the next morning, on 24Dec2020 07:00, and redness, induration and pain on the injection site. The induration and redness was around 1-1.5 inches diameter. The outcome of the events was recovering. There were no treatment involved for the events. This was assessed as non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

919937 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MA 66.0 F Have been up all night long freezing, shaking; had to take a hot bath just to warm up; Every time I get up, I get light headed; I had COVID back in March and I feel the same way I felt then except the breathing is normal; Very weak; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself.  A 66-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) vaccine , via an unspecified route of administration on  23Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation .  Medical history included blood pressure measurement on an unknown date. The patient had been up all night long freezing, shaking; had to take a hot bath just to warm up  on 24Dec2020 with outcome of unknown , every time she got up, she got light headed  on 24Dec2020 with outcome of unknown , she had Covid back in March and she felt the same way except the breathing is normal  on 24Dec2020 with outcome of unknown , very weak  on 24Dec2020 with outcome of unknown.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 antibody test: positive on Mar2020.  Information about Lot /batch number has been requested.

919938 12/02/2020 01/05/2021 NM F Drug ineffective; tested positive; chills; fever; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for two patients. This is 2nd of two reports.   A female patient of an unspecified age (30-40 year-old)started to receive bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) , via an unspecified route of administration on 02Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient was tested positive to COVID-19 on 24Dec2020 after having chills, fever and a headache. The outcome of the events was unknown. The reporter stated that these were worse than just side effects. The reporter is wondering if the patient can receive the second dose.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Preventive effect of BNT162b2 is documented 7 days after the 2 dose. This case does not match this requirement,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020512742 different patient, same drug and event

919939 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 IN 34.0 F Right arm swelling; Right arm itching; injection site pain; injection site warm to touch; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other nurse (patient herself). A 34-year-old female patient (no pregnancy) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 Vaccine), intramuscularly at site of right arm at 16:00 on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took ciprofloxacin (CIPRO) and experienced allergies: ciprofloxacin. The patient right arm swelling and itching, injection site pain and warm to touch on 23Dec2020. No treatment received for events. No COVID prior vaccination. No COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of events was not recovered by day 4 after the vaccination (as reported).   Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.

919940 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 59.0 F pain/soreness at the injection site, swelling, chills, muscle and body aches, headachy a little bit that goes up and down; pain/soreness at the injection site, swelling, chills, muscle and body aches, headachy a little bit that goes up and down; pain/soreness at the injection site, swelling, chills, muscle and body aches, headachy a little bit that goes up and down; pain/soreness at the injection site, swelling, chills, muscle and body aches, headachy a little bit that goes up and down; pain/soreness at the injection site, swelling, chills, muscle and body aches, headachy a little bit that goes up and down; pain/soreness at the injection site, swelling, chills, muscle and body aches, headachy a little bit that goes up and down; It goes up and down, feels sort of like catching the flu; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist reporting for herself.     A 59-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) vaccine , intramuscular in the left upper arm on  23Dec2020 10:30 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  Medical history included ongoing hypertension , Covid-19 from 25Mar2020 to an unknown date treated with azithromycin. In Jun2020 she had antibodies against COVID-19. Concomitant medication included hydrochlorothiazide (HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE).  The patient experienced pain/soreness at the injection site, swelling, chills, muscle and body aches, headache and feels sort of like catching the flu on 23Dec2020 with outcome of not recovered. The soreness started about 4 hours after the injection and during that night it progressed with the chills and body/muscle aches. Did take Tylenol to help and took it throughout the night and the day after and drinking fluids.  Stated if condition goes on much longer or worse  then she will have to go to the hospital.  Lot/Batch and Expiration date has been requested.

919941 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 GA 30.0 30 M Starting the day after I got flu like symptoms. Headache, night sweats, chills. Starting last night, after sweating an obscene amount, I started feeling dizziness. Not a normal dizziness, but a severe one with brain zaps. The type of brain zaps someone has when coming on or off affexor/venlafaxine (which I?m currently on). The dizziness only happens when I stand and the brain zaps happen more frequently than when the dose changes or is forgotten with the snri. Before someone asks... yes... I?m taking my affexor properly and haven?t changed how I?m taking it since my covid shot.

919942 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MI 39.0 F feeling really dizzy; Blood pressure was kind of high; Chills; Feeling little cold; Pulse was like 100; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 39-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/Lot Number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 vaccine. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient was feeling really dizzy, and it started maybe like 5 to 7 minutes after received it, and patient laid in a room and blood pressure was kind of high and patient was feeling chills and little cold and pulse was like 100. Treatment in response to the adverse events included fluids just like water and juices. Patient drank like 2 or 3 juices and a bottle of water and laid down in the bed at the hospital probably for about an hour. Due date for next shot for patient was 12Jan2021. Outcome of events was unknown.

919943 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 PR 41.0 41 F On the morning at 6:00 am of the de after the vaccination, patient woke up with pain in her body and headaches, with nausea and vomiting and a tight chest sensation. The doctor gave the order of solumedrol 80mg IV, TORADOL 30MG IV, TORADOL 30MG Im, Zofran 4 IV and .9 NSS 500mL IV. Afterwards the patient was discharged from the emergency room.

919944 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 AZ M rash on his bilateral flank; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced rash on his bilateral flank on 23Dec2020. It doesn't itch and within 24 hours was beginning to subside. The outcome of the event was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

919945 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 CA 49.0 F left eye swelling; there is a sensation to touch like a little bit of pain; left eye there is some puffiness; harsh soreness around her both temples and her face; Neck pain; Headache/harsh soreness around her both temples; Feverish; Nausea; Joint pain; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 49-Year-Old Female patient received BNT162B2 (lot number: EH9899, expiration date: Mar2021) on the 21Dec2020 on deltoid left at single dose to prevent COVID 19. Medical history included Hypertension and Rheumatoid arthritis. Concomitant medications included losartan for Hypertension and hydroxychloroquine sulfate (PLAQUENIL) for Rheumatoid arthritis. She was experiencing a few side effects that are on the list. However, the one that is not on there and she have never had them before. She think that it is something with her left eye there is some puffiness and there is a little bit of swelling and there is a sensation to touch like a little bit of pain when you touch it. It actually started yesterday (22Dec2020) and she took the vaccine two days ago (21Dec2020) and it is on the same side as her injection. So it is on her left side on her left eye and the injection was given on her left Deltoid. It seems to be getting a little better now though the sensation by touch is not as much as it was this morning or yesterday. So she think like it is like going away but it is just something that she think may be should be looked at as one of the possible side effect. She did get neck pain, headache, and bit of headache. She think she was a little bit feverish and nausea and joint pain and a lot of fatigue. She had a harsh soreness around her both temples and her face was like when smile or laugh it was sore. Patient took Ibuprofen to help with the soreness and the pain. It was 800mg. The outcome of the events was unknown.

919946 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 FL 32.0 M I just woke up with like a sore and itchy throat; I just woke up with like a sore and itchy throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 32-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at a singe dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient just woke up with like a sore and itchy throat on 24Dec2020. The patient was trying to get information if that is a possible side effect of that or if he should be worried about something else. The patient was due for the next shot on 13Jan2021. Outcome of the events was unknown. No treatment was given for the events.

919947 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 26.0 26 F I am 20 weeks, 4 days. I am due may 20th, 2021. I got the vaccine at work and felt fine. I was getting in my pajamas for the night and my husband noticed a weird rash on my body. It did not itch or hurt. I took a shower and a Tylenol and went to bed. I woke up at 5am the next morning and it was completely gone.

919948 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 PA 43.0 F About 2-3 minutes after my vaccination, my heart rate went up, pounding, I got dizzy, dry mouth; About 2-3 minutes after my vaccination, my heart rate went up, pounding, I got dizzy, dry mouth; About 2-3 minutes after my vaccination, my heart rate went up, pounding, I got dizzy, dry mouth; About 2-3 minutes after my vaccination, my heart rate went up, pounding, I got dizzy, dry mouth; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional, the patient.  A 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at 13:00 (at the age of 43 years old) as a single dose in the right arm for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history included supraventricular tachycardia, asthma, seasonal and environmental allergies, anxiety, and allergies to latex, adhesives, ragweed, and Keflex.  The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medication included buspirone hydrochloride (BUSPAR), piroxicam (PAXIL), cannabidiol, and levosalbutamol hydrochloride (XOPENEX), all for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. Past drug history included epinephrine for dental work, where she experienced a similar reaction. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The vaccine was given at a hospital. On 21Dec2020, about 2-3 minutes after her vaccination, the patient experienced heart rate went up, pounding, she got dizzy, and dry mouth.  She never had a hard time swallowing, no rash. This episode went on for about 2-3 minutes, they provided her a large amount of juice which seemed to help. Then it resolved completely and she finished off her 15 minutes without issue. It happened very suddenly and unexpectedly. The clinical outcome of about 2-3 minutes after her vaccination, her heart rate went up, pounding, she got dizzy, and dry mouth was recovered on 21Dec2020. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

919949 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 F tested positive for covid; tested positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect. A contactable consumer (patient) reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the COVID vaccine on Wednesday this week (23Dec2020) and she tested positive for COVID yesterday (25Dec2020). She wanted to know if she should take the second dose of the vaccine. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

919950 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 NY 57.0 57 F 99 fever , major fatigue

919951 01/05/2021 F I received the covid-19 vaccine and then afterwards contracted covid-19; I received the covid-19 vaccine and then afterwards contracted covid-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 vaccine.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient stated on an unspecified date, "I received the covid-19 vaccine and then afterwards contracted covid-19. I was told by my hospital that because of this I needed to defer the second dose for 90 days. Is this best practice? Or should I take the second dose in 3 weeks as scheduled?". The outcome of the events was unknown.    Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: BNT162b2 provides protection against COVID-19 seven days after the second dose is administered. This case does not match this condition

919952 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 FL 61.0 M itch on inner thighs bilaterally/raising up both groins and onto my flanks/risen up to the level of my ribs and around my back/rose up onto both arms/itching was down to my forearms and hands; developed an itch on my inner thighs bilaterally. Scratching produced raised welts; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A 61-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: EH9899, via intramuscular on 22Dec2020 at 07:00 (at the age of 61 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history was none. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. No known allergies. Concomitant medication included amoxicillin, unspecified multivitamin, triple omega, turmeric, and ibuprofen all for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The vaccine was given at a hospital.  On 23Dec2020 at 20:00 he developed an itch on his inner thighs bilaterally. Scratching produced raised welts. He treated with cortisone cream and went to bed. At about 3AM he woke up with more itching. The itching was raising up both groins and onto his flanks again bilaterally. At 5AM when he got up for work it had risen up to the level of his ribs and around his back with minimal itching on his thighs where it started. As the day progressed the itching rose up onto both arms as the itching subsided in the lower areas. He took a benadryl 25 mg that night to sleep. By the next morning (72 hours post injection) the itching was down to his forearms and hands. These symptoms were mostly resolved at this point with some minor itching of my hands. The clinical outcome of 'developed an itch on my inner thighs bilaterally. Scratching produced raised welts' was recovered, and 'itch on inner thighs bilaterally/raising up both groins and onto my flanks/risen up to the level of my ribs and around my back/rose up onto both arms/itching was down to my forearms and hands' was recovering. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

919953 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 22.0 22 F Fatigue, weakness, chills, sweats, headache. Soreness around injection site. No treatment. Went away with time.

919954 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 OH 50.0 F tested positive for Covid; tested positive for Covid; No symptoms at present time; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 50-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EV1685) via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included Covid-19 12 weeks before 25Dec2020. The concomitant drug was reported as levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), hydrochlorothiazide and vitamins. The patient got the vaccine (Covid 19 Vaccine) on 22Dec2020 (Tuesday) and then on 25Dec2020 (today) had to be tested at work and was tested positive for Covid. So, she was wondering if that might have something to do with the vaccine or it was not for sure. Patient had already had Covid once and this is the first time she got tested since for 12 weeks. It just happened to be three days after the vaccine. So, the lady she work with told her a study was done and people were shown to test positive like two days after they got the vaccine. So, that's what she wanted to find out. If that could be." She states the test on 25Dec2020 was a routine follow up Covid-19 test. No symptoms at present time. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: BNT162b2 provides protection against COVID-19 after 7 days from the second dose. This case does not match this condition.

919955 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 OH 51.0 M Patient has had a fever and flu like symptoms for over 3 days; Patient has had a fever and flu like symptoms for over 3 days; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional, the patient.  A 51-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), Lot number: Ek5730, via intramuscular, on 18Dec2020 at 09:15 (at the age of 51 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history was not reported. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included other vaccine (not specified) on 03Dec2020. The vaccine was given at a hospital. On Dec2020,  the patient experienced had a fever and flu like symptoms for over 3 days. The event resulted in emergency room visit. No treatment was received for had a fever and flu like symptoms for over 3 days. The clinical outcome of had a fever and flu like symptoms for over 3 days was not recovered. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

919956 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 PA 30.0 30 F severe arm pain, swollen lump in arm, feverish with no fever, chills, headache

919957 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 CA 35.0 F Swelling and redness an inch below injection site. Tenderness and site is warm to touch.; Swelling and redness an inch below injection site. Tenderness and site is warm to touch.; Swelling and redness an inch below injection site. Tenderness and site is warm to touch.; Swelling and redness an inch below injection site. Tenderness and site is warm to touch.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for herself. A 35-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), Lot number EJ1685, via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 08:00 as a single dose in the left arm  (Dose number: 1) for COVID-19 vaccination.  The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was a hospital. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. There were no other vaccines received by the patient within 4 weeks prior to the COVID-19 vaccine. Medical history included diagnosed with COVID-19 on an unknown date prior to vaccination. There were no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included atorvastatin (ATORVASTATIN), ethinylestradiol, norgestimate (TRI LO MILI), and vitamin D2 (VITAMIN D2).  On 24Dec2020 at 16:00, the patient experienced swelling and redness an inch belowinjection site, tenderness, site was warm to touch, and commented "it's 4 days already after vaccination date" (as of reporting on 26Dec2020). There was no treatment received for the events. The clinical outcome of the events swelling and redness an inch below injection site, tenderness, and site was warm to touch was not recovered. The patient was not COVID tested post vaccination.

919958 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 M severe body ache; a burning itching sensation in his back; a burning itching sensation in his back; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient's spouse). A male patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2, via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient started to experience side effects on 23Dec2020 including severe body aches and a burning itching sensation in his back. He has had no fever. She was wondering how long symptoms usually last. And if he should be tested for Covid because she was exposed. The outcome of the events was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on the lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

919959 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 MI 22.0 22 F Developed mild itching that turned into wide spread, severe itching and pain. Given benedryl and tylenol per peer RN recommendations. Improved, but ongoing

919960 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 TX 29.0 F Painful and swollen axillary lymph nodes on the same side as the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 29-year-old non-pregnant female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular in the right arm on 17Dec2020 15:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medication included ethinylestradiol, ferrous bisglycinate, levonorgestrel (BALCOLTRA) and ibuprofen. The patient did not receive other vaccine within four weeks prior to COVID vaccine.The patient experienced painful and swollen axillary lymph nodes on the same side as the vaccine on 25Dec2020 10:00. The event led a clinic visit to the doctor or other healthcare professional office. It was unknown if treatment was given. Outcome of the event was not recovered. The event was assessed as non-serious. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  Information on the Lot/Batch Number has been requested.

919961 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Full body joint pain, muscle pains, low grade fever, headache, pain, redness and swelling at injection site.  Two days after injection, injection site became itchy as I complete this form injection site still itchy.

919962 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CT 39.0 39 F Fever, chills, nausea, headache, body aches

919963 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 OK 62.0 62 M Right arm soreness Dec 24 , Fatique on Dec 25 , Severe Chills DEC 26 and fever of 101.5

919964 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 FL 50.0 50 M Body aches, severe fatigue, Temp 101.2F, persistent head ache, slight nausea. Symptoms resolved by post-vaccine day 3.

919965 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NC 45.0 F dizzinessand lightheaded; Vision slightly blurred; BP elevated to 144/96; Slight nausea for remainder of day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself.  A 45-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 14:00 at a single dose for COVID 19 vaccination. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was a hospital. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. There was no other vaccination administered in the 4 weeks prior to COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included multiple sclerosis from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. There were no allergies to medications, food, or other products.  The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medications were not reported; the patient did receive other medications within 2 weeks prior to COVID-19 vaccination.The patient experienced dizziness and lightheaded, noticed about 30 minutes after vaccine. Vision slightly blurred. BP elevated to 144/96. Slight nausea for remainder of day. The events occurred on 23Dec2020 at 14:45 pm. No treatment was received for the events. The patient recovered from the events dizziness, lightheaded, vision slightly blurred, BP elevated to 144/96, and slight nausea on an unknown date in Dec2020. The patient was not COVID-tested post vaccination.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.

919966 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 PA 44.0 F lips, tongue and throat became numb and tingly; lips, tongue and throat became numb and tingly; lips, tongue and throat became numb and tingly; lips, tongue and throat became numb and tingly; developed a cough once the numbness and tingling reached my throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 44-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 18Dec2020 15:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included thyroidectomy for thyroid cancer, anaphylaxis to mangoes and allergic to multiple medications. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine and liothyronine. The patient received the vaccine at 3:30pm, ten minutes later her lips, tongue and throat became numb and tingly. She developed a cough once the numbness and tingling reached my throat. She was given Benadryl at the time, 15 minutes after injection. She was still having numbness and tingling to the back of her tongue currently (8 days after injection). The patient was not hospitalized for the events. The events were reported as non-serious. The vaccine was administered in a hospital. The patient has not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date in Dec2020 with sequel.

919968 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 TX 43.0 F rash; shingles; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable nurse reported that a 43-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced developed a rash and shingles in Dec2020. The action taken in response to the events for bnt162b2 was not applicable. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

919969 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 LA M stuffy nose; cough; This is a spontaneous report from Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable physician reported for himself that a 66-year-male received first dose (BNT162B2) , intramuscular at arm in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The medical history included High Blood Pressure, Cholesterol and chills. The patient was a physician who reported being exposed to Covid 19 via his daughter. He completed a PCR test which was negative and received his vaccine at work  a few days later.  After receiving the vaccine he had a stuffy nose and cough and completed an antigen test which was positive in Dec2020.  He was given monoclonal antibodies the same day as his positive test.  He is supposed to take the second dose of the vaccine 11Jan2021. The background was on Thursday he had a PCR 5 days after possible exposure, so he stepped forward for vaccine on Monday, so he got the vaccine on Monday and usual chills and all that stuff that went away. He went to work on Tuesday and was little stuffy so he went downstairs to get the rapid test, he had cough too and they have been developing for several days. He went downstairs to go rapid test and it was positive and he didn't conform with the PCR. (word incomprehensible) around 9 percent so used to get 20 percent false positive so he got the infusion. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures, which included antigen test positive in Dec2020, PCR test negative in Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.   The information on the batch number has been requested.

919970 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 WV 58.0 58 F Normal redness swelling soreness of arm which resolved after couple days along with other normal normal reactions, myalgia, low grade fever etc.  However about one week to the day, 12/31/20 same ~6 cm circ red itchy sore are reappeared on arm and is still here 1/5/20.  It may be starting to fade some.     Just wanted to let you know.  No action desired.

919971 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 CO 53.0 F heart began racing; dizziness/lightheaded; felt foggy; became winded/short of breath; felt an adrenaline rush; Nasal congestion started after 30 min; within 3 min after injection, became flushed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 53-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 07:30 AM at left arm, at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included Type 1 diabetes, hx of anaphylaxis to allergy shots and allergies to Latex, avocados, fluorescein dye (anaphylaxis), cats/dogs, environmental. Concomitant medication included ascorbic acid (VIT C), ergocalciferol (VIT D), fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA), insulin lispro (HUMALOG), tocopherol (VIT E). The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Within 3 min after injection, the patient became flushed from 19Dec2020 07:33 AM; heart began racing, dizziness, lightheaded, felt foggy, became winded/short of breath and felt an adrenaline rush, was observed by med personnel x 30min from 19Dec2020 08:00 AM. Nasal congestion started after 30 min on 19Dec2020 08:00 AM. No treatment was received for all events. These events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No seriousness criteria: no Results in death, no Life threatening, no Caused/prolonged hospitalization, no Disabling/Incapacitating, no Congenital anomaly/birth defect.

919972 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 27.0 F received the vaccine on Friday and tested positive; received the vaccine on Friday and tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 27-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 (reported as on Friday) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine on Friday and tested positive today 26Dec2020. The outcome of event was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event COVID-19 virus test positive based on the known safety profile.

919973 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MI 26.0 26 F Shot was given around 12:40 pm on 1/4/2021. I woke up with shivers and low grade fever (99.6) at about 11:30pm. Took a Tylenol at that time. Low grade fever still persists (and rose to 100 degrees at the highest), mild body aches at 6am and headache.

919974 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 31.0 M Sinus Infection (sneezing & runny nose); Sinus Infection (sneezing & runny nose); headache; fatigue; Sinus Infection (sneezing & runny nose); Sinus infection was reported as worsened; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional reporting for himself. A 31-year-old male patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech, Lot# Lot EH9899), intramuscular in left arm, on 23Dec2020 at 12:00 PM, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient experienced sinus infection (sneezing & runny nose) on 25Dec2020 at 12:00 PM with outcome of not recovered, headache on 25Dec2020 12:00 PM with outcome of not recovered, fatigue on 25Dec2020 at 12:00 PM with outcome of not recovered. The event sinus infection was reported as worsened in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown. No therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events. The events were considered as non-serious.

919975 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 F Slight fever (99.3); muscle/joint aches; muscle/joint aches; congested cough; tachypnea; nausea; malaise for about 12 hours 60 hours; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse. An adult female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), intramuscular on 22Dec2020 11:00 at single dose at left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none, no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 24Dec2020 23:00 (11:00 PM), the patient experienced slight fever (99.3), muscle/joint aches, congested cough, tachypnea, nausea, malaise for about 12 hours 60 hours after injection. The events were non-serious per the reporter. No treatment received for the adverse events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number could not be requested.

919976 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 DC 44.0 F Swollen arm.  Redness of arm.  Erythematous patch

919977 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NY 28.0 M sinus like symptoms/ bad runny nose; sinus like symptoms/ congestion/ sinus congestion; Itchiness; chills; body ache; head ache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). A 28-years-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EK5730), intramuscularly on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization because he work in a hospital. Medical history was reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient reported to have been vaccinated last Wednesday and developed symptoms on Thursday (24Dec2020) with a pretty bad chills, body ache, headache, itchiness, then got sort of better and that was on Thursday. He felt better on Friday (25Dec2020) but reported a really bad runny nose and congestion, he started to develop sinus like symptoms like runny nose, like sinus congestion and that's so something that he was experiencing like 26Dec2020 to Saturday. The patient was asking if these were the typical symptoms/ normal reaction to the vaccine and if he had that reaction were normal and how long would they usually last. The outcome of chills, headache, itchiness was recovering, of the other events was unknown.

919978 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 U Bruise on antecubital area, kind of spreading a little bit to plexus like the extensor muscle on forearm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2, lot number: EL1284, via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the COVID Vaccine yesterday as a 'healthcare worker' and noticed three hours ago (Dec2020), that he/she had bruise on the antecubital area and then it was kind of spreading a little bit to the plexus like the extensor muscles on the forearm. Patient was just wondering if this was part of the side effect. The patient has not yet recovered from the event.

919979 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 59.0 59 M Extreme fatigue, injection site soreness, body ache

919980 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 NY 48.0 F I can't even read; I'm so freaking sick /I didn't feel well; Flu / like flu side effect; I still feel like very weak and achy; Pain/achy/aches; Teeth chattering; Shaking all night long and 102 fever; Shaking all night long and 102 fever/low grade fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 48-year-old female patient received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, reason for no lot number: consumer stated, "I can't even read, it says EK or E something 5730. That's what it looks like."), intramuscular in arm in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included low thyroid, have had thyroid cancer many years ago.  Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID).  Consumer stated, "I just have a question, I had a shot done on Wednesday and I have heard the second shot was worst so I was little concern we are all concerned about getting the first shot to begin with. So I had the shot on 11:30 at work at the hospital on Wednesday. I probably about 1:30 to 2 O'clock in the morning total like flu side effect. I thought I got a flu, aches, pain, teeth chattering, shaking all night long and 102 fever. I haven't been sick at all thank god in a while but it feels like I had, so, I have a new born grandson supposed to go there for Christmas so I'm concerned because I was running a 102 Wednesday night and I was so running a low grade so is it normal to have reaction like that?" Consumer stated, "Yes, let me just get a pen. I just don't want to be around the baby. I thought I was fit but I don't usually when your body gets the vaccination your body fighting against the vaccine so I don't think it is going to affect the baby. I just don't want to get this shot if they got affected and if they are on fever. I just want to make sure before I go over there for Christmas."  When probed if calling for the first time in Pfizer drug safety department, consumer stated, "No, actually I was just thinking now before I had out I grab these side effects yesterday and I read it I have fever 102, I was like let me call the number from the paper that they gave me with the shot card, let me call you guys and try to figure out what the hell is going on here and why I'm so freaking sick from this shit." .Height and weight: Consumer stated, "I say about 130 and about 5'6.". LOT#: Consumer stated, "Let me see if I have the card, I know I have it somewhere. May be I'm just thinking I shouldn't get the second shot. I can't even read. it's Pfizer, I can't even read, it says EK or E something 5730. That's what it looks like."Manufacturer name: Consumer stated, "Covid 19 Vaccine and I'm pretty sure it's Pfizer.".Lab work: Consumer stated, "I had all my labs on like you know like regular labs CBC's like everything. I have bad thyroid it goes up and down, I didn't feel well so I went to you know I know when my thyroid is up or down so I went and got the whole blood panel done.".Date of administration of first dose: Consumer stated, "It was probably like December 8th. I had it done on 23rd of December." (Not further clarified).Event date: Consumer stated, "The same day I had the shot.".When probed if still experiencing the events, Consumer stated, "Yes. It's not totally improved but it is better than it was but I still feel like very weak and achy." .Treatment: Consumer stated, "Tylenol and Ibuprofen I keep alternating it."Consumer stated, "I just want to make sure I can go back to my grandson today because I went to my daughter last time she is leaving for (place name) tomorrow and she was nervous and now I'm like still running a low grade fever last night and I know my daughter is going to flip out if I show up. I told her it's okay because it's only vaccination but I just want to make sure with the Covid shot I got." .The outcome of events I still feel like very weak and achy and pain/achy/aches was not recovered. The outcome of events flu / like flu side effect, teeth chattering, shaking all night long and 102 fever, shaking all night long and 102 fever/low grade fever, I'm so freaking sick was Recovering. The outcome of other events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

919981 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 PA 35.0 F Bleeding bilaterally of both sides of lower gums between cheeks and inside part of lower lip; kind of pooling of blood in bottom of mouth; went through several tissues; Mild arm pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), intramuscular in the left deltoid on 24Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included anxiety. Concomitant medication included sertraline for anxiety. The patient received the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccination at the time of report and wanted to report of a probable side effect that she had about an hour and a half after she got the vaccination. About an hour and a half after she received the vaccination, she started to experience bleeding from gum both sides, bilaterally of both sides of lower gums between cheeks and then also from the inside part of lower lip that lasted for about 3 to 4 minutes. It wasn't necessarily profuse bleeding but it was significant enough to cause pooling, kind of pooling of blood in the bottom of my mouth. And she went through several tissues and then it just spontaneously resolved on its own and haven't had any bleeding since. The patient had them 24 hours but didn't have any further bleeding episodes from anywhere. Since that time, the patient haven't noticed any other symptoms other than some mild arm pain. The bleeding has stopped, it stopped after about 3 to 4 minutes and arm pain kind of persisted but not worsened, not terribly bothersome. No treatment was given for the events. The patient wanted to understand if this is a side effect that's being reported by anybody and also whether a recommendation if she should still get this. Outcome of the event gum bleeding was recovered in Dec2020; event mild arm pain was not recovered. The reporter assessed the events as related to COVID-19 vaccination.

919982 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 ME 29.0 29 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Injection site redness, swelling, itching, discomfort the size of a fist 7 days after injection.

919983 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 M fatigue; sneezing; runny nose; Headache; Sinus infection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age started to receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Caller reported to had taken the vaccine 3 days before (23Dec2020) and showed symptoms of fatigue, sneezing, and runny nose roughly after 48 hours (on 25Dec2020) and had been getting worse. He was asking for any recommendations such as testing and what to do next. Consumer stated that he was just calling because he got the vaccine 3 days before (23Dec2020) and he was having few side effects. He didn't know if they were related or not but he was wondering if he need to get tested or not. He was having sinus infection (in Dec2020), he have pretty heaving runny nose, sneezing, headache and fatigue in Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch Number has been requested.

919984 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 TX 46.0 F tested positive for COVID with symptoms such as nasal congestion, sore throat, weakness, and flu-like symptoms; tested positive for COVID with symptoms such as nasal congestion, sore throat, weakness, and flu-like symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 46-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was left deltoid. The facility type vaccine was hospital. Medical history included polycystic ovarian diseases from an unknown date. Concomitant medication included metformin, omeprazole, apremilast (OTEZLA). Patient stated she got the vaccine on the 18th. She took the vaccine on 20Dec2020. Yesterday (25Dec2020) she started to feeling sick and today (26Dec2020) patient got tested and she have Covid. She reported to have tested positive for COVID today (26Dec2020) with symptoms such as nasal congestion, sore throat, weakness, and flu-like symptoms yesterday at around 4:00pm. This was the first time she has taken the Covid test. The physician stated she didn't know the causality between the event and vaccine. The action taken in response to the events for BNT162B2 was not applicable. The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event positive test for COVID based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 5 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

919985 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 26.0 26 F Got the vaccine around 9:20-9:30 am, experienced a sore arm and headache a few hours later and some body aches. Woke up in the middle of the night with chills- fever Of 101, nausea, dizziness, headache, sore arm, and body aches

919986 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 CA 35.0 F Pain on the right side of my head; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 35-years-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for exposure to COVID. There were no medical history. Concomitant medication included ibuprofen (ADVIL) and unspecified birth control. The patient experienced pain on the right side of her head on an unspecified date. No treatment received for the event. The outcome of the event was unknown.

919987 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 PR 32.0 32 F PALPITATIONS, HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE, NAUSEA AND DIZZINESS

919988 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 IL F he felt the same as when she had COVID (scratchy throat and cough); he felt the same as when she had COVID (scratchy throat and cough); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse is reporting similar events for two patients. This is the second of two reports.   A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history included COVID. Concomitant medications were not reported.  It was reported that the patient got the vaccine (COVID 19 Vaccine) same day and was saying that she felt the same as when she had COVID (scratchy throat and cough) on Sunday (20Dec2020).. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020514115 same reporter, same drug, same event, different patient.

919989 12/15/2020 01/05/2021 U Got vaccinated and contracted COVID the following week; Got vaccinated and contracted COVID the following week; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number unknown as the reporter did not have any of that information at the moment of reporting), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  It was reported that the patient got vaccinated on December 15th and contracted COVID the following week (Dec2020). Treatment included regeneron infusion last night (24Dec2020). Patient was wondering if zinc supplements should be taken or how to handle own's immune system because the patient had the first immunization. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

919990 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MN 28.0 28 F Experienced nausea, fever, chills, and body aches

919991 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 FL 59.0 M Periorbital edema more on the right than the left; Herpes labials; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient). A 59-years-old male patient received the 1st dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 18:45 at single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included Hypertension, Hyperlipidemia, nocturnal seizures and known allergies: Quinolones. Concomitant medications included Atorvastatin, Gabapentin, magnesium chloride (MAG), Telmisartan and riboflavin (VIT B2). The patient experienced Periorbital edema more on the right than the left at 25Dec2020 08:00, herpes labials on 21Dec2020. The patient did not receive any treatment. Outcome of events was not recovered.

919992 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 IL 68.0 F headache; nausea; vomiting; chills, rigor; fever; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp. A 68-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), intramuscularly in the left arm on 24Dec2020 at 07:30 (at the age of 68-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included penicillin allergy from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, latex allergy from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing and a thyroid disorder from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID). The patient previously took iodine for an unknown indication and experienced drug hypersensitivity. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 26Dec2020 at 15:30, the patient experienced headache, nausea, vomiting, chills, rigor, fever and fatigue. No therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events. The clinical outcome of the headache, nausea, vomiting, chills, rigor, fever and fatigue was not resolved. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

919993 12/28/2000 01/05/2021 MD 58.0 38 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Fatigue, Muscle Pain, Chills, Joint Pain, Nausea x 24hrs. Headache x 3 days Pain at injection site x 4 days

919994 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 CA 57.0 F metallic taste; developed mild headache; about 30 minutes developed itching and redness of both legs; about 30 minutes developed itching and redness of both legs; Started immediately having dizziness; Right upper facial muscles started twitching around eye area; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 57-year-old female patient the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899), intramuscularly on 16Dec2020 14:00 at left arm, at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history was none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. After vaccination injection, the patient started immediately having dizziness from 16Dec2020 14:00 and then about 30 minutes developed itching and redness of both legs on 16Dec2020 14:30. About 2 hours after vaccine on 16Dec2020 16:00 went home still itching with redness, dizziness, developed mild headache and metallic taste. Right upper facial muscles started twitching around eye area. Took Benadryl and Tylenol went to sleep. Woke up 5 hours later, all symptoms gone accept still a little dizzy. By the next morning felt weird then by 24 hours everything resolved. The outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No seriousness criteria: no Results in death, no Life threatening, no Caused/prolonged hospitalization, no Disabling/Incapacitating, no Congenital anomaly/birth defect.

919995 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 U had a testing, came up positive; had a testing, came up positive/sporadic coughing and a little short of breath. Maybe a little sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received Pfizer COVID Vaccine (further clarified) on 20Dec2020. And maybe two days after that, the patient kind of developed a little like very sporadic coughing, it was very mild and a little short of breath. Maybe a little sore throat so that's why the patient was concerned. The patient had a testing in Dec2020, they did swab the patient's throat, it came up positive. The outcome of events was unknown.

919996 01/05/2021 M very sick for two days; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer communicated to a Pfizer colleague. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date as single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the COVID vaccine and was very sick for two days. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

919997 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 CA 43.0 F Rushing feeling-hands turned red and warm and face turned red and warm; Rushing feeling-hands turned red and warm and face turned red and warm; redness of hands; Rushing feeling-hands turned red and warm and face turned red and warm; Palpitations-increases heart rate; Palpitations-increases heart rate; Increased blood pressure; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse.  A 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 at 04:15 (at the age of 43-years-old) at an unspecified dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient was allergic to morphine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was administered the vaccine in a workplace clinic. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination.  On 24Dec2020 at 04:30  the patient experienced a rushing feeling during which her hands turned red and warm and her face turned red and warm. At this same time, she also experienced increased blood pressure, palpitations and increases in her heart. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcomes of rushing feeling during which her hands and face were warm and turned red, increased blood pressure, palpitations, increased heart rate were reported as recovered on an unspecified date in Dec2020. It was also reported that since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

919998 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NY 25.0 F Fever; body-ache; joint pain; head-ache; fatigue; light-headedness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (the patient). A 25-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at 22:30 (at the age of 25-years-old) at an unspecified dose in the right arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included COVID-19 on an unspecified date and Post COVID Inflammatory Response which resulted in exercise induced asthma afterwards (dates not specified). The patient is allergic to mangoes. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was administered the vaccine in the hospital. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination.  On 24Dec2020 at 09:00, the patient experienced fever, body ache, joint pain, headache, fatigue and light-headedness. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcomes of fever, body-ache, joint pain, headache, fatigue and light-headedness were reported as recovered on an unspecified date in Dec2020. It was also reported that since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

919999 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 MO U Cough and dry throat; sore throat; Cough and dry throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2, via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced cough and sore throat on 24Dec2020 and dry throat in Dec2020. It was further reported that patient just got the vaccine on 18th and patient drove down from one city to another couple of days ago and yesterday (24Dec2020) in the afternoon, patient started feeling sore throat and a cough. Patient would like to know if it was an adverse reaction of the vaccine or was it cold. When paraphrased the concern, patient stated, "I don't know if these are the negative side effect of the vaccine itself or there is something else like climate or something like that". The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920000 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 MA 59.0 F Very tired; Cold/head cold; upset stomach; she was not feeling well; it got her all congested and she got the head cold in Dec2020; little whooping cough; I had severe headaches and it was just too uncomfortable; my head was so congested; worst headache; it was just too uncomfortable; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer(patient). A 59-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at the 59-year-old at single dose for Covid virus. The medical history included Congested, head cold and Covid virus. There was no concomitant medication. The patient work at a hospital and she went for a Covid shot (clarified as Covid 19 vaccine) on 22Dec2020 and she got a very bad reaction from it which bothered her, she had severe headaches in Dec2020 and it was just too uncomfortable and on 24th she was very tired,  she didn't had too much of upset stomach in Dec2020 but it was not all that bad by 9 in the clock by morning she was at work and everything and she was told by if she was not feeling well she can walk by a day, but her question and her concern was back on November okay she had called in sick around, she had a funeral that she gone too and people that were at the funeral, unfortunately were smoking outside and smoke bothers me very much, she get congested and she get head cold from it you know and I was thinking it's nothing it's just a cold and somebody told her no (name) you better go get yourself to the employee health office and get checked out and she didn't bother doing that, she said no it's just the cold she will be fine but then it just got worse down the road and she said to herself may be she better just to say she did it, so she called in sick on 24th because she had the cold still and she called and she went to employee health office on 25th she still had the headache and she still had the cold, however when she went to the health office they said to her well stay out of work and we will get back in touch with her and she said okay and she will do that so when they got back in touch with her they said they do have the Covid and she said ohhh she said okay so she stayed out of work and she went to work on the 07Dec so she was wondering whole time, so her confusion was this she was told if you already had the virus in her which at that time, she did not know what it was she just thought it was from cigarette smoke because it got her all congested and she got the head cold in Dec2020 and the whole thing that went along with it and the health employee officer know you had the virus and it's just the virus and she go oh great and that's when they told her to stay out of work and she said okay fine then she just have to that, so in the meantime everybody in the work said hi calling me checking up on her and she said it's so nice of you people, she appreciate it but then she went back to work she was still feeling you know much better than she was but she had little whooping cough in Dec2020 but that was not really that bad, so they said you going to get the shot or not, and she said she don't know she kind of debatable, she don't know if she should get it, because she work in the hospital or she should not get, she said she don't know she was kind of up and some people like she get it sometime your health was not that good but on the other hand everybody that is working here in the hospital working with patients because was work right in the ICU, all over the floor you know spreading right there so she said oh alright so she kicked myself and said go get the shot, get it just over with and get it out of here so that is when she took  her shot that was on 22nd and on 24th she was very tired all day no she was tired all day but she was kind of dragging most of the day but she had on the 20th no that was fine on the 20th okay for some reason she guess it was after work that week on 19th, she came home and her head was so congested and she had the worst headache and she felt like a wand had hit her over the head, it was horrible and all she could smell was cigarette smoke, like is her neighbor smoking here so she went down the hall because in live in building that used to be hotel but now they turned that into Condominium and she walk up and down the hall and she was like was somebody smoking or why this or why smell this so strong and the all the lights off in a hallway and she don't want to offend anybody but they had to go to work and somebody elsewhere and she am like she can't stand this smell and they gave this shot and she went for this shot, and they told us to come back she think it was a week or something like that to get the second shot, and she am saying if this going to cost her going to feel this way again, she don't want to get the second shot, she told them that and they told her to call this number and talk to them.The only reason she got it because they encouraged to get it. Even though she had the Covid virus, people said if you already have the virus you don't need to get a shot but people were encouraging because that's she thought well she guess she will get it. But she was mad that she got because it made her sick in Dec2020. And because we already got it they want us to go back and get the second shot and what she was m trying to say to you is, without take and hour 3 hour of conversation here she just want to say she don't want to get back and get the second shot and if it is okay by you guys somehow send her a letter or whatever it is, whoever she have to talk to because she don't want to go back and get the second shot just because of getting sick. She took Excedrin because that works for my headache. She didn't understand why you need all this information history with all this when all she want to say was she didn't want to get a second shot. The outcome of events Head cold and Headache was not recovered, the other events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920001 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 CA 45.0 M Fever; body ache; Chills; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 45-year-old male patient receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Batch/lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose to prevent COVID. Medical history included ongoing cholesterol abnormal. Concomitant medication included metformin and Cholesterol Medicine. The patient experienced Fever, body ache, Chills, Headache on 22Dec2020. Nurse stated, he have some question regarding the side effects of COVID Vaccine. He received the COVID Vaccine on 21Dec2020 (Monday), he was a nurse and knew it was normal to get fever in some cases but he has had a fever, body ache, the chills, the headaches. He did take Ibuprofen, Tylenol to cut the fever around the clock for the last three days. Nurse further stated, "he wanted to know how long he was going to expect the fever, the chills, the body ache. It was a bit too long and started to worry him. When probed for the causality, Nurse stated, "These are related to vaccine because he tested negative to COVID-19 on 21Dec2020 (Monday) and these symptoms started the next day after the vaccine on 22Dec2020." Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of fever. The outcome of the events was unknown. The causality assessment for events Fever, body ache, Chills, Headache was provided as related by Reporter via Method of assessment Global Introspection.

920002 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 OR 53.0 F Very painful shoulder 24 hours later; pounding heart rate felt in my chest that lasted less than 30 sec; with in 5 minutes of inoculation experienced an odd taste in my mouth; Warm sensation in Left upper arm for at least 15 minutes.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other Health Care Professional (HCP). A 53-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at 13:15 (at the age of 53-years-old) at an unspecified dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included pneumonia, high cholesterol, eczema rashes from perfumes/beauty products/soaps and hand dermatitis all on unknown dates.The patient is allergic to amoxicillin (rash trunk) and experiences seasonal allergies in the eyes/nose/with coughing. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was administered the vaccine in the hospital. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 23Dec2020 at 13:20 (reported as "within 5 minutes of inoculation") the patient experienced an odd taste in her mouth, a pounding heart rate felt in her chest that lasted less than 30 seconds (may have been shorter). She stated that she was trying to stay calm. Also, she experienced a warm sensation in the left upper arm for at least 15 minutes as well as a very painful shoulder twenty-four hours later; there was no swelling nor redness noted. Her shoulder was much improved by the third day.The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcomes of heart rate increased, taste peculiar, localized feeling of warmth and shoulder pain were reported as recovered on an unspecified date in Dec2020. It was also reported that since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

920003 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 MD U The evening of the vaccine I only had about 3 hours of generalize achiness; slight generalized joint discomfort and slight burning sensation; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient reported that: "the evening of the vaccine I only had about 3 hours of generalize achiness (18Dec2020) and was back to normal after that. About 3 days after the vaccine I have slight generalized joint discomfort and slight burning sensation. This is not limiting my activity". The patient outcome of generalized achiness was recovered, the outcome of slight generalized joint discomfort and slight burning sensation was unknown.   Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

920004 01/05/2021 U Coworker who received the shot is positive too; Coworker who received the shot is positive too; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reporter similar events for two patients. This is the second of two reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history  concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter's coworker who received the shot was positive too. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020513735 same reporter/product, different patient, similar event

920005 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 U I have a fever that is 100; body aches; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included covid before very, very, very, very, very bad. The concomitant was not reported. The patient work in a hospital and got her shot (Covid Vaccine) on 23Dec2020, and she have all the reactions to it in Dec2020. Patient have had Covid before very, very, very, very, very bad, it seems like she was starting all over it again. She don't feel like she was going to die or anything, she already went through all of that but patient have a fever that is 100, the body aches, the headaches the whole thing, they all starting now which patient assumed this is just temporary because she don't want to have through with this thing again. A lot of people do not get it that is with patient it's like patient was the one who has everything. So, patient was calling and letting company know that she was having the side effects to it, patient don't think she would but here she was with it.The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Lot/batch no has been requested.

920006 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 CA U moderate myalgias; arthralgias; headaches; rhinorrhea; chest tightness; scratchy throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the 1st dose of the Pfizer COVID19 vaccine this week. In Dec2020, patient had 3 days of moderate myalgias, arthralgias, and headaches. Patient also experienced rhinorrhea, chest tightness, and scratchy throat (Dec2020), which were reportedly not effects associated with the vaccine. Patient did get a post vaccination COVID test (PCR) in Dec2020 because of these symptoms, which was negative. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, a contributory role of vaccination with BNT162B2 in the development of the reported events cannot be excluded.

920007 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NY 26.0 F headache; fever; severe swelling in her lips; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 26-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration from 23Dec2020 16:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included Crohn's disease. Concomitant medications included paroxetine hydrochloride (PAXIL) and spironolactone. The patient previously took morphine and experienced allergy. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was reported that the patient was injected with hyaluronic acid lip filler 10 days prior to her vaccine. The patient developed severe swelling in her lips a few hours after she received the vaccine on 23Dec2020. The following day after her vaccine she developed headache and fever too (24Dec2020). The patient went to the Emergency room/department or urgent care and was treated with Benadryl. The outcome of events was recovering. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. This case is non-serious.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

920008 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 WV 26.0 F nausea; vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse. A 26-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), Lot number: Ek9231, intramuscular on Left arm from 24Dec2020 13:45 to 24Dec2020 13:45 as single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included depression, anxiety, chronic migraine. Concomitant medication included duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA), ibuprofen, topiramate (TOPAMAX), bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN). On 5Dec2020 05:45, the patient experienced nausea and associated vomiting approximately 16 hours after vaccination administration. The outcome of the events was recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about batch number cannot be obtained.

920009 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 KY 37.0 F Have had headache/migraine 6-24 hours after vaccine; intermittent severe stomach cramping; nausea; severe diarrhea; vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 37-years-old female patient, non-pregnant, received the first dose of BNT162B2 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine, in hospital, via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at 10:30, at 37-years of age, at single dose in right arm for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included anxiety, depression and migraines, all from an unknown dates. Concomitant medication included venlafaxine hydrochloride (EFFEXOR), topiramate (TOPAMAX), buspirone hydrochloride (BUSPAR), ibuprofen and levocabastine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced headache/migraine 6-24 hours after vaccine (onset reported also as 25Dec2020 at 12:00 - to be clarified) and, on 25Dec2020 at 12:00, also reported as 24-72 hours after vaccine, she experienced intermittent severe stomach cramping, nausea, severe diarrhea and vomiting. The patient didn't receive any treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was unknown at the time of the report.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920010 01/05/2021 IN F Severe nausea and lightheadedness; Severe nausea and lightheadedness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 31-year-old female patient received both 1st and 2nd doses of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: Unknown), both via unspecified routes of administration at the right arm on unspecified dates at single doses for immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. There were no concomitant medications. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced severe nausea and lightheadedness. There was no treatment given for the events. The vaccine was administered in a hospital. The patient has not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19 (Nasal swab) on an unspecified date and result was negative. The outcome of the events was recovering.

920011 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 TX 56.0 F Aching all over; headaches; shingles; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (Patient). A 56-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685) via an unspecified route of administration at right arm on 17Dec2020 13:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Relevant medical history and concurrent conditions was reported as "Structured information (Patient episode name): Fibromyalgia, tachycardia, shingles, breast cancer". Patient was  diagnosed with COVID prior to vaccination. Patient known allergies included Codeine, morphine sulfate (Duramorph) and Sulfa. Concomitant medication included metoprolol succinate (TOPROL), alprazolam (XANAX) and desvenlafaxine succinate (PRISTIQ) received within 2 weeks of vaccination. No other vaccine in four weeks. Adverse events were reported as "Started day after shot. Aching all over headaches. Broke out in shingles 7 days later". Adverse event start date was reported on 24Dec2020. No treatment received for the events. since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering.

920012 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 55.0 F Rapid heart beat- 2 brief instances within 15-20 minutes of vaccine administration; Light headed feeling; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 23Dec2020 07:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included high blood pressure (HBP), supraventricular tachycardia (h/o SVT), h/o breast cancer, and sulfa drugs allergies. The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medication included famotidine, metoprolol succinate, and tamoxifen. The patient experienced lightheaded feeling and rapid heartbeat- 2 brief instances within 15-20 minutes of vaccine administration on 23Dec2020. No treatment was received for the events. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at a hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and has been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination via nasal swab on 24Dec2020, results was pending. The outcome of the events was recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920013 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 TX 50.0 F diaphoretic; woozy; heart rate went down to 43; blood pressure down to 83/57; headache; feeling a bit cruddy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 50-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: paa156051), via an unspecified route of administration (arm left, dose number 1) on 17Dec2020 10:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included Psoriatic arthritis from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included etanercept (ENBREL), propranolol, and curcuma longa (TURMERIC CURCUMIN). Patient is on unspecified birth control and unspecified vitamins. No other vaccines in four weeks were given. The patient previously took steroids and experienced allergies (similar reaction to steroid 1 year before), and FLONASE and experienced allergies. On 17Dec2020, It was reported that the patient was fine for the first 15 minutes, afterwards became very diaphoretic, woozy, heart rate went down to 43 and blood pressure down to 83/57. The patient recovered enough to leave about 20 minutes. After that, patient's heart rate was back into the 60's and BP stayed the same but the patient was feeling better. Patient's heart rate is usually in the 70's and his BP around 115/75 or so. The patient has no breathing problems. Other than headache and feeling a bit cruddy, the patient has been fine since. Patient mentioned she really wanted to take the second dose, but she does not know if she should. No treatment for the adverse events. No COVID prior vaccination and patient has not tested for COVID post vaccination. Event outcome was recovered on Dec2020. Events were considered non-serious.

920014 01/05/2021 21.0 F Swollen lymph node on left side of mouth; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional. A 21-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), intramuscular on the right arm on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced swollen lymph node on left side of mouth on an unspecified date. No treatment was given for the event. The outcome of the event was recovering.  No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920015 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 F Caller stated that she received covid vaccine on Tuesday and was tested positive on Friday.; Caller stated that she received covid vaccine on Tuesday and was tested positive on Friday.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself.  A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated that she received the vaccine on Tuesday (Dec2020) and was tested positive on Friday (Dec2020). The patient stated she was told that vaccine was contraindicated in people who have COVID-19. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient might not be completely excluded.

920016 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 IN 44.0 F Pain at injection site; Chills; Fever; Fatigue; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself).  This 44-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EJ1685), via an unspecified route, on 26Dec2020 (at 02:30 PM) at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was right arm. The patient was not pregnant. Relevant medical history included depression, endometriosis, and COVID-19 in Aug2020. The patient did not have relevant concomitant medications. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. No known allergies. No congenital anomaly/birth defect. The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 44-year-old. On 27Dec2020 (at 02:00 AM) the patient woke up with chills, fever, fatigue, headache and fever 99.5. After taking 2 paracetamol (TYLENOL) (1.5hr after med temp was taken), she felt like it did when she had COVID in Aug2020. She also had pain at injection site as well (onset date not provided). Post-vaccination COVID test was not performed. Therapeutic measures were taken for fever, no treatments were given for chills, fatigue and headache. The patient had not recovered from fever, chills, fatigue and headache while the outcome from pain at injection site was unknown.

920017 01/05/2021 U Fever chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient)  A patient (demographics unknown) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unknown route, on unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. No relevant medical history and concomitant medications were provided. The patient stated, 'I received the vaccine without knowing I had COVID 19'.  After vaccination, she developed the symptoms fever chills. She performed swab and was positive.  Information on the Lot/Batch Number has been requested.

920018 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 RI F hypersensitivity reaction to COVID-19 Vaccine; throat pain that progressed to a little bit of tightness; ear pain; wheals develop on her back bilaterally; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1685 and Expiry date: 31Mar2021, strength: 0.3ml) (NDC number: 59267-1000-2) via Intramuscular on 21Dec2020 12:21PM at 0.3ml single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant drug was reported as none. The patient experienced a hypersensitivity reaction to COVID-19 Vaccine late last night on 21Dec2020. Hypersensitivity reaction: Further described as patient developed throat pain that progressed to a little bit of tightness; some ear pain; and had wheals develop on her back bilaterally. She was transported to the emergency room on 21Dec2020 where she received treatment and was under observation. The outcome of events was unknown. Since whether outcome recovered completely, recovered with lasting effects or just improved is unknown. She was not admitted to the hospital; she was sent home from the emergency room after 2.5 hours. Caller reported seriousness criteria as medically significant because event required medical intervention. Causality was very likely. Patient at time of this report is scheduled to receive the second dose of vaccine; they have not determined if she will receive the second scheduled dose or change/stop dose in response to this event. First dose; scheduled to receive a second dose; have not determined if will be continuing with it.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the hypersensitivity reactions are reasonably related to suspect BNT162B2 administration.

920019 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 TN 65.0 F On day 8 arm again was sore and now itchy with reddened area larger than injection site 3x4 inches.; On day 8 arm again was sore and now itchy with reddened area larger than injection site 3x4 inches.; Reported soreness at injection site and some soreness which was gone by day 5 or 6. On day 8 arm again was sore and now itchy with reddened area larger than injection site 3x4 inches.; Reported soreness at injection site and some soreness which was gone by day 5 or 6; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 65-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 17Dec2020 15:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypothyroid, osteoporosis, and known allergies to sulfa and tetracycline. The patient was not pregnant. The patient reported soreness at injection site and some soreness on Dec2020 which was gone by day 5 or 6. On day 8 (25Dec2020) arm again was sore and now itchy with reddened area larger than injection site 3x4 inches. No treatment was given for the events. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at a hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine but received unspecified medication within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event pain was recovered and not recovered for the rest of the events.

920020 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 CA 37.0 F It still hurts to abduct my left arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient).  A 37-year-old female patient received first dose of intramuscular BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 19Dec2020 at single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunisation at the age of 37-year-old. Lot number was EJ1685. Medical history was unknown and concomitant medications were unknown. Patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. It was reported that since 19dec2020 it did still hurt to abduct left arm.. The patient was not treated for the event. The patient did not recover from the event.

920021 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 PA 30.0 F Sore throat; not feeling well/general malaise; feeling tired/fatigue; Feeling achy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 30-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 11:00 single dose for preventive. Medical history included depression. Concomitant medication included duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA) for depression. The patient previously took flu vaccine for immunization. The patient received the Covid 19 vaccine on Wednesday. Patient stated there was a possibility of feeling achy just a general possibility of not feeling well like feeling tired, like it was she had that flu, vaccine too. But, her symptoms had persisted and she also had an isolated sore throat that started after she got her vaccine. She understood that the vaccine did not cause Covid but she was not sure like if having a sore throat was what other people have reported or this was something where she should go and get tested. Physician stated that question hadn't been answered by the previous department. When probed if the indication was a preventive measure for Covid, Physician stated "Preventive." Event (sore throat) started on 23Dec2020. The patient was given the vaccine at 11 am and her symptoms started probably at around 21:00 (9 pm). Patient further stated she received vaccine on 23Dec2020 around 11am and developed side effects of sore throat, fatigue/general malaise that evening. She couldn't find any data specifically reporting on sore throat. She was wondering if she should get tested for covid. Investigation assessment was no. The outcome of the events was unknown.

920022 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 IL 24.0 F Rash on face, neck, arms and hands.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 24-year-old non-pregnant female patient first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number=EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 19:00 at Left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Medical history included eczema. No known allergies. Concomitant medication included levonorgestrel (NORTREL). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced Rash on face, neck, arms and hands on 21Dec2020 22:00. No treatment received. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19.  The outcome of the event was not recovered.

920023 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NY 26.0 F mild left arm soreness for 1 day, mild headache at 24 hrs post vaccine, alleviated with Ibuprofen; mild left arm soreness for 1 day, mild headache at 24 hrs post vaccine, alleviated with Ibuprofen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 26-year-old female patient started received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730, expiry date not reported), intramuscular on the left arm on 23Dec2020 09:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included autoimmune thyroiditis. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID). On 23Dec2020 at 11:00, the patient experienced mild left arm soreness for 1 day, mild headache at 24 hrs post vaccine, alleviated with ibuprofen. Clinical outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date in Dec2020.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920024 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MI 60.0 F Blurred vision that was mild in nature (but noticeable, nonetheless). Began 15 minutes after vaccine received. Lasted 10 minutes. Resolved on its own. NOT accompanied by any other effect (i.e. nausea, vertigo, lightheadedness); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 60-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 23Dec2020 10:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD) on an unspecified date and Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) on the left breast in 2008. Concomitant medications included omeprazole and cetirizine (CETIRIZINE). On 23Dec2020 at 10:30, the patient had a blurred vision that was mild in nature (but noticeable, nonetheless). It began 15 minutes after vaccine received and lasted for 10 minutes. It resolved on its own and not accompanied by any other effect (i.e. nausea, vertigo, lightheadedness). No therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the event. Clinical outcome of the event was recovered on 23Dec2020 at 10:40.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

920025 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 IN 38.0 F tongue started to get a little bit of numbness and tingling/the numbness and tingling progressed to the roof of my mouth, my gums, my lower lip, underneath my tongue; tongue started to get a little bit of numbness and tingling/the numbness and tingling progressed to the roof of my mouth, my gums, my lower lip, underneath my tongue; numbness and tingling progressed up my cheeks and up underneath my eyes on both sides; numbness and tingling progressed up my cheeks and up underneath my eyes on both sides; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 38-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular in right arm on 26Dec2020 11:30 AM at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was given at nurse's hospital vaccine clinic. Medical history included narcolepsy with cataplexy. Concomitant medication in two weeks included venlafaxine hydrochloride (EFFEXOR SR), amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate, dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously took naproxen and erythromycin; and experienced drug allergy.  On 26Dec2020, the patient stated "At about 1150 my tongue started to get a little bit of numbness and tingling. I didn't really feel nervous but I thought maybe some type of anxious reaction. So I thought I'd give it just a little time and over the next 20 minutes the numbness and tingling progressed to the roof of my mouth, my gums, my lower lip, underneath my tongue, up my cheeks and up underneath my eyes on both sides. I was not feeling anxious about the vaccination. I didn't have any trouble breathing or difficulty swallowing. It felt like Novocain that was wearing off like after you have dental work done. I decided to take 25mg Benadryl to see if it went away. And it definitely got better about 25 minutes after I took the Benadryl. Within an hour I would say it was 95% gone. Still just like a trace numbness on my cheeks. When I woke up this morning (27Dec2020) I noticed the facial numbness had completely resolved." The adverse event start time also reported as 11:45 AM. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered on 27Dec2020.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

920026 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 TX 39.0 M experienced swelling of the face and eyes on 24Dec2020. The swelling has progressed since 24Dec2020.; experienced swelling of the face and eyes on 24Dec2020. The swelling has progressed since 24Dec2020.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 39-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm at a single dose on 21Dec2020 14:30 for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was not reported. Concomitant medications included multivitamins (unspecified). The patient experienced swelling of the face and eyes on 24Dec2020 at 22:00. The swelling has progressed since 24Dec2020. No therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the event. Clinical outcome of the events was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920027 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 MO 53.0 F it made me turned flushed, really almost purple/ My face was red, arms were red, my neck was red; Sweating; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: adverse event nos. Upon receipt of follow-up information on (27Dec2020), this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself). A 53-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, lot number: EH9899, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included blood pressure high. Concomitant medications included metoprolol, hydrochlorothiazide, and lisinopril; all from unspecified dates for blood pressure high. The patient verbalized, "I had the vaccine on last Monday be 21st. I had an issue and ended up in the ER. It made me turned flushed, really almost purple, no anaphylactic nothing, just sweating, my face was red, arms were red, my neck was red but that is it. They gave me Pepcid and Benadryl in ER and watched me in the ER for about 40 minutes. I work at the hospital and I got it from them. I was fine the rest of the week, Thursday, my son came by to pick up a couple of holiday gifts only saw him for 5 minutes. He has now tested positive for COVID. We had masks on. I hugged him on his way out. He took the gifts and left. He is at home now. He got tested yesterday positive for COVID. My question is am I still at risk of getting it from that meeting after I only had one shot?" On an unspecified date, the patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included blood pressure measurement: 133/85 and body temperature: 97.9. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events that included Pepcid and Benadryl. Clinical outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920028 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 FL 65.0 M Paresthesias in a trigeminal nerve distribution starting 3 days after vaccination; Paresthesias in a trigeminal nerve distribution starting 3 days after vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 65-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 18Dec2020 15:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypothyroidism. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced paraesthesias in a trigeminal nerve distribution starting 3 days after vaccination on 21Dec2020 18:30.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Nasal Swab/Antigen rapid: negative on 25Dec2020. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the event that included Medrol dose pack and famvir. Symptomology was mild, 80% improved one week later. Clinical outcome of the events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

920029 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 CA 42.0 F flushed; noticed some hives on forehead and forearm; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse. A 42-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), intramuscular on the left arm on 18Dec2020 09:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included shellfish allergy. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took NSAIDS and experienced allergies. The patient flushed and noticed some hives on forehead and forearm on 18Dec2020 10:15. Therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the events that included Benadryl. Clinical outcome of flushing was not recovered while for hives recovered on Dec2020.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

920030 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 VT 41.0 F Severe fatigue; chills; headache; sore throat; muscle aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 41-year-old female (not pregnant) patient received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number not provided), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 23Dec2020 16:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was hospital. The patient medical history was not reported. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced severe fatigue, chills, headache, sore throat, muscle aches on 24Dec2020. Case was non-serious. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included covid test type post vaccination=Nasal Swab, covid test name post vaccination=PCR, covid test date=26Dec2020, covid test result=Negative. The patient not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The outcome of events was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920031 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NM 31.0 F light headed; soreness to site of injection; felt a random itch run along from my hand to up along my arm; some warmth to the site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 31-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (brand=Pfizer), intramuscularly on 23Dec2020 07:30AM at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was right arm and it was the first dose. The facility type vaccine was hospital. Medical history included depression from an unknown date. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination nor tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. Concomitant medication included fluoxetine. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. At the day of 23Dec2020 at 7:30 am the time of injection patient felt okay. She was let go to go back straight in to work. Once at work she felt light headed for 30 minutes with soreness to site of injection. Patient also felt a random itch run along from her hand to up along her arm. She applied lotion to the site if irritation for some comfort. The next 2 days patient still felt soreness and some warmth to the site. It's unknown if patient received treatment for the other adverse events. The action taken in response to the events for BNT162B2 was not applicable. The outcome of events was recovered in Dec2020. The date report was first received from source was 27Dec2020. The events were reported as non-serious.  No follow up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

920032 12/25/2020 01/05/2021 TN 46.0 F Fine rash developed on arms and legs; Red, itchy patches on abdomen, back, neck and chin; Hot, burning sensation to palms of hands and soles of feet; Red, itchy patches on abdomen, back, neck and chin; Hot, burning sensation to palms of hands and soles of feet; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A 46-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 25Dec2020 at 03:00 PM (at the age of 46-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The facility where COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at a hospital and anatomically located on the left arm. Medical history included anemia. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medications included Concomitant medication included ethinylestradiol, etonogestrel (NUVARING) (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) and iron (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN); all for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient previously took sulfa (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), from unknown dates to unknown dates for unknown indications and experienced allergy. On 25Dec2020 at 08:00PM, a fine rash developed on arms and legs. Red, itchy patches on abdomen, back, neck and chin. Hot, burning sensation to palms of hands and soles of feet. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of the events rash on legs & arms, Red, itchy patches on abdomen, back, neck and chin, and Hot, burning sensation to palms of hands and soles of feet was recovered on an unspecified date in Dec2020.  It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. There were no other vaccines the patient received within 4 weeks of the vaccination.

920033 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 F rash on the face; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 64-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced rash on the face on 25Dec2020 in the afternoon, it was  not bad, but it always happen in the afternoon. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

920034 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 CA 32.0 F Tachycardia (over 100 bpm for 48hr); Nausea; Headache; Chills; arm pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for herself. A 32-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), intramuscular in left arm on 18Dec2020 13:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. It was the first dose. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Medical history included Reynald's, Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), spontaneous pneumothorax. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient had allergy to medication of Vicodin. The patient experienced tachycardia (over 100 bpm for 48hr), nausea, headache, chills, arm pain, started on 18Dec2020 13:00. No treatment received for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event Tachycardia was recovered on 20Dec2020 13:00, the outcome of the other event was recovered on an unknown date in Dec2020.

920035 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 MA 57.0 F cough; change in taste and smell; change in taste and smell; injection site pain; feverish but afebrile; chills; intense headache; nasal congestion; malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 57-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Solution for injection; lot number: EKS730, expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 18Dec2020 at 13:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered at the workplace clinic. Relevant medical history included hypertension (HTN), hypothyroidism, high cholesterol, and COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient had no known allergies. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine, amlodipine, and pravastatin. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient experienced feverish but afebrile, chills, intense headache, nasal congestion, malaise, cough, change in taste and smell, and injection site pain on 19Dec2020 at 12:00. The events were assessed as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for the adverse events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient recovered with sequelae/lasting effects from the events "feverish but afebrile, chills, intense headache, nasal congestion, malaise, cough, change in taste and smell, and injection site pain" on an unspecified date.

920036 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 IL 69.0 F slightly painful enlarged left axillary node that is on ipsilateral side of injection; slightly painful enlarged left axillary node that is on ipsilateral side of injection; paraspinal muscle pain resolved by next day; In evening had mild pain site injection gone in a day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 69-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number EK5730), intramuscular on the left arm on 20Dec2020 12:00 at SINGLE DOSE as COVID-19 immunization at the hospital.  Medical history included Graves disease. The patient also had allergies with penicillin. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN), and colecalciferol (VITAMIN D). It was mentioned that prior to vaccination, the patient diagnosed was not with COVID-19 and had not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. On 21Dec2020 in evening, the patient had mild pain site injection gone in a day (22Dec2020). On 22Dec2020 (day after injection), the patient then had paraspinal muscle pain resolved by next day (23Dec2020). The patient took ibuprofen (MOTRIN) in evening and gone by morning. Day 7 (28Dec2020), the patient noticed slightly painful enlarged left axillary node that was on ipsilateral side of injection which was still present (no treatment was received for the events). The patient recovered from the event of mild pain site injection on 22Dec2020 and paraspinal muscle pain on 23Dec2020 while not recovered for the remaining events.

920037 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 CA F positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, who is also the patient. This 31-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporting nurse stated that she received her first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on Saturday (e.g. Dec2020). She had taken a PCR test on Thursday and received a negative result on Saturday, the same day she received her vaccination. She reported developing a fever on Monday night and testing positive for COVID-19 on Tuesday. At the time of the report, the outcome of the events was unknown.  The information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspect vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  More information such as laboratory findings on viral nucleic acid /PCR test needed for meaningful medical assessment.

920038 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 CA 45.0 F Onset dizziness when turning to the left or going from  laying to sitting / standing. Does not occur sitting to standing; Onset dizziness when turning to the left or going from  laying to sitting / standing. Does not occur sitting to standing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 45-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 26Dec2020 10:00 at SINGLE DOSE as COVID-19 immunization at the hospital.  Medical history included psoriasis.  Concomitant medications included adalimumab (HUMIRA) and famotidine (FAMOTIDINE).  It was mentioned that prior to vaccination, the patient diagnosed was not with COVID-19 and had not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. On 26Dec2020 17:00, the patient experienced onset dizziness when turning to the left or going from laying to sitting / standing but does not occur sitting to standing. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. Outcome of the events were not recovered.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920039 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 55.0 F fatigue; Fever/Woke up on 27Dec2020 with 100.5F; some soreness at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EK5730), intramuscular on the right arm on 26Dec2020 10:45 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital.  Medical history included hypertension.  Concomitant medications included lisinopril (LISINOPRIL), hydrochlorothiazide (HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE), citalopram (CITALOPRAM), ascorbic acid (VITAMIN C), calcium (CALCIUM), loratadine (LORATADINE) and Sudaphrene pene (as reported). It was mentioned that prior to vaccination, the patient diagnosed was not with COVID-19 and had not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. On 26Dec2020 06:00 (as reported), the patient had fatigue, and some soreness at injection site. It was reported that the patient woke up on 27Dec2020 with 100.5 F that lasted most of day until 5 pm.  It was mentioned that the patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The patient recovered from fever on 27Dec2020 17:00 while recovering for the remaining events.

920040 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 SC 53.0 F fever; Diarrhea; headache; chills; feeling unwell; Joint pain; injection site pain; tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 53-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot EK5730), intramuscular (Dose number 1, Arm left) on 23Dec2020, 13:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetic, thyroidectomy, hysterectomy, tonsillectomy, and Known allergies: Sulfa. Concomitant medication included zolpidem, levothyroxine, and pantoprazole from unspecified dates for an unspecified indication. The patient experienced fever, diarrhea, headache, chills, feeling unwell, joint pain, injection site pain, and tiredness on 23Dec2020 13:45. No treatment for AE was given. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior vaccination. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. Outcome of the events was not recovered. Events were reported as non-serious.

920041 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 F coughing; fatigue; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 73-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 10:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was unknown. Concomitant medication included paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient experienced having side effects that started on the night of 25Dec2020 including coughing, fatigue, and body aches. She received a Fact Sheet for Recipients and Caregivers as well as instructions on how to report her symptoms to VAERS.  She has not reported her symptoms to anyone yet. She stated her facility has antigen testing every day that results in 15 minutes and a COVID test every Monday with results in three days. She has been negative for her testing for 12 weeks and has not received any positive test results to date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

920042 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WA F Sore injection site, hot flashes with no fever, styes on both eyes; Sore injection site, hot flashes with no fever, styes on both eyes; Sore injection site, hot flashes with no fever, styes on both eyes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  An adult female patient of unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 26Dec2020 15:00 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included suspected endometriosis. It was also reported that the patient had allergies to ranitidine (ZANTAC), omeprazole (PRILOSEC), famotidine (PEPCID), kiwi, and adhesive.  Concomitant medications included sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), fish oil (FISH OIL), and colecalciferol (VITAMIN D). It was mentioned that prior to vaccination, the patient diagnosed was not with COVID-19 and had not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. On 27Dec2020 07:00, the patient experienced sore injection site, hot flashes with no fever, and styes on both eyes. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. Outcome of the events were unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

920043 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NC 29.0 F All of a sudden I did not have any taste or smell; All of a sudden I did not have any taste or smell; Tested positive; Tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. A 29-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 ((PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included seasonal allergy. Concomitant medication included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC [CETIRIZINE HYDROCHLORIDE]). The patient was taking a multivitamin a day. The patient experienced typical symptoms no taste, smell on 22Dec2020, Slight tingling, body aches, chills, all the other symptoms for Covid and now positive for Covid in Dec2020. Outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event positive for Covid based on the known safety profile.

920044 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 TX 36.0 F Left Red eye; Sore right arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This 36-year-old female nurse reported for herself that a 36-years-old female patient started to receive bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Brand: Pfizer; Dose number: 1), intramuscular on 24Dec2020 15:45 at SINGLE DOSE at Vaccine location of Right arm for covid-19 immunisation. Patient was not Pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history included Graves disease. Patient had none Known allergies. The patient had no Allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included spironolactone (ALDACTONE), methimazole (METHIMAZOLE) within 2 weeks of vaccination.  The patient experienced left red eye and sore right arm, both on 25Dec2020 with outcome of not recovered.  No treatment received. The events reported as non-serious.  Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was Hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient hasn't been tested for COVID-19.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920045 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 33.0 F Left axillary lymphadenopathy; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician. A 33-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 26Dec2020, the patient experienced left axillary lymphadenopathy. The patient did not have COVID prior vaccination and was not COVID tested post vaccination. The case was assessed as non-serious. The outcome of the event was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about batch number cannot be obtained.

920046 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 29.0 F feeling flushed; facial swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reported for self. This 29-year-old female (No pregnant) patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 23Dec2020 14:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. No COVID prior vaccination, No COVID tested post vaccination. No known allergies or other medical history. No other vaccine in four weeks, No other medications in two weeks. The patient got the vaccine Wednesday afternoon (on 23Dec2020 14:30), then Thursday evening (>24h, 24Dec2020 07:45 PM) started feeling flushed and had facial swelling after dinner. No other symptoms. Resolved with Benadryl. Then again Saturday morning while brushing teeth and Saturday evening after dinner. One more time Sunday morning during breakfast. Each time the symptoms were milder than before. Took Benadryl as needed. No new foods, meds etc. The outcome of event was recovered.

920047 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 IL 37.0 F I got the Covid Vaccine and Wondering I have been having increasingly shortness of breath for last few days; gotten worse everyday its a little bit worse; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported for self that the 37-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot: EJ1685, Expiration Date: Mar2021), via Intramuscular on left deltoid on 20Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. Concomitant medications included Multivitamins  and escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO). Nurse stated, "I was wondering I got the Pfizer (Covid) Vaccine on 20th and I have been having increasingly shortness of breath for last few days and I am wondering if that's the typical side effect of that. It wasn't prescribed, it was something given out to all the healthcare providers. It was like the first dose. It was first dose. I got an Intramuscular shot in left shoulder. Because I wanted to not spread it (Covid). I am not sure if it is due to the product, I got "6" (not clarified) from another patient, that's why I am calling, I want to know if this is like the typical side effect of vaccination or should I go get tested. I haven't taken any treatment yet. It's gotten worse everyday its a little bit worse." The outcome of the events was not recovered.

920048 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 MI 55.0 F All over my back, my butt, my legs; Itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 55-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Lot: EL0140, Exp:Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 for first dose at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included blood pressure high and anxiety. Concomitant medication included atorvastatin (LIPITOR [ATORVASTATIN]) for Blood pressure high and an anxiety medicine. The patient experienced itching there was nothing on 25Dec2020, in the morning of 26Dec2020, suddenly had rash all over back, butt, leg, she would like have the rash over body and she knew the reaction like the people like said it was within a couple of hours but this was more than couple of hours it is few days. At the time of reporting, no treatment received, she might go emergency to see if I get good dose of Benadryl. The event outcome was unknown.

920049 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 OH 43.0 M Urine is dark red, I mean like dark orange; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 43-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot/batch number and expiration date not reported, via an unspecified route of administration from 22Dec2020 to 22Dec2020 as single dose (into the deltoid) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Hair loss. Concomitant medication included finasteride 2.5 mg, daily for Hair loss. The patient stated, "So, I got the COVID 19 Vaccine on Tuesday, and I had no fever or anything like that. It was the first shot I got it into the deltoid and today (25De2020), I noticed my urine is dark red, I mean like dark orange. I didn't know if it's a common side effect or not?" Physician stated, "I never had it before, it's very unusual. When asked for treatment, physician stated, "No, I didn't. Just water.". The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920050 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 IL 30.0 F Still having pain in right arm a week after injection; Warmth/redness and hardness of injection site; Warmth/redness and hardness of injection site; Warmth/redness and hardness of injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 30-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscularly on 19Dec2020 19:15 at single dose on right arm for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. Medical history was reported as none and no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced still having pain in right arm a week after injection, warmth/redness and hardness of injection site from 19Dec2020 19:15. No treatment received for the adverse events. The events outcome was not recovered. No COVID prior vaccination, since the vaccination the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. It was not reported as serious.  The information on the batch number has been requested.

920051 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 39.0 M Mild discomfort the day after at the injection site; Nausea; extreme fatigue; Muscle ache/ Muscle pain; Cough; Sore throat; Headache; All of joints were painful; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reported for self. This 39-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), intramuscular in left arm (IM in left shoulder) on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. None medical history nor concomitant medications. Three hours after the vaccine (on 22Dec2020) patient started developing nausea that was pretty much and it was enough that patient had to stay at home instead of going out to shoot golf balls, it was so significant nausea. Then he had some extreme fatigue, muscle ache/muscle pain, started developing cough, sore throat and headache. Then all of his joints were painful. Patient had a mild discomfort the day after at the injection site. The next day (on 23Dec2020) when he woke up nausea was gone. Patient might just have some general labs at the family practitioner just to check cholesterol. The outcome of "nausea" was recovered on 23Dec2020, of "mild discomfort at the injection site" was unknown, outcome of else events was not recovered. The reporting physician considered all events "related" to the Covid 19 Vaccine, Physician stated 100 percent it is from the vaccine.

920052 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 OH 24.0 F Dizzy; This is a spontaneous report from contactable consumer (parent).  A 24-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot/batch number and expiration date not reported, via an unspecified route of administration from 22Dec2020 to 22Dec2020 as single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included asthma and allergy.  Concomitant medication included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC) for Allergy and budesonide, formoterol fumarate (SYMBICORT) for Asthma.  The patient's parent stated that the patient experienced dizzy on 25Dec2020. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920053 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 F sore throat; coughing; headache; soreness of injection site; tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), on 26Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the Covid vaccine yesterday (26Dec2020) and is now experiencing headache, soreness of injection site and tiredness. Additionally, she is also experiencing sore throat and coughing which started today (27Dec2020). The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

920054 01/05/2021 NM M The patient's wife felt soreness and some warmth to the site. The patient (husband) felt the warmth as well; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional. A male patient of an unspecified age started to receive bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The wife felt soreness and some warmth to the site. The patient (husband) felt the warmth as well. No other symptoms reported. The outcome of the event was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

920055 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 CT 55.0 F Her arm was very sore; Intermittent stabbing headache; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient's Sister). A 55-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 26Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not provided. On 27Dec2020 patient experienced an "intermittent stabbing headache" and her arm was very sore but much better the day of the report. Patient would not take paracetamol (TYLENOL) because she was still very functional. Outcome of the events was unknown. Information about lot/Batch number cannot be obtained. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920056 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 NC 43.0 F No appetite; congested head; congested head, cough; headache; fatigue; nausea; about an hour after flush, increased heart rate, very jittery - able to continue to work but unpleasant; about an hour after flush, increased heart rate, very jittery - able to continue to work but unpleasant; about an hour after flush, increased heart rate, very jittery - able to continue to work but unpleasant; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional. A 43-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 11:00 at single dose at arm (pending clarification) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma, allergies, depression, penicillin allergy, allergies to: Mangoes, Cashews, Peaches. Concomitant medications included sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA), fluticasone propionate (FLONASE [FLUTICASONE PROPIONATE]). The patient previously took amoxicillin and experienced known allergies: Amoxicillin. On 18Dec2020: about an hour after flush, increased heart rate, very jittery - able to continue to work but unpleasant. Lasted about an hour. On 19Dec2020: afternoon - headache, nausea, fatigue started. On 20Dec2020: continued to feel fatigued and same symptoms. On 21Dec2020: headache, waves of nausea along with feeling flush (no fever ever) and elevated heart rate. On 22Dec2020: Same. The patient continued to work through all this but felt lousy. On 23Dec2020: stayed home from work because work wanted the patient to take a Covid Test (this was negative) - so laid around. Still with headache and nausea, easily fatigued. Cough started PM. On 24Dec2020: no nausea but continued headache, congested head, cough. On 25Dec2020: feeling better. No appetite. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient been tested for COVID-19, and was negative on 23Dec2020. The outcome of the events was recovered. The patient did not receive treatment for the events.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

920057 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 VA 51.0 F Experienced numbness and tingling in left arm on day 1 which resolved.  3 days later noted left clavicular probable lymph node which is large and painful.  Possible neck lymphadenopathy as well.; Experienced numbness and tingling in left arm on day 1 which resolved.  3 days later noted left clavicular probable lymph node which is large and painful.  Possible neck lymphadenopathy as well.; Experienced numbness and tingling in left arm on day 1 which resolved; Experienced numbness and tingling in left arm on day 1 which resolved.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 51-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 10:30 AM at left arm, at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient previously took amoxicillin and known allergies to amoxicillin. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient experienced numbness and tingling in left arm on day 1 (23Dec2020) which resolved in Dec2020. 3 days later noted left clavicular probable lymph node which is large and painful on 25Dec2020 07:00 PM. Possible neck lymphadenopathy as well. No treatment was received for events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The outcome of the events numbness and tingling in left arm was recovered in Dec2020. The outcome of the other events was not recovered. No seriousness criteria: no Results in death, no Life threatening, no Caused/prolonged hospitalization, no Disabling/Incapacitating, no Congenital anomaly/birth defect.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

920058 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MI 59.0 F Itching at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other health care professional (HCP) reporting for herself. A 59-year-old female patient, not pregnant, received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the Left arm on 23Dec2020 at 06:30 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included breast cancer (Currently healthy). Concomitant medications included Tamoxifen and vitamin D. Patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 25Dec2020 patient experienced Itching at injection site. No treatment was received for the event. Prior to vaccination patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Patient had not recovered from the event at the time of the report. Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

920059 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NY 35.0 F I am not feeling well; had a Covid PCR done swapped on yesterday and I am Covid positive; had a Covid PCR done swapped on yesterday and I am Covid positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported for herself that the 35-year-old female patient who received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via unknown route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. Concomitant medications were none. Nurse stated, "I received the Pfizer Vaccine this Wednesday and right before getting the vaccine, I had a Covid test (captured as per verbatim) on before the vaccine on Tuesday (22Dec2020) was negative. I had a Covid PCR done swapped on yesterday (25Dec2020) and I am Covid positive. So I have the vaccine and I am Covid positive" Nurse stated "It's "140" "130" pounds (further bot clarified)." The patient was not feeling well. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the limited available information, the company considers that a causal relationship between the SARS-CoV-2 test positive and vaccination with BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.
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920060 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 WA 44.0 F Fatigue, sleepiness; Fatigue, sleepiness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 44-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number EK5730), intramuscular in left arm on 19Dec2020 14:00 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination administered in the hospital. Medical history included asthma and Known allergies to sulfa. The patient was not pregnant. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  On 20Dec2020 14:00, the patient experienced Fatigue and sleepiness starting 24 hours after vaccination, resolved by 48 hours post vaccine. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was recovered on 21Dec2020. The events were assessed as non-serious. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

920061 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 MI 28.0 F Chills, body aches for hours; Chills, body aches for hours; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 28-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 26Dec2020 at 18:00 (at the age of 28-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included depression, chronic pain, obesity. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), melatonin, fluticasone propionate (FLONASE), paracetamol (TYLENOL), and ibuprofen; all for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient previously took cefdinir (OMNICEF) and experienced allergies. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 27Dec2020 at 5:00, the patient experienced chills and body aches for hours. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the chills and body aches for hours was not resolved.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920062 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NV 57.0 F allergic reactions; rash on all my chest and in abdomen; Itchiness; Eyes got red; eyes got red and itch; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 57-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Lot: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on deltoid right on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included blood pressure high, hypothyroidism, and environmental allergies. Concomitant medications included amlodipine besilate (NORVASC) at 10 mg, daily for blood pressure high, and levothyroxine sodium (TIROSINT) at 112 mcg (ug) for hypothyroidism. Patient got Covid Vaccine on Tuesday (22Dec2020) night and was fine on Wednesday (23Dec2020). She expected the normal side effects like maybe a little fever like that but she believed she was having allergic reactions. It started from 24Dec2020 and she got a rash on all her chest and in abdomen and also just like itchiness feeling all over. So she took some diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) and a PPI 'a cup of' them on 24Dec2020 and she thought that she only had to do that one's today (25Dec2020) and the only thing she noticed when she got the shot (Covid Vaccine) they kept her there for like 15 minutes and her eyes got red and itch. She didn't scratch them but they felt like itchy and she never had that before. She never had a problem with the vaccine before. She didn't know if that was the true allergic reaction to the vaccines or if it just something she had internal allergies and she just didn't know what it was. But she was okay at the time of the report. She took some diphenhydramine hydrochloride a little while before and a PPI (unspecified medication). She was still itchy but it was not that bad and she seemed to be doing fine. Her arm was fine. She was not having any (unspecified), except sometimes. 24Dec2020 she had chills which she expected and she was all good but the side effects whatever happened that way was not the allergic portion. She tried to contact the doctor. The doctor just switched his clinic only for geriatric patients. She had to find another doctor. She knew a Doctor whom she could try and call and she actually went to the infectious disease physician and he said she should go to get the vaccine, now she was trying with that too. She got allergic to anything. Covid Shot was the only thing new that she had in her life but like she was not sure if it was triggered by something out like (unspecified) because she had always environmental allergies too. She didn't know because she was going to consult the Physician on Monday. She was just going to see the regular doctor. She was just seeing that first that anything because she knew it didn't happen very often but the Covid vaccine she just wanted to make report. She was going to the Physician on Monday because right now she thought she didn't know how long it lasted like. Outcome of the events was unknown.

920063 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 42.0 F Loss of sense of smell, no other COVID symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional. A 42-year-old female patient started to received first dose of BNT162B2, intramuscular (left arm), on 17Dec2020 14:00, at a single dose, for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient had no relevant medical history and was not taking concomitant medications. On 25Dec2020, the patient had loss of sense of smell; no other COVID symptoms. Outcome of the event was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on lot/batch cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

920064 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 NC 34.0 F Fever; Cough; Body aches; Headache; Back pain; Dizziness; increased heart rate; Insomnia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 34-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on right arm at 09:30 AM on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history reported as none, no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced fever, cough, body aches, headache, back pain, dizziness, increased heart rate, insomnia at 01:00 PM on 24Dec2020. All events were reported as non-serious. The patient received Tylenol as treatment. The outcome of events was unknown. The patient was not diagnosed COVID prior vaccination, patient was not tested COVID post vaccination.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

920065 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 MI 23.0 F Muscle aches, chills, pain at injection site; Muscle aches, chills, pain at injection site; Muscle aches, chills, pain at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 23-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot Ek9231) solution for injection intramuscular in the left arm on 26Dec2020 at 10:30 (at the age of 23-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 27Dec2020 at 01:00, the patient experienced muscle aches, chills, and pain at injection site. No treatment was provided for the events muscle aches, chills, and pain at injection site. The outcome of the events muscle aches, chills, and pain at injection site was recovering. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

920066 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 TX 54.0 F positive with Covid; having Covid symptoms; positive with Covid; having Covid symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 54-year-old female patient (mother) received BNT162B2 (Batch/lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included asthma. Concomitant medications were not reported. Patient got the vaccine administered on 18Dec2020 and after that she was diagnosed positive with Covid on 24Dec2020, so now she was having Covid symptoms obviously after the vaccine but like not due to the vaccine. Reporter was just concerned what her next dose supposed to be scheduled for 08Jan2021, was she still supposed to get the second dose or what. No treatment received. Patient was just taking vitamins. Reporter also reported that typically it was not supposed to be but was trying to get the information on enhanced immune response. Outcome of the event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The reported positive with Covid after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

920067 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 31.0 F Hives; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician. A 31-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 27Dec2020 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included rheumatoid arthritis and known allergies to fire ants from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included etanercept (ENBREL) and drospirenone, ethinylestradiol (YASMIN). The patient experienced hives in Dec2020. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was on the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event was recovered in Dec2020. Therapeutic measure such as anti-histamine was taken as a result of hives. The event was considered non serious as it did not result in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch cannot be obtained.

920068 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 CA 37.0 F Developed left facial numbness but no weakness present; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received the first dose of  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection) with unknown lot number and expiration date, intramuscularly at the left arm on 17Dec2020 at 16:15 (04:15 PM) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was vaccinated at a hospital. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient's medical history included hypothyroidism, hypertension, and premenstrual dysphoric disorder (PMDD). The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included atenolol, fluoxetine hydrochloride (PROZAC), and levothyroxine; all received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient reported that on 17Dec2020 at 18:00 (06:00 PM), she developed left facial numbness but no weakness present. Symptoms come and go. Sometimes last for hours, never had this before. The patient did not receive treatment for the event. The clinical outcome of the event was not recovered. The event was reported as non-serious.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920069 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 CA 35.0 F Tachycardia to 120s; Palpitations; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 19Dec2020 16:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included hypertriglyceridemia. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 19Dec2020, the patient experienced tachycardia to 120s and palpitations. No treatment was received for the events. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included heart rate was 120s on 19Dec2020. Outcome of the events not recovered. The events were considered non-serious.

920070 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 48.0 F Heart palpitations occurring 5-10 times a minute with sinus rhythm but irregular heart beat; Heart palpitations occurring 5-10 times a minute with sinus rhythm but irregular heart beat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 48-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 23Dec2020 09:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included allergies to dust mites, sinusitis, depression. The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medications included fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA), montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), fluticasone propionate (FLONASE), and lamotrigine (LAMICTAL). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 24Dec2020 23:00, the patient experienced heart palpitations occurring 5-10 times a minute with sinus rhythm but irregular heart beat. There is no history of any cardiovascular diseases or abnormal findings. No caffeine or alcohol intake on the day of the occurrence. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Outcome of the irregular heart beat was not recovered while of the remaining event was recovered on 25Dec2020 23:00. The events were considered non-serious.

920071 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 U sudden pain in my Jaw; the left side of my face is not equal to the right side of my face; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender started to receive BNT162B2 (lot number: EK3730), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On Dec2020, the patient experienced a sudden pain in her/his jaw and now the left side of her/his face is not equal to the right side of his/her face. Stated, "I am getting ready to go into the ER and I have a work-up done but I want you to know if you all as well". The outcome of the event was unknown.

920072 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 U I have been having big red circle on my arm and its swollen and it's painful; Red mark is spreading, its getting bigger and bigger; I have been having big red circle on my arm and its swollen and it's painful; I have been having big red circle on my arm and its swollen and it's painful; like starting to get itchy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An unknown age and gender patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number and Expiration date Unknown) on 23Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drug were not reported. Patient stated had the COVID vaccine on Wednesday and within the past few days, had been having big red circle on arm and its swollen and it's painful, patient was not able to lift arm and unleash having pain, it's like starting to get itchy and arm is swollen. The red mark was spreading, it was getting bigger and bigger, it's been 2 days drew circle on it last night and this morning you can already see the red color out of the circle. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920073 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 32.0 F Sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) (patient). A 32-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (lot EK5730) via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 10:30 AM at a single dose as COVID-19 vaccine. Medical history was not reported. Concomitant medications included lysine supplement and loratadine (other medications in two weeks). The patient had known allergies to amoxicillin. It was reported that the patient had an adverse event of sore throat, 4 days after vaccine on 26Dec2020 14:30 (02:30 PM) assessed as non-serious. It did not result in death, not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. The patient was vaccinated in a hospital (facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered). She had no other vaccine within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and had no Covid prior to vaccination. She had the Covid tested (other) post vaccination on 23Dec2020 with a negative result. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The outcome of the event was unknown.

920074 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 VA 31.0 M Loss of sense of smell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 31-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot EL1284) via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 07:00 (07:00 AM) at a single dose on the left arm as COVID-19 vaccine. Medical history included seasonal allergies. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had an adverse event of loss of sense of smell on 24Dec2020 assessed as non-serious. It did not result in death, not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. There was no treatment for the event. The patient was vaccinated in a hospital (facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered). He had no other vaccine within four weeks, no other medications within two weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, and no Covid prior to vaccination. He did not have the Covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the event was not recovered.

920075 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 VA 79.0 F pain under right arm pit; very stiff neck; pain radiating into ear; pains radiating down right arm, chest and back; pains radiating down right arm, chest and back; nausea; Vomiting; severe chest and back pains on right; severe chest and back pains on right; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 79-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 18Dec2020 08:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication in two weeks included citalopram, levothyroxine, atorvastatin, anastrozol.  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 3rd day (21Dec2020), the patient experienced severe chest and back pains on right at time of 12:30 AM. On 4th day (22Dec2020) pains radiating down right arm, chest and back, nausea and vomiting. On 5th day (23Dec2020) pain under right arm pit, very stiff neck, pain radiating into ear. Temperature was normal. On 6th day (24Dec2020) most symptoms dissipated. On 7th day (25Dec2020) almost back to normal. No treatment received for the events. Prior to vaccination, it was unknown if the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was recovered in Dec2020.

920077 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 22.0 M Red rash on face, neck, chest and arm; difficulty swallowing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 22-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot ELO140) intramuscular on 26Dec2020 18:30 (06:30 PM) at a single dose on the right arm as COVID-19 vaccine. Medical history included previously diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had adverse events of red rash on face, neck, chest and arm; and difficulty swallowing, both on 26Dec2020 19:00 (07:00 PM) assessed as non-serious. It did not result in death, not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. There was no treatment for the events. The patient was vaccinated in a hospital (facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered). He had no other vaccine within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, no other medications within two weeks of vaccination. He did not have Covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovered on Dec2020.

920078 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 MS 47.0 F All of sudden I started feeling bad, I mean it just hit me; Fever; Headache; I am very nauseous; My left arm started swelling, it started in fore arm and it started getting marks on it; pain in arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 47-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in her right arm on 21Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included Blood pressure high, Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADD), depression and cancer four years ago and she didn't have any left node in left arm. Concomitant medications included losartan (LOSARTAN) for Blood pressure high, venlafaxine hydrochloride (EFFEXOR) as antidepressant, tamoxifen (TAMOXIFEN) for her cancer and it was hormone blocker, lisdexamfetamine mesilate (VYVANSE) for ADD. The patient received the vaccine last this last Monday on 21Dec2020, in her right arm, she was fine, on Thursday on 24Dec2020 like all of sudden she started feeling bad, she mean it just hit her. She had fever, she was very nauseous and her arm, her left arm started swelling, it started in forearm and it started getting marks on it. Anyway she went go and got tested for Covid yesterday 26Dec2020 because in middle of night, that night I felt so bad. She have got just headache on 24Dec2020, its most of that before then. Anyways she had just got her results back that was negative but so she didn't know that her arm, it was the opposite arm. The patient still experiencing pain in arm, she haven't had fever in last night and she haven't checked it today. She took Tylenol and she called her doctor yesterday and they made of me some antibiotics for her arms, probably the 7mg and the patient guess it is every 8 hours. The outcome of the event pain in arm was not recovered and the outcome of the other events was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920079 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 FL 26.0 M Fever; chills; headache; fatigue; injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 26-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot/batch number and expiration date not available), intramuscularly on 23Dec2020 at 12:15 PM on Left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. The patient medical history included asthma and previously COVID+, prior to vaccination, patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. No known allergy, no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications included salbutamol (ALBUTEROL), montelukast and loratadine. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced fever, chills, headache, fatigue, injection site pain; lasted approximately 24 hours on 24Dec2020 at 12:00 AM. Since the vaccination, patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Therapeutic measures were taken as result of the events included Ibuprofen. The outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020. The report was reported as non-serious, with seriousness criteria-Results in death: No; Life threatening: No; Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No; Disabling/Incapacitating: No; Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920080 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NJ U Loss of taste; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot # EK9231, Expiration Date: Apr2021), on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced loss of taste on 27Dec2020. The outcome of the event was unknown.

920081 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 F chills; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's son). A female patient of an unspecified age (reported as 62, unknown units) received bnt162b2, lot number and expiration date were unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter asked if his mom can still go to work if she is feeling all of the symptoms. The reporter was calling on behalf of his mom (who speaks Spanish only) as she received the COVID vaccine on 24Dec2020. The patient started feeling nausea and chills as of 26Dec2020 until present. The reporter would like to know how long do the symptoms usually last. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information for Lot/Batch number has been requested.

920082 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 MD 31.0 F Chest, back and left neck pain (chest and back pain worse with breathing); Chest, back and left neck pain (chest and back pain worse with breathing)/ Left and right neck pain; Chest, back and left neck pain (chest and back pain worse with breathing); Chest, back and left neck pain (chest and back pain worse with breathing); Arm Pain at injection site; Arm Pain at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician (patient). A 31-years-old female patient (not pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/ Lot number: EK5730), intramuscularly on 22Dec2020 09:45 at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. Medical history included gastrooesophageal reflux disease (reported as GERD). No true allergies; unable to take NSAIDs or eat bananas or avocados 2/2 GERD. Concomitant medication within 2 weeks of vaccination included colecalciferol (VITAMIN D). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced arm pain at injection site on Day 1 (22Dec2020); chest, back and left neck pain (chest and back pain worse with breathing) on Day 2 (23Dec2020); left and right neck pain on Day 3, resolved on Day 4. No treatment received for the adverse events. The events outcome was resolved on 25Dec2020. No COVID prior vaccination, since the vaccination the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. It was not reported as serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920083 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 61.0 M Strong myalgias in buttocks and hamstrings bilaterally at 2 days migrating to calfs at 3 days. Dull ache pain. gone in buttock on day 3, gone in hamstrings day 4, still slight in calves.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 61-year-old male patient received bnt162b2, lot number and expiration date unknown, at the Hospital, via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at 11:45, at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Medical history included psoriatic arthritis from an unknown date, for which patient took Enbrel 50 3 weeks prior to injection (in 2020). The patient had no known allergies. Concomitant medications included propranolol hydrochloride (INDERAL LA, 60 mg) and olmesartan medoxomil (BENICAR, 40 mg). In 26Dec2020 at 04:00, the patient experienced strong myalgias in buttocks and hamstrings bilaterally at 2 days migrating to calfs at 3 days. Dull ache pain. Gone in buttock on day 3, gone in hamstrings day 4, still slight in calves. The event was reported as non-serious. No treatment was received for the adverse event. The outcome of the event was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920084 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 M Joint pain; Muscle pain; A slight fever of 100 F; Cough; Congestion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient's wife). A male patient of an unspecified age received his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had since been working with COVID patients. Yesterday (27Dec2020) evening he woke up with joint pain, muscle pain, a slight fever of 100 F, cough and congestion. The reporter was wondering if he could still get COVID after the first shot or if it's a side effect from a vaccine. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920085 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 LA 47.0 F Rash on my back, it is very itchy; Rash on my back, it is very itchy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself).  A 47-year-old female received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer BioNTech Vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 at single dose (dose 1) for Covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history was not reported.  Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) and vitamin D. The patient experienced rash on her back, it was very itchy on an unspecified date in Dec2020.  She reported that she took Benadryl but might not get any relief from it. She had lab work but it was more than 14 days ago, no results reported. The outcome of events not recovered.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

920086 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 RI 52.0 F intermittent numbness and tingling L arm. Sometimes radiating to my hand.; intermittent numbness and tingling L arm. Sometimes radiating to my hand.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 52-year-old female patient, not pregnant, received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer BIONTECH Covid-19 vaccine, lot EH9899, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 21Dec2020 11:15, single dose (dose 1) for Covid-19 immunisation. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took amoxicillin and had drug allergy. Approximately 4days after injection (25Dec2020), the patient started having intermittent numbness and tingling in left arm that sometimes radiating to her hand. She reported that she still have these symptoms as of today. No treatment was given. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

920087 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MI 47.0 M Developed right sided facial numbness; numbness of right side of anterior tongue; numbness progressed to some facial pain as well; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient).  A 47-year-old male received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number: EJ1685, intramuscular in the right arm, first dose given on 23Dec2020 12:30 at a single dose for COVID vaccination. Medical history included asthma, seasonal allergic rhinitis and Bell's Palsy affecting that side of the face. Concomitant medication included loratadine, pseudoephedrine sulfate (CLARITIN-D) and montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the Covid vaccine. He was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to and post vaccination. The patient previously took and had allergies to Keflex, Vicodin and Motrin. It was reported that the patient developed right-sided facial numbness and numbness of right side of anterior tongue. These occurred within 10- 15 minutes of vaccine administration on 23Dec2020 at 12:45 PM. It was mentioned that the patient has history of Bell's Palsy that was affecting that side of the face. The patient had numbness progressed to some facial pain as well. Symptoms lasted for 6 days and slowly abated with prednisone treatment which was given at 20 mg BID (twice a day) x 5 days. The events were reported as non-serious. The outcome of the events patient developed right-sided facial numbness and numbness of right side of anterior tongue and numbness progressed to some facial pain as well was recovering.

920088 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 NM 60.0 M Chills- HA's and feeling unwell; Chills- HA's and feeling unwell; Chills- HA's and feeling unwell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 60-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number: EH 9899, intramuscular in the Arm Right, first dose on 16Dec2020 18:45 (or 06:45 PM) at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included blood pressure abnormal (reported as BP). The patient's concomitant medication included unspecified statin for BP. The patient had not received any other vaccine in four weeks. The patient experienced chills, HA (headache), was feeling unwell X four events  (pending clarification) on 16Dec2020 (onset time at 0200, pending clarification) with outcome of Recovered/Resolved with sequel. The events were reported as non-serious which requires sleep and rest. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination nor was she tested since the vaccination.

920089 01/05/2021 M of low grade fever, pain at injection site and malaise on the first few days. On day 7 through day 10, recipient reports a high fever of 101.8 and severe myalgia; of low grade fever, pain at injection site and malaise on the first few days. On day 7 through day 10, recipient reports a high fever of 101.8 and severe myalgia; of low grade fever, pain at injection site and malaise on the first few days. On day 7 through day 10, recipient reports a high fever of 101.8 and severe myalgia; of low grade fever, pain at injection site and malaise on the first few days. On day 7 through day 10, recipient reports a high fever of 101.8 and severe myalgia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 61 years old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Unknown since misplaced/discarded) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in 2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had dengue fever in 2018. The patient concomitant medications were not reported. Caller requested information for her husband who received the Covid 19 vaccine. Vaccine recipient was "asymptomatic" with a report of low grade fever, pain at injection site and malaise on the first few days in 2020. On day 7 through day 10, recipient reports a high fever of 101.8 and severe myalgia. Caller stated her husband tested negative for Covid, flu and rsv post vaccination and blood work comes back good in 2020. Caller wanted to know if her husband should get the second dose of the Covid 19 vaccination.   Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

920090 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 FL 58.0 M sinus issues; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; right arm sore; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program. A contactable consumer (patient) reported that a 58-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EH9899; Expire Date: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration, in arm, right upper, on 16Dec2020 11:10 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The vaccination facility type was hospital. The vaccine was not administered at military facility. Patient's medical history (including any illness at time of vaccination) was none. The patient got ill from all pain medications- from prescription strength pain killers to OTC products such as tylenol, ibuprofen and aspirin. All of them make him sick- experienced hot flashes and nausea. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect vaccine. Prior vaccinations (within 4 weeks) was none. The concomitant medication included 2 different blood pressure pills, mentioning Lisinopril, but stated he did not think his blood pressure pills were relevant to what he was experiencing with the COVID-19 Vaccine. A MRI tech (clarified by caller as MRI technologist) at a hospital who received the COVID-19 Vaccine on 16Dec2020 (caller clarified he received the vaccine at 11:10 AM on 16Dec2020). Caller stated on 17Dec2020 he had signs of aches and pains allover, a sore arm (clarified as his right arm), no fever. He also experienced sinus issues and a loss of sense of smell. Clarified his right arm was sore for only a day, his sinus issues started on 20Dec2020, and his loss of the sense of smell gradually started on 22Dec2020. He stated on 23Dec2020 he had a COVID-19 test performed and the test result was positive for the COVID-19 virus. Caller asked since he had the first COVID-19 Vaccine dose, and has now tested positive for the COVID-19 virus, should he get the second COVID-19 Vaccine dose scheduled for 06Jan2021. Patient's Height: 5' 8'' as provided by caller, who stated he has shrunk 1''. No further details provided. Patient's Weight: 169 lbs. as provided by caller, who stated his weight was as of today. Reported he worked an overnight shift, clarifying he was injected with the COVID-19 Vaccine after his overnight shift was finished on the morning of 16Dec2020. He stated he came back to work later in the day on 16Dec2020 to work another overnight shift from 9:00 PM to 7:30AM. He said after he finished is overnight shift on the morning of 17Dec2020, he went home to bed, and woke up around 12:00 PM on 17Dec2020. He said when he woke up, he started to feel aches and pains allover, and after that noticed he was getting chills periodically. Clarified he experienced the aches and pains allover for a couple of days, and then the aches and pains went away. He said he then started to get the feeling a sinus infection was coming on, but he never got a sinus infection. He said the aches, pains, and chills came back. Reported his co-worker received the COVID-19 Vaccine on Saturday, 19Dec2020, clarifying his co-worker did well with the COVID-19 Vaccine. He clarified his employer was concerned that he may have exposed his co-worker to COVID-19 when the two worked together on the overnight shift of 22Dec2020. He said both he and his coworker kept their PPE on the whole time they worked except when the two ate dinner. He said the two of them sat at a round table about 6 feet apart, and took off their masks to eat. He said his partner agreed that the two of them were right at 6 feet apart when the sat at the table to eat dinner, so their employer deemed his coworker as low risk. Reported on 22Dec2020 he had to go back to work, so he was asked for his temperature at the time, which was 98.8 degrees. He did have a flu shot previously. He was instructed as long as he doesn't have a fever over 100 degrees, he can work. The caller said he went to work on 22Dec2020, and read an email from his employer's wellness office. He said the wellness office email spoke about the COVID-19 Vaccine side effects, and instructed employees to contact the wellness office with any COVID-19 Vaccine side effects experienced. He said he left a voicemail with his employer's wellness office explaining exactly what his COVID-19 Vaccine side effects were. He said he instructed his employer's wellness office call him in the afternoon because he was going to go home, go to bed, and wake up at noon on 23Dec2020. He stated he spoke with his employer's wellness office at around 11:30 AM on 23Dec2020, and the wellness office asked for him to go to the hospital, and have a COVID19 test. Caller stated his employer performed a COVID-19 nasal swab test, and on 24Dec2020, he was told he was COVID-19 positive. He said his employer backed up his quarantine start date to 17Dec2020 (the first day he experienced symptoms), and had him follow a 10-day quarantine until 27Dec2020. He stated today, 28Dec2020, was the first day he has been off quarantine. Reported he was not saying he got COVID-19 from receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine, but should he have the second COVID-19 Vaccine injection. Clarified his symptoms were intermittent, and started coming back around 20Dec2020. Reported he was not experiencing any scratchiness in his throat, and his eyes were not watering. He said he has had no cough, no sneezing, and no trouble breathing. He said in general, it felt like something was coming on, saying it was building up, but not getting out. Clarified he had gone back to work on 23Dec2020 to have his COVID-19 nasal swab test performed, and was told by his employer on 24Dec2020 that the COVID-19 nasal swab test was positive. No AE required a visit to emergency room or physician office. The outcome of the event right arm sore was recovered on 18Dec2020 and the other events was unknown.

920091 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 FL 51.0 F waves of nausea for 2 days after; Dizziness; headache; difficulty with higher thought processes - feeling "zoned out"; difficulty with higher thought processes - feeling "zoned out"; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient).  A 51-year-old female (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number unknown due to not available/provided to reporter at the time of report completion), intramuscular at left arm on 23Dec2020 09:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a "Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility". The patient's medical history included Gluten and FODMAP food allergy. Concomitant medications received within 2 weeks of vaccination: dietary supplements. No other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and had been tested for COVID-19 post the vaccination. COVID-19 test post vaccination on 23Dec2020 result was negative. It was reported that on 23Dec2020 09:30, the patient experienced dizziness, headache, difficulty with higher thought processes - feeling "zoned out", and "waves of nausea for 2 days after". No treatment was taken for the above events. The outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920092 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 MN 53.0 F Recurrence of redness, swelling, pain at injection site/Site reaction is identical to initial reaction occurring on days 2 and 3; Recurrence of redness, swelling, pain at injection site/Site reaction is identical to initial reaction occurring on days 2 and 3; Recurrence of redness, swelling, pain at injection site/Site reaction is identical to initial reaction occurring on days 2 and 3; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 53-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 19Dec2020 at 10:15 AM in a hospital at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma and GERD. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination and had no known allergies. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks, had no COVID-19 diagnosis prior to vaccination, and was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. Concomitant medication included omeprazole (PRILOSEC). On 27Dec2020 at 18:00, the patient experienced a recurrence of redness, swelling, and pain at injection site measuring 5.5 cm x 5.6 cm occurring on day 9 post injection. Site reaction was identical to the initial reaction occurring on days 2 and 3 of Dec2020, which resolved by day 4. The patient received no treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was not recovered/not resolved.  Information about the lot/batch has been requested.

920093 01/05/2021 AZ 27.0 F Sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 27-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine; Lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at 08:30 AM at a single dose; and the first dose via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination, had no known allergies, and did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to the vaccination and was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The patient experienced sore arm on 28Dec2020 at 09:00. The patient received no treatment for the event. The outcome of the event was unknown.

920094 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 IL 50.0 F In response to the vaccine on 21Dec2020 I started to get a headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). An 50-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine; Lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 21Dec2020 at 12:00 PM in a hospital at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination, had no known drug allergies (NKDA), and did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to the vaccination and was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. Concomitant medication included diazepam (VALIUM). In response to the vaccine on 21Dec2020, the patient started to get a headache, 600 mg ibuprofen was taken. Overnight, she woke up with a debilitating headache, stayed in bed on 22Dec2020 taking Tylenol 1000 mg q (every) 8 hours and Ibuprofen 600 mg q (every) 6 hours to keep the headache manageable. The entire week, she had 2 days where if she didn't keep rotating the doses of Tylenol and Ibuprofen, the headache would become severe. The side effects included "headache" but this was no common headache and she was not a person who routinely gets them. It has been a week since the injection and she still had to continue the cycling of Tylenol/ibuprofen to maintain this headache, to continue ADL's. Outcome of the event was not recovered. The case was reported as non-serious (did not result in death, was not life-threatening, did not cause/prolong hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating, and did not result to any congenital anomaly/birth defect).

920095 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 CA 39.0 F developed a severe tachycardia with no other symptoms.; was nervous and kind of shaking; was nervous and kind of shaking; Allergic reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 39-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine; Lot number: EJ1685), intramuscular in the left arm on 24Dec2020 at 08:00 AM in the hospital at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination, has no known allergies, had no other medications in two weeks, and did not receive any other vaccine within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to the vaccination and was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. At 3:00 PM of 24Dec2020, the patient developed a severe tachycardia with no other symptoms. She walked herself to the ER (Emergency room/department or urgent care), was nervous and kind of shaking. By the time they got to her, her heart rate was stable and was at 88. Transient tachycardia was at around 120-140 for 7 minutes and resolved with no intervention. Basic labs came back normal. She got discharged from the ER. The patient didn't think they reported it but she was willing to cooperate in any way. The patient was not treated for the adverse events. As per the patient, she reported her adverse reaction (after the 1st dose) on the website as recommended. She experienced "very fast heart beat 8 hours after receiving the vaccine". The patient was inquiring if she would be contacted after. The patient also asked if the very fast heartbeat was related to the vaccine because the reaction did not happen right away like usual, she was not sure if it was an allergic reaction since it happened 8 hours later. Outcome of the event 'Tachycardia' was recovered in Dec2020, while for the other events was unknown. The case was reported as non-serious (did not result in death, was not life-threatening, did not cause/prolong hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating, and did not result to any congenital anomaly/birth defect).

920096 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 CA 30.0 F It felt a little numb on the part that was injected; I kept filling the medicine drip from my nose and since then I have been having really bad cough; I kept filling the medicine drip from  my nose and since then I have been having really bad cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 30-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at a  single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no relevant medical history and no concomitant medications. The patient stated that she believed she had a little bit side effects on the vaccine in Dec2020. She took the vaccine about maybe more than a week ago and yesterday it felt a little numb on the part that was injected and she kept "filling the medicine" drip from her nose and since then she had been having really bad cough. The patient stated that for her cough, she took natural stuffs (unspecified). Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

920097 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 AL 40.0 F Asthma exacerbation; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 40-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, Lot number: ek5730), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 18Dec2020 13:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history includes adult onset asthma, seasonal allergies, anxiety and depression. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication included atomoxetine hydrochloride (STRATTERA), vortioxetine hydrobromide (TRINTELLIX), ethinylestradiol and levonorgestrel (SEASONIQUE). The patient experienced asthma exacerbation following vaccination that started 2 hours after (18Dec2020, 3PM) and worsened 1 day later. The pulmonologist advised to nebulize the patient with albuterol due to shortness of breath tightness and clear secretions despite MDI. The patient had to restart controller Symbicort (still with 3x day albuterol on 23Dec2020) and seen at an urgent care. Oral steroids were prescribed (Medrol dose pack). The patient was not hospitalized for the event but the resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care visit. The event was reported as non-serious. The vaccine was administered in a hospital. The patient has not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient has been tested for Flu and COVID (Nasal Swab, PCR) Testing on 23Dec2020 and results were negative. The outcome of the event was recovering.

920098 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 F burning itching and having welts over her body; burning itching and having welts over her body; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional (technologist, patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: Unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On unspecified date in Dec2020, the patient experienced burning itching and having welts over her body. The outcome of the events was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

920099 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 TX 39.0 F heart palpitations; felt like heart was skipping a beat almost every 3-5 minutes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 39-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration at the right arm on 21Dec2020 08:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination and had no known allergy. The patient had no concomitant medications. On 23Dec2020 at 11 pm, approximately 36 hours after getting vaccine, the patient had 36+ hours of heart palpitations, felt like heart was skipping a beat almost every 3-5 minutes.  Events subsided after 36-48 hours. The patient was not hospitalized for the events. There was no treatment given for the events. The events were reported as non-serious. The vaccine was administered in a hospital. The patient has not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering.

920100 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 IN 37.0 F Headache; nausea; arm pain at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: ek5730), intramuscular at the left arm on 23Dec2020 14:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included anxiety. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination and had no known allergy. Concomitant medication included trazodone and fluoxetine hydrochloride (PROZAC). On 24Dec2020 6 am, the patient experienced headache and moderate nausea for about 48-32 hours with significant arm pain at the injection site. The patient was not hospitalized for the events and did not receive any treatment. The events were reported as non-serious. The vaccine was administered in a hospital. The patient has not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date in Dec2020.

920101 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 60.0 F Rhinorrhea; Fever; Injection site pain; Chills; facial flushing; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other-HCP (patient). A 60-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EK9231) (Brand= Pfizer), via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 07:15AM at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was left arm and it was the first dose. The facility type vaccine was workplace clinic. None medical history. The patient's concomitant medications was not reported. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination nor tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The known allergies included Ibuprofen based pain medicine. On 24Dec2020, patient experienced injection site pain; chills; facial flushing. 25Dec2020 fever. 26Dec2020 rhinorrhea. Patient didn't receive treatment for the adverse events. The action taken in response to the events for BNT162B2 was not applicable. The outcome of events was recovered in Dec2020.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920102 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 TX 59.0 F Fine raised red rash over her body; throat swelling; diarrhea; high pitched cough productive with clear thin secretions; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 59-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm from at 12:30 PM on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included depression. Concomitant medication included bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), triazolam (HALCION), fluoxetine hydrochloride (PROZAC), paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient previously took Lamictal and experienced rash, codeine and experienced hallucination, lamictal for drug allergy, codeine and experienced drug allergy. On 24Dec2020 mid-day (11:00 AM), the patient developed the following S/S (signs and symptoms, which were similar to a Lamictal rash): Fine raised red rash over her body, but significantly heavier to face, neck and lower legs; throat swelling with a high pitched cough (with no difficulty breathing) productive with clear thin secretions; diarrhea. The patient took 6 Benadryl every 4-6 hours, Pepcid twice daily, and had an epi pen available (but did not need it). The cough and rash resolved by late Sunday evening (27Dec2020). The patient did not report to ED because she felt the symptoms were manageable at home. All events reported as non-serious. The outcome of events red rash and cough were recovered on 27Dec2020, the outcome of rest events was unknown. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19; Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

920103 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 CT 51.0 F numbness and itching in the roof of mouth; numbness and itching in the roof of mouth; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional.  A 51-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ 1685), intramuscular on the left arm on Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included hypertension and GERD.  Concomitant medication included metoprolol, dexlansoprazole, ondansetron and propranolol.  The patient previously took gadolinium and midazolam and experienced known allergies: gadolinium and midazolam.  The patient experienced numbness and itching in the roof of mouth on Dec2020. Patient received BENADRYL as treatment. The outcome of the events was recovering.

920104 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 TX 31.0 F Intermittent dizziness and it doesn't last very long usually its usually couple of times a day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 31-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot "EJ then it's either I or 1, I don't know then 685", Expiry Date: 31Mar2021) solution for injection intramuscular on 19Dec2020 (at the age of 31-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Pregnancy status was not reported. Medical history was unknown. Concomitant medication included multivitamins. The patient stated, "I just wanted to know if it's normal or not, I got this first half of the Covid Vaccine on the 19Dec2020 and ever since I have been having like intermittent dizziness (19Dec2020) and it doesn't last very long usually its usually couple of times a day but I just wanted to know if that's normal and if it is how long before it stops?" No treatment was provided for the event intermittent dizziness. The outcome of the event intermittent dizziness was unknown.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

920105 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 M patient had COVID two days after vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 26Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had COVID two days after vaccination (28Dec2020). The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

920106 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 FL F Fever of 101 Chills; body aches; ocular migraine; abdominal cramping and pain; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable Pharmacist. A female patient of unspecified age (reported as "44 without unit") received the 1st dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: ett9899) via Intramuscular on 18Dec2020 13: 00 at single dose in the arm left for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. Concomitant medications included claritin, OCP. The patient previously took cephalosporin and experienced allergy. The patient experienced Fever of 101 Chills, body aches, ocular migraine, then developed abdominal cramping and pain at 18Dec2020 19:00. Symptoms lasted 3 days and then completely resolved. Adverse events result in emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient received treatment for events and underwent lab tests, which included CT of Head. Outcome of events was recovered on 22Dec2020.

920107 12/15/2020 01/05/2021 TX U dizzy; weak; S/He had started feeling really bad; s/he didn't feel well; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 15Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 27Dec2020, the patient started feeling dizzy and weak. S/He had started feeling really bad; s/he didn't feel well. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920108 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 29.0 F four days after getting her first COVID vaccine injection, she had a COVID positive test result (antigen rapid response test); four days after getting her first COVID vaccine injection, she had a COVID positive test result (antigen rapid response test); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 29-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EK5730/expiration date unknown), dose number 1 via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 09:00 at a single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included vaccination of unspecified flu vaccine in Oct2020. No vaccines or new medications were received on the day of the vaccination. The patient stated that on 27Dec2020, four days after getting her first COVID vaccine injection, she had a COVID positive test result (antigen rapid response test). The patient stated that she had been mostly asymptomatic for COVID. The outcome of the events was unknown.

920109 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 PA 25.0 F My eyes were glassy; Lightheadedness and dizziness; Fatigue; Low-grade temperature of 99.0 F with chills; Low-grade temperature of 99.0 F with chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself).  This 25-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EL0140), via intramuscular, on 23Dec2020 at 13:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation Vaccine location was left arm. The patient was not pregnant. The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 25-year-old. Relevant medical history included ongoing irritable bowel syndrome, ongoing allergies tree nuts and peanuts. Past drug history included allergy to penicillin. Relevant concomitant medications included famotidine, sertraline, and ethinylestradiol, ferrous fumarate, norethisterone acetate (JUNEL FE) for birth control. No other vaccine was received in four weeks At approximately 16:00 on 23Dec2020, she had sudden onset of fatigue, a low-grade temperature of 99.0 F with chills. By 17:30, she was also bringing to experience lightheadedness and dizziness. That night at approximately 22:00, she had temperature of 99.1. On 24Dec2020, she experienced lightheadedness and dizziness the entire day, from waking up to going to bed later that night. Her eyes were glassy and she would feel an impulse of dizziness go distinctly from the right side of her head to the left, and then felt more dizzy after that. It was constant throughout the entire day and would occur while she was sitting, standing, or moving around. On 25Dec2020, she was tired but the dizziness had gone away. Pre-vaccination and post-vaccination COVID tests were not performed. No therapeutic measures were taken as result of the events. The patient had recovered from the events in Dec2020.

920110 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 F Fever; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced fever and headache for almost 10 days in Dec2020. The outcome of the events was not recovered. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920111 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 CA 58.0 F intermittent Heart palpitations that began at 0800; Severe fatigue that began 4 hours post injection and lasted approx 48 hrs; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 58-year-old female patient received their first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: Ek 5730; expiry date not reported), intramuscularly on the right arm on 26Dec2020 at 08:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies to milk and eggs. Concomitant medication included lisinopril.  The patient experienced severe fatigue that began 4 hours post injection and lasted approx. 48 hrs on 26Dec2020 and intermittent heart palpitations that began at 08:00 on 28Dec2020. The patient recovered from severe fatigue on an unspecified date in Dec2020 (reported as approx. 48hrs) while the outcome of intermittent heart palpitations was unknown.

920112 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 IA 59.0 F developed shingles outbreak 4 days later; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.   A 59-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) for COVID-19 immunization on 22Dec2020 at single dose in the upper arm via unspecified route of administration. The patient had not medical history. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 26Dec2020 the patient developed shingles outbreak. The outcome of the event was not recovered.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested

920113 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 CA 41.0 M Fever of 101.0 F; chills with fever; fatigue; night sweats; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 41-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Batch/lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 15:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Vaccine location provided as Left arm. Medical history included Scleroderma, interstitial lung disease.  There were no Known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication (reported as other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination) included ibuprofen, ergocalciferol (VITAMIN D), cetirizine hydrochloride (CITIRIZINE), famotidine. There were no other vaccines received within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not diagnose with COVID-19 prior vaccination. The patient experienced Fever of 101.0 F, chills with fever, fatigue, night sweats on 21Dec2020 20:00. No treatment received for all reported events. The patient had Covid tested via Nasal Swab post vaccination with PCR result negative on 23Dec2020.  The outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020. This case was assessed as non-serious.

920114 01/05/2021 U tested positive after receiving the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar events in two patients. This is the first of two reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received their first dose of  BNT162B2 (lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The reporter queried on after low long will the antibodies be present after receiving first dose and would it show up in antibody testing. Further reported they have 1-2 patients who tested positive after receiving the first dose. The reporter also queried any recommendations on vaccinating them for the 2nd dose if they test positive in between the two doses and that they have one vial left over from last week, today at noon the 5days will expire. If they dilute it now at 10am do they have to use it by noon or add 6hours from the time of dilution. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 antibody test: positive on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020516039 same drug and event in a different patient

920115 01/05/2021 U tested positive after receiving the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar events in two patients. This is the second of two reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received their first dose of  BNT162B2 (lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The reporter queried on after low long will the antibodies be present after receiving first dose and would it show up in antibody testing. Further reported they have 1-2 patients who tested positive after receiving the first dose. The reporter also queried any recommendations on vaccinating them for the 2nd dose if they test positive in between the two doses and that they have one vial left over from last week, today at noon the 5days will expire. If they dilute it now at 10am do they have to use it by noon or add 6hours from the time of dilution. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 antibody test: positive on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020516038 same drug and event in a different patient

920116 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 TN 37.0 F Headache; soreness at injection site; nausea; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Unknown since misplaced/discarded) via intramuscular on 26Dec2020 17:30 on left arm at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included anxiety and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). The patient allergy for reglan. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Concomitant medications included atomoxetine hydrochloride (STRATTERA) and sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT). The patient experienced Headache, soreness at injection site, nausea, fatigue on 27Dec2020 08:00 AM. The patient received Excedrin as treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was recovering.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

920117 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 CA 50.0 F body aches; decreased appetite; cotton mouth; everything tastes metallic and it's kind of hard to explain it very well; change of sense of taste; loss of taste; body rash on upper torso only described as "not bad" and "not itchy" or bothersome; low grade fever 100.3; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 50-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in left upper arm, on 21Dec2020  06:30 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was  hospital.The patient's weight was 67.13 kg and height was 173 cm. The patient's medical history included nausea and flu like symptoms. Concomitant medications included omeprazole(PROTONIX) from Dec2020 at 40mg once a day for nausea. The patient stated that a week before she received the vaccine she had flu like symptoms and she was tested for COVID-19 and the test result was negative in Dec2020. The patient experienced low grade fever 100.3 which started in the evening of the vaccine(21Dec2020) and she took Tylenol and went to sleep and the next day felt better, which resolved by the next day(22Dec2020). The patient experienced body aches on an unknown date, body rash on upper torso only described as "not bad" and "not itchy" or bothersome which started on 21Dec2020(a few hours after receiving vaccine) and resolved on 23Dec2020. The patient experienced change of sense of taste, "everything tastes metallic and it's kind of hard to explain it very well" on 24Dec2020. The patient experienced loss of tastewhich started on either 23Dec2020 or 24Dec2020. She was starting to be able to taste. She has anything it is bland. She can taste some saltiness. That started coming back on approximately Saturday, 26Dec2020. The patient experienced decreased appetite, "cotton mouth" on an unknown date.  The outcome of the events "low grade fever 100.3", "body rash on upper torso only described as "not bad" and "not itchy" or bothersome", "loss of taste" was recovered and of other events  was unknown.

920118 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 NC 34.0 F raised bumps/hives all over body; Generalized Rash that is itchy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 34-year-old female patient received their first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: ER5730; expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 20Dec2020 at 11:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included amoxicillin. The patient experienced Generalized Rash that is itchy, raised bumps/hives all over body on 27Dec2020. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events which included treatment with hydroxyzine. The patient did not recover from the events.

920119 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 PA 52.0 F Wheezing; Cough; Profound sleepiness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP). A 52-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number: EK9231), intramuscular on the left arm on 24Dec2020 at 11:30 at a single dose for immunization. Medical history included HBP, asthma, radicular pain and migraines. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took tetracycline and experienced drug allergy. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at a hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and has not been tested for COVID-19. On 26Dec2020 at 05:00, the patient experienced wheezing, cough and profound sleepiness, and was prescribed Proair Inhaler as treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was not resolved.

920120 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 OK 46.0 F ringing in the ears; slight headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 46-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (Batch/lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration (reported as one injection to left arm) on 16Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included allergy. Concomitant medication included prednisolone acetate (PREDNISOLONE ACETATE, Manufacturer: Pacific Pharma. NDC: 60758119-05, Lot: E88990, Exp. date: Feb2023) 1%, four eyedrops a day until she is out, 7 days at most or a week for allergy. The nurse called as a patient about the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, which she received on 16Dec and had a headache - only a slight headache, the day after and ringing in her ears that has not gone away. She says it was her first injection of the vaccine. The patient says she was given the vaccine through her work, and says she had a headache that evening and then a slight headache the next day. She says that the ringing in the ear, she noticed the next day in the morning. She says it is hard to tell if the ringing is just one ear or not, the ringing is staying about the same, and is more in her right ear. She says she has not had treatment for either the headache or the ringing in her ears, and the headache improved on its own. She had no new medications and didn't receive any other vaccines when she got this one. She says that she went to the eye doctor in the past week and he started her on eye drops, she has never been on prednisone for allergies, and for her eyes he gave her prednisone drops and allergy drops. She says she started that medication on the evening she got it, Monday 21Dec. She would like to know if there could be some type of allergy, she doesn't know if she should take the second dose of the vaccine. She says she doesn't know if there is something she should do for the ringing in her ears, like a common treatment or anything, or if others have been reporting this. She says she saw on the website that one side effect said ringing in ears, but she isn't sure if the website was either of those provided by call handler for further information. The outcome of the events slight headache was resolving while ringing in the ears had not resolved.

920121 01/05/2021 F angioedema; swelling of the lips; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A 45-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose as COVID-19 vaccine. Medical history included angioedema 23 years ago. Concomitant medications were not reported. The caller wanted to report AE for the COVID-19 vaccine. AE reported that she took the COVID-19 vaccine and after 23 hours, she developed angioedemia on unspecified date. Additionally, she said that she woke up with swelling of the lips on an unspecified date. Given the AE from the first request, it was inquired if it was recommended to get a second dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of angioedemia with lip swelling cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate

920122 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 F she had a rapid test performed which indicated a positive test result; she had a rapid test performed which indicated a positive test result; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient indicated she received the first dose of the vaccine on the 18th and due to a family member testing positive, she had a SARS-CoV-2 rapid test performed in Dec2020 which indicated a positive test result. Her employment was questioning as to whether this is due to her receipt of vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported information is limited. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

920123 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 29.0 F resident (patient) tested positive for COVID, 10 days after the first dose of COVID vaccine; resident (patient) tested positive for COVID, 10 days after the first dose of COVID vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician via a Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A 29-year-old female patient received their first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter wanted to know how long they have to wait for the second dose of the COVID vaccine as her resident (patient) tested positive for COVID on 27Dec2020, 10 days after the first dose of COVID vaccine given to her on the 17Dec2020. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included SARS-CoV-2 test: positive on 27Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of subject vaccine cannot be excluded for the reported events of LOE and SARS-CoV-2 test positive, based on temporal relationship.  There is very limited information provided in this report.   This case will be reassessed upon receipt of follow-up information.

920124 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 66.0 M he couldn't take a deep breathe; smothering feeling; felt an out of body; light headedness; This is a spontaneous report from two contactable physician received via Medical Information Team.  A 66-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at right shoulder on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient reported that: "on 23Dec2020, a minute after vaccination he felt as if he couldn't take a deep breathe, it was like a smothering feeling, then he felt an out of body and light headedness, this only lasted for 3 minutes". The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included SARS-CoV-2 antibody test which resulted negative and SARS-CoV-2 test: no positive results for the COVID Test prior to the vaccine. The patient outcome of the events was recovered.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920125 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 43.0 F fever; Nausea; suddenly felt there was something hot going through my body; suddenly felt there was something hot going through my body; She said she felt a wave of heat going through her blood vessel, and her legs and arms felt hot.; It made it hard to breathe; felt like a rush of hot and felt horrible; My heart rate and BP was high; My heart rate and BP was high; she looked pale, and did not have rashes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP  reporting for herself  A 43-years-old female patient  received  bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot # EH9899) vaccine , via an unspecified route of administration on 26Dec2020 10:15 at single dose  for Covid-19 immunisation .  Medical history included thyroid cancer from 2009  , blood calcium decreased from an unknown date , depression from an unknown date , anxiety from an unknown date.  Concomitant medication included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC)  [fluoxetine (FLUOXETINE), calcium carbonate, colecalciferol, menaquinone (VITAMIN K2 + VITAMIN D3 + CALCIUM), calcium carbonate (TUMS)  vitamin C (VITAMIN C) , vitamin D2 (VITAMIN D2), levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID). On 26Dec2020, about thirty minutes after receiving the vaccine the patient  suddenly felt there was something hot going through her body  it made it hard to breathe  , felt like a rush of hot and felt horrible , her heart rate and BP were high, she said she felt a wave of heat going through her blood vessel, and her legs and arms felt hot. , she looked pale, and did not have rashes.  The patient believed she was having an allergic reaction and gave a shot of epinephrine before going to ER. The doctors told her that her oxygen was fine (SatO2: 98%) and therefore she was not having an allergic reaction. She felt like she had trouble breathing. Her heart rate would go up to 120 to 150. Her blood pressure was high.  She also received a shot of lorazepam (ATIVAN) at about 15:30 on 26Dec2020. She went bed and woke up on 27Dec2020, she had fever at 99.4°F and had nausea. The outcome of the reported events was unknown.  The patient stated this was a terrible experience and she felt like she was going to die.  Also she is not going to receive the second shot of the vaccine.

920126 01/05/2021 U tested positive for COVID-19; was given the first COVID-19 dose. After some time, the employee got symptomatic and was tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of bnt162b2, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient who is employed in a hospital tested negative for COVID-19 then was given the first COVID-19 dose. After some time, the patient got symptomatic and was tested positive for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported information is limited. The case will be reassessed upon receipt of follow up information. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

920127 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 PA 36.0 F Angioedema of lips, throat, eyes, hands.  Flushing of hands; Angioedema of lips, throat, eyes, hands.  Flushing of hands; Dizziness; Fatigue; Legs became heavy; Joint stiffness of hands; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine; Lot number: EJ 1685), intramuscular on the left arm on 23Dec2020 at 06:30 AM in a hospital at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies of seasonal allergies, cats, and metals; migraines, chronic idiopathic urticaria, and angioedema. The patient was not pregnant and did not have any other vaccine in four weeks. The patient did not have COVID prior to the vaccination and did not test positive to COVID post vaccination (also reported as not been tested for COVID-19 after the vaccination). Concomitant medication included propranolol, cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), and sertraline (reported as other medications in two weeks). On 23Dec2020 at 06:45 AM, the patient experienced immediate symptoms of angioedema of lips, throat, eyes, hands; flushing of hands, dizziness, fatigue, legs became heavy, and joint stiffness of hands. She was monitored by colleagues for an hour, prescription for Epi pen refilled, and available angioedema and fatigue persisted for three days. It was reported that the patient was not treated for the adverse events but it was also reported that the AE treatment also included X-ray and antibiotic. Outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of immediate symptoms of angioedema of lips, throat, eyes, hands, flushing of hands, dizziness, fatigue, legs became heavy, and joint stiffness of hands cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate

920128 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MD 33.0 F tachycardia; dizziness; throat swelling; blotches on chest; palpitations; chest tightness/had residual mild chest discomfort and noticed 2 blotches on chest in car; metallic taste in mouth; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 33-year-old female patient received the 1st dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EH9899) via Intramuscular on 28Dec2020 12:30 PM at single dose in the arm left for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included Bee venom (anaphylaxis), hereditary fructose intolerance (HFI, HFI as above but no previous issues with sucrose containing vaccines) and Known allergies: Bee venom (anaphylaxis). Concomitant medications included Linaclotide, Adderall, polyethylene glycol 3350. Roughly 5-7 minutes after injection, the patient experienced palpitations, chest tightness, and metallic taste in mouth - sensations mostly subsided after another 5 minutes so did not report. Left center after 30 mins, the patient had residual mild chest discomfort and noticed 2 blotches on chest in car. Drove home - on the way at 13: 15 (45 mins post vaccine), developed throat swelling, severe chest tightness, tachycardia (HR 130s), and dizziness. Severe symptoms (throat swelling particularly) subsided after 5 minutes but other symptoms persisted for another hour. Used albuterol, had epi pen ready but didn't use. Now 3 hours out, feeling close to baseline. The patient underwent lab tests, which included Covid test post vaccination with Negative result in Dec2020. The patient received treatment for events, which included Albuterol. Outcome of events was recovering.

920129 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 IL 37.0 F Painful, swollen lymph nodes in L chest; Painful, swollen lymph nodes in L chest; arm pit, muscle aches; arm pit, muscle aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) reporting for herself.  A 37-year-old female (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 24Dec2020 09:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a hospital. The patient's medical history included hypertension, depression and anxiety. No known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included alprazolam (XANAX), diclofenac (VOLTAREN), bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN XL), amlodipine besilate (NORVASC), and diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). No other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and had not been tested for COVID-19 post the vaccination. On 25Dec2020 05:00, the patient experienced painful, swollen lymph nodes in left (L) chest, and arm pit, muscle aches. No treatment was taken for the above events. The outcome of the events was recovering.

920130 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 CA 40.0 F Angioedema; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 40-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number: EL1284, intramuscular in the right arm (also reported as right shoulder), first dose on 22Dec2020 00:30 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's relevant medical history included severe reaction to some animal dander and pollen, severe reactions to poison oak, possible drug induced reactions (unspecified) post C-section, mild rash with influenza vaccine this year (2020) (with no other hx of adverse reaction to a vaccine); had allergies to pollen, mold, some animals. The patient previously took influenza vaccine (split virion, inactivated) and experienced rash. The patient had no covid prior vaccination nor was she tested post vaccination. Adverse event reported was angioedema on 24Dec2020 with outcome of recovering. Systems started appearing on 23Dec2020 evening with slight rash and fluid collection under right eye. Developed more rash on 24Dec2020. In the evening to early morning of 25Dec2020, symptoms worsened significantly. Rapid swelling to face occurred. Swelling was concentrated around eyes and cheeks the most. Both right and left side of the face and neck were affected. However, the right side face had a more pronounced reaction. MD ordered oral prednisone and Benadryl as treatment plan. Also, ordered episode-pen for a worst case scenario. Symptoms have been improving under treatment but still persist some. The events were reported as non-serious. The adverse event start date was 24Dec2020 (as reported). The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit.; Sender's Comments: There is a reasonable possibility that the event angioedema was related to BNT162b2 based on known drug safety profile and temporal relationship.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

920131 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 NY 59.0 F got a mild generalized headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 59-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (lot number: EK5730, expiration date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on the right deltoid on 17Dec2020 at 11:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing migraine headache - stated she was diagnosed with migraines at 12 or 13 years old. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously received influenza vaccine in Sep2020 for immunization. The patient got a mild generalized headache on 18Dec2020 and still has a headache after all these days. The patient received the COVID-19 Vaccine at the hospital where she works on 17Dec2020 at 11:00AM. She said she went to Pfizer's website for the COVID-19 Vaccine, and the Pfizer website said a headache that develops after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine lasts a few days. She said no matter what medication she is using for her headache, the medication is not working, and she still has the headache. She stated she went to her employer's employee health department, and the employee health department had no information to give her about the COVID-19 Vaccine side effects and what to do about the side effects. Reported the COVID-19 Vaccine was offered as an elective vaccine at the hospital where she works, saying the hospital offered the COVID-19 Vaccine to all its employees. As for treatment, she has taken only over-the counter products to treat her headache. She said she has been taking Tylenol 500 mg caplets, UPC Number: Unknown, Lot Number: PFA044, and Expiration Date: Mar2023. She said she has been taking 2 caplets of Tylenol 500 mg almost daily to see if she can get the edge off of her headache. She said she keeps trying the Tylenol hoping the Tylenol will one day help her headache. She clarified that on most days she is taking 2 Tylenol 500mg caplets once a day, but there have been a couple days where she took 2 Tylenol 500mg caplets twice during the day. Reported she also tried (pharmacy name) brand Migraine Relief Caplets. Reported the headaches she is experiencing now are not like the headaches she has had prior to getting the COVID-19 Vaccine. She said she goes to a neurologist for her migraine headaches, clarifying the headaches she is having now are just a generalized, dull headache. She said she can function at work with the headaches she is having now. She said the headaches are just annoying and headaches don't go away. She said the headaches are not debilitating like her migraine headaches. She said with a migraine headache, she would have to call out at work, but with the headaches she is having now, she can still function. She said the headaches she is experiencing now are not like the migraine headaches she has had prior to getting the COVID-19 Vaccine. She said she goes to a neurologist for her migraine headaches. She said the headaches she is having now are just a generalized, dull headache, and she can function at work. She said the headaches are just annoying, and don't go away. She said the headaches are not debilitating like her migraine headaches. She said with a migraine headache, she would have to call out at work, but with the headaches she is having now, she can still function. The event had not resolved.

920132 01/05/2021 M Throat swelling; Dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional (HCP). A male patient of unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number: EL1284), intramuscularly on the left arm on an unspecified date at a single dose for immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced throat swelling and dizziness on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920133 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 51.0 F chest flushing; Racing heart rate; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 51-year-old non-pregnant female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 24Dec2020 11:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient has no medical history. Concomitant medication included ascorbic acid, betacarotene, calcium carbonate, calcium pantothenate, calcium phosphate dibasic, colecalciferol, copper sulfate, cyanocobalamin, ferrous fumarate, folic acid, lysine hydrochloride, magnesium oxide heavy, manganese sulfate monohydrate, nicotinamide, potassium iodide, potassium sulfate, pyridoxine hydrochloride, riboflavin, thiamine hydrochloride, tocopheryl acid succinate, zinc oxide (ONE A DAY MULTI VITAMIN & MINERALS). The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks. The patient previously took ephedrine and experienced allergies. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior vaccination and was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The patient experienced chest flushing and racing heart rate on 24Dec2020 11:45. Outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020; no treatment was needed for the events. The events was assessed as non-serious.

920134 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 M muscle aches; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced muscle aches on 26Dec2020. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about Lot/Batch number could not be obtained. No further information is expected.

920135 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 35.0 F after receiving the vaccine, she started bleeding heavily and is still currently bleeding; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 35-year-old female received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection) with unknown lot number and expiration date, via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient, a dispatch operator for a hospital, reported that she received the COVID vaccine a week ago on 22Dec2020. She stated that her period stopped two days prior to receiving the COVID vaccine. On 22Dec2020, after receiving the vaccine, she started bleeding heavily and is still currently bleeding. The patient wanted to know what she should do to stop the bleeding. The clinical outcome of the event was not recovered.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920136 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 IL 36.0 M feeling rundown; feeling sick; headache; Flu like symptoms; Chills; intermittent fever/ low grade fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 36-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EK5730, expiration date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration, in left arm on 20Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. His work was offering the vaccine to them, and he was a first responder, so he went to the hospital where they were administering it. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received no other vaccines or new medications with the COVID-19 vaccine. The patient experienced headache, flu like symptoms and chills on 20Dec2020 and intermittent fever in Dec2020. The patient was a first responder who received the COVID-19 vaccine on 20Dec2020. He experienced headache, flu like symptoms and intermittent fever. The patient stated that he started feeling "a little bit better" for a couple of days but now he has a fever again. His work had him take a COVID-19 test on 24Dec2020 due to his symptoms and he was negative. He was asking what he should do since he is experiencing continued symptoms. The patient said he has some questions about the COVID vaccine, since he received the first dose on 20Dec2020. He said that the day he had it he had a bad headache, chills, and flu like symptoms, then the next day the same thing, then later that night a fever, then the next day a fever. He said on Christmas Eve he got a COVID test to rule it out, and the test was negative. He said he was feeling better, then on 27Dec2020 he started feeling sick with a fever, then on 28Dec2020 a low grade fever and feeling rundown. The patient said he had a nasal swab COVID-19 test done, the one with 3-5 days for results. He said that the test itself was done on 24Dec2020. He said that the temperature for his low grade fever was 100.3 degrees Fahrenheit. His question was about the side effects, since he knew that these are listed that they can be side effects. He said it just kind of worries him since he felt better and now he feels sick again and popped a fever. He said that he called his doctor, and they said they are not gonna do a second COVID test, and told him to rest. He said he doesn't think this is normal though. Treatment of the events included Ibuprofen. The patient clarified to Advil. He said he took the recommended dose of two pills, 200 mg each. Advil: UPC: Unknown, Lot: DL9107 EXP: Jan2023. He said he took the Advil maybe once a day, the first two days. The lab test included temperature: 100.3 degrees Fahrenheit in Dec2020 and COVID-19 nasal swab test: negative on 24Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.

920137 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 CA 66.0 F stomach cramps; diarrhea; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 66-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection) intramuscular at left arm on 24Dec2020 08:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered in a hospital facility. Medical history included hypertension, and allergic to penicillin. The patient was not diagnosed with Covid-19 prior vaccination. Concomitant medication included amlodipine and irbesartan; both from unspecified date for unspecified indication. On 26Dec2020 22:30, the patient experienced stomach cramps, diarrhea and chills. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The patient did not receive treatment due to the events. The outcome of the events stomach cramps, diarrhea and chills was recovering. The reporter considered the events non-serious; the events did not results in death, not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating, not a congenital anomaly/birth defect.  Follow-up activities are possible, information on the batch number has been requested.

920138 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 WI 42.0 F throat feeling "hot"; tongue feeling numb and thick; tongue feeling numb and thick; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 42-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EL1284, expiry date unknown) intramuscular at left deltoid on 28Dec2020 10:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the workplace clinic. Medical history included allergies to shellfish, allergies to strawberries, and environmental allergies. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 28Dec2020 10:30 am (approximately 30 min post vaccine), the patient experienced that her throat feeling "hot" and her tongue feeling numb and thick. The patient denied ever feeling short of breath. The patient's vital signs were recorded on 28Dec2020. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. The outcome of the events throat feeling "hot", tongue feeling numb and thick was unknown. The reporter considered the events non-serious; did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating, not a congenital anomaly/birth defect.

920139 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 65.0 F Pain, Edema and erythema in 4 cm circumference around injection site; Pain, Edema and erythema in 4 cm circumference around injection site; Pain, Edema and erythema in 4 cm circumference around injection site; Myalgia; headache; anorexia; fatigue; weight loss; sweats; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 65 years old years female patient (no pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot Number: EM9899) via an unspecified route of administration at Left arm on 22Dec2020 01:15PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included hypertension, body mass index (BMI) 30, hypothyroidism and Covid-19. Known allergies: penicillin, sulpha drugs, seasonal allergies. No other vaccine in four weeks. The concomitant was reported as hydrochlorothiazide, losartan potassium (HYZAAR), levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), Metformin. The patient experienced pain, edema and erythema in 4 cm circumference around injection site myalgia, headache, anorexia, fatigue, weight loss, sweats, all started from 24Dec2020. No treatment received for events. The outcome of the events was recovering.

920140 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 39.0 M rash on his arm/has grown and was now a little bit itchy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient). A 39-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EK5730, expiry date unknown) intramuscular at right arm on 20Dec2020 around 09:30 at single dose for Covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient received Covid 19 vaccine 8 days ago (20Dec2020 around 09:30) and 5 days ago (Dec2020) he noticed a rash on his arm. The patient informed that he was not even sure if this was about the COVID-19 vaccine or if he has just associated it with it, but the rash has grown and was now a little bit itchy (Dec2020). The patient clarified that his first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine was on 20Dec2020 and he had onset of rash about 23Dec2020 or 24Dec2020, he was not exactly sure. The outcome of the event rash on his arm/has grown and was now a little bit itchy was not recovered. The reporter causality was unknown, with the information he has obtained and the conversation he just had with the inbound transfer agent it seemed a very low, slight likelihood that there was a causality relationship.

920141 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 MO F the injection site become red and sore; the injection site become red and sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A  female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (batch/lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received her first dose of the vaccine on 18Dec2020 and did not initially have any side effects but yesterday(8 days after vaccination) the injection site become red and sore on an unknown date.  The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.

920142 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 NY 37.0 F tested positive for the COVID virus/she was having a symptom, she lost her sense of smell; tested positive for the COVID virus/she was having a symptom, she lost her sense of smell; sinus infection; tested positive for the COVID virus/she was having a symptom, she lost her sense of smell; Her nose being stuffed; tension headache on the back of head; her deltoid was hurting for 24 hours; active infection after getting the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on the right deltoid on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had active infection after getting the first dose, consult if it was still recommended to get the second dose next week or she should be delaying getting the second dose. The patient got the COVID vaccine on the 18Dec2020. Then on the 24Dec2020 she tested positive for the COVID virus. She was due to get the second vaccine on 08Jan2021. She was asking should she still get the 2nd dose of the vaccine since came up positive. The patient was having a symptom, she lost her sense of smell of 22Dec2020. She lost her sense of smell on the evening on 22Dec2020, it still had not come back at all. She did have sense of taste on the tongue. She thought it was sinus infection, because her head didn't hurt and she was not stuffed anymore. She stated that after the vaccine, she had a tension headache on the back of head, and her deltoid was hurting for 24 hours. Her headache started the same day in the evening, went on till lunch time next day. Her nose being stuffed which she thought was a sinus infection started on Tuesday 22Dec2020, it was more located in the front middle of her forehead. Her nose being stuffed which she thought was a sinus infection started on Tuesday 22Dec2020, it was more located in the front middle of her forehead. She did not have her Card to provide Lot and Expiry, it was at work at the hospital. She was administered the vaccine on the right deltoid, since she didn't want to sleep on it. Prior to vaccine she has had no positive test for Covid. Caller stated that this was super unfortunately coincidental. She had had no antibody test. She had no reactions to vaccines in the past. Test: Respiratory Panel. Result: Negative on unknown date. The outcome of events drug ineffective, COVID-19 and sinus infection was not recovered. The outcome of event tension headache and muscle pain was recovered in Dec2020. The outcome of rest events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of subject vaccine cannot be excluded for the reported events of LOE, COVID 19 and other events, based on temporal relationship.  There is very limited information provided in this report.  This case will be reassessed upon receipt of follow-up information.

920143 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 AL 60.0 F generally not feeling well; a low grade fever; chills; freezing; couldn't get warm; tired and run down; sleepy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 60-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 08:40 AM at right deltoid, at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included sleep disorder. Concomitant medication included alprazolam prn (as needed) for sleep, HCTZ; losartan; metoprolol; montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), levocetirizine dihydrochloride (XYZAL). On 18Dec2020 the patient had temperature of 98.8 which is low grade fever for her because she runs low. On 18Dec2020, she experienced a low grade fever, chills and was freezing. On 18Dec2020 she had chills and couldn't get warm. She had three layers on and a heating vest. It passed and she was doing fine. Those symptoms passed, but reappeared on 26Dec2020, last Saturday. Since then, she mentioned generally not feeling well, in addition to being freezing cold and experiencing chills every day. She had been monitoring her temperatures, and had no fever. Since 26Dec2020, she had chills, couldn't get warm, and no fever. She was tired and run down. She was sleepy and usually she was very energetic. The patient asked if have heard of such experience in other people. Seriousness Criteria was reported as it was not disabling, but annoying. It was unusual. She had on a thermal shirt that she would wear for skiing and that is not normal. Then on the 26Dec2020 the chills started back again. She felt kind of tired. She didn't feel sick, but not up to snuff. No AE required emergency room/physician office. The outcome of the event fever was recovered on 19Dec2020. The outcome of the events freezing; sleepy; tired and run down was unknown. The outcome of the other events was not recovered. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.

920144 01/05/2021 43.0 F arm pain/soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse reported for herself. A 43-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EK5730, expiry date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced arm pain/soreness on unspecified date. The outcome of the event arm pain/soreness was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920145 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 CA 44.0 F L armpit swollen; L armpit lymph nodes swollen; Sensation of heaviness left arm; painful scapular area; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). A 44-years-old female patient (not pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/ Lot number: eh9899), intramuscularly on 22Dec2020 12:30 at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. Medical history included ongoing hypertension, allergic to shellfish. Concomitant medication within 2 weeks of vaccination included losartan, hydrochlorothiazide, vitamin C [ASCORBIC ACID], colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), zinc, paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced L armpit swollen/ L armpit lymph nodes swollen, sensation of heaviness left arm and painful scapular area from 23Dec2020 15:30. No treatment received for the adverse events. The outcome of events was not recovered. No COVID prior vaccination, since the vaccination the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. It was not reported as serious.

920146 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 CO F tested positive; tested positive; Symptoms experiencing include having no taste, smell and slight bodyache; Symptoms experiencing include having no taste, smell and slight bodyache; Symptoms experiencing include having no taste, smell and slight bodyache; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable other-healthcare professional (patient) reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was tested positive on 24Dec2020, and symptoms experiencing include having no taste, smell and slight body ache in Dec2020. The patient asked if she could get the second dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about the Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the limited available information, the company considers that a causal relationship between the COVID-19, with symptoms of having no taste, smell and slight body ache, and vaccination with BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

920147 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 42.0 F Nausea; vomiting; pain at injection site with paresthesias in the lower arm; pain at injection site with paresthesias in the lower arm; neck pain on the injection side; severe fatigue; myalgia; Fever; chills; SOB on exertion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for herself. A 42-year-old female patient received 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech, lot# EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration at arm left, on 18Dec2020 at 02:30 PM, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypertension, obesity, mood disorder, latex allergy. Patient did not experience COVID-19 before vaccination. Concomitant medications included trazodone (unknown manufacturer), escitalopram (unknown manufacturer). On 18Dec2020 at 10:00 PM the patient experienced nausea with outcome of recovering, vomiting with outcome of recovering, pain at injection site with paresthesias with outcome of recovering, neck pain on the injection side with outcome of recovering, severe fatigue with outcome of recovering, myalgia with outcome of recovering, fever with outcome of recovering, chills with outcome of recovering, shortness of breath (SOB) on exertion with outcome of recovering. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 PCR test (nasal swab): negative on 25Dec2020. No therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events. The events were considered non serious.

920148 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 61.0 F aches/pains/body aches and pains; hot flashes; a little fever/fever of a little over 100; she was freezing/chills; cold was worse; couldn't get comfortable; started feeling bad when she went to bed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's husband). A 61-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, Batch/lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 27Dec2020 at 12:45 on Left Upper Arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. No additional vaccines administered on same date of bnt162b2. The patient medical history included she may be a little overweight, but she was not obese. Concomitant medications included bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), lubiprostone (AMITIZA) for stomach. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously had the flu shot (influenza vaccine) in the past for immunization and got sick once afterward, she was not sure if it was food poisoning or the flu vaccine, she didn't get one this year. Patient's husband reported that patient got the vaccine yesterday (27Dec2020). She felt fine all day but started feeling bad when she went to bed on 27Dec2020. She was experiencing aches, pains hot flashes and a little fever a little over 100. She had a miserable night. She had body aches and pains, hot flashes and a little fever started around one in the morning of 28Dec2020. The fever was a little over one hundred. It looked like she what she got was normal side effects. The reporter didn't know how long approximately and how high her fever could get before he called the doctor. She had started to feel better on 28Dec2020. Then she was down again. She didn't feel great when she went to bed and then was up from 1AM to 2AM until now (28Dec2020). From 1AM or 2AM until 7AM or 8AM of 28Dec2020 it was the worse with bad aches and pains. She couldn't get comfortable. Alternating between fever and chills. Around 8AM to 9AM it started to get less and the aches started to get less. She didn't have a fever and he had checked 4 or 5 times. Around 2:00PM on 28Dec2020 she had the fever of a little over 100. The hot flashes were moderate to severe. The cold was worse and she was freezing in the middle of the night on 28Dec2020. He gave her heating pads and blankets and she was still freezing. Reporter thought the second shot would be worse with reactions. She was concerned about getting the second shot. No event required a visit to Emergency Room or Physician Office. No Investigation Assessment provided. The outcome of the events was unknown. This report was reported as non-serious.

920149 12/15/2020 01/05/2021 IA U Positive rapid test and PCR test after 1st vaccination; Positive rapid test and PCR test after 1st vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for her/himself. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration, on 15Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive on 27Dec2020 on a rapid test and on 28Dec2020 on a respiratory panel by PCR. Next dose was scheduled  on 05Jan2021.  The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event Positive rapid test and PCR test based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 12 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

920150 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 MA 42.0 F Severe left arm pain; loss/dulling of taste within 1hr of vaccine that lasted 12hrs; loss/dulling of taste within 1hr of vaccine that lasted 12hrs; joint pain; tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 42-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 17Dec2020 07:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. There was no medical history. Concomitant medication in two weeks included vitamin d3, cyanocobalamin (B12).  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced severe left arm pain; loss/dulling of taste within 1hr of vaccine that lasted 12hrs; joint pain and tiredness on 17Dec2020 at time of 09:00 AM. No treatment received for these events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was recovered in Dec2020.

920151 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NY F tested positive for coronavirus; tested positive for coronavirus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced tested positive for coronavirus on 24Dec2020. The patient worked in a hospital. She got the first dose of Pfizer coronavirus vaccine on Tuesday, 22Dec2020. She tested positive for coronavirus on Thursday 24Dec2020 after exposure to patients and staff. She had mild symptoms. Her 2nd dose was scheduled for 12Jan2021. The patient was inquiry whether she should receive it, or should she take an antibody test first, but it would be less than 3 weeks from the onset of illness. The outcome of event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event tested positive for coronavirus based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 2 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

920152 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 ID 35.0 F I have had mild tenderness and what I would describe as a burning sensation around the T1-T3 dermatome area, on the same side as my injection, beginning approximately 1-2 days post vaccination.; I have had mild tenderness and what I would describe as a burning sensation around the T1-T3 dermatome area, on the same side as my injection, beginning approximately 1-2 days post vaccination.; feeling like prodromal shingles pain though she never personally had shingles; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient herself). A 35-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2, intramuscular (right arm), on 18Dec2020 at 11:00, at a single dose, for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included allergies to penicillin. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 20Dec2020, the patient had mild tenderness and would describe as a burning sensation around the T1-T3 dermatome area, on the same side of her injection, beginning approximately 1-2 days post vaccination. She was feeling like prodromal shingles pain though she never had shingles. Patient is currently on 10th day post vaccination and continues to have this sensation and mild tenderness but have yet to develop any shingles rash. The patient did not receive treatment for events "I have had mild tenderness and what I would describe as a burning sensation around the T1-T3 dermatome area, on the same side as my injection, beginning approximately 1-2 days post vaccination." Outcome of the event pain was unknown, while for the remaining events was recovering.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

920153 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 TX 32.0 F Fever 101.5; body aches; chills; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). A 32-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), intramuscular on 27Dec2020 08:45 at single dose at right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history reported as none, no Allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication was none, the patient did not receive any medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 27Dec2020 21: 30 (09:30 PM), the patient experienced fever 101.5, body aches, chills, headache. Treatment received for the adverse events included Tylenol. Prior to vaccination, the patient wasn't diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

920154 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 22.0 F pain between her right scapula and spine; pain between her right scapula and spine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 22-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (lot number: EJ1685; expiry date unknown) intramuscular (right arm), on 28Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19 vaccine injection/ vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. This nurse was administered her first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine on 28Dec2020, in the morning. Her first concern was that the nurse put the COVID-19 Vaccine injection really low into her right arm, but believes it did go into the muscle. She was concerned that it did not really go into her muscle but the more she has been lifting her arm and seeing where the shot was administered and where her muscle in her arm ends she believes it did go into the muscle. She contacted her primary care provider today because about 30 minutes to 1 hour after she was administered the COVID-19 vaccine injection on 28Dec2020 she had a pain in between her right scapula and spine, which is the side she got her vaccine on. She also reported that her right arm does not hurt at all, she has no pain at injection site for COVID-19 Vaccine which she finds really weird. She also felt the pain if she hunches her shoulders backwards, sits up really straight, crosses her arms or hunches forward; she does not really feel it if she takes a deep breath. She was wondering if these events are normal or expected or serious. Outcome of the events was not recovered.

920155 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 39.0 F Left with nasty scab; Hand was wet from where she had scratched/busted open water blisters on her hand; A rash and hives on that hand/rash unilaterally from the vaccination-side armpit to her breast and collar bone; A rash and hives on that hand; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient).  A 39-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at 14:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included breast cancer survivor, radiotherapy, psoriasis, pre-diabetic, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that: " on 23Dec2020 at 6:00, she woke up and her hand was wet from where she had scratched/busted open water blisters on her hand (same arm that she received the vaccine in).  She also reported a rash and hives on that hand, and a rash unilaterally from the vaccination-side armpit to her breast and collar bone but nothing at injection site.  She stated she took BENADRYL, symptoms subsided until BENADRYL wore off, then resurfaced, took more BENADRYL, then symptoms resolved. Symptoms lasted about 24 hours post injection, patient was left with a "nasty scab" on her hand from where she scratched the water blisters". The patient outcome of the events was recovered except for the "nasty scab" whose outcome was not recovered.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920156 12/14/2020 01/05/2021 U tested positive for covid; tested positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable Pharmacist reported similar events for 2 patients. This is the first of two reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 14Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Caller is a pharmacist asked if there is a contraindication for administering antibody therapy to a person after they have received the first dose of the covid vaccine. He reported that there are 2 patients that received the covid vaccine the week of 14Dec and subsequently tested positive for covid on the 23rd and 24th of December. He was trying to determine the safety of administering antibody therapy for those patients even though they already got the first vaccine dose. He reported this question has some urgency and needed the information within 48 hours. Attempted to warm transfer but caller reported that he does not have any patient specific information or identifiers at this time. Escalating Urgently for additional research. Outcome of event was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the limited available information, the company considers that a causal relationship between the event "tested positive for COVID" and vaccination with BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020516661 same reporter/ drug/ AE, different patient

920157 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 AR M meningitis; headache; fever; weakness; rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on 16Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine on 16Dec2020, he experienced headache, fever, weakness and rash; went to the ER and after testing blood work and suspecting of meningitis. They did a spinal tap. Test came out negative for Flu and COVID; was told the rash could be due to a drug reaction and they attributed side effects to a generic bactrim, so he stopped taking all medications. If he continues to have issues the primary concern is whether he should get the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine or not. The outcome of the events were unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920158 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NM 33.0 M soreness in left arm the following day along with fatigue and body aches; soreness in left arm the following day along with fatigue and body aches; soreness in left arm the following day along with fatigue and body aches; This is a spontaneous report from contactable other healthcare professional. A 33-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EH9899; expiry date: unknown) intramuscular (left arm), on 23Dec2020 at 14:00, at a single dose, for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient had no relevant medical history. The patient had no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced soreness in left arm the following day (24Dec2020) at 8:00 a.m. along with fatigue and body aches. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The patient recovered from the events on an unspecified date in Dec2020.

920159 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MO 52.0 F Tingling in throat; throat swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 52-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EH9899; expiry date: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration, on 28Dec2020 10:00 am (left arm), at a single dose, for COVID-19 vaccination. Relevant medical history included hypertension and seasonal allergies. Concomitant medication included levocetirizine dihydrochloride (XYZAL). The patient previously took losartan, sulfa, ultram, morphine, codiene, and lisinopril and experienced allergies. On 28Dec2020, at 10:15 a.m., the patient experienced tingling in throat and throat swelling. The patient received Benadryl as treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was recovering.

920160 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TN 34.0 F Vomiting; chills; Diarrhea; Nausea; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse(patient). A 34-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 07:00 at 34 years old at single dose at Left arm for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included Migraines, asthma, chronic bronchitis, PCOS, Allergies to Penicillin. The concomitant medications were biotin, bifidobacterium infantis, lactobacillus acidophilus(PROBIOTIC), Multivitamin, vitex agnus castus. The patient previously took codeine and experienced allergies. Nausea and fatigue beginning about four hours after administration on 28Dec2020 11:00. Diarrhea beginning about six hours after administration on 28Dec2020 13:00. Vomiting and chills beginning about eight hours after administration on 28Dec2020 15:00. There was no treatment received for the adverse event. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was Recovering.

920161 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 TX 28.0 F Body aches; chills; redness and pain in injection site; redness and pain in injection site; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 28-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (lot number: EL0140), intramuscularly at arm right, first dose on 27Dec2020 10:15, at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS) and hypertension from an unknown date. The patient was not pregnant. No known drug allergies. Concomitant medication included losartan, and metformin. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced body aches, chills, redness and pain in injection site, headache on 27Dec2020 12:00. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of body aches, chills, redness and pain in injection site, headache, treatment included Tylenol. The events were reported as non-serious. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

920162 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 49.0 F High fevers (103/104 degree F) with chills for five days followed by low fevers ( upto 101) for another six days and still ongoing; High fevers (103/104 degree F) with chills for five days followed by low fevers ( upto 101) for another six days and still ongoing; headaches; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician, the patient.  A 49-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 18Dec2020 at 15:15 (at 49-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included severe iron deficiency, hypothyroidism, osteoporosis, and low baseline IgM antibodies levels (unknown cause). The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products.  Concomitant medications included gabapentin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), iron (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), calcium (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), and biotin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN).  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 19Dec2020 at 18:00, the patient experienced high fevers (103/104 degrees Fahrenheit) with chills for five days followed by low fevers (up to 101 degrees Fahrenheit) for another six days, headaches, and fatigue; all reported as non-serious. On 24Dec2020, the patient had a post vaccination nasal swab rapid antigen test and SARS-CoV-2 PCR test with negative results. The patient took paracetamol (TYLENOL) and ibuprofen (ADVIL) for treatment for the events. The clinical outcomes of the fever, chills, headaches, and fatigue were recovering.    The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association and the drug's known safety profile, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of high fevers with chills. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

920163 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 45.0 M mild fever; body and joint aches; body and joint aches; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician. A 45-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: EK9231, an unspecified route of administration, from 26Dec2020 at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included penicillin allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 26Dec2020 20:00, the patient experienced mild fever and "body and joint aches", lasted for 24 hours. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events included tylenol and advil. The outcome of events was recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920164 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 F tested positive for Covid; tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare provider.  A 44-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose on 21Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient said that she received the Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine last Tuesday, 21Dec2020, then tested positive for Covid on 26Dec2020. She said the symptoms started on 24Dec2020. Now, she wants to know if it is still okay to get the 2nd dose of the vaccine on the scheduled date. The outcome of events was unknown.    Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the limited available information, the company considers that a causal relationship between the event "tested positive for COVID" and vaccination with BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

920165 01/05/2021 F had an inflamed lymph node after the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (Pfizer colleague). A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; solution for injection; unknown lot number and expiration date), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter stated that her family friend reported that she had an inflamed lymph node after the vaccine. She said that she already did the vsafe but didn't say anything about the reaction to the vaccine. The patient inquired if there was another website that she needs to report to which the reporter replied that VAERS is the correct place to report. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

920166 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 46.0 M tachycardia(HR-90's to 130) for 3 days; injection site discomfort; myalgias; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician (patient).  A 46-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EH9899), intramuscular at right arm on 21Dec2020 09:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a hospital. The patient's relevant medical history was reported as none, other medical history was none. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications were not reported. No other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. It was reported that the patient got the vaccine on Monday (21Dec2020). On 21Dec2020 13:00, the main symptom that he was having was tachycardia (HR-90's to 130) for 3 days. Only other symptoms were injection site discomfort, myalgias and fatigue. The above events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment was taken for the above events. The outcome of the events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920167 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 IL 36.0 F runny nose that had bloody discharge; runny nose that had bloody discharge; The mother was 23 weeks pregnant at the onset of the event; pregnancy; pregnancy; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Not available/provided to reporter at the time of report completion) via an unspecified route of administration on 26Dec2020 13:30 on right arm at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was allergies for adhesives. The patient is pregnant at the time of vaccination. The mother was 23 weeks pregnant at the onset of the event. The mother was due to deliver on 23Apr2021. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Concomitant medication included acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN 81) at 81mg. The patient experienced runny nose that had bloody discharge on 27Dec2020. No treatment received for the event. The outcome of the event was recovered in Dec2020.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

920168 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 MO 49.0 F difficulty thinking; brain fog; Injection site pain and swelling; Injection site pain and swelling; axillary lymph node swelling; wrist pain and swelling/joint pain; wrist pain and swelling; muscle and joint pain; skin pain; kidney and liver pain; kidney and liver pain; dizziness; nausea; weakness; fatigue; chilling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 49-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not provided), intramuscular in right arm on 22Dec2020 14:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was hospital. Medical history included asthma.  Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included fluticasone propionate, salmeterol xinafoate (ADVAIR).  The patient experienced Injection site pain and swelling, axillary lymph node swelling, wrist pain and swelling, muscle and joint pain, skin pain, kidney and liver pain, dizziness, nausea, weakness, fatigue, chilling, difficulty thinking, brain fog on 23Dec2020 01:15. Symptoms lasting x 6 days. The patient not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No treatment received for the adverse event. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was reported as recovering.  Information about lot/batch number are requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the difficulty thinking, brain fog and other reported events due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including head CT/MRI and chemistry panel, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications. This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

920169 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 GA 45.0 F itchy flushed skin with a rash; itchy flushed skin with a rash; itchy flushed skin with a rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 45-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; reported as Pfizer-Bio-Tech COVID-19 Vaccine; lot number: EH9899; expiration date: unknown), intramuscular left arm on 16Dec2020 10:45 (also reported as 10:50 AM) at single dose for Covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was unknown if the patient has allergies to medications, food, or other products. It was reported that the patient was given vaccine at 10:50 am and 10 minutes after receiving the vaccine individual developed itchy flushed skin with a rash. She was given Benadryl 50 mg IM (intramuscular) in Right arm at 11:00 am. 11:37 am the itchy skin was less intensified, and vitals were stable. The patient went home with her husband. The event was considered as non-serious, was not life-threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect and did not resulted to death. The patient received the COVID-19 vaccine in the Clinic. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was unknown if the patent had any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. It was unknown if the patient diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and if the patient been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The outcome of the event itchy skin was recovering while the outcome of the other events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920170 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 ID 66.0 F difficulty communicating, difficulty thinking; difficulty communicating, difficulty thinking; difficulty communicating, difficulty thinking/She could not talk; her tongue was acting like it was swollen; Headache; Dizziness/she got really dizzy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 66 years old years female patient (no pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot Number: EJ1685, Expiry Date: Mar2021) via intramuscular at right arm on 22Dec2020 16:00 at single dose for preventative (COVID-19 immunization). The patient's medical history was allergic to iodine, yellow jackets, and perfumes or colognes. The concomitant was reported as none. The patient clarified that after receiving the vaccine she started with headache and then she got really dizzy. The dizziness lasted for about a day. Headache lasted for about 2 or 3 days. She had difficulty communicating with people or thinking. She could not talk, her tongue was not swollen but her tongue was acting like it was swollen. Events onset date was in Dec2020. She experiences these symptoms when she has any reaction to her allergies. Treatment included that She has been taking what she always takes for her allergies which is Tylenol for headache and Benadryl for her allergies. Her second dose was scheduled for 12Jan2021. She was asked to go to the hospital but she did not have time to go to the hospital. States she works three jobs and did not have the time. The outcome of the events was recovered completely from all side effects on Christmas day (on 25Dec2020).

920171 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MI 50.0 F Sometimes her headaches are migraines; Chills; Fever; Cough; Really lazy; Body aches; Headache; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Registered nurse (patient). A 50-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Batch/lot number: E10140), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 15:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing Diabetic for at least 7 years, ongoing hit in the head (She was a psych nurse and was hit in the head at work maybe a month to two months ago in 2020.  She did have headaches from that incident). There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced headache on 23Dec2020, fever on 24Dec2020 14:30, nausea on 23Dec2020, cough on 24Dec2020, really lazy on 24Dec2020, chills on 24Dec2020 14:30, body aches on 24Dec2020, sometimes her headaches were migraines on an unspecified date. Specifically, it was reported that when she first got the vaccine, she didn't have anything but a headache and a little bit of nausea. She had worked the night before and didn't sleep before the shot. So maybe that had a part in it. She was a diabetic. It was fine, and no big deal that night. Then, the next day on 24Dec2020 at 2:30 pm she woke up and she was freezing and couldn't get warm. She had chills and a fever of 102.1 on 24Dec2020. She took Tylenol, and it came down to 101 on an unspecified date in Dec2020. All weekend long, she has had a fever. It has been controlled by Tylenol. She had chills so bad she had to use her heated blanket. She has had a cough. She has been really lazy. She has had chills and body aches. She has had nausea here and there. She has had a headache. She received the vaccine on the 23Dec2020, which was Wednesday. She had to stay 15 minutes after. That is when she developed the headache and nausea. Sometimes her headaches were migraines. She developed the fever on 24Dec2020 14:30. Or noticed the fever when she woke up. Her fever was 101.2 this morning on 28Dec2020. Within the 15 minutes of getting the vaccine, she developed the nausea. It has gotten better. Her body aches are getting better. She still has chills when she is running a fever. She has gotten better overall. Thursday (24Dec2020), Friday (25Dec2020), and Saturday (26Dec2020) it was awful. Sunday (27Dec2020) the symptoms lightened up. Today (28Dec2020) she was better. She still had a headache and fever this morning, but nothing like she had been feeling. She felt like dying those days. She was a Psych nurse, and she got hit in the head. So she did get headaches from that incident. They are about the same as these headaches so she didn't know if it was related. It just went along with the flu like symptoms. But sometimes these headaches were migraines. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of fever and chills. The outcome of the events headache, chills was not recovered. The outcome of the event really lazy was recovered on 27Dec2020. The outcome of the events fever, nausea, cough, body aches was recovering. The outcome of the event migraines was unknown.

920172 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 PA 64.0 F rash, hives type things on face/rash on the face after the COVID vaccine; rash, hives type things on face; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself). A 64-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Solution for injection; NDC/UPC/batch/lot number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered at the hospital. The patient had no medical history. Concomitant medications included mometasone furoate (ASMANEX) inhaler, pramipexole, simvastatin, montelukast, and gabapentin. The patient stated that she didn't know if she was having side effects from the vaccine or not since for the last three days, she had been getting almost like a rash, hives type things on face; nowhere else, just on her face from 25Dec2020. The patient believed it just started in the last couple of days and it didn't happen right at first and wanted to know what it's from. The patient considered herself as a first responder as she worked at the court house and did protection from abuse orders for people in domestic violence situations. The patient was still experiencing the problems and seemed to happen in the afternoon, every afternoon she seemed to get it. The patient further reported that she experienced rash on the face after the COVID vaccine and it happened in the afternoon. She got the COVID (19) vaccine on Wednesday and on Friday afternoon (also reported as the "25th, Christmas day"), she experienced rash on the face; she said it was not bad, but it happened in the afternoon. She still had it at the time of the report and it's just on her face. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The patient had no investigation assessment. The patient was not recovered from the events "rash, hives type things on face/rash on the face after the COVID vaccine."  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

920173 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 CA 41.0 F nausea; diarrhea; upset stomach; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 41-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Solution for injection; lot number: EH9899, expiration date: unknown), intramuscularly on the right arm on 21Dec2020 at 07:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered at the hospital. Relevant medical history included asthma. The patient had no known allergies; no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications included montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR) and budesonide, formoterol fumarate (SYMBICORT). Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 22Dec2020 at 06:00, the patient experienced nausea, diarrhea, and upset stomach, which were assessed as non-serious. The patient did not receive treatment for the adverse events. The patient was recovering from the events "nausea, diarrhea, and upset stomach."

920174 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 PA 38.0 F developed 2 more of the same type of sores on inside of my cheek, in mouth; sore under top lip; headache; nausea; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 38-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 12:00 PM, at left arm, at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included hepatitis c from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included fluoxetine hydrochloride (PROZAC), amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate, dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL). The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. First day on 24Dec2020 the patient had headache and fatigue, some nausea. Day 3 (26Dec2020) and 4 (27Dec2020) headaches all day, mild. Day 5 (28Dec2020) developed sore under top lip and day 6 (29Dec2020) developed 2 more of the same type of sores on inside of my cheek, in mouth. No treatment was received for all events. The outcome of the events was not recovered. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No seriousness criteria: no Results in death, no Life threatening, no Caused/prolonged hospitalization, no Disabling/Incapacitating, no Congenital anomaly/birth defect.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

920175 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 CA M right side axillary lymph node swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP). A 27-year-old male patient (a registered nurse) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Solution for injection; batch/lot number: EK5730, expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration via injection to the right deltoid on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization as he was working in a high risk patient population in the intensive care unit (ICU). The patient had no medical history. There were no concomitant medications. On 27Dec2020, the patient experienced right side axillary lymph node swollen, which was assessed as non-serious. It was further reported that the patient developed symptoms and stated at the injection site, he had a swollen lymph node, and he called his primary care physician; they did a telehealth visit, and he also reported to the hospital where he received the vaccine and he wanted to fulfill his reporting responsibilities and report to Pfizer, since he had received the vaccine. The patient further clarified the location and stated that the injection site was in the shoulder, but the lymph node was the same side, the axillary lymph node; it was not at the site, it was the axillary lymph node on the right side. The patient had no investigation assessment. The patient was not recovered from the event "right side axillary lymph node swollen." The causal relationship of the drug to the event "right side axillary lymph node swollen" was assessed by the reporting HCP as related; method of assessment: Global Introspection.

920176 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 35.0 F tongue swell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself; a therapist, but was not clarified). A 35-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Solution for injection; batch/lot number: EK5730, expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 26Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered at the workplace. Relevant medical history included bipolar II disorder, hand tremors, and sleep (disorder). Concomitant medications included lithium and lamotrigine (LAMICTAL), both for bipolar II disorder; carbidopa, levodopa for hand tremors; and trazodone for her sleep. The patient had the vaccination and her tongue swelled on 26Dec2020, probably about 15 minutes after she had the shot. The patient had no investigation assessment. In response to the event, the patient had taken diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) at 25 mg, once; just one time. The outcome of the event was unknown.

920177 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 FL 54.0 F hivers on lower back to side and left leg; joint stiffness over entire body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 54-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Solution for injection; lot number: ett9899, expiration date: unknown), intramuscularly on the left arm on 17Dec2020 at 10:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered at the hospital. Relevant medical history included hypertension, diabetes, tachycardia, diverticulitis, and known allergies to pimentos. Concomitant medications included metformin and metoprolol tartrate (LOPRESSOR). The patient previously took valaciclovir hydrochloride (VALTREX) and experienced allergies to it. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced hivers on lower back to side and left leg and joint stiffness over entire body on an unspecified date in Dec2020 with hive improvement several days later. The patient received diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) and paracetamol (TYLENOL) orally from the emergency room as treatment for the events. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit and emergency room/department or urgent care. The events were assessed as non-serious. The patient recovered from the events "hivers on lower back to side and left leg and joint stiffness over entire body" on an unspecified date in Dec2020.

920178 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 CA 45.0 F had a severe pain in upper left hip; hurt to lift my left leg up (while taking a step forward); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 45-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, lot number: EK5730), intramuscular in the left arm on 24Dec2020 08:15AM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was vaccinated in a hospital facility. Medical history included lyme disease from 2014. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive other vaccines in last four weeks. Concomitant medication included ethinylestradiol, ferrous fumarate, norethisterone acetate (LO LOESTRIN FE). On 25Dec2020 07:30AM, the patient had a severe pain in upper left hip. It felt like an IT band issue she had before but this time it didn't radiate to her knee like it usually does. She did not have exercise since the morning of the 22nd when she did an upper body weight-lifting session. She took ibuprofen that took the edge off, and she was able to finish her day as a nurse in the Covid ICU. The following morning, she felt fine and went to her other job. She was fine in the morning during her usual drills practicing getting out of the helicopter while on the ground. She sat in one of the seats for about 15 minutes while having a discussion when she started to feel the pain again. She got out of the helicopter and tried to walk around, but it hurt to lift her left leg up (while taking a step forward) in Dec2020. She has never experienced this before. She limped back to the hanger, took ibuprofen 600mg and rested/stretched for an hour. The pain was reduced to a minor and tolerable ache. The outcome of the events was recovering. The report was considered non-serious.

920179 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 F Weird mental fog where she was lightheaded and dizzy; Weird mental fog where she was lightheaded and dizzy; Taste was diminished as well as her smell; Taste was diminished as well as her smell; Arm soreness; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient) reported for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The physician said she had the first dose of the COVID vaccine on 23Dec2020 (last Wednesday). She had arm soreness and fatigue the next day on 24Dec2020, but it was fine. Over the weekend she had less common symptoms. She had read on blogs that this could be vaccine related. She felt overall very well, but was wondering how long these symptoms should last? Three days after getting the vaccine she had a weird mental fog where she was lightheaded and dizzy on 26Dec2020. It was a weird sensation. She stayed in bed most of the day and did not do much. Saturday and Sunday she felt like her taste was diminished as well as her smell on 26Dec2020. It was still occurring this morning too. It was very noticeable that her taste and smell are diminished. She was wondering how long these things will last? The outcome of the events arm soreness and fatigue was recovered in Dec2020. The outcome of the events taste was diminished as well as her smell was not recovered. The outcome of the other events was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

920180 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 38.0 M Severe headache; Nausea; Sweats; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician. A 38-year-old male patient received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899), intramuscular in arm left on 18Dec2020 08:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was hospital. Medical history included eczema. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC).  The patient experienced 'Severe headache with nausea Sweats Fatigue' on 19Dec2020 09:00.  Case was non-serious. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of events (Tylenol, Naproxen). The outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920181 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 F Got first vaccine dose on the 18th and came out Covid test positive; Got first vaccine dose on the 18th and came out Covid test positive; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; lot/batch number and expiry date were unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the first dose on the 18th, and she came out Covid test positive yesterday (unspecified date in Dec2020). She wanted to know if she should get the second vaccine or what is the protocol into that. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

920182 12/15/2020 01/05/2021 NY 61.0 F Diagnosed with COVID after receiving first dose of COVID-19 Vaccine; Diagnosed with COVID after receiving first dose of COVID-19 Vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 61-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, lot number PAA156051, expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Dec2020 16:00 at a single dose at the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient has no medical history, no family medical history and no concomitant medications.  The patient is a nurse in the Emergency Room. She had a first dose of COVID-19 vaccine on 15Dec2020. She was diagnosed with COVID after receiving first dose of COVID-19 vaccine on 23Dec2020. Due for second dose of COVID-19 vaccine on 04Jan2021. She wanted to know if she should go through with second dose if her symptoms subside. The COVID swab was done in the Emergency Room and was not admitted to hospital.  The outcome of the event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.

920183 12/14/2020 01/05/2021 U tested positive for covid; tested positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable Pharmacist reported similar events for 2 patients. This is a 2nd of two reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration on 14Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The reporter was a pharmacist asking if there was a contraindication for administering antibody therapy to a person after they had received the first dose of the covid vaccine. He reported that there was a patient that received the covid vaccine the week of 14Dec and subsequently tested positive for covid on the 23rd and 24th of December. The reporter was trying to determine the safety of administering antibody therapy for the patient even though the patient already got the first vaccine dose.  The reporter reported this question had some urgency and needed the information within 48 hours. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included covid test: positive on 23Dec2020, positive on 24Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the limited available information, the company considers that a causal relationship between the COVID test positive and vaccination with BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020516319 same reporter/ drug/ AE, different patient

920184 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 40.0 M rash; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Other HCP (patient). A 40-year-old male patient received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: ek5730), intramuscular in left arm on 16Dec2020 10:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was hospital. Medical history included none. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included influenza vaccine (FLU) on 01Dec2020 at single dose for immunization. The patient experienced rash (non-serious) on 16Dec2020 16:00. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of rash (Benadryl). The outcome of event was recovered in Dec2020.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920185 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 GA 23.0 F Fatigue; muscle soreness at site; muscle ache; mild joint pain; fever 100.1; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 23-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 12:00 at single dose at left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies: Penicillin, erythromycin. Concomitant medication received in two weeks included melatonin. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 28Dec2020 15:00 (03:00 PM), the patient experienced fatigue, muscle soreness at site, muscle ache, mild joint pain, fever 100.1. Treatment received for the adverse events included Acetaminophen. The events were non-serious per the reporter. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920186 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 37.0 F severe sore arm in limb it was given; nausea; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A 37-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; batch/lot number and expiry date were unknown), intramuscular in the right arm on 23Dec2020 10:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient has no other medical history. The patient has no known allergies. The patient has no COVID prior vaccination, and COVID was not tested post vaccination. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), and vitamin c (ascorbic acid). The patient has no other vaccine in the past four weeks. On 23Dec2020 01:00 PM, the patient experienced severe sore arm in limb it was given (by nighttime she was almost unable to use her right arm, improved by next morning), nausea, and fatigue. The outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020. No treatment was received for the adverse events. The report was considered non-serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about batch/lot number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

920187 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 44.0 M mild nausea (on a scale of 1 to 5 ---like 2 to 3); little light headed (2 on a scale of 1 to 5); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 44-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; lot/batch number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 28Dec2020 10:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Epstein Barr, shingles in Oct2020 (2 months previous), detached retina in 2016 (4.5 years ago), and covid prior vaccination. There is no covid test done post vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patiently previously had allergies to gentamycin. On 28Dec2020 12:00, the patient just had some mild nausea (like 2 to 3 on a scale of 1 to 5) and a little lightheaded (2 on a scale of 1 to 5). There is no treatment received for the adverse events. The outcome of the events was recovering. The report is considered non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920188 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 WI 49.0 F Dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 49-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; batch/lot number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was vaccinated in a hospital facility. Medical history included COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines in the last four weeks. Concomitant medications included omeprazole (PRILOSEC), metoprolol, levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), aciclovir sodium (ACYCLOVIR VIAL), and meloxicam (MOBIC). The patient previously had allergies with morphine. On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced dizziness 12 hours after injection with outcome of recovering. The patient did not receive treatment for the reported adverse event. The report was considered non-serious.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

920189 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 F headaches; kinda unwell; difficulty in finishing sentences; feeling drugged; This is a spontaneous report from a contact physician (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A female patient of unspecified age received the 1st dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. After taking the Covid-19 vaccine, she's experiencing headaches, kinda unwell, difficulty in finishing sentences, and feeling drugged. Outcome of events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.
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920190 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 AL 26.0 M Nausea; Vomiting; Diarrhea; Bad dreams; Extreme chills; Heavy amount of sweating; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 26-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 24Dec2020  09:30 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was workplace clinic. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient was not tested for COVID-19. Allergies to medications, food, or other products included Bactrim. Relevant medical history included Kyphosis, Binge Eating Disorder, Anxiety, Depression, ADHD, Obesity, Hypertension, all ongoing. No other vaccines were received within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The medications received within 2 weeks of vaccination included omeprazole(PROTONIX), Lisinopril, HCTZ, Atenolol, vilazodone hydrochloride(VIIBRYD). The patient experienced Nausea, Vomiting, Diarrhea, Bad dreams, Extreme chills, Heavy amount of sweating, Elevated motivation to work/be productive, Very optimistic on 28Dec2020 01:00 PM. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

920191 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 AK 28.0 F Tenderness, redness, and swollen at injection site. Approximately 2 inches by 1 inch in size.; Tenderness, redness, and swollen at injection site. Approximately 2 inches by 1 inch in size.; Tenderness, redness, and swollen at injection site. Approximately 2 inches by 1 inch in size.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient herself).  This 28-year-old female received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration, on 19Dec2020 at 15:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was right arm. The patient was not pregnant.  Relevant medical history included sinus tachycardia and obstructive sleep apnea.  Patient's Body mass index (BMI) is more than 35. No known allergies. Relevant concomitant medications included ibuprofen. The patient was vaccinated at Clinic, age at vaccination was 28-year-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks.  Pre-vaccination and post-vaccination COVID tests were not performed. On 28Dec2020, at 12:30, the patient developed tenderness, redness, and swollen at injection site, approximately 2 inches by 1 inch in size. The patient was not treated for the events.  The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are needed. No further information is expected.

920192 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 CA 42.0 F Sore arm; nocturnal diaphoresis; generalized mild pain; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 42-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot # EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration, on 18Dec2020 at 02:45 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was left arm.  The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 42-years-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. Medical history included prior to vaccination the patient diagnosed with COVID-19 and known allergies were Penicillin (PCN), ephedrine, calamine, calendula, pollen. Concomitant medications included escitalopram 10mh. On 19Dec2020 at 07:00 AM, the patient experienced sore arm, nocturnal diaphoresis, generalized mild pain, fatigue. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient recovered in Dec2020 form the events. No treatment was received.

920193 01/05/2021 F Rash all over belly; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A female patient of an unspecified age received the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced: rash all over belly (non-serious).  The clinical outcome of the event was unknown.  The batch/lot numbers for the vaccine, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, were not provided and will be requested during follow up.

920194 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 UT 48.0 M weak from lack of nutrition; weak from lack of nutrition; Tired; stomach cramps; felt out of breath; nausea; vomiting when exercised; headache; Sore arm; chills; no appetite; clammy hands/clammy hands and feet; very sore at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient) reported for himself. A 48-years-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2, via intramuscular in left arm on 21Dec2020 10:15 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was hospital. Medical history included known allergies: Shellfish, Corn, Whitefish. The patient's concomitant medications were none. No other vaccine was received within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No other medications were received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior vaccination and patient was not tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient experienced no appetite, clammy hands, very sore at injection site on 21Dec2020 (reported as day 1), sore arm, no appetite, clammy hands and feet, chills on 22Dec2020 (reported as day 2), no appetite, nausea, vomiting when exercised, headache, clammy, chills on 23Dec2020 (reported as day 3), no appetite, nausea, stomach cramps, headache, felt out of breath, clammy, chills on 24Dec2020 (reported as day 4), tired, clammy, headache on 25Dec2020 (reported as day 5) and symptoms resolved but weak from lack of nutrition on 26Dec2020 (reported as day 6). No treatment was received for all the events. The outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020.  The information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

920195 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 F strawberry tongue /taste buds popped up and inflamed like I'd eaten something sour.  It was all inflamed; rash the next day and a few days after I got a rash on my chest; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient.  A 38-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not have a history of rash or food allergies.  In Dec2020, the patient experienced strawberry tongue and rash. The clinical course was as follows: the patient stated that she believed she had a delayed reaction to the vaccine as it didn't happen within 15 minutes.  It happened later on (not further specified).  She started to get a strawberry tongue and described it as "taste buds popped up and inflamed like she had eaten something sour."  It was all inflamed.  She also noticed a rash the next day and a few days after she got a rash on her chest. The clinical outcomes of the strawberry tongue and rash were unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

920196 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 MI 62.0 M felt a little sick; I got my temperature about 100.2/Fever that I have is 7 days after the vaccine; Had mild body ache; Chills; Usual soreness at the site of injection; Cough; mild sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient). A 62-year-old male patient received NT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Batch/lot number: EL01-40), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 09:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Anatomical Location provided as Left deltoid. Medical history provided as none. Concomitant medication included hydrochlorothiazide, levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID). Physician stated, he got his Pfizer vaccine on last Sunday on 20Dec2020 around 9:30 there was usual soreness at the site of injection on 20Dec2020, which was there but no problem. But Monday (21Dec2020) after his vaccine that was Sunday he had and Monday night on 21Dec2020 he had chills he thought these were all just the reaction to the vaccine. Next day on 22Dec2020 he went into work he had mild body ache at work, at about 3:30 he felt a little sick and he got his temperature about 100.2, get home rested, next day on 23Dec2020 he worked from home, did not go so for next four days (from 24Dec2020 to 27Dec2020) he rested at home but his chills and body ache are not going away. They were there, they come and go, he took Tylenol, it went he have mild sore throat, cough on Dec2020. Today on 27Dec2020, the patient just took the temperature 100.7. For Causality assessment: Physician stated, "he didn't know, he was just trying to find out to get to bottom of it. Is it really COVID infection or is it due to side effects as from what he read the reaction shouldn't really last long. It may last probably 3-4 days but this has gone beyond that so he was little concerned and the fever that he had was 7 days after the vaccine." The patient still had chills and body ache which he means they were not going away and now mild fever. When probed for the outcome of, Physician stated, "They are persistent you know some day he had one day which was good but after that in the afternoon in the evening he felt the same thing. Fortunately, he was off for four days it didn't really have much problem, physically it was persistent has not gone away." Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of chills, had mild body ache, felt a little sick, cough, fever, mild sore throat. The outcome of events chills, mild body ache was not recovered. The outcome of the other events was unknown.

920197 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 MA F tested positive; tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection) via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the COVID vaccine on 22Dec2020 and tested positive (COVID) on 27Dec2020, she didn't expect to be immune. The outcome of the event tested positive was unknown.  Follow-up activities are possible, information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  Further information like specific SARS-CoV-2 test and any symptom associated with SARS-CoV-2 test positive needed for full medical assessment

920198 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 20.0 F Dizzy; a little weak; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 20-year-old female consumer received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (Lot Number EH9899/Expiration date: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on 27Dec2020 at 8:07am (at the age of 20-years-old), as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Relevant medical history was not provided. Concomitant medication included medroxyprogesterone acetate (DEPO-PROVERA) shot every 3 months for birth control. On 27Dec2020 at 9:41am, the patient reported that while she was at the grocery store, after she received the vaccine, she got kind of dizzy and a little weak. The consumer believed the effects were due to the vaccine, as she had not experienced this before. The outcome of the events dizzy and weak were unknown.

920199 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 PA 51.0 F Taste alteration; Funny taste; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist.  A 51-year-old female received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular, on 28Dec2020 at 03:15 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was right arm.  The patient was vaccinated at workplace clinic, age at vaccination was 51-years-old (reported also as 49-years-old, to be clarified). No other vaccine was received in four weeks. Medical history included thryoid disease, and current tx for pulmonary embolism (PE, 3months). Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), apixaban (ELIQUIS). On 28Dec2020 at 03:15 PM, the patient experienced taste alteration - funny taste upon injection. Transient. Lasted 10 seconds or so. The event was reported as non-serious. Outcome of the event was recovered on 28Dec2020. No treatment was received for the event. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920200 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 46.0 F severe intractable headache; photo sensitivity; generalised body malaise; pain & tenderness in injection site; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 46-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 01:00AM at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was left arm and it was the first dose. The facility type vaccine was hospital. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included folic acid, ascorbic acid (VIT C), tocopherol (VITAMIN E), Multivitamins. The patient previously took metronidazole and experienced drug allergy, NTG and experienced drug allergy. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination nor tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced severe intractable headache, photo sensitivity, generalised body malaise, pain & tenderness in injection site, nausea on 23Dec2020 12:00 PM. Patient received Tylenol, neurofen and rest as treatment for the adverse events. The action taken in response to the events for BNT162B2 was not applicable. The outcome of events was recovered in Dec2020. The events were reported as non-serious.

920201 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 31.0 F fever; myalgia; body ache; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional (HCP). A 31-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number ek5730) intramuscular in the left arm on 20Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 24Dec2020, the patient experienced fever, myalgia, body ache and fatigue. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. After the vaccination, on 26Dec2020, the patient was tested for COVID-19 with a nasal swab which resulted negative. At the time of the report, the outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920202 01/05/2021 GA F Joint pain and Chills; Joint pain and Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician received via a sales representative. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced joint pain and chills on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown. Events took place after use of product.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920203 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MO 20.0 F tired; stomach pain; swelling at site; itching; body aches; headache; lightheaded; This is a Spontanoeus report from a contactable other HCP (patient)  A 20 years old female patient received  first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date unknown) on 28Dec2020 at 11:00 AM, at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 28Dec2020 at 11:45 PM the patient experienced stomach pain, swelling at site, itching, body aches, headache, lightheaded, tired. At the time of the reporting the patient was recovering from reported events.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained, No further information is expected.

920204 01/05/2021 RI U Red rash on her chest and arms; Had a tightness and lump in her throat; Had a tightness and lump in her throat; Cheeks were flushed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse and contactable physician. This nurse reported similar events for 3 patients. This is the 2nd of 3 reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced red rash on chest and arms, tightness and lump in throat and cheeks were flushed. The patient outcome of the  events was unknown.    The information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020516277 different patient, same drug and same event.

920205 01/05/2021 RI U red rash on her chest and arms; had a tightness and lump in her throat; had a tightness and lump in her throat; cheeks were flushed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse and contactable physician. This nurse reported similar events for 3 patients. This is the 3rd of 3 reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced red rash on chest and arms, tightness and lump in throat and cheeks were flushed. The patient outcome of the  events was unknown.    The information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020516277 different patient, same drug and same event;US-PFIZER INC-2020517133 different patient, same drug and same event.

920206 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 NY 62.0 M knee pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  This 62-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot # EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration, on 20Dec2020 at 07:15 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was right arm.  The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 62-years-old. No other vaccine was received in four or two weeks. Medical history was unknown. Concomitant medications were none. Th patient developed left (L) knee pain (7/10) on 23Dec2020 which has not yet resolved as of 28Dec2020. No treatment was administered for the event.

920207 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 NY 50.0 U Pain in my arm where I received the vaccine; Cannot raise my arm ; like my shoulder; Fatigue; I thought maybe I dislocated the shoulder; Starting to feel like pretty bad joint pain like I sub-located the joint; Feels like strain; Muscle pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A 50-year-old patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Batch/lot number: EK9231; Expiry Date: 30Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration in an unspecified site on 26Dec2020 around 12:40 (at the age of 50-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient has no relevant medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. I received the Covid vaccine today and I am a Nurse and I am having pretty significant pain in my arm where I received the vaccine. Consumer (Nurse) stated, "I had the vaccine at around 12:40. I came back to my unit and around 3:00PM, I moved a patient. I was holding a patient and so I thought maybe some of that was just fatigue from holding a patient in the procedure but and then I started to move it and I thought maybe I dislocated the shoulder. I was starting to feel like pretty bad joint pain like I sub-located the joint and then it started to be in you know, then I was like really trying to concern like what the sensation was that I was feeling .Knowing all while I got the vaccine and I am feeling the muscle sort of feels like strain. I was told that I cannot say for sure if it just the vaccine. It could also be the handling the patient. But it is both types of pain like looking at the side effects it says joint pain, muscle pain. Injection site pain I do not have. Tiredness and headache no. So it is Muscle pain and joint pain I have. I took a Tylenol (not further clarified) as the pain really started to bother me at around 4. I took Tylenol at about 5 and I started putting an ice pack at around 5:30. It is still pretty significant I would say with those interventions this calmed down to about at 6 and I cannot raise my arm like to my shoulder. I am scheduled to get the second shot on the 17th." It was unknown whether the patient received any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine.  The patient took Tylenol for pain. The clinical outcome of vaccination site pain, vaccination site movement impairment, fatigue, joint pain, myalgia, was unknown.

920208 01/05/2021 CA F shortness of breath; dizziness; Little tenderness at arm site; My feet, particularly they were hurting; It was bad enough that I was wrapping my feet and ankle to support my feet; There was a funny taste or like a tingling sensation on the roof of my mouth; There was a funny taste or like a tingling sensation on the roof of my mouth; I got upset over something and my blood pressure shot up; I still feel it sometimes; I felt a little bit of numbness along my face; Little bit of dead feeling on your skin when you touch your skin; It got worst each day/attacked all my prior injuries; Difficulty breathing; Joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 50-year-old female patient (medical assistant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 (at the age of 50-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The facility where COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at a hospital urgent care. Medical history included Bilateral carpal tunnel, fatty liver, peptic ulcer, and problems with my upper extremities - all from and unspecified date to an unspecified date. Concomitant medications included Omeprazole 20 mg unspecified frequency and route of administration (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) and Vitamin Supplement (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN); all for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. On an unspecified date, the patient stated, "The first side effect was immediate within the 15 minutes monitoring and I didn't say anything to anybody. Yes, when I first got it, they watch you for 15 minutes to make sure you're okay. When I had that done and I didn't report it because it was manageable but then I had little more trouble breathing, I got dizzy feeling. I don't know if there was a funny taste or like a tingling sensation on the roof of my mouth. I did continue to have those for first three days but it got a little better it got better through the day. On the third day, that the evening I know I got upset over something and my blood pressure shot up. I am usually fine with blood pressure, I never had a problem. I think my blood pressure shot up, I got little upset and all those symptoms came back real hard when I first got my vaccine. It is improved but I still feel it sometimes. When I got all upset and when it all come back I felt a little bit of numbness along my face that I never had before. There was a little bit of dead feeling on your skin when you touch your skin. when I first got the vaccine which was the difficulty breathing and kind of dizziness and stuff but it was okay, it went away and everything. It came back a few days later when I had got really upset, I think my blood pressure increasing, I am sure that time it made kind of come back. Other than that I feel really good just little tenderness at arm site, the first day that was it. But by Tuesday, I started having joint pain and I didn't associate, I have problems with my feet from a prior injury and I thought may be the weather change was making them hurt but I just wanted, I didn't  think about my feet be like joint pain but from the vaccine it seem to have attacked all my prior injuries and I am 50 year old, now every bit of me and every one of my joints. My feet, particularly they were hurting when I started crossing the parking lot at work on Tuesday, by Wednesday it was bad enough that I was wrapping my feet and ankle to support my feet more and by Thursday the Christmas eve. The doctor said go ahead and take some ibuprofen but like it seems to just be changing now it's little better today. Everywhere you had an injury and it's still okay, I am still thankful for the vaccine. I am just curious the second time I get it, I was reading today that the effects could be worst the second time for the second dose. I was just wondering particularly since I had shortness of breath, dizziness and things like that when I first got the vaccine. Do I just need to do I mean I am sure it is still safe to get the second one, do I need to make sure I let the staff know they are doing that, do I need know do that any like a Benadryl I had at that time?" The patient received Benadryl as treatment for the events (unspecified which events). The clinical outcome of the events difficulty breathing, shortness of breath, dizziness, tenderness at arm site, Painful feet, Taste abnormality, Tingling mouth, Blood pressure increased, Numbness facial, and Condition aggravated was unknown. The clinical outcome of the event Joint pain was recovering.

920209 01/05/2021 F Throat started hurting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 36-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Solution for injection; lot/batch number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was seeking information on the Covid-19 vaccine side effects and mentioned that her throat started hurting for 8-12 hours (h) after receiving the vaccine on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920210 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MI 26.0 F Arm tenderness; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional. A 26-year-old female patient started received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, lot number: EK9231, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 28Dec2020 16:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced arm tenderness on 28Dec2020. No therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the event. Clinical outcome of the event was recovering.    No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920211 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 F rash over her ear; The rash then spread on her elbow, hips, legs, stomach and back; The rash then spread on her elbow, hips, legs, stomach and back; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 55-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech), via an unspecified route of administration, on 19Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced rash over her ear on 21Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, the rash then spread on her elbow, hips, legs, stomach and back on 21Dec2020 with outcome of unknown. The events were considered non serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

920212 01/05/2021 TN U Received the first dose of the vaccine; Have now tested positive; Received the first dose of the vaccine; Have now tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a  pharmacist. It was reported that a patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) vaccine , via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history  and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient  received the first dose of the vaccine; and have now tested positive.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: positive  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on the limited available information, the company considers that a causal relationship between the reported events and vaccination with BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

920213 01/05/2021 IN F rash on the administration site; it is localized on the administration site (which also is sore); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for herself.  A 34-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose on an unspecified date for Covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unspecified date, 1 day after vaccination, the patient experienced rash on the administration site. The rash has not extended all over her body, it was localized on the administration site (which also is sore). The outcome of events was unknown. She has not experienced similar reactions with other vaccines. Patient queried if she should receive the 2nd dose.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920214 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MO 66.0 M Nausea, flu like symptoms, headache, dizziness, fatigue, diarrhea; Nausea, flu like symptoms, headache, dizziness, fatigue, diarrhea; Nausea, flu like symptoms, headache, dizziness, fatigue, diarrhea; Nausea, flu like symptoms, headache, dizziness, fatigue, diarrhea; Nausea, flu like symptoms, headache, dizziness, fatigue, diarrhea; Nausea, flu like symptoms, headache, dizziness, fatigue, diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.   A 66-year-old male patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Batch/lot # EH9899) intramuscular at single dose on28Dec2020 18:00 for Covid-19 immunisation, administered at hospital.  Medical history included Covid-19: he tested positive for COVID and received the monoclonal antibody, bamlanivimab on 13Dec2020; other unspecified health conditions which might make him high risk. The patient previously received monoclonal antibody 17-1a, bamlanivimab on 13Dec2020. For Covid-19. The patient received other unspecified medications in two weeks. On 28Dec2020 21:00, 3 hours after vaccination, he was feeling bad with flu-like symptoms, nausea, headache, dizziness, fatigue and diarrhea. No treatment received. Covid was not tested post vaccination. The outcome of events was not recovered.  His colleague now knows he should have waited 90 days after the antibody but reporter was wondering if there was information. Since there probably is no information, this is a unique situation and reporter wondered if Pfizer wants him to run any particular tests or send in some blood to Pfizer for testing to further medical knowledge on giving the vaccine within 90 days of the antibodies.

920215 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 MD F Having a fast heartbeat; Swelling in arm; Its just a little bit achy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer  reporting for herself.  A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot # EH9899) vaccine , via an unspecified route of administration on 27Dec2020 10:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history was not reported.  Concomitant medication included metformin (METFORMIN), atorvastatin (ATORVASTATIN), ezetimibe (ZETIA), fenofibrate (FENOFIBRATE).  The patient experienced swelling in arm  on 27Dec2020 with outcome of unknown , having a fast heartbeat  on 28Dec2020 with outcome of unknown , its just a little bit achy on Dec2020 with outcome of unknown.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included heart rate: fast   on 28Dec2020  .

920216 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 IL 39.0 F burning of eyes; hot flashes followed by rigors; severe muscle pain; For hrs post injection I had hot flashes; skin pain; joint pains; numbness of the whole arm; site pain; Headaches; low grade fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 39-years-old female patient (no pregnant) received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Batch/Lot Number: EJ1685, Expiration Date: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 28Dec2020 09:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included obesity, asthma, hypothyroidism, vitamin D deficiency, multiple tendonitis, allergies to horses, cats, and dogs and the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medication included mometasone furoate (ASMANEX), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) and hydroxychloroquine, all received within 2 weeks of vaccination.  The patient stated for hours post injection she had hot flashes but the worst was 12hrs after. She experienced severe muscle pain/ skin pain, joint pains, burning of eyes, Headaches, low grade fever, site pain, numbness of the whole arm, hot flashes followed by rigors. The events started on 28Dec2020 21:00. Treatment received for the events included Tylenol. The events were reported as non-serious. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in Hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was resolving.

920217 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NY 31.0 F I have got tingling in both of my arms; like a lightness, it's like my arms felt very light; I have got tingling in both of my arms; like a lightness, it's like my arms felt very light; Hypertensive; Tachycardiac; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  This 31-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose in the left arm on 22Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypothyroidism. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) at 112 ug on 22Dec2020 for hypothyroidism.  Physician stated, "I was about 2 minutes after the administration of vaccination on 22Dec2020, I have got tingling in both of my arms as well as hard to describe but like a lightness, it's like my arms felt very light. And they observed me and took my vitals and I was definitely hypertensive and tachycardiac". The outcome of the events was unknown. The vaccine was administered at Hospital Facility.

920218 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 CA F pain/tenderness underneath the arm, "like a band, swollen and tender"; pain/tenderness underneath the arm, "like a band, swollen and tender"; pain/tenderness underneath the arm, "like a band, swollen and tender"; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 41-year-old female patient received the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 27Dec2020, the patient experienced pain/tenderness underneath the arm, "like a band, swollen and tender" (non-serious).  The clinical outcome of the events was unknown.  The batch/lot numbers for the vaccine, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, were not provided and will be requested during follow up.

920219 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 IL 68.0 M I developed a case of herpes zoster on my left flank area; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 68-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 20Dec2020 01:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included rheumatoid arthritis, coronary artery disease, asthma, hypertension, and gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD). Concomitant medications included irbesartan, sulfasalazine, and hydroxychloroquine. The patient previously took lansoprazole (PREVACID) and experienced drug allergies. On 28Dec2020, the patient developed a case of herpes zoster on his left flank area. Therapeutic measure was taken as a result of herpes zoster that included valaciclovir (Valtrex). Clinical outcome of event was recovering.  Information on lot/Batch Number has been requested.

920220 01/05/2021 AL U tachycardia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose on an unspecified date for Covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced tachycardia on an unspecified date. The outcome of event was unknown.  The physician wanted to know the side effect of tachycardia resolves on it's own or if intervention is needed, if side effects would increase at the 2nd dose, should Md pre-medicate for second dose or avoid 2nd dose.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920221 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 48.0 F Temp max 100.2F (tympanic thermometer); Chills; Body aches; Joint pain; Swollen cervical lymph nodes; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself).  This 48-year-old female received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EH9899), via an unknown route, on 23Dec2020 at 11:30 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Vaccine location was left arm. The patient was not pregnant. Relevant medical history included well-controlled hypertension, gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD), seasonal allergies (pollen only) and well -controlled depression. Relevant concomitant medications included losartan, spironolactone, wellbutrin, omeprazole (PRILOSEC) and cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC). The patient was vaccinated at Workplace Clinic, age at vaccination was 48-year-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. Pre-vaccination and post-vaccination COVID tests were not performed. On 24Dec2020 at 01:00 AM, the patient had temp max 100.2 F (tympanic thermometer), chills, body aches, joint pain, swollen cervical lymph nodes and fatigue. No treatments were taken for the events. The patient had recovered from the events on unknown date.

920222 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NC 44.0 F Vomiting; diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself.   A 44-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot # Ek5730) at single dose to right arm on 22Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunisation.   Medical history and concomitant medications were none.  The patient experienced severe reaction of vomiting and diarrhea on 24Dec2020, about 48 hours after vaccination, lasted about 7 hours, it went away on 24Dec2020, and she has recovered completely, but it took days to get back to normal. The outcome of events was recovered on 24Dec2020. She queried if it is safe to get the 2nd dose, if it makes her feel like the 1st one, she doesn't want it.

920223 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 M chills; achy joints; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for himself. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced chills and achy joints on Dec2020 with outcome of recovering. Patient was still experiencing the symptoms but was feeling better. The patient wanted to know how long symptoms typically last after vaccination.  Information about Lot/batch no has been requested.

920224 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 TX 35.0 M had a positive COVID test; had a positive COVID test; O2 Saturation of 80% / Hypoxia; shortness of breath; He has a CT scan which showed extensive infiltration in the lungs; muscle pain; chills; body aches; low grade fever; cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (pulmonary medicine). This physician reported similar events for 2 patients. This is 1st of 2 reports.   A 35-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. Caller stated that his close friend who was ER physician (front line worker) and within 24 hours after receiving the COVID vaccine, developed COVID or symptoms of COVID. Patient received the COVID vaccine on 18Dec2020 and the same night patient started with a low grade fever, body aches, chills, muscle pain, shortness of breath, cough, O2 saturation of 80% (hypoxia) and was in the intensive care unit now. Patient swore this was related to the vaccine. This patient tested positive for COVID. He had a CT (computerised tomogram) scan which showed extensive infiltration in the lungs in Dec2020. Patient was admitted to the hospital on 24Dec2020 and then was moved to the ICU 2 days later, on 26Dec2020. Caller thought patient had a positive COVID test at another hospital. Caller did know that tested positive at the current hospital on 26Dec2020 which was done to confirm the previous positive test. Caller thought patient had his first positive COVID test either the same day or the next day after receiving the vaccine. Event of O2 Saturation of 80% / hypoxia was reported as hospitalization from 24Dec2020 and life threatening; infiltration in the lungs and shortness of breath caused hospitalization from 24Dec2020, muscle pain, chills and positive COVID test was reported as medically significant; and other events were reported as non-serious.  Outcome of O2 saturation of 80% / hypoxia and shortness of breath was not recovered, outcome of cough was recovering; and outcome of other events were unknown.    Information about lot/batch number has been requested. ; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020519020 same reporter/drug , different patient/AE.Y Y

920225 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 CA 54.0 F Anaphylactic reaction requiring two doses of Epinephren to control. Still having issues; other vaccine same date product received; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 54-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscularly on right arm at 12:30 PM on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization, and first dose of other Pfizer vaccine same date product (other vaccine same date lot number: elt9899) on right deltoid on 18Dec2020 for unknown indication. Medical history reported as none. Concomitant medication included vitamin C and colecalciferol (VITAMIN D). The patient experienced anaphylactic reaction at 12:30 PM on 18Dec2020 requiring two doses of epinephren to control. still having issues, resulted in: Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Hospitalization in Dec2020. days hospitalization: 1. The patient received treatment: 2 doses of epinephrine, solumedrol, benadryl, IV and O2 for event anaphylactic reaction to vaccine. The outcome of anaphylactic reaction was not recovered. Lot/Batch and Expiration date has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The information available in this report is limited and anecdotal and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment of the case. There is a plausible temporal association between vaccines administration and onset of the reported event. It is unclear what is the nature of the vaccine co-administered with BNT162b2. Currently no information is available on the co-administration of the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine with other vaccines.Y 1

920226 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 IN F fever; headache; increased heart rate; increased blood pressure; congestion; back hurting; joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history breast cancer with surgical treatment in Nov2019 and radiation treatment in Feb2020.  The patient previously took zinc oxide and experienced headache. Concomitant medication included anastrozole (unknown manufacturer), calcium (unknown manufacturer), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), ascorbic acid, bioflavonoids nos (unknown manufacturer). On 21Dec2020 the patient experienced fever, headache, increased heart rate, increased blood pressure, congestion, joint pain with outcome of not recovered and back hurting between the shoulder blades with outcome of recovering. She took paracetamol (TYLENOL) as treatment for the fever. The consumer states she was still having all of these side effects but the back pain was a little better now. The patient wanted to know if she should get the second dose of the Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 vaccine since she was experiencing side effects after the first injection.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920227 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 VA 28.0 F Diarrhea; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp.   A 28-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EK5730), intramuscular from 28Dec2020 09:00 to 28Dec2020 09:00 single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included haemochromatosis from an unknown date, rubber sensitivity from an unknown date. Concomitant medications included ethinylestradiol, norgestimate (SPRINTEC), trazodone, quetiapine fumarate (SEROQUEL), sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT). Vaccine location was arm left. The patient experienced diarrhea on 29Dec2020 10:00, nausea on 29Dec2020 10:00.  The action taken in response to the events for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Events outcome was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920228 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 F ears are on fire; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) received via Medical Information Team.  A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history was not reported.  Concomitant medication included diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL, strength: 25 mg) at 75 mg for unspecified indication. It was reported that on 23Dec2020 the patient took BENADRYL 25 mg pre-vaccination and was given BENADRYL 50 mg post vaccination, the patient experienced ears are on fire on an unspecified date. The patient outcome of the event was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920229 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 KS 46.0 F chills; bad headache; body aches; She felt cold; Her arm felt so heavy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional reporting for herself. A 46-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech, lot# EH9899), intramuscular in arm right, on 28Dec2020 morning, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included COVID-19 from the end of May2020 to unknown date in 2020 (not ongoing) and ongoing hypertension. Concomitant medication included losartan (LOSARTAN) from an unspecified date and ongoing, for hypertension. On 28Dec2020 evening, around 08:00 or 09:00 PM, the patient experienced chills with outcome of recovering, bad headache with outcome of not recovered, body aches with outcome of recovering, she felt cold with outcome of recovering, her arm felt so heavy with outcome of recovered in Dec2020. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of bad headache and included laying down, ice on her back and neck. The second dose is scheduled on 18Jan2020.

920230 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 IN 50.0 F hives in her chest and neck; Her neck and chest were itchy; had a headache and was tired; had a headache and was tired; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP reporting for herself.  A 50-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 23Dec2020 12:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included seasonal allergies to: Ragweed, bees, mold, trees, lots of seasonal things. The patient's concomitant medications were none. On 23Dec2020 the patient had a headache and was tired with outcome of unknown, the patient attributed it to having a stressful day. On 24Dec2020 (between 00:00 and 06:00), she had hives across her neck and part of chest. Her neck and chest were itchy and she had hives the next morning. The patient took diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) for 2 days for hives and was all better. She would like to know if she should get the second dose.

920231 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 PA 72.0 F arms hurting; Lymph nodes hurting on the left side; chills in which she is hot and cold and she couldn't get warm at first and then she is cold; high blood pressure/blood pressure was high 190/116; big toes hurting; nausea; dizziness; feeling weakness legs/Leg feeling weak; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP reporting for herself.  A 72-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: CJ1686), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 28Dec2020 15:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included breast cancer on the left side, hypertension, hiatal hernia, glaucoma, heart disease, hypertension, lymphadenectomy (lymph nodes being taken out was about 20 years before) and headache from 27Dec2020. She was working Sunday into Monday morning and she went to the Director of Nursing, and said she has a Headache on the left side of the temple, and so she went to eye doctor, and he had a test order ESR and so she has a hemorrhage in the left eye, and show she doesn't know if this could be bringing on some of the side effects she was speaking about, like the nausea and the migraine. She has had No positive test for COVID prior to the vaccine, she must have had about 20 tests and all were negative. She has not had any Antibody tests. She had pneumonia vaccine maybe in the last 5-3 years and flu vaccine in Oct2020 and she experienced achy arm. On 28Dec2020 the patient experienced leg feeling weak (about 15 minutes after injection), nauseous at 21:00, dizziness. On 29Dec2020 the patient experienced arm hurting (in the morning), lymph nodes hurting on the left side, chills, blood pressure was high 190/116, big toes hurting. The patient was calling to ask if these side effects she was experiencing were normal. On 29Dec2020 the patient underwent ESR with unknown results. The patient reported that her arm hurting began on 29Dec2020 in the morning. The breast cancer diagnosis was prior to the vaccine as well as her lymph nodes being taken out was about 20 years ago. Her Lymph nodes hurting on the left side started on 29Dec2020 in the morning. Her Leg feeling weak started right after the injection, about 15 minutes after on 28Dec2020. The chills started on 29Dec2020 in the morning in which she couldn't get warm. Her feeling nauseous started on 28Dec2020 in the evening like 9 PM. The Temperature 98.1 was her current temperature taken right before the call, as well as her blood pressure. Her feeling dizzy started after getting vaccine on 28Dec2020, she was fine to drive home, but then again on 29Dec2020 in the morning she felt it also. Her legs felt funny like rubbery. The big toes hurting started an hour before, on 29Dec2020 it woke her up since it was jabbing. The outcome of the events was unknown.

920232 01/05/2021 VA F headache; myalgia/muscle pain; joint pain; sore arms; teeth pain; swollen face/face swelling; soft hypotension; could not barely open her mouth; barely ate; sick; allergic reaction; pain and facial fillers; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself.  A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced headache, myalgia/muscle pain, joint pain, sore arms, teeth pain, swollen face/face swelling, soft hypotension, could not barely open her mouth, barely ate, sick, allergic reaction, pain and facial fillers all on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.  The patient reported that she had a severe reaction with her first dose of the vaccine, she mentioned that never in her life she had experienced a reaction like that one, she presented the following symptoms: headache, myalgia, muscle pain, joint pain, sore arms, teeth pain and swollen face, pain and facial fillers, soft hypotension, face swelling so bad that she could not barely open her mouth, these reactions occurred 4 days after receiving the first dose of the vaccine. She barely ate because she was pretty sick from the side effects.  She had to use steroids and antihistamines to counter the allergic reaction. The reporter wanted to know if she could be pre-administered with anti-inflammatory or another medication as a precaution prior to receiving her second dose of the vaccine.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920233 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NJ F like a little bit of adrenaline rush the rest of the couple of hours I was working; I felt my heart was racing so checked, and my heart rate (HR) was in the upper 90s-110; I felt my heart was racing so checked, and my heart rate (HR) was in the upper 90s-110/ It kept doing that on and off, on and off until HR got around 120 at 11pm last night.; itchy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP reported for herself.   A 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose on 28Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she felt ok during the observation period (15 minutes) and like a little bit of adrenaline rush the rest of the couple of hours she was working.  When she got home, she felt her heart was racing so checked, and her heart rate (HR) was in the upper 90s-110.  Eventually it came down after hydrating herself.  It kept doing that on and off, on and off until HR got around 120 at 11pm last night. Benadryl helped.  She was itchy but her HR is back down to 76 and it seems that everything is clearing. The outcome of the events was reported as unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920234 01/05/2021 CA M muscle aches; fatigue; nauseous/ almost vomiting; had a "brain fog" or was feeling unwell; had a "brain fog" or was feeling unwell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP reported for himself.   A 24-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose on unknown date for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 1 day after getting the vaccine the patient experienced muscle aches and fatigue. Then on Sunday, he was nauseous, "almost vomiting," had a "brain fog" or was feeling unwell. The outcome of the events was reported as unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920235 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 PA 36.0 F Injection site is moderately swollen and moderately painful; Injection site is moderately swollen and moderately painful; Range of motion is affected; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot Number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm, on 28Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included seasonal allergies, and allergies to sulfa, kiwi, sunflower seeds, and herbal tea. The patient's concomitant medications included paracetamol (TYLENOL), loratadine (CLARITINE), ibuprofen (ADVIL), famotidine (PEPCID), ergocalciferol (VIT D), and ascorbic acid (VIT C). The patient previously took oseltamivir phosphate (TAMIFLU) and nickel and experienced allergies to both. No other vaccine was administered in four weeks. On 29Dec2020 at 11:00 AM, the injection site was moderately swollen and moderately painful and the patient's range of motion was affected (pending clarification). The patient was reporting this because she had never in her life had injection site swelling. The site was not itchy or red. There was no rash. It's just markedly swollen and painful. No treatment was given for the adverse events. The patient did not have COVID-19 prior to vaccination and the patient did not test for COVID-19 post-vaccination. The patient had not recovered from the events.

920236 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 F patient received the first dose of COVID 19 vaccine on 16Dec2020. She got tested positive on 20Dec2020; patient received the first dose of COVID 19 vaccine on 16Dec2020. She got tested positive on 20Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of COVID 19 vaccine on 16Dec2020. She got tested positive on 20Dec2020. The patient wanted to know if it's safe for her to get the second dose of covid-19 vaccine scheduled for 07Jan2021. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient might not be completely excluded.

920237 01/05/2021 AZ F having short term memory/can not recall things from 2 months ago; soreness in arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician.   A female patient (Reporter's wife) of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose on unknown date for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 29Dec2020 the patient experienced soreness in arm and at 4 o'clock pm she having short term memory, cannot recall things from 2 months ago. The outcome of the events was reported as unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920238 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 29.0 M Nausea; Chills; Injection site pain; Tingling in his arm; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable pharmacist.   A 29-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EL0140), via intramuscular, on 28Dec2020 at 13:15, at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was left arm. No relevant medical history and concomitant medications were provided. The patient was vaccinated at workplace clinic, age at vaccination was 29-year-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. On 29Dec2020, the patient reported normal side effects of nausea, chills, injection site pain. Patient also reported that he was experiencing tingling in his arm. No therapeutic measures were taken as result of the events. Pre-vaccination and post-vaccination COVID tests were not performed. The patient had not recovered from the events.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920239 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 M anaphylactic shock/numb throat; high heart rate; light headed; anaphylactic shock/numb throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient himself).  A male patient of an unspecified age (reported as 39: unknown unit) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose, for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced anaphylactic shock, numb throat, high heart rate and light headed on an on 22Dec2020. The outcome of events was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920240 01/05/2021 F pain; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect from a contactable consumer (patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced pain  (non-serious) on an unspecified date.  Therapeutic measures taken as a result of pain included 3 ADVIL. Caller reported taking 3 advil after receiving vaccine due to pain not related to vaccine, her pain was related to swimming.  The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently provided, a possible contributory role of vaccination with BNT162B2 in the development of the event pain cannot be excluded.

920241 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 WA 48.0 F Rhinorrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 48-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), intramuscular (arm left) on 23Dec2020 17:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included obese and seasonal allergies. Concomitant medications included ibuprofen, acetaminophen, loratadine, calcium, vitamin c (ASCORBIC ACID), vitamin d3, probiotics, and fish oil. The patient previously took Nickel and experienced drug allergy. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced rhinorrhea on 23Dec2020 (21:00). There was no treatment received for the adverse event. The outcome of event was recovered on an unspecified date. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. This case is non-serious.

920242 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MI 39.0 F Rash on form arms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 40-year-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL0140), at the age of 39-year-old, via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at 02:30 at a single dose on the right arm for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetic type 1. Concomitant medications included insulin aspart (NOVOLOG) and levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID).  The patient experienced rash on "form arms" on 28Dec2020 at 07:00. The patient received diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) as treatment for the event. Outcome of the event was recovering. The event was assessed as non-serious by the reporter.

920243 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 MO 55.0 F Nausea; Vomiting; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 55-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 29Dec2020 at single dose in right upper arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was none.  There were no concomitant medications. On 29Dec2020 the patient experienced nausea, vomiting and headache: patient worked at the hospital; 30-45 minutes after she received the vaccine, she got really nauseated. She was also vomiting and had a headache. She has stopped vomiting on 29Dec2020 (30 min before the report). Events were all non-serious. Patient recovered from vomiting on 29Dec2020; outcome of nausea and headache was not recovered. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920244 01/05/2021 F soreness; tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced soreness and tiredness on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested

920245 01/05/2021 M Experienced mild local site injection pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. This report was received via a sales representative.    A 36 year-old male patient  received  bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) vaccine , via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at  single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history  and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced mild local site injection pain on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.    No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/Batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

920246 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TX M generalized pain/generalized body aches; shortness of breath; chills; sick; fever; feeling run down; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A male patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced generalized pain/generalized body aches, shortness of breath, chills, sick, fever, and feeling run down; all on 28Dec2020. The reporter didn't know if the patient had tested positive for COVID after receiving the COVID vaccine. This patient was not in the hospital at time of reporting. The outcome was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920247 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 IN M tested positive for COVID-19; tested positive for COVID-19; feeling sick; This is a spontaneous report from a consumer or other non hcp.    A male patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) vaccine, via an unspecified route of administration on  22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On 24Dec2020   the patient was sick and was  tested positive for covid-19, the outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

920248 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 U Swollen lymph nodes on my neck; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at single dose in arm for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the Pfizer Vaccine last Tuesday in Dec2020 and today in Dec2020 the patient woke up with swollen lymph nodes on the neck, opposite side where the arm was injected. The outcome was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

920249 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 CO 28.0 F Nausea; racing heart rate; restlessness; Dizziness; Shaking; breathlessness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer  reporting for herself.  A 28-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 ; Lot # EK9231) vaccine , via an unspecified route of administration on 27Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  Medical history included drug hypersensitivity to amoxicillin sodium  on an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  There were no concomitant medications.   The patient experienced about one minute and a half after receiving the vaccine racing heart rate on 27Dec2020 with outcome of recovered , restlessness  on 27Dec2020 with outcome of recovered , dizziness  on 27Dec2020 with outcome of recovered , shaking on 27Dec2020 with outcome of recovered , breathlessness  on 27Dec2020 with outcome of recovering , nausea on 28Dec2020 with outcome of recovered.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included heart rate: racing   on 27Dec2020.  The patient received diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) to treat dyspnea.

920250 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 U I am like itchy all over in my the body; Rash; This is Spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the Pfizer vaccine for COVID earlier on 29Dec2020 and few hours past, the patient got at around 3 O'clock and then at time of the report the patient was like itchy all over in the body and the patient had like rashes. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on lot/batch cannot be obtained.

920251 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 GA 25.0 F dehydration; Headache; nausea; vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 25-year-old female patient (no pregnancy) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 Vaccine, lot number: EL0142), intramuscularly at site of right arm on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Age at vaccination was 25-year-old. Medical history included COVID-19 (Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced headache, nausea, vomiting, dehydration on 29Dec2020. Events were resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient received treatment (IV fluids, ondansetron (ZOFRAN), metoclopramide (REGLAN)) for the adverse event. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in hospital. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was recovering.

920252 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 IL 29.0 F some redness was noted at injection site; Pain at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient).  A 29-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE;lot number: EL0140), intramuscular in Left arm on  24Dec2020 at 11:45 am at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation .  Medical history was none.No known allergies to medications, food, or other products. There were no concomitant medications. On 24Dec2020 at 10:00 pm (as reported) the patient experienced pain at injection site and on 25Dec2020 some redness was noted at injection site; events were reported as non-serious and described as follows: pain at injection site, started 10 hours after vaccination (as reported), lasted 24 hours. Also some redness was noted at injection site a day after vaccination,  that self resolved in 2 days. Patient did not need to take any pain medication, no treatment given for the events. Patient recovered from the events in Dec2020.

920253 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 56.0 F Headache; Chills; just really tired; achy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 56-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; reported as Covid Vaccine Pfizer; batch/lot number: EH9899; expiration date: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included AFib (atrial fibrillation), high blood pressure and has 25 percent of her colon. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she a Pfizer shot yesterday (28Dec2020) which was clarified as Covid Vaccine Pfizer and today (29Dec2020) she was having some reactions to it, but they are not serious. The patient mentioned that she has like a headache and some chills and something like that which she hoped would go away by tomorrow (30Dec2020) and hoping that it doesn't last long. The patient mentioned that this was her first dose. When inquired on treatment, the patient mentioned that she was just really tired and achy and was just going to try sleep. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid Rapid testing every single week [unspecified date] but no results were provided and last time she was tested was on last Tuesday (22Dec2020) with negative results. The outcome of the event headache and chills were not recovered while the outcome of the other events was unknown.

920254 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 F throat pain; increase body temperature; feels has something in throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. After getting the vaccine on 28Dec2020, the patient asked if it is okay to get tested for Covid or if it might result in false positive. The patient reported that she has throat pain, increase body temperature and feels has something in her throat and keeps swallowing to clear it. She felt it yesterday (29Dec2020) and now is okay, only her throat was hurting. The outcome of event throat pain was not recovered, while the outcome of other events was recovered on an unspecified date.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

920255 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 30.0 M Headaches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient).  A 30-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE)  on 28Dec2020 at 13:30 at single dose in left arm  for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included COVID-19 on an unknown date (prior to vaccination the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19). Since the vaccination, the patient was not tested for COVID-19. No known allergies to medications, food or other products. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced headaches on 29Dec2020 at 05:00 am. Event was non serious . No treatment given and patient recovered from the event in Dec2020. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920256 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 CA F Some flu symptoms; heavy; taste at the back of her throat; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable consumer (patient) reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Dec2020 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunisation; and naproxen (NAPROSYN) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Dec2020 at 2 dosage forms (DF) to prevent symptoms you could get with the vaccine. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient reported that she received her first vaccine last night but two hours before, she took two naproxen to try to prevent the symptoms she heard you could get with the vaccine. She did feel some flu symptoms and heavy and a taste at the back of her throat. She was concerned that the naproxen may have had a negative effect on the vaccine. She wanted to know if there were any information. Outcome of the events were unknown.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

920257 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 TX F antibody/antigen testing; received vaccine on Monday  then tested positive last night; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Dec2020 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient called about antibody/antigen testing.  She tested negative on Sunday (Dec2020), received vaccine on Monday (Dec2020) then tested positive last night (Dec2020). She wanted to know if she truly has Covid or if it positive due to the vaccination. She gets tested every three day because she works in a long-term care facility. Outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

920258 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 F I developed a bitter taste; I am not able to eat; I felt so bad; I started coughing; I feel so sick and helpless; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (the patient), a front line worker.  A 67-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Batch/Lot number unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 17Dec2020, a moment after vaccination, the patient experienced a bitter taste, was not able to eat, felt so bad, started coughing, felt so sick and helpless. The events were non-serious with outcome of unknown.  The information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

920259 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 NJ F headache; redness, soreness and itchiness on her arm that lasted a week; redness, soreness and itchiness on her arm that lasted a week; redness, soreness and itchiness on her arm that lasted a week; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age (reported as Age: 51; Unit: Unknown) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  For the first two days (on 21Dec2020) she had a headache, treated with paracetamol (TYLENOL) and headache went away. Then she developed redness, soreness and itchiness on her arm in Dec2020 that lasted a week.  This week these side effects have been more intermittent. She queried if it was okay to receive second dose on 08Jan2021. The patient recovered from the events in Dec2020.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

920261 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 RI 62.0 F Left deltoid was sore initially, then pain progressed upward into left neck up to just under left ear; Left deltoid was sore initially, then pain progressed upward into left neck up to just under left ear; Also felt a little stiffness in that neck area; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A 62-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, Lot number EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration, in the left arm, on 19Dec2020 at 07:00 AM (at the age of 62-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medication taken within two weeks of vaccination included fish oil (OMEGA 3 FISH OIL), calcium carbonate, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D 2000). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 20Dec2020, at 08:00 AM, the patient experienced left deltoid was sore initially, then pain progressed upward into left neck up to just under left ear, she also felt a little stiffness in that neck area. The neck pain lasted 24 hours. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for left deltoid was sore initially, then pain progressed upward into left neck up to just under left ear, she also felt a little stiffness in that neck area. The clinical outcome of the events left deltoid was sore initially, then pain progressed upward into left neck up to just under left ear, she also felt a little stiffness in that neck area was recovered. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

920262 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CO 20.0 F Redness and warmth around injection site 5-6 hours after receiving vaccine; Redness and warmth around injection site 5-6 hours after receiving vaccine; soreness 2 hours after administration until currently; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient. A 20-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot EK9231) solution for injection in the left arm on 29Dec2020 at 17:30 (at the age of 20-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history included asthma. Concomitant medications included clonidine, lamotrigine (LAMICTAL), ethinylestradiol/etonogestrel (NUVARING) and bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN). The patient did not have allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 29Dec2020, the patient experienced redness and warmth around injection site 5-6 hours after receiving vaccine and soreness 2 hours after administration until currently. No treatment was provided for the events redness and warmth around injection site and soreness. The outcome of the events redness and warmth around injection site was recovering. The outcome of the event soreness 2 hours after administration was not recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

920263 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 35.0 F Nausea; body aches; headache; unable to sleep; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse, the patient. A 35-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot number Eh9899) solution for injection in the left arm on 29Dec2020 at 14:00 (at the age of 35-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history included asthma, pituitary adenoma, IBS (irritable bowel syndrome) and COVID (prior to vaccination). Concomitant medications were unknown. Past drug history included known allergies: ciprofloxacin hydrochloride (CIPRO). The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. In Dec2020, the patient experienced nausea, body aches, headache and unable to sleep. No treatment was provided for the events nausea, body aches, headache and unable to sleep. The outcome of the events nausea, body aches, headache and unable to sleep was recovering. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19 via nasal swab on 30Dec2020 and result was pending.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

920264 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 CA 29.0 F Left hand feels sleepy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable  health care professional nurse, the patient.  A 29-years-old non-pregnant female patient (nurse) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE); Lot Number: EK5730), intramuscular in the left arm on 30Dec2020 at 14:00 as a single dose, for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient had no known medical history or allergies. Concomitant medication included amoxicillin (AMOXICILLIN).  No other vaccines were given within 4 weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 30Dec2020 at 16:45, the patient experienced left hand feels sleepy. No Treatment was given for the event. The clinical outcome of left hand feels sleepy was not recovered.

920265 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NC 51.0 F swelling or mask like feeling to face with sensation changes (mild numbness) to face(both sides), tongue, lips and feeling of lump in throat; also same changes in sensation to fingers on both hands; swelling or mask like feeling to face with sensation changes (mild numbness) to face(both sides), tongue, lips and feeling of lump in throat; also same changes in sensation to fingers on both hands; swelling or mask like feeling to face with sensation changes (mild numbness) to face(both sides), tongue, lips and feeling of lump in throat; also same changes in sensation to fingers on both hands; swelling or mask like feeling to face with sensation changes (mild numbness) to face(both sides), tongue, lips and feeling of lump in throat; also same changes in sensation to fingers on both hands; swelling or mask like feeling to face with sensation changes (mild numbness) to face(both sides), tongue, lips and feeling of lump in throat; also same changes in sensation to fingers on both hands; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A 51-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: ek5730, via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at 12:00 (at the age of 51 years old) as a single dose in the right arm for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history included lupus from an unknown date, and allergy to Celebrex (itching).  The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included hydroxychloroquine sulfate (PLAQUENIL), levothyroxine, vitamin D3, and zinc, all for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The vaccine was given at a hospital. On 30Dec2020 at 14:30, the patient experienced swelling or mask like feeling to face with sensation changes (mild numbness) to face (both sides), tongue, lips and feeling of lump in throat; also same changes in sensation to fingers on both hands. The patient received treatment for the events which included Pepcid, Benadryl and prednisone. The clinical outcome of swelling or mask like feeling to face with sensation changes (mild numbness) to face (both sides), tongue, lips and feeling of lump in throat; also same changes in sensation to fingers on both hands was recovered. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

920266 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 PA 65.0 F swollen arm swollen shoulder and swollen clavicle; lymphadenopathy; hands swelled, were red and itchy/swollen arm swollen shoulder and swollen clavicle; body rash to her arms, legs, abdomen with bubbly, clear bumps the size of a pea; hands swelled, were red and itchy; hands swelled, were red and itchy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A 65-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 (at the age of 65 years old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 18Dec2020, the patient experienced hands swelled, were red and itchy, she took a shower and then experienced a "body rash to her arms, legs, abdomen with bubbly, clear bumps the size of a pea, as well as lymphadenopathy". The next day (19De2020) she started having a "swollen arm swollen shoulder and swollen clavicle".  The clinical outcome of "body rash to her arms, legs, abdomen with bubbly, clear bumps the size of a pea, as well as lymphadenopathy" and "swollen arm swollen shoulder and swollen clavicle" was unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

920267 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 NM U having a little bit of like a flu, don't know if it's like a cold; having a little bit of like a flu, don't know if it's like a cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. This patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine) via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history was not reported. On an unspecified date in Dec2020, the patient experienced having a little bit of like a flu, don't know if it's like a cold. Limited information was available. The clinical outcome of the flu like illness and a cold was unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

920268 01/05/2021 CA F Rash; Inflammation; Swelling; Itchy; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable consumer, the patient. This female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medication were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced a rash, inflammation, swelling and itchy after receiving the vaccine. She stated it was not uncommon for her to get. The patient wanted to know if she could take a Benadryl. Limited information was available. The clinical outcome of rash, inflammation, swelling and itchy was unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

920269 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 F fever of 101.8 (unit not reported); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for herself. This female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced a fever of 101.8 (unit not reported) that initially did not improve with aspirin or Tylenol. Temperature is currently 100.6. The outcome of event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920270 01/05/2021 F weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An 88-year-old female patient  to received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation, apixaban (ELIQUIS), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date and ongoing at an unknown dose and frequency for an unspecified indication. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unknown date, the patient experienced weakness. It was further reported that patient got the first shot scheduled to get the second on 08Jan2020.  The patient had weakness from the shot and would like to known how long will the weakness last. The action taken in response to the event for apixaban was dose not changed. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number is requested

920271 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 F Little cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse.  A female patient of an unspecified age started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration from 20Dec2020 to 20Dec2020 single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced little cough on an unspecified date. The action taken in response to the event for BNT162B2 was not applicable. The outcome was recovered  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920274 10/01/2016 01/05/2021 SC 45.0 F Relapse of MCD; frothy urine; periorbital edema; 24 hour proteinuria  was 1.5 gram; Initial information was received on 24-Dec-2020 regarding an unsolicited valid serious case from the other healthcare professional issued from a literature article.   This case involved a 45-year-old female patient who had relapse of MCD (Minimal Change Disease) (glomerulonephritis minimal lesion) with frothy urine (urine abnormality), periorbital edema (periorbital oedema) and her 24 hour protein urine was 1.5 gram (proteinuria), after she received INFLUENZA VACCINE.  The patient's medical history included abrupt onset of bilateral hand, facial, lower extremity edema and frothy urine and she was diagnosed with MCD after kidney biopsy on an unknown date of Dec-2014 (ongoing).   Urinalysis (UA) showed 3+ protein and urine protein to creatinine (UPCR) was 6.5.  Serum albumin was 1.5 g/dL (grams per deciliter), total cholesterol 465 mg/ dL, WBC (white blood cell) 6.79 K/mm (1000 per millimeter), hemoglobin (Hgb) 14.5 g/dL, platelets 417 K/mm, BUN (blood urea nitrogen) 20 mg/ dL, creatinine 1.0 mg/dL, AST (Aspartate Aminotransferase ) 29 iU/L (International units per liter), ALT (Alanine Transaminase) 20 iU/L, C3 (complement component 3) 155 mg/dL and C4 29.3mg/dL. RPR (Rapid Plasma Reagin), hepatitis B & C serologies, and ANA (Antinuclear Antibody) were negative. After approximately 2 weeks, UPCR worsened to 12 g/g.  The patient's past medical treatment included oral prednisone 1mg/kg (milligram per kilogram) daily, torsemide with 5mg/day and rosuvastatin with 5mg/day for MCD.  Complete remission of proteinuria was documented 2 weeks later and persisted after completing a 6-month course of prednisone.  The patient had no other significant medical or allergy history and no signs of systemic infection. She was normotensive and she denied recent infections or use of NSAID (Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs).  The patient's past vaccination(s), family history and concomitant medication were not reported.  The patient remained in complete remission until Oct-2016.  On an unknown date of Oct-2016, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer (batch number and other dosing details were not reported) for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date of 2016, the patient experienced serious relapse of MCD in the absence of other potential triggers of MCD(glomerulonephritis minimal lesion) with frothy urine (urine abnormality), periorbital edema (periorbital oedema) and her 24-hour protein urine was 1.5 gram (proteinuria), just after administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE. These events were assessed as medically significant.  The patients renal and hepatic chemistries were normal with creatinine 0.7 mg/dL except for serum albumin of 3.0 g/dL. UA showed protein 100 mg/dL.  The patient was treated with oral Prednisone 50mg/day from an unknown date of 2016.  The patient had recovered from proteinuria within 21 days after treatment with Prednisone and at the time of reporting, outcome was not reported for other events.   It was reported that, this case as well as previous anecdotal reports suggested that influenza vaccination and the resulting stimulation of the immune system may cause MCD.  There will be no information available on the batch number for this case.; Sender's Comments: This case concerns 45-year-old patient who presented with relapse of glomerulonephritis minimal lesion, just after vaccination with INFLUENZA VACCINE (produced by unknown manufacturer). The time to onset is compatible. However, the patient already had same events before vaccination and information regarding past vaccination, its tolerance and concomitant medications were needed to fully assess the case. Based upon the reported information, the role the vaccine cannot be assessed.

920275 01/05/2021 24.0 F seizure; high fever; Initial information was received on 29-Dec-2020 regarding an unsolicited valid serious case from a consumer(patient) via other company.  This case involves a 24-year-old female patient who experienced seizure and high fever (pyrexia), while she received TETANUS TOXOID, DIPHTHERIA TOXOID, TYPHOID VACCINE and CHOLERA VACCINE.  Medical history, medical treatment, concomitant medications, vaccination and family history were not provided. At the time of the event, the patient had ongoing latex allergy (Rubber sensitivity) and injectable Iodine allergy.  On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of each suspect TYPHOID VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer and suspects DIPHTHERIA TOXOID, TETANUS TOXOID and CHOLERA VACCINE not produced by Sanofi Pasteur (lot number and expiry date not reported) all vaccines via unknown route at an unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient developed a serious seizure and high fever (pyrexia) 6 hours following the administration of TYPHOID VACCINE, DIPHTHERIA TOXOID, TETANUS TOXOID and CHOLERA VACCINE. The patient was hospitalized for this event. (hospitalization duration 4 days). The event seizure was assessed as medically significant.  It was reported that, the patient having previous reactions to vaccines when she was 24 years old prior to trip and doctors told during hospitalization that she should not have received all four vaccines at the same time. Reporter asked if she can receive the COVID-19 vaccine, she also told that (this whole thing has been a waste of her time).  Other relevant laboratory data not reported.  It was not reported if the patient received any corrective treatment.  At the time of report, the outcome was unknown for both the events.  Information on the lot number was requested.; Sender's Comments: This case concerns a 24-year-old female patient who experienced seizure and pyrexia after vaccination with TETANUS TOXOID, DIPHTHERIA TOXOID, TYPHOID VACCINE and CHOLERA VACCINE. The time to onset is compatible. The patient has allergies to latex and injectable iodine. Further information regarding medical condition at the time of vaccination, previous vaccinations and laboratory investigations excluding alternative etiologies is needed for complete assessment of the case. Based upon the reported information, the role of an individual vaccine cannot be assessed.Y 4

920276 09/30/2013 01/05/2021 MA F angioedema; arm swelled up; Initial information regarding an unsolicited valid serious case was received from a consumer (patient) on 28-Dec-2020.  This case involves female patient of an unknown age who experienced arm swelled up (peripheral swelling) and angioedema, while she received vaccine INFLUENZA QUADRIVAL A-B INTRADERMAL VACCINE [FLUZONE].  The patient's medical history, past medical treatment(s), vaccination(s) and family history were not provided. Concomitant medication was unknown.  On 30-Sep-2013, the patient received suspect INFLUENZA QUADRIVAL A-B INTRADERMAL VACCINE [lot number: UH894AB and expiration date: unknown] at an unknown dose and frequency via unknown route and unknown site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, (latency unknown) patient had a reaction as the arm swelled up (peripheral swelling). Patient was on a lot of vitamin D and then got the vaccines; that she had angioedema but had not had it in a few years.    The event angioedema was assessed as medically significant as per important medical event (IME) list. It was not reported if the patient received a corrective treatment. The outcome of the both events was unknown. There will be no information available regarding batch number in this case.; Sender's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age who experienced swelling of her arm and had angioedema after vaccination with FLUZONE. The time to onset is unknown. Moreover, there is no information on patient's allergic history and lab tests do not rule out alternate etiologies. Based upon the reported information, the role of the vaccine cannot be assessed.

920277 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 SD 35.0 35 F Raised red, warm lump at injection site. About the size of golf ball

920278 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 41.0 41 F Total body aches and chills, followed by 101.2 fever.

920279 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 23.0 23 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect noted.

920280 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 54.0 54 M 54yoM presented for a sudden-onset diaphoresis and loss of body strength. Pt had received COVID-19 vaccine this morning at the clinic and noted severe sweating all over the body while lying in bed @ approx 2030. Then pt described severe loss of body strength with dizziness as he was trying to sit up and get to his feet from the floor. Denied palpitation, chest pain, headache, N/V, LOC. His symptoms continued for 20mins until he drank a cup of water. At approx 2050, smoked E-cigarette and arrived at facility at 2100. On arrival, pt denied any symptoms, however, vitals indicated severe hypertension: BP 188/99, HR 56, T 97.6 F. Pt given 81mg ASA x2 and immediately transported to hospital.Y 2

920281 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 34.0 34 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

920282 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 FL 77.0 77 M Moderate persistent headaches which began several days post vaccination

920283 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MA 25.0 25 M Fever, immune response  due to covid-19, I believe from being sick with covid recently

920284 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 IA 64.0 64 F Day 9 post-vaccine, employee developed a raised, red patch around injection site, approximately 3 inches wide by 5 inches long.  The area is not warm or painful.

920285 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 45.0 45 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

920286 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 OH 46.0 46 F 11 hours after injection: Pain and swelling at injection site. Blister at injection site. Itching of arm of injection site. 13 hour after injection: Chills and muscle aches 20 hour after injection: Fever (101.4 - 101.7), Nausea, Vomiting, Muscle cramping, diarrhea. Symptoms persisted 48 hours, until about 72 hours after injection

920287 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CT 48.0 48 F Approximately 20 minutes after vaccination developed burning sensation in sternum. States non radiating. Felt similar to heartburn. Persistent. No SOB. No changes to pain with deep breathing. Approximately 445 mins post vaccination developed dizziness as well. Patient was seen in clinic and EKG performed. Noted to be SR. Vital signs stable. Patient sent via EMS to local hospital for full workup.

920289 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 MI 26.0 26 M 24 hours after administration started having fever up to 101.5, chills, body aches, headache. Fever and chills lasted about 12 hours. Headache and body aches continue past 24 hours

920290 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 MD 54.0 54 F Painful swollen lymph nodes collar bone and underarm of Left side. Started 1/2 Injection site raised lumpy and itchy started 1/4 Raised itchy rash on R hip started 12/31.

920291 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 59.0 59 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect noted.

920293 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 FL 38.0 38 F Nausea, bloating, gas, and pain at the injection site. Nausea set in 3 hours after injection and lasted about 36 hours. Bloating and gas continue day 3. Pain set in 10 hours after injection and lasted 24 hours. No medical attention needed, tea, soup, fluids, moving the arm, and rest helped.

920294 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 FL 42.0 42 M Moderate soreness at injection site.

920295 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 GA 58.0 58 F coughing shortly after injection, lasted a few minutes but went away. Benadryl given

920296 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 53.0 53 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted.

920297 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 IL 63.0 63 F Swollen painful eyes

920298 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 MI 54.0 54 F Vaccine at 8:40 am.  1 pm same day started with headache that progressed to severe headache.  Marked pain in injection sight that radiated to neck and all the way to fingers. injection sight Felt warm, moderate swelling, not red. pain in arm lasted 2.5 day. Also Severe arthalgias and myalgia all over.  Extreme fatigue, Foggy head. Blurry vision mild 48 hr.  Very aggitated.  Slept more but disturbed sleep.  Could not work 24 hr.  Very tired at work 12/31/2020.  Naueas, no vomiting, mild constipation.   Patient still feels tired and foggy today 1/5/2021 but improving

920299 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 VA 27.0 27 F Saturday night headache took Tylenol, Sunday body aches chills headache dizzy nauseous weak, Monday vomiting headache dizzy heart palpitations body aches, Tuesday continued headache body aches

920300 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 36.0 36 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.   No adverse effect noted.

920301 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 MN 40.0 40 F Patient experienced aching, fever, diarrhea that started 12/30/20. Symptoms continued adding chills , body aches, and vomiting over the next several days leading to an Emergency Room visit on 1/4/20.

920302 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 PA 42.0 42 M Red rash at injection site (left shoulder) and red rash on left, middle and right neck 9 hours after administration, also weakness, flushed, hot and cold chills without fever 26 hours later.  Red rash disappeared within 1.5 hours after taking ibuprofen.

920303 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 OH 35.0 35 F Itchy rash formed at injection site 8 days after receiving the injection along with fatigue and overall not feeling well

920304 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MA 45.0 45 M Severe, debilitating chills, mild fever (100.0).  Started just after midnight of 12/29/2020.  Took 800mg Motrin at approximately 12:45am.  Severe chills continued until approximately 02:30am, at which time they resolved.

920305 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 37.0 37 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect noted.

920306 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 24.0 24 F fever that lasts overnight after vaccination, pain in the left hand where the vaccine was administered, dizziness and headache

920307 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 45.0 45 M I had an episode of chills in the middle of the night (4:17 am), and I had a 100.9F fever at 6:20 a.m. on 1-5-2021

920308 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 65.0 65 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect noted.

920309 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MN 53.0 53 F face swelling several days after receiving the vaccine

920310 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 54.0 54 F woke up at 3 am 1/3/21 with flu like symptoms: chills, fever, body aches, weakness and headache which lasted all day. woke up 1/4/21 feeling better but had headache and was very weak. 1/5/21 still very weak but headache gone

920311 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 VT 31.0 31 F moderate redness, itching and mild swelling about 3 inches in diameter around left deltoid that appeared 8 days after vaccine injection. Took Tylenol and left alone. Gradually improved and slowly resolved over next few days

920312 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CO 60.0 60 F rash at injection site

920313 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 50.0 50 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects noted

920314 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 40.0 40 F After an hour of receiving my vaccine, I started feeling  a little jittery, my heart rate went up to 113. I felt very short of breath. worst when walking and talking that improved with me sitting. Nausea with lots of drool. Around 4:30 I started feeling body aches . Then at 5 on my way home, i started feeling extreme pain in my joints, to where i couldnt hold the steering wheel tight. Around 7:30 I started having shaking and aching. Around 9:30 I ate potatoes, and took motrin and it helped a little. I felt weak and washed out like I ran a marathon.  I was still feeling fatigue and wiped out, I had no energy.  I took my pulse ox and it was 95-96.  I am now having muscle pain at the injection site, and injection site is very sore.

920315 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CT 39.0 39 F 0.5 ml Moderna covid vaccine administered in right deltoid at 0630. Several minutes following vaccine c/o feeling flushed and "really hot." She was hypertensive and tachycardic throughout the monitoring period following vaccine. She c/o headache, nausea, hot and cold, flushed, noted blotchy skin and shaking hands (noted prior to vaccine) Evaluated by Dr. Husband called to transport home. Instructed when to return to ED

920316 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MA 45.0 45 M Recipient reported chest tightness on one side then the other. Blood pressure was checked- 162/103. The recipient was escorted to our facility's outpatient clinic. He reports receiving medication for the blood pressure and being monitor for a few hours but his blood pressure did not decrease. He was encouraged to visit his PCP.

920317 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Rhonchi, frothy sputum, low grade temp, elevated HR,   12/30 MD assessed 1:00PM and increased prednisone and added Cefdinir.  Sent to hospital 12/30 at approximately 6:30PM with worsening symptoms Y 6

920318 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 CO 61.0 61 F VACCINE SAT AT 1:30 PM, SUNDAY 9:00 AM FEELING TIRED NAUSEATED, TEMP UP TO101 THROUGH THE DAY, HEADACHE,PAIN IN LEFT ARM AT INJECTION SITE. TEMP SEEMED TO BREAK THAT EVENING 98.0 . MONDAY INJECTION SITE VERY RED AND RAISED, ITCHY, ABOUT 1 TO 1 1/2 INCHES IN SIZE. TODAY TUESDAY SAME SIZE ITCHY NOT RAISED .

920319 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 53.0 53 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effected reported

920320 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 FL 33.0 33 F Painful axilar Lymphadenopathy same side of injection arm

920321 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 46.0 46 F chills, slight fever, body aches

920322 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Besides the arm pain, exhaustion exactly like when I had Covid. I had a headache when I was sleeping last night, unable to sleep last night, very achy, congested, chills but afebrile. The exhaustion and achiness is the worst part of it. I don't know if it is related to my RA. I am off my RA meds (Mycophenalate 3000 mg and Methotrexate 20 mg subQ because I had surgery on November 16 and then got Covid so they haven't restarted them.  I am a nurse and just thought this my be helpful.

920323 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NE 63.0 63 M Developed left sided Bell's Palsy two days after receiving COVID vaccine

 45



920324 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 SC 35.0 35 F Patient reported burning at the injection site shortly after receiving vaccine.  She had a burning / swelling sensation of her tongue and otherwise felt unwell.  She was placed on a cardiac monitor which showed ST with a VR 142-155, no ectopy.  She reports that her HR is usually 130 or less.  She had a BP that ranged between 149-160/96-105.  She reports this is elevated for her.  Patient sent to ED and given Benadryl and prednisone for 3 days. On 1/4, patient contacted MD and stated injection site is red and raised. Continues to take Benadryl and prednisone and has a numb and swollen tongue.

920325 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 41.0 41 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect reported.

920327 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 NC 56.0 56 F 12/30/2020 am started with local reaction of  swelling and pain in right arm along with heaviness of right arm.   Also extreme fatigue.  All of these sx subsided 01/02/2021.    12/30/2020 pm started with chills, assumed fever, achiness of arms and legs, nightmares, waking up in the middle of the night right sided headache.  All of these sx have subsided (12/31/2020) except for headache and waking up at night.  These two sx continue.

920328 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 NY 56.0 56 F Patient complained of metallic taste in mouth and tingling in top lip immediately after the vaccine. Resolved after 5 minutes.

920329 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 PA 58.0 58 F A week after receiving the vaccine I noticed a  bright red warm 2" x2" circle on my arm. (possible cellulitis?) I called my PCP but they wanted me to notify you to see what I should do about it.

920330 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 59.0 59 F Patient's reaction(s) noted during COVID vaccine observation period: Redness, swelling, or pain at the injection site, extending >2cm diameter area(states it feels like it's in her bones). Pain worse with movement. No redness/swelling.    Actions Taken: VS taken and WNL, with the exception of BP being a little high for her. She was offered the opportunity to go to ED and declined saying that it is manageable and will take Tylenol.   Disposition: Patient declined ED visit

920331 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 25.0 25 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect reported

920345 11/08/2019 01/05/2021 TN 66.0 66 F Suspected vaccination failure; 10 weeks after second dose developed a mild case of shingles; received the first dose on 11/8/2019 second dose on 5/27/2020; This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative and described the occurrence of suspected vaccination failure in a 66-year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   Co-suspect products included Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   On 27th May 2020, the patient received the 2nd dose of Shingrix. On 8th November 2019, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix. On 27th May 2020, unknown after receiving Shingrix and not applicable after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced drug dose administration interval too long. In August 2020, the patient experienced vaccination failure (serious criteria GSK medically significant) and shingles. On an unknown date, the outcome of the vaccination failure and drug dose administration interval too long were unknown and the outcome of the shingles was recovered/resolved.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the vaccination failure and shingles to be related to Shingrix and Shingrix.  Additional details were provided as follows: The patient reported for herself. The patient received 1st dose of Shingrix vaccine on 8th November 2019 (for tolerance of 1st dose, refer case US2020254965) and 2nd dose on 27th May 2020, which led to lengthening of vaccination schedule. The patient experienced a mild case of shingles. This case was considered as suspected vaccination failure as details of laboratory confirmation test was unknown at the time of reporting. The reporter did not have lot number or expiration date information to provide.  The reporter consented to follow up with HCP.; Sender's Comments:  US-GLAXOSMITHKLINE-US2020254965:same reporter, 1st dose

920352 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 SD 35.0 35 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  fatigue, nausea, headache, severe arm pain

920353 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 KY 43.0 43 F 1 week after receiving vaccine,  developed moderate rash, reddened, swollen, itchy and hot to touch at injection site on 1/4/2021. The delayed reaction is my concern.

920354 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TN 30.0 30 F Fever with chills

920356 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 29.0 29 F Diarrhea starting 2 hours after injection Then headache a few hours later That night fevers to 101.4, chills, aches, fatigue, weakness

920357 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 KY 43.0 43 F 1 week after receiving vaccine, developed itchy rash, swollen, hot to touch, and redness at injection site on 1/4/2021

920358 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects reported

920359 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MD 60.0 60 F Temp up to at least 104,  SEVERE Muscle Aches, Nausea, Vomiting, Headache

920360 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MS 45.0 45 F Moderna Covid19 vaccine EUA.  On January the 4th at 9:45 patient received the vaccine around in 11:45am o'clock I started having lower back symptoms. I injured my scartic nerve one year in a 1/2 ago from lifting and for some particular reason that nerve started to hurt hours after vaccine.  Today is 01/05/2021 and my scartic nerve is still aching as of today. Nerve started aching and hurting after Moderna Covid19 vaccine. I was having any problems with nerve before vaccine.

920361 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 AL 48.0 48 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Fever, chills, body aches, shortness of breath, increased anxiety with palpitations and dizziness, soreness at site of injection.   Symptoms started at approximately 11 p.m. the night of the injection (Wednesday) and lasted throughout the next day (Thursday).  I took some Zyrtec on Thursday at approximately 8 p.m., slept great,  and felt back to normal on Friday.

920362 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 37.0 37 F 5inx6in redness, itching and warmth around vaccine IM site of left deltoid. Patient reported these symptoms to me today. Vaccine provided by her employer. Provided Cephalexin antibiotic for suspected cellulitis.

920363 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 SC 41.0 41 F Received vaccine on 12/23/20 at approximately 7:35pm. By 10 pm the right arm started to swell at the injection site and became itchy burning and red. A knot the size of a gumball appeared. By the next morning it was the size of a softball.. It continued to spread to a rectangular shape a little bigger than a softball approximately 4" in height and 8" in width. Arm was sore and itching. I tried my best to keep from scratching at the site and took my claritin and ibuprofen and made sure to wear a long sleeve shirt to keep me from scratching at it. I figured I was making it worse because I tend to sleep on my right side as well. By Sunday night it went away.. Then Tuesday night the 29th of December arm started getting itchy and burning again. By Thursday the 31st my arm was back to the size of softball again and arm itchy and red. Let a few physicians hear in the emergency room where I work look at it and their only suggestion was to use a topical Benadryl. I never officially took my temperature but their was definite heat coming from the site. Not a single physician could explain why it went away and then came back. The knot didn't grown any bigger and with the topical benadryl I have managed to keep the itching away. The swelling started going back down again on Sunday 01/03/21 but there is still a knot the size of a grape now and the area is still red. Some days it is itches more than others.

920364 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 PA 42.0 42 F Patient completed the 15 minute Observation period without incident and left the clinic.  She returned 1 hour later complaining of an itchy on Left Forearm just below the elbow .  Nothing noted at injection site.  No other complaints. Also had reddened itchy are in same place on  right arm. Given 25mg of liquid po Benadryl. Observed by onsite paramedic for 45 minutes.  Redness and itching areas resolved.  Left clinic and returned to work.

920365 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 61.0 61 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse reaction reported

920366 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 NC 25.0 25 F Patient's reaction(s) noted during COVID vaccine observation period: dizziness  Actions Taken: VS taken x2, both sets WNL. Pt decided she felt good enough to go home.  Disposition: Patient declined ED visit

920369 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 47.0 47 F Fever, chills, myalgia, sweats

920370 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 28.0 28 F Red hive like rash and felt hot.  She was also feeling dizzy    Epinephrine given  IM   After 5 minutes, her symptoms returned and another Epinephrine given IM

920371 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CT 26.0 26 F Significant soreness, pain lifting arm, tenderness to any touch, redness around 1 in in diameter around injection site for 7 days

920372 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 VA 37.0 37 F initially arm was sore for several days.  Then 1 week later progressed to swollen area about 2" in diameter that felt like a knot under the skin.  The area was warm to touch, white or non-pigmented, and surrounded by hives.  After 24 hours and several doses of amoxicillin, the area is improving but continues to be warm, surrounded by hives with pigmentation returning.  The knot does not feel as tight.

920373 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 ME 35.0 35 F Immediately following vaccine I experienced expected muscle soreness in affected arm.  Symptoms resolved by 12/31 (day 3). On 01/02/21 in the evening I began to experience tenderness in my underarm arm of my left arm.  about 24 hours later 01/03/21in the evening I continued to experience pain which began spreading to front and back shoulder. Pain extended down my left arm when reaching/extending arm.  Upon rising 01/04/21 swelling in underarm included lump approximately size of mandarin, swolling noted in left bicep. Aching in arm, pain continued to extend down arm.  Other symptoms included malaise, sore throat, nasal congestion, mild headache.  reported to employee health line, asked to receive COIVD test, informed to follow up with PCP regarding arm symptoms as "after 72 hours this is not considered side effects from the vaccine". PCP referred to respiratory clinic  to f/u to monitor swelling/pain.  Provider ordered ultrasound for underarm lump/swelling thought to be in response to COVID vaccine also to view veins in left arm due to my history of DVT.  currently awaiting ultrasound appointment for additional information.

920374 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 PR 47.0 47 F DIZZINESS

920375 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 56.0 F Headache ,chills upset stomach ,muscle fatigue

920377 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 57.0 57 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects reported.

920378 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 IL 40.0 40 F About 30 minutes after the vaccine, I was driving and suddenly felt congestion, flushing and a sense of fullness/swelling in my throat. I pulled over and called my husband. I could breathe fine, but the sensation of swelling in my throat was frightening and I felt like I couldnt swallow my saliva. I also had the feeling like I might faint (hot and flushed). This all passed pretty quickly (5 minutes), and I took a benadryl when I got home and rested.

920379 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 NC 44.0 44 F Patient's reaction(s) noted during COVID vaccine observation period: headache,  actions Taken: VS taken x2 and stable both times. Pt felt okay enough to go home.   Disposition: Patient declined ED visit

920380 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 54.0 54 F Headache on day 1 about 1 hour after vaccine administration, on 12/25 developed a swollen lymph node under her arm pit, on 1/1 she developed swollen lymph nodes in her neck.

920381 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 PR 25.0 25 F HEADACHE, SWEILLING ON LEFT AXILLA AND DECREASE IN ENERGY. VISITED EMERGENCY ROOM, NO TREATMENT, PATIENT WAS ORIENTED TO MONITOR GANGLIAL SWELLING AND TO REPORT TO ER IF SIGNIFICANT CHANGES WERE NOTED LIKE INCREASE IN SIZE, INCREASE IN PAIN OR REDNESS.

920382 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IN 28.0 28 F Fainted at 6:30 a.m. the next morning

920383 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 FL 43.0 43 F Red elevated rash 5-6 cm diameter on injection site with slight pruritis . Appeared on day 8 post vaccination

920384 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 FL 69.0 69 F Numbness from Neck to face to head on the left side.  Lasted a few days. 12-30-2020 to January 3rd, 2021.

920385 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 IL 30.0 30 F 12 hours after injection I began to have chills and rigors, the rigors subsided after ~30 min. For the next 11 hours i had chills, severe body aches, a headache and spiked a fever to 101. The following day after ~12 hrs of symptoms I began to improve slightly and all that remained was a severe headache and body aches. Now, I am about 32 hours in to the adverse event and I still have a headache and sore arm/shoulders but other symptoms have resolved.

920388 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 FL 57.0 57 F Patient received her Vaccine on 12/16/2020. Afterwards she developed symptoms of fever, chills, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting and headache that became worse over time and on day os presentation to our hospital on 1/2/2021 she was having photophobia. Current headache at time of admission had been persistent for over a week. Patient has no immunocompromising risk factors and was diagnosed with confirmed CMV meningitis. She was also admitted with transaminitis.Y

920390 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NC 60.0 60 F SWELLING OF HANDS AND FACE, LASTED FOR ABOUT 2 HOURS

920391 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 NY 53.0 53 F 3:30 nausea, dizziness, soreness and swelling at site of injection 4:30PM headache 6:30 PM chills and body aches 08:00PM itching - no rash, numbness in l shoulder, neck face-cheek, jaw , lip; 10:00PM still able to move muscles no signs of bell's palsy.  Ibuprofen dose, relief of chills and body aches. Symptoms have resolved but l jaw still experiencing numbness

920392 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 FL 49.0 49 M Lump developed on forearm opposite side of injection site with intermittent sharp pain beginning  1/4/21 at approximately 10pm lasting 2 seconds like a sting.

920393 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 39.0 39 U Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects reported.

920394 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NC 41.0 41 M Patient's reaction(s) noted during COVID vaccine observation period: lips tingling like when he eats shellfish; has shellfish allergy  Actions Taken: Vital signs taken and within normal. Pt felt okay enough to go home.  Disposition: Patient declined ED visit

920395 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Felt hot/flushed almost immediately after vaccine. Continued to have hot flashes (afebrile) relieved by Tylenol through the following Tuesday (5 days after vaccine). Hot flashes are intermittent. Also feel fatigued starting Saturday 1/2, improved 1/3, worsening 1/4 into 1/5. Sore arm for about couple days, very mild.

920396 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 PA 32.0 32 F Had fever for 36 hours accompanied by muscle aches, nausea, fatigue.

920397 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 WI 44.0 44 F Day 1: (12/23/20) fatigue, mild headache Day 2: (12/24/20) fatigue mild headache Day 3-5 (12/25/20-12/29/20)- large painful  lymph node inflammation approx. size of a baseball. Right axilla.

920398 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 50.0 50 F left sided numbness

920400 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 62.0 62 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects reported.

920401 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IA 24.0 24 F Woke up at about 3:30am feeling warm. Checked my temperature and it was 101.4. Also experienced joint aches and a headache.

920402 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MD 43.0 43 F At day 6, developed a hive (about 7-8cm in diameter) at the vaccine site with some itching, redness, warmth. No systemic symptoms.

920404 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 60.0 60 M Chills, Body malaise, and sore at the injection site.

920405 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects reported.

920406 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Headache with fogginess that turns into nausea.  Flushed feeling in face.  L breast is more full and sore.  Headaches come and go and feel like a vice on the top and side of my head that then lets go.  Intensifies in afternoon typically or first thing in morning.

920407 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 PA 26.0 26 F Started getting mild headaches on 1/1/2021 which comes around noon and goes away in evening after 6-7 pm. Still getting headaches everyday since 1/1/2021 in same pattern and at same time. Also feeling little nauseous over past few days.

920408 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect reported

920409 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 GA 28.0 28 F Fever 103.9, chills, vomiting

920410 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NY 43.0 43 M severe injection site pain, starting day of injection and lasting 48 hours severe headache and neckache, staring evening of injection and lasting 72 hours, intermittent night sweats, approximately 60 hours after injection  starting the evening after injection, pain increased in injection site.  In middle of night, woken up by severe headache pain.  Treated with 600mg ibuprophen and 2.5 mg Zomig.  Throughout next day, injection site and headache pain present, but less worse than night, treated with ibuprofen.  Second evening (approx 36 hours after injection), pain again severe in the middle of the night, woke up, treated with 600 mg ibuprofen and 2.5 mg Zomig.  Woke up sweating, but feeling better.  Symptoms gradually resolved over the next day.

920411 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 VA 37.0 37 F Eye Twitching

920412 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 NY 61.0 61 M High Fever, Chills, Weakness, Pains (joint & Muscle), Cough, Note; this was worse then when I originally had COVID in April 2020.

920413 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 36.0 36 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects reported.

920414 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 OH 64.0 64 F Light red patch on arm about 3 inches in diameter, first noticed on Sunday, January 2 after swimming.  It doesn't hurt and isn't hot or swollen

920415 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MA 41.0 41 F Recipient reported chest tightness, throat closing up, tachycardia, feeling flush approximately 2 minutes after vaccine administration. B/P- 162/76, HR- 124, O2 sat. 100%.  She was taken to our outpatient clinic for close monitoring. Some symptoms were resolving. She reported right and then left arm numbness with a heavy feeling in her left eye. She remained in the outpatient department for monitoring until approximately 3p last set of vital signs B/P- 109/72, HR- 16, O2 sat. 100%

920416 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 SD 62.0 62 F chills, fever 101, sore swollen right arm at injection site, achy flu like symptoms, headache   starting 12/28/20 in the morning until approximately 4:30 pm

920417 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MA 25.0 25 M I am experiencing Chills, Fatigue, Aches, soreness at injection site

920418 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 27.0 27 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects reported.

920419 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 51.0 51 F Sore at injection site, headache, dizziness

920420 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NC 33.0 33 F Injection received in left upper arm.  Injection site was quite low on the arm.  Redness, swelling, and warm to touch.

920421 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F fever, body aches, chills, fatigue

920424 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 45.0 45 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effects reported.

920426 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 FL 26.0 26 M Big red circle around injection site occuring 6 days after vaccination.

920427 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 OH 57.0 57 F Noticed some itching on my left arm at injection site and there was 3 large sized welts/hives on that area of my arm. They were itching, red, raised and slightly warm. Seen by CNP 1/4/21 Advised to take benedryl. Took some that night . This morning still have the 3 welts and still red but, the itching is not as bad as yesterday.

920428 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Within 5 minutes of the vaccine given, tingling sensation down both arms, up the trunk to the back of the throat, metal taste in mouth, immediately started coughing, tickle at the back of the throat, pulse elevated at 110. O2 sats remained 95%-98%, monitored by paramedic for 20 minutes, 2 Benadryl (50mg), cough subsided, notified (primary  doctor) started on Zyrtec 4x/day, Allegra 180 mg BID, Benadryl  prn, continue this regimen for 3 days, ( improvement with cough when taking medication) Heart rate remains 80-90's, higher than baseline, instructed to start steroid dose pack on January 5th, pulse 100's, continued cough.

920429 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 NC 57.0 57 F 01/04/2021 pt was feeling light headed and not "herself"' prior to 09:00PM  pt fell and loss consciousness. Pt was aroused by Spouse to awake after fall and checked pt blood pressure 115/63  and sugar levels 93. Pt feeling weakness afterwards, pain in back and neck from fall. Awaiting calls from PCP and Neurologist for appointments.

920430 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 42.0 42 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect reported.

920431 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 KS 42.0 42 F Patient took ibuprofen, 2 zyrtec, 2 pepcid and ubrelvy that morningat 7am.  Injection was administered at 9:30am, reaction started at 09:45am increased phelgm, severe migraine, tightness in chest, tongue swelling face swelling, patient took 4 zyrtec, 4 pepcid, ubrelvy. By 4pm tightness of chest and increased mucus subsides. That evening patient took 2 zyrtec 2 pepcid, 2 benadryl that evening, continued to have severe migraines, face and tongue swelling until 1/5/2021.

920432 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MA 41.0 41 F Recipient reported symptoms of chest tightness, throat closing up, tachycardia and feeling flush approximately 2 minutes after the vaccine administration. She was taken to our outpatient clinic for continued  observation. Vital signs: B/P 162/76, HR-124, O2- 100% she had relief of some symptoms but also reported right then left arm numbness and heaviness of the left eye. She was monitored for until approximately 3p. Last set of vital signs: B/P 10/72, HR- 81, O2- 100%.

920433 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 TN 31.0 31 F Solitary enlarged lymph node in left posterior cervical chain, approximately 2 cm in diameter, nontender. Enlargement initially felt the morning after receiving the vaccine. The lymph node continued to enlarge for several days and has remained 2 cm (visible bulge) at 7 days post-vaccination. No other cervical or axillary lymphadenopathy. Left arm sore for 24 hours post vaccination. No other swelling, redness, systemic or local reactions.

920435 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 MO 38.0 38 F Pt appears to suffer from a localized reaction that appears to be cellulitis nine days post injection. Per the patient she started having symptoms a few days post injection but did not have the pain, induration and warmth that she had when she made her appointment here at the clinic.

920436 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 63.0 63 M Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.  No adverse effect reported.

920437 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MA 23.0 23 F Patient vaccinated at 1727 in COVID vaccine clinic, reported feeling like "my throat is closing" at 1739. This RN assessed for airway compromise and took VS (O2 sat: 98%, BP: 122/80 (RUA), RR: 16, HR:75 bpm). Patient observed for 30 min, patient received water and remained seated. No further reports of symptoms/adverse reactions prior to leaving clinic around 1800.

920438 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 38.0 38 M Sore injection site, Dizziness, Headache, Body malaise

920439 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 VA 37.0 37 F Fever (up to 101.7), burning on skin throughout body (arms, legs and face), nausea, headache, chills, dizziness

920440 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 KY 31.0 31 F As entered by RN into Medical Record: Patient stated that she felt dizzy when she stood up. Patient's blood pressure elevated to 130's/100's, down at discharge to 126/92.  Pulse rate was high at 132 about 10 minutes after injection. Patient stated that she had a cardiac ablation done in 2016 and currently takes propranolol BID.  Last dose taken was 0800 with food. Per patients watch HR prior to vaccination was in the 60's. Patient was held for 45 minutes with no change in B/P or pulse rate.  Family Provider notified, per PA have patient monitor for a couple of hours at home if able to drive and return to ER if not any better. Provider instructed patient not to take another dose of her beta blocker at this time. Patient was instructed to call clinic with any other issues.  V/S at discharge 126/92 pulse 120.   Called patient in the evening on 12/29/2020 at 7:30 pm. She stated she did feel better but still had a "jittery" feeling and HR was still in the 120's per her watch reading. No SOA reported. Did report some nausea. Patient did not feel in distress. Instructed in symptoms continued to visit the ER.   12/30/2020 at 0848 visited Medical Center for tachycardia and HTN. Prescribed steroids and metoprolol.

920441 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Pruritus, redness, dermatographia, warmth, swelling, tenderness at injection site.

920442 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 51.0 51 F Patient reports fever, body aches, headache, and small/mild amount of chest pain

920443 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 FL 34.0 34 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA given on 12/26/2020 - No allergic reactions or any expected side effects , except for localized dull back pain in the lumbar region.  Eleven days after vaccination (01/05/2021) the pain remains constant.  Patient is certain no physical activity or unrelated event caused the back pain. Primary care physician is not  knowledgeable if Covid 19 vaccine can cause such pain. Patient was referred to PT and/or acupuncture.

920445 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 27.0 27 M Axillary swelling, severe pain at the site of injection, axillary lymphadenopathy

920446 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 61.0 61 F Patient received a dose of vaccine that may be less than completely effective due to storage conditions.   No adverse effects reported.

920447 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 TX 43.0 43 U Swelling to left forearm, wrist, and hand.

920448 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NC 39.0 39 F Slight numbness and swelling left side of upper lip half an hour after first injection.  Patient observed for an additional 45 minutes after symptoms.  Symptoms did not progress.  Patient advised to continue to monitor symptoms and if swelling or numbness progress to seek medical attention immediately.  Patient returned to work.

920449 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WI 24.0 24 F Fever of 101 degrees and headache

920450 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 91.0 91 F Redness and irritation around the injection site, feels warm to the touch, is sore and aches a little bit.

920451 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 51.0 51 F achy, chills, fatigue, headache starting a few hours after vaccine.  Resolved with sleep, tea and over the counter Sudafed 4 hour night time with ibuprofen.

920472 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 CA 57.0 56 F Fatigue Weakness in left leg

920473 06/17/1993 01/05/2021 CA 1.0 0 F Now dealing with fibromyalgia, anxiety, depression 0.0

920474 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 30.0 30 F Body ache, Chills, Headache, Nausea, Sore at Injection Site

920475 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 GA 46.0 46 F nausea, numbness & tingling of mouth/tongue

920477 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MO 32.0 32 F 12/23/2020 VACCINATION. 20 MINUTES LATER STARTED TO EXPERIENCE AE . MY FIRST REACTION WAS MY HEAD FELT HOT; WAS TOLD IT WAS NORMAL. 21 MINUTES; GOOSEBUMPS, SPREAD OVER ALL OVER BODY. DIDN'T GO AWAY FOR 3 HOURS. ABOUT 25 MINUTES AFTER, ON VITAL MACHINE. BP WAS 185/105 (HIGHEST EVER, ABNORMAL). FULL ALLERGIC REACTION. RUSHED TO ER. BENADRYL, PREDNISON. ITCHING STARTED, HIVES. STARTED TO GET SUPER ITCHY. HAS BEEN ON AND OFF FROM THEN TO PRESENT DAY.  12/24/2020 SENT HOME. ACHINESS AT SITE. WORST DAY OUT OF ALL OF THEM. I COULDN'T EVEN SIT UP; I FELT LIKE I HAD 'RIGAMORTOUS', COULDN'T EVEN MOVE MY PINKY. CALLED INTO WORK, LOST MY BONUS DUE TO THIS.  12/25/2020 - COULDNT MOVE. REGRET VACCINE MORE THEN ANYTHING 12/26/2020 CHILLS. NO FEVER. BODY ACHES. NAUSEA STARTED; SO BAD I DIDN'T EAT FROM DAY 3-DAY 6. LEFT ARM FELT 'DEAD'. 12/27/2020 - SYMPTOMS CONSISTED EACH DAY. SWELLING STARTED ON WHOLE LEFT SIDE OF MY BODY. TRIED TO GO TO WORK. MADE IT 2 HOURS BUT SWELLING WAS SO BAD. SENT TO ER. REFERRED TO DR IN HOSPITAL. PRESCRIBED 7 DAY PREDNISONE.  FELT BETTER WITH THE STEROIDS. EVERYTING HAS SLOWLY TAPERED OFF  REFERRED TO DR ARM STILL HURTING 11 DAYS LATER, LINGERING AFFECTS

920478 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 LA 54.0 54 F When I first received shot my left arm start hurting. I was in contact with someone that had COVID-19 , which I was  tested positive with COVID-19.

920479 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 VA 52.0 52 F Client reported developing a headache approximately 30 min. after receiving vaccine for which she took 2 Tylenol.  At 2:20, B/P was 190/100, HR 84, and O2 sat 99%.  At 2:28, B/P was 200/110, HR 86, and O2 sat was 99%.  Client refused ambulance and her husband picked her up at 2:31.  He reported that he would take her to the MD or ER.

920480 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 OH 28.0 28 F About 30-35 mins, after vax, I started noticing my eyes were itching, and I started scratching my face. I got in my car and realized it's not going away. I need advice on what to take for it to go away.  I noticed a itchy throat. Not sure if it's something that's due to the vaccine.

920481 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Anxiety, clammy skin, minor throat swelling, tachycardia

920482 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 ME 32.0 32 M Lips began to tingle and then went numb.  Face became warm and itchy.  Throat scratchy. First signs began about 40 minutes after vaccination and patient went to ER.  Was given Slumedrol, Benedryl, & Famotidine in the ER and observed.  Symptoms diminished and patient was released the same night.

920483 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Begin with localized tenderness and pain at injection site. Progressed to joint pain in the arm, loss of strength, tenderness and inability to move arm.

920484 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MO 61.0 61 F severe vertigo could not lift head off pillow without retching lasted 12 hrs

920487 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 PR 59.0 59 M Low grade fever , joint and muscular pain

920488 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MO 65.0 65 F Red rash a little larger than Silver Dollar with a white ring around it.

920489 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Tenderness, warmth, redness and swelling at injection site starting 24 hours post vaccine and self-resolved within 5 days post vaccine. Did NOT require treatment.

920490 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MT 30.0 30 F Very sore arm, swollen. No bruising or redness. Resolved in 2 days. In comparison received Boostrix and quad flu in the past with no soreness.

920491 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 IN 49.0 49 F Itchy rash developed on extremities and buttocks.

920492 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 TN 28.0 28 M Very similar symptoms to Renault?s syndrome. Pain and tingling in feet after exposure to cold water or ambient cold. It causes numbness and tingling in the extremities.

920493 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MA 55.0 55 F PATIENT CAME IN TO GET FIRST DOSE MODERNA VACCINE AT APPROXIMATELY 1430, IMMEDIATELY AFTER DOSE GIVEN PATIENT SAID SHE HAD A "METALLIC TASTE" IN HER MOUTH BUT FELT FINE. AFTER SITTING FOR HER OBSERVASTION TIME, PATIENT STOOD UP AND BECAME SLIGHTLY DIZZY. BLOOD PRESSURE TAKEN WHICH WAS NORMAL FOR THE PATIENT, IN ADDITION PATIENT SAID SHE FELT FINE THROUGHOUT. PATIENT WAS GIVEN A CUP OF WATER AND WAS ABLE TO STAND AND WALK OUT OF CLINIC WITH NO ISSUE.

920494 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Rash at injection site developed one week after receiving the vaccine. Rash is hot to the touch, a bit hard, and slightly itchy.   Not sure if this is related but have a lot of muscle soreness and discomfort in upper back/neck/shoulder area since Sunday 01/03

920495 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TN 57.0 57 F Took aleve prior to receiving vaccine. Has known allergy to celebrex which causes mouth/lips to swell and break out in hives. Approx. 45 minutes later she became flushed, felt lightheaded/intoxicated/giddy/silly while driving home. She said she was extremely hungry ("like a big dose of steroids"). She states her ears were ringing and when she laid down at 2130 she could feel her heart beating throughout her body. This AM she reports feeling "hungover/groggy/nauseated". She denied any lip/tongue swelling, any lip or extremity tingling, difficulty breathing, any injection site redness/heat/swollen/painful area, fever, chills, or ever having a vaccine reaction previously. Spoke with individual w/pharmacy. Advised to report to VAERS. Not an expected reaction. Possibly related to aleve vs. covid vaccine.

920496 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OR 53.0 53 M hx of anaphylaxis to MMR. during prolonged observation period developed sensation of heat across chest and into throat, and lip felt numb. had taken Benadryl prior to arriving to clinic. Started to improve but with concern of symptoms worsening once Benadryl wears off, he was directed to the ER by private auto. not permitted to drive himself, wife came and picked him up.

920497 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 MO 49.0 49 M Dec 26 woke up at 0400 with fever 101.6 , chills, sever headache, body aches and very dizzy and nauseated sick for 3 days

920498 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 34.0 34 M Patient complained of feeling dizzy after receiving vaccine. Patient stated he needs to lie down. Patient diaphoretic placed on stretcher. BP 105/65, HR 64, RR 14, SP02 95% RA. Patient felt better in stretcher. Talking

920499 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Vaccine at 1600hrs on 1/4/2021. Had hives, itching, arm soreness, chills, and body aches, at 1800hrs 1/4/2021. Could not sleep all night. Took Clear fast acting allergy relief 30ml next morning (1/5/2021). Hives and itching started on left wrist then right wrist. It then progressed to all over her body. She says it is like when she has a reaction to PCN.

920501 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 50.0 50 F At 6:00 am on 1/5/2021, I woke up with a swollen face. Took a Benadryl. At 0630 I started vomiting   Some SOB and wheezing   I feel better after vomiting, Benadryl, and inhalers

920502 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 SC 56.0 56 F Developed a rash in the evening after dose #1...in the wrist area, circular around entire wrist...looks like a contact dermatitis. Left wrist Topicals not helping. Wears a watch on that wrist, but not that day.

920503 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 TX 42.0 42 M Empoyee received his 1st dose of Covid-19 vaccine around 1535 on 12/17 at our vaccination clinic.  Around 1545, while being monitored by a registered nurse, he leaned over and grabbed his head.  The nurse asked if he was okay and he reported, "no". He stated that he felt nauseated. V/S obtained: B/P 158/80; pulse 99; resp 24; O2 sat 99% on RA; FSBS 267.  Pupils were slow to react.  Skin was flushed and red.  Dr. was notified and assessed the employee.  At 1558, the Dr.  ordered Benadryl 50mg IM.  This was given to employee in Left Deltoid IM at 1558 by RN.  At 1559, patient complained of heache, chest tightness, being cold.  At 1606, O2 sat was 99% on RA; B/P was 126/90.  He reported that his headache was going away at that time and that the chest tightness was going away as well.  Headache at that time was a 4/5 on pain scale.  Recommended that he be checked at the ER.  Between 1620-1625, first responders on site.  At 1630, employee was transported to ER for evaluation. Status at time of transfer: Alert and Oriented; headache better, nausea getting better.

920504 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MO 27.0 27 F Fever, chills, redness, swelling and tenderness at injection site, hardned knot at injection site

920505 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CT 39.0 39 F Several minutes following vaccine c/o feeling flushed and "really hot." She was hypertensive and tachycardic throughout the monitoring period following vaccine. She c/o headache, nausea, hot and cold, flushed, noted blotchy skin and shaking hands (noted prior to vaccine) Evaluated by physician on site and spouse was called to transport patient home. She was given instructions on when to return to the ED

920506 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 FL 31.0 31 F Red, hot, swollen arm within 12 hours. Subsided within approximately 48 hours. Reemerged hot, red, and itchy at day 7 post vaccine. Day after extreme fatigue and headache. Subsided within 24 hours.

920507 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 PR 38.0 38 F PTE PRESENTA MAREOS Y BP ELEVADA. POR LO QUE REQUIERE SER EVALUADA POR MD DE TURNO.

920508 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NY 45.0 45 M Pain at site of injection, fatigue, headache, muscle aches, chills, fever, injection site swelling, and nausea.  Symptoms faded after 24 hours.  Tylenol was taken for 102.4 fever.

920509 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MD 28.0 28 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  12/31-30 minutes after vaccine, headache, lightheaded, hot flashes (all day) 1/1- headache, nauseated, chills, lower back pain (all day) 1/2-headache, hot flashes (all day) 1/3-headache (all day) 1/4-headache (all day) 1/5-mild headache   took NSAIDS and Acetaminophen everyday, all day long- no headache relief

920510 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Vaccine given on 12/17/20 went to ER on 12/18/20 . Started having diarrhea at 4am on 12/18/2020. Came in to work and felt short of breath and heart rate increased. She went  to the ER. She was  given a liter of fluid 0.9% NACL IV, and per employee all symptoms resolved and she was discharged. She reports no further problems.
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920511 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MA 60.0 60 F Patient vaccinated at 0910, reported "feeling lightheaded and dizzy" around 0940. This RN assessed patient and took VS (O2sat: 100%, BP: 120/74 (RUA), RR: 16, HR: 67 bpm). Patient remained seated and was provided with water. Patient states she had not drank water at all this morning. Patient reported feeling better with no further adverse reactions and left observation room at 0949.

920512 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NY 23.0 23 F cellulitus on left arm at injection site, fever for 24 hours, pain, cellulitus lasting a week that spread to another area of arm that was hot to touch and itchy

920513 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 FL 53.0 53 F Serious fatigue, runny nose, then into severe body aches and couldnt get warm and then waking in mid of night severly shivering for an hour and a half, temp was 100 f  all the while taking 800mg ibuprofen q 6hrs since vaccine

920514 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 ME 57.0 57 M $ hours following the vaccination, I felt very faint and dizzy and nearly passed out. I checked my blood pressure, which was normal. My pulse rate was low (58). I remained dizzy and weak for the rest of the day, with some nausea, but no vomitting. My dizzyness and weakness gradually dissipated over the next 3 days.

920515 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 GA 39.0 39 F Patient having extreme chills starting at 6am. She took anti-inflammatory and came to work. Temp 97.8

920516 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 MI 38.0 38 F I felt fine initially just so soreness of my arm. The next day I started with the chills and a little bit of the headache, I just kinda figured it was a response to the vaccine and did not think much of it. Through the night I had fever (100.8F), chills and headache. I took some Excedrin and Wednesday morning I felt ok. I decided to go to work but the screening told me because I had fever in less than 24 hrs I could not go to work I had to report to the COVID hotline. They sent me to get tested because of the fever. I got tested at hospital and was tired the rest of the day but no fever and the next day I was ready to go to work but I had to wait for the test results that would come 24hrs later. The test came back positive. So I could not return to work until yesterday.

920518 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 KY 42.0 42 F Quarter size knot on arm followed by a red rash at injection site. Arm is hot to touch.

920519 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 KY 43.0 43 F On 12/31/2020 patient noticed a "Golf ball sized" knot behind collarbone on left side (side vaccinated). She did go see her PCP because she didn't know what the knot was. She was told that it was possibly a swollen lymph node. She does have a follow-up appointment with PCP for further evaluation. She reports that it is getting better with each day. No treatment rendered by PCP.

920520 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MO 40.0 40 F Mild itching and tongue tingling at tip. Vital Signs 0746 - BP 112/79, HR 74, RR 18, Temp 98.4, SPO2 100% Vital Signs 0812 - BP 113/74, HR 78, RR 18, Temp 97.2, SPO2 99% Benadryl administered 0749 by, RN

920522 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MI 48.0 48 F 1/1/21 thru 1/3/21  body chills fever  101-102 temp     1/3/21 @ 4am fainted with temp of 101.5

920523 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MO 47.0 47 F Pt reported itchiness and tingling on her neck and back around 20 minutes after receiving vaccine. Pt given 25 mg of diphenhydramine tab, and she refused 2nd diphenhydramine tab. Pt reported cessation of itchiness and tingling 20 minutes after receiving diphenhydramine.

920525 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 PA 49.0 49 F Pain and swelling at injection site - 12/31/2020 to 1/2/2021 Decreased Pain and itching at injection site - 1/3/21 to present ******************************************************************** Headache - 12/30/2020 to present Fatigue/Tiredness - 12/30/2020 to present Arthralgia and Myalgia - 12/30/2020 to present Dizziness (Mild to Moderate) - 12/30/2020 to present Dry cough - 12/31/2020 to present Sore Throat - 12/31/2020 to present Swollen glands (Mild to Moderate) - 12/31/2020 to present Nausea - 12/30 and 12/31/2020 Diarrhea - 12/31/2020 Fever - 1/1/21 (1.6 degrees F above patient baseline)                 1/3/21 (1.7 degrees F above patient baseline)                 1/5/21 (1.4 degrees F above patient baseline) Chills - 1/1/21 to present

920526 12/25/2020 01/05/2021 CT 42.0 42 F I had the normal shoulder pain for a couple days. Then day 6 developed extreme malaise with nausea.  I kept saying it felt like my whole body was floppy and melting into the couch, and I couldn?t motivate to stand or do anything for 24 hours.  Then myalgias and nausea continued for 2 days.  Around the same time as the malaise, I developed a palpable indurated area under the vaccine site.  Then day 8 my entire shoulder swelled up with overlying red leathery skin and axillary pain but no adenopathy.  Day 10, back to normal except for some residual red pruritic skin extending down my arm.

920527 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 IN 42.0 42 F headache, body/joint aches, sore lymph nodes, extreme chills, swelling at injection site, pain at injection site, redness at injection site, and nausea

920528 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MN 28.0 28 F fever, aches, headache began 2 hours after vaccination but persisted over 48 hours.  Tested for COVID per employee health policy on 12/31 - negative.  Rash began 2 days after vaccination.  was seen at Urgent care on 1/2/21, given prednisone.  Rash worsened, fever broke.  seen again 1/3/21 - given kenalog shot.  tested for COVID-19 (negative). Rash continues to spread, headache improved but not resolved.

920529 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MO 46.0 46 F warm, painful to touch tightness of the skin, and itching ibuprofen and tylenol have been used, and ice packs to the area called employee health to notify January 1, 2021 at 3:40 pm. and left a message spoke with Staff in employee health on January 4th, informed of symptoms and was advised to fill out the RL and if symptoms persists call my primary physician

920530 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 63.0 63 F I am letting you know that I had the first in the 2 part series of the COVID vaccine (Moderna) yesterday (Jan. 4, 2021 at 1500) afternoon.  I woke this morning with side effects of fatigue, body aches, mild chills, increased cough, and loss of appetite.

920531 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 GA 61.0 61 F ITCHY, RED, RAISED AREA AT INJECTION SITE ABOUT A WEEK OUT.  ABOUT 4CMX 3CM.

920532 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 62.0 62 F Fever :  100 at 7:30 am after Advil at 3:30 am; fever now 99.7 Headache Cold/ achy Very slight cough (normal)

920533 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NY 45.0 45 M Pain at site of injection, fatigue, headache, muscle aches, chills, fever, injection site swelling and nausea.  Symptoms subsided in 24 hours.  Tylenol was taken for 102.4 fever.

920534 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MO 32.0 32 F Stated that within 30 minutes hands and feet swelled

920535 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 KY 37.0 37 F Itching started approx 2 hours after administration. Developed redness, swelling, pain and heat, progressively getting worse.

920536 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 30.0 30 F Chills, nausea, rapid heartrate, dizziness, injection site pain. No relief of symptoms yet.

920537 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 67.0 67 F Intense itching in an area about two inches below injection site which started about six days after the first injection of Moderna vaccine.  Also swelling ( a firm lump).  Itching intense enough to disrupt sleep.    Over the counter remedies did not help. Cold pack did not help.

920538 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 TX 65.0 65 F 12/31/20 extreme heavy drowsiness, sleepiness. Pt collapses and fell  asleep after arriving home, Pt awoke 5-6 hrs later, feeling unwell body aches, headache, sinking feeling, restlessness , flushed feeling, 106. fever, loss appetite, bad taste in mouth weakness, congestions and Phlegm in lungs, sore arm also . Symptoms continue, feeing extreme restlessness and headache persists. Tylenol and ibuprofen taken for fever.

920539 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 MA 33.0 33 F Immediate onset of numbness and tingling in 4th and 5th digits, left hand.  Followed by a burning pain Seen via telehealth 12/30/20 Recommended conservative measures Started on NSAIDs Examined 1/4/21 Script for PT provided

920541 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 NE 17.0 17 F DEVELOPED HEADACHE, FEVER, CHILLS, BODY ACHES, NAUSEA. RESOLVED BY MORNING OF 12/31/20

920542 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MO 59.0 59 F Mild itching and tingling Vital Signs 0708 - BP 146/85, HR 73, RR 16, Temp 97.3, SPO2 99% Vital Signs 0730 - BP 142/100, HR 77, RR 16, Temp 97.0, SPO2 99% Vital Signs 0750 - BP 152/89 Benadryl administered at 0715 by RN

920543 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 AR 45.0 45 F Immediately after shot for 20 minutes was tasting metallic taste and tingling in right pinky and ring finger.  Around 11 pm started having metallic taste and cannot get rid of it.  Woke up in middle of the night having diarrhea which still having symptoms this morning.

920546 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 WI 38.0 38 F Moderna 8:20 am right digits 4&5 were numb for 5-10 min 8:50 am neck was stiff once stood up to leave; lasted 5 min 10:40 am anterolateral redness/rash on right side of neck (along SCM); 2" long x 1/2" wide; lasted less than an hour 11:15 am neck rash almost gone; right arm sore at injection site noon - difficulty moving right arm rest of the day; able to achieve full flexion, but ABD was a challenge and body would try to compensate with shoulder hiking; kept arm moving; this soreness and difficulty moving did not go away until woke up next day 11 pm unable to sleep on right arm  1/1/21 woke up with soreness mostly gone, but able to move right arm 1 pm small cough for about 1-2 hours

920547 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 40.0 40 F Following vaccination, patient reported throat scratchiness in the right side. She has had previous allergic reactions to allergy shot and stated that this is how she felt before. VS: 0740- HR 127, O2 100%, BP 127/75. 0752- HR 100, O2 100%, BP 134/82. 0805- HR 103,O2 100%, BP 159/80. Patient evaluated by physician and monitored in clinic for additional 30 minutes. 0841 HR 104 O2 98 BP 135/77; 0847 HR 100 O2 100 BP 136/73. Discharged from clinic. On 1/4/21 patient presented to urgent care reporting that over the course of the evening and next day she developed intermittent fevers with a T-max of 103 degrees as well as headache and lightheadedness.  She has had intermittent symptoms ongoing since her vaccination prompting her to come for evaluation at urgent care.  She denies difficulty swallowing.  She had been intermittently taking antihistamines. Positive for sore throat. COVID antigen testing was negative, patient discharged.

920548 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 IL 45.0 45 M Patient went unresponsive and bradycardic post vaccine. Regained responsive within 30 seconds.

920549 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 NY 65.0 65 F 8 hours later, arm was numb/asleep and ice cold, sat up and started to feel better. Woke up in the morning with  headache, fatigue, dizziness continued for 2 days. 3rd day , right hand was ice cold, it comes and goes. Took Benadryl and it works for about an hour then it wears off.

920550 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 35.0 35 F Body chills started around 10pm on 1/2/2021  and lasted until 3am 1/3/2021. Night sweat/fever started around 3am 1/3/2021 and lasted until 8am 1/3/2021. Headache started around 9/10am on 1/3/2021 and continued on and off throughout the day. Headache continued on and off throughout the day on 1/4/2021. Headache has resolved itself as of 1/5/2021.

920551 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MA 21.0 21 M around 0900 pt reported feeling light headed and was diaphoretic. pt appeared pale. given water. vs taken. temp 98.9 PO, heart rate 69-76, RR 18-22, 02 sat 98%. after about 10 minutes and 2 bottles of water pt felt better, color resumed to normal. pt asked to wait the full 30 minutes.

920552 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 TX 30.0 30 M After vaccination, employee went to the monitoring area.  Around 1450, he complained of nausea and then began to vomit.  He then began to c/o flushing, itching, headache, chest tightness, and SOB.  Symptoms began approximately 10 min. after immunization. V/S: 126/82; pulse 103; resp 20; O2 sat 99% on RA; pupils equal and reactive.  Dr. was notified and assessed the employee.  Dr. ordered Benadryl 50mg IM at 1455.  This was administed by RN to Left Arm.  At 1505, FSBS was 87; O2 sat 98% on RA, pulse 97.  At 1510, O2 sat was 98% on RA; pulse 90.  At 1520, O2 sat was 98% on RA and pulse 98.  Employee continued to vomit.  Lungs were clear upon assessment.  Skin was pink.  At 1528, employee reported that the symptoms were about the same...maybe waxing and waning.  Dr. ordered Zofran 4mg SL which was administered at 1528.  At 1530, O2 sat was 98% on RA; pulse was 90; B/P was 122/90.  At 1540, O2 sat was 96% on RA; pulse 88 - rechecked on Right hand which gave a reading of O2 sat of 98% on RA; pulse 94.  At 1545, employee reported improvement of headache, itching, chest tightness, flushing, and SOB; however, was still vomiting almost coninuously.  At 1550, O2 sat was 99% on RA; pulse 83.  At 1600, B/P was 118/84; pulse 78; resp 20; O2 sat 98% on RA.  He continued to vomit.  At 1613, employee was taken via wheelchair to private vehicle of a friend and was taken to ER for evaluation.

920553 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MD 46.0 46 F swelling, redness, itching

920554 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 ME 31.0 31 F Nausea, dizziness, lightheaded, warmth

920555 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 MD 44.0 44 F 1/3: near syncope about 4 hours after receiveing vaccine 1/4: near syncope around 6pm, followed by joint paint, chills, fatigue, nausea, headacheInjection site extremely sore on movement.

920556 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MO 40.0 40 F Fever and chills 12 hours after injection

920557 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 TX 50.0 50 F After vaccine she felt flushed, heart rate 99 bp 181/105. Sent to ER. She reported chest tightness and palpitations while in the ER. Given Benadryl and discharged stable. She reported that her heart rate went up again for a few minutes that night at home and next day and then she was fine.

920558 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 IN 49.0 49 F By evening I began running a fever (101-102), headache, body ache, general malaise. I went to bed around 10 pm, I woke the following day around 4pm.  This is very unusual for me. Confined to not feel well into the next day , but by that evening I felt better.

920559 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 MI 58.0 58 F 24 hours after vaccine developed fever (101), body aches, fatigue.  10 days later still with low grade fever (100.3) and fatigue.

920561 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CA 56.0 56 F 2nd day started having muscle aches 3rd day mild headaches Severe headaches sore throat

920562 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 73.0 73 M Moderna COVID vaccine administered on 12/31/2020 and the person had a couple of hyperglycemia episodes over 450 a few days later.

920563 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 OK 46.0 46 M I experienced moderate pain in my arm. Also I had body ache and joint pain and what felt like a fever. I also became very tired. I did not take my temperature. The symptoms started the day after the immunization around 4 PM. I went to bed around 8:30 PM (12/31/20)and when  I woke up at 8AM (01/01/2021) the symptoms had gone away.

920564 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 AR 45.0 45 F Immediately upon receiving vaccination had metallic taste and tingling in right hand pinky and ring finger.  It went away in 20 plus minutes.  Around 11 pm started having metallic taste again and woke up with diarrhea in the middle of the night.  Symptoms have not subsided.

920565 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MO 34.0 34 F Patient had not eaten or drank anything prior to vaccination.  Received vaccine at 9:10 am.  At 9:25 began feeling dizzy and was pale.  BP checked and noted to be:  131/92, 149/102, 154/98, and 149/85.  O2 was 99%.  Pulse fluctuated between 80 and 101.  Was given a drink and a snack.  At 9:38 was feeling better and left.

920566 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 MS 73.0 73 M 12-15 cm area of erythema area of injection

920567 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 TX 52.0 52 M Achy and feverish.  Couldn't get out of bed

920568 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 73.0 73 M The vaccine administered 12/31/20 and the person had a couple of episodes of hyperglycemia above 450 on 1/2/21

920569 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 GA 38.0 38 F It was extremely painful when I received the vaccine and I immediately felt my fingers tingling. In about 10 min I felt very hot in my face, back and felt like I was going to pass out. My heart was racing, it was about 130. My BP initially was 139 and then 160 after that. I never passed out but I felt those waves with a tingling to my face and my neck as I was going to pass out and I started shaking and my heart was racing and my BP was up and it lasted about 45 min before it started going down.  They gave me some Ibuprofen at the Employee health and they kept observing me and it started getting better after 45 min. I still felt the waves of feeling flush and hot and cold and very fatigued.

920571 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 OK 51.0 51 M I felt as if I had blow torches during the 2 hour mark on the lateral thighs, femur bone pain and hip pain.

920572 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 PA 64.0 64 M Received vaccine in the morning 08:00 am, took acetaminophen 1 GM at 09:00 am due to pain in arm.  By 10:30pm, I began having flu like symptoms, (aches, low grade fever, sinus symptoms) took another acetaminophen 1 GM.  At 11:00 pm, developed severe rigors that lasted for approximately 2 hours. I am an RN and I have seen many cases of sepsis and felt like I was experiencing similar symptomatology.   By 1:45 am, the rigors finally ceased and the body, muscle and joint pain became severe (on a pain scale of 1-10, it was an 8).    At 7:00 am, I took another acetaminophen 1 GM, the body pain became much less and I was experiencing a global headache.  I do not get headaches, so this was unusual.  By 10:00 am, the headache was minimal, body aches were gone, only sinus symptoms persisted.

920573 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CT 56.0 56 F Approximately 20 minutes after vaccine, employee was on the highway driving to work and felt lightheaded. Then felt a strong skipped heart beat, then several more. Has a history of palpitations, but had never felt this before. Stopped after a few minutes. Lightheaded for a few hours afterwards.

920574 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 PR 31.0 31 F HOT RED ZONE WITH SMALL CELLULITE

920575 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WA 48.0 48 F Hemiplegic migraine

920576 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 43.0 43 F Fatigue, Sore to injection site

920577 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NY 66.0 66 F Two days after shot I noticed redness at injection site.  No soreness at this time, some itching.  No fever no other symptoms.  As of today (1/4/21)redness it still there and area seemed to expand, still  little itching.  Arm does not appear swollen.  No other symptoms. Received i injection on 12/23/20.  Concerned about length of time this is still present.

920578 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F Patient reported breaking out with hives, scattered on trunk and arms, continuing 5 days post vaccination.  No difficulty breathing or any other symptoms reported.

920579 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 IA 64.0 64 F Local tenderness 24 h after vaccine-mild, without any warmth, redness, or objective visual/tactile signs( tenderness persists through today - day 14-very mild) .  Day 4-5-diarrhea x1, day 11 noted macular erythema, warmth in the area that  had been mildly sore. That evening became pruritic-mild. Margins of redness marked, no progression,   Erythema today (day 14) is fainter,   may just be a temporal relationship-I've noted an increase in 1st metacarpal tenderness since the vaccine

920580 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 TX 30.0 30 M Approximately around 1450, 10 minutes after injection, while in monitoring area, employee started c/o nausea and then began to vomit.  He then c/o feeling flushed, itching, headache, chest tightness, and SOB.  V/S: B/P 126/82; pulse 103; resp 20; O2 sat 99% on RA; lungs clear upon asculatation; pupils equal and reactive; skin pink.  Doctor was notified and assessed the employee 1455 - Doctor ordered Benadryl 50mg IM which was administered to the Left arm by nurse.   1505 - FSBS was 87; O2 sat was 98% on RA; pulse 97 1510 - O2 sat was 98% on RA; pulse 90 1520 - O2 sat was 98% on RA; pulse 98; employee was still vomiting; lungs remained clear 1528 - Employee reported that all symptoms were about the same, but waxing and waning; doctor ordered to give Zofran 4mg SL and this was given by nurse.   1530 - O2 sat was 98% on RA; pulse 90; B/P 122/90 1540 - O2 sat was 96% on RA; pulse was 88.  Rechecked on Left hand - O2 sat was 98% on RA; pulse was 94 1545 - Employee reported improvement of headache, itching, chest tightness, flushing, and SOB; however, was still vomiting almost continously 1550 - O2 sat was 99% on RA; pulse 83 1600 - B/P - 118/84; pulse 78; resp 20; O2 sat 98% on RA; Employee still vomiting continously 1613 - Doctor recommended that the employee be evaluated in the ER.  A family member/friend was called.  Employee was taken to a private vehicle via wheelchair and transported to  ER for evaluation.

920581 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 WA 55.0 55 F Injection site: appx 10 hours after the injection; pain, tenderness, swelling, redness and swelling(hardness). The tenderness and pain resolved on day 2 after the injection. The swelling(hardness) and redness was mostly resolved by day 4 after the injection.  General side effects: headache.  Chills and begin to feel feverish began appx 28 hours after the injection.  This lasted appx 24 hours.

920582 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 CT 56.0 56 M Very robust immunogenic reaction: fever, chills, myalgias, arthralgias, fatigue, right arm soreness, ipsilateral axillary pain. Most symptoms lasted approximately ~24 hours. Fatigue and night sweats lasted 3-4 days. All symptoms completely resolved at day 6.

920583 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CT 60.0 60 F hives at injection site followed by redness and swelling lasting 4 days

920584 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 FL 32.0 32 F After sitting 15 minutes I walked back to my department and my left forearm and hand was feeling pin pricks. I had numbness and tingling sensations for about 2 hours after the injection with no other symptoms. Did not need to seek medical attention. The next day I was severely fatigued and dehydrated. The arm with the injection was incredibly sore. All symptoms were gone day two after injection. One week after injection large raised, red bump appeared at injection sight. The spot was slightly sore an itchy.

920585 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 24.0 24 M Fever 102.5, facial twitching, hypotension

920586 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 NY 56.0 56 F Rash 12/31 right upper chest,  01/01/21 chest abdomen, 01/02/21 same, 01/03/21 chest/abdomen/ bilateral anterior thigh 01/04/21 same / 01/05/21 - symptoms still present.   Took Allegra daily,  Benadryl 50 mg HS, 01/04/21

920587 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 OK 46.0 46 M I has moderate pain in my left are starting in the afternoon of 12/31/2020. Then a few hours later I had body ache, joint pain, and I was very tired. I went to be early and when I woke up at 8AM on 01/01/2021 the symptoms were gone.

920588 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 28.0 28 F Arm pain, soreness and knot in arm- all began day after vaccine and lasted for about 4 days, treated with Ibuprofen and ice pack. Headache began day after vaccine, lasted for three days on and off- treated with Ibuprofen.  Light headedness began on day 4 after vaccine, nothing helped, went away after 24 hours. Lymph node swelling occurred on day 5 after vaccine- in under arm and collar bone of the same side of body as injection.

920589 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 47.0 47 F On 1/2/2021, patient experienced itchiness and soreness at injection site left deltoid. The following day, patient noted redness, swelling, and warmth to touch. Denies bruising or numbness/tingling to left upper arm. Denies shortness of breath, no fevers, etc.

920590 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NE 35.0 35 F Shortness of breath started on Wednesday afternoon.  Right deltoid slightly swollen, no rash present at that time.  Short of breath with no activity.  Muscle aches, fatigue, just felt off.  Then arm was very sore.  Sunday night my arm pit really started hurting.  Hurst over my shoulder, clavicle, and down into the lateral side of my breast.  Bothered enough in the night that I didn't sleep well.  This morning 1-5-21 I have a red rash over the injection site, arm is swollen over deltoid and hot.  Arm pit and down into breast is still hurting significantly.  I took Ibuprofen yesterday and helped some with pain in arm pit.  Off an on SOB and chest feels tight.  No cough

920591 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 OH 56.0 56 F "severe dizziness" When waking up and having to lay down throughout the day

920592 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 TX 44.0 44 F I recieved my vaccine on December 23rd and Exactly 7 days after receiving the vaccine my injection site began to itch and became red and swollen. It was also warm to touch. I took benadryl and applied cortisone cream to the site. I also started with nasal drainage and cough as well as fatigue and night sweats.

920593 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Started with numbness to the whole body, palpitation, Dyspnea, and increased heart rate. This began 20 minutes after the injection. Lasted about 25 minutes. After this episode subsided, I continued to have persistent Dyspnea, chest pain, palpitations and heart racing. Was unable to speak in full sentences, exercise. Walking short distances caused extreme SOB. These symptoms lasted about a week.

920594 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 CO 50.0 50 F Began with tingling down my right arm, and I became a little shaky.  Drank some water and the shakiness continued to get worse.  Went to the restroom and felt like I was going to pass out.  Tingling came back  across my upper body (chest level to shoulder level), I began to shake excessively, my mouth got very dry and my skin became splotchy.  I was breathing hard like I had just ran flights of stairs.  Nurses were called and I was given Benadryl and taken to the Emergency Room at a neighboring hospital where they hooked me up to I believe heart and BP monitors.  My blood pressure was very high and my heart was pounding so hard.  Was given steroid pills.  All day I urinated excessively and my heart pounded hard.

920595 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CT 36.0 36 F 12/23/2021 VACCINATION. ACHEY JOINTS, SORE AT INJECTION SITE, FEVER AND CHILLS AT 7PM.  CONTACTED PCP TO SEE IF CAN TAKE IBUPROFREN. CALLED COVID HOTLINE AND THEY REFERRED ME TO CALL MY PCP. 12/24/20210INJECTION SITE SEVERE PAIN, COULDN'T MOVE ARM. 'FELT LIKE STABBING WITH A KNIFE', SOB, AND FEVER AND CHILLS 12/25/2020 COLD SYMPTOMS AND FEVER 12/26/ COLD SYMPTOMS, RUNNY NOSE, FEVER, FATIGUE 12/27/2020 FEVER, SOB, ACHY JOINTS; MILDER SYMPTOMS 12/28/2020 STARTED TO FEEL BETTER

920596 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 OH 63.0 63 F Muscle pain at injection site, fatigue, became very cold without chills, fever, headache, nausea, head fog

920597 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NE 64.0 64 F ON 12/31, DEVELOPED BODY ACHES, NAUSEA, SWOLLEN LYMPH NODES UNDER ARMS AND NECK. INJECTION SITE WAS VERY SORE. RESOLVED AFTER 48 HOURS.

920598 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 55.0 55 M Later the same day after I received vax, Around 8-8:30 i had body aches. Noticed that when my arm is to the side of my body, it started going numb- right arm. I also had to get up around 4 times to urinate a lot. I was getting night sweats. When I would get up, I had a slight head ache and dizziness. I still have it right now, the headache and dizziness. Even when I walk, I have to extend my pinky finger out so my arm will not go numb. As we are speaking right now, my pinky finger is going numb. Once I extend it out, it goes away, but when I put it down by my side, it goes numb. My whole body is sore as well.

920599 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WA 31.0 31 F sore arm (unable to lift without aching/hurting) for 2-3 days (improved each day, worst the day after vaccination) chills, low grade temp of 100.4F (went down with Tylenol), malaise, myalgia for one day starting the day after vaccination (Sunday evening and resolved by Monday morning)

920600 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 GA 47.0 47 F Large bald spot on top of head!!! The size of a half dollar. No new soaps no no hair products no new medication. Nothing new.

920601 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 KS 65.0 65 F 9 to 10 days after administration I started with left shoulder and bicep pain.  vaccine was given low in the arm and away from the joint so I did not get concerned at the beginning.  The pain has progressed despite range of motion exercises, ibuprofen, heat and topical steroid cream.  It has affected the use of my arm and I started myself on 30 mg of prednisone today with concern of SIRVA.  I am unable to seek any medical care at this time as I am driving my husband for cancer treatment and won't be home until Saturday the 9th of January.  I wanted to report these symptoms so if anyone else has similar symptoms it can be counted.

920602 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 MA 33.0 33 F injection site reaction 15 minutes after dose, Itchiness, small red bumps. 3 days later red hard 2 in diameter bump at injection site. painful, itchy and red. symptoms resolved within 7 days of dose

920603 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 TX 50.0 50 F 5 MINUTES AFTER INJECTION FELT WARM ALL OVER. HEART RATE 99 BP 180/101. SENT TO ER. GIVEN BENADRYL AND DISCHARGED TO HOME STABLE. EMPLOYEE REPORTS HER HR INCREASED THAT NIGHT AND NEXT DAY FOR A FEW MINUTES AND THEN COMPLETELY RESOLVED BY THE THIRD DAY.

920604 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NY 73.0 73 M Low grade fevers ranging from 100.7 to100.9 over two days. Lower grade fevers 99.4 - 99.7 day three Fatigue Intermittent diarrhea for one day Day four all was back to normal

920605 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Approximately 20-25 min. post vaccination, employee reported chest tightness, flushing and light headed.  She was alert and oriented x 3.  V/S: 120/72; pulse 140; resp 22; O2 sat 99% on RA; pupils equal and reactive; skin pink. Dr was notified and assessed the employee.  Dr. ordered Benadryl 25mg PO which was administered at 1050.  1120 - o2 sat was 98% on RA; pulse 85; employee reported that chest tightness resolved and light headedness impoved, but not resolved; she continued to be flushed.  Symptoms continud to improve.  Employee remained in the observation area and was instructed to seek emergency treatment if symptoms returned, worsen or new symptoms occured.  She verbalized understanding.

920606 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 57.0 57 F First day I was unable to work due to severe headache. BP went crazy. I was having palpitations.  I also experienced headache, nausea, diarrhea and fever. I continue to have  tingling in my face. I called employee health, and they told me to isolate. Because they were trying to rule out if it was COVID, but test was negative.

920607 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 ME 54.0 54 F 12/28 upset stomach,  12/29  afternoon projectile vomiting , confusion 12/30-31 Continued confusion joint pain hips 1/1/21 began to feel better

920608 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 VA 25.0 25 F Headaches began 24 hours after vaccination and are currently still persisting a week later. Pain and tenderness at injection site, as well as edema, erythema, and urticaria at injection site are currently persisting.

920609 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 VA 63.0 63 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Eye pain in both eyes, blurred vision, sensitivity to light, hard to focus. Diagnosed with Uveitis 1/4/21.  Unknown if related to vaccine?  May be coincidental?  Prescribed eye medications for one week, return visit 1/11/21.

920623 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 OH 25.0 25 F Rash at injection site

920624 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 TX 41.0 41 F 41-year-old female HCW who received Pfizer BioNTech vaccine (Lot # EK5730) on 21 Dec 2020 in her left upper arm. No other vaccines were received that day. She reports a sensation of warmth and tenderness locally right after vaccination. On the evening of vaccination, she noted a small area of redness and swelling at the vaccination site. She denied anything out of the ordinary with regard to vaccine administration, except the vaccine might have been given "a little lower" than usual. She did not experience any respiratory, CV, dermatologic, or gastrointestinal signs/symptoms during observation post-vaccination or during the next several days.  Post-vaccination day (PVD) one, patient noted some tenderness, warmth, redness, and some bruising surrounding the vaccination site. (SEE PVD 1 Photo); local reaction gradually resolved (SEE PVD 7 Photo) and currently, all that remains is a big bruise. On the evening of 26 Dec, patient reported having some "congestion" and took some Nyquil. She reports a good night's sleep, but upon awakening, she noted mild shortness of breath and she "couldn't open" her eyes due to swelling. She also noted her bottom lip and tongue were swollen and she experienced a tight feeling in her throat and chest. She also reports mild swelling of her hands.  She denies hives/urticaria, wheezing, stridor, dysphagia, loss of consciousness, or gastrointestinal-related symptoms. Patient self-treated with oral Benadryl, Pepcid, and Zyrtec, as well as using her Albuterol inhaler. After 2 hours, her symptoms had not improved, so her spouse took her to the Emergency Room. In the ER, she was placed on a cardiac monitor, and shortly after arrival, she received IM Epinephrine (x2), followed by IV Solumedrol. She was observed for 8-10 hours and discharged home with a 5-day course of oral steroids.  She was diagnosed with "anaphylaxis" and instructed to follow-up with her Primary Care Provider. Since discharge, she has continued to note some facial swelling, and on 29 Dec, she was having problems breathing for which she used her inhalers, and symptoms resolved.  On the day of vaccine receipt, patient reports feeling well prior to vaccination. She denies previous vaccine reactions. She denies any exposures that might have been potential triggers to her reaction on 27 Dec – "the only thing different was the vaccine"

920625 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 FL 67.0 67 M Lightheadedness and hot.  Evaluated by onsite paramedic and doctor.  Released by EMT and doctor continued to observe for 15 more minutes and then released home.

920626 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 30.0 30 F 3.5 hrs following administration I experienced a near syncopal episode followed by vomiting.

920627 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 ID 28.0 28 F Day of administration around 2100 I started feeling a little off, got a little bit of a headache and felt warm. While sleeping I could feel that I had chills and felt very warm. Woke up at about 0200 to take my temperature. Felt dizzy when I got up, still had a headache and a fever of 101.0 (taken orally). Contacted a nurse triage line to ensure I can take t=Tylenol to bring the fever down and get rid of the headache. She said yes, which is when I took 500mg Extra Strength Tylenol rapid release. Continued to feel not so well, and broke my fever around 0630 timeframe. Once I woke up around 0900 (day after administration) still felt a little warm  (99.5)  and a mild headache. Will keep an eye on any other adverse reactions.

920628 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 NY 63.0 63 F 6-7 hours after the vaccine she developed arm pain, fever and chills.  About an hour later she started to have abdominal pain which worsened over the course of the day to excruciating.  She went to the Emergency Room where a CT scan revealed a perforation of her sigmoid colon and had a resection of the area of the colon and a diverting colostomy surgery done the evening of 1/3/2021.Y Y

920629 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 WI 31.0 31 F Elevated heart rate-resolved quickly; flushing feeling; potential throat swelling (felt like lump in throat), no airway compromise.

920630 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 GA 44.0 44 F From the shot I felt a sore arm for a couple of days.

920631 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 45.0 45 F Redness and itchy at insertion site.

920632 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 OH 35.0 35 F Injection site reaction, rash and pain

920633 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WI 43.0 43 F Dizzy, lightheaded, extreme tingling in arms and hands, tingling in the face, numb tongue, heart palpitations, feeling faint, blurred vision, shaking

920634 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 GA 58.0 58 F The day that she received her vaccine, she had a dime-sized red raised area, but denies any other complaints. Last night, (12 days after vaccine)  EE noticed the area where she received her vaccine had a large raised red, warm, itchy, and "hard" circular area.  She outlined the area last night, and today, the area of redness is 1-2cm outside of the outline. Left arm rash, deltoid area, 7.5-8cm, warm, red, firm.

920635 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 WA 28.0 28 F Exactly a week later, I noticed I had a 2 inch lump underneath my chin where my lymph node, it was tender to the touch. on 1/5th, I can still feel the lump, but is not longer tender to the touch. I also developed blisters ( almost like herpes like) on the R side of my nose and on the inside of my nose. I never had blisters in my life, or herpes like blisters on my face. Now on 1/5/21, the blisters are starting to dry, but are still there. I as ask to contact you guys to see if I can get my second dose.

920636 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 29.0 29 F Muscle soreness at the injection site. Significant for 2 days.

920637 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 46.0 46 F Body ache, chills, sweating, fever, and Headache

920638 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Sore Arm Achy, felt like flu was coming on nausea headache

920639 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MS 40.0 40 F Slight redness and soreness at injection site.  The wrist of the injection arm is swollen at the joint to roughly double that of the opposite arm.

920640 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MA 52.0 52 F Patient received COVID vaccine (RD) at 0846, shortly after (less than 1 min) patient reports "warmness and tingling" radiating from right arm to right side of abdomen. No VS recorded, patient denied offer to take vitals. Patient sat with this RN fort 1 minute longer for observation, stated she could walk herself to observation area.

920641 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 62.0 62 F By 1400 had low grade HA, by 1600 more severe.  Managed with Tylenol.  1800 no appetite, and nauseated.  Continued through night.

920642 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Pt. received on injection 12/28/20. They are experiencing a delayed reaction at the injection site. On Sunday 1/3, pt. had slight itching at the site. 1/4, the itching was worse & pt had some warmth/redness/swelling at the site (approx 3 cm in diameter) . Pt took 25 mg benadryl & 800 mg motrin when they got home from work at about 2 am on 1/5. Pt also used OTC hydrocortisone w/no relief. The site remains very itchy & warm to touch. There is slight redness & the area is now about 4-5 cm in diameter.

920643 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Localized rash (hives) at injection site on DAY 8 after vaccination.  3x6cm around injection site.

920644 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 TX 41.0 41 F At around 0910, employee reported tingling on tongue and roof of mouth while in the monitoring area post vaccination.  RN obtained V/S: 122/76; pulse 78; resp 18; pupils equal and reactive; skin pink.  Employee was alert and oriented.  She reported slight reaction about 30min. post vaccination.   Dr. was notified and assess the employee.  Dr. ordered Benadryl 25mg PO at 1001.  This was administered by RN.  Employee was monitored for another 20 minutes and then was aloud to leave.  Employee was feeling better before leaving.  She was instructed to seek medical attention if symptoms returned or new symptoms occured.  She verbalized understanding.

920645 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 AR 47.0 47 M Patient tested positive for COVID-19 via rapid Antigen test on 1/5/21. Patient has a child who tested positive on 1/3/21. Patient woke up on Sunday 1/3/21 feeling sick -- fatigue. Progressively, patient developed more symptoms: fever, cough, congestion, headache, chills, rigors. Patient is not sick enough at this time to go to doctor or hospital. Patient will quarantine for 10 days at home.

920646 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NM 30.0 30 F Severe nausea, vomiting, dehydration requiring IV hydration and antiemetics

920647 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 21.0 21 F Insomnia, fever, tenderness in the injection site, chills,

920648 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 NC 51.0 51 F Swelling and soreness in armpit of right arm . First observed last evening and still evident this A.M.

920649 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MI 32.0 32 F Fever >100, body aches, chills,  injection site inflammation,

920650 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 IA 49.0 49 F ON 1/1/21, DEVELOPED SWELLING ON UNDERSIDE OF LEFT ARM. DISCOMFORT IN THE AREA AND PAIN RADIATING TO HER LEFT BREAST. ON 1/4/21, STATES THAT THE SWELLING IS RESOLVED AND THE PAIN IS IMPROVING, BUT STILL PRESENT IN THE LEFT BREAST.

920652 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 53.0 53 F Pt reported thickness is throat and tingling in tongue. Vital signs remained stable for 30 minutes. BP 129/59, HR 72, RR 20, 94-97% O2 on room air. 25mg PO Benedryl administered. Pt tolerated and reported feeling better prior to leaving clinic. Patient advised to go to ED or Employee Health if any other symptoms occur.

920654 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 TN 48.0 48 F After the initial dose of Benadryl wore off, my skin began to itch, as well as my throat and ears. My arm also swelled up to the size of a softball where the injection was. I developed some bumps on my body, but was not covered in a rash. I had no problems breathing. I was itchy all day Sunday and my arm seemed to go down a little, but on Monday, when I went to work and couldn't take the allergy meds, it swelled again to nearly the size of a baseball. I think I might be allergic to the acetic acid in it because that's part of the compound in Aspirin, but I'm not sure. It's Tuesday and I still feel yucky, my arm is still itchy and it's still feverish and swollen and red at the injection site. Please call me and let me know if I should take the second dose. My husband has heart failure and I am a teacher. I want to protect him, but I worry that I had that kind of reaction even after taking allergy medication just in case beforehand.

920655 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 IL 23.0 23 F I had awful migraines that did NOT improve with Tylenol or Ibprophen.  My migraines had an aura to them on the 1/1/2021.  I was also nauseous and had a difficult time keeping food down.  I was also very tired and slept longer than I normally do.  I had my vaccine done on 12/30/2020 and the symptoms did not occur until 1/01/2021. An hour or so after the injection, my arm started to become sore. It was very sore until 1/3/2021. They lasted until 1/3/2021. Now I feel fine.

920657 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MI 47.0 47 F high heart rate,  blotchy/flushed skin,  urticaria

920658 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 TX 44.0 44 F dizziness and stated "feeling heart palpitations or PVC's" . stated she had a history of PVC's before and had an ablation in 2012.

920659 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 52.0 52 M About 24 hours after vaccination, patient reported fever, chills, and body aches.

920661 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 FL 66.0 66 F Moderna COVID - 19 Vaccine EUA

920662 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 39.0 39 F later  on the day in the evening  i got my shot  my arm turn redness around the site of the injection and iched still redness and ichy the next day local reaction redness ichy

920663 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 FL 70.0 70 M Swelling under nose and under the lower lip along with redness.  Client released home after evaluation by onsite paramedic and physician at 3:43 pm.

920664 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Chills, Fever, Body ache, Headache, No appetite
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920666 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 21.0 21 F Insomnia, fever, chills, tenderness in injection site

920667 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 KS 22.0 22 F Fever, Body Aches, Headache, chills and nausea started at 10pm on 1/4/2021. Patient was seen in office on 1/5/2020. Patient was sent home to rest and advised to take tylenol

920668 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Itchy Red Mark around the injection site tender to the touch

920669 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 40.0 40 F Headache, Chills, Body Ache, Nasal  congestion, Swollen injection site

920670 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 FL 26.0 26 F Site pain and swelling for 6 days after vaccination. Day 7 post vaccination; redness, itching, edema at injection site, circular area, about 5 inches in diameter. Plus swollen, painful axillary  lymph nodes bilaterally.

920671 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 62.0 62 F Left arm itchy and red.

920672 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 TX 60.0 60 F Employee received the vaccine around 1130.  She was monitored for a least 30 minutes due to her history of CA and Immunosupressed state.  She went back to her office post monitoring.  Around 1535, one of her employees called reporting that she didn't look good and was acting weird - pale; stumbling; slurred speech.  The coworker brought employee to the immunization clinic in private vehicle.  Dr. along with the CNE and another RN went to the vehicle to asses.  It was noted that employee did have slurred/slow speech; droopiness to face.  She reported that she started to not feel well while in her office.  V/S: B/P 141/102; pulse 108; O2 sat 96% on RA; skin pale.  She stated that she felt "loopy".  Employees husband was called and her co-worker was instructed to take the employee to the ER where her husband would meet them.  At 1540, employee was taken to ER for evaluation.

920673 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 GA 37.0 37 F I received the Moderna COVID vaccine on 12/29.  12 hours after the vaccine I had numbness and tingling in my feet.  The following morning (24 hours post vaccine) I still was having numbness and tingling in my feet and my legs from knees down felt weak and jelly like. I still was able to walk fine, but it was uncomfortable, not able to work out etc.  12/31 (48 hours post) I worked for 10 hours this day and symptoms were the same, that evening I continued to have same symptoms and my knees and ankles ached intermittently. 1/1- Same symptoms as previous days. 1/2- Same symptoms and started having tingling down back of upper leg from butt to back of knee, still tingling in feet.  1/2- Went to ER waited 8 hours and left. 1/3- Went to ER and they ruled out Guillain Barre Syndrome (did complete neuro exam) and said they have not seen this particular reaction to the vaccine but due to presentation they believe it is a vaccine reaction. No treatment prescribed.

920674 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 FL 27.0 27 M Swollen lymph node under left armpit for four days starting 01.01.2021.

920675 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 40.0 40 F Fever, body aches, chills and sweats

920676 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Tachycardia started after 12 minutes, observed for 45 minutes. Symptom resolved over this period of time

920677 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MA 38.0 38 M Patient experienced minor burning on administration to Left Deltoid. Moderna COVID vaccine

920678 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 28.0 28 F Injection area mid upper arm. Edema to injection area , discoloration,  2 inch circular demarcation, pain to local area, itchiness numbness and tingling to left hand during first 7 days. Day 8 hard mass at injection site, rash, discoloration still present. Itchiness still present. PO benadryl taken, topical benadryl applied when PO not taken. Minimal relief from benadryl.

920679 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Patient reported having a swollen epiglottis on the date of the vaccination that did not resolve until the following date.

920680 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 IL 39.0 39 F I took the "Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA" on December 31, 2020. I had pain/soreness at the injection site for 3 days, but I still have other side effects since getting the vaccine. The side effects started out with mild muscle pain and joint pain on the 31st, then in the night and for every day since the vaccine I have had headaches which I am taking ibuprofen for. I also feel quite fatigued since getting the injection. In the last few days I also had cold sweats, and chills yesterday. Today, I still have headache and fatigue.

920681 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 RI 46.0 46 F Modern a COVID-19 Vaccine EUA I was given the injection last Monday and noted erythema itchiness and swelling to the site and I figured I?d keep an eye on it. Also I had been enrolled in the v-safe with the CDC so I felt if there was ever a red flag, that they would be aware. After about 2 days it seemed better but then on 1/4/2021 I noticed it was itchy  again and I saw that I had a couple of blisters but they did go away after a hour. I now have the erythema, itchiness and a very hard (bigger than a half dollar) area surrounding the injection site.  Today is day two of having this and no swelling noted in my axilla or lymph nodes. No fever.

920682 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 TX 47.0 47 F With in 2 minutes of shot felt: 1. Medicine being diffused out of heart with burning sensation that lasted about 30sec that followed by 2. Irregular heartbeat (that lasted about 5 minutes) 3.Need to get fresh air (felt like lowering mask) 4. Low blood pressure that caused little sweaty and cold hands All the symptoms in total lasted for 5 minutes and then I felt back to normal

920683 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MI 54.0 54 F Started to feel dizzy about 9 hours after the injection.  Went to bed.  Woke up 8 hours later with an extreme headache 9/10 and nausea.  Took 325 Tylenol and brought the pain down to a 7/10.  Slept for a couple of hours and woke up with a headache at a 7/10 - took 650 mg Tyleno, drank some Focus Aid and ate some veggie straws.  After about 1/2 hour the headache was down to a 4/10,

920684 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 GA 53.0 53 M NONE

920685 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 51.0 51 M Fever 100.2, chills, headache and body ache.

920686 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 NY 40.0 40 F Patient states - she initially had headache, L arm swelling and pain and it went away by day 5.  Then the site swelled again and is now red, itching and has minor pain.

920687 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 WI 43.0 43 F localized erythema, warmth, swelling at injection location. itchy. tender to palpation

920688 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 VA 53.0 53 F Tingling lips Sore throat Burning in chest Rash Headache Neck stiffness SOB

920689 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 OK 43.0 43 M Client started c/o headache, tightness in chest, and was anxious. He was helped out of his truck and taken to triage where they administer o2 4Liters via nasal cannula. He self administered his albuterol inhaler. He admits to having anxiety issues. He was monitored for 20 mins and no other problems arose and he felt better after that. He has had no other problems related to the vaccine since that occasion. He did not contact his doctor.

920690 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 PA 30.0 30 F Severe Headache; Light sensitivity; Nausea; Bilateral upper extremity tingling

920691 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Fever Body aches

920692 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 IL 59.0 59 F Chills, head ache, Body ache, fever, leg pain

920693 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 IA 40.0 40 M Arm soreness for 3 days following injection Fatigue day after injection Sore throat, feels like swollen tonsils began 2 days after injection and continues today Visible sore under tongue began 2 days after injection and continues today

920694 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TX 43.0 43 F I had lymphadenopathy in my right armpit for three days post vaccine. I used a heating pad to treat. I also developed swelling on my right forearm that was hot to touch with pain. I  used a heating pad as well on my right forearm and took Tylenol for two days-it resolved.

920695 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CO 53.0 53 F headache, low grade fever, body aches, nausea

920696 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 50.0 50 F 9cm by 9cm area left deltoid; raised, hot to touch, pruritic topical steroids mupirocin to minor excoriations from itching zyrtec 10 mg qd benadryl prn cool compresses

920697 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 64.0 64 F FEVER

920698 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 ME 50.0 50 F Burning/ tingling tongue

920700 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Patient felt pain and heaviness to right back side of head/neck area and reported dizziness. Patient states she has a history of vertigo and gets dizzy easily.

920701 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 IL 27.0 27 F 12/18/20- reports suddenly got sweaty, hands felt cold, then got nauseous. Reports vomitted x 1. Reports the rest of the day felt tachycardiac for a few hours (HR 120-140) and dizzy. Started getting muscle aches/joint aches. Denies any recent COVID exposure. Tested positive for COVID In 8/2020. Reports hips/knees are throbbing today; Heart rate WNL.   ///    Presenting today due to intermittent presyncope and palpitations. Also notes generalized weakness. Patient evaluate 2 L of fluid given her Mirena IUD D-dimer was sent which was negative patient with no pleuritic symptoms or dyspnea to suggest pulmonary embolism. Otherwise hemodynamically stable on exam ambulates with no difficulty no focal neurologic deficits. Patient did describe on her initial presentation that she noted some weakness of her bilateral legs. Given her possible viral reaction and description of weakness it is possible the patient is developing an early autoimmune reaction however she has no evidence of GuillainBarré or transverse myelitis on my exam. We will plan to discharge with neurology follow-up as outpatient.

920702 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 38.0 38 F Fever, chills, Headache, Body Malaise

920703 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 TX 69.0 69 M Mild pain at injection site increased to moderate/moderately severe requiring two doses of acetaminophen 825 mg p.o.  Pain reached a maximum at around 9 pm on 1/4/21.  Malaise, body aches, skin sensitivity also increased during the day on 1/4, relieved somewhat by the Tylenol.  I was never able to document fever though I felt "feverish".   Awoke on 1/5/21 feeling better and all symptoms are steadily improving though not completely resolved at time of this report, 1045 hours on 1/5/21.

920704 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 PA 45.0 45 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA 7 small itchy marks/ bumps on left wrist progressively worsening to swelling, warmth surrounding left wrist (day 6). 2 red marks above left clavicle and 1 red mark on right eyelid (day 5).

920705 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 TN 35.0 35 F Fever, joint pain, body aches, fatigue, tingling in spine, headache, nausea, vomiting, tightening in chest when mobile, Symptoms lasted approx. 48 hours. Treatment- rest, fluids, inhaler, ibuprofen

920706 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Day 1 - Injection given around 8:30am - developed fever and headache around 2pm, muscle aches and fatigue started shortly after. Fever (101) broke around midnight.  Day 2 - Headache lasted until 1pm (I took two OTC Tylenol at 10am), Entire body was extremely sore and I felt very exhausted. Day 3 - Felt almost back to normal. Day 7 - Injection site is still red, swollen, and hard. On my neck there are lumps that just appeared and cause some discomfort. Fatigue is still there. On another note I have found it difficult to catch my breath at times this past week.

920707 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 OH 40.0 40 F I took the Moderna Covid vaccine on 12-28-2020 at 1420. After getting the shot, I had a metallic taste in my mouth and drank some water then waited 20 mins. When I left to go back to my department, I started getting dizzy and coughing. I sat down in my department and could not stop coughing so I went to the ER department. My eyes were swollen, I had a rash from my arms and legs all the way down my body. I had hives on my face and my eyes were swollen. I was coughing and wheezing. the ER RN started an IV and I was given steroids, diphenhydramine, ondansetron and IV fluids. I was also given some cough medicine. I was monitored for a few hours and before I left - they gave me hydroxyzine for the hives and itching. The PA also ordered meds for me to take at home.      - per patient report

920708 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 GA 45.0 45 M headache, nausea,nasal congestion, dizziness, Symptoms resolved in 48 hrs , took Tylenol

920709 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MN 49.0 49 F 9 days later had large red mark raised and bump at vaccine site.

920710 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 IL 59.0 59 F Fatigue, sinus pain, nausea , vomiting  , Chills, Body Aches, Fever. Headache, Diarrhea, runny nose  Tenderness at the injection site.

920711 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 UT 31.0 31 M I am the patient's neurologist. The patient has very well controlled epilepsy without a seizure in over a year. He is compliant with medication and did not have another provoking factor.  Approximately 6 hours after receiving the vaccine he had a generalized seizure, which was witnessed by his wife. He had an aura, behavioral arrest, tonic-clonic activity for 1 minute followed by a post-ictal period of several hours. This is consistent with his known seizures, but the provocation appears to be the vaccine he received earlier in the day.

920712 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 24.0 24 F Body malaise, Sore to injection site

920713 12/15/2020 01/05/2021 WV 56.0 56 F Deep muscle soreness developed within 2 hours.  Soreness restricted movement prevented normal activities and work for 12 hours. Temperature 99 at 12 hours following  injection. Insomnia 12/15.  Fatigue x 2 days.  No redness or swelling at injection site.

920714 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 FL 73.0 73 F Client experience dizziness.  Client was evaluated by onsite paramedic and released to ho home at 9:57 am.

920715 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MD 49.0 49 U 15:30 complete, injection site warmth. VS: T97.5, HR 108, 95% SpO2, BP 162/72. Patient monitored for 10 more minutes, doctor notified. Patient cleared. Second set of vitals obtain: HR 113, BP 139.67, 100% SpO2.

920716 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 TN 45.0 45 M Received vaccine on 12/21/2020.  Developed constipation that cleared on 12/26/2020 with use of colace.  Had episode of diarrhea on 12/28/2020.  Abdominal pain began at 2330 on 12/29/2020 and worsened through the night.  Went to ER at 0500 hours on 12/30/2020 where I was diagnosed with appendicitis and underwent appendectomy on the same day by Dr.  I have no idea if this is related to the vaccine or simply a coincidence.  In error of caution, I am reporting this.  Thank you.

920717 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 AL 44.0 44 F Patient stated that she felt hot, internally. She then felt faint, dizzy. Her BP was elevated (115/99 mmHg) but pulse was normal (65 bpm). It did continue to change throughout her waiting/observation period (highest BP 158/110 mmHg and pulse 78 bpm). We observed her for 40 minutes when she stated that she felt ok to go home and rest. At that time her BP had normalized.

920718 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MA 31.0 31 M 1 week post vaccine last evening approx 1130 pm while putting steroid cream (treatment for eczema) noticed right shoulder area red, warm and itchy.

920719 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 PA 36.0 36 F starting to feel lethargic and weak.  Had menses with increased blessed.  Called physician to have blood  work done to see if I was experiencing anemia.  Blood work complete on 12/31/2020.  On 1/3/2021, I woke up with blood blisters all over the inside of my mouth  and petechia on my trunk and bilateral upper and lower extremities.  I called my primary physician to report the symptoms.  He suggested to go to the ER if my symptoms worsened.  Later that evening I started with a nose bleed and did go to the ER.  Upon arrival to the ER, my platelet count was 9.  I was admitted to the hospital and diagnosed with ITP.Y 2

920720 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MA 57.0 57 F Seven days after vaccine given, there was a lump at the site of injection, two days after that (9d after) there is a red rash 3in x 3 in and the are is hard. Today I iced it and last night I took Motrin

920721 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 OR 33.0 33 F came to clinic 1/5/21.  states had vaccine 12/28/20.  noticed last night arm itching, tender, hot, redness.  marked redness - approx. 1.5 x 2 inches.  redness size not changed, shifted position slightly (less than 1/4 inch).  warm to touch.  has not taken meds

920722 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MI 54.0 54 F Started to feel dizzy about9 hours after the vaccine.  Went to bed.  Woke up at 6:20 AM with nausea and a tremendous headache - 8 out of 10.  Took 325 mg Tylenol and helped a little - 7 out of 10.  Slept a couple of hours and the headache was still 7 out of 10.  Took 650 mg Tylenol, ate some veggie straws, and drank some Focus Aid.  After about 1/2 hour the headache was a 4/10.   2 hours later and headache remains, currently 5/10.

920723 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 KY 45.0 45 F RED, SWOLLEN, PAINFUL AREA AT INJECTION SITE (HOT TO THE TOUCH) JOINT PAIN IN ELBO AND SHOULDER MUSCLE PAIN IN ARM INJECTED

920725 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 IA 43.0 43 F began with nausea and headache, progressing to body aches, fever of 101.    Fever lasted 48 hours, headache for 4 days

920726 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 KY 48.0 48 F 12/31/20  around 11am Numbness in right hand and right cheek, 5 minutes later, slurred speech.  Episode lasted approximately 10 minutes.  Treated in ER.  Labs, MRI, all normal 1/3/21 Swollen lymph node to left axilla 1/4/21 Rash to injection site Y 1

920727 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 29.0 29 F Mild nausea  (dizziness, tightness in jaw, sour taste in mouth, stomach pain) 5-10  minutes after injection.  Muscle soreness at injection site beginning in the evening.

920728 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NE 37.0 37 M DEVELOPED CONTINUOUS CHEST PAIN WHEN BREATHING IN. WAS SENT TO THE EMERGENCY ROOM. WAS SEEN IN ER AND DISCHARGED AFTER OBSERVATION PERIOD. ER PROGRESS NOTE: Patient is a 37 y.o. male who arrived by Home presented to the emergency department for Chest pain.  Patient states that approximately 15 this morning he received a Covid vaccine and approximately 1 hour later he started to have chest pain.  Patient describing chest pain as sharp, left-sided, nonradiating, nonexertional, only occurring with taking a big deep breath, has never had similar symptoms before, not improving with home baclofen, currently a 3-4 out of 10, not occurring at rest only with deep breath.  Patient states that he became concerned that it was a side effect of the vaccine and came to ED for further evaluation.  Patient just denies any associated shortness of breath, nausea or vomiting.  Patient states he has history of bipolar, takes no mental and has been taking as prescribed.  Patient states he is otherwise healthy. Patient works at a healthcare facility, has a weekly Covid antibody test which is was been negative, denies any other associated symptoms today.  Patient is a daily smoker, no history of blood clots, no recent travel or surgeries. Patient denies any headache, change in vision, nausea, vomiting, neck pain, back pain, fever, chills, shortness of breath, abdominal pain, flank pain, change in urination, diarrhea, constipation, rashes, lightheadedness, dizziness, or any other associated symptoms.

920729 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 FL 48.0 48 F red lump on arm where injected . its hot and swollen . the next day after the shot I had a fever , muscle and joint aches and pains . exhaustion . the red lump grew and is still with me 2 weeks after the shot .

920730 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 PA 41.0 41 M headache approximately 4 hours after vaccine , treated with OTC ibuprofen. symptoms resolved

920731 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NY 59.0 59 F same night nausea and vomited. 12 days later 1/2/21 woke up with stiff knees/wrists and joint pain swelling

920732 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 32.0 32 F Migraine, nausea, fever, shivering/chills, full body aches, joint/bone pain.

920733 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MA 28.0 28 F I had t sit in the room for observation for 1/2 an hour no symptoms. returned to work and no problems. Then about 3 hours after I received the vaccine I started having nausea and some hand tingling on and odd. The biggest limiting symptom was the excruciating shoulder pain on the left arm, no relief with ibuprofen, Tylenol, ice, changing position nothing. Worse pain I had in my life. I could not move my arm on its own at all and it was excruciating pain. Went to the ER and they gave me IV fluids and tramadol. The pain was better after that but I still could not move the arm and the pain was still present. They made me follow up with my PCP. I saw my PCP on a Tuesday after being on and off the phone with them on a Mondays.  Symptoms have improved but not back to normal.

920735 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 48.0 48 F NAUSEA, VOMITING, FEVER, SORE TO INJECTION SITE, BODY MALAISE, FATIGUE

920736 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 VA 59.0 59 F Development of tinnitus/ringing sensation/buzz as a "generalized sensation" that is generally not pleasant.   Within first 24 hours after administration patient had regular side effects including headache, fever (99.8) , and chills that disappeared after 36-48 hours.

920738 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 PA 48.0 48 F Employee developed large reddened area at site of injection. Employee completed a telehealth visit with provider who encouraged her to ice and continue to monitor site.

920739 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 29.0 29 U Associate came back post vaccine after leaving, left hand fifth digit numbness and tingling. VS: T 97.7, HR 61, BP 129/84. Doctor notified, 12:40pm doctor monitored for 25 minutes, patient reported no other symptoms and stated he wanted to leave and was feeling better.

920740 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 CA 55.0 55 F 6 days after my shot, I developed an itchy rash with moderate swelling on face mostly, neck and wrists.  I am not sure of the cause - it was clearly some kind of allergy, possibly a contact allergy, but I am not sure if it is connected to the vaccine or not.  I was advised to report it. It was bad enough to have been prescribed prednisone

920741 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 OK 37.0 37 F Fast heartbeat (between 126-130 HR per minute)

920742 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Rapid heartbeat, extreme light headedness within 5 minutes, eyes bothered me, was wheeled to ER (1/4/2021) Still a little light headed (much better than yesterday), muscle aches legs and back (1/5/2021)

920743 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 IL 54.0 54 F Developed multiple erythematous patches/hives to R lower abdomen covering an area of approximately 17cmx28cm in size.  Patches are erythematous, pruritic and appear to have a central clearing.  Pt tried applying a topical anti-fungal cream initially, but it did not help.  Also applied a regular topical emollient which also did not help.

920744 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 31.0 31 F Vomiting, Body ache, Headache, Fever

920745 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 35.0 35 M pruritic rash started on the ipsilateral elbow flexor, spread to wrist, web spaces, then all flexor folds in all 4 limbs. These lasted for about 5-7 days and disappeared on their own. I did not take any medication or apply any creams or ointments.

920746 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MN 32.0 32 F Within 5 hours I broke out in a rash all over my body, horrible piercing headache, became dizzy, became diaphoretic and feverish  , horrible muscle body aches hurt to the bone , left arm burned and could barely lift it . Felt very confused totally brain fog and extremely fatigued.  I took benadryl and tylenol.  I came home from work and went to bed and couldn't function until Friday.  I slept all of Thursday . By Saturday my rash subsided, I felt ok enough to function but haven't felt 100 % since.

920748 01/01/2021 01/05/2021 PA 46.0 46 F At about 10pm the injection site pain had radiated to my armpit and breast area. I took ibuprofen and tried to go to sleep. I was unable to sleep on my left side as normal. Around 12:30am I woke up cold, shivering violently, with a fever of 103.°3. My feet were also burning.  I woke up around 2:30am. Fever was down to about 102.4°, feet were still burning and my face and eyes were swollen. I took more ibuprofen and put used cold compress on my eyes. Around 4:30am I woke up with abdominal pain and pain in my hips. Fever was lower, eyes were better but face still swollen and feet still burning. I called off work at that time. By about 8am fever broke and have just had an intense headache.

920749 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 60.0 60 F BODY MALAISE, SORE TO INJECTION SITE, HEADACHE

920750 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MN 31.0 31 M Vision changes (things became "pixelated"), Cough (slight bronchospasm), arm numbness/decreased strength in administration arm.

920753 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 43.0 43 F Symptoms started day after receiving vaccine. Started with a rash on upper back that itched and burned for a few days, followed by whole body burning and sweating with rash on lower arms and chest along with continued rash on upper back. These symptoms come and go and are worse on different days. This continues today and I have been advised by my healthcare provider not to receive second dose which was scheduled for today 1/5/21. I did take steroids for two days but then was advised by physician to allow my body to react if I can tolerate the symptoms. Symptoms are tolerable some days but not all. No fever with the burning and sweating. No other symptoms.

920754 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 PA 37.0 37 F Employee developed swelling and increasing pain in armpit of arm that received vaccine.

920755 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NV 43.0 43 F fever, pain at injection site

920756 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MT 41.0 41 F PT experienced itchiness and a sore arm on 12/23/2020. Developed hives on 1/5/2021 at injection site

920757 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 42.0 42 F infection in L nostril and pain radiating to L eye, impacting vision

920758 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 CA 45.0 45 U Delayed response between 12 - 24 hours after vaccination.  Headache, muscle aches, extreme fatigue, shivering alternating with feeling feverish.  Already had COVID (estimated to be between 2 to 3 months ago).

920759 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MO 49.0 49 F My arm is swollen, red and is very hot to the touch. It is also very hard and the size of a softball

920760 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TN 40.0 40 F Low grade fever of 99.9 being the highest; Fatigue; Muscle Soreness at injection site

920761 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 IL 57.0 57 F I had most of the side effects listed, but the one that is still bothering me til this day is that my heart feels like its racing, beating fast and sometimes feels likes its pounding, very uncomfortable.

920762 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 51.0 51 M Area of redness around injection site since onset

920764 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 VI 38.0 38 F Itchy scalp, forearms, upper back; went to ER and received Benadryl and Solumedrol, then got "ball in throat" and neck redness - received Epinephrine; all cleared in 2 hours

920765 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NC 35.0 35 F Abnormal taste in the back of my mouth.  Has been going on since vaccination sometimes more pronounced then others. Almost like a constant bitterness taste .

920766 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Light headed and reports a feeling of motion sickness describes it as a wave that starts from abdomen up to chest area.  Later in the day patient reports a feeling of being lost/confused, tiredness and still has motion disturbance.

920767 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 NY 27.0 27 M I would like to start out by saying that I am well aware that this vaccine is known to cause side effects and that the benefits of the vaccine far outweigh any side effects induced by it. The reason I am writing this is to provide information that you all can keep in mind as you provide guidance on your recommendations for the timing of when the vaccine should be administered to those who have already tested positive for COVID. I tested positive for COVID-19 11 days prior to getting vaccinated. My symptoms from the virus began on 12/21/20, lasted until 12/26/20 and included: mild headache, fever of 100.3, moderate muscle fatigue, lymphadenopathy, and sinus congestion. I received the Pfizer vaccine on 1/3/21 at 11am and by 2am on 1/4/21 I was experiencing a temperature of 102.5, severe headache, severe muscle fatigue, and painful right axillary lymphadenopathy. Although they had almost completely resolved by 11am on 1/4/20, I would describe these side effects to the vaccine as significantly worse than the symptoms of the virus itself. As someone who has a stronger medical background than the general public (I am a 4th year dental student in a patient-facing role and was encouraged by my school to receive the vaccine despite already testing positive), I understood the likelihood of developing side effects to the vaccine and I am still planning on receiving my second dose in three weeks despite already showing clear signs of a strong immune response to the proteins created by the vaccine. The reason why I am writing this is because there was no guidance on recommending that I wait longer than 10 days between testing positive and receiving the vaccine and I am worried that if the general public is allowed to receive the vaccine at this same time interval, there will be a significant number of people who will have similar side effects (worse than those induced by the virus itself) and they will not only refuse a second dose, but could also vocally discourage many people from trusting the vaccine?s safety and benefit. I obviously don?t know what minimum timeframe should be recommended, but from my individual experience, 11 days was not sufficient. I will be happy to follow up if you would like to know how the symptoms fare after my second dose.

920768 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 TX 70.0 70 M Day one - Mild headache, sore arm at injection site, chills Day two (today) - Sore arm remains, new  mild joint pain in both knees, headache gone and chills gone.

920769 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NY 72.0 72 M ( I am a physician )First 24-36 hours noted minimal site discomfort. On 1/1/21 @ 6 PM with dinner noted some difficulty chewing food and minor sensation on right lower lip. As evening progressed it was noticeable a small right facial droop and distorted smile. By 1/2/21 5 AM, facial droop was more noticeable as well as distorted smile. So I decided to to ED to be checked out.ED MD was contemplating between unusual presentation of Bell's Palsy, small stroke or COVID 19 presentation. Vitals except for slightly elevated BP (145/85) were NLas well as lab ( see below). PEx: tender area posterior to R Jaw. So left with Right madibular trigeminal inflammation ( limited Bell's Palsy) and consideration for steroids. I opted NO steroids since I wanted to COVID vaccine response. Since it was a holiday weekend, I finally got to talk to my PCP on 1/4/21 ( Dr, from Internal Medicine at Hospital) who agree with me n no steroids. Also no vaccine until we see course and newer recommendations over next few weeks from CDC. I am being monitored with CDC text messaging but have not received a call from them yet. since 1/1/2021 there has been improvement in that there tenderness behind the right jaw is gone. There are no new symptoms but he weakness of right lower lip and eating issues persists. When a move water around in my mouth with closed lips , it tends to leak on right side. I am hoping for full recovery but time will tell. Summary of ED physician assessment from 1/2/21 Medical Decision Making  Patient seen by me on:  1/2/2021 Assessment:  72 year old male presenting with right sided facial weakness. No paralysis on exam but mildly notably weaker on R side. Otherwise, neurologically intact on exam. Differential diagnosis:  Bell's Palsy, Incomplete Bell's Palsy, CNS lesion, vaccine adverse effect, lymphadenopathy Considered CVA, not a TPA candidate based on timing and minor deficits. May need to obtain MRI to evaluate. Plan:  EKG, basic labs Discussed with patient, who is a physician, given risk factors and not classic Bell's Palsy, will proceed with MRI brain. ED Course and Disposition:  MRI unremarkable. I feel this adequately rules out stroke and CNS lesion as a cause of facial weakness. CBC, CMP unremarkable. Patient's exam remains stable. We discussed risks/benefits of steroids. Concerns being his diabetes as well as blunting immune response to vaccine. He has mild facial asymmetry but not complete and will hold off on steroids unless worsening symptoms. COVID testing sent as discussed with patient. He will return to ED or see PCP if symptoms worsen.  Dx- Bell's Palsy  01/02/21 1231

920770 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 FL 55.0 55 F 2O MINUTES FOLLOWING INJECTION PATIENT SWELLING OF TONGUE AND THROAT, TASTE CHANGE, DIZZINESS AND RAPID HEART RATE.  IMMEDIATELY TOOK BENADRYL TOOK 2 HOURS TO DECREASE SYMPTOMS.

920771 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 IL 94.0 94 F Tachycardia, resident was sent out to the hospital  for evaluation on 12/30/2020 and came back to the facility on 12/31/2020. Y 1

920772 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 26.0 26 F I received my first dose of the COVID-19 Moderna vaccine on 12/29 at 12:40p at Medical Center in my left deltoid. I am a registered nurse at the facility. Starting on 12/30 when I woke up, I had a mild headache. The headache is lingering and intermittent. Starting 1/3, I have a swollen and sore lymph node in my left armpit (the same side I received the vaccine). My employer is sending me for a COVID-19 PCR today to rule out any active infection. Tylenol has been taken as needed for the headache.

920773 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 OH 51.0 51 M 1-3-2021 10:30 PM Itchy legs rash on legs and arms took hot shower went to bed went away by morning. 1-4-2021  12:00 PM started to have itchty hands itchy back itchy legs itchy elbows rash around eyes  got home at 5:00 PM had rash on legs, back, arms, eyes, took Benadryl 25 mg took shower the itchy slightly eased and rash lightened up but didn't go away. went to bed. 1-5-2021 6:00 am woke up rash almost gone on back but had itchy ankles and wrists and the back of my arms. took Benadryl 25 mg before work got to work and had extremely itchy hands and slight rash in all the same spots. and itching has became less after 6 hours. 1-5-2021 12:23 pm filled out this form

920774 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MD 56.0 56 F Patient was vaccinated on 12/28/20. On 12/29/20 she developed some reddish area around 2cm in diameter at the injection site with slight itching and discomfort. Besides this there were no other complains

920775 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MO 36.0 36 F Pt reports tingling and sweating to R side of the body (face, arm, and leg).  Reports HA R side of body.  As evening progressed, patient reports worsening HA and vomiting.  Pt reports pain in R arm and swelling in armpit area.  Reports s/s resolved the next day.  Recommended f/u with PCP.

920776 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 PA 28.0 28 M Pt. states that he received covid Pzifzer vaccine at 11:17 am on 01/05/2021 to left deltoid IM. Around six to seven minutes  at 11:23 am post vaccination patient started having burning sensation at site, felt flushed, diaphoretic, light-headed, nauseated, and now he is experiencing tingling to bilateral feet. Pt. states that earlier post vaccination he was feeling anxious, but he is no longer feeling anxious. Pt. denies feeling this way post vaccination with other vaccines. Pt. states that he is still having bilateral  feet tingling up to both calves right greater than left.

920777 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MT 43.0 43 M Chronic headache and stuff neck, sore shoulder

920778 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 SD 65.0 65 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Woke up at 1:30 AM to get drink of water, feeling somewhat lightheaded. Vomited and a few minutes later experienced diarrhea. Went back to sleep, woke up at 7:00 AM. Diarrhea again. Experienced slight headache and some lethargy. Can eat and drink but decided to fast for the day and just drink water. Went to work as usual.  I believe I am recovered now.

920779 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 CT 26.0 26 F Patient has some tachycardia and dizziness on the day of vaccination. Developed rash at injection site 4 days later, which is itchy, tender, and inflamed.

920780 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 NM 39.0 39 F PT was verbalizing prior hesitancy to vaccine once received @ 10:58 - 3 minuets post injection PT C/O neck/ throat feeling tight, sis increased to C/O feeling like heart was racing, feeling  diaphoretic and shaky. EMS called to car for assessment BP- 156/106 pulse - 110 follow pulse - 76 BP- 132/87. PT up and standing to help case symptoms PT had also C/O L side pain after dose administered, 11:30 patient states she starts to feel ok, then she no longer feels "normal" C/O heaviness in head/ neck.

920781 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 OK 42.0 42 F I had fatigue and body aches for 4 days I woke up Sunday morning and I had a huge swollen lymph node the size of a golf ball at the base of the right side of my neck that lasted for 2 days, I was put on ogmentin for 5 days and it went away after that

920783 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 KS 84.0 84 M Nausea/Vomiting Weakness Low Grade Fever

920784 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Anaphylactic Reaction,  facial swelling, facial Redness, Face felt like it was burning, face flushing, throat swelling, heart palpitations, trouble swallowing , feet swelling, light headed,  anxiety.  Hospitalized  from the 12/23/20 to 12/26/2020 .  Medications now on Epinephrine, diphenhydramine, cetirizine, famotidine, prednisone, lorazepam, cephalexin.  on 1/1/2021  was taken to E.R. by ambulance  around 11:00 am  left hand was tingle  started to go numb  traveled up my arm into left side of my face ,ear, tongue, and then down to the left side of my leg and into left foot, could not move left side of body for a good 7 to 8 mins then went away transferred to ambulance enroute to ER blood pressure was high  and  and started having right ear pain and right side frontal severe  headache, arrived to ER and was given diphenhydramine ,ketorolac, metoclopramide HCI,  lorazepam.  MRI was ordered and Neurologist found two small lesions on right side of frontal brain, following up  now with neurologist.   added more meds naproxenY Y 4

920785 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 68.0 68 F Patient received COVID19 vaccine (Moderna) and felt flushed afterwards requiring an ED visit. In the ED she received diphenhydramine 50mg PO and prednisone 60mg PO x1 dose each. Patient symptoms improved and patient was discharged.

920786 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 AR 60.0 60 M Shoulder/arm pain; change in LOC; Labs pending

920787 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OR 51.0 51 F 2 minutes after vaccine was administered, noticed swelling back of tongue, progressed to posterior 2/3 of tongue,  tachycardia, elevated BP. Progressive angioedema involving larynx, cough, shortness of breath. No wheezing. Physical exam did do show any obvious swelling. O2 sat decreased to 80, 1st epinephrine IM administered, 50mg benadryl IV and Famotidine administered. some improvement in symptoms. In 30mins, reoccurrence of  angioedema and second epinephrine vaccine administered. Monitored for 2 hours without reoccurrence of symptoms and discharged from ER.Y

920788 12/02/2020 01/05/2021 CA 27.0 27 F I remainder of the day I rested.  The next day I rested all day as well and was fatigued, had a mild headache, muscle aches and felt the cold shivering feeling but had no fever.

920789 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 42.0 42 F About 16 hours after receiving my second dose of the covid vaccine I began to have chills, muscle aches, headache and fever of 100.8.

920790 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 LA 57.0 57 M Patient reports he had redness to bilateral cheeks, redness to bilateral arms, generalized itchiness and flush feeling about 10 minutes post vaccination.  By the time he got to the ED around 11AM, he still has redness to bilateral cheeks and generalized itchiness, but no obvious urticaria and does not have the flush feeling any more.  He denies pain, difficulty breathing, has no swelling  of lips, tongue or soft palate.

920792 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CO 41.0 41 F Localized rash (red, raised bumbs, slightly itchy) developed at injection site 1 week after vaccination.  As a precaution, took 1 Benadryl (generic) tablet and applied topical hydrocortisone cream to the rash when noticed symptoms. Rash still apparent next day.

920793 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 OH 28.0 28 F Redness, itching, swelling, red ring around injection site, 10 days after vaccination

920794 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WA 36.0 36 M Became very anxious.  He felt his heart was racing.  Prone to anxiety attacks

920796 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CA 46.0 46 M Patient describes being very fatigued and a low grade headache, patient also said he was advised that his body temperature is lower than normal

920797 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 48.0 48 M Body aches, low fever, headache.

920799 11/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 52.0 52 F My first symptoms were expected-- sore arm and slightly tired feeling -- a few days later my shoulder itched where I got the shot. Then a week later, two things-- and one is PMS. Obviously not the shot but I mention this as it is possible that these side effects are related to the PMS. On Sunday 1/3/2021 I was experiencing breast tenderness PMS and that extended under my arms and by the end of that day my glands were swollen and hard in my right armpit. The next morning, they were still hard and swollen and the glands are still today. While I often have breast tenderness, I have never had swollen glands or painful underarms as part of this. Also yesterday 1/4 my right shoulder near where I received the vaccine was i was itchy and it continues to be and red and also hard there... I don't want to overplay any of these symptoms and they might well relate to PMS but I think in this instance particularly with the very painful swollen glands on the right underarm it's important to report them

920800 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NC 39.0 39 F Day of vaccine itching and redness where bandaid was applied. One week after vaccine swelling and sadness and itching around site. Approximately 4" x 4" circular swelling noted. Tenderness and warmth around swelling. Benadryl and ibuprofen taken before bed and some swelling decreased, however the swelling and warmth slightly descended down arm.  and area not as large but some redness still noted. Ice applied and not much help provided.

920801 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WA 29.0 29 F The morning of 1/4/20, redness and swelling at the injection was noted. A circular flat ?lump? at the site is present with mild intermittent itching. No treatment at this time.

920802 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CO 42.0 42 M 3-5 hrs s/p vaccine- soreness at injection site. About 12h s/p vaccine administered (around 9p) began to experience chills, headache, fatigue.  This persists/worsens accompanied by chills. Temp taken at 10p (99.1, my normal is 97.6) By 0150, temp up to 100.4 along with continuing alternating sweats/chills and persisting headache. 1000mg Tylenol used at 0150.  At 0240, symptoms settle a bit and got a little sleep. 0445, woke up- headache persists. Mild chills/sweats. Afebrile at 98.6. Still fatigued. At 0800 on 1/5/21, another 1000mg Tylenol used as aforementioned symptoms worsening.  Now at 1035 (time of this report), chills/sweats have settled - left with fatigue, headache, and nasal congestion.    Of note, I tested positive for COVID and was sick for about 2-3 weeks in Sep 2020.

920803 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NH 44.0 44 F Onset of redness/pain/swelling into (R) UE one week after shot. Symptoms progressed into the next day. Seen at PCP office and diagnosed with cellulitis. Given script for 1 week of Cephalaxin. Also taking Ibuprofen. Redness has decreased but swelling and itchiness have continued with joint pain (R) shoulder and (R) elbow.

920804 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 OR 39.0 39 U patient reports numbness, pain, and tingling in arm; as well as Nausea and headache.  Nausea and headache lasted 2 days, pain in arm persists.

920805 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 OH 45.0 45 M palpitations, chest tightness/heaviness, scratchy throat/frequent throat clearing, head heaviness, blurred vision, elevated blood pressure.  Evaluated in ED received solumedrol, benadryl.  Discharged home and returned to hospital as direct admit due to continued symptoms.  Pertinent labs reveled AKI, elevated LFTs.  AKI and LFTs improved with IVFs.Y 1

920806 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 PA 29.0 29 M Burning down arm right after injection. Sweats and dizzy

 48



920807 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 21.0 21 F Night of vaccine, red raised itchy rash around injection site, foggy head feeling, left arm pain. All of these effects went away in 2 days.   8 days following administration of first Moderna dose (1/5/2020), the raised, red rash around injection site had returned (same size as before), with nausea and vomiting. Slight headache.

920808 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 29.0 29 F sore arm at injection site, fever/chills, tachycardia

920809 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 22.0 22 F Fever 101.2, severe body aches

920811 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 54.0 54 F fever ,chill and achiness

920812 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WA 28.0 28 F Extreme nauses

920813 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 WI 47.0 47 F 12/28 - 2 hours after injection - terrible arm pain. Could not raise arm and felt like a pulled muscle from my neck all the way down arm. This went on for 4 days. The pain woke me up at night for 2 nights. Just took Ibuprofen. This pain has resolved.  12/29 - body aches, chills, joint pain, fatigue, SOB on exertion, runny nose, and sneezing. These symptoms went on for 5 days. Mostly resolved - still some fatigue and SOB on exertion, runny nose, and sneezing. Again, treated with ibuprofen and rest. 1/31 - Extreme nausea, aggitatation, and fatigue. Took Zofran and went to bed at 7pm and slept until 9am. Felt much better.   1/2 - Completed a virtual visit. Advised to come in to clinic for covid test only. Not seen by physician. Negative results, and no F/U from a provider.   1/5 - All symptoms resolved except some fatigue and SOB on exertion, runny nose, and sneezing.

920814 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CA 38.0 38 F She received the Moderna vaccine on 12/28. She then started to feel some itching in her throat within 5 minutes. It then started to get worse and then she started to cough.  Vital signs show blood pressure 152/89 with pulse 72 oxygen saturation 100% with respiratory to 16. She was given liquid Benadryl and the coughing and itchiness in her throat lasted for three hours. She went to sleep as the Benadryl caused her to be drowsy. When she awoke she had no symptoms. She then had a fever later in the day.  she had no hives, lip swelling, tongue swelling, shortness of breath or presyncope associated with these symptoms.

920816 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Client experienced, itchy throat, and slight headache five minutes after injection was given at vaccine site.  Client alerted staff,  the EMT checked vitals, symptoms cleared before EMT spoke with patient.  Client was clear to leave site.  No medications administered.

920817 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 51.0 51 F JOINT PAIN, BODY MALAISE, HEADACHE, SWOLLEN INJECTION SITE

920818 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 CA 35.0 35 M A few moments after vaccination individual complained of throat numb and tingling and felt like it was swelling shut.  Epinephrine was considered but condition resolved within about 20 minutes with no epinephrine given.

920819 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 OH 45.0 45 F Pain and  and severe weakness in arms and legs. Joint pain. Numbness in feet and hands. Increased blood pressure.

920820 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NY 31.0 31 F About 12 hours after receiving the vaccine the resident developed temperature 101 F, headaches, vomiting and fatigue. Responded to Tylenol 1gm PO. Resident instructed to leave shift and go home to rest about 12 hours after that she was improved .

920821 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 FL 40.0 40 F Intially started as lip numbness, then tongue, lasting for about 10-15 minutes.  It went away, then about 10 minutes later her Right arm became numb, then it returned to her lips on the Right side of her mouth, and then feeling wobbly, weakness on the Right leg.  Elevated blood pressure, 182/112.  Got medication prescribed and is lowerin blood pressure now, within an hour of taking medication, but numbness remains.

920823 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 TN 49.0 49 F Woke up to an enlarged tongue - could not close mouth or eat

920824 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 HI 62.0 62 F Five minutes after vaccine patient had itchiness around eyes, itchy throat and mild shortness of breath. Later, patient reported swelling around eyes and lips.

920825 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CA 40.0 40 M Pins & needles/tingling sensation and numbness located throughout the body including the throat, mouth and tongue.  Gradually diminished over 24 hours and has now resolved.

920826 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CA 39.0 39 M Weakness on the first day Diarrhea, weakness, chills, and weight loss the day after and ever since

920827 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 KS 62.0 62 M Low fever, chills, 24 hrs. Headache Myalgia lasting 48 hrs. Arthralgia lasting 36 hrs.

920828 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TN 36.0 36 F The patient called stating she received the COVID vaccine yesterday at 11:30 AM. She reported that she had the usual sore arm. She woke up at 1:00 AM with 102.0 temperature and then start excessive vomiting at 1:30 AM. She also complained of vertigo and dizziness. She reports that she lost consciousness about 3:30 AM.  Advised to go to the ER if symptoms continue.

920830 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 NM 41.0 41 F 20 Minuets after injection hot air, red , moved across face, neck. 1 hour after injection.  high BP chest heavy face and nose itchy @ 3:15 pm Benadryl 25 mg IM + difficulty swallowing.

920831 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Severe muscle pain in neck, nausea, headache, fatigue, weakness, nerve pain which developed into shingles outbreak 5 days later, with continued malaise.

920833 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MI 44.0 44 M Severe arm pain, (9-10/10) with movement and loss of range of motion.

920834 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NY 18.0 18 F Generalized flushing, increase body temp

920835 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 TN 31.0 31 F hot and cold sweats  legs are really sore

920836 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Estimated delivery date 05/09/2021. I had extreme fatigue and I had some trouble walking it flared my osteoarthritis. I decided to stay home and work from home since I was having trouble walking, the next day I felt fine.

920837 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 TX 53.0 53 F Delayed allergic reaction that included facial swelling, severe abdominal pain. Patient states she self medicated with Benadryl 50mg PO and is no longer symptomatic.  PT instructed to speak with primary care physcian

920838 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 25.0 25 F since 12/31/2020 experiencing Dizzy, Lightheaded, Chest tightness, nausea, Diarrhea , dry mouth, dry throat, chills, swollen lymph nodes, symptoms progressing

920839 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MN 40.0 40 M Pleasant 40-year-old male comes in the emergency room with concern related to allergic reaction. Patient had received his COVID-19 vaccination approximate 60 minutes ago, at approximate 45 minutes after vaccination he developed flank pain left greater than right rated a 3 out of 10 extending down to his thighs he also noted a scratchy type sensation in the back of his throat feeling as if he needed to frequently clear his throat. The symptoms have been ongoing now for the past 15 to 30 minutes with no increasing or change in symptoms. Has never had allergic reaction in the past, unsure of previous Covid 19 infection though he describes in February of last year having upper respiratory illness which time he lost his sense of taste and smell. Currently denies any fevers, chills, nausea or vomiting. Denies any diarrhea. Denies cough or shortness of breath. Denies any swelling of the lips, face, eyes or nose. Denies any rash.  Upon presentation emergency room patient was seen, evaluated, treated following standards of care given. Given patient's presenting symptoms and the recent COVID-19 vaccination will treat patient as adverse allergic reaction.   Patient was given 50 mg of Benadryl IV, 20 mg of Pepcid IV, 10 mg of Zyrtec p.o. and 125 Solu-Medrol IV. Patient was observed in the emergency room for minimum of 2 hours, with complete resolution of symptoms. Patient was discharged home on Zyrtec to take 10 mg by mouth daily as well as Pepcid 20 mg by mouth twice daily for minimum of next 14 days, prednisone 20 mg 1 by mouth daily x5 days. Patient was given a prescription for EpiPen should his symptoms return or progress, recommend he call 911 and return immediately. Risks and warnings were discussed in detail, all questions were answered, patient verbalized understanding agreement plan of care.

920840 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 WA 62.0 62 F Severe headache from 12/30 0400 to 1/3/21, extreme fatigue, and excessive thirst

920841 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 WA 43.0 43 F Moderna EUA;  moderate swelling and itching and pain lifting arm at injection site occured 7 days after injection. This swelling and pain is more severe than the initial reaction I had in the three days following the injection.

920842 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 ID 36.0 36 F I worked the night of 18th and 19th (night shift nurse) -  night of 18th  - arm very sore (dominant arm where shot was taken) by end of night arm was sore; continued for several days. (Got my period either the night of 18th or morning of 19th). About 36 hours after vaccine; stood up to attend an alarm and felt very ill at patient's bedside and had to sit down: nauseous (felt similar to co-vid) - took Motrin an hour later; the day of 20th - slept all day; 21st - no appetite; mild headache - nauseous - period at same time of vaccine; 22nd - felt bleh; didn't eat much food - period going away but I  was feeling worse; feel like I have the return of internal vibrations (can sit in my hands when I'm trying to do something for a patient that needs done quickly)  back in July when I had Co-Vid (when I was out of work out of month - and had to see a cardiologist - two months until normal (neural and cardiac symptoms that went away with time) - so was returning of buzzing/etc. 23rd: could feel like I had internal vibrations sensations; nauseous - increased - got a refill from an old dental prescription - started Zofran; headache pressure (head pressure); a vertigo-ish feeling - felt like I just walked off a boat; at that point - called out of work - COVID hotline hospital call - did a rapid test that was negative (on 24th) and on 24th: had still all the same symptoms - nausea was worse and felt a bit more dizzy occasionally and called out of work again but could take care of myself (laid around) - " it felt like baby covid" 25th - work wanted me to get tested again; 26th - Panther Co-vid test - which was also negative. 27th and 28th - dizziness better; still taking Zofran one time /day (for nausea); was able to go to work on 29th - still had some nausea but didn't have to lie down all day anymore - still had internal vibrations - feels like I should be having a tremor but can't see it externally; 30th finally able to see primary care Dr and she ordered lab work: Dr wasn't certain it was an adverse effect vs. me feeling my own immune response to spike protein; Initial covid symptoms in July were similar to this; and she will see how things go; SED Rate was 1 so not concerning; CBC was fine and B12 was fine. Not much as changed since then: returned to work; can go about things in every day; stopped taking Zofran on 31st; I still had nausea but it was mild enough that I didn't need to take it and Dr said it would be best to stop due to it's on effects. Yesterday, was first day with no nausea (1/4/2021); still have internal vibrations sensation but it has gone down quite a bit - now more of a mild buzzing electric current sensation - like insides are buzzing super fast ; when I noticed when not occupied with other things which is how it faded out with original illness.

920843 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NH 44.0 44 F 7 days post vaccine enlarging erythematous, warm, tender circular skin lesion(6cm x 5 cm); reactive lymphadenopathy L axilla

920845 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 TX 37.0 37 F pulling sensation on left arm to neck. took ibuprofen for discomfort. 1/4/21 began to get painful. feels a lump in neck area that has movement. sharp pain in neck, hurts to turn head.   Rotating hot/cold presses to site. Using a topical cream Voltaren for pain on neck/arm.

920846 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NY 28.0 28 F developed a red non-raised rash on one side of vaccination site, occurred 15 post vaccine, and resolved 1/2 hour later

920847 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 OH 45.0 45 F ?Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA? - Patient received Moderna vaccine 12/23/20, developed rigor and low grade temperature 99.8 degrees F, pain at injection site same day as injection. 12/27/2020 developed worst headache of life for 5-6 hours, vomiting, welts and hives on face, bruising of upper thighs, itching of legs. Patient considered going to emergency department due to severe headache and vomiting but improved after 5-6 hours. As of 1/5/2021, patient still has welts and hives on face and healing bruises on thighs, has been taking diphenhydramine with little improvement.

920848 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 40.0 40 F Fever of 100.8, body aches, and headache...this was after the first dose

920849 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TN 48.0 48 F Chest and arms red and warm; metallic taste in mouth; no signs of distress when monitoring discontinued. Proceeded to PCP office the following day due to face, neck and arm stiffness, edema in hands, legs, and face, continued metallic taste, and elevated BP (160/100). PCP prescribed oral steroids, antihistamine, and Epi-Pen.

920850 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 GA 28.0 28 F Chills, Body Aches, Temp 99.3, fatigue resolved within 48 hours from onset

920851 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 49.0 49 M about 3 minutes after receiving vaccine, heart rate jumped to extremely high.  Patient did not report until today so we were not able to get actual heart rate.  This lasted for about 30 seconds, then went back to normal.

920852 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 OK 64.0 64 F headache,nausea and vomiting ,chills

920853 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 27.0 27 F mild numbness left side of face, starting day of vaccination; no f/u info available at this time. discussed with local health office.

920854 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 47.0 47 F Hard painful lump post injection (day 1), itching and redness 7 days post injection.

920855 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 32.0 32 F Clusters of cold sores around mouth and in nose after 3 years of not having any. I take a daily dosage of Valtrex (1gm).

920856 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 HI 45.0 45 M Chills and fever for one night and pain at injection site for three days

920857 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 31.0 31 F Patient came to our vaccination clinic to receive the COVID-19 vaccine and test. Administration was provided by LVN and patient was directed to our post-vaccination observation area to wait the 15 minutes. During those 15 minutes the patient became symptomatic and per the NP was having tachycardia, chest tightness and hypertension symptoms. NP made the decision to call EMS. EMS arrived at approximately 1515 and triaged patient, EMS then transported the patient to the ED. Husband was called and went with patient to the ED. Husband was escorted by security to ED.

920858 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Developed numbness in left hand then subsequently, sharp burning pain in left upper chest, upper arm radiating to back.  Also felt vertigo type symptoms

920859 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 CA 59.0 59 F As she was getting the shot, her upper back teeth had pressure throat started to burn 15 minutes after shot, she was losing her voice 4 hours later she started to wheeze fatigue headache hour later, she started getting hives on her right side of her forhead

920861 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Client experienced nausea and slight dizziness while walking  to be seen by EMT 4 minutes after vaccine was administered.  Client's symptoms stopped while with EMT.  EMT checked cleared client with no issues.  Client confirmed she was okay to go home.  No medications were administered.

920862 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 SC 26.0 26 F headache, low grade fever,runny nose, loss taste and smell, feels flushed

920863 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Arm has a huge redness around injection site.  "Not feeling well."  "hot/cold sweats"

920864 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Headache, chills, body aches, fever, nausea

920865 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NY 54.0 54 M On Jan 1 came down with fever, chills, aches and pain.

920866 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 27.0 27 F Got second shot in the morning: Last night 11:00pm started having fever 101, chill, bad headache.  Took Tylenol. Today has a little headache, no fever, chills are better. Don't feel well enough to go to work.

920867 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 TX 53.0 53 F fever, body aches, chills, headaches all for 48 hours starting on 12/31/2020

920868 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 NY 69.0 69 M Tenderness around injection site, slight fatigue, slight chills, slight fever. No treatment other than sleep and rest.  Symptoms disappear by Wednesday, 1/5/2021, a.m.

920869 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NY 59.0 59 F mild flushing, elevated temp 99.2, nausea

920870 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 ME 24.0 24 F At 2:08pm patient received dose #1 of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. She began having lip tingling, lightheadedness and chest pounding at 2:10pm. On exam her BP was 126/82, HR 113, 95% O2 sat on RA. Patient was administered 50 mg of oral Benadryl at 2:17pm. She developed a rash on her chest and neck ? not hives. Lip tingling and chest pounding improved. Rescue arrived and upon discharge from the clinic to EMS her HR was 100, 99% O2 sat on RA.  PMH significant for chronic urticaria and angioedema with 4 lifetime episodes of severe allergic reactions, but never to a vaccine. Had had epi administered x 2, last in 2016.

920871 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 AL 40.0 40 F Sinus pressure that could be felt in my teeth and headache began about 2 hours after vaccine. It has been almost a week and these sensations remain.

920872 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 39.0 39 F Fever, chills, joint pain, headache, nausea, fatigue, bodyaches

920873 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 44.0 44 F Pt developed dizzyness - increased upon standing-postural changes . Drank water and observed for 40 minutes w/o improvementVS

920874 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 30.0 30 M 12/18 VACCINATION 12/19 WOKE UP, HA, FATIGUE, MUSCLE ACHES.  12/20; HA WORSE, SYMPTOMS WORSE 12/21 FELT BETTER 12/22 VERTIGO, FACE IS RED. URGENT CARE. PRESCRIBED NAUSEA MEDS.

920875 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Significant soreness in the arm where I received the injection, as well as a swollen lymph node in the underarm of the same arm. In addition, muscle aches, fatigue and chills. No fever recorded so far.

920876 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 TN 43.0 43 F Dizziness, nausea, light headedness, palpitations

920877 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MI 57.0 57 F Shortly after vaccination developed dizziness and nausea. Within 30 minutes had low blood pressure and pulse. Taken to ER. Also developed vomiting. Treated with epinephrine.  Initially improved, then after 40 minutes heart rate dropped to low 40's and developed chest pain. Treated with 4 mg solumedrol, benadryl and more  IV fluids.  Slow recovery and observed over 5 hours. Went home.

920878 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MA 35.0 35 F Sore arm  Pregnant at time of administration

920879 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 WI 36.0 36 F Abdominal pain that proceeded to get worse into the next day. Connected with PCP, had labs drawn and ultrasound ordered. Ended up going to ER. Determined to have Appendicitis, needed and had appendectomy on 12/29/2020. Y 1

920880 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 WA 15.0 15 F Patient vaccinated outside of age range for vaccine

920881 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WA 32.0 32 F Around 10 am (2hrs post vaccination) I noticed some hives on my hands and dizziness. I also developed a mouth sore that later went away around 5pm. I drank 1.5 L of water and put some topical Benadryl cream on the hives, these symptoms resolved. At 8pm I began to get a temperature (temp max 101.2 around 11:17pm), a very sore swollen arm, massive headache, and myalgia/arthralgia in knees bilaterally. On 1/5 temperature has subsided to low grade (99.2F) but I still don?t feel well and have no sense of smell with a runny nose.

920882 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MN 60.0 60 F Immediately after injection into patient's left deltoid, site swelling and felt firm.  Some bruising noted.   Ice applied and patient monitored for over 30 minutes.  Patient did complain of scratchy throat while being monitored, but refused Benadryl at this time.   Patient will notify her physician of this reaction to the vaccine.

920883 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 GA 54.0 54 F Fatigue four days after vaccine. Shingles diagnosed one week after vaccine.

920884 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 KY 45.0 45 F Elevated heart rate, shortness of breath, fever (101.3), body aches, nausea, fatigue, impaired sleep - lasted 2 days

920885 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 GA 23.0 23 F Fever 101.0 F, dry cough,nasal congestion  , recovered within 72 hours

920886 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 KY 58.0 58 F Rigorous chills x 3 hours, temperature up to 104.0 by mouth, increased arm tenderness (unable to lay on that side), malaise, body aches.  All symptoms lasted approximately 14 hours and then resolved except for the arm soreness which resolved in 3 days.  Treated fever with acetaminophen and Ibuprophen.

920958 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 CA 51.0 F felt like she had a stroke; fell down; Pain in leg; itchiness in her head; left leg not functioning normally; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (reporting for herself).  A 51-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in the left deltoid on 21Dec2020 at 10:00 (at the age of 51-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history was none.  There were no concomitant medications. There were no prior vaccinations within 4 weeks prior to the first administration of the suspect vaccine.  On 21Dec2020, the patient experienced left leg not functioning normally, which was reported with the seriousness criteria of disability.  On 21Dec2020, the patient had itchiness in her head.  The patient felt like she had a stroke, fell down and pain in leg on 22Dec2020, which were all reported with the seriousness criteria of disability.  The patient called the doctor office and spoke with the doctor on call and was told to use diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). No further details provided. The patient was sent home for 10 days and she was sent back to work. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID: negative in Dec2020.  The outcome of the events was not recovered.  The reported assessed the events related to the suspect product, BNT162B2.; Sender's Comments: The reported events leg dragging, leg pain and fall and suspected stroke were possibly related to the use of first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), due to temporal relationship.  However, stroke was not diagnosed. The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

920959 01/05/2021 M Had a rapid test for COVID, and it was positive; Had a rapid test for COVID, and it was positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A male patient of an unspecified age started to receive BNT162B2 (lot number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date to an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The pharmacist stated that they have vaccinated all their caregivers, and a physician (patient) who got the vaccine, called and reported to her that he had a rapid test for COVID, and it was positive. She is wondering if there was any data from the clinical trials where people tested positive after having the vaccine. The patient is now freaking out because he does not know if he needs to go to the hospital and get treatment for COVID. He works night shift and may have been exposed to COVID, but now she does not know how to guide him. The outcome of the events was unknown.  The following information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported positive rapid test for COVID after COVID-19 immunization is considered related to the administration of BNT162B2.

920960 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 TX 26.0 F Systemic pruritis (itching) all over body; COVID test type: Nasal Swab and Rapid Antigen and were both positive; COVID test type: Nasal Swab and Rapid Antigen and were both positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 26-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (lot number: EJ1685), intramuscular on 17Dec2020 16:30 at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypothyroidism from an unknown date. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) and spironolactone. The patient previously took cefprozil (CEFZIL) and tapazole and both experienced allergies. The patient experienced systemic pruritis (itching) all over body on 22Dec2020 10:00. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19. On 22Dec2020, the patient took COVID test type: Nasal Swab and Rapid Antigen and were both positive. No treatment received for the event "Systemic pruritis (itching) all over body". The outcome of the event "Systemic pruritis (itching) all over body" was not recovered. The outcome of the other events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: BNT162b2 provides protection against COVID-19 after 7 days from the second dose. This case does not match this codition

920961 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 CA 39.0 F result back w positive covid; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself.  A 39-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 11:00 (at age 39 years old) as a single dose (Dose 1) in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not administered any other vaccine in the 4 weeks prior to COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history was none. There were no allergies to medication, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported; however the patient had not received any other medications in the last 2 weeks. The patient experienced a sore throat, voice loss on day 4, loss of smell on day 5, went to test, and the result came back with positive COVID. The events resulted in a Doctor's office visit. The patient was tested post vaccination on 22Dec2020 via NAAT-PCR (nasal swab), with a positive result. The patient had not been diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. There was no treatment received for the event(s). The clinical outcome of the event positive COVID was unknown The event was reported as non-serious.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event drug ineffective (COVID-19 infection) with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.

920962 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 MA 42.0 F I had soreness; started with itching, redness and swelling at site of immunization.; started with itching, redness and swelling at site of immunization./5.0 cm area of redness and induration; 5.0 cm area of redness and induration at site; started with itching, redness and swelling at site of immunization.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient herself). A 42-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: ek5730, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 17Dec2020 10:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included food allergy, oral allergy, no anaphylaxis. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 26Dec2020 18:00, the patient started with itching, redness and swelling at site of immunization. Patient also had a 5.0 cm area of redness and induration at site. Patient also had soreness on an unspecified date but no other reaction. No therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the events. Clinical outcome of pain was unknown while for the other events was not recovered.  Follow-up attempts are not possible. No further information is expected.

920963 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 M Pain on the injection site; chill; nausea; lightheaded; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician via a Pfizer colleague. The Pfizer colleague received from a friend a video where the physician (also the patient) was interviewed on 25Dec2020 after getting the Pfizer/BioNtech vaccination and he reported the symptoms described below.  An adult male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unkown, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 24Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was unknown. It was unknown if the patient was allergic to medication, food or other products and it was not known if the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 before vaccination or if the patient had been tested for COVID-10 since the vaccination. It was unknown if the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 24Dec2020, the patient experienced pain on the injection site (was still ongoing on 25Dec2020); also chill, nausea and lightheadedness which all disappeared 30 minutes after the injection. Clinical outcome of pain on the injection site was unknown, while for the other events was recovered on 24Dec2020.  The batch/lot number was unknown as it was not available or not provided by the reporter at the time of report completion. Follow-up attempts are not possible. No further information is expected.

920964 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 F tested positive for covid19/diagnosed with Covid; tested positive for covid19/diagnosed with Covid; she had SOB the day of her first vaccination; I am very sick; I feel bad; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the first dose of COVID-19 vaccine on Monday, 21Dec2020 and then was diagnosed with COVID-19 on 23Dec2020. Added that she was very sick and wondering if he'll get her second dose or not. The patient feel bad and is due for her second dose on 11Jan2021. The patient also reported that she had shortness of breath (SOB) the day of her first vaccination on 21Dec2020 and then tested positive for COVID-19 later. She posits she may have received the vaccine when she had an active COVID-19 infection. She is wondering if she can still get her second vaccination. Outcome of the events was unknown.

920965 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 PA 58.0 F tested positive for COVID-19; headache; cough; voice being hoarse; Drug ineffective; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program Pfizer First Connect from a Contactable nurse reporting for herself.  A 58-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot # EK5730) vaccine , via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 10:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation .  Medical history included hypertension from an unknown date and blood cholesterol increased.  Concomitant medication included losartan (LOSARTAN), hctz (HCTZ), ezetimibe (ZETIA), famotidine (PEPCID).  The patient  started having a headache and cough on 25Dec2020 and these symptoms worsened on 26Dec2020 in addition to her voice being hoarse. On 26Dec2020 she went to get tested at an urgent center and tested positive for Covid-19. The outcome of the event was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event "tested positive for COVID-19, headache, cough, and dysphonia" with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

920966 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NY 51.0 F Approximately 15 small pencil point red bumps on arms and legs. Itchy. Not raised. Did not increase in size. Kept appearing within 5 days after the shot.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 51-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), Lot number: EK5730 intramuscular in the left deltoid, from 22Dec2020 15:00 at a, single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Patient received another Pfizer vaccine on the same date. Medical history included hypertension (HTN), guillain-barre syndrome from 2008. Patient's allergies included penicillin and ASA. Concomitant medication included paroxetine and amlodipine. On 23Dec2020 08:00, approximately 15 small pencil point res bumps on arms and legs. Itchy. Not raised. Did not increase in size. Kept appearing within 5 days after the shot. The outcome of events was recovered. no treatment or hospitalization was required.  Follow-up attempts are completed. Information on the batch/lot number has been obtained.

920967 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NY 65.0 F I had a temperature of 103.8; nauseated and dizzy; eyes hurting; headache; chills; tired; nauseated and dizzy; pain at the site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 65-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), intramuscular on 23Dec2020 at 10:30 as single dose  for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included covid-19 from May2020.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient reported that "  I had a temperature of 103.8 " on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown; pain at the site on 23Dec2020 with outcome of unknown;  tired on 24Dec2020 with outcome of unknown;  nauseated and dizzy on 24Dec2020 with outcome of unknown; chills on 24Dec2020 with outcome of unknown;  eyes hurting on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown; headache on 24Dec2020 with outcome of unknown.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 101.8 Fahrenheit; temperature: 102.4 Fahrenheit; temperature: 101.3 Fahrenheit;  temperature: 100.6 Fahrenheit; temperature: 99.2 Fahrenheit; temperature: 103.8 Fahrenheit on 24Dec2020; sars-cov-2 test: positive in May2020, sars-cov-2 test: negative in 23Dec2020. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of "  I had a temperature of 103.8 ". Details were as follows: the nurse received the vaccine on a Wednesday 23Dec2020 at 10:30am. That night at her night shift, she had pain at the site. After midnight, the patient  felt tiredness and felt like she had to lay down. At 6:00 she  felt nauseated and dizzy. She had a temperature of 103.8. Thursday night, she went home at 7:10 and called her private doctor. The temperature was 101.8 and then it went down. The nurse had been administered the first of 2 dose series of Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine on 23Dec2020. She had received mandatory COVID-19 testing on 23Dec2020, prior to being administered the vaccine; she received the negative results of that COVID-19 testing on 25Dec2020. After being administered the vaccine she was monitored for 15 minutes and then went home. She was fine, had no allergy or anything. She reported that after  she was administered the vaccine, she had pain, was really tired, nauseous, chills, high temperature, and her eyes hurting. She mentioned history of COVID-19 in May2020. She works as nightshift nurse at a rehab facility. She woke up that night of 23Dec2020 around 9:00pm-10:30pm and had onset of pain in right arm at injection site which she did not take too seriously because when you get a shot you get pain. Around midnight that night 24Dec2020, she went to work and had onset of being really tired like she just wanted to sit or lay down; she felt like she had to sit down and could not stand well. She continued working that shift on 24Dec2020 but kept getting so tired and had onset of chills and was supporting herself with her med cart. She drank a little sip of ginger tea she brought to work think maybe that would help her feel better. She felt that if she drank more ginger tea she would throw up because she felt nauseous. She was really busy at work 24Dec2020 so she did not check her temperature until after 6:00am which was 103.8 degrees Fahrenheit; and thought no wonder she feels like throwing up. She finished her shift at like 7:00am. For 2 days her temperature was turning high temperature so every 6 hours she was taking Motrin 2-200mg and that would make her temperature go down. Then temperature would go back up to like 102.4 degrees Fahrenheit, she would take ibuprofen (MOTRIN) again, temperature would come down to like 101.3 degrees Fahrenheit. She continued feeling nauseated, having chills, headache and feeling nauseous which she felt all of which could be related to the temperature. She reported to her employee health at work. She thinks it's better. Saturday morning of 26Dec2020,  she woke up with temperature of 100.6 degrees Fahrenheit at 7:00am which was the first time her temperature had gown down like that so she did not take the ibuprofen. She checked it again later at like 1:00 pm and temperature was 101.8 degrees Fahrenheit so she took 2 Motrin again. After that her temperature did not go up like that anymore, it was like 99.2 degrees Fahrenheit. As soon as she came from work on 24Dec2020 she called her doctor's office and was seen by Nurse Practitioner who let her out of work for like 2 days. She reported her eyes also have been hurting, mostly her right eye is still hurting, the top is hurting like when you have a small pimple so she keeps checking but does not see anything with her eye. She couldn't even put a cold compress on for the temperature because of her headache and her eyes hurting. She could not even put cold compress to bring her temperature down. Seriousness criteria of all events was unknown. The patient has had no rash, no breathing problems, no coughing, no sore throat or other serious events. She was scared because she wondered if she had COVID-19 again with these events. She mentioned if people do not know these are side effects they would be scared, but she knows from the information she got with the Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine that these are normal for everyone. The only thing she wondered about is if the tiredness she is having is serious or not. She reported prior to getting the COVID-19 vaccine she tested positive for COVID-19 in May2020 and was very sick at that time because she works in a health field with COVID-19 patients. Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine. The patient indicated that she was fine before she got the vaccine;  she had no cold, no coughing, no sore throat. The ibuprofen tablet  was administered as 200 mg, 2 of the tablets at a time. : The outcome of all the events was unknown. The relatedness of the event, pain to the suspect drug was reported as related from the reporter using the assessment; relatedness of the event, really tired to the suspect drug was reported as related from the reporter using the assessment; relatedness of the event, nauseous to the suspect drug was reported as related from the reporter using the assessment; relatedness of the event, chills to the suspect drug was reported as related from the reporter using the  assessment; relatedness of the event, high temperature to the suspect drug was reported as related from the reporter using the assessment; relatedness of the event, eyes hurting to the suspect drug was reported as related from the reporter using the assessment.   The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.

920968 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 CT 30.0 F It looks like one of the ingredients may have an animal cell lipid; Syncope; Dizziness; feeling faint; like going to pass out now and then; overall achiness, severe headaches, fever; overall achiness, severe headaches, fever; overall achiness, severe headaches, fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself.  This A 30-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot # EH9899), intramuscular at single dose in the left arm on 22Dec2020 09:00 for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included reaction to pork, porsine and/or if she ever was exposed to exposed to heparin. There were no concomitant medications. On 23Dec2020, the patient experienced syncope (medically significant), dizziness (medically significant), feeling faint; like going to pass out now and then (medically significant), overall achiness, severe headaches, fever. The outcome of the events syncope, dizziness, feeling faint; like going to pass out now was recovering and outcome of overall achiness, severe headaches, fever was recovered on 24Dec2020. The patient ask: are there any animal products, pork gelatin or a lipid form of that contain in the vaccine?   The events were described as follows: She experienced a significant amount of syncope and dizziness, for greater than 4 or 5 days post-receiving the vaccination. Also feeling faint like she is going to pass out every now and then. Has a more important question, wondering along with the doctors if one of the ingredients may have an animal product, like pork gelatin or a lipid form of that. It looks like one of the ingredients may have an animal cell lipid and was wondering if she was having a reaction to that. Declines to provide primary care provider details. States she received this first dose at occupational health in her workplace. Received the vaccine on the 22Dec2020 at 9am. 24 hours post vaccination, 1 day after, the syncope, dizziness, feeling faint started. Also the other symptoms, overall achiness, severe headaches, and fever were also experienced, but they stopped after that 24 hours. Those were expected since it was listed as side effects that popped up, so she expected those and they stopped after 24 hours. The syncope, dizziness, and faint feeling are not any worse and are very slowly improving, but she still has it and had to call out of work today because of it. That's consistent. Mentions it takes her a while to get down the stairs when getting product details for the COVID-19 vaccine. Unable to provide the vaccine NDC or expiry, or dose. Did not have any other vaccines at time of this one and none 4 weeks prior. Had to call a (company withheld) doctor and has to go to occupational health tomorrow to be seen. Declines having COVID virus. No further details provided.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the events syncope and dizziness are possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

920969 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 MA 48.0 F chest got tight; Shortness of breath; throat was itchy, and felt like it closed; throat was itchy, and felt like it closed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional (HCP) (also reported as respiratory therapist) from a Pfizer Sponsored Program.  A 48-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at 48-years-old at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma from 2000 and ongoing (diagnosed 20 year ago).  There were no concomitant medications. On 21Dec2020, the patient experienced: chest got tight (non-serious), shortness of breath (non-serious), throat was itchy, and felt like it closed.  The clinical course was reported as follows: The caller was a respiratory therapist (also reported as health care professional (HCP)). The patient's first dose of the vaccine was on 21Dec2020 at the hospital where she works. Five hours after getting the vaccine, her chest got tight, she has shortness of breath, her throat was itchy, and she felt like it closed. The patient had asthma (diagnosed 20 years ago) and felt this reaction. It took 48 hours after the initial symptoms that she felt better.  For treatment, the patient took her salbutamol (ALBUTEROL) inhaler and diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). The patient was scared to have the second dose; and she was going to talk to her primary care physician (PCP) about the second dose (but she did not think she would have much knowledge on what to do). The patient had a COVID PCR test the day she received the vaccine, and it was negative. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 PCR test: negative on 21Dec2020.  The clinical outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.

920970 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 VA 51.0 M positive COVID-19 antigen test with symptoms (ache, cough, fever); positive COVID-19 antigen test with symptoms (ache, cough, fever); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 51-year-old male patient received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at 10:30 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included borderline diabetes, ongoing hypertension, ongoing hyperlipidemia, ongoing rhinitis allergic, and currently ill. Concomitant medication included ongoing fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA, strength: 180 mg) at 180mg once daily by mouth for Rhinitis allergic taking for years, ongoing lisinopril (strength: 40 mg) at 40 mg once daily by mouth for hypertension taking for two or three years, ongoing atorvastatin (strength: 40 mg) at 40 mg once daily by mouth for hyperlipidemia taking for a year. The patient experienced positive covid-19 antigen test with symptoms (ache, cough, fever) from 19Dec2020. Event details: The patient received the COVID 19 Vaccine on 17Dec2020 10:30AM in the left arm. Tested for COVID 19 with the antigen test, on 20Dec2020 and his result was positive, he experienced ache and cough on 19Dec2020. Clarified he started having symptoms in the evening (19Dec2020) and then tested in the morning (20Dec2020). He experienced the low grade fever on 20Dec2020. His maximum temperature was 100.4 fahrenheit. He had only been treated with over the counter products. No further information provided for the over the counter products. He was not hospitalized. He will take the second dose of the COVID 19 vaccine on 07Jan2021. The patient didn't have SARS-CoV2 antibodies at diagnosis. The patient was not admitted to an Intensive Care Unit. The patient didn't display clinical signs at rest indicative of severe systemic illness. The patient didn't require supplemental oxygen (including high flow or ECMO) or receive mechanical ventilation. The patient didn't have any pre-existing diseases worsened during the SARS-CoV2 infection. The patient was not treated with immunomodulating or immunosuppressing medications or received any other vaccines around the time of COVID-19 vaccination. The outcome of all his symptoms was resolving.; Sender's Comments: The reported events drug ineffective and COVID-19 are likely intercurrent and are unrelated to suspect drug BNT162B2 based on short temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events.

920971 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 FL 70.0 F sweats; Feeling of unwellness like she had the virus or bad flu; Feeling of unwellness like she had the virus or bad flu; could not hardly open eyes/eyes were very heavy; could not hardly open eyes/eyes were very heavy; chills; tiredness; headache; muscle pain; weakness; Joint pain; Fever; Injection site swelling and redness; Injection site swelling and redness; injection site pain; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 70-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the left upper arm, on 21Dec2020 (at the age of 70-years-old) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID-19 (lasted 3 weeks), high blood pressure (family history in mother and father), lumpectomy, breast cancer, radiation treatment, respiratory illness, genetic/chromosomal abnormalities, endocrine abnormalities, diabetes, obesity, fibroid tumors, fibroid tumors surgery, thyroid problem, bone density problem, and lower lobe left of lung piece cut out (not cancer). The patient previously received chemotherapy (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) for breast cancer, pethidine hydrochloride (DEMEROL) for post fibroid tumors surgery and experienced swollen hands and arms, influenza vaccine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) in 2020 (usually gets swelling/red arm), and oxycodone hydrochloride;paracetamol (PERCOCET) and experienced feeling sick. Concomitant medications included unspecified medications for high blood pressure, thyroid problem, and bone density problem and unspecified nasal spray, water pill, and vitamins. The patient experienced could not hardly open eyes/eyes were very heavy, chills, tiredness, headache, muscle pain, weakness, joint pain, fever, injection site swelling and redness, injection site pain, nausea, sweats, and feeling of unwellness like she had the virus or bad flu on 22Dec2020. The clinical course was reported as follows: The patient felt fine the day when injection was given, but the next day, it was like she had COVID again. She had COVID 3 months ago and it lasted for 3 weeks. It was the same symptoms she had. She could not open her eyes hardly. They were very heavy. The patient had the chills, temperature, sweats, and injection site pain (the next day). There was also swelling and redness that remained for 6 days. The patient reported that if she still puts her hand on it now, there is some sensitivity. She also had tiredness and headache. The patient reported that she only had each of these symptoms for 24 hours (as reported) and the headache was gradually improved. The patient had muscle pain and weakness. She laid down and all she could do was sleep for 24 hours. The patient had nausea for 4 days. She did not have swollen lymph nodes. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included blood pressure: 120/80 on an unspecified date and bone density: unknown results on an unspecified date. The clinical outcome of could not hardly open eyes/eyes were very heavy, chills, tiredness, headache, muscle pain, weakness, joint pain, fever, sweats, and feeling of unwellness like she had the virus or bad flu was recovered on an unspecified date, nausea was recovered on 26Dec2020, and injection site swelling and redness and injection site pain was recovered on 28Dec2020.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and has been requested during follow up.

920972 01/05/2021 U positive COVID-19 rapid test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 rapid test with symptoms; headache; nasal congestion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced positive COVID-19 rapid test with symptoms, headache and nasal congestion on an unspecified date. The patient developed headache and nasal congestion by the third day after the vaccination. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 rapid test: positive on an unspecified date. The clinical outcome of positive COVID-19 rapid test with symptoms, headache and nasal congestion was unknown.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and has been requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: The reported positive COVID-19 rapid test with symptoms after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

920973 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 PA 37.0 F positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received their first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EL0140; expiry date unknown), intramuscular on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included congestion and dry cough (before vaccination), and not tasting anything from an unknown date. Concomitant medication included vitamins. The patient reported that they just have the concern about the vaccination last Monday that was 21Dec2020, on 25Dec2020, Christmas day they were diagnosed with Covid. They were thinking because the day before their vaccination they already had like some kind of congestion and also some kind of dry cough but they didn't really think that it was Covid but they were still able to get the vaccination on Monday. When they started to feel like they were not tasting anything, that's when they decided to get tested and it turns out to be positive. They were confirmed positive on the 25th but in their mind they were probably having Covid since the day before they got they vaccination. So their worry is, is there any effect where they got the vaccine where they already have the Covid in their body. So that is really their worry right now. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included SARS-CoV-2 test: positive on 25Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event drug ineffective (COVID-19) with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.

920974 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 43.0 F developed rashes on the chest area, not spreading; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 43-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration into the left deltoid on 18Dec2020 as the first single dose for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history was reported as none.  Concomitant medication included rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR).  The patient developed rashes on the chest area, not spreading on 22Dec2020.  The event as reported between not serious and medically significant by the reporter.  Details were as follows: and patient was a nurse  that had her vaccine through her workplace on 18Dec2020, so she was 10 days out, and noticed a rash on her chest on day 4, which was still present. It did not seem to be spreading, and she could not  think of any reason for the reaction. She was scheduled to receive the second dose in three weeks.  The outcome of developed rashes on the chest area, not spreading was not recovered. The relatedness of the event to the suspect drug was reported as unknown from the reporter.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently provided, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of rash. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

920975 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 OK 53.0 F blurred vision; little spots on the inside of her eyelids; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 53-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; batch/lot number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included eyeglasses wearer (reported as with her glasses). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient is experiencing symptoms from the COVID-19 vaccine received on 18Dec2020. She began to have blurred vision that night, and it worsened over the following weekend. She saw the eye doctor on 22Dec2020, and they stated her vision had changed even with her glasses. Now she has little spots on the inside of her eyelids that were also noticed on the eye examination in Dec2020. She has already reported these symptoms to the V-safe program. She mentioned that she is not the only nurse in the workplace that has experienced blurry vision. She asked if she should receive the second dose on 08Jan2021. It was still blurry, but it was better than it was a week ago. It still affected her reading and seeing at a distance. It scared her to get the second one because she doesn't want to go blind. She went to the eye doctor for visit on Tuesday. The outcome of the event blurred vision was recovering, while for the other event was unknown. The reporter considered blurred vision as serious due to being medically significant.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: There is not a reasonable possibility that the reported event vision blurred and eyelid disorder related to the suspect product event most likely due to patient underlying contributory factors

920976 01/05/2021 AL U positive COVID-19 test; positive COVID-19 test; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced positive COVID-19 test on an unspecified date. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 test: positive on an unspecified date. The clinical outcome of positive COVID-19 test was unknown.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and has been requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: The reported positive COVID-19 test after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

920977 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 IN 32.0 M body aches; headache; congestion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  A 32-years-old male patient received his first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization.  The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The doctor (HCP) received his 1st vaccination on 18Dec2020. He started having symptoms on 26Dec2020. These symptoms are "body aches, headache and congestion." Outcome of the events was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

920978 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 GA 41.0 F very sick; chills; fever; diarrhea; vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp. A 41-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (lot number: EH9899), intramuscularly at arm left, first dose on 22Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient got the vaccination yesterday (22Dec2020) and she has been very sick, chills, fever, diarrhea and vomiting. Didn't come to work today and she claims is getting worse. The event was unwitnessed by staff and the reported by client employer. Age at vaccination is 41 years old. Adverse event started on 23Dec2020. The event was reported as non-serious. The outcome of the events was unknown.

920979 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 F having symptoms/She tested positive to COVID-19; having symptoms/She tested positive to COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 30-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient started having symptoms on Thursday. On Friday, her supervisor had her get tested for COVID. She tested positive to COVID-19 in Dec2020. Outcome of the events was unknown. The patient wanted to know if she is symptom free, should/can she still get the 2nd dose as planned.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the single dose and short duration

920980 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 36.0 F single hive on abdomen (itchy)/full body hives and itching; single hive on abdomen (itchy)/full body hives and itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician. A 36-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EL0140, expiry date unknown) intramuscular at left arm on 24Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization in a hospital facility. Medical history included Anxiety, Hypertension, and GERD (gastrooesophageal reflux disease). The patient was not diagnosed with Covid-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medications included diphtheria vaccine toxoid, pertussis vaccine acellular, tetanus vaccine toxoid (TDAP) on 08Dec2020 for immunization; bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), amlodipine, omeprazole; from unspecified date for unspecified indication. On 25Dec2020, the patient developed a single hive on abdomen (itchy), and on 26Dec2020 the patient developed full body hives and itching but spared the face and mucosal surfaces. The patient has no swelling, no respiratory symptoms. The patient has not been tested for Covid-19 since the vaccination. The patient received treatment of antihistamines (steroids if no improvement) on unspecified date. The hives responded to antihistamines temporarily. The outcome of the event single hive on abdomen (itchy)/full body hives and itching was not recovered. The reporter considered the events non-serious; did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating, not a congenital anomaly/birth defect.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event hives and itching due to temporal association.

920981 01/05/2021 AR F ended up testing positive for COVID virus after receiving the first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine/ She had symptoms; ended up testing positive for COVID virus after receiving the first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine/ She had symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for two patients. This is 1st of two reports.   A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899; expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, at 0.3 mL, single for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The nurse reported on an unspecified date that the patient tested positive after the first dose. The reporter works in employee health at their hospital. The employee ended up testing positive for COVID virus after receiving the first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine. She had symptoms the first 2-3 days after getting the vaccine and assumed it was a normal immune response, but after that she continued to have the symptoms. They went to see the provider and tested positive for COVID virus. They were asking how to handle their second doses. Outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the short duration of less than 5 days since the vaccine first dose is given.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020516628 same reporter, same drug, same event, different patient.

920982 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 TX 60.0 F nausea/waves of nausea; lower abdominal pain; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 60-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; reported as COVID19 Vaccine; lot number: EJ1685; expiration date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration right arm on 18Dec2020 15:00 at single dose for Covid-19 vaccination. Medical history included IBS (irritable bowel syndrome), hysterectomy at age 42 and she doesn't have periods (amenorrhea). The patient family medical history included her family are all dead and has been for a long time. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that vaccinations within 4 weeks included shingles vaccination 5 weeks before covid-19 vaccine wherein the patient first singles shot was fine. Her second shingles shot made her sick, body aches, and fever for about 24 hours. She received it from a pharmacy inside a store. The reporter mentioned that she took her first covid vaccine shot and was able to experience nausea, headache lower abdominal pain. She inquired if there was information on until when she will be experiencing this or how long the symptoms will last. She mentioned that she had headaches and waves of nausea, and before nausea, she had lower abdominal pain. She doesn't know if abdominal pain was coincidental. She had a hysterectomy, so she doesn't have periods. She lives with IBS, but this abdominal pain was different. Immediately after COVID-19 Vaccine within about 20 minutes after injection (18Dec2020 15:20), she had headaches and she still has been having headaches. She had strange lower abdominal pain that lasted a minute and a half then shortly after that started having waves of nausea. She added that the waves of nausea began 24 hours after the COVID-19 Vaccine (19Dec2020 15:00). The outcome of the event headache was not recovered, as for nausea was unknown while the outcome of the other event was recovered on Dec2020.

920983 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 AK 56.0 F Sore left arm 2-3 days after vaccinated; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 56-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), Lot: EK5730, via an unspecified route of administration, in the left arm, from 22Dec2020 09:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies to penicillin, gluten, chicken eggs (whites & yolks) and cow's milk. Patient was not pregnant. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  on 23Dec2020 09:00, after being vaccinated, the patient experienced sore left arm for 2-3 days. The patient underwent lab tests and procedure on unspecified date which included Nasal Swab test/COVID test, yielding negative result. The outcome of event was recovered on Dec2020.  Follow-up attempts are completed. Information on the batch/lot number has been obtained.

920984 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NV F lost sense of smell; cold like symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced cold like symptoms on 24Dec2020. Then on the 26th (26Dec2020), patient lost sense of smell. Outcome of events was unknown.  Follow-up attempts are completed. The following information on the batch number has been requested.

920985 01/05/2021 U a patient received Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, couple of days later the patient tested positive for COVID-19; a patient received Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, couple of days later the patient tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose as Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that on an unspecified date, a patient received Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, couple of days later the patient tested positive for COVID-19, patient subsequently received monoclonal antibody treatment: a combination of Casirivimab and Imdevimab. It was inquired if the patient could receive the second dose of COVID-19 vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be excluded for the reported events of  LOE and  COVID 19. There is very limited information provided in this report.  This case will be reassessed upon receipt of follow-up information. Based on the information provided in the case, this individual report would not seem to modify the risk-benefit profile of the subject product.

920986 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 U I took the vaccine and two days after I tested positive/had lost my sense of smell and taste; I took the vaccine and two days after I tested positive/had lost my sense of smell and taste; Lost my sense of smell and taste; Lost my sense of smell and taste; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; lot/batch number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The consumer stated that he/she just got the vaccine on Wednesday (23Dec2020), and he/she started experiencing some symptoms on 24Dec2020 where he/she had lost his/her sense of smell and taste. On 25Dec2020, he/she went 'health' to get tested, and he/she tested positive. The consumer is asking whether this has been reported that one of the side effects of getting the vaccine. The consumer said he/she hasn't read anything about loss of taste and smell after taking the vaccine. He/she was wondering if this has been reported or this is one of those small side effects that the vaccine has. The consumer further stated that he/she took the vaccine and two days after, he/she tested positive. Now, his/her whole family is also positive but only his/herself had the vaccine, because he/she is the only one that works in healthcare (further clarification was unknown, hence reporter was captured as consumer). The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about lot/batch number could not be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (COVID19, lost of taste and smell) with BNT162b2 can not completely excluded.

920987 01/05/2021 AR U ended up testing positive for COVID virus after receiving the first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine/had symptoms; ended up testing positive for COVID virus after receiving the first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine/had symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for two patients. This is the 2nd of two reports.   A patient of an unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, strength: 0.3 mL, lot number: EH9899; expiry date was unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at 0.3 mL, single for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient ended up testing positive for COVID virus after receiving the first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine. The patient had symptoms the first 2-3 days after getting the vaccine and assumed it was a normal immune response, but after that the patient continued to have the symptoms. The patient went to see the provider and tested positive for COVID virus. The patient was asking how to handle his/her second dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently provided, the company considers that a causal relationship between the COVID-19 and vaccination with BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020516297 same reporter, same event, different patient.

920988 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 44.0 F stiffness; Spreading from my shoulder up my neck to the base of my skull/worsening pain; Limited ROM; Horrific pain upon turning my neck towards the left; Woke up the following morning with a kink in my left neck; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A 44-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: ECT1685), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 23Dec2020 at 13:15 (at the age of 44-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included anxiety, depression, hypothyroidism, lumbar fusion, and penicillin allergy. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medications included sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), colecalciferol (VIT D3), and alprazolam (XANAX). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 24Dec2020 at 09:00, the patient woke up the following morning with a kink in her left neck, which was similar to sleeping awkwardly. She applied some heat and took some ibuprofen (ADVIL). It persisted on 25Dec2020 and she did the same treatment. On 26Dec2020, the pain was exponentially worse and spreading from her shoulder up her neck to the base of her skull. She had limited range of motion. She had horrific pain upon turning her neck towards the left. She went to the emergency room on 27Dec2020 and 28Dec2020 due to the worsening pain, stiffness, and loss of function. The patient was treated with ibuprofen and unspecified muscle relaxers. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The clinical outcomes of the kink in her neck, neck pain, limited range of motion, worsening pain, and stiffness, were not recovered. The events were all reported as non-serious.

920989 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 CA F tested positive after receiving Covid-19 vaccine; tested positive after receiving Covid-19 vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 38-years-old female patient started received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for prevention of Covid 19. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The nurse reported that a staff member received the first dose of Covid-19 vaccine on 18Dec2020. Approximately 9 days later, on 27Dec2020, the patient developed/experienced tested positive after receiving Covid-19 vaccine. The seriousness criteria for this event was none. The nurse asked if the patient will be able to receive the second dose and what is the advice for the patient. The outcome of the event was unknown. The reporter considered the relationship of the event to treatment with BNT162B2 as not applicable.  Information about lot/batch number was requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event tested positive Covid-19 based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 9 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

920990 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 OK 58.0 F Flush; Itching; felt like she was going to wet herself; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 58-year-old female patient received the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EK5730 and Expiration Date: unknown), intramuscularly in the upper left arm on 22Dec2020 at 08:48 at 58-years-old at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization; which was received at a hospital. The patient stated the hospital had a line for employees to drive up and receive the vaccine, she was in her car when the vaccine was administered. Medical history included ongoing allergy to sulfates from an unknown date (diagnosed at least 20 years ago). The patient had an allergy to sulfates. The patient had a bad reaction to sulfamethoxazole and trimethoprim (BACTRIM) many years ago. The patient did not have the Lot and NDC numbers, or expiration date to provide. The patient stated the reaction was so bad she had to receive multiple injections because her throat was closing off and she had big hives. This occurred years ago. There were no concomitant medications.  The patient previously took sulfamethoxazole and trimethoprim (BACTRIM) and experienced bad reaction, throat was closing off and big hives from an unknown date to an unknown date. On 22Dec2020, the patient experienced: flush, itching, and felt like she was going to wet herself; all assessed as non-serious. The patient called about the COVID-19 vaccine. The patient was wondering if there was any sulfa in the vaccine. The patient had the vaccine on 22Dec2020, and she was fine for the first hour and then she became flush and started itching an hour later. The patient stated " you know when you get a CT scan and the contrast makes you feel warm down there", states she got that same feeling where she felt flush and where she was warm down there and she felt like she was going to wet herself. The patient stated, "the bladder feeling came on so harsh and fast." The patient took diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) for two days and she felt better. The patient later clarified that she recovered completely as of 25Dec2020. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of flush and itching. The clinical outcome of the events, flush and itching, was recovered on 22Dec2020. The clinical outcome of the event, felt like she was going to wet herself, was unknown. There was no history of previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as a suspect. There were no additional vaccines administered on the same date of the Pfizer suspect. The events did not require a visit to an emergency room or physician office.  The patient did not receive any prior vaccinations within 4 weeks of the suspect vaccine.  There were no adverse events (AEs) following prior vaccinations.  There were no relevant tests performed.

920991 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Patient had GI distress (N/V/diarrhea) on 12/25

920992 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CA 51.0 F lightheaded; chills; tingling/buzzing/numbness/swelling in face and lips; tingling/buzzing/numbness/swelling in face and lips; tingling/buzzing/numbness/swelling in face and lips; tingling/buzzing/numbness/swelling in face and lips; swelling in face; swelling in face and lips; rapid heart rate; flushed neck, upper chest, and face-a red rash here; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This 51-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 28Dec2020 03:30 PM at single dose (lot number: EH9899) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma and known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications include Estradiol received in two weeks. No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient was not pregnant. The patient experienced lightheaded; chills; tingling/buzzing/numbness/swelling in face and lips; rapid heart rate; flushed neck, upper chest, and face-a red rash here that resembled sunburn, but was not painful; on 28Dec2020 04:00 PM. The patient took antihistamine (Claritin) and rest as treatment. All events were reported as non-serious. The patient had no Covid prior vaccination, no Covid tested post vaccination. Outcome of all events was recovering.

920993 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 VA 42.0 F had loss of sense of smell and tested positive for the virus; had loss of sense of smell and tested positive for the virus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient).  A 42-years-old female patient  received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), intramuscular on 17Dec2020 at a single dose on the left arm, for Covid-19 immunization. The patient has no medical history and no concomitant medications (no other vaccines in four weeks and no other medications in two weeks prior to vaccination). The patient has no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient had loss of sense of smell, no other symptoms on 25Dec2020 and tested positive for the virus yesterday, on 27Dec2020. The patient has no Covid-19 prior to vaccination. The patient underwent Covid test (Nasal Swab) and result was positive on 27Dec2020.  The patient did not receive any treatment for the event. Outcome of the event was unknown. The events were assessed as non-serious by the reporter.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory role of BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be excluded for event based on available information.

920994 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 AL 55.0 55 F PATIENT VACCINATED AROUND 9AM.  SHE REPORTS SHE FELT WARM/FLUSHING, FAINT AND STOMACH SPASMS WITHIN ABOUT 4-5 MINS.  SHE FELT BETTER AND GOT UP TO WALK ABOUT 30 MINS LATER. SYMPTOMS WORSENED AFTER WALKING ~9:45AM:  FAINT AGAIN, SEVERE RETCHING, BP196/140 TO 199/164, TROUBLE SWALLOWING, SOB, WHEEZING.  AT 9:58AM, EPI PEN 0.3MG ADMINISTERED AND EMS ACTIVATED.  SYMPTOMS REPORTED IMPROVED FOLLOWING EPI.  EMS ARRIVED 10:05AM.  PATIENT REPORTED RECEIVING 2 BAGS OF PEPCID, STEROIDS, AND ZOFRAN AT HOSPITAL.  WAS RELEASED BETWEEN 11:30AM-12PM ON 1/4/21, BP 140/90 AND ACUTE SYMPTOMS RESOLVED. FOLLOW UP WITH PATIENT 1/5/21: NO PRIOR HX OF HTN, BP 120/60, NO SOB/ BREATHING DIFFICULTY. C/O SEVERE HEADACHE, LOW TEMP, FATIGUE, MUSCLE ACHES, SORE THROAT.Y

920995 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 MO 28.0 F Fever (99.6); Arm soreness; Headache; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 28-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EH9899), intramuscularly in the left arm, on 21Dec2020 at 07:15 (at the age of 28-years-old) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included migraines and allergies to mango. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications, taken within two weeks of vaccination, included magnesium (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) taken as supplement. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient experienced fever (99.6), arm soreness, headache, and fatigue on 21Dec2020 at 20:00. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures, which included body temperature: 99.6 on 21Dec2020. No therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events. The clinical outcome of fever (99.6), arm soreness, headache, and fatigue was recovered in Dec2020. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

920996 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 HI 52.0 F Droopy left cheek.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 52-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EJ1685), intramuscularly in the left arm, on 17Dec2020 at 14:30 (at the age of 52-years-old) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history or concomitant medications. The patient had no other medications within two weeks of vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient previously took sulfamethoxazole, trimethoprim (SEPTRA) and experienced allergy. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient experienced droopy left cheek on 21Dec2020. No therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the event. The clinical outcome of droopy left cheek was recovered in Dec2020. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of droopy left cheek might not be excluded considering the plausible temporal relationship.  The patient had previous allergy reaction to antibiotic (sulfamethoxazole, trimethoprim) use.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

920997 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 NM 51.0 51 F Sat 12-19-20 red spot around injection site, Mon 12/21/20 it feels warm and itching the redness is larger PT states she has taken Benadryl for symptoms

920998 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 HI 43.0 M Tiredness, chills, body aches, diarrhea, persistent fevers even with Tylenol or Motrin taken 99.5-101.5degF.; Tiredness, chills, body aches, diarrhea, persistent fevers even with Tylenol or Motrin taken 99.5-101.5degF.; Tiredness, chills, body aches, diarrhea, persistent fevers even with Tylenol or Motrin taken 99.5-101.5degF.; Tiredness, chills, body aches, diarrhea, persistent fevers even with Tylenol or Motrin taken 99.5-101.5degF.; Tiredness, chills, body aches, diarrhea, persistent fevers even with Tylenol or Motrin taken 99.5-101.5degF.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. A 43-years-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EL1284), intramuscularly on 23Dec2020 08:30 at single dose on Left arm for immunisation.  The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Medical history was none.  No other vaccine in four weeks and two weeks. No covid prior vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced tiredness, chills, body aches, diarrhea, persistent fevers even with tylenol or motrin taken 99.5-101.5degf on 23Dec2020 16:00. AE resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment for tiredness, chills, body aches, diarrhea. The outcome was not recovered. Covid test post vaccination included Covid 19 with type of Nasal Swab on 27Dec2020 with unknown results.

920999 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 MD 42.0 F itching immediately after injection; then burning; then redness traveling up arm into chest; immediate onset of diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse(patient). A 42-year-old female non-pregnant patient received first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number=el0140), intramuscular on 26Dec2020 09:30 at left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. The patient had no known allergies and no other medical history. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks and no other medications in two weeks. The patient experienced itching immediately after injection, then burning, then redness traveling up arm into chest, and immediate onset of diarrhea. Adverse event start date was 26Dec2020 09:30 AM. The events result in emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment of Pepcid, Benadryl and prednisone received. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020.

921000 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 CA 29.0 F patient tested positive for COVID; patient tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect.  A 29-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On 27Dec2020, the patient tested positive for COVID.  The clinical outcome of patient tested positive for COVID was unknown.    The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from one patient to another and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect drug BNT162B2 to the reported events Drug ineffective and COVID 19 cannot be ruled out.

921001 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NC 58.0 58 M large bruising and redness, localized - delayed reaction

921002 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 IN 34.0 F Nerve pain in lower back shooting into buttocks, also on bilateral (bil) wrists.; Nerve pain in lower back shooting into buttocks, also on bilateral (bil) wrists.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 34-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 18Dec2020 07:45 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital.  Medical history included Gyn issues, migraine and headaches but otherwise healthy. The patient also had allergies with sulfa, leminine, and latex sensitivity but not anaphylactic. Concomitant medications included elagolix sodium (ORILISSA), and calcium carbonate, colecalciferol, phytomenadione (VIACTIV). It was mentioned that prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and had not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination.  On 19Dec2020 14:00, the patient experienced nerve pain in lower back shooting into buttocks, also on bilateral (bil) wrists. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. Outcome of the events were not recovered.

921003 01/05/2021 SC F she was administered the first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine and later got COVID-19; she was administered the first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine and later got COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable female physician (patient) of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date in 2020 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date in 2020, the patient got the first shot of COVID vaccine and got COVID, she was wondering if she should still get the dose scheduled for 04Jan2021. The patient clarified that she is both a medical doctor/physician as well as the patient. She clarified that she was administered the first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine and later got COVID-19. She called to ask if she should still get the second dose of COVID-19 Vaccine which is scheduled for 04Jan2021. She clarified that she does not think anything went wrong with the COVID-19 Vaccine. She does not think her receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine and developing COVID-19 are related; there was no way she would have had time to develop any protection from the COVID-19 Vaccine at the time she was exposed to COVID-19 2 days later. She does not think she can provide any relevant medical information that would be helpful for this report and declined to continue report. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported "developing COVID-19" after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

921004 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TN 69.0 69 F Mild itching - no signs of distress at discontinuation of monitoring - asked to f/u w/ PCP

921005 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NY F She tested positive for COVID-19; She tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient) via Pfizer sales representative. A 55-years-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient, who is a frontline medical worker, informed that she tested positive for COVID-19 today (28Dec2020). The patient stated that she was informed by her employee health division at (place) that she was exposed to a patient with COVID-19 prior to her vaccination. She asked to be contacted regarding the timing of her second dose in light of her current status. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: There is not a reasonable possibility that reported "tested positive for COVID-19" is related to BNT162B2 vaccine.  The patient exposed to a patient with COVID-19 before vaccination.

921006 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 43.0 F Not feeling well; chills; muscle aches; headache; ears bothering; stuffy/runny nose; stuffy/runny nose; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EL0140), intramuscularly in the right arm, on 18Dec2020 at 06:00 (at the age of 43-years-old) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypothyroid, breast cancer, and penicillin allergy. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications, taken within two weeks of vaccination, included levothyroxine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) and tamoxifen (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN). Other concomitant medications included unspecified multivitamin. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient experienced not feeling well, chills, muscle aches, headache, ears bothering, and stuffy/runny nose on 25Dec2020 at 20:00. The events were reported as non-serious. No therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events. The clinical outcome of not feeling well, chills, muscle aches, headache, ears bothering, and stuffy/runny nose was unknown. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

921007 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 42.0 F About 45 minutes after injection, got a bloody nose out of no where, then at night started having GI symptoms & low grade fever; About 45 minutes after injection, got a bloody nose out of no where, then at night started having GI symptoms & low grade fever; About 45 minutes after injection, got a bloody nose out of no where, then at night started having GI symptoms & low grade fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient).  A 42-years-old female patient started to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), intramuscularly on 28Dec2020 13:15 (at the age of 42-years-old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included the patient had allergies to medications, food, or other products, Bactrim and Sulfa based medications, & food sensitivities. Concomitant medication included birth control. The patient previously took sulfamethoxazole and trimethoprim (BACTRIM) and experienced allergies to medications: BACTRIM.  The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the hospital. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 28Dec2020 About 45 minutes after injection, patient got a bloody nose out of nowhere (14:00), then at night at 22:00 (10:00PM) started having gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms & low grade fever.  The events bloody nose out of nowhere, then at night started having gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms & low grade fever did not result in death, was not life-threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating and did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect.  No treatment was received for the events bloody nose out of nowhere, then at night started having gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms & low grade fever.  Outcome of the events bloody nose out of nowhere, then at night started having gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms & low grade fever were recovering. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921008 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 34.0 F itchy rash on arms; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other-HCP (patient). A 34-year-old non-pregnant female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 22Dec2020 10:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. The patient has no medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced itchy rash on arms on 25Dec2020 12:00. Outcome of the event was recovering. The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient received antihistamine for the event. The event was assessed as non-serious. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

921009 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MA 65.0 65 F Recipient reported pulsating around the injection site during the 15 minute observation period. HR- 77-82, O2- 100%

921010 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 GA 53.0 F Very sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 53-year-old non-pregnant female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), intramuscular in the right arm on 28Dec2020 08:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history included hypertension (HTN) and diabetes mellitus (DM). The patient has no known allergies. The patient had received unspecified other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced very sore arm on 28Dec2020 12:00. Outcome of the event was not recovered. No treatment was given for the event. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and has not been tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The event was assessed as non-serious.

921011 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 31.0 F fever. Highest temperature was 101.1 F. I took tylenol which only brought it down to 100.6 F an hour later. Fever lasted for 5 hours total; back aches/achiness were better after sleeping for the night; headache; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 31-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 24Dec2020 08:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. It was the first dose. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Medical history included Baseline leukopenia. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. About 12 hours after the vaccine the patient developed back aches, headache, and a fever. Highest temperature was 101.1 F. The patient took Tylenol which only brought it down to 100.6 F an hour later. Fever lasted for 5 hours total. Fatigue and achiness were better after sleeping for the night. Events onset date was provided as 24Dec2020 11:30 PM. No treatment was received for the events of back aches, headache and fatigue. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event fever was recovered on 25Dec2020 04:30, the outcome of the other events back aches, headache and fatigue was recovered on an unknown date in Dec2020.

921012 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 CA 41.0 41 F 4 days the vaccine I got a high fever, body aches and tonsils were severly swollen and couldnt work

921013 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 PA 41.0 F episode of vertigo; vomiting; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from contactable physicians (one is the patient). A 41-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 22Dec2020 at 12:45 at a single dose for immunization. Medical history included benign paroxysmal positional vertigo, but the patient has not had a flare of this condition in 3.5 years. The patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient who has a history of Benign Paroxysmal Positional Vertigo (BPPV) had not had a flare of this condition in 3.5 years. Previously, it has only been brought on by scuba diving, then she woke up the day after receiving the Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine, on 23Dec2020 at 06:30 with an episode of vertigo consistent with prior episodes of BPPV. She has associated nausea and vomiting, and her symptoms mostly resolve with doing home exercises, rest and time. On 29Dec2020, that is day 7 after the vaccine and she still have mild vertigo. She has no fevers, chills, or myalgias. She stated that perhaps it was a coincidence but thought it might be worth reporting, and she fully intend to get the second Pfizer vaccine when available. No treatment was received for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19, and since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, and no other medications were received by the patient within 2 weeks of vaccination. The events nausea and vomiting resolved in 2020 while the rest of the events was resolving.
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921014 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 IN 38.0 F itchy rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 38-years-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer BioNTech, Solution for injection, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 22Dec2020 17:45 at a single dose for immunization. Medical history was reported as none. The patient has no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 28Dec2020 at 06:00, 6 days after the initial Covid vaccine dose, the patient developed an itchy rash all over her body. Started first thing in the morning with itchy ankles, and by the afternoon, it was covering her whole body in patches and was intensely itchy. No other associated symptoms. No new detergent, clothing, foods, meds to explain. The patient left for work, showered, and took Benadryl. The rash went away and at the time of the report, feels fine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination and was not tested post vaccination. The patient has no other vaccine in four weeks. The events resolved on an unspecified date in Dec2020.

921016 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MI 48.0 F had a little side step/unbalance moment; left hand started tingling/tingling in left foot and left side of face; neck on left side felt like someone had hit it; injection site and whole deltoid was numb.; Left side of face, left foot and left ear all felt numb but with tingles; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 48-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number=EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration in Left arm on 28Dec2020 16:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at workplace clinic. Medical history included known allergies to food - vegetables, berries, shellfish, environmental. Concomitant medication in two weeks included desogestrel, ethinylestradiol (MIRCETTE), fluticasone propionate (FLONASE), iron, multi vitamin, elderberry w/z. The patient previously took benzoyl peroxide and experienced drug hypersensitivity. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient waited 20min, went up to leave and while walking out had a little side step/unbalance moment. The patient thought nothing of it and went to car and was waiting in car for an extra 10 min. Her left hand started tingling, same tingling like if it was asleep and was waking up. Then she started to drive home, on the way home, noticed tingling in left foot and left side of face, neck on left side felt like someone had hit it. About 50 min after receiving injection, was at home, injection site and whole deltoid was numb. Left side of face, left foot and left ear all felt numb but with tingles. She had stopped timer after 2 hours. Tingling and numbness subsided sometime after 2 hours of receiving vaccine. Today (29Dec2020), everything felt fine. Injection site just felt like I got a shot, can barely notice it. Adverse event start date provided as 28Dec2020 05:15 PM. No treatment received for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered on 29Dec2020.

921017 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 FL 44.0 F fatigue; Swollen left elbow (tender to touch); dizziness; headaches; high temperature; Swollen left elbow (tender to touch); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (HCP, reported for herself). A 44-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received the first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: 1830), intramuscular on 22Dec2020 12:45 at single dose at left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not receive any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. On 22Dec2020 16:45 (04:45 PM), the patient experienced swollen left elbow (tender to touch), dizziness/headaches, high temperature, fatigue. The adverse events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment received for the adverse events. The events were non-serious per the reporter. Prior to vaccination, the patient wasn't diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering.

921018 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 IL 50.0 M eye irritation; eyes turn red; blurry vision; difficulty keeping eyes open; BP 160/85; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 50-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (lot number: EL0140), intramuscularly at arm left, first dose on 28Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not receive any other medications the within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced eye irritation, eyes turn red, blurry vision, difficulty keeping eyes open, BP 160/85 on 28Dec2020. No treatment received for the adverse event. The event was reported as non-serious. The outcome of the events was recovering.

921019 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 DE 38.0 38 F Urticaria, diffuse flushing head to toe, significant pruritus, tachycardia

921020 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 KS 55.0 F Vertigo/it is now full blown vertigo; Stuffy head; She does not feel safe walking in her home; Nausea/ Acute nausea; Dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK3730, expiration date: 20Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at left deltoid, at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included patent foramen ovale in patient's heart from 2013 and ongoing, and the patient used to be 5'4" and noticed the shrinkage before the Covid 19 vaccine and baby aspirin. Concomitant medication included acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN) from 2013 and ongoing for patent foramen ovale. The patient got the Pfizer vaccine on 17Dec2020 and on 25Dec2020 had experienced acute nausea and dizziness that persisted during weekend. Stated that it is now full blown vertigo. Stated that her doctor and pharmacist stated that people reported symptoms but did not know if these were symptoms of the vaccine because it is not listed. The patient experienced stuff head on 28Dec2020. Stated that the nausea comes and goes. Stated that she got physical therapy treatment Epley for vertigo on 28Dec2020 and it did some good but she woke it with it again this morning on 29Dec2020. Stated that the therapy lessened her nausea as well. Stated vertigo was manageable 25-26 and then did not feel safe walking in her home on 26Dec2020. Stated that she had no symptoms after she received it up until 25Dec2020. Stated that she will get the second dose 07Jan2021. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

921021 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 CA 44.0 44 F FEVER, CHILLS, BODY ACHES, MALAISE

921022 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 WI 51.0 M headache; arm soreness under injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 51-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Ej1685), intramuscular on 28Dec2020 12:00 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included depression, osa (obstructive sleep apnea syndrome) and obesity from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), lansoprazole (PREVACID), clarithromycin (CLARITIN [CLARITHROMYCIN]) and losartan potassium (COZAAR). The patient had arm soreness under injection and slight headache on 28Dec2020 21:00 and took Tylenol and aleave as treatment. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The events was considered non serious as it did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect. The outcome of the events was recovering.

921023 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 IN 39.0 F tested positive for COVID-19; tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 39-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient is a nurse anesthetist that got Covid vaccine on 17Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID-19 after the vaccine on 26Dec2020. The patient was wondering if have seen this. Stated that she was signed up for the booster scheduled for 05Jan2021 and wanted to know if they had any information about taking this. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from one patient to another and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect drug bnt162b2 to the reported events drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.

921024 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 WA 61.0 61 F NOT SURE THIS IS EVEN AN OUTCOME OF THE VACCINE, BECAUSE I HAVE HAD THE HEAD COLD AT THE EXACT SAME TIME AS GETTING THE VACCINE ON JAN 31, 2020, BUT THOUGHT I SHOULD REPORT.    1.  HAD A VERY MINOR HEADACHE THE TWO DAYS FOLLOWING THE VACCINE, JUST MILD DISCOMFORT.  FULLY RESOLVED ON ITS OWN AFTER TWO DAYS.  2.  MONDAY, JANUARY 4 WHEN I WOKE UP I FELT "PUFFY" - FEET AND HANDS WERE MILDLY SWOLLEN.  NOTICED MY SHOES FELT TIGHTER THAN USUAL AND HANDS FELT A BIT DIFFICULT TO FULLY CLOSE.  THIS IS FLUID RETENTION, AS IF YOU HAD TOO MUCH SALTY FOOD THE DAY BEFORE, AND I THOUGHT PERHAPS I HAD INGESTED MORE SALT THAN I REALIZED ON SUNDAY.  BUT IT HAS BEEN YEARS SINCE THAT OCCURRED FOR ME AND MY DIET DOES NOT INCLUDE MUCH SALT OR PROCESSED FOODS.  THEN TODAY MY FEET AND HANDS STILL FEEL PUFFY, SHOES STILL A BIT TIGHT AND HANDS A BIT HARD TO CLOSE SO THERE IS STILL SOME FLUID RETENTION GOING ON.  THIS IS QUITE UNUSUAL FOR ME, I AM QUITE HEALTHY AND HAVE A GOOD DIET AND DON'T RECALL THIS HAPPENING BEFORE.    AGAIN, NOT AT ALL SURE THIS IS RELATED TO THE VACCINE, IT MAY HAVE SOMETHING TO DO WITH THE HEAD COLD, BUT AS I AM NOT SURE AND THIS IS UNUSUAL AND HAS OCCURRED AFTER RECEIVING THE VACCINE, I FELT I SHOULD REPORT IT.  THIS EFFECT IS VERY MILD AND I AM NOT CONCERNED ABOUT IT AND IT.

921025 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 VA 62.0 F fast heart beat; it was like she didn't feel good; low grade fever; nausea; headaches; chills; sore arm /arm soreness; tired; felt like she had a flu; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 62-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Diabetes, allergies, heart (Heart disorder). Concomitant medications included irbesartan (AVAPRO) for heart, cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC [CETIRIZINE HYDROCHLORIDE]) for allergies, metoprolol for heart, metformin for Diabetes, all were ongoing. The patient (Hospital scheduler/employee) had been experiencing side effects of the vaccine. She took the vaccine on 18Dec2020 and still experiencing nausea, headaches, and chills. She asked how long she would experience these side effects and if she needed to take anything. Patient reported she was exposed to someone who had COVID, her son's girlfriend had direct exposure to COVID and wanted to know how it would affect her. The patient further stated she was a hospital scheduler, she had the Pfizer Covid vaccine on 18Dec2020. She had a sore arm/arm soreness and was tired immediately after (18Dec2020), stated by Saturday 19Dec2020, she started having a low-grade fever, chills, headache, nausea, and still had the soreness in the arm. This went on for 2-3 days. Patient stated that up until now, she still had nauseous feeling that happened intermittently around early morning or mid-day, the chills were midday to early evening, it was like she didn't feel good, had to leave early from work. The fever only lasted a couple of days. She also had one isolated episode of fast heart rate that woke her up in the early hours of Sunday 20Dec2020. Caller stated she expected some of these effects to only last a couple of days but wanted to know if this was normal. She tried working 2 days last week and by mid-day she was just really tired, like she was about to get the flu, she felt like she had a flu just with no respiratory symptoms (De2020). She knew of one other coworker who was experiencing similar symptoms. No patient identifiers were provided, no further information provided. Patient did have history of allergies from when she was a child and was on medication, she was on over the counter medication Zyrtec for years, she didn't know if there could be a conflict between them. She received her vaccine part of the hospital. She also called because her son and his girlfriend live in her house and his girlfriend was exposed to someone who tested positive for Covid, she wanted to know how this may affect her since she had the vaccine. Investigation assessment was no. The outcome of the event "sore arm /arm soreness" was recovered in Dec2020, of "low grade fever" was recovered on 21Dec2020, of the events "tired", "nausea", "headache" and "chills" was not recovered, of the other events was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

921026 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 CA 41.0 41 F after the vaccination i had a high fever, body aches and and my tonsils were swollen causing me to miss work

921027 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TX 51.0 F tired and laid down; soreness to the injection site; paresthesia - tingling in hands and feet; hands and feet are cold/She felt cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 51 years old female patient received the 1st dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via Intramuscular on 28Dec2020 10:00 at single dose in the arm left for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included change in taste, altered taste. Concomitant medications were none. Caller reported she was having side effects with the COVID vaccine she received yesterday (28Dec2020) morning at 10am. The patient experienced paresthesia, tingling in hands and feet and they are cold, said she "felt cold" and has soreness in the injection site on 28Dec2020 17:00. Caller confirmed the above details. Her hands got really cold and tingling to them and she was wondering what this is and went to her other half and asked him to take a look. It passed and lasted about 10-15 minutes and just thought it was unusual. Did a 5:00pm check-in and she was doing okay and everything was fine so she didn't mention it. At 7:00pm she got tired and laid down and started feeling the tingling in the fingers and her hands. Upon waking this morning when her feet met the ground it was intensified, the tingling, and she went to walk it out it got better, but she is still having the tingling in both fingers/hands and feet. Stated unsure of seriousness criteria for the tingling in hands and feet and coldness. Wondered if it is something she needs to worry about that is why she called. Is it something that could go away or worse like with Guillain-barre syndrome. It's not disabling, but it is concerning. Unable to provide the NDC or expiry for COVID vaccine given. Stated she can't understand the writing on the card provided for her with product details. Does see on card Pfizer, X40113 and stated the lot number looks to be either "ES1685 or EJ1685 or E51685". Unable to provide the dose/strength. Received this vaccine at her workplace. Mentioned in past she had flu vaccine with the additive of mercury and experienced changes in taste, altered taste. It was reported to her primary care provider. This was between 6-8 years ago, unable to provide name of vaccine, NDC, Lot, or expiry. Since then she only receives single dose vials instead of multidose vials. They were looking for a list of side effects and wanted to know if she should seek care for her symptoms, it's unusual. Wanted to know if the side effects she is having is something Pfizer has been seeing and will it go away and when. Previous transfer agent sent her to safety. It is difficult to navigate the website. Outcome of event fatigue was unknown, while outcome of other events was not recovered. Causal relationship between vaccine and events "paresthesia, tingling in hands and feet" "hands and feet are cold" "soreness in injection site" were related by agency and Primary Source Reporter.   Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

921028 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 TX 33.0 M Pruritos Hives on chest, back, stomach and upper arms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for himself. This 33-year-old male patient received on 18Dec2020 11:00 first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot FJ1685) at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included seasonal allergies. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID 19. Post vaccination, the patient had not been tested for Covid-19. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 24Dec2020, the patient had pruritus hives on chest, back, stomach and upper arms. No fevers/chills, difficulty breathing, throat swelling or other symptoms. Outcome was not recovered.

921029 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 LA 31.0 31 M After receiving the vaccine, I was instructed to wait i for 15 minutes to ensure there were no reactions. I sat down in the provided chair, put my headphones in my ears, and started my timer on my watch for 15 minutes. after about 5 minutes I began to feel like my injection arm was a little weak, as if perhaps my arm was stiffening from the injection sore. I remember feeling slightly warm and started to read over the COVID-19 Vaccine symptoms sheet and then I blacked out (Fainted). The nurse in the hallway woke me up and was asking me if i was alright and then rushed me in the back room where they tested me and ensured I was ok. I had not eaten anything the morning of the vaccination shot and barely anything the night before. I have been experiencing higher levels of anxiety recently due to pressures of day to day life; school, work, etc. The nurses are thinking it is likely I had more of a reaction to the anxiety and low food or blood sugar (I am not diabetic), than a reaction to the vaccine itself. They did refer to my experience as sounding like Vasovagal syncope. I have never had this experience with any flu vaccine or shots before; I do not have a fear of needles or shots.

921030 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 FL 56.0 F Nausea; Dizziness; vomited once; Chills/her left hand, where she got the shot, it does not feel right. It feels chilled.; soreness and pain at the vaccine site; Tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 56-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231) via intramuscular on left top upper arm where the muscles are below shoulder on 24Dec2020 at single dose for prevention because she works in hospital (COVID-19 immunisation). The patient medical history included high blood pressure. Concomitant medication included Hydrochlorothiazide started a year ago in 2019 at 12.5mg, once daily for High blood pressure. A later response of symptoms including nausea, dizziness, and vomited once. The patient got the COVID vaccine last Thursday, 24Dec2020. That day she had chills on 25Dec2020 06:00. (PENDING CLARIFICATION) She did not have any more problems with that. The second day, 25Dec2020 00:00 she had soreness and pain at the vaccine site. Then, it was ok but sore that day and then this morning. She is having dizziness, nausea and vomited one time at 07:30 on 29Dec2020. Started on 10:00 25Dec2020, her left hand, where she got the shot, it does not feel right. It feels chilled. On Monday, she was completely fine. She did not leave. At work on Sunday. No discomfort. Today morning, she has chills and started getting all the symptoms. Her left hand is not normal. She cannot say it is weak though. The left hand is chilled. She would like to know if Pfizer has reports of others with similar issues. She also would like to know if she should get the second dose and if she should see a physician about any of these. She works at the hospital and they were giving out to employees. There was no prescriber. It was not mandatory. Her daughter got it on 20Dec2020. She is a doctor and did not have any issues. Lots of people in her family got the vaccine. No further details provided. Regarding the first day she got chills, it was like an all over body chill. The chill described on her left hand went away on 25Dec2020, and today is feeling it again. Left hand is not bad cold, just chilly. She was still tired. She is not dizzy but didn't feel all that good. Outcome was provided as persisting but improved. She was tired the day she got the vaccine at night time on 24Dec2020, she went to bed early, slept all night and Friday morning she was also tired. By Friday afternoon, she felt better and was doing better until this morning and it started again. She did not feel this bad when she got the vaccine. Today, it is worse. She is nauseated, dizzy and tired. She never had a flu vaccine. This is the first time in her life getting a vaccine. The outcome of the events chills and left arm sore and painful was recovering and the outcome of the other events was unknown.

921031 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 TX 32.0 M He got a little bit of tingling in his left arm; headache; Muscle soreness in the arm the vaccine was administered; His thumb looks swollen and inflamed; Muscle weakness; Experiencing swelling in left arm/thumb and numbness from tip of thumb to joint on opposite limb of administration.; Experiencing swelling in left arm/thumb and numbness from tip of thumb to joint on opposite limb of administration.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) reported that a 32-year-old male patient receives first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1685 and Expiration Date 31Mar2021) intramuscularly on 22Dec2020 15:00 at single dose for Vaccination (covid-19 immunization). The patient's medical history and concomitant medications was reported as none. The patient experienced swelling in left arm/thumb and numbness from tip of thumb to joint on opposite limb of administration.  Since Wednesday, 23Dec2020, he has been experiencing some numbness in the arm opposite of where the vaccine was administered. He clarifies the vaccine was administered in the deltoid of his right arm, and the numbness he is experiencing is in his left hand. His thumb has been partially numb since last Wednesday. He got a little bit of tingling in his left arm since last Wednesday (23Dec2020).The patient explains on Tuesday, 22Dec2020, when he was administered the vaccine he only had typical side effects that went away within 24 hours. He experienced headache and muscle soreness in the arm the vaccine was administered. Both of these symptoms went away and he has recovered completely. After 24-36 hours, he noticed numbness on hand opposite of the arm where the vaccine was administered. His thumb has been partially numb which has lasted about 6 days. He clarifies the numbness is on the palm side- which he was told was not related to the nerve. His thumb looks swollen and inflamed compared to the other. He also has noticed muscle weakness in the opposite arm. The patient states he can't recall if the numbness occurred within 24 hours but he knows by 24 hours, he did have the numbness. His thumb is partially numb on the side of the palm and up to the middle of his thumb where the joint is.Patient states yesterday the numbness was noticeably worse when he was sleeping. However, today the numbness seems to be back where it was before. He forgets about the numbness since he is not actively doing anything with that particular hand, but he doesn't forget about it completely. The numbness hasn't improved any, it's been consistently there and never went away. While reading off of his card, the patient cannot determine if the Lot number is an F or an E because the number is underlined. He thinks it might be an E. Patient was able to confirm the Lot number begins with an E after looking at the information sheet he was provided. He also sees the product number, CVX 208. Patient states he has no allergic reactions and nothing that he knows of that is an underlying condition. Patient states he hasn't had any testing done in regards to these events. He wanted to talk to the manufacturer and report it to the (Contact center name) first before he schedules something at Urgent Care. He wanted to check and see if what he is experiencing is a lesser known symptom. He couldn't find this information anywhere. The outcome of events, headache and muscle soreness was recovered on 23Dec2020. The outcome of Numbness in hand was not recovered. The outcome of other events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

921032 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 IL 57.0 57 F I had most of side effects described. My ears hurt, like inside, but the most that bothers me today is that my heart feels like its beating and racing fast, sometimes feels like its pounding. Very uncomfortable, my chest feels.

921033 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 Ca 56.0 F Loss of taste and smell; loss of taste and smell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient.  A 56-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 23Dec2020 at 11:00 (at the age of 56-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 24Dec2020, the patient experienced loss of taste and smell, reported as non-serious. The patient was not treated for the events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcomes of the loss of taste and smell were not recovered.

921034 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 TX F patches appearing all over my body, these patches are red; patches are red like hive patches; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age (Age: 38; Unit: Unknown) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she got vaccinated with the Pfizer-BioNtech covid-19 vaccine on 22Dec2020. And since that day she started experiencing a side effect described as "patches appearing all over my body, these patches are red like hive patches. These patches pop up and stay for a couple of hours". The patient wanted to know if the appearance of red patches described as "hive patches" all over the body has been reported by someone as a side effect due to the use of the vaccine or if this is independent from the vaccine. The patches are still appearing. The outcome of events was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

921035 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 PA 54.0 F Left arm pain - mild; Mild lightheadedness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 54-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Solution for injection; lot number: EK9231, expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 28Dec2020 at 11:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered at the hospital. Relevant medical history included hypertension (HTN), obesity, hypothyroid, allergies to penicillin (PCN), and was diagnosed (Dx) with an unknown virus in Feb2020. Concomitant medications included chlorthalidone (CHLORTHALIDONE), levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), olmesartan medoxomil (BENICAR), atenolol, and minoxidil (PANT). The patient previously took levofloxacin (LEVAQUIN), gatifloxacin (TEQUIN), and morphine and experienced allergies from all these medications. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced left arm pain - mild and mild lightheadedness. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The outcome of both the events was unknown.

921036 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MD 41.0 F Fatigue; Myalgia; Injection site pain; Headache (frontal)/Worsening headache; Joint pain; Chills; Nausea; Vomiting; Worsening headache w/ photophobia; Subjective fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 41-year-old female non-pregnant patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number=59267-1000-1 /EH9899), via intramuscular on 28Dec2020 09:45 at single dose on her right arm for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included psoriasis. The patient had no known allergies. Allergies to medications, food, or other products was none. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and did not receive any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. It was reported that 6h after administration on 28Dec2020 16:00, the patient experienced fatigue, myalgia, injection site pain; 10h after (in addition to above) on 28Dec2020, the patient experienced headache (frontal), joint pain, chills and 12-28h after (in addition to above) in Dec2020, the patient experienced nausea, vomiting, worsening headache w/ photophobia, subjective fever, joint pain. The patient was not received any treatment for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19, since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering.

921037 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 21.0 F nauseous; weak; no appetite; numbness on the skin of my arms and legs; I was post Ictal for 2+ hours; seizures/having 2 non epileptic seizures; dizzy and lightheaded; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 21-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE. Batch/lot number: EK5730), intramuscularly on 28Dec2020 07:45 AM at right arm, at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient received vaccine around 7:45 AM. Within 2 minutes she felt extremely dizzy and lightheaded on 28Dec2020. She sat down and drank some Gatorade and took deep breaths. The feelings persisted 5 minutes later. She then woke up after having 2 non epileptic seizures while still in 15m waiting period, (This included posturing and color change) a rapid response was called and she was taken to the ER. She was post Ictal for 2+ hours. Dizzy and nauseous, weak and no appetite for the rest of the day. She had no history of epilepsy. She also have numbness on the skin of my arms and legs within 24 hours of the vaccine. Onset date of all events (except dizzy and lightheaded) was reported as 28Dec2020 08:00AM. Treatment fluids, Zofran was received for all events. All event resulted in emergency room. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The outcome of the events was recovered with sequel.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162BW on reported seizures cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

921038 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 PA 40.0 F numbness and tingling in all four extremities; numbness and tingling in all four extremities; intermittent weakness in my hands, arms and legs; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional  (patient).  A 40-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 18Dec2020 12:30 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history reported as none and the patient had no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  It was mentioned that prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and had not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. On 19Dec2020 13:30, the patient was experiencing numbness and tingling in all four extremities after the first dose of the vaccine. The patient also experienced intermittent weakness in hands, arms and legs. It was also mentioned that the patient had numbness and tingling in all four extremities for the past 10 days. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. Outcome of the events were unknown.

921039 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 OR 34.0 F Fever; chills; fatigue; body aches; sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). A 34-years-old female patient (not pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscularly on 24Dec2020 09:15 at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced fever, chills, fatigue, body aches, sore arm from 24Dec2020 21:00. No treatment received for the adverse events. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date in Dec2020. No COVID prior vaccination, since the vaccination the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19.   No follow-up attempts are possible, information about batch number cannot be obtained.

921040 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 TX 47.0 F Right facial numbness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 48-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020, 18:00 at single dose (dose 1, reported as right arm, and also reported as left arm) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included DM, hypothyroid, and HTN from an unspecified date. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. No other vaccines were given in four weeks. Patient has no COVID prior vaccination and did not undergo COVID testing post vaccination. The patient has no known allergies. The patient experienced right facial numbness on 16Dec2020 19:00, also reported as 50 minutes after receiving the vaccine. She was instructed to take one dose of BENADRYL as treatment. It was reported that numbness last for about 2.5 hours. Outcome of the event was recovered on 16Dec2020. The event was reported as non-serious.

921042 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 UT 37.0 37 F Received first COVID vaccine. A few minutes after vaccine, arm felt abnormal, tingly, then 5 minutes after that felt lightheaded and tachycardic. Rapid response called while patient laid flat, transported to the ED. In the ED, vital signs were stable and was able to ambulate without problems.

921043 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 CA 44.0 F pain with the turning of the head; enlarged lymph nodes on her neck; severe sore throat; earache; teeth hurting; cheeks were flushed and the neck; chin being red/redness on the chin; itching on the face; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 44-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 18Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included lymphoma, hodgkin's disease, inflammation. Concomitant medication included prednisone. She had to finished 2 weeks worth of prednisone, it was for inflammation in her abdomen, she had finished the prednisone either on the 18Dec2020 the following day. The patient got her first dose of the covid vaccine on 18Dec2020. She was schedule for her 2nd dose of the covid vaccine on 08Jan2021. On 18Dec2020 after receiving the vaccine her cheeks were flushed and the neck, it first started with the chin being red, an hour later her cheeks and neck were flushed, but she felt this symptom was normal. She also added that on the day of the vaccine she had itching on the face, and redness on the chin, this was on 18Dec2020 about an hour after receiving the vaccine. The enlarged lymph nodes on her neck were noticed on 23Dec2020, as well as the severe sore throat, earache, and teeth hurting. Her pain with the turning of the head was more so noticed on 24Dec2020. It's painful to turn her head back and forth but she thought this was because of lymph nodes. She stated that she had a history of lymphoma and so swollen lymph nodes did worry her. The doctor gave her an antibiotic for it, and she was actually on a second round because she was not any better. The antibiotic was prescribed on 24Dec2020, and the second round started today 29Dec2020. The first antibiotic she was prescribed was Azithromycin also known as a Z-pak. The second antibiotic she was prescribed was amoxicillin clavulanate (AUGMENTIN). Her lymph nodes were getting better starting today 29Dec2020, today was the first date that she was feeling better overall. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included rapid covid test negative on 24Dec2020, strep throat swab negative on 24Dec2020. She has had no positive test for Covid prior the vaccine. She had been tested like 5 times now, all negative. She had no Covid antibody test prior to vaccine. She had no issues with vaccines in the past. The outcome of event cheeks were flushed and the neck was unknown. The outcome of events enlarged lymph nodes on her neck, severe sore throat, earache, teeth hurting was recovering. The outcome of events chin being red/redness on the chin, itching on the face was recovered on 18Dec2020. The outcome of event pain with the turning of the head was recovered on 28Dec2020.

921044 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CT 33.0 33 F cheeks and tongue felt full-monitor- push fluids, v/s, sent to nearest ER  for evaluation

921045 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CA 35.0 F Feverish; Severe arm pain; Severe arm pain and decreased mobility; Headache; Fatigue; Sore throat; Body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse(patient). A 35-year-old female patient received first dose (BNT162B2, Lot number Eh9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 17:30 at 35 years old at Arm Left at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The medical history included Allergies to Penicillin. The concomitant medications were none. On 28Dec2020 21:30 the patient experienced Severe arm pain, decreased mobility, Headache, Fatigue, Sore throat, Body aches, Feverish. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. There was no treatment received for the adverse events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering.  The information on the batch number has been requested.

921046 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 MT 26.0 F I had a very sore arm; lightheadedness/dizziness; back ached; felt like I had the flu - body aches; felt like I had the flu - body aches; shivering/chills; nausea; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A 26-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (lot number: EH9899, brand=Pfizer-BioNTech), via an unspecified route of administration, at arm left, first dose on 16Dec2020 10:00, at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. No relevant medical history. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included ethinylestradiol, norgestimate (TRI-SPRINTEC), spironolactone (SPIRONOLACTONE) both from an unspecified date for unspecified indication. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Age at vaccination was 26. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. About 12 hours after the COVID vaccine (also reported as from 16Dec2020 21:00), the patient suddenly felt like had the flu-body aches, shivering, nausea, fatigue, chills, but no fever. She went to bed and woke up the next morning (17Dec2020) feeling fine, except she had a very sore arm and was fatigued. Also had some lightheadedness/dizziness that second day and her back ached. No treatment was received for the adverse event. The events were reported as non-serious. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

921047 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 32.0 32 F Became really nauseous, & almost threw up, but made it to work & took a disintegrating zofran, which helped relieve SE within about 5-10 minutes.  Of course, arm is extremely sore too; can barely lift arm past rib cage.

921048 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 32.0 M Myalgia; chills; low grade fever; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician. A 32-year-old male patient received the 1st dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number unknown since unable to locate or read the details) via Intramuscular on 21Dec2020 at single dose in the arm right for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 21Dec2020, the patient experienced Myalgia, chills, low grade fever, headache. The patient did not receive any treatment. Outcome of events was recovered in Dec2020.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

921049 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 ME 40.0 F bilateral tinnitus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 40-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number and expiration date were not reported, intramuscular in the arm left, first dose on 19Dec2020 09:30 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included hypothyroidism. The patient previously took penicillin and had allergy with hives. The patient was not pregnant. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with Covid 19 nor was she tested for Covid 19. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine. The patient noticed onset of bilateral tinnitus that was constant and new since the injection. She doesn't know that it was related but it was very new in onset about 24 hrs after the vaccine and quite an obvious change. She mentioned that she is only 40 and has no known hearing loss and an ENT physician so can pinpoint no other triggers. The event resulted to a doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment received for the event. The outcome of the event bilateral tinnitus was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921050 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 SC 30.0 F Initially soreness in injection area; body backs with back, hip, and knee pain limiting mobility; body backs with back, hip, and knee pain limiting mobility; limiting mobility; Fatigue; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 30-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm, on 28Dec2020 03:30 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was hospital. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient was not tested for COVID-19. Relevant medical history included COVID-19. No other vaccines were received within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No medications received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced Initially soreness in injection area on 29Dec2020 10:30 AM. At 19 hours after vaccination started to experience body backs with back, hip, and knee pain limiting mobility on 29Dec2020 10:30 AM. Fatigue and chills fan at 24 hour mark and are continuing now at 28 hours on 29Dec2020 10:30 AM. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

921051 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TX 49.0 49 F welts around body, buttocks, arm, legs. vaccine site redness, puffiness, warm to touch

921052 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 IL 1.17 F was nursed by mother who received Pfizer COVID vaccine; one twin who kind of gets allergic reactions to vaccines; body rash; Low grade fever; fussy/ fussiness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (HCP) (patient's mother). This other HCP reported information for both mother and babies (boy girl twins). This is a baby report (girl twin). A 14-month-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot# EJ1685), via transmammary on 16Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included like for the 12 month appointment, she got 4 to 5 shots, and got a full body rash and fever for a couple days, but it's hard to say, like she got a flu shots and whatever ones that go with it. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was nursed by mother who received Pfizer COVID vaccine. The patient's mother got her first dose of vaccine, later clarified as the Pfizer COVID vaccine, on 16Dec2020, and she was nursing twins, they are about 14 months now. She had boy girl twins and the patient was shorter than her brother, since she was a girl. She was normal height, in the 50th percentile for age. The patient's mother had no adverse effect, she had normal side effects, and one twin (the girl) who kind of gets allergic reactions to vaccines, like body rash and fever, nothing serious, the other one (the boy) has no issues. Afterwards the twin who gets side effects, was fussy and had a low grade fever, but nothing serious, and she was encouraged to report to Pfizer, she didn't know if this is significant, or anything to worry about with the second dose. The mother stated her daughter was fussy that afternoon, on 16Dec2020, the mother had nursed before she left, say around 10:30 AM, and probably nursed her around 3 PM, afterwards, and the next time she nursed, she was fussy, by early afternoon/evening a couple hours after nursing, The fussiness was just that day and evening, and her daughter has the low grade fever that evening was 16Dec2020. Caller gave her some infant tylenol and it went away, and comforted her, since she got fussy, and it went away that evening. Stated the next morning she gave her the tylenol as well and she was fine. Stated the pediatrician might have that if Pfizer wishes to contact, but she thought maybe after MMR, probably what she had gotten, the problem was she had so many at once, so it's hard to say which ones, like for the 12 month appointment, she got 4 to 5 shots, and got a full body rash and fever for a couple days, but it's hard to say, like she got a flu shots and whatever ones that go with it. Stated it's interesting, the two kids to compare, her son doesn't usually get vaccine reactions, her daughter does, and it's interesting he was completely fine and she was fussy. The outcome of the events low grade fever and fussy/ fussiness was recovered on 16Dec2020. The outcome of the other events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020518603 baby case (boy twin);US-PFIZER INC-2020518990 maternal case

921053 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 IN 46.0 F Patient had SVT; flushing; hives; heart rate increased to 160's (had been 180's earlier in the day); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 46-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EK5730), via intramuscular, on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was hospital. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, it's unknown if the patient was tested for COVID-19. No other vaccines were received within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had SVT, flushing, hives 20 min after receiving vaccine on 28Dec2020. Patient was taken to ED and evaluated. SVT resolved. Patient sent home on heart monitor. Later that night while in bed, heart rate increased to 160's (had been 180's earlier in the day) and patient was admitted to hospital. Patient is a NP. Treatment received for the adverse event included cold water to face, vagal massage. The outcome of the event"Patient had SVT" was recovered on 28Dec2020 and of other events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events supraventricular tachycardia, flushing, hives, heart rate increased cannot be excluded based on the compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

921054 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NC 53.0 M achy joints; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 53-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), solution for injection, lot number: EK5730, intramuscular in the left shoulder on 23Dec2020 12:00 at a single dose for covid-19 prophylaxis. The patient's medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The patient's historical vaccine included Shingrix and experienced weak, tired and achy that lasted for 24 hours, he received this 6 months ago (2020). The patient experienced achy joints and fatigue, both on 24Dec2020 at 10:00 with outcome of recovering. The patient called about the Covid-19 vaccine and reported that he received it last Wednesday on 23Dec2020. He said that since then he has had achy joints and fatigue that started on Thursday 24Dec2020 that has been going on through today. He received the vaccine at the hospital where he works at. His symptoms are persisting, but stated that he does feel a little bit better today. He said that it does not seem to be getting worse. He read achy joints and tiredness were some of the reactions to be expected with the medication, and now he was thinking it was a little more long term than what it should be.

921056 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NY 50.0 F fair amount of bleeding after the needle was removed; good size bruise; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 50-year-old female patient started to received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Other products, patient history and investigation assessment was No. There were no concomitant medications.She provided her weight as 140, 142, or 143 lbs. After administration of the COVID 19 vaccine there was a fair amount of bleeding after the needle was removed. It could have been the administration process. Another resident here had the same experience, but she was unsure if the resident received the Pfizer of Moderna vaccine. This was day 5 and the caller still had a bruise. The current caller said she developed a good size bruise, and she didn't bruise easily. She didn't have a prescribing doctor. She got it at the city hospital, where she worked. She was not on anticoagulants. She had not taken aspirin or Motrin. The outcome of the event bruise was not recovered, of other event was unknown.

921057 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 48.0 M Hypertensive crisis; Numbness to my left ear; progressively it went down to my mandible, my face and my left  shoulder numbness; Radial blood pressure cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for himself. A 48-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. During the administration the patient did experience some types of reaction where it wanted medical supervision. So, basically when he did got the injection he was waiting for his 15 minute prolapse. But within probably he would say 7 to 8 minutes he started to experiencing some numbness to his left ear and usually he thought it was secondary to the that he had (not clarified) but progressively it went down to his mandible, his face and his left  shoulder numbness and he was experiencing some numbness that radiate towards his fingertips only to the left side. At that time he waived to the Nurse to supervise and at that time he wait again and a Physician came over. He checked his pulse and noted that he had normal rhythm during the pulse check and at that time and he had Emergency medical technician (EMT) come over. The EMT checked his blood pressure he thought multiple times through the left and to the right brachial. He was having what they would consider a hypertensive crisis where systolic were in 170's, 180's, diastolic numbers were between like 120's and 130's and his heart rate was in 70's. So, initially it was not anxiety induced. But he do not have no blood pressure. They wanted he to go to the hospital to treat the hypertensive crisis that was in. The patient opted not to. So he went home in a quieter environment he did have a radial blood pressure cough that he had been checking his blood pressure rigorously, tried different techniques and now he was back to normal state to 120-130 systolic and his diastolic was 70-80. This instance was weird that he did not see as a part of one of the side effects listed with Pfizer BioNTech Vaccine. No treatment received for the events, because he had no history of hypertension it was just more of decreasing the ambient around he. At that time he wanted to go to a quiet environment, took a shower and check his blood pressure. He did orthostatic while laying down sitting up, standing up and he was not hypertensive. For the causality, the nurse stated, "I think it did. This is a fact I mean I was doing fine prior to administration and then this event is slowly subsiding." The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported hypertensive crisis cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

921058 01/05/2021 MI F huge welt on her arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included covid-19 from end of Oct2020 to an unknown date. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she is an nurse in the ICU. She had received the 1st dose of the vaccine after she had covid the end of Oct2020. Her reaction to the vaccine was, she felt exactly how she did when she had covid. It lasted 3 days. She had a huge welt on her arm. Her pulmonologist suggested that she contact Pfizer for advice on if or when she should receive the 2nd dose, which is currently due 08Jan2021. Outcome of the event huge welt was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported event of giant urticaria due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

921059 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 NH 34.0 34 F 1310:Pt received vaccine. 1315: Pt's husband honked horn as patient reports feeling dizzy, lightheaded, and nauseous. Pt has history of neurocardiogenic syncope and states this often happens to her with vaccine administration. HR 130 BP 120/70. Pt with seat reclined. 1320: Pt extracted from car by RNx2, assisted to cot to lay flat. Pt states feeling much better laying on cot. Pt observed 1:1 by this RN. Pt reports feeling better. Offered to call ambulance for patient, pt declines. States this is very normal for her. 1330: Pt able to sit up. 1345: Pt stands and assisted back to car with slow transition. Pt observed for additional 10 minutes in parking lot. Pt states she feels comfortable going home and resting. educa educated regarding reasons to go to Emergency Department or call 911, pt verbalizes understanding. education provided to patient's husband regarding things to monitor for. Both are agreeable and feel safe with plan. Pt encouraged to speak to Agency regarding second dose plan. Recommend patient recieves dose #2 at a healthcare facility while being continuously monitored by healthcare personnel and with the ability to provide immediate intervention. Pt verbalizes understanding.

921060 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 GA F Appendicitis / colic pain to her right midsection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP (Nurse Practitioner).   A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose on 20Dec2020 for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  In Dec2020 3 days after vaccination she experienced colic pain to her right midsection. She was diagnosed with appendicitis. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The event appendicitis is most likely an intercurrent medical condition and is assessed as unrelated to BNT162B2.

921061 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 OH 47.0 F Fever; feels weak; tired; lightheaded; pain at the injection site; back and hip pain; back and hip pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 47-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included sick with coronavirus infection from 11Aug2020. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was experiencing the expected side effects fever, feels weak, tired, lightheaded, pain at the injection site in the right deltoid, hip and back joint pain on Dec2020. She does not know exactly when these events started but that she noticed them when she was trying to sleep last night. Outcome of the events was not recovered. The events were considered serious due to being medically significant.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162b2 and the events pyrexia, asthenia, fatigue, dizziness, vaccination site pain, back pain and arthralgia cannot be excluded.

921062 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 U a high fever; extreme fatigue; have allergies; This is spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for eight patients. This is the first of eight reports. Only this report is serious.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer version of the vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on unknown date in Dec2020 at single dose, for Covid-19 immunisaton. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the vaccine at a facility then had a high fever and extreme fatigue after getting the vaccine on Dec2020. The patient was admitted to the ICU. The patient had allergies, but it was unknown  what the allergies are to. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on batch/Lot number can not be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520700 same reporter/drug/AE, different patients;US-PFIZER INC-2020520703 same reporter/drug/AE, different patients;US-PFIZER INC-2020520699 same reporter/drug/AE, different patients;US-PFIZER INC-2020520704 same reporter/drug/AE, different patients;US-PFIZER INC-2020520705 same reporter/drug/AE, different patients;US-PFIZER INC-2020520701 same reporter/drug/AE, different patients;US-PFIZER INC-2020520702 same reporter/drug/AE, different patients;US-PFIZER INC-2020520700 same reporter, drug, events, and different patients;US-PFIZER INC-2020520701 same reporter, drug, events, and different patientsY

921063 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 WY 32.0 32 F Rash all over body-itchy

921064 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 FL 74.0 F extremely lightheaded; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient's husband). The physician reported same events for 2 patients. This is 2nd of 2 reports. A 74-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at a single dose in deltoid left for Vaccination/COVID-19 vaccine. Medical history included COVID-19 in Jul2020, ongoing overweight. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced extremely lightheaded on 30Dec2020. Reporter seriousness for extremely lightheaded is medically significant. The reporter stated his wife (patient) was feeling about the same thing and believed his wife was feeling better. She got up and was walking around and is no longer beside him. No Emergency Room or Physician Office visited. The outcome of event was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the event dizziness cannot be excluded. ,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520760 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

921066 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WA 45.0 45 F About 4-5 minutes after receiving the shot, experienced heart racing (180 bpm), and feeling faint.  Breathing was fine.  Felt slightly tight in the throat.  Also experienced diarrhea twice within the 40 minutes following the vaccine.   The heart racing and faint feeling lasted about 5 minutes.  The throat tightness lasted closer to 1.5 hours, but was never severe- just noticeable.  Within 2 hours of the vaccine, was feeling much better.  Never experienced actual difficulty breathing.  I reported to employee health RN and personal physician.

921069 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 PA 36.0 36 M dull injection site pain within 1 hour of injection. Moderate-severe injection site pain, minor chills, max temperature of 99.9F at 6 hours post injection.  At 15 hours post injection, moderate injection site pain and lethargy/discomfort were the only symptoms that remained. No redness or swelling at any point.

921073 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MA 26.0 26 F I woke up around 1:30 am on January 5th with a temperature of 99.9 degrees F.  By 3:00 am, my temperature spiked to 100.5 degrees F.  By 7 am, my temperature had returned to normal, around 98.6 degrees F and I have felt fine the rest of the day, besides some soreness at the injection site. I did not take any medications to help with the fever.

921078 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 40.0 40 F pain, ache behind his right eye, that is still there fuzzy vision that lasted for 30 minutes warmth on top of head and around his ear

921079 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 NY 40.0 40 F large 13-15 cm hive, itchy, tender, elevated and red

921080 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NY 63.0 63 F Post vaccination x 1 week.  Sight is reddened/mod swelling/terrible intching

921082 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 SC 72.0 72 F weakness, headache, body aches, soreness at the injection site, warm injection site, dizziness, loss of appetite

921083 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MI 36.0 36 M Patient reported a "migraine headache at the back of the head within 5 minutes of receiving the Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine at 9:45am on 01/04/2021. Symptoms were quickly followed by itching of the head and ears. Within twenty minutes his tongue, lips, and throat felt tingly and numb. He stated he was taken by EMS to hospital where he was given Benadryl and monitored for 2 hours. Today he reports a mild headache, chills, soreness at the site of the injection with slight burning, and fatigue.  He stated, "I'm fine." Infection Prevention specialist for hospital reports that patient chart indicated he had no evidence of tongue or lip swelling. His vitals at the ER were stable and he was observed for over an hour. He was given oral zofran, acetaminophen, and benadryl.

921084 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 23.0 23 M 23 yo male received COVID-19 Moderna vaccine at 11:04am , patient monitored x15 minutes, no complaint or adverse reactions noted, discharged at 11:19pm  Patient returned at 11:30am after going to his car, patient stated "I went to my car and took a sip of coffee, I felt like there was something in my throat".  Monitored Patient x 45 minutes, patient alert and oriented x 4, calm, skin color normal, no rash, BP 125/86, P 84, pulse ox 98, no complaint of worsening or change in condition.  Spoke with patient's father x 2, requested father to pick up son, but father felt not necessary.  Notified medical advisor, recommended discharge to immediate care or ED via self.  Parent agreed with self transport to ED after speaking with patient.  911 transport refused by patient.  Safety instructions reviewed with parent and patient, both verbalized understanding. Patient discharged to transport self to Emergency Room, parent aware.

921085 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 PA 58.0 58 F Patient broke out in a rash and was diagnosed with shingles

921086 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 IA 62.0 62 F Developed itching at site and then in 24 hrs red area 9sunburn appearing color approx.  4 inch diameter circle  below the injection site, reddened area spread to part of deltoid and into antecubital at its maximum.   used ice packs and Ibuprofen initially and then took 1 dose Benadryl on 3rd day which has helped subside the spread and caused fading from sunburn red to very light red color.  itching milder

921087 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Pt received COVID Vaccine at 1055, 1120 pt began coughing severely and could not stop, unable to speak. 1120 25mg Benadryl liquid given, Pepcid 20 mg  given PO, cough worsening.  1122 second dose of Benadryl given, called for MD.  Brought pt to Private room via wheelchair.  Upon arrival, audible stridor noted. Epinephrine 0.3 mg IM given at 1126.  IV started, placed patient on monitor and O2 via 1L NC. MD at bedside along with RT and pharmacy.  1134 Solumedrol 125 mg IV given, 1 puff of Ventolin given.  Lungs clear. 1140 Coughing stopped, pt able to speak now.  Vital signs: 1130 SPO2 99% Pulse 142 1135 99% pulse 106 BP 168/102 1140 sats 100% HR 93 BP 157/105  1145 sats 100% HR 97 BP 159/93 1200 sats 99% HR 103 155/97 114Y

921088 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 53.0 53 F a day after vaccination, felt fatigue and "under the weather". 2 days after injection, experienced sharp pain in left ear radiating down to jawline and left shoulder and upper arm. Pain also caused severe headache relieved with high dose Tylenol. Symptoms lasted 24hrs. Headaches became mild lasted thru day of report reaction (1/4).

921089 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CO 45.0 45 F Began experiencing tachycardia, dizziness, headache, and started shaking about 5 minutes after receiving the vaccine.  50 mg Benadryl given IM to R deltoid at 1000. Symptoms began to resolve. Started experiencing some chest pain. Individual states she has a pacemaker, which felt like it was "combating" the tachycardia. Was monitored for 45 additional minutes and all symptoms subsided. Individual was able to return to work.

921090 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MN 77.0 77 F Pt vaccinated on 12/23. PCP notified that SOB and fatigue getting worse on 1/4. Unable to keep pre-op Dental work planned prior to mitral valve surgery on 1/14/2021. PCP referred her to our ED where she was diagnosed with COVID-19 and transferred to facility, which is where her surgery was planned.Y 1

921091 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 NH 54.0 54 M Pt received vaccination and left after 15 min. observation symptom free. He drove a short distance away from the clinical site when he felt profuse sweating and had syncope (seconds) crashing into curb. He was aroused from impact and was able to stop car. He then developed profuse nausea and sudden urge to defecate. He went to restroom. Given these events he returned to the clinical site in another vehicle. Upon arrival he denied chest pain, shortness of breath or ongoing nausea or abdominal pain. He reported his AM blood sugar was 72 and does not take insulin. No history of coronary disease or syncope. EMS was activated and assumed care.Y

921092 01/01/2021 01/05/2021 VA 56.0 56 F Vertigo, nausea, vomiting

921093 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 WA 56.0 56 F About 15 minutes after vaccination I started itching all over, became flushed, my throat and sore. I was taken to the ED where I was given non drowsy antihistamine and observed. At home I experienced severe fatigue, muscle aches and chills. At about 30 hours the symptoms went away

921094 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 49.0 49 M Vertigo starting at 7pm the night of the vaccine.  The next morning woke with continued vertigo and fatigue.  Still in bed on 1/5/2021 at 12:30pm.

921095 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 VA 51.0 51 F "Moderna COVID-19 vaccine EUA"

921096 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CA 39 F Patient received the covid vaccine on 12/28/2020.  c/o new onset of bil eyelid swelling with "greenish" discharge on 1/1/2021 and stomach pain (relieved with BM - "little diarrhea") on 1/2/2021. Diarrhea improved after 24 hours but the eye swelling persists.  On 1/5/2021 new onset of headache, vomiting, "wet" cough, and nasal congestion.  Denies fever, chills, or body ache.    Covid test on 12/28/2020 was negative.

921097 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 IA 28.0 28 F acute, mild but obvious, swelling  of Right maxillary sinuses

921098 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 CA 44.0 44 F FEVER, CHILLS, BODY ACHES, MALAISE

921099 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 FL 38.0 38 F Fever up to 101, body aches, headache, chills

921100 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 OR 65.0 65 F Patient had vaccine and about an hour later began experiencing symptoms of dizziness, light-headed, and "woozy."  Was brought back to vaccine event by her manager.  Was advised to go to the ED but refused.

921102 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 VA 39.0 39 F Dizziness, headache

921103 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NY 41.0 41 M central serous retinopathy have small blurry spot in right lower quadrant visual field

921104 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CO 64.0 64 F About 5 minutes after receiving the vaccine, she began to experience a dry cough and tickling in the back of her throat. Also reported some shortness of breath. 25 mg of Benadryl was given IM in the R deltoid. Her symptoms subsided after approximately 15 minutes and she was able to return home.

921105 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 59.0 59 F Woke up with redness to the left eye.

921106 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 NH 33.0 33 F Reported onset of sustained dizziness assoc w numbness and tingling of bilateral hands and change in sensation of thumbs 10 minutes after vaccine admin. She did not notify clinic staff, self administered Benadryl 50mg and waited until staff checked on her at 20 min mark to report. Upon assessment pt is sitting up, appears mildly anxious, denies SOB, CP or difficulty swallowing. Dizziness is persistent despite change in position and fluids, removal of N95 mask. VSS, b/p 106/68, p 68, RR 26. Pt encouraged to push fluids, recline in seat and take slow deep breaths. Hand sensation w/ mild improved but did not resolve after 10 minutes, dizziness unchanged. Pt and husband verbalized understanding of further care options.

921107 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 HI 49.0 49 F On the evening of 01/04/2021, I developed hives at the site of the shot.  (red welts)  I took a Benadryl and went to bed.  The swelling/hives went down the next morning, but it still feels itchy, thus I put hydrocortisone cream to see what happens.

921108 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Tingling and numbness in left hand

921109 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Left arm soreness and tenderness, onset approximately 6 hours after injection and lasting 4 days. Body muscle aches beginning about 6 hours after and progressing, lasting 3 days, but decreasing by day 2. Body chills beginning after about 11 hours and lasting for about 2 hours, resolving with Tylenol. Fever up to 101.1 beginning evening of injection and for full day following. General fatigue exacerbated day after injection and lasting 2 days(already experiencing some due to recent COVID infection). Mild nasal congestion day after injection and diminishing until resolved the day after beginning.

921110 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IN 38.0 38 F urticaria generalized and involving soft palate

921111 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 VA 52.0 52 F Nausea, lightheadedness, headache, fatigue, sore/swollen arm

921112 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MS 32.0 32 M I got my first dose 12/18/20, minimal symptoms, sore arm that lasted about 24 hours, consistent with every years flu shot.   2nd dose 1/4/21, completely different experience. I was forwarned that the first dose primes the immune system, 2nd can be worse, so I was taking 600 mg Motrin q6 hours. Despite that, my arm progressively hurt worse and worse until now I can?t lift it above my waist. Full body aches and pains. Horrible chills and so cold. 102.1 F is highest temp so far, but that?s on top of scheduled Motrin.   Still glad that I got it, but man does it suck right now.

921113 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Patient describes feeling feverish, joint aches in elbows and knees, body aches, red rash at knees and elbows and arm pain at injection sites. This is the 2nd dose, patient reports no adverse reactions on the first dose.

921114 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TN 34.0 34 F No issue on date of vaccine. Minor muscle soreness in left arm the following day. No further issues following days. On 01/31/2020 at approximately 2130hrs, numbness and tingling of right side of face began while on work duty. Completed shift, drove home and went to bed. The following morning lips were covered in blisters, right cheek and under eye was extremely swollen. Attempted to drive to work and began experiencing brain fog and blurred vision. Returned home and facial swelling worsened along with severe headache and itchy dry skin. Took a bath and was unable to determine water temperature by touch. Intense leg muscle aches and nerve pain in right side of face. Remained calm and slept the following two days. Went to PCP as soon as possible on 01-04-2020 and was advised symptoms to be delayed adverse reaction to Moderna Vaccine. Patient was prescribed Alegra, Tylenol and methylprednisolone at this time. PCP advised inability to receive secondary dose on 01/28/2021 due to steroid treatment for allergic reaction to Moderna Vaccine. Swelling retreats and returns throughout the day following Dr visit. Voice changes occur during swelling (gurgled). The patient has no appetite but maintains a scheduled healthly diet. The patient has been unable to sleep for 24 hrs straight even after taking melatonin. There has been no shortness of breath however the patient experiences muscle spasms, dizziness and blurred vision while reading. The patient's right side of face  has slower reaction timing than the left, the right eye closes frequently (not in tandum with the left) and is unable to smile. The patient has not experienced vomiting nor stool issues. The patient is unable to return to work until 01-11-2021 or until symptoms remain undetected for 48 hrs.

921115 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 VA 45.0 45 F I had flu like symptoms that lasted about 48 hours. I ran a fever of 102. The site of the vaccine on my left arm swelled up and wrapped all the way across my arm. Hot to the touch.

921116 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 KY 49.0 49 F Patient received Pfizer COVID vaccine and waited for 30 minutes after to observe for reaction.  Within the 30 minute waiting  period, she felt like her lips and tongue were tingling and her throat was scratchy.  She denied shortness of breath, chest pain, difficulty swallowing or difficulty breathing.  Vital signs were stable.  Due to her history of anaphylaxis reaction with various medications and shellfish, she was taken to the ER.  In the ER she received IV Solu-Medrol, Benadryl and Pepcid and her symptoms resolved.  She was observed for 6 hours and then released to home.

921117 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 OH 36.0 36 F 30 hours after injection, she had diffuse redness and itching in her left upper arm and forearm(ipsilateral arm of injection) that was also on her chest and abdomen. She has photos on her phone. Right hand felt numb. Interestingly, the symptoms spared approximately 10 cm around the injection site. She had mild joint diffusely. No fever but had chills. She took 25 mg of Benadryl and her symptoms significantly improved after about an hour.

921118 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 57.0 57 F Patient received her vaccination then started to feel palpitations as she was waiting for 15 minutes. Then the patient felt dizzy and her BP was elevated (SBP ~135 mmHg) than her normal which is around 90/60 mmHg.

921119 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 VA 36.0 36 F Fever = 101.6F

921120 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 IA 56.0 56 F Head ache, Body Ache, Chills, Low grade fever, swollen on injection site, upset stomach

921121 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MO 47.0 47 F fever 100.4 for 36 hrs, then today 1/5 hives on administration side (arm)

921122 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Felt tired and cold Fever

921123 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 PA 50.0 50 F BP; 170/110  mild SOB palpitation (HR 80bpm) hot flashes mild sweating  Took Claritin, increase fluid intake, and extra Valsartan x 1.

921124 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 CA 67.0 67 F fatigue, chills, nausea, fever. Ibuprofen taken for fever. Fever lowered but it not go away for 24 hours

921125 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 TN 46.0 46 F 24 hours post vaccination with headache, body aches and chills that lasted for around 48 hours. I developed a knot at the injections within 24 hours of receiving the injection and a knot in my lymph node under my right arm that was about the size of my thumb - pain at this site. 1/2/21  -9 days out from vaccination  arm started itching at injection site, on 1/4/21 I noticed a large area of redness at the injections site.

921126 01/01/2021 01/05/2021 NY 46.0 46 F Never pregnant, swelling and redness at injection site, Nausea in the morning, slight fever, no breathing difficulties, and weakness.  Tylenol helped.

921127 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 CA 55.0 55 M REDNESS IN RT EYE, RUPTURE OF BLOOD VESSELS IN RT EYE. .  USE EYE DROPS FOR ABOUT A WEEK AND IT RESOLVED IN ONE WEEK

921128 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 TX 22.0 22 M large red circular reaction, very warm to touch at the site of the injection

921129 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Pt received first dose at 11am. At 1108am patient reported feeling diaphoretic and shaky. Pt reported she did not eat bksft prior to coming. Blood sugar checked, result 98. Pt remained shaky, moved to private area and resting. Oxygen placed at 2L. Provider assessed patient with vital signs of 158/97, pulse 96, resp 22.  Patient was given juice and crackers. Provider order for infusion of 500ml of normal saline.  Post infusion, patient remained shaky,  Provider order to send to ED for eval. EMS called.

921130 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Erythema,itching  and swelling at injection site, circumference of a medium apple slowly growing  over  time.

921131 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 PA 42.0 42 F Metallic taste

921132 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MD 64.0 64 M We will treat this part as a burn, Silvadene cream twice daily until healed/drying. Also recommended nonstick bandages and we gave him several take home with him.  Zyrtec 10 mg daily at bedtime for 2-4 weeks to help with the reaction

921134 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 PA 24.0 24 F felt dizzy in the first 40 minutes.  went away.  10 hours later began to experience body aches and vomiting.

921135 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 FL 31.0 31 F The next day I was feeling fatigue. My arm was sore & I had headaches. I did talk to a clinic virtually for my headaches.

921136 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 OH 55.0 55 F INJECTION SITE- RED,WARM,SWOLLEN,SHINY AND SORE TO TOUCH, HIVES 7 DAYS AFTER THE VACCINE WAS GIVEN. CALLED DR AND REPORTED SYMPTOMS AND WAS PRESCRIBED BACTRIM AND TO CALL AND REPORT REACTION.

921137 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CO 36.0 36 M Redness and swelling of upper right arm with itchy, red rash, and hives.

921138 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CO 32.0 32 F Noted pain in left axillary region the morning of 12/29/20 with adduction of arm. Self-examination revealed tender lymphadenopathy with size between 1-2cm. Mild itching around the injection site was noted the evening of 12/30/20. A small, irregularly shaped erythematous rash was noted around the injection site the morning of 12/31/20 - over about 24 hours this darkened to be tan/brown as compared to surrounding skin. There was gradual resolution of pain/tenderness, lymphadenopathy, and rash by approximately 1/1/21.

921139 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 IA 61.0 61 F Noticed some increased redness below injection site (at least 1-2 finger breadth) with itching and some discomfort beginning 12/31, increased on 1/1/21.  Took tylenol 1000 mg and benadryl 25 mg x one dose.  Redness improved over time, still note some slight itching.

921140 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CA 51.0 51 F 1st Moderna Vaccine given on Left Arm one week ago.  Arm is now red in a red area that is 4x4 inches and hot to the touch.  It is slightly painful to the touch.

921141 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WA 50.0 50 M Injection was painless.   Within 5 minutes of vaccine felt dizzy and had heart rate into the 120's.  Duration approximately 5 minutes then tachycardia and dizziness resolved.  Also had a tremor.  No angioedema, urticaria or other skin/mucosal findings.  Was not anxious.  Arrived home and wife and children told me I looked flushed and noticed my pupils were significantly dilated.  The flushing and dilated pupils resolved over the next hour.  No shortness of breath or hoarse voice of any kind however my mouth felt extremely dry.  I did not do anything for treatment.  Spontaneous resolution.

921142 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 PA 38.0 38 F In first few days after vaccination experienced arm pain, headaches and body aches.  All symptoms subsided by day 7.  On day 10 (12.31) began to again experience arm pain and new rash over injection site.  Pain spread to opposite arm and then became generalized. Pain worse in armpits. Rash turned into raised bullseye over injection site prompting MD visit. COVID tested completed and was negative blood work sent and is pending.  I was started on Pepcid/benedrly and doxycycline.

921144 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 IL 49.0 49 F Arm pain days 1st few days...now gone.., armpit pain/tenderness/swollen feeling day 5(1/6/21)  after injection

921145 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MN 42.0 42 F Fever- Highest was 100.8, this was the following morning after receiving vaccine 1/1/2021.  Injection site was extremely sore and swollen, to the point I could not even touch the area. This was the left deltoid. Extreme fatigue, I was in bed the entire day sleeping on and off. Overall muscle pain as well.  on 1/2/2021 I was feeling much better, my arm was almost completely improved. Only mild soreness, and only a low grade temp of 99.6.  Since then, on day 5, I seem to have some dizziness but it is goes away quickly.

921146 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 PA 50.0 50 F 2 days later, noted patches of bruising in the right lower leg near ankle, posterior calf, lateral calf, left lower leg in the medial aspect, right tibial tubercle area, left medial knee, right distal forearm, left wrist underneath her watch, posterior olecranon processes, posterior proximal humerus bilaterally.  No bruises in the trunk, back, face or neck.  She started Plavix treatment with Cardiologist 12/28/20.  Cardiologist, Hospital physician.approved her to get the COVID vaccine.  She will call her Cardiologist and let us know what course of action resulted.  She could just be bruising from mild trauma that she is unaware of since Plavix is a new med for her.  States she does cross her legs when she sits and leans on her elbows.  Shoulder bruising seems to be where she lays when in bed.

921147 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 PR 40.0 40 F Headache, nausea, metalic taste, general malaise, low back pain

921148 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 GA 23.0 23 F Fever 101F, dry cough,nasal congestion,, resolved within 4 days

921149 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CO 38.0 38 F Received vaccine on 1/4/21 at 12:50.  On 1/5/21 at 3:00 called nurse line to report fever of 101.8, chills, cough, dizzy with standing.

921150 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 26.0 26 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA,  Injection Site pain, headache, body aches, dizziness, light headed. Still having symptoms since they just started this morning.

921151 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 43.0 43 F The resident who was known to have seizures, and under control for many yeas with Keppra 1000 mg twice a day, on the second day after vaccination developed recurrent seizures requiring hospitalization to an intensive care unit, with intubation and mechanical ventilation until 1/5/21 (to be extubated today). She is still at the hospital.Y 6

921152 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 CO 51.0 51 M 12hrs after vaccination I got chills and muscle aches and headache that necessitated remaining in bed for the next 16hrs. All of my colleagues that had previously had covid and then got vaccinated suffered similar SEs

921154 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 40.0 40 M Initially patient felt warmth on top of head and around eyes and ears 20 minutes later experienced fuzzy vision, pain in back of right eye Warmth on top of head and around ears has gone away as well as fuzziness but patient is still feeling consistent pain behind right eye

921156 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 46.0 46 F NUMBNESS TO TONGUE 10-15 MINUTES AFTER VACCINE, FEW HOURS LATER MOUTH NOT CLOSING ALL THE WAY FELT NUMB, THEN STARTED WITH LEFT EYE NOT BLINKING AND LEFT EYE TEARING

921157 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 AL 20.0 20 F Flushing on arms and chest for about 15 minutes

921159 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 ND 40.0 40 M Patient reports dizzy spell that lasted about 5-10 min aproximately one hour after immunization.

921160 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 39.0 39 F Sore arm on going, extreme fatigue, light headache, could not get comfortable, body aches and chills lasting 24 hours

921161 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Fever of 101.8

921162 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CT 28.0 28 F Tachycardia - onset 1/4 9pm lasting - present  HR range from 90-105 Chest tightness - intermittent over last 12 hours

 50



921164 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 54.0 54 F chills fever muscles pain joint pain headache arm pain difficulty of breathing weakness dizziness fatigue tiredness

921165 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 PA 70.0 70 F Patient  woke up at 4 am with chills, fever, nausea.   Patient recovered by that Saturday.

921166 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 ND 40.0 40 M Experienced dizzy spell lasting 5-10 minutes approximately one hour after immunization

921167 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 OH 42.0 42 F Swelling on right side of face, tingling, numbness up to Right  eye and into Right side of neck  (started 1/4 - lasted approximately 10 hours)

921168 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 OH 27.0 27 F swollen lymph node in right arm pit area nickel size, noticed evening of 1/4

921169 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 UT 41.0 41 F Extreme Pain in the right shoulder and arm.  Fatigue, joint pain, nausea and dizziness was felt the morning after the first dose. Redness at and around the injection site began aroungd 72 hours after injection. A hard lump an swelling appeared that day that was about baseball size.A rash appeared as a hives like appearance that migrated down the arm and eventually stopped around the antecubital area. Redness persists at the site of injection that is about the size of a grapefruit today which is 6 days later.   Pain was treated with ibuprofen and has improved but is still present. Itching and burning sensation at the bicep persists.

921170 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 CT 61.0 61 F Developed itching on right side of face  between temple and earlobe while driving home. Once home was noted to have 3 dime sized hives in that area which lasted approximately 2 hours and then resolved without intervention or further adverse event.

921171 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 VA 42.0 42 F RECEIVED VACCINE ON 12/22; ON 12/24, STARTED FEELING WEAK AND HAVING GI ISSUES WITH DIARRHEA. ON 12/27, STARTED HAVING SHORTNESS OF BREATH AND WHEEZING MORETHAN HER NORMAL WITH HER ASTHMA ILLNESS AND CAME TO ER. WAS TESTED AND FOUND TO BE COVID POSITIVE.Y 5

921172 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 MA 27.0 27 F FLU like symptoms - sore throat, body aches, nausea, vomitting

921173 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MA 80 M 1/1 I started having metallic taste in my mouth. 1/2 I noticed the left side of my face was drooping. 1/3 It was worse so I spoke with a a co worker who is a paramedic who told me to go to the ER. I went to ER  and they diagnosed me with Bells Palsy.

921174 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 WA 51.0 51 F hives over face, neck,chest and upper arms. Took benadryl and it resolved

921176 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MN 52.0 52 M Left shoulder/upper arm pain and weakness in arm and hand. Approximately 21 hours at this time.

921177 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 CO 53.0 53 F This RN received the COVID 19 vaccine 12-17-2020 at 1730 . Called manager at 1040 to report nausea, vomiting and terrible headache. No fever noted.

921178 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MO 40.0 40 F At approx 7:00 in evening patient developed itching and noticed her back right side was covered in hives and a rash, she also then developed lymphedema down her right leg and up into her armpit on the right side. She also reports having a fever of 101, joint/muscle pain, and charlie horses.

921179 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TN 34.0 34 F Dizzy, headache, felt faint, high HR, felt off - few episodes for about 30 min after injection

921180 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 45.0 45 M Patient reports pain at injection site and about an hour later he reports not being able to move his arm at all, especially upward.

921181 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 WA 26.0 26 F woke up in middle of the night (around 1 AM) due to intense pain in injection site. Took advil and went back to bed. Woke up in the morning with extreme headache and neck pain as well as pain in injection site. Took tylenol which did not help the pain or headache. Headache worsened until about noon, at which point I could not move due to neck/arm pain and headache. Symptoms dissipated quickly away pretty quickly around 1 PM

921182 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 NE 60.0 60 M SVT, significant palpitations, Shortness of breath

921214 01/05/2021 M Hives completely covered his body; Face ears lips eyes swelled shut; ears lips eyes swelled shut; lips eyes swelled shut; eyes swelled shut; This case was reported by a consumer via interactive digital media and described the occurrence of hives in a male patient who received Flu Seasonal QIV Dresden (Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent unspecified season) for prophylaxis.   On an unknown date, the patient received Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent unspecified season. On an unknown date, unknown after receiving Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent unspecified season and an unknown time after starting Cortison, the patient experienced hives, facial swelling, ear swelling, lip swelling and eye swelling. The patient was treated with cortisone acetate (Cortison) and steroid shot (nos). On an unknown date, the outcome of the hives, facial swelling, ear swelling, lip swelling and eye swelling were unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the hives, facial swelling, ear swelling, lip swelling and eye swelling to be related to Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent unspecified season.  Additional details were reported as follows: The case was reported by patient's parent. The reporter mention the the patient had a severe reaction to the Flu shot. The patient experienced face, ear, lips and eyes swelled shut and had hives completely covered the body. The patient god shot or cortisone and steroids. The reporter said that the vaccines should not be pushed on people like the Flu vaccine was pushed on me. The reporter said no but they insisted and was persistent. The reporter said that see what happens when you did not listen to yourself and trust in god. No other information was provided. The reporter did not consent to follow up.

921215 01/05/2021 F Life threatening circumstances; This case was reported by a consumer via interactive digital media and described the occurrence of adverse event in a female patient who received DTP (A or W not known) (DTP (A or W not known)) for prophylaxis.   On an unknown date, the patient received the 1st dose of DTP (A or W not known). On an unknown date, unknown after receiving DTP (A or W not known), the patient experienced adverse event (serious criteria life threatening). On an unknown date, the outcome of the adverse event was unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the adverse event to be related to DTP (A or W not known).  Additional details were provided as follows: The reporter was patient's parent. The age at vaccination was not reported. The patient had life threatening circumstances following her 1st dose of DTP vaccine and her pediatrician said it would become a fatal event if she ever received the "P" part of the vaccine again. This case is 1 of the 4 cases reported by same reporter.; Sender's Comments:  US-GLAXOSMITHKLINE-US2020AMR254860:Same reporter US-GLAXOSMITHKLINE-US2020AMR254861:Same reporter US-GLAXOSMITHKLINE-US2020AMR254863:Same reporterY

921221 12/25/2020 01/05/2021 U eye and mouth swelling; eye and mouth swelling; injection site pain; unable to think straight; low energy; sweats; mild diarrhea; Chills; headache; bodyache; cough; dry throat; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Other HCP reported that an adult patient receives first dose of BNT162B2 (COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE BIONTECH, Lot/Batch Number and Expiration Date unknown) intramuscularly on 25Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included allergies to Pollen/dust, extreme weather. The concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced Chills, sweats, headache, bodyache, cough, dry throat, eye and mouth swelling (after 24 hours), injection site pain, unable to think straight, low energy, mild diarrhea. Adverse event start date: 25Dec2020.  The patient been tested for COVID-19 and no COVID-19 prior vaccination. There is other vaccine in four weeks. The outcome of events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

921222 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 MD 60.0 F Palpitations; Weakness; sore throat; Burning sensation and the soreness in tongue; Burning sensation and the soreness in tongue; vomiting severely 5 times; could not eat and breathe; could not eat and breathe; abdomen was upset; cramps and pain; cramps and pain; diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 60-year-old female patient received the receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at 60-years-old at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included high cholesterol from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  Concomitant medications included rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR) taken for high cholesterol from an unspecified date to an unspecified date.  The patient experienced the following events and outcomes: palpitations (non-serious) on 22Dec2020 with outcome of unknown , weakness (non-serious) on 22Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, sore throat (non-serious) on 22Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, burning sensation and the soreness in tongue (non-serious) on 22Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, vomiting severely 5 times (non-serious) in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, could not eat and breathe (non-serious) in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, abdomen was upset (non-serious) in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, cramps and pain (non-serious) in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, diarrhea (non-serious) in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown.  The nurse stated she received the COVID vaccine on 21Dec2020. The nurse stated she did not have any adverse reaction immediately on the first day but on the second day, after 24 hours, she started to have "little bit palpitations that too for a short period of time and a little bit weakness for a short period of time and sore throat. It is not just soring or swelling but it is burning sensation and, on my tongue, also I feel the same thing, burning sensation and the soreness. That was for a small period of time but on my tongue, it is still there, and my throat is still there and last night I experienced vomiting severely 5 times. After the vomiting, I could not eat and breathe." Then, the nurse slept about 3-5 hours, and woke up and her abdomen was upset. The nurse had cramps and pain and when she went to the bathroom and she had huge diarrhea, 2 times."

921224 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 TX 23.0 F nausea; vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 23-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as Covid 19 vaccine or Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine; lot number: EL0140; expiration date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 08:15 at single dose for Covid-19 vaccination. The patient has no medical history. Concomitant medication includes unspecified birth control pills. The patient reported that she got the vaccine this morning and about maybe 30-45 min after getting the vaccine, she started being nauseous and vomiting. She doesn't have a prescribing doctor. She vomited 15 minutes ago. She has vomited 2-3 times in the last hour. She is trying to drink sprite and crackers to settle her stomach, but it is still there. She is not taking any other medication. She does take birth control but doesn't think it is pertinent. She is calling to see what she should do for symptom management and how long these side effects will last for. She mentioned that vomiting started after nausea. The patient reported that her employer does not believe she is having side effects. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

921225 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 37.0 M muscle pain; joint pain; severe chills; headache; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 37-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm, first dose on 24Dec2020 11:15, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. No relevant Medical history. No known allergies to medications, food, or other products. No concomitant medication was received. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not receive other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Age at vaccination was 37 years old. The patient experienced muscle pain, joint pain, severe chills, headache, nausea on 28Dec2020 14:00. No treatment was received for the adverse event. The events were reported as non-serious. Outcome of the events was recovering.

921226 01/05/2021 MN M worsening muscle aches; pains; joint site symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 55-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included muscle aches. Concomitant medications were not reported. He usually takes an anti inflammatory for muscle aches but decided to hold it prior to receiving the first dose of the vaccine. After getting the vaccine, he started to experience worsening muscle aches, pains, and joint site symptoms. He thinks nothing was out of the ordinary. He get these symptoms any time he receive a vaccine. Outcome of the events was unknown.  The following information on the batch number has been requested.

921227 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 M This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program.  A 57-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on 24Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient is a male nursing student. He received COVID vaccine 24Dec2020 and then realized he wasn't going to be available to receive the second dose at his facility until 26Jan2021 and was wondering if it would be too long to wait. He also reported he had a reaction to the 1st dose, a "tiny headache off and on, chills, low energy on 25Dec2020" all of which resolved within approximately 30 hours. He had also heard that the 2nd dose has "worse side effects". The outcome of events tiny headache off and on, chills and low energy was recovered in Dec2020.     Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921228 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 VA 77.0 M vomited; nausea/ felt sick to his stomach; felt woozy; didn't feel well; right deltoid soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 77-years-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in deltoid right, on 24Dec2020 11:30 at single dose for COVID -19 immunization. Medical history included pulmonary embolism half a dozen years ago. He has had no problems with Deep Vein Thrombosis or pulmonary emboli since then, since half a dozen years. He has had a battery of lab tests 2 months ago, his blood glucose was high, it was 106 mg. The potassium was ok. He has had no issues with vaccines in the past. He had an antibody test last Jul2020 because he had bacterial lower urinary tract prostate infection. Concomitant medication included rivaroxaban (XARELTO) at 10 mg a day and cefalexin sodium (CEPHALEXIN) at 500 mg three times a day, well approximately 3, sometimes he forget a dose. The physician reported possible side effects of Covid vaccine. The physician received the vaccine on 24Dec2020 at 11:30 in the late morning and felt fine. He woke up on 25Dec2020 and at 2:30AM he was sick to his stomach and vomited and didn't feel well the rest of the day. Since then he had been okay, he had occasional nausea and vomiting. He clarified that on 24Dec2020, in the late evening, his appetite which was usual, was robust. Then on 25Dec2020 at 2:30 in the morning he vomited, and had no trouble since then. From what he read, nausea and vomiting are observed following the injection. On 24Dec2020 just before bed, he had a light supper, his appetite was robust, then unexpectedly he woke up sick to his stomach and went back to bed on 25Dec2020. He clarified that he had not vomited since the one episode on 25Dec2020. He also added that he has not been nauseous since then. Caller also added that he felt a little woozy on Holiday 25Dec2020, it only lasted up until the evening of 25Dec2020. He had the 1 episode vomiting on 25Dec2020 and felt woozy until late evening of 25Dec2020. His right deltoid where he received the vaccine was a little bit sore on 24Dec2020, and he was still having a little bit of soreness, it is slight, not very tender, he is unable to do usual morning exercises with out noticing the discomfort, the exercise he is doing is chin ups, the soreness is not intense and it never was. The lab test in 2020 included Height: under 5 feet 5 inches. Weight: about 165lbs or 167lbs. He had no positive test for COVID prior to the vaccine. All the tests were negative. The 1st one was nasopharyngeal, and all the next ones after were nasal swabs. He thought they are all reverse transcriptase tests. The last time he had a COVID test they did a nasal swab, it was this morning, and before that was last Monday or Tuesday, but he thought more so Monday. He had one PCR test. The outcome of the events vomited, nausea and felt woozy was recovered on 25Dec2020. The outcome of the event right deltoid soreness was recovering. The outcome of the other event was unknown. The 2nd dose for Covid vaccine was schedule for 14Jan2021.

921229 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 PA F injection site was itchy, red, warm, and firm; injection site was itchy, red, warm, and firm; injection site was itchy, red, warm, and firm; injection site was itchy, red, warm, and firm; pain under her left arm near her left breast; very sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 33-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Solution for injection; lot number: EJ1685, expiration date: unknown), intramuscularly on the left arm on 21Dec2020 at 12:00 PM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered at the hospital. The patient had no medical history. The patient had no known allergies; there were no allergies to medications, food, or other products. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On the first (1st) day after vaccine (22Dec2020), the patient experienced very sore arm, but no other effects until the 8th day after vaccine. On 28Dec2020 at 08:00, the patient started with pain under her left arm near her left breast. On 29Dec2020, the injection site was itchy, red, warm, and firm. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for all the events. The patient was not recovered from the events "very sore arm, pain under her left arm near her left breast, and injection site was itchy, red, warm, and firm."

921230 01/05/2021 F pain in the administration site; tired; feeling dehydrated; had a low degree fever; her nostrils were stuffed or clogged.; pain in the arm; went to sleep 3 hours earlier than usually did, waking up five hour later; feeling like that was about to had flu; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This consumer reported similar events for 2 patients. This is 1st of 2 reports. A female patient of an unspecified age received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid 19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2. The patient reported that she experienced a few symptoms after the administration of the second dose of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine. The consumer reported that she was in observation for 30 minutes after she was administered with the second dose of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine and she felt only pain in the administration site. Then at night she felt really tired and she went to sleep 3 hours earlier than she usually does, waking up five hour later with pain in the arm and feeling dehydrated and with the need of sugar, also feeling like she was about to had flu. The patient measured her temperature and she reported that she had a low degree fever but maybe the thermometer was malfunctioning, also she noticed that her nostrils were stuffed or clogged. The consumer reported that today on 29Dec2020 in the morning she woke up feeling much better and with one nostril unclogged. The consumer reported that the same symptoms were experienced by a friend of hers after the administration of the second dose of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine. The outcome of the events was recovering.  Information on the lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020519005 same reporter and drug and AE, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2020519005 Same Reporter and Drug/Diffrent Patient

921231 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 F lower back pain bilaterally; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A female patient of an unspecified age started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced lower back pain bilaterally on 28Dec2020.  She mentioned she didn't lift anything heavy or do anything since yesterday to cause the lower back pain. She clarified the pain started in her lower back and spread bilaterally. She asked if lower back pain is a common side effect of the COVID-19 Vaccine. She said she has never had lower back pain like that before. Event outcome was unknown.  No follow up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

921232 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 23.0 M light headed; heart was racing; itchy in one part of my right arm (back of the shoulder)/Itching like all over my body; abdomen were itchy and bumps/rashes and some bumps in my body; some rashes; it is like an allergy/like the allergic reaction the medication that causes it; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for himself. A 23-years-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in left deltoid on 28Dec2020 15:00 at single dose for prevention for Covid-19. The patient medical history included electrolyte imbalance. Concomitant medications included ascorbic acid, rosa canina (VITAMIN C WITH ROSE HIPS), zinc, vitamin  D3, all started from Dec2020 (18 or 19Dec2020) and ongoing for "immune system". At 3pm yesterday (28Dec2020) he received the vaccine. He experienced feeling light headed and his heart was racing a minute after receiving the vaccine. Around 11-12pm he was itching on his arm, abdomen and back. He took an allergy pill and rubbed hydrocortisone cream on his back, arm and armpit. After taking the medication and rubbing the cream the bumps went down 30 minutes to an hour later. He woke today and everything was clearing. These symptoms usually hit him from having an electrolyte imbalance. He had missed the past 2 doses of Vitamin C, Zinc and Vitamin D3. He had 2 Covid test prior to getting the vaccine. His height was 6 feet 3 or 6 feet 4. He started like itching like all over his body. He noticed some rashes and some bumps in his body, it was like an allergy. He was just wondering if this was like the allergic reaction the medication that causes it. The outcome of the events light headed and heart was racing was recovered on 28Dec2020 15:01 and the outcome of the other events was recovered on an unknown date in Dec2020.

921233 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 FL 23.0 F Fever -102; Chills; Headache; Left arm pain and swelling; Left arm pain and swelling; General body aches; Nausea; Tired; Unwell; Dizzy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 23-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number E49899) (Brand: Pfizer), via an unspecified route of administration at 28Dec2020 15:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was left arm and it was the first dose. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. No known allergies. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination nor tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced fever -102, chills, headache, left arm pain and swelling, general body aches, nausea, tired, unwell, dizzy at 29Dec2020 11:00 AM. It's unknown if patient received treatment for the adverse events. The action taken in response to the events for BNT162B2 was not applicable. The outcome of events was not recovered. The events were reported as non-serious.

921234 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 NM 55.0 F Tiredness; sleepy; headache; malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 55-year-old female (not pregnant) patient received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not provided), intramuscular in arm Left on 16Dec2020 12:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included none. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced tiredness, sleepy, headache, malaise on 16Dec2020 16:00. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Nasal Swab: negative on unknown date in Dec2020.  The patient not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19. No treatment received for the adverse event. Case was non-serious. The outcome of events was recovered in Dec2020.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

921235 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 UT 43.0 F sore arm; Extreme fatigue; My arms felt like lead for three days; I felt so sleepy/I felt like I could barely keep my eyes open for three days; mild headache; menstrual cramps; diarrhea; I had bizarre dreams like being attacked by zombies for three days; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 43-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1686), via an unspecified route of administration at Left arm on 23Dec2020 17:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Patient known allergies included Imitrex, beef, grass, weeds, trees, Cats. Other medical history included Asthma, allergies, migraine, Premenstrual syndrome (PMS), overweight. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine but received other medications in two weeks. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. The patient experienced extreme fatigue. Her arms felt like lead for three days, and she felt so sleepy. She felt like she could barely keep her eyes open for three days. She had a mild headache. It triggered menstrual cramps and diarrhea for three days. She had bizarre dreams like being attacked by zombies for three days. She had chills for a few hours. She had a sore arm for a couple of days. Adverse events start date was 23Dec2020 10:00 PM. Treatment included Tylenol. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of chills was recovered on 24Dec2020, of headache, chills, fatigue and sore arm was recovered in Dec2020, of other events was recovered on 26Dec2020.

921236 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 F tingling a few hours after administration of vaccine and that the symptom has not resolved/from her elbow to her hand was tingling like she hit her funny bone; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient herself). A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced tingling a few hours after administration of vaccine and that the symptom has not resolved. She got her vaccine, and a few hours later, from her elbow to her hand was tingling like she hit her funny bone, and she was wondering if this was a known side effect of the vaccine. Clinical outcome of the event was not recovered.  Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.

921237 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 U I have headache like migraine headache on the side, off and on like every four hour every three or four hour; Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced fever on 25Dec2020. The patient also had a headache like migraine headache on the side, off and on like every four hour every three or four hour on an unspecified date. Clinical outcome of fever was recovered on Dec2020, while for migraine headache was unknown.  Follow-up attempts are not possible. No further information is expected.

921238 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 65.0 F Dizziness since receiving the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 65-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: ELO140), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 26Dec2020 17:00 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history included reported as none and the patient had no known allergies.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. It was mentioned that prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and had not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. On 27Dec2020 05:00, the patient experienced dizziness since receiving the vaccine. The patient did not receive any treatment for the adverse event. Outcome of the event was recovering.

921239 01/05/2021 NY F fair amount of bleeding after the needle was removed/lot of bleeding at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unknown date, it was reported that a resident at the hospital had a fair amount of bleeding after the needle was removed. It also mentioned that a lot of bleeding at the injection site. The reporter was unsure if the resident received the Pfizer of Moderna vaccine. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921240 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 TX 53.0 F Shortness of breath; heaviness in chest; headache; dizziness; nausea; The patient also received first dose of unspecified other vaccine on the same day of COVID vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) reported  for herself.  A 53-year-old female (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 29Dec2020 11:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a hospital. The patient also received first dose of unspecified other vaccine on the same day of COVID vaccine (29Dec2020) at left arm. The patient's medical history included diabetes type 2, arthritis, known allergies to Shrimp and penicillin. The patient's concomitant medications received within 2 weeks of vaccination included unspecified medications. No other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously took lisinopril and experienced drug hypersensitivity (Known allergies: Lisinopril). The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and had not been tested for COVID-19 post the vaccination. On 29Dec2020 11:30, the patient experienced shortness of breath, heaviness in chest, headache, dizziness and nausea. Treatment for above events included antihistamine. The outcome of the events shortness of breath, heaviness in chest, headache, dizziness and nausea was recovered in Dec2020. The events were reported as non-serious by the reporter.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921241 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 PA 50.0 F Chills; Muscle ache; Headache; Did not feel well in general; Right arm soreness in the same arm that the COVID vaccine was given; It was hard to lift her arm and woke her up when she was sleeping; It was hard to lift her arm and woke her up when she was sleeping; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient, occupation: Respiratory Therapist). A 50-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 11:00 (reported as Approximately 11am in the morning) at single dose to help stop the spread of COVID. Location of the COVID Vaccine: Right arm. There was no additional Vaccines Administered on Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect. There were no prior Vaccinations with 4 weeks. Medical history included she had tested positive for COVID on 02Oct2020. The patient did not have any illness at time of vaccination. Family Medical History Relevant to adverse event also reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously had flu vaccine given at the hospital she works at and She had mild arm soreness after the Flu vaccine. The patient experienced Right arm soreness in the same arm that the COVID vaccine was given on 22Dec2020, Chills on 23Dec2020, Muscle ache on 23Dec2020, Headache on 23Dec2020, did not feel well in general on 23Dec2020. Caller reported that she experienced right arm soreness, in the arm she received the vaccine, that was unlike any other vaccine she had ever had. The arm soreness began the same evening as the day she received the COVID vaccine. It was hard to lift her arm and woke her up when she was sleeping in Dec2020. The remainder of the side effects began the following morning after she had received the COVID Vaccine. Other side effects included chills, which lasted until the 24th or 25Dec2020. Muscle aches, which lasted until the 24th or 25th Dec2020. Headaches, which she is still getting off and on, but it is hard to say if the headaches that she is still getting is still from the COVID vaccine. The headaches are coming less often. She has had to take something for the headaches. Caller stated that she did not feel well, in general. Asked caller what other vaccines she had received and had experienced arm soreness but not to the extent she had after the COVID Vaccine and caller stated that she had mild arm soreness after the Flu vaccine. Previous flu vaccines had been given to her at the hospital she works at; therefore, she did not have any lot number information for these flu vaccines. The reported adverse events did not require a visit to Emergency Room and Physician's office. The patient was not hospitalized. The outcome of event Right arm soreness in the same arm that the COVID vaccine was given was recovered on 26Dec2020, the outcome of the event Chills, Muscle ache was recovered in Dec2020, the outcome of the event did not feel well in general was recovered on 25Dec2020. The outcome of the event Headache was recovering. The outcome of the other events was unknown. The causality assessment for events Right arm soreness in the same arm that the COVID vaccine was given, Chills, Muscle ache, Headache, did not feel well in general with suspect COVID vaccine was assessed as related by Primary Source Reporter via Method of assessment Global Introspection.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921242 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AR F Facial Flushing; throat constriction; feeling faint; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. An adult female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685, intramuscular in the left arm, first dose on 28Dec2020 07:45 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced facial flushing, throat constriction, and was feeling faint on 28Dec2020 at 07:45 AM with outcome of recovered on an unspecified date. The patient received treatment for the events with diphenhydramin, methylpred and famotidine. The patient had no covid prior to vaccination nor was she tested post vaccination. The events was reported as non-serious. The events resulted to emergency room/department or urgent care.

921243 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TX 55.0 F itching on my left arm, face and neck; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number: ELO140, via an unspecified route of administration in the arm left, first dose on 28Dec2020 16:15 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history was none, she had no known allergies. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was not pregnant. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within four weeks prior to covid vaccine. She had no covid prior vaccination nor was she tested post vaccination. The patient experienced a little itching on her left arm, face and neck, but other than that, nothing else, all on 28Dec2020 at 04:30 PM with outcome of recovered in Dec2020. No treatment received for the event.

921244 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 MI 34.0 F Light headedness/Dizziness/Feeling like I am going to faint; Body weakness like uncontrollable fatigue; Body weakness like uncontrollable fatigue; severe stomach pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 34-year-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730, expiration date: 30Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 27Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Hashimoto's thyroiditis and fibromyalgia. Concomitant medication included duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA) as thyroid medication (when probed for thyroid medication, consumer stated, "CYMBALTA." (Indication was not clarified further)) and the patient also took her thyroid medications, medication for fibromyalgia. Consumer stated that she just got the COVID vaccine, her first COVID vaccine yesterday (27Dec2020) and she was experiencing some side effects that were more severe than just pain in my arm. When clarified if had pain in arm, consumer stated "No",  she was experiencing light headedness, dizziness, feeling like I am going to faint, severe stomach pain, body weakness like uncontrollable fatigue in Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.

921245 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MA 58.0 F Sore arm; fatigue; lightheaded; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). A 58-year-old female patient received the first of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscularly on 28Dec2020 16:15 to 28Dec2020 16:15 at left arm, at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history was none. Allergies to medications, food, or other products was no. Concomitant medication included bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN). The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient experienced sore arm, fatigue, lightheaded on 29Dec2020 14:00. No treatment was received for all event. The outcome of the events was not recovered. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No seriousness criteria: no Results in death, no Life threatening, no Caused/prolonged hospitalization, no Disabling/Incapacitating, no Congenital anomaly/birth defect.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

921246 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 PA 54.0 F chills; chills and fever/ 99.2 degrees Fahrenheit; body aches; tired and lethargic/ feels very fatigue; tired and lethargic; severe headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 54-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: ELO140), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 09:15 at single dose on left deltoid for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. Medical history included allergies; COVID-19 and received her positive result on 22Oct2020, the reporter didn't know if that was pertinent, she was out of work for 15 days. Concomitant medication included lisinopril, clarithromycin (CLARITIN) for allergies, mometasone furoate (FLONASE) for allergies. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient received her flu vaccine was in Oct2020. The patient received the vaccine on 28Dec2020 and was having side effects. No shortness of breath, but she did have some side effects. She felt fine most of the day. In the afternoon around 2PM (28Dec2020 14:00), she developed a severe headache and took 600mg ibuprofen and it didn't touch it. She took another 600mg of ibuprofen in the evening. She felt tired and lethargic on 28Dec2020 20:00 so she went to bed. This morning (29Dec2020) she had body aches and feels very fatigue. She still has a headache. She has chills and fever on 29Dec2020 08:00. Her temperature was 99.2 degrees Fahrenheit about 2 hours before (29Dec2020). The severe Headache was compared to last night it was better, but she still had slight headache. About tired and lethargic, driving to work she wanted to go to sleep. she was at work at her desk and she was not as tired as before. The lot number was on the card she was given. She was not sure if it was ELO140 or EL0140. No emergency room or physician office was required for any adverse event. The outcome of headache, tired and lethargic was recovering, of chills and fever was not recovered, of body aches was unknown. For events severe headache, tired and lethargic, chills and fever, the seriousness was reported as non-serious, the relatedness was related with COVID vaccine.

921247 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 AZ F body aches/achy; Headache; not feeling great; congestion; Two hours after receiving the vaccine she had a runny nose; 4 hours after she was experiencing some itching in the back of her throat, on her chest, and on her back.; 4 hours after she was experiencing some itching in the back of her throat, on her chest, and on her back.; Allergic reaction; heated flushing feeling in her cheeks; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other healthcare professional (HCP) reporting for herself. A 56-year-old female patient  received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: E49899), via an unspecified route of administration on 27Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. It was the first dose. Medical history included allergic to shellfish. There were no concomitant medications. Two hours after receiving the vaccine on 27Dec2020 she had a runny nose. Then, 4 hours after she was experiencing some itching in the back of her throat, on her chest, and on her back. She didn't have a rash. She did feel like what she was having was an allergic reaction. She had a heated flushing feeling in her cheeks. It was very similar to the reaction she has when she eats shellfish. The allergic side effects have subsided. When she was having the reaction she took one Claritin, and it ended up going away. Yesterday the 28Dec2020. She was also achy. She had a headache, and body aches. She wasn't feeling great, but they have gone away. She also had congestion. Those all started the 28Dec2020 in the morning. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unknown date in Dec2020.

921248 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MO 41.0 F Itching that began localized to the injection site then spread all over the body. Feels like a burning sensation as well and an itch you can't scratch; Itching that began localized to the injection site then spread all over the body. Feels like a burning sensation as well and an itch you can't scratch; Itching that began localized to the injection site then spread all over the body. Feels like a burning sensation as well and an itch you can't scratch; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was right arm and it was the first dose. The facility type vaccine was hospital. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination nor tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient stated itching that began localized to the injection site then spread all over the body. Felt like a burning sensation as well and an itch you can't scratch on 29Dec2020. Patient received Benadryl as treatment for the adverse events. The action taken in response to the events for BNT162B2 was not applicable. The outcome of events was not recovered. The events were reported as non-serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about batch/lot number cannot be obtained.

921249 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 51.0 M Contracted Covid after receiving the first vaccine; Contracted Covid after receiving the first vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 51-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included asthma, dry cough due to inhalation from fires over the years.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Contracted Covid after receiving the first vaccine was reported. The patient received the first dose of the Covid vaccine, then contracted Covid. He now had the option to receive antibodies through plasma. Since he had the vaccine, was that still an option? Or was that a no-no? He received the vaccine at work on 21Dec2020. He got sick on 22Dec2020 and he was at home. He didn't feel like eating, and can't lay down because it made it worse to cough. He didn't know what vitamins they were giving him. The patient probably should be in a hospital, but was not. The outcome of events was not recovered.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

921250 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 U Fever was up to 102.4; Chills; Body ache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself). A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 27Dec2020, the patient experienced fever was up to 102.4, chills, and body ache. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events that included ibuprofen (Motrin). Clinical outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921251 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 F Diarrhea; she had body aches; Tingling in her Jaw and in her mouth; Headache; Nausea; She is having extreme difficulties; not feeling well; Not sleeping well during the night; tingling in her Jaw; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Consumer(mother). A female patient received (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter was giving her daughter's name she was the respiratory therapist at the hospital and she received the Pfizer Covid Vaccine last Monday in Dec2020 and she was having extreme difficulties today. She had diarrhea, she had body aches, she had tingling in her mouth, headache, her nausea and all of the sudden it started with yesterday in Dec2020 and perhaps the day before it started with the tingling in her Jaw and in her mouth and she woke up today and not feeling well and she took a nap after not sleeping well during the night and when she woke up from the nap she had extreme body aches, diarrhea, nausea, headache. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921252 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 HI 60.0 F Some swelling of arm; Rash developed 5cm x 4cm at injection site; Chills and shivers; Bronchospasm cough; Bronchospasm cough; Mild eczema flare ups, itchiness and sores; Mild eczema flare ups, itchiness and sores; Mild eczema flare ups, itchiness and sores; Spasm; she has a lot of allergies; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This 60-year-old female nurse (patient) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 to 23Dec2020 at 0.3 mL single on left deltoid to prevent getting the COVID vaccine, for protection. Medical history included ongoing asthma diagnosed in her mid twenties, in the 80s, she had asthma when she was a child, then it stopped and resurfaced in her mid twenties, ongoing eczema diagnosed years already, a long time ago and unspecified allergies with medications.  There were no concomitant medications. She received the vaccine on 23Dec2020. She has a lot of allergies in Dec2020, and had some side effects, and she got through it ok. Her side effects were some swelling of arm, a rash developed, like 5cm x 4cm at site of injection, chills and shivers, and a bronchospasm cough on 24Dec2020. Arm swelling event started 24 hours later, no more, it was stable for 24 hours, and the 3rd day, went down, was a little raised, the next day was flat but still red. She had recovered completely. The 4th day was a good day. The patient stated she had some allergy shots she had to go through before, this was no different. Rash was no more, it was gone by 27Dec2020. She was still able to go to work. Chills and shivers started 24 hours later, and took for 48 hours intermittently, she had since recovered completely. The patient stated this was all nothing different than getting like the flu shot. Bronchospasm cough event only took another 48 hours, the difference was, even when she calls it bronchospasm, it was close to when she had an asthma attack, but no chest tightness, shortness of breath, she just would cough, spasm in Dec2020 and stop. She had recovered completely. The patient stated she had no symptoms at all before the vaccine, she was healthy, she made sure nothing was going on, that she was not tired, had no cold, she took no medications for this, as she wanted to know how her body reacted and if it can handle it. They says it was ok to take paracetamol (TYLENOL), but she did not, but the second dose she would, now that she knows and she was comfortable through it. She did have some mild eczema flare ups, itchiness and sores that came up in Dec2020, but nothing to run to the hospital to the doctor for. Clarifies this occured after she received the vaccine. The outcome of the event allergies, mild eczema flare ups, itchiness and sores were unknown. The outcome of rash at site of injection was recovered on 27Dec2020. The outcome of other events was recovered in Dec2020. The causality between Pfizer COVID vaccine with some swelling of arm, rash developed 5cm x 4cm at injection site, chills and shivers, bronchospasm cough was related (Source of assessment: Primary Source Reporter, Method of assessment: Global Introspection).  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921253 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MS 49.0 F throat sore and pain in neck; her throat is sore, feels like it may be swelling; some neck pain; it feels like muscle spasms; extremely tired; soreness in her arm; Chills; Nausea; felt weak/having some weakness; massive headache/mild headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 49-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730) via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 11:00 on left arm at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was positive for Covid back in Jun2020, it was a bad case that she was hospitalized for 6 days, that she did not have to go on respirator. She stated these days she still struggled with chest pains and still struggled with her taste, she went to the emergency room in Sep2020 with some issues from that. The patient concomitant medications were none. The patient stated she was retired who works security at a hospital that she got her first dose of the Pfizer Covid vaccine yesterday on 28Dec2020. She was calling to report some side effects from the vaccine. She was skeptical about shot but she went ahead and got the vaccine, she took it and waited the 15 minutes and everything was fine except some soreness in her arm, about an hour after the shot, she felt extremely tired, could not even read, by last night she was getting chills, nauseated and weak, all she wanted to do was sleep, she had a massive headache. She kept thinking she was going to have to go to the ER. She woke up this morning and her throat was sore, felt like it may be swelling, felt sick. She took two advil and her headache was better. She was taking tumeric and ginger root and honey with lemon for her throat. She knew she was not sick that it is just the vaccine and she would power through it but wanted to call. She was starting to feel better but still having some weakness, still tired, had pain in the arm of the injection site, a mild headache. She stated these side effects are still ongoing but are improved. She was also having some neck pain started this morning sometime, but does not know exact time, it feels like muscle spasms. Caller wanted to know if because she had Covid before her side effects are so bad. The patient did not do any relevant tests. The outcome of the events soreness in her arm, extremely tired, Headache was recovering, the outcome of the events Chills, Nausea was recovered in Dec2020 and the other events was not recovered.

921255 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 PA F numbness in pinky of left arm; soreness at spot of injection; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An adult female non-pregnant patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number was not available), via an unspecified route of administration on 27Dec2020 at single dose on her left arm for Covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient had received unknown other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced numbness in pinky of left arm and soreness at spot of injection and fatigue on 27Dec2020. The outcome of the events was recovering.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921256 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 IL 32.0 F is nursing twins; is nursing twins; slight headache; arm soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). This other health professional reported information for both mother and babies. This is the maternal report. A 32-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 11:00 AM at left arm, at single dose for protect as a healthcare provider. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced like arm soreness and slight headache on 16Dec2020, that was pretty much it. Arm soreness started that afternoon on 16Dec2020, she received the vaccine in the morning, at 11am, and maybe like shortly after she noticed, it was there for 1-2 days and went away, and she had since recovered completely. Slight headache started that afternoon on 16Dec2020, and that resolved by the evening, she took Tylenol and it went away. And she was nursing twins, they are about 14 months now. She was aware of the risks of getting it, and the only reason she reported it, is it may be beneficial from a research standpoint, she doubts many lactating mothers, especially twins, are involved. She is personally not concerned, she is probably expecting similar for her second dose, and there is not much research. Her next is dose 06Jan2021. The outcome of the events slight headache was recovered on 16Dec2020, the outcome of the event arm soreness was recovered in Dec2020.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020518603 Same reporter/drug, different patient/event. baby case;US-PFIZER INC-2020518630 Same reporter/drug, different patient/event. bady case

921257 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 TX F Feeling sick; Fever of 102 degrees; Coughing; Aching; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program entitled Pfizer First Connect. A contactable consumer reported for his sister (health professional) that a female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient took the COVID vaccine but she was feeling sick, had a fever of 102 degrees, she was coughing and aching from couple of days after having couple of days in Dec2020. The events outcome was unknown. The reporter mentioned if patient goes to the hospital or not, asked if they should go to the hospital and. The patient was wondering if that was normal.  The information on the batch number has been requested.

921258 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 PA F tiredness; muscle ache at injection site with penny sized welt at injection site; muscle ache at injection site with penny sized welt at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) via Pfizer sales representative. A female patient of unspecified age (reported as Age: 32; Unit: Unknown) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot/batch number and expiration date not available), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at 12:30 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included had COVID 34 days before in 2020. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Currently patient was experiencing tiredness, muscle ache at injection site with penny sized welt at injection site in Dec2020. Event took place after use of product. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch has been requested.

921259 01/05/2021 U pain in the administration site; tired; feeling dehydrated; had a low degree fever; nostrils were stuffed or clogged; pain in the arm; went to sleep 3 hours earlier than usually did, waking up five hour later; feeling like that was about to had flu; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported same events for two patients (Herself and Her friend).This is the Friend report. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unknown date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. It was the second dose. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The Consumer reported that the same symptoms were experienced by a friend of her after the administration of the second dose of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine. The same symptoms included felt only pain in the administration site, at night felt really tired, went to sleep 3 hours earlier than usually did, waking up five hour later with pain in the arm and feeling dehydrated, also feeling like that was about to had flu, had a lowdegree fever, and nostrils were stuffed or clogged. The outcome of the events was unknown. Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020518390 Same Reporter and Drug and event, different Patient.

921260 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 M pain in the administration site; a strong headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's wife). A male patient of an unspecified age received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient took his first dose of BNT162B2 for covid-19 immunization on an unspecified date. The patient was experiencing pain in the administration site, and a strong headache that has been fading away. The action taken in response to the events for BNT162B2 was not applicable. The outcome of event "strong headache" was recovering, the another event "pain in the administration site" was unknown.   Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

921261 01/05/2021 F This morning she felt bad; She has an autoimmune disease/ received BNT162B2; She has an autoimmune disease/ received BNT162B2; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included autoimmune disease and has been under stress from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced felt bad this morning on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. Caller was a therapist, behavioral specialist and works and they are all over. It's a hospital and she was in the psychiatric phase of it as a therapist. They are offering the free COVID-19 vaccine since she was working 1 on 1 with clients and some of them are not the most reputable. She has an autoimmune disease and known she should get it, but has had so many doubts and has been under stress. Took care of a brother who was blind who recently had major shoulder surgery and her 91 years old mother who lived with her. Has been stressed and noticed her autoimmune disease was flaring up. Wanted to know was it safe for her to get the vaccine. Knows she should get the vaccine because 2 of her clients had tested positive for COVID and their parents, but when she tested she was negative and her family was also negative. No further details provided. Is so afraid to get the vaccine that she canceled her appointment at the hospital. Was scheduled today to get it. They are offering it to her free since she works there. This morning she felt bad and she had been going through the stress the last month. Mentions she didn't even get the flu this year. No further details provided and does not clarify if she didn't get the flu virus or flu shot.    Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

921262 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 IL 43.0 M Body chills; fever; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 43-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Eh9899), via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) on 29Dec2020 08:15 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included hypertension (HTN) and high cholesterol. Concomitant medications included losartan, atorvastatin, and amlodipine. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient experienced body chills, fever, and headache on 29Dec2020 22:00 with outcome of recovering. There was no treatment received for the adverse event. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. This case is non-serious.

921263 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NY 35.0 F mild headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  This 35-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot GJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration, on 22Dec2020 (reported also as 23Dec2020, to be clarified) at 3:00 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was left arm. The patient was vaccinated at Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility, age at vaccination was 35-years-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. On 22Dec2020 at 07:00 PM, the patient got mild headache. The event was reported as non-serious. The patient was tested for Covid post vaccination through a nasal swab in Dec2020 and was negative. Outcome was recovered on Dec2020. No treatment was received for the event.

921264 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TN 56.0 F soreness in arm when using arm or to touch; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.   A 56-year-old female nurse received received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date unknown) on 28Dec2020 at 12:30 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization on right arm.Relevant medical history included ongoing osteoarthritis and high cholesterol. Concomitant medications included  atorvastatin calcium (LIPITOR ORIFARM), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO) and pantoprazole. On 28Dec2020 at 07:00 PM patient started experiencing soreness in arm when using arm or to touch. At the time of the reporting the patient was recovering from the event.

921265 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MN 45.0 F Face started to tingle then went numb roughly 45-55 minutes after receiving.; Face started to tingle then went numb roughly 45-55 minutes after receiving.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 45-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (lot number: EL0140, Pfizer- BioNTech), intramuscularly at arm left, first dose on 23Dec2020 07:45, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included environmental allergies, iron deficiency anemia, endometriosis, allergies to penicillin, and allergies to preservatives in flu vaccine from an unknown date. The patient is not Pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication included ibuprofen, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), cyanocobalamin (VITAMIN B12), magnesium, all from an unspecified date, for unspecified indication. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Age at vaccination is 45 Years old. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced face started to tingle then went numb roughly 45-55 minutes after receiving (reported as from 23Dec2020, 08:30 AM). Not sure if that is an actual reaction but it occurred. The event was reported as non-serious. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of face started to tingle then went numb roughly 45-55 minutes after receiving, treatment included BENADRYL orally taken. The outcome of the event was recovered in Dec2020.

921266 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 F She experienced soreness at the site; fatigue; numbness in the left pinky finger; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on 27Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 IMMUNIZATION. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the Pfizer Covid Vaccine at on 27Dec. She experienced soreness at the site and fatigue on 28Dec-29Dec and numbness in the left pinky finger (same arm as vaccination). She also started another med the same day, so she is unsure if the fatigue is from vaccination or the other drug. I do not know the name of that drug. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

921267 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 F large induration; fever; Chills; vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 3-decade-old (precise age unknown, early-to-mid 20s) female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (COMIRNATY), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and  concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that post dose 1 of "COMIRNATY COVID-19 mRNA-based vaccine" on 28Dec2020, the patient experienced large induration, fever, chills and vomiting. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921268 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TN 36.0 F I just developed a very sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 36-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), intramuscular on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. Concomitant medications included multivitamins (unspecified). The patient just developed a very sore throat on 29Dec2020. No therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the event. Clinical outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

921269 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 MS 58.0 F Elevated heart rate, headache; Elevated heart rate, headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other Healthcare Professional (HCP, patient).  This 58-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EK5730), intramuscular, on 29Dec2020 at 12:30 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was right arm.  The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 58-years-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. Medical history was unknown. Concomitant medications included rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR) and lisinopril. On 29Dec2020 at 04:00 PM, the patient experienced elevated heart rate, headache. The event was reported as non-serious. Outcome was recovered on Dec2020. No treatment was received for the event.   No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

921270 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NY 30.0 F headache; constipation; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. A 30-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EK9231), intramuscular in left arm on 23Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the workplace clinic. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had no known allergies. The patient was not pregnant. On 24Dec2020, the patient experienced constipation and headache since vaccine (7 days). The outcome of the events was unknown. There was no treatment for the events. ON 24Dec2020, the patient had COVID test type post vaccination=Nasal Swab with a negative result. The events were assessed as non-serious.

921271 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 PA 50.0 F Extreme fatigue, body aches, and headaches that began around day 4 post vaccine.; Extreme fatigue, body aches, and headaches that began around day 4 post vaccine.; Extreme fatigue, body aches, and headaches that began around day 4 post vaccine.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP reporting for herself. A 50-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EK5730), Intramuscular on 22Dec2020 17:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Vaccine administered in left arm. Medical history included Anemia and Hypothyroidism. Patient is not pregnant. Concomitant medication was not reported. Patient had allergies to Levaquin. The patient experienced extreme fatigue, body aches, and headaches that began around day 4 post vaccine on 26Dec2020. Patient has not been tested for coronavirus disease (COVID-19). Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Outcome of events was not recovered.

921272 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 VA 52.0 M Stye developed over right eyelid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 52-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Ek5730) intramuscularly at left arm on 17Dec2020 14:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient experienced stye developed over right eyelid on 18Dec2020 06:00. No treatment received. The event is non-serious. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event was recovered on an unspecified date in Dec2020.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

921273 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 IN F Lot of swelling at my injection site and my glands under my arms; Lot of swelling at my injection site and my glands under my arms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). The 49-years-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number: EL1284), unknown on an unknown date in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included Allergy and asthma. Patient also took take allergy medicine and have to use an asthma inhaler. It was reported " I got the Pfizer COVID Vaccine and I had a lot of swelling at my injection site and my glands under my arms". When talking about treatment, Consumer stated, "I did ice, I did heat, I did allergy cream (Unspecified Medication), I didn't go to the doctor where they follow up with you and check on you, the swelling got up to like 6 inches." The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are needed.

921274 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 VA 37.0 F Felt tongue tingle; had a weird sensation on tongue. At first I thought I was tasting something but I wasn't; felt a bit of nausea which is a normal side effect; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 29Dec2020 09:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. No medical history. No known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient felt tongue tingle and had a weird sensation on tongue. At first she thought she was tasting something but she wasn't. This lasted for about 30 mins. She also felt a bit of nausea which was a normal side effect. She was not sure what the tongue feeling was. Events onset date was 29Dec2020 10:00. No treatment received. This report is non-serious. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. There were not any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event was recovered on an unspecified date.

921275 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 RI M developed a circular rash at injection site/localized; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A male patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The reporting physician was inquiring about information related to development of a rash at the injection site, and to report an adverse event. The patient got vaccine on 18Dec2020. 10 days later, on 28Dec2020, the patient developed a circular rash at injection site/localized (circular "like lyme disease"). Localized rash was 3cm in diameter. Per reporter, the patient was "feeling otherwise okay". The patient had been tested negative for lyme disease. Outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921276 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 MO F tenderness or soreness; tenderness or soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) from a Pfizer Sponsored Program. A 73-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included lupus. Concomitant medication included hydroxychloroquine sulfate (PLAQUENIL) for lupus. The patient experienced tenderness or soreness in Dec2020. She mentioned she read the fact sheet and felt nothing, there was only tenderness or soreness but it didn't bother. The outcome was unknown.   Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

921277 01/05/2021 U Absolutely no side effects other than a sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program received from a non-contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender started to receive bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; reported as Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine; unknown lot number and expiration date), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that it's been a week since the patient received the Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine. There were absolutely no side effects other than a sore arm for 2ish days (unspecified date). The patient will be the first to admit that the patient was skeptical and wasn't eager to jump in line. After a few conversations with trusted colleagues and researching reliable websites, the patient decided that this was the least the patient could do. The patient was eager to see friends and family. The patient also mentioned that the patient was eager for the hospital to not be busting at the seams. Eager to not work 5 nights a week to do his/her part and eager to not see his/her friends/colleagues exhausted. The patient was also selfishly anxious to travel again. This vaccine gives us a light at the end of a very long dark tunnel. It gives us the first glimmer of hope we've had all year. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about Lot/Batch could not be obtained. No further information is expected.

921278 01/05/2021 WV U patient receive the first dose of the vaccine and has now tested positive for Covid; patient receive the first dose of the vaccine and has now tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program.  A contactable pharmacist reported a patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The pharmacist reported that they had a patient receive the first dose of the vaccine and has now tested positive for Covid. He stated the patient is a week out from receiving the second dose and asks what information Pfizer can provide on receiving the second dose for someone with Covid infection. Outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient might not be completely excluded.

921280 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 TX 38.0 F Nervous; I had two new spot on my knee; I had another one on my shoulder and on my lower back/I am getting one may be on my ear like I said they pop up and they itch a little; Red patchy hives and itchy waves of red rashes all over the body; raised red rash on my left hip; Red patchy hives and itchy waves of red rashes all over the body; raised red rash on my left hip; Red patchy hives and itchy waves of red rashes all over the body; raised red rash on my left hip; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable 38-year-old female Nurse (patient)  reported that she received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730, Expiry Date: 31Mar2021) at single dose since 22Dec2020.  Relevant history and concomitant drug was none. The patient excepted Covid 19 vaccine could decrease the chance of contacting Covid 19 virus, while she stated she was getting a red patchy hives and itchy waves of red rashes all over the body just after received the vaccine. The patient (nurse) stated, "I would if I can explain a little more, the day after I received the Covid vaccine I had noticed a big like what I would explain it like a red hives, like a raised red rash on my left hip it last like a day its subsided and next morning I woke up and I had a different flares that was the same on my other side of my body again went away. After a day when I woke up and I had two new spot on my knee that was the other thing, those went away on that day. This morning I woke up and I had another one on my shoulder and on my lower back. I am also thinking I am getting one may be on my ear like I said they pop up and they itch a little and they go away. I never ever experienced anything like it and I see the only thing that I have changed in my life or regimen or added to my body so I just wanted to make sure it was reported. I am nervous and curious if it is a potential side effect added if I should be careful before getting second one all those things."  No treatment was received for the events. Outcome of events was unknown. When probed for the Causality, the nurse stated, "I have no idea, if it is something going on with me that is completely unrelated its just occurred right after I got the vaccine so I have no idea if this is a separate issue or not. I going to see dermatologist and physician but until then I just thought to report it to you all to see if anybody is experiencing this and to know if it is safe to go for second dose."

921281 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 IN 36.0 F Shortness of breath and tightness of chest 30 minutes after vaccine, rapid heart rate, pain and swelling at injection site, heavy feeling in entire arm and up to neck, swollen lymph nodes in back of n; Shortness of breath and tightness of chest 30 minutes after vaccine, rapid heart rate, pain and swelling at injection site, heavy feeling in entire arm and up to neck, swollen lymph nodes in back of n; Shortness of breath and tightness of chest 30 minutes after vaccine, rapid heart rate, pain and swelling at injection site, heavy feeling in entire arm and up to neck, swollen lymph nodes in back of n; Shortness of breath and tightness of chest 30 minutes after vaccine, rapid heart rate, pain and swelling at injection site, heavy feeling in entire arm and up to neck, swollen lymph nodes in back of n; Shortness of breath and tightness of chest 30 minutes after vaccine, rapid heart rate, pain and swelling at injection site, heavy feeling in entire arm and up to neck, swollen lymph nodes in back of n; Shortness of breath and tightness of chest 30 minutes after vaccine, rapid heart rate, pain and swelling at injection site, heavy feeling in entire arm and up to neck, swollen lymph nodes in back of n; Shortness of breath and tightness of chest 30 minutes after vaccine, rapid heart rate, pain and swelling at injection site, heavy feeling in entire arm and up to neck, swollen lymph nodes in back of n; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. This 36-year-old female other HCP reported for herself that that she received the first dose of  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Intramuscular at right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation on 22Dec202008:00 AM.  Relevant history included Endometriosis and allergies with Keflex, Levsin. Concomitant drug included bupropion SR which received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced shortness of breath and tightness of chest 30 minutes after vaccine, rapid heart rate, pain and swelling at injection site, heavy feeling in entire arm and up to neck, swollen lymph nodes in back of neck 4 days after vaccine. Tightness on chest was gradually improving but comes and goes daily for the past week. The events was considered as non-serious. No treatment was received. The outcome of events was reported as recovered with lasting effects. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient been tested for COVID-19 with negative result per Nasal Swab on 23Dec2020.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921282 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TN 49.0 F swelling and redness in the face; swelling and redness in the face; Muscle and body aches; Muscle and body aches; shortness of breath; headache/migraine; headache/migraine; runny nose; sneezing; soreness in upper and lower left arm; swelling in left arm and in both hands; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). This 49-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot#: EJ1685) at single dose on 28Dec2020 at 02:00 PM on left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Medical history included fibromyalgia; skin lupus; sacroiliitis; chronic migraines; allergies to Latex, TB shot skin test, several foods, environmental things (trees, grass, pollen, cockroaches, etc.). Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication was not reported. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 29Dec2020 at 06:15 AM, the patient experienced swelling and redness in the face, muscle and body aches, shortness of breath, fatigue, headache/migraine, runny nose, sneezing, swelling in left arm and in both hands. There was not treatment received for all the adverse events. All events considered non-serious as all not resulted in death, not life threatening, not caused/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, not congenital anomaly/birth defect. The outcome of events was not resolved.

921283 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 TX 49.0 F I broke out, I was sweating; Terrible headache; Chills; My body hurt; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 49-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included seasonal allergy. Concomitant medication included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC) for seasonal allergy. On 29Dec2020 (within a few minutes), she broke out and was sweating. She had sweat at her face and sweated in her clothes. The patient also have a terrible headache, her body hurt and have chills. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events and was going to ask if she can take diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) as she do not know what to do. She doesn't know if she can take medicine because it was terrible. Outcome of the events were unknown.

921284 01/05/2021 U lost my sense of smell and tested positive for Covid; lost my sense of smell and tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient) received via a Pfizer-sponsored program. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The content of a post was noted that on Dec2020, "Got mine! And in a stroke of weird ironic awfulness, lost my sense of smell and tested positive for Covid later that day....If only a month sooner! Thank you for creating this vaccine. I know it had nothing to do with my diagnosis!". The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. Sender's Comments: The events drug ineffective and COVID 19 are likely intercurrent and are unrelated to suspect drug BNT162B2 based on the short temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events.

921285 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 RI 52.0 F Mild to severe headache behind her eye and sinus area; Mild to severe headache behind her eye and sinus area; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 52-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech), via an unspecified route of administration, on 21Dec2020 at 10:15 AM, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included peanut allergy, penicillin allergy and nut allergy (unknown if ongoing). Prior to vaccination the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced mild to severe headache in Dec2020, days after the COVID-19 injection. Main complaint was headache behind her eye and sinus area. The event required physician office visit on 29Dec2020. It was unknown if the event required any treatment. The events was considered as non serious. The patient was unsure if this was related to the vaccine but informed the reporter.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

921286 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 SC F Body aches, chills and body temperature max of 101.2 F; Body aches, chills and body temperature max of 101.2 F; Body aches, chills and body temperature max of 101.2 F; she should not have taken the vaccine with us; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A female patient of an unspecified age received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech), via an unspecified route of administration, on 21Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced body aches, chills and body temperature max of 101.2 F on 22Dec2020 with outcome of recovered on 23Dec2020. On 22Dec2020 she spent the day in bed. The reporting nurse stated that the patient was part of a trial study. She was vaccinated in a blind study on 28Nov2020. The patient told the reporter on 23Dec2020 that she called the intake person the week before and they told her to take the vaccine here with Pfizer. She called them back after she experienced the events and spoke with a different person who stated she should not have taken the vaccine with Pfizer. They will not un-blind her at this point either. The reporter felt certain based on her response last week that she must have received the vaccine on 28Nov2020 and not the placebo. The patient wished to drop from the study and take the 2nd Pfizer vaccine in 3 weeks. Her PCP agreed that she should do so.  The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921287 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 FL F she is positive that she is positive" and is having symptoms, although not yet been tested; she is positive that she is positive" and is having symptoms, although not yet been tested; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reportedly asking if she should keep her appointment for the second dose of the vaccine as scheduled if she thinks she was positive for COVID and having symptoms. The patient had vaccine on Tuesday (Dec2020), and husband tested positive yesterday, "she was positive that she was positive" and was having symptoms, although not yet been tested. The 2nd dose was in 2 weeks. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently provided, the company considers that a causal relationship between the suspected COVID-19 and vaccination with BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

921288 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TN 49.0 F headache; Muscle aches; Chills; 102.5 fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. A 49-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 09:00 at Arm Left at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included Low thyroid, Covid (diagnosed with COVID-19: Yes). Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID).  The patient experienced muscle aches, chills, headache, 102.5 fever on 28Dec2020 18:00. All events were non serious. No treatment was received. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 102.5 on 28Dec2020.  The outcome of the events was resolved in Dec2020.  No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

921289 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 48.0 F deltoid muscle pain in left arm where she got the shot; Left arm feeling heavy in within 2 hours of vaccination, hard to lift up; she was feeling very tired and in day-2 she felt fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for a patient.  A 48-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2, (Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine, lot number EH9899) , via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 10:00 at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medications were none.  The patient experienced deltoid muscle pain in left arm where she got the shot (28Dec2020 12:00). Left arm feeling heavy in within 2 hours of vaccination, hard to lift up (28Dec2020 12:00). In the afternoon she was feeling very tired and in day-2 she felt fatigue, took Tylenol multiple times a day. On day-3 she felt perfectly fine and no pain was left. Functioning properly. No known allergies. The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks. No covid prior vaccination; no covid tested post vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of deltoid muscle pain in left arm where she got the shot. The outcome of the events was resolved on an unspecified date.

921290 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 NC 33.0 F really tired; heart pounding; couldn't sleep; Headache; sore arm; She couldn't sleep because she was anxious.; almost felt like her blood pressure was up.; Her heart rate is usually 60-65 bpm, but last night it was up to  75-80 bpm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 33-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number EIC9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 11:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history was none.  There were no concomitant medications. The patient was calling to report that she got the COVID vaccine yesterday, and she wanted to put input in on the effects she experienced last night. She is a pharmacy transition specialist. She doesn't have a prescribing doctor. A few hours after, she was really tired. She could have fallen asleep at her desk. Then, last night, her heart was like pounding but not beating fast if that makes since. Her heart rate wasn't up that much, but it felt like it was going to come out of her chest. She couldn't sleep because of it. She had a headache. She received the vaccine at 11:30. She is not as tired today. Yesterday, she could have just laid head back and went to sleep. The rest of the side effects started right after dinner. She couldn't sleep because she was anxious. Her heart rate is usually 60-65 bpm, but last night it was up to 75-80 bpm. It almost felt like her blood pressure was up. This happened right around after dinner.  The headache is hanging over into today. It could be still there because she didn't sleep. Her arm is sore still. It isn't serious. The handwriting was bad on her card so it was hard for her to read the lot number. The outcome of the event Headache, sore arm was not resolved, the outcome of the event really tired was resolving, the outcome of the event heart pounding was resolved in Dec2020, while the outcome of the other events was unknown.

921291 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 MD 68.0 F arm was hurting/very sore arm; have a really bad headache; teeth ache; muscle and joint pain; muscle and joint pain; chills; low grade fever 99.7; sore throat; congestion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 68-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, 3 ug/ml) Batch/lot number: EL1284, on 29Dec2020 12:33 single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Blood pressure high which diagnosed a long time ago, probably when she was 45 years old, though it could have been when she was 42 or 43, probably earlier, 25 years ago, so put when she was 42; hemochromatosis diagnosed about 25 years ago; Arthritis; Cluster headaches; low thyroid and she didn't take medication for this, it wasn't low enough; COVID-19 in Mar2020. Concomitant medication was none. The patient received the Pfizer covid vaccine yesterday (29Dec2020) and she called the line to report the side effects today. She said she had covid around the Easter time and donated her plasma also for antibodies. She said after getting the vaccine yesterday she was feeling worse, have a really bad headache, teeth ache, arm was hurting woke up due to that in the night, really bad headache, muscle and joint pain, chills , low grade fever 99.7 , sore throat and congestion. The patient received the vaccine through work, and was not prescribed it from a provider. She had her shot at 12:33PM yesterday (29Dec2020), after lunch. Her vaccine was given to her at the hospital where she worked, which was not a military hospital. Her side effects were that she developed a headache, also her teeth were aching, and then last night around 04:00AM in the morning she woke up with a very sore arm and worse headache. She said she also had muscle and joint pains, chills, and fever. She said now she still had a headache, and still didn't feel good. Treatment received for the events included Ibuprofen and Tylenol. Ibuprofen was clarified to being generic Ibuprofen prescription in a pharmacy bottle with EXP 3 09Mar2021 and NDC: 67877032005. She said that the strength of this medication is 600mg, and she just took one last night by mouth at about four in the morning. She says she also took Tylenol before bed, 500mg, this is the name brand product. UPC/LOT/EXP: unknown, she didn't have it with her she said it was in date and was brand new, in to go packs. She said that her teeth aching was gone, she still had her headache, muscle pain, fever, and her arm hurt. She said she did take another Tylenol a half hour ago or 45 minutes ago. Her low grade fever temperature was 99.7 degrees Fahrenheit. She had COVID-19 before, she tested positive for COVID at Easter time, this was in March, they did a PCR nasal swab. She had two positive tests and then a negative test because they had to retest her to get plasma, she had to be negative before she could get plasma. She also had an antibody test a couple months after she had COVID, that showed she had 27 antibodies. She had COVID, then a couple of weeks later she gave plasma, and then a few weeks later had the antibody test that showed she had the 27 antibodies. The outcome of teeth ache was resolved. The outcome of headache, muscle pain, fever, and her arm hurt was not resolved. The outcome of other events was unknown.

921292 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 OK 66.0 F Headache, Extreme Fatigue; Headache, Extreme Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP. A 66-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number Unknown), intramuscular at Left arm on 23Dec2020 10:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included Diabetes mellitus, Known allergies: penicillin.  Concomitant medication included metformin. The patient experienced headache, extreme fatigue on 23Dec2020 23:00. Both events were non serious. No treatment was received. The patient was not Pregnant at the time of vaccination.  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. The outcome of the events was resolved in Dec2020.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

921293 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 M Tested positive for COVID-19; Tested positive for COVID-19; Sick; He got the chills and later came down with muscle aches and fatigue; He got the chills and later came down with muscle aches and fatigue; He got the chills and later came down with muscle aches and fatigue; His arm was sore for a day; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Corporate (Pfizer) Social Media Platforms. A non-contactable consumer reported for a 45-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced his arm was sore for a day on 18Dec2020 but he suffered no other side effects. Six days later on Christmas Eve (24Dec2020), after working a shift in the COVID-19 unit, the patient became sick. He got the chills and later came down with muscle aches and fatigue. The day after Christmas (26Dec2020), he went to a drive-up hospital testing site and tested positive for COVID-19. The patient was feeling better since his symptoms peaked on Christmas Day but still felt fatigued. The outcome of event fatigue was not recovered, the outcome of the events sick, chills, muscle aches was recovering, the outcome of other events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from one patient to another and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect drug BNT162B2 to the reported events drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.

921294 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 TN 40.0 F eye pain; sensitivity to light; headache/Headache worsened/migraine; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional. A 40-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 on 29Dec2020 12:30 at left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included chronic kidney disease. Concomitant medications included labetalol, lisinopril, tolvaptan (JYNARQUE), calcium, and ascorbic acid/ferrous fumarate (VITRON C). Patient experienced headache the night on 29Dec2020 21:00 after took the vaccine. Slept the night without much trouble. Headache worsened in the morning, almost felt like a migraine attack with sensitivity to light and eye pain etc. on 30Dec2020. Treatment was not received for these events. Outcome of the events was not resolved.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

921295 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Extreme pain in arm for 72 hrs.  Continued pain for 2 more days.

921296 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 OK 52.0 F chest tightness; 103.8; Fatigue; body aches; headache; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP). This 52-year-old female HCP reported for herself that she received 1st dose of BNT162B2 intramuscular at left arm on 28Dec2020 08:30 AM for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID-19 and concomitant drugs were not provided. The patient did not realize vaccine should be taken 90 days after a covid infection tested positive on 12Jan2020. The patient received vaccine on 28Dec2020, she experienced 103.8, fatigue, body aches, headache, nausea, and some chest tightness on 29Dec2020 at 09:00 AM. No treatment was received. The outcome of the events was resolving. The events were reported non-serious.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

921297 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 35.0 F 2 vesicles appeared on roof of mouth; Red bumps (rash) appeared in mouth; Left arm also very stiff/sore; Left arm also very stiff/sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP). This 35-year-old female HCP reported for herself that she received BNT162B2 (lot number EH9899) 1st dose Intramuscular at left arm on 27Dec2020 at 12:00 PM for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history was not provided. Concomitant therapy included birth control. The patient experienced red bumps (rash) appeared in mouth, and 2 vesicles appeared on roof of mouth within 24-32 hours after receiving vaccine. Left arm also very stiff/sore for 24 hours after receiving vaccine. Event onset time was reported as 12:00 PM on 28Dec2020. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the event was resolving.

921298 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 IN 57.0 F some swelling on the underside of this same arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer(patient). A 57-year-old female patient received her 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1685) at single dose via an unknown route in her right arm on 20Dec2020 09:50 for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drug were not provided. Past drug history included a reaction to an antibiotic, cefadroxil (DURICEF). Patient received her initial Covid-19 vaccine in her right arm and noted some swelling on the underside of this same arm on 21Dec2020. She wanted to know if this might be associated with the vaccine. Patient stated she had that got the vaccine on 20Dec2020 at 9:50AM in the right arm, that on Monday the next day, 21Dec2020, she got this swelling under her arm. Patient stated did not know if it had anything to do with that, wanted to know if it is a side effect. Patient stated that the swelling started on Monday the next day, 21Dec2020.  Patient stated the swelling has improved but she was going to the doctor to make sure everything was okay.  Patient stated that years ago she had a reaction to an antibiotic, cefadroxil. She asked her doctor if she should get the shot because of that and they told her she should, states this happened like 25 years ago as of 30Dec2020, no details known. Outcome of the event was resolving.

921299 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MD 50.0 50 F Red face rash morning of 2 days following vaccine Dull headache, day of vaccine

921301 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 61.0 F rash/legs are all rash/checked her back and told her there was a rash; itchy in back; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 61-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing diabetes from about 3-4 years before, and an allergic reaction to the dye when testing heart - couldn't remember the dye put in. She was allergic to that and sent to the ER because her throat was starting to close up about 3 years before. Concomitant medications were none. Patient received the Covid vaccine and developed rash on 24Dec2020 that was worsening and she asked if there was any recommendation on whether this was it going to get worse. Patient received the vaccine and was very worried because she was really itchy in back and her legs were all rash and in her back. She was starting to itch really bad. This was after 2 days of the vaccine (on 24Dec2020). She didn't take note until it came to her back and her friend checked her back and told her there was a rash. She asked if this could be related to the vaccine. She asked was this a severe reaction and should she receive the next dose. Her second dose was scheduled for 08Jan2021. She did not know at this time if she would get the second dose as scheduled or not. Onset of rashes started on her legs; she thought it would go away; but the rashes had worsened; they were now on her back and were getting really itchy; she had a friend look at it who told her she had patches of rashes on her back. She reported that she was going to contact her doctor about this information because she was scared about the rashes. Outcome of the events was not resolved.  Lot/Batch and Expiration date has been requested.

921302 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 NC 38.0 F Headache; Hypertension; Face flushed; Extremely tired; Slow Motion; Slurred Speech; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 38-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (lot number: EJ1685), intramuscularly on 29Dec2020 08:00 at left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension. Concomitant medications were not reported. Patient previously took metronidazole (FLAGYL) and experienced allergy. Patient experienced headache, hypertension, face flushed, extremely tired, slow motion, and slurred speech on 29Dec2020 09:30. Treatment was not received for these events. Outcome of the events was resolving.

921303 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 FL 42.0 42 F Describes feeling 'weird".  dizzy, slightly SOB, felt large lump in back of throat- felt similar to when she has experienced an allergic reaction.  she did not report it to observers but later reported to me after arriving home and still not feeling 100% back to baseline.  she stayed in observation area for 40 minutes post vaccine.  Reports that she will consult her medical provider to decide if she should take the 2nd dose.

921304 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 F I need a root canal, I have pain; a little bit of sour stomach; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Other Health Professional for herself.  A female patient of an unspecified age started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) dose number 1, via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient asked can she now take amoxicillin a week after getting first dose? Patient received the first dose on 23Dec2020. Patient though she needs a root canal, she had pain. Patient had a little bit of sour stomach after receiving the COVID 19 vaccine. Patient heard some people got more of a dose than they should have and wound up in the hospital. Action taken in response to the events for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

921305 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 LA 40.0 F Rash on legs and arms developed 12-24 hours after vaccine administered. Lasted one day. Treated with OTC medication.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported for a 40-year-old female patient (no pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EK5730) on 23Dec2020 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history was not reported. Concomitant drug was Spironolactone in two weeks. It was reported that patient experienced Rash on legs and arms developed 12-24 hours after vaccine administered on 23Dec2020. Lasted one day with outcome was recovered. Treated with OTC medication. Patient was not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, patient not been tested for COVID-19. No Allergies to medications, food, or other products.  No follow up attempts are needed. No further information is expected.

921306 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 KS 32.0 F Also c/o tingling in hands and feet; dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other HCP. This other HCP reported for a 32-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EH9899) Intramuscular on 18Dec2020 at single dose in Right arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drug were not reported. She was given the Pfizer vaccination in the right deltoid muscle. During her 15 minutes waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience dizziness. Also c/o tingling in hands and feet. She denied rash, hives, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, throat tightness, hoarseness, itching and tongue swelling. This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area. Treatment included water, granola bar, and rest. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

921307 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 WA 48.0 48 F Symptoms: eyelids swelling/itching, nasal/sinus swelling, nasopharyngeal swelling, circumoral swelling-around mouth and lips, not inside mouth. Administered nasal Flonase 2 pumps each nare and 50 mg Benadryl at 2230. At 0430 next morning 12/29, swelling decreased, eyelids remained swollen and minimal swelling in nasal/sinus area. Continued Benadryl 50 mg every 6 hours x 3 doses, by 1900 on 12/29 swelling resolved

921308 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 TN 30.0 F Body aches; low grade fever; chills, shivering; headache; nausea; stiff/sore arm; stiff/sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional for herself. A 30-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EJ1685) dose number 1, intramuscularly on 26Dec2020 15:30 at single dose on arm Left for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included irritable bowel syndrome, chicken allergy and COVID-19.  Concomitant medications received within 2 weeks of vaccination included clonazepam, spironolactone and melatonin, all from unknown date for unknown indication.  Onset of symptoms began roughly 9hrs post vaccine. Lasted roughly 24 hours (28Dec2020). Body aches, low grade fever, chills, shivering, headache, nausea, stiff/sore arm. Adverse event start date: 27Dec2020 00:00. No treatment was received for the events. The action taken in response to the events for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Outcome of the events was resolved on 28Dec2020.

921309 01/05/2021 55.0 F During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience dizziness, anxiety.; During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience dizziness, anxiety.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other health professional. A 55-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EH9899) dose number 1, intramuscularly on an unspecified date at single dose on left arm (left deltoid muscle) for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. She had no history of previous hypersensitivity reactions to immunizations. During her 15 minutes waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience dizziness, anxiety. She denied rash, hives, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, throat tightness, hoarseness, itching, facial swelling and tongue swelling. This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency. Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including rapid progression of symptoms, respiratory distress with stridor, wheezing, dyspnea and increased work of breathing, vomiting and abdominal pain. Planned action included: observation, serial examination. The action taken in response to the events for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Outcome of the events was unknown. Assessment by reporter: transient anxiety associated with COVID vaccine administration.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

921310 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Experienced muscle aches and redness at site of injection, body aches overall, and fever. I was tested for covid-19, flu, and a urinalysis was performed. All tests gave negative results. Ibuprofen was recommended for symptom management.

921311 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MN 53.0 F feeling tingling on right side of tongue and part of inside of mouth; Felt some light tingling on the Right side of shoulder and up into neck and ear; but few hours after the shot, have pain in right shoulder and back of neck into back of head.; but few hours after the shot, have pain in right shoulder and back of neck into back of head.; pain in right shoulder and back of neck into back of head; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse for herself. A 53-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EK9231), intramuscular on 30Dec2020 10:15 at single dose on right arm for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypothyroid, migraines and sulfa allergy. Concomitant medications included propranolol, topiramate (TOPAMAX), levothyroxine, bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN) and levocetirizine dihydrochloride (XYZAL), all from unknown date for unknown indication. At 10:30 on 30Dec2020 (also reported as "about 5 minutes after shot"), patient started feeling tingling on right side of tongue and part of inside of mouth. Felt some light tingling on the Right side of shoulder and up into neck and ear. The tingling resolved, but few hours after the shot, have pain in right shoulder and back of neck into back of head. No treatment was received for the events. Action taken in response to the event was not applicable. Outcome of feeling tingling on right side of tongue and part of inside of mouth, felt some light tingling on the Right side of shoulder and up into neck and ear was resolved. Outcome of pain in right shoulder and back of neck into back of head was unknown.

921312 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine Patient received COVID-19 vaccine on 12/30/2020 at 7:21am  and about 3 minutes later, experienced nausea, dizziness and weakness. Patient was brought to ED to be evaluated @ 07:35 am.  Ondansetron  4mg inj was given at 8:29am and NS 1000 mL was given over 2 hrs at 8:30am.  Patient felt better and tolerating oral at 09:19 am and discharged at 9:25am.

921313 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 NC 61.0 F Headache; muscle aches and pains; feels like she is getting a fever; thinks she is having the chills; feeling a little warm/ She is cold, too; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 61-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231) intramuscular on left arm, near the top (in the muscle), at single dose for vaccination on 29Dec2020 at 12:45 pm at 61-year-old. Medical history included: hay fever allergies, allergic to prochlorperazine maleate (COMPAZINE). Concomitant medication was not reported. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer vaccine. On 30Dec2020, the patient stated her headache started about an hour and a half ago. She started having the muscle aches and pains when she woke up this morning. She felt like she was getting a fever, but she was at work and couldn't take her temperature. She was feeling a little warm, she was cold, too. She was having the chills. The patient confirmed all of these symptoms just started happening this morning (30Dec2020). No emergency room nor physician office visited. No relevant tests. Action taken for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Outcome of the events was not resolved. It was reported as non-serious.

921314 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 SC 49.0 F she had a slight headache that turned into a bad headache; threw up/ vomited; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) (patient). A 49-year-old female patient received one dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: ER5730) via unspecified route on right upper arm single dose for COVID-19 immunization on 30Dec2020 before 10:30AM, at 49-year-old. Medical history and concomitant medication were not reported. On 30Dec2020, 20 minutes after getting the vaccine, the patient had a slight headache that turned into a bad headache by 11AM. Then she went to lunch at 11:30, and after she ate something, she took ibuprofen, then got back from lunch, worked an hour, and threw up. She vomited between 1 and 1:30PM, and vomited a few times and was done, but could still feel a little nausea, but was not going to go throw up. She checked her temperature but didn't have one. Action taken for BNT162B2 was not appliable. Outcome of the event headache was resolving, outcome of the event threw up/ vomited was resolved on 30Dec2020, outcome of the other event was unknown. It was reported as non-serious.

921315 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 NC F Tachycardia; Tingling in the tongue; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable female physician (patient) of unspecified age reported herself received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unspecified route single dose for COVID-19 immunization on 21Dec2020. Medical history and concomitant medication were not reported. 2-3 hours after the vaccination (21Dec2020), the patient experienced tachycardia. She took diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) 25 IM. It went up and down before it settled down. She also had experienced tingling in the tongue on 21Dec2020. Action taken for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Outcome of the events was unknown. It was reported as non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921316 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 IN 48.0 48 F 12 hours after administration of the vaccination (1 am) I awakened in the middle of the night with teeth chattering chills, I felt extremely cold (hard to warm up), my hands were numb (especially the left hand, but I got the shot in the right arm) .   I had severe muscle aches, it was hard to walk.  i felt extremely thirsty and my lips were dry.  13-14 hours after the shot.  I still felt cold but was less shaky and teeth no longer chattering.  hard to walk, felt wobbly, I was a little dizzy.  I felt like I was having muscle spasms even in my pelvic floor.  still thrirsty.    17 hours felt warm and sweaty, but not having feverish feelings. very tired  19 hours sore and very tired. 28 hours finally felt more normal and less tired.

921317 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 F having a brief, weird sense of smell; she felt lightheaded; having an arm slightly sored; facial tension; anxiety; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This (age: 62; unit: unknown) female nurse reported for herself that she received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at arm on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drug were not reported. Nurse stated receiving the COVID-19 vaccine last Monday (21Dec2020), after which she experienced immediate and random side effects. She explained having a brief, weird sense of smell, then within three minutes, she felt lightheaded which was strong for 15 minutes and went away within 30 minutes. She specified that the lightheadedness didn't feel like anxiety. She mentioned having an arm slightly sored and a facial tension which also occurred within that 30 minutes period. She added having an other symptom, but didn't specify it, saying that she wasn't certain if her symptoms were related to the vaccine or to anxiety. She expressed being reluctant to receiving the second dose of the vaccine. She then asked if her symptoms were commonly reported side effects of the COVID-19 vaccines. It was reported as non-serious. Outcome of events weird sense of smell and lightheaded was recovered, and the rest of events was unknown.   Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

921318 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 KY 46.0 M Severe allergic reaction; BP of 170/104; felt like his whole body was on fire; chest tightness; HR elevated at 110bpm; Severe allergic reaction with symptoms that include/ rash all over his body including his throat, chest, and inner legs.; Right side of neck was swollen and sore; Right side of neck was swollen and sore; his neck was stiff to turn; he feels "really weak and tired"; he feels "really weak and tired"; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 46-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration, on 29Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient is a 46y/o male certified nursing assistant (CNA).  He received his first dose of Pfizer-Biontech Covid19 vaccine, yesterday 29Dec2020. On an unspecified date in Dec2020, patient experienced severe allergic reaction with symptoms that include: felt like his whole body was on fire, chest tightness, BP of 170/104, HR elevated at 110 bpm, rash all over his body including his throat, chest, and inner legs. Right side of neck was swollen and sore. Both sides are swollen, today, and his neck was stiff to turn, he feels "really weak and tired".  Patient was taken by ambulance to the emergency room.  Patient then asked if he should get the second dose of the vaccine. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of severe allergic reaction with multiple symptoms cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

921319 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 NY 57.0 57 F 12/28 sore arm, nausea, 12/29 slight headache, fatigue  and nasal congestion, 12/31 Red pin dot rash on abdomen and large  hives  on back, headache subsided . Hydrocortisone  1% applied  to  rash and itchiness subsided within 24hr. 1/03/21 headache.

921320 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 IL 63.0 F significant fatigue; temperature was taken when waking up - 101F orally; she slept more; localized injection site pain and redness; localized injection site pain and redness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This 63-year-old female Nurse reported for herself that she received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via intramuscular at right arm on 17Dec2020 08:30 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Facility type of vaccine was hospital. Medical history included shingles in Jun2020 after illness that mimicked COVID-19 but all tests came back negative - was sick for 3 weeks; no other chronic health conditions; severe beef/pork allergy - anaphylaxis. No COVID prior vaccination. No COVID tested post vaccination. Concomitant medications were not reported. No other vaccine in four weeks. On 18Dec2020 02:00 PM, patient experienced significant fatigue; she slept for 1 hour and temperature was taken when waking up - 101F orally; she slept more; she had localized injection site pain and redness for 3-5 days. No treatment was received for events. It was reported as non-serious. Outcome of events was recovered in Dec2020.

921321 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IA 40.0 40 F About 10 mins after I noticed some tingling and numbness on the right side of my head (ear and cheek were numb). I also had some numbness on the top of my thigh.  I sat for monitoring for a couple hours and was sent home.  The tingling moved to the back of my head for a little while last night and seemed to had resolved before I went to bed around 10p. The tingling seems very minimal this morning...on a scale of 1-10, 10 being the most noticeable, yesterday was a 10. Today seems to be a 1 or 2. Only noticeable if I am sitting still and be more along my ear and not my head or shoulder. There is still the weird feeling (similar to numbness) in my face and my thigh. My face is getting better.

921323 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 IL 52.0 F Palpitation; flashed face; warm feeling under the sternum; rush to both lower extremities to the toes as if I was given IV contrast Dye; Thirst; Hunger; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This 52-year-old female nurse reported that she received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EJ1685), via intramuscular at left arm on 17Dec2020 04:30 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The facility type of vaccine was hospital. Medical history included diabetes, HTN, vertigo, sleep apnea, colonic diverticulitis, fibroid uterus, left cystic breast; pulmonary valve prolapse. No known allergies. No COVID prior vaccination. No COVID tested post vaccination. Concomitant medication included atorvastatin; metformin; eplerenone; HCTZ; levonorgestrel (MIRENA); ascorbic acid, biotin, calcium carbonate, calcium pantothenate, cyanocobalamin, nicotinamide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, riboflavin, thiamine hydrochloride (BEROCCA) for supplement; montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR); loratadine (CLARITIN). No other vaccine in four weeks. On 17Dec2020, patient experienced palpitation; flashed face; warm feeling under the sternum; rush to both lower extremities to the toes as if being given IV contrast dye; thirst; hunger. No treatment for events. It was reported as non-serious. Outcome of events was recovered.

921324 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 VA F Developed tachycardia around 12:55 pm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (Patient). A 48-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 28Dec2020 07:55 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma, GERD, vestibular migraines, Penicillin allergy.  Concomitant medication included famotidine (PEPCID), ergocalciferol (VITAMIN D), magnesium, multivitamin. The patient previously took Relafen and experienced drug allergy. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient had the vaccine around 28Dec2020 7:55 am. Developed tachycardia around 28Dec2020 12:55 pm and EMS was called. She was evaluated at the ER on 28Dec2020 and 29Dec2020. Saw cardiologist on 29Dec2020. Currently wearing Holter monitor and will need ECHO. AE resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or urgent care. No treatment was received for the adverse event. Event outcome was not recovered.

921325 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 NY 27.0 27 F 10 minutes post vaccination patient reported to clinic observation staff that she felt warm and flushed. Her face was red. We transported her to our on-site emergency room for evaluation.

921326 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 MA 65.0 F fever; chills; headache; nausea; General malaise 22Dec./ On 24Dec malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 65-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) intramuscular in left arm on 21Dec2020 17:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Crohns disease, Penicillin allergy. The patient previously took nystatin and experienced drug allergy. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, the patient received other unspecified medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced general malaise 22Dec2020. On 23Dec2020, experienced fever, chills, headache, and nausea. On 24Dec2020, experienced malaise. No treatment received for the adverse events. Events outcome was recovered on Dec2020.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

921327 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 50.0 F underneath my armpit is a little bit swelling; arm hurt a little bit more; headache; body hurting her; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This 50-year-old female consumer received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EH5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. There were no medical history nor concomitant medications. The consumer received the vaccine on the 28Dec2020. She doesn't have a prescribing doctor. During the night after receiving the vaccine, her body was hurting her on 28Dec2020. She started to develop side effects 4-5 hours after receiving the vaccine. The side effects started during the evening the same day she got the shot. On 29Dec2020, the side effects were worse, she had a headache, and her arm hurt a little bit more. She then realized under her armpit was swollen a little bit / underneath her armpit was a little bit swelling on 30Dec2020. She talked to someone earlier about this and they told her to call her doctor. She had a lot of headaches. Everything is hurting her. The outcome of under her armpit was swollen a little bit was not recovered, of her arm hurt a little bit more was unknown. The outcome of the other events was recovering.

921328 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 TX 61.0 61 F Feeling dizzy, shakiness, and face pulsing.  States "I fell like lost control of my body." Denies nausea, shortness of breath, reash, or itching. She did have hives when she was given  a flu shot last year.

921329 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 LA 68.0 M tenderness/tenderness and soreness is at the injection site; soreness/body aches; muscle aches; flu like symptoms; injection site soreness; Stiff neck; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). This 68-years-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EL0140), on 29Dec2020 at single dose in the right deltoid for More protection and prevention. Medical history included blood cholesterol abnormal. The patient had the virus before. He has positive antibodies. Concomitant medication included atorvastatin, 5mg or 10mg he can not recall, Once a day, Started this about 10-15 years ago and ongoing, To control cholesterol levels. He received Covid vaccine on 29Dec2020 and was experiencing some tenderness, soreness, muscle aches, and flu like symptoms. When he says flu like symptoms, he has no fever but it is more like how a person feels when they are first starting to get the flu with the body aches and sore muscles. The tenderness and soreness is at the injection site, it was given in the right deltoid. Injection site soreness: Feels like he got punched really hard. Is not bruising. Very sensitive and tender. He has been moving his arm and getting the muscle to function. This started a couple hours after getting the shot. It was given in the right arm since he is right handed with the rationale that using his arm would help with the soreness. Achy muscles and stiff neck: Got these later on 29Dec2020. On a scale from 0-10, it would be around a 3-5. It is getting slightly better. He had this same response when he got his first flu vaccine a few years ago. The flu-like symptoms, the body aches and sore muscles, started on afternoon on 229Dec2020. The shot was administered about 10:15- 10:30am on 29Dec2020. The events are getting better, definitely not getting worse for sure. He has experienced injection site soreness and flu like symptoms: achy muscles and stiff neck, with no fever.  Weight: Between 197-198. The outcome weas recovering.

921330 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 GA 35.0 M tachycardia with mild exertion; Baseline HR elevated; dyspnea; palpitation; chest tightness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 35-years-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot: EJ1685) via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 29Dec2020 15:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There was no medical history, no known allergies, no allergies to medications, food, or other products. There were no concomitant medications.  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, no any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. On 29Dec2020, 3 minutes following vaccine injection - dyspnea, palpitation and chest tightness; lasted 3-4 minutes. 24 hours later (30Dec2020) - dyspnea and tachycardia with mild exertion (1 flight of stairs). Baseline HR elevated. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Events outcome was recovering.

921331 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MA 58.0 58 F Employee received COVID-19 vaccine on 12/28/20.  Reports doing well until this morning.  Woke up feeling itchy around injection site (left upper arm).  Reports area feels tender and with mild burning to touch.  Arm is sore at injection site but able to perform daily normal activities.   RN observed a red, raised, localized rash to left upper arm.  Rash extends about 10 centimeters below injection site.  Rash is localized and no other concerns at this time. RN advised to avoid touching or scratching the area.  Cold compresses and OTC cortisone cream if it gets itchy again. Instructed to monitor and report any new or worsening symptoms.  Instructed to seek immediate medical care if any hives or breathing issues develop. Patient voiced understanding and agreement with plan.

921332 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 AR 65.0 F She thought maybe she had food poisoning bc of the weird symptoms; headache; achy muscles; loose stools; sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 65-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot # EH9899), on 20Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included None. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced loose stools on 25Dec2020, headache on 26Dec2020, achy muscles on 26Dec2020, sore arm on 20Dec2020, she thought maybe she had food poisoning bc of the weird symptoms on an unspecified date. She initially had a sore arm and the usual effects which she expected. Then, about six days into it she started having a headache and achy muscles. It all started with loose stool. She did get a COVID test because of signs of COVID. But it was negative. She thought maybe she had food poisoning bc of the weird symptoms. The headaches were bad, but they were not as bad currently. She had a loose stool that lasted a couple of days. The headaches were really mild currently. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: negative on 28Dec2020. Outcome of loose stools, sore arm was recovered in Dec2020, headache was recovering, achy muscles was not recovered, other was unknown.

921333 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 F mild pain; an erythematous area on her left deltoid, it as a welt; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reported for herself. This female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient is an Emergency Room physician who received the vaccine on 17Dec2020 and had mild pain only for 36 hours after the injection. She never had any redness after her injection until day 12 she noticed an erythematous area on her left deltoid, it as a welt. The physician would like to know if she should get the 2nd dose of COVID-19 considering she had a delayed reaction to the first dose. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921334 01/05/2021 F severe local reaction; not just a strong bicep inflammation, but it extended out to the shoulder and the back of the neck; not just a strong bicep inflammation, but it extended out to the shoulder and the back of the neck; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician (patient).  This 39-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and the concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experiencing a "severe local reaction" following the first dose of the vaccine. She described it as: not just a strong bicep inflammation, but it extended out to the shoulder and the back of the neck. The outcome was unknown.    No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.
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921335 01/05/2021 F potential person infected with Sars-Cov-2 following the administration of the first dose of vaccine and was isolated during the timing of the second dose; potential person infected with Sars-Cov-2 following the administration of the first dose of vaccine and was isolated during the timing of the second dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist. A female patient of unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The pharmacist was questioning as to guidelines to the potential person infected with Sars-Cov-2 following the administration of the first dose of vaccine and was isolated during the timing of the second dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported potential person infected with Sars-Cov-2 following the administration of the first dose of vaccine is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

921336 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 PA 35.0 F Headache; Fatigue; Muscle and joint pain; joint pain; Chills; heat surges; Sore throat; Not wanting to eat; Sore; Heart bothered me a little today; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other Health Professional (Other HCP) (patient). A 35-year-old female Patient (no pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: Ek9231) on 29Dec2020 10:30 AM, Intramuscularly, (vaccine location: Left arm) at single dose (first dose) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Mitral valve prolapse (Mvp) and covid (patient had covid prior vaccination). Concomitant medication included naproxen a week before. Patient was allergic to Azithromycin. Patient received no other vaccine in four weeks. Patient experienced Headache, Fatigue, Muscle and joint pain, Chills and heat surges, Sore throat, Not wanting to eat, Sore, Heart bothered me a little today (29Dec2020 11:15). Patient did not receive any treatment. Patient did not have had covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was unknown. This case was assessed non-serious by reporter. The events did not result in death, Life threatening, Caused/prolonged hospitalization, Disabling/Incapacitating, Congenital anomaly/birth defect.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

921338 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 AL 46.0 F flushing; chest pressure; lightheadedness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 46-year-old female (not pregnant) patient received BNT162B2 (lot number EH 9899) first dose intramuscularly on right arm on 30Dec2020 09:30 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included HTN/GERD, allergies to pineapple and sulfa. Concomitant medications in two weeks included diltiazem (CARDIZEM), valsartan (DIOVAN), omeprazole (PROTONIX), meloxicam (MOBIC), docusate and bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN). No other vaccine in four weeks. Patient experienced flushing, chest pressure and lightheadedness on 30Dec2020 09:30 AM, resulted in: Emergency room/department or urgent care and received treatment as ER evaluation. No COVID prior vaccination. No COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020. The seriousness was reported as no.

921339 01/05/2021 FL 37.0 M Headaches; body aches; Injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist (patient). A 37-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The relevant medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none. The patient experienced headaches and body aches, injection site pain, on 29Dec2020 at 08:00 AM. The patient had Acetaminophen as the treatment for the events. The patient stated that no other vaccine in four weeks and no other medications in two weeks. No Covid prior vaccination and no Covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

921340 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 CO 38.0 38 M received the vaccine on 12/16/20 - On 12/18/20, he developed a low-grade fever, chills, body aches, and felt fatigued

921341 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 40.0 F Headache; Fatigue; Muscle/ joint pain; Muscle/ joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 40-year-old female patient (no pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: Eh9899) Intramuscularly on 26Dec2020 10:30 AM (Anatomical Location: Arm Left) at single dose (first dose) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were reported none. Patient did not have any allergies. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient experienced Headache, Fatigue, Muscle/ joint pain on 26Dec2020 12:30 PM. Patient did not receive any treatment. The outcome of the events was recovered in unknown date. This case was assessed non-serious by reporter. The events did not result in death, Life threatening, Caused/prolonged hospitalization, Disabling/Incapacitating, Congenital anomaly/birth defect.

921342 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WI 27.0 27 F itching, swelling, hives redness, blotchy skin lips & tongue tingling, scratchy throat.  Began all upper body and spread to left leg.

921343 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 ND 25.0 M General Malaise; fatigue; light nausea; light headache; dizziness on and off; blotchy red itchy rash on neck, chest, sides, and back; blotchy red itchy rash on neck, chest, sides, and back; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) (patient). A 25-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscularly on right arm on 29Dec2020 at 01:45 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The relevant medical history included asthma and COVID-19 (Prior to vaccination, was the patient diagnosed with COVID-19?: Yes). Concomitant medications included emtricitabine, tenofovir alafenamide fumarate (DESCOVY), fish oil, vitamin b complex, lisdexamfetamine mesilate (VYVANSE), cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), all from Dec2020. The patient experienced general malaise, fatigue, light nausea, light headache, dizziness on and off, several hours later blotchy red itchy rash on neck, chest, sides, and back, lasted for 3-4 hours, all on 29Dec2020 at 07:00 PM. The patient had the most recent COVID-19 vaccine administered at nursing home/senior living facility. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The patient had nasal swab test with unknown results on 30Dec2020. The outcome of the events was recovered with sequel.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921344 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MI 40.0 F Numbness and tingling (similar to a pins and needles sensation when a limb fall asleep) in my left hand/fingers and the left side on my lip; Numbness and tingling (similar to a pins and needles sensation when a limb fall asleep) in my left hand/fingers and the left side on my lip; Numbness and tingling (similar to a pins and needles sensation when a limb fall asleep) in my left hand/fingers and the left side on my lip; Numbness and tingling (similar to a pins and needles sensation when a limb fall asleep) in my left hand/fingers and the left side on my lip; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 40-year-old female patient (no pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), (lot number: EK9231) on 23Dec2020 07:15 PM via unknown route of administration (vaccine location: Left arm), at single dose (first dose) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported none. Concomitant medications included ibuprofen. There were no known allergies. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Patient did not use other vaccine in four weeks. Patient experienced Numbness and tingling (similar to a pins and needles sensation when a limb fall asleep) in her left hand/fingers and the left side on her lip on 25Dec2020. Patient did not receive any treatment. The outcome of the events was not recovered. This case was assessed non-serious by reporter. The events did not result in death, Life threatening, Caused/prolonged hospitalization, Disabling/Incapacitating, Congenital anomaly/birth defect.

921345 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 CO 39.0 39 F Administration of vaccine was given about 3 inches too low, not sure if it went into muscle or subcutaneous but I did end up with an injection site reaction 2 days later to include a 2x3 inch red, itchy, raised, hot to the touch welt.  Also had extreme dizziness, nausea, headache 2 days after injection.  Dizziness, nausea, headache subsided after 24hrs however injection site reaction will go away and come back randomly.  Seems to coincide with getting sick?  Was fine up until 12/29 when I did end up getting sick to include headache, body aches, chills.  I went to go get covid tested which was negative.  I ultimately had a sinus/ear infection.  However injection site reaction had gone away UNTIL I got sick on 12/29 then it showed up again and still have it as of today.

921346 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 F costochondral soreness and pain, midsternal; left shoulder joint achiness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 on 19Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient was having an unusual symptom. She cannot find this symptom in the clinical trials and would like to know if it occurred in the trials. She started having spontaneous costochondral soreness and pain, midsternal, on 27Dec2020, following left shoulder joint achiness on the 24Dec2020 through 26Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on Lot/batch has been requested.

921347 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 M Headache; Muscle pain/ache; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Consumer (Patient's Girlfriend). A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced headache, muscle pain/ache and chills in Dec2020 (pending for clarification). The reporter was looking for extended adverse events of headache, muscle pain/ache and chills information. Serious criteria was no. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

921348 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 IL 35.0 F Dizziness; Metallic taste upon injection; Sore arm; Headache; Muscle aches; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 35-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 30Dec2020 14:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypertension (List of any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination: Hypertension medication). On 30Dec2020 14:00, the patient experienced dizziness, metallic taste upon injection, sore arm, headache, muscle aches and fatigue. No therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the events. Clinical outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921349 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 AR 27.0 27 M Rash to face, fatigue, arm pain to injection site. Took Advil.

921350 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 F slight fever; slight arm pain at vaccination site.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient herself). A 53 (units: unknown) female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration, on 29Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine yesterday. The patient took Tylenol due to slight fever on an unspecified date. She also reported having slight arm pain at vaccination site. Otherwise she reported feeling great. She would like to know if it was okay for her to take Tylenol. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921351 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 TX 22.0 F Dizziness; Nausea; Clammy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 22-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 30Dec2020 10:30 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none and there were no concomitant medications.  The patient stated that she got the vaccine at 10:30AM on 30Dec2020, and started to have a feeling of dizziness, nausea, and being clammy about 20 minutes after receiving the vaccine. The patient hasn't done any treatment for these yet. It was also mentioned that dizziness, nausea, and being clammy has pretty much gotten worse (not recovered).   Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

921352 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 PA 58.0 F Moderate joint pain and stiffness of left shoulder and upper arm (side where injection was given) requiring OTC pain med (Advil or Tylenol) starting 5 days after injection; Moderate joint pain and stiffness of left shoulder and upper arm (side where injection was given) requiring OTC pain med (Advil or Tylenol) starting 5 days after injection; Moderate joint pain and stiffness of left shoulder and upper arm (side where injection was given) requiring OTC pain med (Advil or Tylenol) starting 5 days after injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse who reported for herself. A 58-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot #: EJ1685) via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at 20:45 (at the age of 58-years-old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included HTN (hypertension), hypothyroidism, and known allergies to PCN (penicillin), sulfa, losartan and lisinopril, all from unspecified dates and unspecified if ongoing. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications (taken within 2 weeks of vaccination) included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), HCTZ and fish oil, all taken for unspecified indications from unspecified dates. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 27Dec2020 at 09:00, the patient experienced "moderate joint pain and stiffness of left shoulder and upper arm (side where injection was given) requiring OTC (over the counter) pain med (Advil or Tylenol) starting 5 days after injection." It was reported that the event was non-serious and did not require hospitalization. The patient did not receive any treatment for the event (also reported that the patient required OTC pain medications for the event). The clinical outcome of the event "moderate joint pain and stiffness of left shoulder and upper arm (side where injection was given) requiring OTC pain med (Advil or Tylenol) starting 5 days after injection" was not recovered/not resolved. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

921353 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 TX 42.0 F Lymphadenopathy on left axilla and elbow; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 42-year-old female patient received dose 1 of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 16Dec2020 at 11:45 (at the age of 42-years-old) as a single dose for Covid-19 vaccination. Medical history included cold urticaria and iritis from an unknown date. The patient did have allergies to the medications Sulpha, levaquin, cipro, and macrobid. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications included ibuprofen (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) for an unknown indications from unknown date. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 20Dec2020 at 08:00, the patient experienced Lymphadenopathy on left axilla and elbow. Therapeutic measures were not taken for the Lymphadenopathy on left axilla and elbow. The clinical outcome of the event Lymphadenopathy on left axilla and elbow was recovered on an unknown date in Dec2020.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921354 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CA 37.0 M Headache for 18 hours; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 37-year-old male patient received dose 1 of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at 10:15 (at the age of 37-years-old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included hypertension from an unknown date. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did receive other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to vaccination (unspecified). On 28Dec2020 at 11:30, the patient experienced headache for 18 hours. Therapeutic measures were not given for the events. The clinical outcome of the event headache was recovered on an unknown date in Dec2020.    Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

921356 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NV 49.0 49 F Headache, anxiety, general feeling of unwellness

921357 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 TX 30.0 F Lymphadenopathy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 30-year-old female patient received dose 1 of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 29Dec2020 at 13:45 (at the age of 30-years-old) as a single dose for Covid-19 vaccination. Medical history included hypertension from an unknown date. The patient was allergic to penicillin. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The patient did receive other medications within 2 weeks of the vaccination (unspecified). The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 30Dec2020 at 15:00, the patient experienced Lymphadenopathy. Therapeutic measures were not taken for the Lymphadenopathy. The clinical outcome of the event Lymphadenopathy was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921358 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 MI 35.0 F rash that began in my right arm and fingers and over the next week spread to my entire body including my face/ rash is very itchy; The rash is very itchy and swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, who is also the patient.  A 35-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot number: Fl0140), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 17Dec2020 at 15:45 (at the age of 35-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination.  The patient had no relevant medical history. The patient had no known allergies. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications received within 2 weeks of the vaccination included bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN XL) 175mg.  The patient had not received any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine.  On 23Dec2020 at 20:00 the patient broke out in a rash that began in the right arm and fingers and over the next week spread to the patient's entire body including the face. Per the patient the rash was very itchy and swollen. The patient visited an emergency room due to the events. The patient was treated for the events with oral OTC Benadryl and hydrocortisone cream, which the patient stated were not helping. The clinical outcome of the events itchy rash and swelling was not recovered.  It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

921359 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 CA 51.0 F Migraines for several days, nausea on day three; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional, the patient.  A 51-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot number: EL0140), via intramuscular route of administration in the left arm on 18Dec2020 at 09:00 (at the age of 51-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history included fibromyalgia and history of migraines. The patient did not have any known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported; however, there were other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of the vaccination.  The patient had not received any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine.  On 21Dec2020 at 13:00 the patient experienced migraines for several days, nausea on day three. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of the migraines for several days, nausea on day three was recovering.  It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

921360 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MN 52.0 52 F About a half hour after receiving the vaccine I started feeling a numbness under my right eye that progressed slowly progressed to around my right eye,  cheek, ear and upper right side of my teeth. I was able to move my muscles (no crooked smile) and close my eyes completely. Today I still have this strange feeling but it's very subtle.  This hasn't worsened at all since yesterday but hasn't gone away either.

921361 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 NC 43.0 43 M Fatigue and fever on day 5 after vaccination

921362 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 30.0 30 F 12/29/2020 VACCINATION. WAS IN SITTING AREA, FELT FINE. AFTER 20  MINUTES, WALKED OUT OF ROOM AND FELT LIGHT HEADED AND DIZZY. NEAR SYNCOPY EPISODE, TUNNEL VISION, PALE.

921363 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 PA 29.0 F Sudden onset of tachycardia and palpitations; Sudden onset of tachycardia and palpitations; tachypnea without SOB; Sudden elevation of BP 178/100; Dizziness; Nausea; skin tingling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional, who is also the patient.  A 29-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 30Dec2020 at 12:30 (at the age of 29-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history included Psoriasis, psoriatic arthritis, exercise induced asthma (no inhalers or treatment for >10 years). The patient had known allergies to methotrexate and chlorhexidine. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications received within 2 weeks of the vaccination included apremilast (OTEZLA) 30mg BID (twice a day), bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN XL) 300 QD (once a day), and buspirone hydrochloride (BUSPAR) 5mg.  The patient had not received any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine.  On 30Dec2020 at 12:30 the patient experienced sudden onset of tachycardia and palpitations and tachypnea without SOB within 3-5 minutes of injection. The patient also had sudden elevation of BP 178/100, dizziness, nausea, and skin tingling. The patient's BP gradually came down over 60 minutes. The dizziness lasted about 50- 60 minutes. No medication or medical assistance required. The patient was able to drive home. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of the events was recovered.  It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19 on 27Dec2020, with Test: Nasal Swab and Result: Negative.

921364 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 AL U temporary tachycardia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. This physician reported similar events for 3 patients. This is 1st of 3 reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose in Dec2019 for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced temporary tachycardia after receiving the vaccine in Dec2019 with outcome of recovered.   The reporter monitored the patient using a pulse ox with a heart monitor. Let the patient drink water. She has monitored the patient for about 30 minutes and tachycardia has resolved in 30 to 40 minutes. The reporter was a bit concerned about what to expect and how to prepare for the patient's 2nd dose of the vaccine.  The information on the Lot / Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520695 same reporter/event/product, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2020517983 same reporter/event/product, different patient

921365 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 RI 45.0 45 F Full arm became swollen, red, warm to the touch, mimicking a cellulitis-looking infection.  Redness was spreading to left lateral neck and across upper chest.  Took 50mg chewable Benadryl and 600mg motrin.  All symptoms subsided approximately an hour later.

921366 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 M Felt sore throat and tachycardia; Felt sore throat and tachycardia; COVID test came back positive; COVID test came back positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician, the patient.  A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020, as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was unknown whether the patient received any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 28Dec2020, the patient felt sore throat and tachycardia. The patient also reported that on an unspecified date, in Dec2020, the COVID test came back positive (the Sepheid test, not the rapid test). The events were reported as non-serious. The patient underwent lab tests, which included COVID-19 test: positive on an unspecified date in Dec2020. It was unknown if the patient received treatment for the COVID test came back positive, felt sore throat and tachycardia. The clinical outcome of the events the COVID test came back positive, felt sore throat and tachycardia was unknown.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of subject vaccine cannot be excluded for the reported events of LOE, COVID 19, Oropharyngeal pain and tachycardia, based on temporal relationship.  There is very limited information provided in this report.   This case will be reassessed upon receipt of follow-up information.

921367 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CA 48.0 F This caused immediate pain in the arm. The pain has continued for the past 20 hours.; This is a spontaneous report from contactable Nurse reporting for herself via Pfizer Sales Representative.  A 48-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot #EJ1685), intramuscular into the right arm on 29Dec2020 11:15 at 0.6 mL, single for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The administer cleaned the arm with alcohol but didn't wait for it to dry. On 29Dec2020 the patient experienced immediate pain in the arm. The pain has continued for the past 20 hours. The outcome was recovered.

921368 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 AL U Temporary tachycardia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician. This physician reported similar events for 3 patients. This is the second of 3 reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced temporary tachycardia on Dec2020 with outcome of recovered. The reporter monitored the patient using a pulse ox with a heart monitor. Let the patient drink water. She has monitored the patient for about 30 minutes and tachycardia has resolved in 30 to 40 minutes. The reporter was a bit concerned about what to expect and how to prepare for the patient's 2nd dose of the vaccine.   Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520685 Same reporter/drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2020517983 Same reporter/drug/event, different patient

921369 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NC 34.0 34 F Estimated due date 06/24/2021. I just had arm pain at the injection site and severe headaches for about 2 days.

921370 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 U a high fever; extreme fatigue; have allergies; This is spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for eight patients. This is the second of eight reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer version of the vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on unknown date in Dec2020 at single dose, for Covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the vaccine at a facility then had a high fever and extreme fatigue after getting the vaccine in Dec2020. The patient had allergies, but it was unknown what the allergies are to. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on batch/Lot number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520682 same reporter/drug/AE, different patients

921371 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 U high fever; extreme fatigue; patient had allergies, but it was unknown what the allergies are to; This is spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for eight patients. This is the third of eight reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on unknown date in Dec2020 at single dose, for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the vaccine at a facility then had a high fever and extreme fatigue after getting the vaccine on Dec2020. The patient had allergies, but it was unknown what the allergies are to. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on batch/Lot number can not be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520682 same reporter, drug, events, and different patients

921373 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 U high fever; extreme fatigue; patient had allergies, but it was unknown what the allergies are to; This is spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for eight patients. This is the fourth of eight reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on unknown date in Dec2020 at single dose, for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the vaccine at a facility then had a high fever and extreme fatigue after getting the vaccine on Dec2020. The patient had allergies, but it was unknown what the allergies are to. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on batch/Lot number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520682 same reporter, drug, events, and different patients

921374 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 25.0 25 F I received COVID vaccine on December 23rd and had tongue swelling one hour later. I took Tylenol and benedryl and swelling went away

921375 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 U high fever; extreme fatigue; patient had allergies, but it was unknown what the allergies are to; This is spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for eight patients. This is the fifth of eight reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer version of the vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on unknown date in Dec2020 at single dose, for Covid-19 vaccination. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the vaccine at a facility then had a high fever and extreme fatigue after getting the vaccine on Dec2020. The patient had allergies, but it was unknown what the allergies are to. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on batch/Lot number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520682 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

921376 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 U high fever; extreme fatigue; patient had allergies, but it was unknown what the allergies are to; This is spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for eight patients. This is the sixth of eight reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer version of the vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on unknown date in Dec2020 at single dose, for Covid-19 vaccination. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the vaccine at a facility then had a high fever and extreme fatigue after getting the vaccine on Dec2020. The patient had allergies, but it was unknown what the allergies are to. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on batch/Lot number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520682 same reporter/drug/AE, different patient

921377 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 AR 60.0 60 F Patient experienced a bit of flushing, itchiness in nose, eyes, tingling in mouth/scalp, and a little throat tightness after initial monitoring period of 15 minutes. Occurred 1-2 hours after dose admin. Resolved with no treatment, though Benadryl was recommended.

921378 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 U high fever; extreme fatigue; patient had allergies, but it was unknown what the allergies are to; This is spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for eight patients. This is the seventh of eight reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer version of the vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on unknown date in Dec2020 at single dose, for Covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the vaccine at a facility then had a high fever and extreme fatigue after getting the vaccine in Dec2020. The patient had allergies, but it was unknown  what the allergies are to. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on batch/Lot number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520682 same reporter/drug/AE, different patient

921379 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 U high fever; extreme fatigue; patient had allergies, but it was unknown  what the allergies are to; This is spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for eight patients. This is the eighth of eight reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer version of the vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on unknown date in Dec2020 at single dose, for Covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the vaccine at a facility then had a high fever and extreme fatigue after getting the vaccine in Dec2020. The patient had allergies, but it was unknown  what the allergies are to. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on batch/Lot number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

921380 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 MA 30.0 F Lymph node enlargement x 1 node, noticed the morning following vaccine administration. Lymph node in left axillary region. Slightly tender and very mobile; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A 30-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; ; Lot number:  EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration, in the left arm, on 22Dec2020 at 12:15 PM (at the age of 30-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included irritable bowel syndrome, anxiety, depression, allergies to dust, cats and dogs. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication taken within two weeks of vaccination included sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), melatonin, and l-theanine. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 23Dec2020 at 9:00 AM, the patient experienced lymph node enlargement x 1 node, noticed the morning following vaccine administration. Lymph node in left axillary region. Slightly tender and very mobile.  The event was reported as non-serious. On 29Dec2020 the patient underwent lab tests, which included SARS-CoV-2 test (nasal swab) and SARS-CoV-2 test (PCR, covid test): both of which were negative. The patient did not receive any treatment for lymph node enlargement x 1 node, noticed the morning following vaccine administration. Lymph node in left axillary region. Slightly tender and very mobile.  The patient reported that its still present 8 days later remains about 2 finger widths wide and is firm/dense, mobile, now nontender.  The clinical outcome of the event lymph node enlargement x 1 node, noticed the morning following vaccine administration. Lymph node in left axillary region. Slightly tender and very mobile was not recovered.

921381 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 32.0 32 M Light headed, felt feverish but body temperature was 97.4 F, felt like heart rate was elevated. Resolved after 20-30 minutes.

921382 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 PA 48.0 F Headaches; Muscle pain; Low-grade fever; Body aches; Hot flashes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient herself).  This 48-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EK5730), via intramuscular, on 20Dec2020 at 18:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was Arm Right. The patient was not pregnant. Relevant medical history included elevated rheumatoid factor, restless leg syndrome and depression. Past drug history included allergy to ferrous gluconate. Relevant concomitant medications included pramipexole dihydrochloride (MIRAPEX). The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 48-year-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. Pre-vaccination COVID test was not performed. Post-vaccination COVID tests were performed: nasal swab on 28Dec2020 was negative; PCR in Dec2020 was negative. On 21Dec2020 at 18:30, the patient had headaches, muscle pain, body aches, low-grade fever and frequent hot flashes throughout the day at random moments, along with headaches and bod. The patient was not treated for the events. The patient had not recovered from the events.

921383 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 43.0 43 M Extreme muscle soreness in whole body as well as injection site. Extreme shivering. Dizziness. Nausea. Severe headache. Severe coughing with some sputum.

921384 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 57.0 F Headache; Really really tired; Really really cold; Chills; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself).  This 57-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EJ1685, Expiration Date Mar2021), via intramuscular, on 28Dec2020 at 13:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was left arm. Age at vaccination was 57-year-old. Relevant medical history included anxiety and fibromyalgia. The patient was receiving concomitantly a drug (unspecified) at dose of 60 mg daily from  Sep2020. This patient stated that she is not a healthcare professional but works in the diet area/kitchen of which is a hospital.  On 29Dec2020 she felt really really tired, got really really cold, had chills, nausea. On 30Dec2020, in the morning, she had onset of headache.  She still had a slight headache and a little nausea, but did not have the chills. She did not knowif this has anything to do with the vaccine but wanted to report the information. She did not plan to change her dose; she was scheduled to get the second dose on 15Jan2021 at 1:00pm which she still plans to get. The outcome of 'really really fatigue' and 'really really cold' was unknown; the event 'chills' recovered in Dec2020; the outcome of 'nausea' and 'headache' was recovering.

921385 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NC 51.0 F Mild headache within first hour relieved some with Tylenol. 12 hours after injection, awoke to severe headache, and nausea; Mild headache within first hour relieved some with Tylenol. 12 hours after injection, awoke to severe headache, and nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself).  This 51-year-old female nurse received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EK9231), via an unknown route, on 28Dec2020 at 16:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was left arm. The patient was not pregnant. Relevant medical history included type 2 diabetes. No known allergies. Relevant concomitant medications included metformin, pravastatin and paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 51-year-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. Post-vaccination COVID test was not performed On 28Dec2020 at 17:00, the patient had mild headache within first hour relieved some with paracetamol (TYLENOL). 12 hours after injection, awoke to severe headache, and nausea. Unrelieved with TYLENOL after one hour. She took ibuprofen, 'CLARITIN' and ondansetron hydrochloride (ZOFRAN).  Eventually relieved 1.5 hr after that. The patient recovered from both events in Dec2020.

921386 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 ME 33.0 33 M Patient was vaccinated in upper left arm with COVID Moderna vaccine on 12/30/20 at around 4:25 p.m. Around 5:00 p.m. patient developed tingling feeling in left side of face which lasted remainder of day. Patient took Benadryl which seemed to help symptoms. On 12/31/20 left side of face had slight swelling which went away over course of day. Tingling has continued on and off since 12/30/20 and at times has manifested as mild jaw or muscle pain on left side of face. No diminished function in eye, mouth, and no paralysis or sagging in facial features.

921387 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 43.0 F positive for covid; positive for covid; positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 43-year-old female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. completely excluded.  More information such as laboratory findings on nucleic acid /PCR test needed for meaningful medical assessment.The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive for COVID on 20Dec2020. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  More information such as virus genome /nucleic acid detection needed for meaningful medical assessment

921388 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 U Painful arm; This is a spontaneous report from contactable nurse (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported to have received the Pfizer Covid vaccine yesterday (28Dec2020). The patient experienced painful arm even on the second day. The outcome of event was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about Lot/Batch cannot be obtained.

921389 01/01/2021 01/05/2021 SC 38.0 38 F 5 minutes after receiving vaccine:  Itchy throat  Mouth numb Runny nose  30 minutes Eyes watering Headache

921390 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 CA 43.0 F Arm pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient. A 43-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) solution for injection intramuscular in the right arm on 30Dec2020 at 08:00 (at the age of 43-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 30Dec2020 at 13:30, the patient experienced arm pain. No treatment was provided for the event arm pain. The outcome of the event arm pain was unknown. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

921391 01/05/2021 MI 59.0 M Itching; Little bit nervous; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for himself. A 59-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced itching and little bit nervous on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.    The information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

921392 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NC 34.0 34 F Patient reports tingling in right forearm in top of right hand

921393 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 U Don't feel good at all; Feel like chills and the temperature; Feel like chills and the temperature; Not feeling myself today; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. In Dec2020 after vaccination, patient didn't feel good at all, the patient just feel like chills and the temperature and the patient was not feeling myself. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on lot number/Batch number was requested.

921394 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 IL 38.0 F sweating; Fatigue; Fever; Headache; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 38-years-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), lot number: EL1284, via an unspecified route of administration, in the left arm, on 29Dec2020 at around 17:15 (at the age of 38 years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included ongoing high blood pressure, diagnosed about 15 years ago. There were no concomitant medications.  It was not known if the patient received any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 30Dec2020, the patient experienced fatigue, fever, chills, headache and sweating. The clinical course was as follows: The patient reported that she started developing symptoms after having the COVID vaccine on 29Dec2020. On 30Dec2020, she was fatigued. The headache started earlier in the day. She did not have a thermometer on hand but she thought she had a fever and chills. She was wrapped up because she was so cold. She took 600mg of Ibuprofen around 13:30, which she thought broke her fever because she was sweating. She was still fatigued but not as bad as when she had a fever. The clinical outcome of the fever and chills was recovered, for the fatigue was recovering; the headache was not recovered; the outcome of the sweating was not reported. It was not known if she was tested for COVID-19 after the vaccination.

921395 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 MN F Extreme exhaustion; Headache; My arm was sore; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program. A contactable healthcare professional (HCP, patient) reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 26Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 29Dec2020, the patient experienced extreme exhaustion, headache, her arm was sore. No symptoms at all till 72 hours after the vaccine. The outcome of events was unknown.   Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.

921396 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NE 50 F Flu like symptoms, chills and body aches with A 100.2 temp.. last 12/31-1/1

921397 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 F she started to feel "pick, pick, pick" starting in the ears; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age (Age: 67; Units: Unknown) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration from 30Dec2020 16:20 to 30Dec2020 16:20 as single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient reported she received the vaccine on 30Dec2020 16:20 and four hours post administration she started to feel 'pick, pick, pick' starting in the ears. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about Lot/batch no has been requested.

921398 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 F Feeling sick, throat a little bit tight but it was fine, severe abdominal cramping, had the feeling of throwing up but did not happen, diarrhea, chills, had a rash in forearm; Feeling sick, throat a little bit tight but it was fine, severe abdominal cramping, had the feeling of throwing up but did not happen, diarrhea, chills, had a rash in forearm; Feeling sick, throat a little bit tight but it was fine, severe abdominal cramping, had the feeling of throwing up but did not happen, diarrhea, chills, had a rash in forearm; Feeling sick, throat a little bit tight but it was fine, severe abdominal cramping, had the feeling of throwing up but did not happen, diarrhea, chills, had a rash in forearm; Feeling sick, throat a little bit tight but it was fine, severe abdominal cramping, had the feeling of throwing up but did not happen, diarrhea, chills, had a rash in forearm; Feeling sick, throat a little bit tight but it was fine, severe abdominal cramping, had the feeling of throwing up but did not happen, diarrhea, chills, had a rash in forearm; Feeling sick, throat a little bit tight but it was fine, severe abdominal cramping, had the feeling of throwing up but did not happen, diarrhea, chills, had a rash in forearm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A female patient of unspecified age started to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. In Dec2020, the patient experienced feeling sick, throat a little bit tight but it was fine, severe abdominal cramping, had the feeling of throwing up but did not happen, diarrhea, chills, had a rash in forearm, Had same feeling the next day but better compared to the day before. In addition, the nurse reported she woke up to breastfeed. Outcome of the events feeling sick, throat a little bit tight but it was fine, severe abdominal cramping, had the feeling of throwing up but did not happen, diarrhea, chills, had a rash in forearm were recovering.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

921399 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 IA 45.0 45 F Local site reaction- raised red, itchy area approximately 2 inches high by 4 inches wide at site of injection.

921400 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 F fever, chills, headache, etc.; fever, chills, headache, etc.; fever, chills, headache, etc.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient).  A female patient of unspecified age started to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  In Dec2020, the patient experienced fever, chills, headache, etc. The reporter inquired is it ok to take ibuprofen (MOTRIN) Motrin or  acetaminophen (TYLENOL). Outcome of the events fever, chills and headache were unknown. Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

921401 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NM 70.0 F Persistent headache/ felt very sick with headache on and off; I had body ache; Nausea; Dizzy; I was feeling very weird/ felt awful; my arm hurt; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself.  A 70-years-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), Lot# EH9899 (as reported: "don't know if it E or and F, looks like EH9899") & Expiry Mar2021, via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 as a single dose (age at vaccination 70 years old), for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included pulmonary hypertension.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had a persistent headache that doesn't go away, and had body ache (onset 23Dec2020). She reported feeling "like I had COVID." She went and got tested because she was a healthcare worker; her first test was negative (Dec2020) and her second test today (29Dec2020) was negative. She thought because it all started the day after vaccine (23Dec2020), that day she felt very sick with headache on and off, nausea, and was dizzy. She was feeling very weird and her arm hurt and she knew that she was going to have some side effect, so she went to work and took some ibuprofen (MOTRIN) for the pain and that was it. She took the vaccine on Tuesday, Wednesday she felt awful, Thursday, the only thing she had was pain in arm that's it but Friday started again with headache and all these symptoms that haven't gone away. The clinical outcome of the event persistent headache, body ache, nausea, dizzy, feeling very weird/ awful was not recovered.

921402 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 OK 27.0 27 F Headache after shot was administered. At 0400 began having chills, body aches, redness and itching around injection site, nausea, sore throat, ear ache. Took Excedrin migraine. Symptoms have resolved.

921403 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 M Covid like symptoms; fever; muscle aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. A 58-year-old male patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included positive for COVID in Sep2020. He was positive 98 days before receiving the vaccine. Concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced covid like symptoms which include fever and muscle aches on Dec2020. Patient would like to know if receiving the vaccine after having COVID in September was causing his symptoms; if his symptoms are expected or common after the first dose; and if he should receive the second dose. Event outcome was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

921404 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 SC 57.0 F injection site pain, swelling, and redness; injection site pain, swelling, and redness; injection site pain, swelling, and redness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 57 year old female consumer (patient) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (Lot Number/Expiration date: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on 28Dec2020 (at the age of 57 years old), at the hospital she works out of, as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included penicillin allergy. Concomitant medication was not provided. The consumer reported that she has taken no new medications, and did not receive any other vaccines when she got this one. On the same day, on 28Dec2020, the consumer experienced injection site pain, swelling, and redness. The consumer described the injection site swelling, and redness as a big bullseye, it is a raised knot, and the whole area is red. The consumer reported that she used a tape measure to measure it, and it was only 2 inches by 2.5 inches. The consumer reported that the redness, swelling, and pain she has does not interfere with her day other than she is sore and it is big. Treatment received for the events included icing it off and on. The outcome of the events injection site pain, swelling, and redness was unknown.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

921405 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 U sore arm; a bit of a headache; an uncontrollable urge to happy dance; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a non-contactable consumer (patient).  A patient of unknown age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. Twenty-four hours later in Dec2020, the patient got a sore arm, a bit of a headache, and an uncontrollable urge to happy dance, but otherwise feeling pretty unchanged. Outcome was unknown. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

921406 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 GA 32.0 32 F Temp 102.0, muscle and joint pain, coughing, headache Tested positive for COVID on 1/2/2021

921408 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 AZ F Body ache and headache; Body ache and headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced body ache and headache (non-serious) on 31Dec2020. She has no fever. The patient asked, "I'm concerned about my side effects. Should I get tested for COVID-19?" The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921409 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 NC 67.0 U I have 99 fever; My arm is sore; Cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A 67-year-old patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Batch/lot number, NDC and UPC number and expiry Date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 (at the age of 67-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient had no relevant medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. In Dec2020, the patient woke up with a 99 fever that went to 98.4, arm was sore and didn't know if it was a cold. The patient was treated with ibuprofen for sore arm. The clinical outcome of 99 fever, arm was sore and cold was unknown.    No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about Lot/Batch cannot be obtained.

921411 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 FL 36.0 F Vommiting, Body aches, Fever of 102; Vommiting, Body aches, Fever of 102; Vommiting, Body aches, Fever of 102; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional, the patient. A 36 year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number unknown), via intramuscular route of administration in the left arm on 28Dec2020 at 08:00 AM (at the age of 36-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient had no relevant medical history. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced vomiting, body aches and fever of 102. The report was reported as non-serious. The patient was not treated for vomiting, body aches and fever of 102. The clinical outcome of vomiting, body aches and fever of 102 was recovered on an unknown date. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19 (rapid test nasal swab) on 31Dec2020 and was negative.   No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

921412 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 MN 73.0 U little bit of soreness in my arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient.  A 73-year-old patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 (at the age of 73-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient stated "I just got my shot yesterday and I'm 73 and I was sure that I was gonna have something but I got absolutely nothing. A little bit of soreness in my arm but I can live with that."  The clinical outcome of soreness in arm, was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921414 01/05/2021 F neck and shoulder pain; neck and shoulder pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse via Medical information team. A female patient of an unspecified age (Age: 42 Unit: Unknown) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received first dose on Monday and experienced neck and shoulder pain on unspecified date. The patient has been seen at Employee Health but indicated that the effect appeared to be worsening. The patient was transferred to receive indication of whether to receive second dose and if this was a serious adverse event. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921415 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 F injection site pain; sore throat; cough; mild headache; muscle pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional.  A female patient of an unspecified age (Age: 54: unit: unknown) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration from 18Dec2020 to 18Dec2020 as single dose for Covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The reported explained that the patient received the COVID-19 vaccine on 18Dec2020, after which she experienced: " injection site pain, sore throat, cough, very mild headache and muscle pain". She then asked if her symptoms were part of the commonly reported side effects, and if she should take a COVID test. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921416 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MA F Swelling arm/ swelling down to their biceps after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine; arm soreness/ soreness in their arms after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine; light redness around the vaccine injection site; body felt cold; felt real tired right after; fell asleep quickly; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 13:00 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported the patient got the COVID-19 Vaccine at the same time as her husband did, and she had some symptoms afterwards, but her symptoms went right away. It was reported both she and her husband had soreness in their arms after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. She said a micro needle was used when the COVID-19 Vaccine was administered to both her and her husband's left upper arms. It was also reported both her and her husband had swelling down to their biceps after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. She said the swelling went away on both of their left arms after 12-14 hours. It was also reported the husband and his wife continuously monitored each others vaccine injection sites. She said the husband used a LED light to look at her left upper arm, and saw a light redness around her vaccine injection site. The husband said the light redness around the vaccine injection site went away in 2 hours after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. It was reported her body felt cold after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine on 28Dec2020, and that she felt real tired right after she noticed her body felt cold. The husband said his wife fell asleep quickly on 28Dec2020, which is not normal for her, and slept for awhile. The husband said after she woke up she was fine. It was reported their arm swelling and soreness didn't really effect either one of them right away. He said the vaccine injection site redness for his wife started about 45minutes to an hour after she received the COVID-19 Vaccine. He said they both started to feel the soreness in their left arms later. He said he  could feel the soreness at the vaccine injection site when he moved his left arm. He said it was the same for his wife when she moved her left arm, clarifying it was a very subtle feeling of soreness. The outcome of the events was recovered.  Lot/Batch has been requested.

921419 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 F Allergic reaction; It affected her breathing and heart rate/shortness of breath; It affected her breathing and heart rate/shortness of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 30-year-old female patient received single dose of BNT162B2 (Solution for injection, batch/lot number and exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 for immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient received the vaccine on 30Dec2020 (day before reporting) at her place of work and about 12 hours after she received it during the night, she had an allergic reaction. Nurse thought it's an allergic reaction versus side effects because it affected her breathing and heart rate. They called 911 and it came in waves and they didn't go to hospital. She was better the day of reporting, although she was still having some waves of the shortness of breath and the nurse gave her one 25 mg (diphenhydramine (BENADRYL). Nurse asked do if company had a plan for allergic reaction after the vaccine to avoid having to go to the hospital. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

921420 01/05/2021 U more site reaction pain with Pfizer vaccine than modern vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer via Pfizer Sales Representative.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on an unknown date at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unknown date, it was reported that the patient experienced more site reaction pain with Pfizer vaccine than Modern vaccine. Outcome of the event was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about batch/lot number cannot be obtained.

921421 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MA 58.0 58 F Employee received COVID-19 vaccine on 12/28/20.  Reports doing well until this morning.  Woke up feeling itchy around injection site (left upper arm).  Reports area feels tender and with mild burning to touch.  Arm is sore at injection site but able to perform daily normal activities.   RN observed a red, raised, localized rash to left upper arm.  Rash extends about 10 centimeters below injection site.  Rash is localized and no other concerns at this time. RN advised to avoid touching or scratching the area.  Cold compresses and OTC cortisone cream if it gets itchy again. Instructed to monitor and report any new or worsening symptoms.  Instructed to seek immediate medical care if any hives or breathing issues develop. Patient voiced understanding and agreement with plan.

921422 01/05/2021 F feels tingling and coldness in her fingers and feet; feels tingling and coldness in her fingers and feet; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  This female patient of unknown age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. Caller stated that she started experiencing paresthesia a few hours after getting the vaccine. Mentioned that she feels tingling and coldness in her fingers and feet and wanted to know if this is normal or should be of concern. Caller wanted to know more information regarding patients who experienced paresthesia so she can provide information to her HCP to help them decide whether she can get next dose or not. Outcome was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

921425 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 TX 66.0 66 M Noticed 4 days after vaccine that he was chewing his tongue and clitching his teeth.  This lasted for 4 nights then stopped. He did a night guard due to this.

921426 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 GA 58.0 58 M blurred vision, elevated BP Went to PCP.  Given BP med and advised not to take second dose of vaccine

921427 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 CO 48.0 48 F 30 minutes after receiving the vaccine I had developed a welt and itchiness on an ear. About 45 minutes to 1 hour after the receiving the vaccine I developed some additional spots on my face and my throat felt like something was stuck in it. I purchased some oral Benadryl from the Outpatient pharmacy took 50mg and in 30 minutes my symptoms were resolving.

921428 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CO 76.0 76 F Five days after shot I ran a temp of 99.8  degrees for four hours with aches in my neck and shoulders.

921429 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 KS 56.0 56 M Rash to upper chest and bilateral upper arms

921432 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 WI 52.0 52 F Couple Hours after getting  covid 19 vaccination my arm hurt and got red warm and sore  used tylenol and benedryl and still hurts after 5 days

921433 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 OK 27.0 27 F Headache after vaccine administered. Around 0400 that morning complaints of chills, nausea, body aches, sore throat, ear ache, soreness and redness at injection site. Took Excedrin Migraine. Symptoms have resolved.

921434 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MI 29.0 29 F Numbness and tingling around mouth

921435 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 NV 47.0 47 M At 1347 the recipient complained of a headache and dizziness.  At around 1400 the recipient stated he felt better and left the site.

921436 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 WA 57.0 55 M I experienced in 24 hours to 48 hours, i got muscle pain and joint pain. It then started to become pretty significant and got nauseous.  The injection site got quite red about the second day of the reaction. the muscle pain and joint pain was getting worse. I got to take NSAID's, Toradol injection 30mg IM which worked quite well.

921437 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 30.0 30 F Headache

921439 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MD 50.0 50 F day of vaccine:  dull headache for the majority of the day (I don't typically get headaches) 2 days after vaccine:  minor bilateral rash on face - both cheeks red, slightly raised bumps, no itching or pain, lasted for about 24-36 hrs

921440 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NE 49.0 49 F Had the shot at 8:30 a.m. At 12:00 pm felt out of breath and heart rate of 170 after climbing 1 flight of stairs. Sitting quietly for 30 min brought HR down to 100-110 but no lower. HR did not return to normal until 4:00 pm. Noted increase in heart palpitations in the evening of the day of the shot. These palpitations have occurred frequently while in a resting state every day since (now on day 6).

921441 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NY 38.0 38 F I became COVID positive six days after vaccination, according to a BinaxNow rapid test.

921442 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 IA 31.0 31 M body aches, chills, headache, fever

921443 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Tongue and throat swelling, followed by dizziness and slight itchiness. Was monitored by RN and symptoms subsided after about 30 minutes with no treatment. Vital signs were normal. Blood glucose check was normal.

921444 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 WA 28.0 28 M Erythema Multiforme minor (painful target lesions on palms and soles of feet)

921445 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 MN 30.0 30 M Palpitations the first night Hyperactivity the next day; trouble with concentration Brain fog for several days after 12/30/2020; brain fog still continuing; trouble concentrating; not as apt with mental tasks as previously

921446 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 PA 52.0 52 F Approximately 10 minutes after vaccine administration, patient developed chest pain, skin cool and clammy. Felt like heart racing. Dizzy. Radial pulse 88 and regular. BP 116/72.  Patient declined going to the Emergency Department and was observed for approximately another 30 min,  Chest discomfort subsided. Her husband ( an MD) came in and took her to his office for further observation.

921447 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 OH 47.0 47 F Swollen lymph node sub-clavicle on left side. Notice on 1/04/2021 around 8:00 PM. Lymph node continued to get bigger through the night and is sore to touch

921449 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F Large rash developed over injection site approx 7 days after receiving the injection.  Initially was a hard lump that was red and warm, approx the size of a golf ball. The recess spread over the next 2 days to approx the size of a softball

921450 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 TX 54.0 54 F About 1 minute after receiving vaccination, lips were numb (like receiving local dental anesthesia) and felt fat.  Initial BP 140/89  HR 100 @10:00am.  BP 193/93 HR 133 @10:15am.  Numbness and tingling resolved by 10:15am.  BP 163/79 HR 85  O2 98% @10:35am.  Patient clinically stable.  Patient released at 10:35am.

921451 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 WI 34.0 34 F Nausea, mild dizziness

921452 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 IA 46.0 46 F diarrhea, stomach upset, body aches, chills, fever

921453 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 31.0 31 F numbness of the throat and back of the tongue

921454 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 TX 69.0 69 F Approximately 25 minutes after receiving vaccine, patient experienced tenderness below the left clavicle (felt like a bad bruise).  BP 142/77 HR 69.  Tenderness subsiding approximately 20 minutes later.  BP 135/74 HR 59.  Patient clinically stable.  Patient released at 10:45am.

921455 01/04/2020 01/05/2021 NE 21.0 20 F At 11:30 pm my left arm was very sore, overnight i couldn?t sleep because of an achy pain and swelling in left shoulder, morning came end i tried to move it with terrible pain, redness is now visible (11:30 am 01/05/2021), pain and swelling are still persistent.

921456 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 24.0 24 F Swelling and rash was noticed on morning of 12/29/20, a day after injection was given, on injection site. There was alot of pain to site and some itching late the same day. Went to urgent care to have arm looked at since rash looked bigger on 12/30/20. PA took a look and diagnosed me with "cellulitis of left upper limb" and "adverse effect of other viral vaccine, initial encounter". She prescribed Keflex 500mg and Cetirizine 10mg treating it as an infection. Redness went away on 1/3/21

921457 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 ME 47.0 47 F swelling, redness, warmth and tenderness of upper arm extending from injection site around outer upper arm

921458 01/01/2021 01/05/2021 OH 51.0 51 M Headache  Nauseous  Joint pain  Fever

921459 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 CO 53.0 53 M Diffuse Rash, itching all over, neck, arms, abdomen, thighs, low back  predominantly.  Tried to find other cause, but could not. Started within 5 days of vaccine. Now fading wish use of hydrocortisone cream/lotion.

921460 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WA 54.0 54 F Tingling sensations and felt "off" like "out of body".

921461 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 TX 41.0 41 F I received the 1st Covid  vaccine on December 23rd, 2020, then I was exposed to the coronavirus on the 25th of December, then I started having symptoms at 3:30 am on December 29th I went and got tested that morning and the test was positive for covid-19. I then went home to quarantine. I have experienced fever, body aches, headaches, nausea, diarrhea,  sinus pressure, chills, loss of taste and smell, weakness and fatigue. But have been able to continue to recover at home.

921462 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NY 57.0 57 F 48hr  Headache which  evolved into a migraine with vomiting,lethargy  and pain  at injection  site 12 hour after the injection, fever 99.1

921463 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MA 40.0 40 F The 23rd within the first hour my arm had gone numb, I do have the similar reaction with the flu vaccine. Within the first hour I felt dizzy and I was going to pass out and nausea. I completed the rest of my shift, not sure how I did it.  I woke up in the middle of the night with a head ache and not feeling well. On the 24th I started sweating and dry heaving very bad and had no temp. I was in and out of the bathroom the entire shift.  The next day  (25th)I woke up and thought I had the flu, my lymph nodes in my throat had swollen and I just felt bad  the entire day.  The fatigue and exhaustion was un believable.  By the 28th I started to feel much better. Then everything returned back to normal.

921464 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Headache started 20 minutes after vaccine was administered Left arm feels very heavy, weak started 40 minutes after vaccine was administered

921465 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 RI 51.0 51 F 51-year-old female with history of intermittent asthma presented to the ED with 1 week of intermittent fevers, myalgias, arthralgias and headache.  Patient reports receiving first dose of moderna vaccine last week.  She initially developed arm soreness followed by chills and body aches.  Subsequently developed frontal headache, photophobia, back pain, nausea and vomiting.  She was seen in the ER on 1/1/21, when her work-up including labs, CT spine, chest x-ray were negative therefore she was discharged home. She continued to have symptoms and also developed bilateral intermittent ear pain.  She also developed rash in her extremities and torso. Rash is pruritic but not painful. reports ongoing history of neck pain for which she sees PT.  Denies sore throat, cough, chest pain or shortness of breath.Y

921466 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 IA 37.0 37 F fever, vomiting, headache, dizziness, nausea

921467 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 OH 43.0 43 F Exactly 1 week after receiving dose, my left arm became swollen and itchy about 2 inches below the vaccine site. The area affected was about 3 in x 1 in. The redness and swelling proceeded to get larger over the next 24 hours, and now is about 5 in x 6 in. I have started oral doses of Benadryl. Today, my throat is a little sore and feels swollen.

921470 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 25.0 25 M FEVER, CHILLS, HEADACHE

921471 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 TN 24.0 24 F Pt states approximately 45 minutes after vaccination that she developed a rash on her chest and her throat felt itchy. Pt called clinic and was advised by MD to take Benadryl and go immediately to the ER if she developed any SOB. Patient called at 1:30 PM and states after taking Benadryl her symptoms resolved.

921472 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 IA 39.0 39 F low grade temp, headache, nausea, dizziness, muscle aches, joint pain, fatigue

921473 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 34.0 34 F Lightheaded and dizzy

921474 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 ID 37.0 37 F Right after the injection, there was a rush through my body ( like an epideral) and then my heart started pounding fast, I sat down for the 15 minutes and thought it would go away but it wouldn't and seemed to be getting faster, after 20 minutes ( 4:10ish)  I waved a person over who worked in the clinic and they took my BP and pulse.  The person took me to the ER in a wheelchair, since it was across the hall.  They did an EKG on me, and evaluated me for an hour, and I was released once my pulse slowed down to 99 and I felt better.  It has been 7 days and I have continued to have tachycardia while sitting, with my pulse going from the 70s to to 130s for no reason.  It will come in episodes. I went and saw my primary care doctor today and my pulse was 105-115 sitting.  I have cut out coffee since the incident on 12/29/2020.

921475 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 WY 65.0 65 M Abdominal cramping and diarrhea pretty much beginning on day 2 post vaccination and has lasted for 10 days so far.  OTC treatment with Imodium was used.

921476 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 WI 34.0 34 F Pt c/o of feeling really hot mainly  in her chest and a flushing feeling going her entire body, she said her heartrate was beating really fast. We used a pulse ox machine her O2 saturations were 100% the entire time, initially her heart rate was 139 and came down quickly to 80's....no difficulty  breathing no dizziness some tingling sensation in both hands...  monitoring patient longer than 30 mins.  she stated she felt hot again after the initial event.  t.  For the last 20 minutes her HR was 80'2 oxygenation 100% no other complaints. Pt did a lunch prior to coming for vaccination.  Pt drank a bottle of water with no complications. No difficulty swallowing or rash. at 1350 employee  (the Pt) stated she felt the sensation again, pt escorted to the ER by VP of Nursing.

921477 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 OK 52.0 52 F at 1014 c/o itchy mouth and lip; 1020 lips are better but throat was itchy; voice was gravely and had a cough non productive; given solumedrol 125 mg IVP; 1038 given xopenex HHN per protocol; Benadryl 25mg IVP; 1115 tightness gone voice clear and less cough

921478 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 ID 26.0 26 F Pt. reported feeling itchy all over her body approximately 1 hour after receiving Moderna Vaccine.  Pt. was given oral Loratadine and Benadryl 50mg at approximately 12:05 and found relief with medications but also reported a tingling sensation on both sides of cheeks that extended to her lips.  At approximately 1:30 pt. reported feeling heart palpitations, Dr. ordered an EKG - results were nornal.  An IV was started at this time and pt. received .  IV Bolus of LR 1 L was administered.  Pt. was evaluated by Dr. and discharged home at approximately 4pm that same day.  Pt. symptoms did not worsen

921480 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TN 38.0 38 F Approx. 15 min after dose 1 onset numbness/tingling sensations from bil elbow to hands, and bil knee to feet.  Denied loss of sensation described as pins and needles.  Seen in the Emergency Department and released: Received IV fluids and all labs were within normal limits.

 52



921482 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MN 48.0 48 F Noticed itching on  Left upper arm, thinking it was a bug bite, lifted up sleeve and realized it was the site of the vaccination; area was red 2X3 inches long, itches and warm to touch.

921483 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WI 36.0 36 F Patient stated while showering the am of 1/4 noticed a red area over COVID vaccine injection site. As the day went on, she became itchy all over and developed a rash.  Describes redness of injection site, pain in lymph nodes in armpit, diffuse itching

921484 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 TN 24.0 24 F Pt states approximately 45 minutes after vaccination she developed a rash on her chest and itchy throat. Pt called clinic seeking advice. Dr. advised patient to take Benadryl and immediately proceed to ER if experiencing SOB. Pt states she took Benadryl and symptoms resolved.

921485 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 PA 24.0 24 M I am reporting a strange bump underneath  my collarbone, possible enlarged lymph node  Reported bump is moveable, slightly firm, but not hard  bump only appears on left side, underneath the collarbone, not found on the other side   Bump is not painful, or tender  Bump is roughly the size of  a pinky

921486 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 IA 44.0 44 F Swelling and pain in axilla and along distal aspect of breast on injection side.

921487 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CO 31.0 31 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA 6 days after injection I had increased itching in the evening. Day 7 after first injection around 9 am, Ihad increased itching and observed redness around the lateral deltoid on the L side with increased swelling. I have no pain or tenderness.

921488 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 PA 52.0 52 F FEVER(100.5), CHILLS, HEADACHE, NAUSEA, RAPID HEART BEAT, SWELLING @ INJECTION SITE, SHORTNESS OF BREATH; DRY MOUTH DRY EBEY FLUSHED, FATIGUED, FREQUENT BOWEL MOVEMENT 7 URINATION. COUGH

921489 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 FL 45.0 45 M 12/23/2020 sharp pain left lower breast, chest constriction lasted approx for 2 days on and off. 12/26/2020 swollen left armpit, resolved 01/04/2020. Antibiotic  prescription provided.

921490 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MI 58.0 58 F Dizziness - has history of vestibular disorder

921491 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MA 30.0 30 F redness, swelling, large circular reaction at injection site around 24 hours post-vaccine. Warm and hurt to touch, swollen lymph nodes in injection armpit. Treated with benadryl, hydrocortisone cream, and ibuprofen. After about 2 days the swelling was nearly gone and it no longer hurt, continues to be a bit darker than rest of arm but no additional symptoms.

921493 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 33.0 33 F At the time of injection 12:20 pm on January 4,2021 the vaccine when being pushed into my arm and after burned really bad. It felt like my arm was on fire for a few minutes but eventually went away. my arm became sore about an hour after the injection but it wasn't bad. a few hours passed and I started noticing my right arm that I received the vaccine in started really hurting and tingling was shooting down my arm and into my fingers. on January 5, 2021 I could not lift my arm with out crying because the pain was so intense. The sight of where the vaccine was administered was red and very swollen. there is a noticeable lifted knot on my arm the size of a gold ball. the sight around the area of administration is red, and sore and warm to touch. the tingling feeling also was present when waking up on Jan 5, 2021.  around 230 pm, my arm still very sore and the knot on my arm is still visible and sore to touch. the tingling feeling slowly starting to subside.

921495 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 CT 55.0 55 F on Friday 01-01-21 I was feeling a sore throat. On Saturday, 01-02-21, it was even worse. I took over the counter medication and nothing seemed to happen.  On Sunday, 01-03-2021, it was so sore that I could not swallow and the neck was sore to the touch. I went to the emergency room and they ran several tests and it was determined that I experienced an allergic reaction to the dose.  They prescribed two (2) medications.  I followed their instructions and did not report to work on 01-03 and Tuesday, 01-05-21.  The throat is still sore but getting better slowly.

921496 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NH 32.0 32 F Numbness and tingling in right arm beginning shortly after injection (approximately 30mins), progressing to include right side of neck and entire left leg. Lasted until evening of 12/24/20

921497 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 FL 22.0 22 F Four days after getting the vaccine I developed a hive-like rash in the form of elevated, itchy, red spots all over my left arm. Took Benadryl but did not do much and woke up the next day worse and with more spots.  Went to critical care and was given prednisone which has helped alleviate it but is not completely gone yet (1/5/2021).

921498 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 WA 35.0 35 F Symptoms:  hives across chest, face( 12/29/20 8:20pm), Again on (1/4/2021 3:20pm) severe diarrhea/nausea ( 12/29/20 11:00pm-11am 12/30/2020 and again 1/2/2021) Fever 100* (12/30/2020) Arm Pain (12/29-1/3/2021) Fatigue (12/30-1/5/2021) Stomach Pain/Cramps (12/30-1/4/2021) Treament: ER Visit (12/30/20 4:30pm) IV w/ 20mg IV Pepcid  Blood+ Urine Test (WBC was high) Covid Test-Negative Personal Treatment: Pepcid/ Tums/ Bland diet ER VIST (1/4/2021 3:30pm) 20mg IV Pepcid, 25mg IV Benadryl, and 60mg IV solumedrol

921499 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 KY 58.0 58 F "feels funny", throat swelling, palpitations and dizzy

921500 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 CA 60.0 60 F Received the first dose of vaccine, no problems for 12 hours, then I started to have non-stop shivering and fevers for almost 18 hours then felt better.

921501 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AL 26.0 26 M Patient presented to ER complaining of nausea and vomiting and a frontal headache

921502 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NH 56.0 56 F PT states that she felt "tingly all over". Then she felt her heart racing and throat felt "different". BP checked 100/70, pulse 88. PT continue to feel different in her throat. Agreed to take 25 mg of Benadryl, given at 11:10.  911 was called, patient signed refusal to be evacuated. Patient stayed under the watch of the medical staff until 11:43 when she said she felt fine again and left.

921503 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 38.0 38 F lightheadedness and headache

921504 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 ME 24.0 24 F Patient experienced "something wrong with her throat", life side of neck and face were numb, left eye was dropping, tongue felt thick. Patient was referred to the ER but was not seen in the ER.   Symptoms resolved overnight.

921505 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 WI 36.0 36 F Patient experienced headache, dizziness, light headedness and metallic taste in the mouth a few minutes after receiving the vaccine. Vitals were taken and patient observed for 30 minutes following vaccination.

921506 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 54.0 54 M After 20-30 minutes post vaccine dose #1, I experienced headache and dizziness. 1.5 hrs later body aches began. The same for the next day. Sore arm the 3rd day. Fatigue, headache and body aches and joint pains have persisted for the last 10 days.

921507 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Sore at the injection site, dizzy, chills, vomiting, feverish, tired, back pain

921508 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 65.0 65 F Pfizer-BioNEtch COVID-19 Vaccine Patient felt dizzy while she was getting the COVID-19 vaccine.  Patient was waiting to get her vaccine and started feeling anxious, and started having palpitations.  These symptoms lasted for a few minutes and then subsided.  Patient went to ED for evaluation.   08:06am HR 61, NSR no STEMI. discharged at 8:36 am

921509 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NE 43.0 43 F Redness and swelling about 2 inches around site of insertion.

921510 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NH 35.0 35 M After 5 or so days I developed my first outbreak of dyshidrotic eczema.  I?ve had the tiny bumps appear before but this time the itchy sensation was more intense and i itched which made a rash on my hands ,  feet and left elbow develop.  I?ve had it for a number of days now.

921511 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 OH 35.0 35 F approx-10 Minutes post vaccine, c/o new onset  tightness in her throat and epigastric burning, B/P 118/70 pulse 64 Resp 16, denies SOB. Rapid Response called when it did not resolve. They arrived, vs stable, they took her to ED per wheelchair. On the way to the ED, patient refused to go and went home. Was advised to call 911 if any breathing difficulty or return to ED if symptoms didn't resolve.

921512 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MI 58.0 58 F Immediate dizziness.  Hx of similar reaction with injections

921513 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 WI 58.0 58 F The evening after receiving the vaccine, at 2130 started with chills which advanced to  sweats and chills through the night. Awoke Sunday morning with joint and body aches, headache and fatigue. Later that afternoon started with a fever- 100.3 and was not able to work the following day. Symptoms resolved in the afternoon on 1/4

921515 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 47.0 47 F BODY PAIN, FATIGUE, SORE INJECTION SITE, HOT FEET

921516 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 47.0 47 F Left deltoid, injection site was painful, red, swollen, hard and hot to the touch for about 20 hours the following day, which completely resolved within 24 hours. A week later, this morning the injection site started itching, developed into a red raised, hardened bump, like it was a week ago. It's itchy, red, swollen, hot to the touch, not painful, close to a quarter in size. No other adverse reactions at this time.

921517 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 DC 43.0 43 F had occasional diarrhea for about 24 hours, got shot on 12/21/2020 and had diarrhea 4 times on 12/22/2020, also felt tired.

921518 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 CA 45.0 45 F 12 hours after the vaccine my right hand was really cold.  There was a significant difference in the temperature of the left hand.

921520 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 TN 55.0 55 F noted swollen lymph node left armpit area, slightly tender

921521 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 VA 20.0 20 F Temp of 100.9, body aches, upset stomach, cold chills, and headache

921522 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Sore at the injection site, Dizzy, Chills, Vomiting, feverish, Tired, and back pain

921523 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 ID 43.0 43 F Restricted respiration , muscle ackes and pain on my body, severe menstrual cramps from my abdomen to my armpit ( new and not experienced before).

921524 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 CA 57.0 57 M Pfizer covid vaccine is administered using the 1mL vanish point syringe provided by manufacturer.  The needle has a self-retracting feature for safety.  During administration, the self-retracting feature was initiated and the patient did not receive the full dose of covid vaccine. the nurse witnessed splashing of medication outside of the patient's arm.  the patient did have a break in skin from the needle, but uncertain if full dose administered.  Supervisor, notified pharmacy and dr.  dr came to bedside, spoke with patient and consulted with dr. and dr.  in Pfizer vaccine vial, overfill dose of 0.2mL was ordered and administered. patient agreed. 0.2 mL supplemental dose was given as ordered.  pt given v-safe instructions and monitored for 15 minutes after last administration.

921525 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 OH 94.0 94 F very agitated, unusually low blood sugars, feeling of something crawling under her skin, picking at and cutting fingers

921526 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 13.0 13 F Moderna Covid Vaccination administered to patient less tan 18 years old

921527 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 CO 28.0 28 F 7 days after injection, injection site swollen, red, hot, itchy, began as a few red dots, grew larger and swelled together into a big red blob 8 days after injection, fatigue, runny nose

921528 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 WV 32.0 32 F Hives from head to toe, Itching really bad,  nausea , and diarrhea  Took Benadryl

921529 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MN 56.0 56 M Tingling in right arm and hand a few minutes after getting the vaccine. Sat and rested for 15 minutes, evaluated by paramedic and RN and then was given a ride home. Patient reported the tingling did not get any worse and stayed about the same.

921530 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MI 58.0 58 F Dizziness, loss of vision

921531 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 60.0 60 F tired Chills Muscle aches Throat irritation weakness no energy hot flashes

921532 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 TX 67.0 67 F "9 DAYS LATER, REDNESS AND WARM TO TOUCH TO LEFT ARM INJECTION SITE".

921533 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 TX 59.0 59 F STATES SHE DEVELOPED INTENSE ITCHING. SHE AND HER DOCTOR THINK IT IS FROM THE VACCINE. STARTED ON STEROIDS TODAY.

921534 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 50.0 50 F trouble swallowing after receiving a Covid vaccine.  She received the vaccine at 830, approximately 20 minutes prior to her emergency department arrival.  10 minutes later she began to feel her throat swelling and noted it was difficult to swallow

921536 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 50.0 50 M Severe headache, chills through the night. First episode occurred second night following the shot. Second episode, same symptoms, occurred on the 8th night following the shot. Symptoms lasted until 6am.

921537 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NH 25.0 25 F Patient reported scratch/tightening throat. (Clinical Observer) administered Benadryl 12.5mg one time and observed patient. Patient alert, talking, no respiratory distress throughout. No signs or symptoms of facial, mouth, or lip swelling. Patient reported symptoms regressing as time passed. Patient was able to safely leave the site.

921538 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 ME 47.0 47 F Increasing pain at injection site followed by itching at injection site and progressing to large area of urticaria covering injection site and shoulder with white spot at site of injection. Progressed to diffuse hives across chest, up neck, covering face and head with swelling including swelling of lips. Sought medical attention by agency Medical Director and on phone with PCP then to an urgent care center. Course of treatment included prednisone and antihistamine for 6 days.

921539 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 ME 31.0 31 F Throat tightness, tongue swelling ~30 minutes following vaccine. No hx of anaphylaxis. Symptoms resolved with benadryl

921540 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 NE 36.0 36 F Beginning 1/1/2021 the small lump (marble sized) in my arm grew to about 3 marble sizes (all put together). It was a raised area that was red and hot in a circular shape that was 4 inches across. Remained this was until 1/5/2021. It was painful to move the arm (2/10). I used Tylenol for discomfort and ice to the site. Helped some.

921541 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 IA 50.0 50 F Day 6 after vaccine I developed three raised and hard spots in the from of a smiley face, one with two below.  They sore, itched and were red to look at.  Its now day 9 and they are still the same.

921542 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 WI 42.0 42 F Patient had sharp pains in arm after COVID-19 vaccine near injection site. Observed patient for 30 minutes and gave a cold compress. Patient returned to work and later reported palpitations and "heart racing." Checked vitals  BP 130/80 and HR in the 80's. HR later jumped to 100's.

921543 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MI 50.0 50 F First couple days, arm painful and headaches.  Plum sized area of redness and hardness. right arm has some roughness. Last two night horrible leg cramps.

921544 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 38.0 38 F lightheadedness, headache

921545 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WA 55.0 55 F 10 minutes after vaccine I got a warm rush up left neck to left side of head with and instant severe headache which I would rate 9/10, dizziness, nausea and felt like I was about to pass out. After about 10 minutes the headache and dizziness eased but headache remained at 6/10. 40minutes after vaccine the nausea returned much worse, my ears felt full & tongue felt weird. Took 2 Benadryl, slept 12hours. Next morning: I still have headache which migraine medicine not Aleves are helping. My tongue still feels weird, my lips and nose feel numb.

921546 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 WA 34.0 34 M SOON AFTER ADMINISTRATION EXPERIENCED BURNING SENSATION STARTING LEFT SHOULDER RADIATING ACROSS CHEST AND DOWN  LEFT ARM.

921548 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 WV 30.0 30 F Patient received vaccine on 12/17/2020 at approximately 12pm. At 10pm that day, patient developed chills and fatigue. At 6am on 12/18/2020, patient developed fever (temperature 100.2) and a very sore arm. Patient took acetaminophen (Tylenol) at 6:30am for the fever and pain. By 1pm on 12/18/2020, patient reports headache and dizziness. Patient took Rizatriptan (Maxalt) for the headache and dizzy, but it did not help. Patient took ibuprofen at approximately 4pm. Patient felt normal at 5:30pm on 12/18/2020.  Took Tylenol at 6:30 for the sore arm. Took Maxalt for the headache/dizziness (sometimes migraines make me dizzy, maxalt didn?t help). Took ibuprofen around 3-4ish? And felt fine by 5:30.

921549 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Headache, fever, chills, cough, congestion, malaise, patient reports she has been "down" since Saturday and is still experiencing all of these symptoms overall. Patient has been taking TheraFlu

921550 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MO 63.0 63 F hives/rash all over body that lasted 3 days.  Called PCP and prescribed medications to help with allergic response.

921551 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 27.0 27 M chills headache body aches

921552 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 MI 46.0 46 F Received the vaccine on December 29, 2020.  On Saturday, January, 2, 2021, the patient started itching in her bilateral breast area.  Did not look to see if there was a rash at that time.  On Tuesday, January 5, 2021, the patient was getting ready for work in the morning and her bilateral breasts started itching again.  She looked down and noticed that she had a long red rash across her medial breasts.  She applied a topical cream to the affected area and she states that the itching has improved.

921553 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 TX 19.0 19 F 19 yo female received COVID Vaccines at 0930, reported to Primary care around 1200 pm with pruritus, erythema and warmth on upper extremities, chest and back.  Airway intact, Lungs CTA bilar, NEURO WNL, VS wnl.  Will tx for mild allergic reaction,  Educated on Anaphylaxis protocol. SM v/u

921554 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 TX 48.0 48 F Hives, swelling in throat and lips. Used Epi pen and Benadryl. Went to ER Medical Center. Given Solu-Medrol IV and oral prednisone 60mg for 5 days.

921555 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 LA 53.0 53 F HEADACHE ON DAY 1 AND 2 AND 3 THEN SORENESS ON DAY 3 AND THEN FAST HEART BEAT ON DAY 4 AND CHILLS ON DAY 7 AND REDNESS AND WARMTH TO TOUCH AND MUCH ITCHING ON DAY 5 UP TO NOW

921556 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 55.0 55 F I got headache, fever, vomitting , rash all over body. got symptoms after taking the covid-19 vaccine.

921557 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 MN 74.0 74 M Began experiencing increased temp of 101.4 on 1/4/2021 at 0701. Temp did not resolve with the use of Tylenol. HR increased to >100 and BP was decreasing below baseline. Increased weakness also noted. Temp increased to 102.9 on 1/4/2021 at 2220. Transferred from SNF to ER for evaluation.Y 1

921558 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NY 24.0 24 F Sore arm/neck, fever for approx. 36 hours up to 102.3 F, headache, body aches, chills - symptoms ended after 36 hours

921559 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 FL 40.0 40 F Given vaccine on Dec 28th, Approx 2 hrs afterwards felt very tired. (feels same after flu shot). Then on the 29th was nauseated and vomited X 2. On Jan 1st was feeling better, but got up to walk and felt dizziness, nausea and vomiting continues. Can keep down liquids, but unable to eat anything.

921560 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 TX 50.0 50 F temperature between 100.5 to 101.8, swelling of L arm (sever) and pain into arm pit, swelling of lymph nodes

921561 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 UT 38.0 38 F Fever, headache, body ache, chills, sore throat, headiness

921562 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 OH 95.0 95 M Red rash all over back, upper left arm and across stomach area. Gets more red with application of rash cream.

921563 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Fatigue, joint pain and body ache within 5 hours of vaccination. Migraine, nausea, difficulty swallowing swollen lymph nodes within  18 hours of vaccination. Resolved with rest.

921564 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Upon administration, felt an immediate thickening on left side of throat and numbness on left side of face under eye and on cheek bone.  Associate stayed for observation period of 15 minutes and was released to return to work.

921565 12/15/2020 01/05/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Fevers myalgias arthralgias

921566 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 8.0 8 M Covid Vaccine given to person less that 18 years old. No complications at this time

921567 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 WI 23.0 23 F 3 hours after vaccination patient experienced nausea, diarrhea, chill, and headache.  Patient given 1000 mg of acetaminophen. Patient did not clear up symptoms after 6 hours and was sent home from work.

921568 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 NY 41.0 41 F injection site reaction that started a full week after injection - itching, redness, underlying firmness, tender axillary node resolved on its own in a few days without intervention

921569 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 WI 39.0 39 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA I recieved the vaccine at 0800 on 1/2/21.  By 1430 I started feeling tired with some chills.  By 1700, I was having nausea and vomiting.  I woke the next day (1/3) around 0700 still having nausea, but also my hands and feet were very cold and my arms and legs were cold and clammy.  This continued throughout the day.  It is now 1/5 and I'm still having some nausea and my extremities are still cold and will sometimes tingle.

921570 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Pt reported swelling of the tongue within about 1 hr of vaccine administration.

921571 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 38.0 38 F lightheadedness, headache

921573 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NE 32.0 32 F DEVELOPED DIZZINESS AND NAUSEA SHORTLY AFTER VACCINATION. WAS BROUGHT BY PRIVATE VEHICLE TO EMERGENCY ROOM. SYMPTOMS LASTED ~1 HOUR.

921574 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 TX 27.0 27 F After administration of vaccine patient stared feeling tired with bodyaches and runny nose.

921575 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MS 43.0 43 F Patient started experiencing a "tingling" at the injection site.  There was also flushing of the left arm.  Then started to experience right flank and back pain. Never experienced respiratory difficulty or distress.  Patient was sent to the emergency department.  Patient received Solumedrol, Pepcid, and Zyrtec in the emergency department (allergic to Benadryl)

921576 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WA 55.0 55 F 10minutes after vaccine:  dizziness, nausea, severe headache 9/10, about to pass out. 20minutes after vaccine: felt a little better, dizziness eased, headache 6/10. 40minutes after vaccine:  severe nausea, tongue felt weird heavy like, ears felt full, headache 7/10- I took 2 Benadryl and slept 12 hours straight. Next day: headache 6/10 feels like migraine but migraine medicine nor helping, nose &lips feel numb. Taste is off.

921577 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 IN 52.0 52 F APPROXIMATELY 8 -10 MINUTES AFTER THE VACCINE MY HEART RATE INCREASED, KIND OF SUDDENLY - SHORLY AFTER THAT I FELT A 'RUSH' FROM HEAD TO TOE.  ALL OF THIS HAPPENED OVER MAYBE 20 SECONDS - THEN MY HR DECREASED TO NORMAL AND I FELT FINE.

921578 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 FL 50.0 50 F At 0919 I was made aware that this Team Member (TM) was complaining of being dizzy and fast heart rate.  Face flushed and respirations labored.  Tm given water and crackers.  At 0927 TM stated " I am not really felling well.". TM hyperventilating  , face flushed. Rapid Response Team ( RRT) called.  Tm transferred to a gurney and moved to another room  for privacy.  RN RRT and APRN responded to code.  0932 Benadryl 50 mg given by mouth. 0938 . Dr. responded.  Per Dr., Most likely a vasovagal response but requested TM call  a family member to pick her up.  0940 VS BP 145/94 P 97. 1003 Resting with her eyes closed, respirations even, non labored. 1026 Assisted bby this nurse to her husbands car.

921579 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 33.0 33 M Employee got the Pfizer lot EL1284 on 01-04-2021 in left arm.  There is now a bump about quarter of an inch high.  It is not painful or itchy.  Will keep an eye on it, use ice and Tylenol as needed.

921582 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 CT 37.0 37 F Initial injection administered was empty syringe, resulting in pain and bleeding at injection site. Error was identified immediately and actual injection was administered into left arm.

921583 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 FL 20.0 20 U Discrepancy Noted:  Five (5) vials that was supposed to contain (10) doses per vial contained only (9) doses.   Clinic received 250, 5ML (10) dose vials in a shipment received 12/22/2020.  At onset of vaccinations, the Immunizations Clinic noted five of the vials did not contain the appropriate amount of vaccine as stated per the manufacturer.  No adverse impact.  No mission degradation.  Inquiry is submitted to address this discrepancy on current and future vaccine shipments.

921584 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WI 43.0 43 F patient complained of tingling extremities (legs, hands and feet).  She also complained of feeling slightly faint and dizzy.  she did not pass out.  She did not have shortness of breath or palpitations.  She also felt weak.  We had the patient lay down and elevate legs/feet.  about 15 minutes after that she was feeling back to her normal self.

921585 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 NE 56.0 56 F DEVELOPED CHILLS, BODY ACHES, AND FATIGUE. LASTED APPROXIMATELY 24 HOURS BEFORE RESOLVING.

921587 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 GA 22.0 22 F Woke up on 1/3 with a bad headache, symptoms progressed into a 102.7 fever, severe chills, body aches, fatigue, and diarrhea. Symptoms have subsided except headache as of 1/5

921588 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 TN 36.0 36 F I have learned that it was syncope. I felt like time was moving quickly. I was jittery and felt like my heart was beating quickly. I was taken to a separate area and felt warm and flush in my chest. They laid me down on the cot and said I looked pale. My hands were cold and within minutes I was shaking uncontrollably. I think it was an anxiety related to my research I've done at my job related to COVID. I don't think it was an allergic reaction, but I do have an appt on Thursday. I was monitored for about an hour. Symptoms went away but I wasn't totally ok until the next day besides soreness in next arm.

921589 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 MD 57.0 57 F Client had no issues on 12/29/2020 - the day of the Covid 19 vaccine. At 6:00 AM on 12/30/2020 she c/o of nausea, headache, felt as if she had been hit by a sledge hammer and had chills. she stayed in bed from 12/30/2020 until she went to Hospital ER on 1/4/2020. She reported to me that she had a chest x-ray that showed "double viral pneumonia". On 1/5/2021 she received a telephone call that she tested positive for Covid 19.  She reported these events to her manager who reported it to County, Health Officer, who then reported it to me. I called the client to get all of the facts regarding the events.

921590 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 50.0 50 F Patient became anxious, nauseated and very fussy 20 minutes after injection.

921591 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 IA 29.0 29 M Swelling of left side of face and neck same side as vaccination. Severe ear pain/possible ear infections  thought to also have lymphadenopathy.

921592 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 54.0 54 M Patient complained of itching on left cheek.  Given 25 mg Benadryl and juice itching resolved after 10 minutes

921593 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Red Ring around injection, swollen, itchy, hot to touch, and wheezing. Patient took benadryl, iced and rested. Patient's PCP prescribed zpack and steroids.

921594 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 15.0 15 F Covid Vaccination given to person less than 18 years. No complications at this time

921595 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MA 53.0 53 F Received the COVID vaccine at work in her left deltoid 40 minutes prior to arrival to the ER.  Within 5 minutes of receiving it, serial blood pressure readings began rising, her arm felt heavy, and she developed an uncontrollable tremor primarily in her left arm with what appears to be generalized shivering.  Associated with significant anxiety. She has never had an allergic reaction before.  No associated shortness of breath or wheezing.  No lip tongue or throat swelling.  No pruritus or hives.  No nausea or vomiting.  She was treated for possible dystonic reaction initially with two doses of Benadryl 25mg IV, then 1mg of IV lorazepam, and finally 125mg solumedrol. Symptoms improved significantly with Benadryl, and then resolved entirely after lorazepam. She was discharged home to complete 4 more days of 50mg prednisone.

921596 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Reports hives five days after vaccination, redness on arm six days after vaccination, not hardened but soft, applied hydrocortisone cream to reddened affected area., followed by red "halo" around injection site the following day. She believes it to be a localized reaction, states concerns with timing of next COVID vaccine. Referred to contact physician.

921597 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TX 26.0 26 F Welp and swelling

921598 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NY 19.0 19 F Tingling in throat after injection, but subsided after 5 minutes. About an hour after injection, I checked injection site and found a half-dollar bill sized red welt that was hot to the touch.

921599 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 TN 52.0 52 F Pt. c/o pain and redness at vaccine site on 12/23/2020 around 7 pm.. also c/o headache.  Took Benadryl 25 mg PO q 4-6 hours and Ibuprofen and Aleve.  Pt. states redness was worse the next morning, 12/24/20, and noticed significant swelling at site.  Pt. states symptoms improved by 12/25/20.  Seven days later, patient states noticed swelling and itching at the vaccine site again.  Also states started having bruising and streaking.  Took Benadryl 25 mg PO q 4-6 hours, Ibuprofen and Aleve.  Swelling has improved, but bruising is still present.

921600 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 OH 88.0 88 F Significantly increased confusion

921601 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 29.0 29 F Had COVID vaccine yesterday.  Felt Fatigued yesterday afternoon.  Felt feverish during the night.  At 7:00am this am Temp 100.3.  Took 2 extra strength Tylenol   At 11:00 temp 98.9    At 2:15  temp 100.8  Took 2 Tylenol extra strength Tylenol.  At 3:00 pm temp 101.8.

921602 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Once I got home that evening after getting vaccine on my left arm, I was experiencing some pain on my limbs and injection site, I was a little off , fatigued, mild hallucinations on that night only and  low appetite.

921603 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NE 66.0 66 M DEVELOPED RED RASH ON UPPER RIGHT CHEST (17CMX13CM), WARM TO TOUCH AND ITCHES. BY NEXT MORNING COLOR HAD FADED AND RASH WAS NOT AS ITCHY.

921604 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 53.0 53 F Headache, nausea, light-headed.  Mostly resolved after 30 minutes of observation.

921605 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 23.0 23 F Headache developed after vaccine was administered Fever: 102.1 Fatigue: spent the whole day away  Felt like I had no energy Site is red , tender to touch, and swollen

921606 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 40.0 40 M Fever, arm pain and stiffness, nausea, states "I felt like I was in a fog", chills

921607 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 SC 39.0 39 F Patient works at County EMS. Shot given at 9AM and at approximately 915AM an EMT came and told me she broke out in urticaria. She denied having this reaction to a vaccine before, but has had reactions to unknown substances a few times on the scene of calls and had to receive EPI and Benadryl. At 9:20 AM EMS personnel gave her one shot of Epi (with Epi Pen) and a dose of Benadryl. At 9:35 AM pt states she felt better. At 10 AM I checked on her one more time and she said she felt fine. She did ask for the ingredients in the vaccine. Showed her where to find on her paperwork. Advised she may want to get MD clearance before taking shot #2.

921608 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 79.0 79 M patient received two Pfizer vaccines in the left arm

921609 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Dizziness and vomiting

921610 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F Complained of feeling lightheaded and dizzy

921611 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 WI 25.0 25 F Severe arm soreness, redness and lump at site

921612 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TX 65.0 65 M Fever, Night Sweats, Chills,  Soreness in all limbs, Fatigue,Tiredness

921613 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 WA 83.0 83 F swelling at injection site, some redness, some headache

921614 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 FL 56.0 56 F Woke next day with severe headache and nausea

921615 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 PA 38.0 38 F Within first 5 mins - Sudden onset of warm sensation (similar to the feeling of IV contrast administration), flushed feeling, pale, near syncope followed by nausea and dry heaving. Lasted 30 mins. Felt fatigued and mild headache for next 24-48 hours.

921616 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 42.0 42 M Had fever of 102 with severe chills.  Also had heacache, fatigue, and pain at injection site.

921617 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 PA 58.0 58 F Dizziness, Light headed, nausea

921618 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 PA 49.0 49 F Headache, dizziness, numbness/soreness in the left side of my face-cheek, eye, mouth, and tongue areas.  Affects similar to receiving a Novocain shot. No treatment, went away on its own Lasted four hours-was closely monitored

921619 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NE 37.0 37 F DAY AFTER VACCINATION, DEVELOPED SLIGHT MUSCLE ACHES IN UPPER BACK AND LOW GRAD FEVER (99.6) FOR A FEW HOURS. RESOLVED BY 1/2/21

921620 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 53.0 53 F Shortness of breath, fever, body aches, chills

 53



921621 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MI 24.0 24 F A day after the vaccine, the patient experienced joint pain and muscle aches, and both eyes started to swell with redness in both eyes.  This continued for 5 days post-vaccination.  Eyes were not dry, but just swollen.  Pt took Tylenol and put compresses on her eyes at home.  Symptoms are now resolving.  Patient instructed to follow up with her PCP should symptoms continue or worsen.  Patient said she was just reporting so we'd be aware but felt she was getting better.

921622 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 MA 40.0 40 F One week post Injection, on 12/28, I noticed a hard lump on my left clavicle  (about 1.5 inches in size)-same side as injection. It was painful and partially mobile.  No other symptoms other than those of headache a few days prior mentioned below. I went to urgent care on 12/29 where CXR and soft tissue ultrasound were ordered. CXR normal. US 12/30 showed cluster of lymph nodes in that area.   Lump appears to be smaller this week and not painful.   Also, I developed a severe migraine on 12/26 (5d post vaccine). So severe that it was debilitating which is unusual for me. It lasted approximately 36 hours.

921623 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 56.0 56 F Patient stated after vaccination felt lightheaded and numbness on left side. She sat down and had her blood pressure taken. It was 171/105. Stated that she had not taken her morning blood pressure medications (lisinopril 10mg and atenolol 50mg). The nurse at the facility gave her a dose of lisinopril 10mg. Patient then stated prickly, numb feeling and foggy-headed. The facility then gave her 2 doses of diphenhydramine 25mg. At approximately 11am, patient was still not improving and felt like she was getting worse. The facility then called for an ambulance to take her to the ER for assessment.

921624 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 30.0 30 F Light headed

921625 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 CA 40 F Tuesday 12/22/20, right side of face was itchy and swollen, both top of eyelids red and itchy, took bendryl and it relieved symptoms

921626 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 54.0 54 F At 11:30 PM on 1/4/2021 I awoke to severe headache, joint, and body aches.  Broke our into a cold sweat and then chills. Became nauseous and extremely dizzy. Was forced to call off from work.  Contacted the occupational health doctor at the facility where I received the vaccine (my employer) and reported my reaction.   Was advised to rest, take pain reliever and report back if symptoms were not gone after 2 days

921627 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 OH 55.0 55 F Reported continuous Right Arm joint pain (shoulder, elbow, wrist) on the evening of 1/1/21.  Pain has not worsened or got any better as of 1/5/21.  Taking Motrin seems to help some with the pain.

921628 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 CA 53.0 53 F The next day 12/18 felt weak, fatigue and had to rest in between my activities. I exp headaches for 2 days and on 12/20  feeling 100 ft walk was tired. Then on 12/21 started my exp body ache lasted 2 days. I spoke with my PCP and had a appt on 12/28. On 12/31 it felt as of my symptoms was subsiding. I started feeling better on 1/2/21. I missed 6 days of work.

921629 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 AL 62.0 62 F 2 days post injection, pain at the site of injection.  Now (as of 1/5/21) - the site is red, raised and very itchy.  Has taken Benadryl.

921631 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 MI 83.0 83 F "Patient with seizure this am during 1 assist transfer, resident passed out, lowered to shower chair next resident with incontinent episode and was sent to Emergency Department emergently and currently under evaluation with possible admission. "

921632 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NE 56.0 56 F DEVELOPED SORES IN MOUTH AND FEELS LIKE DOWN HER THROAT. AS OF 1/5/21, CONDITION HAS IMPROVED, BUT NOT RESOLVED.

921633 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NY 26.0 26 F The night after the covid vaccine, the patient started experiencing left-side facial numbness and tingling of the V2 and V3. Patient also started experiencing ear pain. Patient also had uncontrollable drooling and dry eye. The next day, the patient went to work and there the adverse events started worsening. Patient went to the ER and did a full workup. CT scan to rule out stroke and full blood work. As per the neurologist (MD), patient is developing mild Bell's Palsy. No course of treatment was given.

921635 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MI 70.0 70 F Patient was light headed after returning to her vehicle post vaccination.  Then she started to have heart palpitations.  EMS called an ambulance and put her on a heart monitor.  She showed mild Atrial Fibrillation.  EMS wanted client to go to the ER but she refused.  No other symptoms or treatment that I am aware of.

921636 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 AL 28.0 28 F Fever (max of 101.8), chills, headache, fatigue, injection site reaction (swelling, redness, skin sensitivity)

921637 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 39.0 39 M Nausea

921638 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 34.0 34 F Swollen lymph node under Left arm and in arm pit. Painful to have arm down.

921639 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Employee received the COVID vaccine on 12/23.  She developed abdominal pain on 12/29.  Was seen in the ED on 12/30 for an emergency appendectomy.  Employee states that the CDC website lists appendectomy as the most common severe adverse event in the COVID vaccine group.  Which was numerically higher than in the placebo group.

921640 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NE 94.0 94 F 1:45 PM flushing with headache  Blood Pressure: 120/64; Pulse 80; Pulse Ox: 98%   1:55 PM Blood Pressure 170/90; Pulse 84: Pulse Ox: 98% Resident up and walking   2:05 PM Slight headache Blood Pressure 130-70; Pulse 78; Pulse Ox: 98%

921641 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 17.0 17 F Administered first dose of COVID19 vaccine at 1:29pm on 1/4/21. At approximately 11:00pm resident exhibited acute respiratory decompensation with very limited air entry and hypoxemia. Patient received Benadryl, steroids, epinephrine, and Duoneb without improvement. Resident was referred to the emergency room and found to be COVID positive. No fever or rash were reported.Y Y

921642 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NE 35.0 35 M Lympadenopathy right above left clavicle.  Symptoms started on 1/2/21 and have continued.  Nothing has been used to treat the symptoms.

921643 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 WA 55.0 55 F called to observation area 1120 for report of mottled skin.  bp 150/80, p 90.  noticed 5 min after vaccine new, firm, raised area right wrist  1/2 x 1/4 x 1/4.  skin arms, chest, face flushed.  by 1130 skin redness of chest decreased, by 1135 color at baseline - raised area 1/4x 1/4x/1/8.  1140 return to work.  had talked w/ provider prior to vaccine and ok to give.

921644 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MN 42.0 42 F Patient had first dose on 12/18/2020.  On 12/30/2020 received second dose.  On Registration form he checked that he had never been vaccinated with COVID before and received second dose too close to first. (12 days apart).

921645 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NE 57.0 57 F DEVELOPED SORENESS IN ARM, EXTREME FATIGUE, AND BODY ACHES.

921646 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 40.0 40 M syncope 4 hours after chills 2-5 hours after body aches off and on for 7 days

921647 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 WY 52.0 52 F Patient described leg heaviness the following day (12/18/20), then onset on 12/19/20 of blisters to neck, chest and abdomen, chest pain, and elevated blood pressure.   Patient states she is already on cardiac medications so she took an additional dose for her blood pressure and monitored herself closely.

921648 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 MA 39.0 39 M allergic reaction, diffuse rash, no utricaria; no respiratory symptoms.   Rash developed 2 days after vaccination.   Treated with antihystamines.

921649 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 46.0 0 M Felt light headed, dizzy  Stated he felt like he had Epstein barr 0.0

921650 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 FL 32.0 32 F I was vaccinated through a Covid 19 vaccine clinic at work. The injection was given in my left arm. However, I believe the nurse that gave the vaccine may have given it subcutaneously and not IM. The injection was given in the dorsal part of my deltoid muscle. A few hours after vaccination, I had some redness and swelling where the injection was given, about 2 inches in diameter and a large bruise began to form. My arm was very sore for about 3 days. The 2 inch spot stayed raised, but the redness reduced to pink over the next two days and then it was gone. The bruise almost completely was faded away by 1/4/21. This morning (1/5/21) when I woke up, I noticed the 2 inch spot on my arm came back, it was bright red, hot to the touch and slightly itchy. My arm is also a little sore today I contacted occupational health at my work and they notated the reaction in my chart and told me to write a report with VAERS.  Currently I am apply cool compresses a few times a day to the site and applied a small amount of hydrocortisone cream (1%)  to the reddened area.

921651 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 VA 62.0 62 F Persistent vomiting from 3am to about noon on Monday.  Fever of 38.4 ' C. Headache, chills, fatigue. Slept most of the day. Took acetaminophen when able to drink. Drank ginger tea and ate dry toast in the evening. Tuesday, HA controlled with Acetaminophen and Ibuprofen.  Able to eat and increase fluids. Consulted with my PCP who suggested I enter my information. Feeling stronger as time passes. I believe another nights sleep will help.

921653 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 57.0 57 F Dizziness, Chills and Pale

921654 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 50.0 50 M Body Chills, Headache

921655 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 GA 37.0 37 F Severe muscle/joint aches beginning day of vaccine until three days later.  102 fever and severe chills for 36 hours beginning night of injection.  Severely swollen lymph nodes under injection arm for four days. Splotchy, hot red spots under injection site three days after injection. Swollen, extremely sore area around injection site for four days.

921656 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 PA 35.0 35 F wave of dizziness, weakness and hot feeling

921657 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 TX 41.0 41 F On the 21st in the morning I had alternating chills and subjective fever. I did not really have fever and kept monitoring it during the day. The next day I kept with the subjective fever and the chills, went to the urgent care the next day and was tested for covid, flu and strep and it came positive for strep. I was prescribed an antibiotic and stayed home the next day since I still did not feel well.

921658 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 42.0 42 F arm pain all the way down to fingers unable to lift arm past head dizzy weak headache nausea chills no fever exhausted no appetite arm pain is 60% better today no redness at injection site mild swelling at injection site mentally foggy weak vision

921659 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 33.0 33 F Extreme fatigue, loss of appetite, weakness, irritable, fever

921660 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 IN 57.0 57 M Scratchy throat, Lump in lip. Throat was swollen and could not swallow. Benadryl

921661 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MO 23.0 23 F After receiving the vaccine I had some left arm soreness. The pain increased throughout the day. About 12 hours after receiving the vaccine the pain in my left arm became severe. I experienced nausea, fever of 100, body aches, chills, headache, diarrhea, chest pain, and left hand numbness throughout the night and into the day following

921662 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 27.0 27 M Patient presented to receive COVID-19 vaccine (Pfizer) at approximately 1621. Patient waited 15 minutes when asking to leave was asked if she had any symptoms, patient reported headache. NP asked patient to lay down in stretcher and took repeat vitals which showed elevated BP. Patient reported feeling clammy had palpitations. NP made decision to call EMS. EMS arrived and transported patient to ED at 1735.

921664 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 59.0 59 F Patient states to feeling nauseated and had tingling in the arm and hand. Patient was sent to the ED to rule out TIA but left before being evaluated. Patient states symptoms have resolved and did not want to be seen by ED physician. Patient was educated on returning back to ED with any new concerns.

921665 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 KY 49.0 49 F PATIENT REPORTED FACE  AND TONGUE TINGLING. DENIED ANY   PATIENT REPORTED SHORTNESS OF BREATH AND TONGUE/FACE   TINGLING WITHIN 15 MIN OF COVID 19 VACCINATION IM.    OBSERVED BY RN. dR ON SITE AND INFORMED.  NO   FACIAL SWELLING OR DROOP.  BP TAKEN   167/108.BENADRYL 25MG LIQUID GIVEN ORALLY. PATIENT   SAID SHE FELT BETTER AFTER BENADRYL. OBSERVED ANOTHER   30 MINUTES.  FOLLOW UP BP WAS 140/91 AND HR WAS 72.    TINGLING RESOLVED.    Reported taking a steroid dose once at home from prednisone that was already prescribed to her.

921666 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 NY 77.0 77 M gross hematuria, painless, urinary frequency, urgency, started 6 am upon awakening 4.75 days following vaccine administration

921668 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NV 45.0 45 F Pouring sweat, hives, light headedness and dizziness and tremors, weakness, burning, itching of all skin, blurred vision

921669 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IA 62.0 62 M Congestion like a head cold, raspy throat,  nausea, headache, low grade fever 100. -Tylenol taken for fever

921670 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 FL 70 F soreness at injection site, fatigue, flulike symptoms initially. On 1/5 she developed " pressure" in her lower abdomen and lower back

921671 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MI 76.0 76 F Numbness on right side of face

921672 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 CO 42.0 42 F MODERNA COVID-19 Vaccine EUA - Received vaccine on 12/26 and I still have a red mark on my arm where I received the vaccination.

921673 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 PA 57.0 57 M I have developed vertigo. It began on the morning of December 30 and was transient. It now is more persistent (but worse in the morning) and associated with nausea. It is positional as changing positions quickly make it worse.

921674 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 MA 52.0 52 F allergic reaction; experienced flushed skin, lightheadedness, tingling, SOB. Observed in ED and released when symptoms resolved

921675 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 PA 34.0 34 F Itchy, raised rash/welts at injection site.  The reaction occurred 8 days post injection. The raised area was circular with clear borders.

921676 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 56.0 56 M Patient is a 56 y.o. male who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for his first dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    He denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   He was given the Moderna vaccination in the left deltoid muscle.   During his 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience nausea and feeling hot.  He denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, throat tightness, hoarseness, stridor, itching, lightheadedness, dizziness, facial swelling, lip swelling and tongue swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and he was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to abdominal pain, blood pressure abnormality , chest pain, collapse, drooling, hypotension, increased swelling, rapid progression of symptoms, respiratory distress with stridor, wheezing, dyspnea, increased work of breathing, persistent cough and cyanosis, skin changes, tongue swelling and vomiting.   Pt drank water and got to feeling better within a few minutes.

921677 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 42.0 42 F About 20-30 after injection it became a bit difficult to swallow. Throat felt thicker; heart felt like it was racing. Shivering and Blood pressure was up a little.  14:19 Benadryl 25 mg administered. 14:30 BP 164/92, P-76 R-16 O2 100%   Discharged back to work at 16:15.

921678 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 28.0 28 M Myalgia, HA, nausea, joint pain, and pain and redness at injection site

921679 10/28/2020 01/05/2021 80.0 80 F Patient reported that approximately 2.5-3 weeks after receving flu shot, she began experiencing numbness that began in her fingers/toes/feet, and progressed up to her knees. She also reported double vision. She called 911 and was taken to the ED, where a neurologist ordered an MRI and confirmed Guillain-Barre syndrome. Patient spent 11 days in ICU, and was then transitioned to progressive care. After being admitted, she experienced progressive numbness, including in head and face, and inability to walk. She reported that she received 7 doses of IVIG while in ICU. She reported that since being discharged, she has been able to walk with a walker and is taking some steps on her own. She is still having numbness as of 12/20/20, for which she is taking gabapentin and methocarbamol. She also completed a taper of prednisolone eye drops for her ohpthalmic symptoms. She was also given home health care exercises to complete daily.Y 11

921680 01/01/2021 01/05/2021 NC 60.0 59 F Chills and fatigue were noticed in the morning after receiving the vaccine (first dose) the day before.  Time would be approximately 20 hours after receiving the shot.

921681 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 TN 46.0 46 F Began with headache in late evening on the 4th.  Woke up with extreme nausea, headache, fatigue.  Has continued through the day of 5th.

921682 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 58.0 58 F Dizzyness (I felt like I was drunk or drugged) starting about 1 minute after vaccine.  I left my car there and got a ride home.  Now, 2 hours later, my head still feels cloudy.

921683 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 WI 37.0 37 F Within a day of receiving the vaccine, she had a hard and reddened area at site of injection. This resolved in a few days. When she woke up 8 days after the vaccine, the injection site was again hard, itchy, erythematous and warm to the touch. Feels over the course of the day this is worsening.

921684 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 60.0 60 F Rashes in torso area and minor dry cough. Improved after taking Benadryl.

921685 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 WI 46.0 46 F Muscle aches followed by severe abdominal cramping

921686 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 CO 52.0 52 F Day 6 post injection continue to have slight pain and swelling at injection site since administration, today noticed it to be superficially itchy.  Last night at 2300 I had taken a benadryl, and the current time is 1400 and the itchiness I suspect is due to the benadryl wearing off.

921687 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 28.0 28 M Myalgia, HA, Nausea, Joint Pain, and pain and swelling at the injection site

921688 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IA 51.0 51 F Fever (101), chills, severe headache, body aches, fatigue

921689 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 GA 54.0 54 F PM of 12/31/2020-shoulder blade, down left arm and 4th and 5th finger on left hand hurting.  About bedtime on 12/31/2020, left arm pain. sit note, no redness, chills , headache, myalgias and joint pain. 1/1/2021 AM temperature got over 103 degrees and weakness.  ok during the day of 1/1/2021.  About 7 PM on 1/1/2021 temperature went up to 102 degrees.  She did sweat during the night of 1/1/2021.  1/2/2021- temperature stayed about 99-100 and she felt "shivery".  Up until 1/4/2021, she had extreme tenderness and warmth to left arm.  No redness.  Better today, 1/5/2021.

921690 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 CT 37.0 37 F had the expected local reaction of soreness, redness, and swelling the day following vaccination, which completely resolved within a day or two.  then developed another similar local reaction at the injection site exactly 1 week later (swelling, redness), which resolved within 48hr or so

921691 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MI 46.0 46 M No immediate reaction within 15 minutes of injection. Increasing injection site pain throughout the day with mild chills and nausea starting around 7:00 pm (Approx 11 hrs after injection). Chills steadily intensified, with fever beginning, became severe over the next 2-3 hours, and persisted throughout the night. Along with the fever/chills & nausea, there was also moderate muscle/joint pain (mainly neck and back), moderate to severe fatigue and weakness, weird freaky dreams, restlessness, and moderate headache. Symptoms started to relent around 6:00 am the morning after injection, however fatigue/weakness, nausea, and mild fever/chills have persisted throughout the day with minimal improvement.

921692 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Sore left armpit swollen arm pit swollen lymph node

921693 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 25.0 25 F Body aches and fatigue.

921694 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CT 43.0 43 F about 2 minutes after receiving the shot I felt like I was having an allergic reaction in my chest area. My lower esophagus got extremely tight and then it worked its way up to the back of my throat. It felt like there was a lump in the back of my throat, along with burning in my throat. This same reaction also occurs when I eat certain foods I'm intolerant to. I felt very dizzy right after as well. After exactly one hour my throat symptoms went away but suffered from residual effects for the next few days.  The next day I couldn't lift my left arm(which went away 2 days later), I was out of breath with everything I did, dizzy, muscle cramps, chills, body aches(as though I had the flu) and had extreme fatigue. All of theses symptoms lasted for the next week almost two.

921695 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Severe headache,  bilateral ear pressure,  intense vomiting, chills, dizziness, fatigue, nausea

921696 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 WI 37.0 37 F Day following vaccination patient experienced redness and hard area at site of injection. This resolved in a few days. Upon waking on day 8 after injection, injection site was erythematous, warm to the touch, hard and itchy. Feels it has progressively gotten worse over the course of the day.

921697 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 FL 70 F injection site soreness, fatigue, body aches on day #1, lower abdominal pressure and fullness on 1/5/2021

921698 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CA 65.0 65 F advanced stiff neck that is not going away pain from bottom of ear down neck to injection site

921700 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 IL 45.0 45 M After my shot Inhad a lot of energy and felt fine during the day. At night I was shaking uncontrollably. drank water and took  tylenol. Fell asleep and woke up soaking wet. Next day I still had a fever. Had chills and my body got warm. This went off and on throughout the day. I was exhausted. At night I had a bloody nose. Went to bed and woke up wet again but not as bad as the first night. Morning time I felt fine. Went to the gym and the sauna. Started to exercise and felt lighted headed and cloudy. Went home laid down. I still feel weird on and off.  Went to the bathroom and had black stool. My right arm is still sore.

921701 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 OH 66.0 66 F Nausea, slight cough, fatigue, headache

921702 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 36.0 36 F Patient was on a 30 min observation due to previous anaphylaxis to emgality. As she was leaving, she c/o swelling and tingling of lips and appeared anxious. We asked to stay so we can monitor her a little longer. She appeared to stabilize, then she began coughing and trying to clear her throat. She stated it seems have worsened. Epi given and she was transferred to ED.

921703 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WI 56.0 56 F Fever of 101'F oral, body aches, headache, nasal congestion

921704 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 MO 42.0 42 F Flu like symptoms that began the day after vaccination, lasting for 1 day. Reported severe residual joint aches in shoulder, scapula, hips, wrists, ankles. Right sided pain persisted, left side lessened. Relieved by NSAIDS

921705 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 ID 35.0 35 F Pain in arm since noon that got worse. Headache at 8:00 pm. Diarrhea at 4 AM, vomiting at 4:30 AM, muscle aches all day on 1/5/2021 (day after shot).

921706 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 SC 48.0 48 F I was diagnosed with shingles on my left side on 12/31/2020, with symptoms (burning/skin sensitivity on my back (probably on 12/27, definitely by 12/28 progressing to waves of pain in my back to abdomen).  On 12/30, a rash appeared on my abdomen starting below my navel and going around my left side to about an inch before my spine.   I submitted a picture and it was diagnosed as shingles via a virtual visit.  It is  responding to antiviral therapy, although I still have a rash and pain (but improving). I did not go through the COVID vaccine side effect virtual visit route because I did not really think it was a side effect and knew I had a history of chicken pox and have been experiencing ongoing stress.  The provider for the virtual visit told me to still report it for it to be investigated, but she too, thought it was likely unrelated, but still should be investigated.

921707 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Chills and aches

921708 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 VA 48.0 48 F numbness on left side of face, left arm and pain in different places on left side started for shortly after vaccine. She has had all these symptoms prior but numbness never this bad. As of today, her symptoms are somewhat less. She has been able to work

921709 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 TN 38.0 38 F The say after receiving the vaccine, 12/24, I experienced normal side effects including pain in my arm, fatigue, and mild fever.  These SEs improved daily and by Monday, 12/28, I was free from SEs.  However on the morning of 12/31 I began experiencing mild pain in my upper left arm again. By mid day I had developed a raised, red, warm area around the injection site a bit smaller than a baseball.  I applied an ice pack.  The area enlarged by 1/1 and I continued to apply ice and took a dose of diphenhydramine.  It appeared to be less red on 1/2 but started to worsen again on 1/3, becoming larger and redder again.  It began to itch on 1/4.  Today it is larger than the size of my entire hand (including fingers), extending to about 3 inches above the bend of my arm.  It continues to be itchy, warm, raised, and red, primarily around the perimeter and the lower portion of the site.  While this is not a severe reaction it concerns me that it was delayed and continues to worsen and is not improved by diphenhydramine.

921710 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MT 33.0 33 F Injection site read, inflamed and extremely itchy and slightly swelled. Have contacted PCP waiting to hear back.

921711 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 GA 29.0 29 F S/sx started at approximately 2130 with fever, chills, body aches. Fever was 102.9. Administered Tylenol 1gm to decrease fever. Rechecked after one hour and temp was still 102.7. S/sx cont throughout night with nausea, body aches, chills, headache, fever. Fever has still yet to break and it?s 1630 on 1/5/2021.

921712 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 35.0 35 F Patient is a 35 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her first dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   She was given the Moderna vaccination in the right deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience throat tightness and scratchy throat.  She denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, throat tightness, hoarseness, stridor, itching, lightheadedness, dizziness, facial swelling, lip swelling and tongue swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to abdominal pain, blood pressure abnormality , chest pain, collapse, drooling, hypotension, increased swelling, rapid progression of symptoms, respiratory distress with stridor, wheezing, dyspnea, increased work of breathing, persistent cough and cyanosis, skin changes, tongue swelling and vomiting.   Hx of allergy to flu shot 2013.  Had extremity weakness within 12 hours of shot.  Resolved within a few days. No medications given.  Seen by ER. Hx of 2010 allergy shots to food allergy, corn, wheat and citrus.

921714 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 70.0 70 F Pfizer-BioNTec COVID-19 vaccine Patient received vaccine on 12/22/2020 and on 12/29/20, she emailed us saying that she was feeling sleepy, tired, was having night sweats, and had headaches.  Her head felt like someone had put a heavy stone on it. She can still function.

921715 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 50.0 50 F Admit to ER post-vaccine administration for numbness at end of tongue, increased oral secretions and dizziness. She was given benadryl and pepcid, monitored for 3hrs before discharge from ED. Patient still experiencing same symptoms 1 week later per follow-up (12/29)

921716 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 35.0 35 F Patient is a 35 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her first dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   She was given the Moderna vaccination in the right deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience throat tightness and scratchy throat.  She denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, throat tightness, hoarseness, stridor, itching, lightheadedness, dizziness, facial swelling, lip swelling and tongue swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to abdominal pain, blood pressure abnormality , chest pain, collapse, drooling, hypotension, increased swelling, rapid progression of symptoms, respiratory distress with stridor, wheezing, dyspnea, increased work of breathing, persistent cough and cyanosis, skin changes, tongue swelling and vomiting.   Hx of allergy to flu shot 2013.  Had extremity weakness within 12 hours of shot.  Resolved within a few days. No medications given.  Seen by ER. Hx of 2010 allergy shots to food allergy, corn, wheat and citrus.

921717 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MA 47.0 47 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Injection site pain and swelling  fever headache joint pain specifically in hands wrists and neck  chills  muscle pain  nausea feeling unwell

921718 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 CA 47.0 47 F On 12/31/20 (day 7) of first injection, the injection site area became red, itchy, and inflamed (firm to touch). It was localized to upper arm area surrounding the injection site and the symptoms subsided in about 2 days. As of this reporting the inflammation has gone away, just small circle of slight redness remains with occasional itching.

921719 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 PR 68.0 68 F Red, very painful, swollen injection site started small six days after vaccination and grew  doubling in size. The pain takes up from the neck on down to the whole arm. Patient has only taken Naproxene 500.

921720 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 CA 34.0 33 F called in sick 12/30/20, having fever, chills, body aches, cough, sore throat, and headache, tested for COVID 1/4/2021 it was Negative

921721 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 GA 31.0 31 F Received Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine on 1/3/21.  While waiting 15 minutes in observation patient report tightness  to her throat.  Was taken to ER

921722 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 CA 26.0 26 F 12/30/2020 11:30PM- Body Aches, Fatigue, Headache   Took Motrin 2 tablets of 200mg  12/31/2020 4AM-Chilles, Fever 102.3F Took Tylenol 2 tablets of 500mg 11AM-woke up with Body aches, head aches, fatigue, Fever 101.9 -went to ED 1:05PM-Fever 101.6F Given Tylenol 2 tablets 500mg, Fever went down to 100F after 1 hr 9PM-Chills, Fever 101.9F Took Motrin 9:18PM 2 tablets 200mg  1/1/2021 11:30AM woke up  Temperature 99.1F, slight body aches Did not take any medication.  Felt okay the rest of the day.  1/2/2021 Felt Okay No body aches or head aches Temperature of 98.3F  1/3/2021 1230PM Woke up with sore throat and produced a lot of phlegm Drank a lot of water and tea  1/4/2021 Still Producing Phlegm and had sore throat Drank a lot of water and tea, rested when felt fatigued  1/5/2021 No more Sore throat, but is producing phlegm still, staying hydrated, resting and drank tea

921723 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 VA 48.0 48 F numbness on left side of body including face, arm and leg Pain on left side in various places Started soon after vaccine

921724 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MI 37.0 37 F 15 min post vaccination   face/ears bright red, flushing . Patient reported feeling of "heart racing" , dizziness, heat about the face.  Vitals taking by staff bp 138/86 given 50 mg Benadryl po. Patient reported dizziness, heart racing subsided. facial coloring returning to norm by 240. Received ride home from staff. Patient reported that she forgot her blood pressure med that morning. She was advised to take it upon arrival home. and follow up with additional Benadryl q 6 hours if needed. monitor at home. Family with monitor at home. Patient was stable.

921725 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 FL 38 F Tingling in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd digits as well as pain at the injection site.

921726 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Approximately 8 days after vaccination, patient experienced redness, swelling, hematoma, and erythema at injection site. Patient was evaluated in the ER by facility hospitalist and prescribed Bactrim DS twice daily for 7 days with follow-up per MD instructions

921727 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 41.0 41 F Developed significant nausea, chills and fatigue about 6-7 hours  after injection.

921728 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 IA 49.0 49 M Raised, red, itchy area at injection side, about 7 cm, began on day 8 and slowly improved overnight with redness last thing to resolve

921729 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 IN 55.0 55 F Injection site pain, tiredness, headache, muscle pain, joint pain, swollen lymph nodes, and over all not feeling well.

921730 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 FL 38 F pain at injection site, tingling in 1st, 2nd and 3rd digits

921731 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Approximately 6.5hrs after vaccination, patient developed severe fatigue, some palpitations and dizziness.  The next the morning, she had headache, nausea and strange feeling on the tip of throat and nose.  She also had pain and swelling in the injection side, no erythema.

921732 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 WY 36.0 36 F Numbness in fingertips to knuckles bilaterally  RN assessed VS temp 98.4, HR 101, BP 150/88 RR 16

921733 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 KY 60.0 60 F severe body chills, body aches, headache, fever, nausea , fatigue, face red on left side.        Took Tylenol every 4 hours

921734 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NM 23.0 23 F Nausea, fatigue, malaise, vomiting,

921735 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MN 52.0 52 F Chest tightness and minimally SOB; weakness, chills generalized feeling of being yucky; did see provider and CXR and EKG normal.  States low-grade fever lasted couple of days.

921736 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WI 49.0 49 F Fever of 102'F oral, severe body aches, headache

921737 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MN 39.0 39 F Fever of 100.2, chills, fatigue, sore arm

921738 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NE 90.0 90 F DEVELOPED TIGHTNESS IN THROAT THAT LASTED APPROXIMATELY 15 MINUTES.

921739 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CT 27.0 27 F Rash at injection

921740 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 32.0 32 M Fever, chills, fatigue, body aches, pain at injection site, headache

921741 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 25.0 25 F On 1/4/21 at around 1:30 pm, I was getting ready for work when all of a sudden I started to feel really terrible. My heart was racing, body and face was sweating, externally nauseous, dizzy, blurred/fuzzy vision, body shaking, the room was spinning,  and I was unable to stand up. This would happen every time I got out of bed and stood up. Lasted about 2 hours.

921742 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 ND 61.0 61 F I had just finished a 10 hour shift, my left upper arm where vaccine was given was tender, I continued working all night in the ER to do call for Radiology dept. around 11:30 pm I started feeling a slight dizzy feeling and tired due to being very busy with ER call backs. at around 12:30 am I just finished a pt. and then shared with ER crew that I do not feel myself and wasn't sure if I was tired from work or maybe from vaccine.. I took my temperature and headed to bed to rest, feel asleep and work up for another call and felt like my fever had broken with a sweat feeling. I felt much better and finished my night on call and home on holiday at 1 pm.

921743 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 30.0 30 M RASH EN EL CUERPO, DIFICULTAD RESPIRATORIA

921744 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 KY 57.0 57 F Received the vaccine during break at work at approx 11:00 am. Sudden onset blinding headache with visual disturbance at 15:30 pm while working. Fifteen minutes after that the headache started to subside and I suddenly became very dizzy and was rolled to a stretcher and assisted to lie down ,associated diaphoresis and pale clammy skin. The following day, experienced significant joint pain and lethargy. I continue to have joint pain but otherwise feel relatively normal.

921745 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MO 49.0 49 F left arm painful swelling with worsening erythema/redness

921746 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MA 37.0 37 F Patient with history of and now active ulcerative colitis starting this morning and worsening after Vaccine. She was found bent over in bathroom in abdominal pain with c/o nausea and diarrhea. Brought to EMS-- water given. Patients husband drove her and will drive her home.

921747 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 WV 48.0 48 F Sore Arm for 24 hours.  Advil

921748 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 39.0 39 F about 1 week after first shot, develop hard lumps on clavicle (same side as shot given).  site very painful and tender.  determined to be swollen lymph nodes caused by vaccine..  Currently lumps have decreased in size and no pain.

921749 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 36.0 36 F Patient completed 30 min observation (due to hx of anaphylaxis to emgality) and as she was leaving she c/o lips swelling and tingling in throat. Pt was asked to stay for further observation. A few minutes later pt began to cough and stated worsening swelling in throat. Epi given and pt transferred to ED

921750 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Fever began on 24th around 10 with chills. Took Tylenol for low grade fever about 12:30 pm. Subsided for 6 hours and then 6:30 that evening it returned at 100.7. Again 6 hours later, fever was 100.4.  Christmas day, still had fever around 100. Then again that afternoon. Lymph node swelling underneath the arm. The site of the injection I had a large knot. Very swollen, small bruise, hot, and red. No streaking or red lines. Lymph node underneath the arm was about the size of a ping pong. I did not want to go to the ER. I called the nurse line and was triaged over the phone. I was instructed to take BP and pulse and gave numbers over the phone. BP was a little elevated, but nothing to extreme. I pretty much stayed laying down. It sucked the life out of me. I used hot compress and cold compress on site of the injection. It was late Saturday evening when I decided to see a change in the size of the lymph node. By Sunday, the 27th, there was no fever. Not even on Saturday. By Sunday, the lymph node had subsided as well.  I did get a headache, but it was like a nagging headache. My left shoulder in the muscle area towards the neck area, I had soreness.

921751 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 GA 55.0 55 F painful, egg -size lump under left armpit.  no redness

921752 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 30.0 30 M RASH, RESPIRATORY DIFFICULTY

921753 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 LA 32.0 32 F Very sore around injection site.  Moderate nausea and vomiting.

921754 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 41.0 41 F This individual received her first dose of Moderna Covid vaccine on 1/4/21. She called in on 1/5/21 at 1:08pm to report that she is not feeling well. She reports chills, extreme nausea, very tired, and arm swollen to approximately golf ball size in the arm she received the vaccination. She called off work on 1/5/21 due to her symptoms. She received physician advice from her place of employment to alternate Tylenol and Motrin to help with the symptoms.

921755 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MN 51.0 51 F Within 10 minutes of vaccine administration, patient reported that her arm began feeling warm, she then had numbness and tingling in her face and reported her throat felt warm.

921756 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 WY 36.0 36 F Numbness in fingertips to knuckles  VS: temp 98.4, HR 101 RR 16 BP 150/88

 54



921757 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 AL 36.0 36 F PATIENT HAD INJECTION AND HAD NO PROBLEMS WAS RELEASED THEN RETURNED WITHIN 30 MINS STATING SHE FELT LIKE HER TONGUE WAS SWELLING. PATIENT WAS REASSESED AND OBSERVED FOR ADDITIONAL 15 MINS AND STATES FEELS FINE. PATIENT RELEASED AGAIN.

921758 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Vaccine administer 12/23/2020 woke up 12/27/2020 with itchy palms and feet took cetrizine 10mg bid itching stopped.  Some itching here and there.  Sat. 1/2/2021 in the evening started itching certain parts this time red swollen rash patches stayed on skin.   Till this day still have itchy parts on body with rashes comes and goes.  Scalp itches as well.  Do feel some burning sensation on skin.  I can feel burning sensation inside of body with itch.  Patches warm to touch as well.  Have not seen a doctor for this issue.  Do work for a doctor and blood work orders were just for a check up.

921759 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 NY 79.0 79 M BILATERAL WHEEZES SHIVERING FLUCTUATING OXYGEN SATURATION SKIN FLUSH

921760 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 VA 26.0 26 M he reports noticing a (L) supraclavicular nodule about 1-2 days ago

921761 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MI 38.0 38 F Estimated due date: 07/09/2021. Around 8PM I started feeling chills, and arm pain and the next day in fact the next 2 days the pain was rather severe, I could not even lift my arm needed help with dressing, showering etc. Fatigue started on the 24th and slept all through the day until the 26th.  On the 27th and 28th fatigue got better and arm was also feeling a little better, could lift my arm. Friday and Saturday was very hard on the fatigue again  by Sunday the 27th I was back at feeling fine and I have been fine since.  Although had chills no fever. January 1st and second I also had headaches.

921762 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 TX 40.0 40 F 12/19 - Elevated heart rate,  trouble breathing. No med attn needed.  12/23 - 7pm Chills (2hrs), 9pm low grade fever, 11pm 101.2 fever, body aches, fatigue (2 days). Took Ibuprofen. Fever did not go over 99 after Ibuprofen. 2-3 episodes of diarrhea. Seen by PCP on 12/24 via after hours clinic. Recovered in 4 days.

921763 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 IA 52.0 52 F Received vaccine 12/23/20. On 12/31/20 noticed a 3 1/2 inch diameter reddened area to injection site. Area swollen. On 1/5/21 area decreased to light red but still swollen.

921764 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 AL 28.0 28 F About 1 hour after the vaccine, I developed watery eyes, itchy, runny nose, sneezing, itchy throat. This lasted throughout the day and required 50mg of Benadryl before symptoms finally subsided around 9pm that night.

921765 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WA 41.0 41 F Immediately post-vaccine, face felt hot and tingling, lasted 45 minutes.  Nausea 12/26-12/27.  Rash on flexural of both arms, started with just left then progressed to both arms 12/27; achy feeling still; "gross feeling;" swollen lip with blister, started 1/3; left supraclavicular lymph node swollen

921766 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 CA 34.0 34 F 12/31/2020--within the hour of vaccination, tingly sensation of the right arm with mild soreness. 01/01/2021--immense soreness of the right arm, unable to even lift arm above head without feeling pain, extreme sensitivity on the area where shot was given. Extreme weakness, unable to even rip a napkin.  01/04/2021--unexplainable neck and shoulder pain on the right side (where vaccine was administered).  Tensed neck and should joints, fatigue, lacked appetite.  01/05/2021--continued neck and shoulder pain on right side.

921767 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 ID 53.0 53 M I had moderate to severe covid in August 2020.  I recovered.  I had antibodies test completed on 12/22/2020 at hospital, my results were positive for antibodies with score of 205.  Dec 31, 2020:  Severe Chilling and shaking, teeth rattling shaking, unable to get warm,  Extreme fatigue, unable to stay awake, watch registered 4k steps despite me being in recliner for the day due to the shaking of body.   Jan 1, 2021:  Intense head ache, muscle aches and red and swelling welt at immunization site.  Recurrent fever, excessive sweating, soaked through tshirt, polo shirt twice, extreme fatigue. Same symptoms continue until Jan 5, 2021.  Symptoms were definitely more intense than just a casual body ache or fever. It felt like my body had covid again even though i know it is not possible to catch covid again from vaccine.

921769 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MO 61.0 61 F Received COVID vaccine, severe headache started 5 minutes after the administration. Jittery, nauseated. Continued to have worsening symptoms. Nausea/Vomiting, muscle twitching, severe headache, increased heart rate went to ED on 1/5 at 0100.

921770 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 33.0 33 M Fever tmax 101 night of administration, 4 days of muscle aches and fatigue on 1/3/2021 I had a fever at bedtime of 101.5, treated with tylenol and ibuprofen. Afebrile next day (1/4/2021) until evening, when I had a fever tmax 101.6 until 4AM. Took Tylenol and Aleve. Profuse night time sweating.

921771 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 MA 35.0 35 F Shortly after admin had rapid heartbeat which only lasted 2 min (120-140s) but the significantly fast and pounding in nature. RNS are on site attributed to nerves, but has no h/o anxietyl. Patient  is very concerned about next dose.

921773 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 AR 46.0 46 F 3 WEEKS POST VACCINE AND ARM MUSCLE/SHOULDER HAS PRETTY SEVERE PAIN.  IT HURTS TO RAISE MY ARM ABOVE MY HEAD, SHAMPOO/BRUSH MY HAIR, ETC....

921774 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 51.0 51 F Client stated at 10:48 she noticed chest tightness, then a hot&cold sensation in her throat,neck and then down the remainder of her body.  Stated she has had COVID 2 times and has viral myocarditis from COVID and gets chest tightness at times.  Blood pressure 132/80.  11:13 states easing up on the chest tightness.  Will continue to monitor.  11:23 Chest tightness improved states she is ready to go. Was asked to go to ER just for safety. Said she did not want to.  Stated she has had a cardiac work up and it was not necessary.  Blood pressure 122/80 Pulse68. Alert and orientedx3, respirations even and unlabored.  Skin pink,warm and dry.  Was informed if she would not go now, to please go with any further problems.

921776 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 VA 48.0 48 F numbness left side of body including face, arm, leg pain left side of body in several places

921777 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 PR 40.0 40 F Headache congestion clear nasal discharge throat pain and inflamation no smell no taste

921778 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MS 57.0 57 F EMPLOYEE C/O DIZZINESS, HOT THROAT THAT QUICKLY TURNED INTO SCRATCHY THROAT.  BP ELEVATED.

921779 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 CA 27.0 27 F 27 yo F presented to COVID vaccine clinic to receive vaccination. Post vaccine started having palpitations and headaches as well as chest tightness. Patient currently taking albuterol post covid infection. Pt recently diagnosed with COVID 12/13 with onset of symptoms on 12/11 discharged as of 12/22 and currently working. Last set of vitals prior to EMS arriving was 117/57 spo2 83. Patient reported feeling cold. Patient was provided with juice and cracker and transported to the ED via EMS.

921780 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MI 29.0 29 F Woke up at 12:40 in the morning and was covered in hives and my face and ears were swollen

921781 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CO 55.0 55 F left arm pain and swelling that started 2 days after vaccine, improved for a "few days" and then returned accompanied by itching at injection site and on upper left arm.

921782 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 TX 39.0 38 F I had arm soreness from the time of injection to the next few days, Saturday morning I had moderate tiredness and body aches and headaches that were really bad until the 23rd that was sporadic. I felt feverish malaise  really bad headache and body aches. I took Tylenol and Advil around the clock. on the 20th I also had very mild runny nose for 2 days. I went to get a covid test on the 23rd and it was negative. Symptoms resolved by the 25th I had no symptoms

921783 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 80.0 80 F Dry mouth, Nausea, Headache

921784 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MO 60.0 60 F Fatigue on Friday 1/1/21 (2 naps resolved fatigue on 1/1/21) and daily napping resolve fatigue 1/2/21-1/4/21 Headache on Saturday, 1/2/21. Took nap to resolve Blurry vision Sunday when reading began on 1/3/21 and has not resolved as of 1/5/21. Pain behind left eye on morning of 1/5/21

921785 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MI 27.0 27 M Body ache, headache, body weakness, fatigue

921786 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 MI 75.0 75 M tremors resident sent hospital facility. Y 2

921787 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 MA 35.0 35 F Shortly after admin had rapid heartbeat which only lasted 2 min (120-140s) but the significantly fast and pounding in nature. Facility RNS are on site attributed to nerves, but has no h/o anxiety. Patient is very concerned about next dose

921789 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 ND 88.0 88 M Nausea--very sick to his stomach since 1/5/2021 AM

921790 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 TX 62.0 62 M Soreness/pain at injection site for about 1 day

921791 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MD 44.0 44 F Chills, nausea, vomiting, tinnitus, weakness, headache

921794 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 30.0 30 F warmth in both arms

921795 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CT 62.0 62 F Chills, headache, fever, achey

921796 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 TN 49.0 49 F Started out vague. Started with headache at the base of her head and then it felt like a web that covered her entire head. By 10:00 she did not feel good.  Went to sleep instantly. Slept for about an hour. Began to have nausea. Sunday headache got worse. Started ringing , buzzing sound in her head. Took Zofran because of nausea. Sunday night chest discomfort. Monday had horrible chest pain, headache was horrible, then vomiting. went  to ER, doctor felt it was a reaction to the vaccine. was give medicine for nausea and Decadron for the reaction. Gave fluids for dehydration. Got medicine for headache. Keep taking Zofran for nausea. Still has headache. Has appointment with pcp in the morning.Y 1

921797 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 TX 47.0 47 M Fever of 102-103 for three days.  Chills, fatigue, headache, blurred vision, dizziness, body aches, congestion, and small productive cough for five days.  Fatigue, headache, slight dizziness and improving cough on days six and seven (today).

921798 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MD 60.0 60 F Red, itchy  rash to both upper and lower extremities and upper back. Started 1/01/2021 to present. Treated with prednisone  60 mg x 5 days and  trimcinolon 0.025% topically

921799 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MN 54.0 54 F Itchy eyes and hives on most of body that started 2 hours after injection.  I took 50mg of Benadryl and that put me to sleep. When I woke the hives were gone but I still itches another day. I took Claritin which did not help. When I got home from work I took 25mg of Benadryl which took care of symptoms. Eyes have been itchy off and on still.

921800 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 GA 27.0 27 F Fever, body aches, chills, nausea, headache, soreness at injection site  - all hindering normal daily activities such as performing work. This is day 8 of receiving vaccine.

921801 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 46.0 46 F increased heart rate, palpitations, difficulty breathing, subsided within 7 minutes

921802 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 NY 51.0 51 M Patient developed tingling  on the tongue 7 days after vaccine and developed unilateral facial weakness 9 days later diagnosed as bell's palsy and started on Prednisone, Valcyclovir and ophthalmic Lubricants.

921803 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 MA 49.0 49 F When she was injecting, had pain. Then felt heat flushed down arm. Felt really hot, felt heart racing. Got tunnel vision; got dizzy and felt like she was going to faith. BP up to 160/104 with HR 140. No meds given; just water. Took 30 minutes to recover. No recurrence

921804 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 VA 45.0 45 M Patient reported throat feeling dry 5 minutes after vaccine administration. He drank some apple juice. He reported that his throat felt tight, and that he was becoming hoarse about 25 minutes after vaccine administration.  He was able to walk to a treatment area, where he was assessed and 0.3 ml Epinephrine by Epi Pen was administered into antero lateral thigh, and EMS was called. Patient reported symptom improvement after 3-5 minutes.  EMS transported patient to the Emergency Department for evaluation.

921805 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CO 61.0 61 F left arm soreness that started 2 days after injection, went away then returned accompanied by swelling and itching

921806 01/01/2021 01/05/2021 CA 63.0 63 F tongue swelling that started 15-30 minutes after injections patient was taken to ED and given IV Benadryl 50mg and symptoms resolved

921807 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Presented difficulty breathing and some pressure on the chest. Started 24 hours after the vaccine. The symptoms lasted 48hours.  No treatment was taken, symptoms disappeared after 48 hours

921809 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 24.0 24 F SHORTLY AFTER RECEIVING INJECTION SHE BEGAN TO NOTICE THROAT TIGHTNESS AND TINGLING SENSATION IN EXTREMITIES - TO ER FOR OBSERVATION - ADMINISTERED DIPHENHYDRAMINE HCL. RECOVERED AND DISCHARGED

921811 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CO 84.0 84 F has a rash that started in her feet, not spreading.  Appears to be mottled, not raised.  Blanching rash.  NO pain, not itching.  Started later the day she got the vaccine. Maybe improving but they are unsure.

921813 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 24.0 24 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Awoke morning of 1/1 (about 36 hours after receiving vaccine) with mild fever and general malaise

921814 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Felt feverish 4 hours after the injection. Followed by pain, tenderness on L arm.  Had an episode of runny nose in the afternoon. In the evening, felt fatigue, mild headache. Took tylenol. Felt achy all over the day after, temperature of 101. Resolved with tylenol. Still with L arm tenderness,  headache, achy joints. + swelling on L arm injection site.

921817 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CO 28.0 28 F 45-60 minutes after receiving the vaccine she had numbness on the left side of her face/cheek associated with some mild swelling to the area. Maybe some mild left tongue swelling. Normal swallowing, normal breathing. No cough. No vomiting or diarrhea. No rash. She called an urgent care who recommended Benadryl, which helped minimize the tingling sensation and swelling over the next 2 days. Over the following week she had soreness at her left jaw joint near her ear and some left eye dryness. No facial droop. Normal blinking and smiling. No facial muscle weakness noticed. She was not sick when she received the vaccine. No new medications. Tolerates NSAIDs normally without reaction. No facial fillers. Never had anaphylaxis before to anything -- foods, medications, injectables, other vaccines. No known PEG allergy. Has not used Miralax before.

921818 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Vertigo, Positional Vertigo, Nausea/Vomiting

921819 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 LA 30.0 30 F severe soreness in the arm vaccine was given, fatigue, dizziness, nausea, and fever and post nasal drip

921820 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 MO 18.0 18 F swelling and redness to injection site. Hives to neck. Pt reports of sore throat limited to the side of the injection.

921822 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 LA 50.0 50 F Fever 100.3 Body aches Trouble breathing Chills Headache

921823 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TX 39.0 39 F 1 week after vaccine given, swelling, rash, and itching  occurred at injection site.

921824 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 OH 62.0 62 F Fever, highest 101.3, chills, fatigue, body aches, headache. Treated with Tylenol and Ibuprofen

921825 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 CO 61.0 61 F Selling of lips, tingling and numbness of the inside of mouth. Lasted for 8 hours.

921826 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 FL 52.0 52 F I went home and took my daily nap. I was really tired and not feeling well. The next morning, I woke up with a fever and I had fatigue. I was also coughing and had SOB. The doctor said I needed to go to urgent care. I had a breathing tx and a steroid injection. I was told I also had a respiratory infection. I was also given steroid pills, antibiotics and pump. Still have a lingering cough.

921827 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MN 62.0 62 F Had gotten a headache within 1/2 hour of getting the injection. Within 2 hours after receiving the injection my arms started to itch and upper back areas. Within 4 hours I noticed rash like redness with tiny little spots/bumps all up and down both arms and the itching was getting worse with both arms and upper back areas. This went away by Friday evening. I had the headache until the following Monday evening.

921828 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MS 58.0 58 F Employee reported temp of 101.0, with chills, Head ache, body aches, diarrhea, arm pain & night sweats.

921829 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MN 81.0 81 M Received COVID-19 Moderna vaccine on 12/28.  Developed nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, fever, and hypoxia at facility the day follow vaccine administration (12/29).  He was sent to the hospital on 12/29 and admitted for post vaccine fever where he had a chest x-ray that showed infiltrates but WBC count was normal and fever resolved upon admission to hospital.   Provider documented "expected reaction to vaccination in a patient with previous COVID exposure".  He returned to the  facility on 12/30.Y 1

921830 12/15/2020 01/05/2021 PR 27.0 26 F Fever, chills, body aches, headache and abdominal pain. Took second dose yesterday, I was feeling fine and it all came back.

921832 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 SC 35.0 35 F Feeling of warmth, flushing, pruritic, eyelid swelling

921833 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 WA 54.0 54 F large rash surrounding injection site.

921834 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 23.0 23 F left work early on 1/01/2021, feeling congestion, headache, cough, fever, chills, and body aches,  tested for COVID-19 and is Positive

921835 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 MD 50.0 50 F Received COVID moderna vaccine dose number 1 in left arm on 12/26/20. On 1/2/21 developed redness, swelling, warmth, to entire upper arm. 1/4/21 saw PCP for continued redness, swelling, warmth, and pain of entire left upper arm. PCP diagnosis: delayed vaccine reaction. Currently treating w/ ibuprofen, ice, and antihistamines. 1/5/21: Left upper arm improved but remains lightly red and swollen.

921836 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CT 25.0 25 F Fatigue, chills, nausea, headache. Next morning, felt dizzy. Tried to get up.  Sat at table, felt dizzy again, passed out,  felt like she was deep sleep, was told she was foaming at the mouth. Felt better afterwards.

921837 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MS 62.0 62 F Headache, dizziness, earache

921838 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 38.0 38 F itching and tingling in airway, throat, some shortness of breath

921839 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 23.0 23 F Fever of over 101, chills, body aches.  Treated with OTC ibuprofen.  Symptoms resolved over the course of 48 hours

921841 01/01/2021 01/05/2021 CA 63.0 63 U 15-30 minutes after the vaccine, patient developed tongue swelling patient was taken to ED and given IV Benadryl 50mg and symptoms resolved

921842 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 26.0 26 M Lips swelled and went numb. Hands swelled and went numb. Rash/redness covering upper body. Hives on arms. Nasal passages clogged

921843 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 58.0 58 F Patient reports chills, joint and muscle aches, extreme fatigue, nausea,  insomnia  and a general sense of not feeling well.

921844 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 WA 38.0 38 F HSV2 outbreak - took valcyclovir and acyclovir  Hives? Or other rash

921845 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 KS 28.0 28 M Tightness of chest, elevated heart rate, muscle and joint aches, fatigue, exhaustion, pain at injection site. No treatment sought as of yet.

921846 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 61.0 62 F NAUSEA AND HEADACHE

921847 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 18.0 18 F Tongue felt ?tingly and weird?. Tongue was not swollen 25mg Benadryl po given. Pt left in private vehicle 98% o2 hr 72   Gait steady and without distress

921848 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 AR 40.0 40 M COVID vaccine Tuesday.  Some soreness at the site that resolved over 2 days.  Over the past 24 hours, developed some mild parasthesias [nonspecific].  Aren't painful, but tingling is annoying, contributed to restless night last night.  Response 12/26:         Acetaminophen, Start B-complex with Fe, report if not already done Chart 12/26:           Reported.  A bit better this am but will start vitamins Chart 12/29 [excerpt] Still having same symptoms of parasthesias. Started multivitamin as well as acetaminophen.             I've noticed it affects only the right side of my body, and that it's purely sensory, no motor changes. Still mild, but not been sleeping well Responded, scheduled appt.   Vaccinated in L deltoid. Describes R side of body feels 'Cold' [dysesthesia] on R side of body and extremities.   No weakness, no change in ROM.  No joint swelling. No rash. Sensation feels less on R but still sense of touch. Thinks this is about the same- notices more when lies down in bed than in daytime. Symptoms persist 1/5/2021:  Referred to Neurology at his request

921850 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TX 25.0 25 F 1 day after vaccine, redness and swelling occurred at injection site. Fever occurred. Redness and swelling continued x 1week after injection. Itching began on 1/4/21. Redness, swelling and itching continue to remain on 1/5/21.

921851 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 16.0 18 F None stated.

921852 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TN 60.0 60 F Still have slight fever Headache Fatigue Chills

921853 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 TX 60.0 60 F I felt prickly sensation on face. My voice became hoarse after 30 minutes and remained hoarse for about 5 hours.

921854 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 16.0 18 F Patient under age 18 at time of vaccine

921855 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MT 49.0 49 F Pt. observed for 30 minutes after vaccine. About 1hour after leaving area of vaccine observation she began to feel shortness of breath, tightness I throat, and throat felt full. I was informed about 1 hour after these symptoms had begun to develop. I advised to go to emergency room. Taken to ED by co-worker. Spoke with patient 1-5-2021. Returned to work today. Had severe joint pain, especially in left wrist that evening.. Still has achy joints and states she is exhausted.

921857 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 MI 79.0 79 F Malaise, Wobbly, T. 99.2

921860 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 55.0 55 F GENERALIZED PAIN, CHILLS, HEADACHE

921861 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 MI 65.0 65 F T. 102.3

921862 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 OR 45.0 45 M Patient started to have bilateral numbness in hands 15 minutes after vaccine. He was monitored for approx 30 minutes and never developed other symptoms.

921863 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 RI 44.0 44 F Ee entered observation @ 1630.  This nurse asked Ee if she was feeling okay around 1645.  Stated she felt as if she had a "lump in her throat".  Denied any type of SOB or breathing issues.  @ 1650, Ee stated she felt an itching, burning, and tingling to her lips and chin.  Ee also had mild edema noted to her lips.  Also stated that she had onset nasal congestion.  Benadryl 25mg given @ 1652.  Ee remains @ observation @ present time, 1706. @ 1715 Ee stated that she had mild itching to entire body.  Around 1720, stated that the symptoms were easing up.  @ 1725, Ee stated that the symptoms were better, but slight itching still remained.  Insisted on leaving observation, stated she was okay.  Ee left observation @ 1726.

921864 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 NC 29.0 29 F Within 10 minutes following vaccine administration, patient had vomiting, lightheadedness, weakness, and verbalized feelings of being cold along with a very flushed appearance. Skin was slightly moist and very warm to touch. Complained she felt the same as when she was diagnosed with the  coronavirus infection in March of 2020.  Patient continued  to experience ongoing weakness in all extremities, dizziness followed by complaints of some changes in her sense of the light with her eyes closed. Shortly thereafter patient began complaining of her heart "speeding" up. Medic arrived and transported patient to the local emergency room.  On  1-2-2021 patient provided additional information including that later on the evening of the adverse event the arm where the injection was given became painful and itchy. Patient stated the pain and itching extended into Friday 1-1-2021 and then on into Saturday,  1-2-2021 she developed a sore throat, and some difficulty swallowing (described it as feeling something "stuck" in her throat) along with hoarseness. The patient also verbalized she remained weak, with a very sore arm and some small blisters which had formed on the same arm as where the injection had been given. A couple of the blisters the patient described where on the thumb of her hand as well her arm.

921865 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 PA 43.0 43 M Felt weak, dizzy, blurred vision and nausea Vitals normal except for several episodes of O2 stat 89-90. No wheezing . One dose of  Diphenhydramine 25 mg dose. Back to normal in 1 hr.

921866 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 MI 97.0 97 F T. 100.2

921867 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 KY 49.0 49 F I developed a small knot at the injection site the day after i received it. By the following evening it had grown to the size of a baseball. It was red, warm, indurated and it itched. Though when I attempted to scratch it was very painful.  I took Benadryl on the evening January 2nd and have taken cetirizine for the past two days. It has gotten slightly smaller and the itching has improved though not completely resolved.

921868 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 45.0 45 F dizziness, flushing, chest tightness

921869 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CA 34.0 38 F fever, chills, body aches, nausea, cough, COVID-19 tested on 1/02/2021 and came back Positive

921870 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 WA 46.0 46 F Patient is a 46 y.o. female. Chief Complaint Patient presents with ? Allergic reaction     allergic reation to covid vaccine      Patient had a covid vaccine    Patient works for dermatology and cosmetic.   The patient is a CMA Had filler injections on the face. Jaw line and Nasolabial folds on 12/29/2020 Juviderm and Define Resilin .    Has had facial fillers for three to four years.    No other implants or silicone in other body locations    No history of sulfa allergy   No history of anaphylaxis.      About 120 after the Moderna vaccination, was in the car still in the parking lot got a flush feeling and got hot chest tightening, heart pounding.  Weird taste in the month.  Did not feel like she was going to vomit.   Then got shaky.  Face feels numb and swollen.  Is not itchy.    No hives.       Patient husband was driving, turned around  And then pulled up.  The RN on the observation deck gave EPI pen in the left thigh while she was still in the car.            Driving home from getting Covid vaccine. Felt flushed, weird taste in mouth, chest tightening, palpitations, face swelling.    Is patient concerned about a specific cause for the current symptoms? Yes Covid vaccine  Onset of symptoms: 2:25pm 1/3/2021. Symptoms include: hives, rash or generalized itching, throat or tongue tingling, itching, or swelling and facial swelling. Rash distribution:  Face. How are symptoms changing over time? worsening.   Patient describes symptoms as severe. Has patient tried any treatment for these symptoms? Yes epi in left thigh What makes the symptoms better?   Epi made breathing better  What makes the symptoms worse? nothing   Associated symptoms:   o Fever No   o Sore throat No   o Recent illness No   o Exposure to person(s) with similar rash No   Objective: BP 106/72  | Pulse 77  | Temp 97.8 °F (36.6 °C) (Oral)  | Resp 14  | SpO2 97%    General:well-hydrated, well nourished, no acute distress HEENT: swelling where fillers have been used around the lips, nose, cheeks Neck: nontender, no masses Lung: clear to auscultation bilaterally  Heart: regular rhythm, tachycardia noted and no murmurs, clicks, or gallops. Extremities: extremities normal, atraumatic, no cyanosis or edema Skin: flushed on face and neck and chest  No urticaria No other rashes  Neuro: alert, orientation normal, speech normal pupilary response normal bilaterally extraocular motions normal tongue midline no facial weakness or asymmetry  we have pictures in her medical record.   this appears to be a dermal filler reaction.  the patient did receive epi as the first nurse who responded while she was in the car saw the facial eyelid swelling and redness and administered IM epi.     Once we were able to move the patient into the clinic is was apparent that the person had no anaphylaxis symptoms.  she was not itching, did not have hives, no stridor or wheezing or hypotension.     she was discharge on a Medrol dose pack.  advised not to get a second vaccine dose.

921871 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 MI 77.0 77 F T.102.9  upset stomach

921872 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 AK 66.0 66 F Patient was experiencing headache, lightheadedness, generalized itching, shortness of breath, wheezing, and nausea after 8-10 minutes of COVID-19 vaccine administration. Vital signs were stable RR 22 and SpO2 96% on RA. She was speaking in full sentence, no acute distress, with expiratory wheezing. No central cyanosis or new rash. After 15 minutes, she reports improvement on her symptoms. She was given Benadryl po and Albuterol 2 puffs in the clinic with improvement on her symptoms. Lungs have more air movement and less wheezing after the albuterol treatment. She was send home and educated in ED precautions.

921873 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MN 26.0 26 M Developed slight nausea about 10 minutes after vaccine administered. Started having sensitivity to light, lightheaded, dizzy, sweaty/clammy then dry heaves.

921874 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Malaise, feverish, joint pain, muscle ache

921875 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 MI 80.0 80 F Itching and redness at injection site

921876 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IA 30.0 30 F Painful, red, puffy/swollen at injection site

921877 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Patient experienced redness and hives on neck and face area with itching.  Applied Ice to neck area and administered 50 mg of Benadryl PO at 2pm

921878 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 LA 57.0 57 F Took vaccine and was monitored for 30 minutes.  She left the area and went on to her duties.  Approximately 1 hour later, she reports noticing a hot flushing sensation starting at the top of her head.  It gradually was  going down to include her face and back upper body.  She notice splotching of her skin large half dollars size on her front of her body.  Smaller red spots on the back.  There was a clear line of demarcation at her breast line around to her back.  No SOB or respiratory issues.  Went home and took a 50 mg. Benedryl.  The  rash has lightened at this time 16:32 PM same day of vaccine.

921879 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 UT 28.0 28 F Patient received a Covid vaccine and instructed to wait 30 minutes before leaving facility.  A few minutes later patient started c/o swelling in throat, difficulty breathing and being hot and flushed.1600: Pt was moved to a quiet space, BP was 146/83 HR 93 RR 20.  911 was called. 1604: Epinephrine injection given in right thigh. 1606: BP 175/74, HR 94 RR 20. EMS arrived at 1610. 1611 2nd dose of Epinephrine given in left thigh, per direction from EMS.  Client continued to  c/o shortness of breath and "throat closing off". EMS took over care at 1612, transferred to Hospital.

921881 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 35.0 35 M Severe chills (heater turned to 80 F); no fever headache malaise widespread body aches nausea lightheadedness/dizziness  ongoing not alleviated by APAP or ibuprofen

921882 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 GA 40.0 40 F Hives, wheezing,SOB,itching, Tingling in tongue initially. 01/05/2021 Fever 100.8, headache and joint pain Treated with Albuterol inhaler and Benadryl 25mg x2

921883 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 FL 49.0 49 F Site pain and itching the 1st 48hrs. Headache, nausea,vomiting, site pain,swelling,redness,itching after day 6. No medications used.025J20A

921884 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 80.0 80 F NAUSEA, DRY MOUTH, HEADACHE

921885 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 41.0 41 M Swollen Lymph Nodes

921886 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NE 52.0 52 M DEVELOPED PAIN IN ARM AND NAUSEA

921887 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 32.0 32 M 01/04/21: soreness in the injection area (deltoid) 01/05/21: soreness continues in the injection area - specifically if deltoid is contracting to hold the arm out. If arm is supported (by a table for example), deltoid is not reacting. In the morning, everything felt fine but by early afternoon, feelings of fatigue/soreness in other parts of the body has occurred.

921888 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NY 60.0 60 F 1555-pt reports left sided facial numbness/tingling, heat sensation to her left ear.  Face appears flushed, respirations even and regular.  BP 145/75 HR 79 RR 20.  Denies any swelling, or respiratory distress 1600-Benadryl 50mg PO and Prednisone 40 mg PO given per medical directory.  Pt tolerated well.  BP 130/81  HR 79 RR 20 1610-no changes BP 130/89 HR 79 RR 20 1630-pt reports only mild facial tingling near left eyebrow, facial flushing improving.  continues to deny any respiratory distress, denies any difficulty swallowing.  BP 145/79 HR 78 RR 18.  pt advised to have s/o pick her up and to f/u with emergency department or PCP.  Reported understanding.

921889 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CA 30.0 30 M body aches, nasal congestion, loss of taste & smell, diarrhea, shortness of breath, tested 01/04/2021 for COVID-19 and results are Positive

921890 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 62.0 62 F fatigue chills arm soreness

921891 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 80.0 80 F NAUSEA, DRY MOUTH, HEADACHE

921892 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 43.0 43 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EAU

921893 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 45.0 45 F swelling at injection site 9 days after administration of vaccine

921894 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NE 87.0 87 M DEVELOPED FATIGUE

921896 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 52.0 52 F tingling lips, no swelling

921897 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 IL 39.0 39 F I began experiencing tachycardia and numbness in my hands and feet.

921898 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 RI 59.0 59 F after the vaccine on the 19th I woke up with a bad headache and sore throat,  not intense I just felt like I was getting sick I took Motrin, Over the weekend I had significant heart beating which was very out of the ordinary I saw my physician. It felt anaphylactic. Dr did not prescribe anything I was asked to watch my symptoms

921899 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MD 46.0 46 F Flulike symptoms . Tested positive for covid-19

921900 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 VA 39.0 39 F I have not been able to sleep or rest since getting the vaccine. My body feels like it is racing like on lots of caffeine. That speedy feeling. I have the normal side effects as well, headache, nausea, fatigue...

921901 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 IL 54.0 54 F About 49 hours after receiving the Pfizer mRNA COVID-19 vaccine, patient developed chest tightness, itchy throat, upper and lower eyelid swelling, lip swelling, difficult swallowing.   Selt-treated with prednisone 40mg, fexofenadine 1 tablet, famotidine 40mg, albuterol breathing treatment.  Felt better, but then 6-8 hours later, felt chest tightness again that did not resolve with breathing treatment.  Went to the Hospital Emergency Department.  No epinephrine was administered.  But received IV corticosteroids, diphenhydramine and famotidine, and was discharged with 6 days of oral corticosteroids

921902 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CT 23.0 23 F Tingling and numbness of tongue, throat and lips Facial and neck itch and redness Minimum difficulty breathing

921903 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MA 50.0 50 F 8:31 Reported to us increased heart rate and tingling lips. Stated she had several allergies and brought her epi pen with her. Brought her to EMS station. 8:32 Gave epi 8:35 HR126 SPO2 100% 8:38 IV placed 8:39 POC 108 8:39 Benadryl 50mg IV push 8:40 Solumedrol 125 mg IV push Continued tongue/throat/ head itching 8:42 second epi given 8:46 136/64 HR 125 8:48 Transported to Medical Center via EMS

921904 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 38.0 38 F Received vaccine on 1/4@1530. Around 8pm soreness in left arm started worsening throughout night. When I woke up on 1/5/21@0445am for work I had a low grade fever of 100.5, headache, muscle aches all over body, chills, fatigue, joint pains all over. Around 0700am I developed weakness, dizziness and nausea with the other symptoms throughout the rest of the day. Took Tylenol and rested but woke up feeling the same at 4pm. Took my temperature at 5pm which was 100.00. Attempted to call vaccine information line but they closed at 5pm and left voicemail message with VAERS.

921905 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 CA 59.0 59 F Patient reports feelings tiredness, body aches and chills within 24-38 hours of vaccination. Patient report just feeling very tired.
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921906 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NV 36.0 36 F 1/4/21 Developed redness, swelling, raised, rash, itchy, size of quarter area.  1/5/21 Redness increased to 2 inches by 2.5 inches with same symptoms. Reported to Employee Health refer to Urgent Care.

921907 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AR 25.0 25 F sore arm with rash/redness

921908 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 62.0 62 M Chills, body aches, mild headache, fatigue.

921909 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 AK 66.0 66 F Left arm painful with redness and firmness around the injection area.  Pt also has  round bulging birthmark above it that was also red. It started 24 hours after the injection and it is now Day 2 after the injection and still there. We treated it with benadryl/ hydrocortisone cream/ hot packs/ and ibuprofen. She had one dose of cephlexin.

921910 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NE 85.0 85 F DEVELOPED DIARRHEA THE DAY AFTER INJECTION.

921911 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 CO 52.0 52 F Employee got COVID vaccine on 1/2/2021. She was awoken at 0400 AM that night with extreme chills, shivering. Fever 102.5 on Sunday, fatigue and body aches. Localized pain at injection site. Yesterday she felt better. Highest temp yesterday was 101.5. She noticed redness and swelling on Sunday and this morning she noticed it is larger-swelling and redness the size of a silver dollar that is hot to the touch. She is unsure of her temperature today and does not feel febrile today. She does not feel well today-feels body aches and general malaise. Her arm is painful, 5/10, and radiates up into shoulder and neck and causing a headache. Her right jaw was painful on Sunday and Monday. If she applied pressure to her jaw the pain would subside. Reports diarrhea Sunday into Monday that has since subsided. Employee reports being diagnosed with COVID on 11/15/2020.

921912 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 TX 31.0 30 F At 1020 patient c/o feeling hot, sore throat w/difficulty swallowing, dizziness & lightheadedness. BP 144/98, P 77, R 20, SpO2 99%.  At 1025 c/o sm. amt. of chest pain, numbness to tongue& no longer feels hot. BP 144/84, P 76, R 20, SpO2 100%.  At 1029 Gave pt. Benadryl 50mg oral solution as directed by doctor.  Doctor assessed patient.  Pt. c/o of increase in chest pressure, numbness to left side of face.  At 1036 BP 130/85, P 82, P 20, SpO2 100%.  At 1042 BP 123/85, P 84, R 20, SpO2 100%.  Chest pressure continues @ 4/10 on Wong pain scale.  Continues w/throat pain & numbness to (L) side of face, the dizziness has lessened.  At 1053 BP 118/80, P 72, R 20, SpO2 100%.  Reports chest pressure is gone No change in other symptoms & is lightheaded.  At 1055 pt. pt. to have coworker to drive her back to clinic w/pt.?s dad meeting them to take pt. home/ER.  At 1100 Pt. very dizzy and not feeling well upon standing.  Pt. agreed w/nurse to have EMS assessment.  EMS notified to respond.  At 1115 BP 123/77, P 76, R 20, SpO2 100%.  Throat remains and (L) side of face numb, cont. to feel lightheaded.  EMS on site @ 1119 to evaluate patient.  At 1126 pt. transported to ER via EMS.

921913 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 AK 50.0 50 U At 1602 client began c/o numbness on L side of face and pain/tension in L side of neck, radiating down L arm.  Vitals remained stable, no swelling or paralysis noted. No change in mentation, hives or difficulty breathing. Monitored until 16:39. At that time there was no change in her condition. Agreed to return home-monitor for worsening condition, seek medical care if worsens or continues. Treat symptoms with OTC and heat. Followed up with client 1/5. Reports took ibuprofen in pm and again this am to assist with pain and swelling. Still some swelling in face but resolving. No further symptoms appeared.

921914 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 PA 79.0 79 M Episode of vomiting, change in mental status, hypoxia and seizure activity.

921915 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 TN 93.0 93 F Patient had Osats down to 80 around 20mins after vaccination with pulse upwards of 130. Gave patient 3-4L of O2. Patient did not respond and so epinephrine administered. EMS called. Patient's Osat was around 90 with pulse ranging from 80-120 after EMS arrived and consent received from family.

921916 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 ME 27.0 27 F Tingling sensation in the tongue, high BP

921917 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CA 0 U Edit to Vaccine Excursion Report ID 55197 filled on 12/29/2020 At 845 am on 12/28/ 2020, Moderna, Covid 19 vaccines, arrived at Health Care Center. Vaccines were placed into Immunization Freezer at temperature range of -5.6 F at 830 am. At 845 am freezer temperature noted at 4.3,12.0 10.2 F from 9 am to 930 am. At 945 am temperature was noted at 3.9 F. During the 30-minute temperature rise, vaccine protocol was followed, and a sign was placed on freezer by Lead RN to not use and to not open freezer.  Emergency safety protocol were acted to ensure the viability of all vaccines.   Staff nurse filed a vaccine excursion report on 12/29/2020 with VFC program and incident report.  The case content information, on case number #01832359 per Merck vaccine,? ok to use,? and questioned the nature of the caller?s excursion report.  Moderna vaccine case number MOD20-2372 up to the health officer and provider. Unknown nature of outcome. As this has yet to be determined.0.1

921918 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NE 75.0 75 F DAY AFTER VACCINATION, DEVELOPED SORE/SCRATCHY THROAT

921920 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MI 40.0 40 F Within 10 minutes of receiving the vaccine patient began to look sleepy and  started to gasp for breath. She called for help  and slouched over in a chair and was moved to lay on the floor. Her feet were elevated and 911 was called.  Epinephrine was given, patient responded by being able to gasp for breath and her face returned to a more natural state. Within 5 min she began to struggle to breath and epi was given again.  Some improvement  did occur. EMS arrived and she was taken to the hospital.Y

921921 01/01/2021 01/05/2021 PR 41.0 41 F Chills, fever, general malaise, headache, fatigue, ?electric-like? shots all over head

921922 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NV 43.0 43 F Redness, swelling, warm to the touch and hard.  pain upon touching and pain in arm pit is very tender.  Lymph node.

921923 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 AZ 44.0 44 F Tingling of top lip with mild swelling

921924 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 57.0 57 F tingling in her tongue, chest tightness. Given 10ml Benadryl   Tingling and tightness subsided left with HR 75 BP: 130/80

921925 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 33.0 33 F loss of taste & smell, nasal congestion, got tested for COVID-19 on  1/04/2021 and it was Positive

921927 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 UT 32.0 32 M numbness to arm to fingers  burning to wrist

921928 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 MA 53.0 53 F Pt C/o Red itchy rash on face , Chest and Blotchy rash on hands. Denied SOB. Had same reaction in 2001 from Flu Shot. Gave PT 25 mg Benadryl PO and Pt stayed with Husband who is an MD until sx were improving. Pt Left with Husband when she stated her sx were improved.

921929 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Localized redness, swelling, itching at injection site on Day #7-9

921930 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AR 27.0 27 F I had normal side effects at first. But this morning at work,(a week after vaccine), where I had the injection from the vaccine is red, swollen, and itchy. I spoke with my dr and he said it may be an allergic reaction to the vaccine and told me to report it here.

921931 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 ME 52.0 52 F Tightness in the chest and neck

921932 01/01/2021 01/05/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Developed headache and backpain within 5 minutes from vaccination

921933 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AR 29.0 29 F sore arm with rash/redness at injection site

921934 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 41.0 41 M Left sided pleuritic chest pain developed about 24 hours after vaccination and continued to get worse for 2 days after which it is now slowly resolving. Used ibuprofen and tylenol PRN to help with pain symptoms.

921935 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 39.0 39 F Employee was feeling fatigued on Mon, 1/4. By Tuesday afternoon while at work, she was experiencing body aches and "felt my heart racing." She was sent to the ER by her supervisor and her SBP was 180s and HR was 120s. Employee does not have a hx of HTN or heart conditions.

921936 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 33.0 33 F A week after receiving the COVID vaccine(Moderna) I started developing a red rash on my upper arm surrounding the injection site. The rash has continued to spread in that area since yesterday.

921937 01/01/2021 01/05/2021 CO 44.0 44 F Headache, lethargy, body aches for 24 hours

921938 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 PA 60.0 60 F Started with a cough 24 hours afterwards and then 48 hours started with  body aches, head congestion;, chills and extreme fatigue.   Tested positive for COVID 1 week after received the vaccine

921939 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 UT 57.0 57 F Patient received a Covid vaccine in right arm.  Patient started c/o eye swelling, tingly nose, itchy mouth. 1108: BP 146/118 RR 16 HR 105 O2 98, starting to cough, eye swelling increased. 1112: Epinephrine 0.3 mg auto injector given in left thigh, EMS called. 1115:BP 162/112, RR 28, HR 121 O2 98, Pt states feeling better. Within 3 mins Pt started to c/o itchy throat and mouth, starts dry coughing. 1120: BP 158/112 RR 28 and labored HR 142 O2 98 2nd dose of Epi given in left thigh. Started O2 and bag valve. 1122: EMS arrived assessed client, albuterol given and transported to hospital.

921940 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AR 35.0 35 F sore arm with rash/redness at injection site

921942 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 GA 32.0 32 F 12/28 8am- Pfizer vaccine (lot#EL0140) received in L arm at Hospital 12:45pm- out on a walk. Lightheaded, fatigue, chills, mild nausea, stomach cramping, and muscle weakness all hit pretty hard at once. Notice slight arm soreness as well. Went back inside and essentially collapsed on the couch 5:30pm- Arm soreness is worse. Chills and lightheadedness only mild now. Fatigue has gone down to where I can resume daily activity  12/29 Wake up with moderate sore throat Stabbing arm soreness at injection site Moderate fatigue  and nausea persist. Mild chills. Tried to go for a walk outside and found a 30 minute very slow walk extremely tough  12/30-1/2 Moderate sore throat continues. Other symptoms gone 1/1-2 Arm/ injection site soreness slowly fades  1/2: exercise for the day= 70 min yoga and 7.5 miles of walking. Had a couple glasses of wine at dinner (possibly relevant if issues with vaccine are related to high histamine food issues)  1/3  Moderate headache, fatigue, and muscle aches. Skin feels hot. Sore throat worse than the previous days. Mild runny nose. Severe nausea. Go to Urgent care for COVID test and Zofran Rx. COVID rapid test and PCR test both negative. No fever, higher than usual blood pressure  1/4-5 (current) Nausea lower but still moderate, requiring Zofran. Sore throat persists. Mild fatigue and muscle aches. Skin still feels warm. Mild vertigo during exercise

921943 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 FL 41.0 41 F Developed shingles on 12/23/20- went to urgent care on 12/24/20, was given Prednisone and Acyclovir prescriptions.  Rash sites dried on 12/28/20.

921944 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 MA 64.0 64 F Feeling of itchy throat and coughing then started. Evaluated by EMT Gave 25 mg po Benadryl at 3:02PM.

921945 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WA 52.0 52 M Patient reported dizziness (vertigo) that lasted nearly 12 hours.

921946 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Sudden and continuous heartburn on 12/20/2020 which lasted all day.  Took Lansoprazole on 12/20 and 12/21.  Symptom resolved on 12/21.

921947 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AR 37.0 37 F sore arm with rash/redness at injection site

921948 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 CO 35.0 35 M Employee got COVID vaccine to right arm 12/21/2020. He noticed a rash to his right arm on the night of 12/27/2020. The rash was red and raised, he didn't think anything of it at the time. The rash persisted and was growing in a linear fashion and seemed to have an unusual appearance. He scheduled a telehealth visit with a Hospital Urgent Care on 12/31/2020. At this time he was diagnosed with Shingles and started on an antiviral. Multiple providers on the telehealth visit think that Shingles is a reaction to the Covid vaccine, as he is otherwise healthy and young and had recently gotten the vaccine. His symptoms are improving and he will be on antivirals for a week total. He denies other symptoms or concerns at this time.

921949 12/15/2020 01/05/2021 ND 49.0 49 F I  had left chest wall pain (lateral) while  breathing and laughing. I don't believe it was muscular.

921950 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 57.0 57 M Bell?s palsy

921951 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 TX 47.0 47 F I'm a employee at Airport  on the Day of the vaccine, i had a severe headache and had to take Tylenol  and Butal-acet-caff  50-325-40 mg  and slept the whole day. The next day I woke up better but a lingering headache persists to this date.  Also, along with the headache I have nausea and light headedness the whole day. As well as dizzy spells where everything spins even if I am sitting down.  Dr.   prescribed  methylprednisolone 4 mg dose pack. Can I take this medication or what can I take because it's not getting any better

921952 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 CA 57.0 57 F Four hours after vaccination, headache on left side. Next morning, pain was so intense, couldn't stand up. Still has light lingering headache

921953 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 AK 66.0 66 F Left upper arm hardness and redness.  pt has a birth mark above the area. It was treated with hot packs/ benadryl/ hydrocortisone cream and ibuprofen. Pt received one dose of cephalexin but was told to hold on taking any more .

921955 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AR 28.0 28 F sore arm with rash/redness at injection site

921956 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Subject was administered the COVID vaccine on Thursday, December 31st. Over the weekend she noticed the injection spot was turning red. On Monday, January 4th, 2021, the injection area had now become quite large and looked like she had hives. The area is red and raised. She consulted her PCP and was administered Cetirizine and told to use cold compresses to reduce the spread and the redness. She said the red area was a feeling of tightness, but no pain. She did not miss any work. She is in no pain. She will continue to monitor the area for any changes.

921957 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MI 36.0 36 F Within 15 min of receiving the vaccination she began to be itchy and her arm swole right leg began to itch and her ears began to burn, hives around the lips. She said her chest felt tight. She received 25 mg of Benadryl.  After 20 minutes she received another dose of Benadryl.

921958 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CA 46.0 46 F I experienced Fatigue, chest tightness, and increased blood pressure the first 2 days. Day 5 I started having pain in my upper back, left side. The next day had increased discomfort and developed a rash. Today, it is extremely painful and spread from the upper back to across my left  breast. My PCP agrees that it is Shingles. I am beginning a course of Valtex today, to lesson the severity of symptoms.

921959 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 VT 32.0 32 F Initially redness amd swelling. resolved on 12/29/20, redness, swelling and pain reocurred on 1/3/21, Better on 1/5/21

921960 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 TX 31.0 31 F At 1623 patient reports itchiness all over face, tingling to jaw line & right eye twitching. BP 109/76, P 77, R 20, SpO2 100%.  At 1628 pt. examined by NP, reporting no redness/swelling to throat and lungs clear upon auscultation.  Pt. given oral solution of Benadryl 25 mg along with water to drink. Reports increase to itchiness to face.  At 1640 Reports itchiness only along jaw line with the  other symptoms resolved.  BP 111/76, P 80, R 20, SpO2 98%.  At 1643 patient states able to drive home.

921962 12/20/2020 01/05/2021 TX 67.0 67 F burning sensation in my flank area of left back, extending  from the spine. I couldn't wear clothing because it was unbearable, It lasted until Monday. I texted my friend that is a Dr and he recommended to wait it out. I still get brief sensations but I am more or less over it

921963 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 34.0 34 M Fever 100.1, Chills and body aches.

921964 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AR 20.0 20 M sore arm with rash/redness at injection site

921965 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 AK 39.0 39 F itching in mouth, flushed face, itching chin/cheeks

921966 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 AR 21.0 21 F sore arm with rash/redness at injection site

921967 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Really fatigue for 24 hours, Like she was hit by a car.  It went away after 24 hours.

921969 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MO 43.0 43 F "I began  to have flu like symptoms around 1000 am after receiving the vaccine around 730 am Monday 12/28. By the time I arrived home around 3 pm I had chills, achiness but never ran a fever. This went on throughout that evening. When I woke up the next day I felt great until approximately 1000 am and then began having diarrhea. That lasted for about 5 hours. I had some soreness in my L arm where the shot was given however the following  Monday (1-4-21) I had a hard lump where the shot was given and a red rash that appeared. The rash has improved today but is not completely gone."

921970 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 FL 58.0 58 M Patient has a history of heart disease. Post vaccine patient experienced abnormally high blood pressure, even for that of a patient with preexisting disease. Blood pressure was monitored and recorded at least three times a day. Around 48 hours post vaccine, patient experienced sweats and shortness of breath while at work. Heart rate per monitoring device recorded around 145+ even reaching a max heart rate of 160. 72 hours post dose on New Years Eve around 23:00 patient experienced high blood pressure and sinus arrhythmia resulting in admission to the emergency department. Labs and an ECG were ordered.

921971 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 FL 38.0 38 F About 4 or 5 hours after vaccine, I was covered in a red rash from head to toe. I went to the ER and got a shot of steroids and I was put on oral steroids for 5 days. Two days after, I had a full blown chest cold and flu like symptoms. I started antibiotics with breathing treatments. I'm better now. I've been sick for a good 10 days.

921973 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 AZ 41.0 41 F 15 minutes after vaccine, had flushing, hypertension and tachycardia. 50 mg benadryl liquid.  Patient anxious with these symptoms, feet shaking, felt heart "beating out of chest." Vitals gradually improved after benadryl over one hour. Sent home in care of husband. Will call tomorrow to check on patient and work with allergist on follow up vaccine before receiving.

921974 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 WA 45.0 45 F 24 minutes post shot developed itchy scratchy throat, clearing throat, dry cough, sweating, sense of impending anaphylaxis ( same feeling I get with shellfish reaction) Bp stable, o2 says dropped 88%RA, tachycardia. Epi x 1 given 50 mg IM Benadryl and O2 placed seats normalized.  Symptoms did not resolve, 6 minutes later second Epi shot given. Within 3 minutes symptoms starting to resolve.  125 Iv solumedrol, and given oral pred 40 mg daily x 3 days   Felt fine next day(1/3)  then  1/4/2020 recurrence of symptoms ( 2nd dose pred a little late 30 hours after last dose)  Gave Epi shot, Benadryl 50 mg po ( pred on board)  Symptoms did not resolve but no desaturation , bp stable, tachy, persistent throat clearing and dry cough 2nd Epi shot given Iv famotidine Iv solumedrol 125 mg, symptoms resolved, albuterol helpful lungs clear Pred 40 mg daily x 3 days add famotidine bid, add cetirizine bid 1/5/2021 felt fine in am, sensation of throat swelling itching and dry cough recurred , albuterol used helped temporarily ( had already taken morning cetirizine, famotidine and pred 40 mg) Saw allergist. Says fine, breathing fine slightly tachy, lungs clear, O2 says wnl, sweaty Albuterol given, helped  Laryngoscopes with ENT negative for swelling, just mild vocal cord swelling from cough  Started on pred taper 40 mg daily x 3, 20 mg qd x3, 10 mg dailyx3 Add Benadryl prn  Add advair bid  Continue cetirizine and famotidine

921975 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 FL 37.0 37 F my right arm at injection site is still red and swollen a week and a day from injection

921976 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 OH 31.0 31 F Around 11pm, a pain began in my left arm around the injection site that extended down to my elbow. The pain steadily increased throughout the night until I was no longer able to move my arm above the elbow joint. The pain stopped increasing by morning but has been holding steady for all of today (the day after the injection) and I am still mostly unable to move my arm. A fever of 100.0 - 100.5 developed around 10:00am on 1/5/21 and still remains.

921977 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MI 42.0 42 F Nausea,  arm numbness, weakness elevated blood pressure, (210/80) heart rate of  120bpm. All occurred 5 min post vaccination

921978 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 29.0 29 F I felt that maybe they administered it too high, like the muscle area of my deltoid, and then around 10PM my shoulder started to hurt and then the next morning my pain level was 9/10 and it was unbearable.  I was very fatigued and could not use my arm to work since the pain in the arm. I took some Ibuprofen and took a nap and then after that it got a little better, it still hurt but at least I could I use my arm. The next day it was fine.

921979 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 VT 29.0 29 F Redness and swelling next day, which resolved but 4 days later developed recurrent swellingwith nausea and vomiting

921980 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Rash bump at site of injection. Appeared 7 days after receiving the vaccine. Warm/hard to the touch. Itches. Increased in size from day 7-8

921981 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Pt. reported feeling aches in her back, skin sensitivity, tiredness and chills starting the evening of 01-02-21 going into 01-03-21.  She took ibuprofen on Sat. and Sunday with some improvement in symptoms starting on Monday.  Today 01-05-21 she noted an approximately 4 inch in diameter oval shaped rash slightly to anterior and below to her vaccine site in the Left arm.  She is also having itchy eyes, reported as an allergy symptom

921982 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 38.0 38 F scratchy throat

921983 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 ID 60.0 60 F Injection site pain and swelling  the day after vaccination

921984 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TN 45.0 45 F Severe dyspnea, wheezing, heart rate greater than 130

921985 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 UT 42.0 42 F One hour after receiving the vaccine I experienced a moderate headache that was relived by Ibuprofen.  24 hours after receiving the vaccine I experienced a rash (small raised red bumps) on both arms. lower back, and below knees on both legs.  36 hours after receiving the vaccine I experienced the same rash on my neck.  48 hours after receiving the vaccine I experienced the same rash on my upper chest.

921987 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 WA 61.0 61 F development  of rash on arms,  itchy feeling on arms and torso;  feeling of increased warmth all over body--temp 96.8 temporal but felt very, very warm took Benadryl rash faded,  decreased itchiness

921988 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Since 4pm Tuesday 29th, extremely lethargic, sleeping heavily and wet productive cough with clear sputum. No fever, has had body aches, lethargy, malaise, fatigue, bloodshot eyes and diarrhea, loss of appetite.

921989 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 FL 46.0 46 F Anaphylactic reaction ( swelling and redness of face and torso, shortness of breath, constriction of airway and dizziness) Y Y 1

921990 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CA 31.0 31 M After leaving clinic - 20 minutes of observation, patient was driving home when you experienced slurred speech, flushed face, tingle, dizziness and felt like he would pass out. Lasted for approximately 30 minutes on side of the road. Patient rested in his vehicle until he felt better. Symptoms then resolved and he was able to drive home. All symptoms are fully resolved.

921991 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 ID 54.0 54 M Injection site pain, joint pain, fatigue all started morning after vaccination. Fatigue was decreasing by 1200.

921993 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MD 60.0 60 F Red, itchy rash to upper back,  both upper and lower extremities.

921994 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Left arm swelling and tingling within 2 hours of injection, swollen lymph nodes in neck the following morning, within 72 hours severe abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea that lasted 5 days, fatigue, and low grade fever (no higher than 100.8)

921995 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 NC 25.0 25 F Pain on left side of body- from site of injection to fingertips, shoulder, left side of torso (began 12/31 late pm) Chills (began 1/1 in morning) Fever (began 1/1 in morning) Headache  (began 12/31 late pm) Nausea (began 1/1 late am) Dizziness ( began 1/1 late am) Night sweats ( began 1/1 late am) Muscle pain( began 12/31 late pm) Lack of appetite( began 1/1 early am) Heartburn( began 12/31 late pm) Tingling/ burning sensation when clothes touched skin (began 1/1 in afternoon)  Took tylenol every 4- 5 hours (500 mg); took dramamine (25 mg ) on 1/1, and on 1/2 24 hour increment;  Pushed fluids: water, Gatorade,  Temperature check every 6 hours.  Muscle pain, pain at injection sight, headache subsided 1/4 Chills, heartburn, lack of appetite, nausea, and dizziness subsided 1/3 Tingling/burning, fever, night sweats subsided 1/2

921996 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TX 38.0 38 F - This is client's 1st dose, client is a receptionist at the Health Department - Day of vaccination (12/28/2020): swelling at injection site, bruising & headaches - Day 1 (12/29/2020) through Day 7 (01/04/2021): swelling, bruising & headaches - Day 8 (01/05/2021) : abscess-looking bump to left deltoid area (the size of a small tangerine), itching to site, redness (mild-rash-looking), warm to touch, tender, pain to site, and states "feels as if something stung" - Client was sent home from work today (01/05/2021) mid morning and went to see Dr. from Primary Care - Clinic - Client states MD told her that reaction was from vaccine, to monitor reaction, to take over-the-counter Benadryl orally, to apply cold compresses, and was given release letter to return back to work on Wednesday 01/06/2021

921997 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 WA 28.0 28 F Today is 8 days after covid vaccination. Skin is raised and red about 4 inches around injection site in right arm. Injection site is sore to the touch.

921998 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 VT 58.0 58 F swelling  and redness next day, resolved, but reocurred 8 days later

921999 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 AK 51.0 51 F Numbness and tingling in arm and especially in fingers and hand of the vaccinated arm. Numbness for over 4 hours and continues at this time, but lessening. Numbness also felt on tip of nose- lasted an hour on tip of nose and then dissipated.  No treatments provided only watched for anything worsening.

922000 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 WA 55.0 55 F Injection site pain Extremely tired, chills, fever, brief sinus pain, body/joint pain Symptoms resolved at 8:00PM the following day (approximately 29 hours after vaccine administered). Stayed home from work the day after the vaccine administered.

922001 12/01/2020 01/05/2021 MD 38.0 38 F Sore throat  Decreased taste Headache

922002 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 GA 51.0 51 M Abdominal cramps and bloating starting approx 24 hours after vaccine lasting 1-2 days, fatigue for 2 days, deltoid soreness with movement for 1 week, tender left axillary adenopathy noted Monday Jan 4th.

922003 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 MA 40.0 40 F Employee stated that she is allergic to multiple medications and was anxious that she may get a reaction to the vaccine. After sitting for about 1/2 hour after receiving the vaccine, she began to c/o of a sharp epigastric pain. Employee stated that she only had a banana to eat for breakfast. She was transferred over to the first responders area, where she was assessed.Her vitals were within normal range.  After few minutes on the stretcher employee stated that  the pain was slowly subsiding, she then opted to leave.

922004 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 KS 25.0 25 F PM Tingling and numbness to both legs. She said this is the type of reaction she gets when she has an allergic reaction to a decongestant. 50mg of PO Benadryl. Vitals where unremarkable throughout. Dismissed her by wheel chair directly to her husband at 9PM on 1/4/2021 due to legs still being a little shaky.

922005 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 ID 46.0 46 F Injection site pain, swollen Lymph node under arm on the side on vaccination. Started the day after vaccination.

922006 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 WA 24.0 24 F 15 min after injection, pt reports dizziness. She was closely monitored and then she threw up as well

922007 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 OR 39.0 39 F On 1-03-21, I noticed a large lump on the left side of my clavicle the size of a quarter and increased pain.  I went to urgent care and the PA was unable to diagnose what caused the lump or what the lump was.  On 12-31-20 and 1-04-21 had nose bleeds. Nose bleeds are not a normal occurrence for me and I emailed my NP for further treatment options.  No response yet.

922008 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 TX 84.0 84 F At 1054 patient c/o headache at a 8/10 on the Wong pain scale, dizziness. BP 159/66, P 57, R 20, SpO2 96%. At 1110 headache 2/10 on pain scale, dizziness gone. BP 150/60, P 52, R 20, SpO2 96%. At 1120 PCP here to assess patient, instructions to return next week to clinic for an office visit.  Pt. reports headache gone. At 1122 BP 154/59, P 54 with symptoms still gone.

922009 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Five minutes after injection, tingling tongue, severe dizziness, foggy brain, chest pressure, then coughing non stop

922010 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 DE 56.0 56 F Red raised flat and raised bumps/rash on thighs front and back, knees, shins, ankles, and feet. Very small amount on back maybe 3-4 bumps

922011 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 CA 36.0 36 F rhinorrhea, headache, tested for COVID-19 on 1/04/2021 and was Positive

922012 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 32.0 32 M Redness swelling and tender to touch to left eye

922013 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Patient began feeling symptoms of tongue and hand tingling and throat tightening 5 minutes after receiving her dose. Her vitals were taken and were stable. After 5 more minutes her hands stopped tingling and within 15 minutes her throat symptoms resolved. She continued to have tongue tingling without any facial or tongue swelling. After 25 minutes a physician was contacted and cetirizine 10mg was administered. 25 minutes later her symptoms were resolved and her vitals are stable. She was allowed to go home after that time and was advised to follow up to her PCP.

922014 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 CA 52.0 52 F Lower right leg skin rash. Localized size of Quarter

922015 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 WY 18.0 18 M Pt describes falling with onset of weakness below the hip level about 6 inches above the patella with missing clonus reflex. The pt cannot squat down with associated observable loss of strength, pt is not able to stand up. The pt has fallen 7 times since symptom onset around lunchtime between 1200 and 1300. Pt denies LOC.

922016 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 WA 50.0 50 F That evening experienced significant fatigue. By next morning felt like "she'd been hit by a semi-truck" was too fatigued to get out of bed, had a low grade fever of 100.1, and significant body aches. Spent 2 days in bed.

922018 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 VT 58.0 58 F redmess,swelling, and itchy

922019 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MI 58.0 58 F Fever 99 to 102, nauesous, body aches allover, headache with congestion, chills, fatigue

922020 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NE 22.0 22 M Large swelling and redness on left shoulder. Growing in size numerous days in a row.

922021 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 27.0 27 M 1459: vaccine administered 1508: Patient reported feeling lightheaded and dizzy; VS 97.3, HR 58, BP 106/50, 97% room air- First responder called 1513: patient transported to be by first response team (seeing "black") VS temp 98, BP 68/36, HR 46, O2 97% 1516: patient reports feeling a "little better" VS temp 98, BP 104/55, HR 63, O2 98% Pt denied needing transport to ED for further treatment. Continued sitting in clinic, drinking juice and was monitored. At 1600, patient discharged from clinic back to his work department- reported "feeling fine"

922022 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 40.0 40 F Received vaccine 12/29/2020 and site became raised, red and hot.  On 12/30/20 area is larger, raised, red, hot and painful.  When to ED on 12/31/2020 and had increased redness to the injection site. The site is painful nonpruritic.  Low grade fever (99.5), otherwise normal vs. patient with localized reaction from Covid vaccine, patient believes that she may not have received the vaccine in her muscle. She has pictures of the actual vaccination that show as the vaccine was placed into her arm that the needle was somewhat out of her arm and not fully engaged into her arm.  Patient will start a short steroid burst of 40 mg of prednisone daily, patient is an RN, is concerned she may have cellulitis potentially due to vaccine not being administered properly, will cover with keflex. Tryptase pending.

922023 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 NY 24.0 24 M Solid red oval going 3cm laterally each way from injection site, and 5cm above and below injection site. Heat and minor swelling around injection site. Pain in armpit, almost unnoticeable while resting. upon raising armpit pain worsens. Swelling in the armpit as well. Headache. (NO fever).

922024 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NY 37.0 37 F approximately 2 hours post injection the patient developed an itchy red rash on her face and chest.  No swelling of lips or tongue.  No SOB.  Treated with antihistamines with improvement.   This is a very common reaction to medication for this patient.

922025 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MN 43.0 43 M Headache, Muscle pain, sore throat, chills.

922026 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 WA 45.0 45 F Notice yesterday, a large round red circle about 2 inches across, raised and swollen, hot to the touch, soreness and tender.

922027 01/01/2021 01/05/2021 FL 33.0 33 F Tongue swelling, throat itching, slight shortness of breath, headache, joint pain, fatigue, sore throat

922028 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Severe right arm pain, nausea, fever, fatigue, muscle pain, general feeling of being ill.  Started 11pm on 1/4/21 continuing through 1/5/21 evening.

922029 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 KS 36.0 36 F At 8:20 AM she complained of tongue swelling, Facial Flushing, BP went up 174/112, Pulse 123, Used albuterol inhaler, Benadryl 50 MG PO, Vitals Signs gradually returned to normal BP on discharge 122/87, Discharged to coworkers at 9AM.

922030 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 MI 46.0 46 F Thyroiditis with hyperthyroidism: 5 days after vaccine developed sweats, 10 days after the vaccine (1/1/21)developed fevers and right sided neck pain, tachycardia, myalgia

922031 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 CA 37.0 37 F headache, fever 101.9, head congestion, loss of taste & smell, tested for COVID-19 on 1/04/2021 and it was negative

922032 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 WI 49.0 49 F Received Pfizer covid 19 vaccine 1/2/21(Saturday). Bed time Saturday injection site was and still is tender. Also notice mild body aches at this time. Sunday came home from work w fever chills headache and vomiting

922033 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 48.0 48 F I got it and within that short period of time I really just didn't feel well. My heart was racing and not racing, blood pressure was up and down.

922034 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 40.0 40 F 8 days post vaccine, red sharply demarcated rash over vaccine site, with pruritis. Resolved in about 1 day with topical steroid cream.

922035 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 OK 25.0 25 F Patient complained of shortness of breath/tightness in chest.  3 RNs present to assess and evaluate with epilepsy-pen on hand to administer as necessary.  Patient has not had any reactions to any previous vaccinations.  Upon assessment, the patient was alert & oriented and was responding to questions.  Patient was not tachycardia nor did she have any tachypnea with heart rate @ 86, RR @ 18, SPO2 @ 99%.  Breath sounds were reported to be CTA bilaterally (conducted by RN & director of clinical operations).  Patient's legs were evaluated, cold compress applied to back of neck, & she was instructed to take slow, deep breaths (in through nose, out through mouth to prevent hyperventilation).  Patient remained conscious, alert, and responsive entire time.  EMSA/emergency response arrived at 1200 to evaluate.  Care relinquished at that time.

922036 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 CA 38.0 38 F 1/2/2021: In the evening, I  started experiencing swelling (felt like a hard knot under the skin), itching, redness, and heat at the injection site. Earlier in the day I noticed a little pain discomfort in my right arm pit. As the day wore on, I noticed swelling in my lymph nodes and the level of discomfort increased to the point that it disturbed my sleep. 1/3/2021: The pain and swelling at the injection site and armpit continued to be the same. I took ibuprofen to try and alleviate the level of discomfort. That evening before bed also took Benadryl to see if it would help with the injection site reaction. I also started experiencing a dull shooting pain and tingling from my armpit down to my wrist on my right arm. 1/4/2021: The injection site improved, no more knot, heat, or itching. It still remained a little swollen. Lymph nodes were still swollen throughout the day, but manageable with ibuprofen. Shooting pain and tingling still occurring sporadically throughout the day. 1/5/2021: Still a little discomfort in the armpit, but seems to be improving.

922037 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Patient received vaccine and started to feel lightheaded and flushed about 5 minutes after the dose. She fainted and was assisted to the ground. She did not lose consciousness. She was asked about her recent insulin dose and it was suspected that she did not eat enough food after taking her morning insulin.

922038 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WI 40.0 40 F States she started feeling sore and warm at injection site at about 9:30p on day of shot. Has a rash around injection site that was 4 inches across, but is slowly shrinking. Rash is warm,hot to touch. Elbow in right arm is tingling, but patient reports having long terms myalgias for other reasons.

922039 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CA 51.0 51 M headache, body aches, cough, chest pain when deep breathing, was tested for COVID-19 on 1/04/2021 and it was Positive

922040 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 MA 33.0 33 F Had mild to moderate pain in injection site (R upper arm) for approx 4 days after the vaccine, resolved entirely by 1/3. On 1/5, 7 days after receiving vaccine, developed onset within a matter of hours of R upper arm pain, swelling, itching and erythema.

922041 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 TX 45.0 45 F At 1310  patient reported lightheadedness, dizzy and throbbing to right temple.  BP 136/87, P 60, R 20, SpO2 100%.  At 1328 BP 146/88, P 72, R 20, SpO2 100%.  Reports feeling dizzy, & tired.  At 1336 Per RN, will monitor another 15 min since pt. c/o feeling woozy when standing.  At 1341 Tingling in upper right chest area.  Escorted to BR via w/c to urinate.  At 1350 patient reports symptoms have resolved. BP 148/89, P 74, R 20.  Reports can drive self home.

922042 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 AZ 46.0 46 F At 2pm, I felt very tired like I hadn't slept all night with warm rosy cheeks-low fever.  I took an 800mg and went to bed, woke up the next morning feeling great with no reactions.

922043 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 TX 55.0 55 F Started having rash the day following the vaccination, the rash extended to the neck and is more severe, still until today  the seventh day after the vaccine.

922045 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 WA 50.0 50 F On the way home I developed upper lip swelling followed by some right cheek swelling. At this point, I got really concerned ( maybe overly) but I pulled into a parking lot and called 911. I never had difficulty breathing and I had  a normal pulse oximetry. The fire department stayed with me for a while and it did not worsen, so I declined the ambulance ride and headed home.  The swelling lasted about 3 hours and resolved in reverse direction ( lip first, followed by the cheek)
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922046 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 TX 47.0 47 M I received the first Moderna shot at approximately 4:30pm on 12/23/2020. Around 9:30pm that evening, I began to feel fatigued and had a slight headache. I went to bed around10:15-10:30pm. Shortly after going to bed, my headache  worsened and I began having chills. I was a bit restless that night and just did not feel well. These symptoms lasted until about 8am the following morning, 12/24/2020. I was still fatigued and still had a headache, which had lessened in intensity. I no longer had chills. The fatigue wore off throughout the day, but I still had a slight headache. Later in the evening I again became fatigued and still had a slight headache. The following day, my headache subsided, and I was only tired once evening came around. My symptoms had completely dissipated by 12/26/2020.

922047 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 PA 48.0 48 F Post vaccine 12/18 Shoulder and upper/mid-back soreness pretty quickly; left arm feels stiff shortly after leaving observation area (32 min in observation) 9:30 lip tingling/ numbness, headache, back soreness/tightness/ pressure continues 9:40 hearing muted, fullness/mild pressure in ears - first left then right a little later   Headache waxes and wanes - at times feels like vice squeezing my head  11:50 heartburn sensation  12:00 localized swelling/ knot at injection site   12:04 wave of nausea/ mild heartburn  Headache continues off and on  3:30 ear ache, nausea, stiff joints, arm/shoulder/back pain, neck pain 16:00 dizzy/ nausea 16:22 flushed feeling in cheeks and neck; itchy cheeks, neck, chest   16:50 still flushed, itchy all over, heart palpitations. Fitbit shows HR 78   Hives for several hours.  Hives gone by morning but still intermittently itchy.  Eyes itchy/ feels like a contact lens is stuck in a wrong spot (have not worn contacts in 12+ years)  Very mild cough started in evening  12/19 Hives in afternoon; itching off and on all day HR 91 (21:30) 21:43 HR 97 dizziness, headache  22:00 hives on face and abdomen 23:09 eye hurts again and is so itchy I want to rip it out of the socket, headache persists  12/20 Mild-to moderate itchiness upon waking, Itchiness off and an Mild headache off and on  9:15 heaviness in chest - feel I like do just before I get bronchitis, very mild cough Itchiness throughout the day. Hives on face in evening/Skin has a sunburn-type feeing  Hives on neck and chest at bedtime Eyes itching then hurting - feels almost like pink eye type sensation As I was dozing off to sleep, heart palpitations - HR 97  12/21 Itchy/ hives on face, neck, upper chest  By 12/21 afternoon, itchiness and hives abated. No further symptoms

922049 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 SD 30.0 30 F Following vaccine, patient became clammy, chills and shaky. C/O arms tingling, chest pressure, and lightheaded. Temp was 100., other VS normal, SaO2 100%. No respiratory distress. After period of time, patient still was not feeling well and "couldn't feel her arms". Decision made to go to the ED. 911 called and transferred

922050 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NH 32.0 F Started with scant itching to site 12/28,  developed large 4in x 4in inflamed site to L arm injection site, red spot hot to touch, tender and scantly itchy. Redness resolved in 3 days but arm continues to itch.

922051 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NY 40.0 40 F Patient with very mild swelling  lip and  itchy feeling of tongue. Given 37.5 mg Benadryl, all symptoms resolved.

922052 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 VA 36.0 36 M I had a fever, chills body aches and headache. I also lost my sense of smell.

922053 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 OH 42.0 42 F Swollen lips

922054 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 AK 33.0 33 F 25 minutes after injection got light headed, BP was taken by RN 139/91, face then got red, hot and itchy. II was taken to the Emergency Department for further observation. I I also experience some nausea, my tongue was slightly itchy, I had a stomach ache and some redness/swelling round the injection site. At the ED I was given 25 md Benadryl PO and observed for another hour and a half before being discharged.

922055 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 PA 65.0 65 M Patient reported one side of the mouth twitching but it was fine a few hours later by end of shift.

922056 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 NY 22.0 22 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Chills, headache , fatigue on night of vaccine only 12/31/20 Tired, headache, muscle pain, lymph node in left armpit swollen/painful  1/1/21  Lymph node pain gone 1/2/21 *Shortness of breath/chest pain 12/31/20 - currently

922057 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 CA 38.0 38 F 1/2/2021: discomfort in armpit in am; swelling (felt like hard knot under skin), itching, redness, and heat at injection site in pm; swelling in lymph nodes and increased discomfort during the night-to the point of disrupting sleep. 1/3/2021: symptoms continued throughout the day; took ibuprofen with little relief. before bed took Benadryl to see if it would help with injection site pain. also started feeling dull shooting pain and tingling from armpit to wrist sporadically throughout the day. 1/4/2021: injection site discomfort started to resolve, no longer a knot, just slight swelling. lymph node swelling and discomfort continued. still feeling dull shooting pain and tingling in right arm. 1/5/2021: armpit discomfort starting to feel a little better, still sporadically getting shooting pain and tingling, just not as much.

922058 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 TX 49.0 49 F Vertigo - BPPV

922059 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WI 40.0 40 F warm to touch at site of injection, rash up to 4 inches, starting to decrease

922060 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 CA 50.0 50 F allergy symptoms, tested for COVID-19 1/02/2021 and was Positive

922061 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 IN 62.0 62 F starting developing hives on back of my neck and head  6 days after the covid vaccine was administered. The hives progressed to my ears, arms, abdomen, groin, and upper thighs. I started taking Benadryl the first evening the hives started and continued benadryl for 2 more days. The benadryl did not stop the progression or  help much with the intense itching.  Had a telehealth visit via the telephone with Dr on Monday Jan 4. He ordered  Atarax prn. I also started taking Pepcid and Zyrtec. Today I still have hives that are developing but at a much slower pace. The itching is much improved.      DO I TAKE THE 2ND VACCINE?

922062 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 OH 51.0 51 F 2 hours after vaccine I had a headache, high blood pressure, lightheaded and, dizzy the day after I was sore all day. In addition ligament pain with lots of muscle pain.

922063 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 KY 71.0 71 F patient in waiting period post vaccine - received at 1738 p. Approx 6 pm, pt complained of not being able to take a deep breath. Was anxious prior to receiving vaccine. Skin warm, dry and pink. RR 18, BP  150/86, HR 72. States doesn't feel bad, but  was restless and states I cant take deep breath. Refused ED, asked patient to wait for additional 20 minutes or so. Gave water/snacks. After 20 minutes, pt reported feeling better and wanted to leave.

922065 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 OH 52.0 52 F 1/4/21 around 10am became extremely nauseated, clammy, dizzy and hot.  No temp and had just received COVID POC test and was negative.  Left to go home and had loose stool then chills, body aches, hot spells, and extremely tired.  Could not stay awake and was in brain fog.  Slept all day, all night and all day on 1/5/21.  No appetite, stuffy nose, headache, chills and hot spells, no fever,  Again unable to stay awake.

922066 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 VA 38.0 38 F localized redness and swelling 0600 which spread noted at 1830, itching 1830

922068 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 MA 27.0 27 F Joint pain/Muscle aches - 2 - 36 hours following  shot Arm pain at sight - 1-48 hours following  shot Headache - 2-24 hours Rash on back similar to shingles - 4-12 hours  Chills - 12-24 hours following  shot

922070 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MT 62.0 62 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA redness, warmth and itching of skin around injection site, no fever.  Symptoms began last evening , one week after injection and are continuing. Notified employee health and PCP. will continue to self monitor and notify others if symptoms worsen.

922071 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 46.0 46 F feeling like motion sickness, light headed/unbalanced which is causing nausea, when in sitting position on couch i feel fine. too much movement gets me nausea and feeling light headed

922072 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Pain at injection site, nausea, headache, fatigue

922073 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 63.0 63 F I developed a red, swollen hard area surrounding the injection site 4 days after injection.  It has now become warm to the touch and itchy.  And this is 8 days post injection.  I was given MODERNA COVID19 EUA

922074 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 AL 33.0 33 F itching lower extremeties less than 30 minutes. no rash involved

922075 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 TX 40.0 40 F She describes joint pain and gradual numbness on her arms.

922076 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 OH 40.0 40 F Moderate arm soreness 5-48 hours post-injection.  Second, on the evening of 1/4/2021, noticed red rash, currently continuing to enlarge at time of this report. Intermittent light pruritis, mainly to palpation.

922077 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 CO 33.0 33 F 7 days after receiving Covid vaccine developed subclavicular lymphadenopathy on side of injection. Swelling developed and decreased. Due to area of lymphadenopathy, had to have breast exam, lab work and will need to schedule diagnostic mammogram and ultrasound. If that comes back clear there are discussions of CT scan.

922078 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Dizzy/Fatigue/Achey/Nausea for 4-5 days. Sore arm at injection site for 3 days. Left toe swelled up and painful on day 2, but subsided within 24 hours.

922080 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 NY 62.0 62 F Fever of 101 Fatigue

922081 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 PA 50.0 50 M Patient reported tingling in her fingers but reported she was fine by 3:06pm

922082 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CA 21.0 21 F Patient received Moderna covid 19 vaccine on 11:15am 1/5/2021. Patient had rested for 15 minutes after vaccination and reported felt fine. Patient went back to work. Patient fainted around 3:30pm. Patient regained the conscious quickly and the Paramedics said her blood sugar was normal and she had little orthostatic hypotension. The Paramedics gave her some fluid.

922083 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 AR 22.0 22 F I?m running a 101 fever and I feel very weak. I?ve had fever since an hour after the shot and I?ve had it for 24 hours. I am continuing to feel weaker

922084 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 NY 52.0 52 F given 12/27/20; arm became reddened approximately 3in by 5in area, warm and tender to touch over deltoid are on 1/2/21; on 1/3/21 the reddened area traveled down arm about 3 in; redness gone on 1/4/21

922085 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NM 53.0 53 F Immediately after receiving vaccine, she felt pain in her left deltoid, followed by a spasm in her left trapezius, and headache. She experienced a warm sensation travelling down her left arm. She described a feeling of muscle spasms in her left upper and lower extremity and was unable to bear weight on her left lower extremity due to the altered sensation. She endorsed acute nausea and vomiting. She was transferred from vaccine clinic to emergency department at 1420.  Patient received diphenydramine 12.5mg IV @ 1722, prochlorperazine 10mg IV @1733, Lactated Ringers 250mL IV bolus @ 1733, ondansetron ODT 4mg  @1445. Patient was diagnosed with an acute anxiety attack in the setting of a novel vaccine administration.  She was discharged at 1854.

922086 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 WA 37.0 37 F The morning after my vaccine I woke up with a very sore upper arm. By 4pm that evening I had fatigue, chills, and body aches. I went to bed and slept much longer than normal and woke up the next morning without chills or body aches. My arm still hurt quite a bit and I started to have elbow joint and hip pain. The following day I started to have sciatica from my hip to my foot on my injection side, the left side. My elbow joint was sore for about 3-4 days after the injection. I also had some numbness right at the injection site the night of the vaccine.

922087 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CO 40.0 40 F Developed an itchy rash at injection site and tenderness 1 week after vaccination

922088 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 OR 30.0 30 F patient developed cellulitis at injection site 7 days following vaccination. associated lymphadenopathy. treated with keflex

922089 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IL 55.0 55 F Fever 100.6 next day. Chills headache fatigue

922090 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 37.0 37 F Patient became lightheaded, flushed, tachycardic, and developed hives.  Patient was administered 25mg of diphenhydramine orally and observed.  Patient quickly began feeling better, hives disappeared.  The patient left with 2 other coworkers.

922093 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 FL 33.0 33 M 6 hours of 7/10 crampy umbilical abdominal pain starting 10:00am [22 hours after shot administration] with nausea. Improved thereafter. x5 bowel movements, from solid to liquid and diarrhea. Had to call out of work for afternoon, could not work.

922094 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 ME 45.0 45 M Mild nausea at about 20 minutes  post injection. Not unusual for me. Was on a 30 minute hold. Felt good. Left the station. Started to feel a little difficult to swallow. Tongue obviously swollen. No difficulty breathing.  No hives. Called PCP. Notified Deputy Chief. Drove to clinic as precaution. Dr. advised of reaction. Dr. advised me to take Benadryl, 50mg, Every 6 hours for that day and the folllowing.  Swelling improved within 1-2 hours of first Benadryl dose.

922095 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 WA 62.0 62 F Sore arm beginning in the evening which got progressively worse for a couple of days then subsided completely.  Some heart fluttering and some slight shortness of breath beginning a couple of days after.  More a nuisance.  No other symptoms I'm aware of although every little thing I feel now I think may or may not be a symptom like slight head throb but not consistent pain.  Not sure because of vaccine.

922096 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 NE 20.0 20 F Following you vaccination nausea, dizziness, and migraine.  These persisted, and still happen occasionally. Started once a day and now is every few days.

922097 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Patient received vaccine and was monitored for the 15 minutes. Showed no s/s of a reactions and okay to leave.  1/5/21 received notice that patient reported fever of 103.0 and chills woke up in the morning and temperature was 100.0.

922098 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 PA 50.0 50 F The patient reported ankle, leg and hip pain for which she is taking Motrin

922099 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 WA 34.0 34 F Headaches, chills, sore throat and anxiety

922100 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 TN 36.0 36 F Left axillary lymphadenopathy, swelling  and joint pain.

922101 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 CA 53 M Patient received the covid vaccine on 12/21/2020.   c/o new onset fever if 101.1m sore throat, HA, and body ache. Denies chills and cough   Covid test on 12/28/2020 was negative. Restested on 1/5/2021 - result pending.  Not sure if Influenza test was done.

922102 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NC 31.0 31 F Severe itching and burning all over body, moderate headache had to leave work early taking benadryl and tylonol.

922103 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 49.0 49 F Note recorded Jan 1 at 1400:  two day history of headache, body aches, subjective fever, and diarrhea.  Patient  states that she received her COVID-19 vaccine 2 days ago.  Patient reports that  she will experience lower abdominal cramping just prior to BM, but states that  this resolves immediately after having a BM. In regards to her headache,  patient states that it came on gradually and is located around her frontal  lobe. She states that it is dull but constant. She reportedly took ibuprofen at  midnight, which seemed to offer some relief, but states that the headache came  back this morning. She denies any neurological deficits such as weakness,

922104 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 AK 38.0 38 F Runny nose at least one episode of chest pain and palpatations lastong one hour nausea

922105 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 25.0 25 F About 20 minutes after I had a numb tongue and tingling. I was observed in the ED. Later that evening, around 9 PM  I had upper lip tingling and numbness. The next day I woke up with upper lip swelling. I also forgot to mention that I had some chest tightness.

922106 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NY 44.0 44 F Initially I was fine, but after 2 hours I started feeling joint pain. The next day the pain got worse and caused me to limp at work. I started feeling down. That night, I went home and had chills and fever. I was sweating in my sleep. I was fine on Christmas and now I have bronchitis like symptoms. I've seen 3 different providers at urgent care and was told that they don't know much about the vaccine. They told me to use Albuterol and go to the hospital if I get worse. I was told that I still have the antibodies from already having COVID twice and it may be causing me to have problems now. The first time was really bad and I developed pneumonia, but didn't go to the hospital due to all of the deaths occurring in city.

922107 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 PA 71.0 71 F Severe dizziness! Room spinning like merry go round. Lasted almost 30 hours. Only med taken was Tylenol. Was unable to walk. Had to lie flat with eyes closed .After lightheaded for at least 2days.

922108 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Strong, pounding headache; 102 fever with chills and aches; arm pain from 1pm until 4am the next day. No treatment

922109 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 OR 35.0 35 F Joint pain, muscle aches, fever, nausea/vomiting, abdominal pain, severe headache, rapid heart rate, perfuse sweating, facial swelling

922110 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 IL 61.0 61 F On 12/31/20 ,approximately, soreness to left deltoid region was present (expected). Redness, heat to site, burning, itching, pain began and steadily increased until 1-4-21 when I went to work at the hospital. On 1/4/21 increasesd symptoms continued with swelling to left arm deltoid both  above and distal to injection site.  Intensive symptoms continued.  I applied cold compress intermittently, took ibuprofen and Tylenol.

922111 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 KS 37.0 37 F Facial swelling/tingling, lip swelling and tingling and tongue swelling

922112 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 FL 37.0 37 F 8 days after vaccination I developed itching, erythema, warmth and induration at site and distal to injection site.

922113 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 29.0 29 F Woke up in the middle of the night with severe chills and body aches. Eventually my symptoms lessened throughout the day (I did use analgesics), but still had chills, some achiness, and a headache the day after I received my vaccine.

922114 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 29.0 29 M Pain and soreness at injection site beginning 5 hours post injection. At 3am on Jan 5th intense chills/sensitivity to temperature,  coughing, waves of nausea, headache, and significant joint paint in arms, hands, and knees. Symptoms persisted until roughly 3pm that same day.

922115 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Rash at site of injection, onset - after day 8 of vaccine. 2 distinct patches of erythema, slightly raised. On day 3 after rash developed, there is some central clearing.

922116 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 57.0 57 F Dizzy-hives chest and back-benydryl 50 mg-Called 911-trouble staying alert-ER steroids'. I have been on benydryl for 7 days now- when I try to wean off- I get a rash and migraines and trouble breathing  . today day 7 I have weaned down to 8 hrs 25 mg from the 4 hrs

922117 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 OK 52.0 52 F 1617 received the vaccine; 1633 began to c/o itching chest; seen by doctor; 1638 Benadryl 50mg IVP  1655 c/o less itching  1715 ok to leave

922118 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 GA 59.0 59 M After three days, couldn't sleep the whole night. The next day,  went to work, came home felt jittery. Close to midnight bp 200/90. Took Clonidine 0.1 and went to ER,  bp 180/90.  waited for almost two hours bp came down to 141/80. Today, bp is back to normal. Took sleeping medication Zzzquil to go to sleep.Y

922120 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CA 38.0 38 F per pt. after covid vac.  shot was given ,she fell palpitations and lightheadedness after few mins. receiving the vac.

922121 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 63.0 63 F Bleeding sore on roof of mouth  - causing discomfort with swallowing. Started day late afternoon 3rd day post injection.  Bleeding stopped after a few minutes - some minimal blood when irritated post eating. As of today (5th day post injection), soreness in mouth seems to be resolving but discomfor on swallowing persists.

922122 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 40.0 40 F Left arm numbness, hand numbness and pain, axilla pain/lymph node pain. I took tylenol and motrin 1 dose 1/5/2021

922123 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Patient describes Joint and muscle pain, itchiness and rash.

922124 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 OH 50.0 50 M 2 min after shot became dizzy, flushed, sweaty. Lasted 6-7 min. Arm soreness and extreme tiredness both for two days. Next day developed itching that progressed over several days. Rash/hives to upper chest, arms, and back started on day 3 after injection. Had to take Benadryl and vistaril initially then Doctor prescribed Prednisone on day six.

922125 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 NC 24.0 24 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Low grade fever of 99.4, chills, tiredness, injection site pain (couldn?t raise my arm for almost 24 hours), and feeling unwell. Most of my symptoms started over 24 hours after receiving the vaccine. I took Tylenol and Motrin to help with the pain and fever and used warm compresses to my neck and injection site. I also slept a  lot. I just started feeling normal again after 2.5 days.

922126 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 42.0 42 M Left axillary adenopathy

922127 01/05/2021 NY U Tennis ball sized rash at injection site including itchiness, redness and swelling

922128 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 OH 40.0 40 F soreness at site 24 hours after injection with associated redness. redness expanded at day 7 and became itchy. 2 days after vaccine, had vaginal spotting. 6 days after vaccine painful swollen node under left arm. dysuria started 6 days after vaccine

922129 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 TN 83.0 83 M Redness, bumps, minor burning pain limited to forehead and chin.  Pt washed hair and applied lotion to mitigate the minor burning sensation.  Pt advised he noticed onset at about 6 hours post injection on same day, Saturday, January 2, 2021.  As of this date, burning and bumps have dissipated and redness is only minor.  Photos from Sunday evening, Jan 3, 2021 and Tuesday evening, Jan 5, 2021 showing progression of symptoms, are available upon request.

922130 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 65.0 65 F Had onset of intense headache and had difficulty breathing.  A nebulizer treatment was given and examined by a provider.  Her husband was summoned to bring her home to rest.

922131 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 PA 31.0 31 M Constant tremors all over, equilibrium off, hypersensitive to noises, fatigue.  No treatment.  Still continuing

922132 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 PR 47.0 47 F Two-inch area swollen, red, warm and painful.

922133 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 TX 36.0 36 M Moderate pain and tenderness to arm. General weakness and malaise increasing past two days. Chills for past two days. No fever. Body aches.

922134 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 NM 33.0 33 F Patient had a weird taste in her back of her throat. Patient ate crackers and taste went away.

922135 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 50.0 50 M fever spiking to 101.8 orally, chills and aches lasting 4 days

922136 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 CO 32.0 32 F Red, swollen, sore arm around injection site. Hive-like appearance. Soreness through arm and  neck and lat

922137 01/05/2020 01/05/2021 ID 24.0 24 F 1940: pt reported tingling and coldness in right fingers, no respiratory distress, no signs of allergic reaction, pt requested to go home and stated she was fine

922138 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 OR 28.0 28 F Histamine reaction to first dose. Bright red circle around injection site with moderate itching.

922140 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 SC 45.0 45 F 7 days (4 Jan 21) after receiving the Covid-19 vaccine the injection site became red, swollen and hot to the touch. My skin feels like it is burning. I went to employee health the next day ( 5 Jan 21). The physician looked at it, tried to find pictures of reactions on the internet and then drew an ink pen line around the redness. Left an approximate 1/8th inch border. Told me to come back if it went past the lines. Within 12 hours it has swollen past the lines. My entire arm feels like it?s burning.

922141 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 IA 45.0 45 F I had a swollen left arm , red, warm to touch for the first 3 days.  arm was very sore on day #2.  I had my shot on a  Monday morning, by thursday my arm felt mostly fine, just a little sore. On Sunday evening, my arm started to react again at my injection site.  Monday morning, red, hard, felt hot, about a quarter size.  By Monday evening,  about 5 inches of swelling in my arm and the red warm area was a half dollar size.  By Tuesday morning it was twice that size. My arm and shoulder area are all sore at this point.   I am taking 800 of Ibuprofen,  Zyrtec and using  cortisone ointment on my arm.  Dr's at my hospital that I work with suggested that it meant i have had Covid recently,  and already had antibodies, therefore having a stronger reaction.  My Employee Health dept says that is not the case. They said to file a report here. They were also hoping  this site would be able to tell me if can or should get the second vaccine.  They aren't sure that I should.

922142 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 TX 59.0 59 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA

922143 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 SD 57.0 57 F 24 hours after vaccine I started feeling body aches, fever of 102.2 and chills.  I went to bed and next day I had a sore throat, joint pain, body aches and slept all day.  Fever lasted 18 hour (went down to 99.8 by morning).  Symptoms lasted 36 hours.  Was fine after that.

922144 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 GA 55.0 55 F I STARTED HAVING PAIN IN MY UPPER LEFT LEG AROUND 12/31 ..THE PAIN HAS WORSEN TODAY AND THE PAIN IS CAUSING ME TO LOSE MY BALANCE. IT FEELS LIKE ITS GOING TO GIVE OUT WHILE WALKING.  THE PAIN TRAVELS DOWN MY WHOLE LEG.  IF I STAND STILL OR SIT FOR A WHILE ITS HARD FOR ME TO PUT WEIGHT ON MY LEG.  I HAVE NEVER HAD PAIN IN MY LEG LIKE THIS BEFORE.  I WAS TOLD TO LET VSAFE KNOW DURING MY CHECK IN AND WILL  CALL THE NURSE ON DUTY TONIGHT.  IT'S BECOMING UNBEARABLE.  I AM DUE FOR MY 2ND DOSE ON THE 8TH .

922145 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 CA 62.0 62 F Red rash on neck both sides below hyoid to scapula 6 inches from left to right and 3 inches top to bottom. Hot to touch, very red.

922146 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 NV 65.0 65 F On day 8 after the vaccine she developed an area of erythema, induration, itching and warmth about 5 cm in diameter at the site of the injection.   On day 3 she finally took benadryl and ibuprofen and it started to resolve.

922147 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Patient was vaccinated at 9:21 am on 1/5/2021 after review of consent forms and questions answered. Patient was asked if she had any adverse reactions to vaccine or products containing polyethylene glycol ( bowel preps/ cosmetics/ lotions). Patient denied any allergies except to Penicillin. Patient consented to receive vaccine. Pfizer Covid vaccine administered at 9:21 am. No immediate reaction. Patient denied any pain at injection site. Patient escorted to observation area. At 9:30 am the patient complained of nausea and proceeded with dry heaves. Patient did state she had eaten in the morning. Patient with good radial pulses at rate of 88. Patient then stated she felt dizzy and patient was assisted to the floor and placed in a recovery position. The patient DID NOT have change in mental status or decrease in mental status. Initial BP 162/102 - HR 88. Patient continued with nausea, dry heaves and dizziness. 911 was called. Patient maintained a BP of 160-172 systolic and pulse rate of 120, RR 40. Patient WITHOUT rash, swelling, wheezing, SOB or change in LOC. Benadryl was administered at 0945. Medics arrived at 9:47. Patient was transported to local hospital. No change in patient status upon departure. Patient remained nauseated, with dry heaves and dizziness.

922148 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MD 68.0 68 M Fever,101.3,muscle pain ,fatigue, sorethroat,heasach

922149 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 CT 46.0 46 M severe disabling pain at injection site (entire left shoulder) moderate to severe aches/fatigue/chills, only partially responsive to maximum dose NSAID symptoms lasted 3 days

922151 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 WA 39.0 39 F 48 hours after covid vaccine, acute onset neuralgia - nerve pain involving entire body (had shingles 1 year ago - same type pain but this time head to toe, comes and goes but consistent).

922152 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 83.0 83 F Patient had arm soreness for a few days following vaccine and mild redness for 1-2 days. On 1/4, she developed an area of redness at injection site, about 2.5", warm to touch. She did not have a fever or pain. She was referred to urgent care for evaluation as unable to be seen by primary care office that day.

922153 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 PA 44.0 44 F Lip/Mouth Edema

922154 12/19/2020 01/05/2021 GA 41.0 41 F "Pfizer-Bio-Tech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA" Provider contacted an individual in regards to an individual who received the Covid-19 Vaccine on 12/19/2020. The individual reported sand paper face rash and full swollen face that started 3 days after receiving the vaccine (1/1/2021). Individual reported that she had Botox and facial fillers on 12/15/2020. This event was an unwitnessed by the staff at Health Department. The event was reported to Epidemiologist.

922155 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 OK 26.0 26 F received vaccine at 1635; 1648 rash noted on neck, right chest. Benadryl 50 mg IVP given 1652 c/o lightheadedness and palpitations  Initial bp was 123/87-105 pulse and 20 respirations. At 1652 bp 151/79-128-20;  1720 nausea palpitations intermittently. 1725 134/72-104-20  and feeling fine.

922156 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 AK 43.0 43 F Became flushed and described a scratchy swallowing sensation.  Blood pressure was elevated.  SPO2 remained steady at 98%. Sat with healthcare staff for additional 40 minutes.  Benadryl 25mg given.

922157 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 TN 47.0 47 F Received Moderna Injection; Adverse Effects include Headache x 2 days, Soreness to Arm and unable to use for lifting/pushing/pulling x 2 days d/t increased pain

922158 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 OR 46.0 46 F Injected Moderna vaccine and within a few minutes, felt rushing feeling in center of chest, followed by dryness in throat, "like something caught in my throat."  Administered liquid oral benadryl 50 mg.  Hypertensive initially,130-140s/100s,  HR 80-100.  After 30 minutes, symptoms improved, returned to work at pharmacy on the same site where she received the vaccine.  Symptoms in the afternoon were dull substernal chest discomfort.  Denies hx of GERD.    Repeated benadryl at 1626.  Little improvement in substernal chest discomfort. Gave NTG 0.4  mg SL, with 324 chewable baby asa, initially felt flushed/hot, but then symptoms began to improve.  Very resistant to go by ambulance to ER.  Son able to provide transportation from clinic directly to another facility. Ambulatory upon d/c from clinic.

922159 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 FL 46.0 46 F Headache, muscle ache, body ache, some shortness of breath when talking and feeling very tired.

922160 01/05/2020 01/05/2021 ID 49.0 48 F 1932: pt stated she felt uneasy, felt heart pounding, gave water and rest, declined BP, manual HR taken, HR: 112 bpm 1933: opened door for fresh air, BP:213/94, HR: 86, no rash or redness at site, does take BP medications daily but forgot today, pt stated she was anxious about coming and had a support person accompany her 1937: BP: 187/96, HR: 83, started to feel better, patient's husband went to car to get clonidine that is prescribed prn for patient, pt did not take at clinic 1940: continue to rest, denied BP retaken, stated heartbeat was normal, she felt good, pt will continue to do V Safe, rested and left at 1942, pt will continue to monitor symptoms and BP at home

922162 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 PA 19.0 19 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Very anxious prior to receiving first dose of Moderna Covid Vaccine. One hour after receiving vaccine complaint of itchy hands and felt as if "ants were crawling all over her". She said has an allergy to Latex and was previously wearing Lavender Nitrile gloves. No hives or erythema on exam, some mild erythema to area after scratching hands with nails, no raised wheals.  Sensation of pruritis spread to back and neck without urticaria. Diphenhydramine 50mg was administered. Approximately 30 minutes patient complained of nausea and was give Ondansetron 4mg which alleviated nausea. Pruritis resolved but approx 30 min patient began to feel tired, dizzy and lightheaded. Vitals were taken and orthostatic blood pressures were performed. All vitals were normal, oxygen saturation was normal and injection site was without erythema and no evidence of urticaria. Physical exam was also performed and no abnormalities to heart or lungs were auscultated.

922163 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 PA 49.0 49 F 30 minutes after receiving the injection, I started having a dry cough, brought on by bronchial spasms. The cough and spasms are ongoing 24 hours later. I then developed significant pain at the injection site three hours after, which has continued through the 24 hours that has gone by.  At 12 hours post-injection, I began to have myalgia, fatigue, headache and chills.  I used 1000mg of Tylenol at the 16 hour mark, with moderate relief. When the Tylenol wore off, all symptoms returned in full.  I am now 26 hours  post-injection, and still having all symptoms previously mentioned.  At no time, before or after taking Tylenol, did my temperature go above 98.5

922164 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 35.0 35 F Swelling and itching to injection site.

922165 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA consistent elevated bpm 80-147, chest pain, shortness of breath, dizziness, fatigue day 1 to current day 6.  Severe body aches on day 1.  Bilateral axillary lymph node swelling and tenderness day 2 to current day 6.

922166 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 37.0 37 M Follow-up from outside facility?: No   patient reports he received the covid vaccine at 1710  and    at 1720 started having chest tightness that would be  sharp    and then relax.   37yo MALE, Chief Complaint: Visit CC: CP, after getting covid vaccine  Vital Signs: HT:72.00 (182.88 cm), TMP:98.10 (36.7 C)[ORAL], PU:75, RS:17, BP:143/97, WT:209.99 (95.34 kg), BMI:28.48, PA:2, O2:98[AMBIENT AIR  l/min %] LMP:Patient is male O2 Sat on RA? Yes   INTERVENTIONS   No Interventions performed.    Chronic Problems:     1)Muscle tension -       -QUALIFIERS:      Severity Moderate      Clinical course Chronic persistent  OBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT   No observable symptoms    Pain Documentation:   Level of Pain: 2  (Dec 30, 2020@17:37)  Pain Location: chest Onset:  HPI:  Patient is a 37-year-old male with no significant past medical history who  presents for evaluation of chest tightness.  He reports that symptoms started 10  minutes after getting the Covid vaccine prior to arrival.  He reports that his  chest tightness is intermittent and has been gradually improving.  He denies  associated shortness of breath, nausea or vomiting.  He denies any recent  illnesses.

922168 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 PA 49.0 49 F I experienced my heart racing  as I was driving back to my clinic. This happened about 45 minutes after getting the vaccine. Twice while I drove back to work and twice while I was working. These episodes were brief. I also experienced numbness and tingling in my arm that received the injection. This feeling spread to my shoulder and traveled up my neck to my face. I had numbness and tingling on my left side of my face and lower lip. This lasted  till about 3:30 pm and then went away.  Tonight around 7:00 pm I am still experiencing some numbness and tingling on my face and lip which comes and goes. I am having soreness in my arm at the injection site.

922169 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NY 24.0 24 F Painful rash on neck with hives @ 2000. Took 2 Benadryl @ 2030.

922170 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MA 53.0 53 M Around 2 inch lump at the injection site about 5 days after first injection

922171 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NY 31.0 31 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Fever up to 101.0 degrees Fahrenheit for several hours, which reduced with Tylenol and ibuprofen.

922172 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MS 50.0 50 F Significant swelling, redness, induration, tenderness- getting larger in circumference 8 days after receiving vaccine despite taking Tylenol, NSAID and applying topical steroid and anitihistamine.

922173 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 OR 34.0 34 F Facial swelling, rash on face, knees, and top of feet starting 2 hours post vaccine, subsiding over the course of 8 hours with ongoing mild facial rash

922174 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 ID 32.0 32 F About 5-10 minutes later patient began to have metallic taste in her mouth. She began to feel warm. Also began to feel some burning in her upper chest. Patient denies any swelling in her throat. She denied any difficulty swallowing or breathing. Patient does have history of a mini stroke in the past. Patient states since then she is become hypersensitive to phalanx. She denies any known allergies. She denies any allergies to any injectables or any vaccines. No known food allergies. No medication allergies. Patient denies any known history of panic attacks. Patient was questioning if this may be a panic attack.

922175 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MD 20.0 20 F Right arm numbness, cold feeling.  Right sided facial numbness.

922176 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 TX 48.0 48 F Injection site swelling with no pain two weeks after vaccine. The day after the injection, I had injection site swelling for about three days then it went away.

922177 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 CT 28.0 28 M Aseptic meningitis, prolonged fever for more than a week, headache, elevated transaminase (ALT is 124). Lumbar tap showed elevated WBC  of 23,  76% polys and  24% mononuclear, 25 RBC. Glucose and protein are normal. CSF PCR viral panel is negative. Patient was initially given Acyclovir and was stopped when HSV and VZV PCR were negative. He was given vancomycin IV for Gram positive bacteremia which was later stopped because it was deemed a contaminant.Y 6

922178 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Moderna- initial arm pain, headache, flushing for first few hours but resolved However, today, 1 full week later, now have new onset redness, swelling and pain to site of injection Have also had neck pain, feeling of neck strain the last few days on same side as infection, but am not sure it is attributed,  started 2 days after vaccine .

922179 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA? Face  red, itchy, hives, burning sensation  Benadryl not helping

922181 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 28.0 28 F On 1/4/21 the event follows: 11:37am I got the vaccine  11:50am I got symptoms of tingling with numbness in lips and fiery hot in injection site  12:00pm tingling in left arm below injection site to finger tips 12:20pm felt like my arm was asleep  12:54pm I was given diphenhydramine (Benadryl), fatotidine (Pepcid), and prednisone (deltasone) 1:25pm my left shoulder moving up my neck behind left ear started having pain  1:40pm I was given ibuprofen (Motrin) 2:28pm I was told the symptoms left were known/normal and I am to watch symptoms and take Motrin and Tylenol as needed.  Around 4pm made it home and went to sleep.  9:20pm I woke up pain was minimal and went back to sleep. On 1/5/21 I woke up @6:35am and pain was minimal in injection site no other symptoms. Throughout the day I started feeling more pain but was bearable. @6pm my arm was in pain and hurt to touch @7pm I decided to look at my arm and noticed a red ring around injection site

922182 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 IN 82.0 82 F 1. She was found with her skirt up around her neck and normally is oriented 2. Speech slightly off 3. Left sided facial drooping 4. At time of EMS transfer BP 156/22, P 118, R 18, Temp 104

922183 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 IL 51.0 51 F Dizziness, extreme joint paint( almost unable to walk, nausea and fatigue  lasting 2 days full on and mild symptoms for 3 days following

922185 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CA 30.0 30 M Sporadic vesicular rash and intense pruritus. Rash started as small 1 cm diameter wheal on left forearm at wrist then progressed to small 5 cm or less vesicular rash on various spots of the body, bilateral arms, legs, chest and abdomen. Spared mucosa and palms/soles/scalp

922186 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 NM 66.0 66 F Starting the day after vaccine I have had extreme fatigue, nausea, decreased appetite. dizziness, muscle aches, chills.  It has continued now for 14 days, without improvement.  It is actually worsening.

922187 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 52.0 52 F Approx 20 minutes after injection had " tickle in throat " and slight increase in cough then pruritus approx 1 inch distal to injection site. Approx 30 minutes after injection the Extensor surface of rt arm   developed redness with ongoing itching..  Heat in rash with some swelling. Redness, itching and swelling on chin, lower face and sternum at 35 minutes. Diffuse pruritus of both arms.    Took claritin 20 mg  + pepcid.  Itching improved in arms and  redness started to resolve. Still with "tickle in throat" and subjective sensation of slight  facial swelling.  Started dexamethasone 8 mg   po  + singulair 10 mg + xyzal.  Rash resolved but cough originating in throat persisted slightly. Symptoms resolved by the next morning.   Note: I am a family practice Physician Assistant. I have never had this type of reaction after an injection but am feeling fine now.  Symptoms pale in comparison to COVID issues.

922188 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CO 41.0 41 F Headache started during the night, contacted PCP and was advised taking Tylenol was ok. Took Tylenol at 10am, it subsided and ended around 5pm.  Experienced sluggishness and feeling tired all day. Some brain fog of having to concentrate for long period of time. Nausea started in the morning and has continued throughout the day. Lack of appetite.  Sore arm started evening of the 4th, pain continues 24 hrs later but it is getting better.
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922189 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 OK 28.0 28 M Subjective fever/chills, headache, generalized body aches, soreness in L deltoid (injection site) for ~4-6 hours overnight, with only mild headache and arm soreness the following morning. Resolved by the following mid-day,  approx. 24 hrs post-injection.

922190 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CA 49.0 49 F patient came to observation room to start observation at 909, at 920 patient asked nurse for help. patient stated that her belly was warm, she felt hot and that she felt dizzy. Nurse leaned patient back and placed feet on chair. Oxygen at 3 l applied via nonrebreather. Nurse asked patient about history of possible anxiety. Patient stated she takes something everyday for it and that she has hx of it. Patient stated she felt much better once oxygen was on. Patient does not wear oxygen at home. Oxygen was removed at 940 and at 955  patient was discharge from observation after stating she felt absolutely fine

922191 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 OR 50.0 50 M Patient began to appear flushed and sweaty. Was unable to speak clearly. Patient was placed in a wheel chair and taken to the Emergency Dept.

922192 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 RI 62.0 62 F 6 to 7 minutes after vaccine felt flu like symptoms then could taste medicine.  Breathing seemed to slow down, blood pressure went to 140/90 and always have low blood pressure then tongue felt numb.   I work at a hospital so they took me to the ER

922193 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 WA 28.0 28 F Around 12 hours post-vaccination with the 2nd dose, noticed severe chills, fatigue, headache, and full-body myalgias. Severe chills lasted ~6 hours, then subsided. Severe fatigue continued for ~24 hours (still feeling fatigued, but it is improving). Milder chills continued for ~24 hours but have mostly subsided. Headache and myalgias have improved over the last 24 hours but are still present despite use of ibuprofen 200mg Q6H.

922194 01/03/2021 01/05/2021 WI 60.0 60 F Vomiting, chills, headache. Began 18 hours post injection. Lasted for 12 hours. Continued to have chills and excessives sleepiness for  48 hours.

922195 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CT 31.0 31 F I had the vaccine on 12/28/20 and I had soreness (which I know is normal), but today, 01/05/21, I noticed that I have a red raised area at the site of the injection; I am a PA and I would describe it as a red circular area of induration that is tender to the touch.I believe this is a common side effect and I have heard from a few other people that have reported this side effect, but I wanted to report it because I am not sure when it started and it has been a week since I got the vaccine. My arm was sore for the first few days after the injection, but then the soreness got better. I hadn't really looked at my arm closely since the day after the vaccine, so I am not sure if it was there before. I was not able to report this on the CDC v-safe website because it has been over a week and I stopped getting the daily check-in links. I am not sure if I will get another link for 1 week. This is why I am sending this here.

922196 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 TX 21.0 21 F sudden itchiness on area surrounding injection site at night after 1.5 week of injection and continue to persist for the following days, a small red bump, the area around the injection site the size of a small child?s palm is pink/light red in color

922197 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 FL 61.0 61 M Fever 102+ and Chills for two consecutive nights

922198 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 MS 34.0 34 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Fever 101.9, Body aches, chills, Fatigue 28 hours after I received the vaccine. I also had a lot of pain at the Injection site for 72 hours after I received the vaccine. I took some ibuprofen and it helped.

922199 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CT 65.0 65 F 20-30 minutes after the shot I started feeling tightness in my face and I felt like it was swollen. And eyes started feeling puffy especially my left one but when I looked in the mirror nothing was swollen.  About 30 minutes later I took a Benadryl.   It started feeling better but the sensation took about 24 hours to go away totally on my face and a few hours later for my eyes to feel normal.

922200 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MA 36.0 36 F I woke up the morning following my first dose of the COVID 19 vaccine feeling very lethargic, tremulous and achy. I felt like my heart rate has been rapid all day and my rate of breathing has been slightly increased. The pain in my left arm, where I was given the injection is very sore to the point where it is difficult to lift or to touch. I was too weak to attempt to go to follow up with medical professionals today and opted to wait to see if symptoms resolved.

922201 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CO 42.0 42 F 1/5/20 @ 1:30 pm symptoms of systemic itching, itching in throat, throat irritation, lightheadedness, nausea and increased phylum in throat.

922202 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 MN 61.0 61 M Severe Fatigue lasting for 6 hours

922203 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 OH 63.0 63 F Had itchy throat scratchy voice burning in chest  lightheaded and elevated BP 10 minutes after injection.  Next day pain and left arm and injection site blood pressure remains elevated and lightheadedness Next day still pain in arm  elevated blood pressure  nausea Headache and still have all symptoms 7 days later except pain at injection site

922204 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CO 29.0 29 F 1 week post injection, my injection site began to swell and a red welt has appeared. It is warm to touch.

922205 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 UT 48.0 48 F Aside from mild ache in left arm on day #2 following vaccine, which I reported via app, I had no symptoms at all until 1 week & 8 hours following vaccine (night of 1/4/21)  Then I noticed a palpable but barely visible lump or knot in my left deltoid region but about 2cm anterior to the vaccination site.  The next morning (1/5/2021) I developed a 4x8cm area of redness, mild swelling, & warmth.  It is not pruritic or painful.  It has not changed all day.  Though my CGM sensor is also now on my left arm, it is not near that.  I have no fevers, don't feel sick or have hyperglycemia to suggest cellulitis.  No itching, or bite marks or other lesions to suggest an insect bite.  I am reporting because I have never heard of such a reaction so long after vaccination.

922206 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 OH 62.0 62 M Arm weakness increased each day by post vaccine day 4 arm weak and unable to raise arm, conduct ADLs, painful interrupting sleep.  Unable to initiate movement in arm. Use other arm to help move  arm. Went to ED on post vaccine day 4.   Wbc 12. Crp 4. CT no abscess. Mri on 1/4 shows bursitis. DX SIRVA. Bursa aspirated. Pending cultures. PO MEDROL DOSEPAK.

922207 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 35.0 35 F Redness around injection site - larger than a half dollar sized and swelling/tenderness

922208 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 IN 33.0 33 F I had a localized skin reaction for 2-3 days after receiving vaccine ( redness, itching, swelling at and around injection site), which went away after a few days. Today (9 days after vaccine) my skin reaction has returned and is more prevalent than it was the first time. It is very red, swollen, itchy, and hot to the touch.

922209 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 41.0 41 M Headache

922211 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Pt. experienced itchiness, rash, swollen face, chest tightness, swollen hands, headache.   Took Benadryl to relieve the itchiness.  continued to have tightness in the chest.  Still experiencing these side effects 24 hours later.

922212 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 48.0 48 F Temp 102.4, chills, generalized pain

922213 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CO 42.0 42 F 1/5/21 @ 1:30 pm symptoms: systemic itching, itching and increased phylum in throat, nausea, lightheadedness. Symptoms increased overtime and treatment listed below before transported by ambulance to hospital  1:30 pm benadryl 50 mg po 14:58 epinephrine 0.3 ml (1:1000) sq  15:40 epinephrine 0.3 ml (1:1000) sq

922214 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 CO 41.0 41 F Itchy, raised up rash, hot to the touch. Outlined rash 2 times and both times rash exceeded outline, rapidly. 1st time it appeared was on date 9. Today it has returned larger and its day 13 today. Today just itchy. Almost entire left humerus is covered in rash.

922215 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 WA 54.0 54 F Most were on the list or have heard others speak of: various aches, diarrhea, injection site pain (still ongoing). Although lymph node swelling/tenderness was mentioned, I had pain deep in my armpit and lympadema extending from shoulder to wrist. I've used a TENS unit crossing the armpit area to stimulate the lymph nodes, massaged and ace wrapped the arm. The swelling has gone down but is not fully back to normal.

922216 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 OR 35.0 0 F 1630 PT HAVING ITCHING AND FEELING HOT AND DIAPHORETIC POST VACCINATION. 1645 HYPERTENSIVE 169/115, HR 88. RAPID RESPONSE TEAM CALLED. PT WITH ICE PACK TO NECK AND GIVEN WATER TO DRINK. CONTINUES TO FEEL ITCHY AND HOT. 1657 178/115 BP REMAINS HYPERTENSIVE AND CONTINUES WITH ITCHING AND FEELING HOT AND ANXIOUS. 1710 REMAINS HYPERTENSIVE AND ITCHING. PT RELAXING TAKING WATER. 1730 PT REMAINS HYPERTENSIVE BUT REFUSES FURTHER TREATMENT BP 175/112. WANTING TO GO HOME. NO FURTHER TREATMENT GIVEN. INSTRUCTED TO GO TO ER OR NOTIFY MEDICAL PERSONEL IF CONDITION PERSISTS/WORSENS0.0

922217 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Mild headache starting on Saturday evening around 7:00pm, January 2nd, took 3 ibuprofen, Sunday morning, January 3rd, woke up around 10-11am body aches, headache, fatigue, swollen lymph node under left arm pit, took 3 ibuprofen around 12:00pm. Headache and body aches subsided slightly but never fully gone.  Around 6:00pm -7:00 low grade fever and chills, took 3 ibuprofen around 8:00pm.  Body aches and fatigue continued to Monday, January 4th, but was reduced in severity, took 3 ibuprofen around 10:00am.  All symptoms with exception of swollen lymph node and heat/swelling/pain at injection site are now gone by Tuesday January 5th.

922218 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CO 41.0 41 F 3  Days after the covid vaccine. I Started  to have these symptoms around 1am:  fever, chills, body aches, cold sweats.  I took ibuprofen  fell asleep. Around 330am. Woke up with dizziness, headache, chills. Took tylenol. Fell asleep body was extremely cold esp hands and feet. Woke up around 7am.  Still had severe body aches and was extremely dizzy, headache worsening.  Took ibuprofen. Woke up around noon. Extremely dizzy with chills and body aches headache still severe. Took tylenol.  I was not getting better.  went to hospital . It was found I had extremely high wbc and had extremely low blood pressure.  Diagnosed as septic shock.Y 4

922219 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 WA 35.0 35 F Received Covid vaccine on 1/31/20 at 10:15 am. Went to bed. Woke at 3:00 am with both feet and calves ached. The pain decreased throughout the day. On 1/2/21, my right foot and leg were fine and pain has not returned since then. My left foot, ankle, and shin hurt pain level 2 of 10 on and off all day. Same on 1/3/21. On 1/4/21 the left leg, ankle, and foot hurt 7 of 10. Same on 15/2021. The pain seems to be moving upwards, almost to my knee at times. The pain is usually an ache all over the left food, ankle, shin. Sometimes I get sharp jabs of pain while sitting or walking. Aleve sometimes helps. Heat pad made it worse. Cold pad made it a little better.

922220 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 KY 37.0 37 M Pain in upper right arm, bruising around injection site, fever

922221 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 CA 29.0 29 F woke up on day 7 with a red 4 inch red raised mark (cellulitis) at injection site. Progressing to cellulitis ring around injection site.

922222 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 PA 53.0 53 F On 12/28 started with itchy rash on left side of body.  Arm, hand, leg, foot.  Then started on lips and inside mouth.  Did go to left arm.  Started on prednisone 12/31 prescribed by my PCP.   Using pepcid and Zyrtec as well as benadryl cream.  Have completed 5 days of 30mg prednisone and 1 day of 20mg prednisone and rash remains.  Continues to itch.  Mouth is better but left side of body no better.   Did have shot in left arm.  Have changed nothing and no new food.  Spoke to several doctors at the hospital that I work at and they are worried that it is from covid vaccine.

922223 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 DC 51.0 51 M Pain at injection site with increased pain around the deltoid region starting 24 hours after injection and lasting for 48 hours. The deltoid was hot to the touch during the increased pain period described above.  The pain and heat resolved approximately 84 hours after the injection.  Tenderness and mild pain to the touch in the area under the armpit of the same arm where the vaccine was injected. This tenderness and mild pain started approximately six days after injection.  This has not resolved yet.

922224 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA,   Adverse effect: Soreness at injection site on next day after injection.  Soreness went away in 1 day.   Then Dollar size raised hive at injection site, itchy, reddened- 1 week and 1/2 after injection administered.

922225 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 IA 28.0 28 F Moderna COVID-19 EUA Mild lower back muscle pain began around 12 pm on 1/4/2021.  Symptoms of headache, severe body aches, chills, nausea, shortness of breath, chest pain lasting 5 hours began around 7 pm on 1/4/2021.  Headache and muscle pain remains present 36 hours after receiving vaccine

922226 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 MD 51.0 51 F Pain at injection site with increased pain around the deltoid region starting 12 hours after injection and lasting for 36 hours. The deltoid was hot to the touch and throbbing during the increased pain period described above.  The pain, heat and throbbing resolved approximately 96 hours after the injection.  Tenderness and moderate pain to the touch in the area under the armpit of the same arm where the vaccine was injected. This tenderness and mild pain started approximately five days after injection.  This has not resolved yet.

922227 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 OH 59.0 59 F Raised, egg-sized, itchy area that appeared several hours after the injection and is still present 8 days later.  Will contact family physician if still present on 9th day.  Arm painful to the touch and upon movement for 2 days.  Headache, achiness also for 2 days

922229 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 CA 48.0 48 F arm pain x 3 days, diarrhea x 1 day, increased urination x 1 day

922230 01/01/2021 01/05/2021 WA 20.0 20 M Tiredness pain at injection site slight cough

922231 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 TX 22.0 22 F First day 10 mins after injection my left ear popped then at 10PM I started to feel body aches and had a low grade fever of 99.8 at 10:09PM. At 10:28PM my temperature went up to 101.5. Took Tylenol and fell asleep woke up at 3AM fever of 102.3 . Fell asleep and woke up again with a fever of 102.6. I had chills nausea weakness body aches headache. Took Tylenol again and fell asleep only to wake up again at 6:30Am  still with a fever of 102. Nothing was making it go away I had no appetite extremely fatigued and nauseous it felt like I had covid again. I also felt swollen lymph nodes under my arm. By Sunday I was feeling way better and my fever was gone. Monday my ear popped again lasting a minute that?s never happened before. Monday today 01-05 still having headaches and now chest pain. I felt so bad I wanted to go to the hospital but did not it really did feel like I had covid all over again I would not want to put my self through that again.  Also I did have covid back in October I believe just wanted to put that out there.

922232 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 VA 27.0 27 F Approximately 10 minutes after the Moderna vaccination was administered, patient shared that her throat was feeling itchy. She was given 2 x 25 mg capsules of diphenhydramine and took them immediately. She was monitored for approximately 45 minutes post dose. During that period of time she noted that the itchy feeling in her throat resolved. She was advised to continue to monitor for symptoms, to repeat the dose of diphenhydramine if symptoms returned and to seek medical advice immediately.

922233 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 WA 63.0 63 F Fever of 99.7 on 12/30/2020 Fever of 100.3 on 12/31/2020 Debilitating headache Chills

922234 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 63.0 63 F Rash in antecubital and hand of same arm the vaccine was given in.

922235 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 CT 27.0 27 F Rapid heart rate ten minutes after administration, anxiety attack and a hot face. Lasted 25 minutes in total.

922236 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Nausea, dizziness, felling of going to pass out, sweaty, fever, chills, body aches, crawling under skin tingling, swelling on lymph nodes especially underarm of injected arm, fatigue, muscles weak, moving slow, everything lasted about 3-5 days

922237 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 OR 38.0 38 F The right deltoid (injection site) was painful and tender for two days. Today, 8 days after receiving injection, the right deltoid began itching and there is a small area of urticaria at the injection site. No other symptoms today.

922238 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 KY 51.0 51 F Severe hives located behind the left ear down to the neck down to the shoulder blade, several hives located on the right shoulder blade and one found of right breast area. Neck stiffness noticed on the day of the vaccine.

922239 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 PA 43.0 43 M Patient reported after the 15 min observation that he felt dizzy, light headed and nausea.

922240 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 MT 82.0 81 F Patient vomited one time, 1 hour after administration, observed by nursing staff, Patient had no other complaints or signs prior to vomiting,   patient monitored for additional 15 minutes, and did not develop any other symptoms.

922241 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 OH 57.0 57 M Severe arms shoulder and hand pain.

922242 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MI 62.0 62 F Patient reported wide spread itching all over body 15 minutes after vaccination. State that she had a history of this type of reaction at least once a year and it is usually relieved by Benadryl. Was given 50 mg of Benadryl and symptoms resolved.

922243 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MN 36.0 36 F Developed a baseball size red area at insertion site 13 days after receiving injection. It is not raised or sore. It is hot to touch.  Does not itch.  No treatment has been completed at this time.

922244 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 53.0 53 F Numbness and tingling in fingers and hand of same arm the vaccine was given in.

922245 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 GA 57.0 57 F per patient "I took the Moderna vaccine yesterday morning.  By mid morning i had a few red blotches on my face, some itching on my extremities and tingling in my lower lip. I stopped back past the vacccine area this morning to let them know i had a very small reaction and i was told to complete an injury report."

922246 12/18/2020 01/05/2021 AR 46.0 46 M Delayed onset Hives associated with dizziness. They lasted approximately 20 Minutes

922247 12/27/2020 01/05/2021 NJ 59.0 59 F slight itchiness, hot to touch, and half dollar size pink welt at injection site 9 days after injection

922248 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 LA 38.0 38 F ?Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA? Localized raised bumps with itch at injection site. Self-report as minor and no additional symptoms. Took 25mg OTC benedryl by mouth at advice of medical provider.

922249 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MI 41.0 41 F Axillary pain with swelling of lymph nodes in axillary are of left arm and up into neck.

922250 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 OR 30.0 30 F returned to clinic site with her manager stating that she felt yucky, little nauseated. No hives, no tingling, no numbness, no abdominal pain, no SOB, no chest or throat tightness. Sent Home. Called back and stated got dizzy so husband picked her up and took her to ER, they gave her a note and now she is home.

922251 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 MI 78.0 78 F Patient reported blurry vision shortly after vaccination while being monitored. No other side effects reported. Patient was monitored until symptoms eventually resolved.

922252 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 NJ 29.0 29 F Pain and tenderness at the injection site longer than 24 hours post injection.

922253 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Original soreness at injection site lasted 2 days and resolved. On day 7, the shoulder (not arm) became tender with blanching erythema. Currently self-monitoring distribution of erythema at home with marked boundaries on skin.

922254 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NY 40.0 40 F DIZZINESS, CHEST TIGHTNESS, ANXIETY

922255 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 PA 33.0 33 M Weakness, dizziness, lightheaded, cramps, chest pain, shortness of breath, headache.

922257 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 AK 61.0 61 M patient was given dose to of Pfizer vaccine early (dose 1 was given 12/21/2020), patient was seen at a vaccine clinic offsite and had checked no to question of "have you received any vaccinations within the last 2 weeks?"

922258 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 OH 46.0 46 M Severe headache, profuse vomiting

922259 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Pain and swelling under armpit of left arm.  As of 1/5/21 (day 7) pain and swelling continues.

922260 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 NE 28.0 28 F Injection site reaction had resolved. One week after the vaccine my injection site reaction returned with itching, swelling, redness as a firm bump in an odd shape around the injection site.

922261 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NY 53.0 53 M Profuse sweating (20 mins after injection), headache ( like migraine), muscle soreness in left arm, balance off, soreness at injection site

922262 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Red, hard,swollen, hot to touch

922263 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 CA 47.0 47 F After vaccination I had light headedness from time of vaccination to 3 hours later. There was some mild itching at the site for 30 minutes after injection. From half hour after vaccination to 3.5 hours later I had a very mild headache.  Starting at 8 pm, 9 hours after vaccination,  I had muscle soreness at the injection site.

922264 01/05/2021 CA 31.0 M Immediate warm rush to my head and body. Heart was beating out of my chest and difficultly breathing. Heart rate spiked to 150 (normal around 55). Hand, legs, and mouth started to go numb. Eventually settled down after about 1 hr. Have not felt normal since which has been 3 days.Y

922265 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Took vaccine on 12/23/20 no major symptoms, next injection site soreness w/ slight pain. On 1/4/21 had vomited/ major headache at 3:44am.  Continued feeling sick nauseous mild headache brought My blood to be high all day.  On 1/5/20  woke up with headache and diarrhea (6 times for the past13hrs) discomfort of the stomach. Hardly no appetite.  Also noticed today my injection site left arm (slight red and rise bumps almost like a big rash or welts and itchy. That?s what caught my attention to see my arm.    My concern is could this be part of  late reaction of the vaccine?

922266 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 IL 40.0 40 M At about 1330 on 30DEC, the patient received the 1st dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine.  Less than five minutes after the vaccine was administered, the patient noticed a metallic taste.  About two to three minutes afterwards, the patient noticed a ?tingling? sensation mostly on the left side of the face and minimally on the right side.  Almost immediately after the ?tingling? sensation, the patient felt the sensation of an increased heart rate and checked his pulse with his watch that had a pulse sensor.  The watch indicated that he had a heart rate of 115 bpm.  This sensation of an increased heart rate subsided after for one or two minutes and repeat pulse measurement was in the low 90s.  Towards the end of the 15 minute post-vaccination observation period, the medical technician did the final check on the patient.  The patient admitted to experiencing a metallic taste and a mild tingling sensation on the neck and face area.  The service member was immediately brought back to the treatment room were a faint red rash and was noticed on the left side of the neck by the medical providers present.  Two doses of Benadryl 25mg were given and the patient was told to continue to be observed in the observation area.  After about 20 minutes, the tingling sensation resolved.  The patient checked his pulse again and it was in the low 70s.  The metallic taste resolved after about one and a half hours after the start of the symptom.

922267 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 AZ 52.0 52 F Woke up at 3:30 am due to ringing in my left ear.  Ringing has continued all day.

922268 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Injection site reaction/swelling/redness/pain/warmth to touch - ongoing abdominal cramping - ongoing febrile - ongoing muscle/joint aches - ongoing tachycardia - ongoing headache - ongoing

922269 11/01/2020 01/05/2021 FL 52.0 52 F Unusual pain with injection. By evening was very sore and had to take medication during the night. Next day I was unable to take off my sports bra without assistance due to pain.  Pain has persisted over 2 months.  Severity waxes and wanes but it?s always present, esp with exercise.

922270 01/04/2021 01/05/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Approximately 30 minutes after receiving the Moderna vaccine in my left arm, my entire left arm, face and part of my neck  felt very tingly, tight, and slightly warm for about an hour. My cheeks were also slightly puffy.  The intensity decreased after about an hour from the onset of the effects (1.5 hours after the vaccine.)  After 24 hours my face still feels tingly and tight, but only slightly compared to  the day of the vaccine.  I also have have waves of feeling nauseous about 30 minutes after receiving the vaccine and it continues after 24 hours after receiving the vaccine.

922271 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 NV 25.0 25 F At 3am the next morning I woke up and felt nauseous. I felt like I had a fever and the aches. At 6 am I started throwing up and heaving for hours. Later in the day I took my temperature and had a fever of 101, my fever later broke after taking Tylenol and NyQuil. The next day, Saturday, my lymph node in the left armpit was so swollen I could not wear a shirt. My nausea continued but I no longer had a fever. My lymph node continued to be swollen until Monday. On Monday I woke up with a rash on the left side of my chest, small red dots and this resolved by the end of the day.

922272 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NE 71.0 71 F Had a sore arm for about 36 hours, no problems. Then one week later the arm got itchy and a mild raised red rash has developed. Continues to itch and have increasing rash on day 8.

922273 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 MS 39.0 39 F 12 days out from vaccine, re-local reaction with itching and erythema and raised about 4 inch large at injection site.  No pain, on day 13 with brusing in the center as well and itching.  Fatigue worse both of these days, no fever.  Benadryl oral taken and helped itching, but did not change the size or erythema of rash at local injection site

922274 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 AK 44.0 44 F The vaccine was administered at 11:37am. The patient experienced sweating starting at 11:54am. Sweating slowed around 12:03pm. 50 mg of oral diphenhydramine was administered at 12:15pm. Symptoms resolved and the patient left at 12:28pm.

922275 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NH 52.0 52 F Experience chills during wait period about an hour and a half pain in arm increased numbness and the mobility of. Right arm was difficult to move. employee health applif ice my pain was at a ten level down to a 7 when. I was rent home. I made appt whth doctor for 1/6/21

922276 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 OR 41.0 41 F 1845 PATIENT REPORTS HEART PALPITATIONS, FLUSHED FACE, FEELING WARM, ICE PACK TO NECK, FEELING NAUSEATED. 1848 BP 161/114  HR 112. 1852 BP 148/91 HR 92 PATIENT RESTING. 1900-1910 PATIENT FEELS LIKE SHES "HAVING A DRY THROAT, "A LITTLE SHORT OF BREATH,  AND TIGHT IN CHEST." BP 144/95 HR 84 SAO2 99%. ICE PACK TO NECK. PT OFFERED H20 AND JUICE. RELAXING WITH EYES CLOSED.1920-1928 BP156/97 100% PATIENT FEELING ANXIOUS. DEEP BREATHING. 1938-1949 PATIENT MOVED TO QUIET AREA UNDER OBSERVATION. BP 138/93 HR 81 SAO2 99%, FEELING BETTER, NO NAUSEA, SCRATCHY THROAT IMPROVING, DENIES SEVERE ANXIETY. 1959 PATIENT FEELING BETTER, NO RASH, THROAT TIGHTNESS OR ANXIETY, VSS, CHEST TIGHT BUT BETTER, PATIENT REPORTS SIMILIAR TO BASELINE. PATIENT STABLE WANTING TO GO HOME. AWARE OF NEEDING TO SEEK MEDICAL CARE THROUGH ER OR HER PROVIDER IF SYMPTOMS WORSEN.

922277 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Jan 05, 2021 : Dr.: Established Patient Video Consult :Video Consult Search Notes EditExportPrintReportsFaxRx1 of 1 Age29Visit TypeEstablished Patient Video Consult DateJan 05, 2021StatusUnsignedProviderDr. Signed by-- Subjective Chief Complaints Pfizer vaccine last Tuesday on Left arm.. 1.5 days later on opposite arm around elbow. Chief Complaint Rash History of Present Illness Location of symptoms: Generalized body, Chest, Abdomen, Upper Extremities, Right, Left Timing: Worsening  on prednisone and famotidine oral treatment

922278 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 43.0 43 F 1 hour post vaccine, started extreme fatigue and nodding off/sleeping which lasted 4 hours. Experienced chills 3 hours post vaccine which lasted 1 hour. The treatments I used were rest and warming myself.

922279 12/26/2020 01/05/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Patient presented to receive COVID-19 vaccine, received vaccine at approximately 10 am. Patient waited 15 minutes for observation and left observation area without complaining of any sx. Patient returned a few minutes after reporting tongue tingling which eventually got to her lips. . No difficulty breathing or any other sx. No history of allergies. NP/RN administered PO Benadryl 25 mg. As of report of this iReport no additional symptoms or intervention needed. Last vitals: 131/83 75spo2. BP higher than usual per patient, sp02 normal.Y

922280 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 OR 38.0 38 F A week after the vaccine, my smallpox vaccine scar started getting red and inflamed.  It was on the same side as the vaccine but not really near the shot.  I had the smallpox vaccine as a child in the early 1980s when I was a kid.  Have never had this problem before with any other vaccine.  Now, a week after this reaction started the redness has mostly subsided but not completely.

922281 12/15/2020 01/05/2021 AZ 48.0 48 F I have preexisting chronic neck pain that prior to the vaccine rated 0-2 on  a daily basis. A MRI was obtained in approx 2015 that showed encroachment in the cervical spine. Since the day after the 1 dose the pain daily has rated from 2-5 and has been persistent.

922282 11/12/2020 01/05/2021 CA 68.0 68 F tinglling, intermittat pain and intermittant weakkess L arm

922664 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 IL 63.0 63 F Approx. 5 hours after vaccine an arrhythmia began + lasted through next day. UpoN waking + standing, I experienced multiple near - syncopal episodes throughout the day. Arrhythmia continued with decreased blood pressure. No fever, vomiting or diarrhea.

922699 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 IN 54.0 54 F Within 72 hrs. of receiving the first dose of her Pfizer vaccine she developed sharp headache unlike any headaches that she has had in the past, located bilateral frontal and on top of her head. Not associated with photophobia, phonophobia, nausea, vomiting, or vision changes, but can be severe enough that she has to sit down

922713 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NE 74.0 74 M 6:30am 12/31/20 pt c/o stiffness, dizziness, injectionsite pain, cough, runny ose, mental fog. Temp 100.1. Given 2 tylenol 500mg c/o chills and weakness and fatigue - continues through the day. 7:30 pm pt oriented to person and place but not time could not follow direction to check blood sugar extreme chills. Temp 102.3 called on call internist and was instructed to give 400 mg motrin with 2 tylenol fever roke at 9pm pt was lucid.

922725 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 PA 74.0 74 F Sat required 15 minutes on site. Left facility and shopping on way home with my husband, when checking out felt light headed, dizzy - if I would pass out. Once home ate something as had only small breakfast - symptoms passed.  Gavie it no more thought until talking with a co-worker. She experienced same thing along with another co-worker

922772 01/02/2021 01/05/2021 FL 50.0 50 F headache, right arm to leg sore, sweating dizzy, hot & cold, want to throw up, loss of appetite, some chest pain, feel woosy, felt confussed right after vaccine,

922775 12/17/2020 01/05/2021 UT 48.0 46 M I have had whole body myalgias since the first day of the vaccine. I am now 19 days since the vaccine and continue to feel them most of the day. They were the most intense the first weeks but have improved slightly since then. I also have had fatigue during this time period with occasional headaches. I have had lightheadedness for the past week.

922776 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 PA 29.0 29 F Vaccine received at 215pm on 12/30/20. Arm pain 8PM. Chills and aches at 10PM. Awoke at 115AM on 12/31/20 with heart rate of 150 beats per minute and chest pain persisting for 30+ minutes. Went to ER at 2AM. Heart rate recorded at ER was 124. Hydroxyzine and fluids given. Patient sent home from ER.

922785 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 TX 41.0 41 U About 5 minutes after vaccine was given, tingling sensation occurred on left arm down to left hand (Thumb, index, middle finger.) Grip is good both hands On 12/31/2020 Patient experienced "Nickle sized welts on her elbow, wrist and stomach. She also experienced more tingling in her left arm. There was 2 welts on her left wrist and 1 welt on her left elbow. The welt on her stomach was on her right side. She took some Zyrtec and applied warm packs. The welts resembled an "ant bite", "raise but no pus" in them. As of today 1/5/2021, They are resolved and patient feels better.

922786 01/05/2021 01/05/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Pt vaccinated at 8:40 Am. Pt reported feelings of warmth, dizziness, and lightheadness 5 minutes post vaccination. Pt assisted to stretcher, B/P 129/95 HR 65 RR 20 O2 Sat 99% RA. Pt hydrated with electrolytes/water. Pt reports prior episodes of same symptoms outside of vaccinations. Pt reported resolution of symptoms  after prolonged monitoring. d/c'cd at 10:08 Am.

922787 01/04/2020 01/05/2021 WI 30.0 29 F W/in 10 minutes of receiving vaccine of reported SOB Felt like she couldn't get enough air - removed mask - still SOB - took BP 110/72 @ 1045am- pt waited to make sure she was sure she was having a RxN before taking Benadryl. Took 50mg Benadryl @1115 D/C 1145 Feeling Normal

922788 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 IL 69.0 69 F Fatigue, Headache, Chills, Nausea, joint pain began on Friday Jan. 1, 2021 symptoms started about 0800. All symptoms have continued through today Jan. 4, 2021. Taking tylenol 500mg for headache Symptoms lasted for 4 days

922970 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 MN 55.0 55 M Myalgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting & HYPERtension 12/30/2020

922972 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 MN 76.0 76 M ErythemaMultiform 12/30/2020

922975 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 PA 89.0 89 M Pt is being treated for suspected pneumonia with antibiotics Fever 12/31/2020

922976 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 NY 74.0 74 M Fever 100.4 on 12/22/20 13:33 and vomited x 1 on 12/22/20 s/p COVID-19 vaccine received on 12/21/20 @ 15:22. Acetaminophen 650mg administered 12/22/20 @ 17:44 with resolution of symptoms w/in 1-2 days; Vancomycin 1 gm once and Ceftazidime 2gm once post dialysis also given empirically. Fever & NauseaVomiting. ACETAMINOPHEN 650 MG ONCE, VANCOMYCIN 1 GM ONCE POST DIALYSIS ,CEFTAZIDIME 2 GM ONCE POST DIALYSIS01/02/2021

922978 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 NY 71.0 71 M Slightly below low grade fever at 99.2F on 12/23/20 @ 1:15 s/p COVID-19 vaccine received on 12/21/20 @ 14:43. Acetaminophen 650mg administered once on 12/23/20 @1:15 with resolution of symptoms by morning 12/23/20 @ 7:30. Fever ACETAMINOPHEN 650 MG ONCE01/02/2021

923145 12/16/2020 01/05/2021 LA 62.0 62 M Rapid response called at 16:47, Care escalated to ED. Dizziness, Headache, Rash & diaphoresis 12/16/2020

923148 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 76.0 76 M Fever & fatigue 01/04/2021

923150 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 58.0 58 M Fever 100.1F on 12/30/20 13:20 s/p COVID-19 vaccine received on 12/28 @13:03. Acetaminophen 650mg oral liquid administered 12/30 13:30 and 18:42 with resolution of fever. Patient experienced fever 100.1F again on 12/31 @11:31 and refused Acetaminophen; fevers also may be attributed to patient's current abscess/cellulitis Fever & 100.1F ACETAMINOPHEN 650 MG ONCE X 212/31/2020

923206 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 91.0 91 M & injection site redness 12/31/2020

923533 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 77.0 77 M Fever 99.6F on 12/29/20 @22:41 and on 12/31/20 @03:52 s/p COVID-19 vaccine received on 12/28/20 @13:39. Patient is on standing Acetaminophen 650mg q6h for pain/fever. Acetaminophen 650mg administered 12:29 @22:41 and 12/31 @06:02 with resolution of symptoms. Fever ACETAMINOPHEN 650 MG QID FOR PAIN/FEVER01/02/2021

923534 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 SD 65.0 65 F Myalgia 01/04/2021

923535 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 89.0 89 F Diarrhea 01/04/2021

923536 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 42.0 42 M Headache & Rash DIPHENHYDRAMINE 50 MG QID 01/04/2021

923537 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 73.0 73 M Headache & FACIAL FLUSHING 01/04/2021

923538 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 MN 93.0 93 M Myalgia, Fever & ErythemaMultiform 12/31/2020

923539 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 85.0 85 M Low grade fever 99.2 on 12/29/20 09:23 s/p COVID-19 vaccine received on 12/28 @13:05. Acetaminophen 650mg oral liquid administered 12/29 05:11 and 13:56 with resolution of fever (patient on standing q8h order for pain/fever) Fever & 99.2F ACETAMINOPHEN 650 MG TID VIA PEG12/31/2020

923540 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 46.0 45 F Anaphylaxis Narrative: 12/22 received COVID-19 vaccine at 1209 and developed SOB at 12:15. Took her own albuterol inhaler without relief. Transported to ED. PE: red hands with swelling, throat and lip swelling with difficulty swallowing. Later developed headache and dizziness then tachypnea and stridor. Meds given - See section 5 PLUS epinephrine IM and infusion @ 0.05 mcg/kg/min, Alb and ipratropium negs, racemic epi nebs. Admitted to the hospital on 12/22 and still hospitalized at the time of this report on 12/23. She remains on an epinephrine drip and was given methylprednisolone 125 mg IV x 2. No previous history of anaphylaxis. History of Reye's syndrome as a child when given aspirin.Y 2

923543 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 48.0 47 F Tachypnea throat tightness, short of breath, concern for anaphylaxis Narrative: Present to ED five days after vaccine w/c/o tightness in throat and shortness of breath; treated in the ED w/epinephrine, benadryl, famotidine and methylprednisolone and observed for two hours; prescribed Epi-pen for take-home. Discharged home.

923545 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 79.0 79 M Fever & SkinRash 01/04/2021

923546 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 53.0 52 F Dizzy, altered, stridor. No oral swelling observed.

923547 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 NE 66.0 66 F 66 you female who presented to to infusion clinic for lung cancer treatment. Pt received apap 650mg po, diphenhydramine 50mg PO at 1000. She also was administered NaCL 0.9% as a carrier for durvalumab as an infusion between 1000-1200. Pt was administered COVID19 vaccine at 1110. At 1120 patient called out stating "I just don't feel right". Pt was diaphoretic/weak/hypotensive. No swelling or respiratory distress noted during the episode. Attending physician and PharmD alerted and were at bedside. Per note, pt has needle phobia. Please refer to relevant history below for information regarding BP. Patient was monitored closely at the infusion clinic. She was able to receive her chemo agent as planned after she felt better from eating. Patient does not wish to get the second dose of covid vaccine.12/30/2020

923548 12/29/2020 01/05/2021 PA 90.0 90 M Fever, NauseaVomiting & chills, abdominal pain 12/30/2020

923550 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 65.0 65 M Low grade temp 99 F on 12/30/20 1:12 s/p COVID-19 vaccine [Moderna] received on 12/28 @13:08. Acetaminophen 650mg administered once on 12/30 2:09 with resolution of symptoms. 12/31/2020

923551 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 NY 89.0 89 M 89 y/o M with PHM of HTN, CAD, cardiomyopathy, HFrEF (EF 30%), Right Lobe thyroid nodule / L lobe cyst (declined biopsy), subclinical Hyperthyroidism, A fib, TIA, remote h/o PUD (bleeding ulcer s/p pyloroplasty and vagotomy 1999), internal hemorrhoids, spinal stenosis of lumbar region, HLD, asbestosis, BPH, anemia, goiter, osteoporosis, vitamin D deficiency, who underwent Right Hip Intertrochanteric ORIF on 6/11/20 s/p R hip fracture on 5/28/20 and was admitted to nursing home for SAR on 6/25/20.Patient reported weakness and loss of appetite on 12/29/20 18:36 s/p COVID- 19 vaccine received on 12/28 @13:09. Patient is being monitored.12/31/2020

923554 01/05/2021 55.0 F Agitation, Sedation, Anaphylaxis, Rash & HYPOtension Y 1

923555 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 38.0 37 F Anaphylaxis Patient was vaccinated and within just a few minutes of vaccine administration began to feel throat tightening, difficultly getting air, tachycardia, and dry mouth. Admitted to a past history of anaphylaxis with shell fish and endorses similar symptoms. Employee was treated with an epi pen and taken to the emergency room for additional monitoring and treatment as needed

923556 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 51.0 50 F Headache, Anaphylaxis, UrticariaPruritus & NauseaVomiting
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923557 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 69.0 68 M Anaphylaxis throat itchiness, throat tightness, sinus swelling, ear fullness  Narrative:  Patient reported throat itchiness, throat tightness, sinus swelling, ear fullness. Transported via EMS to nearest ER

923558 12/24/2020 01/05/2021 MT 28 F Right arm swelling, golf ballsized on 12/31/2020. Redness, tenderness. By 1/1/21 swelling increased to entre arm, red, not to the touch. By 1/3/21 swelling was gone, redness still there, no pain. Muscle tenderness to the right arm still present

923559 12/31/2020 01/05/2021 MT 39.0 39 M 12 hours after vaccine: Fever 104°F Day 2: 103° fever, no energy, body aches, chills, headache, swollen lymph node, pain in left armpit, sweats, slept all weekend.

924037 12/21/2020 01/05/2021 ME 45.0 45 M received vaccine 12/21 and on 12/29 noted bilateral ear lobe swelling redness and facial flushing. on 12/30/2020 patient reports increased hive like rash on abdomen, trunk arms, and neck redness. Patient seen at her PCP and diagnosed with allergic reaction. Patient has taken benadryl and clariten and symptoms resolving.

924042 12/22/2020 01/05/2021 ME 31.0 31 F received vaccine 1600 and then developed hive like rash on anterior neck only which has continued and patient will be evaluated today 12/24/2020. She did not develop any other allergic reaction symptoms and only other symptom is mild soreness to her arm where she received the vaccine.

925060 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 59.0 58 F Dizziness, Anaphylaxis, UrticariaPruritus & NauseaVomiting Narrative:  Patient complained of nausea and numbness and tingling in fingertips 5 minutes after administration of vaccine and proceeded to bathroom. Patient with unwitnessed vomiting prior to RN assessment. RN assessed patient and taken safely to private evaluation room. AED pads applied per protocol. Epi-Pen administered. EMS called. Vital signs stable. Patient complained of itching and erythema in left arm around injection site. MD evaluated patient and advised to be further assessed in ER. Patient continuously evaluated by RN and EMS. Patient transported to ER in stable condition.

925061 12/28/2020 01/05/2021 42.0 41 F Anaphylaxis, CoughWheeze & UrticariaPruritus History of asthma, Epipen given with good improvement.

925062 12/30/2020 01/05/2021 48.0 47 F Anaphylaxis, Tachycardia, Lips numbness, tingling, Throat feels full, increased saliva Narrative: employee with an adverse reaction to the Covid vaccination. Reported to RN 10 minutes post vaccination Lips numbness/ tingling, throat fullness and slightly anxious. NP assessed employee and 50mg of IM Benadryl given in the opposite arm (right). No SOB or wheezing noted. VS pre treatment 158/99, 98%-RA, 98-HR, 18-RR. Ten minutes post treatment Lip tingling and throat fullness improving. At 20 minutes post treatment all S&S of adverse reaction resolved VS taken throughout even with 60 minutes of observation time total VS 139/84, 99%-RA, 81-HR, 14-RR. She is feeling tired and will consider calling for a ride to go home as advised by staff.

925190 12/23/2020 01/05/2021 43.0 42 M Anaphylaxis Narrative: Pt reported trouble swallowing around 20 minutes into the observation period and was transferred to the treatment area in the vaccine clinic. Vital signs were assessed by a Registered Nurse and a Physician. Oxygen saturation was noted to be 88% on 2 liters of O2 by nasal cannula. Verbal order received at 10:03am from Physician and EpiPen administered to right thigh with improvement of symptoms. She was transferred to the Emergency Department (ED) via stretcher. In the ED, she was re-dosed with an EpiPen secondary to her airway type symptoms. She was reevaluated after 15 minutes and received Solu-Medrol, Pepcid, Benadryl IV, as well as IV fluids. She also received Ativan for her generalized jitteriness and anxiety. She improved and felt significantly better at approximately 11:43am. She was monitored for 3 hours in the ED and was discharged home at 3:34pm in good clinical condition and advised to continue to take Benadryl as needed. She carries and EpiPen on her person and was advised to return immediately if symptoms return.

922283 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 19.0 19 F red dotted rash only on my chest. the rash starts at my jaw line and goes behind my ears, around the front on my neck, then my entire chest in between each best down to bra strap line and stops.

922284 01/04/2020 01/06/2021 ID 30.0 30 F Itching, pain, swelling, and redness at injection site; fevers, myalgia, fatigue, malaise.

922285 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MD 27.0 27 F Painful, swollen lymph node in arm of injection

922286 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NV 29.0 29 F Left side, neck near collar bone. Swollen bulge in neck (lymph nodes?) severely painful and swollen. No treatment.

922287 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IL 27.0 27 F Arm pain, extreme fatigue, body/muscle aches, fever, shortness of breath, sensitivity to light, unable to go to work or preform daily activities Onset 5 hours after vaccination

922288 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Itchy, red, swollen lump at injection site, 2-3 inches in diameter. Painful, swollen axillary lymph nodes on the same side (right).

922289 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 CA 34.0 34 F I suffered a miscarriage on 12/31/2020. I was at 5 weeks gestation. This was my first pregnancy.  I had uterine bleeding and abdominal cramps on 12/31/2020 and underwent evaluation by my Obstetrician and was diagnosed with a miscarriage after ultrasound.

922290 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 NY 41.0 41 M Fever of 101 for the first 48 hrs, ibuprofen, fever went down Pain in the arm for first 24 hrs, ice, ibuprofen, pain went away

922291 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 GA 37.0 37 F Ipsilateral axillary swelling and tenderness beginning 2 days after vaccine with notably increasing swelling and tenderness at 5 days post vaccine.  Continuing to monitor at home.

922292 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 MA 52.0 52 F Patient went to get in her car after completing time of wait after vaccination, felt cloudy, compared it to how she feels after having a glass of wine, denied vision changes but states perception of environment felt foggy. EMT assessed patient, HR normal at 71, O2 100%, Bp elevated at 182/100, patient did report anxiety, monitored for another 15-20min until patient felt better, cloudiness improved, Bp improved. Advised to consult with PCP re: Bp.

922293 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 TX 66.0 66 F Significantly sore left shoulder (injection arm) with pain now radiating up into neck & downward around shoulder blade, severe headaches, nausea (no vomiting), sore throat, FATIGUE, chills/cold sweat, general body aches.

922294 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 50.0 50 F Pt states that she developed a rash on her chest along with chest and back pain around 1012pm on 4Jan2021

922295 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 MA 60.0 60 F 19th received Covid Vaccine at noon  21st negative Covid surveillance test completed due to ED Cluster 22nd Bedtime approx. 2100 A very strange feeling of overwhelming fatigue "spacey feeling"" 23rd nausea dizzy general malaise 24th nausea dizzy general malaise 25th nausea dizzy general malaise Contacted Health Service 26th still nauseous dizzy general malaise and then chills Health Service Ordered Covid Test  26th negative Covid.  26th video appointment with PCP states no need for labs feels it's Vaccine related  27th minimal nausea no chills episodes of feeling ?spacey? and tired  28th Minimal nausea  29th Morning nausea and fatigue  30th Morning nausea and fatigue  31st increased nausea and fatigue all day easing  as day progresses "spacey" with fatigue

922296 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 UT 54.0 54 F Approximately 10 minutes after injection tingling in right hand, red splotchy skin on palm of hands and forearms. Approximately 15-20 minutes after injection. Tingling in feet and lower extremities. Thirty minutes after injection slight itching at injection site.   Approximately 1 1/2 hours after injection splotchy red skin inside both thighs and mild generalized itching.  At 2:00 pm that day of injection tingling began in face with slight swelling in cheeks.   Itching lasted 3 days.  Currently intermittent itching  since Monday 01/03/2021.

922297 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TX 20.0 20 F Shortness of breath  Dizziness Nausea  Soreness in arm of injection

922298 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Nausea vomiting chills headache fever

922299 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MA 58.0 58 F I was instructed to stay for 30min as i have been anaphylatic to cipro in past. at 30min was told i could leave. while driving home on rt 91 my cheekbones became numb. then slowly a few min later my cheeks became numb. a few min later my lips became numb. as i was driving off exit to rt 5 in longmeadow i developed a lump in my throat. i turned around at top of exit and went back to highway to go to ER. this was approx 1645-1650. i went to ER arrived approx 1655. i was shaking. my bp and pulse were elevated. no tingling or swelling in my face. nurse checked my pupils and my smile and were wnl. no history of bells palsy. i received iv fluids, solucortef 125mg ivp, pepcid 20mg ivp, and benedryl 25mg ivp approx 1840pm. approx 45 min after solucortef numbness better but not gone. it started to come back a little more before discharge, which i let md know. she discharged me with scripts for epi-pen, prednisone, and OTC pepcid and benedryl. follow up with my pcp's office in am 12/24 at 10am with his NP. total time with facial numbness/lip numbness 29 hours.Y

922300 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MA 41.0 41 F EE starting with migraine about 5 minutes after receiving vaccine. That night had rash to trunk and back with the chills. Took benadryl that night. Next am, had swollen eyes and hands. Within 24 hours,those sx resolved- but then had 48 hours of sx similar to past covid infection.

922301 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 MA 30.0 30 M Severe chills and weakness.  Ran 6 miles day of getting vaccinated (21st) unable to even reach the end of the street on the 22nd.

922302 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 NY 27.0 27 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Low grade fever (100.4), severe injection site pain/swelling, night sweats, chills, body aches, severe muscle/joint pain, headache, severe dizziness, nausea, anorexia; lasted for 1.5 days following the vaccine administration. Day 2: injection site erythema, continued pain.

922303 01/06/2021 U Symptoms began with diarrhea 2 days after receiving the first dose of the Pfizer covid vaccine and then included body aches, mild sore throat, and mild headache, and intermittent chills.  Symptoms lasted approximately 14 hours. I am a nurse at the hospital where I received the vaccine. I had no known covid contacts.

922304 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 ND 38.0 38 F Employee Recollection: Wednesday and Thursday  felt kind of weak and more tired than normal, but thought nothing of it.  In the early afternoon on Friday the symptoms got worse.   Tired and confused.  I slept through my alarm and woke up to my mom, who was watching my daughter for me, trying to wake me up.  I was very confused, dizzy and weak.  My mom said I was really out of it, and that I had a really hard time focusing on what she was trying to say to me.    When I checked in for work my O2 stats were in the upper 80's lower 90's.  My temp was also in the lower 90's.  That was after numerous attempts at taking my o2 stats and temps.  Co-worker said I was very confused, tired, dizzy and weak.  She said there were times when I was walking that I would reaching for walls and railings to regain my balance.  I left work at 6am Saturday morning.  I went home and went straight to bed.  Slept all day long until a few hours before my shift started at 9:30 P.M.   since then I've been feeling better, but my temp and 02 stats are still low.  But I'm continuing to monitor symptoms.  I'll keep you posted if anything changes.

922305 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OR 30.0 30 F Burning sensation in throat, mild color change in neck and chest- beginning around 8am lasting until about 10am. Uncontrollable tremors, feeling like I need to constantly be moving and tachycardia- started around 830a started to diminish once I took a benadryl around 10a. Headache, fatigue and nausea beginning hours after vaccine, still present on 01/05. Sore arm at injection site and swollen axillary lymph node in same arm.

922306 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OH 51.0 51 M Fever of 100.6

922307 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 37.0 37 M Headache, chills, myalgias, joint pain, fever started approximately 12 hours after vaccine and lasted approximately 12 hours total. Most symptoms improved with Tylenol and naproxen but fever 100.4F persisted for 6 hours despite medications.

922308 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 55.0 55 F High fever to 102.5, chills, nausea, severe headache, body aches, unable to function with severe weakness for 1 day, very sore arm, swollen arm

922309 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PA 29.0 29 M Mild nausea,  diffuse myalgia, chills, fever to 101.5.

922310 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MA 35.0 35 F After 1 week of receiving the vaccine, I woke up with my arm red, warm, swollen and itchy. It had become that way on the 3rd day but had  resolved. It has now resolved.

922311 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 58.0 58 F Elevated blood pressure, dizziness, difficulty concentrating, fatigue, nausea.

922312 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CT 37.0 37 F Migraine headache, vomiting 2pm day of Overnight fever 101.5

922313 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 MD 36.0 36 F Day 1 of shot- soreness after a couple of hours at injection site Day 2- extreme fatigue (slept most of day), severe pain in left shoulder (couldn't move arm forward), chills, widespread muscle and joint aching Day 3- improved widespread S/S but still with pain specifically with left shoulder flexion and internal and external rotation Day 4- felt significantly better and able to raise arm overhead without pain, able to go about daily tasks Day 5- 5:45 am in morning- woke up with injection arm in severe spasm- painful to lift forward and rotate again, noticed decrease in sensation in anterolateral left shoulder to touch Day 6- 4:45 am- woke up with left arm in spasm again, pain with movement or weight bearing up to 8/10, feels swollen in chest and anterolateral left shoulder, referred pain in front of arm into biceps insertion, pain in injection site in anterolateral aspect of left shoulder

922314 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 IA 34.0 34 M 1 hour after injection mild headache starts. 6 hours after injection headache intensity increases cold sweat starts run down feeling start cognitive fog sets in 9 hour after injection headache turn in to migraine. sweating on and off with hot and cold chills 12 hours after injection my joints began to hurt arm pain increases to the point its hard to move my arm and i now feel flu like and am more run down i am now 9 days out i still have arm pain still feel flu like and even more run down with a heavy chest i can still tease and smell but feel like i have a full blown flu and my skin is on fire but have no fever

922316 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 27.0 27 F Sudden onset shakiness and became light headed with tunnel vision. Almost passed out. Episode lasted about 5 minutes but generalized weakness lasted for about an hour.

922317 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 43.0 43 F Urticaria to neck at 11:00, approx 2.5 hrs after immunization. No airway involvement. Took Zyrtec 10mg.

922318 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 28.0 28 F Body aches and fatigue about 5 hours after injection. Worsening body aches and head ache around 9pm on same day. 5am on 1/6 severe body aches and temperature  of 100.3

922319 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 VA 37.0 37 F Fever

922320 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 54.0 54 F at approximately 11:30 am 12/23/20 began to have: generalized body aches and weakness,headache,severe pain in left arm , chills, temperature max 99.9 degrees F; extreme fatigue,drowsy,small area of redness at injection site with mild itchiness. Symptoms resolved approximately 12 hours later. I took Motrin 800mg at onset of symptoms and Excedrin extra strength (2) caplets approximately 8 hours later for lingering headache.

922321 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MS 42.0 42 F Raised, itchy red circular area to left arm below injection site 1 week after injection

922322 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 FL 28.0 28 F Around 1/5/2021 started feeling slight tingling of R foot which has carried on till present time 1/6/21 0600.  Around 1/5/21 2100 started experiencing frequents stools leading to persistent diarrhea until present time.

922324 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 WI 46.0 46 F Initial sore arm, approximately 31 hours after injection developed a slight headache. By 6am on the 2nd day had an intense migraine headache.

922325 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 TN 61.0 61 F Welts to lower extremity evening on the day of vaccination. Systemic rash 4 days later with severe itching.

922326 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 32.0 32 M body aches / body chills / head ache / high fever / lack of appetite / irritability.  rest / hydration / small amounts of food / light activity to avoid bed sorness. all at home

922327 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 MN 55.0 55 M Woke up very fatigued 12/25 only minimal activity performed creating additional fatigue.  Was sleeping 12 plus hours a day without feeling rested in the least. No problems with sleep. Also had heaviness of chest - felt like rib cage made of iron- this dissipated by the 28-29th. No excessive cough or fever, did have dyspnea with any exertion and this continues but seems to be lessening. Was not able to work due to fatigue. Yesterday remained tired but felt noticeably different-felt lighter-and today seems promising.

922328 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NH 63.0 63 F Developed itchy painful rash 8 days after vaccination at injection site about 4 inches x 4 inches

922329 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 PA 53.0 53 F Swelling on chin area that was filled with juvaderm 7 months ago

922330 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NY 41.0 41 F enlarged lymphnodes not decreasing in size, chronic fatigue, NVDx5 days, fever, chills, general unwellness since vaccine.  Nausea and Diarrhea hasn't subsided yet and lymphnodes still enlarged.

922331 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 RI 44.0 44 F Initial swelling and soreness right after injection.  Swelling and pain continued for the next few days, Motrin 800mg and Benadryl 25mg  at bedtime were taken.  Swelling and pain persisted.  Area became hard, red, itchy and raised over the holiday.  Swelling, redness and itchiness became worse over the weeknd into Monday. I was unable to lift my arm, bring it behind my back or reach.  It was very painful and hot.   I then contacted employee health.  They did not feel it was infected but was the delayed reaction to the moderna vaccine.  I did not feel comfortable with this and I then contacted my physician who looked at it and felt it was in fact cellulitis, I was sent for a ultrasound to rule out a blood clot and labs and an IV infusion of Rocephin as well as oral antibiotics.  I received my first infusion yesterday.  The swelling has improved greatly, however the redness has spread beyond the marked area on my arm and I will be receiving another dose of IV Rocephin today.  My labs showed my CRP was elevated  and my ALT/AST were elevated as well.

922332 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 TN 30.0 30 F 99.7 fever, fatigue, swelling and painful blisters on tongue

922350 09/26/2019 01/06/2021 MO 11.0 11 F mildlydiaphoretic / she did sweat; She complains of being thirsting; she felt like she was going to throw up; dizzy; This spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional via Food and Drug Administration (FDA) referring to a 11 years old female patient on 22-OCT-2020. The patient's concomitant therapies included lithium carbonate and chlorpromazine hydrochloride (THORAZINE). The patient had no known allergies (NKA)/no known drug allergies (NKDA). The patient had no other illness at the time of vaccination or up to one month prior. The patient had no chronic or long-standing health conditions. The patient did not have an adverse event following the previous vaccine.  On 26-SEP-2019, at 13:25, the patient came over to clinic and was vaccinated with the first dose of hpv rl1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 vlp vaccine (yeast) (GARDASIL 9) (lot# 1602289, not valid, expiration date and dose detail were not provided) intramuscularly in the right arm (also reported as left deltoid) for prophylaxis. The patient was also vaccinated with the first dose of meningococcal acyw conj vaccine (crm197) (MENVEO) (lot# U6543AA, expiration date, dose detail and indication were not provided) intramuscularly in the left arm (it was also reported the patient was given meningococcal ACYW conj vaccine (dip toxoid) (MENACTRA) injection in the right deltoid) in the medication room.  On 26-SEP-2019, at 13:30, the patient walked out to hallway in clinic to get a stuffed animal and she complained of (c/o) being dizzy per a doctor. The doctor assigned her to a chair in the clinic. She was mildly diaphoretic. The nurse took her vital signs (VS) and the patient then said, she felt like she was going to throw up. She closed her eyes briefly. The nurse gave her a few sternal rubs. She responded to the sternal rubs, she c/o being thirsting. Epinephrine pen was given per the doctor. The patient was able to answer question appropriately then she stated she felt better. VS results as following: pulse oximetry was 96% to room air (RA), pulse was 84 (unit not provided), temperature was 97.5 (unit not provided), blood pressure (b/p) was 97/64 (unit not provided). The staff called 911. When ambulance arrived, she was able to answer questions by emergency personnel. She was transported to emergency room (ER) per ambulance. She returned from ER around 17:00 on the same day. The therapist checked in with the patient. She was monitored through out night and legal guardian was notified. The patient recovered from above events in 2019. The causal relationship between hpv rl1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 vlp vaccine (yeast) (GARDASIL 9) and the events was not provided.  Follow-up information has been received from a physician and a nurse on 31-DEC-2020, referring to a currently 12 year old female patient. The physician stated that it was not clear when this happened, but stated that the patient sweated and vomiting, however, did not experienced dizziness. Additionally, was reported that the clinic was a residential facility, where children were admitted and discharged and if this was the only child anything had ever happened with, she believed the child was still at the facility (hospitalization). Additional information received from the nurse that vaccinated the patient and stated that on 26-SEP-2019, the patient was vaccinated with HPV rL1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 VLP vaccine (yeast)  (GARDASIL 9) lot # 1602284 (previously reported as "1602289"), expiration date 26-SEP-2021, intramuscularly in the left deltoid (previously reported as "right arm"), meningococcal ACYW conj vaccine (dip toxoid) (MENACTRA) lot # U6543AA, expiration date 23-FEB-2021 (lot # previously reported for meningococcal ACYW conj vaccine (CRM197) (MENVEO)), intramuscularly, in the left deltoid (previously reported as "right deltoid") and meningococcal ACYW conj vaccine (CRM197) (MENVEO). On the same date, the patient experienced hyperhidrosis, thirst, vomiting and dizziness. The patient recovered from adverse events. These adverse events were previously reported to doctor and to manufacturer. The vaccine was used according to the instruction leaflet. There was no a previous temperature excursion. combinationproductreport: Yes; brandname: GARDASIL 9 SYRINGE (DEVICE); commondevicename: HPV rL1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 VLP vaccine (yeast); productcode: FMF; devicetype: SYRINGE, PISTON (FMF); manufacturername: Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp.; devicelotnumber: 1602284; expirationdate: 26-SEP-2021; deviceage and unit: 0 ; malfunction: Unknown; productavailableforevaluation: No; deviceusage: Initial; reasonfornoneval: 81 Other; labeledsingleusedevice: No; mdcpreportability: No; mdcpreprationale: Case information does not suggest a causal association with the device or device constituentY

922373 01/06/2021 OH M hospitalized in 2016 because my temperature and white blood cell count were high.; hospitalized in 2016 because my temperature and white blood cell count were high.; I have ping-pong ball sized bumps on my armpits, neck, stomach, and knees.; I have rashes behind my knees and sometimes have sharp or throbbing pain in my arms and legs.; I have rashes behind my knees and sometimes have sharp or throbbing pain in my arms and legs./ I have needle-like pain in my feet when I walk.; I have lost my balance and fallen; fallen; I feel a sharp burst of pain in my brain and I have short term memory loss.; I feel a sharp burst of pain in my brain and I have short term memory loss.; smoke marijuana all the time."; My fingers twitch/spasm randomly without me feeling it.; I have ping-pong ball sized bumps on my armpits, neck, stomach, and knees.; I have ping-pong ball sized bumps on my armpits, neck, stomach, and knees.; I have ping-pong ball sized bumps on my armpits, neck, stomach, and knees.; diverticulitis; I couldn't eat because of the needle-like pain in my stomach. I had an endoscopy, colonoscopy, tests for Diverticulitis and Irritable Bowl Syndrome (IBS).; I couldn't eat because of the needle-like pain in my stomach. I had an endoscopy, colonoscopy, tests for Diverticulitis and Irritable Bowl Syndrome (IBS).; I couldn't eat because of the needle-like pain in my stomach. I had an endoscopy, colonoscopy, tests for Diverticulitis and Irritable Bowl Syndrome (IBS).; I threw up a lot and developed a hernia and lipoma on my side.; I threw up a lot and developed a hernia and lipoma on my side.; I threw up a lot and developed a hernia and lipoma on my side.; fingers feel ice cold but the rest of my fingers feel normal.; My fingers twitch/spasm randomly without me feeling it.; I started having seizures in 2014.; This spontaneous report was received from a male patient of unknown age via company representative, reporting on himself. The patient's medical history included sports injury involving knees. Information rgeading concurrent conditions and concomitant medications was not provided.  On an unknown date in 2008 or 2009, the patient was vaccinated with quadrivalent human papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18) recomb. vaccine(GARDASIL)(strength, dose, frequency, lot # and expiration date were not provided), intramuscular for prophylaxis.    It was reported that on an unknown date in 2011, the patient's son was born and had "delayed speech and learning abilities, asthma, and his legs hurt." The patient stated he is not sure if his son was experiencing these ailments due to the vaccine he received before his son was born (case cross reference 2101USA001097)  Subsequently, after the patient received the vaccine he could not eat because of the needle-like pain in his stomach. He had an endoscopy, colonoscopy, tests for Diverticulitis and Irritable Bowl Syndrome (IBS), he threw up a lot and developed a hernia and lipoma on his side. Sometimes his middle fingers feel ice cold but the rest of his fingers feel normal. The patient's fingers twitch/spasm randomly without him feeling it. The patient started having seizures in 2014. He lost his job in 2016 because of all the medical issues he was experiencing.  The patient was hospitalized in 2016 because of his temperature and white blood cell count were high. He had ping-pong ball sized bumps on my armpits, neck, stomach, and knees. He had rashes behind the knees and sometimes had sharp or throbbing pain in the arms and legs. The patien had needle-like pain in his feet when he walk. The patient had also lost the balance and fallen and feel a sharp burst of pain in the brain having short term memory loss. The patient also reported that he smoke marihuana all the time."   The patient was treated with omeprazole Magnesium and cortisone shots. At the reporting time the outcome of the aforementioned events was reported as not recovered.       The reporter did not provide the causality assessment between the events and quadrivalent human papillomavirus (types 6,11,16,18) recomb. vaccine(GARDASIL).  Upon internal review, the events of diverticulitis and seizure were considered to be medically significant. All the events were considered to be disabling as the patient lost his job.  This is one of 3 report from the same source.; Sender's Comments:  US-009507513-2101USA001097: US-009507513-2101USA001098:Y

922374 11/15/2013 01/06/2021 NM M reoccurring pneumonia; congestive heart failure; herpes zoster dermatitis of the eyelid; Information has been received regarding a case in litigation from a lawyer and referred to a male patient of unknown age. No information was provided regarding medical history, concurrent conditions, or concomitant medications. On or around 15-NOV-2013, the patient was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) for routine health maintenance and for its intended purpose: the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster). Shortly after receiving zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient suffered reoccurring pneumonia resulting in multiple hospitalizations. The patient was diagnosed with pneumonia and congestive heart failure. The patient additionally suffered from and was diagnosed with herpes zoster dermatitis of the eyelid. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient's symptoms had resulted in physical limitations not present prior to using the product. The patient also experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of his condition. As a result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further, as a tragic consequence of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient suffered serious, progressive, permanent, and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient had suffered and incurred damages, including medical expenses; the loss of accumulations; and other economic and non-economic damages. The outcome of the events was considered as not recovered. The causality assessment between all the events and zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) was considered as related by the lawyer.    Upon internal review, pneumonia, congestive heart failure and herpes zoster dermatitis of the eyelid were determined to be medically significant. The lawyer considered all the events to be disability.Y

922375 01/28/2011 01/06/2021 OR F varicella type rash; low-grade fever; Information has been received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation referring to a female patient of unknown age. Information about medical history, concurrent condition and concomitant medication was not reported. In or around 28-JAN-2011, the patient was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (strength, dose, route, lot# and expiration date not reported) for routine health maintenance and for its intended purpose: the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster). On an unknown date (reported as shortly after receiving zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX)), the patient suffered a varicella type rash on her body and a low-grade fever. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient's symptoms have resulted in physical limitations not present prior to using zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX). The patient also experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of patient's condition. As a result of the manufacture, marketing, advertising, promotion, distribution and/or sale of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further, as a tragic consequence of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient suffered serious, progressive, permanent, and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient had suffered and incurred damages, including medical expenses; the loss of accumulations; and other economic and non-economic damages. The outcome of the events varicella type rash on her body and a low-grade fever was not recovered. The lawyer considered varicella type rash on her body and a low-grade fever to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  The lawyer considered the events varicella type rash on her body and a low-grade fever to be disability.

922377 05/22/2018 01/06/2021 FL 52.0 52 F glaucoma; Eye pain both eyes; burning eyes; Nuclear catarct; possible sinus problems; migraine; This case was reported by a lawyer and described the occurrence of glaucoma in a female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   On 22nd May 2018, the patient received Shingrix (intramuscular) .5 mg. On an unknown date, an unknown time after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced glaucoma (serious criteria GSK medically significant) and eye pain. On an unknown date, the outcome of the glaucoma and eye pain were unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the glaucoma and eye pain to be related to Shingrix.  The initial information received on 10 December 2020 via medical records. As per records the female patient was non smoker.As per records on 22 May 2018 and on 19 October 2018, she had Shingrix 50mcg injection 0.5 ml into the muscle, repeat in 2 to 6 months. On 19 February 2019, she had follow-up of ocular pain, both eyes. She described to have pain as aching and burning and stated that was an aggravating problem. This eye pain began several months ago and is symptomatic almost constantly. She states that this seems to be gradually improving. On 29 January 2019, she stated eyes have been painful since having the shingles shot. She had Ocular pain, possible sinus problems, Inflammation from shingles shot, nuclear cataract and migraine

922379 07/01/2020 01/06/2021 OK 78.0 77 M suspected vaccination failure; developed Myasthenia Gravis after the second Shingrix; had shingles when he received his second vaccination / he still has shingles; is very Painful; This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative and described the occurrence of suspected vaccination failure in a elderly male patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   Co-suspect products included Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   The patient's past medical history included shingles (had Shingles in February 2020) and shingles. Concurrent medical conditions included shingles.   In July 2020, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix. On 24th September 2020, the patient received the 2nd dose of Shingrix (intramuscular). On an unknown date, less than 6 months after receiving Shingrix and less than 3 months after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced vaccination failure (serious criteria GSK medically significant), myasthenia gravis (serious criteria GSK medically significant), shingles and pain. On an unknown date, the outcome of the vaccination failure was unknown and the outcome of the myasthenia gravis, shingles and pain were not recovered/not resolved.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the vaccination failure, shingles and pain to be related to Shingrix and Shingrix. It was unknown if the reporter considered the myasthenia gravis to be related to Shingrix.  Additional details were reported as follows: The patient had shingles in July 2020 when he received his first vaccination of Shingrix in his right arm and still had shingles when he received his second vaccination of Shingrix in his left arm. He stated that he still had shingles, but it occurs intermittently and was very Painful.  He had been to his pharmacy, his doctor, the urgent care and the emergency room and had no relief. He developed Myasthenia Gravis after the second Shingrix dose.  This case was considered as suspected vaccination failure as details regarding time to onset for target disease and laboratory confirmation were unknown at the time of reporting. The reporter consented to follow up.; Sender's Comments:  US-GLAXOSMITHKLINE-US2020AMR242160:Same reporter

922381 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 MS 52.0 F the top of her stomach felt swollen and gassy; Diarrhea/had diarrhea that was like liquid-y water; top of her stomach had a bad burning sensation; Vomiting; she got choked on some saline and sweat ran down her face, and she had to concentrate on breathing; sore throat with a mild cough, like she needed to be clearing her throat; sore throat with a mild cough, like she needed to be clearing her throat; got a chill; food was not tasting right; arm was sore; could not raise her arm; her weight on 21Dec2020 when she got the vaccine, was 200.6, but her weight today, was 196.0 pounds; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 52-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 on left upper arm at a single dose for COVID-19 prevention. Current medical history included a lung disease called asthma and allergies, diagnosed in her late 20's; Diabetes Type 2, diagnosed about 10 years ago and High Blood pressure, diagnosed when she was in her 30's. Caller also wanted to include that she did have COVID before, she had COVID in Jul2020. Current concomitant medications included salbutamol (ALBUTEROL) at 2 Puffs via inhalation, twice daily for asthma; Unspecified Blood Pressure Medication One pill, once daily by mouth in the morning; Unspecified Nasal Spray 1 spray in each nare, once daily via nasal inhalation; montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR) at 1 pill via oral, once a day for allergies; metformin at 1 pill, daily, by mouth for Diabetes Type 2. The patient stated that her place of employment did not give her the card that has the lot number on it, they said they would give it to her with her second injection. The patient did not know the dose received, just that it was the first in the series. The patient had no other vaccines on the same day as the COVID vaccine. The patient reported that her weight on 21Dec2020 when she got the vaccine, was 200.6, but her weight today, was 196.0 pounds. The patient received the vaccine on 21Dec2020, and as soon as she got the shot, her arm was sore like a flu shot. When she got the shot, she could not raise her arm past her shoulder without pain, but now she can raise her arm again. On Thursday, 24Dec2020, patient got a chill, and later that same night, food was not tasting right.  On 25Dec2020, the chill continued, and she had a little bit of a sore throat with a mild cough, like she needed to be clearing her throat. On 26Dec2020 morning, the patient experienced vomiting when she woke up, and the top of her stomach had a bad burning sensation, and she had diarrhea. The patient stated that while she was vomiting, she got choked on some saline and sweat ran down her face, and she had to concentrate on breathing. But the patient stated that she vomited, had diarrhea, and the burning sensation, the whole day on Saturday. The patient stated that on 27Dec2020, it calmed down, and she did not vomit at all. The patient stated that she felt like she needed to vomit, but she did not. The patient states that on Sunday, she still had the chills a little, and the top part of her stomach was still burning. The patient took some Pepto-Bismol and that helped calm down the caller's stomach. The patient stated that she could feel the Pepto-Bismol cooling her stomach off, like it had been hot, and patient stated that the top of her stomach felt swollen and gassy. The patient stated that later Sunday night, things calmed down, but she still has the burning sensation and she did not feel like she needed to vomit anymore. This morning, patient reported that she still has some burning sensation, but now, it is coming and going like labor pains. The patient stated that she did go to the bathroom once this morning and had diarrhea that was like liquid-y water. The patient stated that during all this over the last few days, each and every time that she tried to eat, she couldn't eat much because her stomach would burn more with eating. But yesterday, the patient had some fried fish and stated that the fried fish did not burn as much as the rest of the food she tried eating. The outcome of the events vomiting and the top of her stomach felt swollen and gassy was recovered on 27Dec2020, arm was sore and could not raise her arm was recovered on 26Dec2020, chills, top of her stomach had a bad burning sensation was recovering, Diarrhea/had diarrhea that was like liquid-y water was not recovered and other events was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Vomiting and Foreign body aspiration cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

922382 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 F slight elevated heart rate; was white as a ghost; itching; face also swelled; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's mother).  A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number and Expiration Date: Not Provided), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date in Dec2020, the patient experienced: slight elevated heart rate, was white as a ghost, itching, face also swelled; which were all assessed as non-serious. The clinical course was reported as follows:  The patient's mother stated that her daughter was a grown woman and did not know that the she was calling Pfizer. The patient's mother stated that her daughter had the COVID vaccine on a Wednesday (as reported), and the patient was kept for 15 minutes after the administration. The patient's mother stated that her daughter had a slightly elevated heart rate, and her daughter's husband said that she was white as a ghost. The patient's mother stated that her daughter also experienced itching, that did require antihistamines. The patient's mother stated that her daughter called the hospital, and they just said that they will make a note of it. The patient's mother stated that as a parent, she was slightly worried about her daughter getting the second dose; however, she was more concerned about her daughter getting COVID.  The patient's mother also stated that her daughter's face also swelled after getting the vaccine, but that her daughter did not have any closing of the throat. The patient did have to go to get antihistamines. The patient's doctors did not tell the patient that she needed to pre-medicate with antihistamines next time. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included heart rate: slightly elevated in Dec2020.  Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of itching. The clinical outcome of the events was unknown.  The batch/lot numbers for the vaccine, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, were not provided and will be requested during follow up.

922383 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 LA 35.0 F Red itchy rash at injection site; Red itchy rash at injection site; Red itchy rash at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: 5730), intramuscular (left arm) on 22Dec2020 15:15 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included Intracranial HTN (intracranial hypertension) and known allergies: PCN (Penicillin). Concomitant medication included acetazolamide sodium (DIAMOX), topiramate (TOPAMAX), and Multivitamin. The patient previously took Augmentin, tetracycline, and Ceclor and experienced drug allergy. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.  The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient experienced red itchy rash at injection site on 26Dec2020. There was no treatment received for the adverse event. The outcome of events was not recovered. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. This case is non-serious.

922384 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 KS 30.0 F swollen lymph node in R armpit. Tender to touch and swollen; swollen lymph node in R armpit. Tender to touch and swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional.  A 30-years-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number 1284), intramuscular on the right arm on 21Dec2020 at 20:30 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included depression, infertility, and acid reflux.  Concomitant medications included omeprazole, fluoxetine hydrochloride (PROZAC), magnesium, and melatonin. The patient previously took trazodone and experienced allergies.  The patient experienced swollen lymph node in right (R) armpit, tender to touch and swollen on 26Dec2020. There was no treatment received for the events. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and since vaccination has not tested for COVID-19. Outcome of the events was recovering.  The reporter assessed the events as non-serious.

922385 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 IA 39.0 F heart rate spiked; difficult to catch breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 39-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm, on 18Dec2020 (at the age of 39-years-old) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Hashimoto's thyroiditis, depression, acid reflux, and COVID-19 (prior to vaccination). The patient has no known allergies. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications, within two weeks prior to vaccination, included sertraline (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), omeprazole (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), liothyronine sodium (T3), and levothyroxine sodium (T4). The patient experienced heart rate spiked and difficult to catch breath on 20Dec2020. The events were reported as non-serious. The clinical course was reported as follows: In Dec2020, the heart rate spiked to 194 when running outside and it was difficult to catch breath, so the patient ran/walked the 3 mile route. The heart rate spiked to 183 during a strength training workout and to 148 during a low impact weight training, which is unusual for the patient (as reported). The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of heart rate spiked and difficult to catch breath was recovered in Dec2020. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

922386 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 PA 55.0 F Excruciating pain from left deltoid radiating downward to wrist; Left hip pain/Bilateral knee pain; Shivering; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 55-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EK5730), intramuscular in the left arm, on 28Dec2020 at 16:30 (at the age of 55-years-old) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included insomnia, gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD), anxiety, mitral valve replacement (MVR) on an unspecified date, and COVID-19 (prior to vaccination). The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications, taken within two weeks prior to vaccination, included atenolol (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), omeprazole (PRILOSEC), sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), eszopiclone (LUNESTA), krill oil (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), linum usitatissimum oil (FLAXSEED OIL; MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN); ascorbic acid (VITAMIN C; MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), and calcium (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN). The patient previously took erythromycin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) and experienced allergy, nitrofurantoin (MACRODANTIN) and experienced allergy, and loracarbef (LORABED) and experienced allergy. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient experienced excruciating pain from left deltoid radiating downward to wrist, left hip pain/bilateral knee pain, shivering, and headache on 29Dec2020 at 07:00. The events were reported as non-serious. The excruciating pain from left deltoid radiating downward to wrist woke the patient up from her sleep. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events, which included treatment with hydrocodone bitartrate, paracetamol (VICODIN) and heat application. The clinical outcome of excruciating pain from left deltoid radiating downward to wrist, left hip pain/bilateral knee pain, shivering, and headache was recovered with sequel in Dec2020. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

922387 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 VA 34.0 F face puffy; Tingling that started at nose and spread across cheeks and lips; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 34-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm, on 28Dec2020 at 17:30 (at the age of 34-years-old) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included sulfonamides allergy. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications, taken within two weeks prior to vaccination, included ascorbic acid (VIT C; MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), curcuma longa (TURMERIC), and collagen (MANUFACTURER) taken as supplement. Additional concomitant medications included unspecified multivitamin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN). The patient previously took azithromycin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) and experienced allergy and vortioxetine hydrobromide (TRINTELLIX) and experienced allergy. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient experienced tingling that started at nose and spread across cheeks and lips on 28Dec2020 at 18:00 and face puffy on 29Dec2020. The events were reported as non-serious. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of tingling that started at nose and spread across cheeks and lips, which included treatment with diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). The clinical outcome of tingling that started at nose and spread across cheeks and lips was recovered in Dec2020 and of and face puffy was unknown. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

922388 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 TX 23.0 F Injection site soreness; Headache; Nausea; Body aches; stiffness in neck and shoulder area; Muscle soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 23-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685), intramuscularly on 21Dec2020 at 09:00 AM on Left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. The patient medical history included pre-diabetes, previous liver failure from ciprofloxacin (CIPRO) in 2019, 3 septoplasty due to recurrent sinus infections and nasal cysts in 2016 and 2017. Known allergies included Ciprofloxacin. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included Metformin, Spironolactone, Sertraline. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced injection site soreness, Headache, Nausea, body aches, muscle soreness and stiffness in neck and shoulder area on 22Dec2020 at 02:00 AM. Since the vaccination, patient had not been tested for COVID-19. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was recovered with sequel in Dec2020 (also reported as Recovered with lasting effects). The report was reported as non-serious, with seriousness criteria-Results in death: No; Life threatening: No; Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No; Disabling/Incapacitating: No; Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.

922389 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 AZ M diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient's wife).  A 73-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose on 28Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunisation, because he was a physician.  Medical history included prostate cancer receiving radiation and having bowel issues and diarrhoea. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced diarrhea in Dec2020 after receiving the vaccine. He had prostate cancer and was receiving radiation so it was normal for him to have diarrhea. The nurse state it was not a good source to confirm if diarrhea is from COVID-19 Vaccine. She has not a chance to talk to her husband about his experiences. The outcome of event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

922390 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 CA F Achiness; Runny nose; Sore Arm; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer (friend of patient) reported that a female patient of unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 once by injection in the left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included already had COVID last November (unspecified year). No concomitant medications. Reporter confirmed that she spoke with her coworker (patient) who also had a runny nose and achiness, along with a sore arm on 21Dec2020. These only lasted 1-2 days for patient. She was also scheduled to receive the second dose on 10Jan2021. Investigation Assessment was not reported. Therapeutic measures were taken as result of the events included paracetamol (TYLENOL) and dextromethorphan hydrobromide; guaifenesin; paracetamol; pseudoephedrine hydrochloride (DAYQUIL). The outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested

922391 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MI F Swelling on my face around my side of my nose and same on both sides; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). This 59-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose in the right arm on 29Dec2020 12:00pm for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included asthma, eggs chicken penicillin. Concomitant medication included bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), omeprazole (PROTONIX [OMEPRAZOLE]), budesonide, formoterol fumarate (SYMBICORT).   The patient stated that experienced: swelling on my face around my side of my nose and same on both sides on 29Dec2020 21:00 with outcome of unknown. No treatment required. The vaccine was administered at Hospital Facility. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 post the vaccination.   Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

922392 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 M still not feeling well; I feel a little run down; little of bit congestion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported he felt a little run down and little of bit congestion and asked 'if he is still not feeling well should he get the second dose'. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

922393 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 CA 58.0 F Initial reaction: rash on chest; muscle, joint pain; muscle, joint pain; urge to run; inability to sleep; Irritable mood; Muscle spasms; dry eyes; Dry mouth; brain fog, inability to multitask; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 58-years-old non-pregnant female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), Lot number: EJ1685; intramuscular in left arm on 18Dec2020 at 14:45 (at the age of 58 years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The vaccine was given in a hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines in the past 4 weeks. Medical history included asthma, mitral valve prolapse and an allergy to latex. Concomitant medication included calcium (CALCIUM), metoprolol (METOPROLOL), magnesium (MG [MAGNESIUM]), ergocalciferol (VIT D).  The patient previously took penicillin and experienced an allergy. The patient did not receive any other vaccines in the past 4 weeks. She did take other medications (concomitant) in the past 2 weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. In Dec2020, at 14:45, the patient experienced rash on chest followed by muscle, joint pain, urge to run, inability to sleep, irritable mood, muscle spasms, dry eyes, dry mouth, brain fog, and an inability to multitask after 1 week following COVID-19 vaccine. The patient was not hospitalized for the events and no treatment was administered. The outcome of the events: rash on chest followed by muscle, joint pain, urge to run, inability to sleep, irritable mood, muscle spasms, dry eyes, dry mouth. brain fog, inability to multitask, was recovering. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

922394 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MN 28.0 F Arm sore/upper arm sore; itching surrounding vaccine site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 28-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: EJ1686, via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 30Dec2020 at 15:00 (at the age of 28-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included an allergy to tegaderm. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included paracetamol (TYLENOL), naproxen, zinc, methocarbamol (ROBAXIN); all for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient previously took chlorhexidine and experience allergies. On 30Dec2020 at 21:30, the patient experienced arm sore/upper arm sore, itching surrounding vaccine site. The patient was not treated for the events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the arm sore/upper arm sore, itching surrounding vaccine site was unknown.

922395 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MI 23.0 F Arm more sore than with flu shot; Woke up very nauseous; light headed; achy; Threw up twice; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (the patient). A 23-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), intramuscularly in the right arm on 30Dec2020 at 19:15 (at the age of 23-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma and peanut allergy. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included: montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), fluticasone propionate/salmeterol xinafoate (ADVAIR), cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), all for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 31Dec2020 at 05:00, the patient experienced arm more sore than with flu shot, woke up very nauseous, light headed, achy, and threw up twice. No treatment was given for these events. The clinical outcome of arm more sore than with flu shot, woke up very nauseous, light headed, achy, and threw up twice was recovered on an unspecified date. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.     The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

922396 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 53.0 F loss of her sense of taste and smell; loss of her sense of taste and smell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 53-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Solution for injection; batch/lot number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Since 29Dec2020, the patient had a loss of her sense of taste and smell that was unresolved. The patient wanted to know if this was a known side effect. The patient was not recovered from the events.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

922397 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MI 34.0 F Bilateral numbness and tingling on entire body; Bilateral numbness and tingling on entire body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 34-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot EK9231) solution for injection in the left arm on 30Dec2020 at 17:30 (at the age of 34-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history included multiple sclerosis. Concomitant medications included fingolimod hydrochloride (GILENYA) and vitamin D3. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 30Dec2020 at 18:00, the patient experienced bilateral numbness and tingling on entire body. It was unknown if treatment was provided for events bilateral numbness and tingling on entire body. The outcome of the events bilateral numbness and tingling on entire body was not recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

922398 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 MI 48.0 F severe vertigo with headache; severe vertigo with headache; nausea; vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health care professional nurse, the patient. A 48-years-old non-pregnant female patient (nurse) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE); Lot Number: EK5730, intramuscular in the left arm on 18Dec2020 15:00 as a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Ongoing Hypertension and Migraines. Concomitant medication included hydrochlorothiazide, losartan potassium (LOSARTAN/HCT) 100/25 daily. The patient had no known allergies. No other vaccines were given within 4 weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 29Dec2020 06:00, the patient experienced severe vertigo with headache, nausea and vomiting. The events severe vertigo with headache, nausea and vomiting occurred on Dec 29 and Dec 30, lasted 2 days. Treatment given for severe vertigo with headache, nausea and vomiting was over the counter 'antivert/meclizine'.  The clinical outcome of severe vertigo with headache, nausea and vomiting was recovered on Dec2020.

922399 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MS 44.0 F Headache; Low grade fever - 99.3; Shaky and jittery feeling that kept me from sleeping soundly; Shaky and jittery feeling that kept me from sleeping soundly; Shaky and jittery feeling that kept me from sleeping soundly; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Healthcare Professional reporting for a patient. A 44-years-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE); Lot Number: EK5730), intramuscular in the left arm on 30Dec2020 at 09:00  as a single dose,  for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient had no known medical history or allergies. Concomitant medication included rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR).  No other vaccines were given within 4 weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 30Dec2020 at 2300,  the patient experienced Headache, Low grade fever - 99.3, Shaky and jittery feeling that kept me from sleeping soundly. No treatment was given for the events. The clinical outcome of Headache, Low grade fever - 99.3, Shaky and jittery feeling that kept me from sleeping soundly was recovering.

922400 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 61.0 F couldn't lift my head off my pillow; severe pain in neck; squeezing on a nerve; had soreness in my arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A 61-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 (at the age of 61 years old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 18Dec2020, the patient experienced soreness in her arm that was gone by the next day. On 23Dec2020, while driving home, she felt severe pain in neck. She almost felt like something went up in her neck and started squeezing on a nerve. It proceeded to get bad so she took muscle relaxants. Christmas day was horrible, she couldn't lift her head off her pillow. The pain came from up head, under her clavicle and down her back. Her pain started getting better, but then next morning it up started again. The only way she's able to get some sleep is to take Flexeril, 800mg  of Motrin and applying moist heat. The clinical outcome of severe pain in neck, squeezing on a nerve, couldn't lift her head off her pillow was unknown, and for event had soreness in her arm was recovered on 19Dec2020.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

922401 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NY 34.0 M Productive cough; Swollen lymph nodes on neck; Severe body aches; Chills; Minor headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional, the patient.  A 34-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE),  lot number: Ek5730, via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at 13:30 (at the age of 34 years old) as a single dose in the right arm for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history included fibromyalgia, anxiety disorder, and allergy to amoxicillin from an unknown date. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included omeprazole 40mg and duloxetine 120 mg, both for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The vaccine was given at a hospital. On 29Dec2020 at 18:30, the patient experienced severe body aches, chills, minor headache, and swollen lymph nodes on neck. On 30Dec2020, the patient experienced productive cough. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of body aches, chills, minor headache, swollen lymph nodes on neck, and productive cough was not recovered. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

922407 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 KY 64.0 64 F HEADACHE   FATIGUE AND CHILLS

922408 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MI 28.0 28 M Arm pain, muscle aches, headache, chills. Started with arm pain a 6 hours after shot. Developed rest of symptoms overnight.

922409 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 PA 61.0 61 M Headaches, severe vertigo, vomiting, tired, chills

922410 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 PA 46.0 46 F Injection site is red, swollen, warm.

922411 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MS 53.0 53 F Fever 101.9 , Headache, Body aches, Chills

922412 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 FL 51.0 51 M Myalgias Headache Arthralgias

922414 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OH 56.0 56 F uncontrollable chills, headache, fatigue, body aches, nausea

922415 01/04/2020 01/06/2021 GA 24.0 24 M Terrible chills, body aches, fever 101.9 , HA , nausea.

922416 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 MI 48.0 48 F Patient states arm which vaccination was given became red and sore 3 days after vaccination. It them became large, softball size, red, hot, swollen, and itchy. She states it lasted 10 days and is now resolving with bactroban ointment.

922417 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 38.0 38 F Left arm deltoid sore at injection site, tiredness

922418 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Nausea, tachycardia and elevated blood pressure.   O2 at 100%, BP at 167/114 pulse 135 patient resolved within 10 minutes

922419 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 PR 38.0 38 F pain all over the body, swelling of neck, axilla and arm, pain on left side of arm.

922420 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 53.0 53 M SEVERE HEADACHES LASTING A FEW HOURS AND ACUTE PAIN IN ARM WITH FROZEN SHOULDER UNABLE TO LIFT ARM

922421 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MA 47.0 47 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA - rash at injection site one week post-injection in left upper arm

922422 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CT 68.0 68 F None stated.

922423 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 25.0 25 F Right arm soreness, Stomach bug and exhaustion for 3 days after the 1st dose of the vaccination.

922424 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 ME 44.0 44 F Woke up with a golf ball sized bullseye, swollen, red, itchy, sore, and hot to the touch.

922425 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 OH 34.0 34 F itching and rash

922426 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 AL 67.0 67 M Three days 1st dose of  Pfizer vaccine I developed moderate headache and malaise. Six days later  I developed a maculo-vesicular itchy, non painful rash on my R forehead.  I visited an Immediate Care office (started valacyclovir) and I was seen the same day by a retina specialist ophthalmologist (started prednisone 60 mg/day). I'm doing much better.

922427 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 KY 50.0 50 F Redness, swelling, induration, painful to the touch, hot to the touch and itching. Has lasted for over 1 week since vaccine administered. Applied heat and ice.  Improved some with moist heat but resumed shortly after treatment.  Does not interfere with arm use at this time.

922428 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 32.0 32 F Slight arm soreness about 12 hours after injection, with severe rigors shortly thereafter. Fever to 101.8 and uncontrollable shaking/chills, and moderate to severe headache. Rigors lasted about 6 hours, headache persists.

922429 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MO 33.0 33 F Body aches, fever over 100.4, joint pain, chills

922430 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 29.0 29 F Experienced minor chills about 11 hours post vaccination (7:00pm) and took 1000mg acetaminophen and went to bed at 9:30pm. Woke at 11:30pm with uncontrollable chills, nausea, headache and muscle spasms (shaking). Took 1000mg acetaminophen and was able to get back to bed at 2:30am. Had a vivid/stressful dream ongoing off and on  all night about completing a task I couldn?t understand, was irrational,  and completion would lead to the symptoms subsiding. Woke back up at 4:00am with chills and shakes and a headache and took another dose of acetaminophen. Relaxed at 5:00am and got out of bed. Took 600mg ibuprofen for significantly sore injection site that feels very deep and even goes into the arm pit.

922431 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 FL 47.0 47 F Itching, redness , bruising ,raised area at site of injection that was one week delayed

922432 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 49.0 49 F After receiving the injection in the right arm, the patient began to feel pain and burning at the injection site in the right deltoid with spreading down to her hand along with localized redness at the injection site. She was given 50 mg of diphenhydramine and subsequently developed facial flushing and a feeling of numbness/tingling  in both arms and hands. At this time, about half an hour had elapsed after the injection, so she was referred to the hospital emergency department from the hospital vaccine pod for additional monitoring. No additional interventions were given in the emergency department, she was discharged home after 3 hours of monitoring.  Symptoms had improved with time.

922433 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 PR 33.0 33 F Tacycardia (HR 145) and SOB

922434 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 39.0 39 F temp 99.5, fatigue, body aches, headache

922435 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 OH 50.0 50 F Shortness of breath and elevated heart rate

922436 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 59 F 2hrs after the vaccination -slight headache and nauseated Noticed the redness/ stiffness of the area  1/01/2021 and lasted 3days

922437 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 LA 40.0 40 F Tingling in fingers  Fingers contracting without pain, only tingling

922438 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 GA 57.0 57 F Nosebleed

922439 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MA 51.0 51 M Client reported mild itching in left arm approximately 10 minutes after receiving vaccine. No shortness of breath noted, alert and oriented with no known drug allergies and no history of anaphylaxis. Vital signs taken at 0705 reported as: BP 138/83, P 65 bpm, O2 99% on room air, temp 98.0 degrees Fahrenheit, all within normal limits reported from client. Stayed for 15 minutes longer and reported subsiding of itching in arm. Client discharged from area.

922440 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 MD 34.0 34 F At the time of injection, patient felt pain and a "zinger" at the injection site that traveled up into the left shoulder and down the left arm. A numbness and tingling sensation has continued in the left arm and then all over the body- bilateral upper and lower extremities intermittently since time of injection until current. The sensations are occurring randomly about every 1 minute. No associated muscle weakness or any other neurological changes. Patient has been referred to a neurologist for further evaluation and management.

922441 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 MD 63.0 63 F Fever, chills, nausea

922442 12/28/2000 01/06/2021 MA 33.0 13 F A rash appeared at the injection site a week after receiving the injection

922443 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 GA 32.0 32 F Vaccine administered on 12/29, severe burning while injecting and for 5-10 seconds after injecting. 12/30 noticed lesion on upper arm in area of injection- erythematous, warm, pruritic, raised area, about 4x4cm. No change until 1/5. 1/5: 7.5x4cm lesion, increased pruritus, warm, erythematic, and 3-5 pin-head sized vesicles with clear exudate formed on the medial side of lesion.  Pregnancy history- 4 pregnancies in past 12 months with no live births. 2 miscarriages and 1 ectopic. LMP 12/12/20, patient was pregnant at time of injection but unaware.

922444 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CA 44.0 44 F increased frequency of known recurrent syncope

922446 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 ME 36.0 36 F Redness, swelling, and pruritus at injection site 1 week post vaccine. Lymphadenopathy developed shortly after injection site reaction, starting in right axilla. Lymphadenopathy has extended up right side of neck and posterior right skull, as well as down right rib cage. Patient was also lightheaded and dizzy. Conservative treatment to this point, including topical as well as oral benadryl, ibuprofen, and acetaminophen. As of the writing of this description, symptoms are ongoing without any response to treatment.

922447 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Swollen neck, head  "heavy" dizzy, thick tongue, flushed red rash to neck and chest.

922448 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 VA 27.0 27 M chills, fatigue, high arm pain, nausea

922449 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 VA 24.0 24 F I developed a red painful rash almost that had heat coming off of it, I asked one of the Doctors at work to take a look at it and she determined that it was cellulitis. She told me to report my side effect to the CDC.

922450 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 OH 44.0 44 F I developed warmth, redness, and itching at the injection site 10 days after vaccine

922451 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 PA 62.0 62 F Congestion and low grade fever. Generally not feeling well

922452 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 OH 25.0 25 F On 1/5/2021, a week after receiving the vaccine, a 2cmx3cm hive appeared at the injection site (rt deltoid). Raised, warm to touch, itchy.  at time of reporting, approx 12 hrs later, there is minimal improvement. Took 1 benadryl at 2330 on 1/5. Mild discomfort and tingling throughout triceps on rt arm.  I did not experience any side effects other than injection site soreness for 72 hrs after receiving the vaccine.

922453 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MA 31.0 31 F Injfection site still red, warm to touch , 9 days after injection
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922454 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 PA 35.0 35 F She experienced a rash and a low grade fever

922455 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 65.0 65 F patient's ear's turned red post vaccination. she also reported itchy sensation.  she was monitored for 30 minutes post vaccination and did not received any medical treatment, was sent home and advised to seek medical care if symptoms worsened.

922456 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Patient reported a tingling sensation going down left arm and leg. VS were taken and patient was told to practice deep breathing and drink water. Resolved after 30 minutes

922457 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MD 28.0 28 F Arm was sore immediately, became extremely sore by 6AM the next morning Muscle aches, general feeling of unwellness, malaise/fatigue started at 6AM the next morning Minor headache at 6AM the next morning

922458 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 LA 66.0 66 M Absolutely no problems after the vaccination until about 24 hours later: Then sudden onset malaise, fever, myalgias (including injection site pain which was not previously present) arthralgias, headache, nausea, malaise to the point where I could not continue to work. I went home, took 600 mg ibuprofen, 25 mg of benadryl and slept for 4 hours. I felt better when I woke up and feel good today, as if nothing happened

922459 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 KY 65.0 65 F The day following the injection of the vaccine work up with nose running and had a fever up to 102 degrees.

922460 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 FL 32.0 32 M Chills, Body aches, Cough

922461 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 23.0 23 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine

922462 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 VA 41.0 41 F pain at injection site,  muscle weakness,  aching muscles,  fatigue

922463 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MI 53.0 53 F Eight days after receiving vaccination deltoid muscle at and below injection site became red, tender, warm and indurated.  Possible activating factor was taking a hot bath.

922464 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 SC 38.0 38 F A couple minutes after injection I felt flush over my chest area. It lasted about 30 seconds then my heart started racing. My iwatch heartrate notified me that my heart rate was 162. This lasted for about 7 minutes. My throat felt a little scratchy but not to where I had anaphylaxis reaction to seafood.

922465 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 FL 29.0 29 F Myalgia, chills, headache starting 1/6/2021 at 6 am Local pain and swelling starting 2 hours post vaccine

922466 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 44.0 44 F Patient reported tinnitus post vaccination, denied dizziness or lightheadedness. Drank water and was observed, after 15 minutes felt better and was discharged

922467 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 60.0 60 F INJECTION SITE REDNESS, NAUSEA, FEELING UNWELL, HEADACHE, FAST HEART BEAT,  SLIGHT ITCHING, DIZZINESS, TIREDNESS, MUSCLE PAIN, CHILLS ALL BY 13:30PM AND LASTED FROM 1.04.21 AND CURRENTLY ON 1.06.21 STILL TIRED, DIZZY, HEADACHE, CHILLS AND ITCHY BUT IS BETTER THAN ON 1.04.21.

922468 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PA 46.0 46 F About 3 hours after I received the vaccine, my arm started to hurt. Then I started running a fever and some chills, along with body aches. I felt nauseous. I started feeling cramping in my stomach. Yesterday, my temp was just 99.4, face was really red. Felt over heated all day long. When they gave me the shot, after 20 mins I could feel my right nostril burning, and like I could taste a metal taste and taste the actual shot. At 9am, my temp was 100. I took a tylenol.

922469 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 23.0 23 F Large rash (few cm) started on day 10 of the vaccine administration, woke up to it being red and itchy. It was slightly raised. Over the days the rash faded away and the itchiness faded.

922470 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 WA 37.0 37 F Diarrhea Sore arm at site of injection 1 day tension headache

922471 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Severe left axilla pain started 5 days after shot given

922473 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 GA 38.0 38 F Chills, shivering, body aches, joint aches , treated with Motrin with improved symtpoms

922474 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 FL 31.0 31 F Swollen Lymph Node above left clavicle.

922475 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 VA 56.0 56 F I was not able to sleep that night for I started having muscle pain, The muscle pain became do bad i was close to tears. Beyond muscle pain I also had joint pain an a headache. Also fatigue and lost of appetite. I continually took Tylenol, Advil and Robitusen Cold and Flu. I am on day 2, still have not eaten. The muscle pain is starting to ease up but not very exhausted.

922476 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 OH 53.0 53 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA: On 12/30/2020,  I just had slight tenderness/soreness at the injection site. On 1/5/2021, I noticed tenderness under my left arm pit. On 1/6/2021, I felt itching on my left arm at the injection site--the injection site looks raised, bumpy, and welt-like.  On 1/6/2021, I placed Cortisone cream on the injection site and following instructions to report side effects. I will continue to monitor.

922477 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Bumps on sides of tongue first than on the top.  Dry throat

922478 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MA 51.0 51 F Started with fever of >101, body aches, chills, headache around 1am. Fever relieved with Tylenol at 7am. Body aches lessened, chills continued, headache lessened. Started again with fever, body aches, chills around 4pm. Took Tylenol again. Symptoms lessened. Felt better following morning, symptoms resided. Also very sore upper left arm x4 days

922479 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 WA 32.0 32 M ON 1/6/2021 HAD EPISODE OF EMESIS THAT WAS BACK TO BACK X3 WITH ZERO TOLERANCE OF ANYTHING ORAL. NOT SURE IF IT IS RELATED, BUT I THOUGHT I WOULD REPORT IT. ALSO ASSOCIATED WITH NAUSEA, PALPITATIONS, SWEATS FOLLOWED BY EMESIS. UNRESPONSIVE TO ZOFRAN 4MG X2 2 HOURS APART.

922480 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 OH 36.0 36 F 6 days after the vaccine injection she had a large red, hot area measuring 60-70mm.  States area is tender and itches.  Advised to use compresses to site.

922481 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 54.0 54 F patient complained of tinnitus post COVID vaccine, VS taken given water and monitored. Resolved after 30 minutes

922483 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 FL 36.0 36 F 2 weeks post injection. Swelling, red and warm to the touch on/off

922484 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 GA 59.0 59 F fever of 101.2 and joint pain

922485 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 FL 37.0 37 M 3 days after the shot,  1/3, I started to feel soreness under my tongue.  I've felt this before when starting to feel sick.  It progressively got worse, appearing to have peaked on 1/5.  It is painful all the time, but really hurts to extend my tongue and swallow.  While it hurts on both sides, it seems to be worse on the left side.  When I lift my tongue and look in the mirror, it looks like the tissue is swollen some on the left.  I scheduled a visit with the ARNP at my doctor's office, who I mentioned earlier.  She couldn't determine an exact cause.  She believed it could possibly be an immune response to the vaccine or something viral.  If it gets worse or doesn't go away after a week she asked that I call back.   The pain is unresponsive to 400 mg of Ibuprofen.  If I take 800 mg I do get some relief, but can definitely still feel it.

922486 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 NY 30.0 30 M Left sided axillary lymphadenopathy, with self-limiting pain lasting approximately 3 days, and lymphadenopathy persisting.

922487 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 PA 33.0 33 F Red, raised, itchy 4 inches around injection site.

922488 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NY 24.0 24 F noticed a small red raised area at vaccine injection site

922489 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 VA 58.0 58 F Headache, dizziness, disorientation, upset stomach.  Headache not resolved with tylenol.  Symptoms resolved after 36 hours.

922490 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 56.0 56 F Patient stated she had a metallic taste in her mouth post injection. She drank gingerale and the taste subsided

922491 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Rigors (4 hours), Fever to 101F (4 hours), muscle aches, fatigue, headache (ongoing)

922492 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 WV 40.0 40 F 12/28/20  Patient received Moderna COVID19 vaccine for first injection of 2 shot series.  Patient developed right arm sorness later that day.  No other symptoms and sorness left within two days.  Patient presents today with reddness to right deltoid approx 4-5 cm reddness around where injection was placed.  Site is noted to be warmer than surounding tissues.  Patient also notes throbing dull ache to site and down arm.  Rates pain at 2 -3.  Also notes more slower responsiveness of this muscle group when preforming power cleans and working out.  No fever noted.

922493 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 ME 30.0 30 F Day 5 post vaccine - 2100 I woke up with sudden hot flash, increased heart rate and sudden shaking chills.   I felt asleep around 0100 the next morning- missed work this day. Went for COVID test (negative) and about 30 minutes post test began feeling weak and faint. Went to Emergency Dept, receive a liter of normal saline.   By vital signs I remained orthostatic( hypoxia and tachycardia upon standing) symptoms remained the rest of the day.  1/5- fatigued but other symptoms resolved  1/6-  symptoms resolved 100%

922495 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 24.0 24 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA; On 12/30/2020 I began experiencing soreness in my left arm along with a short period of chills and body aches. The next day, 12/31/2020, I noticed the injection site had a small, thumb-print sized red area around it. It seemed to have faded over the course of the next week however on the morning of 1/4/2021 I noticed soreness under my left arm pit. On 1/6/2021, the redness around the injection site increased and a second, distinct red spot developed on my left arm,  close to the injection site. Both spots are raised and hard but not itchy.  I put Cortizone cream on both spots and am monitoring its progress.

922496 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 TX 49.0 49 F isolated left supraclavicular adenopathy with tenderness

922497 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MA 27.0 27 F Sore arm for one day. Wrist pain that has persisted for over a week following vaccination.

922498 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Headache noted the night of vaccine and continues to present time. General fatigue noted 1/5/21 with some body aches. Around 4:30pm on 1/5/21 took 1g acetaminophen for headache.  At 5pm 1/5/21 temperature of 99.4 noted. By 6pm 1/5/21 temperature was 99.9 (despite acetaminophen in system).  Difficulty sleeping 1/5/21 and awoke with intense chills followed a couple hours later with sweats and temp 100.3. Increased sinus congestion also noted, unrelieved by Sudafed.

922499 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 UT 55.0 55 F On 12/24/20  through Wed 12/30 daily while exercising; either back country skiing, resort/alpine skiing, Nordic/skate skiing or hiking uphill, I developed rapid onset, severe, debilitating, crippling 8/10 pain in my right fectus femoris thigh muscle. Duration of spasms 1-2 seconds, frequency every 10-15 minutes while exercising up to 6 hours/day. Self treatment included taking Ibuprofen 400 mg tabs po daily, OTC electrolytes po daily,  application of topical diclofenac (Voltaren) gel, increase in hydration of non caffeinated/non alcoholic beverages; without any improvement.

922500 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MO 47.0 47 M Beyond the sore arm, around midnight the same night as the vaccine, I experienced a 10 minute time period of chills with uncontrollable shivering that persisted until I laid under the covers as still as possible and let it pass.  The following day, I felt like I didn't want to do anything and was easily irritable.  All symptoms resolved after 48 hours.

922501 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 ME 50.0 50 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine:  1/4/21 Started with dull ache pain to left upper tooth, worsened with chewing and eating on left side on day one. Symptoms became worse during the day with electric like pain radiating to the maxilla, TMJ and temple. Symptoms persisted as episodic aching and electrical radicular pain 1/5 so I saw my dentist in the afternoon with a negative work up on exam and xray. Pain worsened and pattern expanded to include pain under tongue on left side. There are times there is no pain and then the pain will come on without known cause, but anytime with eating or chewing the pain starts and is exacerbated. Also impacted by hot items/drinks.  I have tried ibuprofen and tylenol sinus medications without impact on episodic flares of pain.

922502 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WI 61.0 61 F red painful lump at injection site

922503 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 FL 70.0 70 M Client verbalized facial drooping.  Client was evaluated by onsite paramedic.  Client's symptoms resolved within 10 minutes.  Client was transported to medical Clinic for further evaluation at 1:38 pm.

922511 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 60.0 60 F I have had a fever ranging from 100.1 to 100.5 since 7 pm on the day I received the 2nd dose vaccine on 1/4/2021. Symptoms include extreme body aches, joint aches, and headache. Today is 1/6/2021 my temp at 7:30 am was 100.3. I have had to miss work yesterday and today so far.

922512 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NY 54.0 54 F LARGE AMOUNT OF SWELLING WITH FIRM MASS ON THE UNDERSIDE OF HER ARM,  STARTED 5 DAYS POST INJECTION , WENT  TO WALK IN AND WAS PRESCRIBED STEROIDS AND ANTIBIOTIC, NO IMPROVEMENT AS OF 2 DAYS LATER

922513 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MD 36.0 36 F Lump like feeling under armpit starting day 5-6, itching and raised area at injection site day 6 evening. Day 7- larger hardened red warm to the touch area at injection site.

922514 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Patient complained of a tingling sensation running down her arm (R Arm) post vaccination. VS were taken and she was monitored, tingling subsided after about 15 minutes,

922515 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TN 44.0 44 M Brachial neuritis Right side with moderate pain along myotome, anesthesia right medial elbow and forearm, and decrease in grip strenth/dexterity digits 3, 4 right hand

922516 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 54.0 54 F I came home after having the shot, and I was doing my normal at home, and around 5 in the afternoon, I got up and I had aches and pain all over.  Then I had a heaviness in my head. Then the chills started. I took two tylenol around 8pm. Then throughout the night, I had really bad chills. My husband gave me more tylenol and it helped. I woke up and I had more chills, and then I checked my temp and it was 101.6. I took more tylenol. I also have this intense tiredness. All my symptoms are like when I had covid in May.  My injection site is the width of a flat orange.

922517 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IN 56.0 56 F Extreme vertigo, stomach pain then nausea

922518 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CT 35.0 35 F Headache, mental fog

922519 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 NY 59.0 59 M Elevated glucose level

922520 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 FL 38.0 38 M Developed arm soreness x48 hours after vaccine.  However, the adverse event is now a rash over my left shoulder.  It is tender to touch and blanching.  I'm not having fevers or chills.  The rash actually itches.

922521 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Symptoms - ? patient reports itchiness to bilateral forearms approximately 45 after vaccination

922522 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 28.0 U 1/6/21. c/o rt shoulder redness, bump, burning  sensation to rt arm, limited ROM of rt arm. to send ED for evaluation

922523 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 25.0 25 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine Site of injection is sore, slightly swollen. I woke up the day after the vaccination (vaccinated yesterday at 9 AM, adverse effects began at 7 AM the day after) with a headache, mild body aches, and general fatigue.

922524 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 FL 62.0 62 F Within 30 seconds to 1 minute, I had a strange taste in my mouth. It was neither pleasant nor unpleasant, just different. Following this I began to feel bad. It felt as if my blood pressure dropped. I became dizzy and had to hold my head up with my hands. Thank God, I was in my car when I got this injection, or I would have fainted. I felt my temp increase, and my breathing and heart rate became rapid. I used meditation to get my breathing under control, and within a few minutes, I broke out in a cold sweat all over. Then these symptoms subsided and I felt much better. This entire reaction was under 5 minutes.  15 minutes after the injection, a nurse returned to my car and I told her that the vaccine triggered a hot flash or something. My arm became very sore, and that night I felt a goose-egg lump, very warm at the injection site. Also, the left side of my throat felt tight, and it hurt. This morning my arm is still very sore, but no lump, and my throat feels better.

922526 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 30.0 30 F rash on face, 30 minutes later

922527 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 OH 54.0 54 F The day of vaccination, patient had a headache.  Knot at injection site on right side kept her awake that night. 12/25/2020 a lymph node in armpit on side of injection became sore and inflamed.  On 1/1/2021 several lymph nodes on the right side became sore and inflamed.  One knot at the base of her neck at the collar bone is inflamed enough to see it.  Patient has taken Tylenol for symptom managment

922528 01/29/2020 01/06/2021 FL 65.0 64 F Intense itching /burning at the injection site, then redness, swelling and rash which is warm to the touch.  Also felt  achy  overall.

922529 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 FL 69.0 69 M 2:10 pm Client verbalized minor throat spasms.  Client was evaluated by onsite paramedics and cleared to go home.

922530 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 GA 45.0 45 F Noticed a mild headache and fatigue before going to bed for the night, about 8 pm on 1/4/21.  My jaw on the left felt sore. I took 2 Aleve.   Upon waking the next day(1/5/21) , I felt like I had a migraine on the left side of my face.  Head, ear, and jaw on the left side was painful.  Used  Aleve . The pain was still present, although a little less intense the following day (1/6/21). Arm is also sore but much more manageable than the head pain.

922531 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TX 77.0 77 M patient had severe abdominal pain for several days.  He visited 3 different ER departments in the days following immunization.

922532 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Patient complained of localized itching at site of injection upon receiving the injection

922533 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 FL 38.0 38 M Pt received vaccine and was sitting in observation for 10 minutes when he started to complain of feeling really warm, skin was flush and he was sliding out of his chair.  Pt was assisted to stand and move to another room to lay down and have vital signs taken. During this move he passed out and was assisted to the ground.  Pt did not hit his head and was laid flat.  At this time emergency protocol was activated and Epi Pen was given to left thigh at 10:42. BP 127/64 P. 64 SPO2 100%. respiration shallow at 18.  Pt opened eyes immediately after Epi pen administration.  He had no recall of syncopal episode.  Pt was transported to ER via ambulance for further evaluation.

922535 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 59.0 59 M Mild chills and fatigue. Took a couple of Advil.  Same repeated the next day evening

922536 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NY 50.0 50 M rash near injection site 10 days later

922537 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 IA 39.0 39 F Severe numbness tingling in all extremities, numb tongue, left side of face numb, chest pain, hip Pain,

922538 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 24.0 24 F Symptoms started at nighttime the same day I received the vaccine.  Extreme nausea with vomiting, low grade fever, chills/ night sweats, myalgias, migraine headache. Not relieved by ibuprofen or acetaminophen.

922539 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TN 23.0 23 F I woke up and my shoulder was very itchy. I looked under my sleeve and there was a rash. The itchiness and rash are new today, however a lump has been present since injection. The rash is directly above the lump. It may be unrelated, but I've also been unusually drowsy (noticed before taking the benedryl).  I took benedryl and applied lotion to the rash. My pregnancy began July 4th and I was 28 weeks pregnant at the time of the vaccine. My estimated due date is March 25th, 2021. At the time of the adverse reaction, I am 29 weeks pregnant.

922540 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 52.0 52 F Felt dizzy  Racing heart with chest pressure  Some difficulty breathing  Clammy palms  Placed me in supine position  Observation maintained until vitals returned to normal

922541 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PA 63.0 63 F My right face, around the cheek/mouth area had a feeling like when you get Novacaine and lasted about an hour.

922543 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 46.0 46 M Employee developed itching and red bumps on L hand (received vaccine in L deltoid) within 10 minutes of receiving vaccine.  Later, developed some milder itching on R hand.  Both resolved completely within a few hours without treatment or intervention.  Evaluated by ED room physician on-site.  Will get clearance from allergist prior to 2nd dose.

922544 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 FL 50.0 50 F Left deltoid area redness, warmth, pain, induration and itching at the injection site morning after injection given (12-30-2020).   Fatigue and mild headache were only other symptoms.  Affected area progressively got larger on day 3.   Took Benedryl 25mg and Aleve 220mg on 1-1-21, affected area better on 1-2-21 (day 3).   Swelling , redness, warmth, induration returned on day 7 (1-5-21) with left axillary lymph node swelling and tenderness.   Day 8 currently, redness and induration measures 2 3/4 inches by 1 1/2 inches.   Called occupational health to report.

922545 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 VA 72.0 72 F fever (101 highest) headache, chills

922546 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 NH 67.0 67 M A few days after the vaccine I noticed intermittent muscle twitches in my right neck and right trunk. These are mild and only noticed by me. I am still fully functional, fully active

922547 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 OH 43.0 43 F Fever (101.4), nausea and vomiting, lump at site of injection

922548 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MS 31.0 31 F One week post 1st vaccine, developed localized red area at injection site approx. 3 inches in diameter, warm to touch, slight itching.

922549 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 UT 35.0 35 F Severe Headache, Vomiting, Lymph node swelling in left arm Took tylenol and Meloxicam-little relief from symptoms

922551 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 CA 62.0 62 F 1 week after, my arm suddenly had a rash at the site, and sore again. 2 weeks after, my feet and ankles have started to swell.

922552 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 59.0 59 F 3-4 days after vaccination, developed swollen lymph node on neck, on same side as vaccine. Also, L arm developed itchyness 7-8 days after vaccination.  Will be cleared by PCP prior to 2nd dose.

922553 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 OK 60.0 60 F Lymph nodes are swollen and painful  in left arm pit. Some swollen and red at injection site. Tired.

922554 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 IL 61.0 60 F I went to the emergency room which after the  Pfizer injection I had numbness sensation to my face and  upper lips, nose and mouth. I feel a pulling sensation to her lips and nose.  I have brain fog. I feel the injection affected a nerve in my face.  She went to see her primary doctor put her on anti-histamine medication.  She states she has no itching at the moment.

922555 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MA 37.0 37 F Red rash around injection sight that is tender and raised. Some white coloring around red area.  It is not itchy and does not hurt. its oval in shape and is about one inch in width and 2.5 inches long

922556 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 KS 39.0 39 F at 1805: associate c/o throat tightness, increased heart rate, and slight facial edema. VS: 144/103 (BP), HR 101, oxygen sat 99%.  at 1807: associate took own dose of Alegra and oral Benadryl.  at 1808: given two puffs of Albuterol inhaler 90mcg/puff at 1815: BP 135/96. HR 86.  at 1830: BP 139/95. HR 82. associate up without any problems to restroom. at 1840: symptoms not completely resolved so took dose of own Benadryl at 1850: oxygen sat 97 and HR 76.  at 1900: BP 140/91. HR 77. Associate back to baseline and discharged to home.

922557 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 ND 36.0 36 F Pt. had large hive appear at site of injection 7 days post injection.  as of now, no further issues.

922558 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IL 49.0 49 M 4:00 PM arm hurt a little bit. At midnight was freezing like nobody's business and this lasted 4 hours. Chilling. Arm pain and whole body hurts. From toe nails to hair. All joints hurt. Could not sleep.

922559 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 PA 65.0 65 F Racing heart  maximum rate 156 Palpitations  Anxiety Symptoms lasted approximately 4 hours

922560 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CT 64 F Woke up a week later after vaccine and the injection site area is red swollen and itchy. It had a hard lump but I took a Zyrtec and it seems to be going down.  Still warma nd swollen but the Zyertec seems to be helping.

922561 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 69.0 69 F Pt. reported "ocular migraine" a few hours after receipt of vaccine.  Reports visual disturbances.  No hx of migraines. Resolved without intervention.

922563 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 38.0 38 M Woke up with Right Arm Pain and SEVERE Body aches.  Took long hot shower, 600mg Motrin.

922565 12/30/2019 01/06/2021 AR 43.0 42 F I developed intermittent Bilat leg numbness on Jan 2nd and 3rd.  On Jan 4th the bilat lower leg numbness was constant all day and around 4 pm that same day I developed right forearm numbness. On Jan 5th the symptoms have seemed to  have resolved in my legs,  right forearm is still slightly numb. No weakness present just numbness.

922566 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 45.0 45 F Pt. Type 1 DM. Developed lighheadedness, shakiness, and palpatations within 10 minutes of receiving vaccine.  blood sugar WNL.. Observed in ED x 30 additional minutes and released with interventions.

922567 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 FL 60.0 60 F hives, itching on neck, chest, shoulders.  Treated with Benadryl, will contact Dr. today.

922568 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 IL 41.0 41 F The night I received the vaccine, I was ordered to wait, then when I got home, I had a red welp on my arm. The welp stayed pass a few days, then today it has tripled in size and is very hard and heated. It is still tender to the touch and is very very hot.

922569 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 WI 36.0 36 F Employee received Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on 12/23/2020.  Waited 15 minutes after immunization and felt fine.  Started to have a hot flash on the way home.  Then her tongue felt sluggish but not swollen.  She had a few minutes having difficulty swallowing but denies a sensation of throat swelling.  Arm became sore and heavy but no redness.  Drove back to the hospital with the onset of these symptoms and waited in the parking lot for 15 minutes to see if the symptoms were going to progress but they didn't.  Stated she became very fatigues for a few hours but felt fine the next day except for a sore arm.

922570 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 GA 60.0 60 F Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Patient given vaccine and nurse used CDC screening check list. Patient's noted yes to allergies made nurse talk to lead nurse regarding allergies. Plan of care was to vaccinate but have patient stay at least 20 minutes. During the 20 minute wait, the observer was notified by patient she was having some throat tickling and tightening. Observer notified lead nurse. Lead nurse approached patient and had her move from waiting area back into her nurses room. Patient complained of throat tickling and tightening but stated she was fine. Nurses noted increasing coughing. Pulse ox and respirations checked. Patient continued to state she was fine and was not in physical distress. Nursing director was called and nurses advised to give epi and follow protocol. Epi given in left thigh. Patient vitals monitored and patient was able to tell throat started to loosen and coughing stopped. 911 called but patient refused transport after EMS assessed patient. Nursing Director discussed patient incident with Medical Director and nurses were advised to administer a IM dose of benadryl. Patient agreed and verbalized understanding her risks of not going to ER for monitoring. Patient signed refusal for treatment form and planned to call her doctor when she left. Patient vitals were stable and patient left clinic on her own accord around 11:00 am.

922571 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 IN 74.0 74 F At the Hospital vaccination clinic we had a patient present for her appointment.  Patient was greeted by a new patient registration person.  Patient    stated that her appointment was either yesterday (1/1/2021 or tomorrow 1/3/2021) when in fact her appointment was scheduled for 1/8/2021.  The new registrar did not catch the upcoming appointment and made a new appointment for today.  Patient received her first vaccination of Pfizer on 12/18/2020.  Her second appointment was scheduled for 1/8/2021.  She did not inform the registrar or vaccine administrator that she had received a previous shot.  Subsequently, she received a vaccination of Moderna on 1/2/2021.  We have not been successful in connecting with patient to check on her status nor offer recommendations.

922572 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 59.0 59 F I developed an immediate headache with 5-10 minutes that subsided after 15-20 minutes. Started feeling muscles achy after about an hour and feeling punky, at 2:45 minutes post IM feeling flushed ensued with red face and glassy eyes, needing to sit down due to fatigue , very thirsty, then joint pains especially feet making standing and walking prolonged painful, started with slight cough took advil and needed to go home from work by 3:30 minutes post receiving vaccine. SOB ,4 pillow orthopnea at hour 4-5 , needed prednisone by evening and duo neb by morning. Drenching swets all night.

922573 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 CT 59.0 59 F I had tiredness, Headache ,  Muscle Spasms

922574 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 OH 39.0 39 F Severe body aches, chills, sweating the day following the vaccine on 12/27/20. Proceeded by hives starting on 12/31/20.  Hives were mainly on neck and face.

922575 01/05/2020 01/06/2021 FL 72.0 72 F At approximately 10:00am on 1/5/2020 the client received her first Moderna vaccine.  At approximately 10:15am while waiting the 15 minutes  client said to the paramedic on site she felt like her throat was swelling and had SOB. BP 211/110. A physician arrived on the seen and instructed the paramedic to start an IV. Fire Rescue call at 10:47am and she was taken to medical facility via ambulance.   She was evaluated and released home.

922577 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 OH 61.0 61 F Headache, fever, shaking, nausea, diahhrea, body aches, dizziness, cough and heart racing.  This last for about 48 hours.  This is day7 and I still nausea and no energy.

922578 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NC 27.0 27 F 12/31 Fever and Boday Aches 1/1 Itchy rash, both arms Treatment Tylenol, Benadryl, Hydrocortisone creme Outcome as of 1/4, fever gone, rash continues.

922580 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 FL 70.0 70 F Began to develop rash on neck and front chest on 12/31/2020; progressive got worse and spread to upper arms on 1/3/2021.  Rash continues and on 1/5/22021 spread to lower ext extremities.  Taking Benadryl 50 Mg at night and Allegra 180 during the day to manage the rash.   Mild chest pain on the left upper chest; cannot differentiate if it was a muscular pain or actual chest pain.

922581 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 IN 66.0 66 F HR usually in 80s (via watch).  Increased to 109..  Felt Anxious.  Placed in a wheelchair for patient safety and rolled to a private area for monitoring.  Blood pressure checked 166/76.    Gave water and nutragrain bar.  HR decreased back to 80s within 5 minutes and anxiety resolved.    Patient is a dietician.  However she did not eat breakfast this AM.  Also stated she gets anxious with shots.

922583 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 WV 56.0 56 F Extreme pain in Right shoulder approximately 4 hours post injection and later difficulty lifting Right arm. Shoulder pain moved into and included the axilla approximately 9 hours post vaccination. During the night, approximately 16 hours after vaccination, I began to have radiating, shooting pain up both sides of my neck up into the ears. This neck pain lasted approximately 72 hours. The arm pain had resolved at approximately 30 hours. The neck pain lessened and resolved with repeat applications of heat and Ibuprofen.

922585 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NV 51.0 51 F Gastro problems, diaherra , muscle aches, my whole body hurts, nausea, headache, very very tired...I have taken a tums and just slept since 1/5/2021 at 4:00p.  I have no appetite.

922586 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 AZ 39.0 39 M Shortness of breath Fatigue Cough

922587 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Sligh soreness  at the injection site tiredness persistent headache bloating and gassiness stomach upset slight nausea

922588 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 GA 26.0 26 M Persistent 102+F fever unresponsive to Tylenol. Diffuse overwhelming weakness unable to even open a water bottle. Severe chills, body aches, and headache. Nausea and feeling of vomiting. Pain at injection site. Symptoms started as exhaustion and body aches approximately 7-8 hours after receiving vaccination. Symptoms became more severe as time progressed through the night. Still having moderate to severe symptoms almost 24 hours after receiving vaccination.

922589 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 TX 21.0 21 F Patient was awoken about 6:25am with severe pain at injection site, sweating, shaking all over and nausea.   Patient took 4- 200mg ibuprofen at 6:30am.  Patient fell back asleep and awoke at 8:40am.  Patient stated that arm is still in pain, still sweating. Nausea and shaking has gone.

922590 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 PA 33.0 33 F Approximately 5 days after receiving the vaccine I woke up and my left arm was sore to extend and to the touch. On the side bicep and forearm. The next day I noticed a lump in my underarm. After that a raised red mark appeared on the outside of my arm near the injection site. Only used a warm compress.

922591 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NM 50.0 50 F Vaccinated 1510. Observed until 1530.  at 1540 it was reported that she had chest tightness. no trouble breathing but substernal chest pain 8/10. Vital signs- Temp-97.9 Pulse-95 BP- 162/100 Resp- 22 oxygen saturation- 95 @ room air. 1600- transported to ER for evaluation and treatment.

922592 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 IN 74.0 74 F On 1/2/2021, at the Hospital vaccination clinic we had a patient  present for her appointment.  Patient was greeted by a new patient registration person.  Patient stated that her appointment was either yesterday (1/1/2021 or tomorrow 1/3/2021) when in fact her appointment was scheduled for 1/8/2021.  The new registrar did not catch the upcoming appointment and made a new appointment for today.   Patient received her first vaccination of Pfizer on 12/18/2020.  Her second appointment was scheduled for 1/8/2021.  She did not inform the registrar or vaccine administrator that she had received a previous shot.  Subsequently, she received a vaccination of Moderna this morning.   Patient has not responded to our attempts to reach for monitoring check and/or recommendations.

922593 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MA 31.0 31 M Jaw pain and uncomfortable to bite down. Was seen at urgent care. MD prescribed naproxen and flexeril and adverse event has since improved.

922594 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NH 36.0 36 F A few hours after the vaccine my arm hurt. The next day (1/5/21) the body aches and nausea started. I wasn't worried because this is well known for side effects from the vaccine but I wasn't prepared for the heart palpitations and tachycardia I had for about 4 hours the night of 1/5/21. I had COVID in May 2020 and per my cardiologist probably had myocarditis that I am still taking a beta blocker for as a result of the COVID infection. There may or may not be a link between the immune response to the vaccine and my previous COVID complications. The morning of 1/6/21, I am pretty much back to normal.

922595 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 NE 40.0 40 F Rash appeared on 1/2/2021, last 36 hours and disappeared. Rash re-appeared on 1/5/2021 in the AM, large and red, slightly warm. No fever, no itching, no tenderness to touch. Got bigger over night and on 1/6/2021 rash still present.

922596 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 44.0 44 F It started with a neck ache, then chills ,muscle aches , headache, bone pain to my forearms and fever.  101.8 after Motrin, this morning 100.5.

922598 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NY 50.0 50 M nauseous vomiting headache dizziness

922599 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 31.0 31 F Sore arm, could not lift arm 1/5/2021 12:30PM - 11:00PM Sore arm 1/5/2021 11:00PM - current Nausea, fatigue 1/6/2021 7:00AM - current

922600 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IL 35.0 35 M Patient tolerated injection well.  Post vaccination the patient was scheduling his second appointment when he passed out at our clinic. He fumbled around the room and hit his back on the chair. After patient came to we called his wife and contacted MD.  Patient's wife drove him to medical facility to be examined and cleared.

922601 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MA 26.0 26 F Left side of face and left forehead were numb. Lasted approximately one hour. Went away on it's own.

922602 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 IN 61.0 61 F 8 days later, after receiving vaccine, developed warm reddened, slightly raised 45X55mm area at injection site. Not painful. Slightly itchy.  Will monitor to see how long it lasts or change in status.

922603 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 OH 46.0 46 F same day felt run down "like crap". 1.5 hour later, felt heart palpitations. Nausea.  That night was sweating profusely.  Pain at injection site.  Was not able to lift left arm (site of injection) at all.  Following day, lost all control of left hand and experiencing tremors for about 10-15 minutes.  Arm still not feeling right (8 days later).  Still having palpitations and tenderness at injection site.  Injections site still hot, red itchy.
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922604 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 FL 50.0 50 F Nausea, weakness, joint pain, back pain and cough

922605 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 42.0 42 F Received Moderna lot 0225J20-2A on 12-29-2020 in the left arm.  1-5-2021 developed redness and soreness at insertion site. She state that one of her lymph node in her neck is also sore and swollen

922606 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 TN 45.0 45 F fever, chills, body ache, headache, vomiting and diarrhea The fever, chills, body ache and headache started around 8 pm, diarrhea started at 9:00 pm and vomiting started at 10  pm.  The vomiting and diarrhea lasted until early morning hours (around 6:00).  The fever, chills and body ache ended the next day.  I took an Aleve around 10:00 am and the headache went away.

922607 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 GA 26.0 26 M Sore/nauseas stomach, light headed

922608 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 KY 58.0 58 F RED SLIGHTLY SWOLLEN ITCHING AT INJECTION SITE

922609 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MS 28.0 28 M 7 AM 01/06/2021: Soreness at injection site, fatigue 9 AM 01/06/2021: Soreness at injection site, fatigue, nausea

922610 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 31.0 31 F Sore arm, could not lift arm 12:30pm - 11:00PM Sore arm 11:00PM - current Nausea 7:00am - current

922612 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NC 45.0 45 F Raised, red, itchy rash on injection arm. Treated with topical hydrocortisone, oral cetirizine, oral famotidine. Rash resolved by approximately 90%  after ~3-4 hours post-medications.

922613 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 NY 49.0 49 F This is not an adverse report. This is a report of suboptimal injection. The nurse reports that some of the vaccine "ran down the subject's arm" after injection. The cause of this is unknown - perhaps a leaky hub or improper injection technique.

922614 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 FL 28.0 28 F Extreme fatigue day of vaccine. Headache, fever, body aches, nausea, dizziness two days post vaccine. One week post vaccine developed redness at injection site. Redness has been spreading and is warm to the touch. Pain at the injection site and radiating up and down left arm.

922615 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IL 37.0 37 F 1) Throat got tight 2) numb around my mouth 3) felt like i had nauseating, water in my mouth 4) tingly all over my face

922624 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MD 38.0 38 F swollen, red, hot, itchy, circle about 9 cm  circumference with right arm pain directly around injection site. in addition, a cold sore on the same day.

922625 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 TN 75.0 75 F Chills,  fever, muscle and body aches, headache,  fatigue, vomiting and nausea for three days.  Right arm sore and a rash with smelling

922626 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IN 64.0 64 F About 2 hours after injection, patient felt a big lump on throat to the point of it almost closing. Pt got over the counter benedryl and took some on her way home from work where she received the vaccine. Had chills during the night. Patient still has lump on throat but it is about 50% recovered. Throat is sore also and voice changed a bit.

922627 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OH 62.0 62 F Report of hives, body aches, soreness in the arm

922628 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TN 44.0 44 F I got the vaccine  and three hours later I had both legs below the knee go numb and start tingling . They are still tingling today but the numbness went away the day after I had the vaccine.

922629 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Severe joint pain and muscle aches rash on hands

922630 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IA 32.0 32 F Mild headache and light headed for around 2 hours.  Dry mouth for around 4 hours.  I took 500mg Naproxen for the headache, and drink water for the dry mouth

922631 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CT 58.0 58 M Aches, Dizzy, Chills, high pulse rate, cant sleep

922632 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 AR 17.0 17 F Patient was vaccinated and is under 18. Patient has had no adverse reactions

922633 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 IA 40.0 40 F 1 week after injection (1/5/21), I developed hives around the injection site. They went away on their own last night and a red, swollen circle remains today.

922634 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NY 28.0 28 F Very minimal pain after initial shot on 12/29/2020. Pain subsided and I was well for 6 days no reactions. On 1/3/2021 my armpit became very swollen and painful, on 1/4/2021 the Right arm where I received the injection became severely painful, dull throbbing ache from shoulder down to my fingers. On 1/5/2021 my Right arm was now swollen, hot to the touch and a small red circle was forming on my bicep and pain continued to worsen. Today 1/6/2021 I saw my primary care physician that confirmed there is swollen lymph nodes in the arm pit and swelling at the site. The redness of the spot increased in size from the size of a dime to now the size of a half dollar.

922635 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 WA 55.0 55 F Within five minutes of the vaccine my face broke out with a rash and was warm to the touch.  Doctor took my blood pressure and it was fine, recommended Benadryl when I got home.

922637 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CT 39.0 39 F Patient reported "lump in throat" to RN observation staff about 20 minutes post-vaccination. MD examined patient, patent reports throat tightness, HYPERtension, cough, dizziness, headache and nausea. Administered EpiPen 0.3 mg IM left thigh and diphenhydramine 25 mg IV. EMS called, reported within 5 minutes and transported to hospital for evaluation. By time of transport, patient reported improvement in respiratory symptoms.

922638 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 IN 61.0 61 F 8 days after receiving dose #1 of the COVID-19 vaccine, upper arm developed warm reddened, slightly raised 45x55mm area at injection site.  Not painful.  Slightly itchy.  Will monitor to see how long it lasts or change in status.

922639 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 OH 61.0 61 F severe headache, hot, flush, nausea. patient took own ibuprofen from purse

922640 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 MN 64.0 64 M 64-year-old male who presented to the clinic with complaints of left-sided weakness on his face. He stated when he woke up this morning he noticed that the left side of his mouth drooped and that he could not close his left eye all the way. Yesterday he felt fine. Today he went to work. Patient stated that on 12/18 he got the COVID vaccine. It was on a Friday. The following day he had a headache and he felt flu-like. He stated that those symptoms resolved quickly. He then had the facial weakness today (11 days after the vacciantion). He has not had any fever, sweats, or chills. Patient stated that he had called ask a nurse, and he was advised to hang up and call 911 and go to the emergency room. However, he stated he was an EMT and did not feel that was necessary. He denies headache. He has not had any vision change. He has been eating and drinking well without any difficulty.    PHYSICAL EXAMINATION: General appearance - patient was not in any distress. He was conversant, pleasant and appropriate. HEENT - normal conjunctivae and lids. Sclerae anicteric. Pupils equal and reactive to light. Patient was not able to close his left eyelid. Normal ear canals. TMs are pearly gray with bright light reflex. Neck - supple. No lymphadenopathy. Skin - pink, warm and dry. Neuro - alert and oriented. Deep tendon reflexes 2+ upper and lower extremities with no focal weakness. Normal range of motion. Patient can raise his right eyebrow. Could not raise his left eyebrow. There was impaired eyelid closure on the left; tight closure on the right. Smiling of the face revealed lateralization to the right side. When frowning, he had upper and lower facial paralysis on the left with flattening of the forehead. The patient could not tighten the left side of his mouth.   ASSESSMENT: Bell's palsy.   PLAN: Discussed pathophysiology of Bell's palsy. Advised patient I recommended him to call the number that he got with the information when he received his COVID vaccine. Advised patient that I could not definitively correlate the Bell's palsy with the COVID immunization, but that he can call the number he has to let them know of his symptoms. Discussed treatment options. Since patient woke up with his symptoms this morning, I advised patient that he would have hopefully the best outcome because he would be able to get on the steroid and antiviral soon after developing the symptoms. He is to wear an eye patch to prevent corneal drying or abrasion of the left eye at night. Using Lacri-Lube at night before placing the eye patch and then following up by using artificial tears during the day.   Patient was placed on prednisone 60 mg once a day for 1 week to be taken with food. Valtrex 1,000 mg 3 times a day for 1 week.   Side effects of medication discussed. Handouts were provided. He will follow up with PCP if any changes or concerns. Advised patient that it may take up to 3 weeks before all his symptoms have resolved

922641 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MT 32.0 32 F Starting the evening of 1/5/2021,  week after shot, the injection site is red, swollen, itchy and hot

922643 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 TX 30.0 30 F First I started itching really badly starting in my head then working its way all over my body then my blood pressure went up to 158/108. Recheck and it was 158/98, went home and took some benadryl.

922644 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 VA 28.0 28 F Chills, body aches, fatigue

922645 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MI 66.0 66 F Severe headache and nausea

922646 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MO 66.0 66 M Starting about 16 hours post-injection, left arm was becoming very sore and painful to move.. almost 24 hours post-injection I started getting strong chills. I was shivering and chattering on the walk out to the car (it was 30 degrees outside). When I got home, even though it was New Year's Eve, I put a light jacket on and sat in my cozy chair most of the evening, celebrated New Year's with the family, then I had to put on flannel pajamas in order to be warm enough to sleep. I usually don't have to wear pajamas to bed. And for most of New Year's Day I kept the pajamas on and a light jacket and I was in my chair most of the day trying not to shiver. The shivering finally stopped late on the First, about 54 hours post-injection. And over the weekend the pain in my arm slowly went away, and by now, one week post-injection, I feel no pain in my arm at all.

922648 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 61.0 61 F Shortly following vaccination, employee reported tongue tingling.  She had no difficulty swallowing or breathing.  She was evaluated by the physician present at the clinic who felt it might be angioedema.  She was observed for an extended time and cleared to return to work at the hospital.  No treatment was given.

922649 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 WA 54.0 54 F Moderna COVID-19 vaccine Eua Headache, joint pain, muscle pain

922650 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 VA 63 F Same day after getting the shot I developed chills. I came home from work and I took a shower and went to bed. Next day I woke up with nausea and headache. Later that day I had a nose bleed. The following day I was so weak, tired and dark urine. 12/24 I developed a fever of 101.0. I called my MD and made an appointment for 12/28 but I did not see her. I took Benadryl and Tylenol. 12/25 I woke and I felt better.

922652 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 53.0 53 F FEVER, BODY ACHES, AND FACIAL SWELLING started at 1200 on 01/06/2021. took 400 mg po motrin and 25 mg po bendaryl. At 4am took and additional 25 mg Benadryl po. and at 1000 took third dose of benadryl po 25 mg. Pt. states that he left eye is watering. Pt. states that she has a little bit of facial swelling still at 1023 am on 1/6/2021.

922653 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 OH 29.0 29 U TONGUE AND THROAT ITCHING : BENADRYL 25 MG PO X 1

922655 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 72.0 72 F Woke up at 3:00 am about 14 hours after the injection.  Chills ,Fever 100.5 F, Heart Rate 95 ,Head Ache ,Fatigue ( fatigue malaise still present 01/06/2021 ) Upset stomach/pain. Took liquid gel Naproxen Sodium (OTC) 220 mg.  3 times, once an hour,  fever and chills subsided  temp at 8:00 am 98.8F. heart rate 85. General fatigue still present at the time of writing 01/06/2021  at 09:00.  No appetite.

922656 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 GA 83.0 83 M Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA No reaction reported until day 3 post vaccination. Patient reports a red rash that erupted over his upper body. He also reports itching and swelling at injection site. Patient was treated by his primary care physician with steroids. Rash still reported today, but he states it is improving.

922657 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 AR 17.0 17 F Patient was vaccinated and is under the age of 18. No complications from being vaccinated at this time.

922658 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 WI 56.0 56 F Swollen lymph node started on (R) side of neck on 12/31/2020.  Also has had neck and arm tenderness since day after injection (12/25/2020)

922659 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 GA 35.0 35 F Developed red splotchy rash on right ankle. Rash has spread to thighs, backs of legs, shoulder blades, arm pits and tops of the arms. Rash  also itches.

922660 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MO 31.0 31 M 1/5/21 Within 10 min, started hot flash, right side of face was numb but was not paying attention and went to visit his wife and mother in hospital and came back to the clinic.  Noted right facial swelling, right leg felt off, no blurred vison, no difficulty with swallowing. Staff walked to the ED. Gave Benadryl IM given, Steroid IM given. Discharged from ED about 1400

922662 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MD 39.0 39 M A few hours after injection, I began having discomfort in my left shoulder, the location of the injection.  Over the following next few hours I began to have overall body aches and pains in my joints.  My skin became extremely sensitive to the touch, a very strange hard to describe sensation.  I then began to get the chills, and running a fever.  Ultimately my fever spiked at 104 degrees.   I took a cold bath to bring the fever down, and for the rest of the night seesawed back and forth with fever using cold compresses and no sheets on my bed to keep my fever down.  I also took one 200 Mg Ib-Profen.  At roughly 26 hours after the injection, I no longer have a fever, but the body aches persist.

922663 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 TX 61.0 61 F First day after injection arm was extremely sore.  That last just one day.  about 5 days later injection site became very red, hard, warm to touch and extremely itchy.

922665 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 IN 65.0 65 F Received first vaccine 9:24 am.  Went to observation area and  was able to stand to schedule for second vaccine (less than 5 minutes after receiving vaccine and then went and sat down.   About 10 minutes after vaccine given, patient became pretty dizzy.  Was placed in a wheelchair for safety.  BP 163/79 with HR 114.   Started to improve in dizziness.  Repeat BP 155/78 and HR 110 10 minutes later. Patient did eat breakfast and had 2 cups of caffeinated coffee this AM (usual amount).  Patient recovered with no interventions.

922666 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 NY 31.0 31 F Fever, chills, headache, muscle aches, fatigue

922667 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CT 38.0 38 F Large, raised area of itching, swelling. redness, heat, and mild pain around injection site.  Began on 1/4, seven days after vaccination and continues now.  Self-treating at home with cold packs and topical hydrocortisone.

922668 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MI 60.0 60 F hypertension, dizziness - occurred ~15 minutes after her first dose; first BP was 166/81, second dose was 158/84;  Taken to ED; outcome unknown

922669 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 OH 46.0 46 F Patient (myself) developed DVT/PE diagnosed on 1/4/2021

922670 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 GA 68.0 68 F Within 24 hours of injection, the left arm became very red below the injection site, and after five days the redness had traveled down to the elbow.  The arm was also distinctly warm to the touch and tender.  During the first evening, I experienced chills and presumed fever that responded to 400 mg of Ibuprofen.  I experienced some nausea, loss of appetite, and malaise over the next three to four days after injection.

922671 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 IA 36.0 36 F Patient reported itchy throat that seemed like it was closing.  Given epi pen. In ED, given solumedrol and pepcid.  Monitored for >3 hours and discharged to home with an additional epi pen as needed.

922672 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 KY 41.0 41 F 2 days after the vaccine - flu like symptoms and low grade fever 4 days after - L armpit lymph node swollen and pain 6 days after - vaccine site redness, swollen, appeared like cellulitis. Large area of raised, warm and itchy and painful.

922673 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 MN 67.0 67 F I woke up with tingling in my right hand and arm, my right side, and down my right leg. I went to the ER at Hospital, and was confirmed to have had a stroke in my left thalmus. Y 2

922674 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 FL 23.0 23 F 1 week after vaccine, the site where I received the shot became a hive and my throat started to itch and become tight. I took 2 Benadryl that didn?t seem to calm the reactions. I went to the ER and received Famotidine and dexamethasone.

922675 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 27.0 27 F tenderness at injection site; mild swollen lymph nodes

922676 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 PA 30.0 30 F Palpitations, elevated heart rate. Red Face. Red upper chest. Complained of lightheadedness and pre-syncopal.   HR radial 120 bpm, BP 145/91 with HR 111 with BP cuff.   Able to be released, feeling better.  Recheck of BP 137/84, HR 88 bpm.

922677 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NC 46.0 46 F Received the vaccine in morning:  Started developing itching on torso throughout the day.  On 1/6/2021 starting at 0500, the opposite arm (Right) developed tingling and numbness.  Thumb is twitching.

922678 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 OR 35.0 35 M 1/4/2021:  swollen/hard inguinal lymph nodes (right and left side - harder on left side). Pain scale: 2 out of 10. Remained tender and swollen for 2 days.  1/6/2021:  Significantly swollen  axillary lymph node in left armpit. Discomfort. Pain scale: 2.5 out of 10. Tender and uncomfortable with arm up and down.

922679 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 GA 68.0 68 F Within 24 hours of injection, the left arm became very red below the injection site, and after five days the redness had traveled down to the elbow.  The arm was also distinctly warm to the touch and tender.  During the first evening, I experienced chills and presumed fever that responded to 400 mg of Ibuprofen.  I experienced some nausea, loss of appetite, and malaise over the next three to four days after injection.

922680 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AZ 48.0 48 F At approximately 18:00 on 01/05/2021 I noticed my hearing was hypersensitive. At about 20:00 I experienced hearing loss in my left ear like I had an ear infection. This morning I woke up and it is worse. I can barely hear out of my ear and I have tinnitus. I am dizzy and feel cautious.

922681 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MN 48.0 48 F left ear fullness 1327pm left throat fullness 1328pm Nausea 1328pm sent to emergency room/arrived at emergency room 1330 symptoms increased.  airway not obstructed.  No tongue swelling reported by MD.  Light red rash/flushing on chest. 25mg IV benadryl administered.  IV Solumedrol administered, Vital signs stable. Cardiac monitor: regular rate and rhythm. O2 saturations 98% on room air.  Symptoms improving at 1345pm.  Monitored in emergency room for 1 hour. Discharged in stable condition with instructions to repeat Benadryl 8 hours after first dose if needed Throat fullness ( left side) with mild difficulty swallowing continued. Headache 5pm.  Left sided face fullness/tingling: jaw, cheek. Left eye: mild swelling. 25 mg Po Benadryl taken.    01/06/21 0800 AM symptoms Left sided facial fullness/tingling continues: mild.  No difficulty breathing. Left eye mild/yet decreased puffiness continues.

922682 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NC 23.0 23 F Patient experienced seizure-like symptoms. No limb movement, but eye fluttering and unconscious.

922683 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 24.0 24 F Extreme soreness and pain in in arm near injection site. Unable to move arm the following day with difficulty 2 days post vaccine Fever Headache

922684 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 AR 60.0 60 F Itching, tingling and face swelling. Liquid Benadryl resolved the issue.

922685 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 23.0 23 F Knot in throat and lightheadedness hoarse.

922686 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CO 38.0 38 F Symptoms began around 6pm and gradually worsened? sneezing, runny nose, cough, sinus congestion, fever/chills, body aches (arthralgias, myalgia), headache, site injection pain (which was immediate upon injection, I bled- not a good administration), polyuria/difficulty sleeping overnight, I felt like I was very sick with the flu.

922687 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 FL 47.0 47 F Within the first hour my left arm was already feeling sore. Within 6 hours I began "not feeling good", I felt hot, nauseous, coworkers reported me looking pale. swarmed with nurses giving me water, cold/wet towel, and temperature taken= afebrile. I was able to finish my shift. My body was aching and I felt as if I was "coming down" with something that night. By the next morning  I felt nauseous, body aches, muscle tightness, chills, low grade fever, and fatigued. I took 1- 500mg  acetaminophen and 400mg ibuprofen x 2 that day. My fever broke around 6pm on 01/02/2021. I had a good night sleep and felt fine the next day. I did have Covid over 5 months prior.

922688 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 64.0 64 F Metallic taste in mouth, causing nausea. Symptoms subsided after approximately 15 mins.

922689 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 TN 31.0 31 F I got my first dose of the Pfizer Covid vaccine on Saturday, 01/02/21, around 12:30 pm. About 12 hours after I got the vaccine (around 1 am), I woke up with a headache, chills, body aches and a low grade fever. During the night, my temp got up to 99.9 and continued to stay around mid to high 99s throughout the day on Sunday. I tried Tylenol without any success and kept going in and out of chills with body aches and headache persisting. Before I went to sleep Sunday (01/03/21) night, I switched to Ibuprofen and woke up Monday morning without a fever but still experiencing fatigue. Throughout the day on Monday, fever did not return. I stayed home from work on Sunday and Monday. On Tuesday 01/04/20, I was still tired but able to return to work.

922690 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MA 30.0 30 F Round red circle around vaccine site. Three inches in size. Itchy and feels warm.

922691 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 FL 55.0 55 F Severe body aches, headache, fever up to 102, chills, nausea, malaise.  Identical symptoms to those I had when I had Covid 19.  Symptoms improved by about 50% after 24 hours, 90% improved by 48 hours.

922692 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 VA 46.0 46 F Irritated around the vaccine area applied, a lot of itchy and when I touch fell like a cellulitis.

922693 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Swollen, red, itching around day 5 post vaccination

922694 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 MD 21.0 21 F hives all over on 12/29., body aches chills, fever 102. on 12/29/2020

922695 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 CO 26.0 26 F -Injection site pain 12 hrs later, pain severe 7/10, arm painful to light touch   18 hrs later: -Flushing/hot flashes throughout the day -Persistent headache lasting 24hrs  -General fatigue  All symptoms subsided after 48 hrs

922696 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 54.0 54 F I received the covid vaccine in my left arm yesterday morning at 8:00 am.   I felt fine until noon when my arm became sore, which I expected to happen so I took Tylenol.  By mid afternoon, my 4th and 5th finger on my left had began to tingle and I was having difficult typing with that hand on my keyboard.  By late afternoon, the left side of my face began to tingle like paresthesia.    I took more Tylenol at dinner but the sensation in my face lasted until I went to bed around 10:00.   I woke up in the night and my face felt fine but my 2 fingers were still tingling and I felt like I had no control over them.   When I woke up this morning, I took to more Tylenol and the symptoms have subsided. Also, when the nurse swabbed my arm with alcohol, I asked?Isn?t that a little high for the injection, and he said no?it?s right in the deltoid.   It felt like the injection site was close to the bones in my shoulder but that may have had nothing to do with these symptoms.

922697 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MA 70.0 70 F Red circle at vaccine site. 2-3 inches. Itchy and warm feeling.

922698 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 AR 60.0 60 F Patient felt itching, tingling and swelling in her face. One dose of liquid Benadryl 25mg/10ml resolved the issue. No other complications

922700 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MA 61.0 61 F Ee stated upon observation entrance, that she would be observed until 10:15am r/t "anaphylaxis" to Morphine.  Informed us that she became "itchy" for "3" days prior to the 1st dose on 12-16-20.  Ee c/o "itching" to this nurse @ 1005.  Benadryl 25mg given @ 1005.  Remains to c/o "itching" @ 1015.  Ice pack applied to chest to relive itching @ 1015.  Around 1025 Ee stated she felt "relief of itching".  This nurse also gave Ee (1) Benadryl 25mg to take w. Her.  Ee stated she was feeling better @ 1034.  Left observation @ 1035.

922701 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NH 24.0 24 F Swollen lymph node left armpit

922702 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Approximately 3 days after initial injection, experienced significant brain fog, aphasia, panic, headache, dropping things.

922703 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 FL 50.0 50 F redness, warmth and swelling with cellulitis appearance 6 days after injection.

922704 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 IL 38.0 38 F Saturday, 2 days after I started having pain in the back of my throat and on my tongue.  Not like a sore throat but pain then I noticed a small white bump on the back of my throat.  The next day, Sunday I had small white bumps or blisters on the side and bottom of my tongue and the cheek of my mouth.  These were painful.  They started going away on Tuesday and by Wednesday 1/6/21 they were almost gone.

922705 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MT 35.0 35 F 12 days following the vaccine administration I noticed redness on my arm around the injection site. This redness was hot to the touch and rather large, exceeding the deltoid muscle and going down into my bicep. I also felt radiating soreness into my armpit and left breast.  The following day the rash had grown in size and felt hot to the touch on my entire upper arm with swelling and edema that affected the movement of my arm and hand. Continued soreness and pain in my armpit, left breast and down my arm into my fingers and up into my neck.  I proceeded to go to the urgent care as directed by Clinic employee health and my PCP. There was I was diagnosed with cellulitis and prescriped Keflex for 7 days, 3x a day.  It has been recommended that I seek further medical care due to my reaction, but this has yet to be scheduled.

922706 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 PA 30.0 30 U Patient c/o palpitations. Elevated HR. Red Face. Red Upper Chest. Lightheadedness and presyncopal.   HR initially 120 bpm; BP 145/91 Observed for 40 minutes.  Able to be released. Feeling better after monitoring.  BP recheck 137/84; HR 88 bpm

922707 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 28.0 28 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Day 1 just local injection site pain, no treatment. Day 2 local injection site pain, body aches x 24 hours, chills x 24 hour. No treatment.

922708 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 VA 32.0 32 F On 1/5/20 developed swelling and soreness, on 1/6/20 noticed that arm is red, mildly itchy, swollen, sore, and indurated.

922709 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 AR 39.0 39 F Patient felt itchy. One dose of liquid benadryl 25mg/10ml resolved the issue.

922710 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 NY 32.0 32 M Rash appeared and was noticed the morning after.  Round red patch in appearance. Resolved by day 3.

922711 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 NM 33.0 33 M Sore arm, chest pain, back pain runny nose and cough

922712 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 VA 53.0 53 F Developed a rash on the right arm where the injection site was.

922714 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 MS 51.0 51 F Chills

922715 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 OH 38.0 38 F Received Vaccine 12/23/20 (Weds) at 12:30pm, in left upper arm. Severe (Vice-Like) headache in back of head 5 minutes after, lasted til next morning. Lots of Sneezing over weekend on days 2-4; Monday 12/28- woke at 4a and was extremely dizzy and almost lost balance-went back to bed. Again at 5a and 10am but added vomiting along with any movement, could only lie flat on back, any movement of head caused reaction. No taste when vomiting, minimal smell; came back later in day. Advised to go to ER for Covid Test, since I had worked closely with someone else positive the previous week. Husband had to call an ambulance when I couldn?t make it out of the bedroom due to weakness, true vertigo-room was completely spinning and couldn?t keep my balance, and severe vomiting with any upright movement. Covid test negative. ER diagnosed as BPPvertigo because no other outright viral symptoms; only sneezing before; but they noted fluid in my left ear- said wasn?t infected. Told them of headache in back left rear of head, behind ear, and pressure behind left eye. Positive Dix-Hallpike;nystagmus. Vertigo continued, even with medication through Thursday 12/31/20 and turned to dizziness that subsided by Saturday 1/2/21. Weds 12/30/20- severe left ear pressure, feeling of fullness; focal pain/headache in bone behind left ear began, and pressure behind left eye increased. Low grade fever 1/2/21-1/4/21 (99.9). Seen by ENT on 1/4/21 due to continuing symptoms; and was misdiagnosed originally by ER- diagnosed by ENT as Acute Viral Labyrinthitis and Vestibular Neuritis. As of 1/6/2021- symptoms continue.   *suspected recovered from Covid March 2020

922716 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IL 30.0 30 F Pain in site of injection, malaise, chills, retro orbital pain for approximately 24h.

922718 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WI 26.0 26 M Immediately after vaccine administration, patient reported he felt  faint.  Had flushed cheeks and increased blood pressure. Had patient recline and was monitored for 20 minutes and felt better.

922719 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Swollen Redish brown color at site itching swelling has gotten the size of her hand

922720 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MS 49.0 49 F Body Aches, Fever, Chills, Muscle Pain, Joint Pain, Severe Headache, Severe Fatigue. redness and swelling t injection site Severe Nausea, Face feels like its on Fire.

922721 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AZ 37.0 37 F At minute 12 after injection (8:31am on 1/5/20), the pruritis started on my scalp and my back. I informed the volunteer at the end of the drive line. She offered to have EMS evaluate me, however I declined as I thought the reaction was mild. Over the next 10 minutes, after being released from the driveline, I was so itchy I wanted to literally rip all of my skin off. The back of my throat started to itch, but never felt tight or swollen. No SOB or chest tightness. I checked my temp at 8:45 and I was at 101.0 and HR was 110bpm. I am a PA working in dermatology and got to work and took 50mg of diphenhydramine PO but was not improving. One of the doctors I work with and I decided it was best for me to get checked out in urgent care. I had my MA drive me there and was seen immediately. I had a blotchy rash over my entire body, but not raised or hived. Temp was 100.6, HR 86 and BP 127/78, respirations 16/min O2 sat 98% and the itchiness was still severe but I could tell the diphenhydramine was kicking in. I was then given 40mg of famotidine PO and 10mg Dexamethasone IM in the right buttocks while in urgent care. After about 15 minutes, my symptoms were improving, but not resolved. I was released and went home to rest. Throughout the day yesterday (1/5/20) my heart rate would spike as high as 130bmp (my normal is 60-70bpm). Then it would come down within a few seconds to about 100bpm and steadily stay between 90-100bpm all day. Last night I was woken up at 3:30am (1/6/20) with a HR of 132bpm and O2 at 97%. I took a few deep breaths, and it slowly started to drop to 100bpm. Since 6:00am, I am steady at 70-80bpm with occasional spikes of 96-100bpm and I can feel when my heart is starting to race. I have my pulse ox on for the day and will continue to monitor my symptoms. I still have occasional pruritis, but it's tolerable. I was discharged from urgent care with PO Prednisone tapered dose, however, I am very shaky already and do not want to make it worse, so have not started it yet. Not sure if I should? And I would like to know if I should receive the second dose? If so, should I pre-medicate? Please let me know if you have any further questions about my event. Thanks.

922722 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 WA 41.0 41 F Painful/swollen/firmness x 1 week, red/itchy starting day 7, diffuse redness day 8,  resolved day 9

922723 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 FL 59.0 59 F Numbness/tingling in fingers/hand approx 5 min after injection; pain in wrist approx 10 minutes after injection which has extended into hand 48 hours after injection

922724 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 NE 44.0 44 F tender, swollen lymph nodes left clavicle area noticed 5 days following injection 1/5/21 only experienced sore lt arm 1st 24 hrs of injection

922727 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 PA 46.0 46 F states 40 minutes after her vaccine she developed facial parasthesias and  numbness that eventually resulted in an "ache".  No muscle weakness.  This has since improved.

922728 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 IL 26.0 26 M Pain at the injection site. Pain abolished within 48 hours.

922729 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MN 65.0 65 F Muscle aches at site and other parts of my body,chills and very tired and just felt like I had a virus but just for one day,felt back to normal the next day

922730 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MD 41.0 41 F Employee received the Pfizer vaccine for the initial dose which was 12/17/2020 and received Moderna for the second dose on 1/5/202. Employee has had no side effects

922731 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 LA 73.0 73 F The patient completed her 15 minute observation with no post injection reaction. At 1:15 pm, the patient called complaining of right eye drooping, right facial tingling, mild shortness of breath, facial flushing and new onset headache. She arrived at ED at 2:06 pm presenting with facial swelling, tingling and shortness of breath. At that time, she stated her shortness of breath had actually improved and stated "probably just nerves". She still had a funny sensation in her face. She denied any focal numbness or weakness in her extremities. She stated she felt a little lightheaded. She had no sensation of throat swelling, difficulty swallowing. Physical Exam in ED: Constitutional: She appears well-developed and well-nourished.  HENT:  Head: Normocephalic and atraumatic.  Eyes: EOM are normal.  Neck: Normal range of motion.  Cardiovascular: Normal rate and regular rhythm.  Pulmonary/Chest: Breath sounds normal. No respiratory distress.  Abdominal: Soft. There is no abdominal tenderness.  Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion.  Neurological: She is alert and oriented to person, place, and time.  Patient has symmetric facial numbness, she has right periorbital swelling causing what appears to be a facial droop however her mouth seems symmetric, she has negative Romberg's, she has full strength and symmetric sensation throughout  Skin: Skin is warm and dry.  Psychiatric: She has a normal mood and affect.

922732 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IL 50.0 50 F CHILLS, FEVER, HEADACHE, DIZZINESS, UPSET STOMACH

922733 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MA 43.0 43 M Employee received the Moderna vaccine in the left arm and noted numbness in the left finger tips approximately 20 minutes later. RN assessed patient and patient requested additional assessment by our Medical Assistance Team (MAT).  The MAT team transferred the patient to the Emergency Department for further care.  Patient released from ED.  Contacted the following day and stated he had an elevated heart rate in the ED and when it returned to normal, they released him with instructions to follow up with his PCP if the arm pain and tingling did not subside in 1-2 days.  He states his left shoulder is painful today (1/6/21 10:00 am) and his left fingers are still tingling.  Patient instructed to call Occupational Health for further guidance.

922734 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 GA 55.0 55 F Fever, headache, joint pain, muscle pain, nausea

922735 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MI 22.0 22 F Chills/cold sweats, headache, fatigue, extreme soreness at injection site, body aches and pains

922736 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 SD 61.0 61 F body aches - 1 hour after 6:10 pm vaccination for several hours.  None by the next morning.

922737 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 TN 47.0 47 F soreness and swelling at injection site in small area, chills, and headache.

922738 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Severe pain, swelling, heat at site. Low grade fever, chills, fatigue for 2 days thus far.

922739 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MA 46.0 46 F AFTER ADMINISTRATION OF 1ST DOSE MODERNA, PATIENT FELT FLUSHED THEN SOB AND TACHYCARDIC. PT WAS MADE SUPINE AND PROMPTED TO TAKE SLOW DEAP BREATHS; BP CHECKED 180/90, RECHECKED 176/87, RECHECKED 139/80.  LAST BP CHECK 129/75. HR INITICLALLY 106 THEN NORMALIZED IN THE 80S.  O2 WAS CONSISTANTLY AT 100%. PATIENT WAS MONITORED FOR 30 MINS, WAS OFFERED TO BE TRANSPORTED TO ED.  PT DECIDED SHE WAS GOOD TO GO HOME.  NO OTHER SIGNIFICANT SYMPTOMS NOTED- NEGATIVE FOR SWELLING, RASH, HIVES.

922740 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MA 79.0 79 M The next day, around noon time. reported increased malaise.  That evening temp of 101.1 with increased fatigue.

922741 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NE 43.0 43 F swollen and reddened area surrounding injection site

922742 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 NE 47.0 47 M Fever (102.6' @ 0800 12-24-20), Body ache,  Injection site pain, chills, fatigue, slight headache.  Lasting until early morning hours of 12-25-20.

922744 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 45.0 45 M I experienced flushing with fever and chills starting the evening of the 4th and ending on the morning of the 6th

922747 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 42.0 42 M -Chills -Fatigue

922748 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 SD 35.0 35 F Left shoulder pain, itching  and swelling starting a week after vaccination. Treated with ibuprofen and diphenhydramine.  Symptoms ongoing as of today 1/6/2021

922749 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 29.0 29 F Weakness, fatigue, body aches, injection site soreness/became hot, fever rushes, lack of appetite, sinus pressure, post nasal drip

922750 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 77.0 77 F Patient c/o itching and hives that evening and went to bed. Patient states she took a Zyrtec home dose. Patient denies any trouble breathing. Associate states she came to hospital to report the event just in case. Patient states the itching and hives have resolved at this time.

922751 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 OR 42.0 42 F itching at the injection site then a red rash at the injection site

922752 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 LA 74.0 74 F Headache, sore arm, vomiting, diarrhea, chills  Took injection @ approx. 10:45 am on 1/4/21; symptoms started about 3:30pm and lasted from 6-8 hrs.  Headache & sore arm lingering on 1/6/21.

922753 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 AL 47.0 47 F Had a "histamine reaction" -   Nose, mouth, eyes started itching and watery  - all within 1.5 hours of receiving the vaccine.    This resolved the next day except itching in sensitive areas (lips, nose, eyes, folds of skins, behind ears, inside ears).  Patient started taking Pepcid and Zyrtec twice a day.  The symptoms resolved with this treatment through 2/4/21.  All symptoms resolved as of 2/6/21.  She is taking Pepcid once a day.  Never had any redness, rash, bumps at all - just itching.

922754 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 AZ 33.0 33 M Patient received Moderna vaccine instead of Pfizer vaccine for dose #2 in vaccine series of COVID-19 vaccine series.

922755 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 48.0 48 M Staring about 12 hours after the injection and persisting at least 12 hours (current time) I have mild disequilibrium such as I just stepped off a merry-go-round. It is not frank vertigo and does not impair my ability to walk or drive but is noticible.

922756 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 PA 30.0 30 F Local injection site reaction  Red  Warm Raised  Hard  Itchy
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922757 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 22.0 22 M Redness and pain at injection site.

922758 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AR 25.0 25 F Woke up at 1230 am with chills, headache and mild dry cough and we too tired to get up to take my temperature and take Tylenol. I woke up again at 3:50am with chills and aches and this time got up to take my temperature- oral temp 100.9. Took Tylenol shortly after and the fever came down to 98.9. Still achy and fatigued.

922760 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NC 41.0 41 F Hives and itching 1 hour after receiving vaccine

922761 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MA 90.0 90 M Lethargy, chills, shaking, pale, slightly tachycardic. Afebrile initially then fever presented after about an hour to 103.3

922762 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MD 41.0 41 F Employee received two different kinds of vaccine for the 2 series. Pfizer for the initial dose and Moderna for the second dose

922763 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 55.0 55 M The injection site swollen with significant pain, and developed skin rash on the backside of both upper arms (no itch or any other feeling  of those rashes).

922764 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 NY 41.0 41 F cc: L upper arm pain 8 days post Moderna vaccine received. with swelling, redness.  Cold compress applied yesterday. Took advil 200 mg po last night and Claritin 10 mg po last night.

922765 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 25.0 25 F Rash/hives to face, neck, arms. Minimal face swelling

922766 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MA 33.0 33 F Patient reported that she began with arm pain on 1/5/2021 and she also noticed a small red area at the injection site. Today when she woke up she noticed the reddened area was much larger in which she circled the area, she is also reporting pain and swelling. Her temp is 97.4. She is an employee at this clinic who was given the Moderna vaccine. This event was reported to the Medical Director. Employee advised to contact her PCP for further evaluation.

922767 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 TN 87.0 87 F Patient woke on 1/3/2021 weak having uncontroled bowels and off and on confusion. Y

922768 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 TX 51.0 51 M 24 hours of fever, chills, aches, shooting pains in the ears, headache, fatigue.  Fever not relieved by Tylenol or ibuprofen. Temp to 101F. Given a course of prednisone by urgent care provider which stopped the symptoms after the first dose.

922769 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 TN 44.0 44 F hematoma, redness, warmth, and pain at injection site

922770 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 46.0 46 F Seven days after injection 2.5 x 3.5 inch red swollen area appeared on left arm at injection site with intermittent intense itching

922771 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 FL 48.0 48 F ?Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA? side effects experienced are fever, vomiting, body aches, soreness and swelling of injection site, swollen glands in neck, enhanced pain in areas currently being treated for injury.

922782 01/06/2021 MA U shingles; This initial spontaneous report was received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation and refers to a patient of unknown age and gender. No information was provided regarding concomitant medications, concurrent conditions or medical history. On an unknown date in or around 2018, the patient was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) for routine adult health maintenance and for its intended purpose: the prevention of shingles (dose, dose number, route, anatomical site of vaccination, lot # and expiration date were not provided). On an unknown date (reported as shortly after receiving the vaccine), the patient suffered shingles (herpes zoster). As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient's symptoms had resulted in physical limitations not present prior to using the vaccine. The patient also experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of the patient condition. In addition, the patient sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further, the patient had suffered serious, progressive, permanent, and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. Finally, as direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient had suffered and incurred damages, including medical expenses; the loss of accumulations; and other economic and non-economic damages.  The outcome of herpes zoster was not recovered. The causal relationship between the event and zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) was assessed as related.  Herpes zoster was considered a disabling event by the reporter.

922789 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 MA 47.0 47 F The patient developed a very short episode of flushing a few minutes after administration of the vaccine. About 30 mins after the vaccine she developed significant nausea without vomiting. She was administered Zofran with no relief. She was monitored for an additional 90 mins with no resolution of symptoms and could not function and was sent to emergency room and given Phenergan with eventual resolution of symptoms.

922790 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PA 57.0 57 M Extreme sweating through the night. Woke up just about every hour on the hour sweating. No noticeable  fever just sweating. Soreness  at injection site but no more than to be expected.

922791 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 AR 45.0 45 F Swelling and pain at injection site for several hours after receiving allergy shot

922792 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MO 50.0 50 F HEADACHE ONSET 12-31-2020 AND IS STILL ONGOING

922793 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Woke up at 0400hrs with a temperature of 99.7, body wide pain, exhaustion, and a headache. Fever reached 100.00 by 0530hrs. Fever subsided by 1200hrs. Slept majority of the day. Symptoms went away around 1730hrs.

922794 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 OH 69.0 69 F Soreness in the arm started later on the same day (late evening on 12-30-20). Woke up at 5:00 am the next morning (12-31-20)with severe chills, headache and dizziness.   Felt as if I had covid all over again (was diagnosed with covid on October 12, 2020). My whole body ached and I was extremely fatigued.  All I wanted to do was sleep and I also started a slight cough. Later on in the afternoon I started to sweat profusely.  I had chills/sweats all through the afternoon and into the evening.  I did not even get out out bed until the next afternoon (1-1-21).  For 2 days afterwards I had chills/sweats and on 1-2-21 I had terrible stomach cramps and diarrhea.

922795 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 PA 68.0 68 F Left arm pain, muscle ache (severe) for two days after injection One week after injection, swelling of lymph nodes under left arm (injection arm), painful to touch, extremely uncomfortable. So far, three days, ongoing.  Physician office visit not necessary at this time.

922796 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 35.0 35 F Coughing,chest pain, congestion, trouble breathing

922797 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NE 32.0 32 F left side tingling and numbness, decrease BP and pulse, nausea, dizziness/lightheaded, difficulty answering questions, itchy-allergic to benadryl so sent to ER for further evaluation

922798 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 TX 65.0 65 F dizziness, tachycardia, feeling of impending doom, lightheaded feeling

922799 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 MI 57.0 57 F nausea, diarrhea, vomit x 1, low grade fever 10 days after vaccine given

922800 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MA 32.0 32 F The reaction I have now is its swollen face and neck area, rashes all over my body all very itchy skin. Those are very manageable reactions. and happened exactly a week from the first dose of the vaccine. It has been going on for 2 days now and I will be seeing my doctor later today.

922801 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MT 27.0 27 M The symptoms arose the day following the injection. Vaccine received 04Jan21. All of the following occured around the same time (7:30pm) except for the headache: Headache (around 11:30am is when this settled in), fatigue, body aches and chills, slight loss of taste.

922802 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OK 49.0 49 F Night sweats followed by chills and rigors, followed by severe headache and nausea/vomiting from 2AM on 1/5/2021 to 0730 1/6/2021. Massive headache still lingering.

922803 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 ND 57.0 57 F Chills, dizzy, head ache, body aches, hot flashes, nausea.

922804 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 55.0 55 F Patient was very nervous prior to vaccination, and immediately after the injection, she developed vasovagal reaction.  It took her at least 30 minutes to recover, but was stable and went home with spouse.

922806 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 64.0 64 M Vaccine recipient received 1st vaccine dose on 12/16/2020. The vaccine recipient returned for the 2nd dose of Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine on n 1/5/2021. They  reported at the clinic that 5 days after receiving the vaccine on 12/16/2020 developed bilateral tinnitus that was hissing in nature. The hissing abated after a week. Vaccine recipient reported that they will follow up with an ENT provider. The vaccine recipient was not sure if it could be related to the vaccine. Patient has a history of tinnitus but noted it was nothing like prior. Vaccine recipient is a physician. Pfizer-BioNTech COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA.

922807 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AZ 31.0 31 F fevers, chills, myalgias

922808 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 55.0 55 F Patient was very nervous prior to vaccination, and immediately after the injection, she had a vasovagal reaction.  It took her at least 30 minutes to recover, but was able to go home with spouse.

922809 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MI 30.0 30 M 1/4 7pm Vaccication 1/4 8pm started feeling itchy mouth and face 1/4 8:30pm took benadryl 50mg 1/4 11:30 symptoms mostly resolved  1/5 830am sysmtoms returned  1/5 845am benadryl 50mg & went to ER 1/5 ER recommended I take Zyrtek & Pepcid instead of bendryl   as of 1/6 at 11:30am still have a very mild itchy face and tonge

922810 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 TN 50.0 50 F The evening of the  vaccine around the injection site exp redness, swelling lasted 3 days went away. After 10 days the injection site it appeared 3 inches was deep, red and exp itching. I took Benadryl the redness, swelling went away.

922811 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Fever around 4PM on 12/25 with chills and feelings of being feverish. Was as high as 103.1. Body aches starting 12/25 and lasting until 12/30 that were severe for 24 hours. Nausea and headache starting 12/26 and lasting until at least 12/31.

922812 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CA 43.0 43 F A Ring of small scabs about 1/4" from injection site, then itching. On 1/4 in evening, a small rash which was examined by physician on 1/6. Rash now approximately 2"x3" in diameter and radiating down arm and toward armpit. MD will be treat as cellulitis.

922813 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OH 37.0 37 M Fever, chills, night sweats, fatigue, loss of appetite

922814 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 ME 30.0 30 F a week late woke up with large red circle around site.

922815 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 ND 43.0 43 F 7pm.. chills, mild body aches, 8pm.. worsening chills, headache and moderate body aches 9pm-2am....  chills, headaches, moderate body aches 7am..  mild bodyaches, headache 11:15....  sx gone MILD body aches the next morning.... of note  hx of  COVID dx 9/2020

922816 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 41.0 41 F Immediately upon injection, tingling all over lasted for about less than 1 minute.  Within 20 minutes, tingling & facial muscle tightness around mouth.  Twitching & facial mouth muscle tightness for about 4 days, diminishing each day.  Vaccine was given Wed evening...finally Sun was little to none symptoms.

922817 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 CT 31.0 31 F 1 episode of vomitus 3 days after shot

922818 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 FL 48.0 48 M Arm soreness, headache for a day

922819 01/05/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 31.0 31 F At 10 pm I started having severe body aches, fatigue, alternately feeling hot and cold, moderate headache, weakness, sweats

922820 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NC 33.0 33 F Last night (4 hours after injection) axillary lymphnodes on injection side were enlarged and severely painful. Upon waking this morning axillary lymphnode pain persists, left inguinal lymphnode is painful, moderate to severe fatigue and temperature of 99.9 degrees when checked at work with mild dizziness. Heart palpitations while trying to sleep last night, resting heart rate was 86 BPM higher at times.

922821 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 72.0 72 M When I received the vaccine I did not feel anything, 12hrs after the vaccine my arm suddenly became very sore. I developed severe chills and low grade fever, muscle and joint pain, my hands and feet were cold, headache, and uncontrolled yawning, I suppose my body's attempt to cool the brain. I took 600 mg of ibuprofen and the symptoms mostly abated, but returned about 4hrs later. I am treating myself with ibuprofen and acetaminophen. I have not seen my PCP, I feel the symptoms will resolve with time, if not I will follow-up. I cannot find anything in the literature but do people that have had covid get a stronger reaction from the vaccine?

922822 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 FL 36.0 36 M Increased body temperature (mostly torso) Headache/migraine Slight cloudiness/fuzziness in my head.

922823 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MA 95.0 95 F Delirium, confusion, anxiety, and depression Nausea, no appetite headache, body aches pale, flushed cheeks Low blood pressure

922824 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 WV 57.0 57 M Four days after immunization  onset of arthropathy in left fifth toe (red, pain, edema) progressed on  seventh day with enthesitis /Swelling left medial malleolus.  Day 12 progressed to tender, swelling Achilles? tendon left side, day  14 stiff great toe and foot edema. Difficulty ambulating on left foot.  Prednisone prescribed but not started to this point.  This flare similar to IBD arthropathy in past but have been in remission until vaccinated.

922825 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 FL 23.0 23 M Pt received COVID vaccine in left arm and sent to observation room for 15 mins.  After 5 minutes patient stated he felt tingling in both hands with noted swelling in his palms.  Pt was flush and stated he felt warm.  Dr. evaluated patient and order Benadryl 25mg PO.  Vital signs 124/70, P 72, R 20, SPO2 98%.  After Benadryl administration Pt escorted to the emergency room by staff for further follow up.  Pt was given 25mg of Benadryl PO c/o of tingling and swelling in hands with flushing of the face without signs of SOB.

922826 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Extreme fatigue

922827 12/15/2020 01/06/2021 PR 33.0 33 F At the same day I felt my neck hurting all the way to my elbow. As the days progressed the pain got worse and I started feeling a bump on my neck. My whole left side from my neck to my elbow I would feel tremendous pain.  Days passed and nothing would get better so I spoke with my supervisor and she recommended me to go to the ER where they did some labs (blood work).  About 2 weeks later the pain in my left side subsided but the swelling on my neck and the "bump" never went away, although not painful. I received the second dose on 01/04/2021 and the same pain returned from my neck down to my elbow and the neck is swollen again and in pain. I decided not to go to the ER for the second dose and did not obtain medical help so far.

922828 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 NV 39.0 39 F Red itchy and hot to the touch.  it was primarily 6-7 inches around the arm where the vaccine was received it was 3-4 inches wide and 6-7 inches long.

922829 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 MN 35.0 35 F Hives, burning sensation in her arms, anxiety.  Noted she felt like she was hyperventilating.

922830 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Fatigue Extreme pain swelling chills didn't feel well body aches massive headache

922831 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 37.0 37 F Chills, myalgia, headache lasting approximately 18 hours from onset. Some fatigue but not main symptom.

922832 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MD 35.0 35 F within 5 minutes of receiving vaccine became hot and flushed, diaphoretic, nauseated, lightheaded, and felt faint

922833 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MO 34.0 34 F Starting Sunday 1/2, a small, painful and itchy red area appeared on the left deltoid. By the next evening, it was larger, firmer, and more red. Circled area, and it has grown in size. Contacted employee health for work but have not heard back. Today, Wednesday 1/6, it is less firm and less red, but still larger, reaching my shoulder and about an inch below yesterday's mark.

922834 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MO 59.0 59 F This is a 59-year-old female who's  possible reaction to the Covid vaccine was as follows: She had gotten the vaccine at approximately 8:30 AM and had stayed at the vaccination area for about 15 minutes and felt okay.  She got up to walk outside and started feeling dizzy.  Her hands felt tingly.  She also felt a little short of breath.  She came back in and sat down and the symptoms did not seem to really improve.  She states they have been about the same over the last 20 minutes or so. She was then escorted to the ED of the facility for evaluation & treatment if needed. Per the ED doctor's notes: " The patient did feel much better after just being observed here and after getting Benadryl." She was released home. Employee health followed up with her at 4:30 PM the same day & at 9:45 am 1/6/21--she reported that she was doing well at both follow ups, a little tired but had not had any repeat of previous symptoms.

922836 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AZ 52.0 52 F Pain and swelling on injection site, Cold chills, headache and fatigued

922837 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 KY 32.0 32 F Lightheaded, dizzy, nausea, flushed, dry mouth began about 10 min after vaccination

922838 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 TX 41.0 41 U About 5 minutes after vaccine was given, tingling sensation occurred on left arm down to left hand (Thumb, index, middle finger.) Grip is good both hands ON 12/31/2020 Patient experienced "Nickle sized welts on her elbow, wrist and stomach. She also experienced more tingling in her left arm. There was 2 welts on her Left wrist and 1 welt on her left elbow. The welt on her stomach was on her right side. She took some Zyrtec and applied warm packs. The welts resembled an "ant bite", "raised but no pus" in them. As of today 1/5/2021, they are resolved and patient feels better.

922839 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 NV 24.0 24 M Bell's Palsy of 7th Nerve, treatment Prednisone 60 mg QD x 7 days, outcome TBD

922840 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 OK 38.0 38 F Currently 9 weeks 2 days pregnant. Began having spotting the morning after receiving the vaccine

922841 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NC 48.0 48 M Itching on scalp and hands, numbness mouth

922842 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Bellow injection side Redness Itchiness Swollen Warm

922843 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 45.0 45 F [1] Lightheadedness: started 1 minute after vaccine, lasted 1-2 minutes. Relieved with meditative breathing; believed it to be anxiety related until seeing CDC produced list of symptoms from vaccine.  [2] Mild soreness, mild redness at injection site: started 4 hours after vaccine, lasted 24-36 hours.  [3] Felt feverish and flushed, arthralgia: started approximately 18 hours after vaccine (12/31/2020). "Fever" initially managed with Tylenol 650 mg. Later that evening took naproxen 440 mg to address arthralgia, which lasted about 2 days. No medication taken on 1/1/2021.

922844 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 28.0 28 F Fever, chills, cough. Officially tested positive on 01-06-2021. Two days after receiving vaccine.

922845 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AR 57.0 57 F Described started "itching 30 minutes after shot administered. That night she noticed a "rash all over her body, no problems breathing". The next day she experienced "swollen lips and tingling and itching from head to toe". She reports she is taking Pepcid and Benadryl. She also reports " no problems with breathing".

922846 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MA 25.0 25 F Received Vaccination Tuesday 12/29 and symptoms began Tuesday 1/5. 1/5 began experiencing pain at the injection site and later in the night noticed redness and a hardened bump at the site. While trying to sleep I noticed pain had traveled toward the clavicle area where a swollen lymph node was noticed not sure if related.

922847 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 FL 61.0 61 F Injection Site redness, swelling and heat. Shortness of breath

922848 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NC 53.0 53 F intense rash both arms, neck and upper torso. Treatment: steroid injection by provider, benadryl, Pepcid  Outcome: next morning symptoms gone.

922849 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 MA 59.0 59 M "I've got 1st vaccination shot at 11 am 12/21/2020.    Got moderate (3 to 5 on 10-steps scale) pain in left upper arm/shoulder around 9 pm, limited mobility. Took 2 extra-strength Tylenols.    Between 2 and 3 am woke up because of severe headache (7 to 8), couldn't normally sleep because of that. Temperature 99.6 F. Another 2 Tylenols about 4 am. Not effective. Drinking a lot of water.    Decided to stay home. Contacted my supervisors by text and e-mail, left a voice message for EH.   8 am - another 2 Tylenols. Tried to sleep - slept till 1 pm. Headache improved (3-5), 99.3 F. Water and tea, minimal activity.    Received instructions from EH - to stay at home if any symptoms will take place, to get COVID test upon returning to the hospital.    Condition was improving during the day. Low pain and discomfort in the evening (2-3).    Sleeping normally during the night. No symptoms in the morning. No reason to delay returning to work.    Took COVID test at 9 am. Negative.    No symptoms since then"

922850 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 ID 46.0 46 F c/o l122/67, c/o lighted, itchy eyes, warm.  She took Benadryl 50 mg at 0700 - 2 hours prior to event. 0900 - bp 126/70, hr 107, rr 20, sats 100 0905 - bp 122/67, hr 90, rr, 18, sats 100 0910 - bp 113/66, hr 81, rr 20, sats 100 - lightedness no longer present, she c/o of being cold, 0915 - dry throat that water helped.  denied throat itching, states breathing wnl. 0915 - bp 120/80, hr 88, rr 20, sats 100  Pt reports that she feels better.  She is off work today, but she will stay in the rt office with staff for 30 minutes before going home.

922852 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 VA 38.0 38 F I got the vaccine on December 29, 2020 at work. I started to have muscle soreness that night and right arm soreness at the injection site. Wednesday I had right arm soreness. Thursday I was fine. But Friday (January 1) and Saturday (January 2)  I started to have diarrhea, nausea, extreme fatigue, headache, chills and stomach cramping and one welt on my abdomen. Sunday (January 3) I would have waves of intermittent nausea , Monday (January 4) I felt better, and Tuesday (January 5) I felt better. Wednesday (January 6) I have  one small welt on my abdomen but otherwise feel fine. My work did make me stay out of work one day on to get tested for Covid-19 and Flu A/Flu B which all came back negative.

922853 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 VT 40.0 40 F After vaccine administration, c/o of dizziness, "woozy", after 30 minutes c/o bilateral leg tingling/weakness, difficulty ambulating.

922854 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 GA 54.0 54 F One week after the vaccine I was find until....I got out of my car after driving and started staggering and could not function.  Severe dizziness, heavy headedness , nausea and vomiting and a horrible headache.  My husband had to physically muscle me back to my car. He wanted to take me to the ER and I would not let him because of the waiting room is full of COVID positive patients.  I threw up along the way home and multiple times to the point I had drive heaves.  I am a Registered Nurse and felt the symptoms I were experiencing were Vertigo.  I had one bout with Vertigo in 2015 and it was extreme.  I had Meclizine on hand and and took one tablet and slept.  The severity of this was so bad I could not walk unassisted or sit up without falling over. After 6 hours of sleeping I got up, dizziness continued, and vision a little off.  I still do not feel 100% I have had a headache since.  It never dawned on me this could be from the vaccine I had taken a week before.

922855 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 32.0 32 F Received Pfizer Lot EL1284 1-6-2021 in right arm 1-6-2021.  Went home and started to have light headedness, sweaty palm, hot flashes.  She has been drinking water and ate before and after receiving the shot.  No reactions to other vaccinations.  Has history of anxiety and depression.

922856 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 CA 59.0 59 F generalized rash. resolved in 2 days with benadryl.

922857 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NY 45.0 45 F Diarrhea, Headache, Fatigue, took tylenol with relief

922858 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 ME 50.0 50 F Presented in ED with a reddened and swollen area of her  left deltoid region..  The patient states that she received the Madrona vaccine on 21 December in the left deltoid.  She states that she had no problem with the vaccine initially.  She states that she even hiked this last weekend and felt fine.  She states that she developed a reddened area of the skin 3 days ago that has been increasing in size.  It is now tender and somewhat warm to the touch.  She states that she also felt  some itchiness of her upper chest.  She is not sure if she has any true hives in this area.  She denies facial, tongue, or lip swelling.  She denies difficulty breathing.  She denies chest pain.  She denies abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting.  ASSESMENT and PLAN   Erythematous, hive-like region of the left deltoid that began 12 days after the Moderna vaccine.  This is likely a localized delayed type IV hypersensitivity reaction.  Bedside ultrasound performed by myself.  I do not note any pocket of fluid to indicate an abscess.  However, there is a small possibility that this could be cellulitis.  A cellulitis would be much more concerning.  From an allergic perspective, she has no evidence of anaphylaxis based on the timeframe and her current symptoms.  As a result, she will continue on Benadryl for now at 50 mg every 6 hours and will be placed on doxycycline 100 mg twice a day for 10 days.  May use prednisone taper but she should wait for 48 hours.  If she has improvement with doxycycline and Benadryl, she should continue with this.  The Benadryl is truly as needed and if it is improving, she does not need to continue on it.  She will.

922859 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 TX 29.0 29 M 12/17 vaccination 12/20  Wen to use restroom. Reddish hue in urine. Went to urgent care. UTI was negative. Positive for blood in urine.  Next day, urine back to normal.  Arm soreness

922860 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 OH 46.0 46 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Local allergic reaction at injection site:  Redness, swelling, hot, itching Began 2 days after injection, got better, then worse again 1 week later.

922861 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 MO 39.0 39 F Fever 102, n/v/d, headache continuous, fatigue, decrease appetite,  lethargic, body aches, and liver enzymes over 300. still sick after 6 days

922862 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 38.0 38 F Noticed yesterday itching on right arm, woke up today and arm has a red circle around injection site

922863 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 52.0 52 F Fever- tmax 101.2.  Duration approx. 10-12 hours

922864 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 TX 73 F after I received the shot a few days later in rthe evening I had a little congestion and a slight cough. I had pain in my arm at the injection site for 3 days.  I called my Doctor and scheduled an appointment but I have not seen him yet.

922865 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 44.0 44 F Pt reported minor itching/hives in her arms and back after 15 minutes of receiving the vaccine. Pt was given diphenhydramine IM 25mg Denies SOB, chills, or trouble breathing. Will continue to monitor.

922866 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 TX 48.0 48 F Body Aches, Tiredness, Severe Headaches TX-Husband took her to the Urgent Care-5 Jan 2021 two injections given to her-Toradol, Zofran, Iv therapy also, prescription for Urrelvy-for migraines-she didn't fill it yet

922868 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Small knot and sore arm first day post vaccine.  8 days post vaccine larger knot;  red, raised area measuring approximately 2"x1.5".  Red area itches. Concerned whether this reaction will affect second dose.

922869 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MA 25.0 25 F Received vaccine Tuesday 12/29 and adverse event occurred Tuesday 1/5. Adverse event being: began experiencing pain at the injection site, later noticing redness and a hardened bump at the injection site. While sleeping later in the night pain had travelled toward the clavicle area where a swollen lymph node was noticed not sure if related to the adverse event. Today, 1/6 pain, redness, and hardened bump are still there.

922870 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 GA 36.0 36 F Her arm has developed a hot, swollen, red area where the injection was given. It started as a knot 3 days ago and has become worse over the last few days. She has called her PCP so that they can follow up on this. She is planning on getting an appointment with her PCP

922871 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MA 56.0 56 F "Received vaccine around 9:30am without any initial reaction. Around 9:30pm developed rigors felt cold no fever went to bed and rigors subsided after 20 minutes. Body did ache overnight and headache developed. Took Tylenol with some relief. In am aches and rigors remained absent but still had dull headache. Took headache  medicine and otherwise felt fine. I have a history of feeling like this in the past after receiving my flu shot."

922872 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 IL 53.0 53 F Experienced site redness and rash in L deltoid area within 24 hours of injection which resolved 1/5/2020 1/3/2020 Experienced pain in L axillae radiating down the arm. Arm feels numb. 1/5/2020 Temp 98.5 normal temp 97.0 . Axillary pain and tenderness remain present during conversation 1/6/2020.

922873 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Left side facial swelling; chest thighs ness; elevated blood pressure; tingling; headache; fatigue; fever and chills; sore joints

922874 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 36.0 36 F 40 seconds after shot:  tingling in left arm and left hand with then wooziness.   Tingling itching sensation and mind pain in left arm and hand continued for a few hours then spread into left leg which continued into the next day.  Moderate left shoulder tenderness 6 hours after shot lasting 2 days.    6 days after shot severe lethargy, body aches and brain fog which is current on 01/06/21.

922875 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WV 65.0 65 F After receiving vaccine, c/o being lightheaded, dizzy, headache, left arm pain with fingers tingling, sore throat and chest tightness.

922876 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 PA 22.0 22 F The patient was observed for the required time and then released from the clinic. While driving home, she felt very tachycardic. She assessed her pulse as being 165 and returned to the vaccination clinic. By the time she returned, she felt dizzy and nauseated. Medical command was contacted who advised for paramedics on site to administer 50 mg of Benadryl IV as well as 4 mg of Zofran and an IV fluid bolus. Those treatments were executed, the tachycardia resolved and the patient felt better. She was transported to the Hospital for further evaluation and treatment as a precaution.

922878 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 60.0 60 F Dizziness, tingling, possible anxiety attack

922879 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 TX 39.0 39 M Patient stated he felt 'little dizzy", appeared clammy. No other reaction noted, denied any SOB.

922880 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 58.0 58 F Today,  January 6th,  one week after I had first vaccine, I noticed  that the area of the injection is red, swollen and a little itchy.  The redness is probably around 2 inches in diameter.  Immediately after the vaccine, my arm was sore for about 2 days. I'm just noticing the swelling and redness today- perhaps because I can feel it.

922881 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 PR 60.0 60 F After 7 days; sweeling, red, itchy, the red area expanded.  Treatment; augmentin 800mg bid, benadryl 50mg hs, hydrocortisone cream bid. Waiting for results.

922882 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 NY 60.0 60 F About 8 hours (1800) after receiving vaccine, developed nausea/vomiting, fever/chills, headache. Recorded temp ?a little over? 101 F.; vomiting lasted until 1/1/2021 0300; headache lasted through 1/3/2021. On 1/2/2021 took 2 extra strength Tylenol, repeat 2 pills on 1/3/2021 with improved headache ; Took total of 4 TUMS, 1 each after vomiting episode felt relief.

922883 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 PA 41.0 41 F Shingles-diagnosed at Urgent Care

922884 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PA 30.0 30 F Insomnia. Muscle aches, headache, fever, chills, hives, itching

922885 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA 33.0 33 F "Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA" The next day sore arm (injection site) x2days, fatigue, body aches, on and off headaches, nausea, mild sore throat. All symptoms x7 days since 12/31/2020.

922886 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 OH 58.0 58 F Shaking Chills, Headache, Nausea

922887 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OK 76.0 76 M Very mild soreness at injection site. No other adverse events.

922888 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MN 23.0 23 F chills, extreme body aches, pain at injection site

922889 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 GA 33.0 33 M "Got vaccine 8 am 12/29, started symptoms on 5 pm yesterday high grade fever and chills"

922890 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 LA 56.0 56 F On the first, second, and fifth night I experienced chills and slight joint pain.  The episodes last about 90 mins. each time.  Advil seemed to relieve the symptoms I experienced significant pain surrounding the injection site for at least 48 hours.

922891 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 OH 51.0 51 F Day 7-Red, inflamed, hot to touch, itchy and bumpy around injection site on arm.  Redness extended from shoulder to elbow.  Arm very achy.  Arm was just a little sore after the shot for about two days then there was not discomfort at all until day 7.

922892 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 37.0 37 F Fever 100, chills, body aches, joint pain

922894 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 PA 63.0 63 F redness, injection site is raised, itchy and warm to the touch. Took Benadryl

922895 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 PA 54.0 54 F Itching, redness around injection site approximately 5x7cm. Rash  to upper part of upper arm,  as of this report 5 hives to upper arm,  itching to left side of face and neck.    All these I have experienced with previous vaccines that are not latex free.....especially if if syringes are loaded via drawing fluid from a vial.  As of this writing symptoms are not worsening but not totally resolved.

922896 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 SC 41.0 41 F Injection site pain 1.5 days, extreme fatigue days 2&3

922897 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 37.0 37 F significant swelling about 2" below injection site.  it's red, hard, and itching.  arm is sore all the way around

922898 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Patient reported "tingling" in both arms and "metallic taste" in the mouth.

922899 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Arm was sore and swollen for 3 days post injection. Minor swelling and firmness from injection site and slightly below continued. On 1/5/2021 (a week after the injection), redness formed and 3 big spots measuring about 1-1/2 inches appeared.  Spots are firm to touch. No pain, itching.

922900 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 HI 25.0 25 M "I work in the ED in behavioral health. I got my Covid vaccine at 12/23 1930 and I got super sick 24 hours getting my covid vaccine, I had chills and fever which I know is a normal side effect. But I had some shortness of breath which I thought was weird, I feel totally fine today"

922901 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CO 37.0 37 F After receiving the vaccine, the patient ended up with a mild case of Bell's palsy.  Symptoms include: mild numbness up to the maxillary bone, and a weak smile (doesn't go up on the right).  Her Smile is asymmetrical.

922902 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 45.0 45 F ABOUT 1020 25 MINUTES AFTER VACCINE ADMINISTRATION PATIENT FELT ITCHY ALL OVER BODY.  PATIENT DESCRIBES ITCHING AS MODERATE.  NO RASH NOTED.  NO ANGIOEDEMA.  PATIENT NO IN RESPIRATORY DISTRESS. 1028 VITALS: BP: 172/93 P: 62 SAO2: 99%. BENADRYL 50MG ORAL GIVEN AT THIS TIME. 1038 VITALS: BP: 155/99 P: 64 SAO2: 99% PATIENT DESCIBES ITCHING AS THE SAME, MODERATE.  NO REDNESS AT SITE, NO RASH, NO RESPIRATORY DISTRESS. 1048 VITALS: BP: 164/108 P: 63 SAO2: 99% PATIENT TAKEN TO ER

922903 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 39.0 39 F Redness, swelling, and warm to touch at injection site- Left upper arm. No fever, hives, difficulty, swelling of lymph nodes.

922904 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 36.0 36 M Patient A&Ox3. After patient received Pfizer 0.3mL COVID-19 vaccination on left deltoid, patient reported 7 minutes post vaccination, itchy burning on left eye spreading to right eye, minor headache. Patient denies SOB, chest pain, trouble breathing.  Upon assessment, noted of left deltoid was warmth, swelling, and redness. Swelling also noted on left eye with slight redness at conjunctiva   Patient was medicated with 50 mg benadryl right deltoid.

922905 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 CO 33.0 33 F Employee called nurse line, had COVID vaccine left deltoid 12/23 and began having symptoms of tickle in throat, sinus headache, minor loss of smell and taste, congestion on 12/30/2020. Tested positive for COVID 1/4/2021.

922906 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 IN 28.0 28 M fever and chills onset at 12:30am (13 hours post-vaccine). Fever and chills remained for approximately 17 hours. Symptoms resolved in 24 hours.

922907 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 47.0 47 F CHILLS , FEVER , BODY ACHES, JOINT PAIN

922908 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F Vaccine recipient reported that after receiving the vaccine they developed headache and discomfort going down the right side of their neck. Vaccine recipient declined treatment. The day after the vaccine recipient experienced body aches, shortness of breath, and a low grade fever. They took Advil. They did mention that they do have lymph node swelling. During a follow-up phone call on 1/6/2021, vaccine recipient reported that symptoms have resolved. Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA.
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922909 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 TN 59.0 59 F I had zero reaction to the injection, until 8 days later.  Yesterday my injection site, right upper arm, became red (about a 3 inch by 3 inch area), swollen, severe itching, hard area at entry site,  and warm to touch.  Benadryl and warm compresses did help, but still having the reaction today..    I am only reporting this for your benefit for Data purposes on possible delayed reactions.

922911 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WI 24.0 24 F The night of my vaccine, I went to sleep feeling fine other than mild tenderness at the injection site. However, I woke up at 2 am with chills and night sweats- before taking any tylenol or ibprofen my temperature was 99.9 degrees. I was awake from 2am-5am unable to find a comfortable body temperature.

922912 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Headache, chills, body ache, nausea

922913 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 IN 21.0 21 F Woke up next morning (9 am) to a very, very sore left arm. My whole body ached, felt feverish, and a headache. I took 3 tablets of 200 mg Ibuprofen in the morning. Then, I went to work where I felt nauseous and a headache and took 400 mg of Ibuprofen. I went to bed feeling better and took 400 mg of Ibuprofen before bed. I now feel a lot better, just a sore arm!

922914 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CO 32.0 32 F Pt. called 1/6/2021 c/o a hard knot in her arm at the injection site, it was hot to touch, itchy and painful. Pt. stated she has had a prior reaction to the flu vaccine.

922915 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 TN 45.0 45 F Gradual increase in Sjogrens symptoms (muscle aches and pains, muscle stiffness, unable to get comfortable, unable to sleep, heavy limbs)

922916 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 MA 69.0 69 F 12/22 Vaccination 12/24 sore throat, sniffles, diarrhea, malaise. Contacted PCP; Covid test; negative. Had symptoms to following Tues.  Following week, felt better; 1/1/2021

922917 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 NC 35.0 35 F Developed mild tongue swelling and lips "felt funny". Took 1 Benadryl and symptoms improved slightly. Extended her monitoring time in clinic until symptoms subsided. No further report of symptoms.

922918 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Patient developed sternal rash that rapidly extended to itching then itchy throat.MD called to  assess and at that time rash extended to both arms. MD decided to transport to ED for evaluation

922919 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 ND 62.0 62 F Vaccine given too early.  First COVID vaccine was given on 12/20/20 and second dose was given on 01/04/21.  A difference of 14 days instead of the required 21 days for the Pfizer vaccine.  Patient has not reported any adverse events at this time due to the early administration of vaccine #2.

922920 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 FL 62.0 62 F Abnormal swelling 6 days after the vaccine. Very hot to the touch, sweats and a slight fever. The redness where I received  the injection grew in size.  I am being treated for an infection at the injection site with antibiotics.

922921 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 58.0 58 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

922922 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Sore arm body aches fatigue nausea on and off headaches mild sore throat

922923 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MO 41.0 41 F I received the vaccine on 12/23/20, and the reaction popped up around new years. On 1/1/21 an area on the skin became  bright pink, medium hard to the touch and very warm compared to the skin around it. The area got larger and continued to spread over about two more days. Today is 1/6/21 and the skin is back to normal. I did not get a fever, chills, or any other symptom of note.

922924 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 NY 27.0 27 F PAIN AT INJECTION SITE X 2 DAYS FOLLOWING SHOT AND THEN I WOKE UP ON 12/31/20 WITH MY LEFT UPPER ARM SWOLLEN, RED, AND ITCHY FOR THREE DAYS. TODAY IS 01/06/20 AND REDNESS IS GONE BUT MY ARM IS STILL VERY ITCHY

922925 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 35.0 35 F complained of dizziness soon after receiving the vaccine. As per the worker BP went up to 190/90 and later came down to 140/?. Felt better and went home. during night had swelling of lips and eye lids, felt feverish, with soreness of left upper arm,pain 10/10 on a pain scale of 10. Felt better with Benedry and Tylenol. Came to Occupational health Servic ein the morning complaining of feeling foggy, feverish,blurred vision and head ache. Referred to Er for evaluation and management.

922926 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MI 26.0 26 M 11:09 Pt was vaccinated with Moderna vaccine by other RN 11:10 pt honks horn to inform staff that he us feeling unwell 11:12 Nurses to scene with epi kit, EMS called over to pt car, pt pale and diaphoretic.  states blurry vision, dizziness and thinks this could be his anxiety 11:15 Pt given juice and crackers. Pt states history of hypertension, anxiety, and that he has recently started a low car diet 11.17 EMS monitor displays HR 50, b/p 216/193, o2 99, blood sugar 109 11:20 HR 40, Tele displays SB 11:26 EKG 12 Lead done also displays SB 11:29 HR 66 B/P 176/157 11:31 Pt was educated to avoid 2nd dose of Moderna and concern expressed to him regarding driving and feeling faint. Pt refused EMS transport to thee hospital, states he will be waiting in his car for a moment, and signed release form.

922927 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Swollen and painful left axillary lymph node that has been present for about 2 days.   This morning I developed a significant raised bright red rash at the site of injection that itches.

922928 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 GA 42.0 42 F swollen, tender and red area at injection site.

922929 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 60.0 60 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

922930 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 CT 30.0 30 M One week after injection, localized itching and redness occurred. Marked at roughly 2cm in diameter on left deltoid. Over 72 hours, site was sore, redness increased in size to roughly 5cm in diameter, itching, indurated and warm to touch. Regimen of ice, Motrin, Benadryl, hydrocortisone cream has not helped.

922931 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 36.0 36 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

922932 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, chills, low grade fever (99.7), muscle aches, headache, fatigue, started approximately 15hours after vaccination

922933 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 WA 67.0 67 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine: Got vaccine 12/28/20.had some swelling at injection site. Seemed to be gone for the most part in couple of day. One week later began redness, swelling, pain, itching at injection site. Continued to increase. Today 1/6/21 site still swelling up. Site redness and swelling measures about 3 in by 3 1/2 in. Using warm compresses and icing .

922934 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine. Patient received COVID vaccination on 1/5/2021 and began feeling dizzy, light-headed and then had a witnessed syncopal episode with seizure-like activity, vomiting and loss of consciousness.   Onset of symptoms were almost immediately following receipt of the vaccine.  Patient demonstrated seizure-like activity again while in the ED.  Patient received lorazepam 1 mg IV, diphenhydramine 50 mg IV, Lactated Ringers 500 ml IV bolus, NS 1000 ml bolus, potassium bicarbonate 25 mEq. Patient ED visit 0852 until 1404. Patient responded well to treatment and was discharged in stable condition.

922935 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 VA 31.0 31 F A few minutes after receiving vaccine the patient started to itch and develop hives/rash on arms. Once she was pulled to an exam room the itching worsened to her neck and chest.

922937 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MA 43.0 43 M about 10-15 minutes after injection, felt tightness in throat and sore throat with a little difficulty breathing.  Notified onsite RN who immediately gave him 50mg oral Benadryl. Vitals done by EMT onsite, BP `164/108, P=110, slightly swollen tongue.  Did not have Pulse Oximeter until 30m after reaction. At that time, O2=94%. 15m after Benadryl patient stated he felt 80% better. 45m after Benadryl patient felt 95% better, BP = 134/96, P= 64, O2=98% and no tongue swelling. Patient wife will pick him up and drive him home. Instructed to take 50mg in 4 hours and call 911 if any symptoms return.

922938 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 44.0 44 F 24 hours after receiving the vaccine I became dizzy with nausea; almost feels like motion sickness.  Taking Zofran every 4 hours for the past three days, not helping.

922939 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 ID 53.0 53 F Pt started with  fever, Fatigue and headache at 1/6/2021 @3:00 AM

922940 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Moderna Covid 19 Vaccine EAU  Sore Arm- within 6hrs  The following within 8hrs after injection. Lasted for 24-30 hrs. Relieved with Motrin and Tylenol. Dizzines Fatigue Nausea Stomach pain Sluggishness Lymph node formation in left neck.

922941 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Patient reported "heavy and hot flashes" in her head, "hot flashes" in her ears, nasal congestion and feeling  generalized "hotness" in her body about 30 minutes after vaccine administration.  HR 74. Denied any SOB or dizziness.

922942 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Starting January 2, 2021 pain under arm pit and bicep area. The following next day noted redness on prior vaccination scarring. Lymph nodes felt swollen and pain when arm squeezed against chest.

922943 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 IL 48.0 48 F After ~30 minutes of receiving vaccine I developed tingling in my lips which progressed to numbness in my right cheek/jaw and cold, numbness and tingling in my right hand/forearm.  Symptoms improved within 24 hours and were gone in 48 hours.

922944 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 41.0 41 M Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

922945 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CO 65.0 65 F Patient reported experiencing extreme bruising and warmth at the injection site. Patient could not sleep on right side due to pain.

922946 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MS 60.0 60 F Severe chills,  mild body aches,  excessive thirst for very cold drinks,  temp 100.4.   Rest and  Advil

922947 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 69.0 69 F Temperature spike to 101F, significant chills and shaking for 60 minutes, headache, generalized body aches, nausea, very sore left arm

922948 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 NH 31.0 31 F Started to feel like my breath was being taken away at times for a few days (started a few days prior to 1/2/2021. Also, I felt like my heart was racing and having heart palpitations. On 1/2/2021, I noticed a inflamed rash over the injection site. It was slightly warm to to the touch and slightly sore. The rash had a red line around it with red spot inside the circle. The rash was gone by the morning on 1/3/2021.

922949 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OH 52.0 52 F Fever, pain below the injection site, fatigue/weakness, facial swelling; her PCP sent her to the ER for IV fluids and oral Tylenol.

922950 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 KY 34.0 34 F PATIENT C/O ACHINESS, CHILLS, SWEATY, NAUSEA AND FEVERISH FEELING.  ONSET WAS ON THE EVENING SHE GOT THE VACCINE AND THE SYMPTOMS LASTED FOR 2 1/2 DAYS.  SHE DID NOT GO TO THE DOCTOR OR TAKE ANY MEDS FOR THE SYMPTOMS.  SHE DESCRIBES THE SYMPTOMS AS FEELING SIMILAR TO WHAT SHE FELT WHEN SHE HAD COVID-19 IN JUNE.  SHE DID NOT GET RE-TESTED.

922951 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 23.0 23 F Within 10 minutes of receiving vaccine, patient reported dizziness, headache, SOB, & "hard to swallow," light-headed, was diaphoretic. Was seen in ED, given oral Benadryl, Epinephrine, Zofran.  Monitored in the ED for 5/12 hours, then discharged to home.

922952 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 53.0 53 M Pt had severe headache that started at 7:30pm after receiving the Covid vaccine and lasted for about 3.5 hours. It resolved after he took Tylenol. He also had pain at the injection site with reduced range of motion. Full range of motion came back 1/6 at 8 AM.

922953 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 54.0 54 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

922954 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 IL 40.0 40 F Fevers started 12 hours post vaccine. Severe arm pain. Out of proportion to previous IM vaccines.

922956 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 NY 29.0 29 F I had a headache for just one day.. Three days after the vaccine

922957 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 FL 35.0 35 F Within 5-10 minutes of receiving the vaccine I began to have tachycardia and tightness in my chest and throat- airway remained clear but resembled tightness with asthma exacerbation. Dry cough developed as well at that time. Through the day severe body aches, fatigue and fever/chills developed and progressed. I was unable to sleep as a result. Today severs body aches and fever/chills continue as well as headache that does not resemble the chronic migraines I normally have. Tightness in chest and dry, nonproductive cough continue as well. I am also experiencing extreme fatigue. Injection site is hot, red, and raised- pain with left arm movement as a result.

922958 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Pt reported tingling & mild numbness from injection site to elbow on 06Jan.  Pt reported hives in a 2-3 inch diameter w/ 3-4 plaques stemming from injection site.  Pt reported mild DOE on 05Jan that has resolved.  Pt denies any other type of reaction.

922960 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 55.0 55 M Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

922961 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 KS 47.0 47 M 12:00pm- severe headache on R side, took Tylenol 1800- Felt fatigue 1900- Body Aches 2100- Temp 100.1, arm pain in L deltoid "I cannot stand even the sheets touch it."

922962 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CT 48.0 48 F fever 100 - 102, body aches, chills, sever nighttime sweating,  intermittent nausea, severe headache, fatigue, face feeling flush for 48hours beginning approximately 3 hours post second vaccination treated with acetaminophen, ibuprofen, fluids and rest

922963 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 38.0 38 F Client felt hot and tingling sensation up right arm. given 5ml benadryl PO. 120/70, 80 Pulse, 4 quad lungs clear upon discharge.

922980 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IL 40.0 40 F Second dose of vaccine. Unable to sleep post vaccine evening zero. Severe fatigue post vaccine day one. Headache. Arm pain out of proportion to previous IM vaccinations.

922981 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 OR 50.0 50 M I observed in irregularly shaped raised, red, warm, and firm shape at the injection site this morning after my shower. I am also noticing a bit more soreness as I use my left arm at the injection site

922982 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TX 82.0 82 M palpitations, dizziness, chills and "wet from head to toe". Note; patient did not eat yet today and arrived at 5am.

922983 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 68.0 68 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

922984 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NH 71.0 71 M Moderna  COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Heart palpitations, elevation of blood pressure.  Not yet treated, symptoms have not resolved. Contacted Physicians office this morning. Waiting for a return call.

922985 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 FL 55.0 55 F Pruritic rash to dorsal hands.

922986 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Chest heaviness and pressure about 10 minutes afterwards, got better then came back multiple times that same day. I also had sore throat and funny taste in my mouth. That night is when I mainly definite effects, chills, fatigue, body aches, low grade fever and head ache.  Wednesday and Thursday I was in bed with fever, nasal congestion, body aches. Friday I started to feel better and function. By Saturday I was fine.  Was in communication with my PCP. My daughter, 3 years old  tested positive for Covid on 1/4/2021 and now I'm starting to feel bad.

922987 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 46.0 47 F FEVER , ACHINESS CHILLS SEVERE JOINT PAIN

922988 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 CO 50.0 50 F Employee received the COVID vaccine on 12/21/2020. Employee reports her symptoms started on 12/30/2020. Employee states she cannot turn key in door or use right arm and hand normally. Employee reports parasthesias including slight numbness and tingling. Employee reports pain that is in the back of her shoulder that is rated as 2-3/10. Employee states all of her symptoms have been the same since 12/30 and have not worsened and no new symptoms had started.

922989 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 42.0 42 F 12 hours after injection, developed swelling at injection site that increased over two days to be about 1 1/2 inch in diameter that slowly decreased over 1 week.  Developed muscle pain in left jaw, left neck, left chest for two days.   Itching at site of injection lasted about 2 weeks.

922990 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NV 54.0 54 F The patient received the vaccine indicated above. Immediately following vaccination the patient states that they began feeling lightheaded and dizzy. Y

922991 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 NY 61.0 61 M 5 days later December 31st   Noticed weakness on my left side of my face.  Tearing on the left eye . Unable to open wide on my left lips

922992 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IN 65.0 65 F Had severe chills that began about 8 pm on 1/5/2021. Had chills all night, and muscle aches began around midnight. When I woke to get a shower around 5:30 am on 1/6/2021, I was extremely lightheaded and laid down on the bathroom floor to keep from passing out and falling. The lightheadedness did not improve and my husband was able to help me back to bed. I was unable to overcome the chills and lightheadedness even with lying down, until about 10 am. I am able to sit up but still some what lightheaded and chills are beginning to fade. I do not feel I would be able to walk more than a few feet or drive at this time due to ongoing symptoms.

922993 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CO 71.0 71 F Delayed onset of warmth and redness at injection site appearing 9 days after injection.

922994 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MN 32.0 32 F One day after vaccine (12/25/20) patient woke up with ringing in her ears, echoing, and diminished hearing.  Ringing subsided 12/26/20 but diminished hearing continued.  Seen by ENT 12/30/20 and diagnosed with hearing loss, right, with restricted hearing, left.

922995 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 NE 38.0 38 F Pt became ill around 9pm with chills and felt like her body was on fire and was burning up. No temperature at that time. Woke up around 2p and temp orally was 102.7. Stated had trouble breathing and when walking, felt uncoordinated and legs were weak .Had to hug the wall to get to the bathroom where she vomited. Called ER and was advised to come in with shortness of breath. Stated oxygen level was ok, but was admitted for fluids and monitoring. Stated the symptoms were 10 times worse than when had COVID approximately 3 weeks ago. States CXR showed some residual pneumonia.

922996 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 30.0 30 F I had ear pain on the right side at 4 am and by  8am my right side of the lip had  gone numb.

922997 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 49.0 49 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

922998 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OH 45.0 45 F diarrhea, fatigue

922999 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 54.0 54 F Temp 101.9, body aches, headache for 36 hours

923000 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 PA 55.0 55 F Severe right lower quadrant pain, anorexia over 12 hours. Went to the emergency department. Lab results showed elevated WBC and CT scan showed acute appendicitis. Admitted for urgent surgery: laparoscopic appendectomy. Was hospitalized from 12/26/20-12/28/20.Y Y 3

923001 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 CO 45.0 45 F Per patient: "Side effects experienced with the vaccine obtained on Sat 1/2/2021. I had had covid in August 2020 and received the shot then experienced a strong reaction. Fever of 100-101 for two days, extreme arm pain at injection site for 3 days with swelling and redness, body aches for 3 days, joint and fingers swollen for 2 days. Headache continues still at 5 days and time of this report.  Most notably is that my left thigh and gluteus has gone numb. This also happened when sick in August but not to the extreme that it is now. The area of the hip bone is predominately the most numb and sore. This was not the injection site."

923002 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 39.0 39 F headache itchiness that started at my neck and head and has spread throughout most of my body. It is not unbearable but it is uncomfortable. I have had no treatment and am  monitoring at home.

923003 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 ID 36.0 36 M Underarm lymph nodes swollen about the size of a baseball. Also had fever and muscle soreness.  Tried using ice and ibuprofen. Neither were effective in treating swollen lymph nodes. Tylenol was effective in testing fever and muscle soreness. Will see physician later today.

923004 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Increased heart rate/ palpitations within 2 minutes of receiving vaccine that lasted approximately 20 minutes

923005 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 NY 35.0 35 F On Jan 2 I noted bicep pain and under arm pit. The following day redness started to appear on previous scarring from vaccine. The lymph nodes felt swollen and painful.

923006 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IA 36.0 36 F Patient called clinic the day of receiving COVID19 vaccine to report she is having numbness and tingling that goes down her arm and into her fingers that hasn't gone away. Took ibuprofen 800mg at 1045 the morning of injection. Injection was in left arm. Reports injection site looks fine, no signs of erythema, ecchymosis, or swelling. Can palpate radial pulse. Normal ROM in arm, hand, and fingers. Reports normal cap refill in fingers.

923007 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MO 56.0 56 F approx. 10 min after infection my heart started pounding in my chest, felt dizzy and weak. Was monitor for 45 min, blood pressure was  stable , heart rate 120s. Was taken to ER, took 2 person assist to transfer to cart because I felt very weak, like I was going to pass out. In ER was given liter of fluid, Benadryl 25mg ivp. After about 45 min my symptoms started improving. By 90 mins later I was able to walk out of the ER

923008 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 32.0 32 F 1/7/21 at 08:00 body chills and at 09:30 fever (Tmax 100.5 no meds taken), at time of call 11:00 temperature of 99.1

923009 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 CO 66.0 66 F Area of erythema and swelling 2.5 cm x 3 cm below injection site. Warm, mild tenderness and itching.  Resolved after 5 days

923010 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 53.0 53 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923011 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 KY 45.0 45 F Patient had chest pain post administration of vaccine.  Patient attributed this to heartburn after eating a large meal just before getting her vaccine (though she didn't typically get heartburn). Since the pain continued to persist her BP was taken and was 160/110.  Patient said it may also be nerves but she didn't feel particularly anxious.  She also stated she hadn't had her BP medication that morning.  Patient took a couple of Tums and her BP was rechecked a few times.  Each time the BP stayed above what the patient said was her normal even without BP medication.  Due to the persistence of her hypertension and chest discomfort she was taken to the ED to be evaluated.  Once patient was in ED she had an EKG, CBC with diff, CMP, and troponin.  Provider eventually ruled it as an anxiety reaction (not cardiac related).

923012 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CO 48.0 48 F Minor hives, tired, runny nose, chills for about 12 hours starting approximately 3 hours after vaccine.

923013 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 CO 45.0 45 F Per patient: "Side effects experienced with the vaccine obtained on Sat 1/2/2021. I had had covid in August 2020 and received the shot then experienced a strong reaction. Fever of 100-101 for two days, extreme arm pain at injection site for 3 days with swelling and redness, body aches for 3 days, joint and fingers swollen for 2 days. Headache continues still at 5 days and time of this report. Most notably is that my left thigh and gluteus has gone numb. This also happened when sick in August but not to the extreme that it is now. The area of the hip bone is predominately the most numb and sore. This was not the injection site. "

923014 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NC 30.0 30 F Fever, joint and muscular pain, headache, chills. Receive shot at 3o?clock in the afternoon and symptoms didn?t start the show until 10 o?clock that evening.

923015 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 MI 57.0 57 F Rapid heart rate, shakiness, headache,  rash, scratchy throat, raspy voice, dizziness, extreme weakness Y

923016 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MT 48.0 48 M January 1, 2021 about 7:00 p.m. Patient experienced sudden onset of "sciatic pain."  Pt normally has recurring similar pain, but describes this as more severe.  Pain extended from R hip to neck. On the morning of January 2nd, painful muscle spasms extended from lower back, mid back, between shoulder blades  and neck spasm on right side, radiating to spine.  Patient used ibroprofen and Tylenol.  Tylenol provided some relief.  Pain so severe, patient reports difficulty breathing due to spasm pain.  No further respiratory distress.    January 3, 2021 in the afternoon, patient reported to Emergency Department for evaluation.  Was given toradol.  Prescriptions for  Flexeril and hydrocodone were given.  As of 1/6/2021, patient is still on meds and reports improvement.   However, 1/5/21 significant swelling  and slight pain began  in Left knee, restricting range of motion.

923017 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OH 52.0 52 F All over body pain and chills 30 hours

923018 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MI 44.0 44 F Patient had a severe allergic reaction that required a dose of 50mg Benadryl and 2 doses of epi-pen 0.3mg. 911 was called and EMS arrived.

923019 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 MO 41.0 41 F swollen, very painful lymph node in right arm pit that began about 36 hours after receiving vaccination and lasted for about 48 hours

923020 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 33.0 33 M Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923021 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TN 71.0 71 F Fever 1.07 Uncontrollable Chills Exhausted  Diarrhea

923022 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NE 19.0 19 F Got very nauseous, got headache with nausea,  friend drove her home, got home laid in bed, grandma took temperature and temperature was 104.5. Grandma had called hospital who told individual to come in.

923023 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 53.0 53 F Bad Headache, lasting 6 hours or longer.  Took 2 pills Equate Acetaminophen 500mg at time of onset and helped ease some but did not take it away.  Went to bed early and woke up next morning fine.  no more headache.

923024 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 CT 47.0 47 F Woke up following morning with headache, chills and generalized aches.  That night, chills, headache, and diffuse burning sensation on skin.  on 12/25/20 - developed rash on neck, face and upper chest.  Other symptoms improved, but rash continued for a few days.

923025 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 52.0 52 F Vaccine recipient reported that they received the vaccine on 12/29/2020. On the same day they developed soreness at the injection site which became better the next day. On 1/2/2021 they reported that their left armpit lymph node became swollen and painful which was very concerning, They made an appointment with their primary care provider. They reported on 1/5/2021 that the left armpit lymph node is slightly better. Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA

923026 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 55.0 55 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923027 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NY 27.0 27 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Rash on right deltoid formed 8 days after receiving the Moderna COVID19 vaccine. Was not itchy or painful or abnormally warm to touch.

923028 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 VA 46.0 46 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Patient report: I was vaccinated 12/28/2020. I had very mild face itching the day after the vaccine that could have easily been to something else since I am a highly allergic person anyway. On 1/5/2020 I developing itching, bruising, welts, heat and slightly hard (firm but still a little squishy) around the injection site. Approximately 3in x 2in.  She did not feel it was cellulitis as she was familiar with this but will continue to monitor for progression of symptoms.

923029 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 NY 55.0 55 F 15 days post vaccine of the (Pfizer Covid vaccine) on 1/6,  I developed a 7 x 5 cm erythematous wheal to left deltoid (injection site) - warm to touch  without puritus/fevers or chills.

923030 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 38.0 38 M Headache on right side but is now gone Chills No fever Muscle pain in right side of neck. Can barely move neck. Feels like it needs to be supported in a brace.

923031 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 LA 31.0 31 F Worsening arm pain after injection that eventually resulted in my being diagnosed with a blood clot in the arm that I recevied the injection on

923032 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 AL 63.0 63 M Immediately following injection, area surrounding injection site began swelling.  Site was bright pink and was approximately 4-5cm in size. Swelling considered moderately severe.  Swollen area was not centered directly around infection site but slightly above. Area was iced and patient was given 50mg Benadryl po and monitored for additional 30 minutes for any additional adverse affects. Patient was given instructions on to call 911 for any additional severe reactions and to call clinic to report any other non life-threatening reaction. Note: Patient is a physician and is familiar with reactions and side effects to report.

923033 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MD 57.0 57 F Patient c/o tongue swelling minutes after vaccine. Also c/o itchy throat. No shortness of breath. given IM Benadryl and symptoms resolved. Previous similar reaction to crab.

923034 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 48.0 48 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923036 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TX 49.0 49 F Dizziness, nauseous, headache, symptoms felt worse later in the day, chills. Went to ER same night and was given Tamiflu after testing positive for Flu.

923037 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OH 58.0 58 M diarrhea, chills, sinus drainage

923038 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 KY 31.0 31 F Day 1: soreness at injection site Day 2: rash developed on left side of neck, shoulder and underarm, extremely itchy, swollen lymph nodes to left side of neck Day 3: rash is still itchy and present  Day 4:  I felt normal  Day 5: spontaneous, severe left arm weakness, pain and numbness tingling to fingers withexcrutiating pain to joints and muscles  Day 6: muscle aches still present, less severe, mild tingling to left arm extremities  Day 7: notibale localized pain to rt breast, lymph nodes swollen, very tender to the touch

923039 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 VA 33.0 33 F I received the first dose of the Moderna COVID vaccine; My L arm is still bright red, swollen, and very itchy. It has been 8 days;

923040 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 OH 60.0 60 F Tingling of toes and finger on the on side of body vaccine occurred, light headed, HEAD ACHE

923041 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 42.0 42 F clamy, flushed

923042 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 24.0 24 F Soreness and redness at injection sight persisting 2 days post vaccination

923043 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 45.0 45 F Patient stated she started having symptoms < 5 minutes after receiving the vaccine (while waiting), she initially had significant headache (which has now resolved), full-body itching, some throat irritation, and lacrimation. Patient also noticed swelling in her bottom lip. Patient states she's only allergic to pineapple, has never reacted to vaccines before, and states she's never had anaphylaxis before this. She does not carry an Epi pen with her regularly."  Patient also had chest tightness, sore-throat/neck muscles.  Patient was given Epi, benadryl IV, decadron IV, and bolus fluid.  She was monitored for 4 hours and discharged once stable.

923044 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Muscle inflammation, redness, warmth, itchiness and mild pain/soreness at injection side >1 week post injection

923045 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 PA 35.0 35 F I woke up with significant vertigo and nausea. The vertigo subsided after about 30 minutes. The nausea continued throughout the day. Increased nausea with looking down or quick movements throughout the day. Headache that day as well.  Intermittent mild nausea the following day.   No other sick contacts.

923046 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 28.0 28 M Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923047 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 19.0 19 F I have been experiencing intense nausea and vomiting the day after  receiving the vaccine. Nothing has been able to treat the nausea.

923048 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 ME 66.0 66 F Swelling, redness at injection site appearing on Day 9

923049 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TN 24.0 24 F 2-3 hours after vaccination developed a "weird feeling" or brain fogginess. At 1545 she developed body aches, chills, dizziness, and chest tightness prior to falling asleep on her couch. She woke up drenched in sweat and took some Emergen-c. Overnight she developed a headache which woke her up and she took Excedrin. This AM se continues to have body aches, dizziness, and a slight headache, but denies feeling any disorientation now.

923051 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 60.0 60 F Injection site appears infected.  Thickened, red, skin dimpled.  Day 8 since Injection.

923052 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 OK 41.0 41 F approximately 40 minutes after receiving the vaccine she became flushed, sweaty, dizzy. Then about 1 hour after vaccine she had a headache. I took her blood pressure, it was 158/83, Pulse 92, Respirations 20, not shortness of breath or respiratory difficulty noted. She laid down and continued to feel the same way after 2 hours post vaccination. Her husband picked her up and she went home to rest for the day. She was given instructions on when to seek medical attention and to call me later today to let me know how she is feeling.

923053 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 41.0 41 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923054 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 38.0 38 F dizziness, fatigue, arm soreness, myalgia

923055 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Hard mass/swelling in left arm with redness at/near injection size (about the size of three fingers) and a "stretching" (sore/numb) sensation upon lifting of the arm.

923056 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MN 33.0 33 F Adverse events: extreme headache, extreme dizziness, vomiting,  hot/cold flashes, numbness in face & hands, feeling faint at times, high blood pressure. Vaccine administered at 9:45am, approximately 10:15am 2-3 seconds of dizziness and left hand numbing.  7:45pm left arm at injection site started huring and pain alongside of left neck and into the back of the head uknown time (approx. 2 or 3am) - woke up with severe headache approximately 6am - woke up to severe headache, took 500mg of tylenol and started vomiting around 7:00am Headache became progressively worse, whenever I opened my eyes the room was spinning increasing the dizziness, which in turn made me vomit. Vomited approximately 10 times (only water came up, and some yellow looking vile after dry-heaving a few times).  Body started aching all over so went into ER at approx. 11:30am.  ER diagnosis: Adverse effect of vaccine, initial encounter; acute nonintractable headache, unspecified headache type; dizziness Lab tests completed: Basic Metabolic panel (BMP); CBC + differential; Glucose by meter; ISTAT HCG Quantitative Pregnancy POCT; Troponin I Imaging Tests: EKG 12 lead Medications given: Sodium chloride 0.9% dexamethasone PF (Decadron) diphenhydrAMINE (Benadryl) Ketorolac (TORADOL) Magnesium sulfate in D5W prochlorperazine (Compazine)

923057 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MN 41.0 41 F Patient had history of feeling dizzy/faint from needle pokes. She thought she'd be alright- but 5 minutes after the vaccine, she got very pale and lightheaded. Staff eased her onto the floor (she did not faint or lose consciousness) and staff raised her feet up on a chair. Then after about 5 minutes on the floor, we had her sit up and helped her to a cot- continued to lay down another 15 minutes. She also had not eaten or had anything to drink yet that day (she was vaccinated at 11:15am). Given apple juice, which also helped her body recover. No injury was sustained.

923058 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 GA 48.0 48 F Temp of 101, severe headache, joint pain, large golf ball size knot with heat and redness at injection site, joint pain, eso left shoulder, nausea and vomiting.

923059 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 OH 59.0 59 F 12/31,2020 5PM developed a fever 0f 102. Right arm was swollen and hot, I was slightly nauseated. Reaction lasted approximatetly 3 hours and abated. I had a similar reaction on January 1,2,3 2021 .
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923060 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 TX 43.0 43 F 12/24/20  0900 - site soreness, 1100 body aches, chills, 1300 low grade temp, 1430 102.5 temp, temp continuing to rise to 104, headache 12/25/20 continue with fever and body aches, dizziness, headache (unresolved with naproxen, maxalt, tylenol), significant site pain and lymphadenopathy and pain to right axilla 12/26/20  fever resolved, headache resolved by about 1400.  12/27/20 lymphadenopaty/axilla pain resolved

923061 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MD 53.0 53 F Woke in middle of night with chills fever and severe body aches that lasted until 2100 on 12/29/2020. Arm at injections site red swollen, hot to touch and itchy.

923062 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 PA 41.0 41 F Broke out in red rash on neck, chest and arms. Lips itchy and tinging.

923063 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NV 44.0 44 F Fever chills headache body ache

923064 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Soreness, redness, inflammation, itchiness at injection site >1 week post injection

923065 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 CO 27.0 27 F R axillary lymph node swollen and painful to touch.

923066 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 IL 48.0 48 M Left axillary lymph node swelling. I am treating the swelling with Motrin 400 mg daily, and Tylenol 1000 mg daily for pain.

923067 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MO 32.0 32 F I had fatigue, headache and muscle aches. Just last night, for a short period of time, I had muscle aches and chills.  I am 34 weeks gestation with a estimated deliver date of 02/10/2021.

923068 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 52.0 52 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923069 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MN 32.0 32 M Fatigue, muscle pain, joint pain, chills, nausea, and fever. Observed 9am juts 25 hours after dose 1. Fever normal at 9am, 10:30 - 100.6,and 11:30am - 101.4.

923070 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 26.0 26 F As per the patient, her lips were swollen the night and the morning after the vaccine.  I as the vaccinator did not witness this reaction when patient was asked to stay 15mins for monitoring post vaccine

923071 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 33.0 33 F Vaccine was  administered too high on the left arm, near the top of the shoulder, and was likely not administered in the deltoid muscle. At this time, symptoms include muscle pain and soreness at shoulder and limited range of motion, as well as pain when applying pressure to injection site.

923072 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 WI 34.0 34 F She has had intermittent fatigue since receiving the vaccine, which is slowly improving. She had significant pain after receiving the vaccine which resolved in a day or two. She was unable to move the arm the evening after receiving the vaccine (feeling completely asleep), but has gained full strength. She continues to have paresthesias (like the arm feeling asleep or bugs crawling) to the forearm and her entire hand. She did take diphenhdyramine and isn't certain if it improved the paresthesias, but it did make her fall asleep. Two to three days ago (about 6 days after receiving the vaccine), she developed a cellulitis about 5 cm distal to the vaccine site without systemic symptoms for clinically apparent abscess.

923073 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 IN 36.0 36 F Nausea, headache, diarrhea, nightsweats, sore throat and swollen lymph notes causing difficulty swallowing x 2 days (took ibuprofen)  Multiple fever blister outbreaks since receiving vaccine

923074 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 25.0 25 F Pt developed swollen lymph node on left side of neck on 1/3. She went to Urgent Care, and lab work is pending. Covid test was negative.

923075 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 35.0 35 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923076 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CT 43.0 42 F Pt reported itchiness to her body and dizziness.

923078 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NE 75.0 75 F 20 minutes after receiving the vaccine, this patient began noticing a lot of swelling in her hands. She has a history of anaphylaxis to many environmental allergens as well as medications.  She felt hot/ sweaty/ upper & lower extremity swelling/ gait was unsteady/ itchy swollen eyes/ headache.

923079 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 TX 55.0 55 F I woke up with diarrhea, vomiting (several times) and chills

923080 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 40.0 40 F Arm soreness, mild fatigue but she is overall okay

923081 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 40.0 40 F Weak, nausea, hives, high fever 102.9 for 16 hours, chills, joint pain (arms, hips, legs and back), symptoms improved after 32 hours. Loss of voice at 42 hours but has since came back.

923082 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CT 52.0 52 F mild headache

923083 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CO 58.0 58 F Approximately 10 minutes after vaccination patient complained of feeling dizzy. Brought into clinic room and laid down. Patient given juice, which she drank but then threw up about 1 minute after drinking. Patient complained of feeling dizzy, hot, and having a headache. She remained conscious but continued to stay laying down for about 20 minutes. Patient was given a cold, wet cloth for her head, which she reported helped with the heat and headache. At approximately 20 minutes she tried sitting up, but felt dizzy again about 2 minutes into sitting up. She lay down for approximately 10 more minutes, at which point she felt well enough to try sitting up again. After sitting on the floor for a few minutes she moved to a chair and still felt good. She remained seated in a chair for about 5 minutes and then stood up. She felt fine standing and was walked to her car by staff. She continued to report feeling fine, and left the clinic.

923084 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CT 50.0 50 F Mild headache

923085 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Red irritated, raised itchy and rashy (raised bumps)  about a 3X2 spot arm is very sore.

923086 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 45.0 45 F I?m not sure if it was related to the vaccine but on day after shot I had loss of appetite. Day 2 after shot I feel like I can?t get enough to eat.  I?m not sure if this has any relation to that though

923087 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 MO 30.0 30 F Redness and swelling at injection site. Soreness like a bruise. Redness started about the side of a nickel and progressed over the next 6-8 days to the size of a baseball. Localized swelling of that area was noticeable but not alarming. At two weeks the redness had completely resolved leaving just a nickel sized bruise. As of today 1/6/2021, everything has resolved.  - Sought out no medical treatment for condition, just monitored at home.

923088 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Day after receiving vaccine, 101 fever, headache, chills, sore, tiredness.

923089 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AR 38.0 38 F Whole body aches, chills, fatigue

923090 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 25.0 25 F Pt developed a swollen lymph node on left side of neck. She went to urgent care and lab tests are pending. Her Covid test was negative.

923091 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 VA 49.0 49 F Approximately 1 week after Moderna vaccine (first dose), I developed moderate rash with hives at the injection site (left upper arm).  The area size of the rash/hives is approximately  4x6 inches.  A slight lump is below the area.  This has persisted for 1 day so far.   I will monitor and follow-up with PCP if it persists.  Please note: I developed a similar reaction within 48 hours of the injection (rash,  no hives, more swelling, larger lump at the injection site), however, it resolved in approximately 12 hours.

923092 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 PA 39.0 39 M Developed strong metallic taste in mouth lasted over 24 hours.

923093 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 FL 24.0 24 F chills, strong muscle pain, heart palpitation/ possible heart burn, headache, warmer temperature but not fever (99.5 F).

923094 01/06/2021 U Dizziness, nerve pain, vomiting, injection site swelling and blistering, knot in injection site

923095 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AK 55.0 55 F MUSCLE PAIN ON RIGHT ARM, TOOK ALEVE

923096 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CO 34.0 34 F I had a low grade fever with chills. I had a blinding migraine all day that made me nauseous and fatigue.  I am  11 weeks pregnant and my estimated delivery date is 07/28/2021.

923097 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PA 58.0 58 F Tachycardia, palpitations, elevated blood pressure, feeling faint, nausea, flushing

923098 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NY 42.0 42 F axillary tenderness in left axilla--no palpable lymph node indurated, erythematous, warm, tender area on left arm at injection site that began at 5cm and expanded over 24 hours to 10 cm x 8 cm and associated with generalized body puritits, improved with 50 mg benadryl.  no other skin changes, shortness of breath.

923099 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AL 42.0 42 F sore arm

923100 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MI 20.0 20 F She became light headed, nauseated,pupils dilated, pale and narrowed vision. Nursing staff assisted her to lay on floor with feet elevated. Vital signs with in normal limits. She did not lose conciousness.

923101 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AR 26.0 26 M Violent vomiting, body aches, headaches, temp of 99.7.

923102 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 GA 50.0 50 F "In my office all morning, started having shortness of breath around lunch time. I then made an appt for employee health and they suggested I leave and get tested"

923103 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 41.0 41 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923104 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 57.0 57 M Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42mcg of Pfizer vaccine.  No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923105 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 OR 31.0 31 F Ten minutes after Covid vaccine begin to feel "itchy" , lips tingling/itchy; dry heaving, chest pressure.E rythematous rash on face. Evidence of excoriation on neck and upper chest. No shortness of breath  Rapid response team called and transported to ED.  Received epinephrine, Benadryl, Pepcid, Zofran and Solu-Medrol.  Discharged at 8:20 PM home.   E Today she is experiencing: itching all over, lips tingling, legs and arms feel very heavy, weak. Will follow up with her healthcare provider MD @ Hospital.

923106 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 OH 42.0 42 F Right axillary discomfort 6 days after vaccine

923107 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 IN 41.0 41 F Allergic reaction to COVID vaccination.  Vaccine given at 10:00.  Allergic reaction around 10:30.  Same reaction as shellfish allergy: mucous in throat, tightening of throat muscles, loss of voice. Patient

923108 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 VA 26.0 26 F fever 101.8 (resolved within 24 hours) lymphadenopathy (ongoing - submandibular, anterior/posterior/deep cervical) edema of soft tissues i throat on right side making it difficult to swallow  SOB n/v/d

923109 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 36.0 36 M Slight fever of 100.2, nausea (I did vomit), major body aches, migraine, uncontrollable shaking, soreness at the injection site and lack of sleep (due to the pain in my arm and body aching) all from 1/4 to 1/5 early morning. During the daytime hours of the 1/5, took Tylenol (1,000mg) every 5 hours (or so). Also had nausea (as well as had difficulty wanting to eat because I was nauseous), slight fever of 100, headache (no longer a migraine) and major body aches. Stayed home from work and relaxed on my couch (mostly). Today/currently, on 1/6 at 12:50pm, only symptoms I still have is soreness at injection site (not as sever-more of a discomfort) and slight body ache (not as sever). Last does of Tylenol was taken at 01:30am on 1/6.

923110 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 57.0 57 M Had dizziness, strong spinning feeling in head, Chills while wrapped in blankets. Chills led into the evening of the 5th. Less prominent dizziness next day and chills had diminished mostly. Called in sick to work on the 6th due to dizziness.

923111 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 53.0 53 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923112 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WI 41.0 41 F Moderna - Redness, warmth, pain, and swelling noticed at injection site the day after injection. Redness is about the area of 3 quarters side by side. Headache and fatigue also noted.

923113 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CT 47.0 47 F Significant soreness in arm where injection was administered. Onset within hours. Duration of approximately 36 hours. Treated with OTC pain reliever.  Headache - mild. Onset within hours. Duration approximately 36 hours. Treated with OTC pain reliever.

923114 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 57.0 57 M Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42mcg of Pfizer vaccine.  No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923115 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Hives and itching 2 Benadryl  (25mg tablets) Hives were gone in the morning but still some slight itching

923116 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MD 43.0 43 M pruritus at injection site on day 7 post vaccine  raised, erythematous lesion (hive) and low grade fever developed on day 8 post vaccine

923117 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WI 31.0 31 F Developed a moderate to severe headache several hours after the vaccine and moderate fatigue noted later in the evening.

923119 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 22.0 22 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923120 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 PA 32.0 32 F Swollen around left eye; facial swelling.  Left after observational period of 15 minutes. returned to the clinic stating mild hedache.  Symptoms had not worsened in last hour prior to re-presenting to the clinic.  Obtained oral benadryl from outpatient pharmacy.

923121 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 49.0 49 F Confusion, severe brain fog, nausea, diarrhea, severe headache, large red area around injection site

923122 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 NV 56.0 56 F Arm sore, abdominal swelling significant, gravel throat, tiredness, some wheezes

923123 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CT 19.0 19 F swelling at the point of injection a week after date got.

923124 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Fever Woozy Headache chills

923125 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 TX 30.0 30 F I took the vaccine on Sunday and Monday morning my arm was sore and in the afternoon my arm was itching but not at the injection site, lower. then my eye started itching a little later. I got scared and went to the UC and they told me to take Benadryl.  It was just for a day after I took the Benadryl the next day all was back to normal.

923126 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 26.0 26 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923127 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 AR 44.0 44 F Patient reported feeling itchy. Liquid Benadryl 25mg/10ml resolved the issue.

923128 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 WA 58.0 58 F Less than 24 hours after getting vaccine. developed, fever, chills, body aches. Highest fever was 103.1. Treated with 600 mg Ibuprofen. Left shoulder, bruised (purple and red). swelling, hot too touch. Very painful for last two days.

923129 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 WI 54.0 54 F 20 minutes after receiving the vaccine, patient felt her lips swelling. She then noticed facial swelling and chest tightness. She then developed erythema to her chest area. She immediately was evaluated. Denies any SOB or difficulty breathing. Denies any itching or hives.

923130 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MN 37.0 37 M significant HA and left sided face swelling around 18-24 hours

923131 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 26.0 26 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923132 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 33.0 33 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42mcg of Pfizer vaccine.  No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923133 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 57.0 57 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923134 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NE 17.0 17 M 0.5mL Moderna COVID19  vaccine inadvertently given to individual under the age of 18. Vaccine administrator immediately notified patient and assessed for any adverse reactions (none noted). Provider also called to follow up with patient the following day and patient stated he was not experiencing any negative side effects.

923135 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 VA 32.0 32 F I experienced swelling under my skin above my left clavicle. I went to my PCP who ordered an ultrasound which revealed that my lymph nodes were inflamed. They suspect this was due to my vaccination as I otherwise do not seem to have any infections.

923136 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MA 45.0 45 F On 7th day after receiving Moderna vaccine, spontaneously developed 3" Discrete wheal surrounding injection site consistent with injection site reaction.

923137 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 FL 57.0 57 M 1 WEEK AFTER I WAS GIVEN THE VACCINE I DEVELOPED A 4X4 CM  RAISED, PAINFUL, WARM, AND  RED AREA WHERE THE VACCINE WAS GIVEN.

923138 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MT 38.0 38 F chills, body aches, fatigue, lethargy

923139 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Palpable patchy erythema with mild tenderness around injection site, onset 8 days after injection.  As of the day of reporting, not significantly changed

923140 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IL 27.0 27 F High fever between 102 and 106.1, chills, nausea and vomiting, headaches, and body aches. Treated with Tylenol and ibuprofen, fluids, and cool rags. Symptoms began 1/4/21 around 8pm with a fever of 102 that increased through the night to 104 after vomiting.

923141 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 31.0 31 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923142 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 42.0 42 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42mcg of Pfizer vaccine.  No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923143 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 GA 38.0 38 F Day 0 - vaccine received Day 1 - severe arm pain, mild chills and myalgias Day 2 - severe arm pain, mild chills, myalgias resolved, took Tylenol for arm pain Day 3 - pain improved, chills resolved Day 4 - all symptoms resolved Day 5 - felt fine Day 6 - right axillary pain and swelling Day 7 - worsening axillary pain, muscle aches Day 8 - same axillary pain, new erythema, induration, and itching at injection site, took Tylenol and ibuprofen Day 9 - all symptoms improving Day 10 - all symptoms continuing to improve

923144 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 51.0 51 F lightheadedness, spontaneous resolution

923146 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 GA 62.0 62 F During vaccine administration, a small volume of vaccine (estimated volume 0.05mL) leaked between the syringe and needle. Likely due to needle being loose. No adverse effects noted

923166 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 31.0 31 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923167 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WA 24.0 24 F Significant headache and fever of 102 onset at 21:00.

923170 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 GA 57.0 57 F Mild URI symptoms started approximately 4 hours post vaccination. By 6 p.m. (5 hours post vaccination), severe chills and fever of 105. Took 800 mg of Ibuprophen and 50 mg of Benadryl. Temp down to 102 by midnight. Fevers persisted, especially at night with extreme night sweats for 11 days often requiring a change of clothing up to 6 times through the night. No further respiratory symptoms past initial presentation. Night sweats have persisted but with less severity as of Day 15. Please note, I am also a healthcare provider and infectious disease epidemiologist, hence enterring my own VAERS.

923174 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 HI 47.0 47 F Modern a COVID-19 vaccine EUA  Rash all over body from head to toe  Started that night around 7 pm ( I got shot at 1:50 pm)  Rash spreading to leg and then head  It?s very itchy , No fever,

923176 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IN 47.0 47 F Patient experienced skin redness and itching during the 15 minute post Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine injection observation period. Patient was given 25 mg diphenhydramine po, and the symptoms were resolved at 1100.  Vitals time       1005          1055         B/P            134/78         130/84     P                65               73     RR             20               16    O2 Sat       98%            99%

923177 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AK 66.0 66 M MUSCLE PAIN ON THE RIGHT ARM, TOOK ADVIL

923178 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 62.0 62 F Fever,body aches,chills,heada he body aches,light sensitivity,,sore throatpain at site

923179 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MI 50.0 50 F Patient stated after  15 minutes of getting vaccination and stated she felt like she felt light headed, felt like head and tongue were swollen, but they didn't appear to be swollen. Speech was clear. Treated with 25mg benadryl po and monitored for 45 minutes and patient stated symptoms resolved.

923180 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 46.0 50 U Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42mcg of Pfizer vaccine.  No adverse reaction reported by patient.

923182 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 OH 54.0 54 F CONGESTION, RUNNY NOSE, VATIGUE, ACHY MUSCLES

923183 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 39.0 39 M Panic attack 1 day after receiving vaccine, fast heartbeat, heartburn and digestive tract problems like diarrhea and excess gas that still haven't resolved, decreased appetite

923184 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MT 38.0 38 F Chills, arthralgia, myalgia, fatigue, nausea presented rather rapidly in the early evening  of 12/31/2020.  A headache soon started. These symptoms continued until 1/2/2021 and were managed with max doses of IBU and APAP.  On 1/2/2021 a small rash appeared on my right deltoid at the injection site

923187 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Beginning one week after receiving the injection, the site has a red spot about the size of a quarter and feels slightly irritated.  It has been this way for approximately 24 hours.

923189 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 67.0 67 F Vial diluted incorrectly. Patient received 42 mcg of Pfizer vaccine. No adverse reaction reported by patient.   On 1/4/2021 patient became COVID + after 2 COVID + contacts

923192 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CO 60.0 60 F Severe arm pain at the site of the injection  which started 24 hours after injection and persisting through today - day 9  postvaccine. The pain is lateral upper right arm and descends inferiorly toward the elbow. No redness or swelling at the site.  I'm having great difficulty with sleep because of the pain.  The pain is aggravated by  motion.  The pain is helped somewhat with ibuprofen 200 mg every 6-8 hours.

923194 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MI 28.0 28 F Staff waited the full 30 minutes with no issues.  At the 15 minute mark, her injection site was assessed by RN and was found to be without edema or erythema.  At the 30 minute mark, the staff proceeded to her office.  Upon arrival, she began to feel light-headed, and a co-worker noted that she had red areas on her chest and arms.  The staff immediately returned to staff development for assessment,  presenting with pronounced erythematous areas on her chest and upper arms, none noted on the stomach.  The staff denied any problems breathing or swallowing.  Throat appeared wnl upon inspection.  Lung sounds were clear upon auscultation.  Physician contacted, and 100ml Benadryl IM administered.  Staff monitored until EMS arrived. 1343   T: 9.6 P: 132 R: 24 BP: 152/93 O2: 99%   1351   T: 97.6 P: 127 R: 21 BP: 148/96 O2: 99%   1400   T: 97.2 P: 121 R: 20 BP: 149/103 O2: 98%   1402   BP: 142/98   1417   T: 97.4 P: 157 R: 20 BP: 150/90 O2: 99%

923196 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MS 40.0 40 F One hour after my shot I started with dizziness and  I felt like I was going to pass out. I felt like my blood pressure was low, but it was really high 160/90. My heart rate was up in the 160's. This continued all day the first day and still continues randomly to today. Yesterday I had a random migraine , and today I am running a 100.2 temperature.

923198 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 43.0 43 F (R) lung region- Persistent dull pain, with sharp pain present when taking deep breaths, yawning, coughing, sneezing.  Occasional mild chest tightness on (R) side upon exertion.  No shortness of breath, no respiratory labor.  No dizziness / headaches noted.  No sided weakness, general fatigue noted.  V/S= 115/68; 97.5; 68; 19; 8/10 (to affected areas mentioned); O2= 99% in room air.

923201 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CA 56.0 56 F 12/28/2020 I received injection to left arm, no pain notice after half hour . 12/29/2020 I c/o pain to injection site. No redness or swelling noted. OTC Tylenol 500mg taken for pain. 12/30/2020 Pain to left arm continued but it felt less painful. No signs of redness or swelling to area 12/31/2020 very minor pain to left arm. No signs of redness or swelling to injection site. 01/01/2021 to 01/03/2021 no pain to site, no swelling or redness noted. 01/04/2021 c/o itching to site, noted to have a round red spot with swelling to injection site. Area hot to touch. 01/05/2020 c/o pain to injection site, swelling and redness to injections site. Area hot to touch. 01/06/2021 continue with redness to injection site, swelling area feels hot to touch. Pain has decrease. Reported this to my hospitals health nurse

923205 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Headaches, nausea, chills, vertigo

923208 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 FL 50.0 50 F Employee developed genralized rash, fast heartbeat, elevated blood pressure, and dizziness. She was given Epinephrine via pen 0.3mg to left outer thigh and 911 arrived to evaluate. Patient was taking to Hospital for evaluation and treatment.

923211 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 SD 95.0 95 F Red, itchy left arm from  elbow up to shoulder

923213 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Chills, shivering , body aches, nausea, fatigue, extreme pain and tenderness at the injection site

923215 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 58.0 58 M Sore shoulder and 100 degree fever registered on a Braun thermoscan  and fatigue

923216 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 PR 30.0 F pain and inflammation of the right axillary nodule; pain and inflammation of the right axillary nodule; Pain in the right arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 30-year-old female received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration at the right arm on 28Dec2020 11:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history includes chronic migraine and sinusitis. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications were amitriptyline and cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC). On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced pain in the right arm. On 29Dec2020 23:00, approximately 40 hours later the patient experienced pain and inflammation of the right axillary nodule. The events were assessed as non-serious, did not result in death, not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. Treatment was not received for the adverse events. The vaccine was administered in a hospital. The patient has not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

923222 11/10/2020 01/06/2021 GA 77.0 77 F are scabs; and minor itching / have been miserable with the itching; Not resting; still have purple areas on my legs, back and arm; still have red areas on my legs, back and arm; Lupus like rash; reports Rash / on her arms, legs, chest, and back; This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative and described the occurrence of rash lupus-like in a 77-year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   On 10th November 2020, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix (intramuscular). On 18th November 2020, 8 days after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced rash lupus-like (serious criteria GSK medically significant) and rash. On an unknown date, the patient experienced scab, pruritus, restlessness, skin discoloration and erythema. The patient was treated with dexamethasone and prednisone. On an unknown date, the outcome of the rash lupus-like and rash were recovering/resolving and the outcome of the scab, pruritus and restlessness were unknown and the outcome of the skin discoloration and erythema were not recovered/not resolved.   The reporter considered the rash lupus-like, rash, scab, pruritus, restlessness and skin discoloration to be related to Shingrix. It was unknown if the reporter considered the erythema to be related to Shingrix.  Additional details were reported as follows: She reported severe reaction to vaccine. She stated that the rash occurred on her arms, legs, chest, and back. The reporter reported Lupus like rash after Shingrix vaccine. The rash had lasted six weeks, but there were scabs and minor itching.  The rash was improving with prednisone dose pack, dexamethasone and treatments. She had been cared by a dermatologist who confirmed the rash was from Shingrix via biopsy. She still had red, purple areas on her legs, back and arms which the doctor said were healing.  She had been miserable with the itching and not resting. No more information was available. The reporter consented to follow up.

923223 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IL 31.0 31 F Fever, nausea, muscle pain, weakness

923224 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 37.0 37 F 25 minutes after vaccination patient developed red rash on left side of face and neck it then spread to right side of face and neck and chest and then forehead.   She was evaluated by County EMS, given 50 mg Benedryl orally at 12:20pm by county nurse and transported via ambulance to the hospital at 12:25pm.

923225 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 CA 42.0 42 F delayed urticarial at site of injection, resolved within 24 hours with 1 dose of fexofenadine 180mg

923226 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TX 55.0 55 F 1130  states that feeling of tingling  both hands and denies other symptoms. VS   BP 124/72,  HR 79,  Spo2 100 RA  1136  Denies tingling on both hands. 1140  VS BP 118/68,  HR 63,  Spo2 100 RA  1145  Checked out

923227 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TN 40.0 40 U Patient reported fever, chills, body aches, and hives under arm and throughout body. Patient took over the counter Diphenhydramine HCl to treat. Fever gone as of 01/06/2021 and reported feeling better.

923228 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 AL 62.0 62 F 1/2/21-  1/5/21 Fever, chils, arthralgias, swollen throat, nausea, BLURRY VISION, RED eyes, white noise in ears, fatigue lacinating pain ankles, knees ,wrist and finger joints; pain along nerves and vessels fingers with  right fourth DIP ulnar side  small vessel bleed hematoma  4 cm x 4cm swelling; NO trauma sedenatry  Saw Urgent care  1/4/21 -with negative  covid 19, strep and flu  tests said was repsonse to vaccine Saw primary  1/5/21 Dr hopsital, said probably had covid before and was repsonse to vaccine. 1/6/21;  all  fingers still swollen no pain  most other symptoms improving but TIRED

923229 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 FL 35.0 F This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional, the patient. A 34-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: EK5730, via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at 13:30 (at the age of 34 years old) as a single dose in the right arm. Medical history included fibromyalgia, anxiety disorder, and allergy to amoxicillin from an unknown date. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included omeprazole 40mg and duloxetine 120 mg, both for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The vaccine was given at a hospital. On 29Dec2020 at 18:30, the patient experienced severe body aches, chills, minor headache, and swollen lymph nodes on neck. On 30Dec2020, the patient experienced productive cough. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of body aches, chills, minor headache, swollen lymph nodes on neck, and productive cough was not recovered. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

923230 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PA 50.0 50 F She presents to the emergency department after receiving a COVID-19 vaccination today and having signs and symptoms of anaphylaxis.  She described having sensation of swelling in her throat as well as cutaneous rash.  On presentation she is also coughing very frequently.  She is treated with IM epi, IV Benadryl and IV Solu-Medrol.  This rapidly improved her overall symptoms.  Reported per: Moderna COVID - 19 Vaccine EUA requirements

923231 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 DE 56.0 56 F Petechial rash which developed 3 days post vaccination on bilateral lower extremities. No respiratory distress. No changes in medications or diet habits. Feels weel

923232 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 57.0 57 F I received the vaccine at 11:  am on 01/04 Started feeling the joint/body aches in the afternoon around 4:oo pm and the soreness in my arm. then at night around 7 fever started at 102.0 took 1000mg Tylenol and took Advil alternate. The following day I thought i was okay, took shower, and went to work at 7:00 am but the temp screener sent me home of a 101.1 fever. at the same day throbbing headache and terrible body ache again makes me not going to sleep feeling the terrible pain body aches until today. I started taking Excedrin for the throbbing headache that helps a bit.

923233 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 MS 51.0 51 F Face Flush, Chills to the bone and body felt like it was on fire while I was having chills but had no fever.

923234 01/06/2021 F Allergies; left arm was sore; Stuffy nose; loss of smell/ smell not working; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 50-year-old female received bnt162b2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, lot number: either EH9899 or CH9899), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on an unspecified date at a single dose for an COVID-19 immunization. The patient has no medical history. There were no concomitant medications. On 22Dec2020, the patient experienced loss of smell. The patient reported having like what appears to be allergies, stuffy nose and her smell not working. The left arm was sore until the 19th and four days after the injection and just soon after getting it she had stuffy nose. The arm was not really sore, but the patient was still having stuffy nose and the loss of smell. The outcome of the events loss of smell/ smell not working and stuffy nose was not recovered; allergies was unknown; left arm was sore was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923235 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA?

923236 01/06/2021 MO F 4 different auto immune diseases; Caller states she had an allergic reaction to pneumonia shot 10 years ago.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An adult female patient of an unspecified age received pneumococcal 13-valent conjugate vaccine (diphtheria crm197 protein) (manufacturer reported as Pfizer), lot number and expiration date not reported, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date (reported as 10 years ago) at single dose for immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient stated that she was taking 26 different medicines (unspecified). The patient stated she had an allergic reaction to pneumonia shot 10 years ago and has 4 different autoimmune diseases and has a lot of allergies. She was wondering, and trying to find out about the COVID 19 if she should get the thing or not but she can't find out what was there in the Pneumonia Vaccine to see if she should get the COVID 19 Vaccine or if she should wait as both are manufactured by Pfizer. The patient stated that she was getting ready to have some more blood work, about every three months she has blood work done because she has auto immune diseases. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

923237 01/06/2021 CA 58.0 F SHINGLES

923238 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 IA 49.0 49 F Sensation of lightheadedness, difficulty focusing , nausea and shortness of breath

923239 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 59.0 59 F Fever between 99.6-100 degrees fahrenheit for 24 hours.  Weakness and mild nausea.

923240 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 ID 41.0 41 F Fever, Chills, and fatigue

923241 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 46.0 46 F Extreme fatigue and nausea.
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923242 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 49.0 49 F lightheadedness

923243 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 FL 76.0 76 F On the sixth day after the vaccination at the site of the vaccination  on the left upper arm I experienced slight swelling, redness, and itching.

923244 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 U tested positive for the Covid 19; tested positive for the Covid 19; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect from a contactable consumer.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 as the first single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient tested positive for the COVID 19 on 27Dec2020.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included a test for Covid 19 virus, which was positive on 27Dec2020. The outcome of tested positive for the COVID 19 was unknown.   The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available.

923245 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 45.0 45 M 2nd dose of vaccine given 2 early. 1st dose given on 12/23/2020 and 2nd dose given 13 days later.

923246 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 LA 49.0 F coughing; Itching; chest tightening; large whelps all over body, face, eyes; high blood pressure and heart rate noted; high blood pressure and heart rate noted; 18 hrs after vaccine mild rash on back and arms and mild sob; 18 hrs after vaccine mild rash on back and arms and mild sob; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A 49-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: 9231), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 23Dec2020 at 19:30 (at the age of 49-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included asthma, kidney stones, and gastrooesophageal reflux disease. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included ethynylestradiol/norgestrel (OGESTREL-28), cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), and cefdinir (OMNICEF). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient previously took nicotinic acid (NIACIN) on unknown dates for an unknown indication and experienced drug allergy in the form of mild flushing.  On 24Dec2020 at 13:30, 18 hours after the vaccine, the patient experienced mild rash on back and arms and mild shortness of breath (SOB). On 25Dec2020, the next day, the patient had a severe rash with large whelps all over body, face, eyes. She had extreme SOB, chest tightening, coughing and itching. The patient went to the hospital emergency room and high blood pressure and heart rate were noted. On 25Dec2020, the patient had a nasal swab done for COVID and it was negative. The patient was treated for the events with IV methyprednisolone (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), IV famotidine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) and hydroxyzine pamoate (VISTARIL). The clinical outcomes of the rash, SOB, large whelps, chest tightening, couching, itching, high blood pressure, and high heart rate, were recovered in Dec2020.

923247 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 41.0 41 F 1/4/21-Headache with aura started around noon progressing into the evening with extreme muscle and joint pain. Mostly from the calf to both feet with swelling. Fever started next day 1/5/21  till current 1/6/21. Highest temp 102 degrees. Painful to walk or stand. Nausea- no vomiting. Swollen shoulder at the injection site.

923248 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 DE 33.0 M Nausea; Ache; Chills; Fever; chest tightness congestion; woke up sweating; cough; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program a contactable consumer.  A 33-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at 10:00 as single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  There was no medical history and  no concomitant medications.  The patient experienced ache on 25Dec2020, at 08:30 with outcome of not recovered;  chills on 25Dec2020, at 08:30 with outcome of not recovered; fever on 25Dec2020 with outcome of recovering;  chest tightness congestion on 25Dec2020 with outcome of not recovered;  nausea on 27Dec2020 with outcome of recovering; woke up sweating on 25Dec2020 with outcome of not recovered; cough on Dec2020 with outcome of unknown; fatigue on Dec2020 with outcome of unknown.  Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of ache, chills, fever, chest tightness congestion, nausea, woke up sweating, cough and fatigue. Details were as follows: Patient received the vaccine. Then he noticed  on 25Dec2020 at 0830AM body aches and chills. Then later a chest tightness. Then the next day 26Dec2020 it got worse and he noticed fever. He didn't take his actual temperature. He did notice in the middle of the night he woke up sweating. He has not had a COVID test. He has not been treated, but has taken acetaminophen (TYLENOL) and ibuprofen and nasal spray. He also mentioned that he experienced chest congestion and one day of nausea. The patient added that the aches were the worst in the night and at first waking up in the morning. With regard to fever, it got a little better but it seemed to depend on temperature, first he was cold and then sweating. The fever seemed like it improved.

923249 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 62.0 62 F Intense fatigue, intense muscle and joint pain.   No treatment given except for bed rest.  Symptoms mostly gone by the next day (they lasted around 12-20) hours).

923250 12/25/2020 01/06/2021 CA 56.0 F Severe left side knee and shoulder pain; Could barely walk; could not lift left arm above 90 degrees; The arm pain was not your typical injection site pain from a flu shot; This is a spontaneous report from contactable healthcare professional, the patient.  A 56-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EJ1685), intramuscular in the left arm on 25Dec2020 at 09:00 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included asthma, hypertension, arthritis, and sulfa allergy.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medications included colecalciferol (VITAMIN D) and losartan (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN).  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 25Dec2020 at 21:00, the patient experienced severe left side knee and shoulder pain, could barely walk, and could not lift left arm above 90 degrees. The patient stated that the arm pain was not your typical injection site pain from a flu shot. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcomes of severe left side knee and shoulder pain, could barely walk, could not lift left arm above 90 degrees, and arm pain was not your typical injection site pain of flu shot, were recovering. The events were all reported as non-serious. However, it was also reported that the duration of hospitalization was 1 (not further specified).

923251 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 CA 49.0 49 F periorbital swelling ;swelling of lips tightening  of lips ; BP elevated remained elevated more than 15mins Transported to Emergency Room for evaluation  Received Benedryl 50 mg PO

923252 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 VA 24.0 F Pain at injection site; Chills; Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 24-year-old female patient BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: EK5730 via an unspecified route of administration, in the right arm, from 28Dec2020 07:30 at a single dose, for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included estradiol (ESTROGEN) cream. On 28Dec2020 22:45, the patient experienced pain at injection site, chills and fever. The outcome of events was reported as recovering.  No follow up attempts are needed. No further information is expected. Information on the batch/lot number has been obtained.

923253 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OH 54.0 54 F Swelling and pain under left arm in the axilla anterior area and left ear drum.

923254 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 MI 56.0 F Low grade fever 99.8 at highest, chills, headache, body aches, joint pain, nausea, rash.; Low grade fever 99.8 at highest, chills, headache, body aches, joint pain, nausea, rash.; Low grade fever 99.8 at highest, chills, headache, body aches, joint pain, nausea, rash.; Low grade fever 99.8 at highest, chills, headache, body aches, joint pain, nausea, rash.; Low grade fever 99.8 at highest, chills, headache, body aches, joint pain, nausea, rash.; Low grade fever 99.8 at highest, chills, headache, body aches, joint pain, nausea, rash.; Low grade fever 99.8 at highest, chills, headache, body aches, joint pain, nausea, rash.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 56-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EKS730), intramuscularly on 20Dec2020 08:45AM at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was right arm and it was the first dose. The facility type vaccine was hospital. Patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Known allergies included Penicillin. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine, pravastatin, buspirone, zinc, ascorbic acid (VITAMIN C), tocopherol (VITAMIN E), vitamin d3, vitamin b complex (B COMPLEX), calcium citrate, chondroitin sulfate, glucosamine sulfate, methylsulfonylmethane (GLUCOSAMINE CHONDROITIN & MSM). The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced low grade fever 99.8 at highest, chills, headache, body aches, joint pain, nausea, rash on 20Dec2020. Patient didn't receive treatment for the adverse events. The action taken in response to the events for BNT162B2 was not applicable. The outcome of events was recovered in Dec2020. The patient underwent Covid test type post vaccination - Nasal Swab: Negative on 23Dec2020.

923255 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 F drooping on one side of the face/ eye hurts to open and hurts to close it; Her eyes are droopy; "my eye is hurting so bad", it hurts to open and hurts to close it/pain in the eyes; Face is tender to the touch and hurts on that one side; Swelling of her left side of her face that hasn't gone down/swelling and drooping on one side of the face; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 20-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  Caller asking if pain in the eyes and swelling and drooping on one side of the face a side effect of the vaccine. Patient received the Covid vaccine on 23Dec2020 and noticed the next day (24Dec2020) swelling of her left side of her face that hasn't gone down. Her face is tender to the touch and hurts on that one side. Her eyes are droopy, "my eye is hurting so bad", it hurts to open and hurts to close it. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset eye hurts to open and hurts to close/ eyes droopy cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

923256 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 TX 26.0 M He has a 100.0 fever; Cough; Little bit of congestion in his chest; Body ache; Sore shoulder; Joint pain; Muscle pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 26-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number EJ1685), intramuscular on 21Dec2020  as single dose for covid-19 immunization.  There was no medical history and no concomitant medications.  The patient experienced body ache on 27Dec2020 with outcome of unknown; sore shoulder on 27Dec2020 with outcome of unknown; joint pain on 27Dec2020 with outcome of unknown; muscle pain on 27Dec2020 with outcome of unknown; he has a 100.0 fever on 28Dec2020 with outcome of unknown; cough on 28Dec2020 with outcome of unknown; little bit of congestion in his chest on 28Dec2020 with outcome of unknown.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included fever at 98.9 on 27Dec2020, and 100.0 on 28Dec2020, weight: 315 on an unspecified date.  Details were as follows: patient has been experiencing side effects. Per the reporter (wife to patient), he got a little under the weather, body ached kind of like sore shoulder, like joint pain, muscle pain. He did not have a headache. First he had a  fever at 98.9, it was okay but this morning as he woke up, it was 100.0 fever. When he woke up,  he felt better because he rested, but he woke up with a cough and a little bit of congestion in his chest. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of  the events, and included acetaminophen (TYLENOL). The outcome of the events was unknown.

923257 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 IN 22.0 F received the COVID-19 vaccine on 19Dec2020 and then contracted COVID-19/positive COVID-19 test after receiving COVID-19 vaccine; received the COVID-19 vaccine on 19Dec2020 and then contracted COVID-19/positive COVID-19 test after receiving COVID-19 vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer First Connect via a contactable consumer. A 22-year-old female patient receive bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, also reported as PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm/deltoid on 19Dec2020 at 0.3 mL, single for Covid-19 immunisation (as protection). Medical history included ulcerative colitis. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 28Dec2020, the patient was positive for COVID-19 test after receiving COVID-19 vaccine. She informed she contracted COVID-19 due to an exposure from a co-worker. The outcome of events was not recovered.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

923258 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 CA 45.0 45 F next day with headache, nausea, dizziness, tachycardia up to 170 for about 30 minutes. symptoms started the morning after the vaccine about 24 hours later and then resolved within that next day.

923259 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 CA 37.0 F mild asthma attack; moderate dyspnea; chest pressure; a 4-5 cm area of induration; mild erythema in her left deltoid area; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A non-pregnant 37-year-old female patient received the first dose of the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot number: Unknown), intramuscularly in the left arm on 19Dec2020 at 37-years-old at a SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient's medical history included intermittent asthma from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced the following events and outcomes: mild asthma attack on 21Dec2020 with outcome of recovering, moderate dyspnea on 21Dec2020 with outcome of recovering, chest pressure on 21Dec2020 with outcome of recovering, a 4-5 cm area of induration in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, mild erythema in her left deltoid area in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown. The patient had intermittent asthma with no attacks in the past six years. Two days after the vaccination, she had a mild asthma attack when she was walking up stairs. For the past two days, she has had multiple asthma attacks, with moderate dyspnea and chest pressure present for most of the day. The patient's symptoms have been improving with her as needed (PRN) salbutamol (ALBUTEROL) inhaler. The physician saw the patient in a telemedicine visit and found her to have an asthma exacerbation; therefore, prednisone was prescribed. The patient had no symptoms of viral infection and reported testing negative for COVID-19 after the onset of her asthma symptoms. The physician suspected her asthma exacerbation to have been caused by the vaccine because she had been symptom-free in recent years and she has not had a new exposure other than the vaccine. In addition to her respiratory symptoms, the patient had a 4-5 cm area of induration and mild erythema in her left deltoid area; this appeared about 1 week after she received the vaccine. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of mild asthma attack, moderate dyspnea, chest pressure. The patient, since the vaccination, had been tested for COVID-19. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  The batch/lot numbers for the vaccine, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, were not provided and will be requested during follow up.

923261 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 TX 46.0 46 F Dizziness,Weakness, very low and then High blood pressure.(Uncontrollably)

923262 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 PA 44.0 44 F After left the clinic - 35 minutes post injection felt lightheaded, warm and some chest pressure.  Clinic had ended.  Sent to the ED for evaluation.  EKG and Chest xray done - within normal limits.  Discharged from the ED  with a discharge note of likely vasovagal response

923263 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 LA 39.0 F Fever of 100 degrees for one week; This is a spontaneous report from contactable healthcare professional, the patient.  A 39-years-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 16Dec2020 at 09:00 (reported as at the age of 39-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history was not reported.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 22Dec2020, the patient experienced fever of 100 degrees Fahrenheit for one week. The patient went to the doctor for the event but was not given any treatment. The patient was tested twice for COVID-19 during the week of the fever in Dec2020 and both time the results were negative. The clinical outcome of fever of 100 degrees Fahrenheit for one week was not recovered.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

923264 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CA 43.0 43 M Sudden fatigue lasting 3 hours then gradually went away.

923265 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 OK 26.0 F on/off mild headache; extreme fatigue; swollen, very tender pea size lymph node by collarbone nearest to the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 26-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK5730; expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration (arm left), on 18Dec2020 at 10:45, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Relevant medical history included attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), anxiety, chronic back pain, and allergies to penicillin. Concomitant medications included ethinylestradiol, ferrous fumarate, norethisterone acetate (JUNEL FE), amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate, dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL), baclofen, oxymetazoline hydrochloride (CLARITIN ALLERGIC), and sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT). On 19Dec2020, 24hrs post vaccination, the patient had a swollen, very tender pea size lymph node by collarbone nearest to the injection site, and an on/off mild headache. 48hrs post vaccination, patient had extreme fatigue and on/off headache, still had swollen lymph nodes. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Outcome of the event swollen lymph nodes was not recovered, while for the other events was unknown. Since the vaccination, has the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

923266 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 FL M received his first dose of the vaccine and tested positive for Covid yesterday; received his first dose of the vaccine and tested positive for Covid yesterday; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional.  A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  It was reported that the patient received his first dose of the vaccine on 17Dec2020 and tested positive for Covid yesterday (28Dec2020).  He is scheduled to have his second dose in January.  The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded for event "tested positive for COVID".

923268 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 DE 59.0 F headache; After she got the vaccine, she was exposed to someone who had Covid; This is a spontaneous report via a Pfizer Sponsored Program, Pfizer First Connect from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for two patients. This is the first of two reports. A 59-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), intramuscular on the right arm 21Dec2020 at single dose for Covid prevention.  Medical history included blood pressure and can't see to read without her glasses.  Concomitant medication included amlodipine.  The patient stated, "she got the Covid vaccine on 21Dec2020 and had a headache for 1-2 days. After she got the vaccine, she was exposed to someone who had Covid, and wants to know if she can still get the second dose. She has had no symptoms after being exposed (Dec2020) but is about to be tested just in case she gets the virus. Her co-worker was positive and they were all in the breakroom without a mask. A couple other nurses are also concerned and don't know whether to get the second shot. They test at the hospital every Wednesday and wanted to know if she still can be tested before she gets the second shot. She had slight headaches on the 22nd, so she took some EXCEDRIN and it went away". The outcome of headache was recovered on 22Dec2020 and other event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020518688 same reporter/drug, similar event, different patient

923269 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 M he was flushed; light headed; tingling around mouth; 3-4 minutes after my blood pressure was high; heart rate was 120 or so; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number unknonwn), via an unspecified route of administration, in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated that he received the first dose of the vaccine 11 days ago in Dec2020 and had a reaction. He stated probably 3 minutes after when he was getting ready to leave the area he was flushed and light headed and tingling around mouth. The staff in the area sat him down and 3-4 minutes after his blood pressure was high and heart rate was 120 or so. Those symptoms lasted about 10 minutes and went away on their own and he did not get epi pen or Benadryl. The patient's vital signs were normal after an hour or so and there was no intervention at any point and have had no issues subsequently. He stated that they said it wasn't technically an anaphylactic reaction but that it is hard to put a name to this description. The outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923270 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Nausea and chills starting about 12 hours post injection, lasting a few hours. Fatigue and muscle fatigue the day after injection lasting into the second day after injection (today).

923271 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 F tested positive for COVID after the first dose; tested positive for COVID after the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist reported for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient informed that she had the COVID-19 vaccine exactly a week ago (22Dec2020). However, she was tested positive for COVID (Dec2020) after the first dose. The outcome of the events tested positive for COVID after the first dose was unknown. The patient asked if she can take the second dose.  Follow-up activities are possible, information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection needed for meaningful medical assessment.

923272 12/14/2020 01/06/2021 TX M headaches; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse practitioner.  An adult male patient received the first dose of the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 14Dec2020 at 17:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a hospital.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced headaches (non-serious). The clinical course was reported as follows: The patient was a nurse practitioner who received the Pfizer vaccine. The patient reported getting headaches 15 days (as reported) after the first shot. The patient had no idea if the event was related to the vaccination, but he had no history of headaches. The patient took 600mg of ibuprofen (ADVIL) "to try to get the HA." The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was unknown prior to vaccination, if the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. It was unknown, since the vaccination, if the patient had been tested for COVID-19. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of headaches. The clinical outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about batch/lot number cannot be obtained.

923273 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 34.0 34 F ADR to Moderna Vaccine History of allergic reactions.  Took diphenhydramine 25 mg prior to injection.  Facial and finger swelling along with redness noted 40 minutes later.  Took second dose of diphenhydramine.    Was decreasing when patient returned to clinic.  Has allergy treatment plan form allergist and felt comfortable going home.  Developed metal taste soon after vaccine.  Several hours later developed heahache and chills a couple hours later.

923275 01/06/2021 U We have a patient that received the 1st vaccine, then 7days later they tested positive for COVID-19.; We have a patient that received the 1st vaccine, then 7days later they tested positive for COVID-19.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (Pharmacy Intern) via Pizer-sponsored program: A patient of unspecified age and gender received first single dose of BNT162B2 (lot number, and exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date for immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the 1st vaccine, then 7days later tested positive for COVID-19 (date unspecified). It was asked if patient needed to wait 90 days to receive the 2nd Vaccine dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

923276 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 F tested positive for Covid; tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first single dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, lot number and exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient received first Covid vaccine and on 26Dec2020, tested positive for Covid. Patient asked when if it was safe for her to get second dose. Asked if she get it on 21 days or if she had to wait. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection is needed for meaningful medical assessment.

923277 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 AR 42.0 42 F Headache, nausea, diarrhea, nerve-like pain, muscle pain. Took Advil and otc anti-diarrheal. Continues to have nerve pain, headache, and muscle pain. Today she obtained a red hot rash to injection site.

923278 01/06/2021 U had covid and also received the Pfizer covid 19 vaccine.; had covid and also received the Pfizer covid 19 vaccine.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A patient of unspecified age and gender started received single dose of BNT162B2 (Solution for injection, batch/lot number and exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date for immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. They have a patient that meets the criteria to receive product bamlanivimab. The patient had Covid and received the Pfizer covid 19 vaccine. The nurse asked if patient can still get the bamlanivimab after receiving vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, it is unclear if Covid developed after BNT162B2 Pfizer covid 19 vaccine, pending further clarification, at this moment, the Company would handle the reported COVID related to the suspect, BNT162B2, for reporting purpose.

923279 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 26.0 26 M Hematospermia, with no hematuria, dysuria, or dyspareunia. No recent sex, one female partner, oral sex only. Unlikely to have recent covid or other infection; I've been on vacation (at home, no travel) but did 2 days in non-COVID19 ICU on 1/5 and 1/6. Last intercourse one week ago, with no symptoms. ROS otherwise negative. On self-physical exam, no tenderness of testes, penis, suprapubic region, CVAT. Exam otherwise negative; unable to perform prostate exam on self.

923280 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 TN 40.0 F hsv-1 outbreak; sore arm redness and bruising at site; sore arm redness and bruising at site; sore arm redness and bruising at site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A 40-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number EL1204), intramuscular into the left arm on 23Dec2020  at 18:00 as single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included herpes simplex  1 (HSV1) from an unknown date.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Prior to vaccination, the patient had not been diagnosed with COVID-19.  Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. There were no allergies to medications, food, or other products.   On 27Dec2020, patient experienced HSV-1 outbreak and sore arm redness and bruising at site. This was elaborated as 4- 5 days post vaccine, there was marked HSV-1 outbreak, different than typical outbreak and that was not responding to valacyclovir hydrochloride (VALTREX). There was also sore arm redness and bruising at site. The events were not serious.  Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of  the events as aforementioned (valacyclovir hydrochloride). The outcome of events, HSV-1 outbreak and sore arm redness and bruising at site was not recovered.

923281 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 58.0 58 F Swelling deltoid muscle, headache, nausea

923282 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MD 62.0 F stomach cramping; Diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 62-year-old female patient received the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at 11:45 at 62-years-old at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced: stomach cramping and diarrhea; which was assessed as non-serious. The clinical course was reported as follows: The patient stated she had the vaccine on 28Dec2020 at 11:45 and "maybe an hour later", her stomach start cramping and then had diarrhea. The patient wanted to know if that was something "to be concerned about." In regard to having any laboratory test, the patient stated, "I went in November sometime for my annual checkup I think it was November" (as reported). When the patient was asked if they received any treatment for the events, the patient stated, "No. I am still at work, I got it today, I haven't taken anything but I was thinking that to just get some "Caper" (as reported) and "gentian soda" (as reported)." The clinical outcome of the events was unknown.

923283 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 CA 35.0 F flare of existing autoimmune disease (undifferentiated connective tissue disease (UCTD) with predominant features of systemic sclerosis); flare of existing autoimmune disease (undifferentiated connective tissue disease (UCTD) with predominant features of systemic sclerosis); flare of existing autoimmune disease (undifferentiated connective tissue disease (UCTD) with predominant features of systemic sclerosis); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A 35-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EH9899) intramuscular on 22Dec2020 16:15 (04:15 PM) at a single dose on the left arm as COVID-19 vaccine. Medical history included autoimmune disease (undifferentiated connective tissue disease (UCTD) with predominant features of systemic sclerosis); secondary Raynaud's phenomenon with calcinosis; known allergies to sulfa drugs, pine nuts. Concomitant medications included mycophenolate mofetil (MMF) 1000mg bid (twice a day), hydroxychloroquine sulfate (PLAQUENIL) 300mg qd (once a day), and prednisone 15mg daily (received within 2 weeks of vaccination). The patient had an adverse event (AE) of flare of existing autoimmune disease (undifferentiated connective tissue disease (UCTD) with predominant features of systemic sclerosis) on 23Dec2020 09:00 PM (also reported as flare began about 36-48 hours after vaccine) which required increased daily dose of prednisone (higher dose) up to 80mg total daily dose (80mg daily x3d, then tapered down) (treatment received for AE) and lasted about 4-5 days. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. She had no other vaccine in four weeks (did not receive other vaccine within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine). She was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and did not have Covid tested post vaccination (had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination). The patient was vaccinated in a hospital (facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered). The outcome of the events was recovered on Dec2020.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported flare of existing autoimmune disease (undifferentiated connective tissue disease (UCTD) with predominant features of systemic sclerosis) and the administration of BNT162B2, based on the plausible temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to agencys, as appropriate.

923284 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WI 31.0 31 M NO ADVERSE REACTION WITHIN FIRST HOUR OF VACCINE ADMINISTRATION. PT. REPORTS LOSS OF SENSE OF TASTE WITHIN HOURS OF RECEIVING THE VACCINE.     PER PT. EMAIL REPORT, "I noticed when I got home yesterday while eating supper I could not TASTE anything. I was eating a really garlicy meal and I kept putting more garlic on it as I couldn?t figure out why I couldn?t taste it. I am still having the same problem today. I am sure it will go away, but you said to let you know of any symptoms."

923285 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 CA 31.0 F Palpitations; tachycardia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 31-year-old female patient first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: Ej1685), via an unspecified route of administration on the left deltoid on 22Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital.  It was reported that prior to vaccination the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 (unknown date). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient had palpitations and tachycardia on 23Dec2020 (also reported as second day post vaccine) which resulted to doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient received unspecified beta blocker as treatment. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of the events was not recovered.

923286 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IL 47.0 47 M within 15 minutes of receiving vaccine, developed hives and became itchy, Benadryl was taken by the employee.   Declined treatment.

923287 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 F developed symptoms/mild/thought the symptoms were from the vaccine but turned out she did test positive for Covid; developed symptoms/mild/thought the symptoms were from the vaccine but turned out she did test positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) (patient). A 33-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at a single dose as vaccine. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine on 19Dec2020 and 2 days later on 21Dec2020, she developed symptoms. Her symptoms had been mild. She thought the symptoms were from the vaccine but turned out she did test positive for Covid on Dec2020. She inquired what would happen if you get the vaccine and you test positive. She also inquired if her symptoms would be worse. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection is needed for meaningful medical assessment.

923288 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 CA 42.0 42 F 8 days after vaccine given (1st dose), urticaria around site of injection which resolved within 24 hours with 180mg fexofenadine.

923289 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 M positive for Covid/ symptoms of Covid; positive for Covid/ symptoms of Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (reported for himself). A 33-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient got the first dose of the vaccine on 17Dec2020 and then around Christmas he developed symptoms of Covid (Dec2020). On 27Dec2020, he came back positive for Covid and wanted to know if he skip the second dose. Patient questioned what percentage of persons obtained immunity after the first product dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection is needed for meaningful medical assessment.

923290 01/06/2021 NY F tested positive for COVID-19 by PCR the following day and developed covid symptoms; tested positive for COVID-19 by PCR the following day and developed covid symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of the Pfizer-biontech covid-19 vaccine and tested positive for COVID-19 by PCR the following day and developed COVID symptoms. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported tested positive for COVID-19 by PCR after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

923291 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Patient developed a rash at site of injection approximately 3 inches wide and 4 inches long in size. Patient did not have or express any symptoms like itching or fever. Patient self treated with hydro- cortisone cream topically and benadryl 25mg orally. Duration of rash is still present but less than on 1/5/2021.

923292 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 KS 48.0 F they suspect that I have rheumatoid arthritis; this is like abnormal I mean anybody with arthritis should not be a part of these trials; Never felt this kind of joint pain in my life/these are hitting my every joint in my hand, I can barely move; I have never been in as much pain in my life; I am really bad nauseous; soreness in your arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) (Food service worker in the hospital). A 48-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: Unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included Meniere's disease (reported 'Meniere's disease in my left ear').  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Consumer stated, ''I just took the COVID 19 vaccine I work at (institute name), (city name), I took it yesterday around 1 and all through the night; they suspect that I have rheumatoid arthritis I got an injection in one of my hips, my right hip and both my shoulders I can inject in cortisone injection and I have never felt this kind of joint pain in my life, I can barely move, I had been calling and I let my director know and anybody that has any kind of arthritis on these trials, I have never been in as much pain in my life and I am really bad nauseous.'' When offered for the website consumer stated, ''I just wanted to report the side effects, I am really nauseous and I can barely move; this is like abnormal I mean anybody with arthritis should not be a part of these trials.'' When probed if vaccine was prescribed by Physician, Consumer stated, ''No it was voluntary, it was not mandatory it was given my hospital administration.'' Product details for vaccine (LOT#, Expiration date, NDC#, UPC#): Consumer stated, ''EH9894, I think for the last number.'' Treatment for adverse events: Consumer stated, ''I don't have anything for nausea, I did take, they told to me take Ibuprofen my doctor said that it would help with the soreness in your arm, I take my Ibuprofen every six hours because it is prescribed to me, but I could barely move my, I can barely move; these are hitting my every joint in my hand.'' Expiry Date of Ibuprofen: 16Jul2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

923293 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 37.0 37 M Per patient, he started to feel mild nausea after vaccine once he was home on 01/05/21. Starting 01/06/201 patient nausea has worsened and has vomited multiple times and has lost appetite. He also reports a dry cough and slight tightness in airway but patient unsure if it is due to vomiting or cough. Patient able to speak complete sentences and able to ambulate independently with no shortness of breath.

923294 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 CA 53.0 F Tested positive for COVID after receiving the vaccine/runny nose and felt achy/coughing/ dizzy and weak. It was affecting her legs and she had no taste; Tested positive for COVID after receiving the vaccine/runny nose and felt achy/coughing/ dizzy and weak. It was affecting her legs and she had no taste; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable consumer (patient) reported a 53-year-old female received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: Unknown, did not see this information on the vaccination card), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 20Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization (certified nurse assistant in healthcare). Other products, patient history and investigation assessment was No. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was vaccinated with the COVID Vaccine on 20Dec2020 but tested positive afterwards on 27Dec2020. The patent thought she had COVID in the vaccine and COVID in her body. She was scheduled for next dose on 10Jan2021 and would like to know if she should get the scheduled dose or if she needs to wait longer and re-schedule it. She was now a COVID patient and sick. She was waiting to get better. Before the vaccine she tested negative and felt great. Then she got the vaccine. She had a runny nose and felt achy. She asked her coworker, and her coworker felt the same. She thought if it continued that maybe it was a side effect. Caller confirmed her symptoms were runny nose, feeling achy, and coughing. She took Tylenol and the aches went away. They then came back, and she had more aching and she was wondering why. Caller clarified that these symptoms did not start the next day after receiving the vaccine. Achiness/body aches was started on 23Dec2020 when she was at work. It would wake her up at night. She did have aches right now, but her fever had lowered down. She was also dizzy and weak. It was affecting her legs and she had no taste. She was not eating but needs to eat. If she did, she eat something sweet. Runny nose was started on 24Dec2020. She went back to work on 26Dec2020 but told them she could not work because she had symptoms of COVID. She went to her second job where they do COVID testing and asked her boss for a test. She tested positive on 27Dec2020. Dose was unknown. She said she thought she got 1 vial. The whole thing. The outcome of events "tested positive for COVID after receiving the vaccine" was not recovered.   Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

923296 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 WA 44.0 M Back of Left eye hurts, sinus near left eye feels swollen, mild headache; Back of Left eye hurts, sinus near left eye feels swollen, mild headache; Back of Left eye hurts, sinus near left eye feels swollen, mild headache; Back of Left eye hurts, sinus near left eye feels swollen, mild headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 44-year-old male patient started to receive BNT162B2 (also reported as " Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine"), Lot number: EL0142, via an unspecified route of administration on 27Dec2020 18:45 at single dose (dose 1) in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Medical history included food allergies: shrimp. Concomitant medication included guaifenesin (MUCINEX). On 28Dec2020 06:00, the patient experienced back of left eye hurts, sinus near left eye feels swollen and mild headache. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

923297 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 ID 31.0 31 F Red arm, soreness at site, swollen

923298 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 FL 38.0 F Right arm Swollen and tender lymph node; Right arm Swollen and tender lymph node; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 38-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: Unknown), intramuscular at the right arm on 28Dec2020 12:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included psoriasis, psoriatic arthritis, chronic back pain and childhood asthma. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. There were no concomitant medications. The patient known allergies was tramadol. On 29Dec2020, the patient experienced right arm swollen and tender lymph node. The events were assessed as non-serious, did not result in death, not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. Treatment was not received for the adverse events. The vaccine was administered in a hospital. The patient has not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

923299 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 NH 43.0 M I have cold and numbness and a dull ache in the arm of the injection; I have cold and numbness and a dull ache in the arm of the injection; I have cold and numbness and a dull ache in the arm of the injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 43-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number/expiration date: Eh9899), via intramuscular route of administration, on 19Dec2020 (at the age of 43 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history was Hypertension. The patient did not have any known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications were not provided. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced cold, numbness and a dull ache in the arm of the injection. No treatment was received for the events cold, numbness and a dull ache in the arm of the injection. The outcome of the events cold, numbness and a dull ache in the arm of the injection was not recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

923300 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Chills/shivering, body aches, nausea, fatigue, extreme pain and tenderness at the injection site

923301 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MD 59.0 M Arm soreness; Feeling of fever for 48 hrs (but no fever); Malaise; Fatigue; Headache; Severe heart burn for 48 hrs; One episode of watery diarrhea; One episode of vomiting; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable physician (who is also the patient). A 59-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 23Dec2020 09:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included being overweight, prediabetes, hyperlipidaemia and Known allergies: Statins. Concomitant medication included fish oil, ergocalciferol (VITAMIN D), ascorbic acid, tocopheryl acetate, xantofyl, zeaxanthin, zinc (ARED-2 VITAMINS) and finasteride. The patient experienced arm soreness, malaise, fatigue and headache, severe heart burn for 48 hrs, one episode of watery diarrhea, one episode of vomiting and feeling of fever for 48 hrs (but no fever) all on 23Dec2020 at 10:00. Treatment included unspecified antacids and proton pump inhibitors (PPI). The patient did not have COVID prior to vaccination. The patient was tested for COVID on 25Dec2020 post vaccination (nasal swab for rapid test and antibody test on 25Dec2020 which resulted to negative). The outcome of the event Feeling of fever for 48 hrs (but no fever) was recovered on 25Dec2020 at 10:00 and the patient recovered from the remaining events on an unspecified date in Dec2020.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923302 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 IL 27.0 27 F On 12/25/20 pt experience swelling of the R eyelid.  By 12/26 the eyelid was swollen shut.  Patient received treatment of antibiotics and MEdrol dose pack and swelling decreased.  As of 1/5 eyelid was still slightly swollen.

923303 01/06/2021 F testing positive for COVID after getting the vaccine; testing positive for COVID after getting the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional reported for herself.  A female patient of an unspecified age (reported as 42) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced testing positive for COVID after getting the vaccine in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test in Dec2020: negative; positive. The reporter would like an explanation as to the rapidness of her testing positive for COVID after getting the vaccine. Can the vaccine cause false positive test results?  Information on interpretation of SARS-CoV-2 test results. The patient tested negative on Monday, got the vaccine on Monday. However tested positive today, asymptomatic.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923304 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 MN 34.0 F Right arm: Painful; Swollen axilla lymph nodes; tender lymph node; Severe Pain at elbow; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (Patient). A 34-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 ((PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 21Dec2020 09:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunization in hospital. The patient's medical history was not reported and there was no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. There was no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient experienced right arm painful, swollen axilla lymph nodes, tender lymph node and severe pain at elbow on 26Dec2020. The events was non-serious. Th events result in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. There was no treatment. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19.

923305 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 PA 28.0 F Heart rate went to 133 at 12:45pm for 6 minutes; face and ears were swollen; face and ears were swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 28-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 29Dec2020 11:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was obese with BMI of 32, known allergies were tree nuts, sunflower seeds sesame seeds. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication includes vitamins nos (DAILY MULTIVITAMIN). On 29Dec2020, heart rate went to 133 at 12:45pm for 6 minutes. The patient took TYLENOL and BENADRYL and went to sleep. When she woke up her face and ears were swollen, heart rate is back to normal (29Dec2020). The patient also added that swelling was a reaction she normally gets when she eats something she was allergic too. The events were assessed as non-serious, did not result in death, not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. The vaccine was administered in a hospital. The patient has not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events face and ears were swollen was recovering; heart rate went to 133 at 12:45pm for 6 minutes recovered on 29Dec2020.

923306 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 57.0 57 F palpitations, numbness B/L UE, elevated BP

923307 01/06/2021 U elevated heart rate; shortness of breath; painful lymph nodes; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Corporate (Pfizer) Social Media Platforms. A non-contactable consumer reported that a patient of unspecified age and gender started to receive bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date at a single dose, for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated "I had side effects for 4 days". this patient experienced elevated heart rate, shortness of breath and painful lymph nodes on an unspecified date. Outcome of events was reported as unknown. Patient was nervous about having the second dose but later stated s/he was all in.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about Lot/Batch could not be obtained. No further information is expected.

923308 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 26.0 26 M Severe pain in arm where injection occurred, chills, aches, and low fever. Peaked around 6 hours after vaccination. Similar but less severe symptoms the second day in the evening

923309 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 PA 32.0 F Diarrhea, chills, injection site soreness; Diarrhea, chills, injection site soreness; Diarrhea, chills, injection site soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 32-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number/expiration date: Ek9231), via intramuscular route of administration, on 29Dec2020 at 08:45 AM (at the age of 32 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history was none. Past drug history was allergy to Pediazole. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications were not provided. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 30Dec2020, at 07:30: AM, the patient experienced diarrhea, chills and vaccination site soreness. No treatment was received for the events diarrhea, chills and vaccination site soreness. The outcome of the events diarrhea, chills and vaccination site soreness was not recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

923310 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NY 57.0 F Feeling of exhaustion (progressive during the day; diminished the next morning, but lingering at lesser effect); Intermittent dizziness after an hour; H/A after an hour; that diminished over the next 12 hours but slightly lingered; Metallic taste in the mouth after an hour; Nausea after 8 hours (diminished by the next morning); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 57-year-old female patient received BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EK5730), intramuscular on the left arm on 29Dec2020 09:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included Hashimoto. Concomitant medication included omeprazole, rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR), levothyroxine, magnesium and ascorbic acid, retinol, tocopherol (OCUVITE).  The patient previously took zinc and experienced allergies. On 29Dec2020, the patient experienced intermittent dizziness after an hour, metallic taste in the mouth after an hour, H/A (headache) after an hour (that diminished over the next 12 hours but slightly lingered) and feeling of exhaustion (progressive during the day; diminished the next morning, but lingering at lesser effect), and nausea after 8 hours (diminished by the next morning). No treatment was given for the events. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested since the vaccination. Outcome of the events was recovered with sequel.

923311 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 CA 62.0 62 F Patient reports hot and cold flashes and felt that she may pass out, she went to ER and everything else is okay

923312 01/06/2021 NY M Had the vaccine eventually then I ended up getting the virus; I ended up going through a rapid test that turned positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer  reporting for himself.  A 53-years-old male patient started to receive bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot # EK5730) vaccine , intramuscular in the left arm  on an unspecified date at single dose  for Covid-19 immunisation .  Medical history included hypothyroidism from an unknown date.  Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID).  The patient  stated that he does get test for the virus twice weekly. He did end up getting the Pfizer, the first round of Pfizer vaccine a week ago. The patient had a test, a virus test before, a swab test afterwards, both were negative but by Christmas eve the patient started getting, what he thought was side effect of the vaccine and he ended up going through a rapid test  and it turned out he was positive for the virus.

923313 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NY 44.0 F arm pain/arm is sore where she got the shot; shivering; body aches; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 44-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on the arm on 29Dec2020 at 15:20 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included thyroid issue, low blood pressure from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, surgery for an ovarian cyst in 1999 (She had surgery for an ovarian cyst 21 years ago), cyst on her tailbone removed in 2016 (had cyst on her tailbone removed 5 times. The first removal was in 2016. It was removed twice in 2017 and then twice in 2018). Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) for thyroid issue. The patient got the vaccine on Monday (29Dec2020) and waited the 15 minutes then felt okay. Then on Tuesday (30Dec2020) she developed/woke up with arm pain and shivering, body aches and mild headache. She woke up with arm pain, shivering, body aches, and headache. The patient states it is very mild. She is sitting there shivering and has body aches. No joint pain. Her arm is sore where she got the shot. When you feel pain, you automatically have a headache. Side effects started this morning around 9:30AM or 9:45AM. She felt nothing when she was in the bed. When she went into living room for breakfast she felt shivering. She called her friend that got the injection yesterday too and her friend feels ok and gave her the number to call. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events which included treatment with Tylenol. The patient was recovering from the events.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

923314 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 IA 41.0 41 F Estimated due date: 02/07/2021. Will probably be induced a week earlier. I felt mild pain in my arm in the evening of the 31st and then the pain started from my elbow to my neck on my right side. I went to sleep and woke up with general malaise, chills, body ache, sore throat, headache. the same feeling I had when I had covid, a heaviness in my chest, almost like a shortness of breathe. I was flushed and felt feverish although I never had a fever. The symptoms lasted all day.  On the first also my arm pain was severe, I could not even lift it the whole day. I went to sleep on 01/01 and when I woke up on 01/02 the symptoms were all gone. I took Tylenol 3 times to help me with the symptoms. 3 grams total in 24 hrs.

923315 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MI 47.0 F Weakness; Tingling in arm that was vaccine was given; Fever; Extreme fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 47-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EC1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced extreme fatigue, tingling in arm that was vaccine was given, fever, and weakness on 30Dec2020. No treatment was given for the events. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was unknown.

923316 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 OH 30.0 F Fatigue; Muscle soreness in the arms, neck, and upper back; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 30-year-old female patient started received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), intramuscular on left arm on 16Dec2020 13:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included obstructed sleep apnea, chronic sinusitis, and obesity. The patient has no known allergies. There were no concomitant medications. Prior to vaccination the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at a hospital and the patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experience muscle soreness in the arms, neck, and upper back as well as fatigue on 17Dec2020 12:00 (starting about 24 hours after the vaccination). The symptoms were resolved by the next day (Dec2020), or approximately 48 hours after the vaccination. No treatment was given for the events.   Information about lot/batch has been requested.

923317 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 UT 60.0 60 F Monday, January 4 in the evening I became very fatigued, to the point where I couldn't stay awake.  When I woke up a few hours later, I noticed that I had a very bad headache and all-over body aches, and I felt like I had the flu.  Weak, nauseous and extremely tired.  I went to bed and slept through the night, when my alarm woke me at 7:00 am on Tuesday, January 5, I got up to use the bathroom and felt all the same symptoms from the night before, only worse.  I noticed that I had a rash on my left arm below the injection site.  I called in sick and went back to bed.  I slept from approximately 7:30 to 2:00 pm on January 5.  I felt a little better upon awakening, but had a very bad headache and no appetite.  The other body aches seemed better.

923318 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CO 43.0 F I have been experiencing body ache throughout my whole body, pain if stay in one position to long on right hip or lower; headaches; I experienced dizziness, felt giddy/light headed; Then at night my whole body felt sore, ached on lower back and right side of my hip; Then at night my whole body felt sore, ached on lower back and right side of my hip; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 43-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) on 29Dec2020 at 07:30 AM, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient has no relevant medical history. The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medications were not reported. Patient did not receive other vaccine four weeks prior COVID vaccination. The patient did not have COVID prior vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. Same day of shot, the patient experienced dizziness, felt giddy, then at night her whole body felt sore, ached on lower back and right side of her hip. In the morning of 30Dec2020, patient experienced body ache throughout my whole body, pain if stay in one position to long on right hip or lower back and legs, light headed and headaches. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was unknown. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

923319 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 KY 66.0 F Severe stomach cramps; severe stomach cramps and bloating; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient).  A 66-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer product, lot number: EK9231), intramuscular on 29Dec2020 16:00 at single dose on right arm for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included penicillin allergy.  Concomitant medication included chondroitin;glucosamine, biotin, vitamin d nos, zolpidem tartrate (AMBIEN) and Women's Daily Vitamin.  The patient previously took codeine and experienced drug allergy. The patient experienced severe stomach cramps and bloating 19 hours after vaccine (30Dec2020 11:00). Took "Digestive Advantage" and symptoms let up after 1 hour. The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks. No covid prior vaccination; no covid tested post vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events. The outcome of the events was resolving.

923320 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Induration at the injection site

923321 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 37.0 F Worsening pain at injection site that night, inability to raise arm to shoulder height due to pain, feeling unwell that night, unable to sleep, tossing and turning all night with very disturbing dream; Worsening pain at injection site that night, inability to raise arm to shoulder height due to pain, feeling unwell that night, unable to sleep, tossing and turning all night with very disturbing dream; cold; Worsening pain at injection site that night, inability to raise arm to shoulder height due to pain, feeling unwell that night, unable to sleep, tossing and turning all night with very disturbing dream; feeling unwell that night, unable to sleep, tossing and turning all night; feeling unwell that night, unable to sleep, tossing and turning all night; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 37-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EH9899; expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration (left arm), on 29Dec2020 at 15:15, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included food allergy (known allergies: raw bananas, avocados, melons, kiwi, tomatoes, oranges, grapes-make her mouth and lips itch). Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received ibuprofen 400mg, a couple doses week prior. The patient did not receive other vaccines in four weeks. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior vaccination. Patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. On 29Dec2020, at 21:00, patient experienced worsening pain at injection site that night, inability to raise arm to shoulder height due to pain, feeling unwell that night, unable to sleep, tossing and turning all night with very disturbing dreams. When she was able to sleep, she was still feeling unwell the next morning like she was recovering from a cold. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was recovering. Since the vaccination, patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

923322 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 TX 48.0 F Tested positive for COVID /she received the first dose of the vaccine last 16Dec2020 but tested positive via Nasal Swab test on 24Dec2020; Tested positive for COVID/positive via Nasal Swab test/fever/body aches/headaches/She was very very weak, almost lethargic/felt really bad/fatigued; gas; bloated; the weight last week she was 167 and this week she was 180; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 48-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine) Lot #EH9899, via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 at single dose by injection in the right deltoid for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included borderline hypertension from 2018 and ongoing.  Concomitant medication included olmesartan medoxomil (BENICAR) from 2018 and ongoing for borderline hypertension. The nurse reported that she received the first dose of the vaccine last 16Dec2020 but tested positive via Nasal Swab test on 24Dec2020. She said this kinda weird. She received the COVID vaccine on 16Dec2020. She tested positive for COVID on 24Dec2020. Obviously she was exposed to COVID prior to the vaccine. She was scheduled to have the 2nd dose on 05Jan2021 but her hospital deferred it to 23Mar2021. She was asking if this was what's recommended.She said this was another weird thing, regarding the weight last week she was 167 and this week she was 180 (in Dec2020). She was very bloated in Dec2020, it was bizarre. He husband did not receive the vaccine and had symptoms on 24Dec2020. She had normal seasonal allergy symptoms. She did not think much of it. She took her Xyzal and her normal things.She took her husband to get tested and he tested positive, so she got tested, and was positive. She worked at (address withheld), and all of her patients were immunocompromised. She was shocked. She did not think this had anything to do with the vaccine. If anything, it has helped her fight the virus.By Christmas day 25Dec2020 her fever was 102, she had body aches, she went into overdrive. She had headaches and lots of gas in Dec2020.She went into overdrive from partial recognition from the vaccine.She was very very weak, almost lethargic. Her O2 saturation have stayed good around 98% in Dec2020. She has done really well. Yesterday or the day before she felt really bad again. She did a virtual visit with (name withheld), and the doctor started her on steroids and gave her an inhaler just in case she needed it. She felt better on 30De2020. On 29De2020 she was so bad and bloated, she only had one dose of the steroids, but had unusual weight gain. Then 2 pounds were gone this morning on 30De2020.She had no pitting edema or edema period. She was very fatigued, but had more energy this morning, probably because of the steroids. She had the vaccine, even though day 7 post-injection, instead of day 10, which was about 50%, her body reacted more so than her husbands because her body recognized it. The outcome of the events was unknown. She was unsure of the outcome. It was up and down. She has felt worse and she has felt better. The reporter considered the event Tested positive for COVID was Not serious and unrelated to the BNT162B2.; Sender's Comments: While reporter causality is noted, a possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported events cannot be excluded.

923323 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 AZ 30.0 30 M 7 minutes after receiving injection patient developed left jaw pain, pain behind eyes, dizziness, nausea and 2 episodes of vomiting. Given antiemetic medication and ibuprofen for symptomatic treatments. Monitored in the ED for several hours without new or worsening symptoms.  Of note, patient was seen for left jaw pain, pain behind eyes and dizziness on Dec 26 in the ED as well. States these symptoms were thought to be improving until dose of vaccine, symptoms returned. New symptom is N/V after dose of vaccine.

923324 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 MN 64.0 M Bell's palsy on the left side of his face; Headaches; Overall was not feeling well; This is a spontaneous report from contactable consumers (including the patient). A 64-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 18Dec2020 04:00 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. There were no relevant medical history and concomitant medications. On, 19Dec2020, the patient had headaches and overall was not feeling well.  On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced bell's palsy on the left side of his face. He said it was a little hard to talk as his mouth was not working at the moment. The provider he saw gave him steroids- Prednisone, and Valaciclovir. He was also told to get some eyedrops as one eye does not close very well. He laughed and said it was a little hard to drink his coffee. The outcome of the events headache and not feeling well was recovered on 21Dec2020 while the outcome of bell's palsy was not recovered.  The information on the batch/lot number and expiration date has been requested.

923325 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 MA 43.0 F positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for a nurse (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect.  A 43-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The physician was reporting that a nurse received the vaccine and had a headache after receiving it. She also tested positive for Covid 6 days after getting the vaccine (on 28Dec2020). He was asking if there was any connection with getting the first shot and testing positive. She was very keen with social distancing and wearing a mask. The physician is a medical oncologist. He was reporting on one of the nurses that worked at the hospital. She also developed nasopharyngeal congestion 4-5 days later. The nurse was at work today. She was disappointed because she had to go home. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included SARS-CoV-2 test: positive on 28Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19  cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

923326 01/06/2021 U has tested positive shortly after; has tested positive shortly after; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of unknown age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The pharmacist asked for recommendation for the 2nd dose of the patient who had received the 1st dose but had tested positive shortly after. The outcome of the events was unknown.  information on the LOT/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported event cannot be excluded.

923327 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Feverish Chills Fatigue  Runny nose

923329 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NY 29.0 F palpitations; Shortness of breath; Heart rate was 160s; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician. This 29-Year-old female physician reported that she received 1st dose of BNT162B2 on 30Dec2020 08:30 AM at right arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included allergies: Citrus and cinnamon- perioral contact dermatitis. Concomitant therapy included birth control- Mylan. The patient reported within 5 mins of vaccine administration, she experienced palpitations and shortness of breath. Heart rate was 160s on 30Dec2020. No rash or fever. Event onset time was reported as 30Dec2020 8:30. She needed to be taken to the emergency room. Treatment was received as Steroids epinephrine Benadryl. The outcome of the event was recovering. The events were reported as non-serious.  Lot/Batch and Expiration date has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923330 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 MI 36.0 36 F Severe insomnia.  Started the night of 1/1/2021.  Was unable to fall asleep despite being tired.  This is not normal for me.  This has continued every night.  I am unable to fall asleep despite being exhausted.  Once asleep I am waking up  within an hour and a half to two hours and not able to go back to sleep.  Over the past 5 nights I have averaged 2 hours a sleep night and no day time naps.

923331 05/01/2020 01/06/2021 AR 56.0 F started spotting this morning; low back pain mild; breast tenderness; abdominal pain mild; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: Unspecified AE. Upon receipt of follow-up information on 30Dec2020 this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  A contactable nurse (patient) reported a 56-year-old female patient received the first dose of  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EH9899), intramuscular on the left deltoid on 17Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 vaccination at the hospital, estradiol (ESTRADIOL gel), oral from May2020 and ongoing at 1 mg, 1x/day for menopause and progesterone (PROGESTERONE tablet), oral from May2020 and ongoing at 100 mg, 1x/day for menopausal symptoms. Medical history included blood pressure issues since 2000 and ongoing. The patient was also menopausal (ongoing).  Concomitant medication included losartan (LOSARTAN) for blood pressure issues. On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced abdominal pain mild. She also had low back pain mild and breast tenderness noted on 29Dec2020. The patient also stated that she felt like she was going to have a period even she has not had a period in 3 years as she was on progesterone and estradiol. The patient will see doctor to make sure that it was not anything. On 30Dec2020, the patient reported that she started spotting this morning.  The patient did not receive any treatments for the events. The action taken in response for progesterone and estradiol as dose not change.  The patient recovered from abdominal pain mild on 28Dec2020; low back pain mild and breast tenderness on 29Dec2020. Stated that the spotting resolved at noon on 30Dec2020. The reporter considered the events as non-serious. The reporter also considered that the events were related to Pfizer BioNTech Vaccine while unrelated to estradiol and progesterone.

923332 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MT 46.0 46 F Dizziness, flushing

923333 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 NC 59.0 F Started with aches in the back NA increased tempswollen lump nodes under the arms and neckbottoms of the feet swollen; Started with aches in the back NA increased tempswollen lump nodes under the arms and neckbottoms of the feet swollen; Started with aches in the back NA increased tempswollen lump nodes under the arms and neckbottoms of the feet swollen; Started with aches in the back NA increased tempswollen lump nodes under the arms and neckbottoms of the feet swollen; Started with aches in the back NA increased tempswollen lump nodes under the arms and neckbottoms of the feet swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). This 59-year-old female Other Health Professional (not pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: ej1685) on 21Dec2020 11:00 AM at single dose in Left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history was hypertension, hypothyroidism. Concomitant drug included levothyroxine/liothyronine (NP THYROID), HCTZ, Amlodipine. No other vaccine in four weeks. Started with aches in the back NA increased temp swollen lump nodes under the arms and neck bottoms of the feet swollen from 27Dec2020 with outcome was recovered. No treatment. No covid prior vaccination. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, patient had been tested for COVID-19: negative on 28Dec2020.  No follow up attempts are needed. No further information is expected.

923335 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MI 53.0 53 F associate states she has hx of allergic reactions to vaccines; i.e flu.  patient came in c/o of vision problems and numbness to entire body. Benadryl 25mg PO given at 1106. VS: BP 149/122, oxygen 90%, and HR 77 at 11:14 1119: 186/116, HR 79, and oxygen 95%. 1123: 206/102, HR 89, oxygen 96% 1125: EMS called.

923336 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 F tested positive; tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. A female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 27Dec2020 (reported as about 3 days ago, as of 30Dec2020) at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history, concomitant medications or past drug history were not provided. She received the vaccine about 3 days ago and later tested positive in Dec2020 and asked if the patient needs to restart the 2 doses series. Outcome of the events were unknown.  Lot/Batch and Expiration date has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported events drug ineffective and COVID-19 are likely intercurrent conditions and are unrelated to BNT162B2 based on the short temporal relation between vaccination and onset of event.

923337 01/06/2021 F Caller stated that a patient tested positive for covid 19 after the first dose of the vaccine; Caller stated that a patient tested positive for covid 19 after the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist. A female patient of an unspecified age (age: 74; unit- unknown) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive for COVID 19 after the first dose of the vaccine. Reporter wants to know if the patient can be treated with monoclonal antibodies after having received the vaccine. Reporter also wanted to know if the storage in the thermal shipper can be extended past the 30 days. Event outcome was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events drug ineffective and COVID-19 are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available.

923338 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 U Patient who got the vaccine a week ago tested positive now for COVID; Patient who got the vaccine a week ago tested positive now for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The pharmacist reported the patient who got the vaccine a week ago tested positive now for covid on Dec2020 with outcome of unknown. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included covid: positive on Dec2020. the doctor is thinking of giving antibody. The event was reported at non-serious.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available.

923339 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 ID 31.0 31 F Arm redness, sore and swollen

923340 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 32.0 M Moderate to severe Chills; body and head aches; head aches; Fever (99.6 F); This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other hcp.  A 32-year-old male patient received BNT162b2 (COVID 19, Lot number: EK9231, dose number was 1), intramuscular at right arm on 28Dec2020 08:00 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization in hospital.  Medical history was none. There was no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. There was no other vaccine in four weeks.   The patient experienced Moderate to severe Chills, body and head aches, and Fever (99.6 F) on 28Dec2020 20:30(08:30 P.M). There was no treatment. There was no COVID prior vaccination nor COVID tested post vaccination. Outcome was recovering.  Events were assessed as non-serious by the reporter.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported event chills cannot be excluded based on known safety profile of suspect drug and compatible temporal relation.

923341 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 F bell's palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A female patient of an unspecified age  (age: 37 unit: unknown), received BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced bell's palsy on 30Dec2020.  The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of bell's palsy might not be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

923342 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TN 49.0 49 F Patient complained of increased heart rate(148) and " mu throat feels funny" holding her hand to her throat. mild shortness of breath with great anxiety. 0.5 of epinephrine and 50 mg of Benadryl given IM and EMS notified , after evaluation by EMS ,and 30 minutes of time had elapsed,patient declined transport, stating " I am better" she called and family member and left with them. heart rate was 148, respiration 32 and blood pressure 186/102

923343 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MO 51.0 F felt like she had the flu/ kind of like flu symptoms; dry cough; stated that her arm hurt; tingling going down arm/ tingling down to her fingers; A little nausea/nauseated; real tired/ exhausted; muscle aches, just achy feeling; a little dizzy; sinus congestion; feel bad enough; didn't have enough energy; swollen lymph node; its like a little bitty lump in her throat; lymph node's a little bit tender; stated that her head feels congested almost like sinus pressure; stated that her head feels congested almost like sinus pressure; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for self. This 51-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on an 29Dec2020 15:15 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included migraine, stated that the pressure triggers migraines and she was not going there.  Concomitant medications were not provided. Past drug history included stated she took Excedrin migraine because she has history of migraines. She stated it felt like she had the flu, didn't have a temperature and never had a temperature. The first symptom was a dry cough and arm hurt so bad it was tingling going down arm/ tingling down to her fingers and now it felt much better and was able to move. A little nausea/ nauseated, kind of like flu symptoms, was real tired/ exhausted, muscle aches, just achy feeling. She was going to get up and go to work but felt the same symptoms but a little dizzy. Right now, she was feeling a little better but she had this like sinus congestion and the dry cough. She felt bad enough and didn't have enough energy to attend her aunts funeral and was fine yesterday. She also had a little bit of a swollen lymph node. She was not having difficulty breathing or anything like that. She was trying to eat something and its like a little bitty lump in her throat and her lymph node's a little bit tender." She stated she was starting to feel tired. Stated right now head feels congested almost like sinus pressure. Stated she does not have a headache. Stated that she does not have a temperature. Stated that she feels like crap. Stated that she called the nurse at the hospital and she stated that with the vaccination some people are testing positive for Covid. Stated that she was told that if she was having symptoms that she should go get a Covid test. Wanted to know if she should get a Covid test. Wanted to know if she should get the rapid test or 3 day. Outcome of the events felt like she had the flu/ kind of like flu symptoms, dry cough, arm hurt, tingling going down arm/ tingling down to her fingers, nausea, real tired/ exhausted, muscle aches, just achy feeling, a little dizzy, was recovering. Outcome of the event sinus congestion, feel bad enough, didn't have enough energy, swollen lymph node, its like a little bitty lump in my throat, lymph node's a little bit tender, her head feels congested almost like sinus pressure was unknown.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

923344 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 OK 34.0 F heart rate (HR) was 180; tongue and lips tingled; walking for a short distance and felt "off; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reported for herself. This 34-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 15:15 at single dose on left arm for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included allergies to hepatitis B vaccine rhbsag (HEY B VACCINE) booster and poison ivy. Concomitant medication included biotin / calcium pantothenate / cyanocobalamin / folic acid / nicotinamide / pyridoxine hydrochloride / riboflavin / thiamine mononitrate (B COMPLEX), fexofenadine, ascorbic acid (VIT C) and Multivitamin. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Immediately after shot (29Dec2020 15:15), her tongue and lips tingled but it went away quickly. She was walking for a short distance and felt "off." The patient checked her pulse and pulse ox and her heart rate (HR) was 180. Her HR had bounced around from 150-180 with minimal exertion and was in the 90s at rest. No treatment received for the events. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The outcome of not recovered. The events were non-serious.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the event heart rate increased cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923345 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NC 50.0 50 M 1011-2nd Dose of Pfizer administered; 1025 pt began feeling a quivering in his stomach about where his diaphragm is located.  the feeling went away and pt went back to his office.    1045-Symptoms began again flushed/faintness accomapanied the initial quivering.  Pt bean feeling tingling his fingers and toes and felt like a lump was in his throat, his neck felt tight.  1052-Reported back to COVID pop up vaccine clinic reporting symptoms to staff in the clinic.  1100-BP 200s/90s HR 110s SPO2 96%. pt interviewed by lead FNP and evaluated.  PT given water and granola bar as he reported he did not eat that morning, only took Excedrin.  1115-BP 165/86 HR 92 SPO2 98%RA.  pt reports symptoms starting to resolve.  1120-HR 84 SPO2 98%RA. 1122-Pt dc'd to work.  pt asked to not leave the hospital for 4-6 hours, not even to work offsite.  pt agrees to report to ED if symptoms return.

923346 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 WI 60.0 F dizzy; fever; elevated blood pressure; flushed feeling day of vaccine. The next day she continued to feel flushed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported for a 60-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via intramuscular route on 29Dec2020 15:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID-19, hypertension and depression. Concomitant medications included vitamins received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient previously took duloxetine and experienced allergies. Facility that the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in Workplace clinic. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hasn't been tested for COVID-19. On 29Dec2020, the patient was dizzy, had fever, elevated blood pressure, and flushed feeling day of vaccine. The next day she continued to feel flushed that moved through her face and down her neck. It felt like she was on fire. The adverse events resulted in the following: Emergency room/department or urgent care. Outcome of the event feel flushed was recovered on 30Dec2020, outcome of other events was recovered in Dec2020. Treatment received for the adverse events included IV fluids, prednisone, diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). Events were reported as non-serious.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the events dizzy, fever, elevated blood pressure and flushed feeing cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923347 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 OK 28.0 F swelling/cellulitis in her left arm/redness, inflammation, swelling that looked like cellulitis to the arm/deltoid area; redness; to the arm/deltoid area; inflammation; to the arm/deltoid area; swelling/cellulitis in her left arm/swelling; to the arm/deltoid area; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. A 28-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EK5730, expiry date unknown) intramuscular at left deltoid on 16Dec2020 16:45 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization at a hospital facility and not in a military facility. Medical history included ongoing acne. Concomitant medications included ongoing spironolactone for acne. The patient did not receive any other vaccines the day or 4 weeks prior Covid-19 vaccine. The patient informed that after 8 days of getting Covid vaccine she has swelling/cellulitis in her left arm. The patient got the COVID-19 vaccine and had kind of a delayed reaction. She got the vaccine on 16Dec2020 16:45 pm at her workplace. The patient informed that she had no reaction right after the vaccine. On 24Dec2020, the patient experienced redness, inflammation, swelling that looked like cellulitis to the arm/deltoid area. The patient got antibiotics and it has improved. The reporter informed that the events required visit to physician office. The outcome of the events swelling/cellulitis in her left arm/redness, inflammation, swelling that looked like cellulitis to the arm/deltoid area was recovering. The patient was queried regarding seriousness of the events and the patient stated "it could have potentially dangerous." The patient wanted to know if she should get second dose of the vaccine.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events vaccination site cellulitis, vaccination site erythema, vaccination site inflammation and vaccination site swelling cannot be excluded.

923348 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 MN 50.0 50 F . Woke up  in the middle of the night with acute facial pain on the left side. From the scalp to the jaw line including the roof of my mouth.  I took 3 Advil at the time and the woke again a couple hours later and took 2 more. In the morning it seemed fine. I have noticed a very slight change to my lower left eye - it seems lower.

923349 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 HI U very tired; foggy headed; slight sore injection site; feel very lethargic; hard to focus at work; just want to sleep; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). An adult patient of an unspecified gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL1284), intramuscular in the left arm on 29Dec2020 17:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included allergies to bee stings. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously took intravenous (IV) magnesium and experienced head to toe rash. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 30Dec2020 07:00, the patient was very tired, a bit foggy headed, slight sore injection site, overall just feel very lethargic/tired. The patient just want to sleep. It was a bit hard to focus at work. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was unknown. The events were considered non-serious.

923350 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 F she had developed symptoms and tested positive to COVID-19; she had developed symptoms and tested positive to COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 first dose on 20Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. She tested negative on 18Dec2020. She received the first dose of the COVID 19 vaccine on 20Dec2020. On the following Friday (25Dec2020), she had developed symptoms and tested positive to COVID-19. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events drug ineffective and SARS-CoV-2 test positive cannot be excluded as the information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available.

923351 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 26.0 F received the 1st dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 21Dec2020, however, on 28Dec2020 she tested positive to COVID-19; received the 1st dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 21Dec2020, however, on 28Dec2020 she tested positive to COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored Program Pfizer First Connect. A 26-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), intramuscularly on left deltoid on 21Dec2020 (between 2:15PM and 2:30PM) at single dose (reported as 225mcg/.45ml intramuscular suspension) for COVID-19 immunization. The relevant medical history included birth control. Concomitant medications included ongoing ethinylestradiol, ferrous fumarate, norethisterone acetate (TAYTULLA) for birth control. The patient received the 1st dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 21Dec2020, however, on 28Dec2020 she tested positive to COVID-19. She wanted to know if the vaccine could have caused a positive test result, if the test assesses IgM or IgG (to the viral spike proteins), could a false positive result be caused by the vaccine. She hadn't been able to get up with her primary care on the phone. This was her first dose. The window to get the second vaccine is 07Jan2021 through 11Jan2021. The patient did not require a visit to emergency room or physician office. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events drug ineffective and SARS-CoV-2 test positive cannot be excluded as the information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available.

923352 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 CA 31.0 31 F At about 10 to 12 minutes after she received the vaccine she felt that her throat "felt numb" and had trouble swallowing her own saliva.  Approximately 30 minutes after the vaccine she noticed significant tongue and oral itching and then hoarseness.  Vitals were normal.  Did not notice any flushing, rash under skin or swelling.  The symptoms all resolved after she received a dose of Benadryl (which she was able to swallow) followed by a dose of Zyrtec.   3 days after she received her injection she developed sore throat and body aches.

923353 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 IN 38.0 F Eye swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 38-year-old female patient (no pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot Number: EL1284), on 28Dec2020 10:30AM (vaccine location: Left arm) via unknown route of administration at single dose (first dose) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were reported none. There were no known allergies. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient experienced Eye swelling where Allergen filler was placed 7 weeks prior to the event on 30Dec2020 07:00AM. Patient did not receive any treatment. Patient did not have covid prior vaccination. Patient did not have covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the event was not recovered. This case was assessed non-serious by reporter. The event did not result in death, Life threatening, Caused/prolonged hospitalization, Disabling/Incapacitating, Congenital anomaly/birth defect.

923354 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 M acute pericarditis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot/batch number not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was unknown if other vaccines were given in four weeks and unknown if patient had Covid prior vaccination. The patient experienced acute pericarditis on 24Dec2020. Clinical course as follows: Doctor colleagues at the institution admitted (at Emergency room/department or urgent care) and treated a patient with acute pericarditis who received his first dose of Pfizer SARS-CoV-2 EUA vaccine on 23Dec2020. The physician (reporter) considered the event as non-serious. The outcome of the event was recovering.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the event acute pericarditis cannot be excluded as the information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923355 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 CA 30.0 F received the vaccine last week and tested positive for covid this week; received the vaccine last week and tested positive for covid this week; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other Healthcare Professional (patient). A 30-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: Unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose by injection in the right arm for COVID-19 immunization (to be protected and to protect her family with other conditions like diabetes). The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient got the first dose of the COVID vaccine last week on 23Dec2020 and then she tested positive for COVID on Monday on 28Dec2020. She was asking if it was safe to get the second dose. Patient was a pharmacy technician. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events drug ineffective and SARS-CoV-2 test positive cannot be excluded as the information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available.

923356 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MD 30.0 30 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Vaccine recipient stated that a few days after her vaccination she started noticing small mostly flesh colored raised "bumps" on both sides of her neck, behind her ears, and on her right cheek.  She stated that the rash was not bothersome, but some of the bumps were red.  If worsened, she would contact her PCP.

923357 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 OR 35.0 M Headache; blurred vision; unable to read at time; Difficulty focusing; right hand numbness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 35-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 28Dec2020 04:15 PM, Intramuscularly at single dose (Vaccine location: Left arm) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported none. Concomitant medications were not reported. Patient did not have any allergies. Patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Patient experienced Headache, blurred vision and unable to read at time, Difficulty focusing and right hand numbness on 30Dec2020 12:00 AM. Patient did not receive any treatment. The outcome of the events was not recovered. This case was assessed non-serious by reporter. The events did not result in death, Life threatening, Caused/prolonged hospitalization, Disabling/Incapacitating, Congenital anomaly/birth defect.    Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events headache, vision blurred, cognitive disorder, disturbance in attention and hypoaesthesia cannot be excluded as the information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923358 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 PA U Nausea; Diarrhea; All over weakness; I have 100.4°F temp; Vomiting projectile; Body aches and pains; shortness of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose on 29Dec2020 06:30 at the hospital for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date in Dec2020, after receiving vaccine, the patient experienced nausea, diarrhea, all over weakness, I have 100.4°F temp, vomiting projectile, body aches and pains, shortness of breath. The outcome of the events was unknown. The patient stated: "I didn't have any of the symptoms until I got the vaccine, the nausea is a big issue for because I have connected tissue disease and I have to take my medication today. I take Cellcept and Prednisone, every day and I am hoping to get them. I just need to get it in."

923359 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MO 38.0 38 F around 1:00 a.m. I awoke with stomach pain and had diarrhea. I continued to have stomach pains and had diarrhea again around 2-3:00a.m.  Stomach pain continued. At approximately 4:00 a.m. I vomited.  I continued to have stomach pain, back pain, vomiting and diarrhea.  I vomited every hour from 4:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. whether or not I consumed any liquids. At approximately 10:45a.m. I took an anti-nausea medication proscribed by a healthcare provider and the vomiting ceased.  I continued to have stomach and back pains for the remainder of the day.  I felt better the following day, but still had back pain/soreness.

923360 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 OH 57.0 F post nasal drip; cough; Hoarse voice; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (reporting for herself).  A 57-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot EK5730, expiry date not reported), intramuscular in 29Dec2020 12:00 at a single dose in the left arm as Covid vaccine. Medical history included diagnosis is hypothyroidism, and patient have had reaction to almost all medications, wherein PCP (primary care provider) thinks patient have a reaction to the coating on tablets and to capsules. Patient had no covid prior vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. About 20 minutes after receiving on 29Dec2020 12:00, started with post nasal drip, which caused a cough; hoarse voice. These symptoms lasted about 2 hours. Since they are not listed as side effects just wanted to share. Patient did have a negative covid test on the day of the vaccine (covid tested post vaccination on 29Dec2020). No treatments received for the events reported. The events were reported as not serious (not resulting in death, not life threatening, did no caused/ prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/Incapacitating, not congenital anomaly/birth defect). The outcome of the events post nasal drip, cough and hoarse voice was recovered on 29Dec2020 14:20.

923361 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 MI 49.0 F Hives, started in R Groin, traveled to R axila, back, neck, arms, leg and trunk; severe palm itching, severe feet itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 49-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection; lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 16:00 at single dose at left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies Ct contrast. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. ON 23Dec2020 04:00, 12 hours post injection- the patient experienced Hives, started in R Groin, traveled to R axila, back, neck, arms, leg and trunk. 24 hours after the first incident, the patient experienced severe palm itching, another 24 hours later, the patient then experienced severe feet itching. The AE resulted in emergency room/department care. The patient received treatment for the events (Solumedrol). The events was assessed as non-serious. The outcome of the events was recovering.

923362 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 ID 59.0 59 F Sore arm and flu like symptoms.

923363 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 GU F hard time breathing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's daughter-in-law). This consumer reported for two patients. This is the second of two reports. A 92-year-old female patient received single dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, Solution for injection, batch/lot number and exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 for immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient took the vaccine the day before reporting (29Dec2020). The patient had a "hard time breathing" at the start but was resolved now (Dec2020). The reporter was asking for recommendations.The event was considered as non-serious by the reporter.  Information about Lot/batch no has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520754 same reporter/drug, different patient/event

923364 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 F She though she received the vaccine either intradermally or subcutaneously, because she noticed a red bump on her arm; She though she received the vaccine either intradermally or subcutaneously, because she noticed a red bump on her arm; I have not received the vaccine intramuscularly; I have not received the vaccine intramuscularly; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A female patient of an unspecified received a single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, batch/lot number and exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 for immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of Covid-19 Vaccine the day before reporting (29Dec2020) from work. She has not received the vaccine intramuscularly; the needle was a half inch. She thought she received the vaccine either intradermally or subcutaneously, because she noticed a red bump on her arm (onset date: 29Dec2020). Patient asked if the vaccine can be administered by an alternative route other than intramuscular. She wanted to know if she should restart the vaccination series as she received the first dose of Covid-19 vaccine by the wrong route. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923365 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NY 54.0 54 M Fever of 101.6

923366 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 PA 50.0 F Low grade temp 99.6, chills, tired, headache; Low grade temp 99.6, chills, tired, headache; Low grade temp 99.6, chills, tired, headache; Low grade temp 99.6, chills, tired, headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 50-year-old female received first single dose of BNT162B2, (Pfizer, Solution for injection, Lot number: EK 9231, exp date not reported), intramuscular (anatomical location: arm left) on 29Dec2020 09:15 for immunization. Medical history included asthma, hypothyroid, high cholesterol, and allergies: latex and shellfish. The patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 Prior to vaccination.Concomitant medication (Other medications in two weeks) include: magnesium sulfate, ibuprofen, cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC ALLERGY), levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), simvastatin, and cimicifuga racemosa root, glycine max extract (BLACK COHOSH & SOY ISOFLAVONES). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Facility type vaccine: Hospital. The patient experienced low grade temp 99.6, chills, was tired, and headache on 29Dec2020 19:00. No treatment was received. Patient was not Covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was unknown.

923367 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 VA 58.0 F Both Legs Became Completely Numb; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 58-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK5730), intramuscular in the right arm on 28Dec2020 07:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included diabetes and blood pressure (BP) abnormal. The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medications included losartan potassium (LOSATAN), metformin, and amlodipine besilate (NORVAC), clopidogrel bisulfate (PLAVIX). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously took codeine and experienced allergies to codeine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 29Dec2020 19:00, the patient was sitting and both of her legs became completely numb for 20 minutes and then the symptoms went away. This never happen before. No treatment was received for the adverse event. Outcome of the event was recovered on 29Dec2020 19:20. The event was considered non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923368 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AK 66.0 66 F SORE ARM

923369 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 PA 55.0 M Severe Headache; muscle pain (neck and left shoulder); muscle pain (neck and left shoulder); joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 55-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 30Dec2020 12:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included diabetes, hypothyroidism, hypercholesterolemia, and obesity. Concomitant medication included metformin hydrochloride (GLUCOPHAGE), metformin, semaglutide (OZEMPIC), fluoxetine hydrochloride (PROZAC), levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID). The patient previously took varenicline tartrate (CHANTIX) and experienced nightmare and allergies to varenicline tartrate. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 30Dec2020 13:30, the patient experienced severe headache, muscle pain (neck and left shoulder), and joint pain. No treatment was received for the adverse event. Outcome of the event was recovered on Dec2020. The events were considered non-serious.  The following information on the batch number has been requested.

923370 01/06/2021 F high heart rate; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 28-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced high heart rate on an unspecified date. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923371 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 FL 45.0 45 F Fever,  arm pain,  diarrhea

923372 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 FL 41.0 F vaccine site was pink, warm, indurated (size of tennis ball); vaccine site was pink, warm, indurated (size of tennis ball); vaccine site was pink, warm, indurated (size of tennis ball); vaccine site rt deltoid began to itch and had red blotches; vaccine site rt deltoid began to itch and had red blotches; Headache; low grade fever; sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from contactable healthcare professional .  A 41-years-old female patient  received the first dose of  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at a right deltoid on 16Dec2020 11:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization, at a hospital.  Medical history included seasonal allergy.  No known allergies to medication, food or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  On 19Dec2020 16:00, day 3 post vaccine, the patient experienced headache, low grade fever, and sore throat. On 27Dec2020, day 11, patient experienced vaccine site right (rt) deltoid began to itch and had red blotches. On 28Dec2020, day 12, the patient experienced vaccine site was pink, warm, indurated (size of tennis ball). Treated with paracetamol (TYLENOL), topical/oral diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) and topical 1% hydrocortisone. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not received any medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient was tested for COVID-19 with via rapid test and PCR with nasal swab, both negative on 22Dec2020. The patient recovered from the events, headache, low grade fever, and sore throat on 24Dec2020, day 8 post vaccine and the rest of the events on 30Dec2020, day 14.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

923373 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA 33.0 F Hives to opposite arm; redness to injection site; Itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A 33-years-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685, expiry date not reported), intramuscular in 30Dec2020 09:00 at a single dose in the left arm as COVID vaccine. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of the vaccination. The patient had no known allergies. The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient had no COVID prior vaccination and patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination. It was unknown if the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 30Dec2020 09:15, the patient experienced hives to opposite arm and redness to injection site, and itching. Started within 20 minutes, patient taken to the emergency room/department or urgent care for evaluation and medications. As treatment, patient received diphenhydramine, famotidine, prednisone in response to the events reported. The events reported as not serious (did not result in death, not life-threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating and not a congenital anomaly/birth defect. The outcome of the events hives to opposite arm and redness to injection site, and itching was unknown.

923375 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 31.0 F Dizzy; Nausea; she broke out with what felt like a million bugs on her head and face, states it is burning and itching/burning and itching on face and head during hair appointment; felt bad/did not feel right all day; she broke out with what felt like a million bugs on her head and face, states it is burning and itching/burning and itching on face and head during hair appointment; there is a lot of paranoia; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable consumer (who is also the patient). A 31-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration, on 28Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient stated she got the first dose of the Pfizer Covid vaccine on Monday, 28Dec2020. She mentioned that she read the list of side effects and all the print outs and stated her events were not on there. She wanted to make sure and stated maybe it was not even from the vaccine. She reported she just came from the hair dresser, had hair colored before many times, but today (30Dec2020), when she put the dye on her hair, she broke out with what felt like a million bugs on her head and face, stated it is burning and itching, maybe it is her imagination. She knows there is a lot of paranoia. She reported that she has had hair colored before and this has never happened, it occurred during hair coloring treatment. She also mentioned that on 30Dec2020 (also reported as "yesterday", pending clarification), she felt dizzy and nauseous; on 29Dec2020 (reported as "yesterday"), she felt bad and did not feel right all day, but says she knows those were listed symptoms. The outcome of the events dizziness, nausea, burning sensation and pruritus was recovering; the outcome of events paranoia and feeling abnormal was unknown.

923376 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 WV 22.0 22 F Patient received the Moderna COVID19 vaccine on 12/28/2020 approximately 10:00 AM.  By approximately 1830 patient noticed she was beginning to have some peripheral vision disturbances.  Patient noted to have slight head ache at the time.  Two mornings, on Wednesday, patient reports being unable to see when entering a lighted room.  Vision limitations being able to see minimally and what was able to be seen was very blurry with dark circles when squinting.  This visual disturbance improved after 30 seconds to a few minutes of being in dim light.  This occurred on Wednesday with headache developing later in the day.  Ibuprofen helped headache.  Has continued to have daily headaches since injection.  Patient states headaches seem to be improving some as the week has gone on.

923377 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 39.0 F extreme soreness at injection site; GI upset; sleeplessness; mild fever; pain radiating down left arm and up to behind left ear; pain radiating down left arm and up to behind left ear; neck tightness; mild headache; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Nurse (patient). A 39-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection) via unspecified route of administration at left arm on 29Dec2020 10:30 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization in a hospital facility. Medical history included hypothyroid, PCOS (polycystic ovarian syndrome), sulfa allergies. Concomitant medications included unknown medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the Covid vaccine. On 29Dec2020 13:00, the patient experienced extreme soreness at injection site, GI upset, sleeplessness, mild fever, pain radiating down left arm and up to behind left ear, neck tightness, mild headache. The patient has not been tested for Covid-19 since the vaccination. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The outcome of the events extreme soreness at injection site, GI upset, sleeplessness, mild fever, pain radiating down left arm and up to behind left ear, neck tightness, mild head ache was recovering. The reporter considered the events non-serious; did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolong hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating, and no congenital anomaly/birth defect.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.
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923378 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 OK 46.0 F now 2 hours later I have a rash on my belly; Metallic taste almost immediately; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (hcp).  A 46-years-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EK9231, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec020 16:45 at a single dose in the left arm as Covid vaccine. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient was not pregnant at the time of the vaccination. The patient previously took iodine and experienced allergies. The patient was not in other vaccine in four weeks. The patient had no prior COVID vaccination and was not tested for COVID post vaccination.  The patient experienced metallic taste almost immediately (30Dec2020 16:45) and now 2 hours (18:45) later patient have a rash on the belly. No treatments received in response to the events reported. The events reported as not serious (did not result in death, not life-threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating and not a congenital anomaly/birth defect. The events metallic taste and rash on the belly was not recovered.

923379 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 F mild rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Solution for injection, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at a single dose for Covid-19 Vaccine. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  Patient just had her covid vaccine shot a week ago (Dec2020) and was experiencing mild rash. Patient was asking if she was contagious. The outcome of the event mild rash was unknown.    Lot/Batch and Expiration date has been requested.

923380 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 GA 36.0 36 F "About 2 hours after vaccine administration experienced severe fatigue. Went home and took 2 hour nap. Was still somewhat fatigued through the evening. Felt fine when waking up the next day."

923381 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MA 21.0 F Arm soreness; stuffy nose/congestion; tired; knee pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 21-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) intramuscularly on the left arm on 29Dec2020 12:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included tree fruit allergy. Concomitant medication included paracetamol (TYLENOL) and ibuprofen (ADVIL). The patient previously took cefaclor (CECLOR) and experienced drug allergy. The patient experienced arm soreness, stuffy nose/congestion, tired and knee pain on 29Dec2020 17:30. The patient did not receive treatment for the reported events. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included SARS-CoV-2 test: pending on 29Dec2020. Outcome of events was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923382 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 HI 61.0 F pain in arm at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (hcp). A 61-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number EL1284, expiry date not given), intramuscular on 29Dec2020 18:00 at a single dose in the left arm as Covid Vaccine. Medical history included hypothyroid, low adrenal cortex and allergies to sulfa. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient was not pregnant at the time of the vaccination. Concomitant medication included fluoxetine. The patient had no vaccine in four weeks. The patient previously took amoxycillin and experienced allergies. On 29Dec2020 (reported as at 5:30 AM and 5:00 AM; pending clarification), the patient experienced pain in arm at injection site. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The event reported was not serious (did not result in death, not life-threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating and not a congenital anomaly/birth defect. The outcome of the event pain in arm at injection site was recovering.

923383 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 IL 33.0 33 M Within 1 hour, increasing dizziness and vertigo like symptoms, loss of appetite, followed by fatigue weakness and febrile episodes by 10pm that evening.  These persisted until 0300AM on the 19th.

923384 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 NY 41.0 F mild supraglottic swelling of my aryepiglottic folds; feel difficulty swallowing (globus); allergic response; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A 41-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), intramuscular on 23Dec2020 12:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included allergies to medications, food, or other products: Penicillin.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient previously took benzoyl peroxide and experienced allergies.  The patient experienced stated that on 23Dec2020 12:31, "I am an ENT surgeon. I received the first dose of the vaccine at 12:30pm. Within 1-2 minutes I started to feel difficulty swallowing (globus). I reported this to the nurse and she offered me ginger ale. My symptoms worsened and then stabilized after 10 minutes. I went upstairs and got the residents to perform a fiberoptic nasoendoscopy and this demonstrated mild supraglottic swelling of my aryepiglottic folds. I choose not to receive treatment as I did not want to dampen my allergic response and as an ENT surgeon manage airways on a daily basis. I stayed at the hospital for a further 6 hours and continued to work. My symptoms resolved after 9 hours". The outcome of the events was recovered on 23Dec2020.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the event laryngeal oedema cannot be excluded. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923385 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 AR 35.0 F chronic auto immune response; angioedema/tongue is swollen; urticaria/hives; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 35-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), intramuscular in the right arm on 28Dec2020 10:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medications included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), omeprazole (PROTONIX), naproxen sodium (ALEVE), and birth control. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 30Dec2020 16:00, the patient have a chronic auto immune response in the form of urticaria and angioedema. The symptoms of hives as well as swollen tongue was maintained with antihistamines. Outcome of the events was not recovered. The events were considered non-serious.  The following information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the events chronic autoimmune response in the form of urticaria and angioedema with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923387 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 68.0 F bit achy and she can definitely tell where the injection was administered; This is a spontaneous report from contactable consumer. A 68-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration, at the left shoulder on 29Dec2020 around 3:00-4:00pm at single dose for immunisation .  Medical history included ongoing Sjogren'ssyndrome, Raynaud's disease, antiphospholipid antibody syndrome, two other conditions which the patient cannot remember, was on blood thinner, immunocompromised or on medication that compromises your immune system-all of which apply to her.  Concomitant medication included hydroxychloroquine (PLAQUENIL), warfarin, aspirin all from about 15-20 years ago as a blood thinner. On 29Dec2020, patient felt like the vaccine has affected her a bit as she was feeling a bit achy and she can definitely tell where the injection was administered because sometime last night she rolled over and thought well she won't be sleeping on that left arm after getting the vaccine injection in her left shoulder. She was not sure if her feeling a bit achy is just the day, or related to the vaccine. Patient did not read the product paperwork until last night when she got home after having been administered the vaccine. She was given an approximate date of her second scheduled dose around 19Jan2021; that is not necessarily the date she will get the second dose; that depends on the next clinic date at the county health department. No plan to change dose unless advised to. The patient has not yet recovered from the events.

923388 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NY 72.0 F she just feels very weak now; room spinning; got very dizzy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 72-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number: EK9231, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 09:00 at a single dose in the left arm as COVID-19 vaccine. Medical history included blood pressure high (diagnosed a while ago at the time of the report), and she has been taking a medication for it for years. There were no concomitant medications. Patient said she had no new medications or other vaccinations administered with this vaccine. On 29Dec2020 22:00, he patient had a reaction where the room was spinning and she got very dizzy. She would like to know is that normal, since she has to go back for a second shot. She was given the vaccine by a nurse at the hospital she works as technician at which is not a military hospital. She said that the hospital is giving the vaccine to its employees. She got the vaccine yesterday morning around or after 09:00AM, and she was ok during the day. She said that the room spinning started before she went to bed at about 10:00PM, and when she got to her room she noticed everything was moving around. She said then she fell asleep, and it was better today, the room was not moving, she just felt very weak now (30Dec2020). Patient said as her treatment for room was spinning and she got very dizzy was that she fell asleep. The events room was spinning and she got very dizzy were recovering. The outcome of the event felt very weak was unknown.

923389 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 F Heart palpitations; Fatigue; Severe stomach cramping; High blood pressure; Cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). This female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose (lot number: EK5730) for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient said she had a list of reported side effects that she was having from the COVID Vaccine. The patient received COVID-19 vaccine on 23Dec2020 (not clarified), and since then she had been having symptoms. She had been to the doctor about it and she was currently going to treatment for it. But she had been experiencing heart palpitations, fatigue, severe stomach cramping, high blood pressure and cough. That was all she got. Outcome of all events was unknown.

923390 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 OH 44.0 44 F Moderate difficulty breathing for about 36 hours, relieved somewhat by Albuterol Inhaler.

923391 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 PA 40.0 F Burning when the medication was injected; Injection was given under the shoulder bone instead of the deltoid muscle; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable healthcare professional (patient) reported that a 40-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration under the shoulder bone (arm), on 30Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included use of multivitamin for a healthy lifestyle. The patient's concomitant medication included ongoing unspecified multivitamin. The patient received the COVID-19 vaccine this morning (30Dec2020) as she works in a COVID unit. The injector put it under her shoulder bone and not in the deltoid muscle; injection was given under the shoulder bone instead of the deltoid muscle. The patient complained of it burning - started when the medication was injected. The patient also asked if this was good enough and if it will it be effective. The patient was recovering from the event.

923392 01/06/2021 F Having ringing in her ear today; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A female patient (Age: 67; Unit: Unknown) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had ringing in her ear on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923394 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Patient describes tachycardia starting on day 4 following the vaccination.  Required emergency room visit along with primary care and cardiology evaluation.  Currently undergoing holter monitor study.  As of 1/6/2021 patient clinical status improving.

923395 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 TN 50.0 F Tachycardia/her heart rate at 11:00PM last night was at around 100/ she checked her pulse it was 115; she was not feeling right, so she took the day off from work today; Lightheadedness; wobbly; she felt weak; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 50-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: EL1284, expiration date: Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration at right deltoid on 29Dec2020 17:45 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma from 2003 and ongoing, tachycardia and major surgery. Concomitant medication included maintenance inhaler (unspecified) for asthma. Patient was officially diagnosed with asthma in 2003. She said her asthma was controlled, and she takes a maintenance inhaler every day. She said she has been taking the same maintenance inhaler since she was first diagnosed with the asthma. She said she rarely uses a rescue inhaler. Reported she was prescribed the Metoprolol Tartrate 25mg for her tachycardia that she had after her major surgery, but she did not take the full 25mg dose during that time. She said she hasn't had taken the Metoprolol Tartrate 25mg in almost a year, clarifying it was last Jan2020 that she used the Metoprolol Tartrate. The patient previously received a flu shot in Oct2020, and felt rundown for a day afterwards, but that she always does after she receives a flu shot. She said she had no heart issues after receiving the flu shot in Oct2020. The patient who is a registered nurse reported she received the COVID-19 vaccine last night at work, on 29Dec2020, at 5:45PM, and had experienced some tachycardia after receiving the vaccine. Reported the COVID-19 Vaccine was offered through her employer. She said the COVID-19 vaccine was optional and offered to all employees if they work at the hospital. She experienced the tachycardia at 11:00 PM last night, 29Dec2020. She said her normal resting heart rate is between the high 60s to low 70s. She said her heart rate at 11:00PM last night was at around 100, clarifying she was not running a fever at that time. She stated after she received the COVID-19 vaccine, she was not feeling right, so she took the day off from work today, and slept in. She said when she woke up this morning (in Dec2020), she still didn't feel right, saying she felt weak and wobbly, and when she checked her pulse it was 115. She said she does have a past history of tachycardia. She said a year ago she had major surgery, and she had tachycardia after the major surgery. She said the tachycardia eventually went away, but she did have to see a cardiologist and take a beta blocker. She said she took a tiny dose of the beta blocker this morning, and called the cardiologist to let him know what was going on. She said she has not heard back from the cardiologist yet. She said the tachycardia went away once she took the beta blocker this morning. She said she took the beta blocker because her heart rate was going higher, and higher. She said she didn't want to end up like last year after her major surgery with a heart rate in the 170s. She said the tachycardia she was experiencing after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine was not normal for her. She said once she got over the major surgery last year, her heart rate was fine. Reported her employer was making employees wait around for 15 minutes after the employees received the COVID-19 Vaccine to make sure no one had a major reaction to the COVID-19 Vaccine. She said after she received the COVID-19 Vaccine, she waited around longer than the 15 minutes. She said she felt weird after she received the COVID-19 Vaccine and thought maybe she was experiencing anxiety. She said she was lightheaded on 29Dec2020 after she received the COVID-19 Vaccine and completed a report right then on the website. She said the website is for reporting adverse events, and she was sent a website link to complete the adverse event reporting. She said she signed into the website link while she was still at the hospital. She said one of the website's first questions asked was how she was feeling. She said the question made her wonder if her lightheadedness was due to her heart rate being up because she becomes lightheaded when that happens. She clarified she reported only the lightheadedness on the website, and not the tachycardia. She said her lightheadedness got better and she was fine, and then at 11:00PM the tachycardia hit her like a switch. Reported this morning she felt fine, and then all of sudden she wasn't fine. Tachycardia Treatment: Reported she took a 8.5mg dose, or one quarter of a 25mg tablet (as provided by the reporter) of the beta blocker Metoprolol Tartrate 25mg tablet this morning and called her cardiologist to let him know. She said she split the Metoprolol Tartrate 25mg tablet this morning, and only took a quarter of the 25mg tablet (reported as a 8.5mg dose by the reporter). Reported she believes 100% that her tachycardia was caused by the COVID-19 Vaccine, saying she has been fine up until receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. She said she got the COVID-19 Vaccine because she was afraid of getting the COVID-19 Virus with her asthma. She said she has no other preexisting conditions besides the asthma. Reported she is not going to get the second COVID-19 Vaccine dose. She said it was scary when her heart rate shot up out of nowhere. She said the COVID-19 Vaccine is the only thing different she has done. She said before the COVID-19 Vaccine, she was completely fine. Patient asked if the Pfizer DSU agent had heard of anyone else who has experienced tachycardia after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. The outcome of the event tachycardia was recovered in Dec2020, event lightheadedness was recovering and unknown for the other events. The reporter assessed the event 'tachycardia' as Serious (Medically Significant).; Sender's Comments: Based on the close temporal relationship, the association between the event tachycardia with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded. The medical history of tachycardia and asthma medication may be contributory as well.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923396 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MN 42.0 F she could barely walk/couldn't walk hardly; feeling cruddy/doesn't feel good at all; She slept from the time she got home, all night. and part of day today; this was the first dose which is a half dose that they had to split the one dose into two because it was too powerful for one dose; running a fever; Fatigue/she is tired again; very weak; nauseated; Headache; Her throat didn't feel right; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 42-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at half dose, single for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications.  It was reported that the patient previously received INFLUENZA VACCINE for immunization but she gets nauseated and tired. On 29Dec2020, she was very weak, nauseated, had a headache, fatigue and her throat didn't feel right. On 30Dec2020, she was running a fever, it was 100.5 (units unspecified). It was also reported that she could barely walk; further reported as couldn't walk hardly, she was still feeling "cruddy" and she just doesn't feel good at all. The patient reportedly slept from the time she got home, all night and part of day today. After she rests for a while, once she gets up, she is tired again. It was also reported that the patient was told that this was the first dose which is a half dose that they had to split the one dose into two because it was too powerful for one dose. She will receive her second dose on 19Jan2021. Outcome of the events "very weak" and "fatigue/she is tired again" was recovering; outcome of events "nauseated", "headache", "her throat didn't feel right" and "running a fever" was not recovered; outcome of the events "could barely walk/couldn't walk hardly", "feeling cruddy/doesn't feel good at all" and "slept from the time she got home, all night and part of day today" was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

923397 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CO 62.0 62 M pt reported a swallowing arm at the site of injection, recommended to use Benadryl

923398 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 ND 62.0 F swelling and joint pain in the little finger on left arm; swelling and joint pain in the little finger on left arm; She got a bruise at the injection site; It bled a little bit when she put it in; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 62-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm, on 28Dec2020 at 14:15 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included environmental allergies, she has allergies and can have an asthmatic attack from cat dander and perfume, blood pressure (abnormal) and sleep (disorder). Concomitant medications included ongoing lisinopril for blood pressure, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN), paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient previously took novocaine but was allergic.  She got all this information when she got the vaccine on Monday at (place name) in (state name). It tells all the side effects from the first injection. She wanted to report that it is the same arm that she got the vaccine in. She has swelling and joint pain in the little finger on left arm.  It says you can have joint pain, but nothing about swelling. She thought she better report it. This was her first shot. She is supposed to get the second one on 18Jan2021. She wanted to make sure she can take it. She received the vaccine on 28Dec2020. She laid around that day. Today is the first day she doesn't have arm pain and swelling at the injection site.  It was the first time she has had arm pain. She has never had that with flu shot. The arm pain started within the 15 minutes she was observed. It hurt like hell until that day. She got a bruise at the injection site. It bled a little bit when she put it in. Swelling and joint pain in the little finger on left arm: she doesn't know if it was later that day. She can't remember. She really noticed it yesterday. She has never had joint pain or swelling. She doesn't have any problems with arthritis. Now her little finger is bigger than the rest of her fingers. It hurts because of the swelling. She doesn't want to take anything. It might be fluid. She has a high pain tolerance. She keeps bending it thinking it will get better. It isn't as bad, but its still swelled up. At first she thought it was better, but it is still pretty swollen. To her this is a reaction. She was thinking if she took paracetamol before, it wouldn't hurt as bad, but she can't remember if she took it that morning. She takes 500mg before bed for the heck of it at night. It helps her sleep better. She has allergies and can have an asthmatic attack from cat dander and perfume. They think she was allergic to the preservative in the flu shot, but she has never had any trouble with the flu shot since. She has environmental allergies. They thought she was allergic to Novocaine once at the dentist office. Who knows, it only happened once. She's been to the dentist many times and who knows what they injected and why she reacted that way. She felt like she was going to pass out. They don't give it to her anymore. She doesn't know what was in it. She is worried since this vaccine is emergency authorization. She doesn't want to get the next one and have a worse reaction. She is not sure if she should be worried. The events of swelling and joint pain in the little finger on left arm were assessed as medically significant. Outcome of the event of 'swelling of fingers' was not recovered, the other events were unknown.; Sender's Comments: There is a reasonable possibility that the event joint pain was related to BNT162b2 based on known drug safety profile. Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the event swelling with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923399 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 ID 36.0 36 M Vertigo

923400 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 56.0 F Covid 19 test: Nasal Swab Result: Positive; Covid 19 test: Nasal Swab Result: Positive; Severe joint swelling oral viral sores left lung fluid exhaustion; Severe joint swelling oral viral sores left lung fluid exhaustion; Severe joint swelling oral viral sores left lung fluid exhaustion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 56-year-old non-pregnant female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular in the left arm on 24Dec2020 12:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history included juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JRA). The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior vaccination. Concomitant medications included imipramine, nebivolol hydrochloride (BYSTOLIC), and topiramate (TOPAMAX). The patient received other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine which is J&J cv trial. The patient experienced severe joint swelling, oral viral sores, and left lung fluid exhaustion on 25Dec2020 06:00; it was reported that no treatment was given for these. The patient tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The COVID-19 test post vaccination was a Nasal Swab (Abbott Binax) on 27Dec2020. The COVID-19 test result was positive. Outcome of the events severe joint swelling, oral viral sores, and left lung fluid exhaustion was recovering; for the other events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (COVID-19 test positive) with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded. Based on the close temporal relationship, the association between the event left lung fluid exhaustion with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923401 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 IL 49.0 49 F I had a high fever 102.2. I had nausea and diarrhea.

923402 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA 39.0 F blood pressure went up to 150/101; feeling like fainting; feeling really tired; Weakness; irregular heart beat; sob; feeling like flushing in the body; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional.  A 39-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284), intramuscular on the left arm on 30Dec2020 07:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included hypothyroidism, depression, cardiac murmur and pvc. The patient hadno known drug allergies and had not tested for COVID-19 prior and after vaccination.  Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), ergocalciferol (VITAMIN D), tocopherol (VITAMIN E) and sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT).  The patient experienced weakness, irregular heart beat, feeling like fainting, sob, blood pressure went up to 150/101, feeling like flushing in the body, chills, feeling really tired, all on 30Dec2020 07:15. The patient received treatment. The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on the close temporal relationship, the association between the event "blood pressure went up to 150/101" with BNT162b2 can not fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923403 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 GA F Got the first Pfizer COVID Vaccine and today I tested positive for COVID; Got the first Pfizer COVID Vaccine and today I tested positive for COVID; Congestion; Sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself. A 26-years-old female patient  received  bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot # EL0140) vaccine , via an unspecified route of administration on an unknown date in Dec2020 at  single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history was not reported.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient stated she got the first Pfizer Covid vaccine and on an unknown date in Dec2020 she tested positive for Covid 19, she also experienced nasal congestion and sore throat. The outcome of the events is unknown.

923404 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 OK 56.0 M Mild pain at the injection site the next day; Mild headache within 1-2 hours of injection; Mild headache within 1-2 hours of injection; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable physician (who is also the patient). A 56-year-old male patient received his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH 9899), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 18Dec2020 13:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included history of headaches and dyslipidemia. The patient has no known allergies. The patient did not receive any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced mild headache within 1-2 hours of injection on 18Dec2020 and mild pain at the injection site the next day on 19Dec2020. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient recovered from the events in Dec2020 (reported as "resolved within 24-48 hours"). The reporter assessed the report as non-serious.

923405 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AK 63.0 63 F SORE ON RIGHT ARM

923406 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 GA 50.0 F anaphylaxis; throat swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 50-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included hypertension, lipids (as reported) and asthma. The patient was known allergies: codeine, iodine, shellfish, latex, and cefatrizine propyleneglycolate (CEFTIN). Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in hospital. The patient experienced anaphylaxis and throat swelling on 22Dec2020 with outcome of recovered in Dec2020.  The events were reported as non-serious. The events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment of epinephrine, steroids, antihistamines, observation was received for the events.    Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of anaphylaxis and throat swelling cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  The underlying predisposing condition of allergies to multiple materials may put the patient at high risk of anaphylactic reactions.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

923408 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CO 51.0 51 M patient described left arm pain that radiates up his arm and into his neck and that he couldn't continue to work the rest of the day on 1/6/21.  recommended that he use ibuprofen for muscle pain and to contact his provider if symptoms increase

923409 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 NY M the patient experienced tinnitus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 46-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced tinnitus (tinnitus) on Dec2020 after receiving the vaccine. The patient went to see his doctor, but no cause for the tinnitus was identified. No treatment for the tinnitus was administered. Outcome of event was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

923410 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MA 52.0 F Headache; Sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 52-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL0142) via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 10:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypertension, high cholesterol and asthma. Concomitant medication included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), hctz (HCTZ), metoprolol succinate (TOPROL XL), omeprazole (OMEPRAZOLE) and pravastatin (PRAVASTATIN). The patient previously took diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) and experienced drug allergy. The patient experienced headache and sore arm on 30Dec2020 13:00. Outcome of events was recovering.

923411 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WA 23.0 23 F Received the vaccine around 9:15 pm PST. Arrived home and went to sleep. Around 11:15 PM PST, was awoken with extreme chest pains, nausea, and headache. Attempted to get up to get to the bathroom, and was unable to make it there prior to fainintng. Was able to come to cognitively but was unable to move or get up. Had an overwhelming feeling of extreme muscle weakness. Was getting muscles spasms in the legs and extreme fatigue. Husband was able to get her up and dressed and took her to ER for a full work up. Was there from 12-3am PST.

923412 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CO 25.0 F she got tunnel vision; almost passed out; Blood pressure dropped to 70/50; heart rate went up to 140; whole body got cold and tingly; whole body got cold and tingly; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient) reported for herself. A 25-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; brand: Pfizer Biotech; lot number: EL0142) via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 30Dec2020 at 12:45 PM at a single dose (dose number: 1) for COVID-19 immunization. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was workplace clinic. Medical history included premature ventricular contractions (PVCs). No known allergies (no allergies to medications, food, or other products). The patient was not pregnant. No other vaccine in four weeks and no other medications in two weeks. The patient experienced adverse events included blood pressure dropped to 70/50, heart rate went up to 140, whole body got cold and tingly and she got tunnel vision and almost passed out. The events all started on 30Dec2020 at 12:45 PM. The events were reported as non-serious. No treatment received for events. The outcome of events was resolving. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19, and since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on the close temporal relationship, the association between the event tunnel vision with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923413 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NH 49.0 M The body aches started in his shoulder and now are all over his neck, back and whole body aches; The body aches started in his shoulder and now are all over his neck, back and whole body aches/ feeling like he has 1,000 pounds on his back; The body aches started in his shoulder and now are all over his neck, back and whole body aches; Body aches/The body aches started in his shoulder and now are all over his neck, back and whole body aches; Headache; Chills; Feel like crap; Low grade temperature; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 49-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine, lot number EL0142) intramuscularly at right shoulder approximately at 17:30 on 29Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included diagnosed allergies, compromised immune status, respiratory illness, genetic / chromosomal abnormalities, endocrine abnormalities (including diabetes) and obesity (a little over weight but he is fit). The patient had COVID in the end of Apr2020. The patient had no family medical history and had no prior vaccinations within four weeks. The patient had no concomitant medication. The second day of the vaccination, the patient called to report body aches, headache, chills, low grade temperature. As he reported, he just woke up and was walking around feeling like he had 1000 pounds on his back and felt like crap. The body aches started in his shoulder and currently all over his neck, back and whole body aches. Chills started last night (vaccination night). He was just trying to get to sleep and had to put an extra sweatshirt on last night. He did not check his temperature until he got up and it was 99.2 degrees Fahrenheit. He was not able to provide a start date for the temperature. "Body aches, headache between, chills between, low grade temperature (unspecified start date), feels like crap" were considered developing between 24:00-01:00. He stated that they were all medically significant and he needs a day to recover hopefully. He just felt like he was hit by a truck. The patient had not visited physician or went to ER yet. The outcome of low grade temperature was unknown, chills was resolving and all other events did not resolve at the time of reporting.; Sender's Comments: There is a reasonable possibility that the events vaccination site pain, headache, chills, and pyrexia were related to BNT162b2 based on known drug safety profile. The association between the other reported events with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded based on temporal relationship.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923414 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 GA 66.0 66 F severe chills, dry stinging mouth, headache, dehydration, dry heaves,nausea, for approximately 6 hrs. The symptoms resolved then she experienced Headache, fatigue body aches until 01/06/2021 @0600.

923415 01/06/2021 NY F A nurse got Bell's Palsy after the vaccine; heart attack; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient (nurse) of an unspecified age received single dose of BNT162B2 (batch/lot number and exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date for immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The consumer asked if Pfizer have more information if so then what's the ingredients. States that "injury lawyers know how many deaths because of the vaccine. Bell's palsy, a nurse got Bell Palsy after the vaccine, she is all distorted, and 30 days later, that's the 2nd one to have a heart attack." The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

923416 01/06/2021 NY F 2nd one to have a heart attack; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose as Covid vaccine. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. After stating Pfizer has submitted a request for Emergency Use Authorization for potential COVID-19 vaccine and it was now in the FDA's hands, the reporter inquired if Pfizer had more information if so then what's the ingredients. It was then reported that the patient's the 2nd one to have a heart attack on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event heart attack with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923417 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 IL 40.0 40 F On 12/28/2020 around 9 PM she started feeling fatigued.  Also noticed L arm tenderness at this time. This has continued since this time..  She knew it has been sore, hurting and swollen. Yesterday 1/5/2021, she had her daughter look at site and take pictures, she was able to see redness and she could feel heat radiating from this. She went to urgent care.

923418 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 63.0 F right mouth drop; right face numbness from eyebrow to below chin with right mouth drop; pins and needles feeling at injection site; then ears itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A 63-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration, on 30Dec2020 at 03:45 AM (at the age of 63-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The facility where COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at a workplace clinic and anatomically located on the right arm. Medical history included: History of Guillain Barre in 1970's with Swine Flu Vaccine. Concomitant medications included: clonidine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), hydralazine ((MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), spironolactone (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), pantoprazole (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN); all for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient previously took unspecified medications (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), from unknown dates to unknown dates for unknown indications and experienced sensitivity to some medications, and unknown if ongoing.   On 31Dec2020 04:15 PM, the patient reported "Within 30 minutes of vaccine, I had pins & needle feeling at injection site. Then ears itching followed by right face numbness from eyebrow to below chin with right mouth drop." The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of the events pins & needle feeling at injection site, ears itching followed by right face numbness from eyebrow to below chin with right mouth drop, was not recovered.  It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported events based on the temporal association.

923419 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CO 37.0 F Bell's Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 37-year-old female patient (nurse) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EK9231) via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 17:50 (5:50 pm) at a single dose as Covid vaccine. Medical history included hypertension and depression. Concomitant medications included venlafaxine hydrochloride (EFFEXOR); olmesartan medoxomil (BENICAR); and unspecified medications for depression and blood pressure medication (hypertension). It was reported that the reporter's nurse got her vaccine last night, about 6'o clock at night, and woke up with Bell's Palsy on Dec2020. She woke up in midnight to go to the bathroom and when she looked in the mirror, she noticed that there was discrepancy. The physician examined her this morning, so it was in several hours getting the vaccine that she noticed it. She got the vaccination last night at 5:50 pm. When she went to bed it wasn't a problem. She woke up at midnight and noticed it. The patient was started on Medrol dose pack but she hasn't taken it yet because she's at work so she would start it today (unknown if the treatment was already received); it's steroid, Methylprednisolone, at 24 mg on day one and then decreases 4 mg a day over the next five days until it's done. The doctor inquired what should the patient do about her second dose and also asked if she should not get her second dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the event facial paralysis cannot be excluded. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923421 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 MO F edema started in her feet and ankles and then moved 3 quarter way to her shin; 4+ pitting edema; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 47-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported she received the Covid vaccine on 17Dec2020 and on 25Dec2020 she noticed her shoes were snug and on 26Dec2020 she noticed 4+ pitting edema lasting 3 days. She went and brought some compression stockings and this has helped the edema improve but was still mild. The edema started in her feet and ankles and then moved 3 quarter way to her shin. She would like to know if she should receive second dose of Pfizer vaccine. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported information is limited. Based on the close temporal relationship and the description of the events, there is a reasonable possibility that the events are related to BNT162 vaccine. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923422 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 UT 38.0 F Having trouble clearing my throat, felt like it was closing up; Having trouble clearing my throat, felt like it was closing up; Uncontrollable rigors; High heart rate; Numb lips and hands; Numb lips and hands; Nausea; Shortness of breath, difficulty catching my breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (reporting for herself). A 38-year-old female received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number EJ1685, expiry date 30Dec2020) intramuscular (Arm Left), on 30Dec2020 09:15, single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included bariatric surgery, had anterior vaginal repair and bladder sling, had gall bladder removed, and had tonsils removed. It was reported that the patient cannot take NSAIDS, patient was not allergic to them. No allergies to food or other products. Concomitant medications included rizatriptan and paracetamol (TYLENOL). On 30Dec2020, within about 10 minutes of the injection of the vaccine, the patient had trouble clearing her throat, felt like it was closing up, had uncontrollable rigors, high heart rate, numb lips and hands, and nausea. The patient was discharged from the ED, went home and took a nap. Later that evening, the patient began to have a rapid heart rate again, began to had shortness of breath, difficulty catching her breath, and was admitted to the ED again and given more IV medications. Therapeutic measures given in response to the event included administration of IV medications, epinephrine injection and breathing treatment. Prior to the COVID vaccine, the patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks, was not tested or diagnosed with COVID-19. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the workplace clinic. Outcome of the events was recovering at the time of the report.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events oropharyngeal discomfort, throat tightness, chills, heart rate increased, hypoaesthesia oral, hypoaesthesia, nausea and dyspnoea cannot be excluded. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

923423 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 ME 30.0 30 F The day after dose #1 of Moderna the left deltoid was red, hard, and raised approximately 2 - 2 1/2 inches in diameter. Reported 7 days after vaccination and still erythematous. Advised Ibuprofen and cold packs.

923425 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 WI 62.0 62 F 1/2 - 1/4 developed chills, nausea which is par for the course 1/5 continued with same symptoms and then developed hives, back, arms, legs, ankles and feet 1/5 directed to:  given prednisone 50mg, bendryl 50mg and zyrtec 10 mg in ED and then given script for Prednisone 50mg 1 tablet daily for 5 days, zrytec 10 mg, 1 tablet daily and benadryl 50 mg every 6  hours as needed

923426 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MT 33.0 33 F Chest Tightness, Flushing, Difficulty breathing

923427 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OH 36.0 36 F Temperature 102.3, shaking, body aches, headache, weakness, fatigue. Rash and bruise at insertion site.

923428 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 WA 38.0 38 F On the date of the vaccine was given patient reports symptoms that included nausea, fatigue, joint pain, a numbing sensation of the throat and tongue, the feeling of palpations, and hives around bra line.  The symptoms improved with Benadryl and within 24 hrs. On 1/5/2021 Patient was seen for a local skin reaction at the injection site. Reports pain on the right upper arms and warm to the touch.

923429 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 TX 67.0 67 F MODERNA COVID 19 VACCINE EUA.     Warm,   red circular area approx  2.5 inches diameter around center of vaccination needle entry,  was itching  approx 2 days and now  just warm and  firm to touch, still some redness

923430 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AK 82.0 82 F SORE LEFT ARM

923431 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 50.0 50 M Neck and Face flushing.  Tachycardia with rate of 120 for 1.5 hours.

923432 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 62.0 62 M Chills, followed by shaking chills, myalgias, vomiting (x1), headache, lethargy.  Chills, myalgias, headache and lethargy lasted all night then took Naproxen in the AM and was able to go to work. Stayed on Naproxen all day and all the next night with no additional symptoms (other than extreme tiredness) throughout the day until night two had drenching night sweats throughout the entire night (changed drenched t-shirt 5 times, soaked sheets and pillow case, until up to go to work at 6:00 AM.  Since morning no additional symptoms including no tiredness/lethargy.  I currently feel completely normal.  Last dose of naproxen was at 6:00 AM and no symptoms since.  Currently 1:45 PM.

923433 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 MA 31.0 31 F Approx 25 minutes after vaccination developed tingling/burning sensation lips, tongue and hard palate

923434 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 UT 47.0 47 F onset of itching, redness, swelling, pain, hot at injection site at day 7 after vaccination.

923435 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MA 49.0 49 F Approximately 10-15 minutes post vaccination patient developed "flushing" sensation and felt as though heart was racing. Pulse was noted regular and even. Started feeling anxious. Patient was brought to treatment room. Vital signs stable. Stated began to "see stars" in corner of eyes. Nystagmus noted in right eye upon neuro exam. EKG obtained and patient noted with PVCs. Patient also noted with redness surrounding both eyes which continued to progress and did not dissipate over time. Patient stated significant allergy history and was carrying 2 epipens to vaccination. Patient was transported via EMS to local ER for monitoring and discharged home after 2-3 hours.

923436 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CO 63.0 63 F Pt has a mild rash that covers the injection site and large parts of the chest. Pt advised to take allergy medications

923437 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 ID 46.0 46 F Headache, Nausea

923439 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AK 82.0 82 F SORE LEFT ARM

923441 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 38.0 38 F Woke up with sore left arm and some redness and swelling at injection site on 1.5.21.  Chills and generalized body aches began about 1230, temperature taken at that time was 99.0.  Continued with work and by 1530 began to have increased myalgias and pain in knees, took temperature 100.0 and took 400mg Ibuprofen.  Fever broke, began to have diaphoresis and felt body aches were gone with exception to left arm.  Woke up 1.6.21 and with pain in left axilla and noted to have tender and swollen lymphnodes.  Took another 400mg Ibuprofen about 0830.  Muscle pains remain to arm, axilla and neck.

923442 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CO 37.0 37 F 1/4/21 (one week after vaccination) redness, itching, swelling, painful, hot to touch, increasing in size

923443 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MN 34.0 34 F chills, weakness, muscle aches, rapid heart rate, elevated blood pressure, headache

923444 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 KS 38.0 38 F loss of taste started around 10am 1-5-2021 and has continued. major headache aprox 2 hours after injection received on 1-4-2021.

923445 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 36.0 36 F Left arm injection site. There was redness and warmth followed by large circular area that persisted approximately 5-7 days. Incident occurred 7 days after injection. Itching for 1-2 days that was not distracting. No further care needed and therefore I only noted timeframe.

923446 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MT 38.0 38 F Itching in throat, Burning in chest

923447 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MI 39.0 39 F Associate began to c/o hand numbness to left arm with fingers tingling.  1135: 183/98 BP, HR 68, Oxygen 100% on room air. 1140: BP 179/111, HR 79, oxygen 100%  1145: BP 160/104. HR 72. Oxygen 100. Associate states numbness has resolved and to followup with her PCP about elevated BP and numbness.

923448 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 ID 46.0 46 F Headache and Nausea

923449 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 WV 39.0 39 F Development of right arm itching and redness at injection site approximately 8 days s/p immunization. Treatment with Benadryl 50mg PO x 1 on day 2 of reaction and Augmentin 875mg PO bid x 10 days (started on day 2 of reaction; currently on day 6 of Augmentin Tx).  Slow central clearing started within the area of skin redness within 24-48 hrs s/p initiation of oral medications with almost complete resolution of redness within about 96 hours of Tx. Residual itching remained for approximately 5 days even after reduction of skin redness. Only a very minimal amount of muscle soreness developed on day two of the skin eruption and subsided within about 24-36 hours. Sx isolated only at the injection site. No systemic Sx.

923450 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 32.0 32 F Itching/rash, no medications given, patient went home on her own.

923451 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MA 42.0 42 F blurry vision

923452 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 RI 23.0 23 F Developed chest tightness, sore throat, Wheezing and flushed face

923453 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AK 83.0 83 F LITTLE SORENESS ON VACCINE SITE

923454 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 CA 53.0 53 F I started having nausea, headache and nasal congestion at 2:54 pm on 12/19/2020.  This lasted until 12/21/2020 at 9:23 pm.  I had tried Sprix, Zomig 5mg and Promethazine 12.5mg.  The nausea went away, but the headache persisted.  I had originally thought it was a migraine and treated it as such, but my rescue medications did not work, so I thought it could be a side effect of the vaccination.

923455 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CO 63.0 63 F Rash to the site on injection and large parts of the chest

923456 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 IA 59.0 59 F Right hand/forearm swelling, edema

923457 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Ringing in ears  Sore lymph nodes  Main soreness on left leg and hand on left side (only one sided pain)?  Neck pain and chest soreness  Fatigue/tiredness

923458 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 OH 31.0 31 M After 9min of getting vaccine I experienced heavy breathing and dizziness which lasted for a minute and got normal. Again after 18minutes of getting the vaccine, same thing happened. I was in a sitting position for 20min. After 22min i felt itching on my left foot finger and neck for few minutes. I feel these are side effects of vaccine as i never had such feeling before for any medication.

923459 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 OK 49.0 49 M patient was noted to be flushed by residential home staff on 12/30/2020, approximately 2.5hrs after vaccination, fever present at that time. Prior to COVID19 vaccine administration, this patient did have exposure and was close contact with a known case of COVID19 in a residential care employee. Patient was taken to hospital for evaluation of febrile status, had positive COVID19 test at that time, and reported hypotension per residential care staff.Y 2

923460 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 CO 29.0 29 F I received the first dose and one week later I formed a rash on my lower legs and a fever. The doctors suspect Erythema nodosum but the tests are still pending.

923461 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MN 34.0 34 F Patient developed prickly tongue and itchy throat two hours after vaccination.  Patient developed an upper body rash on core, arms and face 7-8 hours after vaccination.  Patient took Benadryl and prickly tongue and itchy throat went away but still has upper body rash.

923462 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AK 89.0 89 F LITTLE SORENESS ON VACCINE SITE

923463 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NV 35.0 35 F Had a rash right after vaccine arm and cheeks rosy and rash primarily on arms and chest.  Lasted about 15-20 minutes and left vaccination area.  Later that evening fatigue, chills, temp and body aches were extreme.  dizzy and nausea with standing. unable to work and could only hold down minimal fluid or food.  Next day same with night sweats and now has a cough and sore throat.  Body aches have decreased.  Patient reports having COVID 45 days ago but was nothing like these symptoms.

923464 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 VA 47.0 47 F Began with symptoms for shingles 72 hrs post vaccine, severe outbreak that still not has resolved and currently on second round of anti-virals; delaying second vaccine until shingles resolve

923465 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 WV 46.0 46 F pain, redness, swelling at injection site 1 week post vaccine with left axillary adenopathy

923466 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MN 34.0 34 F chills, muscle aches, weakness, SOB, rapid heart rate (134) elevated blood pressure (162/120),

923467 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MS 47.0 47 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Face swelling  fever 100.3-102.5 headache body aches joint pain

923468 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 53.0 53 M Extreme Arm Soreness Painful axillary lymphadenopathy on side of injection  Flu like symptoms (Fever, HA, Muscle aches, malaise, chills) Abdominal cramping

923470 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 FL 52.0 52 M Long bone aching pain, involving bilateral humeral bones and left femur.   Pain began on day two and resolved on day five.  I required two doses of ibuprofen to sleep on days three and four.

923471 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MO 19.0 19 F Injection at 0800 at 1800 day of injection started feeling flushing, head pressure, and nausea. Day after immunization 1/5/2021 fever of 102.3 all day. Was able to be brought down using acetaminophen. She had what she described as severe hot and cold chills throughout the day. As of the time she reported to me 1/6/2021 @ approximately 1225 her fever had resolved. She still had slight lingering nausea and headache, but felt much better.

923472 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 GA 40.0 40 F Received vaccine in left arm the morning of 12/23/2020. Developed itchy palms and rash on torso the evening on 12/25/2020. Took Benadryl at onset. Did not seek medical attention. Reported incident on 01/06/2021. Rash almost gone, remaining only on left hand and very faded.

923473 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 KY 42.0 42 F Extreme sore arm, body aches, chills, nausea,  loss of appetite, diarrhea, slight headache

923474 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NC 59.0 59 F I received my vaccine on 12/29/2020.  I work on contract for hospice.  I had no issues the day of the vaccine.  For the next 6 days I had no issues, problems, complaints, etc.  On 1/5, I noticed a raised, red warm rash that is 6 cm in diameter over the injection site.  It is non-tender.  No streaking or drainage.  I feel fine.  No fever.

923475 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NY 67.0 67 F severe headache, fever, nausea, frequent bowels, injection site pain, chills, joint pain - it felt like 36 hours of bad flu

923476 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AK 91.0 91 F LITTLE SORENESS ON VACCINE SITE

923477 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 IL 49.0 49 F I had a fever with a temperature of 102.2. Also I felt nausea and had diarrhea.

923478 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CO 36.0 36 F About 5-6 days after getting the vaccine, developed knot under the skin at the site of the vaccine, then developed redness and itching with slightly increased swelling. Seems to be slightly improving (9 days after vaccine and about 3 days after reaction started).

923479 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CA 36.0 36 F redness, inflammation (muscle and skin), warmth, soreness at injection site >1 week post vaccination

923480 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 19.0 19 F Headache, body ache, nausea, diarrhea, cold sweats, fever Still experiencing these

923481 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 TX 60.0 60 F Itchy, raised rash at injection site that occurred 7 days after vaccine received. Took 25 mg of Benadryl, applied OTC cortisone cream to area, took 1000mg acteaminophen, took 1 low dose aspirin.  Became less itchy for about 5 hours then became itchy again. Rash still at site, had not spread. Took 25 mg Benadryl, applied OTC cortisone cream to area.

923482 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 WA 30.0 30 M Severe arm pain at injection site, slightly feverish, various body aches with various intensities and extreme exhaustion.

923484 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 53.0 53 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Initial response injection site symptoms (redness,  warmth, itching, swelling, pain) were slowly dissipating.  Approaching 1 wk after vaccination, however, itching increased, followed by a marked erythemal response that continues to advance, along w/return of warmth.

923485 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Upper arm has a red raised rash the size of a fist, injection site hot and hard to touch, itching, intermittent arm numbness/tingling. All symptoms persisting for over a week even with taking antihistamines.

923486 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 55.0 55 M you don't make reporting  this easy. i had to search for a method of reporting.  I had a degree of fever, body aches, joint pain and headache for about 12 hours

923487 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 GA 28.0 28 F "I received my first dose of the covid vaccine yesterday, January 4th around 3pm. I have not felt any major symptoms or side effects aside from pain at the injection site. This afternoon I noticed how sore my arm was and started looking up potential side effects of the vaccine to see how long I should expect pain. I was trying to practice lifting my sore arm and then started feeling light headed. My vision went blurry, my hearing was muffled, and I started to feel like I was going to faint and/or vomit. I tried drinking water to see if that would help and when it didn't I called over to my coworker to tell her I felt like I was going to pass out. She informed our boss, who called Employee Health. They both walked me downstairs to Employee Health."

923488 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 KY 37.0 37 F Large softball size knot at the injection site for over 48 hours. Site is hot to touch, red, and sore to touch.

923489 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 65.0 65 F Had onset of intense headache and had difficulty breathing. A nebulizer treatment was given and examined by a provider.  Her husband was summoned to bring her home to rest.

923490 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Waited on site for 15 minutes per instructions. Reaction occurred offsite 25 minutes after injection. Sudden onset dizziness, nausea, tickle/scratchiness in throat followed by audible stridor. Had taken vistaril 50 mg at time of injection...added 50mg Benadryl, steroid and Pepcid. Medications resolved symptoms, did not go to ER. Notified my allergist and have appointment scheduled for 1/25 to discuss reaction and whether second dose is advisable.

923491 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 IN 52.0 52 F I began itching horribly on my face, neck and chest

923492 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TX 38.0 38 M INITIAL SYMPTOMS INCLUDED ITCHING, REDNESS, BUMPS, TINGLING TO LEFT EAR. PROGRESSED TO RIGHT EAR JAN.01 2021 WITH "SKIN FLAKING" TO BOTH EARS. JAN  01 2021, EYE IRRITATION, ITCHING TO FACE AND EYES, "FEELS DRY AND IRRITATED". SYMPTOMS OPNGOING AT TIME OF REPORT. PT  ABLE TO RETURN TO WORK.

923493 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Fever ranging from 100.0 - 102.6

923494 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IL 50.0 50 F 1) on 01/04/21, around 1:30 pm received vaccine to left arm, 2) 01/05/21, around 4 am, woke up with headache, sore throat, temp 99.1, left arm slight numbness and tingling 3) 01/05/21, 6am,  symptoms worsening, temp 100.1, severe body ache, headache, sore throat, chills, nausea, diarrhea,severe weakness, left arm more numb and tingling. Symptoms were consistent and as severe as covid infection that I experienced in August,2020. On 01/05/21 tested negative for covid and flu ( tested at nursing facility where I work) Today, 01/06/21, I'm still bed resting, no fever today, and less headache and body ache. Left arm is just sore- no numbness or tingling. I do realize that most of these symptoms are listed under side effects,  but my side effects are as intense as my covid infection. Beck in August, last year, I couldn't get out of the bed for 8 days, due to aches, and all the other mentioned symptoms ( except arm problems). I was not hospitalized, but I was never that sick in my life. Based on severity of reaction to vaccine, I'm not planning to take second dose.

923495 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 WA 30.0 30 M Severe arm pain, slightly feverish, various body aches with various intensities and extreme exhaustion.

923496 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 IL 49.0 49 F Day of next day after vaccine administration-only had mild headache, thirst and fatigued.   I did have a hematoma and bruising, No fever On Jan 1st, I started feeling fatigued again and noticed round reddening approximately 2 inch in diameter appear about a inch under vaccination location which is still bruised.  There is no pain or itching at reddened site. Jan 2, 3 and 4th-Fatigue worsened and developed low grade temp never surpassing 100. My throat developed allergy reaction feeling, same reaction I get with nuts.  Throat did not swell and benedryl managed the reaction on Jan 3rd.  My eyes began swelling and I could not stop sneezing.  Developed laryngitis from the post nasal drainage.   I was up whole night but still went into work as normal on Jan 4th.  Struggled through the days but swelling and itching subsided.    I experienced the muscle aches on the 3rd and 4th. On Jan 5th, started feeling better and rested.  Still have reddened reaction on arm but is fading.  It is faintly visible today on Jan 6th, I feel better, just have the sneezing currently and a mild headache.  Benedryl is the only medication besides daily meds I took during the past several days.  I did not want to interrupt the immune system's work.

923497 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 44.0 44 F immediately after, pt reports felt lightheaded, anxiety, jittery, and fatigue, reports increased dizziness/jittery/fatigue 2nd day, and continued sxs  including development of headache day 5, felt like "I had low blood sugar"

923499 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NE 33.0 33 F Individual developed "gello" heavy legs and "foggy" heavy head,  occurred 2-3 (4:00pm)hours after injection.  no symptoms till than.  lasted 2 hours (5:30) then legs were better and head heaviness lasted till 830 pm  symptoms improve but today 1/6/2021 still has some fatigue, chest congestion and headache.  Did find out she had exposure on Friday 1/1/2021 will get testing for Covid 19 today

923500 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 ID 40.0 40 F Headache

923503 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 CA 43.0 43 F 5minutes post injection. I had Sour taste of medicine in back of throat. Couple minutes later. Felt throat swell.  Not lymph nodes. Swelling sensation Inside throat. Had a mild headache. Was given 50mg of Benadryl. Taken to ER for observation.  Swelling resolved couple hours later without any further reactions. Swelling never impeded my ability to breathe.

923504 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Numb roof of mouth, tingling tongue and lips; no medications given; patient transferred to ED

923505 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MI 35.0 35 F Left side numbness of face including cheek, lips forehead and chin area all on left side of face

923506 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TX 37.0 37 M he had some facial drooping then resolving and his hand released an object he was holding, limbs going numb and he felt like he was having a stroke.    This occurred about an hour after his vaccine.  in the next few days he experienced severe headaches.  All adverse experiences have resolved as of 1/6

923507 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 OH 30.0 30 F I experienced arm soreness at the injection site immediately after.  Fatigued two days afterwards. Also experienced Hixton Braxton contractions after the injection.

923508 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 ID 46.0 46 F Headache and Nausea

923509 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 36.0 36 F chills fever felt off body aches hives over stomach pounding headache lethargic

923510 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TN 85.0 85 M PATIENT SPOUSE REPORTS THAT PATIENT RECEIVED VACCINE ON 1/4/2021 AND ON 1/5/2021 PATIENT'S ARM BEGAN TO TURN RED AND SWELL AT THE INJECTION SITE. THE SWELLING AND REDNESS BEGAN TO GO DOWN HIS ARM AND HE BROKE OUT INTO A RASH. PATIENT THEN BECAME SHORT OF BREATH. EMS WAS CALLED AND PATIENT WAS TRANSPORTED TO HOSPITAL, WHERE HE WAS TREATED FOR ANAPHYLACTIC SHOCK TO THE COVID MODERNA VACCINE.Y 1

923511 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MN 27.0 27 F Headache, nausea/vomiting, chills, fatigue

923512 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 65.0 65 M Fever of 100.4, chills, aches, malaise, lethargy, muscle weakness

923513 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 37.0 37 F dizziness, chills, nausea and vomiting, headache,  weakness and pain in the arm/injection site.

923514 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 PA 27.0 27 F WITHIN THE SAME DAY STARTED WITH RIGHT ARM SWELLING, REDNESS, WARMTH, AND ITCHING AT INJECTION SITE. TAKING IBUPROFEN AND ICED AREA. GOT BETTER AFTER A FEW DAYS AND STARTED BACK UP AGAIN, WORSE THAN BEFORE.

923515 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MT 59.0 59 F Itchy mainly in head ears slight swelling around my eyes.  My throat ticked  I had a headache and felt tired    It feels like it is starting to get better today so far

923517 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 55.0 55 F Rash, chest pain, tachycardia, numb tongue, hard to swallow

923518 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 ME 63.0 63 F right axillary lymphadenopathy

923519 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 37.0 37 F Queasy and cold chills
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923520 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Fever

923521 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MT 50.0 50 F Dizziness, Elevated

923522 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 WI 51.0 51 F Extreme erythema and edema across entire Left shoulder, approx. 5 inches from shoulder joint, 3 1/2 x 2 1/2, with extreme itching.  It was reported that small amount of redness at injection site  was noted 2 days after the injection, that later resolved, and noted itching at the site on 01/03/2021, and noted the extreme redness, with increased itching on early morning of 01/06/2021 at 4:40am. MD appointment is pending.

923523 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 53.0 53 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Initial injection site symptoms (itching, redness, warmth, swelling, pain) were slowly dissipating.  Approaching 1 wk post injection, however, the itching increased and the next morning (1/5/21), a marked erythemal response began, which continues to advance, along with increased warmth. I've also begun to experience temperature swings between hot/cold (as of 1/5/21).

923524 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 43.0 43 F extreme headache with sensitivity to light, low grade fever (99.8), large muscle body ache, fatigue lasted from around 2am 1/6 until 5pm 1/6.

923525 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 73.0 73 F Day/night 1, no problem.  Day 2 - soreness in arm around injection site.  Only felt soreness when touched.  Night 2 - had long-sleeve t-shirt on all day, so didn't notice the large red area until nighttime.  Also same area had swelling/hardness that was sore.  Day 3 - morning - redness/swelling still evident.

923526 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 WV 33.0 33 F Erythema, swelling, warmth to the site (5in x 2.5in) sore lymph nodes (axillary, cervical, tonsil)

923527 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 29.0 29 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Rather moderate joint soreness, Chills, body aches, slight fever.It all started the night of the vaccine with the soreness at the injection site (1/5/21). Then the next morning I was riding in my car (1/6/21 around 9:45am) and a weird virtigo feeling settled in. After that was when the chills started with the body aches. I checked my temperature before I went in to the shower and it was running 99.7. Then when I was showering I had that uncomfortable feeling when the water hits you right before you get sick. Kind of a werid feeling to describe if you've never experienced it before. I have just been monitoring my symptoms and staying home, and hydrating.

923528 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Low grade fever between 99 and 100 lasting 24 hours the day following vaccination, injection site reaction (moderate arm soreness starting 4 hours after injection

923529 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 CA 37.0 37 F First 2 days had redness and swelling at injection site.  5 days later left arm pit was in pain. It was extremely painful to move my arm or touch.  I didnt think it was related to the vaccine.  I just thought it was a muscle strain but now i have  lump under my arm pit.  I believe this is lymphadenopathy.

923530 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WA 49.0 49 F moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Tachycardia sudden onset 4 minutes after injection (6:09am). Arms and legs cold and weak. Generalized weakness. BP 167/78, o2 sats 100%. Tachycardia lasted about 10-15minutes and resolved to HR 88 and BP 138/78.  Still left with overall weakness, malaise, cold feeling. No other symptoms.  Released from the facility at 6:48am.  Drove 2 blocks to my husband's workplace (hospital). Had diarrhea x 2, dull diffuse headache, odd feeling and malaise that persisted. Sudden onset of terrible feeling, the need to get to the ER at 8:36am. Had a bathroom visit to urinate. By the time we got to the ER the intense malaise improved. I sat in the ER lobby not wanting to be admitted to the ER (didn't want to be having a vaccine reaction). I stayed in the ER lobby. Symptoms completely resolved at 9:45am. I stayed there for 30 more minutes to be sure and then drove home with no other symptoms but Left arm soreness. Tachycardia never returned after the first episode. No rash, no itching, no swelling, no dyspnea. Just felt toxic. Then it resolved completely at hour 4.

923531 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 45.0 45 F COVID toes and fingers, with itchy and painful nodules on fingers, feet

923532 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 NC 44.0 44 F developed nausea right after taking vaccine.

923549 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 62.0 61 M Headache, Myalgia, Anaphylaxis, Fever, HYPERtension, oral thrush Narrative:

923562 01/06/2021 FL F Suspected vaccination failure / have gotten the Shingrix shot / Since having / Shingrix series / continues to have shingles outbreaks; have shingles for over 20 yrs have gotten outbreak now / has the shingles outbreaks at least twice a year; she does get blisters; blisters / they do itch; blisters/ are painful; This case was reported by a consumer and described the occurrence of suspected vaccination failure in a adult female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   Co-suspect products included Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   The patient's past medical history included shingles (for over 20 yrs). Previously administered products included Zostavax.   On an unknown date, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix and the 2nd dose of Shingrix. On an unknown date, less than 2 years after receiving Shingrix and Shingrix, the patient experienced vaccination failure (serious criteria GSK medically significant), shingles, blister, pruritus and pain. On an unknown date, the outcome of the vaccination failure, blister, pruritus and pain were unknown and the outcome of the shingles was not recovered/not resolved.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the vaccination failure, shingles, blister, pruritus and pain to be related to Shingrix and Shingrix.  Additional details were provided as follows: The case was repored by patient herself. The patient had the Shingrix 2-dose series in 2018. Since having the Shingrix series, she continued to have shingles outbreaks. She had the shingles outbreaks at least twice a year. She stated they were not as severe as they were prior to being vaccinated with Shingrix but she did get blisters and they do itch and were painful. They were treated with (unspecified) antiviral prescription medications. She usually goes to urgent care when she had an outbreak. She tried to go to urgent care as soon as the symptoms begin but with her last outbreak she was hesitant to go to the urgent care due to the Covid-19 epidemic and so she waited over a week to go and due to that her outbreak lasted 3 weeks.  The patient was calling to see if she could receive a third dose of Shingrix. She states that her shingles outbreaks were triggered by stress such as the stress of wearing a mask while at the gym.  The patient was currently on an anti-viral drug being have gotten outbreak now. Also yearly, the patient get the shingles minimum of 2 times a year and need to take the anti-viral drug. This case was considered as suspected vaccination failure since the details regarding laboratory test were unknown at the time of reporting.

923563 01/06/2021 U suspected vaccination failure; whooping cough; lose my breath; asthma; did not feel well; cough.; sick; This case was reported by a consumer via interactive digital media and described the occurrence of vaccination failure in a patient who received DTPa (Reduced antigen) (Tdap Vaccine) for prophylaxis.   On an unknown date, the patient received Tdap Vaccine. On an unknown date, unknown after receiving Tdap Vaccine, the patient experienced vaccination failure (serious criteria GSK medically significant), whooping cough (serious criteria GSK medically significant), apnea (serious criteria GSK medically significant), asthma, sickness, malaise and cough. The patient was treated with anti-asthmatic (nos) (Asthma Medicines (Nos)). On an unknown date, the outcome of the vaccination failure, whooping cough, apnea and asthma were unknown and the outcome of the sickness and malaise were recovered/resolved and the outcome of the cough was not recovered/not resolved.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the vaccination failure, whooping cough, apnea, asthma, sickness, malaise and cough to be related to Tdap Vaccine.  Additional details were reported as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported. The patient received TDAP vaccine in 2016. The patient experinced whooping cough two years ago from the day of reporting The patient had developed asthma after over whooping cough The patient had coughed every day for over two years The patient lose breath when talk a lot (which patient normally do not do). The patient waas sick for 5 months and I did not feel well until months after that. At the time of reporting felt better. The patient's pulmonologist upped the asthma medicine and still patient had cough.

923564 01/06/2021 NJ M covid; covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A male patient of an unspecified age received single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, batch/lot number and exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date for immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The physician inquired whether a person with previous history of COVID would experience more significant reaction to the COVID vaccine than a person without a previous diagnosis due to having already produced antibodies. Reporter's colleague (physician) had the vaccine 2 weeks ago, had a severe reaction (unspecified) wherein he got a shot of epi. Patient recovered and was okay. At the time of reporting, patient now had Covid or maybe he had Covid before, reporter was not sure. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded for event "Covid".

923565 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 PA 54.0 F positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms, tested for COVID (PCR); night sweats; Soreness at injection site; slight temp 99.5 degrees/her temperature was 101 degrees Fahrenheit/it was 102.5 degrees Fahrenheit/99 degrees Fahrenheit and then 98 degrees Fahrenheit; Tiredness she related to giving blood; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 54-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140) via intramuscular on 19Dec2020 15:45 on left deltoid at a single dose for prevention as frontline health worker at hospital (COVID-19 immunisation). The patient donated blood on 18th and no antibodies were present then. The patient was a former smoker and quit 2 or 3 years ago. Patient diagnosed Osteoporosis in 2015, benign heart arrhythmia in 2005. The patient took 70 mg alendronate sodium (FOSAMAX) once weekly and just a regular OTC daily multivitamin. Caller reported she was having the covid vaccine on 19Dec2020 and began having fever, night sweats, loss of taste and smell and then tested positive for covid. The patient received the Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine through work on 19Dec2020. She received it at 3:45 pm and should have taken temperature before, but she was afebrile the day before because she donated blood. At 7pm, she had slight temp 99.5 degrees Fahrenheit and by 10:30, her temperature was 101 degrees Fahrenheit and she still felt fine. She was surprised that it was that. She woke up at 2:30 am on 20Dec2020 and took her temperature and it was 102.5 degrees Fahrenheit. She took 2 Tylenol and went back to bed and felt fine. By morning it was 99 degrees Fahrenheit and then 98 degrees Fahrenheit a little later. She has been afebrile since then. She was a little tired because she gave blood and though it was related. She does not know if it was a side effect or not. It was not significant tiredness and was just not having energy in the evening of 19Dec2020. She also had soreness at injection site that night after 22:00 and the next day. It did not bother her until she woke up in the middle of night, and she noticed her left arm was sore. She received the vaccine at 3:45pm and started with low grade fever at 6:30 pm, earlier stated at 7:00 pm. There was no prescriber. She tested for COVID (PCR) on Saturday, 26Dec2020 at 14:50and it came back positive 28Dec2020 18:45. At 10pm on 19Dec2020, her temperature was 101 degrees Fahrenheit. If she had not been monitoring her temperature, she would not have known. She has been Afebrile since morning of 20Dec2020. Tiredness she related to giving blood and the holidays. She was a little stressed about the holidays and running around. It was very mild. Soreness at injection site was during the night after 10pm when she went to bed. On Wednesday, 23Dec2020, she woke up congested, sniffly, sneezy, with a runny nose. This persisted through Wednesday night. Her sense of taste was off. She had no problem with that on Tuesday. She had some horrible smell at work she recalled, so she knew her sense of smell was fine. On Thursday, 24Dec2020, she had no sense of taste or smell. She could not smell a pine candle. She was congested on Thursday and called employee health on 24Dec2020. This both improved and persisted. She is still congested but it has improved. She has never had a complete loss of sense of taste or smell before. Mild cough started yesterday morning. On the night of 20Dec2020, and 21Dec2020, she developed night sweats. She had not had any night sweats before this since menopause and she woke up really wet. The patient was not hospitalized and not admitted to an Intensive Care Unit. NO ER or physician's office required. She did not know if she was exposed on the day of the vaccine or if a couple of days later if the fever is from the vaccine. She stated what are the chances she goes 10 months and is super careful and then gets the vaccine and test positive. The patient did not display clinical signs at rest indicative of sever systemic illness. The patient did not require supplemental oxygen nor receive mechanical ventilation. No Multiorgan failure. The patient did not receive any additional therapies for COVID- 19. No initiation of new medication or other treatment or procedure. Not any preexisting diseases worsen during the SARS-CoV2 infection. She would like to know if there is a chance of false positive for this. It would just be her luck to be 10 months and not getting it. She has not gone anywhere without her N95 and then gets the vaccine and gets COVD. She wears mask and face shield at work always. She also wanted to know if she should get the second dose. The outcome of the event slight temperature was recovered on 20Dec2020 and the other event was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.

923566 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 39.0 M tested positive for Covid two days after getting vaccine; tested positive for Covid two days after getting vaccine/nasal swab/ NP PCR and result was positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A 39-years-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date not reported), intramuscular on the left arm on 24Dec2020 at 08:30 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. There were no medical history and no concomitant medications. The patient has no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. On 25Dec2020 at 09:00 am, also reported as 26Dec2020, the patient was tested positive for Covid two days after getting vaccine. He was wondering if he should get the booster dose in 3 weeks or not since he will have natural immunity. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The patient had a nasal swab/ NP PCR and result was positive on 26Dec2020. The outcome of the events was not recovering. The events were assessed as non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag. Instead, the COVID-19 PCR test positive represents the pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use. Further information like confirmative COVID 19 nucleic acid/ PCR test together with any associated symptoms are needed for full medical assessment.

923567 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 NV 29.0 F left supraclavicular lymph adenopathy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 29-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EH9899) intramuscular on 16Dec2020 14:00 (02:00 PM) at a single dose on the left arm as COVID-19 vaccine. The patient had no medical history/concurrent conditions and no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included paracetamol (TYLENOL) (received within 2 weeks of vaccination). The patient had an adverse event (AE) left supraclavicular lymph adenopathy on 23Dec2020 which resulted to doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit and emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment for the AE included antibiotics. It did not result in death, not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. She was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. She did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. She was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and did not have Covid tested post vaccination (had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination). The patient was vaccinated in a hospital (facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered). The outcome of the event was unknown.

923568 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 F positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable unspecified HCP reporting for herself. This 61-year-old female patient received on 22Dec2020 BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 24Dec2020, the patient had a bad reaction, coughing, headache, no taste, tiredness and body aches. The patient thought originally, she was having a reaction to the vaccine, and took some ibuprofen (ADVIL). The patient was still congested and was sent for testing. She was tested positive on 28Dec2020. The test was a nasal swab. Outcome was unknown. The patient was wondering if this was part of the side of effect of the vaccine.  Information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

923569 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 MN 58.0 F injection site tenderness/it is a little tender; swollen at injection site/It is swollen at the injection site; itchiness at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 58-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration (upper left arm) on 21Dec2020 (between 9:00AM and 9:30AM) at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included allergic to dust mites and grass, summertime allergies (haven't been diagnosed but she has sneezing and watery eyes during the summer), obese at 190, and flu vaccine in Oct2020, and smoker. Her mother passed from COPD and stated that more than likely she has that because she is a smoker. Her father had congestive heart failure. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took flu vaccine vii and experienced migraine; also, previously took Novocaine (probably 10 to 15 years ago) out of the blue she had a reaction. "Eons ago" when she was probably 25 she had a reaction to the very first flu shot that she got. The reaction was a migraine and she could not get out of bed. The patient wanted to know if it was normal to have side effects a week later after receiving Covid vaccine. She received vaccine on 21Dec2020 and today (29Dec2020 5AM) she was experiencing injection site tenderness, appearing swollen at injection site, and itchiness at injection site. It was further reported that she woke up this morning and her arm is itchy. It is swollen at the injection site. It is about the size of a fifty-cent piece. It is itchy and it is a little tender. The patient added, "It is a little tender": it was a little sore the first day like a flu shot. It is annoying like a bug bite itch. The swelling has been the same throughout the day. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The outcome of events was not recovered.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

923570 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 U got the COVID-19 vaccine last week and six days later tested positive for COVID-19; got the COVID-19 vaccine last week and six days later tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date in Dec2020 at single dose, for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the covid-19 vaccine last week and six days later (Dec2020) tested positive for Covid-19. The outcome of event was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available.

923571 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 CO F breathlessness; racing heart rate; shaking disease; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 28-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 27Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 27Dec2020, the patient had an immediate reaction which included breathlessness, racing heart rate, and "shaking disease." She said that the reactions happened a minute after getting the vaccine. She was observed for an hour and said she still had the breathlessness, but was improving. She wanted to know if she should still take the second dose of the vaccine. Outcome of the event breathlessness was recovering, while for the other events was unknown.  Information about the lot/batch number has been requested.

923572 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 CA 40.0 F anaphylaxis; ALOC/decreased level of consciousness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist (patient). a 40-year-old female patient (no pregnant) received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EL0140) via intramuscular at Left arm on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included known allergies to egg, seafood, azithromycin, orange and seasonal allergies. The concomitant was reported as cetirizine hydrochloride (ALLERTEC) and PRN 1371. The patient with no known past medical history brought in by CODE Team to RUH ED with concern for ALOC after getting the COVID vaccination 30-40 minutes PTA. Patient was a nurse and experienced decreased level of consciousness following her COVID vaccination. Patient reports h/o anaphylaxis. She was given epinephrine PTA. Denies SOB, oral swelling, CP. Blood glucose (BGL) within normal limits. Patient denies any other complaints or symptoms at this time. Adverse event start date: 23Dec2020. Treatment was unknown for decreased level of consciousness. The outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of anaphylaxis /decreased level of consciousness cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  The underlying predisposing condition of allergies to multiple materials may put the patient at high risk of anaphylactic reactions. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

923573 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 AZ F She has been feeling rotten for a few days; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program via a contactable physician reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing COVID positive since 22Dec2020. She was COVID positive before she got the vaccine. She got tested for COVID Corona Virus, because they do it weekly. She does weekly self-testing as part of a study she is in. There was an outbreak at her office and that is why she had to get a whole other test. On 22Dec2020 she did a nasal swab. She didn't get the results from the nasal swab until the day of report. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported she was having an immune reaction to the vaccine and she was expecting it and said it was ok. On the 23rd she had symptoms. On the 24th, the rapid test was positive. The results from the nasal swab on 22Dec2020 was positive, so she was COVID positive before she got the vaccine. She has been feeling rotten for a few days and couldn't reach out before today. The patient wanted to know if it would be effective for her to receive the second dose of the COVID vaccine after being positive for the COVID virus. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

923574 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 NV 43.0 F Elevated HR up to 130 for a few hrs after administration and intermittently for several days; Severe fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 43-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: eh9899, expiry date not reported), intramuscular on the left arm on 16Dec2020 12:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included asthma. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 16Dec2020 14:00, the patient experienced elevated HR up to 130 for a few hours after administration and intermittently for several days and severe fatigue. No therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the events. Clinical outcome of the events was recovered with sequelae on Dec2020.  Follow-up attempts are not possible. No further information is expected.

923575 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 WI 51.0 F caller couldn't hear properly; got the Covid vaccine last 18Dec2020/her second dose of COVID-19 Vaccine was scheduled on 06Jan2021; Caller got the Covid vaccine last 18Dec2020 and was tested positive, 29Dec2020; Caller got the Covid vaccine last 18Dec2020 and was tested positive, 29Dec2020; Nausea; Headache; Body aches; fatigue; Cold sweat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional. A 51-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number reported as either EK5730, ER5730, or EX5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 16:00 at single dose at left deltoid for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient previously had shingles shot in Sep2020, previous shingles shot either three months or six months prior to the one in Sep2020 (2020), both for immunization, and severe myalgia and fever that lasted for two days after the second shingles shot (adverse events followed prior vaccinations). It was reported that did a callback as caller couldn't hear properly. Caller got the Covid vaccine last 18Dec2020 and was tested positive, 29Dec2020. Want to know if it's safe for her to get the second dose. The patient received Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine on 18Dec2020 at 16:00. Patient had a couple days worth of symptoms. Now patient had COVID. Patient believed most likely got COVID from her son who was home from college. She was in between dosages of COVID-19 Vaccine. Looked like from research her quarantine would be done on 05Jan2021 and her second dose of COVID-19 Vaccine was scheduled on 06Jan2021. Everything she had read stated if her symptoms were gone to go ahead and get the second COVID-19 Vaccine. Patient wanted to know if Pfizer was doing any studies regarding people who test positive for COVID after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. Not sure if Pfizer would be interested in doing antibody studies. Declined obtained COVID-19 Vaccine through work Clarified caller's days worth of symptoms as: Headache the same evening as vaccination. Body Aches: began overnight on 18Dec2020. Fatigue that lasted all week, began overnight on 18Dec2020. Cold sweats: Lasted two days and began overnight on 18Dec2020. Nausea: began on 21Dec2020, not sure if it was related to COVID-19 Vaccine or not. The reporter considered the events weren't serious, but felt like she was having an immunological response. Diagnosed with COVID Seriousness: As of now, not serious. Is having a recurrence of all of those same symptoms as the COVID-19 Vaccine and then some. Lot number provided from patient card. Stated she was unable read it accurately. would take picture in case Pfizer wanted it. Stated lot number was either EK5730, ER5730, or EX5730. A sample of the product was not available to be returned. Vaccination facility type was Hospital, not administered at military site. No additional vaccines administered on same date of Pfizer suspect. No adverse events required a visit to. No prior vaccinations received within 4 weeks. The outcome of the event "Cold sweat" was recovered on 20Dec2020. The outcome of the other events was unknown. The reported considered the events Headache, Body aches, fatigue, Cold sweat, Nausea were related to the suspect drugs.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported COVID test positive after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

923576 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 F had her shot of Covid vaccine last (22Dec2020) 7 days and was tested positive on Dec2020; had her shot of Covid vaccine last (22Dec2020) 7 days and was tested positive on Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose as Covid vaccine. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient had her shot of Covid vaccine last (22Dec2020) 7 days and was tested positive on Dec2020. She wanted to know if this was normal to get false positive results after getting the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923578 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 DE F Positive for Covid after receiving the vaccine; Positive for Covid after receiving the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program. This consumer reported similar event for two patients. This is the 2nd of 2 reports.    A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient was positive for Covid after receiving the vaccine. It was reported that patient was positive and they were all in the breakroom without a mask. The patient (person that is positive) got the vaccine and got worse, so co-workers are thinking that she (patient) had the virus before getting the vaccine and just didn't have any symptoms. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020518090 same reporter/drug, similar event, different patient

923579 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 MT 52.0 F Asymptotic positive rapid COVID test 12 days post vaccination.  Close contact testing/Nasal Swab positive; Asymptotic positive rapid COVID test 12 days post vaccination.  Close contact testing/Nasal Swab positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 52-year-old female (not pregnant) patient received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730), intramuscular in arm left on 17Dec2020 13:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included seasonal allergies, depression and Allergies: Sulfa. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), cefixime (FLEXERIL), fluticasone propionate, salmeterol xinafoate (ADVAIR), montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), omeprazole (PRILOSEC).  The patient previously took pethidine hydrochloride (DEMEROL) and experienced 'allergies: Demerol', codeine and experienced 'allergies: codeine'.  The patient experienced asymptotic positive rapid COVID test 12 days post vaccination. Close contact testing on 29Dec2020.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included [{covid test type post vaccination= Nasal Swab, covid test date=29Dec2020, covid test result= Positive}].  Facility type vaccine was workplace clinic. No treatment received for the adverse event. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.

923580 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 CA 55.0 M top of left hand red; top of left hand pain; uncomfortable to open left hand; left wrist swollen; left hand swollen/the top of his left hand was warm and red; regular shot pain in left shoulder; regular shot pain in left shoulder/ top left wrist pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer(patient). A 55-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient stated that he got his Pfizer Covid vaccination on Tuesday last week on 22Dec2020. The patient had few days regular shot pain in left shoulder. The patient stated that on Thursday(24Dec2020) that he was okay but got on his wrist on same arm and top of hand swollen was painful to movement. The patient stated that the top of his left hand was warm and red on Saturday(26Dec2020). The patient experienced top of left hand pain and top left wrist pain on 26Dec2020. The patient stated that he got the Covid vaccination in his left arm. The patient stated that on Sunday that he made a clinic appointment and they sent him anti-inflammatories. The patient stated that now he was getting better. The patient was uncomfortable to open left hand 25Dec2020. The patient stated that the pain in his left shoulder resolved Thursday or Friday. The patient stated that he can see his hand muscles more defined now. The patient stated that he can stretch his left hand better than before. The patient stated that he had blood work in doctor in Oct2020. The outcome of the events"regular shot pain in left shoulder" was recovered, of the event"top of left hand red" was not recovered and of the other events was recovering.

923581 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 SC 46.0 F the patient experienced tongue swelling 9 hours after injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  A 46-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on Arm Left from 28Dec2020 12:45 to 28Dec2020 12:45 as single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included allergy to Latex and depression.  Concomitant medication included duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA).  The patient previously took Percocet and experienced allergies. On 28Dec2020 at 09:45 PM, the patient experienced tongue swelling 9 hours after injection. The patient stated had this similar feeling or reaction after taking Percocet when she had her first child. The patient took Benadryl 25mg as treatment to the event. The outcome of the event was recovered.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

923582 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 MI 31.0 F 8 days after the vaccine I have swelling at the injection site on my right arm. Its hot and painful. Also, pain in my right fingers and lymph pain in my axillary region.; 8 days after the vaccine I have swelling at the injection site on my right arm. Its hot and painful. Also, pain in my right fingers and lymph pain in my axillary region.; 8 days after the vaccine I have swelling at the injection site on my right arm. Its hot and painful. Also, pain in my right fingers and lymph pain in my axillary region.; 8 days after the vaccine I have swelling at the injection site on my right arm. Its hot and painful. Also, pain in my right fingers and lymph pain in my axillary region.; 8 days after the vaccine I have swelling at the injection site on my right arm. Its hot and painful. Also, pain in my right fingers and lymph pain in my axillary region.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 32-year-old non-pregnant female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL 0140), intramuscular in the right arm on 21Dec2020 15:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the age of 31 years old at the workplace clinic. Medical history included asthma and seasonal allergies. Concomitant medications included fluticasone nasal spray, fluticasone furoate, vilanterol trifenatate (BREO ELLIPTA) inhaler, montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), salbutamol sulfate (ALBUTEROL), zinc and unspecified multivitamin. On 29Dec2020 16:00, 8 days after the vaccine, the patient had swelling at the injection site on her right arm, it is hot and painful. Also, the patient had pain in right fingers and lymph pain in axillary region. Outcome of the events was unknown. No treatment was given for the events. The events were assessed as non-serious.

923583 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 U I got the Pfizer vaccine, the first shot; I tested positive for Covid; I got the Pfizer vaccine, the first shot; I tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  Consumer stated, "I had a question, I got the Pfizer vaccine, the first shot on the 18Dec but I tested positive for Covid on the 27Dec, so, my question is this and I asked my healthcare institution and they still haven't got back to me, so I just wanted to call you guys, what do I do about the second dose because I am scheduled to get the second dose net week?" The outcome of event was unknown.

923585 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 SC F Chills; Nauseated; my incision or the shot site is red and swollen and very sore; my incision or the shot site is red and swollen and very sore; my incision or the shot site is red and swollen and very sore; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer medical social worker in the emergency department (patient).  A 24-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Batch/lot # EK5730, Expiry Date Mar2021) intramuscularly at single dose in arm in Dec2020 about 12 hours ago before this report for Covid-19 immunisation, administered at the hospital that she work at.  Medical history was none. Concomitant medication included ethinylestradiol, ferrous fumarate, norethisterone acetate (JUNEL FE) daily for birth control.  In Dec2020, about 10 hours after vaccination was received, the patient experienced chills, felt nauseated, her incision or the shot site is red and swollen and very sore and headache. No lab test performed. No treatment received. The outcome of headache was unknown of the other events was not recovered.

923586 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 VA 57.0 F got lightness in my head/I have been dizzy; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer nurse assistant (patient).   A 57-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Batch/lot # EH9899) at single dose on 28Dec2020 for covid-19 immunisation, administered at the hospital she worked at.  Medical history included cholesterol. The patient reported taking unspecified concomitant medications. The patient got lightness in my head, had been dizzy and experienced headache in Dec2020. No treatment received. The outcome of events was unknown.

923587 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NC 27.0 F Cervical lymphadenopathy; Chills; Nausea; Feeling lightheaded; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 27-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231/4130421), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 10:00 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included linaclotide (LINZESS) and a combination birth control pill both received within 2 weeks of vaccination. On 29Dec2020 at 10:00 PM (22:00), the patient experienced chills, nausea, feeling lightheaded and cervical lymphadenopathy. The symptoms were severe enough that the patient needed to leave work in the middle of her shift (primarily due to the lightheadedness). The patient tried drinking juice, water, etc but it kept getting worse so after a few hours the patient decided she needed to leave work. The patient did not received treatment for the events. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering. The event was considered non serious as it did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect.

923588 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 WI 35.0 M body aches; Fever; Chills; Pain at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 35-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine, solution for injection, batch/lot: EL1284), intramuscular in the right arm on 28Dec2020 17:45 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history was none. Patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medication included paracetamol (TYLENOL), ibuprofen and multivitamins. On 29Dec2020, the patient experienced fever, chills, pain at injection site, and body aches. They all started the day after the injection and where mostly gone by the day after that. No treatment was given to the patient for the event. The outcome of the event was recovered in Dec2020. Vaccine was administered in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient did not have COVID prior to vaccination. Patient has not been tested positive for COVID post vaccination.

923590 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CO 59.0 M Feeling tired; Nauseous; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 59-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot: EK9231) via an unspecified route of administration on the right upper arm on 30Dec2020 08:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included high blood pressure. Concomitant medication included lisinopril (LISINOPRIL) for high blood pressure. The patient experienced feeling tired, nauseous and a little headache on 30Dec2020 08:15. Outcome of events was not recovered.

923591 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 49.0 F nausea; chills; malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. A 49-year old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were unknown) via unspecified route of administration at left arm on 23Dec2020 15:30 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization in a hospital facility. Medical history included Sjogren's syndrome, and chronic sinusitis. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and did not receive other vaccine in four weeks prior to Covid vaccination. Concomitant medications included hydroxychloroquine sulfate (PLAQUENIL), colestyramine (questran), lifitegrast (XIIDRA), and chondroitin sulfate, glucosamine hydrochloride (OSTEO BI-FLEX); all from unspecified date for unspecified indication. The patient previously took codeine and Ceftin; both experienced allergies. On 26Dec2020 08:00 three days after receiving vaccine, the patient experienced nausea, chills and malaise. The symptoms lasted for four days (Dec2020). The patient has not been tested for Covid-19 since the vaccination. The patient received no treatment due to the events. The outcome of the events nausea, chills and malaise was recovered. The reporter considered the events non-serious; did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolong hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating, and no congenital anomaly/birth defect.  Follow-up activities are possible, information on the batch number has been requested.

923592 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 35.0 F arm pain, shooting up to neck; arm pain, shooting up to neck; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection) via unspecified route of administration at left arm on 23Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization in a hospital facility. Medical history included Covid-19 diagnosed prior to vaccination. Concomitant medications included "OCP" (received within 2 weeks of vaccination). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the Covid vaccine. On 23Dec2020, the patient experienced arm pain, shooting up to neck. The patient has not been tested for Covid-19 since the vaccination. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The outcome of the events arm pain, shooting up to neck was recovered. The reporter considered the events non-serious; did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolong hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating, and no congenital anomaly/birth defect.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about batch number cannot be obtained.

923593 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 WA 46.0 F rapid heart rate; shortness of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reported for herself. A 46-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EH9899, expiry date unknown) intramuscular at left arm on 27Dec2020 09:45 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization in a hospital facility. Medical history included hypothyroidism. The patient was not diagnosed with Covid-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine from unspecified date for unspecified indication. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the Covid vaccine. On 27Dec2020 less than 5 minutes after receiving the vaccine, the patient developed rapid heart rate and shortness of breath. The patient has not been tested for Covid-19 post vaccination. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The outcome of the events rapid heart rate and shortness of breath was recovered in Dec2020. The reporter considered the events non-serious; did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolong hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating, and no congenital anomaly/birth defect.

923594 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TN 46.0 F Extreme nausea; Dizziness; Extreme fatigue; Different waves of chills to the point of she could not even move; Different waves of chills to the point of she could not even move; sweating; severe headache; just crap now; Now she smells metal; she has no sense of smell other than stinky metallic smell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 46-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the right deltoid on 30Dec2020 08:15 at a single dose for vaccination. The patient's medical history included tested positive for COVID-19 from Jul2020. There were no concomitant medications. Around 30Dec2020 9:00 AM, she began experiencing extreme nausea and dizziness, extreme fatigue, different waves of chills to the point of she could not even move, sweating, severe headache, and just crap now. The patient's physician told that this is something she should report. It could possibly have been an immune response because she had possibly been exposed to COVID-19 that she probably had some sort of antibodies from then until now on Dec2020, even though she tested negative for COVID-19 and continued to test negative for COVID-19 on 2020. She smells metal on Dec2020. She has no sense of smell other than stinky metallic smell. Her taste is fine. Outcome of the headache was not recovered, of the metallic smell was unknown, of the remaining events was recovered on 30Dec2020 13:00.

923595 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 40.0 F left arm hurting; nauseous; UTI; whole body is hot; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 40-years-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm, on 19Dec2020 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  Patient stated that she took the vaccine on 19Dec2020. On an unspecified date, patient stated that she had no side effects only her arm was hurting. She stated that her whole body is hot. Stated that she has no temperature and is a little nauseous. Stated that whererever she lays down at one can feel the heat. She stated that it was Pfizer BioNTech Covid 19 vaccine EUA is concerned. She stated that she went to the ER and they thought it was because she was taking a medication for urinary tract infection (UTI) and that she was having a reaction. She stated that her doctor told her that the second day she would have had side effects to UTI medicine. She stated that the doctor is stating that it is due to the vaccine. She wanted to know if she should go back to the ER. She stated that her doctor told her to call the place where the vaccine was received for them to monitor her. She stated that she went through her job off site and that this was her first shot. She clarified that she received the shot in her left arm and it was hurting. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

923596 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 OK 63.0 F low grade fever/fever; 100 degrees Fahrenheit/99.2 degrees Fahrenheit/99.8 degrees Fahrenheit; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 63-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date unknown) at the public health department via unspecified route of administration at right arm on 28Dec2020 12:30 as single dose to prevent getting the Covid virus. Medical history included medication allergies (allergic to like 3 to 4 medications), allergic to sulfur/sulfa, allergic to penicillin, allergic to "-mycins", allergic to dye (for a CT scan). The patient informed that she was given the Pfizer shot, clarified to Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine on Monday (verified to be the 28th). The patient informed that since then she has had a low grade fever and the patient would like to talk to someone to see if that was normal, since it was still not gone. The patient got her first dose of the vaccine injected into her right arm around 12:30 PM Monday (28Dec2020), and her fever started Monday night and got to 100 degrees Fahrenheit and since then she has been running 99.2 degrees Fahrenheit (Dec2020), it was 99.8 degrees Fahrenheit now (30Dec2020). The patient stated "it didn't say on the vaccine card, but the sheet they gave with it says it is the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine. All that is on there is the date she got it, 18Nov2020 and the healthcare girl put her initials on it" (unable to clarify discrepancy between the dates provided as caller continued speaking). The patient informed that she was supposed to have turned around on the 18th to get the second shot (unable to clarify statement and the caller may have meant that she was supposed to get the second dose of the shot on 18Jan2021, and misread the card as she seemed to have difficulty reading the nurse's handwriting on it). The reporter informed that the LOT number was written with an E and then either a V or a K, it looks like a V but the girl put a leg on there so maybe it was a K then 9231, or EV or 9231 or 9731. The outcome of the event "pyrexia" was not recovered.

923597 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MO 41.0 F hives; intense itching; headache; injection site is red and raised and itches intensely.; injection site is red and raised and itches intensely.; injection site is red and raised and itches intensely.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 41-years-old non-pregnant female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), intramuscular in the right arm, on 28Dec2020 at 08:45 (at the age of 41 years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The vaccine wad administered at a hospital. There were no other vaccinations given within 4 weeks and no other medications were taken within 2 weeks.  Medical history included allergies to penicillin and shrimp.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient previously took codeine and experienced an allergy. On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced hives, intense itching coupled with a headache, injection site is red, raised and itched intensely. The clinical course was as follows: Within 3 hours of receiving the vaccine she developed hives and intense itching coupled with a headache. She reported that the hives come and go and have covered pretty much her entire body in waves of occurrences. The injection site was red and raised and itched intensely. It has been 48 hours since and still there are hives. The patient was not hospitalized for the events. Treatment included diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) however she stated that it does not seem to affect the hives or address the itching. The clinical outcome of the events: hives, intense itching coupled with a headache, injection site is red, raised and itched intensely, was not recovered. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 after receiving the vaccination.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

923598 12/25/2020 01/06/2021 TN 48.0 F she received the COVID Vaccine on the evening of Christmas, and then she tested positive for COVID on Sunday; she received the COVID Vaccine on the evening of Christmas, and then she tested positive for COVID on Sunday; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A 48-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE);  in the left arm on 25Dec2020 as a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient had no known medical history. There were no concomitant medications. Caller confirmed the product was not specifically prescribed to her, but she received it via an options at her company and had received no other vaccines on the same day as the COVID vaccine. The patient received the COVID Vaccine on the evening of Christmas 25Dec2020, and then she tested positive for COVID on Sunday, 27Dec2020. The patient had a positive SARS-CoV-2 test on 27Dec2020. The clinical outcome of the event Drug ineffective and COVID-19 was unknown.  Information regarding lot number has been requested.

923599 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MI 44.0 F Nausea; Headache; Fatigue started about 5 hours after injection and seems to be getting worse; Muscle aches-started about 5 hours after injection and seems to be getting worse; Stiff Arm; Slight pain at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A 44-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration, in the right arm on 30Dec2020 at 06:45 AM (at the age of 44-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included crohn's disease, ankylosing spondylitis, gastroparesis, and sulfa allergy. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication taken within two weeks of vaccination were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 30Dec2020 at 07:45 AM, about an hour after injection, the patient experience nausea and headache. Fatigue and muscle aches started about 5 hours after injection and seemed to be getting worse. The patient experienced stiff arm 12 hours after injection, and slight pain at injection site after 12 hours. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for the nausea, headache, fatigue, muscle aches, stiff arm, and slight pain at injection site. The clinical outcome of the events nausea, headache, fatigue, muscle aches, stiff arm, and slight pain at injection site was recovering. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

923600 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 IN U as a person with severe cough variant asthma, he/she immediately noticed a change in his/her breathing/ breathing so much better; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included ongoing severe cough variant asthma. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient reported he/she just received the covid vaccine the day before reporting date and wanted to let company know that as a person with severe cough variant asthma, he/she immediately noticed a change in his/her breathing. It was very noticeable all of the day 28Dec2020 and even this morning (29Dec2020). He/she was breathing so much better. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are needed. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

923601 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 PA 44.0 F developed chest pain with radiation into axilla, shoulder, scapula and down the arm; axilla discomfort; arm discomfort; Pain felt similar to sciatica; a full nagging pain and the muscles of my arm are fatigued from constant tension; a full nagging pain and the muscles of my arm are fatigued from constant tension; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reported for herself. This 44-year-old female Nurse (patient) receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number=EL1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 09:30 at single dose on left arm for Covid-19 immunisation. There was no known allergies, medical history nor concomitant medications. Prior to vaccination, it was not unknown if the patient diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. 4 days following the vaccination on 26Dec2020 18:00, the patient developed chest pain with radiation into axilla, shoulder, scapula and down the arm. The chest pain and axilla discomfort subsided but the arm discomfort continued and intensified. Pain felt similar to sciatica. The patient took ibuprofen and paracetamol (TYLENOL) also placed ice pack under her arm and on top of shoulder. The following day the patient started on a methylprednisolone (MEDROL) dose pack. The patient received minor relief with the steroids and NSAIDs after 2 days she took a gabapentin (NEURONTIN) which was given to me by a family member. The gabapentin had given the most benefit. On day 4, the patient continue to have a full nagging pain and the muscles of her arm are fatigued from constant tension. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The outcome of the events was unknown. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

923602 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 PA 36.0 F Fever 100.0; severe headache; malaise; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (the patient). A 36-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number EK5730), intramuscularly in the left arm on 22Dec2020 at 09:30 (at the age of 36-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included multiple sclerosis. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included: ergocalciferol (VITAMIN D), natalizumab, and topiramate, all for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 23Dec2020 at 09:00, the patient experienced fever 100.0, severe headache, malaise, and fatigue post injection. No treatment was given for these events. The clinical outcome of fever 100.0, severe headache, malaise, and fatigue post injection was recovered in Dec2020. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

923603 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NY 37.0 F Index and middle fingers in both hands broke out in what appears to be very similar rash to my nickel allergy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 37-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot EK5730) solution for injection in the left arm on 28Dec2020 at 14:15 (at the age of 37-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history included allergies to medications, food, or other products: nickel. Concomitant medications included ascorbic acid/biotin/tocopheryl acetate (BIOTIN GUMMY); ergocalciferol (VITAMIN D); and WOMEN'S ONE A DAY MULTIVITAMIN. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 30Dec2020, the patient experienced index and middle fingers in both hands broke out in what appears to be very similar rash to my nickel allergy despite the fact that I have not worn any jewelry or did anything out of the norm. Treatment was provided for the event rash included applying hydrocortisone and diphenhydramine (BENADRYL). The outcome of the event rash was not recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

923604 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MI 32.0 F Fever (102 F); Chills; Tired; Muscle aches; Some upset stomach the night of the vaccination (12 hours after administration); Headache; This is spontaneous report from a contactable other-HCP (patient). A 32-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot: unknown) intramuscularly on 30Dec2020 12:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took amoxicillin (reported as ammoxicillin) and experienced drug allergy. The patient experienced fever (102 F) and chills on 31Dec2020 12:00, muscle aches and some upset stomach the night of the vaccination and headache (12 hours after administration), tired the day after (31Dec2020 12:00). No treatment received for the adverse events. This is a non-serious report. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered on 31Dec2020.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

923605 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MO 51.0 F Eyes started swelling, around my eye the left one, it is more around the eyes it's worse; Eyes started swelling, around my eye the left one, it is more around the eyes it's worse; Swelling around mouth; Aching in my mid back; I have been extremely tired too. I was sitting at my desk at work yesterday and I was nodding of; I have been extremely tired too. I was sitting at my desk at work yesterday and I was nodding of; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 51-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine; Batch/Lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medications included montelukast, fluticasone furoate, umeclidinium bromide, vilanterol trifenatate (TRELEGY); colecalciferol (vitamin D), and bumetanide (BUMEX). The nurse stated that she got the Pfizer COVID Vaccine yesterday (28Dec2020) and she didn't know if she should report the side effects but she didn't yesterday and she was going to today (29Dec2020). It didn't happen right away, it was like throughout the day, her eyes started swelling around them, she had swelling around her mouth, she still has it actually. She didn't have any breathing issues but there was a lot of aching in her mid back which was gone now, the aching part, but it was the swelling that concerned her. They were around her eye, the left one. She had a question herself though because this was just her first vaccine. She meant it wasn't bad enough that she had breathing issues because she monitored it and it's already in there now. She asks if it would it be okay to get the next one. As treatment, the patient took Tylenol and a Benadryl. The patient also mentioned that she has been extremely tired too. What she meant was she was sitting at her desk at work yesterday and she was nodding off. According to her, it was just offered through work and they went to a hospital to get it. The patient said that she did not have to seek medical treatment for it, so it was not like life threatening. When clarified if the swelling around eyes was still there, the patient stated that it was not as prominent, it was more around the eyes it's worse. She further stated that it has improved, she was still tired but the swelling had improved. The patient was also asked regarding the route of administration and she stated that she believes it was long enough to be, it looked like IM, she was not sure. It might have been a SubQ but she means it wasn't like a huge long needle but it wasn't like the real short ones either. Outcome of the events "Eyes started swelling, around my eye the left one, it is more around the eyes it's worse", "Swelling around mouth", "Aching in my mid back", was recovering/resolving; for the event 'Fatigue' was not recovered, while for 'Somnolence' was unknown. Causality assessment of the reporter between the events 'eye swelling', 'swelling around mouth', 'aching in my mid back', and 'I have been extremely tired too. I was sitting at my desk at work yesterday and I was nodding of' and BNT162B2 was reported as related.

923606 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 GA 29.0 F Arm pain that gradually turned into body pain, joint pain, chills; Arm pain that gradually turned into body pain, joint pain, chills; Arm pain that gradually turned into body pain, joint pain, chills; Arm pain that gradually turned into body pain, joint pain, chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health care professional nurse, the patient.  A 29-years-old non-pregnant female patient (nurse) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), on 29DEC2020 09:15 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included depression from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, and Covid-19 on '17th of this month ' and unknown if ongoing. The patient had no known allergies.  Concomitant medication included venlafaxine hydrochloride (EFFEXOR), spironolactone (SPIRONOLACTONE), desogestrel, ethinylestradiol (KARIVA). No other vaccines were given within 4 weeks. Since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19.  On 29Dec2020 16:30, the patient experienced Arm pain that gradually turned into body pain, joint pain, chills. The pain was so extreme. Patient had Covid on the 17th of this month and was not told that you should wait 90 days after to get the vaccine. The patient reported her response was worse than the side effects of Covid. The events result in a Physician Office Visit   The patient was treated for Arm pain that gradually turned into body pain, joint pain, chills with  Heating pads,  Ibuprofen (Manufacturer Unknown) and Tylenol alternated. The clinical outcome of arm pain that gradually turned into body pain, joint pain, chills was recovered.   Information regarding lot number has been requested.

923607 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 PA 40.0 M heart palpitations; Hypoglycemia; Abnormal EKG; I had a near sick able episode and I had a rapid heart rate; I had a near sick able episode and I had a rapid heart rate; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 40-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), Batch/lot number: EK5730, via an unspecified route of administration on 26Dec2020 as a single dose (age at vaccination: 40 years old), right arm for COVID -19 immunization. Medical history included chronic back pain.  Concomitant medication included amitriptyline (AMITRIPTYLINE), cyclobenzaprine (FLEXERIL) for chronic back pain, and hydrocodone bitartrate, paracetamol (NORCO) for chronic back pain. On 26Dec2020, the patient had a "near sick able episode" and a rapid heart rate.  The initial side effect was about 7 minutes after the patient had the vaccine, came on just very quickly. The place where they had the patient discharged him, allowed him to go home, but the rapid heart rate stayed with the patient for next 24 hours and he went to an urgent care and they sent him to emergency room. The patient went to the emergency room (27Dec2020) and they ran an EKG, X-ray, and did a COVID swab; everything came back negative. Lab work, X-ray everything came back fine, the only thing they found was hypoglycemia, heart palpitations, and abnormal EKG, which was described by the reporter as "normal sinus rhythm left axis deviation pulmonary disease pattern" and then at the bottom it said "abnormal EKG." Heart rate was 136/88 (as reported) so it was definitely improving, the highest it was at 189/110 (as reported). No treatment was received for the events. The clinical outcome of the events "near sick able episode," rapid heart rate, and palpitations was recovering, while the clinical outcome of hypoglycemia and abnormal ECG was unknown.

923608 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 1.17 U currently nursing my baby who is 14 months old.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse practitioner. This nurse practitioner reported information for both mother (Self) and her 14-month-old patient infant. A 14-months-old of an unspecified gender started to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), (age at vaccination 14-month-old) transmammary on an unspecified date in Dec2020.  The infant's mother received the vaccine for COVID-19 immunisation. The infant's mother reported she was a nurse practitioner working at a local urgent care center. She was currently nursing her baby who is 14 months old. Due to the high risk of getting COVID19, the mother decided to get COVID 19 vaccination despite lack of data on lactating women. She received my Pfizer COVID 19 vaccination 3 days ago (Dec2020).  Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021001535 mother case

923609 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 U tested positive for COVID; tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). The consumer reported for self and husband. This is the first of two reports, and concerns the reporter (patient). A patient of an unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number EJ1685/expiration date: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration, on 19Dec2020, as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medication were not provided. On an unspecified date in Dec2020, the patient tested positive for COVID. The outcome of the event tested positive for COVID was unknown.

923610 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 M tested positive for COVID; tested positive for COVID; Flu; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. The consumer reported for self and husband. This is the second of two reports and concerns the reporter's husband. A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number EH9899/expiration date: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on 18Dec2020, as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medication were not provided. On an unspecified date in Dec2020, the patient experienced the flu after receiving the vaccine. On an unspecified date in Dec2020, the flu symptoms went away and the patient tested positive for COVID. The outcome of the event flu was recovered in Dec2020 and the outcome of tested positive for COVID was unknown.

923611 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 TX 62.0 F Swelling, and warmth at injection site, right arm; Swelling, and warmth at injection site, right arm; swollen and tender right axillary node under right arm; swollen and tender right axillary node under right arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 62-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number ELO140), intramuscular on 22Dec2020 10:30 at first single dose at arm right for covid-19 immunisation .  Medical history included breast cancer, allergy to penicillin, levaquin, neosporin, cocoa butter.  Concomitant medication included vitamin c [ascorbic acid].  The patient experienced swelling, and warmth at injection site, right arm, swollen and tender right axillary node under right arm on 28Dec2020 16:00.  No treatment for events. The outcome of events was not recovered. No other vaccine in four weeks; No covid prior vaccination; No covid tested post vaccination.

923612 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TX 42.0 F vaccination site pain; Tiredness; Headache; Joint pain; Muscle pain; Night sweats; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist, the patient. This 42-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine) (Lot number: EK5730), intramuscularly in the right arm on 30Dec2020 at 16:30 (at the age of 42-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history included Graves' disease from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, irritable bowel syndrome from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing and anxiety from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine (LEVOTHYROXINE), duloxetine (DULOXETINE). Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. On 31Dec2020 at 02:00, the patient experienced vaccination site pain, tiredness, headache, joint pain, muscle pain and night sweats. No therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events. The clinical outcome of the vaccination site pain, tiredness, headache, joint pain, muscle pain and night sweats was resolving. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had been tested on 31Dec2020 for COVID-19 with results pending.

923613 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 FL 37.0 F developed a fever as high as 101.8; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number/expiration date: EK9231), via intramuscular route of administration, on 23Dec2020 at 02:00 PM (at the age of 37 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history was none. The patient did not have any known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications were not provided. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 29Dec2020, at 03:00 PM, the patient developed a fever as high as 101.8 (no units provided) with no other symptoms beyond fever and chills. The patient did not take any anti-pyretics to treat the fever and her temperature came down on its own overnight. By the next day, she felt back to normal. No treatment was received for the events fever and chills. The outcome of the events fever and chills was recovered on 30Dec2020. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19 (via saliva polymerase chain reaction [PCR]) with negative result.

923614 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 26.0 F Shortness of breath; chest pain; body aches; joint pain; headache; nausea; congestion; This is a spontaneous report received from a non-contactable nurse (who is also the patient). A 26-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: El0140), intramuscular in right arm, on 29Dec2020 17:30, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included spontaneous pneumothorax x2 on the right with VATS surgery on an unspecified date and multiple food allergies. The patient is not pregnant. Concomitant medication included montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR) and loratadine (CLARITIN). The patient experienced shortness of breath, chest pain, body aches, joint pain, headache, nausea and congestion, all on 30Dec2020 at 05:00. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The patent did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2. Prior to vaccination, it was unknown if the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering. The reporter assessed the case as non-serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

923615 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NY 43.0 M Pain at injection site; headache; muscle pain; chills; joint pain; tiredness; fever; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 43-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number/expiration date: not provided), via intramuscular route of administration, on 28Dec2020 at 09:15 AM (at the age of 43 years old) as a single dose in the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history was none. The patient did not have any known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, it was unknown if the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication were not provided. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 28Dec2020, at 11:30 PM, the patient experienced pain at injection site, headache, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, fever, tiredness and nausea. No treatment was received for the events pain at injection site, headache, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, fever, tiredness and nausea. The outcome of the events pain at injection site, headache, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, fever, tiredness and nausea was recovered on an unspecified date in Dec2020. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

923616 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 34.0 M Burning anterior thigh pain on left 13hrs after injection; Burning hand pain on right; right hand was warm to touch relative to left; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional reporting for himself. A 34-year-old male received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number EK9231/expiration date: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on 28Dec2020 at 08:00 PM (at the age of 34 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included hypertension (HTN), polymyositis, and psoriasis. The patient did not have any known allergies. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medication included olmesartan medoxomil (BENICAR), methotrexate, prednisone, vitamin C, and vitamin D. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 28Dec2020 at 08:40 PM, 40 minutes after injection, the patient experienced burning hand pain on right, and the right hand was warm to touch relative to left. On 29Dec2020 at 09:00 AM, 13hrs after injection, the patient experienced burning anterior thigh pain on left. Treatment for the events included physical therapy nerve glides: for burning hand pain on right, and the right hand was warm to touch relative to left included Median Nerve Glides, with a frequency of once a day which improved 99% in 24hrs; and treatment for the event burning anterior thigh pain on left included Femoral Nerve Glides, with a frequency of 2-5 times a day which improved 85% in 3 days. The patient was recovering from the events burning hand pain on right, the right hand was warm to touch relative to left, and burning anterior thigh pain on left. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

923617 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MN 29.0 F Fatigue; Nausea; Headache; Abdominal pain; Muscle soreness (spot of injection, it is better now); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional, the patient. A 29-year-old female received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at 04:00 PM (at the age of 29-years-old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient had no relevant medical history. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, it was unknown if the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications in the past two weeks included bupropion hydrochloride ER 200 mg and ritual vitamins. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 29Dec2020, the patient experienced fatigue, nausea, headache, abdominal pain and muscle soreness (spot of injection is better now). The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of fatigue, nausea, headache, abdominal pain and muscle soreness was recovering.  It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

923618 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 F Caller received COVID vaccine on the 18th then tested positive on the 24th; Caller received COVID vaccine on the 18th then tested positive on the 24th; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient received COVID 'vaccine on the 18th then tested positive on the 24th'. The reporter mentioned that a friend who works for Pfizer told her to call and report. Clinical outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on batch/lot number was requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the short duration of 6 days since the vaccine first dose is given.

923619 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 LA 34.0 F Rash; hives; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. This other healthcare professional reported that a 34-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number unknown), via an unspecified route on 30Dec2020 (at the age of 34 years-old) as a single dose (dose 1) for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included metabolic syndrome, tachycardia, interstitial cystitis, anxiety, depression, gastroesophageal reflux (GERD), migraines, polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS) and allergy to chocolate, vitamin E and cefaclor (CECLOR). The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included dulaglutide (TRULICITY), metformin, dexlansoprazole (DEXILANT), lamotrigine (LAMICTAL), nitrofurantoin (MACRODANTIN), prazosin, vilazodone hydrochloride (VIBRYD), cefixime (FLEXERIL), ergocalciferol (DRISDOL), topiramate (TOPAMAX) and sumatriptan succinate (IMITREX). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 30Dec2020 at 09:30 PM, the patient experienced rash and hives. The report was reported as non-serious. The adverse events rash and hives resulted in physician office visit, emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient was treated for the rash and hives with diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) and prednisone. The clinical outcome of rash and hives was unknown. Since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

923620 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MI 58.0 F Swelling of my arm and hand; Swelling of my arm and hand; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A 58-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration, on 30Dec2020 at 04:30 PM (at the age of 58-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The facility where COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at a hospital and anatomically located on the right arm. Medical history included Allergy induced asthma. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR) (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), progesterone (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), estradiol (ESTROGEN) (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN); all for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient previously took Sulfa (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) and Keflex (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), from unknown dates to unknown dates for unknown indications and experienced allergy. On 31Dec2020, the patient reported "Swelling of my arm and hand." The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of the events swelling of my arm and hand was recovering/resolving.  It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

923621 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 LA 64.0 M Headache; I got small fever like 99.9; Muscle pain; Feeling unwell; Difficult breathing just a little bit just like a cough a little small cough; Difficult breathing just a little bit just like a cough a little small cough; Dizziness; Cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 64-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetes, high blood pressure, and cholesterol. Concomitant medications included diabetes medication, medications for high blood pressure and for cholesterol. The patient stated that he got the Pfizer vaccine on Christmas eve that would be the 24th and today (30Dec2020) he was getting just small things like headache, fever (small fever like 99.9), muscle pain, feeling unwell, difficult breathing just a little bit just like a cough a little small cough, dizziness, and probably just a cold. There was no injection swelling, fast heartbeat, and rash. He doesn't know if he should go get tested for COVID or not because he just took the shot. The patient stated that he got to get the next dose of the vaccine on the 14th of January. The outcome of the events was unknown.

923622 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MN 23.0 F Severe headache, fatigue, nausea; Severe headache, fatigue, nausea; Severe headache, fatigue, nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse, reporting for the patient.  A 23-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Lot number: EJ1685), via intramuscular route of administration, on 30Dec2020 at 12:45 AM (at the age of 23-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The facility where COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at a hospital and anatomically located on the left arm. Medical history not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient previously took Penicillin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) and Codeine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), from unknown dates to unknown dates for unknown indications and experienced allergy. On 30Dec2020 at 07:00PM, the patient experienced severe headache, fatigue, and nausea. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of the events severe headache, fatigue, and nausea was recovered.  It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

923623 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NC 30.0 F Lightheaded ness immediately after vaccine About 24 hours later SEVERE diarrhea/urgency. Nausea. Fatigue. Fever 101. Migraine.; Lightheaded ness immediately after vaccine About 24 hours later SEVERE diarrhea/urgency. Nausea. Fatigue. Fever 101. Migraine.; Lightheaded ness immediately after vaccine About 24 hours later SEVERE diarrhea/urgency. Nausea. Fatigue. Fever 101. Migraine.; Lightheaded ness immediately after vaccine About 24 hours later SEVERE diarrhea/urgency. Nausea. Fatigue. Fever 101. Migraine.; Lightheaded ness immediately after vaccine About 24 hours later SEVERE diarrhea/urgency. Nausea. Fatigue. Fever 101. Migraine.; Lightheaded ness immediately after vaccine About 24 hours later SEVERE diarrhea/urgency. Nausea. Fatigue. Fever 101. Migraine.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (the patient). A 30-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number EL0140, expiration date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at 12:30 PM (at the age of 30-years-old) at an unspecified dose in the right arm for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history was not reported. No information was reported regarding allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was administered the vaccine in the hospital. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient answered "yes" when asked to list any other medications she had received within two weeks of vaccination but did not list those medications. The patient stated that she experienced lightheadedness on 29Dec2020  "immediately after vaccine." About twenty-four hours later, on 30Dec2020 at 13:00  she experienced "SEVERE" diarrhea/urgency, nausea, fatigue, fever of 101 and migraine. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcomes of lightheadedness, severe diarrhea/urgency, nausea, fatigue, fever of 101 and migraine were reported as recovering. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 101  on 30Dec2020. It was also reported that since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

923624 01/06/2021 NJ M runny nose after getting the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An adult male patient, of an unspecified age, received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date (at an unspecified age) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was unknown if the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. It was unknown if prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. On an unspecified date, the patient had a runny nose after getting the vaccine. Since the vaccination, it was unknown if the patient had been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the runny nose after getting the vaccine was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

923625 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 35.0 F Rash, bilateral paresthesias in hands and feet in stocking glove distribution, fever (Tmax 101), arthralgias, myalgias, nausea, headache; Rash, bilateral paresthesias in hands and feet in stocking glove distribution, fever (Tmax 101), arthralgias, myalgias, nausea, headache; Rash, bilateral paresthesias in hands and feet in stocking glove distribution, fever (Tmax 101), arthralgias, myalgias, nausea, headache; Rash, bilateral paresthesias in hands and feet in stocking glove distribution, fever (Tmax 101), arthralgias, myalgias, nausea, headache; Rash, bilateral paresthesias in hands and feet in stocking glove distribution, fever (Tmax 101), arthralgias, myalgias, nausea, headache; Rash, bilateral paresthesias in hands and feet in stocking glove distribution, fever (Tmax 101), arthralgias, myalgias, nausea, headache; Rash, bilateral paresthesias in hands and feet in stocking glove distribution, fever (Tmax 101), arthralgias, myalgias, nausea, headache; Rash, bilateral paresthesias in hands and feet in stocking glove distribution, fever (Tmax 101), arthralgias, myalgias, nausea, headache; This is a spontaneous report from a Non-contactable Physician (patient). A 35-years-old female patient (no pregnant) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EK9231) , via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at first single dose at arm left for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient received the vaccine at hospital. Medical history included migraine, dermatitis atopic.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced Rash, bilateral paresthesias in hands and feet in stocking glove distribution, fever (Tmax 101), arthralgias, myalgias, nausea, headache on 24Dec2020. No treatment for events. The outcome of events was recovered. No other vaccine in four weeks; No covid prior vaccination; No covid tested post vaccination.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

923626 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 GA 31.0 F Arm soreness; headache; shakiness; nausea; diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional reported for herself. A 31-year-old female patient (not pregnant at time of the report) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EJ1685), intramuscularly on left arm on 30Dec2020 14:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Facility type Vaccine was reported as Doctor's office/urgent care. Medical history included SVT, neurocardiogenicy syncope, PVCS, known allergies: PCN. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced arm soreness, headache, shakiness, nausea, diarrhea on 31Dec2020. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events were not resolved.

923627 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 CA 42.0 F Hives and rash under armpits, up neck, and in groin area; Hives and rash under armpits, up neck, and in groin area; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 42-Year-old female patient received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140 and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration at Left arm on 21Dec2020 07:15 AM at single dose for covid-19 immunisation; levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), via an unspecified route of administration from an unknown date at 125ug daily for hypothyroidism. The patient medical history include hypothyroidism. The patient has no known allergies. The patient experienced hives and rash under armpits, up neck, and in groin area on 23Dec2020 with outcome recovered. Events were considered as non-serious with no treatment. The patient has not tested for COVID-19 before or after the vaccination. The action taken in response to the event for levothyroxine sodium was unknown.

923628 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 M night sweats; fatigues; muscle aches; chills; sore arm; mild aches; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 45-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient is a NP who received his first dose of the Covid19 vaccine last week. He reported a sore arm and mild aches that resolved after 48 hours; then he developed night sweats, fatigues, muscle aches, and 3 days of a fever. He reported the fever has 'broken', but that chills continued along with fatigue. No one else in his household had these symptoms, so he didn't believe them to be infectious. Didn't seem to have any infectious disease symptoms. The outcome of the events sore arm, mild aches, fever was recovered, of the events fatigue and chills was not recovered, of the other events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923629 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MI 41.0 F got a very metallic taste in my mouth; sleep a lot; tired; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional.  A 41-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140/ELO140), via an unspecified route of administration, at the left arm on 30Dec2020 06:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a hospital.  Medical history included seasonal allergies and doesn't take medications. On the same day of 30Dec2020, about an hour after vaccination, patient got a very metallic taste in mouth, which lasted for about 12-18 hours and did sleep a lot, which she expected, but woke up about 11 at night and still had it and it was gone. Patient knew she slept longer than she normally does, went to bed at 1PM and slept until 11PM, which is not usually normal. Was up for about an hour or two and then went back to bed until 8AM of 31Dec2020. Patient was concern was if it was some type of reaction that it would mean she was going to have a stronger reaction to the second one and stated it was irritating but not a huge deal. Patient also felt tired and expected it as she worked five 12-hour shifts in a row. Patient was not sure if the metallic taste was connected to the COVID-19 vaccine. No prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. Outcome of the events was unknown.

923630 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 TX 38.0 F itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. A 38-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231 and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the right upper arm deltoid on 28Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history included Gallbladder removal from 2019 to 2019, asthma but grew out of it which the last time she had an attack was when she was 12 years old, C-sections for her kids. The patient concomitant medications reported as none. The patient was got the COVID vaccine, the first shot and she experienced itching that's why she took the Benadryl 50 mg. She didn't know if that was normal for people who had the covid vaccine to experience this. The vaccine was received on Monday, 28Dec2020 and the itching started Tuesday on 29Dec2020. She was ok on Wednesday 30Dec2020 but today she is itching again. She took Benadryl 50mg the day the itching started, just once and the next day she was fine. It is explained that the itching was not severe and she was not scratching her skin, she just feel itchy like something was crawling on her skin. She has no known allergies but does remember when C sections had for her kids, she had severe itching with the epidural, she experienced this with but it happens every time she gets an epidural. She has had no adverse events or allergic reactions to any other vaccines. The vaccine was administered on the right upper arm deltoid. The outcome of the event was not recovered.

923631 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 ID 53.0 F Chills, muscle/joint pain, headache, injection site pain, fever 103.9; Chills, muscle/joint pain, headache, injection site pain, fever 103.9; Chills, muscle/joint pain, headache, injection site pain, fever 103.9; Chills, muscle/joint pain, headache, injection site pain, fever 103.9; Chills, muscle/joint pain, headache, injection site pain, fever 103.9; Chills, muscle/joint pain, headache, injection site pain, fever 103.9; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (Patient). A 53-years-old female patient (no pregnant) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number Ej1685) , via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 11:00 at first single dose at arm left for covid-19 immunisation .  Medical history included iodine allergy.  Concomitant medication included fish oil.  The patient experienced Chills, muscle/joint pain, headache, injection site pain, fever 103.9 on 22Dec2020 21:00. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of events was Ibuprofen. The outcome of events was recovered with sequelae. No other vaccine in four weeks; No covid prior vaccination; No covid tested post vaccination

923633 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 M severe hip pain and low back; severe hip pain and low back; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration from 24Dec2020 15:30 to at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included arthritis in the lumbar region, a slight herniated disc. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Two (2) days after vaccination, in the morning of 26Dec2020, he had 'severe hip pain and low back'. It was stated that he did not do anything to flare that up. Also, never had pain in his hips before, and the pain in his back is higher. He has been off work this week due to the pain. Visited ER doctor who provided recommendations including application of heat. It is not getting better. Although with heat it feels better. The outcome of events was recovering.   Follow-up attempts are completed. The following information on the batch number has been requested.

923634 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 GA 40.0 F a red area at the injection site /growing red spot at injection site; raised area at the injection site/It was raised; irritated area at the injection site/really irritated; sore arm/arm it would wake her up with pain; itching /painful itchy growing red spot at injection site; normal pain at the injection site; there was an induration there; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for herself. A 40-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), via unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none. Caller was a ER Physician who received her COVID 19 vaccine last Monday 21Dec2020, and was reporting adverse event at injection site. She reported a red, raised, irritated area at the injection site, stated "thought I got bit by something" and didn't link it to the vaccination, originally. She took Benadryl, treated it like cellulitis by using a heating pad, and applied cortisone. She stated it was persistently getting worse, even seemed worse last night. She had been taking pictures of the skin reaction and wanted to know if there was a way to submit those for follow-up/monitoring. It was also reported painful itchy growing red spot at injection site was reported as worsened. Caller had the vaccine 10 days ago, which was last Monday. She didn't notice at first. She had the normal pain at the injection site. She woke up 3-4 days later, and she felt like she got bit by something. It was a little red. It was painful, itchy, and really irritated. She paid attention to it 3 days ago. She thought this wasn't right. When sleeping on that arm it would wake her up with pain. So she would switch sides. She started taking pics of it yesterday. The redness is getting bigger. She was an Emergency Medicine Physician. She didn't have a prescribing doctor. She got it at (Institution name). She noticed it was there when she first got the shot. It felt like a normal flu shot, and she was fine. She worked out the next day. She had a sore arm like usual with any type of a shot a Tetanus shot or something. She didn't notice anything out of the ordinary until later on, and there was an induration there. It was raised, red, and kind of warm. It was painful and itchy at the same time. It was almost like if a tag in the back of clothes were rubbing it, and she couldn't move all day. There would be an irritated area there. It is getting bigger. Now it was starting to go around her arm. It was not terrible debilitating. She was not allergic to anything. She has put cortisone cream on it, but it didn't change anything. Then, last night, she tried cortisone cream and Neosporin a little later. She then put a medium hot heating pad on it for a nice chunk of the night. It was growing near her lymph nodes now. She said the vial size looked to be about 10 mL. It was a small vial. The nurse did say she could get one more dose out of that vial. She did take Benadryl to sleep at night. So she didn't feel like it was an allergic reaction. Benadryl-Unysom expiration- May2022 Lot: 20E330 Cortisone: Lot: 11885 The Cortisone's lot number was imprinted, and hard to see. The outcome of the events were not resolved.

923635 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 IN 40.0 F Red, raised, itchy bump at the insertion site that is warm to the touch. I am now over 48 hours since getting the vaccination.; Red, raised, itchy bump at the insertion site that is warm to the touch. I am now over 48 hours since getting the vaccination.; Red, raised, itchy bump at the insertion site that is warm to the touch. I am now over 48 hours since getting the vaccination.; Red, raised, itchy bump at the insertion site that is warm to the touch. I am now over 48 hours since getting the vaccination.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse who reported for herself. A 40-year-old female patient received first single dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer/BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine, Lot number: EL0140) intramuscularly at right arm at 10:00 AM on 29Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunization. The patient received the vaccine in hospital. The patient had a history of hypothyroidism and had known allergies to sulfa. Concomitant medications in two weeks included Levothyroxine, amlodipine, losartan, drospirenone, ethinylestradiol betadex clathrate (YAZ), tizanadine, montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), terbinafine (LAMISIL), cetirizine hydrochloride (Zyrtec). At 12:00PM on 29Dec2020, the patient developed red, raised, itchy bump at the insertion site that was warm to the touch. No treatment was received. The events had not resolved at the time of reporting. The reporter considered the events were non-serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

923636 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 WA 43.0 F Itching and diffuse hives; Itching and diffuse hives; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 43-year-old female patient received a single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot#: EL0140) as the first dose via intramuscular in the left arm on 30Dec2020 11:45 for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included multiple allergies. Concomitant medications were not reported. It was unknown whether the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was unknown whether the patient diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient had itching and diffuse hives on 30Dec2020 12:15. Emergency department (ED) evaluation. Diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) and steroids prescribed. The event was reported as non-serious. The outcome of the events was recovering.

923637 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 WI 40.0 F dizziness headache fatigue day 1, headache fatigue day 2, headache fatigue nausea flushed day 3; dizziness headache fatigue day 1, headache fatigue day 2, headache fatigue nausea flushed day 3; dizziness headache fatigue day 1, headache fatigue day 2, headache fatigue nausea flushed day 3; dizziness headache fatigue day 1, headache fatigue day 2, headache fatigue nausea flushed day 3; dizziness headache fatigue day 1, headache fatigue day 2, headache fatigue nausea flushed day 3; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 40-year-old female patient received a single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot#: ej1685) for the first dose via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 29Dec2020 09:00 for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetes, anxiety/depression, obesity and allergies to penicillin (PCN). Concomitant medications included metformin hydrochloride (MEFORMIN), glipizide, insulin glargine (TOUJEO), dulaglutide (TRULICITY), gabapentin. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient experienced dizziness headache fatigue day 1, headache fatigue day 2, headache fatigue nausea flushed day 3, event onset date reported as 29Dec2020 09:15. The events were reported as non-serious. No treatment was received for the event. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

923638 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 NY 37.0 F Arm soreness; headache; fatigue; myalgias; arthralgias; undetectable antibodies; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received a single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot#EK9231) for the first dose via intramuscular in the left arm on 22Dec2020 12:00 for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included post viral syndrome (COVID) or long COVID from Mar2020. The patient had undetectable antibodies in Apr2020. Concomitant medications included curcuma longa rhizome, piper nigrum fruit (TURMERIC +), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), cobamamide (VITAMIN B12), bifidobacterium lactis (PROBIOTIC). The patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient had no known allergies (NKA). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient had not tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient had arm soreness 3 days, 1 headache, fatigue starting from night of injection increasing to requiring 1 hour nap on day 6 and 7, myalgias and arthralgias day 6 and 7; events onset date reported as 22Dec2020. Blood drawn 1 week after injection and the patient had undetectable antibodies in Dec2020, no movement in her CD4 or CD8 in T lymphocyte panel. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Events were reported as non-serious. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was recovering.

923639 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MI 31.0 M Left arm soreness.; Chills and shivering on the night of the vaccine; Severe body aches and back pains; Severe body aches and back pains; Severe headaches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 31-year-old male patient received a single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot# EK923) as the first dose via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 29Dec2020 08:00 for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included test positive for COVID/ diagnosed with COVID-19 from Apr2020. The patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not have COVID prior vaccination. The patient had no known allergies. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. And the patient did not take any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient had COVID test post vaccination in Dec2020(also reported that the patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination). The patient had left arm soreness; chills and shivering on the night of the vaccine; severe body aches and back pains; severe headaches; event onset date reported as 30Dec2020 02:00. The patient was tested positive for COVID in Apr2020 and symptoms felt exactly the same. All the events were reported as non-serious. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

923640 01/06/2021 NC 27.0 F Generalized lymphadenopathy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for herself. A 27-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot number unknown) on an unspecified date at age of 27 years old (as reported), at a single dose intramuscularly in the left arm, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. No known allergies. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced generalized lymphadenopathy on 29Dec2020 06:00 am. The event was non-serious, no treatment received. The patient was recovering from the event.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

923641 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NC 35.0 F I woke up with my eyes ever swollen and red (only my eyelids); I woke up with my eyes ever swollen and red (only my eyelids); they were still red and painful; My eyes were slightly puffy the next morning but nothing alarming; Night sweats that were worst the night of the vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 35-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 17:00 at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included none. No known allergies. No other vaccine in four weeks. Concomitant medication included fluoxetine hydrochloride (PROZAC). Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19; since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced night sweats that were worst the night of the vaccination. Her eyes were slightly puffy the next morning (30Dec2020) but nothing alarming, however, Thursday morning (31Dec2020 06:00) she woke up with her eyes ever swollen and red (only her eyelids). Thursday evening she'd been able to get the swelling down but they were still red and painful (after diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL)). The events were non-serious. Employer and provider of vaccine had no protocol in place and said to treat it like any other reaction and go to ER if it worsened. The events were not resolved.

923642 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 WA 60.0 M Tiredness; nausea; headache; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP, the patient. A 60-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 26Dec2020 at 13:30 (at the age of 60-years-old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included migraine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medications included omeprazole, montelukast, and vitamin D3, all for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 30Dec2020 at 08:00, the patient experienced tiredness, nausea, headache, and chills. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of the tiredness, nausea, headache, and chills was not recovered. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

923643 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TX 48.0 F Arm pain at injection site; general body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A 48-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), Lot: EK 5930, intramuscularly on 30Dec2020 11:30 (at the age of 48-years-old), as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included penicillin and cephalosporins allergy, possible Behcet's Syndrome, allergies and COVID-19 (diagnosed prior to the vaccination). The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications were not reported; however, it was reported that the patient received unspecified medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient previously took codeine and experienced allergies. On 30Dec2020 at 20:00 on the second day (as reported), the patient experienced arm pain at the injection site and general body aches. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcomes of the arm pain at the injection site and general body aches was resolving.

923644 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 KS 55.0 F Nausea; Fatigued; chilled; Massive headache; Muscle and joint pain; Muscle and joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 55-years-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via intramuscular in left arm on 29Dec2020 10:30 at first single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID-19. Concomitant medication received within 2 weeks of vaccination included fluoxetine hydrochloride (PROZAC). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient started with muscle and joint pain, within an hour had a massive headache (took ibuprofen). The next day patient began to feel fatigued, chilled, still massive headache, muscle and joint pain and nausea set in the second evening. On 31Dec2020 still had a massive headache but all other symptoms began to fade as the day went on. Currently the evening of the 31Dec2020 still a massive headache. Adverse event start date reported as 29Dec2020 01:15 AM. Events were considered as non-serious. No other treatment received for the adverse events (except ibuprofen). Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of event headache was not recovered, of other events was recovering.  Information about lot/batch number requested

923645 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TX 44.0 F lymphadenopthy; Injection site pain; joint pain; injection site swelling and redness (about the size of a hard dollar); injection site swelling and redness (about the size of a hard dollar); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (other HCP) reported for herself. A 44-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; brand: Pfizer, lot number: EK5730) via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 30Dec2020 at 01:00 PM, at a single dose (dose number: 1) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies to apples, and no other medical history. The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medications in two weeks included colecalciferol (VITAMIN D). No other vaccine received on same date. No other vaccine in four weeks. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at hospital. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced adverse events injection site pain, joint pain, lymphadenopthy, injection site swelling and redness (about the size of a hard dollar); all with start date on 30Dec2020 at 05:00 PM. The events were reported as non-serious. No treatment received for events. The outcome of events was not recovered.

923646 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 PA 30.0 M temperature up to 99.6 F.; Myalgias; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 30-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EK9231) intramuscularly at left arm on 30Dec2020 at 07:30 AM at a single dose (dose number: 1) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Other concomitant medications were not reported. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at hospital. The patient experienced adverse events myalgias, fatigue, temperature up to 99.6 F; all with onset date in Dec2020. The events were non-serious. No treatment received for events. The outcome of events was not recovered. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

923647 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NY 28.0 F swollen lymph nodes on neck; pain in the injection site; general body fatigue; low grade fever; mild tummy ache; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (other-HCP) (patient). A 28-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE: brand: Pfizer; lot number: EI0142) intramuscularly at left arm on 30Dec2020 at 06:30 PM at a single dose (dose number: 1) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies: trees, grass, pollen, certain flowers, indoor allergens (don't know specifics). No other medical history. The patient was not pregnant. Other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination included loratadine/pseudoephedrine sulfate (CLARITIN D-12), drospirenone/ethinylestradiol betadex clathrate (YAZ) and mometasone furoate (FLONASE). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at hospital. The patient experienced adverse events pain in the injection site, swollen lymph nodes on neck, mild tummy ache, body aches, low grade fever, general body fatigue; all occuring the day after injection, on 31Dec2020 at 06:15 AM. The events were reported as non-serious. Treatment received for events included tylenol took on 31Dec2020 at 8:40 PM. The outcome of event was not recovered. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

923648 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 AL 36.0 F Fever; Injection site pain; Heart rate up; Body aches; Headache/Head face pounding; Chills; Tired; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; brand: Pfizer, lot number: EK5730) intramuscularly at left arm on 30Dec2020 at 12:15 PM at a single dose (dose number: 1) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included environmental allergies only. The patient was not pregnant. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at hospital. The patient experienced fever, head face pounding, heart rate up, body aches, headache, chills, tired, injection site pain; on 30Dec2020 at 06:00 PM. The events were non-serious. No treatment received for events. The outcome of events was not recovered. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

923649 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CA 37.0 F cough/wheezing cough; trouble taking a deep breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included Known allergies: Penicillin. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not have COVID prior vaccination and did not have COVID tested post vaccination. The patient started with slight cough approximate 5 minutes after injection. Cough increased to a wheezing cough with trouble taking a deep breath. Cough continued to get worse for approximate 45 minutes. The events started on 28Dec2020 16:00. No treatment for events. The outcome of events was recovered.   Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.

923650 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 IN 58.0 F Left arm sore; headache; generalized muscle aches; Temp at home in evening was 101.2; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 58-year-old female patient receive first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EL1284) on left arm via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 15:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history Environmental allergies, diverticulosis, uterine fibroids, and Known allergies: Broccoli and Bell peppers. The patient was previously diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medication included omeprazole (PROTONIX), levocetirizine dihydrochloride (XYZAL), famotidine (PEPCID), fluticasone furoate (FLONASE SENSIMIST ALLERGY RELIEF). The patient experienced left arm sore around 4 am 31Dec2020. Gradual onset of generalized muscle aches and headache. Worse as day progressed. Xhills late afternoon. Temp at home in evening was 101.2. The patient received tylenol (self administered) for the adverse events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was not recovered.

923651 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 CA 60.0 F Itching but no hives; dizziness; slight headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 60-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Batch/lot number: EK5730) intramuscular at Left arm, on 31Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included mild Hypertension (HTN), Hypothyroidism, Anxiety, Gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD), Hyperlipidemia. Known allergies included Shellfish, SSRI, Demerol, Codeine. The patient did not have covid prior vaccination. Patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. Concomitant medication included lisinopril, levothyroxine, aluminium hydroxide gel, dried, magnesium carbonate (PEPCID), bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), atorvastatin calcium (LIPITOR), acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN), vitamin c [ascorbic acid], calcium, linum usitatissimum seed oil (FLAX SEED OIL), glucosamine, curcuma longa (TURMERIC), ubidecarenone (COQ 10), collagen. The patient experienced itching but no hives, slight headache, dizziness on 31Dec2020 15:30. The patient received Benadryl 25mg for the events. The patient did not have covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of events was recovering.

923652 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 WA 65.0 M flu like symptoms; fatigue; 98.7 temp (my baseline is 97.5); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. A 65-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Batch/lot number: EK9231) on Arm Right via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 12:00 at single dose for COVID-19 Vaccination. Medical history included cardiac history. Patient had No Known Drug Allergies. Patient did not have covid prior vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication included amlodipine, acetylsalicylic acid, ascorbic acid (ASPIRIN), atorvastatin. On 29Dec2020 13:00, the patient experienced flu like symptoms, 98.7 temp (my baseline is 97.5) and fatigue that lasted for approximate 8 hours. The patient did not received treatment for the events. The patient did not have covid tested post vaccination.  The outcome of events was recovered.

923653 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MD 38.0 F Left ear felt like it was clogged - sensation of water being in her ear; This is spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 38-year-old female (non-pregnant) patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number and Expiration Date were not reported), intramuscular in left arm, on 28Dec2020 14:00, at a single dose, COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included allergies to sulfa. The patient's concomitant medication included lisinopril. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 28Dec2020 at 17:00, the patient's left ear felt like it was clogged - sensation of water being in her ear. This lasted a couple of days after receiving the vaccine. No treatment was received for the adverse event. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient recovered from the event in Dec2020.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

923654 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 MN 34.0 F Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional.  A 34-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), Lot number: EK9231, via an unspecified route of administration from 31Dec2020 08:30 to 31Dec2020 08:30 as single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced headache on 01Jan2021 07:30 with outcome of recovered.  No treatment received.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

923655 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 27.0 M Fatigue; Bad headaches; body/stomach aches; body/stomach aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 27-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 17Dec2020 09:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient has no known allergies. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 17Dec2020, the patient got the 1st dose of the vaccine in the hospital. On 28Dec2020 11:00, the patient went home from work due to bad headaches followed by body/stomach aches, and fatigue. On 01Jan2021 finally feeling a little better. Fatigue and aches have subsided, but headache still around. No treatment was given for the events. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal swab on 29Dec2020, 30Dec2020, and 31Dec2020 and the result were all negative. The outcome of the event headache as not recovered while recovering for the other events.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

923656 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CA 70.0 F fatigue; 102 fever; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 70-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 29Dec2020 15:00 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Administration was done in a Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included trazodone and methimazole. On 01Jan2021 at 03:00, the patient experienced fatigue, 102 fever and chills. The outcome of the events was not recovered. There was no treatment received for the events. The consumer considered the events as non-serious. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19.

923657 01/06/2021 31.0 F headache; body aches; fatigue; still was feeling achiness in the arm and wrist; still was feeling achiness in the arm and wrist; some tingling feeling in the fingertips or feet; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A 31-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number and expiry date was unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was asking if tingling in feet or fingertips a common adverse effect of the vaccine. The patient experienced headache, body aches, fatigue after receiving the shot. Yesterday at 6PM, she still was feeling achiness in the arm and wrist. She took Ibuprofen and started feeling some tingling feeling in the fingertips or feet. The outcome of the events was unknown.  The following information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923658 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MI 48.0 F Increased fatigue; Medium to large 3-inch knot to left deltoid with increase soreness and tender to touch; Medium to large 3-inch knot to left deltoid with increase soreness and tender to touch; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 48-year-old female (non-pregnant) patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 30Dec2020 08:15, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications included topiramate and bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN). The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the hospital. On 30Dec2020 at 4:30 PM, the patient had increased fatigue on the day of vaccination. Also, the patient had a medium to large 3-inch knot to left deltoid with increase soreness and tender to touch. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient was recovering from the events.

923659 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 43.0 F nausea; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse. A 43-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as COVID vaccine (brand Pfizer); lot number: 5730; expiration date: unknown), intramuscular left arm on 19Dec2020 11:00 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. It was reported that the patient had headache about 2 hours (13:00) after vaccination then about 6 hours (17:00) after she had nausea. The reporter considered the events as non-serious which did not result to death, not life-threatening, or did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, disabling/incapacitating or congenital anomaly/birth defect. No treatment was received for the adverse events. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

923660 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 F swollen cervical lymph node; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient, emergency department physician assistant). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration dates were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  She received her vaccine on 20Dec2020 and reported experiencing a swollen cervical lymph node 5 days later on 25Dec2020. She noted lymphadenopathy as a side effect on the Fact Sheet for the Covid 19 vaccine.Patient was asking if where was the lymphadenopathy noted in clinical trials. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot number has been requested.

923661 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 KS 36.0 F I have body ache; clear nasal drainage; Nasal congestion; headache; moist cough; sneezing; watery eyes; sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 36-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were unknown) intramuscular (left arm), on 29Dec2020 at 15:15, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included fibromyalgia. The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medications included an unspecified multivitamin, cyclobenzaprine, methylphenidate, sertraline and ibuprofen. The patient did not receive other vaccines in four weeks. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The vaccine was administered in a nursing home/senior living facility. On 01Jan2021, at 8:00 a.m., the patient experienced body ache, clear nasal drainage, nasal congestion, headache, moist cough, sneezing, watery eyes, and sore throat. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The patient has not yet recovered from the events. The patient had a negative post vaccination polymerase chain reaction (PCR)/ nasal swab on 02Jan2021.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923662 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 F throat dryness and swelling; throat dryness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. An adult female patient (reported as 38 and 28 years old) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number number and expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration, on 23Dec2020, at a single dose, for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine on 23Dec2020 and one hour afterwards she experienced throat dryness and swelling. She could still swallow but that the symptoms lasted about 45 minutes. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923663 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 36.0 M vomiting; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician reported for himself. A 36-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection) via unspecified route of administration at left arm on 20Dec2020 06:45 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included GERD. The patient was not diagnosed with Covid-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medications included omeprazole from unspecified date for unspecified indication. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the Covid vaccine. The patient previously took ibuprofen and experienced allergies. The patient has not been tested for Covid-19 since the vaccination. On 21Dec2020 06:45 (24 hours after shot), the patient experienced vomiting and chills, lasted 4 hours (21Dec2020 10:45). The patient received treatment of promethazine for vomiting. The outcome of the events was recovered. The reporter considered the events non-serious; did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolong hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating, and no congenital anomaly/birth defect.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

923664 01/06/2021 F After covid vaccine, allergic reaction, tightness in chest wheezing; After covid vaccine, allergic reaction, tightness in chest wheezing; After covid vaccine, allergic reaction, tightness in chest wheezing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist (patient) via Pfizer sales representative. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (Covid-19 vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took flu vaccine for Immunization and experienced this type of reaction, allergic reaction, tightness in chest wheezing. The patient also experienced allergic reaction, tightness in chest wheezing after COVID vaccine, and went to emergency room. Outcome of the events was not reported.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923665 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 M still experiencing a low grade fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were unknown) via an unspecified route of administration, on 31Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated he received the vaccine on 31Dec2020, and he is still experiencing a low-grade fever. He wanted to know if this is expected. He would also like to know how long this side effect usually last. Outcome of the event was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923666 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 CA 35.0 F fatigue; Yellow urine; injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: BL0142), intramuscular on the left arm on 31Dec2020 at 19:30 at a single dose for immunization. Medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks, no Covid prior vaccination and has not been tested positive for Covid post vaccination. The patient had yellow urine, injection site pain, and fatigue on 01Jan2021, and received Tylenol or ibuprofen as treatment for the events. The events had not resolved.

923667 01/06/2021 U I have a 101 fever; I am not really feeling well; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK923; expiry date: Apr2021) via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced 101 fever and was not really feeling well. Outcome of the events was unknown.

923668 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 AK 58.0 F Headache; My arm is sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 58-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, batch number:5926710001), intramuscular in the arm on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history included bacterial infection from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. There were no concomitant medications. On 30Dec2020, the patient got the vaccine and had a little headache and her arms were sore. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

923669 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PA 36.0 36 F Fever started around noon with body aches , chills, and a headache

923670 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 36.0 F Rapid heart rate approximately 1 hr after administration of vaccine.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other HCP (patient). This 36-year-old female other HCP reported for herself that she received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via intramuscular at right arm on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Facility type of vaccine was hospital. Medical history included known allergies to shrimp. Concomitant medication included lamotrigine. No other vaccine in four weeks. No covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination. Patient experienced rapid heart rate approximately 1 hr after administration of vaccine on 29Dec2020. No treatment was received. It was reported as non-serious. Outcome of event was recovered in Dec2020.   No follow-up attempts are possible.; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

923671 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA 39.0 F Puffy eyes. Right more than left; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other-HCP. This 39-year-old female other-HCP (patient) reported for herself that she received the first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Intramuscularly at left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization on 30Dec2020 02:00 PM. Relevant medical history was none. Relevant concomitant drug was unknown. The patient experienced puffy eyes, right more than left on 30Dec2020. The event was assessed as non-serious. No treatment was received for the event. Outcome of event was recovering.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

923672 01/06/2021 U Myalgias; Malaise; Mils fever; Sore throat; Headache; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer via Pfizer Sales Representative. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot/batch number and expiration date not available), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced Myalgias, Malaise, Mils fever, Sore throat, Headache, Fatigue on unspecified dates. Events took place after use of product. These symptoms were expected symptoms but took longer than expected. The patient was no longer experiencing the symptoms. The outcome of the events was recovered on unspecified dates.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

923673 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 TX 53.0 F Muscle pain; Got little ache in the back; Joint pain; Fever; Chills/felt like chills like when you feel cold; arm be sore from the shot; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (Patient). A 53-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Nursing Home. Medical history included Blood pressure high. Concomitant medications included metoprolol for Blood pressure high, potassium. The patient had got her COVID-19 Vaccine yesterday (29Dec2020) and now (30Dec2020) she had a little muscle pain, guess from the arm. She got the shot in her muscle yesterday. Today (30Dec2020), spiked a little fever, and she got a little muscle pain, joint pain. She felt good, she just got little ache in the back. She took some Tylenol, it has all worked today. The patient also experienced "arm be sore from the shot". She got a little chill that's why she took the Tylenol. she had a little fever, she caught fever or felt like chills like when feel cold. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of ache in the back, fever, and chills included Tylenol. The outcome of the events was unknown.

923674 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 MI M Sore arm; chills; headache; fatigue; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from non-contactable consumer (patient's wife) via Pfizer Sales Representative. A 31-year-old male patient started to receive the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. None medical history. The patient with no known underlying health conditions. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced Sore arm, chills, headache, fatigue and body aches within 24 hours after first vaccine injection on 31Dec2020. It was reported patient experienced stated symptoms yesterday 31Dec2020, after receiving Pfizer Covid 19 vaccine. The action taken in response to the events for bnt162b2 was not applicable. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

923675 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 TN 56.0 F Headache; Chills; Muscle ache; Dizziness; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 56-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 29Dec2020 10:30 at single dose for preventive measure of COVID. Medical history included hypertension.  Concomitant medication included atenolol at 50 mg for hypertension.  Consumer stated, "It is Pfizer! I am having side effects, I started this morning. I am having the headache, chills and muscle ache, just feel like I have a flu but I don't. I have received the vaccine yesterday from my job, yesterday at 10:30. I think I got all the symptoms like the dizziness, fatigue, headache and muscle ache." Consumer stated, "I just took some Aleve" as treatment. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

923676 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 PA 65.0 F stated that she is having chills; stated that her arm is harsh; stated that her arm is sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. A 65-year-old female patient received bnt162b2, via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history included covid-19 from Apr2020 to an unknown date. She further stated that she had COVID back in April and survived. Stated that she had the pneumonia part of it and went back to work in June. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On an unknown date, patient was having chills since she had the shot. Stated that her arm was harsh and feels real sore. Patient wanted to know if the chills were common. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

923677 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 IL 47.0 F Fever; fatigue; uncontrolled headache; eye pain; chill; joint pain; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 47-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), intramuscular on the left arm on 02Jan2021 16:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included COVID on an unspecified date. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient stated, "fever, fatigue, uncontrolled headache, eye pain, chill, joint pain. nausea. Get more worst and worst". The patient received treatment. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

923678 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 IN 56.0 F resembles a cellulitis to her/ red hot rash spreading on her left arm stated it was the same arm she got in injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 56-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number EK9231) via an unspecified route of administration (left arm), on 28Dec2020, single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications was provided as none. After the patient received the COVID shot few days ago, the patient had a cellulitis reaction to it on 30Dec2020. It resembles a cellulitis to her, a red hot rash spreading on her left arm, stated it was the same arm she got in injection. Cellulitis was reported as worsened. The patient would like to know when she gets the next vaccine if she should alternate arms and get it in the other arm. Outcome of the event was not recovered. The event was assessed by the reporter as non-serious.

923679 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 WA 60.0 F hand was swollen and itchy on the same arm where the injection was; back of hand was swollen and itchy on the same arm where the injection was; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 60-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration (Deltoid Right) from 26Dec2020 15:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included chronic pain and insomnia. Concomitant medications included hydrocodone and temazepam. The patient reported, "On 26Dec2020 I got my first immunization for COVID and today (30Dec2020) I woke up and the back of my hand was swollen and itchy on the same arm where the injection was". The patient further stated "It never have happened before I don't have any reaction at the injection site but it was kind of odd that it kind of showed up on the back of my hand, it feels like an allergy kind of thing." The patient tried the Voltaren Gel to try and get the inflammation down, but it didn't help, and she took some Benadryl it doesn't seem to help much. The patient's next shot is due on "12Jan2021". The outcome of events was unknown.

923680 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 SD 62.0 F Feeling unwell; Headache; Tiredness; Muscle pain; Chills; Nausea; Injection site pain; had been asleep most of the whole day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 62-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231, expiration date: Arp2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose at right arm for Covid virus. Medical history included blood thinner treatment. Concomitant medication included ongoing apixaban (ELIQUIS) for blood thinner treatment. The patient previously took coumadin, warfarin. Patient received the Covid-19 vaccine yesterday. She had been asleep most of the whole day (Dec2020). She had injection site pain, headache, tiredness, muscle pain and chills. She thought she was going to work but that didn't work. She was currently taking Eliquis. She had been on coumadin and warfarin before. She looked at the different medications that needed to be reported. She would also call her physician and make her aware. The start date for "Injection site pain" was 30Dec2020. The start dates for headache, tiredness, muscle pain and chills all were 31Dec2020. The patient also experienced nausea, feeling unwell on 31Dec2020. Investigation assessment was no. The outcome of the event "Injection site pain" was not recovered. The outcome of the other events was unknown.
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923681 01/06/2021 CT F Nausea; Fatigue; Head fog; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Medical history included the patient already had Covid 'more than 90 days ago'. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced nausea, fatigue, head fog on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown. Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

923682 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 CT F Dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 6-decade female patient in early 50's started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 (about 5 to 7 days before 30Dec2020) at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The facility type vaccine was hospital. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient has not had Covid prior to the vaccine. The patient experienced has been experiencing dizziness on and off in Dec2020 since she was given the vaccine. The action taken in response to the event for bnt162b2 was not applicable. The outcome of event was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

923683 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 M shivers; cold feeling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9321), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Caller was reporting on the COVID vaccine. He received the first shot yesterday (30Dec2020) and had experienced shivers and cold feeling in Dec2020. He wanted to know if this was normal. The outcome of the events was unknown.

923684 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 OR 38.0 F Shortness of breath; Sore arm like she got kicked in the arm by a horse. Her arm felt like this today.; Chest pain; Headache; Body aches; Fever; Chills; fatigued; feels cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 38-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (lot number: EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration, at deltoid right, on 30Dec2020 07:45, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included chronic asthma from an unspecified date, stomach surgery a year and a half ago, sometimes has stomach pain that feels like chest pain since her stomach has been surgically altered. Has had asthma stuff since she was very young. Is relatively healthy. No family medical history. No relevant tests. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. No additional vaccines administered on same date of Pfizer suspect. No prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. The patient previously took flu vaccine on 01Oct2020 and experienced fatigued, tired, and sore arm like she got kicked in the arm by a horse. It was reported that received COVID-19 vaccine yesterday (30Dec2020). Been having some chest pain. Started a couple hours after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. Chest pain doesn't whole heartedly go away. Gets more intense and then relaxes. Wants to know if this is common or something she just has to deal with. Doesn't know if this is stomach pain. Had stomach surgery a year and a half ago. Sometimes has stomach pain that feels like chest pain since her stomach has been surgically altered. Has been taking heartburn and gas medications. Chest pain is not going away. Wants to know if this is common. Tried to look online and only found common side effects. Her husband looked it up and two people died from a heart attach after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. She is getting older, but is not that old. Caller works in behavioral health. Had an instant headache. Clarified chest pain: Is always lingering in the background. Doesn't fully go away. Comes and goes in waves. Gets intense and relaxes. Chest pain was pretty sharp this morning and it made her short of breath. Doesn't know if it was the pain that took her breath away. Occurred at 10:00. Indication: Has older people she takes care of. Her mother is super frail and has dementia. Her uncle is elderly and has heart issues. Wants to do her part so she doesn't catch it. No further details provided. In regards to the two people who had heart attacks and died after COVID-19 Vaccine, caller has no patient identifiers or NDC/Lot/Exp to provide. Stated this people were in the UK and the information was just something her husband read on the internet. Also experienced body aches, fever, and chills between 14:30 and 15:00 yesterday, 30Dec2020. Is super fatigued. Doesn't know if she is febrile, hasn't checked temperature. Still feels cold and has chills today. Does not have a headache today. It was also reported that fatigued and tired with Flu Vaccine (historical vaccine). Sore arm like she got kicked in the arm by a horse. Her arm felt like this today (31Dec2020). Therapeutic measures in response to chest pain is received, treatment included heartburn and gas medications. Gas medication is Equate brand Simethicone Extra Strength Gas Relief (NDC: 49035-487-02, Lot:H22016, Exp: Sep2022) at 125mg liquid-gel. Heartburn medication is Equate brand Cimetidine 200mg tablet (NDC: 49035-820-72, Lot: Doesn't know if lot number is OJE2445C or 0JE2445C, Exp: Jun 2022). Stated writing is so tiny. Gas and heartburn medication has not helped with chest pain. The outcome of the event chest pain was not recovered, of the other events were unknown.

923685 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 F Heart rate high; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had a question about the COVID 19 vaccine. She wanted to know if it was possible for it to cause an extremely high heart rate. She got her first dose on Monday (in Dec2020) and had to go to the emergency room for a high heart rate. After 48 hours it went back to normal. She stated she didn't think she was going to get the second shot because of this. The patient is a healthcare worker, a nursing assistant and it was (Pharmacy name) gave her the vaccine. The outcome of the event was recovered in Dec2020.

923686 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 NM 27.0 F Diarrhea; throwing up; very bad migraines; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 27-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number: EK5730, expiration date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 27Dec2020 at single dose shot left arm once for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications reported as no. Patient stated that she got her Covid vaccine on Sunday (27Dec2020) and had experienced very bad migraines on 27Dec2020, diarrhea and throwing up as well on 29Dec2020. Stated that the diarrhea was not as common as the migraines. Stated that she had not thrown up but did last night (30Dec2020) at 2 AM. Investigation Assessment reported as no. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of event migraines was unknown, outcome of the other events was recovering.

923687 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 NV 80.0 F she started to get very sick, which continued to worsen until nowwhen she feels like she is improving; had stomach and abdominal pains; had stomach and abdominal pains/stomach is still very sensitive; loose stool; she was very tired; Pain or little discomfort in the arm she received the injection; Pain or little discomfort in the arm she received the injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (Patient). A 80-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, EH9896), via an unspecified route of administration to very top of right arm on 22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. It was the first dose. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Medical history included glaucoma she had drops to take for, mostly she just has problem with her joints and her back with her age. She did not have any diseases or anything; she was not diabetic, nothing like that. There were no concomitant medications. She was administered her first dose of COVID-19 Vaccine on 22Dec2020. She reported that the pain or little discomfort she had in the arm she received the injection in disappeared by 25Dec2020. But on 24Dec2020 she started to get very sick, which continued to worsen until now when she felt like she was improving. She did not know if these events could have something to do with the COVID-19 Vaccine. Pain or little discomfort in the arm she received the injection: Right arm. Everyone warned her that the site would hurt, so she was really glad when it totally went away on 25Dec2020 and thought that it was over; any issues from the injection. Very sick: this event started to get bad on 24Dec2020, she was very tired and not very hungry, she had stomach and abdominal pains and loose stool; 25Dec2020 those symptoms were  worse. It was Christmas so she cooked and thought at first maybe she got carried away baking pies; because that evening she started to have pain and did not each much. 26Dec2020 it was worse; she said she was going to work on 27Dec2020; it was terrible because she was stuck for 12 hours trying to work while very sick. She called off of work 28Dec2020 and 29Dec2020. Since then she has stayed home and still has pain but she took her ranitidine delayed release 100mg twice daily as needed for stomach pain as given to her by her doctor, and is now down to just once daily. She did not know what she would have done without the ranitidine. She did not have any more abdominal pain, but her stomach was still very sensitive. She was tired but thought she was going to be ok. She was scared to get the second scheduled dose of COVID-19 Vaccine because she thought the side effects will be more severe with the booster shot. She just needed to rest and stay home which she has been doing. She has not had any fever. She has not notified her family doctor of these events. There was nothing she did on Christmas that she could think of other than she drank a glass of champagne because she did not know her stomach was going to be so bad. The outcome of the events Pain or little discomfort in the arm she received the injection was recovered on 25Dec2020, the outcome of event sickness was recovering, the outcome of the event Abdominal pain was recovered on an unknown date in Dec2020, the outcome of event stomach pain was not recovered, the outcome of the other events was unknown.

923688 01/06/2021 F Injection site swelling and redness; increased warmth at injected site; Injection site swelling and redness; increased warmth at injected site; Injection site swelling and redness; increased warmth at injected site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient husband). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter stated he know it's one of the possible mild side effect is injection site swelling and redness and what about increased warmth at injected site. He asked if it is normal to have. He know it says injection site swelling and also Injection site redness but what about like warmth like increase warmth, heat at injection site. The action taken in response to the events for bnt162b2 was not applicable. The outcome of events was unknown.  Pfizer is a marketing authorization holder of [BNT162B2] in the country of incidence or the country where the product was purchased (if different). This may be a duplicate report if another marketing authorization holder of [BNT162B2] has submitted the same report to the regulatory authorities.    Lot/batch number has been requested in follow-up.

923689 01/06/2021 U Muscle pain in my back, legs; Hard for me to walk; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Consumer stated, "I am calling for the side effects of the Vaccine, I am calling to see about it." When probed to clarify if consumer wanted to know about the side effects of COVID Vaccine, consumer stated, "Yes, because I am having muscle pain in my back, legs and it's hard for me to walk." The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.

923690 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 64.0 F Rash on lateral breasts/felt a bit of itching.; blotchy rashes; Itchiness on Scalp; broke out in hives/welts came up on right ear and behind neck/welts under buttocks and behind knees, welts were large and red; Slight chills; Tenderness in injection arm; was just a little cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 64-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: PAA156571), via an unspecified route of administration in left deltoid on 28Dec2020 10:00 at 0.3 mL single for covid-19 immunization; sulfamethoxazole, trimethoprim (BACTRIM DS), at twice a day for 10 days for perineal cyst. The patient was on her last day of sulfamethoxazole, trimethoprim on the day she got the COVID-19 vaccine (28Dec2020). Medical history included perineal cyst, COVID-19 in Apr2020 with no problem, only had a cough. Husband had COVID-19 and had loss of taste and smell, had fever, but he was not serious. Both her and her husband got tested for antibodies and were positive. Family medical history was none. The patient had unspecified flu vaccine (Lot: UJ428AB) on 18Dec2020 injected in left deltoid in two weeks prior to COVID-19 Vaccine.  Checked with three different people who stated the Flu vaccine would not interfere with COVID-19 Vaccine. Checked with two pharmacists who stated Bactrim DS would not affect her taking the COVID-19 Vaccine. She received COVID-19 Vaccine through her work in a nursing home.  There were no additional vaccines administered on same date of Pfizer suspect. On 28Dec2020 about 7 to 8 hours after vaccination, patient had slight chills and tenderness in her arm: was just a little cold. Thirty-six hours after injection, midnight on 29Dec2020, her scalp itched like crazy, broke out in hives. On 30Dec2020, rash developed on both lateral sides of her breast, welts came up on right ear and behind neck. On 31Dec2020, welts under buttocks and behind knees, welts were large and red. Rash on lateral breasts: felt a bit of itching. The patient had blotchy rashes, rash up in her hair above her neck and back of ear, had intense itching; which subsided. It was a little pink on her chest, little itching on her head. Her ear was better.  Symptoms were most mild because she was still able to function. Clarified as not serious.  The patient was taking diphenhydramine (BENADRYL, Lot: SMF011, Exp: May2022) at 25mg every 3.5 to 4 hours, cortisone cream 10 Maximum Strength (Lot: 20K434, Exp: Sep2023) for rash and welts; and doing tepid soaks. It was tolerable and faded. Rash had subsided, but was a little red.  Her greatest concern was what to do in regards to the second dose in three weeks. The reporter considered events were related with COVID-19 Vaccine. The action taken in response to the events for sulfamethoxazole, trimethoprim was unknown. The outcome of events was unknown.

923691 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 FL F whole family started to get sick and experiencing same things she experienced (chills, not feeling well); whole family started to get sick and experiencing same things she experienced (chills, not feeling well); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's daughter). This consumer reported similar events for two patients. This is the second of two reports.  A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Caller reported her mom received COVID vaccine on the 23Dec2020. On the 29Dec2020, her whole family started to get sick and experiencing the same things she experienced (chills and not feeling well). The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923692 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 U Really bad dizziness; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer(patient). A patient of an unspecified age and gender received first dose BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the vaccine today, the first dose, and the patient just had really bad dizziness and headache ever since in Dec2020. The patient was reading the side effects and it said that it can be a severe reaction. The patient didn't have any of the other severe side effects. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923693 01/06/2021 MN F Developed UTI symptoms of burning in urination and frequency and urgency; Developed UTI symptoms of burning in urination and frequency and urgency; Developed UTI symptoms of burning in urination and frequency and urgency; Developed UTI symptoms of burning in urination and frequency and urgency; This is a spontaneous report from Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable Other HCP reported for a nurse (patient). An adult female patient received bnt162b2 (batch/lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, first dose on an unspecified date, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter has a patient and the patient is having the symptoms of UTI after the patient got the first dose of COVID-19 vaccine on Monday. The patient who is a 30 year old female (Age at the time of adverse event was not confirmed) who got her vaccine on Monday. She is a nurse and she developed urinary tract infection (UTI) symptoms of burning in urination and frequency and urgency and a urine sample was sent for evaluation, if it is positive the patient was wondering if the vaccine response would be altered by taking antibiotics for UTI. The outcome of the events was unknown  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested

923694 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 LA 38.0 F Was diagnosed with the COVID-19 virus after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine on 18Dec2020; Was diagnosed with the COVID-19 virus after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine on 18Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A 38 years old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose in Deltoid Right for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. After receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine, the patient was diagnosed with the COVID-19 virus on 28Dec2020. she saw Dr. at the clinic where she works to seek treatment. She stated she is supposed to receive the 2nd dose of the COVID-19 Vaccine on 08Jan2021. She asked now that she is COVID-19 positive, should she get the 2nd COVID-19 Vaccine dose. Reported she had a rapid nasal swab COVID-19 test performed. Reported she is taking Hydroxychloroquine and a bunch of vitamins for treating COVID-19. Caller stated she did not have the COVID-19 Vaccine card with her to provide the Lot Number. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures, which included COVID-19 rapid POC test with positive result. Outcome of event was unknown.   Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported COVID-19 based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 10 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

923695 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TN 59.0 F It is warm; Even up to the back of the shoulder to the neck is painful; Even up to the back of the shoulder to the neck is painful; Her whole arm is sore up to her neck and down the arm/It is very painful/it throbs; Last night she was up all night, every 3 hours; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 59-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EL1284, expiration date Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 30Dec2020 09:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization, at a hospital. The vaccine was not administered at military facility. The patient's medical history included ongoing asthma from 2005 (diagnosed 15 years ago) and allergies. For asthma She has ProAir rescue inhaler to use as needed. Breo inhaler she uses at night. She has been on it for 2 years. She has been on different inhalers. Family medical history relevant to events was reported as none. Concomitant medication included montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR) from 2005 (had been on it probably 15 years) and ongoing at 10 mg, daily for allergies; fluticasone furoate, vilanterol trifenatate (BREO ELLIPTA) inhaler via resp Inhalation from 2018 (has been on it for 2 years), uses it at night, for asthma; and salbutamol sulfate (PROAIR HFA) rescue inhaler via resp Inhalation, to use as needed for asthma. The patient had no history of previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine. For historical vaccine, the patient received Tetanus for immunization and had allergic to Tetanus, her arm swelled and she couldn't move it (which was kind of like this, but not as severe).  She didn't know the brand name for the tetanus vaccine she had reaction to. She didn't have NDC, lot, or expiry. It was 40 years ago. She had the reaction when she was 18 years old. There was no vaccine administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect, and tno vaccinations within 4 weeks prior to the Pfizer suspect. It was reported that last night (30Dec2020) she was up all night, every 3 hours. She was taking Advil. Her whole arm was sore up to her neck and down the arm. She had a nurse look at it this morning (31Dec2020) and it was not red. It was warm and it throbs. No rash. It was very painful. Even up to the back of the shoulder to the neck was painful. Her arm being sore and painful was ongoing at the time of report. She had been taking Advil. The pain had stayed the same even with the Advil. The events started probably between 14:00 and 14:30, it started off sore then became more painful. At the time of reporting, she was not at home and didn't have the bottle to provide NDC, lot, and expiry for Advil. She was taking some at the office, but that was in a travel bottle and didn't have the lot, expiry, and NDC. No emergency room or physician office visit. Relevant tests was none. The outcome of the events was unknown.

923696 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 F Short of breath; Heartbeat is fast; Feels like she has some swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported for a 30-year-old female patient (daughter) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 11:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received the vaccine today at her place of work and at the moment she did not have any side effects. But now during the night she was feeling short of breath and her heartbeat was fast and she felt like she has some swelling and some other more severe side effects that were put on the paperwork and reporter was wondering she was not acutely ill in spite of being short of breath. But she was worried about if she could get worse. So, would it be wise for reporter to give her Benadryl if this is an allergic reaction. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

923697 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MN 49.0 F Eyes were red; Tiredness and needed to sleep extra; Tiredness and needed to sleep extra; Heartbeat was fast; Felt like she had to throw up; Pain in right arm; Does not feel good; It felt like there was oil in her mouth; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 49-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 10:45 at single dose in right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The vaccination was given in hospital, not a military facility, at 10:45 and left hospital at 11:05 on 30Dec2020. Prior vaccinations within 4 weeks was none. Additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect was none. Medical history included ongoing migraine and family medical history included mother has high blood pressure and father has diabetes. Concomitant medication included verapamil from Oct2020 at 40 mg twice daily by mouth for migraine. Additional Information for concomitant products Verapamil included 1 for one week, 2 for second week 3rd week 3 and after 3 months, then came back down to 2. The patient experienced does not feel good at 11:30 on 30Dec2020. She was driving and did not feel good. She felt like she had to throw up at12:00 on 30Dec2020 and had it all night until she went to bed. Eyes were red when she woke up at 23:30 on 30Dec2020, that's when she first noticed. Heartbeat was fast around 12:30 on 30Dec2020. Tiredness and needed to sleep extra at 17:00 on 30Dec2020. Pain in right arm at 12:00 on 30Dec2020. When she went to drink something, she noticed her arm was painful. No ER or physician's office required. Received call from patient regarding the COVID vaccine. She received it on 30Dec2020 (yesterday) and was a healthcare worker. She later stated she works in patient transportation in a hospital. She did not feel good. Yesterday, she felt like she had to throw up. When she slept, she felt very tired and when she woke up, her eyes were red. She washed her face when she woke up around 11. Then she noticed her heart beat was kind of fast. She took another medication she takes all the time. Her doctor said that she can take it with it but she was not sure. She did not feel herself. Yesterday after she took it, she had to wait there for 15 minutes. It felt like there was oil in her mouth. She just drank water and came home. When she came home, her heart beat was fast. She had to sit down. She liked to eat spicy food, and she needed to sleep. Her kids said she never slept like this. Both eyes were red, red like blood. Her daughter told her to go look at them in the mirror. There was no pain or nothing in her eyes, they were just red and they improved today. If she goes to bed now, she can sleep, but she just wakes up and drinks tea and wants to wake up. She didn't want to sleep, but she felt like she could. Regarding the pain in her right arm, she had to  hold her shoulder when she first woke up. It was worse then, but it's better now that she keeps moving it. She has 3 more weeks to get the next dose of the COVID Vaccine. Hopefully it will be this shot only and she can go back to work. She planned on going back to work on Saturday. She would like to know if she can continue to take Verapamil. She will call her pharmacy to find out. The outcome of the events does not feel good and tiredness and needed to sleep extra was not recovered. The outcome of the events felt like she had to throw up, eyes were red, heartbeat was fast and pain in right arm was recovering. The outcome of the other event was unknown.  Information on Lot/Batch Number has been requested.

923698 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MS U Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number was unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 09:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient calling concerning the vaccination, the patient received vaccination on this past Tuesday which was 28Dec2020 and the patient had recently just recovered from Covid and the patient asked the person giving her/him the vaccination it was okay since the patient just recovered from Covid to have it. She said yes. The patient could have it. Since last Tuesday (28Dec2020) the patient got the vaccination at 9 AM in the morning. The patient did fine all during the day. That night the patient started to run fever (in Dec2020) and the patient kept on fever all of that night, yesterday (30Dec2020) and today (31Dec2020) and the patient was just curious if this was normal. Yesterday (30Dec2020) because the patient thought may be she/he should go have the test again for Covid, the patient's normal nurse practitioner, doctor said no, but the patient probably shouldn't take the second vaccine, so that's what the patient's question is and the patient what to know if there are going to have an adverse reaction. The patient underwent laboratory test included only the Covid test on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown. Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

923699 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 47.0 F Headache; Sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 47-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had a vaccine received this afternoon on 30Dec2020, 4 to 5 hours after, she was having a headache and had sore throat as well. The patient wanted to know if it was okay to take Tylenol. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; Information on Lot/Batch Number cannot be obtained.

923700 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 NJ M Soreness at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An adult male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot/batch number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient experienced soreness at injection site in Dec2020. Since the vaccination, it was unknown had patient been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event was unknown. The report was reported as non-serious, with seriousness criteria-Results in death: No; Life threatening: No; Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No; Disabling/Incapacitating: No; Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

923701 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NY U I think it helps in my pain that I used to have; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included pain from an unknown date. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the vaccine on 29 and just at the site where patient got the needle, that is it and right now, it actually be going away, patient put hand up on it and didn't even feel it, patient was not throwing up, have no headache, no body ache. Patient was doing fine so far it is just 2 day, patient was not in any pain. Actually, patient think it help in pain that patient used to have. The occurrence date was Dec2020. The action taken in response to the event for bnt162b2 was not applicable. The outcome of event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are needed; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

923702 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 F Stiff neck; soreness in my arm; severe pain in neck; squeezing on a nerve; pain came from up head, under my clavicle and down my back.; pain came from up head, under my clavicle and down my back.; pain came from up head, under my clavicle and down my back.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  When the patient tried to turn around to speak to nurse (reporter), she complained of a stiff neck. The patient had the same symptoms as nurse (reporter). The nurse stated "I got the Covid vaccine on 18Dec2020 and had soreness in my arm that was gone by the next day. On 23Dec2020, while driving home driving home, I felt severe pain in neck. I almost felt like something went up in my neck and started squeezing on a nerve. It proceeded to get bad so I took muscle relaxants. Christmas day was horrible, I couldn't lift my head off my pillow. The pain came from up head, under my clavicle and down my back. " The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

923703 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 U severe pain in neck; squeezing on a nerve; soreness in my arm; pain came from up head, under my clavicle and down my back; pain came from up head, under my clavicle and down my back; pain came from up head, under my clavicle and down my back; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had the same symptoms as nurse (reporter). The nurse stated "I got the Covid vaccine on 18Dec2020 and had soreness in my arm that was gone by the next day. On 23Dec2020, while driving home driving home, I felt severe pain in neck. I almost felt like something went up in my neck and started squeezing on a nerve. It proceeded to get bad so I took muscle relaxants. Christmas day was horrible, I couldn't lift my head off my pillow. The pain came from up head, under my clavicle and down my back. " The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

923704 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 36.0 F intermittent fever; diarrhea; chills; nausea; This is spontaneous report from a non-contactable other health professional. An adult female patient (occupation: Nurse, not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), intramuscularly at the age of 36-year-old (age at the time of vaccination) on 28Dec2020 at single dose at left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was reported that 2 days later (30Dec2020): diarrhea, chills, nausea, intermittent fever. The events were non-serious per the reporter. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about Lot/Batch number cannot be obtained.

923705 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MA 41.0 F slight shortness of breath all lasting over 1 week; Extreme chills; extreme fatigue and tiredness; whole body muscle aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (batch/lot number and expiration date not provided, not available/provided to reporter at the time of report completion), via an unspecified route of administration, at arm left, first dose on 23Dec2020 09:15, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. No relevant medical history. No known allergies to medications, food, or other products. There were no concomitant medications. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient experienced extreme chills, extreme fatigue and tiredness, whole body muscle aches, slight shortness of breath all lasting over 1 week, all from 23Dec2020 16:15. The adverse event result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment was received for the adverse event. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test (test type: Nasal Swab, test name: rapid test): negative, on both 27Dec2020 and 30Dec2020. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.

923706 01/06/2021 F arm soreness around injection site of vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose in the arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient's arm soreness around injection site of vaccination. Event took place after use of product. Outcome of event was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923707 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CA 50.0 M Cough; Flu like symptoms; It hurts to walk; I have a stuffed up nose, I did not have it yesterday; Pale; I felt weak; Bones ache; Have not been feeling good; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 50-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot/Batch Number and Expiration Date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose on arm for suppress the COVID-19 (COVID-19 immunization). The patient's medical history included blood pressure, stomach ulcer and psoriatic arthritis. The concomitant drug was reported as colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), potassium citrate, multivitamin, etanercept (ENBREL) at once a week, pen shot in stomach, omeprazole (PROTONIX) at once a day for stomach ulcer and blood pressure medications. The patient was a correction officer, patient work at the prisons in (state name) and were given vaccination of Pfizer on Monday and he did that on Monday and have been getting sick and it's getting worse everyday, so yesterday at work everything was fine and he went home at 8 'O' clock at night because he was getting pale, felt weak, bones ache and have not been feeling good and today he called it in because he woke up with the cough, flu like symptoms. And it's worse today than it was yesterday. Consumer stated today, bones ache was worsening of like weaker, it hurts to walk and bone ache was really, today was worse than yesterday for the bone. Today flu like symptoms was worse, today patient have more heavier cough, was coughing more today and have a stuffed up nose, I did not have it yesterday. Wanted to know if this was a side effect or is that normal with that vaccine. Start date of events was on 28Dec2020. When patient started feeling some symptoms that started getting progressively worse on 29Dec2020. Treatment included Tylenol for bone pain and hurts to walk. Lab test blood work done in Dec2020, once a month through psoriatic arthritis doctor. The outcome of events, weak, Bone pain, Cough, Flu like symptoms, was not recovered. The outcome of other events was unknown.  Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.

923708 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MI 21.0 M Lost sense of taste; Lost sense of smell; Whole body is sore; Rapid test came back positive for COVID; Rapid test came back positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs) via a contactable consumer (patient). A 21-year-old male patient received his first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EK5730, expiration date: 31Mar2021), via intramuscular on 29Dec2020 07:40 at 0.3 mL, single dose on his left deltoid for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included allergic to wasp stings. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had no additional vaccines administrated on the same date and no prior vaccinations were received within 4 weeks. Caller on the line calling about the COVID Vaccine he received on 29Dec2020. The day after receiving it he woke up and had a loss of sense of smell on 30Dec2020 12:00. That afternoon he went to get tested and the rapid test came back positive for COIVD on 30Dec2020. He was now waiting on the other one, clarified to be the PCR test, the lab test. The next day he also lost his sense of taste on 31Dec2020 11:00 and his whole body feels sore on 30Dec2020 around noon. Transfer agent stated the caller needs to be transferred to Medical Information as he was scheduled to get the next shot on 19Jan2021 and he was calling to ask if he should proceed with that. It was reported that the patient works in a hospital (not an HCP). No emergency room was visited and no physician office was visited. The outcome of the event "rapid test came back positive for covid" was unknown, the outcome of the other events "lost sense of smell", "lost sense of taste", "whole body is sore" were not recovered.

923709 01/06/2021 WA F Report she had nausea 2 days after the shot; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had nausea 2 days after the shot on unknown date. The outcome of event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923710 01/06/2021 SC U aches; chills; This is a spontaneous report from contactable nurse (patient) via a sales representative. A patient of unspecified age and gender started to receive BNT162B2 (also reported as "Pfizer COVID Vaccine"), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date to an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient was given 2nd dose of the COVID vaccine and 24 hours later, the patient had aches and chills. The outcome of the events was unknown.    No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923711 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MA 52.0 F 10 minutes after administration, back of tongue and soft palate started feeling strange sensation with some swelling; 10 minutes after administration, back of tongue and soft palate started feeling strange sensation with some swelling; 10 minutes after administration, back of tongue and soft palate started feeling strange sensation with some swelling; Other vaccine was received on same date vaccine date 30Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 52-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number: EJ1685), intramuscularly on 30Dec2020 at 12:30 PM on Right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. Other vaccine was received on same date vaccine date 30Dec2020. The patient medical history included known allergies: Shellfish. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, or any other medications within two weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced 10 minutes after administration on 30Dec2020 at 12:40 PM, back of tongue and soft palate started feeling strange sensation with some swelling. After 30 minutes, the sensation eased up but the swelling stayed the same, not getting any worse. Since the vaccination, patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Therapeutic measures were taken as result of the events included diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). The outcome of the event 'feeling strange sensation' was recovering, outcome of events 'back of tongue and soft palate swelling' was not recovered. The report was reported as non-serious, with seriousness criteria-Results in death: No; Life threatening: No; Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No; Disabling/Incapacitating: No; Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.

923712 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TN U Severe headaches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer from a Pfizer Sponsored Program. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced severe headaches on an unspecified date. The event outcome was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923713 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Fever, dizziness / light headedness, servere muscle aches,  vomiting,  diarrhea,  sore throat, like I got a servere flu

923714 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 TX 60.0 F Golf ball size swelling below the injection site. Arm is red and itchy; Golf ball size swelling below the injection site. Arm is red and itchy; Golf ball size swelling below the injection site. Arm is red and itchy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other-HCP (patient). This 60-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscularly on 28Dec2020 14:30 at single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included pulmonary embolism and known allergies: penicillin. Concomitant medications included acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN), vitamin b complex (VITAMIN B), ascorbic acid (VITAMIN C), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), tocopherol (VITAMIN E), received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Facility that the most recent COVID-19 vaccine administered was in Pharmacy or Drug Store. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hasn't been tested for COVID-19. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 28Dec2020 14:45, the patient experienced golf ball size swelling below the injection site. Arm was red and itchy. No treatment received for the adverse event. Outcome of the events was recovering. This report was assessed as non-serious.   Information about Lot/batch number has been requested.

923715 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Chills/shivering, body aches, nausea, fatigue, extreme pain and tenderness at the injection site

923716 01/06/2021 PA F Feels sore and little swollen; Arm soreness and feeling crummy like does not feel good; Arm soreness and feeling crummy like does not feel good; Feels sore and little swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable Nurse (patient).  A 34-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot #: EK9231), on an unspecified date at single dose on arm for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included asthma. Concomitant medication included fluticasone propionate, salmeterol xinafoate (ADVAIR), took one puff twice a day and it's 100 over 50. The patient took the Covid vaccine. Her arm was feeling sore and she feels a little crummy after the vaccine like she feel crummy like she does not feel good. She wanted to know if she could take Tylenol because of her arm soreness and feeling crummy. It feels really sore and little swollen yeah. The outcome was unknown.

923717 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 NC 27.0 F Cervical lymphadenopathy, developing over 2 weeks; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reported for herself. This 27-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via Intramuscular on an 17Dec2020 12:45 PM on left arm at single dose (Lot # EX5730) for covid-19 immunisation. No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient experienced cervical lymphadenopathy on 23Dec2020, developing over 2 weeks. No treatments were received. Outcome of the event was recovering.

923718 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 MD 43.0 F Itching; Redness; Swelling; it felt hot; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other Nurse(patient).  The 43-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration by injection in the right deltoid on 21Dec2020 at single dose to protect herself from getting COVID.  Medical history included ongoing chronic sinusitis , ongoing seasonal allergy.  Concomitant medication included ongoing cephalosporin for Chronic sinusitis from 29Dec2020 which was the only thing new that she has been taking, but she had taken it in the past many times, ongoing cetirizine hydrochloride(ZYRTEC) for seasonal allergies, ongoing fluticasone propionate (FLONASE) for seasonal allergies which had been taking this for years.  She got her first dose of the COVID vaccine last Monday, the Monday before Christmas on 21Dec2020. Yesterday(30Dec2020), in the exact spot that she received it, she was getting itching, redness, and swelling. She read and was told that that could happen, she just thought it would be sooner rather than 9 days later. She was calling to get this reported. Otherwise, she is fine. She had been using antihistamines and cortisone cream as treatments. She had been taking cetirizine hydrochloride for years. She normally took at night, but because of her arm she took it this morning.Last night(30Dec2020) she also put ice to the are as it felt hot.  Outcome of events was not recovered. Events(itching, redness, and swelling) were assessed as non-serious.

923719 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 FL 77.0 77 M "Tightness in lungs/chest", stiff neck, headache

923720 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 VT 46.0 F muscle aches; eyes watering and won't stop; Neck pain; feeling tired; eyes hurt; feels very weak; headache; Nausea; left arm numbness; left arm tingling; left hand numbness/left side of face and head numb; left hand tingling; Dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 46-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot Number: EL1284), intramuscular on 30Dec2020 04:45 at single dose at left deltoid as Covid vaccine for coronavirus.  Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient stated that she had Covid vaccine. She had dizziness, headache, nausea, left arm hand numbness and tingling, feels very weak, left side of face and head numb, all on 30Dec2020, neck pain and feeling tired, muscle aches, eyes watering and won't stop, eyes hurt in the morning, all on 31Dec2020. Treatment was None. Headache, eyes watering and won't stop, feels very weak and tired, eyes hurt was reported as worsened. Outcome of Nausea, left arm numbness was recovering, of other events were not recovered.

923721 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 64.0 F a slight chill the first night; slight tenderness to arms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for her identical twin sister. A 64-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications included unspecified flu vaccine on 18Dec2020. The patient experienced a slight chill the first night and slight tenderness to arms on 28Dec2020 with outcome of unknown.    Information about Lot/Batch number requested.

923722 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 VA 33.0 33 F 1 day post vaccine, 3inx3in raised circle hive noted to right upper arm with pain and itching.  increased in size over night to at least 4x4 inches..... on 1/6 early am which is 8 days past vaccination, Arm started itching again and hive noted to be about 1x1 with increasing size and itching.

923723 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 WI 57.0 F 10 hours later severe pain in the tragus of both ears which woke me up; Headache within 5 minutes which lasted until the next day; This is Spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP (patient). A 57-years-old female patient (No pregnant) received first dose bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 17:00 at single dose on Right arm for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history was none. Concomitant medication included celecoxib (CELEBREX), black cohosh [cimicifuga racemosa] (BLACK COHOSH [CIMICIFUGA RACEMOSA]) and multivitamins. The patient previously took erythromycin and experienced drug hypersensitivity. The patient experienced Headache within 5 minutes (30Dec2020 17:05) which lasted until the next day, then about 10 hours later (31Dec2020 03:00) severe pain in the tragus of both ears which woke her up. It felt like someone was grabbing them with pliers. Still recurs mildly from time to time. No treatment received. The events were reported as non-serious.

923724 01/06/2021 59.0 F made my arm really sore; fever; nervous; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 59-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot/batch number and expiration date not reported, via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date as single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history was concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient stated, "where I got my shot made my arm really sore for about three days. On the third day, I ran a low-grade fever-100F. The fever lasted 12 hrs. Now I'm fine. I was a little nervous about traveling but read that there was a side effect." The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number was requested.

923725 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PA 53.0 53 F Approx 730 the evening of the vaccine I was resting laying down with both legs up (horizontally). I suddenly felt a "snap" in my left calf which led to severe muscle pain. I can barely walk. It is still painful today. About the same time I developed chills which lasted till about 1PM today. Within 10 minutes of the shot I was dizzy and nauseous (lasted about 15 min). About 20 minutes after the shot my face turned red and lasted about 5 hours.

923726 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 U I had the covid vaccine of 12/29 and I  had a little bit of an allergic reaction; Well on 12/30 I had some peanut butter and within 5 minutes I had an extremely itchy palm of hand.; my palm was bright red and a little tingling; my palm was bright red and a little tingling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included allergic to peanuts. The patient concomitant medications were not reported. Patient had the covid vaccine of 29Dec2020 and had a little bit of an allergic reaction. As a child patient was very allergic to peanuts but have out grown it as an adult. Well on 30Dec2020 patient had some peanut butter and within 5 minutes patient had an extremely itchy palm of hand. Patient immediately looked and palm was bright red and alittle tingling. Patient went and washed hand. It went completely way after about 30 minutes. Other then that feel fine. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923727 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 NY 30.0 M left sided facial muscle soreness; Arm soreness/by injection in the left arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  The 30-year-old male patient received BNT162B2(COVID Pfizer vaccine, Batch/lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose by injection in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history and concomitant medications were none.  The patient stated that he just got the COVID vaccine an hour ago. Within 20 minutes he developed left sided facial muscle soreness, which was the side he got the vaccine on, and arm soreness, on 31Dec2020. There was no treatment. Outcome of events was not recovered.

923728 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 39.0 F My ear started to ring; My blood pressure was kind of up; Lot of anxiety; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 39-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included neuropathy. Concomitant medication included pregabalin (LYRICA) for neuropathy. The patient experienced side effects on 30Dec2020: she had the injection on 30Dec2020 and then about five minutes after like she just walked to sit down, her ear started to ring pretty significantly just like ring in both ears and she spoke with the medical professional there, the nurse was like to see her blood pressure and she did, her blood pressure was kind of up and the ear ring had continued. It never stopped. It got better. She was kind of had a lot of anxiety around this. The outcome of event ear started to ring was resolving, outcome of other events was unknown.

923729 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 WA 21.0 21 M 2 3/4 in. by 1 3/4 in. area of redness with some swelling and slight itchiness.

923730 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 GA 43.0 U I am so fatigue, so tired; I have like some lower nasal congestion but it's more or like facial pressure like sinusitis; I have like some lower nasal congestion but it's more or like facial pressure like sinusitis; I have like some lower nasal congestion but it's more or like facial pressure like sinusitis; Now my head is hurting a little bit.; For more than ever I can't either keep myself up; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 43-year-old patient of an unspecified gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included hypertension, allergy, asthmatic. Concomitant medication included amlodipine for hypertension, hydrochlorothiazide (that's water pill). On 31Dec2020, the patient experienced so fatigue, so tired, so patient had to get out of it. The patient had like some lower nasal congestion but it's more or like facial pressure like sinusitis, head was hurting a little bit, for more than ever patient can't either keep itself up. The outcome of events was unknown.    Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

923731 01/06/2021 IL F Headache; Chills; Joint pain; My fever went up to 102.7; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 54-year-old female patient receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in Left Upper arm on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid. The patient medical history was not reported.  Concomitant medication included magnesium hydroxide (MILK OF MAGNESIA).  The patient called in to report side effects. The patient received the vaccine at 9 am then woke up in the middle of the night with the headache and chills, joint pain, fever that went up to 102.7. Treatment included Tylenol. The nurse considered the events as related to the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.

923732 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Numbness and tingling in roof of mouth, tongue, and lips; no medications given,  Transferred to ED for evaluation and further monitoring

923733 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA M flare of arthritis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included arthritis from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received Covid-19 vaccine on 30Dec2020, then he had flare of arthritis in Dec2020 (have this before having the vaccine). Asked if take steroids will affect the Covid-19 vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923734 12/01/2020 01/06/2021 U Arm little bit swollen, the arm that I got the shot on; My body feels like tired; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were unknown) via an unspecified route of administration (arm), on an unspecified date in Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated, "I took the COVID vaccine yesterday and my arm has a little bit swollen, the arm that I got the shot on. And my body is just like you know when you are, it just feels like my body feels like tired. I was wondering can I take Tylenol or no? I just have one more question, do you think I should be going to work today?" Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

923735 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA 59.0 F It was like mild lower back pain like on the lower left part of my back on top of my buttocks; Pain just seems to be getting worse; Dizziness/Lightheaded; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 59-year-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Covid 19 Vaccine; lot number: EL3246; expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration left upper arm on 30Dec2020 11:30 AM at a single dose for Covid-19 vaccination. The patient has no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient reported that she got her first dose of Pfizer vaccine (COVID-19 Vaccine) yesterday (30Dec2020) and today (31Dec2020), she was having at first it was like mild lower back pain like on the lower left part of her back, on top of her buttocks and now it's getting worse. The patient inquired if it was like a side effect. The patient further stated that yesterday  (30Dec2020), she had a side effects like the dizziness, lightheaded and the headache and that went away after she took Tylenol (treatment) but then today this pain just seems to be getting worse. The paracetamol (TYLENOL) was given to her at hospital yesterday for the headache and the dizziness. She hasn't taken anything today because she was not sure if it is okay for her to take Ibuprofen which is what she would prefer to take. She received her COVID-19 Vaccine at a hospital. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

923736 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 FL 57.0 57 M One day after Moderna Covid 19  vaccine   eua my wife noticed a blister on my forehead.  I initially dismissed it as one of those things.  Over the next couple of days the blisters spread in a line on my forehead.  Soon after the blisters were around my ear.  I went to an urgent care and was diagnosed with shingles.  Currently the blisters on my forehead are receding, but the blisters behind my ear are still painful. I received valtrex for the treatment of shingles

923737 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 U headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 26Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the Covid vaccine on 26Dec2020. The patient's daughter has like a fever yesterday with headache. The patient thinks his/her daughter has Covid and was just tested yesterday, so they still do not have results. Today (01Jan2021) the patient woke up with a headache, a different headache than which he/she usually has, but he/she does not have fever. The patient is not sure if she should report this, but he/she was told to report anything to the Pfizer company. The patient asked if he/she should be tested for Covid as well. The outcome of the event was unknown.

923738 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 VA 33.0 F she did not felt great/ felt the worst that she had been feeling; temperature was like 100.3/fever; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient herself). A 33-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Covid19 Vaccine a Pfizer, lot EH9899, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020, single dose, for Covid-19 immunisation (prevention of Covid-19). Medical history was none. Concomitant medication included PRENATAL VITAMINS. The patient informed she did not felt great the day (29Dec2020) or 2 that when she got the vaccine. She felt the worst that she had been feeling. Her temperature was like 100.3/fever and had chills (29Dec2020). No treatment was taken. The outcome of the events was unknown.

923739 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 CA 61.0 F Shingles; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 61-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection; lot number PAA156571) via an unspecified route of administration, on 20Dec2020, single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included hypercholesterolemia. Concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient took unspecified medication for hypercholesterolemia however the patient stopped taking it for a month or two already. The patient got the first Pfizer vaccine shot on work (clinic) on 20Dec2020. On 28Dec2020, the patient developed shingles which is now being treated. The patient does not know if this is because of that or a part of it. The patient never had Shingles before. Outcome of the event was unknown.

923740 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IL 54.0 54 M High blood pressure.  BP went from 146/84 before immunization to 185/90 post immunization.  The day after BP is 193/106 and requires medical evaluation.

923741 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 F headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer from a Pfizer Sponsored Program. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 at a single dose for immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine the day prior to the report and she got a headache. The event outcome was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923742 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 HI 58.0 F scratchy throat; tired; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 58-year-old female received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number and expiry date not reported), intramuscular in 24Dec2020 11:30 at a single dose in the left arm as Covid vaccine. The patient had no medical history. The patient no known allergies. Concomitant medication included propranolol (within the two weeks). The patient had no prior COVID vaccination and was not tested for COVID post vaccination. On an unknown date, the patient experienced scratchy throat, tired, and headache. No treatments received in response to the events reported. The events were reported as not serious (did not result in death, not life-threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating and not a congenital anomaly/birth defect). The outcome of the events scratchy throat, tired, and headache was recovered with lasting effects.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

923743 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 TX 32.0 32 F I had a miscarriage on 01/01/2021  Estimated date of Delivery 09/7/ 2021

923744 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 30.0 F severely dehydrated; sweaty; dizzy; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient).  A 30-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot/batch number not reported, via an unspecified route of administration from 03Jan2021 14:30 to 03Jan2021 14:30 as single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included allergies to latex, psoriatic arthritis, asthma, migraines and COVID19 prior vaccination.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient previously took Vicodin, Codeine, Imitrex and experienced allergies.  On 03Jan2021 15:00, the patient got severely dehydrated, sweaty, dizzy. The outcome of the events was recovered.  The patient does not received treatment for the events.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be requested. No further information is expected.

923745 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 WI 43.0 M Soreness in injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 43-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration (arm left) on 31Dec2020 (10:00) to 31Dec2020 10:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included GERD (gastroesophageal reflux disease). Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient has no allergy to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient experienced soreness in injection site on 31Dec2020 17:00 with outcome of recovering. There was no treatment received for the adverse event. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. This case is non-serious.

923747 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 FL 37.0 37 M Pt received vaccine at 11:45 and was sitting in observation for 8 minutes when he stated he felt like he was getting really warm.  Pt was put in wheelchair and taken to a room to lay down.  Vital signs BP 139/88, P 68, R 20 SP02 98%.  Pt face was flush. No signs of SOB or any other symptoms.  After 10 minutes patient  stated the "hot feeling" was going away.  We monitored him for additional 30 minutes and patient was able to sit up without any difficulties or changes in the way he felt.  Patient was released to his command with no limitations.

923748 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NH 40.0 40 F lymphatic reaction in left axillary. Hard painful lymph.

923749 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CO 22.0 22 F Fever of 101.7 Fahrenheit, body aches, fatigue, nausea, headache, loss of appetite

923750 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 28.0 28 F Right arm soreness

923752 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 MA 52.0 52 F Headache, chill, body aches, fever, malaise, runny nose, sore throat, loss of taste, night sweats, nausea, diarrhea, chest tightness, dry cough

923753 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MN 29.0 29 M pale, clammy, warm, low blood pressure treatment - put client into Trendelenburg position, gave water and snack, took vitals, monitored for extra 20 minutes

923755 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 GA 48.0 48 F Headache, muscle aches, joint pain, chills, fatigue

923756 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 RI 23.0 23 F 8:05am-Patient received Covid vaccine and while being monitored c/o upper lip being numb, no other c/o voiced, no nonverbal cues noted at present time. 8:22am- Self medicated with Benadryl 25mg; tolerated without difficulty. 8:28am-Patient c/o throat tingling and verbalized having history of angio8:05am-Patient received Covid vaccine and while being monitored c/o upper lip being numb, no other c/o voiced, no nonverbal cues noted at present time. 8:22am- Self medicated with Benadryl 25mg; tolerated without difficulty. 8:28am-Patient c/o throat tingling and verbalized having history of angioedema; noted anxious, cough present, upon further evaluation noted facial swelling, top lip remains numb; patient assisted to emergency room per staff on duty; upon leaving clinic patient continued to cry for her mom; required reassurance regarding going to emergency department.edema; noted anxious, cough present, upon further evaluation noted facial swelling, top lip remains numb; patient assisted to emergency room per staff on duty; upon leaving clinic patient continued to cry for her mom; required reassurance regarding going to emergency department.

923757 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 WV 33.0 33 F Arm was sore for 48 hours post injection.   Ibuprofen was used for treatment

923758 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PA 42.0 42 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Severe pain in injection site.  Fever of 102.4, weak, lethargic, chills, achy all over.

923759 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 SC 87.0 87 F Vaccinated on Wednesday, 12/30/2020 about 1:30PM. The next evening, patient's arm started to swell and become hot and started to itch. She had a fever as well. She stated this continued until 1/5/2021.

923760 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 37.0 37 M Pt rec'd vaccine. ~1 hour after, pt began noticing redness and itching to R arm, then became more diffuse, to chest and L arm. Redness was nonblanchable. Pt returned to clinic and 50mg IM benadryl was given by supervisor at ~1400. Now (~1420), redness has almost completely resolved. No SOB, chest tightness, wheezing.

923761 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 PA 38.0 38 F After the initial, typical, local reaction resolved on Day +3 post-vaccine, I had 4 days with no adverse effects at all.  On Day + 7 (1/5/2021) I woke at 6:00am with my injection site incredibly itchy, but no visible rash or swelling.  Within 2 hours, splotchy rash was overlying the injection site.  Gradually throughout the day, site became confluently red and began to swell.  Itching continued pretty intensely.  Swelling progressed until it was visible from across the room and skin changed texture in the area and feels almost like a thick, waxy, orange peel like texture.  No pain.    Itching resolved with 1 dose of zyrtec.  Did not return.  Redness and swelling persists.  Swelling seems to wax and wane.

923762 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 37.0 37 F MINUTES AFTER VACCINE WAS ADMINISTERED PATIENT FELT DIZZY THEN COLD FLUSHING FEELING FROM FEET TO HEART AND THEN THAT STOPPED AND TINGLING FEELING THROUGHOUT BODY AND THEN VERY WARM, AND FAINT FEELING.  PATIENT DID NOT FAINT.  PATIENT DID VOMIT ONCE.  PATIENT HAD NOT EATEN BEFORE VACCINATION WAS ADMINISTERED. 1255 VITALS: BP: 126/91 P:100 SAO2  1303 VITALS: BP: 116/99 P: 96 SA02: 100%  PATIENT STATES THEY ARE FEELING BETTER.  GIVEN JUICE AND BANANA.  1312 VITALS: BP: 128/87 P: 74 SA02: 100%  PATIENTS COLOR HAS RETURNED TO NORMAL.  STATES THEY ARE FEELING MUCH BETTER.  ABLE TO STAND AND WALK WITHOUT DIZZINESS.   PATIENT STATED THAT THEY DID NOT FEEL THEY NEEDED ANY FURTHER TREATMENT OR CARE.  PATIENT LEFT WITH HER WORKMATE.

923763 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WI 26.0 26 F Fever of 100.3, headache, chills, body aches

923764 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 PA 39.0 39 F Patient woke on 1/01/2021 with headache; swelling of left-side of neck; swelling of tongue

923765 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 TN 29.0 29 F Lo grade fever, body aches, fatigue, pain at injection site

923766 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Went to the ER on the 31st, my face swelled and chest was covered in hives. Lips swelled. I would get nauseated and I felt like there was acid in my stomach. I also had a headache.  I have been taking Zyrtec, Benadryl as needed. Y 1

923767 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MA 58.0 58 F Employee stated she felt dizzy shortly after receiving vaccine. Assessed by RN and EMT's and rested for 30 minutes then went home.

923768 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 RI 23.0 23 F Dose 1 administered on 12/28/2020 Fatigue and body aches on 12/29/2020 morning, resolved by afternoon Tender left axillary lymphadenopathy 01/03/2021-present Swelling, warmth, itchiness, soreness at injection site on 01/04/2021-01/06/2021

923770 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 CO 42.0 42 F About 1 week after receiving the vaccine I noticed my right arm itching, it took me a while to realize why. Once I looked at my arm in a mirror I saw that it was swollen, red & itchy. At the time the redness was about the side of a 1/2 dollar. The last few days I have noticed that my arm is itchy, red, swollen & now feels like a rash in the same location but the redness is about the size of a baseball.

923771 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MA 42.0 42 F Presented with pain at injection site for days1-4 followed by flat, blanchable welt on left deltoid that was warm to touch and erythemic, approximately 1.5?x2.5? in size, on day 10.  Afrebile.

923772 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 23.0 23 F Shortness of breath, hives, and itching.  Took benadryl, famotidine, Xyzal at time of reaction.  Also 4 puffs on ventolin. Symptoms slowly improved over 4 hours.  Epiniphrine not administered.

923773 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 OH 44.0 44 F Left arm swelled, red, itchy, tender 1 week after injection. Only sore the day or 2 after injection snd then the symptoms started one week to the day of the shot

923774 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 FL 62.0 62 F Headache for 7 days then resolved

923775 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MD 45.0 45 F Significant left subclavicular lymphadenopathy; single area measured 10 mm on ultrasound.

923776 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 VA 36.0 36 F 12/26/2020: Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea for 24 hours 12/29/2020: shortness of breath, chest tightness for 36 hours. Went to ER. COVID and flu tests done. Both negative.

923777 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NE 53.0 53 F Injection area is red, swollen, warm to touch

923778 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 54.0 54 F patient received vaccine on dec 18th.  on dec 30th patient started experiencing extreme hand and joint pain and had to take analgesics.  Pain radiated through her upper body and at times was shooting.  she was unable to perform ADLs.  She then developed an itchy rash all over her upper body as well as a headache and swollen lymph nodes.  Covid test was negative, CRP was 3.6 and sed rate was 25.  all other labsl WNL,   symptoms resolved after 5 days

923779 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 26.0 26 F It was noted during injection a tremendous amount of pain/stinging/burning that lasted a few minutes. About 20 minutes post injection, numbness/tingling noted in pinky/5th finger radiating down palm to wrist on same arm as injection as well as dizziness. Notified observation RNs and moved to a separate room. Mildly elevated BP but normal HR noted. No rash/hives/difficulty breathing. Numbness and tingling would migrate - most often to thumb but sometimes up entire arm. Released 1 hour after injection after no life threatening signs noted.  Visited PCP the next day (1/6) at 10:15. Professional opinion that it is due to swelling from injection - now noticeable area of swelling around injection site. Recommended ice and NSAIDs.

923780 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IA 39.0 39 M Pt's only real complaint: mild lightheadedness/dizziness.  No CP, SOB, cough, throat swelling, difficulty swallowing, stridor, syncope, neuro deficits, HA, fever, chills, nausea, vomiting or pain of any kind.   Patient was evaluated and workup was done in ED: EKG, CXR, labs.  Patient was observed for ~2 hours after which his symptoms were totally gone and patient was sent home with normal vitals and without complaints of any kind.

923781 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 23.0 23 F 23 hours after vaccine, had facial and neck swelling and tongue swelling. Had difficulty swallowing. Took Benadryl 50 mg. Happened again after 2 hours (25 hours after vaccine), took another Benadryl 50 mg. Then happened one more time about 36 hours after vaccine, had to use epipen, took Benadryl and Claritin as well. Symptoms improved and throat opened.

923782 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 UT 54.0 54 F 9 days after getting first dose of covid vaccine I woke up with my arm having a big red circle where the injection has been administered on 12/28/2020.  The sight felt a little warm . Didn't hurt.

923783 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 NY 27.0 26 F I experienced  swelling in my face and lips, my chest became covered in hives. I was nauseated  and felt like their was acid in my stomach (burning sensation). I had a headache. Was in the ED 12/31/20. Symptoms continue to happen at random.

923784 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 RI 23.0 23 F 8:05am-Patient received Covid vaccine and while being monitored c/o upper lip being numb, no other c/o voiced, no nonverbal cues noted at present time. 8:22am- Self medicated with Benadryl 25mg; tolerated without difficulty. 8:28am-Patient c/o throat tingling and verbalized having history of angioedema; noted anxious, cough present, upon further evaluation noted facial swelling, top lip remains numb; patient assisted to emergency room per staff on duty; upon leaving clinic patient continued to cry for her mom; required reassurance regarding going to emergency department.

923785 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 KY 32.0 32 M 3 days after shot, excruciating quad pain, lower leg weakness, inability to stand

923786 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 IL 49.0 49 M Chills, Body Aches, Fever of 101/102 for 3 days.

923787 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 38.0 38 F Felt flushed, at one point felt faint, anxious, heart racing. BP 134/90 HR 80 @ 1125. Reported chest tightness and anxious a few minutes later. BP 150/108 HR 80 @ 1141. Assisted to Emergency Department across the street.

923788 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MA 52.0 52 M Employee became diaphoretic, stated he felt his heart was racing, and that he was very anxious. Stated he has history of fear of needles.  He also does extreme exercise program. Evaluated by EMT's BP 152/97, HR 56, SpO2 100% After 15 extra minutes observation employee stated he felt fine to go to work.

923789 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 23.0 23 F Within 24 minutes of vaccine, developed shortness of breath, hives, and itching. This was self treated with diphenhydramine, famotidine, and albuterol. EpiPen was not utilized. Patient did speak with allergist.  Slowly recovered over next 4 hours until full recover.

923790 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MD 57.0 57 M Vaccinator noticed increased bleeding after injection and beginning of small area of blueish swelling approximately 2cm in diameter at the injection site.  Pressure was applied by vaccinator and bleeding was quickly controlled.  Injection site began bleeding minimally again during 15 min. observation period and pressure and ice  were briefly applied until bleeding was controlled again.  No other complaints of pain or reactions to vaccine apparent.  Patient remains at site as he is working at the site as a county employee.

923791 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TN 80.0 80 F 12/30/2020 around 2:00 nausea, vomitting, diarrhea, and chills started. Insomnia x3 days. Patient states she felt "wired and worked up". Noises made her anxious. Patient states "everything smelled bad". Patient had hallucinations seeing the devil and satanic thoughts 12/31/2020 to 1/4/2021 when patient finally fell asleep. 1/5/21 patient woke up with a headache and took ibuprofen and used a heating pad with relief. Patient took melatonin 1/5/21 before bed to go to sleep. Diarrhea stopped 12/31/20. Nausea stopped 1/5/21.Vomitting stopped  12/31/2020. Chills stopped 1/5/21. Patient has been eating bananas and chicken noodle soup and drinking sweet tea. Patient not as nervous 1/6/21 when she woke up.

923792 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Received shot Sunday evening, sore arm as expected thru Monday. Tuesday evening, blood pressure spiked became angry and exhausted and had to lie down. Reported to Dr on Wednesday morning that left arm crease near elbow painful and pulsating with heavy beats and not feeling too great. No where open to monitor BP bc of COVID-19, dr advised purchasing  BP monitor or going to ED of hospital for BP check.

923793 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MD 38.0 38 F about 9 cm circumference circle around injection site that is very red, hot, swollen with intermitten itchiness and aches.

923794 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 LA 61.0 61 F Moderna Covid-19 vaccination :  pain at injection site with swelling beginning 11 hours after injection. could not find treatment online. used Motrin 600 mg with lidocaine patch over injection site. Feeling of generalized tiredness after night of restless sleep. 3 brief incidents of dizziness within 2 hours of injection that resolved rapidly with no harmful affects.

923795 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IL 50.0 50 F Vaccinated on 01/04/21, around 1:30pm,  left arm on 01/05/21,around 4am woke up with headache,  sore throat, tingling and numbnes in my left arm and temp 99.1 By 6am, symptoms getting worse: temp 100.1, nausea, diarrhea, severe body ache (10/10) ,severe headache(10/10) and weakness, left arm is tingling more I suspected I may have another covid infection, because all these symptoms I had back in August 2020, when I had covid infection. Husband took me to work to get tested- negative for covid and flu on 01/05/21,  Today, 01/06/21, still bed resting, but feeling better . No nausea, no left arm problems, body and head ache  pain level 7/10.no appetite, but drinking well, no change in taste or smell. Given severity of the symptoms, I'm definitely not taking second shot. I never had bad reactions to vaccines, side effects are anticipated, but I would clasify my case as adverse reaction, like experiencing covid infection all over again with shorted duration.

923796 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 VA 23.0 23 F Body aches and chills developed at 8:00pm on 1/5/2021 Fever developed at 1:00am on 1/6/2021. Subsided after taking ibuprofen. Dizziness and shortness of breath developed at 3:00am on 1/6/2021. Subsided after sleep. Major headache developed at 8:00am on 1/6/2021. Subsided after taking ibuprofen.

923797 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 CA 58.0 58 M 4 days after receiving my vaccine I experienced a painful sore throat.    Examination of my oropharynx reveals a solitary 1mm pustule  with surrounding erythema on the posteriolateral edge of the hard palate.  I have not experienced any fever or URI symptoms.  It is on the same side as my vaccine.  I am not sure if it is relevant but I reached out to my Infectious Disease colleague and he recommended I report this to you ( I am a Dermatologist). The lesion is still present today 36 hours later without any new lesions or progression.  I do not have any history of herpes or aphthous ulcers and have never had a lesion on this part of my hard palate before.

923798 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 37.0 37 F During administration the needle came loose from the syringe and the vaccine was expelled to the floor and patients arm. Determined that no vaccine was given and dose was repeated

923799 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 FL 32.0 32 F Headache, Nausea, Myalgias, Fatigue

923800 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 28.0 28 M Nausea about 8 hours post injection that subsided after an hour or so

923801 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Headache. Started about two hours after vaccine. Has not subsided in 24hrs I took Tylenol 500ml two tablets, twice and today I took Aleve two tablets My left deltoid is warm & inflamed started 1/5/21 sometime in the evening

923802 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 WA 41.0 41 F first dose of Moderna COVID vaccine. within a five minutes, had tachycardia, relative hypertensive syndrome.  no wheezing or hives or itching.  no anaphalaxis symptoms.   Patient was observed and discharged to home.  doing well.  In an attempt to determine mechanism of the reaction we are ordering serum and urine catacholamines and serotonin studies  results are pending.    we have seen at least three others with a similar hyperdynamic tachycardia with relative hypertension immediately following the first dose of Moderna COVID vaccination.

923803 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA 24.0 24 F Started getting a localized allergic reaction on the Left arm near the injection site. Arm became red, swollen, and itchy.

923804 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WA 33.0 33 F Itching to legs, torso, and arms that is persisting at time of report.

923805 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CT 72.0 72 F Received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine 1/6/2021 at approximately 11 AM. Pt stated she does not have any history of allergy or anaphylaxis. Pt reported about 5 minutes after vaccine administration a runny nose. Pt reported she did not have a runny nose prior to administration of the vaccine. Pt notes a history of nasal problems. Pt denies difficulty swallowing, swelling of airway, difficulty breathing, itching, rash, flushing, swelling of lips, face, throat, or eyes, sensation of throat closing, change in voice, wheeze, cough, n/v/d, abd pain, dizziness, weakness.  Pt confirmed she felt well other than her runny nose.  Pt was observed in our observation area for 45 minutes with no progression of symptoms. Epinephrine not administered. RN consulted with medical advisor Dr. over the phone as he was off site.   EMS on site. VS done by paramedic patient signed refusal with paramedic as she did not want to go to the ED. Pt was advised by RN about delayed anaphylaxis, to continue to monitor her symptoms, call 911 if additional symptoms arise. Pt declined recommendation to go the ED. Advised pt to call her PCP asap for further guidance. Advised pt there is a local urgent care she should be checked out in if she cannot get in with her PCP today.  Pt verbalized understanding and agrees to the POC.   2:26 PM RN called patient to check on her and obtain additional information for VAERS form. Pt reports she is feeling well, no other symptoms developed. Pt called her doctor and is waiting for a call back.

923806 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 ND 53.0 53 F Fatigue and headache, body aches occurred the day after vaccination, but resolved the next day. The left arm became very irritating on the 25th with flaking skin and very itchy. Saturday the arm became inflamed which has remained through today. Redness, swelling, and hot to touch today.

923807 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MD 40.0 40 F Right jaw pain, similar to what TMJ would be like, although I've never had TMJ and there's low stress in my life. Pain not relieved by Motrin/NSAIDs, constant 4/10, dull, and interferes with ability to chew.

923808 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 NV 57.0 57 F Racing heart within 15 min. and kind of whoozy. And then okay. Came back to office and developed a headache about one hour after. Took 1000 mg of Tylenol; and I was feeling okay. Just arm was sore. Not extremely sore. 8 pm at night - started shaking; knees were knocking together; severe chills; and it took a few minutes to recognize what was happening - took temp. 99.4; took another 1000mg tylenol; went to bathroom and without notice -  puked; woke up an hour after going to bed with worsened chills; 10:30 pm - temp 102.4; too early to take more Tylenol and so took pharmacy's version of Nyquil. Slept through the night after Nyquil but woke up with chills continuing - temp 103. 8 at 4:30 am; and then sat at side of bed and took tylenol 1000 mg  and got up to go to bathroom and couldn't walk forward and felt my arm hurt really really bad; couldn't walk forward; I leaned against the wall and bounced against the next wall and kept walking and grabbed a bedroom doorknob and got into the bathroom and fell on toilet and then crawled to couch because I couldn't walk straight. Stayed on a couch for two hours and then it was gone. Fever and chills continued that whole day on 24th. Didn't eat/had no appetite. Christmas day -no fever. Felt shaky though - like I'd been super sick. No appetite still. Felt woozy and shaky inside (felt shaky inside) and that lasted for several days.  Appetite still remains poor. 02 stats were low through all of it - four liters (up two liters than normal.  Contacted: a pulmonologist - Dr. and she helped with O2 questions.

923809 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 PA 46.0 46 F Pain at Injection site. Swelling, Redness, Induration at Injections site  5 days later Pain, Swelling, Induration of Left Axila

923811 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 SD 55.0 55 F Approximately 10 minutes after receiving injection the patient reported nausea and a tingling sensation in the roof of her mouth. Vital signs stable. Complaining of severe headache a short time later. symptoms did not subside and thus following a physician's recommendation, this person was transferred by ambulance to the ED

923812 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 GA 40.0 40 F Approximately 5 minutes after vaccine administration, patient began to feel flushed and she was tachycardia. Brought patient away from public area, gave cool pack, oxygen and called EMS. EMS monitored patient and issue resolved within 20 minutes.

923813 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 PA 48.0 48 F Lightheadedness Tinlging in feet or head  Given water and a snack; symptoms resolved. monitored for 30 minutes.

923814 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 FL 30.0 30 F muscle aches, right upper arm. tenderness at  the injection site.  headache, not relieved by  ibuprofen
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923815 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 NY 27.0 26 F I experienced swelling in my face and lips. Hives on my chest and neck. I went to the ED 12/31. I felt nauseated and there was a burning in my stomach. I had a headache. I have been experiencing these symptoms at random since the vaccine.

923816 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 WI 63.0 63 M Patient reported the tip of his tongue feeling "tickly" 10 minutes post injection. Denied any other complaints or concerns. At 20 minutes post injection, he reported it was starting to get better. Denied any other complaints or concerns at that time as well. Drank some water at this time and felt it was improving. Patient reported at 30 minutes post injection that the "tickly" feeling on his tongue was gone and requested to leave. Patient alert and oriented, no other signs or symptoms, denied any breathing concerns. Left clinic ambulatory. Encouraged to report to urgent care if symptoms returned or worsened. Agreed to plan and verbalized understanding.

923817 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 25.0 25 M Soreness at the injection site

923818 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 FL 40.0 40 F Possible administration error. Injection likely did not go into muscle and was given in subcutaneous tissue. On day 8 after injection patient developed hives, redness, swelling, induration, and warmth to anterior deltoid where vaccine was given. Day 9 local reaction worsened and swelling, redness, induration became bigger. Day 10 (today) continues with erythema, swelling, and warmth. No systemic signs of illness. No fevers. Skin intact and without blistering or necrosis.

923819 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 WV 42.0 42 F Sore arm and fatigue lasting 24 hours.   Ibuprofen.

923820 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Swollen and red at injection site. Warm to the touch and itchy

923821 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 45.0 45 F Received Pfizer Covid vaccine at 11:30 am and after 5 min , she experienced dry and itchy throat. No change in voice, no wheezing , able to drink and swallow water without difficulty. Vital signs and O2 saturation /oximetry were normal.  After 30 min into observation, she c/o lightheartedness and both eyes were puffy. Vitals: BP 129/75, hr 91, O2 sat 99% at room air . Benadryl 50 mg IM given and client was taken to the Emergency room..

923822 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 MA 36.0 36 F The day after the vaccine I had fatigue and body aches. Then on 12-23 fevers of 101.4, chills, body aches, diarrhea, vomiting, productive cough, and profuse sweating. Jan 1st I was in the shower and was dizzy with a headache. Loss of consciousness almost happened and that is when i got out of the shower and laid down. Went to the ED and was diagnosed with bilateral pneumoniaY 1

923823 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 OR 57.0 57 F The patient started to complain of tongue tingling,  given Benadryl  and EMS called then allergic reaction continued to progress, given epi-pen  and transported to the local emergency department. Patient vital signs stable throughout the event, able to ambulate to ambulance with standby assistance.

923824 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 NY 62.0 62 F On Jan 1st developed small itchy resented area size of a penny. It further progressed over the next day or two to approximately 2 inch diameter reddened area not raised  itchy. It is still itchy at time but fading to just a reddened ring around the 2 inch area. Slight itching

923825 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MI 44.0 44 U 13:40 patient complained of bilateral numbness of fingers and toes BP 180/125, HR 129, 100% spO2.  Patient was monitored for 35 minutes and released home. Last set of vitals: BP 161/114, HR 80, 100% spO2. Patient referred to follow up with PCP. All symptoms had resolved at time of release.

923826 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 54.0 54 F Sore arm Nausea  Dizziness  Headache

923827 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 IL 40.0 40 F Painful right axillary adenopathy developed upon waking on 1/4/21.  On 1/5/21, noted red itchy skin patch overlying injection site on right arm.  At time of submission of this form, both issues are still present and persist.

923828 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 52.0 52 F C/O swelling , soreness, and redness to injection site.  States it is still that way 5 days later and itches.  Denies increased in size, denies pus.

923829 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 PA 40.0 41 M Swollen Lymphnodes above right clavical and under right armpit.  Sore joints in right arm.

923830 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CA 63.0 63 M fever 101-102 on 12/30/2020 with confusion

923831 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 ND 26.0 26 F Injection site became itchy, and then around the entire area, shoulder area, down arm.  Would lessen, then become worse again,  Injection site ice packed, hydrocortisone cream applied to area at 5:45pm and 6:10pm with some relief.  Small welts noted at times, but decreased with treatments.  Benadryl 25mg PO at 5:15pm, Benadryl 12.5mg PO Chewable at 5:45pm and Benadryl 25mg PO at 6:10pm, all on 1/5 Repeated 25 mg PO at 8:30 on 1/6 for slight itchy HR regular, no swelling in face or tongue, no shortness of breath, no headache or visual disturbances. No nausea or vomiting, or diarrhea.  Drove to home, took bath and slept well that night.  Still reports general itchiness throughout body on 01/06 with some relief from benadryl.

923832 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PA 37.0 37 F 8:00 am: tongue numbness and reported to observer 8:05 am: tongue swollen lips numb 8:10 am: registering in ER tachycardia. Throat mouth dry and tight change to hoarse voice lightheaded. EpiPen administered. Ekg done.   Other meds provided: 500 ml saline bolus. Famotidine, prednisone, benadryl    Angioedemia and readmittance to ER approximately 18hrs later: prednisone,epipen, benadryl iv and po, famotidine, saline bolus

923833 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MI 27.0 27 F Patient developed acute pain, itching and warmth at site of vaccine administration. She developed a rash extending to the top of the LEFT shoulder into the LEFT earlobe

923834 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 VA 60.0 60 M Patient may have received double dose, 58 mcg, in single injection. Unsure of exact dilution used. Once one vaccine was administered and error was discovered, no other doses administered. Patient experienced side effects consistent with vaccine side effects.

923835 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MD 59.0 59 F Patient received moderna vaccine and while waiting started to have tingling of tongue, had to be taken to the ER.

923836 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PA 24.0 24 F Chills; Headache; Elevated temperature (100.7F)

923837 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 IN 24.0 24 M Was fine for ~8 hours then started to feel ?off? after completing an upper body workout. I then felt nauseous and threw up, and my body began to ache. 12 hours post vaccination I began to develop a fever of 99.8 with the use of acetaminophen and had severe chills / muscle aches.  The fever progresses to 101.1 about 36hours post vaccine and declined to 100.8 48 hours post vaccine. By 72 hours the fever was gone as well as all symptoms excluding fatigue and a slight headache.

923838 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 ID 36.0 36 F Under arm pain on arm of injection. Swelling of under arm as well. Lasting 6 days. Did require me to take over the counter pain relief.

923839 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 58.0 58 F Pfizer COVID vaccine gine. Headsche weakness and extreme conjunctivitis present

923840 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 FL 29.0 29 F Onset of disorientation and epitaxis from the L naris 90 minutes after injection.  Resolved without medical intervention.

923841 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 MO 56.0 56 F site redness, little warm and itchy about dime size for couple days after, felt a little sluggish for 1 day or 2 after. Last Wednesday 12/30/20 injection site came back with itching, redness about a dime size again, never gone away. Last night it was bigger about a size of a quarter, warm, red and itchy, took Zyrtec. This morning 1/6/21 it is about the size of my palm, warm, little itchy. I had headache and neck stiffness last week, but none as of yesterday. Forgot to mention on phone this morning.

923842 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 GA 19.0 19 F Pt. reports that she noticed her left arm where she received Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA was red, swollen and itching this morning (01/06/2021) at approximately 7:45 AM. Pt. also states that she started taking Bactrim on 01/05/2021 for a UTI and she took only one dose prior to the event. Reports taking Amoxicillian for stye last week and was switched to Bactrim on Monday for a UTI but did not take first dose of Bactrim until Tuesday 01/05/2021. Pt. also reports all over itching including legs and face it red and blotchy on both cheeks that also began today. Pt. came into clinic on 01/06/2021 at 1:54 PM for visual evaluation of arm. Upper outer left arm (left deltoid area) has red rash 55MM Length & 30 MM Wide Area is also warm to touch. Pt. used cool compress for the redness, swelling and Benadryl for the itching.Pt. reports that swelling and redness has improved but itching continues along with aching.  Reports a numb feeling in the area of the shot on left deltoid. Pt. also reports left axillary tenderness but states that started shortly after vaccination. Patient's mother notified primary care provider due to current use of Bactrim but no actual visit to doctor was made. Pt. instructed to continue to monitor for side effects and to contact HD and primary healthcare provider if symptoms worsen.

923843 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PR 52.0 52 F Fever, body aches, severe headaches, the vaccine site is hot and swollen and painful

923844 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WI 16.0 16 F Patient had completed the VAR form prior to the clinic. Staff was aware that only ages 18 and over could get immunization. They allowed her to have the shot with parental approval, which we as the vaccinators did not notice or approve of.

923845 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MA 56.0 56 F States she felt her heart was racing. Denies CP, SOB. She was talking without difficulty. No rash or hives. Walking without difficulty. No dizziness. Evaluated by EMS. VS-156/70, 90, 22. O2 Sat 100%. Recheck-148/76, 86, 18, 100%. States she felt it could be due to anxiety. No history of anxiety. She declined transfer to hospital. Left to go to work. No complaints. Left at 6:45PM.

923846 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 ND 43.0 43 M On 12/24, at 8:30a I began to get nauseated  which lasted about 2hrs. Around 1am I woke  up with SOB which continued thru the night, with off and on sleep. I woke back up at 5:45am, went to work with the SOB which lasted until 12N and resolved on its own.  Around 3-330pm I began to feel feverish and had chills and was told I was disoriented.  My temp was 100.5, HR 122 R 34 BP 170/100 O2-93%. I notified the DON of my feelings who advised me those were possible side effects of the vaccine and made me continue to work until I just couldnt take the feelings anymore and went to the ER.  I was there for about 2 hrs and my body began to calm down.  I took taken 100mg of Tylenol on my own just to help with the fever which did break shortly and I have been fine every since. I was positive for COVID 12/14.

923847 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WA 43.0 43 M Nausea, Diarrhea, Sore throat, headache and congestion. Started an hour after receiving the vaccination. Symptoms increased the following day.

923848 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Tingling in left arm radiating to hand, little finger. BP 110/80 HR 90 @ 1139. Injection site has no redness or swelling. BP 120/80 HR 70 @ 1150. Tingling better, feels ok to leave.

923849 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CA 63.0 63 M fever 101-102 on 12/30/2020 followed by confusion, headaches

923850 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 CO 26.0 26 F I had vomitting and that was moderate. The following day I was nauseous. My arm was pretty swollen and pain in the arm for two day. I had a headache that was pretty severe for two days. The third day I felt a little bit of arm soreness but I could use my arm a little better.  I started having a little bit of a rash at the point of where I received the vaccine.

923851 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Numb lips, tongue. Benadryl given

923852 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MO 28.0 28 F Starting on 01/04/21 Employee noticed red swollen area below injection site. States itching warm to the touch. Area is 7 X 4.5cm on posterior of left arm not deltoid. States took 2 doses of Benadryl with minimal improvement. Explained conservative interventions including, cool compresses, IBU and OTC allergy medication if allowed by PCP. Employee verbalized understanding and will continue to monitor site. Employee advised to contact patient safety as the injection was misplaced by the vaccinator.

923853 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 IA 52.0 52 M injection site tenderness; swelling/pain of lymph node left armpit

923855 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 TX 38.0 38 F large, diffuse local reaction including erythema, edema, tenderness, itching around whole deltoid area where injection was given

923856 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MN 69.0 69 F Extremely tired, arms and legs felt like lead. Sharp pain top of ankles. Tireness, achiness, joint pain, muscle pain, headache. Feeling unwell.

923857 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WI 30.0 30 F At approximately 1630, patient was getting ready to leave the vaccine clinic. She advised writer that she had a strong metallic taste in her mouth. It started 10-15 minutes after the injection. Denied all other symptoms that could be considered a side effect or allergic reaction to the vaccination. Advised patient she could stay later for further observation. Patient declined to stay. She felt fine otherwise. Patient was further advised if develops shortness of breath, or throat tightening to call 911 immediatley. Patient verbalized understanding. She indicated that she does have an epi pen due to allergies and will use it if necessary.   Called patient at approximately 1830. She informed writer that she did have the strong Metallic taste in her mouth that started 15 minutes after the immunization and it lasted for about 1 hour.  She reports that she was slightly light headed once she got home. Patient is not sure if it is due to starting night shift last night or if it was from the vaccine. Patient encouraged to increase her water intake. She was also encouraged to call PCP's office if light headedness does not completely resolved. If develops life threatening symptoms, to call 911.  She was in agreement with plan.  Writer will completed VAERS report tomorrow.

923858 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 ME 44.0 44 F Red circular area that started day two. Seemed to not really grown until day 7 and has gotten bigger on day 8 and 9 and arm is sore again with a hard lump under injection site.

923859 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 22.0 22 M Chills, upper arm ache, stomach ache, and fever (100.7) at about 11 am on Wednesday January 6, 2021.  Called employee health and went to get a COVID test

923860 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 FL 47.0 47 F 7 days after receiving the vaccine I have developed a red patch that is hot to the touch at the injection site.

923861 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MA 41.0 41 F Approxametly 12 hours after receiving the vaccine I had feelings of nausea, headache, left arm pain and general malaise.  This lasted about 2 hours and then subsided.  For the last week, I've had off and on headaches and feelings of tiredness.  I've also had soreness in left arm at the injection site.  Yesterday, 1/5/2021 I noticed increased redness, warmth and a raised area at the injection site.  It's hard and a little itchy.  I've also had soreness in my neck and arm pitt.  I have reached out to employee health through the hospital that i work at and whom i recieved that vaccine from in regards to my symptoms.  The only invervention I've taken has been taking tylenol for a headache.

923862 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 KY 63.0 63 F Temperature 101, headache, ears hurt, body aches , nauseated

923863 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 WI 44.0 44 F Persistent migrane pain with nausea

923864 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MO 30.0 30 F Employee here for COVID vaccine reaction, Left upper arm in deltoid area is red, swollen, warm to the touch. States this reaction started 01/05/21 with redness and itching area was outlined in pen at that time measured 7 X 9cm. The area has now expanded and is 11.5 X 11.5cm. States it is itching tender to the touch, swelling seems to wax and wane. No medication taken at this time. Redness does appear to be spreading toward collar bone and streaks are noted extending up shoulder. Recommending that the employee get seen for this reaction by PCP or walk in clinic to rule out possible cellulitis. Employee verbalizes understanding and agrees.

923865 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TX 40.0 40 F approximately 3 hours after vaccine, complaining of L arm pain.  Patient concerned the vaccine was placed ?too high.?  Patient reports she spoke with RN?s on her unit and showed location of vaccination and was educated it was placed too high.  Patient reports sore arm after 1st dose but reports, ?this feels so much worse.  I can barely lift my arm.?    Patient educated to rotate Tylenol and motrin according to the medical directive for prescription medication and to apply ice to injection site.  Patient educated to call vaccine support line for worsening symptoms, patient verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

923866 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NM 33.0 33 F Fully body itch, no redness and no rash

923867 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 NY 28.0 28 F Soreness at injection site day 2 that resolved. Diarrhea days 5- present. Hives surrounding injection site started day 9 post injection.

923868 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 IL 24.0 24 F Patient is a 24 years old female seen today for Follow-Up (Received covid vax on 12/23, swollen, painful lymphnodes in L armpit and L side of neck)  The LE is seen today on call with chief complaint of swelling of the left anterior neck.  She received the Pfizer co bid 19 vaccine on 12/23 in the upper outer left on her.  On the 25th she noted some discomfort in the axilla which then persisted all week.  She did not have any fever or chills or malaise.  She noted no redness in the axilla or in the area of the injection.  She then developed visible swelling in the anterior left side of her neck and a sonogram was done which shows 6 areas of enlargement the largest one is 1.7 cm in diameter. Patient has the image on her phone and this was reviewed with her. She has no discomfort in the right axilla and no swelling elsewhere in the neck.  She has no history of similar swelling.

923869 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 ME 37.0 37 F 6 days after administration I have a large area of redness at the area of injection (15x10cm) that is also slightly raised

923870 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 WA 46.0 46 F Rash on my back since last night. I saw my doctor in a visit today and she believes that this is hot tub folliculitis, but she wanted me to report anyway.There are about 30 pustules on my back that are uncomfortable but not painful, nor itching. This has not worsened. Prescribed by doctor  is topical medication. I will begin this medication later this afternoon.

923871 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 54.0 54 F PATIENT RECEIVED VACCINE ON DEC 18TH.  ON DEC 30, PATIENT BEGAN EXPERIENCING HAND AND JOINT PAIN THAT SPREAD TO ENTIRE UPPER BODY.  SHOOTING PAINS UP HER NECK AND DOWN HER ARMS.  DEVELOPED ITCHY RASH ALL OVER UPPER BODY AS WELL AS HEADACHE AND SWOLLEN LYMPH NODES.  CRP WAS 3.6 AND SED RATE 25.  COVID TEST WAS NEGATIVE.  PATIENT PUT ON MEDROL DOSE PACK AND SYMPTOMS RESOLVED IN 5 DAYS

923872 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MN 50.0 50 F Severe Nausea within 30 minutes - has not subsided - still present after 24 hours Chest Pain - began after 10 hours - reduced pain after 24 hours, but still present Headache - began after 8 hours - still present Cough - began after 8 hours - still present Sore Throat - began after 8 hours - still present Shaking hands - began next morning - still present

923873 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 MO 36.0 36 F Day of injection developed a nickel sized raised bump at injection site. 1 week after this red area began enlarging; did not start subsiding until 1/5/2021. See photo taken 1/3/2021: perimeter was red and raised. Itching started on 1/4/2021.

923874 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IN 33.0 33 F 103 fever, chills, severe muscle pain, hypersensitive nerves, chest pain, headache, lightheaded

923875 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 0.58 0 M Abnormal eye movements (multiple an hour) the following day (12/19). He was taken to local emergency room and admitted to neurology for continuous video EEG, sedated for brain MRI, ophthalmology exam. All tests were normal, but movements have continued. He saw ophthalmology for a dilated exam today, 1/6/2020, and they referred us to neuro ophthalmology.0.6 Y 3

923876 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 33.0 33 F Headaches, nausea, slight fever

923877 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 52.0 52 M Neck pain, left jaw pain, headache in both temple regions

923878 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 KY 41.0 41 M FLUSHING, STIFFNESS IN LEFT ARM MOVING UPWARDS TOWARD NECK. NUMBNESS IN THROAT/MOUTH/FACE. ADMINISTERED ORAL DIPHENHYDRAMINE 25MG AND CALLED PT'S PCP. PCP WAS ABLE TO SEE PATIENT IMMEDIATELY AND PATIENT TRANSPORTED TO THE OFFICE (ON-SITE).

923879 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA 38.0 38 F WITHIN ONE HOUR OF RECEIVING VACCINATION DEVELOPED 102.6F FEVER, HAVE HAD RECURRENT FEVER EVERYDAY ALONG WITH BODY PAINS, CHILLS FOR 1 WEEK NOW AND COUNTING CURRENTLY TAKING MOTRIN & TYLENOL TO ALEIVE FEVER

923880 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MO 49.0 49 F Employee here with COVID vaccine reaction on left arm in deltoid area. The area became on 01/29/20 but then the redness went away, it came back on 01/05/21 the area is red swollen and hot to the touch. Employee complains that the skin is taught and feels like it pulls when she moves her arm. The area is 10.5 X 8cm and has non defined lines with possible streaking. Explained that the employee should contact her PCP or go to a walk in clinic for evaluation and treatment. Employee verbalized understanding and agreed with plan.

923881 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 SC 46.0 46 F faver 102, body aches, joint pain after first dose

923882 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 ME 48.0 47 F chest tightness, flushing, swollen lips, tingling in the left arm, no shortness or breath, no palpitations, no lightheadedness, no dizziness, no nausea or vomiting, no rash, no redness, no cough, no tongue swelling  Started within 20-30 minutes of receiving the vaccine  Received 25mg of Benadryl with improvement

923883 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Symptoms - ? approximately 3 hours after vaccine, complaining of L arm pain.  Patient concerned the vaccine was placed ?too high.?  Patient reports she spoke with RN?s on her unit and showed location of vaccination and was educated it was placed too high.  Patient reports sore arm after 1st dose but reports, ?this feels so much worse.  I can barely lift my arm.?    Recommendation? Patient educated to rotate Tylenol and motrin according to the medical directive for prescription medication and to apply ice to injection site.  Patient educated to call vaccine support line for worsening symptoms, patient verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

923884 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 PA 40.0 40 M Dizziness Lightheadedness  Chills Sweating Hypotensive  Monitored for 45 minutes.  Placed in Trendelenberg position.  BP 142/100 EMS was called to evaluated. Patient refused to go with.

923885 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 MI 34.0 34 F None

923886 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NM 70.0 70 F severe headache, dizziness, vomiting,  elevated bp, turned pale, legs shaking scratchy throat, rash to face and throat,

923887 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 GA 34.0 34 M RAISED, RED RASH ON LEFT ARM 5 DAYS STATUS POST VACCINATION.  RARELY ITCHED. 3/X4 INCHES

923888 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MO 55.0 55 F Normal initial soreness for first 3 days. Started itching around vicinity of injection site. Soreness returned which was more localized and noticed small bump under surface of skin, about the size of a golf ball, warm to touch and skin slightly red. Lot # is at home

923889 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 32.0 32 F Patient vaccinated on 12.28.2020. After initial vaccination, just experienced sore arm. Eight days after vaccination (1/5/21) her arm was sore again. The next day (day 9, 1/6/21) she noticed redness, warmth, and soreness.

923890 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine EUA  I had an immediate headache and metallic taste in my mouth within 1 hour of the vaccine. Those symptoms went away within 1-1/2 hours of the vaccine. Then on Saturday morning at 2am I developed chills, body and joint ache diffusely. I took 600 mg of ibuprofen at that time and they symptoms were gone by Saturday morning at 9:30am.

923891 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 WV 29.0 29 F Day one 1/3/2021 of reaction there was a knot and tenderness at injection site, day 2 1/4/2021Redness and itching at injection site (area approximately 1.5-2 inches in width and length. Drowsiness and dizziness were also present on 1/4/2021.

923892 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 TX 49.0 49 F I did let the nurse know right after I got the vaccine It did feel like  a huge water balloon was sitting on my arm and very heavy at the site. I went to the waiting area and the last 5 minutes and I started feeling weird, kind of getting dizzy and my heart started racing really fast. Am I can tell I was getting really hot and my face was flushed and my heart was racing and my hands started shaking, trembling almost like I couldn't control it. I've never experienced something like this. The part that really scared me was my heart racing like it was going to come out of my chest. They called a code, put me in a wheel chair and took me to the ER (where I work).  They took my blood pressure which was really high, they did EKG, blood work and urine test. They kept me there for about five hours, while watching me. And the last weird thing that happened at one point I felt like liquid was running thru my body and my feet were really cold for several hours, It felt like someone was pouring liquid over me. I kept asking the nurse if this is normal and no one knew what to tell me.  After everything started slowing back down and it had been a couple hours and the next day i felt like I had a slight head ache and felt out of it, kind of  like I had a hangover and of course my arm was really sore.  The Doctor in the ER did advise me not to get the second dose as it will be worse than the first one.Y 1

923893 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 LA 73.0 62 F During the patient's 15 minute post COVID vaccine observation, she reported feeling dizzy and unsteady on her feet. Her BP 188/78. HR 98. Pulse Ox 98% on room air. She did state she was anxious about recieving vaccine. While obtaining health history, the patient revealed she was feelin dizzy and unsteady as she was exiting the car this morning. She did not eat breakfast and also recently started allergy shots. She had skipped her allergy shot this week because of this appointment for COVID vaccine. Patient was monitored for an aditional 30 minutes. Vital signs returned to normal but she was still feeling dizzy. Her husband was called to pick her upand she was instructed to follow up with PCP.

923894 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 AR 52.0 52 F Rash on right torso (belt line) side of the back of and front of thighs and buttocks

923896 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Lightheadedness, dizziness - "felt like the room is spinning," weakness and tingling all extremities

923897 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 ME 52.0 52 F Patient had redness at injection site 4hrs after receiving vaccine on 12/29.  Patient started having red, indurated area around vaccine site on 1/2/2021.  Site around vaccine injection is now red, indurated, firm, and about 2in across.

923898 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Patient reports vertigo and it comes and goes since vaccine. She says the room is spinning and was unable to drive  and not able to care for patients.

923899 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 CT 40.0 40 F Warmth at injection site Warm all over body Itchy tingling on my lips. Same feeling I have when I eat shrimp.

923900 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MO 51.0 51 F Red Circle around injection site

923901 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WI 54.0 54 F LEFT SIDED CHEST PAIN, SHORTNESS OF BREATH, FELT WARM AND FLUSHED Y 2

923902 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 ME 47.0 47 F Chest tightness, flushing, arm tingling, lip swelling, warmth  No shortness or breath, no chest pain, no palpitations, no tongue swelling, no rash, no redness, no nausea, vomiting or lightheadedness, no diaphoresis, no Hives improved in 1 hour and with Benadryl

923903 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 KS 40.0 40 F Nause and headaches started 05 JAN 1021 around 5:00 pm. On 06 JAN 2021 I start experience dizziness and vomit.

923904 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 FL 33.0 33 F I developed congestion and nasal burning. Loss sense of smell and taste. Headache and muscle aches. I went to medical facility for a COVID19 test on the morning of 12/31/2020. I ended up testing Positive for COVID19.

923905 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 TX 72.0 72 F Tiredness, Headache, Feeling Nauseated, Dizziness,

923906 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 KS 26.0 26 M 2 days after receiving vaccine patient developed hives and itching. Treated with OTC diphenhydramine.

923908 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 GA 61.0 61 F Low grade temp, body aches, fatigue

923909 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Swollen lymph node on right jawline

923911 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MO 51.0 51 F Since getting the vaccine, my arm has had many different reactions. It did start out with pain at the injection site, swollen and red. That went away. Last week, the red spot around the injection site seemed to spread to the size of a golf ball. Last night, I noticed that there was a white ring around the injection site and the redness spread to the size of my hand, puffed up and looked like a rash. Did not hurt or itch, just warm to touch. This morning, It was not puffed up, no white ring, but the redness is still the size of my hand and warm to touch. It comes and goes as far as the swelling, rash look, I also had swelling under my right armpit which is the arm I had the shot in. The swelling is down today. Not sure if this is anything to worry about, please let me know if I need to do something. I do take Benadryl for my allergies, so that may be helping some of the symptoms lessen.

923912 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NC 26.0 26 F I had  joint pain and muscle aches. I had a headache also.  My expected date of delivery is 06/19/2021. I am 16 1/2 weeks today.

923913 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WI 16.0 16 F Patient was given the immunization despite her being outside of the appropriate age range.  Patient and workplace had signed VAR stating they were 18 years old and able to receive the vaccine. Immunizing staff wasn't aware of her age due to the fact that the VAR was filled out and approved by the workplace.

923914 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MD 31.0 31 F Around bedtime on the day of injection, developed a fever of 99.8 and a terrible headache. My left arm was very painful, even when not touching it or moving it. When I woke up in the morning, fever was higher (100.7) and I was so weak I could barely walk to the bathroom. I felt very dizzy and tired. I drank water and took ibuprofen for the pain. Stayed on the couch all day and took ibuprofen PM to sleep last night. Woke up very early today with a fever of 99.4 and still a bad headache and weak. Walking to the bathroom makes me feel like I need a nap.

923916 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 36.0 36 M Vaccine recipient received second shot of Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine on 1/4/2021. Reported that starting approximately 24 hours post vaccine developed a low grade fever (99.1), body aches, chills, headache, and malaise. Vaccine recipient took Tylenol. This morning they reported that most of their symptoms have subsided and an occasional headache remains. Pfizer-BioNTech COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA.

923917 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 VA 63.0 63 F Got the Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA   on 12/28/2020 around 3:48pm.   in my left arm.   Arm was sore for about 3 days afterwards. Swelling and redness was noticed on 12/30/2020 and has not gone away.   Still have redness and swelling and skin feel still feels   swollen and warm around the injection site.  Also have tightness or hardness around the injection site and itches.

923918 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MD 67.0 67 M fever 101, chills, head ache,

923919 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 PA 19.0 19 F Hypotensive - 106/62, 98/57; Lightheadedness; Flushed Monitored for 35 minutes total  Placed in Trendelenberg position.  BP 121/74.  HR 85  Released from clinic.

923920 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 GA 37.0 37 F "I received the Moderna COVID vaccine on 12/29.  12 hours after the vaccine I had numbness and tingling in my feet.  The following morning (24 hours post vaccine) I still was having numbness and tingling in my feet and my legs from knees down felt weak and jelly like. I still was able to walk fine, but it was uncomfortable, not able to work out etc.  12/31 (48 hours post) I worked for 10 hours this day and symptoms were the same, that evening I continued to have same symptoms and my knees and ankles ached intermittently. 1/1- Same symptoms as previous days. 1/2- Same symptoms and started having tingling down back of upper leg from butt to back of knee, still tingling in feet.  1/2- Went to ER waited 8 hours and left. 1/3- Went to Emory ER and they ruled out GBS and said they have not seen this particular reaction to the vaccine but due to presentation they believe it is a vaccine reaction".

923921 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MA 57.0 57 F Pt reported a slightly scratchy throat, feeling a little "tightness" without difficulty swallowing Denies SOB, CP, rash.  No improvement after 5-10 minutes, seen by AMR EMT for physical assessment.  VSS: SpO2 100%, 96 HR, BP 157/107 Per EMS, lung sounds clear no wheezes noted. No hives noted on physical assessment Left building approx 1815, steady gait A&Ox3

923922 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 MO 49.0 49 F A rash on the upper right arm (which is the same arm I received the vaccine). Rash is slightly raised and slightly warmer than surrounding skin, but does not itch.

923923 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 NY 61.0 61 F 8 days post injection (Wed. 12/30/20), L arm became red, swollen and warm to touch. Saw internal medicine doctor (Thurs 12/31/20) recommended to take Zyrtec- took one and on Friday 1/1 the red (not raised area) was fading. By today 1/6/20 it has resolved.

923924 12/30/2000 01/06/2021 TX 42.0 22 F Injection side is swollen, red, itchy, burning, and hot. appt set for Friday for PCP

923925 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 54.0 54 F About 30 to 40 mins after receiving vaccine i began to experience acute rapid heart beat, extreme heat or hot flash, shaking, almost hyperventilating but was able to control breathing. Episode lasted 10 mins Immediately with vaccine I noted an antiseptic taste in my mouth and this continues.

923926 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 OK 21.0 21 F Chills, fever up to 102.5, and aches. Alternating ibuprofen and Tylenol lowered the fever to 100 but weren?t able to break the fever for over 12 hours. Temperature is continuing to drop back to normal range now.

923927 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MD 58.0 58 F On day 8 following vaccine and large area of redness appeared on left deltoid spreading from injection site down and inward. Area is very firm, red, swollen, painful, and itches.

923928 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 MO 44.0 44 F I received the Covid Vaccine on 12-22-2020 in my left arm. I did have some soreness & body aches for a couple days after the vaccine was given. On Friday Jan 1, 2021 I noticed my left arn was very warm and tender at injection site. On Saturday Jan 2, 2021 my left arm started itching, became red and very hot to the touch. Today is Tuesday Jan 5, 2021, my arm is still very hot to the touch, very itchy and the redness has increased to most of my upper arm. Visible irritation noted to the left arm. I did check in with employee health.

923929 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 ME 44.0 44 F fogginess, headache, sinus pressure no other symptoms  improved water and observation

923930 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TX 44.0 44 F Symptoms - ? EE reports she waited for 30-minute observation period with no adverse reaction.  EE left work to drive home after vaccine and reports approximately 45 minutes later felt ?hot and cold? all over her body and felt ?panicky.?  EE reports she pulled over and called her husband.  At time of call (approx. 13:33), EE reports still feeling a little ?tingly? on her entire body and ?odd.?  EE reports mild shaking to bilateral hands. EE reports last time she ate was at approximately 06:45 this am.    Home remedies? -   EE was in Starbucks parking lot at time of call and was going to be getting lunch after call.  Recommendation? EE educated to eat and drink something, EE verbalized back understanding.  EE educated to call vaccine support line for worsening symptoms, EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

923931 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 FL 37.0 37 F Severe fatigue, headache, chills, vomiting, tachycardia for 4 days that started the morning after I received my vaccine. I could not hold my head up or hold down fluids. Saw an NP at urgent care and  was given zofran. Covid and Flu test were negative.

923932 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 IN 79.0 79 U Patient had chills, nausea, and vomited x3 about an hour post vaccination. Patient was given Zofran 4mg PO. Symptoms resolved.

923933 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 WV 29.0 29 F On 1/3/2021 I noticed tenderness at injection site, there was a knot under the skin, on 1/5/2021 the was a red circle around injection site, this area welted up but welting goes away and comes back and is itchy at times, on 1/6/2021 red area is lighter in color, continues to welt up off and on and is itchy at times.

923934 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MD 61.0 61 F I experienced a metallic taste in my mouth about a minute after receiving the vaccine. It lingered for approximately six hours.

923935 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 MA 62.0 62 F I got my shot on the 19th and that evening it was like a light switch and I was so tired I went to sleep at 730pm I had severe chills and fever and had to go to bed. The next day I still wasn't feeling well and I was called in to get covid tested and I went to the ER on the 21st and took a rapid covid test that was positive. I was stable and had good oxygenation and was discharged. I have fever nausea vomiting  I also had problems with O2 stat i was in the 80s and realized I was having respiratory failure so I was admitted on the 27th and I've been here ever since. I had kinetic storm and infusions my O2 stats were bad and I was sent to the covid unit and put on high flow oxygen and negative for a PE, I'm still on the covid unit but I feel much better todayY 11

923936 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 ME 49.0 49 F Initially patient was told to take Benadryl and ibuprofen for injection site reaction pain.  In the following days patient has developed urticarial plaque has continued to increase in size since injection (currently 4-6?); pruritic and hot to the touch; feverish since injection; diffuse arthralgias and myalgias; unable to lift left arm due to pain for approximately 3 days; pain continues in arm. Continues to feel poorly, has headache and lethargy. Developed dysuria, hematuria and lower abdominal pain (1/2/21). Experiencing runs of tachycardia in evenings lasting seconds to minutes and then resolve.

923937 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Patient received the vaccine in her arm. Then at the 12 min mark, she felt her lips tingling, dry mouth, light headed, flushed, and nauseated. She was taken to the Emergency Dept where she was given a Zofran and still vomited once. Then she got a Benadryl and Solumedrol injections. Then she was observed for an hour and a half. Her temp did go up to 99.2 from around 98.4. HR 90-100s. O2 sats normal.

923938 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 FL 45.0 45 F I was completely fine for 7 days after the shot, then on the 8th day I started to get a red rash on the site of the shot on my left upper arm, swollen, and the muscles going up to my shoulder and neck started to swell and painful (painful to lift my arm up).  For the past 2 days the swelling and rash has doubled in size (grown to 3.5inches in diameter), fatigue, nausea, dizziness.

923939 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 CT 72.0 72 F on January 5, I noted a 2-2 1/2  reddened area on my left arm at the injection site. This was 2 weeks after the initial injection. The area was not hot to touch but was mildly itchy.   The area has begun to slowly fade.

923940 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 FL 74.0 74 F tinnutis,  About 29 hours after my first dose, it began to sound like water running in my right ear.  Then on the 6th day after my first vaccine, the same sound began in my left ear.  This is the 7th day after my first dose and the sound continues continuously in both ears.   Hearing was reduced

923941 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 20.0 20 F One week after my shot my arm had became itchy and red. Now it is not itchy, but it is red and the swelling spot has grown from a small mosquito bite size to the size of my palm. Very warm to the touch and my right arm is sore.

923942 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TX 33.0 32 F The effect I had was extreme fatigue day after the vaccine. I couldn't stay awake until my regular bed time. This continued for 3 days I had to go to bed super early. The following Sunday I started feeling better.(Estimated date of delivery mid Sept. Pt stated she isn't moving forward with pregnancy).

923943 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 PA 53.0 53 F Dizziness Lightheadedness Nausea Monitored for 30 minutes total; no intervention required and released to home.

923944 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 FL 52.0 52 F Silver Dollar size persistent induration, erythema and itching 9 days after injection.

923945 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 42.0 42 M Diarrhea and Headache starting 3 hours after first dose.

923946 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 62.0 62 F Started with body aches and lethargy at about 1800, then progressed to temperature sensitivity-felt cold. I went to bed but awoke hot, then alternated with cold frequently. I began having twitching in my hands which kept me awake.  These symptoms continued until morning. Toward the AM, about 0500, I had fluttering sensations in my body.

923947 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 54.0 54 U Red rash around site, slight swelling and some itchiness.

923948 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Patient has hx of anxiety, states she usually takes 0.5 mg, took only 1/2 prior to vaccine clinic.  After scheduling return visit, patient sat down and shortly c/o having problems breathing.  Line monitor noticed patient and called APRN and EMS.  Patient placed in WC and brought to a room.  VS monitored, patient called and spoke to husband and after about 30 mi she left.  VS normal, no SOB, calmed own.
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923949 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Mild rash- anterior neck and left forearm associated with skin tingling; resolved within 15 minutes with Benadryl 25 mg po x 1 dose

923950 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 MO 36.0 36 F Day of injection developed a nickel sized raised bump at injection site. 1 week after this red area began enlarging; did not start subsiding until 1/5/2021. See photo taken 1/3/2021: perimeter was red and raised. Itching started on 1/4/2021.

923951 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 65.0 65 F Fever, chills, headache, nausea.

923952 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Patient had tingling around her mouth, lightheadedness, flushed. She  went to the ER and they gave her Zofran and she vomited. She had Benadryl and was observed.

923953 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 IL 38.0 38 F Red, raised, swollen pain at injection site starting from 24 hours post injection and still remaining 7 days post injection.

923954 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 IL 65.0 65 F Sugar levels became abnormally high. Over 400. Insulin given to bring level back to correct level but took all afternoon and evening to get it down.

923955 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MA 35.0 35 M Patient reports receiving the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine 12/28/20, started noticing itching to left proximal arm with subsequent rash developing to arm 48 hours ago. Patient reports lining rash last night, noted rash extending past lining today. Patient noted some reactive lymphadenopathy, denies any further concerns or complaints.

923956 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 KY 42.0 42 F Fever 101.4. Headache body aches diarrhea ongoing for 3 days now

923957 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 AL 64.0 64 F body aches, fever 1st 24 hrs, diahrea, headache 48 hrs  and swelling  of eyes, nasal passages and shortness of breath at 50hrs. Treated with antihistines and steroids for a week .Feeling better now but have been extra tired.

923958 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 MO 30.0 30 F The injection site developed a large bruise. Then a few days later the injection site and the 1-1.5 inches around the site became red, inflamed/swollen, hard to the touch and painful.

923959 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 59.0 59 F 6:15 pm Chilling, cold to touch, afebrile.   10 pm woke up still chilling afebrile. Swelling in right axilla.  Tightness around upper arm/axilla area. No redness at injection site.  5 am weakness in lower legs, shakey/jittery, and dizziness. Bp 129/75, HR 65, resp 16, O2 say 96. 9 am  dizziness subsided 11 am weakness in legs subsided, axilla swelling subsided, soreness remains.

923960 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TX 47.0 47 F 1255  states that  feels palpitations ,  tingling , shaking hands and light headed . VS  BP 142/78,  HR 108, R 18  SPO2 99% on room air. 1306 : Denies  palpitations and shaking hand,  BP 138/72 , HR 80 , Spo2  100 on room air,  R 17 1315 ; Denies any of the symptoms. 1330: check out  vitals at the time of check out  VS  BP 136/72,  HR 72, R 17,   SPO2 99% on room air.

923961 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MI 46.0 46 F About 10 minutes after I received the ?Moderna COVID-19 vaccine EUA?  I felt lightheaded and my heart started  to race.  This only lasted for approximately a minute. I sat and waited for about 30 minutes before I left. When I got into my vehicle I noticed that my chest was really tight and I called my husband to talk to me while I drove home. After arriving home and not feeling like my chest tightness was a normal symptom I called my daughter who is an RN and she checked my vitals which were fine. She told me that I should continue to self monitor and if I got any worse to go to the ER. My symptoms chest tightness did not get any worse and felt a little better by the time I went to bed between 10-11pm. The next morning I woke up to get ready for work and felt a lot of the common symptoms like:  Fatigue, headache, muscle pain, chills, fever, and my arm was sore. The highest fever that I recorded was 102.4.  I still have a fever as I am filling out this form. It is 100.2 and I took 2 Motrin an hour and a half ago.

923963 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 60.0 60 M Low grade fever,Chills, muscle and joint pain. No treatment required. Symptoms resolved on 01/06/21

923964 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 37.0 37 M Itchiness, redness, blotchy arms

923965 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F Vaccine recipient received vaccine on 1/5/2021. Within 24 hours they developed right arm soreness and describes arm as feeling heavy. At night they became sweaty and feverish. They took Tylenol. This morning reported that arm was still sore/heavy and they have a headache.

923966 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OH 78.0 78 F from about 9 p m on 01/04/2021  to 10 a m on 01/05/2021 I felt very sick with headache, sore throat and All-over aches

923967 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 54.0 54 F Red rash, mild swelling at injection site, and some itchiness.

923968 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 ME 39.0 39 F Palpitations and tachycardia up to 120, elevated BP to 150/80  No other symptoms resolved within 30 minutes

923969 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 TX 36.0 36 F 1/3/2021  VACCINATION. BY 6PM, HA. CHILLS AND SHAKING CAME OVER NIGHT. TEMP O F 100.03, TOPPED OUT AT 100.6. 1/4/2021 ABDOMINAL CRAMPING/DIARRHEA. CONVERSED WITH MEDICAL STAFF AND DETERMINED THAT COVID ANTIBODIES HAD A DUAL RESPONSE TO COVID AND LEARNING IT.  36 HOUR AFTER, FEEL BACK TO NORMAL.  *FEEL THAT THIS WAS NOT A DIRECT ADVERSE REACTION TO THE VACCINE, RATHER IMMUNE RESPONSE TO RECENT BOUT WITH COVID.

923970 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 IL 46.0 46 F Woke up with my arm itching.  The injection site was swollen, red, warm, and tingly. It is the size of a  2 inch circle.  I took 2 zyrtec and went to work.  Called pharmacy and they said to report to VAERs.

923971 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 NV 29.0 29 F Tachycardia, palpitations, flushing, and dizziness 1-2 hours after the vaccination administration. Has persisted since.

923972 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 NM 52.0 52 F Day of Vaccine I had a low grade fever, Injection spot red with little dots, hot to the touch, headache, sleepiness. This went on for 3 days. On Jan. 1, 2021 I started to feel like I was just getting a cold.  Took some cold medicine for 3 days.  But since Jan. 1 all I want to do is SLEEP. I did not get out of bed for 3 days. I now  get up and do what I have to do, but then I have to go take a nap.  I sleep for about 2 to 3 hours then get up and do what I need to then back to bed.  All I want to do is SLEEP!!!  I have gone to see my Doctor and he is telling me that it has to do with the Vaccine. He could not find anything wrong with me.

923973 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 PA 38.0 38 F Mild Headache; Flushing; Nausea Monitored for 35 mintes  Symptoms resolved prior to being released to home.

923974 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CT 48.0 48 F Burning sensation center chest approximately 25 minutes after injection. Also exhausted until next day...falling asleep in ER, in car on the way home, then slept from 6:30 pm until 5:40 am.

923975 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 IN 50.0 50 F Had welt at injection site the size of golf ball with redness spreading from site out about the size of a baseball.  Site itched, redness with heat coming out of site for several days.  Arm soreness for 5-6 days afterwards.  Injection give on 12/22/2020 and today 1/6/2021 there still is soreness at injection site and slight redness of the area.

923976 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 GA 55.0 55 F Arm red, swollen and bruised at injection site (Day 2-7) Remains red, slightly swollen, bruise improving but now has a red raised welts/bumps at/around insertion site. (Day 8)

923977 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 48.0 48 F I got the vacine today.  Unfortunately I did have a reaction, and had to cancel my patient load at work for the day.  They said if you have food allergies you might have one, but I was willing to risk it.  They observed me for 30 min after.  After 15 min it felt like I was having a mild panick attack, but I?m used to that so I just breathed through it.  Coughed a few times.  After 30 min got up and was whoozy/dizzy, but shrugged it off, got my card and walked slowly to my car, drove 5 min home.  By then my hands were shaking hard.  It was like being shot with a crapload of adrenaline.  I called my sister and when I talked I started sobbing.  I don?t know, I just couldn?t stop.  But I knew it was just the adrenaline and if I could calm down, I?d get thru it.  She was awesome bc she kept her voice soft and low when she spoke, which helps.  After 3 hours it has calmed down and I?m just really cold and exhausted and nauseous and only a little shaky.  Being quiet and calm is helping.  Also sitting on a heating pad bc it?s 74 in my apartment and I?m freezing cold.  I?ll be ok by end of day.  I got the Moderna vacine and I?m still glad I did and thankful I could get it....but to those who are getting it...symptoms are that it feels like being shot full of adrenaline, you get a panic attack, but my O2 actually went up, not down.  Chest pain, panting, high anxiety, shaking, nausea, dizziness.

923978 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 KS 36.0 36 F Chest pain, dizziness, lightheadedness

923979 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 37.0 37 M Red rash 1 hr p inj Pfizer vaccine Immuniazation #1. Improved and recuured 1 hr later Recd IM Benadryl

923980 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 GA 46.0 46 F Pt state "about 30 minutes after receiving the vaccine I started having a metal taste in my mouth. About an hour later I started having tingling in my tongue, throat, and, hands. Then I started having head and hands shaking around the same time. About 1 1/2 hours later I started having a burning sensation in roof of mouth then front side of teeth, tonsils, and  gum area. These areas turned red. I did not go to the emergency room and I did not take any Benadryl for this. The upper part of my are where I got the shot it is swollen and hot. This start yesterday and still swollen today. I am still experiencing the head and a little hand shaking today." Encouraged to call md or go to Emergency Room.

923981 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 CT 72.0 72 F January 3, 2021 noted a 2- 2 1/2 inch red area on my left arm at the injection site. This was 2 weeks since I had the vaccine. Area was not hot to touch but was itchy.  Slowly fading

923982 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 64.0 64 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Rash developed at injection site

923983 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Dose two of the Pfizer vaccine  lot: ELU140 administered to right arm at 0800 01/04/2021. Symptoms began at 2000 01/04/2021 which are; Fever 101.8, resting heart rate sustaining 140 bpm, right wrist pain and swelling to that joint, right supraclavicular node enlargement, tremors, burning sensation on skin to the entire body, severe headache, weakness, frequent urination, fatigue, eye pain, chills, sweating.

923984 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MI 50.0 50 F Beginning 1/3/2021, patient noted her injection site and surrounding area becoming pink. On 1/4/2021, patient noticed redness at and around injection site measuring roughly 3 inches in diameter. By the next day, the redness has become more prominent and larger. She contacted her primary care physician who felt it was likely a delayed allergic response. 1/6/2021, the redness has become a lighter pink and patient reports the area to be "markedly improved" from days previous.

923985 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 IA 64.0 64 F Woke up on morning of 1/1/2021 with fever of 101 that lasted for 4-5 hours and Tylenol did take the temperature down.  Was also nauseated, exhausted, loss of appetite for 24 hours.

923987 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 40.0 40 F LOCAL SITE REACTION - severe itching and nodule

923988 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 45.0 45 F initially started with body aches at 11:00 am on 1/4/2021 and then developed a fever and chills at 4:00 and 5:00 severe body aches with difficulty moving/walking due to pain and also had slight sore throat - best description is I felt like I had been hit by a truck.  Napped from 5-6:30 and then to bed at 10:00.  Woke up on 1/5/2021 without body aches but continued with slight ichy throat and feeling like the roof of mouth and tongue were burnt.  Continuing to feel those symptoms on 1/6/2021

923989 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 32.0 32 M Lump on base of the left side of neck

923991 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Severe swelling at injection site. Nerve involvement - tingling and numbness in whole arm and extending up to neck. Pain scale 7-8 near injection site. Moderate headache and scratchy throat with mucus. Slowly getting worse (24 hours after injection).

923994 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 WI 20.0 20 F Shot arm became itchy and small red bump formed. Over the past 24 hours, the bump grew and is still red and warm to the touch. Soreness throughout right arm where I got the shot.

923995 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Redness, warmth, irritation, inflammation, itchiness, soreness at injection site >1 week post vaccination

923996 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Reaction- nausea/vomiting, flushing, lips tingling, dry mouth, lightheaded (not dizzy though)- onset of symptoms approx. 12 min post injection, temp elevation in ER ER about 1 hr- given ODT Zofran, IM Benadryl and Solumedrol

923997 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 32.0 32 F local erythema

923998 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 MI 34.0 34 F 12 hours after vaccination I got a low grade fever of 101. I had severe body back aches that were so severe I had a difficult time walking. My injection site (Left deltoid) was swollen and sore, although not more than usual after receiving a vaccine. I had no headache at all. The major concern was the fever and the backaches. I could not get warm, and I was shaking badly because I was so cold. I had ZERO relief despite taking 700 Mg of Tylenol. Side effects finally subsided after about 5 hours.

923999 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CA 34.0 34 M Complaining of tingling to injection site after 10 minutes. Also complaining of light numbness to left thigh.  All symptoms resolved after 20 minutes.

924000 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 44.0 44 F Woke up with flu like symptoms 105 fever chills body aches

924001 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 43 F Patient received the covid vaccine dose #2  on 1/5/2021.   She tolerated the vaccinations without problem.  She reported that she is very concerned that the second dose of Pfizer vaccine was administer at an "unusual site" in her arm where the adipose tissue.  She took picture of the injection site.  Denies any pain, swelling, redness at the injection site. She is concerned about the efficacy of the second dose.

924002 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Palpitations reported by patient.  35 minutes monitored Vital Signs within normal limits Symptoms resolved. Released to home.

924003 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Numbness in mouth lasting more than 5 hours now, no musculature involvement

924004 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 OH 40.0 40 F Pain at injection site that persisted followed by numbness and tingling down medial aspect of arm for approximately 24 hours after the injection, upper extremity and neck ache, headache with associated eye pain, fatigue

924005 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Reaction- nausea/vomiting, flushing, lips tingling, dry mouth, lightheaded (not dizzy though)- onset of symptoms approx. 12 min post injection, temp elevation in ER ER about 1 hr- given ODT Zofran, IM Benadryl and Solumedrol

924006 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 PA 55.0 55 M redness, swelling, warm to touch, itchy 9 days later.

924007 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 42.0 42 F "Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA"  Woke up to a large red welt about 2 inches below the injection site,

924008 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 38.0 38 F HA Flu like Sx

924009 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Patient scheduled return visit, sat down and after about 10 minutes she complaint of not being able to breath.  Line monitor called EMS and APRN.  Patient was brought by WC to a room.

924010 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Patient complained of episodes of numbness on left side of face along with difficulty speaking lasting up to 5 minutes. She has had 4 episodes since vaccination, last one was 1 week ago

924011 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MD 46.0 46 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA sharp piercing headache at back of head onset at time of injection.  After 2-3 minutes the headache diminished but did not go away fully.  Patient took Tylenol 500mg to combat the headache.  Headache has lasted throughout the next few days and has finally gone away on day 7 post injection.  The headache was unusual in that when the patient moved their eyes or read or moved facial muscles the pain became stronger.  The patient's eyes were sore and tender for the duration of the timeframe mentioned. Also, the injection site was completely pain-free on the day of the injection.  However, the following 5 days after injection, the site became very sore and tender with no redness or swelling present.  Patient did contract the COVID virus and tested positive on day 4 post-injection

924013 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 57.0 57 F patient became itchy on her chest and arms at 1510, felt heart palpitations, and cold Benadryl 25mg given at 1512 and a second Benadryl 25mg at 1530 Patient states feeling better at 1347

924014 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MA 42.0 42 F Day 2 and 3 migraine Day 3 - 8  muscle aches legs, fatigue,  some join aches, loss of appetite Day  7 - 8 swelling of lymph node under left arm , rash and swelling at injection site

924015 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 21.0 21 F Moderna COVID-19 vaccine administered outside of company's standing order protocol(patient received vaccine while pregnant) no symptoms or adverse events reported by patient

924016 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 KY 25.0 25 F Nausea, Fever/chills, body aches, lingering headache starting at 3:30AM 01/05/2021. Symptoms continued all day 01/05/2021. Fever spiked to 102 around 10PM on 01/05/2021.

924018 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 72.0 72 F Experienced tingling 10 minutes after the injection. Describes tingling on the left side from ear to her jaw including tongue and throat feeling "funny". Patient escorted to ER . CT scan negative

924019 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NH 32.0 32 F Arm soreness, facial flushing immediately following injection. Pt later became short of breath with mid sternal pain.

924020 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NV 34.0 34 F Tingling in the throat, tongue swelling, shortness of breath

924021 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MA 35.0 35 M Patient reported noticing an erythemic area around injection site that began 7 days after his injection. The area was noted to be puritic and erythematous. To date, entire erythematous site is about 10cm by 4cm. The patient has left axillary lymphadenopathy but is otherwise asymptomatic.  The patient encircled the area last night and noticed about 1 cm spread this AM. He took loratidine last night and this morning without effect.

924022 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 VA 32.0 32 M 5 MIN POST ADMINISTRATION: SOB, DIZZINESS, CHANGE IN VISION - GAVE BENADRYL 25 MG AND 1 VIAL ALBUTEROL VIA NEB 1 HOUR POST ADMINISTRATION: SWOLLEN LIPS, RASH ON CHEST AND ARMS - GAVE 1 DOSE OF EPI PEN AND IM SOLU-MEDROL, CALLED EMS, LEFT TO GO TO ER BP, HR, OXYGEN STABLE THROUGHOUT

924023 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Parasthesias began in my lower extremities intermittently about 36 hours following administration. These spread to my upper extremities and became consistent. Occasionally will appear in lips and trunk. These are associated with sensation of numbness and some discomfort in my extremities. I'm also experiencing significant brain fog, difficulty concentrating, and fatigue. Headaches are occurring about every other day.  Symptoms are present currently and have remained relatively consistent in severity.  Was evaluated by urgent care on December 28 and encouraged to observe. Was evaluated in the ER by neurology on January 4. There leading hypothesis is vaccine related immune response. Neurologic exam was largely normal, being evaluated by a specialist in the coming days.

924024 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 44.0 44 F Flu like symptoms 105 fever, chills, body aches

924025 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 CA 48.0 48 F 12/22/2020  2:50pm Shortly after the vaccine was administered experienced SOB and wheezing. Albuterol MDI utilized and symptoms subsided. 3:30pm Mild Headache and back pain. Fatigue and lethargic. Pain scale 3-4 5:15pm Headache increased intensity. Fatigue and lethargic. Back pain still the same, took Motrin 600mg-OTC  Wheezing, used Albuterol-MDI 7:30pm Headache and back pain increased intensity 12/23/2020 4:54am Woke up with wheezing, headache and back pain. Pain scale 6 Albuterol-MDI utilized 7:42am Wheezing and SOB, Albuterol utilized and symptoms subsided 3:00pm Headache increased intensity throughout the day. Difficulty focusing and multitasking. Loosing train of thought. Fatigue and lethargic. Pain scale7. Motrin OTC 800mg taken with evening medications and went to sleep. 12/24/2020 7:23am Woke up with severe headache and anosmia.  12/25/2020 Headache and anosmia 12/26/2020 Headache and anosmia 12/27/2020 COVID test-Negative result  Headache and anosmia 12/28/2020 Headache and anosmia 12/29/2020 Headache and anosmia. Doctor's appointment. Headache treated with Tramadol 12/30/2020 Headache and anosmia. Pain scale 6 12/31/2020 Headache and anosmia  Pain scale 3-4 01/01/2020 Headache and anosmia  Pain scale 2-3 01/02/2020Headache and anosmia  Pain scale 0-2 01/03/2020 Headache and anosmia  Pain scale 0-1 01/04/2020 Anosmia   01/05/2020 Headache and anosmia  Pain scale 2-3 01/06/2020 Headache and anosmia  Pain scale 3-4

924026 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 GA 53.0 53 F Left side neck raised lymphnode

924027 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 58.0 58 F approx 10-15 minutes post vaccine administration, patient reported tightness in throat, left arm tingling, and right shoulder pain. Epipen was administered, patient was taken by ambulance

924028 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 PA 44.0 44 F Hot; heaviness in right arm / sore; feeling flushed; feeling hot in legs.  Monitored for total of 40 minutes. Laid on a stretcher and systems resolved. Released to home.

924029 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 53.0 53 F after 20-30 minutes my throat started to get tight, I could not swallow properly, I felt dizzy & my heart was beating fast. Y 1

924030 01/06/2021 U The injection site is warm and has a red bumpy rash

924031 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MD 56.0 56 M 15 hours after shot experianced, dizziness, feeling of fainting, difficulty breathing mild pressure chest pain. Was taken to local Er. Ekg, cat scan chest xrays all negitive. Blood work negitive. No past history of symptoms

924032 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NH 52.0 52 F Patient received vaccine on 12/29. On 1/6/20 she developed a erythematous oval area at the site of injection on her right deltoid with mild pruritus and warmth and localized tenderness.

924033 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 OH 53.0 53 F About 25-30 minutes after receiving the vaccine, patient stated she felt dizzy, had a "lump in my throat" and had difficulty breathing.  She had already left clinic and drove to the Emergency Room.  At the hospital, they gave patient and EKG and chest Xray and an injection of Benadryl. Patient stated she felt better within 10 minutes of receiving the Benadryl injection.  Difficulty breathing and "lump in throat" went away.  Patient stated that she was diagnosed with an allergic reaction to the vaccine and was advised not to get another COVID vaccine.

924034 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 OK 35.0 35 F The following day 10am exp stomach cramps. On the following day and  12/19 exp severe stomach cramps. I have had no issues since.

924035 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 TX 28.0 28 F So I got the vaccine Monday night after work. Tuesday and Wednesday I ran a super high fever, body aches, lymphnode swelling on that side. No big deal . Well Thursday morning I woke up with a rash on both of my legs and my legs swollen like tree trunks. It?s a petechial rash. I called the pharmacist told to take Benadryl and Zyrtec since Friday. So I went to the doctors last night since I still have this rash and it hasn?t gotten any better with Benadryl and Zyrtec.  I got blood work done today. And I have  to get an arterial and venous Doppler done on Wednesday next week. They are concerned I may have blood clots since my legs are so swollen with a petechial rash. They are also giving me steroid tapper.

924036 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 MD 53.0 53 F States she had swelling in her forearm and hand

924038 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 41.0 41 M Patient was dizzy post vaccine. He hadn't taken his antihypertensive medications. He required extra recovery time and the dizziness subsided

924039 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AK 62.0 62 M tingling in mouth and lips, some numbness followed, swelling/puffy feeling on throat under jaw, shivering. Throat and back of tongue started to feel swollen.  Started on a benedryl drip and in about 20 minutes I started feeling better, chills stopped, throat improved. After 45min to an hour I went home. Received shot around 10am, symptoms started about 20min later.  Received treatment 15 min after reporting symptoms. Took benydryl at 5pm, 9pm, 2am.  Took tylenol at 5pm. Jan 6 woke up felling like a fever and minor tingling in mouth and lips.  took benedryl at 7am.  Slept through the night without symptoms.   Taking a 25mg bendryl every 5 hours and ibprofen/tylenol alternating every 6 hours.

924040 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NM 70.0 70 F light headed, sweaty. 25 benadryl orally.

924041 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NH 36.0 36 F Fever, Shortness of breath, Chills, Migraine

924043 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Twitching bottom lip, from approx 3:40pm - current (3:56pm)

924044 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Extreme Nausea for 36 hours migraine for 2 days Change in taste started the morning of day 2 after Fever for 36 hours after Arm soreness still happening Knot and heat at injection site

924045 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Severe hives on the face and the injection site day#8 after injection.  every 6-8hr Benadryl  helps. Follow up with an Allergist

924046 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA 52.0 52 F By evening the same day of injection the injection site became increasingly tender to the touch. The second night, the left arm hurt to move at all and kept patient up most of the night. However, was resolved the following day. Intense migraine  Headache every day since

924047 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 52.0 52 F patient experienced a hive on her wrist after receiving vaccine. of note, she was not sure if it was there prior to being vaccinated. patient was offered to be taken to the emergency room for further treatment/monitoring but she refused. she was monitored for 15 minutes in clinic area and no other hives appeared. patient was instructed to seek medical care if symptoms worsened. patient said she was going to take Benadryl once she got home- unknown at time of submission if that occurred.

924049 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 22.0 22 F Redness and pain in both eyes, swelling around the eyes, more severe on left side

924050 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 HI 55.0 55 F anaphylaxis, dyspnea Y Y

924051 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 GA 26.0 26 F Pain in arm and at injection site - red spot slightly larger than a quarter - tender to touch and warm

924053 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 GA 51.0 51 F Little ball size in the beginning. Left inner upper arm, warm to touch, very tender. Now about the size of a quarter.  Seems to be getting larger with the warm compresses, per Dr's orders.

924054 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 PA 55.0 55 F Wave of coolness reported. Lightheadedness that resolved 10 minutes post vaccine.  Blood pressure was high on taking 183/91.  Patient reports History of "White Coat Hypertension".  Symptoms resolved.   MOnitored for at least 15 minutes and released to home. Recommended patient follow-up with PCP regarding potential underlying hypertension..

924055 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MN 52.0 52 F Fatigue, severe headache, muscle aches. slight sore throat

924056 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 59.0 59 F 1/5/20:   6:15 pm  Became tired, chilling, afebrile, cold touch, soreness at injection site.   9:00 pm dizziness, tightness around right upper arm, swelling in right axilla. afebrile. 1/6/20:  5:00 am;  chilling subsided.  dizziness, weakness and jittery feeling in both legs, soreness at injection site, no redness, swelling in axilla slightly improved.  Heart rate 72, respirations 16, 02 sat 96%.  bp 129/75.   9:00 am:   dizziness, right axilla swelling gone. Soreness in right axilla, weakness in lower extremeties improving.  11:00 am : weakness and jiters subsided, right axilla remains sore.

924057 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NV 30.0 30 F injection site redness/pain/localized allergy reaction or signs of infection at injection site

924058 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 GA 40.0 40 F About 2 inch swollen red circle that itches like a bug bit about hourly

924059 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 50.0 50 F Flu Sx

924060 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 MN 55.0 55 F Temperature, cough, chest pressure, fatigue, redness and bump at immunization site

924061 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 52.0 52 F Feeling unwell, tiredness, fever, chills, joint pain, headache. muscle pain. nausea

924062 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CT 38.0 38 F Axillary lymphadenopathy with neuropathy to hand and fingers requiring nsaid, topical analgesic.  Off work x3 days after onset on 1/4/2021

924063 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 VA 25.0 25 F I have moderate swelling and redness to right upper arm where I received the vaccine. It is warm to the touch and firm all over. I have not been bit by anything to my knowledge and the redness is pretty consistent all over- also not indicative of a bite. The site is probably three inches wide. I have pictures if anyone wants them.

924064 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 26.0 26 F Red, tender bump at injection site started approx one week after vaccination. Circular, measures 4cmx4.5cm.

924065 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WI 41.0 41 F Left arm pain and other muscle pain, headache, fever, nauseous, sleepy

924066 01/06/2020 01/06/2021 SC 36.0 35 F Trouble breathing. Chest tightness, hives, redness,  started at 10:08 and it was called as a code at 10:15 and they administered epi

924067 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 44.0 44 F local redness

924068 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 PA 60.0 60 F Sunday night, 1/3/21, I noticed my left upper arm being itchy.  Monday morning, 1/4/21, after my shower I noticed the itching again and an erythematous area, about 7 x 9cm, where I had received the injection.  Today the area is much larger, 15 x 20cm, less red and still itchy. A localized allergic reaction 10 days after the vaccine was received seems unusual to me.

924069 10/03/2019 01/06/2021 MI 24.0 24 F Within 24 hours having memory loss, foggy headedness, forgetful, now we realize she had at least two seizures that week. 10/12/19 was taken my ambulance after grand mal seizure; no history of seizures prior. Dr. put on anti-seizure meds 3/13/20 had another convulsive seizure 11/19/20 severe seizure episode, status epilepticus, put on ventilator, 3 days in ICU, IV anti-seizure drugsY 7

924070 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MN 21.0 21 F Patient was administered the first dose of the Pfizer vaccine 0.5mg IM Rt Deltoid this AM in the Covid-19 Vaccine Clinic.Patient waited 12 min went to change her clothes and come back to the clinic with complaints of hives and feeling warm. Patient had raised red welts on right upper arm. Patient has a history of Anaphylaxis reaction with a Meal Ready to Eat (MRE) in the past, other allergies to grapefruit seed extract with reaction of edema.   Pt has no c/o of SOB or Chest pain, no other swelling at this time. Dr. notified, 0.3mg Epinephrine 1mg/mL (1:1000) given IM Left Deltoid, 25mg Benadryl IM given Rt Deltoid per MD verbal order and anaphylactic protocol. Pt transferred by wheelchair to the ER for further evaluation. Report given to ER RN.

924071 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 KS 51.0 51 F Woke up with a rash on trunk of my body. Rash also noted on my back and top of both thighs.  Woke up around 4 am with body aches/headache. I took 400 MG of Advil. Rash was not there at that time. Went back to bed and woke up around 730-740 AM  and noted the rash to my stomach. I took 1 Benadryl at that time, then itching got worse and took another Benadryl. Currently rash continues to be red and raised and the body aches/headache remain the same.  Placed call to medical clinic and left a message.

924072 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 GA 25.0 25 M The patient was administered the vaccination, observed for 15 minutes following the vaccination, after which he left to return to work at a pharmacy. The patient came back into the store about on hour later to pick up some things for his pharmacy and reported feeling a little chest pain. The patient was then informed to keep monitoring the pain and if it got any worse to go to the doctors office. About 2 hours later, the patient called when on the way to the emergency room and reported chest pain and a fever of 102 degrees (at the highest). Around 3pm, which was about 6 hours after the vaccination was administered, the patient reported chest pain was alleviated and that the emergency room treated him for a migraine/nausea with Tylenol #3, Fioricet and Zofran.

924073 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 VA 40.0 40 F Had arm soreness last night. Woke up with body aches, despite taking tylenol. Have had chills and developed a fever of 101.

924074 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IA 36.0 36 F 1/4/2021  vaccination. Arm started to hurt at 9:30 pm. Developed rigors, muscle aches; lasted till 6am.  Next 24 hours; fatigue, nausea, body aches.  *wasn't able to do much *Can't still really move arm *Had COVID in August  *3rd pregnancy. 06/03/2021

924075 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 59.0 59 F Woke up the following morning with terrible body aches, especially to upper back, neck, lower back and legs. Headache, diarrhea, and tiredness. Was unable to "function", and slept most of the day. Was still having some of those symptoms the second day, but not as bad.

924076 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 WI 19.0 19 F Received the Covid-19 vaccine on Jan 2. She reports symptoms starting the morning of 1/3 with body aches, migraine, chills, throbbing arm pain, and fatigue. Was unable to work on 1/4.

924077 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 49.0 49 F Patient experienced dizziness, "brain fog", and elevated blood pressure 15 minutes post vaccine administration

924078 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 FL 60.0 60 F Client received vaccine at approximately 3:50pm, waited in observational area x30min. Left with husband, stated that she got a few miles down the road and starting experiencing tightness in her chest and flushing. She took 50 mg of Benadryl, 30mg of prednisone and two puffs on her inhaler. She returned to the clinic, upon assessment from nursing she looked extremely flushed and anxious, she stated that she still felt tightness and that she had a history of anaphylaxis once before and had used an epi pen in the past. She had an epi pen with her and questioned whether or not she should give it to herself. BP was 190/68, pulse was normal, respirations normal, she continued to experience tightness and "not able to catch my breath", encouraged to use epi pen. She administered epi pen to right thigh at approximately 4:45PM, 911 called. Within a few minutes, she stated she was feeling better, less tightness in the chest, flushing was subsiding. BP at 190/70 at 4:52. EMS  on scene at 5:03pm. Vitals normal , EKG normal. Client decided not to transport with EMS.Y

924080 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TX 27.0 27 F DELAYED TYPE HYERSENSITIVITY AT SITE OF INJECTION

924081 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CA 42.0 42 F tingling on left pinky warmth hot sensations moving up towards the cheek cheek and lips went numb

924082 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NY 45.0 45 F Had mild pain the day after vaccination, then redness and swelling for a day, which resolved until the redness and swelling returned yesterday.  She denies any pain or difficulty moving her shoulder, states the area is itchy.  No fever/body aches/chills.  No headache.  She has had similar reactions to the Pneumovax vaccine, was treated for cellulitis.  She has not tried any home treatments, not taking anything for pain, since there is no pain.  No chronic medical problems or regular medications. Findings most consistent with localized reaction vs cellulitis, encouraged symptomatic treatment with cool compress, NSAIDs, etc.  Counseled patient that this should not prevent her from receiving a second dose of the vaccine.

924083 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 VA 26.0 26 F large local injection site reaction that started the day after vaccination. Redness/swelling/warmth/itching

924084 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 62.0 62 F Cellulitis, treated with abx

924085 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 PA 25.0 25 F Shortness of breath; lightheadedness reported 13 minutes after injection. Symptoms resolved with a snack.   Vitals within normal limits. juice and crackers given.  Patient reports similar vasovagal reactions after blood draws and other injections.  Monitored for 45 minutes, symptoms resolved and released home.

924086 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Woke up with a rash all over a few days  later.

924087 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 GA 25.0 25 M Pt states "I woke up, ate breakfast and around 8:30am I started feeling dizzy and having blurred vision. I was working at the time and went to my local EMS station to get checked out. They checked my blood pressure and blood sugar. Blood pressure was normal but my blood sugar was low, around 68. They gave me a coke to drink and I went back to the Sheriff's office and about an hour later my blood sugar was around 90. I took the rest of the day off and come home. I took Extra Strength Tylenol and rested. I did have a headache a few hours later. I feel fine now but I have a mild headache."

924088 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Nausea, intense body aches, fever, injection site soreness, malaise

924089 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA 50.0 50 F at 1230 on 1/5/2021 mentioned individual begin to feel she was having trouble concentrating, felt cold and hot and tingling on scalp and nausea and felt like she was about to faint.

 70



924090 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OH 39.0 39 M Patient given 1st dose COVID vaccine.  No history of allergies or  reactions to vaccinations.  Immediately following injection, patient c/o of dizziness, clamminess, skin color became pale and he appeared diaphoretic.  BP 153/93, P = 103 .  He stated not having breakfast or lunch.  Vitals repeated.  BP 154/88, P 94.  Rapid response team called at 1317.  Patient given water and Reese cup.  EKG completed.  BS = 88. Vitals retaken - BP 158/88; P 95.  Continued c/o dizziness and clamminess/  Moved to cart and monitored additional 30 minutes without further issues.  MD came at 1405 and evaluated patient; patient cleared to go home.

924091 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 37.0 37 F moderna civid 19 vaccine eua  1 week later I have a localized redness, circular rash over site of vaccination.  No itching. Warm to touch.  No pain.

924092 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 GA 32.0 32 F fever chills/rigors  body aches within 12 of getting  vaccine

924093 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 WI 19.0 19 F Received the Covid-19 vaccine on Jan 2. She reports symptoms starting the morning of 1/3 with body aches, migraine, chills, throbbing arm pain, and fatigue. Was unable to work on 1/4.

924094 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 21.0 21 F patient experienced rash post vaccination. patient also has raised red welt on arm that is still present 1 week post vaccination and has not improved.  patient does report pain in the area but states that it is warm to the touch. patient continue to monitor for resolution and will update staff.  patient stated she took advil - for headache but did not see improvement in arm redness. patient declined medical attention from the emergency room today.

924095 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AK 24.0 24 M Arm soreness

924096 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 TX 43.0 43 F cellulitis at injection site

924097 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 24.0 24 F Itching hives itchy throat within 20 minutes of receiving vaccine

924098 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 HI 55.0 55 F Diarrhea  at 5:40am on 1/6/21  ,  39 hours after getting the moderna Covid 19 Vaccine. No warning just watery  and uncontrollable for a couple of hours . It was like I had taken colonoscopy prep. I ate dinner at 6 pm 1/5/21 and only had water to drink over night  and in am before it started. It  No stomach cramping noted. I do not know of anyone that I have had contact with who has had diarrhea in the past few days . The only thing I can think of is the vaccine as a reason.

924099 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 26.0 26 M Woke up in Cold sweat the night after receiving shot. Sore arm the following day. Tested positive for corona virus 01/06/2021

924100 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 MO 48.0 48 F The next day my left eye was painful, like little ice picks going in, it was inflamed. It was difficult to see .  I had Lasik about a year ago and I called my eye Doctor because I was nervous and I went to see him and he told me it looked like a allergic reaction.  He put me on steroid drops. When I woke up Saturday morning my eye was fine, so I stopped taking the medicine.

924101 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 NY 32.0 32 F 12/24 headache, low grade  fever, chills  took advil. 12/29 2:30am severe reaction of itching aggressively from scalp to toes, broke out in red hives, tachycardic Itchy throat,  swollen, ears and  lips.

924102 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 59.0 59 F Body Aches

924103 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PA 44.0 44 F Felt faint.  Did not faint; however, assisted to floor to prevent falling/passing out.  Resolved in 30 seconds  Laid down and given water. Symptoms resolved.  Vitals WNL.  History of vasovagal reactions.  Monitored for 15 minutes and released to home.

924104 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MI 50.0 50 M "exactly 12 hours from the shot I developed body aches and chills.  Muscle pain and fever.  I was on the plane home and it hit the last hour.   When I got home temp was 103.1.   It lasted for about 8 hours - 10 hours"

924105 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 NY 48.0 48 F Redness/pain/swelling at her vaccination site developed shortly after receiving her COVID-19 vaccine on 12/27/2020.   She states the pain improved after a couple days, but the redness and swelling has remained about the same.  She also reports daily low-grade headaches in this timeframe.  She has been taking Tylenol and Aleve, in addition to her regular meloxicam for knee arthritis.  She denies any fever/body aches/chills, no nausea/vomiting/diarrhea, no other associated symptoms

924106 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AL 53.0 53 F PATIENT C/O DIZZINESS, HEADACHE, NAUSEA WITH DRY HEAVING, BP 184/90 AT 7:40AM.  EPI 0.3MG ADMINISTERED AT 7:50AM. SYMPTOMS IMPROVED, BP 179/79 HR 114 AT 7:53AM. PATIENT REFUSED AMBULANCE OR FURTHER MEDICAL TX. STAFF MEMBER OBSERVED FOR AN HOUR UNTIL FAMILY ARRIVED.

924107 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 MI 53.0 53 F In the end of December she developed right wrist pain and some mild swelling, then pain in both arms from elbows to hands, and then it started in the back on her thighs in hips bilaterally and her right ankle.   She still has the headache that is unchanged x 1 month, but the other symptoms were new, and she had never had them before.  She still has it and it is 1/6/21.

924108 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Shingles (herpes zoster) outbreak on abdomen.

924109 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA 50.0 50 F The mentioned individual began to feel she had trouble concentrating, felt cold and hot, tingling on scalp and hands, nausea and felt like fainting.

924110 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TX 59.0 59 M On December 30, 2020 at 1745 the patient was accessed since the patient complained of "lymph node swelling." On December 31,2020 the patient was reassessed as he the swollen lymph nodes, patient reported he was having trouble swallowing and it started the night of December 30 ,2020. The provider performed a physical exam and did not appreciate any swollen lymph nodes, but his tonsils were palpable and seemed slightly enlarged. Patient was then treated with Benadryl 25 mg intramuscularly once and prescribed 50 mg PO Benadryl every 8 hours for 4 days as needed if tonsil swelling occurred. The patient did not require any additional oral Benadryl after Benadryl intramuscularly was administered once on December 31, 2020.

924111 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 20.0 20 F Flu Sx HA

924112 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 WI 102.0 102 F Swelling to right side of neck and lymph nodes- hospice practitioner notified.  No new orders received.

924113 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Swollen , warm to touch with redness around the injection site.

924114 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 WA 31.0 31 M Received shot at 10:40. At 11:15 developed dizziness with nausea and tingling in arms.  Blurry vision from 11:30-11:40.  Nausea progressed to vomiting at 11:55.  Nausea and vomiting persist at 13:20.  Tingling in arms has improved but still present.  Dizziness improved but still present. Body aches developed throughout most of body, worst in neck.

924115 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 AZ 32.0 32 F The following day I had uncontrollable muscle spasms on my face. Twitching. Etc

924116 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 MA 44.0 44 F arm became red , seen in urgent carevand pt was told to place ice on it and take motrin and the swelling went away in24 hours

924117 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CO 29.0 29 F Redness, swelling and itching at injection site, just started today

924118 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 MI 44.0 44 F immediate nausea, headache, dizziness (feeling of motion sickness) and arm pain, tiredness. ongoing headaches, fatigue, dizziness and nausea on and off every day

924119 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 ME 37.0 37 F Presented in ED for rapid onset rash with itching from L shoulder to above elbow . ED noted this as probable COVID vaccine reaction and prescribed Claritin 10mg daily as needed for itching. Use cool compresses as needed.

924120 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 WA 36.0 36 F For first two days following shot I had redness (2-3 in diameter circle) surrounding injection site, as reported in v-safe. Then was clear until day 8 following shot, redness reappeared along with mild itching. Redness is again 2-3 in diameter circle surrounding injection site. Redness still present today, day 9.

924121 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 SD 49.0 49 M Fever, feeling flushed, tunnel vision, light headedness, headache/pressure, chills, elevated pulse rate, elevated blood pressure. Took migraine medication for headache, outcome unknown

924122 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CT 35.0 35 M Pain in injection site, body aches, headache and nausea

924123 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Was very itchy and then got red and swollen

924124 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 65.0 65 F Left upper arm (injection arm) became itchy, erythematous, swollen and hot

924125 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 VA 51.0 51 F States that she has experienced generalized itching since receiving  first dose of COVID-19.  Also states that she has noticed her sclerea becoming yellow and skin "jaundice" in color.

924127 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 28.0 28 F Had 2nd vaccine at 1pm yesterday (01/05).  8pm started to had fatigue, body ache.  At 10pm got worse severe headache, fatigue, bodyache, 99-100.6. 10am this morning (01/06).  Headache was severe that staff had to take medicine and could not sleep well.

924128 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MA 53.0 53 M Last night experienced itchiness on the back around 5:00 for a few hours. Chills, body aches and pain

924129 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 AK 74.0 74 M Pt. was given flu shot in same arm at same visit as Moderna Vaccine

924130 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 54.0 54 F Localized erythema

924131 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PA 79.0 79 M Hypoxia, epilepsy seizures

924132 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CA 39.0 39 F On day 8 post-injection, a large, annular, serpiginous red rash developed at the site of the injection and over the entire deltoid skin area, with some central clearing.

924133 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Sever arm pain had difficulty sleeping due to this.  No redness at injection, difficulty moving arm following day.  Pt tried OTC Tylenol which did not relieve pain.  Advised to apply ice packs and to try Ibuprofen for pain and Benadryl to help with sleep.  Also reported feeling a bit dizzy and having chills and throat pain.  Advised to continue to treat symptoms.

924134 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 RI 48.0 48 F Approximately, on day 6-7, left antecubital swelling and tenderness. Over next few days, gradual worsening pain and edema of the area and inner aspect of left upper extremity. Pain felt into the left axilla, Focal redness over ventral aspect of elbow. First, I did not relate it to vaccine and was not sure of etiology. Day 13: linear red indurated/ palpable ropy area , markedly tender in proximal forearm. Worse swelling and pain. Day 14: red Line extends upward towards axilla Day 15: Saw primary care physician Recommended antibiotics and Aspirin, warm compresses and ordered ultrasound. Findings were consistent with lymphadenitis and lymhpangitis

924135 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 59.0 59 M I experienced a fever of 100.4, 24 hours after the injection, accompanied by overall muscle aches, headaches, and difficulty sleeping. The fever was gone within 36 hours, but the other symptoms persisted.  My spouse, who also had Covid-19 at the same time that I did experienced the same symptoms.

924137 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NY 43.0 43 F 8-10 hours after vaccine she noticed a rash on both hands-left worse than right. No other problems.

924139 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PA 36.0 36 F No symptoms within 15 minutes of monitoring post vaccination.  Reported 1/6/2021. Went home and noticed LEFT arm was itchy.  Woke up in the morning with hives running along her left arm.  Took an antihistamine and hives reduced to red dots with some residual itching.  no other symptoms. no respiratory issues.

924140 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NE 83.0 83 F APPROXIMATELY 1 HOUR POST VACCINATION, DEVELOPED TIGHTNESS AROUND HEAD "RUBBER BAND AROUND HEAD". RESOLVED AFTER ABOUT 1 HOUR.

924141 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IL 49.0 49 F Chills  Muscle and joint aches  Fever  Nausea

924143 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MN 37.0 37 F All over body rash, itchy, sweaty, hot, cool and clamy skin, pulse 110-120bpm,lasted about 1-1 1/2 hours. No treatment. Did deep breathing and took a shower. Symptoms resolved on their own. I did have a very sore arm for about three days after the administration of the vaccine. Redness to the injection site with a knot under the injection site for three days.

924144 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 TX 35.0 35 F RASH TO FACE AND ARM, TROUBLE BREATHING, SHAKING

924146 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 KY 36.0 36 F Headache

924147 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CT 56.0 56 F Swelling of the face and itchy rash on face and forearms.

924148 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 MI 46.0 46 F RED SQUARE ON ARM AT VACCINATION SITE 2 WEEKS POST IMMUNIZATION.  NO TREATMENT . RESOLVED

924149 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 MT 38.0 38 F Left neck pain and intense left sided jaw pain (parotid gland area). The pain made it difficult to open mouth for 2 weeks, but it started getting better after week 1. The pain went into left ear.

924150 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 WV 61.0 61 F Sore arm starting about  2 days after vaccination lasting for 48 hours.

924151 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 51.0 51 F This morning noticed long strip of a rash on both arms on both side. Lethargy, dizziness, weakness, rapid heart beat.

924152 01/06/2020 01/06/2021 NY 32.0 31 F Patient developed tongue swelling and facial swelling approximately 25 minutes after vaccination Patient was administered prednisone 20 mg po, benadryl 25 mg po and Epinephrine 0.3 mg IM

924153 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 LA 27.0 27 F sore injection site the next day, next day at 10am began experiencing aches in my joints and achey muscles all over, mild headache, fatigue. At around 1pm experienced chills and fever. Experienced 3 episodes of diarrhea that started about 5 hours after the vaccine.

924154 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 KY 23.0 23 F Called HD at approx 3:20 pm and states that she had itching at injection site shortly after injection. States that she now has a rash and itching extending down both arms; worse on the left arm. Denies any other symptoms

924155 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 AK 44.0 44 F Pt. given Flu shot Fluarix Quad at same visit and in same arm as Covid-19 Moderna vaccination

924156 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 55.0 55 F Pt experienced rash and itching on arms and legs from 12/23-12/27. Took Benadryl to improve symptoms.

924157 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 LA 49.0 49 F A couple of hours after the vaccine, I began to have extreme muscle pain, both in the left arm and in my other arm, back. I became extremely fatigued and felt lethargic. I felt flushed and slightly nauseated, but mostly I felt body pain and extremely tired. This continued through the evening and night. In the morning of 1/6/21, I felt better, but today I still have severe muscle pain in both arms and shoulders and back and neck and I am still fatigued, with some loss of appetite.

924158 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WA 48.0 48 F Caregiver started feeling flush, light headed, tunnel vision and was escorted to lay down. BP 196/102, HR 119 O2 100%. No shortness of breath. No hx of any reaction. Just had a snack, came to work for vaccine and to work nights.  1836 BP 187/104 HR 122 O2 99%,  1846 BP 175/93 HR 97 O2 99%, started having a headache and nausea and dry mouth. Water provided 1903 BP 177/91 HR 97 still flushed but reduction in dizziness 1949 BP 141/84 HR 85,  improved all sx, still felt off but was able to stably walk around. Called husband for transport home, did not work.

924159 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 46.0 46 F 24 hours after receiving COVID vaccine I began having symptoms of vertigo and dizziness in my L ear. Vaccination was given in the L deltoid.

924160 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 PA 50.0 50 F approximately 10 minutes after receiving the vaccine, developed hot flushed feeling that began in arm and spread to entire body. Began sweating and had palpitations with tachycardia. Also developed teeth chattering. Felt dizzy and slightly short of breath. Symptoms lasted approximately 5 minutes and resolved at the same time that I was given IM Benadryl

924161 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 KY 23.0 23 F About 15 minutes after receiving vaccine, patient started to have chest pain and high blood pressure. Her blood pressure was 170/110 at 2:30 and then at 2:40 it was 130/110. She was feeling better and pulse was good around 2:45pm. She did take a Benadryl that was offered. She was not having any trouble breathing or dizziness. Patient went by EMS to get checked out and was cleared by the hospital staff.

924162 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NE 35.0 35 F AS REPORTED BY PATIENT:  Monday 12-28 evening I begun to get chills and body aches, the next morning when waking up I felt like a truck hit me. Starting Tuesday morning, for three days, I got calf/feet cramps that were non-stop. I did call my doctor and got lab work done on 12-31. This lab work showed some kidney values that were off. Starting Sunday my legs and feet swelled up. I had a routine MS appointment on Monday and they stated since there is no data for folks with MS and the vaccine that they cannot rule out the vaccine is playing a role in some of this along with the IVIG.  I did follow up with my primary care doctor on Tuesday and they re did lab work as well as did a ultrasound to rule out blood clots. She did state she felt like it was the perfect storm between the COVID vaccine and then the Immunoglobins that I am on.  She suggested I download the app for CDC and report those items as well.  The doctors are still suggesting I get the 2nd shot just have to do some things prior to the second shot.

924163 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 36.0 36 F On 1/6 at approximately 9am hour, I noticed joint pain in my fingers while typing, muscle soreness in my upper back, a headache, and a slightly sore throat. It quickly went down hill with a fever, chills, worsening joint and muscle pain everywhere, nausea, severe fatigue, worsening sore throat, tingling and numbness in all extremities at random locations. It is now 3pm, about 21 hours since vaccination-fever has broken once (I took ibuprofen at 2pm) but returned but not as high, and severe headache with light sensitivity. The joint pain and numbness has faded but I am left with severe muscle soreness, like I was in a car accident. Oh and I lost taste sometime today. Also I had injection site pain for both doses, starting the morning after.

924164 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 48.0 48 F patient received vaccine and shortly became warm and felt her arms were getting red and splotchy.    Patient taken to ER and was given PO Benadryl 50mg and observed.  Discharged 2 hrs later

924165 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Swollen arm, redness, itching

924166 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 MO 59.0 59 F Total body and joints  pain. On a scale of 1 to 10, most of the time 6 to 8. And also very weak with no stamina.  Lasted until 12 /25/2020. Felt horrible like I also had a fever. Although I never did run a temp.

924167 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 WA 48.0 48 F PRIMARY EVENT 12/26/20, 48 yo well controlled asthma, got injection at 110p, sat in waiting area, then about 118p developed tickle in the throat, sensation like ?closing?. Denies stridor, wheezing, sob.  Doctor came by and assessed her, and then was given PO Benadryl 50mg. Symptoms didn?t worsen, and over time improved.  Went home around 230, throat was no longer tingling.   SECONDARY EVENT Reported a week of night sweats  myalagias, as well as rigors (12/26 - 1/2/21). Has had persistent axillary LAD, but more recently developed inquinal LAD as well. Non tender, just noticeable.  As of 1/6/21, no more sweats, no real fevers. But reports ongoing ?chills? and mild HA. She is still working and not incapacitated.

924168 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MN 60.0 60 F Felt mildly fluish by end of working shift (1130 pm), arm became more sore, unable to lay on it in bed. Woke up in middle of night with body aches , chills and headache. By 10 am felt increase in flu like symptoms, mild nausea, swollen glands, mouth cold sore and red hot face. Temp was 101.2. All joints hurt, general malaise.

924169 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 ME 24.0 24 F dry cough, sore throat, left eye schera injection (mild), left rhinnorhea within 15 minutes of vaccination.  Self resolve.  mild in nature

924170 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 MO 26.0 26 F 12/24/2020 I started with a wooshing feeling immediately after the vaccine, I sat down for 15 mins and felt dizzy so I stayed another 15 mins. BP was 140 and abnormal I had juice and felt better and went back to work and I felt tingling all over my body and fainty and my legs felt very heavy. I went upstairs and my BP was 160's and heart rate was 120 and I went to the ER. My face appeared to be swollen and my tounge felt tingly and I was given fluids and benadryl and solumedrol . My BP was in the 140's I went home to get rest and I still felt tingly for a couple days. The next day I felt feverish my arm was sore and I went to doctor gave me a rx for anxiety and I stayed home and rested from work for a few days. My tinglyness subsided after the medication

924171 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 LA 13.0 13 F Late at night patient began having chills and extreme muscle pain all over her body, sore throat, nausea, extreme fatigue. She also had a fever of 102.

924172 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 SC 29.0 29 F Welps at injection sight, axillary lymph node swelling, swollen lymph nodes in neck and shoulder pain

924173 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MI 41.0 41 M I started having intermittent chest pain moderate in intensity and palpitations. Y 2

924174 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 34.0 34 F Pt received dose and within a few minutes (while in observation) started coughing and complaining of chest tightness.  Sx progressed to audible wheeze  and patient was give Epinepherine 0.3mg IM X1 and was taken via wheelchair to ER.   Pt received second dose of Epi via (ER) orders.  Pt was also given solumedrol125mg, diphenhydramine 50mg, famotidine (injectable).  Pt was also give albuterol via nebulizer.  After full evaluation it was determined pt was having acute asthma exacerbation and anxiety.  About two hours after incident - plan was to observe pt for another hour and discharge home with oral steroid.

924175 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 OK 35.0 35 F swollen redness 2 in in diameter around injection site, day 2-4 after swollen redness 1/2 in in diameter around injection site, day 8 after

924176 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Syncopal episode  went to ER  and  required  stitches

924177 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Mild erythematous patch/rash minimally pruritic. No other systems involved. Rash was anterior chest, not at injection site.

924178 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 GA 40.0 40 F axillary lymph node swelling and shoulder pain

924179 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 59.0 59 F Fever 102 > 48 hrs, rigors, pan muscle weakness & pain.  I missed 3 days of work.

924180 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AK 57.0 57 F 10 minutes after receiving vaccine, developed flushing and tingling of tongue. 45 minutes later, developed nausea. 1 hour and 45 minutes after vaccine, developed laryngitis.  Sent to ED for evaluation and treatment. Received Solumedrol and Pepsid in ED with improvement. Discharged home by or before 8pm with resolution of laryngitis and other symptoms. Reports "feeling great" this a.m.

924181 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 F Swollen red spots numbness pain down by breast on left side soreness on armpit on left side

924182 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 29.0 29 F hives tickle in throat 1 hour post vaccination

924183 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 PA 60.0 60 F Dizziness  for 15 minutes

924184 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NE 35.0 35 F DESCRIPTION THAT FOLLOWS IS FROM PATIENT: Monday 12-28 evening I begun to get chills and body aches, the next morning when waking up I felt like a truck hit me. Starting Tuesday morning, for three days, I got calf/feet cramps that were non-stop. I did call my doctor and got lab work done on 12-31. This lab work showed some kidney values that were off. Starting Sunday my legs and feet swelled up. I had a routine MS appointment on Monday and they stated since there is no data for folks with MS and the vaccine that they cannot rule out the vaccine is playing a role in some of this along with the IVIG.  I did follow up with my primary care doctor on Tuesday and they re did lab work as well as did a ultrasound to rule out blood clots. She did state she felt like it was the perfect storm between the COVID vaccine and then the Immunoglobins that I am on.  She suggested I download the app for CDC and report those items as well.  The doctors are still suggesting I get the 2nd shot just have to do some things prior to the second shot.

924185 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Chills, fever, general weakness & fatigue, sweating

924187 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 TN 32.0 32 F PATIENT DEVELOPED ERYTHEMA, DIFFUSE PRURITUS, AND ITCHINESS  WITHIN THE 20 MINUTE POST INJECTION. SHE RECEIVED 50 MG OF BENADRYL IM, AND 20 MG OF FAMOTIDIN ORAL, AND AFTER 30 MINUTE TREATMENT, THE REACTION SUBSIDED.

924188 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 38.0 38 F Migraines, right side of face swollen, nausea, tingling Y

924189 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 60.0 60 M SIRVA due to injection being delivered too high and delivered to shoulder capsule instead of deltoid muscle.vaccine was delivered One centimeter form the Acromion.

924190 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 78.0 78 F After vaccine administration, pt experienced severe diarrhea with incontinence.

924191 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MA 36.0 36 F Fatigue, Week later, itchy at inj site. Next morning warm redness, irritated blotch. 2inx2in area.

924192 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 PA 25.0 25 F History of vasovagal responses with immunizations. Occurred 8 minutes post injection. Gave juice and crackers.    0818 BP 73/59 placed on litter in trendelenberg position.  0825 113/69, 0826 BP 116/80 standing.  At 0834 BP 127/78.  Symptoms improved.  Released from clinic.  30 minutes total observation time.

924193 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 GA 67.0 67 M Swelling and welps at injection site

924194 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NY 29.0 29 F Fever 100.2 chills,Headache, Joint  body ache left armpit swelling dime  size  symptoms  started  12 hours later after  vaccine

924195 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 27.0 27 F EE report symptoms of left arm pain, fever of 101 , chills, and mild body aches. Treatment include Tylenol with symptom improving.

924196 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 WI 53.0 53 F 1) itchy arms and legs starting a few minutes after injection, resolving within the half hour 2) allergic dermatitis (id reaction) on my fingers about 30 hours after the injection (presumed type 4 hypersensitivity reaction to PEG)

924197 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 OK 40.0 40 F Patient became anxious, felt her throat closing and pressure in her chest.  Pulse rate  increased. Rash noted initially on arms, chest, and back. Palms of hand became very red. Shortly after, she became hoarse, and hives were noted on chest and neck.

924198 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TX 60.0 60 F HIVES, RASH ON VACCINATION ARM, ANAPHALXIS, DIZZINESS

924200 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 39.0 39 F 15 to 30 minutes after vaccination experienced itchy throat and tongue and dizziness

924201 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 MD 94.0 94 M Patient tolerated the vaccine well with no apparent side effects.   Ten days later awoke 12:30 AM with severe chest and upper back pain, presented to Med Center where he was found to have an Acute Coronary Syndrome. Transferred to Medical Center where he underwent successful PCI with two drug eluting stents for a 99% mid-LAD stenosisY Y 3

924202 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AR 54.0 54 F At approximately 9:20pm, I suffered a "sinus type" headache.  This caused tenderness to my face on each side of my nose as well as my upper gums.  I self administered ibuprofen at 10:30pm.  By early morning the pain had subsided.

924203 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 IL 49.0 49 F Headache for 4 days following vaccine. On day 5 following vaccine developed hives on arms and chest.

924204 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 WI 41.0 41 F Bad heartburn type symptoms. Not normal for me. Since 0900 1-6-2021 No treatment taken yet

924205 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NH 14.0 14 F Patient given COVID-19 Moderna vaccine at age of 14 years old. Pharmacist (myself) realized patient was under the age of 18 years after administering the vaccine.

924206 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 37.0 37 M Patient developed hard, swollen area around injection site 1 week after injection.  Area was very hot to the touch.

924207 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 OK 46.0 46 F Injection site pain, redness at injection site, then followed by chills and fever. Injection site swelling about 2" with fever and redness at injection site - lasted about 5 days. Also was feeling unwell, tiredness & muscle pain for a few days.

924208 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 IL 58.0 58 M Shortness of breath, fever, fatigue Y 6

924209 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 TN 48.0 48 F PATIENT DEVELOPED PRURITUS WIHTIN 20 MINUTE POST INJECTION. RECEIVED  BENADRYL 50 MG ORAL, AND AFTER PATIENT'S PRURITUS WAS RESOLVED.

924210 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 VA 46.0 46 F 3 days after injection (Thursday 12/24/20)noticed pain and pressure from jaw to ears on left side of face.  Saturday morning (12/26/20) noticed left lymph node was swollen. Sought medical care-DX anterior cervical lymphadenopathy.

924211 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AZ 42.0 42 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA I became lightheaded, dizzy, with weakness in arms and hands, fatigue, sore arm at the injection site about 35-40min after the vaccine was administered. Still feeling lightheaded with weakness 26 hours later.

924212 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 51.0 51 F Progress Notes APRN (Nurse Practitioner) ? ? Nurse Practitioner Cosign Needed Expand All Collapse All    COVID VACCINE CLINIC  1/6/2021    Date:  1/6/2021                                                                                                Subjective Patient is a 51 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her second dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   She was given the Pfizer vaccination in the left deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience dizziness, flushing and HA.  She denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, throat tightness, hoarseness, stridor, itching, lightheadedness, facial swelling, lip swelling and tongue swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to abdominal pain, blood pressure abnormality , chest pain, collapse, drooling, hypotension, increased swelling, rapid progression of symptoms, respiratory distress with stridor, wheezing, dyspnea, increased work of breathing, persistent cough and cyanosis, skin changes, tongue swelling and vomiting.   Hx: pt has history of breast CA and is on oral chemotherapy.      ALLERGY REVIEW OF SYSTEMS:  All other systems negative          Objective    Vitals Vitals:   01/06/21 1415 01/06/21 1427 01/06/21 1443 BP: (!) 168/89 (!) 154/94 (!) 154/84 Pulse: 87 85 72 SpO2: 99% 98% 99%     Physical Exam Vitals signs and nursing note reviewed.  Constitutional:      Appearance: Normal appearance.  HENT:     Head: Normocephalic.     Right Ear: External ear normal.     Left Ear: External ear normal.     Nose: Nose normal.     Mouth/Throat:     Mouth: Mucous membranes are moist.     Pharynx: Oropharynx is clear.  Eyes:     Pupils: Pupils are equal, round, and reactive to light.  Neck:     Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion.  Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Normal rate and regular rhythm.     Pulses: Normal pulses.     Heart sounds: Normal heart sounds.  Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal.     Breath sounds: Normal breath sounds.  Abdominal:     General: Abdomen is flat.  Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion.  Skin:    General: Skin is warm and dry.     Capillary Refill: Capillary refill takes less than 2 seconds.  Neurological:     General: No focal deficit present.     Mental Status: She is alert and oriented to person, place, and time.  Psychiatric:        Mood and Affect: Mood normal.        Behavior: Behavior normal.        Thought Content: Thought content normal.        Judgment: Judgment normal.         Assessment/Plan  Treatment included: no therapy. Follow up response to treatment: no side effects. Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP.   Pt was given Food and water and started to feel better.  For her headache she was given Tylenol 1000 mg orally. Pt left clinic at 2:45 pm.        Electronically Signed 1/6/2021 2:44 PM

924213 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NY 29.0 29 F 1/4/21 12 hr after vaccine fever of 101.3 bodyache  and  chills .  On 01/05   Joint pain ,chest pain hot sweat    chills and  diarrhea

924214 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TX 57.0 57 F rash developed under breasts one hour after vaccination. rash continued until the next morning as well as fever symptoms

924215 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 37.0 37 M Within minutes patient experienced  light headedness, flushing, reports that he felt like fainting and he felt his heart racing He was taken to ER and only finding was elevated BP.  Pt was interviewed an hour after incident and reported that all sx had resolved.  Pt was discharged and came by vaccine clinic to report he had recovered.

924216 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 ME 28.0 28 F heart racing mild tongue tingling anxious

924217 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 46.0 46 F Patient reports Phlegm, numbness of tongue, fatigue, body aches and headache

924218 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 MI 33.0 33 F SOTROAT, JAW PAIN AND EAR PAIN  3 DAYS POST VACCINATION

924219 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Received the Pfizer vaccine at 3:18pm, 20 minutes later reported itchy throat and nose. Reported 3/10 severity of symptoms. Patient reported mild swelling of throat 5 minutes later.  When reassessed her symptoms were the same, no signs of angioedema, no coughing. Patient able to talk with no difficulty, denies shortness of breath and chest tightness, patient was able to drink and swallow without much difficulty. Patient continued to complain of symptoms and requested IM Benadryl. Reported her partner would be picking her up and take her home.  Vital signs were taken prior to Benadryl administration and were: BP 108/71, HR 69, O2 99% RA at 4:15pm. Benadryl 25mg IM administered to right deltoid at 4:21pm. Vital signs taken after administration were: BP 105/69, HR 72, O2 99% RA at 4:31pm. Declined ED, states she is feeling better. Patient was escorted by RN to partner's car; she was ambulating and declined the wheelchair.

924220 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 32.0 32 M Patient presented back to office approximately 90 minutes after injection complaining of itchy and wet feeling in back of throat. Patient given Diphenhydramine 25mg IM, per provider order, patient tolerated well.  Patient reported symptoms improved but not fully resolved, still had wet feeling in throat.  Precautions reviewed, patient demonstrated understanding.

924221 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA 62.0 62 F within 5 minutes after injection had palpitations, flushing , tachycardia of 124 and BP of 154/106.  Skin rash of erythema and mottling, no urticaria, feeling of impending doom, burning in chest. given Benadryl and symptoms resolved after 30-40 minutes

924222 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 NM 23.0 23 F Patient reported to have a high fever over night (103 F)

924223 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MO 21.0 21 F Rash of chest that was very itchy.

924224 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 49.0 49 F Raised bump at the injection site. Lymp pain and swelling at the same side of the injection.

924225 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 VA 28.0 28 F Severe muscle aches, joint pain, chills, fever up to 102 Fahrenheit, fatigue, dizziness, headache, diarrhea. Started about 5 hours after injection. Was unable to attend work and normal daily activities.
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924226 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NE 85.0 85 F WITHIN 7 MINUTES, DEVELOPED LIGHTHEADEDNESS WHILE SITTING AND STANDING, THAT LASTED UNTIL 12PM ON 1/5/21.

924227 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 AR 37.0 37 F Sore arm with rash/redness

924228 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 GA 57.0 57 F 100.2 temp, HA and muscle soreness.

924229 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Sharp pain in left arm, Dizziness, room spinning, nauseated, Trouble breathing, Heart beating fast.

924230 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F large area of erythema distal to vaccine site extending down arm.

924231 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CA 55.0 55 F Queasy No taste headache tight neck- stiff

924232 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 43.0 U 30min after first shot on December 17th had numbness up my left jaw and migraine headache on both temples. Numbness to jaw lasted 5 days, migraine headache lasted till January 1st.  Second shot was on January 5th, 20 minutes after the shot left numbness to the jaw and entire cheek. Persistent sense. Headache worse than the first shot, but not vomiting because prescription phenergan and zofran.. negative covid tests since March

924233 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NV 44.0 44 F 1 hour from the time of administration, my throat began to tighten/narrow and became numb - no loss of airway. Administered self Benadryl for 24 hours following. Symptoms relieved within 24 hours.

924234 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 WA 31.0 31 F anaphylaxis

924235 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 WA 51.0 51 F Headache, light headed, instant nasal congestion and malaise

924236 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 AR 37.0 37 F sore arm with rash/redness

924237 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Received vaccination on right arm, the next morning felt radiating pain up to the neck and behind the ear. Was temporarily resolved with APAP and Advil

924238 01/05/1959 01/06/2021 FL F menthol sensation in throat and chest lasted 15 mins

924239 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 45.0 45 F Employee  requested the vaccine be given in gluteal muscle and the nurse assigned to the vaccine clinic administered Covid-19 vaccine in the gluteal muscle. Nurse made aware that immunizations are to be given in the deltoid. Employee was notified by the nurse that the gluteal muscle was not studied and that the recommended site is the deltoid and advised that the next injection will be administered in the deltoid.

924240 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 KS 33.0 33 F 5PM on the 31st my injection site was very painful. The next day I was extremely fatigued and had a headache as well.

924241 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 39.0 39 F experienced throat "swelling" and itchy throat 5 minutes after vaccine

924243 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 WI 38.0 38 F Swelling, pain, itching, red, and warm to the touch

924244 01/05/2020 01/06/2021 FL 53.0 52 F Fever since 5 hours after injection. Chills, body ache, headache Fever as high as 102.6 at morning of the next day and 100.8 24 hours late

924245 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 MA 31.0 31 F developed runny nose 24 hrs after receiving first dose of vaccine. Runny nose improved in 3 days.  Also had intermittent mild headache  for 2 days after first dose of vaccine. Still had nasal congestion 7 days later. Reported adverse side effects to my hospital's employee health on Saturday Jan 2,2021. Employee health had me leave work at noon time on Saturday Jan 2, 2021 to be swabbed for covid.

924246 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Developed twitching of Left eye on 12/20/20 which continues to 1/4/21

924247 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA 38.0 38 F I was 5.5 weeks pregnant when I revived the Pfizer Covid Vaccine. Everything was seemingly going fine with my pregnancy until about 4 hours after receiving the vaccine when I went to the bathroom nd wiped and saw pink discharge on the toilet paper. I then began to have mild low abdominal cramping. The abdominal cramping and vaginal bleeding steadily increased in severity over the next 24 hours until I eventually had an obvious miscarriage the evening of  12/31/2020.  I cant help but think the vaccine in some way caused my body to reject the pregnancy.    Along  with the miscarriage, I also had extreme tiredness with GI upset 12/31/20 - 1/02/2021.

924248 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 KS 22.0 22 F Patient received 1st dose Moderna vaccine on 12/29/2020. Reports some soreness noted the next day. Reports redness and tenderness developed last evening (1/5/2020) and still present today. Site measured. 4 cm x 3 cm induration noted. Not warm to the touch. Denies fever or other symptoms. Reaction did not develop until 1 week post vaccination.

924249 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 AR 38.0 38 F sore arm with rash/redness

924250 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 PA 29.0 29 F Reaction started on 1/5/20. Site is red, hard, itchy, hot to touch, and raised approximately 2-3 cm. Remains afebrile. Seen by Provider via Telemedicine.

924251 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 AZ 45.0 45 M Patient presenting approx 45 minutes after injection with facial swelling to eyelids and upper face. Also had an associated pruritic rash on right upper back region. No swelling to mouth, lips or tongue. No SOB or wheezing. Symptoms improved (decreased swelling) with 50mg PO benadryl. Was discharged after monitoring for 2 hours. Provided rx for epi pen upon discharge.

924252 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NY 56.0 56 M Low grade fever (100.5 F) muscle pain, chills, headache, injection site pain. Medcation :Tylenol.  Symptoms went away after 10 hours.

924253 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Palpitations Heart rate 120-130 chest tightness, pulse ox 100  pt  was monitored and 15 min  later  had another episode  of palpitations,chest tightness and fast HR

924254 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 ME 45.0 45 F Patient II, a 45-year-old female with a history of vaccine-related anxiety, presented to the vaccine clinic for her second-dose of the pfizer COVID-19  vaccine.  Pharmacist then delivered vaccine. Almost immediately after administration, the patient started showing signs of distress including difficulty speaking, and going in an out of consciousness. Ice packs were placed on the back of patient's neck, and she was given water in order to hopes to stimulate  consciousness. At this time, the pharmacist placed a pulse oximeter on her finger to monitor.  Her oxygen stats dropped  to 75%  and heart rate dropped to a value slightly greater to slightly under 30 beats per minute as indicated by the pulse ox blinking at 30.  Pharmacist timed the period of bradycardia, after 60 seconds an epinephrine pen 0.3mg was administered to the left lateral thigh. Rapid response code was called and team came 1.5 - 2 minutes after epinephrine administration. Oxygen was given to the patient at the scene where her recorded blood pressure was 94/54 mmHg. She was then transported into the emergency department via wheelchair. Patient stabilized and was discharged back to work approximately an hour after arrival.

924255 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 55.0 55 F 5 minutes after receiving Covid-19 vaccination patient reacted with chest tightness and was very lightheaded.  Patient has a history of anaphylaxis and had Epi Pens with her.    1600 Vitals: BP: 184/72 P: 117 SaO2: 100%  Epi Pen self-administered.  1605 Vitals: BP: 125/74 P:103 SaO2: 100%  Nurse transferred patient to ER in wheelchair for further treatment and evaluation.

924256 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 CA 52.0 52 F High fever; headache; myalgia ; inbility to smell or taste;  fatigue on 22nd; hAD THOSE SYMPTOMS FOR ABOUT A WEEK; tested positive for COVID on Dec 26.   haven't recovered inablity to smell or taste; fatigue - still have that, too;

924257 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TN 60.0 60 F PATIENT DEVELOPED ITCHINESS AND WARM FLUSH ALL OVER BODY WIHTIN 20 MIUTE POST INJECTION, AND RECEIVED 50 MG BENADRYL ORAL AND 20 MG FAMOTIDINE ORAL, AND AFTER 30 MINUTES, ADVERSE REACTION HAS BEEN RESOLVED.

924258 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 40.0 40 F overwhelmingly tired exhausted sever fatigue left arm hurts extremely bad by shoulder severe dryness in mouth, almost hard to swallow severe nausea headache

924259 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MN 44.0 44 F pt noted feeling chills, then developed nausea and dry heaves and sl headache

924260 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Facial hives: resolved with PO Benadryl   Right eye/cheek muscle twitching (ongoing for 1 week and continuously occurring).

924261 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 UT 21.0 21 F *I am a nursing student who received the vaccine because I am in a nursing program. Employee at Public Health Dept agreed I should file this report and file it myself because I have the most accurate description of the symptoms that occurred  What happened after vaccine administration within about ~10 minutes (01/04/2021) -what felt like a bit of throat tightening/swelling that would come in spurts and go away -difficulty taking a deep breath, could still breathe adequately normally  -took more effort to breathe deeply/have a normal baseline breathing pattern -faster heart rate than normal, could feel it ?racing? a bit- was about 82 (radial, took it myself) *thought these were attributed to my anxiety of sitting in a crowded room not close to the exit (I have bad anxiety with being in new locations and not being in control of where I can place myself around others (I do not have an anxiety disorder but experience anxiety of this kind semiregularly)  *sat a few extra minutes (about 20 minutes) and then left the observation area confident I was overthinking and I was just me being anxious/not the vaccine  After walking out/leaving  -spurt of dizziness/nausea -chills -hot forehead -spurts of widespread headache -effort to take in deep breaths -not as noticeable racing heart rate -spurts of throat tightening/swelling (not severe)  Back home Same things as leaving  -spurt of dizziness/nausea -chills -hot forehead -spurts of widespread headache -effort to take in deep breaths -not as noticeable heart rate -spurts of throat tightening/swelling (not severe)      -spurts of throat tightening went away in about an hour After 1-3 hours -heart rate and breathing still making me uncomfortable but did not feel like an emergency -could feel heart rate when laying down/felt racing to me again when lying down, not very much when sitting up  Breathing remained uncomfortable for the rest of the day/effortful into the evening -heart rate felt normal in the afternoon/evening -talking on the phone took more effort than usual but was not too difficult  Later that night I was able to lay down without a racing feeling heart rate, breathing was better, and slept fine. The next morning I woke up (01/05/2021) without any effortful breathing or racing heart rate and without any other abnormal symptoms; symptoms I did experience were arm soreness and some fatigue Today 01/06/2021 my arm soreness is very mild and I am not experiencing any other symptoms -did not download the v safe app until 01/05/2021

924262 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 IA 36.0 36 F redness, swelling, hives at the injection site several days after the vaccine

924264 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 39 F Patient received the covid vaccine on 01/05/2021. c/o new onset fever of 101.2, fatigue, headache, and body ache. Denies cough, sore throat, any ocular or GI symptoms.  Covid test on 12/3/2020 was positive.

924265 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 OH 31.0 31 F localized pain, swelling, and induration that has persisted >24 hours after injection; intermittent head and neck pain most prominent on the same side as the injection for >24 hours after injection

924266 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 MI 27.0 27 F WEAKNESS, HEAVY FEELING  , FEELING LIKE GOING TO PASS OUT, CHEST HEAVINESS

924267 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Pt developed Left eye twitching on 12/20/20 which continues to 1/4/21

924269 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 OH 22.0 22 F Three days after receiving the vaccine, the swelling, redness, and itching was gone. By day number nine, i woke up with my left bicep (where the vaccine was injected) swollen, red, and itchy again. Even worse than when i originally got the vaccine.

924270 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Left arm pain and headaches and tiredness

924271 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MN 35.0 35 F Vaccine site was itchy, swollen and red 1 week after vaccine was given.  I felt warm on the side of the body vaccine was given.  I took a Benedryl.    On day of vaccine I was tender to the touch with swollen and redness.  But that only lasted up to 2 days.  I felt no issues between this day and the the day 1 week after.

924272 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NY 89.0 89 F Patient had got the covid vaccine that very day she had swollen eyes she continues to have itchy swollen eyes and is starting on prednisone.

924273 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 43.0 43 F chills, muslce aches, joint pain/stiffness, headache - all extreme; I did have COVID-19 about 7 weeks ago

924274 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 60.0 60 F Progress Notes APRN (Nurse Practitioner) ? ? Nurse Practitioner Cosign Needed Expand All Collapse All    COVID VACCINE CLINIC 1/6/2021     Date:  1/6/2021                                                                                             MRN:  3274958     Subjective Patient is a 60 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her second dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   She was given the Pfizer vaccination in the right deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience dizziness and flushing.  She denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, throat tightness, hoarseness, stridor, itching, lightheadedness, dizziness, facial swelling, lip swelling and tongue swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to abdominal pain, blood pressure abnormality , chest pain, collapse, drooling, hypotension, increased swelling, rapid progression of symptoms, respiratory distress with stridor, wheezing, dyspnea, increased work of breathing, persistent cough and cyanosis, skin changes, tongue swelling and vomiting.   Pt reports she saw an allergist this am for runny nose, SOB, and sneezing.  He determined her symptoms was a neurological response.  Previous COVID infection November 30, 2020   PREVIOUS REACTION:  Pt reports first Pfzier covid shot she had symptoms of Chills, HA,  nausea and fever of 102 that occurred 12 hours  afterwards. She states her symptoms lasted 6-8 hours.     ALLERGY REVIEW OF SYSTEMS:  Patient complains of dizziness          Objective    Vitals Vitals:   01/06/21 1235 BP: (!) 152/82 Pulse: 57 Temp: 99.2 °F (37.3 °C) SpO2: 100%   BS 94 at 12:38   Physical Exam Vitals signs and nursing note reviewed.  HENT:     Head: Normocephalic.     Left Ear: External ear normal.     Nose: Nose normal.     Mouth/Throat:     Mouth: Mucous membranes are dry.  Eyes:     Pupils: Pupils are equal, round, and reactive to light.  Neck:     Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion.  Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Normal rate and regular rhythm.     Pulses: Normal pulses.     Heart sounds: Normal heart sounds.  Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal.     Breath sounds: Normal breath sounds.  Abdominal:     General: Abdomen is flat.  Skin:    General: Skin is warm and dry.     Capillary Refill: Capillary refill takes less than 2 seconds.  Neurological:     General: No focal deficit present.     Mental Status: She is alert and oriented to person, place, and time.  Psychiatric:        Mood and Affect: Mood normal.        Behavior: Behavior normal.        Thought Content: Thought content normal.        Judgment: Judgment normal.         Assessment/Plan  Treatment included: no therapy. Follow up response to treatment: no side effects. Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP.     Pt was observed and given water and food (peanut butter).  Felt better within a few minutes.  She was released to go home 12:55pm     APRN Electronically Signed 1/6/2021 12:45 PM

924275 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NY 28.0 28 F Temp 102.6 while  taking  tylenol, headache  muscle, Hr 140  01/05/21 chills, lightheadedness, 01/06 diarrhea

924276 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 MA 31.0 31 F developed runny nose 24 hrs after first dose of vaccine. Runny nose improved by Thursday  December 31, 2020. Still had  nasal congestion one week later. Saturday Jan 2, 2021 reported symptoms to employee health at hospital.  Employee health had me leave work at noon time on Saturday Jan 2, 2021 to be tested for corona virus.

924278 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 FL 40.0 40 F Fever up to 102.6 on Tylenol Chills to sweats, mostly extreme chills Every muscle in my body ached, could not lay or sit without pain Extreme fatigue, hard to even hold a cell phone Piercing headache Running nose from crying Could not watch tv, lay, get comfortable, get up to eat. Drank lots of water and peed alot

924279 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Swollen lymphnodes in left armpit/underarm

924280 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NY 23.0 23 F Muscle aches (day after vaccination 12/29/2020), sore arm (start 12/29/2020), injection site redness, itching, warmth & swelling (start 12/29/2020), injection site redness and swelling tripled in original size (as of 1/6/2021, still current), nausea (start 1/4/2021, still current), GI upset (start 1/4/2020, still current)

924281 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Pt developed a twitching Left eye on 12/20/20 which continues on 1/4/21

924282 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 66.0 66 F Patient reported feeling tingling sensation in mouth and mouth "feeling swollen". approx 228  No observed swelling or difficulty with breathing.  Also reported flushed feeling  BP 140/82.  Reported Had hx of allergic reaction to lisinipril in past 4 years ago and was hospitalized and was in ICU.  Afebrile. Also reported having an unpleasant bad taste in mouth.  Bendadryl 25mg po given 228 pm.  reported feeling a  little better within 15 minutes.  Water given.  Approx 3:00 pm reported having another episode of flushed feeling and just not feeling right.  Denied the need for epi-pen.  Reported normally takes 50mg of bendaryl.  Additional dose of bendadryl  25mg oral given 3:05.   Requested client to contact family member fort transportation. Spoke with Daughter.  Clients sister came to clinic that was held at college.  Client remained alert and oriented.  Contacted case's primary care provider's office, provider Doctor not available, but covering provider will return call to her. Reported she could not be seen in office today.  Requested refill for epipen to be provided to case by doctor.  Case denied the need for epipen at center and any further medical care or call to 9ll for emergency care.  Case was advised to be monitored throughout with another family member.  Lives alone, will be staying with daughter or sister. Verbalized to call 911 if any difficulty with breathing or worsening of symptoms.  Dr.'s office reported they would follow up with client today after patients are seen.

924283 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 NV 38.0 38 M Severe headache ("worst headache of my life"), tremor, weakness, fatigue

924284 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MA 61.0 61 F Within 5 minutes felt warm sensation over body, felt lump in throat , then chest tightness with palpitations.

924287 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 49.0 49 F purulent cellulitis to left deltoid; 10cm diameter and circular

924288 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 NY 48.0 48 F Reported pain at injection site fever 101.8F, chills,diarrhea, chest tightness, shortness of breath. Took tylenol-symptoms resolved.

924289 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IL 50.0 50 M Tiredness, chills

924290 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 46.0 46 F Feels throat tightness, feels liek her throat has mucous and she has to clear her throat. Client is able to sip water with no difficulty. Client able to ambulate. BP 136/82; HR 102; RR 18. at time of onset. Denies lightheadedness or chest tightness. No stridor per auscultation.

924291 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OK 64.0 64 F I got the vaccine at 9am. At 4pm that same day I experienced terrible pain to left arm. No redness or swelling at the site. I couldnt lie on my left arm at all that night.  By 11pm I also experienced headache, sinus drainage, sore throat, body aches, taste and smell were off, upset stomach, queezy stomach but no nausea or vomiting, very weak , dry mouth, fever at 99.2 then 98.6, chills, lots of chills. The covid hotline at my work told me I had a moderate reaction to the vaccine. Treatment was rest and tylenol which didn't alleviate any symptoms whatsoever. I had all these symptoms til Jan 6th at 4am.   At 4am all the symptoms left and have not returned.

924292 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MT 31.0 31 F Pain in armpit/lymph node, itching at injection site x 2 days, Redness/hot to the touch/painful since this AM.

924293 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NE 76.0 76 M DEVELOPED RASH ON NECK AND SHOULDERS. RECEIVED 25MG DIPHENHYDRAMINE BY MOUTH AT 10:15AM. RASH RESOLVED BY 10:30AM

924294 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 OR 57.0 57 F About 10-15mins after injection pt c/o 'feeling off', she went on to describe feeling a cold sensation go throughout her body and then felt her heart racing, denied SOB, but did state that her tongue might feel thick but then that it went away quickly, pt was very anxious at the time.  HR briefly went up to 90's but returned to her normal 70's, BP 130/80 and 120/75.  All vitals remained stable.  After about 45 mins pt stated she felt ready to go home, after walking with her and monitoring pulse and O2 sats, which were normal.  As pt was putting her coat on she had another wave of coldness go through her and heart rate went back up.  Pt sat down and pt started clearing throat and slight cough.  Pt was taken to the Emergency Department for treatment at that time.  Pt given Benadryl and some Solumedrol and discharged with Rx for prednisone.  On 1/4/2020 pt completed course of prednisone and on 1/5/2020 pt's symptoms returned and pt saw her PCP for treatment.

924295 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 MI 33.0 33 F DIZZINESS

924297 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 71.0 71 M At around 11:40am resident was observed to be unresponsive. resident noted with pulse and respiration. Not in any distress. lung sounds clear. Vital Signs BP162/82 P86 R18 T97.1 O2 Sat 96%, fingerstick is 133mg/dl .Resident received COVID 19 vaccine at 11:25am. O2 via 2l NC initiated. Nurse Stat call, 911 initiated, MD at Bedside. Resident awake and responsive. EMT responded and resident left with EMT to be transferred to hospital, remains awake and not in any respiratory distress.Y 1

924298 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WV 60.0 60 F Sore arm lasting 24-48 hours. Ibuprofen

924299 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 CT 57.0 57 F Cough, low  grade fever , 24 hours  after shot. Positive  Covid test on 3rd day after shot.

924300 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WI 34.0 34 F Generalized body itch with feeling of swollen tongue, no SOB

924301 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 OR 60.0 60 F Pain in the arm a t the injection site, now having shoulder pain. woke up with headache and dizziness.

924303 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 OK 76.0 76 F Devoped a fever of 99.0 approximately 24 hours after the injection.  Took a 600 mg Tylenol at my home.

924304 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Severe headache severe nausea fatigue left arm pain severe dry mouth high pulse

924305 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 AL 57.0 57 F Modern a COVID-19 vaccine EUA.  One week after receiving the vaccine, the injection site began itching, was hot to the touch, and a lump under the skin could be felt. A dime size red area was at the injection site. The next day, the injection site was still hot, still has a lump, and the redness is now quarter sized. Prior to this, the arm was a little sore for the first one or two days, with no other symptoms.

924306 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 KS 35.0 35 F I received the moderna covid vaccine at approx 0930 and waited in waiting room of facility per policy after injection.  I felt ok once wait time was up so I left.  I was driving approx 15 min later and (which was approx 30) after administration and pulled over to side of road due to getting chills and shaking and feeling faint.  Also, the left side of my face went numb and tingling.   I called for an ambulance and once they arrived I had started feeling normal again.  Facial tingling still persists at this time hours later.  I also had another sync opal episode once I got a ride home that resolved.  Left side of face feels like after being numb from a dentist.

924307 01/06/2020 01/06/2021 CA 44.0 44 M Patient received 2nd dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine at our COVID-19 vaccination area.  During the 15 minute observation period, patient reported feeling his tongue swelling and eye getting puffy. No SOB notes. Patient is an ICU physician in our med center. After 30 minutes of observation, he was discharged without any other issues.  Follow-up call done after 2 hours and he was fine. He went back to work.

924308 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 ME 20.0 20 F lightheadedness, shakiness

924309 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NH 26.0 26 F Tachycardia and mild hypertension.  No specific treatment.

924310 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NE 56.0 56 M BURNING AND REDNESS AT INJECTION SITE. LASTED 2 HOURS. RECEIVED 25MG DIPHENHYDRAMINE AT 12PM. RESOLVED IN 2 HOURS.

924311 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OK 57.0 57 F Fever, muscle aches, body aches, headache

924312 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NV 34.0 34 F Allergic reaction, shortness of breath, dizziness, itchiness  Iv steroids and Benadryl and follow up with pcp

924314 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CO 39.0 39 M C/o nausea, numbness, tingling down Left arm, weak, dizzy.  Pt was transferred to Emergency Department for further care and observation.  Vital signs 140/90, HR 74, SpO2 100%.

924315 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 35.0 35 F Progress Notes PA-C (Physician Assistant) ? ? Physician Assistant Cosign Needed Expand All Collapse   COVID VACCINE CLINIC 1/6/2021    Date:  1/6/2021    Subjective Patient is a 35 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her second dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   She was given the Pfizer vaccination in the right deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience dizziness.  She denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, throat tightness, hoarseness, stridor, itching, lightheadedness, dizziness, facial swelling, lip swelling and tongue swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to abdominal pain, blood pressure abnormality , chest pain, collapse, drooling, hypotension, increased swelling, rapid progression of symptoms, respiratory distress with stridor, wheezing, dyspnea and increased work of breathing, skin changes, tongue swelling and vomiting.         ALLERGY REVIEW OF SYSTEMS:  All other systems negative   Patient complains of dizziness          Objective    Vitals Vitals:   01/06/21 1216 01/06/21 1229 BP: 124/81 117/81 Pulse: 76 69 SpO2: 99% 100%   BS not done; no diabetes or history of hypoglycemia. NO allergies.    Physical Exam Vitals signs reviewed.  Constitutional:      Appearance: Normal appearance. She is normal weight.  HENT:     Head: Normocephalic.  Neck:     Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion.  Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Normal rate and regular rhythm.     Heart sounds: Normal heart sounds.  Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal.     Breath sounds: Normal breath sounds.  Abdominal:     General: Abdomen is flat.     Palpations: Abdomen is soft.  Skin:    General: Skin is warm and dry.  Neurological:     General: No focal deficit present.     Mental Status: She is alert.        Assessment/Plan  Treatment included: no therapy. Follow up response to treatment: no side effects. Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP.   Patient rested on gurney with head elevated for approximately 15 minutes with symptoms resolving without intervention other than water.        PA-C Electronically Signed 1/6/2021 12:29 PM

924316 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 36.0 36 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Very sore arm Upset Stomach the following morning

924317 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 PA 25.0 25 F Pain in arm, headache, sore throat x 2 days. Swelling at site, redness at site, hot to touch, and itchy.

924318 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PA 49.0 49 F Chills,joint pain,muscle aches,nauseated, headache, sore arm

924319 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NV 25.0 25 F Fast heart rate, nausea, vomiting, muscle aches, low grade fever

924320 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 CA 55.0 55 M "EE reviewed contraindications and verbalized ""non"" to all contraindications. Vaccine administrd at 1045. 1100 EE stated ""I feel weid"". EE complained of SOB and dizziness. RN and LVN assisted EE to floor and elevated lower extremities. EE was taking deep breaths, pulse normal. RN, Called  ED to notify them of EE situation. 1110 EE breathing normal and EE verbalized, "" no feeling of dizziness"" and was assisted to sit in chair. 1113 RN escorted EE wo security golf cart and was transported to ED by Manager of security. EE was stable.  ED Note 55-year-old male presenting with dizziness and anxiety after vaccination.  This is a potentially seriously ill patient with significant medical complexity and risk who was assessed emergently on arrival given their concerning story.  Differential includes but is not limited to orthostatic hypotension, cardiac dysrhythmia, atypical presentation of myocardial infarction, allergic reaction, adverse effect of medication.  Fortunately, the patient denies any chest pain his troponin is not elevated with no ischemic findings on his EKG.  He is nonfocal neurologically make me doubt stroke.  He has no findings at this time to suggest an anaphylactic reaction and his vital signs are within normal limits.  Orthostats were checked and negative.  He has no anemia, leukocytosis or emergent electrolyte derangements that could be participating in his symptoms.  Patient is tolerating oral intake and asymptomatic at this time.  He was monitored and on serial reassessment developed no no recurrence of symptoms.  He is safe for discharge at this time but ED read precautions were given and the patient was discharged from the emergency department in good condition. Impression: Acute dizziness anxiety, suspect adverse medication reaction"

924322 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 PA 61.0 61 M Presyncope, temporary dizziness and vertiginous sensation lasting 5 seconds.

924323 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MA 60.0 60 F Dizzy right after vaccine, foggy increased through evening, tired in the evening of injection, muscle aches, headache, and nausea about 2am, fever 99.8 at 1pm on 1/6/21. All these symptoms still persist now 5:40pm 1/6/20

924324 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 MI 44.0 44 M PRESYNCOPE, RIGHT SIDED FACAIL NUMBNESS

924325 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 UT 20.0 20 F CLIENT STATED SHE WAITED THE 15 MINUTES AND THEN STARTED TO HAVE DIFFICULTY BREATHING AND DROVE AROUND TO ENTRANCE OF CLINIC. CLIENT PRESENTED WITH RAPID, SHALLOW BREATHING, SHAKING. NURSE RAN TO GET EPINEPHRINE WHILE ANOTHER STAFF MEMBER STAYED WITH CLIENT. EMT SUMMONED. EMT GAVE OXYGEN, BENADRYL & CONTINUED TO SPEAK WITH CLIENT'S MOM VIA SPEAKER PHONE AND TO REASSURE CLIENT. FAMILY MEMBER CAME TO PICK UP CLIENT FROM CLIENT.

924326 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 ND 59.0 59 F I received the injection at 3:10 pm on 1/5. In the middle of the night, I didn?t check the time, I had severe rigors that lasted what felt like an hour maybe more. I did not have any other rigors since that episode.

924327 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 WA 34.0 34 F The day after the vaccination, woke up at 0600 and noted numbness and tingling down right lower extremity from thigh down to toes. Leg was completely ?asleep? and unable to bear weight. Lasted for approximately one hour. Tingling in extremity lasted throughout day and continued for about 1 week. Also noted minor tingling in left toes and right side of face.

924328 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MD 48.0 48 F c/o headache 5 min after vaccine given initially 4-5/10 then decreased to 3-4/10. vital signs stable 138/91 HR105 no rash, no redness, no induration at site. no resp distress. vital signs recheck 134/91 pulse 97 at 1233, advised to go to ER if symptoms worsened, discharged at 1638. Patient called clinic at 1330 on 1/6/21 c/o continued headache, now improving, Temp 99.2, facial flushing, bilateral arm and leg swelling also now improving. patient advised to go to urgent care or ER however patient refused and said she will go to her new primary MD on 1/8/21 and will go to ER if symptoms worsen. Also patient stated had COVID-19 test by occupational health results pending.

924329 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 PA 75.0 75 F Patient reported tingling in her right fingers but reported to Heather that she was fine  as of 3:06pm

924330 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 PA 26.0 26 F 12/31/20: Sore/Tender at site with some redness 1/3/2021: Redness at site with some itchiness 1/5/2021: Redness, swelling, warm to touch, and very itchy at site

924331 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 IA 60.0 60 F On day 1 after the vaccine the employee began having muscle aches and sore joints.  By day 4 she felt like she had an improvement in symptoms.  On day 6 the same symptoms reappeared and the employee was tested for COVID (negative PCR).  She reports that all of her joints in bilateral upper and lower extremities are extremely sore, she noted that "even her toes were painful".  She is unable to take NSAIDS because of a history of anaphylactic reaction to Motrin in the past.

924332 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MI 61.0 61 F pt was mistakenly given an undiluted vial of vaccine. No immediate physical reaction noted. Pt informed of error.  Dr., medical director, contacted and informed. OK to monitor pt for a total of 30 min to watch for adverse reaction. If feeling well, may go home after. Recommended at this point to receive 2nd dose.  After 45 min from receiving dose, no adverse events noted.

924333 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MD 46.0 46 F I had a little redness and swelling at the site 2 days after vaccine was given. It cleared up then today (day 8 after vaccine) the site was itchy, red and very swollen, warm to touch. I also noticed my armpit being sore on the same side as well as a swollen lymph node in my neck on that side.

924334 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 KY 41.0 41 F states had sudden onset flushing  from chest to head, increased pounding heart rate, difficulty swallowing, tightness, numbness in throat, extreme anxiety, approximately 45 minutes after vaccine lasted 5-10 minutes, however the swallowing issue lasted  2-3 hours  States did not seek medical treatment, symptoms resolved on their own

924336 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 SD 50.0 50 F Extreme fatigue, chills, headache  and body aches

924337 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 OK 68.0 68 F 1530 received the dose; 1540 began having to clear the throat  164/104-69-20;  1547 increase cough; 1549 slight chills given warm blanket and given Solumedrol 125mg IV and Benadryl  25mg IVP. She had pre-medicated with Benadryl 25mg and 2 tablets of Pepcid

924338 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Pt states feeling flushed, lightheaded, tingling in hands, chest and feet, and heart racing/palpitations.

924339 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NY 61.0 61 M Ringing in my ears. Very strong stronger than any other time in my life.

924340 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TX 48.0 48 F C/O dizziness, throat swelling sensation, throat soreness, throat tightening, itching near the eyes, light-headedness. Client can swallow water without difficulty. No SOB noted. RR-20, O2 sat 97%; HR 105; BP 110/76. Per auscultation, no stridor noted. EMT at vaccine facility present and requested EMT support. 2:15 PM Ambulance arrived. EMT evaluated and recommended transport. Pt. declined transport. 2:25 HR 104; BP 110/80; 97% Patient stood without lightheadedness and ambulated on own with sister accompanying to personal vehicle. Gait steady.

924341 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 PA 54.0 54 F After vaccine patient reported ankle, leg and hip pain. Taking Motrin

924342 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 TX 28.0 28 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA 01/05/21 started itching on injection site,  01/06/21 @07:20am noticed redness and hot to touch on injection site, @08:30  started with pain and right arm feeling heavy with swelling. @ 11:05 am noticed injection site swollen (like a large welt and hot to touch). Currently at 4:48 pm injection site still swollen (RED) and hot to touch. Right arm has pain and heaviness.

924343 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 CA 29.0 29 F 30 minutes after injection of vaccine, I developed tightness in my throat (not severe). This persisted for approximately 1 hour. Later in the evening around 1830, I developed chills and body aches. When I woke up the next day, all symptoms were gone.

924344 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 TX 37.0 37 F itchy, redness and hot to touch at site. Lymph node pain and enlargement under armpit or right arm where the vaccine was administered.

924345 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 WA 36.0 36 F Swollen lymph nodes in arm pit and breast with pain

924346 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 VA 43.0 43 F 12 hours after shot I developed a headache that quickly progressed into a migraine.  Usually going to bed helps but the pain was so bad on the right side of my head I could not sleep.  5 hours after onset of migraine I began vomiting frequently  for about 6 hours. Headache  and nausea lasted . Was able to sleep on and of.  Still feel nausea and weak with slight headache, 24 hours after onset

924347 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 KS 22.0 22 F Patient received Moderna vaccine on 12/29/2020. Complained of slight soreness the next day and then resolved. Patient reports she noticed sore, red raised area last evening, almost 1 week post injection. Area measures 4cm x 3cm induration. Area is not warm to the touch. Patient denies any other symptoms.

924348 01/05/2012 01/06/2021 AK 53.0 53 M This is a late entry note regarding adverse reaction status post Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine which was given to the patient yesterday at 9:45. Secondary to the patient's past medical history he was advised that he would wait and observance for approximately 1/2-hour instead of 15 minutes.  At approximately 10:15, 30 minutes after receiving his vaccine, the patient did report tingling and numbness in his lips and mouth, this progressed to tightness in his throat at 10:45, the patient denied any shortness of breath or wheezing and was constantly monitored by emergency medical services as a vaccine clinic to take place at our local fire hall.  Secondary to throat tightness, and chills, and ongoing tingling numbness in his lips and mouth.  #18 IV was started in the right AC, normal saline 1000 cc was up open, the patient received 25 mg of IV Benadryl per protocol, as well as 125 mg of IV Solu-Medrol at 1055.  Vital signs at that time 168/95, pulse was 73, and O2 saturation was 100%.  Physical exam did not reveal any indication of blockage within the throat, there was no shortness of breath or wheezing.  Lung sounds are clear but diminished to auscultation bilaterally, heart rate regular.  Temp 98.2.  Approximately 10 minutes after receiving medication blood pressure 161/100, pulse-73, sat remained 100.  Assessment of patient's symptoms patient does report that the throat feels slightly thicker, he denied any shortness of breath or wheezing, there was no oral or facial edema throughout the entire episode.  The patient received 1000 mg of IV Tylenol at 1125.  Continued observation for the next hour, the patient did report improvement in his symptoms, lip tingling and numbness dissipated, along with throat tightness.  Vital signs at 1236 122/74, pulse 79 oxygen saturation 100%.  The patient was placed on a cardiac monitor the entire time of this incident.   Follow-up phone call to patient on 01/06/2021 at 8:00 patient reportedam that he did have 1 further episode of tingling in the tip of his tongue and around his lips yesterday afternoon at 16:00 he did take Benadryl as instructed and this dissipated, he reports throughout the night he has had no further episodes of  tongue or lip tingling, throat tightening shortness of breath or wheezing difficulty swallowing.  He was instructed prior to leaving the vaccine administration site to continue with Benadryl 25 mg every 6 hours, along with Tylenol alternating with ibuprofen per box instructions to aid with chills and rigors for the next 24 hours.  He reports that he is had an improvement in his symptoms, We will follow-up again in 1 day.

924349 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 CO 46.0 46 F Patient received COVID-19 Vaccine 12/19/2020 at 7:30 am.  Did well during the 15 minute observation period.  Upon returning home started to experience dizziness.  Patient has history of (Persistent Postural Perceptual Dizziness (PPPD and Vestibular migraine.

924350 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CO 81.0 81 M Paralzed from the waist down upon entering bed at 10 pm Couldn't get in or out of bed at 10:30 Also had trouble during the night to go to the bathroom

924351 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 VA 50.0 50 F My arm was sore for about 3 days.  On day 8, the area of the injection became red, raised and itchy much like a mosquito bite.  There felt like a 2.5 inch hard knot under the skin and it felt warm.  Day 9, still slightly itch, smaller red area, not raised, no 'knot'.  Sore when area pressed.  No longer warm.

924352 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 43.0 43 M Employee rec'd COVID vaccine. Monitor for adverse reaction. Employee c/o tingling in lips/no swelling noted upon assessment. No other complaints offered, VS taken at 1757 BP 128/74 HR POX 98 Rapid response/ER offered-refused, Continue to monitor Last VS taken 1828 BP 133.77 HR 82 POX 100 Employee reports tingling in lips to be minimal/no swelling no other complaints offered Refusing rapid response/ER eval DC'd from monitor area

924353 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 OK 44.0 44 F Arm  has  red swollen ring around the injection site  with a fever a week after getting the vaccine.   I also had this reaction the day of the vaccine but it went away and now a week later it is back.  Not sure if I should be concerned or if this is normal.

924354 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MN 50.0 50 F Dizzy, Nausea, Chills

924355 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 MI 41.0 41 F LEFT ARM PAIN AND NUMBESS IMEDIATELY POST VACCINATION.

924357 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 OR 33.0 33 F I started getting a mild left sided headache that progressively worsened and it became unbearable. No medication helped and it became so severe that it would wake me up at night. I was seen in the urgent care and PCP office and was diagnosed with cluster headaches. I am still experiencing these symptoms. I never had any type of headaches.

924358 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 HI 39.0 39 F PERIORBITAL AND SCALP ITCHING

924359 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 WA 46.0 46 F Ongoing heart palpitations, breathlessness, tremulous hands, jittery feeling, sweating, PMS symptoms earlier and worse than usual. EKG showed PVCs.

924360 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 PA 38.0 38 F Redness at injection site, slightly raised area approximately the size of a quarter, and warm to the touch. Afebrile. Saw Provider via Telemedicine.

924361 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 29.0 29 F 1/5/21 @8AM: Immediate soreness at site of injection. Unable to sleep through night after injection  ~1/6/21 @3:30AM: woke up with chills and sweats

924362 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 OR 55.0 55 F reported sx started 1/5/21 at 7 am noticed injection site was red, itchy, warm, and hard.  took photos.   took benedryl at night before med.  no change over course of day, size circle 1/5 inches.   1/6/21 states itch has decreased, still red and hard and now a circle around it making total size 3 inches and 'most of upper arm'.  Suggested applying ice, calling PCP and sending photos from both days.  If PCP cannot see to go to urgent care or ED for evaluation and evaluation about getting vaccine injection #2

924364 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 UT 52.0 52 F PARKING LOT ATTENDANT CAME RUNNING INTO CLINIC STATING CLIENT WAS COMPLAINING OF DIZZINESS, HEART PALPATIONS, AND APPEARED PALE. CLIENT STATED HISTORY OF LOW BLOOD PRESSURE. BLOOD PRESSURE TAKEN ABOUT  1420. 120/90.  EMT NOTIFIED THAT THEY MAYBE NEEDED. EPINEPHRINE BROUGHT TO CAR. ENCOURAGED CLIENT TO TAKE SLOW, DEEP BREATHS. AFTER 10 MINUTES, STATED FELT MUCH BETTER.  PARKING ATTENDANT STATED CLIENT'S COLOR HAD RETURNED. ENCOURAGED TO WAIT FOR ANOTHER 10 MINUTES BEFORE DRIVING AWAY.

924365 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MT 56.0 56 F Patient reported redness and swelling at injection site the day after vaccination associated with pain and feeling of inability to move her arm. Today, 1/6/21, patient reports improvement of symptoms. She still has redness, swelling, and pain at the site though.

924366 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 AZ 34.0 34 F Nose bleed that stopped within a few minutes

924367 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Pain in my left arm, continuous ache, worse when I move it. So far it has not stopped hurting.
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924368 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 48.0 48 F C/o lightheadness, nausea, chest tightness, sinus pressure, chest tightness, numbness and tingling in nose, lips and mouth and eye lid swelling 12 hours after vaccine was given. Took Benadryl at 2230 and again at 12/29 0430. Called us to report s/s at 10:30 on 12/29.  States symptoms are subsiding but still has eyelid swelling. Told to follow up with PCP.

924369 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 KS 42.0 42 F had swelling of mouth, flushed face, treated with 50mg of diphenhydramine. symptoms resolved within one hour

924370 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 CA 59.0 F Post vaccination I waited required 15 minutes. Upon exiting building, presented with sever dizziness,  near syncopal episode, blurred vision, chest tightness, tachycardia, weakness,  shortness of breath. . Returned to vaccination room, in obvious distress. Ushered  by staff to chair. Unable to obtain BP via electronic machine, obtained manual , after about 10 or so minutes NIPB 106/69. Remained in room for 45 more minutes, symptoms slowly resolved. Remained with mild to moderate dizziness x 4 days. Headache, chills, chest tightness, weakness, lethargy, x 7 days..

924371 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TX 23.0 23 M Approximately 2 minutes after receiving vaccine, patient exhibited a numbness in the tongue and deeper areas of the mouth.  BP 134/80  HR 78.  Slight numbness has remained fairly constant at 11:55am.  Patient reported symptoms subsiding (or less worrisome).  Patient clinically stable.  Patient released at 12:10pm.

924372 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 SC 65.0 65 M The patient had already had a flu vaccine this season on 9/8/2020 and the nurse who gave it did not see that he had already had one and gave him a second vaccine.

924373 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Approximately 11 minutes after receiving vaccine, patient began experiencing partial numbness to the tip of the tongue. BP 212/126 HR 97 O2=98% @12:00pm. Patient reports that the numbness is subsiding. BP 171/112 HR 86 O2=99% @12:18pm. Patient clinically stable. Patient released from clinic at 12:25pm.

924374 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MI 40.0 40 F Top of Right shoulder has been very soar and painful. This is week 3 of symptoms. My range of motion is limited and I have swelling on the top of my shoulder as well.  Can hear popping  and clicking in my shoulder when I try to do range of motion as well.

924375 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 SD 50.0 50 F COVID-19 Vaccine EUA.     Red, raised, warm, and itchy bump.  Treatment of Tylenol 1000 mg.  Applied Benadryl ointment to affected area.

924376 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 34.0 34 F half dollar size swelling at the injection site with mild erythema and tenderness. No treatment needed. Swelling and tenderness is going down over time.

924377 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 OR 41.0 41 F Pt described a film in throat, tightness in throat, mucus in throat, and reported nausea.  HR was 87, BP 142/90 RR 16, O2 sats on RA 99%.  Pt was reluctant to seek care but after nausea continued and pt became slightly SOB she agreed and went to the ER for treatment.  Pt was treated in ER and discharged home.

924378 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 VA 30.0 30 F Swollen at the injection site, hard lump the size of half a golf ball, warmness, fever, headache, chills, and backache

924379 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 TX 54.0 54 F I had off and on body aches and a pretty severe headache for three days but no fever but nausea.

924380 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Anaphylaxis requiring epinephrine and ER visit, no hospitalization required

924381 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 KY 44.0 44 F January 2nd at 7 pm - patient noticed a burning sensation and a red raised area about the size of a quarter, over the past 4 days, the site became the size of a baseball, and a second hive appeared on January 4th.  The second hive is now the size of a baseball and a third hive has appeared today January the 6th and it is the size of a quarter.  All 3 sites are red and raised with some itching and are warm to touch with worsening "heat" in the evenings.

924382 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 KY 60.0 60 F When given shot I immediately had a hot lightning pain shoot all the way to my elbow. It went away quickly. About an hour after my lips and face felt like it was tingling. The following day I felt severe body ache, low grade fever, and headache. At times my face still feels funny and I have had a headache every day for the past 6 days.

924383 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MA 49.0 49 F I had the vaccine on the 23rd December I was monitored for 15 mins. My throat felt scratchy and itchy, I left at 3pm by 3:15 my head started hurting, mild. at 7pm I had a pounding headache, chills, body aches on the 24th AM I could not warm up my body was shivering I went to work at 8 am I thought I had a fever and I checked it was 100.2 when I got home my temp was 101 and 102.9 and my body aches were horrible I couldn't move nausea no appetite, shortness of breath, I did a telemed and talked to my primary and she said this was all related to the vaccine, she prescribed something for the nausea was asked to get a covid test and it came back negative, I started getting better Dec 27th .

924384 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 25.0 25 F Shortly after receiving the Covid vaccine EE states she has a dry throat, water given, the stated, "It feels like it did when I had my allergic reaction to Gain detergent. Seriously feels like I have cotton balls in my throat and it seems to be getting worse. Rapid response team notified, observed, monitored and reassured EE BP 156/74 HR 89 O2 sat 99%, BP 141/70 HR 81, O2 sat 99% EE was allowed to go home after close obs for greater than 30 min EE states she felt anxious and just wanted to go home, her mom was picking her up and bringing Benadryl with her

924385 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 OH 30.0 30 F 3 hours after vaccine had chills, fatigue, flush face, and body aches- only lasted about 4 hours. But the next day had chest pain and heart palpitations

924386 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 CO 40.0 40 F I received the vaccine at 1050hrs on 12/16/20.  At around 0900hrs on 12/18/20, I began to experience severe fatigue.  At ~1330 on the same day, I had a mildly elevated temperature - normal baseline for me is 97.6, with that reading at 99.4.  Due to the fatigue, I slept from 1400 hrs until 0500 on the following day, 12/19/20.  No other symptoms to report besides a tender injection site for the first 48 hours.

924387 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 OH 45.0 45 M Onset of symptoms: 01/04/2021@12:00PM Temperature: 102F Fatigue, muscle ache, diarrhea, nausea, "heaviness in the chest" Individual was tested yesterday to rule out COIVD19 with PCR (molecular test) and the antigen test.  Both test came back today: negative.

924388 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 LA 39.0 39 F Pain, tenderness, swelling, and knot at the Injection site. Also a headache for more then 29 hours, fever, nausea, vomiting, dizziness, muscle and joint pain, fatigue, difficulty catching my breath.

924389 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TN 52.0 52 F Redness,hardness,and inflammation became present at right deltoid immediately after injecting vaccine. After pt sat in vehicle with medical staff present redness disappeared and knot still present. Pt not in distress or discomfort. Pt left in passenger seat with husband driving approximately 10:50AM.

924390 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CA 40.0 40 F I started seeing a squiggly bright circle. It started as a spot then grew to a bright outlined circle. I also started to get a headache. I took 3- 200mg ibprofen. About 10 minutes later, the vision problem went away.

924391 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MO 44.0 44 F Pounding headache,  neck pain

924392 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NC 30.0 30 F Chills, fever 101.5 (oral), headache, body aches

924393 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 OH 72.0 72 U No reaction or side effects.

924394 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 AZ 27.0 27 F Facial swelling angioedema

924395 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MN 48.0 48 F Pfizer-Biotech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Vaccine administered 12/30/20 1202 PM Starting 1/1/2021 - mild headache, numbness in both hands but more significant in the left hand, left foot numbness.

924396 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 AZ 62.0 62 F Syncope

924397 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 OK 68.0 68 F Received vaccine at 1545; c/o itching and rash at 1556  bp 186/82-78  anxious; 1559 Benadryl 50 mg po given; rash red and raised scattered across hand and torso; 1606 146/74-68-20 rash is flat and better less itching; 1623  165/66- 84;  1630 pt itching on right upper extremity and whelps noted.  Soumedrol 125 mg IV given; 1702 feels better and rash less red;  1711 resolved

924398 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 FL 66.0 66 F fever, chills, shivering, headached, body aches, joint aches, nausea

924399 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 FL 57.0 57 F On day 9 post vaccine my injection site became hard, began to itch, ache ,swell and is hot to touch.  Issue is ongoing as this is reported. Taking Benadryl and applying cortisone to the area.

924400 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 AK 30.0 30 F CO came to me at 1105 C/O fast heart beat and feeling a little SOB, thinking she was possibly having an anxiety attack. She was scared to get the COVID-19 vaccine. Then she said she did feel SOB and throat feels tight. I grabbed the EPI pen and injected 0.3mg into lateral right thigh. Brought patient to our emergency room, administered Benadryl 25mg (2 caps) po. Started IV NaCl 1000 mL in RAC. Administered famotidine 20mg/2ml IPV over 2 minutes. Currently on slow IV drip, 2nd bag. Patient is doing well. She was initially shaky after the EPI pen but throat did not feel tight less than 10 minutes after injection. Currently is relaxed as I monitor her. Vitals have been stable.

924401 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 M severe fatigue body ache chills

924402 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 26.0 26 F The following day, 01/05/2021, I had extreme fatigue, a fever of 100.5, and nausea. The fever subsided by the following day, 01/06/2021

924403 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 WA 38.0 38 F Provider arrived for her Covid vaccine. After vaccine was administered she had an immediate localized reaction of tenderness and slight redness. No other symptoms. Provider was placed in the observation area and given and ice pack for the area and made aware that we do have oral Benadryl available. After about 2-3 min Genoveva alerted me that she was now having some itching/scratchiness to the back of her throat and requested Benadryl. 25 mg PO with water was administered and she was immediately escorted to the ED for evaluation with an RN, per protocol.

924404 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Body aches, sore arm, cold sweats, fever, fatigue, feeling over heated, and loss of appetite.

924405 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 WV 52.0 52 F LEFT DELTOID AREA WHERE PT HAD COVID VACCINATION HAS SMALL RED RASH 5 INCHES BY 5 INCHES NOT RAISED NO WHELPS.  DENIES ANY FEVER, SHORTNESS OF BREATH, ITCHING.

924406 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MN 41.0 41 F Shortly after vaccination, client felt slight tightness in the chest and shortness of breath. Approximately 5 minutes after vaccination, client began having tingling in the right arm (same arm as vaccination). Tingling spread to head and neck area and client began to feel warm. O2 saturations were 100%. Pulse was normal. Client had a general feeling of "unwell". Client was monitored for 30 minutes after vaccination.  Symptoms were stable, and client was sent home with husband. Instructions given to client to watch for worsening symptoms and call their healthcare provider if symptoms worsen.

924407 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 TX 49.0 49 F First 2 days after vaccine, arm soreness at site of vaccine, resolved. Starting on 01-05-21 (8 days post vaccination) developed headache, runny nose and sore throat.  On 01-06-21 reports small amounts of coughing.  Will go for COVID testing tomorrow 01-07-21.

924408 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 41.0 41 M Dr walked into employee health requesting steroids. States has already taken Benadryl. Reddened rash with hives noted arms and neck. States he doesn't want to go to the ER just needs RX for steroids. Noted to his coworkers, RX number given. Rec'd Covid vaccine on 12/20/2020

924409 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 OR 39.0 39 F 10 MINUTES after the injection, I became very hot and flushed, with headache, palpitations, weakness, and shortness of breath. I sat down, my heart rate was 110 on my I watch. I was breathing heavy and feeling sweaty. The healthcare providers had me lie down on a stretcher and gave me oxygen with my feet elevated. After about 20 minutes, I felt better. Later that day, I came home and slept for 2 hours. The next day, (today) I came home early from work because I feel very tired and having difficulty concentrating. But the other symptoms have gone away.

924410 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 SD 76.0 76 M Adult failure to thrive; Chronic hypoxemic respiratory failure; Generalized weakness Y

924411 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 34.0 34 M Reported feeling flushed, increased heart rate tingling fingertips difficulty focusing eyes.

924412 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA 56.0 56 M pain from my arm up the shoulder to the head on back of my left ear and rash on my arm and around my neck.

924413 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MS 38.0 38 F RECEIVED FIRST DOSE MODERNA COVID.  LOCAL SITE REACTION APPEARED TO BE CONSISTENT WITH CELLULITIS

924414 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 23.0 23 F Chills, fever, headache, muscle aches, fatigue beginning around 3pm 1/5/21 and ending around noon 1/6/21

924415 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 VA 27.0 27 M 100.4 fever

924416 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 46.0 46 F 12/23: developed soreness 12/30: developed runny nose, congestion, cough 12/31: fever 100 deg F and chills

924417 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 IL 52.0 52 M Moderate ankle pain left x 1.5 days Hamstring cramping moderate x 1 day Fatigue - moderate x 1 day

924418 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 GA 51.0 51 M Vaccination administered at 3:42pm. Member voiced he had a dry throat and was provided water. He was observed for 15mins without any noticeable concerns noted. He was scheduled for his 2nd vaccine and released. Member returned to 2nd floor conference room C at 4:37pm as he indicated his tongue felt thick and swallowing wasn't "natural". He advised he sat in his car for a while and came back in and took 2 benadryl.  I escorted member down to ACC and handed him off with report. He was in no acute distress, able to talk and ambulate. While checking into ACC he indicated he felt the benadryl was helping and felt a little better. (Initially during the 15 minute observation, member advised his mouth was dry and asked for water, which after drinking he said he was fine and that it helped. He was in no distress at that time. )

924419 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 MS 36.0 36 F I recieved my injection at 1:00pm.  My arm became sore around 3:30pm as expected.   I became very tired  around 5pm.  Around 6:30 I experience heat on the left side of my neck up to the back of my left ear.  Also tingling,  mild swelling,  and drooping on left side of face that lasted a couple of hours.   The next day I still experienced the heat feeling in left side of neck up to the back of left ear, fatigue, and soreness in arm.   But by 3pm I felt fine and haven't had any problems since.

924420 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OH 24.0 24 F Fever (102.8°F), improved with Tylenol, lasted about 4 hours

924421 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 VT 54.0 54 F Severe local rash and pain that started 7 days after administration.

924422 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 TX 49.0 49 F Had sore arm 2 days following vaccine.  On 01-05-21 developed headache, runny nose and sore throat.  Slight cough on 01-06-21.

924423 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 MI 60.0 60 M DIZZY , VOMITING, SWEATING 15 MIN AFTER  VACINATION LASTED 5 MIN THEN  2 -3 HOURS OF CHILLS

924424 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MA 25.0 25 F 6 days after injection developed severe armpit pain and lymph node swelling. Day 7 woke up with hard, red, warm bump below site of injection with excruciating pain and limited arm movement. Seen by MD and started on antibiotics for cellulitis.

924425 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 WA 36.0 37 F Per patient: "I recieved the covid vaccine on 12/29/2020. Ten minutes later I broke out in a rash from chest down it was a burning and itching and red spots. They took me to ER and gave me medicine. Within 40 mins I felt better so I left to go home. I have been feeling really tired and weak. I went home on the 4th with weakness and I did vomit 1 time. I felt sick to my stomach all day. I came back to work today still feeling nausiated."

924426 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Patient reported Flu-like symptoms and achiness at 12:00 PM on 1/4/21. There was bilateral neck pain and headache at 2:00 AM on 1/5/21, and a hacking cough throughout the day. Patient experienced chills at 6:00AM. Patient called in sick to work on 1/5/21. Patient alternated between ibuprofen and tylenol, and symptoms have seemed to resolve by 3:15 PM on 1/6/2021 3 hours after taking 2 grams of tylenol.

924427 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 FL 48.0 48 F I experienced rigors and high fever to 105.00  Palpitations Severe headache

924428 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MI 26.0 26 F Pt experienced a pre-syncopal/vasovagal episode.  She was laid supine and observed for 25-30 minutes.  She began to feel better and was able to sit and then stand with no symptoms.  She felt able to leave the clinic on her own and was advised to seek medical attention should symptoms return or worsen.

924429 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 OK 30.0 30 M Patient had received the Moderna vaccine and was in observation, when he started feeling lightheaded. I took his blood pressure and pulse. BP 115/70, pulse 48. I had him to stay seated and I would check him again. At that time RN came into the room and retook his BP- BP 90/40 P60 R18, Pt then placed onto the floor and feet elevated. Pt became very pale and continued to complain of lightheadedness. we continued to observe pt. Pt explained that he was feeling a lot better. Continued to lay on the floor with feet elevated. BP 138/92 P-62 R-16. Color returned to normal Pt reported that he was feeling better . Placed pt in upright position and RN helped him to chair. RN continued to monitor pt for 15 minutes and pt was sent home. He had no more lightheadedness before he left.

924430 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MI 49.0 49 M after 5 minutes states her fingers felt weird -numb and felt like her hear was racing, very anxious started to hyperventilate. Took her to ER via WC . During transfer stated her fingers were twisting (noticed definite contractures in both hands. States her heart was beating very fast. Denies any allergies but did states she has history of low potassium and has had issues with medications nad vaccines in the past.  However no sx like this but does get "a little loopy" even when taking motrin. Instructed her to notify any provider prior to any vaccinations of the above sx. If I would have know any off this I would have highly recommended her to get authorization from her PCP prior

924431 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 UT 43.0 43 M Sweats, body aches, headache on the day of vaccination.  Next day the patient experienced regional lymphadenopathy and arm weakness.

924432 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 PA 48.0 48 F Started on 4th day, around 3 am,  woke up with severe muscle aches, extensive lower back pain(unable to walk properly), dizziness, severe nausea.  5th day- nausea,  headache, muscle aches.  No fever.  6th day(today) not getting better, still very nauseous, severe headache,  dizziness, stomach is upset.  Symptoms dont seem to be getting better.

924433 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 60.0 60 F Rec'd Covid vaccine after 15 min obs stated she felt "swooney, dizzy, like" BP 168/86 HR 68 states she has a hx of HTN she usually runs 120's/70's Monitored for another 25 min BP ranging 157/87 - 173/86, prior to leaving states she was not feeling dizzy anymore BP 164/88 HR 69, and wanted to go back to work. Could not find anyone to take care of her patients and was concerned. Coworker states they would monitor her.

924434 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 OH 27.0 27 M Vaccine given @ 12:36PM Patient reported feeling hot and dizzy. @12:45PM Pt began shaking and stated he felt weak.  BP: 253/149 (Pt was shaking during evaluation) EMS called @ 13:00 Pt left @ 1;14PM with EMS  HR: 89, O2 Sat Room Air: 99%

924435 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MS 30.0 30 M nausea, vomiting, headache, fever,  body chills

924436 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 56.0 56 F Vaccine injection site developed into a big red welt since 1/4/21. Potential infection. Started on antibiotics 1/5/21.

924437 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IL 25.0 25 F Fever of  100.1

924438 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Nausea, Fatigue, Dizziness,  Shortness of breath, Lethargic, Soar throat, Swollen tonged, and rash on injection site.

924439 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 OK 59.0 59 F 1740 received the vaccine; 1755 began occasional dry cough and raspy voice noted  168/80-100-20; started IV line and Solumedtrol 125 mg given IV; 1803 continued dry cough voice less raspy states cough less tight feeling; 1815  151/76-88-16 dry cough still;  1826 ambulate in the hallway then increased wheezing, dry cough and raspiness; 1843 given albuterol HHN ;  kept her and observed overnight and left in the am.

924440 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 MN 50.0 50 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  left arm and leg persistent paresthesias for two weeks

924441 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IL 42.0 42 F Diarrhea ,chills, vomiting/nausea, headache

924442 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 OR 31.0 31 F I had a little bit of nausea, headache, rapid heart rate the whole time and a sore arm.  My estimated date of delivery is 04/25/2021. I am 23 weeks gestation.

924443 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 IL 33.0 33 F Sore arm after 2 hours of vaccine given  Low grade fever 99.9

924444 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Complaining of scratchy throat consistently clearing her throst. Unable to speak in complete sentenses due to clearing her throat. No shortness of breath and no difficutly breathing. Throat redness minimal and airway patent. Vital signs with in normal limits. No itching or redness noted on body and no hives present. Able to swallow water.

924445 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 47.0 47 F Patient states that about 5 minutes after vaccine they felt "pins and needles" sensation in their left arm and hand.  Covid vaccine was given in left deltoid.  Patient waited 30 minutes after vaccination with no new symptoms.  Patient denies the need for any further medical attention.  Patient left with a companion.

924446 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NY 29.0 29 F redness/swelling/firm/tenderness at injection site, lymphadenopathy. starting day 8 post vaccine

924448 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Sore arm lasting 24-36 hours

924449 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 51.0 51 F On 1/5, developed fever 101 F, chills, Headache, back ache, and throbbing pain left arm

924450 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TX 60.0 60 F Patient had an asthma attack approximately 45 minutes after receiving the injection.

924451 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TN 46.0 46 F Left arm heaviness with tingling.

924452 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Couldn?t move head/neck  without moderate to severe pain, lymph nodes on affected side where injection was give were hard and extremely painful to palpate. Neck and jaw pain day three extremely bad migraine causing me to miss work

924453 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 OH 57.0 57 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Approximately, 1 hr after receiving COVID-19 vaccine, noted general pruritus without rash, mild scleral injection. No other systemic symptoms.  Pt treated with Benadryl 25mg x1. Symptoms resolved within 30-45 minutes.

924454 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Patient began having flushing and hives, chest tightness, shortness of breath, voice changes - began ~20 minutes after occurrence.  Given IV benadryl 50 mg immediately - noted some improvement of symptoms.  Symptoms persisted, arrived in ER, given IM epi 0.3 mg, PO prednisone 50 mg, and PO pepcid 20 mg approximately 1 hour after administration

924455 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 OK 76.0 76 F 0840 Patient received vaccine.  No reported allergies to any medications or immunizations.  COVID19 pre-vaccination checklist completed.  Patient moved to observation.  0852 patient complained of tightness in throat and slight shortness of breath.  0853 RN took BP 180/100, R 18, P66.  Patient was sitting upright and took off jacket.  0858 Patient reports symptoms are the same.  BP 172/108. 0859 Patient reports difficulty breathing and continued tightness in throat.  RN administered 50mg IM Diphenhydramine.  0908 Patient reports that symptoms have started to improve.  Reports continued some tightness but no longer having difficulty breathing.  Patient reports that she is feeling some better.  Family arrives.  Patient explains that she has had the need for Benadryl with insect stings and had extreme reactions to some other items that were not previously reported to RN.  Patient was observed  and was feeling better.  Instructed patient to contact PCP to report reaction and follow-up with PCP.  Instructed patient to call 911 immediately with any further adverse reactions after returning home.  Family to drive patient home and continue to monitor patient.  1500 patient called back to explain that she was feeling better.  Some swelling in tongue.  Patient follow-up with PCP today.  PCP to continue to follow.  No further medication needed at this time.

924457 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 UT 59.0 59 F I?m having pain in my arm pit, with a little swelling. It?s getting worse, and it?s making my arm hurt underneath

924458 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 ME 30.0 30 M Patient experienced significant swelling of arm, back, and facial region, headache, reports kidney pain and lip and throat numbing, as well as  overall body aches. Patient took Benadryl 50mg to reduce swelling with success. Symptoms subsided completely after 4 days.

924459 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 KS 22.0 22 F Woke up in middle of night muscle arm pain stiffness, headache, nausea. 6 hours later still has fever, 101.1.

924460 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MI 40.0 40 F Very fatigue the next day after vaccine. I had whole body tiredness. My arm was very sore and started about 3am . The site was fine but the deltoid and tricep muscles were very sore.

924462 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 47.0 47 F Rec'd Covid vaccine 10 minutes afterwards, employee stated she felt weird in her chest, states she didn't know if it was anxiety, state pain 4/.10 offered employee to be evaluated - refused requested to sit and be monitored BP 132/72, HR 71 POX 98% repeat vs employee states chest tight refused ED eval and RRT B/P 137/77 HR 70 POX 98% still refusing ED state just wants to be monitored for a few minutes 1745 BP 140/79 HR 70 POX 98% final VS at 1751 129/77, HR 70 POX 99% Employee states she feels more comfortable now and is ready to go home. She further states she knows what to do.

924463 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Administration Error - upon injection, the needle was not fully injected into the patient's arm. An unknown amount of drug squirted onto the patient's arm and did not make it in. It was recommended to receive another complete dose as we didn't know exactly how much had been received but the patient was uncomfortable with that and she requested we only give her 0.2ml instead of 0.3ml. We drew up another 0.2ml and administered that in addition to what she received initially.  No side effects reported.

924465 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 AZ 46.0 46 F Dizziness, nausea, chills, tired/heavy feeling In legs, odd sensation in right leg with numbness of right toe. Blood pressure and heart rate mildly elevated beginning around 10:40 pm 1/5/21. Spoke with a triage nurse twice late pm 1/5/21 and early am 1/6/21. Advised self monitoring. Unable to sleep more than about 1 hr at a time-woke up sweaty. No temp. Woke up without dizziness/nausea but had dizziness when eating cereal and looked down. Saw general practice physician 1/6/21 after 10 am 1/6/21. Given anti-dizziness med. prescription.  Dizziness/nausea, Tired/heaviness in legs gone when saw physician. Still mild altered sensation in right leg and big toe numbness that comes and goes. Elevated blood pressure at physician. Bloodwork ordered and scheduled for Saturday.

924466 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 UT 25.0 25 F WHILE WAITING THE 15 MINUTES AFTER VACCINATION CLIENT EXPERIENCED RASH STARTING AT NECK AND THEN PROGRESSING ALL OVER HER BODY. STATES FELT ITCHY. NOTIFIED PARKING ATTENDANT. EMT SUMMONED. DENIED BREATHING DIFFICULTIES. EMT GAVE OXYGEN AND BENADRYL. FAMILY MEMBER CAME TO PICK UP CLIENT AND GIVE RIDE HOME.

924467 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MA 44.0 44 F 0912: Pt honks horn, this RN immediately to car side. Pt reporting tachycardia. Pulse check 106, BP 154/81. Pt states it came on suddenly, no CP, no SOB, no tongue swelling, no numbness/tingling, no throat itching or swelling. Pt monitored by this RN. After about 5 minutes pt reports feeling like HR coming down, HR 88 BP recheck 160/82. Pt reports no allergies, no adverse reactions to any previous vaccines (has received flu shot and Tdap in last 4 months). Pt did eat this morning. 1000: Pt observed in car, feeling WNL. BP recheck 133/76. Escorted to bathroom by this RN w/out issue. Pt states she feels comfortable driving, symptoms have completely resolved.

924468 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 TX 41.0 41 F I had the shot and my only symptom was bruising at the injection site and sore arm.  After a few days my arm no longer hurt, but the bruise remained.  6 days after my injection, I experienced mild itching at the injection site.  Day 7 I noticed my arm was red, swollen, warm to touch, and itchy.  Day 8, my arm continued to swell and the area that was red was larger and very warm to touch at the injection   site.  My arm was also beginning to feel heavy.  I contacted and saw my pcp on day 8 and was told to take an antihistamine.  I took clarity and my symptoms are starting to improve.

924469 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CA 43.0 43 M Soreness in arm

924470 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NC 30.0 30 F 1215-Noted pt sitting on the floor fanning herself after receiving her COVID vaccine.  1220-Pt ambulates to stretcher for further evaulation of clinic staff, FNP.  Patient reported no previous adverse reaction to vaccines, but did note an anaphylactic nut allergy.  Pt reported a milder version of the symptoms she is experiencing today after her initial vaccine Dec 17, 2020. Initial HR 64 SPO2 74% room air(employee wearing dark fingernail polish and reporting tingling in her hands)  Pt instructed to breath slowly in through nose, out through mouth.  1225 BP 150/95 HR 85 SPO2 99% Pt given some water and crackers and reports eating NO food today other than a few cookies.  Pt reports feeling better, color has now returned to pt.  1235- BP systolic 180s. pt advised to be seen in the ED for further evaluation.  1240 patient taken to ED by this RN; FNP; and second RN for further evaluation. 2L SPO2 put on pt en route based on previous low oxygenation. 1245- Pt arrived in ED, pt began reporting blurred vision; handoff to ED staff. Evaluated by ED staff, medicated with 1L NS bolus, 125mg IV Methylprednisone; 20mg IV Famotidine, 50mg IV Benadryl. 1640-employee reported to ED complete resolution of symptoms . Employee discharged from ED with prescription for an Epi-pen and prednisone.

924471 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MO 49.0 49 F Acute cellulitis on the Left upper arm

924472 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 VA 51.0 51 F Fatigue, chills fever joint aches and pains along with femur bones aching/hurting as well as my rib cage sore and achey.  Fever went as high as 102.4.  Plus have noticed a small cough.   I received the vaccine on Monday morning and by that evening I could not move with fever and pain. The symptoms started to subside around 4:00 am Wednesday 1/6/2021. Currently it is 18:30 and I feel better temp is  99.1. No joint aches but with a small cough.

924473 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MI 40.0 40 F Whole body fatigue the next day.  Arm was very Sore. The site was fine but the deltoid and tricep was very sore. I have regular yearly flu shots with no issues.

924474 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 KS 22.0 22 F Arm pain muscle stiffness around inj site. Headache, fever, 101.1. 6 hours later still running fever.

924475 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 51.0 51 F She had headache after receiving the vaccine, about 30min after, her BP was 150/86, pulse 74; there was no redness or swelling, non-tender, no warmth

924477 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 AR 25.0 25 F within 15 minutes she said a bit dizzy  I didn't think it was an anaphylactic reaction  I told her to follow up in ER if it got worse

924479 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 26.0 26 F Redness, swelling, hives at injection site.  Hives spread down arm and to neck, patient began trembling.  Benadryl given patient sent to emergency department.   Checked out in ED, HR 110 & reports nausea and headache.  Nothing else abnormal.  Patient observed and hives seemed to resolve.

924481 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 AK 27.0 27 F Approx 3 min after vaccine administration hives and redness began to develop on chest and quickly ascend upwards to face. Had swollen/"thickening"/tightness feeling in neck. HR 115-120, sweaty and shaking slightly. 50mg PO Benadryl administered immediately. Taken to Emergency Department where IV SoluMedrol and Pepcid were given with improvement of symptoms.  Vital signs and symptoms improved by discharge from Emergency Department.

924482 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TN 51.0 51 F Palpatations and systemic burning sensation. Lasted approx. 2 minutes then goes away; 2 episodes within 5 minutes of each other.

924484 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 WA 46.0 0 M Fatigue & Headache 0.0

924485 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MO 28.0 28 F Notes vaccination at site lower than the deltoid (mid triceps area). Noticed bruising at the site, then a few days later developed redness, and itching over the area. No other symptoms.

924487 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 GA 50.0 50 F swelling and tingling in face after waiting 40 minutes of injection. left side of tongue swelling/ went down chills/fatigues soreness to injection site( which was excepted)

924488 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CO 29.0 29 F Several hours after receiving the vaccine I started to break out in hives and felt incredibly fatigued. Symptoms gradually improved over the next two days. Last night the vaccine injection site became hot, swollen, and incredibly itchy. Symptoms have not worsened but have not improved since taking 50mg of Benadryl at 3:30 PM today

924489 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Left supraclavicular lymphadenopathy with associated tenderness. Started 1 week after vaccination given.

924490 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 WV 45.0 45 F Coughing, abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, headache, fatigue

924491 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 CA 50.0 50 M Welt on injection site, (left arm), redness and itchy.

924492 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 UT 26.0 26 F I had nausea  all day, heart rate over 120, pelvic & back pain, chills, normal temp of 98.6. Throughout the day my heart rate was at 125 even at sitting . My blood sugars were completely normal.

924493 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 OR 30.0 30 F 15 weeks today, healthy pregnancy, due date is June 30th. I had a lot of arm soreness and fatigue. Felt like I could not get up or do anything.

924494 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 PR 44.0 44 F Pain in the site for 2 days Swollen area for 8 days  Warm to touch in injection site 7 days (12/30/2020-today).

924495 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 40.0 40 F Started with tingling in arms and hands within 5 minutes, then tingling in tongue, and heart racing, lead to difficulty breathing and turning pale.  Staff stuck me with an EpiPen in my right thigh and EMT was called and Benadryl was administered.

924496 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 67.0 67 M Severe muscle aches, severe headache, fever high as 100.8, chills , severe diarrhea. complete loss of appetite, fatigue weakness

924497 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 AR 55.0 55 F General malaise, muscle twitching, headache, joint soreness, chills, and swollen and painful lymph node under right auxiliary. Same arm as vaccine administered

924498 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TX 23.0 23 M Approximately 6 minutes after receiving vaccine, patient experiencing left arm was feeling heavy.  Patient felt like the arm was feeling "weak".  May have had some tingling in the fingers.  Initial BP 137/72  HR 95  O2=97%.  Heaviness in the arm dissipating after 20 minutes.  At 25 minutes, patient starting feeling a dull pain in forearm ascending to the left side of the neck with some intensity, but subsiding to a very dull pain.  Tingling in the fingers subsided, but very mild at 30 minutes.  At 5:35pm, BP 147/75  HR 91 O2=98%.  At 5:45pm patient reports some mild tingling in fingers.  Pain in the neck area and arms feel more like a stiffness than pain.  Patient released from clinic at 5:50pm.

924499 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NY 68.0 68 F Does not have the lot#.  Redness, swelling, area is very warm.  This started this morning.  Feels tired, under the weather. Little dizziness.

924500 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 PR 66.0 66 F Bruise in the vaccination area, nine days after the vaccination inflammation, hot and reddish, under the bruise area, the effected area has continued to grow and is already large to the middle of the forearm

924502 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 CA 30.0 30 M Patient complained of chest  tightness shortly after vaccine administration.  VS initially displayed tachycardia, tachypnea, and elevated BP.  With controlled breathing and prone position, along with O2 the patient's VS stabilized and the chest tightness and SOB resolved.  After a 90 minute observation period, he felt well enough to return home with his wife.

924503 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 MI 58.0 58 F LEFT  SHOULDER AND NECK TIGHTNESS WITH FACIAL TINGLING AFTER LEAVING CLINIC. REFERED TO PRIVATE PHYSICIAN

924504 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TX 31.0 31 F dizziness numbness and tingling down feet nausea no vomiting

924505 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 OR 35.0 35 F Really bad arm soreness the first and second day  the third day I had Muscle aches tiredness and fatigue.

924506 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CA 64.0 64 F Experienced moderate headache and associated nausea 15 minutes after vaccination. Symtpom resolved in 30 minutes wuth acetaminophen and Compazine 5 mg orally x1
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924507 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 WI 18.0 18 F Time course:  Received Pfizer COVID vaccine 1515.  Had immediate reaction.  See next page.

924508 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 CA 44.0 44 F 15 minutes after the injection, I got some itching on my right shoulder near the injection site. I waited around a bit longer and the itching and heat started to grow down my arm and across my chest and back. I was asked to go to the ER as it was not resolving. At about one hour, I started to get some mild chest pain, My BP was 173/101 and around  100+ for heart rate. O2 was 100% . ER staff  did an EKG. The ER DR gave me Pepcid, Benadryl and Prednisone and 1 liter of normal saline. I was observed for about 3 hours. I went home and  was feeling much better. The next 3 days I had a moderate headache and sore arm. I took Tylenol. I had some hot flushes and mild spikes of temperatures 100-101F, through the next couple of days.

924509 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MI 23.0 23 M Pt was tachycardic, felt heaviness, and was sore in left arm with shot.  Patient was laid supine and observed for 30 minutes.  He drank 3 bottles of water and felt much better.  He was able to leave the clinic on his own and advised to seek medical attention if symptoms returned or worsened.

924510 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 CA 52.0 52 F Right shoulder (injection site), right back, HA 12/24/20-12/27/20. Right-sided back tingling on starting 12/24/20. Fatigue and chills 12/28/20. Occasional right back tingling resolved 12/31/20.

924511 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 ME 38.0 38 F 1/6/21 (7 days after injection) developed itchy induration to left shoulder at injection site.

924512 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 FL 50.0 50 M Moderate LUE pain, back ache, head ache, appetite loss

924513 09/09/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 29.0 28 F I had patient report that she had localized swelling and lymphadenopathy.  I confirmed this on physical exam.  She had localized increased warmth over the left upper outer arm where the vaccine was given at the deltoid.  There was a raised area of skin in a serpiginous pattern circumferentially 3.5 across and 4.5cm in length.  It was blanching and not firm. She had 1 soft lymph node palpable at the left axilla, tender and 1.5cm in size.  She has had no other symptoms other than pain at the injection site for 2 immediately days after the injection was given.  I advised that she fill out the information for v-safe and asked that she report any further program to both v-safe and our office.

924514 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 WI 30.0 30 F 8am  on 12/31/20  she got fever of 100.2 degrees F and body aches and dry throat.  Hives at 6PM the same night on r arm and r temple.  Took benadryl x1 dose and hives went away.  Also took some claritin.    Low grade temp, body aches and dry throat lasted until the evening of 1/1/2021.  She did not see any healthcare professional other than covid testing on 1/4/2021.

924515 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CA 64.0 64 F Headache associated with nausea and chills  approximated 15 minutes after vaccination. Symptoms resolved after 30 minutes with acetaminophen and Compazine 5 mg orally once

924516 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 61.0 61 M Redness, heat 4 inch circle, warm you can feel through the clothing.

924517 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Lip and nose tingling, lip swelling, metallic test in mouth Sent to the ED for 2 hours given Dexamethasone and Benadryl . Symptoms resolved

924518 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 NC 28.0 28 F Enlarged and tender supraclavicular lymph node on left side.

924519 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 OR 58.0 58 F 6 minutes after receiving the injection the patient became dizzy complaining of rotatory vertigo and complained of increased thirst.  She was placed on a stretcher in the observation area and given 3 glasses of water 09:45.  She complained of light sensitivity and a cloth was placed over her eyes.  SaO2 98% HR 63 BP 150/82 RR 18 CBG 95.  when after a few minutes she did not feel better. IV access was obtained and she was given a 1 L bolus of LR. after an hour   she felt better, and was sent home with family for the rest of the day

924520 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MA 30.0 30 F 1st vaccine 12/28/2020. 1/5/2021 new onset of rash from the shoulder halfway down toward elbow. slightly itchy but not painful or tender to touch. no raised bumps. just redness. this was at the injection site, same arm same area though first noticed 1/5/2021 not immediately after injection

924521 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Myalgias, chills, nausea/vomiting, headache

924522 01/06/2021 MI 51.0 F COUGH, TOUNGE TINGLING , SCRATCHY THROAT 15 MIN POST VACCINE.  EPI AND BENADRLY GIVEN IN CLINIC  EMERGENCY DEPT GAVE DECADRON

924523 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Red blotchy rash over chest and around neck.  Felt warm, but not itchy or painful.  Had a telehealth visit with my PA due to never having a reaction to a vaccine before other than a sore arm at site.   He prescribed Benadryl.  The rash started within a few hours after being vaccinated.   Rash lasted 4-5 hours.  The time frame is estimated for both onset and duration as I was working and not near a mirror.

924524 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MN 31.0 31 F PATIENT REPORTING ITCHING AT 30 MINUTES POST INJECTION. AT 1.5 HOURS POST INJECTION PATIENT REPORTED ITCHY THROAT AND NUMBESS OF LEFT SIDE OF FACE. AT THAT TIME ADVISED TO GO TO EMERGENCY ROOM. NEXT DAY WHEN I FOLLOWED UP WITH PATIENT, SHE REPORTED HER AIRWAY STARTED TO CLOSE AND SHE RECEIVED EPINEPHRINE, AFTER 5 HOURS HER STARTED TO CLOSE AGAIN AND RECEIVED ANOTHER DOSE OF EPINEPHERINE, WAS RELEASED FROM HOSPITAL ROUGHLY 15-16 HOURS AFTER GOING TO ER.Y Y 1

924525 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 FL 39.0 39 F Patient complained of tingling and numbness in left arm at completion of the 15 minute observation time.  Neuro-Vascular assessment was performed by and was found to be within normal limits. Capillary refill was brisk, skin was dry and warm to touch, no localized reaction was observed at the injection site, bilateral grip was of equal strength and quality.   Observation period was extended for an addition 15 minutes, with no worsening of symptoms.  Patient was offered follow up examination and medical care at the in-house Urgent Care, which the patient denied any further medical treatment at that time.  Patient advised to continue to monitor for neurological changes, loss of mobility or sensation, signs and symptoms of anaphylaxis and if experiencing worsening symptoms,  to seek immediate emergency medical care.

924528 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 61.0 61 F dizzyness within minutes. was told by nurse onsite  this was not an adverse reaction. the paperwork they gave stated otherwise. after about 30-40 mins the dizzyness subsided. no treatment.  chest pain. not sure if heart or lungs. was not due to eating as symptom was steadily getting worse across 3 days whether I ate or  not. was difficult to eat due to the pain.  didnt matter if was sitting, standing or laying down. felt like saran wrap around my heart...sqeezing it...with pain. pain  stayed centered in chest. behind sternum. still there, but tonight does seem a little better. was not intermittetent but was more pain sometimes and less pain sometimes.  longterm outcomes unkn.

924531 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 ID 19.0 19 F Hives, closing of throat, sweeling  of tounge, swollen hands, itchy eyes

924532 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 FL 59.0 59 F sore spot small lump with red area around vaccine spot and etching

924533 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Heart rate was high, felt nauseous, light-headed on and off. BP was high for two after it was given. Took Bendaryl two hours after and heart rate slowly went down to normal. Headache and Sore throat, a little difficult to swallow.

924534 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Received the vaccine on 12/31/2020. Symptoms: -Soreness developed later on in the evening and remained very sore and tender for a couple days.  -A light headache occurred and went away within a few hours. - After 5 days on of having the vaccine on 1/05/2021 I developed a itching  sensation on my arm And developed a rash on my arm (deltoid) where the vaccine was administered. It is a square shaped rash on my left arm.

924535 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 NY 28.0 28 F Hives on neck 8 hours later

924536 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 VA 81.0 81 F On Tuesday, Jan 5 pm swelling four by  six inches on upper  right arm very red  hot area .  Area still  the same at 7:30 pm on January 6.

924537 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 AL 49.0 49 F bp 100/54 synocopalepisode; experienced nausea, was anxious prior to injection; states this has happened with another injection in past. is now awake, alert and oriented; 911 called-evaluated by ems; refused transport; observed an additional15 min. s/s resolved; denies sob, rash, edema, etc.

924538 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MI 38.0 38 F FELT WARM SCRATCHY THROAT.   OBSERVED

924539 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CA 40.0 40 F At 10:12 am, Client c/o of sore throat, tightness in throat that relieve quickly, nausea, dry heaves, flushed, light headed and dizziness.  Called for EMT. They arrive at 10:25 am and transported her to the local hospital for observation.   01/06/21-Treatment in hospital blood draw, medications given Zofran, Decadron, Benadryl, and Pepcid, and IV fluids.  Discharged home at 1244.Y

924540 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NM 55.0 55 F she had sores in her mouth start and to throat

924541 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 WV 61.0 61 F Diarrhea, near syncope, extreme fatigue. Started 30 hours post injection & continued x 48 hours.   Site soreness/edema 24 hours after injection that increased to extreme sensitivity at site after 30 hours which lasted 24 hours.  Left deltoid swollen x 1/2 more than usual size started 36 hours after injection and lasted 36 hours.

924542 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 KY 41.0 41 F Dizziness, fever, chills, body aches, severe headache. Taken Tylenol and ibuprofen for fever and pain for 3 days.

924543 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Cold chills,body aches and major headache that lasted about 12 hrs

924544 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 22.0 22 F The next day, I had a fever of 100, body aches, sore shoulder, and headaches after getting the vaccine. It's been two days already, and I'm still down with a fever, bad headaches, dizziness, and a sore shoulder - I put ice pack, which didn't really work. Whenever I stand, I feel like I'm gonna pass out. I've been in bed for the past two days, and I can't work.

924545 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MA 49.0 49 F Fever (101F), body aches, joint pain, headache, left upper abdominal pain (under base of ribs) all lasting apx 16hrs. Then the next 24 hrs just mild HA and some body aches.

924546 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 SD 34.0 34 F My arm started out sore with redness at the injection site, it decreased after a few days. Then the redness came back bigger in size than it was previously. My axilla started having pain, that pain is consistent and doesn?t subside with any intervention.  The pain seems to be increasing by the day. I have not sought evaluation on this, hoping it will go away soon.

924547 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 35.0 35 F Noted had history of various allergies.  Received vaccine at 6:06 pm and about 10 minutes later noted headache. BP 150/70; p 86. Then neck pain, bilateral leg soreness, and hip pain; R foot tingling, felt warm, itching, no rash noted.  Treated with 25mg  benadryl at 0624 pm; BP 130/82. And went to ED for evaluation via wheelchair/personnel.

924548 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 IL 28.0 28 M Adverse Reactions: Chills, Nausea, Low Grade Fever (100.5-100.6), Lethargy, muscle pain Treatment: Ibuprofen 200mg: 4 tabs (800 mg) taken once for single dose Outcome: Fever lowered, however, lethargy remained all day. The next morning (12/31/2020) I felt completely fine.

924549 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 OR 52.0 52 F On 1/5/2021- Pt. noticed left eye lid was starting to swell in the corner of her eye at 1 pm. It then became bigger and started to shut her eye. Her right eye then started to swell around 2 pm and she began to have difficulty talking and swallowing. She was not short of breath but felt like her throat was tightening. She arrived to work at 2:50 pm and informed her boss who sent her to the employee health department. She reported having oral Benadryl and  was going to take that. Anesthesiology evaluated her, felt it was a progressive allergic reaction, and recommended evaluation at an urgent care or ED. She later developed hives, her lower lip became swollen.  She was later evaluated at Emergency Department. She will be able to provide you with information on the doctor, treatment. She was prescribed a course of prednisone and will have allergy testing scheduled. MD indicated uncertain if caused by vaccine.   She missed work on 1/6 due to the ongoing reaction which had improved.

924550 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 WI 58.0 58 M Patient reported a fever and tingling to his face in the morning on 12/17/20. EHS followed up with him at 11:30 am on 12/17. He reported that the fever had resolved, and he was no longer having tingling to his face. He denied paralysis to his face, shortness of breath, and chest pain.

924551 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NE 47.0 47 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine: Emergency Department Visit 01/07/21: 47 y.o. female who presents with complaints of fever, rapid heart rate and body aches that began around 1 PM this afternoon.  Patient states that she received her second Covid vaccination yesterday and began developing symptoms today.  States she had a temperature of 102.  She is a nurse here in the rehabilitation center.  She denies any cough, sore throat, abdominal pain that is new, vomiting, diarrhea or bloody stools.  She has had no urinary symptoms.  She denies any leg swelling or pain.  No history of DVT or pulmonary embolism.  No recent travel, immobilizations, surgeries, bedrest or history of malignancy.  No hemoptysis.  Again, no cough.  Patient is taken no medications for the symptoms other than Tylenol which she states has not improved her symptoms. ROS negative. No pertinent history - Ovarian cyst, Spontaneous abortion, Uterine fibroid. She is given a liter normal saline 1 ibuprofen as she has allergies and side effects to multiple medications including pain medication and the patient did refuse any pain medications other than ibuprofen.  Symptoms are consistent with side effects of the Covid vaccine.  She does not appear ill appearing.  She has no fever at this time.  She does state that her symptoms are somewhat improved.  Chest x-ray and labs are otherwise unremarkable.  Encouraged the patient to get rest, drink plenty fluids and take ibuprofen and follow-up with her primary physician or return if symptoms worsen.  This is the patient's second dose of vaccine for Covid.

924552 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 40.0 40 F body aches and sore arm. body aches started up on the 6th of January. Headache as well and a cough.

924553 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WA 23.0 23 F Started 45 minutes after, feeling faint and fatigued. Next morning feeling generalized pain fatigue later in the day had a temp and feeling chills as well.

924554 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Numbness and tingling on the injection site and the left side of your face. Also reports a metallic taste in her mouth

924555 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 TX 53.0 53 F Tested positive for COVID on 01/06/2021

924556 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Heart racing 120 bpm, felt numbness on left side, lasted about 5 minutes

924557 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 22.0 22 F a day after receiving the vaccine, she felt some soreness to injection site and arm, unable to raise arm up; felt achy, fatigued then at the end of the day, noticed fever, temperature going up from 97 to 99 to100, then as high as 101 F over a 4 hour time frame; she took ibuprofen 400mg that night then awoke this morning feeling better; she has not taken any more fever reducing medications and has no fever today even though her arm is still sore, she can move it more now and just sore to touch

924558 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Patient presented for Moderna COVID vaccine  and was asked to wait 15 min post vaccine for monitoring. Patient presented with numbness, tingling sensation in the neck and left wrist pain with weakness including 4th and 5th digit. Injection was administered in opposite arm (right). Tingling sensation then escalated to whole body with nausea and dizziness. BP reading was 149/78 and 160/74 with 15 min intervals. EMS was contacted at 1355 to transport patient to the ED. Numbness and tingling in the knee, unable to use left hand to text and left side whole body. Patient is able to elevate both arms at same level. EMS arrived at 1408 and transported patient to the ED at 1411

924559 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 IN 28.0 28 F On January 6, the area around the injection site started itching. I then noticed it was more tender. The area is now red, raised, swollen, tight and warm. The area is about the size of a deck of cards. I have now taken 50mg of diphenhydramine PO and 1000mg of Tylenol PO.

924560 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 OH 37.0 37 F Broke out with  pimples all over body

924561 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MN 34.0 34 F Fever up to 102 accompanied by headache, fatigue and significant body aches. Onset of severe symptoms about 12.5 hours after administration, treated with Tylenol (1gm q6H) and ibuprofen 600mg q6H alternating. Fever initially unresponsive to antipyretic. 24 hours post-administration has decreased to 99.4.

924562 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Approximately 7 minutes after the vaccination was given, my face became red and flushed and I experienced a sensation of heat in my body.  I recieved additional monitoring by staff and felt better approximately 20 minutes later

924563 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 SD 37.0 37 F Headache, neck pain, trapeze muscle pain, nausea, fever of 101.2. Lasted a few hours resolved with ibuprofen.

924564 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MA 28.0 28 F I received my first dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 12/29/2020 and to date, have had mild symptoms, which I have reported via the V Safe Check Ins. To date, I experienced some injection site soreness with redness for a few days post vaccine and had minimal swelling on the day after vaccination.  This evening, I noticed a sudden onset of severe swelling at the site of the injection accompanied with redness, which as noted above, had previously resolved approximately 3 days post vaccination. In addition, the area surrounding the injection site is now warm to the touch and is mildly itchy. In taking  the temperature of the injection site versus the rest of the arm, it is running about 3 degrees warmer than the rest of my arm.

924565 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CO 44.0 44 F Swelling, redness and pain at injection site. Parameters of inflammation marked to monitor for worsening.  Still monitoring have not had to seek medical attention yet.

924566 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 CO 25.0 25 F My left arm began to swell around the site where I got the vaccine. It became very warm, bright red, and felt hard to the touch. It was also incredibly painful,  such as when my shirt was just resting on it, as shirts do. This lasted for 2 days and it still has some redness and sensitivity. The joints on my hands and wrist also became swollen and incredibly sore, and this has still not gone away.

924567 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NV 21.0 21 F Client felt dizzy, mouth and upper throat went numb, chest tight, shakey, felt terrible.  Seeing double and nauseated.  went to ER and received IV benadryl and relieved many symptoms but had heart rate escalating and dizzy continuously.  Body aches

924568 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Approximately 8 days after receiving the Moderna injection, I had a reaction in my upper arm (left arm-the one I received the vaccination in).  My upper arm broke out in what looked like a bright red rash in the area of the injection.  The first thing that happened was it started itching, so I scratched it, then realized the area was very warm, so I looked and noticed the bright red color of it.  Also, at the same time, the area felt almost bruised when I scratched, but it wasn't bruised to look at, maybe under the skin it was bruised?  It got to be about 4 inches by 2-3 inches and then within a couple days, it went away.  I did put hydrocortisone cream on it off and on. As an interesting aside---when I had the first dose of Shingrix I broke out with a rash below the area where they gave me the vaccination.  This rash happened within a day or so of the vaccine, whereas with the Moderna, it was a tad more than a week later.  This was also my left arm.  With Shingrix though, it was a bit larger and raised up a bit.  That only lasted for a few days also.  I don't remember which arm I had the second Shingrix vaccine in, but I do not remember any adverse reaction after receiving it.

924569 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NH 38.0 38 F Shoulder bursitis pain immobility

924570 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MO 48.0 48 F Itching

924571 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 WI 40.0 40 F The first 2 days after the shot my arm was sore. That went away and then on 1/5/21 my arm became sore, red, raised and warm around the injection site. It still is 1/6/21 along with body aches

924572 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CA 32.0 32 F During post vaccination monitoring pt began to complain of tingling in her throat and palpitations.  Was sent from chair to gurney. At that time was evaluated. Symptoms included elevated BP and HR.  911 called at 1304 and pt sent to ED

924573 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 MO 61.0 61 M LOW GRADE FEVER, 99.9, MILD BODY ACHES, MILD MALAISE LASTED ABOUT 24 HOURS

924574 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 TX 44.0 44 F 1 week after I felt welts on my arm around the injection site that we're itchy.  I took Benadryl and applied an ice pack.  The next day where the welts were my arm is now red and warm feeling.; Slightly itchy.  My arm has felt heavy like a swollen feeling although not swollen - as if my arm was asleep.

924575 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Had a flushed feeling across her chest no shortness of breath or rash  noted .  Was given 50 mg Benadryl   watched for another 30 minutes no other issues.  Stable and is feeling fine.

924576 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MA 53.0 53 M Fairly rapid onset of excess fatigue, difficulty keeping eyes open associated with oscillating vision, near simultaneous distortion of sound (at the time was watching a show using my phone, and the actors no longer sounded like themselves), sense of subtle disequilibrium, and a sense of intense heat involving my upper abdomen and lower chest, centered around my xiphoid process as if being pressed up against a space heater, the latter symptom was non-painful, perhaps the best example is the feeling one has after receiving intravenous contrast dye for CT imaging although more the "warmth" was more intense. Lasted 90-120 minutes before going to sleep, then gone by morning.

924577 09/24/2000 01/06/2021 WA 9.0 M Patient was admitted to the hospital, critically ill and intubated in the ICU with encephalomyelitis consistent with acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM) associated with MOG-IgG positivity (or MOGAD).  Course complicated by respiratory failure, paroxysmal sympathetic hyperactivity,  optic neuritis, staph aureus tracheitis requiring antibiotics and ongoing encephalopathy. - underwent thorough infectious work up, multiple MRIs, lumbar puncture and brain biopsy - underwent several days of electroencephalogram (EEG) - Received 5 days IV methyl prednisone followed by a slow taper - Received 6 days of plasma exchange or PLEX - Received IVIg 2mg/kg (and will received monthly IVIg for 6 months)Y

924578 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MA 68.0 68 F Moderna vaccine EUA within 4 minutes i began to feel faint, heart started pounding ,immediate headache and was very shaky.  I was laid down, cold compress. It came in waves over a period of 20 minutes. I was given a few sips of water. When it did not resolve I was taken to the ER and given IV fluids.  The doctor said I had an adverse reaction to something in the vaccine. The chief of Infectious disease thought I had a vaso vagel response.  While I am nervous to get the second vaccine , I will go forward and get it..

924579 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 MA 52.0 52 F Immediate after injection- tingling, numbness, dizziness,  confusion,  vision disturbance (dilated pupils), loss of BP, rapid heart rate, uncontrollable rigors/trembling. Rushed down hall to ED via stretcher. Received IV fluids, IV steroids, IV benedryl, IV pepcid, IV ativan.

924580 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 FL 21.0 21 F 1/5/21-About an hour after receiving vaccine, I had mild nausea, my left arm kind of hurt after receiving the vaccine.. which is weird because I got it in my right arm.  1/5/21- Around 8:00 PM I noticed raised red bumps on both of my forearms.. it?s worse on the right arm. It looked like a mild rash. Around 10:00 PM I developed chills, muscle aches, my right arm was in a lot of pain, I had a slight headache, nausea, and my temperature kept going up. I?ve been taking Advil/ Tylenol to try and get my temperature down.. but after every dose wears off my temp goes back up. I kept waking up multiple times in the middle of the night. In the middle of the night around 2AM, my temperature was as high as 102.9.  Later on in the night around 4AM, my chills had stopped and I actually felt really warm.   1/6/21- I woke up about 6:30 AM and had to call out of work. My temp was about 98 something at this point and I still had muscle aches.  I slept most of the day and my temp continues to go over 100 now every time a dose of Advil wears off. I still have muscle aches and there is still a lot of pain at the injection site. My arm doesn?t hurt as bed as it did though. However, the rash on my forearms is still there. On my right forearm it looks worse than it did yesterday.

924581 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NY 46.0 46 F The first AE was simple and was the next day--headache/malaise with a possible facial droop (and right side of my face felt funny) that resolved in 24 hours with 600mg of ibuprofen. I did Zoom with a neurologist who checked up on me later and by then I felt better.  What I want to report is that I got a GIANT HIVE exactly one week later at the injection site--raised, white, itchy, indurated, with satellite hives and surrounding erythema. I am a doctor and called an allergist colleague and did FT who concurred it looked like a histamine reaction..  I took 20mg Zyrtec and 400mg ibuprofen.  It looked much better the next day.  Now it is just red and flat--about 8.5 x 5.5 cm.  I have great pictures.  Very strange that the injection site was fine and then I got this reaction there.

924582 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 CO 61.0 61 F Reported feeling minor SOB and felt like her throat was closing about 30-40 minutes after receiving the vaccines. States that she was driving home when she started having DOB. She took OTC Benadryl PO and the issue resolved.

924583 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TN 23.0 23 F For past two days since and continuing... fever (tmax 101.6) & GI upset. Diarrhea (frequency) , nausea, stomach pain, poor appetite. And arm pain.

924584 01/04/2020 01/06/2021 CT 39.0 39 M Fever, chills, myalgias, arthralgias, weakness, nightmares.

924585 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 38.0 38 F I got my 1st shot Monday evening. I was fine, arm started hurting about 9pm which was to be expected. Tuesday I woke up within 20mins I was nauseous and threw up multiple times. My body was achy and just felt "blah". Was weak and dizzy when I stood up. I felt like my insides were on fire (like the worst temperature you've ever had) but didn't have a fever. Felt like my brain was going to swell out of my head and it was the worst headache. I slept all day. Woke up long enough to call the dr and fell back asleep. Halfway through the day I ended up with a fever of 102 (it went down after a few hrs). Today I woke up still feeling weak and somewhat dizzy, spacey.

924586 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 FL 61.0 61 M Severe night sweats for 3 nights in a row.  Severe fatigue for 2 weeks.  No fever.  No cough.  No sick contacts and no contacts became sick.

924587 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 CA 36.0 36 F She arrive at 3:43 and she was nervous before the vaccination for COVID19 ( Morena) because has had anaphylactic reactions to Flonase. She was feeling well up to 15 min post vaccination when she felt she is going to pass out w/o loosing consciousness. She felt weak and feeling fainted when we transferred her to the stretcher.   Her BP was 163/106 P=112, Pulse Ox 100% at 16:09.   She was resting, received O2 lit per min, she was feeling chest tightness when she used her inhaler Albuterol 2 puffs X2 within 5 min. She was feeling weak and stating "I am going to pass out."  Her repeat BP=152/110, P=94 with pulse Ox 100% at 16:12   911 called and arrived at 1643

924588 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CO 61.0 61 F The individual was premedicated with 25 mg of Benadryl IM in the L arm. She was given the COVID Pfizer vaccine approximately 10-15 minutes after receiving Benadryl. Reported feeling like her throat started closing about 10 minutes after receiving the vaccine. She was provided with 2 doses of PO Bendaryl that she would take home with her. Instructed to take Benadryl PO q 8 hours for the next 72 hours. Family came to pick her up to take her home. She reported feeling better prior to leaving.

924589 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CA 65 F Patient received the second dose of the covid vaccine on 01/06/2021.   c/o  of fever, chills, hot flashes (face), numbness of the Left buttock, soreness of Left breast, dizziness, headache few hours after the injection.    She is concerned about the numbness of the Left buttock and sore Left breast. The injection site was on the Left arm.

924590 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 VA 32.0 32 F Recieved the Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 vaccination on Dec 26th 2020, and had no major adverse reaction to vaccine except for mild soreness and heat around injection site and intense fatigue for three days after. Symptoms went away after the 4th day. Two weeks later on Jan 5th 2021, i began to notice an intense itching, burning, and swelling at the injection site. Pain and soreness in arm made it difficult to do my job and seem to just get worse. Upon the next morning of Jan 6th 2021, pain remained but itching had gone down, but intense burning, soreness and massive redness around injection site remained and seemed to be getting worse. Pain remains and redness has not gone down, arm is very tender near site and lifting and moving arm is very stiff and sore. Feeling of lump or stiffness on injection site comes and goes and feeling of heavy and sore muscles move from upper left arm down to elbow and extend to hand; making movement and function slowed or slightly numb. Stiffness in arm and intense heat at injection site makes it uncomfortable to move or use arm. Cold tingling sensation on occasion and stiffness in elbow joint. Slight dizziness and fatigue follow with pain in arm. Was informed to see a physician on Jan 6th, 2021 who said to fill out vaccination adverse event report and to keep an eye on arm. If pain or symptoms become worse to return.

924591 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 TN 26.0 26 F Abdominal rash beginning approximately 2 hours after vaccine administration. Severe sharp right shoulder pain beginning approximately 2 hours after injection, lasting 3 days, resulting in inability to move arm away from rib cage. Excessive fatigue despite rest that has continued into Day 6, and has not recovered from this at the time of this report. Patient has been unable to participate in daily life or attend work shifts.

924592 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MO 56.0 56 F Chills, body aches began about 12 hours after injection. Side effects lasted approximately 24 hours. Tylenol resolved side effects for about 3 hours after taking it. Had to wait additional time to take more.

924593 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 CO 52.0 52 M On 1/3/2021, I broke out with shingles outbreak in my face. I have never had this before.

924594 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 KS 43.0 43 F 1815: pt complained mild dizziness, O2:97 %, BP: 115/83, HR: 86, pt given 50 mg Benadryl orally, ate some almonds and chips, not redness or swelling at site 1830: pt stated she was feeling better, requested to go home

924596 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 KY 59.0 59 M Approximately 4 hours after injection, laid down to sleep, was woken up by moderate pain in/ around the right hip bone, It was progressed to thigh being very tender/sore, as well as whole right leg ached/hurt with feelings of neuropathy. About 8 hours after injection continues to get worse, with right calf "burning situation" and soreness to the touch on right thigh. Cold chills  Arm appears to be fine. No pain.

924597 01/04/2020 01/06/2021 CA 48.0 47 U I received the vaccine at 7:30 am on 1/4. At 11 pm, I had electric tingles in my lips and my throat felt ice cold and like mental. At 11:30pm I developed significant tachycardia. My base line resting heart rate is 68-87. I heart rate was 120-130. My rate was pounding out my chest. At 3 am on 1/5, I went to the ER because of the persistent tachycardia and developing chest pain. I has SVT and PVCS.  Tool tylenol 1 g and benadryl 50 mg. By 7am by symptoms resolved. Exhausted the whole rest of the day.

924598 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 MN 55.0 55 F Developed sore arm and fever 100-101F by 2AM 1-4-2021.  Resting heart rate increased to 90-136 beats per minute (usual resting heart rate 60-65 beats per minute) by 6AM.

924599 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WA 58.0 58 F Headache,  nausea, dizziness, swelling in injection site arm and pain from site location to wrisg

924600 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 OH 37.0 37 F Patient experienced left sided facial tingling and left sided head ache

924601 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NY 28.0 28 F Redness with swelling and warmth at site of the vaccine ... 1 week after I got it. Is that normal?

924602 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IA 46.0 46 F Rash on upper body

924603 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 IL 28.0 28 M Patient returned about 2 hours after receiving vaccine complaining of chest tightness, shortness of breath and arm and chest pain.  Patient declined rapidly and could not breath. Called 911 and administered 1 dose of Epipen 0.3mg. Patient's breathing improved immediately. Patient went to ER for further workup.

924604 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 OH 34.0 34 F 1/6/21: 1245 am. Chills. Fever, headache, body aches, fatigue  1/6/21: 1:30pm tmep 99.7, body aches. Fatigue. Chills

924605 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MI 59.0 59 F Mild itching began at the injection site on approximately 1/1/21 and the itching has become more intense.  Redness and slight swelling at the injection site began on 1/5/2021.  Swelling is definite raised area similar to a hive and is just under 2 inches in diameter.  All symptoms are contained at the injection site and have not required any treatment thus far.

924606 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 OH 33.0 33 F For 3 days following the day I received the vaccine, my injection site was red, itchy, hard and a swollen lump the size of a quarter,maybe even nickel sized.  After day 3, the lump had subsided and so had the itching, pain and redness.   Now today, day 7 after receiving the vaccine, my injection site is itching so badly it almost burns, it is swollen and back to a red lump nearly the size of a half dollar. I have also developed a dry cough and have overall not felt well since 1/4/2021.  Please advise

924607 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 WI 28.0 28 F Monday night of vaccine got extreme chills, muscle aches, joint aches. Woke up with a fever of 100.8. Very fatigue. Pounding headache and fatigue all day Tuesday on 1/5/2021. Tuesday night I felt better and was able to get some energy back. Tuesday morning woke up with sore throat. Around 9am got extremely tired and laid down. Started wheezing, throat starting itching and I started coughing. Called on call nurse at health center and they advise me to go to hospital to get checked out. Went to hospital. They gave me Benadryl and prednisone for my symptoms. Kept me for 30 minutes and I fell asleep. Was discharged and prescribed prednisone for the next 5 days if symptoms persist. My diagnosis was adverse drug reaction.

924608 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Fever 100.4 (12/31/2020) Fever 101.2 (01/06/2021)

924609 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 28.0 28 F Rash and inflammation  about 4 inches long and 2 inches wide at the vaccination site. Began on morning of the 7th day after the vaccination

924610 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NY 64.0 64 M dizziness (not true vertigo) started when I woke up to go to work 5:30AM accompanied by nausea. Mild headache came on about noon Dizziness subsided about 3PM and headache about 8PM Nausea lasted until 1/6/2021 about noontime No treatment done for any of the above

924611 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 IL 38.0 38 F I couldn?t breath and my blood pressure was abnormally elevated for a prolonged time. It made my  head spinned and pressured. My heart was racing rapidly and feeling fainted

924612 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NV 44.0 44 M Fever, chills, tiredness, muscle pain, joint pain

924613 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 OH 72.0 72 F Chest pain, itching . Pt transported to ER per EMS

924614 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 23.0 23 F arm soreness , dizziness, nausea, headache, new onset cough , body ache, chills, low grade fever

924615 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MI 57.0 57 F Lymphadenopathy

924616 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 OR 36.0 36 F local swelling, pain, itching, and erythema at injection site

924617 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 WA 59.0 59 F Extreme Dizziness, Blurry Vision, Near fainting and Nausea

924618 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 CA 62.0 62 F after initial, expected, deltoid aching pain which lasted for a few days, very mild achiness has persisted.  at approximately 1.5 weeks (17d), I noticed actual weakness when I attempted to lift weights (5#) above my shoulders.  isolated to the left arm, which was the injection site.  Exercising now, daily, with very slow response and increased aching.   despite history of intermittent radiculopathy, there had been no weakness prior to the vaccine. Is this a reported vaccine AE?

924619 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 WA 36.0 36 F Usual sore arm and headache right after the vaccine, followed by body aches, fevers, chills, joint pains, sore throat, cough, swollen lymph nodes, and now a facial rash.

924620 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 50.0 50 F Itching on R side of neck started 23 hours after injection.   Applying OTC steroid cream to itching area 30 minutes after the onset made skin burn.   Progressed to large hives and very painful/burning skin along R side of neck over 1.5 hours.   25 mg Benadryl stopped spread of hives but pain persisted.   Benadryl taken over the next 24 hours.  Hives and skin pain resolved after 24 hours, redness over neck resolved after 2 days,  a single scab like lesion remained for one week.

924621 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F Raised induration rash at injection sire

924622 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 AK 29.0 29 M Client called into Health Center and stated that he got the Moderna vaccine at the clinic this am, 11:00 am. He states that by 3:30 pm he noticed that his eyeball was very red (red Crayola color red but not itchy). He took 25 mg of Benadryl at 4 pm and stated that it was already improving with the Benadryl.

924623 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 29.0 29 M 101. Fever, chills, body aches , fatigue, malaise, swollen tenderness lymph node lt armpit.

924624 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MA 53.0 53 F I had my vaccine at 910am 12/30/2020.  I was sitting in the chair and one of the people walking around checking on people asked me how I was doing . I told her I was feeling a little foggy. She gave me a bottle of water and kept checking on me every few mins. At around 935 she took me into the back with the medics to get my vitals. They hooked me up to their defib machine for my vitals. My BP was 190/111. They did it manually and it was 180/110. I was starting a headache. By the time I left my BP was 165/99.  I then went to work. At lunchtime my BP was 148/99. I still had a headache for the rest of the day

924625 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 28.0 28 F 1.5 inch x 1.5 inch red, swollen, hard, and warm area located about 2 inches from injection site. Area was noticed at 3:00pm 7 days from vaccine date as it was itching - a new symptom.

924626 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 UT 43.0 43 M Excessive salivation

924627 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MO 36.0 36 F localized swelling, redness, warm to touch, knot x7 days (still continues)

924628 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 OH 34.0 34 F 1/6/2021 1245 am: chills, fever. Body ache, left arm aching, headache,  fatigue  1:30pm: chills, fever, body aches, headache fatigue

924629 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 CO 32.0 32 F 6 days after the shot swollen nodule appeared on injection side above the clavicle below the carotid artery. Nodule is about a nickel size, discomfort when palpated.

924630 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 29.0 29 F FEVER, CHILLS, AND MUSCLE PAIN

924631 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 39.0 39 F 1 week post injection: redness and swelling at site and pain in left axillary lymph nodes

924632 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 GA 47.0 47 F Headache and fatigue

924633 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F Received at 9am.  Continued arm pain so at 10pm I took Tylenol. Then by 11pm I had shakes, fever 100.4 after Tylenol, weakness all over, massive headache, dizzy, and nausea.  I tried to tolerate and wait it out by 11am 1:6/2021 I felt some what better. Fever gone. Headache continues.

924634 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TX 44.0 44 F Patient was vaccinated and in the waiting area.  5 minutes after the vaccine patient alerted staff she was having a rapid heart beat.  EMS was onsite and responded.  EMS personnel monitored patient for a short time.  Patient stated she forgot to take her anxiety medication this morning.  Patient returned to her vehicle and waited approx 5 more minutes and felt well enough to go home (husband was driving).  Informed patient to call 911 or present to nearest emergency room if she starts feeling like she is having additional issues.  Patient left site claiming to be feeling fine.

924635 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MA 34.0 34 F Patient's left arm became itchy 5 minutes after receiving vaccine.  Given 50mg Benadryl PO, itching spread throughout body but did not progress to hives. Patient declined to be transported to ED for monitoring.

924636 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 AR 28.0 28 F I received my vaccine at 1215 on 12/31/20.  At 1800 on 12/31/20 I began to feel mild shortness of breath. I then became dizzy at 1805. At 1815 I developed blurred vision. The dizziness and blurred vision prevented me from standing. I was able to walk with assistance at 1915. The blurred vision lasted until 1915. The dizziness lasted until 2230.  At 2000 I had muscle aches and joint pain and could not get comfortable. Muscle aches and joint pain lasted until 1-1-21 at 1930. I did not seek medical treatment. (I working in the ER and did not feel it was severe enough to check in because the shortness of breath was mild and went away shortly after the dizziness began at 1815). I took Benadryl 50 mg at 1930 and 1000mg of Tylenol.

924637 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 NJ 33.0 33 F Large (4 inches) hot, itchy welt at injection site

924638 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MI 34.0 34 F I initially had chills, myalgias, headache, and nausea (starting later that evening), which I recognized as normal immune reactions. It lasted until about 24 hours after the vaccine. Over the last week, I?ve had horrible insomnia, waking up multiple times throughout the night with difficulty falling back asleep. I didn?t think much of it other than it?s very unlike me until a handful of other coworkers vaccinated around the same have also been experiencing this.

924639 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MA 62.0 62 F Approximately 4-5 min after leaving the facility in my car after my 15 minute check, I began to feel throat tightness -upper pharynx/larynx region - like something was stuck or like I swallowed something - no difficulty breathing, just constant throat clearing like something was stuck on both sides of my upper pharynx/larynx region.  I was monitored by EMS and given 50 mg IM Benadryl. After 30 - 40 min. symptoms cleared.

924640 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 MD 36.0 36 F I suffered an ocular migraine 5 days post vaccine. Never had one before. Very scary. Zigzag spot in both fields of visions for 10 minutes followed by kaleidoscope vision in the left field for 5 mins. No headache after.
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924641 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MI 17.0 17 U Patient was under the age of 18 when she received the vaccine.

924642 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 UT 57.0 57 M developed hives today 1/6 after receiving COVID shot on 1/3/2021. The hives are on arms and legs and are itchy. referred to PCP today . Treatment course is currently unknown..

924643 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 VA 27.0 27 F Unspecified general vertigo, general weakness, and occasional nausea starting from morning after vaccination that has been steadily improving day by day. Have tried meclizine OTC to no effect. Vertigo is mild and not impairing. Able to keep balance fine.

924644 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Patient received vaccine, 15 minutes post vaccine patient alerted personnel that her left hand was itching and felt warm on the inside.  Patient refused to have EMS check her out, but she wanted to inform staff how she was feeling.  Patient was having no other symptoms.  Patient stated her hand was feeling better after approx 5 minutes.  Patient informed to report to v-safe and call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room if her symptoms worsen.  Patient verbalized understanding.

924645 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Joint Pain, Cold Chills, Fever of 101.3 Symptoms started roughly 28 hours after injection.  Took extra strength Tylenol x2 and drank powerade. Symptoms were resolved by morning.

924646 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 CT 37.0 37 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Chills,swollen lymph nodes on left arm, fatigue

924648 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 42.0 42 F bells palsy of right eye

924649 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 OH 24.0 24 F When getting the vaccine, person giving shot didn?t make sure needle was screwed onto syringe completely.  When needle was in arm and plunger was pushed, contents of vaccine went all down arm. A second injection was given in the same arm. 8 days later, I woke up to swollen, hot red arm at injection site. A swollen and hard lymph node was also felt underneath armpit of the injected arm

924650 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 OH 19.0 19 F Nausea, injection site pain, body aches, headache, dizziness

924651 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CA 24.0 24 M Patient received the vaccine around 2:50PM; checked in around 2:46PM.  He was seated during his monitoring phase when the nurse reported that the patient was complaining about:  ? Dizziness ? Lightheadedness ? Weakness of extremities & general overall weakness ? Fast heartbeat ? These were noted to be part of the signs of severe allergic list for the vaccine.    Upon assessment around 3PM, the nurse noted that the patient said he felt some of the symptoms were improving; no shortness of breath noted or facial swelling or rashes.  Patient offered juice and crackers and advised to stay and continue monitoring.  Patient compliant with plan.  Around 305PM patient reassessed and patient started complaining of increasing weakness and dizziness and racing heartbeat.  Patient also noted to have labored breathing, pale, clammy and tripoding.  Vitals taken = 101/64; 100% in room air; HR = 80; RR = 32; lung sounds clear to auscultation.   Patient kept on vital sign monitoring and noted that saturations started decreasing to 90%, then 80%, then down to 70% in a span of several minutes + HR = reduced to 55.  Patient also stated he was feeling faint & started feeling very weak & stopped talking &  having difficulty breathing.  MERT called and patient placed in a wheelchair & oxygen administered.   Patient continued to look worse and not as responsive.  MERT arrived around 317PM and took another set of vitals and brought patient to ED.

924652 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 28.0 28 F arm pain at injection site; fever (102.5); body aches; chills

924654 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 MA 61.0 61 F Swelling of R jaw, unable to open mouth completely, difficulty eating, some discomfort. I took Motrin for pain.

924655 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 NV 49.0 49 F Delayed redness, pain and swelling left arm with perceived fever, chills and body aches

924656 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 VA 30.0 30 F I started to notice pain and slight swelling in my left axilla less than a week after receiving my vaccine. There is also swelling at the injection site that goes away and returns.

924657 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 OH 67.0 67 F 5 minutes after injection, my feet and palms itched and I was lightheaded but I tried to shake it off and it faded over the next 10 minutes. I did report it and stayed longer and was ok. Then i went straight home and layed down because i did not sleep well night before (was on call ) i awoke 1 hour post injection dry heaving, very nauseated, mild headache, achy, itchy over different parts of my body and weak. Sat up and my face was getting itchier, lips started to swell, tongue started to swell and itch, throat felt like someone was strangling me, had trouble swallowing and trouble breathing. took 2 benadryls immediately and went out into cold air, thought about calling 911 but got better in 10-15 minutes. never have had a reaction like this in my life. have had hives  though in the past. If I would have had an epi pen I would have used it (never have had an epi pen) I was frightened but the benadryl worked and I slept due to the benadryl  for 5 hours, when I woke up the benadryl wore off and it started again. took more benadryl, and it improved. before bedtime, the benadryl wore off and I had a hard time swallowing my night time meds like my throat was swollen. Took 2 more benadryls, today I am weak and nauseated and ate very little and feel like my face is still red and itchy. I told my sister and she said she is allergic to PEG which i later noted was in the vaccine. i am very disappointed that I had this reaction- I have desparately wanted this vaccine as a medical worker with a lot of covid patients- I onlu hopr this one shot will protect me enough because it is clear to me that i cannot take this vaccine again.Y

924658 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 FL 92.0 92 F Severe Hypotension, Redness, Warmth and sensitivity all over skin surfaces, lack of responsiveness, low oxygen saturation. Y Y 2

924659 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 VA 66.0 66 F Severe pain in left arm.  Felt like arm had been wrenched from shoulder socket.  Pain radiated down arm from shoulder to wrist.  Could not lift arm more than halfway to the front or side for 3 days.  Took 6 days for all pain to dissipate.

924660 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 VA 32.0 32 F Bronchospasm 1.5 hours post injection relieved by 1 puff of albuterol. 12 hours post injection headache. 24 hours post injection chills, aches, malaise, low grade fever. Overall mild discomfort at the injection site.

924661 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Left armpit pain without mass for 4 days, delayed reaction that did not start until 7 days after vaccine. Initial vaccine reaction w mild sore arm on side of vaccine

924662 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 46.0 46 F Redness and burning in eyes, followed by shaking chills and fever with headache and fatigue.  Lasted 24 hours

924663 12/20/2020 01/06/2021 38.0 38 F I received my COVID-19 vaccine on 12/20/2020, all was fine despite a sore arm. Around the 48-hour mark, I developed extreme dizziness and I received medical care at ER on the 23rd of December.

924665 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MD 46.0 46 F I received the vaccine Dec. 28th, 2020 in my left deltoid. There were no issues until January 5, 2021 in the evening when my arm started to itch. There was increased erythema, mild edema, and urticaria. The area is still red and itchy and while the erythema has increased outside the marked area on my deltoid, it has diminished in how vibrant it is.

924666 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 OH 49.0 49 F Itching and redness at injection site

924667 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 26.0 26 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA; 99.5 fever, chills, muscle aches, night sweats

924668 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 MA 38.0 38 F Tingling in nose and lips within minutes of vaccination. No treatment needed. Self-resolved within a few minutes. Same symptoms a few days later, again no treatment needed. Lasted only a few minutes.   This was also along with painful injection site, chills and body aches. Swollen lymph node in left underarm.   Non-pain rash that developed 1 week after vaccination.

924669 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 CO 36.0 36 F Itching, splotchy rash on torso

924670 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 31.0 31 F Headache the afternoon/evening the shot was given. Skin reaction 2 inches in diameter at injection sight for 9 days that is red, sore, hard, hot to the touch, and itchy.

924671 12/19/2020 01/06/2021 VA 50.0 50 F Approximately 2 hours post injection, my  left arm started to feel warm and itchy. I was wearing a thick hoodie and when I pulled  my sleeve up, it was covered with hives and welts. My lower lip started to feel full and nose started to feel runny. I was close to a pharmacy when I discovered the hives so I went and bought Tylenol and Benadryl and took it immediately. After that, I headed to the emergency room of the facility where I got my covid 19 -Pfizer injection. When I got there, my right arm started to feel itchy as well and I also broke out in a rash on my left upper chest. They gave me a steroid injection and steroid taper prescription.  When I got home that night, my right forearm broke out in hives. The next couple of days, my left arm intermittently had hives.

924672 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MT 57.0 57 F Patient had redness and flushing around the neck and sweaty palms.  Patient reported pain in left eye and left forehead above the eye.   The patient reported feeling ?out of sorts?  with a tingling or numbness from her shoulder to her neck and tingling in the left side of her face.   She felt light headed when standing  and her feet hurt.   She was given diphenhydramine 25 mg and observed for an hour and a half at which time she reported feeling better .  Her temperature was 97.5 F at 13:23 and 97.9 at 13:45. She left work early and went to the walk-in clinic later that evening. She reported that the clinic said all of he vital signs were normal and they did not note any specific problems. She took second diphenhydramine 25 mg. She was contacted at around 8:30 AM on 1/6/2021 and reported that she was feeling better.

924673 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 OR 51.0 51 F Patient related complaints of burning sensation in her right hand and fingertips.  119/77, 99.4, 18, 88, 98% on room air.  Patient was observed for 45 minutes and stated that she felt fine.

924674 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 36.0 36 F Days 1-6 after receiving vaccine, arm developed a large (half-dollar sized), red, firm, swollen area that was hot to touch; it turned into a bruise and then was completely gone by day 6 (12/28/2020). On 1/1/2021, I noticed that my arm was again sore; upon inspection, I found that the welt had returned. It was again large, red, swollen, hot to touch and very itchy. As of today (1/6/2021), it is just a slight bruise.

924675 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 VA 45.0 45 M Fever 102 and taken Tylenol 650 mg q8h for 3 dose Fever spike again twice in 24 h  Symptoms resolved on 01/06/2021

924676 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 GA 59.0 59 F On day after vaccine had chills and fever(99.7) for ~ 24 hours. Also had muscle and joint pain, very sore arm at injection site, mildly swollen lymph nodes. All noted on handout to be possible side effects.  ***Day 2 after vaccine has very red rash all over neck, chest, abdominal and back areas with some itching  that lasted ~ 72 hours but was less visible each day after initially noted. No medical treatment sought as resolved on its on

924678 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 VA 29.0 29 F Still have a welt, hot to the touch, and knot after a week from getting the vaccine

924679 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 WY 29.0 29 F Severe hives 4 hours after injection,  red and hot around injection site for 3 days now

924680 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CO 48.0 48 M At 1pm on January 6th I became fatigued and had a low grade fever of 99.1

924681 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 FL 49 F Left temporal H/A, stabbing that comes and goes. B/P 207/107. Sent to ER

924682 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 60.0 60 F Stiff neck, headache, ear ache, fatigue, arm ache and weakness

924683 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 CO 78.0 78 M Dry cough

924684 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 SD 20.0 20 F Pain in left arm from 1/5 at 8am to 1/6 at 1pm. Ibuprofen did not help and it was hard to be able to move arm or it be touched. Fever, body aches, joint pain, and chills on 1/5 for about 7 hours. Tylenol and Ibuprofen did not break fever or body aches. 1/6 no body aches, fever, chills but very slight pain in left arm.

924685 12/17/2020 01/06/2021 NY 32.0 32 F left axillary lymph node swelling and pain that started 5 days post vaccination of the same side arm. swelling and pain subsided in 3 days and completely disappeared. symptoms were mild.

924686 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Cellulitis like reaction. Area where injected started with a red like rash and spreading  down arm.  Very painful, hard and red. Took Benadryl and Motrin. Will keep monitoring. If it becomes worse will go to ER. About 2 hours after injection I noticed the redness and throughout the day it was spreading. The This same thing happened the last 2 times I had the flu shot and they gave me antibiotics before. I was able to catch I t early this time.

924687 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 66.0 66 M Moderna COVID-19Vaccine EUA Arm soreness, headaches, nausea, chills, fatigue, dizziness; started the morning after I received the injection and lasted 24 hours.  48 hours later I still have fatigue and headaches. (It is noteworthy that I had COVID in October, recovered at home, in bed for 3 weeks. This was very similar)

924688 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 ND 19.0 19 F Patient became woozy when she returned to her second floor work area.  Her colleagues came to get me in the auditorium. When RN and I reached patient she was very weak, she was sitting in a chair. I instructed her colleauges to call 911 immediately. Patient was having a little trouble breathing. I think she was scared. I gave her 10 mlL of benedryl and RN administered a 0.5 mL dose of epinephine in her left arm. Patient was helped to the  floor and her feet were elevated.  RN put on a blood pressure cuff. Before she could get a reading, the paramedics were there and took over. Patient was transported to Hospital.

924689 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WA 46.0 46 F Every bone in my body hurt, I was unable to get out of bed until 4:00pm because of a overwhelming not well feeling  (a little  Nauseous and dizzy but not to the point I was throwing up I also had a low-grade fever 99.7 and could not get warm.  Over the past 2 hours I am feeling a little better where I can walk short distances and type in my phone  I did not go to the doctor or hospital

924690 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NC 38.0 38 F Three to four hours after vaccine had bruising, major loss of range of motion, severe sharp pain, elevated temp and chills due to reaction of injection site  Treatment given 24 hrs later- strong antibiotics, anti inflammatory, exercise, and three days out of work Due to loss of function of left arm due to inflammation

924691 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MA 36.0 36 F Left arm soreness for 24 hours. On 1/6/21 evening, I noticed raised red rash at the site of injection. It is itchy.  This is new.

924692 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 MO 40.0 40 F On day 7 I developed significant itching to injection site along with large area of induration, redness and heat. It continues into today. Tender to touch.

924693 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 WA 40.0 40 M Fevers, chills, myalgias

924694 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NC 29.0 29 F At 6 am the morning after vaccine I experienced extreme fatigue. Chills. Extreme perspiration. Low grade fever. Vomiting. Nausea. Sore arm

924695 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 35.0 35 F Left arms swollen and painful to touch. Headaches and very painful body aches and muscle aches. Occurrences started 01/06/2021 at approximately 5:30 am.

924696 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 IN 24.0 24 F Severe left arm pain. Body aches that started 30 hours after vaccine and lasted 24 hours. Decrease in the amount of breast milk I was producing for 3 days. Congestion.

924697 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TN 25.0 25 F Patient received the vaccination on 12/30, later that evening and into the morning the patient had pain and redness at the injection site, patient took 2 Tylenol and noticed the effects went away 24 hours after receiving.  On 1/6 around 2 pm patient noticed redness and fever at injection site. Around 8 pm, pain at injection site started and patient notified the pharmacy. Patient was advised to take Motrin and use an ice pack on the injection site. Patient unable to take temperature at this time.

924698 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 NY 48.0 48 F Swelling and pain in right axillary lymph node. Started 1 week after vaccine

924699 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 29.0 29 M c/o lightheadedness, flushing

924700 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 TX 36.0 36 F symptoms started about 8 hours after with sore left arm and general body aches. increasing symptoms over the next 12 hours. severe body aches. unable to life left arm. fatigue. muscle pain all over body. headache nausea. neck stiffness. runny nose. chills. pain with inspiration. fever. 102.3 was the peak I was able to record at about 30 hours post vaccine. the fever finally broke approx 48 hours post vaccine.

924701 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 GA 44.0 44 M ?Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Headache, fatigue, chills, weakness, dizziness, fever and R shoulder soreness. Last for about 18 hrs. soreness lasted 3 days

924702 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Received vaccine 1/4/21 at 11:40am. Started at 1/5/21 3am with severe aching in knees, lower back & pelvis, nausea, vomiting, headache, fever up to 103, fatigue. Symptoms lasted until 1/6/21 9pm.  Took ibuprofen & Excedrin around the clock to control body aches & fever.

924703 01/01/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Anxiety, fever 101.4, lightheaded, dizzy, nausea and vomiting, sensitivity of hands and feet, headache, body aches.  Lasted about 24 hours. Tylenol relieved headache.

924705 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 AK 25.0 25 F Less than 15 minutes after receiving vaccination, the patient began noticing tingling and muscle twitching from the right elbow down to her hands that began to progress in the severity of twitching. There were not other symptoms reported by the patient, breathing was NOT affected, and sensation was not painful. The patient was not treated but observed for a full 30 minutes. The patient was comfortable leaving and instructed to return to clinic if worsening of symptoms or new symptoms developed. 2 hours later the patient called the clinic and informed that her symptoms had resolved.

924706 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Evening of the 18th I became dizzy and nauseated, worsening the next day. It felt like how I have patients describe migraines where noises make them feel dizzy, but I did not get a headache. Movements, lights and noises made the symptoms worsen. I was feeling better by the 21st and now symptoms have resolved.

924707 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 ND 28.0 28 F Patient developed fatigue and fever after a few hours. The next day she chills, body aches, headache, continued fever. Took Tylenol to treat. Arm is sore and she is unable to use it; swollen but no rash.

924708 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 NY 33.0 33 F I have a history of migraines, but since starting emgality injections in september, had been doing much better.  I only had 1 migraine in November an hasn't had any in Dec until 12/30 (6 days post vaccine). I took my rescue medication (ubrelvy), and the migraine came back again the next day, so I took my medication again. On 1/1 the headache was really bad and the medication did not work. All I could do was sleep and when waking up from a nap I took my medication again, and it didn't help again. This is the first time my migraine has not responded to my medication. I still had the headache on 1/2.

924709 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 NJ 50.0 50 F One hour after the vaccine was administered, my jaw hurt then my face went numb on both sides.  I was driving when this happened. When I arrived at home my daughter immediately told me my face had a droop on the right side  Facial numbness has continued. I notified occupational health and spoke with a Dr. He advised to monitor and no treatment at this time

924710 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OH 43.0 43 F I had body aches and chills. Took Motrin 800 mg. Started at 830pm on 1/4/2021 and got better 1/6/2021

924711 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 OH 25.0 25 F 12/29 Pain + swelling at injection site, nausea, headache, muscle and joint pain, fever  12/30 Pain + swelling at injection site, muscle and joint pain  12/31 Pain at injection site 1/1 No symptoms

924712 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 HI 41.0 41 F Arm soreness for 3days. Rash appeared around injection site about 5-6 days ago, not sure. Site is itchy

924714 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 WI 26.0 26 M Fever Tmax 101.6, diffuse body aches, frontal headache, fatigue, malaise; lasted for ~4 hours, until I took 650mg acetaminohen x2; then symptoms improved and continued to improve throughout the rest of the day. In the evening hours, symptoms were pretty much gone. I took 650mg acetaminohen x2 again. On the following day after onset of symptoms, no symptoms were noted. Symptoms, in my opinion, were out of proportion to what has been described as average in the literature and what seem to be the common side effects of peers who have received the same vaccine.

924715 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 35.0 35 F Injection site arm soreness, bad headache, fatigue that began about 6 hours after the vaccine and then lasted for 24 hours, but improved over time

924716 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 IN 24.0 24 F I felt very fatigued starting around 6pm. Severe chills began around 9pm, followed by a fever. The fever went from 100.1 to 102.2 over the course of about an hour (11:30pm-12:30pm), at which time I took 400mg of ibuprofen. The fever was 102.1 thirty minutes after taking the ibuprofen. Along with the fever I experienced tachycardia, body and muscle aches, and moderate to severe deltoid pain at the injection site. I believe the fever broke around 3:00am. The fatigue and body aches lasted about 24 hours since they began, but the majority  of the rest of my symptoms were gone after the fever. The arm pain at injection site was noticeable and painful for about 72 hours before subsiding.

924717 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 MN 31.0 31 F Severe left deltoid pain. Pain both at rest and with use. Hurts more with use. Feels like I was "punched in the arm."  At rest it's so painful I can't focus on other things.

924718 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NY 51.0 51 M Tiredness, Chills, Fatigue, Coughing starting on Day 1. Loss of taste and smell on Day 3. Also tested positive on SARS-CoV-2 Antigen (rapid Covid-19 swab) on 1/6/2021, 2 days after administration of the Moderna vaccine. Question - Is taking the Moderna vaccine giving a positive test on the Covid Antigen test?

924719 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 WV 52.0 52 F Fever of 103 F two nights in a row. Aches as bad as when I had Covid-19 in October. Shortness of breath. Fatigue.

924720 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 PA 35.0 35 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Adverse events noted: Approximately 2 pm-altered sensation in maxillary lip and nose Approximately 4 pm-tingling on scalp just above nape of neck 6:18 pm-tingling in right hand  Each of the above events lasted about one minute  From approximately 6 pm to present-significant amounts of sneezing and a runny nose.

924721 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MO 25.0 25 M Started off with chills, headache and fatigue around 1am. I was also sweating profusely. I took my temp and it was 100.3. Was not able to sleep more than 4hours. I also had terrible nightmares during the little time I was asleep. I started to feel better around 11am that next morning however, I?ve had diffuse abdominal pain  and several episodes of diarrhea throughout the afternoon and evening.

924722 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 IL 96.0 96 F Severe shortness of breath, administered inhaler, hydralazine  with no improvement. Dr. notified. Sent to ER Y

924723 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 MI 29.0 29 F PRESYNCOPE  BP 70 SYSOTLICALLY,   IV  INITIATED AND TAKEN TO EMERGENCY DEPT

924724 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 TX 49.0 49 F Patient got a MODERNA COVID-19 vaccine late evening 01/4 and began to have increased heart rate between 108-117, severe headache, and some dizziness

924727 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 UT 56.0 56 F Raised heart rate within an hour of vaccination.

924728 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 26.0 26 M Fatigue, feeling drained, fever, headache.

924729 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MT 48.0 48 F 3"X3" hard lump, swollen, warm to touch, rash and significant itching to area on left upper arm that started 3 days after vaccination.  On 1-5-21 I took 50mg of Benedryl to help with swelling and itching with no response.  On 1-6-21 I took one dose of Xyzal with no response.

924730 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Flu-like body/muscular aches, severe pain at injection site. Continued to worsen for 24 hours. Noticable improvement after 36 hours.

924731 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OK 65.0 65 F I woke up at 2:30 in the morning with severe chills that lasted on and off for over twelve hours.  I also had diarrhea and and a  headache.  My sense of taste is also off, nothing taste right.

924732 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 KY 34.0 34 F Shingles rash outbreak

924733 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 PA 0 F Anaphylaxis.  Lip swelling, hives, sob, nausea.  For 1 hour post Epi given. 0.0

924735 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 MI 41.0 41 F TOUNGE SWELLING , FELT HOT  5 MIN AFTER POST INJUCTION.  EPINEPHRINE GIVEN.  ED VISIT

924736 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 WA 48.0 48 F One week after the injection, I had urticaria and angioedema near the site of the injection. I still have it. It goes between better and worse but hasn?t gone away.

924737 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Tender Axillary lymphandopathy on 01/05/2021 (day 6) Injection site redness, swelling, induration, and itching on 01/06/2021 (day 7)

924738 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 OR 52.0 52 M Left armpit lymph node swollen to the size of a grape and painful.

924739 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 GA 29.0 29 M It started with mild irritation in my throat that made cough (dry cough). Then I started to have severe chills, body fatigue and coughing stopped. I now have fever (100.8) runny nose, my eyes hurt, still having body fatigue but less chills. I'm taking acetaminophen and Advil.

924740 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 TX 24.0 24 F Redness, swelling, hot to touch 4in by 3 in, itchy at injection site going on day 9 and getting bigger   Hives to face 3 hours after injection

924741 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 30.0 30 F After 48 hours my arm felt fine 7 days after my first vaccine my arm got swollen (like a big lump) , warm, red and tender to touch again  I?ve also had unusual tiredness during the past 7 days

924743 01/03/2021 01/06/2021 KS 23.0 23 M Sore arm, body aches, and nausea

924744 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 NH 51.0 51 F 15 minutes after the immunization I felt a little lightheaded. It was mild so I tried to leave, but then felt presyncopal. Sat down, drank water and ate a cookie. The feeling did not subside. After about another 20 minutes, felt tingly all over. After about 5 minutes of that, the tip of my tongue started too tingle. I alerted the staff and they checked my pulse (nl in the low 60s) and my BP (normal SBP 112). They gave me liquid Benadryl 25 mg and the tingling immediately stopped but I still felt lightheaded. They transported me to the ED. I was given 1 L of fluid and monitored and rested for about an hour, then I felt fine. No other tests or meds given

924746 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 WA 56.0 56 F Lightheadedness was the first 2 days after the vaccine (arm discomfort).  Felt numbness on the left upper lip 2-3 hours after vaccine, but noted facial droop 3 days later.  Numbness is improving at this time. Some fatigue.

924747 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 FL 34.0 34 F Since the vaccine I have been having right sided hearing loss. Two days after my first dose I felt like I was underwater when talking to people, as their speech was distorted. I also felt pressure in my ear, as if it was filled with fluid, and was unable to "pop" my ears. I was evaluated by an ENT and there was no infection or fluid in my ear. It started to get better a little.  After my second dose, the symptoms worsen. My hearing loss was back worse than the original time and this time I had tinnitus constantly. I also had chills, fevers, myalgia, back pain, and headaches.

924748 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 49.0 49 F Immediately following injection:  warm flushing feeling to right side of my neck and face. One hour after: fatigue, dizziness and nausea 12 hours: fatigue (slept for 19 hrs post injection) , dizziness, nausea 24 hours: fatigue, dizziness 48 hours: dizziness Present day: dizziness

924749 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 UT 39.0 39 F Cellulitis like symptoms at site Of injection

924750 12/26/2020 01/06/2021 MI 49.0 49 F THROAT TIGHTNESS, FINGERS WARM. EPI GIVEN. TRANSFERED TO  ER

924751 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 UT 42.0 42 F swelling at site of injection, itching, hot one week after injection.

924752 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 IL 42.0 42 F Had soreness of the injection site for two days after the administration. Then no issues. On the 8th day noticed Swelling and pain at the injection site, difficulty in raising the arm. Contacted my healthcare provider who advised to report to CDC, take anti-inflammatory and cold compress

924753 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 CA 66.0 66 M Became weak on Monday 12/28/20 in the evening and fell off the chair . Was semi-unconscious for 5 minutes . When I came to my wife took my BP 88/60 . I felt weak that evening and  went to bed early. I woke up fine that next day. No symptoms since.  No  medical follow required,

924754 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 KS 44.0 44 M Itchy and small red rash about the size of a  silver dollar. No pain

924755 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 NY 23.0 23 F Rash on dorsal surface of right hand Tx: lotion, Aleve Rash not yet resolved.

924756 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 WV 56.0 56 F Approximately 3 1/2 hours after I received my vaccine I was sitting and talking on the phone. All of a sudden my hands, arms and head became numb and I had a feeling of pressure.   I took 25 mg of Benadryl and within about 15 minutes the symptoms were gone.

924757 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 28.0 28 M Malaise, Headache, Fever

924758 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 VA 35.0 35 F Hives on face, neck, arms Fatigue

924759 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Pain at injection site, body aches, chills

924760 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MI 60.0 60 F BLOTCHES OVER ENTIRE BODY NO OTHER SYMPTOMS. TREATED WITH BENADRLY  OBSRVED 30 MIN AND RASH RESOLVED

924762 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 38.0 38 F Moderate skin reaction. Became raised, red, and slightly painful. Created a golf ball size circle of irritation.

924763 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 WA 31.0 31 F reported all over body hives, swelling at vaccine site and slight swelling at the mouth around lips

924764 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 UT 33.0 33 F About 12 hours after I received the second dose of the covid vaccine, I started to get severe chills and headache followed by fever that lasted all night and was up to 101.4 F.  The fever improved this morning around 9 am, however I continued to have headache, myalgia, and fatigue all day.  I also have intermittent nausea and difficulty standing or walking around because of feeling like I will pass out.  I feel slightly improved tonight but still not normal.  I called the employee health this morning to inform them.

924765 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 29.0 29 F Jan. 4: felt dizzy and sluggish rest of day Jan. 5: injection site swollen, very painful where she was having difficulty raising the right arm, chills, headache, fever Jan. 6: fever and right arm soreness She?s taking over the counter meds

924766 12/27/2020 01/06/2021 WA 55.0 55 F MODERNA COVID-19 Vaccine: Left arm below shot large red area  appeared with tender spot in cneter or shot area.  It is hot,  raised with size has growing  since Monday  to size of hand over biceps area. I have applied cortozone -10 , and anti ich topical to area with out results. I took benadryl on  1..6.20.  Honestly looks like a infected bug bite or skin infection.  Intially had a solid fluid hard area.. no w area just tender.

924767 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NY 60.0 60 M Shaking chills achy knees hurt

924768 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 AR 27.0 27 F Woke up next day (12/30) with a hot red mark and bruising around injection site and soreness and pain. Later noticed lots of swelling in deltoid. Took the temperature of red spot that afternoon and it was 100.2 F. On 1/5 in the morning it appeared to be going away, but that night came back. 1/6 morning had soreness and now looks kind of like a bullseye

924769 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 MO 38.0 38 F About 1 minute after receiving the vaccine, I suddenly felt hot and sweaty. After about 20 minutes, I began experiencing mild itching on my face, chest and upper body (no hives or rash) and my face was flush. At about 40 minutes, began experiencing nasal congestion, runny nose and and a slight tickle in the back of my throat. A few hours later, all symptoms resolved.

924770 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 59.0 59 F Jan. 5: developed redness (more than quarter size), itchiness and the site was warm to touch She?s taking over the counter meds.

924771 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MI 52.0 52 F RAPID HEART RATE 150-160, SHAKY FEELING 10 MIN POST VACINATION

924772 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 IL 69.0 69 M Moderate Left Arm for 3-4 days Pain Clear runny nose on day 4 post vaccine. Last 2 hours. disappear spontaneously

924773 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 AZ 45.0 45 F Fatigue, dizzy, flu like ache

924774 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 51.0 51 M Jan. 1: developed redness & soreness to left upper arm (injection site) Jan. 5: injection site with increased redness and painful to touch He?s taking over the counter meds.

924775 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Fever, Headache, Fatigue, and Stomach ache, Nausea, Muscular pain

924776 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NC 46.0 46 F Red splotches on body - mainly arms

924777 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 MI 31.0 31 F SCRATCHY THROAT , FULL FEELING IN BACK OF THROAT ,  TREATED WITH BENADRYL.  OBSERVED AND RELEASED FROM CLININC

924779 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CA 46.0 46 F As of 1/5/2021 i experienced itchiness at the injection site.  The next morning more itchiness and redness and swelling at the injection site.

924780 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 CO 37.0 37 M I experienced fever, chills, muscle pain and fatigue. Took 3 doses of ibuprofen over a span of about 18 hours. Symptoms just went away about 36 hours after I received the vaccine.

924781 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 OR 44.0 44 F Had tingling in feet shortly after vaccine. Waited 15 minutes, was cleared to go home, on walk to car, migraine aura started. I rarely get migraines. Got worse and worse as I drove home, could barely see. Severe headache followed.

924782 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 CA 28.0 28 M Swollen lymph node in left armpit for the past 3 days. Somewhat sore.
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925669 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MS 36.0 36 F 01/05/2021 at 1451: Received Covid-19 Vaccine (Moderna) IM to L deltoid, during drive-thru 1512: Patient c/o feeling hot/flushed, confused/light-headed, states "heart racing." Appears pale in color. Patient was placed supine with legs elevated. BP 164/100, HR 94, RR 24, unable to determine O2sat, patient with gel manicure, would not register. Denies SOB. Denies chest pain. Patient remained A&O x4. Assisted and monitored by RN; second RN; third RN; and Fire Department. EMTs contacted. 1523: BP 142/86, HR 82, RR 20, color returned, A&O x4. Assited to sitting position. Reports "feeling better". Refused to go hospital/ER for further observation. 1523 patient contacted her father to come to Health Dept. to pick her up and take her home to avoid driving. Patient remained with RN until arrival of father. Fire Department remained with patient as well. 1545 Patient's father arrived to take her home, RN reports to writer that patient became SOB and light headed, and pain upon transfer to her father vehicle. EMS contacted, unable to obtain IV access x1 attempt. EMS placed patient on non rebreathing and transported to Emergency Department.

925671 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 ME 21.0 21 F (Reported) Fever 100.2 degree F body aches/HA/pain at injection site/fatigue

925672 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MN 44.0 44 M Employee reported throat was starting to swell; epinepherine was given at 9:30am.

925673 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 TX 87.0 87 F Fever 100.3 degrees Ache body ARm swollen with rash

925674 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 TX 73.0 73 F 12/31/2020 Weakness, acid reflux, 1/1/2021 Weakness, chills, diarrhea No fever, cramps in abd. 1/5/2021 1320 pm - Left message. 1/6/2021 1021 pm - " ".

925675 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 IA 24.0 24 F right upper arm red, swollen, warm to touch and painful

927797 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 VA 44.0 44 F Individual received COVID 19 vaccine. Started to feel dizzy approx. 15 minutes after vaccine. Pt then started to have hypertension and increased confusion. EMS called, pt transported to hospital.

927808 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 NE 59.0 59 F Symptoms started about 3 hrs after receiving Moderna COVID vaccine. Lightheadedness, headache, extreme fatigue, body (back mainly, legs) feel heavy & leg heaviness started next day. heaviness resolved in 3 hours. Next day fever T=98.5 B/P=136/80, P=84 & fatigue is improved. Referred to Dr - PCP

927818 01/05/2020 01/06/2021 NY 55.0 54 F 1/5 Chill-fever 101.6 @6:45A Reaction 9pm 116 Resolved. Went to ED, covid rapid (-) prior covid (-) Antibodies result (-) 2nd dose

927827 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 MS 43.0 43 F 01/05/2021 @ 15:41 Received COVID-19 Vaccine (moderna) IM to L deltoid 1543: Patient c/o "anxious feeling" and dizzy. pt placed supine with legs elevated. BP 106/60, patient reports is a normal BP for her; HR 74, RR 20. Denies SOB, denies Chest pain, 1545: Patient reports "feeling better," assisted to sitting position. Denies any further complaints, refuses need for EMS/ER refused to contact family member for transport. Report she has never had a reaction to a vaccine in the past. She reports hx of anxiety and feelings of anxiety "in these situations." Patient is A&O x4. VS stable. Patient reports "feeling ok to drive." No further s/sx.

927828 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 RI 24.0 24 F C/o fever, chills, headache & stomach ache 1 day after receiving first dose

927829 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 NY 60.0 60 U Pt. reports (L) deltoid and arm soreness x 3 days following vaccine. Pt. states 'persistent lightheadedness and headaches unrelieved by Ibuprofen with slight double vision.'

927830 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Abdominal pain, chills, n/v, dark urine, elevated LFT's, Bilirubin in urine. Patient currently admitted to hospital Y

927849 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 MA 42.0 42 F Raised, Red, itchy bump (larger than quarter size) under the site of injection. Painful/sore when pressed on. Last for 5 days.

927863 12/16/2020 01/06/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Skin over injection site reddened, raised, and tender. Increased warmth over site. Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA

927878 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 KY 38.0 38 F Headache, Body aches, swollen eyes/face, dry scratchy feeling when breathing, low grade fever I called staff with pharmacy COVID Vaccination team and notified her of the adverse reaction. The employee was seen at the medical clinic by "staff", Dr, nurse practitioner. Employee was informed that these were all common side effects + she should go ahead and take the second vaccine when it's scheduled on 1/26/21

927918 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 WA 74.0 24 F Started out as a localized bruise several days after injection. On Saturday 1/2/21 noticed a pink spot where the bruise occured. The spot was 4 inches long & 2 inches wide. Spot is warm to touch & was itchy. The spot remained the same until 1/5/21. It did not take anything to help with itching

927932 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 WI 38.0 38 F 20 minutes post immunization patient developed hives over face and neck, stated tongue felt like it was tingling, patient felt flushed and warm and stated she "just didn't feel right"  patient evaluated by provider - claritin 20mg given, vitals taken after another 30 minutes of being observed patient stated she"felt better"-hives gone

927936 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 MO 46 M Patient reports that he began feeling tightness in his throat just a couple of minutes after receiving vaccine. Reported symptoms to RN at 0936. During assessment, he reported an increase in severity of symptoms. Epinephrine administered & patient transferred to ED.

927938 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 HI 73.0 73 M Received Moderna vaccine on 12/29/2020.  12/30/2020 fever of 100.4 Tylenol given and monitored and fever went down.  12/31/2020 Chest x-ray completed and sent to the hospital and admitted with pneumonia.  1/3/2021 reported by the hospital that Covid-19 results were positive.  He had had Covid-19 positive results back on 11/4/2020 prior to vaccine.Y

927940 01/06/2021 01/06/2021 SD 91.0 91 U I was informed  by the staff that pt. had fainted about 1/2 hour after receiving The Covid vaccine. The staff immediately called 911 & EMS arrived in about 15 minutes *Collapsed approx. 30 min after shot Arrived 11:45AM & she was responsive WEIGHT: 149.8 as of 12/20/20

927941 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Employee called to report that she developed headache and body aches this morning rated 7/10. She is 26 week pregnant. Instructed her to notify her PCP or OBGyn.

927942 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 FL 68.0 68 F patient presents with redness and swelling of vaccine site. Treatment: Cephalexin 500 mg one QIDx7d

927943 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 CA 65.0 65 M Patient c/o Cough, Headache, Fatigue Body aches x 2 days

927944 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 CA 62.0 62 M PATIENT REPORTED A SORE ARM THE DAY FOLLOWING THE VACCINATION. THE PAIN SUBSIDED BY THE END OF THE SECOND DAY. ON DAY 4, THE PATIENT AWAKENED WITH FEVER, HEADACHE, BODY ACHES, CHILLS, SEVERE FATIGUE, SOB AND COUGH. ON MONDAY, JANUARY 4, THE WAS GOT FEELING ANY BETTER AND WITH TO SEE A PROVIDER AT MEDICAL CENTER. HE WAS GIVEN A CHEST X RAY AND LABS. HE WAS GIVEN A RAPID FLU AND COVID ANTIBODY PCR TEST BOTH NEGATIVE. HE DID NOT REPORT TO THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT AND THE HOSPTIAL DID NOT THINK FEEL THE SYMPTOMS WERE RELATED TO COVID VACCINATION. HEALTH DEPARTMENT ONLY FOUND OUT TODAY DURING F/U PHONE CALL WITH PATIENT. PATIENT IS RECOVERING AT HOME. AS OF TODAY, HE FEELS HE IS GETTING BETTER.

928084 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 52.0 51 F SkinRash, Rash, 6cm x 2cm circular area of erythema rt deltoid. no discharge, skin is intact Narrative:

928098 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 48.0 47 F SkinRash

928107 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 34.0 33 F Fever

928119 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 33.0 32 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Injection site pain Headache 5 minutes after injection. Nausea and vomiting 1 hour after injection. Body aches and injection site pain also reported.

928132 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 49.0 48 M Dizziness & Sedation

928141 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 67.0 66 F Headache Fatigue; Arm soreness

928149 01/06/2021 40.0 M Dizziness, HYPERtension,  flushing, tingling on one side of the body- opposite side from injection Narrative:  dizziness, tingling, flushing, on left side of head down to left foot immediately after injection at 1148. BP increased to 168/104 with HR of 103 at 1211.

928160 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 33.0 32 F Dizziness, NauseaVomiting, HYPOtension, pallor Narrative: 1207 - felt dizzy, tingling, turned pale, felt nauseated. Laid down in chair, BO 107/70 HR 75 1225 BP 122/85 HR 71 standing, felt stead released back to work at 1223.

928190 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 39.0 38 F Headache

928191 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 42.0 41 F Headache Injection site pain/soreness

928192 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 48.0 47 F Headache Neck stiffness Narrative:

928212 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 51.0 50 M Myalgia Pain at injection site and arm

928221 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 25.0 24 M Headache, NauseaVomiting, chills, low grade fever, arm soreness

928228 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 48.0 47 M Headache, Fever, Diarrhea, temp 99.0 very achey, sweating

928242 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 37.0 36 F Headache, Myalgia, felt warm-feverish Narrative:  Taking OTC NyQuil every 4-6 hours.

928244 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 27.0 26 F Rash Rash to left of inj sire and growing, red warm, itchy.  Swollen lymph nodes L side neck

928250 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 26.0 25 F Numbness in hand Narrative: Numbness in left fingers lasted 10-15 minutes

928252 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 48.0 47 F Myalgia FATIGUE,eyelids and forehead, itching. At injection site sore,swelling,reddness and itching. Also going from hot feeling to cold.

928257 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 45.0 44 F itching at site

928261 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 47.0 46 F Dizziness, Headache, Lightheadedness; Injection site pain Narrative:  Dizzy and lightheaded 14 minutes after injection. Headache and injection site pain for 2 days after injection.

928268 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 58.0 57 F Metallic taste; injection site pain Narrative:

928285 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 39.0 38 F Dizziness, NauseaVomiting, Arm soreness

928292 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 43.0 42 F Headache

928301 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 49.0 48 M SkinRash Sore arm Narrative:  Redness about the size of a quarter on left hand, sore arm day after injection

928311 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 36.0 35 F UrticariaPruritus Mild throat constriction, peri-orbital swelling Narrative:

928321 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 30.0 29 F Narrative:  Pt treated with Mehtylprednisolone 125mg IV, Diphenhydramine 50mg IV, Famotidine 20mg IV

928336 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 73.0 72 M Hx. DM. Noted during observation he was forgetful but able to verbalize but speech noted to slur, Juice given 120/90, 78, 18. c/o of tightness in chest and was transported to ED for evaluation in stable condition. 140/78, 68, 18. Acu chceck 240 in ED. Di Narrative: After vaccine, during observation seemed forgetful but able to verbalize. Speech noted to slur, History of DM verbalized by pt. Juice given 120/90, 78, 18. c/o of tightness in chest and was transported to ED for evaluation in stable condition. 140/78, 68, 18. Acu chceck 240 in ED. Discharged asymptomatic from ED to f/u with PCP.

928345 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 31.0 30 F Headache Narrative: Mild headache started 2 minutes after injection

928356 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 61.0 60 F Dizziness Narrative: Dizzy 10 minutes after injection

928371 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 36.0 35 F Dizziness Narrative: Dizzy approximately 2-3 minutes after vaccine injection

928381 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 62.0 61 F Injection site soreness Narrative:

928708 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 49.0 48 F erythema and itch at injection site

928714 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 48.0 47 F Headache, Myalgia, chills

929253 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 35.0 34 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Pain at injection site; then 1/5/2021, headache, weakness, fever; resolving today

929289 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 37.0 36 F NauseaVomiting severe back pain that causes nausea

930325 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 30.0 29 F Headache fatigue, pain at injection site, mental fog

930369 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 46.0 45 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, NauseaVomiting, chills/ pain inj site

930387 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 55.0 54 F Myalgia, NausaVomiting, injection site pain Narrative:  Reports severe body aches 13-72 hours following the vaccine, severe nausea, fatigue for 7 days, injection site pain for 7 days

930401 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 41.0 40 F Headache, Myalgia, sore throat

930409 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 52.0 51 M Diarrhea

930429 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 67.0 66 M Myalgia, NauseaVomiting,  WEAKNESS

930435 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 65.0 64 F Dizziness, Headache, NauseaVomiting, terrible vertigo 2 days after vaccine, also very nauseated Narrative:  Did not have to seek any medical attention, symptoms began to resolve after 3 days, but was off of work for a day. Mostly recovered, just slight vertigo.

930436 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 28.0 27 F Headache, Myalgia & Fever

930437 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 40.0 39 M Myalgia

930438 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 42.0 41 F Myalgia fatigue

930439 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 40.0 39 M Myalgia

931854 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 65.0 64 M Inflammation, erythema 2 x 3 cm area of injection visit site r upper arm. Will see his PCP today for evaluation

931855 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 56.0 55 F SkinRash & UrticarriaPruritus

931856 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 47.0 46 F required intervention- acetaminophen and "Nyquil" taken

932148 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 51.0 50 M Fever temp 99.7 in Occ Health, tired

932149 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 41.0 40 F Dizziness & NauseaVomiting

932150 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 61.0 60 M Headache

932151 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 44.0 43 F influenza-like illness

932152 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 45.0 44 M Fever aching

932153 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 33.0 32 F Fever & NauseaVomiting

932154 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 47.0 46 F Dizziness, Headache, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting & Tachycardia acetaminophen for h/a . symptoms still occurring today

932155 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 58.0 57 M Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, chills

932156 01/02/2021 01/06/2021 54.0 53 F Arthralgia Pain and swelling at injection site Narrative:

932157 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 62.0 61 M Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, chills, malaise, myalgia

932158 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 64.0 63 M Dizziness, Headache & NauseaVomiting

932159 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 36.0 35 M Headache, Fever, Diarrhea & NauseaVomiting Narrative: Did not require medical attention. States 1/3/21 was the worse of it all. Today, 1/5/21, no longer having the side effects, however, taking Tylenol and temp is 99F and has slight headache.

932160 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 44.0 43 M nausea, fatigue, disorientation

932170 01/06/2021 65.0 F Headache, Myalgia & Fever

932177 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 59.0 58 F UrticariaPruritus

932183 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 47.0 46 M UrticariaPruritus blistering of hands self report, no medical evaluation.

932188 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 42.0 41 F Headache, Myalgia, fatigue,golfball size reddness at injection site

932190 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 42.0 41 F Headache, NauseaVomiting,  body aches and cramps

932191 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 39.0 38 F Erythema, itching and swelling wheal

932192 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 35.0 34 F ErythemaMultiform Pop can size redness at injection  Grown in size pain, warmth

932193 01/06/2021 60.0 M Rash

932196 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 30.0 28 F Began experiencing her lip quivering on the right side of her mouth, specifically her lower lip, also the gums underneath where her lip is quivering feels numb. Just feels the sensation, but states her lips/face are symmetrical.

932213 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 29.0 28 F Headache fatigue, sore arm,

932216 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 38.0 37 F NauseaVomiting fatigue, tingling Narrative:  Dentist with tingling down left arm into 5th digit-started Jan 4. Before that she has left arm pain, fatigue. Nausea and fatigue has resolved. Still has tingling down arm-complains of left neck stiffness.

932220 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 62.0 61 F Myalgia, Fever, fatigue Narrative:

932222 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 66.0 65 M Myalgia chills Narrative:  reported chills and muscle aches for 48 hours following vaccine administration

932226 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 53.0 52 F Dizziness, Headache & Nausea Vomiting

932229 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 51.0 50 F Headache insomnia, chest tightness

932231 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 44.0 43 F Tachycardia

932232 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 34.0 33 F Headache & Myalgia

932233 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 61.0 60 F Headache, Myalgia, muscle spasms, generalized weakness

932234 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 58.0 57 F Headache

932235 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 55.0 54 F Myalgia, Arthralgia, Rash, ErythemaMultiform &  NauseaVomiting Narrative:  required alt ibuprofen and acetaminophen and rash appeared with hives on 1/2/2021 and Benadryl was needed

932236 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 53.0 52 F Has reported history of anaphylaxis to aspirin. Symptoms have started to resolve at this time with use of acetaminophen

932237 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 63.0 62 M some mild "itching"in throat

932239 01/06/2021 61.0 F Myalgia & Fever

932240 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 55.0 54 F Headache Burning bilateral eyes

932241 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 59.0 58 F Headache & Myalgia

932242 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 57.0 56 F Dizziness

932243 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 37.0 36 F Left Upper Extremity Numbness Narrative:  1- My left arm (arm I received the vaccine in) got pins and needles feeling in it about 1 hour post vaccine, and it continued through the evening as well as in my legs, forehead, and upper cheeks on my face. Best way to explain it is that feeling you get when your arm falls asleep and is waking up. I've spoke to a few others who had similar feeling in their vaccine arm.

932244 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 46.0 45 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever, fever, chills, sweating, back pain, pain

932245 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 42.0 41 F Headache Narrative:

932246 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 54.0 53 F Headache & Myalgia Narrative: required intervention with ibuprofen 400mg

932247 01/29/2020 01/06/2021 36.0 34 F Headache

932248 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 36.0 35 F employee reports painful and swollen lymph nodes in armpit, axillary lymphadenopathy radiating down to arm of injection site 5 days post vaccination administration. employee took tylenol BID, adverse event lasted 2-3 days and resolved.

932249 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 53.0 52 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever & NauseaVomiting Narrative:  Employee missed 2 days of work due to chills, headache, nausea, vomiting and temperature up to 100.7. Currently has headache. Plans to return to work tomorrow.

932250 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 36.0 35 F Headache, Myalgia, chills required treatment with topical "biofreeze", acetaminophen 650mg and ibuprofen 400mg

932251 01/06/2021 45.0 M injection site reaction, redness and itching

932252 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 46.0 45 F SkinRash, Rash, sevdere fatigue and facial hives

932253 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 56.0 55 F Headache, Myalgia, Tachycardia, Significant chills also reported. Required employee to be away from work, reported greater than 16 hours of sleep second to the overwhelming fatigue

932254 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 57.0 56 M Arthralgia & Fever Narrative:  required acetaminophen for temp control

932255 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 52.0 51 F arm pain, flulike symptoms, flushes Narrative: required intervention of ibuprofen 400mg and "Zyrtec-D"

932257 11/16/2020 01/06/2021 50.0 49 F Arthralgia

932258 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 53.0 52 F Headache

932259 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 60.0 59 F SkinRash Narrative:
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932260 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 50.0 49 M Rash

932261 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 55.0 54 M Dizziness, Headache, chills, fatigue, tachycardia

932262 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 63.0 62 M The employee had COVID test on 12/28 that as positive and was asymptomatic. Subsequent COVID testing on 12/29 and 12/31 were negative. He was tested as part of routing surveillance

932263 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 53.0 52 F Patient complains of redness, itching and swelling at injection site that has progressively worsened since receiving vaccine. Patient states redness and swelling have a diameter of two inches at injection site. Narrative: Patient complains of redness, itching and swelling at injection site that has progressively worsened since receiving vaccine over one week ago. Patient states there is a two inch diameter of redness and swelling at injection site and itching has worsened. Patient advised to see primary care provider if symptoms continue to worsen and do not resolve.

932264 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 38.0 37 F Headache & Rash Narrative:  7-8 days after initial vaccination headache, pain at injection site and rash below injection site. Itching feeling. Patinet took motrin and tylenol

932363 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 34.0 33 M tingling lips and scratchy tongue Narrative:  Within minutes of receiving vaccine patient reported tingling lips and tongue feeling scratchy. Administered at outpatient clinic so taken to urgent care where they were treated with Methylprednisolone Inj 125mg IPV and Diphenhydramine Inj 25mg IVP

932374 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 38.0 37 M Headache, Myalgia, malaise

932375 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 52.0 51 F Dizziness & UrticariaPruritus Hx of Guillan Barre with prior influenza vaccination. Anxious regarding hives. Transferred from observation area to ED (located within 50 feet from observation area). Treated with IV Benadryl, IV Solumedrol.

932376 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 42.0 41 F Headache, ErythemaMultiform, L arm soreness, fatigue, chills

932377 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 37.0 36 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting,  "chills, face felt swollen"

932378 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 VA 59.0 58 F Headache, Myalgia,  lips tingling/12/26 had cold sore , RT ear pain went walk-in stated both eardrums bulging rt side face numbness

932379 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 54.0 53 F c/o lightheadedness, sob for short period. resolved. stated, "feeling weird, maybe I'm anxious." Vitals stable, Given Juice PO. 145/89, 74, 20, 100% O2sat. D/C'd after 30 minutes in stable condition 117/67, 65, 20, 100% O2 sat..

932380 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 37.0 36 F fatigue, chills

932381 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 59.0 58 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever,  CoughWheeze & Syncope

932382 12/21/2020 01/06/2021 65.0 64 F Dizziness  states tired after working 12 hour night shift. Recovered after juice and water. Narrative:  c/o dizziness after vaccine given following working a 12 hour night shift. States, "tired after shift". Given orange juice and water. Recovered. d/c stable 130/81, 79, 18, o2 sat %.

932383 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 1.08 0 F NauseaVomiting History of vasovagal episodes; c/o warm feeling and nausea without vomiting. Recovered Narrative: 10 minutes after vaccine admin. c/o/ warmth and nausea. Triaged by the ER nurse and observed for 45 minutes. Discharged in stable condition 133/84, 104, 180.0

932384 01/06/2021 57.0 F Myalgia Per patient: "started haveing sinus drainage and muscle aches 2 days after and still going on no temperature, no diarrhea or loss of taste or smell" Narrative:

932385 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 70.0 69 F Headache Received shot at around noon - felt really tired/fatigued/"wilty" worn out hours later that afternoon which lasted for the next 3 days. Woke up with moderate headache next morning, if had to work that day, would not have been able to.

932386 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 53.0 52 M Fever

932387 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 40.0 39 F Headache & UrticariaPruritus

932388 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 44.0 43 F Mild tingling and numbness symptoms started on her right side of face then later radiating to right arm and right lower extremity. Denies any weakness Narrative:  will be seeing her PCP

932389 01/05/2021 01/06/2021 42.0 41 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, chills, pain at injection site Narrative: will report to work

932390 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 38.0 37 F Fatigue and injection site soreness. Narrative:  Patient awakened this AM with injection site soreness and fatigue. She did not come to work today stating she felt too tired

932391 01/06/2021 68.0 F Rash erythema, warmth, and itchiness to site of injection Narrative: erythema, warmth, and itchiness to site of injection

932392 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 46.0 45 F UrticariaPruritus Narrative: 0933 PT STATES SHE FELT "ITCHY"/ VS- 133/89; P-93; SAT 98%; TEMP 98.3. 0957 PT STATES NOW ITCHING TO PALATE; FEELS "SWOLLEN"; NO NOTED OBSTRUCTION TO AIRWAY NOTED; EMS CALLED; 1015 PT DECLINED TRANSPORT TO ER VIA EMS; REMAINS STABLE; SAT 98%; DENIES DIFFICULTY BREATHING. 1035- BENADRYL 25MG PO ONCE ORDERED BY DR, AND GIVEN BY RN. VSS; P-74; R-16; SAT-99%; BP-133/79; TEMP-98.6;PT ABULATED TO OFFICE; HUSBAND TO DRIVE PT HOME LATER TODAY.

932393 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 65.0 64 M Angina Hx. of HTN, DM, pacemaker presented with CP that radiated to bilateral jaw/chin. VSS. Narrative: After covid19 vaccination, c/o CP with radiation to jaw/chin. denied SOB, nausea or diaphoresis. Monitored for 30 minutes with CP resolved but jaw/chin sensation remained. Brought to ED at 15:25 in stable condition. . In ED, stable vitals, a-paced rhythm w/o ST changes per ED note. Offered OBS admission for further cardiac workup but patient declined and was discharged in stable condition with no CP or jaw/chin sensations present.

932394 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 34.0 33 F Sedation Narrative:

932395 01/06/2021 45.0 M Myalgia Narrative:

932396 12/18/2020 01/06/2021 51.0 50 F c/o lightheadedness and light headache. Cold pack applied to nape of neck, head down, felt better and returned to work Narrative: c/o lightheadedness and mild headache. resolved and returned to work

932399 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 49.0 48 F UrticariaPruritus  HOT flashes, prickly skin of jaw line to chest  EMP was injected in the ER due to a previous flu vax reaction 2 years. She did consequently have a migraine headache upon awakening this AM which prevented her from working. Treated with Benadryl 25mg PO in the ER, monitored via cardiac monitor and then she was discharged with 25mg of Benadryl that she took when she got home at 1630.

932401 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 31.0 30 F Myalgia, Fever, CHILLS Narrative:

932402 12/29/2020 01/06/2021 45.0 45 F Headache, Myalgia, fatigue, stomach ache Narrative:

933628 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 26.0 25 F Myalgia, Fever, LYMPHADENOPATHY

933633 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 57.0 56 F Headache, Myalgia, bodyache;chills;ha;sorethroat;nasal congestion Narrative:  day 1-5: bodyache;chills 12/31: ha 1/3:ha; chills; sorethroat;nasal congestion

933639 01/04/2021 01/06/2021 53.0 52 F Headache, Myalgia & Fever

933646 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 51.0 50 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, FATIGUE Narrative:

933649 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 41.0 40 F 5 INCH CIRCL SIZE REDNESS AT INJECTION SITE; ITCHY

933658 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 41.0 40 F 1/3/21: SWOLLEN, SORE LYMPH NODES TO LEFT AXILLA, INJECTION SITE ITCING, SWELLING, WARMTH, REDNESS & department visit TENDERNESS

933663 12/30/2020 01/06/2021 43.0 42 F thrombocytopenia, bleeding gums, bruised eyelids Narrative:

933669 12/28/2020 01/06/2021 53.0 52 F Myalgia, Fever, ErythemaMultiform, pharyngitis Narrative:

933675 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 41.0 40 F Headache Per nursing: "took Moderna on last Thursday on January 31st,2020. C/o migraine headache on Friday morning. States had sore throat and sore tongue since before taking the vaccine but states feels like it's getting worse. Employee also c/o feels like her to Narrative:

933682 12/31/2020 01/06/2021 46.0 45 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, fatigue Narrative:

933686 12/23/2020 01/06/2021 62.0 61 M rib pain/shortness breath/Pulmonary Embolus and viral pneumonia Narrative: Development of symptoms beyond the 48-72 window. Tested at time of ER visit Negative for Covid. Repeated Covid NP swab on 01/05/2021. Was not hospitalized overnight discharge home on oral anticoagulant medications.

933691 12/24/2020 01/06/2021 45.0 44 F SkinRash, Rash, 5cm round red non-raised area. Slightly warm to touch. Denies itching Narrative:

933697 12/22/2020 01/06/2021 70.0 69 F Myalgia, Fever & ErythemaMultiform Narrative:

933741 01/06/2021 44.0 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, Rash & NauseaVomiting Narrative: required to remain out of work and still having arm soreness.

924783 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 WA 55.0 55 F A week after shot, developed a red, raised, indurated warmer 2 in x2 in area in the area of the injection

924784 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 MI 57.0 57 F WARM NAUSEOUS, RAPID HEART BEATS , OBSERVED IN CLINIC IMPROVE AND RELEASED. RETURNED 1 HOUR LATER WIT SCRATCHY THROAT AND RED NCK AND CHIN. THEATED WITH BENADRYL AND DECADRON FROM THE  ED.

924785 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AK 84.0 84 F Patient felt faint/lightheaded. Blood pressure decreased to 96/60. It quickly rebounded and she returned to baseline within 15 minutes.

924786 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NV 40.0 40 F Headache, chills,  body-ache, fever, nausea, vomiting, and weakness.

924787 01/01/2021 01/07/2021 MI 45.0 45 F CLAMMY SKIN , LABORED BREATHING , DRY COUGH,  TREATED WITH BENADRLT . SENT TO ER, PLACED ON DECADRON.

924788 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 HI 24.0 24 F Patient was complaining of vertigo at 11:05 am after vaccination about 10 minutes after; BP:106/60, P:72, R:22, O2:99% Reclined back in seat, gave snack/water, was better when patient closed her eyes. At 11;15, tried to move her outside of car to cot, was unable to move because was too dizzy. Was assessed by Dr., and vertigo got worse with position change and was seeing spots. Hx of migraines about every 3 months. By half an hour after her vaccination, she was unable to move, so family was called to pick her up from clinic. Advised to follow up with PCP today and discuss decision about dose #2.

924789 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NV 40.0 40 F HEADACHE FEVER CHILLS NAUSEA VOMITING WEAKNESS BODY ACHE

924790 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TN 31.0 31 F Muscle aches, joint pain, fatigue, nausea, chills, fever, delirium from fever. Symptoms lasted 22 hours.

924791 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MA 40.0 40 F Day 8- arm tender and painful/flu like symptoms of feverish and body aches.  Bad backache and neck pain.  Day 9- arm with redness; hot; painful; swollen. dull headache and neck ache

924792 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 60.0 60 F 1/6/21 - 3pm. Experiencing chills, headache, heart rate at 103/min sitting.                  - 10:06 pm, chills, headache, fever 99.6                  - 10:38 pm, chills headache, fever 100.1                  - 11:05pm, chills headache, fever 101.5                  -

924793 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CO 32.0 32 F Arm was sore at injection site first two days; similar to when you get flu shot but about 3x worse ( was hard to lift arm). At got better and was normal by day 3.  Today, 7 days from day of injection, I woke up with my left arm (injection side) sore and inflamed, arm was warm to touch and hurt when I pushed. There's a mass of dense/sore area, sort of feels like a dense lump.  Area around on skin is itchy - has been this way all day. Tonight the swollenness and itchiness is traveling into left armpit as well.

924794 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 WA 35.0 35 F At 8:35 AM Pacific Time on 1/6/2021, I removed my long-sleeve shirt and noticed redness and swelling on my upper left arm.  This is the site where I received my first dose of the COVID19 (Moderna) vaccine.  This is the first time seeing any redness and swelling on the injection site.   Before experiencing redness, swelling and slight warm feeling on my upper left arm, I only experienced mild pain and soreness.  Mild pain and soreness went away on 1/5/2021.  In addition to redness and swelling, my upper left arm feels slightly warm.   After taking a shower, I made sure to not put any lotion on my upper left arm.   I got dressed, and I took one tablet of Diphenhydramine HCl 25 mg to help reduce redness and swelling.  I went to bed at approximately 10:50 AM.  I woke up at approximately 6:50 PM and checked my upper left arm.   The redness and swelling went down on my upper left arm, but it still feels slightly warm.  I will continue to monitor it for the next several days.

924795 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 KS 61.0 61 M Sore shoulder progressing to bilateral neck and headache over the course of the day 1/6/21

924796 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NE 46.0 46 F Moderate body aches, fatigue, headache, low grade fever. Lasted about 18 hours.

924797 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 IL 45.0 45 M Got fever on 2nd January morning, fever was there continuously till 3rd January. Fever varies 101.3 to 101.5 degree F Took Tylenol twice a day 12 hrs interval (1000 mg/ dose)  4th January morning onwards there is no fever Still I feel Chills, Fatigue and muscle pain moderately exist.  My PCP (Dr.) and her nurse denied to schedule appointment in person on 01-06-2021

924798 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 WA 25.0 25 M Slightly larger than golf ball sized swelling and redness at injection site. Swelling and redness only at injection site, no pain or reactions anywhere else.

924800 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 42 F Wheezing Rapid breathing Throat itching and tightness

924801 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 WA 35.0 35 F At 8:35 AM on 1/6/2021, I noticed redness and swelling on my upper left arm as I removed my long-sleeve shirt.   I also noticed that my upper left arm was slightly warm after touching it.  This is the first time I have experienced redness, swelling and warmth on the injection site.  After I got my first dose of the COVID19 (Moderna) vaccine, I experienced mild pain, soreness and muscular/body aches for several days.  I longer experienced these particular symptoms on 1/5/2021.  To treat the redness and swelling, I took one 25 mg tablet of Diphenhydramine HCl at approximately 10:00 AM.  I went to bed 50 minutes later.   I woke up at approximately 6:50 PM.  I checked my upper left arm and saw that the redness and swelling went down.  However, my upper left arm still feels slightly warm.  I will continue to monitor my current symptoms for the next few days.

924802 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 28.0 28 F Significant arm soreness and generalized body aches about 9-10 hours after the vaccine. Lasted about 24 hours and prevented me from performing daily activities or working.

924803 12/01/2020 01/07/2021 OR 49.0 49 F Developed red welt (hive like) at site if injection 9 days after receiving the vaccine.  Rash is raised and approx 3X2  inches.  It itches and warm to the touch but not painful. I do not have a fever or any other adverse reactions at this time.  When I 1st received the vaccine I had pain at the injection site and up/down the arm for approximately 48 hours.

924804 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NC 32.0 32 F Started heavy period within 4 hours of vaccination.  Period isn?t due for 3 more week.

924805 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AK 39.0 39 F Pt was administered Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine EUA at a Covid Vaccination clinic. Pt experienced dizziness and shakiness and tingly lips. Pt waited at site for approx. 60 minutes and felt well enough to leave

924806 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 TX 70.0 70 F pain at first, redness. Redness went away after a few days. Redness returned and expanded on arm

924807 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 KY 49.0 49 F Anaphylactic reaction

924808 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AK 22.0 22 F Patient passed out about 3 minutes after Moderna Covid19 vaccine EUA administration and came to really quickly and decided to move to a chair.  No difficulty breathy per paramedics but when they arrived she passed out a second time and paramedics opted to take patient to hospital for observation.

924809 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 DE 56.0 56 F I had vaccine at 0800 on Monday morning 1/4/21 by 0100 on 1/5/21 woke up with chills and fever of 39.4 then came tremendous aches in bilateral hips and legs; migraine headache; had fever most of the day; also nauseous unable to eat

924810 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AK 61.0 61 F Patient 3/19/1959 started to feel dizzy and nauseated after her Moderna Covid 19 immunization.  Had patient sit for extended observation.  Started feeling better around 10pm.

924811 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 OH 52.0 52 M Moderate pain at injection site immediately after injection.  This spread to involve pain throughout the posterior upper arm for about 6 days before resolving. Did get moderate relief with use of ibuprofen 600 mg PO Q 8 hrs PRN. Received vaccine on 12/23/20 at 6pm.  Woke up at 5am to go to work on 12/24/20 and felt flu-like symptoms with subjective fever (did not measure), joint pain, and diffuse myalgias.  Symptoms progressed over the next three hours and culminated in about half an hour of significant rigors with uncontrolled shivering.  Ibuprofen dose of 600mg orally did help symptoms enough to allow me to finish my shift but I needed two more doses every 8 hours before symptoms resolved in 24 hrs.

924812 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 27.0 27 F Roughly 10 hours after receiving 2nd dose of the vaccine, woke with chills and severe body aches. Took 400 mg ibuprofen and put on additional layers and was eventually able to sleep for a couple more hours. Chills improved  during mid-day, but body aches remained.  Approaching 22-24 hours post vaccine, chills and body aches worsened. Took oral temperature in the evening which read 100.5 F.  Took additional 400 mg ibuprofen and fluctuated between hot and cold for the rest of the evening. Awoke the next day(~36 hours post dose) and fever was gone but mild chills and body aches remained. Symptoms virtually gone by early afternoon (slightly before 48 hours after dose).

924813 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 25.0 25 F Fever, severe myalgia, chills

924814 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AK 49.0 49 M Had a slight headache a few hours after the injection, three hours later felt tired and headache worsened but improved with 500mg Tylenol.  That night fatigue got worse but headache improved.  Went to bed at 9pm and had severe chills and shaking, heart was beating fast.  Chills lasted for several hours.  Increased heart rate all night and could not sleep at all.  Fitful night sleep and started to sweat in the Early morning.  Woke up for work at 5:30 am and had headache, dizziness, and flu-like symptoms with joint and muscle aches.  Had sweats all day today.  Went home early from work and slept from 9:30 am to 4:30 pm.  Most symptoms improved now but feel like I still have a fever and sweats.

924815 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NC 20.0 20 M Side effects included fever and chills about 24 hours after the shot. In general, I felt like you would when an individual is in early flu stages. Fever was 100.2 and chills progressed throughout the night.

924816 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 CA 60.0 60 F intensely pruritic rash, starting around neck initially and then presenting in perianal area, moving up lower back with sharp linear demarcations, also perinasal bilat .  Also on eyelid with periorbital edema rt>lt.  Typical appearance of contact derm with raised indurated intensely pruritic lesion  except almost exact opposite in distribution (flexoral/internal aspects of skin) and no known exposures.  Now day two and rash is becoming more well demarcated, more red and inflamed and spreading in distribution face, neck and lower back.  There is no logical explanation for this rash.

924817 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 TX 32.0 32 F As soon as I received my shot it was like an electric shot from the injection shot, up the back of my neck, into my brain. I was instantly woozy and disoriented. They moved me to observation. My hemiplegic migraine started within 10 minutes of the vaccine. I take a preventative every day, and to be honest after the vaccine it was like I had never, ever taken my preventatives. The migraine I got that day is the worst one I have experienced since the first one I ever got.   Now on top of the migraines, the vaccine gave me waves of new symptoms. I was having spells of intense heat flashes, with wooziness, and nausea. So the new symptoms were paired with the hemiplegic migraines that, if you aren?t familiar with, mimic strokes because my whole left side tends to go limp, and I struggle with speech, and cognitive issues. So it really wasn?t all too long before the nurse kindly suggested that I didn?t look great and we should head to the ED.  They treated the migraine, gave me a CT, everything came back fine. They reached out to my neurologist, gave me some fluids, really they wanted to keep me a little longer, but I know the migraine drill and just wanted to go home and sleep and eat. I promised to follow up with my neurologist and fill out my CDC form.  Over the next week the migraine and extra symptoms seemed to slowly but surely let up. The only note worthy thing was really that my left side would get extra tender at times. Not just my injection site, but it was almost like all my nerve endings all over my left side were on fire at times and a pinch on the thigh may as well have been a stab, or a pat on the back a punch. It was pretty intense at times.   And just when I thought it was all over my menses started, you see my hormones trigger my migraines. And once again it was like I wasn?t on a preventative. I had an intense Migraine start. I was able to take my bail out medication (sumatriptan) though and get to work. I moved forward with my day, and just when I thought all was normal, I got one of those brutal heat flashes, the room started moving, and I was nauseous. Unfortunately I was in full PPE, I almost passed out, I had to get a coworker to help, they had to get my supervisor. It was a big, unnecessary-necessary, pride-wounding scene.  Now I am not a scientist or a doctor, but I might speculate that people with neurological deficits, like myself, are going to have a harder time with this inactive Covid strand. I would much rather be immune to Covid then catch it though, so whatever I can do to help, and protect myself and family and friends and neighbors, I will absolutely do... But I imagine there is probably an adjustment to be made here for the neurologically impaired.  Thanks for your time, and let me know if you have any questions.

924818 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WA 36.0 36 M Very sore arm. Started on my shoulder, moved to the rest of my left arm after I was working for about half an hour. I took two ibuprofen and it all stopped aside from soreness around the injection point. Which is still a little sore now at 11:10.  I also had some dizziness around 3:30 pm (2+ hours after receiving the shot)

924819 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Rash at injection site 8 days following vaccine.  Site became swollen, red and very warm to touch for 72 hours.

924820 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 CO 81.0 81 M COUGH, RIGORS, NAUSEA, VOMITING, URINARY URGENCY/FREQUENCY, DYSURIA - FOUND TO HAVE LLL PNEUMONIA, CONCERNING FOR POSSIBLE CYRPTOGENIC ORGANIZING PNEUMONIA Y

924821 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 PA 29.0 29 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Injection given at 1420.  He was watched for 15 minutes following vaccine administration without incident.  Returned endorsing dizziness and nausea at 1455.  Was tachycardic with HR in 130s with elevated BP with systolic in 150s.  Given hydration and vitals monitored for about 45-55 minutes.  Vitals downtrended and began to normalize.  Stood to leave and became diaphoretic and weak.  Placed in wheelchair for transfer down the hall to the ER and became unresponsive on the way.  Was given epinephrine 0.3 mg to L thigh.  Given IV fluids and acetaminophen.  Returned to usual state of health and was discharged home.

924822 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 82.0 82 F PATIENT DEVELOPED PROGRESSIVE NEW DYSPNEA, DIFFERENT FROM HER BASELINE. SHE HAS BEEN HOSPITALIZED TWICE FOR PERSISTENT DYSPNEA AND CENTRALIZED CHEST PAIN, WHICH HAS OTHERWISE HAD NEGATIVE WORK UP. Y

924823 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 CO 35.0 35 F Severe panic attacks beginning three days after vaccination.  They have continued since then, decreasing in frequency and severity but persisting still.  Have discussed with my physician.  I have no prior history of panic attacks.  I am checking "office visit" under Item 21 as I have communicated via email with my physician but not been into the office.

924824 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NE 50.0 50 F Abdominal bloating, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain.

924825 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MN 33.0 33 M I literally feel the worst I have ever felt in my life.  Profusely sweating, whole body hurts, practically can?t move my left wrist hurts so bad and insomnia.  I feel like a sepsis patient.

924826 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NV 29.0 29 M Fever, chills, body aches, fatigue, and headache

924827 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 PA 21.0 21 F Chills Body aches

924828 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 FL 48.0 48 F 12/23-12/25 immediate localized injection site reaction.  12/29-1/6 delayed type hypersensitivity, rubor.  1/6 treatment started, methylprednisolone.

924829 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MI 41.0 41 F Fever of 103.0, extreme  fatigue, headaches, chills & body aches

924830 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 ME 42.0 42 F Roughly  12 hours after receiving dose number 2, I started to have body aches, general malaise, a headache, eye pane, and left ear pain.   Around midnight, I started to experience severe chills along with the body aches. I woke up around 4:30 a.m. with a fever, 38.8?C orally.  All other symptoms continued as well.

924831 12/20/2020 01/07/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Persistent throbbing headache started around midnight on 12/21/20. The headache did not subside with Tylenol, rest, nutrients, or hydration.  The headache worsened with any head movements and made completing activities difficult. The headaches stopped by the morning of 12/23/20.

924834 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 CO 48.0 48 F Tiredness first day after dose, second day 1/5/21 after 4PM extreme nausea, diarrhea, sore throat, and some SOB or labored breathing. Felt better after 1/6/21 after 4PM.

924835 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MA 23.0 23 F 103.5 Fever that wouldn?t come down with Tylenol, chills, sharp headache, tachycardia, site pain, dizziness, body aches, nausea  All symptoms started 11 hours after first dose of vaccine (3AM), went to hospital 15 hours after symptoms started and was treated for 9 hours until all symptoms abruptly stoppedY 1

924837 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MA 40.0 40 F 8 days after receiving vaccine. Noticed redness swelling itching at injection site

924838 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 FL 66.0 66 F While waiting 15 minutes after the injection, I begin to feel my heart bounding. I checked my heart rate on my Apple watch, it was 165. The heart rate slowly came down  to the 120's after approximately 30 seconds and remained their for thirty minutes. I felt better  and left the vaccination location. Shortly after, while driving home my heartrate went up to 152 for approximately the same amount of time  so I drove to my doctors office and explained what happen. They told me to go to the emergency room. By then my heartrate was 109 and I was feeling better. I did not feel the need to go to the emergency room, which I live less than a mile from the nearest hospital. Eventually my heartrate settled at 70-80's nearly 4 hours after the event.

924839 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 26.0 26 F Migraine, stomach upset

924840 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Rash of arms and trunk, swollen and sore tongue, fatigue

924841 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 FL 73.0 73 F Husband verbalized that wife was very anxious about the process and vaccination and after receiving the vaccine she was texting and reading while he was driving and she felt dizzy,  She was evaluated by Rescue and at 1:35 pm was released to her home feeling good.

924842 12/16/2020 01/07/2021 OH 30.0 30 M Fever of 102.4 F, chills, decreased appetite, night sweats.

924843 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Raised, red, warm welt days 2-4 after vaccination with soreness. Not unusual for me after a vaccine, disappeared by day 5. Reappeared as a raised, red, warm welt without soreness on day 7 after vaccine. No other symptoms noted.

924844 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 30.0 30 M Fever of 101.7F while taking 500mg of acetaminophen every 6 hours. Chills, night sweats, headache, fatigue, backache/myalgias.

924845 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 IA 37.0 37 F Migraine-like headache, low grade temp, extreme exhaustion, congestion

924846 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 51.0 51 F When giving the first dose, the vaccine leaked from the needle.  Sprayed onto vaccinator and down patient arm. Unsure dose amount received.  Call placed to Moderna for further direction.

924866 05/15/2008 01/07/2021 VA 70.0 U myelitis; postherpetic neuralgia; cardiovascular event; balance problems; Information has been received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation referring to an elderly patient (pt) of unknown age and gender. Information about concurrent condition, medical history and concomitant medication was not reported. On or about 15-MAY-2008, at the age of approximately 70 years old, the pt was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (strength, dose, lot#, expiration date and route unknown) for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions. Subsequently, the pt was treated by health care providers (reported as providers) for the following injuries resulting from zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) use: postherpetic neuralgia, myelitis, cardiovascular event and balance problems. The outcome of the events was not reported.   Upon internal review, myelitis was determined to be medically significant.

924869 02/22/2016 01/07/2021 CA U hemorrhage; stroke; intracranial infarction; Information has been received from a lawyer referring to a patient (pt) of unknown age and gender. Information about concurrent condition, history condition and concomitant medication was not reported. On or about 22-FEB-2016, the pt was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (strength, dose, route, lot# and expiration date unknown) for routine health maintenance and for its intended purpose: the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster). On an unknown date (reported as after zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) inoculation), the pt suffered hemorrhage, stroke and intracranial infarction. As a result of these symptoms, the pt was seen and treated by medical providers and was still under their care. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine, the pt's symptoms have resulted in physical limitations not present prior to using zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX). Th pt also experience mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of pt's condition. As a result of the manufacture, marketing, advertising, promotion, distribution and/or sale of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further, as a tragic consequence of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt suffered serious, progressive, permanent, and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt have suffered and incurred damages, including medical expenses; the loss of accumulations; and other economic and non-economic damages. The outcome of the events hemorrhage, stroke and intracranial infarction was not recovered.   The reporter considered the events hemorrhage, stroke and intracranial infarction to be disability.  Upon internal review, the events hemorrhage, stroke and intracranial infarction were determined to be medically significant.

924870 01/07/2021 UT U other zoster-related conditions; shingles; This spontaneous report has been received from a lawyer, regarding a case in litigation and refers to a patient of unknown age and gender. The patient's concurrent conditions, medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unknown date in 2012, the patient was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dose, route of administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiry date were not provided), as prescribed and/ or administered by a healthcare provider at the medical office for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions. On an unknown date, subsequent to the patient's zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) inoculation, the patient was treated by healthcare providers at the medical office for shingles and other zoster-related conditions. As a direct and proximate result of the patient's use of the zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine, the patient had and will continue suffer ongoing injuries, including but not limited to: mental and physical pain and suffering; medical care and treatment for these injuries; significant medical and related expenses as a result of these injuries, including but not limited to medical losses and costs include care for hospitalization, physician care, monitoring, treatment, medications, and supplies; diminished capacity for the enjoyment of life; diminished quality of life; increased risk of premature death, aggravation of preexisting conditions and activation of latent conditions; and other losses and damages; and will continue to suffer such losses, and damages in the future. The outcome of the events was considered to be not recovered. The reporter considered the events to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).Y

924879 01/07/2021 F had a severe reaction to PNEUMOVAX 23; This spontaneous report was received from a female patient of unknown age referring to herself. The patient's medical history, concurrent condition and concomitant medication were not provided.       On an unknown date, the patient was vaccinated with pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23) (strength, dose, route, lot # and expiration date were unknown) for prophylaxis.         On an unknown date, the patient had a severe reaction to pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23) previously and was hospitalized. No additional adverse event details provided due to consumer being unable to be transferred to agent. The outcome of vaccination complication was unknown. The causality between the event and pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23) was related.Y

924884 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 M positive COVID test; positive COVID test; fever; chills; sore throat; cough; nasal congestion; runny nose; little diarrhea; tiny bit of shortness of breath; Caller received the COVID-19 vaccine on 17Dec2020 and is scheduled to take the second dose on 5Jan2021.; Caller received the COVID-19 vaccine on 17Dec2020 and is scheduled to take the second dose on 5Jan2021.; sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect via a contactable physician (patient himself). A 56-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EH9899), via intramuscular route on 17Dec2020 at single dose (dose 1, left deltoid) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included non-smoker. Concomitant medications were reported as none. The patient was scheduled to take the second dose on 05Jan2021, also reported as 08Jan2021. The patient experienced sore arm for 24 hours afterwards on Dec2020. Patient experienced mild COVID symptoms such as fever, chills, sore throat, cough, nasal congestion, runny nose, little diarrhea, and tiny bit of shortness of breath on 24Dec2020, but stated he was better now. The patient was positive in the COVID test on 28Dec2020. He wanted to know if it was normal to get COVID after getting the vaccine and if he should get the booster shot if he gets better.  He commented that testing positive for COVID was medically concerning. The patient did not require supplemental oxygen (including high flow ECMO) or receive a mechanical ventilation. Treatment included over the counter medication. No additional testing was done. The patient was not hospitalized. Outcome of the event sore arm was unknown; cough was not recovered; fever, chills, sore throat, nasal congestion, runny nose, little diarrhea, tiny bit of shortness of breath was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are needed. Information about lot/batch number was already obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 virus test positive cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

924885 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 NV 58.0 F 2days after my 1st Covid vaccine I broke out into a rash with hives requiring me to go to the ER; 2days after my 1st Covid vaccine I broke out into a rash with hives requiring me to go to the ER; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 58-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number: EH9899, expiry date was not provided) solution for injection, via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 17Dec2020 08:00 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included eczema, chronic kidney disease, thyroid disease. Patient had known allergies. The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medications included apixaban (ELIQUIS), allopurinol (ALLOPURINOL), levothyroxine (LEVOTHYROXINE), iron (IRON), magnesium (MAGNESIUM). The patient reported that 2 days after her 1st Covid vaccine, she broke out into a rash with hives requiring her to go to the ER on 19Dec2020 12:00. She also visited a physician. She was treated with steroids, Atarax, and Epi shot. The events were reported as non-serious. Outcome of the events was not recovered.   No follow-up activities are needed. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of urticaria and rash due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics  and concomitant medications.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

924886 01/07/2021 NJ U tested positive within 2-4 days of the vaccine; tested positive within 2-4 days of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for two patients. This is the first of 2 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The nurse had questions about patients that received the first dose of the COVID 19 vaccine. One patient tested positive within 2-4 days of the vaccine and this patient had a known exposure to a COVID positive person. The nurse wanted to know if this patient should receive the second dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of SARS-CoV-2 test positive and LOE due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520414 Same reporter, drug, and events; different patients

924887 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 AZ 40.0 F Tested positive for COVID; Tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 40-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of the vaccine on 18Dec2020, and was tested positive for COVID yesterday, 29Dec2020. States that she knows she only has had the first dose and states her exposure level was high, states that she cannot believe she made it this far before testing positive. Second dose scheduled for 08Jan2021, wanting to know if she should get the second dose since she was now positive. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 virus test positive cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

924888 12/20/2020 01/07/2021 CA 56.0 F positive Covid results with symptoms; positive Covid results with symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 56-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension (diagnosed 3-4 years ago), hyperlipemia (diagnosed 3-4 years ago), supraventricular tachycardia since 2017, and asthma; all ongoing. Family history included hypertension. She has no history of adverse reactions or allergies to any vaccines received previously. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient explains that she got the COVID-19 vaccine on 20Dec2020. Afterward she had some coughing, so she went for a rapid test and found she tested positive after the vaccine. The patient was wondering if this has been reported previously, where someone tested positive after getting the vaccine. She has never tested positive before. She got the results on 28Dec2020 that she was positive. She was now in a hotel quarantining. She was looking trying to find information on this occurring. Since she was in the hotel, she would prefer to use email as communication for follow-up. The patient noticed the cough on 25Dec2020. She works nights so she stayed home on the 26Dec2020. Then on 27Dec2020 she had the test done and on 28Dec2020 the results were given to her and she was positive. Her second dose was due on 10Jan2020 and it was before the 14 days of quarantine will be up. She was checking to see is there anywhere else she can get the second dose. The patient explains that she has been researching and she wanted to get it because she was with elderly family members. She wanted to know how she was tested positive, what test was used as she had the rapid test. There were no treatments for the events. The caller patient was also experiencing a cough, sore throat, and nasal congestion. There was no shortness or anything else going on at this point. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 virus test positive cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

924889 01/07/2021 U positive person for Covid after receiving the Covid vaccine; positive person for Covid after receiving the Covid vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on unknown date at single dose, for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was a positive person for Covid after receiving the Covid vaccine on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19  cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

924890 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CA 34.0 F Also had dizziness while sitting down. Felt like I would have fallen if I stood up so I sat for 20mins.; Mental confusion; couldn't gather my thoughts or write what I wanted to say; mental 'fog'; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable other healthcare professional (who is also the patient). A 34-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 28Dec2020 13:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history allergy to penicillin. The patient is not pregnant during the time of vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took amoxicillin and cefalexin (KEFLEX) and experienced allergies to both. The patient experienced mental confusion, mental 'fog', "couldn't gather my thoughts or write what I wanted to say", also had dizziness while sitting down (felt like I would have fallen if I stood up so I sat for 20mins) all on 28Dec2020 at 13:15. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered on 28Dec2020 at 13:45 (reported as events subsided after 30 minutes). The reporter assessed the case as non-serious.

924891 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 GU F Her measured blood pressure at 7:35 am was 180/80 but came down to 146/62 at 9:37 am; arms had some pain; chills; headache; a stiff neck pain at the back of her neck; a stiff neck pain at the back of her neck; a trembling pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  This is the 1st of two reports.  A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient stated on Dec2020, "she reported that she herself felt fine but her arms had some pain. She was having chills, a headache, a stiff neck pain at the back of her neck, and a trembling pain. Her measured blood pressure at 7:35 am was 180/80 but came down to 146/62 at 9:37 am. Her pulse was at 62 bpm, Caller is asking for recommendations". The outcome of "her measured blood pressure at 7:35 am was 180/80 but came down to 146/62 at 9:37 am" was recovering and other events was unknown.   Information about Lot/batch no has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520380 same reporter/drug, different patient/event

924892 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 FL 89.0 M extremely lightheaded; like he was about to fall down; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. This physician reported similar events for 2 patients. This is the 1st of 2 reports.  An 89-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number; EL0140), intramuscular on the right arm on 30Dec2020 10:10 at single dose for vaccination.  Medical history included covid-19 on Jul2020 and had it fairly severe and almost died and he mentions he was overweight.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient previously took flu shot (INFLUENZA VACCINE), a couple of months ago. He mentions he was in the military so he had a lots of shots in his life but he has never had a reaction like this.  The patient stated that on 30Dec2020 10:30, "he became extremely lightheaded, like he was about to fall down. He sat down and is currently sitting down. This lightheadedness started about 20 minutes after the injection. When probed for the outcome, the caller explains it might be improving a little. The lightheadedness is not still not gone, but it has not worsened.  When probed for seriousness criteria, the caller explains he is just resting and sitting. He would say its not serious but it could be medically significant. He states he isn't sure if this is something that happens to just people who have had COVID before. He states none of his friends or relatives have this type of reaction. He lives in a retirement home and everybody is getting the injection. This is the second day of injections. He doesn't know if anybody had a reaction to the COVID-19 vaccine here". The outcome of the events were recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of lightheadedness and pre-syncope due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520862 same reporter/drug, similar event, different patient.

924893 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 PA 57.0 F Vomiting/threw up; Headache; muscles got rigid and tight in her neck; muscles got rigid and tight in her neck; sick; She doesn't know if she had the flu bug or not; She also had very high blood pressure. It was through the roof/Blood pressure was high and she was concerned she would have a stroke; Muscle soreness; Arm soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (physical therapist). A 57-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), intramuscular on the left arm on 21Dec2020 08:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation; and sumatriptan from 25Dec2020 to an unspecified date at unknown dose and frequency (standard unknown dose/ She only gets 9 pills a month) for migraine. Medical history included ongoing migraine, obesity (She would say she was kind of obese), coeliac disease (She had Celiac disease and cannot eat gluten which was diagnosed since she was 4), chronic back pain (this was diagnosed a couple of years before she took the COVID vaccine), spinal stenosis (this was diagnosed a couple of years before she took the COVID vaccine), and pain (she took hydrocodone for pain but did not take any that day).  Concomitant medication included hydrocodone for pain. Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) and events following prior vaccinations were none. The patient had the vaccine on 21Dec2020, and she got sick on Christmas day. She was vomiting at 14:00 and did not know if it was a side effect or not.  She did have arm soreness muscle soreness at 15:00, that evening and the next day too. She normally gets a migraine once a month. She does not normally throw up with a headache though. The vomiting started when she threw up twice on 25Dec2020, then once on morning of 26Dec2020.  She also had very high blood pressure. It was through the roof.  She did not know if that was related to drug for migraine or vaccine. She also had the headache at 14:00 the whole time. She believed she threw up before she took Sumatriptan. The muscles got rigid and tight in her neck and she doesn't think she took it. She threw up and then she took it. She did not have a lot or expiration. There was no ER nor physician's office required. She would have it if her car was not buried in snow. Her blood pressure was high and she was concerned she would have a stroke. It was usually around 110/70 and was always very low usually. She did not know if it was accurate, but it was 165/124 at one point and she did know her pulse was accurate. She did not provide her pulse rate. She did not know if she was throwing up because her blood pressure was high and did not know if blood  pressure was high because of Sumatriptan. She only gets 9 pills a month. She did not know if high blood pressure was one of the side effects. It was not a real safe medication to take once a day. She only took it once a month and only once that day. She had never thrown up with  migraines before and was just concerned. She doesn't usually take her blood pressure and doesn't know if the Sumatriptan always makes it go up or not. She doesn't know if she had the flu bug or not. The action taken in response to the events for bnt162b2 was not applicable, while for sumatriptan was unknown. Clinical outcome of sickness and influenza was unknown, for headache was recovered on 27Dec2020, while for the other events was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the elevated BP and other reported events due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

924894 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 45.0 F allergic reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional reported for herself. A 45-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EK 5730, expiry date unknown) via unspecified route of administration at left arm on 30Dec2020 08:30 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization in a hospital facility. The patient was not diagnosed with Covid-19 prior vaccination. Medical history was none. Concomitant medications was not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 30Dec2020 at 08:45, the patient experienced allergic reaction which resulted to patient visiting doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic and emergency room/department or urgent care visit. The patient received treatment of epinephrine, decadron and Benadryl due to the event. The patient was not Covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the event allergic reaction was recovering at this time of the report. The reporter considered the event non-serious; did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolong hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating, and no congenital anomaly/birth defect.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of event Allergic reaction cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

924895 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 PA 34.0 F peripheral neuropathy type symptoms; tingling of the feet, legs, hands, arms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 34-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration at Left arm on 22Dec2020 10:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Medical history included hypothyroidism. The patient had no known allergies. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine and multivitamin. No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient was not sure if this was related to the vaccine or not. The patient didn't know if anyone else was having peripheral neuropathy type symptoms such as tingling of the feet, legs, hands, arms. The symptoms started a few days ago. The patient did not even sure if it related to the vaccine. Adverse event start date was 27Dec2020. Covid was not tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  No treatment received for the events.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The temporal relationship between the onset of the event and administration of the vaccine does not support a causal relationship. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

924896 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 PA 61.0 F Mild- moderate tenderness in left deltoid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A 61-years-old non-pregnant female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), lot number=EK 9231, via an unspecified route of administration, in left arm, on 30Dec2020 at 13:45 (at the age of 61 years-old for COVID-19 immunization. The vaccine was administered at a hospital. Medical history included allergic rhinitis, a distant history of thyroid cancer and an allergy to iodine. Concomitant medication included biotin (BIOTIN), cetirizine (CETIRIZINE), fish oil (FISH OIL), fluticasone propionate (FLONASE [FLUTICASONE PROPIONATE]), levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID).  . The patient has not had any vaccinations in 4 weeks. The patient has taken other medications (concomitant medications) within 2 weeks prior to vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 31Dec2020 at 0700 the patient experienced mild- moderate tenderness in left deltoid. The patient was not hospitalized for the event nor received any treatment. The clinical outcome of the mild- moderate tenderness in left deltoid was recovering. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

924897 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 TX F feels pretty sick; Nauseous; going to the bathroom a lot; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer (patient) reported for a female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162b2, via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included tooth extraction and bone graft, and was not feeling real well after that. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient received COVID vaccine on 28Dec2020. Patient stated she feels pretty sick since getting the COVID-19 Vaccine, saying she is mainly nauseous and going to the bathroom a lot; all from 30Dec2020. The patient said she went to the dentist, and got an antibiotic. She was prescribed Amoxicillin 500mg, three times a day, by her dentist. She said she took her first dose of Amoxicillin 500mg this morning (31Dec2020). She said after she took the first Amoxicillin 500mg dose, she thought she better check to see if it is OK to take an antibiotic after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. She did not necessarily think the nausea and going to the bathroom a lot had to do with receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. She wanted to know if she takes an antibiotic after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine, will the antibiotic cause a problem with the COVID-19 Vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: There is not a reasonable possibility that the reported events were related to the suspect product events most likely due to patient underlying contributory factors

924898 12/20/2020 01/07/2021 IN 34.0 F tested positive for covid; tested positive for covid; fever; headache; runny nose; nasal congestion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 34-year-old female patient received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (Solution for injection, lot number: EK5730, exp date: Mar2021), intramuscular (injected in left upper arm ) on 20Dec2020 12:30 to 20Dec2020 12:30 at 0.3 mL for immunisation. The vaccine was administered in a hospital and not in a military facility. Medical history included birth control. The patient had no other history. NO ER or physician's office required Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks). Patient had no relevant family history. Concomitant medication include unspecified birth control.There was no previous immunization. Patient, who was a Respiratory therapist, got the covid vaccine on 20Dec2020 (Sunday). She first stated she doesn't have any side effects and just had a question.  Patient had COVID Symptoms on 26Dec2020 21:00 which was minimal like a runny nose. She further reports that on 26Dec2020 she started to have nasal congestion. On 27Dec2020 the nasal congestion worsened, and she started having a headache. She then experienced a 102.6 fever on 28Dec2020 (Monday). She has since tested positive for Covid on 28Dec2020 11:30. Patient asked if it was ok that she received the 2nd dose after testing positive for covid. Investigation assessment was not performed. There was no prescriber. She received at work because she was a front line healthcare worker. The patient does not have SARS-CoV2 antibodies at diagnosis but never tested for antibodies. The patient was not in the hospital, nor was admitted in ICU. The patient did not display clinical signs at rest indicative of severe systemic illness. The patient did not require supplemental oxygen (including high flow or ECMO) or receive mechanical ventilation. No Multiorgan failure. The patient did not receive any additional therapies for COVID-19.  The patient did not require the initiation of new medication or other treatment or procedure. PCR on 28Dec2020 (Saturday) Results: just detected. No units available. No reference ranges provided. Standard range was not detected. It was just detected or not detected ranges. No other test or diagnostic imaging performed. The patient had not been treated with immune modulating or immunosuppressing medications or received any other vaccines around the time of COVID-19 vaccination. No pre-existing diseases worsened during the SARS-CoV2 infection. The patient was recovering from event positive for covid and runny nose; nasal congestion was not recovered and outcome of the other events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given.

924899 12/19/2020 01/07/2021 PA 37.0 F had side effects of "tongue feels swollen and globus sensation in my throat."; had side effects of "tongue feels swollen and globus sensation in my throat."; she did not have a lot of injection site pain, it very minimal.; bruise or ecchymosis at the injection site; bruise or ecchymosis at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient) via a Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A 37-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EH9899) via intramuscular on 19Dec2020 09:00 on left deltoid at a single dose for COVID-19 prophylaxis. The patient medical history, family history and relevant tests were reported as none. Current concomitant medications included multivitamin took 2 chewable gummies sporadically for years as supplementation therapy. The patient previously took Flu shots she got a sore arm. It was not bad. Tetanus gives her a sore arm, but that was all. Caller wanted to know what she should do for preparation to safely get second dose of Covid vaccine and how to fix what she was feeling right now, making sure it doesn't get worse, considering she is still having symptoms. Caller stated that she had side effects of tongue felt swollen and globus sensation in her throat. The transferring agent stated that he has a caller on the line that was calling about the Covid-19 Vaccine and reported that the patient got the shot on the 19Dec2020 and was inquiring about to proceed with her weird side effects. Caller had not told her physician about her symptoms yet. Caller clarified that she said a half an hour after the dose on 19Dec2020 09:30 she said that she had a Globus sensation or like a lump in her throat. Caller also reported that the back of her tongue felt swollen. Caller said that the Globus sensation was intermittent and it was not as prominent now as it was. Caller said that it was medically significant, but she has not sought medical treatment yet. Caller said that she still had a bruise or ecchymosis at the injection site. She said that the injection was high but reported that she did not have a lot of injection site pain, it very minimal. No emergency room or physician office required. The outcome of the event tongue felt swollen and globus sensation in her throat was recovering and the outcome of the event a bruise or ecchymosis at the injection site was not recovered and the outcome of the event minimal injection site pain was unknown.; Sender's Comments: There is a plausible chronological association between vaccine administration and onset of the events. Causality cannot be completely excluded.

924900 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 PA 35.0 F had a reaction of bells palsy with mild symptoms 5 minutes of receiving covid vaccine; facial numbness right sided ear discomfort, difficulty closing right eye, only right side numbness and weakness of her face. It has gotten a lot better; facial numbness right sided ear discomfort, difficulty closing right eye, only right side numbness and weakness of her face. It has gotten a lot better; facial numbness right sided ear discomfort, difficulty closing right eye, only right side numbness and weakness of her face. It has gotten a lot better; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional reported that a 35-year-old female  patient receives first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot/Batch Number and Expiration Date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications was not reported. The patient experienced a reaction of bells palsy with mild symptoms 5 minutes of receiving Covid vaccine. "facial numbness right sided ear discomfort, difficulty closing right eye, only right side numbness and weakness of her face. It has gotten a lot better, patient was vaccinated 10 days ago on 21Dec2020.  Patient was treated with 60mg of Prednisone for 5 days which was started today." Question is regarding the 2nd dose of Covid vaccine, whether or not she should have it.  The outcome of events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. .; Sender's Comments: There is a positive chronological association between vaccine administration and onset of the events. Causality cannot be completely excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

924901 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 WA 45.0 F felt flushed; itch and felt tightness in her throat; itch and felt tightness in her throat; fatigue; arms and legs feel heavy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 45-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number: Ek5730, expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 30Dec2020 at 08:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered at the hospital. Relevant medical history included Hashimotos, Celiac, nonalcoholic fatty liver, and known allergies to gluten, eggs whites and eggs yolks, mustard seed, and penicillin. Concomitant medications included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), thyroid (NATURE THROID), and an unspecified women's multivitamin. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 30Dec2020 at 08:15, also reported as within 10 minutes, the patient felt flushed and at 20 minutes, she started to itch and felt tightness in her throat. The patient left after 30 minutes to go home and take diphenhydramine (BENADRYL). The patient worked at night and slept most of the day except to take BENADRYL and call out from work. Also on 30Dec2020, she noticed fatigue when she woke in the afternoon and her arms and legs felt heavy. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of itch and felt tightness in her throat. She had been on BENADRYL 50 mg every 4-6 hours. The itching and throat tightness remained unchanged. She had used an albuterol inhaler 3 times. The patient did not receive treatment for the other events. The patient was not recovered from the events "felt flushed, itch and felt tightness in her throat, fatigue, and arms and legs feel heavy."

924902 01/07/2021 TX F now have a positive cov-19 test results; now have a positive cov-19 test results; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient took first round of cov-19 shot and due to take 2nd one Saturday but now have a positive cov-19 test result.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given.
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924903 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 PA 40.0 F Swollen and numb upper lip; Swollen and numb upper lip; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient.  A 40-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 31Dec2020 at 12:30 PM (at the age of 40-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetes mellitus, high cholesterol, and hypothyroidism.  The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications taken within two weeks of vaccination included atorvastatin (LIPITOR), metformin, sitagliptin (JANUVIA), empagliflozin (JARDIANCE), and dulaglutide (TRULICITY).  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 01Jan2021 at 07:00 AM, the patient experienced swollen and numb upper lip. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for the swollen and numb upper lip. The clinical outcome of the swollen and numb upper lip was recovering. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

924904 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 IN 32.0 F Painful, swollen lymph node in  left axilla, same side as injection site; Painful, swollen lymph node in  left axilla, same side as injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (the patient). A 32-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number Ek5730), intramuscularly in the left arm on 22Dec2020 at 16:00 (at the age of 32-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There was no medical history. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included tramadol, cyclobenzaprine hydrochloride (FLEXERIL), ibuprofen (ADVIL), paracetamol (TYLENOL), all for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 29Dec2020, the patient experienced painful, swollen lymph node in left axilla, same side as injection site. No treatment was given for these events. The clinical outcome of painful, swollen lymph node in left axilla, same side as injection site was not recovered. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

924905 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 WA 28.0 F swollen lymph node in her left axilla/lymphadenopathy; pain in her left axilla; able to palpate a swollen lymph node in her left axilla; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (the patient). A 28-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number EJ1685), intramuscularly in the left arm on 17Dec2020 at 11:00 (at the age of 28-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There was no medical history. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included famotidine and fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA), both for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient previously took and had an allergy to amoxicillin. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 23Dec2020 at 13:00, the patient developed pain in her left axilla (6 days after vaccination). The patient was able to palpate a swollen lymph node in her left axilla. It continued to become more painful requiring ibuprofen and hot compresses. By 31Dec2020, her symptoms had largely resolved. She saw her physician who also felt the lymphadenopathy and had no other explanation than possible vaccine side effect. The clinical outcome of pain in her left axilla, swollen lymph node in her left axilla/lymphadenopathy, able to palpate a swollen lymph node in her left axilla was recovered on 31Dec2020. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

924906 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 NY 46.0 F Contracted covid 19 virus after receiving first dose of vaccine; Contracted covid 19 virus after receiving first dose of vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 46-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number Eh9899), intramuscular in left arm on 17Dec2020 18:00 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. Vaccine was administered in the hospital. There were no relevant medical history. The patient had no known allergies. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID). On 27Dec2020 20:00, the patient contracted covid 19 virus after receiving first dose of vaccine. The outcome of the event was recovering. The patient did not received any treatment. The event resulted in a doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient did not have COVID prior to vaccination. The patient was tested for COVID post vaccination. The patient had nasal swab on 31Dec2020 and had a positive result.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given.

924907 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 MI 50.0 M Fever 37.8 chills injection site pain; Fever 37.8 chills injection site pain; Fever 37.8 chills injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 50-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot EK9231) solution for injection in the left arm on 31Dec2020 at 08:15 (at the age of 50-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included Type2 DM (diabetes mellitus), hypertension, obesity, gout and Covid-19. Concomitant medications included unspecified medication(s). The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was previously diagnosed with COVID-19. On 01Jan2021 at 14:00, the patient experienced fever 37.8, chills and injection site pain. Treatment was provided for the events fever, chills and injection site pain included acetaminophen (TYLENOL 650mg). The outcome of the events fever, chills and injection site pain was recovered in Jan2021. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

924908 01/07/2021 F tested positive following the first dose of vaccine; tested positive following the first dose of vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; lot/batch number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter stated that she has a patient who tested positive following the first dose of vaccine and inquiring as to second dose recommendations. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: There is scant information at this point. Case will be reevaluated based on additional information during the follow-up

924909 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 FL 43.0 F heart palpitations starting 3 days after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for self.  A 43-years-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), intramuscularly on 18Dec2020 08:45 as a single dose (Dose 1), right arm (age at vaccination 42-years old) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient is not pregnant and did not receive any other vaccine in the 4 weeks prior to the COVID-19 vaccine. Medical history included diabetes mellitus, drug hypersensitivity, and allergies sulfa.  the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medication included omeprazole (PRILOSEC), aripiprazole (ABILIFY), zolpidem tartrate (AMBIEN), famciclovir (FAMVIR), semaglutide (OZEMPIC), and cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC). On 21Dec2020 at 16:00, the patient experienced heart palpitations starting 3 days after receiving vaccine. The event was reported as non-serious. No treatment was received for the event.  The palpitations were resolving. The patient wasn't COVID tested post-vaccination.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

924910 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 TX 33.0 F Dizziness; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp, the patient. This 33-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), intramuscularly in the right arm on 28Dec2020 at 07:45 (at the age of 33-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history was reported as none. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication was reported as none and no other medications were received within 2 weeks of the vaccination. On 28Dec2020 at 08:00, the patient experienced dizziness and nausea. No therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events. The events resulted in the patient requiring a doctor/clinic visit. The clinical outcome of dizziness and nausea was resolving. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

924911 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CA 45.0 F Hyperactive anxiety reaction- restless, impulsive and hyperactive.; Hyperactive anxiety reaction- restless, impulsive and hyperactive.; Hyperactive anxiety reaction- restless, impulsive and hyperactive.; Sleep affected- awake 22 hours; Hyperactive anxiety reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 45-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number EJ1685 /expiration date: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm, on 28Dec2020 at 07:45 AM (at the age of 45 years old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Relevant medical history included penicillin allergy. The patient did not have any chronic diseases or illnesses. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication (other medications taken in two weeks) were none. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 28Dec2020 at 10:00 AM, the patient experienced hyperactive anxiety reaction- restless, impulsive and hyperactive. The patient could not sit still or control fidgeting and her sleep was affected, as she was awake 22 hours. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The outcome of the events hyperactive anxiety reaction- restless, impulsive and hyperactive and sleep was affected was recovered on an unspecified date. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

924912 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MN 68.0 M joint pains; muscle aches; malaise; chills; fatigue; very mild headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting on himself. A 68-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number EL0140/expiration date: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on 30Dec2020 at 05:00 PM (at the age of 68 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Relevant medical history included hypertension, gout, dyslipidemia, and dysthymia. The patient did not have any known allergies to any medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication within two weeks were taken but were not provided. The patient did not receive any other vaccines on the same date or within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 31Dec2020, at 08:30 PM, the patient experienced joint pains, muscle aches, malaise, chills, fatigue, and very mild headache. The patient did not receive and treatment for these events. The outcome of the events joint pains, muscle aches, malaise, chills, fatigue, and very mild headache was recovering. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

924913 12/19/2020 01/07/2021 M sore arm; aches and pains for a couple of days; a little headache; I received results yesterday and I am positive; I received results yesterday and I am positive; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age started to receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number and expiry date was unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received his first covid vaccine dose on 19Dec2020, and due to get his second dose on 09Jan2021. The problem is he tested for the covid virus on Wednesday 26Dec2020 (was negative). He was tested again on the 30Dec2020, because his wife and son had tested positive on the 26Dec2020, he received the results yesterday and he is positive.  He asked if he should proceed with the 2nd dose, another test on the 30th and tested positive. He reports that, other than initial side effects from the vaccine administration, sore arm, aches and pains for a couple of days, never had fever, a little headache for a day or two, he feels fine. The outcome of the events "a little headache" was recovered on an unspecified date while outcome of the other events was unknown.    No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given.

924914 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 TN 30.0 F Injection site pain; headache for 2 days; neck and lower back joint pain; neck and lower back joint pain; fever of 101; nausea; chills; neck and lower back joint pain; lethargy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (the patient).  A 30-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot number EH9899, expiration date unknown), intramuscularly, on 31Dec2020 at 07:30 (at the age of 30-years-old) an unspecified dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history included anxiety and depression from unknown dates. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was administered the vaccine in the hospital. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 01Jan2021 at 01:00 the patient experienced vaccination site pain, headache for two days, neck and lower back joint pain, fever of 101 degrees, nausea, chills and lethargy. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcomes of vaccination site pain, headache for two days, neck and lower back joint pain, fever of 101degrees, nausea, chills and lethargy were reported as recovered. It was also reported that since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

924915 01/07/2021 AK F Dry mouth and throat; Dry mouth and throat; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer, the patient.  An adult female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number Gl5730), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on an unspecified date as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history and concomitant medication was none. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 18Dec2020 the patient experienced dry mouth and throat. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for the dry mouth and throat. The clinical outcome of dry mouth and throat was recovered. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

924916 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 F swelling; tenderness; a red lump at the injection site; a red lump at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: Unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was Covid 19 positive in Aug2020. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced swelling, tenderness, and a red lump at the injection site. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

924917 12/15/2020 01/07/2021 M tested positive with COVID; tested positive with COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A male patient (Age:22 Units: unspecified) received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient had the 1st dose last 15Dec2020 and tested positive with COVID on 25Dec2020. The outcome of the event was unknown. He will have the COVID result 04Jan2021 to check if he was still positive.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given. Case will be reevaluated based on follow-up information

924918 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 CA 48.0 F Sore arm and fatigue after 30 minutes; Sore arm and fatigue after 30 minutes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient.  A 48-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm 02Jan2021 at 12:00 PM (at the age of 48-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma, gastritis, and hypothyroidism. The patient had allergy to Sulfa. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication taken within two weeks of vaccination included levothyroxine, formoterol fumarate, mometasone furoate (DULERA), salbutamol (ALBUTEROL HFA), omeprazole (PROTONIX), and alprazolam (XANAX). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 02Jan2021, at 12:30 PM, the patient experienced sore arm and fatigue after 30 minutes. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for the sore arm and fatigue after 30 minutes. The clinical outcome of the events sore arm and fatigue after 30 minutes was unknown. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

924919 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 25.0 F Fever; Chills; Itchy neck outside; Itchy throat; Stiff shoulder; Pin and needles; joint pain in shoulder and arms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP, patient herself). A 25-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number: EL1284, expiration date: unknown), intramuscularly on the right arm on 31Dec2020 at 15:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered at the hospital. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had no known allergies; no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 31Dec2020 at 19:00, the patient experienced fever, chills, itchy neck outside, itchy throat, stiff shoulder, pin and needles, and joint pain in shoulder and arms. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The patient was recovering from all the events.

924920 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 38.0 F headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. This 38-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 (at the age of 38-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medication were not reported. On 03Jan2021 (reported as early today), the patient reported she feels fine, but has a little bit of a headache. She did not know if her headache was due to the vaccine or other reasons. The patient wanted to know if she could take ibuprofen. The clinical outcome of the headache was unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

924921 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 F could not taste or smell; could not taste or smell; nasal congestion; Achyall over; Vomited; Migraine; lungs started burning; persistent dry cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 48-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 21Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced achy all over, vomited, migraine, lungs started burning, and persistent dry cough on 21Dec2020 and could not taste or smell and nasal congestion on 22Dec2020 at 15:00. The clinical course was reported as: The patient felt a little achy, then vomited. She had a migraine for 2 hours, lungs started burning, and had a persistent dry cough. The patient was achy all over. At about 3:00 PM the next day, the patient could not taste or smell and had nasal congestion. The patient stated that this could be typical for positive COVID-19 infection. The patient was later getting better and feeling better. The clinical outcome of achy all over, vomited, lungs started burning, persistent dry cough, could not taste or smell, and nasal congestion was recovering and of migraine was recovered in Dec2020.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and has been requested during follow up.

924922 12/01/2020 01/07/2021 F developing a left facial droop; Bell's palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable physician reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (COVID-19 Vaccine) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The physician reported that the patient received the COVID-19 vaccine roughly two weeks ago (Dec2020) and is developing a left facial droop, they are concerned if that is a sign of facial Bell's palsy. It's left side and it's a facial droop. The physician was concerned if patient is developing Bell's palsy and they are wondering if she should get the second dose or not. The physician further stated that her patient got the vaccine like about 2 weeks ago and developed Bell's palsy three days after the administration of the vaccine (Dec2020) and of course she won't be able to get to see because we are all booked up until yesterday and that is like about a week ago, after the onset of Bell's palsy. Outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about lot and batch has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The event is considered possibly related to the suspect product based on the assumed positive temporal association. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment of the case. In particular the following relevant information is not available: patient's medical history and concomitant medications, exact vaccination date, event outcome. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

924923 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 FL 61.0 F Cold/ cold like symptoms; Sore throat; Congested/ sore throat; Sore arm; I was hurting for a day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 61-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899) intramuscular on left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization on 23Dec2020 at 61-year-old. No medical history or concomitant medication. Yesterday (30Dec2020), the patient woke up with a sore throat, it was like getting cold with a sore throat, congested, the patient had cold like symptoms, seemed like the patient was getting a cold. The patient just took decongestant medication. After waking up this morning (31Dec2020) the patient did not have taken anything. The patient got tested for COVID (for antigen not a PCR) yesterday (30Dec2020) and was negative. The patient did not have got any fever, just sore arm a week ago (Dec2020). She was hurting for a day and then she was good, everything good. Action taken for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Outcome of the events was unknown.

924924 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 FL 40.0 M lost his sense of smell/cannot smell anything; Sore throat; sweating a lot; Fever; chills; body felt cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) reported that a 40-year-old male patient receives first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot/Batch Number: EH9899  and Expiration Date: 31Mar2021) via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 14:30 at single dose in left arm  for Precaution (covid-19 immunization). NDC number of Pfizer COVID Vaccine: 59267-1000-2. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications was reported as none. The patient works in a hospital and got the first shot.  Before he got the vaccine, he did not have any symptoms and felt great. They told him he may feel some symptoms for a couple of days. Now, he was getting symptoms of COVID 2 nights ago (around 20:00 28Dec2020) such as fever, chills, body felt cold, fever. Last night (30Dec2020) when he slept, he sweated a lot. Maybe it is one of the reasons.  He did not have a fever, but he sweated a lot.  He felt like his shirt was wet in the morning. He also had sore throat and lost his sense of smell on 06:00 31Dec2020. It is weird. He never had that before.  He doesn't know what the do. If it was normal or it was symptoms of COVID. Second one will be on 12Jan2020. Should he get tested for COVID. Wanted to know if he should get the second dose. The outcome of events, fever, chill, felt cold, sweating a lot was recovering. The outcome of sore throat and cannot smell anything was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

924925 01/07/2021 PA U nurse got Covid after getting the vaccine; nurse got Covid after getting the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; lot/batch number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that a nurse got Covid after getting the vaccine. The reporter wanted to know if the chills were common. She wanted to know if it is okay to feel chills every now and then. She wanted to know how people would know if they are positive when getting the vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the limited information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given. Case will be reevaluated based on follow-up information

924926 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MI 49.0 F a strong, whole body heat, and flushing; a strong, whole body heat; tachycardic; Palpitations; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse(patient). This Nurse reported for similar events for 6 patients. This is 1st of 6 reports. A 49-year-old female patient received BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at the 49 years old at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The registered nurse and 5 other registered nurses she worked with, had a serious reaction right after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. The patient had a weird reaction right after she was injected with the COVID-19 Vaccine. She had a strong, whole body heat, and flushing. She said she became tachycardic and had palpitations that lasted a few minutes. She said the tachycardia and palpitations then slowly resolved in less than 5 minutes.  The patient said she had no other symptoms after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. The reporter said there were 5 other registered nurses that received the COVID-19 Vaccine at the same time and had the same exact symptoms she experienced. The reporter said stated the registered nurse who was monitoring the people who received the COVID-19 Vaccine indicated that the same feeling had occurred in many other workers who had received the COVID-19 vaccine. The reporter stated she did not know if the patient had received any other vaccines at the same time as the COVID-19 Vaccine, and if the patient had received any other vaccines within the last 4 weeks. The patient works at a hospital but didn't received any medical treatment. The patient just waited her symptoms out, and within 5 minutes her symptoms had gone away. The outcome of the events was recovered on 28Dec2020.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported events based on the known safety profile and temporal association. Case will be reevaluated based on follow-up information ,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021001363 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021001364 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021001195 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021001204 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021001329 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.

924927 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MN F headache; body ache; chills; runny nose; sore throat; diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer (patient herself; occupation/specialty: hospital worker) reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot/batch number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at 18:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient mentioned that the paper works she had stated that the side effects would start within an hour, but in her case, she experienced side effects over 24 hours that's Friday on 01Jan2021, such as headache, body ache, chills, runny nose, sore throat, and diarrhea. She wanted to know if she was infected with Covid, because of her job or she was having side effects because of the vaccine. The outcome of all the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

924929 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 AZ 81.0 M got symptoms of mild cold; running nose; cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 81-years-old male patient started to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: EH9899, unspecified route to administration on 23Dec2020 (at the age of 81-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included hypertension and mild diabetes Concomitant medication included nebivolol hydrochloride (BYSTOLIC), clonidine, hydralazine, losartan, nifedipine. The physician got symptoms of mild cold, running nose and cough in Dec2020. "It just came a last two days and it's been cough and runny nose. I don't have a fever." Outcome of the events mild cold, running nose and cough was unknown.

924930 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 U headache; feeling like having a temperature; was not high and it was 95; felt like tired; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number, expiry date were unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 01Jan2021 almost like 11 o'clock, the patient started with headache and was feeling like having a temperature but when checked, temperature was not high and it was 95, the patient felt like tired. The patient stated "I remember they said after you put in this, this is may be what happen. So, is it still in there is it still, so my question is can I take a some medicine or I need to wait till later with no medicine." The outcome of the events headache, body temperature decreased, fatigue was unknown.  Follow-up activities are possible, information on the batch number has been requested.

924931 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 47.0 M Sore arm at injection site; Fever; Chills; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 47-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 21Dec2020 13:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID-19 from Apr2020 to an unknown date and dust allergy. Concomitant medication included ascorbic acid, biotin, calcium pantothenate, cyanocobalamin, folic acid, nicotinic acid, pyridoxine hydrochloride, riboflavin, thiamine hydrochloride, tocopheryl acetate (MULTIVITAMIN). The patient experienced sore arm at injection site, fever, chills, body ache (mini COVID as compared to when he had COVID in early April) on 22Dec2020 03:00 (reported as 12-13 hours later). Symptoms controlled with Tylenol for about 15-20 hours. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal swab on 09Dec2020, 14Dec2020, and 16Dec2020, results are all negative. The outcome of the events was recovered.  Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.

924932 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 CA 56.0 M Feeling of swelling in throat within 30 minutes of vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient himself). A 56-year-old male patient received his first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as COVID 19, brand Pfizer, lot EK9231, expiry date not reported), intramuscularly in the left arm on 02Jan2021 12:00 at single dose, for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included seasonal allergy and mild allergic rhinitis. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced feeling of swelling in throat within 30 minutes of vaccine, lasted 5+ hours, mostly by 9 hours on 02Jan2021. He took Singulair, Pepcid, Albuterol, Intranasal steroids and Phenylephrine as treatment. The outcome of event was recovering.

924933 01/07/2021 M extreme fever; chills; shortness of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 45-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hospitalization due to COVID-19 (severe case several months prior but less than 90 days). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced extreme fever, chills, and shortness of breath on an unspecified date. The clinical outcome of extreme fever, chills, and shortness of breath was recovered on an unspecified date.   The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and has been requested during follow up.

924939 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 IL 34.0 34 M Left leg paresthesias. Isolated to lateral aspect of lower leg and stops at ankle. Has been ongoing for about 3 weeks off and on. It is intermittent and did go away for a week or so but recently returned. It has not progressed and appears to be localized.. Evaluated by neurology 1 week after symptoms with a normal neurological exam.

924940 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 KS 17.0 17 F "Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA"  Vaccine administered to wrong age patient. No known allergies or medical conditions. Nurse who administered vaccine did not know vaccine not approved for anyone under the age of 18.

924941 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 GA 55.0 55 F About 30 minutes after shot - mouth dryness then slight difficulty swallowing.  Took Benedryl and cleared up within the hour

924942 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 KS 45.0 45 F Diarrhea Chills Fever

924943 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Fever, aches, headache, Tylenol and rest. Recovered after 1 day

924944 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 GA 55.0 55 F Redness, small bumps, soreness and small lump at injection site that was not there the day before.  Soreness is compared to the soreness at injection site shortly after getting the vaccine but a little worse.

924945 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 VA 45.0 45 F My right neck shoulder region started hurting approximately 7 hours after the vaccination and progressively increase in pain. I took Tylenol 1300mg on Tuesday evening. I woke up Wednesday morning with some discomfort and decided to take another dose of Tylenol 1300mg approximately 10:00 am. The pain increased and I took another dose of Tylenol 1300 mg approximately 1500. Tylenol was not relieving my discomfort and approximately at 1800 I took Celebrex 200 mg . I went to bed at 2200. Lying down was difficult. I could not turn my head from side to side without excruciating pain. I finally went to sleep. I woke up Thursday morning pain free.

924946 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 29.0 29 F Onset of fever, chills, muscle aches/joint pain, headache 11 hours after injection. Fever, chills, and severe muscle aches/joint pain lasted for about 24 hours. Milder muscle aches and headache lasted for about 36-48 hours.

924947 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 NH 53.0 53 F Dizziness muscle aches, chills, fatigue

924948 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 FL 57.0 57 F 40 minutes post shot - became extremely flush and hot; face and neck redness that lasted about an hr..  8 hrs. post injection had extreme itching in upper body (stomach, arms, back and head).  Also experiencing nausea and headache since onset of itching.  Taking Benadryl, Pepcid and Zyrtec.

924949 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 ME 55.0 55 F Day 7 after vaccine, noted itching and swelling to left deltoid. Day 8 after vaccine, noted increased swelling, redness, itching and heat.  Entire left deltoid area affected Day 9 after vaccine, redness extended past margins, itching and heat continued.  Swelling subsided somewhat.  Seen at Urgent Care.  No medications received.  Instructed to monitor and call for antibiotics next day if s/s continue or worsen Day 10 after vaccine, swelling subsiding, redness turning pink, continued with warmth and itching  Day 11 after vaccine through today Day 14, itching continues, scab at site of injection noted.

924950 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 PA 30.0 30 F Patient c/o dizziness, nausea, diaphoresis, tinitus. Patient states this occurs after every vaccination due to her fear of vaccinations/needles. Patient moved to a cot via wheelchair and placed in trendelenberg for approximately 30 minutes. Offered water, crackers. Symptoms resolved and she exited clinic without difficulty, accompanied by a friend.

924952 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OH 43.0 43 F diarrhea, headache,chills,sweats,nausea welt the size of a small orange that is red and hot with a rash

924953 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 58.0 58 F On my way home, about 30 minutes after the vaccine, my throat became tight and my lips and tongue were tingly. At 4 pm I took a Benadryl. At 7pm I took a second one and went to bed at 7:30. In the morning these symptoms were gone

924954 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 MA 57.0 57 F Two hours after receiving the vaccine, I had extreme headache, this lasted for over 24 hours, after that the next 2 days was a lighter headache and some light brain fog feeling.  The day after the vaccine had some mild chest pain, 5 minutes worth and than went away. Left arm hurt but just the usual with a shot. 6 days after vaccine, I had a rash and bump over my right ear, itchy arms and hands and neck area.

924955 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 PR 41.0 41 F Fever 104, chills, nauseas, swollen lymph's armpits, severe headaches

924956 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 29.0 29 F Fever, severe chills for around 4 hours

924957 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 44.0 44 F Patient felt dizzy 30 minutes post injection, required extra observation and rest time to dissipate. She was slightly hypertensive 145/88 mm/Hg and 147/91 mm/Hg. Heart rate was consistently in the 80 BPM range.

924958 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 35.0 35 M Patient developed metallic taste in mouth post vaccination, gingerale helped to alleviate it.

924959 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 TX 29.0 29 F A week after receiving the vaccine I woke up with hives like symptoms at the injection site (right arm) and on my chest. There is also a lump that developed on my right collarbone within the past two days.

924961 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 PA 49.0 49 F Swelling, redness, warmth at injection site 8 days after injection, began 01/07/21 and still currently present

924962 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 IA 56.0 56 M Generalized fatigue, right knee pain and swelling. Muscle pain and weakness around right lower extremity.

924963 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OH 53.0 53 F Began with very painful and swollen injection site the first night. Tuesday during the day I took Tylenol and it helped. Tuesday evening I was hit with extreme chills and body aches. Injection site was very hot, painful, red and swollen. Stayed wrapped in a blanket for hours. Lasted into my sleep. Had a low temp in the morning on Wednesday (99.7) Seemed to have the" sweats " most of the day. Injection site was still hot, red and swollen. Today feeling better but injection site is still painful and has a mounded lump.

924964 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 DE 51.0 51 F Vertigo - started 2 hours after injection and lasted 24 hours

924965 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 CT 33.0 33 M After the standard soreness after injection lasting approx 3 days, symptoms dissipated. At around 7 days post injection, acute onset of profound redness, swelling and pain was noted to the injection site.   Now at 10 days, redness and swelling still present, however symptoms have decreased in severity. Now I have muscle twitching at the injection site as well.

924966 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 18.0 18 M Was nervous about getting the shot. Felt clammy and hot.  Felt weak and had a headache.  A Code was called and he was transported to the emergency room for monitoring.

924967 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CT 33.0 33 F 7 days after, sore arm, red rash approximately size of palm of hand, warm to touch,

924968 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 FL 41.0 41 F woke up 1/6/21 @ 4am with chills and nausea. Took a Zofran. Awoke again at 5am with fever of 100.6 F. Fever did not respond to 600 mg ibuprofen. Later that day developed headache and body aches. Pain at injection site present as well.

924969 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 SD 54.0 54 M Rapid onset chills 103 temp injection site tenderness

924970 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 SC 34.0 34 M Right testicular pain, diagnosed R epididymititis, treated with levaquin 500 gm qd x10d

924971 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PR 52.0 52 M RASH IN THE  LEFT ARM WHERE THE  THE VACCINE WAS ADMINISTER. THE EMPLOYEE TAKE ZYRTEC FOR TWO DAYS

924972 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MA 45.0 45 F Chills and body aches for 24 hours

924973 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 37.0 37 F 5 mins after injection heart rate increased ton170 and blood pressure increased to 180/00 showed no signs of anxiety.  Symptoms subsided within 2 hours

924974 12/20/2020 01/07/2021 IN 26.0 26 F on 7th day post vaccination, I had left upper arm swelling, rash, and pain where there had previously been none. Freckles on that upper arm scabbed over and peeled. This event lasted less than 2 hours. No medications taken, no medical care received. No further reaction since then.

924975 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 FL 64.0 64 F fever, chills, headache, muscle and joint pain, duration 24 hours

924976 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 KS 58.0 58 F Eight days after shot given woke up with severe headache.  About noon that day my left arm started itching real bad and was itching it.  One of the nurses I work with said there was welts on my skin.  I could feel 3 lumps and was warm to touch and red. I notified my supervisor and was told to contact my doctor's office.   They called me later and told me to take anti-histamine and cool compress to the area, which I did.  Was very tired and went to bed early.

924977 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 41.0 41 F Developed weals on chest and Back. took anti- histamine and condition resolved

924978 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 VA 32.0 32 F Decreased range of motion and pain to shoulder since vaccination

924979 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 VA 54.0 54 F Rash (pruritic) was first noticed the morning after injection. Started on one wrist and expanded throughout arm. Started the same way on the other arm a few hours later. By the evening, the rash encompassed both arms and started at both ankles. After 24h, the rash was over all 4 extremities. Took benadryl (50mg once) without effect on rash.

924980 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 GA 37.0 37 F chills, sweating, tachycardia , leg cramps, headache,back and neck ache evaluated in ED, EKG, IV fluids, dehydration, elevated ketones 01/5/2021 03:30am 01/07/2021  Reported  Feeling better, discomfort in lymph nodes under arm , Temp 99.. sweating, HR +80

924981 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 OH 41.0 41 F I received Vaccine on 12/23/2020.  On 12/30/2020 I started to get a red welt on my arm at the site of the injection.  It was warm to the touch but didn't hurt really bad.  Thursday the 12/31/2020, the welt got bigger and warmer, I started to draw lines around the redness and monitor the progress, each day it grew a bit bigger.  Started itching and burning.  I took motrin and used ice on this.  I don't use OTC medicated stuff as I am allergic to a lot of it, and seemed like it was cellulitis.  Monday 1/4/2021, I got to work my arm was just red, inflamed and I was just miserable, the redness and pain were worse, painful to touch.  I went to a walk in clinic that told me they suspected cellulitis, and gave me prednisone, and Keflex.  I continued to ice the area, it started to feel better late Tuesday 1/5/2021 & redness went down.  I have pictures if this is helpful.

924982 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 SC 49.0 49 F Pain in the arm of  injection that lasted for 2 days  and 1 week later armpit pain which is still hurting as of 1/7. Can't feel any swelling of lymph nodes. This also occurred in the arm of injection

924983 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MA 45.0 45 F Woke up in night sweats, nausea, severe headache with neck and back pain. right shoulder pain and tingling right hand.

924984 01/06/2020 01/07/2021 NH 23.0 22 F First symptom was pain in my arm. Then I spiked a low grade fever. Then I got nauseous. Around 7pm I vomited and at 3:30 am I aggressively dry heaved. Throughout the whole time my arm was in pretty serious pain and still is. I woke up this morning and my fever got worse. Nausea still but so far no vomiting.

924985 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Vaccine 12/28; 1/2- had stuffy nose; 1/3-had runny nose and cough; 1/4- had increased shortness of breath, dry cough, diarrhea, and loss of taste/smell; body temp fluctuated between sweating and cold on 1/3 and 1/4, but no fever; Reported symptoms at PCP visit on 1/4- COVID test done, but still pending

924986 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Fever to 101.4F, headache, nuchal ridigity, tachycardia low 100s, nausea, muscle aches, extremely sore arm with injection site.

924987 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MI 33.0 33 M I sat in a chair after I received the vaccine. After 10 minutes I stood up and my legs were tingling and felt heavy.  I was slightly lightheaded too. I sat back down for a few more minutes and then I went back to work. The the tingling stopped but my legs felt heavy for 3 days. I am feeling normal now. I am aware of orthostatic hypotension and the possibility of it being from sitting in the chair and pinching nerves. I just wanted to report this in case it is a problem.

924988 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MA 59.0 59 F nausea- onset within 10 minutes of vaccine. Ongoing vomiting- one instance 24 hours after vaccination diarrhea- onset 6-8 hours  after vaccination. Ongoing  mild headache- intermittent. ongoing

924989 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AL 49.0 49 F Headache , joint pain, body aches, fever 100.4, soreness and redness at the injection site  24-48 hours

924990 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 28.0 28 F Patient complained of dizziness, numbness to fingers and toes, blurred vision. Patient anxious. Vital signs taken and stable. Fingerstick 137.

924991 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 30.0 30 F Patient c/o diarrhea and fatigue

924993 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 25.0 25 F Hot Flashes lasting 2 days. Sweating profusely lasting 2 days.  Arm Soreness/pain lasting 3 days - 500mg Acetaminophen  q4-6hours PRN  Headache 45 mins after injection - 500mg Acetaminophen  Fatigue lasting 3 days.

924994 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OH 46.0 46 F Rash, Swelling, redness at injection site

924995 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CT 48.0 48 M Right hand falls asleep multiple times per day....fairly certain not from sleeping on it or otherwise. Numb, tingly sensations in right hand and wrist area.

924996 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 DE 43.0 43 M H/A, High blood pressure, Nausea, Fatigue

924997 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NC 39.0 39 F Joint and Muscle pain, Fatigue, headache and soreness at injection site.

924998 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OH 32.0 32 F Redness, swelling, itching at injection site that developed on day 7 post vaccination (with vaccine administration being day 0). The affected area is approximately 1.5 inches x 2 inches in diameter.

925000 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 GA 35.0 35 M left arm into neck pain, headache, low grade fever, nausea, body aches,  treated with rest  01/07/ still has headache

925002 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Low back pain Bodyache Injection site pain

925003 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NC 57.0 57 F Bell?s Palsy upon waking,  minor

925004 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IL 26.0 26 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Body shakes (first 10 hours) Joint soreness (first 24 hours) Muscle weakness (since injection) Body sweats (12 hours post shot to 24hours post) Temperatures over 100 (Since 4pm day of shot) Piercing headache (since  4pm day of shot) No appetite (since 4pm day of shot)

925005 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 FL 47.0 47 F Starting 6 hours after the vaccine was given, I had severe pain that lasted for 3  full days and prohibited me from moving my arm.  It felt like my shoulder was broken.  The pain has mostly subsided, but I still do not have full range of motion.  In fact, I cannot take off my own shirt, because I can't do the movement of pulling and lifting my shirt over my head.  It hurts, but at  the same time feels like a pressure point that limits the movement.  Heat seems to make it feel better for a few minutes, as well as deep tissue massage - but this only lasts for a few minutes.  I feel handicapped.  At this point I DO NOT want the 2nd dose  because it could injure my shoulder more.  And I don't want it in my other arm for fear of having two arms that I can't use.

925006 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 VA 52.0 52 F after 1 week of getting the vaccine.  My left arm at the injection sight. Is red going down my arm and hot to touch

925007 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Immediately after injection I began feeling soreness and injection site. For the next 7 days I experienced erythema, edema - quarter sized, itchiness, and warmth at the injection site. Day 8 the itchiness was worse. Day 9 the area is erythematous and edema- the size of an open hand, warmth to the entire are, itchiness to area and my 1st and 2nd digits of my right hand. My colleague examined the area upon arrival to the clinic 1/7/2021 determined it was infected and provided an Rx for antibiotics.

925008 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 FL 44.0 44 F Reddened 2 inches diameter. inflamed, itchy, warm at injection site. Started out smaller. Started  Claritin 1/6/21. Less reddened 1/7/21

925009 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MA 37.0 37 F Low grade temp 100.2 Body aches Chills Headache Metallic taste in mouth Pain and bruising in Right arm

925010 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 IA 42.0 42 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Itching, hot, red swollen, raised area of about 8 inches by 4 inches  on arm injection site.  Took benadryl and  put ice on it.  Lasted about 48 hours.

925011 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 FL 51.0 51 F I woke in the morning with nasal congestion. Around 0800 I started with fatigue and malaise. At 1000 I had a temperature of 100.4, took Tylenol 500 mg, and laid down. I got up an hour later feeling fine. Around 1600 hours I felt malaise again and warm. I checked my temperature and it was 100.2. I took Tylenol 500 mg again. I went to bed at 2030 and woke Friday morning feeling completely normal. All of the symptoms had resolved.

925012 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 FL 23.0 23 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA The day of the vaccine, I was fine besides my arm hurting- the one I got the shot in. That night I went to sleep at 830PM. I woke up a little before 1030PM shaking with chills and nauseated. I couldn't sleep the whole night, going between sweating and shaking. The next day 1/6/21 I was still unwell, didn't go into work, felt weak and sore the whole day and noticed my underarm of the arm I received the shot was swollen and painful,. Today 1/7/21, my underarm is still painful and swollen, but the nausea has subsided. Still slightly going between sweating and being chilled.

925013 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Patient went home after vaccination. Patient took Nyquil with Benadryl at home. Felt mouth numbness and came back to vaccine Pod. Patient evaluated by Resident. Symptoms improved. Vital signs taken.

925014 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MI 28.0 28 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA

925015 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NC 56.0 56 F 12/29/2020 swollen, red, pain and heat at injection site. Redness has expanded to  6 in long and wide with huge knot. Pt has felt fatigued

925016 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OH 59.0 59 F Chills, fever,. slight headache, extreme exhaustion

925017 12/29/2019 01/07/2021 RI 40.0 39 F Redness, pain, lump and itchiness at injection site.  This went away after 3-4  days.  On day 8 after  injection all symptoms returned specifically at the injection site.

925018 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 PA 52.0 52 F Approximately 20-30 minutes after receiving the vaccine I noticed around my eyes and upper lip was tingling and felt numb. I continued to close up my desk to leave work for the day thinking it would just go away in few minutes. When I got to my vehicle I took two Benadryl capsules and drank a bottle of water and waited nearby the hospital emergency department parking area for 30 - 40 minutes. The numbness had eased and I drove home.  Tuesday and today (Wednesday) I have felt very tired and fatigued.

925019 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 GA 48.0 48 F Fever (100.8 F), chills, headache, body aches.

925020 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MN 52.0 52 M I started feeling bad in my body. This morning when I was come home and go to bed to sleep, I had a fever.  I do not know which Covid vaccine I received.  Today when I go to work, I am going to go to the ER.

925021 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 25.0 25 F Nausea, fever of 101.4,  headache, soreness in arm of insertion site. Treated with Tylenol. Resolved within 24 hours.

925022 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NY 30.0 30 F Woke up on day 8 after getting vaccine with large warm lump on left arm all around the injection site  Warm to touch, red and looks irritated

925023 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 GA 42.0 42 F I had previous diagnosis of COVID-19 in September 2020. No one asked me that question prior to vaccination. After the vaccination, I had a fever for 1.5 days, muscle aches, weakness, nausea, diarrhea, headache, fatigue, cough. I had a rash that appeared after I got COVID-19, the rash never went away. After the vaccination, the rash became redder, enlarged, and spread.

925024 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 59.0 59 F headache; chest tightness and cough.  Albuterol for Rx.  Started later same day  and still present;  No other allergic signs Tested subequently for COVID 19 by PCR and negative

925025 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 WV 64.0 64 M EE had COVID vaccine at approx 10:20a today.  EE reports to EH with rash on abd. and arms.  Denies SOB, facial swelling, o2 sats 96%, P 72.BP 116/62. 25 mg Benadryl given at 1350.  Released from EH at 3p, EE cont. to deny SOB or other sx.  Rash ?less hot?.  EE to report to UC or ER if sx worsen.

925026 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OK 76.0 76 M Having Peeing / semi diarrhea problems. Lucky I had a catheter with me; first time needed in a year. Semi diarrhea was something new. Did not eat anything  after breakfast, fruit as usual that morning. Bad Headache went away after 48 hours. Felt good after that. Had no fever, ever.

925027 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 VA 51.0 51 F Had body aches and fatigue for 4 days. Sore throat developed after second day.

925028 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MD 31.0 31 F About 15-30 mins after injection, hives, rash, itchiness. I was given 25mg of Benadryl. Symptoms resolved.

925029 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 KY 29.0 29 M severe pain, swelling in arm, numbness in arm and neck

925030 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CT 22.0 22 F Fever of 100° beginning 6 hours after injection and lasting for 10 hours before declining to a 99° fever. Stiff neck and headache radiating from the base of the skull. Excessive pain in the injection arm. General achiness throughout the body. Nausea and fatigue.

925031 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 VA 56.0 56 F Round red rash at injection site with swelling has appeared 1.5 weeks after the vaccine

925032 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 TX 35.0 35 M Unilateral left conjunctivitis began 1/5/2021, began presumptive treatment with antibacterial eye drops 1/6/2021.

925033 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AL 45.0 45 F SEVERE PAIN IN ARM & NECK FOLLOWED BY BODY ACHES, CHILLS, FEVER AND FATIGUE.

925034 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 MI 52.0 52 M Patient developed Bell's Palsy on 1/1/2021 and was seen in the Emergency department and started on oral steroids. I saw him 1/6/2021 and he continued to have left sided facial nerve palsy/paralysis.

925035 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 48.0 48 M woke up this morning feeling slight numbness on my left cheek.  The sensation is very similar to when I receive a numbing shot from my dentist for dental work.  The feeling of numbness comes and goes with varying levels of intensity.  Sometimes twitching my cheek can make it go away; but it keeps occurring.

925036 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 36.0 36 F C/o aches, chills, headache and fever that began the next morning at 6:00 am  after receiving the vaccine. Treatment include  Advil.

925037 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 RI 59.0 59 F 9 hours post injection: fever.  20 hours post injection: chills, fever, body aches, malaise, headache.  Body aches lasted 36 hours. Fevers lasted 48 hours.  Headache lasted 120 hours.  Other symptoms lasted72 hours. Face still feels hot 5 days later.

925038 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 PA 54.0 54 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA gastrointestinal upset/diarrhea

925039 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MN 59.0 59 F SOB started Saturday 01/02/2021 continued SOB Sunday 01/03/2021 and on Monday 01/04/2021 went to clinic and saw a provider.  Resulted in bilateral pulmonary emboli treated with Lovenox and Coumadin.

925040 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NY 33.0 33 F red/raised/itchy rash to left deltoid, ~10cm/5cm

925041 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NM 56.0 56 M At 01:30, 1/7/21, I developed Extreme chills, then body became hot but temperature was normal, At around 02:30, my whole body ached with a sharp pain just above my right wrist and a sharp pain at the ball of my right foot.  It's 07:05 right now and still have body aches, pain in right foot and right wrist.

925042 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OH 26.0 26 F Tachycardia-heart rate 148 for 45 minutes  Metallic taste in mouth  Lower abdominal pain (cramp like)

 78



925043 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 MI 52.0 52 M Patient developed left side Bell's Palsy 8 days after receiving vaccine. He was seen in the Emergency Department and started on Prednisone

925045 12/01/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 31.0 31 F Had initially had heaviness in chest but tolerable. Injection site was red with bump for 2 days, then resolved.  evening of 1/6/21 itchiness returned to injection site and now today 1/7/21 injection site has a warm, red itchy area  that is 50 mm in diamter.

925046 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 35.0 35 M It was reported that "the vaccination leaked half way out of his arm. "

925047 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 40.0 40 F rash on arms and torso; shortness of breath, and body aches

925048 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 VA 31.0 31 F My lymph nodes under my right arm is swollen and tender. The pain started Tuesday 1/5/2020 around 8am

925050 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 TX 19.0 19 F My arm became incredibly sore within an hour. I woke up in the middle of the night aching like I had the flu. The body aches were so intense I couldn?t dress myself in the morning. All of my lymph nodes in my neck, ribs, and collar bones were incredibly swollen and hurt when touched. I rotated Tylenol and Advil with no relief. My fatigue was like no other. My headache wouldn?t go away either. 48 hours after the vaccine, I still had body aches and swollen lymph nodes in my neck to the point of pain when turning my neck.

925051 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 FL 48.0 48 F I started with palpitations lasting for approximately half an hour reaching 122. I took Motrin 800 mg after I got the vaccine by that evening about 11 o?clock I started getting chills and I started spiking fevers very uncomfortable muscle muscle aches bodyaches frontal headache fatigue x 2 days. I still have body aches and joint pain with a mild frontal headache

925052 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OH 46.0 46 F The morning after the vaccine , I experienced extreme fatigue, achy, muscle soreness. Tylenol provided some relief but then wore off after about 5 hours.   Still achy, muscle soreness the 2nd day after.  I was diagnosed with COVID end of Nov.

925053 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 CT 27.0 27 F Extreme fatigue (slept for 2 days straight) and some nausea

925054 12/16/2020 01/07/2021 SC 31.0 31 F Painfully swollen axillary lymph nodes on side of injection, painfully swollen cervical lymph nodes bilaterally, nausea, headache. Did not have any other symptoms and did not feel it warranted a dr appointment. Read the covid19 vaccine information sheet and saw all were known side effects. Resolved by 12/21/2020.

925055 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 32.0 32 F on day 7 during the day my arm start itching around injection site and area around started swelling. Today (day 8) area is more swollen but doesn't really itch.

925056 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CT 55.0 55 F Fever of 101.4 and Body aches

925057 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 30.0 30 M Globus sensation, throat swelling but able to breath, talk and keep water down. 20-30 mins after injection

925058 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 35.0 35 M It was reported that "the vaccination leaked halfway out of his arm."

925068 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 PA 43.0 43 M shingles on v1 verve

925069 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IL 48.0 48 M 15 hours after the vaccine I came down with fever, headache, chills,  and body aches

925070 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MI 86.0 86 M Fever up to 101.9 varying throughout  the day and lasting into next day (today) @ 100.1 this AM.   Tx - Tylenol  and fluids, rest, observ.

925071 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 KY 34.0 34 F Joint pain, limited range of motion, mild numbness and tingling down arm to right index finger. Swelling and inflammation in entire shoulder.

925072 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 OH 34.0 34 U 12/23/2020 VACCINATION 12/24/2020 COULD NOT RAISE ARM PAST NIPPLE LINE.  COULD NOT TOUCH IT; SWOLLEN, BIG KNOT, HOT TO THE TOUCH.   12/25/2020 STILL COULD NOT RAISE ARM, HOT TO THE TOUCH. CALLED URGENT CARE AND TELEMED CALL. 'SOUNDS LIKE A HEMATOMA UNDER INJECTION SITE THAT IS INFECTED. WILL START YOU ON ANTIBIOTICS'.  WITHIN 2 DAYS, PRETTY MUCH PAIN FREE. STILL SORE BUT ABLE TO MOVE ARM. KNOT DISAPPEARED. NO LONGER HOT TO THE TOUCH. STILL SOME RED AROUND INJECTION SITE.

925073 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NH 65.0 65 F 2 inch red mark, lump under area 2 inch area, hot to touch - still there 48 hours later slightly better, lump a little smaller.  applied heat on 1-5-2021 for soreness in arm - told that at time of injection, applied cold compress evening of 1-6-2021.

925074 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 FL 43.0 43 F A week after i received the first injection and after the initial knot had gone away, i noticed that there was a new knot and red welt at the injection site and a smaller knot and welt adjacent to it. Both are still there this morning

925075 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 66.0 66 F Headache, nausea, really bad chills  that woke her out of her sleep

925076 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PR 59.0 59 F MODERATE LEFT AXILLARY PAIN WORSENS WITH ARM MOVEMENT  MODERATE LEFT  CERVICAL PAIN AND LEFT SHOULDER PAIN

925077 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 GA 46.0 46 F nausea, fever, body chills,headache,  tx with Motrin

925078 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NY 39.0 39 M 12/29/2020 2 hr after vaccination patient became hypotensive, decreased oxygen levels was transferred to Hospital currently inpatient at hospital - admitted for cardiac arrest Y 10

925079 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 51.0 51 M I experienced insidous onset of rapid heart rate with palpitations after approximately 2-3 minutes of inoculation.  This episode lasted about 1-2 minutes.  I was not expecting this having no prior history of adverse response to vaccines.  I also felt a flushing sensation in my head.   My breathing felt slightly more difficult.  No sweating, throat closure or itching.   I did not measure pulse and instead tried to breathe/meditate to bring it down.  I estimate it was about 140 bpm .  Breathing/meditation brought it down but it was still elevated when the nurse checked me after 20 minutes.  I remained onsite an additional 15 minutes until I felt well enough to leave but my heart rate was still somewhat elevated, about 20 bpm higher than my usual.   My heart rate seemed to fluctuate throughout the evening and my sleep was subsequently very poor.  I feel much better this morning, just the usual arm soreness after a vaccination.  I have reached out to my primary doctor concerning whether she feels this event would warrant my not getting the second dose or perhaps having a prescribed epipen on my person.  Having no personal history but a family history of severe heart disease (father had first MI at age 42, second at 44 followed by triple bypass and CHF) this incident with my heart rate certainly raised some anxiety.  I had a routine EKG done in June which was normal, I am a physical therapist and in good health.  I am hoping to have the next vaccine in a proper medical facility.   I have read CDC recommendations to not have the second shot if certain adverse responses are experienced and I am not certain whether this would qualify.   I have no history of adverse reactions to vaccines.    Considering the role of anxiety versus the insidious and nearly immediate onset of rapid heart rate with palpitations and persistent elevated heart rate for more than 12 hours, I feel this event was primarily driven by the vaccine.

925080 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 VA 35.0 35 F HEADACHE, EXTREME FATIGUE ON WEDNESDAY AND BOTH WORSED THEN DEVELOPED ON SUNDAY  MUSCLE ACHES, DIARRHEA, SORE THROAT WENT TO URGENT CARE ON 12/29/2020 (TUESDAY) TESTED FOR STREP AND COVID

925081 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MI 63.0 63 F 8 days after injection I've developed inflamed area about 5 inches by 3 inches.  Raised area like hives

925082 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 NH 38.0 38 F hive like appearance at injection site, next day 1/1 followed by redness and hot to the touch, worse on 1/2 went away by 1/3. returned with redness and hot to the touch on 1/5 worse on 1/6 starting to go away today 1/7

925083 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 GA 38.0 38 F I think there should be a warning against drinking alcohol after the vaccine . Had the same amount as I usually do, 2 mixed drinks, but felt exaggerated affects and dizzy. Speaking to others- 1 glass of wine felt like 2-3.

925084 01/06/2020 01/07/2021 GA 69.0 69 M Injection site pain, headache, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, nausea.

925085 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MN 38.0 38 M Stomach Cramping Vomiting Diarrhea Nausea Body Weakness Chills Sweating profusely without a fever

925086 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IN 42.0 42 F usual adverse reactions included body aches, chills, low grade temp (below 100.0F)runny nose, head congestion. Around 8:30pm, eyes began watering and burning, migraine type pain on left side of head began. At 6am January 7, 2020 left side of face was swollen and sensitivity to light present, pressure and discomfort only on that side of face. Eye swollen and continuously watering.

925087 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 PA 40.0 40 F Welt on arm noticed on 1/6/21.  Next morning on the 7th, noticed it was bigger, red, swollen and warm.  Called my workplace's health line and got antibiotics.

925088 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PA 34.0 34 F Swollen throat, hives, and itchy body.

925089 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 PA 57.0 57 F Site redness, swelling, tenderness, swelling of lymph nodes. Chills.

925090 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 60.0 60 F Employee with low grade fever, chills and shaking starting at 2am.  Tmax at 5:30 am of 101.2.  Self medicated with Motrin with some improvement of symptoms.

925091 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 44.0 44 M Started to feel tired the next day at or around 9 AM.  At or around 1230, took temp for the first time and it was 100.2 .  Took again in two hours, the same.  Took IBUPROFEN.   At 430, took temp again, 99.6.   Then took IBUPROFEN again 4 hours after 430.   Went to sleep, slept through the night.  Woke up and took temp, it was normal and was not elevated.  No current concerns to note.

925092 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 49.0 49 M Headache, Fatigue, Body aches

925095 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IA 25.0 25 F 3:00am - vomiting, headache, dizziness, chills, nausea, fever, extreme fatigue

925096 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 66.0 66 M Moderate injection site pain, mild loss of appetite, mild headache, mild fatigue and mild nausea.  No treatment.

925097 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 IL 39.0 39 F One week after vaccine, lump at site of vaccine with redness and warmth at the site

925098 01/07/2021 U Dry tongue, fast heart beat, redness and inflammation on vaccination area, inflammation of node in the vaccination arm and joint and muscle pain. Chills, headache and change of taste.

925099 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 PA 50.0 50 F CHILLS, FULL BODY SKELETAL ACHES AND FEVER

925100 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NC 31.0 31 F Moderate fatigue and extreme arm pain 24 hours after shot. Arm pain subsided after 3 days but swelling and redness still present as of 1/7/2021. Very mild itching at injection site as of 1/1/2021

925101 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 21.0 21 F Low grade fever, chills, body/joint aches/pain

925102 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 PA 55.0 55 F Injection inadvertently given subcutaneously (should have been an intramuscular shot)

925103 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 64.0 64 F Palms of hands turned red and blotchy after 10 -15 minutes. Pharmacist gave patient benadryl. Symptoms abated after aprox 30 minutes

925104 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CT 42.0 42 F Pt received vaccine and ten minutes later began complaining of numbness to her face and heart palpitations.  At the this time she denied dyspnea, difficulty swallowing, chest pain, nausea/vomiting.  She also experienced facial flushing, nausea/vomiting, and diarrhea.  She was given 50mg of diphenhydramine intramuscularly.  She seemed to make a full recovery.

925105 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 36.0 36 F Got vaccine at 1100am  Starting at about 1100pm, I developed shaking chills, myalgia, Frontal Headache, nausea. I had redness and soreness at site of injection. Symptoms resolved within 24hrs with help from Tylenol.

925106 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 52.0 52 F Cold sore on left corner of mouth, resolved in 1 day with Abreva & Valtrex; mild dizziness for about an hour, injection site tenderness resolved in 1 day

925107 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Arm became increasingly sore at The site throughout the day. Around 1130 last night I got the chills &started to feel achy. I took my temperature there was no fever. Around 330 this morning I woke up feeling much worse with the chills achiness took my temp it was 100.6 took some Motrin. I went back to bed very hard time sleeping because I felt so terrible. Woke up this morning so far no fever but feel achy, still have chills and really fatigued.

925108 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 IN 54.0 54 F Fever of 101 , chills  and severe headache for 36 hrs. Sick, weak, no appetite, I felt like I did when I had Covid in June of 2020.  Injection site has red raised area that measures 3"x2". The injection site area seems to grow larger each day. The area is sore and itches.

925109 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 FL 37.0 37 F Pruritic aculopapular rash across abdomen and lower extremities

925110 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 MS 40.0 40 F Headache and severe stomach pain lasting 2 days

925111 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 50.0 50 F Lethargy/fatigue, mild headache (off and on) since approx. 5.5 hrs after vaccine.

925112 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Skin hurting Restlessness Fever Headache Shortness of breath Seeing flashes Malaise Muscle aches

925113 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PR 73.0 73 F Strong nausea, vomiting and pallor.

925114 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 ID 45.0 45 F Patient started to have itching on her right side of the neck, then the itching started in the right arm where shot was givien. Patient had redness on the right deltiod. Patient did not have any shortness of breath.  Was given 2 tabs of 25mg benadrly @ 5:40 pm. Patient was watched for 30 mins. Patient did have itching that spread to the whole body.  Patient said last night she cont to have itching all over the body. She took  2 more benadrly @ 10:00 pm. Patient reports that she is still having itching today 01/07/2021. Took a allergy tab in the am.  Patient also reports feeling swollen in the face, neck and hands.

925115 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AR 37.0 37 F Fever, Severe headache and body aches, Tachycardia 120-150, Shortness of breath, Hypertension 160/110

925116 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 22.0 22 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine: Fever (101.5), tenderness at injection site, headache, nausea, body aches, fatigue

925117 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 21.0 21 F Fatigue, fever, chills, & hot flashes

925118 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 KY 49.0 49 F ?Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Pfizer Covid 19 vaccine 30mcg/0.3ml Vaccine administered on 12-31-20 at 3:38 pm.  Pfizer vaccine Lot EL0142.  0.3ml IM, left deltoid.  states felt dizzy after receiving injection. left arm soreness noted during night; 'knot' noted on left deltoid, when awoke on 1-1-21; knot grew to ~5x5 cm max size over 48 hrs. Itchy, but painful if tried to scratch. Took Benadryl 1-3-21, took Zyrtec 1-4-21. Evaluated at Employee Health on 1-5-21.  Some dizziness with position change. Exam: No fever. No orthostatism to BP. Pulse 77-- >94 from lying to standing. Left lateral deltoid with 3.75 x 5 cm mildly tender, indurated area of erythema, with central erythematous punctum (presumed site of injection). Instructed to take OTC antihistamine (Zyrtec) daily until 7 days after symptoms resolve.  PMH significant for Covid 19 infection (positive test Oct. 28, 2020). Hospitalized 11-4-20 for decreased O2 saturation. Treated with Remdesivir. Post-Covid infection shortness of breath/dizziness.  A picture of the affected area is available if requested

925119 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 45.0 45 M Developed acute inspiratory wheeze approximately 6 hours after the vaccination was received. Wheeze persisted for 30 hours

925120 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 FL 28.0 28 F had a 102 degree fever for about 15 hours which started the evening of 1/5/21, which also included chills and muscle aches. The muscle aches lasted about 24 hours. The injection site was my left arm and I now have swelling in my left axilla which started the evening of 1/6/21 and is still currently swollen. I am an ultrasound technologist and was able to scan myself this morning when I came back to work. It appears I have a cluster of reactive lymph nodes in the area of swelling within my left axilla, the largest measuring 3.0 cm. It is very tender in the area of swelling and the pain radiates down my left arm. I had a lot of pain at the injection site that lasted for about 24 hours, it is now subsiding. However, for the last 24 hours it has been very painful to bend my arm. Any time I tried to bend my arm it sent a throbbing pain down to my left hand, it is still occurring today.

925121 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 MD 48.0 48 F On January 4th we were made aware of the following: A few minutes after receiving the vaccine at 8 am on 12-23-2020, the associate suffered from a severe headache 8/10, tingling sensation, BP checked Systolic in 180s, Extremely weak and tired, Severe nausea and dry heaving. Rapid response called, and associate was sent to ER.   Headache 7/10.  1 gram Tylenol. Associate states ?Shaking, and I experienced delayed response when questioned by staff. 1 liter saline. Hives treated with Benedryl. In ER from 8am to 11:30am. It was determined that this was not an anaphylactic response. Associate went home with a headache 4/10. Groggy all day from Benedryl. I still have headaches constantly in frontal lobe. The headache pain Can rise from 2 / 10  to 8 /10. The constant headache is in the left frontal lobe. When the headache increases, It radiates into the temporal area as well.  Dec 31, I went to Patient First. I was given Toradol IM, but the headache didn?t go away. I was given Flexeril, but it doesn?t help the pain. I am now using Excedrin to take the edge off. Associate is awaiting physician?s return call, but Dr. is out of town. Another doctor in the clinic would not see associate, as they don?t cover other physician?s patients.  No fever, no respiratory symptoms.

925122 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 57.0 57 F Muscle spasms in neck within 1 hour of receiving vaccine.  Severe cramp L calf less than 24 hours after receiving vaccine. Both these symptoms continued until medical evaluation on 07 Jan.

925124 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OH 51.0 51 F Nausea, diarrhea,  vomiting, malaise, joint pain, muscle pain

925125 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 40.0 40 F Developed chills, fever (102), headache, body aches, back pain, sore arm at injection site. I had covid March 2020.

925126 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PR 43.0 43 F Intense pain at vaccination site, can't use my arm for anything, fever 38.9C that only goes down with ibuprofen. Chills, pain all over the body, can't put my feet on the floor because of plantar pain on my feet. Rib pain and axillary pain on my left side, lack of appetite, throat pain, stomach pain

925127 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 FL 47.0 47 F Fatigue, fogginess, difficulty concentrating, sleepiness

925128 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 64.0 64 F Tightening in the throat.

925129 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F Since I got the vaccine, my left eye bothers me in way that I have a watery, itching , red eye & feeling of sand on it. It bothers me  more at night, it started at the same night of vaccination (1/4/21). Today is 1/7/21 and still bothering me.

925130 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Tongue tingling, confusion, anxiety, increased blood pressure, dry throat, increased heart rate,

925131 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 33.0 33 M Loss of appetite, Chills, fever, chest pain. Took a gram of Tylenol per day.

925132 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 PA 24.0 24 F Swollen lymph node near collarbone

925133 01/07/2021 IN 49.0 M Fatigue, approximately 11am day of (may have been exacerbated by less sleep the night before), (lasted 36 hours). Chills (lasted an hour or so), spiked fever (lasted maybe 8 hours mostly while sleeping), muscle soreness/tightness (shoulders/neck, Lasted 12-15 hours,) Headache ( lasted about 12-15 hours, and I never get headaches).

925134 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 TX 56.0 56 F Day 1 post vaccine arm hurt and a 2" x 2.5" raised red area around vaccine site. Felt this way for a few days. Redness and pain started fading after 4-5 days. Day 8, I still have a little pain but the site is itching and there is now a deeper red area with some discoloration. I am on Day 9 post vaccine now.

925135 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MS 48.0 48 F Fever, headache, chills, muscle aches

925136 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PR 31.0 31 F Fever, chills, body ache, nausea, dizziness.

925137 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IL 46.0 46 F Having pins and needles in left hand, today having it in right hand as well, no treatment at this time still having symptoms this morning at time of report

925138 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 46.0 46 F T= 101.5, Severe joint pain

925139 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 WI 43.0 43 F Developed shingles symptoms 5 days following the vaccine in the T1 dermatome distribution on same arm in which vaccine was administered

925140 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NH 42.0 42 F After a week the arm is still tender with a red mark at the injection site that is itchy, red and hurts to the touch.

925141 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 PA 49.0 49 M Temporary loss of taste followed by decreased hearing in the left ear. There were in addition to joint pains, pain the rt arm, body aches.

925142 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 IN 32.0 32 M The vaccine was given at hospital on 12-24-2020 at about 10:30am and five minutes after my heart rate dropped significantly and they had to wheel me in to the emergency room. They checked my oxygen levels and monitored my heart rate.

925143 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 FL 48.0 48 M Developed Herpes Zoster on Left Forehead

925144 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 42.0 42 M Low grade fever, chills, muscle aches and mild headache

925146 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 WY 41.0 41 F Rash on trunk. Started with 2 lesions and they have spread.

925147 12/01/2020 01/07/2021 PA 43.0 43 F Severe headache that brought tears due to pain.  Chills. Nausea. Burp up bile. Exhausted. Subsided after 7 hours. Intermittent headaches that only last for a few minutes and then subside.

925148 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 TN 62.0 62 M felt like I had covid starting 12 hrs after vaccine for about 20 hours.  I had previously had covid

925149 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 TN 54.0 54 M Approx: 12 hours after vaccination, started with severe headache extreme cold chills with fever of 101.8, extreme body aches along with Nausea. Treatment of Tylenol as directed by medication suggested dose and time.    NOTE: I had a positive COVID test on December 9th

925150 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 PR 52.0 52 F Swollen left cheek area, compatible with effects reported with dermal fillers on patients in clinical trials.  I had dermal fillers placed on cheeks in early 2019.   Today swelling is almost gone.  Took antihistamines Claritin, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. Spoke with a collegue regarding the reaction. I am wondering about my second dose and same kind of reaction.

925151 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OK 57.0 57 F Chills, body aches,  fever,  headache

925152 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OK 46.0 46 F Left arm sore upon administering. Around 5pm soreness increasing, ice used. 10pm at bedtime continued ice, unable to move arm, pain  radiating from shoulder to fingers. Midnight awoken due to pain, unable to move arm, nauseous, chills, feeling like I could pass out. Only able to sleep minimal due to pain. 4am still unable to use arm. 8am nauseated, zofran taken, crackers and Tylenol. 9am, still nauseous, arm soreness not worsening

925153 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 35.0 35 F C/o fever of 101 next day. Treatment include Tylenol. Symptoms resolved. Patients feels much better has been return back to work.

925155 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MA 54.0 54 F Day 8 woke up with chills, aches, lethargy,  itching and redness around injection site. Seen by primary MD that day, told to watch it and if gets worse call. Day 9 woke up with chills increased redness and swelling of the top of left arm warm to touch, went to work, reported to employee health, seen by employee health told to call primary . had a telehealth call with primary md recommended antibiotics. later in day redness swelling increased down arm. took 1st dose of keflex 9pm on jan 6th day 9, woke up day 10 feeling better redness and swelling improved will continue to take keflex for the next 7 days.

925156 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 67.0 67 F Received  Moderna vaccine on Dec. 29 with just some muscle ache at injection site for about 3 days, then soreness disappeared. during night of Jan. 6th, I noticed  soreness again at site and in morning of January  7 I have some redness, and slight swelling with minor soreness at injection site.  The time frame is odd, since I received injection more than a week ago.

925157 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Extreme swelling, redness, and itching at place vaccine was injected one week after  vaccine

925158 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 43.0 43 M a full body rash. Last night temp was 103.7 without drugs and 102.1 with drugs.  Headache, dizzy, Nausea.

925159 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 VA 28.0 28 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA.  Around 7pm on 06Jan21, symptoms began with a headache, increased heart rate, inability to sleep/relax. On 07Jan21, Migraine headache, inability to sleep/relax, increased heart rate, passed out, lightheaded, back pain, neck pain, weak, fever, chills, hot, dehydrated (even with large consumption of water). Took two motrin and an hour nap, which severely decreased above symptoms but still experienced them.

925160 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WI 26.0 26 F Stomach ache, headache, joint and muscle soreness, fatigue,  extreme soreness and pain at injection site, and malaise.

925161 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 MA 59.0 59 F Severe headache came on suddenly. Neck, shoulder and body aches Extreme fatigue NO elevated temperature

925162 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 NC 46 F Patient was riding in a car and began feeling dizzy and passed out, this happened ten times and over the evening and decided to go to the ER the next morning at 7am. These episodes lasted 5 minutes or so and then she was able to regain consciousness.

925163 12/20/2020 01/07/2021 IL 56.0 56 F "Hot, Blotchy"  given Benadryl 25mg liquid, po x1 dose. Resolved

925165 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 20.0 20 F An hour after I became super itchy -8:00am  12:30- chills began  1:30 body aches  6- low grade fever, fatigue  Next day- sore throat, headache, body aches, chills, fever of 104.6 I was shaking so bad from being cold  Then I had night sweats

925166 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 CO 25.0 25 F headache, diarrhea, fatigue, chills, sore throat

925167 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WI 39.0 39 F Sever left arm pain, neck pain, bilateral shoulder pain, right arm pain, headache, nausea

925168 12/16/2020 01/07/2021 TX 51.0 51 F chills and severe body aches

925169 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 WI 29.0 29 F Migraine started about 24 hours after getting the 2nd shot on 1/4 at 9:20

925171 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 FL 51.0 51 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA swelling in throat approximately 30 minutes after injection.  Took oral Benadryl 50mg and symptoms began to subside about 15-20 minutes later with full resolution in about 1 hour.

925172 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MS 45.0 45 F Headache approximately 6 hours after vaccine.. identified it identical to the headache i had when I had covid 10/5/20. Woke up at 1am and head to toe body aches, hips, feet, back, knees...    Tylenol 500mg took at 838 am 1/7/20

925173 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 45.0 45 F Burning sensation.  Started in left side of neck went to left shoulder then spread out all over body.  Headache and fever

925174 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 PA 16.0 16 F No reported adverse reaction...Just that patient was given Moderna and is < 18 yrs of age.

925175 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 63.0 63 F My trunk area starting itching. I developed a fine rash on chest/ abdominal area. A few hive like weals appeared on abdominal area. No other symptoms. I took Benadryl 50 mg . After a while itching subsided.  No further issues.

925176 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 CO 55.0 55 F left arm swelling around injection site onset one day after injection.

925178 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 ME 56.0 56 F red rash to injection site that is warm, hard and spreading over the left upper extremity

925179 12/16/2020 01/07/2021 NY 58.0 58 M Fever, chills, headache, body on day after vaccination. The persistent ventricular ectopy and anxiety days 2-4 after vaccination.

925180 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 45.0 45 F IMMEDIATE 10 MINUTES IN TO 2 HOURS LATER I FELT DIZZY, NAUSEA, LIGHT HEADED, PRESSURE IN EYES, BURNING SENSATION FROM EARS TO THROAT, BLOOD PRESSURE WENT HIGH TO SYSTOLIC PRESSURE OF 180'S, EXTREME PAIN AT INJECTION SIGHT, WAS GIVEN ZOFRAN AND BENADRYL AT 1HR MARK. LATER IN EVENING I HAD FEVER, EXTREME PAIN AT INJECTION SITE  AND TO THE NECK AND BACK AND DOWN TO FOREARM, NEXT DAY I HAVE EXTREME PAIN IN ALL PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED AREAS AND FATIGUE AND OVERALL BODY ACHES AND SINUS PRESSURE

925181 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 IL 61.0 61 M "Pain like a torn rotator cuff, i couldn't lift my arm.  After about 2 weeks i was back to 80% mobility.  on 1/7/21 i am almost back to 100%.  No other symptoms"

925182 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Fever, severe chills, headache

925183 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Myalgias, chills, fatigue, headache

925184 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Headache Nausea

925185 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 VA 26.0 26 F patient received vaccine 0818, in observation area  08:30 reported that she felt cold, sweaty palms and decreased sensation in hands, ate yogurt 2 hours prior to vaccine 08:32 bp: 124/85, o2sat 99%, hr 94, drinking pepsi, ate peanut butter crackers and granola bar 08:40 patient reports palms less sweaty, bp 141/63, hr 90, 1 glucose tablets administered 08:50 glucometer 130, bp 130/65, hr 83 9:10 T 98.0 oral, bp 125/78, hr 83, patient reports hands no longer cold, palms not sweaty, sensation normal in hands 9:22 patient left to go home, states she felt normal

925187 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 IA 60.0 60 F Extreme fatigue, muscle aches ,joint pain. Have slight headache.

925188 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AL 27.0 27 M fatigue, chills

925189 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Injection site is red, hard and itchy - 5 days after injection- still the same  today 7 days after

925191 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AR 58.0 58 F I received the vaccine at 8:30 am, felt fine before and afterward, until about 4:30pm. I started having chills, then joint pain and headache, my skin hurt to touch it, an overall feeling of blah. about 6:30pm I started running a low grade temp of 100. I took 2 extra strength Tylenol and went to bed. At 10pm my temp was 101,  I took 600mg of Ibuprofen. I woke up at 12.35am and could tell that my fever was down, but my body still ached and I still had a headache. I went back to sleep, woke up about 6:30am and my fever was 100.2 with chills, skin pain, joint pain, and headache. I have taken 2 more Tylenol extra strength.

925192 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 35.0 35 F Sore lymph nodes in injection arm started 6 days after injection, injection site reaction started almost a full week after injection. Swelling, itching, redness, warmth, soreness. Symptoms are still present 48 hours after they began
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925193 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 26.0 26 M Extreme fatigue, chills, loss of appetite. I just tried to sleep the whole day after the vaccine and it seems to have gotten a little better two days after the vaccine.

925194 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 GA 43.0 43 F Patient states that approximately 8 days after receiving vaccine (Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA), she experienced redness and swelling at and around the injection site. States area was 6 cm tall by 10 cm wide. States contacted her private provider who referred her back to the Health Department. States went to Urgent Care where she received steroids and antibiotics. States the area has improved however does remain.

925195 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NC 52.0 52 M Immediate "medicine-y" taste in mouth, lasted about 15 minutes.  Given benadryl 50mg orally. Vitals checked, seen by PA and extended monitoring time

925196 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F 9 days after the injection itchiness started on my left upper arm.  After several scratches to alleviate the itchiness I checked the site & noticed that where the vaccine was administered was red & warm to the touch.  It progressively started getting more itchy.  Then the muscle soreness started.  It felt as if I just had the injection.

925197 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 ID 67.0 67 M red rash appeared around injection site 10 days after vaccination or 1/1/21.  In addition fatigue, body aches and headache were experienced in the two days following.  Rash progressed from upper deltoid to elbow. Only slightly pruritic.  Symptoms treated with acetaminophen (headache/body aches) and cetirizine (rash).  body and headache resolved 1/4/21

925198 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NC 22.0 22 F .8 ml vaccine administered by vaccinating nurse.  Further Education provided regarding recommended dose. Clinician states that the just in time training that was provided information that .8 ml was the recommended dose. Client made aware of the error; medical provider onsite assess client immediately post and again after 45 min observation time prior to discharge from  clinic site. no signs or symptoms of adverse reaction observed by RN or reported by client. Client aware that state immunization branch has been notified and that adverse event reports will be filed at both Pfizer website and on federal VAERS website.

925199 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 61.0 61 M soreness at injection site, fatigue, mild nausea

925200 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 MA 43.0 43 F following day after vaccine I woke with with moderate headache  hip , joint and muscle pain. 1/4 the pain went away. on 1/6 the pain has came back and it is more severe. I called employee health and I am waiting on call back from them.

925201 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 36 F Reports developed half dollar sized whelp, red, hot and bruised 5 inches below injection site on 1/6/21. Rash on chest started, took Benedryl 25mg PO, woke up 1/7/21 took another Benedryl 25 mg PO and started with itching on torso and back.  Reported had some nausea evening of 1/6/21 took Pepto Bismal. Instructed to seek further medical evaluation with rash/itching continuing to spread.

925203 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OK 56.0 56 F Arm hurts and woke up with headache fever and body aches 12 hrs after vaccine was administered.

925204 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Chills, fatigue, headache

925205 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NE 36.0 36 F On the night of 01/04, she developed a sore throat, headache, and bilateral ear pain

925206 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 34.0 34 M FEVER OF 101 STATUS POST DAY ONE AS WELL AS CHILLS, MALAISE AND WEAKNESS,HEADACHE

925208 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 VA 58.0 58 F Arm redness and pain at injection site. Achy.

925209 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 47.0 47 F headache for 24 hours

925210 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 46.0 46 M Significant muscle pain and muscle fatigue.  Initially only at injection site, but spread to entire left arm within 24 hours.

925211 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 27.0 27 M Fatigue, muscle pain, chills, fever, headache, injection site swelling and pain.

925212 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 SD 25.0 25 F Appears to be a localized reaction, then became surrounded by an area of cellulitis. Area is red, warm to touch, itchy and tender to touch.

925213 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 KS 58.0 58 M Pain in whole right arm  (injection side) Fatigue  Muscle Ache all over

925214 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 LA 62.0 62 F Chills, no fever. %hours after heart palpitations followed by nausea and vomiting. Temp up to 102.4. Lasted 48 hours.

925215 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 FL 42.0 42 F hypnopompic hallucination

925216 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NE 49.0 49 F DEVELOPED HIVES ON BACK, THAT THEN WENT DOWN THE RIGHT ARM. ARM GOT VERY HOT TO THE TOUCH AND INJECTION SITE GOT HARD. LAST A FEW HOURS AND THEN HIVES WENT AWAY. NO MEDICINE WAS TAKEN TO HELP RESOLVE.

925217 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 AL 38.0 38 F Vomiting, nausea, fever, severe back pain, other myalgias, headache

925218 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 VA 28.0 28 F 06Jan21-Unable to sleep, increased heart rate, headache.  07Jan21- Increased heart rate, headache, back pain, neck pain, passed out, weak, fever, chills, hot, dehydrated (even after consuming lots of water all day).  Took motrin and one hour nap, decreased symptoms severity but did not get rid of them.

925219 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OR 66.0 66 F Woke up Thursday am with hives on right lower abdomen and leg getting progressively worse throughout the day.  By that afternoon had back pain in right back and continuing hives.  Woke up Friday with numbness to right leg, hives, and back pain all on right side of body.  Had numbness to foot, face but especially thigh, back and across upper buttocks.  Saturday hives subsiding, numbness receding to face, upper thigh and foot only on right side of body.  Sunday, back pain some improved, no hives or hives minimal, numbness persists upper thigh face and foot on right side of body.  Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday the same.  Woke up   Thursday   with shingles rash to upper thigh back, numbness to foot face and upper thigh persist only on right side of body. Darn!!!

925220 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 39.0 39 F fever of 101.0

925221 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PR 44.0 44 M General malaise, body ache, fever 38.1 C, mild cough, nasal congestion.

925222 01/01/2021 01/07/2021 VA 23.0 23 F On 1/5/21 I developed chills, body aches, and a sore arm. As of 1/6/21 the chills and body aches have stopped.

925223 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 IA 45.0 45 F Within 15-20 minutes of the vaccine I was Vomiting, diarrhea and had very severe stomach pains lasting a few hours

925224 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 25.0 25 F Right after shot administered to my left arm, left numbness and tingling feeling on left arm and hand. After a few hours numbness on arm disappeared but the ring and pinky finger are thingy and numb. Hand feels cold, don't have feeling on 2 fingers in left hand as of 1/7/21 at 10:21

925226 01/07/2021 35.0 F 35 y.o female present to the ER  after receiving the first dose to her COVID 19 vaccine. Initially experiencing a metallic taste in her mouth, palpitations, and nausea. She felt lightheaded but did not lose consciousness. Her symptoms rapidly improved. Her vital signs remained normal.

925227 01/07/2021 43.0 F Pt received vaccine on 12/18 and developed erythematous, pruritic hives on 12/21. Was rx'd hydroxyzine without significant benefit (has brief relief is sx but recur before next hydroxyzine dos is due). Pt was seen twice in the ED for these sx. Pt was told sx were related to muscle strain. Pleuritic chest pain and cough. Ongoing cutaneous and respiratory adverse reaction.

925236 01/07/2021 57.0 F 57 yo F, healthcare worker, with history of asthma and penicillin allergy who presented to emergency department for reaction to COVID-19 vaccine. Patient received first dose of COVID-19 vaccine (Pfizer) and immediately became flushed, erythema to trunk and face, and intensely pruritic. No signs of airway involvement or wheezing. Vitals were stable. Patient was treated with benadryl which improved symptoms. Anaphylactoid reaction.

925241 01/07/2021 37.0 M 37 y.o. male presents for evaluation of headache, dizziness. Pt is employee here and had his COVID 19 vaccination, 1st dose, earlier today. States that he had felt fine for about 20-30 minutes s/p injection. Began to develop mild headache, gradually worse, now about 4/10. Not thunderclap. No associated focal weakness/numbness. No visual change/loss. No n/v. No hx of same. + associated vertigo worse w/ movement, resolved when at rest, mostly when he looks to right. No other complaints at this time. Required urgent care visit along with meclizine 25mg given orally symptoms resolved.

925242 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TN 50.0 50 F Did well till one week later and arm developed fever, swelling and allergic red reaction around injection site and whole arm sore and hard, tender to touch severe itching.

925243 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 WI 60.0 60 F Received 2nd dose at 10:30 am at Hospital.   I went to work as usual at 1:45 pm though 10:00 pm. without any issues.  Came home, had 2 glasses of wine, as usual, at 1:00 a.m. feeling body aches and headache continued sleeping, woke up at 9:00 a.m. with dry heaves with phlegm with small streaks of blood, rapid heart rate, fatigue with body aches, pain in location of injection, occasional headache, loss of appetite.  The body aches, fatigue continued the following day,  appetite returned slightly.   Thankful these were my scheduled days off from work.   Third day after injection body aches dissipating able to go out of the house to do errands.

925244 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OH 25.0 25 F Cervical lymphadenopathy of only one lymph node (left-side), discovered 5 days post-vaccine. Localized rash discovered 8 days after vaccine. Stopped taking Zyrtec 4 days post-vaccine.

925245 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TN 21.0 21 F Deep red rash on face and chest with severe itching

925246 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 27.0 27 F chills, nausea, body aches, headache, fever

925248 01/01/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 34.0 34 F Joint pain, body aches, feeling feverish with no fever

925250 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 PA 38.0 38 F My face became flush and broke out rash on back and shoulder.

925251 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MD 29.0 29 F Severe pain at injection site (right arm) and entire right arm since 8 pm 1/6/21.  And hard nodule/swelling at the injection site noted this am at 5 am, 1/7/21.

925252 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CO 42.0 42 M Fever, body aches, chills, dizzyness

925253 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 KS 48.0 48 F Tired, trouble getting to sleep and staying asleep. Arm pain, body aches, tired and sluggish. Mild nausea.

925254 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 TX 40.0 40 F I woke the next morning with flu like symptoms my arm was hurting, I was feelin tired and really couldn't get out of bed. As the day progressed I got chills, started running a fever, It went up to 104 and my heart rate went up and down from 120-165 so I went to the ER. They gave me  fluids and ran a whole bunch of test, tested me for Covid and Sepsis and everything came back normal and negative for Covid. They monitored my heart rate and once it started getting back to normal, they ended up letting me go home, I was there from 8pm to about 3am.  After that I felt tired and felt like when   I had Covid back in November.  I started feeling better about Sunday, still a little tired but felt more back to normal.  My heart rate is still getting back to normal so my Dr is following me on that.Y 1

925255 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 KS 58.0 58 F Received vaccine 12-28 with no reactions observed until 1-6, when awoke with red feverish area approx 4 1/2 x 2 1/2 inches rt upper arm where vaccine was given. Observed in Health Department 1-7, area of redness has decreased to approx. 2 1/2 X 2 1/2 inches.

925256 01/07/2021 OK 30.0 F 12/26/2020  WOKE UP, STOMACH HURTING, DIARRHEA. MALAISE. CYCLE BETWEEN BOTH, ALL DAY. WENT TO ER SAME DAY; EVENING. COULD NOT GET A STOOL SAMPLE. VITALS WERE GOOD. ADMINISTERED IV FLUIDS.  12/27 STOMACH STILL HURTING BUT NOT AS SEVERE.

925257 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 30.0 30 F fever, body aches

925258 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 NH 57.0 57 F The next morning, 12/24 and I woke up my head was very heavy and I was dizzy and I had a hard time getting out of the bed, my leg felt like jello, like sea legs, like I was on a boat. That continued all day and I also had chills and did not feel good later in the day. I did not work 12/24 and 12/25 I felt a little better but my legs specially my thighs felt really heavy. Saturday the dizziness continued and then that is when I went to the UC (12/26) to get a covid test (rapid and sent out one both negative). The dizziness improved, I still have a funny heavy feeling on my upper tights. I had a little numbness on my hands on the 12/24 and 12/25but it seems to have resolved.

925259 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CO 82.0 82 F Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, headache beginning about 11 hours after vaccination

925260 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 RI 50.0 50 F Day after vaccine: Upper back and neck stiffness and ache; injection site swollen/ache; eyes stinging; extreme lethargy

925261 12/25/2020 01/07/2021 TN 58.0 58 F Within an hour of receiving the injection I lost 100% of my hearing in my right ear.  Starting with some ringing, vertigo and then just silence.  I called the Pfizer hotline, and they took down some information and then directed me to call the COVID hotline which resulted in pretty much the same.  As it was Christmas day and the weekend, I waited to contact my Primary Physician on 12/30/20.  She saw me immediately and sent me to a Specialist the next day to see Dr. for my hearing loss.  There I was given an audiological assessment where my right ear was found to have moderately severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss in the right ear.

925262 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NE 28.0 28 F Rash started on 1/6 around the injection site. Developed into L axillary lymphadenopathy, fatigue, myalgias, and headache. Erythema does recede with benadryl but does not resolve. was a little wheezy on 1/6. She has h/o anaphylaxis due to latex and has an epi pen

925263 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 WV 63.0 63 M Rash resembling shingles to left mid back/side

925265 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 ME 29.0 29 F Welted, Red, Raised, Swollen, Hot, Change in size/color. Gets better, then gets worse.  Large area of effect.

925266 01/07/2021 OK 30.0 F 12/26/2020 DIARRHEA, MALAISE, SEVERE STOMACH PAINS. WENT TO ER. ADMINISTERED IV FLUIDS.  12/27/2020 STARTED TO FEEL BETTER.

925267 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 35.0 35 F EMPLOYEE NOTICED AN INCREASE IN HER HEART RATE APPROXIMATELY 5 MINUTES AFTER RECEIVING THE MODERNA COVID VACCINE. SHE NOTIFIED MONITORING NURSE WHO BEGAN COLLECTING VITAL SIGNS AND ESCALATED TO LEAD. LEAD, OBSERVED EMPLOYEES PULSE OF 125. EMPLOYEE REMAINED SEATED IN MONITORING ROOM FOR 35 MINUTES. PROVIDED HER WITH WATER TO DRINK. PULSE REASSESSED 35 MINUTES AFTER ADMINISTRATION AND REST AND PULSE WAS STILL ELVATED AT 118. EMPLOYEE INSTRUCTED TO CONTACT PCP OR URGENT CARE WITH ANY CONCERNS OR IF OTHER SYMPTOMS DEVELOP. EMPLOYEE DROVE SELF HOME AS SHE HAD NO OTHER CONCERNS.

925268 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NC 29.0 29 F Stomach cramps started a few hours after the vaccination.  My menstrual cycle started about 24 hours after the vaccination. I was not due to start until the following week after the vaccine.

925269 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WI 40.0 40 F Elevated heart rate and BP, headache, dry mouth, dizziness

925270 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Shot given in left arm. Muscle fatigue in left arm, left side of neck and left chest.

925271 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 OH 49.0 49 F About 2 hours after the shot, the injection area started to hurt. By the end of the first day, my left shoulder muscles were painful (pain grade: 2~3 out of 10).  This pain subsided in about 3 days.  Starting from 1/2/2021, a red, warm, and itchy papule is visible around the injection site, measuring up to 4 cm.  Meanwhile, a mildly painful (2-3/10) lymph node could be palpated in my left axilla.  The pain exacerbates upon pressure (4/10).  The swelling and mild pain persist until today.  Only occasional tylenol and topical anti-itch cortisol cream were used.

925272 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Throbbing pain in arm. Later I started to have heart palpitations  and aching all over my body. Around 7am the next day I ran a low grade fever and felt flushed also both hands  felt like I had severe arthritis.  I ending up sleeping most of the day on January 6th. Today January 7th I feel much better but still have pain in my left arm.

925273 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 PA 38.0 38 F I became flush in my face and broke out with a rash on my arms and back. I just took Benadryl at home.

925274 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 36.0 36 M Pain at the injection site upon injection that increased over time, eventually with swelling and redness. Starting the following day I developed a headache and had an increased temperature, eventually a fever reaching 100.7 F. Temperature has returned to normal the following day. Pain at the injection site persists.

925275 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 62.0 62 F chills, fever, joint pain, muscle aches

925276 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WV 20.0 20 F Chills, Headache, Muscle or Body Aches

925277 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AL 47.0 47 F Shaking chills, myalgia and bone pain

925279 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 IL 28.0 28 F "About 10 to 15 minutes after the vaccine, I started itching on my eyelids and neck.  The nurse gave me Benadryl and it went away.  My eye lids got scabby, but it could have been from scratching them"

925280 12/16/2020 01/07/2021 FL 43.0 43 F I initially developed left arm soreness in the evening of administration of the injection. The following day I developed chills and myalgias. On 1218 2021, I developed shooting pain down my right leg.  Later that evening I developed persistent tingling and numbness in my hands, both, as well as tingling and numbness in both my feet. Since that time I have had persistent tingling and numbness. These symptoms have persisted since this time. They are worse with cold weather. Not associated with any weakness however I do have some increased fatigue ability in my right forearm, which may be unrelated.

925281 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 IA 55.0 55 F severe chills and fatigue that last until 12/26/2020

925282 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 PA 16.0 16 F No adverse reaction noted. Pt was just noted to be < 18 after vaccine administration.

925283 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 KY 40.0 40 F Redness, swelling and intense itching at injection site 7 days after vaccine.

925284 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 25.0 25 F Red and blotchy skin along with dizziness and tachycardia that resolved in 30 minutes.  Patient was monitored and given something to drink.

925285 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WI 47.0 47 F Severe headache & neck ache  even after taking Tylenol - reduced to mild at time of survey Mild all over body aches - on going at time of survey Pain when bending joints - resolved at time of survey Moderate radiating pain from shoulder to elbow of the injection arm - on going at time of survey

925286 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 IL 38.0 38 F I was feeling fine prior to receiving the vaccine on 1/2/21. After getting the vaccine, 9hrs later I developed a fever of 102 that lasted for 9 hrs, body aches, chills, and vomiting. The fever lasted on and off until 1/4/21, body aches and nausea continued until 1/5/21.

925287 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Arm soreness (start within 10 minutes) Chills, body ache, mild fever: started within 14 hours, continuing 24+ hours (present)

925288 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 KS 37.0 37 F injection site is red, swollen, and warm.

925289 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TN 30.0 30 F Patient developed localized injection site induration, itching, and pain initially after vaccine that subsided after 2 days. On day  8, local injection site reaction returned again more severe with well demarcated redness, tenderness, and itching. No systemic allergy symptoms such as wheezing, urticaria, or facial/airway swelling.

925290 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 30.0 30 F fever, vomiting

925291 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 FL 47.0 47 F Pt c/o of warm sensation going up left arm into neck.

925292 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F shortness of breath, chest pains, dizziness

925293 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 AZ 30.0 30 M Malaise and joint aches for 1.5 days. Right upper axillary (proximal armpit area) lymph node swelling and tenderness for around 3-4 days then gradually less pain with dissipation of swelling  over 2-3 days (after initial 3-4 days) before back to normal.

925294 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WV 27.0 27 F Headache, Temperature, Body Aches, Chills, Sweaty

925295 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 IA 55.0 55 F severe chills and fatigue that last until 12/26/2020

925296 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 VT 54.0 54 F Local reaction at vaccine site 10 days after shot, red, warm, hard, itchy.  Had hospitalist look at and they recommended Benadryl.  Symptoms resolved

925297 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 55.0 55 F Migraine sore arm nausea body aches stiff elbows

925298 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NC 87.0 87 M Starting about 16-18 hours after shot - fever 102+, nausea (couldn't eat) , headache, body sore all over (like flu), weak as a kitten.  Symptoms lasted for about 36-48hours.  Took 2 extra strength tylenol three time during period of reaction.

925299 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 52.0 52 M 1/5/21 -10:45 AM - Received vaccine.  1/5/21 - 10:30 PM - 1/6/21 - 3:00 PM - Generalized 7-8/10 pain in muscles and joints, weakness and 100- 101F temp.  1/6/21 - ~1:00 - 5:00 AM -  4 or 5 SEVERE full body muscle spasm from my neck/jaw to toes preceded by cold chills.  I was unable to move or break away as my muscles were being painfully squeezed-lasted roughly 10-15 seconds or more.  It was painful and terrifying.   I was also incredibly thirsty.    1/6/21 - 3:00 PM - Sore muscles and 3 areas on my spine feeling tender, moderate numbness and tingling down my right leg and foot.

925300 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 OK 40.0 40 F AROUND 10PM THE DAY OF VACCINATION DEVELOPED HEADACHE, LOW GRADE FEVER, CHILLS, FATIGUE, MUSCLE ACHES AND JOINT PAIN.  SHE MISSED WORK THE NEXT DAY, DID NOT SEE PHYSICIAN, DID NOT TAKE ANY MEDICATION. SYMPTOMS LASTED 18 HOURS, AND SHE WAS COMPLETELY BETTER WITHIN 48 HOURS

925301 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IA 44.0 44 F dizziness, chills, sweating, headache, nausea, restlessness, tachycardia

925302 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 43.0 43 F anaphylactic reaction 2 hours post vaccine, given 2 rounds of epi in the ED in addition to allergic reaction meds, still with rash.

925303 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MD 58.0 58 F Sore arm , sore throat, myalgia, chills fatigue

925304 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Moderna Vaccine: fever (101.6 Deg. F) starting early next morning, soreness of arm (a few hours after injection), Headache (minimal)

925305 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 49.0 49 F Labored breathing, tightness in the back of the throat, headache, dizziness

925306 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NE 50.0 50 M Pain/Swelling in R side lymph nodes (underarm area)

925307 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MD 39.0 39 F Drunken feeling/light headedness(2 days-unsafe to drive), light chest pain(1 day), right earache(1 day), slight headache(1 day-took tylenol), severe left arm muscle pain(2 days) then light left arm muscle pain(2 more days)

925309 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 FL 59.0 59 M Severe itching in arms 30 minutes after injection. No SOB or facial swelling

925310 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 39.0 39 F fever, vomiting and rash

925311 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 IN 51.0 51 U Red raised warm area at injection site

925312 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 IL 27.0 27 F Fatigue, Headache, Body aches for 1 day, helped with 1 gm of tylenol

925313 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WV 27.0 27 M Within ~5-7 minutes of receiving the first dose of the pfizer vaccine in my right shoulder, I started to feel lightheaded/dizzy and disoriented. Heart rate increased a bit. Slightly labored breathing. Started feeling overall strange throughout body, general malaise. Didn't advance beyond this. Took 50mg of benadryl shortly after and symptoms improved over the following hour.

925314 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 61 F UNBEARABLE PAIN FROM MY NECK TO RIGHT ABOVE MY ELBOW ON MY LEFT ARM.

925315 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 36 F Hives, itching, wheezing, tachycardia, high b/p, difficulty breathing

925316 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CT 59.0 59 F Vaccination 1/5 @ 10:30 am - mild left arm discomfort @ injection site, otherwise no symptoms  On 1/6 eve, approximately 10 pm,  noted worsening to severe pain in left anterior shoulder/ subclavicular area into axilla with prominent & well delineated area of swelling & tenderness, most prominent in & just below axilla, associated with numbness & tingling down the ulnar side of arm to 2 fingers (ring & little finger).

925317 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 22.0 22 F vomiting and fever

925318 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 OH 45.0 45 F Localized cutaneous reaction of increasing size, 10 x 20 cm, erythematous macule.

925319 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 KY 39.0 39 F I am not sure if this was a result of the vaccine or not and am trying to be helpful! I woke up 1/4/2020, feeling nauseous. I vomited about 6 times that day and had diarrhea. Next morning, my face was flushed. I had a low grade fever of 99.5, and checked my BP. On my home machine, my pulse was 135. I decided to go to the hospital. My Apple Watch measured my heart rate to be 150 at one time. At the ER, I was diagnosed with sinus tachycardia and dehydration. I was placed on oxygen as my levels were between 90-93, and I was given IV fluids. I have felt fatigued since then, some nausea, and mild diarrhea still.

925320 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 39.0 39 F (1/5/21 at 3:45pm) About 20 minutes after the vaccination I felt weak and  with a headache, for the rest of the day. (1/6/21)  It was my day off, I was  still weak and  headache I took Tylenol for the pain. (1/7/21) About 3:00 am I had a lot of headache I got up and took 2 Tylenols,the pain continued but more bearable I went  to work at 6am always with a headache and feeling weak.  From work they sent me home so that I could take the Covid Test, and also do this report.

925321 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 MI 51.0 51 F had, headache, body aches, chills ,GI upset, heartburn,  sweats the next day. then 2 days later had loose stools,  day 3 swollen lymph nodes in my next. day 4 rash on my back that was red, itched, burned . went away about 12 hours after they came.

925322 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 ME 32.0 32 F Almost immediately after the injection patient's arm began to feel cold and then numbness started from her upper arm down into her hand. The nurse who administered the vaccine inspected the injection site and did not see any issues. The patient stayed in the area for 50 minutes for monitoring. Her vital signs were taken and were within normal limits, she ambulated in the room and moved her right upper extremity freely including coordination exercises.  Numbness/coldness was still present at 13:42, but slowly improved.  As of 01/07/2021, patient's arm numbness has resolved but has had intermittent tingling in legs and feet.  Continuing to monitor.

925323 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AL 37.0 37 F 103 fever  severe body aches chills and fatigue

925324 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 FL 31.0 31 F Fever of 102 Chills uncontrollably shaking muscle aches  severe headache pain and redness at injection site- warm and hard All symptoms lasted around 24 hours of first onset. The injection site is still painful , red and hard.

925325 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 63 F flashing lights in left eye that have turned to floating spots

925326 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 72.0 72 M Fever;pain in toe

925327 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 39.0 39 M fever, vomiting, rash and ears burning

925328 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PR 56.0 56 F Pain on injection site, turned red, swollen & hard.

925329 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 21.0 21 M Full body muscle aches, pain at injection site, headache

925330 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 WA 33.0 33 F Severe Achyness  Fever 100.2 Headache  Stomach ache

925331 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 VT 56.0 56 M Very tired day after symptoms

925332 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 ME 63.0 63 F 11 days post vaccination, patient experienced itching, redness, warmth, and swelling at the injection site.

925333 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 28.0 28 F Warmness and tingling in arm and face. Redness to face and chest.  Informed to seek medical help if any further symptoms arise with concern.

925334 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MD 42.0 42 F Injection site was at the top of the arm with possible injection into the shoulder joint. Approximately 4 hours after the injection the patient began having severe pain and limited ROM of her shoulder.

925335 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NH 56.0 56 F 7 days post vaccination LUE w/ enlarging red, hot, itchy circular lesion: 6 cm x 4 cm;  no fever, ascending lymphangitis. Localized pruritus at site.

925336 12/20/2020 01/07/2021 IL 35.0 35 M "The next couple of days i was extremely tired, slept for several hours in a row and was not even aware of it.  12/23 I started feeling light headed and shakey and couldnt get my heart rate down when attempting a light work out. I felt so bad i took the rest of the week off.  12/30 it hit me again with really bad stomach cramps, fever, light headed and shakey again.  i took  covid and flu tests and it was all negative.  it was so bad i was in bed from new years eve at 9p till 1/1/21 4p and i missed another week of work"

925337 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MS 30.0 30 F Patient became flushed and hot.   Cheeks, forehead & nose became red.   Nervous.   Pulse 102.  Resp 20.   Administered Benadryl. "

925338 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 23.0 23 F 12/29/20 -Sore arm, 12/30/20-12/31/30  sore arm and headaches  1/4/20- 1/5/20 - body aches and headaches, coughing  1/6/20-1/7/20 head aches, body aches, congestion, tiredness, no taste or smell Tested positive for COVID 19

925339 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 30.0 30 M Body aches, chills, sweating, nausea, and general weakness

925340 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NY 34.0 34 M Few minutes after vaccine, upon arriving to observation area, patient felt briefly dizzy and diaphoretic. reported  slightly scratchy throat.  Reports not having breakfast.  VS HR 104, hypertense, 94% w/ surgical face mask.  Noted to have slight blanching erythematous macules on forehead. No pruritus, SOB, stridor, cough, vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhea.  Symptoms resolved within minutes of onset without intervention.  RRT called. - no intervention recommended, patient declined transfer or further intervention, opted for observation.  Observed x30 minutes  without event and discharged to follow up with doctor.

925341 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MO 58.0 58 M Facial redness and tingling sensation

 80



925342 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 30.0 30 F 5 days after injection started a light headache. 6 days after injection joint pain, in hips and tailbone. feeling fatigue, nausea. with decreased appetite. Night time of day 6 stomach cramps with diarrhea.

925343 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 MO 58.0 58 F Sore arm, following day fatigue , swollen lymph node right neck and sore axilla on right side. Third day, swollen lymph node to left neck lasting several days . Did not prevent me from doing anything.

925344 12/20/2020 01/07/2021 GA 32.0 32 F On 12-21-2020, elevated heart rate and persistent 12-22-2020  with chest discomfort. On 12-23-2020, I went to the emergency room because my chest pain got worse and peaked.  The ER blood pressure was also elevated 200/100.

925345 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 FL 40.0 40 F First day out had pain behind right ear, thought it was muscle but went into my head, lasted 4-5 days now I have severe tenitus in right ear and my head has not felt right since. Like my hearing hoes in and out. I thought it would go away but it?s been two weeks. My head feels cloudy and my right eye feels messed up like blurry. No other injury have occurred. This all started a day after the vaccine.

925347 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 KY 47.0 47 F Began aching all over around 10:30pm the day of vaccine.  The following day (January 6), I experienced 102 fever and violent chills, headache, blurry vision and eye pain off and on throughout the day (alternated acetaminophen and ibuprofen).  The following day (today, Jan 7), I have a low grade fever and fatigue with some lung pain, labored breathing.    I had COVID the end of Oct into Nov.  and lab tests the end of Nov showed antibodies but I continued with the vaccine since it was recommended.

925348 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MI 22.0 22 M I have had heavy lungs since the day after receiving the vaccine. It is hard to breathe, and hard to get a full breath. Their is slight discomfort when I inhale.

925349 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Headache began 5 minutes after shot. Took 500 mg Tylenol. About 4 hours later began feeling weak and muscle aches. Took 600mg ibuprofen. At 1am had massive headache body aches chills to the core. Took more Tylenol. At 5:30am fever of 100.4 and flu like symptoms. Called into work.

925350 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 TN 62.0 62 F Nausea, fatigue, chills, soreness at injection site

925351 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 MI 22.0 22 F I developed some small areas of rashes all over my body I had a rather large patch behind my right knee and lots of small rashes everywhere concentrated on my arms and lower back. They were all over. I am allergic to penicillin, I don't know and the rash that I got it looked like the one that I get from when I get penicillin. I looked up the ingredients and it seems they have a polyethoglycol like penicillin. I consulted with the nurse at the vaccine station and she suggested cold showers,  not get overheated it is not life threatening but it is still going on and some have started scabbing over but they are still here and they are itchy. The nurse also recommended OTC hydrocortisone cream and Benadryl but it has not really effective. I am thinking about going to see my PCP to se of something else can be done about it.

925352 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 IA 27.0 27 F Day 6 post shot: low grade fever,  Body Aches, Chills, Tiredness, Headache and nausea

925353 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F dizziness, chest pain, shortness of breath

925354 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OR 56.0 56 F 2 hours, after receiving injection, started feeling nausea, slight headache, very slight sore arm;  3-4 hours later took 3 ibuprofen due to the headache.  Feeling light headedness. Next morning, sore arm was heavy, headache, body aches, temp 99, and nausea; felt unwell; took 3 ibuprofen.   Time off from work to just lay flat and rest for the day.

925355 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MI 29.0 29 F I began noticing red spots on both breasts, then chest, stomach, back, and right arm have began to increase in burning sensation with no discoloration. It feels like I have a rash but no redness or swelling.

925356 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 KY 33.0 33 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA 1/6/21 site of reaction began to itch. Patient did scratch the area and itching persists. Patient looked at injection site where a large swollen (3 inch by 1 inch) reddened and swollen area noted. 1 dose of 25 mg  benedryl taken around 11 PM on 1/6/21. As of today site (5inch by 2 inch) swollen area noted with and torso itchy. 1/7/21 reddened splotchy areas noted on chin chest top of legs and persistent itching all over. Arm continues to be warm to touch. All reactions appear to be on skin. No difficulty breathing or other reactions noted.

925357 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OH 43.0 43 F Left arm burned where injection was given. Tingling/ numbness in left forearm and hand since injection.  Twitching in forearm.

925358 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 PA 57.0 57 M Developed left lower leg discomfort on day 5 post-vaccination with dose 1 of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine.   Developed worsening pain, swelling and mild erythema of the left lower leg distal to the knee over the next 48 hours.  Seen on 1/05/2021, and STAT venous duplex ultrasound ordered, which revealed a prominent deep vein thrombosis partially occlusive, partially nonocclusive extending from the left femoral vein distally.   Started on anticoagulation with apixiban.  No signs/symptoms of pulmonary embolus.  No precipitating event that would raise risk of acute DVT (He does not have any open areas of his skin concerning for infection in the leg.  No recent injury to the leg.  No recent surgeries or period of immobility.  No prior personal history of DVT, provoked or unprovoked.  He does not smoke.  He does drink alcohol in small amounts, to moderate amounts on occasion.  No history of alcohol misuse or abuse.).  He has chronic HIV infection, well controlled.  He does have a family history of DVT (his mother had 1 provoked and 1 non-provoked DVT).

925359 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 FL 23.0 23 F Itchiness, chest pain, cough, chills, sneezing, body aches, headaches, shortness of breath, fatigue and spitting up flem.

925360 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 UT 52.0 52 F Cellulitis at injection site

925361 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 30.0 30 F Fever up to 102, chills, nausea, body aches

925362 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 TX 33.0 33 F dec 30, a 50 cent piece size red raise lump about the size of a tennis ball with a blister at injection site showed up. Dec 31 it was red raised, hot to touch, aprox the size of a soft ball, blister about the size of a small pea, as the day progressed it wrapped around the upper part of my arm doubling in size, still red, hot, swollen. Jan1st. redness is lighter but still spreading reaching into inner arm, swelling still prominent. Jan 1st clindamycin was started. Swell still prominent, redness has lightened a bit but still spreading, Jan2nd, swelling still noted, not near as bad, redness has lightened to pink, still able to see outline of swelling. Jan 3 no redness noted, itching started. jan4-7, no redness or swelling itching off and on, scab where blister was.

925363 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 DC 39.0 39 F Dizziness and weakness - lasting approximately 45 minutes. Slight dizziness continues now (approx 11am) but is subsiding, but continues. Pfizer's information sheet said this may be a sign of an allergic reaction.  No medical follow up seems necessary right now, but important to report.

925364 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 PA 49.0 49 F Metallic taste in mouth beginning about 10 minutes after injection.  Lasted for 1 hour.  No treatment. No other associated symtpoms.

925365 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 46.0 46 F Received covid shot 1-4-21.  Has chills, body aches and runny nose.

925366 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Urinary Tract Infection

925367 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 ME 70.0 70 F About 10 days after receiving her vaccine, the patient developed redness, swelling and itching at the site of vaccination.  It was warm to touch.  Patient sought care from PCP, it did not appear to be infected, no antibiotics were prescribed.

925368 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NE 38.0 38 F AT APPROXIMATELY 5PM ON DAY OF VACCINATION, DEVELOPED SORENESS IN LEFT ARM. AROUND 10PM SHE EXPERIENCED EXTREME PAIN, COULDN'T LIFT HER ARM OR MOVE THE FINGERS ON THAT ARM. IT ADVANCED TO HER NECK AND BACK, SEVERE HEADACHE, STATING IT FELT LIKE SHE HAD BEEN HIT IN THE HEAD WITH A HAMMER. SHE ALSO FELT HEART POUNDING AND HAD CHEST PAIN. DESCRIBES ALL THE PAIN AS THROBBING. SHE RAN FEVERS (HIGHEST WAS 100.3) AND HAD CHILLS. DIDN'T GET OUT OF BED UNTIL 11:30 THE FOLLOWING MORNING.

925369 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 KS 40.0 40 F Itching, redness, soreness at injection site, about half dollar size- 1 week post vaccination

925370 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TN 44.0 44 F Itching, swelling, redness larger than size of silver dollar on arm at injection site beginning one week after first dose. Began while exercising on 1/6/21 and continues to worsen as of 1/7/21.

925371 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NC 39.0 39 F Hives and itch all over

925372 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 31.0 31 M Patient called to report symptoms of fever 102.3, general body aches and chills started today at 5.30am  Treatment modality include taking Tylenol.  He will continue to monitor symptoms

925373 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MI 29.0 29 F Pt presented to our office for redness, swelling and painful site where she had received the COVID vaccine from Moderna on 12/29/2020.  She presented today, 1/7/2021 with the adverse event.  The size of site was approximately 11cm, hard, and warm to touch.   She reports immediately after the vaccine, the injection site was slightly painful and sore but went away until 01/04/2021.

925374 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IL 60.0 60 F "Hot, flushing, took Benadryl liquid po several doses, i had chest tightness and could not take a full breath until the next morning"

925375 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CT 58.0 58 F On day 7 post vaccine (1/6/2021) patient developed itching at the site of the vaccine then was seen today 1/7/2021 for redness and swelling to the site.  Patient with 2.5inchx3inch area to lateral arm/lower deltoid region of erythema and induration.  Area slightly warm to touch.  Area not tender.  No abscess or drainage noted.  Full range of motion of the extremities noted.  Denies any systemic symptoms.  Denies any chest pain, difficulty swallowing, shortness of breath, vomiting, dizziness.  Patient also endorsed some bilateral lateral pectoral/anterior should soreness - this area slightly tender but patient does endorse exercising and believes it to be related to that.  Advised supportive measures at home (warm/cold pack, tylenol or ibuprofen as needed for pain).  Patient also given course of keflex 500mg TID for possible early cellulitis.  RN will call patient to check on patient in 2 days

925376 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 MI 22.0 22 F About 12 hours after the vaccination I started developing a rash. I noticed it at first behind my right knee and as the hours passed it started all over my body, arms, legs, chest, back. It was very itchy. The next day it did not get any better and I went see the nurse at the vaccine clinic at my work where I received the shot at. she looked at the area on my back and arms and legs and suggested Benadryl and OTC hydrocortisone cream.  I have been using it but I still have some rash, some areas it is already drying out and scabbing and I believe it is because one of the ingredients of the vaccine is a polyethylene glycol that is also encountered in penicillin and I get bad rashes if administered penicillin.  Nothing life threatening but the itching is very aggravating and the rashes not pleasant to look at.

925377 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 IL 60.0 60 F APPROXIMATELY 24 HOURS AFTER THE INJECTIONS I RAN A FEVER OF 100.7,  BODY ACHES OVER ALL JOINTS, EXTREME FATIGUE AND HEADACHE ADN THE INJECTION SITE WAS PAINFUL.  I HAD THE COVID VIRUS DIAGNOSED 10/23/2020 WITH THE EXACT SAME SYMPTOMS EXCEPT I RAN A HIGHER TEMP

925378 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NE 38.0 38 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA In arm where vaccine was given: pain, redness, swelling, heat Prescribed cephalexin for suspected cellulitis by my PCP.  Currently on day two of a seven day course of treatment.

925379 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 FL 39.0 39 F Moderate to severe itching at all prior scar sites, some decades old.  Severe itching/discomfort surrounding Nexplanon implant.  Previously broken/fractured bones, and site of 20 year old rotator cuff tear, all throb with dull pain as if they are new injuries.  General feeling of malaise, lack of appetite, and mental fogginess.  All symptoms continue to persist still 48 hours after vaccination.  Also experienced fever of approx. 102 degrees for roughly 24 hours.

925380 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NM 33.0 33 F 1420: Vaccine administered. 1425: Reported right arm numbness distal from injection site. Circulation intact. ROM intact.  1452: Complains right arm numbness, right hand cooler to touch than left. 1500:  Complains of right arm numbness- temp 97.0 Resp 16 HR- 67 BP- 130/85 1515: Reports somewhat improvement of numbness. Temp- 97.2 Pulse- 78 Resp- 16 BP- 124/86 1530: Reports somewhat improvement of numbness. Temp- 97.5 Pulse- 70 Resp- 18 BP- 114/79 1545: Reports right arm still tingling no more or less than previously reported. Temp- 97.1 Pulse- 74 Resp- 17 BP- 116/79

925381 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 36.0 36 F Immediate headache, lightheaded, increase in blood pressure

925382 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 FL 39.0 39 F Day of vaccine, quarter-sized red mark at site of vaccination - raised, hot, swollen. Each day size of mark increased to day four at 5 inches wide by 6 inches high. Continues to feel warm and painful. Seen in the ED - given Septra DS in case of cellulitis, and tramadol for pain.  Some nausea and vomiting day 3. (possibly from the pain)  Patient was positive for COVID19 the week prior to Thanksgiving.

925383 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 WI 64.0 64 M Moderate to severe muscle pain at injection site lasting 4-5 days.  Overall body aches lasting 2 days.  High Fever (over 101) with intermittent periods of chills and then sweating for 48 hours which turned into an nocturnal fever (100.1) the second 48 hours.

925384 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 26.0 26 F PATIENT IS EXPERIENCING BODY ACHES, FATIGUE, NAUSEA, HEADACHE, AND EYE PAIN.

925385 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 IN 58.0 58 F low grade fever, rapid heart rate, body aches, joint pain, headache, weakness, fatigue, sore arm, light headed

925386 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 62.0 62 F Slightly dizzy right after the injection. Chills occured. Wthin 4 hours, pressure in chest which went into an irregular heart beat. I went to sleep woke up no irregular beats but severe chills, loss of appetite for 8 days. Lost 5 lbs. Followed up with medical Dr. She told me to contact you and not to take the second shot.

925387 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 ME 70.0 70 F About 10 days after vaccination, patient developed an itchy, red and swollen area at the vaccination site.  Approximately 20x10 cm and 2 cm thick.  Did not appear to be infected.

925388 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 KS 65.0 65 M Shingles. Next morning

925389 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WI 43.0 43 F Fevers, muscle aches, nausea and bone pain

925390 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WA 39.0 39 M Extremely sore "dead" arm

925391 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 MI 22.0 22 F About 12 hours after receiving the vaccine I noticed some itchy rash behind my right knee. Soon the rash started spreading all over my body. Legs, arms, chest and back.  The next day I saw the nurse at the vaccine station at my work where I received the vaccine and she looked at my rashes and suggested cold showers, Benadryl and a hydrocortisone cream. I have been applying it but I still have rashes and some have been drying out and scabbing. It is very itchy and the rashes are not pleasant to look at. I intend to see my PCP to see if something else can be done about the rashes. I was reading about the ingredients and I believe it is a polyethylene glycol that the vaccine has and penicillin has too that probably caused the rashes.

925392 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 PA 25.0 25 F Fatigue, weakness, lightheadedness, nausea, injection site soreness

925393 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 TN 39.0 39 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA A rash approximately the 2" long by 1" wide developed.  It worsened the next day, but then started to go away and is almost completely gone now.

925394 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 IN 28.0 28 M Fever and myalgias started approximately 36hrs after administration. Fever, myalgias, headache, drenching night sweats continued for over 24hrs until approximately 72hrs post administration.

925395 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 FL 46.0 46 F Localized rash- monitoring site

925396 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 FL 63.0 63 F Temp of 102 with chills and body aches and pains, incision site of left ORIF became red and inflamed and I had to go to the emergency room where I was given doxycycline b.i.d. for seven days.

925397 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 42.0 42 F About 1 hr post vaccination, patient developed jittery feeling (like she chugged espresso), cold feeling in the chest. Pt reported eating breakfast and being adequately hydrated. Patient returned to vaccine clinic, remained seated for about 30 minutes, drank water, and feeling dissipated.

925398 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 TX 48.0 48 F Pain and soreness in left shoulder and arm. Difficulty lifting arm due to the pain. Pain improved on third day, but still present.

925399 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 ID 56.0 56 F Extreme pain at injection site on are, headache, nausea, vomiting, lethargic.

925400 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 65.0 65 M Fever after receiving vaccine - started same day

925401 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Sudden onset redness, itching and swelling of left upper arm at injection site and distally extending to elbow, prescribed cephalexin for favored developing cellulitis. Symptoms resolved within 24 hours.

925402 12/20/2020 01/07/2021 CA 26.0 26 M Throat tightness 1 min post vax.  Taken to ED from vax site. No meds, observation x 4 hours.

925403 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 AZ 60.0 60 F Vaccine on December 30th @ 8:30 am. Fine all day until 1:00am next morning 12/31 it woke me up with fever, bad body aches hurt to touch me, left arm I couldn't move painful, nausea and bad headache this went on for 2 days(12/31 & 01/01).  Next 2 days (1/02 & 1/03) was recovering with just soreness, anxiety and headache(Migraine Med help), tired and shortness of breath9inhaler0. Was like having Covied again.

925404 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WI 40.0 40 F 0625-Employee began to have elevated heartrate, heart pounding in her chest. Color pale. VS-HR-157, B/P-135/105. O2 sats-100% 0630-Ambulated to ED room. HR-148, B/P-150/83, O2sats-100%. Drank apple juice and ate a cracker. Experiencing dizziness, chills and heart racing. 0640-Hr-105-110, B/P-113/71, O2 sats-100%. Feeling better, shaking incontrollable chills. 0700-HR-104, B/P-121/79, O2 sats-100%. Spoke with ED physician-observe for 1 hour and reevaluate. Denies swelling, itching or difficulty breathing. Her mouth is very dry. Tolerating fluids without issues. 0715-HR-97, B/P-118/70, O2 sats-100%. Continues to experience waves of dizziness and chills. Episodes are spacing out further and not lasting as long. 0730-HR-90's, B/P118/70, O2 sats-100%. Tolerated ambulating to bathroom without problems. States just not feeling herself. Has opted to go to the clinic for evaluation. Assisted to clinic-tolerated ambulating without problems.

925405 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 FL 65.0 65 F Pt got hives around neck in complete circumference. Looked like mosquito bites.  Itchy

925406 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 59.0 59 M high fever, muscle and  body aches, headache,  fatigue, diarrhea

925407 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 GA 47.0 47 F 03:00AM contraction painfully cramps stomach and low back, nausea, felt like throwing up but couldn't chills r side of body pain -stabbing pain feeling, unable to lift arm overhead, felt like head swelling, severe headache; Goody's powder eased headache. 6AM -8PM fatigues, down feeling, loss of appetite, slight windedness, chills,  nausea ,headache, r side body in pain severe arm pain. Today only soreness in arm and some cramping in lower back

925408 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MD 47.0 47 F Approximately 30 minutes after vaccination she had swelling and redness in her hands and small hive and redness on her chest. Symptoms lasted for about 2 hours and she took benedryl.

925409 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WA 56.0 56 F Patient complained of dizziness, wheezing, cough, and nausea.  BP 180/110, P 72, O2 saturation 99% RA; 3:23PM BP 180-110, P 84, O2 sat 99% RA; 3:35PM BP 210/100 P88, O2 sat 98% -- > called emergency services; 4:25PM BP 140/92.  Paramedics administered 1 dose 25mg  diphenhydramine.

925410 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TN 49.0 49 F Sore injection sight for 3 days. Heart Palpitations started on 1/1/2021. Increased Blood Pressure (prior to vaccine maintained after vaccine my bp increased to 124/97 on Jan 5 and by Jan 6 it was 157/112 pulse 143. Shortness of breath, dizziness, difficulty with breathing after exertion, increased joint pain and muscle weakness.

925411 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Lightheadedness, chest pain/pressure, flushed skin of chest, tingling BLE > BUE.  Taken to ED from vax site. Improved but still with lightheadedness and rash of upper chest. Given IVF and benadryl injx. Observation x 3 hours.

925412 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 ME 49.0 49 F After 5 minutes of having the vaccine I experienced right sided tongue tingling followed by a funny taste. 5 minutes after that my arm started itching from the injection site. I took ibuprofen pm that had Benadryl in it to help. I was fine all night after taking the ibuprofen with Benadryl. This morning 1/7/21, I have a sour metallic taste which has not resolved.

925413 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AK 37.0 37 F Extensive pruritus and mild urtiaria with premedication with Benadry, zyrtec and pepcid.

925414 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 FL 50.0 50 F Headache fever chills aches nausea vomiting dizziness

925415 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WI 59.0 59 M Fatigue, Dizziness, Sore Arm at the administration site onset-morning after adminstration

925416 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PR 23.0 23 F Chills, headache, generalized pain.

925417 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NY 31.0 31 F one week after the vaccination the injection site became red, hot and tender to touch, and mild soreness

925418 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 NY 46.0 46 F Received the Vaccine on a Monday morning,  Next day started with a bad cold.  By Tuesday night I had to use my inhaler, take cold/cough medicine to help me stop coughing.  By Wednesday Had a bad cough, tightness in the chest,  and lots of congestion.  Left arm was very sore.  Called work who told me to go to the ER for covid test.  Tried to get into my doctor's office who would not see me and told me to get a covid test.  Tried to get into Facility who told me I would require two appointments.  One to see a doctor and another to get a Covid test.  Also, it would be a three to four-hour wait.  Felt so sick that I took myself to an ER in order to be seen.  Mysaturation was good in the ER but HR was in the 120s.  They did an EKG, gave me an albuterol inhaler, IV fluids, IV steroids, and a chest X-ray.  They did a Covid test which was negative as well as other bloodwork.   Then sent me home.  My husband also started with a cold the Sunday night before my vaccine so I do not know if that might have been where I got sick?

925419 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 ND 25.0 25 M Sore arm/injection site began roughly 4 hours after receiving vaccine. No treatment used. Pain continue into second day.

925420 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 FL 39.0 39 F Starting the day of vaccination (1/4/21), patient developed quarter-sized red spot at injection site (hot, swollen, painful). Reaction continued to progress daily to dark red 5 inch by 6 inch circular mark on day 4. Patient experienced N/V day 3 as the result of the pain. Patient went to the ER 1/7/21, and received Bactrim in case of cellulitis and tramadol for pain. (Of note, the patient was positive for COVID19 the week of November 15th)

925421 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Sxs 10 minutes post vax with nausea, lightheadedness, flushed.  Taken to ED from vax site. Given IVF, Zofran inj.

925422 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 59.0 59 F Client came to observer 30 minutes post vaccination stating she felt light headed. Clinic lead staff assessed indicating client weak, dizzy, flushed and diaphoretic. EMS called. Epinephrine .3 mg administered by auto injector. EMS arrived,  assessed client, encouraged client visit walk in clinic for evaluation and released client. Client left clinic stating she felt fine and walked unassisted out of building.

925423 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 40.0 40 M PATIENT IS EXPERIENCING A HIGHER FREQUENCY IN THEIR ALLERGIC SYMPTOMS. SNEEZING, MODERATE LETHARGY, CONGESTION, ALLERGIC RHINITIS

925424 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 ME 74.0 74 F Vaccine given outside of schedule. Dose 1 administered on 12/21/2020. Dose 2 Administered on 1/7/2021 (Day 16)

925425 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 38.0 38 F Infection at injection site. Enlarged painful axillary lymph node.

925426 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Dizziness, blurred vision, nausea.  Taken to ED from vax site. Given IVF, Zofran inj.

925427 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 49.0 49 F Nausea, tick to mouth, headache, muscle aches, fatigue, bruising, chills and low grade fever of 99.4 beginning at 8PM on 1/6/2021.  Vaccine given at 7:30 AM on 1/6/2021.  Still experiencing body aches as of 10am on 1/7/2021 but all other symptoms have improved.  No treatments given.

925428 10/15/2020 01/07/2021 CO 28.0 28 M I got the shot and immediately started feeling shooting pain down my arm. It was given at high angle and higher on the arm than I have ever gotten a vaccine. I have had severe shoulder pain shooting down. my arm and into my wrist since then, lost 80% mobility without pain, and have trouble sleeping. I went to the ER where an ultrasound showed nothing. I went to my PCP four hours later, then my occupational health clinic an hour later. I took a ton of steroids which helped slightly, but the pain has returned.

925429 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 KS 59.0 59 M Left Chest Pain that was sharp for about 5 minutes.  Blood pressure initially was 196/96.  Blood pressure came down, and I completed a full day of seeing patients.  I then reported in the evening to the ER for testing.  No Heart Attack or Blood Clot was diagnosed.  So, this was musculoskeletal pain at the left costochondral region.

925431 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 ME 27.0 27 F Rubor experienced on right arm at the site of injection.

925432 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 IL 63.0 63 F Received the vaccine on 12/29/20 and noticed by arm was tender for two days and subsided.  This morning 1/07/20  noticed my Left arm had redness around injection site 6 1/2 cm wide by 9 1/2 cm in length. My left arm is warm, swollen, and a little tenderness when I touch it.

925433 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 WY 49.0 49 M at injection site- pain, bruising small swelling. treatment  warm moist packs next day some reduction of all symptoms at 48hrs.

925434 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MD 74.0 74 F Headache, dizziness, chest tightness, scratchy throat; No treatments provided in clinic. Patient monitored until EMS arrived. Patient care handed over to EMS.

925435 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Sxs 90 minutes post vax. SOB, palpatations, nausea, tachycardia.  Presented to ED. CXR/EKG normal, labs normal, given Zofran inj.

925436 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NY 61.0 61 F upper left arm has a large red area, firm, warm to touch, itchy

925437 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 FL 59.0 59 F Itching, redness, swelling, heat at injection site. Continues to itch occasionally.

925438 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 FL 67.0 67 M Pt had a freezing sensation on arm that was injected and both feet felt like the were frozen in blocks of ice.

925439 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 22.0 22 F 1/5/21 received shot around 12:00pm. a few hours later left arm pain started.  1/6/20 left arm pain still there, nausea started. late afternoon, slight body aches started.  1/7/21 woke up with severe body aches. headaches. throat is extremely sore and red. nauseated. chills.

925440 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CO 60.0 60 F 30-40 min felt flush skin on body face bright red.  Numbness tingling in hands and feet. Took some advil. Over next two days on and off hot flashes    tingling numbness on hands and feet.  Very cold feet couldn't get warmed up till wrapped up on heating pad. Ño fever but felt chills.  Sore arm site of injection.

925441 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 50.0 50 F Chills, fatigue, nausea, dyspnea, fever, headache

925442 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MA 67.0 67 F I received the vaccine yesterday 1/6/21.  Today, 1/7/21, I went for my walk this morning and felt off balance/swayed to the right a bit at one point. I don't think lightheadedness precipitated this, but it unnerved me.  I steadied myself and finished the walk without a problem. I checked and surface/pavement was uneven. My temp is 97.5 and I feel fine now but am just a little nervous that is a possible reaction to the vaccine. I had a reaction to the second dose of the hepatitis B vaccine 10 yrs ago, I fainted in early morning hours after getting up to go to bathroom.  I had received the second dose at about 11:30a the day before, and developed flu like symptoms by afternoon with a fever and ended up dehydrated which I think contributed to my fainting at about 3a when I got up to void.  I had a concussion and was treated with IV fluids at the local ED.

925443 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 70.0 70 M EE report pain at the injection site , malaise, headache and joint pain. He took Tylenol and symptoms resolved within 6 hours. He is working today 01/07/21 and feels fine with no complaints

925444 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 PA 47.0 47 F Arm soreness, muscle aches, fatigue, nausea, temp. 102.5

925445 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Vomiting- onset 35 mins from injection, stopped 1 hour after injection Nausea- onset 35 mins from injection. Lasted about 48 hours from injection.  Fatigue- onset about 12 hours after injection. Lasted about 48 hours from injection Headache, moderate- onset about 12 hours from injection. Was intermittent for 48 hours.

925446 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AL 24.0 24 F headache resolved within 15 minutes of observation

925447 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 KY 77.0 77 F Softball size, raised, red area with warmth around the injection site.  (Right Deltoid) Started on Keflex 500mg TID X 7 days  and ice packs to area until redness resolved Reaction on 12/27/20 Resolved on 1/3/2020

925448 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 WI 24.0 24 F Elevated blood pressure, tingling of the tongue within a few minutes of receiving the vaccine.  Sent to ED and treated with Benadryl 25mg. Followed up at 10:15am 1/7/2021 and she is doing ok.

925449 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 48.0 48 F left hand numbness - resolved spontaneously followed by headache and  HTN  all resolved spontaneously

925450 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AK 39.0 39 F Pt felt throat begin to tighten

925451 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 FL 70.0 70 F 8 hours after the injection I got a terrible headache. Then severe chills that were at the core of my insides. They were so painful. Then body aches and a sore arm.  This lasted until today 1/7/2021.  I still have a slite headache. I took Tylenol and Advil.  Nothing helped.

925452 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 48.0 48 F Left arm redness swelling hotness itching and pain one full well after injection

925453 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 VA 27.0 27 F heart rate of 140, chest pain sharp right side of chest.  started two hours after vaccine.

925454 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MT 46.0 46 F Migraine, lethargy and lower back muscle spasms reported by patient

925455 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 IA 86.0 86 F RESIDENT COMPLAINS OF BODY ACHES AND HURTS TO MOVE. RESOLVED WITHIN 24 HOURS.

925456 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MD 65 F Following day after vaccine in the morning I experienced Fatigue, Low grade fever 100.5, Chills and muscle ache. I was also very Tired. I took some tylenol. 1/7/21 Im feeling better temp 99.8

925457 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 TN 56.0 56 M Pt diagnosed with COVID-19 on 12/9/2020 (symptom onset 12/6). Had fully recovered and completed isolation period. Had vaccine on 12/27, developed fatigue, dry cough and mild SOB after that. Developed chest pain (substernal stabbing discomfort) on 12/28 and presented to ED on 12/29. Work up was benign. Pt discharge home that same night.

925458 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Considerable swelling, redness, warm to the touch

925459 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CT 36.0 36 F Signs: localized injection site hive in addition to smaller hives on both legs and a dime-sized hive to the face. Symptoms: 1:00 am shooting pain with complete numbness to the contralateral arm which lasted approx. 2 minutes and completely resolved. 4am sweats & chills, but afebrile. Itching to a very small area on the left pointer finger almost immediately after receiving the shot, but this resolved by around 10pm.

925460 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 NY 36.0 36 M Very sore including flank pain, weak and very tired.  The tiredness and side pain resolved within 24 hours.  There was swelling and hardness to the injection site.  The injection site became a red circle with raised bumps that lasted for 9 Days.  The site was itchy and irritated days 4-9.  The site on day 10 appear to be back to pre vaccine status.

925461 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CT 31.0 31 M within 6-8 hours started with holocephalic headache, myalgia, low-grade temp and chills, nausea and fatigue. Incident last ~ 24 hours then abated with Tylenol and Advil

925462 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 OH 42.0 42 F Vaccine received on 12/23.  Pt reports diarrhea on 12/25.  On 1/2, injection site became swollen, warm, and itchy.  on 1/3 the swelling greatly increased and PCP was notified.  PCP saw patient on 1/4 and gave her a steroid shot and antibiotics for possible cellulitis.

925463 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 PA 36.0 36 M Right frontal headache and pain progressively.  OTC medications dulled the pain, but it continued despite conservative management with OTC medications, rest, and increase in fluids.

925464 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NC 59.0 59 F Day after the vaccine all day long I felt light headed, like an out of body event,I did not like the way I felt. Dizziness and weaker than normal.  Approx. 26 hours later I lost my sense of taste and my eye site was blurred and it is still today Jan. 7, 2021. My taste buds are still not back . My tongue feels rough and I am almost feeling like I have Gerd. A lot of saliva but sour like. Headache , dizzy like and sore arm on day 2all day long.

925465 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 55.0 55 F Bad headache after vax then 1 day  later received the Shringrex vaccine. Dr advised her that it was okay to receive Shringrex vaccine even though just received the Moderna vaccine a day before. After Shringrex vax, headache became worse, started to feel fatigued. Whole body felt like it was burning from the inside out, felt like it was on fire, excessive amount of sweating.

925466 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CT 48.0 48 F Swelling, redness, hardness, and itching at injection site. Headache, fatigue. S/sx have persisted for a 10 days thus far.

925467 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AR 39.0 39 M FEVER,CHILLS,FATIGUE

925469 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 WI 53.0 53 F Day following vaccination  had significant diarrhea and nausea. Lasted about 24 hours. Then 7 days after vaccination, 1/6, awoke with large reddened area at injection site, warm to the touch.

925470 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NY 61.0 61 M Muscle pain and 100.7 fever

925471 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NY 22.0 22 F quarter sized red bump on the upper left arm

925472 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 TN 44.0 44 F I develop COVID-19 after vaccination.

925473 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 WI 44.0 44 F 5d after vaccine I developed a R sided trigeminal neuralgia of branches 1 & 2.  By d10 I developed the rash consistent with herpes zoster, including ophthalmic involvement of the R eye.  I have not previously had shingles, but did have varicella as a child.  I went to the ER as it was the middle of the night on the weekend and as a physician I realized the eye involvement required immediate treatment.  I have since had to see the ophthalmologist x2.  The shingles itself is improving, and the eye has healed with steroids and valtrex.  I did still receive my 2nd booster shot on 1/5/21 and thus far have not had any additional effects.
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925474 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 KY 49.0 49 F Moderna COVID 19 Vacdine EUA Achy skin, broke out in sweat, nausea, fever, headache, trouble sleeping

925475 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IA 66.0 66 F WENT TO SLEEP ON 1/6/21 WITHOUT ANY ADVERSE EVENTS. WHEN AWOKE ON 1/7/21 AT 07:00AM, HAD A RASH ON ARMS AND BELLY. RASH IS NOT ITCHY.

925476 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 VT 36.0 36 U Head ache day after vaccine

925477 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 ME 46.0 46 F Left arm (where pt received injection) warm yesterday and today red and indurated. Took benadryl this AM with no effect. ER evaluation: redness and reaction on L upper arm 8 days post COVID vaccination.  Cellulitis of left upper extremity with Vaccine reaction.  Treated with Cephalexin 500 MG  4 times daily  and discharged.

925478 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Large raised area at injection site, accompanied by redness.  Did not start until 7 days after the dose.

925479 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 OR 63.0 63 F Extreme fatigue, low grade temp for 2.5 days, intermittent headaches that shifted and moved to different areas and intensity

925480 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 44.0 44 M Joint achiness started approximately 5 hours after the shot, then a severe head-ache started at 2am (8-9/10).  This was followed by a fever of 102.7 via temporal scanner that lasted 30+ hours (on Tylenol and Ibuprofen).  Nausea was intermittent, HA and Fever were constant for approximately 30 hours.

925481 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Urinary Tract Infection

925482 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Significant nasal congestion for several days.  No nasal discharge.

925483 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 FL 67.0 67 M One hour after the shot I became very light headed. I had a difficult time walking. My heart felt like it was racing. My left arm where the shot was given is sore 22 hours later

925484 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 34.0 34 F 3 hours after injection, soreness and pain on the arm, light headedness, dizzy, tired and headache, night of vaccine-- > day 1 after vaccine-- > headache , soreness on the arm, chills, sweats, body is hot, heart pressure day 2 after vaccination (AM) chest (feels like costcochondritis)

925485 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 22.0 22 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Fever & nausea (24 hours), pain injection site (72 hours), headache, body aches, fatigue (48 hours)

925486 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 WI 38.0 38 F Headache, extreme fatigue,  extreme exhaustion with sleepiness, and nausea. Pain from injection site up to neck and across to head.

925487 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IN 39.0 39 M Headache, fatigue, sore eyes

925488 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 CO 41.0 41 F Moderate joint aches and nausea. Started 18 hours after the vaccine and lasted 24 hours.  Very sore right arm lasting about 72 hours.

925489 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 FL 26.0 26 F At approx 0700 on 1/6/2021, I had severe pain in my left axillary lymph nodes. Pain is still present.

925490 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 PA 44.0 44 F Injection given 12/26/2020. On 1/2/2021 around 1:40 pm injection site erupted into a painful, red, itchy hot rash. Seen in Urgent Care on 1/3/2021 where doctor diagnosed probable cellulitis and advised time off of work. Given antibiotics and steroid cream to treat.  Seen for follow up with same doctor but in occupational health on 1/6/2021. Doctor extended course of antibiotics and did not release me for work. At time of this writing,  I am still being treated and my next appointment with occupational health is 1/14/2021.

925491 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 TX 38.0 38 F 8 days after my injection I developed a large red, swollen, hot, raised circle at the injection site.

925492 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 FL 63.0 63 F 2 days after injection Swelling, redness, warm, itchy to left arm, then 1/6 red swollen and itchy, area getting bigger. 1/7 swelling, turning more red and burning, hot to touch.

925493 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 DC 33.0 33 F About 12 hours after receiving the shot, I woke up with chills, body aches, and nausea. Fever peaked at 100.4. Could not sleep for 4 hours, probably related to the fever. Took 400mg of motrin after 2 hours of fever, temperature was normal by 10 am.

925494 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 PA 41.0 41 F Hives, sneezing, anaphylaxis, wheezing, itchy throat, stuffy, started in evening, hives first then itchy throat, probably about an hour, as that got worse throat started swelling. Took 50mg prednisone 2 benadryl and albuterol inhaler.  Breathing got better and hives went away but still had swollen throat and took pepcid. Headache afterwards but that's typical of an allergic reaction.  I can't be sure it was from the vaccine or not but nothing I did yesterday would normally trigger that reaction

925495 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WI 46.0 46 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine administered in right arm.  Side effects include fatigue, pain at injection site and pain from injection site to elbow, and swelling in right hand.

925496 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 IA 56.0 56 F Extreme debilitating headache

925497 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TN 54.0 54 F Pt stated she felt dizzy and lightheaded. She laid down and VS were taken. BP 120/85, HR 67. Pt recovered and left.

925498 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OH 64.0 64 F fever 100.6 chills diarrhea x3 days decreased appetite x 3 days brick on chest, resolved after first day weak sinus drainage nausea x 3 days

925499 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 PR 28.0 28 M nause and headache

925500 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MS 61.0 61 F site discomfort first day Day 2 woke with a severe headache, more discomfort at injection site, muscle soreness difficultly lifting arm, fatigue Day 3 same as above not as severe, new symptom joint pain in right shoulder

925501 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 VT 49.0 48 F 7 days after vaccine developed local red, rash at injection site.  Rash resolved on its own

925502 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 TX 46.0 46 F redness, swelling, erythema, and itching at injection site

925503 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F Headaches, neck spasm with blurred vision at times started 3 days after administration of Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA.

925504 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OH 42.0 42 F Extreme weakness, profuse sweating, severe headache, body aches, Temp 102.4, nausea and vomiting, fatique

925505 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Itchy  red warm to the touch hard on the injection site raised up at the injection site

925506 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 FL 49.0 49 F Left axillary lymph node swollen and very painful    Hard to move left arm.

925507 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NY 53.0 53 F INJECTION SIDE REDNESS, WIDE SPEARD HIVES, AND ICHYNESS

925508 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OH 58.0 58 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA - 12/31/20 Patient was fatigued and slight headache, arm had bump, hard and very sore.  1/1/21: Patient was hot, sweaty and fever, very tired, arm had bump, hard and sore. 1/2/21: Patient was hot, sweaty and fever off/on, very tired, arm had bump, hard and tender. 1/3/21: Patient had no symptons except arm still had bump, hard and tender. 1/6/21: Patient  where shot was given still bump, hard, turned red (like small rash just in that area) and very itchy.  1/7/21: Patient  where shot was given still bump, hard, red (like small rash just in that area) and itchy (not as itchy as 1/6/21).

925509 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 TX 41.0 41 F 24-48 hrs site red, swelling, pain, sore arm, severe fatigue, hive to arm and neck of injection site, 48-96 nausea and diarrhea X24hrs, severe migraine, improving fatigue and hives. treated with rest, advil , and Benadryl

925510 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WA 40.0 40 F I received the vaccine at 0930 am 1/6, about 6 hours later I started feeling extreme fatigue and a slight sore throat. I left work early at that time. When I got home I couldn't stay awake and fell asleep around 6pm. Then starting having GI distress cramping, pain and diarrhea around 9pm-11pm. At 2 am I woke up with chills and fever, I took a Tylenol around 3-4 m and then broke out if huge sweat, then finally fell asleep. 1/7/21 I mostly have soreness, headache and fatigue now.

925511 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Starting roughly 50 hours post vaccine I had site swelling and low grade fever (tmax 100.5), resolved on its own. Then, one week following vaccine return of site induration and itching with itchiness spread to whole arm and shoulder. Induration roughly 3-4 inches.  Pain is 4/10, itching 8/10. Arm is warm feeling and some itchiness and warm feeling progressing up left side of face.

925512 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 FL 85.0 85 M Dizzy during observation period immediately after vaccine administration during occupational vaccine drive.  Then the patient still decided to go back to work.  Upon going back to work was noted to be flushed in the face.  And was noted to have high blood pressure.  Ultimately was sent to on-site ER for evaluation.  Upon questioning, unclear if patient ate or drank prior to administration.

925513 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MO 38.0 38 F Just about 15 mins after recieving vaccination, I  experienced increased shortness of breath, feeling weak, slight headache, and my heart seemed to race.  When I shared this with the pharmasist, she did not offer to take vitals nor seemed concerned.  She suggested that I was experiencing anxiety, and that it was not a typical reaction to the vaccine.  However, each day since vaccine I have continued to have episodes of shortness of breath.  Today, 3 days after the vaccine, I had more shortness of breath than I had since first contracting Covid-19(which was on 10th of Dec).  I also was having to stop walking several times every 5 mins or so in order to catch my breath, feeling weakness and fatigue.  My sense or taste/smell is gone as well. I was so short of breath today, work was worried anough about me they urged me to go home and call my doctor.  I now have a tele-visit set up with my doctor today.

925514 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MO 32.0 32 F I had a COVID vaccine on Dec 28th. My arm hurt a little but nothing bad. I felt like shot was given sub q at the time but didn?t worry about it. It was little red, but as the week has gone by it have gotten red, larger, firm. I have included picture.

925516 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 ND 72.0 72 F client has red area approximately 2-3 inches in diameter over injection site arm. Area is slightly warm and some slight swelling is present.  RN, recommended to patient to monitor site closely, use ice and Tylenol/Ibuprofen as needed and consult with primary healthcare provider or other healthcare provider if no improvement.

925517 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 UT 49.0 49 F Patient reported numbness and tingling in arm as well as lip tingling after receiving first dose of COVID vaccine. Monitored for 45 min and given 50 mg of Benadryl.

925518 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OR 30.0 30 M Headache, muscle and joint aches, and fatigue

925519 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NY 68.0 68 F Redness and swelling at injection site 8 days post vaccine- took OTC anti-inflammatories

925520 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 49.0 49 F Numbness of mouth,blurry vision for 24 hrs post vaccine

925521 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 89.0 89 F Numbness in arm of injection site, x 3 days. Now resolved.

925522 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AR 44.0 44 F FEVER,BODY ACHES, AND HEADACHE

925523 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 VT 64.0 64 F Mild headache, pressure over forehead/eyes. Feeling feverish. Temp 97.6 oral. Generalized aches and pains. Slight dizziness. The next day, all symptoms gone. Injection site/sore arm for 3 days.

925524 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MO 35.0 35 F Moderate tingling to arms, itching throat, and flushing. Vital Signs 1315 - HR 91, RR 24, SPO2 99% Vital Signs 1320 - BP 125/88, HR 86, RR 20, SPO2 100% Vital Signs 1335 - BP 109/80, HR 84, RR 16, SPO2 98% Vital Signs 1345 - BP 123/90, HR 89, RR 16, SPO2 100%

925525 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 TN 88.0 88 M 10 minutes after vaccine was administered fever and diarrhea started.  Extra Strength Tylenol was administered every 4 hours. Over the Counter anti-diarrhea  was given.  Highest temperature was 102.8.  Ibuprofen  was given when the fever was highest

925526 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 IL 56.0 56 F Patient received COVID-19 vaccine and waited 15 mins prior to leaving clinic. Patient begin to walk back to work area and started to feel numbness and tingling in tongue and throat, face as itching and cheeks red. Patient taking in observation room and emergency response team called for precaution. Patient remained alert. Team arrived taking taking blood pressure which was 185/108, Benadryl given, patient monitored. Team and patient agreed no emergency department care needed. Patient monitored for another 30 mins, blood pressure rechecked 158/95 . Patient allowed to return to unit. Had no signs of distress, denies shortness of breath or any throat discomfort. Patient was stable when leaving unit.

925527 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 VT 66.0 66 F BP 132/80 HR 82 RR 18 O2 99% Developed Hives 5-7 minutes after injection.  No respiratory distress.  Given 50 mg of PO Benadryl and hives lessened. No worsening of symptoms.  Has a history of hypersensitivity reactions.  Released after 1 hr with strict instructions to self monitor.

925528 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 UT 49.0 49 F Patient reported some numbness and tingling in arm as well as lip tingling after receiving first dose of COVID vaccine.  Monitored for 45 min and given 50 mg of Benadryl. Patient reported feeling better and was sent home.

925529 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 SC 57.0 57 M After receiving the vaccine within 15 mins I had a metallic taste in my mouth. I exp fatigue and couldn't sleep  I went to ER HR 180/10, elevated HR/BP, muscle joint pain and tremendous back pain. After I followed up with my PCP still elevated BP 140/70  as a result I'm on blood pressure medication. I was advised to stay on this new medicine until I receive the second dose of the vaccine. Also was told to take Benadryl and Tylenol before taking 2nd Covid vaccine.

925530 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 31.0 31 M About 12 hours after receiving the shot (11:30pm) I experienced fatigue, body aches, and chills. I took 650 APAP and 400mg Advil, drank some water and went to bed. I woke up this morning still feeling slightly achy but no chills and no fatigue. These side effects are common and known based on the VIS provided to me but felt the need to still report it for documentation purposes.

925531 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Swollen clavicular lymph node, arm soreness, body aches.  Taking tylenol and motrin for arm soreness and body aches with improvement.

925532 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CO 21.0 21 F Left arm swelling and itching. Swelling extending to hand.

925533 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 FL 40.0 40 F fist size red area with some burning and itching. On day 6, red area began increasing in size and burning and itching increased significantly

925534 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 KY 90.0 90 F Raised, red area with warmth and tender to touch. On  right deltoid around injection site Kelflex 500mg TID x 7 days and ice packs until redness is resolved Reaction 12/27/2020 Resolved 12/29/2020

925535 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MO 53.0 53 F Severe hypotension, loss of consciousness, vertigo. Unresponsive. Transported to ED by RN at bedside.

925536 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 FL 49.0 49 F Swollen and very painful left axillary lymph node. Hard to move the arm.

925537 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 CA 34.0 34 F 12/21 VACCINE 11:30. BY 12:30 , TINGLING/NUMBNESS ON L CHEEK BONE.  12/22 I STARTED FEELING MORE NUMBNESS AND PRESSURE ON L CHEEK, TINGLING OF LIPS ON L SIDE, HA ON L SIDE. WENT TO THE ER AROUND 5PM.  I TOOK SOME IBUPROFREN, TYLENOL.  12/23 SOMEWHAT RESOLVED FOLLOWING WEEK; SWOLLEN LYMPHNODES ON L SIDE , BACK OF HEAD.  COVID TEST; NEGATIVE

925538 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 FL 30 F soreness in arm, fatigue, body aches, headache, pressure behind eyes, blood blister to right arm. runny nose, scratchy throat, racing heart rate

925539 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 UT 46.0 46 F About two minutes after vaccination the patient began to experience itchiness and throat tightening. Was administered 50 mg capsules Benadryl PO and continued to have worsening symptoms. A physician on site ordered her sent to the Emergency Department for further treatment and observation. She was given famotidine and prednisone and had significant improvement of her symptoms. She was discharged to home

925540 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 ND 72.0 72 F Patient presented today with red area approximately 2-3 inches in diameter over injection site. Area is slightly warm and slight swelling is present.

925541 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 25.0 25 F tightness in back of throat, itching all over body

925542 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NY 30.0 30 M On 1/1/21 (4 days post dose 1), patient developed sudden onset substernal chest pain that resolved and recurred the next day on 1/2/21.  Patient was seen in the emergency department. VS were reported WNL, EKG with diffuse ST elevations and subtle PR depressions consistent with pericarditis. ECHO did not show evidence of effusion or tamponade. CXR and basic labs were unremarkable including troponin WNL. Patient sent home with colchicine and NSAIDS with plan for outpatient cardiology follow up. Of note, patient had COVID-19 in April 2020 with documented positive antibodies at that time.

925543 12/16/2020 01/07/2021 LA 61.0 61 F 2 days after receiving 1st vaccine, began with hives and itching to arms face and torso. Also after 24 of receiving 2nd dose began with hives and itching to face hands and arms.

925544 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 WI 47.0 47 F Initial itchiness to injection site just after administration and then itchiness, mild redness and induration for 2 days, then resolution of all issues until 1/6/20 when site became mildly red, indurated and itchy again. This AM awoke with significant redness, induration, pain and itchiness that has increased in size over the past several hours go a softball size and now am also having chills, low grade temp, achiness and nausea

925545 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Transient weakness, numbness in bilateral lower extremities and cold left arm.  Patient rested and symptoms resolved

925546 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 WY 73.0 73 F Woke today with swollen itchy red rash at injection site.

925548 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MO 54.0 54 F Fever for about 36 hours, headache, sore, red, hot, swollen arm, joint and muscle aches.

925549 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 OK 37.0 37 F Just a raised red rash on my arm that the vaccine was given in. It does have some heat to it.

925550 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 VT 63.0 63 F 1 1/2 weeks after injection developed itching and swelling to site which has progressed to cover most of left upper arm with reddened, swollen area

925551 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 43.0 43 F report soreness at the injection started on 01/06/21 at 5:pm and today she began with achiness and headache with no fever which she states is tolerable at this time.  There was no home remedies. continues to work and  She will continue to monitor symptoms

925552 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 CT 51.0 51 F Initially post vaccination, patient had redness, swelling  and heat at the vaccination site, in addition to head ache.  This resolved.  On day 9 patient noted, site was itchy, quarter size "bump", and redness.  Continues to experience headaches.  As of 1/7, redness and swelling are gone, continues with headaches and reports intermittent sharp pain to anterior deltoid region.  Upon inspection of the area, no redness but small area of selling noted, lower deltoid.

925553 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 TX 41.0 41 F site red, swelling, pain, hives, nausea, diarrhea, severe fatigue, severe migraine, hives to arm and neck side of injection 24-96hrs. Treated with rest, advil, Benadryl

925554 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 MO 40.0 40 F Arm became warm, red and swollen. Itchy. Not painful. No fever.

925555 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 22.0 22 F Extreme arm pain, 102 fever, chills, nausea

925557 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 AZ 38.0 38 F Facial numbness on the right side since Saturday 1/2/2020 woke up to half of my face numb the tip of my tongue   tingled . and pressure on my right eye and I was not able to focus.  I have headaches that come and go. my back is achy since last week and yesterday half of my body felt numb.

925558 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 37.0 37 M After receiving vaccine, pt complains of extreme dizziness, rapid pulse and chest pain that continued to get worse.  Rapid response was called for pt assessment. After continued symptoms, pt was brought to ED for further work up

925559 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 CA 50.0 50 F SWELLING,REDNESS,TENDERNESS, ITCHINESS,SORENESS 8 DAYS AFTER VACCINATION.

925560 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 34.0 34 F small rash on shoulder blade, 2 quarters in size itchy

925561 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 64.0 64 F Swollen lymph on left under arm, golf ball size induration left arm,  area is red and hot, pain in scapula and pins and needles in left arm, headache

925562 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 AR 59.0 59 F Tested positive for COVID 19 on 1/5/2021

925563 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IN 60.0 60 F restlessness throughout body same night, next morning woke up with body aches, nausea, pain in joint/muscles, shaking , headache, fever 100. Took Tylenol arthritis

925564 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 IL 53.0 53 F arm pain, runny nose, extreme fatigue, fever highest 101.5 .symptoms resolved after 2 days. took over the counter analgesic

925565 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Reported Chills and fever of 103F. Symptoms resolved.

925566 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OR 47.0 47 F Headache for 3 days so far. Swelling of lower extremities, joint pain, difficult to concentrate/decision making.

925567 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WI 30.0 30 M Malaise, fatigue, headache, muscle aches.

925569 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 FL 26.0 26 F The day after I got the vaccine, I had extreme headache, sore arm, and fever of 38.5 degree Celsius. I decided to take cold-warm shower, and Metamizole 1mg. The fever went down a couple of hours after. I continued with the medication the next day for the headache. At night of the next day, I had nausea. Three days after the shot, I have not taken any more medications, no more fever, sore arm, nor nausea, but still have a mild headache.

925570 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Swelling around the throat including tonsils & lymph nodes within 5 minutes of vaccine administration.

925571 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 61.0 61 F Immediately after receiving the vaccine, patient developed sensation of throat numbness in the back of the throat. Patient denied SOB, wheezing, throat swelling, stridor, rash, chest pain, tongue swelling. One dose of diphenhydramine 25 mg PO suspension and referred to the Mount Sinai emergency department. Sensation resolved after a total of 30 minutes (10 minutes after receiving diphenhydramine). Vital signs and physical exam were WNL with the exception bilateral submandibular adenopathy. Patient was observed in the ED for approximately one hour with no clinical change and was subsequently discharged home.

925572 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 MO 51.0 51 F Right arm, warm, firm pink, itchy and burning feeling and tired, went to employee Health on 1/7/2021

925573 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MD 51.0 51 F Reports that several hours after receiving the vaccine, she noticed her lower lip was tingling and felt full. Over the next 24-48 hours she developed painful oral lesions on the inner and outer surface of her lower lip. These were fixed lesions; some eroded and crusted over.  Presented to primary care clinic on 31DEC2020 and was diagnosed with HSV. She was prescribed a course of PO valacyclovir and topical acyclovir ointment. All lesions are now fully resolved; however, she reports resulting tingling sensation.  Reports she was feeling well on 12/28 and in the days leading up to the vaccine. No known sick contacts. Denies any previous history of HSV lesions. Reports history of acute Varicella infection in her early 20's.   Suspect this was a reactivation of HSV or VZV triggered by vaccination.

925574 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 VA 48.0 48 F Pt reported right sided facial swelling  (no numbness or tingling)  after  admin of 2nd COVID19 vaccine. Pt had been diagnosed with COVID19 on 12/27 between both vaccines. SHe denied any numbness, tingling, weakness, tongue swelling, lip swelling, dysphagia, wheezing or shortness of breath. no eyelid swelling. no rash.

925575 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 GA 52.0 52 F redness at vaccine site, feverish, swelling

925576 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 TX 47.0 47 F redness, itching, swelling at injection site

925577 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CO 81.0 81 F Arm appears red and swollen at injection site

925578 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 VA 62.0 62 F Soreness and redness at injection site - very red 1/5/21 with low grade fever. Better today - not as red.

925579 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PA 36.0 36 F Dizziness, flushing,nausea

925580 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MO 32.0 32 F Employee here with COVID vaccine reaction that started the day after her injection in left upper arm deltoid area. The initial reaction was a red area that did seem to go away then became itchy and redness spread. Area is red, swollen itching and warm to the touch. Measures 9 X 9.5cm and outlined in ink for monitoring. Explained conservative measures including cool compresses, and is allowed by PCP OTC IBU, and antihistamines. If the area worsens becomes taught or streaks develop advised to seek further care with PCP or walk in clinic. Employee verbalized understanding and agrees with plan.

925581 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 26.0 26 F fever 101.4 and muscle aches and elevated heart rate all responded to acetaminophen

925582 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NY 52.0 52 F Reported difficulty breathing, rash at injection site, throat closing. Used Epi pen ( history of allergies). Transferred to ED

925583 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 36 F transient right sided facial droop lasting 2-3 seconds 4 days after COVID-19 shot #1 of 2

925584 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 38.0 38 F Swelling of hands, throat, and cheeks. Itching/tingling back of tongue. Resolved after 45 minutes. Took Benadryl 50 mg.

925585 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 52.0 52 M Fever, Chills, Sore arm

925586 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 42.0 42 M Scaled 0-10 Pain at the injection site (6): Can not raise left arm higher than shoulder level Fatigue (8) New or worsened muscle pain (8) New or worsened joint pain (8) Nausea (9): took zofran Vomiting (8) Fever (7): 101F: took tylenol 650 mg Q3 hours since 23:00 on 1/6/2021, 3:00, 6:00, 8:00, 11:00  Chills (8) Other: Burning on urination, eyes burning, left side face tingling,

925587 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MO 38.0 38 F Symptoms of Covid seemed to reimmerge right after recieving the vaccine including signifant, shortness of breath, weakness, fatigue, loss of taste/smell, nausea, and migraine headaches.

925588 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 CO 33.0 33 F Localized reaction near injection site 5 days post vaccination.  Red/defined/raised/itchy.  Improved on day 6, still some itching which pt took antihistamines for.

925589 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AK 62.0 62 F Approximately 25-30 minutes after administration of vaccine, patient complained of a soreness of her right throat and felt a sensation of swelling. Clinical exam revealed a small area of erythema on right side of posterior pharynx. No edema was noted. No skin rash or changes. No soft tissue and no facial/throat swelling. Lungs were CTA bilaterally. VS remained stable. Treated with Benadryl 25mg capsule PO x1. Symptoms resolved within 20 minutes. Patient remained in observation for an additional hour. Discharged home in stable condition, symptoms completely resolved. Given PO Benadryl to take home use prn.

925590 12/16/2020 01/07/2021 NC 50.0 50 F The patient is a 50 yo female with a history of IBS who reports concerns about Covid vaccine AE. (Pfizer EK5730) receipt 16 DEC 2020. She reports no immediate reaction except experienced a dry throat which she noted after her 30 minute wait, but no urticaria, SOB, wheezing, oral/face/throat/tongue edema, flushing, pruritic, CP n/v/d. She states about 3 hours later she developed a dermatitis initially to her legs. The lesions were raised, pink, initially nonpruritic, fixed but no vesicles, pustules or bruising. She took a shower which exacerbated the symptoms with erythematous patches and severe burning sensation.  She reports she was seen in ER and her spouse noted lesions to her neck and ears. Her eyes felt swollen. She left ER due to the wait and obtained Benadryl OTC. She saw her PCP in the morning. She received IM dexamethasone and oral prednisone dose pack. She continued to not feel well. She experienced heart palpitations, feeling hot and flushed, fatigue and headache which she treated with Tylenol. She treated the dermatitis with Zyrtec 10-20 mgs q1-2 x daily, but sometimes took Benadryl. Last dose was Benadryl at midnight, Zyrtec 10 at 0600 and has one day of prednisone left. She also experienced bilat tingling in her feet starting day 5. which the left resolved but her right foot continued. She has no paresis, paralysis, altered gait, tripping or fall, difficulty emptying her bladder. She saw PCP on 05 January. ESR was normal . Overall symptoms improved but continued r foot numbness, pain to her legs. She reports PCP ordered CXR and abdominal series which were normal.

925591 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OH 50.0 50 F Patient woke up on 1/7/2021 (8 days after vaccination) with a large red dot at the injection site.  The area itches.

925592 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 KY 66.0 67 F At 8:30 pm , sudden increase in Blood pressure 192/90 , pulse rate at 108  Palpitation  Lasted for 30-45 min then gradual decline to normal at 130/80 Laid in bed & drinking water

925593 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 GA 45.0 45 M I am an anesthesiologist reporting my own event: injection received 0900.  At 1400 I began low grade fever and not feeling well.  By 1600 I had extreme fatigue and severe mental fogginess.  This fogginess lasted approximately 24 hours.  Other reactions included chills, fever, myalgia, arthralgia, headache as expected.  I feel the mental effects could put patients in danger if healthcare practitioners are not aware of the possibility of this and receive the vaccine while on duty.  I did not experience this with the first dose.

925594 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 56.0 56 F Reports Itchy throat, difficulty breathing. Has a history of multiple allergies. Transferred to ED. Symptoms resolved.

925595 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MO 32.0 32 F I had a COVID vaccine on Dec 28th. My arm hurt a little but nothing bad. I felt like shot was given sub q at the time but didn?t worry about it. It was little red, but as the week has gone by it have gotten red, larger, firm.

925596 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F Soreness in arms and nausea.

925597 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 ND 31.0 31 F Muscle aches, headache, nausea, 1 episode of passing out

925598 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 UT 44.0 44 F Patient has history of anaphaylyxsis, she pre medicated at home this morning with Zyrtec 20 mg and Famotadine 40 mg prior to going to F13 clinic for her covid vaccination. Patient stayed an hour after vaccine administration to be monitored. She came to ER for further monitoring and allergic reaction concerns and received 2 doses of 25 mg diphenhydramine. She was reporting itching of her trunk and arms, itchy throat, and hot flashes. She was monitored in ER, she maintained airway and stayed on RA the entire visit.

925599 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 39.0 39 M Pt felt fine until 24 hrs later when he experienced  chills lasting though the night and now he has severe headache.

925600 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PA 53.0 53 F - approximately 1 hour after receiving the vaccination, the  injection site was hard, swollen,  red circle approximately size of a half dollar, and sore to touch.  now, 48 hours after ae currently on going.   - later in the evening, same date of vaccination, I felt itchy all over, itchiness resolved approximately 3 hours after itching began.

925601 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 OH 61.0 61 F Day 2 diahrea and vomited for 1 hr. (thought food poisoning)  on day 8 right arm swelled up size approximately 2" x 3".   On day 9, 2/3 of right arm swollen, firm and  warm to touch.   Showed 2 physicians, advised to apply topical benadryl and oral benadryl taken.

925602 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MS 24.0 24 M Chills, fever, aches

925603 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MI 29.0 29 F Pt received vaccine on 12/29/2020.  On 01/05/2021, she noted large, approximately 11cm, red, swollen, warm and painful area at the site of the injection.

925604 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 WI 30.0 30 F Shortly after receiving the vaccine: lightheadedness lasting a few hours. The day after sore arm at the injection site. 3 days after until present: major fatigue.

925605 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MO 35.0 35 F Moderate tingling to arms, itching throat, and flushing. Vital Signs 1315 - HR 91, RR 24, SPO2 99% Vital Signs 1320 - BP 125/88, HR 86, RR 20, SPO2 100% Vital Signs 1335 - BP 109/80, HR 84, RR 16, SPO2 98% Vital Signs 1345 - BP 123/90, HR 89, RR 16, SPO2 100%

925606 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MT 53.0 53 F Cellulitis - redness, swelling, painful lump at injection site aprox 4 inch diameter
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925607 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NV 50.0 50 F Injection site redness or pain

925626 02/07/2017 01/07/2021 IL U herpes zoster; post herpetic neuralgia; vision problems; This initial spontaneous report was received on from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation and refers to a patient of unknown age and gender. The patient's concurrent conditions, medical history and concomitant medication were not provided.   On or about 07-FEB-2017, the patient was vaccinated with a dose zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dosage regimen was not reported) for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions.  On an unspecified date, subsequent to the patient vaccination, the patient presented herpes zoster, post herpetic neuralgia and vision problems. As a direct and proximate result, the patient had been treated by a medical provided. Additionally, the symptoms had been resulted in physical limitation not present prior vaccination. The patient sustained severe and permanent injuries; the patient also experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of patient's conditions.  As a direct and proximate result, the patient suffered severe and permanent physical injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury.   The reporter considered the event of herpes zoster, post herpetic neuralgia and vision problems to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).

925627 01/07/2021 AK U outbreaks of herpes zoster; This initial spontaneous report was received on from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation and refers to a patient of unknown age and gender. The patient's concurrent conditions, medical history and concomitant medication were not provided.   On an unspecified date, the patient was vaccinated with a dose zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dosage regimen was not reported) for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions.  On an unspecified date, subsequent to the patient vaccination, the patient presented multiple outbreaks of herpes zoster. As a direct and proximate result, the patient had been treated by a medical provided. Additionally, the symptoms had been resulted in physical limitation not presented prior vaccination. The patient sustained severe and permanent injuries; the patient also experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of patient's conditions.  As a direct and proximate result, the patient suffered severe and permanent physical injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury.   The reporter considered the event multiple outbreaks of herpes zoster to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).

925632 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 WI 61.0 F worry; frustration; regrets/wishing she would have never taken it; phlegm; can't talk; taking her voice, she felt like she was losing her voice; scary/"scaring" her; coughing/cough; difficult for her to catch her breath/lost her breath, couldn't catch her breath/couldn't breath; allergic reaction to the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 61-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EL1284, expiry date 30Apr2021) intramuscular on 29Dec2020 09:16 at 0.3 mL, single for Covid-19 immunization in a hospital. Medical history included diabetic, allergy reactions, blood pressure (abnormal), cholesterol (abnormal); all ongoing, and reaction to dust. Concomitant medications included ongoing amlodipine;hydrochlorothiazide;valsartan for blood pressure, ongoing potassium for unspecified indication, BP pills (unspecified) and has cholesterol medications. The patient informed that yesterday (29Dec2020), she got the COVID vaccine shot at work, received it at 9:16 am and was monitored for 30 minutes post administration. The patient went to work and was holding the babies. The patient worked in transport in the NICU at a hospital. Few hours after the injection, while working in the NICU, she experienced coughing to the point where it was difficult for her to catch her breath. The patient started coughing so bad, she had no control. She mentioned trying to drink water and continued coughing more. The patient lost her breath, couldn't catch her breath, she had to call for the charge nurse (manager), as she couldn't breath and they took her to the ER and consulted at the ER of her facility. The patient informed that she kept coughing and couldn't catch her breath. They made her drink water. The patient has allergies, so she always has an epi pen with her. The patient felt like she had an allergic reaction to the vaccine. The doctor there explained that her symptoms were not related the Covid-19 vaccine she received earlier. The patient specified that the last time she had a similar reaction was at work and was due to dust. The patient explained that she was perfectly fine before receiving the vaccine, laughing, and so what can her symptoms be related to, if it was not the vaccine. The patient was coughing all night, can't get rid of the cough. She has called her doctor. The nurse said just to watch herself for now. The patient informed that she was supposed to go back to work tomorrow and she was afraid to go around the babies. The patient informed that today (30Dec2020), she gargled apple cider vinegar and salt water, and phlegm came out. The patient continued saying that she has still been coughing, can't talk and that it was scary. The patient informed that she was taking her voice, she felt like she was losing her voice. It was "scaring" her. She was unsure if it was the Pfizer vaccine. The patient attempted to reach her HCP and that she cannot be seeing at her clinic due to her cough. The patient mentioned that she won't have access to a respiratory clinic until Tuesday. The patient expressed her concerned about returning to work with babies and asked if she should return to work tomorrow. The patient pursued verbalizing her worry and frustration. The patient asked if she can decide not to get the second dose. The patient voiced her regrets on receiving the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine. She stated wishing she would have never taken it and that all who have an EpiPen should not receive it. The outcome of the event cough was not recovered, Dyspnoea, Allergy to vaccine, Productive cough, Speech disorder, Aphonia, Nervousness, Anxiety, Frustration tolerance, Depressed mood was unknown.

925633 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TN 54.0 F her face started to go numb/felt like a dental block you would get with Lidocaine; She got on her left side, a cold spike feeling up her shoulder and neck and up to her face; upper esophageal sphincter got tight and felt funny like she was going to throw up; her whole body was shaking- her head, hands, and legs; feeling giddy; blood pressure was up; being stressed; was going to throw up/transient nausea; felt a little funny; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse(patient). A 54-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (lot number EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration at left deltoid on 30Dec2020 14:28 at the 54 years old at 0.3 mL single for where she works she was exposed to patients who need rehab that were exposed and getting COVID.  The patient medical history included Primary Essential Tremors and ongoing (had these for about 10-11 years. Her mother and grandmother also had them. Normally they were very fine, small tremors that people didn't notice. She can hold and turn her head and hide it) and Sulfa drug allergy (would get shortness of breath). The concomitant product was none. The patient previously took flu vaccine and experienced preservative made neck twitch and joint sores. Yesterday the patient got the COVID Vaccine and had a pretty significant adverse event. She was calling to report it and to see if she should get the second dose of the vaccine. The patient was also a licensed speech pathologist. She received the vaccine yesterday at 2:28 PM. She was allergic to Sulfa drugs and would get shortness of breath, so they wanted her to wait 30 minutes for monitoring. She was feeling giddy on 30Dec2020, but she ran into a friend that she had not seen before quarantine, so they were talking. It was exciting. After her 30 minutes she went to her car and felt a little funny. She thought she was hungry so she ate half a banana and had some water. She had an appointment to get to so she started to drive off, and by the time she got to the interstate she was feeling funny. She got on her left side, a cold spike feeling up her shoulder and neck and up to her face on 30Dec2020. This was like the precursor. Then on 30Dec2020 her face started to go numb. It felt like a dental block you would get with Lidocaine. It went from her temple area, below her eye all the way to her lips. It was midline on the left side. She was breathing fine. She was trying to figure out if she should pull over or call(Number), but her airway did not close up. Her upper esophageal sphincter got tight and felt funny like she was going to throw up. She drove to the hospital close to her house which is affiliated with where she got the vaccine. She normally had primary tremors, small to where people do not notice. But her whole body was shaking- her head, hands, and legs on 30Dec2020. She looked like a bobble head. But she could still breath. They took her right in and they did an EKG to make sure it was not her heart. Her blood pressure was up on 30Dec2020, she assumes for being stressed. They monitored her. They gave her Pepcid and Benadryl. She did not want any nausea medications. She stayed for about 2 hours and slept some from the Benadryl. Her face slowly became less numb. The numbness went away started from her lips and outward to her check and temple area. Then it just felt funny. When she touched it, which she never lost sensation, it was like, whose face is this? It was strange. She is not numb anymore. It took a while for it to go away, and it still felt weird. When she woke up this morning it was completely gone. She had recovered completely from all of these things. The only thing she has now was some transient nausea. It was very mild. It comes and goes. It had improved. She had not taken anything for it.  The events Feeling funny, her face started to go numb, upper esophageal sphincter got tight, a cold spike feeling up her shoulder and neck and up to her face, Her whole body was shaking- her head, hands, and legs, were all assessed as Medically significant. The outcome of the event Nausea was recovering, the events Felt giddy, blood pressure was up, Stress was recovered on 31Dec2020, the other events were recovered on 30Dec2020.  The reporter considered there was a reasonable possibility that the events Feeling funny, a cold spike feeling up her shoulder and neck and up to her face, Face started to go numb from her temple area, below her eye all the way to her lips, upper esophageal sphincter got tight , whole body was shaking- her head, hands, and legs, Nausea, were related to the product BNT162B2.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of the events. The impacts of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

925634 01/07/2021 U DVT; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The nurse asked if there is any DVT cases reported following the administration of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine. E-transmitting duplicate AE caller already reported a DVT case post vaccination. Caller also asked "Why is there's a statement indicating that individuals with a history of bleeding disorder or taking anti-coagulant should contact their vaccination provider? How did they prove 95 % efficacy? Why aren't antibodies produced after the 1st dose of Covid-19 vaccine?" The outcome of the event DVT was unknown.  Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Very limited information was provided for this individual patient, such as pre-existing medical history, suspect administration details, clinical course and relevant supportive lab data for the reported Deep vein thrombosis (DVT). Pending further details, the Company would handle this reported DVT related to the administration of BNT162B2, COVID-19 immunization, for reporting purpose.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

925635 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 PA 49.0 F throat swelling; Initially had headache; dizziness; irritability; Throat tingling; difficulty swallowing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) (patient). A 49-year-old female patient received a single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot#: EJ1685) as the first dose via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 29Dec2020 06:00 for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included fibromyalgia, asthma, prediabetes, and carpal tunnel syndrome. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. There were not any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient had no previous allergies to vaccines. The patient allergies to medications which included: doxycycline, medroxyprogesterone acetate (DEPO-PROVERA), metoclopramide (REGLAN), gluten. The patient initially had headache, dizziness and irritability, throat tingling, throat swelling, and difficulty swallowing started around 12 hours after injection, event onset date reported as 29Dec2020 18:00. The events resulted in emergency room/ department or urgent care. The events were reported as non-serious by HCP. Treatment received for the events included diphenhydramine and hydroxyzine embonate (HYDROXYZINE PAMOATE). The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: The reported pharyngeal swelling together with other symptoms was likely related to the single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) due to temporal relationship.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

925636 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 MI 37.0 F Moderate to severe headache 24-48 hours post injection. Complete sensorineural hearing loss in left ear 1 week after injection; Moderate to severe headache 24-48 hours post injection. Complete sensorineural hearing loss in left ear 1 week after injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 37-year-old female non-pregnant patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 17:15 at single dose on her left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies to penicillin. The patient had no other medical history. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and the patient was not received list of any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced moderate to severe headache 24-48 hours post injection. Complete sensorineural hearing loss in left ear 1 week after injection on 23Dec2020. These events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, disability or permanent damage. The patient had received prednisone to treat the events. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: A possible contribution role of first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) to the onset of sensorineural hearing loss in left ear and headache cannot be excluded due to temporal relationship.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

925637 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 CA 46.0 F jaw tightening; muscle spasms; entire face and around her mouth went numb; entire face and around her mouth went numb; heart palpitations; I had hives on my chest; a wave of heat rush up her back; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 46-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 22Dec2020 10:30 at first single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ectopic pregnancy, hay fever. Concomitant medication received within 2 weeks included: loratadine, colecalciferol (vitamin D), olly womens multivitamin. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No known allergies. About 15 minutes after the vaccine the patient experienced jaw tightening and muscle spasms. The patient was given oral Benadryl 50 mg. About 5 minutes after taking the Benadryl, her entire face and around her mouth went numb. The patient began having heart palpitations and felt a wave of heat rush up her back. She had hives on her chest. The patient received 1 dose of epinephrine from an Epi-Pen and transported to the emergency room for further treatment. Adverse event start date: 22Dec2020 11:00 AM. Events were considered as non-serious. Events resulted in: Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment received for the adverse event included: Benadryl, Epinephrine, Solumedrol, Pepcid. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19. Test Name: SARS-CoV-2 by PCR (Nasal Swab) on 30Dec2020: Negative. Outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: The temporal relationship is suggestive of an acute anaphylactic reaction. Based on the temporal relationship and the known pattern of response, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of the reported events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

925638 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 29.0 F Joint pain; loss of balance; increased drowsiness; Headaches induced by allergies; Limited neck mobility/lessened neck pain but still limited mobility; Scalp tenderness and sensitivity; Significant migraines/debilitating migraines (light & noise sensitivity, covers whole head, pulsating, sharp pain, loss of balance, increased drowsiness); Sharp pains in neck/Neck pain; Sharp pains in neck, ear, head pain (similar to an ear infection pain); head pain/sharp pains in lower head/covers whole head, pulsating, sharp pain/Increase in headaches but no longer centralized to back of head/ headaches induced by allergies; Nausea; Neck stiffness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 29-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection, lot number was unknown, via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 22Dec2020 07:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was not pregnant. The patient had not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was reported that the patient received vaccine in Tuesday (22Dec2020). The following Sunday (27Dec2020) at 12:00, she had nausea and neck stiffness. On Monday (28Dec2020), she had sharp pains in neck, ear, head pain (similar to an ear infection pain), and nausea. She used teledmed appt and got antibiotics (unspecified). On Tuesday (29Dec2020), she had significant migraines, limited neck mobility, sharp pains in neck and lower head, scalp tenderness and sensitivity which felt like whiplash when she moved her head w/ her head feeling "swimmy". She tried to see urgent care but was to go to ER. On Wednesday (30Dec2020), there was lessened neck pain but still limited mobility, increased in headaches but no longer centralized to back of head. She went to ER and they said that she had headaches induced by allergies. She mentioned that she never had migraines or allergies in her life. They also reported no ear infection. She did complete CT Scan with no concerning results on 30Dec2020. On Thursday (31Dec2020) & Friday, she no longer has neck pain but with continued nausea, joint pain, debilitating migraines (light & noise sensitivity, covers whole head, pulsating, sharp pain, loss of balance, increased drowsiness). The events were reported as non-serious. The treatment received for the adverse events included fluids, pain & nausea meds. The patient was not diagnosed with Covid prior to vaccination. She was tested for covid post vaccination on 30Dec2020 through a nasal swab with negative result. The outcome of the events neck stiffness, ear pain, scalp tenderness and sensitivity, and 'Headaches induced by allergies' was unknown; while neck pain was recovered on 31Dec2020. The outcome of the events 'significant migraines/debilitating migraines', nausea, limited neck mobility, head pain/Headache, joint pain, loss of balance, and increased drowsiness was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the event migraine cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of event. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

925639 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 ID 34.0 F Miscarriage; patient was pregnant while taking BNT162B2; patient was pregnant while taking BNT162B2; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional. A 34-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0140), intramuscularly on 22Dec2020 06:00 AM at single dose at Arm Right at Hospital for COVID.  Medical history included ongoing sleep apnoea. There were no concomitant medications. There were no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not receive any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient experienced miscarriage on 29Dec2020 13:00.  The patient was pregnant while taking BNT162B2. The patient was 4 Weeks pregnant at the onset of the event.  Patient last menstrual period date was 24Nov2020. The Pregnancy due to deliver was on 07Sep2021. The pregnancy resulted in spontaneous abortion. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19 on an unknown date with unknown results. Nasal Swab on 28Dec2020 was Negative. There was no treatment received for the adverse event. The outcome of event was recovering.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to agency, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

925640 12/20/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 60.0 M DVT left calf; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient). A 60-year-old male patient started to receive the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Intramuscular on 20Dec2020 08:00 at single dose on right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Gastric reflux. The patient had no known allergies. The patient had no covid prior vaccination. The patient had no covid tested post vaccination. Concomitant medications included omeprazole (PRILOSEC) and ergocalciferol (VIT D). The patient had not received other vaccine in four weeks. The patient experienced deep vein thrombosis (DVT) left calf on 27Dec2020 09:00 which resulted emergency room visit. Treatment received for the event included Xarelto. The outcome of the event was not resolved.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

925641 01/07/2021 F reaction to excipient; kidneys tried to shut down; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer from a Pfizer Sponsored Program.  A female patient of an unspecified age received the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), and potassium (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN); both via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history included ongoing kidney issues from an unknown date, allergic to antibiotics and pain pills from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced: kidneys tried to shut down and reaction to excipient; which were assessed as medically significant. The consumer stated, "I looked at the ingredient list: potassium is listed. I have kidney issues and potassium is really bad, my kidneys tried to shut down on me. I'm allergic to "antibiotics and pain pills." The clinical outcome of the events, renal failure and reaction to excipient, was unknown.  The batch/lot numbers for the vaccine, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, were not provided and will be requested during follow up.

925642 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 TN 61.0 F Mild difficulty with thought/speech/concentration; strong wave of burning sensation growing inside the body; Lightheadedness; Blood pressure went up; Heart rate went up; Hands freezing; Mild difficulty with thought/speech/concentration; Mild difficulty with thought/speech/concentration; Weakness; Mildly shaky; Anxiety; Feeling that may pass out; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) (patient). A 61-year-old female patient received 1 dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1686) via unspecified route on left arm single dose for COVID-19 immunization on 02Jan2021, 02:30 PM, at 61-year-old. Medical history: allergies to sulfa, paclitaxel (TAXOL); breast cancer in 2003 and 2007. Prior to vaccination, the patient did not be diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication in two weeks included: escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO, strength: 10m); omeprazole; multivitamin; ibuprofen. About 5 minutes after the vaccine (02Jan2021, 02:35 PM), the patient had a strong wave of burning sensation growing inside the body, lightheadedness, blood pressure went up, heart rate went up, hands freezing, mild difficulty with thought/speech/concentration, weakness, mildly shaky, anxiety, feeling that may pass out. Emergency room/department or urgent care visited. Treatment received for the adverse event included: heart rate H20 and BP monitor, water, observation. Since the vaccination, the patient did not have been tested for COVID-19. Action taken for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Outcome of the events was resolving. It was reported as non-serious per the reporter.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of event Mental impairment cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

925643 01/07/2021 U reported increased hand stiffness after vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist via Pfizer sales representative. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took adalimumab (HUMIRA) and non compliant with Humira. The patient had psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis, reported increased hand stiffness after vaccination on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported "psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis with increased hand stiffness after vaccination" and the administration of BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association. The patient's pre-existing medical condition of psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis might have provided alternative explanations.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

925644 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 NY 85.0 F Confirmed DVT in the left leg; COVID test (PCR swab): positive on 26Dec2020; COVID test (PCR swab): positive on 26Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. An 85-year-old female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# ELO140, expiration date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration in arm (deltoid; unknown side) on 23Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included type 2 diabetes mellitus from 2017 and ongoing, high blood pressure from 2017 and ongoing, atrial fibrillation (A-Fib) from 2019 and ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was administered first dose of the COVID vaccine on 23Dec2020 and then was swabbed for COVID on 26Dec2020, and then on 28Dec2020 her PCR swab was positive for COVID. She was asymptomatic until she started complaining of leg pain. She ordered an ultrasound for the patient on 30Dec2020, and it confirmed a deep vein thrombosis (DVT) in left leg. The patient was being treated with anticoagulant apixaban (ELIQUIS) currently. Caller stated that this could be that it (DVT) is from COVID, but her real question was, could it be from the vaccine? In Pfizer's information packet for patients, there is section on what to tell your provider prior to getting vaccinated. One of the things on there is if you have a bleeding disorder or are on an anticoagulant. There is no explanation as to why it was in the packet of information. Caller has looked everywhere and can not figure out why that is on the FAQ/packet information. The patient was due for the second dose on 13Jan2020, but she was worried and hesitant to approve it. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test (PCR swab): positive on 26Dec2020, ultrasound of the left leg: confirmed DVT on 30Dec2020. The outcome of events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: There is not a reasonable possibility that event "COVID test (PCR swab): positive" is related to BNT162B2 vaccine.  The event occurred 3 days after vaccination, when vaccine was not expected to achieve the effect.  The event DVT of legs is not considered related to BNT162B2 vaccine.  The patient had underlying diabetes and cardiovascular disorders, which are considered as risk factors for DVT. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

925645 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 PA 40.0 M Patient was poorly responsive to her inhalers that she used for asthma; Persistent shortness of breath and chest tightness starting within a few days after vaccine; Persistent shortness of breath and chest tightness starting within a few days after vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 40-year-old male patient received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (Solution for injection, lot number: EK5730, exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration (vaccine location: left arm) on 18Dec2020 04:15 for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergy induced asthma, allergies to cats and dust, and occasional seasonal allergies. Concomitant medication included other vaccine/s received within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine: first dose of diphtheria vaccine toxoid, pertussis vaccine acellular 3-component, tetanus vaccine toxoid (BOOSTRIX, GlaxoSmithKline) administered as single dose via unspecified route of administration (vaccine location: left arm) on 08Dec2020. There were no other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced persistent shortness of breath and chest tightness starting within a few days after vaccine (24Dec2020). Patient was poorly responsive to her inhalers that she used for asthma (onset date not reported). She rarely needed the, used about once or twice a year). It was constant, but with periods of improvement followed regression. Will likely seek medical evaluation as it's been over a week now and rather concerning. The patient did not consider the events shortness of breath and chest tightness as serious. Treatment for the adverse events shortness of breath and chest tightness included fluticasone propionate, almeterol (ADVAIR), albuterol, and unspecified anti-allergy medications. Patient did not have covid prior vaccination. Patient was tested for COVID post vaccination wherein patient tested negative for COVID via Covid test rapid on 30Dec2020. The adverse event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit and emergency room/department or urgent care. The outcome of shortness of breath and chest tightness was not recovered and unknown for the other event.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the possible contribution of BNT162B2 to the events shortness of breath , chest tightness and asthma aggravated cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

925646 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 U diabetes was high; seeing double vision; Headache on the right side; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A patient of an unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date unknown) dose number 1, via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had the vaccine in a hospital on a Friday (18Dec2020). No side effect was noted over the weekend. On 21Dec2020, when the patient woke up, s/he was seeing double vision, so s/he went to the doctor; they ran some test (unknown result). Because the patient was having headache on the right side in Dec2020, s/he went back to the doctor on 23Dec2020; the patient was sent to the eye doctor and they ran all kind of test. On 24Dec2020, the only thing they could find was that the patient's diabetes was high, so they kind of felt that what that could have been was kind of coincidental. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The mentioned "diabetes was high" is likely an intercurrent disease, unlikely related to the administration of BNT162B2, the COVID-19 immunization.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

925647 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 MD 45.0 M joint pain; it doesn't seem to be feeling well; sweating; Fever; chills; night sweats, that he will randomly start sweating; headache; muscle pain/mild muscle aches; gastric upset; Fatigue; he had mild arm soreness right after he got the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP (patient). This 45-year-old male Other-HCP received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1685, NDC number: 59267-1000-1) on 22Dec2020 at single dose in his right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drug were not reported. It was reported that patient experienced Fever on 27Dec2020 with outcome was recovered on 29Dec2020, chills and night sweats on 27Dec2020 with outcome was not recovered, Headache on 27Dec2020 with outcome was not recovered, muscle pain 27Dec2020 with outcome was not recovered, gastric upset on 27Dec2020 with outcome was Recovering, Fatigue on 27Dec2020 with outcome was unknown, arm soreness on 22Dec2020 with outcome was not recovered, joint pain with outcome was unknown, it doesn't seem to be feeling well with outcome was unknown, sweating with outcome was unknown. All events were serious (medical significant). Caller stated that he thought having a reaction to the vaccination, spoken with Occupational Health at his job and with a doctor, stated everyone is a bit stumped. Caller stated he has had for over a week now, fever, chills, night sweats, that he will randomly start sweating, headache, joint pain, gastric upset, and it doesn't seem to be feeling well. Stated the joint pain is actually more muscle pain. Stated he got the vaccination on Tuesday 22Dec2020, stated he has been having these symptoms for over 5 days now. Stated he does not think this is something infectious, that no one in his family is getting sick, his wife or child are not catching it from him. Stated he tried to do research online for data about delayed side effects, would like to know if we have any information on delayed side effects. Stated he considers these events medically significant because he cannot be cleared to go back to work. Stated he had mild arm soreness right after he got the vaccine, states he had mild muscle aches Wednesday and Thursday, then they went away and came back all on Saturday night and Sunday. Stated he is worried about getting a second vaccine. Stated he tested negative for the COVID on 29Dec2020. Stated he has a CBC and other blood work scheduled for today, results unknown at this time.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association and the drug's known safety profile, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of the events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

925648 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MI F Tachycardia; Palpitations; had a strong, whole body heat, and flushing; had a strong, whole body heat, and flushing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for 6 patients. This is the 4th of 6 reports. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter said her friend is a registered nurse, and received the COVID-19 Vaccine on Monday, 28Dec2020. She said her friend stated she, and 5 other registered nurses she works with, had a serious reaction right after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. The patient had a strong, whole body heat, and flushing. The patient said she became tachycardic and had palpitations that lasted a few minutes. She said the tachycardia and palpitations then slowly resolved in less than 5 minutes. She had no other symptoms after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. There is unknown whether the patient received the treatment or not. The outcome of the events was recovered on 28Dec2020.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of the events flushing, feeling hot, tachycardia and palpitations. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021001345 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.

925649 12/01/2020 01/07/2021 F It sounds like to be an allergic reaction; She passed out; Tachycardia; Nausea; Lightheadedness; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician. A 32-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) in Dec2020 at single dose to be vaccinated for her protection. Medical history was none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  Patient took the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine and next day she had a very serious reaction. She did not know that if it was due to the vaccine. But she had tachycardia requiring her to go to the emergency room and she passed out and she had nausea and lightheadedness as well. It sounds like to be an allergic reaction. Given the seriousness of tachycardia and passing out as well as the lightheadedness and nausea it sounds too severe just to be a mild immune response. So, it was sort of rare immune response or it was unrelated it was unknown at this time. Outcome of event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the contribution of suspect BNT162B2 to the events cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

925650 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MI F strong, whole body heat, and flushing; strong, whole body heat, and flushing; Tachycardia; Palpitations; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. This Nurse reported for similar events for 6 patients. This is 2nd of 6 reports. A 49-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter said her friend was a registered nurse, and received the COVID-19 Vaccine on Monday, 28Dec2020. She said her friend stated she, and 5 other registered nurses she works with, had a serious reaction right after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. The patient had a strong, whole body heat, and flushing. The patient said she became tachycardia and had palpitations that lasted a few minutes. She said the tachycardia and palpitations then slowly resolved in less than 5 minutes. She had no other symptoms after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. It was unknown whether the patient received the treatment or not. The outcome of the events was recovered on 28Dec2020. Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported transient events of whole body heat, flushing, tachycardia and palpitations were likely related to BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) due to temporal relationship and clinic course. The case will be reassessed should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021001345 same reporter/drug/event, different patients.

925651 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MI U Serious, weird reaction/had a strong, whole body heat, and flushing; Serious, weird reaction/had a strong, whole body heat, and flushing; Serious, weird reaction/tachycardic; Serious, weird reaction/had palpitations; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for 6 patients. This is 5th of 6 reports.  A patient of unspecified gender and age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter did not know if the patient had received any other vaccines at the same time as the COVID-19 Vaccine, and if the patient had received any other vaccines within the last 4 weeks. It was reporter that the reporter's friend texted her last night, on 30Dec2020, at around midnight. The reporter, and 5 other registered nurses she works with in a hospital, received the COVID-19 vaccine at the same time and had the same exact symptoms she experienced. They had a serious reaction right after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. The patient had a weird reaction right after being injected with the COVID-19 Vaccine. The patient had a strong, whole body heat, and flushing. The patient became tachycardic and had palpitations that lasted a few minutes. The tachycardia and palpitations then slowly resolved in less than 5 minutes. The patient had no other symptoms after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. The registered nurse who was monitoring the people who received the COVID-19 Vaccine indicated that the same feeling had occurred in many other workers who had received the COVID-19 vaccine.  For treatment information, the reporter didn't believe the patient received any medical attention. Reporter believed that the patient just waited symptoms out, and within 5 minutes the symptoms had gone away. The outcome of the events was recovered on 28Dec2020.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of the events flushing, feeling hot, tachycardia and palpitations. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021001345 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.

925652 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 U Back of my right leg has a quarter size oblong shape lump it's little bit red but not warm to the touch; Back of my right leg has a quarter size oblong shape lump it's little bit red but not warm to the touch; Back of my right leg has a quarter size oblong shape lump it's little bit red but not warm to the touch, it may be a blood clot; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received single dose of BNT162B2 (Solution for injection, batch/lot number and exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 18:30 SE for immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient received the Pfizer Vaccine the day of reporting: 30Dec2020 at about 06:30 (tonight). Patient felt fine and still felt fine but when was going to rub some lotion on the back of right leg, has a quarter size oblong shaped lump (onset date not reported) which was little bit red but not warm to the touch. Patient didn't do anything to make it happen. Patient doesn't know if it may be a blood clot which was patient's question. "The blood clot something may be concerned about." Patient asked "Is this a blood clot, it could go to my heart and I could die tomorrow? So I am going to call my family doctor but thank you." The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

925656 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MA 30.0 30 F Redness, swelling, itchiness at injection site (left deltoid) that began 7 days after injection

925657 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 ND 60.0 60 F Patient presented to the ED with c/o of injection site reaction of firmness approximately baseball sized to the left deltoid and redness. This is not what triggered the visit. The reason for the visit was that she felt itchy all over, and this started at approximately 4:30 pm. Patient was given IV normal saline, benadryl 50 mg IM and Pepcid 20 mg IV. Patient had significant improvement in itching and was discharged from the ED at 6:10 pm.

925658 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 32.0 32 M Parasthesia on injection arm and parasthesia on ipsilateral skull base

925659 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 TX 36.0 36 F There is swelling, hardness, redness and pain at the site of injection with some itching. The area also feels warm compared to other arm.

925660 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Woke up at 3am with the chills took my temp was 99.8.  Took my morning medicines and then some ibuprofen, was having body aches and severe chills.  Went back to bed and took my temp an hour later was 101.0.   Had body aches, chills, thirst, weakness, headache for the rest of the day.  Temperature went from 99.0 to the highest of 102.0.  Got ahold of covid 19 hotline at work, they said it was a reaction to the shot and should be gone within 72hrs.  If not then I would need to get covid tested.  Got ahold of my pcp and they ordered a covid test but I told them what the hotline had said and that I would wait to get one done.  It has been 24 hour since and now I no longer have a fever and am feeling better just tired.

925661 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Right after injection had  vaccine taste  in her mouth  bodycache, chills, headache, nosebleed left nostril,could not move had joint pain,  nausea and loss of  appetite  ,arm tenderness swollen" Popeye arm" temp 99.5

925662 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MO 28.0 28 F 1 week out injection site red, warm, swollen, itchy, slightly painful visiting PCP January 11th.

925663 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 FL 34.0 34 F dry heaving and nausea

925664 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CT 57.0 57 F On 1/5/21 pm sore arm . On 1/5/21 noontime 1000 mg Tylenol. On 1/6/21 5 am body aches during early am got up at 5 am. Took Tylenol 1000mg. Went to work. Around 9am of 1/6/21 chills more pronounced body aches.  Temp 99.3. Continued to feel poorly, rechecked temp 1.00 pm. Now 99.9. Sent home. At 2:15 pm temp 104.00. More severe chills and body pain, nauseous.  Toast for dinner, Tylenol again at 6 pm , recheck temp 100.8. Went to bed. 1/7/22 am  some body aches, not as severe, nauseous and migrai. Type headache. Did no take temp, because didn't feel one. Call to nurse at covid vaccine holiness. Check temp while on phone  97.4.

925665 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 68.0 68 F 1-5-2021 uncontrollable Shaking of entire body  Fever started at 99.1 at 9:30 pm  by 11:30  fever was 101.1. I took 2 tylanol at 9:30 and 2 more at 11:30 pm and went to bed the shaking had subsided by  about 11:00pm and woke up about 1 am and the fever was gone.  I woke up at 5 am on 1-6-2021  with the shaking, but no fever and the shaking just lasted about 45 minutes.  I had a headache off and on  1-6-2021 and of course the sore arm.  I was very tired the 2nd day, too.

925666 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 35.0 35 M 01/06 -Upon waking: generalized body ache, more intense left arm ache -12PM: intermittent chills without rigors -4PM: diffuse tension headache rated 1/10 -No other signs and symptoms   01/07: no change compared to 01/06.

925667 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Patient presented to clinic with complaints of generalized itching, status post COVID vaccination 2 days ago on 12/22. Patient also reporting flushing, intermittent tachycardia, and headache x2 days. Vitals were taken and follow: blood pressure 108/117, heart rate 111, spO2: 100%. Injection site observed to be red and tender. Patient reports history of allergies to tetracaine. Patient did not take medication OTC prior to coming in to clinic. Patient was transferred and admitted to the emergency department. In the emergency department was given benadryl and monitored for symptom improvement. Was discharged on the same day.

925670 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 ME 63.0 63 F fatigue on onset.  7th day, left arm felt heavy, tingly, injection site had a lump, red with lumps inside the lump.  Went to clinic 01/05/21, Dr marked the site. Advised to apply ice and use topical benedryl (I did not have at home). Next day, worsened, injection site, very red, itchy, burning, and had redness had spread beyond the markings of Dr. On 01/06/21 went to clinic, saw PAC. Put me on antibiotics.  Stated allergic reaction and looked like cellulitis too.  Today arm is less swollen, but still red and itchy. Going back to clinic to see Dr Friday 01/08/21 at 10:30 am

925676 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 VA 61.0 61 M Previously had Covid 19 May of 2020, received the Moderna vaccine on 12/31/20. That evening temp of 102.4, SI joint back pain, body aches until Saturday 1/2/21, also has shaky hands, feels anxious, nervous, racing thoughts, foggy + restless. Difficulty sleeping Blood pressure 156/10101/06/2021 Y

925712 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 PA 25.0 25 F Patient experienced headaches the evening after injection, the day following vaccination patient reports dizziness, shaky legs, and face/throat numbness and tingling. Emergency room visit on 1/4/2021. Patient reports botox lip injections approximately 6 months prior.

925736 01/07/2021 OK U herpez zoster; This initial spontaneous report was received on from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation and refers to a patient of unknown age and gender. The patient's concurrent conditions, medical history and concomitant medication were not provided.   On an unspecified date, the patient was vaccinated with a dose zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dosage regimen was not reported) for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions.  On an unspecified date, subsequent to the patient vaccination, the patient presented herpes zoster. As a direct and proximate result, the patient had been treated by a medical provided. Additionally, the symptoms had been resulted in physical limitation not presented prior vaccination. The patient sustained severe and permanent injuries; the patient also experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of patient's conditions.  As a direct and proximate result, the patient suffered severe and permanent physical injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury.   The reporter considered the event of herpes zoster to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).

925740 01/07/2021 LA U herpes zoster; post herpetic neuralgia; Information has been received regarding a case in litigation, concerning a patient (pt) of unknown age and gender. The pt's medical history, concurrent conditions and concomitant medications were not provided.   On an unspecified date, the pt was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) for routine health maintenance and for its intended purpose: the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster) (dose, route of administration, anatomical location, lot number and expiration date were not provided).  On an unspecified date (reported as "shortly after receiving the vaccine"), the pt suffered herpes zoster and post herpetic neuralgia. As a result of these symptoms, the pt was seen and treated by medical providers and was still under their care. As a direct and proximate result of the vaccine, the pt's symptoms resulted in physical limitations not present prior to using the product, and experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of the condition. The pt suffered serious, severe, progressive, permanent, and incurable personal injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. The reported events were not resolved. The events of herpes zoster and post herpetic neuralgia were considered to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) by the reporter.   Upon internal review, the events of herpes zoster and post herpetic neuralgia were considered to be disabling.

925742 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 TN 23.0 F Fatigue and overall lethargic feeling/Sore throat; Dark colored urine despite pushing fluids; Frequent urination; Migraine; Swollen joints and could not move arm that received vaccine in; Swollen joints and could not move arm that received vaccine in; Stomach pains, nausea, diarrhea, swollen lymph nodes; Stomach pains, nausea, diarrhea, swollen lymph nodes; Stomach pains, nausea, diarrhea, swollen lymph nodes; Stomach pains, nausea, diarrhea, swollen lymph nodes; Chills, body aches, spiked fever of 102.; Chills, body aches, spiked fever of 102.; Chills, body aches, spiked fever of 102.; Fatigue and overall lethargic feeling; Fatigue and overall lethargic feeling; Sore throat; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: Invalid for no adverse effect. Upon receipt of follow-up information on (31Dec2020), this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.   This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse.  A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number EH9899, Expiry Date: Mar2021), intramuscular at Deltoid Left on 29Dec2020 07:20 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included covid-19 from Nov2020 to an unknown date (had covid in the middle of November), surgeries from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing (She also had previous surgeries and has foreign objects in her body. Those areas were super hot. Those antibodies were like rejecting those foreign bodies because they were super hot.)  There were no concomitant medications.  Received call from RN calling about the Pfizer COVID vaccine. She got the vaccine on Tuesday and had a terrible reaction to it and she called a couple of different hotlines and spoke with the people who administered it. She confirmed that she did not report to Pfizer though. The people at her work that she spoke with told her to go to an Urgent care. They told her she should not get it within 90 days of having COVID. She had COVID in the middle of Nov2020. She went ahead and got it on Tuesday and had this terrible reaction. She would like to know if she should get the second dose or wait until 90 days after she had COVID and start again. There was no prescriber. She received it as part of the (hospital name withheld) front line health worker precaution. She thought that this was a normal reaction, but was told it was not. Fatigue and overall lethargic feeling happened exactly 12 hours after receiving. She works night shift and that is her base line. Pretty much everything hit after that within an hour. She was told low grade fever was normal, but not 102. She never spikes fevers, so it is medically significant. It persisted for 24 hours and is better today. She is on the 48 hour mark now. Stomach pains, nausea, diarrhea, lymph node swelling all over, including swelled armpits and groin area, Migraine, Frequent urination, were also listed as side effects. She was trying to push more fluids but her urine was dark color more than normal, despite pushing fluids. Swollen lymph nodes in her groin and armpits were concerning. Her head is lumpy. Meaning, she can feel swollen lymph nodes in back of neck area. Migraine was consistent through 24 hours and now has improved. Urine color remains dark and she will keep an eye on color. She had swollen joints, but really terrible swollen joints, and she could not move the arm that she got the vaccine in. She could not lift to above shoulder height. AE Details and time of onset: Sore Throat 12:00 on 29 Fatigue and overall lethargic feeling 20:00 Chills, body aches, spiked fever of 102: 21:00 Stomach pains, nausea, diarrhea, swollen lymph nodes- 21:00 Migraine- 21:00 Frequent Urination 23:00 Dark colored urine despite pushing fluids 23:00 Swollen joints and could not move arm that received vaccine in: 21:00. ER or physician's office required: Went to urgent care 36 hours after administration. No treatment given. She just wanted to make sure no additional infection was causing anything weird. All test were negative. Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks): none. Events Swollen joints and could not move arm that received vaccine in, Stomach pains, nausea, diarrhea, swollen lymph nodes, Chills, body aches, spiked fever of 102 were serious with criteria of medically significant, while the other events were non-serious. The outcome of the event Fatigue and overall lethargic feeling/Sore throat (Condition worsened) was unknown, the outcome of the events Swollen joints and could not move arm that received vaccine in, Chills, body aches, spiked fever of 102., Migraine, Dark colored urine despite pushing fluids, Frequent urination was recovering, while the outcome of the other events was not resolved.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported events due to temporal association. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators as appropriate.

925743 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 IL 48.0 F anaphylactic reaction; neuropathy in fingers, toes, roof of mouth/lips; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This 48-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot#: EL0140) at single dose on left arm on 30Dec2020 at 09:00 for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma (controlled); hypertension diagnosis 1 year ago; allergies to medications, food and environmental. Concomitant medications in two weeks included antihypertensives - amlodipine and losartan. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 30Dec2020 at 9:15 AM, the patient experienced anaphylactic reaction within 10 minutes of administration, neuropathy in fingers, toes, roof of mouth/lips. Neuropathy continued to date. The adverse events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient received treatment Epinephrine IM (intramuscular) and IV (intravenous) steroids. The outcome of events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of anaphylactic reaction and neuropathy peripheral due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including serum tryptase and nerve conduction studies, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

925744 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 F brain felt swollen; glands were also swollen; bad headache; minimal arm pain; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included lupus-like history and chronic Lyme disease. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated she received the first vaccine dose on 30Dec2020 and had minimal arm pain, fatigue that went to a very bad headache on Thursday (31Dec2020). By Friday headache and fatigue were terrible until this morning. Her brain felt swollen and her glands were also swollen on 03Jan2021. The patient stated that she called healthcare professional (HCP) and was told that her body was "having an auto immune response", "due to a lupus like history and a history of chronic Lyme disease and to hydrate well". It was so hard to talk, she was so fatigued. Her doctor compared it to like an encephalopathy. The patient was feeling better today but was concerned about taking the second dose. She works in a facility with a lot of Covid-19 patients. The outcome of the events was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information, a possible contributory role of the suspect product to the development of event brain felt swollen cannot be totally excluded.  Medical history of lupus-like history and chronic Lyme disease may provide plausible alternative explanations for the event. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

925745 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 NY 34.0 F numbness and weakness in left arm; numbness and weakness in left arm; had a brachial plexus pathology; her grip and fine motor are affected in her left arm/she could not do her job; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 21Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing birth control. No other medical history. Concomitant drug included other medication she took for birth control. On 29Dec2020, the patient experienced numbness and weakness in left arm, had a brachial plexus pathology, went to the emergency department on 30Dec2020 and was seen by one of the facility doctors and stated this doctor had her on steroids for treatment. She got the vaccine in her right arm, stated her grip and fine motor are affected in her left arm. States this was disabling since she could not do her job. She was following up with neurology on Monday (unspecified), that she had a CT scan of her neck and it was normal. Only other medication she was taking was for birth control, but she did not feel like it was relevant. The outcome of events numbness and weakness in left arm was recovering, while outcome of other events was unknown. This case was reported as serious, seriousness criteria was disabling.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently provided, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of the reported events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

925746 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 35.0 F it hits a nerve; perceived it along the face still and the arm; Bell's Palsy; numbness in a small area of her tongue; right eye was irritated a little dry; right eye was irritated a little dry; right sided ear pain; fluid in the ear but no infection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health care professional (nurse practitioner). A 35-year-old female patient received her 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose via an unknown route on the right side on 21Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included intermittent hives. Concomitant drug included ongoing cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC) 5 mg for intermittent hives. The reporting nurse practitioner saw a patient on 31Dec2020 who was vaccinated on 21Dec2020 and had a Bell's Palsy reaction (reported as not serious). She did some research and saw no more incidents in the general population but she wanted to report this. She also wanted to get more information on if the patient should proceed with dose number 2 of the vaccine. The patient developed the Bell's Palsy within 5 minutes after getting the vaccine. She thought it was because she was anxious to get the vaccine, so she brushed it off. The Bell's Palsy was still occurring but per the patient it had improved. On exam she did not have any weakness, facial droop or dumbness with sharp or dull testing. The patient perceived it along the face still and the arm. The reporting nurse practitioner said that the arm was probably not Bell's Palsy, but more related to getting the vaccine in the arm and it hits a nerve. Patient stated that her smile was also unequal and it was difficult for her to close her right eye, although now (as of 31Dec2020) she can. Her right eye was irritated a little dry. Regarding treatment, the patient was started on steroids on 31Dec2020. She did not start her on an anti-viral as she did not want it to impact her immunity to the vaccine. The patient also complained of right sided ear pain. She was unsure if that was related to the Bell's Palsy, but it was also on the right side. There was fluid in the ear but no infection. The pain was still ongoing.  The patient also mentioned numbness in a small area of her tongue when she first got the vaccine. This was still ongoing. Outcome of Bell's Palsy was resolving. Outcome of the event numbness in a small area of her tongue, right sided ear pain was not resolved. Outcome of the other events was unknown.     The reporting nurse practitioner stated that this was not serious as this was a mild case and was thankfully resolving. The reporting nurse practitioner comment that nothing of history was relevant besides for the last several months (as of 31Dec2020) the patient had been taking 5mg of cetirizine hydrochloride for intermittent hives. She wondered if she had not been taking it how she would have reacted or if the reaction would have been more severe.    Information on the lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of Bell's Palsy cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

925747 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 MO 47.0 F Pitting edema/Edema: It was her feet, ankles, and 3/4 way up her shins.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 47-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EK5730, expiry date: Mar2021), intramuscular in the left deltoid on 17Dec2020 at 07:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included ongoing neuralgia since 2003 (has nerve pain in her face and neck. It has never caused swelling and that she has had it for a long time. Symptoms started 17 years ago, became apparent in 2009), ongoing hypothyroidism since 2003 (Diagnosed about 17 years ago. Nothing has changed medication wise). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient reported that she got the vaccine on 17Dec2020. On 25Dec2020, her shoes felt snug and by the next day she had 4 plus pitting edema. She could not fit in the shoes. She had the pitting edema for several days. She said that she went and bought compression stockings to help with the edema. It was her feet, ankles, and 3/4 way up her shins. It was more of the pedal area that was pitting. The patient further reported that she never had pitting edema before and the only thing new she had was the vaccine. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the event which included compression stockings. The patient was recovering from the event.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported event pitting edema. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

925748 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MI 24.0 F a strong, whole body heat, and flushing; a strong, whole body heat, and flushing; Tachycardia; Palpitations; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. This Nurse reported similar event for 6 patients. This is 3rd of 6 reports. A 24-Year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Pfizer employee reporting on behalf of a friend, reported her friend texted her last night, 30Dec2020, at around midnight. The nurse and 5 other registered nurses she works with, had a serious reaction right after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. Caller said she had a strong, whole body heat, and flushing. She said she became tachycardic and had palpitations that lasted a few minutes. Caller said there were 5 other registered nurses that received the COVID-19 Vaccine at the same time and had the same exact symptoms she experienced. Outcome of events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be excluded for events flushing, feeling hot, tachycardia and palpitations. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate. ,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021001345 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.

925749 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MI 49.0 F she had a strong, whole body heat, and flushing; she had a strong, whole body heat, and flushing; Tachycardia; Palpitations; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for 6 patients. This is the 6th of 6 reports. A 49-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter said her friend is a registered nurse, and received the COVID-19 Vaccine on Monday, 28Dec2020. She said her friend stated she, and 5 other registered nurses she works with, had a serious reaction right after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. The patient had a strong, whole body heat, and flushing. The patient said she became tachycardic and had palpitations that lasted a few minutes. She said the tachycardia and palpitations then slowly resolved in less than 5 minutes. She had no other symptoms after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. The registered nurse who was monitoring the people who received the COVID-19 Vaccine indicated that the same feeling had occurred in many other workers who had received the COVID-19 vaccine. The reporter did not know if the patient received any other vaccines at the same time as the COVID-19 Vaccine, and if had received any other vaccines within the last 4 weeks. The patient works at a hospital but doesn't believe that she received any medical attention. she believed just waited her symptoms out, and within 5 minutes her symptoms had gone away. The outcome of the events was recovered on 28Dec2020.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported whole body heat, flushing, tachycardia and palpitations, and the administration of BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association and lacking alternative explanations.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021001345 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.

925750 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 MO 65.0 F Rash; Welts; she had a very sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 65-year-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer Covid Vaccine, lot EH9099 or EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in her left deltoid on 22Dec2020 09:32 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included broken toe for 3 weeks. This was from her taekwondo and doesn't complain. No history of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect drug. There were no additional vaccines administered on same date with Covid-19 vaccine. There were no concomitant medications. On 24Dec2020, she broke out in a rash on different parts of her body. She said the rash would come and go. She said she then had welts appear on different parts of her body and the welts would come and go. She said on the 3rd day, she had rash and welts together only on her trunk. She said on days 4, 5, and 6, she would have either a rash or welts come and go on different parts of her body. She clarified she had the rash and welts on her hands, wrists, ankles, and body. She reported that the rash and welts were serious-medically significant. On 22Dec2020, she had arm soreness and was just inconvenient and uncomfortable. She said she was not saying that what she was experiencing was related to receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine, but she doesn't know what else can be causing the rash and welts. She said she hasn't changed anything she has been eating or doing. She said she was worried about taking the 2nd COVID-19 Vaccine dose. She used Hydrocortisone 1% cream, Equate brand (reported to be expired) and took an oatmeal bath. She also took Benadryl and brand of Zyrtec called Wal-Zyr. Her height was 175cm, weight was 63kg. The rash and welts recovered on 30Dec2020; arm soreness recovered on 23Dec2020.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events rash and urticaria cannot be excluded. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

925751 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 F Saturation down to 84%; Temperature of 101.3; Rapid pulse having some difficulty; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration, on 30Dec2020, single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter is working in long term in Nursing care facility. It was reported that they have a resident who recovered from COVID. They are having some questions following the guidelines stuff, just kind of asking some more questions. Just one of their resident had temperature of 101.3, saturation down to 84%, 'frustration' at 24% and rapid pulse having some difficulty. The patient was put in her bed. The reporter contacted the doctor in house. 'The reporter wanted to see if any of the recommendation were for (incomplete sentence). The long term care facilities recovered COVID, the reporter wanted to know any of the lasting short term and any guideline for treating. They were all recovered COVID, all of two of the resident two weeks or more out and we (Further clarification was unknown) just had the vaccine yesterday' (as reported, pending clarification). Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the batch number has been requested.

925753 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NY 46.0 F Fainting; Red Palms; blotching; sweating profusely; heart palpitations; Chest pain; Elevated BP; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 46-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 09:15 at single dose on left arm (Lot number: ek9231) for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included asthma, bronchitis, mitral valve regurgitation, herpes, depression, ADHD. COVID prior vaccination: Yes. Known allergies: tramadol, milk products. No other vaccine in four weeks. Concomitant medication included amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate, dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL), bupropion, and, losartan/hydrochlorothiazide. The patient experienced red palms/blotching, sweating profusely, heart palpitations, chest pain and fainting, elevated BP, all on 28Dec2020 09:15. All these events required Emergency room visit. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events included 50 mg of Benadryl, 60 mg of Prednisone, omepresol. No COVID tested post vaccination. Outcome of events was recovered with sequelae.

925754 01/07/2021 U I have a sleep problem almost eight hours; I was so tired; Headache; My arm was sore for 24 hours; so stiff; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 69-year-old patient of an unspecified gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVD-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had the first dose of the vaccine and had a pretty significant reaction, one say serious to moderate reaction. The patient's question was do they know yet if you take a second shot was your reaction get even worse because the patient had a sleep problem almost eight hours. The patient was so tired, had headache and so stiff, arm was sore for 24 hours. The patient was a little afraid to take a second shot. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to agencys, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

925755 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 NY 50.0 F feeling close to loss of consciousness; intense chest pressure/tightness; shortness of breath; chills while driving home; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 50-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm, on 02Jan2021 at 11:30 (at the age of 50-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications, taken within two weeks of vaccination, included ibuprofen (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN). The patient previously took amoxicillin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) and experienced allergy. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient experienced feeling close to loss of consciousness, intense chest pressure/tightness, shortness of breath, and chills while driving home on 02Jan2021 at 12:00. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of feeling close to loss of consciousness, intense chest pressure/tightness, shortness of breath, and chills while driving home was recovering. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of feeling close to loss of consciousness, intense chest pressure/tightness, shortness of breath cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship.   The underlying predisposing condition of penicillin allergy may put the patient at high risk of anaphylactic reactions. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

925756 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 LA 66.0 F Right sided facial & top lip Numbness & recurring pain; Right sided facial & top lip Numbness & recurring pain; Right sided facial & top lip Numbness & recurring pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself. A 66-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EK9231), via unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 13:30 on left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in Hospital. Medical history included Hypertension, Reflux and low back pain. Concomitant medications included ibuprofen, dicycloverine hydrochloride (BENTYL), Valsartan and omeprazole. The patient previously took codeine, Bactrim, Zyrtec and experienced allergies. The patient experienced Right sided facial and top lip Numbness, recurring pain on 31Dec2020 16:00. All events resulted in emergency room visit and Hospitalization on 31Dec2020 for 1 day. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures, which included Cat scan, MRI, ultrasound of heart and labs on unspecified dates, Nasal Swab/Covid 19 test on 01Jan2021 with negative result. The outcome of the events were not resolved.Y 1

925757 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NY 58.0 F hives on her legs; a slight rash on abdomen (started morning on the next day when she woke up) and it spread to her legs (leg rash started 2 days later in the morning); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 58-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) intramuscularly at left arm on 29Dec2020 10:30 at single dose for COVID-19 Immunization. No medical history. No family medical history. There were no concomitant medications. Patient received first dose last Tuesday, 29Dec2020, at the hospital. The next day, she had a slight rash on abdomen (started morning on the next day when she woke up) and it spread to her legs (leg rash started 2 days later in the morning). It was a pretty severe case of hives on her legs now (31Dec2020). Spread to legs and now has hives on legs was reported as worsened. Physician's office visit involved. She had a question. Her doctor prescribed a dosing pack of prednisone to get rid of the hives and her question was, will it affect the effectiveness of the vaccine if she takes it, also, is it ok to get 2nd dose in 2 weeks. She confirmed she had not taken the prednisone yet. There was no prescriber. She received it because she is a healthcare worker. Patient asked if there is any recommendation on getting pre medicated with ex: Benadryl before getting the vaccine. No previous history of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect product. No medications prior vaccinations (within 4 weeks). No test done. This is a serious report. The slight rash on abdomen, spread to legs and now has hives on legs was considered medically significant per reporter. The outcome of the events was not recovered.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events rash and urticaria cannot be excluded. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

925758 12/01/2020 01/07/2021 AK M experienced eye puffiness; light headed ness; scratchy throat; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer via Pfizer Sales Representative. A male patient (Health care worker) of an unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2(Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine) via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced eye puffiness, light headed ness and scratchy throat 10 minutes after vaccination in Dec2020. Reaction was not considered anaphylaxis. Patient received epinephrine, Pepcid and Benadryl in the ED, felt completely back to normal within an hour and was released. Event took place after use of product. The outcome of events was recovered in Dec2020.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about batch number cannot be obtained.

925759 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 21.0 21 F 1825 Pt received the Pfizer vaccine. Patient sat in chair being monitored for 15 minutes. At 1832 pt felt lightheaded and fainted, emergency response CALLED. Patient appeared pale and diaphoretic. RNs assisted patient down to the floor with head supported with jacket and legs elevated. 1837 Patient's vital signs BP: 101/59, HR: 60, o2: 97%. Patient woke up stating that she is ok. Emergency response arrived 1838. Continued to monitor patient, @ 1845 BP: 110/71, HR: 64, o2:98%. Pt states feeling better, offered juice, pt able to tolerate 1 cup of apple juice with no complications.  1850 patient states feeling better, assisted patient to sitting position from lying down. VS obtained BP: 96/57, HR: 72, o2: 97%. Emergency response recommended patient to to the Emergency Department, but patient refused. States that she is going to go home. Advised that she call for a ride, and patient agreed. 1855 Assisted patient in the standing position, BP: 99/63, HR: 65, o2: 96%. Pt was able to tolerate more apple juice, denies any lightheaded, dizziness or headache. Patient stated that her ride was on the way. Patient agreed and continued to be monitored for another 15 minutes. Pt discharged @ 1915 in stable condition.

925760 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NH 44.0 44 F Severe joint pain, migraine headache

925762 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 ID 32.0 32 F Large red area with prominent swelling, appearing 1 week after vaccine administration.  Warm to touch and itching.

925763 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IL 60.0 60 F "Hot, flushing. took Benadryl liquid several doses, chest tightness and shortness of breath, resolved by next morning"

925764 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AR 36.0 36 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA After receiving the vaccine developed symptoms later that evening, fatigue, muscle aches (nighttime only) and headache that was relieved with Tylenol .

925765 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OH 30.0 30 F Pt presented back to clinic on 1/7/21 and shared adverse event of numbness/tingling on right side of face and right leg (same side as vaccine was given).  She was treated by PCP for potential bells palsy.

925766 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 74.0 74 M Second day (Tuesday 1/5/21) swelling and some soreness on inside of throat right side. Wednesday 1/6/21 swelling had spread significantly to inside the right side of mouth and tongue also affecting right jaw. By 3 Pm that day my tongue was numb and swollen on the right side as well as the right side of my mouth and jaw. I could only chew, eat, and swallow effectively on the left side of my mouth using the left side of my tongue to negotiate eating.  I could only this with small amounts of food. By that evening about 4 hours later I could eat , chew etc. pretty good but the swelling & discomfort remained but reduced to a functional level.  Today, Thursday 1/7/21, the soreness and discomfort remains inside throat, mouth, tongue and jaw all on the right side.

925767 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 60.0 60 F 12/30: received Moderna Vax Jan. 1: left upper arm (injection site) with redness and swollen Jan. 6 & 7: left upper arm still with redness and tender to touch She?s been taking over the counter meds and hasn?t required a visit to her PCP.

925768 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NY 33.0 33 F After 6-10 minutes of the injection , I started having shooting pain from the injection site, through my left clavicle area to around the back of my neck. After 15 minutes those muscles described started tensing and my muscles in the back of my neck tightened to the point I can?t look left to right (turning motion). It?s now Almost 3 hours after and symptoms remain same.

925769 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 DE 46.0 46 F Chills, body sore, temp 101.2

925770 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MN 60.0 60 F joints became achy and continued to be extremely achy thru the night with extreme headache until about 6pm 1/6/21, ran a fever thru the night also Felt as though I had COVID again as was positive on 11/2/2020

925771 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 46 F Headaches, body aches, fever, chills, x3 days

925772 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Received the vaccine 1/5 at 8:09 am.  She was observed for 15 minutes and had no symptoms.  Next day, 1/6, she called work to say she had chills and headache and would not be reporting to work.  At 2:00 pm, she felt her heart racing, and noticed face and lip swelling and tightness in her throat.  She called her PMD who directed her to go to urgent care.  At urgent care, she got an EKG, IV fluids, IV steroids, and IV antihistamine.  Symptoms resolved within 2 hours.

925773 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IA 58.0 58 F The following morning after patient received the vaccine, she developed a severe headache and sensitivity, dizziness, weakness and fatigue, body aches, and developed an elevated temperature with a temp of 100.7*F. She also described herself as having "brain fog". She reports these were all of the same symptoms she experienced in October when she was previously positive with COVID19.

925774 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AL 55.0 55 F edema of eyelids, SOB

925775 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 VT 44.0 44 F BP 140/100 HR 90 RR 18 O2 99 Temp 97.8 Sudden onset of Left arm pain, rash, redness 5 minutes after infection. No respiratory distress or worsening symptoms.  Stayed and observed for 30 minutes and then released

925776 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OH 44.0 44 F Patient had swelling at the injection site and all down her arm and hand.  The swelling was painful and she could not get her wedding ring on her fingers.

925777 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MI 39.0 39 F Felt sharp pain under jaw, then facial numbness. Then quickly developed facial swelling, left eye swelling and tongue swelling. Then felt like throat closing up within 7 minutes of receiving vaccine. Received vaccine in the clinic, was transported to Emergency Room. In ER received Epinephrine, steroids, Benadryl and Pepcid.Y 1

925779 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 WA 55.0 55 F Patient initially experienced headache, body aches, arm pain, and swelling under the armpits. Patient managed symptoms with ice packs. Symptoms have resolved as of 1/6/2021

925780 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 UT 38.0 38 F Within 5 minutes of vaccination patient began to experience tachycardia and throat tightening. She was given 25 mg cap Benadryl PO and assistance was called when her heart rate reached 150 BPM about a minute later and further climbed to 188 BPM. She was transported to the Emergency Department where she was administered epinephrine, lorazepam, methylprednisolone, racepinephrine, and lactated ringers. She spent several hours in the Emergency Department and was discharged home but returned later that night at 06:00 PM for return of symptoms (tachycardia: 185 BPM, anxiety) and was administered Benadryl, solumedrol, Pepcid, Ativan, and Lactated Ringers. She was diagnosed with acute allergic reaction, nascent anaphylaxis, and panic attack. She went home again after this second ED visit.  On Monday, 1/4/21, the patient reported to Employee Health with resumption of symptoms. Calming techniques were discussed and she went to a quiet area for 15 minutes to compose herself. Employee Health Nurse referred patient to Employee Assistance Program for anxiety care.

925781 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NY 27.0 27 F chills/sweats, head ache, body ache, joint pain, fatigue

925782 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NE 99.0 99 F DEVELOPED FATIGUE,SHAKINESS, AND NAUSEA.

925783 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MD 44.0 44 F supraclavicular enlarged lymph node- painful to palpation

925784 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 KS 33.0 33 F Redness, pain, swelling, warmth at the injection site- starting 1/7/20

925785 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 FL 61.0 61 F coughing, fever, headache, nausea, fatigue

925786 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MN 86.0 86 F Nausea, fatigue hit suddenly the next morning.

925787 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OH 38.0 38 F 1/6/2021- Fever, headache 1/7/2021- diarrhea, headache, sore throat

925788 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TX 74.0 74 M Patient report headache, body aches and fatigue 2 hours post vaccine. Home remedies include Ibuprofen on 01/06/21 and two doses of Ibuprofen this morning 01/07/21.  Patient remains working. He reports no improvement in symptoms.

925789 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 VT 45.0 45 F Began to develop ?tickle in throat? 8 minutes after injection, no rash, no respiratory distress, VS stable. Observed for 30 minutes and then released.  Symptoms resolved with Benadryl.      25 mg of Benadryl

925790 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 28.0 28 F Arm soreness, fever (101.5F), chills, rigors, headache, and body aches. The fever and chills were refractory to ibuprofen and required both ibuprofen and Tylenol to break. The fever and chills continued for 24 hours and the headache/body aches continued for 36 hours, the arm soreness has improved but is ongoing.

925791 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NM 39.0 49 F Perioral numbness & mild edema.

925792 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 ME 63.0 63 F Fatigue, in 7th day, left arm felt heavy, tingling, upper arm injection site had redness, a large bump with small lumps inside.  Went to see Dr.  marked it...Said apply topical benadryl and ice it (I did not have topical benedry).  Next day it was redder, warm to the touch and had spread.  Went to see another provider and out me on antibiotic.  Allergic reaction and cellulitis.

925793 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 MN 36.0 36 F Immediately after injection, I felt a warm feeling flow from the injection site and across my chest.  No shortness of breath or chest pain.   Felt slightly light-headed. Drank water and ate some food to closely monitor.  Very sore Left deltoid starting about 8 PM on 12/31/20 (same day as the vaccine administration).  It was so sore that it woke me up a few times at night and 1/1/21 I had to take Ibuprofen 400 mg to alleviate the pain. Had a dull headache all day 1/1/21 and very tired. Slept that night from 9 pm - 8 am next day.  No symptoms since 1/3/21.

925794 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OH 28.0 28 F Diminished lung capacity with SOB and slight cough upon exhalations, intermittent. Started day of vaccination and continues.

925795 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 TX 49.0 49 F Fever, chills, feet felt frozen-Sat day & evening w/ABD pain Exhausted-she slept, next day Sunday@02 or 03 sleeping clothes all wet-she had to change her clothes, Sunday-she feels drained, She laid in bed Saturday & Sunday drank water and took Motrin.  Monday-too weak to work.  Body aches, headache.  Monday severe ABD cramps-heating pad to help/nauseated.  Tuesday diarrhea starts.  Wednesday-left side of her back-pain-diarrhea & Tired.  No SOB.  Drinking Pedialyte and taking Motrin-she said IF she gets worse she will go to the Urgent Care-near her home.

925796 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WI 40.0 40 F RN received her first dose of the Moderna Covid Vaccine on 1/6/2021 at approximately 0615 at hospital. Within 5-10 minutes patient noted that her heart was racing and pounding in her chest. Hospital RN went and assessed patient- color pale, heart pounding. HR-157, B/P-135/105, O2 sats-100%. 0630-Ambulated with patient to ED area and sitting in recliner. C/O of dizziness, chills and heart continues to race. HR-148, B/P-150/83, O2 sat-100%. Patient given warm blankets. Patient had not eaten yet this morning so was given apple juice and cracker. Tolerated well. Patient states her mouth is tingly and is very dry. Drinking fluids with out problem.  0640-Feeling better, chills- given warm blankets. HR-105-110, B/P-113/71, O2 sats-100%. 0700-Spoke with ED physician-plan to observe for 1 hour if no improvement will evaluate further in ED. Patient denies any swelling, itching, difficulty breathing. HR-104, B/P-121/79, O2 sats-100%. 0715-Patient is experiencing waves of chills, dizziness and then feeling better. HR-97, B/P-118/78, O2 sats-100%. 0730-Patient continues to feel better but has waves of dizziness and chills. HR-90's, B/P-118/70, O2 sat-100%. Patient was able to tolerate walking to BR without problems. Patient has opted to go the Health Clinic for further evaluation. Family is coming to pick up Patient following this. Patient hasw been instructed to register for V-safe, complete the Covid Intake form and call the Covid Hotline. Patient tolerated walking to the clinic without issue.

925797 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 48.0 48 M Fever, exhaustion back pain

925798 12/30/1988 01/07/2021 61.0 28 F Headaches, body aches, chills, x 3 days now resolved.

925799 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MO 34.0 34 F Injection site reaction, hot to touch, pain and tenderness, redness, swelling to size of half dollar Pain lasted approximately 24 hours. Swelling, redness, and heat lasted approximately 30 hours Ice pack to site frequently, Tylenol and ibuprofen twice

925800 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 TX 71.0 71 F Headache began morning after vaccine was received.  Improves with tylenol.  Still having intermittent headaches.  Has followed up with her PCP.

925801 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 CT 62.0 62 M Fever 102.1, bone, joint, muscle pain, chills, headache, malaise, sore arms  lasted 24 hours, took Tylenol, which cut fever and made me feel a little better, and the next day I felt normal again.  I had no reaction to 1st dose.

925802 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 53.0 53 M bad headache, nausea and vomiting, chills, dizziness, fatigue, weak , 102 fever. Took Tyelonol

925803 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 CA 51.0 51 F 1 wk after administration: Redness, swelling, warm/hot to touch, tender to touch, very mild itching Seen in ER treated for cellulitis/rash  Sent home with 7 days course of antibiotics and antihistamines.   Improvements seen after 1 full day of antibiotics.

925804 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 GA 29.0 29 F SORE RIGHT ARM.  INJECTION SITE SWELLING

925805 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MO 28.0 28 F 01/05/21: nausea 01/06/21: nausea and headache 01/07/21:nausea, head ache, muscle/joint pain

925807 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CT 37.0 37 M The afternoon post vaccination I developed injection site soreness and fatigue. That evening about 13 hours later I develops chills, rigors, fever, myalgia, light headedness, headaches, palpitations, fatigue.

925808 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Chills, fever, extreme body aches, nausea  Ibuprofen 400mg taken every 4-6 hours. Fever broke after 15 hours but returned within 4-6 hours. Easier to manage on second day with ibuprofen. Loss of appetite and nausea. Compazine taken forever nausea.   Currently 50 hours post vaccination, had to miss work due to symptoms. Fever free for 12 hours , co tinge to have loss of appetite and body aches

925809 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NY 59.0 59 F Soreness at the injection site, headache, fatigue.  The soreness appeared first, then the rest appeared about 6 hours later

925810 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 GA 42.0 42 F The first 2 days after my shot I had a very sore arm, but no redness or swelling. After 2 days, the pain went away. One week later my arm started to hurt again and became red and swollen.

925811 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IL 65.0 65 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA     first dose.  fever, chills, body aches, headache

925812 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CT 24.0 24 F 15 Minutes after injection: facial numbness on left side, neck, jaw and ear pain, Rash from face to legs. 24 Hours After: Muscle Tension, headache, light headed, chills

925813 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 CO 49.0 49 F Fever, chills, shaky

925814 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 CA 30.0 30 M Patient stated he was "feeling flushed", observed flushed cheeks, itchy lips, tingling tongue. Had him sit for vital signs, after a few minutes employee asked if he wanted fresh air and he felt fine enough to walk, she escorted him outside. They came back in after a few minutes and he sat down and drank some water. They retook vital signs and he said he was feeling better. 0742 vital signs 121/79, 02 sat 99, HR 87. 0757 vital signs 119/79, O2- 98, HR 77. Took Benadryl 1 hour after reaction and improved.

925815 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 VA 57.0 57 F I felt achy 24 hours after the exam but after 72 hours started feeling worse and developed a fever which progressed to a head cold and further progression to full Upper Respiratory infection, viral in nature. 168 hours later, lost sense of taste and smell and had some GI discomfort.

925816 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 NV 47.0 47 M Monday morning I woke up with itchy red hives in several parts of my body, Tuesday morning since the symptoms were not any better (legs, torso) I decided to go to the walk in clinic at work and they suggested me to take some OTC Benadryl and it did work the same day and the rest of the day. The next day around lunch time the hives came back again I had a very red and tingling area around my neck and in my head. I returned to the walk in clinic and they gave me shot of Benadryl and prednisone and another drug I do not remember.

925818 12/16/2020 01/07/2021 WA 37.0 37 F Approximately 20 minutes after the first (and second) vaccine, I experienced numbness on my left side.  Both times I was vaccinated in my left arm.  The first shot I experienced numbness to my left face,  neck,  ear and eventually my left arm and leg.  I had no trouble with movement,  the sensation felt dull. There was no associated pain. Numbness resolved completely after 2 days.   The second shot,  I again about 20 minutes following experienced numbness to my left face and ear. This time it resolved after a few hours.    Also,  two days following the first shot,  I experienced severe nerve pain in my low neck/ upper back radiating down my right arm.  As I do not remember injuring it,  I am unsure if this is related to the vaccine or not.  It has lessened in severity over time but is still present 3 weeks later.

925819 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 IL 59.0 59 F " by 8pm that night, i had nausea, body aches, back pain, diarrhea and arm pain.  Except for the arm pain, symptoms lasted 24 hours.  The arm pain lasted from 12/28/20 to 1/2/21"

925820 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 DE 64.0 64 U Right Deltoid 5cm X 5cm area is red and warm to touch. Hard induration, slight swelling. No fevers, cough, fatigue, muscle aches, Itching at site, rash or respiratory issues. No GI issues or loss of appetite. No relief from cold compress

925822 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 40.0 40 F On January 01, 2021 this 40-year-old female the patient reported pain at the injection site, patient was then treated with Tylenol 650 mg. On January 02, 2021 the patient continued to complain of pain on her right arm, site was warm to touch, with a red appearance. The patient was then treated with Tylenol 650 mg, and Benadryl 50 mg once. That same day the provider accessed the patients reported events and ordered ice pack placement, and Tylenol as needed for pain. On January 07, 2021 I spoke with the provider to follow-up on this ADR; the provider confirmed that the patients' events had resolved.

925823 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 38.0 38 F Itchiness on right side of body, Mild headache, running nose and moderate soreness around injection site.

925824 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NC 57.0 57 F Migraine red Spots all over Itchy Tired Generally feel bad Tired Chills and pouring sweat Joint pain

925825 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 TX 59.0 59 F Dizziness, Headache, Pain in joints,chills, Pain at site, swollen and red

925826 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 35.0 36 F Numbness in right arm. Loss of feeling in fingers x 3 days. Following up with PCP.

925828 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 UT 56.0 56 F left leg / left arm  --  numbness / tingling / cold / severe headache

925830 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MO 26.0 26 F Burning at injection site - Start: 5 mins after injection, End: 7 mins after injection Sore arm - Start: 2 hrs after injection, End: Evening of 1/6/21 Night sweats - Night of 1/4/21 (moderate-severe), Night of 1/5/21 (mild)

925831 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Fever, body aches, and body rash on Day 2

925832 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 25.0 25 F EE reported muscle aches that started on 01/6/2020 at 9: 00 AM.  Muscles aches completely resolved  without the use of medication. She reports feeling fine no other complaints.

925833 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 63.0 63 M Patient was monitored for 1 hour after receiving his vaccine as requested by his primary care provider due to history of reaction to a previous vaccine. Patient monitored by EMS provider x 1hr, no s/s adverse reaction. Patient started walking out of facility on his own and came back reporting he felt dizzy. He was initially hypertensive with a pulse of 70, respiratory rate 12, systolic BP 188.  We had him lay down and about 10 minutes later his blood pressure was 140/70.   After another 10 minutes or so we had him sit and drink water but his dizziness, while improved, did not go away and he started to have chills and was visibly shaking so 911 was called as we did not feel he could drive himself home. Patient was monitored in the emergency department at Hospital x 1hr and released with blood pressure WNL.

925834 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 KY 54.0 54 M Facial drooping  No treatment Symptoms have improved but not completely resolved.

925835 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 OH 37.0 37 F VOICEMAIL MESSAGE LEFT BY CLIENT- UNABLE TO REACH MY PHONE CURRENTLY - THIS INFO GIVEN-CLIENT STATES 72+ HOURS POST VACCINE, LEFT DELTOID AT INJECTION SITE WARM, RED AND TENDER, WHICH IS INCREASING . PURITTIS NOTED. ALSO LEFT SIDED LYMPHADENOPATHY , NO PARTICULAR SITE NOTED.  NO OTHER SYMPTOMOLOGY VOICED.

925836 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Woke up in the morning on Wednesday 01/06/2021 with nausea and injection site arm pain that I could barely left my arm up. Around noon I started to feel hot with chills (I took a Tylenol). Around 3:30 pm I started to feel hot again, I took my temperature and I was at 100 F. I then took ibuprofen. I started to feel some fatigue, chills, and lower back pain  around 4:30 pm and went home from work. I went home and fell asleep until 7 pm. The nausea was constant throughout the whole day.  After 7 pm most of my symptoms subsided except the back pain. The back pain and arm pain improved next morning Thursday 01/07/2021.

925837 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NH 58.0 58 F Developed symptoms 1 week after injection. Red, raised area on arm, size of a quarter.
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925838 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 60.0 60 F Fatigue, body aches, headache x 1 day now resolved.

925839 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 OH 39.0 39 F 12/31/2020 @ 0700- Client awoke with stuffy nose and "did not feel right". 1/3/2021- Starting in AM: Headache and fatigue that are continuous.  Taking Tylenol, Excedrin, and Advil PM. 1/7/2021- Advised client to get Covid Testing and go to Urgent Care, as she has no PCP at this time. 1/7/2021 @ 1230- Client states has Covid test scheduled at 1430 today at Urgent Care.

925840 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Itchy, rash, super hot, and swollen at injection site.

925841 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OH 44.0 44 F 1/5/2021 Woke up with chills, body aches, fatigue, headache, GI cramping/upset, severe headache, pain at injection site that moved through neck/shoulder.  Later in the day, began breaking out into sweats, headache worsened, very fatigued.  Symptoms lasted over 48 hours.  Had taken tylenol and slept and drank fluids throughout this time to help.  1/7/2021 Woke up feeling much better.  Only symptom is pain at injection site.  Called professional ouchline through employer to update due to missing 2 days of work on 1/6/2021 and 1/7/2021.

925842 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 FL 48.0 48 F Patient felt warm and dizzy and fainted twice during monitoring period.

925843 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WA 61.0 61 M Very bad chills developed overnight approx  Arm is very sore

925844 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 WA 37.0 37 F 37yoF presenting 8 days s/p left deltoid administration of her first dose of Moderna COVID vaccine with localized urticarial skin reaction about the injection site (1.5cm in diameter) with secondary site of urticarial skin eruption over the lateral arm approximately 10cm inferior to this which is approximately 5cm x 3cm. Denies any other symptoms associated with vaccine administration except localized arm soreness. No fevers, chills, night sweats. No prior diagnosed COVID infections. Not recently ill. Seasonal allergies historically, but no vaccine adverse effects. No anaphylactoid symptoms. No headaches, myalgias. Treatment with antihistamines and topical corticosteroids prescribed.

925845 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 AZ 35.0 35 F Relatively severe pain in joints (knees, ankles, shoulders) where there was none previously. Still ongoing as of today (01/07/2021). OTC anti-inflammatories taken with very little relief.

925846 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 PA 47.0 47 F Developed red area at injection site, hot to touch, itchy, burning, increasing in size

925847 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 60.0 60 F Fatigue, body aches, headache x 1 day now resolved.

925848 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Soreness from site of shot that radiated to most of my muscles and joints including shoulders, back, wrists, hips, and thighs. I also experienced nausea and a slight headache. I was unable to sleep because of my symptoms for at least 5 hours. I still am having some symptoms or aching as of 11:30am on 01/07/2021

925850 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 30.0 30 F After she got home she noticed she had headache, nausea, injection site was warm, hot, and itchy. 01/01/2021 she had "usual" side effects including headache, body aches, chills which subsided on their own. 01/02/2021 she started having heart palpations that later subsided on their own. 01/03/2021 heart was racing again, elevated HR up to 125 bpm measured by patient, plus dizziness; both of which again eventually subsided on their own. 01/04/2021 she had vomiting (30 min of constant fluid loss) and diarrhea (twice just prior to the vomiting). She called me (PCP) 01/05/2020 to discuss this reaction.

925851 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 FL 72.0 72 M Little red dots on torso

925852 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Low grade fever, dizziness, fatigue

925853 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 IL 32.0 32 F "My arm was sore for the first 24 hours, but the next morning I noticed that my hands were red.  Otherwise I just felt tired, and my skin felt hypersensitive"

925854 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 58.0 58 F body aches, weakness, sore throat, headache

925855 01/31/2020 01/07/2021 MN 81.0 81 M Starting on 1/2/2021 patient started experiencing intermittent tremors of upper /lower extremities that have been impacting on his mobility including transfers, ADLs and eating. Staff has now given the resident cups with lids to decrease spilling with meals. Provider was updated on resident's condition on 1/5/2021. On  interview on 1/6/2021 resident stated he  was feeling better, less tremor. Still felt unstable with transfers. Was able to eat and drink normally  1/6 and 1/7/2021. On exam on 1/6/2021 no tremor seen with rest or movement. In update from nursing staff 1/7/2021 no tremor noted, back to baseline. Had been on Losartan K 25 mg daily which was d/c'd 1/6/2021

925856 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AR 50.0 50 F Pfizer BioNTech COVIS 19 Vaccine EUA developed body aches, chills, malaise, vomiting the morning after the vaccine

925857 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OR 42.0 42 F Wheezing, shortness of breath, macular itchy rash at site and distal sites, headache, fatigue and joint pain at 7-8 pm.  Benadryl improved eruption, albuterol and airduo and assisting with wheezing but symptoms return after 2-4 hours.

925858 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MI 47.0 47 F Itchiness and Hives all over body

925859 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 50.0 50 F Fatigue, body aches, headache x 3 days now resolved.

925860 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 GA 66.0 66 F Patient complained of facial and lip tingling and numbness. Patient was A&O x 4, no abnormal breathing, V/S where: 1st attempt at 10:36AM: BP 180/98; P -100; RR-20, 2nd attempt at 10:40AM: BP 170/88; P-88; RR 20, 3rd attempt at 10:48AM : BP 168/88; P: 86; RR-18, and 4th attempt at 11:06AM: BP 120/78; P-80; RR-16. Patient received 25mg (12.5mg/5mL) of oral Benadryl at 10:45AM after initially refusing, reports decrease in the amount of tingling. Patient asked to stay for full hour of monitoring, patient refused stating that she felt better.

925862 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Patient stated 15 minutes post vaccination she felt tingling to her right hand for about 4 hours. Reports palpitations 30 minutes post vaccine. Unknown duration as per patient.. Patient denies any palpitations, chest pain, or shortness of breath at time of phone interview.  At about 9pm on the  day of  vaccine  patient reports a rash all over her body.  Describes it as bumpy and very itchy, getting worse.  Patient reports taking Benadryl.  States it helped with the itching but rash is continuing to spread.  Denies respiratory complaints at time of phone interview.  Patient instructed to see her provider as soon as possible for evaluation and treatment.

925863 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 WA 37.0 37 F 37yoF presenting today 8 days s/p left deltoid administration of her first dose of Moderna COVID vaccine with new localized skin reaction about the injection site (1.5cm in diameter) with secondary site of urticarial skin eruption over the lateral arm approximately 10cm inferior to this which is approximately 5cm x 3cm. Denies any other symptoms associated with vaccine administration except localized arm soreness. No fevers, chills, night sweats. No prior diagnosed COVID infections. Not recently ill. Seasonal allergies historically, but no vaccine adverse effects. No anaphylactoid symptoms. No headaches, myalgias. Antihistamines and topical corticosteroids prescribed.

925864 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 37.0 37 F 5 min after injection, pt developed L shoulder pain radiating to clavicle 4/10, now increasing to 6-7/10 and has decreased mobility of shoulder. sporadic burning sensation in arm between elbow and wrist.

925865 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 OH 37.0 37 F PHONE MESSAGE RECEIVED WITH ENTERED INFO- UNABLE TO CONTACT X2.  CLIENT IS HEALTHCARE PROVIDER.  SYMPTOMS BEGAN 72HR+ POST VACCINATION.  TENDERNESS, REDDNESS AND EDEMA AT INJECTION SITE. "ITCHY". THESE SYMPTOMS CONTINUE TODAY.  ALSO NOTED L-SIDE LYMPHADENOPATHY- NOT SPECIFIC SITE

925866 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MA 57.0 57 F temp and chills began at 6pm(1/5/20) , starting at 99.9 and the highest was 101.2 lasted until 1/7/21 at 2AM-also had headache,body aches and nausea . on 1/7 at 7AM I noticed increase pain in my rt arm with a distinctive red area at the vaccine site approximately 3 inches around and swollen lymph nodes in the rt under arms.   Had to call out of work for two days so far.   I am covid recovered from 4/1/20

925867 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 UT 36.0 36 F Pt reports numbness/tingling in hand and fingers on the right. Pt received 2nd dose of COVID-19 in right upper arm approximately 5 minutes prior to time of RRT. Observed pt from 1146 to 1205. Pt maintained stable vital signs throughout observation period, maintained a strong regular pulse ranging from 80 - 90 bpm. Maintained oxygen saturation on room air between 98-100%. At time of release, pt was still exhibiting numbness in fingers and palm of right hand. Good range of motion with right arm. Denies any symptoms other than the above stated. Provided pt of option to be seen in the emergency department, but pt declined, and stated that she would like to wait and if her symptoms persisted or worsened, she would come back to the ER.

925868 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MO 63.0 63 M One week after the vaccination, sudden onset of severe itching at the site, with a raised red bump at site of needle puncture.  The itching is severe, bad enough to prevent sleep, and there is redness around the injection site followed by burning pain.  It has been a day since the itching started, and it has not let up.

925869 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AR 50.0 50 F Pfizer BioNTech COVID 19 Vaccine EUA developed body aches, chills, malaise, vomiting the morning after the vaccine

925870 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NC 22.0 22 F Severity of symptoms: At their worst the symptoms were mild in the emergency department and the symptoms are unchanged. Pt is an employee here. Just received the Covid vaccine in the left arm. Shortly after vaccination she started to feel anxious with nausea. No vomiting, rash or swelling. No CP or SOB. Felt flushed without diaphoresis.

925871 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 KY 52.0 52 F MY UPPER ARM/MUSCLE WHERE I GOT THE SHOT IS EXTREMELY SORE.  IT IS STILL SORE I THOUGHT THE SORENESS WOULD GO AWAY .  I CANT LIFT MY ARM LEVEL TO THE GROUND IT IS SO SORE I CANT HARDLY SLEEP ON IT , WAKES ME UP OUT OF A DEAD SLEEP, WHEN I PUT DEODORANT ON IT HURTS TO LIFT MY ARM TO THAT LEVEL.  IT IS A STRUGGLE TO PUT MY ARM OVER MY HEAD.

925872 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 34.0 34 F Dizzy,hot,shaky and felt a brief shortness of breath.  Continued to monitor.  At discharge no further problems blood pressure 124/63 heart rate 97.  Skin pink warm and dry. Respirations even and unlabored.

925873 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OH 47.0 47 F At 1 am the evening of her vaccination she awoke with fever of 102. fever lasted 3 days ranging from 100-102. Along with the fever she had sever headache, describing it as migraine and dizziness.  on day 2 she developed diarrhea and localized reaction at injection site. inflamed, red, half way down to her elbow.  complaining that lips have been tingly since onset of adverse reaction.

925874 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 WA 29.0 29 F ~3 hours after injection: soreness at injection site After waking up the next morning: 101F fever, fatigue, muscle soreness, headache

925875 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 IA 41.0 41 F STARTING ON 12/24/2020  I developed burning and itching in both feet and along both deltoids.  This resulted in raised red pruritic wheals.  I dosed Benadrly and used hydrocortisone cream to the area.  Throughout the night, the rash appeared on both thighs, knees, back of the arms and along the back of the lower legs.  Again raised pruritic wheals.  It would improve with anti-histamine use.   this continued until 12/29/2020.  No persistent symptoms.  There are no other changes in medicine, OTC medication use, no changes in foods/soaps etc.

925876 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 64.0 64 F Fever, chills, body aches, headache, Fatigue, several days, now resolved

925877 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 NY 32.0 32 F I had reduced taste no fever, no muscle aches no chills, no cough or shortness of breath. I decided to go to the ER to get a covid test because I was scheduled to work that day and I did want to make sure I was not positive due to the loss of taste but if I was not working that day I would not have got medical care. I did have loss of taste for some more days but after that it was resolved (around 3 days).

925878 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Arm pain at site where injected.  Fever start nexted after noon with head and body aces

925879 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 32.0 32 F Hives & rash on the anterior/posterior neck

925880 12/19/2020 01/07/2021 WA 43.0 43 F Hives of right side of body , lower and upper body .. Also in armpits... Sore arm after injection  for a few days

925881 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 60.0 60 F Severe Body aches cough fever 100.8 chills diarrhea

925882 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 WA 37.0 37 F 4 days after injection: Soreness in arm, swollen and painful lymph node in armpit until evening  of 1/6/21.  1/5/21 (1 week after injection), 5pm: swelling,  redness, burning, hardened tissue around injection site on left shoulder. 1/6/21: Worsened swelling, redness, hardened tissue which continued to cover upper arm. Turned into hives (first time ever having that kind of allergic reaction).  Took a Benedryl before bed. 1/7/21: symptoms improved by at least 50%. Much less pain in armpit. Redness and some tenderness still present in left shoulder. Another Benedryl taken this morning.

925883 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 SD 41.0 41 F Light headedness, skin flushing, syncope

925884 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 68.0 68 F Rash behind the ears. Applied Hydrocotizone and took Bendaryl

925885 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 GA 40.0 40 F Sensitive to temperature, chills , fever, sweats, headache,  tx with tylenol, with no relief,  01/07/2021 faint headache only

925886 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 52.0 52 M Swollen under left armpit that irradiates to my arm, L+ right side of my chest and L+ neck side. It caused pain and discomfort since last night.

925887 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 49 F Received Pfizer lot EL1284 on 12-31-2020 in right arm.  That night she developed a fever and her armpits swelled up that she was not able to put her arm down.  It lasted several days.

925889 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 FL 61.0 61 F Pt c/o "heaviness" to left arm

925890 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 PA 33.0 33 M Tachycardia, elevated BP. Monitored patient and he felt better. Did recommend that he go to the ER for follow-up and escorted him there.

925891 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IN 49.0 49 F flushing, itching /burning of ears, tightness of throat, cough, generalized itching

925892 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CT 27.0 27 F Patient received vaccination yesterday morning. About an hour after receiving became shaky and felt flushed. States feeling did resolve after approximately 15 minutes. Woke up this morning with red bumps on the face that resembled small hives she has had in the past from allergens. Patient reports she did use a new facemask last night as well. Spots have gone down over the course of the morning. She used cold towel and topical benadryl and that has helped a little bit. Patient appears well and in good overall health no fever nausea or vomiting. Pt has no further concerns at this time.

925893 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 FL 70.0 70 F Was referred by Dr for evaluation of reaction to first COVID vaccine. First vaccine on 12/21/2020 Pfizer-BioNTech. Administered by her place of work. Vaccine was administered in left arm. Had same symptoms as when she had COVID in 10/2020 these symptoms lasted for 12 hours. Started the following day 24 hours after vaccine administration. Symptoms include injection site redness for 6 days, tiredness, headache, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, fever, nausea, and overall feeling of un wellness lasting 12 hours. First symptoms was eyelid heaviness and weakness. No treatment, symptoms resolved on their own. Second vaccine due 1/11/2021.             Was covid positive 10/2020- no appetite, aches, chills, sweating, weakness, heavy eyelids, fatigue, ongoing for 3 weeks.             Has had difficulty in the past to flu vaccines with local injection site reactions. 09/2020 flu vaccine no symptoms. Has had pneumonia vaccine with no difficulties. Has not received shines vaccine yet.

925894 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 39.0 39 F Body aches, chills, fatigue

925895 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Sore arm, body aches after day 2 of getting vaccinated, which was to be expected. I was concerned about last night on 1/6/21, where my L arm became extremely itchy, swollen and broke out in hives. Today, remains extremely itchy, swollen/raised and there is a red square over the injection site. The area of redness and swelling measures to be 3 inches by 3 1/2 inches and does not appear to be getting any larger as the day goes on. I did take 12.5 mg of benadryl, which has resolved some of the itching.

925896 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 WA 39.0 39 F bruising redness itching hives headache

925897 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OH 42.0 42 F Patient received the vaccine 12/30/20, her reaction began 1 week later on 1/6/21 in the afternoon. Patient developed an itchy, red knot at injection site; 2 inches in diameter and warm to the touch. Patient still has the knot on her arm at the time I am reporting this. She has not taken any medication for it.

925898 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 IL 39.0 39 F 12/31/20: Fatigue, headaches 1/4/21: Swollen & painful lymph nodes  of left underarm, swelling & redness at injection site.

925899 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 IN 34.0 34 M Injection site soreness Fever lasting ~12 hours

925900 01/01/2021 01/07/2021 25.0 25 F Persistent headaches for more than 3 days, chills, fatigue

925901 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 38 U Shortly after receiving vaccine, felt warm/nausea. moderate soreness (L) arm. Also, numbness peri-orbital area and (L) cheek. Today 1-6-21, she has persistent intermittent nausea, warmth throughout Body (afebrile) + continues with numbness (L) side face maxillary (all) and part mandiBular Branch. No redness/swelling (L) arm, mod. discomfort

925902 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 PA 41.0 41 F Approximately 36 hours post 2nd dose of vaccine I experienced intermittent  fever and severe chills (rigors)  over a 6 hour period not relieved by ibuprofen; tmax 103. All symptoms resolved by the 48 hour post vaccine mark

925903 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 FL 73.0 73 M Awakened from sound sleep in morning of January 6th (~8 days post vaccination) with intense pruritis (itching) of left shoulder and arm (injection site  and bicep region). When I arose in the morning, I noticed a wide (approximately 3-inch  band) of erythema (redness) extending from injection site in left shoulder and extending along outer aspect of bicep to about 2 inches above antecubital fossa (bend of elbow).   I applied roll-on topical anesthetic (4% lidocaine) and 1% hydrocortisone cream, which diminished but did not completely eliminate the itching. Last night, I added OTC Benadryl 25 mg orally, 1 dose. Today, itching is less, but still present. On upper left arm and shoulder the erythema is slightly less, while redness is more intense, but sharply demarcated  at the base of the bicep  (about 1 inch above the elbow crease.    Seems likely this is a delayed allergic reaction. Unless instructed otherwise, will likely not proceed with second dose of vaccine.

925904 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Fever, chills, body/joint aches, headache

925905 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AR 34.0 34 F Felt fine, then all at once became flush, hot and dizzy and nauseas.  Vomited,  abd pain and extreme dizziness.   Went directly to MD who said it was fairly normal side effects post COVID vaccine.  Instructed me to take zofran, APAP, andif symptoms became worse to take benadryl and my epi pen and seek emergency Tx.    At home the nausea, vomiting and abd pain continued with extreme fatigue and chills.   All continued the following day but was more mild.  01/07/2021 all symptoms relieved, body\head feels fuzzy but no illness.

925906 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 KS 39.0 39 F Patient received her # 1 moderna on 12/30/2020.  Eight days later on 01/07/21 she woke up and felt a "bee sting sensation".  She looked at her arm and noticed below the injection site was a reddened area approx 2.5 inches long by 2.0 inches wide.  The "bee sting sensation" has gone away shortly after noticing the reddened are and now is just tender to the touch.  Encouraged patient to put Ice on the reddened area and or Tylenol or Ibuprofen if needed for pain or swelling. Patient will report back to me tomorrow.  The health department will monitor this situation over the next couple of days. Encouraged patient to follow up with her primary care physician for worsening symptoms.

925907 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 44.0 44 M Nausea

925908 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 NY 61.0 61 F 6-8 minutes after the shot felt a sensation from left shoulder slowly sweeping across body, going into face and neck to the inside of left eye. Face had a weird feeling also.  Headache, tonged tingling. Left and went to the car. Face was red and swollen all over. Skin looked like she was skiing in the middle of winter.  She went back inside the hospital to her department on the 5th floor and stayed about 30 minutes. Then she went home. Half bottom lip was swollen, Both eyes got itchy, glassy, watery.  Behind sinuses hurt really bad. Next day pain in hips both knees. Took 2 full days for the redness to go away from face. Had dark circles under eyes.  Took Claritin. Hair has been shedding, sever brain fog at work.  Her employer told her to take some time off from work .  Upper teeth hurt.

925909 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 44.0 44 M Had manageable bodyaches but following day triggered his Migraine headaches which is what patient came in for primarily. Symptoms managed with fluids, tylenol, reglan with improvement and was subsequently discharged from the ED.

925910 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 TN 33.0 33 F I have had extreme muscle pain and tightness in my left arm, shoulder and neck since 12-30-2020.

925911 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Patient received vaccine @ 1910. Patient sat in recovery area. Pt reported to RN that she was feeling faint and a bit of heaviness. Assisted patient to the floor with head supported with jacket in supine position with feet elevated. Patient did not faint. Obtained vitals 1914 BP: 103/68, HR: 67., o2: 97%. Patient denies being pregnant, but states that she has started a diet. Pt states eating yogurt prior to receiving the vaccine.  Continued to monitor patient, no change in status. 1920 BP 129/75, HR: 80, o2: 98%. Patient states feeling better, asked to sit up, still on the floor. 1930 BP: 119/77, HR: 71, o2: 98%. Offered patient apple juice, pt able to tolerate PO liquids. 1940 patient assisted to sit up in chair BP: 134/89, HR: 72, o2: 100%. Patient continued to remain stable with improvement, no feeling of faint or heaviness. 1950 patient transitioned to standing position BP: 118, HR: 75 , o2: 95%. Pt walked around clinic to see if she could tolerate walking. Pt states having to drive home, asked if a ride was available, pt stated no. Pt states feeling fine to drive home. Pt discharge @ 2000 in stable condition.

925912 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 ND 25.0 25 F Cellulitis to injection site with swollen lymph nodes under that arm.

925913 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 ME 44.0 44 F LEFT UPPER ARM REDNESS, HOT TO TOUCH AND BURNING SENSATION WITH ITCHING

925914 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MI 35.0 35 F I received my Moderna Covid vaccine around 7:30am on 12/29/2020. On 1/5/2021 at around 8:30pm, I noticed an itchy, erythematous, wheal just anterior to the injection site in the left deltoid. This evolved into hives in about an 8cm annular region on the left deltoid shortly after. The following day, there was an erythematous macular area on the left deltoid approximately 8cm in diameter consistent with a local injection site reaction. It is still present today on 1/7/2021 but is not worsening. I'm reporting because I am a PA and the lapse in onset of injection site reaction following injection seemed somewhat prolonged (7 days). I have no additional symptoms.

925915 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 NY 46.0 46 F about 20 minutes after receiving vaccine, lip tingling and feeling ?woozy? for the majority of the rest of day; headache, joint swelling/pain in back, neck, injection arm, including wrist with decreased ability to rotate which is still present on 01/06/2021;injection site soreness/throbbing - reports having many allergies and history of migraines

925916 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 KS 27.0 27 F Vasovagal Syncope w/  orthostatic hypotension for ~5 hours following.

925917 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Roughly 9 days after first vaccine, noticed your right hand middle finger became purple, with pins and needs sensation. This was followed by some swelling. Improved over 24 hours. Still feeling "tight" in knuckles.

925918 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 IL 54.0 54 F pain/swelling at injection site (expected) worsening of regular joint pain in addition to new joint pain ocular migraines (had aura 3 or 4 times that next week, this is something I do not experience frequently, hadn't had one for at least 15 years prior to the vaccine

925919 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 FL 46.0 46 F Lower lip twitching

925920 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 NY 62.0 62 F On Day 5 after vaccination I woke up with pain under my left arm and noted large swollen lymph node (presumed lymph node)

925921 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 NY 55.0 55 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Eczema flared-up unexpectedly in anterior left forearm and on radial side of wrist. Both flare-ups happen occasionally but neither had happened for over 12 months before vaccination.w

925923 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 28.0 28 F on the day of the vaccination 12/30/20, I experienced an allergic reaction on both of my feet. they both were swollen with red blothches. 1/6/21 I noticed that my arm was swollen and red, I have a big red blotch at the injection site.

925925 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NY 52.0 52 M 1 day after the vaccine he had a low grade fever... 1 week later he had a seizure and then multiple ones in the ER... Y 5

925926 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 IL 52.0 52 F "by 11am the next day i felt tired, nauseated, fever of 101F and chills, diarrhea, abdominal cramps.  i had to call into work. it lasted 24 hours"

925927 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AR 57.0 57 F Pfizer BioNTech COVID 19 vaccine EUA 0530 on 01/06/21 took naproxen for injection site pain. 0600 on 01/06/21 reports extreme fatigue and continued sore arm at injection site. 1000 started having chills and generalized muscle aches. Temperature elevated to 101.2 at 1545, took Tylenol and temp went down to normal range with 1-2 hours back to 100.0 at 1815. Reports dizziness during that time as well.

925928 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 61.0 61 M tingling from fingers thru body to toes, cold sweats, flushing, elevated BP/Pulse (170/110,130) Date of Onset: about 40 min after receiving vaccine. Patient went to ED and received Medrol, benadryl, and famotidine,

925929 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 33.0 33 F The recipient experienced itchiness all over her body, as well as the sensation of throat closing. Patient was treated with epinephrine, diphenhydramine, famotidine and methylprednisolone.

925930 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 46 F Localized cellulitis injection site

925931 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 FL 37.0 37 M Patient received the Moderna Covid Vaccine at 1700.  By 1725, patient complained of tingling in his RUE, posterior neck, and frontal head.  He also reported lightheaded and dizzy.  VS were WNL.  Rapid Response Team ( RRT) called 1804.  RRT arrived at 1808.  PO Benadryl 25mg  given and symptoms began subsiding.  The patient no longer felt lightheaded or dizzy.   Dr. visited the patient at 1810.  No new orders.  Patient left at 1830.

925932 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TN 29.0 29 F Patient started having right side facial dropping on. Patient went to ED and followed up with PCP on 1/6/21 and treated with oral steroids for 6 days.

925933 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 FL 60.0 60 F redness, pain, heat, and swelling to injection site. Cellulitis diagnosed 14 days post vaccine administration

925934 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NY 51.0 51 M I am a medical doctor. Approximately 1 hour and 15 minutes after the injection I started feeling severely dizzy. My heart rate at that time was 85-90/min and BP was 140/90. Pulse OX was normal. The dizziness improved gradually and lasted for approximately 4 hours. I did not take any medication. Next day, on 1/5/2021 I still felt a little dizzy and I had muscular pain on my L arm. The symptoms completely disappeared on 1/6/2021.

925935 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 GA 43.0 43 F I am a medical doctor. Approximately 1 hour and 15 minutes after the injection I started feeling severely dizzy. My heart rate at that time was 85-90/min and BP was 140/90. Pulse OX was normal. The dizziness improved gradually and lasted for approximately 4 hours. I did not take any medication. Next day, on 1/5/2021 I still felt a little dizzy and I had muscular pain on my L arm. The symptoms completely disappeared on 1/6/2021.

925936 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 AZ 44.0 44 F Started the night of the shot with arm soreness , by 12/31/20 I had a fever of 101.4, leg aches, horrible headache Tylenol did not help it at all, nausea , chills

925937 12/19/2020 01/07/2021 TX 59.0 59 F Half of day after receiving the shot the left arm was sore after vaccine.  Itchy on right on red ,hot and swollen after the allergy shot . Itching  whole body and also the roof of mouth and the back of throat was itching .  Head aches .  No new symptoms.

925938 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 SC 57.0 57 F Within 5 minutes of receiving the vaccine, I had changes to the hard palate. The ridges on the hard palate (plicae) became completely smooth and remained this way for 36 hours. No treatment was needed.  Pharmacist instructed me to report this into VAERS.

925939 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CO 55.0 55 F itchy raised hive-like rash appeared about 1 week after vaccine was given at injection site spreading to approx. 10x6cm

925940 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 UT 42.0 42 F Patient reports that she received her shot for COVID on 12/30 and within a day it was sore, painful at the injection site with an area of redness and induration. Progressed into a decrease range of motion and pain in neck, arm, and back. PCP prescribed muscle relaxant and icy hot to affected area. It is improving as of today the redness and swelling have improved but still decrease ROM in R arm, shoulder, and hand.

925941 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 35.0 35 F Chills, headache, fever, sore throat

925942 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 50.0 50 F tinnitus, face tingling, lymph pain, general muscle pain

925943 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 TX 53.0 53 F Injection site pain, tiredness, headache, chills, feverish (masked because of hot flashes), injection site swelling, injection site redness, nausea, swollen lymph nodes, sneezing, runny nose, dizziness and weakness, and slight chest pressure.  Symptoms came and went but the palm sized redness and swelling at the injection site with extreme itching continues to this day.  Used cold compresses, topical lotion for allergies, and Vaseline but nothing helped.  Will try Benadryl.

925944 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IL 28.0 28 F Per patient report, localized reaction started a few hours after.  Continues to worsen.   Arm now large, swollen, about the size of a golf ball per patient.  Red and hot to the touch.

925945 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CO 60.0 60 F lyphedema and pain at L axillary and fatigue

925946 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 58.0 58 F low grade fever, headache

925947 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 AZ 29.0 29 F Redness and swelling surrounding injection site (3in diameter) Swollen lymph node in armpit.

925948 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 IN 68.0 68 F Dizziness especially in the morning and with position changes. No treatment. Has happened since Tuesday am.

925949 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MI 59.0 59 F Large knot (2 1/4 x 2 1/4), warm and red at injection site.  started to itch on the 5th, didnt think too much about it then got progressively worse on the 6th w the knot developing and red/warm.  today 1/7, the knot is reducing slightly but the redness is spreading.

925950 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 TX 52.0 52 M LOCAL SORENESS AT SITE DAY 1  DAY 2 SORNESS ON SITE AND UPPER ARM GOING INTO SHOULDER DAY 3 @ 3AM FELT HEANEYNESS IN CHEST, SEVER BODY ACHES, PRODUCTIVE COUGH,  COUGHING UP ACID TASTE

925951 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 62.0 62 F Patient report HA and  fever. Treatment include Tylenol .

925952 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 TX 63.0 63 F Chills,low grade fever for 2 days,body pain from neck to knees for 7 days. Some pain still exists but is getting better.

925953 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Fever 100, body aches, severe headache, nausea, earache, soreness in arm

925954 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AK 32.0 32 F Fatigue, Aches and myalgias, shoulders, neck and back, and syncopal episode (passed out in bathroom no injuries continues to monitor) recovered well

925955 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 54.0 54 M Generalized pain, fatigue, chills

925956 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MN 38.0 38 M Fever max if 101.4, muscle aches and headache

925957 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MA 69.0 69 F after 6 days bright red area (circular) around injection site (no itching or rash)

925958 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 UT 36.0 36 F 01/04/2021 9am - vaccine administered - felt fine, went climbing. 3pm mild fatigue began. 6pm injection arm was practically unusable, had to get help to undress, extreme chills with trembling that made it difficult to breath. Hands turned pale and where hard to use. 8:30pm fever reached 103 F and extreme body aches and joint pain began. Splitting headache also began. The trembling stopped but a dry cough began. Between 8:30pm and 11pm fever fluctuated wildly from 101 F  into the 103  F until at 11pm the fever reached 104 F. 11pm Fever peaked at 104 F, took two advil and a cool shower as my brain felt like it was on fire and I had the worst headache of my life. I felt confused and disoriented.  With in minutes of taking a cool shower and putting icepacks on my neck and wrists fever dropped to 103 F range. 01/05/2021 Fever fluctuated in the 101 F- 103 F range until 4am, awoke with sheets completely soaked in sweat. 7am - 12pm fever stayed within 101 F range. Extreme fatigue, moderate joint pain, moderate body aches, moderate headache. Was unable to get out of bed without major effort. 7pm temperature returned to normal range 97.3 01/06/2021 8am moderate fatigue, felt confused, disoriented and dizzy. Arm was useable but very painful and ROM limited 7pm extreme fatigue 01/07/2021 10am extremely dizzy and disoriented temperature 96.9

925959 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 37.0 37 F fever chills rash swelling redness

925960 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 PA 27.0 27 F Nausea/vomiting, fevers, painful supraclavicular lymphadenopathy, body aches

925961 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 FL 67.0 67 F cellulitis surrounding injection site right upper arm

925962 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 PR 51.0 51 F From the second day of had been administered the area turned red swollen and the days went by and the rash is bigger and it has been 12 days and it still the same

925963 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 FL 37.0 37 F tachycardic, feeling flushed and as though throat is closing.

925964 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 NC 48.0 48 F Arm red and itchy at injection site. This reaction just started today, 1-7-2021. (One week after injection) Up until today the only reaction I had was pain at the injection site that subsided on 1-3-2021.

925965 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 CT 46.0 46 F On the 6 day after injection, site became itchy at night. Woke up on the 7th day after injection to the injection site described as large, red, swollen, sore, hot to the touch.

925966 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MD 22.0 22 F Beginning with right arm pain after injection, and the day after with slight bruising to the injection site. Then after eight days a rash appeared just below the injection site with slight swelling and itching.

925967 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 51.0 51 F fever 102F aches

925968 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 WA 47.0 47 F Onset of very noticeable arm weakness from the deltoid down, with some mild paresthesia most pronounced in the ulnar nerve distribution.  Symptoms began somewhat suddenly around 11am and lasted an hour or so, then waxed/waned, with another strong flare of it around 8pm also lasting around an hour.   Now 24 hours later, seems mostly resolved, not quite 100%.  Prior to this, there was only mild injection site tenderness, less than other IM vaccines.

925969 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 WA 63.0 63 F This is a self report:  two days after the vaccine I developed severe heart burn ( something I have never experienced). Several over the counter medication were used without relief. . The heart burn was followed by a horrible gastric disturbance.   I experienced abdominal pain, cramping and rectal pain.  During this time my temperature remand between 100.0 - 101.0 with fatigue and malaise. I have also noticed several welts on my body.   I?m typically a very health person and have never experienced any of these experiences before.

925970 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 PA 62.0 62 F within 20 minutes: metallic taste in mouth, tingling and numb lips/tongue - resolved with OTC antihistamine use

925971 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 FL 56.0 56 F tingling from feet to head, dizziness, difficulty speaking, redness, swelling to face, and hypertension (180/91). Within 30 minutes of receiving vaccine. Resolved within 2 hours after medicating with PO benadryl and IV pepcid
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925972 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Induration, redness, warmth. Spreading each day. No response to antibiotics or anti histamines.  Dx with cellulitis a d delayed local reaction.

925973 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 25.0 25 F Received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine around 8:00 am on 1/4/2021. Same day in the afternoon, developed left facial numbness and right facial weakness, which had exacerbated on the next two days. On 1/5/2021, went to ED of Medical Center. Was evaluated by ED doctor and ED attending and was diagnosed with Bell's Palsy. Neurology consulted. Steroids were not recommended as it would make vaccine not effective. Lyme test was obtained (reported negative). Was discharged later on 1/5/2021 and was advised to follow up with OMS and neurology.

925974 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 MA 55.0 55 F Same evening body aches and injection site was painful. In 24 hrs my lymph nodes were swollen, also neck and arm pit. I also had headaches and body aches across my shoulder, neck and back.

925975 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IL 33.0 33 F Patient's arm was feeling tight after the injection, The sleeve seemed to be tightening her arm and after the injection she felt all the blood rush down her arm and she stated the injection site came out a bit and had a little bump. She went to the observation area and was feeling faint and light headed. She was taken to a separate room and she became a little faint and was given some water and kept longer for observation.  After about an hour shes feeling much better and her color as returned and only feeling slightly light-headed.

925976 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 36.0 36 F fever 99.7F, chills headache

925977 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 WA 53.0 53 F onset of redness, swelling, and heat at injection site. diagnosed with cellulitis

925978 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 WA 76.0 76 M Localized swelling,  redness and itching 6 cm in diameter at injection site. it developed about 7 days after the injection

925980 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 39.0 39 F site soreness (started within 3 hours of injection and is still sore 2 days later) , sleep disturbance night of injection,  elevated temp of 100deg  (started at 0200 on the 6th and lasted for 24 hours), whole body aches esp neck and back pain (Started when temp started and has lasted after temp has stopped for a total of 31 hours). Migraine with sensitivity to light (started at 0400 on the 6th and lasted for 5 hours). Nausea and heartburn (started on the 6th at 1845 lasting 5 hours despite taking famotidine)

925981 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 IL 54.0 54 F 9 days after injection developed injection site reaction of redness, swelling, itching, warm to touch along with mild rash on bilateral lower extremities.

925982 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NM 28.0 28 M fever, headache, coughing, fatigue, loss of smell

925983 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Itching after injection with redness. 3 hours later with raised 2 inch hive at injection site with associated warmth, redness. Did not spread from that area. 2inch diameter.

925984 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MN 38.0 38 M Fever max 101.4, muscle aches with headache

925985 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 34.0 34 F Fever 104.0F, chills, aches

925986 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MN 23.0 23 F 1/4/21 noon C/O nausea and Headache, 1/5/21 C/O body aches, "COVID symptoms", fever, chills, headache, and body rash. Symptoms improved expect for rash which patient states is very itchy. NP instructed her to take Claritin daily, use hydrocortisone cream, and Benadryl at night time. Patient is also reporting all symptoms to VSAFE.

925987 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 53.0 53 F Very achy and tired the following day. very tender at injection site for three days following injection.  Bruising at injection site.

925988 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 MO 35.0 35 F Woke up with chills, headache, weak, felt like fainting, arm pain. Called off work. Fever of 100.4.

925989 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 GA 67.0 67 F Patient complained of facial flushing. Denies respiratory distress, is A& O x 4, V/S are: 1st attempt at 11:20 AM: BP 176/78; P-88; RR 20, 2nd attempt at 11:32 AM: BP 130/72; P-82; RR-18.  Patient offered monitoring for 1 hour, refused ,patient was stable, reports minimized facial flushing, no respiratory distress reported. Patient encourage to go to the ER if having any trouble breathing, verbalized understanding.

925990 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CO 86.0 86 F 3 cm.X6 cm. raised, red, pruritic rash at site of vaccination

925991 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CO 57.0 57 M Severe Body Aches, Fever little over 100 degrees F, Chills.    Started about 9 hours after injection - lasted 7-8 hours.    Arm pain but that was no big deal.

925992 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 OH 73.0 73 F PHONE MESSAGE- UNABLE TO REACH FOR FURTHER INFO X2.  STATES NO REACTION UNTIL 1/4/2021- BILATERAL "THROBBING" LEGS - NO RELIEF WITH OTC NSAIDS

925993 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 38 F low grade fever, arm swelling, aches, chills fatigue

925994 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 53.0 53 F vaccine administered at 1040. 30 minutes of observation occurred. At 1126, patient returned to clinic reporting dizziness, and generalized redness on her body. Vital signs taken- temp 99.2, HR 108, O2 96%, BP 192/96, RR 18. First Responder called. Pt offered water and reported her throat was closing. Epipen was administered. VS after Epi 96% on 2L O2, HR 117, BP 192/101. Pt reported lips starting swell (not observed by RN). First Responder team arrived. Report given. First Response team transported patient to the ED for further evaluation.

925995 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MN 48.0 48 F Nausea, chills, fever, body aches, headache, rash on arm

925996 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 TX 34.0 34 M Pain in the injection site a couple of hours after injection. Felt slight dizziness on the day of administration (on and off). The headache started to appear around 3pm the following day and continues on 2 days after. Feeling weak. Diarrhea also started two days after the administration. Noticed body aches in upper and lower body. Four days after the administration, no more pain in the injection site. Diarrhea had subsided but the headache is still there on and off.

925997 01/07/2021 NY 30.0 F Nausea, fever, chills, body aches

925998 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NY 42.0 42 F bouts of  tachycardia at rest >100bpm  lasted for about 3 hours

925999 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 WI 52.0 52 F Chills/ slight headache for two days after - still able to work, just didn't feel "normal".  Developed hives/welts on chest up neck and onto chin on 1/6/21 in the evening along with a slight headache.  Had a virtual visit with Urgent care and was prescribed Prednisone and zyrtec for the next 5 days and told to report.

926000 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 IL 31.0 31 F 2nd day-nausea, arm site pain which subsided. day 5-7 -severe itching around injection site. swelling and erythema as well

926001 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 44.0 44 F fever 101.0, chills, aches

926002 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 KY 53.0 53 F (unsure if this relates to vaccination) Had an extreme allergic reaction at 10 pm Monday night (Jan 4, 2021), then another at 3 am Tuesday morning. Took benadryl 25 mg with each episode.  At 6:15 am I passed completely out at sink, hitting my head hard on hardwood floor.  Went to ER for scans.  All scans were clear of brain and chest, awaiting heart results, with further testing for allergens coming up.

926003 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 NE 39.0 39 M During administration of the vaccine, the RN noted that the vanishpoint syringe (automatic retractable needle syringe) began retracting too early before the RN had fully depressed the plunger and before all of the vaccine was in the patient's muscle. In addition, the RN noted that vaccine was leaking out of the syringe and down the patient's arm.  The RN was unable to determine the exact amount that entered the patient and how much leaked out of the syringe.  The RN spoke with Health Deparment's physician who was on-site. The RN and the physician looked at the syringe and discussed the incident. It was determined since some of the vaccine went into the patient, the dose should not be repeated for concerns of overdosing the patient.  The patient was informed that a VAERS report would be filed and that we would attempt to contact moderna. The patient was advised to come for the second dose as scheduled on their card and that the patient could speak with their healthcare provider about whether or not a titer/antibody test should be run after the second dose to ensure the patient had adequate immunity.

926004 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CT 64.0 64 F I have a dr appt next week, I did have some mid numbness on the top of my leg that I have had for a while, thought it might have been related to my knee surgery over 10 years ago, and developed leg cramps that I contributed to my diet most recently, so not sure if this is related or just bad timing

926005 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 46.0 46 F fever 100.3, lymph pain, body aches

926006 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Fever of 103, chills, severe body aches, migraine.

926007 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 CA 72.0 72 M PHLEBITIS OF LEFT BASILIC VEIN

926008 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 57.0 F Received vaccine on 1/6/2021 at 10:30 AM. Sneezing and runny nose since 1/6/2021 10:00 PM.

926009 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 25.0 25 M Headache, fever, chills, fatigue around 18 hours after shot. Additionally, I woke up the morning after to pain in my toe, which spread to my foot and groin lymph nodes. I eventually went to the ER and was told my toe was infected. I had previously had a small cut on my toe and the doctor believes that the inflammatory response my body initiated from the vaccine exacerbated this infection.

926010 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 OK 48.0 48 F An irregular shaped Blister at site of vaccination was noticed a day after the first vaccine dose, and which then burst producing clear liquid with open skin when the bandage was removed. It healed later with a scar.

926011 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 CO 33.0 33 F Left arm itching and localized rash/hive at injection site started on day 5-6 after injection. ~3x3in. Rash lasted for ~5d, itching for ~7d. Daily zyrtec taken day 1-3 of rash.  Of note, acyclovir (new medication) taken 1 day (2 doses) before rash development and then stopped

926012 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 34.0 34 M Patient describes chest pain, shallow breathing, sharp chest pain, patient has previous cardiac problems and could recognize. He also reports feeling fatigued and flushed (hot flashes), body aches, headache mildness, injection site pain

926013 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 PA 35.0 35 F Began with fatigue on day 2 and sore arm, day 3 temp of 101.6, chills, body aches, continued through day 5.

926014 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 KS 60.0 60 F Vomited twice in 2 hours could not eat headache fatigue 3 days ate very little because did not feel like eating Rash on right behind check and down a little bit on thigh very red painful and swelling I am on SMZ-TMP DS Tab 800-160 twice a day rash still there but not as painful. Fever as high as 102.7 for several hours on 01/03/2021 then ran in the 101.5 range for 01/04/2021, then on 01/5/2021 it ran in the low 100's. It is getting better every day.

926015 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Pt given 2nd dose of pfizer vaccination given by LVN  RN informed that pt was not feeling well at 0834 by LVN. RN informed front desk to call rapid response at 0835. Pt transferred from waiting area to wheel chair then to gurney  0836 vs: bp:151/109 hr:95 02sat: 90 room air- complaint of dizziness, feeling like she is going to pass out, headache 6/10, diaphoretic hands bilaterally, tearful, feeling like she is going to pass out, complaint of congestion, notes she has history of htn and sleep apnea, pt states that she was not feeling well since administration of vaccination however did not inform LVN. 0837:2L o2 via nasal canula 0840: vs: BP 138/75 hr:83 02 sat:94 97.7 temp: on 2L nasal cannula, rapid response arrived report given, pt still feeling the same.  0845: vs bp: 133/84 hr: 79 o2sat: 94 0850: rapid response nurse cleared pt to be discharged, pt given option of going to ED for observation however declined at the time. 0851: pt sat up repeat o2sat: 95 on room air- states that she is feeling better, stating "I think I just have to go home and take a nap" 0855: pt requesting to be discharged, encouraged to have someone drive her home states she will call her sister- pt never picked up phone to call sister- then insisted she is fine to dive herself home.  0856: cleared with -supervisor that pt okay to be wheeled down to car by LVN be wheeled down to car- pt given ed precautions. 0907: LVN reported that pt elected to go to ED as she was experiencing dizziness per LVN.   In ED pt  given IV Benadryl 25 mg, tordol 15mg iv, 1 liter Lactated ringers, 4 mg Zofran iv

926016 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 KY 60.0 60 F "very sore arm for 2 days, difficulty lifting arm, pain woke me in the night.  Also developed fever and nausea which only lasted about 6 hours"

926017 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 FL 70.0 70 F HIGH BP AND PULSE BETWEEN 9:30 PM AND MIDNIGHT THE EVENING AFTER THE VACCINE:  175/99 PULSE 149,   151/79 PULSE 115, 154/73 PULSE 139, 163/77 PULSE 137.

926018 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NE 39.0 39 F Swollen Rash and itching in Left arm, increasing in size over 2-3 days.  Has had to take Benadryl to relieve itching at night.

926019 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 IL 40.0 40 F Day 9 developed redness, swelling, heat, hardness & itching at injection site

926020 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 WI 40.0 40 F at 1210 patient received the moderna vaccination  o. 5ml  in her left arm  she went to sit down and at 1218 she stated she doesn't feel right she got all panicky and restless.  we placed a pulse ox on her her HR was high 160's oxygenation 100% BP 158/88  she said her heart felt like it was racing and she was all hot and her lips were tingly.... another RN present said her lips looked a little blue at one point   rapid response  called .  Patient  stated she felt a little better, heart rate was in 120's rapid response team decided to send her to the ER for observation

926021 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MD 69.0 69 F Vaccine recipient complained of "some left-sided numbness in her ears and arms" almost immediately.  Report received second-hand from the vaccine clinic director.

926022 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 45.0 45 F Low-grade fever, myalgia, general malaise

926023 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 TN 42.0 42 F At 3:30 am 1/7/2021 I woke up to my whole body head to toe covered in hives/rash and my lips were swelling. I took 2 Benadryl and slept. At 6 am lip swelling went down but hives are all over still. At 8 am I took another Benadryl. It is now 12:30 and still there and itching.

926024 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 26.0 26 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Rash at injection site on the morning of Day 6, no pain or itching, and rash went away by 7pm that night. Rash returned at injection site with itching on day 8 (today). The itching is intermittent so far today.

926025 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 38.0 38 M fever 1/5/21 102F chills same evening 1/6/21 chills and fever about 4am. Elevated heart rate all day headache, joint pain, muscle soreness, fever all day approximately 11pm felt much better. heart rate returned to normal, temperature 100f  1/7/21 local pain in injection site. no more fever. normal heart rate.

926026 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 FL 24.0 24 F 12-15 hours after the injection I woke up with moderate to severe body aches and fatigue. These two symptoms lasted about 12-18 hours.

926027 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 CT 19.0 19 F Begin with abdominal pain on December 30 when she woke up, continued with nausea, then headaches, loss of appetite and by Sunday  January  3, 2021 swollen lymph node in left arm pit.  Was seen on January 4, 2021, told to call or return if it gets worse.  As of today she still has a swollen lymph node and swelling and redness around her injection site.

926029 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 38.0 38 F developed angioedema of lower lip more than one hour after injection continued to progress even at 12 hours after.  Had associated wheezing but no respiratory.

926030 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Stomach cramps and vomiting. Vomited once then felt fine. Resolved in one day.

926031 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MT 49.0 49 F Throat tingling 10 minutes after shot administered.   Sent to ER for treatment (solumedrol, famotidine, diphenhydramine administered)

926032 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 58.0 58 F Stiff neck severe headache severe diarrhea and nausea

926033 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 37.0 37 F Pt reported immediate redness and lump to injection site and shortly after developed flushing to face/neck/arms with itching about 10 minutes after vaccine. Pt received Benadryl PO with recovery. Provider notified and approved course of treatment. No other f/u concerns at this time.

926034 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 WA 41.0 41 F Fever of 101, diarrhea, vomiting, fatigue, nauseous, no appetite, arm red and swollen at injection site.

926035 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MD 54.0 54 F Information relayed second hand from vaccine clinic director.  Recipient c/o muscle pain immediately after the Moderna injection on 12/29/2020 and congestion and body aches 3 days after the injection. Now yesterday, 8 days after the injection she has a circular red area below the injection site that is slightly warm to touch, itchy and swollen. She is taking Benadryl.

926036 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 ND 25.0 25 F Localized reaction at the site of injection- pain, redness, warm to touch, and swelling.

926037 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CT 40.0 40 F Rash and redness, pain (similar to sunburn or bruise) ghat developed 7 days post vaccine. Small bump at injection site that was also noted day 7.

926038 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 UT 28.0 28 F Red arm  Hard bumps under skin  Soreness in arm

926039 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 KY 40.0 40 F Swelling, redness, and warmth of the upper arm a week after injection. Cold compress and Tylenol administered with no relief redness and swelling spreading across arm. Shoulder, neck and arm pain. Also experiencing nausea.

926040 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 47.0 47 F headache/sneezing/runny nose occurring  16hours after vaccination lasting 24hours total fever/chills/fatigue, highest reading 100.7, occurring 19 hours after vaccination lasting 12 hours total generalized GI distress without nausea/vomitting starting within 2 hours of vaccination and lasting over 36hours; difficult to discern from my typical GI issues but certainly seemed to be heightened

926041 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Hives on left arm initially below injection site, but gradually growing in size up towards injection site. Zyrtec has helped. Hives still present but getting better.

926042 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PA 41.0 41 F Developed shortness of breath, swelling of tongue, persistent cough within 5 minutes of vaccination. Was treated with EpiPen and kept in ER for observation overnight. Symptoms resolved. Y Y 1

926043 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NM 49.0 49 F rt. orbital numbness, lip numbness

926044 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 FL 55.0 55 F Vaccine administered at 11:15 AM.  At 12:00 pm the top of my head became very hot, my face felt hot and red with raised rash, my scalp became very itchy, my heart felt like it was beating out of my chest and I had pounding in both ears.  My bilateral forearms began to itch and then developed hives.  I notified my Supervisor that I was having a reaction.  I was checked in to ER (where I am an RN).  My blood pressure was elevated 180's systolic and my heart rate was 180BPM and short of breath.  An IV was started and I was given Normal Saline Bolus, Solu-medrol 125MG and Benadryl 25MG IV.  Prior to medications, my throat felt itchy and "tight" but resolved once medication given.  The itching and hives continued to spread to my upper back, neck, bilateral feet and behind my bilateral knees.  After approximately 1 1/2 hrs itching and hives continued then I was given Pepcid IV and Benadryl 25mg PO which after 40 minutes my itching and hives resolved.  I was later discharged home with a prescription of Methylprednisolone 4MG dose pack.  Symptoms resolved until approximately 1:30 am on 5/7/2021 when I awoke to pounding in my ears and the feeling once again my heart was beating out of my chest.  My heart rate was 132BPM, I became hot and diaphoretic,  short of breath.  My scalp felt it was on fire and then I broke out in hives.  I immediately took Prednisone, benadryl and pepcid.  I took a cool shower, got dressed and drove to the hospital down the road and sat in the parking lot just in case my throat became itchy and tight (which it did not).  The hives and itching began to resolve after an hour.  My heart rate went back to 67BPM and shortness of breath resolved as well.  I called Employee Health at hospital and made a report of symptoms.

926045 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 VA 31.0 31 F 7 days after injection. Developed large irregular oval shaped irritation/reaction at site of injection. Skin was Red. Hot to touch. Raised. Hardened/thickened tissue. Size 11 cm x 5 cm. Itchy face two-three days prior to reaction at arm. Minimal itchiness at injection site or reaction

926046 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OH 48.0 48 F general fatigue, body aches, nausea

926047 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 PR 28.0 28 F Left axilar pain ( lymph nodes inflammation).

926048 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 PA 59.0 59 F Patient's states that she woke up at 3 am on 1/7/2021 with left sided facial swelling and lip swelling and she went back to sleep and woke up again around 5:30 am and swelling had gone down, and then at 10:30 am patient reports that left facial swelling and left lip swelling completely resolved. Pt. denies taking anything to resolve swelling of left face and lip.

926049 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 CO 54.0 54 F 1/7/20 circular redness, itching in upper left arm at injection site, not noticed previously.

926050 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 52.0 52 F She states that she is nauseous since the vaccine

926051 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 IL 58.0 58 F "By around 7p that evening 12/17/20, i was unable to life my arm to undress.  the next morning the injection site was a little tender but i could move the arm"

926052 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MO 48.0 48 F Shortly after receiving the vaccine, the patient reported feeling flushed and hot with rash, shaking, shivering, and pain in upper chest, which the patient described as being normal because of her COVID pneumonia. I would rate the reaction as moderate. Diphenhydramine 25mg capsule was given by mouth, ice water was offered. Patient was closely monitored but no further intervention was necessary. After about 25 minutes, symptoms subsided and patient decided to leave.

926053 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 GA 40.0 40 F Localized swelling/redness/warmth/soreness that started on the day after vaccine. I thought it was just a normal vaccine reaction because I have had those in the past.  It seemed to get a little smaller and less red/warm in the next few days but then started to get more red and swollen in the past 24-48 hours. It has been a week since the vaccine. It is itching some now for the past 2 days as well.

926054 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 OK 37.0 37 F Patient began to have tingling under her right eye and face, then she began to have a rapid pulse (156), she felt chest heaviness,   contact clinic.  Clinic suggested taking patient to the hospital to be evaluated.  Patient decline the ride to clinic but stated she would have her spouse take her to the hospital.

926055 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Noticed a 2-3 inch hard, red itchy patch near injection site. Started on Day 8 post-vaccination. Used hydrocortisone 2.5% cream once. Resolving on Day 11 post-vaccination.

926056 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 KY 51.0 51 M Injected in the right arm.  Woke up this morning to the right underarm lymph node swollen and tender to the touch.  No redness, no rash, not warn to the touch.  Fatigue and body aches also accompany the adverse effects this morning.

926058 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 FL 21.0 21 F Localized redness in a circular shape at and surrounding injection site. Along with redness, the area of skin is itchy, raised, and hot to the touch. Symptom developed 7 days after receiving dose 1 of the COVID 19 Moderna vaccine.

926059 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 LA 42.0 42 F 3/4 Inch round mild swelling locally to site of injection - painfull to touch. Was not hard or spread beyond initial 3/4 inch lump

926060 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 IL 30.0 30 F On 1/4/21 patient had itching to both hands(possibly from dry skin). On 1/6 patient stated her left hand swelled at around 1:00pm, then her first two fingers on her right hand swelled and first two fingers on her left hand were numb for approximately 45 minutes. Patient was seen by her primary care provider, no treatments have been done at this time. Dr. thought patient was having a systemic response when she woke up this morning  (1/7/21) with no swelling or any other problems.

926061 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 CO 33.0 33 F Pt. was vaccinated on 12/31/20 @ 11:07 a.m. with Moderna Vaccination. Pt. experienced some tingling on the tip of her tongue. She did not have any difficulty swallowing or breathing. She was noted to have some PVC's and because of the PVCs and the tingling in the tongue she was transported to the Emergency Room. Pt is 28 weeks pregnant with due date 03/24/21. Pt. was placed on heart monitor and noted to have PVCs , no runs noted.

926062 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 ND 25.0 25 F localized reaction- pain, redness, warm to touch, inflamation

926063 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 WA 56.0 56 F 1 week plus 1 day post vaccination my Left arm started to itch near the injection site and a red rash developed about 3 inch x 1 inch in size slightly below the actual injection point - it is still itchy and red  my face also feels slightly flushed on and off

926064 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 39.0 39 F At  approximately 3am (11 hrs after vaccine), had chills, body aches, severe headache, dizziness. Chills lasted about 4-5 hours, body aches x 24 hrs, and headache 24 hrs.

926065 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 OH 39.0 39 M CLIENT WITH STATED HISTORY OF VASO-VAGAL REACTIONS TO "STRESS" .  RECEIVED VACCINE- IMMEDIATE NO REACTION- TO OBSERVATION AREA- 5 MIN. LATER, BECOMING DIZZY, NAUSEATED, PALE. MOMENTARILY LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS. DIAPHORESIS. BP 120/60.  PLACED ON COT WITH LEGS ELEVATED.   COLOR RETURNED OVER 30-40 MIN.  NAUSEA LESSENING; 12/30/2020- AGAIN SPOKE WITH CLIENT- OCCATIONAL WEAKNESS, SWEATY , VERY MINIMAL DIZZINESS WITH EXERTION. MILD LETHARGY- ALL STAYING SAME.  REPORTING ON CDC-VSAFE SITE.

926066 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NC 63.0 63 F ?Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA?

926067 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CO 32.0 32 F Large lump on right delt- Elbow to shoulder Fever Bodyaches Rash on Face and Chest

926068 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F COVID symptoms - fever, fatigue

926069 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 54.0 54 F Patient felt numbness around her nose and lips about 2 hours post vaccination.

926070 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 FL 39.0 39 F Yesterday was day 8 and i woke up with my arm hot, itchy, red and had a welt about 2 inches round. its gotten slightly bigger today.

926072 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 PA 38.0 38 F Metallic taste in mouth, tingling in tongue

926073 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NE 85.0 85 F Swollen red rash at injection site and running down the interior arm to elbow.  Itching with spreading over 2-3 days.  Needed to take Benadryl at night for past 3 nights.

926074 01/06/2020 01/07/2021 LA 41.0 41 F Around midnight on 1/7/21, I started to have a pain in my left arm. It hurts to move my arm. The pain included the entire left side of the arm above the elbow, including the bone and muscle pain. At 8 am- 12:45 pm on 1/7/21,  I put an ice pack on the  injection site and it provided no relief. I took a Tylenol at 11:45 am and it brought the pain level down from a 7 to a 6.  I took a picture this morning of the site and there is a little swelling at injection site, almost looks like a rash, and the area is extremely tender to touch.

926075 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 GA 54.0 54 F Received the vaccine on 12/30/2020, I had sore arm and slight itchy arm for 2 days.  On 1/6/21 my arm started feeling itchy, a slight burn and turned red around the injection site.

926076 12/19/2020 01/07/2021 KS 30.0 30 F Fever for 8 hours with max 101.7, Tylenol taken x2 doses Chills and body aches for 30 hours Sore arm for 60 hours

926077 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 TX 22.0 22 F Employee contacted Employee Health on 01/05/2021 after receiving COVID vaccine #1 complaining of cough, sinus headache, redness and streaking across eyelids, congestion, facial swelling that spread down her cheeks and chin area - took OTC Benadryl, fell asleep, and when she awaken, swelling to face had worsened - went to ER

926078 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 GA 38.0 38 F After leaving the facility the pt. returned and advised she was having chest tightness and dizziness.  After sitting at the site for approximately one hour pt. advised still having what she described as chest tightness.  Pt. was given 25mg Benadryl PO taken on scene. Pt. was healthcare worker and was advised to seek further medical attention if symptoms persist.

926079 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Fever 101.9F, chills, fatigue, headache

926081 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 MA 51.0 51 F severe red rash/hives on bilateral arms. Very itchy. spread drom hands up to shoulders, Benadryl and Prednisone taper

926082 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 71.0 71 F She had a fever, fatigue and some shortness of breath

926083 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 AR 47.0 47 F knot on right side shoulder blade...not hard, feels like fluid is in it. pain and discomfort under arm on right side

926084 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MD 61.0 61 F Within several minutes after receiving the vaccine she began experiencing chest tightness. She was given oxygen and benedryl but the chest tightness worsened and EMS was called. She was transported to the ED.

926085 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 FL 69.0 69 F "bad taste in mouth, tongue feels funny, numb." B/P 102/60           P 68

926086 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 IN 28.0 28 F 1 week and 2 days later my arm where the injection was given is red, painful, swollen, warm to the touch, and itchy

926087 12/19/2020 01/07/2021 KS 30.0 30 F Chills and body aches, 30 hours Fever, 8 hours, max 101.7, Tylenol Soreness and injection site, 48 hours

926088 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 UT 24.0 24 F Complaining of rubber taste in throat after receiving 1st shot. Pt vitals remained stable throughout RRT. Pt released back to work, advised to come to the ED if symptoms worsened or persisted.

926089 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CA 57.0 57 F Complained of tingling of the lips and felt very nervous. Was assessed and BP and pulse were normal. Has hx of anxiety. Pt reassured and monitored for 1 hour and then left after reporting that she felt better. She texted back at 3 pm when she got home and said she was feeling better.  Took Allegra at home.

926090 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 UT 23.0 23 F I received my first dose of the Moderna vaccine on 12/28/2020. On 01/04/2021 night, I had a red lump on the injection site that was slightly itchy. The following day, the lump was still there, it was red and hot, but not painful. The redness had spread towards my chest but did not go past my armpit. The size of the lump has decreased since then, nearly gone today on 01/07/2021.

926091 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 39.0 39 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA   I contracted COVID-19 on 11/24/2020. I received the first dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine around 9:40AM on 1/6/2021. At around 9:45PM on 1/6/2021 I started to feel very nauseous and vomited twice within the hour.

926092 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MS 45.0 45 M Presented to the ED with a chief complaint of LUE pain.  Patient recently received the COVID-19 vaccine and is now experiences some redness, swelling and pain to the area which started about 7 hours after vaccine administration.  Skin is also warm to the touch.  He called his PCP who advised taking antihistamines and icing the area.  Patient received single oral doses of both cephalexin 500 mg and diphenhydramine 25 mg in the ER at 1020 on 1/7/21.

926093 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 UT 34.0 34 M I got the 1st dose of the Moderna vaccine on 12/28/2020.   7-8 days later I started feeling itchiness.  Rash was red, warm to the touch, and after a couple of days it spread.  At least 6 co-workers also expressed the similar symptoms 7-8 days later after administration of the shot.   No treatment done except for use of heating pad for one night.  Will set up a doctor's appt.

926094 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 RI 52.0 52 F Day 3 bilateral swollen glands with bilateral ear pain  Resolved by day 5  Day 9 Left arm redness (like 1st degree burn) swelling, pain/itching along whole upper arm and bicep area to the present.  Taking Zyrtec daily

926095 12/16/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 39.0 39 F When I got my first shot of the vaccine , I had some of the symptoms mentioned including a headache but after 24 hours , everything went away, however a few days after after , my headache Came back and has not gone away ever since , yesterday , I went to get my second vaccine but thankfully my headaches haven?t gotten worst.

926096 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NY 44.0 43 F According to patient on 1/6/21 around 9:00 PM,, one week post 1st  dose Moderna injection, left arm injection site started to itch.  On the morning of 1/7/2021, patient noted site was red, warm and tender to touch.  Reported to RN and MD and observed  erythema approximately 1 " circle around injection site, warm to touch with slight swelling. Itching somewhat subsided.

926097 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Body Aches, Chills, Fatigue, Headache, Cough, stuffy nose

926098 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 OR 46.0 46 F Patient while waiting after receiving her second COVID Vaccine dose started to feel short of breath, anxious and shaky.  She was taken to the ED, where they took a set of vitals, listened to her lungs (clear) and completed an EKG.

926099 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 WI 53.0 53 F Felt like skin, head to toe was "on fire" and mild hives (burning- similar to past reactions with things) - I took 50mg benadryl [I have an epi pen but chose to try benadryl first as my symptoms were only skin and I was breathing fine (pulse ox was 98 which is normal for me);  also had racing heart  and was only a little above my norm of 80's -90's, but did not feel PVCs or irregularity, aches, chills, fatigue, eye pain, severe headache on weds night night and thursday; drove 2 hrs home to cabin for new years the next day on thursday (new years eve) (I am working for COVID - epidemiologist, retired nurse), aches, cold/chills/severe headache remained (took 1000 of tylenol in the morning and then before going to bed that night); in bed at 2000pm because I was so tired and felt "sick." the next day I had no symptoms when I woke up. My arm was not even hardly sore in the two days that I did not feel bad; I could feel the injection but it was not painful like previous vaccines that I had received.  Before the vaccine I called my ex housemate who is a trauma nurse practitioner and she advised me to take tylenol and not aspirin after I get the vaccine; I did not administer 1000mg tylenol and benadryl (50mg) to myself until bedtime that even after my symptoms began)

926100 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 PA 40.0 40 F Severe muscle pain, that went into back, and all the way down to fingers of left hand. Swelling at injection site, and then swelling and tingling in left hand. and head ache. Symptoms didn't subside until day 3. Still have pain in left arm that radiates down to elbow. All other symptoms subsided.

926101 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IL 54.0 54 F Within 30 minutes of receiving the vaccine, I experienced mild chest tightness and a mild cough. Later that day I experienced fatigue, headache, and chills. The next day I felt like I had the flu but went to work anyway.  I became lightheaded and nauseous at work and was sent home.  I spent all day in bed with a fever of 100 degrees, chills, and fatigue.  The fever persisted until about 10 pm, at which time I began to feel better. My arm is also extremely red and sore at the injection site.

926102 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OR 31.0 31 F VACCINE ERROR: First dose of COVID-19 vaccine (PFizer, lot EJ1865) was given on 12/20/2020. The second dose was given on 1/5/2020 (16 days after initial dose).  No adverse reaction was noted at the time of this submission

926103 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NY 38.0 38 F According to patient on 1/6/21 around 11:00 PM, one week post 1st  dose Moderna injection, right arm injection site started to itch.  On the morning of 1/7/2021, patient noted site was red, warm and tender to touch.  Reported to RN and MD and observed  erythema approximately 1/2 " circle around injection site, warm to touch with slight swelling. Continues to itch.  Patient was pre-medicated with Benedryl 50 mg. po.

926104 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MA 45.0 45 F One week after vaccine was administered, red rash appeared in area below injection site. Itchy but does not require medical attention.

926105 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 GA 25.0 25 F vaccine administered at 12:18pm, client ambulated to observation area. @12:23pm client complained of nausea and vomiting, redness noted to chest and neck. Client given 20ml Benadryl PO*1 @ 12:27pm. Client moved from chair to floor @ 12:34pm. Client complained of tightness in chest, lungs clear no wheezing noted. 0.5mg Epi administered RT @ 12:33pm. 911 called at 12:32pm, arrived @ 12:42pm. Client alert and oriented to person, place and time. Redness centralized to chest and neck, not noted on abdominal area or arms. Client transported to local hospital.
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926107 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NY 32.0 32 F According to patient on 1/6/21 around 400 PM,, one week post 1st  dose Moderna injection, right arm injection site started to itch.  On the morning of 1/7/2021, patient noted site was red, warm and tender to touch.  Reported to RN and MD and observed  erythema approximately 1 " circle around injection site, warm to touch with slight swelling. Itching somewhat subsided.

926108 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 WY 22.0 22 F Shortness of breath, body ache, headache, sore scratchy throat, chest pains, vomiting and nausea

926109 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 KS 49.0 49 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA I developed a hard red and warm welt on my arm approx 3cm x 4 cm in size about 2 hours after the vaccinatin.   48 hours later there is still a red , warm and hard area at the injection site.

926110 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IA 44.0 44 F tingling in both hands - along ulnar nerve to 4th/5th fingers - severe - reports 8/10 discomfort BILATERALLY - felt like she was going to pass out and have diarrhea and vomit at same time - these symptoms awakened her from sleep at 11:45pm; sxs lasted about 15 minutes and then abated; tingling in 4th/5th fingers BILATERALLY persists today- though much less intense - reports at level of 1/10; never did vomiting and never had diarrhea; never passed out; feeling well today - able to run 4 miles and teach yoga and work at a physical therapist

926111 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NY 65.0 64 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA On the 7th day after the inoculation I woke up a with a headache and  swelling under my left arm, in the lymph nodes.  The nodes were quite tender (hard) to the touch as was the area around them. No fever or chills.

926113 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 54.0 54 F Low Grade fever temp 100.0, Body aches and joint aches, fatigue,

926114 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Itchy Vesicular rash on arms, legs, abdomen

926115 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 TX 54.0 54 F On day one, I felt the typical soreness to site.  Starting day 2, a headache presented.  Starting day 3, in addition to the headache, fatigue, body aches and a knot and soreness at the site.  It is day 9 now post... and body aches & fatigue continue.  In addition, the injection site is inflamed (swollen, red and hot).   I am an RN and one of the docs I work with suggested I may have possible cellulitis at the site and I need to watch it for worsening.

926116 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 27.0 27 F I didn't have an adverse reaction until 6 days after the injection. The injection site became red and swollen and my whole body has been itching for 2 days now since 1/05/2021.

926117 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NV 34.0 34 F Patient received dose #1 of Moderna Covid vaccine at about 8:15am at a mass vaccination event for Tier 1 recipients.  Within 3-5 minutes the female patient reported a sensation of her throat being swollen and reported mild difficulty breathing.  She was noted to be mildly tachypneic and tachycardic. Patient was observed over the next few minutes.  She was diaphoretic and reported her symptom of difficulty breathing was getting worse.  Oxygen at 2-3 liters per minute was administered. BP 170/95.  Epinephrine 0.3mg was subcutaneously administered at 8:27am.  911 was called.  Patient reported improvement in symptoms within one minute of receiving the epinephrine. Oxygen and monitoring continued. Patient remained tachycardic but her respiratory rate decreased and her diaphoresis improved.  Paramedics arrived at about 8:40 am and patient was transported via ambulance to ER in stable condition.

926118 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 OH 35.0 35 F Patient notified the pharmacist who administered the vaccine on 1/6/21 stating presence of a nodule/bump, tenderness and warmth at the injection site. The pharmacist advised to seek medical advice in case of infection. Patient says the provider recommended to monitor for now and thinks it may be an allergy. Pharmacist will continue to follow up with patient to make sure symptoms are improving.

926119 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MA 58.0 58 F Raised rash on right arm at and around insertion site

926120 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 LA 31.0 31 M I had general symptoms of covid-19. Fatigue, loss taste and smell.

926121 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 51.0 51 F L hand felt sweaty and arm "felt numb" at 10:25AM. Vital signs are as follows: P 105 BP 140/88, O2sat 100% T 99.6. Grip strength WNL  and no deficits noted on exam.  No adverse reactions to previous shots or similar event happening in the past. Repeat VS P 100 BP 158/82 O2sat 100

926122 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Pfizer Vaccine 45 min after dose, needed to clear my throat allot. Took Claritan and quieted down. By 8 pm left side neck ache. By 3 am the next day lots of trouble with throat and swallowing.  Moderate to sever neck pain, muscle tight and contracted like cervical dystonia. Took another claritan. 2 hours later 25 mg Bendadryl. 830am called healthcare clinic and was seen. "Immune response" Not "allergy" Recommends not getting shot number 2

926123 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 66.0 66 F Had initial redness, swelling and pain at injection site. Resolved after 2-3 days, then mildly itchy.  One week later, swelling, pain, itching have recurred.  Day 8 with 5x8 cm red, tender, itchy swelling left deltoid at injection site.  Unexpected after reviewing published side effects.

926124 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OR 24.0 24 F 01/06/2021  Due to Lisinopril allergy, patient observed for 30 minutes after vaccination.  As she was leaving, patient stated her throat felt dry and stratchy.  Patient denied shortness of breath, rash, hives, dizziness, headache, and nausea.  Patient escorted to Dr. for evaluation and management.  Dr. ordered 25mg Benadryl PO, medication was administered at 1528 and patient was monitored by medical staff.  Patient reports feeling much better at 1615.  01/07/2021  0810  Patient reports all symptoms resolved on 01/06/2021 by 2000.

926125 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NY 29.0 29 F in the subject's own words: I received vaccine on 12/28. on Monday 1/4 I noticed the site of injection was reddened and raised along with mild itching. on 1/6 the redness is twice the size.   Patient spoke face to face with subject and another pharmacist together on 1/6. Subject reports it is not painful. she tried ice and she tried benadryl but neither really helped. She showed it to Doctor who described it as erythema but not cellulitis. It is approximately 7 inches in length. on 1/7 she reports it is the same size, less red, not warm and minimal itch.

926126 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MS 53.0 53 M Headache, chills, fever 99.3, nausea, severe arm pain, tired, sleepy.

926127 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 DE 56.0 56 U Patient states "On Tuesday 1/5/21 around 11:30 a.m. I started feeling sick like I had the flu. I had muscle aches, fatigue, shortness of breath, headache, nausea and diarrhea. The only thing I didn't have is the fever."   Patient seen her primary health provider on Wednesday 1/6/21 who listened to her lungs and just told her to take it easy. Patient is currently working from home

926128 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 NY 23.0 23 F Neon yellow urine.

926129 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 PA 38.0 38 F I received my vaccination on December 29, 2020.   January 7, 2021,  at around 4:00am I woke up and my injection site had become  itchy,  hard  and hot to the touch.

926130 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 CA 38.0 38 F She had a vaccine on 12/24 and was fine.   On 12/31 she had onset of hives on the Left arm below the injection site . She was seen twice in the ED , was given a course of Keflex In case it was developing cellulitis- however was told it was likely a delayed reaction.   For the next few days she had tingling and pin in the arm.        She is now feeling fine.

926131 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 OH 22.0 22 F Client advised that after about 10 minutes of receiving vaccine, she started with headache and pain in middle-upper back.  Her BP was 120/69 with HR of 92.

926132 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 VA 23.0 23 F Itchy, red painful area with blisters near site of injection.  Started 1/6/2021 and progressively has gotten worse.

926133 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 WI 44.0 44 M Patient had a flu shot (Fluzone Quadrivalent, P-Free)(Lot: UJ471AA) on 12/29/2020 and was given the Moderna vaccine (Lot: 011L20A) on 1/5/2021. Patient has been notified and is aware. Patient is currently not experiencing any symptoms.

926135 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Headache Dizzy Nausea vomiting dry heaving

926136 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 PA 53.0 53 M After receiving the shot I walked up to sit down in the bleacher seats,  Talked to the doctoer to set up my reaction site and after he left I felt a wave of panic and felling that my breathing was suffering.   Then felt tingleing in my tounge. Just feeling of breath issue.  MY blood pressure was high a liitel bit 140-100 and my heart rate was 88.

926137 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 ME 1.0 1 M Pt showed at the ER on 12/25/2020 after falling mid walk.  Pt left hand was rhythmically opening and closing.  Head was twitching and left arm and left leg twitching-sx lasted 10min.  Fever of 103 documented by EMS, vaccines 1 wk prior to the ER visit.  Sx resolved 2 hrs after seizure. Diagnosed with ? atypical febrile seizure.  Patient then sent to Center where he had an EEG and neurology consult.  Dx with complex febrile seizure- had felt possible febrile seizure vs epilepsy vs genetic predisposition secondary to TMPRSS3 genetic mutation.0.0 Y 2

926138 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 40.0 40 F Patient describe itching of back. Red, slightly raised rash noted across shoulders. Administered 25 mg Benadryl PO. Patient waited additional 20 minutes.  Rash persists. Patient described sensation of slight itching  on legs. Denies and shortness of breath or itching of throat. Patient advised not to drive if she felt any sleepiness. She verbalized understanding.

926140 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 TX 63.0 63 F Within 8 hours of vaccine receipt, I began to experience left-sided tinnitus. During the first vaccination; I experienced muscle soreness at the site of injection; mild fatigue the next day (12/14/2020).  After the second vaccine, I experienced increased muscle pain, with decreased ROM of the left shoulder due to pain.  Within 12 hours, I experienced diffuse myalgias.  After 16 hours, I experienced a fever (101F) with chills (resolved within 24 hours).  There was significant fatigue the first 36 hours after the second vaccine administration.  I took two doses of Tylenol on the first day.  No rash.

926141 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OK 49.0 49 F SWEATS, HEADACHE,BODY ACHES,CHILLS,TEMP .OF 101.1 ,

926142 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 GA 38.0 38 F Pt in clinic for 1st COVID vaccination. Nurse reviewed screening checklist, nurse queried pt related to severe reactions to any injected medications or immunization previously. Pt denied any severe reaction history to injected medications or immunizations. Pt was administered COVID Pfizer injection approx. 0900. At approx. 0910 pt returned to nurses room reporting having stomach cramping. Pt reports attempted to use bathroom without success. Nurse notified Lead Nurse, NP. Emergency kit obtained, vital signs collected while Lead Nurse consulted Nursing Director, DNP, per consultation Lead Nurse contacted 9-1-1. Pt SpO2 stable in high 90's, pt did not present with difficulty breathing at that time, pt reported ongoing stomach pain and itching on abdomen. Pinprick petechiae observed on thoracic area, pt actively scratching. Per Lead Nurse, NP consultation with Nursing Director, DNP IM Bendaryl advised. Pt notified nurses of PMH allergy to Benadryl. Pt indicated when school-aged had anaphylactic reaction to penicillin and given IV Benadryl at that time, resulting in hives. Pt further reported allergic reaction to unknown facewash when 18 years old, when presented at MD office at that time was given IV Benadryl, subsequently sent to hospital at that time for severe reaction. Per consultation with Nursing Director epinephrine indicated. Nurse, RN administered epi-pen autoinjector 3mg at 09:22 (lot #G200810X, expiration 12/2021). Post epinephrine administration pt experienced nausea with vomiting and expressed feeling anxious. Pt affect became more somnolent with stomach upset. EMS arrived to clinic and pt consented to transport. Transfer of care to EMS approx. 09:45. RN

926143 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 OK 29.0 29 M Temp 99.4- 24 hours Short of breath - on going N/V - 3 days Productive cough. - on going Chills - 3 days Sweats - 3 days Headache- 24 hours Tiredness - 4 days

926144 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OK 77.0 77 M THE NIGHT OF VACCINATION DAY, RESIDENT BEGAN C/O SEVERE PAIN IN THE INJECTION ARM.  THE DAY AFTER THE VACCINE,  HE BEGAN HAVING MOOD ISSUES, VERBAL AGGRESSION/OUTBURSTS (ABNORMAL FOR THIS RESIDENT), DIZZINESS AND A SEVERE HEADACHE HE RATED AT 10/10 PER PAIN SCALE THAT DID NOT RESOLVE WITH SEVERAL DOSES OF PAIN MEDS.

926145 12/20/2020 01/07/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Mild axillary lymphadenopathy on left side ( same side as the site of administration) starting on day 9 progressing to mild lymphangitis by day 11 extending to mid arm.  Resolved by day 20 without any treatment

926146 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MD 42.0 42 F Immediately after the vaccination she experienced chest pain, tachycardia, and throat tightness. She was given benedryl and epinephrine and EMS was called.

926147 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MA 45.0 45 F For the first few days: sore arm but was otherwise fine. About a week later, noted itching, redness, and swelling around the injection site. A couple days after that, developed general itchiness and some eye irritation; no rash or fever. Symptoms improving with antihistamine.

926148 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 35.0 35 F severe back pain, headache, injection site reaction, fatigue, chills

926149 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 TN 48.0 48 F Headache, soreness at injection site, extreme muscle aches and fatigue lasting from 12/25 to 12/30.

926150 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 CA 40.0 40 F GI upset with lower abdominal cramping and pain the two mornings after receiving the vaccine.  Worse on day 2. Improved with eating.

926151 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 VA 40.0 40 M shortly after receiving the vaccine (approximately 5-15 mins), patient developed a burning headache. Upon interview of patient, he states he had not had anything to eat or drink today and walked to this appointment (4 blocks approximately). Pharmacist monitoring patient noted the extreme heat in the room, gave patient water to drink, and walked with him in the hallway away from the hot room for about 30 minutes. Patient states he felt much better and reports his headache had improved enough to return home.  Pharmacist had patient fill out safecare event for hospital reporting and gave patient numbers to call if feeling ill again.

926152 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Headache, feeling chills and hot flashes, shortness of breath, rash on face, feeling "mosquito bites" all over body

926154 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 WV 46.0 46 M Fever, chills, soreness at injection site and muscle aches lasted about 24 hours.

926155 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Headache, body/muscle aches, weakness, chills, fatigue

926156 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 KS 33.0 33 F Felt sickly and had an anxiety feeling with a facing heart.  Last a few hours.

926157 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 WI 34.0 F Erythematous rash that started 2 days after the vaccine in the area of injection and lasted 2 days; 1 week after injection developed hives over the injection site that resolved; 8 days-present blanchable erythematous rash surrounding injection site. No systemic symptoms.

926158 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 49.0 49 F This was the vaccine recipient's 2nd vaccination. They had no issues with the 1st vaccination. Vaccine recipient reported that after 10 minutes of receiving the 2nd vaccine they developed a headache that felt like a migraine. The vaccine recipient took Advil, then a few minutes later started sweating, felt clammy, and hot. The symptoms started to pass 15 minutes later. That night they reported that their chest felt tight but it went away before bedtime. This morning 1/7/2021, vaccine recipient reported feeling tired and mind felt foggy. They were able to continue to go to work.

926159 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 SD 38.0 38 F Received shot 12/23/2020 with only mild headache and tiredness the day following the shot. On 1/3/2021 to present I had swelling, redness and itching around injection site. On 1/6/2021 I had seemed medical assistance and was prescribed hydrocortisone 2.5%, Claritin, Pepcid and Benadryl.

926161 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NV 31.0 31 F My injection site has become swollen (2cm diameter) itchy, warm, and red. This is above the dermis and just occurred today.

926162 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F headaches, hot flashes, chills, rash on face, feeling like "mosquito bites" all over body

926163 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 24.0 24 F Had fever of 102 since 5:30pm yesterday. Headaches, chills, and body aches

926164 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 52.0 52 F Raised, warm, hard lump on left arm at injection site.

926165 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 IL 26.0 26 F fatigue and headache later  in the evening of the vaccine, as well as the following day. +chills the following day.  Symptoms improved day 3. Mild redness and swelling  (3 cm induration) to injection site. Mild tenderness.  COVID 19 test done on day 3 (day of office visit, test negative)

926166 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 PA 56.0 56 F Pt. states that she received vaccine and ten minutes after vaccination she started coughing, having tachycardia hr in the 110s, fullness feeling to head, chest irritation. Went to ER, discharged same day. On drive home she started having bilateral lower extremity weakness and felt super sleepy. 01/01/21 symptoms resolved. 01/02/21 woke up with chills at 2am, went back to sleep, woke back up at 5 am same day and symptoms resolved. 01/03/21-mild headache-took Tylenol sinus-headache resolved. Pt. states that she has felt fine ever since.

926167 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Back pain, body pain, headache, stuffy nouse. Went to do covid test and came positive

926168 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 54.0 54 M I woke up the morning after the vaccine with a moderate headache. Felt very tired, no energy. Later in the day it seemed as though I had COVID again. Winded very easily, no strength, body aches.

926170 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 VT 32.0 65 F HA, body aches.  Feels poorly.  Did not come to work

926171 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WA 61.0 61 F Woke up this morning (the day after receiving the vaccine) with chills, fever of 101.9 & diarrhea. Called my manager at work. Went back to bed. Around 8am took 2 Tylenol extra strength 225 caplets, 500mg each. 3 hours later temp down to 99.2.  My normal is 97.6

926173 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 41.0 41 F I Initially just had a sore left arm which felt better the next day.  I  woke up the morning after the Vaccine (1/6/21) and experienced right jaw pain which extend it to my ear which was worse during chewing and talking. Today on January 7 it is still present however seems milder

926174 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 FL 44.0 44 F Pain at the injection site began the day of vaccination, and remained until yesterday (1/6/2021). During this time there was no redness or swelling.  On 1/6/2021 arm became dark red swollen and hot with small blisters at the vaccination site (3inx2in) and, swelling and redness has extended down to the elbow on all sides of the arm. Also 1/6, experienced joint pain and chills in mid afternoon and fever of 100F. Treated with Advil 1/6. Some mild joint pain remains 1/7. Medrol dose pack started 1/7 for the arm pain and swelling.

926176 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 PA 18.0 18 F Arm hurt after vaccine but developed numbness radiating from shoulder to fingers and around should to back. Arm is painful with tingling and numbness. Started 14 days after getting vaccine

926177 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IN 24.0 24 F fever, body aches , chills, joint pain, headache, sore soreness

926178 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 69.0 69 F None stated.

926179 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 ID 48.0 48 F Heavy nausea, cold/clammy hands (all day), headache, body chills, fatigue, body pain, back pain, discomfort

926180 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IN 26.0 26 M Fever, chills, headache, brain fog

926181 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 ID 61.0 61 F Livedo Reticularis. A red/purple pattern on the back of both legs.

926182 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Headache, chills, hot flashes, rash on face, feeling like "mosquito bites" all over the body

926183 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NM 59.0 59 F stomach cramps, nausea, dizziness, subjective fevers, bilateral swelling cervical nodes, denies sore throat, mild headache, denies respiratory difficulties.  States that with 1st vaccine had hives inside rt elbow and wrist,

926184 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 52.0 52 F Developed severe headache, posterior neck pain, body aches, chills fatigue fever 100.1 nausea, dry heaves started at 10 PM l/6

926185 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NY 64.0 64 F I woke up on 1/6/2021 with a headache and swollen, hard, lymph nodes under my left arm (same arm as shot). No Fever, No Chills.

926186 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 VA 58.0 58 F Patient complained of itching and redness on neck, tingling around lips, apprehension, heart palpitations. BP 172/82, HR 128.  Fifteen minutes later BP 180/90, HR 80. Patient monitored in clinic by physician, no medications administered.  Discharged home ambulatory with spouse.

926187 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IL 67.0 67 M Employee was scheduled by manager to receive second dose of vaccine. Employee presented to clinic, didn't have vaccination card and received the Pfizer vaccine. Afterwards it was found that this employee's first dose was Moderna and was given on  12/29/2020. Employee did not have any adverse effects, just received second dose too soon and with the wrong manufacturer.

926188 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA tingling and numbness in the mouth, tongue, & throat

926189 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OK 77.0 77 M THE NIGHT OF VACC DAY, C/O SEVERE INJ ARM PAIN.  THE FOLLOWING DAY, HE BEGAN DISPLAYING VERBAL AGGRESSION AND OUTBURST TOWARDS STAFF WHICH IS OUT OF NORMAL FOR HIM, INCREASED DIFF REMEMBERING SHORT TERM, C/O DIZZINESS AND SEVERE HEADACHE RATED 10/10 ON PAIN SCALE NOT RELIEVED WITH SEVERAL DOSES OF PAIN MEDS AND RANDOM DIZZINESS

926190 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 WI 55.0 55 F Exactly one week after shot developed pain in back left flank. Over several days it moved to left side and front. One week later a rash developed. It is diagnosed as shingles. I?m now on Valtrex .   I was also working night shift for several months which also may be the cause.  I submit this because I?m not stressed. I don?t get sick. Maybe my immunity was suppressed by vaccine.

926191 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AK 56.0 56 F Itching, hives, hoarse throat

926192 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MD 46.0 46 F Patient c/o dizziness about 5 minutes post-vaccination.  Denies SOB or CP. Transported to ED by dritical care transport team where she started to c/o headache upon arrival.

926193 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Fever, headache, violent chills, body aches, fatigue

926194 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AL 61.0 61 M dizzy

926195 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 VA 23.0 23 F Itchy, red painful area with blisters near site of injection. Started 1/6/2021 and progressively has gotten worse.

926196 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 43.0 43 F arm pain started same day as receiving  vaccine and continues the next day but milder mild headache started the morning after receiving the vaccine

926197 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 47.0 47 F Left arm  redness, swelling and pain  Fever 9.99 Fon 1/5/2021 at 9 pm I took  2 Tylenol 500 mg tab  102 F on 1/6/2021 at 6:30 am  I took Tylenol again around 7:30 am 2 tab of 500 mg .  Fever returned around 4 pm for which I took Tylenol again and later in the evening I took total of 600 mg of Advil  200 mg . On 1/7 /2021 no fever but arm swelling and redness is much larger with  induration 4-5 cm diameter  Arm swelling still has not resolved as of today therefore I answered unknown to the following question.

926198 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MO 44.0 44 M Client noticed this afternoon when showering that his left armpit region was swollen approximately the size of a tennis ball and tender. Client declines any fever, redness, not warm to the touch either.  Client states that he thinks it feels like enlarged lymph node

926199 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 OH 46.0 46 F 12/28/20: Within 90 minutes of vaccine, heart palpitations, upset stomach, lightheaded/ woozy, pain to injection site, unable to raise arm easily, diaphoretic.  12/29/20: continued with heart palpitations off and on, lost total control of my left hand for about 10 to 15 minutes large tremors. continued with pain at injection site, unable to raise arm easily.  Arm pain continued daily, occasional heart palpitations mostly within first 3 days of vaccine, continued to have weird sensation throughout my left arm w/ slight heaviness.  On 1/6/21: Left armpit swelling noted with pain that increased with touch, red- raised/swollen- hot area noted to left injection site. 1/7/21: Same symptoms but swelling to left armpit slightly better, still tender, still strange left arm sensation from shoulder to fingertips- not able to use hand/ arm at 100%- have difficulty holding things and typing with left hand periodically, still has swollen reddened warm area at injection site to left deltoid.

926200 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NC 24.0 0 F Within 25-30 minutes, patient began having "itching in her throat" and tachycardia on assessment 0.0

926201 01/01/2021 01/07/2021 OH 34.0 34 M Chills, myalgias, moderately severe fatigue, mild nausea, dizziness/orthostatic dizziness

926202 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 GA 43.0 43 F metallic taste, numbess tonque and left arm, no treatemnt at present

926203 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 OH 48.0 48 F She reported pain and swelling on left deltoid, rash present measured 8 X 6.5cm.

926204 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 74.0 74 M Mild dizziness immediately after vaccination was administered. Lasted approx 5 minutes and self resolved. Normal neuro examination per provider.

926205 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 55.0 55 F First dose of vaccine administered on 1/6/2021 at 1:33pm. Headache and fever started 1/7/2021 around noon.  Reports taking Tylenol to help alleviate symptoms.

926206 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 48.0 48 M at about 1730 pm on 12/30/2020 patient experienced chills.  He took 1 Tylenol tab 500 mg.  He went to bed and in the am the Chills had subsided.

926207 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 23.0 23 M Early on in the day of 1/6/21, I felt very sluggish and spaced. My boss asked me early in the day if I was okay because she said that I seemed "out of it." It wasn't to the point that I was unable to work, but it was a noticeable difference from my typical state. At 11:31 AM, I texted my wife and said "I feel gross and weird today." When she asked me how so, I replied, "I just feel run down, my neck hurts, and I can't focus." My arm was more sore than it typically is from the flu shot, but it wasn't unbearable.  As the day went on, I felt the cloudiness in my head start to dissipate a bit and I started to feel a little better. By dinnertime, I was feeling sick to my stomach and was not able to eat very much. I chose to head to bed around 9 because I was feeling pretty ill (my neck had really started feeling sore again and my stomach was very upset.) At 1:30 AM on 1/8/21, I woke up with a horrible headache. I get migraines from time to time, but this was unlike anything I had ever felt before. It felt like my head was in a vise and I was very close to asking my wife to take me to the ER. I never go to the doctor, but it legitimately scared me. My neck was extremely sore and my head hurt so bad that even laying it on a pillow hurt. I was extremely nauseous as well. I took a few extra strength Tylenol and laid my neck on a heating pad with an ice back on my forehead. The sound of our humidifier was too much for me, so I also out in earplugs. After an hour or so, I fell back asleep. When I woke up this morning, I still had a headache and I took an Excedrin. To this point, I have felt a little sick to my stomach, but the intense headache has been kept at bay. My neck is still sore but it is also somewhat better.

926208 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IN 47.0 47 F pain at injection site as well and shoulder (posterior/anterior), radiating down arm

926209 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NY 62.0 62 F about an hour after injection, i noticed a bitter taste in the back of my throat and upper back toward tonsils and is still there for now.  i am fine.. i just wanted you to. know it has that side effect. i plan to get the second part of the vaccine.

926210 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 PR 50.0 50 F general malaise, joint pain (hands, elbows, knees, ankles)

926211 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PA 32.0 32 F Angioedema of the lips began about 14 hours after vaccine administration. Progressed to full facial swelling by 18 hours without respiratory compromise. Developed body urticaria. Resolved with time and oral prednisone.

926212 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 CO 30.0 30 F One week later woke up to swelling around injection site, feels like a bee sting. Hard, itchy, warm  and lymph nodes on that side are painful and very sore.

926213 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 MI 89.0 89 F Redness at injection site (R) Deltoid

926214 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AR 43.0 43 F 14 hrs  after vaccination developed fever 101.4, headache, myalgia and chills. decreased the next day but head ache and low grade fever remain.

926217 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 WI 27.0 27 F I received the vaccine at 2pm on January 5, 2021. At 8pm I started to feel tightness in my chest.  Then it kept getting worse, and developed a burning feeling when I breathe. It has been intense since then.

926218 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OR 47.0 47 M Numbness noted in tongue and back of mouth/throat starting morning after injection. No other associated symptoms noted

926219 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Rubella type rash on my body. Itching and burning going on 8 days now and nobody can figure it out.  Steroids, Benadryl aterax no change

926220 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 WA 52.0 52 M Patient is a 52 y.o. male. Chief Complaint Patient presents with ? Allergic reaction     Reaction to Covid Vaccine        Is patient concerned about a specific cause for the current symptoms? Yes Covid Vaccine Onset of symptoms: 0830. Symptoms include: difficulty breathing and/or wheezing, rapid heart rate or palpitations and generalized redness. Rash distribution:  Face. How are symptoms changing over time? improving.   Patient describes symptoms as moderate. Has patient tried any treatment for these symptoms?No What makes the symptoms better?   Rest and time What makes the symptoms worse? Nothing   Patient states that the shortness of breath and the increased heart rate started after about 4 minutes - then went away but came back much stronger at 10 minutes post vaccination   No itching, wheezing, cough - just flushed and chilled Increased HR and jittery   Did have surgery recently    Did have Moh's procedure in the fall and had a reaction to the lidocaine - increased heart rate, increased blood pressure    Associated symptoms:   o Fever No   o Sore throat No   o Recent illness No   o Exposure to person(s) with similar rash No   Patient has flu vaccine documented this season.  Patient Active Problem List Diagnosis ? Migraine ? Obstructive sleep apnea syndrome ? Calculus of gallbladder without cholecystitis without obstruction ? Hemiplegic migraine without status migrainosus, not intractable ? Low HDL (under 40) ? History of nonmelanoma skin cancer ? Encounter for screening colonoscopy ? Essential tremor   Medical History Past Medical History: Diagnosis Date ? Acquired hypothyroidism   ? Chronic kidney disease     Stage 2 ? Chronic migraine with aura 01/04/2013 ? Colon polyps   ? Color blind   ? Enlarged prostate   ? GERD (gastroesophageal reflux disease)   ? Hemiplegic migraine   ? Hx of febrile seizure   ? Kidney stones     x 1 - 2001 ? Nodular basal cell carcinoma (BCC) 09/08/2020   bcc nod, rt cheeck and rt medial cheek ? Obstructive sleep apnea syndrome 11/04/2013   Home sleep testing on 10/31/13 with apnea/hypopnea index = 9 and low oxygen saturation = 90%. Auto-PAP titration pending.    Surgical History Past Surgical History: Procedure Laterality Date ? Colonoscopy   04/10/2020   ksc ? Hx lap cholecystectomy N/A 12/23/2020   LAPAROSCOPIC CHOLECYSTECTOMY  ? Hx of mohs/skin cancer surgery and repair   09/08/2020   bcc nod, rt cheek ? Hx of mohs/skin cancer surgery and repair   09/08/2020   bcc nod, rt medial cheek ? Hx wisdom teeth extraction     ? Upper gi endoscopy   04/10/2020   ksc  Objective: BP 116/74  | Pulse 84  | Temp 97.9 °F (36.6 °C) (Oral)  | Resp 18  | SpO2 97%    General:well-hydrated, well nourished, no acute distress HEENT: ENT exam normal, no neck nodes or sinus tenderness Lung: clear to auscultation bilaterally  Heart: regular rhythm, tachycardia noted and no murmurs, clicks, or gallops. Extremities: extremities normal, atraumatic, no cyanosis or edema Skin: flushed (face and neck and chest primarily) , no hives  Neuro: alert, orientation normal, speech normal   9:30 AM  Improving symptoms  Decreased HR, although patient states if feels like it is cycling, flushing is almost resolved No hives or shortness of breath  Mild jittery feeling

926221 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 OH 64.0 64 F Patient contacted provider 12/26 with following symptoms: Dry cough, diarrhea, fatigue for 7 days. Covid test ordered and positive.  presented to ED on 12/31 and admitted into hospital.  Still inpatient as of 1/7/2021. Y 8

926222 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 WI 34.0 34 M left upper arm muscle pain, left shoulder pain, some discomfort in left forearm and left elbow, decreased ROM left arm and left shoulder

926223 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 34.0 34 F Felt a faint pain behind my left breast around 30 minutes after receiving the vaccination. I also got the vaccine on my left arm. The dull or faint pain is not constant and I will randomly feel it since receiving the vaccine. This is some thing that I have experience in the past when I have had too much caffeine but in the past it was more prominent whereas right now it?s very light and faint and dull

926224 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NV 31.0 31 F Injection site just became swollen, red, warm, and itchy. It looks like a big bite and with redness is about 5cm in diameter. I have taken loratodine but it hasn?t helped.

926225 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 59.0 59 F When driving home my throat started to feel like it was closing. I drank cold water the entire way home. I kept debating on turning around but was able to drink water. This started 15 minutes into my drive home, 30 minutes after shot. Once home I ate dinner and drank more water. This feeling last a couple hours.   Am concerned about booster.

926226 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OH 48.0 48 M Incident occurred at a COVID19 mass vaccination clinic. Within 5-10 minutes after vaccination, client complaint of dizziness, nausea, and right eye was twitching and drooping.  Client stated that they had a history of penicillin allergy with a hives/rash reaction. Client checked his sugar and it was at 138. EMS that was on-site checked vitals @11:22 BP 160/100 pulse 72 resp 16 pupils NTL , alert and verbal, skin normal, respirations normal; @11:33 BP 160/105. Client initially refusing transport by EMS. After 45 minutes of blood pressure not dropping, client agreed. @11:50 EMS transport by EMS. Hospital has attempted to reach client for follow up of outcome but has not received return call.

926227 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 VT 45.0 45 F Fever and body aches, feels poorly.  Stayed home from work

926228 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 MN 41.0 41 F fatigue - onset about 1230, I usually don't take naps but I took a 4 hour nap that day headache - onset about 1230, lasted the rest of the day and intermittently the next few days injection site pain x 3 days - moderate, pain would wake me in my sleep if I rolled onto affected side

926229 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 AL 48.0 48 M Fatigue that requires daily naps and 12-14 hours of sleep daily. Shortness of breath, despite normal saturation 97% on room air. Dyspnea  with exertion with normal sinus rhythm rate in 80s. Cheat tightness.

926230 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 PA 40.0 40 F Patient experienced an episode of SVT and then sinus tachycardia for approximately 6 hours after injection Y 1

926231 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PA 41.0 41 M injection site pain, triedness, headache, muscles pain, chills, fever, joints pain feeling unwell, weakness.

926232 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AL 42.0 42 F chills, cold sweats, diarrhea, muscle aches

926233 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA: Persistent swelling, redness, inflammation and soreness at injection site 8+ days.

926234 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 MI 82.0 82 F Weakness, body aches

926235 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 FL 69.0 69 F Migraine headache, Heart palpitations, Site redness and edematous with pruritus lasting longer than a week and size of a silver dollar

926236 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NY 64.0 64 F Patient received injection at 1130 and immediately was dizzy. She then waited her 15 minutes and felt fine and went back to work (in the same building). She ate lunch and then blurry vision started around 1400. She then came back down and was evaluated by a nurse. She was asked to sit and be monitored and at 1420 she reports distantly blurry vision.  Vital signs were within normal limits and patient concurrs normal for her.

926237 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 IA 56.0 56 F arm soreness from 12/31/20 to  1/5/21. fatigue 12/31/20 to  1/4/21.

926238 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NM 59.0 59 F Moderna COVID -19 Vaccine EUA: Day 1, sore arm (expected) up to Day 5; Days 2 to today: extreme tiredness like mono, and vertigo upon turning head, lifting head from pillow or putting head down on pillow to go to sleep.  I cannot turn suddenly, pick items up from the floor, or rotate without having vertigo.  It is especially extreme when lying down to go to sleep or getting up in the morning.  Days 3-5 Body aches as if I was getting the flu.  I no longer have a sore arm or body aches, but the vertigo has not changed.  I went to hospital 1/4/21 about the problem with vertigo and they told me to see my personal doctor if I still have the problem on 1/11/21.  They gave me Meclizine 25 mg 2 capsules every 8 hours, however I am working and the label says not to use when driving.

926239 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 GA 37.0 37 F Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA; when patient was in 15 minute observation she reported feely dizzy and getting "tunnel vision." Patient sat down on the floor of her own accord without injury or difficulty. Had patient elevate her legs above heart level. Checked patients vitals, her blood pressure was low, but O2, respiration and pulse were within normal range. Patient was shaking and reported her tongue felt "tingly" and "heavy on my chest." Patient reported she had a smoothie prior to coming in for her appointment. She was given sprite. Patient felt better, but approximately 7 minutes later reported her stomach felt queezy. Blood pressure had improved and other vitals were still stable. Patient still reported her tongue felt "tingly," but no swelling, trouble breathing, or throat tightness. Patient was picked up by her father 45 minutes later and was able to ambulate to the car (with supervision) of her own accord without assistance.

926240 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MA 35.0 35 F All mild symptoms in list except stomach issues. Fever, joint and muscle pains, headache, exhaustion, chills

926241 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 OH 40.0 40 M WARM, REDDENED AREA ON ARM OF INJECTION. THE REDDENED AREA MEASURES ABOUT 4X5 INCHES AND IS LOCATED APPROXIMATELY 2 INCHES BELOW THE VACCINATION INJECTION SITE. THE AREA BECAME RED AND WARM 9 DAYS AFTER VACCINATION. PREVIOUS TO THIS REACTION, I ONLY EXPERIENCED PAIN IN THE ARM OF INJECTION ON DAYS 2-3 POST VACCINATION.

926242 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 IL 62.0 62 F I had the 1st Pfiser Covid Vaccine on 12/21/20 and on 12/24/20 I had abdominal pains resulting in diarrhea turning into bright red bleeding by the late morning on 12/25/20. I continued to bleed for hours (only when  cramping) and ended up going to an ED for severe abdominal pain, bleeding, nausea and general weakness. The ED doctor said it was from internal hemorrhoids and the diarrhea and was not sure it was related to the Covid Vaccine and possible being an intestinal flu but I felt like I needed to report.  I also had nausea and vomiting the evening of 12/26/20 lasting about 12 hours. It took me a few days of Zofran and Imodium to get it in control and the bleeding did stop by 12/27/20.

926243 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 KY 38.0 38 F Two days after receiving vaccine employee began to experience a discomfort in right chest wall upon inspiration.  Upon physical assessment there was not redness, swelling or limited mobility of extremity, no noted lymph  node inflammation detected.  Thus far discomfort has caused no loss of sleep or other activity.

926244 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 30.0 30 F Day 6 - developed rash/hives and swollen area over injection site. Then developed hives on face. Hives on face disappeared after 4 hours. Rash/hives/swollen arm is still present 24 hours later.

926245 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IL 58.0 58 M 01/06/2021 2nd dose: Sore arm, metallic taste in mouth mild nausea tired feeling  12/17/2020 1st dose Pfizer vaccine :Sore arm, metallic taste in mouth mild nausea tired feeling and headache .
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926246 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 MI 89.0 89 F Redness at injection site (R) Deltoid

926247 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 KY 64.0 64 F I was feeling fatigue night after injection. Next morning I passed out, woke up sweaty. Then started vomiting and having severe leg cramps. Called employee health and they said to go to emergency department.

926248 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MD 43.0 43 F Known allergic reactions-requesting vaccine.  Had personal EpiPen with her.  Itchy throat, watering eyes.

926249 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 68.0 68 M Chills lasting 20 minutes starting 3 hours after vaccination

926251 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 FL 47.0 47 F 12/28-12/29: arm/injection site soreness, then subside; 1/3-1/4-itchiness, increased pain/tenderness at injection site; 1/5-injection site tender/red/sore/swelling with increased area (used IB profen/topical cortisone); 1/6-same as 1/5 but milder and less redness; 1/7-mild tenderness with most other symptoms resolved

926252 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 VA 34.0 34 F numbness of throat and back half of tongue, ear pressure, chest pain, nausea

926253 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 62.0 62 F Very sore arm, unable to lift or move, stiff neck

926254 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 62.0 62 M Shortness of breath and chills after vaccine administration

926255 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 41 F Received the Moderna vaccination on 12/28/20 (1st dose). Developed induration, redness & itching at injection site after vaccine. Still present on day 7.

926256 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 MN 60.0 60 F redness below injection site.  Ice pack applied to 10 minutes.  Then a large blister appeared,  and a cluster of small blisters.

926258 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 WI 41.0 41 F PARATHESIA OF LOWER LIP

926259 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 VT 49.0 49 F Fever and body aches.  Stayed Home

926260 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine EUA  Redness and swelling in left arm, itching at injection site. Kept track by outlining and it went from 5 cm on day 2 to 9 cm on day 3. Diagnosed with cellulitis at injection site as well. Treatment of steroid shot, antibiotics, ice and Benadryl.

926261 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 31.0 31 F On 1/4 2021, 7 days post injection she devloped a 4x6 mildly pruritic erythematous rash at the vaccination site. It is slowly fading

926263 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 40.0 40 F EE reports facial swelling with pressure and HA at 3:00 pm went to the ER at 6:00 pm

926264 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 ND 32.0 32 F Developed abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, fever and cough within 12 hours of receiving COVID 19 vaccine. Had COVID 19 in November of 2020.  Severe enough symptoms to go to the ED. Received IV fluid, and zofran. Admitted to observation status and received IV pain medication for headache, enema, due to obstipation.

926265 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MD 22.0 22 F My tonsils have swollen. Negative strept and covid test. Never had swollen tonsils before. No swollen glands associated

926267 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 CO 55.0 55 F Large knot on my arm where injection was given. Also spot is also red. It has gotten larger and redder since it started 2 days ago.

926268 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OH 27.0 27 F Severe endometriosis flare up on right ovary. Lasted several hours pain radiated down right thigh.

926270 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 ME 45.0 45 F Immediately after receiving the dose employee didn't feel well. She was monitored (in her vaccination seat) with a pulse oximeter and heart rate which read 70% and 30 BPM. The vaccination clinic employees administered 1dose of epi and called a rapid response. The rapid response team arrived within 2 minutes and she was brought to the ED

926271 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 28.0 28 F sluggish headache threw up sore arm fatigue

926272 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 OH 45.0 45 F Headache within hour of receiving vaccine, patient took Tylenol

926273 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OK 40.0 40 F After 10 mins of shot had hot flash,  nagging headache, nausea in waves. Driving home more hot flashes and nausea, pain in left hip. Got really sleepy. Had problems with left hip, problem getting out of car very stiff. Couldn't stand on the left leg. Had stinging with every step.  Burning sensation in the hip. Right arm started having nagging pain with tingling, took Tylenol.  Tried to get out of bed, left hip felt like something was poking with fire. Saw bumps on hip, left back. Upper arm was still having tinge. Took Benadryl.  Next morning woke up with lesions on left hip, some ruptured that felt like acid and then form a scab. The right arm started with the lesions. Went to urgent care. Dr. diagnosed patient with shingles.  Patient questions the Shingles at her age.  Pt was given Valtrex for the shingles.

926274 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 FL 29.0 29 F Fever, chills, sweats, poor appetite  Just a note: I was previously diagnosed with Covid in June 2020 wondering if that is a factor in having side effects

926275 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 VT 40.0 41 F Body aches.  Stayed home from work

926277 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 MA 60.0 60 F sore arm for 48 hours after vaccine however the 1:30 AM 12/27, spiked a fever to 101.7 oral with generalized aches, pains and GI of  diarrhea, loss of appetite.  fever persisted for 48 more hours reduced fever by taking 220 mg naproxen every 12 hours.  Had COVID nasal swab 12/27 and again on 12/30  BOTH NEGATIVE.  No real respiratory symptoms.  No contacts at home with COVID.  Was not working since 12/23, wears surgical mask or N95 with all patient interactions ( patient is an allergist immunologist with medical group)

926278 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Arm feeling hot and swollen and a low grade fever. Patient reports taking Tylenol and feeling better afterward

926279 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 39.0 39 F Hives and Itchiness

926280 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 34.0 34 F Approximately 4 hours after vaccine administration, I developed hives on my right arm. Afterward my eyes began to itch. The inner corners of both eyes swelled, along with upper and lower eyelids.

926281 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 60.0 60 F Burning starting at left ear and radiating down to jaw.

926282 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Increased heart rate, tongue and lip swelling, dizzyness, sweating.

926283 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NV 31.0 31 M Administration error: Pfizer vaccine given as dose 1 on 12/17/2020, Moderna vaccine given as dose 2 on 1/7/2021.

926284 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IN 40.0 40 F Headache, Clammy Skin, Dizziness, Lower extremity Weakness

926285 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 NV 66.0 66 F The patient states on 12/18/2020 at approximately 1430 a rash on both arms appeared.  The rash has lasted several weeks.  The rash continues to be present on 01/06/2020.  No itchiness.  Patient also states on 12/18/2020 at approximately 1700, she started with chills which got progressively worse throughout the evening, fever (99.8 F), patient states this temperature is 'high' for her, body aches, shortness of breath and a cough.  All these symptoms got worse enough where she thought she had to call 911.  However, the symptoms eventually subsided that night and she did not need to call 911.  The body aches, chills and "fever" lasted for about 2 days.

926286 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 WI 49.0 49 F Raised, red, warm and itching at the injection site starting on 1-6-2021. No treatment 1-7-2021 same symptoms other than a little less itching

926287 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NY 64.0 64 F Patient received vaccine at 1130 and immediately felt dizzy per patient. She did not state this to registered nurse at the time. Patient waited the 15 mandatory minutes and then reported back to work which is upstairs. At 1400 patient reported back down stating she had blurry vision. She was asked to sit and be monitored again and writer did this form. Patient stated her vision is blurry on and off and has not improved. Patient was evaluated and vital signs normal which patient concurred with. She was advised to follow up with primary or emergency care. Patients daughter works here as well and was agreeable to have patient be evaluated by HCP in ED to rule out any other causes.

926288 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 UT 29.0 29 F generalized itchiness, itchy scratchy throat, vertigo.  She was monitored for 2 hours and these symptoms resolved with 50mg oral Benadryl.

926289 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 FL 57.0 57 F Severe headache, severe sore throat, severe body aches

926290 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 MI 23.0 23 F Presented to ED 1/3/2021 Tachycardia, fever, headache and myalgia. Complaints of shortness of breath.

926291 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 56.0 56 F Extreme body ache, intermittent chills,

926292 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OK 58.0 58 F NAUSEOUS, MUSCLE ACHE, FEVER, HEADACHE, SORE AT INJECTION SITE AND UNDER ARM AREA

926293 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IL 55.0 55 F Dizziness, slight headach and tiredness. The dizziness and started the day after 01-06-21 and the tiredness started 01-07-21. I, also, had a shingles vaccine 15 days prior to taking this vaccine which i told them about and wrote on my form.

926294 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OK 45.0 45 F 12/31/2020: Around 2pm, feeling dizzy and rapid heartbeat. 3:30pm, rapid heartbeat. 6pm rapid heartbeat 01/01/2021: 6am, rapid heartbeat. 8pm, rapid heartbeat 01/02/2021: 8am, rapid heartbeat. 2pm, rapid heartbeat 01/03/2021: 1:30pm, rapid heartbeat lasted until around 3pm. 01/04/2021: 7am, rapid heartbeat. around 8pm, rapid heartbeat. 01/05/2021: 10am rapid heartbeat The first two days I experienced the rapid heartbeat, I almost had an anxiety attack but I learned to breath through my nose and I would be okay after that. Today is January 7 and i haven't experienced anything in the last two days.

926295 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MN 17.0 17 F Patient was given Moderna vaccine, but was found that  she was only 17 during billing process.

926296 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 FL 29.0 29 F Fever, chills, sweats, loss of appetite.  Note: i previously had Covid in June 2020 so I wonder if that?s why I has a bigger reaction to the vaccine

926297 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 38.0 38 M Fever(38C), muscle aching, lethargy,

926298 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 IN 55.0 55 F RED PRICKLY RASH STARTED AT BEDTIME.  WAS AWAKENED WITH SEVERE ITCHING.  IN THE MORNING, THE PRICKLY RASH WAS RED, HOT SWOLLEN ARE WITH A KNOT UNER THE SKIN.

926299 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 UT 29.0 29 F Generalized itching, scratchy itchy throat, vertigo. She was monitored for 2 hours and symptoms resolved with 50mg oral benadryl

926300 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 31.0 31 M Facial palsy, feeling cold, oral numbness

926301 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 NC 38.0 38 F right 2nd toe numbness that spread to great toe and then midfoot.  The next day the left foot was numb.  Some paresthesias in hands but that quickly resolved.  Right foot still feels "asleep" most of the time, regardless of positioning.  No weakness.

926302 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 CA 32.0 32 M c/o "itchiness" on arm and back; observed red raised descending rash from nape of neck to lower back and banding clavicle area; elevated B/P 167/111 HR 89/79; became anxious and diaphoretic; declined treatment/transport to ED however agreed to walk over to ED accompanied by RN. Evaluated by ED Triage RN , not checked in ED. Also reported has chest tightness with reaction. Patients reported ED doctor told him to take Benadryl. But he was working and wanted to continue to work so took Zyrtec instead. Still have the rash just above the injection site?comes and goes.

926303 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 CO 38.0 38 F After 1 week of no problems, Cellulitis in left hip (injection site) treating with Augmentin.

926304 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 FL 75.0 75 F Chills, headache, diarrhea, muscle pain 24 hours

926305 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IL 73.0 73 M Injection Site: Swollen and Pain-it seems it lasts longer than 24 hours. At the time of this report, S/S still continue.  Fever, Muscle pain, Malaise, Headache  All longer than expected

926306 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 VT 22.0 22 F I received the Moderna COVID vaccine on 12/29. I had some minor swelling and soreness the first couple days after receiving the vaccine, but these symptoms both went away after a couple of days. A week later on 1/5, I noticed that the area where I had been injected was very swollen, red and itchy. It was localized to this year. There was some slight bruising around the top of where the swelling started. The area was not sore. There is still some redness and itching on 1/7 but the swelling has mostly gone down. I work in a community health center and had a PA I work with look at the reaction. I took some Benadryl as directed on 1/5 but have not treated the symptoms further.

926307 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OH 45.0 45 F woke up at 0400 on 1/7 with headache, low grade temp (99.8), chills, and as day went on I became nausea, tired and my joints in my hips ached along with my back and neck. I got home from work took 2 Tylenol and slept from 7pm till 4am on 1/8.  on 1/8 I woke feeling back to normal minus some arm tenderness and a small red circle at injection site.

926308 12/25/2020 01/07/2021 ME 53.0 53 F Arm became red, itchy and warm one week post vaccination

926309 12/15/2020 01/07/2021 LA 35.0 35 F Fever 102.4, severe fatigue, chills, aches, HA; Tylenol with reduced fever.  Fever for 24 hours, symptoms gradually resolved in 3 days from initiation.

926310 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 42 F I had visual aura with migraine which is a normal event for me. This time, however, it was accompanied by confusion and memory loss that lasted about 15 minutes. I couldn?t say names of people known to me or read a list on my counter. In 25 years of migraines I have never had these symptoms with my migraine.  I took an over the  counter migraines medicine which resolved the symptoms.

926311 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 VT 43.0 43 F Body aches and chills, no fever.  Felt poorly. Sent home from her shift.

926312 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MI 30.0 30 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Approximately 17 hours post vaccination, I woke with moderate body aches, moderate headache, moderate congestion, mild chills (NO fever), mild nausea, and significant overall fatigue. Symptoms ongoing for 8 hours, however chills and nausea are gone.

926313 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 MI 46.0 46 F I had abdominal cramps, generalized that lasted for two days. On the second day, went to ER. Then on the 3rd and 4th day, I had chest pain radiating to left arm and jaw. Fever and chills reported 100.2 in fever.  Severe right arm pain.  I have difficulty lifting objects. I have recovered from the chest pain and abdominal pain but the arm pain is still bothersome and continues to be hurtful.

926314 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IL 33.0 33 F Pt stated that her arm started to fell heavy and then her chest, throat felt "itchy".    Heart rate was 96-104, blood pressure 140/100, SpO2 100%.  Rested with legs elevated.  Benadryl 25 mg 1 tab given.  Nurse Practitioner evaluated pt.  Lungs clear,  symptoms improved and was sent home after 1 1/2 hours.

926315 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MD 58.0 58 F Extreme sharp throbbing pain in left arm at injection site. Unable to move top half of my arm without stabbing pain. .Have to keep my arm straight at my side. I can bend at the elbow, as long as I don't move upper arm. Soreness from wrist to neck and shoulder. I first noticed the pain and stiffness about 5 hours after shot, and then it increased and was extremely painful and I was unable to sleep lying down. Had to sit up in a recliner most of the night. Arm continues to have sharp , stabbing,  throbbing pain 24 hours later

926316 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NC 55.0 55 F Swollen, sore lymph nodes

926317 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 OH 55.0 55 F I awoke at 3:30am in severe, excruiting pain in entire left arm! I took some ibuprofen and propped arm on pillow to relieve pain. Did not work at all!  Reported off of work at about 4am.  Waited until appropriate hour and called Nurse Access hot  line. I notified of symptoms of swelling of left side, face, neck, shoulder, arm to finger tips. itchy watery eyes , a little nausea and headache. Was advised to contact Doctor for appt. Doctor had no available appointments and advised to go to urgent care. Went to Urgent care and was treated with steroid shot and given Tylenol, benedryl, and Pepcid oral medications. Dr. prescribed prednisone 20mg twice daily along with Tylenol, Pepcid, Flonase, clariton and benedryl as nee

926318 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 GA 49.0 49 F Nausea, Headache, Weakness, Shortness of breathing, elevated heart rate, light-headed. Just felt bad (Still having some of these problems)

926319 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NH 42.0 42 F On day 7 post injection- developed redness, swelling, itching and hard lump.   On day 9 symptoms increased and size of redness spread to 3 inches in diameter.

926320 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 WI 44.0 44 F Received Moderna vaccine on 12/28/20. Patient texted me a picture of her arm which is swollen, red and indurated. Induration measures 3x4 inches. Also complained of itching. Has used hydrocortisone cream with no improvement.

926321 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 SD 38.0 38 F Received Vaccination on 12/23/2020; mild headache and tiredness on 12/24 and 12/26.  1/3/2021 swelling, redness, and itching localized to injection site Sought medical advise on 1/6/2021; prescribed hydrocortisone 2.5%, Claritin, Pepcid and Benadryl

926322 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MN 17.0 17 F Patient was 17 years old

926323 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 ME 50.0 50 F Site of injection became red, itchy, and warm with a hard spot

926324 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 64.0 64 F Five minutes after receiving the Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine, the pt. informed the RN that she was feeling "itchy" on her right arm, her right scapula and across her abdomen. She was given the vaccine in her left arm. The pt did not have any rash or hives noted.  The PA spoke with the pt and 50 mgs Benadryl was given p.o.(@ 1450).  The pt stayed to be observed and after an additional 40 minutes  (@ 1531) she said she was feeling better and was going to her unit to work (eve shift). The pt. spoke to her Nurse Manager upon arrival back to her unit and was sent home instead of working. Her unit was called at 4pm and we were informed that the pt went home, as she was concerned of being too tired to work.

926325 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MI 30.0 30 F Headache back of neck, twmples and eyebrows, really sore injection site. Fatigue, Malase, nausea off and on, decreased appetite. Feeling dehydrated, chills/ at times painful sensitive skin similar to the flu. Muscle aches throughout the body.

926326 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Facial numbness bilaterally with headache 3 hours post injection. 15 hrs post injection: 101 temperature, severe chills and joint pain (making it difficult to walk), body aches and extreme fatigue. Headache continued but facial numbness subsided. Symptoms less severe at 48hrs, low grade temp and body aches persisted, joint pain resolved. All symptoms resolved at 72 hrs.

926327 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 VA 61.0 61 M Patient reports low back pain fever and anxiety began 2300 on the day of vaccination.  He states he is unable to sleep and feels an adrenaline rush but denies shortness of breath or chest pain.  The fever and back pain resolved over the subsequent days however the jittery feeling persisted and he presented to the ED 1/6/2021.  Patient was treated to diphenhydramine and symptoms resolved

926328 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 KY 48.0 48 F Vomiting and Diarrhea 20 times, fever 103, redness at injection site, muscle aches

926329 12/01/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 42.0 42 M Maculopapular rash on both upper extremities with itching

926331 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 58.0 58 M Extreme injection site pain. Headache. Nausea. Chills. Fever to 101 F. Fatigue. Muscle and joint pain. Loss of appetite. Still ongoing on day 2. I wonder if people who have had the virus should be being told to get the vaccine since I suspect intense reaction is due to pre existing immunity.

926332 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MA 25.0 25 F About 9 hours after receiving the vaccination (11:30 pm on 1/6/21), I developed fatigue, fever of 100.0 F, body aches, bone pain, mild chills, and mild nausea.  I also have moderate left arm pain where I received the vaccine. It is now 3:00pm 1/7/20 and the fever, chills, nausea, and body aches have subsided, however the fatigue and left arm pain still persists.

926333 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Subject received vaccine at 0845 in 1/6. Felt chest tightness, cough wheezing 15-20 min later. Took personal albuterol inhaler and waited in car 50 minutes Reported to employee health office Sent to ED for SOB, wheezy, tingling in tongue per MD note. (arrived 0958) Nebulizer administered. Chext X-ray negative for acute disease. ED MD states: Asthma exacerbation Left 1143

926334 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 AL 57.0 57 F CHILLS, FEVER, BODY AND HEAD ACHES

926335 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 ME 43.0 43 F Site of injection became red, itchy, warm and tender.  It got larger over a two day period.

926336 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 MI 21.0 21 F Body aches and chest pain

926337 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 57.0 57 F Synovitis both knees which have knee replacements

926338 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 UT 25.0 25 F ?Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA? The day I got the vaccine all that happened was a dead arm and then when I was driving home after the 15 minutes of waiting in the parking lot, I got a metallic taste in my mouth, but it didn't last very long. The next day my arm was sore to move, but not at the injection spot, if looking at my arm (someone else) it was down 3 inches and to the left about 1 inch. The next day that same spot was still sore but to the touch, then it went away.    What is more interesting and concerning is that on 1/6/2021 (a week after I got the shot), I noticed 3 little bumps on my arm (9:45pm), in that same location that was sore to move and touch on day 2 and 3 but they also were itchy. When I woke up the next morning (6:15 am) the area had spread to the size of my palm (3 inch by 3 inch roughly)  it was all red, hard to the touch,  stilly itchy and I had the feeling of a dead arm again. One of the nurses at my work drew a circle around the red spot so we could watch to see if it was still growing , by roughly 11:45 am it had grown an additional 2 inches.

926339 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OH 51.0 51 M The following day in the afternoon, I began have soreness in my muscles and body aches, then a headache.  Short time later I began have an upset stomach all while having a running nose.  A few hours later I had some diarrhea.

926340 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MI 22.0 22 M At 2300 hours on 1/6/2021, I began to feel chills and was spiking a fever. At 0030 on 1/7/2021, I experienced nausea and vomiting. I subsequently experienced three additional episodes of nausea and vomiting throughout the night until 0500 on 1/7/2021. I had a fever until 1400 on 1/7/2021. I did not treat my fever until 1300 on 1/7/2021, at which time I took 15 mL of children's ibuprofen by mouth. As of 1500 on 1/7/2021, I feel weak and my nausea and vomiting has not returned.

926341 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MO 37.0 37 F Patient stated she had severe diarrhea and vomiting approximately 2 hours after she received the vaccine. She went to a walk-in clinic and they gave her benedryl 12.5mg and Zofran 4mg. She was not feeling better, and later went to the ER where she received 1000ml of Normal Saline, Tylenol 650mg and Zofran 4mg

926342 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 VT 42.0 42 F Tolerated vaccine and 15 minute wait with no issues.  Went home and noticed widespread hives.  Took 50 mg of Benadryl at home and hives resolved.  No other symptoms.  Worked normal shift today

926343 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 CA 53.0 53 F tingling in ankle down to toe

926344 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 SC 48.0 48 F I received my covid -19 vaccine at work at hospital. I sat for my fifteen minutes after vaccination and felt fine. When I got home two hours later from work and got in the shower, I noticed that I had a red, slightly raised, pinpoint and very defined red rash. The rash was all over my abdomen, my back and my neck. The areas felt warm but I did I not have itching, pain or any other anaphylaxis symptoms. The rash faded entirely in the next 48 hours.

926345 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Patient describes soreness on the arm that is hot to the touch, headache, she took Tylenol, body sweats and nausea and also reports sore throat. Patient reports she is having all symptoms except arm soreness.

926347 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Day 1: strong ache in all joints, mild nausea, headache Day 2: swollen lymph nodes in left arm & neck, severe back ache low temp 99-100.3 Day 3: @ 0300 fever 101.5, chills (rigors 3hrs), very bad headache, neck pain, joints and lymph swelling.  Had both regular and Rapid covid test and rapid was negative.  Awaiting FLU swab and regular Covid test. Day 4: continued fevers 99-100.9, back and neck pain, milder headache.

926348 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Developed arm pain and nausea in the evening after an afternoon vaccination. Resolved somewhat with acetaminophen, famotidine, Tums, ginger ale, and bed rest. Arm pain worsened by morning and nausea delayed ability to eat breakfast. Resolved somewhat again with acetaminophen and famotidine, but worsened throughout the morning. Developed mild chills and fatigue throughout the morning as well. Pregnancy information: 31 weeks and 1 day pregnant at time of administration. Little to no nausea after first trimester. Diagnosed with gestational diabetes early in second trimester. Currently well-controlled with diet/exercise. Due date 3/9/21. Encouraged by OB to receive vaccine. Still planning on receiving 2nd dose.

926349 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MD 37.0 37 F Several minutes after the vaccination was administered she began experiencing numbness and tingling down her right arm to her fingers.

926350 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MI 62.0 62 F Left arm started yesterday after injection was completed on 12/28/20 with red itchy rash.

926351 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OK 29.0 29 F Fever of 101, chills, body aches

926352 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NY 36.0 36 F 36F w/ Hx of HTN w/ HA and dizziness following COVID vaccine dose today.  Symptoms began about 7 minutes post vaccination, no airway complaints, vomiting/nausea/abdominal pain, no chest pain, wheezing or SOB, no rash.  VS wnl throughout course of observation in vaccine POD.  Airway intact, no stridor, no signs of respiratory distress.  Given PO fluids.  Symptoms persisted resulting in transfer to Emergency Department for further evaluation and monitoring.  Did not require additional interventions or any medications while in vaccine POD.

926353 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NC 24.0 24 F lip/tongue swelling, tingling

926354 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Patient started experiencing extreme fatigue and headache on 1/6/2021. She arrived at work on 1/7/2021 and was experiencing  extreme fatigue, severe headache, welts, naussea, and feeling of walking on broken bones. Patient was advised to go home from work.

926355 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 57.0 57 F Red silver dollar sized circle on her arm

926356 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 43.0 43 F states that she has severe itching on left arm, radiating to back. Taken to private observation area with EMT staff. Has hives on left side of back and left arm. Very itchy. 1055 BP 138/98; HR 98; 96% sats on r/a; RR 20. 1058 gave benadryl 50 mg by mouth. Gave ice pack for itching. Place on left side of back with raised red papule. States relieves itching. Continued to observe. 11:02 BP - 124/88; P- 90 strong and regular; 99% sats on r/a. Swelling decreasing, no signs of severe allergic reaction. Papules decreasing in redness. 11:15 Left side itching, redness and papules diminished. Now has them present on right arm and right upper back. P-89; sats 98% on r/a RR-16. 11:18 c/o swelling under left side of tongue with red raised papules on face and head. EMT called ambulance. 1122 unit arrived. 1140 Patient declined transport. Husband with patient. Husband states he is transporting patient per personal vehicle to hospital.

926357 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MA 64.0 64 F Sensation in throat, followed by mild SOB, and seemingly troubles ?clearing? throat.  Took a Claritin about 45 mins after injection with complete symptom relief

926358 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 KY 66.0 66 M Developed body rash right after the vaccine, joint pain. Tested positive for COVID about five months ago.

926359 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 MN 45.0 45 F around 1500 Vomited x 1; HTN  190's/ 116-118; flush cheeks bilaterally; dizzy; weak;

926360 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 OK 26.0 26 M Marked increase in seizure activity. I seizure on 1/2/21, then a cluster of about 20 e\seizures on 1/3/21, followed by 3 seizures on 1/5 and 2 on 1/6. He was seizure free for approximately 10 months prior to vaccination.. Treated on 1/3 with Nayzilam nasal spray X2 to stop seizures per doctor's order.

926361 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 VA 36.0 36 F I have  intense burning sensation in my left buttock cheek and thigh but no rash. I went to my gynecologist , first thinking I may have a yeast infection but she did not see a rash and couldn't diagnose me. She told me that my pain was probably neurological. She took my blood and sent it to a lab for possible yeast infection and STDs. She prescribed me Clotrimazole and Betamethasone Diporopionate 1%. I went to my PCP on Wednesday because the burning intensified and I thought that I may have shingles. I have a stuffy nose and my sense of smell isn't very good right now. My PCP gave me a Covid test and told me that she can not test me for shingles because I do not have a rash. She did prescribed me Gabapentin 100mg . I am awaiting Covid test and Lab results

926362 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 OH 39.0 39 F Approximately 20 minutes after receiving the COVID vaccine my face became numb. The numbness gradually increased until I could not feel the right side. Numbness lasted approximately 4 hours. My eye also began to twitch as well. The eye twitching is still an issue.

926363 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 LA 58.0 58 F sweats, chills, headaches

926364 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 PA 49.0 49 F 12/31/20- fever, headache, arm stiffness 01/06/21-enlarged axillary lymph nodes ipsilateral 01/07/21- rash, itching, swelling of injection site

926365 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Experienced stomach upset, nausea, fever 101.4, body aches, inability to focus

926366 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MA 32.0 32 F Significant swelling (15cm in diameter), redness, warmth, pain on left arm worsened at day 8 post vaccination

926367 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 43.0 43 M Experienced these side effects: headache - aspirin did not help, but excedrin worked okay; muscle pain, chills, mild fever.

926368 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 IL 25.0 25 F Received second vaccine on 01/04/21 at 1230 and began having axillary lymph node swelling and tenderness the following morning (01/05/21) along with headache and severe fatigue. Fatigue and headache have subsided, but axillary swelling remains. Axillary tenderness beginning to subside.

926369 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 57.0 57 F red raised silver dollar sized spot on arm

926370 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NH 42.0 42 F Started on day 7 post injection. Redness, swelling, itching and hard lump.  On day 9 the redness and itching increased and is hot to the touch. To start benadryl tonight(day 9), zyrtec in am and prednisone for 5 days

926371 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WI 60.0 60 F 1/6/21: Received Moderna COVID vaccine. Just wanted to let you know that I am experience some ?flu? like symptoms after my vaccination which sounds like are normal for some folks. Temp 99.6 just now was 99.1 when I came in this morning. Freezing/chills, cough, pain and redness at site, joint aches.  1/7/21 at noon temp 101.2.

926372 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 ME 59.0 59 F Injection site became red, itchy, and swollen

926373 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MA 31.0 31 M Fever (101F) , fatigue, headache, general muscle pain starting at ~4:00AM on the day after first vaccination and resolving overnight the next day.

926374 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PA 31.0 31 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Vaccinated 7am 1/5/21. Low fever of 99, chills, malaise, and body aches started 8pm 1/5/21. Headache around 12am 1/6/21. The date and time currently is 3pm 1/7/21 and symptoms are persisting but more mild.

926375 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 FL 64.0 64 F Injection site arm is swollen, red, hot bubbly red rash around the site, hot itches.  Taking Tylenol.

926376 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 ME 42.0 42 F Injection site became itchy, red, warm, and sore.

926377 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 64.0 64 F Reported to me by onsite staff:  Patient seemed to tolerate the vaccine fine at time of administration.  Following day (appx 24 hours) following administration, patient was having fever and unresponsive.  Patient also had local, large, hard hematoma at injection site.  It is worth noting that the patient had recently completed CDC recommended isolation protocol, and was symptom free at time of administration - determining they were qualified to get vaccine.  The facility is also aware that the patient's present condition could be related to an active COVID 19 infection / relapse.

926378 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MO 42.0 42 F Nausea- 01/03/2020-01/05/2020 Fever-99.2-101.4  01/02/2020-01/05/2020 leg pain - aching in calves 01/02/2020-01/05/2020 Injection site -redness, heat, swelling and whitening around the redness 01/06/2020-present

926379 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 GA 58.0 58 F QUARTER SIZE RAISED RED,  ITCHY SPOT AT INJECTION SITE STARTING OVER 1 WEEK POST INJECTION

926380 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MD 39.0 39 F About 1 hour after receiving the vaccine she began to feel dizzy, felt like she was going to pass out, racing heart and pupils became constricted.

926381 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 TX 48.0 48 F On day 7 after receiving the vaccine, a fist sized welt emerged at the injection site. It's 7cm diameter, red and hot. I've been taking Benadryl for 2 days and it has diminished a little but is still there and red/hot.

926382 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 KY 22.0 22 M Fever, chest pain, cough, headache, chest tightness, shortness of air and fatigue. Symptoms began about 5pm on 1/6/21. Came to the emergency room on 1-7-21. Negative for COVID per PCR test.
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926383 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MS 40.0 40 F fast and racing heartbeat, chest pain, dizzy and weak, shortness of breath only lasted 2 days after vaccine was given and then stopped.

926384 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MI 21.0 21 F Lightheaded, dizziness, body aches, chills, tachycardia, hypertension, 101.4, swelling and redness around the site, headache, diarrhea. Headache, diarrhea, swelling and redness have not gone away. Went to ER after reaction started, was evaluated in ER. Physician stated it was typical vaccine side effects, no treatment or epi was needed.

926385 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 FL 57.0 57 F On Jan 6 at 05:30 a.m. while I'm applying lotion on my arms I noticed the redness on  my left upper arm,  the site is tender, swollen with redness, shoulder pain, itchiness and warm to touch. Today, Jan. 7 I went to my Dr's appointment I was seen by ARNP and she  said she will prescribe Lotrisone cream.

926386 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 56.0 56 F Severe arm pain starting 4 hrs after injection. Headache. Next morning woke up with severe headache, stomach ache and diarrhea. Generalized fatigue that lasted all day. Woke up 1/7/2021 symptom free.

926387 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 GA 55.0 55 F Patient tested positive for COVID-19 on 1/4/21.

926388 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 WI 61.0 61 F Vomiting x 4, Ear Ache, Sore throat, Chills, Myalgia

926389 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 29.0 29 F CLIENT STATES SHE FEELS LIKE A "LUMP IN HER THROAT". DENIES ANY TROUBLE BREATHING OR SWALLOWING. NO EDEMA OF LIPS, FACE OR TONGUE. RESP REG WITH EASE. SKIN PINK, WARM AND DRY. NO NOTED RASH OR HIVES. SYMPTOMS RESOLVED AFTER 10 MIN WITHOUT ANY TREATMENT.

926392 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Symptoms: Headache, Fever, Body Aches, Chills, Nausea, and Vomiting   12/30/2020: Headache started night of vaccination.  12/31/2020: Early next morning experienced chills and nausea. This was followed by vomiting, body aches, and fever.

926393 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 OK 39.0 39 F Patient began experiencing arm redness/swelling approximately the size of 2x2. Reaction started day 3 and increased daily. Patient taking OTC pain reliever and benadryl. States that it feels like a "bee sting."

926395 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MA 34.0 34 F Administration of vaccine completed around 10.00 AM. At 2.00 PM onset of swelling around insertion site. Site warm to the touch and itchy.

926396 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Swollen and painful lymph node in my left axilla. Went to my OB office and they were able to palpitate it and estimate its size at 1cm. They sent me for a mammogram and ultrasound to be sure it wasn't cancerous. Outcome was inflamed node, most likely from vaccine reaction

926397 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Patient experience severe headache, welts, nausea, extreme fatigue, and reported feeling like walking on broken bones. All over body pain.

926398 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WI 43.0 43 F Received Moderna COVID vaccine on 1/6/21. On 1/7/21 stated that her right upper arm was red, swollen and warm to touch from injection site into axilla.

926399 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 ME 47.0 47 F arm soreness on the day following the vaccine, that lasted for two days.  supraclavicular lymphadenopathy that started four days after vaccine. CT done to rule out other lymphadenopathy, none seen, no other sx, so lymphadenopathy thought related to vaccine. the lymphadenopathy has been present for 12 days now and is just starting to go down now.

926400 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OK 37.0 37 F HEADACHE, BODY ACHES, LEFT ARM SORE AT INJECTION SITE, DIZZINESS

926401 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 AR 45.0 45 F I had some aches and pains. I was tired the next morning. I started having chills and became dizzy. My hands started to tingle and remained that way for three days. I developed a cough, sore throat, and fever. The fatigue was really bad for a few days.

926402 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 32.0 32 F Arm/back pain, chills, fever, lethargy, joint pain for 36 hours - unable to work one day.

926403 01/01/2021 01/07/2021 WA 26.0 26 F Initial reaction (within 5 min)  was minor chest tightening and at the 15 min mark I started to get hives, I let the nurses know of my reaction and they provided me with Benadryl, I then stayed for about an hour after.   It has now been about a week, hives still present and starting to present as a rash.

926404 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 WA 72.0 72 M About 30 minutes after the administration of the vaccine, his case manager came to ask for assistance because the client was feeling unsteady and his speech seemed slower than it normally is.  She was worried about an allergic reaction.  He did seem a little shaky.  They had him sit on a bench outside for fresh air.  He said this was helping.  I took his radial HR.  It was regular, 70 bpm.  I was unable to get his blood pressure due to a broken cuff.  He was feeling much better at that point.  He did eat breakfast.  He said his arm felt fine.  No rash or hives observed and no shortness of breath.   His case worker brought him some water.  We sat there for about 15 minutes.  He felt much better and the case worker said he seemed back to 'normal'.

926405 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MO 46.0 46 F "I don't know if this is related to the vaccine from this morning or not, but I started having a HA around 8:30 am or so. No other symptoms." "I do get HAs, but typically it is behind my left eye. I would rate it a 3-4 at this time and I have not had a chance to take any ibuprofen for it, but I will. It started about 8:30 and has continued and gradually worsened."

926406 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 GA 50.0 50 M Numb upper lip. Lasted 12 hours. Bendryl may have helped.

926407 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 IL 33.0 33 F Pt experiences red, hot, swollen and raise bump at the site of injection. The size of the redness has increased over couple days.

926408 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WI 55.0 55 M 1/6/21 received Moderna COVID vaccine. Stated that later in the evening had burning in chest and extreme fatigue. 1/7/21 still feeling fatigued and flu like symptoms.

926409 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 MD 45.0 45 F Soon after the vaccination she began having arm pain that lasted for 3 days. That has resolved, but now she is having nerve pain in her right thumb.

926410 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NE 50.0 50 F achy muscles, joint pain, fatigue, headache

926411 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 44.0 44 F EE reports symptoms fever of 102.0 not going down with Ibuprofen,  joint and muscle pain, congestion and cough.  Treatment include Ibuprofen with no improvement. Referred  for COVID testing.

926412 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OH 67.0 67 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Generalized body aches especially back, ribs, and sternum, chills lasting throughout the night, but all dissipated within 24 hours.

926413 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 28.0 28 F The spot of injection is red, painful, and swollen

926414 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 WI 31.0 31 F Left axillary swelling developed on day 2 after vaccination. Measuring approximately 6 cm x 6 cm. Site is visibly mildly swollen. Feels firm. Tender to palpation.

926415 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 45.0 45 M Headache, chills, shortness of breath, fever, body aches from shoulders to feet, fatigue, slight confusion.  Honestly, I feel worse now when compared to when I actually had covid.  Took Tylenol. When Tylenol wears off symptoms come back.

926416 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WI 63.0 63 F Patient reported onset of chills, aches, fatigue, nausea, dizziness within 24 hours of receiving 1st dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. Post COVID-19 infection onset 12/24/2020. Had been released back to work and sx free 01-04-2021.

926417 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Tingling of the lips, strange taste of ink, increase BP systolic at 190 diastolic at 105, Heartrate 110-120. On site physician at bedside in recovery area. Emergency services requested due to unresolved symptoms

926418 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 IA 29.0 29 M Client went to bed Tuesday evening feeling more tired and temperature of 99.4.  Woke up Wednesday feeling worse with body aches, shaking, fever of 100.2 and headache.  Took Tylenol throughout the day and had a loss of appetite but woke up Thursday morning feeling better.

926419 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 GA 37.0 37 M 1 WEEK POST VACCINATION WITH NEW ONSET LOSS OF TASTE.  COVID PCR TESTS X2 ARE NEGATIVE.

926421 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 IN 46.0 46 F Shingles outbreak 5-7 days after infection in C6-C7 dermatome of left arm (injection was in right arm) limiting the use of this arm and causing excruciating pain and discomfort.

926422 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Low grade fever (99.9 - 100.6), flu-like symptoms - severe headache, body aches, muscle pain and weakness. Onset of all symptoms began 24 hour after vaccine administration.

926423 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 KS 66.0 66 M Extreme chilling, no fever, weak, achy all over.  Lasted 8 hours.

926424 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 ND 27.0 27 F Presented to Urgent Care 01/05/2021 Pt. States swelling started the night prior. Provider describes it as left upper arm finds a patch about the size of a silver dollar which is red, warm, + tender with some indentation in the center. No red streaking up the arm, shoulder

926425 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CO 75.0 75 F Initially with erythema and arm soreness that resolved within 1-2 days. On day 6 after injection, she developed significant itching and recurrence of erythema at vaccine site. She was treated for cellulitis with antibiotics and topical steroids for itching. She has long history of skin sensitivity and rash with previous vaccines.

926426 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Developed a hard knot almost a week later it feels warm, itchy, and a little tender.

926427 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MI 46.0 46 F 01/06/2021 r eyelid swollen, face and upper lip; provider gave epi -- reduced some swelling.  L wrist swelling today 1/07/2020  sinus tachycardia 140-150.

926428 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 28.0 28 F 12/30/2020: Symptoms began with a headache 12/31/2020: Woke up early morning with chills and nausea. Symptoms followed with a fever, vomiting, and body aches.  I went to the emergency room and  was told I had tachycardia  and dehydration.

926429 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PA 45.0 45 F Patient called,  stating  swelling of arm and lymph nodes within 24 hrs of injection and lump at site.  Applied ice and heat. States it is getting better but if "ball" does not get any better would like to be seen.  Agreed with aptient

926430 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 WA 33.0 33 F swelling of eyes 10 minutes post vaccination, then tongue swelling and tingling lips. no shortness of breath, Given IM diphenhydramine.  Some improvement of swelling 20 minutes after diphenhydramine, swelling of tongue and lips totally resolved.

926431 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 SC 84.0 84 M Loss of taste and smell for past 4 days

926432 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 NY 43 F Itchiness, rash

926433 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 FL 88.0 88 F Hemmoragic Stroke. Began with vision difficulty in the morning. Then I noticed she had left sided neglect. Went to ER. Treated with Andresxa (to counteract Elaquis). In SICU for 2 nights then telemetry unit for 3 nights.  CUrrently in Rehab. Y 5

926434 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 ME 57.0 57 F After being given the vaccine the patient was asked to wait 15 minutes before returning to work. After 5-10 minutes  she reported shortness of breath and an anaphylactic type reaction. Patient was administered an Epi-pen by a nurse and the facility, and reported feeling "a little better." She was also given oxygen and put on a pulse oximeter. Her O2 sat was 99% throughout. She reported before that she had no allergies and no adverse reaction to a vaccine in the past, but after this happened she said something similar also happened in the past with a flu shot. Patient believes this reaction was due to anxiety and not an allergy. 911 was called and arrived about 15-20 minutes after administration and patient was taken to the hospital. A nurse called the hospital 2 to 3 hours later and they reported she was "doing fine" and would be discharged home later today.

926435 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 28.0 28 M I had diarrhea in the morning and then my symptoms progressed to include chills, body aches, lightheadedness, and fatigue. The injection site was also very painful. When I woke up this morning, I didn?t have any symptoms other than a little bit of fatigue and slight soreness in the injection site.

926436 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 72.0 72 M Besides just having a sore arm at point of injection, I have had a pox come up on my right forearm. I did have my first shingles shot on November 18th, 2020 at the clinic here. I think it is a single pox and thought I would bring it to your attention. I have had the shingles before so I know what they look like and feel like. Since there is only one, I don't plan on going to my dermatologist to confirm that it is a pox plus I am not sure if the Covid shot is a side effect that caused the pox or not. It is not painful although itching and not responding much to antiseptic cream. I plan to go for my second Covid shot on January 26 and I am looking forward to it. I don't go for my second Shingles shot until February 17. There is a possibility that it could be something else besides a pox but wanted to bring it to your attention just in case. Thanks.

926437 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NE 40.0 40 F 1/5/2021 - Day 1:  R) deltoid pain at injection site around 1600, mild headache viewing around 2100 when going to bed. I took ibuprofen prophylactically to prevent pain getting worse.  1/6/2021- Day 2 around 00:00, I was woken up out of bed with severe body aches all over. Mostly to bilateral hip joints and lower. Arm pain and headache were barely noticeable d/t other pain. Pain radiated to arms down to both shins. It hurt to touch skin and took ibuprofen around 0130-0200. It was so bad I couldn't roll my body up without assistance and I'd need to use restroom for almost 2 hours at this point. Had to call out of work because I knew this pain wouldn't go away in a few hours in addition to lack of sleep, I knew it'd be better to rest with OTC, rest, And heating pad.  Later this day I was still feeling the same, went to store to get something for body aches. It wasn't until I was in this store, when my left femur bone hurt so bad I had to grab onto a shelf. I felt my bone was about to break - scary. (My1 st time experience the bone pain symptom) Later at home same day, spent an hour going back and forth to bathroom with large loose/water diarrhea. I slept most of the day, as I was too fatigued to do simple tasks. Went to bed around 21:00 after taking ibuprofen, laying on heated and covered in electric blanket.  1/7/2020 woke up at 05:50 to get ready for work and instantly felt the pain again and headache, I'm usually not so tired after sleeping, so contributed that to same fatigue. Although is not pounding, still dull.  1/7/2021 0900 took my HCTZ, Propranolol, and Potassium. Today the pain is not as high, but better than yesterday. I expect to feel a lot better tomorrow to go into work.

926439 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MN 30.0 30 F Injection site swelling, redness, itchiness lasting more than 1 week. Swelling and redness is splotchy and 1-2 inches surrounding injection site

926440 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 54.0 54 M Cold sweats, fever of 100, pain the my joints

926441 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 WI 30.0 30 F I received my vaccination at my place of work. Local pharmacy came in to administer them.  In less then a minute of recieving the vaccination I experienced a tightness in my chest and difficulty breathing.  I told my symptoms to the  pharmacist that was there.  I had to take my mask off due to the difficulty breathing.  I sat down and was trying to catch my breath.  Roughly 10 -15 minutes passes then my throat began to swell.  My extremities were feeling tingly and I was very dizzy.  I sat with my neck extended to maintain my airway until they could locate some benedryl.  My voice was wheezy when attempting to answer questions the pharmacist was asking.  The pharmacist wanted to administer the EpiPen but I would not allow her to because then they would have to call 911.  It took about 45 minutes in total to locate benedryl.  I took 50 mg.  Roughly 15 -20 minutes after taking the benedryl I was able to breath with ease.  I waited about another 15 minutes at the facility to ensure I was ok.  I was told I would not be recieving the second dose due to my anaphylactic reaction.

926442 12/16/2020 01/07/2021 CO 32.0 32 F Fever 101.2 and body aches the day after receiving vaccine.

926443 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MO 25.0 25 F Patient received Pfizer COVID vaccine intramuscularly in the right arm. Patient reported initially she has a shellfish allergy. Patient was being monitored in designated location when the patient reported her tongue was becoming numb  and experiencing dizziness. Onset of symptoms was about 7 minutes after her shot. The patient denies difficulty breathing .  Patient was sent to the emergency room where labs were drawn with no critical results. Patient was discharge on a medrol dose pack and discharged from the ED after feeling better.

926444 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NC 64.0 64 F Flu-like illness (fevers, rigors, chills) and one episode of presyncope due to orthostatic hypotension upon getting up the day after the vaccine

926445 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Headache, chills and significant body aches (back, neck, arms, legs) starting about 4 hours after administration.

926446 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OH 56.0 56 F Red welted area at site of injection. Hot and risen about 2x2inches

926447 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 MD 56.0 56 M Starting on 1/4/21 he began having a severe headache, extreme fatigue, vertigo and lower back pain. The symptoms lasted about 36 hours.

926448 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 45.0 45 F During the vaccination step of injection, a leak was noted. Since there was vaccine liquid outside of the syringe, it was likely that less than the drawn up 0.5 ml was given to the patient. Patient was notified of incomplete dose and told that she would need to be revaccinated. She verbalized understanding and was re-vaccinated with correct dose. Patient had no signs or symptoms of any adverse reaction during the 15 min post vaccination holding period.

926449 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NC 23.0 23 M Patient described dizziness, decreased heart rate (67 bpm). Thought may be anxiety driven but had patient put feet up and wait an additional 15 minutes. Lasted less than 30 minutes, patient stated fine and left clinic shortly after 30 minutes.

926451 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 41.0 41 M Sore swollen throat Fatigue Sore arm

926452 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 MO 64.0 64 F At twelve hours post injection I awoke with severe chills even though I did not have a temperature.  After taking 1000 mg of Tylenol the chills past in approximately an hour.  The rest of the day I had extreme fatigue, headache, lethargy, and loss of appetite.  By the next morning I still had the fatigue and weakness which improved gradually over the next 12 hours.

926453 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 GA 40.0 40 F 1 WEEK POST-VACCINATION, WARM, RAISED, RED ITCHY 4X4CM AT INJECTION SITE

926454 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 FL 62.0 62 F Following vaccination the patient had progressively worsening abdominal pain over the next 24 hours. Presented to the ER and was initially thought to have appendicitis. However, it was then discovered during surgery that the appendix was surgically absent. The surgeon did not that the patient did have a "Round, infarcted ligamentous tissue was wrapped around ascending colon. "Y 3

926455 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 42.0 42 F 1300 vaccine received 1310 pt reported feeling dizzy. VS 97.6, BP 134/83, HR 68 O2 99% room air. 1315- persistent dizziness, first responder called and patient transferred to bed. 1318: VS O2 100% room air, HR 85, BP 165/89, temp 97.1 1319: First responder team arrived. Patient denied needing to be seen in the ED. 1320-1330 patient continued to lay supine. At 1330, patient was able to sit and dangle with no dizziness. Shortly after, patient ambulated and felt fine. Patient discharged from clinic and told to report to Employee Health or ED if symptoms return, or new symptoms occur.

926456 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MO 30.0 30 F Started having severe chills on saturday Jan 2, 2021 resolved with acetaminophen and rest. The next day it kept coming back and more symptoms became present.   Symptoms: chills, fever (100.7F), diarrhea, shortness of breath, cough, fatigue, muscle and body aches all over and loss of appetite. OTC meds have helped, but does not resolve. Still unable to get out of bed or function due to severity of cough and shortness of breath as of today Thursday Jan 7th, 2021. This has been going on for 6 days now.

926457 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 VA 32.0 32 F L arm muscle achiness, mild fatigue, mild headache- completely resolved 36 hrs after administration. No treatment.

926458 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PA 45.0 45 F patient called stating she had swelling of arm with lymph nodes.

926459 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 34 F Arm pain, induration, and erythema at injection site 1 inch appeared 8 days after vaccine.

926460 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 KY 74.0 74 F had COVID in October and got doses of plasma.  started about midnight  after the vaccine: Fever 101.9, shaking, O2 sast 80s, hr 120, arms and leg joint ached terribly, headache.

926461 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AR 44.0 44 F Pfizer BioNTech COVID 19 vaccine EUA-  Chills, nausea, muscle aches, headache. Motrin 400 mg taken Q4-6 hours

926463 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 WA 42.0 42 F Tingling/numbness in neck, throat and roof of the mouth.  Heart Palpitations

926464 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OK 47.0 47 F 7 days post injection, red, itchy lumps appeared at the injection site.  Day 8 post injection, diffuse swelling, but no longer multiple lumps.  Area measures approximately 2.5x1.5 inches, is uniformly inflamed, uneven circular shaped,  and is bright red.  Redness has spread slightly since onset likely due to gravity (downward migration is slight).    Day 2 experienced extreme fatigue, no other symptoms Day 3 sore at the injection site, no other symptoms Day 4 sore at the injection site, no other symptoms Days 5-7 no symptoms.

926465 12/19/2020 01/07/2021 AL 41.0 41 F 24 hours post-vax woke with severe dizziness severe, fatigue, and muscle aches. Fever from 12/21 -12/22 21, peak temp 102.9. However, I am breastfeeding and suspect I may have had mastitus. Took measures to hydrate and express milk to ensure that was treated. Spoke to NP in the ER unit, did not take prescribed meds since fever broke.

926466 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 RI 55.0 55 F Patient reported rapid and immediate fatigue post vaccination and nose bleed. Patient oxygen saturation rate remained over 95% during 3 hours of monitoring post injection.  One hour post injection patient noted right sided frontal headache that did increase in severity.  Patient BP increase to 151/88 and was 130/80 at discharge

926467 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 WV 64.0 64 F left deltoid swollen, red and painful.  No bruising

926468 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OH 42.0 42 F Night of vaccination approx. 4 hours after began feeling flushed, dizziness, arm soreness, severe body aches, nausea. Continued through night worsening on/off with chills. Had episode for 4 hours where had numbness in hands bilat. Still feels fatigue, achiness today. Attempted to work today but kept getting flushed and dizzy so was sent home.

926469 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 OK 47.0 47 F approximately 30 minutes after administration of vaccine, patient experienced tingling throat, cough and self-reported flushing. She was given Benadryl 50mg

926470 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Pt c/o shortness of breath 2.5 hours after vaccine. Also reports hives, headache, dizziness and nausea since last night.

926471 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AL 39.0 39 F Right eye itching, swelling, watering

926472 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 PR 48.0 48 F After 10 minutes of vaccine administration patient report metallic taste, she was oriented to stay in the observation area of the vaccine administration site for 10 additional minutes. At 12:00pm patient report throat itching "like chocking". Shock anaphylactic code (RR) was activated. At 12:03pm Epinephrine 0.3mg/1ml was administrated to the left thigh. Venous access was obtained and Solu-Cortef 200mg, Benadryl 50mg and O2 were administrated. Patient vital signs were blood glucose 121mg/dl, Oxygen Saturation 100%, BP 150/90 mmHg. Patient was transfer with the RR code team to the ER for observation.

926473 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 SD 30.0 30 F When vaccine was administered, seemed high on my arm.  I had immediate soreness and shoulder discomfort, I was told this was normal.  It continued to progress and I eventually had decreased ROM, weakness and sharp shooting pain in my shoulder.  Working at OI, I consulted provider, xrays were obtained and I was evaluated.  He strongly suggested an MRI be obtained as well.  That was completed the same day as my evaluation on 12/31/2020 (1 week and 2 days after the vaccine was administered).  The provider informed me that they have had patients with similar situations that were evaluated for frozen shoulder after having a vaccine d/t administration site and vaccine going into subacromial space.  He does report that this was my case/situation, upon my exam, I had severe inflammation with this as well-he is now having me follow up for a surgical consultation for my shoulder to be repaired.  Today's date is 1/7/2021, I have these same ongoing symptoms that have continued since day of administration, without diminishing in severity.  He is unable to provide an injection d/t my upcoming second dose of the COVID vaccine this next week, 1/12/2021.  He strongly suggests that my 2nd vaccine be administered elsewhere-advised NOT be administered in the same shoulder OR in opposite to cause these symptoms to flare.  He advised in gluteus if possible to avoid any further issues if at all possible.

926474 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MN 25.0 25 F Hives over entire body started Sunday night (01/03/2021). No change in hives, worsening with heat and at night. Was seen in urgent care (on 01/05/2021) and given a topical cream (Triamcinolone Acetonide) that did nothing. Seen by dermatologist (1/07/2021) and given IM steroid injection and a methylprednisone pack for 6 days. Symptoms improved with IM injection. But still in the process of completing the steroid pack.

926475 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 21.0 21 M RASH AT SITE, SHORTNESS OF BREATH, DIZZINESS, INCREASED HEARTRATE, T-101, CHILLS

926476 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 ME 43.0 43 F Mild headache and eye floaters in left eye only

926477 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 42 F Delayed (7 days) injection site swelling, induration, heat.

926478 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NY 59.0 59 M Sore arm, tingling in hand and fingers.  severe nausea and head ache. fatigue

926479 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OK 31.0 31 F Day 1: nausea, severe stomach cramps, pain in the injection site Day 2: fatigue, tiredness, headache, chills Day 3: fatigue, raised area, itching in the arm, pain in arm Day 4: nausea, diarrhea, itching in arm, raised bump at injection site, itchy throat, cough, runny nose

926480 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MO 53.0 53 F Approximately 2 hours after the vaccine she reported a "spot on her arm" where the vaccine had been given, a headache and back ache. She did go to the chiropractor on 1/4, but states it did not help. She saw an allergy specialist on 1/5. As of 1/7/20 0830am she still had a headache.

926481 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 IA 23.0 23 F On day 1 (day I was vaccinated) I experienced severe pain in my arm where I was injected with the vaccine 3 hours after receiving it. I couldn't use my arm for the rest of the day and had to take Tylenol to help with swelling and pain. Pain was dull and throbbing. The next morning I woke up to body chills, a low grade fever, muscle aches, vomiting, exhaustion/fatigue, coughing, and diarrhea. The injection site was still very tender, sore, and swollen with limited mobility. All symptoms subsided within two days other than fatigue and a sore arm. On day 3 I developed a cough that lasted 4-5 days. Other than a cough, I had no other symptoms after that. My arm was better with no pain and easy to use. Then on day 8 my arm started to swell again and I developed a distinct rash at the injection site. The skin around the area was hot to touch and very hard and tender. I took ibuprofen and rubbed out the arm to help. I contacted my provider and she examined the arm, concerned I was having a reaction and possibly developing cellulitis. On day 9 the rash spread to the whole upper arm and shoulder were hot to touch/feverish, painful, hard, and still swollen. The swelling has continued to move up my arm. I am seeking medical attention today on 1/7/21 for treatment of possible cellulitis.

926482 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NM 27.0 27 F bodyaches chills mild tachycardia HR 120s

926483 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AR 37.0 37 F Pfizer BioNTech COVID 19 vaccine EUA-  fever, headache, fatigue.  Fever lasted less than 23 hours. no  medications still have slight HA

926484 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AL 58.0 58 F tongue felt numb, denied shortness of breath. Benadryl 25mg given po, no rash, patient left after 20 minute observation after Benadryl given.

926486 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 61.0 61 F I am itching all over my body. My left hand has swelling in it. It hurts and where it is swollen it is sore. My arm is weak. It is hard to lift my left arm up and put it across my chest because that hurts. It hurts in my lymph nodes and my joints. I had to go the the ER on 12/31/20 because of this. they gave me a shot of Prednisoneand Hydroxyzihe that helped for a coupled of days and then I had to go back to the ER on 1/6/21 because of the same symptoms. They gave me Benadryl,prednisone and pepcid. I am still itching.

926488 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 31.0 31 F EE reports fever of 100.3, achy,  muscle and joint pain, and HA. Treatment with Tylenol with no improvement. She will continue to monitor.

926489 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MI 79.0 79 M Resident was noted yesterday to have red itchy rash to his left arm

926490 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MD 40.0 40 F Patient received vaccine and completed 15 minute observation without incidence. Patient went home. Patient's mother-in-law (MIL) was working as a MD today. About 2:15pm, the MIL notified a staff RN in the clinic that her daughter-in-law (patient) was c/o of tachycardia. The patient called her PCP who recommended she use her prescribed epi-pen and go to the ED. The MIL told the staff RN that the patient had a history of allergies and carried an epi-pen. The MIL left the clinic at that time and we have not heard any update from her or the patient. In Item 21, I selected "Emergency Room," but do not know for certain if the patient went to the ED.

926491 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 WI 26.0 26 F Temporal thermometer reading got up to 105 F, brought down to 102.9 with Tylenol(1,000 mg taken) along with tepid bath and pushing cool oral fluids, headache lasting throughout day making sensitivity to light and noise without being dizzy. ibuprofen taking q6 to help with headache.

926492 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 UT 37.0 37 F 31st December 2020: mild tingling down left arm within 10 minutes of injection. Sore arm at vaccine site. 1st January 2021: increasingly sore left arm at site.  2nd - 3rd January 2021: moderately sore arm, mild dry cough and mild neck and head ache. Tiredness. 4th January 2021: moderate headache not completely relieved by pain medication, muscle aches, nerve type pain both sides of neck, fatigue. Took day off work. 5th January 2021: as with 4th January plus some loss of smell and taste, some nausea, occasional sneezing and mild sore throat. Had appointment  with doctor; doctor recommended covid test also to double check. Day off work. 6th January 2021: had covid test morning. Ongoing symptoms same. Easing headache now though, more stomach irritability with eating, cannot taste or smell completely now. Needed another day off work. 7th January 2021: Awaiting covid test results, cannot work due to this and also still unwell. Ongoing symptoms including muscle aches, neck ache and feeling of nerve pain left more than right side of neck. Improved stomach, not as irritable. Another day required off work.

926493 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 GA 44.0 44 F PT DEVELOPED A MILD HIVES RASH AND ITCHY SCALP ROUGHLY 30 MINUTES AFTER VACCINATION.  PT WAS GIVEN 50MG BENADRYL.  PTS HIVES AND ITCHING STARTED TO FADE ROUGHLY 15 MINUTES AFTER BENADRYL WAS ADMINISTERED.  PT HAD NO PROBLEMS BREATHING.

926494 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MA 29.0 29 F Large itchy area of erythema and swelling

926495 01/07/2021 U Blurred vision one eye right side blood sugar , headache, throat mild swelling

926496 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 34.0 34 F 30 min after administration the left side of my face went slightly numb.  I also got a really bad head ache and nausea. Also neck stiffness on the same side of injection side. Next day numbness in face had gone away. But head ache and nausea was the same if not worse. Also stiffness in neck was still there.

926497 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 IL 38.0 38 F initial mild soreness then later in day 12-29-20 developed 3 in knot red and warm, gradually spread to 10 inch diameter red, warm and painful. continues red and warm to touch and painful today

926498 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MN 32.0 32 F Started with fatigue, dizziness, red face, headache on 1/6/2021 Upon waking on 1/7/2021, Whole body pains/ aches, soreness in all joints and worse on whole left side of body, extremely tired  and headache

926499 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IN 20.0 20 F Patchy red spots at Injection site

926500 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IL 45.0 45 M Patient  received vaccination approximately at 10:45 am,  he had told immunizer he had felt nervous and had fainted previously with other vaccinations.  Patient was monitored after vaccination patient said he felt dizzy, approximately 11:15 am he feel forward from chair and was attended to by staff.  EMTs were called and patient was taken to hospital for observation.  After vaccination pt had blood pressure readings of 130/80 5 min after 150/80 15 minutes after his blood sugar readings reported by family member on scene were 325 the previous evening and 255 the morning before he came in.  EMTs took a blood sugar reading 365 upon their arrival.

926501 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 33.0 33 M Patient called stating:  Nausea, muscle pain, light headed

926502 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 IL 39.0 39 F Right sided facial numbness and tingling

926503 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 FL 69.0 69 F Injection site  is tender, red & hard.  About 3 inches in diameter.  Applying heat and taking ibuprofen starting today 1/7/2021.  No fever or other symptoms.  contacted family physician.  I will call him tomorrow, 1/8/2021, if no improvement.

926504 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NM 58.0 58 F On January 6 i developed a rash on the injection site and 1 day after skin is peeling off

926505 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 GA 63.0 63 F Extremely tired,  nauseous,  body pain,  headache,  low grade temperature.  Started the evening of the vaccine 1/5/21 and symptoms has gotten worse.

926506 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 GA 60.0 60 F Body aches, fever, chills, headache, weakness, no appetite, nausea . Thus started in the middle of the 1st night till the middle of the night the 2nd night

926507 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NC 54.0 54 F Patient stated that she was feeling nauseous about 15 minutes after administration. Patient stated that she ate some food and took som acetaminophen and was feeling better as of 2:42 PM.

926508 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 KS 60.0 60 F Fever as high as 103.5.  Chilling and dizziness.  Last about 12 hours.

926509 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WI 39.0 39 F Dizziness, severe headache, abdominal pain,  diarrhea, nausea, fatigue, and muscle pain

926510 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Approx 2 minutes after injection I felt warm, flush, tachycardic, dizzy, my hands were shaking and my throat felt numb and a little swollen. I was still able to swallow and symptoms did improve after 15 minutes.

926511 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 41.0 41 F A red circle about 1" in diameter appeared on my right arm beginning the morning of 1/1/21.  The circle was not in the same place as the injection site.   By 1/4/21 the circle was fine and gone.  The circle appeared again 1/6/21, and was more itchy and deeper in color.  When I awoke the morning of 1/7/21 the circle had gotten larger in size and also other small circles appeared further up my arm.  I took a antihistamine medication, Benadryl medication and have iced my arm today, but the circle and bumps are spreading further.  My arm is very warm, itchy and tingly.  I contacted my clinic and they suggested I report the adverse event via the VAERS.

926512 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 21.0 21 M HEADACHE, SHORTNESS OF BREATH, INCREASED HEARTRATE, FEVER, MUSCLE ACHE, NAUSEA RASH AT SITE, CHILLS

926513 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OR 49.0 49 M moderate injection site pain and swelling, fatigue after 1 day from vaccination, day 2 from vaccination developed unwell feeling and congestion, scratchy voice, and worsening fatigue

926514 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 WA 43.0 43 M Physician came  in to get 2nd Pfizer vaccine early. Two physicians came in together (husband and wife) and stated they were able to schedule early. One was given the vaccine and the other was not. When he showed the RN the vaccination card, she noted it was early, but provider stated he was going to Germany for 18 days and needed it early. Vaccine given. Second provider was counseled that it was too early and was not given vaccination.  No adverse reactions reported but this is a medication error as dose 2 was given too early.

926515 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 53.0 53 F Delayed injection site swelling, erythema, small vesicles at injection site.

926516 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 42.0 42 F fatigue body chills dizziness

926518 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OH 63.0 63 M RASH STARTED IN THE ANTERIOR WAIST , AND BIALTERAL LOWER LEGS ABOUT 30 HOURS AFTER VACCINATION. THE RASH EXTENDED TO THE ANTRIOR PELVIS, THIGH , UPPER ABDOMEN, ANTERIOR NECK AND FOREARM, AND EXTEND TO THE UPPER ARM IN 48 HOURS. THEN  ABDOMINAL RASH DESAPPERED. NO-MINIMAL ITCHING, NO FIEVER , NAUSEA OR DIARRHEA. MINIMAL HEADACH AND ABDOMINAL PAIN. NO TREATMENT.

926519 12/19/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA.  Vaccine recipient received Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine on 12/19/2020.   On 12/26/2020, the area on the left arm where the vaccine was administered started to get sore again, numb to the touch, and was throbbing sometimes. She reported that when she raises her arm up, it feels like something is tearing and sometimes feels weak.    On 12/27/2020, she woke up with vertigo which subsided but has been lightheaded ever since and feeling off-balance. She also reported to have loud noises coming from her ears described as hissing sounds. This has been constant.  She noted that years back, on two separate times she received chemotherapy treatment which really affected her ears. It felt like there was pressure and same kind of noises.    She is pending occupational health follow-up.

926520 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Headache, fever, muscle pain, joint pain, chills, fatigue, pain at injection site, overall not feeling well

926521 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NE 92 M Temp of 103.7, heart rate 120, respirations 36, Blood pressure 164/60, Oxygen level 94% @ 2 liters per nasal canola. States does not feel well. Flushed face with heavy breathing. Transported to Medical Center ER.
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926522 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 29.0 29 F Lips and mouth felt numb, tongue felt thick. Able to breathe without problems.  Observed for 1 hour and 15 minutes. Released from observation. Was on hold to talk with medical provider when she left.

926524 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 36.0 36 M Fever, Body Aches, Headache, Tachycardia

926525 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 FL 60.0 60 F large round reddened area at injection site, slightly hard to the touch, warm, itchy

926526 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CO 47.0 47 F Tingling/numbing of lips and sides of tongue within 10 minutes of COVID Moderna vaccination. Tongue tingling resolved withing 15 minutes, lip tingling resolved within 20 minutes per patient.

926527 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 SC 27.0 27 F After I got the  vaccine I started exp chills and body ache on 12/22.I went to employee health to get tested. Since then I returned to work on 1/4 still can't smell/taste .I have to wait 90 days until I receive my 2nd dose Covid vaccine.

926528 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  12/28- vaccinated, felt like I was punched in the arm, headache 8 hours later 12/29-very bad pain at injection site and weakness in that arm, intense headache throughout the entire day, body aches especially in knees and back, exhaustion, mild nausea 12/30- pain and weakness at injection site, mild headache, mild joint pain, throat felt scratchy, mild itchy rash on waist (red/pink with some bumps, golf ball sized) 12/31- pain and weakness at injection site, mild head and joint aches 1/1- 1/5 head ache 1/5 - 1/7 itchy, puffy, red rash at injection site, tennis ball sized, hot to touch, puffiness feels firm

926529 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 GA 54.0 54 F 1 WEEK POST-INJECTION--NEW ONSET 5X5CM RAISED, RED, ITCHY AT INJECTION SITE

926530 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 44.0 44 F Starting at 10pm, fever (103), chills, rigors, night sweats, headache, muscle aches,.  Intense fatigue.  Now at 41 hours after symptoms started, fever down to 101s but symptoms persist (slightly better in intensity).  Feel absolutely terrible.

926531 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NE 90.0 90 F 01/06/2021 - 08:08 Complaining of fullness in the midepigastric area.  Upset stomach.  Dizzy.  Nauseated. Temperature is 98.1, pulse 56, respirations 19, oxygen saturation 93% on room air and blood pressure 133/73. HGB 8.8.

926532 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MO 85.0 85 M all over body rash

926533 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Hives across chest and upper abdomen (developed around start of symptoms 1800-1830 1/5/21), dizziness, full body aches continuing 48 hours after vaccine received

926534 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Diarrhea for about 12 hours; took imodium and it went away; went to get co-vid testing because I had to work the next day. Covid test was negative.

926535 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Chills, fever, full body muscle aches, diarrhea, nausea, headache, sore throat, ear pain

926536 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 51.0 51 F After receiving the first dose of the Moderna vaccine on 1/4/21 at 8:30 am, all was well and I returned to work.  As the day went on the only encounter I had was soreness at the injection site.  But, the next day, Tuesday 1/5/21 @ around 10:00 in the morning while showering a notice that I had lump that looked to be swollen under my left arm where the injection was administered.  I thought it was the medicine working its way through the body, and would resolve in a few days.  But on today, Thursday 1/7/21 it is still there.  So since I had to work today, I decided to go to Medical Center at my job for someone there to witness what was going on.  Person, from Medical Center gave me the number to the hotline and advised me to call immediately.  So I returned to my floor and placed the call.

926537 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WA 56.0 56 F Rash, itching, facial flushing/redness

926538 12/19/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA.  Vaccine recipient received Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine on 12/19/2020.   On 12/26/2020, the area on the left arm where the vaccine was administered started to get sore again, numb to the touch, and was throbbing sometimes. She reported that when she raises her arm up, it feels like something is tearing and sometimes feels weak.    On 12/27/2020, she woke up with vertigo which subsided but has been lightheaded ever since and feeling off-balance. She also reported to have loud noises coming from her ears described as hissing sounds. This has been constant.  She noted that years back, on two separate times she received chemotherapy treatment which really affected her ears. It felt like there was pressure and same kind of noises.    She is pending occupational health follow-up.

926539 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 OK 46.0 46 F Sore arm- lasted 3 days. Moderate intensity Fatigue- 24 hours Nausea and dizziness-2 hours

926540 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CO 47.0 47 F Tingling/numbness to lips, sides of tongue

926541 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Patient presented to clinic stating that she had started to run a fever as high as 102 and pain to lymph nodes under left axilla and neck

926542 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AL 41.0 41 F tingling in right hand progressing up arm, patient felt like heart was racing, felt hot and sweaty. Heart rate was normal and skin felt normal to touch per medical staff. Patient denied shortness of breath, itching, no rash noted. Medical Authority, assessed patient, ordered Benadryl 25mg po. Patient intially denied need to take Benadryl, advised patient will need to be observed in emergency department. Patient did not want to go to the ED and instead took Benadryl 25mg po. Patient was monitored for 1 hour and 10 minutes, 55 minutes after Benadryl given. Patient felt ready to leave at this time.

926543 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NC 48.0 48 F Patient stated that she had a headache and felt like she was having an out of body experience. She later complained that she was experiencing pain in her temples, occipital lobe and sinus cavity, with a pounding sensation. At 2:30 PM she stated she was feeling better and left the clinic.

926544 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 50.0 50 F On 1/3/2021 (4 days after first dose). I have 2 vesicular lesions on right hand, 3/4 digits, very similar to HSV type finding.  Round, red, fluid filled lesions, 2-4mm, non pruritic and slightly tender. Not a adverse event, but a strange skin finding that I wonder could be due to Covid  vaccine?  Definitely resembles Covid toes/fingers but very mild. I?ve never had before so very strange. Thought I would report it.  I have pictures should want.  Otherwise I?m fine! Not even a sore arm!

926546 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CT 28.0 28 F Perioral numbness Lump in throat Difficult swallowing

926547 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 51.0 51 M Vaccine received on 1/6/2021 at 0810.  Symptoms of fever (tmax 102.5) and body aches began at 18:00 on 1/6/2021.  Still has fever but improves with tylenol.

926548 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NC 32.0 32 F Dr notified of patients symptoms at 1423 and follow up at 1430. Orders received to follow 25 mg dose benadryll with 25mg more.  1449 HR increased to 117, O2 sat 94 %.  Epi held and EMS called.  1449 EMS arrival, patient transported to MC.

926550 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NY 32.0 32 F Muscle aches throughout body, chills, nausea, vomiting. Muscle aches and chills worse the day after, almost completely gone day after that. Threw up around 7 hours after the vaccine. Only slight nausea after that.

926551 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MS 46.0 46 F fever, chills, tiredness, headache, nausea, vomiting, and stomach ache

926552 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 34.0 34 F diarrhea, cramping, nausea, severe sweating, low temperature (95F), dizziness, weakness - unable to get off the bathroom floor at work duration of symptoms: 24 hours

926553 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Headache, arm pain, and chill

926554 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 41.0 41 F after receiving vaccine patient has hives on arm & body aches

926555 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 45.0 45 F nausea, hot flashes were noted, pt BP 162/98; Spo2 98%; HR 69. Pt given water and waited for extended period. Pt stated she felt better and was able to ambulate independently. A/O x4

926556 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MN 41.0 41 F I developed a rash ( almost the size of a credit card)  Wednesday morning at the site of injection. The rash has since increased in size, but not by much. It still itches, but I have not itched it. It's not a terrible itch, but annoying. No other symptoms noted at this time.

926557 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 UT 20.0 20 F Swelling in the entire arm, extreme pain in the injection site, headache, minor hives on legs.

926558 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MN 24.0 24 F Fatigue, nausea, headache, hives on tops of feet

926559 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 CO 49.0 49 F Medical Imaging Associate - Received vaccine on 12/18/20 @ 0845hrs. Associate has developed neck/arm soreness, chills, and hives/welts on her face, neck, back, and thighs. The associate is taking Benadryl and self-monitoring her symptoms currently from home. The associate was instructed to seek medical attention if symptoms worsen.

926561 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 38.0 38 F This 38 -year-old female patient reported that soon after she received the injections she napped and felt the nap was due to the vaccine. Then, at 1700 the patient was asked how she felt and the patient stated that she felt very very good.  In the morning of December 31, 2020, the patient reported pain at the injection site, the patient was then treated with Tylenol 650 mg at 0934 with positive results. On the evening the patient reported anxiety, a sore throat and pain to the left arm due to recently receiving her COVID vaccination. The patient was then treated with Hydroxyzine 25 mg PRN, Cepacol Lozenge, and Tylenol 650 mg; the medications were effective.

926563 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IL 65.0 65 F Sore arm in evening. Next day early in AM shaking and chills and pain, headache, fever 101.6, fatigue ; PM loose bowel movement and vomit (1x)

926564 12/01/2020 01/07/2021 NC 33.0 33 M I am now having nose bleeds. It a constant but slow bleed.

926565 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 TN 39.0 39 F local reaction redness, tenderness, edema, warm to touch, fatigue -patient monitored for progression of symptoms 1 week later symptoms reappeared except there is absence for edema and tenderness.

926567 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 50.0 50 F MIGRAINE HEADACHE BEGAN ABOUT 2 HOURS POST INJECTION, BODY ACHES BEGAN ABOUT 3:30PM, THROBING PAIN AND SWELLING TO INJECTION SITE BEGAN AT APPROXIMATELY 10:00 PM. TOOK TYLENOL 500MG AT 1:45pm THEN AGAIN AT 10:30 pm, also applied ice to injection site.

926569 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 GA 19.0 19 F patient c/o sore throat, feeling tired and muscle aches after vaccination. Has been taking tylenol and feeling better.

926571 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 57.0 57 F One week after receiving vaccination right deltoid area became itchy, bumpy, are hardened with slight discoloration

926572 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 IN 18.0 18 F 3 inch long rash around vaccination site. Sharp shoulder pains above vaccination.

926573 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PA 36.0 36 M Patient called stating he woke with a fever 100.7.  Will call and report if no better

926574 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IN 20.0 20 F Patchy red spots at injection site

926575 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MD 33.0 33 F The vaccination site became red, hard to the touch, warm and inflamed on 1/4/20 (similar to a bad sting). On 1/5/20, the left arm could not be moved without being in pain. On 1/6/20 there was slight eye swelling on the left eye that persisted until 1/7/20, but did subside. The vaccination site is still red, hard, and warm on 1/7/20, but the pain has subsided.

926576 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 KS 57.0 57 M Employee reports chilling and aching all over.

926577 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CO 54.0 54 F After receiving the COVID-19 vaccination the patient experienced the following adverse events itching and red blotchy skin upper mid chest, lower neck. tingling of the lips 1/6/21 approx 1310 patient began to report itching of right arm and tingling. Sx progressively developed redness itchiness, mid upper neckline, reported feeling swelling. VITAL SIGNS at 1324: BP 188/110, HR 81, 02 100% RA, RR 20,.During vital signs, patient reported swelling on her neck, she refused to be transported to ED by WC, walked to ED, a/ox3. Once patient checked in to ED, she began to report tingling of the upper lips. She was then checked into ED room, this RN remained at her side until she was taken to the back. VAERS documented. Patient advised 2nd contraindicated.

926578 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 MO 46.0 46 F Presented to ER 12/23/2020 with Lightheadedness, chills, nausea, vomiting, rash. Iv fluids and antiemetics administered, pt reported feeling better. RX for Medrol Dosepak given.

926579 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WA 26.0 26 F An hour after receiving the first dose of the Moderna vaccine I experienced mild blurry vision. This lasted about 30 minutes then went away with no other problems.

926580 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 59.0 59 F raised rash on right arm

926581 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MT 50.0 50 F Red around injection site, firm to the touch, warm, neck muscle soarness (above  injection site)

926582 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 FL 57.0 57 F Red,swollen,raised circle/bump at/below injection site-VERY painful & itchy. Dizzy & somewhat nauseous on 1/6/2021.

926583 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MO 34.0 34 F Approx 8 hours after injection developed soreness in L arm, as well as L-sided cervical, axillary, breast, and inguinal lymphadenopathy.  Woke up in the middle of the night that night with awful chills. Fever of 101.4 F that persisted throughout the next day along with severe fatigue and body aches.  Symptoms began resolving after approx 36 hours.

926584 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NC 47.0 47 F Pt received vaccine felt light headed lowered to floor 96HR 99% no respiratory distress, no allergic rx, no loc.  EMS called pt declined transport vs wnl FSBG 93 EMS left and pt lightheaded again lowered to floor MD/EMS called and pt taken to the hospital

926585 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OR 51.0 51 F Bad taste in mouth within 15 minutes of shot. Head to toe flushing and feeling hot and prickly within 1 hour of shot. shortness of breath and wheezing  followed. Treated with PO Benadryl and zantac and albuterol inhaler.

926586 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 FL 64.0 64 M blistering on top of fingers just below nails

926588 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MD 25.0 25 M Patient received covid vaccine and went to observation room for 15 minutes. While sitting in observation room patient began c/o of dizziness. Staff RN in observation room  elevated patient's feet on a second chair. Patient had normal pulse ox, HR and RR. After another 10-15 minutes, patient began c/o of chest pain and EMS was called. Ambulance took patient to ED.

926589 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 UT 30.0 30 F For 48 hours following injection, mild to moderate injection site pain was experienced. 5 days after the injection, symptoms including headache, body aches, fatigue lasting 24 hours.

926590 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 GA 30.0 30 M Client returned to Clinic reporting "Tightness in the back of his throat". Denied difficulty breathing or other symptoms. Patient was clearing his throat periodically. Patient states he has anxiety, so he also believes that is adding to his symptoms. After checking vitals  administered epi and dial 911. Patient had started to clear his throat more often.  Continued to monitor patients symptoms and did not have any worsening of symptoms and after approximately 5 minutes, he stated he felt better. EMS arrived and discussed with patient and he elected to refuse transport to the hospital. He has a buddy in the parking lot who drove him here.

926591 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 48.0 48 F Approximately 10 minutes after receiving the vaccine pt reported flushed area near chest.  Denied itching or dyspnea.  Speech clear. md notified and requested patient take benadryl 25mg oral now - given to patient. patient is under observation for 1 hour of time.

926592 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 36.0 36 F redness, sore, warm, raised, tingling, hard. applied warm compress

926593 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NH 38.0 38 U left arm felt sore. She was nauseous, dizzy and had body aches, including back pain and pain extending down left leg into foot. Left arm became swollen to the hand as the day progressed and has had difficulty moving the shoulder

926594 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 FL 57.0 57 F Achiness, fatigue, fever, nausea, headache, loss of appetite, arm soreness Tylenol, Zoltan, rest, stay home from work 3 days

926595 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AK 66.0 66 M I developed a hive/rash below and above my waist line on my stomach area.  I also felt bloated in my lower stomach.  I noticed it when I was undressing for bed. It was a mild reaction that came and went quickly once I laid down to go to sleep.  Some belching relieved the bloating in my stomach.

926596 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MN 42.0 42 F Left arm and fingers became numb for over 24hours

926597 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 ND 37.0 37 F 1-6-21 Left arm numbness and tingling, 1-7-21 Headache, body aches and chills,

926598 12/14/2020 01/07/2021 CO 64.0 64 F Post COVID vaccination (received on 12/14) Had MULTIPLE episodes of palpitations lasting several minutes. These palpitations started the evening of 12/14 and continued throughout 12/15/2020

926599 12/25/2020 01/07/2021 33.0 33 F Delayed (9 days) injection site erythema (hives)/itching -2 inches.

926601 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CA 42.0 42 F swelling, hardness, itching at site. took Benadryl and warm compress

926602 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 VA 31.0 31 F Presumed right arm muscle injury.  Several hours after the injection my arm was extremely sore and painful. The joint was painful as well. No redness or swelling. It was tender to touch. I was having difficulty reaching my arm up or moving it upward. Ex: it hurt to lift my hand to touch my face.  I also couldn?t let it fall. If I got my arm above my head I would have to assist it down. I couldn?t sleep that night because of the pain. I was having trouble with pushing movements in that arm. And also letting it hang dependently (like letting my arm hang when I hinged forward). I started taking Motrin 24 hours after the injection. Motrin helped, so I took it Friday and Saturday. Sunday, my arm felt 99% back to normal.  Monday and Tuesday I didn?t notice anything.   Wednesday  morning I woke up with the same pain again and difficulty moving my arm. Wednesday night, I couldn?t sleep again because of the pain/couldn?t get my arm in a comfortable position. I?m taking Motrin, with not as much relief as before. I?ve applied heat and I?ve tried to stretch it as well.   The only way i really know how to describe it? is that it feels as if my deltoid was injured. And my other muscles are fine. It?s hindering my movement in that arm. It is again, tender to touch my deltoid area. The tightness has extended in to my shoulder and neck. It has now been 8 days since my vaccination.

926603 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 ME 49.0 49 F Flush, tingling, palpitations. Observed for 2 hours. 150/90, pulse 72, SPO2 99% -> 140/90, 68, SPO2 99%.  Felt better, sent home.

926604 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NY 44.0 44 F At day 8 noted itching, then reddness, swelling and sensitive to touch below injection site of right upper arm. It was also warm to touch. showed DO and I am giving several of these injections to staff and community and have noted more than eight occurrences of the same result and I have asked these individuals to report to us or online to document this adverse reaction. I am on day 10 at this time and it is still the same.

926605 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MD 52.0 52 F 12/31/20 developed headache, some blurry vision, nausea and splotchy rash.  Took Benadryl around 2100 and went to sleep.  Woke up with tongue swelling and difficulty speaking, decided to go to emergency room on 1/1/21.  When she first presented she had significant swelling noted to her tongue.  SoluMedrol IV, Pepcid IV, and Benadryl IV given in ED.  Also administered 0.3 mg Epinephrine.  Discharged with Pepcid and Prednisone for 3 days and Benadryl prn

926606 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MD 40.0 40 M About 40 minutes after I received the injection in my right arm,  my right arm began to tingle all the way to my fingertips.   The sensation lasted for approximately 30-40 minutes,  then subsided.   No other reactions so far after that.   No loss of mobility in my arm or hand.

926608 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 72.0 72 F itching, chest tightness, dizziness, shortness of breath no angioedema or anaphylaxis

926609 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 GA 42.0 42 F Diarrhea, nausea, Temp 102, body achestx with Ibuprofen  with some relief

926610 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OH 49.0 49 F 6 hours post vaccine-- > arm soreness 12 hours post vaccine-- > fever, chills, headache, body aches, sharp hip and thigh pain bilaterally 24 hours post vaccine-- > symptoms continued; taking OTC Advil 30 hours post vaccine-- > fever 102.2 with continued symptoms;taking OTC Advil 36 hours post vaccine-- > symptoms start to resolve with temp of 99.1

926611 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MO 16.0 16 M 1/6 a rash developed at the injection site and by 1/7 it had spread to the belly and chest.

926612 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 48.0 48 F Approximately 10 minutes after receiving the vaccine pt reported flushed area near chest.  Denied itching or dyspnea.  Speech clear.  Dr. notified and requested patient take benadryl 25mg oral now- administered to patient. patient monitored for 1 hour post vaccination.

926613 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 KY 46.0 46 F Large circular area developed 9 days after injection.  Arm is sore, area is tender to touch.  Area is swollen, red, and warm to touch.  Feels like hard knot.

926614 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NH 38.0 38 F Blood in urine, pain in abdominal area and side lower back kidney area

926615 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 SC 64.0 64 F I exp headache and diarrhea The next day after I was urinating blood. I went to my PCP I got Culture and given antibiotics.

926616 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 PA 60.0 60 F Moderna vaccine vial was opened on 12/30/2020, and the vial was placed back into the fridge later that afternoon, like 2-3 hours after puncture. The opened vial was reused for this patient the next morning for an injection when it should have been discarded. No adverse events occurred

926617 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 26.0 26 F Around 11pm started having chills. Around 3:00am. fever, started shaking, had temperature 104 around 5: AM vomited and is having headache, had trouble breathing like someone was pushing on her chest last night. Now she is talking normal. Headache is bad and the light hurts her eyes.

926618 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MO 34.0 34 F Body Aches and chilling

926619 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Approximately 5 minutes after receiving vaccine, patient experienced itching on upper lip and itching on left upper arm.  Appears to have a petechial rash with redness on left upper arm.  Itching is stable and not getting worse.  Left arm feels a little heavy with some unusual sensation.  Initial BP 155/91 HR=80.  O2=98%.  Repeat BP 137/90 HR=77  O2=97%.  Patient declined Benadryl because the symptoms are stable and patient did not want to get sleepy from the Benadryl and patient wanted to return to work.  Patient clinically stable.  Patient released at 10:15am.

926620 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 KY 66.0 66 M 18 hours after injection, patient described fever of 102.5 degrees, chills, shakes, and nausea.  All symptoms resolved within 24 hours.

926621 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 GA 73.0 73 F Lot# is on card at work. Had COVID in April. Flu like symptoms. Tired, ached from head to toe. No appetite. Went home and slept for 5 hours.  Next day felt a little better. Today she is back to normal.

926622 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TX 23.0 23 M Approximately 10 minutes after receiving vaccine patient began to experience some mild discomfort on the left neck (mild "stiff neck"), heavy arm or discomfort, and mild tingling in the fingers.  Initial BP 149/92  HR 91.  Patient clinically stable at 30 minutes post-vaccination.  Neck pain gone 30 minutes post-vaccination; patient only feels pain at injection site.  BP 143/95  HR 86  O2=98%.  Patient released from clinic at 2:22pm.

926623 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 VT 53.0 53 F Started having tongue swelling about 1 hour after injection, treated myself at home with Benadryl. Around midnight increased tongue swelling, throat tightness and shortness of breathe. Went to emergency room and treated with epinephrine, steroids, Benadryl, Pepcid and required a nebulizer (duoneb). Discharged home from ER with prescription s for Prednisone, Pepcid and Benadryl

926624 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Bumps Welts Hot to touch Red super painful for a day 5 inches in diameter

926625 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 CA 28.0 28 F I developed gingivitis, it started on the right bottom side the day after the vaccine and now the inflammation is on all of my gums

926626 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TX 47.0 47 F During 15 minute observation period post vaccine: Patient develop tightness in the throat and had trouble breathing.  Reported head pounding, throat swelling and sweaty feet.  BP of the patient was taken by Nurse faculty at the facility and recorded at 201/110.  Heart Rate was recorded at 180. Benadryl was given to the patient.(50mg total)  Patient was taken to hospital by staff at facility at 11:02am.  Confirmed check-in at 11:25am.

926627 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 56.0 56 F Fever, chills, fatigue, itching

926628 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 PA 36.0 36 F Post injection day 8 - red, itchy, raised, hive like bump at the injection site.  Improving on day 9, however red bump still present.   Headache also day 9.

926629 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 NY 36.0 36 F That night of the vaccine I started to have difficulty lifting my arm, then around 12:30am I was taking a shower and started feeling body ached and chills. Around 8 hours later I woke up with night sweats, and fever or 99.0 Fever started getting higher through out the day. The day after my temp was at 101. On the third day temp went away and I just felt fatigue, but I got chest tightness and the urge to clear my throat and some mucus came up. The chest tightness was two day and the mucus three days.

926630 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 30.0 32 F Left sided Migraine that lasted 3 days. I took BC powder, Excedrin, and my regular prescribed migraine meds. Nothing helped, it was relentless. I am still having some pain but not as severe. I did not seek treatment as I hate the shots they used to do before my Topamax was prescribed. I had been migraine free for a little over year before this shot.

926631 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 PA 50.0 50 F warm, trouble breathing, nausea, chest pressure, arm burning, increased blood pressure  Next day f/u - stick neck, shoulder pain + heat, left cheek swollen been taking tylenol and benadryl saw PCP - received rx for prednisone

926632 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 CO 29.0 29 F I did have a headache and slight fever not to long after I got the shot. The next day my arm was super painful. Several days after the shot my arm where the injection site is was red. It then started going back to normal color. Two days ago it itched a little then the redness appeared back again and now it is hot to the touch.

926633 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 61.0 61 F Hematoma at the site of injection after 3 days.

926634 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MA 35.0 35 F Fatigue, headache and muscle pain (on site of injection).

926635 12/16/2020 01/07/2021 CO 29.0 29 F I received the pfizer COVID vaccine Wednesday 12/16. I noted an erythematous raised warm painful confluent blanching rash on 12/18.   So far I have not has SOB, fatigue, N/V - any other systemic sx.

926636 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 PA 36.0 36 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA Moderna vaccine vial was opened on 12/30/2020, and the vial was placed back into the fridge later that afternoon, like 2-3 hours after puncture. The opened vial was reused for this patient the next morning for an injection when it should have been discarded. No adverse events occurred

926637 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CT 55.0 55 F 12 hours after injection I had chills, body aches, fever, headache, nausea, vomited, diarrhea. Temperature was in the 101.5 range for more than 24 hours, About 30 hours with a fever.

926638 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 VA 38.0 38 F 5days after the shot had raised rashes right below the injected site and itchy. 2 days later the raised area has flattened but the rash site got bigger and less itchy.

926639 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MA 56.0 56 F C/O left arm pain radiating down arm and up neck; pointed to mid-sternal area and reported "chest twinge". Radial pulse measured 88- pulse felt weak. Brought over to EMS for evaluation, monitor shows HR 87, BP 185/98 (160/88 manual), O2 99% on RA. HR came down to 79, BP 142/80. Around 0910 c/o nausea and dizziness. 0915 called daughter to drive her home, refused to transfer with EMT to hospital.

926640 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NC 43.0 43 F Dizzy, lightheaded, shortness of breath, tachycardic Vaccine given at approximately 1612 Benadryl given at 1614. 1615 Epi in L thigh. Pt transported to ED by wheelchair

926641 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MO 47.0 47 F Pt phoned in to clinic with complaints of severely swollen, red, itchy, tender left upper arm. Pt denies any systematic reactions at this time. Referred to follow-up with PCP, pt stated she is going to send him a picture of her arm per MD request. Per pt, Dr. instructed her to elevate, ice, and to take ibuprofen/anti-histamine as well. Pt stated it started getting much better last night and is going to follow-up with PCP for order to continue series or not.

926642 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 49.0 49 F Patient reports arm became numb right after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine. Two hours later patient reports the numbness being limited to the bottom of the arm and hand. Patient states to being able to use hand but reports there is numbness and tingling.

926643 11/29/2020 01/07/2021 MI 41.0 41 F Insomnia lasting for 5 days at this time an continuing

926644 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 IL 64.0 64 F Pt reports running a temperature of 102.5 with chills that started at about 1700 and lasted 10-12 hours. After temperature lowered to "low grade temp" and patient reported fatigue for 2-3 days. Also reported "lymph glands" swollen in right side of neck, right axillary area and tenderness  extending down right arm to elbow. Symptoms have resolved at this time.

926645 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 OH 43.0 43 F I received Moderna dose 1 on December 29th, 2020 around 10:30 a.m.  I did experience chills, body aches, extreme fatigue, pain and swelling at injection site for about 36 hours.  However, symptoms seems to resolve after a couple of days.  On Tuesday, January 5th around 5 p.m. at the injection site in my right arm it began to itch.  By 9 p.m. I had a huge red circle around 3 inches in diameter around the injection site, it was sore, swollen, warm to the touch. itchy and lymph nodes under right axilla were swollen.  I contacted my Dr. immediately the morning of Wednesday, January 6th and after assessing me she felt it was a skin infection. She prescribed Doxycycline antibiotic and Zyrtec by day, Benadryl by night.  I began the antibiotic treatment with first dose on 1/6/21 at 1:30 p.m., dose 2 9:00 p.m. and dose 3 on Thursday, January 7th 2020 around 8:00 a.m.  I have responded well to the treatment and already my arm is much improved.  My Dr. felt it could have been the technique of the administration of the vaccine that caused infection.  However, I wanted to report in case anyone else with this batch also experienced similar response.

926646 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 CA 51.0 51 M 25min after. Rapid heart rate, drop in blood pressure ER visit 1 Day  1-3headache, neck ache Day 4 heart palpitations/dizziness ER visit 2 Day 5 Heart palpitations/dizziness ER visit 3 Day  6 mild heart palpitations, bone aches in left ankle  Day 7 general weakness, aching joints, tired all week, ankle still  aches

926647 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IL 67.0 67 F 100 degree fever, body aches, chills, insomnia overnight. Other symptoms still persist . I was unable to work today as scheduled due to these symptoms.

926648 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NM 24.0 24 F Rapid heart rate >170, flushing, chills, shaking, increased blood pressure

926649 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IL 51.0 51 M PAPULAR RASH/DERMATITIS AFFECTING BOTH UPPER EXTREMITIES, NECK AND BEHIND EARS, HAPPENED 3.5 HOURS AFTER THE DOSE

926650 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 OH 53.0 53 F Soreness to left arm and neck, extreme itching of hands and feet, feeling of being on fire from inside/out, fatigue.  Treatment: Tylenol and Benadryl.  Lasting 2 days.

926651 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 57.0 57 F pt c/o tingling in B/L arms and head. pt stated she was a "bit" dizzy at first but sx subsided. Pt sat in view of Rn for extended time period. VS 198/108 HR92 SPO2 97. Pt VS rechecked BP 148/90 SPO2 97 HR 94 pt stated she felt better. Pt ambulated independently, RR even and unlabored, NAD noted, Skin NFR. Pt declined transport to ED.

926652 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 WI 30.0 30 F One hour after administration adverse events noticed: major headache that continued on and off for 7+ days, metallic taste with fullness of throat on and off for a few days, following day neck and upper shoulder soreness on and off for 7 + days, general fatigue on and off for 7+ days

926653 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 KS 28.0 28 F Patient received the Moderna COVID vaccine and 24 hours later her eyelids were puffy. She had also experience puffy eyelids when she had COVID. At that time, she sought medical guidance  and everything else was ruled out. No itching and no watery eyes.

926654 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 ME 56.0 56 F 50 minutes after administration of the vaccine, the patient started to feel  like her throat was somewhat itchy and tight.  There was no wheezing or difficulty breathing.  IM benadryl was administered immediately, and blood pressure taken--which was found to be elevated.  Blood pressure continued to elevate further to the 180s/110s, and patient developed a "pounding headache"  She also complained of pressure behind her eyes and "a funny feeling in my face" (bilateral).  She was given 0.1mg of clonidine and was taken to the hospital by EMS

926655 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 FL 59.0 59 F Dizziness, generalized weakness, and palpitations, and chills.

926656 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MD 51.0 51 F Patient reported she felt her blood pressure was going down 8 minutes after getting vaccinated. Patient complained of dizziness and palpitations. Vital signs were checked: 190/100(L) PR 121 HR was regular.  RR 20 BT 98.2.. Rechecked blood pressure: 160/98(R) PR 72. Called 911 at 3pm, and the patient reached her family. Rescue squads arrived at 3:08pm. Patient sent to Shady Grove Hospital with ambulance..

926658 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 41 F Delayed onset (9 days) injection site induration.

926659 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NY 45.0 45 F Patient complained of having an itchy throat. Patient seen by Resident and examined. Vital signs stable. Patient given Benadryl for itchy throat.

926660 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MO 55.0 55 M chills and body aches

926661 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 KS 57.0 57 F Reported Chilling and headache for approximately 8 hours.

926662 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MO 32.0 32 F Local reaction because vaccine was given SubQ not IM
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926663 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CO 41.0 41 F Fever, chills, body aches, ( muscle and joint pain), pain at injection site, nausea, 1 episode of vomiting, abdominal pain

926664 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 FL 38.0 38 F left foot swelling and pain

926665 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 FL 31.0 31 F Facial flushing with extension to anterior neck approximately 10 minutes status post vaccination. Mild pruritis forehead reported. Denies SOB and other symptoms. Epinephrine x 1 administered 15 minutes after vaccination left thigh. After epinephrine felt better and transported to ER via ambulance without incidence.

926666 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 PA 61.0 61 F left fingers felt cold and numb slightly light headed Felt 'goofy' and headache  still feeling the same today - did register for V-safe

926667 12/16/2020 01/07/2021 21.0 21 F Pt received Pfizer-COVID vaccine (under EUA) yesterday 16 Dec 2020 at approx 1700.  She did not have any immediate problems after vaccination.  .  She woke up today feeling achy and feverish, and measured her oral temp at 1000 as 101.4 at home.  She drank fluids, but took no meds -- repeat oral temp at 1200 was 99.0.  .  Other sxms include sore arm at vaccination site with min redness but no swelling.   .  She additionally reports nasal congestion and sore throat that began 1 day prior to vaccination, that she attributed to her seasonal allergies.  No meds for allergies.  No cough or SOB.  No headache or neuro sxms.  No GI sxms.  .  She was concerned about fever and went to drive-thru COVID testing at approx 1300... results due back in 24h.  She has no known COVID contacts.  .  She works in sterile processing at NMCSD with no direct patient contact usually; She is on night shift now.  -  Fever and achy symptoms, as above, in previously healthy hospital worker, with onset approx 18h after receipt of COVID-Pfizer vaccine, dose #1.  With questionable URI-like sxms one day prior to vaccination, COVID testing was very reasonable -- and results are pending now.  If COVID test negative, this most likely represents mild-moderate systemic reaction to vaccine.  Advised no work this evening, rest at home, increase clear fluids, and take Motrin 400mg q4-6h as needed for subjective fever or achiness -- use/precautions reviewed.  Will follow-up tomorrow with this team by phone.  If vaccine reaction, expect sxms to lessen rapidly and resolve over next 1-2 days.  Indications for urgent care -- including marked worsening of sxms or new sxms -- reviewed.  She also has number for 24/7 Immunization Support.  Will file VAERS, since work missed for sxms.  Will encourage enrollment in VSAFE as well.  Advised that, if mild-moderate systemic reaction determined most likely source of sxms, dose #2 of COVID-Pfizer vaccine will still generally be recommended.  Pt expresses understanding and appreciation of all issues.

926668 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 FL 44.0 44 F Shingles outbreak with no previous history

926669 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 MO 39.0 39 F Presented to ER 12/31/2020 red rash to chest, arms became splotchy, cough and shortness of breath. 25mg Benadryl and 1000mg Tylenol administered Chest x-ray completed-No acute intrathoracic process.  RX for Prednisone 50mg PO daily for 5 days given

926670 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 VA 33.0 33 F Moderate headache, back pain, R arm muscle soreness, moderate fatigue, loss of appetite, hot flashes/chills alernating

926671 12/16/2020 01/07/2021 CO 26.0 26 F I experienced side effects from the COVID vaccine, including notable fatigue, chills/shaking, body aches for approximately 2 days. The third day I woke up without any symptoms.

926672 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MO 47.0 47 F Pt phoned into clinic with complaints of severely swollen, red, itchy, tender left upper arm a week after receiving vaccination. Referred to follow-up with PCP. Pt stated she did phone MD, however was not seen in office. Pt stated, her PCP wanted her to take a picture and send; she was also instructed to elevate, ice, and take ibuprofen/antihistamine for relief. Pt arm started to improve last night with no systematic problems at this time. Following up with PCP regards continuation of vaccination series.

926673 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 KS 30.0 30 M Tuesday- Headache, temp from 97 to 98.1. Took Tylenol. Headache didn't go away.  Wednesday- temp ranged from 100.0 to 101.0 Thursday- no temperature

926674 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 50.0 50 F at the injection site, burning at insertion site radiating down the arm, then extreme fatigue with blurry vision and my face started burning at this time took claritin ready tabs x2 . mild sob they took my BP it was over 170/90 hr was over 90 they took it every 15 min until it started lowering and the reddness and burning in my face got better and my vison cleared up and was allowed to go home. 3 hours after the shot started feeling short of breath , was on the phone with the allergist and was told to take my inhaler , albuterol 2 puffs and allegra 180mg. and had extreme fatigue and chills and body aches, took 2 tylenol and took a nap. 7hours after the shot all symptoms had resolved except for the arm site pain and a mild headache.

926675 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 24.0 24 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 VACCINE EUA; Throat swelling/closing up; SOB, dizziness 15 min post injection; lasting about 5 min but dizziness remains

926676 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MN 42.0 42 F Started with a head ache and sore arm last night.  Today she has a strong headache, her arm hurts, is achy, and is having intolerable hip pain.  Is taking ibuprofen for comfort.

926677 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 KS 39.0 39 F Large raised bump under skin at injection site. The area is about 2  inches in diameter and hot to touch. the raised bump is itchy and slightly tender

926678 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AL 48.0 48 F numbness left arm to elbow and left upper cheek, denies shortness of breath, denies itching, no rash noted, Initially refused Benadryl po instead requested to stay for observation for an additional 15minutes. Symptoms persisted, denies shortness of breath, ithcing, denies swelling of tongue, At 1500 Benadryl 25mg given po, patient stayed for observation for 15 minutes and was ready to leave at that time.

926679 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 26.0 26 F Fever, diaphoretic, full body muscle aches, swollen and painful lymph nodes in the right side of the neck, muscle pain at the injections site in right arm, metallic taste in mouth, fatigue, headache.

926680 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 38.0 38 F EE reports, HA and body aches that improved with Tylenol.

926681 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 SD 39.0 39 M Swelling under my armpit.....black and blue....tender to touch...noticeably different than my right armpit in terms of swelling

926682 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NV 37.0 37 F On 01/06/21 increased "pounding" heart rate started within minutes of vaccine administration.  01/06 at 08:03 am: BP= 143/86, HR= 72, O2 sats= 96% RA; at 08:12 am:  BP= 130/83, HR= 68, O2 sats= 97% RA; at 08:20 am:  BP= 141/80, HR= 61, O2 sats= 96% RA; 08:30 am:  BP= 129/83, HR= 68, O2 sats= 97% RA

926683 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 68.0 68 F Dealyed (7-8 days) appearance of rash on left hand followed by rash on both arms and legs.

926684 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NY 45.0 45 F tachycardia, palpitations, nausea

926685 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 MA 56.0 56 F rash on my upper thighs; left more inflamed than the right. Eventually went away. Ittchy.

926686 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 IL 49.0 49 F Pt developed cellulitis near the injection site.

926687 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 NM 52.0 52 F The day of injection/shot I had a low grade fever, shot location was hot to the touch, red and had little red spots and I had a headache.  A few days later I felt like I was getting a cold and very sleepy.  I took some cold meds for 3 days and cold symptoms went away.  The only thing that has not gone away is the sleepiness.  All I want to do is sleep and if I don't get any sleep I get a headache.  I do a few things when I get up then I have to go take a nap, get up do some more and go take a nap. and I can sleep all night long.

926688 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 PA 32.0 32 F Tachycardia to ~110 bpm baseline mid 80  HX of POTS

926689 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 27.0 27 F 15 minutes after administration: began experiencing light headedness, nausea, and tightness in chest  1 hour after administration: began experiencing tightness in throat, irregular heart beat, and hypertension, anxiety/feeling of impending doom

926690 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NY 30.0 30 F Chills, myalgias, rash to chest and ear that is pruritic (started day after the vaccine and continued to day 3 post vaccine). No signs of anaphylaxis.

926691 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 43.0 43 F CHILLS,FEVER,LOTS OF PAIN ON LEFT ARM ,SWOLLEN ARM

926693 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CO 52.0 52 F Nauseous, lightheaded,  Itching at injection site, red, swollen, hot, lump like "a plum"  painful to touch "down to elbow"

926694 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Patient stated she had an elevated heart rate and suffers from anxiety/panic attacks.  She stated she had not taken her Ativan today. HR was 133 and lowered to 78 after sitting in a chair with legs elevated on another chair.  Pt  was in a talkative mood and showed no outward signs of distress. She was reassured and  after 30 min pt stated she felt well enough to leave.

926695 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 50.0 50 F Facial and chest redness  b/p180/90  Heart rate 97  pso2  98%   Reported some itching  released at 2:19 redness continues for further report of itching.  b/p 142/78 heart rate 86 pso2 97% Respirations even and unlabored, skin pink warm and dry. Patient stated she was ready to go home.  Informed to seek medical attention for further problems.

926696 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 VT 54.0 54 F arm became swollen and also had hives. The hives and swelling got worse throughout the day with some throbbing.  The day after the injection I could barely lift my arm. I also has an extremely stiff neck to where it was difficult to move it. This was a day or so after the injection to right about a week or so after. Also a very bad headache

926697 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 PA 42.0 42 F Large welt  with erythema; cannot lift arm due to pain

926698 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Body aches, chills, nausea, swollen glands and heart palpitations.

926699 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 29.0 29 F FATIGUE

926700 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 CO 41.0 41 F Pfizer vaccine administered to associate 12/21 at 9:46am. Felt healthy and well prior. Felt fine until about 3pm. Just typical arm pain.   Moderate/Severe Fatigue set in around 3-6pm. Needed to nap from 4-5pm (extremely unsusual). Felt fine the next day. Moderate congestion in ears starting around the same time (6 hours after) and is persisting 30 hrs later. Feel like my ears will not pop and trying to yawn a lot. Also felt pretty bad sinus congestion starting at 7pm 12/21 (10 hrs after vaccine). Could not breathe through nostrils. Treated with sinus rinse and sudafed.

926701 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MO 57.0 57 M severe pain, swelling to injection site that turned into cellulitis causing need for antibiotic treatment

926702 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Fatigue, irritability, difficulty concentrating. Nausea around 8pm. Soreness at injection site 9pm. Body aches. Woke up around 1pm itchy, took allergy pill. Soreness in arm increased. Extreme fatigue, slept until 1pm. Headache, fatigue, sore arm, body aches.

926703 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 OK 35.0 35 M Guillain Barre syndrome/AIDP event. Paresthesia and nerve pain developed in bilateral legs 4 hours after shot and progressed slowly for 4 days in intensity and area involved. Symptoms progressed distally to superior. On the 5th day symptoms progressed rapidly and involved bilateral legs up to the groin, left arm up to lateral shoulder, and right hand. I went to the hospital and was admitted to start IVIG treatment for Guillain Barre Syndrome/AIDP.Y Y 2

926704 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 48.0 48 F Itchy throat & hotness in eyes. Rapid Response Team  called. Benadryl given, Patient returned to work after 1 hr.

926705 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 FL 64.0 64 F Left arm pain  and decreased ROM onset same day as vaccination 12/28 and improved over the next few days. 12/30 patient with improved symptoms and 1/4 patient reported all symptoms resolved. 01/06, patient reports reccurance left arm pain, advised to come to company care for evaluation. Treatments and outcomes ongoing at this time.

926706 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 CT 29.0 29 F sneezing, itchy throat

926707 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 PA 60.0 60 F Single raised bump at inject site - no redness or pain

926708 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 45.0 45 F Delayed onset (8 days) injection site induration and itching along with joint pain and myalgias, Resolved 3 days later.

926709 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 NY 43.0 43 M 12/17/2020 Vaccine L shoulder.  12/18 muscle aches, feverish, fatigue. @ night because itchy location on back; reddish and inflamed.  12/19 morning ecstatic  12/20 numbness on penis  12/21 lesions on gland penis; spots pigmented Referred to dermatology; prescribed topical steroid cream. Lesion numbness and itching subsided.

926710 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 CA 54.0 54 M Four days after receiving the vaccine - developed flu like symptoms: headache, temperature, body aches, chills. Following day developed pain and swelling in left armpit. Two days after that a large red welt developed on left deltoid (site of injection).

926712 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Patient' bilateral hands itchy, red, and swollen Benadryl 25mg po at 16:15 Prednisone 40mg po at 16:42

926714 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 38.0 38 F Received vaccination and for subsequent 2 days had ongoing tachycardia and dizziness.  Temp to 103.  She went to ER and received IVF (as per ER notes)

926715 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Immediately following shot, I had soreness in my arm that gradually worsened throughout the day. Around 8 pm the pain radiated up my shoulder across the top of my back. Around 10 pm I was suddenly hit with a wave of fatigue where my husband was unable to wake me from the couch to go to bed.  I woke up around 8:30 am on 1/7/21 with a debilitating headache, tingling in my fingertips,  and unsteadiness while walking. I was advised to go to the ED who gave no treatment other than recommending OTC pain meds, benedryl and rest. I returned home and took all the recommendations. At 4:41 pm, there has been no change with symptoms.

926716 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 CO 33.0 33 F I received the vaccine on 12/18. Sore arm the next day (as expected), but then 2 days later, on 12/21 & 12/22 I was SUPER tired in the afternoon/evening. Seems better 12/23. Felt totally fine otherwise, but definitely had significant fatigue that is not normal for me at all. I still plan to get the 2nd dose as scheduled.

926717 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 RI 29.0 29 F 5 hours after injection patient had sudden onset difficulty speaking, nausea and vomiting, and sore throat

926718 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 CT 27.0 27 F I received my vaccine in the left arm on January 4, 2021 around 2:20P.M. On January 6, 2021 around 4:30PM I noticed a rash that itched on my right arm.  The rash consisted of small pimple like clusters along the length of my arm. On January 7, 2021 the same rash appeared on both my left and right arm and continued to itch. Prior to the rash there was some tenderness in the left arm at the injection site.

926719 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Numbness and tingling in fingers and arm. It has slowly gone away but is still lingering. Cognitive impaired, dizzy, disoriented

926720 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 CO 29.0 29 F Injection site is red after going back to normal skin color and it has been itchy and hot to touch

926721 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 52.0 52 F Patient with low grade fever (tmax 99.6), body aches, and pain at injection site.  Taking motrin with some relief.

926722 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Patient at around 14 minutes post vaccine became very hot, developed rash to upper chest/neck going up left side of neck and began to itch.  She stated she had atrial tachycardia and didn't want epinephrine. She was given Benadryl 50mg/ml IM right gluteus maximus lot #80010 exp 8/2022. vitals were 130/86 88 20 before benadryl at 1920. icepacks provided, after 10 minutes started feeling better, she was discharged at 2000 and dc vitals were 124/82 72 18, redness/rash resolving. She called her primary care provider, Dr. during this time who advised to take benadryl at 2300 and if any symptoms returned or worsened to go to emergency room by EMS.

926723 12/19/2020 01/07/2021 OR 37.0 37 F I suffered from a miscarriage.  12 weeks  along.  It had been a healthy pregnancy otherwise.

926724 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 50.0 50 U Delayed (7 days) injection site erythema, swelling and diagnosed as cellulitis. Treated with Doxycycline.

926725 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Severe nausea, sluggishness, body aches, headaches, cold and hot flashes, swollen injection site

926726 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OH 28.0 28 F Estimated due date: 03/05/2021 All I had really was exhaustion and I had to go lay down. I probably took an hour nap and it felt better.  I still felt sluggish but a little better. There is no way I could have worked that day the way I was feeling.

926728 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 NY 43.0 43 M 1/5/2021 vaccination. Similar to first vaccine reaction. 'Worst body chills'. Seven hours; feverish. Tylenol, Advil.  1/6 morning - feverish, body aches No new lesions

926729 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 VT 52.0 52 F Approximately 10 minutes after receiving vaccine patient complaint of itchy eyes and hands.  Upon review, patient eyes red and swollen, palms of hands red and sweaty, chest rashy, ears red.  Injection site WNL.

926730 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 49.0 49 F Client emailed back and reported that after she left she had itching, flushing and cough.  Reported that she took benadryl and it resolved.

926731 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 KS 41.0 41 F I experienced extreme pain to my left arm but not at the injection site. I experienced swelling and redness  to my left arm with a hot sensation upon palpation. My pain got so bad that I had to ice it.

926732 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 24.0 24 F Sore arm with it 2 hours of the vaccine administration second dose, fatigue onset 4 hours after vaccination second dose , lightheadedness and nausea onset 5 hours post administration  second dose.

926733 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MN 33.0 33 F Vaccine received at 3:00 PM on 1/4/2021 10:00 PM: fatigue 1/5/2021: 01:45 AM: Fever 104 F, Chills, Body aches, headache, severe pain in arm of injection. 04:00 AM: Fever 101 F  08:00 AM: Fever 100.4 F. Tylenol taken. Headache and body aches throughout the day. 1/6/2021:  headache and body aches most of the day ALL Symptoms gone by 48 hours post vaccine

926734 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 IN 53.0 53 F Bells Palsy?left facial droop and left facial numb/tingling

926735 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 OH 78.0 78 F DECEMBER 30 2020  BUMP , SWEELING AND ITCHING AT INJECTION SITE AND HALF DOWN MY ARM.  USE SARNA AND FELT BETTER IN ABOUT A DAY   JANUARY 4TH 2021 SWELLING AND INTENSE ITCHING ON MY RIGHT ARM  AND CHEST ACCOMPANIED BY A RED RASH.   USED SARNA AND ICE PACK.  FELT BETTER AFTER A DAY OR TWO.

926736 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MO 34.0 34 F 1) fever/chills/feverish ~96 h 2) severe myalgia ~36h 3) Chest Pain ~1-2 h 4) SOA ~24 h 5) Altered taste ~12h 6) No appetite ~48h 7) Fatigue (couldn't stay out of bed) ~24h 8) Nausea, intermittent ~24h 9) Brain fog ~6h 10) Nasal congestion ~72h 11) Full body COVID like rash with itching on 1/2 ~36h 12) Arm sore/stiff (severe) ~24h 13) Vasovagal episode ~10min

926738 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 OH 45.0 45 F Anaphylaxis - throat itching and Shortness of breath

926739 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NC 32.0 32 F Severe, SEVERE flu like symptoms which nearly prompted a trip to the emergency room. I could not change my own clothes my myalgias and joint pain were so severe. I was sobbing in my kitchen and my fiancé had to help me move around the house. I was slowing my speech and mentation. Severe headache. I made my fiancé wake me up every two hours to make sure I wasn?t decompensating.

926740 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 WA 32.0 32 F 12/29-12/31--Left arm pain from injection. Arm pain subsided and was no longer an issue.  1/6- Injection site began to hurt again and minor swelling. A rash occurred later that night.  1/7-rash is now bigger around the injection site. Itching tenderness continues to worsens throughout the day.

926741 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 56.0 56 F burning rash /hives on back of head  treatment zertec  .  less red   ,less burning after 1 hour .

926742 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 WI 31.0 31 F Redness, swelling, burning/pain, war to the touch, increasing 72 hours after injection.

926743 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WA 43.0 43 F Immediate flushing of skin, tachycardia, impaired cognition

926744 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MO 53.0 53 F Chilling and body aches

926745 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 IL 46.0 46 M 5 days after vaccine dose, began with COVID-like symptoms.  Fever (101°), fatigue, body aches, headache, and skin burning sensation.  Had a rapid COVID test today, which was negative, but symptoms still persist after 2 days.

926746 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Patient presented for covid 19 vaccine 1/7/2021. Vaccine given at 11:11 AM. Patient asked to wait 30 min. after injection due policy in place. At 11:14AM patient states "is it hot in here, I feel dizzy"  Patient assisted to the floor, legs elevated. That is when patient began to shake. BP 142/78 O2 94 Pulse 111. Patient was responsive but unable to open eyes and answer questions, nodding appropriately to questions given by Provider on staff. Provider called to scene. Provider assessed patient, stridor noticed by Provider and 0.3mg of Epi given by IM. EMS was called to clinic. At 11:19AM BP 142/78. EMS arrived at 11:23AM and stayed with patient, no change in status. EMS took patient to hospital. Patient discharged same day and per patient "doing well other than sore and tired".

926747 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NC 55.0 55 F Sore arm next day. Then on Jan 1 arm was red and inflamed and tight. Got vaccine on 12/30/20. Took ibuprofen and Tylenol. By Sunday 1/3/21 swelling was down, not red, only a little bump there. Then on 1/6/21 it was itchy, red circle, warm, inflamed and sore. On 1/7/21 arm is even worse.

926748 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NV 14.0 14 M Medication Error - 0.5 mgs of Moderna Vaccination administered to person less than 18 years old (14 year old patient). No Symptoms or complaints.  Parent  contacted - advised to watch for any untoward signs or symptoms.

926749 01/01/2021 01/07/2021 ME 35.0 35 M Received first dose of Moderna on 1/1, felt hot flashes, tachycardia and dizzy after 30 seconds but did not inform nurses. Felt better during the 15 minute waiting period but 10 minutes after felt bad. 1 hour after vaccine had an allergic reaction similar to his shellfish allergy: pale, tachycardia, itchy face, dizzy with blackspots and took Benadryl. Denies SOB and airway closing. Denies any reactions to other vaccine. Next dose scheduled for 1/29. As per CDC recommendations, he may get the 2nd dose of vaccine but will advise to stay for at least 30 minutes to monitor for symptoms.

926750 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 ID 56.0 56 F Started feeling hot and flushed less than 24 hours after injection. No fever. Have been having 4-5 episodes throughout the day since. No treatment needed. I just wanted to report just in case .

926751 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 CA 52.0 52 F day 3 post vaccine - left axilla pain/swelling.  day 4 post vaccine - left axilla pain/swelling and chest/left breast swelling, tenderness day 5 post vaccine - left axilla pain/swelling and chest/left breast swelling, tenderness  notified doctor - started motrin 400mg three times/day day 6 post vaccine - left axilla pain/swelling (swelling is much less in chest/breast) day 7 post vaccine - left axilla musch less pain/swelling

926752 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OR 42.0 42 F Modern a COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Nausea, headache, body aches, fatigue

926753 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IL 23.0 23 F body aches

926754 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NV 31.0 31 F Myalgias, headache, chills, low grade fever, fatigue

926755 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NM 70.0 70 F Vaccine Candidate received vaccine approxat 2:30pm, was monitored for 15 min no complications at the time,  went home.  Around 5:30pm while walking into her home she became unresponsive, was assisted in a siting position, became incoherent, mumbling and started to convulse to the right side of her r upper extremity. Foaming at the mouth and stopped breathing, CPR was initiated for 1-2 min, EMS arrived was transported to Medical Center. She was admitted and  is currently hospitalized. MD reports this event is highly unlikely related to the vaccine given her medical history but suggested to report being its a new vaccine. Current status: stable.Y 3

926756 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 ID 56.0 56 F In less than 24 hours following the immunization, feeling of "flush" and "warm inside" without fever. Probably 6-8 times per day lasting  greater than 30 min. This "warmth" or "flush" feeling continues to this day. I am peri-menopausal, but have not had "hot flashes" prior to the administration of the COVID immunization.

926757 01/07/2021 U Left arm not just sore like usual after some vaccines. Could barely lift my arm and was sore all the way to the elbow. Soreness started about 8 hrs after the injection.  Other side effects not unusual, just chills (without fever), aches, fatigue

926758 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NY 46.0 46 F 5 minutes after receiving vaccine pt felt flushed and had palpitations and trouble breathing. They hooked her up to a monitor. Rhythm was sinus tach with HR 130. O2 was 99%. Episode lasted 7 minutes and then symptoms completely resolved. She feels fine since then.

926760 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AL 46.0 46 F Redness, tenderness and pain at the injection site with significant swelling. Tylenol was taken upon the onset of swelling and pain. Advised to apply hot compress to the site overnight and will check again in the morning.

926761 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 26.0 26 F Sob that was better after taking off mask- EMT on sight see documents scanned into chart

926762 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Started a low grade fever not over 102. Red and swollen at the injection. Took Benadryl  and put ice on it because the redness kept getting larger. The redness went away but then came back. Took Benadryl and iced it and the redness went away.

926763 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MD 30.0 30 F SORE THROAT, LIGHT HEADINESS; TREATMENT: GAVE 25MG OF DIPHENHYDRAMINE

926764 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 54.0 54 F PATIENT WAS ADMINISTERED 1ML INSTEAD OF 0.5ML DOSE. NO S/SX OF ADVERSE REACTIONS.

926765 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 IN 25.0 25 F upper arm where i got the shot began to swell intensely. injection site was hot and painful to the touch. swelled up to about the size of a mandarin orange. swelling went down on day three, however a week and a half later i still have a red circle about the size of a US half dollar coin.

926766 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 IA 52.0 52 F constant ringing in ears since vaccine, softer and high pitched, it is constant at a softer level and then increases to higher and louder.  no dizziness, lightheadedness, nausea, visual disturbances, numbness or tingling - it is just the ringing.

926767 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 OR 35.0 35 F Was taken to ED on 12/21 from vaccine clinic  with throat tightness, generalized itching, facial swelling.  Received  Epi injection x 1. benadryl, pepcid and Dexamethasone, was stable and sent home. On 12/22 back to ED for recurrent itching, tightness in throat, and face fullness. Pt was stable, advised to continue Pepcid and Benadryl, and given rx for Medrol dose pack to have available prn if symptoms worsened.

926768 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Hives,  fatigue, and fever

926769 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 42.0 42 M Pimples around face, on forehead, in random spots, around chest/breast area soreness in arm around the injection area fogginess  shaky on the inside for 40 minutes

926770 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AL 30.0 30 F When patient presented to get immunization she reported previous mild reaction of hives with flu immunization. She reported prior to receiving her flu immunization she would take 50mg diphenhydramine. We had her take 50mg diphenhydramine & then wait 30 minutes prior to receiving the first COVID-19 dose. After receiving the vaccine we had her stay in the room directly in front of us for 30 minutes so we could monitor her. It was noted she seemed to be having difficulty breathing & at that point we administered the first epinephrine 0.3mg dose. She reported feeling better & her color got better. We continued to closely monitor her & in approximately 7 to 8 minutes her breathing became labored again. A second epinephrine 0.3mg dose was administered & we called to have her transported to the hospital.

926771 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Patient reports experiencing bright red blood in stool beginning ~ 30 hours after 1st dose of Covid19 Moderna Vaccine. She also reports experiencing fatigue and headaches. Stool guaiac positive on exam. Referral to GI and lab tests conducted today, lab tests pending. Pt has a history of iron deficiency anemia requiring IV Feraheme transfusion.

926772 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 FL 26.0 26 F Itching, swelling, redness and hardness.

926773 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 AR 44.0 44 F They did not provide lot number. I was diagnosed with COVID-19.

926774 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Patient reports Disoriented, patient feels like she was drugged, dizziness, facial numbness on the lft side, especially on the cheek, coming from neck. Back of head. numbness and tingling feeling on the back of the head and both arms and the hands. Patient reports headache as well. Also feeling fatigued

926775 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MA 71.0 71 M Mild bilateral upper extremity redness, without rash nor hives. Denies any respiratory symptoms. Benadryl 25 mg po given/ tolerated well with symptoms subsided within 25 minutes.Discharged to home in stable condition

926776 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MO 59.0 59 F CHILLS, BODY ACHES

926777 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 KS 51.0 51 F 36 hours after receiving the vaccine I was awakened at 4:00 AM 12/20/20 by muscle fasciculations- mostly in my legs. It was very bothersome and caused difficulty sleeping for a few days. The second week after the vaccine it seemed to get better. I?m due for my second dose tomorrow and the fasciculations are back as of a few days ago, around 1/4/21. I?m wondering if I should get the second dose.

926778 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 63.0 63 M Person had a fever of 102.4, pulse rate of 118, he was non-responsive with edema of the right calf & ankle this morning when he was assessed. Y

926779 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OH 28.0 28 F After receiving vaccine, woke up around 3 am experiencing nausea, loss of vision x 1-2 minutes, syncope, difficulty breathing, numbness & tingling in hands and feet.  Measured temperature of 102 F.  Slept most of the next day and missed work x 1 day.  The following day was improved but still with moderate fatigue and nausea.  Took ibuprofen with some improvement.

926780 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IL 86.0 86 M Low grade temp, achy, weakness, decreased appetite.

926782 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 27.0 27 F Pt experienced vertigo, spinning and headaches after vaccine administration

926783 12/20/2020 01/07/2021 IL 55.0 55 M Sub centimeter sore L lay tongue with resultant adenitis. Gone in < 48 hrs.

926784 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 57.0 57 M PATIENT ADMINISTERED WRONG DOSE OF 1ML INSTEAD OF 0.5ML. NO S/SX OF ADVERSE REACTION NOTED.

926785 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 22.0 22 F at 12:24 pm, 10 minutes after receiving vaccine, pt reports feeling dizzy and throat tightness. pt denies short of breath, or any pain 12:29 pm pt evaluated by EMS BP 122/87, P 70, O2 Sat 100%  12:33 pm pt transported to hospital for evaluation

926786 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 42.0 42 M fogginess for about 45 minutes shaky on the inside for about 45 minutes pimples around face, on breast and chest area, forehead soreness on injection arm

926787 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MN 53.0 53 F Resident had the COVID vaccine 12/30/2020. 12/31/20,  resident has been in bed all shift. Staff became concerned when resident was not easily aroused. Resident displayed signs of tremors, twitching, confusion, in and out of consciousness, low O2 sats, elevated pulse and fever, fatigue and weakness. Writer called NP. NP stated this is most likely a reaction d/t the COVID vaccine. She gave orders for Benadryl 25mg IM x1 now and Tylenol 1000 mg now. NP also stated resident will not be getting the second dose of vaccine. Will continue to monitor and update NP if worsening symptoms.   After receiving Benadryl and Tylenol at 145pm, resident began to appear as though she was feeling better and was talking to talk, fever had gone down. Tonight resident is not easily aroused, lethargic, continues to have tremors and twitches, almost appearing as convulsions. When asked if she knows where she is or what day it is, resident can properly answer. Resident denies SOB but staff has noted loud squeals while breathing. NP was updated and gave new orders to give Benadryl 25 mg IM x1 if needed and Ok to send resident to ED. Resident currently refuses to go to the hospital. Will continue to monitor. BP 152/112, P 116, T 99.1, O2 87-91. Resident's O2 at 1205am was 80% on 3LPM. Resident unable to be aroused from sleep by writer. NAR called to assist. NAR could not arouse resident. Writer and NAR attempted to reposition resident and resident's breathing became more labored. Resident turned back to previous position and writer called on call MD at approx. 1220am. MD returned call approx. 1235am with orders to send resident to ED. 911 called and ambulance arrived about 1245am. History of present condition given to EMTs and they stated resident would be going to Hospital. Writer has attempted to contact Hospital ED x3 but have been unable to get through. An EMT did just call to clarify when vaccine was given, what symptoms have been present and when they started. She said she has everything she should need and she will let Hospital ED staff know to call if they need anything else. Writer will again attempt to contact them though.  Resident's temp was 97.5 and BG 128. When EMTs arrived they got an O2 reading of 60%. Resident did open her eyes a couple times during transfer from bed to stretcher and while stretcher was going outside but no responses from resident were made.Y Y 6

926788 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TX 18.0 18 M Red, blotchy rash forming on and below chest and neck appearing about an hour after vaccination. Not itchy. Resolved within an hour.

926789 01/01/2021 01/07/2021 NY 40.0 40 M approximately 5 minutes post vaccine pt reported feeling tachycardia and bilateral hands tingling. HR noted to be 117 -122, BP 125/79 RR 16 NAD, Lungs CTA bilaterally no wheeze, neck: no stridor, no oral changes. Pt HR 92 after 10 minutes, and reported resolve of symptoms. Pt monitoring extended for a total of 1 hour, no recurrence or progression of symptoms. discussed use of Epi, pt has own epi pen on hand. Pt to discuss with allergist tomorrow, will use Epi if needed as discussed, and instructed go to the ED if any progression of symptoms

926790 12/16/2020 01/07/2021 FL 44.0 44 F Following administration of the first dose of COVID-19 vaccine (Pfizer), pt reported feeling tired and having a "metallic taste" in her mouth. Pt reported very little fluid or food intake prior to the vaccine. Given Gatorade and crackers; monitored for 30 min.  Symptoms resolved.   Patient received 2nd dose of vaccine on 1/6/2021 and no  adverse reactions were reported during the 30 minute monitoring period.

926791 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Injection site soreness for ~24 hours (nothing more than the usual I've experienced with other types of vaccinations), then developed acute urticaria over 35% of my body on evening of Jan 4th. Distribution is very symmetrical involving upper arms, back of arms, pits, belly, small area of chest, front of thighs and center of back. No known exposure to possible allergens, bite, etc. Pruritis and hives have persisted. Pruritis decreases with histamine and topical medication such as diphenhydramine, fexofenadine and hydrocortisone cream 1%. No decrease in number, minimal change in appearance. Urticaria are an ongoing issue in this week however have never had a reaction to anything like this.  Otherwise I am normothermic, normal SpO2 on room air, no dyspnea, normal GI, just itchy! And ugly blotchy... Sigh.

926792 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OK 82.0 82 M Pt. received 1st dose of Moderna on 12/28/20 and on 01/06/21.  Pt. was evaluated by ARNP and Dr. will follow up

926793 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 IL 34.0 34 F 1/7/21 Patient reported that she had an immune system response a week after she received the Covid vaccine on 12/22/20 that sent her into a Lupus flare up. Her Lupus had been under control, but this was the worst flare-ups that she has had. She said she could not even move and her husband had to pick her up. She had head to toe joint pain and rated this a 10. She also had had headache and extreme fatigue. She saw a physician and she was tested for Covid, strep and influenza, which were all negative. She was prescribed emergency steroids.   She did not miss any work because she was on scheduled PTO time. Saw her Rheumatologist ion 1/6 and her hydroxy-chloroquine dose was doubled. Still having fatigue, headaches and joint pains, which she said are not her usual Lupus symptoms. She saw her Rheumatologist again yesterday and he is recommending that she not receive the second vaccine dose.

926794 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NY 44.0 44 F Eight days after receiving vaccine (today) I began to notice itching, redness, swelling at the injection site as well as it was warm to touch.  Will seek medical attention if it worsens or doesn't improve.

926795 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 67.0 67 M Patient is employee who got shot at 2pm during our employee vaccine clinic. At 9pm he had difficulty walking, describes limping due to right hip and right knee pain/numbness. Pain improved after sleeping. Has artificial joints in right hip and right knee.

926796 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Vitamin C, Amlodipine.

926798 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NV 17.0 17 F Medication error: first dosage of Moderna Covid Vaccine 0.5 cc given to patient under 18 years of age (17 years old). No complaints or adverse reactions noted.  Parent (EMT) contacted & advised to observe for any adverse reaction, if any.

926799 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 55.0 55 M PATIENT RECEIVED WRONG DOSE OF VACCINE AT ADMINISTRATION. PATIENT RECEIVED 1ML INSTEAD OF 0.5ML DOSE. NO S/SX OF ADVERSE EFFECTS NOTED AT THIS TIME.
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926800 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Lightheadedness Fatigue Dizziness Sore arm Nausea Malaise

926801 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IL 41.0 41 F I received the injection around 2:15 pm.  There were no immediate effects. By late afternoon/early evening, my arm was a bit sore and later started to feel warm near the injection site.  However, I otherwise felt fine.  At 9 pm, I suddenly became very dizzy and passed out for several minutes. When I regained consciousness, I felt a little short of breath, which resolved within 20 minutes or so. However, I was also extremely nauseous, which got worse any time I tried to move. This continued for several hours.  I also alternated between being very warm and chills during this time - it was like waves of heat. I did not have a fever. Later, my head began to hurt and I took tylenol to help with that. I also had diarrhea. These symptoms began to gradually lessen after a couple of hours and I was able to fall asleep around 12:30 pm. I woke up hot and sweaty several times throughout the night. The following day, 1/6, I was very tired and had a headache and could not eat much, but otherwise felt much better.

926802 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IA 27.0 27 F Reports symptoms started 1/7/21 7 AM with pounding headache, nausea, rapid heart rate.  Had chills that shook her in night.  Went to work. HR has been 100 since awakening.  Injection site is red and inflamed.  B/P 142/100. Instructed to go to urgent care.  Urgent care sent her to Emergency Dept.  Per Dr., ED provider, he wanted VAERS completed.  Patient has tachycardia 140-150.  No rash or swelling.  Has body aches and Headache.  Temp is 100.3.  Undecided if will be admit to hospital at this time.

926803 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MA 36.0 36 F Patient reported having heaviness in her throat and upper eyelids. She was complaining of chest palpitations and fast heartbeat. Patient conveyed to nurse her symptoms 20 mins after sitting when she was about to leave facility. She presents alert and orientated times three. Handoff to EMT team. Vital signs are stable. POC 81. She began scratching her right arm marks noted but she states they are old bites. She reports her eyes feel heavy and her vision is cloudy. Advised to rest on stretcher. She declines to go to the ER. She was observed for 45 mins. Snack provided. She states she will return to work she states she feels much.

926804 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 CA 21.0 21 M Sore arm after injection about 12 hours after that lasted a full day or longer. Severe headaches and migraines approximately 2 days after injection. 5-6 Days after vaccine developed swollen lymph nodes in right arm pit and intermitten pain to move arm that lasted for 2-3 days.

926805 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 CA 42.0 42 F 12 minutes post vax felt warm, dizzy, hypotensive, syncope.  Transferred to ED, monitored and discharged. On 12/24/2020 developed cyanosis to lips. Returned to ED and placed on 5 day steroid therapy and diphehydramine. Mildly improved.

926806 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CO 61.0 61 F Chills, fatigue, nausea starting about 30 hours after vaccine was given. It is now the following day and my symptoms are getting a little better.  Chills and nausea are gone, but I?m still very fatigued. I have been resting a lot, and drinking a lot of fluids. I notified my local caregiver and the agency where vaccine was administered.

926807 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 63.0 63 M Diffuse body aches upon awakening.  Temp at 4:00 PM 101.7F

926808 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NM 33.0 33 F The morning after I received the shot in my right arm, I woke up and jumped out of bed to turn off my alarm. My right leg buckled and completely gave out. It felt like there was not a muscle or bone in the leg. I  melted down on top of my leg, twisting my ankle and my knee. I ended up with my knee twisted behind me as I hit the floor and my nightstand. I don't know if you would call it muscle fatigue or weakness, it felt like muscle paralysis, but it only lasted less than a minute before it was gone, however, the damage was already done. I hurt my knee very badly because I had no control over my leg muscles. I've never had anything like that happen before.

926809 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 FL 53.0 53 F Dizziness from 12/29/20 . Ongoing but has been decreasing as of 1/6/21

926810 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 LA 30 F Patient complained of itching of tongue, mouth, and lips.  Given po Benadryl 50mg, 40mg Pepcid po, and Xyzal 5mg po. Complained of hoarseness also.  Observed slight puffiness of lower lip.  Patient discharged 3 hours later.

926811 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 AL 51.0 51 F After receiving vaccine, reported a headache and was monitored for 30minutes. Recipient experienced arm swelling, and pain and redness at injection site, which was relieved by Benadryl. This  swelling, redness and pain occurred about 3 additional times over the week and was relieved by Benadryl. On 01/07 (7d post vaccine) she reports significant arm swelling (twice the size of other arm), redness and hard lumps at the injection site. As instructed she followed up with her PCP who diagnosed as vaccine allergic reaction and instructed that she not receive the second dose of the vaccine. She was treated with IV and oral steroids.

926812 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 PR 59.0 59 F Swelling, redness on injection site

926813 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MA 32.0 32 F Patient c/o itchy, numb feeling in upper left arm. Fingers mobile, pink. No numbness down arm. No CP, SOB, palpitations, itchy throat. Denies any other complaints. Seen by EMS. Right upper arm red, flushed. Redness not extending down arm. VSS-BP-162/100,HR 115-120. T-97.5. States mother in law had MI today and she has been stressed and drinking caffeine. She will take Benadryl when she gets home and call MD for any questions or concerns, follow instructions per handout. She is aware to seek emergent care if needed.

926815 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 32.0 32 F large red raised circle at injection site. Chills and fatigue.

926817 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 72.0 72 M headache, muscle aches, low grade fever

926818 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 32.0 32 F Localized rxn at injection site. Red, raised circle.

926819 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PA 60.0 60 M Could not get out of bed had really bad back pains.

926820 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CO 45.0 45 F Exactly 7 days later, the area below the site of injection was slightly swollen, red, and itchy. I was prescribed a cortisone ointment and allergy medicine from my doctor. The doctor had the same reaction about 6-7 days after injection.

926821 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 49.0 49 F felt drugged, bumping into things, everything going in slow motion both arms were numb an tingly, also hands flushed feeling over neck facial numbness on the left check headache dizziness neck pain throat pain numbness and tingling on right arm fatigue feels unwell

926822 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 MD 38.0 38 F Lymph node under left arm painful on Day 7 after the vaccination.

926823 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 ND 86.0 86 M Patient wasn't feeling well on Jan 2nd.   felt like someone is pushing on his chest and is Short of breath.  b/p 119-69 P 62 R 26 no temp.  patient evaluated in ED  symptoms subsided quickly and returned to normal environment.  Same similar symptoms occurred again on Jan 6th.  symptoms again subsided quickly.  NO previous history of any cardiac disease.

926824 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 WA 38.0 38 M Headache and pain in neck. Intermittent, usually lasting about 3 hours. Had experienced for several days after vaccine administered.

926825 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 UT 32.0 32 M 12 minutes after vaccine had left sided chest pain and mild shortness of breath.  In the evening the same day developed chills and diffuse muscle pain. Following was lightheaded, waves of Tachycardia (resting HR 50s would go as high as 120s at rest).  Symptoms came in waves of chest pain, SOB, lightheaded and tachycardia throughout. Patient seen in clinic 1/7/2021 with symptoms slightly improved.

926826 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 MA 41.0 41 F On 12/25, I woke up feeling fatigued with slight body aches. I had significant soreness in my left arm where I received the vaccine, radiating down to my forearm. At approximately 7-8pm, I felt extremely cold.  I then noticed I had a flat, red rash on my face, chest, upper back, and shoulders.  There was no difficulty breathing, swallowing, or associated itching. My temperature was 99.0.  I went to bed at approximately 10pm, with no change in the rash.  I woke up the next morning at about 6am.  The rash was gone, and I felt well.  On 12/31, I developed moderate itching in the area of my left upper arm.  I noticed swelling, redness, and warmth in what felt like the exact area where I received my injection.  This continued into 1/1 except the itching had resolved, and I felt point tenderness as well as a cool, tingling sensation in my left upper arm. On 1/2 there was a shadow of redness in the area of my left upper arm, but the warmth, swelling, and tingling sensation had resolved.

926827 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Per RN ->Patient received her Pfizer vaccine at 0835. At 0845, she came to me and reported that her shoulder was achy and the pain rated 4/10 was radiating to her back. I checked the injection site and arm and it was not red, raised, or warm. Pt did not have any other symptoms, just the achy shoulder. Pt also reported a brief burning sensation in her shoulder that subsided within 1 minute. She later felt that same sensation in her forearm and it also subsided. It was recommended that she go to the ED for monitoring since the pain was radiating further from her shoulder. ED RN took her in at 0905 and I left.

926828 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 27.0 27 F localized rxn to left arm injection site. Hot to touch, red, itchy, painful. ABX ordered.

926829 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 HI 62.0 62 F REDNESS, WARMTH, PAIN AND SWELLING TO AREA JUST BELOW INJECTION SITE. ONSET YESTERDAY,1/6/2021( 7 DAYS POST INJECTION). SYMPTOMS ARE WORSENING WITH TIME,  AND THE AREA IS INCREASING(DOUBLED SINCE YESTERDAY) IN SIZE.  CURRENTLY DIAMETER MEAURES 3 1/2 IN ACROSS AND JUST OVER 3 1/4 INCH VERTICALLY.  I DON'T HAVE ANY OTHER SIDE EFFECTS.

926830 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 28.0 28 F Received vaccine at 7:30 am. Afterwards felt diaphoretic, lightheaded, nauseous, and became flush. Rapid Response Team activated and team assessed patient. Patient stated symptoms resolved as RRT team arrived. Patient waited an additional 20 minutes and had a complete resolution of symptoms.

926831 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MD 32.0 32 F I started having swelling from the shoulder down, I had site soreness nausea vomiting headache chills fever body aches general malaise  lack of appetite, worse than the flu symptoms. I still have some mile symptoms and chills on occasion. The worst of the symptoms is over. I took theraflu and hydrated I only went to the Dr for a note for work

926833 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NH 58.0 58 F Approx 2 min after getting vaccine I felt lightheaded.  I noticed my heart was pounding and racing. I got help and Sat in office with nurse.  My pulse was 140's ,I felt sweaty and shaky.  Whole episode lasted approx 10 minutes

926834 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NC 55.0 55 M fever, headaches, muscle aches

926835 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CT 46.0 46 F At approximately 3:45pm on Tuesday, January 5, I developed a sore throat, chills, sore neck, and headache. These symptoms resolved by the following morning. Again on Wednesday, January 6, at approximately 3:30pm I developed the same symptoms. Again they resolved by the morning. Today, January 7, at approximately 4:15pm I developed the same symptoms. Each time my temperature has been no higher than 98.8. I went for a rapid and PCR COVID test on the evening of Tuesday, January 5. Both tests came back negative.

926837 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CO 22.0 22 F Patient received the Moderna COVID19 vaccine in the left arm and waited 15 minutes after administration.  She felt fine and decided to drive home.  After about a half hour, she noticed that she had some right-sided facial numbness, with the most sensation in the right side of her mouth and her eyelid.  After an additional 15 minutes, she states that it is not improving.

926838 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 CA 43.0 43 F First day tingling menthol feeling in mouth and jaw. Arm was sore. Mild headache, Shoulder pain, Mild pain arm. 12/17-12/18 arm pain got worse every day. 12/19 couldn't sleep at night. 12/20 limited motion in arm. Called doctor12/21. Took 400mg ibuprofen.  Took Medrol for shoulder pain. 12/22 not able to sleep. Dr. wrote rx for Flexerol.  Continued to take meds. Went back to work 12/23 with some pain.  By 12/26 much better.

926839 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 FL 34.0 34 F Increased BP, nausea, lymph node under right arm swollen, fever,aches, chills, dizziness. Also unbearable pain in that arm. Ended up with a trip to the ER with diagnoses of cellulitis to the right arm, (same as vaccinated arm). Currently taking antibiotics.

926840 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 AZ 54.0 54 M Date of vaccine 12/7/2020-Patient had very sore painful left deltoid and had to take Tylenol pain level 7 out of 10 and interrupted sleeping. 2nd day-12/18/2020-Patient had left sided body weakness, pain at injection site, pain all on left side of body taking Motrin. On 3rd day symptoms all subsided and were gone. No fevers or chills during any symptoms.

926841 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 27.0 27 F Localized rxn to injection site. Warm to touch, red area, itchy.   Also reports throat swelling when received the vaccine but resolved with benedryl. No difficulty breathing.

926842 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MN 36.0 36 M First dose was given 12/21/20 and second dose was given 1/6/2020 at day 16.

926843 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 WI 20.0 20 F body aches day after, vomiting beginning day of and continuing until 12/31, went to ER for fluids and zofran

926844 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Bell?s Palsy

926846 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 IL 54.0 54 F shoulder pain... which didn?t seem connected to the vaccine... which progressed to pins and needles in the L shoulder, numbness into both hands...of the left arm. And neck pain... cervical radiculopathy in the L arm... pain and pins/needles into L thumb. It reached its peak with 4 nights of disturbed sleep starting on the date mentioned. I didn?t keep track of the symptoms other than that because I didn?t initially associate the symptoms to the vaccine until early this week. Symptoms have since improved and are (almost) resolved; I was advised to have the the 2nd vaccine today as scheduled - which was recommended lower on the deltoid and on the opposite shoulder.

926847 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MN 31.0 31 F Body aches, chills, headache, skin burning. Took Tylenol.

926848 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 30.0 30 F None stated.

926849 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 RI 60.0 60 F initially sore and red but now 10 days later continue to have an area of red raised warm skin on right arm and it it also frequently itchy

926850 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WA 38.0 38 F Post Second dose, my right arm is numb from elbow down to the proximal side of my hand. My pinky finger and ring finger are numb. Restless arm.  Pain is all the way up to my neck.

926851 12/01/2020 01/07/2021 TX 31.0 31 F On Monday January 4, I had a headache around 3pm around 5 pm I became nauseated and vomiting. Throughout the night I started coughing and had fever. I took Tylenol and made an appointment the following morning with doctor. They tested me for covid. My rapid came back negative as did my send out. I?m still having diarrhea and a really bad cough.

926853 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 TX 47.0 47 M Employee received 1st dose of Moderna vaccine on 12/23, remained for 15 min in observation post vaccination, no complications or reaction at the time, went home. 9 days later 1/1/2021 employee begat to have small rash to R hand/arm, they began to swell into hives. right Hand became swollen unable to close into a fist. Multiple test/labwork run no findings at this time. MD's unable to identify etiology, no  new soap, hygiene products etc have been used. He was placed on steroid tx and was out of work for a wk, returned to work 1/7/2020. Symptoms have resolved at this time, MD is advising to get 2nd dose but will be under supervision.

926854 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MA 59.0 59 F Patient noted mid left side of tongue slight numbness . denies difficulty swallowing, nor resp. distress. Patient given benadryl 25 mg po at 0950. Patient handed to parametics with continued monitoring. Remains alert and oriented x3, VSS 138/80 HR 90 and O2 at 99%, no evidence of rash/hives at present. At 1020 BP 142/78 HR 72 with no worsening of S&S, speech clear, tolerating po fluids without difficulty, no change of tongue .AT 1040, dose of benadryl 25 elixir given per patient request due to concerns that no change of tongue numbness. Accessed tongue to be within nml findings. At 1050, patient cleared for discharge to home with her friend. Gait stable and patient as well.

926855 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 MA 20.0 20 F I woke up with sever stomach pain and nausea. I could not lay down or else it would hurt worse. By the afternoon this turned into chest pain, shortness of breath, headache, sweating, back and muscle pain, and a fever of 101.4.

926856 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Estimated due date:  04/10/2021 I started to get very flush and warm, dizzy so I had to sit down for a moment (I had to stop the procedure I was doing in order to sit down and drink some water). I kept trying to hydrate and had a headache the rest of the day and it went through the evening and night. I did not take anything and went to bed with the headache and woke up and felt fine.

926857 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 42.0 42 F Fever, chills, headache, muscle aches

926858 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Pt reported swelling, warmth itching at injection site, currently 6cm X 6cm pt reports it was much larger. No other symptoms reported. Use ice as needed to provide comfort and continue to monitor.

926859 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Redness, swelling, warmth, and itching at injection site since day 2. Had soreness but that has dissipated. Itching has increased and I am utilizing over the counter hydrocortisone for relief.  Contacted PCP today - advised to report and try antihistamine

926860 12/01/2020 01/07/2021 VA 39.0 39 F Cervical lymphadenopathy

926861 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 33.0 33 M Patient is describing headache, related to previous COVID diagnosis, dry throat, fever at 100.8 degrees, chills and nasaea, body aches, paint at the injection site, leading to pain in hands, patient describes numbness in the left hand, which is where the injection site was.

926862 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 24.0 24 F Chills, feeling feverish, hot, tired, exhausted.

926863 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OR 101.0 101 F Resident reported feeling nauseous and wanted to vomit and did not. Had an episode of diarrhea and needed assistance as she was unable to make it to the restroom  (this is not her normal) and was noted to have extremity tremors. Legs and arms were noted to be shaking and resident had c/o not being able to walk steady because of it.  Resident was assisted with a shower and after relaxed with no further complaints.  Was treated with PRNs for nausea with 20ml of Geri-Lanta Suspension and diarrhea with 15ml of Loperamide HCl Suspension  . Pulse was noted at 101 and all other vitals WNL. Resident reported she had not consumed much fluids during the day. Was instructed on hydration and fluids were provided.  Resident per post COVID-19 Vaccination protocol was administered PCR COVID test with NEGATIVE results and placed "under evaluation" status and placed in "Special Droplet/Contact Precautions."  Resident reports today "feeling good" and has no further noted or reported episodes of diarrhea, nausea or extremity tremors or changes in her gait.

926865 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 KY 48.0 48 M Patient developed lower L leg and ankle pain 12 hours after vaccine was given.  Described as tingling pain.  Very sore to touch.  No fever, leg swelling, color change.

926866 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 37 F Patient received the covid vaccine on 01/06/2021.    C/o bodyache, temperature of 99.6, fatigue, and sore arm (no swelling or redness). Denies any ocular, respiratory, or GI symptoms  She is breast feeding her infant without any issue.

926867 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PA 24.0 24 F 1/5 2200: Injection site soreness, fatigue 1/6 0600: Fever 99.9, chills, body aches, fatigue, nausea Treated with tylenol and zofran 1/7 1400: resolution of symptoms

926868 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 PA 49.0 49 F Today was my second dose of the COVID vaccine and just a few short minutes after the injection the injection site start itching. At just about the 15 min wait time after ionjection a nurse asked if i was feeling ok. I told her i was feeling gine but my arm was very itchy. She checked the site and I had redness all around the site and welt size hives around the site. She asked me to stay 15 min longer and I agreed. Shortly after that the hive started to spread to my neck and chest area and I became lightheaded and faint feeling. I became very hot. They gave me and injection of benadryl and since my BP was high and my syptoms were not going away completly I was taken to the ER for monitoring and IV fluids. There I was given more Benadryl, steroids, Pepcid and IV fluids and monitored. I felt much better and was released to go home with a RX for 4 days of steroids.

926869 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NM 35.0 35 F Started having migraine with aura with both 1st and 2nd vaccine dose.

926870 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Metallic taste in mouth Body aches fatigue arm and fingers burned like it was nerve pain armpits hurt  swollen lymph nodes tingling on the left side of her face

926871 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Patient arrived to clinic today reporting adverse reaction to Moderna COVID vaccine received on 12/30/20.  She states she experienced pain immediately after injection, and small amount of localized redness and swelling.   She reports hx similar reaction to a previous vaccine approximately 5-6 years ago although this is not well documented.   She arrived to clinic today to report this reaction and states she continues to have localized redness and swelling.   Today is Day 8 after vaccine.  Upon inspection, patient has area of redness and edema approximately 3 x 4 inches in size, slightly below right deltoid.  She reports self treating at home with Tylenol and Benedryl topical cream and experienced temporary relief.   Denies SOB, hives, nausea/vomiting, itching, rash, fever, headaches, or any other symptoms.  Advised patient speak with PCP today regarding treatment for localized reaction as well as advice regarding receiving the second dose of vaccine.  Patient agreed with plan and verbalized her understanding.  She will contact her PCP and if not available will utilize virtual urgent care via the app.

926872 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 37.0 37 F PATIENT RECEIVED WRONG DOSE OF VACCINE AT ADMINISTRATION - RECEIVED 1ML INSTEAD OF 0.5ML. NO S/SX OF ADVERSE REACTIONS NOTED AT THIS TIME.

926873 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 WI 85.0 85 M Fever, Confusion, Weakness

926874 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 SC 28.0 28 F During initial screening, patient did not report history of food allergies and the Screening form specifically asks for any past allergic reactions to vaccines or other injectable medications.  Patient received vaccination without any problems.  Patient came from Immunizations Clinic to post vaccination observation area with her chalk in no distress after 1min of receiving her 1st dose of Pfizer COVID Vaccine.  She stated she felt like she was having difficulty swallowing.  The patient denied allergy to Benadryl and 25 Mg was offered her immediately, which she took.  Physician was at side by this time and EMS was notified.  Co-workers with patent said her face appeared "puffy" Four minutes after initial symptoms her vitals were as follows: BP 118/79  Sao2 99% on room air HR 97 Physician ordered Epipen and  EMS was arrived and placed patient on gurney.  Epipen 0.3.mg IM delivered by paramedic. Six minutes after initial symptoms report wasgiven to EMS and patient was taken to the hospital.

926875 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 CO 41.0 41 F approx. 4 inch red, raised and itchy rash at and around injection site

926876 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 LA 31.0 31 F Joint pain, headache, temp of 100.8.  Onset day after injection, lasting ~12hr

926877 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NM 20.0 20 F 15 minutes after inoculation she developed obvious cutaneous flushing, pruritus, and hives with no other symptoms. She was initially given 50mg diphenhydramine PO. Approximately 45 minutes later she reported chest pain and her vital signs were checked and she was tachycardia at 102 BPM. Her BP was 128/74. EMS was activated and she was given 0.3mg of epinephrine IM after which her flushing  and pruritus immediately resolved. She described continued mild chest tightness but over stated that she felt much better.

926878 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Severe Migraine x4 days  Nausea, chills, runny nose, loose stool 2x for 1-2 days Cellulitis along injection site started on 1/7/2021  Treatment for to today for observation and Triamcinolone cream 0.5%, and xyzal

926879 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MA 46.0 46 F sudden itchiness of injection site with raised red hives. eventually growing to one large lump. Talked to immediate supervisor. Went to ED to show Dr. took zyrtek.

926880 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AR 30.0 30 F 13 hrs post vaccination started with fever (101), body aches and chills. Today just fatigue

926881 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IL 56.0 56 F Patient was feeling nauseous after the vaccination. Went and ate lunch. When she came back from lunch, she passed out and a code blue was called. She never lost a pulse, but when in the ER she could not speak. She responded to commands without speaking. About 30 minutes later, she finally spoke.

926882 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 37.0 37 F Symptoms started as a cold chill, shaking, and weakness. This started a little after I breastfed my baby. I felt as if my blood sugar levels dropped. I have eaten very light meals earlier.   Symptoms lasted for about 40 - 60 min. By 9 pm and after dinner I was back to normal.

926883 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 TX 29.0 29 F 1/5/20 :  7 AM - and noticed swollen, red, and firm raised  area just under injection site. Warm to the touch and slightly itchy like sunburn.  6 PM - Area  is doubled in size (about the size /shape of a thumb), much redder, and in a well-defined elongated oval shape.  Hot to the touch, firm and painful swelling that made sleeping difficult. Took Aleve and iced it. 1/6/20 7 AM -  Red area has spread out into a less defined circle about 2in in diameter.  Less swollen and painful but still hot to the touch. 6 PM - Area has spread into tear-drop shape about the size of my palm. Drew a line around the area. Still causes some difficulty sleeping. 1/7/20 - Area is less red and not as painful but I can still feel the original area swollen under the skin and hot to the touch. Spread slowed significantly and mostly stayed in the lines.

926884 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MN 23.0 23 F At around 1 pm on 1/5/2021, my right face started feeling weird. There was a tightness/tingling sensation starting below the right eye down to my whole cheek. This reaction was present until the following day, 1/6/21 and seemed to resolve on the morning of 1/7/21

926885 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OR 101.0 101 F Resident reported feeling nauseous and wanted to vomit and did not. Had an episode of diarrhea and needed assistance as she was unable to make it to the restroom  (this is not her normal) and was noted to have extremity tremors. Legs and arms were noted to be shaking and resident had c/o not being able to walk steady because of it.  Resident was assisted with a shower and after relaxed with no further complaints.  Was treated with PRNs for nausea with 20ml of Geri-Lanta Suspension and diarrhea with 15ml of Loperamide HCl Suspension  . Pulse was noted at 101 and all other vitals WNL. Resident reported she had not consumed much fluids during the day. Was instructed on hydration and fluids were provided.  Resident per post COVID-19 Vaccination protocol was administered PCR COVID test with NEGATIVE results and placed "under evaluation" status and placed in "Special Droplet/Contact Precautions."  Resident reports today "feeling good" and has no further noted or reported episodes of diarrhea, nausea or extremity tremors or changes in her gait.

926886 01/01/2021 01/07/2021 CT 50.0 50 F Soreness at injection site

926887 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MS 59.0 59 F 1508- Patient complains of itching on arms and face, red palms, red watery eyes, and mild clearing of throat.  RN x3 at patient's side.  Pulse: 60BPM,  Resp: 20, O2 Sat 100% RA.   1510- Benadryl 50mg PO given.  Pt anxious and crying at present.  Itching and redness of face, arms, and chest continues.  Denies Shortness of breath, trouble swallowing, or itchy throat.   1516- Pt sipping on water with fan blowing on patient.  Resp.18, O2 Sat 100% RA, Pulse 48-50BPM.    Palms remain red and pt. continues to complain of itching on arms and chest.  Denies trouble swallowing, itchy throat, or shortness of breath.   1528- BP 158/92, Pulse: 50, Resp. 16.  Pt is calm and states is "feeling much better".  Denies itching of face or arms, shortness or breath.   1535- BP:138/96, Pulse: 52.   1540- Respirations even and unlabored at 16 BPM.  No acute distress noted at present.  Denies shortness of breath or itching.  Pt released from the vaccination clinic and returned to her department walking with another RN.  Instructed patient to seek medical attention or go to the emergency department immediately if symptoms return.

926888 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 17.0 17 M Patient is 17 years old, and signed up for vaccination with Pfizer vaccine, however decided to attend an earlier clinic with his Mother. At the earlier clinic, only the Moderna vaccine was available, and the vaccinator did not realize his age, and administered Moderna vaccine. It was not realized until after vaccination that he was due to receive the other vaccine because of his age. Patient attended the vaccine clinic with his Mother both were aware of the mistake. Patient had no ill effects after receiving the vaccination.

926890 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NY 64.0 64 F redness/swelling at injection site

926891 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 OR 41.0 41 F Pain and swelling at the injection site, approximately 36 hours' duration after onset.  Nausea and diarrhea, approximately 18 hours' duration after onset.

926892 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 WA 55.0 55 M Patient received 0.5mL Moderna Covid19 vaccine at mass vaccine clinic on 12/30. This patient was a walk thru and not a patient of HP at this time.    Daughter reported to ARNP,RN Director Clinical Support on 01/03 the following outcomes:    Patient first exhibited the first signs of reaction started about 60 hours after vaccine: hives only (no difficulty breathing, dizziness, lightheadedness); applied hydrocortisone cream, took diphenhydramine. Patient slept for a few hours then woke up for lunch. Around 12:30-1:00 the patient exhibited three episodes of syncope. Emergency services was called after the first. Firefighters couldn't find BP, was in 70s by doppler only. Patient taken to hospital for care.    Discharged from ED around 5, suspecting hypotension 2/2 to diphenhydramine use. Monitored vitals at home; became severely hypotensive (BP 70s/40s both with automatic monitor and manual read) and lethargic again about an hour or so after, but normotensive again right before about to call ambulance. Pt claimed to be okay and had some dinner. Fourth episode of syncope, ambulance was called.         Patient remains at hospital ED since, still in observation unit. BP's normalized but itching returns periodically. IV steroids and diphenhydramine. Took head CT yesterday; no word on the results. Stable and alert enough since yesterday to communicate with us with his phone. Patient is scheduled for an echo to be done today.    No hx of severe allergic reaction. Treated for active TB 30 years ago, shingles x2 in the past few years; otherwise healthy 55 y/o male.     Pt discharged 01/04 to home with fatigue and malaise. Not additional symptoms reported since then. Provider doing full cardiac and neurologic work up.

926893 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 TX 36.0 36 F mucosal erosions and hives

926894 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TN 34.0 34 F Dose was administered at 10:16am. Pain at injection site as well as redness and swelling began around 5:00pm on the same day. Pain, redness, and swelling have continued for 24 more hours and has not yet gone away. The swelling is like a hard knot below the skin?s surface, but it protrudes a bit at the injection site.

926896 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AR 30.0 30 F 13hrs post vaccination fever of 101, body aches,fatigue.  today just fatigue

926898 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 UT 51.0 51 F Red itchy warm swollen rash to left upper arm and vertigo which started one week after injection

926899 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Patient received the covid vaccine on 1/26/2021 Two hrs post injection  c/o pain/soreness at site. Four hrs post injection c/o general body ache, slight headache, fever 99.7.    Denies any respiratory, ocular, or GI symptoms.  Note - injection lot # not available.

926900 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Initially my arm was sore for about 36 hours. Yesterday on day 7 after my shot, the injection site was increasing in tenderness. By today the injection spot is swollen and I am unable to lift my arm over my head. No fever, or chills. I do have body aches which originally I was thinking was from moving snow and ice.

926901 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 44.0 44 F Generalized Weakness, arm sore, sore throat, runny nose

926902 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MT 38.0 40 F Headache at the "back of the skull" that occurred 2 hours after the vaccine and went away by the afternoon

926903 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 WA 39.0 39 M Very sore arm at site. Mild headache, tired, slight itchy throat. 1 day after getting the shot. Head alittle foggy.

926904 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 TX 23.0 23 F Fast Heart rate after an hour and half of injection and shortness of breath . Next morning i woke up sweating and my heart rate was 130 and shortness of breath followed. I then developed a rash the same day which was red and bumpy i also felt really lethargic and fatigued.  Day three  the rash had a line straight through the middle of it and was itchy the rash was spreading horizontally.  After day three I felt  better with the only  side effect being shortness of breath from time to time.  Now on the 7th of Jan I develop the rash again except its raised, the line is back and it itches internally.  I don't feel bad , it's just concerning that it came  back stronger all the sudden. I don't know if I will be allowed to get the second dose.

926905 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CT 50.0 50 M localized raised redness, rash

926906 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 TX 34.0 34 F I believe I had the Virus already a few days before I received the vaccine. I felt fatigue on Monday after receiving the vaccination. On Tuesday I woke up with sinus issues and felt fatigue all day. Wednesday evening, I lost sense of smell and taste.

926907 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 FL 70.0 70 F Size of penny at shot site. Another one beside it, warm, itchy, bubbly or dry skin.

926908 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 IL 33.0 33 F Estimated due date: 02/16/2021 Essentially I just had tiredness, body aches and fever (101.8F), the reason I could not go to work is because I was extremely tired and unable to focus. Symptoms lasted 12-18 hrs.

926909 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MN 34.0 34 M Immediate pain and loss of range of movement of left shoulder. Physical examination today demonstrates a healing injection site which is fairly superior on the left shoulder, and abduction of the left shoulder which is limited secondary to pain.  Patient's physician's impression is that he has a subdeltoid bursitis which was temporally associated to the COVID-19 vaccination.  (SIRVA)

926910 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 AZ 42.0 42 F Employee was being observed right after vaccine and B/P 146/104, started having left sided head, neck, ear, jaw throbbing pain and a headache, then pain went into left groin area-employee stated, "It's like I can feel it moving all through my lymphatic system. Then after about another 5 minutes employee became lightheaded and "fainty" like feeling and then was nauseated with continued left sided pain as listed above.  After about 10 minutes B/P 146/116, employee was transported to the emergency department for further evaluation. 2nd day-12/30/2020-employee had body aches all over, extreme fatigue and headache. 3rd day-12/31/2020-employee was just tired and fatigued. 4th day-1/1/2021-employee had no symptoms and felt much better.

926911 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 62.0 62 F None stated.

926912 01/01/2021 01/07/2021 73.0 73 M BPPV  moderate, nothing else

926913 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 35.0 35 F tachycardia, sweating, dizziness and nausea.

926914 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NY 40.0 40 F Anxiety, hives, tingling

926915 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 TX 29.0 29 F RED CIRCULAR RASH AND LUMP UNDER SKIN.  SKIN IS VERY ITCHY

926917 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 LA 52.0 52 F Extreme dizziness/ vertigo with difficulty walking

926918 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MO 17.0 17 F No adverse event noted. Patient is 17 years old (17.5) and the approved age for this vaccine is 18. This was inadvertently missed at check-in. Patient suffered no untoward effects

926919 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 OR 37.0 37 M Rash warm to touch at injection site

926921 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 CO 35.0 35 F Rash left arm, shoulder, stomach - very itchy

926922 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 45.0 45 M None stated.

926923 01/01/2021 01/07/2021 CO 57.0 56 M Headache. Fever. 103.5 temperature. Sleepy. Chills. Sore at injection site. Eyes hurt.

926924 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 MA 64.0 64 F Woke morning after, 1/4/21 with nausea and headache; by 10:30 a.m. body aches, chills and temp 100.3; Tylenol at that time; To bed at 11:30 a.m. Woke at 5pm with body aches, chills and fever 102.4; Motrin at that time; Morning of 1/5/21 temp 100 most of date with headache, body aches and fatigue; Afebrile by that evening; Morning of 1/6 woke with headache and fatigue; shortness of breath and tachycardia with exertion. Normal HR w/rest. Morning of 1/7 woke with headache that resolved w/Motrin - worked all day

926925 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 FL 31.0 31 F Today redness, swelling, pain. Redness is very big.

926926 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MD 26.0 26 F Vomitting, Fever, Chills, Headache

926927 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 NC 50.0 50 F Red rash over entire body.   Not raised but itchy.  Mottled appearance.  Started on arm of injection site then spread to both arms, both legs and torso.  Approximately 45 minutes after reaction started took diphenhydramine 25 mg x 1 dose.  Reaction started to ease off within 1 hour but did not completely resolve until the next morning.

926928 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 SC 31.0 31 F Patient reported to COVID Vaccine administration site two days post vaccination for Pfizer COVID vaccine to report an itchy red, raised bump/hard nodule at the vaccine site. Vitals were as follows: BP 137/74 O2 Sat on RA 99.9% HR 93 Physician evaluated the patient and instructed to apply compress and report to ER if symptoms worsen.

926929 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 TX 38.0 38 F ABOUT 5 HOURS AFTER THE IMMUNIZATION, PATIENT STARTED TO HAVE A HEADACHE. THEN PATIENT STARTED EXPERIENCING NAUSEA, LOSS OF APPETITE, FEVER, BODYACHES, AND COUGH AND HAS BEEN HAVING THESE SYMPTOMS EVERY DAY.

926930 12/02/2020 01/07/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Physician reported today 01/07/2020 that patient seen today for left arm pain, complained of reaction worsening  and affecting her work. On exam she had a large 5x5cm tender mass in  posterior upper arm triceps area, consistent with possible  sterile abscess.  Ordered an ultrasound to be sure and the extent and to determine treatment if any.

926931 12/20/2020 01/07/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Redness, warm to touch,  and swelling at injection site. Treatment-Benadryl and cold compresses

926932 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Rash upper chest, light headed, hypertensive, tachycardic

926933 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OR 50.0 50 F 3 hours after injection- headache and dizziness. 8 hours post injection; nausea, diarrhea, temperature, chills, muscle pain, malaise, worsening headache. Flet like flu like symptoms. AE's lasted into the late afternoon with some relief of most symptoms but diarrhea every 30 minutes.. The next day 1/7/2021; fever still present at 100.9, and malaise as well as fatigue and muscle pain- though decreased from the day before. About 30 hours after injection- vomiting started ocurring. Vomiting subsided about 5 hours later with continued nausea. As of 1/7/2021 @16:04 temperature, nausea, muscle pain, fatigue, and malaise still continuing.

926934 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MT 37.0 37 M Pt awoke and had seizure like activity, went to hospital in neighboring county.

926935 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Pt states the she developed facial swelling a couple of hours after injection. Pt took benadryl and swelling resolved. Pt never complained of tongue or lip swelling or difficulty breathing.

926936 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 64.0 64 F Patient felt cold, lightheaded and had tingling sensation. Followed by chest pain and shortness of breath. Patient was transferred to stretcher for monitoring. Dose of Solumedrol 125mg was given at 13:42. Dose of Benadryl was given at 13:45. Dose of Epi-pen was given at 14:06 and patient showed some improvement. Then ambulance arrived and patient was taken to hospital.

926937 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 37.0 37 F itchiness below injection site 15 minutes after the injection

926938 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Severe chills with shivering Sweating Severe back and neck pain Headache Nausea

926939 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 WI 56.0 56 F swelling, heat, redness, itching, pain at injection site with onset 7 days after injection.

926941 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CO 83.0 83 M Reaction occurred 9 days after injection: injection site pink and swollen; no fever, pain, other symptoms. No previous complaints  Doctor visit on 1/7

 91



926942 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 VA 33.0 0 F Site of injection became  very itchy today and noticed large sore knot about the size of a small apple. 0.0

926943 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 FL 55.0 55 F Injection site swollen, raised, itchy, red, hot.  Ice pack, benedryl, advil.  Slowly went away and then came back again on 01/04/21 woke up 6:00 am injection site raised, itchy, red, hot, swollen.  Used hydrocortisone cream and benedryl.

926944 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 LA 33.0 33 F Staff member received vaccine .At the 15 minute mark, she reported a headache with pressure behind right eye,slight dizziness. It was described as a rapid onset migraine  headache with photosensitivity .She was escorted to empty room with staff and laid down. she was examined per Dr.At the 20 minute mark, she developed a light red rash and began itching. The itching began at the face, radiated to arms and legs and then trunk. No c/o  SOB, chest pain  or increased heart rate. She reported that it felt like someone poking a finger to her left chest wall for 5 minutes-gently.B/P elevated and monitored by staff for  3.5 hrs and was able to go home with staff/family.

926945 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IL 24.0 24 F Stated she felt nauseated and threw up. then began to feel itchy and noticed rash on back, stomach, and right foot. Everything else was fine. Denied difficulty breathing.

926946 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 WA 36.0 36 F About 24 hours after receiving the vaccine, I had a fever of 100.4 and chills. This lasted for about 6 hours before bed. I woke up in the morning and the fever and chills were gone. I feel like this was a normal immune response but my employer asked me to fill this out.

926947 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Fever 101.3 with severe  body aches and terrible headache since last night until now. It has been more than 24hrs since I received a vaccine.

926948 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NY 38.0 0 F post vaccine syncope episode rule out out cva 0.0

926949 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NH 38.0 38 F Woke up this morning, a week after vaccination. Localized reaction at injection site, itchy, blotchy, swollen and firm slightly larger than the size of a baseball.  Also running low grade fever of 100.2. Had been feeling completely normal for the 48 hours prior.

926950 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 FL 47.0 47 F 12/28/2020- received 1st vaccine 12/29/2020- very sore  noticed around the 31st redness and swelling appeared  01/05/2021- while in the shower it became extremely itchy, I  scratched it. Then forgot about it.  01/06/2021- woke up it was significantly swollen, significantly redder felt like a ball, a little warm to the touch. did not itch it,  01/06/2021 around 4:30 pm s/w Dr. she put me on Benedryl and Keflex.   01/07/2021 swelling and redness have gone done but size has increased. the diameter of the redness is about 3 to 4 inches.

926951 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 ID 30.0 30 F Soreness in right shoulder and wrist night of injection, swelling of right wrist overnight 12/28. Symptoms resolved by mid-day 12/19. Soreness in shoulder and wrist returned evening of 1/6 and persisted through daytime 1/7. Have not yet resolved.

926952 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 LA 34.0 34 F Myalgia all over the body, headache, nausea, vomiting x1, intermittent sheivering and feeling hot

926953 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IL 50.0 50 F Nausea, Chills, Achiness, pain from head to toes

926954 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Tingling in arm, vision was blurry, Dizziness, difficulty breathing, head spinning. Weakness, body aches, fast heartbeat. Speech slurred, jaw locking. Taken to ER where she works.

926955 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 31.0 31 M Pt called and stated that he has had a severe headache since vaccine 2 days ago, one episode of nausea and vomiting.  Pt spoke to Dr. and provider recommended Tylenol 500 mg TID.  Also told pt he he can take ibuprofen, or benadryl sparingly. Report to ER if symptoms worsen. Call and make appt at clinic if symptoms persist for more than 7 days post vaccine.

926956 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 SC 25.0 25 F Patient receive the Pfizer COVID Vaccine earlier in the day.  She called the Clinic line at 1500 and spoke with a nurse.  She said she went to sleep and awoke with numbness in her right hand with pain. She complained of pain radiating from her biceps to her elbow. She states she has a headache along with lower back pain. She states she has nausea, vomiting, and that she feels really bad. She is able to move her right hand but states " it hurts".   Reported to physician and patient instructed to call Emergency Services.

926957 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 WI 25.0 25 F Itching on arms, legs, & back began within  5 minutes of administration. Writer noticed patient itching. No rash appeared.  No additional symptoms appeared. Patient kept for additional observation x 2 hours total. MD also assessed patient, recommended Benadryl 25mg to be given which patient took. Patient reported that Itching continued for about 48 hours and then stopped, never worsening. No rash or any other symptoms.

926958 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 OR 47.0 47 F Mild throat swell, nausea, blurred vision

926959 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NC 59.0 59 F Patient felt dizzy quickly progressed to hoarse voice, cough and expressed difficulty breathing

926960 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 MA 29.0 29 F On 1/3 I developed a rash along my right side, under my right arm pit and along right breast. This progressed the following days, became itchy and painful. The pain was shooting. I saw my PCP office on 1/6 and was diagnosed with Shingles.

926961 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 OR 58.0 58 F Vaccinated on December 21, 2020. No arm pain, nothing. On December 27th at 4:00 PM sudden onset worst bone pain ever unrelieved with Tylenol, malaise and nausea. December 28th at 1:00 AM awoke in pain and "on fire" I have never been so hot, truly felt like my skin was on fire. Tympanic thermometer 99.0F. Awoke feeling fine and went to work thinking this was SE however symptoms recurred later that morning so I went for testing as I could not differentiate between SE vs illness. Covid negative. If this was a delayed response to vaccine, wanted to report: severe bone pain unrelieved w Tylenol , malaise, nausea, 48 hours. thanks, NP

926963 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WI 51.0 51 F Fever 103.3 Dizziness  Nausea Left arm pain  Fatigue

926964 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 30.0 30 F muscle aches, confusion, fatigue, lymph nodes tenderness in underarms and jaw 1/7/20

926965 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 HI 63.0 63 F Vaccine area warm to touch, red and itchy.  lump is size of width of orange.

926966 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 IN 66.0 66 F Awoke in the middle of the night with spiking fever 101.5, headache, muscle aches, diarhea, In bed from Monday night to Wednesday morning started feeling better.

926967 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TN 55.0 55 F Initially arm sore and swollen on 2nd day. Had body aches, chills, diarrhea, tiredness day 3-5 with continued arm site swollen and sore.  On 1/5/20, swelling was decreased to about size of nickel and less sore. On 1/6, arm became more sore, noticed increased swelling and now redness to arm site 1/6 evening. 1/7 Arm remains swollen, red, warm to touch. No drainage. Reported to superviser 1/7 am.

926968 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MN 45.0 45 F DIffues hives over chest,  abdomen, back, arm

926969 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 GA 59.0 59 F VERY RAPID HEART BEAT, PULSE, 5:30PM .Lasting now about 45 mins

926970 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OR 27.0 27 F Stomach pain to the point of vomit, extreme nausea, lasting for over a week and a half, dizziness, swollen arm, itchy arm up to 10 days latter.

926971 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MA 28.0 28 F Pt reported difficulty breathing, tightness in her throat and felt very dizzy.  She was noted to be red faced along with redness in her throat and chest.  Pt given Benadryl 25 mg liquid po at 0925 am and coaching for slowed breathing and symptoms recovery.  She reported feeling better gradually and with in 15 minutes pt felt much better she declined ER transport

926972 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 NY 62.0 62 F Under the injection site there was a large raised red spot. Approximently  2"x5". it was itchy and my arm was swollen. As of today 01/07/2021 it is still visible but not as bad.

926973 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IL 52.0 52 F Temp 101, Oral Chills, body aches.

926974 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 54.0 54 M localized swelling, hand/wrist numbness, anxious

926975 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 37.0 37 F c/o tickle in throat, lump on throat and headache

926976 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Patient began experiencing fuzzy tongue and itchiness all over within 15 minutes of receiving vaccination. Patient was provided 50mg Benadryl and observed for 15-20 minutes at which point they began improving. Patient was checked in on after about an hour and was doing okay.

926977 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Currently pregnant. The patient was being observed, and after 10 minutes, she reported being lightheaded, dizzy, and nauseated. Stated did not eat, Vital signs were within normal limit, no c/o of breathing difficulty. The patient was offered some snacks, and cold water. A few minutes later, the patient felt a little better, continued to monitor the patient. The patient was stable, escorted to the car, ate more snacks, felt better, and was released. The patient was educated to register for V-Safe and to call PCP. Followed up later, she got home safely. 12/30/2020: followed on the patient, reported doing much better. Informed nurse that she felt better.

926978 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 OR 46.0 46 F Patient received 1st dose Moderna Vaccination at 1405, went to sit in observation area and began to feel lightheaded and faint within first few minutes. Escorted to cot to lie down  at 1412. 1415 VSS: BP 140/82 HR: 98 steady, RR:18 98% on RA with no visual rash, or difficulty breathing. Pt. reported that she was rushing in to clinic to get the vaccination and was often hot, face flushed at this time though pt reported that this was her baseline. Reported that she continued to feel faint, ABC all within normal limits. VSS continued to be stable with no signs of trouble breathing. Pt remained A&Ox5. 1425: pt reported tingling in hands bilaterally. VSS remained stable, tingling grew stronger in left FA dissipated in the R FA. Pt reported that she continued to feel as if she was unable to sit up, that this would cause her to pass out and that this sensation came in waves. Pt. was monitored for 20 minutes prior to receiving 50mg IM Benadryl in LUA and Code Green was called. Patient taken to ED for further observation.

926979 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 ID 54.0 54 F Arm from top of shoulder to elbow is very swollen, hot, painful, itchy. Swollen Glands,   We have pictures, wont let them load

926980 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IL 29.0 29 F moderate pain at injection site, feels like she cannot lift arm

926981 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 WA 59.0 59 F Pt received .5ml Moderna vaccine in left deltoid at approximate 0915.  At 0920  noticed tingling in lips, notified RN at 0930, also reported thickness of tongue.  Pt denies difficulty swallowing, denies changes in heart rate/heart palpitations, denied difficulty breathing and dizziness.  Pt calm but concerned of symptoms.0940 - Notified health care provider, completed patient assessment, ordered Benadryl 25mg p.o. to be picked up at the pharmacy. 0950 - Vital signs BP 124/80, HR 69, Resp 16, Temp 98.1, O2 sat 97%, 0955 - Escorted to pharmacy to pick up medication. 1005 - Observed patient self-administer 25mg Benadryl by mouth, escorted patient to her office. Pt monitored for 2.5 hours - 1220 symptoms resolved.

926982 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 MT 29.0 29 F erythema, swelling, heat- increased to size of entire upper arm from shoulder to elbow

926983 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CA 43.0 43 F ED Note: This is a 43-year-old female with history of asthma who presents for evaluation of chest tightness. The patient is an employee and received her COVID-19 vaccine, first dose 20 minutes prior to ED arrival. She subsequently developed chest tightness and wheezing. She used he albuterol r inhaler and now feels improved. She says that she has been having increased asthma exacerbations lately because of the change in weather. She has had no prior allergic reaction to any vaccine. She denies any hives. Denies any throat tightness. Her symptoms at this point have resolved.  Monitored in ED x 4 hrs.  No treatment.

926984 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TN 47.0 47 F Tongue swelling, face felt funny, and throat  pain. See above in report for times. Dexamethasone 10mg IM in clinic. Benadryl OTC as directed. Pepcid 20mg daily po x 7 days

926985 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MI 63.0 63 F Injection site soreness started the evening of the date the vaccine was given.  Inflammation about the size of an avocado was noticed 24 hours after injection.  Soreness and redness increased over the next 24 hours along with mild swelling.  The redness started to improve 48 hours after injection, and it resolved about 60 hours post injection.  No treatment was necessary.

926986 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MN 37.0 37 F Quarter sized, hard, swollen, warm to touch area to left arm at injection site

926987 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 GA 16.0 16 F Administered vaccine to a 16yr old

926988 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 WA 59.0 59 F Pt received .5ml Moderna vaccine in left deltoid at approximate 0915.  At 0920  noticed tingling in lips, notified RN at 0930, also reported thickness of tongue.  Pt denies difficulty swallowing, denies changes in heart rate/heart palpitations, denied difficulty breathing and dizziness.  Pt calm but concerned of symptoms.0940 - Notified health care provider, completed patient assessment, ordered Benadryl 25mg p.o. to be picked up at the pharmacy. 0950 - Vital signs BP 124/80, HR 69, Resp 16, Temp 98.1, O2 sat 97%, 0955 - Escorted to pharmacy to pick up medication. 1005 - Observed patient self-administer 25mg Benadryl by mouth, escorted patient to her office. Pt monitored for 2.5 hours - 1220 symptoms resolved.

926989 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 FL 20.0 20 F Pain at injection site, chills, cough, sore throat, runny nose, congestion, headache, fatigue, nausea, delirium, chest pain for 4 days now.

926990 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 ND 29.0 29 F Numb tongue, cheek and lip.  Felt puffy and slightly swollen.  Airway and breathing maintained.  Symptoms occurred ~25-30 mins after injection.

926991 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MA 38.0 38 F On Tuesday 1/5/2021 at 2:30 PM I started to feel my injection site become itchy.  By 6:30 AM on Wednesday (1/6/2021) I started to have redness, warmth and swelling at the injection site which increased in area size though out the day. Today is 1/7/2021 and at this time the area has grown slightly and is still red, warm and swollen.

926992 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MN 32.0 32 F Sore arm and loose stool 24 hours

926993 12/01/2020 01/07/2021 MN 32.0 32 F Persist nausea, headaches, migraines, malaise

926994 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 DE 35.0 35 M Light Headedness, Extreme Tiredness, Neck Muscle Aches

926995 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IL 49.0 49 F 12:14pm Received vaccine and returned to office after 15 minute observation period. 2:30pm developed headache, 3pm developed nausea, vomiting and dizziness, flushing of skin. Rapid Response called at 3:52pm and patient sent to Emergency Room at 4pm.  VS on arrival were BP 144/105, HR 146, RR 22, T 97.9, O2 sat on Room air 98%.  ED treatment included IV of 0.9NS (1L), EKG, IV Zofran 4mg, IV Benadryl 25 mg, IV Ativan 0.5mg, IV Compazine 10mg. Also had CT head.

926996 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 OR 46.0 46 F Patient received 1st dose Moderna Vaccination at 1405, went to sit in observation area and began to feel lightheaded and faint within first few minutes. Escorted to cot to lie down  at 1412. 1415 VSS: BP 140/82 HR: 98 steady, RR:18 98% on RA with no visual rash, or difficulty breathing. Pt. reported that she was rushing in to clinic to get the vaccination and was often hot, face flushed at this time though pt reported that this was her baseline. Reported that she continued to feel faint, ABC all within normal limits. VSS continued to be stable with no signs of trouble breathing. Pt remained A&Ox5. 1425: pt reported tingling in hands bilaterally. VSS remained stable, tingling grew stronger in left FA dissipated in the R FA. Pt reported that she continued to feel as if she was unable to sit up, that this would cause her to pass out and that this sensation came in waves. Pt. was monitored for 20 minutes prior to receiving 50mg IM Benadryl in LUA and Code Green was called. Patient taken to ED for further observation.

926997 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 CT 34.0 34 F developed redness and swelling at injection site 6 days after vaccination.   Mild itching at site, denies pain at site of injection after initial discomfort on day of injection that resolved.   Mild axillary discomfort noted on side of injection, physical exam not performed as this interview was conducted over telephone, patient does not report axillary swelling or palpable lymphadenopathy

926998 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 CA 60.0 60 F Began with itchiness at the injection site which shortly turned into a swollen and raised injection site, hot to the touch, then it got really painful.

926999 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AR 30.0 30 F 5 minutes after vaccination patient reported heart racing and dizziness.  Blood pressure and heart rate were checked.  Both were elevated at 146/90 and 133.  Patient told  to take slow deep breaths.  Blood pressure and heart rate checked 15 minutes later.  They were lower than first reading, but still elevated.  About 5-10 minutes later, patient  stated her throat felt a little tight.  Patient was given 50mg of benadryl 12.5ml/5ml.  Nurse practitioner came from urgent care clinic connected to the pharmacy to evaluate.  Patient was taken to a room at the urgent care to have vitals monitored and to lay in a supine position.  Patients' vitals normalized, and patient was released around 5:05pm.  Patient was given instructions to take benadryl later this evening from aprn, and to go to the er if any problems develop with breathing.

927000 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NH 36.0 36 F ~15 minutes post vaccination patient began to have "pins and needles" originating in left arm and then moving to legs. Also states that she had sensation of feeling "off balance". This did not get worse with change in position or head movement. It progressed to feeling "shaky".  VS were obtained and were HR of 68 and regular, BP of 134/82, RR of 14. Pupils PERL with normal EOM. Good tactile sensation bilaterally. Moving extremities with purpose. Skin color was initially normal but became pale while feeling shaky.  Patient was placed in a near supine position in her vehicle and was observed 1:1. She was given apple juice which improved her shakiness and she regained color in face.  She was able to get out of vehicle and ambulate without assistance with a steady, independent gait. She stated that she was back to her baseline before leaving.

927001 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 WI 27.0 27 M 13:42 (7 minutes after vaccination) - developed lightheaded, BP75/26, HR 90, patient laid self to the floor 13:44 - BP 94/43, HR 48 - continue laid down 13: 48 - BP 111/60, HR 58 13:50 - 128/67, HR 81

927002 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 31.0 31 M Patient C/O flushed and feeling hot.  vital signs at 1350 were BP= 130/81; P=83 ; R=16 ; T= 98.9.  patient was observed for 20 minutes. At 1410, the patient was stable and stated that the symptoms have resolved.

927003 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NC 48.0 48 F red rash began to appear at injection site approximately 3 days after injection; slightly itchy and hot to touch; lessened but still red and itchy currently

927004 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 48.0 48 F Site injection pain (days 1-3) 12/30/2020, Days 6-present (1/6/2021-present) nausea, dizziness/headaches, muscle pain, joint pain, arm weakness/unable to lift my arm, fatigue/tiredness

927005 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IL 43.0 43 F Temp 101. Chills

927006 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 SC 68.0 68 F Diffuse polyarthropathy starting the day after vaccination and continuing for 7+ days. Currently treating with abx for concern of possible cellulitis, and prednisone 60mg for polyarthropathy. Currently admitted. Y 1

927007 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 57.0 57 F I have significant tenderness in my left arm pit.  I cannot lie on that side to sleep and it hurts all day.  I put warm compresses on it to no avail.  It also appears to be a little swollen.

927008 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NC 47.0 47 F Sudden severe headache followed by severe joint pain (elbows, knees, neck and back) and axillary and left arm lymphedema and left breast swelling.

927009 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 46 F Hives on January 31st, took Benadryl.  Hives from trunk, leg, and arms.  Low grade fever (100) Fatigue entire time.  On 1/5/21 arm was fine, on 1/7/21, approx. 3" welt at the injection site (Right Deltoid). Fever continues.

927010 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Fever, chills, headache, dry cough, left calf pain, tremor in left thumb

927011 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AL 68.0 68 M myalgias, malaise

927012 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 ME 60.0 60 F On day 8 following vaccine, I noticed that the site of injection was red and raised.  It had not been up t then.  Red, raised area was about 2" x 3".  No pain, no other symptoms.  I massaged area in  a hot shower.  Also, had a headache in the middle of the night same date that was 5/10 pain and required 2 extra strength Tylenol-not normal for me.  I called my PCP.  She offered to see me, but did not require it. I chose not to be seen; I just wanted to make sure I wasn't overlooking something.

927013 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 ID 30.0 30 F The vaccinator reported:  He administered the vaccine to the patient and as he withdrew the needle from patient's arm, there appeared to be liquid "running down" the patient's arm  the vaccinator believed was vaccine.  The patient reported this is very normal for her and confirmed this happens every time she receives a vaccination.  Clinic staff were unsure if immediate re-does was appropriate.  Staff did not immediately re-dose and contacted Moderna via phone for further instruction/recommendation.  Initial Moderna representative indicated he would be unable to answer question regarding re-dose, and stated he would advance the question/situation to company patient safety division.  Representative did explain it would most likely be some time before patient safety division returned contact.  As of the time of this report, staff still has not heard back yet from Moderna.  Staff explained the situation to the patient, advised her to monitor for any adverse reactions, and recommended contacting her PCP and staff is things worsened.  Decision was made to maintain the patient's schedule for her 2nd dose until Moderna contacts staff to advise them of any other best next steps.  Staff follow up with patient several times via phone call to inquire about any adverse reactions.  The patient describes redness/soreness/warm to the touch at injection site, however states this is also normal following any vaccination administration.  The patient did confirm she will follow up with her PCP after staff's last check-in phone call.

927014 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 AK 72.0 72 F extremely stiff neck for 4 days; itching on back and shoulder area for 2-3 days, swelling of the eyes for 2-3 days; itchy rash on medial aspect of vaccinated arm for 2-3 days

927015 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MO 62.0 62 F Size of a quarter, red, warm to touch right below the inj site.

927016 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 33.0 33 F Injection site redness

927017 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 45.0 45 M Slight headache within 20 minutes of vaccine. Very sore arm pain radiating from injection site for 2days plus.

927018 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 45.0 45 F Patient had a headache that did not prevent her from returning to work.

927019 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 DC 46.0 46 M Headache

927020 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 63.0 63 M Injection site soreness that was worse over night Headache this morning that would not go away. Has been taking Ibuprofen and Tylenol and just now Tramadol in repeated doses for relief. Fatigue

927021 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 PA 76.0 76 F Patient immediately became flushed and hot.  It lasted 5-10 minutes, returned to normal.

927022 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 63.0 63 F Patient complained of dizziness, was moved into a different room. Vital signs taken by on-site doctor. Cold compress provided. Pretzel and water given patient had not eaten today. At 10:10 reported feeling better. Patient left site with husband that was already at site.

927023 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MN 36.0 36 M On/Off Head Cold On/Off Hot/Cold Chills One Hour of the Runny Defecation.  Loss of Apatite General Feeling of being Unwell

927024 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 UT 44.0 44 F At day 8 post vaccine I have redness, itching and warm skin at the injection site.

927025 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 36.0 36 F Patient began to feel itchy around scalp and neck.  Patient never continued to throat or tongue issues but was given 25mg of Benadryl for prevention.  She returned to work within 30 minutes with no continuation of symptoms.

927026 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Nausea Chills Fever Body aches Severe Headache Low back pain Symptoms lasted 48 hours Treated the symptoms and stayed in bed

927027 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F Shortly after the patient was administered a first dose of Covid-19 vaccine at around 3:05 pm on 1/07/21, the patient experienced troubled breathing, chest tightness and wheezing for several minutes.  The patient described her condition as, "my throat feels like it is closing up."  An epipen was given at 3:12 pm and the patient reported improvements at 3:16 pm (four minutes after the epipen was given).  Emergency services was called and reported to the scene at 3:12 pm where they noted the patients improved condition, after the epipen was administered.

927028 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NM 36.0 36 F Dizziness/woozy feeling almost immediately.  Over the subsequent hour, she reported tingling in her face and side of her mouth.  She had mild tachycardia around 99 bpm, BP of 132/88, respiration of 18, and O2 sat of 96  She also reported slight difficulty swallowing.  No hives, rash, or any obvious facial swelling.  She received 50 mg IM diphenhydramine about 45 minutes after she was vaccinated.  Her tachycardia improved after the injection.  She was sent to the local ER for observation and went home three hours later without additional incident.  She slept through the night and is reportedly more or less back to normal today.

927029 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 PA 44.0 44 F Arm pain   - day 2 through 4 Lymphadenopathy left neck - day 5 and contiues Shoulder Ache - day 5 and continues

927030 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 IL 26.0 26 M Redness and harden area to injection site,

927031 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 UT 23.0 23 F Skin itching, dizziness, nausea and lump in throat.  Not anaphylactic reaction.  Rest, Benadryl and claritin OTC and she was back to normal after 1 hour and monitored another hour before leaving.

927032 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 KY 62.0 62 F Fever 104.8 for 24 hours  Bone pain for 24 hours Dizziness  Injection site pain continues

927033 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OR 46.0 46 F Had vaccine and felt ill for the rest of the day.  Woke up on 12/31 and had a fever and felt achy. On 1/1/21, had hives on arms, legs, and trunk.  Took benedryl and by 1/3/2021, the hives subsided.  Continued to have a low grade fever of (100) and still felt achy.  On 1/5/2021, arm felt fine, but still had a fever.  Work up on 1/7 and now has a red welt at the injection site that is hot to touch and is about 3 inches in diameter.

927034 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 58.0 58 M Woke up at midnight with severe body aches, headache, stomach ache, diarhea,

927035 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NV 35.0 35 F 1 week post vaccination I received a routine allergy immunotherapy injection. Just prior to the immunotherapy vaccination site was noted to have hardened area(less than 1in). 30 minutes post immunotherapy vaccination site was noted to be swollen, hardened area was larger(2inches), hot to the touch. For the rest of the evening I was fatigued and had a headache.

927036 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 KS 34.0 34 M Body aches overnight then a spell of dizziness, nausea and almost fainting and sweating profusely around 9:30am the following day. Continued body aches and headache for remainder of the day.

927038 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IL 51.0 51 F Body aches and fever

927039 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 24.0 24 F Patient complained of dizziness and fatigue during 20 minute post injection monitoring period. She had elevated BP 183/90 and HR 102. Paramedics were called and she was transferred to the hospital for further evaluation.

927040 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 TX 23.0 23 F On day of injection: axillary tenderness, resolved. 1 week after injection (1/7/21): redness, swelling, and warmth over site of injection, ongoing

927041 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 PA 27.0 27 M Fever as high as 101.6, body aches, severe pain at injection site, convulsions/chills, nausea, cough, migraine

927042 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 UT 23.0 23 F 10 minutes after receiving vaccine she began to feel itchy, dizzy and nauseas.  She also had a lump in her throat but did not have respiratory distress. She was placed in supine position and monitored.  She was given oral benadryl and Claritin and by 45-1 hr was feeling better. By 2 hours she was feeling normal and allowed to leave

927043 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 55.0 55 F Received the Moderna COVID-19  vaccine EUA on 12/27/2020, the next day my arm was sore and red.  Had minor muscle aches of my shoulders and neck.  This went away by the second day.  No more symptoms until the 8th day after injection (1/4/2021).  Woke up in the morning with injection site swelling, itching, redness, arm pain, and minor sore throat which lasted 24-48 hours.  No treatment was needed.

927044 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 52.0 52 F Got a slightly raised, itchy patch in area of injection site. Felt like a mosquito bite. Area was slightly hard to the touch. No pain.

927045 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 WA 61.0 61 F 1/4 2pm stuffy sinuses/slight nausea, injection site hard, increased warmth, sore. 8pm - feeling very cold, intense chills and shaking by 10pm, temp 99.8, 100.4 @  midnight. Started dosing with 1000mg Tylenol q 6hours ATC. 1/5 6am - temp 102.8, cont with Tylenol. Temp never below 100.8 all day, slept a lot. Noted white circle around injection site, redness extending down deltoid, edema and firmness. 6 pm - temp at 102.3, by 9 pm finally feeling temp ?break? (started perspiring). 11 pm - temp at 99.9.  1/6 7 am temp at 100.6, injection site/arm still red but not as painful and is itchy now. 1 pm - temp at 98.9. Stopped taking Tylenol. 11 pm - temp 100.3. 1/7 8 am - temp 98.4 and have remained afebrile. L arm with decreased soreness, still red and itchy.

927046 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 MO 61.0 61 F Injection was given to me on 12/29/20.  On 1/6/21, I noticed a small red area, under the bruise from where the injection had been given. It was about 2 inches by 3 inches in size.  On 1/7/21, the area has increased in size - it's about doubled in size. No itching.  It's soft.  It is warm, but not hot.

927047 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 TX 30.0 F Patient reported felt injection site was red, hard, painful and itchy 8 days after injection. She was seen by her provider and he ordered her antibiotic Augmenten which she has not yet picked up from pharmacy.

927048 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 HI 31.0 31 F 12-13 hours post injection experienced low grade fever (100 degrees) chills and body aches

927049 12/01/2020 01/07/2021 MD 37.0 37 F Redness, swelling, welt, and warm to touch about 1 inch radius from injection site, more swelling located medial to injection site. It went down after about 3 days, and then on 1/7/21, I woke up with pain at the injection area and redness again. Around 3:30/4pm that same day, my arm had even more redness and swelling than the day after the shot and was hot to touch.

927050 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 24.0 24 F 12 hours of chills, headache

927051 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 IN 46.0 46 F Swollen knot about the size is a silver dollar at the injection site that lasted 3 days

927053 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 HI 31.0 31 F Fever to 102.7F  Rigors Nausea Myalgia   All began morning after second vaccine and worsened throughout day

927054 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Eight days after the vaccine, I experienced a rash and swelling at the site.

927055 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CA 73.0 73 F Itchy, bump, red, got bigger swollen, hard. Arm pain. Was given doxycycline.

927056 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AR 87.0 87 F Malaise, diarrhea, nausea

927057 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OH 28.0 28 F December 30- received shot: soreness in arm. December 31- Nightmares, suicidal thoughts,  hearing voices,  January 1- unable to stay awake slept entire day/night  January 2- dizzy, nausea and vomiting, diarrhea, body aches, muscle spasms. 24 hours  January 3- Weak and sore,  I went to rapid care on the 2nd, they did a rapid covid test -negative, stated that it was possibility from the shot.  I then received 1000 ml of fluid iv and 4mg Zofran IV push.

927058 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 WI 56.0 56 F Globus sensation in throat, was better the next day and gone  on the day after

927059 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Sore arm for about 24 hours

927060 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CT 57.0 57 M Fever 100.8, headache, chills, injection site pain, body aches

927061 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Patient C/O burning in the ear. systolic BP ranging between 176 and 200; Diastolic BP ranging between 100 and  118. Paulse ranging between 79 and 81.

927062 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 49.0 49 M pain at injection site, low grade fever 99.8, headache, chills, joint pan, fatigue/exhaustion all started about 24 hours after receiving vaccine, took Tylenol. felt better next day, still soreness at injection site but other symptoms improved.

927063 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CA 60.0 60 F Measured today 6cmX6cm swelling, redness, warm at injection site, reports itchy woke up with the follow day 12/29/20. Called clinic due to concern it has been a week and site still irritated. Recommended cold pack to arm will follow up on Monday 1/11/21. No other complaints.

927064 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Onset of chills at around 10pm (normal temperature). Early morning around 4am on 1/3/2021 I was woken up by severe arm pain (arm injected) and generalized body aches. Around 7am 1/3/2021 my temp was 99.7. Around 10am my temp rose to 100 and all morning I had chills. Chills and fever subsided after Tylenol but then I started having chills again around 3pm with my temp raising once again to 99.8. The whole day I also had a headache, generalized body aches, looked flushed, had moderate arm pain on arm injected. When I woke up on 1/4/21 all symptoms were gone.

927065 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 MS 39.0 37 F woke up with fever and sore throat on 22nd; went to job and got tested and tested positive; on the 23rd developed right upper lobe pneumonia; on 27th was hospitalized with three lobe pneumonia; On 22nd received got zpack - azithromycin and sudafed; received at hospital doxicycleln IV ; ivermectin and went home with them, as well. HospitalY

927066 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 IA 56.0 56 F Started with muscle aches and weakness  in the right arm on Jan 7th,  this afternoon I have a red lacy rash all down my arm a little itchy.  Headache and lips tingle .

927068 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 FL 46.0 46 F Within 5 minutes had pulse 160 and bp 180/100;  five minutes after receiving the Moderna vaccine. The reaction lasted about 15 minutes and resolve without any medication or intervention.  Reports she ?felt like garbage ?the rest of the day.  Local medics are saying that this was an anaphylactic reaction and are refusing to offer the second  vaccine dose .  Patient states she felt more like an ?adrenaline dump? or maybe an ?infusion reaction?

927069 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 UT 19.0 19 F Clammy, dizzy, nauseas, left arm pain and numb throat.  She was monitored on exam table and she rested and was given Benadryl and Claritin and started to feel better by 45-60 minutes.  By 2 hours she was completely normal and cleared to leave.

927070 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 OR 27.0 27 F Pt c/o hot flush and racing heart rate, BP was 132/78, P 86, R 18.  Pt denied SOB, throat tightness, swelling of lips or tongue, nausea.  HR was regular but became irregular after a few minutes.  Pt transported to emergency room for treatment.

927071 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 IL 40.0 40 F On Monday January 4th I received my Covid-19 vaccine at work, at 410pm. That evening went uneventful. The following day, Tuesday January 5th I woke up with a sore right arm and a slight headache. The headache increased in intensity throughout the day, developing also body aches and a fever of 100.4. The symptoms seemed to improve slightly after taking Tylenol.  The next day, Wednesday January 6th I felt much better, the body aches were almost gone, I had no fever and no headache. When I got home from work I noticed hives all over my arms, anterior and posterior neck - going into the hairline, face, especially around my mouth, chest, abdomen, upper and lower back. The affected areas were itchy and I also felt a slight burning/stinging sensation on my neck. Even though I did not notice any hives on my legs, my right ankle was itchy, as well. I took Claritin 10 mg and I did not notice much difference. When I woke up today, Wednesday January 7th the hives were still present on my arms, chest, abdomen and back and they looked like dissipating.  It is currently 6:12 pm on January 7th and my hives are almost gone

927072 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CT 27.0 27 F Delayed raised, red inflamed hive at injection site about 2 inches in diameter. Developed 8 days following injection.

927073 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 31.0 31 F Significant arm pain at site of injection starting at 5pm. Then developed vague aching throughout lower back, shoulder, and hips. Progressed to shooting pains (mild) into both legs and down both arms into fingers and toes. muscle aches and pains persisted until 4pm on 1/7. Also developed inflamed lymph node under left arm pit.

927075 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 22.0 22 F received 2nd dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine @ 1355.  At approximately 1630 began to feel heart racing and lightheaded.  Hear rate in 130's without exertion.   Patient walked over to the ED, heart rate when up to 170's and patient was treated in ED and discharged at approx. 2200.
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927076 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MA 26.0 26 M At 4:00pm the patient became anxious immediately after receiving the COVID-19 Moderna vaccine and after a minute of being observed he complained of sweats, feeling feverish, light headedness, muffled hearing. seeing spots and sudden urge to urinate.  Blood pressure was 132/80 at time of event.  Immediately he was given Gatorade and water and visibly became less diaphoretic and anxious after five minutes.  By 4:20 pm the patient stated he was feeling "back to normal" and was assessed by a physician and was released after 30 minute of observation.

927077 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Fever, headache, sore arm

927078 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 WA 34.0 34 F Fever, chills, tiredness, swollen lymph node (under armpit), upset stomach. This all occured after 10pm the day of the shot

927079 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IL 28.0 28 F She does note that she received the 1st dose of the Moderna vaccine earlier at about 0830 on 1/7. Patient reports that approximately 1-2 hours PTA in the ED, she began experiencing pain in her right wrist that has progressively worsened.  She denies injury to the area and was not doing anything in particular when the pain 1st began.  She states that she has not been sleeping any differently than usual.  She denies a history of wrist pain or injury.  She has not yet taken anything for the pain, but reports that is severe and present on the thumb side of her right hand over the pad and on the wrist.  She does also have numbness in the right hand on both sides of the thumb and on the pointer finger as well as the area between the 2 digits on her hand.  She states that she has a slight tingling sensation in her other fingers, but it is not numb.  She states that she has trouble moving at her wrist and her thumb and pointer finger, but thinks it is because she is having so much wrist pain.    She has not been experiencing any other symptoms. Patient also had 2 episodes of emesis in the ED. She was mildly tachycardic and had numbness to light touch and pinprick over the index finger and thumb on her right hand; also had weakness on flexion/extension at the wrist and index finger/thumb. She was ultimately given some IVF, diphenhydramine, methylprednisolone, famotidine, ketorolac, and fentanyl.

927080 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MA 26.0 26 F The injection site is bright red, swollen, hot to the touch, itchy, and feels hard. There is some pain in the area and it hurts to lift my arm, and underneath in the armpit region.  This is the first day this has happened since getting the injection.

927081 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CA 49.0 49 F 9 x 5 cm area of raised redness and pain left arm starting on on day 8

927082 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OH 39.0 40 F Fever 101.1, headache, muscle soreness for 3 days

927083 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 FL 43.0 43 F I received my first vaccine dose (Modern) on Monday 12/28/20, and by Saturday morning 1/2/21 I woke with severe axillary lymph node swelling and soreness on the same side as the vaccine injection ( they were swollen to about softball size).  The injection site was also very red, raised, itchy, and hot to the touch.  By Monday morning 1/4/21, nothing had changed taking ibuprofen and I consulted with a female GI doctor I work for.  She recommended that I see me PCP.  I was able to get in that same morning to the PA, and she called the Dr for further consultation after examining me.  He advised not getting the second dose of the vaccine and prescribed mthyprednisolone (medrol) 6 day pack.

927084 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 OH 27.0 27 F Adverse reaction 7 days after vaccine: 1" diameter hard lump at vaccine injection site, no itching, slight warmth to touch after I massaged shoulder. No adverse reactions up to this point beyond slight tenderness at injection site for the 24 hours after injection.

927086 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 16.0 16 F Moderna vaccine given to patient under the age of 18.

927087 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 MI 52.0 52 F 12/22 vaccination. Felt fine.  Arm sore 12 hours 12/26 - sudden sharp pain in chest, palpitations. HR irregular. waiting 15 min. Went to the ER.  Frequent PVCs; occasionally over the years. Discharged home.  Not sure if related to vaccine as under a lot of stress.

927088 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 ID 55.0 55 F within 10 minutes of receiving vaccine pt complained of itchiness on and around injection site, no swelling or redness so we gave Benadryl 25mg and pt was fine afterwards. monitored after for 30 minutes with no issues

927089 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OR 28.0 28 M 01/06/2020  Patient complained of dizziness 45 minutes after vaccination, resolved in 15 minutes 01/07/2020  Patient complained of Headache, dizziness, nausea onset at 0400.

927090 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CO 29.0 29 F Next morning, I woke up with severe positional headache (headache with standing or sitting up, resolved completely with ibuprofen and tylenol within 20 minutes). The next morning I also had a sore left deltoid, and soreness extending into my left chest and shoulder, which diminished throughout the day after ibuprofen and tylenol. I also had a left swollen armpit, which I interpreted as swollen lymph nodes. My left armpit was sore and was visibly swollen compared to the right. The left lymph node is still visibly swollen as I report this (approximatley 36 hours after vaccine administration), and is sore but less sore than initially.   Of note, when I received the first vaccine in this series, my left deltoid was more sore than with the second administration, but soreness was limited to the deltoid and resolved within 3 days.

927091 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Rash over my back /neck/torso . Fever /body aches /left lower abdominal pain and cramping /diarrhea /lower back pain /headache

927092 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TN 34.0 34 F Next morning after shot. Red, hot to touch, arm soreness, fatigue. Next morning arm burning, swollen, itchy. Temp 99.8.

927093 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 FL 51.0 51 F CELLULITIS  OF THE LEFT ARM, REDNESS, AND WARMTH PT TOOK IBUPROFEN AND USED ICE PACK

927094 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 UT 75.0 75 F Much itching and rash on upper and lower back

927095 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 FL 64.0 64 M 2 weeks post-vaccination acute onset of headache, body aches, abdominal pain, and severe chills

927096 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MA 60.0 60 M Day 2 (12/29/20): Fever (<100 degrees), Mild muscle aches, Fatigue Day 3 (12/30/20): Fatigue, Muscle aches Day 4 (12/31/20): Alternating chills and profuse sweating starting at 8am, Full body flushing, Grand Mal Seizure at 4:30pm Y 5

927097 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 41 F Arm soreness and weekends 20-48hrs after vaccine. Fatigue 24 hrs after vaccine. Prolonged migraine 3-5 days after vaccine.

927098 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IL 55.0 55 F Patient complained of palpitations 30 minutes after receiving the COVID19 vaccine. She had this same reaction after the first dose. She felt her heart racing and throat closing with chest pain.  She received diphenhydramine 25 mg IV, famotidine 20 mg IV, and methylprednisolone 80 mg IV.

927099 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 47 F Large localized reaction at injection site. Pain, swelling, redness, lumps under the skin and intense itching lasting for just over 1 week and unresolved but slowly improving. Initial reaction was approximately 10 cm in diameter and lasted for 5 days. Current reaction is approximately 5 cm but itching is worsening.

927100 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 47.0 47 F About 10 minutes after Covid vaccination was given patient experienced itching up and down left arm (which was the arm the injection was given in).  Patient describes itching as mild.  Vitals 1820: BP:129/94 P:83 SaO2: 99% Itching still present but has not worsened or moved to more areas of body. Vitals 1830: BP: 132/88 P: 85 SaO2: 99 Patient states itching has lessened somewhat.  Patient denies the need for further care or medication. Patient was able to stand/walk without dizziness and had no other symptoms or complications. After her 30 minute wait time was complete patient left.

927101 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MA 32.0 32 M Received my vaccine on Wednesday 12/30/20. The following Tuesday 1/5/21, I woke up with uncomfortable swollen Axillary lymph nodes. Thursday evening (1/7/21) I noticed redness and slight swelling at the injection site. Swollen nodes continue.

927102 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 FL 37.0 37 F 2 to 3 inch raised fevered circular whelp stated 7 days after injection. Took Zyrtec and Chlorphenamine and put a cold compress on site.

927103 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 WA 41.0 41 F Vomiting, diaphoresis

927104 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 UT 35.0 35 F Severe headache, muscle weakness, tingling sensation on left side, dizzy, feeling itchy but no rash, red and hot cheeks come and go, from day 1 until Day 8.  Today new swelling, itchy, redness and hard lump at injection site.

927105 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CA 59.0 59 F Fever that went away with tylenol.

927106 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 TN 40.0 40 F 9:02am rec'd vaccine  approx 9:10am - severe itching that started on the left side and crossed over to the right side and included small hives on my chest 9:38am, I took 2 - 25 mg benadryl tablets advised by the nurse at the testing center approx 10am, the itching was worsening and was advised to take another 25mg benadryl approx 10:10am was feeling relief and left the vaccine distribution site 10:45 am arrived home and and slept for the rest of the day experienced arm soreness for 4 days post vaccine

927107 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Red, swollen, itchy injection site beginning 7 days after injection. Redness continued through day 9 after injection.

927108 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 46.0 46 F 12 hours after vaccine I felt chills, headache, fever, dizziness, weakness, pain and swelling to injection site, body aches, lymph node swelling. 36 hours after, still have piercing headache, fever, body aches, lymph node swelling, weakness, on and off chills and dizziness.

927110 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Approximately 10 minutes after vaccination developed increased heart rate, dizziness, and shakiness.

927111 12/19/2020 01/07/2021 IL 30.0 30 M The vaccination was administered on Saturday evening, December 19th, 2020. The next morning around 10 am I began to feel nauseous and light-headed. That feeling waxed and waned all day and improved in the evening. The next morning on Monday, December 21st I was 10/10 nauseous and near vomiting. I went to work but had to leave because of nausea. Ultimately I vomited upon returning home and was nauseous with abdominal pain and achy all day. The next morning on Tuesday, December 22 nausea continued but with a rating of around 6/10. Then came the intense headache, body aches, and fatigue. This continued into the next day  (Wednesday, December 23) prompting me to get COVID tested and take off of work on Thursday, December 24th. Nausea improved (5/10)  on December 24th but fatigue, abdominal pain,  and body aches did not. December 25-27 were slow improvements with nausea, abdominal pain, and fatigue but were limiting activities of daily living. By Monday, December 28th most symptoms had cleared.

927112 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 GA 49.0 49 F @12:45pm Pt c/o slight dizziness w/nausea, blurred vision after 5 minutes and diaphoretic, obtained v/s (stable) assisted laying down on stretcher. Bottle water offered and took several sips.    @12:54pm Dr arrived for provisder Assessment and noted stable just continue monitoring. Waiting for longer observation for 20 more minutes. Pt states,"I feel a lot better."   Pt taking Ceftriaxone currently and finished prednisone x2 days after a course of several days.   Pt advise to call if s/sx return or get worse.   Allergies updated and Covid-19 vaccine added, suggested "not recommended for 2nd dose" and 2nd dose appt canceled.

927113 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 57.0 57 F at 4:08 pm, 10 minutes after receiving vaccine pt reports feeling dizzy and has bilateral rash on arms. pt was evaluated by EMS. BP 124/80, P 82, O2 Sat 100%. pt reports feeling better and declined EMS transport to hospital and left AMA 4:26

927114 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OR 20.0 20 F 01/06/2021 Patient complains of sore throat onset 2030 01/07/2021 Patient continues to have sore throat, temperature 100.1 at 1300 with headache and body aches. Pt also found out she had direct exposure to COVID on 01/04/2021

927116 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 WI 59.0 59 F Patient reported headache-like symptoms with pressure, tightness and extreme fatigue. Patient also reported worsening tinnitus which started 12/22/2020, prior to the vaccine administration date.

927117 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 63 F Patient describes a red, itchy rash at the injection site in a 3" diameter. She also reports nausea and a headache for 2 days. The rash was warm to the touch

927118 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 ID 36.0 36 M Hives on torso and upper extremities

927119 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 45.0 45 F When patient initially received the vaccination, she complained of mild dizziness. She went home after monitoring and returned to work the PM shift rested. Approximately 45 minutes into the shift, she c/o dizziness. She had elevated BP 209/102 and HR 108 and at one point had a syncopal episode. Emergency services was called and she was transferred to the hospital for further evaluation.

927120 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AS 48.0 48 F Itching on arm in area of injection site, reports feeling weird, eyes are reddened and itchy.  Patient reports feeling short of breath but no noted drop in oxygen saturation.  Oral diphenhydramine 50mg administered.

927121 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NY 61.0 61 F Pt stated that she was feeling a tickle in her throat 10 minutes after administration of the vaccine. Pt stated that her throat is dry and feels a sensation to cough. Pt stated that started feeling swelling of the tongue 30 minutes after administration of the vaccine. Pt was given water and says that it helped relieve itching. Pt was given benadryl 25mg IM and is being monitored. Charge nurse is taking over monitoring  and care of patient.

927122 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 PA 49.0 49 F Patient reported weakness and pain in neck and back

927124 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NM 46.0 46 F Patient received IMZ on 12/30/20.  One 1/7/21 at approximately 2:00pm she developed 2 raised areas on her arm with a valley between. There was also pain in the arm at that area.

927125 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 GA 50.0 50 F patient had Covid 19 vaccine from Pfizer with lot #EJ1686 with expiration date 3/2021 on 1/7/2021 and after 45 minutes, she came back and stated she has chest tightness, lip swelling, chest congestion,  shortness of breath, asthma-like symptoms with mucus type in her chest. her BP at that time was 184/109. She was given 1 EpiPen and 2 Benadryl 25mg tablets.

927126 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 WV 39.0 39 F Fever  High heart rate Chills

927127 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 WA 33.0 33 F Felt my arm was about to fall it was sever pain I couldn't touch it or do anything with it  I also had lower back ache.

927128 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 PA 32.0 32 F Tingling in left arm about 30 minutes after administration, followed by numbnes in the pinky and ring fingers for approximately 12 hours. Moderate left arm pain for approximately 48 hours.

927129 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OH 49.0 49 F About an hour after the injection I had pain and burning going down my left side and in the left side of my chest that lasted about 45 min. I was fine for the next 12 hr. Around midnight I started with chills, joint pain body aches and a headache. I woke up around 2 am with a fever.  All day on the 6th I felt horrible with body aches, joint pain and a severe headache. Around 10 pm on the 6th I started again with chills fever chest pain SOB Cough and vomiting (3 episodes throughout the night.) My lungs currently feel like they are on fire and I continue to have chest tightness, joint pain Severe headache and a cough.  I am approximately 56 hr post second vaccination. I had no problems with the first vaccination

927131 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 44.0 44 F The employee kind of tasted the vaccine then had tingling sensation on the sides of her tongue. After several minutes, her sides of tongue was numb. After 4 hours, she felt fine but had that tingling sensation on the side of her tongue still

927132 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Unrelated to vaccine. Related to method of injection. Pt stated she felt ?like a nerve in my arm had been hit?. Medics assessed her further and she AMA?d from their care.

927133 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MN 55.0 55 F fever feeling of unwell fatigue

927134 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 VA 30.0 30 M fever, soreness in arms and legs,  headache, fatigue,   began last night around midnight (january 7)

927135 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Patient had her first dose of Pfizer covid 19 vaccine.  She was observed for 30 minutes, 15 minutes longer than normal as a precaution, due to her allergies.  Patient continued to moniter her oxygenation saturation and did not report a drop in oxygen saturation, however, she reported a funny feeling in her throat, difficulty swallowing and shortness of breath.  She was escorted to the emergency department via wheelchair for further observation and treatment.

927136 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 PA 39.0 39 F Nausea and vomiting within 30-45 minutes Fatigue and sore muscles the following day

927137 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 48.0 48 F Within 2 - 3 minutes of receiving the vaccine in my left deltoid muscle, the upper half of my left middle finger felt numb, had tingling and felt very cold. There was significant color change: it turned white and my pulse oxygen level could not be measured in that finger. It took approximately 25-30 minutes to go back to normal. I?ve never had any type of reaction to a vaccine or injectable medication in the past.   No  treatment was necessary and no additional symptoms  have been noted this evening / 6 hours later.

927138 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Pain in arm for 24 hours  Have redness at injection site  Itch at injection site

927139 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 RI 48.0 48 F 1633 - patient c/o dizziness and tingling to lips. 1641 - BP 167/63, pulse 80, anxious, Benadryl 25 mg PO administered. Requested water, 2 bottles given. 1643 - BP - 142/91, pulse 75. RN continue to monitor. 1700 - States feels much better.  No further complaints voiced, continue to closely monitor. 1707 - Discharged to home in stable condition.

927141 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 GA 50.0 50 F PATIENT COMPLAINED OF LIGHTHEADEDNESS, VOMITING X2, GAGGING, DROWSY, UNSTABLE, TACHYCARDIC HR 110, BP 142/91

927142 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PA 57.0 57 F Patient reported pain and weakness

927143 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Day 1 (1-5-21): sore arm bruise Day 2 (1-6-21): more severe sore arm and bruise Day 3 (1-7-21): sore arm that's getting better. Red, inflamed, hot to touch at injection site. 1in x 2in in size.

927144 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 CA 53.0 53 F lump (undulation), itchy, red at vaccine site - 2 days later it is less of a lump, not itchy or red - no other symptoms

927145 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CT 38.0 38 F LOCALIZED WELL DEMARCATED REACTION DEVELOPED 8 DAYS AFTER VACCINATION AT SITE ON LEFT ARM. PRURITIC INITIALLY BUT NOW DISCOMFORT WITH LOCALIZED ADENOPATHY AND FATIGUE

927146 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 CT 72.0 72 M I awoke at 3 AM with shaking chill and muscle aches of moderate intensity (5 on a scale of 1 to 10).  I took 400 mg of ibuprofen and symptoms subsided substantially in 30 minutes.  Much milder symptoms persisted for 24 more hours and then almost completely resolved.

927147 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MI 63.0 63 F I had a positive Covid 11/11/20. My main symptom was loose stools x 3 weeks

927148 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 OR 36.0 36 F Within 5 minutes after Moderna dose 1 vaccine patient developed tingling around the lips and tongue.   Patient has a history of anaphylaxis to Latex, and ceftriaxone.  HR 86 and regular, BP 130/80, O2 96% on room air with mask on.  After further evaluation patient c/o feeling winded like " I just finished a walk pushing the stroller." Lungs and throat sound clear.  Discussed with patient the pros and cons of administering benadryl and or epi and that would require a visit to the ED for further evaluation. Patient concerned about how the drugs will affect her breast feeding.  Through our conversation, the tingling of the lips and tongue has increased, patient is stable, decision made to wheel patient to the ED for evaluation.

927149 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 PA 64.0 64 F Localized reaction, hot, hard, raised, reddened area (approximately 2" in diameter) at injection site.  Slightly painful and itchy.  Did not occur until 8 days post injection.  No treatment required.

927150 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NM 40.0 40 F Bilateral muscle cramps/ spasm quadriceps. Deep,  severe left hip pain.

927151 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 MN 49.0 49 F Metallic taste in mouth started about 5 minutes after injection.  lasted approximately for 1 hour

927153 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 61.0 61 F Patient describes headache and dizziness, also fatigue.

927154 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 27.0 26 M Tingling in arm and head fogginess approx 10 min post vaccination. Assessed by paramedics and refused transport AMA.

927155 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 HI 34.0 34 F Patient reported an "itchy throat" described as a "mild reaction".   Remained under observation for additional time, no intervention or additional treatment provided.

927156 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MA 26.0 26 F Nausea, chills, low grade fever, headache, lethargy, right arm soreness. I woke up around 5am and noticed these symptoms.

927157 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MA 47.0 47 F Nausea/vomiting, stomach pains, headache, fever, chills, body aches

927158 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NC 76.0 76 F Developed a severe headache within 2-3 hours of receiving vaccine. Took 2 Tylenol. Headache abated but did not resolve. Within the next 2-3 hours felt tingling in my left upper lip. It grew worse and headache worsened. Lip felt like it was swelling but no change was seen. Then left side of face began to ache. Took 2 more Tylenol. Texted my primary care physician who recommended Benadryl in case it was an allergic reaction. Took Benadryl about 4:30 or 5:00.  Left work and went home. Had severe headache. Took my blood pressure. It was 185/68. Had some old Propanolol 10 mg from 2 years earlier and took one and a Prednisone 10mg. By 9:00 pm still felt bad with facial pain and tingling. BP decreased to 148/89. Took another Benadryl and went to bed. Face ant lip better in the morning. Arm sore for 2 days. Developed body and joint aches for the past 2-3 days. Slowly resolving.

927159 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 PA 56.0 56 F Patient reported fever and body aches for 8 hours

927161 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 VA 33.0 33 F localized reaction red bump. hot to touch. not painful

927162 12/15/2020 01/07/2021 TX 54.0 54 M Patient developed dyspnea on exertion noted 7 days after his vaccine; Note that he had fully recovered from COVID infection  one month prior with cardio on bicycle without drop  off of performance metrics.   DOE was noticeable  on bike rides - almost had a syncopal  episode on a bike hill climb at post injection day 10; medrol dose pack started - symptoms resolved in one week. No sign of desaturation noted on pulse oximetry; patient elected NOT to pursue the second vaccination shot given the side effects.

927163 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 HI 34.0 34 F Patient reported tingling and numbness to one side of face and spreading down her neck.  Patient transferred to E.D. for observation.

927164 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 WA 57.0 57 F ON 12/31/2020 I  HAVE A HAD SLIGHT FEVER, HEADACHE , NAUSEA, BODY ACHES, CHILLS, HAND TREMORS,  DIZZY AND LIGHTHEADED  THAT LASTED FOR 3 DAYS.  SINCE THEN I HAVE  A BAD HEADACHE, FEELING NAUSEA AND  VERY LIGHT HEADED AT TIMES.

927165 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 WA 44.0 44 M 33 hours post vaccination: experienced heartburn, discomfort followed by urticaria on my neck, trunk, armpit, and back.  Took diphenhydramine.  Woke up with no itching by some swelling of left eyelid.  At 1500 1/7/21, some outbreak of urticaria on my back, underarm, neck, trunk area, and groin area.  Took lower dose of diphenhydramine.

927166 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 AZ 27.0 27 F Beginning January 2nd, 11 days after my covid vaccine I developed right sided back pain. Two days later I had an area of papules on my anterior thigh the size of a half dollar. The right sided back pain then began to radiate around to my hip and the rash began to be painful. My right thigh eventually began to tingle and and the pain increased in severity. On Jan 7th I presented to the acute care clinic at the Clinic and was diagnosed with shingles.

927167 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MA 16.0 16 F Entered observation @ 1935.  Mother stated to this nurse @ 1950, that daughter felt "light-headed".  Water was given.  @ 1954, patient started to gag.  Went to restroom.  @ 1958, she was walked with this nurse and others to "bed" that's located in vaccination clinic.  Mother explained to this nurse and others that her daughter shows s/s of these symptoms upon each vaccination.  Lightheadedness and nausea lasted for about 10-15 minutes.  Cold compress was applied to help relieve s/s from vaccine.  States she felt better around 2005.  Left observation @ 2005, showed no s/s of distress.

927168 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 OH 46.0 46 M About 24 hours after injection I developed severe side effects as a result. The side effects included; Fever (up to 103.0), body chills, SEVERE vertigo, weakness, back pain, abdominal pain (cramping), diarrhea and joint pain. The side effects took about 3 days to relieve with abdominal cramping and diarrhea lasting for about 1 week.

927169 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 UT 44.0 44 F Counting day of vaccination as Day 1. Only mild soreness. Day 2-small red welt on left deltoid surrounding injection site. This continued to grow, red rash expanding from injection site. Sore, itching. By day 5 had gone with only bruising, but still itchy. Yesterday was Day 8. Noticed soreness and red welt was back around injection site. Today day 9 redness continued to grow-itchy and sore. Called ask HR and they recommended calling medical provider. Diagnosed with cellulitis and given 7 day course of antibiotics, claritin to help with itching. Instructions to let vaccination site know.  Will complete antibotics 01/15/2021

927170 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 37.0 37 M A few minutes post-vaccination, the patient developed a splitting headache that radiated from the neck up over the head. He had pain down his arm and leg on the opposite side (as well as itching-arm only)the vaccine was administered in. Nausea developed and became worse as time passed. No injection site reaction or trouble breathing reported. Once patient reported that his muscles hurt and he hurt everywhere EMS was called. The patient was transported to Hospital and discharged prior to the end of the clinic with Tylenol and Tums.

927171 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 PA 54.0 54 F Patient reported feeling, tired achy fatigued and a fever of 100 degrees

927172 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 61.0 61 F cobid vaccine

927173 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 41.0 41 F 14 minutes post vaccination the  individual complained of dizziness and itching in her throat.  Vitals signs were obtained, including oxygen saturation,  the individual was assessed my a medical provider and orders were given to administer 50 mg of Diphenhydramine IM.  The individual was monitored for 30 additional minutes. After 30 minutes vitals were obtained,  the individual denied any symptoms. Individual was instructed to follow up with primary care provider.

927174 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Three minutes after receiving the first dose of the Pfizer\BioNTech COVID19 vaccine today (time 11:34 am), this vaccine study participant developed swelling of both cheeks and "was able to bite on both cheeks" as well as vague flushing of the cheeks.  She did not immediately report these symptoms but returned to the site of her injection (research study site) and reported the cheek swelling and facial flushing to our study nurse.  She denied  lip/tongue/airway swelling, difficulty breathing, nausea or vomiting, diarrhea, cough, wheezing, shortness of breath, rapid breathing, fever, headache, paresthesias, rapid heart rate, chest pain, or other symptoms at that time.  I am a sub-I for Pfizer\BioNTech vaccine study and authorized an immediate dose of Benadryl 50 mg orally which she received.  I examined her at 12:40 pm and she had a reassuring physical exam as follows:  Constitutional:      Appearance: Normal appearance; well-hydrated and alert; no retractions, tachypnea, nasal flaring, or audible wheezing/breath sounds.  No pallor. HEENT:     Head: Normocephalic and atraumatic.     Nose: Nose normal without visible discharge.    Mouth: Mucous membranes are moist.     Cheeks:  Minimal edema of both cheeks is present; no visible erythema on exam. Eyes:     Conjunctiva/sclera: Conjunctivae normal.     Pupils: Pupils are equally round and symmetric. Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Normal rate and regular rhythm, HR 80-90.    Pulses: Normal pulses in left wrist 2+/2+; warm hands. Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal; RR 12-14.    Breath sounds: Normal breath sounds.  Abdominal:     General: Abdomen is flat.  Neurological:     Mental Status: She is alert; speech and comprehension are normal. The patient still felt unusual by 2:00 pm and was referred to our Emergency Room for further evaluation.  In our ER, she had the following vital signs and exam findings: BP 140/87  | Pulse 73  | Temp 98.1 °F (36.7 °C)  | Resp 16  | SpO2 100%  Gen: well appearing, no apparent distress, speaking in full sentences, no dysphonia Head: normocephalic, atraumatic, no hematoma Eyes: pupils equal reactive to light, extraocular movements intact ENT: hearing grossly normal, oral mucosa moist without edema/angioedema Resp: speaking in full sentences, clear to auscultation bilaterally, no rubs/crackles/wheeze, normal effort Abd: normoactive bowel sounds, nontender nondistended, no rebound/guarding, no organomegaly, faint/resolving urticaria abd x2 Ext: no deformities, no joint swelling, no edema, faint patchy erythema bilateral upper arms Neuro: alert, nonfocal Psych: AAOX3, normal affect/mood   I walked to our emergency room and reexamined her, and the only new finding were some pink small nonraised popular lesions on her abdomen and proximal arms, but she had no urticaria.  Her lungs remained CTA and she was otherwise as before.  The emergency room only gave famotidine 20 mg to her and discharged her with an EpiPen to use at home (they specifically felt she did not need it in the ER), but gave her oral cetirizine 10 mg to take daily for the next few days.  I asked her how she felt upon discharge from the ER and she felt fine/normal.

927175 01/29/2020 01/07/2021 TX 79.0 79 F A week after vaccine was administered I have  redness, swelling and itching on vaccine site

927176 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Sore arm second day Right armpit and right front shoulder pain including clavicular area pain starting the fifth day Bump on right area started day 7 Day 8 large rash, itching near injection side Increase sweating from right armpit starting day 7

927177 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 TX 41.0 41 F 12/29/2020-around 5:00 pm-sore throat and headache for couple of hours; minor blurry vision.  Pain at injection site-hurt to raise arm to head 12/30/2020-little bit of nausea throughout day off and on-around 5:00 pm-fever (99.5), chills, headache, body aches, increased constant nausea.   Moderate pain at injection site, redness 12/31/2020-fever (99.5-100.4), chills, nausea, headache, body aches until about 4:00 pm.  Redness, swelling, moderate pain at injection site-(pain improved-able to move arm more than before), some minor itching off and on at injection site.   1/1/2021-Nausea, headache.    Redness, swelling, pain at injection site-(Pain improved), injection site hard and hot to touch.   Some minor itching off and on.   Receive steroid shot from urgent care and took Benadryl 1/2/2021-Redness, swelling improved.   Minor itching off and on.   Took Benadryl.  Had touch diarrhea. 1/3/2021-Swelling almost gone, redness almost gone.  Minor itching off and on.   Little nausea.  Took Benadryl 1/4/2021-Swelling and redness gone.   Minor itching once or twice-nausea briefly once.   Took Benadryl 1/5/2021-Itching off and on-minor

927178 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 34 M On the day of vaccination my arm was sore but at night i had a fever, chills, muscle aches and headache associated with insomnia. Symptoms started to get worse the next day of vaccination as I was hardly moving my left arm and i had to get off work early because i couldn't stand on my feet for a long time. finally on the third day symptoms started to improve.

927179 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 ND 30.0 30 F Moderna vaccine around 2 this afternoon Had initial reaction of flushing and tachycardia; nurse monitored her and symptoms went away about 15-20 minutes later. Around 5:15 pm this evening felt like "a flip switched" and suddenly felt flushing and itching, hives to chest, and became very lethargic.  EpiPen given at 5:50 and all symptoms resolved.

927180 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OR 30.0 30 F Soreness for 1-2 after injection. Splotchy rash at injection site on day 3.  Itching, hives, rash, and hot to the touch at the injection site and tender lymph nodes in the underarm area 7 days later.

927181 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Soreness for 1-2 after injection. Splotchy rash at injection site on day 3. Itching, hives, rash, and hot to the touch at the injection site and tender lymph nodes in the underarm area 7 days later.

927182 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MO 23.0 23 F Patient returned to clinic diaphoretic, nausea and vomiting per ED co-worker.

927183 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AZ 61.0 61 F cobid 19

927184 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 54.0 54 F Approximately 45 minutes later on my drive home my face on the left side started to feel numb. It started on my cheek and gradually ran up to right under my left eye and down to under my chin. It lasted for about an hour then gradually started to disappear.  I got a little nervous but checked all signs that I was not having a stroke..  I ate dinner and calmed down.  I also took a Tylenol 500 mg and drank a lot of water It?s gone now. It?s now 8:29 pm.  Just feeling tired now.

927185 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AK 34.0 34 F Rash, to upper torso, itching on bilateral upper extremities.

927186 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 26.0 26 F 12/23/20- mild arm soreness  12/24-12/25- (worse) very tender arm at injection site 12/24-12/25- extreme fatigue (literally no energy) 12/24- for a couple to several days- restless sleep/insomnia 12/24- (off an on for a few days) headache and runny nose  All symptoms resolved within a week. Only took Tylenol or ibuprofen for headache/arm soreness. Massaged arm to help soreness and applied a cold compress.

927187 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MN 21.0 21 F Fatigue since an hour after injection, muscle pain since an hour after injection, site soreness sense 30 min after injection, chills for 45 minutes starting an hour after injection, and nausea for 45 minutes starting an hour after injection

927188 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Fatigue, malaise, body aches, mild headache starting 12 hours after vaccination  Fever of 101.3 24 hours after vaccination

927190 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 HI 45.0 45 F Allergic reaction to vaccine, tingling to upper lip and face, red rash on bilateral forearms, started approximately 10 minutes after receiving vaccine. Reaction resolved with no treatment. Patient developed Bell?s Palsy 2-3 days after vaccine. Currently being treated with high dose steroids and acyclovir.

927191 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AR 59.0 59 M PT COMPLAINED OF HEADACHE, SHORTNESS OF BREATH, INCREASED HEART RATE AND CHEST PAIN. PT TOOK IBUPROFEN 400MG FOR HEADACHE. RESTED FOR ABOUT 30 MINUTES AND FELT BETTER. HAD A NURSE MONITOR HIM FOR ANOTHER 30 MINUTES.

927193 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 OR 38.0 38 F Pt developed slight red rash with heat and some tingling that went down to hand.

927194 12/31/2000 01/07/2021 MD 54.0 54 F Flushing of face shortly after injection - diminished after approximately 3 hours

927195 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 41 M Patient reports an episode of dizziness about 2 hours after receiving the Moderna vaccine, lasting a little over an hour. He reports now that the symptoms seem to be overall improved, it is now 4.5 hours after the vaccine injection. Symptoms improved with rest, hydration, a snack and also took Sudafed as he thought it might be ear congestion initially.. Denies weakness, changes in his breathing, new swelling, confusion.  Pt declined office visit appt. Agreed to go to ED/UC  for new/worse/return of symptoms.

927196 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NY 31.0 31 F Patient developed substernal chest pressure 5/10 Patient was given Benadryl 50 mg IM  Immediately  Continued observation Patient then developed nausea and continued chest pressure 5/10  Given  Dexamethasone 4 mg IM at 10:30  Continued observation Patient then developed some eyelid edema and upper lip fullness Patient given Epinephrine 0.3 mg IM at 10:43 am NO trouble breathing  NO tongue swelling No throat tightness

927197 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 PA 26.0 26 F left arm soreness - pain radiating down arm to thumb & pain with movement (immediately after vaccination)  unable to lift arm above chest height (4 hours after vaccination)  mild burning sensation in upper left arm (4 hours after vaccination)

927198 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AR 48.0 48 F Very sore arm 1st day. 2nd day sore arm and lymph nodes under left arm where I got injection  ,chills ,fever  ( on Wed 6th pm) fatigue

927199 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 22.0 22 F CG received the Moderna vaccine on 12/23/2020 at 1700 had mild arm pain for two days then was fine. On 12/28/2020 noticed the pain was back and I now have a medium sized lump in my armpit that was causing pain. On 12/31/2020 began to have a rash around the injection site that was increasing in size and limiting arm mobility. PCH EH sent CG to WorkMed and CG was given Rx for Keflex which was completed on 01/07/2021--CG stated symptoms are greatly improve.

927200 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Patient reported swelling, redness, itching, hot to touch above her left breast.  Patient took diphenhydramine

927203 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TX 37.0 37 M Patient complained of being lightheaded after immunization.  Patient checked out by EMS, began feeling better shortly thereafter.  Patient advised to call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room for any additional issues as needed.  Also advised to sign up for v-safe.  Patient left site stating he felt better.

927205 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AK 46.0 46 F Fatigue, extreme headache, mild fever

927206 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 GA 35.0 35 F 12 hours post vaccination woke up and barely could lift right arm, chills, body aches, headache, fever 99.8, extreme fatigue for about 18 hours.  Took 650 mg with 800 mg Motrin twice.  Symptoms resolved after 18 hours. Fatigue lasted for over 24 hours.

927207 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MN 45.0 45 F At approximately 8 hours post vaccine I began to have Sudden onset bilateral joint pain mostly in my elbows but knees and hips as well. Then my neck started really hurting. I got a headache. Nausea and powerful chills that made my whole body violently shake. My core temperature Dropped to below 96, high 95s. Over a period of two hours I have stabilized my body temperature, the shaking has stopped. However the headache and muscle aches persist. No respiratory symptoms have developed.  I feel as if I am recovering, over a period of about four hours.

927208 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 LA 61.0 61 F Fever 101.7 Chills, Body Aches,  Generalized Weakness, Head Ache, Diarrhea

927210 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NJ 46.0 46 M 1.) Redness, pain, and swelling of arm several inches *below* the needle-puncture site (starting within hours of injection) 2.) Transient tachycardia with heart rate to the 130s.  Lasted a few minutes.  Spontaneously resolved (occurred 31 hours after injection)

927212 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Immediate swelling of injection site; appeared to be flushed; stated she "didn't feel right"; complained of some tightness in her throat; she is a pharmacist as well and we discussed NOT immediately administering an EPI PEN.  She requested the liquid Benadryl option I suggested.  I administered 25mg liquid Benadryl and within 5 minutes she was feeling better.  I kept her for observation for 45 minutes and continued to monitor her all day.  She felt "dizziness/drowsiness" which was attributed to the Benadryl.  No further complaints of allergic like reaction after Benadryl was administerd.

927213 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 NY 24.0 24 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Initally ater the vacine I experienced soreness and swelling at the site of injection.  7 hours after reciving my first dose of the vaccine I started experiencing numbness in my right arm/hand.  No weakness, just numnbess & altered sensation in the right arm.  Over the next 8 hours I felt the numbness spread to the entire right side of my body, down my leg, up my back, my abdomen, neck, and side of my face.  In the morning I went to the emergnecy department to be evaluated per the reccomendation of employee heath and my PCP.  The checked my labs and they were normal, I recived 1L NS bolus.  I then followed up with my PCP after.

927214 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 TX 43.0 43 F I received the vaccination at 0844 on Jan 4, by 1400 my arm was incredibly sore but I experienced no other symptoms until about 1600 when I began to feel a chill. By that time my arm hurt so bad I did not want to move it. When I woke up for work on Jan 5 I was exhausted and feverish. I took my temperature about 0600 and it was 101, by 0900 my temp had spiked to 103.8. Using fever reducers I was able to bring my temperature down later in the afternoon on Jan 5. By the time I woke up on Jan 6 I felt completely fine.

927215 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 CA 52.0 52 F Body aches Chills Fever of 101.3 F Joint pain Headache Dry cough

927216 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 30.0 30 F Day 1-2: sore arm Day 3: splotchy rash at injection site Day 7: rash larger than 2" across, hives, itchiness, hot to the touch, and tender lymph nodes under the arm at/near the injection site.

927217 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TX 66.0 66 F Patient complained of being lightheaded after immunization. Patient checked out by EMS, she began feeling better shortly thereafter.  Patient advised to call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room for any additional issues as needed.  Also advised to sign up for v-safe.  Patient left site stating she felt better.

927218 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 AL 56.0 56 M Moderate COVID symptoms: body aches, fatigue, headache, brain fog

927219 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 RI 36.0 36 F Tachycardia, diaphoresis, headache, neck pain, muscle aches, fatigue. Everything but fatigue lasted approx 12 hours, fatigue about 4 days.
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927221 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 MN 31.0 31 F Headache, significantly muscle/body aches, joint pain, significant fatigue. Continual, intermittent shooting abdominal pain.

927222 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NV 52.0 52 F Received vaccine, went to observation area, sat down, 2 minutes later felt very flushed, hot, skin became red, and almost fainted.  Similar to vasovagal experience without nausea at that time.  Staff took me to nursing station, and I felt better within 10 minutes of laying down on ice pack, drinking water.  Stayed there for an hour and got  a ride home in case.  Blood pressure was very elevated afterwards for several hours.

927223 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Nausea, hives, anaphylactic shock, throat swelling, hypotension, headache, dizziness, weakness .   The symptoms returned at 1:25pm the best day as well. I?ve now had two anaphylactic reactions Y

927224 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 IN 39.0 39 F cellulitis suspected--hot red arm, doctor gave keflex has lasted 7 days

927225 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Within 30-45 minutes after injection, became ill with extreme dizziness, facial/neck swelling, skin pale, diaphoretic, c/o nausea with vomiting x1. Taken to ED.  Treated with Benadryl 50mg IV, Zofran 4mg SL, meclizine 25mg PO, and 1 liter of 0.9% Normal Saline IV. Symptoms improved, discharged to home at 6pm.

927226 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AR 20.0 20 F Stayed fir Observation for 15 minutes then left.  25 minutes after injection, developed rash and swelling on arm, chest, face with rapid heart rate and shallow/rapid breathing.  Called number on vaccine sheet  and was sent to ER but was turned away due to over crowding (COVID) and told to go to PCP, which was two hours away.  Went to urgent care instead and was immediately treated with steroids and antihistamine.

927227 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MN 21.0 21 F Arm soreness at injection site, body aches, headaches. All occurred approximately 12:00pm the day after the injection and lasted 8 hours.

927229 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 CO 72.0 72 M On 12/6/2021 Resident reported via telephone to this nurse he was having NVD, fever(100.4), SOB, HA and hypoxia; this nurse to resident cottage, assessment confirms reported S/S, dispatched ambulance to transport to ED for treatment of COVID-19 S/S S/P positive COVID-19 test from nasal swap on 3 Jan 2021. Family, MD, other staff, DON notified; called in report to Hospital.  The resident was treated in the ER and returned on 12/6/21 after about 6 hours at the hospital.  Resident returned from ED for tx of Covid-19; resident in stable condition, treated with Prednisone and dexamethasone discharged back. New orders for Prednisone PO x 4 days. F/U with PCP or return if worsening symptoms. Resident reported on 1/7/2021 he is feeling good and has no s/s of COVID-19.

927230 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 63.0 63 F Itching, throat tightness. Pt was evaluated by Provider, VS monitored, benadryl 25mg PO X1 dose. Pt full recover within 30min and monitored for another 30 min, discharged to home with husband who is a PA-C.

927231 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TN 59.0 59 F Redness, swelling and itching

927232 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 PR 41.0 41 F Itching at  the injection site, then the area became red, hot, swollen and tender.  Treatment: cold press

927233 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 TX 24.0 24 F The following two days, I had a migraine. I also had swelling and tenderness at the vaccination site for 6 days afterwards.

927235 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Pain, swelling, and soreness 1 day after the vaccine. Then pain, swelling, soreness, warmth, and redness 2 days after that has gotten worse. Itching started today, nine days after the vaccine.

927236 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 KY 35.0 35 F 1. Noticing a sharp headache for about 10 seconds either in the occipital lobe region or temporal lobe region on the right side of my head every now and then. It has happened about 8 times since vaccine administration. The first time being about 25-30 minutes after vaccination. 2. I have also noticed a sharp pain in the back of my right thigh/upper buttock region that feels either like a nerve or muscle pain. It usually is most noticeable when I first stand up from a sitting position or laying position. If I don't put as much pressure on the heel of my right foot, it isn't as bad and ibuprofen has helped the pain subside, but it has been constant. This was first noticed about 4-5 hours after vaccination received.

927237 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 NY 25.0 25 F 01/03/21 soreness in left armpit 01/04/21 to present swelling of lymph nodes and increased soreness, pain spreading to  left breast and upper back 01/07/21 rash near left armpit

927238 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 30.0 30 F body itchiness on right hand and left upper body. Soreness at the injection site.

927239 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 KY 40.0 40 F At first, the injection site was a little swollen, red, itchy, warm to the touch, and painful. These symptoms weren't problematic at first and in fact, seemed to go away.  Then exactly 1 week after receiving the vaccine the injection site became significantly inflamed, itchy, warm to the touch, and very warm to the touch. I never ran a fever but have become concerned about infection at the site of injection.  My upper right arm at the largest portion of the muscle is at a circumference of 15 1/4 inches and my left is 16 3/4 inches at it's largest.

927240 12/01/2020 01/07/2021 WI 51.0 51 F Itching at injection site that began 7days after the injection.  A red puffy area developed the next day.  It is oval shaped about 2 inches by 1.5 inches and is itchy.   I have used one application of topical Benadryl and it has not helped.

927242 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 TN 53.0 53 F Injection site redness, itching, swelling, and pain began 6 days after injection. Redness has expanded over last 2 days. Have been treating myself with over the counter Advil, Benadryl, & Pepcid

927243 01/07/2021 MO U Fever, Headache, Body Aches, tiredness × 2  days finds, Tylenol and ibuprofen

927244 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NV 28.0 28 F Swelling pain redness hives heat

927245 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NJ 48.0 48 F redness swelling ,pain, heat, hard, itching to upper arm arm that began on the 7th day after the vaccine

927246 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 PA 49.0 49 F About 1.5 hours after injection: migraine, bad sinus pressures, major fatigue and chills.  All symptoms lasted about 22 hours.  I still have a minor headache and fatigue

927247 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TX 67.0 67 M Patient complained of sweaty hands, "unsettled stomach" after vaccination. Patient checked out by EMS, began feeling better shortly thereafter.  Patient advised to call emergency services or go to the nearest emergency room for any additional issues as needed.  Also advised to sign up for v-safe.  Patient left site stating he felt better.

927249 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TX 48.0 48 M 1010: Informed patient feeling tired, dizzy and warm feeling to chest/neck/head: BP: 152/94; HR:80; RR:20; O2 sat:99%; remained with patient. Patient was able to hold a conversation and knew where he was at. 1015: BP:160/94;HR:72;RR:22; O2 sat:99%; patient stated he was feeling better after placed in a cot in a supine position; applied a cool, wet towel to posterior neck. Asked patient if he wanted something to eat/drink and he responded he did. Drink, cookies/snacks given to patient. Tolerated snacks/drink w/o complications 1020: BP:162/94: HR:68; RR: 24; O2 sat:99%; remained with patient, stated he was feeling better but now feeling fuzzy brained, confused and pins/needles to bilateral extremities. 1040: BP: 152/90; HR:68; RR:20; O2 sat 99%; Patient indicated he needed to go to restroom; a male staff took patient to restroom, no problems, no dizziness. This nurse did not want patient driving home so he called his wife. 1050: BP:154/88; HR:70; RR:18; O2 sat 99%; patient stated he was feeling much better and no longer had the confusion feeling or the pins/needles feeling to bilateral lower extremities. 1115: BP:148/90; HR:70; RR:16; O2 sat 99%; patient's wife showed up and he was discharged to her care. This nurse informed patient wife what had happened and she verbalized understanding. Patient ambulated out with this nurse and difficulty. Patient placed in car and he was able to place seatbelt on himself. Airway never compromised at this visit. 1920: this nurse called and left message for patient to report how he was feeling 1940: Patient called and stated he was feeling really good. Stated he had not answered because he had gone to pick up his car from the COVID-19 clinic.

927250 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NC 49.0 49 F These symptoms began at 11:23 am and still present at the time this form is being filled out.  Vertigo Nausea (no vomiting)  Chills (no fever) Tremors Headache   Approximately 5 hours after injection: (still present at time of filling out this form) Pain in left upper arm at injection site down arm. Muscular pain.

927251 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 TN 59.0 59 F 9th day post vaccine., red, swollen and itchy at injection site

927252 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Swelling, large raised area at vaccine site. Hot to touch, uncomfortable. Symptoms began at 8pm

927253 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CT 42.0 42 F Headache Nausea Fatigue noticed at 9 am on 1-7-2021, Fever 100.4-101 F started at 6 PM.

927254 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Patient received vaccine at a drive-through event.  As she parked her car she saw another vaccine recipient walking to the ambulance for treatment and started feeling very anxious with a faster heart rate.  RN spoke to patient on site and she had no other complaints.  Patient monitored for a total of 30 minutes without further complaint.  Patient advised to call emergency services or go to the nearest emergency room for any additional issues if needed.  Also advised to sign up for v-safe.  Patient left site stating she was feeling better (also saw other vaccine recipient return to car quickly and she said that helped).

927255 12/01/2020 01/07/2021 IL 36.0 36 F On day 8 post injection, site became sore and reddened with mild edema present . Site is warm to the touch. Area is being monitored and has not increased in size.

927256 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OR 41.0 41 F My arm was sore for the first 3 days which was not unusual.  The pain completely resolved. Now 8 days later I woke up with a sore arm that is warm to touch and some swelling. I also have a rash and redness on the arm where I recieved the vaccine

927257 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 ID 24.0 24 F 10 minutes after vaccine was given, patient had onset of throat tightness, difficulty breathing, flushing, and rash.  Patient was immediately treated with 0.3 mg of epinephrine and within approximately 60 seconds began having improvement in her symptoms.  EMS was called and patient was taken to the ER via EMS for ongoing observation.  Patient was feeling improved but not back to baseline prior to leaving the clinic.

927258 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Patient complained of being nauseous, dizzy, weak and fatigued immediately after immunization. Patient checked out by EMS, began feeling better shortly thereafter. Patient advised to call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room for any additional issues as needed. Also advised to sign up for v-safe. Patient left site stating she already feeling better.

927259 01/01/2021 01/07/2021 VA 51.0 51 F AT 7:45 AM ON SATURDAY, 01/02/2021, I STARTED HAVING DIZZINESS, LIGHT-HEADEDNESS, AND PALPITATIONS. THE MORNING OF 01/05/2021, I DEVELOPED CHILLS WITHOUT FEVER. WENT TO MY FAMILY PRACTICE, LIFETIME MEDICINE, AND WAS SEEN BY NIDA ARIF, PA FOR ABOVE PERSISTING SYMPTOMS. AN EKG WAS DONE IN THE OFFICE RESULTING IN NORMAL SINUS RHYTHM. AS OF 01/06/2021, CHILLS, DIZZINESS AND LIGHT-HEADEDNESS RESOLVED. PALPITATIONS CONTINUE TO PERSIST AS OF 01/07/2021 WHEN THIS REPORT WAS FILLED OUT AND SUBMITTED.

927261 01/05/2020 01/07/2021 TN 25.0 25 F Severe skin burning and irritation. Severely red/raw blotchy rash all over extremities. It started the day after the vaccine by the second day it has spread all down my legs and arms, and very painful.

927263 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Patient received first dose of Moderna Vaccination at 15:32. Approximately 30 minutes later patient began feeling itchiness in her throat and anxious. Pt was placed on a Non-rebreather at 15 L. Pt's vitals were BP: 134/81, HR: 113, O2: 100% on 15 L NR, RR: 26. PA at bedside with verbal order for Epinephrine 0.3 mg. EpiPen give to left upper thigh at 16:32. Pt's heart rate increased to 110's-140's. Pt's itchy throat remained the same. Pt began having symptoms of a dry throat as well. Pt administered Benadryl per PA at 16:40. Pt began experiencing nausea at approximately 16:50. Zofran 4 mg ODT administered sublingual at 16:50. EMS was activated and arrived approximately 16:55. Report given and pt transferred to ECRMC for further workup and assessment. Vitals remained stable throughout.

927264 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA  fever, pain, edema and swollen lymph node

927265 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WA 38.0 38 F Low grade fever, site soreness, fatigue, headache

927266 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 FL 26.0 26 F Day 1: Itching began about 30-40 minutes after injection. Welts began appearing 2 hours later on arms, legs, and back. Took Benadryl 36.5 mg every 4 hours.  Day 2: Woke up with hives all over body, including face , started Prednisone 10 mg x3 tablets and continued benadryl 25mg every 3-4 hours.

927267 11/06/2020 01/07/2021 TX 3.0 3 F Acute cerebellar ataxia Y 3

927268 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 OR 53.0 53 F axillary and arm pain on date of immunization and also myalgias and low grade temperature of 100.1 on 1/5/21 develop facial and neck swelling and redness

927269 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NH 43.0 43 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Oval, red, raised skin around injection site @ 8 days post vaccination. Slight soreness and itching. 9 days post vaccination; red area has increased in size, approx 5 x 2 inches. Swelling and redness very slightly reduced. Itching and soreness the same.  Staff health examined but had no conclusive treatment. Four other employees called to report similar reactions from the same vaccine clinic.

927270 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MN 27.0 27 F Muscle/joint soreness to the extent that the patient is unable to dress herself/complete basic activities of daily living without assistance. ***Patient is an RN. Injection site appears to have been given outside of the deltoid muscle (too high)

927271 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Severe chills that started about 11 hours after the injection. Moderate muscle aches.

927272 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AK 56.0 56 F Patient received COVID vaccine at 0939, during observation period reported tingling of tongue and lips approx. at  1010.  Benadryl 25mg by mouth administered. Patient continued to be monitored for additional 1hr.  Benadryl improved symptoms, patient denied SOB and remained calm throughout.  Swelling and tingling improved. Patient went back to work in hospital where received vaccine.  Patient confident in monitoring return of symptoms while on site working.  Patient reports list of allergies and has dealt with symptoms of allergic reactions before.  This RN checked on patient after vaccine clinic and residual tingling remained but otherwise patient "felt good".    Called patient at 1707 to follow up.  Patient reports minor residual burning on lip otherwise other symptoms resolved.  Continues to denies difficulty breathing, " I feel fine"

927273 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Rash on Chest and Arms

927274 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 52.0 52 F Temperature 103.1, chills, muscle and joint pain, fatigue, weakness dizziness, headache, nausea rest and fluids, acetaminophen started at 0400 am on 1/6 symptoms started to resolve by 2000 (8pm) on 1/6

927275 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Fever, headache, fatigue, body aches

927276 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 PR 41.0 41 F Itching  at the injection site, then the area became red, hot, swollen and tender.  Treatment: cold press

927277 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CO 28.0 28 F Mouth numbness, elevated bp and pulse, severe chills

927278 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CA 41.0 41 F I broke out in full body rash resembling hives 6 days after receiving vaccine. Rash was very itchy and spread to nearly whole body. I was seen by PMD  on 1/5/2021 and prescribed prednisone burst  (50mg qday X 5days) as well as topical steroid cream and also Zyrtec.

927279 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NY 35.0 35 F The patient presented on the 9th day post-vaccine administration with a significant 7 cm x 5 cm firm urticarial lesion at the site of her vaccination with pruritus and surrounding erythema.  Prior to this point, she was asymptomatic other than a small amount of soreness at the vaccination site with no reaction, lesions or pruritus.

927280 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 TX 49.0 49 F 3? x 3? red, swollen, warm itchy patch at injection site. No treatment.

927281 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 WI 44.0 44 F Did really have any reaction until 1/07/21.  Woke up with my arm throbbing, then noticed my arm was super warm to touch, very red, as the day went on the symptoms progressed.

927282 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 GA 47.0 47 F Initially I had normal side effects of pain, swelling, redness at the injection site for three days from 12/31/2020-1/2/2021. The symptoms resolved. Then I experienced itching at the injection site late 1/6/2021 after reporting V-safe. On 1/7/2021 I woke up with itching, redness, swelling. As the day  progressed the injection site was red, indurated (6 cm x 4 cm), painful, itchy. I contacted my doctor's office and received antibiotics for cellulitis.

927283 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 WV 66.0 66 F Patient complained of bilateral hand swelling and swelling in the left neck area.  No itching or pain.  No rash.  No fever.  No swelling of tongue or  lips.   No dyspnea or wheezing.   Symptoms dissipated over 24 hours.

927284 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 WV 48.0 48 M swollen neck lymph node of left side.  Lymph node still swollen at day 20 and continuing.

927285 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 NH 44.0 44 F On day 8 my arm was itchy then turned red , swollen ,hard and warm to the touch...I drew A circle and by the end of the day it grew quite a bit..i was seen in my Occupation Health Office and was prescribed Clymdamicin for possible cellulitis..I will monitor and follow-up with my PCP

927286 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 WI 39.0 39 F 1st night severe rash over torso, arms, and face. 2 days later vomiting and diarrhea. The whole week after vaccine horrible migraines.

927287 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 CO 34.0 34 M Itchy rash developed in the early afternoon on injection day.  Rash persists and got worse four days later.  Rash began on upper arm of injection site and spread throughout the body including both upper arms and forearms, shins, calves, side of torso

927289 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NC 52.0 52 F Shortness of breath and wheezing

927290 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TN 33.0 33 F Eyelid swelling on one side, which was the side of vaccination, 8 hours after the dose, quite visible but only mildly bothersome

927291 12/19/2020 01/07/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Pfizer vaccine 12/19.  Reports intermittent dizziness, brain fog, severe headaches, nausea, shortness of breath, left axillary lymphadenopathy, elevated blood pressure which onset on 12/31.  COVID-flu negative, normal labs, CT thorax and brain MRI negative.  Has been to ED and is returning today due to continued symptoms. Reported symptoms to VSafe

927292 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 PR 28.0 28 F Rash (purple points) in my left leg, appears two days after the vaccine

927294 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 32.0 32 F Fever (99.6F, my baseline is 97.6F) developed wround 3pm 1/7/2021 - joint pain 6/10 without meds (begane around 11pm and worsened overnight.)  - body aches developed by morning  - fatigue (all say 1/7/2021, 2 hour nap, 8 hours of sleep at night, still fatigue. Worked 1/2 day)  Discontinued meloxicam to alternate between acetaminophen and ibuprofen. Fever will decrease. Joint pain becomes 4/10

927296 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 KS 21.0 21 M Moderate to Severe Stomach cramps

927297 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 OH 36.0 36 F I am a healthcare provider. I had prophylactically premedicated with Tylenol prior to receiving my covid-19 vaccine. Immediately following the vaccine I had mild / moderate pain at injection site and muscle soreness at injection site. Roughly 20-24 hours after receiving  the vaccine, I developed moderate headache, fatigue, fogginess, full body aches, nausea and upset stomach. I continued on Tylenol twice daily. After a good night?s sleep, I felt better the following morning and all symptoms had resolved within 48 hours post vaccination.

927298 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 57.0 57 M Dizziness, nausea, fever, night sweats

927299 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 CO 36.0 36 F Fever, chills, arthralgias

927300 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MD 26.0 26 F Swelling of injection site was still visible after eight days. Site is approximately 4 inches in diameter, raised, firm, and warm to the touch. No fever or other noticeable symptoms.

927301 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 IN 46.0 46 F Fever 36-48 hours  Headache  Chills Nausea  Aches/ sore muscles

927302 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 34.0 34 M 20 minutes after got a rash in the neck, took allegra 180mg, same day 1 hour after same left arm pain, next day shivers,  chills, body aches took Tylenol 1gr every 8 hours

927303 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 TX 67.0 67 M On day1st Very Sore and Painful arm by evening started with chills Day 2 chills, fever, over 100 and lethargic, body ache Day3 when visited physician head Headache, fever and high blood pressure which is still persistent after day5

927304 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 NV 31.0 31 F 48 hours post vaccine I started having sore throat, cough, fever for the next three days. Later I got tested positive. 5 days after vaccine I was experiencing SOB but all symptoms were gone after 10 days post injection. Not sure if I was exposed to people with covid prior to receiving the vaccine. I also do work with covid patients at work

927305 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 44.0 44 M Fever - 100.7

927306 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 56.0 56 M At around 10pm.i began to feel warm, began to experience a nasty headache, chills , myalgias,  and this continued for about 30 hours

927307 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 FL 58.0 58 M ear fullness and loss of hearing on left ear, 4 days after getting vaccine

927308 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 TX 80.0 80 F rash all over body started day after vaccine administration, spreading

927309 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 CA 57.0 57 F Sore arm hard lump and mild rash in vaccination site. Headache for week then turning into migraine headache. By day 9 all symptoms have subsided

927310 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 54.0 54 F Blood in stool, lots of blood

927311 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MA 39.0 39 F Received Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA - one day later had redness, swelling and pain circling about 1 inch around the injection site.

927312 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 PR 32.0 32 F About 5 min after the administration of the second dose of the vaccine I began to experience tachycardia, difficulty to breath, sweating, numbness in arms and legs and trembling of limbs. I have not history of allergies.

927314 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 VA 33.0 33 F Malaise, fever of 100.6, chills, feeling of shortness of breath, headache, myalgias, arthralgias Lasting less than 6 hours  Relieved by oral antiflammatory

927315 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MO 53.0 53 F fever, headache, chills, body aches--alternating tylenol and Ibuprofen, rest, staying hydrated   x 2 days

927316 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 IL 29.0 29 M 20 hours after injection I experienced swelling of both hands as well as very itchy palms.  This lasted 1 hour and subsided on it's own. No intervention.

927317 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IN 30.0 30 F Body aches, headache starting at 10:00 pm and persisting through the following evening (approximately 24 hours)

927318 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CT 44.0 44 M Received Moderna COVID vaccine yesterday (1/6) at 8:10 am. After about 3 hours, began to experience dizziness, nausea and fatigue that progressively worsened throughout the day. Went home after work, fell asleep and did not eat dinner due to lack of appetite from nausea and dizziness. Woke up in AM following day (1/7), feeling somewhat better, but still slightly dizzy. Appetite has returned and was able to eat regular meals today.

927319 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NE 42.0 42 F noticed a warm, hard, painless, itchy area at injection site several days after the pain from the injection had resolved. it is not painful, but it is tender to touch,  it is about 2.5 cm across, and circular in shape

927320 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OH 29.0 29 F The injection site was itchy and upon further inspection is red, tender, and swollen.

927321 01/07/2021 CA U Rash at injection site

927322 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Tachycardic 145, SOB, headache, nausea, fatigue, fever, weak, dizzy, ground glass lungs suspicious infiltrate.

927323 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NV 31.0 31 M Fever 100.8, shortness of breath, chills, myalgias, weakness, shortness of breath worse with exertion, chest tightness

927324 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 FL 44.0 44 F 7 days after injection, site became  swollen, red, warm and itchy. Remained red and warm for 1-2 days.  Also, 2 other areas within 3 inches, on arm became red and warm.  Eyes  became itchy, blood shot, irritated, 3 days after vaccination.

927325 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 CA 50.0 50 F one wk later arm painful, large lymph note at site of injection and myalgias.

927326 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 OH 60.0 60 F 2 hours after my vaccine.  My right side of my neck became stiff from the back of my head all the way to right shoulder.  Lasted for 24 hours.  Then I slept for 17 hours straight  and had malaise and fatigue for 6 days after that.  I am still with low energy level and my mood I'd irritatabl.  Now with a small amount of swelling on left side of lip which is not getting bigger but lip feels thick.  Bilateral cheeks slight swollen.

927327 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 WA 57.0 57 F Severe body/joint aches and fatigue, chills, headache, abdominal pain/distension

927328 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 ID 34.0 34 F Swelling, redness, itching, hot to touch, swollen lymphnode in left underarm.

927329 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 55 F 12/30: noticed redness, warmth, soreness to left upper arm (injection site) Since 12/30 to current, the left upper arm is still tender to touch with the same redness. Taking over the counter meds.

927331 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 50.0 50 F 12/29/2020- received Moderna vaccine- felt mild tingling sensation in gums that resolved in 15 min Jan 2 - Mild itchiness to injection site with soreness Jan 7 - itchiness in throat and felt a lump in throat, also noticed tingling in gums Symptoms have resolved after taking over the counter medication

927332 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 AL 42.0 42 F 24 hours after injection -injection site moderately sore 48 hrs - site sore and itchy 7 days - red, swollen/hard and itchy

927333 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 KY 34.0 34 F Shortness of breath, asthma attack, headache, muscle aches, joint pain, sore throat

927334 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 IL 50.0 50 F severe headache, joint pain, muscle aches, chills, increased heart rate

927335 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 OH 50.0 50 F Headache(4days), nausea(2days), body ache(3days), fatigue(3days), bruising of the arm injected(5days),  hive at injection site for 5days. All symptoms started 24 hours after vaccine was given.

927336 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 49.0 49 F Patient sitting for about 20 minutes and feet felt hot/on fire; no shortness of breath. BP 118/84; pulse 84; p ox 99%. Has had same sensation when had allergic reaction to bactrim.  Monitored for another 15 -20 minutes; took gatorade. Wanting to go home and take liquid benadryl.

927337 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 MD 34.0 34 F Very mild headache on day of admin of 2nd dose. Difficulty sleeping. Then awoke with intense body aches at 3am could not go back to sleep. Muscle and joint pain, body aches, and intermittent headache with pressure. Still experiencing.

927338 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OR 45.0 45 F Redness, warmth, itching swelling that started 8 days after receiving the vaccine.

927339 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 AR 55.0 55 F Pharmacist noticed the patient trying to clear her throat and she said she thinks she just needed a drink. When the drink did not help she was given 12.5mg of diphenhydramine at 4:57pm. It was recommended and offered for her to take 25mg of diphenhydramine but patient stated it made her too drowsy. After a few minutes, the patient stated it felt like her throat was tightening so she was given the other 12.5mg of diphenhydramine given at 5:03pm. She stated her heart was racing and her head was pounding. Her blood pressure was 164/72 and pulse 117. She stated her chest was feeling tight and at 5:11 an EpiPen was administered and call to 911.

927340 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Swelling/ redness/ soreness/warmth on the site of vaccination which started the next day(12/31/2020)  up to current day (1/07/2021), also I noticed it is slightly itchy and less sore.  I don't have fever or any other reaction, just this one. It has been 8 days and it has not gone away yet, but it is not getting worse. The size of the swelling is the same.

927341 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 MP 42.0 42 F About 5 minutes after the shot, I started to feel a tightness in my throat.  It lasted a couple of minutes and then passed. Then about 45 minutes after I started to feel a heaviness/ache in my upper chest. This feeling continued for days. Around day four I began to have a feeling of great pressure in my throat, particularly when swallowing. I noticed that my heartrate was elevated, but that might have been because the feeling was very stressful.  The feeling would increase when I turned my head to the side or put my chin down.This feeling persisted for 3 days. After three days the feeling changed slightly and started feeling more like the sensation one gets when you have food stuck in your throat. As I type this, it is 8 days after the vaccine and I still feel this sensation in my throat.

927342 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 TN 33.0 33 M Swollen left supraclavicular lymph node - same side as injection

927344 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 OR 58.0 58 F runny nose, cough, headache and body aches for five days

927345 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 MA 47.0 47 F ON THE 7TH DAY AFTER THE VACCINE, RED, RAISED RASHES DEVELOPED ON CHEST AND ABDOMEN, AND CONTINUED TO SPREAD ON SIDES OF THE BODY , WAIST  AND BUTTOCKS. ON THE 8TH DAY IT CONTINUES TO SPREAD MORE ON GROINS, THIGHS, UPPER BACK AND BILATERAL  ARMPIT. BENADRYL TAKEN AND HYDROCORTISONE CREAM APPLIED WITH LITTLE EFFECT, WILL  START METHYLPREDNISOLONE  TOMORROW

927346 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 WA 77.0 77 M At about 15 minutes post injection patient stated he thought he may feel a little "wheezy"  Expiratory wheezes in full right lung.  No shortness of breath. BP 148/90, Heart rate 63. O2% 98. Temp 98. Peak Flow 350. Dr. saw patient and ordered hydroxyzine 25mg po. Patient was observed another 30 minutes. He remained stable and then discharged at 5:25pm. Patient will contact Dr. if he continues to have symptoms.

927347 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 UT 34.0 34 F I developed a moderately severe headache, body aches, fatigue and nausea within a few hours of the vaccine. These symptoms persisted into the next day, but had decreased in severity after about 24 hours. I still had a mild headache and body aches (specifically back, neck, and R shoulder pain) the next two days. Three days after, I started feeling worse. The headache again became moderately severe, as well as the neck and back pain,  fatigue and nausea.  This has continued through today (day 8 post-vaccine).  I still have a moderately severe constant headache (dull with throbbing with exertion or movement in neck), back and neck pain and stiffness, mild nausea, and fatigue.

927348 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 CA 71.0 71 F chills, nausea, headache, bodyaches--treated with fluidsand rest

927350 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 AK 45.0 45 F Was fatigued and had headache since about hour after shot day before, and was nauseated morning after shot but was tollerable.  About 1 pm was sitting at my desk when felt flush and neck hurt. Noted rash across neck and upper torso, swelling at lymph node L side neck area. Area was painful to light touch. Pt (self) went to urgent care to be further evaluated by someone else other than patient, once there began to get worse.  All over tingling but significant at fingers, toes and mouth lips. Unable to talk clearly, but never  became confused. So tired unable to stay awake; difficult to rouse. No difficulty with breathing; Epi was not needed or given. Transported to hospital via EMS due to inability to stay awake and difficulty speaking/unable to stand without assistance. It was very hard to talk - to get the words out - but I never did have any decline in mental thought process and was never disorientated. Looked intoxicated however.  At hospital when pt transferred from stretcher to bed, pt doubled over due to abdominal discomfort - it was where the EKG stickers were. All reflexes noted to be hyper - MD kicked on accident when checking reflexes. the EKG stickers felt like being punched or slapped. Needed assistance transferring. All over numbness/tingling noted. Breathing never affected. Symptoms resolved after a few hours.

927351 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 FL 22.0 22 F Indigestion, constipation  Very sore arm radiating from site of injection starting 5 hours after injection and lasting for about 24 hours following injection

927352 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OH 39.0 39 F I had my vaccine on 12/30/2020 and in 01/07/2021 I had redness, swelling and a rash at the injection site. I also had pain and my arm felt warm

927353 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OR 58.0 58 F 01/07/21 @ 03:00 A.M> Woke with Severe Headache too soon to take medications         Nausea @ 04:55 A.M. took Ondancatron 8 mg, Promethazine 25 mg, Hydrocodone 1/2 - 10-325, Tylenol 500 mg, and Benedryl 25          mg. 11:00  A.M. Hands/Ankles and Feet swollen - Rings were very tight on my fingers.        02:00 P.M Walked to work 1/4 mile - and was sent home again 1/4 mile - upon reaching home I was short of breath - NOT Normal        for me. Severe Headache all day, but nausea has subsided. Some itching of injection site earlier in day, now just sore if touched.

927354 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 GA 60.0 60 M Low grade fever, malaise, headache, mild body aches, sort of out of it at times.  Stated feeling bad within 2hrs of shot.  Tx-rest, lots of sleep,  Tamiflu. Felt bad for 2days.

927355 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 WA 60.0 60 F 12 hours post injection 7:30p, low grade fever 99F, queasy, brain fog and exhaustion. Fever went away over night, the rest of the symptoms stayed through the day.

927356 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 AR 39.0 39 F On day 2, red are below the injection site. Faded away after a couple days. Day 9, itchy rash at the same site below the injection site.

927945 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 RI 61.0 62 M Next day. 12/31/20 - severe muscle pain myalgia, could not ambulate well 1/1/21 - chills  severe shaking chills N/V & diarrhea severe shivering, freezing causing difficulty breathing lasted 1/2 hour

927947 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MI 85.0 85 M Noted left arm soreness without swelling or redness. Shoulder was sorer the next day.  Upon arising noted BL facial swelling/tightness similar to past reaction with lisinopril. 0 lip/tongue swelling. Swallow and breathing is normal.

927954 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 ME 36.0 36 F Dose administered on 12/28/2020.  Patient experienced slight pain at injection site and symptoms resolved by next day.  On 1/5/2021 patient experienced large, hot, circular rash about the size of a baseball at the injection site. Patient also experienced numbness of left arm,left face and tongue. She also had a headache and mild diarrhea. She was advised to seek care at the emergency room. She was seen at the ED. The incident was determined to be an allergic reaction and was given diphenhydramine 50mg IV and famotidine 20mg IV as well as ondansetron 4mg.  Patient was discharged to home with instructions to take diphenhydramine.

927955 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 MD 53.0 53 F Rash started on 1/5/21 at injection site. 01/05/2021

927956 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 FL 61.0 61 F States about 3 hours after receiving Moderna vaccine experienced headache, nausea, chills. The symptoms

927957 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 IA 72.0 72 F Started the afternoon of 12/30/2020 a headache then by evening I started to have an upset stomach. Next day this continued only more severe plus I had chills and fever. Then I started to have dry heaves and all symptoms continued for 4 days. Also was light headed and arm soreness but that was least of my worries.
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927977 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 NY 56.0 56 F She developed a red are on her left deltoid region  last evening .The redness is about the size of a half dollar .The surrounding area on her deltoid is  warm to the touch .Denies any itching or pain at the site. .She was seen by NP  no treatment needed at this point .Her vaccine was done on 12/29/2020.

927994 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Vaccination at 0639 0650  erythematous rash across neck & upper chest - observation extended to 30 min denied: SOB, lightheadedness throat tightness or scratchiness 0655  25mg Benadryl liquid given  VS BP 130/90 HR 100, O2 Sat 100%  0705 VS BP 130/92 HR 88 O2 Sat 100% 710 returned to work feeling well

928002 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Pt states initial mild erythema at site after injection - resolved 1-2 days 1/5/21 8 days later noted erythema, swelling pain warmth at site. 10 cm x 10 cm advised to use topical ice, take 25mg oral Benadryl. 1/6/21 swelling resolved erythema spreading - referred to PCP

928009 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Covid vaccination @ 1306, 30 min observation 1333 noted flush over neck & upper chest VS BP 138/82 HR 75 O2 Sat 98% 0 SOB, throat swelling, cough, lightheaded nausea observation extended to 30 min 1335  25 mg liquid Benadryl given 1352 VS BP 124/80 HR 84 O2 Sat 100% Returned to work feeling well

928015 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 49.0 49 F -vaccinated @ 1450 , at 1455 nausea VS BP 132/84 HR 90 O2 Sat 99% 1500 SOB, wheezing, lightheadedness throat scratchy, pale VS BP 164/84 - observation ended - transported to ED by Emergency Team received 0.3mg epinephrine IM 50mg Benadryl IM , albuterol nebulizer x 1 Discharged from ED @ 1715

928021 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 NY 58.0 50 F Vaccination at 1039 1057 reported itchiness at site. 1059 10mg Claritin oral given 1111 itchiness resolved denied: SOB, throat tightness, scraty observation extended to 30 min returned to work feeling well

928037 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 MS 31.0 31 F Patient received the Moderna vaccine at County Hospital on 01/05/2021 at approx. 12 noon. She continue her work as normal throughout the day.  She began having symptoms around 1700 the same day which consisted of left side facial decrease in sensation that continued to progress until the following day when it plateau'd.  She was seen in the office on 01/06/2021 for continue decreased sensation of the left side of face and left eye pain.  Patient had no other symptoms to mention.  After assessment, the patient was diagnosed with a very mild case of Bell's Palsy.  She was started on a high tapered dose of Prednisone over the next 2 1/2 weeks.

928065 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 NY 59.0 59 F Within 1 hr - slightly swelled/itchy nose => resolved within few hrs Within 3 hrs - the sensation of swollen lips (not visible), Zyrtec 10 mg BID started => almost resolved in 72 hrs.

928435 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 FL 70.0 70 M Arm soreness, next day - body achiness

928487 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Vaccine given on (L) arm deltoid @ 3:35pm Client reported at 3:40 that her body is shaking, rapid heartbeat, dizziness at 3:40. Denied any shortness of breath or chills. BP 128/44 pulse 78 Respiration 18. Symptoms lasted 5 minutes, later at 3:55 Client stated her throat had felt strange but that she no longer felt it. Client Remain in clinic for observation for 45 minutes. Client Denied any further symptoms. Stating feels fine. 01/07/21 Phone call spoke with client she states the symptom Never returned and feels fine.01/07/2021

928503 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 NY 52.0 52 F Employee returned to vaccine clinic 3 hours post vaccine with red rash on face and neck, and very mild throat discomfort. Evaluation by Dr. and treated with Benadryl 25mg po and Pepcid  40mg oral. Symptoms resolved after medications.

928515 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 OK 74.0 74 M Previously well controlled non-insulin dependent type 2 diabetic (A1c 6.9 on 12/10/2020) developed polydipsia, polyuria, extreme fatigue, feeling off balance to point he does not feel comfortable driving (son drove him to appt). CBGs 330s-530s since. Less than 1 mo ago when here for DM his CBGs were 115-130s. No other medication, dietary changes, or illness to account for the abrupt change. Also reports he had vision loss on drive home following the vaccine administration. Vision loss resolved spontaneously after approx. 30 min. Presented to clinic for evaluation 01/05/21 for above listed symptoms. Concern for possible HHS/DKA so was sent to ER. Labs ruled out DKA/HHS, was given IVF and insulin, discharged home to to follow up in next few days.

928549 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 PR 42.0 42 F patient states started with symptoms of facial paralysis on 12/24/2020 Patient states pain on left side of face and cephalic region on 12/25/2020 and went to ER, where was diagnosed with Facial Paralisis 12/25/2020 Y

928713 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 54.0 53 F SkinRash Narrative:

928739 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 MS 50.0 50 F Patient was waiting in 15 minute waiting area after recieving vaccine. Patient called for nurse. Patient informed RN that she felt like her throat was closing up. Patient had her own personal pulse oximeter with a reading of 84%. Patient had redness at site of injection Epinephrine 1mg administered IM in (L) ventrogluteal Diphenhydramine 50mg administered IM in (L) ventrogluteal, O2 started on patient by paramedics on site. IV attempted in (L) ac without success. IV started in (R) ac with NS 0.9% Ambulance arrived at approximately 1450

928807 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 OH 33.0 33 F Patient complains of tachycardia at rest, palpitations, SOB, chest tightness. Patients BP elevated above her normal BP. HR 118-136 for over an hour at rest. 25mg Benadryl given IM and patient advised to rest, monitor HR/BP. If chest pressure, SOB increase, refer to ER.

928832 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 CO 52.0 52 M Date and time of vaccination: 12/17/21 19:30 Age at vaccination 52Y 10M Adverse symptoms: - Visual migraines 12/19,12/20,12/21 with loss of vision/aura for about 30m-1h, mild headache followed. -numbness, intermittent in left ring and pinky finger 12/19,12/20,12/21

928857 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Blister to Lip 2 days after COVID Vaccine. C/W herpes labialis also (R) sided chest pain, mild, unclear causality. Also induration & swelling (L) injection site. NO skin redness (-) axillary temperature. TxT with acyclovir.

928889 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 AZ 37.0 37 F Patient reported that on 1/7/2021 she began to experience symptoms of feeling flushed, warm and nauseous. Shortly after she began to develop hives to her chest, arms, face and thighs and felt itchy. She then took a 25mg Benadryl tablet. She denied experiencing any difficulty swallowing, facial /throat swelling or difficulty breathing during this episode. Symptoms began to improve after taking oral Benadryl 25mg.   Patient then contacte her tele-health doctor and was prescribed the following medications: Allegra, Medrol dose pack and Famotidine. Pt reports that she had not yet started these additional medications but notes improvement in her initial reported symptoms at this time.

928902 01/07/2021 01/07/2021 NY 23.0 23 M Complain of slight headache on the scale of 1/10 post vaccination - pt sateted he didn't eat lunch, electrolytes and nutrition given, vital signs BP 122/82 P 82 R 15, T 98.2 O2 sat 99% RA. Pt said problem resolved after prolonged monitoring

928952 01/07/2020 01/07/2021 NY 59.0 58 F tongue swells, some swelli in Throat

928995 01/06/2021 01/07/2021 HI 60.0 60 F 5 mins after Covid vax given, pt reported vertigo. Hx of vertigo. Ate breakfast, but few hours before. Reclined seat, gave water & snack BP: 116/70 After 10 mins (11:20am) felt better - released.

929255 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 48.0 47 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, chills, dry mouth, fatigue Narrative:  Pt experienced arthralgia, chills, dry mouth, fatigue, headache, myalgia on same day after given covid vaccine. Pt treated with acetaminophen 650mg oral.

929264 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 52.0 51 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, chills, warm flushes, light sensitivity Narrative:  Pt experienced arthralgia, chills, warm flushes, headache, light sensitivity myalgia on same day after received covid vaccine. Pt treated with Tylenol PM 650 mg PO, Nyquil cold an flu caps PO

929270 01/01/2021 01/07/2021 65.0 64 M Headache, Fever, Rash, malaise, aches Narrative: Pt reported itchy rash, malaise, aches, headache, fever on same day after given covid vaccine. Pt did not take any treatment medications.

929275 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, arm soreness, chills Narrative:  Pt experienced arm soreness, chills, fever, headache, mayalgia on day after covid vaccine admin. Pt self treated with acetaminophen 650mg oral.

929286 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 53.0 52 F Headache, Arthralgia, low back pain, arm pain, brain fog Narrative:  Pt reported low back pain, arthragia, headache, arm, brain fog on day after given covid vaccine. Pt self treated with ibuprofen 400mg.

929293 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 61.0 60 F Myalgia, Fever, chills, fatigue, painful red arm Narrative:  Pt experienced chills, fever, fatigue, myalgia, painful red arm on day of vaccination administration. Pt did not treat symptoms.

929295 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 57.0 56 F Myalgia Abdominal pain Narrative:

929297 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 31.0 30 F SkinRash Rash was on knees, thighs & pelvis Narrative: Pt experienced as rash on thighs, knees and pelvis on same day vaccine received. Treated with topical Benadryl cream and topical hydrocortisone cream.

929303 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 49.0 48 F Headache & NauseaVomiting Narrative: Pt experienced nausea and headache on day of vaccine administration relieved with ibuprofen 400mg oral

929306 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 35.0 34 F Myalgia chills Narrative:

929311 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Headache Narrative:

929314 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 66.0 65 M Tinnitus Narrative:

929344 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 64.0 63 F Headache, Myalgia, pain at injection site Narrative:

929351 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 60.0 59 F Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, Local adenopathy, fatigue Narrative:

929355 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 35.0 34 M Dizziness, RespDepression, passed out Narrative:

931853 01/07/2021 50.0 M Patient received Pfizer Covid 19 vaccine at 1400. He felt fine initially. At 1600 developed lightheadedness, slight headache and intermittent tingling to his left fingers. He reports itching to his extremities. He has not noticed a rash. He denies syncope, nausea, vomiting, sore throat, congestion, chest pain, SOB, palpitations, weakness, slurred speech, abdominal pain, diarrhea. He denies history of prior allergic reactions. No new medications. he is not anxious. Denies rash likely related to vaccine administration at 1400; seen in the urgent care at 1600 and discharged after treatment and evaluation at 1858. Inventions: ekg no acute findings; methylPrednisonolone 125 mg IV; diphenhydramine 25 mg IV; famotidine 20mg po; odansetron 4mg IV home with Benadryl 25 mg Q6 hours for 5 days.

932397 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 54.0 53 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever, CoughWheeze & Diarrhea Narrative:  Took acetominophen. Symptoms improving past 24 hours.

932398 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 64.0 63 M Myalgia Numbness in injection site

932400 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Dizziness, UrticariaPruritus, HYPERtension, facial flushing, face felt warm

933411 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 33 F Myalgia

933413 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 F Myalgia, Fever, Chills and low-grade temp.

933420 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 M Myalgia

933425 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 F Headache & Myalgia

933428 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 37.0 36 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, lightheaded

933429 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 32.0 31 M Headache, Myalgia, CoughWheeze, Diarrhea, congestion, fatigue

933431 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 48 M Fever

933437 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 M Myalgia, Fever, chills

933440 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 31.0 30 M Myalgia, Fever, Diarrhea, GI upset and arm pain (started 12/29), all other symptoms including chills started this morning, flushed

933442 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 53.0 52 F Headache Weakness, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Weakness, Nausea, Palpitations Narrative:  Medication and self-care instructions: drink plenty of fluids, take motrin if needed.please return if symptoms worsen or persist.

933446 01/07/2021 67.0 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, Chills

933454 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 43.0 42 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Fatigue, Chills

933459 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 40 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, Fever, CoughWheeze,

933462 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 30.0 29 F Fever & Diarrhea

933468 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 44.0 43 F Fever

933470 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Headache & Fever Narrative:  Contacted Employee Occupational Health to report symptoms, already starting to improve after 24 hours post-vaccination

933475 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 60.0 59 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever & NauseaVomiting

933502 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 62 F influenza like symptoms

933507 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 53.0 52 M Myalgia, NauseaVomiting Fatigue

933508 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 67.0 66 M Patient was "just off COVID Isolation on 12/24/(20)" Worked entire day post injection. Noticed discomfort when arrived home at 1600 hours. "Stomach was bothering me". Patient h/o "chronic stomach pain, I had hernia surgery in 2018". Describes discomfort as "sharp pain" an 8/10 on 10 Pain Scale. Pointed to entire abd area when asked location of pain. At 1600 hours, "took some Tylenols, 2 Tylenols, with water, laid down don't remember if I slept, wife got home at 8:30(pm), got up ant ate". Patient post dinner noticed right arm discomfort, sharp 8/10 on a 10 Pain Scale, pain radiated past elbow to mid-forearm. Abd pain had alleviated, but RUE Discomfort continues. "I laid back down for the night." States in past, when received other immunizations does not have arm pain. States next morning after injection, "could barely move my arm, I took a shower, let the warm water comfort it, but couldn't lift arm high, pain continued'. In addition to RUE and abd discomfort, had c/o HA. Denies h/o Headaches. Patient HA onset was immediately prior to dinner on 12/28/20 7/10 on 10 Pain Scale describes HA as "pressure" in (B) orbitals and forehead. HA continues, 12/29/20 morning, HA pain level was 6-7 / 10. Did not take any pain relief medications, only took his prescription medications. Denies any trauma to head, abd or RUE. Active Problems from Agency pertaining to his visit: Incisional hernia K43.2 05/29/2018 Asthma J45.30 11/22/2016 Type 2 diabetes mellitus E11.9 11/11/2015 Hepatitis C K73.2 11/11/2015 Chronic pain G89.21 11/04/2015 Sciatica M54.31 10/21/2015 Pain Disorder associated with Psych 01/06/2015 Occupational maladjustment V62.29 11/12/2014 Asthma attack (SONMED CT 708038006) 06/12/2016 : 98.7F oral, HR 83 bpm, RR 16, B/P 133/86, SaO2 on RA 94%. Unable to lift right arm past wrist (20 degrees). As compared to LUE, the RUE is very tender to touch, unable to measure completely, but there appears to be a raised, non-draining area approximately ten (10) cm in diameter. No erythema. No additional warmth. Patient discomfort from injection site (band-aid was still on arm) radiating past elbow to mid-forearm. Appears to be in discomfort as removes shirt for inspection with slow guarded movements. Facial grimaces and verbal complaints of pain present also as removed shirt. Had not had normal BM this morning.

933509 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 54.0 53 M Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, stomach ache, fatigue

933510 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, chills

933511 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 52.0 51 M Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever & NauseaVomiting Pt self reported fever, myalgia, arthralgia, nausea. Pt self treated with ibuprofen 200mg.

933512 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 57.0 56 F Myalgia, Fever, chills

933513 12/25/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F SkinRash

933514 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 53.0 52 F Fever malaise

933515 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 F CoughWheeze

933518 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 M Rash

933519 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 53.0 52 F ErythemaMultiform

933520 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 31.0 30 F Itchy and redness at injection site

933521 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 65.0 64 F Headache, Diarrhea & NauseaVomiting

933522 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Rash & UrticariaPruritus telephone nurse visit. advised to ice site, take OTC apap PRN and OTC antihistamines  for itching.

933523 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 50.0 49 M Headache, Fever, fatigue, weakness, sore throat Narrative: 12/29 - received vaccine. 12/30 - woke up with a fever and scratchy throat and headache. Since then the symptoms have lingered. Jan 2- 3 he developed more fatigue. Jan 4 - fever to 101 and headache. He also feels weak and has intermittent scratchy throat. Also had injection site soreness. He has Rheumatoid Arthritis for which he's taking actimira, and methotrexate (immunesupressants). Will test him today (1/4) for COVID-19. 1/5 - COVID-19 test is negative. Employee reports resolution of all symptoms.

933524 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 48 F Rash swelling and heat at the injection site and now severe itching

933525 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 44.0 43 F Diarrhea Fatigue; Eye - Redness, swelling

933526 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 F SkinRash Dyspnea

933527 01/07/2021 55.0 M NauseaVomiting HA Narrative:  went home for rest and fluids

933528 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 F Headache enlarged lymph gland

933529 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 54.0 53 F Headache, Myalgia, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting,  injection site soreness initially, then on the 30th arm was very sore, runny nose, shoulder/neck aches, severe N/V/D, severe fatigue Narrative:  Did not need to seek medical care. Stayed at home.

933530 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 28.0 27 M Rash & Purpura

933531 08/18/1979 01/07/2021 42.0 F ErythemaMultiform

933532 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 59.0 58 M ErythemaMultiform

933533 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 F Myalgia, CoughWheeze, UrticariaPruritus, NauseaVomiting, Syncope, itching; chest congestion; fatigue body ache; n/v for the first 24 hrs of vaccinating employee Narrative:  12/29 developed itching and chest congestion that flared up my asthma.  12/30 still itching and chest congestion/ having bad fatigue, body aches, nausea and diarrhea lasted for 24 hrs.

933538 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 1.58 0 M Myalgia, CoughWheeze,  chills, sore throat, fatigue Did not have to seek medical care, just waiting for symptoms to subside. 0.5

933544 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 F Headache, Myalgia, Local arm myalgia

933550 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 F Fever Congestion, Chills

933555 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 60.0 59 F NauseaVomiting

933558 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 29.0 28 F Metallic Taste

933564 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 50.0 49 F Headache Pain at the insertion site, right shoulder pain, and headache. Did not take any medication for reported symptoms. Narrative:  Reports pain at the insertion site, right shoulder pain and headache starting 1/3. She reports has not taking any medication for reported symptoms.

933569 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Myalgia, Fever, Rash, malaise Narrative:

933575 01/07/2021 53.0 F Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, fatigue

933580 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 F swollen lymphnodes in left ear to arm area Narrative:  employee went to PCP. They determined the employee had an ear infection and prescribed antibiotics

933584 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 35.0 34 F Dizziness, Myalgia, Fever & CoughWheeze Narrative:  Employee reports having no s/s until the morning after her first dose. Reports fever 99.3, chills sore arm, dizziness , cough and body ache.

933588 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 31.0 30 M Myalgia Chills

933595 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 66.0 65 F BlurredVision

933600 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, CHILLS/ FATIGUE Narrative:

933606 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Agitation, Depression, Myalgia, sore right arm Narrative: Employee states, "I did experience the sore arm, though mine lasted about a week. I received my vaccine the morning of the 21st and by the evening I was experiencing what I have been called "tantrum moodiness". Short fuse, unreasonably angry, felt like crying, yelling, arguing. By the next day some general malaise that led to aching, especially it seemed in connective tissue. More moodiness, crying, some yelling. By Wednesday it seemed to resolve."

933613 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 48.0 47 F 3"X1" AREA OF PAIN, REDNESS, WARMTH, INDURATED ON 12/30/20 LASTING 48 HOURS; STATES HEADACHE FROM 12/29-12/31/20; REDNESS SUBSIDED BUT HAS RETURNED IN PAST 2 DAYS WITH PRUTITUS, REDNESS AT INJECTION SITE TO LEFT DELTOID.

933615 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 32.0 31 F PAIN IN THE LEFT ARM PIT REGION 2 DAYS AFTER

933619 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 M Syncope Hx of syncopal episodes during any procedures, per ED note. Narrative: c/o of feeling flushed and pt. asked to lay down @11 am in the observation area. Staff able to get pt. to cart before she "passed out." She immediately responded but RRT was called to assess the patient. BP low, per RRT (84/54 P 53, 108 /65 P 51) and pt. was taken to the ED at 1112. No SOB, nausea noted. Per ED and final report was that the reaction was not an allergic reaction nor a side effect of the injection.

933624 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 31.0 30 M c/o shaking and was pale, per assessment. VSS. RRT assessed. Narrative: pt. noted to be shaking and had labored breathing when brought to Observation area after vaccination. RRT called and recommended additional 30 min. monitoring. 121/76, P 72, R 20, O2 sat. 98% Discharged in stable condition at 4:15PM.

933742 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 59.0 58 F NauseaVomiting dry mouth, sore R arm Narrative:

933743 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 35.0 34 F Fever exhaustion Narrative:

933744 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 33.0 32 F Headache, Fever, took temp at work 99.5-99.8 @ 0700. retook temp 100.3 @ 104.5. temp taken 1115 was 98.0 in EOH Narrative:

933745 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 26.0 25 F Large knot in arm that is hot, red and painful Narrative:

933746 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 63.0 62 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, Sore throat,fatigue Narrative:

933747 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 F Myalgia 1/2/2021 REPORTS HANDS/LEGS MOTTLED AND COLD, EXTREME FATIGUE THAT LASTED UNTIL ABOUT NOON 1/4/2021; STILL WITH CHILLS, FATIGUE Narrative:

933753 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 F SkinRash swollen and itchy at vaccination site. started 2 days later. Increasing swelling until Jan 5 and now improving Narrative:

933760 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 39.0 38 F pain, swelling, itching in injection site Narrative: With PMD appt. 1/4/21 at 5PM. was advised to take meds.

933769 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 54.0 53 F Myalgia, Fever, Chills, loss of taste/smell Narrative: tested COVID positive in 1/4/21 from household exposure she learned about after she had the immunization

934447 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 61.0 60 M Myalgia Chills fatigue body ache; sore arm day 2

934453 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 F PAIN TO LEFT AXILLARY AREA, SWELLING AND INDURATION TO INJECTION SITE STARTED 12/24/20, 12/31/20 REDDENED AREA ~4IN IN DIAMETER AT INJECTION SITE THAT LASTED A FEW DAYS; REPORTS THOSE SYMPTOMS RESOLVED NOW; HOWEVER, HAS CLEAR FLUID FILLED VESICULAR RASH T

934458 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 53.0 52 F Angioedema Narrative:

934463 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 54.0 53 F Headache "L side face/ear full-as day progressed it went away. h/a worsened overnight". Narrative:

934464 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 58.0 57 M Dizziness, Headache, malaise, pain and limited ROM in injected arm Narrative:

934468 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 67.0 66 M Dizziness, Headache, Bilat LE edema, runny nose, periods of disorientation w/in 24 hours Narrative:

934518 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 33 F Myalgia & Arthralgia

934528 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 48.0 47 F UrticariaPruritus Started with urticaria/pruritus around 3rd day, then redness, swelling, induration, itching started 1/2/201, resolved to redness 1/5/2021.

934532 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Dizziness, Myalgia, SORE ARM DAY 2 AND 3; DIZZY/ FATIGUE-DAY 5-7 UPTO DAY 14 SORE ARM DAY 2 AND 3; DIZZY/FATIGUE- DAY 5-7 UPTO DAY 14

934537 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 56.0 55 F Dizziness, NauseaVomiting, R arm pain, fatigue

934551 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 52.0 51 F Headache & Myalgia Narrative:

934556 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 52.0 51 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Diarrhea,  fatigue

934561 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 M Redness, swelling, warmth, itching around the injection site lasting 48-72 hours, symptoms subsided then returned on 1/2/201; Employee advised use of oral or topical antihistamine .

934566 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 53.0 52 F Myalgia, Fever, Sore arm; ringing in ear Narrative:  Day Two: Soreness around injection site, body aches, low grade fever, fatigue Day three: Soreness around injection site, Body aches, fatigue Day four: Fatigue Day five: Periodic ringing in right ear

934571 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 34.0 33 F Myalgia, Arthralgia, local site reaction and fatigue

934572 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 34.0 33 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, (Temperature 100.8) Narrative: Chills, aches, fatigue, headache, temperature 100.8 for 2 days. (Missed 2 days of work, plans to return to work tomorrow.)

934586 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 61.0 60 F mild itching and swelling around the injection site Narrative:

934626 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Agitation, Dizziness, Sedation, NauseaVomiting, FELT HUNGOVER, FOGGY HEAD, HOT FLASHES, TIRED, ANXIOUS, NAUSEA
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934640 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 45.0 44 F INJECTION SITE RED, WARM HARD Narrative:

934652 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 57.0 56 F Headache pain in injection site Narrative:

936859 01/07/2021 39.0 F Headache "runny nose" Narrative:

936860 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 45.0 44 M Left Upper Extremity Numbness Narrative: 15 minutes after vaccination developed Numbness and Tingling down his arm. Slowly resolving

936861 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, HEADACHE, CHILLS, BODY ACHE, NAUSEA

936862 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 34.0 33 M Headache, Fever, pain in injection site

936863 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 F Lymphadenitis Narrative:  2.5 days after injection, noted tenderness and swelling of lymph nodes in axilla of the arm where she received the shot. possible mild fatigue. denies fever, chills, other s/s of illness or other AEs other than localized tenderness in area of injection.

936864 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 48 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Chills

936873 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 30.0 29 F Dizziness, Headache, Tachypnea, soreness in arm, runny nose, severe fatigue Narrative:

936885 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 53.0 52 F Dizziness, Headache, Arthralgia, fatigue, chills

936896 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 29.0 28 M Myalgia, Diarrhea, "chills" no fever Narrative:

936907 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 60.0 59 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia & NauseaVomiting

936916 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 22.0 21 M Headache arm where she recieved injection is sore. Narrative: Employee awoke with headache this morning at 0430. Employee has not taken any OTC meds for headache. Employee was instructed to take OTC acetaminophen/ibuprofen.

936927 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 31.0 30 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, RespDepression, Palpitations, arm soreness and discoloration, chills Narrative

936937 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 67.0 66 M Rash Narrative: Rash on bilateral upper arms.

937003 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 44.0 43 F Fever, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, pain and swelling at injection site Narrative:

937011 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 53.0 52 F Myalgia, Fever, CHILLS Narrative: CHILLS, FEVER, BODY ACHES LASTED UNTIL 1/1/2021

937017 12/26/2020 01/07/2021 66.0 65 F ErythemaMultiform Redness at injection site has increased and up to 8 cm. Has warmth at injection site..

937018 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 M Myalgia & Fever Narrative:

937019 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 48 F Dizziness

937020 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 64.0 63 M CoughWheeze some mild congestion, scratchy throat post nasal drip Narrative: 12/29 Tested positive COVID

937021 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 33 F Headache, Myalgia, pain, swelling & swollen lymph nodes to injection site

937022 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 48.0 47 F NauseaVomiting, HYPERtension, facial reddness to the chest. Went to the ER Narrative: Reports having facial redness to the chest. Had severe nausea and hypertension. Went to the ER and discharged later that day. Still having nausea today.

937023 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 53.0 52 F Myalgia & Fever Narrative:

937024 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 39.0 38 M Headache, NauseaVomiting, UPSET STOMACH Narrative:

937025 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 65.0 64 F Dizziness restlessness, insomnia, lightheadedness, sore arm, body aches

937026 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 53.0 52 M Headache, Fever, lethargic,chills

937027 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 40 F Headache, Arthralgia, arm pain

937028 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 69.0 68 M NauseaVomiting cold chills, sweat, head congestion

937029 12/12/2020 01/07/2021 48.0 47 F NauseaVomiting low back pain

937030 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 58.0 57 M LEFT FACIAL AND TONGUE NUMBNESS - WORK UP CVA NEG Narrative:  Developed left facial and tongue numbness 4 hours after vaccine - went to ER and admitted for 2 days, negative workup for CVA or other acute etiology. Symptoms resolved prior to discharge from hospitalY 2

937031 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 43.0 42 F Reported face feeling warm. no other complaints. Refused to be taken to ED

937032 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 M Tingling to fingers which lasted for 10 min post injection Narrative:

937033 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 52.0 51 F Headache & Nausea Vomiting Narrative: Declined ED visit

937034 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 39.0 38 M Confusion, Myalgia & NauseaVomiting

937036 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 71.0 70 M SkinRash, Rash & ErythemaMultiform Narrative:  employee reports skin rash at injection site erythema spreading to entire left upper arm. no itching or swelling. reports taking antihistamine (Claritin) q day, 1% hydrocortizone BID, and applying ice PRN. skin rash improving with treatment.

937037 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 F Myalgia, Rash & UrticariaPruritus Narrative: Patient developed rash/blisters on the roof of her mouth, within two days this had crossed midline and onto the tongue. She saw her PCP who felt that with the fatigue and muscle aches this could be a reaction to the Moderna vaccine

937038 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 33 F Headache

937039 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 50.0 49 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever & NauseaVomiting

937045 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 28.0 27 M Headache Fatigue, chills Off work for 24 hours

937054 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 61.0 60 M Headache, Myalgia, low grade temp, fascial redness

937057 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 66.0 65 M Headache

937062 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 37.0 36 F NauseaVomiting Narrative:

937069 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 59.0 58 F Headache, Myalgia, Feeling feverish; woke up sweating

937071 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 33 F Hives on arm

937077 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 61.0 60 F Fever, Diarrhea, throat tightness, dyspepsia, injection site pain Narrative: Experienced throat tightness immediately after the vaccination. Observed by occupational health. Recovered with rest.

937095 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 F NauseaVomiting

937107 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 67.0 66 M Headache, Myalgia, sore arm

937115 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 40 M Myalgia & Arthralgia Narrative:

937136 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 33.0 32 F Rash post nasal drip with sore throat. reports woke morning after injection with localized tenderness and rash (red, blotchy non-raised, skin intact, no sloughing, no pustules, etc.) in area surrounding the injection site. She also reports post nasal drip with sore throat, which she often gets with flu shots. She reports rash was slightly larger today (measured 4.5 x 4.5 cm) so she came to clinic.

937141 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 57.0 56 F Headache, Fever, Body aches Narrative:

937145 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 48 F Fever body aches, pain in arm, flushing

937151 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 F Agitation, Diarrhea, Tachycardia, Tingling in upper extremities, started having carpopedal spasms, Pale, anxious. Narrative:  Patient brought over to the ER via gurney after receiving her covid vaccine. Patient was nearing the end of her 15" of observation when she felt her heart was racing. Initial VS was 123/78, HR 143 with saturations of 100%

937157 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia,  lump right axillae; pain on arm Narrative:

937160 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 32.0 31 M Fever right arm pain, chills, exhaustion Narrative: Vaccine 12/28 1700 12/28 - 12/29 - overnight woke up several times feeling sick. He had chills. Temp was 99-100. Exhaustion. 12/30 - this morning symptoms his symptoms are still present but improved. Chills, exhaustion. Hasn't checked his temperature this morning. Right arm - hurt on 12/28 and resolved as of 12/30. He took off from work 12/29 - 12/30. 12/31 - Symptoms have all resolved as of later 12/30.

937168 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 60.0 59 M Headache chills/flushing

937171 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 62 F Myalgia, Fever, CoughWheeze, Fever 102, pain in R arm

937178 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 48.0 47 F Rash itching./redness at the site

937185 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 54.0 53 F Headache, Myalgia, "I feel flushed"

937191 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, stiff arm, fatigued, and loss of appetite

937204 01/07/2021 54.0 F Headache & Myalgia Narrative:

937210 01/07/2021 39.0 M Headache & Myalgia

937217 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 62 M Myalgia, Fever, chills

937223 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 65.0 64 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, Chills, soreness L arm Narrative:  Tmax 101 F

937234 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 F Myalgia fatigue

937242 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 F Dizziness & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

937246 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Rash day 1-3 mild arm soreness;day 4 she is reporting hives to injection site area and swollen lymph nodes to right neck.  Narrative: reports on day 1-3 mild arm soreness. On day 4 she is reporting hives to injection site area and swollen lymph nodes to right neck.

937252 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Myalgia & NauseaVomiting Narrative: She had covid in the past 90 days and has body aches like she felt during the Covid illness

937256 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F Headache, Fever, fatigue, muscle spasms 12/29 received the vaccine. Woke up tired on 12/30. That night woke up with muscle spasms all over her body and took her temp which was 101. The muscle spasms stopped at 0300 on 12/31. After that she developed a migraine. Headache last 22 hours and then just went away. She was tired the following day 1/1. All symptoms resolved on 1/2. She received the first vaccine in the ED and is scheduled to receive the second one in the ED as well. She has h/o anaphylaxis to food and bugs.

937260 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting,  Chills

937269 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 F Headache, Myalgia & NauseaVomiting

937270 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 57.0 56 F Headache, Myalgia, UrticariaPruritus, NauseaVomiting, Swelling at injection site Narrative:

937271 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 71.0 70 M Fatigue

937272 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F c/o itching palms 15 minutes after immunization that did not travel to any other areas. No other c/o Narrative:  Vaccine given at 1410 and c/o itching on palms at 1425. Pt. stated sensation was "faint and subtle, gradually became more noticeable after 15 minutes post vaccination. Cetirizine 10mg, given po at 1440: BP 155/89, P 72, R20, O2Sat. 99%. @ 1500: BP 144/90, 75, 18, 100% o2sat; @ 1510 and prior to discharge: BP 136/85, 79, 18, 100% o2sat. Stated, "it's still itchy but it's feeling better." Denied any breathing difficulty or itching in other areas, except Rt. palm. d/c'd back to work at 1510 in stable condition. RN explained Cetirizine and effects/possible sleepiness/drowsiness.

937273 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 35.0 34 M HYPERtension Narrative:

937274 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 47.0 46 M Myalgia Chills Narrative: Employee reports body aches, chills, has taken Tylenol. Employee left work early. Condition improved, not yet resolved.

937279 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 1.25 0 F Headache Narrative:  Reported Headache this morning 0.2

937286 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 39.0 38 M Myalgia both arms, neck and back

937294 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 M Myalgia & NauseaVomiting

937296 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 69.0 67 M Sore right arm, flush for 10 minutes within 15 minutes of vaccine

937301 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 32.0 31 F Lymphadenopathy & Breast Pain Narrative: Individual reported to EOH provider Symptoms of Lymphadenopathy, breast pain. Also test COVID + after vaccination

937302 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 34.0 33 F Light tingling/numbness on Right side down to hands and toes, then through whole body. Began feeling light-headed briefly. Narrative:  Patient sat through most of anticipated monitoring time without incident, the reported tingling and numbness developing on the right side which fairly quickly expanded to entire body. Reported mild light-headedness. Continued to monitor closely without other intervention required. Patient stood up, reported feeling better and resolution of symptoms with that movement. Continued to monitor a few more minutes. Patient left area symptom-free at 12:00 with teaching of appropriate calls to make or where to return to should she be further symptomatic.

937308 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 M Rash

937313 12/25/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 M Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, FATIGUE, NASAL CONGESTION,

937320 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 F Rash Narrative: Pt called w/questions about taking OTC benadryl for a rash that is on her arms and legs and some on her trunk that she reports began last night, five days after receiving dose #1 of the covid vaccine on 12/30/20. Denies any other symptoms at present and is primarily concerned about reporting her rash. No history of anaphylaxis in her medical history or other allergies to food or medications are known to her. Rash appeared scattered to trunk and extremities x4, red, raised, dry bumps that do not itch at present. Agreed that 25-50mg oral benadryl would be a good choice to start, which she states she will do. She in an APRN and states she feels comfortable recognizing new or additional symptoms for which she should seek medical attention, such as difficulty breathing, rapid heart rate, worsening of rash, swelling off her face, throat or lips, or dizziness/weakness. She has family at her home as well and is not alone.

937333 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 45.0 44 M Palpitations & Hypertension

937341 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F lymphadenopathy left axilla, induration and pruritus at injection site.  Narrative: Per patient: "So I received the injection in my left arm and now have a itchy, sore knot at the injection site. That's not the issue. My nodes under my arm are swollen and painful for which I've been taking NSAIDs with little relief. "Really noticed it Saturday [1/2/21]. Been using a warm compress which helps a little but not much. Haven't seen anyone yet."

937347 01/07/2021 79.0 M Headache & Myalgia

937349 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 M injection site pain, lymphadenopathy Narrative:

937399 01/07/2021 29.0 F Itching at injection site Narrative:

937512 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 39.0 38 M NAD with c/o tongue lips and rt side of face tingling ca 8 min after receiving COVID vaccination. Reaction most noticed in right cheek.

937522 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 44.0 43 F Arm soreness for 12/25 and 12/26-resolved 12/27 Pain in left axillary area on 1/1/2021 as well as arm soreness returned. Axillary pain resolved on 1/2/2020 and arm soreness resolved on 1/3/2020. Arm soreness for 12/25 and 12/26-resolved 12/27 Pain in left axillary area on 1/1/2021 as well as arm soreness returned. Axillary pain resolved on 1/2/2020 and arm soreness resolved on 1/3/2020.

937533 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Tachycardia Lightheadedness and perioral paresthesia after vaccination; in addition to tachycardia, feeling of "tiredness" not felt prior to vaccination, didn't feel "quite right" Narrative:  Employee seen in ED; most symptoms resolved without intervention. Give a script for diphenhydramine for home use. Does not appear to have been given any medications while in the ED.

937541 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 32.0 31 M Myalgia, Fever, chills Myalgias chills low grade temp for 24 hrs. Returned to work and symptoms resolved

937553 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 62 F Headache, Myalgia, CoughWheeze, Syncope, Fatigued, chills, night sweats, mild shortness of breath, cough. Takes coumadin for protein s deficiency. Tested + for COVID on 1/4/21 Narrative:  Fatigued, chills, night sweats, mild shortness of breath, cough. Takes coumadin for protein s deficiency, sees hematology. Currently taking prn tylenol, scheduled to see hematology. Tested positive for COVID on 1/4/21.

937562 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 54.0 53 M CoughWheeze SOB, cough Narrative: Cough, SOB. Pt tested positive for covid on 1/4/21

937572 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Rash & Urticaria Pruritus

937577 01/07/2021 46.0 F b/l weakness in numbness starting in arm receiving vaccine shot at 0846 developed numbness in arm receiving injection which gradually spread to both arms grew to include weakness. After 30 minutes symptoms began to ease and she was released without intervention. VSS throughout. BP in 130s/80s, HR 70s, sats upper 90s. Employee kept at vaccination site until symptoms began to ease.

937587 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 45.0 44 F SkinRash chills Narrative:  macular rash over the trunk anterior chest, abdomen, back and both arms

937596 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 52.0 51 F Dizziness, Tachypnea, CoughWheeze, Palpitations,  shortness of breath, throat tightness Narrative:  VAccine administered at 12:15pm. At 1230pm, employee noted new cough and onset of sob/throat tightening. O2 sat 96-97% on RA, HR 110-120's, BP 123/90. Employee with a long history of environmental/food allergies, occasionally requiring epi-pen. Epi-pen (0.3mg) administered IM x1. 25 mg IV benadryl administered x1. Employee reported symptom improvement after this medication administration and was taken to the ED for further eval. In ED given IV famotidine 20mg x1. Employee monitored without any further adverse reaction. Discharged home with RX for Famotidine 20 mg twice a day for 5 days and Zyrtec 10 mg twice a day for 5 days.

937602 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 39.0 38 F Headache & Myalgia Narrative: Telephone evaluation

937611 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 51.0 50 M Metallic taste within 5 min of injection Narrative:

937620 01/03/2021 01/07/2021 44.0 43 F Headache & Fever Narrative: Employee reports experiencing headache and fevers that started a few hours after vaccine was administered, incapacitated from coming to work but not severe enough to seek medical care.

937646 01/07/2021 37.0 F Angioedema tingling on botton lip and chin Narrative:  Patient vitals were taken on two occasions - 15 minutes apart and were stable. Patient verbalized feeling ok. No signs of edema, pain or any other discomfort.

937656 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 57.0 56 F Headache chills, fatigue Narrative:

937669 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 59.0 58 F Fevers, chills, aches & pains

937671 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 43.0 42 M Dizziness mild shortness of breath, asthma exacerbation Narrative:  used albuterol inhaler at home which did help.

937680 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 41.0 40 F Dizziness light headed, itchiness on head, ears felt hot and red,  elevated BP and elevated HR Narrative: Tool Prednisone, Hydroxazine, and Zyrtec- all previously prescribed medications for general allergies.

937683 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 33.0 32 F Fever fatigue

937688 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 F Myalgia, UrticariaPruritus, swelling

937693 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 M Headache, Arthralgia & Fever

937694 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 42.0 41 M neuralgia

937700 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 33 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Fatigue

937702 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 48 F dyspnea on exertion, peaked on 12/31/20, now much improved but not completely resolved as of 1/4/21 Narrative:

937718 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 F Fatigue, Swollen lymph node to the right axilla Narrative:

937731 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 37.0 36 M Myalgia malaise Narrative:

937747 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 43.0 42 F Myalgia Muscle twitching and spasms Narrative:  Employee reports post vaccination on 12/31/2020 about 6hrs post vaccination she developed shooting pains in right arm radiating down her arm and into her neck. She states these symptoms progressed through out her entire body into the evening. She developed muscles twitching and spasm all over.

937942 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 M Myalgia & Fever

937943 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 36.0 35 F Dizziness & Headache

937945 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Headache, Myalgia,  REDNESS, SWELLING, WARMTH, INDURATION TO INJECTION SITE ON LEFT DELTOID WITH PRURITUS; FATIGUE Narrative:

937946 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 37.0 36 F ErythemaMultiform urticaria/ injection site pain/swelling

937947 11/30/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia & Nausea Vomiting

937948 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 74.0 73 F ErythemaMultiform employee reports redness and warm to touch at injection site  Narrative:  telephone nurse triage, employee reports redness and warm to touch at injection site 9 days post vaccine administration. applied ice pack to site, but no medication or further treatment needed. employee will continue to monitor if site does not improve.

937949 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Headache, Fever, NauseaVomiting, T102.5 No vomitting symptoms ended x 1 day

937951 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 50.0 49 F Myalgia, Fever, sweating Narrative:

937952 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 45.0 44 M Headache, Myalgia, pain in injection site

937953 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 F watery eyes, chills, sore throat

937955 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 M Myalgia pain at injection site

937956 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 40 F R AXILLARY adenopathy DAY 6- 10 RESOLVED Narrative: R AXILLARY adenopathy Day 6- 10 RESOLVED
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937957 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 M Myalgia, Fever, fatigue

937958 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 28.0 27 F Headache, Fever, NauseaVomiting, Fatigue, Chills Narrative:

937959 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 40 M Myalgia nerve damage, unable to move or lift arm.

937960 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 F 2 hour right sided facial numbness around mouth

937962 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 62 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, SkinRash, Rash, mild symptoms Narrative:  employee reports recovering from side effects, but developed rash she feels similar to shingles she had in the past

937963 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever, chills Narrative:

937965 01/07/2021 27.0 M Headache & Myalgia

937966 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 49.0 48 F Dizziness, Headache, pins and needles injection site, one side shoulder, arm, neck pain, weakness, generalized weakness Narrative:  employee considered response mild, needed a heat pack for pain relief, staying in bed on Jan 5. Taking 800 mgm ibuprofen every eight hours, has not recovered yet.

937967 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 F Headache sore arm, fatigue Narrative:

937968 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, neck pain, chills, lightheaded Narrative: Reports that she had chills, severe body aches, fever, neck pain, fatigue, headache, and lightheadedness

937969 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 64.0 63 F UrticariaPruritus right eye swelling and itching employee presented to ED day after vaccine. was given prednisone and hydroxyzine.

937970 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 61.0 60 M Axillary pain and swelling left underarm 12/31/2020

937971 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Headache, CoughWheeze, Fatigue Narrative:

937972 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 F Headache, Arthralgia, Fever, Fatigue, Chills

937973 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 39.0 37 F Dizziness, Headache, NauseaVomiting, Red/swollen below injection site x 12 days. No vomitting 1/4/21 Went to employee health. No treatment-will follow up w/PCP

937974 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 59.0 58 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, Fatigue, Chills Narrative:

937977 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, tired, sleeping more Narrative:

937978 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 F Headache, Myalgia, CHILLS/ LETHARGY/ SORE THROAT / PERIOD OF SHORTNESS OF BREATH Narrative:

937980 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 54.0 53 M Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, chills, injection site pain

938182 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 54.0 53 F SkinRash, Rash, Red circular area approx. 5cm that first appeared on 12/28/2020, she also reports itching at site.

939698 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 F Headache, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, lethargy, fever

939699 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 37.0 36 M Myalgia, Arthralgia, SkinRash, Warmth, itching, and swelling at injection site. Narrative:  On 2nd - 5th day post vaccination, employee experienced arthralgia and myalgia. On 6th post vaccination, employee developed swelling, itchiness, and redness at injection site.

939700 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 59.0 58 F CoughWheeze Throat swelling, lump in throat

939701 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 48 F cellulitis and lymphadenitis Narrative:  emp developed redness and axillary lymphadenopathy in her lt axilla

939702 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 M Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia & fever Narrative:

939703 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 35.0 34 F redness, swelling, warmth to injection site

939704 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 27.0 26 F Headache & Myalgia

939705 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 F Angioedema & UrticariaPruritus

939706 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 72.0 71 M Dizziness Narrative:

939707 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 M Rash Cellulitis

939708 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 44.0 43 M Dizziness, Fever & NauseaVomiting

939709 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 48 F Headache, Myalgia, Diarrhea & NauseaVomiting

939710 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, UrticariaPruritus, NauseaVomiting, temp 101.0 then 99.5 Chills Narrative:

939711 01/07/2021 42.0 F tired, muscle aches, sore arm, joint pain

939712 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 68.0 67 F Headache fatigue Narrative: vaccine date 12/28. On 12/30 in the afternoon developed severe headache, fatigue.

939713 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 71.0 70 M NauseaVomiting fatigue, hot flashes

939714 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 60.0 59 M Arthralgia Inflammation under axilla on 1/2/2020 arounf 10am

939715 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 57.0 56 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, T 99.6, chills

939716 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 64.0 63 F Headache fatigue

939717 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 F Headache, Myalgia & Fever Narrative:

939718 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 58.0 57 F hives, burning sensation around mouth

939720 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 59.0 58 F unilateral swollen glands (right side) Narrative:

939722 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 35.0 34 F Headache Narrative:

939816 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 54.0 53 F NauseaVomiting dizziness

939839 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 1.08 0 F warm sensation chest area 0.0

939854 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 F Rash Narrative:  large rash at site of vaccine in left arm upper

939862 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 25.0 24 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, chills, fatigue Narrative:  reports about 30 hours after vaccine developed a headache. about 48 hours had flu-like s/s, chills, nausea, fatigue, denies other s/s.  These flu like s/s resolved within 24 hours, but headache continues, in milder form.

939867 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 33.0 32 F Headache, Myalgia, Fatigue

939871 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 62 F Headache tingling hands and lips, tongue felt thick/swollen Narrative:  12/30 given vaccine in the ED due to a shellfish allergy for which she carries an epipen. Pt experienced mild symptoms c/w allergic reaction after receiving Pfizer COVID vaccine #1. Symptoms included tingling lips and sensation of swollen tongue. She was given Diphenhydramine 50mg PO. Condition did not progress and her symptoms resolved within about one hour of oral Diphenhydramine. She was observed for 3 hours and discharged to home with prescriptions for an epipen and benadryl. Employee states - "15 min after the vaccination my hands got tingly on the palms. 5-10 min after that the front of my lips were tingly then my tongue felt thick. I also got a headache They gave me benadryl pills in the ED and within 10 min tingling on my lips went away and my tongue felt normal. My headache also went away." She was discharged from the ED back to work and reports no other symptoms.

939877 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 64.0 63 F Headache & Fever

939885 01/28/1983 01/07/2021 M Headache & NauseaVomiting

939892 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 35.0 34 F Dizziness, Headache & NauseaVomiting

939897 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 62 F Myalgia

939905 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 58.0 57 F Headache & Fever

939910 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 F L arm cellulitis

939913 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 36.0 35 M Myalgia Narrative:  Employee reports all over muscle soreness and almost immediate onset s/p injection. Symptoms resolved within 36 hours.

939917 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 F Myalgia, Fever, Pain in arm and armpit, swelling at injection site

939945 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 57.0 56 F Headache & Myalgia  Narrative:

939950 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F CoughWheeze fatigue, runny nose, chest congestion Narrative:

939958 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F swelling of left axilla with redness, and hot to the touch

939976 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 F Arthralgia, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, Chills, fatigue, Positive COVID test 9/11/2020

939980 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 M Fatigue, Cough Narrative:  On the day of vaccination patient reported cough and fatigue. Went and received a chest x-ray.

939982 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 50.0 49 F Myalgia,SkinRash, Rash, HYPERtension,  Pain at the insertion site, myalgia, rash to neck & back, itchiness to the throat Narrative: Developed pain at the insertion site and myalgia on 12/31/2020 1 hour after vaccination. On 01/01/21 developed rash to the neck & back and itchiness to the throat. She was seen at ER on 01/01 with a temp of 36.8 C, B/P 175/90, and HR 102. She was given Solu-u-Medrol 125mg IVP, Pepcid 20mg IVP, and Benadryl 25mg IVP. Symptoms resolved and B/P post treatment 125/80. Discharged home with Prednisone 40mg x 5day PO, Vistaril 25mg Q 6 hours PRN, and Pepcid 20mg x 5 days PO. Reports today 01/2/21 rash completely resolved. Has a history of allergic reaction to antibiotics. Reports had an anaphylaxis reaction to cephalosporin 4 years ago requiring a Epi injection in the ER. Reports history of allergic reaction to antibiotics; PCN, Macrolide, and Fluoroquinolones treated with High Dose Steroids.

939992 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 F Redness, warmth to injection site; 5x6cm area of redness, warmth on left deltoid when seen by EOH on 12/21/2020.

939994 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 33 F arm pain Narrative:

939999 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 M Arthralgia right arm soreness; numbness & tingling upper lip 12/29 12:15 received the vaccine. 12/30 0600 woke up with a sore arm and joint aches. 12/31 woke up with numbness and tingling across her enter upper lip. It is constantly present. Her sore arm and joint aches have improved. She denies all other symptoms. 12/31 later in the day her lip tingling resolved as did her sore arm and joint aches.

940002 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 1.08 0 M Headache & Myalgia 0.0

940003 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 40 F Headache, Myalgia & Fever  Narrative:

940004 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 39.0 38 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever, fatigue Narrative:  Called Occ Health to report flu like s/s, fever, fatigue, full body myalgias, headache onset approx. 30 hours post injection. improved some this AM, but not completely resolved.

940005 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 F WARMTH, SWELLING, PAIN BEGAN ON 12/26/20 AND WORSENING SINCE THAT TIME. 8x8cm ERYTHEMATOUS, INDURATED, CALORIC AREA NOTED UPON ASSESSMENT 12/30/20.

940006 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Diarrhea, Tachycardia, fatigue Narrative:

940007 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 58.0 57 F Headache, Arthralgia, Shoulder pain, chills, headache, backpain

940008 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 28.0 27 M Headache fatigue, body aches

940009 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 57.0 56 M Myalgia submandibular, posterior neck, L groin lymphadenopathy, axillary lump.  Narrative:  employee developed first a tender axillar lump, then shortly after submandibular, L groin, and posterior neck lymph adenopathy with localized myalgias. The axillar lump appears to likely be a localized mild folliculitis.

940010 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 37.0 36 F RespDepression

940011 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 F Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, per patient: "extreme soreness in my left shoulder where the vaccine was administered, and a extreme case of upset stomach"

940012 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 64.0 63 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever,  fatigue Narrative:

940013 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 44.0 43 F body aches, chills Narrative:

940014 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, & CoughWheeze Narrative:

940015 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 1.08 0 M bilateral numbness cheeks and jaw, difficulty swallowing Narrative:  College med student received COVID vaccine 30mins later had numbness in both cheeks and jaw, 40mins after vaccine he had difficulty swallowing. No SOB, No resp distress, no noticeable swelling of tongue0.0

940016 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 44.0 43 F fever, headache Narrative: 10 hours after receiving vaccine patient experienced fever of 101.2, headache and unable to get out of bed.

940017 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 43.0 42 F Headache headache, sore thraot, body aches, nasal congestion and fever Narrative:  On day after vaccination patient experienced headache, sore throat, body aches, nasal congestion and fever of 101. Took OTC Ibuprofen

940018 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 M itchy stomach

940019 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 64.0 63 M Myalgia fatigue

940020 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 64.0 63 F arm muscle aches, backache, low grade temp Narrative: On day 1 and 2 patient experienced arm muscle aches, back ache and low grade temp of 99.7. Took OTC Motrin.

940021 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 26.0 25 F Myalgia CHILLS ; FATIGUE Narrative: CHILLS; FATIGUE AND MYALGIA DAY 2 AND CONTINUES TO HAVE SOME FATIGUE AND MYALGIA TODAY

940022 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 62 M Arm pain on day 1 and day 2

940023 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 F fatigue, achy, headache, malaise Narrative:  on day 2 patient reported, fatigue, body aches, headache and malaise. Took OTC Tylenol and Nurtec prescription.

940024 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 43.0 42 M Headache, Myalgia & Arthralgia

940025 01/07/2021 26.0 M Induration and redness at injection site Narrative:

940026 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Chills, soreness and stiffness in neck and back Narrative:

940027 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 45.0 44 F sore arm at injection site, sore throat

940028 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 33.0 32 F headache, pain in joint/muscles, chills, fatigue, injection site pain and swelling Narrative: Took OTC Motrin

940031 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 F Myalgia Narrative:

940037 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 69.0 68 M Myalgia Narrative:

940044 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 43.0 42 F neck swelling, hard to turn head Narrative:

940052 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 F UrticariaPruritus Arm pain Narrative:

940059 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Dizziness, Headache, Arthralgia, Fever, CoughWheeze, Diarrhea, sore throat, chills, injection site pain Narrative:

940177 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F body aches, chiils, fatigue, cough, congestion Narrative:  On day 3 experienced body aches, chills, fatigue, cough, sinus congestion and feel like she was hit by a bus

940179 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 M Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, reported runny & itchy nose lasting approximately 4 hours post-immunization Narrative:

940273 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 31.0 30 F Injection site redness and pai, swelling

940299 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 48 M Nausea, hot/cold chills

940311 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 54.0 52 M SkinRash, Rash, 8cm Oval red rash surrounding injection site. Itching started on 12/30/20. Area is non-raised with no warmth noted.

940319 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 50.0 49 M Fever Chills

940321 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 F Myalgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, diaphoresis lasting approximately 2 hours, feeling fatigued, onset of symptoms 0245 12/29/2020

940329 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 1.08 0 M Headache fatigue, arm swollen, insomnia Narrative: Call in to notify of headache, insomnia, fatigue 0.0

940335 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 28.0 27 F Myalgia & Fever Narrative:

940336 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 33.0 32 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, Diarrhea, Fatigue

940343 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 F Agitation, Headache, Myalgia, Fever & Tachycardia Narrative:  approx. 21 hours after receiving vaccination patient started to feel flushed, skin of neck and face red, fever of 101.4, tachycardia, regular rate of 120-140 over two hours, states she feels like there is a lump in her throat. States she does not feel good and she does feel anxious which is abnormal for her. The headache started earlier in the day. She has taken 2 Tylenol.

940353 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 74.0 73 F lightheaded

940361 12/16/2020 01/07/2021 61.0 60 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Chills, Fatigue, Injection Site Pain Narrative: Adverse reaction lasted 3 days, employee did not report to work on day 3 after vaccine.

940375 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Myalgia & Fever Narrative:

940386 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 M Fever runny nose congestion Narrative:  T 100 on 12/29, allergy like sx on 12/31

940442 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 F Headache & NauseaVomiting

940491 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 F Fever Chills Narrative:

940492 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 25.0 24 F ErythemaMultiform Redness, swelling, itching, pain over left deltoid began 2 days after injection and worsening since that time; upon exam 12/30/2020, 4x5cm area of erythema, induration and heat over left deltoid.

940493 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 F Sedation, Myalgia, fatigue

940494 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 F Headache, Myalgia, fatigue, hot flashes Narrative:

940495 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 40 F Influenza-like illness Narrative:  Improved within 6 hrs-no medications taken

940501 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 57.0 56 M Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fatigue

940511 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 33.0 32 F Lymphadenopathy (Axillary, Left Groin, Submandibular)

940518 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 M Drowsy, injection site pain, chills, aches/pains, weakness

940523 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 M HEADACHE, GENERALIZED ACHES AND PAINS Narrative:

940531 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 60.0 59 M DIZZINESS, HYPERTENSION, TACHYCARDIA Narrative:

940535 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 F INJECTION SITE PAIN, BREAST PAIN

940540 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 75.0 74 F Dizzy, lightheaded, hypertensive

940544 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F NauseaVomiting, HYPERtension, Tachycardia, throat swelling Narrative: Went home after vaccine and starting vomiting, throat swelling. HR and BP elevated Went to ER was given beta blockers, in hospital for observation. Y

940547 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 43.0 42 F Headache, Myalgia, HYPERtension, Angina, bilateral hand swelling Narrative: vaccinated in R) arm reports pain went down right arm into forearm and had bil hand swelling. Reported soon after chest pain and headache. BP elevated 190/122 P 64 did come down to 152/91 P 65. EMS called to transport for work up.

940551 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 48.0 47 M Headache & Tachycardia
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940559 12/02/2020 01/07/2021 24.0 23 F Rash left arm pain

940562 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 40 F injection site redness 9 days after injection

940571 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 21.0 20 M NauseaVomiting chest tightness, throat tightness Narrative:  This is a 20 year old who had a sensation of throat tightness immediately after his covid vaccine. He was transported to the ED. Treated with epi pen, solumedrol, benadryl, and pepcid. Also reports nausea which was treated with ondansetron 4m IV. Symptoms have not reoccurred. Prescription also given for epi pen. Discharged to home.

940576 01/07/2021 47.0 M Dizziness Narrative:  About 20 min after injection felt pulse fast, and light headed dizzy, put ice pack on back of neck stayed extra 25 min with resolving b/p 151/80 pulse was 101 98 percent oxygen sats on room air, last b/p 130/83 pulse 80. No further symptoms or complaints all resolved. Left clinic with instructions to go to the ED any worsen symptoms.

940581 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 F REDNESS, SWELLING TO INJECTION SITE STARTED ON 12/23/20. 8x12 AREA OF BLANCHABLE REDNESS, CALORIC, INDURATION NOTED UPON EXAM WITH EOH ON 12/31/20.

940585 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 44 F REDNESS, PAIN, SWELLING AND ITCHING TO RIGHT DELTOID INJECTION SITE INITIALLY APPEARED APPROXIMATELY 24 HOURS AFTER RECEIVING VACCINE, WENT AWAY AND RETURNED 12/30/2020 WITH WORSE SYMPTOMS. SEEN BY EOH 12/31/2020 WITH 5x6cm INDURATED, WELL DEMARCATED, ERYTHEMATOUS ARE

940589 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 33 M R subclavicular lymph node swelling

940594 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 43.0 42 F Headache Narrative: headache on 12/26

940600 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 F Myalgia & Fever Narrative: Fever 100 advised to stay home if febrile.

940608 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 64.0 63 M Headache & Myalgia Narrative:  myalgias, headache, stayed home from work for a day

940613 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 29.0 28 F Myalgia & Fever

940625 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, R axillary lymph node swelling, fatigue Narrative:  T 100, decreased to normal range with acetaminophen, r axillary lymph node swelling, headache fatigue, myalgia.

940627 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F Headache, Myalgia, Injection site pain Narrative:

940632 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, Fever, HYPERtension, Pt reported "body felt hot while hands/feet were very cold." Subjective fever, did not take temp., reported loss of taste, PCR covid tested on 12/30/2020 results negative Narrative: Pt remained at home and self-managed symptoms with OTC medications x48 hours. Reported for work approximately 72 hours after vaccine with no further issues reported. Had PCR covid test completed 12/20/2020 with negative results.

940633 01/07/2021 34.0 M Fever T 100.1, also expose to covid + husband within the last 5 days without mask

940635 01/02/2021 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F Dizziness Narrative:  Pt received the vaccine at 9:28am. Approx 15-24 mins after the administration began to feel lightheaded, sweaty and flushed. Pt states this is not uncommon for her, has history of this after shots and occurs spontaneously throughout the day. Pt's face was flushed but did not develop any tongue or lip swelling, denied sob or respiratory difficulty. On exam op clear, no swelling to lips, tongue, no stridor, lungs cta bil, no wheezing, cor rrr s1s2 no m/g/r, abd soft nontender, ext no c/c/e, left upper ext injection site without redness or swelling. Vital signs were T 97.5, bp 154/97 p 95, o2 sat 97%, bp 146/80, p98, 100% 148/05 p 102 99%, 163/92 p83 o2 99%. Pt was observed for the next approx. 15-20 mins, given water and improved. Walked around the clinic with the pt who felt comfortable to be discharged. She was instructed to monitor her symptoms, follow up with her primary md regarding pretreatment prior to second vaccine and to go straight to the ED if her symptoms progress or worsen. Pt understood and agreed with instructions. Pt works in the facility and will be around medical personnel until 8pm.

940646 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 F Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Reported neck stiffness, joint pain and nausea lasting approximately 24 hours

940652 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 F Headache, Myalgia, left axilla enlarged lymph node Narrative:

940659 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 M Headache, Myalgia & NauseaVomiting

940668 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 54.0 53 F Headache, Myalgia NA Narrative: Employee has h/o migraine headache that she uses replax intermittently for more than 10 years. Employee claimed after she got the covid vaccine , she developed light head. Then She started having headache that got worse progressively. She stated that she took her routine medication with no relief. She took more doses than usual, in addition to Tylenol. Stated that headache continued till the following day, that she called off work, 12/30/20. She said she slept the whole day yesterday and headache had subsided. She denied dizziness, nausea and vomiting.

940681 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Myalgia Arm sore at injection site, decreased range of motion throughout

940682 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 64.0 63 F Dizziness, HYPERglycemia, Hx. DM c/o dizziness. Hs. DM. Accucheck was 345. took her sliding scale insulin and said she would take her BP med when she got home. BP 193/83, P. 60, O2sat 100%.

940692 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F Dizziness, Headache, NauseaVomiting & HYPERtension Narrative:  Seen in ED at hospital for ha fatigue muscle soreness dizziness and hypertension. CT head found incindental cyst on brain, eval by neurologist findings sx not related to finding.

940693 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 M Dizziness, Palpitations, erythema 3 cm area at injection site l arm Narrative:  Palpitations intermittently today, hemodynamically stable on exam, and ekg nsr. Advised to hydrate rest and avoid caffiene alcohol stress rtc or seek er care if persist/worse. denies chest pain. Consulted with attending physician, employee plans to work today

940696 01/07/2021 1.08 M fatigue, shoulder pain, chills, fever Narrative:

940702 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 77.0 76 M Erythema induration 5 cm area warmth at vaccine site

940705 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 M Swelling, itching, redness and induration 1 week after injection

940717 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 66.0 65 M Nausea Vomiting c/o nausea, no vomiting Narrative:  Felt nauseated about 15-20 min. after immunization. vss. Given water and felt better and said he felt ok to return to work. D/C'd in stable condition to work.

940721 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 57.0 56 M Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever & NauseaVomiting

940734 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 61.0 60 F Arthralgia & Fever

940743 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Myalgia, Arthralgia & Fever

940748 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 F Myalgia, Fever & CoughWheeze Narrative: PT was self-treating fever at home with appropriated OTC medications/dosage

940752 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Headache, Arthralgia, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, fatigue, injection site pain Narrative:  left work at noon on 12/31/20

940763 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 37.0 36 F Dizziness, Headache, NauseaVomiting, 12/30 worst migraine 12/31 migraine, severe nausea, lightheaded, dizziness 1/4 felt like fainting and went home from work 1/6 head heavy, dizziness.  Narrative:  12/30 worst migraine took Midol and then Excedrin with no relief, 12/31 migraine, severe nausea, lightheaded, dizziness 1/4 felt like fainting and went home from work 1/6 head heavy, dizziness.

940768 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 44.0 43 F ErythemaMultiform swelling at site of injection Narrative:  employee experiencing swelling & redness in arm apx 10min post injection. vital signs stable at 133/82 HR 78 O2 97% T 98.4 RR16. no further symptoms after 30min monitoring. returned to clinic at 1430 with increased redness/swelling w/new onset of itching near injection site. VS: 138/83 HR 69 O2 96% T99 RR 16. Admin 50mg IV Benadryl. code team arrived and took to ED for further monitoring.

940771 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 37.0 36 F golf ball size swelling in armpit on injection side. Left Narrative:

940776 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 M Employee returned to vaccination area at 13:45, reported mild intermittent tingling in hands and feet bilat; primarily feet and primarily when he sat down. Also reported mild brief blotchiness to bilat lower forearms.  Narrative: Mildly anxious, mild reactions to which he was unsure if he should return to vaccination site or not. Denied dizziness, light-headedness, palpitations. Reported mild feeling of a 'rush' "kind of feeling, like, stimulated". VS: at 13:46: BP 14977. O2 99%, P 79, T 36.3. Reported he had been continuing doing his duties without difficulty but didn't know if he should be concerned. Noted blotchiness on forearms under different lighting when he went to restroom. Blotchiness mild to moderate and mostly resolved before he left. VS at 14:02: BP 136/69, O2 99%, P 80, T 36.7. Reported tingling mostly resolved if he stretches his legs out some. Reported anxiety over "the whole thing. It's just weird and I've been excited about the vaccine". Reviewed S/S to be aware of, when to seek medical attention and that he was feeling completely stable and comfortable before he left. Positively reactive to increased information and seeing improvement in blotchiness. Left at 14:08.

940777 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 F Myalgia, Fever, Rash, fatigue, chills

940786 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 40 M Myalgia

940789 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 59.0 58 M Myalgia, Arthralgia, 12/29 myalgias/arthralgias, soft stool 12/30 fatigue.

940796 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Myalgia Fatigue

940802 01/07/2021 52.0 M BlurredVision, UrticariaPruritus, numness face and tongue

940803 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 F Headache arm soreness, redness Narrative:  Rash noticed to injection site 12/31/2020.

940807 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 57.0 56 F CoughWheeze c/o chest congestion. Hx. of asthma. Used her Albuterol inhaler and "felt better" Vaccinated at 1041 AM, c/o "feels like chest congestion, tickling in throat" at 1117. Hx. Asthma; used her Albuterol inhaler PRN at home and used it at 1117. after 2-3 minutes she said she felt better. BP148/71, P 88, R 16, O2Sat 96% at 1117; at 1125 BP 140/72, P 84, R 18, O2 sat 99%.

940814 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 53.0 52 F Myalgia severe arm pain, redness

940817 09/30/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 61 M Dizziness cough (allergies, per Pt.) noted; appeared anxious Narrative:  c/o dizziness. given juice. HX. HTN. @0945 BP 170/81, P. 93, R 18, O2 96%; @ 0955 BP 143/76, P. 89, R 18, O2 97%; @ 1005, BP 175/82, P. 87, R. 18, O2sat 97%. Sent to ED for further evaluation. Given IV fluids for dehydration. resolved.

940818 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 65.0 64 M Fever 100.5 Narrative:

940824 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 48 F SkinRash flushed face noted with rash around neck Narrative: @1348 noted face flushed and rashes around neck. BP 132/80, P 96, R 18, O2 sat 100%, T 98.6 Given Cetirizine 10 mg po and observed for 30 minutes. @ 1405 BP 123/65, P 65, R 18. Resolved and d/c'd at 1410. Updated in employee record on database

940825 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 M Headache & Diarrhea

940826 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 44.0 42 F Headache chills, fatigue, body aches Narrative:

940832 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 F Dizziness, Headache & RespDepression Narrative:

940834 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 F extreme tiredness and chills

940836 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 1.08 0 F Myalgia Throbbing pain on both arms 0.0

940841 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 F Dizziness, HYPOtension,  blurred vision Narrative:  Reaction at 30 min- Dizziness, blurred vision, B/P dropped to 95/55- She stayed in ER until 11am, No Sxs of breathing issues or SOB. She was NOT admitted, just observed until B/P went up. Vaccine was given in the ED- reason not given.

940843 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 43.0 42 F Right arm red, sore, tender at injection site

940845 01/07/2021 49.0 F Tachypnea Panic Narrative:  Employee experienced panic response w/tachycardia up to 105 BPM. BP stable 144-147/84-90 throughout response. Benadryl 50mg admin @1650. Code team arrived assessed employee and took to ED

940846 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 40 F Fever, Tachycardia, CHILLS Narrative: PULSE WAS 115 FOR ABOUT 3 HOURS. TOOK TYLENOL AND NO FEVER, CHILLS OR HIGH PULSE NEXT MORNING

940853 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 43.0 42 F UrticariaPruritus

940854 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 48.0 47 F Headache, Myalgia, Rash, Hypoglycemia, subjective tachycardia (heart racing) Narrative:  Within minutes of vaccination, employee experienced sternocleidomastoid tenderness/tightness on the side of the vaccination with a feeling of her heart racing. She was transferred to the ED. Evaluation revealed mild rash, vital signs stable, normal oxygen saturation, no SOB, normal sinus rhythm on EKG. No evidence of pulmonary involvement, lung sounds clear. Assessment: Mild allergic reaction. After 5 hours of observation in the ED, patient experienced resolution of her subject tachycardia. She was treated for a headache with APAP during her stay, and reports improvement. She also had a mild hypoglycemia and was given ginger ale and graham crackers. Discharged to home.

940858 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 48 F NauseaVomiting Narrative:  Seen in the ED for nausea with 1 episode of vomiting after receiving COVID- 19 vaccine. Questionable covid 19 vaccine reaction of nausea. No evidence of serious allergic reaction, no rash, no trouble breathing. Nausea improved with zofran. No indication for benadryl or other allergy medications at this time. Patient has been observed in the ER for several hours and no new symptoms developed. Will DC home with strict return precautions.

940863 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 43.0 42 M SWEATING ANXIETY, HEADACHE, NAUSEA, SWEATING AT APPROXIMATELY 1410. HR 100-105. OBSERVED 5 MINUTES. DENIED SOB. NO TACHYPNEA, RASH OR ORAL SWELLING. NO AUDIBLE WHEEZING OR STRIDOR. SENT TO ER AT 2:19 FOR OBSERVATION. OBSERVED 1 HOUR.

940867 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 1.08 0 M RespDepression 0.0

940869 01/07/2021 44.0 F SkinRash & Tachycardia Narrative:  Staff member received the vaccine approximately @ 1030hrs. States she felt flush, tachycardic right after the vaccine. They developed a rash on her neck, chest and face.

940870 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 39.0 38 M Headache hot flashes. fatigue, runny nose

940872 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F Headache, Sedation, CHILLS Narrative:

940875 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 33.0 32 F SkinRash COLD SENSATION RADIATES DOWN LEFT ARM Narrative:

940876 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 M Headache, Sedation & Fever

940879 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 57.0 56 F Myalgia & Fever

940881 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 33 M Headache, Myalgia, UrticariaPruritus, NauseaVomiting, metallic taste, LN Swelling

940882 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 66.0 65 M Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Fatigue

940885 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Myalgia, Fever, chills

940886 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 F SkinRash, CoughWheeze & Syncope

940887 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 48.0 47 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, l arm swollen at site, no redness/warm to touch, extreme fatigue (malaise)

940888 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 32.0 31 F Pt. c/o of tingling and tightness in the back of the throat and a warm feeling over her body. Alert and oriented Narrative: Pt. c/o of tingling and tightness in the back of the throat and a warm feeling over her body. 126/77, P 81, R 18 O2 sat at 96.1% at 1420; @ 1435 106/67, P. 65, R 16, O2 sat 99%; @ 1444 BP 115/63, P 67, R 17, O2 sat 100%.Symptoms resolved ay 1435 and denied any c/o. D/c'd in stable vs.

940889 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 M Feels very cold like ice on left arm

940890 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F Myalgia, Arthralgia, Redness at injection site; Fatigue

940891 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 33 F cellulitis Narrative:  left arm cellulitis surrounding injection site approx 5 in in diameter

940892 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 F Myalgia Chills; Fatigue

940893 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 29.0 28 M Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, 100.1 fever Narrative: right arm pain at site of injection fell ill a couple hours after

940894 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 F Diarrhea & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

940895 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 48 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, chills, pain at injection site Narrative:

940896 01/07/2021 51.0 F UrticariaPruritus Itching Narrative: employee c/o itching to scalp, leg, and face; 25mg diphenhydramine PO administered. employee reported symptoms have resolved.

940897 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 65.0 64 F Palpitations Pt. felt like she was having palpitations. VS stable. Narrative: c/o dizziness and palpitations about 20 min. after getting covid 19 immunization; described by pt. as a "very fast heartbeat". P. 96 regularly in the 60's normally, per pt. @ 1320, BP 127/64, P 96, R 16, O2Sat 96%; at 1324 BP 124/57, P 88, R 16, O2 sat. 97%; @ 1337, BP 130/67, P 89, R 16, O2 sat..98%. d/c'd back to work at 1350 resolved. Updated in employee record.

940898 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 48 F Headache & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

940899 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 66.0 65 F Dizziness severe arm soreness and reduced ROM, severe fatigue Narrative:

940900 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 30.0 29 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia & Fever Narrative:

940901 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 33 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Chills and pain at injection site

943404 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 M SORENESS AT INJECTION SITE Narrative:

943422 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 F Fever & CoughWheeze

943454 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 57.0 56 F Myalgia Painful injection site with redness

943459 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 58.0 57 M Myalgia, Fever, Diarrhea,  Injection site sore, stiff neck and upper back, feet& calves swollen, chills, temp 100.0 degrees

943465 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 M Headache, Fever, chills, trouble sleeping Narrative:  Reports that he woke up at 1 am with chills, headache, trouble sleeping, and temp of 101 degrees

943473 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 53.0 52 M Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia & Diarrhea

943476 01/07/2021 41.0 M Headache migraine

943480 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 43.0 42 F Headache Narrative:

943485 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 M Headache, Myalgia & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

943489 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 31.0 30 F Fever & Nausea Vomiting Narrative: fever of 99.9 and N/V.

943494 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Headache, Myalgia & NauseaVomiting

943499 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 35.0 34 F Headache FATIGUE

943508 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 M Headache, Diarrhea & NauseaVomiting Narrative: a few hours after the injection, he developed diarrhea, nausea, vomit once, and headache. The diarrhea, vomit and nausea resolved by the next AM, but the headache continued for 2 days.

943512 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F UrticariaPruritus SMALL HIVES

943517 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 58.0 57 F Dizziness, Arthralgia, congestion

943522 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 65.0 64 F NauseaVomiting Narrative:  Received vaccine on 12/28/2020 . Was doing well until one hour before the call. C/O of abdominal cramp, distention, nausea. No vomiting, temperature was 99.7F. No similar episodes before. No rash.

943527 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 F Headache, Myalgia, Chills, edema (L upper extremity)

943530 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 69.0 68 M Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Fatigue, "Brain Feels Foggy"

943540 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 F Headache generalized weakness

943545 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 25.0 24 F Headache & Myalgia

943558 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Headache, Fever, "low grade fever, chills, fatigue, and headache. I went to bed early and felt better this morning. Only residual feeling I have today is arm discomfort at injection site."

943569 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 M CoughWheeze Fatigue, shortness of breath Narrative:  Symptoms MAY be Covid; will test for Covid

943574 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Headache, CoughWheeze, ErythemaMultiform, fatigue, chills, low temp, swollen glands, injection site hard, red, "itchy"

943580 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 F Rash, UrticariaPruritus, EMPLOYEE STATES ITCHING AND RASH DEVELOPED ON 12/25/20 ON LT BUTTOCK WHICH HAS CONTINUED UNTIL NOW; NO FOLLOW-UP;

943581 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 F Headache cold/chills; Itchy (head, arms, legs); stomach ache; fatigue Narrative:

943594 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 64.0 63 M Myalgia pain at injection site

943601 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 M Myalgia sore arm for 48 hours Narrative:

944392 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 33 M Dizziness & HYPOtension Narrative: Pt reported feeling dizzy and faint about 10 min post vaccination. Pt was noticeably diaphoretic. Vital sign machine was unable to take BP initially, but next readings came back low 90s/60s. Pt was observed for additional 15 minutes and felt better so was released.

946913 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 61.0 60 F Dizziness THROAT FELT TIGHT Narrative:  Anaphylactic reaction to injectable medication in past (gadolinium contrast)

946922 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 M Dizziness Fatigue Narrative:  The patient is improving daily as of 12.30.2020.

946932 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 59.0 58 F Headache, Arthralgia & CoughWheeze Narrative: reports 10 hours post injection, arthralgias and spasms in low back and hips, resolved within 12 hours. She reports the next day, 14 hours mild knee pain (no h/o knee pain), completely resolved. 40 hours out developed headache, initially responsive to Tylenol, then stopped being so, kept her awake at night had a cough for three hours while awake last night), and then today she is leaving work early because of 7/10 headache.

946940 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 60.0 59 U Headache, Myalgia & Nausea Vomitin

947168 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 F NauseaVomiting

947175 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 M UriticariaPruritus, NauseaVomiting, Pain and difficulty moving left arm, fatigue

947181 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 F Dizziness, Myalgia, ErythemaMultiform & Diarrhea

947183 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 67.0 66 M Myalgia, Fever,  fatigue

947192 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 45.0 44 F Rash Narrative:  Employee received Covid 19 vaccine (Pfizer) at 2:30 pm, developed rash 4:30pm, presented to clinic on 12/30/2020 rash still present with some itching. Seen by MD advised Benadryl and to seek medical attention for any increase in symptoms such as SOB.

947202 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 21.0 20 M NauseaVomiting, HYPERtension, Tachycardia, chills Narrative:

947209 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 67.0 66 F UrticariaPruritus Tingling of upper lip and under eyes Narrative: 12:45 stated upper lip felt fingly and under eyes; VS 73, r 16, BP 1589/90, sat 98%. ambulated to MD office Evaluated by Dr. Benadryl ordered (25mg PO x 1 dose) and given at 1305). Ambulated back to personal office, called friend to pick up after work. 1330, 72, 16, 96%, 135/82, denies worsening of symptoms, no rash or hives noted. No symptoms of difficulty breathing, swelling of face or tongue, increased heart rate, rash or dizziness or head ache. Assessment and follow up by M.D.

947212 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 61.0 60 F ErythemaMultiform Narrative: Redness below injection site, warm to touch, sore on palpation

947353 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 58.0 57 F Headache, Fever, chills, temp 104.0 last night this AM 102.0, this evening 101.7, pain at inj site red w/edema Narrative: temps of 104.0last night , 102.0 this am now 101.7

947367 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 F Dizziness Narrative:
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947375 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 50.0 49 F Diarrhea CHILLS Narrative:

947384 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 40 F Headache arm sore, axilla sore with swollen lymph nodes

947418 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 62 F HYPERtension, Syncope Hx. HTN and did not take BP meds in the morning. also anxious about immuniation. Narrative: History of recent stress test with pending results. pt. c/o lightheadedness while seated in recliner during observation. Per pt., she feels anxious after witnessing another person have a syncopal event. BP 240/98, P 76, R 22, O2 sat. 99% at 0935. RRT in the area so they assessed the pt. and convinced her to go to ED to be checked out. D/c'd per w/c to the ED with RRT. ED reported BP 190/108 in the ED. States she did not take BP meds in the morning and was anxious about her immunization today. ED reported she took her Losartan at 4pm. Discharged from the ED. Recorded on employee medical file on database.

947446 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 64.0 63 F Headache & NauseaVomiting

947457 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 67.0 66 M Headache, Myalgia, chills, malaise, runny nose Narrative:

947462 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 59.0 58 M UrticariaPruritus Narrative: pt was given 50mg diphenhydramine orally and itching resolved within 15"; she ambulated out of clinic.

947468 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 M Headache, Fever & NauseaVomiting

947474 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 48.0 47 F HYPERtension & Tachycardia Narrative: Tachycardia at 160 within 5" of injection with mild hypertension from 128/90 to 167/95 for 2-3"; resolution to HR of 110 and BP 139/80 within 5". Transferred to ED for further monitoring in stable condition, awake, alert and cooperative, mentation intact.

947486 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 35.0 34 F Narrative: Nausea and anxiety reported. Relieved by putting head to knee. BP 160/81, P 66, R 20, O2 sat. 97% at 1150; BP 153/74, P 51 , R 20 @ 1155; BP 127/75, P 51, R 18, O298%. Given water to drink; vital improved. Symptoms resolved and was monitored for 30 min.. Verbalized she felt better and was d/c'd to work. Documentation created by MA, RN on form and filed in medical file.

947497 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 44.0 43 F sore throat, esophageal pain, globus sensation Narrative:  12/23/2020 - felt like she had a lump in her throat. This persisted to 12/24/2020. on 12/25/2020 developed centralized chest pain and discomfort. No history of heartburn or indigestion.  12/25/2020 - went to ER. Diagnosed with esophageal spasm

947505 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 37.0 36 F Myalgia, Fever, sinus congestion Narrative:

947509 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 48 M UrticariaPruritus 9X7 cm induration Narrative: 9X7 cm pruritic, erythematous , warm induration 7d after Vaccination.

947519 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 62 M Arthralgia arm pain

947529 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Diarrhea, chills Narrative:

947540 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F UrticariaPruritus & NauseaVomiting Narrative: 1000-Patient stated right hand itching no hives seen; VS-126/84;P-76;R-16;SAT-100%; MD at bedside to evaluate. Denies Respiratory difficulties; CP. 1007-Patient states nauseated, RRT at bedside, patient trying to vomit, turned to right side. Dr. from RRT ordered Epi 0.3mg/ml to be given, Epi administered to left thigh, EMS called. 1015- VS; P-69;R-16;BP-110/72, Sat-98, EMS on scene. Patient A & O x4. No difficulty breathing, loaded on EMS stretcher. 1022- VS-127/63; P-73; R-16: Sat-96 and capnography-41. Patient left T205 via EMS at 1022.

947548 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 37.0 36 F Myalgia

947558 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 57.0 56 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, fatigue

947565 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F Headache, CoughWheeze, NauseaVomiting, Chest tightness Narrative:

947575 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 64.0 63 M Fever chills, headaches

947582 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 M Myalgia, Arthralgia, neck, shoulder pain

947588 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 44.0 43 F SkinRash Narrative:

947597 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 43.0 42 F Headache & Fever Narrative:  Employee reports having chills, fever 100.4, headache.

947610 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 M Headache & Myalgia

947623 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 38.0 37 F Headache, Myalgia, malaise, pain at injection site. Narrative:

950272 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F Headache joint pain, weakness

950273 12/20/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F fatigue, malaise Narrative:

950274 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 40 M CoughWheeze Chest congestion

950275 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 62 F ABDOMINAL CRAMPING

950276 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 1.08 M Headache, Myalgia,  fever 100.9

950277 01/07/2021 20.0 M Headache, Myalgia & Arthralgia Narrative:

950278 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 M erythema warmth swelling at injection site 3 cm area

950279 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 F SkinRash History of allergy to Fluarix (SOB and hives, treated with Benadryl and recovered); latex and seafood Narrative:  Dr. present assessed employee. Mild localized uticaria left upper arm. Resolved after observation 40 min.

950280 01/07/2021 40.0 F Palpitations & HYPERtension Narrative: 143/94 98, 100% on RA, 98.2 degrees, rr 14 at 1457. 158/96, 97, 100% on RA, rr 16 at 1501. Denied headache, rash, SOB, uticaria. 138/87, 85, 100% on RA at 1530. Denied dizziness and palpitations. History of palpitations. History of anaphylaxis allergy to IV iodine.

950281 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 54.0 53 M Patient complained a "metallic" taste soon after receiving he vaccine. Symptoms resolved within 30 minutes. No other symptoms or side effects reported. Patient complained a "metallic" taste soon after receiving he vaccine. Symptoms resolved within 30 minutes. No other symptoms or side effects reported.

950282 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 40 F Myalgia fatigue Narrative:

950283 01/05/2021 01/07/2021 39.0 38 M Headache & Tachycardia Narrative: 1/5 received the vaccine. Woke up in the middle of the night with heart rate to 115-116. Resting heart rate is normally 45. This morning his heart rate was still elevated to 100 range. Has slight headache which developed 1/6 around 9:30. He drank water and it's improved. His heart rate is about 95 BPM at 10:30 on 1/6. He denies all other symptoms. He didn't sleep well because of the fast heart rate so he feels fatigued today.

950284 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 65.0 64 F Myalgia fatigue

950285 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 32.0 31 F Myalgia Narrative:

950286 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 M Myalgia fatigue

950287 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 46.0 45 M Fever L arm pain, fatigue Narrative:

950288 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 53.0 52 F SkinRash, Rash, 8 days post shot has redness to sight, warm and slightly swollen. size 4inchX5inch pink/red area. Escorted to ER for follow up cares. Narrative: Mild cellulitis at Moderna injection site. No systemic signs Prescribed Cephalexin and told to follow up with PCP

950289 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 66.0 65 F Dizziness, Arthralgia, PAIN AT INJECTION SITE,

950290 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 F NauseaVomiting Per patient: "I had severe nausea for 2 days. For 1 1/2 days, I stayed in bed". Soreness at injection site since day of vaccination.  Narrative:  Further information per patient: "I felt the nausea as soon as I woke up Friday morning. I took meclizine and stayed in bed. The nausea continued to Saturday but I was able to drink something and get out of the bed. I never was able to eat anything Friday or Saturday but got out of bed and sat on the sofa, Saturday. Sunday morning I felt much better and was back to my baseline. My arm is still painful since 12/31 but it's not infected".

950291 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 49.0 48 M Headache chills, 99 degree F temp, tired for 24 hours, soreness at injection site, body aches, mild nausea Narrative:  employee gave consent for information to be share with FDA and CDC, felt that event was not over yet, still experiencing some chills at time of interview, Jan 6, 2021, 10:30am.

950292 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 58.0 57 F Headache Narrative;

950293 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 45.0 44 F extreme fatigue

950294 12/18/2020 01/07/2021 37.0 36 F Headache neck pain/injection site soreness Narrative: injection site soreness lasted 24 hours; neck soreness for 36 hours; headache for several days

950295 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 46.0 45 M flu like symptoms

950296 01/07/2021 57.0 M facial flush Narrative:

950297 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F SkinRash

950298 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 37.0 36 F Headache, ErythemaMultiform & UrticariaPruritus Narrative: p vaccine fatigue, tired. 12/31/2020 fatigue body ache no fever,temp 99. redness soreness ejction site c hard bump. HX of migraines. 1/4/2021 itchy ness at injection site. 1/5/2021migrain to R side of head, R ear pressure, itchy ness, redness, swelling, warm to touch at injection.

950299 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F Large, red, raised, painful injection site reaction with bruising up to 2 weeks later Narrative:

950300 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 24.0 23 F ErythemaMultiform, UrticariaPruritus, also swollen lymph nodes, tightness, painful, tender to touch and some movement on injection site armpit Narrative:  5 days post vaccination swollen lymph nodes on injection site armpit. tightness, painful, tender to touch and some movement on injection site armpit. No treatment used. Erythema and itchiness at injection site as well. Hydrocortisone 1% PRN applied to area.

950301 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Nausea, Fatigue, flushing Narrative:  Patient experienced 3 days of nausea, fatigue and flushing. Took over the counter Pepcid and Naproxen

950302 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 66.0 65 F Headache

950303 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 M Influenza-like illness Narrative:  Pt took ibuprofen for symptoms

950304 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 66.0 65 M Dizziness

950305 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia & NauseaVomiting

950306 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 44.0 43 M Headache & Fever

950307 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, Fatigue

950311 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 50.0 49 F Headache, Myalgia & Fever

950313 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F sore throat, muscle chest tightness, throat irritation Narrative:

950315 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 F Headache, Fever, Rash, UrticariaPruritus, fatigue,pain,itching, swelling and warm to touch at injection site

950317 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 29.0 28 F Headache,Myalgia, chills, felt hot all over but temp normal, nasal congestion, injection site soreness Narrative:  12/29 got vaccine. 12/30 feet and hands felt cold. then she felt hot all over. her temp was normal. Then she developed nasal congestion and a headache. Later in the evening she developed body aches and injection site soreness. She took tylenol. 12/31chills have resolved. She has ongoing body aches, feels hot, headache. She called in sick 12/31. Symptoms resolved as of Jan 2.

950319 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 1.08 0 F Headache & Arthralgia 0.0

950321 12/27/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 F Headache, Myalgia, nasal congestion, rhinorrhea, chills

950323 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 F Diarrhea numbness of face/tongue Narrative:

950326 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 53.0 52 M Headache, Myalgia & Fever

950329 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 F Fever & CoughWheeze Narrative:

950333 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F Dizziness

950338 01/07/2021 56.0 F Headache Narrative: EMployee reports "horrible" headache, chills, body aches. Employee was unable to attend work and called in sick.

950340 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 F Headache weakness, lost of taste Narrative:  Informed employee to go get COVID tested since employee reported loss of taste, headache, muscle aches, and weakness. Employee understood and stated that she would.

950343 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Fatigue

950345 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 60.0 59 F allergy like symptoms, runny nose

950348 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 74.0 73 M Myalgia & Arthralgia

950372 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 F Headache, Myalgia & Fever

950375 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 60.0 59 U fatigue; itching at injection site (no rash or reddness) Narrative:

950377 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 43.0 42 M Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Fatigue Narrative:

950379 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 M Headache & NauseaVomiting

950382 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 39.0 38 F Headache & NauseaVomiting

950384 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 M Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, CoughWheeze, self report temp: 100.9 on 12/29; ~99.0 on 12/30 Narrative:

950388 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 50.0 49 F Diarrhea

950392 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 62 F Headache Fatigue

950396 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 39.0 38 F lymphadenopathy, arm swelling

950400 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 F Headache, Fever, UrticariaPruritus, NauseaVomiting, per patient: "fever 102... Tylenol that brings it down to 99.7, severe H/A, N/V, Hoarseness, tongue itching"

950403 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 M Dizziness & Tachycardia

950407 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 F Dizziness, Myalgia, Arthralgia & HYPERtension Narrative:

950411 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 27.0 26 F Fever Injection site pain, neck discomfort

950415 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 23.0 22 F RespDepression & Bradycardia Narrative:  Pt escorted in wheelchair to extended monitoring room approx 8 min after injection of potential antigen. As pt entered doorway, her head hyperextended and she lost consciousness in wheelchair. Pulse not palpable. Pupils dilated. Administered EpiPen to right lateral thigh. Pt gained consciousness in wheelchair and was transferred to stretcher. Remained diaphoretic and pale. Placed on NC 2 L. After stabilized, transferred to ED.

950418 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 39.0 38 F Dizziness, NauseaVomiting, Palpitations, Tachycardia, None Narrative:  Employee experienced listed symptoms appox. 1800 on 12/30. Has made it difficult to perform daily routine. All non listed vitals within normal limits.

950422 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 60.0 59 F Headache, Myalgia, exhaustion

950425 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 39.0 38 F Headache malaise

950428 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 48 F Myalgia, Fever,  swelling

950431 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 59.0 58 F Teeth pain and loss of taste

950433 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 F SkinRash

950436 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 58.0 57 M Myalgia, Fever, swelling

950438 01/04/2021 01/07/2021 55.0 54 F Fever 101 temp and malaise since vaccination on 1/4/21 @0930, symptoms began 24 hrs later (body aches and induration at injection site). Febrile on 1/5@1430 to 101. Fever at 100.5 this morning. No recurrence but still very fatigued.

950443 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 43.0 42 M Tachypnea, Angina, Tachycardia, Sore  Muscles Narrative: Started feeling ill on the 28th. Drove himself to get checked out at the hospital. Hospital sent him home. Called EMS at 12/30/2020 @ 0200 and was hospitalized for 1 day. He is more stable now but still has these symptoms at a moderate level.Y 1

950447 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 67.0 66 F Rash

950450 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 M Myalgia Injection site pain

950454 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 F Headache, Fever, Tachycardia, rigor, lightheaded, back ache, BP 80/50, admitted to ER for observation from 11 am to 5 pm

950457 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 48 F Headache, Myalgia, ARM PAIN,CHILLS,LIGHT HEAD Narrative:

950465 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 25.0 24 M NauseaVomiting chills, "brain zaps"

950471 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 39.0 38 M Arm pain, felt "spacy-mental fog" for about 6 hours Narrative:

950473 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 32.0 31 F Headache, Fever, 99- 100.0

950477 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 F CoughWheeze Itchy throat Received 1st dose of Moderna Vaccine

950485 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 31.0 30 M Headache, Arthralgia, Fever, R arm soreness, chills Narrative:

950490 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 F Headache chills

950496 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia,  NauseaVomiting, Injection site pain

950501 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Diarrhea left arm pain; abdominal pain 12/22 - vaccinated 12/23 onset of left arm pain and couldn't lift her arm. 12/24 arm pain improved. 12/25 felt normal and healthy 12/26 stomach sharp pain, diarrhea and felt shaky. 12/30 tested negative for COVID-19. 12/31 - symptoms persisted through today and have improved for the first time today. Left with only mild abdominal ache. Not sure the abdominal symptoms are related to the vaccine. She was advised to seek medical care if symptoms persist or worsen.

950505 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 50.0 49 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Headache, sore muscles, fever and sore throat Narrative:

950507 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 31.0 30 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, NauseaVomiting, Injection site pain, fatigue, chills

950508 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 62 F Headache FAtigue

950509 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 43.0 42 F redness pain edema at inj site

950510 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 F FEELING FLUSHED, MILD FACIAL FLUSHING Narrative:  0825 C/O FEELING HOT , MILD FACIAL FLUSHING 120/84 P101 99% RA R 18 0837: 50MG BENADRYL GIVEN IM, 0841: C/O DRY MOUTH, FEELING SHAKY 0834: 124/83 P 102 99.4 100% RA 0850: C/O DRY MOUTH, COLD 0840: 118/77 P:  104 100% RA 100% RA.... 0855: 118/84 P101 100% RA T 99.0 0905: TRANSPORTED BY EMT

950511 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, NauseaVomiting, Fatigue Narrative:

950512 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 50.0 49 F Headache Left arm pain Narrative: 12/29 - onset of left arm pain. 12/30- onset of headache. 12/31 headache still present but improve. Arm is mildly sore - much better

950513 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 F Myalgia

950514 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 31.0 30 F Rash erythema, swelling and itching to site of injection  Narrative:  employee presented with itching, erythema, and swelling to site of injection past 48 hours of injection.

950551 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 F Myalgia Chills,fatigue Narrative:

950557 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 53.0 52 F flushed and lips tingling within minutes of vaccination. After 30 min, nearly resolved. Employee declined PO Benadryl but was provided one "to go".

950563 12/31/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F Rash, NauseaVomiting, pruritus Narrative:  Developed dry heaves, rash and itching 9 min after receiving COVID vaccine (1st dose) during observation; Epipen given in vaccination room; transferred to R by ambulance. In ER she was given Diphenhydramine 25 mg PO and Famotidine 20 mg PO. Observed for 1-1/2 hours and discharged.

950575 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 F flushed feeling

950580 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 M Myalgia

950581 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 1.08 0 F Headache & Myalgia 0.0

950582 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 49.0 48 F Employee reported on 12/30/20 that she noticed a pea-size knot on left chest wall below clavicle with soreness after vaccine.

950583 12/21/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 F Sedation, Myalgia, Diarrhea, pain and chills also reported Narrative:  Employee notes approximately 48 hours of COVID like symptoms, similar but milder than what they experienced with the infection. Noted extreme fatigue, pain, diarrhea, chills and muscle aches with resolved after approximately 48 hours.

950584 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 45.0 44 F Headache, Myalgia & Angina

950585 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 65.0 64 F Fever, NauseaVomiting, fatigue, numbness and tingling right arm and leg.
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950586 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 33 F Rash, UrticariaPruritus, Injection site rash, pruritus Narrative:

950587 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 40 F Metallic taste in mouth

950588 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 44.0 43 M Myalgia & Arthralgia

950589 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 M Myalgia Mild left arm soreness 1 hour after receiving the vaccine and generalized malaise/myalgia Narrative:  Employee reports mild left arm soreness 1 hour after receiving the Vaccine and generalized malaise/myalgia.

950590 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 31.0 30 F UrticariaPruritus HIVES ON ARM AND BACK Narrative:

950591 01/07/2021 52.0 M Dizziness, Palpitations & HYPERtension Narrative:  Employee received vaccine this AM at approximately 0853 this AM, Patient was monitored for 30 minutes after receiving vaccine based on employees verbal report of having a prior reaction to the flu vaccine about 10 years ago. The employee reported having heart palpitations and it felt like "heart was beating out of chest" while on duty after the observation period was complete. The employee returned to the vaccine clinic for further evaluation and was assessed and vitals were taken. Employee was noted to have a heart rate around 105-110s and a BP of 170s/ 90s which the employee stated was "unusual". The employee was then monitored for an additional 30mins, which after 15 mins the employee stated "I'm feeling really bad" , employee reported dizziness and stated "I feel like I'm going to pass out. The employee was started on 2L 02 via face mask and transported to the ER for further evaluation. Vitals were reassessed and found to be within normal limits. Patient verbally reported feeling much better at this time.

952088 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 M NauseaVomiting

952089 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 50.0 49 F Patient reports scratchy throat, metallic taste in mouth, "weird" feeling on tongue, "rash" on tongue, denies tongue swelling, denies throat swelling. Benadryl 50mg PO given. Patient states symptoms did not worsen after Benadryl given. Patient reports scratchy throat, metallic taste in mouth, "weird" feeling on tongue, "rash" on tongue, denies tongue swelling, denies throat swelling. O2 saturation 99%. Benadryl 50mg PO given. Patient states "feeling better" and symptoms did not worsen after Benadryl given.

952090 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 1.08 0 M Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever,  mental foggy arthralgias/myalgias, chills. 12/31 fever resolved. 0.0

952091 01/07/2021 34.0 M Felt Cold tingling in 4th and 5th Fingers to right hand Narrative:  Pt at on site 15min observations immediately after receiving Covid-19 Vaccination Informed monitor staff of 4th and 5th finmgers on right have felt cold Monitor checked VS: BP=134/85 P=73 O2-98% BP=127/74 P=73 BP-115-75 P=73 O2-am98% Situation resolve by 1045

952099 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 53.0 52 F Dizziness, Myalgia, difficulty sleeping, dizziness arm pain.

952107 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 35.0 34 M Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, Diarrhea, Tachycardia, HA resolved 12/29, aches chills conts. 12/31 all symptoms resolved, Covid tested negative.

952117 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 M Dizziness & Headache

952123 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 48.0 47 M Dizziness After 5 minutes after being vaccinated, pt began to feel lightheaded and dizzy and slightly short of breath, heart rate was 160 and BP was 128/90 with 100% O2 sats on 6L. After that her heart rate started to come down two minutes later to 129

952124 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 20.0 19 F Myalgia & Arthralgia

952125 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 32.0 31 M Headache & Myalgia

952126 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 45.0 44 F Dizziness Little wave of dizziness 100/62 HR62 O2 99%, 100/67 HR 73 Narrative:

952127 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 64.0 63 M Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, Right arm pain, fatigue

952128 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 M Headache, Fever, chills, HA and temp resolved 12/31 Narrative:

952129 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 37.0 36 M Left arm pain, fatigue

952130 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 45.0 44 U left arm pain, swelling

952131 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 22.0 21 M Fever soreness at injection site and arm, feels warm Narrative:  No OTC meds necessary, just began.

952132 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 M Rash Injection site pain, rash, warmth and edema.

952133 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 48.0 47 F Injection site pain/discomfort

952134 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 F Dizziness Injection site pain

952135 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 33.0 32 M Myalgia, Arthralgia, pain in Rt deltoid/shoulder with ROM>above shoulder, weakness . no sensory deficit. 12/31 arm better with IB.

952136 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 1.08 0 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, CoughWheeze, malaise, congestion Narrative: 0.0

952137 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 66.0 65 M Headache, Myalgia & UrticariaPruritus

952138 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 F Dizziness Left leg tingling intermittingly, BP163/107 HR 75, BP110/119 HR79 O2 98%

952139 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 59.0 58 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, SkinRash, Rash, UrticariaPruritus,  NA Narrative:  Employee had the Covid 19 vaccination at 14:40 pm, 12/29/20, at 15:30 pm she developed hives at the site of injection , that spread gradually to involve the whole body. There was associated itching all over the body. She stated that she took Benadryl 50mg po one time. The hives started improving and completely subsided by late night Employee claimed that she had 101.4 temperature that is responding to Tylenol 650mg q6h prn, currently 15:30,12/30/20 , the temperature is 100.4 she relates to generalized body ache, joints pain, denied shortness of breath, wheezing. Employee could not come to work today because of the fever and body ache. But she did not seek medical attention

952140 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 59.0 58 F Angioedema swelling and redness of face; eyes swollen Narrative: Employee was seen in the clinic the following day and symptoms had resolved.

952141 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 50.0 49 F Fever fever, fatigue

952142 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 31.0 30 M fatigue, arm pain

952143 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 M Myalgia, Arthralgia, Arm pain, fatigue

952144 01/07/2021 48.0 F c/o funny taste 10 min after vaccination Narrative:  10 min after vaccination employee c/o funny taste. Denies numbness/tingling to lips or tongue. No difficulty swallowing. Monitored pt for 30 minutes. Emploees states funny taste has resolved.

952145 01/07/2021 64.0 F Difficulty breathing and swallowing, dry mouth Narrative:  Employee vaccinated in COVID Vaccine Clinic, within 10 minutes developed throat tightness and difficulty swallowing with a dry mouth.

952146 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 33 F Headache, Fever, Fatigue Headache, fatigue, and fever starting one day after receipt of the vaccine and continuing though 5 days after vaccine. Tested negative for Covid-19 via PCR test on day 5 after vaccine.

952147 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 M Myalgia

952148 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 51.0 50 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, Fatigue, Chills, Joint Pain, Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Nausea Narrative:  Used OTC ibuprofen and acetaminophen

952149 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 69.0 68 F Per recipient [at injection site] hard knot that is about the circumference of a golf ball and it is red. It is tender to the touch.

952150 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 61.0 60 M Myalgia

952151 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 39.0 38 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

952152 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 40 M Left Axillary lymph nodes tender to palpation (swollen glands)

952153 12/24/2020 01/07/2021 68.0 67 M Myalgia Body Aches Narrative:

952154 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, fever T 99.5 F

952155 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, sore throat, fatigue

952156 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 58.0 57 M Myalgia Narrative:

952158 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 45.0 44 M Myalgia Narrative:

952165 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 F facial flushing Narrative:  Reported facial flushing following vaccine administration

952186 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 40 F Sedation, Myalgia, Immediate post vaccine, employee reported feeling "funny" almost like she was intoxicated.  this passed after a few hours.  Narrative:  Employee missed greater than >1 days of work second to symptoms (aches and extreme fatigue)

952201 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 65.0 64 M Myalgia

952210 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 64.0 63 M Myalgia

952238 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 M Myalgia

952239 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 33 M Headache & Myalgia

952240 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 M Myalgia fatigue

952241 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 67.0 66 M Myalgia

952244 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 39.0 38 F 6x6cm indurated, erythmatous, caloric area to right deltoid, well demarcated

952254 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 45.0 44 F Myalgia chills Narrative:  44yo Nurse Assistant. In Employee Health at 0915 hours w/ c/o myalgias, LUE pain and chills. Endorses received Moderna Vaccination on 12/29/20 at approximately 3:45pm in Left Deltoid. Uneventfully completed her tour on unit. Took 600mg of Ibuprofen prior to vaccination at 3:00pm. TOD ended at 8:00pm. Went to sleep as soon as arrived home, did not eat dinner due to tiredness from the 12 hour shift. Awoke 12/30/20 at 5:45(am) with chills and severe LUE pain. LUE pain radiates from injection site to elbow. Influenza Vaccine in September or October 2020, denies ever having a reaction other than mild injection site discomfort. Endorses h/o Influenza Type A in 2019 or 2018. PMHx: None other than Obesity. Allergies: Denies. Afebrile. 98.8F oral, HR 82bpm, RR 20, B/P 109/75 (states "normal" Systolic is in the 90's), SaO2 on RA 97% LUE very tender to touch, not excessively warm, no erythema, appears to be a raised, non-draining area approximately eight (8)cm in diameter; tender from injection site (band-aide was still on) to elbow. Appears to be in great discomfort with very slow guarded movements and extreme facial grimaces and grunts when asked to undress left arm for inspection. Donning Winter Coat and hat and endorses feels chilly. 11yo daughter at home not ill. States does not usually get "colds".

952258 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 57.0 56 F Headache, Diarrhea, fatigue

952259 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 F Rash Narrative:  hivea at injection site five days after injection. No therapies at ED. She has had this rash before at site of bee stings

952260 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 58.0 57 F Headache SWELLING AT INJECTION SITE AND PAIN; HA Narrative:  DAY 1 AND DAY 2 SWELLING AT INJECTION SITE AND PAIN HA

952261 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 41.0 40 F nasal congestion, sore throat Narrative:  reported congestion and sore throat following vaccine

952262 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 62 M Myalgia, Fever, ErythemaMultiform, CHILLS,SWELLING AND PAIN AT INJECTION SITE

952263 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 M Myalgia

952264 12/17/2020 01/07/2021 46.0 45 F Myalgia chest pain, bronchial spasm Narrative:

952265 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 66.0 65 M Myalgia

952266 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 59.0 58 F Headache & Myalgia

952271 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 40.0 39 F NauseaVomiting flushing Narrative:  Recipient experienced nausea and flushing s/p vaccination, which lasted about 15 minutes prior to spontaneously resolving. No other issues include no vomiting, shortness of breath, dizziness or diarrhea. No reported prior reactions to vaccinations. States she was feeling anxious about vaccination and had eaten prior to coming to clinic. Vital signs T98.2F, BP 104/70 (stated normal range for recipient), HR51 (stated normal range for recipient), SpO2 99% on RA. Exam benign, able to tolerate oral intake of fluids (declined offer of food) and ambulate prior to leaving vaccination area. Observed another ~8 minutes prior to request to go home.

952279 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 M Headache, NauseaVomiting, Hypertension, lightheadedness Narrative:  51 year old female presented to ED post first dose of COVID-19 vaccine on 12/28/20. Sxs reported include feeling lightheaded, mild nausea and headahce. Nausea resolved 45 minutes after injection, but headache persisted, no facial swelling or difficulty, swallowing, no continued nausea or abdominal pain. Patient was administered a one-time dose of ibuprofen 800mg in the ED at 1510, recovered, and was discharged from ED on 12/28/20 at 1535.

952287 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 31.0 30 M Myalgia right shoulder pain

952293 12/19/2020 01/07/2021 34.0 33 F NauseaVomiting

952300 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 F Headache, Myalgia, tireness Narrative:

952316 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 M HYPERtension Hot flush Narrative: BP 148/109 HR 88, patient monitored for an additional 15 minutes, repeat BP 147/97 HR 72. Patient recovered and referred to PCP for follow up.

952325 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 63.0 62 M Myalgia, Fever, chills Narrative:

952333 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 55.0 54 F Headache, Myalgia, CoughWheeze, NauseaVomiting, Palpitations, Syncope, Arm pain, chills and overall weakness Narrative: Employee was unable to work second to symptoms, missing >1 days of work at time of this report.

952340 01/07/2021 57.0 M Myalgia Fatigue, drowsy Narrative:

952525 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 U Fever Chills Narrative:

952526 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 35.0 34 F Myalgia, Fever, Diarrhea, Tachycardia, chest tightness, SOB, 12/29 After vaccination felt chest tightness, shortness of breath, tingling in her throat, heart racing. She stayed and was monitored for an hour. When she got home she took Benadryl which helped her sleep. She continues to have mild shortness-of-breath today. Her left arm is sore and she has body aches. Her temp is 100.6 today. 12/30 1712: While speaking on the phone with her she is speaking in full sentences without apparent dyspnea. 12/31 had bad night - high fever 101.5 at 0100 overnight last night. This morning feels tired, lethargic, and no appetite. She still has body aches. No fever this morning. 1/4 - employee reports she is doing much better today. She says she had a rough weekend but is much better today. She able to get back to her running usually runs 25 miles/week.

952527 12/11/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 M left cervical lymph node enlargement

952528 01/07/2021 55.0 F Rash Narrative:

952529 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 59.0 58 M Headache, Myalgia & Fever Narrative:

952537 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 33.0 32 M Arthralgia, UrticariaPruritus, NauseaVomiting, stomach cramps Narrative: 12/29 approximately 15 min after vaccination, employee reports onset of "foggy brain", stomach cramps, and widespread itching. He was transferred to the ED. Evaluation revealed no rash and the physical exam was normal. He was treated with 50 mg of benadryl PO and observed in the ED for about 90 minutes and discharged back to work. He was given a prescription for hydroxyzine 25 mg po q 6 hours x 5 days. On 12/30 - he reports his arm is sore and he still feels itchy. Now he has some nausea and his joints hurt. He plans to stay home from work to rest today. He had to leave work early yesterday (works night shift). 12/31 - reports he feels better but still has a headache and feels achy. He hasn't taken the hydroxyzine because his itching is not as intense. 1/4 employee reports his symptoms have improved and has mild achiness, fatigue, and itching which he describes as 1-2 on a scale of 1-10.

952545 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 27.0 26 F Headache Narrative:

952553 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 62.0 61 M Angina Upper lip swelling/tickling and tongue tingling Narrative: 61 year old female with HTN and asthma with multiple allergies to meds and prior angioedema in past. Presented for her first dose of COVID19 vaccine; after the injection she felt her upper lip tingling and tongue. NO SOB, no throat symptoms, no change in voice, no rash, no hives. NO N/V. She did have some chest tightness. Diphenhydramine IV, famotidine IV, and methylprednisolone IV one-time doses given in ED with surveillance. Patient recovered, denied previous sxs, and was discharged from ED with a family member. ED physician note documents patient  "will take" following medications at home (however no outpatient prescriptions found): Benadryl 50 mg po Q8H x 5 days, prednisone 40 mg po daily x 4 days, and famotidine 20 mg po BID x 5 days

952558 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 47.0 46 F SkinRash swelling Narrative:

952567 01/07/2021 34.0 F Headache, Rash, UrticariaPruritus, NauseaVomiting, lethargy Narrative:

952572 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, body aches, fever, HA, joint pain, nausea, chills, fatigue Narrative:

952581 12/16/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 M CoughWheeze Narrative:

952590 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 F Headache heartburn/dyspepsia; injection site pain and stiffness of the left arm Narrative:

952598 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 24.0 23 M Myalgia, Fever, Chills Narrative:

952623 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 53.0 52 M Myalgia, Fever,  freezing head to toe, uncontrollable shaking, 101 degree F temp, sour stomach, body aches, fatigue Narrative:  Patient took OTC advil and omeprazole to treat reaction

952630 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 44.0 43 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, Fever, HA, body ache, chills, 101 degree F fever, sore throat, dizziness Narrative:

952645 01/07/2021 M Fever Narrative:

952655 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 56.0 55 M Headache Narrative:

952663 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 36.0 35 F Headache, Myalgia, Diarrhea & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

952675 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 59.0 58 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, FATIGUE, CHILLS, ARM PAIN Narrative:

952681 01/07/2021 56.0 M Headache & Myalgia Narrative:

952688 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 38.0 37 F Tingling on right side of face, "zapping" sensation, no drooping, no awkward smile, no abnormality with eye Narrative:

952696 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 24.0 23 F Myalgia & Fever Narrative: Fever to 102

952703 12/30/2020 01/07/2021 58.0 57 F Dizziness & HYPERtension Narrative: DIZZY; BP 166/90 MM HG; 149/84 MM HG; 150/86 MM HG

952708 12/23/2020 01/07/2021 58.0 57 F ErythemaMultiform, UrticariaPruritus, Injection site pain, heat, ulceration Narrative:

952714 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 43.0 42 F Myalgia REDNESS, SWELLING AROUND INJECTION SITE LASTING 48 HOURS, HARD KNOT, INCREASED REDNESS DURING THAT 48 HRS; REDNESS GONE ABOUT 72 HOURS LATER THEN ITCHING STARTED LASTING TO PRESENT DAY; AREA NOW WITH 6X6 INDURATED, CALORIC, ERYTHEMIC AREA TO RIGHT DELTOID Narrative:

952725 01/07/2021 46.0 F Dizziness & Headache Narrative:

952726 12/28/2020 01/07/2021 42.0 41 F SkinRash & Rash Narrative: Vaccine on 12/22/2020. That evening at 10:30PM, started w/ itching and rash (erythematous) on chest and abdomen. Resolved with Benadryl 50mg.

952727 12/22/2020 01/07/2021 35.0 34 M Headache shortness of breath, injection site pain Narrative: patient reports shortness of breath resolved with rest; no treatment needed for headache or injection site pain

952728 12/29/2020 01/07/2021 52.0 51 M left arm pain, right thigh Narrative:

954165 01/07/2021 MD 21.0 U Five (6) vials of Moderna COVID vaccine (NDC:80777-0273-99 (5010700) Lot #011J20A) that was supposed to contain (10) doses per vial contained only (9) doses.  (Medical Group) received 250, 5ML (10) dose vials in a shipment received 12/22/2020. At onset of vaccinations, the immunizations Clinic noted five of the vials did not contain the appropriate amount of vaccine as stated per the manufacturer. No adverse impact. No mission degradation. PQDR is submitted to address this discrepancy on current and future vaccine shipments.

927357 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Hives-like appearance on both arms within 10 minutes of administering vaccine. Resolved by itself in 30-40 minutes.

927358 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 CA 34.0 34 F 45 min later after receiving the vaccine I felt a lump in my throat. No other symptoms of an allergic reaction.  Took benadryl with improvement of symptoms. Had intermittent difficulties swallowing seven hours afterwards. Went to the ED and was prescribed  prednisone/ pepcid/benadryl. Symptoms improved but next day felt intermittent difficulty swallowing again. Returned to the ED and was given IV solumedrol and, IV pepdcid,  IV benadryl.

927359 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AR 31.0 31 F Patient alerted pharmacist to feeling light headed at 12:10pm. Patient was instructed to sit down on the floor. She stated she felt hot and hadn't eaten all day. She was given a few bites of apple sauce and some Dr. Pepper to drink in case of low blood sugar. She was also given 25mg of diphenhydramine in case of an allergic reaction after the vaccine adminstration at 12:15pm. A few minutes later, she began shaking and stated she thought she was having an anxiety attack.  At this time, the patient requested we call 911 because that would make her feel better and so we did.

927360 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 TX 21.0 21 M Symptoms started during bedtime and woke me up. Began with severe full body chills and full body muscle shaking and weakness during the night of 1/5 and early morning of 1/6, around 1000 to 0200. Slight headache began during that time as well.   Upon waking at 0900 on 1/6, chills and shaking decreased to mild severity, muscles still felt moderately weak and shaky, headache had increased in severity to a severe throbbing pain that worsened upon standing and walking, and moderate visual photosensitivity began. The headache persisted until I took 2 tablets of ibuprofen 200 mg, which is when the severity decreased to moderate after a few hours and then mild by bedtime. The photosensitivity persisted through the day and did not decrease much by bedtime.   Upon waking 1/7, there was only a mild headache and mild photosensitivity that faded completely within a few hours, no medication required. No more symptoms in the afternoon.

927361 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 61.0 61 F Moderna covid 19 vaccine EAU

927362 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 FL 36.0 36 F 2 hrs after vaccine felt sweating, clammy.  Gas pains and cramps began. Loose stool once. 7 pm arm was sore and throbbing 6 of 10, injection site flushed and warm to the touch  9pm pain worsened to 8of 10. Unable to grab toothbrush with left arm sharp pain 10 of 10. Unable to sleep on left side due to pain and pressure . 6:00 am Thursday pain worse and unable to lift arm above the shoulder. Was unable to drive with left hand. All day today bad gas and abdominal cramps.by the end of the work day I was unable to hold anything in my left hand, body aches started, legs tight and achy. Frontal headache. Took Tylenol extra strength q 6 hrs, nsaid 800mg bid. And aleve, no relief

927363 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Had chills fever and body ache starting 01/07/21  Temperature went as high as 102.0 took ibuprofen and came down  97.9

927364 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 43.0 43 F On day 7, a red rash appeared just below the injection site and is indurated, hot, and tender. It spread in size within the next day.

927365 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 24.0 24 F Morning 8 days after injection, emergence of rash above injection site and redness and swelling at injection site. Morning 9 days after injection rash became a larger hive and doubled regular Zyrtec dosage. Morning 10 days after injection symptoms gone.

927367 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MO 60.0 60 F Tire on day one-slept for 18 hours.  Day 2:  Woke up and was mildly achy, not wanting to do anything and red large swelling in my right deltoid. Very tender.  Also, edema starting in my right axilla extending down my lateral chest about 7".  Day 3 to 7:  Achiness is gone.  Edema and swelling continue.  Eventually the red swollen area became itchy.  The edema under my arm (not a lymph node) was tender when my arm was close to my body.  Woke me up during the night frequently.   Very hard to sleep.

927368 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CT 27.0 27 F Initially had (unconcerning) soreness/pain at the injection site hours 6 through ~60 after the vaccination. Soreness completely resolved after hour 60 then on day 7 post vaccination my arm began to feel tender again. Day 8 post vaccination it is painful at the injection site and the pain is only moderate but somewhat limiting. I have no other sx and did not injure or over-use my muscle. I don?t intend to take any medication for the discomfort. There is no redness/swelling at the site, just pain like there was immediately following the vaccine. I stopped getting VSAFE check ins after my third day of no symptoms which is why i?m completing this form.

927369 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 CA 45.0 45 F I got the vaccine on 12/18/20 on my left arm and on 12/28/20, 10 days after I started to have pain on my upper left arm and the next day the pain went to my armpit, back and forth from my upper left arm to my armpit and this went on for at least 5 days.  On 01/02/21, 15 days after I notice red bumps on my upper left arm and as days went on red bumps show in my armpit, left back, and chest. The pain went from sharp to burning. On 01/06/21 I got the 2nd dose of the vaccine and I told the injection person about the red bumps. I told him that they look like hives. He spoke with the medical doctor about it and doctor said it was ok for me to get the 2nd dose of the vaccine. They think it was a delayed reaction.  They have me monitored for 30 mins after the 2nd dose of the injection before I leave the site. I still have pain and red bumps so I went to see my primary doctor on 01/07/21.  The doctor said that I have shingles. I told him that I never had shingles before and he said maybe the vaccine trigger it. He prescribed me some medications for the shingles.  I don?t know if the vaccine trigger the shingles or just coincidence but I want to report this maybe someone might have the same experience. Thank you.

927370 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Arm soreness at injection site began a few hours after injection. About 18 hours after vaccine was given, experienced body aches, and tingling/numbness in arm that had injection and legs. Around this time also felt a little dizzy/light-headed.

927371 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 VT 50.0 50 F Left arm, shoulder and neck swelling and severe pain for 9 days. On day 9, area vaccinated swelling  (lump) and draining (weeping).

927372 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 79.0 79 M Vertigo, elevated BP

927373 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Approximately 24 hours after receiving dose 1 of the Pfizer vaccine, I began having chills and vomited. My fatigue became more severe as well. Later that evening my fatigue persisted and I noticed a rapid heart rate via my Watch. My resting heart rate which usually is about 80 BPM was at 100 while laying down and not engaged in any physical activity. When I stood I was dizzy and had poor balance. While my entire arm no longer hurt, the injection site showed a bump as well. When I awoke the next day my heart rate appeared normal again, and I wasn't especially fatigued compared to before I got the vaccine. I did experience another minor gastro-intestinal episode later that afternoon, but otherwise my symptoms appeared to have passed aside from the fatigue. By the end of my work day I was very tired again, although it is uncertain if this is due to the vaccine or from my continued recovery from Covid and adjusting to the physical demands of going back to my job in-person. Because I received my vaccine on the same day as my first day back to work, I have no experience working post-covid before having the vaccine to compare my current state of fatigue to. On the evening of 01/07 I noted that fatigue was slightly less pronounced. I do not currently have a primary care doctor but will be calling to try to gain an appointment so that my second dose can be monitored.

927374 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 39.0 39 F 8th day post vaccination, injection site is red,  indurated, warm To touch and itchy. Mild discomfort associated with symptoms (4/10 on pain scale)

927375 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 WA 34.0 34 M Light-headedness, dizziness, headache.  Feelings of being cold/hot with high lability.  Facial pressure.  Exacerbating throughout the day and continuing into the following day.

927376 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 IN 36.0 36 F Fatigue, tired, muscle weakness, trouble breathing, pain in site of injection, clouded mind

927377 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 WA 59.0 59 F Left thigh:  reddened circle around injection site, 4 inches in diameter.  Skin appears  blanched around the outside border of the reddened area .

927378 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CO 39.0 39 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA  Premedicated with benadryl and phenergan prior to injection.  No pain at time of injection. 2.5 hours later, arm started to be sore at site, fever of 101.4, diarrhea x 1 episode. Went outside and fresh air helped, felt much better.  Fatigue and very mild body aches, arm soreness (no more than flu shot, less than tetanus) .  630pm: Acid reflux was the worst side effect I experienced. I asked a co-worker who received the same vaccine the day prior to me. She also had bad reflux. Even with a history of GERD, I do not need to take PPI's any longer and I needed to take an omeprazole the night of my vaccine, which helped some. Took tylenol 500mg and went to bed. Woke up today (the following day after vaccine feeling normal with arm soreness which got better throughout the day.  I would describe my symptoms as mild. The MD I work with said I should report these to Moderna just so they can track all symptoms that people are experiencing post vaccine.

927379 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Rash that began on vaccinated arm 24hrs later and spread to entire body lasting 48 hours. Took Benadryl for 2 days to combat symptoms. Then on 01/07/2021 a week after receiving the vaccine a large hot welt developed randomly at the vaccine site, temp of the welt was 104 degrees but body temperature was normal.

 100



927380 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 UT 54.0 54 F Extreme fatigue, swollen lymph node near collarbone, nausea on day two post second vaccination

927381 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MD 53.0 53 F Muscle cramping worse in both legs (anterior thighs and calf?s) also hands and arms.  No treatment

927382 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AL 45.0 45 F Extreme soreness  and stiffening  to left shoulder, which continues as of now.  Nausea lasting only hours later that evening.

927384 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 30.0 30 M 12-24 hours after vaccination:  high fever 102+,  chills,  nausea, fatigue, headache, arm occasionally twitching near injection site,  very sore arm, irritability

927385 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OR 26.0 26 F -non-raised,  non-itchy, red rash on and around site of injection (asymmetrical). warm to touch. blanching. no pain. nsometimes soreness.  no other notable skin changes on arm. onset 1/7/2021, 8 days after injection. noticed around 18:30. has not significantly spread at time of submitting vaers (22:20). - no treatment at this time. monitoring. -arm soreness, onset day 1 after injection until day 4 after injection. no treatment. transient, resolved day 4

927386 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Redness, swelling, itching, burning within first 24 hours. Very painful large red hive like welp with big knot that progressed the first 24 hours. Redness hot to the touch.  Headache for 12-14 hours beginning 6-7 hours post injection. Body aches & chills, no fever during first 12 hours. Extra strength Tylenol did lessen symptoms (pain, aches, chills but not swelling or redness). 48 hours after injection: became very itchy, still firm knot at site with redness.

927387 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 46.0 46 M 7/10 arm soreness, radiating pain to neck/temporal lobe on same side as shot. Duration of 1.5 days. No pain meds necessary.

927388 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WI 26.0 26 F Headache, muscle pain, minor neck stiffness

927390 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Injection site is swollen and red and looks like I was stung by a bee

927391 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 29.0 29 F I was administered 5 times the recommended dose. At this time I am not experiencing any adverse effects to the vaccine.

927392 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 WA 56.0 56 M Severe chills, fatigue,  shivering.  Unable to do daily activities.  Symptoms started 5 days after the COVID vaccine and have lasted for 7 days so far.

927393 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 HI 52.0 52 F Injection site pain  Muscle pain Headache Fatigue

927394 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 34.0 34 F I have not contacted my PCP or the facility where I received the covid vaccine since its not a "severe reaction".   The reaction happened at a trip to dentist after I was injected with lidocaine 2% and septocaine 4% , 7 days after receiving the covid vaccine. I started to feel pain to left jaw but figured it was due to dental work. By the time I got home I realized my left deltoid, where I received the covid vaccine was hot, red, swollen and with a itchy rash. Also it's very hard and stiff. Also my left cheek was very painful and hard. The pain to face was about 8/10. I iced it, took pain pill and fell asleep. When I woke up my left arm was hot itchy swollen and the arm and jaw were still very painful.    the reaction happened at a trip to dentist after I was injected with lidocaine 2% and septocaine 4% I started to feel pain to left jaw injection area. By the time I got home I realized my left deltoid, where I received the covid vaccine was hot, red, swollen and with a itchy rash. Also it's very hard and stiff. Also my left cheek is painful and hard. By the day I had my dental work done, I had no more pain to left deltoid, but after the dental work it was obvious that I was having an adverse reaction. I've had lidocaine and septicane injections before with no issues ever. It's 24 hours and the covid injection site (left deltoid) is still hard, painful red and with a rash. I'm tearting it with benadryl 25mg and hydrocortisone cream 1%to deltoid  2-3 times a day.  By the day I had my dental work done, I had no more pain to left deltoid, but after the dental work it was obvious that I was having an adverse reaction. I've had lidocaine and septicane injections before with no issues ever. It's now 24 hours and the covid injection site (left deltoid) is still hard, painful red and with a rash. My left cheek jaw area is tender but I'll assume it's from the dental work. I'm treating left arm  with benadryl 25mg and hydrocortisone cream 1% to deltoid  2-3 times a day. No changes at this time. It's starting to worry me because it feels like a hard mass that is painful and hot. (left deltoid).

927395 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 37.0 37 M Fatigue, congestion

927396 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 NC 63.0 63 F 20 mins after receiving vaccine, sensation of "wave" through brain with almost loss of consciousness. BP 151/93, 10 minutes later BP 130/83.  Severe Dizziness and intense anxiety attacks commenced within 24 hours and lasted for 7-8 days. These were accompanied by sensation of pressure in brain and headache. Treatment with hydroxyzine 25mg  once or twice a day reduced intensity of anxiety attacks but did nothing to help with the dizziness. Headaches were intermittent during this period. Almost all dizziness subsided by day 12 post vaccine. Headaches subsided by day 5.

927397 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 KY 25.0 25 M Fever and chills beginning day of vaccination, resolved 3 days post-vaccination. No treatment required.

927398 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 60.0 60 M shoulder pain, shoulder swelling, right axillary adenopathy

927399 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 CA 1.5 1 M on the next day after the vaccine, he began to have a fever up to.  102 Fahrenheit rash spreads to this day throughout the body with itching, the child also has strange behavior, fatigue.  the attending physician denies us an appointment and tells us to call 911.0.5

927400 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CT 37.0 37 M Fever

927401 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 FL 67.0 67 F Almost 18 hours after the injection, my arm was painful, I began to run a fever above 102 degrees, I was so achey, I had to get help to get off the commode.  It hurt to roll over in bed.  I lost my taste and smell. It lasted approximately 24 hours.  I had Covid in June, 2020 and had all of the exact symptoms, 100 times worse than when I had Covid.  9 days later, I had fever above 102 again, chills, shaking for approximately 6 hours again.  Is this a normal reaction?

927402 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 MD 55.0 55 F By the evening pounding headache not relieved by Tylenol. Body hurts nausea still dizziness restless

927403 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NY 65.0 65 F Approximately 20 to 30 minutes after receiving the vaccine, I had what appeared to be a seasonal allergic reaction, in which I could not stop sneezing and my eye tearing.  This continued throughout the evening and night but not as intense as when it first began.  I awoke at 1:00 AM to a very intense sneezing and eye tearing, but on only the left side of my face and eventually both sides.  I took Allegra D and did get relief.  The sneezing (allergic rhinitis) reaction continued but after almost an hour of taking the Allegra D , it was not as intense.  My face also appeared swollen but only with respect of atypical allergic rhinitis intense reaction.

927404 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 WI 44.0 44 F Injection site pain for 72 hours post injection (Dec 30-Jan 2) At injection site a raised red hard swelling 6cm round, very itchy. First noticed Jan 6 and is beginning to recede, but is still present.

927405 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 OH 39.0 39 F Red circle with raised edges at site of injection. Area continues to be slightly red. No other symptoms.

927406 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 TX 59.0 59 F Rash with itching. 01/04/2021 prednisone 60mg, 40mg, 20mg-3 day taper.

927407 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 CA 63.0 63 F 2 days after vaccination had fever of 101.5, sore throat, and felt achy

927408 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 CO 47.0 47 F Chills, body & joint aches, headache, fatigue, malaise

927409 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Fever/chills, nausea

927410 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 28.0 28 F I received the COVID 19, vaccine January 7, 2021. Around 12:30 AM on January 8 I felt nauseous, was very clammy and ending up fainting.  I will be calling out my primary due to this issue. I still need a second dose and unsure if I should get one now.

927411 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MI 60.0 60 F Severe headache one hour after injection.  Followed by nausea, chills, muscle aches and fever of 101.5

927412 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OK 56.0 56 F Fever 102.9, chills, body aches, pain at injection site, nausea, cough

927413 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 IN 68.0 68 F In the evening on the day of the vaccine and the following day my arm was sore and then my entire body.  Body was so sore that I had to take med to sleep.  It is early Friday morning now and I have been so tired and hurting that I have slept most of the week (4 days).   I don't often take immunizations as they kick in my rheumatic/psoriatic arthritis so badly and I hurt so badly and can't do anything. I was hoping that this immunization would be different as it's action is supposed to be different.  I am still planning on getting the second shot as it is so important:especially due to my age and other conditions.

927414 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Shot almost unnoticeable at time of injection and no discomfort on first day.  Arm a little sore on second and third day.  On by the fourth day arm was become uncomfortable with red raises area around injection site warm to the touch and lymph node involvement.  Arm and lymph node pain have continued to progress.  Red raised area about 3" diameter.

927415 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CT 28.0 28 M 4 days later after the vaccine my left eye turned really red with crust and mucus coming out. I went to walk in clinic and was being treated for pink eye. I was started on an antibiotic eye drop. A day later my right eye started to have the same problem. I scheduled an appt with a eye specialist where he examined both eyes and said I had a major infection. I was started on steroid eye drops which I am still taking but seems my eyes are not getting better. I have a follow up with another specialist next week for further testing. I have been out of work due to this matter.

927416 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 48.0 48 M Persistent fatigue

927417 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 VA 56.0 56 F Chills, fever, nausea, vomitting, diarrhea,  and body aches

927418 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 TX 51.0 51 F one week after 1st round, 1/4/21, area where vaccinated was swollen, itchy, red and emanating heat

927419 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 58.0 58 F Jan 5, 2021 - Fatigue, nausea, diarrhea, headache, unable to get out of bed.  Sore arm.    Jan 6, 2021 - Very dizzy, nausea, headache.  Seen at clinic.  Blood pressure elevated.  Normal heart rate.  Prescribed extra dose of Lisinopril for the high blood pressure and Zofran for the nausea.  Sore arm. Jan 7, 2021 - Fatigued, no longer dizzy but feeling lightheaded.  Mild headache, mild nausea.  Arm pain resolved.  Jan 8, 20214 - All symptoms resolved except for mild to moderate fatigue.

927420 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Fever 101, body aches, severe headache

927421 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PR 59.0 59 F HEADACHE STARTED1/7/2021 STARTED1/8/2021 WITH FACIAL AND NASAL REDNESS, PRURITUS NO SOB  WAS TOLD TO TAKE BENADRYL 50MGS STAT AND IF WORSENS WILL GO TO  ER

927422 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 GA 39.0 39 M 12 hours after injection - arm in severe pain, severe headaches, fever, body aches, chills, generalized joint pains

927423 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 OH 37.0 37 M Cold chills, body aches, headache about 8 hours after the vaccinne was administered.  Symptoms subsided 20 hours later. At around 6:30 the following day the chills came back for about 8 hours.

927424 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 46.0 46 F Fever 12 hours after covid vaccine. Temp of 103.4 at highest. General fatigue, shivering and sweats.

927425 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 FL 48.0 48 F about 7-8 mins after getting injection, I felt faint (put myself on floor because I knew I was going down if I didn't) cold clammy, nauseated,  BP dropped, HR wnl, After about 20 mins, I felt fine.  Went to work, did develop a migraine afterwards, some body ache and fatigue.

927426 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 60.0 60 F Chest pain Abdominal pain Fever, severe chills, diaphoresis Seizure like activity for two night

927427 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 VT 55.0 55 F Sudden onset severe diarrhea, accompanied by nausea (no vomiting), chills, severe fatigue, and diffuse rash over LE initially, then to UE. No rash on trunk. Diarrhea resoled in 4 hours after 3 doses of Imodium. Remained afebrile.  Benadryl 25mg taken that night, and the next night as rash continued to be itchy.

927428 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 GA 78.0 78 F Nausea, chills, constipation

927429 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 70.0 70 F She verbalize she develop headache, nausea, dizziness.  She was evaluated onsite by Rescue and released home feeling better at 10:25 am.

927430 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 MN 40.0 40 F Headache started at 1pm and was gone by 7:30pm Very sore arm  Then the nausea and diarrhea started and lasted until 5am   Then chills started from 3:00am until 7:00am Then fatigue continued throughout the day- I slept for 15hours

927431 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 37.0 37 M 7 hours after first COVID-19 dose he experienced dysosmia x 1 hour which spontaneously resolved (not a/w dyspnea, cough, fever, lost of taste, nausea, or vomiting).  He did not seek medical attention.

927452 01/08/2021 FL U hearing loss; other zoster-related conditions; other zoster-related conditions; Information has been received on 04-JAN-2021 from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation, and refers to a patient (pt) of unknown age and gender. No information about the pt's medical history, concurrent conditions and concomitant medications was provided. On an unknown date in 2015, the pt was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dose, route of administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiration date were not provided) by a pharmacist at a pharmacy for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions. On unknown dates, subsequent to the pt's zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) inoculation, the pt was treated by healthcare providers at hearing aid centers for hearing loss and other zoster-related conditions. As a direct and proximate result of the pt's use of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt had and would continue suffer ongoing injuries, including but not limited to: mental and physical pain and suffering; medical care and treatment for these injuries; significant medical and related expenses as a result of these injuries, including but not limited to medical losses and costs include care for hospitalization, physician care, monitoring, treatment, medications, and supplies; diminished capacity for the enjoyment of life; diminished quality of life; increased risk of premature death, aggravation of preexisting conditions and activation of latent conditions; and other losses and damages; and would continue to suffer such losses, and damages in the future. The outcome of the events was considered to be not recovered/not resolved. The reporter considered the events of hearing loss and other zoster-related conditions to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  Upon internal evaluation, the event of hearing loss was determined to be medically significant.Y

927453 01/08/2021 TX 67.0 U vision loss; This spontaneous report has been received from a lawyer, regarding a case in litigation and refers to a currently 74-year-old patient of unknown gender. The patient's concurrent conditions, medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On or about an unknown date in 2014, the patient was administered the zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine (dose, route of administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiry date were not provided) by a pharmacist at the pharmacy, for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions. Subsequently, on an unknown date, the patient was treated by a healthcare provider for the following injury resulting from the patient's zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) use: vision loss. The outcome of vision loss was not provided. The reporter considered the event of vision loss to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  Upon internal review, the event of vision loss was considered to be medically significant.

927458 01/08/2021 CO F Anaphylactic reaction; This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative and described the occurrence of anaphylactic reaction in a adult female patient who received Flu Seasonal QIV Dresden (Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent unspecified season) for prophylaxis.   Co-suspect products included PNEUMOCOCCAL VACCINE (PNEUMONIA VACCINE) for prophylaxis.   On an unknown date, the patient received Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent unspecified season and PNEUMONIA VACCINE. On an unknown date, unknown after receiving Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent unspecified season, the patient experienced anaphylactic reaction (serious criteria GSK medically significant). On an unknown date, the outcome of the anaphylactic reaction was unknown.   The reporter considered the anaphylactic reaction to be related to Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent unspecified season.  Additional details were provided as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported. The reporter did not have Lot number or expiry date or brand name of flu shot. The patient had anaphylactic reactions to flu and pneumonia shots. The reporter considered the anaphylactic reaction to be related to PNEUMONIA VACCINE. The reporter did not consent to follow up.

927459 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 VA U Syringe leaked of suspension: less than 0.5 given to patient; Syringe leaked of suspension: less than 0.5 given to patient; A report was received from a nurse concerning a patient of unreported age who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and experienced syringe leaked of suspension: less than 0.5 given to patient.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on 22 Dec 2020.   On 22 Dec 2020, while administering the first of the two planned doses of mRNA-1273 to the patient, some of the suspension dripped out of the syringe. The nurse was not aware of how much leaked out. She stated it was a dribble.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not applicable.   The outcome for the event, experienced syringe leaked of suspension: less than 0.5 given to patient, was considered resolved on 22 Dec 2020.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event, experienced syringe leaked of suspension: less than 0.5 given to patient.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unreported age and sex, experienced an unexpected event of suspension leaked from the syringe: less than 0.5 given to patient. The event occurred on 22 Dec 2020 during administration of the first dose of the study medication. The sponsor considered the event as related to mRNA-1273.

927460 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 NY U Not all of the dose was administered; A report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and who experienced incorrect dose administered.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on 22 Dec 2020 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 22 Dec 2020, the pharmacist administered the mRNA-1273 vaccine to a patient.  During the administration, the needle fell off the syringe, and not all of the dose was administered.  The pharmacist stated that about three-quarters of the dose was received by the patient.  Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, incorrect dose administered, was considered resolved on 22 Dec 2020.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event, incorrect dose administered.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a  patient of unreported age and sex. The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of incorrect dose administration. The event occurred on 22 Dec 2020  during the administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273.  The sponsor assessed the event as unrelated to the mRNA-1273 vaccine.

927461 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 NY U The needle came off syringe and the patient did not receive a full dose; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and who experienced the non-serious event the needle came off syringe and the patient did not receive a full dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 22 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot # 011J20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 22 Dec 2020, the pharmacist reported that while administering the vaccine to the patient, the needle came off the syringe, and the patient did not receive a full dose. The patient had already left the office, and the pharmacist currently had no patient identifiers at the time. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, the needle came off syringe and the patient did not receive a full dose, was considered resolved on 22 Dec 2020.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event, the needle came off syringe and the patient did not receive a full dose.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unreported age and sex, who experienced an unexpected event of the needle coming off syringe and the patient did not receive a full dose.  The event occurred on 22 Dec 2020 during the administration of the first dose of the study medication. The sponsor considered the event as related  to the mRNA-1273.

927462 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 AZ U Syringe malfunctioned and leaking during administration; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and who experienced syringe malfunctioned and leaking during administration.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 22 Dec 2020, a health care provider administered the mRNA-1273 vaccine to a patient.  During the administration, the syringe malfunctioned and leaked during administration.  The health care provider was uncertain if the patient received the full dose of the vaccine or how much of the vaccine was spilled. The patient had no observable symptoms and did not receive any treatment for the event.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, syringe malfunctioned and leaking during administration, was considered resolved on 22 Dec 2020.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event, syringe malfunctioned and leaking during administration, to study drug.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a  patient of unreported age and sex. The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of syringe malfunctioned and leaking during administration. The event occurred on 22 Dec 2020  during administration of the first dose of the study medication. The sponsor assessed the event as unrelated to the mRNA-1273 vaccine.

927463 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 48 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 48-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 48-year-old subject who experienced the unlisted event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature. The sponsor considers the event as Unassessable, because the event is a storage error.

927464 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 AZ U Syringe malfunctioned and leaking during administration; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and who experienced syringe malfunctioned and leaking during administration.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 22 Dec 2020, a health care provider administered the mRNA-1273 vaccine to a patient.  During the administration, the syringe malfunctioned and leaked during administration.  The health care provider was uncertain if the patient received the full dose of the vaccine or how much of the vaccine was spilled. The patient had no observable symptoms and did not receive any treatment for the event.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, syringe malfunctioned and leaking during administration, was considered resolved on 22 Dec 2020.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event, syringe malfunctioned and leaking during administration, to study drug.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a  patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Incorrect dose administered without any associated adverse events.; Sender's Comments: No adverse event

927465 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 OH F Did not think vaccination was given in her deltoid muscle in upper left arm; A report was received from a consumer, who is also a nurse and a 29-year-old, female patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and who did not think vaccination was given in her deltoid muscle in upper left arm.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on 22 Dec 2020. On 22 Dec 2020, at the same time as the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in her left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.    The patient, a nurse practitioner working on the front line, stated that she did not think the health care provider injected the vaccine in her actual deltoid muscle because she is skinny.  To her, the injection seemed further back. She was not having any side effects from the injection.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The outcome of the event, does not think vaccination was given in her deltoid muscle in upper left arm, was considered unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event, does not think vaccination was given in her deltoid muscle in upper left arm.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 29-year-old, female patient who experienced the unlisted event of product administration error- did not think vaccination was given in her deltoid muscle in upper left arm. The event occurred the same day after the first dose of Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine administration. The reporter causality assessment for the event was not provided. The reported event is more of a human error and noting the subject's thin built, the event was unlikely related to Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine.

927466 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 31.0 31 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 31-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 31-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

927467 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 46.0 46 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 46-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 46-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

927468 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 28.0 28 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 28-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 28-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

927469 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 29.0 29 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 29-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 29-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

927470 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 48.0 48 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 48-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 48-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

927471 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 23.0 23 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 23-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 23-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

927472 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 61.0 61 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 61-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 61-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated AE.

927473 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 46.0 46 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 46-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 46-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

927474 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 30.0 30 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 30-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 30-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

927475 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 46.0 46 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 46-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 46-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

927476 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 47.0 47 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 47-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 47-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

927477 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 73.0 73 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 73-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 73-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

927478 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 79.0 79 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 79-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 79-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

927479 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 49.0 49 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 49-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 49-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

927480 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 43.0 43 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 43-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 43-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

927481 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 56.0 56 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 56-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 56-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

927482 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 57.0 57 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 57-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 57-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

927483 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 39.0 39 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 39-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 39-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

927484 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 MA M Severe allergic reaction; anaphylactic reaction; A spontaneous report was received from a physician, who was also a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine and developed a severe/anaphylactic allergic reaction.  The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included a shellfish allergy and elevated Immunoglobulin E. He reported no history of adverse events following other immunizations, that all his immunizations were up to date, and that he gets the flu shot annually. Products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included pantoprazole, vitamin D, and vitamin B12.  On 24 Dec 2020, minutes prior to the onset of the event, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for COVID-19 infection prophylaxis.  Within minutes, the patient felt dizzy and his heart was racing. His throat felt swollen and he experienced shortness of breath ("heavy breathing") with no wheezing or stridor, but with chest tightness that he felt was possibly related to anxiety about receiving the vaccine and the potential for allergic reaction. No supplemental oxygen was required. Vital signs showed a heart rate of 145, with normal blood pressure (BP) and oxygen saturation. After a few more minutes, he started to feel numbness and tingling in his mouth and tongue. He experienced diaphoresis ("drenched in a cold sweat"), skin pallor ("skin was severely pale"), felt faint, and reported that his blood pressure was undetectable by a monitor. He did not lose consciousness and denied any skin rash. The patient felt he was developing an allergic reaction and self-administered his personal epinephrine auto-injector. He felt better within five to six minutes after self-administration of epinephrine and was taken by stretcher to the Emergency Department for further evaluation and treatment of shortness of breath, dizziness, palpitations, and numbness. The patient was evaluated, treated, observed, and discharged four hours later. Treatment provided for the events while in the Emergency Department included diphenhydramine hydrochloride, intravenous (IV) fluids, IV steroids, and famotidine.  On 25 Dec 2020, the patient felt fully recovered.  On 26 Dec 2020, the patient felt dizzy and reported experiencing a "rapid heart rate" of 70-120 with a systolic BP that was abnormal for him at 150 mmHg. He also reported that he felt premature atrial contractions, for which he took his wife's propranolol. His heart rate came down, but he still felt flushing and dizziness for a few more hours.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, severe/anaphylactic allergic reaction, was considered resolved on 26 Dec 2020.  The reporter assessed the event of severe/anaphylactic allergic reaction as related to Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine due to the temporal association and the similarity of symptoms previously experienced with severe/anaphylactic allergic reactions to shellfish.; Reporter's Comments: Company Comment: This case concerns a male patient with medical history of shellfish allergy , who experienced an unexpected events of severe allergic reaction; anaphylactic reaction, dizzy, faint, heart racing, tongue prickled and went numb, cold sweat, blood pressure plummeted, shortness of breath, numbness and skin was pale..The onset of event occurred 15 hrs the first dose of vaccine administration . The events are assessed as possibly related to vaccine.

927485 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 IA 34.0 U Patient bleeding was more than usual; Needle of the syrine inadvertently came out of arm and drip; A report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 34-year-old patient who was participating in mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and experienced the events, product administration error and bleeding more than usual.  The patients' medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on 23 Dec 2020. On 23 Dec 2020, at the same time as the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot 039K20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 23 Dec 2020, when the patient was receiving the vaccine, the needle of the syringe inadvertently came out of the patient's arm and two drips of the dose dripped out of the syringe. The needle was replaced and the remaining dose in the syringe was administered to the patient at a close site of the original injection site on left arm. The patient bleeding was more than usual and is under post vaccination protocol. Treatment for the events was not provided.  The outcome of the events, product administration error and bleeding more than usual, was not reported.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The reporter assessment of causality of events, product administration error, bleeding more than usual, was not provided.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 34-year-old, patient who experienced the unlisted events of injection site bleeding and product administration error. The events of injection site bleeding and product administration error occurred on the same day after the first dose of Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine administration. The reporter causality assessment for the events was not provided. Due to the temporal association between onset of injection site bleeding and the administration of the vaccine, a causal relationship cannot be excluded. Additional information regarding the reason for the bleeding, patient's medical history and concomitant medication details are required for further assessment. However, the needle of the syringe slipping out of the arm is more of a human error. The event of product administration error was unlikely related to Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine.

927486 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 KY 57.0 57 F Employee did not receive full dose because needle broke and some of the vaccine liquid ran down their arm; A spontaneous report (United States) was received from a pharmacist's assistant concerning a 57-year-old, female, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced incorrect dose administered.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 23 Dec 2020 the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20A) intramuscularly in the left arm deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 23 Dec 2020, during vaccine administration, the patient experienced incorrect dose administered. During the patient's vaccination, the needle came off the syringe and some of the vaccine liquid leaked down the patient's arm. The reporter felt that the needle was not tightened enough prior to administering the vaccine. No treatment was administered for the event.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, incorrect dose administered, was considered resolved on 23 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 57 year old, female, patient. The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of incomplete dose administered. The event occurred on 23 Dec 2020 during administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20A). The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.

927487 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 KY U The vaccine ran down from the injection site to the elbow; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare facility staff member concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, vaccine ran down from the injection site to the elbow.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 23 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. During vaccine administration, the syringe that comes with the vaccine popped off and the vaccine ran down from the injection site to the elbow. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.  The outcome of the event, vaccine ran down from the injection site to the elbow, was considered resolved on 23 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot-# and expiration date -unknown), reporting an unexpected event of incomplete dose administered. This event occurred the same day of vaccine administration. The reporter did not provide the causality assessment for the events. The event is more of a mechanical error and was assessed as not related to Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine.

927488 01/08/2021 46.0 F had an occurrence on Monday of an outbreak of herpes; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: no adverse event. Upon receipt of follow-up information on 04Jan2021, this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 46-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot/batch number not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient previously took valaciclovir hydrochloride (VALTREX). Patient stated "I stopped taking my Valtrex a week before getting the vaccine. I got the vaccine on Friday. I started having symptoms again and started taking it again". Patient also stated "I've been told that effectiveness of flu vaccine might not be as good for people taking this medication". Patient was inquiring about taking Valtrex medication before/during her 2 dose vaccine. She stated that she is a nurse in healthcare and she received an email. She received her first dose of the Covid vaccine on a Friday and had an occurrence on Monday of an outbreak of herpes. She stated she was taking Valtrex to suppress her symptoms for a year and stopped taking her medication a week before receiving the vaccine. She stated that she tested for Covid a week before receiving the vaccine as well due to exposure at work. She stopped the medication and panicked thinking it would have an interaction since reading information regarding flu vaccine. Patient states she could not get up with HCP regarding stopping her Valtrex so she called Pfizer. She spoke to someone at Pfizer that asked her if it would be okay to relay her information to someone else and she said yes. Then she received a weird email from [Company name] that said they were made aware a person that was under your care received the flu vaccine. Patient states she does not administer vaccines, she works at the hospital. Patient states she called the company and they did not have any information. She also called her HCP who told her to contact Pfizer to see what the email is all about. Her HCP told her to restart her medication and there is no interaction with Valtrex. Her HCP informed her that the only time she should stop taking her Valtrex is if she was receiving the shingles vaccine or a live vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

927489 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 OH 58.0 F Experiencing sever cramps in her legs and thighs/cramps in my legs are horrendous they hurt so bad that I'm screaming they hurt so bad; Experiencing sever cramps in her legs and thighs/cramps in my legs are horrendous they hurt so bad that I'm screaming they hurt so bad; caused her to go into the flare; Muscle joints pain; Extremely tired; Muscle joints pain; Experiencing flu like symptoms; Body ache; Headache; sick; feeling bad; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: specific product. Upon receipt of follow-up information on 01Jan2021, this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 58-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Covid 19 vaccine; unknown lot number and expiration date), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. Medical history included having something called Adult Still's which is bad Rheumatoid Arthritis. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she got the vaccine and was experiencing sever cramps in her legs and thighs, and muscle joints pain. She mentioned on a scale of 1-10 it is 20. The patient also experienced flu like symptoms which were body ache and extremely tired. The patient reported that she called because she received her first Covid shot on 17Dec2020 and she was really sick from then, she was talking like super sick. In Dec2020, she had muscle cramps, headache, no fever but like she had the flu. She has something called Adult Still's which is bad Rheumatoid Arthritis, so it caused her to go into the flare but she was still sick. She was still feeling bad. She was still having muscle pains in her leg. The patient mentioned that she had to go to the emergency room because she could barely move her leg. They told her that it was a combination of Adult still's and her Covid 19 shot, so they gave her some medications. They gave her Lyrica 75 mg, twice a day and it messed me up that she couldn't even function. So, now she had to come home from work and now she was still having the leg cramps and just not feeling well so what can she do to feel myself better. The outcome of the event cramps in legs was not recovered while the outcome of the other events was unknown.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

927490 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 PA 45.0 M sore throat, cough, and headache; sore throat, cough, and headache; sore throat, cough, and headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 45-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 as single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  There was no medical history and no concomitant medications.  The patient experienced sore throat, cough, and headache on an unspecified date. No treatment was given for the events. The outcome of sore throat, cough, and headache was not recovered.

927491 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 54.0 F throwing up; fever; body aches; her whole intestines hurt; it was horrible; thought she had contracted COVID-19; thought she had contracted COVID-19; tired; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 54-years-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 17Dec2020 at 19:15, at a single dose for vaccination.  Medical history included ongoing ulcerative colitis, onset date was unknown, but when she was about 25 years of age.  Concomitant medication included ongoing azathioprine for ulcerative colitis, started probably 5-10 years ago and taken daily since. In the past, she took different products for ulcerative colitis off and on when she had an episode. This patient reported she was administered her first Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine injection on 17Dec2020 and was just kind of tired on 17Dec2020; but she had onset of serious reactions to the COVID-19 Vaccine starting 18Dec2020 for 2 days straight and then as suddenly as the events started they suddenly stopped after 2 days with no lasting effects. She called to ask if there is any data about if the second dose of the COVID-19 Vaccine will be just like the first shot or if the events are just hit or miss; she is really hoping not to be that sick again with the second dose. Serious reactions to the COVID-19 Vaccine further described as sick for like 2 days straight. Afternoon of 18Dec2020 she was throwing up; had fever; body aches; thought she had contracted COVID-19 in between injection and onset of symptoms; she had no lung issues; her whole body hurt; she could not stop throwing up; her whole intestines hurt; it was horrible; she could not hold anything down for like 2 straight days and then just left on 20Dec2020. Scheduled date for second dose was on 06Jan2021, she has no plan to change dose schedule. The outcome of the event of tired recovered in Dec2020, while other events recovered on 20Dec2020.

927492 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 IA 53.0 F felt really tired; sore arm/ arm was sore to touch and to lift it up/ hurt to touch; chills; fever; body aches; snoring bad; freezing/ can't get warm; shaking; felt terrible; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 53-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at the right arm on 28Dec2020 13:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. She has had the Coronavirus before and wanted to know if previously having the virus might make her side effects worse.  She had COVID 19. She got her positive result on 06Aug2020. Her husband had it too. She knows what it is like. She didn't have to go to the hospital, but she had a severe enough case. She had the fever, dry cough, body aches, nausea, and poops. She has been getting body aches after having COVID really intense. She gets tired very easily. She had fibromyalgia was diagnosed more than 10 years ago and ongoing, before the year 2000; acid reflux was diagnosed five or six years ago; high blood pressure was diagnosed back in 2007; high cholesterol; wheezing for a couple of years and depression. The patient was also taking a water pill. Concomitant medication included omeprazole ongoing for acid reflux, hydrochlorothiazide (HYDROCHLOROTH, 25 mg) ongoing, losartan 100 mg ongoing, desvenlafaxine 75 mg ongoing for depression, montelukast 10 mg ongoing for wheezing, atorvastatin calcium ongoing for cholesterol.  When asked for the lot number the patient said that she thinks it is EL1284 but it could possibly be ELI284. On 28Dec2020, the patient felt really tired, has a sore arm with chills, fever and body aches. The same day she got the vaccine she had felt fine. She came home and did a few things. She sat down for a minute and then it was like wham. She told her husband she was done. She went to sleep fast and slept for a couple of hours. She went to work the next morning and her arm was sore to touch and to lift it up. Sometimes when you get the flu shot it is like that too.  She does not have any red marks where it was injected. She only knows where it was because it hurt to touch. She got really tired at work about 11:30AM. Her body started aching. She was being tested twice a week for Corona COVID. She had just been tested on 28Dec2020 morning before the vaccination and was negative. On an unspecified in Dec2020, she was freezing and shaking. She cannot get warm. It was like that for a couple of hours. Usually her temperature runs low. It was up to 100.1 degrees Fahrenheit which is high for her because she usually is on the lower end. She felt really ugh.The symptoms after the vaccine reminded her of when she had COVID. She had a low fever and body aches and felt terrible. Her boss wanted to know if she had the flu. The patient does not think so because it would be ironic the day after she gets the shot. She was assuming it was the side effects from this. She further clarified wham as that she was really tired and it came over her really quick. She sat in the chair and got a blanket. Her husband said she was snoring bad (28Dec2020). Two hours later the dogs woke her up and she thought it was the middle of the night. It wasn't it was early. On unspecified date in Dec2020, she had a bout and her body started aching. A day after, she does not feel that bad, does not have fever and her body was not aching. That night when she got home she could not sleep on her arm because it was sore. The next day was when it was hard to lift it. She had the injection in the right arm, which is the arm she uses. It was still sore to touch. She has fibromyalgia. She is not sure if that is why she is aching. She is not sure if that kicked it in high gear. The vaccine was administered in a Long Term Care Center. The patient has not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The events did not result to emergency room nor physician visit. The outcome of the event fever and body aches recovered on an unspecified date in Dec2020; outcome for all other events was unknown.  Information on the lot number has been requested.

927493 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 MT 28.0 F Post-viral rash on day 10-13 after vaccine administration; Extreme fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A 28-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 17Dec2020 at 16:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included migraine, PCOS from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing and known allergy to kiwi. Concomitant medication included naproxen and methocarbamol (ROBAXIN).  The patient experienced extreme fatigue and post-viral rash on day 10-13 after vaccine administration on 27Dec2020. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of post-viral rash which included treatment with Benadryl (in case of allergic reaction). The patient did not recover from the events.  Information about Lot/Batch has been requested.

927494 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 31.0 M I have start developing a red bruise like the bubbles on my arm; it seems more like under skin there is a bubble and not like inflammatory muscles; I have start developing a red bruise like the bubbles on my arm; it seems more like under skin there is a bubble and not like inflammatory muscles; administered via sub cutaneous with a half inch needle; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist reporting for himself. A 31-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730 and expiry date: 31Mar2021), Subcutaneously on 29Dec2020 at 16:40 at single dose at Left Deltoid at Hospital for Prevention. There were no medical history or concomitant medications. There were no prior vaccinations within 4 weeks, no family medical history, and no additional vaccines administered on same date of Pfizer suspect. The patient wanted to know what the recommendations are if the COVID Vaccine was administered subcutaneously. He clarified he received the COVID Vaccine, but he believed it was administered via sub cutaneous with a half inch needle on 29Dec2020 at 16:40. He knew with other vaccines such as the Flu Vaccine, if it is not given intramuscularly, a patient is subject to revaccination. The patient wanted to know if he needs to be revaccinated with the COVID Vaccine since it wasn't an intramuscular injection. Relevant Tests were None. On 01Jan2021, the patient stated that he had started developing a red bruise like the bubbles on his arm; it seemed more like under the skin there was a bubble and not like inflammatory muscles. The patient reported that the shot was given with the half inch of needle because it was only recommended with the one inch or larger; so actually, he was trying to find it on the mail. The question he wanted to ask was if it went to the deep muscle enough or possibly into the tissue. But over the last, like 24 hours, he has started developing a red bruise like the bubbles on his arm. It didn't feel like he ever had any muscle pain or anything and it seemed more like under the skin there was a bubble and not like inflammatory muscles. The patient's weight was reported as 104.33 kg or 230 pounds. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was unknown. Causality between the event "I have start developing a red bruise like the bubbles on my arm; it seems more like under skin there is a bubble and not like inflammatory muscles" and BNT162B2 was reported as related.  Follow-up (01Jan2021): New information received from a contactable pharmacist includes additional events (contusion, blister), an additional laboratory data, and the clinical course of the events.

927495 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 FL 50.0 M positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test; gastritis; diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 50-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EJ1685; expiry date was not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on the upper right arm on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included blood pressure high, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), hypertension all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, and was a former smoker. Concomitant medication included lisinopril and methylphenidate. The patient reported that after he received the vaccine, he tested positive for Covid on 30Dec2020. The patient further reported that he ended up getting significant gastritis on Christmas Eve, which he didn't think about acquiring COVID, he had had the vaccine, he ate a bunch of holiday fare, so he thought he had got a stomach bug or something like that. He says he had considerable diarrhea on Christmas morning, but no fever or chills, then those symptoms resolved by Saturday, and he didn't think about it, he didn't have any issues. He says that he went to get tested, which they do frequently, and his temperature was checked frequently at the places he goes and he had no fever, and is still not febrile now. He says that he gets a weekly COVID test which allows for him to enter different facilities, and this was the first time in 9 months that he tested positive since this all came out. He says he has worked in some heavy duty places, but he wears his PPE, his respirator, his shield, and still did this stuff after he got the vaccine, he didn't let his guard down since it might take a while for immunity to kick in, but he still didn't think that it could be possible to have COVID on Christmas Eve, he was rather surprised he was positive. The patient confirms that he hasn't had the second dose of the vaccine yet. He says that his diarrhea improved on day or two starting after he had been having bloating on Christmas Eve and Christmas morning. He says his diarrhea resolved, he took no medication for it, and had no change in his heart rate or breathing, no problems anywhere else, he didn't feel that bad, except for the going to the bathroom. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: positive on 30Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this subject cannot be completely excluded.  Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection needed for meaningful medical assessment.

927496 01/08/2021 U Reported to get the vaccine, and within a couple of hours or days, test positive for COVID; Reported to get the vaccine, and within a couple of hours or days, test positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP received from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs).  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported to get the vaccine, and within a couple of hours or days, test positive for covid. The outcome of the event was unknown  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of SARS-CoV-2 test positive and LOE due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520145 different patients, same drug and event

927497 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 OK 31.0 M Cough; Fever; body aches; Tested positive for COVID after the first dose of the vaccine/tested positive for COVID-19; Tested positive for COVID after the first dose of the vaccine/tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for himself from a Pfizer sponsored program, IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A 31-year-old male received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number EK5730) intramuscular Deltoid Left, on 17Dec2020 9:00, single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included seasonal allergies and asthma. Concomitant medications were reported as none. The patient took the first dose of the COVID-19 Vaccine and he is schedule on 07Jan2021 for his second dose. After the first dose he tested positive for COVID on 30Dec2020. The patient got tested for COVID-19 around 10:30 a.m. The patient hasn't seen a physician and he doesn't don't plan on it. The patient had a cough on an unspecified. Early on he had a fever and body aches but that passed after the first day. Caller clarifies the fever and body aches started Sunday and were gone by Tuesday morning. The cough started on Monday and is still ongoing and persisting. The patient was not hospitalized in response to the events. Outcome of the event cough was not recovered, the events fever and body aches recovered on an unspecified date, while it was unknown for tested positive for COVID after the first dose of the vaccine.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the SARS-CoV-2 test positive, LOE and other reported events due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

927498 01/08/2021 VA F Test positive for COVID after the first vaccine dose; Test positive for COVID after the first vaccine dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician. This Physician reported similar events for 2 patients. This is the 2nd of 2 reports. A female patient of unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's relevant medical history and concomitant medications was not reported. The patient was tested positive after the first dose of the vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID-19 virus test positive and LOE due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520651 same reporter/product/event, different patient

927499 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 VA F Test positive for COVID after the first vaccine dose; Test positive for COVID after the first vaccine dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician. This Physician reported similar events for 2 patients. This is the 1st of 2 reports. A 42-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in left deltoid on 16Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. There were no relevant medical history and concomitant medications. The patient was test positive for covid after the first vaccine dose on 27Dec2020 with outcome of not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID 19 test positive and LOE due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020520645 same reporter/product/event, different patient

927500 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 32.0 F Numbness to face around nose area.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (the patient). A 32-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), intramuscularly in the left arm on 30Dec2020 at 13:30 (at the age of 32-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced numbness to face around nose area. The clinical outcome of numbness to face around nose area was unknown. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.     No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot number cannot be obtained.

927501 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MA 25.0 F Cold sweats; Fever of 102; Headache; Fatigue; Nausea; Pain in arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 25-years-old non-pregnant female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), lot number=Ec0142, via an unspecified route of administration, in right arm on 30Dec2020 at 19:30 (at the age of 25 years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any vaccinations 4 weeks prior to vaccination with COVID-19 and also had not taken any other medications in 2 weeks. The vaccine was administered at a hospital. Prior to the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Medical history included an allergy to Kiwi fruit.  There were no concomitant medications.  On 30Dec2020, the patient experienced cold sweats, fever of 102, headache, fatigue, nausea and pain in arm. The patient was not hospitalized for the events and no treatment was administered. The clinical outcome of the events of cold sweats, fever of 102, headache, fatigue, nausea was recovering. After vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

927502 01/08/2021 TX F positive for COVID-19 after 1st dose; positive for COVID-19 after 1st dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The nurse was inquiring about receiving the second dose of vaccine after testing positive for COVID-19 after 1st dose. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection needed for meaningful medical assessment.

927503 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 M came out positive for Covid-19; came out positive for Covid-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in 29Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient came out positive for covid-19 on 30Dec2020 and inquired if he should still get the 2nd dose.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927504 01/08/2021 LA 38.0 F Got her first dose of the Covid vaccine, tested positive afterward; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Health Care Professional (the patient).  A 38-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot number EK5730, expiration date unknown) intramuscularly, on an unspecified date (at the age of 38-years-old) at an unspecified dose in the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma from an unknown date. The patient's concomitant medications were reported as "supplements." The patient stated that she got her first dose of the COVID vaccine, tested positive afterward (COVID-19). The patient states that she is "still going to be in her 10 day window to get that second dose. She is wondering if she can still get it or if she has to start over." When probed for any laboratory test, the reporter stated  "I had a COVID test before the vaccine so I guess that's a lab test" (CONFIRMATION PENDING with regard to timing COVID test in relation to vaccine administration).The clnical outcome of COVID-19 was not provided.

927505 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 KS 43.0 F testing positive for covid/ they have had a patient have a positive COVID test after vaccine was given; testing positive for covid/ they have had a patient have a positive COVID test after vaccine was given; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist via medical information team and a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs).  A 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EK5730, expiration date 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included ongoing asthma.  The reporter was not aware of any allergies, adverse reactions to previous vaccines, significant medical history or any relevant family medical history of the patients. Concomitant medications were reported as none. It was reported that that they had a patient who had a positive COVID test after vaccine was given. The patient who received the vaccine on 18Dec2020 now testing positive for COVID. The patient received the first vaccine dose on 18Dec2020. She tested positive 30Dec2020. They wanted to give her monoclonal antibodies (Bamlanivimab) but they don't know how that would interact with the vaccine. Also, they didn't know how the product and the positive test would play into her already having the first dose and getting the second dose. The second shot would be due on 08Jan2020. The patient was not at the facility at the point of reporting, they had been talking to her by phone. The type of test done was unknown. No treatments known. The outcome of the event "positive COVID test after vaccine was given" was not recovered. The event was assessed as medically significant, and unrelated to vaccine by reporter. The seriousness assessment option was made due to her history of asthma.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded for reported "positive COVID test after vaccine was given".

927506 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 MA 58.0 M Heart rate increased; Swelling arm; Arm soreness; soreness at the vaccine injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 58-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot number EJ1686, expiration date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at 13:00 (at the age of 58-years-old) at an unspecified dose in the upper left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history was reported as "no pre-existing conditions." He mentioned that he reviewed his allergies with a pharmacist prior to vaccination but did not specify what his allergies were. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient was a tobacco user from an unknown date. The patient also reported a history of pneumonia which was reported to have occurred on seven different occasions following each of seven different vaccinations with the flu vaccine (manufacturers unknown) prior to 2013. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. He stated that after receiving the COVID 19 Vaccine he had side effects. He said the side effects went away at twenty four hours later, but he is still having one side effect, and has a concern. He clarified that he has an elevated heart rate since getting the COVID 19 Vaccine. He said he has never had an elevated heart rate before getting the COVID 19 Vaccine. He reported his heart rate is normally low, between 62-65. He said when he was at work on 28Dec2020 his heart rate was OK, but prior to going to bed that night his heart rate was 93 - 95. He said he thought at first he was just stressed. He also reported the COVID 19 Vaccine is the only thing he has taken. He mentioned that his heart rate has been down to 93, but then up to 105, and higher. He specified that he first presented with an elevated heart rate between 4:00 5:00PM on Tuesday, 29Dec2020. He said the elevated heart rate subsided enough for him to sleep later that day. He said he then started work around 10:00AM today, 30Dec2020, and felt the elevated heart rate in himself, and didn't say anything to anyone at work. He said when his heart rate got bad, it was about 12:30PM today and that today (30Dec2020) at work he didn't feel right at lunch, so he took his oxygen level and heart rate. He said his heart rate was 141. He said he called his primary care doctor, but didn't go to the emergency room. He said he doesn't have chest pain. He said he said something about his heart rate to a staff member at work, and the staff member tested his heart rate, and told him it was 141. He said he spoke to the nurse at his doctor's office, and the nurse said the doctor couldn't do much, and that he could go to emergency room or their practice's urgent care that is open until 7:00PM.  He said he tried to go to the hospital emergency room, but ended up driving by because the hospital was so busy they were triaging patient's in the parking lot. The patient also experienced arm swelling and arm soreness following the vaccination on 28Dec2020. He said he could feel the soreness at the vaccine injection site when he moved his left arm. He stated that the swelling was down to his biceps and it resolved within 12- to 14 hours after the vaccination. As treatment, the patient took a generic 81 mg Baby Aspirin (UPC Number: 050428323922, Lot Number: P110657 Expiration Date: May2020) on 30Dec2020 between 3:00 and 3:30. The patient stated that the generic 81mg baby aspirin was an expired product. The clinical outcome of heart rate increased was not recovered and the clinical outcome of arm swelling, arm soreness and vaccination site soreness was recovered on 28Dec2020.

927507 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 KS 59.0 F Contracted Covid; Contracted Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 59-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162b2 (Lot/batch number and Expiration date were not provided), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 21Dec2020 18:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). The patient received the unspecified concomitant medications within 2 weeks of vaccination; patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was contracted COVID on 29Dec2020 20:00. The event resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Patient received the treatment Monochrome antibiotic for event. The patient received the COVID test post vaccination on 29Dec2020. The COVID test type post vaccination was Nasal Swab, COVID test name post vaccination was RNA, COVID test result was Positive. The patient was not COVID prior vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the vaccination with BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.

927508 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 VT 49.0 F 100.7 temperature/her temperature and it was 101.7; she was up all night/she didn't sleep; It is very painful; migraines; she felt warm; joint pain; dull headache; tenderness at the injection; chills; as had joint pain and fatigue ever since her COVID-19 diagnosis in October/the arthritis has flared from it; fatigue/joint pain and fatigue are getting worse; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 49-year-old female received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 30Dec2020 10:40 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included from Feb2020 and ongoing she is currently a breast cancer patient/she had breast cancer, has lymphedema in the right due to breast cancer and on 31Oct2020, she tested positive for COVID and that ever since she was positive, her joints and skin, shins and upper arms and legs are really tender, and hips, wanted to know if that is normal.  Had joint pain and fatigue ever since her COVID-19 diagnosis in October. There were no concomitant medications.  The patient previously took H1N1 shot and her arm got really big and they watched for cellulitis discomfort.  The patient stated on Dec2020, "received the COVID-19 vaccine on 30Dec2020 and is reporting 100.7 temperature, dull headache, tenderness at the injection, chills, joint pain and fatigue. She reported that she has had joint pain and fatigue ever since her COVID-19 diagnosis in October. The patient contacted COVID, she tested positive on 31Oct2020, and still has no taste or smell, and the biggest thing right now, that ever since she was positive, her joints and skin, shins and upper arms and legs are really tender, and hips, wanted to know if that is normal. She wants to know, where it has gone into the joint, the arthritis has flared from it, from her testing positive, it will be 9 weeks tomorrow since she had COVID, and she is not 100%, and yesterday she had the COVID vaccine, her first dose, and she was up all night, her joints and muscles were in a lot of pain, but she had been like that, and this morning she took her temperature and it was 101.7. Does it mean can't have the shot in 3 weeks? She has had health issues this year, she had breast cancer, and her oncologist wanted her to have the vaccine, but it concerns her with all the pain in her joints swelled, and wanted to know if it is a side effect due to COVID. States she is still coughing, she wants to know if Pfizer thought this was a side effect of COVID, since she tested positive in October, will she have to live like that? It is very painful. Her shot went fine at 10:40 yesterday morning, fine, but she has been experiencing stiffness and joint pain, and she contacted COVID in October, thinks this doesn't have to do with the shot, this has been this way since October, and her husband said to ask- will it be like this since she contacted COVID, and the only thing, this morning she had a headache, but she didn't sleep and she gets migraines it she doesn't sleep, and she took her temperature, she felt warm and it was 101.7. Her temperature was 101.7 about a half hour ago (31Dec2020), she takes her temperature now, states it is now 100.8. Stated that she probably needs to speak to her doctor for her questions.  Got up a 1am and took Ibuprofen. Her joints were so sore from when having COVID and so she went back to sleep and slept off and on. Got up at 4am this morning with the dull headache, it was not enough to be considered a migraine, so she took another 800mg Ibuprofen. Headaches: states it is just a dull headache, she hasn't taken Ibuprofen yet this morning, she is not a big medicine person, she is trying to see if it will go away, but if it is worse she will take migraine medicine". The outcome of "as had joint pain and fatigue ever since her COVID-19 diagnosis in October/the arthritis has flared from it", "she was up all night/she didn't sleep", "It is very painful", "migraine" and "she felt warm" were unknown. Other events was not recovered.

927509 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CA 43.0 F extremely high heart rate (142bpm); muscle aches; chills; O2 sats "dropped to 97%"; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (HCP) for herself. A 43-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer/ BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine) at a single dose on 28Dec2020 at 13:30 for Covid-19 immunization. The patient had recently diagnosed with Covid-19 and "recover/off quarantine" on 12Dec2020. Concomitant medications were not reported. After vaccination, the patient experienced extremely high heart rate (142bpm), muscle aches, chills, O2 saturation dropped to 97%. The patient did seek medication attention/went to ER. She had to miss work. High heart rate resolved on the same day and other events resolved after 48 hours. The patient stated that she believed she took it too soon because she still had the antibodies from Covid, the doctors were saying they were not sure it was from vaccine, but she was sure it was. The patient made up her mind to not take the 2nd dose as she was scared. She stated that she did not want to go through that again, she could have had cardiac arrest.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927510 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 WA 58.0 F Rash on neck and chest; Rash on my face across my nose and cheeks; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (healthcare professional) who reported for herself. A 58-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot #: EK5730) via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at 15:00 (at the age of 58-years-old) as a single dose in the right arm for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included arthritis, hypothyroidism and chronic back pain and arthritis in back; all from unspecified dates and unspecified if ongoing. It was reported that the patient did not have any allergies to medications, food or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 on an unspecified date. Concomitant medications (taken in two weeks) included duloxetine hydrochloride, levothyroxine, nortriptyline and methocarbamol (ROBAXIN); all taken for unspecified indications from unspecified dates. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 29Dec2020 at 19:00 the patient experienced a "rash on my face across my nose and cheeks" and on 30Dec2020 the patient experienced "rash on neck and chest". It was reported that "the evening after my vaccine I developed a rash on my face across my nose and cheeks. The next day I developed a rash on my neck and chest and the rash on my face was gone. I still have a rash on my neck and chest. No fever or other symptoms." It was reported that the adverse events were non-serious and did not require treatment nor hospitalization. The clinical outcome of the event "rash on my face across my nose and cheeks" was recovered/resolved on an unspecified date and the outcome of the event "rash on neck and chest" was not recovered/not resolved. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

927511 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 M He lost the sense of smell on 28Dec2020 and later tested positive; He lost the sense of smell on 28Dec2020 and later tested positive; He lost the sense of smell on 28Dec2020 and later tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP). A male patient (respiratory therapist) of an unspecified age received a single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) as the first dose via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. He lost the sense of smell on 28Dec2020 and later tested positive in Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection is needed for meaningful medical assessment.

927512 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 F I came down with a COVID infection; I came down with a COVID infection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (HCP) reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number not reported) via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient came down with a COVID infection on 23Dec2020 with outcome of unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event "came down with a COVID infection" based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 5 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

927513 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 KS 64.0 F Rash occurred approx 48 hrs after receiving vaccine.  Both arms, lower legs, feet, neck.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 64-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EH9899) intramuscular at first dose on 17Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation in left arm in hospital.  Medical history was not reported and no known allergy, no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included venlafaxine hydrochloride (EFFEXOR), atorvastatin, fish oil and 'women's 50+ MV'. The patient experienced rash occurred approximately 48 hours after receiving vaccine, both arms, lower legs, feet, neck on 19Dec2020. No treatment for event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of event was resolving.

927514 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 RI 47.0 F Rash on both legs; nausea; diarrhea; runny nose; epigastric pain; cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (HCP) reporting for herself. A 47-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot number ej1685) on 20Dec2020 13:15 at single dose intramuscularly in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included unspecified allergies (known allergies: Yes. Allergies to medications, food, or other products: yes). There were concomitant medications. The patient experienced rash on both legs, nausea, diarrhea, runny nose, cough, epigastric pain on 20Dec2020 20:00, which resulted in emergency room/department visit or urgent care. The reporter (patient) considered the events were non-serious. It's unknown if any treatment was received for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 25Dec2020, the patient was tested for COVID-19 (Nasal Swab) and the result was negative. The patient recovered with lasting effects.

927515 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 CA F Stomatitis; lips completely peeled off; submandibular lymph nodes; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 47-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EK5730), via intramuscular in left arm on 17Dec2020 11:00 at first single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history reported as none. No other concomitant medications were received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No known allergies. The patient experienced stomatitis on day 11 post vaccine (lips completely peeled off) Day 14- submandibular lymph nodes and headache. Adverse event start date: 27Dec2020 16:00. Events were considered as non-serious. No treatment was received for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of the events was not recovered.

927516 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 AL 50.0 F sores and redness at the back of throat and tongue; sores and redness at the back of throat and tongue; sores and redness at the back of throat and tongue; sores and redness at the back of throat and tongue; numbness; tingling; burning sensation in throat and the back of tongue; burning sensation in throat and the back of tongue; mild nausea; allergic reaction; dizzy, light-headed; ashen pale; head felt heavy; Burning and itchiness on chin persists; Burning and itchiness on chin persists; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 50-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 29Dec2020 12:00 at first single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history reported as none. No known allergies. Concomitant medication the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination included ergocalciferol (VIT D), linum usitatissimum seed oil (FLAX SEED OIL), cyanocobalamin (VITAMIN B12) and multi-vitamin. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. 2 min after shot the patient was dizzy, light-headed, ashen pale, and head felt heavy. After sitting and lying down about 45 min, the patient felt numbness, tingling, and a burning sensation in throat and the back of tongue. MD took O2 sat (99%) and heart rate (72). The patient felt mild nausea for 5 min. MD gave her Pepcid 20 mg as antihistamine. About 30 min later, the patient noticed sores and redness at the back of throat and tongue. The patient consulted MD and she advised the patient to go to employee health clinic. The clinic MD stated the patient was probably having some kind of allergic reaction to vaccine. The patient was given steroid shot and Benadryl 25 mg PO (per oral) and observed for 90 min. The patient left and was given Medrol Dose pack if symptoms persisted after 2 days. The patient was told to take Benadryl 25 mg PO (per oral) 4-6 hours and Pepcid 20 mg PO (per oral) BID (twice a day) for 1-2 days. Redness, sores at back of throat and tongue persist. Burning and itchiness on chin persists. The patient had no difficulty breathing at any time. Adverse event start date was reported as 29Dec2020 12:15 PM. Events were non-serious. The adverse event result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Treatment received for the adverse event included: Benadryl 25 mg PO and a steroid shot IM. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of the events sores and redness at the back of throat and tongue, burning and itchiness on chin persists not recovered, of other events was recovered with sequel.

927517 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 62.0 M Felt pinched when the vaccine was administered; soreness at the muscle site; little muscle soreness from the vaccine; Postnasal drip in throat; Feeling warm then really hot; Feeling weak; Clammy; sweaty; As if he was going to pass out; almost like a vagal reaction if you got a needle or were scared; vagal reaction but delayed; Heart might have been beating fast; Experience is like the dizziness related in the signs of a severe allergic reaction; Experience is like the dizziness related in the signs of a severe allergic reaction; Anxiety; anxious; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 62-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number and Expiration Date were not reported), intramuscular in left deltoid, on 30Dec2020 10:30, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included ongoing mild intraocular pressure. The patient's concomitant medication included unspecified eye drops for a mild intraocular pressure. The patient previously took tetanus vaccine and experienced vagal reaction and passed out (in his childhood). The patient's past COVID tests were always negative. On 30Dec2020, the patient received it at a facility where he is a physician on staff, and they started giving it that day. It was administered by a pharmacist who was very clean and professional, and everything was fine. The patient received the COVID-19 vaccine in the left deltoid and felt pinched when the vaccine was administered, and he felt fine. He did not have any immediate reaction. He sat down, then got up and was standing talking to some colleagues, and about 10 to 15 minutes later, they were talking and felt a little postnasal drip in throat. His colleagues said that is what they felt as well. About 10 minutes later, the patient was feeling warm then really hot to the point where he felt the need for cool air. He added feeling weak and clammy as if he was going to pass out. He started to feel weak and warm and almost like a vagal reaction if you got a needle or were scared. It was almost like he felt hot, sweaty, and weak and feeling like he needed to get to a cool place and sit down. The patient's heart might have been beating fast, but he did not check his pulse. The patient went outside where the temperature was in the thirties and cold. The patient broke out in sweat and felt weak. The patient sat down, and it was cold outside, and he felt better. It passed and he felt fine after that. The symptoms lasted 10-15 minutes top, and it was resolved after the peak. The patient had soreness at the muscle site which got better overnight; little muscle soreness from the vaccine. The patient then got better and felt no other symptoms. He looked up the side effects and talked to the pharmacist. He spoke with a pharmacist, who provided the information on the reported adverse reaction of the COVID-19 vaccines and the signs of a severe allergic reaction included in the PI. He is not an allergic type person. He is familiar with those reactions and never had any trouble. He wasn't quite sure if it was related but then said it is probably somewhat related. The patient explained that he doesn't have any of the reported adverse reactions in the PI; but his experience is like the dizziness related in the signs of a severe allergic reaction in the PI, and he did feel that his heartbeat was fast. He is fine now though. The patient asked if his event is related to the vaccine and what is the impact on getting the second dose when reacting to the first. The patient was thinking that this event is a vagal reaction but delayed. He also explained that he was speaking with his colleagues, right after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine, regarding postnasal drip reaction. The patient also wondered if anxiety related to this discussion could have triggered his symptoms. Originally, he thought it was just him. But after talking to colleagues, maybe he was just a little anxious. He did not feel anxious going in. He did not need any intervention. He did not take any diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) or anything. He sat and rested, and it passed. He has been fine since. He needs a second dose in 3 weeks. There is not a lot of information about the side effects. It was not like he got a rash. He did not have any swelling of the tongue or throat. He just wanted to find out about if he should get the second dose. He really wanted to get the second dose. He just wanted to know if this was common or a concern and should he take the second dose. There were a lot of people getting the vaccine and this was not anything that stopped anyone from getting it. He is just trying to make sure and see how likely it was that it was related to the vaccine and how does it affect him getting the second dose. The patient was recovering from "Felt pinched when the vaccine was administered; soreness at the muscle site; little muscle soreness from the vaccine". The outcome of "Postnasal drip in throat" and "Anxiety; anxious" was unknown. The patient recovered from the other events on 30Dec2020.  Information about lot number and expiration date for the suspect product will be requested in follow-up attempts.

927518 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 37.0 M Numbness to right arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) reported for himself. A 37-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; brand: PfizerBiontech; lot number: 4c9231) intramuscularly at right arm on 30Dec2020 at 09:45 AM at a single dose (dose number: 1) for COVID-19 immunization. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. No relevant medical history and concurrent conditions. No known allergies (no allergies to medications, food, or other products). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced numbness to right arm on 30Dec2020 at 03:30 PM. The event was reported as non-serious. The adverse event result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment received for the adverse event. The outcome of event was recovered in Dec2020. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19 included COVID test post vaccination (COVID test type post vaccination: Nasal Swab; COVID test name post vaccination: Color) on 29Dec2020 was negative.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

927519 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MN 29.0 F Anaphylactic reaction; hives in the first 10 minutes of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (Physician Assistant). A 29-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter stated that she is treating a patient in ICU that got the COVID-19 vaccine on 29Dec2020. The patient developed hives in the first 10 minutes of the vaccine and had an anaphylactic reaction 1 hour later. Seriousness of events was reported to be hospitalization. Outcome of the events was unknown. The reporter also mentioned that it was not a mild reaction and patient was still in the ICU, 48 hours later.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of anaphylactic reaction and hives cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

927520 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 57.0 F Return of redness, itching, swelling at injection site one week after injection.; Return of redness, itching, swelling at injection site one week after injection; Return of redness, itching, swelling at injection site one week after injection; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional, the patient. A 57-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at 07:30 (at the age of 57-years-old) as a single dose for Covid-19 vaccination. Medical history included Multiple Chemical Sensitivity (affecting my respiratory tract) from an unknown date. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 31Dec2020 at 20:30, the patient experienced a return of redness, itching, swelling at injection site one week after injection. Therapeutic measures were not taken for the redness, itching, swelling at injection site. The clinical outcome of the events redness, itching, swelling at injection site was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

927521 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 AL 52.0 F I shoulder pain in the joint.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP, the patient. A 52-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot number EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at 10:15 (at the age of 52-years-old) as a single dose, via intramuscular route of administration in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history was not reported. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 31Dec2020 at 18:00, the patient experienced l shoulder pain in the joint. The patient did not receive any treatment for the event. The clinical outcome of the l shoulder pain in the joint was unknown. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

927522 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 25.0 F Warmth of injection site; nausea; body aches; splitting headache; dizziness; Low grade fever; extreme tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 25-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot number EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at 10:00 (at the age of 25-years-old) as a single dose, in the right arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history was not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medications included diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL), ibuprofen, paracetamol (TYLENOL), and fexofenadine, all from unknown dates for unknown indications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient previously took amoxicillin and famotidine, both from unknown dates to unknown dates for unknown indications, and experienced allergy. On 31Dec2020 at 17:00, the patient experienced warmth of injection site, body aches, splitting headache, dizziness, low grade fever, extreme tiredness, and nausea. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of the events warmth of injection site, body aches, splitting headache, dizziness, low grade fever, extreme tiredness, and nausea was recovering. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

927523 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MD 60.0 F Sudden onset nausea; Swelling at injection site.; abdominal cramps; single episode loose stool; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 60-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot number EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at 09:15 (at the age of 60-years-old) as a single dose, in the right arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included lymphedema, lipedema, depression, osteoporosis, osteoarthritis, hypothyroid, malabsortion with vitamin deficiencies, anemia, and allergy to latex. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medications were not reported, however it was reported the patient received other medications (unspecified) within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient previously took thimerisol and influenza vaccine both from unknown dates to unknown dates for unknown indications and experienced allergy. On 30Dec2020 at 10:00, the patient experienced sudden onset nausea, abdominal cramps, single episode loose stool, and swelling at injection site. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of the events sudden onset nausea, abdominal cramps, single episode loose stool, and swelling at injection site was recovering. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

927524 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 F She tested positive PCR; She tested positive PCR; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. A female patient of unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Resident inoculated on 17Dec. She tested positive PCR on 29Dec2020. Currently in quarantine and asymptomatic. She was scheduled for dose 2 on 06Jan2021. This still fell in quarantine period. The nurse wanted to know if the patient could get the second dose on 06Jan, if not when should she get second dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded for reported event "test positive PCR".

927525 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 KS 30.0 F shortness of breath/progressed until I went to urgent care; I started to really bad cough and then it actually got worse and worse; I was so weak like I am breastfeeding, I couldn't even hold my baby; extreme fatigue; I couldn't stay awake for more than a few hours at a time; Headache; lung problem; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (the patient).   A 30-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Batch/lot number: EH9899, via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 13:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included history of reaction to mango (like face swelling and just a rash) and then gluten intolerant: if she eat it she doesn't have difficulty breathing. She never had problems with asthma in the past. The patient previously took BENADRYL for shortened like when she had a reaction with mango many years ago. In the past the patient had problems with cold and problems having bad cough that linger but she never needed Albuterol or steroids before. The patient had flu vaccine a month before, administered in deltoid left. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced extreme fatigue on 19Dec2020 with outcome of recovering, shortness of breath/progressed until she went to urgent care on 21Dec2020 with outcome of recovering, She started to really bad cough and then it actually got worse and worse on 21Dec2020 with outcome of recovering, She was so weak like she was breastfeeding/She couldn't even hold her baby on 19Dec2020 with outcome of recovered on 20Dec2020, She couldn't stay awake for more than a few hours at a time on Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, headache on Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, lung problems on Dec2020 with outcome of unknown.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included chest x-ray: normal on unspecified date; SARS-COV-2 test: negative on 23Dec2020.  The vaccine was administered at Hospital Facility. The patient was treated with steroids (20mg for 5 days) and an albuterol inhaler (2 puff every 4 hour). The events required visit to Emergency Room. The events were non serious.

927526 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MO 33.0 F Approximately 45 mins after receiving vaccine I felt like I was going to pass out. Laid down at home, heart racing. BP was 178/100 and HR 120 in supine. Drank juice on way to ED; Approximately 45 mins after receiving vaccine I felt like I was going to pass out. Laid down at home, heart racing. BP was 178/100 and HR 120 in supine. Drank juice on way to ED; Approximately 45 mins after receiving vaccine I felt like I was going to pass out. Laid down at home, heart racing. BP was 178/100 and HR 120 in supine. Drank juice on way to ED; This is spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 33-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EL1284), intramuscular at the right arm on 29Dec2020 07:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included depression. No known allergies. The patient is not pregnant. No COVID prior vaccination. Facility type (vaccine) was hospital. No other vaccine in four weeks. Concomitant medications (in two weeks) bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN XL), vitamin B complex, bifidobacterium lactis (PROBIOTIC [BIFIDOBACTERIUM LACTIS]), ergocalciferol (VIT D), zinc and L-lysine. On, 29Dec2020 at 08:00, approximately 45 minutes after receiving vaccine she felt like she was going to pass out. Laid down at home, heart racing. BP was 178/100 and HR 120 in supine. The patient drank juice on way to emergency department and started feeling better about 1 hour later. The events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. No treatment for the events. The events were assessed as non-serious. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient recovered from the events on unspecified date.

927527 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 TN 68.0 F I tested positive for COVID 9 days after receiving the vaccine; I tested positive for COVID 9 days after receiving the vaccine; Rhinorrhea; aches; fatigue; cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. This physician reported similar events for two patients. This is the first of the two reports.   A 68-years-old female patient (not pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 21Dec2020 at 09:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension. The patient had no known allergies. Concomitant medications included losartan (LOSARTAN), amlodipine (AMLODIPINE), and atorvastatin (ATORVASTATIN). On 28Dec2020, the patient had rhinorrhea, aches, fatigue, and cough. The patient had no COVID prior vaccination, and when tested post vaccination showed a positive result. It was reported that the patient was tested via nasal swab (PCR SARS) and showed positive for COVID on 30Dec2020, 9 days after receiving the vaccine. The patient had no other vaccines in four weeks. No treatment was administered for the events. The events had not resolved.   Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the events drug ineffective and SARS-COV-2 test positive cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021001246 Same reporter, same drug, similar events, different patients.

927528 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 73.0 73 F 12:15 Client verbalize tightness with inhalation below the right breast.  Client was evaluated by onsite paramedics and release to go home at 12:27 pm.

927529 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 CA 45.0 F Bilateral tinnitus (non-stop); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient. A 45-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), intramuscularly in the left arm on 21Dec2020 at 10:15 (at the age of 45-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included chronic sinus infections in the past. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included ethinylestradiol/ferrous fumarate/norethisterone acetate (JUNEL FE), strength reported as 1/28, azelastine HCI nasal spray, montelukast sodium tablet. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. On 21Dec2020 at 12:00 (reported as since the vaccination), the patient experienced bilateral tinnitus (non-stop). The patient did not receive treatment for the event. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the bilateral tinnitus (non-stop) was not resolved.   Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

927530 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 50.0 50 F RASH - NO TX YET INJECTION SITE SWELLING AT 10 POST INJECTION

927531 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MA 31.0 F Headache 24 hours after but nothing; uncontrollable/teeth chattering; chills; Fever; all over muscle aches; Injection site is sore and surrounding area is red; Injection site is sore and surrounding area is red; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. This 31-year-old female Other HCP (patient) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EH9899; Expiration date was not reported) on 30Dec2020 at 11:00 AM (at the age of 31-years) as single dose, Intramuscular into right arm for immunization. Medical history included COVID-19 virus test positive from 30Nov2020 to an unspecified date.  Allergies were reported as none. Concomitant medications included magnesium citrate, magnesium oxide, riboflavin, tanacetum parthenium (MIGRELIEF) and curcuma longa rhizome, piper nigrum fruit (TURMERIC +).  On 31Dec2020 (00:45), patient experienced headache 24 hours after vaccine but nothing to keep her from my normal activities. About 36-40 hours post vaccine on 01Jan2021 patient awoke with uncontrollable/teeth chattering chills with 101 Fahrenheit (F) fever and muscle aches. Fever broke after taking Tylenol severe. Temp at 5:30AM back down to 98.5F. Temp creeping up again to 99.5F at 11AM. Injection site is sore and surrounding area is red on 01Jan2021. The patient is experiencing all over muscle aches. The patient received treatment and controlled the fever with Tylenol.  Lab data included body temperature 101, 98.5, 99.5 Fahrenheit all in Jan2021.  Events 'Headache', 'teeth chattering', 'chills', 'fever', 'muscle pain', 'muscle pain' and 'Injection site is sore and surrounding area is red' were recovering.

927532 01/08/2020 01/08/2021 KS 35.0 35 F I am a healthcare worker and received the vaccine on 12/30/2020. Yesterday, 1/7/2020, I began noticing redness, swelling and itching around the injection site in my left deltoid. Today the redness has progressed to about a 1.5-2 inch diameter around the injection site. It is also mildly painful and swelling and  itching have increased moderately.

927533 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IN 67.0 F sore at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. This 67-year-old female nurse (patient) received a dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EL1284; Expiration date was not reported) on 30Dec2020 09:00 (at the age of 67-years) as single dose, unspecified route into left arm for immunization. Medical history included hypertension, depression, and hyperlipidemia.  Known allergies: crestor, ANSAIDS, red dye, lavendar. Concomitant medications include hydrochlorothiazide, lisinopril (LISINOPRIL HCTZ), amlodipine (AMLODIPINE), bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), and atorvastatin calcium (ATORVASTATIN CALCIUM). Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. It was reported that the patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2.  On 31Dec2020 at 6 AM the patient experienced 'sore at injection site'.  No treatment was received as a result of the event.  The outcome of event 'sore at injection site' was recovered on an unspecified date.

927534 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IN 34.0 34 M Twenty minutes after the vaccine was administered, I experienced nausea and vomiting. I was unable to tolerate food. The next morning and throughout the rest of the day, I had serious pain at the injection site, headaches, fatigue, dry throat, loss of appetite, persistent nausea, and dizziness. The fatigue, nausea, headache, and dizziness has currently persisted 2.5 days after I received the vaccine. This morning, 2.5 days after I received the vaccinne, I developed a cough.
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927535 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 PA 58.0 58 F Approximately 2 days after receiving the vaccination patient reported red petechial like rash beginning on her legs and spreading to abdomen and arms.

927536 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Slight fever, 99.4, (ordinarily I run lower than normal), severe body aches, and chills.

927537 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MN 39.0 39 M Initial symptoms were fatigue, malaise, headache. Fever started sometime during the night, which was accompanied by chills and rigors. Fever at 0600 on 1/8/2021 was 105.7.

927538 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 NY 39.0 M My heart beat shot up from 72 to 116 within first few minutes of vaccination, I was having chills . It has been 8 days since I received the vaccine , my resting heart beat is still more than 100 BPM.; congested nose; I was having chills; extreme fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. This 39-year-old male Other HCP (patient) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: ELO140; Expiration date was not reported) on 24Dec2020 14:30 (at the age of 39-years) as single dose, unspecified route into left arm for immunization. Medical history was reported as none.  Allergies were reported as none. Concomitant medications were not reported. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. It was reported that the patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2.  On 24Dec2020 the patient experienced 'My heartbeat shot up from 72 to 116 within first few minutes of vaccination.  It has been 8 days since I received the vaccine, my resting heartbeat is still more than 100 BPM', 'I was having chills', 'congested nose', and 'extreme fatigue'.  No treatment was received as a result of the events.  Lab data included on 24Dec2020 heartbeat 72 to 116 and Jan2021, reported as still more than 100 beats per minute. The outcome of events 'My heartbeat shot up from 72 to 116 within first few minutes of vaccination.  It has been 8 days since I received the vaccine, my resting heartbeat is still more than 100 BPM', 'I was having chills', 'congested nose', and 'extreme fatigue' were not recovered.

927539 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 FL 50.0 50 F Severe site pain, Severe stomach cramps, body aches (after 6 hours), vagovasal response, diarrhea, chills, fever, sweating (after 28 hours) Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA

927540 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 44.0 F Sore throat; cough; difficulty in breathing; tiredness; sleepiness; myalgia; arthralgia; headache; metallic taste in the mouth; burning in the eyes; chills; shaking; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician, the patient. A 44-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot EK5730) solution for injection on 24Dec2020 at 09:30 (at the age of 44-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. There was no relevant medical history. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 25Dec2020 at 07:00, the patient experienced sore throat, cough, difficulty in breathing, tiredness, sleepiness, myalgia, arthralgia, headache, metallic taste in the mouth, burning in the eyes, chills, and shaking which lead to doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Treatment was provided for the events sore throat, cough, difficulty in breathing, tiredness, sleepiness, myalgia, arthralgia, headache, metallic taste in the mouth, burning in the eyes, chills, and shaking with NSAIDs. The outcome of the events sore throat, cough, difficulty in breathing, tiredness, sleepiness, myalgia, arthralgia, headache, metallic taste in the mouth, burning in the eyes, chills, and shaking was not recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19 on 30Dec2020 via Nasal Swab and Antigen test and both were negative.

927541 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WV 36.0 36 F Sore arm began around 4:00pm, around 7:00pm I was developing body aches and a headache. By 9:00pm I had fever and chills and body aches all over.  Fever and chills seemed to subside by 4:00am, headaches and body aches are still present but not as severe.

927542 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 62.0 F 46 hours after receiving vaccine, experiencing twinges of moderate to severe headache and/or ear pain left side, similar to symptom experienced when I contracted Covid in Mar2020; 46 hours after receiving vaccine, experiencing twinges of moderate to severe headache and/or ear pain left side, similar to symptom experienced when I contracted Covid in Mar2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient. A 62-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot EK5730) solution for injection in the left arm on 30Dec2020 at 13:15 (at the age of 62-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history included COVID-19 in Mar2020. Concomitant medications included atorvastatin, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D) and cetirizine. The patient no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 in Mar2020. On 01Jan2021 at 10:30 (about 46 hours after receiving vaccine), the patient experienced twinges of moderate to severe headache and/or ear pain left side, similar to symptom experienced when I contracted Covid in Mar2020. No treatment was provided for the events ear pain and headache. The outcome of the events ear pain and headache was unknown. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

927543 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 58.0 M Dizziness, neck pain on injection side, nausea, headache, chills, arm pain at injection site.; Dizziness, neck pain on injection side, nausea, headache, chills, arm pain at injection site.; Dizziness, neck pain on injection side, nausea, headache, chills, arm pain at injection site.; Dizziness, neck pain on injection side, nausea, headache, chills, arm pain at injection site.; Dizziness, neck pain on injection side, nausea, headache, chills, arm pain at injection site.; Dizziness, neck pain on injection side, nausea, headache, chills, arm pain at injection site.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 58-years-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), intramuscular, in left arm, on 30Dec2020 at 07:30 (at the age of 58 years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The vaccination was administered at a hospital. There was no medical history.  Concomitant medication included bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), celecoxib (CELEXA [CELECOXIB]), aspirin [acetylsalicylic acid] (ASPIRIN [ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID]), rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR). The patient did not receive any other vaccines in the 4 weeks prior to this vaccination and other medications (concomitant medications) were taken in the past 2 weeks. Prior to the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 30Dec2020 at 0745, the patient experienced dizziness, neck pain on injection side, nausea, headache, chills, arm pain at injection site. The patient was not hospitalized for the events nor was treatment received. The clinical outcome of the events of dizziness, neck pain on injection side, nausea, headache, chills, arm pain at injection site, was recovered on an unspecified date. After receiving the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

927544 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 29.0 29 M Nausea for 30 minutes in the middle of the night

927545 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MN 37.0 F exactly one day later I felt was feeling severe fatigue, nausea, headache at the base of my head and diarrhea for 1.5 days; exactly one day later I felt was feeling severe fatigue, nausea, headache at the base of my head and diarrhea for 1.5 days; exactly one day later I felt was feeling severe fatigue, nausea, headache at the base of my head and diarrhea for 1.5 days; exactly one day later I felt was feeling severe fatigue, nausea, headache at the base of my head and diarrhea for 1.5 days; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health care professional nurse, the patient. A 37-years-old non-pregnant female patient (nurse) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE),  intramuscular in the left arm  on 30Dec2020 13:00 as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient had no known medical history or allergies. Concomitant medication included sertraline hcl (ZOLOFT). No other vaccines were given within 4 weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient had not been tested .  Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at a Hospital. On 31Dec2020 13:00, the patient experienced exactly one day later I felt feeling severe fatigue, nausea, headache at the base of my head and diarrhea for 1.5 days. No treatment was given for the events. The clinical outcome of feeling severe fatigue, nausea, headache at the base of my head and diarrhea was recovered.  Information regarding lot number has been requested.

927546 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Left axillary lymphedema (swollen under arm pit).  Can?t sleep on that side or lay arm flat on that side. Right side is perfectly fine.   Slight left neck swelling also. Significant injection site pain with mild redness and swelling. Joint/muscle pain. These events also occurred after my  first  covid Pfizer but not until day 4-5 and very mild. I have not taken any medication as of yet.

927547 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 VA 49.0 F Sore throat, fever, neck and shoulder pain, heavy chest, headaches, extreme fatigue,  nausea,  diarrhea; Sore throat, fever, neck and shoulder pain, heavy chest, headaches, extreme fatigue,  nausea,  diarrhea; Sore throat, fever, neck and shoulder pain, heavy chest, headaches, extreme fatigue,  nausea,  diarrhea; Sore throat, fever, neck and shoulder pain, heavy chest, headaches, extreme fatigue,  nausea,  diarrhea; Sore throat, fever, neck and shoulder pain, heavy chest, headaches, extreme fatigue,  nausea,  diarrhea; Sore throat, fever, neck and shoulder pain, heavy chest, headaches, extreme fatigue,  nausea,  diarrhea; Sore throat, fever, neck and shoulder pain, heavy chest, headaches, extreme fatigue,  nausea,  diarrhea; Sore throat, fever, neck and shoulder pain, heavy chest, headaches, extreme fatigue,  nausea,  diarrhea; Sore throat, fever, neck and shoulder pain, heavy chest, headaches, extreme fatigue,  nausea,  diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health care professional nurse, the patient. A 49-years-old non-pregnant female patient  received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EH9899)  in the left arm on 22Dec2020 14:30  as a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history includes Lupus, Endometriosis, Epilepsy from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included belimumab (BENLYSTA), prednisone (PREDNISONE), topiramate (TOPAMAX), levetiracetam (KEPPRA), ergocalciferol (VITAMIN D [ERGOCALCIFEROL]).  The patient previously took Percocet [oxycodone hydrochloride; oxycodone terephthalate; paracetamol], Sulfa Drugs and hibiclens and experienced drug hypersensitivity. No other vaccines were given within 4 weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient had been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced sore throat, fever, neck and shoulder pain, heavy chest, headaches, extreme fatigue,  nausea,  diarrhea on 23Dec2020 07:00. Events continues through now 10 days later and still feel horrible. The events resulted in a physician office visit. The patient underwent lab tests that included SARS-CoV-2 test  Nasal Swab (Both rapid and PCR) on 30Dec2020;  influenza test and Streptococcus test on an unspecified date. The results of all laboratory tests influenza Streptococcus test and COVID (Both rapid and PCR) were negative. No treatment was received given for the events. The clinical outcome of sore throat, fever, neck and shoulder pain, heavy chest, headaches, extreme fatigue,  nausea,  diarrhea was not recovered.

927548 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 ME 49.0 49 F Stated approximately 5 minutes after receiving vaccine she developed tingling of the tongue, itching to extremity the vaccine was administered in and experienced a initial metal taste that has since turned sour.  Patient spoke with PCP and encouraged to not get the second dose of the vaccine.

927549 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 55.0 F Flushing, increased heart rate, tingling and swelling of lips, scratchy throat with slight swelling, eyes felt like pinpoints, hives on neck, sweating. Started after 5 minutes.; Flushing, increased heart rate, tingling and swelling of lips, scratchy throat with slight swelling, eyes felt like pinpoints, hives on neck, sweating. Started after 5 minutes.; Flushing, increased heart rate, tingling and swelling of lips, scratchy throat with slight swelling, eyes felt like pinpoints, hives on neck, sweating. Started after 5 minutes.; Flushing, increased heart rate, tingling and swelling of lips, scratchy throat with slight swelling, eyes felt like pinpoints, hives on neck, sweating. Started after 5 minutes.; Flushing, increased heart rate, tingling and swelling of lips, scratchy throat with slight swelling, eyes felt like pinpoints, hives on neck, sweating. Started after 5 minutes.; Flushing, increased heart rate, tingling and swelling of lips, scratchy throat with slight swelling, eyes felt like pinpoints, hives on neck, sweating. Started after 5 minutes.; Flushing, increased heart rate, tingling and swelling of lips, scratchy throat with slight swelling, eyes felt like pinpoints, hives on neck, sweating. Started after 5 minutes.; Flushing, increased heart rate, tingling and swelling of lips, scratchy throat with slight swelling, eyes felt like pinpoints, hives on neck, sweating. Started after 5 minutes.; hives on neck; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health care professional nurse, the patient. A 55-years-old non-pregnant female patient (nurse) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EH9844), intramuscular in the left arm on 20Dec2020 13:45 as a single dose, Lot number EK5730 for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included ongoing complex regional pain syndrome. The patient previously took Ceftiaxone, tizanidine, vancomycin, triamcinone, duloxetine and experienced drug hypersensitivity. Concomitant medication were taken within two weeks but details not provided. No other vaccines were given within 4 weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 20Dec2020 14:00 the patient experienced flushing, increased heart rate, tingling and swelling of lips, scratchy throat with slight swelling, eyes felt like pinpoints, hives on neck, sweating. Started after 5 minutes. No treatment was given for the events. The clinical outcome Flushing, increased heart rate, tingling and swelling of lips, scratchy throat with slight swelling, eyes felt like pinpoints, hives on neck, sweating was recovered.

927550 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 24.0 24 M Mild erythema with complaints of itching at injection site 7 days after injection. Physician treated with Triamcinolone Acetonide 0.025%, Cream, Topical APPLY TO AFFECTED AREAS TOPICALLY TWICE A DAY FOR 2 DAYS

927551 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 IL 47.0 F swollen supraclavicular lymph node; headache; chills; soreness to injection site for 2 days; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, reporting for a patient.  A 47-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE),  lot number: EJ1685, via intramuscular on 22Dec2020 at 14:45 (at the age of 47 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history included asthma, celiacs, and hypertension from an unknown date. The patient had known allergies to shellfish, latex, sulfa, Levaquin, Morphine. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included hydrochlorothiazide, zyrtec, dicyclomine, ibuprofen, benadryl, all for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The vaccine was given at a hospital. On 23Dec2020, the patient experienced soreness to injection site for 2 days (23Dec2020 and 24Dec2020). On 26Dec2020 at 16:00, she started having chills and headache. On 27Dec2020 chills were to the point where she couldn't get warm. Shivering chills. She remained afebrile just bad chills for 2 days. On 28Dec2020, she noticed swollen supraclavicular lymph node to left clavicle area which  was painful to touch and approximately quarter in size. It was not as painful today and swelling was starting to subside. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of soreness to injection site for 2 days was recovered on 25Dec2020. The clinical outcome for headache, chills, and swollen supraclavicular lymph node was recovering. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

927552 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 VA 35.0 35 F severe dizziness, chest palpitations, extreme muscle weakness, projectile vomiting- all x15 minutes, followed by fever of 101.1 after tylenol. general fatigue, headaches for rest of day

927553 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 ME 45.0 45 F approximately 15 minutes after the vaccine was administered I developed numbness in my tongue, metallic taste in mouth, and headache and a fullness feeling in ears.  1 and 1/2 hours later I developed neck pain and numbness in the left side of my face that lasted for 48 hours.  Benadryl was taking for 2 days to help with the reaction.  Day 3 after the vaccine symptoms seemed to resolve except for a slight feeling of numbness in left cheek but much better than first 2 days and almost gone completely.

927554 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Got 1st shot at 1430 1/4/21. Was sent back to my unit (OR). At 1455 got full body flush followed by tingling lips, tight throat, trouble swallowing and SOB. No obvious signs of swelling of the lips. Used inhaler for SOB which helped marginally. After 1.5 hrs tingling in lips and flushed skin went away. Throat tightness and SOB still remained but weren't progressing so went home after my shift. Later that night around 2100 took 1 25mg  Benadryl. Tightness in throat and SOB improved. The next morning 1/5/21, I reported to work for my shift. Tightness and SOB was manageable at this point. At 0800 the tightness in my throat, trouble swallowing and SOB got significantly worse. I was scrubbed into a surgery and had to call for a replacement so I could take Benadryl. I took 1 25mg tablet and 2 puffs of my inhaler and went back to my case. After the Benadryl and inhaler, the tightness in my throat and SOB became slightly more manageable. At 1240 the symptoms came back and I took another Benadryl and 2 puffs of my inhaler with slight relief of symptoms. Stayed the rest of my shift continuing my inhaler as needed and a Benadryl every 4 hrs. At 1600 I developed a headache at the front of my head above my eyes like a weight was sitting there. The next day when I woke up 1/6/21, the tightness in my throat, SOB and headache were worse so I had to call into work. The headache that morning had progressed to 7 out of 10 pain and the pain then included my neck where it attaches to the skull. At 0830 I called employee health and they advised my to go to an urgent care. I was checked over by a PA and was prescribed prednisone 40 mg for 5 days along with Benadryl every 4 hrs and inhaler as needed. I was also nasal swabbed for Covid. After taking the steroid, the headache and neck pain, tightness in throat went away. The SOB also improved. Currently taking the steroid, Benadryl (every 4 hrs) and inhaler 2 puffs as needed. Symptoms are mostly controlled. 1/7/21 tried to cut back the Benadryl to every 6 hrs. Noticed a huge difference in my breathing and had an increase in SOB so went back to every 4 hrs. 1/8/21 still taking steroid and Benadryl every 4 hrs and inhaler. SOB is worse today even with taking Benadryl. Have an appointment with my PCP to talk about getting the 2nd shot.

927555 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 58.0 58 F Severe bodyache with joint pain severe (Knee pain and upper back), chills, headache but more pain in  right side headache with right ear tinnitus, sometimes cough, runny nose and metal taste in mouth.

927556 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 WA 54.0 F I woke up 6 hours after the vaccine with significant swelling in my face; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A 54-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: EL0140, via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at 07:30 (at the age of 54 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history included allergies to azithromycin and compazine.  The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The vaccine was given at a hospital. On 29Dec2020, the patient stated she woke up 6 hours after the vaccine with significant swelling in her face. It did not affect her breathing. She took 50 mg Benadryl . The swelling was gone 4 hours later. The clinical outcome of swelling in her face was recovered on 29Dec2020. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

927557 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 37.0 37 F patient presented with  delayed localized reaction one week post reaction - redness, warmth, and pain to the touch. she did not report reaction after initial injection but this was a delayed reaction she is now experiencing.  she  did not take any medications to treat symptoms.  she was advised to seek medical evalauation in the emergency room for this reaction.

927558 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 25.0 F Injection site pain; sore arm; muscle aches; fatigue; fever; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself). A 25-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number: EK9231, expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 31Dec2020 at 15:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered at the hospital. The patient had no medical history. The patient had no known allergies; no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 01Jan2021, the patient experienced injection site pain, sore arm, muscle aches, fatigue, fever, and headache. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The patient was recovering from all the events.

927559 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 28.0 F Mouth sores; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional, the patient.  A 28-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot Number: Er9231, via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at 09:00 (at the age of 28 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history included herpes simplex virus 1 from an unknown date, and known allergies to some fruits and vegetables (mild itching), and Neosporin.  The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included Benzoyl peroxide and tretinoin face cream, and vitamin D, all for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The vaccine was given at a hospital. On 31Dec2020, the patient experienced mouth sores. Treatment was not received for the event. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19 using a nasal swab on 31Dec2020, with results of negative. The clinical outcome of mouth sores was recovering.

927560 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MD 27.0 27 M Symptoms: Chills, headache, nausea, fatigue.

927561 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 FL F She also complained of all the COVID signs and symptoms; She also complained of all the COVID signs and symptoms; left cervical, axillary, clavicular and periscapular lymphadenopathy; left arm and shoulder pain; left arm and shoulder pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. An adult female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection, lot number was unknown, intramuscular in the left arm on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included covid-19 from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient is not pregnant. It was unknown if the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was reported that after receiving the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine in the left deltoid, the patient experienced left cervical, axillary, clavicular and periscapular lymphadenopathy in Dec2020 with outcome of not recovered. She also complained of left arm and shoulder pain and all the COVID signs and symptoms in Dec2020 with outcome of not recovered. The onset was within a day of immunization. She has a history of COVID-19, she had Covid prior vaccination. It was unknown if the patient tested for Covid post vaccination. The onset date of the events was reported as Dec2020. The events was reported as non-serious and it was unknown if the patient received treatment for the events.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the suspected LOE, COVID 19 and other reported events due to temporal relationship.  Of note, it is reported that the patient had a history of COVID-19, and she was diagnosed with  COVID 19 infection prior to the  vaccination.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics , counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

927562 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OH 40.0 40 F Rash and pain at injection site

927563 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MA 34.0 34 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA- fever, chills, sweats, headache, nausea, pain in arm

927564 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 PA 56.0 56 M Have a sore, reddened throat with significant uvula swelling.  Diminished sense of taste.

927565 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 PR 52.0 52 F muscular and arthrosis pain over 3 days, occasionally severe pain

927566 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MN 26.0 F a slight sore throat and cough with a slight fatigue; a slight sore throat and cough with a slight fatigue; body aches; chills; fatigue; mild fever; diarrhea; nausea; This a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 26-years-old female patient started to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number EJI685, unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 15:45 (at the age of 26-years-old) as 1 single dose in the right arm  for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included Polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS) and anxiety. Concomitant medication included ascorbic acid (VITAMIN C) colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), zinc and birth control. The patient was allergic to sulfamethoxazole and trimethoprim (BACTRIM) antibiotics. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the hospital. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.The next morning after receiving the vaccine the patient had full body aches, chills, fatigue, mild fever, diarrhea, and nausea. These all resolved within 24 hours as the next day (2nd day after vaccination). The patient felt much better, and only had a slight sore throat and cough with very slight fatigue.The full body aches, chills, fatigue, mild fever, diarrhea, nausea, a slight sore throat and cough with a slight fatigue did not result in death, was not life-threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating and did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. No treatment was received for the events full body aches, chills, fatigue, mild fever, diarrhea, nausea, a slight sore throat and cough with a slight fatigue. Outcome of the events full body aches, chills, fatigue, mild fever, diarrhea, and nausea was recovered. Outcome of the events a slight sore throat and cough with a slight fatigue was recovering. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

927567 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Clavicular lymphadenophathy on the same side as the injection

927568 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 CA 59.0 M Tachycardia/HR going up to 140 /minute; Blood pressure went up to 157/94; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient himself). A 59-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were unknown) via an unspecified route of administration (left arm), on 21Dec2020 at 16:30, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included coronary artery disease (CAD) prior percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) in 2004. The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medications in two weeks included aspirin, ramipril, ezetimibe, simvastatin (VYTORIN), vitamin D3, and diclofenac. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. On 21Dec2020, within 3 minutes of receiving the vaccine (at 16:45), the patient developed tachycardia with heart rate (HR) going up to 140 /minute and blood pressure went up to 157/94. Heart rate returned to 90s within few minutes while his blood pressure slowly returned to baseline 134/84 after 2 hours. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The patient recovered from the events on the same day (21Dec2020). Since vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927569 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MD 24.0 F Soreness at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 24-years-old female patient started to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: EL1284, intramuscularly on 30Dec2020 (at the age of 24-years-old) as a 1 single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included type one diabetic and celiac disease. The patient had a medical history of allergies to iodine, shellfish, seafood and fish. Concomitant medications was unknown. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the hospital.  The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.   Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  On unspecified date, the patient experienced soreness at injection site.   The soreness at injection site did not result in death, was not life-threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating and did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect.  No treatment was received for the event.  Outcome of the event Soreness at injection site was recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

927570 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 PA 49.0 49 F Chills with goose bumps, headache, severe aches, weakness/fatigue which began ~ 7 hours after injection and progressively worsened over 24 hours, ~40 hours after injection symptoms were gone.      -took advil, increase fluids and went to bed to sleep ~ 7 hours

927571 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NY 21.0 F tested positive for Covid test; tested positive for Covid test; difficulty breathing; chills; fluctuating fever; nausea; weakness; weakness/extreme fatigue; loss of taste and smell; loss of taste and smell; muscle pain; cough; sore throat; nasal drip; dizziness; fast heartbeat; injection site pain; anxiety; crying; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. This 21-year-old female patient reported for herself that she received BNT162B2 1st dose on 31Dec2020 10:00 AM intramuscular at left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included known allergies: Penicillin and Covid-19. Concomitant therapy included BC as reported. The patient experienced difficulty breathing, chills, fluctuating fever, nausea, dizziness, weakness, fast heartbeat, tiredness, loss of taste and smell, muscle pain, injection site pain, anxiety, cough, sore throat, nasal drip, crying, extreme fatigue, Etc on 31Dec2020 at 06:00 PM. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency. The patient was hospitalized for 1 day and received treatment included blood thinner rivaroxaban (XARELTO) and had 2 weeks quarantine. The patient had Covid prior to vaccination and tested positive for Covid test post vaccination on 01Jan2021. The outcome of the events was not resolved.  Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the suspected LOE, SARS-CoV-2 test positive and the other reported events due to temporal relationship.  Of note, it is reported that the patient had history of COVID 19 infection prior to the vaccination.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 1

927572 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OH 67.0 67 M Severe myalgia for one week

927573 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OK 45.0 F typical flu body aches; also had terrible fatigue. I couldn't do normal activity; my arm was getting so sore I couldn't lift it; Within a few hrs I lost the ability to move it at all for a few hrs; overwhelmed with fatigue; Every bone hurt and my ribs were so sore I couldn't take deep breaths; Every bone hurt and my ribs were so sore I couldn't take deep breaths; Every bone hurt and my ribs were so sore I couldn't take deep breaths; nauseous; dizzy; No fever but I felt hot & flushed.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 45-year-old female patient receive the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: Ek9231), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 31Dec2020 09:00 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history included lupus.The patient also had allergies to penicillin (PCN). It was also mentioned that the patient COVID twice (Mar2020 until 2020&Nov2020 until 2020). Concomitant medications included lisdexamfetamine mesilate (VYVANSE) and bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN). It was reported that the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and was not tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient reported that she had a very slight reaction after administration & took diphenhydramine (BENADRYL). She described that approximately at the 11-hour mark (31Dec2020 20:00), her arm was getting so sore and she couldn't lift it. Within a few hours, she lost the ability to move it at all. Also, she was getting overwhelmed with fatigue & she had a feeling that can best be described as the feeling of death entering my bones. Every bone hurt and her ribs were so sore she couldn't take deep breaths. The patient would wake up crying in pain & her pain tolerance was very high. She felt nauseous & dizzy and was the worst night of her life. She took acetaminophen (APAP) 1000mg & meloxicam 15mg that night with no relief. She narrated that she had COVID twice (Mar & Nov) & that night that she experienced; she would rather have COVID 1000 more times than ever have this pain she was in. It was also mentioned that she had no fever, but she felt hot & flushed. At the 23hour mark (01Jan2020 20:00), her symptoms became typical flu body aches which was 100% manageable & was a relief after what she had. It was mentioned that she still had terrible fatigue and couldn't do normal activity (in Jan2021). The patient was not sure if she will take the 2nd shot after this. Outcome of the event of fatigue was not recovered; unknown for "couldn't do normal activity" and recovering for the remaining events.

927574 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 50.0 50 F 10 hrs. after receiving the vaccine, I started getting chills followed by muscle pain. My eyes were burning. I went to bed under 3 blankets and couldn't get warm. 5 hours later, the chills went away, but the pain persisted. 3 hours later, I took tylenol for the pain and felt much better 1 hour later.

927575 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 CO 45.0 M polyneuropathy; facet joint diagnosis/new left forefoot paresthesia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  A 45-years-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot EJ1685) at the first dose in left arm on 17Dec2020 12:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Doctor's office/urgent care. Medical history included ongoing back pain (thinking it was due to running/physical therapy overuse injury).  No allergies to medications, food, or other products. There were no concomitant medications. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. It was reported that 20Dec2020 morning: new left forefoot paresthesia. no weakness. Patient thought this might be due to the back pain he had been watching for 3 months, thinking it was due to running/physical therapy overuse injury. On 21Dec2020 sports medicine physician evaluation. numbness was gone, facet joint diagnosis, MRI lumbar ordered (still pending). On 24Dec2020 9 pm, paresthesia both hands and feet, no weakness nor other symptoms those continued and were slightly worse on 27Dec2020 morning, including face/teeth. no other symptoms; 27Dec2020 afternoon: internal medicine physician evaluation, working diagnosis polyneuropathy. Neurologist appointment will be 07Jan2021, 2 hours before 2nd shot was scheduled. The patient had been tested for COVID-19 test type post vaccination: negative on 22Dec2020.  No treatment for event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Outcome of events was not resolved.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of polyneuropathy and facet joint diagnosis/new left forefoot paresthesia due to temporal relationship. However, the reported events may possibly represent intercurrent medical conditions in this patient.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including nerve conduction tests, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

927576 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 GA 35.0 35 F Fever (101F), chills, nausea, myalgias, injection site soreness extending to shoulder and down to elbow, fatigue

927577 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NC 62.0 F Back pain; Muscles felt really tightened up and stiff when getting out of bed and throughout the day (worst complaint); slight nausea/nausea; slight fatigue; slight headache; slightly stiff neck; right arm pain; The muscles knot up under her rib cage/muscle tightness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional.  A 62-year-old female patient received the first dose of the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EL1284), intramuscularly in the left arm on 29Dec2020 at 06:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included Hashimoto's thyroiditis from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  Concomitant medications included ergocalciferol (VIT D), levothyroxine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN); both taken for an unspecified indication from an unspecified date to an unspecified date.  The patient previously took sulfamethoxazole and trimethoprim (BACTRIM) and experienced allergy from an unspecified date to an unspecified date, influenza vaccine (FLU VACCINE) for an immunization on an unspecified date (received within two weeks of vaccination).  The patient experienced the following events and outcomes: muscles felt really tightened up and stiff when getting out of bed and throughout the day (worst complaint) (non-serious) on 30Dec2020 at 07:00 with outcome of not recovered, slight nausea/nausea (non-serious) on 30Dec2020 at 07:00 with outcome of not recovered, slight fatigue (non-serious) on 30Dec2020 at 07:00 with outcome of not recovered, slight headache (non-serious) on 30Dec2020 at 07:00 with outcome of not recovered, slightly stiff neck (non-serious) on 30Dec2020 at 07:00 with outcome of not recovered, right arm pain (non-serious) on 30Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, back pain (non-serious) on 31Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, the muscles knot up under her rib cage/muscle tightness (non-serious) in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown.  The patient received the COVID-19 vaccine on 29Dec2020 at work, and she had been experiencing adverse events since. The worst side effect she was experiencing was muscle tightness. At the time of the report, the patient got up at 09:00, and her "back was killing her." The patient was achy. The patient would tighten up really tight under both rib cages, and it made her nauseous. The patient had been taking ibuprofen (ADVIL) and ibuprofen (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN since she received the vaccination. The patient received the vaccine in her left arm, but her right arm hurt the next day. The next day after that (30Dec2020) she woke up and the right side of her back around the kidney area hurt. It was the right side lumbar. The next morning after that, "her entire back was killing her down the middle of her spine. From her head all the way down." Since then, it came and went. The patient could not say if it was persisting, improving or worsening for any of the symptoms. "It just grabs her." The day before the report, the patient thought she was doing better. The patient cleaned the house, and then sat down to eat. The past two nights, it had "hit her really hard during supper time." Both of her sides of her back would tighten up; "tense up like waiting for an impact before a wreck." The patient's back would seize up. The patient could not get comfortable; and would start pacing. Then, she would try to lay down. Last night, it took a half an hour to loosen back up. "It knots up like crazy. It was bad enough, she thought she was going to pass out." The patient did not know if it was the combination of eating supper or what. The patient thought if she got up that maybe she would feel better. The patient started pacing around. The patient went outside because she thought maybe fresh air would help. When it would tighten up under her rib cage, it made her nauseous. The patient did not know if it was a "vagus nerve thing or what." The patient was close to throwing up. The muscles knot up under her rib cage. The patient's back felt like she fell off a horse. It was weird to her that her left arm never bothered her. "Nothing stays the same." Sometimes it was her entire arm or part of the arm that hurt. Like on top of her forearm. The patient thought she was doing good and then it would come back. When she moved her arm upward, she felt it. The patient said she could deal with the arm pain. It was the knotting up pains that were the worst. The patient tried calling an institute (name withheld) because it happened while eating dinner the other night. The institute (name withheld) "nurse was useless." The pain was across her sacroiliac area. The patient had been "living on Advil and ibuprofen for her back pain." The patient had been taking them together. The patient worked nights, and she was planning on going to work the night before the report, but she had to text her boss and tell her she could not come in. The patient was in good health; had perfect blood pressure and her sugar was normal. The patient was not diabetic. The patient's labs were always normal. The patient was really dreading that second shot. "The flu shot kicked her butt for a couple of days, but this was way worse." The patient started reading up on the COVID vaccine, and it said usually younger people had severe side effects. That old people have less of a response. The patient did not know why she was experiencing such side effects. At the time of the report, it was day 7 or 8, and she was still feeling bad.  The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

927578 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 57.0 57 F arm more sore than first shot; diarrhea- mild

927579 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 NY 67.0 F Dizziness when getting up after lying down. Did not have prior to receiving the vaccine. It continues to occur every day.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A 67-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number: Eh9899/expiration date unknown), via intramuscular route of administration, on 24Dec2020 at 07:15 AM (at the age of 67 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization at hospital facility. Relevant medical history included hypertension and known allergies to chocolate, strawberries. The patient did not have any known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included Ramipril, Atorvastatin. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient received Ramipril, Atorvastatin within 2 weeks of vaccination. On 25Dec2020, at 07:00 AM, the patient experienced dizziness when getting up after lying down which she did not have prior to receiving the vaccine. It continues to occur every day. No treatment was received for the event dizziness when getting up after lying down. The outcome of the event dizziness when getting up after lying down was not recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

927580 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 F fever; cough; cold; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: ), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unknown date, over a week after the patient received the vaccine, the patient started to develop symptoms of  fever of a 100.9 degrees Fahrenheit, cough, cold, and body aches.  She reported that her husband was sick and had similar symptoms on 31Dec2020. The clinical outcomes of the fever of 100.9 degrees Fahrenheit, cough, cold, and body aches were unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

927581 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 CT 36.0 36 F In addition to my first report, I want to add: Pain and soreness in my left armpit/breast area since 12/25 that started mild and is moderately sore and painful. It seems to be getting worse.

927582 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 MO 34.0 F Left upper extremity swelling, induration, sensitivity, redness, heat, and pain at the site of injection; Left upper extremity swelling, induration, sensitivity, redness, heat, and pain at the site of injection; Left upper extremity swelling, induration, sensitivity, redness, heat, and pain at the site of injection; Left upper extremity swelling, induration, sensitivity, redness, heat, and pain at the site of injection; Left upper extremity swelling, induration, sensitivity, redness, heat, and pain at the site of injection; Left upper extremity swelling, induration, sensitivity, redness, heat, and pain at the site of injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP, patient herself). A 34-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number: EH9899, expiration date: unknown), intramuscularly on the left arm on 31Dec2020 at 11:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered at the hospital. The patient had no medical history. The patient had no known allergies; no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 01Jan2021, the patient experienced left upper extremity swelling, induration, sensitivity, redness, heat, and pain at the site of injection. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for all the events. The patient was not recovered from the events "left upper extremity swelling, induration, sensitivity, redness, heat, and pain at the site of injection."

927583 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 CA 48.0 F 19Dec2020 100 degree temp - self resolved/fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient herself). A 48-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685; expiry date: unknown) intramuscular (left arm) on 18Dec2020 at 11:30, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included psoriasis. Concomitant medications included unspecified vitamins and herbal supplements. The patient previously received gluten and penicillin and experienced allergies. Patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines 4 weeks prior vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. The patient received the vaccine on 18Dec2020. On 19Dec2020, at 19:00, the patient had 100-degree temperature (self-resolved). On 24Dec2020, the patient had a 101 fever which was resolved with Tylenol. The patient had fever of 102.1 on 30Dec2020, 101.4 on 31Dec2020, 102.8 on 01Jan2021, and 101.9 on 02Jan2021 which were not resolved with Tylenol. Outcome of the event was not recovered. Since vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

927584 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Patient develops mild hives and flushing of the neck and face approx. 1 hour after receiving dose #1 of the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine.  She self-ambulated to the clinic where she was assessed, vitals taken (which were stable), and offered an injection of Benadryl 25mg IM, which she accepted.  Patient was continually monitored and reassessed 15, 30, and 60 minutes after her arrival at which time she was starting to feel better, less flushed, with a visible reduction in her mild hives.  Patient was released to her own self-care and stated she would be calling her husband to pick her up from work.

927585 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 IL 45.0 F My arm where I received the shot is now hurting more and I can't lift my arm up out in front of me are straight up in the air.; My arm where I received the shot is now hurting more and I can't lift my arm up out in front of me are straight up in the air.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient herself). A 45-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685; expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration (right arm), on 18Dec2020 at 06:15 a.m., at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient has no relevant medical history. Concomitant medications included vitamins and calcium chews (one a day) and cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC). The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccine four weeks prior vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. On 01Jan2021, the arm where patient received the shot was now hurting more. Patient can't lift her arm up out in front of her and straight up in the air. Outcome of the events was not recovered. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination.

927586 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 VA 28.0 F Some nausea; Got a pulsating headache; Shortly after receiving the vaccine I felt a flushed feeling in my cheeks.; My left arm also was extremely hard, sore, and tender/swollen.; My left arm also was extremely hard, sore, and tender/swollen.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 28-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EH9899), intramuscular on 22Dec2020 16:00 at single dose at arm (for confirmation) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included anxiety. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 22Dec2020 17:00, Shortly after receiving the vaccine the patient felt a flushed feeling in her cheeks. The patient's left arm also was extremely hard, sore, and tender/swollen. About an hour afterwards, 18:00 I got a pulsating headache that lasted for 3 days. It was only mildly relieved with Tylenol and ibuprofen. It felt similar to a migraine and accompanied with some nausea on 23Dec2020 day 2. The patient received treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date in Dec2020.

927587 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MD 26.0 26 F Paresthesia's throughout arms and legs over the last few days. 25 minutes after shot I had severe pins and needles (falling asleep sensation) in my left leg. Progressed to numbness/squeezing sensation in my left lower leg and numbness in L hamstring throughout the rest of the day. Wednesday I had numbness/squeezing sensation in both of my lower legs and feet and numbness throughout both hamstrings and quads. Wednesday night I had numbness throughout my right forearm after my legs started to improve slightly. Thursday I had less consistent numbness throughout my legs and forearms though still present and started getting tingling into my left hand. This morning (Friday) I have tingling occasional tingling into my lower legs and left hand.

927588 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 GA 50.0 M Sore arm for day and a half; onset of chills, body aches, low grade fever.; onset of chills, body aches, low grade fever.; onset of chills, body aches, low grade fever.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 50-year-old male patient receive the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 31Dec2020 07:45 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital.  There were no concomitant medications.  It was reported that the patient was the patient diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination on 12Dec2020 (pending clarification). On 31Dec2020 22:00 (approximately 14 hours after vaccination), the patient had a sore arm for day and a half and onset of chills, body aches, low grade fever were noted. It was mentioned that the symptoms were treated with acetaminophen (TYLENOL) and ibuprofen. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient recovered from sore arm  on 02Jan2021 10:00 (day and a half) and from the remaining events on 01Jan2021 14:00 (lasted for approx. 16 hours off/on).

927589 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 GA 36.0 36 F sore arm immediately. then 10 hours after the shot, chills, headache, and back pain followed by fever up to 104.7, abdominal pain, nausea and vomiting, myalgia, and cough.

927590 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 72.0 F she experienced signs and symptoms of allergic reactions which was progressing; fever; body ache; tired; feels like she doesn't have enough energy; dry cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 72-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 30Dec2020, the patient experienced signs and symptoms of allergic reactions which was progressing. Mentioned that she had fever, fever with temperature ranging from 98.7°F-102.2°F, body ache, tired and feels like she doesn't have enough energy, dry cough. Wants to know how long does the symptoms last. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

927591 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 KS 38.0 F Chills; Aches; Sweating; Dyspnea; Wheezing; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 38-year-old female (non-pregnant) patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 21Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history and no concomitant medications. The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in a hospital. On 21Dec2020, the patient experienced chills, aches, sweating, dyspnea, wheezing, and fatigue. The events are considered non-serious. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient recovered from the events on an unspecified date.

927592 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 UT 61.0 F Average increase in blood sugar levels by 50 to 80 points, that haven't returned to prior levels yet. Also achiness, and tiredness.; Average increase in blood sugar levels by 50 to 80 points, that haven't returned to prior levels yet. Also achiness, and tiredness.; Average increase in blood sugar levels by 50 to 80 points, that haven't returned to prior levels yet. Also achiness, and tiredness.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 61-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730) solution for injection via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 22Dec2020 02:30 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included CREST Syndrome, type 2 diabetes, osteoarthritis, allergies to Sulfa and Dermabond tape. The patient previously took acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN) and experienced allergy. The patient took other medications in the last two weeks. On 26Dec2020, the patient experienced average increase in blood sugar levels by 50 to 80 points, that haven't returned to prior levels yet. Also, she experienced achiness, and tiredness on 26Dec2020. No treatment received for the events. The patient was not diagnosed with Covid-19 and has not been tested prior to vaccination. Outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up activities are needed. No further information is expected.

927593 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 TN 38.0 F Headache; She was pregnant at the time of vaccination; She was pregnant at the time of vaccination; She was pregnant at the time of vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 38-year-old pregnant female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899) solution for injection, via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 01Jan2021 15:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetes, and depression. Concomitant medications included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), ascorbic acid, biotin, minerals NOS, nicotinic acid, retinol, tocopherol, vitamin b NOS, vitamin D NOS (PRENATAL VITAMINS [ASCORBIC ACID;BIOTIN;MINERALS NOS;NICOTINIC ACID;RETINOL;TOCOPHEROL;VITAMIN B NOS;VITAMIN D NOS]), progesterone (PROGESTERONE), and colecalciferol (VITAMIN D [COLECALCIFEROL]). The patient reported she was pregnant at the time of vaccination on 01Jan2021 15:00. She was at 9 weeks gestational period and will be due to deliver on 01Aug2021. The patient experienced headache on 02Jan2021 16:00 but did not receive any treatment. Outcome of the event headache was recovering while for the other event was unknown.  No follow-up activities are needed. No further information is expected.

927594 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 TX 36.0 M left eyelid began to twitch and to this day has been off and on everyday; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 36-year-old male patient received his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730) solution for injection, intramuscular on left arm on 18Dec2020 08:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included seasonal allergies. Concomitant medication included liothyronine. On 19Dec2020 at 23:00, patient reported his left eyelid began to twitch and up to this day it has been off and on everyday. No treatment was given. The event was reported as non-serious. The patient was not diagnosed of Covid-19 prior to vaccination and has not been tested for Covid-19 since vaccination. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up activities are needed. No further information is expected.

927595 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 PA 44.0 F Increased left hand pain. More pain than typical arthritis pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 44-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on  30Dec2020 17:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a hospital.  Medical history included ventricular septal defect (VSD), psoriasis, inflammatory arthritis, and migraines. Concomitant medications included fish oil, magnesium, paracetamol (TYLENOL ARTHRITIS).  The patient previously took naproxen and experienced allergies. The patient experienced increased left hand pain that was more pain than typical arthritis pain on 31Dec2020, 12:00. The patient did not received any treatment for the event. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and was not tested for it since the vaccination. The patient has not recovered from the events.

927596 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 30.0 30 M The patient complained of dizziness, itching, immense sweating within one hour of the vaccine administration. Over the next 12-24 hrs the patient had bloody emesis, diarrhea and noticeable swelling of tongue/lips.

927597 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 MT 47.0 F rash dots on back of both hands/rash on shoulders and mid-back/rash on upper legs/rash on lower legs and arms; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable nurse (who is also the patient). A 47-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number: EH9899), intramuscular in left arm, on 17Dec2020 13:00, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ulcerative colitis diagnosed in 2002, and "Allergies to medications, food, or other products: Sulfa medications - cause rash". The patient is not pregnant. Concomitant medication included mesalamine, lithium, lamotrigine and an unspecified birth control pill. It was reported that on 23Dec2020 15:00 (also reported as 17:00, pending clarification), she noticed rash dots on back of both hands. On 26Dec2020 15:00, she noticed rash on shoulders and mid-back. On 28Dec2020 17:00, she noticed rash on upper legs. On 29Dec2020 17:00, she noticed rash on lower legs and arms. On 01Jan2021, she went to urgent care for evaluation and was treated with methylprednisolone dose pack. The patient did not receive any other vaccines with 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event was recovering. The reporter assessed the report as non-serious.

927598 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 51.0 M got COVID-19 from his son and tested positive; got COVID-19 from his son and tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A 51-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient got COVID-19 from his son and he tested positive 31Dec2020. The patient's son got the COVID-19 virus on 20Dec202020. The patient is due to have 2nd vaccine on 07Jan2021. Outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 virus test positive cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

927599 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MI 35.0 35 F Chills, muscle pain, headache, pain at injection site

927600 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OK 26.0 F Arm pain at injection site; fever of 101; chills; severe body aches; mild headache; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 26-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot numbe: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 31Dec2020 10:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included anxiety, and covid prior vaccination: Yes. Concomitant medication included sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT).  The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on an unspecified date. The patient  experienced arm pain at injection site, fever of 101, chills, severe body aches, mild headache, nausea on 01Jan2021.  The patient received no treatment. The outcome of the events was recovering.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

927601 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MI 43.0 F Pain on injection site in couple of days; tiredness; headache; muscle pain; joint pain; weakness; mild fever; sore throat; profused sweating; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 43-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine; lot EL0140, expiration date unspecified), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 10:30 at single dose at left arm, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies to seafoods occasionally. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. On 31Dec2020 23:00, the patient experienced pain on injection site in couple of days, tiredness, headache, muscle pain, joint pain, weakness, mild fever, sore throat and profuse sweating. Therapy for the events included Tylenol 500 mg. It was reported that the patient was vaccinated at the hospital. The patient did not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and no other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19. The patient underwent a lab test and procedure which included nasal swab which was negative on 11Nov2020. Outcome of events was unknown.

927602 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 NV 68.0 F Lip tingle; Tongue- back, Each side-felt full; Eye lids dropped; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient herself). A 68-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as COVID 19, brand Pfizer, lot EK5730, expiry date not reported), intramuscular in the left arm on 21Dec2020 16:15 at single dose, for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included asthma. Prior to vaccination the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. She did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medications included liothyronine, levothyroxine sodium (LEVOXYL), ergocalciferol (VIT D) and fluticasone propionate (FLOVENT). The patient experienced lip tingle, tongue- back, each side-felt full, eye lids dropped on 21Dec2020 16:15. He went to professional office/clinic visit/Emergency room/department or urgent care. An unknown treatment was given to the patient. The outcome of events was recovered.

927603 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 CO 34.0 F Near syncope; lightheaded/dizzy; vision narrow; Tingling in lips; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 34-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Eh9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 09:00 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced near syncope, lightheaded, dizzy, vision narrow and tingling in lips on 20Dec2020 09:30 AM. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. No treatment given to the patient for the events. The outcome of the events was recovered on unspecified date. The event was considered non serious as it did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect.

927604 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 MN F R knee pain and effusion 1 week after receiving the vaccine; R knee pain and effusion 1 week after receiving the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A 52-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0104), intramuscular at the left arm on 23Dec2020 12:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a hospital in an emergency room/department or urgent care.  Medical history included hypothyroidism, allergies with sulfa.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced right knee pain and effusion 1 week after receiving the vaccine on 30Dec2020, 06:00. The patient an unspecified NSAIDS as a treatment for the event. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. There were no other medications the patient received within 2 weeks. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and was not tested for it since the vaccination. The patient has not recovered from the events.

927605 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 IL 28.0 M Coughing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 28-year-old male patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 12:00 single dose (left arm, dose 1) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included bipolar disorder from an unknown date. No other vaccine in four weeks was given. Patient took other unspecified medications in two weeks. The patient has no COVID prior vaccination. The patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination. Patient has no known allergies. The patient experienced coughing on 02Jan2021 12:30 with outcome of not recovered. Treatment was not given. The reporter considered the event as non-serious.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

927606 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 IL 43.0 F Temporary blurred vision; increased her nearsightedness from -1.25 to -1.75; corneal edema/ Corneal topographies showed swelling in the cornea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 43-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number EL0140), intramuscular (left arm, dose number 1) on 01Jan2021 16:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies to penicillin and sulfa antibiotics, hormonal migraines, and gluten intolerance from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), and spironolactone from unspecified dates for unspecified indications taken within two weeks. No other vaccine was taken within four weeks. Patient has not COVID prior vaccination. Patient has not been tested for COVID post vaccination. The patient experienced temporary blurred vision in the right eye on 02Jan2021. Patient stated that she is an optometrist so she performed a variety of tests and determined she had corneal edema.  Corneal topographies showed swelling in the cornea, increased her nearsightedness from -1.25 to -1.75. By the time she left work 7 hours later, her vision and corneal topographies returned back to normal. Treatment was not given for the events. Event outcome was recovered on 02Jan2021. The reporter assessed the event was non-serious.

927607 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 NV 23.0 F Sore arm where vaccination was administered; Intermittent nausea; Increased heart rate; anxiety; Tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (Patient). A 23-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER COVID 19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899, Batch/lot number: EK5730 as reported), via an unspecified route of administration at Right arm on 16Dec2020 17:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included General Anxiety Disorder, depression, and COVID-19. The patient had no known allergies. Concomitant medication included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), levonorgestrel (NORTREL[LEVONORGESTREL]). The patient experienced sore arm where vaccination was administered, intermittent nausea for 3 days, increased heart rate and anxiety for 1.5 days, and tiredness; all on 16Dec2020. There was no treatment for the adverse events. The patient did not test positive for COVID post vaccination. The event Nausea recovered in 19Dec2020, while patient recovered from the other events in Dec2020. The vaccine was administered at the hospital. The patient was not pregnant. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The events were considered as non-serious.

927608 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 HI 36.0 F vaccination burning, itching redness to eye lids; vaccination burning, itching redness to eye lids; vaccination burning, itching redness to eye lids; It appears I have eye shadow; peeling/dryness of skin around lips; peeling/dryness of skin around lips/It appears I have eye shadow but peeling is not visible; burning and itch of lip region; burning and itch of lip region; muscle spasm; Neuralgia; medium-severe headache; nausea; sensitive to light; mild confusion; lack of concentration; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 36-years-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number and expiry date not reported), intramuscular in 28Dec2020 08:30 at a single dose in the left arm as COVID vaccine. Medical history included history of Grave's disease at age 19 which has resolved without medication for many years. The patient had no known allergies: no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of the vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. There were no concomitant medications.  The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient was not taking any daily medications. On 28Dec2020 (day 1), patient had no significant symptoms. On 29Dec2020 (day 2), patient had medium-severe headache, nausea, sensitive to light, mild confusion and lack of concentration. On 30Dec2020 (day 3), patient had muscle spasm that wake from a sound sleep in biceps tendon region, and neuralgia in left upper and lower extremities. On 31Dec2020 (day 4), patient had peeling/dryness of skin around lips, burning and itch of lip region. On 01Jan2021 (day 5), patient had post vaccination burning, itching redness to eye lids. Patient realized patient should photo her journey. It appeared patient have eye shadow but peeling was not visible due to moisturizer and bacitracin "ito" try and sooth the pain. Patient can send at additional request since patient can't upload. The patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the event "peeling/dryness of skin around lips/it appeared patient have eye shadow but peeling was not visible". No treatment received in response to the other events reported. The events were reported as not serious (did not result in death, not life-threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating and not a congenital anomaly/birth defect). The outcome of the events medium-severe headache, nausea, sensitive to light, mild confusion, lack of concentration, muscle spasm, neuralgia in left upper and lower extremities, dryness of skin around lips, "peeling/dryness of skin around lips/it appeared patient have eye shadow but peeling was not visible", burning and itch of lip region, post vaccination burning, itching redness to eye lids, and "it appeared patient have eye shadow" was not recovered.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.

927609 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CA 20.0 F palpitations; 3 days straight skin rash with itching on her left leg; muscle soreness on arm of injection site; muscle soreness on arm of injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 20-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (Covid 19 vaccine, brand: Pfizer) via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 31Dec2020 10:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in a hospital. Medical history included GERD and Strep throat, both from unknown dates.  Concomitant medication included benzylpenicillin (PENICILLIN). The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks. The patient experienced palpitations - 3 days straight skin rash with itching on her left leg, muscle soreness on arm of injection site, all on 31Dec2020 11:00.  The events were reported as non-serious. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The patient had not recovered from the events.   Information on the lot number/Batch number was requested.

927610 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 MI 49.0 F Some skin rashes as reaction when there is an allergen; Rash/They red bumps and itches; Rash/They red bumps and itches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp.  A 49-years-old female patient started to receive  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number EL0140), intramuscular (arm left) on 28Dec2020 12:00 at single dose (dose 1) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included psoriasis from an unknown date and allergies to medications, food, or other products (unspecified). The patient was taking unspecified concomitant medications including a vaccine within 2 weeks. Patient did not receive other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19 with unknown results. On 29Dec2020 04:00, the patient had some skin rashes as a reaction when there is an allergen. After the vaccines, she has been having occasional rashes that pops at different places. They were red bumps and itches. She stated she needed to keep antihistamines CLARITIN/BENADRYL on the clock. Event outcome was not recovered. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test (Nasal swab): negative on 24Nov2020. Event outcome was not recovered. Patient considered the events as non-serious.

927611 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY F nausea; vomiting/Severe bout of vomiting this morning; vertigo; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient.  A 64-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration in the right deltoid on 30Dec2020 at 15:00 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On 02Jan2021 at 05:00, the patient experienced nausea, vomiting/severe bout of vomiting, and vertigo. The patient experienced these same symptoms again on 02Jan2021 at 20:00.  The clinical outcomes of nausea, vomiting, and vertigo were unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

927612 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 CA 55.0 M Mild soreness left arm for one day post vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 55-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Covid-19 vaccine; lot number: EJ1685; expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration left arm on 19Dec2020 05:00 PM at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient has no medical history. The patient has no known allergies. The patient was not patient diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and did not have any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. It was reported that the patient received the COVID-19 vaccine in a hospital on 19Dec2020 05:00 PM. On 20Dec2020, the patient had mild soreness left arm for one day post vaccination. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient considered the events as non-serious. No treatment received for the adverse event. The outcome of the event was recovered on an unspecified date.

927613 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MI 24.0 M Fatigue; Headaches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 24-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported Covid 19 vaccine; lot number: EJ1686; expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 15:30 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included sulfa antibiotics. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took amoxicillin but had allergies. The patient was not patient diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and did not have any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient reported the headache started 20 hours post vaccination (30Dec2020 11:30) which did not resolved with acetaminophen but was resolved after night's sleep (12-18 hours later). The patient also had fatigue which was worst on the first full day after shot but was back to normal after 3 days. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.

927614 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 WI 34.0 M was diagnosis with COVID-19 through nasopharyngeal swab today, 02Jan2021; was diagnosis with COVID-19 through nasopharyngeal swab today, 02Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient himself).  A 34-year-old male patient received his first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as COVID 19 brand Pfizer, lot EJ1685, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in his right arm on 23Dec2020 15:30 at single dose, for Covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history was not reported. Prior to vaccination the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. He did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication included bupropion. The patient informed that he was diagnosed with Covid-19 through nasopharyngeal swab (COVID-19 Nucleic Acid Amplification test) on 02Jan2021 01:00 and Influenza virus test was unknown results (02Jan2021). It was unknown if there was a treatment used. The outcome of event was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given. Case will be reevaluated based on follow-up information

927615 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 TN 64.0 F redness at injection site; Mildly tender injection site; slight swelling at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 64-year-old non-pregnant female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as COVID-19 vaccine; lot number: EL 3246; expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration left arm on 02Jan2021 15:45 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. Medical history included HTN (hypertension) and controlled PAT (paroxysmal atrial tachycardia). Concomitant medication included unspecified medication. The patient previously took cephalexin [reported as Cephlexin]. The patient was not patient diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient received the COVID-19 vaccine in a public health clinic/facility. It was reported that the patient had mildly tender injection site, slight swelling and redness at injection site on 02Jan2021 08:00 PM. The reporter did not consider the event serious. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient did not received treatment for the adverse event. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

927616 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 29.0 F Headache and nausea with vomiting; Headache and nausea with vomiting; Headache and nausea with vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 29-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number and expiry date not reported), intramuscular on 30Dec2020 07:15 at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. On 01Jan2021, the patient experienced headache and nausea with vomiting. No treatment received for all the events. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.    The following information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927617 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 NC 32.0 F Body aches, low grade fever, chills 4 days after vaccine; Body aches, low grade fever, chills 4 days after vaccine; Body aches, low grade fever, chills 4 days after vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient).  A 32-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 09:45 at single dose in the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypothyroidism from an unknown date. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine and topiramate. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient experienced body aches, low grade fever, chills 4 days after vaccine on 01Jan2021 15:30. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal swab: negative on 02Jan2021. The outcome of the events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

927618 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 34.0 F herpes zoster on the left and mid back in the L1 distribution; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 34-year-old non pregnant female patient received bnt162b2 (lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 in left arm at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history was none. There were no other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. On unspecified date, the patient experienced herpes zoster on the left and mid back in the L1 distribution. She was not otherwise immunosuppressed and never had zoster before. The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The outcome of the event was recovered with sequel (reported as Recovered with lasting effects). Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the event which included Valacyclovir. The event was considered as non-serious.

927619 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 GA 22.0 F On the third morning after the shot, at 3 a.m., was awakened to a racing heart. The racing heart was on and off until getting out of the bed at 7 a.m.; Oe spot was visible on the upper left arm; Rash on lower right leg above the ankle; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 22-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 31Dec2020 at 13:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the Public Health Clinic facility (as reported). The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient has no known allergies. The patient is not pregnant. The patient was has not received any other vaccine in four weeks and has not have other medications in two weeks. On 31Dec2020 at 17:30, patient reported of rash on lower right leg above the ankle appeared the evening of the shot. Then one spot was visible on the upper left arm the day after the shot (01Jan2021). On the third morning after the shot (03Jan2021), at 3 A.M., patient was awakened to a racing heart. The patient reported that the racing heart was on and off until getting out of the bed at 7 A.M. The patient did not receive treatment in response to the events. The patient assessed the events as non-serious. The outcome of the events was unknown. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927620 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 IN 49.0 F fever of 2-3 degrees; slept most of the day; didn't feel well at all; headache; achey; tired/exhausted; sore arm; woke her up briefly; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 49-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; lot/batch number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 31Dec2020 10:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was vaccinated in a hospital facility. Medical history included spending 4-6 hrs/day face-to-face with Covid patients for months since early Apr2020. The patient has no known allergies. The patient has no covid prior vaccination, and she was not tested for covid post vaccination. The patient's concomitant medication included multivitamin. The patient did not receive other vaccine in last four weeks. The patient was vaccinated on 31Dec2020 at 10am for her 1st Pfizer vaccine. No symptoms for 6-8 hrs. By bedtime at 06:00 PM, she experienced headache, achey, tired, and sleeping on her sore arm woke her up briefly. Next day on 01Jan2021, more achey, exhausted, fever of 2-3 degrees, slept most of the day and didn't feel well at all. She could tell that her body was fighting something, but she is much better 48 hours out. The patient did not receive any treatment for the reported adverse events. She stated she had no regrets. She stated that she loves Pfizer, because it has given hope. She just wasn't expecting any side effects after the 1st vaccine, only for the 2nd. Anecdotally, it seemed her hospital coworkers who have had Covid react more to the 1st vaccine, possibly for them, 1st vaccine is like the 2nd. She doesn't know if she has had Covid, but as an Acute Care PT on Covid units, she spends 4-6 hrs/day face-to-face with Covid patients for months since early Apr2020. She stated that possible her immune system already recognizes Covid. She is curious. No complaints, only curious. Again, she said thank you. She stated that she has seen too many good people die this year, thus, she didn't hesitate on the vaccine. The outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021. The report was considered non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927621 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NY 50.0 F I experienced rigors; Extreme fatigue; Fever spiked to 102.4 in the evening, the day after vaccine.; Very mild headache and very mild queasiness; Very mild headache and very mild queasiness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 50-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 31Dec2020 at 11:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in the hospital. The patient has not have any vaccines in four weeks and did not take any medications in two weeks. The patient is not pregnant. Medical history included asthma, grade 1 casein allergy, environmental allergies, mild hypertension and high cholesterol. Concomitant medications included montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA), nifedipine (PROCARDIA) and atorvastatin (LIPITOR). On 31Dec2020 at 09:00 PM, approximately 9 hours after receiving the vaccine, the patient experienced rigors which lasted much of the night. Extreme fatigue. Patient reported that ibuprofen was taken with no relief. Tylenol taken the next day. Fever spiked to 102.4 in the evening, the day after vaccine. The patient did not record her temperature overnight during rigors. The patient also reported of a very mild headache and very mild queasiness. The patient also took Benadryl, self-administered per MD. The symptoms were gone by the morning of the second day. The patient assessed the events as non-serious. The patient recovered from the events on an unspecified date in Jan2021.  The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination.   Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

927622 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 TX 55.0 M Joint pain; Pain at injection site; Fever of 100.4; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 55-year-old male patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 14:00 in right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies to Ovaltine from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included atorvastatin calcium (LIPITOR). On 25Dec2020, the patient experienced pain at injection site x 2 days, fever of 100.4 and joint pain at day 7. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in a military base. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of event pain at injection site was recovered in Dec2020 and the outcome of the remaining events was recovered on unspecified date. The event was considered non serious as it did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect.

927623 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 64.0 M fever; chills; nausea; headache; fatigue; had a local reaction of a "patch of inflammation, redness, burning sensation- similar to a 2nd degree burn."; had a local reaction of a "patch of inflammation, redness, burning sensation- similar to a 2nd degree burn."; had a local reaction of a "patch of inflammation, redness, burning sensation- similar to a 2nd degree burn."; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 64-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot/batch number not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included pneumonia from 03Aug2020 to 08Aug2020. Concomitant medications were not reported. Patient had the first COVID-19 vaccine dose on 19Dec2020. Patient said he had a "pretty strong reaction" of fever, chills, nausea, headache, fatigue in Dec2020. Felt ill until day 2, started feeling better on day 3. Patient also had a local reaction of a "patch of inflammation, redness, burning sensation- similar to a 2nd degree burn" in Dec2020. Patient also mentioned he had his blood work last 30Dec2020 and confirmed he has IgG antibodies. Patient then asked "I want to get the second dose, is it okay to get the vaccine?" The outcome of the events 'fever, chills, nausea, headache, fatigue' was recovering while unknown for the other events.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

927624 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 MD 53.0 F swollen/sore lymph node in left neck/clavicle area after about several days; swollen/sore lymph node in left neck/clavicle area after about several days; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 53-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; Solution for injection; lot number: EL0140; expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 08:00 (left arm) at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included depression, hypertension (HTN), and high cholesterol. The patient had allergies with sulfa and beta blockers. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took pravastatin sodium (PRAVACHOL) and experienced allergies. The patient was vaccinated at a hospital and was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to bnt162b2 vaccine and received other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination but were unspecified. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient experienced swollen/sore lymph node in left neck/clavicle area after about several days on an unspecified date (reported as "01Dec2020", pending clarification). The reported events were non-serious. The patient did not receive treatment for these reported events. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

927625 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 PA 31.0 F On day 6, developed large, urticarial hives at injection site associated with significant burning, aching, and tingling of entire right extremity; On day 6, developed large, urticarial hives at injection site associated with significant burning, aching, and tingling of entire right extremity; On day 6, developed large, urticarial hives at injection site associated with significant burning, aching, and tingling of entire right extremity; Developed diffuse, pinpoint, non-pruritic, flat rash to trunk.; redness, and itching at injection site; redness, and itching at injection site; Developed mild hives at injection site/large, urticarial hives at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 31-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EK9231), intramuscular from 28Dec2020 08:00 at single dose in the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took cephalosporin and experienced allergies. The patient developed mild hives, redness, and itching at injection site on days 2 and 3. Symptoms resolved entirely on days 4 and 5. On day 6, developed large, urticarial hives at injection site associated with significant burning, aching, and tingling of entire right extremity. On 30Dec2020, she developed diffuse, pinpoint, non-pruritic, flat rash to trunk. Rash resolved with Benadryl. Extremity pain and burning persists despite Benadryl. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination and did not receive any other medications within 2 weeks.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did receive treatment for the events which included Benadryl and Pepcid. The events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. The outcome of the events "Developed mild hives at injection site/large, urticarial hives at injection site", "On day 6, developed large, urticarial hives at injection site associated with significant burning, aching, and tingling of entire right extremity" was unknown; for events "Paraesthesia" and "pain in extremity" was not recovered; and for the other events was recovered on an unspecified date.

927626 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 F small rash that has been getting larger; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age (reported as age: 30, unit: unknown) received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Laboratory employee received her first dose of vaccine on 19Dec2020. On 01Jan2021, she developed a small rash that has been getting larger that she has been treating with Benadryl. She is calling to see if she can receive the second dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

927627 01/08/2021 F mild hives on the chest a few hours after receiving the vaccine; her asthma kept flaring up with shortness of breath; her asthma kept flaring up with shortness of breath; breastfeeding; breastfeeding; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This consumer reported for both herself and baby. This is a mother report. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient is a breastfeeding mother. The patient experienced mild hives on the chest a few hours after receiving the vaccine and her asthma kept flaring up with shortness of breath. She took Benadryl and everything went away. Outcome of the events was recovered. The patient asked if she had side effects to the vaccine is it ok for her to get the second dose.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021003624 mother/baby

927628 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 VA 42.0 F whole body ached/shingles like pain in my butt/legs/groin to where my skin hurt to touch it/pain was excruciating/the vaccine amplified the pain; sore arm; progressed to Flu like symptoms; Arthritis in her knee/vaccine amplified the pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 42-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; also reported as COVID-19 vaccine; lot number: EH 9899; expiration date: unknown), intramuscular left arm on 30Dec2020 20:30 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. Medical history included arthritis in my knee, labrum hip tear, HSV2 (herpes simplex virus type 2), haven't had an OB [pending clarification] in over 2 years and herpes. Concomitant medication included omeprazole (PRILOSEC), ondansetron (ZOFRAN MELT), alprazolam (XANAX; reported as Xanax ER), lamotrigine (LAMICTAL), famotidine (PEPCID AC) , colecalciferol (VITAMINS D3; reported as vitamin D), ascorbic acid (VIT-C) and zinc. The reporter stated that after the vaccine (31Dec2020 12:00), the patient had a sore arm and it progressed to Flu like symptoms and pain in her joints. Her whole body ached. The patient mentioned that she has arthritis in her knee and a labrum hip tear, and the vaccine amplified the pain. She also has HSV2 and she haven't had an OB in over 2 years, and she had a bad OB and shingles like pain in her butt/legs/groin to where her skin hurt to touch it. The pain was excruciating. The patient did not received treatment for the adverse event. The patient considered the event as non-serious. She received the COVID-19 vaccine in a hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The outcome of the events was recovering.

927629 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 MD 24.0 F also had a very hoarse voice; throat starting feeling a little tight; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 24-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number: EK9231), intramuscular on 31Dec2020 15:45 at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included chronic sinusitis from an unknown date and seasonal allergies from an unknown date. Concomitant medication included azithromycin. The patient previously took penicillin and experienced allergies. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. It was reported that within 10 minutes of receiving the vaccine on 31Dec2020, the patient's throat started feeling a little tight. However, she did not have trouble breathing. The feeling continued for the next 3 hours. She also had a very hoarse voice. The ER suggested that she will be seen. They did an exam and gave her Benadryl which completely resolved her symptoms. The events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care.

927630 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 F she received the Pfizer vaccine on 29Dec2020. She tested positive for coronavirus on 01Jan2021. Is the efficacy of the vaccine after the second dose?; tested positive for coronavirus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; lot/batch number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. VA nurse calling stating that she received the Pfizer vaccine on 29Dec2020. She tested positive for coronavirus on 01Jan2021. She wanted to know how to proceed with getting her second vaccine, and if the efficacy of the vaccine is after the second dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and Coronavirus test positive cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

927631 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MI 57.0 F had intermittent abdominal pain that hit at 72 hours (late last night, early this morning); began with nausea and it comes in waves/continues in waves along with the nausea, it comes and goes from moderate severe to low grade; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 57-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of the COVID 19 vaccine on Wednesday close to noon and reported that, "I didn't notice any symptoms until yesterday morning (02Jan2021), I began with nausea and it comes in waves. I did have headache that began Friday evening (01Jan2021) and continues in waves along with the nausea, it comes and goes from moderate severe to low grade. I then had intermittent abdominal pain that hit at 72 hours (late last night, early this morning, 03Jan2021). No diarrhea associated with it. I can't find abdominal pain on the paperwork that was provided to me. is this also one of the expected or reported side effects?" The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927632 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 62.0 M Constant tinnitus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 62-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (Covid 19 vaccine, brand: Pfizer) lot no: EJ1685, via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 29Dec2020 11:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no other medical history. No known allergies. Concomitant medication included fish oil, allium sativum (GARLIC), ascorbic acid (VITAMINS C), vitamin D, vitamin K, and multivitamin. The patient did not receive other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the covid vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient experienced constant tinnitus on 30Dec2020 12:00. The event was reported as non-serious. The patient did not receive treatment for the event. The patient had not recovered from the event.

927633 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 F received vaccine on 17Dec2020, then tested positive for coronavirus on 25Dec2020; received vaccine on 17Dec2020, then tested positive for coronavirus on 25Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received vaccine on 17Dec2020, then tested positive for coronavirus on 25Dec2020. The patient was calling to inquire if she can get second vaccine. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

927634 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 F headache; sore throat; pulse stayed up from 120 - 140 bpm; didn't sleep other than that first night except for about 2 hours at a time.; felt like I was about to get a cold, but then it went away; immediately felt sleepy; couldn't function and wasn't feeling well; tired /fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Nurse.   A 55-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date unknown) on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included high blood pressure. Concomitant medications included vitamin B. Patient informed that since an unspecified date in Dec2020 after receiving vaccine she immediately felt sleepy, she asked other's that I work with if they felt sleepy. (None reported feeling sleepy). Patient went back to work and took Vitamin B and Coca Cola. She went to sleep 8 pm that evening and stayed asleep all night, and woke up at 6:-6:30 am. On 23Dec2020 she called out of work because so tired. I went to work the next day (Thursday, 24Dec2020) and couldn't function, she wasn't feeling well but stayed for her entire shift.  She woke up the next day with a sore throat. From Wednesday (23Dec2020) her pulse stayed up from 120-140 bpm. The pulse went back to normal on the following Wednesday, it took a week for it to get back to normal. She didn't sleep other than that first night except for about 2 hours at a time. Patient felt like she was about to get a cold, but then it went away. She took her soup and didn't go to work for a week. Patient returned to work on Monday the 28Dec2020. All of her symptoms (fatigue, headache, sore throat) subsided on Wednesday 30Dec2020.  Patient also reported  that a  Co-worker told her that the day after the vaccine said she had chills, not feeling well. Her friend said she will call to report and did not want to provide any demographic information on her behalf. Another Nurse - felt congested and worried. (Yesterday), also no demographic information provided. The Provider (he participated in the clinical trial and had the placebo) received the vaccine the same day as she and he will be calling also. He had body aches and headache.  No follow up attempts are possible; Information on lot/batch cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

927635 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 F chills; headache; body ache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age (age: 41; unit: unknown) received bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), on 24Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got vaccinated on 24Dec2020 and after 1 week, which was exactly last Friday afternoon (01Jan2021), she started to experienced chills, headache and body ache. The patient wanted to know if this is normal and how long before it goes away. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927636 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 32.0 M Mild to moderate pain at injection site.; Severe tension headache that started approximately 24 hours after injection and lasted approximately 18 hours; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 32-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (COVID 19 vaccine, brand: Pfizer) lot no: EH9899, via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 27Dec2020 12:30 at a single for COVID-19 immunization in workplace clinic. There were no relevant medical history and concomitant medications. The patient had no COVID-19 prior to vaccination and was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. No known allergies. The patient did not receive other vaccines in four weeks or other medications in two weeks. On 28Dec2020 at 12:00 pm, the patient experienced mild to moderate pain at injection site. Severe tension headache that started approximately 24 hours after injection and lasted approximately 18 hours. The events were alleviated by single acetaminophen (TYLENOL) and sleep. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient recovered from the events.

927637 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 TX 40.0 F Dizziness; Diarrhea; Sore Arm; Headache; Fatigued; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional.  A 40-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), intramuscular at the left arm on 31Dec2020 13:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a hospital.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced dizziness, diarrhea, sore arm, headache, fatigued, and chills on 01Jan2021. The patient did not received any treatment for the evets. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19 via a blood test in Jan2021. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. There were no other medications the patient received within 2 weeks. The patient recovered from the events on an unknown date in Jan2021.

927638 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 MA 51.0 F feeling very shaky and dizzy when I stand up.; feeling very shaky and dizzy when I stand up.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). A 51-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19, lot number and expiry date not reported), intramuscular on 03Jan2021 13:15 at a single dose on right arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included none. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. There were no concomitant medications. The patient reported, "I'm feeling very shaky and dizzy when I stand up on 03Jan2021 14:30. No treatment was given for the events. The outcome of the events was unknown. The events were considered as non-serious. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. The patient was not pregnant. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. There were no other medications received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination and since the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

927639 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 CO 44.0 M Injection site soreness only first 24hrs.; fatigue; chills; fever of 99.8 F; body aches; headache; vomiting; Diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). A 44-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 14:00 at single dose at right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Asthma, no Allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications received within 2 weeks of vaccination included budesonide, formoterol fumarate (SYMBICORT), omeprazole. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was reported that injection site soreness only first 24hrs. At 30 hrs, fatigue, chills, fever of 99.8 Fahrenheit (F), body aches, headache, vomiting and diarrhea. These lasted for 24hrs. Diarrhea persisted for 48 hrs. To the best of his knowledge he had not ever been exposed to Covid. The events onset date reported as 23Dec2020 23:00 (pending clarification). Treatment received for the adverse event reported as "Called nurse line". The events were non-serious per the reporter. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was unknown.

927640 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 F became positive for covid 19; became positive for covid 19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine) via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient she received covid vaccine on 22Dec2020 and on 30Dec2020 became positive for covid 19. The patient wanted to know when she can schedule her 2nd dose. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

927641 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 44.0 F slight cough; diarrhea; shortness of breath; no sense of smell; positive for covid 19 virus; positive for covid 19 virus; feel tired; sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A 44-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) first dose on 20Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient was Diagnosed with covid 19 virus on the 31Dec2020, she was set to have the second vaccine on the 10Jan2021. She wanted to know if she can get the second dose and if so, when. Also asked if she should get tested before taking the 2nd dose of the covid 19 vaccine. Her Adverse effects are sore arm on vaccination day (20Dec2020), and she began to feel tired on 27Dec2020 and thought that was normal. She went to a Christmas eve party 24Dec2020 and no one was masked, friend had several people from work tested positive. was tested and was positive for covid 19 virus on 31Dec2020. She also was experiencing slight cough, diarrhea (which is normal for her), shortness of breath is improving and she had no sense of smell but she was able to taste. The outcome of event shortness of breath is recovering. The outcome of other events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

927642 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 PA 30.0 F Low grade fever; Tingling face and tongue; Muscle aches; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 30-year-old female patient received her first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not provided) solution for injection, intramuscular on left arm on 02Jan2021 12:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included fibromyalgia. The patient was not pregnant. Patient has no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced low grade fever, tingling face and tongue, muscle aches, and fatigue, all on 03Jan2021 06:00. The events were reported as non-serious. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and has not been tested for COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Outcome of the events was recovering.  Information on the Lot/Batch Number has been requested.

927643 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 MA 42.0 F Fever up to 100.8 (unknown unit); chills; shaking; general muscle aches; generalized sensitive skin; mild headache lasting 1 day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 42-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), Lot number: EK5730, intramuscular on Right arm from 22Dec2020 09:45 to 22Dec2020 09:45 as single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included hypertension, and glaucoma.  Concomitant medication included losartan (LOSARTAN), hctz (HCTZ), fluticasone propionate (FLONASE), and latanoprost (XALATAN). On 24Dec2020 08:30 am, the patient experienced fever up to 100.8 (unknown unit), chills, shaking, general muscle aches, generalized sensitive skin, mild headache lasting 1 day. The patient was not tested for Covid post vaccination. The patient is not pregnant. The outcome of the events was recovered on 25Dec2020. No treatment was received for the events.

927644 01/08/2021 F she has a suspected exposure to a COVID19 patient/develops symptoms is unable to get the 2nd dose in time; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable nurse (patient herself). A female patient of an unspecified ag received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as PFIZER COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose, for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history was not reported.  There were no concomitant medications. The patient was asking if she can get her second shot if she had a suspected exposure to a COVID19 patient and if she developed symptoms and was unable to get the 2nd dose in time, when will the new schedule be. The outcome of event was unknown.   Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of event Suspected COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

927645 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 M flu-like symptoms; feel sick; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 55-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was experiencing flu-like symptoms on an unspecified date. Patient feel sick for almost a week now as of this report. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.

927646 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 F headache (with progression to migraine on 30Dec2020); headache (with progression to migraine on 30Dec2020); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program. A 33-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration dates were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Patient was told she was exposed to a Covid positive patient on the day prior to receiving her vaccine (28Dec2020). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient experienced a headache with progression to migraine on 30Dec2020, off and on since 30Dec2020. Outcome of the events was unknown. She was asking if she gets tested for Covid, will the test results be affected by the vaccine.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

927647 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 51.0 F Muscle pain; Shortness of breath; Tiredness; Nausea; Sweating; Mild soreness at infection site; Mild soreness at infection site; This is a Spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 51-year-old female patient (no pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), (lot number=EH9899), on 30Dec2020 12:00 PM, Intramuscularly at single dose (first dose), (vaccine location=Left arm) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Covid; Hypertension; Diabetes Type 2. Concomitant medications were not reported. Patient was no Known allergies. Patient experienced Muscle pain, shortness of breath, tiredness, nausea, sweating, mild soreness at infection site on 02Jan2021 09:00 AM. Patient did not receive any treatment. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Since the vaccination, the patient did not have been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered. This case was assessed non-serious by reporter. And the events did not result in Death, Life threatening, Caused/prolonged hospitalization, Disabling/Incapacitating, Congenital anomaly/birth defect.

927648 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 TX 62.0 F Tested Positive for COVID-19/nausea, occasional dry cough, neck and lower back soreness, and sore throat; Tested Positive for COVID-19/nausea, occasional dry cough, neck and lower back soreness, and sore throat; Weakness/generalized weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 62-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162b2 (Pfizer, Lot number: 5730), via an unspecified route of administration at right arm at 22Dec2020 21:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included Mayonaise allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took codeine and experienced allergies. At 31Dec2020 06:00, the patient experienced Weakness, nausea, occasional dry cough, generalized weakness, neck and lower back soreness, and sore throat which has now dissipated. Tested Positive for COVID-19 on 02Jan2021 (also reported as 01Jan2021, pending clarification). The covid test type post vaccination was Nasal Swab, Covid test name post vaccination was COVID-19 PCR ROCHE c6800(NTX), RNA SARS CoV2 TGT1, PAN SARS RNA TGT2. No treatment received for events. The events result in Emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient was not pregnant. The outcome of the events were nor recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

927649 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 F shoulder pain; shoulder pain, from the injection site; shoulder pain, from the injection site, began to spread through the pectoral muscle; shoulder pain, from the injection site, began to spread through the pectoral muscle and through the chest/soreness of my left arm and chest; soreness of my left arm; swollen lymph node in my collar bone, like a goose egg; pain from my left collar bone to my sternum; swollen lymph node in my collar bone, like a goose egg, and is tender to touch; discomfort; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer via Medical information team. A 34-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Crohn's disease from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient stated, "started experiencing effects that night;  (L) shoulder pain, from the injection site, began to spread through the pectoral muscle and through the chest, and my left side. No other issues, no other reactions, just soreness of my left arm and chest and a swollen lymph node in my collar bone, like a goose egg, and is tender to touch. I chatted with my  gastroenterologist, I have Crohn's disease and am on a biologic medication. My doctor stated that this could just be an immune response. I am having pain from my left collar bone to my sternum that is always persistent all the time and flares at times, when doing some movement. The area is tender to touch but I feel discomfort all the time through that left side. I also feel this when I take a deep breath. I even experience this with a flu shot, but doesn't last this long. I will be going to see my doctor so that he can evaluate me." The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

927650 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 SC 35.0 F Heart palpitations; elevated heart rate and bp; elevated heart rate and bp; initially burning/tingly injection site; initially burning/tingly injection site; then back of throat/tongue/lips were tingly and numb feeling; then back of throat/tongue/lips were tingly and numb feeling; then back of throat/tongue/lips were tingly and numb feeling; then back of throat/tongue/lips were tingly and numb feeling; then throat got hoarse; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm, on 03Jan2021 at 14:30 (at the age of 35-years-old) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma (no medication used), irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and reflux, headaches, and COVID-19 (prior to vaccination). The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications, taken within two weeks of vaccination, included pantoprazole sodium sesquihydrate (PROTONIX), venlafaxine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) taken for headaches, curcuma longa (TURMERIC; MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), and probiotics (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient experienced heart palpitations, elevated heart rate and blood pressure (BP), initially burning/tingly injection site, then back of throat/tongue/lips were tingly and numb feeling, then throat got hoarse on 03Jan2021 at 14:30. The events were reported as non-serious. The events required a visit to the emergency room. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included: BP: elevated and heart rate: elevated, both on 03Jan2021. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events, which included treatment with diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL), methylprednisolone sodium succinate (SOLU-MEDROL), and famotidine (PEPCID). The clinical outcome of heart palpitations, elevated heart rate and blood pressure (BP), initially burning/tingly injection site, then back of throat/tongue/lips were tingly and numb feeling, then throat got hoarse was recovering.

927651 12/25/2020 01/08/2021 F big bump/bigger than a dollar coin; soreness over 24 hours; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age (reported as 48, unknown unit) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration dates were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 25Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient had soreness over 24 hours on Dec2020. She was wondering if the person who administered it, administered it subcutaneous instead of intramuscularly. Since 25Dec2020 until 03Jan2021, there was a big bump. There was no pain when patient touched it but she felt like it's getting bigger. It wasn't as big. It's bigger than a dollar coin. It was like a raisin. Outcome of the event of big bump was not recovered while for the other event was unknown. Patient was not sure what size needle was used and went back to ask the nurse. When she drew the needle out, there was medication that.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

927652 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 F felt pain on injection site; headache; very achy; cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot/batch number not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took thimerosal and experienced drug allergy. Patient stated that she got the Covid vaccine last 24Dec2020 and felt fantastic for 12 hours and after that she felt pain on injection site, headache, very achy and cold for 2 days in Dec2020 and then it went away. Then last Friday, she experienced the same signs and symptoms and had herself swabbed yesterday and got a negative result. She wanted to know if this is a delayed reaction to the vaccine or if she could be having Covid since she is an HCP is usually exposed to patients. Patient also mentioned that she is allergic to Thimerosal. She mentioned that she is allergic to Thimerosal and wants to know if the Covid vaccine contains any derivatives which may be similar to it. Escalating to inquiry to Second line. Offered to provide list of ingredients which she could check with local pharmacist if it does contain Thimerosal derivatives but insisted that there may be scientists or pharmacists from Pfizer who can check on this information. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

927653 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 ID F nasal congestion; sinus pressure; nausea; extreme fatigue; tingling in hands and feet; Patient reported not able to get out of bed and sleeping most of the day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via Pfizer sales representative. This female consumer (in her late 30's) reported for herself that she received BNT162B2 single dose in Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included autoimmune disease (not disclosed). Concomitant drugs were not provided. The patient received vaccine on Monday and by Thursday began experiencing nasal congestion, sinus pressure, nausea, extreme fatigue, tingling in hands and feet. Patient reported not able to get out of bed and sleeping most of the day in Dec2020. At report, these symptoms had not subsided. The outcome of the events was not resolved.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927654 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 CT M Arm soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer who reported for a patient. A male patient of unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot #: EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at 06:45 (at an unspecified age) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies to sulfa and nuts, from unspecified dates and unspecified if ongoing. Other medical history was reported as "none". Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that it was unknown whether the patient received any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccination. On 22Dec2020 the patient experienced "arm soreness". It was reported that treatment was not received for the adverse event. The clinical outcome of the event "arm soreness" was recovered/resolved on an unspecified date.  It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

927655 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TN 41.0 F Abdominal cramping; Diarrhea on 30Dec pm over night; Injection site soreness; Arm pain; General aches; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare profess. A 41-years-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EH9899), intramuscular on 29Dec2020 14:45 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included colitis ulcerative. Concomitant medications included infliximab (REMICADE), calcium D, sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), and probiotics. The patient previously took ampicillin sodium (OMNIPEN) and BACTRIM DS and experienced allergies. On 30Dec2020, at 04:45 PM, the patient experienced abdominal cramping and diarrhea on pm overnight, injection site soreness/arm pain, general aches and fatigue. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The patient has no Covid prior to vaccination and did not take Covid test post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering.

927656 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 PA 65.0 F my hands swelled up/My hands, my feet swollen; My hands, my feet swollen, red and itchy/my hands swelled up, they were red and they were itchy; My hands, my feet swollen, red and itchy/my hands swelled up, they were red and they were itchy; Lymphadenopathy under both arms, red, swollen; the shoulder was swollen and the clavicle area was also swollen; sore arm; It was red like a bubbly rash like a size of pea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 65-year-old female patient received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 17:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypertension, hyperlipidaemia. Concomitant medications included lisinopril, amlodipine besilate (NORVASC), ezetimibe (ZETIA), rosuvastatin, fexofenadine, ergocalciferol (VITAMIN D), vitamin a [retinol], vitamin c [ascorbic acid], tocopherol (VITAMIN E), thiamine (VITAMIN B1) , vitamin b2 [riboflavin], niacin, vitamin b6, folic acid, cyanocobalamin (VITAMIN B12) , biotin, pantothenic acid.  Registered Nurse stated, "I received the first dose of Pfizer vaccination on Thursday, 17Dec2020 at 5 PM. I began to have an adverse reaction on Friday, 18Dec2020 at 11 PM and then until the Saturday, 19Dec2020 until after dinner I had (Incomplete sentence). You want me to break it down like what the time and what the affect was? Okay 11 PM on Friday 18th my hands swelled up, they were red and they were itchy. I couldn't get the itching to stop. Hand cream or cold water they finally subsided with cold water and I was able to get sleep. Then I woke up Saturday, 19Dec2020 at 6 AM then was my hands, my feet swollen, red and itchy. Itching was just like, I did not know what to do about it. Used cold water and that rested for about 4 hours. After that stopped I had a rash on my arms, my leg and my abdomen and it just came out of nowhere. It was red like a bubbly rash like a size of pea. You think I looked at I thought what I was going to do. I went I got a cool shower another 4 hours that subsided not completely but enough where it wasn't scary anymore, it was bearable. Closer to dinner time I had Lymphadenopathy under both arms, red, swollen then I took another 4 to 5 hours to subside. During this I have sore arm that was slightly swollen. The arm was swollen, the shoulder was swollen and the clavicle area was also swollen and that's my reaction. I work in healthcare and I was just at a point I went to work, I reported the incident and I filed a VARIS report. I talked to my administrator she said I should call Pfizer, let them know. I spoke to my primary doctor, to let him know. I just wanted to report this to someone."Registered Nurse stated, "My work place. It was offered in '(Name)' hospital (not clarified)." Treatment: Registered Nurse stated, "I took Tylenol. I took it three times and that would have been a '1000 mg' each time (Not clarified)."When probed for the Causality, Registered Nurse stated, "Yes." The outcome of the events was unknown.

927657 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 TN 91.0 M Slight sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 91-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration from 02Jan2021 09:45 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history included heart issues. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient has received other unspecified medications in two weeks. The patient previously took Penecillon and experienced drug allergy. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced slight sore arm on 02Jan2021 (15:45). There was no treatment received for the adverse event. The outcome of event was recovered on an unspecified date. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.  This case is non-serious.

927658 01/08/2021 U Took the COVID vaccine; Rapid Antigen Test turned out positive, PCR test came out negative; Took the COVID vaccine; Rapid Antigen Test turned out positive, PCR test came out negative; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient took the COVID vaccine, and a few days later they took the Rapid Antigen Test, the COVID test. And it turned out positive. The person took other tests as well, PCR test which came out negative. The reporter didn't know if there was any research or data if that was done maybe during clinical trials of whether it is possible to come out positive on an antigen test which tests for bio-protein. The reporter believe that was what in the vaccine. The reporter guess the vaccine causes the reaction in the body to make that protein in the body. The reporter wonder if it was possible it could be false positive on one of those tests because of the vaccine, because of the way that rapid test works. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

927659 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 M Got tested positive; Got tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1685, Expiry Date: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Transferring agent stated, "I have a nurse (reporter) on the other line. She is currently on hold. She is reporting an adverse event about COVID Vaccine because she is saying that their doctor (Incomplete sentence). I mean, the nurse on the other line is working at the vaccine clinic. One of their doctors in the clinic had COVID Vaccine on 17Dec2020. I mean, the Doctor got positive or tested positive on 23Dec2020. Should that mean that the COVID Vaccine or the first dose of COVID Vaccine did not take effect for the Doctor itself because the Doctor got positive? They would like to know if they should still need to take second dose of COVID Vaccine." When paraphrased the concern, reporter stated, "Correct. And the question is would he need to get his second dose. It is said that it's two doses." The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event test positive based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 6 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

927660 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 MI F body aches; headache; mild discomfort; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient) via a Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer First Connect and Medical information team. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received her vaccine 02Jan2021 and was experiencing body aches and headache in Jan2021. The patient asked if she can  take Tylenol, ibuprofen or Excedrin or some version of a pain reliever. The patient was having mild discomfort in Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

927661 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 KS 72.0 F Blood vessels across forehead were very enlarged like a big varicose vein; very sore to the touch; Every place I touched my head where a blood vessel ran is where the pain was; Terrible chills; Ran the temperature about a 100; Really bad headache; Slight soreness in my arm; Cough; Temporal arteritis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 72-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730, Expiry Date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included sinus issues, allergy, hormone replacement therapy. Concomitant medication included estradiol as hormone replacement, metronidazole (METROGEL), vitamins and supplements. Patient stated, "I had the COVID injection 19Dec, the first one, afterwards there was a slight soreness in my arm to take couple of days, that was it, until this past Monday (28Dec2020) which was the 9th day afterwards, I started having chills, terrible chills, ran the temperature about a 100 and had a really bad headache. Woke up the next day (29Dec2020), I had noticed the blood vessels across my forehead were very enlarged like a big varicose vein and were very sore to the touch. I realized that my headache, every place I touched my head where a blood vessel ran is where the pain was. I've googled all my symptoms and the word that comes up when I read about is - Temporal arteritis. I didn't know if there was any possibility that was connected with that injection. Along with the chills and the fever, I had also had a cough and a headache." Patient stated, "I have been taking Ibuprofen two 200 mg tablets, once today and once last night" as treatment. The outcome of everts was not recovered.

927662 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 AR F Anaphylactic reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on deltoid (unknown which) on 31Dec2020 at 0.3 mL, single for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient experienced anaphylactic reaction on 31Dec2020. The event required emergency room visit for observation and treatment.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of anaphylactic reaction cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

927663 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 MI 34.0 M feeling like he was going to pass out; throat was really dry within 15 minutes; Was very shaky. He was not falling over but had to be very careful with his steps.; burning sensation like a really bad acid reflux in chest that went to his back; he felt off. It is hard to explain.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 34-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: Unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 07:20 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing acid reflux, gout, anxiety depression. Ongoing Concomitant medication included allopurinol from Dec2020 for Gout, fluoxetine hydrochloride (PROZAC) at 20mg daily from Dec2020 2 weeks ago for Anxiety depression, omeprazole from Dec2020 3 weeks ago for Acid reflux (esophageal), calcium carbonate (TUMS ANTACID) from 2019 as needed for acid reflux. He experienced some unusual side effects that were not listed on the web. His boss advised him to call. Within a few minutes on 31Dec2020 after getting the vaccine he was feeling like he was going to pass out but didn't. His throat was really dry within 10-15 minutes on 31Dec2020.  He was very shaky. He was not falling over but had to be careful with his steps. After getting the vaccine you have to sit and be monitored for 15 minutes. After that he was ok enough. He thought this was an expected reaction. He usually reacted to things though he didn't know why. He did fine with the flu shot. He had burning sensation like a really bad acid reflux in chest that went to his back on 31Dec2020. His throat was no different compared to like when you were going to get sick. He had drank a ton of water and his throat was still dry. He was not shaky but he felt off. It was hard to explain. Investigation assessment was no. The outcome of shaky and feeling like he was going to pass out was recovered on 31Dec2020, of dry throat was not recovered, of burning sensation was recovering, of others was unknown.   Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.
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927664 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 PA 0.75 M ate more than usual; vomited; refused to take any daytime naps; Baby had 3 breast feeding sessions after patient received vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported information for both mother and baby. This case is the baby report. A 9-month-Old male patient received BNT162B2 (lot number EL0104), transmammary on 30Dec2020 18:45 at 9 Months at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The medical history was not reported. The patient was not allergies to medications, food, or other products. The concomitant medications were levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), calcitriol, calcium, fish oil and multivitamin. On the day following the vaccine, the baby refused to take any daytime naps, ate more than usual, and vomited on 31Dec2020 10:00 AM. None of these were typical behavior for the baby. Baby had 3 breast feeding sessions after patient received vaccine, and then was eating frozen reserves. We do not know at this point whether the baby will revert to his norm or whether the change in behavior will continue. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. There was no treatment received for the adverse events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient was not allergies to medications, food, or other products. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020521814 same vaccine, different patient and AE.

927665 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 MN M Tested positive for COVID after having received the vaccine; Tested positive for COVID after having received the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for 2 patients. This is second of 2 reports.  A 7-decade-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EJ1685, expiration date Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at 0.3 mL, single in the left deltoid for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that on 30Dec2020, the patient tested positive for COVID after having received the vaccine. The reporter said that they had been vaccinating people at their work. The reporter had vaccinated two people now who within about a week after, they tested positive for COVID. The patient was exposed to COVID outside of work. This patient was a healthcare worker (Doctor) in his 60's, weight within normal limits. He seemed healthy. He was fit. He showed up for work everyday. He was vaccinated on 19Dec2020, then tested positive for COVID yesterday, on 30Dec2020. The reporter was wondering if the patient should still get the second dose in 3 weeks, or wait 90 days after tested positive. The reporter needed to know whether to stick with the 21 day time period for the second dose, or wait 90 days. They had been telling people who were already positive, or who had COVID in the past, to wait 90 days to get the vaccine. The reporter had read all of the literature and looked online and could not find any information on this. The outcome of the event "tested positive for COVID after having received the vaccine" was not recovered. The event was assessed as non-serious, and unrelated to vaccine by reporter. She did not think, with either of these patients that them getting COVID had anything to do with the vaccine. She thought it was a coincidence and they were obviously exposed prior to receiving the vaccine.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, the reported event "tested positive for COVID" which was further reported as getting COVID by the nurse, was likely related to patient's exposure to SARS-CoV-2 virus prior to vaccination, and unlikely causally related to BNT162B2 vaccine.  Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection needed for more meaningful medical assessment.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021001215 Same drug and events, different patient

927666 01/08/2021 F Got the vaccine and developed COVID; Got the vaccine and developed COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs) from a contactable physician. This pharmacist reported similar events for two patients. This is the second of two reports for Infection Control Nurse's daughter. A female patient of an unspecified age received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the vaccine and 10 days later, got COVID, so, she got swabbed on unknown date. The patient was wondering if she needed to start over or if she was okay to get the second dose. The outcome of events was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported "got COVID",  based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 10 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021001217 same reporter/product, similar events, different patients.

927667 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 MN M Tested positive for COVID after having received the vaccine; Tested positive for COVID after having received the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for 2 patients. This is 1st of 2 reports. A 7-decade-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number: EJ1685, expiration date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at left deltoid, at 0.3 mL, single for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing diabetic. Concomitant medication included insulin for diabetic; pioglitazone hydrochloride (ACTOS) for diabetic and all ongoing. The patient received the vaccine on 18Dec2020 and then less than a week later, on 23Dec2020 was positive for COVID. The reporter said that they had been vaccinating people at their work. The reporter had vaccinated two people now who within about a week after, they tested positive for COVID. The patient was exposed to COVID outside of work. This patient was a healthcare worker (Doctor) in his 60's, weight within normal limits. The reported stated that obviously this person was exposed prior to getting the vaccine and was not symptomatic. But she needed to know, should she stick with the 21 day time period for the second dose or wait 90 days. The patient described COVID as the flu with an attitude. He was staying home and resting. The reporter did not think, with either of these patients that them getting COVID had anything to do with the vaccine. She thought it was a coincidence and they were obviously exposed prior to receiving the vaccine. The event was assessed as non-serious, and unrelated to vaccine by reporter. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: There is not a reasonable possibility that event "tested positive for COVID" is related to BNT162B2 vaccine.  Patient most likely was exposed to SARS-CoV-2 virus prior vaccination.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021001199 Same drug and events, different patient

927668 01/08/2021 F Patient got the vaccine and 10 days later got Covid; Patient got the vaccine and 10 days later got Covid; Sinus drainage; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs) from a contactable physician. This pharmacist reported similar events for two patients. This is the first of two reports for Infection Control Nurse.  A female patient of an unspecified age received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the vaccine and 10 days later, got COVID. So, the patient got swabbed because of the sinus draining but she was not ill. The patient was not sick she got some sinus drainage. The outcome of event was unknown. The patients were wondering if they need to start over or if they were okay to get the second dose.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  However, the duration of 10 days since the vaccine first dose is short, and it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.  Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection needed for meaningful medical assessment.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021001212 same reporter/product, similar events, different patients.

927669 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 TN M patient tested positive for COVID 1 week after vaccination; patient tested positive for COVID 1 week after vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient's wife). This physician reported similar events for two patients. This is the second of two reports. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration, on 21Dec2020, single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive for COVID on 28Dec2020 (1 week after vaccination). Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 virus test positive cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

927670 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 FL 22.0 F chills and not feeling very good; chills and not feeling very good; rapid COVID test positive; rapid COVID test positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for two patients. This is the first of two reports. This case is serious, the other one is non-serious.   A 22-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/Lot Number: EH9899) intramuscular at left deltoid on 22Dec2020 19:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. No other vaccines given at the same time. The patient received a flu shot back between 27th or 28th Nov2020 in her left deltoid. Caller reported getting the COVID vaccine on the 22Dec2020 and feeling fine before that. On the 28Dec2020 she started feeling chills and not feeling very good and that hasn't gone away. The patient went and got a rapid COVID test and it came back positive, not sure if it was because of the vaccine having antigens in it or she came into contact with it or if she just weakened immune system from the shot. The patient wanted to know if that was true. Then stated she and her mom got the COVID vaccine and her mom received it on the 23Dec. On the 29Dec her whole family started to get sick and experiencing the same things she experienced. The patient was not feeling well at the time of the call. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : 2021001266 same reporter/ drug, different patient/event

927671 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 PA 39.0 F PCR was positive last night; PCR was positive last night; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (Patient) reported that a 39-year-old female patient receives first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot/Batch Number: EH9899  and Expiration Date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was unknown. The concomitant medications were reported as none. The patient experienced received the Pfizer's COVID Vaccine on 18Dec2020 (later clarified) at work, at (Institution name) and she just wanted to report that on 23Dec2020, her husband developed symptoms, he was positive on the 26Dec2020 and then she was just converted and her PCR was positive last night on 30Dec2020 (later clarified).  Patient think her husband exposed then she was exposed. Treatment included Advair is twice a day and albuterol is three times a day. The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported COVID-19 PCR test positive  based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 12 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity. Of note, the patient was exposure to COVID-19 (her husband developed COVID-19).

927672 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 33.0 F Legs were swollen; had swollen legs like edema; I had a rapid heart rate/Quick heart rate like my pulse, it's not that high but for me it was high it was like 112, 115 as my resting heart rate, it's just been having like heart palpitations; I had a rapid heart rate/Quick heart rate like my pulse, it's not that high but for me it was high it was like 112, 115 as my resting heart rate, it's just been having like heart palpitations; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 33-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899, expiration date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included patient had sort of allergic reaction not to a vaccine but 'a bad reaction'. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received COVID Vaccine on 18Dec2020 and ended up on Christmas she went to take a bath that was on 24Dec2020 or 25Dec2020 and noticed that her legs were all swollen and she was not used to that at all having swollen legs. She did work on her feet but she wasn't working on her feet for that week, so she just didn't know what was causing the swelling and within the last couple of days in Dec2020 she had a quick heart rate like her pulse, it's not that high but for she it was high it was like 112, 115 as her resting heart rate, so it's just been having like heart palpitations kind of, she just wanted to report that and kind of see if other people were getting that as a symptom possibly from vaccine. She had in her past had sort of allergic reaction not to a vaccine but 'a bad reaction'. She had swollen legs like edema, so she was just hoping. And then the patient stated that she wasn't tired at the starting, so she wasn't tired the same day' (could not be clarified further). No treatment was received for all events. The outcome of the events was unknown.

927673 01/08/2021 U Left side of mouth, like the outer 10 percent of upper lower lip and the corner of my mouth went numb for about 45 minutes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had a weird little side effect where the left side of mouth, like the outer 10 percent of upper lower lip and the corner of my mouth went numb for about 45 minutes and then completely resolved. The patient asked when giving the second one should the patient expect a similar response.  The information on the batch number has been requested.

927674 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 MA 41.0 F chills & shivering; high fevers (peaked 102.7); tachycardia (noted to be 148 standing, 120's at rest in supine); headaches; nasal/sinus congestion; fatigue; dehydration; dizziness; sore throat; GI issues; Sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient).  A 41-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (COVID-19 vaccine, lot number EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 11:00 at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included COVID-19, hyperthyroidism, Grave's Disease, benign PVCs (Premature ventricular contractions), PACs (Premature atrial contraction) from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, allergies, Penicillin allergy, allergy to pineapple, kiwi and pomegranate, and NUMEROUS environmental allergies (dust, weed, pollen, trees, animals. it's a long list) from an unknown date and ongoing. Concomitant medication included cetirizine, fluticasone, propylthiouracil.  The patient previously took clindamycin and methimazole and experienced drug allergy.  On 28Dec2020 the patient experienced sore arm (like flu vaccine) the day of the vaccination. Early the following morning (on 29Dec2020 04:00) developed chills & shivering. Progressed to high fevers (peaked 102.7), tachycardia (noted to be 148 standing, 120's at rest in supine), headaches, nasal/sinus congestion, fatigue, associated dehydration & dizziness. Subsequent sore throat & GI issues. Symptoms lasted 4-5 days. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included covid test type post vaccination (nasal swab): negative   on 02Jan2021, body temperature: high fevers (peaked 102.7) on 29Dec2020, tachycardia: noted to be 148 standing, 120's at rest in supine on 29Dec2020.  No treatment received for the adverse events.  The outcome of the events was resolved on an unspecified date.

927675 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 U Severe Lightheadedness/Dizziness; Nausea; My hands wouldn't stop shaking; My heart was beating very fast; I cannot move my arm; It is hurting pretty bad and it is kind of swollen; I am feeling like hot again/My ears like my neck was like on fire; I cannot move my arm; It is hurting pretty bad and it is kind of swollen; I cannot move my arm; It is hurting pretty bad and it is kind of swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 11:00 AM at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had the vaccine on 30Dec2020 at 11 O' clock. Four minutes after the patient was given this injection and also now the patient mean today (30Dec2020) after like 3 to 4 minutes like it was given to the patient. The patient had severe lightheadedness, dizziness, nausea, hands wouldn't stop shaking, the patient's ears like the patient's neck was like on fire, the patient felt like the patient's heart was beating very fast. The patient mean the patient's arm the patient knew that it will be a little sore from it. But it was more than just like, like the patient cannot move my arm. It was hurting pretty bad and it was kind of swollen and right now the patient was feeling like hot again. The patient asked that what can the patient do. The outcome of the events was unknown. Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

927676 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 GA 34.0 F feeding flush with increased heart rate 99; feeding flush with increased heart rate 99; B/P114/24; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 34-years-old female patient (not pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), intramuscular at left arm on 28Dec2020 11:44 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.  The patient received the vaccine at 11:44 AM, approximate 10 mins later (28Dec2020 11:54), the patient complained of (reported as c/o) feeding flush with increased heart rate (HR) 99, respiratory rate (reported as R) 18, blood pressure (B/P) 120/80, oxygen saturation (reported as sats) 99%. On 28Dec2020 11:49 AM, lab data included B/P 114/24, HR 76, R 16, sats 99%, temp 98.1. On 28Dec2020 11:54 AM, lab data included B/P116/75, HR 70. No treatment received for the adverse events. The events outcome was recovered on an unspecified date in Dec2020. No COVID prior vaccination, it was unknown if the patient had been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. It was not reported as serious.

927677 01/08/2021 TX U tested positive for the Covid antigen with no signs or symptoms; tested positive for the Covid antigen with no signs or symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer(an administrator of skilled nursing facility).  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (Covid vaccine) , via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The reporter stated the pharmacy did a Pfizer vaccine clinic at his facility, stated that after looking at the FAQs he would like to know if they should not expect a positive antigen test after the vaccine, states the reason he was asking was because the patient they tested today(31Dec2020) that got the vaccine tested positive for the Covid antigen with no signs or symptoms. Outcome of event was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927678 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 28.0 F Fever the morning after; sore arm; headache; chills; body aches; developed a rash around injection site, chest, neck, and face; developed a rash around injection site, chest, neck, and face; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 28-years-old female patient (pregnant: No) received first dose bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 lot number: EH9899), intramuscular on Left arm on 30Dec2020 12:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included known allergies: Penicillin, Sulfa, Other-medical-history: Allergy induced asthma. No other-vaccine-in-four weeks. No other-medications-in-two weeks. Since 30Dec2020 13:00 Started with sore arm and headache shortly after injection. Since 30Dec2020 6-8 hours later chills and body aches started. At some point in the same time range, developed a rash around injection site, chest, neck, and face. Fever the morning after on 31Dec2020. AE-resulted-in: [Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care]. Treatment received for AE included Steroid and Benadryl Injection. The event outcome was recovering. No-covid-tested-post-vaccination. The events were non-serious.

927679 01/08/2021 U given the Covid 19 vaccine and subsequently tested positive for SARS CoV2 a day or so later; given the Covid 19 vaccine and subsequently tested positive for SARS CoV2 a day or so later; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional via Pfizer sales representative. A patient of an unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration, from an unspecified date, single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was given the COVID 19 vaccine and subsequently tested + for SARS CoV2 a day or so later on an unspecified date. Outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given. Case will be reevaluated based on follow-up information

927680 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MN 47.0 F Allergic reaction; Hives on back; Flushed; Chills; Swollen tongue; Burning tongue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This 47-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 07:00 at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient previously took flu shot. Vaccination Facility Type was hospital. Patient did not receive any other vaccines at time COVID-19 vaccine given and no vaccines given 4 weeks prior. Patient got the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on 29Dec2020 and had an allergic reaction to it. Had hives on her back, was flushed, had chills, and swollen tongue on 29Dec2020. There was swelling on either side of tongue not in the center. Swelling seemed to bounce around sides of tongue. Patient mentioned she also had burning sensation of tongue first on 29Dec2020 and then the swelling was after that. Adverse events hives, flushed, chills, burning sensation of tongue and swelling of tongue required a visit to emergency room. Patient was seen in the emergency room and given diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) and an Epi-pen to take home. This all happened after receiving the vaccine on 29Dec2020. Patient wasn't getting any better/feeling better and went back to the emergency room on 30Dec2020. Patient was treated with dexamethasone and told her to take diphenhydramine hydrochloride every 4 hours, her last dose was at 2pm 31Dec2020. Patient said all events still persisting, but there maybe a little more swelling of the tongue, but not much. Patient had had a flu shot before, but never had anything to happen like this. Outcome of allergic reaction, hives, flushed, chills and burning tongue was not recovered, outcome of swollen tongue was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927681 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 WI F Severe nausea; heaving; vomiting; coughing; fever of 101.2; feeling dizzy; achy; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer (patient's mother) reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot/batch number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included mild case of Covid in mid-Nov2020. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient works at a hospital delivering food to patients rooms. She received her first dose of the vaccine on 30Dec2020 and 12-14 hours later (unspecified date in Dec2020), she started feeling dizzy and achy. This was followed by heaving, vomiting, coughing, and a fever of 101.2 on 31Dec2020. At the time of the report, it was her third day with fever. When receiving her first dose, she was asked if she had a mild case of Covid, or if she was hospitalized and needed an IV drip, and she stated she had a mild case. The reporter wanted to know if the patient should have been given the first dose of the vaccine to begin with. The patient also experienced severe nausea on an unspecified date. The patient underwent further lab tests and procedures, which included a positive corona virus disease (CoVid) test in mid-Nov2020. The outcome of all the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927682 01/08/2021 45.0 F sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself). A 45-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as COVID-19 vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose, for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included rheumatoid arthritis and allergic reactions (unspecified). Concomitant medications were not reported.  After receiving the first dose of the vaccination the patient experienced a sore arm on an unspecified date. The outcome of event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

927683 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 CA 42.0 U tested positive for Covid; tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reported for self. This 42-year-old patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on an 22Dec2020 08:00 on Left arm at single dose (Lot # EH9899) for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history, concomitant medications were none. The patient tested positive for Covid in 25Dec2020. The patient was scheduled to receive the second dose in 08Jan2021 so should the patient get it. (Further clarified the dates and years). Outcome of the events were unknown.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported event cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

927684 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 IN 47.0 F excessive sleeping; Extreme fatigue; temp 100; sore throat; loss of balance; Muscle weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 47-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 23Dec2020 12:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included COVID-diagnosis from Mar2020 that resulted in blood clots and pneumonia both on 2020, and allergies to shellfish, eggs, peanuts. The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medications included acyclovir [aciclovir], levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), apixaban (ELIQUIS), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), and bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 25Dec2020 06:00, the patient experienced extreme fatigue, temperature of 100, sore throat, loss of balance, muscle weakness, and excessive sleeping. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient underwent other lab tests and procedures which included COVID test nasal swab was negative on 28Dec2020. Outcome of the events was not recovered. The events were considered non-serious by the reporter.

927685 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 26.0 M Left axillary, supraclavicual, and cervical chain lymphadenopathy > 1-week post-injection.; since the vaccination, has the patient been tested for COVID-19?: Yes; since the vaccination, has the patient been tested for COVID-19?: Yes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional.  A 26-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), intramuscular on the left arm on 21Dec2020 20:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced left axillary, supraclavicual, and cervical chain lymphadenopathy > 1-week post-injection on 22Dec2020 16:00. in which the patient received no treatment. It was also reported on Dec2020, "since the vaccination, has the patient been tested for COVID-19?: Yes". The patient has other pending test. The outcome of left axillary, supraclavicual, and cervical chain lymphadenopathy > 1-week post-injection was not recovered and other events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information provided, the COVID-19 test positive are possibly related to drug ineffective of BNT162B2 vaccine.

927686 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 AL 28.0 F I have like tingling and it is not really numbness but feels like my hands are asleep; I have like tingling and it is not really numbness but feels like my hands are asleep; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 28-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number; EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on at single dose for preventive measure for Covid.  Medical history included postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome, migraine, cardiac disorder and ventricular tachycardia.  Concomitant medication included sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), topiramate (TROKENDI XR) and nadolol.  The patient stated that on 31Dec2020, "I have like tingling and it is not really numbness but feels like my hands are asleep".  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included weight: 130 lbs on an unspecified date.  The outcome of the events was unknown.

927687 01/08/2021 U One of my partners was the same way, tested positive after getting the vaccine; One of my partners was the same way, tested positive after getting the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for 2 patient. This is the second of 2 reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Pfizer biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, solution for injection, lot number and expiation date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unknown date, the patient was tested positive after getting the vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (SARS CoV2 test positive) with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020510419 same reporter/ drug/similar events, different patient

927688 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IL 28.0 F Dizziness for hours; vomiting; sleepiness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional.  A 28-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on the right arm on 30Dec2020 16:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient had no medical history.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient known allergies: amoxicillin. The patient experienced dizziness for hours, vomiting, sleepiness on 31Dec2020 22:00. The patient received no treatment.  The outcome of the events was recovering.   Information on the lot number has been requested.

927689 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 42.0 F Deep ache left deltoid at injection site with severe nerve pain when lifting left arm.; Deep ache left deltoid at injection site with severe nerve pain when lifting left arm.; Deep ache left deltoid at injection site with severe nerve pain when lifting left arm.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse.  A 42-year-old female received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 19Dec2020 11:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history was not reported.  Concomitant medication included levothyroxine.  The patient experienced deep ache left deltoid at injection site with severe nerve pain when lifting left arm on 23Dec2020 16:30. The patient received no treatment. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

927690 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 37.0 M Following day, had minor lower body half aches and chills; Following day, had minor lower body half aches and chills; Typical arm soreness similar to flu shot.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 37-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine; Lot number: EH 9899), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 29Dec2020 at 15:45 at a single dose as COVID vaccine. The patient had no other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, was not diagnosed with COVID prior to vaccination, and was not tested for COVID post vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took amoxicillin and experienced allergies. Past drug history included flu shot. On 30Dec2020 at 10:00 AM, the patient experienced typical arm soreness similar to flu shot. The following day, 31Dec2020, he had minor lower body half aches and chills. The patient received no treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was recovering. The case was reported as non-serious (did not result in death, was not life-threatening, did not cause/prolong hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating, and did not result to any congenital anomaly/birth defect).

927691 12/10/2020 01/08/2021 AR 35.0 F acute mild edema to affected forearm with light bruising of unknown origin without known injury; acute mild edema to affected forearm with light bruising of unknown origin without known injury; unknown origin without known injury, tenderness to touch; Tennis elbow of opposite vaccine extremity around same time as vaccine, just after; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 10Dec2020 in a hospital at a single dose for COVID vaccination. Medical history included anxiety and chronic migraines with aura. The patient has no known allergies. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination, did not receive any other vaccine in four weeks, was not diagnosed with COVID prior to the vaccination, and was not tested for COVID post-vaccination. Concomitant medications included desvenlafaxine succinate (PRISTIQ), bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), and cyclobenzaprine. In Dec2020, the patient had tennis elbow of opposite vaccine extremity around the same time as the vaccine, just after. On 01Jan2021 at 04:00 AM, the patient experienced acute mild edema to affected forearm with light bruising of unknown origin without known injury, tenderness to touch. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. It was reported that the events resulted in a doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Outcome of the events was not recovered. The case was reported as non-serious (did not result in death, was not life-threatening, did not cause/prolong hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating, and did not result to any congenital anomaly/birth defect).  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927692 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CO 56.0 M fever 103.5; Chills; achy; has no energy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's wife). A 56-years-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number EK9231), intramuscular (right deltoid) on 30Dec2020 0900, at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient has been in bed since 30Dec2020. The patient was achy, has no energy, and has chills on 30Dec2020. Patient also has a fever with temperature of 103.5 on 31Dec2020. Reporter asked if this was normal. Event outcome for achy and chills was recovered on 31Dec2020, not recovered for has no energy and unknown for fever 103.5.

927693 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MI 59.0 F Bottom lip is not crooked or nothing like it but inside it is kind of little swelled; Mouth is kind of swollen up; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 59-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL1284, Expiry Date: Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and no concomitant medications. The patient had the COVID shot on Tuesday (29Dec2020) and thinks her mouth is kind of swollen up. Her bottom lip is not crooked or nothing like it but inside it is kind of a little swelled. The patient started experiencing the adverse events in the morning of 31Dec2020. No treatment was administered for the events, and the patient was advised to contact primary healthcare professional. The outcome of the events was unknown.

927695 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 KS F stuffy nose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included exposed prior to the vaccine. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient informed that she got the vaccine on 31Dec2020 and was recently told she had been exposed prior to the vaccine. The patient currently has a stuffy nose and was wondering if she should get tested. The outcome of the event stuffy nose was unknown.

927696 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 FL F she woke up sick and was having the same symptoms as her husband so she was positive; she woke up sick and was having the same symptoms as her husband so she was positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist reported for herself.  A 31-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  Caller stated that she was a pharmacist and on Tuesday last week that she received the Pfizer BioNTech Vaccine. Stated that her husband tested positive yesterday (on 29Dec2020). Stated that she was positive that she was positive because that was her husband. Stated that she woke up sick and was having the same symptoms as her husband so she was positive. Stated that she was due for second dose in 2 weeks. Stated that she received the vaccine last week and was negative. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included covid test: negative in Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown. Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available.

927697 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 33.0 F 1 big whelp that is red, hot to touch on arm/gotten an inflammation; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient).  A 33-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EK5730, Expiration Date 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration into left arm on 29Dec2020 16:45 at 0.3 mL, single for preventive as front line healthcare worker.  Medical history included compromised immune status, respiratory illness, genetic / chromosomal abnormalities, endocrine abnormalities (including diabetes) and obesity, chronic sinusitis (took allergy medication for that).  Family medical history was None. No Relevant test. Concomitant medication included fexofenadine hydrochloride, pseudoephedrine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA-D), levocetirizine dihydrochloride (XYZAL) and montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR). No additional vaccines administered on same date of the BNT162B2. The patient experienced 1 big whelp that is red, hot to touch on arm - immediately after, so around 16:45. They were required to stay in clinic for 15 minutes after receiving it, and it was immediately after 16:45 on 29Dec2020. She didn't believe she received it intramuscularly. She believed the needle was a little short to be the 1 inch needle. Now she had a huge red whelp on left arm where she was vaccinated. She was not sure if she need to report it or not. She also wanted to know if there were studies about alternate routes. If it was not given intramuscularly, would she need to receive an additional dose? It was one big whelp. You can see bumps superficially. It was not where the muscle was. She was quite fat on her arm. It is superficial, right on skin. You would usually have to press on skin if it was intramuscular. This you just press on skin lightly, and it was red. She was not able to answer question about serious criteria for both events. With anything, she probably should not have gotten an inflammation. She does not have a lot or expiration or dose for any of those. Right after administration of injection. No emergency room or physician's office required. The outcome of event was not recovered. lot/batch number has been requested.

927698 12/15/2020 01/08/2021 U symptomatic of Covid; symptomatic of Covid; inoculated on 15Dec2020; patient was scheduled on 04Jan2021 for 2nd dose; inoculated on 15Dec2020; patient was scheduled on 04Jan2021 for 2nd dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 15Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was inoculated on 15Dec2020 and currently on 28Dec2020 the patient was symptomatic of Covid. The patient was scheduled on 04Jan2021 for 2nd dose. The outcome of the events symptomatic of Covid was unknown.  Follow-up activities are possible, information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available.

927699 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 NC 50.0 F dizziness; itching/small hives on forearm (same side as injection but not at injection site); hives on chin/upper lip; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A 50-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number:  EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration (arm right) on 02Jan2021 08:15 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma, hypothyroidism, and migraines. Concomitant medications included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), famotidine, salbutamol (ALBUTEROL), fluticasone propionate (FLOVENT), and fluticasone propionate (FLONASE). The patient previously took Keflex [cefalexin] and experienced drug allergies: hives, angioedema. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was reported that 30 minutes after the injection on 02Jan2021 (08:45 AM), the patient experienced dizziness and itching/small hives on forearm (same side as injection but not at injection site). Vital signs were measured, all was normal. It was also reported that 36 hours after the injection, the patient got hives on chin/upper lip. The patient was treated with Benadryl, Pepcid, and Zyrtec to stop itching and resolve the hives. Benadryl was taken at home, upon advice from nurse. The outcome of events was recovered on an unspecified date in Jan2021. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. This case is non-serious.

927700 01/08/2021 CA M got the vaccine within the past 24 hours and resulted positive for the test; got the vaccine within the past 24 hours and resulted positive for the test; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 24-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in 2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history or concomitant medications. The patient got the vaccine within the past 24 hours and resulted positive for the test, the patient took 48 hours ago like was that going to some adverse reaction like patient had the positive results before knowing the result patient got the vaccine so at present patient was just kind of anxious about what going to happen. Next shot will be due on 20Jan2021. The outcome of events was unknown.

927701 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 NC 50.0 M Minor nausea; Mild Headache; Tiredness; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 50-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 18Dec2020 07:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was vaccinated in a facility. Medical history included histoplasmosis, degenerative disc disease, and penicillin allergy. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Concomitant medications included diclofenac sodium, methocarbamol, diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL), and atorvastatin (LIPITOR). The patient did not receive other vaccine in the last four weeks. On 18Dec2020 16:00, the patient experienced minor nausea, mild headache, tiredness, and chills for about 18 hours. The patient did not receive any treatment for the reported adverse events. The outcome of the events was recovered on 19Dec2020 10:00. The report was considered non-serious.

927702 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 DC 28.0 F Chills; subjective fevers less than 100; fatigue; soreness at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (the patient). A 28-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 16Dec2020 (at the age of 28-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 16Dec2020, the patient experienced chills, subjective fevers less than 100, fatigue, and soreness at injection site 24 hours. The clinical outcome of chills, subjective fevers less than 100, fatigue, was recovered on an unspecified date. The clinical outcome of soreness at injection site 24 hours was recovered on 17Dec2020. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.     Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927703 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 FL 37.0 F tested positive for Covid a week after receiving the vaccine; tested positive for Covid a week after receiving the vaccine; patient stated that she was pregnant; patient stated that she was pregnant; patient stated that she was pregnant; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) from a Pfizer sponsored program. A 37-year-old female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at left deltoid for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced tested positive for Covid a week after receiving the vaccine on 28Dec2020 (as reported), the patient stated that she was pregnant. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid test: positive on 28Dec2020. The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection is needed for meaningful medical assessment.

927704 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 NY 40.0 F acute bilateral numbness in my thumb and first 3 fingers, with loss of dexterity; acute bilateral numbness in my thumb and first 3 fingers, with loss of dexterity; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  A 40-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: FK1730, via an unspecified route of administration at Left arm from 19Dec2020 09:15 to 19Dec2020 09:15 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history reported as none.  Concomitant medication included acetylcarnitine (ACETYL L CARNITIN), magnesium, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), and probiotics. On 29Dec2020 16:30, the patient developed acute bilateral numbness in her thumb and first 3 fingers, with loss of dexterity. It lasted approximately 30-45 minutes, and then improved somewhat but it continues to be present in all digits. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and post vaccination. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

927705 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 VA 50.0 F vomiting; severe headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 50-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number EH9899, expiry date not reported), intramuscular on 30Dec2020 16:00 at a single dose in the left arm as Covid vaccine. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient had no known allergies; no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient had no other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Patient received vaccine on 30Dec2020 at 4pm. On 01Jan2021, at approximately 3am, patient woke up with a severe headache, and approximately 6am, patient started vomiting which lasted until after 7pm. The headache was not as intense but it was still there today. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. No treatments received in response to the events reported. The events were reported as not serious (did not result in death, not life-threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating and not a congenital anomaly/birth defect). The outcome of the events headache and vomiting was reported as recovering.

927706 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 U Injection site pain; Muscle pain; Joint pain; Fever up to a 100.2; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), Lot: EK9231, via an unspecified route of administration on 01Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated, "I had the COVID shot today (01Jan2021). This morning I had the first shot of the medicine Covid-19 Vaccine Pfizer. This is what is happening. I had the shot around may be 10-10:30. I felt great all the day and after 7 O?clock I started getting injection site pain, muscle pain, joint pain, and fever up to a 100.2, nausea on 01Jan2021. Is there anything that I can do home for the fever especially? Let me give you the number that I got on my vaccination record card. It is Pfizer EK9231 (not clarified)." The patient further stated, "I wanted someone to tell me if I can take Tylenol. Do I have a situation like to go to the hospital?." The patient was advised to visit the nearest emergency room or can contact the physician as the department is closed. The patient further stated, "I will probably go to the hospital if I threw or some temperature if it is higher. I got to do something. I got so many symptoms. I had probably 19 in Nov, in Nov I spent three days on bed in Hospital. It is fine now and I was in hospital. I do not know what is happening now. It was good all the day but then at night these things." The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 100.2 on 01Jan2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.

927707 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 U had the vaccine and later tested positive for COVID-19; had the vaccine and later tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included that the patient previously was positive from the virus COVID-19.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient that had the vaccine and later tested positive for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

927708 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 IL 52.0 F Chills; Shaking; Patient was bad and cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 52-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: EK9231, Expiration Date: 30Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 31Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included blood pressure. The patient had unspecified concomitant medications. The patient took this shot on 31Dec2020 at her job at medical center (EDF, environmental service; it's housekeeping). The patient was fine during the daytime. The patient made it to her home and now she got the chills and was shaking on an unspecified date. When the patient was asleep, that is when she started feeling chills and the shake. The patient was bad and cold, and she got a bad chill. The patient wanted to report and asked if it was going to go away. No treatment was administered for the events. The outcome of the events was unknown.

927709 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 66.0 F Pounding heart rate, it is faster than normal; can hear her heartbeat in her ears; Felt like she had fever and felt like kind of warmish; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 66-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration, on 30Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included seasonal allergy, brain aneurysm, psoriasis, diabetic, blood pressure, immunosuppressant, cholesterol, and stent in brain. The patient's concomitant medications included metformin, semaglutide (RYBELSUS), valsartan for blood pressure, acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN), ustekinumab (STELARA) as immunosuppressant for psoriasis, and an unspecified statin for cholesterol. The patient took the COVID vaccine yesterday morning (30Dec2020) at the hospital and she had like a pounding heart rate, it is faster than normal, but it is pounding. The patient can hear her heartbeat in her ears. The patient took her blood pressure and it is normal at 123/78 something like that. Heart rate is an over - little 72, 75, little bit fast but not tachycardia. The patient felt like she had fever and felt like kind of warmish, but her temperature is 98.2. As treatment, the patient took an over-the-counter medication, paracetamol (TYLENOL). The outcome of the events was unknown.

927710 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CA 49.0 M Sharp pain and it's going down his neck; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 49-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: ELI1284 or ELI284 [pending clarification], Expiration Date: Apr2021), intramuscular, on 31Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included hypertension. The patient's concomitant medication included losartan for hypertension. On 31Dec2020, the patient had the COVID vaccine and he kept getting a sharp pain and it's going down his neck; it is at the opposite side where the shot was injected. The patient didn't know if it's a side effect. No treatment was administered for the event. The outcome of the event was unknown.    Information about lot number and expiration date for the suspect product will be requested in follow-up attempts.

927711 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 54.0 M Ankle Joint Pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  A 54-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at Left arm from 26Dec2020 14:00 to 26Dec2020 14:00 as SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included hypertension and allergies.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced ankle joint pain.  On 31Dec2020, the patient was tested for COVID-19 post vaccination via nasal swab and tested negative. The outcome of the event was not recovered.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927712 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 FL F soreness at the injection site.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This consumer reported similar events for 2 patients. This is the first of 2 reports.   A 69-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Dec2020 at 12:00 pm at single dose for immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced the "usual reaction", soreness at the injection site on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. This report is assessed as non-serious. Patient asked if this was normal and if was ok to use paracetamol (TYLENOL) or ibuprofen (MOTRIN) after getting the vaccine. Outcome of event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021004657 same reporter/drug, similar event, different patient

927713 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CO 27.0 F I received high temperature of a 100.1; Muscle aches; muscle pain; Body aches; nausea; I was developing soreness at the injection site of the arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 27-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EH9899; expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration, on 31Dec2020 at 12:20, at a single dose, as preventive measure for COVID. The patient has no relevant medical history. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received the vaccine on 31Dec2020 about 12:20. On the same day, midafternoon, patient developed soreness at the injection site of the arm. The following day (01Jan2021), in the morning, she had a high temperature of a 100.1 along with some muscle aches/ muscle pain, body aches, and nausea. Outcome of the events was unknown.

927714 01/08/2021 GA 68.0 M I felt kind of cold; had a little bit of fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 68-year-old male patient received his first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EK5730, expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The consumer stated, she works at university hospital and she got the Covid 19 shot. The side effect, she felt kind of cold and had a little bit of fever, on an unspecified date. The consumer stated, 'I am warm now. When I was at work there, I was in a room and it just got cold to me.' She stated that she is supposed to take the next shot, the date 23Dec2020. Outcome of the events was unknown.

927715 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 OK 29.0 M Cervical and clavicular lymphadenopathy on the left side; Some tenderness in neck; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 29-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number and Expiration Date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 17Dec2020 at 11:45, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history and no concomitant medications. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the hospital. On 27Dec2020, the patient experienced cervical and clavicular lymphadenopathy on the left side (same side as the vaccine shot was received). The patient first noticed some tenderness in neck about 10 days after vaccine was administered. The events were considered non-serious. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient had not recovered from the events.   Information about lot number and expiration date for the suspect product will be requested in follow-up attempts.

927716 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 24.0 F Her (consumer) right leg hurts when she sits down; Pain starts shooting down from her arm to her leg; Injection site is red and swollen; Injection site is red and swollen; know it is supposed to be swollen for few days but today it is still swollen, its red. I do have little bit pain on it; Vaccine administrator put the vaccine in the wrong part of the arm; She put further behind her arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 24-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included acne. Concomitant medication included spironolactone for acne. The patient was reporting an adverse reaction to the COVID-19 Vaccine. She had two concerns. One concern was that she found that the vaccine administrator put the vaccine in the wrong part of the arm, she said, she put further behind her arm, these were her words and she complains that her right leg hurts when she sits down. She said, she works 12 Hours a day and the pain starts shooting down from her arm to her leg, the injection site is red and swollen and she was not taking any medication to alleviate the symptoms. On 31Dec2020, it was reported that the patient was little bit concerned the area, she stated, "I know it is supposed to be swollen for few days but today it is still swollen, its red. I do have little bit pain on it but I was a little bit concerned because I was told by my coworkers and nurses. I am not sure they put it in the right area so I guess the nurse administered the vaccine, she put it like instead of like where they normally put the vaccine, she put it at the side of my arm like, not like behind my arm like normally, I was a little bit of concerned. Another symptom that I have been feeling that whenever I sit down my left leg hurts so much like I have been on my feet like, I am working for 12 hours straight away so I have been working on my feet for pretty much the entire day so every time I sat down only my side hurts, on the side where I take the vaccine, I don't know if there is everything to do with that, it is like tolerable pain but (sentence incomplete)." No treatment for the events. The outcome of the events injection site is red and swollen was not recovered and unknown for the other events.  Information on batch number has been requested.

927717 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 34.0 F Severe muscle pain and soreness on opposite side of vaccine.; Pain and soreness to shoulder, arm, neck and back; Pain and soreness to shoulder, arm, neck and back; Pain and soreness to shoulder, arm, neck and back; Pain and soreness to shoulder, arm, neck and back; Range of motion highly affected not responding to self treatments or other meds; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting on herself. A 34-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number/expiration date: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on 29Dec2020 at 11:00 AM (at the age of 34 years old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Relevant medical history included anxiety. The patient did not have any known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication (other medications taken in two weeks) were none. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 30Dec2020, the patient experienced severe muscle pain and soreness on opposite side of vaccine, and pain and soreness to shoulder, arm, neck and back and range of motion highly affected. not responding to self treatments or other meds. The events resulted in a physician's office visit. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events severe muscle pain and soreness on opposite side of vaccine, and pain and soreness to shoulder, arm, neck and back. The patient received treatment for the event range of motion highly affected but it was not responding to self-treatments or other medications. The outcome of the events severe muscle pain and soreness on opposite side of vaccine, and pain and soreness to shoulder, arm, neck and back and range of motion highly affected was not recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.

927718 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 F menstrual pain has been magnified; her period came one week early; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age (age: 45; unit: Unknown) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration from 21Dec2020 to 21Dec2020 as SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter/patient is an RN that got vaccinated with the first dose of the COVID vaccine in the 21Dec2020. According to her she had nothing different aside that and her period came one week early, and the menstrual pain has been magnified. She wonders if the vaccine could have caused this. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927719 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NC 55.0 F Body ache / pain; Tiredness; Headache; my head is still throbbing; Muscle pain; Chills; Little bit of nausea; Ear ringing; Left eye was twitching a lot; At 5 o'clock it (temperature) was 99.2 and at 6:20 it was 98.8 at 9 o'clock it a 99.5 and at 3 AM it was 101; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231) solution for injection, intramuscular on her arm on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included neuropathy in feet and thyroid condition. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient reported she was having some of the symptoms like the body ache and just the normal and not the really difficult symptoms or whatever just the tiredness, headache, muscle pain and chills, and pain and a little bit of nausea but last night her ears were ringing and her left eye was twitching a lot and she hadn't taken her temperature because she really didn't think she had a temperature. Then she decided to go ahead and take it and at 5 o'clock it (temperature) was 99.2 and at 6:20 it was 98.8 at 9 o'clock it a 99.5 and at 3 AM it was 101 and the information in the packet doesn't say like if she can take Tylenol or Motrin trying to get this headache to go away. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. Outcome of the event headache was not recovered, ear ringing was recovering, left eye was twitching a lot was recovered, while the other events was unknown.  No follow-up activities are needed. No further information is expected.

927720 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MN 57.0 F Headache; Dizzy; Fever; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient herself).  A 57-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EJ1685), via an unknown route, on 30Dec2020 at 08:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was arm right. The patient was not pregnant. Relevant medical history included hypothyroidism, osteoporosis and COVID-19 (prior to vaccination). No known allergies. Relevant concomitant medications included levothyroxine and alendronate sodium (FOSAMAX). The patient was vaccinated at Workplace Clinic, age at vaccination was 57-year-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient developed nausea 20 minutes after vaccine (on 30Dec2020, at 09:05), then headache, dizzy, fever started about 2 hours after (on 30Dec2020, at 10:45). The patient was not treated for the events. The outcome from the events was unknown.

927721 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 43.0 F Left arm (site of injection) soreness/pain Left underarm; Swollen lymph nodes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient herself).  This 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EL0142X-31-21), via an unknown route, on 29Dec2020 at 21:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was left arm. The patient was not pregnant.  Relevant medical history included hypothyroidism, hypertension and COVID-19 (prior to vaccination). Relevant concomitant medications included amlodipine. The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 43-year-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. On 30Dec2020 at 12:30 the patient developed 'left arm (site of injection) soreness/pain left underarm' and 'swollen lymph nodes'. Post-vaccination COVID test was not performed. The patient was not treated for the events. She was recovering from the events.

927722 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 CT F Flu like symptoms; headache; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age (not pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), intramuscular in Dec2020 (reported as mid-Dec) at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included Covid-19 on an unspecified date in 2020 (before vaccination). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient had been ill with COVID earlier in the year and was glad she could receive the vaccination. The patient reported that she had her first shot in mid-Dec and would soon be getting her second. She wasn't sure if she'd have side effects but indicated the 24hours the hospital gave them after vaccination was adequate for her flu like symptoms mainly headache and body aches to pass. She took some Tylenol and felt fine the following day. The outcome of events was recovered on an unspecified date. It was unknown whether patient receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was also unknown if the patient received other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. It was unknown if the patient has been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

927723 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 U fatigue; Severe throat pain, it's hard to swallow any liquid right now; It really hurts to talk; Severe throat pain, it's hard to swallow any liquid right now; It really hurts to talk; Diarrhea; Injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 15:20 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient had the vaccine two days ago on Wednesday at about 3:20 PM and have been feeling like very fatigue. The patient added "like I know injection site pain is normal but I have been having diarrhea as well and severe throat pain, it's hard to swallow any liquid right now". The patient further stated that it started this morning with the throat pain and can't swallow anything and really hurts to talk. The outcome of events was unknown.

927724 01/08/2021 F feeling some tingling again where she had shingles awhile back; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included shingles from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing she (had shingles awhile back). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took Valtrex which she had to stopped taking a day and half before the vaccine. On an unknown date, the patient felt some tingling again where she had shingles awhile back and would like to known if she could go back to Valtrex or would it interfere with the vaccine. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

927725 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MI 60.0 F arm was sore; she has like underneath her neck, underneath her armpits, underneath her breast, on her stomach; inherited some type of reaction like a rash, its itchy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 60-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: EJ1685, Expiry Date: Mar2021, via an unspecified route of administration on left arm from 29Dec2020 to 29Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included asthma, Hypertension (verbatim: Blood Pressure High), thyroid disorder (verbatim: Thyroid), cholesterol.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated she got her vaccination on 29Dec2020, that's Tuesday and her arm was sore the next day (30Dec2020) but she have inherited some type of reaction like a rash, its itchy, her hands are itching like crazy, she has like underneath her neck, underneath her armpits, underneath her breast, on her stomach that's not so itchy it's the hands that's itchy.   The patient was asking what should she do. The outcome of the events was unknown. When asked for treatment for the events, the patient stated, "I was doing some, I take an Aleve, Aspirin and then I was taking some Benadryl capsule for allergy."

927726 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 AZ U I am having the most wicked head pains, headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot/batch number not reported, via an unspecified route of administration from 31Dec2020 to 31Dec2020 as single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated "I didn't know what I am experiencing is normal or not but I am having the most wicked and I have high pain tolerance, but I am having the most wicked head pains, headache. Is that normal?". The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information regarding the batch number has been requested.

927727 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 81.0 F Nausea; Diarrhea; Mild headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself).  This 81-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unknown route, on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. No relevant medical history was provided. Relevant concomitant medications included sertraline, levothyroxine and furosemide. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. Age at vaccination was 81-year-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. On 01Jan2021 at 12:00 AM, the patient had nausea, diarrhea and mild headache. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927728 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 TN 77.0 F rash occurred on a recent surgical wound/rash developed on the back crease of her legs and neck/severe rash that got worse/general practitioner got steroids to help with itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 77-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: EL3246, via an unspecified route of administration to left arm from 02Jan2021 to 02Jan2021 as SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included spinal surgery and surgical wound, a 7 inch scar along her back/she had spinal surgery and has a 7 inch scar, she had no problems.  There were no concomitant medications. The patient reported a rash that developed after receiving vaccine on 02Jan2021.  On 03Jan2021, her rash occurred on a recent surgical wound, a 7 inch scar along her back.  The rash also developed on the back crease of her legs and neck.  She has been managing her symptoms with Benadryl. The patient was asking is others has reported this side effect. The patient is also asking if she can get the second dose of the vaccine. Her surgeon suggested perhaps not receiving second vaccine. It was further reported as, "got Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine on Saturday. Next day had a severe rash that got worse. Saw her general practitioner this morning and got steroids to help with itching. No further details provided, wants to know if she should forgo the second shot. The patient stated she was fortunate to get the Pfizer vaccine, later clarified as Pfizer COVID vaccine, Saturday in the early am, then on Sunday, developed a rash over part of her body, she can control with Benadryl, the itching, but the weird part, is a month ago, she had spinal surgery and has a 7 inch scar, she had no problems, like no reaction to glue, but the rash is concentrated down both sides of the scar. She had an appointment with her surgeon today, and showed it to him, since she thought it was unusual, and he said she may not want to take the second dose, it was not a terrible rash all over her body, mainly concentrated to the area of her back, and it is like a little bit on the back of her neck, not even anything she would notice, but it is there. The patient stated she can't get through to the Health Department, and she has a card to say to have the second dose on 23Jan2020, but she can't get through. States thanks so much, this is a miracle event and in a year's time, even if she did get a rash. The rash is a little more pronounced, but she has been rubbing it trying to not scratch, but it doesn't seem to be spreading any at all. States she is healthy. Seeking more information about getting the second dose after experiencing a rash. The outcome of the event was unknown.

927729 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 F dizziness; muscle aches; chills; fatigue; subjective fever; sore throat; headache; congestion; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer, the patient. This 52-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration from 30Dec2020 (at the age of 52-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history included depression from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing and dyslipidaemia from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication included citalopram (CITALOPRAM) and atorvastatin (ATORVASTATIN). On 30Dec2020, the patient experienced dizziness, muscle aches, chills, fatigue, subjective fever, headache, congestion and sore throat. The adverse events resulted in a doctor or clinic visit. Therapeutic measures included Tylenol and Nyquil. The clinical outcome of dizziness, muscle aches, chills, fatigue, subjective fever, headache, congestion and sore throat was not resolved. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient was tested for COVID-19 on 04Jan2021 via nasal swab, results pending.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

927730 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 VA 31.0 F face was kind of swollen/swelling in her cheek and her face on the left side; swelling in her eye; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 31-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: EL1284, via an unspecified route of administration from 31Dec2020 to 31Dec2020 as single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient has no medical history.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  On 01Jan2021, the patient experienced face was kind of swollen, have some swelling in her eye and her cheek and her face on the left side. The outcome of the event was unknown.

927731 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 GA 41.0 F Axillary swelling.; Neck and hand pain in the injection arm.; Neck and hand pain in the injection arm.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), intramuscular in right arm on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The vaccine was administered at workplace clinic. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient has no known allergies. The patient was not pregnant. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced axillary swelling, neck and hand pain in the injection arm on 29Dec2020. No treatment was given for the events. The outcome of the events was not recovered.   Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

927732 01/08/2021 U Severe anaphylaxis; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for six patients. This is the second of six reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced severe anaphylaxis on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021003207 same drug/event; different patient

927733 01/08/2021 U severe anaphylaxis; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 6 patients. This is 5th of 6th reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced severe anaphylaxis on an unspecified date. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021003207 same drug/event and different patients

927734 01/08/2021 U severe anaphylaxis; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Consumer. This Consumer reported similar event for six patient. This is 6th of sixth reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced severe anaphylaxis on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021003207 same drug/event and different patients

927735 01/08/2021 U My whole, that really my back, it is not my side, it's like a muscle, all muscle don't tighten up; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in 2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient just got a shot on Wednesday at the patient's job and over maybe two hours ago, the whole, that really the back, it was not the side, it's like a muscle, all muscle don't tighten up like, so was that, can be one of the side effects, like the joint was (sentence Incomplete). The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

927736 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 23.0 M Chills; headache; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other HCP (patient). A 23-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number/expiration date unknown), via intramuscular route of administration, on 22Dec2020 at 03:00 PM (at the age of 23 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history was none. The patient did not have any known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications were not provided. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 23Dec2020, at 03:00 PM, the patient developed chills, headache, fatigue 24 hours after the 1st dose. Treatment was received for the events chills, headache, fatigue 24 hours after the 1st dose included one Advil standard dose with relief. The outcome of the events chills, headache, fatigue 24 hours after the 1st dose was recovered on unknown date. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19 (via saliva COVID test) on 30Dec2020 with negative result.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

927737 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 53.0 F Headache; Sore arm; Swelling of the feet; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself).  This 53-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unknown route, on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. She was working as a receptionist in a nursing home. Age at vaccination was 53-year-old. No relevant medical history and concomitant medications were provided. On unknown date after vaccination, the patient developed headache, sore arm, and swelling of the feet. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927738 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 PA 41.0 F Fever; Chills; Vomiting; Diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient).  A 41-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at Left arm from 02Jan2021 08:00 to 02Jan2021 08:00 as SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 03Jan2021 03:30, the patient experienced fever, chills, vomiting, and diarrhea. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Sars-cov-2 (Nasal Swab) test on Jan2021: with negative result post vaccination.   The outcome of the events was recovering. No treatment was given for the events.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about batch number cannot be obtained.

927739 01/08/2021 F Fever; Soreness in arms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 56-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose as vaccine for COVID. Medical history included did have COVID early on. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced fever, soreness in arms on unspecified dates. She had a vaccine on Wednesday, and she did have a typical side effect- two days of fever and soreness in arms, the typical. Her question was, "Now, if you have the side effects, the first go around. When I am going to get the second go round, well, how did they go out on the study? Did most people that got them on the first go around get them both?" She had COVID early on; one would think her body would already have what it needed to, that's why she was surprised that she was getting side effects. The outcome of the events was recovered.    Information on the Lot/Batch Number has been requested.

927740 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 VA 32.0 F 2 swollen lymph nodes appeared 10 days after vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (hcp). A 32-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number EH9899, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 14:30 at a single dose in the left arm for Covid-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history. Patient had no covid prior to vaccination. The patient had no known allergies: no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of the vaccination. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient had birth control as other medication in two weeks prior to vaccination. Patient 2 swollen lymph nodes on 30Dec2020 20:30, which was also reported as appeared 10 days after vaccination in the hospital. They were located above left clavicle half way from middle of chest to arm, and easily palpable. No treatment received in response to the event and it resulted to emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination. The outcome of the event 2 swollen lymph nodes was not recovered.

927741 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IL 55.0 F sick; Cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 55-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at a single dose as Covid vaccine. Medical history included did have Covid on unspecified date. There were no concomitant medications. It was reported that the patient got her vaccine Covid shot on the Wednesday (30Dec2020) and now she's sick again on 02Jan2021; she could still smell everything (still smell it again) and could still taste everything, so none of that has gone away. She thought she came up with the cold on 02Jan2021. She was not sure if it was just cold. She had already been and had that her full shot. She had not been tested for Covid again. She asked if she should go tested again. The reason for no lot number was because she didn't know that. That's from work, they could provide the lot. No treatment was received for the events. Lab data included tested for Covid: did have Covid on unspecified date. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927742 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MO 58.0 F second day post vaccine woke w/102.2/ fever fever broke by day 3; first day after vaccine developed chills and the worst headache of my life along w/fatigue; first day after vaccine developed chills and the worst headache of my life along w/fatigue; first day after vaccine developed chills and the worst headache of my life along w/fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 58-year-old female patient received first single dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer, lot number: ett9899, exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration (vaccine location: Left arm) on 30Dec2020 11:00 for COVID-19 immunization. The vaccine was administered in a hospital. Medical history included osteoarthritis bilateral knees. The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medication include amoxicillin, clavulanate potassium (AUGMENTIN), ascorbic acid (VITAMIN C ACID), meloxicam, and calcium carbonate (CAL). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and there were no other medications within two weeks. On 31Dec2020 22:00, the first day after vaccine, patient developed chills and the worst headache of her life along with fatigue. On 01Jan2021, second day post vaccine, she woke with 102.2 fever; chills were gone, headache mild, fatigue present. The fever broke by day 3 (02Jan2021). No treatment was provided for the events. The events were considered as non-serious by the reporter. Patient did not have covid prior vaccination. Patient was not tested for covid post vaccination. The patient recovered from the fever on 02Jan2021, chills recovered on 31Dec2020, while outcome of headache and fatigue was unknown.

927743 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 63.0 F heart rate in the 120's which last 15 minutes while at rest; Left arm deep aching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 63-year-old female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number:  EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 30Dec2020 12:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history included pulmonary embolism (PE's x 2) and left nephrectomy for kidney cancer (CA). Concomitant medications included apixaban (ELIQUIS), losartan and hctz. The patient did not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 31Dec2020 18:00, the patient experienced heart rate in the 120's which lasted 15 minutes while at rest and left arm deep aching for 2 days. Outcome of the events was recovered. The events were assessed as non-serious. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. No treatment received for the adverse events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

927744 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CA 28.0 M Congestion; Nostrils are really like dry inside; back was hurting; Body ache; Muscle ache; Sweats; Body fatigue; Sore in arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 28-years-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included antidepressant therapy. Concomitant medication included sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT) as an antidepressant therapy. On 28Dec2020, patient was sore in her arm. On 29Dec2020, the next day patient woke up, she had body fatigue and muscle aches and had the sweats and was fine the next day. On 30Dec2020, Wednesday, the patient's back was hurting and has a body ache. And on 01Jan2021, patient stated she was like super congested. There was no back ache or anything but just has a really bad congestion and stated her nostrils were like really dry inside. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of congestion, nostrils were like dry inside with spray nose with normal saline and the use of a humidifier. The patient recovered from the event, back pain; has not recovered from the events, congested and nostrils were like really dry; and outcome of all other events was unknown.

927745 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 PA 54.0 F Some muscle soreness around injection site. Started about 10 hours after injection and lasted about 24 hours; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional. A 54-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 11:30 at single dose, at left arm for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included arthritis. On 31Dec2020 21:30, it was reported that the patient experienced some muscle soreness around injection site. Started about 10 hours after injection and lasted about 24 hours. The patient did not receive treatment for the event. The outcome of the event was recovered.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

927746 01/08/2021 WA 40.0 F bloody tongue; throwing up/puking; tongue burning two days later bloody tongue; chills; legs shaky; intense migraine; nauseous stomach; I have not been this sick; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 40-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2, Lot number: Ek5730, intramuscular on an unspecified date at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. On 24Dec2020 03:00, the patient experienced intense migraine and nauseous stomach. On 24Dec2020 07:00, she started throwing up, chills, legs shaky and her symptoms had lasted from Christmas Eve until 29Dec2020. On 27Dec2020, patient's tongue was burning and two days later she had a bloody tongue.  She stated, "I have not been this sick as far as I can remember it was awful. I am a healthy person I get the flu shot and any vaccine/shot necessary and have never been sick like this". Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19. She had a nasal swab and SARS cov 2 RNA for which she had a negative result on 29Dec2020. Stated that the test came back negative so these reactions had to be her body fighting off the vaccine. She stated she is no longer puking, no longer shaky or chills but faithfully at 3 am she woke up and had an intense migraine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The outcome of the events "chills", "legs shaky" and "throwing up/puking" was recovered on 29Dec2020. The outcome of the other events was recovering.

927747 01/08/2021 F Patient's arm hurt (pain at injection site); This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program "from a contactable consumer (patient). A 48-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine) on an unspecified date, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. On an unspecified date, the patient's arm hurt (pain at injection site). Clinical outcome of the adverse event was unknown at time of this report.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

927748 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 62.0 F Itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself. A 62-years-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in the left upper arm on 02Jan2021 13:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced itching on 02Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered. The patient got the COVID vaccine on 02Jan2021 around 1 o'clock. That evening (5-6 hours after getting) the vaccine she started itching and has been itching since then. The itching is on her body, back, and stomach. She has been itching since, it comes and goes. Itching worsened. It also worsens in the evening, night, and morning. As treatment the patient took a baby loratadine (CLARITIN).

927749 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 KS 59.0 F Nausea; Migraine headache; Chills; Joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. A 59-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 10:30 at Left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine was administered at hospital and not administered at military site. Medical history included ongoing spondylolisthesis diagnosed 15-20 years ago and overweight. Her vertebrae were not in physical alignment. The patient was given steroids, but it didn't help. Steroids didn't do anything. There was no name or NDC/Lot/Exp of steroids. The patient no longer has steroids. Her back will hurt when she gains weight. Height was now under 5 feet 5 inches (164 cm). The patient had no family medical history. There were no concomitant medications. No additional vaccines administered on same date of pfizer suspect and no prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. No adverse events follow prior vaccinations. The patient experienced multiple side effects 10 hours after the vaccine and lasted 20 hours. Side effects started 20:00 - 21:00 on 30Dec2020. Side effects were classified as: Nausea, migraine headache, chills, and joint pain. The events was waxing and waning. On 31Dec2020, side effects were 75% gone by 16:00. Joint pain was completely going by 22:00-23:00 on 31Dec2020. Chills were gone between 08:00-09:00 on 31Dec2020. Nausea and migraine headache stayed until 16:00-17:00 on 31Dec2020 and then it went away. At the time of vaccination, there was a low-pressure center coming through. There was also an ice and snowstorm. She was wondering if the headaches and joint pain were due to the weather. The patient took no medication or treatment for spondylolisthesis and wondered if that had something to do with it. The patient really want to have second shot in two weeks. Investigation assessment was no. The outcome of the events was recovered on 31Dec2020. Causality assessment by primary reporter via global introspection was unknown.

927750 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 U All of a sudden I got flushed in the face; Swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 74-year-old patient of an unspecified gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection; lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 16:04 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. It was reported that patient is taking an unspecified blood thinner. The patient reported "My first Covid-19 Pfizer and had not any symptoms or any problems but all of a sudden got flushed in the face, and started little tiny bit of a swelling on an unspecified date and no problem it is already gone away. The outcome of the events was recovered.

927751 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 CA 58.0 F Severe body ache; it has reached to the back area on both sides; nausea; vomiting; pain below her ribs; Stomach upset; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 58-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (Covid Vaccine) lot no: EK5730, expiry date: 23Dec2020 (as reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included pre-diabetes, hypertension, and flu all from unspecified dates. Concomitant medication included losartan and metoprolol succinate both for hypertension, and atorvastatin (LIPITOR) and acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN) both for preventative for stroke.  The patient received the Covid vaccine by Pfizer on 18Dec2020. Then on Saturday (unspecified date), the patient started having symptoms like Covid symptoms. She had severe body ache. She stated it has reached to the back area on both sides and she never had this before. She had nausea and vomiting but she only vomited once. At the time of report, she was still sick and stated that she felt like she was not getting well. Patient's causality for the events was yes and explained because she never had this kind of symptoms before. She always had the flu but the severity of it where it goes out below her ribs, she never had that. It was like her stomach was upset and she had the pain below her ribs. The patient had not recovered from the events.

927752 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 F This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the first vaccine a week ago. It was reported that the patient had a migraine today and wants to know if there's any side effects of any medication or reactions to migraine medication she is taking at onset of migraines only. She wanted to know if she could take it. The outcome of the event was unknown.

927753 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 MA 43.0 F I began having muscle and joint aches throughout my body, discomfort 4-5 on a 0-10 scale; I began having muscle and joint aches throughout my body, discomfort 4-5 on a 0-10 scale; discomfort 4-5 on a 0-10 scale; I also noted stollen lymph nodes in my neck, throat, and subclavicular areas.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 43-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EL0142) (Brand: Pfizer), via an unspecified route of administration from 31Dec2020 14:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was right arm and it was the first dose. Patient is not pregnant. The facility type vaccine was Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. Medical history included hypertension, aneurysm of ascending aorta, erbs-duchenne palsy right arm, asthma, seasonal allergies. Concomitant medication included fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA), diltiazem (DILTIAZEM SR), sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT). The known allergies included PCN, bananas, passion fruit. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. 12h post vaccine at 01Jan2021 08:30 AM, patient began having muscle and joint aches throughout her body, discomfort 4-5 on a 0-10 scale. She also noted stollen lymph nodes in her neck, throat, and subclavicular areas. Patient didn't receive treatment for the adverse events. The outcome of events was recovered in Jan2021. Patient didn't experience Covid prior vaccination. She took Covid tested post vaccination, covid test type post vaccination Nasal Swab on 02Jan2021, the covid test result negative. The events were reported as non-serious.

927754 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 IL 28.0 F chills; low grade fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 28-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 31Dec2020 11:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included allergies to dairy and infection. Concomitant medication included diphtheria vaccine toxoid, pertussis vaccine acellular, tetanus vaccine toxoid (TDAP) on 10Dec2020 for immunization. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 01Jan2021 06:00, the patient woke up with chills and low grade fever. These were same symptoms as when she had the actual infection. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was recovering. The events were considered non-serious by the reporter.  The following information on the batch number has been requested.

927755 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 GA 56.0 F itching to lower left arm; redness noted in the size of about a half dollar on lower left arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 56-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: EH9899) intramuscular in the left arm on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included hives and allergy to coconut and acetylsalicylic acid (ASA). Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had been observed and released but she returned at 15:21 on 29Dec2020 with itching to lower left arm and redness was noted in the size of about a half dollar on lower left arm. Corrective treatment taken as a result of the events included 25mg of diphenhydramine orally. Patients vitals were taken (results unknown) and additional observation was done. The patient was left with supervising nurse. The patient was called the following day, 30Dec2020, and she reported that she was doing fine; she recovered from the events on 30Dec2020.

927756 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 CO 30.0 F Fever; aches; fatigue; injection site soreness for 5 days; loss of appetite; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 30-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot/batch number not reported), intramuscular on left arm on 18Dec2020 16:30 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included birth control medication (unspecified) received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the Covid vaccine. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with Covid-19. On 19Dec2020 at 09:00 AM, patient experienced fever, aches, fatigue, injection site soreness for 5 days and loss of appetite. No treatment was received for the reported adverse events. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for Covid-19. The outcome of the events was recovered.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

927757 01/08/2021 FL 51.0 M He is not feeling well; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 51-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. He has been participating in the clinical trial for the COVID-19 vaccine and he has been calling his clinical trial site since Tuesday with no response. The patient was not feeling well on an unspecified date. Therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the event and included treatment with ibuprofen (ADVIL). Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.

927758 01/08/2021 LA F tested positive for COVID after receiving the COVID Vaccine; tested positive for COVID after receiving the COVID Vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP from a Pfizer-sponsored Program Pfizer First Connect. A female patient (sister) of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Caller stated that her sister tested positive for COVID after receiving the COVID Vaccine. Caller stated that her sister is a respiratory therapist and she has it (COVID) at the same time as the caller. Caller's sister tested positive at the same time as the caller on 01Jan2021. Caller's sister received the COVID Vaccine from a different facility from the caller. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection is needed for meaningful medical assessment.

927759 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 26.0 F Red blood vessels in eyes, worse in left eye; watery eyes; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 26-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 29Dec2020 08:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included mild von willebrand's, situational anxiety, allergies to penicillin, and Visian ICL surgery in August. The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medications included calcium carbonate, famotidine, magnesium hydroxide (PEPCID COMPLETE), ethinylestradiol, etonogestrel (NUVARING), fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA), and hydroxyzine. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 31Dec2020 07:00, the patient experienced red blood vessels in eyes, worse in left eye. She also had watery eyes. No pain. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was recovered with sequel. The events were considered non-serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

927760 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 IN 31.0 F nausea; slight headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP (patient). A 31-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number=Bl1284), intramuscular at Left arm on 04Jan2021 16:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Medical history included narcolepsy, cataplexy, anxiety.   Concomitant medication included oxybate sodium (XYREM), amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate, dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL), doxepin. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 04Jan2021, received injection 2 hours later at 07:30 PM, the patient experienced nausea and slight headache. No treatment received for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

927761 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 GA 22.0 F with hives noted to abd, chest, and back area.; redness noted to arm as and around injection site.; patient presented digging at areas and reported itching.; patient reports feeling sleepy.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 22-year-old female patient received the 1st dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot Eh9899) via Intramuscular on 29Dec2020 at single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Mass vaccine Clinic being held at patients work location. Patient was initially monitored for 15 minutes but returned later at 13:53 (also reported as 14: 53, pending clarification) with hives noted to abd, chest, back area. Redness noted ta arm to around injection site. Patient presented digging at areas and reported itching. Vitals taken and due to presentation patient was given 50mg Diphenhydramine to L gluteal area. Staff present continued to monitor and take vitals for an additional 30 minutes. Patient's redness and largely reduced and itching. Patient reported feeling sleepy. Left In care at charge nurse at facility.  Spoke with patient the next day to check on the patient and she reported that the patient said she see. Additional information was the patient slept well but was feeling fine. Treatment for events "with hives noted to abd, chest, and back area" "redness noted to arm as and around injection site" "patient presented digging at areas and reported itching" was included Diphenhydramine. Outcome of events "redness noted to arm as and around injection site" and "patient presented digging at areas and reported itching" was recovered on 29Dec2020, while outcome of other events was unknown.

927762 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 TX 54.0 F Complained arm where she received vaccine was getting sore and very heavy.; Complained arm where she received vaccine was getting sore and very heavy.; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer sales representative. A 54-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at arm on 04Jan2021 morning at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received COVID vaccine this morning (04Jan2021) and complained arm where she received vaccine was getting sore and very heavy. The events took place after use of product. She took Tylenol and stated that she feels better. The outcome of the events was recovering.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

927763 01/08/2021 F Her arm is achy after getting the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from non-contactable consumer(patient) via Pfizer Sales Representative. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (lot number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient's arm was achy after getting the vaccine on an unknown date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch cannot be obtained.

927764 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 IL 30.0 F palpitations; shortness of breath; ears burning; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A 30-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on 04Jan2021 08:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history was not reported.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient experienced palpitations on 04Jan2021 08:00, shortness of breath on 04Jan2021 08:00, ears burning on 04Jan2021 08:00. All events were nonserious.  It was unknown if the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. No treatment was received.  It was unknown if the patient diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. the patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. The outcome of the events was resolved in Jan2021.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

927765 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 MI 52.0 F muscle spasming; muscle spasming or twitching; shaking; my muscles are weak; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (reporting for herself). A 52-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number EJ1685) via an unspecified route of administration, on 20Dec2020, single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history was none. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient started having like muscle spasming or twitching and like shaking a little bit like her muscles were weak on an unspecified date. Outcome of the events were unknown.

927766 01/08/2021 NY F period two weeks early; This is spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. This Nurse reported similar events for 3 patients. This is the third of 3 reports, reporting for one of the colleagues. A female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  Registered nurse calling regarding the COVID 19 vaccine. She was wondering if people were reporting if they got their periods early? She got her period two weeks early and mentioned she also has two colleagues who had that as well on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021002844 same reporter/drug/AE, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021004222 same reporter/drug/AE, different patient

927767 01/08/2021 MD U hives; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reported for a patient.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer product, lot number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date to an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced hives that began 24 hours post the first dose of the BNT162B2 vaccine. It resolved with one dose of Claritin. No other symptoms at all. The outcome of the event was resolved. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927768 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 31.0 F Lightheadedness x 3-4 hours until after eating a full meal; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 31-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer product, lot number EK9231), intramuscular on 29Dec2020 16:30 at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history was none. The patient's concomitant medications included OTC Vitamins/Supplements.  No allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient experienced lightheadedness x 3-4 hours until after eating a full meal on 29Dec2020 16:30. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. No treatment received for the adverse event. The outcome of the event was recovered on an unspecified date.

927769 01/08/2021 NY F period two weeks early; This is Spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. This Nurse reported similar events for 3 patients. This is a 2nd of 3 reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender started to receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  Registered nurse calling regarding the COVID 19 vaccine. She is wondering if people were reporting if they got their periods early? She got her period two weeks early. Mentions she also has two colleagues who had that as well. States she does not have information to provide for her colleagues and declined to report regarding her colleagues. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021004161 same reporter/drug/AE, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021002844 same reporter/drug/AE, different patient

927770 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TN 54.0 F Chills; fever; fatigue/tiredness; headache; body aches; diarrhea; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient).  A 54-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 Lot # EJ1685, via an unspecified route of administration at Arm Left on 30Dec2020 11:00 at single dose for COVID -19 immunization.  Medical history included Hypothyroid. She was not pregnant. There were no known allergies.  Concomitant medication in two weeks included levothyroxine, mometasone furoate (FLONASE), ibuprofen, iron, biotin, and unspecified "B". The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Started 03Jan2021 10:00 AM, the patient experienced chills, fever, fatigue, tiredness, headache, body aches, nausea, diarrhea resulted in [Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit]. No treatment was received for all events. The patient did not have Covid prior vaccination and Covid was not tested post vaccination.The outcome of all the events was not resolved. The pharmacist considered all the events as non-serious.

927771 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 MN 33.0 F muscle pain; cough; fever/have high fever above 102; injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 33-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not provided) solution for injection, intramuscular on right arm on 28Dec2020 17:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as none. Patient was not pregnant. Patient has no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported she experienced symptoms like fever, injection site pain on 28Dec2020 (also reported as 09Dec2020, for clarification), muscle pain on an unknown date, and cough in Jan2021. She had high fever above 102 on 29Dec2020, one day after the vaccination and on the 5th day she started to cough. Patient did not receive any treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

927772 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 CA 65.0 F Abdominal cramps; "someone's pulling my hair"; headache; muscle pain; feeling sick; feeling warm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for herself.  A 65-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 02Jan2021 12:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypertension. Concomitant medication included amlodipine (unknown manufacturer) and multivitamins. On 02Jan2021 at 03:00 AM the patient experienced abdominal cramps, "someone's pulling my hair", headache, muscle pain, feeling sick, feeling warm with outcome of recovering. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

927773 01/08/2021 F chills; not feeling well; This is a spontaneous report from non-contactable nurse.  A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration and date at a SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unknown date (the day after the vaccine), the patient had chills and not feeling well. Outcome of the events were unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

927774 01/08/2021 U felt congested; worried; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse. A patient of unspecified age and gender started to received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 02Jan201, the patient felt congested and worried. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

927775 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 M body aches; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A male patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot and expiry unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced body aches and headache on an unknown date.  The outcome of the events was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about batch/lot number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

927776 01/08/2021 NJ F This health care worker who received the vaccine was happy to get a headache like she normally does with other vaccines; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer.  A 33-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced headache; it was specified that this health care worker who received the vaccine was happy to get a headache like she normally does with other vaccines. The patient recovered from the event on an unspecified date.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

927777 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 GA 35.0 F fever 101; myalgias; arthralgias; headache; injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A 35-years-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0142), intramuscular in the left arm on 22Dec2020 16:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included autoimmune thyroiditis, allergy to Sulfa and amoxicillin; clavulanic acid (AUGMENTIN). The patient had concomitant medications. On 23Dec2020 04:0 the patient experienced fever 101, myalgias, arthralgias, headache and injection site pain with outcome of recovered.  The patient received paracetamol (TYLENOL) and Ibuprofen as treatment for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

927778 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 54.0 F Starting to get really achy; Temperature is 101.7/ fever; Not feeling well; Injection site swelling; Injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 54-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at a single for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history were reported as none.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 31Dec2020, the night patient's arm didn't get sore till the night and it started swell at the injection site. Patient knew that the site pain was to be expected. On an unknown date, as the day progressed, patient started to get really achy and had a temperature of 101.7 when checked, she was just not feeling well. Outcome of the events was unknown  Information on batch number has been requested.

927779 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 RI 25.0 F Neck developed a rash; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A 25-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot: EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 18Dec2020 20:30 single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. No allergies to medications, food, or other products reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced neck developed a rash on 20Dec2020 20:00 with outcome of unknown.    No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

927780 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 MA 29.0 F strange feeling in my throat; Shaking; I felt like a fever was coming on/temp of 102; fatigue; extremely sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, who is also the patient. This 29-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 17Dec2020 at 09:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccination facility type: workplace clinic. The patient did not receive other vaccines in four weeks. Relevant medical history included asthma, hypothyroidism, seasonal allergy, allergy to pine nuts and almonds and past drug history included allergy to levofloxacin (LEVAQUIN). Concomitant medications included ethinylestradiol/norethisterone acetate (LOESTRIN), levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), fluticasone furoate (VERAMYST), levocetirizine dihydrochloride (XYZAL) and montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR). On 17Dec2020, within a few minutes of receiving the vaccine, the patient noticed a strange feeling in her throat. The patient stated that it was difficult to describe, but only lasted a minute or so. That night (17Dec2020), as she was getting ready for bed, she felt like a fever was coming on, but she checked her temperature and it was 97.6 (her normal temperature). She woke up around midnight shaking, with a temperature of 102. She took ibuprofen and it came down to 100.8 before she fell back asleep. In the morning, her temperature was down to 98.5 and she did not experience any additional fevers. The only other symptoms she experienced were fatigue and an extremely sore arm. These lasted about two days. The patient recovered from the events strange feeling in her throat on 17Dec2020 and she recovered from the fever on 18Dec2020; the patient recovered from the other events in Dec2020. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19; since the vaccination, the patient was tested for COVID-19 with a nasal swab on 31Dec2020 which was negative.

927781 01/08/2021 F Nausea; fevers; chills; body ache; headache; muscle and joint pain; muscle and joint pain; fast heart rate of 92 at resting; injection site pain; extremely fatigue; weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A 40-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, Lot. elt9899) on an unspecified date, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced nausea, fevers, chills, body ache, headache, muscle and joint pain, fast heart rate of 92 at resting, injection site pain, extremely fatigue and weakness. Clinical outcome of the events was unknown at time of this report. The case was assessed as non-serious.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

927782 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 OK 41.0 F Random heart palpitations; tachycardia; mild chest tightness; occasional fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 07:00 at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included seasonal allergies from an unknown date. The patient previously took oxycontin and experienced allergies. Concomitant medications included women multivitamins. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced random heart palpitations, tachycardia, mild chest tightness and occasional fatigue five days after receiving the vaccine on 28Dec2020 12:00. No known underlying health issues before the vaccine. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was not recovered. The events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care.

927783 01/08/2021 U after getting the vaccine concerning hypersensitivity; reported lip swelling; This is a spontaneous report from contactable Physician via Pfizer Sales Representative. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The physician reported that patient experienced an adverse event after getting the vaccine concerning hypersensitivity and reported lip swelling in a patient after COVID-19 vaccination. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

927784 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 51.0 M I am still sick; Fever/my fever was up to 101.7. It is down to 99 now but I still have the fever; Chills; Aches; joints ache; Some muscle pain; Headache; Tiredness; Injection side swelled up; feeling poorly; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable nurse (who is also the patient). A 51-year-old male patient received his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231, expiry date: 28Dec2020 (as reported)), via an unspecified route of administration, on 28Dec2020, at single dose, as a preventive measure for Covid. Medical history included blood pressure abnormal (reported as blood pressure). Concomitant medication included amlodipine besilate and amlodipine besilate (NORVASC 5 mg) both for blood pressure. The patient reported, "I received my first dose of Covid19 vaccine on Monday (28Dec2020) and it is now Friday and I am still sick and I am wondering how long these symptoms typically take to get better from because it seems like it is day 5 now so". When probed for events the patient stated, "Everything on the list, fever, chills, aches, my joints ache, some muscle pain, headache, tiredness, injection side swelled up. I was not nauseas or anything like that. I still have fever today. I did not get symptoms till like 2 days later and then my fever was up to 101.7. It is down to 99 now but I still have the fever." The patient mentioned, "I kind of like started feeling poorly on the 29th (29Dec2020) late at night but on the 30th (30Dec2020) I had fever and everything." The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included blood pressure measurement: is always good on an unspecified date, body temperature: 101.7 on 30Dec2020, body temperature: 99 on 01Jan2021 (reported as "I did not get symptoms till like 2 days later and then my fever was up to 101.7. It is down to 99 now but I still have the fever"), and laboratory test: unknown results on Dec2020 (reported as "I did go for full series of stuff, checkup but that was more than 2 weeks ago"). The outcome of the events was not recovered.

927785 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 FL M soreness at the injection site.; 4 days later symptoms at the injection site got worse, now red and hot and swollen; 4 days later symptoms at the injection site got worse, now red and hot and swollen; 4 days later symptoms at the injection site got worse, now red and hot and swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient wife). This consumer reported similar events for 2 patients. This is the 2nd of 2 reports.   A 77-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Dec2020 at 12:00 pm at single dose for immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced the "usual reaction", soreness at the injection site, 4 days later symptoms at the injection site got worse, now red and hot and swollen on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. This report is assessed as non-serious. Consumer asked if this was normal and if was ok to use paracetamol (TYLENOL) or ibuprofen (MOTRIN) to help bring down the swelling. Outcome of events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021002891 same reporter/drug, similar event, different patient

927786 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 61.0 F Headache; Nausea; Vomiting; Diarrhea; I just ache all over; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 61-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; Solution for injection; lot number: EJ1685; expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypertension. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had been feeling fine after her last vaccination when she took it at a hospital on 29Dec2020 until today (01Jan2021), in which she experienced headache, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and she just ache all over. The patient stated it was not serious and just wanted to make sure she was not supposed to be doing something. The patient did not receive treatment for these reported events. The outcome of the events was unknown.

927787 01/08/2021 F Excruciating left shoulder pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient (reporter's girlfriend) received a single dose of BNT162B2 (COVID-19 Vaccine, Solution for injection, batch/lot number and exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration (Vaccine location: arm left) on an unspecified date for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included trauma in shoulder, so she got metal in there. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient, who was a nurse Practitioner, got her vaccine on an unspecified date (reported as Tuesday) in her left arm and she had developed excruciating left shoulder pain. Reporter stated "it's not cleared, can't really figure it out;" patient  had a history of trauma in that shoulder, so, she has got metal in there, so reporter just wanted to know if the company has heard from any other people complaining the same thing after getting the injection. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

927788 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 MA 65.0 F shakes; chills; headaches; body aches; general malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 65-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number was not provided) via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Crohn's disease. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took pneumococcal vaccine in 2020 (reported as last year) and she got a flu shot every year with no issues. She had no issues with vaccines in the past. Patient stated that she was calling about the Pfizer BioNtech Vaccine EUA. Patient stated that she had 1st dose 21Dec2020 and then she had reaction on 22Dec2020 23Dec2020 and part of 24Dec2020, she was scared to death, she was having shakes, chills, headaches, body aches. Due to this she would like to know if it is okay to get the second dose. Her second dose is schedule for 11Jan2021. On 22Dec2020 she had the general malaise, like she was punk'ed. She was home that night and got the shakes. All side effects ended on 24Dec2020 by dinner time. Patient stated that they didn't give her anything after getting the vaccine, they just gave information like this phone number, and websites. They gave stuff to read. She got the vaccine at (Hospital name). She has had no positive tests for Covid prior to the vaccine. She had 1 negative test at the end of Aug2020, and that was because she went to hospital for a total knee and they did Covid test then. She has had no antibody tests. Patient stated that she did vaccine reaction reporting on the website provided, she did the online reporting. The outcome of the events was recovered on 24Dec2020.   Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

927789 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 WA 47.0 F tongue swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This 47-years-old female nurse reported that she received BNT162B2 (lot EL0140) 1st dose intramuscular at Left Deltoid on 28Dec2020 9:38 for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history was none. Concomitant drug was not provided. The patient reported in the evening on 28Dec2020, she noticed her tongue swelling. She started to notice her tongue swelling shortly after dinner, probably around 6:30-7 in the evening. She was a little bit on pins and needles regarding this reaction. It happened quite a few hours later after receiving the vaccine. She was thinking should she go to urgent care or emergency room or not. Her tongue was still swollen but it seemed like over the week, the swelling had gotten better. However, the swelling came back. So really overall, the swelling hasn't gotten much better. She hasn't been drooling due to the swelling. She hasn't had issues with eating, drinking, swallowing or breathing. She just had ridges around her tongue. Her tongue felt a little bit heavy. The question she had was how long was this going to take before the swelling went away and was it safe her to take the booster shot (second vaccine)? The swelling was still persisting.  The outcome of the event was not resolved.

927790 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 KS F sunburnt skin on her buttocks/major sunburn; contact dermatitis; It is an inflammatory type thing; Skin reaction; peeling with a major sunburn; a lot of itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's daughter). A 97-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number and expiry date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at a single dose as COVID 19 vaccine. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient received the vaccine on the 3rd of 4th week of Dec2020 in the facility (assisting living facility) in which she lives. She has experienced "sunburnt skin" on her buttocks, also reported as sunburn symptoms on buttocks, since (Dec2020). The PA in the facility indicated/called it to be contact dermatitis and was treating with steroids. Reporter has not been able to look at it and has confidence in what they were saying. The patient felt it was related to the vaccine. Reporter would like to know if Pfizer has seen that kind of skin reaction. It is an inflammatory type thing and was peeling with a major sunburn and a lot of itching. Treatments received in response to the events reported. The outcome of the events sunburnt skin on her buttocks/major sunburn, contact dermatitis, "an inflammatory type thing", skin reaction, peeling, and itching was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927791 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 WV 38.0 F Taste metallic; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health care professional (patient, a Psychologist). This 38-year-old female patient received her 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730) at single dose via an unknown route at left arm on 04Jan2021 15:45 for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included sinus infection before getting the covid vaccine and this has never happened; the sinus infection was still ongoing at the moment, it started in Dec2020, she was prescribed amoxicillin for it and she was still completing it. Additional medical history included pernicious anemia, Celiac disease, Hashimoto's disease, Sulfa allergy, and Stevens Johnson syndrome.  Patient also reported "she hasn't had symptoms at all". She further reported that in the past she has had a reaction to Sulfa, it was about 3 years, due to this she got Steven Johnsons' Syndrome , she was hospitalized because of this, it was not fun 0 out of 0 she would not recommend. She has had no positive test for Covid Prior to the vaccine. She has had 1 negative test, it was May2020. She had no issues with vaccines in the past. She did have an issue with the TB Test, explaining that about 6 years ago, the issue was that she got a reaction from getting the TB Test, she got dermatographic urticaria, she was instructed to never get the test again and to get X rays instead. Patient confirms allergy was to Sulfa like the antibiotic. She had no Lot or Exp it has been discarded. Concomitant drugs included ongoing amoxicillin  500mg 1 capsule by mouth twice a day from 28Dec2020 for sinus infection. Patient began to notice the metallic taste within 15 minutes of receiving the vaccine (onset date on 04Jan2021). She didn't think anything of it till she noticed it stuck around. She just had a bad taste in the mouth. It tastes weirdly metallic.  Outcome of the event was not resolved.

927792 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 FL 30.0 M He received his first dose on 22Dec2020, then on 29Dec2020, he tested positive COVID.; He received his first dose on 22Dec2020, then on 29Dec2020, he tested positive COVID.; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable healthcare professional (patient) reported for himself that a 30-year-old male patient received his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020, at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The healthcare professional is physician assistant. He received his first dose on 22Dec2020, then on 29Dec2020, his COVID 19 test revealed positive. He is supposed to get a second dose on 14Jan2021. He wondered if he is going to be able to take second dose or not. He doesn't have a prescribing doctor. He got it (vaccine) at work/at the hospital he works at. Outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded. Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection is needed for meaningful medical assessment.

927793 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 U little bit of a fever 37.8; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced little bit of a fever 37.8 on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.
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927794 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 AZ M body aches; fever; headache; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, who is also the patient. This male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. In Dec2020, the patient experienced body aches, fever, headache and chills; the patient specified that he received the vaccine on 23Dec2020 and for 13 days he had been experiencing body aches, fever, headache and chills. The patient was taking ibuprofen (ADVIL) and he responded well to that, but when it wears off the symptoms return. At the time of the report, the outcome of the events was unknown.  The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927795 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 40.0 M Injection Site Soreness/Pain; This is a spontaneous report from a Non-contactable other HCP. This other HCP reported for a 40-year-old male patient that received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number= EK5730), intramuscular on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Age at vaccination was 40-year-old. Vaccine location was Left arm. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced Injection Site Soreness/Pain. The event was reported as non serious. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

927796 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MO 49.0 F Fatigue; She said it felt like painful poking/"needle pokes" on the inside of her left elbow and the inside of her left wrist; "Needle pokes" on the inside of her left elbow & left wrist. She said what she was experiencing was like pins & needles, but with just the needles.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (ophthalmic technician, also patient herself). A 49-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 11:44 at single dose on her left upper arm (non-dominant arm) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing lupus from 1993. The patient had no concomitant medications were received. No additional vaccines administered on same date. No emergency room and physician office were visited. The patient had no prior vaccinations (within 4 weeks). The patient took part in a COVID-19 Vaccine program and had fatigue as a side effect. She received the COVID-19 Vaccine on 29Dec2020 at 11:44AM. Reported she started experienced fatigue at around 7:00-8:00PM. She said she all of a sudden became really tired, like she hit a brick wall. She said she could still do stuff, but was really tired. She said the fatigue lasted about 24 hours. She said she generally experiences fatigue in winter, but this fatigue was more than the usual fatigue. Reported she also experienced "needle pokes" on the inside of her left elbow and the inside of her left wrist. She said what she was experiencing was like pins and needles, but with just the needles. She said it felt like painful poking, but the pain was not severe and only lasted a half hour. Reported she recently had full blood work done with her primary care doctor, and all was fine. She said she also had some testing done with her gynecologist, and all was fine, saying there was nothing weird. The patient declined any treatment. The outcome of the event fatigue was recovered on 30Dec2020. The outcome of the event She said it felt like painful poking was recovered on 29Dec2020. The outcome of the rest event was recovered in Dec2020.

927798 01/08/2021 MO F Fever; Fatigue; Joint pain; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's co-worker). A female patient of an unspecified age received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included had the COVID-19 virus 3 weeks before getting the COVID-19 Vaccine in 2020. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had a lot of side effects after taking the COVID-19 vaccine: fever, fatigue, joint pain, and headache on unknown date. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information requested on Lot/ Batch number has been requested.

927799 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 CA 30.0 F a little fatigue; minor body aches; her arm was a little sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse . A 4-decade-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  Was notified on 04Jan2021 while the reporter scrolling on Facebook a friend of her who is a nurse who got the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine and had side effects. Someone on had asked if the patient had any affects, patient stated a little fatigue and minor body aches. The reporter went back to and took a screenshot of the post that was dated from 23Dec2020. Patient was in her late 30's. Patient received vaccine on 23Dec2020 and she worked at Hospital name. This then triggered her to look into her other nurse friends. Apologizes for not having much information to provide on patient, she hasn't spoken to patient in 6 years. Mentioned that post only mentioned her arm was a little sore, but that was with any vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

927800 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 TX 54.0 F Fatigue; Fatigue; got pain in her arm/ pain in her arm at the injection site; got pain in her arm/ pain in her arm at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 54-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at Right Upper Arm on 03Jan2021 (around 9:15 to 9:30AM) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing lupus (diagnosed about 2-1/2 years before 04Jan2021) and fatigue with lupus. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.  The patient said later in the evening of 03Jan2021, she got pain in her arm she got the COVID-19 Vaccine. She received her first check-in call after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine, and at that time she had no pain in her arm. She clarified the pain in her arm at the injection site started in the evening of 03Jan2021. On 04Jan2021 she had fatigue. She stated she got fatigue sometimes with her lupus. No treatment received for the adverse events. No emergency room or physician office involved. The patient reported she saw her rheumatologist and had blood work done. The outcome of pain in arm at the injection site was recovering, of fatigue was not recovered.   The information on the batch number has been requested.

927801 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 53.0 F My arm is rather red and huge; It is just red and swollen and warm; My arm is rather red and huge; It is just red and swollen and warm; My arm is rather red and huge; It is just red and swollen and warm; This is a spontaneous from a contactable consumer (patient). A 53-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: ELO140), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension. Concomitant medication included lisinopril for hypertension. On an unknown date, her arm was rather red and huge almost looks like a, not a Hematoma but its about that big. She didn't feel bad otherwise. It was just red and swollen and warm. The outcome of the event was unknown.

927802 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 54.0 F some arm pain (unspecified) following the injection; shoulder and neck stiffness after going to sleep that night; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse. A 54-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 (Sunday) at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The nurse reported some arm pain (unspecified) following the injection on 03Jan2021 and shoulder and neck stiffness after going to sleep that night. The nurse reported that her arm pain resolved the next day on 04Jan2020. The outcome of event "shoulder and neck stiffness after going to sleep that night" was unknown.    No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

927803 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 U I feel bad; I feel like having body aches; I have like flu symptoms, I feel I am low; I have like flu symptoms, I feel I am low; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).   This patient of unknown age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient reported got the vaccine on 29Dec2020 and thinks got the side (sentence incomplete). The patient felt bad, felt like having body aches until today the patient had like flu symptoms. The patient felt low, the patient doesn't know it's just side effects or just regular flu. Outcome was unknown. Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

927804 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 AK F experienced increased heart rate; shortness of breath; skin rash; redness; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This report was received via a sales representative. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had no known previous allergies or adverse reactions to vaccines. The female healthcare worker experienced increased heart rate, shortness of breath, skin rash and redness 10 minutes after vaccination in Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

927805 01/08/2021 U very mild tenderness at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program Corporate (Pfizer) Social Media Platforms. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced no side effects to report so far besides very mild tenderness at injection site on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

927806 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 CO U 30 minutes after vaccine, had a really weird taste in mouth for about 2 hours; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for self. This patient started to receive received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 02Jan2021 11:30 at single dose (believe that the LOT# is EK9231) for covid-19 immunisation. Due date for the next dose: 23Jan2021. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient received vaccine 02Jan2021 at 11:30 am and were required to stay until 11:45, 15 minutes after the dose. The patient left in about 15 minutes after that, so, 30 minutes after vaccine on 02Jan2021 at 12:00, the patient had a really weird taste in mouth for about 2 hours. The patient asked if that is something that has been reported as being common. Outcome of the event was unknown.

927807 01/08/2021 M As the day progressed he realized he couldn't smell as much, he still can smell but not very well; Taste diminished; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program via a contactable consumer (patient). This male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient was feeling fine earlier today and as the day progressed he realized he couldn't smell as much, he said he still can smell but not very well and his taste has been diminished as well and he wanted to know if these were possible side effects of vaccine. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927809 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 AL 50.0 M Heart was little bit racing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician report for self. This 50-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 in the morning at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included borderline hypertension. There were no concomitant medications. Patient probably took some medication in the past but nothing now. The patient took the vaccine in the morning on 30Dec2020, after took the vaccine he sit in the room for monitoring for 15 minutes, after 1 or 2 minutes patient felt like heart was little bit racing, he didn't have any other problems like no shortness of breath, no difficulty breathing, no rash or anything like that and he took some bottled water and started drinking, few minutes later, it may have lasted for 5 minutes, it subsided. No emergency room or physician office visited. The patient's question was whether he could take second shot or not which is probably given in 3 weeks. The outcome of event was recovered on 30Dec2020.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number could not be requested. No further information is expected.

927810 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 30.0 M Low grade fever; Sore mouth; Sore throat; still so weak; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  This 30-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot EK5730), via an unspecified routed of administration, on 31Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Age at vaccination was 30-years-old. Medical history was none. Concomitant medications included ascorbic acid, ergocalciferol, nicotinamide, retinol, riboflavin, thiamine hydrochloride (VITAMINS). The patient just wanted to know how long a low grade fever is in the patients, it's been like three days now she still has low grade fever, mouth sore, sore throat and she is still so weak. The patient was treated with Tylenol. Outcome was not recovered.   The reporting nurse considered the events related to the vaccine because the events started after that.

927811 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 FL F my arm is feeling sore; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect via a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of the vaccine and she wanted to know if she can take Tylenol for the pain on her arm. Her arm is feeling sore. Event outcome was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch has been requested.

927812 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 TN 79.0 F It is very red on the top and the bottom of the both the hands; Hand rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for the mother.  A 79-year-old female received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration, on 02Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Age at vaccination was 79-years-old. Medical history included diabetic. Concomitant medications included insulin glargine (LANTUS) and insulin lispro (HUMALOG) for diabetic. The patient got the vaccine on 02Jan2021 and she had no side effects or anything but the morning on 03Jan2021 when she woke up her hands have rash and it is very red on the top and the bottom of her hands, both the hands. She always has lab work done. Outcome was unknown. No treatment was received for the event.

927813 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 TX 72.0 M Last night I had the severe chills and fever that went up to 100.1; Last night I had the severe chills and fever that went up to 100.1; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself).  This 72-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unknown route, on 28Dec2020 on the evening at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient did not have a relevant medical history and relevant concomitant medications. The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 72-year-old. On unknown date in 2021 (last night, as reported), the patient had the severe chills and fever that went up to 100.1 (units unknown). Blood work was done about week and half ago and results were not provided. The patient took two paracetamol (TYLENOL) about 11:00 pm last night for the events. The patient verbally stated ''I don't know if I am having a delayed reaction to the vaccine or if I am having some kind of viral infection, something else but I want to report this possible reaction''. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

927814 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 PA 44.0 F Pain in actual site my shoulder is actually throbbing; Sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.   A 44Year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date unknown) on 02Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not have medical history or concomitant medications. Patient informed she received the vaccine, her first round of dose yesterday at 2'O clock (02Jan2021) and she was experiencing pain in  her shoulder, that was actually throbbing. She also noticed it within a couple of hours, she had a sore throat. Treatment received included Aleve. At the time of the reporting event outcome was unknown.   Information on lot/ batch number has been requested.

927815 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 VA 52.0 F fever 99.7; Body ache; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for self. This 52-year-old female received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 01Jan2021 at single dose (LOT# EL1284) for covid-19 immunisation. The patient got vaccine yesterday (01Jan2021) and had a side effect. The patient had a fever 99.7, body ache, headache on 02Jan2021 and wanted to know if can take anything. Outcome of the events was unknown.

927816 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 MN 63.0 F Her temp got up to, she think it was to '38.7'; Muscle ache but at the injection site for sure; Neck pain; Chills; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  This 63-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot # EK4176), via an unspecified route of administration, on 02Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Age at vaccination was 63-years-old. Medical history was none. Concomitant medications were unknown. Nurse stated she got her shot yesterday in the morning on 02Jan2021. So, she had had just muscle ache but at the injection site for sure and headache, neck pain and then last night starting around 6 O'clock fever and chills. Her temp got up to, she think it was to 38.7 (not clarified further) was when she finally tried to get out of bed to take it. So, she is taking Tylenol a 1000 mg around the clock every 6 hours. The patient is feeling much better but she doesn't want to go through another night like that. Outcome was unknown.   For the reporting nurse fever and chills were related to the vaccine.

927817 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 U sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) from Pfizer sponsored program Corporate (Pfizer) Social Media Platforms.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced sore arm on Dec2020. The patient outcome of the event was unknown.  This follow-up is being submitted to notify that the batch number is not available despite follow-up attempts made.  Follow-up attempt have been completed and no further information is expected.

927819 01/08/2021 OR F Only side effect that she got that's on her arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's sister). This is the second case out of two cases.  A female patient of unknown age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The reporter stated her sister got her vaccine at her hospital and also side effects was ''on the arm'' (not clarified). She got this shot in ''the organ'' (not clarified), also had ''organ'' (not clarified). The only side effect that she got that's on her arm. Outcome was unknown. Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

927820 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 CA U Pernio what is known familiarly as Covid toe; gout; Pain and redness in one of the toes on my feet; Pain and redness in one of the toes on my feet; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  This patient of unknown age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, two weeks before the report (Dec2020) at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation and ''on that would been 21st'' (as reported). Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. On Thursday 31Dec2020 began to experience a pain and redness in one of the toes on the feet. The patient originally thought it was gout and treated it with non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medications but it is gone, it has got better with the anti inflammatory (treatment). It is now come back as the patient gave it another look today (03Jan2021) and the patient is wondering if developed pernio, what is known familiarly as Covid toe. Outcome was not recovered. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

927821 01/08/2021 F subjective myalgias; severe-symptomatic hypercalcemia; persistent flu-like symptoms; proteinuria; IgA-Kappa MM (multiple myeloma); Initial information received on 30-Dec-2020 regarding an unsolicited valid serious case issued from a literature article.   Discussion: Our case is unique in that the patient initially had anormal serum calcium level that had increased rapidly to over 22 mg/dl within a period of 24 hours, had no renal failure or any bone involvement; and had a normal quantitative serum light chain measurement. It is theorized that the inactivated influenza vaccine given prior to presentation unmasked an atypical presentation of MM (Multiple Myeloma). This may be attributed to a vaccination induced cytokine storm, especially IL-6 mediated (Interleukin), that may be the key in the pathophysiology of hypercalcemia related to MM (Multiple Myeloma).  This case involves a 65 years old female patient who had IgA (immunoglobulin)-kappa mm (multiple myeloma) (plasma cell myeloma), subjective myalgias (myalgia), severe-symptomatic hypercalcemia (hypercalcemia), persistent flu-like symptoms (influenza like illness) and proteinuria, after receiving vaccine INFLUENZA VACCINE.  Medical history, medical treatment(s), vaccination(s), concomitant medication(s) and family history were not provided.  On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer (lot number and expiration date not reported) via unknown route in unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient had severe-symptomatic hypercalcemia (hypercalcemia, non-serious), within a period of 24 hours after vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient presented with serious subjective myalgias (myalgia) 5 days following vaccination and was hospitalized for this event.  Vital signs were stable. CBC (complete blood count) and BMP (basic Metabolic Panel) were unremarkable.  Serum calcium was 10.8 mg/dl.   The patient was discharged on supportive therapy.   On an unknown date, patient presented a day later with persistent flu-like symptoms (influenza like illness, non-serious event, latency unknown).   Laboratory revealed serum calcium being above 22 mg/dl, normal renal function, total protein, albumin, ACE (angiotensin-converting enzyme) levels; clear UA (urine analysis) with no albuminuria; low PTH (parathyroid hormone) and 1, 25-(OH)2 (dihydroxy)-Vitamin D3 levels; elevated PTHrP (Parathyroid hormone-related protein) & viscosity levels.   On an unknown date, 24-hour urine collection of patient revealed non-serious proteinuria (550 mg), unknown latency following vaccination. Peripheral blood smear revealed rouleaux formation. CT (computerized tomography) scans of the chest, abdomen and pelvis revealed no obvious malignancy.   Quantitative immunoglobulins revealed elevated IgA (immunoglobulin A) (2415 mg/dl), and concurrent suppression of IgG (immunoglobulin G) and IgM (immunoglobulin M) levels. Quantitative serum light chain measurement revealed normal levels of kappa and lambda, with an elevated Kappa: Lambda ratio of 2:1.  On an unknown date, the patient's SPEP (serum protein electrophoresis ), UPEP (urine protein electrophoresis) and serum immunofixation test revealed serious IgA-Kappa MM (plasma cell myeloma, medically significant event, latency unknown).  Patient was treated with aggressive intravenous crystalloids, loop diuretics, calcitonin, pamidronate, and hemodialysis. Her calcium subsequently normalized to 10.1 mg/dl.   Bone-marrow biopsy revealed intracytoplasmic kappa-restricted monoclonal plasma cells that occupied 40% of the marrow. Bone survey was negative for lytic lesions.   Patient was started on bortezomib, lenalidomide, dexamethasone and monthly zoledronic acid.  At the time of reports, the patient has not recovered from the event plasma cell myeloma, as it was reported that  she has not attained remission from myeloma yet. While the patient recovered from the event hypercalcemia and myalgia.   The outcome was unknown for the events Influenza like illness and proteinuria.  There will be no be information on the batch number for this case.; Sender's Comments: This case concerns a 65 years old female patient who had plasma cell myeloma, hypercalcemia, influenza like illness and proteinuria, after vaccination with INFLUENZA VACCINE. The time to onset is compatible. However, patient's medical condition at the time of vaccination and lab tests ruling out alternate etiologies were not reported. Based upon the reported information, the role of individual vaccine cannot be assessed.Y

927832 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 25.0 25 M Fatigue all day after injection,  Fevers (tmax 100.7), chills, headache, body ache, nausea began 12-14 hours after injection. Still present 24 hours post injection

927833 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MI 48.0 48 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine: Extremely sorry injection site, chills, sweating, body aches, stuffy nose, headache,  feeling "foggy".

927834 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 FL 69.0 69 F Injection site is red, swollen, hot. Muscle aches, feverish, headache general malaise.  I took Tylenol, Advil and used ice for the headache.. The side effects didn?t start until day after the vaccine. This is the third day post vaccine side effects are starting to subside.

927835 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OH 36.0 36 F On day 5 post vaccination I had some axilla pain in my right arm. I couldn't see anything - no redness, nothing swollen, just some pain. It did not warrant medication to be treated. Then on post vaccination day 6, I woke up in the middle of the night to an inflamed area at my vaccination site and by morning the area had spread. As of now it is measuring at 4 cm and is raised, swollen, red, and mildly itchy. From 1/7 to 1/8 it has not changed and may be mildly improved. As a pharmacist, I wanted to report since it seemed to happen beyond the 72 hrs described in the common adverse events reported. As of 1/8, I can still sense the axilla pain but it is not as bad.

927836 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NC 21.0 21 F Vaccine was administered 12/30/2020 and as of 930am 12/31 I was throwing up and running a fever. I left work at 10:30 after realizing how bad I felt and went home. I slept for roughly five hours, from 11am to 3:30ish and then continued to throw up. I could not life my arm past my chest because it was so swollen and sore. I stayed at home and skipped new year's, going back to sleep around 1030pm. It was not fun

927837 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 UT 27.0 27 M High grade fever, body aches, headache

927838 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NC 39.0 39 F Swollen Lymph node under right arm size of orange

927839 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Report HA that improved with Tylenol

927840 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 OH 33.0 33 F Pain at site in injection arm followed by increasing redness, warmth,  swelling and hardness surrounding injection site

927841 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 41.0 41 F Patient received COVID-19 vaccine. After receiving vaccine patient c/o nausea and feeling "something in throat". Vital signs obtained at 1853 175/96, HR 68, temp 98.3 and o2 sat 99%. Repeat VS at 1903 167/103, HR 78, O2 sat 100%. Having pulse ox desaturations while speaking. Patient transported to ED in stable condition. Patient monitored in ED with resolution of symptoms and was discharged.

927842 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 KY 54.0 54 F Can?t raise arm or sleep in that side, chills, fever, horrible headache, achy, queasy

927843 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 66.0 66 F She verbalize she develop pain in left leg and dizziness.  She was evaluated onsite by Fire Rescue and released home feeling better at 9:51 am.

927844 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CT 52.0 52 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Swelling, red rash, warm to touch and itchy at vaccine site beginning 1 week after vaccination

927845 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 GA 38.0 38 F Severe pain in the arm after injection, nausea, and still having hives to the site after 8 days later

927846 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 33.0 33 F 1 day after COVID shot #1, she experienced vomiting lasting 18 hours with spontaneous resolution.  She notified V-SAFE and was directed to get COVID-19 testing - result negative.

927847 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 UT 54.0 54 F approx 1 week after vaccine administration, injection site became red and indurated, tender to touch approx 5 inches x 4 inches around.  border drawn around it and it was noted to spread beyond bounds. PCP ordered Keflex antibiotic for treatment

927848 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 PA 45.0 45 M I noticed a lump above my left clavical.  Not sure if it is a swollen lymphnode.  It is painful to palpation and still present.

927850 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 PA 44.0 44 F Abdominal pain, light headedness, headache started on 01/01/2021. All other symptoms resolved but persistent,  significant headache has not resolved yet.

927851 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 67.0 67 M Sore arm where Vacine was  injected the next morning

927852 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 39.0 39 F About 3 minutes after I received the vaccine I became flushed for just a few moments and had a strange taste in my mouth.  I could feel a tingle in my mouth at the same time.  I became panicked of course but the flushing quickly subsided.   The mouth sensation lasted a bit longer but there was no airway compromise at all.

927853 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 59.0 59 F Around the injection site there is a raised red, painful, warm and itchy spot.  It started on 01/07/21  last night it was a 2 " x 2"  area. This morning it is 3" x   4".

927854 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OH 58.0 58 F Had itching and tingling in left arm on 1/7/2021.  That evening noticed red, raised, warm area about the size of a baseball at sight of injection.  Treated with cortisone cream which seemed to improve somewhat.

927855 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NY 32.0 32 F CHILLS, HEADACHE, BODY ACHE, SORE IN VACCINE AREA, NAUSEA, DIARRHEA,COUGH

927856 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 61.0 61 F At approximately 3:30 pm the next day (27 hours later), I noticed significant tearing from both eyes, while outside walking. When I returned home, and checked in the mirror, I noticed significant puffiness around the eyes (though not to the point of closure or impaired vision), especially in the inner corners (L>R). I contacted my PCP at 4:45 pm and was instructed to go to the Urgent Care. I was seen there and evaluated, then was discharged without any treatment plan. I had no other symptoms and felt great, and even felt the puffiness had subsided a little bit by the time I left the clinic. Today, 1/8/2021, at 7:30 am awakening, the eyes are quite puffy again, and my nose actually appears a bit swollen on the sides near the eyes. I hear clicking sounds in my sinuses and have a small amount of sinus pressure. I applied ice packs to the eye lids in an effort to reduce swelling, which seems to help a little.   Please note that I had botox in my forehead and around the outside corners of the eyes, and dermal filler under the eyes (12/7/2021), this being the first time for the filler.

927857 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 MO 33.0 33 M Rapid swelling, redness, itching, and warmth developed in the exact location of the injection. Swelling was egg-shaped, approximately 3 cm x 4.5 cm.  Subsided over the course of three days

927858 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NC 43.0 43 F rash on chest and back - light red, mildly itchy

927859 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Numbness and tingling on whole left side of body from head to toes on side vaccine was administered. Swelling to left arm/hand.

927860 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Symptoms - ? EE reports pain at injection immediately after injection.  EE reports ?nickel size? knot on her arm almost immediately after, worsening to 2x2 size this morning (1/8).  1/7 morning:  body aches, chills, feelings of unwell.  Unsure of fever as she has been rotating Tylenol and motrin.  EE reports she saw RN at campus this morning for inspection of injection site.     Home remedies? -   ice pack to injection site and rotating Tylenol (last dose 20:30 1/7) and motrin (last dose 23:00 1/8)  Any improvement? ? mild improvement  Recommendation? EE encouraged to continue to ice injection site and to rotate Tylenol and motrin.  EE encouraged to continue to monitor symptoms and to call vaccine support with further questions and/or concerns.  EE denied history of COVID-19 exposure without proper PPE and denied recent travel.  EE educated to manange per Illness in the Workplace Policy.  EE encouraged to fill out V-safe.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

927861 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 VT 35.0 35 F Day 6 after receiving vaccine, slightly swollen and sore left axilla nodes.  Day 8 starting to resolve

927862 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 41.0 41 F Pt received vaccine at 0733 and developed itchiness, swelling and hives on face and neck. 25mg of Benadryl given at 0800. Vitals signs within defined limits sating well on RA. Pt observed for an additional 15 minutes with no other side effects noted.

927864 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MI 47.0 47 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine: Yesterday, 1 week post injection - bright red rash at injection site, warm to touch, feels like a hard bump at the site, whole upper arm hurts (my arm hurt for a few days after the injection, then was OK) I called my PCP's office.  They stated to monitor, use Tylenol, warm compress.  Seek medical visit if it gets worse. Today:  I still have a rash, warm to touch, my arm doesn't hurt as bad.  My mom thinks it might be spreading.  She works in my PCP's office and they recommended reporting  it here and monitoring.

927865 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 66.0 66 F Sore arm, the arm where injection was dosed

927866 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 ME 37.0 37 M The day (Dec. 24th) after Covid vaccine patient had bad headache, felt very sluggish and nauseated x3d. 4th d, patient's eyes started turning red and burning as well as a rash on face.

927867 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 61.0 61 M Moderna 10 PM, started to shiver, head ache freezing, fever, went to sleep, had night mares, took Tylenol, sleep till 3:30 PM, went back to sleep at 6Pm and woke up 6am.

927868 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 44.0 44 F 15 post vaccination started to complain of her lips tingling. It progressed to itchy eyes and started getting a little itchy all over. Her lips went from feeling itchy to feeling waxy. Gave benadryl at 5;15 pm. Patient started felling less itchy and lips were feeling a little better at 5:30. continues to monitor patient until 5:45pm patient stated she was feeling better and felt comfortable going home. Patient left clinic at 5:50pm. Called and checked on patient at 7:00pm and she stated all symptoms were gone that she was just tired from the benadryl

927869 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 FL 45.0 45 F Patient states that she was vaccinated on 1/4/2021. She is stating that she is in pain and went to get a MRI a few days ago. The doctors told her that she has fluid in the joints from post vaccination. The doctor also mentioned to her that she needs to see an orthopedic surgeon to remove the liquid.

927870 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 VA 36.0 36 F On day 6 my arm begin to be sore again just like when I received the vaccine. It was sore for about 3 days. It was also red, warm, and swollen.  On day 7 I noticed a rash on my arm at the injection site. It began to spread down my arm. There has also been itching too.  I am now on steroids on day 2 of the pack. Rash has began lighten some and swelling and warmth has resolved still itching.

927871 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MN 28.0 28 F About 12 hours after the shot, I had significant chills, body aches, fever, severe nausea that induced vomiting (unable to keep down water). 12 hours then after these symptoms is when things began to slowly subside.  Just ended up missing work for two days.

927872 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 35.0 35 F Sore arm, headache, neck ache, nausea

927873 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 FL 74.0 74 F Mild swelling in throat ,  treated with med similar to bennidrill

927874 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Patient developed erythema about a week post injection at the site, 1.5 X 2.5 inches. She was instructed to seek medical intervention in the ED

927875 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 ME 63.0 63 M increase temperature 99.6-103, elevated Blood Pressure 196/128, Heart Rate 115, mild light headedness, no shortness of breath, alert and oriented

927876 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NH 78.0 78 F Injection site : Itching, large pink blotching area, hot to touch, nausea

927877 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 57.0 57 F My arm started itching and there was a red  mark on my arm

927879 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 PR 53.0 53 F On Day #8 after vaccination (1st dose) of Moderna Covid-19, developed a 3 cm sore red welt hot to the touch and minor pain in the area of vaccine inoculation.  I have applied  1% hydro cortisone cream and took benadryl 25mg and night and today on the morning.  Area is less red and swollen  but still hot to the touch. I still have fluocinonide cream that used on my nails. and  fingers after an allergic episode to UV light gel nail polish and recently applied to the area to see if it helps.

927880 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 MI 42.0 42 F Lightheaded and full sensation in throat 20 minutes after shot

927881 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 FL 64.0 64 M vertigo

927882 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 26.0 26 M Chills, fever, hives

927883 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MI 41.0 41 M Bilateral rash and itchiness in palms and fingers. lasted 15-20min. Resolved with 10mg Cetirizine.

927884 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 49.0 49 F At approximately 945pm-I developed a very rapid heart rate while sitting on the couch at home.  I tried to break this by bearing down, and also coughing.  None of this helped.  I had my husband call 911.  Squad arrived-at that time my heart rate was 222 bpm. I was taken by ambulance to hospital in which i was given 6 of adenosine by IV which converted me.

927885 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 61.0 61 M left eye itchy on 1/4, left eye swollen on Wednesday and red, resolved on own, no treatment.

927886 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 OH 65.0 65 F 6 days post vaccine, arm felt a little itchy by  the next day area was red, erythematous, slightly warm

927887 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NE 55.0 55 F usual right arm soreness, then settled in right wrist area tingling, pain, weakness, and itchy type feeling in wrist

927888 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 MD 52.0 52 F Following day (Wed) my right eye was irritated and became itchy later on.  Had Dr look at it and she started me on hot compresses with orders to start eye drops with antihistamine if this did not help.  Did hot compresses felt a bit better on Thurs.  Fri eyes were worse, started Eye drops.  Saturday ears were itchy and sore with drainage--thought infected.  Sunday both eyes were red, itchy oozing,, ears still oozing and sore--went to Urgent care.  They said no ear infection and started me on Eye drops with steroids but could not get them until Monday around 5pm.  Corners of mouth started cracking open as well.  Monday started steroid drops. Wednesday eyes were much worse and felt like glass in them.  called Dr.  She said to stop steroid drops and go back to antihistamine drops and start Claritin.  Started immediately and I started putting Ivarest in my ears. Eyes have stopped oozing but are still red.  Ears are clearing up and not as sore.  Mouth is starting to clear up

927889 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 KY 42.0 42 F The evening of the vaccination I had a knot under the skin, was sore for several days but went away. 7 days after vaccine the injection site started itching really bad and the knot under my skin started getting larger. Day 9 around 8pm I noticed a large pink spot with a lighter center at the injection site 7 cm X 8 cm round/oval, slightly raised, swollen, itchy, and slightly warmer than surrounding skin.  I took diphenhydramine 50 mg.  I first notified my manager and reported the event to employee health nurse. The employee health nurse asked me to report the reaction to this website and contact PCP if symptoms got worse. Day 10 morning  swelling and discolorization improving.

927890 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 DC 37.0 37 M Statement of Incident:  A partially used vial of Moderna was returned to the refrigerator instead of being discarded on 30 Dec 2020.  On 4 Jan 2021, the partially used vial was used to vaccinate at least six patients. On 5 Jan 2021, the Immunizations Team was discussing wasted vaccines and was reminded of the 6 hour expiration timeframe once a vial is punctured.  One of the members realized that they used the above mentioned open vial on 4 Jan 2021 well beyond the 6 hour timeframe. In addition, once a vial is punctured and brought to room temperature, placing the vial back into the refrigerator will invalidate the vial and make it unusable.  Mission Impact: A minimum of six patients received invalidated vaccine. Consultation with agency concurred the doses given from this vial should be considered invalid and recommend that all patients who received vaccine from this vial be revaccinated. Corrective Action Required/Taken:  The Chief, Medical Staff and the Commander were notified to report the patient safety error.  The team identified ten patients who did or possible did receive the invalid vaccine.  After consulting with Risk Management, the Healthcare Resolution Specialist and agency, all ten patients were contacted, received full disclosures, and were recommended to receive repeat Dose 1 as soon as possible.  Eight patients were revaccinated on 6 Jan 2021.  Two declined revaccination and plan to get Dose 2 as previously scheduled.  A Concise Incident Analysis (mini- Root Cause Analysis) is being conducted to determine root causes and ensure effective process improvements are implemented.

927891 12/12/2020 01/08/2021 FL 58.0 58 F Positive covid   result on 1 -7-2021

927892 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA

927893 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 GA 45.0 45 F red bumpy rash around the injection site--hot to touch and itches.  Where the needle went in is white

927894 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Severe itching, hotness & red at injection site - this symptom started on Day 8 following vaccine (it is now Day 9).

927895 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TN 33.0 33 F Within 5 min of vaccine developed LEFT chest & neck rash / hives. Within 10 min entire neck / chest rash / hives with palpitations, tachycardia, flushing, & itching occurred. Took Benadryl 25 mg with no improvement. Monitored in ER for 2 hrs with additional dose of Benadryl 25 mg given.  Rebound rash occurred about 24 hrs after injection, but no further rash / hives. Left supraclavicular lymph node swelling noted 3 days after vaccine administered. Saw PCP 01/08/2021 with persistent lymph node swelling. Starting Medrol dose pak to see if improvement occurs.

927896 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 PA 44.0 44 F Initially the recipient felt tightness in her throat, which she relates is similar to past episodes of anaphylaxis .

927899 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 FL 55.0 54 F I experienced after taking a shower a rash, was red, blotchy down my torso and down to both of my legs which lasted a couple of hours. I talked to my HCP gave me a metrodose pack was also put on an anti histamine medication. I take quick warm showers. I called my oncologist who is recommending  to see an allergist specialist and have an appointment next Tuesday.  On 12-9-2020 had a swap to her nose.  Yesterday after taking a hot shower, I still continue with rash on my body.

927900 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IA 36.0 36 F 1 week after receiving the vaccine, I developed a rash around the injection site that was warm to the tough, and was itchy.  It?s been 2 days since that started and now the rash is the size of my hand.

927901 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 31.0 31 M Statement of Incident:  A partially used vial of Moderna was returned to the refrigerator instead of being discarded on 30 Dec 2020.  On 4 Jan 2021, the partially used vial was used to vaccinate at least six patients. On 5 Jan 2021, the Immunizations Team was discussing wasted vaccines and was reminded of the 6 hour expiration timeframe once a vial is punctured.  One of the members realized that they used the above mentioned open vial on 4 Jan 2021 well beyond the 6 hour timeframe. In addition, once a vial is punctured and brought to room temperature, placing the vial back into the refrigerator will invalidate the vial and make it unusable.  Mission Impact: A minimum of six patients received invalidated vaccine. Consultation with MILVAX concurred the doses given from this vial should be considered invalid and recommend that all patients who received vaccine from this vial be revaccinated. Corrective Action Required/Taken:  The Joint Base Medical Staff and the Medical Squadron Commander were notified to report the patient safety error.  The team identified ten patients who did or possible did receive the invalid vaccine.  After consulting with Risk Management, the Resolution Specialist and MILVAX, all ten patients were contacted, received full disclosures, and were recommended to receive repeat Dose 1 as soon as possible.  Eight patients were revaccinated on 6 Jan 2021.  Two declined revaccination and plan to get Dose 2 as previously scheduled.  A Concise Incident Analysis (mini- Root Cause Analysis) is being conducted to determine root causes and ensure effective process improvements are implemented.

927902 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 33.0 33 M tingling around eyes that resolved after 20 minutes

927903 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 MI 31.0 31 M Started with nausea, next day had joint pain, fatigue and nausea with diarrhea and fever of 101F. Day 3 had muscle pain, fatigue and severe diarrhea and fever of 100 F with acetaminophen started around the clock. Day 4 had migraine and nausea and diarrhea and fever of 100F. Day 5 has diarrhea throughout night approx every 30 minutes and extreme fatigue and headache. Symptoms have not yet subsided. One day 5 post vaccine.

927904 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 43.0 43 F Small red, raised area at site of injection. Warm to touch

927905 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 41.0 41 F I have developed a swollen/painful lymph node under my Lt armpit area.

927906 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 55.0 55 F Statement of Incident:  A partially used vial of Moderna was returned to the refrigerator instead of being discarded on 30 Dec 2020.  On 4 Jan 2021, the partially used vial was used to vaccinate at least six patients. On 5 Jan 2021, the Immunizations Team was discussing wasted vaccines and was reminded of the 6 hour expiration timeframe once a vial is punctured.  One of the members realized that they used the above mentioned open vial on 4 Jan 2021 well beyond the 6 hour timeframe. In addition, once a vial is punctured and brought to room temperature, placing the vial back into the refrigerator will invalidate the vial and make it unusable.  Mission Impact: A minimum of six patients received invalidated vaccine. Consultation with Health Authority concurred the doses given from this vial should be considered invalid and recommend that all patients who received vaccine from this vial be revaccinated. Corrective Action Required/Taken:  Chief, Medical Staff and the Commander were notified to report the patient safety error.  The team identified ten patients who did or possible did receive the invalid vaccine.  After consulting with Risk Management, the Healthcare Resolution Specialist and Health Authority, all ten patients were contacted, received full disclosures, and were recommended to receive repeat Dose 1 as soon as possible.  Eight patients were revaccinated on 6 Jan 2021.  Two declined revaccination and plan to get Dose 2 as previously scheduled.  A Concise Incident Analysis (mini- Root Cause Analysis) is being conducted to determine root causes and ensure effective process improvements are implemented.

927907 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 FL 37.0 37 F 2 days after vaccination client noticed lesions on right buttock. Diagnosed with Shingles 1/7/21. Rx Acyclovir by Internal Medicine MD.

927909 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MI 38.0 38 F patient developed hives on heck, erythema/redness all up arms and neck, itchy on arms and feels warm behind ears. patient reports she has had many allergies (non-drug) in the past and has received allergy shots.  patient received Famotidine and Prednisone in ED and discharged home

927910 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Fever, chills, body aches and pain at the injection.  Treatment is Tylenol. Patient will continue to monitor

927911 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 37.0 37 M Statement of Incident:  A partially used vial of Moderna was returned to the refrigerator instead of being discarded on 30 Dec 2020.  On 4 Jan 2021, the partially used vial was used to vaccinate at least six patients. On 5 Jan 2021, the Immunizations Team was discussing wasted vaccines and was reminded of the 6 hour expiration timeframe once a vial is punctured.  One of the members realized that they used the above mentioned open vial on 4 Jan 2021 well beyond the 6 hour timeframe. In addition, once a vial is punctured and brought to room temperature, placing the vial back into the refrigerator will invalidate the vial and make it unusable.  Mission Impact: A minimum of six patients received invalidated vaccine. Consultation with program concurred the doses given from this vial should be considered invalid and recommend that all patients who received vaccine from this vial be revaccinated. Corrective Action Required/Taken: The clinic, Medical Staff and the office were notified to report the patient safety error.  The team identified ten patients who did or possible did receive the invalid vaccine.  After consulting with AFMRA Risk Management, the NCR Market Healthcare Resolution Specialist and program, all ten patients were contacted, received full disclosures, and were recommended to receive repeat Dose 1 as soon as possible.  Eight patients were revaccinated on 6 Jan 2021.  Two declined revaccination and plan to get Dose 2 as previously scheduled.  A Concise Incident Analysis (mini- Root Cause Analysis) is being conducted to determine root causes and ensure effective process improvements are implemented.  Note: this patient was one of two who declined a second dose.

927912 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 PA 43.0 43 F Sore arm for 36hrs, followed by pain in right armpit 2-4 days post injection.  7 days after injection, developed an itchy rash at the injection site that continues to grow in size and is now 4" x 3" in diameter.

927913 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MI 48.0 48 F 3pm, day after vaccine, general malaise, fatigue, body aches, no fever. Slept for 2.5 hours and woke up feeling better. Went to bed early and feel fine.

927914 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CT 40.0 40 F 12 hours from vaccine #2, I started with rigors, myalgias/arthralgias, severe headache, temperature 100-101, nasal congestion, and profound fatigue.  Symptoms resolved after 36 hours with Tylenol/Advil and supportive care.  Sent for COVID Rapid PCR which was negative; missed 1 day of work.

927915 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 ME 42.0 42 F elevated Blood Pressure 154/104, Heart Rate 57; arm numbness/tingling, arm cold to touch

927916 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 40.0 40 M Body aches, chills, headaches, refused MD follow up at time of report

927917 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 37.0 37 M Statement of Incident:  A partially used vial of Moderna was returned to the refrigerator instead of being discarded on 30 Dec 2020.  On 4 Jan 2021, the partially used vial was used to vaccinate at least six patients. On 5 Jan 2021, the Immunizations Team was discussing wasted vaccines and was reminded of the 6 hour expiration timeframe once a vial is punctured.  One of the members realized that they used the above mentioned open vial on 4 Jan 2021 well beyond the 6 hour timeframe. In addition, once a vial is punctured and brought to room temperature, placing the vial back into the refrigerator will invalidate the vial and make it unusable.  Mission Impact: A minimum of six patients received invalidated vaccine. Consultation with Agency concurred the doses given from this vial should be considered invalid and recommend that all patients who received vaccine from this vial be revaccinated. Corrective Action Required/Taken:  The contacts were notified to report the patient safety error.  The team identified ten patients who did or possible did receive the invalid vaccine.  After consulting with Risk Management, the Agency and Agency, all ten patients were contacted, received full disclosures, and were recommended to receive repeat Dose 1 as soon as possible.  Eight patients were revaccinated on 6 Jan 2021.  Two declined revaccination and plan to get Dose 2 as previously scheduled.  A Concise Incident Analysis (mini- Root Cause Analysis) is being conducted to determine root causes and ensure effective process improvements are implemented.  Note; this was one of the two patients who chose not to  get revaccinated until the scheduled second dose

927919 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 45.0 45 F None stated.

927920 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 33.0 33 F Began feeling light headed the evening of the vaccine, overnight developed shaking chills, fever of 104 with headache. Took ibuprofen which brought temperature down to 99. Still (on day 2) having some sweats & nausea.

927921 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 NC 36.0 36 M Shingles left flank, mild case so far

927922 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 WV 22.0 22 F Developed a very sore arm about 36 hours post injection.  About 48 hours post injection developed swelling; redness; itching and pain at injection site.   Acetaminophen used but ineffective.

927923 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 24.0 24 M Awoke at 7:30am with increased injection site soreness in upper L arm and a headache with fatigue, symptoms resolved after I took a single dose of naproxen sodium 220 mg at 2pm and currently feel no side effects

927924 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Vertigo, diapharesis, nausea

927925 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Left side numbness and tingling on same side vaccine administered. Mild swelling to arm and hand.

927927 01/06/2020 01/08/2021 WV 43.0 43 F 1/7/2021  Woke up at about 6am with sore arm, muscle/joint pain, low grade fever 100.4. treated with ibuprofren and tylenol 1/8/2021  Took more ibuprofren at 4am, 'feel just fine'. *I think that severity of the symptoms, which i was expecting, the 2nd dose was more 'hard hitting' then the first; More side affects with muscle and joint pain.

927928 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 PA 45.0 45 F Initially had localized redness, tenderness and swelling at injection site.  This resolved and came back 7 days later, although with less pain and increased warmth to the injection site.

927929 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 47.0 47 F Statement of Incident:  A partially used vial of Moderna was returned to the refrigerator instead of being discarded on 30 Dec 2020.  On 4 Jan 2021, the partially used vial was used to vaccinate at least six patients. On 5 Jan 2021, the Immunizations Team was discussing wasted vaccines and was reminded of the 6 hour expiration timeframe once a vial is punctured.  One of the members realized that they used the above mentioned open vial on 4 Jan 2021 well beyond the 6 hour timeframe. In addition, once a vial is punctured and brought to room temperature, placing the vial back into the refrigerator will invalidate the vial and make it unusable.  Mission Impact: A minimum of six patients received invalidated vaccine. Consultation with agency concurred the doses given from this vial should be considered invalid and recommend that all patients who received vaccine from this vial be revaccinated. Corrective Action Required/Taken:  The Medical Staff and the Medical Squadron Commander were notified to report the patient safety error.  The team identified ten patients who did or possible did receive the invalid vaccine.  After consulting with Risk Management, the Market Healthcare Resolution Specialist and agency, all ten patients were contacted, received full disclosures, and were recommended to receive repeat Dose 1 as soon as possible.  Eight patients were revaccinated on 6 Jan 2021.  Two declined revaccination and plan to get Dose 2 as previously scheduled.  A Concise Incident Analysis (mini- Root Cause Analysis) is being conducted to determine root causes and ensure effective process improvements are implemented.  Note: this is one of the two patients who will defer a repeat dose and proceed to 2nd dose at 28 days

927930 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 VT 57.0 57 F Fever of 102 degrees F. or higher  (temp was 102 degrees  2 hours after taking ibuprofen), shaking chills, headache, nausea, severe generalized body aches.

927931 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IN 62.0 62 F Swollen lymph nodes in left ancillary and into the left breast.

927933 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 51.0 51 F patient "did not feel right"

927934 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MI 47.0 47 F Developed fever, chills that evening, achiness, headache, arm pain through 1/7/21 evening. Was to the point of being unable to function and leave couch which is unusual for her.

927935 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 DC 41.0 41 M Statement of Incident:  A partially used vial of Moderna was returned to the refrigerator instead of being discarded on 30 Dec 2020.  On 4 Jan 2021, the partially used vial was used to vaccinate at least six patients. On 5 Jan 2021, the Immunizations Team was discussing wasted vaccines and was reminded of the 6 hour expiration timeframe once a vial is punctured.  One of the members realized that they used the above mentioned open vial on 4 Jan 2021 well beyond the 6 hour timeframe. In addition, once a vial is punctured and brought to room temperature, placing the vial back into the refrigerator will invalidate the vial and make it unusable.  Mission Impact: A minimum of six patients received invalidated vaccine. Consultation with Agency concurred the doses given from this vial should be considered invalid and recommend that all patients who received vaccine from this vial be revaccinated. Corrective Action Required/Taken:  Agency, Medical Staff and Others were notified to report the patient safety error.  The team identified ten patients who did or possible did receive the invalid vaccine.  After consulting with Risk Management, the Resolution Specialist and Agency, all ten patients were contacted, received full disclosures, and were recommended to receive repeat Dose 1 as soon as possible.  Eight patients were revaccinated on 6 Jan 2021.  Two declined revaccination and plan to get Dose 2 as previously scheduled.  A Incident Analysis (mini- Root Cause Analysis) is being conducted to determine root causes and ensure effective process improvements are implemented.

927958 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CT 50.0 50 F dizziness at first that lasted half hour along with heart rate increase, and slight headache. an hour after injection, body aches, lethargic, a stronger headache, injection sight (left arm) was very sore. Later, aprox 3-4 hours,  as  symptoms subsided  (headache, body aches, lethargic, heart rate returned to normal a few hours after injection), a new symptoms arise with numbness in my left leg from the knee down to my foot ,injection sight  and arm soreness, and the back of my throat felt "funny" and dry it lasted aprox an hour (fyi: drank plenty of water throughout these symptoms).  I took my normal medication. Went to sleep. Woke up and numbness was gone.  Injection sight is still a bit sore but not as intense. I am feeling well today with little or no symptoms at all.

927959 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 FL 62.0 62 F Itching, redness, Swelling, warmth, discomfort in left arm that started 7 days after vaccine was given. Much better now but still with smaller area of sight redness and slight itching

927960 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 30.0 30 F Statement of Incident:  A partially used vial of Moderna was returned to the refrigerator instead of being discarded on 30 Dec 2020.  On 4 Jan 2021, the partially used vial was used to vaccinate at least six patients. On 5 Jan 2021, the Immunizations Team was discussing wasted vaccines and was reminded of the 6 hour expiration timeframe once a vial is punctured.  One of the members realized that they used the above mentioned open vial on 4 Jan 2021 well beyond the 6 hour timeframe. In addition, once a vial is punctured and brought to room temperature, placing the vial back into the refrigerator will invalidate the vial and make it unusable.  Mission Impact: A minimum of six patients received invalidated vaccine. Consultation with agency concurred the doses given from this vial should be considered invalid and recommend that all patients who received vaccine from this vial be revaccinated. Corrective Action Required/Taken:  The Medical Staff and the Medical Squadron Commander were notified to report the patient safety error.  The team identified ten patients who did or possible did receive the invalid vaccine.  After consulting with Risk Management, the Healthcare Resolution Specialist and agency, all ten patients were contacted, received full disclosures, and were recommended to receive repeat Dose 1 as soon as possible.  Eight patients were revaccinated on 6 Jan 2021.  Two declined revaccination and plan to get Dose 2 as previously scheduled.  A Concise Incident Analysis (mini- Root Cause Analysis) is being conducted to determine root causes and ensure effective process improvements are implemented.

927961 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 OH 58.0 58 M Localized reaction to injection site with swelling, redness, and tightness at site.

927963 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CT 28.0 28 M Erythema, itchiness and warmth around the injection site. No pain. Slight induration.

927964 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 WI 54.0 54 F Had my 1st Moderna COVID-19  vaccine at 0745,  on 12/30/20. On 1/6/20 at approximately 0400 while taking a showering I noticed a hematoma on Left Deltoid area. During the day of 1/6/20, my Left Deltoid area became increasingly red, swollen & painful. On Thursday, 1/7/20, the Left Deltoid area continued to increase in redness, warmth & swelling. I had the area of Left Deltoid marked with a skin marker at work on 1/7/20, during the day the redness & swelling increased beyond the skin marker. After work on 1/7/20, I went to an Urgent Care, I was diagnosed with Cellulitis and prescribed antibiotics. I also was unable to go work on Friday, 1/8/20, related to pain.

927965 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 MI 50.0 50 F Insomnia for 3 nights following

927966 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 GA 38.0 38 F Woke up in am day after shot with sever body aches, headache and nausea. That lasted for 24 hours. Injection site was swollen right after it was administered and red and warm to the touch for 5 days.

927967 01/06/2020 01/08/2021 WV 43.0 43 F 1/5/2021 received vaccination 1/6/2021 woke up at 6am with sore arm, muscle/joint pain, low grade fever of 100.4 . Treated with Tylenol and Ibuprofren.  *I expected the second dose to be more 'hard hitting' then the first. The muscle / joint paint was a 6/10.  1/7 woke up at 4am and took Ibuprofren 1/8/ 'today i feel great'

 104



927968 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NY 60.0 60 F None stated.

927969 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 WI 44.0 44 F Symptoms started 1/1/21 Pm.   Headache, ear ache, chills, fever.     COVID and influenza swabbed 1/5/21 both negative.   Symptoms continued ear infection 1/6/21, nausea and chest pain.    1/7/21 vomiting and diarrhea started.   Going in for COVID swab this am.  And seeing a provider.

927970 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 60.0 60 F Statement of Incident:  A partially used vial of Moderna was returned to the refrigerator instead of being discarded on 30 Dec 2020.  On 4 Jan 2021, the partially used vial was used to vaccinate at least six patients. On 5 Jan 2021, the Immunizations Team was discussing wasted vaccines and was reminded of the 6 hour expiration timeframe once a vial is punctured.  One of the members realized that they used the above mentioned open vial on 4 Jan 2021 well beyond the 6 hour timeframe. In addition, once a vial is punctured and brought to room temperature, placing the vial back into the refrigerator will invalidate the vial and make it unusable.  Mission Impact: A minimum of six patients received invalidated vaccine. Consultation with AGENCY concurred the doses given from this vial should be considered invalid and recommend that all patients who received vaccine from this vial be revaccinated. Corrective Action Required/Taken:  Agencies were notified to report the patient safety error.  The team identified ten patients who did or possible did receive the invalid vaccine.  After consulting with Risk Management, the Healthcare Resolution Specialist and AGENCY, all ten patients were contacted, received full disclosures, and were recommended to receive repeat Dose 1 as soon as possible.  Eight patients were revaccinated on 6 Jan 2021.  Two declined revaccination and plan to get Dose 2 as previously scheduled.  A Concise Incident Analysis (mini- Root Cause Analysis) is being conducted to determine root causes and ensure effective process improvements are implemented.

927971 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MT 32.0 32 M Cold Flashes Migraine

927972 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 KY 47.0 47 F On the 8th day after the vaccine I soreness in the R deltoid, arm felt warm and when I looked there was a large red area with some raised redness. My arm was also itching. Day 9 the area was larger, but had the same itching, warmth,  redness and raised area, also had some hives on top of upper R shoulder. Day 10 the area was slightly smaller, still itching and tender. Taking 25mg Benadryl twice daily for the itching. This is day 10 as I turn this in.

927973 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 OH 36.0 36 M 5 minutes after receiving the Moderna COVID vaccine, patient reported numbness/tingling on the inside of his mouth and tongue. No changes in vitals. Patient given Benadryl 50 mg once. 20 minutes later, patient reported no symptoms. Monitored for an additional hour, no symptoms.

927974 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IL 46.0 46 F On day 9 developed redness, itching, swelling, hardness, heat & pain at injection site

927975 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 IA 31.0 31 F Initially began with sore arm one day after vaccination (12/30),  The next Wednesday  (1/6), the vaccinated arm was sore, and later in the day developed small red areas near the vaccination area. The next morning the entire vaccination area was red, hot to the touch, swollen, and aching, and the redness had developed into an 11x7 cm area. The area continued to expand and later developed hives on chest, hips, legs in addition to joint pain (hips, left arm shoulder to wrist) and severe chills. Sought treatment and receive Keflex for cellulitis, since treatment the redness has improved but the area has continued to expand.

927976 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PR 47.0 47 M a. Injection site tenderness which has improved in less than 24 hrs. b. chills, unquantified fever onset approximately 12 hrs after vaccine administration which improved with acetaminophen 1000mg once. Following morning, chills reappeared and improved with acetaminophen 1000mg once.

927978 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 50.0 50 F mouth tingling

927979 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 AL 50.0 50 F sudden skin flushing from head to toe with feeling of extreme heat, feeling of doom and uneasiness that occurred within 3 minutes of injection, no tachycardia, hypertension noted, no wheezing, lungs clear, no SOB, treated with Benadryl and Pepcid with close observation for 30 minutes

927980 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 ME 53.0 53 F DAY 8 AFTER INJECTION- ITCHY, RED, SMALL WELT AT INJECTION SITE DAY 9-INCREASED SIZE OF REDNESS, WARM TO TOUCH, TENDER DAY 10- INCREASED AREA OF REDNESS, HOT TO TOUCH, MORE TENDER

927981 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 GA 56.0 56 F Pt experiencing and c/o left nasal burning, left upper lip tingling progressing to numbness with slight swelling noted, scattered patchy hives to upper front chest, sharp HA above right eye, denies SOB, no acute respiratory distress noted or reported, slurring of words shortly after onset of other symptoms. Pt repeating "something ain't right". Pt received Moderna COVID vaccine at 4:35pm with no reactions or side effect noted within the post 15 and 30 minutes. EMS notified at 5:49pm. MD notifed and ordered Benadryl 50mg IM (given at 5:53pm), EpiPen and DepoMedrol 40mg IM if needed. No respiratory distess noted, pt denies SOB. EMS arrived and transported pt to ER.Y 1

927983 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 VA 68.0 68 F Developed SOB  and fatigue 1 day after vaccine, went to urgent care and tested positive for COVID at urgent care.  Returned to our ED after going to urgent care again on 1/7/21, had o2 sat of 84% on room air, impoved to 98 on 3 liters. Was transferred to another facility for admission.Y

927984 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 MI 55.0 55 F VERY sore joint (couldn?t walk using my knees).  Very exhausted, migraine headache and slight nausea.

927985 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NY 55.0 55 F At 330 am I got the chills and could not go back to sleep, after an hour went back to sleep  around 530 am  started running a fever of 100.3 and had a severe headache and body aches. Fever went down with tylenol,  but had headache all day.  Fever did come back later in the day resolved with Tylenol. Next day fine  but did have cold sores inside mouth .  Head ache on 1/8 no fever or anything.

927986 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 SC 32.0 32 M Patient received his first Covid vaccine on 1/7/2021 at 12:00p. At 0000 on 1/8/2021 he started having vomiting, diarrhea, and chills. Pt had ambulance take him to ED. Pt given fluids and nausea medications and discharged home at 8:30a the same day. Pt discharged with nausea meds as well as pain meds. Covid test was collected at time of discharge.

927987 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MD 39.0 39 F Redness and swelling at the site of injection. The swelling was gradual and reached the size of a golf ball. It was also warm and painful to touch. The pain has receded, but there is redness and it appears the swelling has just spread out over the arm, instead of out like a golf ball.

927988 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 25.0 25 F 5-6 hours after vaccination, started having cramps at injection site. Vaccine given around 7:45am. Overnight, so 16-24 hours later spiking fevers to 103, severe body aches, headaches, nausea, and vomiting. Currently 26 hours out from vaccine and still having all symptoms.

927989 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WV 22.0 22 F The evening of receiving the vaccine she experienced itching eyes.  The next morning her rt eye was swollen and she had red spots on face and forehead.   Her arm was swollen and she experienced a knot at the injection site.

927990 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NV 31.0 31 F 1 week after vaccine I developed a small circular red rash at my injection site. In 24 hours it grew to a red circular rash approximately 5x6 inches. The rash is warm to the touch and itchy. I also developed a severe headache and chills with the rash. I was seen at the urgent care clinic for it and they suspect it might be cellulitis and prescribed me keflex. After being on keflex for one day, the rash is still growing in size. 3 other people at my workplace who received the vaccine have reported similar rashes 1 week after receiving the vaccine.

927991 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 ME 42.0 42 F After injection, area was sore to touch and did have some swelling.  All of that was gone by 1/5/2021. Started to itch morning on 1/7/21 and swell again, with the central area of the swelling being hot to the touch.  Still an ongoing issue at time of this report.

927992 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MA 24.0 24 F Day 0: Fatigue began in approximately 3 hours, felt sleepy went to sleep early Day 1: Next day, felt a bit tired til about 5pm when fatigue began to set in again. Somewhere between 5-8pm the, began to feel feverish and got a headache, mild body soreness. Required ibuprofen 200mg x1. Overnight had a fever and two episodes of sweating, chills, shaking. Felt hyperalgesia when I would wake up (normal for me with viral illness). Day 2: resolved completely by morning.  Arm soreness: Day 0: not too bad Day 1: peaked around 5pm, limited ROM due to pain, swollen at site. Decreased as other symptoms increased. Day 2: still mildly sore but no need for meds or limit in ROM. Day 3: mild pain persists, no other sx

927993 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 KS 41.0 41 F one week after receiving injection, right arm at injection site developed redness, rash, hot to touch, painful, itchy.

927995 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NE 49.0 49 M Rash (hives) on my torso.

927996 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MA 37.0 37 F Soreness in the arm where injection was hard to lift arm Fatigue Chills Body aches Headache

927997 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MT 57.0 57 F Dry heave, headaches, muscle aches, sore injection site

927998 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 57.0 57 M chills, vomiting, fever, headache, body ache, fatigue

927999 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 33.0 33 F Low Grade Fever

928000 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CT 28.0 28 F Day 2: arm pain  Day 8: new onset skin reaction at site of injection and below (left deltoid); swollen, red, itchy/painful, 3 quarter-sized hives

928001 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 GA 58.0 58 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Pt was diaphoretic and shaking post vaccination with the Moderna vaccine. Also became nauseous. Gave employee something to drink, monitored vitals, and had him stay in the monitoring area. Also gave employee 4mg ODT zofran for nausea. Employee's BP normalized and stated he was ok to go to work. Also stated he had never had this reaction from another vaccine and no known drug allergies.

928003 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 42.0 42 F tachycardia, palpitations, and shaky hands

928004 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 62.0 62 F Patient 00037022 DOB 03-21-1958 received 2nd dose Pfizer lot EL1284 on 1-6-2021 in left arm.  She has not had history of reaction before.  Starting from midnight that night she has fever between 100.6-101.2, body aches and stiff neck. She also has swollen left arm pit, head ache, Pruritus breathing.  She has a history of afib and last night she had two runs of it and took metoprolol.

928005 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NH 38.0 38 F awoke with acute  severe R flank and RLQ pain, gross hematuria, dx pyelonephritis

928006 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 KY 33.0 33 F On 01/05/2021 patient noted itching at the injection site and a bumpy patch. Then on Wednesday morning she noted redness and a knot at the injection site. She has been taking ibuprofen to try to help symptoms. She did have discomfort at the site but can use her arm normally per her report.

928007 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 KS 29.0 29 F 6 hours post vaccine patient developed a bad headache; 12 hours post vaccine patient developed a temperature of 102 degrees tympanic; 36 hours post vaccine patient developed hives on both feet. 48 hours post vaccine patient's headache and fever were gone and mild hives remained on the feet.

928008 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 FL 40.0 40 F Fatigue, confusion including disorientation and perceptual disturbances that fluctuated throughout the day. Two episodes of orthostasis and severe tinnitus lasting about 5 minutes each.

928010 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Hives, itching, burning, fatigue, chills, nausea, low grade fever

928011 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 34.0 34 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine   Woke up with a headache and chills around 2:30am. Tried to sleep it off. Woke up at 5:00am with 103.1 fever, nausea, headache, body aches, chills. Drank fluids and took ibuprofen,  fever under control, aches subsiding. Headache lingering. Chills gone.

928012 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 LA 50.0 50 F Patient had local reaction.  Hives at site, redness on neck and face.  Benadryl 25mg given po.  Patient monitored about30 minutes.

928013 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 NV 44.0 44 F I had fever and arm was sore. I felt fatigue and very tired.

928014 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 28.0 28 M Muscle aches, followed by swollen lymph nodes noted in armpit of arm injected with the vaccine. Noted 2 swollen lymph nodes. Low grade fever prior to going to bed. By the morning symptoms had resolved other than swollen lymph node which remained swollen over next few days.

928016 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WA 27.0 27 M I started to feel achy all over my body. I was having chills as well. I was still able to work throughout the day 1/7/21. I've had a pain in my right arm pit that hasn't gone away. I feel a lump that is moveable and about 1 cm in diameter that is painful constantly and when I message it in my right arm pit. I feel fine otherwise 1/8/21 morning and am still going to work.

928017 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 VT 42.0 42 F 9 days following vaccination, developed a red, warm, tender rash a little larger than the size of a sliver dollar

928018 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 59.0 59 F arm tingling

928019 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 LA 30.0 30 F Patient complained of itching of tongue, mouth, and lips.  Given Benadryl 50mg po, Pepcid 40mg, and Xyzal 5mg.  Shortly after complained of hoarseness.  No respiratory, GI or cardiovascular symptoms.  ENT consulted.  patient observed for 3 hours.

928020 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 MI 40.0 40 F Itching was noted at the injection site five days post injection. On day seven, a raised rash/welt was noted at the site.

928022 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 MT 58.0 58 M Injection site pain, lethargic, headache, chills, muscle/joint pain, sore throat; increased severity of chronic tinnitus

928023 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OK 56.0 56 M Difficulty swallowing, macular rash on trunk and neck, pain and tightness in L shoulder, neck and ear.

928024 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Patient report tingling  of the tongue and pain with swallowing. Right side tongue swelling and right side facial tingling with difficulty to swallow occurred 45 minutes after receiving the vaccine. Patient took 50 mg of Benadryl after 10 minutes there was improvement and after 30 minutes it completely resolved. She woke up the next morning with HA and diarrhea she took Tylenol and will monitor.

928026 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Started with headache around 3pm the day after the vaccine administration. Took Advil around 4pm, with no relief. Nausea started shorty after eating dinner at 6pm. Around 7pm, went to bed and started getting chills and felt feverish (did not have thermometer to record temp). Napped for 3 hours and felt better after. Next morning, feeling milder headache.

928028 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IA 59.0 59 F Noticed itching of the injection site area on 1/7, the next morning it looked like a local reaction with redness, warm and sore to touch.

928029 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 PA 66.0 66 F Started with sore throat on 1/3/2021  in afternoon by evening throat was swollen could not handle my secretions with pain 10/10.  Went to the ED in the morning and was admitted with epiglottitis.  No fever only low wbc count of 13.9 concerned it is a delayed reaction to vaccineY 3

928030 06/29/1950 01/08/2021 FL 70.0 0 M Client verbalize tingling of the tongue and tip of fingers.  Client evaluated by onsite paramedic.  Client symptoms was not resolved and client was advised to seek additional evaluation but refused.  Client was released at 2:10 pm accompanied by spouse.0.0

928031 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Shingles outbreak  in mouth involving right side of hard palate and fever peaking at 101. 4 orally on 01/07/21. Began with minor itching and irritation in mouth on 01/06/2021 midmorning. Began treatment with  Valacyclovir 1 gm twice a day to take for 7 days at 1:00 pm.  I am using Orajel topically on the lesions and Boost nutritional supplement drink for food source currently.

928032 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 IL 29.0 29 F 12 minutes after receiving vaccine. Metallic taste in mouth, tingling in back of throat, numbness in mouth and hands. Zyrtec given. Symptoms cleared within 45 minutes of receiving Zyrtec. 4 hours post vaccine arm pain at injection site, muscle aches in other arm and joint pain in hips. Fatigue and neck rigidity. All symptoms resolved after 48 hours post vaccine.

928033 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 39.0 39 F Received Pfizer lot EL1284 on 1-4-2021 in left arm.  On 1-5-2021 started to swollen lymph node in left arm pit.

928034 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 38.0 38 F fever after vaccine

928035 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 IN 43.0 43 F I was warm and sweaty after shot  around 10am for and about hour .  Then at 11:30am my arm , armpit and neck started hurting . Next every part of my body became achy at different times starting with lower back then shoulders and moved to other areas  last was my inner legs .  Finally I had chills ..... woke up next day feeling good but arm where I was injected hurt only

928036 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MA 28.0 28 F Patient began experiencing itching at the injection site and then all over her body. She started feeling very warm and developing hives. She was given diphenhydramine 25mg by mouth. 911 was called and she was taken to the ER. The ambulance arrived about 5 minutes after 911 was called.

928038 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 DE 25.0 25 F Low grade fever, extreme fatigue, nausea, and body aches. Lasted 24hrs.

928039 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 LA 36.0 36 F Patient had numbness, itching, tingling in left face.  Given Benadryl 25mg, Pepcid 40mg po.  symptoms responded rapidly.  No complaints of GI, respiratory, cardiovascular symptoms.   Observed almost an hour and a half.

928040 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MA 67.0 67 F I had no  adverse events at all until yesterday when the injection site became very slightly itchy and I rubbed it a little.  This produced a red blotchy spot.  Today it is twice the size of yesterday.  I did apply moisturizing cream to the site yesterday morning prior to it being red.

928041 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 LA 28.0 28 F Patient complained of chest tighness about 20 minutes after vaccine.  Benadryl 25mg given, BP 220/120.  Pepcid 40mg po, Xyzal 5mg po, and tylenol 975 po given for headache.   Patient given Toradol 30mg IM for continued complaints of chest tightness.  patient monitored for 3 hours.

928042 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 PA 28.0 28 F Site of injection remained swollen for 8 days. On day 8, site become red, hot, and itchy. Area of swelling and redness increased throughout the day, about 11 cm.

928043 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 26.0 26 F Low grade fever, extreme fatigue, nausea, body aches, GI upset, all lasted approximately 24 hours.

928044 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 GA 52.0 52 F Shortly after receiving the vaccination pt. complained tightening in thought area. Assessment revealed no obvious signs of edema or anaphylactic incident.  Pt. administered 50mg Benadryl PO.  Pt. monitored 1 hour+ with no changes in condition and no additional complaints.

928045 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 OH 55.0 55 F On 01/06/21, I noted itching in the area and hives.  Throughout the day, the hives appeared to resolve and left a reddned area.  I outlined the area with a marker and it has increased.  It appears to be cellulitis; however, as I am a healthcare provider, I know that the area was thoroughly cleaned prior to injection.    I am starting a dose of Keflex today (01/08/21).

928046 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 45.0 45 F mouth tingling

928047 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 18.0 18 F headache, injection site pain

928048 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 PA 29.0 29 F pt's arm at injection site became ithcy, red, and swollen. started on 1/6/2021, got worse on 1/7/2021, pt reports its a little bit better 1/8/2021. it is still swollen, not as itchy, not as tender to touch.

928049 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 MN 48.0 48 F 10 hours after receiving vaccination in my right arm I awoke with and experienced severe pain and inability to move arm without severe pain. Upon waking and checking into my arm further, it was noted that Bandaid looked to be placed very high on the arm. Severe pain and decreased range of motion continued for 3 days. Used ice/heat and Aleve.  Right arm continues to ache at 1 week post injection but greatly improved. Presumed injected in error into shoulder joint.

928050 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 40.0 40 F Injection site and surrounding  area is red, swollen, itching  and warm to touch. Spoke with NP, via online portal, who stated to keep an eye on area.

928051 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CO 50.0 50 F 20 minutes after vaccine, cold chills sweat.  30 minutes after shortness of breath blochy rash neck/ torso.  went to urgent care, wouldnt let me enter becuase didnt have a phone on to call.  Went home, took 50 mg benadryl pepcid PO.  took albuterol inhaler due to tachypnea.    tried to wait it out at home.  apporox 0200, rigors/ seizure tachypnea continued with respirations ranging 32-38/min.  took 600 mg ibuprofen and albuterol inhaler, additional 50 mg benadryl.  continued blocky rash.  next day, called urgent care asking for appointment, thought needed steroid, they instructed to go to ED to check for covid.  explained to them not covid, but allergic reaction.  afraid to go to ED in thinking may need to get intubated.  approx 1030 am, had 2 addtional episodes of rigors/ seizure.  temp never above 99.0 F.  found epi pen in house and used it.  no further rigors, no further tachypnea, rash disappeared.

928052 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 63.0 63 F Patient experienced paresthesia in the face from the eyebrow down to the chin within a few hours after the first dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. Aside from the paresthesia under the eye that lasted approximately 48 hours, the remainder of this effect slowly improved within hours. The patient has no contributing medical conditions, chronic or short-term medication use, or drug allergies.

928053 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 MN 41 M the following morning I went to go work out and I started smelling cigarette smoke out of nowhere. Every breathe I take I smell cigarettes.

928054 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Headache, nausea, fever, chills for approximately 24 hours.

928055 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 38.0 37 F stomach sickness ,  seen at hospital,

928056 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 IA 37.0 37 F On 1/8/21 notice red, warm, raised, , swollen hardened area to upper arm, around site of injection

928057 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Allergic reaction, hives, wilts, itching,redness   30 min after taking benadryl

928058 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 47.0 47 F None stated.

928059 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 45.0 45 F mouth tingling

928060 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Patient returned one week after vaccination to report redness, swelling, and bruising in the left arm that was still present. NP on site examined the site and reported no infection but referred patient to call the COVID hotline.

928061 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 18.0 18 F headache, injection site pain

928063 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Numbness in both legs, lasting till the next day.  Fuzzy head.

928064 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 37.0 37 F Experienced moderate tension headache that same evening; asymptomatic the following 2 days.   At 2:00 am on 1/7/21 and 1/8/21, I woke up to severe face/ears/neck/and chest itching without rash.  No trouble breathing.  Upon waking had small welts that resolved within an hour.  Contacted PCP, continuing to monitor should symptoms persist throughout the following nights. If symptoms persist for 1 week, will schedule an appointment with PCP.

928066 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 47.0 47 F Chills, body ache, headache, soreness under arm. injection site soreness - yesterday evening Sweats, headache, soreness under arm - this morning

928067 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 50.0 50 F Redness, swelling, itching at injection site Noticed the next morning, took Benadryl 1/7/21 at 9pm Still the same today 1/8/21

928068 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Very Tired around 3pm December 30th, High Blood Pressure 190/140, chills, fever 99.9  After Rest and Tylenol, started to feel better 2 days later

928069 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 GA 37.0 37 F Reddened area approx. 3" in diameter,  warm to touch,  itchy.   SOB, dizziness,  intermittent nausea,  intermittent diarrhea.

928070 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 TN 80.0 80 F Patient sent here from PCP, FNP for us to look at her left arm. Covid vaccine Moderna given 12/24/20. States the injection site was sore and had a knot after receiving. Saw PCP 1/4/20 redness and dx with cellulitis.  Patient stated to RN redness started Monday 1/4/20. Was given antibiotics per PCP.

928071 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 34.0 34 M Joint pain, chills, aches, neck stiffness, dizziness,  fever of 100.5

928072 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 KY 39.0 39 F Arm pain Pain in lymph nodes Chills  Headache Eye pain Back if neck pain and sore Muscle soreness entire body  Nauseous  Tired  Pretty much felt like I had covid all over again.   Per vaccine information sheets we are encouraged to report these side effects  Swearing after after about  Tylenol

928075 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 24.0 24 F Headache, Injection Site Pain

928076 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 NY 46.0 46 F 12/28 approximately 30 minutes after vaccine - face very red.  Neck and upper chest itching.  Itching resolved after about 30-40 minutes. Redness resolved after a few hours.  On 1/1 , swollen lymph node in neck, painful. On 1/5 , painful lymph nodes in neck, across clavicle area to armpit. Today, 1/8, lymph nodes still swollen and painful.

928077 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CT 34.0 34 F Observed redness to the area of the injection site approximately 7 days after the injection.  The site was warm to the touch.

928078 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 FL 28.0 28 F The day after my first vaccine, I felt overall achy and chills, this only lasted approx 6 hrs then I went to bed. The day after my second vaccine, the entire day I felt extreme arm pain, full body aches, chills and had a fever. It was hot in my room and I was wearing multiple layers of clothing and laying under my blankets, shivering. It was very uncomfortable and lasted much longer but I had heard the second vaccine was a bit more intense so I figured this was to be expected. The following morning I woke up feeling like brand new.

928079 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Day off: Arm sore One day after: Lump, arm sore, body aches, trouble breathing 2nd day to current: injection site lump  is sore and itches, trouble breathing, body aches

928080 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 42.0 42 F Headache, Fatigue, Body Aches, Lightheaded onset day after vaccine

928081 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MI 57.0 57 F Patient experienced lower lip swelling and tingling.  Patient given 12.5 mg of Benadryl and monitored for 30 minutes.  Symptoms resolved.

928082 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NY 63.0 63 F Large hive hot sore at injection site. Approximately 5 inches one week AFTER injection

928083 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Temperature at 6:00 am of 100.6 Temperature at 6:30 am of 100.7 Temperature at 8: 15 am  99.6 nausea for a brief period of time headache ongoing

928085 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 70.0 70 M Client verbalize tingling of the tongue and tip of fingers.  Client evaluated by onsite paramedic.  Client symptoms was not resolved and client ws advised to seek additional evaluation but refused .  Client was released at 2:10 pm accompanied by spouse.

928086 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 MN 34.0 34 F The next day after shot I developed an induration of site and it became very itchy for 24 hours. Red welt stayed in place about half dollar size for 2 days then went away. Then a week later same symptoms developed. And left a bruise from welt and itching. Lasted 2 days

928087 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 48.0 48 F within an hour of getting the vaccine, I started with a headache. After about 2 hrs I was dizzy, tingling down my left arm, stiffness in left arm and neck. I was given the vaccine around 230 pm. By late evening I was lethargic. today is Friday I continue to have the same symptoms but also to include, nausea, vomiting, body aches, chills, congestion, and shortness of breath, I have occasionally felt a heart arrhythmia.

928088 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CO 31.0 31 F within 5 minutes of the vaccine administration patient had numbness/tingling of her lips, tongue, and face. She was given Benadryl, which she states improved her symptoms and she was able to sleep.  This morning (day after vaccine) she states that her tingling feeling has returned to her face, lips and tongue and she feels a globus sensation and constriction within her throat. She has taken a benadryl this morning with no improvement.  Patient was recommended to seek care in the ER.

928090 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Allergic reaction: hives, wilts, redness, itchiness, abdominal pain  Treated with Benadryl and went away in 30 min or so

928091 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 GA 44.0 44 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  We had at least 7 different patients all receive their Moderna vaccine on the same day complain of the same thing 7-8 days later. They all had delayed injection site reaction, swollen arm, and warm to touch. All advised to use a warm compress and take antihistamines or tylenol/ibuprofen as needed. This appears to be quite a common response. I want to report it but not submitting all 7 patients separately.  As far as I know, they have all resolved.

928092 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 36.0 36 M Chills, body aches, tiredness and fever.  Rest, fluids and tylenol

928093 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MI 32.0 32 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA At 10pm on January 6th she started having chills and a headache. She than started with a fever and body aches. Fever 100.5 on 1/7/21 after Tylenol. Symptoms are still persisting. temp was 99.5 this morning 1 hour after taking Tylenol.

928094 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WI 49.0 49 F Nausea, Headache, Fever, Sweats, Sore Arm

928095 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 33.0 33 F difficulty breathing, light headedness, burning on the left side of chest/was seen in the ER, symptoms subsided

928096 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 OH 55.0 55 F Woke up at 0300 next morning and got up to bathroom. Ended up getting dizzy, passing out and dislocating shoulder. Husband found her on floor. As day continued, still was shaky, nauseated, lightheaded and had headache. Finally passed by Thursday evening.

928097 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 PA 43.0 43 F Tuesday night, hot to touch area where it was given, lump, sore until Wednesday like the flu shot, 2 inch red circle around injection site, solid red circle, lump is not visible to the eye but there when touching, placed warm compress on it Wednesday and ice Wednesday afternoon, as of today it is not as sore or hot but is still warm to touch.

928099 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NY 30.0 30 F Mild chills - onset 8-12 hours after  Body aches - onset 8-12 hours after Fatigue - onset 8-12 hours after

928100 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 30.0 30 M GI upset ? 10pm 1/6 to 12pm 1/7 Headache, chills, myalgias? 8am 1/7 to 8am 1/8

928101 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 56.0 56 F Fever, congestion, breathing issues, headache, backache

928102 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 36.0 36 F Chills, fever 104.4, nausea, headache, body ache

928103 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Once I got home from work I started feeling nauseous, throbbing headache, soreness in my arm with a welt on the injection site. Around 11pm I started vomiting violently through the entire night with sweats and chills.

928104 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CO 50.0 50 F approx 20 after injection 1420, started getting chills, cold sweat, elevated heart rate, shortness of breath and blocky red rash on neck and torso.  immediately drove to urgent care, was not allowed in for treatment due to did not have phone on med to call for appointment.  went home, took 50 mg benadryl and pepcid po.  had tachypnea and continued blocky rash on neck and torso with chest tightness.  took albuterol inhaler.  approx 0200 had rigors/ seizure.  with continued prior symptoms.  took additional 50 mg benadryl and albuterol inhaler.  temp 99.0.  in am 1/6 called urgent care to make appointment thought neded steroid. they said to go to ED.  was afraid to go to ED in fear would be intubated as had before for allergic reaction.  took additonal 50 mg benadryl, pepcid and zyrtec along with a shot of epi pen.  within minutes, all symptoms ressolved.  will be calling place where I got vaccinated today to report.  1/8/21

928105 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 27.0 27 F Hives, Redness, itchy, leg tremors, nervous 25 mg Benadryl PO administered

928106 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 36.0 36 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19Vaccine EUA I received my shot on 01/06/2021 at 0830 a few minutes after receiving the vaccine I became dizzy and lightheaded. I let the nurse in the observation area know and honestly didn't think much of it. It lasted about a minute or two. I was fine for several hours after just experienced the normal soreness and kind of achy tired feeling. Around 1700 I began to itch, my whole right arm and upper torso area was itchy. I did not take any medications for this and it subsided around 2000.

928108 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 GA 25.0 25 F 12/23 VACCINATION 12/24 WOKE UP TO ARM PAIN,  FATIGUE, CHILLS, MUSCLE ACHES. TEMP IN AFTERNOON OF 101.0 TOOK TYLENOL; 99.5.  TEMPERATURE PERSISTED 3-4 DAYS BETWEEN 100-102.  TREATED WITH TYLENOL.

928109 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 RI 48.0 48 F Not feeling well

928111 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 GA 47.0 47 F Day of shot soreness in left deltoid that ran from shot site to inner arm started about four hours after shot and lasted 24-72 hours.  No redness at that time.  Pain went away then returned Day 8.  Day 8, today January 8th, woke up to pain again in left arm starting at injection site running to inner arm.  Redness is mild at site of injection, as it runs to inner arm gets redder and then ends with a warm, red, swollen lump.  Lump is not in lymph node, it is on inner side of left arm.

928112 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TN 41.0 41 F Red, itchy bumps on several places throughout the body.

928113 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 IN 25.0 25 F severe arm pain, dizziness (spins) anytime I woke in the middle of the night starting at 12am on 01/01/2020,  when trying to get out of bed at 0800 on 01/01/2020 I continued to have severe dizziness to the point I couldn't walk, vomitting, in ability to keep anything down by mouth,  muscle pain,  severe arm pain in arm vaccine was given. At 2pm I was still having moderate dizziness, nausea, and began to have a headache. For a week I continued to have mild dizziness, headache, extreme fatigue, brain fog,  and swollen lymph node pain in the armpit of the arm I received the vaccine in (right side).  I continue to have mild brain fog and headache.

928114 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 VT 56.0 56 F 35 minutes After vaccination.... complaints of chest tightness, "funny" tongue

928115 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 TX 68.0 68 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine  Day 1 after injection, malaise, fatigue, dizziness. Day 2 after injection, major nausea with significant bouts of vomiting lasting approximately 12 hours. when that resolved, severe and recurrent diahrea for another 8 hours. I will decline the 2nd dose.
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928116 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 FL 52.0 52 F Patient developed pale pink erythema and swelling below vaccination site.  Given Keflex and prednisone

928117 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 54.0 54 F body aches, vomitting for 12 hrs, nausea

928118 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 KS 41.0 41 F 7 days after vaccine, right arm at injection site area became red, swollen, hot to touch, developed hives, and itched.

928120 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 CA 56.0 56 M body ache arm sore chest pain

928121 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Rt side of my face was numb for about an hour

928122 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NY 61.0 61 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Began with headache, flushed face then sore arm about 6 hours after injection.  Within 2 hours after I had severe chills, worsening headache with severe light sensitivity and nausea, severe heartburn, severe muscle aches, fever of 102.8, fatigue.

928123 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 VA 32.0 32 M employee reported fever and chills beginning 3:30am. He treated w/ Tylenol, no effect and then later took Ibuprofen. At 11:50 am on 1/7 his temp was down to 99.7.

928124 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 GA 44.0 44 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  We had a minimum of 7 reports (likely more) of patients receiving the Moderna vaccine and having injection site reaction starting 7-8 days later. Each complained of the area being swollen and warm to touch and red. All advised to monitor the area, use a warm compress, and use supportive care like benadryl, ibuprofen, and tylenol as needed. As far as we know all resolved. Appears to be a very common reaction to this particular vaccine. I will not be reporting them individually but noted many reports after the first dose in the series.

928126 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Headache and fatigue

928127 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 47.0 47 F Throat flem, body tingles, EMS screened, increased observation time, resloved in 15 min

928128 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MI 34.0 34 M headache, achy all over, bruising to under arm, increased fatigue, poor endurance. the morning after is when symptoms started

928130 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 40.0 40 M Full vaccine not administered. Small amount leaked from injection site- received about 85% of dose

928133 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 KS 68.0 68 F She got lump in throat, hives in mouth, no cardiopulmonary sx.   We gave her epi

928135 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Localized reaction starting 6 days post injection the area about the size of a tennis ball became red, swollen, hard, hot with minimal pain and itching.

928136 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CT 48.0 48 M Chills, Muscle Aches, Fever 101

928137 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 MA 60.0 60 F On day 10 after the vaccine, 1/7/2021, a rash developed at the injection site.  Initially a red circle about the size of a nickel.  Has now spread to about a 2-3 inch area of pink/redness.  Occasional itchiness.  Slight warmth to the touch.  No pain.

928139 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 AL 37.0 37 M Rash, initial presentation bilateral anterior thighs. Painful to touch. Pain in soles of feet. Joint pain, left knee.  1/7/21  Spread of rash to posterior hands and anterior fingers. 1/8/21

928140 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 44.0 44 F fever, neck stiffness, headache

928142 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 37.0 37 F Soreness and aching to left arm approximately 3hrs after vaccine. Nausea with dry heaves, body aches, sweats, extreme fatigue, and headache by 7:00 am the next day.

928143 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WI 34.0 34 F January 06, 2021 ?11:50am shot received Right arm ?21:00 right neck pain  ?22:00 right ear pain ?22:24 right headache and neck pain  January 07, 2021 ?07:00 sore throat ?07:00 fatigue, extreme January 8, 2021 ?07:00 fatigue still extreme

928144 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 37.0 37 M FELT FLUSED FEELING, LEFT ARM /LEFT HAND TINGLING - LEFT FACILITY AFTER VITAL SIGNS TAKEN BY EMS ON SCENE

928145 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 GA 35.0 35 F sore arm with raised, warm, red, itchy bump at injection site measuring 1in wide by 2in long lasting 10 days (site still discolored on 11th day). No treatment. Chest tightness, difficulty breathing, asthmatic cough starting a few hours after injection and lasting 4 days. Used albuterol rescue inhaler four times a day (2 puffs each time) for all 4 days. Extreme fatigue and inability to stay awake the day of injection and the day after. No treatment other than sleeping more.

928146 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 FL 48.0 48 F I started feeling achy (body aches) at night and took Tylenol and the next day at work I started having abd pain, joint pain and headache, and at home I checked my temp and it was 100.8F and my heart rate was fast, my lungs felt tight and a Tylenol and the symptoms continued for another day and gradually went away with exception of my joint pains. I also had tingling on my arms, back of my head, legs and my neck. I went to a neurologist and an allergist . My PCP does not want to make a decision about whether or not I should have the second dose before I see those.

928147 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NE 47.0 47 F Warm to touch upper left deltoid, large size swollen knot that is red on upper left deltoid, it seems to be getting larger.  first noticed on 01/06/21 about 4:30 pm and as of today 1/08/21  the area is still swollen, red and warm to touch.

928148 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MA 37.0 37 F Severe localized reaction. Inflammation from Axcillary to fingers. Severe pain causing difficulty moving arm and completing ADLs.  Swelling and hot lump on arm.  Seen by doctor for reaction

928150 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MI 32.0 32 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA on January 6th at 10:00pm individual started having chills. She then started having a headache, fever, and body aches. Temp yesterday was above 101 with the use of Tylenol. Today her symptoms are persisting and temp was 99.5 1 hour after Tylenol.

928151 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PA 52.0 52 F Developed shortness of breath 10 minutes after receiving vaccine.  also developed hoarseness, elevated blood pressure, red rash (not hives) on neck and left deltoid area.  Was taken to Emergency Room by ambulance.

928152 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 OH 44.0 44 F Redness and soreness noted day after, then 1 week later severe redness, soreness, and slight swelling at injection site.

928153 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 33.0 33 M Onset lethargy feeling ?down? and drained of energy  and ?foggy?

928154 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 AK 47.0 47 F tongue became thick roof of mouth itching and throat became thick and felt like something stuck in throat.  Person was administered 50 mg Benadryl and within 20 minutes symptoms subsided .  No symptoms noted 60 minutes after injection.  Individual instructed to repeat Benadryl in 6 hours then again and another 6 hours

928155 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AR 41.0 41 F Upon waking in am on 1/7/21 noted rash had developed on chest and neck. Experienced extreme pain length of spine as well as in left arm. Pain to excruciating to stand, walk or sit. Was physically able to move legs but anything that required movement felt extreme pain in spine. Went to physicians office on 1/7/21, Prednisone was ordered. Blood work done which revealed elevated liver enzymes, will return to physician's office on 1/11/21 for repeat labs. Rash on chest and neck is better on 1/8/21 however remains blotchy.  All treatment orders were Prednisone, lab work, Tylenol, and heating pad.  Return to physician on 1/11/21.

928156 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NC 41.0 41 F Lethargy onset approximately 4 hours after dose.  SOB while supine.  1 day later continued lethargy and orthopnea, plus imms site soreness.

928157 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 CA 57.0 57 M Severe lower back pain mimicking kidney infection/stone pain at belt line. Unable to walk/breathe/sit or turn.

928158 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 MA 34.0 34 F 11 days after vaccine hive rash  just below site of injection of moderna vaccine

928159 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IA 27.0 27 F Fever started on 1/7 at around 7:00am, highest was 100.2, Took tylenol Nausea, headache, body aches as well

928161 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 PA 63.0 63 F Redness, warmth, swelling and pain post injection.

928162 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 54.0 54 F Patient received vaccine on Wednesday.  Then Thursday at 11 am she stated she started to feel achy, nauseated and feverish.  At about noon patient vomited.  She took 2 Motrin at about 1 pm, slept the afternoon, took more Motrin at 7 pm, went back to bed later that night and by Friday morning felt fine.  Her injection site is red, warm to touch, tender, and a firm area felt.

928163 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 50.0 50 F inject site soreness, dizziness, headache, chills

928164 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 54.0 54 F Sore arm

928165 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 MI 29.0 29 F Swollen lymph nodes with pfzier covid vaccine, resolved in ~12-18 hours

928167 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NC 61.0 61 F Headache, fever, joint pain

928168 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 TX 88 F 3 days after shot My mother has tenderness and redness the size of a cookie at the Injection site possibly warm to touch.

928169 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 UT 23.0 23 F vitals, observation, water

928170 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MI 57.0 57 F Patient complained of generalized itching at 0900. Denied shortness of  breath, sweating, hives. 25 MG of IM Benadryl given at 0936. Patient observed observed after. Patient stated denied itching following Benadryl administration.

928171 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 43.0 43 M I'm feeling fatigued, cold/slight chills, lost of apatite, slight nausea, and body aches.

928173 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 ND 57.0 57 F Nausea, headache, fever,  body aches, fatigue. Was seen in clinic and had outpatient treatment consisting of IV fluid, benadryl, fentanyl, tylenol, toradol, and a dose of doxycyline IV due to unable to take oral dose.

928174 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AR 37.0 37 M Injection site/upper arm soreness, joint pain, insomnia, chills

928175 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 35.0 35 M Just noticed tennis ball size lump under left armpit

928176 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NV 20.0 20 M 01/08/2020 1:00AM injection site pain,  chills, nausea,  temp 102. headache

928177 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 FL 68.0 68 F Swelling, blistering at site. Muscle aches, dull headache, severe fatigue.

928178 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 59.0 59 F body aches, sore throat, chills just doesn't feel well

928179 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 CA 53 F None stated.

928180 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 IL 30.0 30 F Localized reaction starting the following day. On 1/7/2021 this area was red, warm, slightly indurated and measured 9 cm x 5 cm

928182 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 32.0 32 F Muscle aches, fever, chills. Onset 1/8/21 - employee unable to work next shift due to muscle ache pains

928183 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Severe Headaches Body aches Fatigue Chest pain allergies worsened

928184 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NC 44.0 44 F within an hour of receiving the vaccine my skin was hot and red.

928185 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 52.0 52 F c/o light headedness, ems evaled pt. declined further treatment. or eval symptoms resolved.

928186 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MN 34.0 34 F Left clavicle lymph node is tender and swollen, with swelling radiating to base of neck and up to left ear.

928188 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PA 54.0 54 F About 25 minutes after receiving the shot patient became dizzy, jittery and had some palpitations.  She was in the parking garage and called 911.  She was taken to ED and treated with IV fluids.  Her potassium was low and was replaced.  Felt better after fluids and was discharged

928189 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NY 49.0 49 F the reaction started 6 days post injection - about the size of a tennis ball the area became red, swollen, hard, hot with minimal pain and itching

928193 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Sore arm, Joint pain, Fever, Fatigue, Back pain(muscles in back), Headache   x 2 days so far

928194 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 FL 51.0 51 F 9 days after vaccine, woke up with red swollen itchy injection site.

928195 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 GA 22.0 22 F Patient called from home and told the CNO she was experiencing fever and chills.

928197 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 39.0 39 F chills and body aches starting at 3:30 am lasting throughout the day. injection site soreness and axillary lymph node soreness

928198 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 KS 36.0 36 M 10 minutes post vaccine, employee reported headache, quickly progressing to very severe headache, diaphoresis, vertigo, clouded cognition, feeling "disconnected"

928199 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 CA 66.0 66 M Adminstration Error : COVID-19 vaccine (IM)  given in the Left Ventrogluteal area.

928200 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 ID 63.0 63 F 24 hours after receiving the first dose of covid vaccine, I started having a really bad headache that I could not get rid of even with taking 1000mg of tylenol

928201 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 39.0 39 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine  Vomiting, stomach upset

928202 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 FL 46.0 46 F Right arm soreness x2 days  Right arm warm around injection site x2 days swollen lymph nodes in neck right side, noticed next morning and still current No treatment

928203 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 MD 64.0 64 F Headache persisting7 days

928204 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NY 30.0 30 F Pain at injection site starting 6 hours after injection, persisting for at least 1 day Headache starting at 20 hours after injection, persisting for at least  1 day

928207 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 20.0 20 F injection site pain, tiredness, Headache, chills, swollen lymph nodes, feels very unwell

928208 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 45.0 45 M chills, fever fatigue

928209 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 NM 49.0 49 F Swollen lips/tongue, shortness of breath, cough, hives, nausea, headache    Epi shot, Benadryl, Pepcid, prednisone Y

928210 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 VA 36.0 36 F Initial fever  of 101.6F, now resolved

928211 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MO 26.0 26 F The night of the shot I got a headache, body aches, throwing up, chills, fever, felt dizzy,  my whole arm was really swollen,  red and hurt. Fast forward to 1-6-2021 I have had a headache ever since and started getting a reaction at the injection site which consist of being swollen, red, a large knot under the red area, the area is really warm and sensitive to touch. I also have pain going up the left side of my neck and down my armpit/lymphatic system.

928213 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 IN 50.0 50 F Fever of 103 for almost 12 hours

928214 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 32.0 32 F Unilateral facial edema/puffiness, fatigue, tenderness at the injection site

928215 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 FL 39.0 39 F Next morning, felt nauseous, vomited, joints and muscle pain, fatigue, bad headache, 101.2 fever

928216 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 KY 26.0 26 F Approached by vaccination staff reporting that a patient who had just received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccination was not feeling well at approximately 1:45 pm.  Upon assessment, patient complained of itching all over her body, chest/throat tightness and difficulty swallowing.  Called nurse to the scene to assess vital signs and patient continued to complain of above symptoms.  Administered (1) epinephrine pen (0.3 mg) to patient's right thigh at 1:50 pm as 9-1-1 was called per protocol.  EMS arrived and provided emergency care.  Patient was transported to local ER at 2:00 pm.

928217 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CO 59.0 59 F CDC called and requested I complete this report, but I do see these reactions within the normal range reported to us prior to getting vaccine.   6 hrs after 2nd shot fever of 99, headache, and arm pain.  20 hrs after shot significantly worse headache, arm pain and fatigue to point of not getting up, not walking around, and not interested in eating until later in the day.  30 hrs after shot I was up and eating normally, but continued headache 46 hrs after shot but ibuprofen adequate to cover pain today.

928218 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Arm soreness, flu like symptoms, chills, sinus pain, overall sick feeling.

928219 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 VA 115.0 F Nausea, diarrhea, tiredness, aches, tachycardia

928220 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 46.0 46 F c/o anxiety ems screened vitals,

928222 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 34.0 34 F My upper arm surrounding the injection site got swollen. My arm became hard, hot, and red. It was sore like someone had punched me in the shoulder. It lasted for ~2 days. The first day it was swollen, I felt like I was starting to get sick with a mild headache, and I felt feverish even though I checked my temperature and it was 97 degrees. The second day I no longer felt like I was getting sick and the arm pain was decreasing although it was still swollen, hard, and hot to the touch.

928223 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 57.0 57 F Rash on trunk, Itchiness

928224 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 37.0 37 F first I only had pain in my arm where it was given, throughout the day the pain increased and it became hard to move my arm much, there was some swelling at the site. Later that night I started to have a headache and the next morning I felt so tired and groggy it was hard to get up. I continued to feel exhausted and have difficulty focusing due to the headache and tiredness the entire day. I woke up feeling better the next morning.

928225 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 39 F Rash (erythematous, itchy) over injection site that started 1 week after injection.

928226 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 OH 49.0 49 F Redness and swelling, size of egg to injection site, in addition itchiness at injection site.Overall had feelings of being achy, tired and sore.

928227 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 VA 115.0 F Redness at injection site, pain at injection site, HA, dizziness

928229 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 FL 48.0 48 F cellulitis  and redness of skin. Warm on touch

928230 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PA 30.0 30 F Approximately 5 minutes after receiving vaccine her right eye became blurry.  No other symptoms.  No headache.  BP 137/82 Pulse 92.  Within 5 more minutes her right eye went dark.  She was taken to ED.  They did a CT scan and diagnosed her with ocular migraine.  She was given benadryl, compazine and IV fluids.  Symptoms resolved.

928231 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 TX 46.0 46 F Lymphadenopathy. Lymph nodes under left arm (side of vaccine administration) became swollen and painful. Lasted for approximately 1 week. No treatment, did not see anyone for it. I did not take any over the counter pain medication either. It gradually went away on its own.

928232 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MI 33.0 33 F Feeling of lump in throat and lightheadedness. Benadryl 50 mg IM given. Symptoms resolved within 2-3 hours.

928233 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 TX 61.0 61 F had slight red rash day following injection that was located one inch below injection site.  That mostly resolved within 4 days.  On 1/4/2021, the same area turned bright red, raised and extremely itchy ..now 2 inches x 1 inch.  Grew larger over course of several days and is now oval shape bright red and warm to touch roughly 5 inches h x 3 inches wide taking benadryl, zyrtec, pepcid , and using topical clobetasol to area still ongoing.  have seen my asthma allergy doctor

928234 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 TX 53.0 53 F About 9 days after injection in the evening I started feeling fatigued. the 10 day I  and ran a temperature of 100.2 so I took ibuprophen I also had some hip pain. I Called the urgent care and scheduled PCR COVID test for 1/8/21. 1/8/21 I started feeling better. No fever. i think it was a delayed reaction

928235 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 LA 45.0 45 F Left arm became sore at injection site 7 days post injection, today is 9 days post injection and left arm is swollen with a red area the size of 2 golf balls

928236 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 TN 45.0 45 F 8 hours after receiving  Moderna injection I spiked a fever. Highest temp was 102.6 - fever lasted for approx. 12  hours

928237 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 59.0 59 F tingling tounge and flushed, monitored until resolution,

928238 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 VA 39.0 39 U Pain in arm, aches in body

928239 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 42.0 42 F Left shoulder pain since injection.  Nine days after vaccine was given developed an enlarged left suprclavicular lymph node, then on day 10 developed red warm painful patch below the injection site.

928240 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 PA 33.0 33 F Less than 5 minutes after vaccine, nose drained, weird taste in mouth, tingle in nose and on tongue. Throat and tongue swelled, couldn?t speak. Dizzy and slurring speech. Was taken to ambulance outside, BP was 191/101. Given beta blockade. Confused and dizzy for next 2 hours in ER. Evaluated for stroke and given a 12-lead ECG. Given benedryl and prednisone.  Felt better after 3 1/2 hours. Continued steroids for 5 days and had to take benedryl every 4 hours for 3 days or swelling/itching/bad taste in mouth would return. Sore arm on day 3.Y

928241 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 KY 45.0 45 F On day 9 the injection site started itching and was very aware of the exact spot. The next morning I woke up with a visibly raised area on and around the injection site. It feels itchy and achy. I have a slight tingling sensation  down the underside of my right arm from my armpit to my palm.

928243 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 28.0 28 F Symptoms started around midnight on 1/7/2021 Symtpoms: Burning red face, entire body was itchy, tongue and inside of the mouth was itchy, rash on upper body and swollen inflamed painful lips.

928245 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NC 48.0 48 F Lethergic/very tired two days post injection, and on 1/5/2021 golf ball size warm to touch red area at injection site.

928246 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 25.0 25 F headache, went away, injection site and redness

928247 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 PR 59.0 59 F ON  DAY # 8 AFTER VACCINE;  HEADACHE,  REDNESS, SWELLING. TREATMENT OTC: TYLENOL, BENADRYL, CALADRYL LOTION PLUS  COLD COMPRESSES

928248 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 33.0 33 F red, raised, warm to touch rash on upper left arm below injection site.

928251 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WV 60.0 60 F Approximately 20 minutes post injection patient felt tingling/numbness in the left pinkie finger, migrated to right pinkie finger with one hours.  Acetaminophen

928253 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 VA 54.0 54 F Headache, nausea

928254 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MO 46.0 46 F Soreness in the left arm, 2 inch ribbon of rash a few inches below the injection site, (headache/migraine occurred 24 hours after the vaccine for a few days)

928255 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 VA 49.0 49 M This employee/fire fighter calls asking if he can get his second vaccine. He reports he received first Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine on 12/24/2020. 4 hours later he noted a flat blotchy red rash to his neck that itched. He awoke the next day with same blotchy red itchy rash to bilateral anticubes/inner arms and behind both knees. He self-treated with oral Benadryl and topical steroid creams for itching. At time of this call rash has resolved but redness seen when in a hot shower.  he denies contact/ingestion of any  new foods, detergents, deodorants, clothing, contacts. No contact with plants, animals, etc. Admits to relocation to new fire station to replace coworker who was COVID positive. Slept in new bed but ha

928256 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 22.0 22 F On 12/30/2020 I received my 1st dose of Pfizer vaccine. Felt fine, no symptoms or side effects until 12/31/2020 I did get hives on my arm site where I received the vaccine and those hives then started to spread throughout my body. I started having hives and rashes all over for a total of 6 days . Itching, swelling on my ears, arm, wrist, hands, back etc... took Benadryl for the 6 days and it helped for the 1st 2 days of my adverse event after that the Benadryl did nothing. Me and my PCP has agreed it was a possible delayed allergic reaction to the vaccine.

928258 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 30.0 30 F Over night on 01/06 I experienced chills and was very cold. At times I was extremely warm. The next morning I had a fever and my joints, muscles, head and even my skin was hurting. My fever never came down to normal even with advil and I was extremely tired all day.  The arm that had the injection is extremely sore with splotches of red (which is expected.) Today, 01/08, I woke up in a pool of sweat. My head is still hurting and I still have a fever. My arm is still sore but my skin and joint pain has improved. I am still very cold. Have been wearing my winter coat in my house even with the heat and the fire place on. I had to take the last two days off work.

928260 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 TX 26.0 26 F redness and swelling a week after injection .

928262 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 23.0 23 M Day of injection: weakness and site pain Next day: Fever, skin hot but shivering cold (chills), headache, body aches Day 2: same as next day but less severe

928263 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 25.0 25 F headache, went away, injection site and redness

928264 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 MA 50.0 50 M I developed symptomatic palpitations that started on 12/23 in the early morning, awaking me from sleep.  Palpitations became so frequent that I went to my PCP's office, where I was found to have an abnormal rhythm on my EKG (non-sustained V-tach, runs of 4-5 beats at a time).  I then went to hospital where I was admitted to observation in the ED for monitoring.

928265 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Nausea, dizziness and swelling of lips started 1-2 hours after receiving COVID vaccine, took Benadryl with improvement of symptoms, the following day noticed that the swelling of lips had come back, still nauseated and dizzy to a lesser degree. Patient was treated with Methylprednisolone acetate 40 mg IM, advised to take Pepcid 20 mg  PO BID and Benadryl 25-50 mg  PO PRN.  As of today (01/08/2021) patient is feeling better, lips are not swollen, no nausea or dizziness reported, she is back to work.

928266 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 36.0 36 F soreness at injection site, fatigue, chills, body aches, joint pain

928267 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NC 43.0 43 F on day 7 after getting vaccine, injection site became extremely itchy. Over the course of the day became very red and swelling increased to size of a baseball.

928269 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 FL 75.0 75 F Continuous itching at the site since symptoms first began.   It is still itching 1.5 days since I received the shot.  There is no swelling or redness.

928270 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 31.0 31 F LARGE (20 BY 20 CM.) ERYTHEMATOUS MASS AT INJECTION SITE SIX DAYS FOLLOWING INJECTION, NO TREATMENT BY INDIVIDUAL, I AM INFECITON PREVENTION: ON 1/6/2021 I VIEWED AND RECORDED THE ARM SWELLING, ADVISED OTC BENADRYL 25 MG WHEN NOT DRIVING AND IMMEDIATE APPLICATION OF A COLD COMPRESS. ON 1/7/2021 BY PHONE THE INDIVISDUAL STATED SHE WA SNOT ANY BETTER AND I REFERRED HER TO HER PHYSICIAN.

928271 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PR 43.0 43 M AT 3AM STARTED WITH FEVER AND CHILLS , HEADACHE, SEVERE BODYACHE, LOWER BACK PAIN AND FATIGUE TAKING TYLENOL EVER 4 HRS SINCE 3AM 1/8/2021

928272 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 VA 34.0 34 F Chills, tiredness, headache, malaise, swelling in arm

928273 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 51.0 51 F Axillary soreness /pain in the same arm of the injection site. Urticaria, covering most of the deltoid muscle, with slight swelling.

928275 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 33.0 33 M Symptoms - ? at time of vaccine, pain at injection site, worsening overnight.  EE reports arm as feeling heavy.  EE reports unable to sleep over night and tossed and turned.  EE reports feeling chilled this am and took temperature.  Tmax 102.2 taken at 08:45.  EE reports + runny nose and congestion. EE denies travel and COVID-19 exposure without proper PPE.  Home remedies? -   motrin 600 mg at 08:55  Any improvement? ? none at this time  Recommendation?  After completely algorithm, EE meets criteria to be COVID tested and removed from work at this time.  EE provided with EH command center and instructions to notify them need for COVID-19 testing.  EE educated to notify his manager.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

928276 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 73.0 73 M headache neck stiffness, resolved during observation period.

928277 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NE 57.0 57 F Egg sized swelling/red/firm area over injection site 12/30/20 to 1/1/21.    I had been taking Zyrtec prior to that.    I was more concerned when that area resolved and then a larger softball sized area reformed on 1/6/21 which is red/dark red hard and raised.  I was off Zyrtec by then and had started Lisinopril on 1/1/21 for high BP.
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928278 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IA 37.0 37 F Patient did not have any symptoms on the day injection was given. The next day was running an elevated temp over 101F ,  Noticed  a lump on left shoulder. Site very tender and has continued to spread up neck and down to breast. Also states she has tingling in fingers. Site where injection given is slightly swollen and tender. Had her come to our

928279 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 SC 59.0 59 F An area (approximately the size of a medium orange) of itchy bumps came up on my chest several hours after the injection.  It is not painful and I did not notice it anywhere else, just the area on the upper right side of my sternum.

928280 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 58.0 58 F started shaking chills late evening 1/7 (did not take temp). In morning 1/8 leg weakness, generalized weakness/fatigue

928281 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 VA 35.0 35 F Intermittent numbness in hands

928282 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 TX 51.0 51 F My arm was swollen , Large welt  at the injection site. My hands were itching and swelling  Inside of my mouth was tingling  Hard to breathe  Bad Headache  12/23/2020 Benadryl- IV

928283 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WI 38.0 38 F Clinic Manager reports that EE received first dose Covid-19. EE reports that after 15 minutes EE became unwell and was sweating. EE reports that EE was seen in clinic by providers and had elevated blood pressure and hives

928284 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Tonsils swollen Throat felt like it was closed

928286 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 IA 36.0 36 F 1/4/21: Severe headache, not relieved with OTC meds or prescription migraine meds. 1/7/21: itchy rash/hives on arm, legs, back and under chin.  One dose of Benadryl at that time with no relief.

928287 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 50.0 50 F 01/08/2020 2:00AM extreme pain in arm at injection site ; 11:00AM chills, jaw pain, fever 103. 2, Tylenol reduced fever to 100.8, body aches and joints, slight cough

928288 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IL 68.0 68 F Resident sent to hospital with respiratory distress and low oxygen

928289 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 45.0 45 F vomitting

928290 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Fast heart rate, dizziness, fatigue, fever, body aches

928291 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 WI 69.0 69 F symptoms:chest and stomach pain  Has markedly elevated liver function tests that were normal 2 weeks prior to immunization Is being admitted the hospital to monitor liver function test. Y 2

928293 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PA 38.0 38 F ?Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA? -  Flu like symptoms including body aches, muscle pains, joint pains, red/blotchy face, minor itchy ness, tired, fatigue , pain at the injection site, left arm pain, feeling of swollen hands/joints

928294 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OR 30.0 30 U VACCINE ERROR: This was the second dose in the series. Second dose was administered 16 days after the first dose. Initial dose was given 12/20/2020.

928295 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 VA 115.0 F Redness at injection site and pain in arm

928296 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 KS 59.0 59 F Mild headache and injection site soreness

928297 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NC 34.0 34 F Extreme redness, swelling, burning, blistering at injection site starting 1 week after injection

928298 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 59.0 59 F Patient developed dry mouth and dificulty swallowing 11 min after vaccination, lasted 30 min. Has lingering post nasal drainage.

928299 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MN 44.0 44 F Chills, headaches, extreme fatigue, muscle soreness, ongoing redness below the injection site, elevated heart rate, mild shortness of breath. I slept 11.5 hours the next night after receiving the vaccine, which seemed to help with symptoms. *I had a Covid infection in August 2020.

928300 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 33.0 33 U anxiety went home and took antianxiety.

928302 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 TN 38.0 38 M BELLS PALSEY ON LEFT SIDE ON DAY 11 AFTER VACCINE. FUNCTION HAS ALMOST FULLY RESOLVED AFTER A MEDROL DOSE PACK WAS STARTED.

928303 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Swelling of tongue, lips and face.  Hives.  Benadryl administered on site.  Rapid Response team called.  Patient was transported to ED.  In ED received IV solumedrol, IV fluids and EPI X 1.  Full recovery.  Discharged from ED to home on 4 days of prednisone.

928304 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 35.0 35 F BODY ACHE (LEFT UPPER ARM) POST COVID VAC. SHOT

928305 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 WI 31.0 31 F fever, chills, body aches, extreme fatigue, headache, dizziness

928306 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MI 56.0 56 F I became ache all over, fever of 100.7. Severe headache and nausea. That has past and now, can not taste and smell and congested.

928307 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 30.0 30 F Patient received the Covid-19 vaccine. 10 min after the vaccine she reported a feeling that her heart was racing, felt light headed, no throat tightness. Her initial b/p was 150/95 HR 145 sao2 100% Slightly pale in appearance. After about 5 minutes she reported feeling better, she drank water, ate pretzels. She was observed to a total of 30 minutes. Recheck of her B/P 144/80 HR 76 100 % sao2 . Pt left on her own accord  Ambulatory. She will follow up in the ED if her symptoms return or for any concerns.

928308 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IN 57.0 57 F About one minute after receiving the injection, ( approximately 9 AM) I felt my heart rate increase to about 100 bpm, and I just did not feel right.  I told the nurses I didn't feel right, and I sat down for about 10 minutes and drank 3 glasses of water.  Initially I felt better, but then I felt weak and "not right",  so I lay down on a cot for approximately 40 minutes.  My B/P was elevated (165/95), which is very high for me.  I did not have any trouble breathing.  I continued to drink water, and eventually my B/P lowered, and I felt better.  I took an antihistamine (10 mg Zyrtec) when I arrived home at 11:00 AM, and felt very tired until about 3:30 PM,  when I felt just about back to normal.  I was assessed by an ER physician at the clinic site.

928309 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 TX 36.0 36 M Patient noted on vaccine follow-up that developed fever, chills the evening after vaccine. Patient obtained COVID test that was positive. No symptoms were experienced prior to vaccine. Likely unknown exposure to COVID prior to vaccine. Patient did not note need for hospitalization for COVID and recovering at home. Feels better at the time of follow-up.

928310 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 44.0 44 F Next few days had a normal reaction-fatigue, joint pain that lasted for approximately 3-4 days. 8 days later developed a reaction at injection site-redness, swelling, warm to touch, nerve pain radiating down arm. Treated with OTC Antihistamine, ibuprofen and topical cortisone cream. Also, nasal congestion and slight sore throat

928312 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CO 56.0 56 F Swelling, red blotches, itchy( on arm where the vaccine was given)severe headache, pain in left side by hip bone, sharp pain, cotton mouth(extremely thirsty) and tightens of chest

928313 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 70 U 2nd day after getting the vaccine I woke up and my joints were hurting especially my knees. 1/2 My arms started hurting and the injection site swelled up about the size of my arm and it turned red, hard and itchy. I also felt very tired. The symptoms went away about a week later.

928314 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 52.0 52 M Severe nasal congestion within hours. Loss of smell and taste. Following day of vaccine received my Positive PCR test results  for Covid 19. Tested negative 12 days prior.

928315 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 28.0 28 F Day 7 injection site is red, swollen and itchy

928316 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NC 42.0 42 F severe migraine lasting more that 24 hours with out relief from Imitrex

928317 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 46.0 46 M Taste of metal in my mouth for approximately 1 hour.

928318 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 CO 50.0 50 F headache, sore throat, runny nose, arm pain that migrated to the axilla and down the side of the body, joint pain ( hands, wrist, feet, hips, knees, spine, neck), insomnia, general malaise, fatigue, and lower grade fever. Most symptoms lasted about 7 -10 days. However, it is now day 20 after the initial vaccine and I still have joint pain that has not gone away. esp in hands, wrists, and feet. When I sleep I still wake up with all my joints hurting it gets better as I start moving but the wrist, hands, and feet pain has not gone away. This pain will wake me in the night when I change positions.  I called my doctor today to inquire if it is a good idea if I should take the second dose because the first dose made me so dibiliated. Awaiting for a response. I am due to take the second vaccine on 2/9/21.

928319 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Tachycardia 160?s, Sharp Left Jaw Pain, Left Facial Swelling, Tingling/Numbness Roof of Mouth and Tongue

928320 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 KS 59.0 59 F Mild headache and injection site tenderness

928322 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 OH 56.0 56 F Pt has hives for 2-3 days after injection starting 2 hours after injection. She also stated  redness/itching to injection site. In addition fatigue after injection.

928323 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 68.0 68 F Soreness at injection site

928324 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 45.0 45 F dizziness, congestion, cough, heart rate elevated, fatigue, injection site pain, chest heaviness negative Covid test

928326 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MA 28.0 28 F Fever (chills and sweating) Sharp pain in arm of injection  Nausea and vomiting  Full body aches  Low energy

928327 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MN 37.0 37 F started feeling "funny" about 30 minutes after her second covid vaccine. She returned to the covid vaccine clinic at 0928. She had returned to work in the clinic and let her coworkers know how she was feeling. She was given 50 mg PO liquid Benadryl at 0907 due to tingly, full-feeling tongue, and stated her "teeth and face feel funny". VS at 0915: BP 128/85, P 88, O2 100%.  VS 10 mintues later (30 min after Benadryl) were: BP 118/74,P 77,O2 100%. She reports that the tingling and fullness of her tongue is much better. Her color is normal, and she is visiting with staff. Will plan to monitor for one hour.

928328 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 PA 27.0 27 F Fever, chills, severe dizziness. Unable to even sit at the side of the bed without baseline out. (I do have pots but have been fully function without any currently symptoms of that)

928329 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 FL 67.0 67 M Exacerbation of psoriasis on hands

928330 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 44.0 44 F Symptoms - ? 1/7 at approximately 2:00 pm:  feelings of nausea; 10:00 pm:  myalgias, midnight:  chills and fever (Tmax 101.3).  EE denies COVID-19 exposure without proper PPE and denies travel. Home remedies? -   none Any improvement? ? at time of call at approx. 9:10 am, EE reports significant improvement in symptoms and denies fever at this time Recommendation? EE encouraged to continue to monitor her symptoms and to call vaccine support line with further questions/concerns.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

928331 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 TN 45.0 45 F After the vaccine few hours later my left arm went numb. I  went to the ER physician told me that was not a reaction to the vaccine and prescribed me a prescription for Prednisone, Allergy medication. I missed a total of I  hour 1/2 from work.

928333 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 NM 76.0 76 M Fever, coughing, drowsiness, generalized weakness. Was found to be hypercalcemic (corrected calcium 14) and admitted 1/2-4. No prior history of hypercalcemia. Y 2

928335 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 59.0 59 M pt was awoken at 11pm with severe abdominal pain from the diaphragm and wrapping around to the right flank and back.  pt described the pain as "burning" and she had 1 episode of vomiting.  The next day she found "2 red circles" on her left lower back.

928337 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 45.0 45 F dizziness, congestion, cough, heart rate elevated, fatigue, injection site pain, chest heaviness y negative Covid test

928338 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 27.0 27 F Complained of dizziness and feeling like she will pass out. Client in back of Jeep lying down with feet elevated. 11:35am client states less dizzy and sitting up drinking soda. 12:01 vital signs stable; ambulating well, color pink, denied dizziness, pruritus. Left site in stable condition.

928339 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 CO 41 F Developed a infrapopliteal DVT in the left leg two days after vaccine was received. I also had minor knee surgery on December 18, four days prior to receiving the vaccine. No risk factors/medical history for developing a DVT.

928340 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 SC 54.0 54 F right arm started tingling about 15 minutes after vaccine. Rash started on left wrist/forearm area. Took Benadryl and Zyrtec...symptoms subsided.

928341 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MN 69.0 69 F Patient ran a fever of 100.2, had redness, swelling, and hardness at the injection site

928342 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 GA 53.0 53 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Patient stated they had the following symptoms  -Uncontrolled shaking, fever, Arrhythmia, dizziness, mental status change, nausea, skin reaction

928344 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 CO 79.0 79 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA: Within fifteen minutes of receiving vaccine patient experienced lightheadedness and dizziness. Remained awake alert and oriented and able to stand and ambulate. Initial vital signs were within normal rnage except blood pressure 152/67 mmHg. Patient denied chest pain, palpiatations, shortness of breath, difficulty breathing, nausea, vomiting, and pain. Patient stated they had not eaten yet that day and was immediately given juice, food, and water. One hour after vaccination patient stated symptoms were resolving. One hour and fifteen minutes after vaccination patient stated lightheadedness and dizziness returned and were slightly worse and developed a new symptom of "ear and head pressure". Repeat vital signs were within normal ranges except blood pressure was 139/92 mmHg. After discussion with healthcare provider decision made to transfer patient to urgent care/emergency department.

928346 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MN 47.0 47 F When injected noted sharp shooting pain up shoulder.  Site was three fingers down and also above arm pit. Site confirmed by site contact as well. Ice applied

928347 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Within a 5-8 minutes of receiving the vaccine, I became very dizzy and lightheaded.  The nurse had me lay down and took my blood pressure.  It was up to 145/94, unusual for me. I am normally under 120/80.  I rested and had some water and orange juice.  I felt weak but did not lose consiousness. After 30 minutes, my blood pressure was down to 131/87 and she thought it was okay for me to go home. On my drive home, the left side of my face/cheek was tingling. I still felt very weak but the dizziness had subsided.  My fingers were also very cold. I laid down at home and around 6:45 PM, my cheek was still tingling, so I went back to the clinic. They sent me over to the ER. Everything came back normal, except my blood pressure was still elevated in the 140s/90s and the doctor stated I'd had a mild adverse reaction. When I got home, I went to bed. While I was in bed, I noticed my mouth area felt slightly numb.  I went to bed and felt tired, but normal, in the morning. On 12/31/2020 and 1/1/2020 I experienced very bad arm pain that kept me up at night. I experienced a heaviness and throbbing sensation. It was very hard for me to move from side to side while laying down at night. During the day, the pain felt moderate, but at night was very severe. Over-the-counter pain medication helped some. The pain subsided after 2-3 days. One week after the vaccine, on 1/6/2021, I noticed pain at the injection sight again. On the night of 1/6/2021, the pain was severe again. I couldn't rotate from side to side without extreme pain and heaviness, and also felt the heaviness in my chest plate (not heart, but the bone of my chest). It kept me up most of the night. In the morning, the pain subsided to a mild pain. I applied heat and took ibuprofen the night of 1/7/2021 and noticed an improvement of pain.

928348 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 74.0 74 F Chills, slight temperature, headache joint pain.  Chills have continued off and on.  Headache still present after9 hours, joint ache continues.

928349 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OK 40.0 40 F Patient received dose #2 at 2:35 pm, at 2:45 pm onset of severe pruritis, shortness of breath with rapid onset of dyspnea. Epinephrine Injection, USP Auto-Injector 0.3 mg administered. Code blue called. This occured in hospital setting, emergency department responded to vaccination clinic.  Oxygen therapy, Methlyprednisolone 125 mg IV push,  Diphenhydramine 50 mg IV push.

928351 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 29.0 29 F Fatigue, headache, joint pain

928352 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 30.0 30 F light headed, sore throat, swollen throat, body and muscle aches and fatigue, encouraged to seek medical attention.

928353 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MN 65.0 65 F On 12/31/20 at 2:00pm I developed a HA, with chills, & body aches.   My right arm started to swell,  redness  from injection site approx. 6 inches very  painful   On Jan 1st temp 100.9  HA body aches and slept all day in bed.  The redness in my arm finally went away on 1/7/2021

928354 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Headache , Swollen at the injection site with Large welts,  Throat tingling and swollen  Hard to breath  IV -Benadryl

928355 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TN 47.0 47 F Day 9 same hot red injection site with the addition of two baseball size hot red swollen areas below then on day 10 they were softball size then on day 11 they are one huge hot red swollen area with a more blanched center and the injection site above is still red itchy and hot

928357 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 35.0 35 F chills started about6 1/2 hrs after shot extremely sleep about 8-9 hr after over all body aches started same time as chills all last right at 24 hrs

928358 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 WV 21.0 21 F Pfizer 1st dose- Not even five minutes after receiving the vaccine I started sweating, dizziness, headache, nausea and getting hives on both arms. They made my crew take me to the ER. When they took my vitals my O2 was 88% and they put me on 4lpm, HR was upper 110s and my BP was 160s/100s... The next day I couldn?t walk, keep my eyes open, had a headache, my whole body was aching and sore. I ended up sleeping for over 20 hours that day, couldn?t eat my husband had to actually help me walk to the shower and bathe me because I kept almost passing out.

928359 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 29.0 29 F Fatigue, headache, joint pain

928360 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 29.0 29 M Client complained of dizziness at 11:09. Will call for a ride home. Offered to call 911 (client refused) Suggested client go to ED. Client left to home in a LYFT; stated he has no other way home; instructed to go to the ED

928361 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 52.0 52 F Fever 101.5, aches, chills, headache

928362 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F a swollen round raised bump as in a swollen lymph node on the the left side of the neck area. painful when I touch it. it appeared this morning.

928363 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 44.0 44 M FEVER 102.1 , CHILL AND BODY PAIN FOR 28 HOURS. AFTER THAT NO SYMPTOMS AND FEELING BETTER, JUST TOOK TYLENOL 500MG THRICE A DAY.

928364 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IN 42.0 42 M Fever, chills, injection site pain, headache, body aches

928365 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Edematous, red, itchy rash all over body.  It started on my face and bilateral arms and then went to my neck, torso and legs.

928366 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MN 37.0 37 F EE reports that EE received 1st Covid-19 vaccine on 12/29/2020. EE report that later that evening EE began experiencing the following signs and symptoms of injection site pain, joint pain, headache, fatigue, and muscle pain. EE reports that EE was extremely fatigued on 12/30/2020 that EE was not able to work. EE called in to work on 12/30/2020. EE reports that EE has RTW work today, but is still experiencing the symptoms, but with improvement.

928367 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 GA 65.0 65 F Tongue feels thick in back of throat. Denies respiratory distress, headache. Received Covid vaccine at 10:32.  11:18  Client continues to deny respiratory distress. States less feeling of thickness to tongue.  Offered benadryl - client refused.  11:32 Client states she no longer has feeling of tongue thickness and is leaving to go home.  Disposition:  Stable upon leaving to go home; offered benadryl and refused benadryl.

928368 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 62.0 62 F chills, fever, muscle ache, joint pain

928369 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 51.0 51 F Patient started experience burning in the eyes and bilateral tinnitus.  She denied any rash, hives, swelling, facial edema, or pharyngeal edema, wheezing, shortness of breath, or chest pain.  She was given Benadryl at the time and observed.

928372 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NC 57.0 57 F Fever 101.5, Chils, Rigors, Headache, body ache, much pain at site of injection Treated with tylenol, benadryl Next day at time of report, symptoms had not resolved.

928374 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CT 21.0 21 F On 12/31/2020 I had a headache and I was tired.  Over then next two days my arm was very sore.  That subsided by 1/02/21.  On 1/07/21 I woke up around 8 AM with my arm being sore again and at ejection site I had a red circle. The ejection site was also swollen. I took a benedryl and the pain subsided but the red circle continued to grow.  On 1/08/21 the circle got even bigger (even with taking two 25 mg tablets of benedryl before bed) and it?s warm to the touch.    Also on 1/07/2021 at around 6 pm I began menstrual spotting (this would be in the dead middle of my usual cycle). It continued into today ,1/08/2021. This is unusual for me as I have never experienced spotting in the middle of my cycle.   Also on today 1/08/2021 my arm soreness has returned as the red circle is  growing bigger around the ejection site (approximately 3 1/2 inches by 2 inches). I?m also experiencing extra tiredness and a headache.

928375 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 35.0 35 F body aches hours after vaccine, rest, encouraged if needed to f/u with provider as needed

928376 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 WI 40.0 40 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine  Approximately 24 hours after injection I felt dyspnea with minimal exertion and at rest while wearing my hospital mask, which I attributed to the cheap quality of the mask.  Breathlessness was relieved after I took it off.  I shoveled snow with no problem over the weekend, and was off work.  Three days later, on 1/3 around 7 pm, I experience the same feeling while wearing the same type of mask, and it was relieve when I took it off.   The following day, 1/4 around 2pm, while wearing a different disposable mask in the grocery store, felt extremely overheated and realized I was having difficulty breathing with minimal exertion.  This time the feeling did not pass when I left the store/removed my mask, and residual effects of not being able to easily take a deep breath stayed with me the entire day.   The feeling was gone in the morning, but did eventually re-occur the next day (tightness in my lungs not allowing for easy deep breaths) on 1/5 near the end of a shift where I had been wearing yet a different type of disposable mask. The symptoms starting around 4:30 pm and lasted throughout the rest of the evening.  At this point I notified employee heath and scheduled a covid test.   The next two days, on 1/6 and 1/7, the same type of dyspnea persisted throughout the day; while at rest, not relieved, and with no other symptoms (no cough, fever, etc.)   Ibuprofen appears to relieve the discomfort, and I have returned to work, however the symptoms are still present if I am not taking Ibuprofen.  Possibly some kind of pleurisy.  My lung sounds are clear.

928377 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IA 29.0 29 F Well at injection site, swollen arm around injection site, nausea, fatigue.  Resolved on 01/08/2021

928378 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 FL 95.0 95 F Congestion Shortness of breath Tachycardia  Transferred out 911. Per hospital, patient had a myocardial infarction, is unresponsive, and on hospice services. Y Y 2

928379 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 IN 38.0 38 F 1150 Post injection my tongue started to feel numb and tingling.   Tongue started to swell.  Over the next 20 minutes the numbness and tingling progressed to the roof of my mouth, my gums, my lower lip, underneath my tongue, up my cheeks, and underneath my eyes on both sides.  Because it kept slowly progressing I took 25 mg oral Benadryl. About 20 minutes after the Benadryl I noticed that my tongue didn?t feel or look as swollen.  Within an hour I would say 95% better.   I just had some trace numbness on my cheeks bilaterally.  Symptoms returned again about 12 hours later. Again took Benadryl, this time 50 mg. All symptoms have resolved

928380 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 81.0 81 M Patient received two doses of the COVID-19 vaccines. 1st on 12/18/20 and second one on 1/5/2021., On 1/6/2021, he tested positive for COVID-19.

928382 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Body aches, fatigue,fever Tylenol to treat Resolved in 24 hours

928383 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MA 28.0 28 F Soreness in affected arm  Fatigue  Nausea

928384 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 CA 52.0 52 M Developed an itchy rash over left anticubital area.

928385 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 IA 35.0 35 F Fever, body aches, chills, diarrhea, joint swelling, leg swelling, skin tenderness, extreme joint pain, nausea, upper back and neck pain, headache, skin redness not at injection site.

928386 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OH 59.0 59 F 5 days after vaccine swollen lymph node and swollen neck near collar bone.  7 days after vaccine red swollen itchy at injection site.  No signs prior to that except soreness at injection site.

928387 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 ME 45.0 45 F headache, chills, body aches and generalized unwell feeling

928389 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 IA 58.0 58 F Severe Body pain, temp, nausea and vomiting, Severe Headache - described as "48 hrs of the worst pain I have ever endured."

928390 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 DE 92.0 92 F 1/3/2021 developed facial drooping later to be diagnosed by ER on 1/4/2021 as Bels Palsy status post  COVID-19  Vaccine administered on 12/28/2020.  The long-term outcome is unknown.  The patient returned to the center and was doing well.

928391 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 VA 35.0 35 M About a week later I noticed itchiness at site of injection. The next day a red welt had appeared around injection site and was hot to the touch. I applied ice and took an Aleve PM as it was time for bed. Next morning I wake up for work and redness has subsided some and is no longer as hot. I still reported it to my manager and Lab Director, who also reported it to the Pharmacy dept and advised me to report it here.

928392 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 TX 71.0 71 F One week after injection, injection site became inflamed, warm to touch and large rash surrounding the injection.  Slight fever of 99

928393 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 44.0 44 M fever, flu symptoms

928394 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Recieved 2nd dose of COVID-19 vaccine  at 7:56am. Walked back to clinic . Around 0900 started feeling throat tightening and throat itching, reports bilat hand felt numb. Walked back to vaccine clinic with co-worker . Reports ALG to Amoxicillin=rash/throat swelling. Employee A/O x 4, color pink, no difficulty breathing, tongue not swollen, but anxious. Moved to Employee Health Services (EHS) for observation are via w/c. Given 50 mg of po Benadryl. VS and pulse ox  monitored. V/S and O2sat remained with normal limits. At 11:00am, Employee reported the her throat swelling and itchiness had resolved.  D/C home, escorted by  husband (HCW). Follow-up call made by health care provider at 17:36pm, employee reported her symptoms had resolved and she took a long nap.

928395 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MA 25.0 25 F Nausea immediately following injection that continued for 24 hours, Stoke like symptoms that began six hours after injection  that persist currently (48 hours +) including severe headache (resolved after 24 hours with 800mg ibuprofen Q3, Benadryl 25mg Q3 ), confusion, cognitive impairment, vision changes (L), drift in the upper extremity (L), dizziness, lack of coordination, and difficulty with depth perception. Neck stiffness from 12 hours post injection to 48 hours post injection. Negative for fever, vomiting, hemiparesis, difficulty with speech or word finding, facial droop,

928396 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WA 38.0 38 M Starting the morning of Jan 8th I became moderately body sore and tired.  I have bouts of being slightly nauseous.  The injection site is very tender.

928398 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 29.0 29 F Onset Headache, Body Aches, Chills, Fatigue 10 hours after vaccine

928399 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 OH 46.0 46 F About 1 week after, pt had localized reaction of redness, swelling and tenderness. After two days started to decrease .

928400 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 IA 58.0 58 F Severe reaction to the Covid Vaccine Severe Body pain, temp, nausea and vomiting, Severe Headache48 hrs of the worst pain I have ever endured.

928401 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 GA 57.0 57 F Patient has seronegative spondyloarthropathy auto immune condition.  Has not had any issues in a while.  A few days after receiving the Moderna vaccine, developed some mild arthritic symptoms in R hand, R hip and sternum and eventually the right side of neck going up into skull area. Pt developed a fever blister under nose.  Pt did not have a fever.  In addition to the voltaren patient takes daily, added some ibuprofen.  Symptoms are improving.

928402 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PA 36.0 36 M chills, rigors, fatigue, temp 101.8

928403 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MI 30.0 30 F Fever, chills, muscle and joint pain, headache; improved with ibuprofen

928404 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 MI 28.0 28 F Chills and 99.7° fever 26 hours after injection. Very painful arm.

928405 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 VA 35.0 35 F Hard knot/muscle stiffness at injection site 8 days after receiving dose. Itching and pain lasting approximately 2 days.

928406 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 MO 56.0 56 M Arm redness, swelling. Developed 7d after vaccination and appearance consistent with cellulitis.

928407 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 61.0 61 F Delayed onset of injection site reaction.

928408 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MI 61.0 61 F 1st day of inj  the expected side effect of inj site very sore and fatigue for 25 hours. Day 8 after  receiving the vaccine, at 2 PM started with itching of scalp, arms, legs, rash, and abdominal hives. Proceeded to facial swelling and difficulty swallowing, swelling back of neck.  Took 50 mg Benadryl w/ some relief. 630 PM symptoms reoccur, took another 50 mg Benadryl with no relief. Symptoms intensified to severe swelling of back of neck with intense pressure base of skull, radiating to top of head. Proceeded to the ER at 830 PM

928409 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 59.0 59 F Mild soreness at right armpit noted on day 5 or 6 post vaccine  administration. Day 7 noted right upper arm swelling, redness,  firmness warmth. Day 8 redness swelling and warmth increased w odd sensations locally.  Intermittent chills no fever. Apt w PCP to evaluate diag cellulitis. ATB odered. Doxycycline 100 mg 2x day for 7 day

928410 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 31.0 31 F fever, chills, muscle aches

928411 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 ME 50.0 50 F Localized injection site reaction on day 6, including itch and burning pain, cellulitis appearing reaction, redness, hardness developed on day 7, redness continuing on day 8, 9, 10 with soreness, itching and arm pain.

928412 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CO 39.0 39 F Fever, body aches, chills, nausea and vomiting

928413 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 31.0 31 M Pt report  fever of 100.6,  left shoulder blade pain and swelling of the left arm pit. Treatment include Tylenol will continue to monitor.

928414 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 33.0 33 F Headache, nausea, body aches, fever 103f, severe rigors unrelieved by Tylenol and Motrin for 6 hours the night of the injection. Continued low grade fevers (100.4-100.8) and malaise, nausea, headache for the next two days. And sore arm

928415 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 KY 54.0 54 F Pt started expeircing dizziness since last night (11 hrs following vaccination) with no other symptoms. She describes the dizziness as severe but not constant throughout the day. Pt has no other symptoms at this time.

928416 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IN 54.0 54 M Body aches began about 11-12 hours after dose and continued for about 40 hours after dose.  Severe chills began about 4:00 am, 19 hours after dose and lasted several hours.  Chills returned two to three times over the next 20 hours.  Low-grade fever began about 8:00 am, 23 hours after dose.  Fever peaked to 101.2 F about 36 hours after dose.  All symptoms resolved within 48 hours after dose.  Fever and pain were reduced with use of acetaminophen.  Two doses of 1000mg taken.  One around 9:00 am on 1/6/21 and another around 9:00 pm on 1/6/21.

928417 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 MN 39.0 39 F Vaccine was given above deltoid area, given in shoulder area. Right shoulder started to swell. Pain in right arm starting in shoulder and runs down the entire arm. Pain continues 1 week after receiving the injection. Mild swelling continues in right shoulder.  Having numbness in right hand.

928418 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 31.0 31 F On day 8 post vaccination the injection site became rapidly inflamed, hot to touch, itchy, swollen, tender.  Unsure if injection site reaction versus cellulitis.

928419 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 37.0 37 F Swelling at the injection site Hot to touch at fever site Hardness at injection site  Redness at injection site On ongoing and worsening for over a week Started Benadryl yesterday

928420 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MT 24.0 24 F Tested COVID + on 01/04/2021

928421 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 AR 45.0 45 F On 12-16-2020 I received my first Pfizer injection and 5 days after I experienced lymphadenopathy to my neck, left arm and under the arm and clavicle. My lymph nodes are swelling and I am concerned since I never had my lymph nodes swell up. On my second injection 01-06-2021, I continue with lymph node swelling and my symptoms do not seem to go away. I went to see my doctor, that said  it was probably a reaction to the Pfizer injection and he is recommending that in February 2021,  if I still have swelling to my lymph nodes then lab work will be performed.

928422 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IN 48.0 48 F High fever ongoing 16 hours now. Headache, shaking, muscle pain, vomiting

928423 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Dizzy Headache Nausea Body Ache Chills Brain Fog

928424 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 KY 40.0 40 F Severe headache about 12 hours , severe nausea 18 hours

928425 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 46.0 46 F Employee began experiencing pain and decreased ROM in shoulder hours after injection. She was evaluated by ortho, and IR was determined that injection was placed too high and went into her bursa.
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928426 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 WI 63.0 63 F fever, muscle aches,headache

928427 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 NC 59.0 59 F Arm Pain, Swelling

928428 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 44.0 44 M Posterior headache, nape and upper back pain  Low grade fever for about 18 hrs  Armpit tenderness on the side of injection

928429 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CT 59.0 59 F fever-low grade starting 8 hrs after injection lasting 36 hrs-99.3-100.5 bilateral axillary tenderness lymph node swelling bilaterally-neck lasting 36 hrs mild headache  eye swelling/itch all symptoms relieved with Benadryl 50-75mg x2 doses and Tylenol 500mgx2

928430 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MA 62.0 62 F body aches, low grad temp, nausea that led to one episode of dry heave vomiting, weakness & fatigue

928431 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Numbness and tingling over entire body.  Settled to left side.  Still present 9 days post vaccination.

928432 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 PA 59.0 59 F From Patient:    I received my shot on 12/30/20. When I got to my car I was having some face numbness and tingling. I went back to work  I also had some weakness and being tired but that went away and weakness in my legs but that went away didn?t last long.  The numbness and tingling in my face and neck did not go away.  My arm is still sore.  I did go to the er last night cause my blood pressure was high at home and face still numb and tingling.  Just thought I better check things out.  Dr wasn?t sure if it was a reaction from the covid shot he was checking for stroke issues all tests he ran were good.

928433 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MT 70.0 70 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA.  Welts and itching on left arm started Jan 7 in the evening. This started either at or very close to the injection site. By the morning of the 8th the area was no longer itching but there was a red rash still visible.

928438 06/01/2014 01/08/2021 OK U vision loss; other zoster-related conditions; Information has been received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation and refers to a patient (pt) of an unknown age and gender. No information was provided regarding medical history, concurrent conditions, or concomitant medications. On or about 01-JUN-2014, the pt was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (strength, dose, dose number, route, anatomical site of vaccination, lot number and expiration date were not provided) as prescribed and/or administered by a pharmacist for the long-term prevention of shingles and/or zoster-related conditions. On an unknown date (reported as subsequent to pt's zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) inoculation), the pt was treated by a physician for vision loss (blindness) and other zoster-related conditions (ill-defined disorder). On an unknown date, he was admitted to the hospital due to the events. As a direct and proximate result of pt's use of the zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine, the patient had and would continue suffer ongoing injuries, including but not limited to: mental and physical pain and suffering; medical care and treatment for these injuries; significant medical and related expenses as a result of these injuries, including but not limited to medical losses and costs include care for hospitalization, physician care, monitoring, treatment, medications, and supplies; diminished capacity for the enjoyment of life; diminished quality of life; increased risk of premature death, aggravation of preexisting conditions and activation of latent conditions; and other losses and damages; and would continue to suffer such losses, and damages in the future. At the time of this report, the outcome of blindness and ill-defined disorder was unknown. The lawyer considered the events to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  Upon internal review, blindness was considered a medically significant event.Y

928441 09/12/2019 01/08/2021 SC 73.0 73 F Guillain Barre syndrome; Syncopal episode; Acute inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (AIDP); GASTROPARESIS; Insomnia; Poor short-term memory; Spinal stenosis in cervical region; polyneuropathy; Numbness; weakness; Chest pain; Lower extremity pain/bilateral leg pain; Malignant tumor of breast; Lightheadedness; Muscle weakness; Fatigue; This case was reported by a lawyer and described the occurrence of demyelinating polyneuropathy in a patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   On an unknown date, the patient received Shingrix (intramuscular). On an unknown date, an unknown time after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced demyelinating polyneuropathy (serious criteria GSK medically significant) and guillain barre syndrome (serious criteria GSK medically significant). On an unknown date, the outcome of the demyelinating polyneuropathy and guillain barre syndrome were unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the demyelinating polyneuropathy and guillain barre syndrome to be related to Shingrix.  The initial information received on 10 December 2020, via medical records. As per records, she was alcohol user for 2 to 4 times a month. As per records, she had history of orthostatic hypotension, gastroparesis, retention of urine, unspecified. As per records, he had concurrent 28 April 2019, of spinal stenosis in cervical region, Microscopic colitis, Essential hypertension, dyslipidemia and hypothyroidism. As per records, the female patient received shingles vaccine in 2012. As per records, on 12 September 2019, she had Shingrix (PF) 0.5 ml intramuscular suspension. On 25 November 2019, she had Cobalamin deficiency, muscle weakness, lightheadedness, fatigue, acute inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy, In October 2019, she was hospitalized. On 06 January 2020, she was hospitalized for Guillen Barre and chronic diarrhea. On 07 January 2019, breast cancer screening. As per records dated 30 April 2020, she had malignant neoplasm of nipple and areola, left female breast. She also had dyslipidemia, acute inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy, cobalamin deficiency. As per records dated 13 February 2020, she had adult hypothyroidism, bilateral renal artery stenosis, Chest pain, chronic pain of lower extremity, dyspnea on exertion, lipedemia, lower extremity pain, syncope, Guilliain-barre syndrome onset date 21 November 2019. As per records, she had gotten the shingles vaccination in September 2019, and developed symptoms of bilateral leg pain and then had a syncopal episode. She was then admitted to the hospital. As per records dated 21 September 2020, she had Guillain-Barre syndrome a year ago. She was hospitalized and in rehab for an extensive amount of time. It thought that might have occurred after her shingles vaccine.Y

928447 01/08/2021 NC M patient has Diabetes; High Cholesterol; Thyroid problems; received 1st dose of Engerix B in 2010 and did not complete the series yet; This case was reported by a pharmacist via call center representative and described the occurrence of diabetes in a adult male patient who received HBV (Engerix B) for prophylaxis.   Co-suspect products included HBV (Engerix B) for prophylaxis.   On an unknown date, the patient received the 1st dose of Engerix B and the 2nd dose of Engerix B. On an unknown date, more than 2 years after receiving Engerix B and not applicable after receiving Engerix B, the patient experienced diabetes (serious criteria GSK medically significant), blood cholesterol increased, thyroid disorder and incomplete course of vaccination. On an unknown date, the outcome of the diabetes, blood cholesterol increased, thyroid disorder and incomplete course of vaccination were unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the diabetes, blood cholesterol increased and thyroid disorder to be related to Engerix B.  Additional details were reported as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported. The patient received the 1st dose of Engerix B in 2010.  The reporter stated that the patient had diabetes, thyroid problems and high cholesterol but was not aware if these conditions were prior to dose 1 of Engerix B. The reporter consented to follow up. All patient identifiers were reported, no batch number or expiration date reported when asked.  The patient received the 1st dose in 2020 and did not complete the series till the time of reporting which led to incomplete course of vaccination. The reporter asked should they have to revaccinate or administering 2nd and 3rd dose would be ok.

928448 11/04/2020 01/08/2021 68.0 68 F Pain is so bad / had an episode of passing out; Severe pain behind her right knee; Severe pain / left bicep; Unable to walk without a walker; Swelling behind her right knee; This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative and described the occurrence of passed out in a female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   On 4th November 2020, the patient received the 2nd dose of Shingrix (intramuscular) .5 ml. In November 2020, less than a week after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced passed out (serious criteria hospitalization and GSK medically significant), knee pain (serious criteria hospitalization), muscle pain (serious criteria hospitalization), unable to walk (serious criteria hospitalization) and swelling of knees (serious criteria hospitalization). On 4th January 2021, the outcome of the knee pain, muscle pain and unable to walk were recovered/resolved. On an unknown date, the outcome of the passed out was recovered/resolved and the outcome of the swelling of knees was unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the passed out, knee pain, muscle pain, unable to walk and swelling of knees to be related to Shingrix.  Additional details were reported as follows: The case is reported by husband of patient. He stated that his wife received the second dose of Shingrix and about 3 to 4 days later, she began to experience severe pain behind her right knee and left bicep. She also had swelling behind her right knee. The pain was so bad, she had an episode of passing out. She went to the emergency room and was kept overnight for observation and then discharged.  She was unable to walk without a walker. Provided medical disclaimer and advised to follow up with his wife's health care professional.  The reporter did not consent to follow-up. Note: Reaction end date is given for pain and swelling behind right knee and pain in left bicep but outcome given as not recovered. Captured outcome as recovered as reaction end date is given.  Discrepant information reported in XML and narrative for onset date of events. Events onset date captured as per narrative.Y

928449 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Redness around injection site the day after. Swelling like a lump or knot under skin and pain increase second day. Third day itchy skin at injection site but less pain.

928450 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 58 M Received a COVID-19 vaccination in his left arm and 9:15 on 12/182020 and states that he felt some swelling sensation in his throat.  He received 25 mg of Benadryl there initially and then a few minutes later got another 25.  He had no chest pain or shortness of breath.  He had no difficulty swallowing.  He has had somewhat of a similar reaction in the past when he is exposed to cat hair.  He was sent to ED by EMS for further evaluation.   No rash.  Arrived 10:16am, given pepcid, declined steroids and discharged at 11:47am.  Felt normal within 2-3 hrs after receiving the vaccine.  Given EpiPen for second dose.

928451 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NC 46.0 46 F Shoulder, Trapezius pain..severe.  Severe headache.  All occurring days afterwards

928452 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 37.0 37 F -on 1/6/21 my right arm started feeling sore -on 1/7/21 when I woke up in the morning I was very cold for four hours. My feet remained cold the entire day. I also woke up with a headache which lasted all day. In the late afternoon my body started aching which lasted all night. On my right arm well below the injection site my skin pigmentation changed; there is a patch of skin which is now lighter. -on 1/8/21 my head still hurts, my neck area feels very sore. I still have the skin color change on my arm

928453 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 46.0 46 U Approximately 1 hour after receiving dose #1 of Moderna COVID vaccine, I was sitting at work desk and suddenly felt flushed/hot throughout body; told nearby co-workers I felt light-headed; nearby co-workers then noticed I became quiet, sat and stared into space for about a 30 second timespan while sitting at desk; Co-workers then noticed I was confused and seemed to lose a span of time; Co-workers assisted me to lay down and made suggestion to go to ED. I refused to go to ED and continued to be confused for about 15 mins. Patient returned to baseline state and did not recall the events; I then agreed to go to ED; Co-workers wheeled me to ED where an EKG was done and released after an hour of observation.

928454 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 OK 93.0 93 M DIZZINESS

928455 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 42.0 42 F Started with hives approximately 15 minutes after and then went into full Anaphylaxis. Required epi and Benadryl.

928456 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 ID 28.0 28 F Fever, chills, flu like symptoms

928458 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PR 40.0 40 M Nausea and dry heave, diarrhea once, epigastric pain. 18 hours post injection. Treated with Maalox 60 ml single dose. Symptoms resolved.

928459 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 31.0 31 M 1. Pulsing pain at dose administration site at 11 pm.  -No treatment, went to sleep. 2. (12 hrs after administration).  Woke up at 1:00 am with severe chills.  Lasted 2 hours.  -Threw on sweats and another blanket, went back to sleep. 3. Woke up at 6:30 am with intense body and head pain.  "was a cant get comfortable in any position type of pulsing pain" Something im accustomed to when i get the Flu.  I rolled around in pain for 4 hours while trying to go back to sleep; it even hurt to breathe deeply. - took Tylenol at 11am and the symptoms never came back.  *Note.  I think i suffered so much pain in the 4 hours that it lasted with me until even now as i write this.  Hard to describe, but my entire body has had this tiny ache that has not gone away.  Not a big deal to me, but just wanted it documented.  I am selecting recovered even with that tiny ache still apparent because physical pain usually takes time to heal.  Assuming that's all it is.

928460 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 OH 58.0 58 F Injection given in Left Deltoid. No complaints at this time of injection.  Arrived in waiting area at 0725.  At 0750 C/o feeling warm, skin clammy, alert and oriented x 3.  Felt like a hot flash. BP 141/75, P=74.     At 0754A states feeling much better, skin warm, dry.  BP 139/69, P=67  At 0757 Patient chatting, alert and oriented x 3, skin warm, dry BP 169/93, P = 76. patient left observation room with husband who drove her home

928461 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 FL 67.0 67 M Anaphylactic reaction,  Severe edema and raised red rash entire body, Severe itching ,Soft tissue edema of throat. Swelling of, eyes, lips, face. Multiple trips to ER, treated with steroids, Benadryl, prevacid. , CURRENTLY IN ICU ON EPINEPHRINE DRIP, STEROIDS, MULTIPLE MEDSY Y 5

928462 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CT 64.0 64 F Hot , raised, itchy rash below injection site on Left Arm resembling cellulitis

928463 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MN 43.0 43 F I had pretty severe symptoms about 12 hours after the vaccine. I received the vaccine on 1/6 at 8 am. Serve headache, body aches, chill, fever. They lasted about 12 hours and then most of today just overall fatigue. I now have discomfort in my back and chest. Is this normal?

928464 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 RI 69.0 69 F Upon leaving observation, pt stated her lips felt "tingly".  No edema present to site.  Pt, recieved (2) Benadryl 25mg from this nurse to take w/ her.  Pt was currently @ work, and did not want to take meds @ present time.  Left observation @ 11.02.

928466 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 69.0 69 F Developed facial swelling.  Diphenydramine administered.

928467 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Symptoms - ? EE reports beginning at approximately 19:00 (1/7) chills and myalgias.  EE reports she tossed and turned last night so woke up feeling pretty tired.  EE reports today she feels okay minus feeling a bit tired.  EE denies fever, COVID-19 exposure without proper PPE and recent travel.   Last day of work and shift - ? unknown Home remedies? -   none Any improvement? - yes Recommendation? EE encouraged to continue to monitor her symptoms and to call vaccine support line with further questions/concerns.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

928469 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 79.0 78 F It has been over a week.  Early this week 1/5 I noticed continued mild pain, itching, redness and a keloid on left arm at site of injection.  Very uncomfortable, especiall itchiness.

928470 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 TX 43.0 43 F On day 2 evening the 5th I developed severe arm soreness. Could not lift or put pressure on it. That evening I developed fever that lasted a full day. On the 8th I have numbness and tingling on the same left arm.

928471 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 28.0 28 F 1/8: 10:00- began to develop increased soreness and fatigue 14:00 began to develop fever, chills, headache, nausea l, muscle soreness, bone pain, fatigue onset and are consistently present.. Required to leave early secondary to symptoms. Tylenol administered 20:00  lip and facial edema noted to onset. Nausea and dry heaving onsets, feeling of malaise. Fever of 102.3. tylenol given 23:30 lip edema worsening. Pain worsening. Weakness onsets . Continued fever of 101.3. 50 mg of benadryl and pepcid administered 1/9 4:00 bone pain and chills improced. Continued fatigue, muscle aches, headache and nausea. lip edema not improved. Mild facial edema noted. Increased difficulty swallowing noted and dry heaving continues. Care sought in ED. IV decadron and benadryl administered  6:30 discharged from ED with zyrtec, prednisone taper and pepcid scripts. Countinued home monitoring 11:00 lip edema stable. Fever improved. Fatigue, soreness, headache continue to be present, but improved

928472 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MD 39.0 39 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA 7 days after the first injection of the Moderna vaccine, the area of my left shoulder where the vaccine was given became red, mildly sore, raised and warm.  It was an area about 4 inches long and 2 inches wide. I also experienced some discomfort in my left underarm at the same time.  My arm was sore, but not as sore as it was in the initial 24 hours after receiving the vaccine.  I did not have a fever.

928473 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 54.0 54 M Have had sniffles and a scratchy throat with dry cough. Symptoms usually associated with a cold. Unsure if related to vaccine, but haven't been around anyone sick.

928474 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Tingling and numb face and lips mostly on right side of face, right ear pain, right jaw pain, right side headache, sore arm at site, nausea, dizziness, lethargic

928475 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 40.0 40 F Around at 7AM when I arrived at work I started feeling chills, took temperature 99.5F that is already elevated for me.  About 9:30 my temp was 101.8F and they sent me home.  I just had the chills and fever.  I got home and developed a headache and around 1PM I started feeling really dizzy. The temperature did not subside and the next day I woke up and I couldn't function, I felt really dizzy I kept laying down and drinking water, I could not keep anything down my stomach did not feel well. I felt like I had to vomit. When I sat down in the toilet then my ears started ringing pretty bad all of a sudden I could not hear anything and I passed out in the toilet. My husband found me and tried to wake me up. After that I still feel dizzy. I did not have any appetite either. I could barely hold water. The next day I was not as dizzy but my stomach was still upset but I could hold some soup down but then started with diarrhea. Employee health kept calling me everyday and I did the the telehealth appt and I also had a little bit of a rash in my chest that appeared all of a sudden red like a streak. The dizziness I had for the first 4 days, diarrhea did not come until the 3rd day and I had it for 2 days and my temperature was back to normal on the 4th day. Everything started to get better (my stomach stopped feeling queezy) around the 4th day but still felt fatigued until about 12/29/2020.

928476 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WI 62.0 62 M Patient stated his arm from his elbow to his shoulder was warm for 1 hour. He also stated he was achy and he had joint aches more then usual.

928477 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 PA 44.0 44 F very fatigue and sore arm, headache,  the night of the shot. 01/06/2021, Very fatigue, chills, fever, body aches, red spot where shot was given, slight headache,  01/07/2021 cough, sob, asthma like symptoms, headache, body aches, slight fever. 99.9, loose stools,   01/08/2021

928478 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 UT 40.0 40 F Warm, swollen, erythematous spreading rash

928479 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 TX 35.0 35 M I felt nothing for the 15 minute waiting period after the shot.  About 35 minutes after the shot (while driving home) I noticed tingling on the tip of my tongue with mild lightheadedness, sweating, and shortness of breath.  I pulled over, drank some water, and all these symptoms went away in less than a minute.  I felt a little malaise on the drive home.

928480 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IA 61.0 61 F patient reports fasting high blood sugar >200 12+ hours after vaccination - she is diabetic on oral metformin and has never had elevated blood sugar >140 with fasting; controlled HgA1C at 6.1%; felt dizzy, nauseated, HA and sweaty as if she may pass out - never passed out

928481 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NC 60.0 60 F Left Eye Swelling

928482 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 KS 52.0 52 F 5 minutes after injection had internal thickening of throat and difficulty swallowing. After a couple of minutes swallowing improved but throat thickening continued for another approximately 15 minutes. At 50 minutes after the injection had faint tingling around the mouth and mild throat internal throat thickening again. Took 25 mg of Benadryl. No further s/s.

928483 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CO 40.0 40 M Lethargy 10-15 minutes after vaccination. He said he could not stay awake. He said he felt himself going to sleep (chin going to chest); someone asked if he was ok. He then woke up and put his head back and hit it ("just a bink on the wall."). Brought to ED via w/c from vaccination monitoring room. Assessed by this RN and as he explains it, he had a loss of consciousness. Ambulated to ED with steady gait; denied dizziness. He states he took a Percocet at 10AM on date of vaccination. He said he has taken Percocet in the past for sciatica and has never had this lethargy and what he reports as a loss of consciousness in the past.

928484 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 ID 54.0 54 F Fever, headache, flu like symptoms

928485 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MN 32.0 32 F Patient had her COVID injection on 12/29 and she developed numbness/tingling later that night in her arms, around 9pm (had vaccine at 2pm). She saw provider on 12/31/20 and was given gabapentin to try. She has been taking it twice daily and it helps a little. She said that the numbness seems to be getting less. She said it was all the way from the shoulder to the hands/fingers, now it's just in her hands and fingers. (Both sides, not just injection site). Circulation is good.

928486 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 58 M Received a COVID-19 vaccination in his left arm and 915 this morning on 12/18/2020 and states that he felt some swelling sensation in his throat.  He received 25 mg of Benadryl there initially and then a few minutes later got another 25.  He had no chest pain or shortness of breath.  He had no difficulty swallowing.  He has had somewhat of a similar reaction in the past when he is exposed to cat hair.  He was brought to the ED by EMS for further evaluation.  No rash.  Arrived 10:16am, received pepcid, declined steroids and discharged at 11:47am.  Symptoms resolved within 2-3 hours.

928488 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 48.0 48 F Developed fever ( Tmax 101), headache, nausea, body aches

928489 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NC 33.0 33 M Fever, Headache, Malaise

928490 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 41.0 41 M Urticaria L. deltoid at Moderna vaccination site, Itching and redness that is localized to L. deltoid.

928491 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 40.0 40 F Day 8 following first dose of Modern swelling at injection site, indurated when palpated  and itchy about 2.5-3 inches in diameter.  Surface of skin is intact and otherwise unchanged.

928492 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MD 45.0 45 F (Right Arm) Swelling from shoulder to finger tips, Soreness from Neck(Right side) , shoulder blade, down arm to wrist, Hurts to move are especially to even with shoulder. I had trouble driving  as Transit driver it made it too difficult for me to complete my whole shift( left half way through my shift).

928493 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 ME 25.0 25 F after vaccine developed sensation of tongue swelling.  No objective signs of swelling.  Recieved 25 mg of benedryl with no improvement in 15 mins.  She was very nervous and we decided to monitor her in ED.   Also recieved famotidine there.  Felt better and was discharged after an hour

928494 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NH 31.0 31 F Sore arm, fatigue, feeling cold, sinus pressure and nasal congestion. Taking Tylenol and Benadryl, helping minimally .

928495 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 GA 73.0 73 F 1/8  3a after getting the vaccine had a fever of 101.00 treated with Advil, Nausea, weakness, chills. Not going to see a professional or go to urgent care because I have had covid in the past and I know a few people who have experienced this after the shot

928496 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OK 31.0 31 F Eye swelling, lip swelling and rash.

928497 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 66.0 66 F Patient felt dizzy and experienced syncope. Left leg felt weaker than normal. Lactated ringers and meclizine 25 mg PO once provided in the emergency department. Patient was discharged from the emergency department.

928498 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 NC 37.0 37 F 16 Dec 2020 @1303: received dose at 0820, reports onset of chills and N/V sometime after 0900, >10 episodes, intermittent lightheadedness.  Also mid-sternal, non-radiating CP described as "burning and heaviness" that began approx. 6 min before ED arrival.  Given 1L NS IV, GI cocktail PO, and Zofran, Benadryl, Solumedrol, and Pepcid IVP.  Reported complete resolution of symptoms at 16 Dec 2020 @1529.

928499 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 TN 48.0 48 M On 12/25/20 I developed blisters at the injection site. It was painful and itched. Rash spread down my arm over the next week to my wrist. The rash is still present. My doctor is treating me for possible shingles and started me on an antibiotic for infection. I developed severe body aches and fever on 12/30 that lasted another 4 days.

928500 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 OR 55.0 55 F I got the shot 8:15 p.m. on Tuesday the 5th of January. Wednesday my right arm was a little sore. On Thursday I felt fine until 6:00p.m. then I got an upset stomach and diarrhea. I took Imodium ad. This morning  I still have diarrhea not as bad, but now I have the chills and a fever of101 degrees.

928501 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 ID 32.0 32 F fever and chills. i took medication to help with the fever and it did work. no medication was helping  my symptoms

928502 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MA 58.0 58 F 12:00AM severe shaking chills, nausea, severe headache, fever  101.4 Tylenol and Motrin broke fever 3.30 AM ; headache still persists

928504 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CO 30.0 30 F Adverse events: Morning of 1/7/2021, vaccine site started itching and got small hives, then throughout the day turned red, developed a hard mass, and became hot. Treatment: currently taking 600 mg of ibuprofen 3x per day and using cold compresses for 2 days. Drew a circle around the infested site and monitoring. Prescribed cephalexin if symptoms worsen and told to return to urgent care or see my pcp if I have to start antibiotics and symptoms still continue to worsen Outcome: redness seems to be decreased this AM and maybe slight decrease in size. Will continue  with treatment course and address from there.

928505 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Sore Knees Hurt to bend knees hurt to stand up stomach pain  throwing up

928506 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MA 35.0 35 F 1 week after vaccination development of redness/hive-like rash/warmth/pruritis/pain distal to injection site.   Have been monitoring, no medication started.

928507 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 54.0 54 F Soreness at the site with swelling and red warm circle around injection site.

928508 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 OH 28.0 28 F Pt had reaction of redness and swelling to injection site. Second day of reaction increased swelling at injection site as well and lymph nodes in this arm swollen. Also stated it was hard, warm and swollen.

928509 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MD 58.0 58 F AT APPROXIMATELY 8 AM , I BEGAN A "SNEEZING FIT" OF 12 OR SO CONSECUTIVE FORCEFUL SNEEZES.  IT CONTINUED FOR SEVERAL MINUTES.  I HAVE  NASAL CONGESTION SINCE 8 AM (IT IS NOW 11:15 AM), SNEEZING, AND I AM CONSTANTLY BLOWING MY NOSE. I AM EXPERIENCING SEVERE COLD SYMPTOMS. I HAVE  SORENESS IN THE ARM THE VACCINE WAS GIVEN. OTHERWISE I AM FEELING FINE.

928510 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 MA 35.0 35 F Severe Light headedness and dizziness lasted for about 4 days  Headache , Muscle ache , Chills

928511 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 TX 70.0 70 F Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine EUA Rash and itching on left arm that was injected with the vaccine

928512 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 ND 40.0 40 F At about 10 minutes after administration, patient felt a bit lightheaded. She was given apple juice and was able to bring her mask down from her face and lightheaded feeling quickly resolved.  BP 148/83 p 74.

928514 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 OH 21.0 21 F After shot, I had swelling of lips, hives on neck and arms, and red marks on hands. This was about 5 minutes after shot.  Next day I had chills, nausea, headache, sore throat, and  shakes. Started the afternoon of the next day.  My arm has been red and itchy since the day, but it is increasing becoming warmed, bigger, and itchier every day since.

928516 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IN 24.0 24 F Body aches, headache, stomach ache, chills, nauseous, all at 9:00 pm 1/7/2021

928517 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 FL 48.0 48 F Cellulitis, redness and warmness at injection site. Pt used tyelnol /Ice packs. Advise pt to watch the site. If area grows, go to urgent care

928518 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 65.0 65 F next day chills  fever 102.3 body aches. pain at injection site an  down the left arm  all day..

928519 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MI 25.0 25 M Rapid onset of headache, muscle aches, joint pain, and fever the evening after getting the shot. Injection arm soreness, general weakness. Minor cough, and possible throat swelling. Swollen lymph nodes. Treated fever with cool washcloth to the head all night . Fever reached a maximum of 103 °F at midnight. Around 5:30am took ibuprofen. All symptoms subsided by late morning around 9:30am, except for slight headache.

928520 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MN 37.0 37 M lower back pain , headache , fever

928522 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NV 65.0 65 F 8 days after vaccine right arm is still very sore with swelling and there is a defined red area that is 4cm diameter that is warm to touch

928523 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Been experiencing mild symptoms of the following since Tuesday morning post first dose of vaccination: Headache Body aches Fatigue/Tiredness Diarrhea Loss of Appetite Overall Head Fog Sore throat

928524 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Arm itching red swollen at the sight of the injection hot to touch

928525 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 26.0 26 M Injection was administered it directly below my acromion process approximately 1.5 inches above the deltoid IM site. There is a small hematoma at the site of injection which was not into a muscle.

928526 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 68.0 68 F 5 days after the vaccine, my right ear became itchy and red, then became swollen, Next day left ear became itchier than the right ear and swelled more.  Took Xyzal in day and Benadryl at night.  It has continued on , on the 9th day, my head became itchy.  On the morning of the 10th day, my face looks red and rashy with my right eye swollen

928527 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 57.0 57 F Soreness,  redness,  itching to injection site  Severe headache  Nausea,  vomiting and diarrhea  Symptom last  about 24 hours.

928528 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 50.0 50 F that day, headache and arm soreness started.  Headache and soreness tolerable with Tylenol for 2 days.  Day 8 - on 01/06/21 - fingers, hands, and feet incredibly sore.  Painful to do anything with fingers - staple, put on earrings, grip anything, etc.  Feet hurt to walk.  Joints in fingers swollen - can't wear rings.    NP is my primary care - but she didn't administer the vaccine.  Vaccine was done at Facility - offered and administered  by the pharmacist.

928529 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Pt report bilateral cheek tingling. Treatment include Benadryl,

928530 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 LA 70.0 70 F The patient came into the pharmacy the morning following her vaccination 1/8/21 complaining of extreme pain on her right side near her ribs, stomach and lower back. She experienced this pain the same night of receiving her vaccine, and it disrupted her sleep. She also complained of difficulty breathing up on inhalation, saying that it hurts to inhale.

928531 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 VT 64.0 64 F Dizziness

928532 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OH 39.0 39 F 3x5 cm red induration that occured on day 8 post vaccination. Area is tender, bright red, and hard to the touch.

928533 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 45.0 45 F Headache, Diarrhea with cramping

928534 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 MN 35.0 35 F Redness, swelling, hot to touch, itching all at site of injection

928535 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 KS 41.0 41 F Kept pt. for 30 minutes  as precaution because of her previous history of allergic reactions to Morphine and Flagyl.  At 30 minutes patient c/o being hot, feeling dizzy and having a HA.  b/p was 140/90, HR 110, SaO2 96%.  Did hear few upper airway expiratory wheezed.  Called Doctor and she came and assesessed pt and ordered Benadryl 50 mg IM.  Given at 3:10.  Pt was also given 1000 mg Tylenol for fever of 100.6.  Pt. was monitored and returned to baseline in 50 minutes.

928536 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 NH 37.0 37 F Ears ringing, fatigue,  diarrhea, headache and dizziness

928537 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NY 61.0 61 F severe chills, fever to 101.9 (for 24hr), fatigue, next day diarrhea, nausea (no vomitting), diarrhea lasted over 24 hr. Day 3 lost voice, day 4 seen by medical provider for shortness of breath with activity (covid-19 swab done at that visit; no results as of this report)

928538 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 CA 31.0 31 F I received my first dose of the Pfizer vaccine on 12/23. Day of experienced mild light headedness and shakiness. 12/24-30 fatigue, malaise. 12/31-1/4 Increased fatigue and malaise, migraines, body aches, intermittent dry cough, lightheadedness, photophoibia. 1/5-1/8 Intermittent lightheadedness, slowly improving body aches.

928539 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MN 60.0 60 F Significant nausea that came on about 24 hours after the injection. No vomiting. Symptoms are significantly improved and subsiding at the time of this report.

928540 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 OH 56.0 56 F Tachycardia lasting 10 hours.  ER visit with troponin, D dimer and labs drawn,  ekg, chest xray .  IV fluids with meds.    Tachycardia slowly resolved late into the next day.

928541 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Fever, runny nose, cough, tightness in chest, fatigue and headache

928542 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TN 49.0 49 F EE received vaccine, waited in room for about 20 minutes. About 10 minutes after receiving vaccine, she felt warm but she had a coat on and her eyes started to hurt and she felt tired but she works night shift.  She felt this was normal for working the night before and having stayed up to get the vaccine.  After her wait period she went to her car and remembers feeling warm for having to walk in the cold.  Her right side of face became reddish purple and warm.  She sat in car for a few minutes.  As she drove her face started to swell and turn all red.  When she arrived home she had heavy pressure middle of face-nose area.  Her face continued to turn reddish purple with a rash on right side of face and down to her neck.  She felt her sinuses and throat swell with irritation and in throat and wheezing.  Her mom is a nurse and they waited to see if it worsen or got better.  She decided since she could breath she would not go to hospital. After about 5 hours she felt much better.  She continued to have a headache for 4 days.  She had swelling and soreness of left arm for a couple of days.  She continued to go to work.

928543 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IA 51.0 51 F Soreness in left arm at injection site similar to receiving flu vaccine. On 1/7/21 I had a headache, stiff/achy neck and shoulders and some chills. Upon waking on 1/8/21 my left armpit is sore and swollen.

928545 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Sore arm Headache- all over pain like a sinus infection body sweats nausea weakness dry heaves fatigue

928546 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MA 56.0 56 M fever, chills, body aches, fatigue, sweating also arm pain ongoing

928547 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MD 36.0 36 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Beginning roughly 29 hours after vaccination, began feeling significant pain on left arm and shoulders (side of injection site), making it difficult to raise arm. At 36 hours, pain when laying on that side or putting pressure on it. Cold chills and elevated temperature throughout second day, culminating in low grade fever that lasted one hour.  General fatigue and dehydration throughout this period as well with periodic headaches. Symptoms mostly vanished by 48hr mark.

928548 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 FL 72.0 72 M I experienced a chemical-like smell in my nose on the evening I received the vaccination (Jan.5), and on the next 2 days (Jan 6 and 7).  The smell was sporadic and diminishing over the  course of 3 days, and was no longer experienced on January 8.

928550 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 50.0 50 F 0807:  itchiness & sensation of heat in R arm ; sensation traveled down arm & across shoulder to L arm & bilateral ears

928551 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 WI 33.0 33 F I saw patient for a video visit on 1/7/2021.  She reported rash at injection site 4 hours after vaccine.  Fever to 104.6 at 6:00pm 1/5/2021.  Numbness in tips of hands and toes.  Widespread bodyaches.  Swelling in lymph nodes of neck.  Cough, Stuffy nose.   In my clinical judgment, I also suspect a coincident viral upper respiratory infection in additional to vaccine adverse effect.

928552 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 SC 43.0 43 F DAY 9 - Redness/bump/sore at administration site (prior to day 9 no redness, arm was sore the first two days)

928553 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 VT 48.0 48 M Tingly tongue and dry mouth; states had it with last vaccine. dizzy and nausea after getting to the Emergency Department

928554 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 49.0 49 F Patient report  fever of 101.2 and chills. Treatment include Tylenol with improvement.

928555 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 70.0 70 F Patient reported  symptoms of chest pain, headache and dizziness. EKG, continuous telemetry, oxygen and labs were done. Chest pain lessened, headache remained the same and patient was given Tylenol. MD felt headache was probably r/t pre existing osteopathic changes in her neck and shoulder. Patient received meclizine and acetaminophen.

928556 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 22.0 22 F not feeling well

928557 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 MI 47.0 47 F 10 minutes or so after injection, I had a strange sensation, became extremely shaky, sweaty and had tachycardia (152). Never became dizzy. No respiratory issues. Self resolved in a matter of minutes.

928558 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IA 57.0 57 F Patient c/o fatigue and cough on 1.4.2021 and was encouraged to be tested for COVID. We were notified that the patient was hospitalized on 1.7.2021 with COVID symptoms and positive test results. She is currently on a ventilator and dialysis. Y

928559 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 26.0 26 F Onset of symptoms was day +7. Symptoms include: red rash just below injection site. Site is warm, red, and tender. About the size of a tennis ball.

928560 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 KS 57.0 57 F hives almost an inch on left arm  and hand with reddish and brown color

928561 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 ID 19.0 19 F 30 minutes after injection, had sore arm, "hurting" while breathing, increased heart rate, increased blood pressure; after arriving at ER, more than 1 hour after injection, had vomiting x 3, hives/welts on chest and arms, fever and chills

928562 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NH 62.0 62 F V safe was checking in with me for the first 7 days.  I initially on the first day after having the shot had a headache and Very sore arm.  The soreness lasted only one day and then no other symptoms until day 8.  On day 8, the injection site was red, itchy and raised.  Then yesterday, day 9 my are was tender to touch, VERY RED and HOT and expanding all over my arm, now in the back of my arm.  All the time remaining afebrile.  V-safe will only check in with me once a week from day 7, for 5 weeks, I am told so I wanted to report this.  I am waiting for a call from my PCP.  She is considering cellulitis, that is how red and hot it is but it is only tender, not hurting or requiring any pain medication.  I have good range of motion, too.

928563 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 36.0 36 F Seven days after vaccination a new, itchy, large erythematous patch appeared on the left arm around the site of vaccination and has not resolved currently.

928564 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 OK 49.0 49 F Numbness noted left lower lip area noted when woke up the morning after COVID19 Vaccine.  The numbness subsided before noon same day

928565 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CT 22.0 22 F Patient reported lightheadedness and feeling nauseas and faint about 2 minutes after vaccination. Placed supine for about 5 minutes with good effect. Water provided. Reported she did not eat breakfast this morning. Patient was in recovery for  30 minutes. Patient reported feeling well.  Advised patient to complete VAERS side effect report.  Picked up by boyfriend at 10:40.  Advised patient to eat before next vaccine visit. Advised patient to lay down  at next vaccine appointment. Patient stable at discharge.

928566 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IL 35.0 35 M fever, chills, fatigue

928567 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 31.0 31 F Arm pain began on 1/2 at approximately 4 pm and gradually worsened. Was significantly improved by the next morning; however, lower back pain began around 4 pm on 1/3 and gradually worsened, peaking on 1/4 and 1/5. This is still slowly improving. Appears to be some sort of sacroiliac joint inflammation.

928568 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 WV 22.0 22 F Immediately after vaccination, the upper left arm had a small welt and the arm and shoulder.was very painful--she was unable to lift her arm. The next day, she was quite ill; she was extremely fatigued and slept  20 hours. The following day the symptoms disappeared. A week later the site of the vaccination became hot and a welt began to form. A day later, the welt expanded and is continuing to expand and is currently 3 inches in diameter. She is experiencing fatigue additionally. *Please note that her menses have begun 2 weeks before it should.

928569 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MA 39.0 39 M Pt c/o feeling lightheaded,  "seeing spots" 10min s/p covid-19 vaccine.   Pt notes that sx exactly the same as he experiences with blood draws,  blood donations.  NO LOC.   EASED TO SUPIME POSITION.   VITALS AS NOTED.   SX RESOLVED W/O TX,   VITALS AS NOTED.   ADVISED TO NOTIFY STAFF OF THIS NEAR SYNCOPAL EPISODE WHEN HE RETURNS FOR DOSE #2.     10:50  BP 89/52 10:55  BP  92/56  IMPROVED 10:59  BP  116/74  ASYMPTOMATIC DX: NEAR SYNCOPE POST VACCINATION.  RESOLVED.

928570 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 ME 34.0 34 F hives on the left arm which progressed to the right arm and chest over 1 hour. Received 50mg on Benadryl

928571 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OH 36.0 36 F Upon vaccination, I had mild soreness in my right arm muscle on day 1 and day 2 (I have been reporting to the VSafe app). There were NO other symptoms or side effects including NO redness, lump/swelling, itching, etc.  I felt fine. I woke up Wednesday, January 6th at 8am  to some itching on my injection site. When lifting my shirt to look at it, I found a quarter sized, red swollen lump that was a little sore and hot to touch.  I contacted my hospital employee COVID phone hotline and spoke with a nurse who transferred me to a doctor (11am) I sent a photo and described my arm. Dr. stated that it was unlikely an allergic reaction due to it being 1 week later. She diagnosed me with cellulitis and started me on Bactrim antibiotic. I took my first dose at 8pm on 1/6 and at 2:30am I woke up with stomach cramps and diarrhea. I woke up again on 1/7 with an elevated temperature at 99 and feeling nausea, diarrhea, fatigue, slight body aches and a large, red hot touch spot on my left ankle (I had a spider bite on my left ankle in Sept 2020 that was treated with Bactrim it healed no issues but this flare up occurred same spot). I continued to take the Bactrim (3 pills total since receiving the rx) and still felt sick. I spoke again with a new COVID hotline doctor on the phone APRN CNP who stated she believes I in fact do not have cellutitis but rather an allergic reaction to the Moderna vaccine and therefore I should cease taking the Bactrim and start Benadryl. I did that at 7pm 1/7 went to bed woke up and my ankle was better as was my arm although you can still see the circle. I followed up on 1/8 with APRN CNP via secure messaging with photos and she stated again I likely am allergic and to monitor.

928572 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 77.0 77 F Facial drooping on 1/4/2021 6 days after the vaccine suffered a mild TIA or bells palsy event.  appointments for a CT scan. Has mild facial drooping on the side that is already affected by TIA / cerebral hemorrhage.  The long-term or permanent outcome is unknown.

928573 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WV 56.0 56 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Sore at the injection sight Sinus drainage (Possibly unrelated to vaccine)

928574 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 42.0 42 F body aches, chills, headache, fever

928575 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 LA 37.0 37 F -headache at the time of vacciene relieved totally with acetaminophen -post vacciene days 1 and 2 soreness in the muscle of the vacciene, totally relieved by tylenol and excersize -day 7 post vacciene, I woke up with right arm pain, itching and erythemia. i took tylenol and drank lots of water as well as moved my arm with daily activity -day 8 post vacciene continued symptoms same as day 7 just increased itching and redness, took benadryl 25mg and 500mg tylenol and proceeded with daily activities reporting today, day nine
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928576 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 WI 75.0 75 F Dizziness, causing 2 days missed work, lasting 4 days

928577 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PA 59.0 59 F Numbness on the left side of face and ear. Lasted only about 4 hours from about 5pm to about 9pm.

928578 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 42.0 42 F I had my 2nd vaccine on 01/06/2021 and where the injection was done is now a big red spot around the area and has spread a tiny bit and it's warm to the touch with a hard bump. No other symptoms, except tired. no fever ect

928579 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NE 58.0 58 F Severe shivering and a temperature up to 103.  My symptoms first started with a sore arm about 10 pm on the evening after getting the Moderna vaccine. Then at 1:30 am today I started getting severe chills and my temperature was 98.5 at 01:30 am, then 99.9 at 2:15 am, then 102.2 at 3:30 am with slightly less chills, then at 04:00 am I took Tylenol 1000 mg. At 4:35 am my temperature was 103.1 and minimal to no chills.  At 05:30 am my temperature was 102.7 and my whole body felt hot and I did not have any chills. At 9:00 am my temp was100.3.  At 10:30 am I began to have some chills again. My temperature at this time is 100.8 and I have a little bit of a headache too.

928580 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 46.0 46 F EE received Moderna COVID vaccine and  several hours later noted pain in shoulder / arm. Pain increased and ROM decreased. Employee was evaluated by clinician and it was determined that vaccine administration location was incorrect, and vaccine had been injected into bursa of shoulder. Steroid therapy and PT advised by clinician(s)

928581 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NC 77 F 5 minutes after received the shot I began to have tightness in chest and throat my BP went up high. Facility called the ambulance and I went to the hospital. ER stated I should f/u with cardiologist upon discharge as well as PCP.

928582 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MI 46.0 46 F Arm is reddened around injection site the size of a 50 cent piece with some redness extending up to the neck. and neck lymph nodes are swollen

928583 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 OR 29.0 29 M Immediate induration without erythema or pain with needle retraction after vaccine given.  Area marked with sharpe.  Approximately the size of a nickel.    A picture of the reaction site was taken with patient phone.  He was encouraged to continue to document his reaction with more photos and report the reaction to vsafe patient was instructed to consult with his PCP if needed.  He was instructed to seek immediate medical attention at urgent care or the emergency department if needed.

928584 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 42.0 42 F body aches, chills, headache, fever

928585 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 KS 49.0 49 M On the evening of 1/6 patient started to develop flu like symptoms that continued through the morning of 1/7. Patient then begin to develop swelling in the left armpit/axillary region. As of 1/8 swelling was the size of an orange or grapefruit and described as being "almost like subcutaneous swelling." As of 1/8 the swelling could be seen through his shirt and looked like hypertrophy. Patient has taken photos for documentation.

928586 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Chills, rigors, fever to 102F, headache, myalgias. All began around 7pm, persisted throughout night, fever broke at ~5am.

928587 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Body aches and fever 100.4

928588 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 MI 29.0 29 F Fatigue Painful arm- both to touch and w/ mobility Unable to lift arm w/o extreme pain Swelling- localized at inj site Warmth- at inj site Numbness (minimal) in L hand Hand- slight redness

928589 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 VT 44.0 44 U Flush, "hot", prickly, nausea syptoms

928590 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 CA 31.0 31 F First dose of the Pfizer vaccine on 12/23. Day of experienced mild light headedness and shakiness. 12/24-30 Fatigue, malaise, soreness at injection site. 12/31-1/4 Migraines, increased fatigue and malaise, increased lightheadedness, body aches, intermittent dry cough. 1/5-1/8 decreased body aches, decreased fatigue, sustained lightheadedness.

928591 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 OH 38.0 38 F on 1/6/21, 9 days after 1st dose of moderna covid 19 vaccine, several inches below the injection site on my left arm began to feel tender to the touch, more firm than surrounding tissue, and warm. 2 days after these symptoms began they resolved (no longer firm tender or warm) but have been replaced by a large raised pink mark on my left arm in the same area that was previously tender warm and firm. the pink raised area has no discomfort.

928592 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 85.0 85 M Red, blotchy, itchy spots on face

928593 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 GA 29.0 29 F Milder sx initially with sore arm, myalgia's, subj. LGT.  Lasted a couple of days and fine for 3 days. About 48+ hours ago developed HA, fever LG, myalgia's, and last night noticed oblong area of erythema and induration of right upper arm (14 cm x 9.5 cm).  Warm, red , slightly tender to touch.  No fluctuance.     Seemed a bit better at time of visit and no fever in past 24 hours.  Feeling better today.  Size as above, confluent induration, mild warmth, erythema but not as red as pictures the night before.

928594 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 72.0 72 F Initially  suffered a loss of taste about 4 hours after vaccination.  Taste was better by 7 pm (8.5 hours after injection).  After going to bed started to suffer chills and severe muscle aches.  Took Motrin for the pain.  Severe muscle aches and pain in sinuses continue at the time of submitting this report.  My wife suffered similar side effects to the first Shingles.  Additional Background information.  my wife and I both tested positive for Covid on Nov 2 2020.  We both took part in an phase 2 antibody trial.  Since this is a double blind trial, we don't know who received the antibodies, but my wife's condition did not improve where mine improved almost immediately after the infusion

928595 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 MI 38.0 38 F Arm Pain and limited ROM in shoulder

928596 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 FL 56.0 56 F Swelling, redness, hot to the touch, knot under the skin and pain if touched

928597 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 PA 55.0 55 F Client developed swelling, redness, itchiness at injection site 9 days after receiving vaccine.  Client states she had only mild soreness at the injection site the day after receiving the vaccine but it went away in a day

928598 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 AL 42.0 42 F patient complained of lightheadedness, patient initially declined any juice, patient was lowered back in recliner to wait through the 15 minute wait time. After 20 minutes patient agreed to take juice. after wait time of 30 minutes patient felt good to leave.

928599 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Low grade fever (99.5), aches, chills, nausea.  Arm didn?t hurt as bad as 1st vaccination, but other symptoms were worse.

928600 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 41.0 41 F Employee received Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine and subsequently developed full body itching and reported feeling like tongue was swelling. Patient was given 50 mg PO Benadryl. No improvement patient was escorted to ED by RN for evaluation

928601 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CO 33.0 33 F HA, Chest Tightness increased, patient felt hot, and inconsistent pulse, and felt as if she was going to pass out

928602 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OH 35.0 35 F 1/6/21 Large swollen lymph node noted to R axillary area, pain returned to R upper arm at injection site 1/7/21 large red circle appeared outlining injection site on R upper arm. Appointment with physician and antibiotic, Bactrim DS, ordered for cellulitis. Ultrasound R breast and R axillary ordered

928603 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 30.0 30 M Patient reports about 3-4 days after the vaccine he started to have vivid dreams. He states the dreams lasted for about 1-2 weeks after they started.

928604 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 NY 36.0 36 U 36 year old female, employee with no significant past medical history who presented to UCC s/p receiving first dose of COVID-19 vaccine and immediately thereafter developing chills and hypertension. RRT called with notable vital signs: BP 158/111, HR 101, T 36.5C, SpO2 99-100% RA. Patient received IV Benadryl 50 mg once. Vitals stabilized after observation.

928605 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AL 57.0 57 M Chills, low-grade fever,  body aches, muscle and Joint and bone pain, sore throat

928606 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 60.0 60 F Progress Notes Nurse Practitioner Cosign Needed Expand All Collapse All    COVID VACCINE CLINIC 1/6/2021    Patient is a 60 y.o. female who was seen at SVH COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her second dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   She was given the Pfizer vaccination in the right deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience throat tightness.  She denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, hoarseness, stridor, itching, lightheadedness, dizziness, facial swelling, lip swelling and tongue swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to abdominal pain, blood pressure abnormality , chest pain, collapse, drooling, hypotension, increased swelling, rapid progression of symptoms, respiratory distress with stridor, wheezing, dyspnea, increased work of breathing, persistent cough and cyanosis, skin changes, tongue swelling and vomiting.   No previous hx of vaccine reactions.     ALLERGY REVIEW OF SYSTEMS:  All other systems negative          Objective    Vitals Vitals:   01/06/21 1705 01/06/21 1720 01/06/21 1724 BP: 134/82 (!) 145/84 134/72 Pulse: 94 80 77 SpO2: 97% 99% 100%       Physical Exam Vitals signs and nursing note reviewed.  Constitutional:      Appearance: Normal appearance.  HENT:     Head: Normocephalic.     Right Ear: External ear normal.     Left Ear: External ear normal.     Nose: Nose normal.     Mouth/Throat:     Mouth: Mucous membranes are moist.     Pharynx: Oropharynx is clear.  Eyes:     Pupils: Pupils are equal, round, and reactive to light.  Neck:     Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion.  Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Normal rate and regular rhythm.     Pulses: Normal pulses.     Heart sounds: Normal heart sounds.  Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal.     Breath sounds: Normal breath sounds.  Abdominal:     General: Abdomen is flat.  Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion.  Skin:    General: Skin is warm and dry.     Capillary Refill: Capillary refill takes less than 2 seconds.  Neurological:     General: No focal deficit present.     Mental Status: She is alert and oriented to person, place, and time.  Psychiatric:        Mood and Affect: Mood normal.        Behavior: Behavior normal.        Thought Content: Thought content normal.         Assessment/Plan  Treatment included: antihistamines and benadryl. Follow up response to treatment: no side effects. Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP.     Diphenhydramine 25 mg given at 5:15   Pt dismissed at 5:25.

928607 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 IL 58.0 58 F Felt "not right", minor 'thickness of my tongue', tightness of airway   (all minor in severity)

928608 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NY 32.0 32 F The patient has almost immediate (2 minutes) redness and itching surrounding the site.  She developed a 3.5? red circular rash with its center at the injection site.  She did not develop any other symptoms. She was given Claritin with improvement in 30 minutes.  She was observed for 1.5 hours and released with no further symptoms. She will take daily Claritin for a week.  She has an allergic history (delayed hypersensitivity)

928609 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 FL 34.0 34 F On Sunday, January 3rd, I woke up to find a rash about 3 inches long, starting at the vaccination site. By Tuesday it had widened. I have photos of both Sunday and Tuesday?s rash, if you would like me to forward those to you. Wednesday night the rash had lightened in color, it was mostly just the outline, but had grown larger than my hand. It crept up towards my shoulder, underarm, and about half way down to my elbow.   Thursday morning (yesterday) I called medical provider to make a Virtual Visit at 5:30pm same day. APRN, called me at about 12:20pm and told me to go to the ER right away. My throat felt swollen and constricted at the time, though I was able to breathe, drink and eat. Swallowing was a bit difficult.  I was seen by PA, at the ER at MC. She evaluated me and said the reaction was bad, but not severe, and on the mend. She prescribed oral prednisone 20mg for the next five days. I did not need any steroid or Benadryl shots. She also said she feels comfortable with me getting the second COVID-19 vaccination, which is scheduled for 1/25.

928610 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 CA 50.0 50 F erythematous, lace-like, pruritic rash started 9 days after the vaccine on limbs and trunk

928611 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OH 59.0 59 F After 7 days my injection site became "itchy", then bright red, mild swelling and very warm to the touch.  Worsening after 24 hrs.

928612 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 NE 59.0 59 F Chills, arm ache, vomiting, felt like breathing was heavy,  fever, body aches, stomach pain in upper area.

928613 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 52 F Redness, swelling, warmth at injection site.  Pain in armpit also.

928614 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IL 52.0 52 F Day of vaccination a bruise developed.  On day 9 (1-7-21)  @ 8:15 am  a localized reaction started.   The area started itching then became red, hard, sore and warm.  I put topical anti- itch cream on it twice during the first day.   The final size on day 10 was 6cm X 7cm.   I continue to apply anti itch cream and notify my HCP by telehealth.

928615 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IN 55.0 55 F 48 hr. Flu like symptoms - fever 101.7, chills, severe body aches, headache and cramping.

928616 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 FL 32.0 32 M Patient had vasovagal syncope 10 minutes after Moderna vaccine administration. Patient was bradycardic (~40 HR) , pale, diaphoretic, and  vomit x1 . Oxygen saturation at 100% at room air.

928617 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MA 38.0 38 F Redness, swelling, at injection site. Seen by primary care provider, diagnosed with cellulitis and given doxycycline as treatment

928618 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 62.0 62 F Headache joint aches ache at the injection site

928619 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 35.0 35 F Received vaccine on 1/6. Woke up on 1/7 at 1 AM with severe headache and chills. Took ibuprofen, which helped. The chills lasted for a couple hours. Still has slight headache and fatigue on 1/8.

928621 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 FL 42.0 42 M Aches, diarrhea, vomiting, pneumonia, fever, chest pain

928622 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 FL 37.0 37 F Two days post vaccination, patient noticed redness  and swelling at injection site.  Then on day 7 post-vaccination, redness and swelling spread and itching began.  Redness and swelling continued to spred from day 7-10.  Patient saw her primary care physician who diagnosed it as a localized allergic reaction.  They prescribed benedryl, Claritin and doxycycline.

928623 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 34.0 34 F felt nausea/vomiting a few mins after getting vaccine. pt has prior hx of feeling similar symptoms in the past from other shots especially when she doesn't eat. only had coffee this morning

928624 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NY 66.0 66 F Pt reported a flushing feeling, then tightness in her chest; given 50 mg of diphenhydramine, then 0.3 mg of epinephrine IM.  Pt's symptoms resolved.  No further incidents

928625 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 17.0 17 M COVID VACCINE WAS GIVEN TO UNDERAGE PT. PT IS ONLY 17 YRS OLD, TURNS 18 IN MARCH.  VACCINE NOT APPROVED FOR SOMEONE UNDER THE AGE OF 18. NURSING FACILITY WAS NOTIFIED. THEY SAID THEY WOULD NOTIFY PARENTS. PATIENT HAS NO ADVERSE SYSMPTOMS AT THE TIME VACCINE WAS GIVEN. FACILITY SAID THEY WILL MONITOR PT.

928626 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F chills, body aches, headaches. lasting about 24 hours. improved with tylenol. Symptoms similar to those experienced with covid infection 2 weeks prior, but felt 10x worse.

928627 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NC 38.0 38 F Today morning one of the employee at nursing home had a reaction to Covid vaccine. I or technician gave the shot to her around 9 am to 9:15 am this morning initially she had no reaction to shot but around 10:30 am ( by this timewe were at the another clinic ) She called the nurse who was with us and informed us that she is having dizziness and feeling weird (we asked her to measure the blood pressure the reading was 122/99) then she mentioned she Is feeling good butin next 2 minutes she fainted and fell and hit her head on countertop then they called 911. My last conversation related to this incident was she is diagnosed with low blood pressure and they will do other test to make sure she is fine.

928628 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 62.0 62 F Headache joint aches ache at the injection site

928629 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 60.0 60 F Sore arm, chills,  temp= 100 On 1/8/2021 temp=100.8, body aches, sore arm Took Tylenol

928630 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MA 32.0 32 F Initial reaction of muscle soreness which subsided over 2-3 days, but eventual full body sensation of being hot/sweaty without measured change in body temperature through thermometer. The overheating occurred for 3 days before beginning to subside. It was accompanied by some slight chest pain on day 5 post-vaccine, which has also mostly subsided.

928631 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WI 37.0 37 M Chills, whole body muscle pain

928632 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 FL 43.0 43 F Headache, muscle aches, weakness,  low grade of fever

928633 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Patient complained of tingling in head, lightheaded and dizzy with a rapid heart rate.  EMS on site for event, patient seen and released.  Patient continued on site for an additional 30 minutes before heading home.  Patient stated she feels better, closer to baseline but not completely normal.  Referred her to sign up for v-safe and call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room if she has any further issues,

928634 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 OR 53.0 53 F 48 hours after the COVID 19 Vaccine I experienced SOB, cough and sore throat (along with the expected low grade fever, body aches and fatigue).

928635 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IA 62.0 62 F Patient reported feeling flushed and shaky after injection.  Episode was short lived.  After second episode it was decided to transport patient to ED for evaluation via wheelchair.  ED notes: patients states she felt very flushed, cheeks were flushed, very slight itchiness in her mouth and tongue and very slight nausea and very shaky.  Denied shortness of breath or chest pain.  Medications given: 1815 diphenhydramine 50mg IV 1820 methylprednisolone 125mg IV Normal saline bolus 1840 famotidine 20mg IV 1817 hydroxyzine hydrochloride 50mg IM 1841 epinephrine 0.3mg IM 1823

928636 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Numbness and tingling of lips, and jaw numb, noted on her way home from hospital. Checked in with vaccine clinic to report symptoms and be monitored for 30 minutes.Took 50mg Benedryl. Symptoms resolved 12/28/2020.

928637 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 IL 58.0 58 F Swelling of the tongue, feeling "not right", tightening of the airway (all mild and short duration)

928638 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 35.0 35 F COVID-19 vaccination administered IM in left deltoid around 6am. Patient called pharmacy around 10am and complained that the injection was delivered too high and she was experiencing pain at the site. Vaccine placed high on L shoulder, just below acromion process, at or above humeral head. Seemingly placed between acromion process and humeral head, near or in soft tissue/bursa. Site pain is inflammatory in nature and does not seem to affect muscles, but instead is contained within joint itself.

928639 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CO 43.0 43 F Per patient report: "Received my 2nd dose Jan. 5,2021 @ 1020 noticed pain and tenderness in Left arm  injection site, armpit of the same side and radiating pain across neck and shoulder to right side by the next morning Jan.6. Late afternoon pain increased in left armpit significantly and noticed swelling, warmth and hardness along with stabbing pains in left forearm and hand throughout the night. "

928640 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OK 50.0 50 F Immediately after client got her vaccine, she started feeling dizzy, and tingling "all over her body." She was monitored and placed in a reclining position which did not help her. At 11:30 am client reported feeling weak. EMS was called and client was transported to hospital. She was given IV fluids and monitored and released 2-3 hours after the incident. She has not had any other problems since taking the vaccine.

928641 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 30.0 30 F Temperature increase day after vaccine from usual temp of 96.0 to 99.0 which decreased without medication after about 4 hours. Developed facial rash 2 days after vaccine that still remains on face. No issues breathing and no rash noted anywhere else on body.

928642 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 61.0 61 F Patient was brought to the ED after receiving the Moderna vaccine for difficulty breathing. Per RN progress note: "Pt arrived via wheelchair from auditorium, pt had received her first COVID vaccine left deltoid, approx. 10 minutes later pt appeared to have an anaphylactic reaction, pt arrives wheezing and tachypneic, labored breathing with accessory muscle use." The patient was placed on supp oxygen and received epinephrine 0.5mg IM x1, Benadryl 50mg IV x1, hydrocortisone 200mg IV x1, lorazepam 1mg IV x1. Pt discharged after 6 hour observation with Rx's for EpiPen, prednison, Benadryl, and famotidine.

928643 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 PA 37.0 37 F developed raised striatians to abdomen and left and right flank area on 12/18/20 at 12 am, no treatment, resolved on 12/20/20 at 12 am.

928644 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 OK 59.0 59 M General Side effects: fatigue, headache, muscle pain, joint pain, chills, nausea and fever. I have experienced all these side effects every day for the last 10 days. Additional side effects are: Sweating profusely every night. Not being able to sleep very well nearly every night. Stomach upset if I eat or if I do not eat. I am only able to eat very bland food since anything else upsets my stomach. I can not drink carbonated beverages since they upset my stomach. As of yesterday I started getting little red sores on my back. This morning it moved to my chest in addition to my back.

928645 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MN 55.0 55 F 9   6:30 Pm 01/07/2021   broke out into a rash on arm and leg , side headache and  front headache, Waive of extreme  tiredness . Arm  at the site started to itch and swell huge , very hot and sensitive to the touch

928646 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MI 37.0 37 F Rash on left arm and chest

928647 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 AL 44.0 44 F Driving home 18-20 mins post injection, my heart started racing, my hands were shaking, it became hard to breathe, my fingers were tingling and my mouth got very dry. I pulled over and called 911. The paramedics stated my BP was within normal limits of around 140/80. My normal is closer to 90/65. Once symptoms resolved I attempted to drive home. Once again, the same symptoms returned. I pulled over. I then made my way to a safe location and waited for family to come. Since the event I have had times of mild labored breathing while walking. While driving I become very anxious and the feelings of an anxiety attack return. I saw my nurse practitioner 2 days ago who referred to the driving anxiety as a form of PTSD and prescribed Prozac and Xanax. I have not take the Xanax, but have taken two nighttime doses of Prozac. Yesterday, I did not feel as though I had taken medication. My drive to work was uneventful. My drive home involved tightening of the chest, labored breathing and anxiety. This morning I cannot tell if I am feeling the vaccine or Prozac in my system, but I feel off. Swimmy headed, watery mouth, heaviness in my arms and shoulders. I need guidance on taking the 2nd vaccine or if I should seek further medical treatment. I have added a vit B vitamin a day to my regimen since the date of the vaccine.

928648 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NH 40.0 40 M fever 101, severe body aches, nausea, loss of appetite, gi upset, fatigue x 2 days

928649 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Nausea, cold sweats, vomiting, mild hives

928650 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 47.0 47 M BACK/ABD. PAIN,  IRREGULAR BOWEL MOVEMENT

928651 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MI 38.0 0 F Low grade fever and body aches 0.0

928652 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 UT 60.0 60 F Dizziness with first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine 0.3 mL IM in left deltoid. Monitored vitals, which remained stable. Patient thought it was more of a mental effect because of something that a friend told her about the vaccine. Patient was reassured and when she felt better, was released back to work.

928653 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 VA 38.0 38 F fever, body aches, vomiting, diarrhea. BP 210/110, felt "raspy" in chest

928654 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CO 36.0 36 F 1/7/21 @ 16:25 Dizziness, headache, nausea. Epinephrine administered

928655 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CO 55.0 55 M Chills, HA, body aches, back pain, upset stomach, fatigue, burning sensation in throat as he breathes in

928656 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MI 38.0 38 F HTN, Blurry Vision, Blood shot eyes

928657 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 55.0 55 F within 5 minutes became lightheaded, flushed, tachycardia , itching in both hands  Given Benadryl    25 mg , Pepcid , solu-medrol

928658 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NM 64.0 64 M Vasovagal- Lightheaded, weakness with standing- patient said he was not dizzy.  Stood up/ sat down 3x.  Outcome: Rest, recovered.

928659 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OH 32.0 32 F First develop axillary pain starting on 1/5 then noticed that the injection site was becoming swollen. On 1/6 I was nauseous on and off throughout the day had to take Zofran. 1/7 the swelling on my arm worsened with redness and warm, axillary pain continued, and had some nausea with diarrhea as well.  Today, 1/8 injection site is less red but still swollen with axillary pain, and I can palpate and enlarged axillary lymph node.

928660 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 PA 37.0 37 F patient states that on 12/18/20 she developed a raised rash to abdomen and left and right flank area

928661 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Patient complained of feeling anxious with a rapid heart rate immediately after immunization.  Patient checked out by EMS, began feeling better shortly thereafter.  Patient advised to call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room for any additional issues as needed.  Also advised to sign up for v-safe.  Patient left site stating he felt better.

928662 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 NY 50.0 50 F On December 25th I had mild chest pain and then on January 1st, 2021 I had severe chest pain that persisted and on January 3rd I was admitted into the hospital.  My Ddimer was elevated and my Troponin levels were elevated.  An angiogram was performed and Dr. injected nitro into my arteries because they were constricted from Coronary Spasms.Y 3

928663 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AR 20.0 20 F 100.0 fever, aches, chills, nausea, headache, sore arm, fatigue. last night had trouble breathing

928664 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CO 61.0 61 M Ache began in neck/shoulders after chills.  This happened around lunch 1/7/21.  Took acetomenphin .  Chills and aches continued until into the night.  Took Temperature around 2:30 am 1/8/21 and it registered 99.8.  Took more acetomenphin and sweated it off.  Aches and chills continue today, 1/8/21 into lunchtime.  Taking acetomenphin approximately every 4-6 hours.

928665 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NH 44.0 44 F nausea, lightheaded within 30 minutes no other symptoms

928666 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 IL 26.0 26 F 24 hours later a 100.8 fever, chills, and muscle aches.

928668 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IA 35.0 35 F AT APPROXIMATELY 2:00PM, DEVELOPED TEMPERATURE (100.5), REMAINED ELEVATED AT 3:35PM SAME DAY.

928669 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Pain(3/10) to injection site x24hours. Swelling x14hrs. Still currently, red swollen, No self treatment

928670 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 TX 51.0 51 F I started few hours later started feeling thought it was stress. The next morning around 9am high moderate pain left leg jaw, chest hurt, sudden panic attack and I had to calm down for minutes. I informed my coworker I was having a reaction and then it stopped. Then I scheduled an appt with my PCP had lab work, EKG results was normal. On 12/24 still exp high mild left jaw pain, heart racing and chest pain .I was scheduled stress test on 12/30 was normal.

928671 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 WI 32.0 32 F Pfizer-BioNTechCovid-19 vaccine EUA. Headache and migraine lasting approximately 36 hours.

928672 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 UT 19.0 19 F Dizziness with Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine second dose 0.3 mL IM in right deltoid.  Called RRT. Obtained vitals, which were stable. After monitoring, patient released without treatment.

928673 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Between 3am-6am on Monday, January 4th, I experienced chills, fever, body and joint pains, nausea, and vomitted. Throughout Monday, I was weak and tired with a fever and body ache.

928674 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 IA 35.0 35 M hypertension, tachycardia,neck stiffness, anxiety

928675 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 37.0 37 F Night sweats, intermittent sweating for three days

928676 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 57.0 57 M Extreme fatigue, upset stomach, vomiting several hours after injection. Fatigue lasted 3-4 days, felt week and tired.

928677 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TN 28.0 28 F Fever Chills Body ache

928678 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 TX 56.0 56 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA   I had chills, low grade fever of 99.4 initially, fatigue, lightheaded and  felt like I was moving in slow motion.  As the evening progressed, I felt worse and worse, had no appetite, very slight nausea, but no vomiting. During the night, my fever went up.  I only checked it once and it was 100.1, but I was having severe chills, my knee joints were aching, as well as some of my fingers.  The next morning I had a headache, and was dizzy (which may have been from not eating the night before). The symptoms continued throughout the day, but were managed fairly well with Tylenol.  Additionally, my arm was extremely sore.  It hurt to move it in any way.  Even worse arm pain than with a Tetanus shot, which has always caused me a great deal of pain.  Thankfully the symptoms only lasted about 28 hours.

928679 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NC 57.0 57 M accute Pancreatitis

928680 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 CT 39.0 39 F At the 10-hour mark after receiving my second dose, I developed a blotchy rash on my chest and neck (no discomfort or itching).  At the 12-hour mark I developed severe chills and body aches and exhaustion which came on very quickly.  At (approx.) the 13-hour mark my temperature was 103.3 but it never got any higher than that.  For the next 24 hours my temperature hovered around 101-102.

928682 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 OK 52.0 52 F On 1/6/2021 rash, redness, hot, itching, hematoma to injection site. Night sweats. Nausea. Side effects have not resolved at this time.

928683 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MA 41.0 41 F Recipient reported a temp of 101.2

928684 01/08/2021 49.0 F swollen around injection site/upper arm, warm to touch, redness and itchiness.

928685 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 KY 26.0 26 M The day after the vaccine was given patient reports that he was sore and swollen at vaccine injection site. He also developed a headache later that day. He reports being able to use arm normally but it is still very sore.  It was hot to the touch but is better now. He overall feels weak and tired and plans to see his PCP

928686 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MN 55.0 55 F HA starting for 1 hour after injection, lasted for 24-26 hours despite Advil, Excedrine and Fiorocet Abdominal cramps with diarrhea starting 4 hours later, lasted another 4 hours (I get diarrhea very rarely)

928687 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 25.0 25 F Pain and swelling at the site of the injection Heachaches, low grade fever, and muscle aches

928688 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 OK 67.0 67 M Numbness, drooping mouth and nose area.....Bells Palsy

928689 12/12/2020 01/08/2021 50.0 50 F Initial soreness x 3 days then: 12/29/20:  itchy with a lump present, 12/30/30: worsening symptoms, redness measures 4cm x 2cm and the induration is 5 cm x 5cm, warm. No fever

928690 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 TX 55.0 55 F 01/07/2020 11:00AM 1in red mark on injection site, warm to touch, mild itch and slightly raised. Fever 103. Mild headache Follow up with PCP and red mark has increased in size 1 1/2in in size.

928692 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 53.0 53 F Patient complained of restless, heart racing, anxious, felt like her blood pressure was up (did not take BP meds this morning) after immunization.  Patient checked out by EMS.   Patient advised to call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room for any additional issues as needed.  Also advised to sign up for v-safe.  Patient left site after being seen by EMS.

928693 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Injection site is red hot to touch Headaches going on for a week, since the injection

928694 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NE 98.0 98 F AT 10:50 AM (5 MINUTES POST VACCINATION), FELT LIKE 'HEAD IS FILLING UP, MY LIPS ARE PUFFY, AND I HAVE NUMBNESS UNDER MY EYES AND NOSE'. RECEIVED BENADRYL 12.5MG AT 10:59AM. CONDITION RESOLVED BY 11:15AM. MD WAS NOTIFIED.

928695 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IL 39.0 39 F Decreased range of motion, numbness and pain requiring pain medications more than one week after administration.

928696 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 TN 48.0 48 F Approx 10 hrs after injection- headache and nausea, 12 hrs severe chills/fever x4 hrs then sweating x2 hours. Resolved at 24 hrs

928697 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CO 34.0 34 F Pain at injection site and fatigue about 5 hours after injection, nothing I wouldn't consider "normal". Mild headache and nausea started 10 hours after injection. Took 1000mg Tylenol and went to bed.  Nausea, fever symptoms w/ no fever, pale, extreme fatigue started the next morning. Took 1000mg Tylenol, attempted to go to work, went back home and back to bed to rest.

928698 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 VA 45.0 45 F I have developed an itchy rash a week after my injection with raised papules on my hands, wrists, arms and upper legs. The site of my injection has a large (half-dollar size) red rash that is itchy and slightly raised.  A visual examination by 2 providers that I work with (Family Practice office)  today due to extreme itching.  I was instructed to take Ranitidine and Zyrtec at approximately 9am.  It is now 12pm and the itchiness is a little better.

928699 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 52 F First dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine administered to this individual.  She reported dizziness and head feeling "fuzzy".  Had patient drink water and juice.  VS were BP 137/90 HR 91.  She stated her HR routinely runs in the 90s.  Observed her for greater than 30 minutes.  Symptoms didn't worsen.  She was awake, alert with a steady gait. Patient was released to home.

928700 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 GA 24.0 24 F Rash. Large teardrop shape, red and risen up from the skin around the injection site. If I touch it, I notice that it?s itchy. Just noticed it this morning after showering, can?t think of any other reason for it to be there and there?s not any rashes elsewhere on my body. Currently icing it.

928701 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 CA 68.0 68 F Extreme acid stomach. Can on the night of the vaccine and nausea the next day. I still have the stomach acid.

928702 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 KY 26.0 26 F Patient reported expanded red petechia (red spots)  on bilateral lower extremities including feet and knee area.  Patient got CBC and went to PCP.  CBC was normal except platelets low-normal 150,000.  No itching, swelling, etc.  This occurred about 9 days after vaccination.  Improved gradually and mostly normalized 3 weeks out when receiving 2nd dose of vaccine.  No other symptoms reported besides sore arm for 2 days.

928703 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 PA 64.0 64 F Pt. states that she developed nausea and vomiting for one day, no treatment, resolved on 01/06/2021

928704 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NM 42.0 42 F BP: 120/70  - Lightheadedness, syncope.  Outcome: rested, stabilized.

928705 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IL 30.0 30 F I developed nausea the night of the vaccine, the next morning I woke up with a headache behind my eyes, and fainted while getting ready for work that morning. I then had a really bad headache and slept the entire day. I was unable to go to work or care for my house or children.

928706 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 VA 55.0 55 F Chil,bodyache, headache upset stomach

928707 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CA 22.0 22 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine Chills (approximately 4 hours), muscle and joint ache (approximately 12 hours), fever (approximately 8 hours), syncope and ears ringing (momentary)

928710 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 AR 37.0 37 F Chills, Dizziness, Night Sweats, Headache, Nausea, Body Aches, Weakness, Fatigue and Joint Pain
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928711 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Red hot patch 4 x 2 inches on L arm Arm soreness for a week

928712 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 40.0 40 F 0920 VAC. ;  0930:   AFTER VAC. SHOT- NAUSEA/VOMITING, "FOGGY FEELING"; 0930:  VS:   BP:  145/90, P:  89; T:  98.3 DEG. F; 02 SAT:  RA:  97%; 0948:  VS:  BP:  129/82, P:  85,  O2 SAT:  98 %R.A.

928715 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 63.0 63 F unable to sleep, photo sensitive, lack of appetite and migraine.

928716 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CT 50.0 50 F Sore arm at the injection site.

928717 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Sxs started 15 minutes post vax, difficulty breathing, rash.  Sent to ED. Sxs resolved by 12/29/2020.

928718 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 35.0 35 F Patient complained of itching on back of neck and behind ears. Denied shortness of breath, difficulty breathing, rash or sweating. 25 MG IM Benadryl administered at 1019. Patient watched for 15 minutes following Benadryl administration. Patient denied any symptoms following.

928719 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 VA 42.0 42 F Approximately 4 days after vaccine, employee noticed soreness and swelling in the armpit on the left side. This lasted about 4 days but got progressively better. On day 8 she noticed redness on her skin the size of a quarter that was not sore, itchy or warm.

928720 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Patient complained of being lightheaded, headache, felt like BP was elevated after immunization.  Patient checked out by EMS, began feeling better shortly thereafter.  Patient advised to call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room for any additional issues as needed.  Also advised to sign up for v-safe.  Patient left site stating he felt better.

928721 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 ND 21.0 21 F Fever, body aches, very sore arm, headache, fatigue for 24 hours

928722 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 CA 65.0 65 F Sxs 5 minutes post vax with tingling in LUE, but vaccine given in RUE. Tingling is persistent.   No improvement. Persistent sxs.

928723 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 WV 35.0 35 F >Sore arm - Days 1 to 2 - Resolved without intervention >Gas/Diarrhea - Days 1 to 7 - Resolved without intervention >Engorged breasts - Days 3 to 5 - Resolved without intervention >Sore/uncomfortable (lump) under arm - Days 3 to 7 - Mostly resolved (no current intervention) >Red raised rash (nickle-sized and about 5 inches below injection site)  - Days 8 to 9 - Mostly resolved (no current intervention)

928724 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 46.0 46 F Progress Notes  COVID VACCINE CLINIC  Subjective Patient is a 46 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her first dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   She was given the Moderna vaccination in the right deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience increased  breathing rate following right shoulder/clavicle pain.  She denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, throat tightness, hoarseness, stridor, itching, lightheadedness, dizziness, facial swelling, lip swelling and tongue swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to blood pressure abnormality  and respiratory distress with increased work of breathing.         ALLERGY REVIEW OF SYSTEMS:  Patient complains of shortness of breath ( most likely from mild anxiety) and muscle aches       Previous Reactions: none    Objective    Vitals Vitals:   01/07/21 1136 01/07/21 1146 BP: (!) 140/92 129/70 BP Location: Right arm Right arm Patient Position: Sitting Sitting Cuff Size: Regular Adult Regular Adult Pulse: 88 76 Resp: 14 12 SpO2: 100% 100%     Physical Exam Vitals signs reviewed.  Constitutional:      General: She is not in acute distress.    Appearance: Normal appearance. She is well-developed. She is not diaphoretic.  HENT:     Head: Normocephalic and atraumatic.     Right Ear: Hearing and external ear normal.     Left Ear: Hearing and external ear normal.     Nose: Nose normal.  Eyes:     General: No scleral icterus.       Right eye: No discharge.        Left eye: No discharge.     Conjunctiva/sclera: Conjunctivae normal.  Neck:     Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion and neck supple. No neck rigidity or muscular tenderness.  Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Normal rate and regular rhythm.     Heart sounds: Normal heart sounds. No murmur. No friction rub. No gallop.   Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal. No respiratory distress.     Breath sounds: Normal breath sounds. No wheezing or rales.  Chest:     Chest wall: Tenderness ( right mid clavicle) present.  Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion.  Skin:    General: Skin is warm and dry.  Neurological:     Mental Status: She is alert and oriented to person, place, and time.     Sensory: No sensory deficit.     Gait: Gait normal.  Psychiatric:        Behavior: Behavior normal.        Thought Content: Thought content normal.        Judgment: Judgment normal.         Assessment/Plan  Treatment included: avoidance measures and talking with the patient.. Follow up response to treatment: excellent. Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP.   Patient was thought to have a mild muscle spasm from the injection that may have cause a mild anxiety attack.  Patient was fully cooperative the whole time and appreciative for team of medical staff.  Patient's symptoms quickly resolved and she was able to leave without assistance.  Patient declined assistance to her car.

928725 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NC 37.0 37 F 06 Jan 2021 @1336: Presented to ED about 15 minutes after vaccine with complaints of nausea, vomiting, chills, and chest tightness. During this visit, she received IV fluids, Benadryl and Zofran by mouth.

928726 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AL 32.0 32 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Adverse event: nausea, chills, injection site pain, tiredness, headache, muscle pain, feeling unwell Treatment: APAP 1000mg Q6Hrs Time course: injection site pain started ~3hrs after receiving vaccine; chills, headache started ~11-12hrs after vaccine; muscle pain, feeling unwell, nausea, tiredness started ~17-18hrs after receiving vaccine; majority of symptoms improved 48hrs after vaccine administration; some tiredness and feeling unwell remain

928727 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 28.0 28 F Sudden extreme fatigue and mild nausea for about 2 hours. Then felt tachycardia and palpitations. Heart rate was checked by medical professional in household and was found to be 120 and irregular. This lasted approximately 2 minutes. At this time also felt shortness of breath which lasted 30 minutes. Once the tachycardia and shortness of breath ended, I was getting chills and continued to have nausea and extreme fatigue. Since the vaccination my arm has continued to be very sore. When I woke up on 1/8/2021 I am still very fatigued and still have a sore arm.

928728 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 36.0 36 M Moderns COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Chills, Aching, Fatigue, Fever, Headache, Dizziness, Blurred vision

928729 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CT 48.0 47 F Client c/o tightness in throat 8 minutes after receiving Dose 1 of Moderna vaccine. Pulse 90,O2 sat.96,BP 150/110.Bendryl 50 mg po given,after10 minutes client c/o worse tightening of the throat,paleness and red raised rash noted on both arms and chest. Epi pen administrated O2 sat 98, pulse 80, BP 120/90. EMS called . Client transported to Hospital via ambulance.

928730 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 28.0 28 F 1/5/21:  Developed redness and warmth around vaccine site 1/7/21: Began treatment with clindamycin 300 mg TID x 7 days

928731 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 CA 38.0 38 M Sxs rash.   Rash has persisted.

928732 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 MI 57.0 57 F Mouth and lips tingling

928733 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NC 28.0 28 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Dose 1  One hour after receiving injection- light headed, dizzy, trembling, hot flashes, extreme nausea, confusion, hard time speaking, skin numbness and tingling at injection site and on face/neck/arms. Took Benadryl (diphenhydramine). Acute symptoms dissipated after a couple hours. Continued to feel dizzy when standing/walking. Confusion/short term memory loss of entire afternoon evening (told by others- can?t remember actions, repeating myself and not remembering, can?t remember conversations). About two hours after injection, extreme muscle pain in left arm. Couldn?t lift or move arm and hurt even when not moving, took 440mg naproxen. Brought pain down to a more normal feeling of post shot soreness.

928734 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 SD 22.0 22 F Body aches Sore back Fever - temp was 102 Fatigue Took 3 doses of Tylenol which seems to have helped. 24 hours later still feeling pretty sore and tired.

928735 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 46.0 46 F Progress Notes PA-C (Physician Assistant) ? ? Physician Assistant Cosigned by: MD at 1/8/2021  9:47 AM Expand All Collapse All    COVID VACCINE CLINIC      Date:  1/7/2021                                                                                             MRN:  5234562     Subjective Patient is a 46 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her first dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   She was given the Moderna vaccination in the right deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience increased  breathing rate following right shoulder/clavicle pain.  She denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, throat tightness, hoarseness, stridor, itching, lightheadedness, dizziness, facial swelling, lip swelling and tongue swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to blood pressure abnormality  and respiratory distress with increased work of breathing.         ALLERGY REVIEW OF SYSTEMS:  Patient complains of shortness of breath ( most likely from mild anxiety) and muscle aches       Previous Reactions: none    Objective    Vitals Vitals:   01/07/21 1136 01/07/21 1146 BP: (!) 140/92 129/70 BP Location: Right arm Right arm Patient Position: Sitting Sitting Cuff Size: Regular Adult Regular Adult Pulse: 88 76 Resp: 14 12 SpO2: 100% 100%     Physical Exam Vitals signs reviewed.  Constitutional:      General: She is not in acute distress.    Appearance: Normal appearance. She is well-developed. She is not diaphoretic.  HENT:     Head: Normocephalic and atraumatic.     Right Ear: Hearing and external ear normal.     Left Ear: Hearing and external ear normal.     Nose: Nose normal.  Eyes:     General: No scleral icterus.       Right eye: No discharge.        Left eye: No discharge.     Conjunctiva/sclera: Conjunctivae normal.  Neck:     Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion and neck supple. No neck rigidity or muscular tenderness.  Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Normal rate and regular rhythm.     Heart sounds: Normal heart sounds. No murmur. No friction rub. No gallop.   Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal. No respiratory distress.     Breath sounds: Normal breath sounds. No wheezing or rales.  Chest:     Chest wall: Tenderness ( right mid clavicle) present.  Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion.  Skin:    General: Skin is warm and dry.  Neurological:     Mental Status: She is alert and oriented to person, place, and time.     Sensory: No sensory deficit.     Gait: Gait normal.  Psychiatric:        Behavior: Behavior normal.        Thought Content: Thought content normal.        Judgment: Judgment normal.         Assessment/Plan  Treatment included: avoidance measures and talking with the patient.. Follow up response to treatment: excellent. Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP.   Patient was thought to have a mild muscle spasm from the injection that may have cause a mild anxiety attack.  Patient was fully cooperative the whole time and appreciative for SV team of medical staff.  Patient's symptoms quickly resolved and she was able to leave without assistance.  Patient declined assistance to her car.       PA-C Electronically Signed 1/7/2021 2:05 PM

928736 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 41.0 41 F Patient reported feeling "woozy", got the chills and HR became elevated. She appeared shaky. HR and BP elevated. She was given water and juice. Provider walked in and spoke with her regarding an adrenaline release causing some of her symptoms. Over the 5 minutes, patient became less shaky, BP and HR dropping. She stated she felt much better. She discharged with instructions to follow up with her PCP if needed. Provider felt she could discharge home. Several days later, patient reported continued "woozy" feeling, chills, and elevated HR. She was seen in the ED at that time, with no remarkable findings.

928737 12/09/2020 01/08/2021 MA 58.0 58 F 5 minutes after injection, face red, sudden onset of flushing sensation in chest followed by dizziness and a feeling of rapid heart beat.  Throat tightness and difficulty swallowing.  Flushing sensation and feeling of rapid heart beat resolved within a few minutes, but left with nausea, flushing and difficulty swallowing/throat tightness.

928738 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 UT 30.0 30 F Tongue swelling

928740 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 46.0 46 F The next day after receiving the Covid vaccine injection in my left arm, I had the typical muscle pain.  That subsided within a day or two.  But I am experiencing numbness and tingling throughout the entire length of my arm.  It is not severe and I am still able to conduct my work and daily chores, but it is very concerning to me.  It is now 5 days later, and the numbness is not any better.  My left pinky finger is the worst out of all of my digits.  I'm not sure if they somehow hit a nerve during the injection or if this is a side effect of the shot.

928741 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 49.0 49 F palpitation which is now resolved

928742 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 WI 39.0 39 F 1000- Employee receives vaccination  1015- Pt reports dizziness to staff  1015- Pt assisted to private area for evaluation/assessment (Vitals signs, ABCs) - Denies troubles breathing or swallowing, Denies throat swelling or closure. drinking PO liquids and eats cracker  10:21- reports sensation in throat, continues to deny troubles breathing or swallowing  10:28- 25mg liquid PO diphenhydramine administered PO as 25mg/10mL PO diphenhydramine  10:31- No improvement/worsening in symptoms- emergency response team called to evaluate employee Pt is transported to Urgent Care via wheelchair per Pt request

928743 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OR 30.0 30 F Generalized body aches, malaise, tachycardia, nausea, headache, sweats. Intermittently for 48 hours, worse at night.

928744 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MA 32.0 32 F Sore arm, headache, fever, chills, body aches, fatigue

928745 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 55.0 55 F at 10:10pm, started with chills and shivers for over an hour. Muscle aching as a result of the shivers that last over an hour. Fever of 101.5 at 1am in the morning. Head ache that was first in the temples and then went behind the eyes. Water had a metal taste to it. Did not take a tylenol or anything to relieve the fever or ache. I prefer to allow my body to fight it naturally. Used an ice pack at the nap of my neck to help with fever and also headache. Also took 2 showers to help with body ache.  1/8/21 12:20pm fever is still 100.4. Body is still achy with slight headache.

928746 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NH 42.0 42 F About 1 week after administration of Moderna vaccine, developed reddened, warm area just below injection site. Erythema was about the size of a half-dollar; not particularly painful but slightly tender.

928747 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Vaccine received 12/31. Arm pain persisted x3 days. On 01/07 large itchy welts broke out on injection site. over time welts went away and whole area became red, swollen, and hot to touch. Arm also became sore again. Cortisone applied twice with minimal relief.

928748 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 FL 51.0 51 F 12/30, 5PM: FEVER/TACHYCARDIA,  12/31 RED SWOLLEN HOT ITCHY INDURATION AT RIGHT ARM @ VACCINE SITE, ENLARGED 1/1/21 TO SAND-DOLLAR SIZE, SWELLING RESOLVED 1/3/21.  RECURRENCE OF REACTION BEGAN 1/7/21 3PM (SWOLLEN HOT RED ITCHY INDURATION)

928749 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OH 35.0 35 F After receiving the shot,  I experienced a sharp pain in my shoulder and neck on the left side (same side as the shot was received).  This only lasted a couple of minutes and then I felt normal.  That evening the area where I received the shot was sore and hard to lift.  This is when I started to notice stiffness in my left elbow joint and muscle aches throughout my body.  Upon waking the following morning,  the stiffness in my elbow joint had increase and it made it difficult to bend my elbow.  At this point,  I had assumed that maybe I had pulled something or slept on it wrong.  I figured it would work itself out in a day or two.  This has not been the case.  It is now day 8,  my elbow joint is stiff with soreness and pain in the surrounding area.  I am not able to lift items as I normally would or squeeze/hold items in my  left hand without experiencing pain in that elbow or the surround muscles.  It had been uncomfortable and painful to move and bend that arm and even the simple act of straightening the elbow is difficult to accomplish.  All pain and discomfort is limited to the elbow joint and surrounding area.

928750 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 37.0 37 F At 8:10 am Thursday started with a fever and swelling of my lymph nodes under my arm on the injection side, left, and just not felling well. By 2:30 pm on Thursday had high fever, muscle, bone and joint pain, weakness, chills and sweats. Pain in my swollen lymph nodes under arm. Fever broke Friday at 9 am still experiencing pain in lymph nodes, some sweating, generalized tiredness and over all just not feeling well.

928751 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 44.0 44 M fever 100.3, fatigue

928752 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CO 42.0 42 F Swelling of deltoid, firmness and heat as well as redness starting on day 7 post injection.  I have been taking 25mg diphenydramine q 4-6h since swelling and redness started

928753 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 HI 49.0 49 M Pt received Moderna vaccine on 12/30/20 at 10:08 am. At 10:17 am monitor flagged down nurse to check on pt. Pt was upright sitting in drivers seat of his truck with his eyes open and head/neck tilted back. Pt. was not responsive to shaking, sternal rub and/or calling his name to see if he could hear nurse for approximately 20-30 seconds. At that point pt. became alert and responsive. Pt was disorientated for a couple of seconds then realized what had happened. Pt stated that he felt light headed and was diaphoretic. Pt did not eat breakfast so was given a granola bar and water.

928754 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Sxs started 3-5 minutes post vax. Dizziness, hypotension, throat fullness, CODE called, given IM Epi at vax site.  Taken to ED from vax site. Started on epi drip. Admitted to SHC. Y

928755 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 32.0 32 F 100.8 fever, chills, muscle/joint pain

928756 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NM 48.0 48 F Patient reported to health center on 1/7/2021 with complaints of redness and  rash to LUE. Received Moderna Covid vaccine on 12/30, reports symptoms started on Wednesday January 6 in the evening. Rash is red and raised, measures 7 cm x 15 cm, warm to the touch and tender. No other systemic reactions were noted or reported by the patient. Patient was prescribed Cephalexin 500 mg TID for 7 days. Encouraged to treat symptoms with Tylenol or Advil as needed and to follow-up via phone with provider on 1/8/2021.

928757 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 34.0 34 M Nausea/ dizzy, Syncope 12 hours later. Y 1

928758 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OR 46.0 46 F Shortly after receiving vaccination, patient experienced chest pressure, shortness of breath, feeling jittery and shaky.  Oxygen saturation remained normal. Vital signs normal.

928759 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 34.0 34 F Transferred to ED.  ED documentation below.  Initial Vital Signs [01/06/21 1754] Blood Pressure 146/97 Heart Rate 78 Respiratory Rate 16 Temp 36.9 °C (98.4 °F) Temp src Oral SpO2 97 %  34 y.o. female who arrived by From on-campus presented to the emergency department for an allergic reaction to the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. Pt received the first round of injections at 1707 tonight and experienced adverse reactions. Pt endorses dizziness which is accompanied by central abdominal pain and itching of her left thigh. Pt states that her throat is dry, but adds that it could be from not drinking much fluids today. Pt has a hx of anaphylaxis from shellfish and angioedema. She says these current symptoms are not similar to the ones she experienced from anaphylaxis or angioedema. Pt has not started or changed any medications, but had an IUD inserted about a week and a half ago. Pt denies any fevers, chills, coughs, cold symptoms, chest pain, palpitations, shortness of breath, headaches, nausea, vomiting, bowel or bladder problems, or urinary complaints.  Clinical exam shows central abdominal pain just above the umbilicus with itching of the posterior aspect of the left lateral thigh. Will administer PO Prednisone and PO Diphenhydramine in the ED and observe the pt. No epinephrine injection was deemed necessary at this time.    DDx: allergic reaction   1910 hours: Discussed further treatment and vaccine advice with the pt. Will discharge pt to home. Provided follow up instructions to her PCP, for reevaluation. Discussed return precautions. Vital signs are stable at time of discharge.

928760 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Sxs started 2 hours post vax with flushing, palpitations, chest pressure.  Presented to ED. Sxs resolved after 2 hours of observation.

928761 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 GA 34.0 34 F CHILLS,HEADACHE,NAUSEA,TIREDNESS. I WAS FEELING A LITTLE WEIRD ON THE DAY I GOT IT AND MY ARM WAS HURTING A LOT AND THEN TODAY I STARTED FEELING BAD WITH ALL THE SYPTOMS I PROVIDED.

928762 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 TX 41.0 41 F On the 23rd few minutes after the vax I had a severe headache and a burning sensation in my throat. I had a headache the whole day. The next day muscle aches, joint hurts, and injection site was painful. 12/25 I felt like I had the flu body aches, muscle aches and fever, I went to the doctor on 12/26 and I was tested for covid - negative. I had 100 - 100.5 F fever for 5 days along with body aches, joint pain headaches after the vaccine. Around the 28 I was able to return to work after 2 negative covid tests and I was able to function enough.

928763 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 GA 37.0 37 F 1/6/2021- vaccine to right arm. slight dizziness 30 minutes after with increased HR but symptoms subsided within 20 minutes.  1/7/2021- fever (Tmax 102.3, headache, injection site pain, muscle pain, abd pain and diarrhea 1/8/2021- right sided swelling to adnexa area/ lymph nodes

928764 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 PR 52.0 52 F 12/28/2020 - Eye Swelling 01/05/2021 - Injection site: Redness, Sore arm. Hive in injection site., itching (Brazo caliente)

928766 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 MO 35.0 35 F ABOUT 1 HOUR AFTER THE INJECTION WAS GIVEN I BEGAN TO EXPERIENCE NUMBNESS AND TINGLING ON THE 3RD FINGER OF MY RIGHT ARM, THE ARM THE INJECTION WAS GIVEN IN. LATER THAT AFTERNOON IT HAD SPREAD TO MY RIGHT WRIST AND BY THE TIME I WOKE UP THE NEXT DAY, MY WHOLE ARM WAS NUMB/TINGLY/PAINFUL AND THERE WAS A SWOLLEN LYMPH NODE IN MY UNDERARM ON THE ARM THE VACCINE WAS GIVEN IN.  THE NUMBNESS/TINGLING/PAIN FINALLY WENT AWAY 2-3 DAYS LATER.

928767 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IL 42.0 42 F At injection site the skin is red in a circle form and warm to the touch.

928768 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Tingling/Hot burning throat/tachycardia and chest tightness.  Presented to ED. Given diphenhydramine. Observed and discharged.

928769 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 29.0 29 M Normal after the inj. 8 hours later, arm pain, fatigue. Next day at noon, felt anxious, heart rate 140's, extreme back pain, tachycardia. Lasted 12 hours 140 at rest. Movement 160 rate. Had chest pain. High fever 102-103.

928770 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 67.0 67 F Nine days after injection developed rash and redness with heat on left bicep where shot was given. It itches, is warm and red. Treating with hydrocortisone cream (to stop itch) and icing for the heat. This is now day 2 (1/8/21).

928771 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 KY 43.0 43 F Patient received vaccine at 951 then presented back at clinic at 1100am. Presented with flushing, followed by clammy feeling and slight rash, tachycardia about 1 hour post vaccination. Patient was given Benadryl 50mg, Solu- Medrol 125mg and Pepcid 20mg on 12/30/20 @ 1120

928772 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 NY 52.0 52 F Patient felt warm with palpitations 5 minutes after vaccine administered. was monitored for 30 mins & then returned to work. on 12/30/2020 patient was at work in Presurgical testing dept & experienced near syncope, dizziness & elevated BP. reported to ED & was admitted to telemetry unit.Y 2

928773 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 NC 58.0 58 M Intermittently productive cough, dyspnea, body aches, HA, neck pain 3 days after dose.  CXR in ED found LLL pneumonia and enlarged heart; given ABX and isolation.

928774 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 WV 35.0 35 F Sore injection site arm - Days 1 to 2 - Resolved without intervention Gas/diarrhea - Days 1 to 7 - Resolved without intervention Engorged breasts - Days 3 to 6 - Resolved without intervention Sore/uncomfortable (lump) under injection site arm - Days 3 to 8 - Mostly resolved (no current intervention) Red raised rash (nickle sized and 5 inches below injection site - Days 8 to 9 - Mostly resolved (no current intervention)

928775 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 PR 35.0 35 F fever, diarrhea, chest pain

928776 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Vax given 12/30/2020 at 2030. Sxs developed later with nausea, vomiting, dizzyness, myalgias, headache.   Presented to ED. IVF, Zofran/diphenhydramine inj, tylenol. Neg COVID-19 test.

928777 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 KY 49.0 49 F Dr. called this morning and reported that an employee that works in billing had her vaccine on Wednesday and developed and anaphylactic reaction to Moderna.  This was 24 hours later with rash, SVT heart rate above 140, low grade fever, redness at site.  Admitted and treated with steroids and Benadryl.Y

928778 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 PA 38.0 38 F FLUSH IN FACE, HEAT ON FACE, HEADACHE, DIZZINESS

928780 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Palpitations. Tingling of lips.  Presented to ED. Observed x 4 hours. Patient improved. Discharged to PCP if sxs worsen. ED notes incomplete.

928781 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 GA 55.0 55 F Pfizer BioNTech: Complains of  left foot numbness and tingling that progressed to left leg and then to left hand and left arm.  Benedryl PO 25mg  given at 12:05pm. No changes after Benadryl given.

928782 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 SD 56.0 56 F Pt noticed this morning that above her injection site on her left deltoid area she had redness and warmth.  Pt has a scar on left deltoid area and redness went along horizontally on her arm.  There also was some warmth to that area.

928783 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 WI 39.0 39 F 1000- Pt received vaccine (2nd dose)  1015- Pt reported dizziness, denies troubles breathing or swallowing  Pt assisted to private area- Vital signs checked and assessed for airway, breathing, circulation concerns- denies  1021- Pt reports unusual sensation in throat, continues to deny difficulties breathing or swallowing  10:28- 25mg diphenhydramine administered PO as 25mg/10mL PO Liquid diphenhydramine (Pt declines additional 25mg dosing)  Denies changes in symptoms- emergency response team is called and arrives to assess Pt Pt is transported to Urgent Care per Pt request

928784 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MD 45.0 44 F Fever, Chills and generalized body aches .

928785 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 PA 58.0 58 F Vaccine injected too low, causing redness, warmth, swelling and pain at injection site.

928786 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 LA 21.0 21 M Patient reported fatigue, body aches, fever, HA, congestion

928787 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 WI 30.0 30 M Patient felt very warm.  Blood pressure was checked.  BP @ 1055 was 240/130. Oxygen saturation 99%, heart rate 65.  BP rechecked at 11:00 and was 236/138 on Left.  At 11:02 blood pressure was 232/124 on right arm, oxygen saturation 100%, heart rate 64.  Stat team called.  At 11:06 blood pressure was 210/120, oxygen saturation 99% and heart rate 61.  Patient transferred to ED @ 11:15.

928788 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Sxs heart palpitations on 12/28/2020 and then 12/29/2020 migrane headache. Sxs persist.   Improved but with occasional palpitations.

928789 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MO 49.0 49 F PATIENT RECEIVED COVID VACCINE AT 0900. AT 0915, PATIENT FELT LIGHT HEADED OUT OF SORTS. VS CHECKED. PATIENT'S VITALS WERE AS FOLLOWS: BP136/86,HR 120. @0916 50MG IM BENADRYL ADMINISTERED X1 DOSE. VS AT 0935: bp 140/88 HR112. DR. CALLED AT 0938 AND WAS MADE AWARE OF THE INCIDENT. DR.'S GUIDANCE WAS TO HAVE THE PATIENT REMAIN IN THE PARKING LOT UNTIL HR WAS LESS THAN 100. AT 1012, PATIENT'S HR WAS 88. @1051, PATIENT LEFT WITH FAMILY MEMBER.

928790 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Sxs at injx site and fatigue. 12/22/2020 paraesthesias to upper/lower extremities, now becoming more consistent; headaches.  Persistent sxs.

928791 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 27.0 27 F Headache, body aches, up all night.

928792 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 MI 56.0 56 F Came to ER on 12/20/20 with chills, heart palpitations, body aches and increased SOB.  Had ST elevation on EKG in ER, taken to Cath Lab- no intervention done.  D/C home 12/22/20.  Previous Hx of COVID per patient Y 2

928793 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 SC 39.0 39 F Fever chills headache nauseous joint pain started 12 hrs after shot and lasted 24 hrs felt tired and weak on day 2

928794 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 39 F Pt received 1st dose Pfizer COVID vaccine 12/18/20. On 12/21/20 pt presented to Urgent Care with headache, hypertensive, nausea/vomiting, shortness of breath, myalgia, fatigue, cough. COVID, Flu A/B, and RSV PCR all negative, CXR negative. Per provider note, potential side effects 2/2 COVID vaccine administration. Pt received compazine, toradol, zofran. Pt did not receive epi, no ED visit.

928795 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PR 31.0 31 F STARTED AT 1AM 1/8/2021 WITH CHILLS, STRONG HEADACHE, MODERATE GENERALIZED MUSCLE PAIN, PAIN LEFT ARM WITH ABDUCTION. LOWER BACK PAIN, MALAISE AND FATIGUE

928796 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F On Jan 7, 2021, in the evening, I noted new discomfort at the injection site.  There was a 3 x 4 cm area of erythema and induration.  The area was warm to touch with pain on deep palpation.  Also a faint macular rash on anterior chest wall.  I took loratadine 10 mg shortly there after with improvement in rash on chest.  The injection site reaction remained and continues to cause discomfort.

928798 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Itchiness to multiple sites followed by rash and swollen eyes.  Saw PCP placed on steroid course x 7 days plus antihistamines.

928799 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NE 78.0 78 F EVENING OF 1/6/21, DEVELOPED TREMORS AND DIZZINESS.  UNKNOWN DURATION, BUT IS RESOLVED NOW.

928800 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 KS 54.0 54 F The patient woke up the next morning with a rash on her tongue and congestion or swelling in the back of her throat. She reports she took one OTC Benadryl and with in 4 hours all the symptoms were gone.

928801 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 36.0 36 M Symptoms - ? at approximately 8:00 PM EE reports mild HA, ?queasy,? tired and chills.  Denies fever.  EE reports he called off of work today due to feeling ill.  EE reports mild congestion but consistent with his regular allergies.  EE reports he usually takes Flonase.  EE denies fever.  Home remedies? -   supportive care, rest. Any improvement? ? EE reports improvement in symptoms at time of call. Recommendation? EE notified he is able to return to work and to follow to manager per Illness in the Work place Policy.  EE encouraged to continue to monitor her symptoms and to call back with further concerns.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

928802 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 PA 58.0 58 F Vaccine injected too low on injection site, causing pain, redness and swelling.

928803 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 SC 54.0 54 M Revived vaccine on Wednesday and started running a fever on Saturday evening, fever again on Sunday evening.  Tested positive for covid-19 on Monday morning at facility, where I work.

928804 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 KY 34.0 34 M I have a history of chicken pox at age 7 and on 1/2/21 started having burning on the right eyelid and subsequently developed shingles in the V1 branch of the trigeminal nerve on the right. Treating with valacyclovir 1g three times daily.

928805 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MA 40.0 40 F Nausea, stridor, tachypnea, dyspnea, and epistaxis occurred within 15 minutes of vaccination. The patient's respiratory status declined rapidly. 2 epi pens were administered with no improvement.  A 3rd epi-pen, IM Benadryl and high flow oxygen via non-rebreather were administered/applied. The patient showed a decline exhibiting dyspnea and decerebrate posturing. A 4th epi-pen was administered, after approximately 1-2 minutes the patient began to improve. Care was transferred to EMS and the patient was transported to the local hospital. This event occurred over the course of approximately  20 minutes.

928806 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 31.0 31 F 12 hours post vaccine, HA Fever Chills body aches , continued with symptoms into the next day

928808 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 FL 61.0 61 F swollen neck and left arm swollen, red and hot     Neck swelling started 1/5/21 and the arm became inflamed 1/7/21

928809 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Fatigue, sore left arm; Resolved. 12/29/2020 with pruritic rash to left forearm, chills, nasal congestion, myalgias, then right forearm rash, itchy abdomen  Benadryl/atarax without effect. COVID-19 test 12/28/2020 NEG result. Feeling slightly better today. COVID-19 test #2 scheduled for 01/04/2020.

928810 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 KS 51.0 51 F Pt began to have numbness and tingling in the left side of her face during first 15 minutes of observation. Pt was given 50mg of benadryl IM in the Left arm. (Lot 6121161. Expiration: 1/31/2021. Manufacturer: APP Pharmaceuticals.) Pt denied any difficulty breathing, blurred vision, headache or other signs of reaction. Pt was monitored for another 15 minutes. Pt was talking and laughing without signs of distress. Pt carried conversation with ease and states numbness and tingling was resolving.

928811 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OR 33.0 33 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. After 10 minutes I started hyperventilating, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, Left arm numbness, lightheaded, and elevated heart rate. After 1 hr symptoms subsided as I was looked after by 3 nurses. Then last night I woke up at 3 am with body aches, chills, difficulty breathing, lightheaded, tremors, sore arm, elevated heart rate, and swollen injection site. By 6:30 I was sitting up but still too weak to stand. By 9 am I am still lightheaded, sore arm, body aches, and fatigue.

928813 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 72.0 72 F Vaccinated on December 30th, 2020 then noticed itching on January 7th. 5 cm area of redness and selling at injection site. Larger are of redness on January 8th (8 cm).

928814 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 FL 72.0 72 M Localized redness and swelling at injection site

928815 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MN 38.0 38 F Thursday morning 1/7/21, right side of face noticed jaw drooping, later progressed to bad headache, bad taste in mouth then lost sense of taste. Pain on the right side of face/jaw area. Trouble speaking. Went to ER at hospital then transferred to another ER.

928816 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 27.0 27 F Head Ache, body aches, up all night

928817 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 SC 35.0 35 F Sever headache  fatigue  sore throat  cough & congestion  & I was unable to work on Christmas eve

928818 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 62.0 62 F Temperature 102.7 throughout the first night and 101.8 the second night.  Aches & pains, bad headache.  Feel much better today 1-8-21.

928819 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CT 25.0 25 F Syncope 30 min after injection. Severe right arm pain radiating to fingertips 1 hour after injection.

928820 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Fever/chills, left arm rash, itchy legs, myalgias.   Tylenol/benadryl with good effect. No symptoms today.

928821 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 48.0 48 F Generalized itching, No uticaria present

928822 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NY 52.0 52 F Chills, vomiting, fever 104, upset stomach, low energy level, headache

928823 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 PA 21.0 21 F 15 minutes after vaccine- hot all over body, throat closing, itchy, eyes felt weird,  dizzy, and rapid heart rate

928824 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 FL 32.0 32 F Injection site reaction with edema, eythema that advanced outward from the site, and induration that lasted until 1/7/2021. Site assessed by MD who sited need for reporting.  Reaction largely resolved today 1/8/2021 apart from minor redness and edema.

928825 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 CA 65.0 65 F Sxs 5 minutes post vax with tingling in LUE, but vaccine given in RUE. Tingling is persistent.   No improvement. Persistent sxs.

928826 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 58.0 58 F Although arm was red and sore for days after vaccine, on day 8 it became itchy, large (at least silver dollar sized) hard lump, swelling of lump area and surround, redness, tenderness and warm to the touch. Worse the following morning (more swollen, more red, more warm) day 9 (today). Outcome. I am watching this closely (RN) as I am trying not to take antibiotics due to my Celiac Disease. If it worsens, will seek medical care.

928827 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 47.0 46 F 12 minutes, first vaccine reported tingling to the tongue, cheeks flushed, progression to feeling like throat was swelling. Patient was taken to ED via wheelchair. Monitoring and BP @7:40 135/83 HR 72 Resp. 18. Under oBS at hospital, not admitted.  *Initial dose reported symptoms of feeling sick with dose 1 but not to extent of second dose

928828 11/02/2020 01/08/2021 NY 38.0 F Started with numbness in arm and after a month pain in most joints

928829 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 NC 58.0 58 F Soreness , fatigue , Arm swollen , Sore to the touch .

928830 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 KS 56.0 56 F 1/5/21 approximately 2200 begin to run a fever up to 101.3 with chills, nausea, headache, body aches, shortness of air, mild abdominal pain, this continued off and on through 1/6 & 1/7.

928831 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 IL 58.0 58 F 1 WEEK  post injection; developed intense itching at injection site  diffuse redness around site and swelling   that has lasted so far 48 hours now

928833 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NC 48.0 48 F Metal taste in mouth after receiving the vaccine, headache, fatigue, Fever for 12 hours, dizziness

928834 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 47.0 46 F 12 minutes, first vaccine reported tingling to the tongue, cheeks flushed, progression to feeling like throat was swelling. Patient was taken to ED via wheelchair. Monitoring and BP @7:40 135/83 HR 72 Resp. 18. Under oBS at hospital, not admitted.  *Initial dose reported symptoms of feeling sick with dose 1 but not to extent of second dose

928835 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 KY 86.0 86 M diarrhea, severe hip joint pain.  Lasted 8 hours max.

928836 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 MD 25.0 25 F 101.6 fever, chills, body aches, fatigue, and headache lasting one full day. Following first day, symptoms including feeling feverish, body aches, fatigue, and brain fog lasted another full day. Symptom of brain fog lingered for another 1-2 days.

928837 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IA 50.0 50 F Pt wanted injection in R buttock so this is where it was given.  Developed redness/swelling/pain at injection site on 1/7/21 which worsened and turned to cellulitis on 1/8/20 requiring antibiotics.  Also had R inguinal lymphadenopathy.  No symptoms prior to 1/7/21.

928838 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MI 47.0 47 F left arm soreness within "couple of hours of injection", fatigue, lightheaded, headache, muscle & joint pain, chills, N/V for approximately 6-8hrs.  "most symptoms were gone by 12/31/20, but sore left arm, tenderness, redness, warmth and swelling at injection site and lingering light headiness and hot flashes".  No temp throughout

928839 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 47.0 47 M nausea, stomach cramps,dizzyness, HA

928840 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 38.0 38 F Within 10 minutes developed headache, muscle pain to neck and soreness in arm.  The following day developed muscle pain to bilateral legs.  Neck pain and headache still present but decreased from prior day.  Site to left arm swollen, reddened and hard spot approx. 2x2  inches.  By day 3 all muscle pain and headache were resolving.  Arm swelling/redness seemed to decrease until day 6.  On day 8 awoke with large swelling redness to site approx 3x3 inches.   On day 9 arm symptoms with no improvement.  Called MD who ordered benadryl, Claritan and oral steroids.  Today is day 10 and continue with arm pain, some swelling and redness.

928841 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MO 31.0 31 F injection given proximal to acromion process resulting in pain , hematoma, and erythema at injection site.  Pain started within an hour of injection; bruising observed the next day after removal of band aide; redness started on day 2 post injection. Ice was applied to injection site reduced redness and swelling.

928842 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 AR 55.0 55 F Dose 1 site soreness Dose 2 severe muscle and bone pain, chills, night sweats, fever, axillary lymphadenopathy, fatigue, nausea-evaluation for symptoms- no prescribed treatment

928844 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 VA 30.0 40 F Extreme redness, itching and soreness below injection site

928845 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 38.0 38 F 102 fever, chills nausea, headache set in by 9 same day as vaccine  but were gone within 72 hours

928846 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MO 26.0 26 F 24 hours after vaccine, I had typical mild cold/flu symptoms. After 48 hours I had a lot of pain in my injection arm and my armpit lymph nodes were swollen. I treated the pain with Advil and a heating pad. 72 hours after the vaccine I felt faint, dizzy, and nauseous. I began to vomit and have diarrhea that entire night and next morning. I felt very weak and was unable to keep any foods or liquids down. I was unable to walk around. I took Zofran 8mg which helped with the severe nausea and weakness.  These symptoms are ongoing.

928847 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NC 45.0 45 F 06 Jan 2021 @0810: Patient transported to ED following near syncopal episode at desk.  Reported dizziness/lightheaded, intermittent nausea, and heart beating hard. Patient received vaccine at 0645 hours. Provided IV fluids.

928848 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 89.0 89 F Resident noted to have mild swelling & circular erythema, measures at approximately 6x5 cm to L deltoid muscle at vaccination site. Denies pain on palpation. Small scratch marks noted to site, denies itching when assessing.  Will treat by applying warm compress to site for 20-30 mins PRN q hour x 3 days, then reassess site. Treat with PRN tylenol order for pain.

928849 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 51.0 51 F Fever and body aches 12 hours after vaccine. Fever 104.1 during the night, body aches, headache
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928850 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 26.0 26 F 1123 Patient received vaccine 1132 Patient complained of shortness of breath and throat closing, 0.3 MG Epinephrine administered and MOVE/SWAT notified, Vital Signs taken and within normal limits 1135 50 MG IM Benadryl given, SWAT arrived and report given. Patient reports feeling better 1140 Patient transferred to ER by wheelchair

928851 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F On Jan 7, I experienced discomfort in left upper arm.  A new area is 3 x 4 cm, erythematous, indurated at the site of injection.  Also, new macular rash on anterior chest wall with pruritis.  No fevers or chills.  I took loratadine 10 mg daily with resolution of rash on anterior chest wall.  Injection site reaction remains.

928852 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Patient reports a rash at injection site, about 6" around, and warm to touch

928853 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 IL 60.0 60 F Joint PAIN -upon awakening the next day I had severe neck and bilateral hip pain. It hurt to hold my head up and even lay on a pillow. Took 800mg Advil prn for about 4 days. Tonsillitis- Right tonsil was inflamed and sore . This started  5 days after the vaccine and lasted 3 -4 days. Used warm water rinses and gargled with Listerine As I am a Nurse with Rheumatoid arthritis , I know there is not much info about subjects with my underlying conditions . I just wanted to report that it did cause a flare in my symptoms but it lasted less than a week. I did hold my Humira for one week after the vaccine as I know it is a "t-cell " inhibitor and I wanted a good result from the  vaccine. I had my second shot today and can update you as to how things go

928854 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 CO 51.0 51 M Exactly 36 hrs after the injection I got chills,  shivering, muscle aches, nausea and very painful deltoid muscle which continues 48hr. Got a COVID-19 test which was negative and the symptoms resolved. I had no fever, cough or SOB.

928855 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 LA 36.0 36 F The night of the vaccine, she developed severe headache & facial flushing that lasted through the next day.  On Friday 1/8/21 all symptoms were gone.

928856 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 53.0 53 F chills, nausea, arm sore

928858 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 KS 33.0 33 F Low-grade fever, body aches, chills, headache, and nausea Symptoms subsided after 24 hours

928860 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 KS 52.0 52 M Symptoms occurred on Monday evening. Redness at injection site, Itching at injection site, and swelling.

928861 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 NY 48.0 48 F Initial event was soreness at site which resolved on its own within a few days.  2 days after receiving vaccine, I began having an allergy reaction  to the same brand N95 that I had been utilizing since the beginning of the pandemic. Symptoms are swollen cheeks and welts , sudden itchiness at the site of my mask placement. The reason for this report is a sudden onset of excruciating and debilitating pain throughout my body specifically pain of my right shoulder radiating down my sprightly arm. I have been receiving testing and treatment for ongoing neuropathy due to Longhauler syndrome, however This recent pain is so debilitating, I spend most of my time in bed.  I have been experiencing chills then profuse sweating.  I also so fatigued, I sleep much of the day.  I have been having episodes of tachycardia with chest tightness which has increased since after having the vaccine. I also become short winded on exertion. I?ve been waking up in a panic and sweating.

928862 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MT 56.0 56 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine: Five (5) days after the vaccination patient noticed itching, redness, swelling, and a hard lump 3 inches in diameter.  These symptoms remained for 2-3 days and are improving and resolving on day 8 post vaccination.

928863 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 MD 29.0 29 F Rash on upper arm where vaccine was administered.

928864 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 MI 49.0 49 M approximately 5" after receiving injection, headache developed.  Progressively got worse within 30", rated 6/10.  described as "felt like the Hulk was squeezing the back of my neck".  Returned back to CVCU and coworkers commented on how red he looked- "face and arms were red like he had just ran a marathon, but not blotchy or rash".  HIs entire arm began hurting and has been hurting and waking him up every night and needing repositioned several times throughout the night.  L arm shakes/tremors, constantly - described incident where he was holding a plate at home a few days after injection and his left arm involuntary shook, uncrontrollably.

928865 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 MD 36.0 36 F Covid injection might have been given to me aubcutaneously instead of IM.  Large area of induration, redness, swelling at injection site and surrounding area. This affected area appears to be possibly below the deltoid muscle region. The injection itself was not painful. This began the day after injection and has continued ever since. Today is day 8 of this reaction. I have pictures if needed. I have not seen anyone yet for this reaction. No result or outcome available as of now.

928866 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IA 50.0 50 F Pt wanted injection given in R buttock so this was done.  No symptoms in first week.  Then on 1/7/21 developed redness/swelling/pain at site that turned to cellulitis by 1/8/21 and required antibiotics.  Also had R inguinal lymphadenopathy.

928867 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 SC 52.0 52 F HEADACHE, NAUSEA, VOMITING, SYNCOPE, JOINT PAIN, WEAKNESS, EXTREME FATIGUE. STARTED ON 1-1-21, NAUSEA AND VOMITING STOPPED ON 1-2-21 BUT RETURNED ON 1-8-21.

928868 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CT 53.0 53 F Redness about 2 inches wide, slightly raised, and itchy. Soreness for 2 days after injection.  Soreness stopped after 2 days. Redness and itchiness continued to day 9 after injection.  Day 10, still have redness but no longer itchy.

928869 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IL 31.0 31 F Got the shot on 1/5/2021 around noon. In about 2 hours, started feeling soreness around the injection area. After 14 hours of the shot, started feeling  chill, whole body joint and muscle pain, headache, fatigue, 99.5 fever. on 1/6, took Tylenol every 6 hours, three times in total, 1950 mg total dose. helped. felt a lot better on 1/7, the second day after the shot but still took 2 tablets of Tylenol before went to bed. on 1/8, felt totally fine.

928870 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IL 33.0 33 F Prior event. pt had an anaphylactic reaction to SCIT in 2012. At that time she had redness and warmth of bilateral shoulders which progressed to the neck and faced, followed by SOB. Symptoms resolved with Benadryl, Epi, and observation.   At the time of her COVID-19 vaccination she developed similar redness and warmth of bilateral shoulders. Out of an abundance of caution she was given 50mg of Benadryl orally and monitored for an additional 30 minutes. her symptoms resolved and she was discharged from care. No late reaction up to the time of this report.

928871 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Patient received first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on December 26.  On the next day, December 27, patient started having pressure in her head and sinuses, weakness. Then she developed nonproductive cough and progressive shortness of breath.  She was seen at urgent care and tested positive for COVID-19 on December 29.  She had low oxygen saturation on home oximeter and severe shortness of breath.  Patient's husband is also ill with COVID-19 at home. Patient was sent to the ED and admitted to the hospital.Y 4

928872 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 ID 60.0 60 F Migraine numbness of lips tingling in right foot and right leg  Chills sweating memory issues hard to think of words granddaughter sad she thought I slurred some words

928873 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 41.0 41 F headache, sore throat, light headed, nauseous, fatigue, cold and sweaty-no fever

928875 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 KY 51.0 51 F She had shortness of breath and rash.  Resolved on it's own without mediation .

928876 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 38.0 38 F Nausea, Headache

928877 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OR 27.0 27 F Left arm injection site was swollen and sore first 1-3 days after injection. Soreness has dissipated, but injection site remains somewhat elevated. Red rash at injection site after showering. Injection site itches, especially when rubbed. Uncomfortable pinching sensation in left armpit starting approx. 1 week after injection through today.

928878 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 32.0 32 F Headache, muscle and joint aches, fever, nausea

928879 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 50.0 50 M Temperature of 100°F, bodyaches, chills, lethargic, some back pain, not feeling well overall, sore throat

928880 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CT 24.0 24 F Covid 19 Moderna vaccine was administered 12/30/20.  Pt called on 1/8/21 to report that she had developed a rash approximately 1" below the injection site on 1/7/21.  She described the area as approx. 3" wide x 4" long, red and warm to the touch.  She denied any swelling or tenderness at the  site.  Pt reported that the rash appears to be resolving as it is less red and warm than it was yesterday.  She was advised to notify her PCP if the rash worsens.

928881 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 LA 36.0 36 F Severe headache, fatigue, and facial flushing.

928882 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 GA 41.0 41 F Right forearm pain, slight swelling, and neuropathy (burning pain) began 12/22 in the evening and lasted until Saturday 12/26 - responded and improved with acetaminophen and ibuprofen; slight fatigue x 2 day and some slight chills

928883 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 F Headaches almost everyday Injection site swelled, hot to touch injection site had welt on it injection site was red lymph node was swollen, felt like a knot in her arm pit

928884 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 65.0 65 F injection site red, warm, itching

928885 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 KY 35.0 35 F Initially had a typical injection site reaction the day of the shot (about 4 hours later). This included a round circle of redness and swelling around the injection site, along with pain and warmth. This subsided, fading to a bruise and pain went away. On the morning of Day 7 after vaccination my injection site became very itchy and progressively red throughout the day. On the morning of Day 8 I woke up to my injection site being very swollen and bright red. My entire arm is swollen, up into my face. My arm is extremely hot. The itching is better but painful now.

928886 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 41.0 41 M 1145 Patient received vaccine 1150 Patient reported feeling flushed and lightheaded. Denied shortness of breath, difficulty breathing and hives. Patient instructed to lie down. Vital signs taken and within normal limits. Patient drank 4 oz of orange juice. After, patient reported feeling better. Observed patient for 15 minutes following episode. Patient denied any symptoms prior to leaving

928888 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Patient states she became hot and flushed about 2 minutes after receiving vaccine.  The right side of her tongue became tingly.  The rapid assessment team responded and noted her blood pressure was 186/103 and pulse was 146 and she had a headache.  They had her rest for about 45 minutes and she felt better.  Her blood pressure came down to 130/90 and pulse was 100.  On 01/07/20 she still is experiencing a headache and body aches.  She has never felt short of breath.

928890 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 54.0 54 F fever, body aches, Heache, does not feel well, nausea

928891 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IL 22.0 22 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Woke up middle of night (about 12 hours after injection) with high fever (101), chills, aches. Only lasted 24 hours.

928892 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 GA 35.0 35 F I was approximately six weeks pregnant at time of my first vaccine. At subsequent OB visit three weeks later I had miscarried. It may not be related to the vaccine at all, but given this is a new vaccine and not studied in pregnant women I thought it was best to report it.

928893 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 CA 31.0 31 M On 12-22-2020 i was exposed to Covid at work. I had fever, chiils, and sore throat. I had a covid test on 12-28-2020 which was positive.

928894 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MO 32.0 32 F - Injection site pain started about 30 minutes post-injection, continued for a week.  - Diarrhea started approximately 2 hours post-injection, continued for 2 days - Chills started 2 days post-vaccine at bedtime, stopped by morning - Temp of 100.4 started 2 days post-vaccine, afebrile by next day.

928895 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 49.0 49 F chest tightness, itching all over Benadryl 50 mg po

928896 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Symptoms - ? at approximately 18:00 began with body aches, chills and febrile.  EE reports Tmax 101.  + sore throat.  EE denies COVID-19 exposure without PPE and denies recent travel.  EE reports she is pregnant at this time. Last day of work and shift - ? yesterday Home remedies? -   1,000 mg of Tylenol at 08:00 Any improvement? ? mild improvement Recommendation?  After completely algorithm, EE meets criteria to be COVID tested and removed from work at this time.  EE provided with EH command center and instructions to notify them need for COVID-19 testing.  EE educated to notify his manager.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

928897 01/08/2021 MO 29.0 F The dose was administered toward the posterior side of the right arm. It appears to be more in the SQ tissue and not in the recommended site of deltoid IM.

928898 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 OH 30.0 30 F Rash at the site of injection and down my arm. Swollen in the area and sore. Occurred two weeks after the injection

928899 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 TX 43.0 43 M dizzy. light headed, weak, headache, shortness of breath, low 02, heart rate high.

928900 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PR 44.0 44 F FLUL LIKE SYMPTOMS SINCE 3AM 1/8/2021, CHILLS, SEVERE MUSCLE PAIN BACK NECK AND HEAD, HOT FLASHES, LOSS OF APPETITE , PAIN AT VACCINATION SITE, LEFT AXILLARY PAIN ON ABDUCTION. UNABLE TO GO TO WORK DUE TO SYMPTOMS

928901 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 LA 38.0 38 F Burping. nausea,  and dizziness

928903 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IA 40.0 40 F Patient reported a rash to her physician at the site of the vaccine injection.  Physician diagnosed erythema multiforme and has advised patient not to receive second injection in the series.

928904 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WA 65.0 65 F Fatigue, Nausea, Red arm

928905 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 25.0 25 F after 15 minutes developed rash on face and chest .Became dizzy and felt like she was going to pass out

928906 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 41.0 41 F 6 hours post vaccine fever, chills, body aches, arm soreness

928907 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 TN 56.0 56 F Patient stated that "seconds after getting vaccine she was extremely dizzy, heart pounding, nauseated, had a icy hot surge from head to feet, and was shaking." Patient states these symptoms lasted for "12 hours and she now feels fine."

928908 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 77.0 77 U chills, body aches, fever 99.4, joint pain, arm slightly swollen

928909 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 45.0 45 M Patient reports fever and general body aches that has resolved with Ibuprofen

928911 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 ME 30.0 30 F redness, warmth, and hardness at injection site getting worse over last 4 days. 10 post injection. No fevers or chills. Approximate 6cm area of redness. Started on Keflex

928912 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 IL 56.0 56 F upon presentation for second dose, patient informed us that last time she was dizzy and we had her sit for 30 minutes . Upon further conversation she mentioned that she was dizzy when walking to her car the first time (12/17/2021) . She said the first time she felt dizzy walking to her car and vomited, then laid in her car for an hour before being able to drive home. Didn't eat much that night. Received second dose today 1/8/2021. She was feeling dizzy and nauseated less than 10 minutes from injection. at 11;05 a.m. blood pressure was 139/66; 11:15 a.m. 126/71  at approximately 11:35 a.m. 139/73. MOved her with wheelchair from vaccination room to patient room on a bed. Applied 92 per nasal canula. Physician in room (not privy to exam) Zofran 4mg Sublingual given and transported via wheel chair to other side side of hospital to ER

928913 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 TX 47.0 47 F About 24 hours later started having body aches and chills by 7pm had a 100.6 fever and headache along with the body aches and chills. Finally broke about 9am on Thursday. Only thing that happened after was diarrhea Thursday and still having it today Friday the 8th.

928914 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 OK 44.0 44 M Patient developed swollen right lower eyelid and redness, similar to blepharitis or conjunctivitis.

928915 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 71.0 71 F Around 7 at night I developed severe pain on site of injection. Then I developed chills, fever, I took Tylenol. I had a bad headache on the back of my head and neck. I used an electrical heating pad on my feet, then I developed a fever. Suddenly I woke up and vomited. I felt a little relief. Took Tylenol again.  I could not move well due to bad muscle aches and stiffness.  Site of injection pain is almost gone, but I am still feeling Ill.

928916 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MO 38.0 38 F pt became flush nauseated increased anxiety  increased hypertension short lived  no hivea no swelling

928917 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 FL 73.0 73 F Okay first hours. Started feeling dizzy. Went to sleep, Woke up next morning went shopping, started with dizziness again. On the way back home pulled into carport and bumped into the house. She sideswiped everything. Blacked out as she was backing into the driveway. Hit the house several times. She has no recollection of this. Totaled the car, house has to be repaired.  Ribs are in pain from accident.

928918 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Reaction: Dizziness, heart palpitations (HR in the 120s), blurry vision Onset: 15 min post vax Treatment: Observation, fluids, food Summary: Sxs resolved after one hour of close monitoring Reported history of allergies: No, but pt had hx of new onset arrhythmia a few months prior

928919 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 32.0 32 F 6 days post vaccination, lymph nodes under vaccinated arm inflamed and tender. 7 days post vaccination, bilateral lymph nodes in both under arms inflamed and tender.

928920 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 TX 40.0 40 F approximate 3 inch x 3 inch erythematous, warm, slightly raised, urticaric appearing irritation

928921 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 KS 64.0 64 M Roughly 24 hours after injection, I experienced confusion. I had an appointment with a client, I'm a Mental Health case manager. The appointment was at 4:00pm.  I left at 3:45 to go pick her up.  Around 4:30pm I knew that I was lost and had no idea where I was at. I finally came across a main highway that took me to my targeted location. I went into a store to ask the clerk directions. I've lived in town for over 46 years, yet I had no idea where I was at. Very scary.

928922 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 UT 29.0 29 F PT felt  hot and itching. Redness to right arm, ears and face.  Diphenhydramine 50mg/ml  IM given  RD.  After Diphenhydramine was given and 30 min of observation.  Client was free of reaction.

928923 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 KY 40.0 40 F Typical injection site reaction the day of the injection. Nausea that evening. Initial symptoms resolved within 1-2 days. On Day 7 after injection the site started itching and got red again. On Day 8 woke up to much more pronounced swelling and redness at the injection site, as well as N/V. Resolved on Day 9. Treated on Day 8 with benadryl, hydroxyzine, and zophran.

928924 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OR 58.0 58 F Wasted vaccine, needle hub was loose and all the liquid come out of the needle.

928925 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 36.0 36 F spiked a fever (not sure what my temp was. unable to move from shaking and cold), followed by muscle ache, headache and when fever broke I was extremely hot for 24 hours, temp was  98.6. Symptoms lasted for 24 hours. Took tylenol and ibuprofen every 6 hours alternating meds.

928926 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 38.0 38 M headache, temp 99.7 last night 98.5 this morning with Tylenol

928927 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NC 45.0 45 F Chills, fever 101.2 (oral), headache, nausea, vomiting, body aches.

928928 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Severe Abdominal cramping, diarrhea, nausea and chills.

928929 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 IL 25.0 25 F Swollen lymph node in right arm noticed on 12/26. I saw my PCP and she said it was likely from the vaccine. Has not gone away. Also nasal congestion started from date of vaccine.

928930 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OR 35.0 35 F So you took nap the  day of and when I woke up my arm hurt. The next day I felt very tired and had a hard time doing my daily activities and this continued into the next few days.  7 weeks,  due date August 27th.  I am also breast feeding.

928931 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 GA 60.0 60 M Woke up that night feeling achy and run down.  Had a low grade fever, headache, nausea for most of the next day after the injection.  Two days later developed swelling and lymphadenopathy on same side for several days treated with NSAID's to help with inflammatory response.  It is better now but some minor swelling still present but mostly resolved.

928932 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 NH 41.0 41 F Approx 12 hours after receiving injection, around 4am on 12/29/20, I woke up with a low grade fever, chills/sweats, excoriating joint pain and muscle pain, trouble sleeping. This lasted until approx. 4am  on 12/30/20.

928934 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 32.0 32 F I woke up to use the bathroom around 2:30 am and felt light headed, dizzy, fatigue and sweaty. I walked back to my bedroom and passed out on the floor. I believe I was only blacked out for a minute or less but I did hit my nose and bruise it. The next morning I was very tired and had a headache. Along  with the sore arm.

928935 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 46.0 46 F Pt began feeling lightheaded after receiving the vaccine. 1146: 100% 91 132/88 Pt was given water and asked to drink the whole bottle. Symptoms resolved. 1148 98% 70. 1150 126/84 96% 74

928936 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MA 30.0 30 M Fever, to T max 101.5 lasting approximately 24 hours, antipyretics used, malaise, mild tender lymphadenopathy

928937 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 OH 57.0 57 F By 8-9pm day of  injection, had very sore arm. By 2-3am, had chills, body aches, shaking. Took Tylenol and barely touched it. Attempted to work day after and only lasted a few hours. Was shaking, had severe chills, exhausted and severe body aches. Last evening began with severe headache and still has today along with neck stiffness. Plans to call neurologist to discuss if should receive the second injection.

928938 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 KY 30.0 30 F Patient started having raised, red whelps along with severe itching appearing on the hands, arms, legs, and feet. The whelps are warm to the touch. She went to her primary care physician and was prescribed triamcinolone ointment and a Medrol steroid pack and has taken diphenhydramine OTC. So far, she has had no relief from any of these treatments.

928940 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 27.0 27 F fever, chills, myalgias - took 4 ibuprofens - lasted less than 24 hr

928942 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 42.0 42 F A week after my original shot, the injection location became red, hot, and itchy. I used hydrocortisone cream to relieve the itch and applied cool cloth for the red. This lasted about 1 day. The spot is still red but the itch has gone away. The spot on the arm feels a bit hard compared to just below the injection spot.

928943 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 NY 64.0 64 F within about 10 minutes I felt terrible, hot, flushed, tachycardic, and developed significant hives on my face and neck and swelling around my eyes.  I was taken to a room and had vitals and was hypertensive and tachycardic with a worsening headache, I was given 50 mg Benadryl and put ice on my face and neck for about 20 minutes as I felt I was burning up. I remained at the clinic for an hour for monitoring. I never had difficulty breathing , and it was mostly resolved in about 45 minutes except for the mild headache and my face was still red and my eyes were swollen for at least an hour.

928944 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CO 42.0 42 F Wednesday evening I began noticing some aching and irritation in my right deltoid.  It was swollen, hot and firm to palpation.  This has persisted since then and the skin is red (see attached photo). I have been taking 25mg of benadryl every 4-6 hours and don't seem to have other symptoms although my shoulder and arm ache and are uncomfortable.

928945 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 41.0 41 F body aches, fever, nausea, sore arm, up all night

928946 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 22.0 22 F Throat swelling, fatigue, dry throat, some trouble breathing

928947 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Tuesday started having body aches felt weak coughing in the middle of the night sore throat slight congestion

928948 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MI 49.0 49 F Left sided parentheses and numbness sensation which then spread to right side. Strong headache initially then resolved,  rapid heart rate, confusion, dizziness, high blood pressure,

928949 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Approximate 3 in x 3 in erythematous, warm, slightly raised urticaric appearing irritation

928950 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 TX 72.0 72 M fatigue, chills , fever, muscle pain, joint pain, nausea onset 16 hours after shot lasting 2 days. No treatment sought

928951 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 AL 38.0 38 F nausea, tingling in hands, states slight airway restriction, Benadryl 25mg given po at 11:40am, Pulse 72, O2 SAT 100%, Patient was observed for 20 minutes, patient left at 12pm stating feels better returning to work.

928953 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 CA 37.0 37 M Very sore armpit and groin areas. Likely lymph node soreness

928954 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 SD 41.0 41 M Injection site pain and tenderness (3/10 worsening to 6/10 within 24 hours then 0/10 at 48 hours).  Chills developed at 24 hours post injection and lasted 30 mins.  Fatigue onset at 24 hours, persisted through 48 hours post administration.  Headache onset at 24 hours (pain rate 8/10 and persisted for 6 hours).

928956 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NY 44.0 44 F Reported chills,body aches, fever 100.3

928957 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TN 58.0 58 F Patient stated that she had a metallic taste and headache after receiving the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine

928958 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 MN 35.0 35 F EE called to report L axilla swelling x 5 days, not improving.  VEARS completed. Advised her to see MD as this is most likely from the injection, but could also be from another cause .

928959 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 KY 37.0 37 F Patient states on 1/3/21, she started to notice redness on her arm around the injection site which has continued to worsen over the last few days. On 1/6/21, she noticed some raised areas within the redness that looked like welts and the redness has continue to spread down the arm. The area has been reviewed by her primary care physician who told her to just continue to monitor. I instructed her to continue to monitor and seek further medical attention if it continue to cause issues.

928960 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 CA 29.0 29 F I got the shot on the top of my right arm but on my right elbow area was really painful it was like a broken arm because I couldn't use it I couldn't do anything with it but it got better after 4 days.   Seen doctor on  12/24/2020.

928961 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CA 26.0 26 F body aches fatigue coughing in the middle of the night sore throat slight congestion

928962 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MT 42.0 42 F 24 hours post: sore arm mild headache, achy joints, fatigue, low grade temp (99-100) this lasted for 78 hours  6 days post: redness around injection site, itchy, warm to touch this lasted up to day 8 post injection

928963 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MT 62.0 62 F Initially tired. After 15 hours, intermittent pain in joints and muscles throughout the body. Tiredness

928964 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 43.0 43 F headache , body aches, fatigue, injection arm pain

928965 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IN 42.0 42 F I felt fatigue, soreness and redness at injection site, and muscle aches the next morning (1/1/21). Noted a red area that was 1.5 inches around. The redness started to improve on  1/5/21. On 1/6/21 the redness came back worse. I felt pain and itching at the site. It began welting. By that afternoon it was 3 inches around, dark red, small blister on top of the welting.  I  called my doctor's office, they had me call the COVID-19 number. The COVID-19 Nurse stated it sounded like a typical reaction. He recommended Benadryl cream and heating pad. Today is 1/8/21. The redness is at 4 plus inches around. Still sore and itchy. I still have some muscle aches and a headache. I haven't been seen by a doctor, but I may go to urgent care for evaluation.

928966 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 38.0 38 M Fatigue, body aches

928967 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 WI 51 F 5 days post vaccination, patient developed rash on central abdomen. 6 days post vaccination, rash on abdomen resolved and rash appeared on bilateral forearms. Patient took Benadryl and rash subsided by day 8 post vaccination.

928968 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 42.0 42 M Fever (100.6) chills, very bad body aches, fatigue, dizziness  Lasted for about 18 hours. Woke up the next day feeling fine.

928969 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Pain from left arm and up to left shoulder Lymph node is enlarged and tender Diarrhea Body Aches

928970 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 KS 21.0 21 F After receiving vaccine about 30 minutes, she felt dizzy.  45-50 minutes after receiving vaccine she felt itchy throat, cough, and swollen throat *Treatment: 50 mg of benadryl, 1 pen of Epipen 0.3 mg. Called EMS 01/07/2021 Y

928971 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AL 37.0 37 F Tingling finger and toes, loss of sensation on injection arm, loss of motor function left arm and legs, numbness hands and feet,   hands and feet became ice cold, headache,  joint pain, muscle spasms, feeling drunk and dizzy, loss of consciousness 3x (reported by friend).  confusion, inability to focus and complete thoughts and sentences.  911 called  @12:04 PM by friend.  At time of paramedics evaluation BP 175\100, O2 SAT 100%,  loss of consciousness 2x(reported by friend)  before being transported to University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) ER.   No treatment except basic vitals taken,  Held in waiting area for several hours then basic eval by ER doctor (unknown name) asked to attempt to stand, could not.  Moved to ER room for couple hours, second eval by nurse to see of i could stand, had difficulty standing, asked to walk, shuffled feet to move and notified that i could go home

928972 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 HI 36.0 36 F 12:15pm: c/o itching in throat BP: 102/60 P: 68 O2: 100% No rash or other sxs Benadryl 25mg 1 PO given 12:45pm: itching of throat, (L) chin itchiness, small red bumps on (L) side of face forming No SOB BP: 122/80, P: 72 Benadryl 125mg 1 PO given 1:00pm itching of throat, lump in throat, decreased face itching decreased bumps 1:15pm decreased sxs overall BP: 118/62 let got home, ok to drive

928973 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Pain, redness and swelling in the injection site, also reporting rash for 3 days and now it has not gone away.

928975 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 WA 21.0 21 F developed systemic hives and itching approx 15 minutes after receiving first dose vaccine

928979 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Throat very hot Swollen Eye lids, Chest Tighten  Tested positive for covid 12/31/2020

928981 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 UT 36.0 36 F Severe migraine x10+ days

928985 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 KY 62.0 62 F Fever 104.8 for 24 hours Severe bone pain for 24 hours Intermittent dizziness Arm soreness continues

928986 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 CA 56.0 56 F The next say I exp headache I was warranted cause on of my coworkers tested positive Covid. I went to ER high BP and got tested for Covid results negative. On that Saturday my BP was still high and left calf pain. Since I'm usually hypotensive I monitored my BP however it has continued to elevate.

928991 01/06/2020 01/08/2021 CA 34 M developed fever 101.0, body ache, fatigue at 0400 1/7, relieved with Tylenol. symptoms improved slightly by 1/8 to mild body ache, fatigue and temp 100.0

928994 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 CA 29.0 29 F I got the injection on my right arm & on my elbow area it was really painful it was like a broken arm because I couldn't do anything with it.  Seen doctor on 12/24/2020

928997 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 46.0 46 F Reported temp.101F Resolved with Tylenol (99.9F)

928999 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 27.0 27 F I received vaccine at 2:50 pm on Wednesday January 6th. I felt upper respiratory symptoms around 3:30 pm the same day. By the second day, I felt the pain in my back. On a scale of 1-10 the pain level has been at a consistent 6.

929001 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 56.0 56 F Tingling lips 1100am, mild chest tightening 1115am

929004 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 CA 50.0 50 U Pt felt very anxious, states initial dizziness that resolved in 30 minutes.  Onset was 15 minutes after vaccination. PT monitored, VS at released from observation area were normal for this patient.

929008 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 36.0 36 F Patient reports left pectoral pain. Patient suspects the injection was given a little higher than it should have been. She has limited ROM of her left shoulder and is tearful during exam. Normal ROM of neck.

929012 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 UT 38.0 38 M Wife called and stated that her husband received the Pfizer vaccine on 01/06/2021 at 4pm and since receiving vaccine has been experiencing possible side effects. Wife states that patient has been excessively throwing up and having diarrhea. Wife has been encouraging husband to go to E.R. or seek medical attention, but he is refusing.

929015 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 CA 50.0 50 U Pt felt very anxious, states initial dizziness that resolved in 30 minutes.  Onset was 15 minutes after vaccination. PT monitored, VS at released from observation area were normal for this patient.

929019 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 69.0 69 M swelling and redness around both eyes, rash/hives on left arm, upper chest and abdomid I was given an oral steriod (unknown) given a pepcid, and perscriptions for pepcid, benedryl, and calamine lotion eye swelling was partially reduced, itching could be controled wit benedryl and calamine, as of today 1/8/2021 I still have some redness and swelling around the eyes and also still have the hives and itching

929022 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 24.0 24 F Pt. felt dizzy and lightheaded and slumped out of observation chair.  Pt. was arousable, but sluggish in response.  No SOB, LOC, or rashes noted.  Pt. placed supine in trendelenberg position.  Paramedics arrived @ 0853 and transport to hospital was declined by pt.  Pt. continued to be observed and stated she felt 100% better and called lyft to drive her home @  0925.  Pt. was advised to call an acquaintance to drive her home but she was unable to find anyone and chose to call lyft.

929031 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 KY 20.0 20 F dizziness, labored breathing, hyperventilation, increased pulse and blood pressure, O2 sat of 80% briefly passing out. O2 applied per nasal cannula.
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929045 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 DE 57.0 57 U Administerd vaccine that was not stored in recommended temprature; A report was received from a health care professional concerning a 57-year old patient participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who was administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 21 Dec 2020. On the same day, the nurse noticed administered vaccine was not stored in recommended temperature. Temperature reading of -21.6 and -20.9 ranges were in Fahrenheit instead of Celsius as the freezer reading was set to Fahrenheit. The nurse called to inquire whether the vaccine is usable. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature, was unknown.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event of administered vaccine that was not stored in recommended temperature.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 57-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Product storage error without any accompanied AE.

929046 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 CA 50.0 M he dust that landed on his face caused hives; feeling flushed; started feeling itchy about 2 hours post vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 50-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: EK5730, intramuscular from 23Dec2020 11:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included patient's known allergies: Only grass, pollen, dust mites; and hives all from unspecified dates. Concomitant medication included naproxen sodium (ALEVE) for " itchy", ibuprofen (MOTRIN) and paracetamol (TYLENOL 8 HOUR). The patient got the COVID vaccine on 23Dec2020 at 11:00. He stayed at vaccination location for 30 minutes and then drove to his destination. Upon arrival at 12:00, he started feeling flushed. No shortness of breath or breathing difficulties. He then started feeling itchy about 2 hours post vaccine. He took an Aleve. At home in the evening, took Benadryl with improvement of symptoms. The following day he also took Benadryl. On 25Dec2020 & 26Dec2020, he still had some itching, but not bothersome enough to take medications. On 27Dec2020 he was working cutting tile and wearing protective eye wear, but the dust that landed on his face caused hives. He has been taking Benadryl since. He said that this has occurred in the past when his body was hypersensitive, the hives. He has seasonal allergies but no allergies to food/medications/vaccines. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, he has not been tested for COVID-19.

929047 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 CA 56.0 M pain in the right maxillary sinus, and upper right molars; pain in the right maxillary sinus, and upper right molars; right fronto-parietal scalp tenderness; numbness of right canines; possible sinus infection; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  A 56-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number EK5730) , intramuscular into the left arm on 17Dec2020,at 17:00 as first single dose for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included known allergy to dairy from an unknown date.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient experienced pain in the right maxillary sinus, and upper right molars on 20Dec2020, at 06:00 with outcome of recovering; right fronto-parietal scalp tenderness on 20Dec2020, at 06:00 with outcome of recovering; numbness of right canines on 20Dec2020, at 06:00  with outcome of recovering; possible sinus infection on 20Dec2020, at 06:00  with outcome of recovering; headache on 20Dec2020, at 06:00  with outcome of recovering. Details were as follows: described as possible trigeminal neuralgia,  awoke on 20Dec2020, and noted right eye appeared smaller than the left. Also noted, was pain in the right maxillary sinus, and upper right molars. The patient was afebrile. On 21Dec2020, noted onset of right fronto-parietal scalp tenderness along with numbness of right canines. Patient did not have any skin lesions. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events;  began azithromycin and sinus rinse for a possible sinus. Despite treatment, right scalp pain/tenderness, tooth pain numbness of canines persisted and peaked on 26Dec2020. Symptoms subsided but were still present. Acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN) for headache infection was given with improvement. Symptoms appear to be in the right trigeminal dermatome. Patient had never had chicken pox and had been vaccinated. For varicella,  the patient did not have a rash in the affected dermatome; valacyclovir (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), has been started. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient was recovering from the events.

929048 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 CA 31.0 M infection of SARS-COV-2; infection of SARS-COV-2; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional.  A 31-year-old male patient started to receive received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number EL0140), intramuscular into the left arm on 18Dec2020, at 10:30 as single dose for covid-19 immunization.  There was no medical history and no concomitant medications.  The patient experienced infection of SARS-COV-2 on 25Dec2020. Details were as follows: The patient received the first dose of the two dose series. On 20Dec2020, he was exposed to COVID-19. Official positive diagnosis of COVID-19  was made on 25Dec2020. Patient had symptoms of fatigue, joint pain and a small fever on an unspecified date, and had been exposed to SARS-COV-2  on 20Dec2020, and the infection on 25Dec2020.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test which was positive on 25Dec2020.  The patient was scheduled to receive second dose of the vaccine; he will be out of quarantine around five to six days before that dose. The outcome of infection of SARS-COV-2 was recovering.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from one patient to another and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect drug BNT162B2 to the reported events drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.

929049 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 WA 63.0 F Hives from her head to her toes, intense itching, painful, swollen ears, swollen lip; Hives from her head to her toes, intense itching, painful, swollen ears, swollen lip; Hives from her head to her toes, intense itching, painful, swollen ears, swollen lip; Hives from her head to her toes, intense itching, painful, swollen ears, swollen lip; Hives from her head to her toes, intense itching, painful, swollen ears, swollen lip; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Health Care Professional (patient).   A 63-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, Lot. EK572) in the left arm, on 21Dec2020 at 11:30 AM, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. COVID-19 vaccine was administered at hospital. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks and 2 weeks prior to the BNT162B2 vaccine. The patient experienced in the past an allergy due to amoxicillin. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced hives from her head to her toes, intense itching, painful, swollen ears, swollen lip. Emergency room/department or urgent care required. Treatment was received: prednisone 60 mg for 5 days. The patient recovered from the events on an unspecified date. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Covid test post vaccination (nasal swab) was performed on 25Dec2020 and the result was negative. The case was assessed as non-serious.

929050 01/08/2021 NJ F recipient of the covid 19 vaccine received a positive antigen test within 10 days of getting the vaccine; recipient of the covid 19 vaccine received a positive antigen test within 10 days of getting the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for two patients. This is the second of 2 reports. A female patient of an unspecified age (Age: 30, Unit: Unknown) received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received a positive antigen test within 10 days of the vaccine and wanted to know if the vaccine could cause a positive antigen test. There was no mention of exposure to a positive person. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID-19 antigen test positive and LOE due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2020519946 same reporter, drug, and events; different patients

929051 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CA 38.0 F left sided mild case of trigeminal neuritis that persisted beyond 48 hrs after vaccination given (symptom-numbness); headache; gritty/sandy sensation in mouth; borderline intermittent scratchy/sore throat, gritty/sandy sensation in mouth; borderline intermittent scratchy/sore throat; lost taste; burning/tingling on tongue; burning/tingling on tongue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician, the patient. A 38-year-old female patient received dose 1 of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot Number EK5730), intramuscular in the left arm on 28Dec2020 at 12:30 (at the age of 38-years-old) as a single dose for Covid-19 vaccination. edical history included trigeminal neuritis in the past twice, first from herpes simplex virus (HSV1) and second from flu shot a few years ago; acne and recurrent oral HSV 1, all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient was allergic to sulfa. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications included drospirenone, ethinylestradiol (LORYNA) for OCP; prednisone (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), short course completed prior to vaccination; beclometasone dipropionate (QNASL); xylometazonline hychrochloride (SUDAFED) which was stopped before vaccination; valaciclovir hydrochloride (VALTREX); ascorbic acid (VITAMIN C) which was stopped before vaccination and multivitamins. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 28Dec2020 at 12:45, the patient experienced left sided mild case of trigeminal neuritis that persisted beyond 48 hours with symptoms of numbness with decreased sensation on lateral part of V2 trigeminal nerve which started 10-15 mins after vaccination with small spot corner of mouth on left and involved lateral part of entire left side of face from corner of left eye down within 1-2 hours after received vaccine. The patient also experienced headache, borderline intermittent scratchy/sore throat, gritty/sandy sensation in mouth, at 12-14 hours after getting vaccine on 28Dec2020; got burning/tingling on tongue and then lost taste 100% for about 1 hour then started to slightly come back-and waxed and waned until later that evening and most was back to normal except sweet taste still gone. The events resulted in a doctor or other healthcare professional office visit. Therapeutic measures were taken for all of the events which included antihistamines and valaciclovir; and for the trigeminal neuritis only, methylprednisolone pack. The clinical outcome of the event trigeminal neuritis was recovering (lasted longer than 48 hours after vaccination); for headache, stomatitis, throat irritation, oropharyngeal pain, ageusia, tongue discomfort and paraesthesia oral was recovered (at 48 hours after vaccination).

929052 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 WA 28.0 F Sudden development of hot flashes with sweating and blurry vision- felt like I was going to faint.; Sudden development of hot flashes with sweating and blurry vision- felt like I was going to faint.; Sudden development of hot flashes with sweating and blurry vision- felt like I was going to faint.; Sudden development of hot flashes with sweating and blurry vision- felt like I was going to faint.; Tingly sensation in arms and then some nausea and general feeling of weakness with persistent headache.; Tingly sensation in arms and then some nausea and general feeling of weakness with persistent headache.; Tingly sensation in arms and then some nausea and general feeling of weakness with persistent headache.; Tingly sensation in arms and then some nausea and general feeling of weakness with persistent headache.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 28-year-old non-pregnant female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), Lot number= ELO140, via an unspecified route of administration, in the right arm, on 31Dec2020 at 13:45 (at the age of 28 years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The vaccine was administered at a hospital. Medical history included polycystic ovarian syndrome. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had not received other vaccines in 4 weeks nor taken any other medications in 2 weeks. Prior to the vaccination the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 01Jan2021 at 0700 the patient experienced hot flashes with sweating and blurry vision- felt like she was going to faint, tingly sensation in arms and then some nausea and general feeling of weakness with persistent headache. The clinical course was as follows: Sudden development of hot flashes with sweating and blurry vision- felt like she was going to faint, tingly sensation in arms and then some nausea and general feeling of weakness with persistent headache. The vision blurring and hot flashes resolved within 15-20 minutes but the fatigue, headache and nausea persisted throughout the day. The patient was not hospitalized for the event nor was treatment administered. The clinical outcome of the hot flashes with sweating and blurry vision- felt like she was going to faint, tingly sensation in arms and then some nausea and general feeling of weakness with persistent headache. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

929053 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 CA 40.0 F Hive, itchy rash 1 week after the injection which has continued despite mutiple doses of benadryl, claritin, and loratidine; Hive, itchy rash 1 week after the injection which has continued despite mutiple doses of benadryl, claritin, and loratidine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 40-years-old non-pregnant female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), intramuscular in right arm, on 18Dec2020 at 09:00 ( at the age of 40 years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was administered the vaccine at a hospital. Medical history was not reported. Prior to the vaccination the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. There were also no other medications taken in the last two weeks. On approximately 25Dec2020 (reported as one week after vaccination on 18Dec2020), the patient experienced hives and itchy rash. The patient was not hospitalized for the events but received treatment  with  diphenhydramine (BENADRYL), loratadine (CLARITIN) and generic loratadine. clinical outcome of hives and itchy rash was not recovered: the patient reported that the hives and itchy rash continued despite multiple doses of BENADRYL, CLARITIN, and loratadine. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.     Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

929054 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TN 54.0 F dizziness; severe weakness; fevers of 102.8; muscle and body aches; muscle and body aches; chills; cold-clammy skin; headache; exhaustion; nausea; Redness and swelling at injection site that is still getting more severe after 48 hours; Redness and swelling at injection site that is still getting more severe after 48 hours; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for self.  A 54-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), Lot# EH9899, intramuscularly from 30Dec2020 13:00 (age at vaccination: 54 years old) at single dose in left arm (dose 1) for COVID-19 immunization. There was no other vaccine administered in the 4 weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The patient was not pregnant. Medical history included hypertension, arthritis, degenerative disc, CRPS/RSD, thyroid cancer, thyroidectomy during 2007, and Crohn's disease. Known allergiesincluded insect stings and environmental allergies. The patient had COVID prior to vaccination. Concomitant medication included thyroid (THYROID); ascorbic acid, biotin, calcium pantothenate, cyanocobalamin, folic acid, nicotinic acid, pyridoxine hydrochloride, riboflavin, thiamine hydrochloride, tocopheryl acetate (MULTIVITAMIN); hydrochlorothiazide, lisinopril (LISINOPRIL HCTZ); meloxicam (MOBIC); vitamin D; alpha lipoic acid (ALPHA LIPOIC ACID); duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA); and pantoprazole sodium sesquihydrate (PROTONIX).  Within 24 hours of receiving COVID vaccine, the patient experienced dizziness, severe weakness, fevers of 102.8, muscle and body aches, chills, cold-clammy skin, headache, exhaustion, and nausea, from 31Dec2020 at 08:00. These continued to worsen over the next 24 hours. Redness and swelling at injection site that was still getting more severe after 48 hours. The patient was unable to drive home from work the day after injection due to adverse reactions getting worse throughout the day. The patient self-treated at home with medications (not further specified). The outcome of the events dizziness, severe weakness, fevers of 102.8, muscle and body aches, chills, cold-clammy skin, headache, exhaustion, nausea, and redness and swelling at injection site were not recovered. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient was not COVID-tested post-vaccination.

929055 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 MI 40.0 F neuropathy/ started acutely in feet bilaterally / persist intermittently in left extremities; One-time episode of upper extremity (UE) numbness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health care professional (patient). A 40-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received her 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot unknown) at single dose via an unknown route at left arm on 26Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunization. COVID-19 vaccine was administered in Pharmacy or Drug Store. Medical history was reported as "none". Patient had no COVID prior vaccination, further reported as patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. No known medications, food, or other products allergies. Concomitant drugs (Other-medications-in-two weeks) included levocabastine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) as needed, ibuprofen (MOTRIN), and multivitamin. No other-vaccine-in-four weeks received.  Patient experienced adverse-event of neuropathy, which started acutely in feet bilaterally and now (as of 02Jan2021) persist intermittently in left extremities (LEs). One-time episode of upper extremity (UE) numbness. No weakness. Patient inquired if 2nd dose should be held. Adverse-event-start-date was 26Dec2020. The adverse event result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment received. The event was reported as non-serious. Since the vaccination, patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of the event was not resolved.    Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of peripheral neuropathy and upper extremity (UE) numbness  due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including head CT/MRI and nerve conduction tests, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

929056 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 29.0 F Right supraclavicular lymphadenopathy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for herself. A 29-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number EL1284/expiration date: not provided), via intramuscular route of administration in the right arm, on 30-DEC-2020 at 11:30 AM (at the age of 29 years old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Relevant medical history was none. The patient did not have any known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication (other medications taken in two weeks) were none. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On an unknown date, the patient experienced right supraclavicular lymphadenopathy - five freely mobile lymph nodes, tender to palpation, roughly 1 cm in size. The patient did not receive treatment for the event right supraclavicular lymphadenopathy. The outcome of the event right supraclavicular lymphadenopathy was not recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

929057 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CA 34.0 M Became extremely flushed; tingling in hands and feet; disorientation; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A 34-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number: EL0140/expiration date unknown), via intramuscular route of administration, on 28Dec2020 (at the age of 34 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization at hospital facility. Relevant medical history included Gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD), Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADD), Generalised anxiety disorder (GAD). The patient did not have any known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included esomeprazole sodium (NEXIUM), venlafaxine hydrochloride (EFFEXOR), amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate, dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 28Dec2020, at 09:00 PM, the patient became extremely flushed, tingling in hands and feet, disorientation. Treatment was received for the events became extremely flushed, tingling in hands and feet, disorientation included Diphenhydramine 50mg @2200 and again at 0200. The outcome of the events became extremely flushed, tingling in hands and feet, disorientation was recovered on unknown date. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of  extremely flushed, tingling in hands and feet and disorientation due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including  chemistry panel and Head CT/MRI, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

929058 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 NY 36.0 F Around 10:30pm I felt like my throat was closing and I was choking; Around 10:30pm I felt like my throat was closing and I was choking; I had chest pain, chest tightness; I had chest pain, chest tightness; Very SOB at rest; Throughout the day I was cough and my face started flushing so I tool Benadryl/severe facial flushing; On 23Dec I got nerve blocks for my migraines.; Throughout the day I was cough and my face started flushing so I tool Benadryl.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse who reported for herself. A 36-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EK5730) dose number 1, via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 11:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included von willebrand's disease, narcolepsy with cataplexy, IIH (Idiopathic intracranial hypertension), HTN (hypertension), GERD (gastrooesophageal reflux disease), migraines. Patient also had known allergies: PCN (penicillin), shellfish, IV contrast, cefdinir and bees. On 23Dec2020, patient got nerve blocks for her migraines. Throughout the day patient was cough and her face started flushing so she tooled diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). Around 22:30, patient felt like her throat was closing and she was choking. She had chest pain, chest tightness. EMS (emergency medical services) was called and patient was brought to the hospital. On 25Dec2020, patient felt like her throat was closing, like someone was sitting on her chest and chest tightness still with chest pain. Very SOB (shortness of breath) at rest. Patient went to the ER (emergency room) and received IV dexamethasone (DECADRON) and diphenhydramine hydrochloride. On 26Dec2020, patient had the same symptoms but with severe facial flushing and patient went back to the ER and was given IV dexamethasone. Patient was sent home on a maximum amount of medications. I had seen her primary care, ENT (ear nose throat centre), Allergy, ID (infectious disease), and pulmonology. Her CT (computerised tomogram) of chest on 25Dec2020 was negative along with her COVID test. Patient SOB on rest and exertion still. Onset date of the adverse events was reported as 23Dec2020, 22:30. Patient received treatment for the events included multiple medications and high dose prednisone. Lab data on 25Dec2020 included CT of chest: negative, influenza type A/B combo: negative, Covid 19: negative and nasal swab: negative. Action taken in response to the events for bnt162b2 was not applicable. Outcome of the events was not resolved.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events due to temporal relationship.  The clinical presentation of the events is suggestive of possible allergic reactions. There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

929059 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MA 31.0 F raised/bruised baseball marking at injection site; day 2: headache no medicine could get rid of, my underarm (glad) hurt when lifting my arm past a point; day 2: headache no medicine could get rid of, my underarm (glad) hurt when lifting my arm past a point; day 1: baseball size red warm to touch welt, temp, muscle aches (couldn't use arm for 24 hours without serious pain), hand cramping in that hand, chills; baseball size red warm to touch welt; baseball size red warm to touch welt; temp; day 1: baseball size red warm to touch welt, temp, muscle aches (couldn't use arm for 24 hours without serious pain), hand cramping in that hand, chills; day 1: baseball size red warm to touch welt, temp, muscle aches (couldn't use arm for 24 hours without serious pain), hand cramping in that hand, chills; day 1: baseball size red warm to touch welt, temp, muscle aches (couldn't use arm for 24 hours without serious pain), hand cramping in that hand, chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, , the patient. A 31 -year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot_number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at 11:30 AM, (at the age of 31 years-old) for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history included Crohn's. The patient was allergic to adalimumab (HUMIRA). Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any concomitant medications. The patient did not  receive  any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 29Dec2020 at 08:00 PM, the patient had a baseball size red warm to touch welt, temp, muscle aches (couldn't use arm for 24 hours without serious pain), hand cramping in that hand and chills. On 30Dec2020 (reported as day 2), the patient experienced headache no medicine could get rid of, my underarm (glad) hurt when lifting my arm past a point day 4: still with a raised/bruised baseball marking at injection site. The patient was not treated for baseball size red warm to touch welt, temp, muscle aches (couldn't use arm for 24 hours without serious pain), hand cramping in that hand and chills, headache no medicine could get rid of, my underarm (glad) hurt when lifting my arm past a point day 4: still with a raised/bruised baseball marking at injection site. The clinical outcome of baseball size red warm to touch welt, temp, muscle aches (couldn't use arm for 24 hours without serious pain), hand cramping in that hand and chills, headache no medicine could get rid of, my underarm (glad) hurt when lifting my arm past a point day 4: still with a raised/bruised baseball marking at injection site was recovering. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient was been tested for COVID-19 (nasal swab) on 02Jan2021.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about Lot/Batch cannot be obtained.

929060 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 GA 68.0 F Woke up on 02Jan with a red and swollen, slightly itchy, left 4th finger. Redness progressed to left hand, and arm. Generalized red rash noted in groin and abdomen. Slight headache and nausea.; Woke up on 02Jan with a red and swollen, slightly itchy, left 4th finger. Redness progressed to left hand, and arm. Generalized red rash noted in groin and abdomen. Slight headache and nausea.; Woke up on 02Jan with a red and swollen, slightly itchy, left 4th finger. Redness progressed to left hand, and arm. Generalized red rash noted in groin and abdomen. Slight headache and nausea.; Woke up on 02Jan with a red and swollen, slightly itchy, left 4th finger. Redness progressed to left hand, and arm. Generalized red rash noted in groin and abdomen. Slight headache and nausea; Woke up on 02Jan with a red and swollen, slightly itchy, left 4th finger. Redness progressed to left hand, and arm. Generalized red rash noted in groin and abdomen. Slight headache and nausea.; Woke up on 02Jan with a red and swollen, slightly itchy, left 4th finger. Redness progressed to left hand, and arm. Generalized red rash noted in groin and abdomen. Slight headache and nausea.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient.  A 68 -year-old elderly female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 29Dec2020 at 02:30 PM, (at the age of 68 -years-old) as a single dose, dose number=1 for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history included hypothyroidism and osteopenia. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications included levothyroxin and citalopram within 2 weeks of the vaccination.  The patient did not  receive  any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 02Jan2021, the patient woke up with a red and swollen, slightly itchy, left 4th finger, redness progressed to left hand, and arm, generalized red rash noted in groin and abdomen, slight headache and nausea. The patient was treated for red and swollen, slightly itchy, left 4th finger, redness progressed to left hand, and arm, generalized red rash noted in groin and abdomen, slight headache and nausea with diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) 50 mg x 1. The clinical outcome of red and swollen, slightly itchy, left 4th finger, redness progressed to left hand, and arm, generalized red rash noted in groin and abdomen, slight headache and nausea was recovering.  It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

929061 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 F I tested positive for COVID today; I tested positive for COVID today; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other Health Care Professional (HCP).  A female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number and expiration date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 (at an unknown age) at an unknown dose for COVID-19 vaccination.  The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive for COVID on 01Jan2021. The patient was inquiring as to if she can still get the second dose since she has tested positive in between. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included SARS-COV-2 test: positive on 01Jan2021. The clinical outcome of COVID-19 virus test positive was unknown.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929062 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 PA 56.0 F 48 hours after the vaccine , I awoke from a sleep with chills; Approximately 5-10 minutes after receiving the pfizer covid-19 vaccine . My heart rate became elevated 110-120 , my chest was irritated, my head felt full and a started to cough.; Approximately 5-10 minutes after receiving the pfizer covid-19 vaccine . My heart rate became elevated 110-120 , my chest was irritated, my head felt full and a started to cough.; Approximately 5-10 minutes after receiving the pfizer covid-19 vaccine . My heart rate became elevated 110-120 , my chest was irritated, my head felt full and a started to cough.; Approximately 5-10 minutes after receiving the pfizer covid-19 vaccine . My heart rate became elevated 110-120 , my chest was irritated, my head felt full and a started to cough.; I still felt a little weak in my legs; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurses. A 56-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine; lot EK9231, expiration date unspecified), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at 13:00 at single dose at right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension, cholesterol (abnormal) and hypothyroid which were well managed. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination and had no allergies to medications, food or other products. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 31Dec2020 at 13:30, approximately 5-10 minutes after receiving the Pfizer covid-19 vaccine, patient's heart rate became elevated at 110-120, chest was irritated, head felt full and started to cough. Patient was taken to the emergency room (ER) and was placed on a monitor/EKG was obtained. Patient was released to home that same day, however she still felt a little weak in her legs. It was reported that 48 hours after the vaccine, the patient awoke from a sleep with chills, all her vitals were within normal limits, but the dry cough had returned. The patient was treated with fluids, vitals, EKG closely monitored and rapid cov (as reported). The events resulted to a doctor or healthcare professional office/ clinic visit. The patient was vaccinated at the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and there were other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included a nasal swab was negative on 31Dec2020. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of events was unknown.

929063 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MI 52.0 F Diarrhea; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 52-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), intramuscularly in the left arm on 29Dec2020 at 17:00 (at the age of 52-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as none, and the patient had no known allergies. The patient was not pregnant at the time of the vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. On 31Dec2020 at 12:30, the patient experienced diarrhea and nausea. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19 on 23Dec2020 (as reported) via nasal swab and the result was negative. The clinical outcome of the diarrhea and nausea was not resolved.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

929064 12/14/2020 01/08/2021 IA F experienced loss of smell, taste and a headache/she came down with signs and symptoms/she got tested and got the results on Thursday that she was positive for covid 19 virus; experienced loss of smell, taste and a headache/she came down with signs and symptoms/she got tested and got the results on Thursday that she was positive for covid 19 virus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 45-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection, lot number, via an unspecified route of administration from 14Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had the first dose of COVID vaccine on 14Dec2020. Eleven days following first dose, she experienced loss of smell, taste and a headache. She stated that she came down with signs and symptoms on 25Dec2020 and she got tested and got the results on Thursday that she was positive for Covid 19 virus. She was due for the 2nd dose of the COVID vaccine on the 6th of January. She asked what she should do about the second dose. She mentioned that her symptoms and positive test results were reported where she works in (State name). She wanted to know information as to whether she should get the second dose. Her second dose's scheduled was 6Jan2021. The event outcome was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of suspected LOE and COVID 19 infection due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

929065 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 M had a positive covid test results; had a positive covid test results; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.On 22Dec2020 he started to experience COVID like symptoms. On 26Dec2020, he had a positive COVID test results. On 28Dec2020, he received the Regeneron antibody infusion. Patient wants to know more about receiving the 2nd dose based on his positive diagnosis/antibody treatment. Outcome of the event was unknown.    Information on batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of SARS-CoV-2 test positive and suspected LOE due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

929066 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 CA 31.0 F diarrhea; headache; lower back pain; Fatigue; arrhythmia; Tachycardia; High Blood pressure; Redness on chest; Chest tightness; Lightheaded; possible tongue swelling; possible tongue swelling (felt heavy after vaccine); dry mouth; sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) who reported for herself that a 31-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration, on 20Dec2020 14:15 at left arm/arm right (pending clarification), single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included factor II, history of melanoma. She has no known allergies. She was not pregnant at the time of the vaccination. Concomitant medications included bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), ibuprofen (MOTRIN), multivitamin. Nurse reported administering COVID-19 vaccine at hospital,  experiencing tachycardia, high blood pressure, redness on chest, chest tightness, lightheaded, possible tongue swelling (felt heavy after vaccine), arrhythmia, dry mouth, sore throat (after leaving emergency department) at 14:30 on 20Dec2020; After one day, she experienced diarrhea, headache, lower back pain and fatigue since 21Dec2020. Fatigue lasting for several days. Adverse events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care (pending clarification). Nurse received intravenous diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) and fluids as treatments. Nurse assessed the events as non-serious. Nurse also reported that, prior to vaccination, she was not diagnosed with COVID-19; since the vaccination, she has not been tested for COVID-19. She did not receive other vaccine in four weeks. Outcome of fatigue was not recovered, outcome of the rest of the events was recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the tachycardia, high blood pressure, arrhythmia and the other reported events due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including EKG at baseline and during subject drug therapy, echocardiogram, cardiac enzymes, electrolytes, chemistry panel and serum toxicology screen, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

929067 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 TX 42.0 F Chills; Soreness at the injection site; generalized body aches/Body aches; Shortness of breath; Asthma attack; Difficulty sleeping; Light headed and dizzy; Nausea; high BP 140's; HR 110's to 120s; Nasal congestion; Swelling of the face; Sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 42-years-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EK5730, expiration date not reported), intramuscular on the right arm on 31Dec2020 at 10:15 AM, at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included asthma, allergy, hypothyroidism, and some fish allergy. There were no concomitant medications (no other vaccine in four weeks and no other medications in two weeks). Patient previously took ibuprofen and experienced allergy. The patient is not pregnant. On 31Dec2020, after ten-15 minutes (10:30 AM) of receiving the vaccine, she was light headed and dizzy with some nausea. Monitored in the emergency room (ER) with high BP 140's and heart rate (HR) 110s to 120s. After an hour of saline bolus, she was better but she got nasal congestion and swelling of the face with sore throat. On 01Jan2021, after 24 hours, she got some soreness at the injection site with generalized body aches. Also she got some shortness of breath which lead to her asthma attack and difficulty sleeping. On 02Jan2021, after 48hours, she was feeling still light headed with some sore throat, chills, body aches and severe headache which lead her to go to the ER and got herself tested for flu, covid and strep, which came back all negative but her signs and symptoms (s/sx )still after discharge was getting worst especially the headache and generalized body aches. As well as congestion and sore throat. The patient had given "Ivf" for the events. The patient was not diagnosed with Covid prior to vaccination and was not Covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was not recovered. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929068 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CA 48.0 F diarrhea; headache (HA); I felt light headed when I went to stand up and I was taken by wheelchair to the ED; my heart started racing; high blood pressure; Sinus tachycardia at 105 bpm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 48-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot:EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 09:00 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included allergy to fish but patient had a type of fish she was not allergic to on 01Jan2021. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received first vaccine on 28Dec2020 at 9:00 am. After about 5-15 minutes her heart started racing, she felt light headed when she went to stand up and patient was taken by wheelchair to the emergency department (ED). The procedures done in ED included Stat EKG which showed sinus tachycardia at 105 bpm and high blood pressure. Patient was normotensive normally. ED gave her Benedryl and pepcid. It took about 3 hours for my heartrate and BP to go back to normal in ED for 3 1/2 hours. Patient takes allergy meds everyday, allegra. The patient stated she went to bed and woke with headache (HA), (tylenol and ibuprofen were taken) lasted for 2 hours and returned the next day and patient took more ibuprofen and then it went away. The patient was allergic to fish, but she had a type of fish she was not allergic to on 01Jan2021 and had diarrhea within 30 minutes (one time occurrence). It was reported that the patient wishes to take the 2nd vaccine and has had no further adverse events. The outcome of the event was Headache (HA), heart rate increased  and high blood pressure was recovered on an unknown date and unknown outcome for the remaining events.

929069 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MI 24.0 F Increased heart rate of 124; clammy hands; nausea; calf pain; extreme muscle and joint pain; extreme muscle and joint pain; shortness of breath; coughing; chest pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 24-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number was unknown, via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm, on 30Dec2020 08:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma and drug hypersensitivity to sulfa. The patient was not pregnant. The patient had not received any other vaccines in four weeks prior to Covid vaccine. The patient's concomitant medications included birth control and multivitamin, both unspecified. The patient experienced increased heart rate of 124, clammy hands, nausea, calf pain, extreme muscle and joint pain, shortness of breath, coughing and chest pain, all on 02Jan2021 12:00 PM with outcome of recovering. The events are reported as non-serious with no treatment received. The patient had no covid prior vaccination. She was not tested for covid post vaccination.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929070 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 F becoming incoherent and talking nonsense; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Physician calling about whether or not she should receive the second dose of vaccine. She received dose on 23Dec2020. On 26Dec2020 she started experiencing several side effects including becoming incoherent and talking nonsense. Her daughter who is an EMT suggested that she go to the ER. While in the ER she received TPA but it was later decided she did not have a stroke. Her EKG, bloodwork and other testing came back negative. She otherwise healthy and has no comorbidities. She already spoke with agency. She has also already spoken with an infectious disease doctor and her neurologist. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the event incoherent is conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to agencys, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929071 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MT 44.0 44 F Chills and body aches approximately 8 hours vision changes approximately 30 minutes, headache ongoing for several days now, fatigue

929072 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 37.0 37 F My arm hurt severely and the muscles in my arm would not contract to allow for motion until 11:00am on 1/8/21, but the pain was so severe that I could not sleep.  I have also had severe chills, nausea, vomited twice, generalized weakness and shakiness.  It is currently 12:10pm on 1/8/21 and these symptoms continue.  Two of my other co-workers were at this same facility at the same time on 1/7 and have had very similar symptoms as well as severe headache which prevented them to work today.  We are all physical therapists, healthy young individuals, no co-comorbidities and were very surprised by these negative reactions and concerned.

929073 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 35.0 F tingly feeling to my lips; some lip swelling; tightness in my throat.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP.   A 35-years-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration from 30Dec2020 12:00 to 30Dec2020 12:00 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation.   Medical history included hypersensitivity from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, gastritis from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, anxiety from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, depression from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.   Concomitant medication included lorazepam (ATIVAN), ivermectin (IVERMECTIN), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), esomeprazole magnesium (NEXIUM [ESOMEPRAZOLE MAGNESIUM]), levocetirizine dihydrochloride (XYZAL).  The patient previously took tamiflu and experienced drug hypersensitivity.   The patient experienced tingly feeling to my lips (paraesthesia oral) (non-serious) on 30Dec2020 15:30 with outcome of recovered, some lip swelling (lip swelling) (non-serious) on 30Dec2020 15:30 with outcome of recovered, tightness in my throat. (throat tightness) (non-serious) on 30Dec2020 15:30 with outcome of recovered.   The action taken in response to the event(s) for BNT162B2 was not applicable.   Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of tingly feeling to my lips (paraesthesia oral), some lip swelling (lip swelling), tightness in my throat. (throat tightness).  This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. This 35-year-old female other HCP reported that:  Report about covid vaccine: Yes Reporter type: Patient   Age group: Adult (18-64 Years) Is pregnant: No Race: (race provided) Ethnicity: (ethnicity provided) Patient occupation: Other Health Professional  Covid vaccine details: product-COVID 19, Lot number-EL1284, Lot unknown-False, Administration date-30Dec2020, Administration time-12:00 PM, Vaccine location-Left arm, Dose number-1  Facility type vaccine: Hospital If other vaccine in four weeks: Yes Other vaccine 4weeks details: other vaccine 4weeks product -Allergy Immunotherapy injections , Other vaccine 4weeks vaccine date -07Dec2020, Other vaccine 4weeks dose number -2 , Other vaccine 4weeks vaccine location-Left and right arm. Other medications in two weeks: Nexium, xyzal, Ativan, Lexapro, Ivermectin Adverse event: At about almost 4 hrs after receiving the injection I started to experience a tingly feeling to my lips, some lip swelling and tightness in my throat. I had my epi pen on hand incase I needed it but I ended up taking 25mg of Benadryl, then 50 mg of Benadryl 5 hrs later. The following morning my lips where feeling tingly again so I took 25mg of Benadryl again and continued for the next 48 hrs at the advice of my doctor.   Adverse event start date: 30Dec2020 Adverse event start time: 3:30PM AE resulted in: None of the above  If patient recovered: Recovered   If treatment AE: Yes   AE treatment: Benadryl for 48 hrs   If covid prior vaccination: No   If covid tested post vaccination: No  Known allergies: Tamiflu  Other medical history: Chronic allergies, gastritis, anxiety, Depression   Identification of the case safety report  Serious: No Seriousness criteria-Results in death: No Seriousness criteria-Life threatening: No Seriousness criteria-Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No Seriousness criteria-Disabling/Incapacitating: No Seriousness criteria-Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No  VAERS Primary Reporter Addl Qualification: Patient     Relevant medical history and concurrent conditions:  Structured information (Patient episode name): Chronic allergies, gastritis, anxiety, depression     Reaction(s)/Event(s): Reaction/event as reported by primary source: At about almost 4 hrs after receiving the injection I started to experience a tingly feeling to my lips, some lip swelling and tightness in my throat. I had my epi pen on hand incase I needed it but I  Reaction/event in terminology (LLT) : At about almost 4 hrs after receiving the injection I started to experience a tingly feeling to my lips, some lip swelling and tightness in my throat. I had my epi pen on hand incase I needed it but I ended up taking 25mg of Benadryl, then 50 mg of B Date of start of reaction/event: 30Dec2020 Outcome of reaction/event at the time of last observation: RECOVERED/RESOLVED  Drug(s) Information: Characterization of drug role: Suspect Batch/lot number: EL1284     Date of start of drug:30Dec2020  Anatomical location: Arm left Dose number:1  Active drug substance information: Active drug substances name: COVID 19  Drug(s) Information: Characterization of drug role: CONCOMITANT  Proprietary medicinal product name: Allergy Immunotherapy injections   Date of start of drug:07Dec2020  Dose number:2  Narrative case summary and further information:  Case narrative  Age at vaccination: 35  Pregnant at the time of vaccination?: No Start Date/Time:30Dec2020 12:00 PM Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered: Hospital Did the patient receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine: Yes List of any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination: Nexium, xyzal, Ativan, Lexapro, Ivermectin   Reported Event: At about almost 4 hrs after receiving the injection I started to experience a tingly feeling to my lips, some lip swelling and tightness in my throat. I had my epi pen on hand incase I needed it but I ended up taking 25mg of Benadryl, then 50 mg of Benadryl 5 hrs later. The following morning my lips where feeling tingly again so I took 25mg of Benadryl again and continued for the next 48 hrs at the advice of my doctor. Was treatment received for the adverse event?: Yes: Benadryl for 48 hrs Prior to vaccination, was the patient diagnosed with COVID-19?:No Since the vaccination, has the patient been tested for COVID-19?:No Allergies to medications, food, or other products: Tamiflu Vaccine Facility information available. Ethnicity information is available. Race information is available. Location of injection information is available for other vaccines within 4 weeks PRIOR.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929074 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 31.0 31 F About 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine she felt palpitations. She was monitored for another 15 minutes and while she was walking to her car se started noticing sore throat associated with inability to talk, unable to swallow secretions,  and swelling the lips. Patient presented to the emergency room where she received EpiPen dose. Received diphenhydramine, famotidine, and prednisone.  Lip swelling and sore throat began improving in ED.Y 1

929075 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 FL 26.0 F mild flu-like symptoms; Diffuse myalgias, more severe on both right and left arm; Numbness in lower legs evening of vaccine; Felt mild headache; foggy feeling this night; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, reporting for a patient. A 26-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot Number EK9231), intramuscular in the right arm on 30Dec2020 at 09:45 (at the age of 26-years-old) as a single dose for Covid-19 vaccination. Medical history included Covid-19 prior to the vaccination on an unknown date. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 30Dec2020 at 19:30, the patient experienced diffuse myalgias, more severe on both right and left arm and numbness in lower legs the evening of the vaccine; felt mild headache and foggy feeling that night as well. The second day on 31Dec2020, the patient experienced mild flu-like symptoms such as weakness, fatigue, and myalgias. Therapeutic measures were taken for the myalgia, hypoaesthesia, headache, feeling abnormal and influenza like illness which included Tylenol. The clinical outcome of the events myalgia, hypoaesthesia, headache, feeling abnormal and influenza like illness was recovered on an unknown date.

929076 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 36.0 F headache; arm soreness for 3 days; fever and back pain that began Thursday; fever and back pain that began Thursday; nausea; body aches for 2 weeks; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient.  A 36-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 (at the age of 36-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unknown date the patient experienced headache, arm soreness, body aches for 2 weeks, fever, back pain and nausea. The patient reported feeling absolutely horrible, which felt like it is escalating sometimes per patient. The patient stated that it was initially just arm soreness for 3 days then all other symptoms including fever and back pain that began Thursday (date unknown), and now a headache, per the patient "before it was just soreness, body aches for 2 weeks, nausea". The patient is completing daily check-ins on the website name.  She has a copy of the Fact Sheet for Recipients and Caregivers. The clinical outcome of the headache, arm soreness for 3 days, fever, back pain, nausea and body aches for 2 weeks was unknown.    The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

929077 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 VA 74.0 U red splotches on tongue and bumps around edge of tongue day after injection; mild-moderate headache; moderate tiredness; Dizziness the first 30 minutes; swollen lymph nodes starting 1-2 hours after injection, lasting approx. 6 hours; red splotches on tongue and bumps around edge of tongue day after injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient.  A 74-year-old patient of unknown gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot number EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 02Jan2021 at 11:00 (at the age of 74-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history included fibromyalgia, bronchiectasis, Degen. Scoliosis, spinal stenosis, peptic esophogitus grade II, osteoarthritis and benign nodules in both upper lobes of lungs (Pulmonary scarring-bilateral lower lobes). Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient had allergies (unspecified) to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported; however it was reported the patient did receive other medications (unspecified) within 2 weeks of the vaccination.  The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine.  The patient experienced dizziness the first 30 minutes on 02Jan2021; swollen lymph nodes starting 1-2 hours after injection, lasting approx. 6 hours on 02Jan2021; red splotches on tongue on 02Jan2021 and bumps around edge of tongue day after injection on 03Jan2021; mild-moderate headache on 02Jan2021 and on 02Jan2021 moderate tiredness lasting 2 days+. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of the dizziness the first 30 minutes, swollen lymph nodes starting 1-2 hours after injection, lasting approx. 6 hours, red splotches on tongue and bumps around edge of tongue day after injection, mild-moderate headache and moderate tiredness was recovering.  It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

929078 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 26.0 26 F Fever 100.4, chills, joint pain, fatigue, Diarrhea

929079 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 51.0 F Headache; nausea; tiredness; site injection swelling; site injection pain; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional, the patient. A 51-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 28Dec2020 at 14:30 (at the age of 51-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced headache, nausea, tiredness, injection site swelling and injection site pain. Treatment was not received for the events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcomes of the events headache, nausea, tiredness, injection site swelling, and injection site pain were recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

929080 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 46.0 F I was given a vaccine on Dec17th, on Dec21st I tested positive for Covid; I was given a vaccine on Dec17th, on Dec21st I tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 46-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There was no relevant medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was given a vaccine on 17Dec2020, the on 21Dec2020, the patient tested positive for COVID. The outcome of the event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given. Case will be reevaluated based on follow-up information

929081 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 CA 40.0 40 F About 5 min after the vax I was at the recovery/triage at the vaccine place and I started to get tingling and numbness on the right side of my tongue, so I did not actually reported as a concern but after my 15 min observation I left but then the numbness and tingliness got worse in my tongue and now lower lip and then I decided to return to the vaccine area to report my symptoms and they brought me over and took my vitals and they were stable BP/HR were normal and the numbness and tingling did not get any worse but because of the reaction they gave me 25mg of oral Benadryl probably around 40 min after the vaccine they kept monitoring me for abot 2 hours but my vitals remained very stable and the numbness and tingling have resolved. My tongue was still numb but not getting any worse so i felt it was ok to leave. I decided to go home after those 2 hours and i took 10 min of zyrtec and about 5 hours later i still had a little numbness and tingling on the right side of the tongue but the rest of the tongue and lip had resolvedf. Had fatigue and myalgia for the rest of the day.

929082 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 F could not breath; had a "warm liquid running through her body" feeling/same sensation stated again today, 04Jan; dryness in the throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 42-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated she received the Pfizer covid vaccine on 31Dec2020 and she could not breath and had a "warm liquid running through her body" feeling that went away after some time. She said she has the same sensation stated again today, 04Jan2021 and this time it's not going away. She said it's been 10-15 minutes with this and also have dryness in the throat. She wanted to know if this was  normal. The patient said she was going to the emergency room.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929083 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 MI 39.0 F Elevated blood pressure (155/95); decrease in heart rate (55); Face & tongue went numb; Face & tongue went numb; Residual ringing in left ear; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician, the patient. A 39-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), intramuscularly in the left arm on 22Dec2020 at 16:00 (at the age of 39-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included seasonal allergies and allergies/asthma, from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC) and montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. On 22Dec2020 at 16:00, the patient experienced elevated blood pressure of 155/95 (normal was 110/60), a decrease in heart rate which was 55, face and tongue went numb and residual ringing in the left ear. The patient was treated for the events with diphenhydramine (BENADRYL). Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events elevated blood pressure of 155/95 (normal was 110/60), a decrease in heart rate which was 55, face and tongue went numb and residual ringing in the left ear was resolved with sequel.   Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

929084 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Symptoms - ? Patient reports itchiness to bilateral hands approximately 25 mins after vaccination, denies rash.  Patient reports she struggles with allergies and prophylactically medicated prior to first dose with 50 mg of Benadryl and Xytal.  Patient reports no adverse reaction after 1st vaccine.  Patient reports she prophylactically medicated last night as well but only took 25 mg and no Xytal, patient endorses she believes that is the difference in her symptoms between the first and second dose.  Patient endorses allergies to high dose Vitamin D (50,000 units).  Patient denies difficulty breath or SOB at this time.  Patient reports she is able to move freely at this time. Last day of work and shift - ? currently working at home today Home remedies? -   50 mg Benadryl at 08:00 and Pepcid and Xytal at 11:20 (did not disclose dosage) Any improvement? ? Patient reports mild improvement Recommendation? Patient encouraged to take allergy medication as directed and to call vaccine support if symptoms worsen.  Patient educated to call 911 or seek immediate care if any airway issues or difficulty breathing.

929085 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MD 27.0 27 F Tip of tongue was burning, weird metallic taste in mouth, entire tongue numb and tingly , throat closing, hard to swallow. received 50 mg Benadryl po

929086 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NC 57.0 F burning upper nose/throat; burning upper nose/throat; heart racing; headache; numbness; tingling swelling in left arm; tingling swelling in left arm; pain left groin left leg with muscle weakness; pain left groin left leg with muscle weakness; vomiting; tiredness; weak; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. This 57-year-old female Nurse (patient) received dose one of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: unknown; Expiration date was not reported) on 29Dec2020 08:00 (at the age of 57-years) as single dose, Intramuscular in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies to penicillin. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19.  The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant drugs included ASA (ASA), Famotidine (FAMOTIDINE), ergocalciferol (VIT D), ascorbic acid (VIT C), zinc (ZINC), magnesium (MAGNESIUM). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2. The patient did not test for COVID-19 after vaccination.  On 29Dec2020 15:00 the patient experienced 'Burning Upper Nose/Throat', 'Heart Racing', 'Headache', 'Numbness', 'Tingling Swelling in Left Arm', 'Pain Left Groin Left Leg with Muscle' 'Weakness', 'Vomiting', 'Weak', and 'Tiredness'.  The patient did not received treatment as a result of the event.  The outcome of event 'Burning Upper Nose/Throat' was recovered on unspecified date, 'Heart Racing' was recovered on an unspecified date,  'Headache' was recovered on unspecified date, 'Numbness' was recovered on unspecified date, 'Tingling Swelling in Left Arm' was recovered on unspecified date, 'Pain Left Groin Left Leg with Muscle' was recovered on unspecified date, 'Weakness' was recovered on unspecified date, 'Vomiting' was recovered on unspecified date, 'Weak' was recovered on unspecified date, and 'Tiredness' was recovered on unspecified date.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929087 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NC 22.0 F low back ache; sore throat; low grade fever; body aches; severe headache; hot flashes; sweating heavily; felt flushed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. This 22-year-old female patient received dose one of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EK9231; Expiration date was not reported) on 31Dec2020 16:30 (at the age of 22-years) as single dose, intramuscular in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included the patient had no known allergies. The patient was not pregnant. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID virus in Oct2020.  Concomitant medications were none. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2. The patient was given first dose of the COVID vaccine on 31Dec2020. The patient was monitored 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine. When she went back to work on 31Dec2020 she felt flushed, having hot flashes and she started sweating heavily. The patient was taken to the nearest Emergency room (ER) for evaluation and states that the (ER) doctor told her it could have been a reaction to the vaccine. On 01Jan2021, the patient started having low grade fever, body aches and severe headache. On 02Jan2021, the patient was having a sore throat and low grade fever still, but no body aches or headache. On 03Jan2021, the patient was still having the sore throat and a low back ache, the patient was told to go to an Urgent Care to be evaluated. The patient states that she was given antibiotics and was negative for Strep. The patient was also swabbed for COVID again. The patient was given treatment for sore throat but it was unknown if patient received treatment for other events.  Lab data included SARS-CoV-2 test (PCR nasal swab) on 03Jan2021 which is pending.  The patient did not received treatment as a result of the event.  The outcome of event felt flushed was recovering, hot flashes was recovering,  sweating heavily was recovering, low grade fever was not recovered, body aches was recovered Jan2021, severe headache was recovered on Jan2021, sore throat was not recovered and low back ache was not recovered.

929088 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 PR 56.0 56 F HEAD ACHE, MUSCULAR ACHES, FEVER, CHEST PAIN AND IRREGULAR HEART RATE, EDEMA, ITCH, ERYTHEMA, ENLARGEMENT OF LYMPH NODE

929089 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MI 22.0 F dry cough; felt feverish; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 22-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first vaccine on 30Dec2020. Around 4 days, in Jan2021, after getting the first vaccine, she started getting body aches, she felt feverish but didn't have a fever, and also a dry cough. She knows from reading the fact sheet that symptoms should resolve after a couple of days. She states her symptoms happened after a couple of days. Caller's question is if the symptoms are from the vaccine or should she get tested for something else. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch has been requested. ; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021003818 pfizer

929090 01/08/2021 LA F TSH level has been borderline hypothyroidism; Almost feel like somebody is gently holding my throat, so I could still breathe, talk, eat but I had the feeling that my throat was being kind of squished; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 64-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in right deltoid on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension and high cholesterol. Concomitant medication included evolocumab (REPATHA) for high cholesterol and two unspecified medications for hypertension. The got the first dose of Pfizer Vaccine for COVID, and for about 3 or 4 almost 5 days afterwards, she felt like somebody, it almost feel like somebody was gently holding her throat, so she could still breathe, talk, eat but had the feeling that throat was being kind of squished. The patient had her lipid panel liver and TSH level done because of the Repatha and TSH level has been borderline hypothyroidism, so she haven't really been on medicine for it but it might be. The patient added that the events had certainly correlated with the vaccine. She didn't have the events until she got the vaccine, so she feel like it was and then her concern was it wouldn't be safe to take the second one. The patient did not visit emergency room and physician office because of the issue 'feel like somebody was gently holding her throat' and all she did was take Benadryl at night. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The causal relationship between bnt162b2 and the event hypothyroidism cannot be excluded as the information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929091 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 KS 52.0 52 F site pain, Joint pain, hives, fever, lymph node swelling and painful.

929092 12/15/2020 01/08/2021 MI 35.0 F test positive for COVID-19/fever, chills, body aches, joint pain; test positive for COVID-19/fever, chills, body aches, joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. A 35-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5703), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 15Dec2020 17:30 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Administration was done in the hospital. Medical history included seronegative rheumatoid arthritis and allergies to latex and actemra. Concomitant medication included tofacitinib citrate (XELJANZ), and ibuprofen. Eight days after vaccination, on 23Dec2020 at 13:30, the patient came down with fever, chills, body aches, joint pain. The patient was initially tested negative for COVID (nasal swab) and influenza on 27Dec2020 but did test positive for COVID-19 on 29Dec2020 (nasal swab). The patient stated that she knew that the vaccine did not cause COVID however as she was on immunosuppressants (Xeljanz), she wanted to record this information. There was no treatment included for the events. The outcome of the events was recovering. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

929093 01/08/2021 NJ 53.0 M sore at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer reporting for a patient. This 53-year-old male received a dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: unknown; Expiration date was not reported) on an unknown date (at the age of 53-years) as single dose, at unspecified route of administration for immunization. Medical history was unknown.  Allergies were unknown. Concomitant drugs were unknown. Prior to vaccination, it was unknown if the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19.  It was unknown if the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2.  On an unspecified date, the patient experienced 'sore at injection site'.  It was unknown if the patient received treatment as a result of the event.  The outcome of event 'sore at injection site' was recovered on an unspecified date.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

929094 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 38.0 F severe dizziness; aches; chest pain; palpitations; extremely low blood pressure; fever; shortness of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse, the patient. A 38-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, Lot Number: EK9231; Expiration date was not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 29Dec2020 at 09:15 (at the age of 38-years) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergy to bee stings. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient previously took cefzil and experienced allergies. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced severe dizziness, shortness of breath, chest pain, palpitations, extremely low blood pressure, fever, and aches. The patient was seen in the emergency department for the events. Therapeutic measures for the events included medications and IV fluids; both not further specified. The outcome of the event severe dizziness, shortness of breath, chest pain, palpitations, extremely low blood pressure, fever, and aches was recovered.    No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

929095 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 F COVID-19 rapid POC test positive; COVID-19 rapid POC test positive; the amount of vaccine given as 1 cc; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable nurse (patient) reported that a 52-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at 1 mL, single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing hypertension diagnosed when she was 33 years old. There were no concomitant medications. The patient got the vaccine on 17Dec2020. The patient stated that the amount of vaccine given was 1 cc. She took a COVID-19 rapid POC test on the 28Dec2020 and tested positive. She wanted to know if she should have the second dose of the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929097 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 27.0 F Hives; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional. A 27-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899, Expiry Date: Mar2021, NDC number: 5926710001), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 08:11 at a single dose in right bicep (right arm) for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included urinary tract infection from 21Dec2020 to Dec2020 which was resolved and fine after the antibiotic, ongoing eczema (had this condition basically her entire life), ongoing sensitive skin (always had pretty sensitive skin). Concomitant medication not reported. The patient previously took nitrofurantoin (MACROBID [NITROFURANTOIN]) from 24Dec2020 to 28Dec2020. The patient experienced hives on 01Jan2021 09:00 (also reported as "got it last Wednesday morning and broke out in hives the next day"). Patient stated, "I have a question to you. I got the Covid Vaccine, the Pfizer Vaccine on Wednesday morning like around 8 o' clock and this morning I woke up and I broke out hives. I didn't know if in two days, I just want to report my symptoms just to make sure everything is okay." The hives were bad on Friday and took Benadryl and Cortisone cream and it is better now. The hives are not worse; not as bad as it was on the first day. She took about 5 Benadryl throughout the first day: 01Jan2021. Over the last few days she has continued to get small breakouts of hives on pretty much every single spot on her body except for her face; the hives seem to kind of take turns in different areas of the body but have not gone away. She has used Hydrocortisone, lotion and Benadryl for the hives. The outcome of the event was recovering. She is both a sonogram technologist as well as the patient. She asked if she should or should not receive the second dose of Pfizer COVID- 19 Vaccine in response to the hives. She is supposed to get second dose on 19Jan2021; unknown if she will or will not change dose scheduling in response to event at this time.

929098 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NV 47.0 47 M 3 hours after I felt hot in the face and mild head ache started. also felt disoriented and weak.  after 2 hours I felt normal. The day after I woke up feeling very tired and weak. I called in sick and rested that day.

929099 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 WV 55.0 F left arm and shoulder pain persisted; generalized itching; localized reaction distal to injection site (4 cm in circumference); Nearly debilitating joint, muscle and body aches and pain; Nearly debilitating joint, muscle and body aches and pain; severe headache; chills; night sweats; weakness; dizziness; lethargy; fever; body aches; nausea; Muscle soreness at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EK9231), intramuscularly in the left arm, on 23Dec2020 at 14:30 (at the age of 55-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension, depression, and penicillin allergy. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications, taken within two weeks of vaccination, included atenolol (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), hydrochlorothiazide (HCTZ) (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), and simvastatin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN). The patient previously took bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN) and experienced allergy. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to vaccination. The patient experienced fever, body aches, nausea, and muscle soreness at injection site on 24Dec2020 at 16:00; generalized itching, localized reaction distal to injection site (4 cm in circumference), nearly debilitating joint, muscle and body aches, severe headache, chills, night sweats, weakness, dizziness, and lethargy on 26Dec2020; and left arm and shoulder pain persisted on 03Jan2021. All of the events were reported as non-serious. The events were described as: Within 24 hours (as reported), fever, body aches, nausea, and muscle soreness at injection site occurred. Then within 72 hours (as reported), generalized itching, localized reaction distal to injection site (4 cm in circumference), nearly debilitating joint, muscle and body aches and pain for three days with onset of severe headache, fever, chills, night sweats, weakness, dizziness, and lethargy. On Day 11 (as reported), left arm and shoulder joint pain persisted. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal swab: negative on 31Dec2020. The patient did not receive any treatment for any of the events. The clinical outcome of all of the events was recovering.

929100 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 ID 64.0 64 F extreme sore arm - mild fever 99 degrees- fatigue- severe headache

929101 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 IL 53.0 F neck pain; fatigue; possible low grade fever; muscle ache; injection site pain; heart pounding and shakiness; heart pounding and shakiness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 53-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) solution for injection in the right arm on 29Dec2020 at 14:30 (at the age of 53-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history included seasonal allergies and prior Covid diagnosis. Concomitant medications were unknown. The patient had no known allergies. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. On 30Dec2020 at 06:30, the patient experienced neck pain, fatigue, possible low grade fever, muscle ache, injection site pain within 16 hours of vaccination; heart pounding and shakiness within an hour of vaccination (29Dec2020 15:30). Treatment was provided for the events neck pain, fatigue, possible low grade fever, muscle ache, injection site pain, heart pounding and shakiness included acetaminophen (TYLENOL) and ibuprofen. The outcome of the events neck pain, fatigue, possible low grade fever, muscle ache, injection site pain, heart pounding and shakiness was recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

929102 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 TX 31.0 F Tiredness; Headache; Muscle pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient. A 31-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) solution for injection in the left arm on 02Jan2021 at 15:15 (at the age of 31-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. There was no relevant medical history. Concomitant medications were unknown. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 02Jan2021 at 19:00, the patient experienced tiredness, headache and muscle pain. No treatment was provided for the events tiredness, headache and muscle pain. The outcome of the events tiredness, headache and muscle pain was not recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

929103 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 CA 43.0 F When she went back to work on 25Dec2020 it was positive/On the weekend she had to come back to do a PCR test on28Dec2020 and it was positive.; When she went back to work on 25Dec2020 it was positive/On the weekend she had to come back to do a PCR test on28Dec2020 and it was positive.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 43-year-old female patient receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration given in the left arm on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history included "patient's a blood donor" reported as, she donated blood on 12Sep2020 and it was negative for covid. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced "when she went back to work on 25Dec2020 it was positive/on the weekend she had to come back to do a pcr test on28dec2020 and it was positive" on 25Dec2020 with an unknown outcome. It was further reported that the patient was a registered nurse that works night shift. She clarified that the rapid test was taken each time she goes to work. When she went to work on the night of 21Dec2020 the rapid test was negative.Then she got the Covid vaccine in the morning of 22Dec2020. When she went back to work the night of 22Dec2020 the rapid test was negative. When she went back to work on 25Dec2020 it was positive. On the weekend she had to come back to do a PCR test on28Dec2020 and it was positive. Caller clarifies that the rapid tests were Nasal Swabs. The patient's latest test was on 28Dec2020, she was told that when she comes back, they do not have to do the rapid test daily anymore, it will now be every 90 days. The patient did not have a test before the vaccine. She has had no issues with Vaccines in the past.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event positive for corona virus infection based on the known safety profile. However given the short duration of 3 days since the vaccine first dose, it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

929104 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 AR M positive COVID-19 test with symptoms/had like a head cold and cold like symptoms/he tested positive for COVID.; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms/had like a head cold and cold like symptoms/he tested positive for COVID.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 67-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), intramuscular on left deltoid on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID prevention.  The patient had no medical history.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient got his first dose of the COVID Vaccine on 18Dec2020, and he states that he did fine and had no problems. But on 28Dec2020, when he was going to work, he noticed that he had like a head cold and cold like symptoms. He was swabbed and tested for COVID PCR on that day, and he tested positive for COVID. After his positive COVID test, he was tested for monoclonal antibodies, and at first, he was told that test came back positive, but then about 12 hours later, he was told that the staff had misread it, and he was actually negative for monoclonal antibodies, so the caller was given monoclonal antibody therapy and he did fine with that, and he is recovered now. He is scheduled to go back to work this Thursday, and he is supposed to receive the second dose of the vaccine, on Friday. He checked the schedule for getting the second dose, and he was not on the list, so he called the infection control nurse, and she told the caller that because he received the monoclonal antibody therapy, he now has to wait 90 days to receive the second dose of the vaccine. Caller states that he looked for that information, and he did not see that anywhere, so he is wondering if that is correct, because it almost seems to him that if he waits 90 days, he would have to start the series again. The outcome of the event was recovered on an unspecified date.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

929106 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 OH 49.0 49 F Pain in left side/lower back that has persisted from 12/18/2020 til 2nd dose on 01/08/2021

929107 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 34.0 F soreness/pain at injection site (had a very hard time utilizing that arm); headache (probably a migraine); nausea; general body aches; chills; low grade temp 100; tired; general feeling unwell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health care professional nurse, the patient. A 34-years-old non-pregnant female patient (nurse) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EK9231), intramuscular in the left arm on 31Dec2020 16:15 as a single dose,  for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history included asthma from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing and Know Allergy to Latex. Concomitant medication included budesonide (PULMICORT), albuterol [salbutamol] (ALBUTEROL [SALBUTAMOL]), magnesium (MAGNESIUM), cyanocobalamin (VIT B12). No other vaccines were given within 4 weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 01Jan2021 04:30, the patient experienced soreness/pain at injection site (had a very hard time utilizing that arm), headache (probably a migraine), nausea, general body aches, chills, low grade temp 100, tired, general feeling unwell. No treatment was given for the event. Laboratory test include Body Temperature 100 on an unspecified date. The clinical outcome of Soreness/pain at injection site (had a very hard time utilizing that arm), headache (probably a migraine), nausea, general body aches, chills, low grade temp 100, tired, general feeling unwell recovered Jan2021.    .

929108 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 KS U High blood pressure; My pulse is like a 120; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 01Jan2021 (at an unspecified age) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced "high blood pressure" and "my pulse is like a 120", both on unspecified dates. It was reported that the consumer stated "I got the shot today and I have been having really bad high blood pressure since I have got the immunization. How long do you think that side effect will last, or should I be going to the ER (emergency room)? My pulse is like a 120." The consumer stated that they "just got the COVID shot at their job today". The consumer was informed about the Information department, to which the consumer inquired "will that be a just a Pfizer rep or will that be an actual doctor?" The consumer was informed that there would be a live agent and that department had the information regarding the side effects of the vaccine. The consumer then asked, "for the side effects I have, I need to go to the ER then?". The consumer was suggested to visit the nearest ER if needed or can call an alternate number that was provided as the department was closed. Limited information was available over the call. The clinical outcome of the events "high blood pressure" and "my pulse is like a 120" were both unknown.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

929109 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 IL 54.0 F Arm pain at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient).  A 54-years-old female patient started to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: unknown, unspecified route on 28DEC2020 12:45 (at the age of 54-years-old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history was none. The patient did not have allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included ergocalciferol (VIT D), calcium (CALCIUM). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the hospital. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 28DEC2020 03:45, the patient experienced arm pain at injection site. The event arm pain at injection site did not result in death, was not life-threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating and did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect.  No treatment was received for the event. Outcome of the event arm pain at injection site was recovered.  Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19. Covid test type post vaccination = Nasal Swab, Covid test date on 30Dec2020 and result was negative.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

929110 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WV 27.0 27 F Body Aches, Chills, Vomiting, Extreme tiredness, Swelling at the injection site.

929111 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 CA 45.0 F Her period came one week earlier than planned. It's was more painful and heavier.; Her period came one week earlier than planned. It's was more painful and heavier.; Her period came one week earlier than planned. It's was more painful and heavier.; Chills; Sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 45-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included ongoing chronic migraines.  Concomitant medications included ascorbic acid (VIT C), and ergocalciferol (VIT D). On 21Dec2020, the patient received the vaccine. After 48 hours (23Dec2020), she had chills, and a sore throat but no fever. It was mentioned that the chills and sore throat just lasted for one day. On 03Jan2021, the patient mentioned that her period came one week earlier than planned. It's was more painful and heavier. She mentioned that she always had a difficult period, but this this one seems more intensified (10 times) and was very painful. It was mentioned that the patient was getting the second one next week. The patient recovered from chills and sore throat on 24Dec2020 while not recovered for the remaining events

929112 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IL 62.0 M low grade fever/low grade fever of 103; chills; dry cough; lethargy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 62-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EJ1685 with expiry date Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration in left deltoid on 30Dec2020 14:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The administration was one in a local pharmacy. There were no relevant medical history and concomitant medications. On Saturday night, 02Jan2021, the patient started getting a low grade fever of 103, had chills, lethargy and an intermittent dry cough. The outcome of the events was not recovered. The events were considered medically significant events.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929113 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 WA F experienced like a "red welt" that was "hot to touch" and that was "itchy" for 3 days; experienced like a "red welt" that was "hot to touch" and that was "itchy" for 3 days; experienced like a "red welt" that was "hot to touch" and that was "itchy" for 3 days; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for self.  A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  After she received the vaccine on 22Dec2020, the reporter experienced "like a red welt" that was hot to touch and that was itchy for 3 days (onset Dec2020). Then it came back in a similar fashion on 29Dec2020.  She consulted her doctor who prescribed a steroid cream and Benadryl. It then improved the next day, as it was less red and no longer hot to touch. The final clinical outcome of the events red welt, hot to touch, and itchy was resolving. The events were reported as non-serious.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

929114 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CT 65.0 65 F after 11 days, I still have a large (1/2 dollar size, red mark at the injection site that is warm to the touch and at times itchy. I had no other symptoms or reactions to the vaccine.

929115 01/08/2021 CA F Experienced swelling at the injection site; experienced redness at the injection site; experienced tenderness, and pain at the injection site; Her arm was very tense; Felt itchy; itchy at the site; A large red hive appeared; discomfort; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's husband).  A 48-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose (dose 1, arm) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient is a physician who received the shot at work. Reporter stated patient had a localized reaction to the COVID-19 Vaccine. On the first day after receiving the vaccine, she experienced swelling, redness, tenderness, and pain at the injection site for 24 to 48 hours, and her arm was very tense. After 3 days, the discomfort disappeared but her arm was still tight. 8 days after the injection patient felt itchy and itchy at the site and a large red hive appeared, the injection site was again tender and swollen, the next day the hive was gone but patient's arm was still tight and swollen at the site of the injection. 13 days after the vaccination she returned to normal. Reporter wanted to know if the only contraindication to not receiving the second dose of the vaccine is if someone experienced anaphylaxis after the first dose.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

929116 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 CT 50.0 F Felt like her thyroid was off/could not function well; Felt exhausted; Feeling out of it, like she was drugged/felt foggy; Feeling out of it, like she was drugged; Feeling restless at night; She hasn't been able to sleep at night; This is a spontaneous report from a consumer (patient). A 50-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number and expiration date were not reported) on 16Dec2020 on the left arm at a single dose, with route of administration unspecified, for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital (not a military facility). Medical history included ongoing Grave's disease from 2007. There were no concomitant medications. On 16Dec2020 (19:00), the patient was feeling out of it, like she was drugged, and felt foggy. On 17Dec2020, the patient had felt exhausted. In Dec2020, the patient was feeling restless at night; and has not been able to sleep at night. On an unspecified date, the patient had felt like her thyroid was off and could not function well. The outcome of the events was recovered in Dec2020 for 'feeling out of it, like she was drugged, and felt foggy'; was not recovered for 'feeling restless at night' and 'has not been able to sleep at night'; and was unknown for all the other events. The patient was leery about receiving the second COVID-19 vaccine dose.

929117 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 OR 62.0 62 F patient has a hx of anaphylaxis to pears. Within 5 minutes of  vaccine developed tingling and numbness to lips and tongue.  patient escorted to the emergency department for further evaluation and treatment.

929118 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 NY 34.0 F a left sided nystagmus; urgent MRI showing multiple brain lesions consistent with Acute disseminated encephalomyelitis; Patient developed paresthesias on entire right side of body / The paresthesias continued, not progressing; a brief headache; episode of dizziness / developed severe dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 34-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730) intramuscularly at right arm on 21Dec2020 07:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies to sulfa meds. The patient's concomitant medications included multivitamins [vitamins nos] within 2 weeks of vaccination. Patient developed paresthesias on entire right side of body after a brief headache and episode of dizziness, all since 29Dec2020 15: 00. The paresthesias continued, not progressing, but patient was advised to obtain an MRI Brain and C spine as an outpatient. On 02Jan2021, the patient developed severe dizziness and a left sided nystagmus. She went to the ER and underwent urgent MRI showing multiple brain lesions consistent with acute disseminated encephalomyelitis. Lumbar puncture (LP) was performed, awaiting final results. Patient was admitted and was receiving IV steroids (solumedrol). Duration of hospitalization was 5 days since Dec2020. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures, which included Nasal Swab and Rapid covid swab, both on 02Jan2020 with result of negative. The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association and lack of other provided etiology, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be excluded for reported acute disseminated encephalomyelitis, paraesthesia, headache, dizziness and nystagmus. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 5

929119 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 F tongue started tingling and then went completely numb, in which lasted several hours; tongue started tingling and then went completely numb, in which lasted several hours; headache; muscle pain; chills; mild allergic reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional reporting on herself. A 45 (Unit: Unspecified) female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number/expiration date: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on 18Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Relevant medical history and concomitant medication were not provided. On 18Dec2020, 45 minutes later after receiving the vaccine, the patient experienced her tongue started tingling and then went completely numb, in which lasted several hours. Then she experienced a headache, muscle pain, and chills. The patient inquired if she should receive the second dose of the Covid vaccine after experiencing side effects or a mild allergic reaction. The outcome of the events tongue started tingling and then went completely numb, headache, muscle pain, chills and allergic reaction was unknown.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.

929120 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 44.0 44 F moderate myalgias, fatigue, back pain, extremity pain and weakness

929121 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 71.0 F hives; face swelling; itching; rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 71-year-old female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EH9899), intramuscular in left arm on 22Dec2020 11:08 at single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included ongoing blood pressure high, ongoing cholesterol, ongoing depression. Concomitant medication included atenolol (tablet, strength 50 mg) from an unknown date and ongoing for blood pressure high, simvastatin (tablet, strength 20 mg) from an unknown date and ongoing for cholesterol, paroxetine hydrochloride (PAXIL, tablet, strength 40 mg) from an unknown date and ongoing for depression. The patient experienced hives, face swelling, itching and rash on 27Dec2020. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. Prior vaccination within 4 weeks was none. She got the first Covid 19 dose on 22Dec2020 and was fine, then on 27Dec2020 she had hives, itching, and face swelling for several days. Caller stated her lungs were clear and she was okay other than the extreme itching. The face swelling was what worried her. The hives and itching went away within about 36 hours. The face swelling kind of got worse for a couple of days before it went away. Caller verifies she recovered from the hives/rash/itching within 36 hours. She got a steroid shot and things like that and it went away pretty quickly. The face swelling was completely gone but did last for a good 5 days. She didn't know if this reaction was related to the vaccine. She wanted to call and let Pfizer know and see if there was any reports of anything else like that or similar to that type of reaction. She was not sure if that really matters or not except she was not sure about taking the booster. She was kind of leaning towards taking the second vaccine. She didn't have any breathing issues. She asked as far as the second dose after those side affects, was it recommended? Her doctor said she could get the second one and prescribed her an Epi pen and would give a dose of Benadryl at the time of the second vaccine. She may take some Benadryl before getting the second vaccine and have her EpiPen with her just in case. She hadn't seen her doctor about this experience with the COVID-19 vaccine. She only went to an urgent care. The caller stated she went to urgent care twice. She received a steroid shot but doesn't have any name, NDC/UPC, Lot number or expiration date for any of the medication she received. She probably threw that paperwork out. She knew she wasn't given anything the second time she went to the urgent care. The second time she went back was because the face swelling was getting worse. She was prescribed an EpiPen and was told to take Zyrtec which did help. Everything had gone away. She would consider these events to be medically significant because of the face swelling, it kind of scared her. She made the comment she was taking high blood pressure medicine and cholesterol medicine, but other than that she was very healthy. She was not really an allergic person. She had not had any testing done since she received the vaccine. She did have bloodwork done prior but not since the vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included blood work prior vaccine with unknown result. The outcome of hives, rash and itching was recovered on an unspecified date of Dec2020 (within about 36 hours); face swelling was recovered on 01Jan2021.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time gap between the vaccine and the events there is not a reasonable possibility that the reported events were related to the suspect product,  events are most likely due to patient underlying contributory factors The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators as appropriate.

929122 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 WI F Developed full body rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number and expiration date were not reported) on 16Dec2020 at a single dose, with route of administration unspecified, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included shellfish allergy. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 28Dec2020, the patient had developed full body rash. The rash was further described as mild. The patient had no change in any personal care products, and felt like the rash was due to the vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

929123 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 67.0 67 F Patient complained of feeling like she "swallowed a feather or a cat hair" - her lungs were tickling.  She said she felt fine, but wanted to be sure to report the "strange feeling".  Patient said she feels well, but wanted to contribute to research.  Patient advised to call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room for any further issues.

929124 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 26.0 F drop in blood pressure resulting in fainting; drop in blood pressure resulting in fainting; Severe headache; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 26-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose at left arm for immunization. Medical history included allergies to Penicillins. The patient's concomitant medications within 2 weeks of vaccination included birth control pill, prenatal vitamin. Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced severe headache, fever, and drop in blood pressure resulting in fainting the morning following receiving the vaccine on 04Jan2021 with outcome of recovering. Patient didn't receive treatment for events. Adverse events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. This report is considered non-serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about Batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on the close temporal relationship, the association between the event fainting with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929125 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 TX 37.0 37 F On the morning of Wednesday, January 6th, I woke up with a red splotch on the arm that I received the vaccination on. The splotch was located about 5 inches away from the injection site. It was raised and itchy.  I didn't take anything in hopes that it would dissipate on it's own. On the morning of Thursday, January 7th, I woke up with a splotchy circle directly around the injection site. It was also raised and itchy. I went to work that day and one of the RN's looked at it, they stated that it could be an allergic reaction to the shot and suggested I take Benadryl to see if it would dissipate. I took some last night (Thursday, January 7th) and woke up this morning to find the splotches a little faded. They aren't as raised however they are still itchy. I will continue to take Benadryl for the next few days to see if it completely dissipates.

929126 12/15/2020 01/08/2021 WV 59.0 M Test positive for COVID-19/have symptoms on 26, 27 and 28Dec2020; Test positive for COVID-19/have symptoms on 26, 27 and 28Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 59-year-old male patient started to receive first dose of BNT162B2 (Batch/lot number: EH9899) intramuscular into left deltoid on 15Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypertension and the patient was on blood pressure (BP) medications. The patient received no other vaccines on the same day as the COVID Vaccine. The patient received first dose on 15Dec2020 and was exposed to someone with COVID on 24Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID 28Dec2020. The patient stated that he was wondering what the recommendations are for receiving the second dose of the product, if someone contracted COVID-19 after receiving the first dose. He tested Positive for COVID-19 on 28Dec2020 and he does not know if it is ongoing or not, as he does not re-test for COVID-19 until Wednesday (30Dec2020), but he currently has no symptoms. The patient stated that he did have symptoms on 26, 27 and 28Dec2020. The lab tests and included COVID-19 PCR test: positive on 28Dec2020. The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (COVID-19) with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.

929127 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 NY 60.0 M Fever; He sweated the whole night; He slept for 24 hours and that is abnormal; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 60-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: ELO140; Batch number: 20201221E; Expiration date was not reported) on 21Dec2020 at a single dose, with route of administration unspecified, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included previously having COVID-19 from Oct2020 to an unspecified date; abnormal cholesterol; and abnormal blood pressure. Concomitant medications included acyclovir [aciclovir] (ACYCLOVIR); atorvastatin for abnormal cholesterol; hydrochlorothiazide, losartan potassium (LOSARTAN HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE ACTAVIS) for abnormal blood pressure; and vitamin D NOS. On 22Dec2020, the patient had fever. In Dec2020, the patient had sweated the whole night; and had slept for 24 hours and that was abnormal. The patient had body temperature values of 101.4 to 101.6 degrees Fahrenheit on 22Dec2020; and 98.8 to 99.9 degrees Fahrenheit on 23Dec2020. The patient had received ibuprofen (MOTRIN) and paracetamol (TYLENOL) as treatment for the fever. The patient considered his adverse reaction "mildish". The outcome of the events was recovered on 22Dec2020 (21:00) for 'fever'; and was recovered in Dec2020 for 'sweated the whole night' and 'slept for 24 hours and that was abnormal'. The reporter's assessment on the causal relationship between the vaccine and the event was related.

929128 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 27.0 27 F Patient was given second Pfizer vaccine at 8:19. About 11 minutes after receiving the vaccine patient complained of chest pain. 911 was called, nasal 02 was administered. BP 150/90, P103. Patient was taken by ambulance to the ED. She stated her chest pain was an 8 out of 10.

929129 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 MI 20.0 F chills; fever; headache; lots of body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional, the patient. A 20-year old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via intramuscular route of administration in the left arm on 03Jan2021 at 08:00 AM (at the age of 20 years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history was unknown. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 03Jan2021, the patient experienced chills, fever, headache, and lots of body aches. The report was reported as non-serious. It was unknown if the patient was treated for chills, fever, headache, and lots of body aches. The clinical outcome of chills, fever, headache, and lots of body aches was unknown. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.

929130 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 PA 60.0 F chills; fatigue; small rash on left arm (size of half dollar); 1 pinpoint spot "hive": under chin, on right arm, under left foot; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 60-year old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: EL1284), via intramuscular route of administration in the right arm on 28Dec2020 at 05:30 AM (at the age of 60 years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included diabetic and asthma. The patient's allergies included sulfa, iodine, shellfish and latex/rubber. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported; however, there were other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of the vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 28Dec2020 at 06:30 AM, the patient experienced chills, fatigue, small rash on left arm (size of half dollar, 1 pinpoint spot "hive" under chin, on right arm and under left foot. The report was reported as non-serious. The patient was not treated for chills, fatigue, small rash on left arm (size of half dollar, 1 pinpoint spot "hive" under chin, on right arm and under left foot. The clinical outcome of chills, fatigue, small rash on left arm (size of half dollar, 1 pinpoint spot "hive" under chin, on right arm and under left foot was recovered. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

929131 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 KY 27.0 F Tiredness, headache, chills, nausea, and feeling unwell.; Tiredness, headache, chills, nausea, and feeling unwell.; Tiredness, headache, chills, nausea, and feeling unwell.; Tiredness, headache, chills, nausea, and feeling unwell.; Tiredness, headache, chills, nausea, and feeling unwell.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional, the patient. A 27-year old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via intramuscular route of administration in the right arm on 30Dec2020 at 12:30 PM (at the age of 27 years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. There was no relevant medical history. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 31Dec2020, the patient experienced tiredness, headache, chills, nausea, and feeling unwell. The report was reported as non-serious. The patient was not  treated for tiredness, headache, chills, nausea, and feeling unwell. The clinical outcome of tiredness, headache, chills, nausea, and feeling unwell was recovered. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  No follow-up attempts are Possible; Information about batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected

929132 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 25.0 M Patient fainted in the ICU setting.; dizziness; hypotension; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. A 25-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (Lot number: eh9899) via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 13:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient did not have any known allergies or medical history. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. There were no concomitant medications. On 24Dec2020, patient experienced dizziness and hypotension. Patient's blood pressure (BP) was 50/30 and heart rate (HR) 45. Patient fainted in the intensive care unit (ICU) setting. This happened during work hours while treating a patient. Patient was treated in the emergency department (ED). The adverse events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. It was unknown if treatment was received for the adverse event. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was recovered.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929134 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 OH 36.0 36 F numbness to lips day after vaccine tingling and numbness to left arm, progressively getting worse no drooping to face hives injection site pain

929135 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IL 20.0 20 F Side Effects included: headache, body aches (back pain), low-grade fever, chills, soreness in arm after injection and throughout the next 24-48 hours, overall fatigue/tired.   Most went away after the 24 hour mark. After the 24 hour mark -- soreness in arm continued and same with the headache.

929136 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 KY 26.0 F temperature of 101 °F; body aches; headache; nausea; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient).  A 26-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (Batch/lot number: EK9231) at right deltoid via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 12:20 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced temperature of 101 °F, chills, body aches, headache and nausea on 04Jan2021 02:00. Patient stated for the second one, she was hoping for the best, but she got the vaccine yesterday (03Jan2021), at 12:20, and today (04Jan2021), at 2 AM, she had a temperature of 101, and chills, body aches, headaches, and nausea. She was out of it today, she was not feeling good, and was told to do this. Caller got the vaccine at Employee Health. After 4 hours of Tylenol (expiry is May2021, lot is P115252), her temperature went right back up. It was about 99 when she had Tylenol. Chills started late this morning (04Jan2021) and were ongoing when she was not on Tylenol, but her body aches were ongoing. 9AM was when her headache started, and she was intermittently on Tylenol, but if past the 4 hour mark, they were as bad as they were this morning, but with Tylenol they were better. Nausea was mostly this morning, and had gotten better. Patient stated that due to her current symptoms her employer had required her to be tested for COVID-19. She had not yet received the results of that test. Seriousness for events temperature of 101 °F, chills, body aches, headache and nausea was Medically significant. Lab data included COVID test on 23Dec2020 was negative. The outcome of temperature of 101 °F, headache and nausea was recovering; of body aches was not recovered; of chills was unknown.  Primary Source Reporter (Method of assessment was Global Introspection) considered the events were related to BNT162B2.; Sender's Comments: There is a reasonable possibility that the events reported were related to BNT162b2 based on known drug safety profile and close temporal relationship.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929137 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 IL 32.0 F just shy of 24hrs after the vaccine, I developed bone/ joint pain in hips and shoulders, myalgias and a fever. Pain in my hips affected my ability to walk/gait. Pain was 8/10, constant, achy and throb; just shy of 24hrs after the vaccine, I developed bone/ joint pain in hips and shoulders, myalgias and a fever. Pain in my hips affected my ability to walk/gait. Pain was 8/10, constant, achy and throb; myalgia; fever; Pain in my hips affected my ability to walk/gait; Pain was 8/10, constant, achy and throbbing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A 32-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number EJ1685 expiration date unknown), intramuscularly, on an unspecified date in  Dec2020 at 17:00 (at the age of 32-years-old) at an unspecified dose in the right arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history was not provided. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was administered the vaccine in the hospital. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination.  Just shy of twenty-four hours after receiving the vaccine,  the patient developed bone/ joint pain in hips and shoulders, myalgias, a fever and pain in her hips which affected her ability to walk/gait. Her pain was 8/10, constant, achy and throbbing. Movement and sitting in the same position exacerbated the symptoms. The patient specified that she did not receive any treatment for the events. She did mention, however, that a hot shower and sleep eased her symptoms.  The clinical outcome of bone pain, joint pain, myalgia, fever, pain and difficulty in walking was reported as self-limited and resolved completely within 12-14 hours. It was also reported that since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

929138 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 40.0 40 F Patient received vaccine the 28th of December 2020. Physical exam show erythema, warm to touch, itching, slightly raised area and blanching to palpation. Circle drawn around redness previous night (2inx1.5in approx) and redness has progressed to larger diameter . Denies pain at sight. Patient has long painted nails. Patient given oral antibiotics, cephalexin 500mg taken 4 times a day for 10 days as well as topical steroid cream, triamcin acet 0.025% to be applied to area twice a day for 2 days. Instructed to follow up in two days to evaluation. During follow up, area noted to be improving. Instructed to continue current treatment and return if worsening of symptoms or development of new symptoms, fever/chills.

929139 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NV 43.0 F Itching and redness over whole body/I turned all red and was itching all over my body by about 10:30- 10:45 am/I still have mild itching; Itching and redness over whole body/I turned all red and was itching all over my body by about 10:30- 10:45 am/I still have mild itching; Elevated heart rate and blood pressure; Elevated heart rate and blood pressure; Had an allergic reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) lot no: EK9231, via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 30Dec2020 09:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history HTN and exercise-induced asthma, both from an unspecified date and unknown if ongoing. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient had no covid prior to vaccination and was not covid tested post vaccination. Concomitant medication included colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), and biotin. No other vaccines were administered in four weeks. Known allergies include tapendalol (NUCYNTA) and trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole (BACTRIM). On 30Dec2020 09:30, the patient experienced itching and redness over whole body, elevated heart rate, and blood pressure. The patient was given IV diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) 50 mg, IV famotidine (PEPCID), IV methylprednisolone (SOLU MEDROL), "flui" as treatment for AEs. The patient further clarified that she received the COVID 19 vaccine on 30Dec2020 at 9:00 and she had an allergic reaction. She turned all red and was itching all over her body by about 10:30- 10:45 am and was at the ER by about 11am. She started on prednisone 40mg for 3 days and diphenhydramine every 6 hours, as needed on 30Dec2020. On Sunday (03Jan2021), she was still severely itching and turning red so prednisone was continued for an additional 3 days and was switched to cetirizine (ZYRTEC) because she can't function on diphenhydramine. Cetirizine was not helping so she had to take diphenhydramine yesterday morning (04Jan2021). Last night (04Jan2021), she was ok without any diphenhydramine but this morning (05Jan2021), she still have mild itching, and no redness. The redness comes and goes; it is on the face, chest, arms, legs. When it first started, it was whole body redness. Then it moved to different areas on different days; she don't have a rash or hives, just redness.  She had a 4 inch band of redness on both arms one day. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient had not recovered from the events.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of allergic reactions cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  The underlying predisposing condition of drug allergies to multiple materials may put the patient at high risk of allergic reactions. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate

929140 01/08/2021 F contracted Sars-Cov-2 in between her two doses; contracted Sars-Cov-2 in between her two doses; This is a spontaneous report from a Contactable Other HCP. A female patient of an unspecified age started to receive the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on unknown date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient was due for her 2nd dose of Pfizer-Biontech Covid19 vaccine on 06Jan2020. She contracted Sars-Cov-2 in between her two doses, want to know if she should receive her second dose as scheduled. Patient had COVID-19 test with unknown result. Outcome of events was unknown. Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (contracted SARS CoV 2) with BNT162b2 cannot be completely excluded.

929141 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MI 33.0 33 M very bad dizziness that lasted over an hour

929142 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NY 38.0 38 M I run twice a week. One 6-8 mile and one 10-12 mile run.  I breathe through my nose mostly and I'm in very good pulmonary and cardiovascular condition.  I went for a run and 1 mile in I started drooling a lot! Spitting out mouthfuls every 15-30 seconds and I never spit.  Then my chest got tight and hurt and got irritated.  The feeling was identical to Bronchitis.  I started walking home and my breathing rate increased with wheezing. I got nauseous and was bent over with saliva poring out of my mouth.  Walking up one flight of stairs was difficult.  I have a finger pulse oximeter and it was at 84!  Breathing was very rapid and difficult. After 5 minutes it went up to 94 and then up to 98-99 after 1 more minute (when my pulse fell back under 100bpm.  Chest tightness continued for about 1 hour before I was back to normal for the most part. by today I feel 100% again.

929143 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 VA 43.0 F Ocular migraine, onset at 14:00, took 1 dose of Imitrex at 14:15. Vision began to improve at 14:40.; Ocular migraine, onset at 14:00, took 1 dose of Imitrex at 14:15. Vision began to improve at 14:40.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, PFIZER, Lot number: EL1284, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 09:00 at a single dose on Left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included Migraine, asthma, seasonal allergies, RLS (Restless legs syndrome). Concomitant medication included esomeprazole magnesium (NEXIUM [ESOMEPRAZOLE MAGNESIUM]), fluticasone propionate, salmeterol xinafoate (ADVAIR), montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), sumatriptan succinate (IMITREX), fluticasone propionate (FLONASE ALLERGY RELIEF). The patient previously took Amoxicillin, codeine and experienced allergies. The patient experienced ocular migraine, onset at 14:00, took 1 dose of Imitrex (25 mg) at 14:15. Vision began to improve at 14:40. The outcome of the events was recovering. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at the Hospital. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The events were considered as non-serious.

929144 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 63.0 M Joint pain; I started feelings like I am having flu like symptoms like chills; Body fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 63-years-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date not reported ), via an unspecified route of administration on the upper arm on 23Dec2020 at a single dose for COvid-19 immunization. Medical history included triglycerides (abnormal).  Concomitant medication included eicosapentaenoic acid ethyl ester (VASCEPA) for triglycerides. The patient is a dialysis technician in a dialysis Unit. The vaccine was given in a facility. The patient got the Covid Vaccine on 23Dec2020 and its like more than a week now, on an unspecified date, he felt joint pain, body fatigue and two nights ago, he started feelings like he was having flu like symptoms like chills he took his temperature and its normal so he doesnt know if there is a reported reactions like this that he was feeling and he would like to know what does he needs to do, to know anything and an advice. He was scheduled for the blood work done at this month. The patient was taking only paracetamol (TYLENOL) for his joint pain, and chills and that's the only thing that he is experiencing right now. The consumer did not undergo emergency room or physician office. Outcome of the event chills was not recovered, while for the other events was recovered on an unspecified date.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929145 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OH 51.0 51 F Itching and swelling at injection site

929146 01/08/2021 U tested positive for COVID-19 more than a week after receiving our COVID-19 vaccine; tested positive for COVID-19 more than a week after receiving our COVID-19 vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A 45-years-old patient of an unspecified gender started received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient tested positive for COVID-19 more than a week after receiving COVID-19 vaccine. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow up attempts are possible. Information on lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given. Case will be reevaluated based on follow-up information

929147 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Reported Temp 100.6F, difficulty sleeping, dizzy, lightheaded, flushed , nausea with diarrhea for 12 hours. All symptoms resolved. Patient Included the following information: 1 st dose Phizer EH 9899 2nd Dose Phizer EK 9231

929148 01/08/2021 F she has been itching for hours and the sensation keeps coming and going; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration and unspecified date at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unknown date, the patient stated that she has been itching for hours and the sensation keeps coming and going. It worsens in the morning and not so much in the evening. She said that there was no rash, just itching. The patient was asking any information on itching as a side effect of the vaccine. Outcome of the event was not recovered.   Information about Lot/Batch number is requested

929149 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 UT 42.0 F Chills; Headache; Bad dreams; Excessive thirst; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp, the patient. This 42-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine) (lot number EL3246), intramuscularly on 02Jan2021 at 10:00 (at the age of 42-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient had been diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 02Jan2021, the patient experienced headache, chills, bad dreams and excessive thirst. No therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events. The clinical outcome of headache, chills, bad dreams and excessive thirst was not resolved. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

929150 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CT 37.0 37 F extreme fatigue and extreme migraine starting 9 hours after vaccine and lasting 24 hours, slightly sore arm for 24 hours

929151 01/08/2021 M Body aches; Sweating; Loss of appetite; Weakness; Sleepiness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had side effects symptoms for 8 days after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine. Side effects reported were body aches, sweating, loss of appetite, weakness and sleepiness, the patient is being treated for his symptoms. The patient wanted to know how long his symptoms will last, stated that 8 days is not normal. Outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929152 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MS 43.0 F increased new palpitations/an increase in the amount of chest palpitations; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 43-year-old female patient receive the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number EH9899), intramuscular on the left deltoid on 29Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE as COVID prevention at the hospital.  Medical history included ongoing hypothyroidism for about 3 or 4 years, sinus headache, and ear pressure. It was reported that the patient had palpitations in the past but has not had any recently. Concomitant medications included ongoing liothyronine sodium (CYTOMEL) for hypothyroidism and phenylephrine (PHENYLEPHRINE) from unknown date until 31Dec2020 for ear pressure and sinus headache. The patient had her first dose of the COVID vaccine on 29Dec2020 and she had no problems at first, but she stated that she was seeing an increase in the amount of chest palpitations that she was having since 31Dec2020. She knew it was cold and fly season (uncommon for her to have ear pressure and headaches with weather changes) and she had to take some sinus medicines, so she just blew the palpitations off as having come from those sinus medicines but she was no longer taking those medicines and the palpitations were still persisting. The patient also mentioned that she was watching her caffeine intake, and she even was not having any more caffeine than she normally does. She really noticed the palpitations over the holiday weekend, and it felt like it was getting worse, and then she started feeling like she needed to reset herself. Outcome of the event was not recovered. As per causality, the patient also mentioned that it was unknown if the palpitations were caused by the vaccine, but she feared that they were. She also mentioned that she had no other vaccines on the same day as the COVID Vaccine so she was not sure.

929153 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IA 15.0 15 F no a/e, pt is under the age limit

929154 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 67.0 M I was pretty sick, I felt palsy; I was pretty sick, I felt palsy; I developed the fever for all about 30 hours after the vaccination; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. This physician reported for himself that a 67-years-old male patient received BNT162B2 (BioNTech Covid 19 vaccine; Batch/lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for "Because I am a physician, a healthcare provider" (covid-19 immunization).  Medical history included had Covid back on the 4th of December.  There were no concomitant medications. Physician stated he was wondering he just took your Pfizer Covid vaccination, the first one. He took it couple of days ago. He took it on the 30th of this month, two days ago. Physician further stated he developed the fever for all about 30 hours after the vaccination. Just because he developed the fever with the first one, it was like a 101.7 that was about 36 hours. So the question was just because he developed the fever with the first one, he was pretty sick, he meant he felt palsy, you know headache and all that it was like probably developed the same with the second one? Patient weight was maybe 125 pounds. When probed if vaccine was prescribed by any Physician, Physician stated he went himself. Causality by physician stated as "he think so". Lab work reported as He did not have the results yet. He just look a Covid screening test because he had Covid back on the 04Dec. So, he just took a Covid screening test. Treatment received included aspirin. The outcome of all events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the event palsy cannot be excluded as the information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929155 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 NY M had the COVID-19 vaccine on 28Dec2020 and was tested positive today (04Jan2021) for COVID-19; had the COVID-19 vaccine on 28Dec2020 and was tested positive today (04Jan2021) for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp via the Pfizer-sponsored program. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had the COVID-19 vaccine on 28Dec2020 and was tested positive today (04Jan2021) for COVID-19. Outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported positive with Covid 19 test after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

929156 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MN 37.0 37 M Patient developed an exanthem involving the trunk, arms, neck, legs within 12 hour of his last dose of 875mg Amoxacillin for tooth abscess on day ten post the first immunization for COVID-19 (Moderna). The rash was maculopapular and mildly itchy treated within a couple of hours post discovery (member awakened with rash this AM) with benadryl via urgent care, no major change after benadryl.

929157 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 TN 31.0 F blurriness on the right eye with consistent optic neuritis; read up on transverse myelitis that may be related to her condition; blurriness on the right eye with consistent optic neuritis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. This physician (patient) reported for self that the 31-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on Deltoid, Left on 20Dec2020 13:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. Reported she has a flu vaccine in Sep2020, and had no reaction to the flu vaccine. She clarified she has never had a reaction to a vaccination before. The patient received the vaccine last 20Dec2020 and has reported to have blurriness on the right eye with consistent optic neuritis since 24Dec2020. She has already consulted with an ophthalmologist who said her case was interesting and referred her to Pfizer. She is scheduled to have her second dose on 10Jan2021 and is asking if she should still take it. She also mentioned that she read up on transverse myelitis that may be related to her condition and is asking for any information we may have on this. Doctor reporting she is having a possible adverse event to the COVID-19 Vaccine. The patient clarified she received the COVID-19 Vaccine on Sunday, 20Dec2020 at approximately 1:00PM. Reported the COVID-19 Vaccine was administered at her employer. Doctor reported she is experiencing blurry vision in her right eye only, consistent with optic neuritis in Dec2020 (Medically significant). She said her right eye blurry vision gets worse after working out or showering. She said she has read some medical information that states some kind of autoimmune reaction, like transfer myelitis, may occur after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. The patient asked if she should get the second COVID-19 Vaccine, clarifying she is scheduled to receive her second dose on 10Jan2021. Clarified she started experiencing the right eye blurry vision on either 24Dec2020 or 25Dec2020. Treatment: Reported she saw an ophthalmologist, and the ophthalmologist said he didn't see anything concerning or not normal. She said the ophthalmologist referred her to see a neurologist, and to get a MRI of her head. She clarified her MRI appointment is on 19Jan2021. She clarified her ophthalmologist called her back 2 hours after she left her appointment. She said the ophthalmologist told her he found what she was experiencing to be interesting, as to when she received the COVID-19 Vaccine, and the start of her right eye blurry vision, and that he wanted her to get further evaluation. She said the ophthalmologist performed visual field testing, and took a fancy picture of her retina. No further details provided. Vaccination Facility Type was hospital. No Vaccine Administered at Military Facility. History of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect (or patient age at first and subsequent immunizations if dates of birth or immunizations are not available) was none. Additional Vaccines Administered on Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect was none. No AE(s) required a visit to Emergency Room but AE(s) required a visit to Physician Office. Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) was none. Patient's Medical History(including any illness at time of vaccination) was none. Family Medical History Relevant to AE(s) was not provided. Relevant Tests included Visual field test, and picture of her retina. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between bnt162b2 and the events optic neuritis, vision blurred and myelitis transverse cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929158 01/08/2021 F tinnitus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp, the patient. This female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced tinnitus 3 days after getting the vaccine. She stated it was getting worse over time. The clinical outcome of tinnitus was unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

929159 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 CA 34.0 34 U Pt states palpitations.  PT monitored, VS at released from observation area were normal for this patient.

929160 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 PA 41.0 F on day 3 after injection severe pain in left arm and weakness unable to raise arm at shoulder; on day 3 after injection severe pain in left arm and weakness unable to raise arm at shoulder; on day 3 after injection severe pain in left arm and weakness unable to raise arm at shoulder; numbness in extremities; numbness and tingling in extremities, tingling in extremities more so in left upper extremity then left foot, then right hand; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration (Left arm) on 27Dec2020 14:30 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included connective tissue undifferentiated (disorder), cervical radiculopathy, and Covid-19. No known allergies. Concomitant medications were unspecified; the patient received other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient reported numbness and tingling in extremities more so in left upper extremity then left foot, then right hand on 27Dec2020 (16:00). The patient also noticed slightly on day of injection then on day 3 (30Dec2020) after injection the patient had severe pain in left arm, weakness, and unable to raise arm at shoulder. The adverse events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient was treated with prednisone. The outcome of events was not recovered. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. This case is non-serious.

929161 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 F tested positive for Covid-19; tested positive for Covid-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (reporting for herself). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration, on 24Dec2020, single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested negative for Covid-19 on 22Dec2020, received her first vaccine dose on 24Dec2020 and then tested positive for Covid-19 on 26Dec2020. Outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product bnt162b2 to the reported drug ineffective and SARS-CoV-2 test positive cannot be ruled out.

929162 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 IN 47.0 47 F Cp initially that resolved in seconds. Then severe muscle aches, fatigue, temp 1 week,excruciating joint pain continues now. Malaise.

929163 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 WI 32.0 F Injection site sore, red hot hard; Injection site sore, red hot hard; Injection site sore, red hot hard; Injection site sore, red hot hard; Chills; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 32-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 30Dec2020 14:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 30Dec2020 20:00, the patient experienced injection site sore, red hot hard, chills, and headache. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date. The events were considered non-serious by the reporter.

929164 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 FL F itchy face; warm face; facial flushing; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: No adverse effect. Upon receipt of follow-up information on (04Jan2021), this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp and a contactable pharmacist. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), Lot: EK5730, expiry date: Mar2021, via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. An intern called to see if there was any cholesterol in the Covid vaccine or the amount of cholesterol in the vaccine. The patient had itchy face and warm face after receiving the vaccine. It was clarified that there was cholesterol in the vaccine, she would just like to know the source, she also clarified that the patient had facial flushing. The 1st Dose was on 04Jan2021, she reported facial flushing a few minutes later went away, the patient has already left. The patient states that she is vegan and wanted to know the source of cholesterol and if that could cause the facial flushing. The outcome of the event facial flushing was recovered while other events were unknown.

929165 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 PR 52.0 52 M The Patient present Sore throat , cough ,hoarseness . the doctor gave him Benadryl 50 mg IM now

929166 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 MN F full body rash; heart palpitations; reaction to drug excipient; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration on 26Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included several outdoor allergies, but no known food allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced full body rash and heart palpitations. The clinical course was as follows: the patient developed a full body rash and heart palpitations on 28Dec2020 and went to the emergency room. The patient had a full work-up which included electrocardiogram, troponin levels, and electrolytes, and all were normal. She was instructed to take diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). She thought it may have been due to the polyethylene glycol; however, she did mention that she previously took macrogol 3350 (MIRALAX)  on unknown dates for an unknown indication and was fine. The clinical outcomes of the full body rash, heart palpitations, and reaction to polyethylene glycol, were unknown.     The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported full body rash and the administration of the suspect, BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association. While the possibility of allergic to polyethylene glycol (drug excipient) might have provided alternative explanations.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

929167 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MO 26.0 26 F The night of the shot I got a headache, was throwing up, running a temp, chills, fever, felt dizzy and my arm was really swollen, red and hurt. Fast forward to 1-6-2021 I started getting a reaction at injection site which consisted of being swollen, red, a hard knot under the red area, really warm and sensitive to touch. I also have pain going up the left side of my neck and down my armpits/lymph nodes.

929168 01/08/2021 NJ M neuropathy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Reporter called about Covid vaccine and has a question connected to the AE he has reported. Wants to know if neuropathy is a side effect of the vaccine. Event outcome was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Very limited information was provided in this case, pending further details such as medical history, clinical course, specified event description, at this moment, the mentioned neuropathy is considered related to BNT162B2 for reporting purpose.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

929169 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 F Development of microemboli on distal, fourth right phalange on the ventral surface. Just past the DIP. Small blue hue below skin surface with mild tenderness on deep palpation.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Physician (patient). This adult female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), intramuscular on 23Dec2020 09:30 at single dose on right arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included migraine with aura. Concomitant medication included propranolol, loratadine (CLARITINE) and multivitamin. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously took cefprozil (CEFZIL) and experienced allergies. The patient experienced development of microemboli on distal, fourth right phalange on the ventral surface. Just past the DIP. Small blue hue below skin surface with mild tenderness on deep palpation on 24Dec2020 12:00. The event was considered as non-serious. Treatment for the events was unknown. The outcome of the event was unknown. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on the close temporal relationship, the association between the event microemboli on distal phalange with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929170 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 67.0 67 F headache, nausea, light sensitivity, neck pain, general not feeling well, not sleeping well

929171 01/08/2021 TX M States the intermittent muscle pain, and pain in chest and arms is worse now; tightness come into his chest; started having pains in his muscles in  his chest and arms and they would reach up into throat; pains in muscles, chest and arms; pains in muscles, chest and arms/it hit him in the chest; pains in muscles, chest and arms; AFib; flu like symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 69-year-old male patient received pneumococcal 13-val conj vac (dipht crm197 protein) (PREVNAR 13, Lot/batch number and Expiration date were not provided), intramuscular at left arm on an unspecified date at single dose for immunization. Medical history included seasonal allergies (serious reaction to Mountain Cedar because he lives in the mountains). Concomitant medication included finasteride, testosterone; both from 2013 and ongoing. Patient stated when he first took the vaccine he had flu like symptoms (19Feb2015) for 2 weeks and AFib (19Feb2015) and other problems, states these issues resolved after 3 weeks, stated later he developed a situation, states when he started to use any energy or adrenaline he started having pains in his muscles in  his chest and arms and they would reach up into throat (all from Nov2018), states this was intermittent, sometimes would have it and sometimes wouldn't have it, states this really came into play in Nov2018, states he was working out one day and it hit him in the chest and had to stop working out, did not understand what happening, states at that time, he has a serious reaction to Mountain Cedar because he lives in the mountains, and he had just started taking Claritin to cover the mountain cedar problem. Over time in the spring, he gets off of antihistamine and it still continues, recently in the last month it has really come into play and he can just walk across a room quickly an the can feel the tightness come into his chest, the physician that did administer the vaccine put him on an EKG two years after vaccine to check if he has a heart problem, states he has a near perfect EKG. Stated the intermittent muscle pain, and pain in chest and arms is worse now than it was when it first started. States that he will work through it and it will dissipate after about 15 minutes. The patient wanted to know if there is an antidote to the vaccine. The outcome of the events AFib and Flu like symptoms were recovered in 2015; events Muscle pain, Chest pain, Pain in arm and Condition worsened were not recovered; other events were unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929172 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 49.0 49 F Pt described tingling of face and body just at time of vaccination

929173 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 AK 78.0 M Went to ER left side of face sagging. They did MRI it showed he had stroke. happened before 4pm that same day as vaccine. Happened between 2-4 pm; Went to ER left side of face sagging. They did MRI it showed he had stroke. happened before 4pm that same day as vaccine. Happened between 2-4 pm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 78-year-old male patient receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EK5730), on 31Dec2020 11:00 AM via unknown route of administration at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included high blood pressure, but went up and down and had to readjust. His BP was high and not sure how long it was that way. Concomitant medications included unspecified blood pressure medications. There were no known allergies. Patient went to ER left side of face sagging. They did MRI it showed he had stroke. It Happened before 4pm that same day as vaccine on 31Dec2020 02:00 PM. And it Happened between 2-4 pm. Patient received treatment. Patient had ER test blood, cat scan, MRI. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient did not have been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering. This case was assessed non-serious by reporter. And the events did not result in death, Life threatening, Caused/prolonged hospitalization, Disabling/Incapacitating, Congenital anomaly/birth defect.

929174 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 23.0 23 M Chills and fever

929175 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 OR 65.0 M occipital neuralgia; left-side Bells Palsy; bilateral headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 65-year-old male patient received BNT162b2 (Lot/batch number and Expiration date were not provided), via an unspecified route of administration at right deltoid on 21Dec2020 19:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included low high density lipoprotein (HDL). There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took influenza vaccine (longer than 4 weeks ago, and he did not have any reaction), pravastatin for low HDL. Reported 2 days ago (02Jan2021) he developed a bilateral headache. He stated he was asymptomatic until then. He said he now has Bells Palsy on 02Jan2021, clarified he has left-side Bells Palsy. He said it is unknown to him if the bilateral headache and Bells Palsy are related to taking the COVID-19 Vaccine. He stated he started wearing a N95 mask for the past 2 weeks. He said the N95 mask is very tight on the back of his head. He said he believes he is experiencing occipital neuralgia caused by wearing the N95 mask. He said studies show that the N95 mask can cause Bells Palsy, and the N95 mask maybe a confounding factor. He stated he doesn't have any further information on the N95 mask he was using. Initially he had a severe headache and administered to himself a sphenopalatine block of Lidocaine 1% in his nose. He stated being an ER doctor, he knows how to administer the sphenopalatine block to a patient. He went to the ER on 03Jan2021 to make sure he did not have a tumor or a stroke. He said the hospital performed a CT of his head, a MRA, labs, and a COVID-19 test (clarified as a PCR COVID-19 test) with a full viral count. He said all the tests were negative. His wife noticed his Bells Palsy yesterday, 03Jan2021. He said he thinks the Bells Palsy started the night before on 02Jan2021. He said he noticed on the night of 02Jan2021 when he was brushing his teeth, he hit a tooth on that side (clarified as left side) of his mouth with his tooth brush. He hasn't started taking steroids yet, but will be starting steroids real soon. He clarified his doctor prescribed a Medrol dose pack and Valtrex for the Bells Palsy. He stated he has not started the Medrol dose pack and Valtrex. He is ordering Lidocaine 1% viscous for himself, so he can do an internasal sphenopalatine block on himself. He does not know if the bilateral headache and Bells Palsy were caused by taking the COVID-19 Vaccine. The events required Emergency Room visit. The outcome of the event Bell's palsy was not recovered,  Headache was recovering, Occipital neuralgia was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162b2 and the onset of Bell's palsy/Headache might not be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

929176 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 NC 59.0 F Headache; Fever: She said that she started with kind of chills and shakes; Fever: She said that she started with kind of chills and shakes; she was not feeling too good; real high heart rate that were in the 110's that last for lasted for hours; Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. A 59-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number: EK9231 and expiration date unknown), via intramuscular on left deltoid on 03Jan2021 09:13 at single dose for COVID-19 prophylaxis. The patient medical history and concomitant medications reported as none. The reporter is a registered nurse that reported that she had the first Covid-19 vaccine yesterday morning on 03Jan2021 and she had side effects. She reported that she had a fever, headache, and a real high heart rate that was in the 110's that last for lasted for hours. She said that she started with kind of chills and shakes 11 hours and 40 minutes after receiving the vaccine. One minute she was fine and the next minute she was feeling chilled. By the time she got home from her mother's house, which is a hours drive, she was not feeling too good. Her fever broke today 04Jan2021 at around 04:00 and when she checked her temperature it was 98.7 degrees. She said that 100.2 degrees was the highest temperature she recorded. The patient said that it was a mild fever. Her headache started about 22:00 03Jan2021. The patient said that she still has the headache a little bit and she has been treating it with Tylenol and it has gotten better. She said that she wears a fit bit that tracks her heart rate and she can hear her heartbeat in her ears and she could hear it going fast. Caller said that her heart rate was down to 98 beats per minute at 06:30 this morning. She said that her current heart rate was Body temperature. Caller said that her high heart rate had her very concerned. She said that it is not normal. She is supposed to go back on 30Jan2021 to get her 2nd injection. Should she still plan on getting the second part of the vaccine? The reporter assessed event real high heart rate that were in the 110's that last for lasted for hours as serious with medically significant. Other events were assessed as non serious. The outcome of the events fever and real high heart rate that were in the 110's that last for lasted for hours was recovered on 04Jan2020, outcome of the event headache was recovering, outcome of the other events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the close temporal relationship, the association between the event high heart rate with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.
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929177 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 44.0 44 F Swollen area under the skin on left hand that is causing  numbness in the palm, thumb and first finger. Some swelling to the hand as well

929178 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 UT 38.0 F I was having trouble clearing my throat, felt like it was closing up; high heart rate/rapid heart rate agai; uncontrollable rigors; numb lips and hands; numb lips and hands; nausea; shortness of breath, difficulty catching my breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 38-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number: EJ1685, intramuscular in the left arm, on 30Dec2020 09:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included bariatric surgery, had anterior vaginal repair and bladder sling, had her gall bladder and tonsils removed. Concomitant medication included rizatriptan and paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient had no known allergies but mentioned that she cannot take the NSAIDs eventhough she was not allergic to them. She had no allergies to food or to other products. It was reported that within about 10 minutes of the injection of the vaccine, she had trouble clearing her throat, felt like it was closing up, had uncontrollable rigors, high heart rate, numb lips and hands, and nausea on 30Dec2020 at 09:30 AM. She was discharged from the ED (emergency department), went home and took a nap. Later that evening, she began to have a rapid heart rate again, began to had shortness of breath, difficulty catching her breath and she was admitted to the emergency department again and given more IV medications. The onset of the events was reported to be 30Dec2020 at 09:30 AM with outcome of recovering. As a result of the events, the patient visited that Emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment received with IV medications (unspecified), breathing treatment, and epinephrine injection. The patient had no covid prior vaccination. She had not had Covid test post vaccination.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events throat tightness, heart rate increased, chills, hypoaesthesia oral, hypoaesthesia, nausea and dyspnoea cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929179 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 34.0 34 M Fatigue, myalgia, arthralgia, bone pain, sore throat and pharyngitis.

929181 01/08/2021 M fibromyalgia and neuropathy on the lower cervical/pain has exacerbated; fibromyalgia and neuropathy on the lower cervical/pain has exacerbated; headache; channeled body pain; fever at 100.7F; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date (reported as 31Jan2020) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included fibromyalgia and neuropathy on the lower cervical. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced fibromyalgia and neuropathy on the lower cervical/pain has exacerbated, headache, channeled body pain, and fever at 100.7 F on an unspecified date. It was reported that headache, channeled body pain, and fever at 100.7 F occurred 1 hour after vaccination. The patient underwent lab tests and procedure, which included: body temperature: 100.7 Fahrenheit  on an unspecified date. The patient has been taking unspecified medications for the condition, in addition to acetaminophen (TYLENOL FOR ARTHRITIS). Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of all of the events as aforementioned. The clinical outcome of fibromyalgia and neuropathy on the lower cervical/pain has exacerbated, headache, channeled body pain, and fever at 100.7 F was unknown.

929182 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 F Fainting; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). This consumer reported similar events for 02 patient. This is the 1st of 2 reports. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced fainting on 31Dec2020. The patient went to the emergency department in regards to fainting and was told the fainting couldn't be related to the COVID-19 Vaccine. Then she heard about someone else fainting. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch cannot be obtained. No further information is expected; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021006463 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

929184 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 46.0 F difficulty breathing/swallowing; difficulty breathing/swallowing; Hives/hives all over including in her mouth; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (spouse). A 46-year-old female patient (wife) received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, lot number: EH9899) via unspecified route of administration at arm right on 29Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 vaccine. Medical history included ongoing anxiety diagnosed 22 years ago. Concomitant medications were not none. Patient received the vaccine and was one big hive (01Jan2021). She went to the ER on sat and will have to go back. Caller is asking where she should go. patient went through the VAERS report 3 times. She did not have any sides effects. patient is a frontline worker. On 29Dec2020 she got the Covid vaccine. On Sat 02Jan2021 she went the ER with hives all over including in her mouth, stated she had difficulty breathing/swallowing, was given medication to take home and discharged. She was readmitted yesterday 05Jan2020 with worsening symptoms and needed to be given a prednisone nebulizer. they had two ER visits. No Investigation Assessment. patient was not recovered from the event hives/hives all over including in her mouth, the final outcome of other events was unknown.Y

929185 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 U What I believe may have triggered this reaction is that in October I had a carpal and ulnar tunnel release in the same extremity/affected the nerves; my entire upper arm began aching-pain from my trapezius down to my elbow; my index and middle finger began tingling; I am noting pain in each of the major joints of my arm-shoulder, elbow and wrist; I am noting pain in each of the major joints of my arm-shoulder, elbow and wrist.; I am noting pain in each of the major joints of my arm-shoulder, elbow and wrist.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on the arm on 19Dec2020 as single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced the following:  " my entire upper arm began aching-pain from my trapezius down to my elbow " in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown;  "my index and middle finger began tingling "  in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown;  " I am noting pain in each of the major joints of my arm-shoulder, elbow and wrist " in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown; " what I believe may have triggered this reaction is that in October I had a carpal and ulnar tunnel release in the same extremity " in Dec2020 with outcome of unknown.  Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events. Details were as follows: The injection itself was without any issues. However, 6-7 hours later, the patient described the following: patients entire upper arm began aching-pain from trapezius down to the elbow. This continued throughout the weekend and then Monday, patients index and middle finger began tingling (as if asleep). This symptom never subsided. The patient noted pain in each of the major joints of the arm shoulder, elbow and wrist. The patient tried trigger injections in the trapezius, ibuprofen, muscle relaxers, heat, exercises, and a steroid burst-all without relief of symptoms. Patient was able to move arm and had strength in the extremity. Patient saw a specialist in physical medicine and rehabilitation. The patient believed that what triggered this reaction is that in October the patient had a carpal and ulnar tunnel release in the same extremity. The patient wondered whether the medication affected the nerves that had been manipulated during surgery. The events outcome was unknown.   The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up .; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the possible contribution of suspect BNT 162B2 injection to the event Neuropathy peripheral cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

929186 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 OK 56.0 56 F After the shot the next evening my arm was so sore and couldn't move my arm. After 8 days when I became sick.

929187 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 IL 51.0 51 M Pt. had a COVID vaccine (Moderna) 12/29/2020, in left deltoid. - Pt. said on day 0, he had no symptoms or injection site reaction. - Day 2-5 pt. reports his injection site grew to a "tennis ball" size (~10 cm x 6 cm) and became purplish/red - Day 6-8 pt. reports it has grown slightly larger than that and is more red. -Day 9-current pt reports no change in size, but color is less red. Pt. reports he has mild itching but does not interfere with daily activity, denies pain, fever, headache, dizziness. Pt. reports area is warm to touch, and slightly swollen, but does not feel any "knots" in arm at injection site. Has been using topical hydrocortisone for mild itch.  Pt has h/o muscular dystrophy. reports very little muscle tone in arms, particularly at vaccine injection site. Pt is currently not very mobile, and is wc bound, due to bimalleolar fracture of left ankle.

929188 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 27.0 27 M Fever, muscle aches, headache

929189 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NC 45.0 45 F Patient received vaccine on Jan. 5, 2021 at one o'clock and symptoms began when she got home at 5:30 pm. She experienced headache, nausea, vomiting, chills, night sweats, sore arm, dry mouth, mild fever 99.7 was the highest recorded temperature. Patient called our employee hotline and was told to have a Covid test seeing as the symptoms were the same. She tested negative and began to feel better by the third day with residual symptoms of nausea and fatigue.

929190 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 TN 58.0 F Rash; Itching at different spot at different time; Hives; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 58-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 at single dose as reported for "Indication: Consumer stated, "Because I work in Covid testing, in healthcare."  Medical history included hypertension and allergy.  Concomitant medication included amlodipine, lisinopril, metoprolol, hydrochlorothiazide (HYDROCHLORZIDE), desloratadine and montelukast.  The patient stated, "had the first dose of the Pfizer vaccine yesterday for the Covid 19, 2 hours after I started itching and it has been different places all over my body. I do not know has it anything to do with the way that it goes through the body, I do not know. I have had to take a lots of Benadryl. I have had to take some steroids that I had here at the house I never had started and I thought it was okay. Last night my husband put hydrocortisone cream (later clarified as treatment) on areas I was itching and had hives. I slept all night I did not have any problem since I got up this morning I started itching in other place. So, I have done the whole thing again. I am going to has to go. I did not want to go ER because I am not having trouble on breathing or anything like that but I have got various places it is like different places every time it starts. So, I need to I am going to go and have a probably a strong steroid shot and have strong steroid given to me, not for oral but I just want to let you know if that is a side effect and I do not know whether I am going to take the second one or not?" I have taken Benadryl and I have taken Methylprednisolone and I have used on the Cortisone Cream, the topical cream". The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the events rash, pruritus and urticaria cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929191 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OR 53.0 53 F Raspy voice, tightening of throat, sweating, flushed, tingling feeling in face, one elevated BP reading, shaking.  Received Diphenhydramine 50 mg IM at 1:20 PM

929192 01/08/2021 F Coughing so hard; coughed during COVID but not like this; Hard to stand up; Pain/body wrecking pains; Fever; Started heaving; Dizzy; Nauseous; Throwing up; Chills; Draining; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An adult female patient (consumer's daughter) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included covid-19 from Nov2020. The patient had COVID in the middle of Nov2020 and her father and reporter had it two weeks before and then about two weeks later, she got it. She took her 14 days quarantine, she coughed and had some tummy issues. She had fever, the aches and pains with Covid, a little bit of dry cough. She did not feel good for probably about 5 days, after that she started working again. She had COVID and did not have to be hospitalized, any IV drip or anything before vaccination. 6 weeks later, she got the vaccine shot. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The vaccine came out on Wednesday (30Dec2020), the patient signed up at work to take it. Within about 12 hours  (unknown onset date), she did start to feel 'oily', and had started having aches, pains and very shortly after that she started running a fever, all of a sudden the cough came out of the blue, she started heaving, dizzy, nauseous and it's three days later, she was coughing so hard. She coughed during COVID but not like this, this was like COVID ten times over, same symptoms though, throwing up, throwing up, hard to stand up, aches, pains, fever, chills, body wrecking pains. The patient can hardly talk because she kept coughing and draining. The reporter asked that "Should her daughter be given vaccine? Does her antibodies, daughter was asked - Did you have any severe case, and she told - No, I was able to stay home and just stay in bed, they said - Okay we'll give it to you. Should she have gotten so close to the signs that she had COVID? Why her daughter be asked that question? What is going on regarding the symptoms. What should we do about it?" Consumer tried to get daughter to go to a COVID Clinic today (02Jan2021), and know she didn't have COVID, that's not how it worked, but normal doctors didn't want to see her daughter. Consumer called the COVID Clinic and they said "Yes, we could probably see her". The outcome of events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cough and difficulty standing cannot be excluded based on temporal relation of vaccination and onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929193 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 ND 50.0 50 F Within 9 minutes hives  began, face began to swell up, body felt hot, palpitations began and itching. Her neck was blotchy red. 10 minutes later her mouth began to itch

929196 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MO 35.0 35 M Redness, heat to touch at injection site, burning/stinging, some arm ache

929197 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NY 52.0 52 F Reported fever of 104F, severe headache, bodyaches, nausea/ vomit x4, couldn't sleep. Symptoms resolved with Excedrin,Motrin, and Tylenol.

929198 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 48.0 48 M Had COVID March 17, 2020 and was put on medication, Brovana, Budesonide, Wixela, for lungs. After shot arm is very sore, body aches, 99.9 temp. When he work up next day,  pulse was 130.  Stayed in bed that day until lunch. Then head started getting hot. Pulse was 130 still.  At 5:00pm pulse was 146 laying down. Went to hospital because of dizziness, ER. Fever 103.  Will see a cardiologist next.

929199 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CA 39.0 39 M Digestion problems lost 15-20 lbs since the shot

929200 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 53.0 53 F no reaction or side effects at time of injection; then 5 days later on 1/4 developed red bump on right forearm that progressed to rash on both forearms, upper legs and torso; no itching pain, swelling of diff breathing

929201 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IA 30.0 30 F woke up 01/07/2021 with a rash around the injection site. It is slightly itchy, red and raised.

929202 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 44.0 44 M Joint pain , and inflammation especially in right elbow but also in both ankles , knees and wrists

929203 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Wed, 12/30/2020 muscle ache in a horseshoe shape above injection site. Tues, 1/5/2021 right clavicle lymphadenopathy. Wed, 1/6/2021 broken blood vessel right sclera at 4-5 o?clock.

929205 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 OH 41.0 41 F Headache after 1st dose, reported receiving 2nd dose on 01/08/2021

929206 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 29.0 29 F Broke out in rash on face, neck, chest, and arms.  Some swelling in the face.

929207 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 FL 45.0 45 M I had a rash on the left forearm after I had the Covid-19 vaccine in the same arm 10 mins later. It was getting bigger up to about 0.8x0.8cm size with itching and red color. It lasted for 40min. After I was given two tablets of the anti-allergy medicine, the rash gradually became smaller and disappeared 30min later.

929209 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IA 37.0 37 F Tylenol Ibuprofen

929210 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 MO 32.0 32 F Red, raised, warm baseball size area on left deltoid. Arm was sore for 3 days.

929211 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 38.0 38 F nausea, fatigue, injection site painful

929212 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NY 48.0 48 F headache, muscle aches, chest tightness, lethargic, lightheaded for three days.

929213 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MD 46.0 46 F Vaccine given 12/30/2020, nausea.Worked my 3-11pm shift at hospital.  12/31/2020 around 1:00am woke up with swollen face, fast heart rate, heart palpitations, dizzy, lips and tongue tingling. Epi-pen given in Left thigh, Benadryl taken every 4 hours. Symptoms got better after several hours.

929214 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 35.0 35 F On 1/7/21; has a large hive/lump; itchy; hot to touch; redness. Patient had no adverse symptoms until 1 week after the initial injection.

929215 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 UT 32.0 32 F After I received the vaccine my platelets dropped to 14 and had to take steroids and almost had to get a blood transfusion.

929217 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 UT 23.0 23 F Swollen gums and ulcers/blisters/rash on roof of mouth

929218 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 MO 47.0 47 F Headache, low-grade fever (99.2), fatigue, loss of appetite, sore arm. Sore arm lasted for 3 days, but the other symptoms only lasted about 12 hours.

929219 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 49.0 49 F 48 hours after receiving the vaccine, I began experiencing nausea and abdominal pain/acid reflux, night sweats and chills, headaches, sinus inflammation and pressure. These symptoms continued for 5 days. 8 days after the vaccine, I had a wheal and flare reaction in my right arm in the injection site. This has been lasting for about 3 days.

929220 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 WA 31.0 31 F One episode of moderate abdominal cramping, resolved with diarrhea x1. No prior history of abdominal pain/diarrhea, no known food pathogens.

929221 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IA 37.0 37 F Tylenol Ibuprofen

929222 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 56.0 56 F Patient C/O palpations, hot, dizzy, slightly nauseated.  No SOB   Patient observed x 40 minutes   B/P 126/86  HR 76  Sat 96%   Patient did elect to call her husband to pick her up

929223 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 VA 47.0 47 M 7 days after injection, at injection site, developed pruritus, by day 8, developed an approx 5 cm area of erythema/induration/pruritus, without pain.

929224 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 DC 30.0 30 F A red, raised patch of skin that was slightly painful was noted around the injection site the day after the injection.  This site appeared to go away completely two days after the vaccination.  Around 7 days after the injection was given, the same red patch of skin appeared around the injection site once again.  This time the patch was not painful but was red, raised, slightly firm, itchy, and warm to touch.  Since the shot was given at work OMS was contacted and Pt came to OMS to show them the injection site.  Area assessed and Pt given hydrocortisone cream for symptomatic treatment.

929225 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 PR 55.0 55 F Erythema and edema in left arm area of administration. Warm and tender to touch and a mild hematoma formed in the puncture site.

929226 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MA 40.0 40 F Same day - blurred vision that went away shortly after experiencing.  Headache, tired, very swollen at site of injection, diarrhea, chills, temp of 101.

929227 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 NY 30.0 30 F Reported generalized itchy hives that lasted for 6 days. Resolved with benadryl. Saw PCP Doctor already.

929228 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NV 27.0 27 F Nausea starting day 7 post injection

929229 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 CA 39.0 39 U Pt states feels warm after sitting a few minutes.  PT monitored, VS at released from observation area were normal for this patient.

929230 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 42.0 42 F approximately 1 week after the initial injection I began feeling itchiness at the injection site. The location was red and hot to the touch. No other issues. I used hydrocortisone on the area which helped with the itch but the redness and heat continued until the next afternoon. (1/7/2021) On 1/8/2021 the heat and redness is greatly reduced. No Itchiness. The injection site feels a bit hard compared to the skin around the site.

929231 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 58.0 58 M fever 100-101, fatigue

929232 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AL 64.0 64 M Experienced fever and chills since 11 PM.  Is taking Tylenol currently.  As of 1233 on 1/8/21, still febrile.   Arm is sore.  He is aching all over (general malaise).   Feels like he is fighting the Covid infection again.

929233 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 CA 48.0 48 M Headaches so severe went to ED, neg MRI brain.  Last day of work was 17 days ago, so possible vaccine reaction has lasted 17 days and not improving, better when taking steroids.

929234 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Rash to face and lips, periorbital edema, all lasting 1 week, has not fully resolved. Taking benadryl and hydrocortisone cream

929235 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NE 93.0 93 M DEVELOPED CHILLS ON 1/6/21 LASTING 15 MINUTES BEFORE RESOLVING.

929236 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 IA 54.0 54 F Pt woke up with pain, swelling @ injection site. Area firm, hot to touch. Seen by Provider @ clinic & was given Keflex for treatment

929237 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 NH 50.0 50 F Pt with history of allergic reactions, premedicated w/ Benadryl 50 mg po. 30 min after receiving the vaccination, she started to have difficulty breathing and chest tightness. No wheezing. Pt had neck and face flushing without hives. Pt tachycardic at 120 bpm. SOB and tachycardia lasted 1.5 hrs. Pt denies anxiety, dizziness or GI symptoms. Pt monitored and advised to avoid 2nd dose of mRNA vaccine; pt declined to see PCP

929238 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 61.0 61 F SEVERE HEADACHE, MILD DIZZINESS, RUNNY NOSE , EAR ACHE, STOMACH ACHE, COLDS,COUGH

929239 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MO 58.0 58 F My arm is still sore, feels hot and swollen on the injection site.  I can feel lymph nodes under my armpit.   I occasionally take pain reliever to help with the pain.

929240 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MD 39.0 39 F POUNDING HEADACHE, COULDNT SLEEP, PAIN UNDER ARM PIT, NECK PAIN, SWELING UNDER ARM PIT

929241 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NH 59.0 59 F None

929242 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IL 24.0 24 F Reaction that looks like hives (red bumpy skin) at the site of injection 1 week after the first dose. Spread to 3 inches in diameter in the next 10 hours and was itchy. At the same time, experienced body aches. Still experiencing red, itchy skin 3 days after the start of the reaction.

929243 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 PA 78.0 78 F Pt received vaccine on 1/4/21 and then that night had a fever of 101.3 She found out she was a close contact to a Covid pt & tested post on 1/6/21

929244 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 PA 27.0 27 F 12/22 vaccination. Within a few minutes, after sitting down, I started to get really dizzy, lightheaded. Intermittent chills. Symptoms lasted 20 minutes. 12/23 24 hour post vaccine, symptoms returned. myalgia. Temp was higher then normal baseline; 99.4.  12/24 still had dizziness.  called employee health; mild / moderate reaction to vaccine. Tylenol.  Dizziness resolved.  12/25 symptoms resolved.  Following Monday, afternoon, felt extremely fatigued.  Touched base with COVID committee; UPMC/advised to get titers checked.

929246 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MA 55.0 55 F Recipient reported having chills overnight and reported to work today with left arm to left flank soreness. She took Motrin

929247 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NE 89.0 89 F APPROXIMATELY 1 HOUR POST VACCINATION, DEVELOPED DIZZINESS AND SHAKINESS THAT LASTED FOR AN HOUR BEFORE RESOLVING.

929248 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 33.0 33 M body pain, headache, joint pain

929249 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 40.0 40 M chills aches cough sore throat chest tightness

929250 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Swollen supraclavicular lymph node left side

929252 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 VA 48.0 48 M Extreme redness below injection site - note this is 1 week after injection.

929254 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 53.0 53 F 1/6/21: Received vaccine without any immediate reaction around 12:20pm. Took ibuprofen 400mg with dinner that evening anticipating some body aches (which i had for 24h after dose 1). 1/7/21: Woke in the early AM with severe arthralgia, myalgia, restlessness, mild R arm swelling.  Ate a small snack and took ibuprofen. All day 1/7/21: fatigue, myalgia, arthralgia (all of my large and small joints, my long bones, my intercostals, my large muscles stiff/ ached), and increasingly swollen R axillary lymph node(s) about the size of a large egg, extending into my upper chest.  Food aversion at breakfast - could not tolerate eating more than a few bites.  Slept almost all day except to re-dose ibuprofen and take a warm shower. Tolerating bland diet by evening.  Tmax 99.3F forehead As of now 10:30am 1/8/21, myalgias are improving.  Fatigue continues but is less. R axillary and chest lymph nodes are painful and swollen, up into my lower neck.  Continuing to take  ibuprofen with some food 3x per day

929256 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Comparable to COVID symptoms I had in October. Fever, headache, aches,  painful"bee sting" type at injection site.

929257 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 34.0 34 F soreness at injection site and mild diarrhea

929258 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 44.0 44 F Starting the day after vaccine, experienced pain 4 inches below site which steadily increased. On 01/7/2021 at 6 am noticed redness and warmth. Rx Bactrim on 01/7/2021 and have taken 2 doses and redness, warmth and pain have increased. Also have pain up right shoulder and right sided headache. Slight nausea, afebrile. PMD wanted me to report adverse reaction.

929259 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 KY 28.0 28 F Patient had redness with hive at injection site for about 48 hours post administration. On 1/6/21, the patient took a dose of Miralax and had an anaphylactic response and was treated in the ED department

929260 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 VA 34.0 34 F 12 hours after dose (8 pm), very mild muscle pain and fatigue started. By 10-11, increased whole body muscle pain, some joint pain, fatigue, and chills began. Chills were pretty bad (for me at least). Almost like increased cold sensitivity. Headache began this morning (24 hours after vaccine). Temp 99.5.

929261 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NE 92.0 92 F ON 1/5/21 AT 10:30AM, DEVELOPED WEAKNESS, LASTING 15 MINUTES.

929262 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MN 62.0 62 F At 12 hrs after injection vomiting and severe chills for an hour.  15 hrs after injection severe body aches for an hour.  18 hrs after injection was mild-moderate headache and moderate tiredness and confusion for another 4-6 hrs.

929263 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CA 45.0 45 U Pt states minor headache developed after vaccination  PT monitored, VS at released from observation area were normal for this patient, states headache better but still present.

929265 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MO 24.0 24 F Localized painful, and itchy swelling at injection site, grew to baseball size over the course of a week. Stiff arm and neck.

929266 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 42.0 42 F Approximately 30 minutes post vaccination, patient became c/o of palpitations and confusion with syncope and loss of consciousness. Later the patient developed hives.

929267 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 MI 41.0 41 F Extremely Sore arm that evening, Into shoulder joint, down arm to elbow. The following day chills, body aches and 102.0 fever. Fever lasted until day 3. Day 3-5 weakness, SOB with any exertion, fatigue. Had to call off work on day 3.

929268 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 58.0 58 M This 58 -year-old male patient on Thursday morning December 31, 2020 the patient reported minor soreness to the injection site On January 07, 2021 I spoke with the provider and he confirmed that the patients' event has resolved.

929269 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 TX 40.0 40 M I had muscle ache everywhere. I was felt fatigue could not stand long. Headache.

929271 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 WA 28.0 28 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Beginning at hr 18 from vaccine administration, I woke up with body aches and fatigue, but not severe enough where I couldn?t work. By hours 40-48, I was still having body aches and fatigue but more severe. In addition, I had light headedness, flushed face, and a ?scratchy? throat (not necessarily sore but felt a little different). I left work and went to urgent care to get tested for Covid-19.

929272 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 CA 42.0 42 F When I woke up on the 21st to go to work at 5AM I felt Vertigo, nausea, and a slight headache the vertigo was the debilitation factor.  I went to work because it was too late to call in sick, I managed to stay the whole day and then I was off some days due to the holidays. The nausea and vertigo lasted 11 days the headache lasted 2 days.  I decided to go to the walk in clinic (day 7 - 12/29) because the vertigo and nausea would not go away.  They run bloodwork all normal. They told me to take OTC meclizine.  It took the edge off helped a tiny bit. I woke up 01/01 symptom free.

929273 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WI 61.0 61 M Softball size soft bursa like sac developed on the evening of the injection.  Following morning joint pain was in left shoulder and elbow.  Fatigue was significant 1 and 2 days post vaccine.  Rest, massage and warm compress was applied and swelling is decreasing at this time.

929274 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MO 20.0 20 F green watery stool, very painful muscle cramps, worsening of narcolepsy symptoms, extreme anxiety (only at night)

929276 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 FL 64.0 64 F Dizziness,headache,palpitations with increased heart rate to 132/min,mild increase in BP,cold and clammy hands and both legs below knees . I didn't have any shortness of breath or chest pain. My pulse ox was 98-99.My symptoms started within 20  mins of  vaccination and lasted for almost 2 hours on and off before they were resolved. I didn't need any medical intervention like O2 or IV administration of fluids or any medications. I was under observation and dranks about 30 oz of water to keep myself hydrated . Once I felt better I drove home and rested for whole day and didn't go out. I didnt have any recurrence of these symptoms later that day or next day.

929277 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 16.0 16 M lump in arm pit of injection arm

929278 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MA 42.0 42 F 7 Days after injection, Left arm became tender and slightly swollen, aprox 1 hour later became itchy and developed small red raised area(1"x1") at injection site. About 12 hours later developed large red, swollen, warm, tender and painful area at injection site in aprox  5"x3" in size. Took Ibuprophen for paina nd iced for 20 minutes Called Primary in AM who prescribed Keflex. I was also instructed to take Claritin in AM, follow prescribed course for Keflex, Ibuprophen as needed and Benadryl in PM. Ice when possible

929279 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 VA 31.0 31 F pt reports at 4pm had tingling in her lips which progressed to throat feeling itchy.  She had no SOB, no cough, no other symptoms.  She was given 25mg oral Benadryl and 650mg Tylenol.  At 430 she was sent to ER for observation.  She reports in ER she received not medication.  Was discharged after a few hours of observation.  Today reports no symptoms of this type

929280 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 PR 54.0 54 F Warm neck and face. Burning sensation in eyes.

929281 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Patient reports mild headache but that is not unusual, "funky" a little nauseated, foggy. Also there is redness and bumpy and itchy and a little warm or irritation.

929282 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 51.0 51 M Mild headache, vision spotty. BP 146/86 SpO2 97% pulse - 92

929283 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 OH 57.0 57 F After injection, site was sore on 1/5 . Next day removed bandage and insertion site was raised and red  on 1/6. On 1-8 and 1-9 the redness has spread but less swollen.

929284 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NE 86.0 86 F ON 1/5/21 AT 10:00AM, DEVELOPED DIZZINESS LASTING 15 MINUTES.

929285 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 RI 40.0 40 F 40 year old female with history of anxiety.  Seated in vehicle with good skin color, lung sounds clear, no respiratory distress.  EMS summoned, patient refused transport and advised of risks.  Patient understood risks and was advised to call for rescue if symptoms developed.

929287 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MA 58.0 58 F Loss of voice, lethargy, scratchy throat

929288 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 UT 38.0 38 M I received the vaccine at 0900 on 1/7/21. At around 0300 on 1/8/21, I woke up in the night due to a loud ringing inside my right ear. It was loud enough to keep me awake and the ringing has not stopped, even up until this point. I can still hear out of the right ear, but I cannot hear over the ringing. High pitch noises I can hear amplified, while it is difficult to hear anything else. I can also feel the vibrations in my inner ear during those high noises. I did take 800mg of Ibuprofen before bed and I know that NSAIDS can be associated with Tinnitus but this seems very out of the ordinary for me with no medical history and remarkable health screen.

929290 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 ME 46.0 46 F On Jan 5th she developed welts, swelling and a rash at the injection site. Today there is still slight itching rash. She was also VERY fatigued after the rash started. Today the fatigue is better.

929291 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 TX 77.0 77 F Vaccine administration error occurred with 2mL administered instead of 0.5mL. No adverse reactions noted. Follow-up occurred with primary physician.

929292 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NC 42.0 42 F 3:00p fever, 99.2, 5:00p 100.2, Itchy, Tired, headache, stuffy nose, inj site pain, muscle and joint pain, chills, shot area is swollen, nausea, lymph nodes swollen and sensitive to touch.  Face is tender. SOB with movement and dizziness. Patient is a cancer survivor and she said that it feels like she had a chemo treatment.

929294 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 80.0 80 M 11X6 cm mildly erythematous, slightly raised, warm ovoid lesion. Became apparent 6 days after vaccination, has been unchanged for past 2 days.

929299 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 43.0 43 M 100.6 Fever, body aches and mental fogginess

929300 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WI 70.0 70 F Allergic reaction / Syncope and collapse  Patient reports feeling dizzy, hot,  and that her eyes felt funny.  Patient was sweaty, heart rate within normal rhythm .  Patient lost consciousness and began seizure-like activity and was assisted to the ground.  Patient regained consciousness about 20 seconds later.  At 12:48:  BP was 91/44 upper right arm, HR 78, O2 sat 100%.  At 12:50 BP was 76/50 and patient report shortness of breath and the sensation that her throat was closing up.  She was assisted to supine position again.  at 12:54 Epinephrine 0.3ml was administered IM.  At 12:56 NS administered wide open with pressure.  Blood glucose 109.  at 12:59 BP was 133/67.  Taken to Emergency Department where she received famotidin 20mg IV, Methylprednisolone 80mg IV and KCL 20mEq po due to Potassium level of 3.4.

929301 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 MO 38.0 38 F Redness and swelling at injection site and surrounding tissues 10 days from injection. Cellulitis of right upper extremity causing fever and body aches.

929302 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 65.0 65 F awake most of the night, body aches, muscle pain, joint pain, chills, nausea, HA, ok today

929304 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CO 34.0 34 F welts and itching at and around the vaccine injection site - taking Benadryl and cortisone cream to help

929305 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 CA 42.0 42 F When I woke up on the 21st to go to work I felt vertigo, nauseated and a terrible headache. I pushed through and worked the whole shift. I was off due to the holidays for some days but symptoms did not improve. I had the vertigo and nausea for 11 days and on day 7 it prompted me to seek medical care at the clinic.  The headache lasted only 2 days.

929307 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Low grade fever of 100.8, myalgias and chills

929308 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Puffiness in face 24 hours later and jaw stiff

929309 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 54.0 54 F Patient developed fatigue, headache, and body aches after receiving vaccine.

929310 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WA 50.0 49 F Anaphylaxis with a hives, itching, and airway involvement

929312 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NH 45.0 45 F After receiving the vaccine, pt noted a sensation of pressure on the roof of her mouth, followed by a metallic taste. Elevated BP noted. Pt denies SOB and is without rash or angioedema. Pt brough to emergency dept where she reported feeling flushed, nausea, and headache. Given Zofran 4mg ODT and Tylenol 650 mg po. Pt d/c after 2 hours and advised to f/u w/ PCP as needed.

929313 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MO 51.0 51 F 8 days after the injection a knot formed at the injection site, on the 9th day knot became larger, red  and hot to the touch. My physician recommended Benadryl and ice to injection site.

929315 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 43.0 43 F Patient received vaccine at 1323. At 1343 said she did not feel good and then did not respond to verbal or normal pressure tactile stimuli. Patient did respond to sternal rub. Patient has a history of epilepsy and several allergies. Patient did not have audible wheezing, has trach to vent, and mark above lip that was potentially a hive.  APN was at bedside and instructed to administer epinephrine. EMS was called. Approximately 3 minutes after administration of epinephrine patient became verbally responsive. When EMS arrived, patient was oriented to person, place, and time. Patient was transported by EMS to the hospital.

929316 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 GA 50.0 50 F Reddened area on right deltoid 4.1/4" in length - not itchy,  a little warm.

929317 01/08/2021 MA 27.0 M hives blotch @ injection site pain then 10 days later hives + itching tx: prednisone PO, Atarax PO, valisone cream

929318 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 WA 56.0 56 F Circular red blotch just beneath injection site. No irritation at all.

929319 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Symptoms started 1/5/2021 around 6:00pm lasted about 36 hours. headache mild fever fatigue Lt calf pain tremors on Lt thumb - until today still with mild tremors episodes of dry cough

929320 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 OH 60.0 60 F 1/4- Injection - Lt deltoid 1/5- Fever 100.9, Severe Body Aches, Fatigue 8AM 8AM 1/6- Mild bodyaches, large swelling lymph nodes LT Axilla 9AM 1/7- Lt axilla Lymph nodes swelling + pain (size of baseball) slight red 8AM Saw Dr Mild swelling of Lt Axilla Lymph node No redness01/08/2021

929321 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MO 27.0 27 F Employee here with COVID vaccine reaction was given shot in right upper arm in deltoid area on 12/30/20. Redness came on after the vaccination but went away then on 01/07/21 it came back. The site is red, swollen, warm to the touch, with clearly defined borders. Site is 3.5 X 2.5cm and outlined in ink for monitoring. Explained conservative measures including cool compresses, if allowed by PCP taking OTC IBU and OTC antihistamines. If area worsens skin becomes taught or streaking develops to seek further care form PCP or walk in clinic. Employee verbalizes understanding and agrees with plan.

929322 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 36.0 36 F headache chills and body aches, mainly on the back area.

929323 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CO 50.0 50 F After 1st dose of Moderna vaccine, patient started to experience dizziness and lightheadedness. At 0926 BP was 121/69 mmHg and HR was 75 bpm. At 0930 BP was stable and HR decreased to 64 bpm. Over the course of observation, the patients HR decreased to 40 bpm and she continued to state that she felt lightheaded. Patient was given apple juice and granola bar. After 20 minutes of observation, the patient was taken to the ED for further observation.

929324 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 TX 80.0 80 M Vaccine administration error. 2ml administered. No adverse events noted. Patient follow-up with provider.

929325 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 KY 62.0 62 F 3 hours after vaccine developed generalized arm swelling, redness, tenderness, 25 hours temp 100.2 and headache sore throat, diarrhea, muscle aches which lasted 3 days and was taking tylenol. this subsided after 3 days. large knot at injection size and felt like skin was pulling. reports gumball area as of today. Reports skin feels hypesensitivity. no respiratory issues reported.

929326 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IN 42.0 42 F I had the Modern vaccine on 12/30/2020. The next morning I felt fatigue, muscle aches, and pain at the injection site. I began having redness at the injection site on 1/1/21. It measured 1.5 inches around. It began fading on 1/4/21. On 1/6/21, the redness started to come back along with pain and itching at the site. It measured 2 inches. The redness began getting darker in color and welting. I called my doctor's office. They recommended for me to call the COVID-19 number they had. The COVID-19 Nurse said it sounds like a typical vaccine reaction. He said to use Benadryl cream and a heating pad. Today (1/8/2020) the redness is over 4 inches around, painful, and itchy. It has a small blister on top of the welting. It almost looks like rings of different redness levels. I think I am going to go to urgent care to have it evaluated. I still have some muscle weakness, fatigue, and a headache(3 days.)

929328 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 KY 71.0 71 F patient states she wok up with n/v diarrhea, back pain. temp 98.8.phoned PCP who rx ondansetron 4 mg. Dr stated to take medication, did not want to see her. she started to feel some better, then was able to sleep. 1-8-21 pt phoned and stated n/v diarrhea has subsided she just has headache now.

929329 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Shortness of breath, headache,  chest tightness,  lung pain,  weakness, hotness.  Went to the ER, chest xray done. Lungs clear. Took only ibuprofen.

929330 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 RI 61.0 61 F Palpitations - Heartrate 118

929331 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 56.0 56 F 1/06/2020  1) 15 min s/p injection :Nausea, tx: rest at the clinic, resolved 20-30 minutes.  2) 45 min s/p injection: dizziness, tx: sleep, resolved in the 1/07/08 AM  3) 5 hours s/p injection INJECTION SITE pain, tx: rest, tylenol (1000mg)  otc "antibiotic ointment",  improved by 1/08/2020 2pm (not resolved)  1/07/2020  4) 12:30am muscle aches, fluid intake, rest, tylenol (1000mg), improved by 1/08/2020 (not resolved) 5) 5:45pm chills ("felt cold"), tylenol (1000mg), warm shower, warm fluids, resolved by 1/08 8 am.  6) 5:45 Rhinorrhea, warm liquids, not resolved as of 1/08/2020 @ 2pm
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929332 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 58.0 58 M fever, chills,

929333 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 MA 30.0 30 F moderate armpit discomfort

929334 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NE 91.0 91 F ON 1/5/21 AT 10:00AM, DEVELOPED DIZZINESS THAT LASTED ONE HOUR.

929335 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 CO 30.0 30 F 1/2 I woke up and I threw up and I had body aches and lethargy and I slept all day for like 12 hours which is not normal. My arm was sore but nothing out of the ordinary. Daily asprin after I got covid Dec 8th and I took Tylenol on the 2nd to be a little more comfortable  I have been having a normal low risk pregnancy but my Dr made me high risk since I had COVID, Due Date: May 30th

929336 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 UT 30.0 30 F as inadvertently given 2 shots by vaccinator. The vaccinator thought that the vaccine had not been administered when the 1st shot was given because the syringe would not retract on the vanish point syringe and she removed the shot from patient's arm she thought the vaccine was still in the syringe and had not been given to the patient so she administered a 2nd shot. Patient was notified that she most likely received 2 full doses of the vaccine or possibly 1 full dose and 1 partial dose. Discussed expected/common possible side effects of vaccine. She waited in monitoring area for 15 min after vaccine and I gave her my office number to call if any unexpected reactions or concerns.

929337 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 WA 80.0 80 M Development of Bells Palsy approximately 48 hours after initial (dose 1) vaccination with Pfizer vaccine.

929338 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Anaphylaxis - started with metallic taste in mouth followed by tongue swelling and chest heaviness

929339 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 49.0 49 F vaccinated around 6pm, around 9-10pm there were soreness around injection site, states next day soreness occurred all day. 1 week later the injection site started to swell with irritation such as itchiness and redness.

929340 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MD 25.0 25 F Starting at 9pm, I experienced chills, shaking, headache, wide spread muscle soreness, fast heart rate, and nausea. My temperature was 99.5 consistently throughout the night but did not exceed this number. I took Advil twice throughout the night which relieved some of the headache. My symptoms stopped about 12/13 hours later.  Symptoms felt very similar to the flu.

929341 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MO 35.0 35 F Within 20 to 30 minutes of vaccination the vaccine site started itching and then my whole left arm was itchy.There was also a diffuse erythematous rash on my upper left deltoid and tricep. No hives, difficulty breathing, edema, or throat tightness were present. The diffuse rash subsided after a day or two but there is still a small circle of erythema directly around the injection site and the area is slightly indurated and my upper arm is still itchy. I am not overly concerned about the side effects but thought it weird that it is still itchy and indurated but thought I would report it so these side effects can be included in any data collection. Thank you.

929342 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 FL 42.0 42 F arm/shoulder pain, tenderness, swelling at injection site. Arm feels heavy, numbness and tingling into hand.

929343 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NM 38.0 38 F Patient received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine from her workplace.  She informed her employer that she had tested positive for COVID-19 at the end of November.  Employer insisted on patient getting vaccine even though patient had residual effects from the COVID-19 infection.

929345 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 AL 37.0 37 M Pt reports having history of vagal response following any needle injections. After patient received vaccine he started yawning, became diaphoretic, pale  we lowered him to ground and elevated feet. He said he heard humming in his ears and blacked out.  His wife was present. She reported his hx of doing this previously. She said he is an avid runner and his resting heart rate is typically in the 40s. His heart rate was 37-40 when palpated radially. His Bp stayed about 90/50 which she said was also his baseline. I called the patient around 11AM 2 hours after the event and he reported he felt much better and had recovered.

929346 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 FL 64.0 64 F 8 days after injection site of the injection became swollen and itchy. Had been fine until then. 9th day still some swelling and itching but not as bad.

929347 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 65.0 65 F Body aches, bone pain and extreme fatigue, loss of appetite

929348 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MN 45.0 45 F tongue tingling and numb

929349 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 37.0 37 F The day after I recieved the vaccine, my arm was red and swollen and hurt to the touch.  Around noon, I felt achy and had a headache.  At around 3 PM, I felt feverish and had a fever of 100.4.  I felt general malaise and achy all evening.  This morning, I still have a bit of a headache, but feel much better than yesterday.

929350 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Symptoms - ? EE reports she received her vaccine during work yesterday and then worked until approximately 8:00 PM.  EE reports arm soreness and pain at injection site.  EE reports she woke up around 04:00 with flu like symptoms, body aches (reporting so bad she is barely able to get out of bed), fever (Tmax 101.4).  + runny nose, congestion and headache.  EE reports + exposure to pt with only wearing surgical mask approx. 3 weeks, and was contacted by EH and was considered low-risk and not scheduled for testing.   Last day of work and shift - ? yesterday left work at approx. 8:00 PM Home remedies? -   Tylenol at 0700, 600 mg ibuprofen at 11:30 Any improvement? - none Recommendation? After completely algorithm, EE meets criteria to be COVID tested and removed from work at this time.  EE provided with EH command center and instructions to notify them need for COVID-19 testing.  EE educated to notify his manager.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

929352 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 MO 34.0 34 M Employee here for COVID vaccine reaction. Vaccine given on 12/28/20 in the posterior left arm below deltoid area and in SUBQ tissue. Employee states area was red around site for 2-3 days area worsened 01/06/21. Area is red, itching, swollen, warm to the touch. Area measures 12 X 8.5cm extending down the arm towards elbow. Has used cortisone cream for the itching. Explained conservative measures with employee including continuing cortisone cream, cool compress, if allowed by PCP using OTC IBU and OTC antihistamines. Explained to continue monitoring site if reaction worsens skin becomes taught or streaking develops to seek further care with PCP or walk in clinic. Employee verbalizes understanding and agrees with plan.

929353 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Itching of skin generalized and controlled with Benadryl

929354 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 MO 44.0 44 F Severe painful shingle like  rash , chills,

929356 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NH 54.0 54 F Severe body aches, fever, uncontrollable shivering, headache

929357 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Headache, nausea and vomiting

929358 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 52.0 52 F PATIENT C/O FEELING VERY ILL THE NEXT MORNING. C/O SEVERE HEADACHE, NAUSEA, CHILLS AND BODY ACHES. SEEN BY HER PCP AND WAS PRESCRIBED ZOFRAN FOR NAUSEA AND GIVEN A TORADOL SHOT FOR PAIN.

929360 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 ME 58.0 58 F Last night at bedtime she noticed her arm was itching, thought nothing of it, went to sleep. This morning still itching so she looked in the mirror and arm was red-size was approximately 2 inches across at 6am. Itching worse now.

929361 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 WI 59.0 59 F On 01/08/2021 developed red rash around the injection on the left arm. Arm has redness the size of softball and warm to touch.

929362 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 KY 62.0 62 F 3 hours after vaccine developed generalized arm swelling, redness, tenderness, 25 hours temp 100.2 and headache sore throat, diarrhea, muscle aches which lasted 3 days and was taking tylenol. this subsided after 3 days. large knot at injection size and felt like skin was pulling. reports gumball area as of today.  Reports skin feels hypesensitivity. no respiratory issues reported.

929363 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 WA 29.0 29 F Hives: starting this AM

929364 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MO 49.0 49 F Pruritus, pain, erythema, and induration that has spread to entire back of upper arm (above the elbow)

929365 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 40.0 40 F fever 103, chills, achy body. Fever broke 2nd of January. Headache  beginning on the 5th ended on the 7th that may or may not be related.

929366 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 43.0 43 M 100.6 Fever, body aches, mental fogginess

929367 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 IA 35.0 35 F One week after vaccination area of injection because swollen, firm, red, hot, and itchy. Two days later a red itchy rash followed on arms and legs. Mild amount of rash on trunk. Rash itches.

929369 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CO 73.0 73 F Patient started to have tongue numbness and periorbital tingling immediately after vaccination. Patient was subsequently transported to the ED. No medications were administered in the emergency department. Patient was released to home.

929370 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 ND 33.0 33 F Chills, nausea, vomiting, headache, low grade fever

929371 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 AK 51.0 51 F Received vaccination in Left Deltoid. Small bruise and site tenderness at first. Then on Jan 8th site stared to itch. Then larger area became red, warm and slightly swollen. No other symptoms noted. Tenderness is gone.

929372 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 TN 41.0 41 F I initially developed 3 small red raised bumped on my R arm around Day 9 after the injection . One on forearm, one near antecubital, and one at inner upper arm. The bumps did not itch or have any drainage. The area increased in size, remained red, and had a central clearing, as if the skin came off the surface. The skin is now dry and cracked. I applied hydrocortisone 1% OTC on Day 7 and it caused a burning sensation to the area. The lesions are still, red, dry, no scabbing noted.

929373 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 KY 39.0 39 F Patient had initial redness and swelling at the injection site which disappeared by 12/26. On 1/3, the patient had rash develop which started to swell in the area and has become warm to touch.

929375 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 50.0 50 F L arm injection site red, swelling, erythema, pain

929376 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Blotchy rash all over body throwing up fever  muscle aches

929377 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MO 51.0 51 F started itching on Wed January 6, 2021. Noticed itching, redness, welting, hot to touch and pain on Thursday morning 1/7/21. Took a Zyrtec and that helped with the itching. Noticed redness spreading down my arm on Friday morning.

929378 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 TX 59.0 59 M SOB, respiratory distress, non-cyanotic.  BP 136/73, Pulse 120, Pulse ox 95%Multiple reddened, swollen hived typed areas with petachie looking areas and welts and broken capillaries with distension of vessels as if they were blocked especially in feet with small knots on bottom of feet that were extremely painful. Look like chillblains pictures. The areas were severely painful, itchy. Patient took large doses Benadryl q 12 hrs and Tylenol x 5 days and cortisone otc topical which burned and he discontinued after first use. Patient refused to go to urgent care or ER or to have ambulance come due to financial constraints and no insurance.  Given referral to free clinics and refused to go. Symptoms resolved by 1/5/2021

929380 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AK 41.0 41 F Patient felt chilled and light headed. She was brought to a room and laid in a bed. She complained of nausea and dizziness with standing. Vital signs were monitored. Oxygen saturation remained at 100%. BP 120s-130s/80s. She did not complain of any shortness of breath or wheezing. She did not complain of any itching. No skin or mucocutaneous findings. She was monitored for 4 hours and given 1L of IV fluids, zofran and ativan. She returned to baseline over the monitoring period.

929381 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MO 57.0 57 F Received injection on 12/29/2020 with no adverse event until 10 days post injection on 1/7/2021.  Woke up with strong dull headache; raised, red injection site with heat to the touch and severe itching of site.  Experienced severe fatigue for 24-48 hours.  Following day, 1/8/2021, site is less red, warm still, less itchy, and fatigue is better.

929382 11/11/2020 01/08/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Chills, generalized weakness, fatigue

929383 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CA 62.0 62 F My body had started itching  and I didn't know why.  I had not eaten anything new or changed any shampoo or soap. Finally on Thursday night I realized maybe it is the shot that is giving me all the itching. My whole body was flushed I kept scratching my arms and legs, especially  around my ankle, knee, under arm and goin area.  I took an allergy pill  and called Kaiser and spoke with an advice nurse. she   mentioned that taking an allergy pill will relief some of the itching.   I fell asleep around after midnight normally I go to bed around 9:30.  I also called pfizer and explained and the person took all my information and symptoms.

929384 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 PR 32.0 32 M Fifteen minutes after vaccine administration, patient was sitting outside and had an episode of vasovagal syncope. He became diaphoretic, thousand yard stare, limbs stiff, and then slumped for less than 5 seconds while sitting. He was lowered to the ground and legs elevated, supplemental oxygen provided. He came to within 15 seconds of initial symptoms. He stated he felt hot and ?woozy.? Vital signs: BP 107/69, HR 88, SpO2: 99, Resp: 16, temp 98.8. Blood glucose 127. Patient states he was out in the sun the day prior and did not hydrate as he should have. Cool water was provided and he received 500mL of saline IV.  Patient was monitored for 2 hours post episode and was released back to work feeling good without any further issues. Patient stated he had a previous sync opal episode upon receiving some anxiety producing news in the past and states that this episode felt similar.

929385 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 26.0 26 M Developed intense chills that caused shaking around midnight after receiving vaccine. Took temperature and it was 100.1 F. Also felt nauseous and had a headache. Worst of the symptoms lasted for about 7 hours.

929386 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 50.0 50 F L arm injection site red, swelling, pain, erythema

929387 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CO 46.0 46 F After first dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, patient started to experience dizziness and lightheadedness. Patient stated that she had Botox injections in the previous 2 weeks. Patient was given water/juice and was subsequently discharged to home.

929388 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 48.0 48 F Started feeling dizzy the morning after injection.  Her Blood pressure was up161/96. Dizziness remained all morning, BP did come down to 138/79. She left a message with her PCP and had to call of work for today.

929389 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Developed increased swelling at the injection site, with warmth;  tender to touch.  Noted that mildly itchy and ?indurated about 1 day later.  Swelling and firmness persisted several days.  At 2 weeks out,  visually can see circular red rim, larger than silver dollar size but swelling inside the circle is decreased and less hard to touch.  Feels overall warm to touch compared to non-injected side.  No fevers or other symptoms noted during this time.

929390 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 WV 61.0 61 F Patient received her 1st dose of the COVID-19 Moderna vaccine at her employer's on-site vaccination clinic today, 1/8/21.  Patient was observed for 30 minutes following vaccine administration per recommendations, and did not report feeling any reaction.  Patient has a known bee sting allergy.  Approximately 1 hour following administration, patient began to experience "numbness and tingling in the tongue, and difficulty swallowing" but did not experience tongue swelling.  She contacted school nurse who immediately recommended patient go to the emergency department at Hospital for evaluation.  Hospital evaluated patient,  and prescribed Benadryl 50 mg every 6 hours for the reaction.  The emergency department at Hospital may be reached for additional information as needed.

929391 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 37.0 37 F 1/6/21 Pt received vaccine and complained of difficulty swallowing  and rapid heart rate.  Pt received methylprednisolone 125mg IVP, diphenhydramine 25mg IVP, & famotidine 20mg IVP.  Pt reported improvement and was discharged.  Sent home on diphenhydramine and oral prednisone.  1/7/21 Pt unable to swallow her own secretions and experienced eyelid swelling.  Pt vomitted. Pt received epinephrine and Benadryl X 1 dose each.  Pt then transported to hospital via ambulance.  Reason for admission - acute respiratory failure secondary to anaphylactic reaction.  Decision was made to emergently intubate the patient for airway protection despite aggressive intervention.  Pt successfully extubated 1/8/21.  Plan to discharge home  and start Medrol Dose Pack 1/9/21.Y Y 3

929393 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 WI 46.0 46 F redness, warmth and soreness at injection site. Redness doubled in size 48 hrs after . Prickly sensation reported without itching.  Hard lump under reddened area.

929394 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 79.0 79 M Sudden onset of tinnitus followed by complete hearing loss in Right ear upon awaking from sleep (7 hours)

929395 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 30.0 30 M rash back of neck and both arms with itching.

929396 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 20.0 20 M fever, chills, headache, muscle pain

929397 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 MO 48.0 48 F Temp max 103.7 averaged 101 with Tylenol. Lasted approximately 36 hrs. Severe body aches/chills/shaking. Severe headache for 4 days. Severe fatigue.

929398 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 CT 65.0 65 F Three days after I became very tired and had chills. Also I felt very achy and did not have a fever. The next morning I felt a little better. I had sinus infectious .

929399 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 GA 34.0 34 F AWOKE DAY 2 FOLLOWING VACCINE WITH POSSIBLE ALLERGIC REACTION: THROAT SORENESS/TIGHTNESS AND HOARSE VOICE, EYES SWOLLEN, ITCHY AND RED.   C/O DIFFICULTY BREATHING.  DENIED FEVER, CHILLS OR BODY ACHES.  MEDICATED WITH BENEDRYL 50 MG AND NO RELIEF.  SENT TO ER WITH DIFFICULTY BREATHING.

929400 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 34.0 34 F G3P1010, currently pregnant at 9 weeks. Vaccine was administered at 9 1/7 weeks. Due date is 8/9/2021. Had normal arm soreness starting about 4 hours after received the vaccine, limited to deltoid region of left arm, plus some mild fatigue. Soreness was significantly better by about 30 hours post-vaccine, and gone by 48 hours.  On 1/6/2021, one week after receiving the vaccine, I started to develop itching in my left arm around the vaccine site. By 1/7/2021, there was erythema, mild edema, ongoing pruritus and felt warm to the touch. Today, 1/8/2021, all symptoms are gone.

929401 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 PA 52.0 52 F Pain, redness and swelling in right arm after Covid vaccine administered in incorrect injection site.

929402 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 66.0 66 F the morning after receiving the vaccine, developed chills, low grade fever and vomiting: progressed to include diarrhea

929404 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 54.0 54 F Fatigue, headache, nausea, and body aches

929406 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 KY 42.0 42 F Patient had initial redness at injection site which disappeared then on 1/1/21, the area became red, swollen, and hot all over. The area continues to be red and patient describes significant itching at the injection sight.

929407 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 PR 58.0 57 F After 4 minutes of vaccine administration (at 10:00am) patient developed respiratory difficulty and swallowing problems. A Rapid Response code was activated for an Anaphylactic Shock. One dose of Epinephrine 0.3mg IM and two doses of Benadryl 50mg IV were administrated. Vital Signs at 10:02a.m: BP 197/107mmhg, HR 103bpm and O2 Saturation:99%. Vitals Signs at 10:07a.m: BP 211/110mmhg, HR 110bpm and O2 Saturation:98%. At 10:07a.m patient was transfer to the ER by the Rapid Response team.

929408 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MA 65.0 65 F Right upper arm in vaccination injection area sore for 3 days then  tender to touch, 2.5 cm hard red  palpable swollen area and itchy started 3 days after injection and then redness and soreness for 4 days, today redness starting to diffuse and becoming less red and tender but still a bit swollen. No other side effects noted.

929409 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NE 88.0 88 F ON 1/5/21 AT 12:30PM, DEVELOPED HOT FLASHES THAT LASTED 20 MINUTES BEFORE RESOLVING.

929410 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NM 35.0 35 M Woke up this morning with a throbbing headache and tightness/soreness from my shoulder to up my neck. It feels like I slept funny and have a bad kink in my neck. I am also feeling a little light headed and slightly nauseous. I ate some oatmeal for breakfast and took 1000mg of Acetaminophen and it has not helped. Its been almost 2 hours since I took the tylenol with no result.

929411 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 KS 49.0 49 F Throat hurting , really hot Neck Swollen , back of Neck hurt really bad  Joint Pains  Headache

929412 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 MD 46.0 46 F Increased heart rate, tight chest, dizzy more noticeable for 24 hours and then mainly night time tachycardia for 3-4 nights so far, ongoing.

929413 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 FL 63.0 63 F pain in shoulder, decreased range of motion

929414 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MA 67.0 77 F No adverse reaction noted. Facility notified on 1/7/21 by agent that she did not give permission for patient to receive COVID-19 vaccine.

929415 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 43.0 43 F (L) shoulder site became red, hot, swollen, hard w/definable edges the night of the injection; improved after a few days, but never resolved completely. On 1/6/2021, became increasingly itchy, w/increased swelling, redness, heat.

929416 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 CA 44.0 44 F soreness itchiness redness x 9 days swollen headaches axillary pain/ swelling

929418 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CO 58.0 58 F Swelling of lips & tongue, tightening of throat. Quivering of arms & legs. Tightening of chest. Dizzyness lightheaded. Y

929419 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MA 34.0 34 F Fever, chills, bodyaches & shortness of breath - approx. 24 hours after receiving vaccine. Referred to ER for treatment.

929422 08/10/2020 01/08/2021 80.0 F Head injury; scalp lacerations; felt dizzy and next remembers waking up on the floor in blood; felt dizzy; received 2nd dose of shingrix late; headache; body aches; MYALGIA; This case was reported by a physician and described the occurrence of head injury in a 80-year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   The patient's past medical history included transient ischemic attack. Previously administered products included Shingrix (1st dose received on 10th September 2019). Concurrent medical conditions included anxiety, back pain, osteoporosis, sciatica, raynaud's syndrome, tension headache, constipation, hypercholesterolemia, hypertension, presbyopia, macular degeneration and drug allergy (in 2017).   On 10th August 2020, the patient received the 2nd dose of Shingrix (intramuscular). On 10th August 2020, less than a day after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced headache, general body pain, myalgia and drug dose administration interval too long. On 11th August 2020, the patient experienced head injury (serious criteria hospitalization), scalp laceration (serious criteria hospitalization), loss of consciousness (serious criteria GSK medically significant) and dizziness. The patient was treated with DTPa (Reduced antigen) (Tdap Vaccine). On 10th August 2020, the outcome of the myalgia was recovered/resolved. On 11th August 2020, the outcome of the headache was recovered/resolved. On 20th August 2020, the outcome of the head injury and scalp laceration were recovered/resolved. On an unknown date, the outcome of the loss of consciousness, general body pain, dizziness and drug dose administration interval too long were unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the head injury, scalp laceration, loss of consciousness, headache, general body pain, myalgia and dizziness to be related to Shingrix.  Additional details were reported as follows: On 11th August 2020, the following lab test were performed: Alanine aminotransferase result was 16 u/L, Aspartate aminotransferase result was 19 u/L, Blood alkaline phosphatase result was 140 u/L, Blood calcium result was 8.9 mg/dL, Blood chloride result was 106 mmol/L, Blood creatinine result was 1.25 mg/dL, Blood glucose result was 178 mg/dL, Blood potassium result was 3.7 mmol/L, Blood sodium result was 136 mmol/L, Blood urea result was 28 mg/dL, Carbon dioxide result was 22 mmol/L, Computerized tomogram head result was (without IV contrast) not provided, Electrocardiogram result was within normal limits, Haematocrit result was 36.7 percent, Haemoglobin result was 11.8 g/dL, Platelet count result was 194 k/mcl, Protein total result was 7.4 g/dL and White blood cell count result was 10.32 k/mcl. On 10th August 2020, the patient received 2nd dose of Shingrix, later than the recommended interval, which led to lengthening of vaccination schedule and reported a headache and body aches. On the (early) morning of 11th August 2020, the headache worsened and when patient got out of bed to get OTC medication, she felt dizzy and next remembers waking up on the floor in blood and on the same day the patient went to emergency room, after the head injury and lacerations on scalp and was under observation. On 11th August 2020, the patient was treated with Tdap Vaccine for head injury and 2 scalp lacerations. On 13th August 2020, the patient was discharged. For tolerance of study drug refer case US2020214008.; Sender's Comments:  US-GLAXOSMITHKLINE-US2020214008:same reporterY 2

929427 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 61.0 M tested positive for COVID-19; tested positive for COVID-19; Headache; feeling unwell; muscle pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting on himself. A 61-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number/expiration date: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on 28Dec2020 at 08:15 AM (at the age of 61 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Relevant medical history and concomitant medication were not provided.  The patient did not have any known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 01Jan2021, the patient experienced mild side effects consisting of headache with feeling unwell and muscle pain. The patient reported this happened on 01Jan2021, and 02Jan2021 and on 03Jan2021 and later, the patient did not experience any side effect. Since the vaccination, the patient was tested for COVID-19 on 02Jan2021 with a Nasal Swab Rapid Test and tested positive for COVID-19. The adverse events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care visit. The patient did not receive any treatment for these events. The outcome of the events headache with feeling unwell and muscle pain and tested positive for COVID-19 was recovering.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929428 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 KY 55.0 F felt the need to have a COVID test, which turned out positive; felt the need to have a COVID test, which turned out positive; felt the need to have a COVID test, which turned out positive; Chills; Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. A 55-year-old female patient received frist dose of BNT162B2 (Batch/lot number: EK5730) via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications.  The patient explained receiving the COVID-19 vaccine on the 21Dec2020 and experienced fever and some chills. She pursed explaining that she was fine afterwards but felt the need to have a COVID test, which turned out positive of the 31Dec2020. The patient stated that she only had chills and fever the evening of 29Dec2020 and had been fine every since. Her fever that night did not hit 100 degrees. She thought that it would be better if she did not go to work on that Wednesday since she had had a fever the night before. She called her doctor who told her to come into the office on 31Dec2020 to have a rapid COVID test done and it came back positive. She only had fever and chills that one night and has not had any other symptoms. She received no treatment and did not take anything for the fever. This all happened during the night. She felt fine when she got up the next morning. Because she had received the first dose of the COVID vaccine, she thinks that this helped her. She thinks if she had not had the vaccine, then the virus would have been a lot worse. She stated that her second dose of the vaccine is scheduled on the 11Jan2021, and asked if it is safe to get the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine.  The outcome of events chills and fever was recovered; of other events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The association between lack of effect (suspected COVID-19, SARS CoV2 test positive) with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.

929429 01/08/2021 CA M Caller tested positive for COVID after the first dose; Caller tested positive for COVID after the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from an other Health Care Professional  (HCP).  A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE lot number and expiration date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date (at an unknown age) at an unspecified dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive for COVID after the first dose. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: positive  on  an unspecified date. The clinical outcome was unknown.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

929430 01/08/2021 F got the 1st dose of the vaccine then tested positive after; got the 1st dose of the vaccine then tested positive after; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the 1st dose of the vaccine then tested positive after. She was asking if she can get the 2nd dose even if she is tested positive. She asked if it can cause to have a false positive result if she received the vaccine. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

929431 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OH 48.0 F there is pain radiating down the right side of her back and in the right side of her head and temple; Bad pain on right side of head, neck, and back; mild - moderate headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 48-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 11:15 on the left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included immune disorder with high inflammatory markers, gluten intolerance, she is ANA positive (last time she was tested it was 2800) and allergic to sulfites.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient stated "she received vaccine on 30Dec2020. For the first 24 hours had no side effects, then developed a mild headache after 24 hours and 24 hours after that it worsened and developed pain on the right side of her neck that is like the stem of her headache and there is pain radiating down the right side of her back and in the right side of her head and temple. States that since this developed, it has persisted, not gotten worse or better. Wants to clarify that this does not involve her arms just her neck, head and back. States no amount of pain medication is working to relieve the pain. Ibuprofen is normally her go to and it did not work, she then tried the ADVIL LIQUIGELS, she took 400mg, states it was not working, she then got Bayer Back and Body to try because it has Aspirin in it, took 1500mg, three total pills, helped for an hour and then pain came back. Also tried a daytime THERAFLU just trying to get rid of the body aches, Good Sense Daytime Cold and Flu". The outcome of the events was not recovered.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929432 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 VA 59.0 F Tingling in mouth, numb tongue and lips; numb tongue and lips; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 59-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection; lot number: EL0142), intramuscular on 04Jan2021 14:30 at single dose at left arm for COVID-19 immunization. There was no medical history reported. Concomitant medication included pravastatin, levothyroxine, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D [COLECALCIFEROL]), calcium, glucose oxidase, lactoferrin, lactoperoxidase, lysozyme, sodium fluorophosphate (BIOTENE [GLUCOSE OXIDASE;LACTOFERRIN;LACTOPEROXIDASE;LYSOZYME;SODIUM FLUOROPHOSPHATE]). On 04Jan2021 14:45, within 15 min observation period, the patient experienced tingling in mouth, numb tongue and lips. No throat swelling. The patient was given 25mg diphenhydramine. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of tingling in mouth, numb tongue and lips. The outcome of the event was recovered in Jan2021.

929433 01/08/2021 F Swollen; redness, slightly swollen, and a small rash around injection site; redness, slightly swollen, and a small rash around injection site; redness, slightly swollen, and a small rash around injection site; Tiredness; rash from the face mask; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age (reported as Age: 77, Unit: Unspecified) received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; lot/batch number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included tested positive for covid on 01Jul2020. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received Covid 19 vaccine on 02Jan2021. In Jan2021, she experienced still swollen, redness, slightly swollen, and a small rash around injection site. She felt tiredness. She also got a rash from the face mask. She is calling to inquire if these side effects are common and how to treat. The outcome of the events tiredness and rash from the face mask was unknown, while for the other events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929434 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 CA 36.0 M lesions emerged on right flexar surface of forearm, then left extensor surfaces of thumb, digits 4-5.; assymetric maculopapular rash, starting C6 midline posterior cervical skin (2x3cm circular red raised plaque with vesicles in middle)/On 04Jan2021, noted similar maculopapular rash; Vesicles firm on day 1, intensly pruitic, then broke with clear serosanguinous drainage and healing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A 36-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection; lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 17:15 at, single dose at left arm for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included seasonal allergy from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  Concomitant medications included methylcellulose (CITRUCEL), and ibuprofen. On 30Dec2020, it was noted the patient had assymetric maculopapular rash, starting C6 midline posterior cervical skin (2x3cm circular red raised plaque with vesicles in middle). Vesicles firm on day 1, intensly pruitic, then broke with clear serosanguinous drainage and healing. On 31Dec2020, lesions emerged on right flexar surface of forearm, then left extensor surfaces of thumb, digits 4-5. On 04Jan2021, noted similar maculopapular rash on lateral waist lines. No history of atopy, allergies, asthma, or any diseases whatsoever. No history of rash. No new irritants, animals, household products, foods etc. The outcome of the events was recovering.

929435 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 F metallic taste in the mouth; tingling sensation; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number and expiry date unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included covid-19 from Jun2020 to an unknown date. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received covid vaccine on 22Dec2020 and noticed around 4 days after (26Dec2020) had a metallic taste in the mouth and tingling sensation (persists until now), which according to her were similar to her symptoms when she had covid back in June. She was wondering if she can get the second dose of the vaccine which would probably be stronger. The outcome of the event was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929436 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 GA 48.0 M his regular COVID test came back positive; his regular COVID test came back positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (reporting for himself) from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A 48-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration, on 23Dec2020, single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 23Dec2020, the patient received the COVID vaccine. On 28Dec2020, he had a negative rapid COVID test, and then on 01Jan2021 his regular COVID test came back positive. The patient would like to see if he should still get the second dose of the vaccine. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event SARS-CoV-2 test positive based on the known safety profile. However given the short duration of 9 days since the vaccine first dose, it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

929437 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 F tested positive for covid "yesterday"/asymptomatic; tested positive for covid "yesterday"/asymptomatic; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of the vaccine on 21Dec2020 and was scheduled for the second on 11Jan2021. The patient tested positive for COVID yesterday, 03Jan2021 and wanted to know what to do about her second dose. The patient added that she was asymptomatic at this point and not taking any medications. Outcome of the events was unknown. The events was assessed as non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported positive test with Covid-19 after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

929438 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 41.0 M Flu like symptoms; Low grade fever; Chills; body aches; sweating; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) (patient). A 41-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (lot ej1685) intramuscular on 29Dec2020 07:15 AM at a single dose on the left arm as COVID-19 vaccine. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had known allergies to sulfamethoxazole/trimethoprim (SEPTRA). The patient was vaccinated in a hospital (facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered). He did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced flu like symptoms, low grade fever, chills, body aches, sweating, fatigue, all on 30Dec2020 12:00. The events were non-serious which did not result in death, not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. Treatment was not received for the events. He was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovered on 30Dec2020.

929439 01/08/2021 U severe anaphylaxis; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 6 patients. This is the first of 6 reports.    A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date at a single dose for vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced severe anaphylaxis, on an unspecified date. Outcome of the event was unknown.    No follow up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021003208 different patient/same drug/event;US-PFIZER INC-2021003209 different patient/same drug/event;US-PFIZER INC-2021003210 different patient/same drug/event;US-PFIZER INC-2021003211 different patient/same drug/event;US-PFIZER INC-2021003212 different patient/same drug/event

929440 01/08/2021 U This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for six patients. This is third of six reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose as vaccination. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced severe anaphylaxis with vaccination on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021003207 same drug/event and different patients

929441 01/08/2021 U severe anaphylaxis; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 6 patients. This is 4th of six reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced severe anaphylaxis with vaccination on an unspecified date. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021003207 same drug/event and different patients

929442 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 UT 30.0 F Mild to moderate injection site soreness 48 hours; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other hcp. A 30-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number and expiry date unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 19:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included rubber sensitivity from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included amitriptyline (AMITRIPTYLINE), fluticasone propionate (FLONASE [FLUTICASONE PROPIONATE]) and colecalciferol (VITAMIN D [COLECALCIFEROL]). The patient experienced mild to moderate injection site soreness for 48 hours (non-serious) on 30Dec2020 20:00 with outcome of recovered.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained

929443 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 MD 58.0 F severe neck pain; muscle pain that was almost like a horse in the muscles above her hips and in her back; muscle pain that was almost like a horse in the muscles above her hips and in her back; muscle cramping; pain in her arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 58-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number 5K5730/expiration date unknown), dose number 1, via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose on the left arm for COVID Prevention. The patient had no relevant medical history. Historical vaccine included flu vaccine for immunisation which caused arm pain. The patient had no concomitant medications. She had no other vaccines on the same day as the COVID vaccine. The patient received her first dose of the COVID vaccine on 18Dec2020, and at first, she just had pain in her arm. It started getting sore in the evening of 18Dec2020. She suspected that would happen, because she gets that with the flu shot too. A few days after receiving the vaccine, she had pretty severe neck pain, and at first she just thought that maybe she slept wrong, but she still had neck pain. She was sitting with hand warmer packs on her neck because the pain was at the point bad enough that she could barely turn her neck. She experienced muscle pain that was almost like a horse in the muscles above her hips and in her back. The pain in her hips and back is bad enough that it almost takes her down. The patient also experienced muscle cramping. She further stated that she had not done anything different; she did not got to the gym. She remembered that when she signed off to get the vaccine, there was something about not taking the vaccine if someone had ever had a side effect to a lipid. The outcome of the events was recovered on 20Dec2020 for pain in her arm, recovering for neck pain, not recovered for muscle pain that was almost like a horse in the muscles above her hips and in her back, unknown for muscle cramping.

929444 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 AR 27.0 F lymphadenopathy; chills; tachycardia; weakness; feeling unwell; injection site was red, swollen, painful, and hot to the touch with a diameter of about 2inches; injection site was red, swollen, painful, and hot to the touch with a diameter of about 2inches; injection site was red, swollen, painful, and hot to the touch with a diameter of about 2inches; fever that reach 101.5F; injection site pain; myalgia in the entire left arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 27-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 30Dec2020 18:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS). Patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested since the vaccination. Patient was not pregnant at the time for vaccination. Concomitant medication included metformin, ergocalciferol (VIT D), and tretinoin cream. Right after injection, the patient had injection site pain and myalgia in the entire left arm on 30Dec2020. The second day, 31Dec2020, about 19 hours after receiving the vaccine, patient started feeling unwell. The injection site was red, swollen, painful, and hot to the touch with a diameter of about 2inches on 30Dec2020. Patient developed a fever that reach 101.5F on 30Dec2020. She also experienced chills, tachycardia, and weakness about 24hours after injection on 31Dec2020. Patient experienced lymphadenopathy during the 3rd (01Jan2021) and 4th day (02Jan2021). Patient recovered with lasting effects (recovered with sequel). TYLENOL was received as treatment for the events except for lymphadenopathy. The reporter considered the events non-serious.  Information on the Lot/Batch Number has been requested.

929445 01/08/2021 IL F tongue swelled and tachycardic, shortness of breath; tongue swelled and tachycardic, shortness of breath; tongue swelled and tachycardic, shortness of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself.   This 27-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot # EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose on an unspecified date for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced tongue swelled and tachycardic, shortness of breath on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. She stated that never dropped below 99, and she was treated with Benadryl 50mg and was told it was not an anaphylactic reaction. She should probably be okay to receive the second dose of the vaccine. Is that the recommendation or not? The patient wanted to know how to participate in a clinical trial after she gets 2nd dose of vaccine.

929446 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 PA 56.0 F tingling and numbness in the injection arm (left arm); tingling and numbness in the injection arm (left arm); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 56-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1086, expiration date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 04Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. On 04Jan2021, the patient received the COVID vaccine 30 minutes ago then the patient started having tingling and numbness in the injection arm (left arm). She wanted to know if this has been reported and how long will it last. Outcome of the events was not recovered.

929447 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 WV 25.0 F Soreness at and around the injection site on the right upper arm; Coughing; tenderness in the axillary region of the right arm; slight swelling in the axillary region of the right arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient herself). A 25-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1686, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 31Dec2020 09:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included biliary dyskinesia from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, and cholecystectomy (gallbladder surgically removed Nov2019), irritable bowel syndrome subtype C (diagnosed Jul2020), and COVID-19 on an unspecified date prior vaccination. Concomitant medications included polyethylene glycol [macrogol] and amitriptyline. The patient experienced soreness at and around the injection site on the right upper arm on 01Jan2021 10:00; tenderness in the axillary region of the right arm on Jan2021; slight swelling in the axillary region of the right arm on Jan2021; and coughing on 01Jan2021 10:00. No therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the events. Clinical outcome of the events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

929448 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MN 47.0 F Prickling needles feeling soles feet bilaterally and some in palms hands; pain in hip joints; moderate leg aches bilaterally; Sore arm at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A 47-year-old female patient received first dose of  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm, on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was 47 years old when she received the vaccine. Medical history included RSD (Reflex sympathetic dystrophy), had allergies to medications, food, or other product particularly NSAID and to contrast dye. The patient is not pregnant. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with Covid-19 prior to vaccination. She had not been tested for Covid-19 since vaccination. The patient had sore arm at injection site for 36 hours after administration (02Jan2021) with outcome of recovered in Jan2021. In day #4 (03Jan2021), she had pain in hip joints and moderate leg aches bilaterally with outcome of unknown. In day #5 (04Jan2021), she had prickling needles feeling soles feet bilaterally and some in the palms of her hands with outcome of unknown. The events were reported as non-serious.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

929449 01/08/2021 F severe headache; muscle pain; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced severe headache and muscle pain. The reporter was asking if she should get her second dose of vaccine if she had experienced severe headache and muscle pain. Clinical outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

929450 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 F diagnosed with COVID-19; diagnosed with COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient stated, "I received the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine last 19Dec2020 and unfortunately was exposed to COVID-19 in the evening. I was diagnosed with COVID-19 on 22Dec2020 or 23Dec2020. Should I have my second dose as scheduled tomorrow considering that I have the COVID-19?". The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product bnt162b2 to the reported drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.

929451 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 RI 74.0 F Headache; Itchiness; Phlebitis; Looks like little flea bites on her skin. There isn't that many, its mostly on her upper torso and they are sporadically placed.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 74-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EL0140; Expiration date was not reported), intramuscularly on the right deltoid, on 27Dec2020 (10:00) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history included hypertension; hypothyroidism; was allergic to shellfish probably over the last 20 or 30 years; and was allergic to penicillin and sulfa "many, many years ago". Concomitant medications included HCTZ for hypertension; losartan potassium (COZAAR) for hypertension; levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) for hypothyroidism; amlodipine for hypertension; omeprazole for hypertension; and ongoing lansoprazole (PREVACID). The patient previously took Fluzone Quadrivalent influenza vaccine on 17Oct2020 for vaccination, and had itchiness. On 28Dec2020, the patient had headache; itchiness; phlebitis; and had what looked like flea bites on her skin which were not that many, and was mostly on the upper torso and sporadically placed. The patient had received diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) as treatment for the events. The patient was told that since itchiness was not a part of the normal side effects, the itchiness was considered an adverse reaction and that she could not get her second shot which was scheduled for 16Jan2021. The outcome of the events was recovering for 'headache', 'pruritus' and 'phlebitis'; and was recovered on an unspecified date for 'looked like flea bites on her skin'.

929452 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 F Nausea and headache still exist Day 6; Nausea and headache still exist Day 6; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional. An adult female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL1284; expiry date: unknown) intramuscular (arm left) on 30Dec2020 at 11:00, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included unspecified allergies. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient showed a negative result on 17Dec2020. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered at patient's workplace (clinic). On 30Dec2020, at 15:00, the patient experienced nausea and headache which still exist until day 6. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was not recovered. The patient has been tested post vaccination; however the results were unspecified.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

929453 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NY 61.0 F Swollen stiff arm at the site of the injection; Swollen stiff arm at the site of the injection; Nausea; Diarrhea; shivering; Sweating; Body ache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 61-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: PFL72TRA9899), intramuscular in left arm, on 31Dec2020 at 07:00, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included COVID-19 (diagnosed prior to vaccination). There were no concomitant medications. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in a hospital. On 31Dec2020 at 8 PM (also reported as after exactly 12 hours; possibly discrepant), the patient experienced swollen stiff arm at the site of the injection, severe episode of nausea, diarrhea, shivering, sweating, and severe body ache. Treatment received for the adverse events included paracetamol (TYLENOL). The events were considered non-serious. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient was recovering from the events.

929454 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 MA 53.0 F mild pain at the injection site; tiredness; chills; headache; feeling unwell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 53-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine also reported as vaccine A (Pfizer Ultracold); lot number: EH9899; expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration left arm on 22Dec2020 09:15 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. Medical history included anxiety and depression. The patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient had other medications received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered a hospital. It was reported that 7 hours after vaccination (22Dec2020 04:15 PM [reported as 04:00PM]), the patient experienced mild pain at the injection site, tiredness, chills, headache, and feeling unwell. All resolved within 12 hours after sleep (23Dec2020 04:15). The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovered on 23Dec2020 04:15.

929455 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 NY F her arm started tingling/she was getting some tingling in her feet/getting all the sporadic tingling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were unknown) via an unspecified route of administration, on 28Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was unknown if patient is pregnant at the of vaccination, if patient was diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination, and if patient received other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The patient received Pfizer COVID vaccine last Monday and a few hours afterwards her arm started tingling. A few days later she was getting some tingling in her feet and she's getting all the sporadic tingling that is not going away. She's not even sure if she should get the second shot of the vaccine. Outcome of the event was not recovered. It was unknown if patient has been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929456 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 F swelling is radiating to her exterior chest and the area hurts at touch; swelling is radiating to her exterior chest and the area hurts at touch; headache; body ache; swelling of the lymph nodes; lymphoedema; This is a spontaneous report from a nurse Medical information team. A female patient of an unspecified age (Age: 85; units: unknown) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had headache and body ache next day after receiving the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. On 31Dec2020, the patient reported lymphoedema or swelling of the lymph nodes. The swelling was radiating to her exterior chest and the area hurts at touch. The patient received the first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on the 18Dec2020. The nurse wanted to know if the patient can receive the second dose of Pizer Covid-19 vaccine despite her symptoms. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested

929457 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 45.0 F Approximately 3 days later noticed facial swelling at the site of prior facial filler injection -  around nasolabial folds and tear trough areas/minimal erythema and tenderness only on palpation; Approximately 3 days later noticed facial swelling at the site of prior facial filler injection -  around nasolabial folds and tear trough areas/minimal erythema and tenderness only on palpation; Approximately 3 days later noticed facial swelling at the site of prior facial filler injection -  around nasolabial folds and tear trough areas/minimal erythema and tenderness only on palpation; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient herself). A 45-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were unknown) via an unspecified route of administration (arm left), on 19Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received facial filler Restylane, which was injected in Sep2019. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within two to four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. On 22Dec2020, approximately 3 days after vaccination, patient noticed facial swelling at the site of prior facial filler injection - around nasolabial folds and tear trough areas. There was minimal erythema and tenderness only on palpation. The events resolved approximately 3-4 days later (unspecified date in Dec2020). The events did not require intervention/treatment. Outcome of the events was recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929458 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 NY 39.0 F hard time keeping blood sugar up; diarrhea; Hives; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient's sister). A 39-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration, in Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetic. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Registered nurse called regarding COVID-19 vaccine. Her sister who is also a nurse got the vaccine before she did sometime in Dec2020. About 18 hours after receiving the COVID 19 vaccine, her sister got diarrhea and was having a hard time keeping her blood sugar up. The patient did not receive treatment for events diarrhea or the blood sugar. Patient also experienced hives and used Benadryl as treatment. Nurse stated that she has not talked to her; unsure if all of these events resolved or not but thinks the diarrhea was better. Outcome of the event diarrhea was recovering, while for other events was unknown. Seriousness of the events was not provided.  No further information is provided. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929459 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 F right hand swelled and both feet and ankles; right hand swelled and both feet and ankles; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 65-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included COVID through the end of Oct and Nov020. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated that her hospital would like for her to receive the Pfizer vaccine and she was told that it would boost her antibodies. She received the COVID vaccine on Friday, 18Dec2020. Afterwards, on an unspecified day in Dec2020, her right hand swelled and both feet and ankles. She called the nurse and was instructed to take Benadryl. She took the Benadryl for two days and then called her family practice physician who prescribed her a prednisone pack which helped with the swelling. The patient would like to know if she should receive the second shot, how effective the first dose would be if she doesn't receive the second shot, and what the interval is for the second dose of the Covid vaccine. Outcome of the event was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929460 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 WA 30.0 F left deltoid was sore; left armpit was sore; It was sore to have left arm on side and it was sore when she layed on her left side to sleep. Soreness was radiating down her left side and into her left chest; left armpit is noticeably more swollen than right armpit; swollen, hard, lymph node which is not fixed when I palpate it; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP), who is also the patient. This 30-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) intramuscular in the left arm on 22Dec2020 at 12:00 at the age of 30 years at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccination facility type: hospital. The patient did not receive other vaccines in four weeks and she did not receive other medications in two weeks. Relevant medical history included allergy to sulfa based medication. Concomitant medications were none. On 29Dec2020 at 17:00, the patient experienced left deltoid was sore, left armpit was sore, soreness was radiating down her left side and into her left chest, left armpit was noticeably more swollen than right armpit and swollen, hard, lymph node which was not fixed when she palpated it. The patient reported that for 2 days after the vaccination her left deltoid was sore which went away. Then, approximately 7-8 days after the vaccination, she noticed her left armpit was sore. This has persisted and the patient could feel a swollen, hard, lymph node which was not fixed when she palpated it. Her left armpit was noticeably more swollen than her right armpit (which wass normal appearing). It was sore to have left arm on side and it was sore when she layed on her left side to sleep. Soreness was radiating down her left side and into her left chest. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, she had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive corrective treatments for the reported events. At the time of the report, she had not recovered from the events.  The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929461 12/15/2020 01/08/2021 DE 22.0 M Received the first COVID vaccine and then tested positive for COVID; Received the first COVID vaccine and then tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable nurse (patient) reported that a 22-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient received the first COVID vaccine on 15Dec2020 and then tested positive for COVID on the 25Dec2020. He was not sure on the time frame, but he wanted to call in for an adverse event, just in case (incomplete sentence) and then he was scheduled to get the second dose within the next week or so. He forgot what date it was but, he wants to see if it was safe for him to get the second dose. The patient stated that he has a lot of lab work like blood cultures, basic metabolic panel, lactic acid, CBC; results were unknown. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot number/batch number has been requested.; Reporter's Comments: :; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded for reported "tested positive for COVID".

929462 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CA 68.0 M Tested positive for covid a week later after his first shot; Tested positive for covid a week later after his first shot; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 68-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 28Dec2020 at 12:00 PM in a hospital at a single dose as a COVID vaccine. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had no known allergies but had other medical history (unspecified). The patient did not receive any other vaccine within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, had other medications in two weeks (unspecified), and was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to the vaccination. The patient tested positive for COVID a week later after his first shot. The test used was via nasal swab on 04Jan2021. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was reported as recovering. The case was reported as non-serious (did not result in death, was not life-threatening, did not cause/prolong hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating, and did not result to any congenital anomaly/birth defect).  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929463 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 M Patient received Positive Covid 19 test result on 02Jan2021; Patient received Positive Covid 19 test result on 02Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from contactable consumers. An adult male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: IL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received positive COVID 19 test result on 02Jan2021. The patient had unknown test with positive result on 31Dec2020. The case was identified as non-serious by reporter. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in hospital. It was unknown that the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was unknown that the treatment received for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of event was recovering.

929464 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 32.0 M body aches; running a fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 32-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine; Lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at 12:30 at a single dose as a Covid vaccine. Medical history included bariatric surgery three months ago. He used to have high blood pressure, but after the surgery his blood pressure went away. Concomitant medications included multivitamins and calcium to keep himself healthy. On 04Jan2021, the patient was running a fever which started at 10:30 AM and he was concerned about going to work with the fever. He also had body aches on an unspecified date, but that could be because he went hiking for three days in a row. He told his boss, but said it could be because he went hiking. The patient clarified that he works from home and at the clinic. He didn't know if he should go. He was asking if it's ok to go to work. He was taking his temperature with two different things. It was reported that his temperature was 99.7 degrees Fahrenheit. Outcome of the events was unknown.

929465 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 F lost her sense of smell and taste; lost her sense of smell and taste; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at a single dose as COVID vaccine. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated that after she got the vaccine today (04Jan2021), she lost her sense of smell and taste. She asked if she can still get the vaccine and if it was normal. Outcome of the events was unknown. The case was reported as non-serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about the lot/batch cannot be obtained.

929466 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 IL 25.0 M Right shoulder pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 25-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine; Lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration in the left deltoid on 22Dec2020 at a single dose as preventative and to protect the people around him. The patient had no relevant medical history and no concomitant medications. The patient stated that ever since he got the vaccine, he has had shoulder pain (onset date was on 24Dec2020). He was unsure if it was joint or muscular. When he raises it to a certain level, there was intense pain. This was only his right shoulder, he got the vaccine on his left side. The pain had stayed the same. It goes away every so often and then it comes back, that was with him helping it. He had used heat, taking Advil, and sometimes icing it. It had stayed the same and it has not gone away and it has not improved. The patient thinks his dose was 3mL, if he can recall. He stated that he did have one question. He was about to resume classes at his college and they were requesting that he took a tetanus shot and get a TB skin test. He was trying to figure out if that was okay. He remembers reading something that he should not get another vaccine at this time. If that was true, the patient was inquiring what was the time span. Outcome of the event was not recovered/not resolved.

929468 01/08/2021 35.0 F Headache, right hand numbing and tingling, stiff neck; Headache, right hand numbing and tingling, stiff neck; Headache, right hand numbing and tingling, stiff neck; Headache, right hand numbing and tingling, stiff neck; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional. A 35-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced headache, right hand numbing and tingling, and stiff neck. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was unknown. The patient underwent post vaccination nasal swab with an unknown result.   No follow up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

929469 01/08/2021 F developed active Covid within 24 hours of receiving vaccine; developed active Covid within 24 hours of receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician received via a Pfizer sales Representative. A female patient (physician) of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose as vaccine. Medical history included exposed to COVID-19 a few days prior to receiving the COVID-19 vaccine (works within a hospital and had been exposed to COVID-19 active infected patients). Concomitant medications were not reported. A physician reported that a female physician developed active Covid within 24 hours of receiving vaccine (also reported as received the vaccine and within 24 hours developed active symptoms of Covid) on an unspecified date. Requested information on whether to receive the second vaccine at this point. Unsure of the need or complications that could potentially rise from receiving a second vaccine in the series. The events took place after use of product. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: There is not a reasonable possibility that reported "active Covid" is related to BNT162B2 vaccine.  Event occurred within 24 hours of receiving vaccination, when the vaccine is not expected to achieve the effect.  The event is most likely intercurrent medical condition.

929470 01/08/2021 F developed Covid infection after being vaccinated with COVID-19 vaccine; developed Covid infection after being vaccinated with COVID-19 vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient) received via a Pfizer sales representative. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose as COVID-19 vaccine. Medical history included exposed several days prior to patients with Covid (exposed prior to receiving the vaccine to individuals who had an active Covid infection). Concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that on an unspecified date, the female physician developed Covid infection after being vaccinated with COVID-19 vaccine (also reported as she received the COVID-19 vaccine and developed active Covid a few days later). The events took place after use of product. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: There is not a reasonable possibility that reported "Covid infection" is related to BNT162B2 per current available information.  The patient exposed to individuals who had an active Covid infection prior to receive the vaccine.

929471 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 61.0 F pain in her whole arm; numbness in right cheek/numbness in arm/hand; Swollen lymph nodes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 61-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 12:12 at SINGLE DOSE at right arm for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included SVT this was recognized at least 20 years ago, around the age of 30, she started to deal with high blood pressure, allergic to penicillin. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient previously took codeine, levothyroxine: allergic to codeine, levothyroxine. The patient also previously took Tylenol with Codeine and that was horrible and she can't ever take it again, when she was around the age of 40 years old. The patient received the COVID vaccination around Wednesday 30Dec2020 at 12:12 p.m. She was perfectly fine until late Thursday afternoon 31Dec2020, around 3:30-4:00 pm. She started to have swollen lymph nodes. It was only a little bad at first and then she started getting more and more swelling. She spoke with her facility's RN who suggested she use some cold and warm packs/compresses and also take some Tylenol to deal with it. She has had the swelling for this many days now. It's not bad swelling but she her lymph nodes are still so swollen. She thought it was a regular reaction, but now it's been too long. Her lymph nodes are not swollen humongous. There is no redness. Her lymph nodes are not hard, just swollen. The swelling was a little bit better on Friday and Saturday but yesterday, it started bothering her again. She has had pain in her whole arm on an unspecified date. On 03Jan2020, her face also started to feel funny. She clarifies by "feeling funny", she meant she started to experience numbness in her right cheek, only her cheek, like when one gets a vaccination when they go to a doctor's office/dentist office and it starts working and one can feel it getting numb. She also experienced numbness in her arm. She clarifies when she puts pressure on her arm (like putting her arm on the desk), she feels numb in her hand. She verifies the numbness in both her cheek and arm started occurring on 03Jan2020 around 7-8pm. She is fine today and then she'll start to feel the numbness again in her cheek and arm. She clarifies the numbness comes and goes. It comes in the morning and then goes away and then the numbness starts again. She started to feel numb in her face and cheek, like when one gets a Novocain at the dentist office and it starts working- it's like the same feeling. The outcome of the events Swollen lymph nodes and numbness in right cheek/numbness in arm/hand was not recovered, while unknown for the other event.   Information on the lot/Batch number has been requested.

929472 01/08/2021 U the consumer experienced inflamed lymph nodes in the axilla area of the arm that was injected (left arm).; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient) via Pfizer Sales Representative.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on unknown date at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. It was reported that the patient was a cancer survivor. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unknown date shortly after receiving the vaccine, the patient experienced inflamed lymph nodes in the axilla area of the arm that was injected (left arm). Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

929473 12/03/2020 01/08/2021 MN 48.0 F Initially, soreness at the injection site. Over the next 4 days (today is day 4), pain in left shoulder, back, and up the back of head/neck is getting progressively worse - now excruciating.; Initially, soreness at the injection site. Over the next 4 days (today is day 4), pain in left shoulder, back, and up the back of head/neck is getting progressively worse - now excruciating.; Initially, soreness at the injection site. Over the next 4 days (today is day 4), pain in left shoulder, back, and up the back of head/neck is getting progressively worse - now excruciating.; Initially, soreness at the injection site. Over the next 4 days (today is day 4), pain in left shoulder, back, and up the back of head/neck is getting progressively worse - now excruciating.; Initially, soreness at the injection site. Over the next 4 days (today is day 4), pain in left shoulder, back, and up the back of head/neck is getting progressively worse - now excruciating.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 48-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EH9899; expiry date: unknown) intramuscular (left arm), on 03Dec2020 at 16:00, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension (HTN). The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in a Public Health Clinic/Veterans Administration facility. On 04Dec2020, at 05:00 a.m., the patient initially experienced soreness at the injection site. Over the next 4 days (today is day 4), patient experienced pain in left shoulder, back, and up the back of head/neck which was getting progressively worse - now excruciating. Ibuprofen managed the pain for the first two days, but the soreness/pain was no longer managed with NSAID's and other comfort measures. Patient was hoping that these are normal and was hoping they will get better. Outcome of the events was not recovered. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination.

929474 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CA 46.0 F Joint and muscle pain; Joint and muscle pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A 46-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), intramuscular on the left arm on 28Dec2020 08:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient had no medical history.  Concomitant medication included ethinylestradiol, norethisterone acetate (LOESTRIN) and naproxen sodium (ALEVE).  The patient experienced joint and muscle pain on 28Dec2020 20:00. The patient received no treatment. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.

929475 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 35.0 F received a covid positive diagnosis; received a covid positive diagnosis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 35-year-old non-pregnant female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular in the left arm on 21Dec2020 09:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. The patient has no medical history. The patient has no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and did not received other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient received a COVID positive diagnosis on 29Dec2020, 8 days later. The events led to a doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient underwent COVID tests post vaccination on 29Dec2020 - Nasal Swab (NAA nasal swab) and Rapid COVID test, both showed positive test results. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Outcome of the events was recovering. No treatment was given for the events. The events were assessed as non-serious.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the reported drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.

929476 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 VA 41.0 F felt a strange feeling in the right-side of the neck that ended around the base of the head/Since then, it just doesn't feel right; felt a strange feeling in the right-side of the neck that ended around the base of the head/Since then, it just doesn't feel right; nausea; Since then, it just doesn't feel right; since the vaccine have stiffness when turning my neck; a few headaches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient)  A 41-years-old female patient started to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: EJ1685, intramuscularly on 21-DEC-2020 09:30 (at the age of 41-years-old) as a single dose in the right arm  for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history was none. The patient did not have allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included multivitamin. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the hospital. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Soon after receiving the vaccine in my right arm, she felt a strange feeling in the right-side of the neck that ended around the base of the head and nausea on 21Dec2020. Since then, it just doesn't feel right and still have the nausea and since the vaccine have stiffness when turning my neck on 21Dec2020. "I can't really describe it much more than it feels strange and hasn't gotten better". The patient had a few headaches on 21Dec2020 but am unsure if that's related to the vaccine as they didn't occur immediately after receiving it. The events felt a strange feeling in the right-side of the neck that ended around the base of the head, nausea, Since then, it just doesn't feel right, since the vaccine have stiffness when turning my neck and a few headaches  did not result in death, was not life-threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating and did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect.  No treatment was received for the events. Outcome of the events felt a strange feeling in the right-side of the neck that ended around the base of the head, nausea, Since then, it just doesn't feel right, since the vaccine have stiffness when turning my neck and a few headaches was recovering.  Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

929477 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CO 26.0 F headache; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 26-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1686), intramuscular on 31Dec2020 08:45 in arm (reported as left and right) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included ethinylestradiol, norgestimate (NORGESTIMATE AND ETHINYL ESTRADIOL). It was reported that on 31Dec2020, the patient had chills and headache that started around 11:00 pm on the day the patient received the vaccine. The patient took 400mg of ibuprofen the next morning and had no recurrent symptoms. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered on unspecified date. The event was considered non serious as it did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect.

929478 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 46.0 F muscle aches, joint aches, sore throat, low grade fever; muscle aches, joint aches, sore throat, low grade fever; muscle aches, joint aches, sore throat, low grade fever; muscle aches, joint aches, sore throat, low grade fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp. A 46-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number and expiry date unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 10:00 at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included anxiety and food allergy from cashews from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  Concomitant medication included paroxetine (PAROXETINE), cetirizine (CETIRIZINE), iron (IRON), vitamin d3 (VITAMIN D3) and magnesium (MAGNESIUM). The patient experienced muscle aches, joint aches, sore throat and low grade fever (non-serious) on 29Dec2020 18:00. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: low grade fever on 29Dec2020. The outcome of event was recovered with sequelae.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.
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929479 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NH 42.0 M left eyelid severely swollen; eye lid or perhaps eyeball under lid sore to touch; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 42-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot #: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 13:00 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included seasonal allergy and asthma from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included zinc, vitamin C [ascorbic acid], vitamin B3 and Elipta for asthma. The patient had historical vaccine Tetanus and experienced allergies. On 30Dec2020, the patient woke up the next morning with left eyelid severely swollen then took anithistamine Allegra, it got better as the eye lid or perhaps eyeball under lid sore to touch for next 24 hours but getting progressively better. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in a nursing home or senior living facility. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered on unspecified date. The event was considered non serious as it did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929480 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 TN 24.0 F fever of 101.4 and myalgias; fever of 101.4 and myalgias; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This 24-Year-old female nurse reported for herself that:  A 24-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) intramuscular at single dose at left arm on 22Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunisation, administered at hospital.  Medical history included anxiety, depression, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), had experienced Covid prior vaccination. She was not pregnant at time of vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.  The patient experienced fever of 101.4 and myalgias on 22Dec2020. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 101.4 on 10Jan2004 fever of 101.4. No treatment received. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of event was recovered.  Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.

929481 12/15/2020 01/08/2021 SC 28.0 F Injection site soreness, fatigue/chills (day). Bad diarrhea at night.; Injection site soreness, fatigue/chills (day). Bad diarrhea at night.; Injection site soreness, fatigue/chills (day). Bad diarrhea at night.; Injection site soreness, fatigue/chills (day). Bad diarrhea at night.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp reporting for herself.   This 28-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) the first dose on 15Dec2020 14:00  (Lot # EK5730) in the left arm and the second dose on 04Jan2021 12:45 (Lot # EL1284) in the right arm, both via an unspecified route of administration at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included asthma and allergies to Penicillin and Oxycodone. Concomitant medication included omalizumab (XOLAIR), salbutamol sulfate (PROAIR [SALBUTAMOL SULFATE]), fluticasone furoate, vilanterol trifenatate (BREO ELLIPTA).  On 04Jan2021 23:00, the patient experienced injection site soreness, fatigue/chills (day). Bad diarrhea at night. No treatment was performed. The outcome of the events was recovered. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Nasal Swab, Covid test on 28Dec2020 was negative. The vaccine was administered at Hospital Facility. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination.

929482 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CO 22.0 F swollen hives and welts around mouth area; Muscle pain at injection site; extreme fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) (patient). A 22-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) intramuscular from on 31Dec2020 16:30 (04:30 PM) at a single dose on the left arm as Covid vaccine.  The patient had no medical history. It is unknown if the patient had known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included birth control (other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination). The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was vaccinated in a hospital (facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered). She did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced muscle pain at injection site, extreme fatigue x 2 days, swollen hives and welts around mouth area x 3 days and still persistent, all on 01Jan2021 12:00. The events did not result in death, not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. No treatment was received for the events. She was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and did not have Covid tested post vaccination (had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination). The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929483 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA F Current symptoms are ear ringing and tingling all over.; 5 minutes after injection I had ear ringing that has persisted. Additionally, I was woken with  extreme nausea after ~56 hours and was ill for 24 hours. Current symptoms are ear ringing and tingling a; 5 minutes after injection I had ear ringing that has persisted. Additionally, I was woken with  extreme nausea after ~56 hours and was ill for 24 hours. Current symptoms are ear ringing and tingling a; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 61-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: unknown ), via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) on 29Dec2020 15:30 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included migraine and allergies to penicillin from an unknown date. No other vaccine was taken in four weeks. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Concomitant medication included rizatriptan benzoate (MAXALT) from an unspecified date. On 29Dec2020 15:35, 5 minutes after injection, the patient had ear ringing that has persisted. Additionally, she was woken with extreme nausea after 56 hours, on 31Dec2020 23:30 (also reported as 29Dec2020 03:45), and was ill for 24 hours. Current symptoms were ear ringing and tingling all over. Treatment was not given. Event outcome was not recovered. The reporter considered the events as non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929484 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 U Injection site beside the little red it's 6 to 8 inch; It's just hurt like too much 4 out of 10/ a lot of pain just 6-8 inch from the injection site; No strength, zero to go do anything/weak; did not eat all day; dizzy; ill; Could not sleep/ being up all night long; fatigued/ tired; headache; Muscle pain; chills; I was cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender started to receive first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 14:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took flu shot and was goofy for the next 2 days. The patient reported that he/she had all the symptoms, side effects of the vaccine. The patient just got his/her first injection on 29Dec2020, 2 o clock in the PM. The first and the second day he was so much okay. The patient doesn't see any swollen lymph node or fever, but the rest all the things he/she stated to have. The patient stated that he/she is pretty ill, could not sleep, cold, fatigued, and had a big "done" (not clarified) headache where low mount of Tylenol could quite that down. It's just on and on and on. The injection site beside the little red it's 6 to 8 inch. It's just hurt like too much 4 out of 10 and it should not be. The patient has no strength, zero to go do anything. The patient did not eat all day. The patient reported that he/she does not have those severe symptoms of difficulty breathing, swelling of the face, and fast heart rate or thing like that, but he/she has been dizzy and very weak. It was further reported that yesterday (31Dec2020), the patient got very sick with the headache which will not go away. The patient had muscle pain, chills, and was so cold. The patient was not sure if he/she had fever last night, but he/she could not get up from his/her bed. Right now, the patient has a lot of pain just 6-8 inch from the injection site, and he/she just wanted to report all of this to the company. He had to call in sick this morning, because he was so tired being up all night long. The patient's second dose is due on the 19Jan2021. The patient wanted to know if he/she should delay the second vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.

929485 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 NY 60.0 M tested positive after taking the first dose of the vaccine; exposed to a family member with the virus/tested positive after taking the first dose of the vaccine; tested positive after taking the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable nurse reported for a 60-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient who tested and was positive for the virus after being exposed to a family member with the virus after taking the first dose of the vaccine. Patient was asymptomatic. The Nurse asking if we have any recommendations for the 2nd dose. The outcome of the events was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the events lack of effect (suspected COVID-19, tested and was positive) with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.

929486 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 MA 46.0 M contracted covid after getting the vaccine; contracted covid after getting the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable physician reported similar events for 4 patients. This is 1st of 4 reports. A 46-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: Unknown, does not have lot number to provide) via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient contracted COVID after getting the vaccine on 01Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (contracted COVID) with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021003894 same reporter/drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021003893 same reporter/drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021003895 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

929487 01/08/2021 MA U Contracted covid after getting the vaccine; Contracted covid after getting the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program. A contactable physician reported similar events for 4 patients. This is 2nd of 4 reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced contracted covid after getting the vaccine on an unspecified date. The report was non-serious per the reporter. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (contracted COVID) with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021003873 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

929488 01/08/2021 MA U contracted covid after getting the vaccine; contracted covid after getting the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable Physician reported similar events for 4 patients. This is 3rd of 4 reports. A patient of an unknown age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: Unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient contracted COVID after getting the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021003873 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

929489 01/08/2021 MA U contracted covid after getting the vaccine; contracted covid after getting the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable physician reported similar events for 4 patients. This is 4th of 4 reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, at single dose, for Covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient contracted COVID after getting the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (contracted COVID) with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021003873 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

929490 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 MA 25.0 F Arm/muscle pain; Arm/muscle pain; Exhaustion lasting two days; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient herself). A 25-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were unknown) intramuscular (arm right), on 17Dec2020 at 06:00, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included depression, anxiety, exercise endured asthma, migraines, and allergies to estrogen supplements. Concomitant medications included sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), galcanezumab (EMGALITY), clarithromycin (CLARITIN), and norethindrone. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced exhaustion lasting two days, and arm/muscle pain. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was unknown. The patient showed a negative post vaccination nasal swab result.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

929491 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NY 68.0 M severe abdominal pain, waking him from sleep. Pain was periumbilical and supra- public region/Pain has recurred twice (24 and 48 hours post vaccination) waking from sleep each successive night; severe abdominal pain, waking him from sleep. Pain was periumbilical and supra- public region/Pain has recurred twice (24 and 48 hours post vaccination) waking from sleep each successive night; Recurrent events were also associated with a left sided headache, dull and throbbing in nature; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 68-year-old male patient received bnt162b2n(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EL0140), intramuscular in the right arm on 29Dec2020 19:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included dyslipidaemia and hypothyroidism from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. the patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medications included acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN 81), levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), and atorvastatin calcium (LIPITOR). On 30Dec2020 (5-6 hours post injection), the patient developed severe abdominal pain, waking him from sleep. Pain was periumbilical and supra- public region. Relieved with analgesia (over the counter analgesia). CT scan the following days negative for appendicitis. Pain has recurred twice (24 and 48 hours post vaccination) waking from sleep each successive night and relieved with analgesia. Recurrent events were also associated with a left sided headache, dull and throbbing in nature, the initial event was not associated with a headache. The outcome of the event was recovering. The vaccine was administered in a hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient  was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.

929492 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 55.0 F Headache; Body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 55-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EH9899), intramuscular (hope it was IM, but did not know for sure because she was not watching) at right arm deltoid on 29Dec2020 08:40 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization, at the hospital where she works.  The vaccine was not administered at military facility. The patient's second dose was scheduled to be 19Jan2021. The patient's medical history included potassium low, hypertension, pericarditis, asthma, herniated disc in back, pain, gastrointestinal infection (GI), Vitamin D low, wheezing, exposed to someone who was positive with COVID at a wedding on 28Dec2020, "diuretic", "cardiac/heart" and "Cholesterol". Concomitant medication included ranolazine (RANEXA) for heart, isosorbide for cardiac, potassium chloride for potassium Low, furosemide for diuretic, atorvastatin (LIPITOR) for cholesterol, acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN) for cardiac, montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR) for asthma, pregabalin (LYRICA) for herniated disc in back take for pain, nebivolol hydrochloride (BYSTOLIC) for blood pressure, pantoprazole sodium sesquihydrate (PROTONIX) for GI, celecoxib (CELEBREX) for pain, spironolactone for diuretic, vitamin D for Vitamin D low, nitroglycerin for angina, salbutamol (ALBUTEROL) for wheezing, and oxycodone for pain; all ongoing. History of all previous immunizations with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect was reported as none. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer Suspect. No prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. The patient reported events on the Pfizer COVID Vaccine. She reported after getting the vaccine she had body ache and headaches. On 30Dec2020 16:00, the patient experienced headache and body aches. The event headache was reported as serious medically significant. She received the COVID vaccine on 29Dec2020 and had significant body aches, but she still had a headache that had not gone away since she got the vaccine. The patient explained the body aches were mild to non-existent/resolved, later confirmed as still ongoing, but better. Her main issue was the headaches that had not gone away. The events headache and body aches started around 16:00. She worked nightshift and she woke up with it. The events did not require a visit to the emergency room or physician office. The day after she received the COVID Vaccine she was tested for COVID. She found out she was exposed the day before she received the COVID vaccine, 28Dec2020 to someone who was positive with COVID at a wedding. She later found out her COVID test on 30Dec2020 was negative. The reporter assessed both events headache and body aches as related to the suspect vaccine. She believed the body ache and headache were related to the COVID Vaccine itself. She added, she felt it's related because these events are not part of her typical health problems. She added they're not going away even with medications (oxycodone, Celebrex, and ibuprofen). Oxycodone was located in an orange pharmacy filled bottle and she was unable to provide a lot/exp/NDC. Celebrex was located in an orange pharmacy filled bottle and unable to provide a lot/exp/NDC. She saw a use by date of 10Mar2021. Ibuprofen (Lot number: OCE2824A and expiration date: Dec2021).  The outcome of the event headache was not recovered, for the event body aches was recovering.; Sender's Comments: There is a reasonable possibility that the event headache was related to BNT162b2 based on known drug safety profile and close temporal relationship.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929493 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 54.0 F arm pain (unspecified) following the injection; shoulder and neck stiffness; Pain was bilateral shoulders earlier; Neck is till sore, midline to posterior; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient herself that works at the surgical center of the hospital). A 54-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number EX9231, expiry date: Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at a single dose as Covid-19 vaccine. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient received flu vaccine on 29Oct2020. On 03Jan2021, the nurse reported some arm pain (unspecified) following the injection and shoulder and neck stiffness after going to sleep that night. The nurse reported that her arm pain resolved the next day. On 03Jan2021, pain was bilateral shoulders earlier, now subsiding. Neck was till sore, midline to posterior. The event arm pain (unspecified) following the injection was recovered on 04Jan2021. The patient was recovering from shoulder and neck stiffness and "pain was bilateral shoulders earlier". The outcome of the event neck was till sore, midline to posterior was not recovered.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

929494 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 CA 52.0 M covid 19 test result came up positive; covid 19 test result came up positive; severe left arm pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable unspecified Healthcare professional reporting for himself. This 52-year-old male patient received on 20Dec2020 02:30 PM first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EK5730) at single dose intramuscular in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. Medical history was not reported. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID 19. Concomitant medications (all started on an unknown date and received within 2 weeks of vaccination) included buspirone hydrochloride (BUSPIRON), atorvastatin (manufacturer unknown) and acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN). On 21Dec2020, 10 hours after getting vaccine the patient had body aches, cold and severe left arm pain. 4 days after getting vaccine again the patient had cold, body aches and sore throat for couple of days. On 28Dec2020, covid 19 test (nasal swab) result came up positive. The patient went to Emergency room. Outcome was recovered on an unknown date. It was unknown if a treatment was performed.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (COVID 19 nasal swab test result came up positive) with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.

929495 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 MN 57.0 F Getting sick; I am so upset; typical body aches; headaches; cough; nasal congestion; Pain injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a nurse (patient herself). A 57-year-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer Covid-19 Vaccine, lot E"JI"1685 but not clarified), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose, for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine. The patient got her first Covid Vaccine on 21Dec202 and got the minimal pain at the injection site which was no big deal but about 10 days later (31Dec2020), she started getting sick. She was getting sick with Covid type symptoms, so she was off of the work and get swabbed yesterday and waiting her result to come out. She had typical body aches, headaches, cough and nasal congestion everything was along with that. She does not think these were side effects of the vaccination but just "quite" (not clarified) wondering how you she felt. She was so upset. She took Ibuprofen and Alcazar. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: There is a reasonable possibility that the events vaccination site pain and headache were related to BNT162b2 based on known drug safety profile. Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the other reported events with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

929496 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 PA F Intermittent internal vibration/Buzzingsensation in right lower leg (outer calfarea mainly, sometimes radiating upto knee); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 57-year-old female patient received single dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer- BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine, Solution for injection, Lot number: EL0140, exp date not reported), intramuscular (vaccine location: left arm) on 22Dec2020 20:00 for COVID-19 immunization. Facility type vaccine: Hospital. Medical history included rheumatoid arthritis and cancer wherein patient received radiation and chemo (patient was a cancer survivor 10 years post radiation and chemo). The patient was not pregnant. The patient had no known allergies. Concomitant medication (other medications in two weeks) included etanercept (ENBREL) and atorvastatin (LIPITOR). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced intermittent internal vibration/buzzing sensation in right lower leg (outer calf area mainly, sometimes radiating up to knee) beginning 31Dec2020 16:00 (4:00 pm), 01Jan2021, 02Jan2021, and 03Jan2021. Patient was also started feeling this sensation in left foot on 02Jan2021. Further stated that if feels like a massager was on her leg/foot.  No treatment was provided for the events. The reporter considered the events as non-serious. The patient did not have Covid prior vaccination. The patient was not Covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

929497 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 FL 50.0 M sharp pains on left side of chest/ when taking a deep breath there is a little soreness right below the ribcage; received shot and felt soreness/like with a tetanus shot; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient himself). A 50-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration at site of left arm at 09:00 on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included colitis (in remission right now). There were no concomitant medications. The patient received shot and felt soreness on 29Dec2020, had sharp pains on left side of chest on 30Dec2020, and when taking a deep breath there is a little soreness right below the ribcage. Clinical course: patient got the vaccine on 29Dec2020 and felt soreness, like with a tetanus shot. On the 30th2020 he was kind of sore and then by midday all of a sudden felt the sharp pain in his chest, and once in a while when taking a deep breath there is a little soreness right below the ribcage. He went to the emergency room on 01Jan2021 and they first did the EKG, then the X-ray and they both were normal. To rule out pulmonary embolism they did CT scan and that was all fine. He also just wanted to rule out heart or lung problems since he is pretty healthy. He did not receive any other vaccines the same day and none 4 weeks prior. Vaccination facility type in hospital. The outcome of events was unknown.

929498 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 PA 47.0 F flushed; small amount of tingling to left hand; face warm; This is a spontaneous report from contactable consumer (patient).  A 47-year-old female patient first dose received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: EKS730, intramuscular Left arm from 18Dec2020 16:00 to 18Dec2020 16:00 as single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included osteoarthritis.  Concomitant medication included paracetamol (TYLENOL), ibuprofen (ADVIL). On 18Dec2020 16:30, immediately after injection, the patient experienced small amount of tingling to left hand, face warm, and flushed, which resolved within 30 minutes without intervention. The outcome of the events was recovered. No treatment was received for the events.

929500 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MD 62.0 F Diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional (patient).  A 62-year-old female patient the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 30Dec2020 08:15 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital.  Medical history included asthma, psoriasis, arthritis, overactive bladder, and obesity. The patient also had allergies with penicillin and many non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS). Concomitant medications included etodolac (LODINE), zinc (ZINC), mirabegron (MYRBETRIQ), colecalciferol (VIT D3), ascorbic acid (VIT C), and famotidine (PEPCID). It was reported that the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 30Dec2020 18:00, the patient experienced diarrhea. The patient received bismuth subsalicylate (PEPTO-BISMOL) and loperamide as treatment. The patient was recovering from the event.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about batch/ lot number cannot be obtained.

929501 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NY 26.0 F rash on body; The patient reported she became pregnant while taking bnt162b2/Gestation Period at Exposure was 20 weeks; The patient reported she became pregnant while taking bnt162b2/Gestation Period at Exposure was 20 weeks; The patient reported she became pregnant while taking bnt162b2/Gestation Period at Exposure was 20 weeks; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 26-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 04Jan2021 14:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included allergies to sulfa drug. Concomitant medication included minerals nos, vitamins nos (PRENATAL VITAMINS). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously took cipro [ciprofloxacin] and experienced allergy to cipro. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient's husband noticed a rash on the patient's body when the patient was getting into pajamas for bed. She took a shower and paracetamol (TYLENOL) and went to bed. She woke up in the morning and rash was gone. The mother reported she became pregnant while taking bnt162b2. Last menstrual period date was 13Aug2020. The mother was 20 weeks pregnant at the onset of the event. The mother was due to deliver on 20May2021. Outcome of the rash was recovered. The events were considered non-serious by the reporter.

929502 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 56.0 F Excessive abdominal gas with pain; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient).  A 56-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number not reported, via an unspecified route of administration on Arm Left from 04Jan2021 14:45 to 04Jan2021 14:45 as single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On 04Jan2021 18:00, the patient experienced excessive abdominal gas with pain with outcome of recovering. No treatment was received for the event. Since the vaccination, has the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about batch/lot number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

929503 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 33.0 F Painful Lymphadenopathy on day 6 post vaccination, not present prior to day 5, localized to axilla on the same side as vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 33-year-old female patient received first dose of  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL0140; expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration (left arm), on 30Dec2020 at 07:15 a.m., at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included an unspecified birth control. The patient previously took amoxicillin and experienced allergies. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. On 04Jan2021, at 07:00 a.m., the patient experienced painful lymphadenopathy on day 6 post vaccination, not present prior to day 5, localized to axilla on the same side as vaccination. The patient did not receive treatment for the event. Outcome of the event was unknown.

929504 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 GA 43.0 F Nausea; malaise; injection site pain; injection site swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient herself). A 43-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK5730; expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration (arm right), on 04Jan2021 at 15:00, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included migraines, seasonal allergies, and history of breast cancer in remission. The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medication included (FLONASE) fluticasone propionate. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. On 04Jan2021, at 16:45, the patient experienced nausea, malaise, injection site pain, and injection site swelling. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was not recovered. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination.

929505 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 31.0 F Extreme pain in vaccine area for 72 hours post shot/ dull ache; Could not perform daily activities; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 31-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EH9899;expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration (arm left), on 29Dec2020 at 15:30, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient has no relevant medical history and has no known allergies. Concomitant medication included an unspecified birth control. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. On 29Dec2020, at 18:00, the patient experienced extreme pain in vaccine area for 72 hours post shot. The patient could not perform daily activities. Post 72 hours extreme pain subsided and became a dull ache for 2 days. The patient received pain medication as treatment for extreme pain. Outcome of the events "extreme pain in vaccine area for 72 hours post shot/ dull ache" was recovering, while for the other event was unknown.

929506 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 47.0 F dizziness; tongue and lip tingling; welt on bottom lip; chest tightness; SOB with activity for 2-4 hours; itching; burning; diarrhea; redness traveling up arm into chest; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself.  A 47-years-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), intramuscular in the right arm on 29Dec2020 03:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included breast cancer, allergy to peanuts, dogs, cats, the outdoors. Concomitant medication included tamoxifen (unknown manufacturer). On 29Dec2020 04:00 the patient experienced dizziness, tongue and lip tingling, welt on bottom lip, chest tightness, SOB with activity for 2-4 hours, itching immediately after injection (as reported), then burning, then redness traveling up arm into chest, and immediate onset of diarrhea. The outcome of the events was recovered. The patient received famotidine (PEPCID) and Cetirizine as treatment for the event. No other vaccine was administered in four weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929507 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NY 19.0 M Salt water taste in mouth, lasted strongly 5 min immediately after injection. Got less strong as time went on for approx 45 min after injection; Dry mouth with lasted an addition 30 min; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient himself).  This 19-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EK5730), via an unknown route, on 05Jan2011 at 13:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was arm left. Relevant medical history included asthma. No relevant concomitant medications were provided. The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 19-year-old. No known allergies. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. Post-vaccination COVID test was not performed. The patient had salt water taste in mouth, lasted strongly 5 minutes immediately after injection. Got less strong as time went on for approx 45 minutes after injection. This was followed with dry mouth with lasted an addition 30 minutes. The onset date of the events 05Jan2021 at 13:45 (as reported). The patient was not treated for the events. The patient recovered from the events on 05Jan2021.

929508 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 33.0 F A rapid heartbeat that lasted more than 20 mins.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional. A 33-year-old female patient started to receive first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL0142; expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration, on 04Jan2021, at a single dose, for COVID -19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient has no known allergies. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. On 04Jan2021, the patient experienced a rapid heartbeat that lasted more than 20 minutes (mins). The patient did not receive treatment for the event. The patient recovered from the event on the same day. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

929509 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 37.0 F headache/had a headache for 24 hours; both arms being shaky; short of breath/shortness of breath wigged her out/shortness of breath; sore in both arms/Both of her arms were sore; Her sats dropped to 92% on a pulse ox/oxygen saturation dropped; shortness of breath wigged her out; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 37-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The medical history included she had COVID back on 11Oct2020. The concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of COVID-19 vaccine on 21Dec2020 and 2nd dose is due on Friday. She reported being sore in both arms and short of breath, stats 92% on pulse ox. The day after the vaccine, on 22Dec2020 she had the same symptoms as when she had COVID. Both of her arms were sore. She was short of breath. Her sats (saturation) dropped to 92% on a pulse ox (oximetry). The shortness of breath wigged her out. She stated she experienced shortness of breath and her oxygen saturation dropped for 48 hours. She was healthy before this with no preexisting conditions. She didn't know if she should get the second vaccine. She read most people are getting a bigger response from the second vaccine. She stated she also had a headache on an unspecified date. She had a headache for 24 hours and she experienced both arms being shaky on an unspecified date. The patient stated her symptoms were similar to when she had COVID and that she did not wait 90 days before getting the first dose of the COVID vaccine since she had COVID. She was scheduled to receive her second dose of COVID vaccine on 08Jan2021. She wanted to know if she was going to end up with a bigger reaction. The patient would like to know if she should receive the second dose since she had a reaction to the first dose. The events were reported as non-serious. The event outcome was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

929510 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CA 41.0 M headache/ his head was really pounding; nausea; chills; he had no appetite; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 41-years-old male patient received his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Batch/lot number: EL1284, Expiry Date: Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 31Dec2020 at 14:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization as front line health care worker. There were no medical history and no concomitant medications.  The patient received the Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine first dose 31Dec2020 at 14:00 in the right arm and then experienced a headache, nausea, and chills on 02Jan2021. He took two days off from work and now felt better, had no more symptoms. He noticed the symptoms on Saturday 02Jan2021, then Sunday he was able to go to work then he took off on Monday because the symptoms got worse. He had no appetite on 02Jan2021. Today he felt great. He was supposed to get the second dose 21Jan2021. He did take Ibuprofen with strength 600 mg oral once on 02Jan2021, because his head was really pounding and then he went to sleep and it was better the next day. He had no history of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect. There were no additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. There were no prior vaccinations -within 4 weeks. There was no family medical history. He had the COVID 19 test 3 months ago in 2020 and it was negative. The outcome of the events was recovered on 04Jan2021.

929511 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 F Swollen lymph node with no relief.; experiencing left shoulder, left muscle, cannot lift, push, pull and pain has not decreased; experiencing left shoulder, left muscle, cannot lift, push, pull and pain has not decreased; experiencing left shoulder, left muscle, cannot lift, push, pull and pain has not decreased; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp.  A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The reporter stated states she previously reported adverse event. Received first dose of vaccine 24Dec2020 experiencing left shoulder, left muscle, cannot lift, push, pull and pain has not decreased.  Swollen lymph node with no relief.  Chest x-ray was negative.  Muscle relaxer made her feel like a "pile of goo". Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of experiencing left shoulder, left muscle, cannot lift, push, pull and pain has not decreased (arthralgia), experiencing left shoulder, left muscle, cannot lift, push, pull and pain has not decreased (myalgia). The outcome of the events was not resolved.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929512 01/08/2021 TN F experiencing in upper body chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist reporting for a patient. A 6-decade-old (early 50s) female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The Pharmacist reported two patients with delayed onset symptoms, he was not entirely sure if they were related to the vaccine. The Pharmacist wanted to know if there is any data on delayed onset side effects. 10 days after vaccine, the patient in early 50s and was experiencing in upper body chills on an unspecified date and negative for COVID on unknown date. The event outcome was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929513 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 F itchiness that the administration of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine left her in the administration site; stiffness that the administration of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine left her in the administration site; stiffness that the administration of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine left her in the administration site; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient asked if she should use Benadryl for the itchiness and stiffness that the administration of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine left her in the administration site in Jan2021. She was administered with the first dose of the vaccine yesterday 04Jan2021 and she was experiencing these symptoms after that. She was going to contact her Physician for that information. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

929514 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 F muscle aches and pain; sinus infection; fatigue; pain at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. From a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of unknown age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received 1st dose of vaccine yesterday (04Jan2021). She needed to see her PCP for a sinus infection. She usually received a "Z-pack, a steroid injection and a Rocephin injection." She also stated some fatigue, muscle aches and pain at the injection site, but the fatigue and aches could be her sinus infection. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929515 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 MO 63.0 F Urinary tract infection; Injection site soreness/ Injection site pain; Achy; Headache; Sore on the injection arm; Her arm was stiff feeling; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable consumer (patient) reported that a 63-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number EL0140), intramuscular on 18Dec2020 15:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The transferring agent stated that she has a caller on the line that received the first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine on 18Dec2020. She is supposed to get the second dose tomorrow 06Jan2021. She developed a urinary tract infection over new years and was put on antibiotics. She wanted to know if she could get the second dose while on antibiotics. The transferring agent stated that the caller reported that she started feeling achy and had a headache, but did not think it was related to the shot. She stated that she had injection site pain and was sore on the injection arm.  She had the shot late in the afternoon around 15:00 on 18Dec2020. She said that she was sore later on that evening at the injection site and her arm was stiff feeling the next day, but it was resolved by the day after. She said that the headache came and went. She treated it with Tylenol.  She said that she did not feel real good most of the day on Saturday 19Dec2020, but by Sunday she was back to normal again. The outcome of the event Urinary tract infection was unknown while the outcome of  the other events was resolved on 20Dec2020.

929516 01/08/2021 U lethargic; unable to get out of bed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A patient in late 50's or 60's of an unspecified gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported one of the report's doctors in late 50's or 60's was lethargic and was unable to get out of bed for 2 days on an unspecified date after getting the vaccine. The event outcome was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929517 01/08/2021 M He has acute gout attack; some pains in the toes; left foot full blown gout attack happened; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 45-years-old male patient received his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient reported potential side effect of the vaccine. He had acute gout attack. On the 1st week he had experienced some pains in the toes - left foot full blown gout attack happened. He wanted to know what to do if he will continue on getting the 2nd dose since he did not want to experience another episodes of flare ups. He asked if it had aluminum adjuvant on the vaccine. The events were reported as non-serious. The outcome of the events was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929518 01/08/2021 F tingling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 54-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient was apprx 54 year old activities coordinator at a long term care facility. She had first dose of vaccine and had tingling. She was wondering how long the tingling will last and will it ever go away? She was also asking what did the expiration date mean. The event outcome was not resolved.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

929519 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 TX 74.0 M Caller took his temperature under his tongue and the reading was 99.5°F last night/his temperature is usually 98 or 97°F/ he maintains his temperature around 96 or 97; some injection site pain; some body pains/ a lot of body pain; he could not sleep much states it was intermittent/He woke up every hour; his vision is not really good; He was experiencing an uncomfortable feeling in his body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 74-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Lot number: EK5730, Expiration date: Mar2021, at single dose on 17Dec2020, and second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Lot number EK9231, expiration date Apr2021, Intramuscular at single dose in left shoulder on 04Jan2021 for prevention of covid. Medical history included ongoing Diabetes which was controlled with medication, blood pressure abnormal, microalbumin level that was high in urine, TSH was low. Concomitant medications included metformin for two or three years for Diabetes, lisinopril for blood pressure and kidney albumin control (he was found to have a microalbumin level that was high in urine and it was prescribed by his doctor several months ago. It was a kidney albumin control), and ongoing levothyroxine since TSH was low (now his TSH was normal and he was taking it per his doctor). The patient received his second dose of Covid vaccine yesterday (04Jan2021). He took his temperature under his tongue and the reading was 99.5°F last night. His temperature was usually 98 or 97°F. He took two Tylenol tablets last night and he did not go to work today. He also had some injection site pain. He had some body pains. He did not have these side effects with the first dose and understood this vaccine was more than the flu vaccine but he was concerned with the side effects. He received the second dose yesterday at 9:30 am. He did not have any problems with the first dose, absolutely nothing. Since last night he could not sleep much states it was intermittent, a lot of body pain, his temperature under the tongue is 99.5 degrees F and most of the time he checks his temperature with a frontal scan and he maintains his temperature around 96 or 97. He was calling to ask if the vaccine can cause covid infection. He did not have any problems yesterday at all prior to the vaccine being administered. When querying outcome of his body pain he stated it was mild. He took 2 caplets of Tylenol yesterday in the middle of the evening. He woke up every hour. He was experiencing an uncomfortable feeling in his body. His temperature was taken about 5 or 10 minutes ago and was 99.3 (states there may be a difference between under the tongue and frontal scan reading). He had to get his temperature checked behind the ear at his workplace since he was coming in from the cold outside. His blood sugar this morning (05Jan2021) was 101. His vision was not really good. Sometimes with the flu vaccine he got the same effect he was getting now but he did not worry about it with the flu vaccine. He received the flu vaccine a long time ago. The outcome of all events was unknown.

929520 01/08/2021 F she had some mild redness; swelling in the whole arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. She already received the first dose and she had some mild redness and swelling in the whole arm. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on lot/Batch number has been requested.

929521 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 WI 39.0 F extremities were still cold with occasional tingling; hands and feet were very cold and arms and legs were cold and clammy; hands and feet were very cold and arms and legs were cold and clammy; feeling tired with some chills; feeling tired with some chills; nausea; vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 39-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 08:00 at single dose at left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included arthritis, hip replacement, calcified DVT. Concomitant medication within 2 weeks of vaccination included colecalciferol (VITAMIN D, gummies). Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously took acetylsalicylic acid (ASPRIN) and experienced allergies. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient received the first dose on 02Jan2021 at 08: 00. At 14: 30, patient started feeling tired with some chills. By 0500 (as reported), patient was having nausea with vomiting. The next morning on 03Jan2021, patient woke at 07:00, patient still had nausea, but also, hands and feet were very cold and arms and legs were cold and clammy. It was 05Jan2021 now and patient still had nausea and extremities were still cold with occasional tingling. Patient didn't receive treatment for events. The report is considered non-serious. The adverse events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Outcome of events nausea and extremities were still cold with occasional tingling was not recovered, and outcome of other events was recovering.

929522 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 47.0 F noticed an itch around that area (site of vaccine); heart started beating very fast; could not breathe/difficulty breathing; light headaches; some soreness on the vaccine site; swelling on the area where she was vaccinated; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 47-year-old female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 30Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included high cholesterol (it was under control. Diagnosed a couple years ago). There were no concomitant medications. She did her first dose of Pfizer COVID vaccine on 30Dec2020, and she had a little experience, she didn't tell the nurse at that time, but she went through her paperwork and decided to call Pfizer. When she got the shot, she was told to go to the next room to sit down for 15 minutes. When she went to the next room, 1 minute later, her heart started beating very fast, then she started to feel like she could not breathe/difficulty breathing for that moment. So, she tried to calm herself down and she focused on her phone to play games and to not think about it. After a couple minutes, it had gone. it was probably gone maybe about 10 minutes later. After 15 minutes, she went back to her office, everything was ok. Her heart was beating but not that fast, it was calmer than before, and she had a light headache, then some soreness on the vaccine site, on the left side, 'she thinks that is normal, right?' Clarifies soreness as swelling and painful on the area where she was vaccinated. She wanted to know, was she able to go back for the second shot, she was scheduled for 20Jan2021. Regarding light headache, she took some paracetamol (Extra Strength Tylenol, strength: 500mg, expiration date: Jun2024, lot number: SJC214). Soreness outcome: It went away, maybe the third day (02Jan2021), it was completely gone. The third day it was ok to completely sleep and lean on that side. She has recovered completely. The third day (02Jan2021), she noticed an itch around that area (site of vaccine), but she was not scratching it. The itching had gone, she had recovered completely. The outcome of heart started beating very fast and could not breathe was recovered on 30Dec2020, light headache was not recovered, soreness at vaccine site was recovered on 02Jan2021, itching at vaccine site was recovered on an unspecified date of Jan2021, and swelling on the area where she was vaccinated was unknown.

929523 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 IL F Facial numbness/tingling; Facial numbness/tingling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (Patient).  A adult female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included asthma, Known allergies: Sulphur drugs and adhesive sensitivity.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not have COVID tested post vaccination and did not have COVID prior vaccination. The patient experienced facial numbness/tingling on 16Dec2020 with outcome of recovered on unknown date. The patient did not receive any treatment. Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

929524 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 NC 58.0 F Blotchy rash on chest, neck, shoulders and arms; mild tingling tongue and fingers; mild tingling tongue and fingers; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 58-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 at 09:45 at single dose in right arm for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypertension, migraines. Concomitant medication included losartan 100mg/d, ergocalciferol (VIT D) 4000u/day, ascorbic acid (VIT C) 1000 /day. The patient experienced blotchy rash on chest, neck, shoulders and arms on 02Jan2021 at 10:05, mild tingling tongue and fingers in Jan2021. No urticarial lesions. Rash noted 20 minutes post injection. Took 25mg Benadryl and rash resolved. The outcome of the events was resolved in Jan2021. There was no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID 19 prior vaccination, and was not tested for COVID 19 post vaccination. This case was reported as non-serious by reporter.

929525 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MN 43.0 F Developed face and chest rash accompanied by pronounced fatigue and stomach upset on 1/2 lasting two days; Developed face and chest rash accompanied by pronounced fatigue and stomach upset on 1/2 lasting two days; Developed face and chest rash accompanied by pronounced fatigue and stomach upset on 1/2 lasting two days; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 43-year-old female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 29Dec2020 07:30 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included rosacea, depression, asthma. The patient was not pregnant. No Covid prior vaccination. No Covid tested post vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication included duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA), lisdexamfetamine mesilate (VYVANSE), spironolactone and multivitamin.  The patient previously took cefalexin (KEFLEX) and experienced allergies: Keflex, rash. The patient developed face and chest rash accompanied by pronounced fatigue and stomach upset on 1/2 lasting two days on 02Jan2021 09:00 on 02Jan2021 09:00. No treatment received for the events. The events was reported as non-serious. No emergency room/physician office visit. The outcome of events was recovered on 04Jan2021.

929526 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 CA 34.0 F Anaphylactic reaction 6 days post vaccine 24Dec2020; I had severe chest tightness; SOB; throat soreness; hoarse voice; mouth swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician, the patient.  A 34-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 18Dec2020 at 15:30 (at the age of 34-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included severe dust mite allergy (based on skin test).  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medications included cetirizine hydrochloride (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), hydrocodone bitartrate/paracetamol (NORCO), ibuprofen (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), and ondansetron (ZOFRAN); all for unspecified indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination.  On 24Dec2020 at 10:00, 6 days post vaccination, the patient experienced anaphylactic reaction, severe chest tightness, shortness of breath, throat soreness, hoarse voice, and mouth swelling; all reported as life threatening.  The events led to an emergency room visit and she was given epinephrine (EPI-PEN), methylprednisolone (SOLUMEDROL), and diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) as treatment. The patient stated that she developed the reactions 45 minutes after she took premedications for a dilatation and curettage procedure. The premedications included ibuprofen, hydrocodone bitartrate/paracetamol, ondansetron. She stated she had taken these medications several times before and this was the first time she had this reaction. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  The clinical outcomes of the anaphylactic reaction, severe chest tightness, shortness of breath, throat soreness, hoarse voice, and mouth swelling were recovered on unknown dates.; Sender's Comments: Anaphylactic reactions presented as chest tightness, shortness of breath,  throat soreness, hoarse voice, and mouth swelling, developed 45 minutes after premedications including included ibuprofen, hydrocodone bitartrate/paracetamol, ondansetron for a dilatation and curettage procedure and 6 days post vaccination with BNT162B2, the event therefore is most likely attributed to these premedications unrelated to the vaccine use.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

929527 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 50.0 F numbness at end of tongue; dizziness; increased oral secretions; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 50-year-old female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EK5730), intramuscular on 22Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. Patient was not pregnant. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included meclizine, ondansetron (ZOFRAN), famotidine. The patient was admitted to emergency room (ER) post-vaccine administration for numbness at end of tongue, increased oral secretions and dizziness on 22Dec2020. She was given Benadryl and Pepcid, monitored for 3 hours before discharge from ER. Patient still experiencing same symptoms 1 week later per follow-up (29Dec2020). This case was reported as non-serious. The outcome of events was unknown.

929528 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 MA 47.0 F sore left arm swelling at injection site; 15 hours after injection:Sore left arm swelling at injection site; Nausea; joint pain; specifically hands wrists and neck; muscle pain; headache; fever between 102.8 and 101.3; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 47-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on 04Jan2021 11:45 am at single dose at left arm for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, patient didn't receive other medication within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient previously took codeine and zolpidem and experienced allergies. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. 15 hours after injection, patient experienced sore left arm swelling at injection site, nausea, joint pain, specifically hands wrists and neck, muscle pain, headache, fever between 102.8 and 101.3, chills on 05Jan2021 03:00 AM. Patient took covid test /Nasal Swab on 04Jan2021 and on 05Jan2021 with unknown results. Patient didn't receive treatment for events. The adverse events resulted in neither doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, nor emergency room/department or urgent care. Outcome of events was not recovered. The report is considered non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929529 01/08/2021 F experienced a "flare up", gastroenterological in nature; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced a "flare up", gastroenterological in nature, and was started on budesonide 9mg daily. Patient was scheduled to receive her second dose on 08Jan2021. The pharmacist was calling to see if there are any known interactions between the COVID-19 vaccine and the steroid budesonide. Outcome of event was unknown.   information about lot/batch number has been requested.

929530 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 MO 37.0 F feeling of dizziness and becoming lightheaded at times; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 37-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 06:00 at single dose at left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history was none. No known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, patient didn't receive other medication within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient had been having a constant feeling of dizziness and becoming lightheaded at times, it varied in severity but it was constant on 31Dec2020 08:00 with outcome of not recovered. Patient didn't receive treatment for events. The adverse events result in neither doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, nor emergency room/department or urgent care. The report is considered non-serious.

929531 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 OK 44.0 F Fever 100.2; headache; Body aches; Joint pain; chills; Diarrhea; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 44-year-old female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular in right arm on 04Jan2021 14:00 at single dose Covid-19 immunisation. The patient was not pregnant. Medical history included hypothyroidism, tachycardia, fibromyalgia, and Covid prior vaccination. No known allergies. No Covid tested post vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient's concomitant medications included unspecified medications with 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced Fever 100.2, Headache, Body aches, Joint pain, Chills, Diarrhea, Fatigue on 05Jan2020 02:00. The outcome of events was not recovered. This case was reported as non-serious. No emergency room/physician office visit. No treatment received for the events.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929532 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 U Tested positive for covid; Received first Pfizer covid vaccine on 23Dec, tested positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A 75-year-old patient of an unspecified gender started to receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The reporter stated "75 year old patient with some comorbidities who received first Pfizer covid vaccine on 23Dec, tested positive for covid on 28Dec. Patient has been treated at home and is doing well. What is the protocol for their second dose of Pfizer covid vaccine due on 13Jan?" The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

929533 01/08/2021 U Patient had swollen hands 4 days after getting the 1st dose, no redness and allergy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced patient had swollen hands 4 days after getting the 1st dose, no redness and allergy on an unspecified date with outcome of recovered. This case was reported as non-serious.  Information on Lot/ Batch number has been requested.

929534 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 F aches and sore arm after the vaccine; feels really achy, congested, sore throat; feels really achy, congested, sore throat; feels really achy, congested, sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for herself. A 62 years old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced would like to know whether the side effects of the COVID vaccine could appear up to 6 days later. The patient had felt aches and sore arm after the vaccine. However, on 05Jan2021 (today) felt really achy, congested, sore throat. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929535 01/08/2021 M He came home with a heartburn; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's son). A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine earlier in the morning (unspecified date). He came home with a heartburn and took his esophagus medication for it. By 3:00 pm he still had a heartburn and took another dose of his medication. The patient was asking if there were any reports of heartburn as a side effect. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

929536 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 TX 53.0 F Diarrehia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient herself). A 53-year-old female patient (no pregnancy) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), with first dose (lot number: EJ1685) at 10:00 on 18Dec2020, with second dose (lot number: EJ1686) on 05Jan2021, both via an unspecified route of administration at site of right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension, cholesterol and known allergies: latex, pencillin and ACE inhibitors. Concomitant medication included hydrochlorothiazide, losartan potassium (LOSARTAN/HCTZ) and simvastatin, both received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced diarrehia at 14:30 on 05Jan2021. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Treatment was not received for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Location of injection information is available for all vaccines received on the same date. The case was identified as non-serious by reporter. The outcome of event was recovering.

929537 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 63.0 M Fever to 102 degrees F; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient himself). A 63-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at site of left arm at 12:45 on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had fever to 102 degrees F at 15:00 on 01Jan2021. The patient had Nasal Swabars for COVID test with negative result on 04Jan2021. No treatment received for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was other. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No list of any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Adverse event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The case was identified as non-serious by reporter. The outcome of event was recovered in Jan2021.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929538 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 29.0 F Body aches; onset of fever /low grade fever; muscle aches; headache; chills about 11 hours after shot; patient received bnt162b2 first dose on 15Dec2020 16:00 and then second dose on 04Jan2021 14:15; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient) via Pfizer sales representative. A 29-year-old female (non-pregnant) patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular first dose on 15Dec2020 16:00 at single dose (batch/lot #: EH9899), and then second dose on 04Jan2021 14:15 at single dose (batch/lot #: EK9231) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertrophic cardiomyopathy from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. No known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, patient didn't receive other medication within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced onset of fever /low grade fever, muscle aches, headache, chills about 11 hours after shot on 05Jan2021 01:00 am with outcome of recovering, no treatment for above events, and patient also experienced body aches on unspecified date with outcome of unknown. The adverse events result in neither doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, nor emergency room/department or urgent care. The report is considered non-serious.

929539 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MN 44.0 M throat swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 44-year-old male patient received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on 05Jan2021 at 09:15 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies to shellfish and bees. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced throat swelling on 05Jan2021 at 09:15. The event was reported as non-serious by reporter. The event required emergency room visit. It was unknown if the patient received treatment for the event. There is no any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was unknown if the patient was diagnosed with COVID 19 prior to vaccination, and the patient was not tested for COVID 19 since the vaccination. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about Lot/Batch has been requested.

929540 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 24.0 F On 01Jan2021 my jaw was also getting sore; feel what felt like a lump in her left armpit. Physically there wasn't any lump but it felt swollen and as if there was a big lump; left arm was tender to the touch/left arm get sore; major body pain/ minor aches and body sores; major headache; pain, especially in my lower back and knees; body chills; but my body pain was solely in my arm and my knees; By night time, my left arm was tender to the touch and I could not raise it very high; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other health professional (patient).  A 24-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 30Dec2020 12:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  There were no medical history or concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient had no known allergies. Immediately after receiving the vaccine on 30Dec2020, the patient did not have any side effects. It wasn't until 14 hours later that the patient started to feel the effects. the patient woke up at 2 am with major body pain. the patient had a major headache and pain, especially in her lower back and knees. In addition to the pain, the patient also had body chills. The next morning the patient felt better but with minor aches and body sores. However, around 7 pm on 31Dec2020, the patient started to feel her left arm get sore. By night time, her left arm was tender to the touch and the patient could not raise it very high. the patient started getting headaches again but her body pain was solely in her arm and her knees. 01Jan2021 her jaw was also getting sore. In addition, the patient started to feel what felt like a lump in her left armpit. Physically there wasn't any lump but it felt swollen and as if there was a big lump. The feeling persisted until 03Jan2020 then it eventually went away. The outcome of felt like a lump in her left armpit was recovered on 03Jan2020 while for other events was recovered on unknown date. No treatment was received for events.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

929541 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 SC 36.0 F Fever of 102.6 F for 6 hours, fever of 100.4 or greater for at least 24 hours; light headed; numbness in left hand and fingers from arm swelling; numbness in left hand and fingers from arm swelling; nausea; chills; headache; body aches; joint pain; first dose on 16Dec2020 10:15, second dose on 04Jan2021 11:45; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient).  A 36-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration, first dose on 16Dec2020 10:15, second dose on 04Jan2021 11:45 (lot number EJ1685), both on left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies Sulfa. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not have COVID tested post vaccination and did not have COVID prior vaccination. The patient experienced Fever of 102.6 F for 6 hours, fever of 100.4 or greater for at least 24 hours, light headed, numbness in left hand and fingers from arm swelling, nausea, chills, headache, body aches and joint pain on 04Jan2021 14:30. Patient received Acetaminophen and ibuprofen for treatment. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

929542 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 FL F Soreness, ache around the injection site; Discomfort in her arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself).  This female patient (age not provided) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unknown route, on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. No relevant medical history and concomitant medications were provided. On unknown date, the patient developed soreness, ache around the injection site. She had discomfort in her arm. She asked if could take ibuprofen (ADVIL) or acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN) for her soreness. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929543 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 CA 47.0 F Numbness on the left side of the face; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 47-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at 14:00 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included trigeminal neuralgia. Concomitant medication included colecalciferol (VITAMIN D) and multivitamin. The patient experienced numbness on the left side of the face on 22Dec2020 at 16:00, started within 2 hours of the shot and had continued for 2 weeks. The event was reported as non-serious by reporter. The patient didn't receive treatment for the event. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID 19 prior to vaccination, and was not tested for COVID 19 since vaccination. The outcome of the event was not resolved.

929544 12/15/2020 01/08/2021 MT 33.0 F Injection site pain 12 hrs post injection. Myalgias, chills, fatigue at 24 hrs.; Injection site pain 12 hrs post injection. Myalgias, chills, fatigue at 24 hrs.; Injection site pain 12 hrs post injection. Myalgias, chills, fatigue at 24 hrs.; Injection site pain 12 hrs post injection. Myalgias, chills, fatigue at 24 hrs.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 33-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: Eh9899), intramuscularly in left arm on 15Dec2020 16:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There was no medical history (Known allergies (Allergies to medications, food, or other products): No). Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. List of any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination: No. Pregnant at the time of vaccination: No. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered: Hospital. The patient experienced injection site pain 12 hrs post injection, myalgias, chills, fatigue at 24 hrs on 16Dec2020 07:00 with outcome of recovered. The patient received treatment ibuprofen for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. AE was not resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit and emergency room/department or urgent care. Serious: no.  Seriousness criteria-Results in death: no. Seriousness criteria-Life threatening: no. Seriousness criteria-Caused/prolonged hospitalization: no. Seriousness criteria-Disabling/Incapacitating: no. Seriousness criteria-Congenital anomaly/birth defect: no.

929545 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IL 35.0 F Tingling and numbness that radiated to the left side of the neck, ears, nose, lips and eyebrows; Tingling and numbness that radiated to the left side of the neck, ears, nose, lips and eyebrows; Tingling and numbness that radiated to the left side of the neck, ears, nose, lips and eyebrows; tingling and numbness that radiated to the left side of the neck, ears, nose, lips and eyebrows; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 05Jan2021 02:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient had no relevant medical history and concurrent conditions.  Known allergies: No (Allergies to medications, food, or other products: No). Other medical history: None. Concomitant medication received within 2 weeks of vaccination included biotin, meclizine (MECLOZINE), multivitamin. The patient experienced tingling and numbness that radiated to the left side of the neck, ears, nose, lips and eyebrows on 05Jan2021 12:30 with outcome of recovered in Jan2021. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test post vaccination: Nasal Swab (Prc) on 27Dec2020 with result negative. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered: Workplace clinic. The patient had not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The adverse event result in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Ibuprofen received for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19. Serious: No. Seriousness criteria-Results in death: No. Seriousness criteria-Life threatening: No. Seriousness criteria-Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No. Seriousness criteria-Disabling/Incapacitating: No. Seriousness criteria-Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No. Information about Lot/Batch has been requested.

929546 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 MI 32.0 M flu like symptoms; aching pain at injection site scale 8/10; chills; Fever 100.3 F; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 32-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; brand: Pfizer; lot number: EK9231) intramuscularly at right arm on 04Jan2021 at 02:00 PM at a single dose (dose number: 1) for COVID-19 immunization.  Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination included multivitamin, glucosamine and fish oil. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at workplace clinic. The patient experienced flu like symptoms, aching pain at injection site scale 8/10, chills, body aches. fever 100.3 F; all with start date on 05Jan2021 at 12:00AM. The events were reported as non-serious. No treatment received for events. The outcome of events was recovering. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19.

929547 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 LA 61.0 F Chills; dry cough; no appetite; fatigue; pain at injection site; general malaise; general aches; temperature 102; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 61-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; brand: Pfizer-BioNTech ;lot number: EK9231) intramuscularly at right arm on 02Jan2021 at 07:45 A.M. at a single dose (dose number: 1) for COVID-19 immunization. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 on 07Dec2020. No known allergies (no allergies to medications, food, or other products) and no other medical history. The patient was not pregnant. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination were none. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at hospital. The patient experienced adverse events included chills, temperature 102, general aches, fatigue, pain at injection site, dry cough, general malaise, no appetite. Temperature elevated till 03Jan2021, 6pm. Symptoms similar to what she experienced when diagnosed with covid-19 on 07Dec2020. All events with start date on 02Jan2021 at 06:00 P.M. The events were reported as non-serious. No treatment received for events. The outcome of events was resolving. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

929548 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 MT 37.0 F within 48 hours L inflamed supraclavicular lymph node present; left shoulder pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician. A 37-year-old female physician received first single dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer/ BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine, Lot number EK5730) intramuscularly at her left arm at 11:00 AM on 17Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization in her workplace clinic. The patient had a medical history of hypertension, generalized anxiety, hyperlipidemia and obesity. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Other medications in two weeks included chlorthalidone, fluoxetine hydrochloride (PROZAC), and lansoprazole. No vaccines were received within four weeks. Within 48 hours of the vaccination, on 19Dec2020, left inflamed supraclavicular lymph node present, and it persisted for 1 week with left shoulder pain. Lymph node was still present but nontender on 05Jan2021. Her 2nd dose due 07Jan2021. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient was recovering from the events. The patient considered that the events were non-serious.

929549 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 65.0 M injection site pain; facial swelling; fever; joint pain; chills; aches; feeling unwell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician who reported for himself. A 65-year-old male patient received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer/ BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine) at left arm at 05:00 PM 02Jan2021 for Covid-19 immunization in his workplace clinic. The patient had a medical history of controlled hypertension. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications included telmisartan for blood pressure. The patient had not received other vaccines within four weeks. Commencing exactly 24 hours after vaccine received, on 03Jan2021, the patient developed facial swelling, fever chills aches joint pain feeling unwell, injection site pain lasting for 18 hours. The patient had not received treatment. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. All the events resolved. The patient considered that the events were non-serious. Information on batch/lot number was requested.

929550 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 SD 45.0 F Diarrhea; Headache; Arm soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for 6 patients. This is the 3rd of 6 reports. A 45-year-old female patient received a single dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer/ BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine) on 29Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. After vaccination, on 29Dec2020, the patient had arm soreness and it lasted a few hours. The patient took Tylenol and was fine. She also developed diarrhea and headache, and her symptoms hit her all of a sudden late afternoon on 04Jan2021. No treatment was received. She woke up in the morning of 05Jan2021 and it was all gone. She had a COVID test on 05Jan2021 and it was negative. The patient recovered from the arm soreness on 29Dec2020 and recovered from diarrhea and vomiting on 05Jan2021. The events were considered related to the vaccine. Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021006274 same reporter/ drug , different patient /AE.

929551 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 DC 30.0 F Covid positive/ testing positive for the virus/ asymptomatic; Covid positive/ testing positive for the virus/ asymptomatic; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer who reported for herself. A 30-year-old female consumer received her first single dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer/ BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine, Lot number: EH9899) on 17Dec2020 per works recommendation (COVID-19 immunization). The patient had a history of back pain and had no concomitant medications. The patient got the vaccine and tested for Covid as a preventative to make sure she was safe to travel for a wedding. Her Covid test was pending and she found out that she was Covid positive the day after receiving her first dose of the Pfizer Covid vaccine. Her primary care informed her to get the booster despite testing positive for the virus. She was told since she was asymptomatic that she could get the vaccine. She received the second dose on 04Jan2021. The outcome of the event Covid positive was not reported.

929552 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 GA 41.0 F sand paper face rash and full swollen face; sand paper face rash and full swollen face; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP). A 41-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot#: EH9899) via intramuscular on arm left as the first dose on 19Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had Botox and facial fillers on 15Dec2020. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was unknown whether the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. And it was unknown whether the patient had been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient had sand paper face rash and full swollen face that started on 01Jan2021 (also reported as 3 days after receiving the vaccine). The events were reported as non-serious. It was unknown whether treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was unknown.

929553 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 F COVID; COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on Tuesday 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was diagnosed with COVID on Saturday 02Jan2021. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

929554 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 GA 69.0 F fever; she was dehydrated; unable to sleep until 3:30am; Headache; body aches; Chills; Pain / received the vaccine on 18Dec2020, at that time she only had symptoms of pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself. A 69-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number CJ1685) via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose in the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included gum surgery on 29Dec2020. Concomitant medication included amoxicillin trihydrate (AMOCILLINE) from 29Dec2020 post gum surgery. The patient received the vaccine on 18Dec2020. At that time she only had symptoms of pain (onset date 19Dec2020). On the night of 04Jan2021, she had chills and needed 3 blankets and 2 robes. Three hours later her chills were gone and she had a temperature of 105 degrees (fever onset date 05Jan2021). She also had a headache (headache onset date 04Jan2021). She took two paracetamol (TYLENOL) and was unable to sleep until 3:30am. She woke at 9am (05Jan2021). She checked her temperature again and it was 99.2. This was after going 12 hours without taking paracetamol. Then she had body aches (body aches onset date 04Jan2021) but no headache. She thought she was dehydrated and she drank some water. Her headache was gone. She was scheduled for the second vaccine on 08Jan2021. She was told that her body would respond stronger and the symptoms be worse since she responded 17 days after getting the vaccine. The event pain (after vaccination, on 19Dec2020) was resolved on 19Dec2020, chills was resolved on 05Jan2021, fever was resolving, headache was resolved on 05Jan2021, body aches was resolved on 05Jan2021. The outcome of "unable to sleep" and "she thought she was dehydrated" was unknown.

929555 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 TX 64.0 F swelling; Flu like symptoms; low grade fever; headache; joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (HCP) reporting for herself.  A 64-year-old female patient received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number and expiration date not provided) intramuscularly in the left arm on 18Dec2020 at 12:00 am, and the second single dose intramuscularly in the left arm on 04Jan2021 at 12:00 pm (as reported), for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included osteoarthritis from an unknown date and unspecified if ongoing. No unknown allergies. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), hydroxychloroquine, progesterone, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), calcium, magnesium. No other vaccine received in four weeks. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced flu like symptoms, low grade fever, headache, joint pain and swelling on 05Jan2021 at 01:00 am. The events were non-serious. The patient received paracetamol (TYLENOL) and ibuprofen for the events. The patient was recovering from the events.  Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.

929556 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 SD 76.0 F Arm soreness / soreness in the arm and shoulder; Arm soreness / soreness in the arm and shoulder; Emesis; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported different events for 6 patients. This is the sixth of the six reports.  A 76-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number and expiration date not provided) via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single does in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included dementia from 10Mar2020 and ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced arm soreness (soreness in the arm and shoulder), emesis and nausea on 01Jan2021. The patient received paracetamol (TYLENOL) for the soreness, nothing for the emesis and nausea. The events were all resolved on 01Jan2021.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021006274 same reporter/ drug , different patient /AE.

929557 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CT 60.0 F very dizzy/ felt like her Blood pressure dropped/she felt like she was going to faint; she felt really really sick/ didn't feel good/felt very bad; Sweating; Nauseous; loose stool; her injection site had a lump and was red; a little pain in her arm/ it was just a little sore; her injection site had a lump and was red; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself.  A 60-year-old female received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number and expiration date not provided) via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 11:30 at single dose in the arm for COVID-19 immunization. There were no relevant medical history and no concomitant medications. The patient received the vaccine 29Dec2020 at 11:30 am. She went to work at 11 at night and only had a little pain in her arm. At 4 am on 30Dec2020, she felt really sick. She felt like her blood pressure dropped. She was very dizzy. She was scared. She didn't feel good. She felt like she was going to faint and was sweating. She was going to try to finish her work and go home. She went to the house, and was very sick. She got into bed because she believed she needed rest. At 3 pm on 30Dec2020, nothing was wrong. She was going to rest more. That night time on 30Dec2020, she felt better. She had also got nauseous. She stated the symptoms only lasted a day, and also said the side effects only lasted from 4 o'clock to 8 o'clock when she got home. She did go to the bathroom and experienced loose stool. She felt very bad when she laid down in bed. By 10 o'clock pm (30Dec2020) she felt better. The patient said she had no problem moving her arm as it was just a little sore. When she got home from work her husband noticed her injection site had a lump and was red. Her arm recovered in a week's time. The patient stated she would go for her second shot on 13Jan2021. The symptoms which started on 30Dec2020 04:00 (dizzy/felt like her blood pressure dropped/she felt like she was going to faint, feeling sick/bad, sweating, nauseous, loose stool) were resolved on 30Dec2020. The events pain in her arm and injection site lump and red were resolved on an unspecified date in Jan2021.   Information about lot and batch number was requested.

929558 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 MS U Tested positive for COVID; Tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP via a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A patient of unspecified age and gender started to receive BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration from 23Dec2020 to 23Dec2020 at first single dose for COIVD-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Pharmacy student on the line who had patient who received the first dose of the COVID vaccine shot on 23Dec2020. Then the patient went home on Christmas break and later tested positive for COVID on 29Dec2020. She was calling to see how to proceed with the second dosage. Outcome of the event was unknown.  information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event positive for corona virus infection based on the known safety profile. However given the short duration of 6 days since the vaccine first dose, it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

929559 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 SD U Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar event for six patients. This is 5th out of six reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 29Dec2020 at single dose for an COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient worked in a healthcare facility and had not had COVID. The patient experienced headache on 04Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered. Treatment: none. Drug result: related.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021006274 same reporter/ drug , different patient /AE.

929560 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 38.0 F nausea; chills; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Other healthcare professional. A 38-year-old female (not pregnant) patient received BNT162B2 on 22Dec2020 10:00 AM intramuscular Right arm at singe dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. No Known allergies. Facility type vaccine was Hospital. No other vaccine in four weeks. No covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination. Patient had headache, nausea and chills on 24Dec2020. No treatment received. The outcome of the events was recovered. The seriousness was reported as no.   No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about batch/lot number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

929561 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 SD 59.0 F Malaise and extreme tiredness; Malaise and extreme tiredness; Arm soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. This Nurse reported events for 6 patients. This is a 1st of 6 reports.   A 59-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine) on 29Dec2020 at single dose, once by injection in the right arm, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced arm soreness on 30Dec2020 that lasted a few hours, malaise and extreme tiredness on 05Jan2021. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of arm soreness included Tylenol. The patient worked in a healthcare facility and had not had COVID. The outcome of event arm soreness was recovered on 30Dec2020, and of malaise and extreme tiredness was not recovered. Reporter seriousness for arm soreness, malaise and extreme tiredness was non-serious. The reporter considered the events arm soreness, malaise and extreme tiredness were related to COVID Vaccine.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021006243 same reporter/ drug , different patient /AE.;US-PFIZER INC-2021006329 same reporter/ drug , different patient /AE.;US-PFIZER INC-2021006376 same reporter/ drug , different patient /AE.;US-PFIZER INC-2021006151 same reporter/ drug , different patient /AE.;US-PFIZER INC-2021005968 same reporter/ drug , different patient /AE.

929562 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MN 36.0 F moderately itchy rash on chest and burning ears about 1 hour after the vaccine. progressed to mild diffuse itching which slowly subsided over the few hours; moderately itchy rash on chest and burning ears about 1 hour after the vaccine. progressed to mild diffuse itching which slowly subsided over the few hours; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 36-year-old female patient (no pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EK9231) on 05Jan2021 06:15 PM, Intramuscularly at single dose (vaccine location: Left arm) (first dose) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included cellulitis of lips due to use of 5 fu (stopped 1 week prior) for actinic keratosis. Concomitant medications included sulfamethoxazole, trimethoprim (BACTRIM) from 05Jan2021; amoxicillin, clavulanic acid (AUGMENTIN) from 05Jan2021; bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN); escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO); magnesium; famotidine (PEPCID); ergocalciferol (VIT D); ascorbic acid (VIT C). There were no Known allergies. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Patient experienced moderately itchy rash on chest and burning ears about 1 hour after the vaccine on 05Jan2021 07:30 PM, progressed to mild diffuse itching which slowly subsided over the few hours. Patient did not receive any treatment. The outcome of the events was recovering. This case was assessed non-serious by reporter. The events did not result in Death, Life threatening, Caused/prolonged hospitalization, Disabling/Incapacitating, Congenital anomaly/birth defect.

929563 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 SD 29.0 M Headache; General not feeling well; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events 6 patients. This is 4th of 6 reports. A 29-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medication were not reported. It was reported the patient had headache and general not feeling well. Patient received the vaccine on 29Dec2020. This patient started to experience these symptoms today (05Jan2021). Reporter talked to this patient earlier he said he had taken Tylenol and she has not heard from him since. Treatment included took Tylenol. Patient was not recovered from the events. The reporter considered the events Headache and General not feeling well was related to the drug.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021006274 same reporter/ drug , different patient /AE.

929564 01/08/2021 TN M very mild cold like symptoms; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar events for 2 patients. This is 2nd of two reports.   A male patient (mid 40s) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced 14 days after injection very mild cold like symptoms, chills, nasal congestion no congestion. The patient had not being tested for COVID. The pharmacist was not entirely sure if they were related to the vaccine. Wanted to know if there was any data on delayed onset side effects. The outcome of the events was not reported. Serious criteria for this case was no.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021005612 same reporter/drug, different patient

929565 01/08/2021 CT F Another lady said she was sick; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was stated that another lady (patient) said she was sick. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929566 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 SD 59.0 F Low grade temperature that last 6 hours; Nausea; Vomiting; Diarrhea; Arm soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This nurse reported similar events 6 patients. This is 2nd of 6 reports.   A 59-year-old female patient receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. This patient had a low grade temperature that last 6 hours, nausea, vomiting and diarrhea on 05Jan2021. She also experienced the arm soreness on 29Dec2020. patient says that they had employees get the COVID Vaccine on 29Dec2020. Most said that they maybe got a little arm soreness that lasted a few hours. They took tylenol and were fine. reporter confirmed that this patient is herself. She did not have a specific physician that she sees. She sees whoever is there that day. She received the vaccine on 29Dec2020. These symptoms hit her early this morning. They hit her, then she called out of work. She talked to her provider and they were going to revisit if they wanted to do another COVID test. she has already had two negative tests. Treatment was none. Patient states she just got off the phone completing a report of side effects from several of her employees that happened within 24 hours of receiving the Covid vaccine on 29Dec2020. reporter states several employees reported headaches, tiredness, and malaise. reporter would like to know if the onset and duration for these symptoms are expected. Her question it, since they all got the vaccine on 29Dec2020, would they be experiencing these side effects 7 days post injection, this far out. No Investigation Assessment. Patient was recovered from low grade temperature that last 6 hours, vomiting and diarrhea on 05Jan2021, recovered from arm soreness on 29Dec2020, recovering from nausea. Reporter seriousness of low grade temperature that last 6 hours, Nausea, Vomiting, Diarrhea and Arm soreness was not serious. The reporter considered the events Low grade temperature that last 6 hours, Nausea, Vomiting, Diarrhea and Arm soreness was related.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021006274 same reporter/ drug , different patient /AE.

929567 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 PA 54.0 F Joint pain; brain fog; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 54-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received BNT162B2 (Pfizer, lot number: EL0140) first dose on 29Dec2020 10:45 via intramuscular on right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was not reported. Concomitant medications in two weeks included dexlansoprazole (DEXILANT) and escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO). The patient had allergies to Erythromycin. No other vaccine in four weeks. Facility type vaccine was Hospital. Patient had Joint pain and Brain Fog on 31Dec2020 01:15 PM. No treatment. No COVID prior vaccination. No COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of the event was not recovered. The serious was reported as no.

929568 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 GA 57.0 F Nose bleeds; she had allergies; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 57-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine), Batch/lot number: EJ1685, via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 15:30 at single dose in right deltoid for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received the Covid-19 vaccine on 04Jan2021 at 3:30pm. They monitored her for 30 minutes after she received it because she had allergies. After she got home she had a nose bleed on 04Jan2021. This morning (05Jan2021) at 5:00am she went downstairs to fix herself some food. She felt her nose running. She touched her nose with a paper towel and saw that it was bleeding. It was bleeding now. She had never had a nose bleed before. The patient had no lab tests. The outcome of the event "nose bleed" was not recovered, and of "she had allergies" was unknown.

929569 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 37.0 37 F tingling and pain in arm that received injection, head rush, head ache, dizziness, weakness, cold blue skin, shaking, rapid heart beat, low blood pressure, low oxygen level, tightness in throat, chills, tremors, muscle spasms

929570 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CA 47.0 F Soreness at injection site and entire upper arm; Soreness at injection site and entire upper arm; Headache; Feeling sluggish and unwell; Feeling sluggish and unwell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 47-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration at right arm on 28Dec2020 10:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included none. No known allergies. Concomitant medication included Alive multivitamin which received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced soreness at injection site and entire upper arm, headache, feeling sluggish and unwell, all on 28Dec2020 16:00. No treatment received. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. This is a non-serious report. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.

929571 01/08/2021 TN U fatigue; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via Pfizer Sales Representative. A elderly patient (reported as over 80 years) of an unspecified gender received BNT162b2 (Lot/batch number and Expiration date were not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced fatigue, headache on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.  No follow up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

929572 01/08/2021 TN U fatigue; This is spontaneous report from a contactable consume via Pfizer Sales Representative. This consumer reported similar events for 2 patients. This is a second of two reports. A 9-decade-patient of an unspecified gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unknown date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced fatigue after use of vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

929573 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 GA 45.0 45 F Tachycardia on 4th day after vaccine, the onset started in the morning while at rest, heart rate returned to normalcy after an hour but had intermittent episodes of tachycardia.  I went to the ER on 12/30/2020 due to continued tachycardia.  An EKG, chest xray, and blood was drawn, which showed slightly elevated troponin, stayed most of the night in the EC with second lab draws. I was given a prescription of metropolol 12mg to be taken twice a day for 14 days.  Went to see a cardiologist on 1/05/2021, another EKG was preformed along with an ECHO which was normal but was placed on a heart monitor to be observed for 30 days

929574 01/08/2021 F Tachycardia; Palpitation; Full body flush; Full body feeling hot; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Caller stated, "So, she said that this person, (Name) had the same effect that she had and I already reported her side effects and basically they had the full body flush with the tachycardia, palpitations and it lasted for about 5 minutes and then went away. It said, it felt like a full body flush and she said it reminds me when you get those IVs that make your full body feeling hot, so she said it's full body flush, tachycardia, palpitation and then after 5 minutes, it went away and they were all fine." The outcome of events was recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

929575 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 29.0 F Mild nausea shortly after injection; Injection site soreness beginning in the afternoon of that day, continuing for days; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other HCP.  A 29-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 12:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included endometriosis. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced Mild nausea shortly after injection. Injection site soreness beginning in the afternoon of that day, continuing for days and Fatigue on 04Jan2021 12:45.  Patient has not been diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Patient has not tested for coronavirus disease (COVID-19) since having the vaccine. Outcome of events was recovered.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

929576 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 24.0 24 M I received the vaccine on 1/7/21 and the next morning (1/8/21) I woke up with a fever of 100.5, a headache, and nausea.

929577 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MO 40.0 F Fatigue; fever; chills; body aches; headache; This is spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 40-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899) intramuscularly at right arm on 29Dec2020 11:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included anxiety/depression-mild, known allergies to penicillin (PCN), patient was diagnosis (dx) with Covid 19 on 20Nov2020. Concomitant medication included duloxetine, hydrochlorothiazide, triamterene (TRIAMTERENE AND HYDROCHLOROTHIAZID), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), paracetamol (TYLENOL) and MV, all received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced fatigue, fever, chills, body aches, headache that lasted about 24 hours, all started from 29Dec2020 11:45. Then continued fatigue and mild body aches since then. No treatment received. This is a non-serious report. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering.

929578 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CA 45.0 45 M Shortness of breath, coughing, some deep chest soreness.  Worse when laying down in any position. Began using Albuterol this morning (approx 3 hours ago) with no change in symptoms.

929579 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 WA 37.0 37 F Patient developed a rash within 24 hours of vaccine administration.  It gradually spread from abdomen to the rest of her trunk, arms, and thighs.  It spared her face and neck, hands and feet.  I made the clinical diagnosis of pityriasis rosea.  Treatment is topical anti-itch medications only.

929580 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 52.0 52 F C/O:  DIZZINESS.   1140:  VS:  184/98, P: 92; 02 SAT:  RA:  98%; 1152:  VS:  167/88, P:  70; 02 SAT:  RA:  98%

929581 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AK 41.0 41 F chest tightness arm pain nausea diarrhea body aches fatigue  lost work two days

929582 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 45.0 M Chills; body aches; high fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 45-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162b2 (Lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 03Jan2021 20:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included Sleep apnoea. Concomitant medication included ramipril. The patient experienced Chills, body aches, high fever within 23 hours of vaccine administration on 04Jan2021 19:00. No treatment received. The outcome of the events was recovering.

929583 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 WI 44.0 44 F 01/06/2021 developed a rash, redness, itching and is warm to touch at the injection site.

929584 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NY 31.0 F Muscle aches; joint pain; injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse reported for herself. A 31-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231 and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm 05:30 PM on 04Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient concomitant medications include escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN). The patient previously took the first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number: EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration on arm left on 14Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient experienced muscle aches, joint pain, injection site pain on 05Jan2021 04:00 AM after the second vaccine administrated, with outcome recovered. The patient received treatment for the events with Ibuprofen.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

929585 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 MI 43.0 43 F I saw patient on 1/6/2021 for a possible vaccine reaction. She had her vaccine on Dec 31 and had arm soreness. On the evening of 1/5/2021 she had headache, chills, and during the night sweating. She woke on 1/6/2021 with itching on wrists with a red raised rash and then noted it was also on her hips when she took a shower. In office on 1/6/2021 she had erythema on wrists (she had applied Kenalog cream and states that it was no longer raised after application of the cream) and she had small dime to quarter sized hives on bilateral hips. My colleagues and I researched and found that people can get a serum illness with any vaccine so we checked labs and a UA ? it was all normal but a little protein in her UA. I spoke with patient on 1/7/2021 and she stated that her hives had spread over her buttocks the evening of 1/6/2021 but had resolved by the time she woke on 1/7/2021 and she was not having any current symptoms yesterday late afternoon when I spoke with her. She feels sluggish on 1/8/2021 but overall feels okay. No more rash. We discussed that she can return to her next shift on Monday 1/11/2021 unless she notes any other symptoms / return of symptoms she will let us know.

929586 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 MA 29.0 F I tested positive for COVID-19; I tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 29-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), intramuscular in left arm on 17Dec2020 19:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The patient tested positive for COVID-19 on 03Jan2021. Outcome of event was recovering. Patient has not been diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination.

929587 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 MO F I was like tired; Headaches which comes and goes; Straight at 99.5 and it went to 99.9; Joint Pain from head to toe; Foggy/ Weird feeling/ Back of my neck, upper-lower back my elbow it was just like my legs which is just in a lot of joint pain/ just didn't feel quite like myself; t was all expected the painful site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). The 59-years-old female patient received first of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot nunber: EH9899), unknown on an unknown date in Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE on Left Deltoid for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included Patient History: No. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported "I had this vaccine, my dad gave it to me Thursday about noon and last night I became very symptomatic, I am feeling a little better today and it said to report the symptom, I mean it was all expected the painful site but I feel very fatigue I mean I was like tired, headaches which comes and goes through on 01JAN2021 and not sure I don't normally have unless it's my sinuses so this is the headache I believe the Tylenol didn't do anything for it (Further clarification was unknown) and I have been taking Tylenol and Ibuprofen, a fever I experienced last night went from straight at 99.5 and it went to 99.9 just kind feel foggy, it was just a weird feeling I experienced, Joint Pain from head to toe, I mean back of my neck, upper-lower back my elbow it was just like my legs which is just in a lot of joint pain and just didn't feel quite like myself I guess pretty much just to say. I was due to get it the 2nd one on the 19th and I was told you may have more symptoms with that one, is that correct?" The patient took Tylenol and Ibuprofen for joint pain and fever. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are needed..

929588 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 25.0 M injection site soreness; chills; fever; hyperthermia; tachycardia; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other HCP. A 25-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162b2 (lot number: ELI284), intramuscular at left arm on 04Jan2021 11:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history was none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced injection site soreness several hours following administration. Approximately 12 hrs later, patient experienced severe chills and fever lasting for several hours, followed by several hours of hyperthermia and tachycardia. The all events were reported from 04Jan2021 23:00. No treatment received. The outcome of the events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

929590 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 TX 34.0 F heaviness in the arm at the injection site/ left arm is in pain; heaviness in the arm at the injection site/ left arm is in pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. A 34-year-old female received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number: EK9230 and expiration date: Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 04Jan2021 at 7:40am at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history included food allergy from 29Jan2020 and ongoing, reported as allergic to avocado, banana, beef, cantaloupe, cashews, chicken, coconut, coffee mix, corn, cucumber, egg, fish mix, green pea, milk, onion, olive, peach, pecan, potato, rice, shrimp, strawberry, watermelon. The patient concomitant medications reported as none. The patient is a registered nurse reporting she got her Pfizer Covid vaccine shot yesterday 04Jan2021 at 7:40 am, she had heaviness in the arm at the injection site on 04Jan2021, clarifies her left arm, she already took Tylenol yesterday. When she woke up this morning, left arm is in pain, the pain will not go away it has been 24 hours. She took her temperature and it is 98.1 F. She does have a lot of food allergies. She attempted to treat the arm pain with acetaminophen, 500mg (expiration Dec2022, purhased from store, Manufacturer is unknown, states it is the generic, LOT P142171). The reporter considered the event as non serious. The outcome of the event was not recovered.  .

929591 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 CA 58.0 F Joints and muscle aches; Joints and muscle aches; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 58-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), intramuscular in arm right on 21Dec2020 10:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included allergies to dust, grass, and some weeds. Concomitant medication included fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA), estradiol, vitamin c [ascorbic acid] (VITAMIN C [ASCORBIC ACID]), zinc. The patient experienced Joints and muscle aches for 15 days so far, nausea mainly in the mornings for 10 days on 23Dec2020 06:00. Outcome of events was not recovered. Patient has not been diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Patient has not tested for coronavirus disease (COVID-19) since having the vaccine.

929592 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 AK 63.0 63 F localized allergic rxn 9 days after the shot.

929593 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NY 27.0 F Fatigue; achy; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 27-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) intramuscularly at left arm on 04Jan2021 14:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies to shellfish. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced fatigue, achy, chills, all on 05Jan2021 01:15. No treatment received for the adverse events. This a non-serious report. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929594 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 40.0 F Red bumps and itching to arms, legs and belly; Red bumps and itching to arms, legs and belly; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Other HCP (patient). A 40-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162b2 (Lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 05Jan2021 12:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included Allergies to medications, food, or other products (unspecified allergies). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced red bumps and itching to arms, legs and belly at 12:30 on 05Jan2021. The patient received the Benadryl as treatment. The events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

929595 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 FL 61.0 61 F fever 101, arm soreness, body aches, fatigue, nausea, congestion and dry cough

929596 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NY 54.0 F chills; fever; headache; muscles pain; joint pain; difficulty of breathing; arm pain; tiredness; dizziness; weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 54-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of report) received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number PFR EL 3246) on 04Jan2021 12:00, received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number PFR EK 5730) on 18Dec2020 11:00, both intramuscularly on left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in Hospital. Medical history included migraine, known allergies: kiwi. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced chills, fever, headache, muscles pain, joint pain, difficulty of breathing, arm pain, tiredness, dizziness and weakness, all on 04Jan2021 19:00. Treatment received for all events included Ibuprofen, Alive. The outcome of all events were not resolved.

929597 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CT 50.0 F Difficulty breathing; Weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (on behalf of his mother).  A 50-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EJ1686), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 between 09:00 and 10:00 at single dose on left arm for covid-19 immunisation (works in food staff at a hospital). Medical history and concomitant medications were none. Patient experienced: difficulty breathing and weakness on 01Jan2021. Events were ongoing and had gotten a little worse today (05Jan2021). The action taken in response to the events for bnt162b2 was not applicable. Outcome of the events was not resolved.

929598 01/08/2021 NC M Patient tested positive for COVID-19 about 2 weeks after receiving the 1st dose of COVID vaccine; Patient tested positive for COVID-19 about 2 weeks after receiving the 1st dose of COVID vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported that a male patient of unspecified age received his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date, at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient is a health care worker who works with COVID patients as part of his daily work duties. He tested positive for COVID-19 about 2 weeks after receiving the 1st dose of BNT162B2. Outcome of the events was unknown.   No follow up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

929599 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WV 59.0 59 F 1-7 middle of the night was achy and had headache. Thursday headache became more severe and had body aches. Thursday night had a low grade temp and the headache got severe and she developed lymph node swelling in R axilla. She continues with headache that is bad and body aches but no fever today 1-8-2021

929600 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 35.0 F Tested positive; Tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse via Pfizer sales representative. A 35-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (lot: EKS730), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient received 1st COVID vaccine dose on 17Dec2020 and tested positive on 23Dec2020. Patient was exposed to COVID. She was curious if and when she should get a second dose having tested positive after her first dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event SARS-CoV-2 test positive based on the known safety profile. However given the short duration of 6 days since the vaccine first dose, it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

929601 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 LA F joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose on 16Dec2020 between 12:30 and 1:30 for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medication were not reported. She got the first vaccine on the 16Dec2020 between 12:30 and 1:30 and had symptoms 12 to 13 hours post injection. She had joint pain which was normal. She didn't think it was necessary to call about that. The outcome of event was unknown.   Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.

929602 01/08/2021 M extreme fever; chills; shortness of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician via Pfizer Sales Representative. A 6 decades male patient (reported as in his 50's) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. the patient experienced extreme fever, chills, shortness of breath after receiving the vaccine. Outcome of events was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

929603 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CO 58.0 58 F After first dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, patient started to experience mild pruritus on her forehead. The patient was monitored for 30 minutes and did not experience worsening of symptoms. Patient was discharged home in stable condition.

929604 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 FL 86.0 F I have 2-3 good beats and then kind of has like 2 or 3 slower beats, missing beats, they are not as strong/ Heartbeat seems to be a little erratic; I have 2-3 good beats and then kind of has like 2 or 3 slower beats, missing beats, they are not as strong; Woke me last night, at 3 o' clock this morning; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient himself). An 86-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included atrial fibrillation (Afib), gastrooesophageal reflux disease (Reflux), macular degeneration, ongoing It's for heart, ongoing bleeding disorder. Concomitant medication included metoprolol for heart; ascorbic acid, betacarotene, cupric oxide, tocopheryl acetate, zinc oxide (PRESERVISION) for macular degeneration; fish oil for Omega 3; Vitamins. Clinical course: She had a bleeding disorder, she was on a blood thinner (unspecified medication), they didn't know she took a blood thinner. She had noticed with her heartbeat seems to be a little erratic, but she also had AFib. So, it seems like she had 2-3 good beats and then kind of has like 2 or 3 slower beats, missing beats, they are not as strong. But she thought that would have been AFib but seems to be a little bit different. It woke her last night, at 3 o' clock this morning on 01Jan2021. She wanted to know if it would have an effect on her heartbeat by taking the blood thinner. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.

929605 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 KS 38.0 F Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP (patient herself).  This 38-year-old female patient received the first dose of the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unknown route, on 05Jan2021 at 08:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was arm right. The patient was not pregnant. Relevant medical history included COVID 19 (prior to vaccination). Past drug history included allergy to penicillin. Relevant concomitant medication included birth control pill. The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 38-year-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. Post-vaccination COVID test was not performed. On 05Jan2021 at 20:00, the patient developed fever. The patient was not treated for the event. The patient recovered from the event on unknown date.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929606 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 53.0 53 F RED, ITCHY, ROUND, 4 INCH DIAMETER RAISED, WARM RASH

929607 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 FL 55.0 F Fatigue; Migraine; Body aching everywhere including joint and muscle everything; General aches, pain; Headache; Severe muscle pain around the injection site; Severe muscle pain around the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetes mellitus from an unknown date, covid-19 from an unknown date. Concomitant medication included metformin. The patient stated the side effects were initially day one (30Dec2020) was this general aches, pains and headache. It almost started as if it was a Covid itself starting all over again because she had this disease already earlier this year and the headache and general ache and pains and pretty severe muscle pain around the injection site and also the general aches and pain. The second day (31Dec2020) was extreme fatigue, migraine that the never went away, body aching everywhere including joints and muscle everything. It almost felt like the Covid itself all over again. Patient took Motrin essentially around the clock something 6 (intent: 600mg) to 800 mg every 6 hours or so. The outcome of event migraine was not recovered, the other events was unknown.

929608 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CA 26.0 M Injection site muscle soreness/pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient himself).  This 26-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EL0142), via an unknown route, on 05Jan2021 at 17:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Age at vaccination was 26-year-old. Vaccine location was left arm. The patient did not have a relevant medical history. No known allergies. No relevant concomitant medications were provided. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. Pre-vaccination and post-vaccination COVID tests were not performed. On 06Jan2021 at 08:00, the patient developed injection site muscle soreness/pain. The patient was not treated for the event. The patient was recovering from the event.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

929609 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 IL 54.0 F Injection site pain; Tiredness; Muscle pain; Chills; Fever; Nausea; Feeling unwell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 54-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot EJ1685, Expiration 31Mar2021) solution for injection in the left arm on 02Jan2021 (at the age of 54-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. There was no medical history. There were no concomitant medications. On 03Jan2021 at 02:00, the patient experienced injection site pain, tiredness, muscle pain, chills, fever, nausea and a feeling of unwell. Treatment was provided for the events injection site pain, tiredness, muscle pain, chills, fever, nausea and a feeling of unwell included ibuprofen. The outcome of the events injection site pain, tiredness, muscle pain, chills, fever, nausea and a feeling of unwell was unknown. There was no physician office/ emergency room visit.
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929610 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 FL 83.0 83 F C/o shortness of breath  routine oxygen increased cannula changed to mask oxygen sats at 88% Y

929611 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 U allergic reaction; hives; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she got the Covid vaccine last week and she think she was having like a slight allergic reaction like hives and stuff on an unspecified date. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

929612 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 PA 50.0 F Congestion; Felt warm; took temp, I was 101.5; Chills; Everything hurts; Feel sick; Coughing; Really tired/exhausted; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 50-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included Hashimoto's Goitre, migraine, Pacemaker, she just had her third one replaced, that was since I was 27. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine for Hashimoto's Goitre, sertraline, topiramate (TOPAMAX). The patient received the vaccine on 30Dec2020. She had congestion, she was still congested. That night on 30Dec2020 she was tired, just tired and exhausted and woke up Thursday on 31Dec2020, really tired. The patient had been really busy with work with everything, so, she just 'threw to the wind'. She was really tired on Thursday, 31st, just like, she really feel sick, coughing, really exhausted. she came home and just got to go to bed and 7 to 3:30. She felt warm but she didn't get hot and she took temp, she was 101.5. She had chills, a cough. She was so exhausted, everything hurts her. The patient don't feel like terrible, terrible, like mostly she would say Friday on 01Jan2021, she was mostly in bed. She just didn't want to just lay there. She thought that was worse laying there. She didn't know if I was positive with COVID in the middle of this, or was it the vaccine. About causality, the reporter stated that she didn't know, 50-50, it partly felt like she didn't know if she was having a reaction to the vaccine or she was positive for COVID or she was getting (incomplete sentence). She was congested and the all of a sudden, she didn't know if positive for this. She guessed if she get tested which she was assuming if she call or occupational health, they want her to get tested for COVID because she already have the symptoms. She didn't do anything yet for events. She had just been home and quarantined. Her brother who she have been around, he doesn't live with her but he lived down the street. He was in critical care right now in (state) and with COVID, so that's another concern, why she was thinking she could be COVID. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information for Lot/Batch number has been requested.

929613 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 47.0 47 F Severe headache, severe body aches, skin sensitivity, fatigue and diarrhea for 18 hours then spontaneously resolved

929614 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 77.0 F arm was slightly swollen; rash around the injection site; Arm soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 77-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL1284, expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 08:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient noticed her arm was sore a few hours after vaccination on 02Jan2021. Yesterday on 03Jan2021, her arm was sore. On 04Jan2021, when getting dressed she noticed her arm was slightly swollen and there's a rash around the injection site. Outcome of the events was unknown.

929615 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 CO 41.0 41 F Day 8-10 post moderna vaccine a red rash developed on my entire lateral upper arm of injection site, Area red, burning, itchy. I am breastfeeding 17 months and first time had breast pain that came not sure if related or not but same days the evening of day 8-10 after the rash started in the morning. Both came and returned to baseline but wanted to report to help for clinical data. I have had a history of allergic reactions.

929616 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 27.0 27 U I received the vaccine around 12:15 pm and this reaction started around 9 pm that evening. I felt soreness and significant warmth 2 cm above the injection site. I felt a raised lump, the size of a quarter. It was very tender to touch. The actual injection site was not painful. This lasted for about 1 week, until complete resolution.

929617 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 CT 65.0 65 F It was 3 days after I became fatigue and chill. I also had body aches.

929618 01/08/2021 CA U Headaches after vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, General Company Information, received via a contactable  consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced headaches after vaccine on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929619 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 FL F Tingling sensation; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program. A contactable consumer reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date unspecified), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took valacyclovir (VALTREX) and experienced tingling sensation. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced tingling sensation. It was reported that the patient experienced tingling sensation a week and a half with valacyclovir before getting the vaccine. When the patient got the vaccination last Thursday and even after receiving the vaccine, the tingling started again. She's was asking if she can restart/retake the valacyclovir now that she had the vaccine. Outcome of event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929620 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 NC 64.0 F pain on the injection site; swelling; Inflammation; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, reported by a contactable consumer (patient). A 64-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient had the vaccine yesterday (02Jan2021) around 6 O'clock and then late in the afternoon she was experiencing pain on the injection site and she is asking if that is normal or if she can take Ibuprofen to relieve the pain. It was further reported that there was also a little bit swelling and inflammation. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929621 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Patient received first vaccine (12.29.20) and experienced injection site reaction for 3 days. 10 days later the redness and tenderness re-appeared. The area is approximately 1.5 by 1.5 inches, somehwat round "wheal" urticarial center. Patient has been taking benadryl for symptom relief with little change in symptoms or appearance. No other complaints.

929622 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 AZ M Fever; Chills; Body aches; Headaches; This is spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP.   A male patient (age unknown) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unknown route, on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. No relevant medical history and concomitant medications were provided. On unknown date, after vaccination, the patient had  fever, chills, body aches, and headaches. Fever was high. Sunday night his fever was 102 which went away with ibuprofen (ADVIL). He had no respiratory issues. He had body aches, but they were not severe. He had headaches. He has had 2 negative COVID tests and he was negative for the flu. The patient asked if he could not take the second dose of the vaccine planned for 13Jan2021. Fever resolved on unknown date while the outcome of the remaining events was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

929623 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 IL F gets an enlarged lymph node; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient) received via a Pfizer-sales representative. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient reiceved the Pfizer COVID vaccine a week ago. She typically gets an enlarged lymph node after receiving the influenza vaccine and had the same reaction to the COVID vaccine on an unspecified date. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

929624 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 34.0 F I have a cyst developed on my arm; Injection site is very swollen and very painful; Injection site is very swollen and very painful; redness on my forearm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 34-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration from 02Jan2021 in the morning (yesterday of 03Jan2021) at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was upper arm and it was the first dose. None medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient start to develop some redness on her forearm, injecting site is in her upper arm. Patient have a cyst developed on her arm. The cyst, it is on the same arm but on the forearm, it (cyst) was very small like pen tip right now it is like a 2 mm or like 4 mm. She was not sure if it is going to get dissolve or not but it is not recovering for now and it had some yellowish fluid inside the cyst. Patient also stated the injection site was very swollen and very painful. Patient stated she took one Tylenol 400 mg last night and took another one this morning. Patient think she had the lab test for Covid, PCR test within two weeks. The outcome of event "cyst on arm" was not recovered, the other events was unknown.

929625 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F Day 1 Night:  Sleeplessness Day 2:  Muscle aches in left arm, left shoulder, neck.  Fullness in ear, dizziness.

929626 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 27.0 M started to feel a little sick; had COVID-19 test and results came back positive; had COVID-19 test and results came back positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 27-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EH9899/expiration date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 27Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no relevant medical history. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated that he got the vaccination on the 27th and then that same night he started to feel a little sick. He was assuming that it has just to be the side effect of the vaccine (unspecified vaccine). On 28Dec2020, he was feeling pretty sick; he did not go to the work. He had COVID-19 test (Dec2020) and results came back positive. He added that he didn't know if it was the COVID because he was reading up on the vaccines and it said that one could not get COVID from the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The reported positive with COVID-19 test after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

929627 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 KS 22.0 F feeling kind of shaky/got a little shaky; severe headache; super nauseous; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 22-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 05Jan2021 13:00 (lot number: EK9231), and first dose on 16Dec2020 (Lot Number: ETT9899 as provided), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine was not administered at Facility but in hospital. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. No additional administered vaccines. Prior vaccinations (within 4 weeks) was none. Relevant tests were None. Caller was a phlebotomist calling regarding Pfizer's COVID vaccine, the second one. It's been an hour since she received the second vaccine. She was feeling kind of shaky. She had a severe headache and she was super nauseous. She mentioned she was probably going to be sent home. The caller explained it's like she would rather be in bed right now than dealing with patients. It's the nausea and headache that was the main thing, she just got a little shaky right now. The caller stated she received the vaccine about an hour ago, around 1:00 p.m. The caller explained her symptoms have stayed the same so far. The events were occurred on 05Jan2021 did not require a visit to emergency room or physician Office. Outcome of the events was not recovered.

929628 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 CA 37.0 F sore arm/ arm started to get sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (reported for herself). A 37-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), intramuscularly on 16Dec2020 at single dose at right upper arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Asthma: She explained she had seasonal asthma as a kid and as she got older, it got worse, she couldn't remember when. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first COVID vaccine on 16Dec2020. She clarified further with the first vaccine, she was fine. She had a sore arm and that's it in Dec2020. With the first COVID vaccine, she had a sore arm but has recovered completely from it. She got the first vaccine and it didn't hurt or anything. Her arm started to get sore in the early hours of the morning like 1am. She thought it took her 2 days to recover completely and then she was fine. Investigation Assessment was no. Vaccination Facility Type was Hospital, not Administered at Military Facility. The outcome of the event was recovered on an unspecified date in Dec2020.

929629 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Lip tingling and lower lip swelling. Patient carries epinephrine but does not use it. She was treated in the emergency department with Benadryl 50 mg IM and solumedrol 125 mg IV.

929630 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 PA F fever; chills; body aches; headache; hand swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist. This Pharmacist reported for a female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose on one of the deltoids, but not sure which one for COVID-19 immunization. The medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was known if the patient had prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. By the next day on 30Dec2020, she started to experience chills, fever, body aches, headache, and also hand swelling which all lasted for four days. Seriousness Criteria was stated as not significant. What was odd was the hand swelling. She did not have any redness or itchiness with it. It was just swelling that lasted four days and the patient thought this was odd. The outcome of the events was recovered on 03Jan2021. The Pharmacist want to known if the patient should still get the booster on the 19th.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

929631 01/08/2021 M Swelling; Tingling; hand swollen; This is spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist.   A 51-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), Lot EH9899, Expiration Date Mar2021, intramuscular in deltoid, on an unspecified date at 0.3 mL, single for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was none.  There were no concomitant medications. On an unspecified the patient experienced swelling, tingling, and hand swollen. The events were non serious. Therapeutic measures for the events included treatment with BENADRYL. The outcome of the events swelling and tingling was unknown. The outcome of the event hand swollen was recovering. Causality provide by the Pharmacist: "Most probably."

929632 01/08/2021 CA U Felt intense pain at time of injection. Pharmacist bent needle in half, said "that's never happened before."  Immediately unable to move my arm, have INTENSE  pain, unable to sleep through the night, no range of motion.  Constant symptoms for 2 months and getting worse each day.

929633 01/08/2021 U Just a sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient) from a Pfizer sponsored program.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced "just a sore arm" on an unspecified date. The patient outcome of the event was unknown.    This follow-up is being submitted to notify that the batch number is not available despite follow-up attempts made.  Follow-up attempt have been completed and no further information is expected.

929634 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 U little soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A non-contactable consumer reported that a patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single dose as Covid Vaccine. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient got the vaccine on 29Dec2020. Patient stated that so far so good just a little soreness since an unknown date. The patient was feeling good and happy. The outcome of the event little soreness was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about Lot/Batch could not be obtained. No further information is expected.

929635 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 U arm sore; heaviness on my left side of the body upper/upper back kind a like sore a little bit in my rib cage; heaviness on my left side of the body upper/upper back kind a like sore a little bit in my rib cage; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via Pfizer sponsored program.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose on 28Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced just arm sore and heaviness on left side of the body upper/ and upper back kind a like sore a little bit in my rib cage on an unspecified date. The outcome of events was recovered after 24hrs.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on Lot/Batch cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

929636 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 GA 34.0 34 F employee awoke with throat tightness/soreness, eye swelling, itching and redness.  She reports difficulty breathing and felt like her throat was closing.  symptoms are 2 days post vaccination.  No fever, chills or body aches. sent was sent to the ER.

929637 01/08/2021 U Sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, from a non-contactable consumer.  A patient of an unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine) on an unknown date, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced sore arm. Clinical outcome of the adverse event was unknown at time of this report.   No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot number cannot be obtained.

929638 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 36.0 F Hives everywhere, further described as on the torso; arms; neck; chest; feet; and just the chin area of her face; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 36-years-old female patient started to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) injection, lot number EL0140, expiration date Mar2021, unspecified route of administration, on 29DEC2020 10:00 (at the age of 36-years-old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. nurse reported that they had their Pfizer Clinic on 29Dec2020 and she had a nurse that started having hives on 02Jan2020 after having received the Pfizer COVID- 19 Vaccine on 29Dec2020. The patient reported as everywhere, further described as on the torso; arms; neck; chest; feet; and just the chin area of her face. It was bothersome. Her second dose is scheduled to be administered on 19Jan2021, but she was not sure if she will or will not continue with therapy and receive the second dose. The patient was thinking it could be related but was unsure. Outcome of the event was unknown (reported as unknown but ongoing, hives come and go).

929639 01/08/2021 M exposure to someone that tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist, who is also the patient. This male pharmacist of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced exposure to someone that tested positive. The outcome of the event was unknown.  The information on the Batch number has been requested.

929640 01/08/2021 F Injection site numbness and pain; Injection site numbness and pain; The whole arm where injected was numb and was in pain.; The whole arm where injected was numb and was in pain.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot unknown, via an unspecified route of administration in arm on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date the patient experienced injection site numbness and pain, the whole arm where injected was numb and was in pain. The events were non-serious with outcome of recovered: the events went away by the 2nd day.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

929641 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 DE 38.0 38 M I received the Vaccine on Wednesday 1/6/2021 . Later that evening, my right deltoid was slightly swollen and painful. I would rate the pain 5/10. The next day Thursday 1/7/21, I noticed intermittent heart flutter/palpitations. I had my routine morning coffee and I thought the combination of the vaccine and the coffee might be the caused.  The flutter/palpitations continue to the present. I don't have shortness of breath. The left deltoid pain and swelling subsided. The flutter is intermittent and last 10 to 15 seconds.

929642 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 PA 73.0 M a nurse has administered Fluzone Quadrivalent to an elderly patient instead of Flublok with no reported adverse event; Initial information regarding an unsolicited valid non-serious case was received from a healthcare professional via Medical Information (MI) (Reference number- 00410287) on 29-Dec-2020.  This case involves a 73-year-old male patient who had administered INFLUENZA QUADRIVAL A-B VACCINE [FLUZONE QUADRIVALENT] instead of QUADRIVALENT RECOMBINANT VACCINE [FLUBLOK QIV] by nurse on 21-Dec-2020 (lot UT7035LA, expiration date: 30-Jun-2021) via intramuscular route in the left deltoid for prophylactic vaccination (wrong product administered).  The patient's medical history, past medical treatment(s), vaccination(s), Concomitant medication and family history were not provided.  This was an actual medication error case due to the event wrong product administered (latency: on the same day).  At the time of reporting, no adverse event was reported.  Disclaimer: this suspected adverse reaction report is submitted and classified as a medication error solely and exclusively to ensure the marketing authorization holder's compliance with the requirements set out in directive 2001/83/EC and module VI of the good Pharmacovigilance practices. The classification as a medical error is in no way intended, nor should it be interpreted or construed as an allegation or claim made by the marketing authorization holder that any third party has contributed to or is to be held liable for the occurrence of this medication error.

929643 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 55.0 55 F Symptoms: Face puffiness, feeling of uneasiness but able to talk and breathe without difficulty. Vitals: BP 185/110, Po2 sat 98%. Received 50mg Benadryl and taken to ED. Symptoms subsided. ED, left prior to exam by ED MD.

929644 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 PA 50.0 50 F Sinus congestion, mild headache for 1-2 hours post injection, site sore/warm to touch later same day. Day 2- Took Motrin 4PM for bilateral hip and knee pain & low back achiness. Chills, fell run down, arm sore with occasional twingey pains. Day 3- Tired, foggy, anxious. R arm sore to touch and with movement only. Day 4- Woke up in night  itching random sites-R ankle, L dorsal foot.  Day 5-R shoulder joint achy with arm movement(injection side only) Itchy hive on top of right shoulder, injection site ok.

929645 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PR 52.0 52 F SEVERE FATIGUE AND WEAKNESS, LEFT AXILLARY PAIN AND EDEMA, HOT TO TOUCH, SINCE 1/8/2021 UNABLE TO GO TO WORK DUE TO SYMPTOMS

929646 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 PR 47.0 47 F After the vaccine administration, redness, swelling occurred at the injection site. Pain in the left arm. Symptoms resolved after 3 days. At day 9 new symptoms surged, such as rash, redness and swelling of the injection site area. The pain in the arm is worse than the pain at the day of vaccination. Had to take acetaminophen to relieve the pain. A physician prescribed Augmentin 875 mg 1 po q 12 hours/7 days.

929648 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 49.0 49 F Diarrhea 2 days Headache 1 day Tiredness  2 days

929650 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 40.0 40 F Low grade fever with chills, headache, neck stiffness, pain behind eyes, sensitive skin (from fever), muscle aches and cramping, severe fatigue.  Pain in arm and stiffness. Started 5 hours post injection and continued to intensify despite tylenol over the course of 36 hours.  After 36 hours the symptoms began to subside.

929651 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 KY 34.0 34 F Within 30-45 minutes of receiving my vaccines, I notices a red rash on part of my face and my ears were burning red and hot. My right cheek felt a little numb and I felt like there was a bit of a lump in my throat. The cheek and throat sensation went away in just a few minutes after I noticed them at first, did not persist. The redness on my face and ears went away, but returned on a smaller area later in the afternoon, then went away and have not returned either in the 3 days since I've had it.

929652 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 LA 40.0 40 F Severe headache, facial tingling that lasted 30 minutes.

929653 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 RI 34.0 34 F I have now gotten a lump on my infection site its is red and itchy.

929654 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 VT 34.0 34 M Approximately 12 hours post 2nd injection systemic rigors, uncontrollable tremors, tachycardia, severe tachypnea, nausea, fever >103F, severe diaphoresis. Most acute reaction lasted 8-12 hours. Sub-acute reaction of mild fever, generalized ache,  and malaise 48 hours post.       I am a health care provider, Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA).

929655 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 FL 40.0 40 F After receiving the vaccine, I went into a waiting room for the post-vaccine 15 minute observation. Approximately 2 minutes after sitting down I felt a sensation that can be described as a wave through my body. It only lasted for 10 seconds; however, it was immediately followed by a rapid heartbeat. It almost felt as though I might pass out (I have never passed out before). I alerted a nurse, and she monitored me for the 15 minute duration. After about 2 minutes, I felt 'normal' again.

929656 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IA 25.0 25 F Patient called and said she felt weak,  her temp was 99.1, she was going from having chills to being hot,  and it hurt to touch  her body.  I instructed the patient to call  the CDC hot line at 1-800-232-4636

929657 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 PA 35.0 35 F I started a little dizzy after the vaccine but could have been my cycle. Later that evening my arm was soar and swollen. I didn't take anything, a little difficult to sleep. The next day it started wearing off, I did ice the area.

929658 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 VA 59.0 59 F This 59 yo contractor was referred to for HA, dizziness and nausea after her first COVID vaccine.  She received Pfizer COVID vaccine on 12/31/2020. She advised 8 hours later she developed a severe headache. She advised she took 800 mg Ibuprofen and 4 hours later took 1000mg Tylenol and was able to go to sleep. She awoke the next day with her headache persisting and was nauseated. She stated she would alternate Ibuprofen and Tylenol every 4 hours and drink gatorade/water (appetite was low and didn't eat).  She denied any fever, rash, SOB, arthralgia, myalgia or other systemic symptoms.  Day 4 post vaccination (1/4/2021) she cut med use down to every 8 hours. She stated use of Ibuprofen/Tylenol did resolve

929659 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 MN 47.0 47 F Within 45 minutes, my neck and face became hot and red. No issues with breathing, 6 hours later, I received a rash over the arm in which I had the injection. Since the shot Monday, I have continued to have redness on neck and face and along with felling hot. I have been taking Benadryl since Monday and finally went to UC on Thursday 01/07/2021. At the appointment, I received a Decadron injection, which helped, but today I am back to red face/neck and warmth.

929660 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 AR 58.0 58 F 2-3 minutes after the vaccination I developed a very fast heart rate, had a strange taste in my mouth, and for a brief second I thought my throat would close in.  I was immediately taken to the ER and monitored for about 2 hours.  During that time I had about 4 episodes of my heart rate going very high. I was told 120-150 beats/m. I was also told that I had PVC's and PAC's. I was released after 2 hours and had  another episode of a  fast heart rate on my way home. Since then I have had daily episodes of fast heart rate but not as long and not as intense.  Last episode was 2 days ago.

929661 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MN 58.0 58 F dry cough started-1/6/2021 7:30pm-now deep bronchial cough overall muscle and joint achiness started 1/7/2021 5pm low grade fever (99.9) 1/7/2021 at around3pm nausea and diarrhea 1/8/2021 11am general malaise-started 1/7/2021 early morning

929662 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 ME 32.0 32 F One week after receiving vaccine my right deltoid was swollen, red and warm to the touch with heavy arm and discomfort down whole arm. This lasted several days. Treatment was antihistamine and ibuprofen.

929663 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 WI 27.0 27 F On friday 1/1 around 10 pm I developed some chills. Saturday morning 1/2 I woke up feeling like I was hit by a bus, I had body aches,  muscle aches, fatigue, chills, fever, headache and sore throat. Throughout the day I took 1000mg of tylenol every 8 hours, 2000mcg of vitamin C and Zinc two times per day. My fever got as high as 102.1. Sunday I woke up feeling slightly better, but not much. Fever of 100 throughout the day with same course of treatment. Monday 1/4 I was feeling better, I did not have a fever but still had some fatigue, headache and a sore throat. Tuesday I was feeling improved just had fatigue and no appetite. By wednesday 1/6 I was feeling back to normal.

929665 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 OH 53.0 53 M Headache, chills, night sweats, body aches, slight fever.  Lasted from Tuesday at 11:00 pm to Thursday early morning 5:00am.

929666 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 35.0 35 F About 2:00 a.m. on 1/8/21, patient experienced diahhrea about 4 - 5 times during the night; vomited twice; injection site is sore; has severe nausea (8/10 scale); pateent has taken nothing for the symptons. The diahhrea and vomiting lasted until about 7:30 a.m.

929667 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 PA 58.0 58 F 12 hrs post injection awoke with shaking chills with fever eventually 102. 2 more episodes of lesser chills in next 12 hrs, with gradual decrease in fever over 24 hrs to low grade 99. Had severe body aches/joint pains during this time which also slowly improved.

929668 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 TX 43.0 43 F FATIGUE, MALAISE, INJECTION SITE PAIN, VERTIGO, HYPOTENSION

929669 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WA 49.0 49 F Caregiver complained of a "heavy" throat and had redness and itching to her neck and chest area

929670 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NY 22.0 22 F After vaccination, she reported to the ER. She stayed in observation for about 4 hours.  States about 20 minutes afterward developed some sensation of tightness in her throat, upper chest pain, and some dizziness.  Patient has a history of allergic reactions and in the past has had anaphylaxis she does carry a EpiPen.  Patient took Benadryl prior to vaccine this morning and then again afterwards a total of 50 mg, did not notice any swelling of her face tongue or lip, there is no wheezing or difficulty breathing not noticed any rash or hives.  Received Famotidine, methylprednisolone and IV fluids when in the ER. The next morning she was found be Covid Positive and they did not know it previous.

929671 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NM 50.0 50 M Patient reported severe nausea, body aches, and chills

929672 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CT 48.0 48 F A week after receiving dose 1 of the Moderna COVID19 vaccine, I developed a red, raised, hot, itchy circle of about 1 1/2 inch diameter at my injection site.  I took 2 Benadryl that evening.  The next morning, I took a non-drowsy 24 hours anti-histamine.  The red area continued to grow larger.  Now, 9 days after the injection, the area is the size of a softball and is still hot, red, raised and itchy.  It reminds me of the reactions I would get when I received allergy shots, except those reaction I had within 24 hours of getting my allergy shot instead of being delayed for a week.  On day 9 post-vaccination, I also developed a red, itchy area of about 1 inch diameter on my back.

929674 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 65.0 65 F Hives over neck, chest Benadryl 50mg PO

929675 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 FL 55 U None stated.

929677 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CO 81.0 81 M Patient presented to the emergency department with generalized body aches (head, abdomen, and chest) and nausea. Patient did not experience respiratory distress. Patient was given IV NS bolus and discharged home is stable condition.

929678 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 KS 49.0 49 F Sore Throat  Hard to Swallow  Throat hot  Headache

929679 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 40.0 40 F Body aches, chills, sore arm

929680 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 ME 31.0 31 F Paresthesias on right thigh. Feels like pins and needles or a cold ice pack applied and sensation moves from hip down to knee. Repeats multiple times daily everyday since vaccination. Occasional tingling and weakness in forearms and wrists bilaterally.

929681 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NE 32.0 32 F ON 1/4/21 AT 4:00PM, DEVELOPED DIZZINESS, CHEST TIGHTNESS, 'HEAVY' ARMS AND LEGS, HEADACHE, HYPERTENSION  (DBP>100). WAS GIVEN 25MG DIPHENHYDRAMINE AT 4:25PM. SENT TO ER AT 5PM. REPORTS SHE WAS SENT HOME FROM ER AT 7:30PM WITH A DIAGNOSIS OF DEHYDRATION. PATIENT REPORTS SHE TAKES A NUMBER OF PSYCHOTROPIC DRUGS, INCLUDING VYVANSE, FLUOXETINE, AND WELLBUTRIN. SHE IS CURRENTLY ON A KETO DIET AND TOOK NAPROXEN EARLIER IN THE DAY.

929682 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 65.0 65 M Since date of vaccination (12/29/20), the  adverse events, symptoms and side effects patient has experienced are the following: Pain, tenderness and swelling in the same arm of the injection. Fatigue, headache (on the second day only), muscle pain, chills. He is usually a very active person but now he has been sleeping a lot. He is also experiencing lack of appetite.

929683 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 FL 93.0 93 F Labored breathing with oxygen running at 4l/min, muscle weakness Y

929684 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 53.0 53 F patient reports nausea, body aches and headaches and fatigue, sore arm

929685 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MD 38.0 38 F *Moderna*  Headache that has lasted 3 days along with a stiff neck on the left side.

929686 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 FL 31.0 31 M After administration of the first dose of the  COVID19 vaccine (Pfizer) intramuscularly to the left deltoid, the patient experienced right hand tingling.  Patient was monitored for 30 minutes, at which point symptoms had resolved.    This patient received his second dose of vaccine (from same lot # EH9899) on 1-6-20201 and no adverse reactions were displayed.

929687 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OH 41.0 41 F The patient stated that her arm started itching and began to swell.  Suggested she try Benadryl and if symptoms began to spread or worsen go to the ER.

929688 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 VA 43.0 43 F I'm the safety pharmacist who is reviewing my ADR reports.  Unsure if pt or provider also reported.  Per the documentation in the database visit  "Received COVID-19 vaccine made by Moderna on 12/28/2020 and starting yesterday she developed body aches fever to 101.  Starting this morning she started having blisters on her hands on the sides of her fingers and she also noticed that the inside of her lips are peeling.  She is not short of breath.  She does not have chest pain.  She does not have a rash on other parts of her body at this time.  Her tongue is not swelling.  She has no vaginal mucosal symptoms. PE Mouth-the inside of her lips on video look very irritated and slightly sloughing.  I see no other ulcers in the mouth. Small blisters on the bilateral hands with mild erythema."

929689 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 61.0 61 M Fever to 103.7F, respiratory rate 36. Was transferred from facility to hospital. Since then has been found to have gram-negative rod bacteremia, although urinalysis was negative, urine culture pending. Patient has since defervesced after receiving 1 dose of cefepime. Overall the most likely cause of fever seems to be urosepsis w/ bacteremia, pending confirmation with urine & blood cultures.Y Y

929690 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 LA 55.0 55 F Facial flushing

929691 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OK 48.0 48 F Patient complained of being dizzy and then suddenly developed headache and chest tightness approximately 10-15 minutes after vaccine (Moderna) given. Blood pressure 152/100, pulse 89 bpm, 98% O2 room air, and 18 resp. Cot was brought over and client placed in lying position. Blood pressure 144/108, pulse 82 bpm, and 18 resp. Patient remained alert and oriented. Patient spoke to staff appropriately. EMS arrived at 1405 - Report given, patient transferred via stretcher to ambulance.

929692 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Redness, bump under the skin, pain at injection site

929694 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 26.0 26 F The evening of 1/7/21 she developed a temp of 100.3 with body aches, and rash on bilateral arms/ chest. Took Motrin  at night and had mild temp on 1/8 of 99. and 99.2

929695 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 DC 26.0 26 F Hives, started 24 hours after vaccine administration, present for about 1 week after vaccine dose, improved with antihistamine therapy. no lip/tongue swelling, shortness of breath, vomiting, syncope, hypotension

929696 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 WA 26.0 26 F About ten hours after the injection, started having severe chills, N/V, severe headache, dizziness, fever, severe muscle soreness, active loss of smell and taste. General malaise and weakness.

929697 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 24.0 24 F Upper legs have broken out into hives about 24 hours after vaccination and has been persistent and itching has gotten worse in the last 24 hours.  Treatment: A hydrocortisone cream

929698 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 PA 56.0 56 F Severe vision blurriness. Unable to distinguished a red light from a green light. It went away 24 hours later.

929699 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NC 26.0 26 F lightheadedness, pulse increase to 112 bpm,  temperature increase, headache/migraine, blurry vision.

929700 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NC 38.0 38 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Burning in the arm during vaccination and after

929701 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 KY 32.0 32 F Severe lethargy, muscle aches/pains, and fever (101.2F) starting about 12 hours post vaccine. Fever reached a max of 105.4F at one point but generally held around 102.2F without use of Acetaminophen. Symptoms started subsiding around 36 hours post vaccine.

929702 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 TX 35.0 35 F arm swelling, headache ,tired, chest tightness

929703 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 ID 59.0 59 F Headache within 5 minutes.  Within 3 minutes stomach pain, stiffness/tightness, stiffness/tightness in extremities legs, calves, arms, stomach, neck, all over tightness/stiffness.  Dizziness, slight blurry vision, fuzzy feeling.  All these symptoms persisted for 1 full week, with slight relief after 1 week, but continuing into second week.

929704 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 CO 82.0 82 F After first dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, patient started to experience dizziness and lightheadedness. Patient was given water/juice and observed. Patient was discharged to home in stable condition.

929705 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PR 52.0 52 F LEFT AXILLARY PAIN AND EDEMA, GENERALIZED WEAKNESS AND MUSCLE PAIN WAS UNABLE TO GET OUT OF BED

929706 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 FL 66.0 66 F For a few days after vaccine, arm was very sore then that stopped. A week after the vaccine, injection site felt itchy and then became red and hot (about a 2" square around the injection site). That has continued for 2 days so far. I took a Benadryl on the 2 day and the redness subsided some.

929707 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 PR 20.0 20 F Patient present some flushing after vaccine administration

929709 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 28.0 28 F Had typical fever, chills, body ache & headache first 24 hours after vaccine. 48 hours later arm got red, hard and swollen below injection site. was painful to touch. a few hours that had splitting headache and neck pain and stiffness. had lab work done- all normal. took prophylactic antibiotics. arm was itchy now better.

929710 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 TN 64.0 64 F on day 10 after the vaccine my L arm got red and hot and about the size of a half dollar, now it is day 13 and the redness is larger about 3x5 in size still red and hot and a bit sore.

929711 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IA 25.0 25 F Starting in the evening on 1/6/21, night sweats and a severe headache that was not relieved with OTC meds. Signed off work on 1/7/21 due to symptoms.  Fever of 100.6 that has resolved. 1/8/21 chills and sweats alternating throughout the day along with body aches and swollen lymph nodes, making it difficult to swallow.

929712 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Soreness Headache

929713 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 61.0 61 F 25 minutes after shot started having tightness in my throat, then heart pounding. Pulled into ER on my drive home. Received medications, prednisone, benadryl and pepcid and was observed a few hours. Ok now. Still glad I got vaccine since I am in health care.

929714 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 50.0 50 F Had vaccine on 1/4. On 1/7, redness developed around vaccine site. It's sore, itchy, bruised and warm to the touch but not raised. Pt marked site on 1/7 AM and on 1/8, it's still the same size.

929716 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WA 42.0 42 M complaints of a headache, right side face swelling and numbness, and right sided chest pain

929717 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 PA 45.0 45 F 1/6/2021: Started around 9:30pm with fever, Chills, Headache and body aches  1/7/2021: Continues with same symptoms mentioned above including nausea.  Fever range from 101 - 102.4 Continued to take Tylenol and hydrate 1/8/2021: No fever in am. Started with a slight fever around 2:00pm at 99.5

929720 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 30.0 30 F Employee reports hair 6 days post vaccination

929721 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 RI 49.0 49 M flushing, hypertension, tachycardia, cold, clammy

929722 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IA 34.0 34 F Patient experienced fingers and toes swelling. Patient also has tightness in throat.

929723 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NY 92.0 92 M SOB, WEAKNESS, ABNORMAL VITAL SIGNS, UNRESPONSIVE VERBALLY

929726 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 43.0 43 M Fever, body aches, Mental fogginess

929727 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IN 45.0 45 F 1st 3 days sore arm and red area about inch wide. This went away now day 9 large swollen red hard area making whole arm hurt

929728 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F Got vaccine on the 23rd, on 25th got fever, chills, headache, and this happened for four days. Had shingles at the same time.

929729 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CT 83.0 83 M Rash on forehead and left eye swollen shut started the day after injection

929730 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 SC 44.0 43 M Immediately after injection I had no pain.   I went to get tested and was positive for Covid.

929731 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 KS 40.0 40 F Noted severe fatigue, diffuse pain, facial twitching on eye and mouth r side first day.  Second day fatigue, and diarrhea, headache  Third day-today abdominal pain, GI bleed

929732 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Pt report body aches, headache and fever of 101.5. Treated with Tylenol with mild improvement

929733 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NC 45.0 45 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA, Itching that started about 3 minutes

929734 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MD 46.0 45 F Chest tightness, headache, runny nose, mild cough.

929735 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 TX 49.0 49 F Eight days following the receipt of the vaccine in my right arm, I had pain, redness and mild swelling around the injection site.  I marked the area with a marker and used ice and ibuprofen.  However, the following morning, the redness and swelling had worsened, and I had fever up to 101.8.  I was seen by a physician on Web that morning (1/1/2021) who diagnosed me with cellulitis and prescribed a 7 day course of Reflex.  The symptoms improved within a day, and I have since completed the course with complete resolution.

929736 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 UT 24.0 24 F Sore throat, swollen tonsils, head ache, dizziness, stomach pains

929737 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OH 35.0 35 F On 1/7/21 this individual called in to report that after her vaccine on 12/30/20 she noticed a lump under her skin at injection site that eventually went away. A few days later it returned and she reports it's itchy, reddened, and continues getting bigger. She tried Benadryl and ice with no results. I encouraged her to call her family doctor to see if they had any further recommendations.

929738 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CT 46.0 46 F 5 plus days of low grade temp, intermittent flushing, headache, body aches, tiredness . On day 7, left deltoid site became swollen within 2 hours to the size of a small baseball , red, tingling and painful- occupational health ordered covid test as well

929739 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 CA 46.0 46 M Chills, body aches, head aches,fever and felt dizzy

929740 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IL 59.0 59 F Very tired, nausea, extremely sore left arm, drained of energy. Unable to work the next day. Left arm a little itchy. Took Benadryl , slept and then felt better. Did fine with first shot.

929741 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Patient came to the event and stated that she had amoxilin allergy. she had discussed with her doctor regarding the vaccine and decided to proceed. Given the allergy back, she was placed in the observation area closest to the clinical team. The team checked on her 5 mins after the dose and she said she was okay. At 10 minute mark, patient started feeling week and had rapid breathing. Help was called immediately. On site physician placed her flat on the ground. Vitals were checked with SBP 137. Her neck started showing rashes. On site physician ordered a dose of diphenhydramine 25mg PO and was administered approximately at the 20 mins mark. Patient was still weak but was responsive to all commands. Epipen was NOT given. Patient was taken to the clinic for further observation. Stable.

929742 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CO 72.0 72 F After first dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, patient started to experience pruritus at the injection site. Patient then reported previous itching reaction to vaccines (not noted which vaccine). Patient was given 12.5 mg diphenhydramine at 1105 and then observed. At 1110 patient noted minimal itching and there was no redness/swelling at the injection site. Patient was monitored and discharged home at 1132.

929744 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 NV 68.0 68 F 1-2 minutes after injection: lip tingle, bi-lat side back of tongue, some neck discomfort, slight headache, eyelid drop-bi-lat. Lasted 30 minutes. Day 2- symptoms returned approx 10:30 am - 3:00 pm. Nore intense included dizziness,  shakes, overall malise, chest tightness.  Later that day, mild diarrhea, mikd nausea.  Day 3- woke with wheezing.  Symptoms all continued for next 10 days off and on. The lip, tongue  seemed to get shorter and shorter in duration. Also has mouth watering.  Afternoon would bring on overall malaise issues. 2nd and 5th day, the worst. On 3 day went to urgent care, prednisone 40 mg x days, pepcid, zyrtec.  Back to  urge t care day 6,  Ed day 8.  Day 14 abd 15 awful chills, muscke ache and shaking.

929747 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Severe arm pain. Unable to open and close fingers. Back hurts Chills Cough

929748 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 FL 48.0 48 F Soreness arm then swelling, very tender, redness. Fever 101-103 with Tylenol/ibuprofen, nausea, malaise, myalgia, dizziness.

929749 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OK 26.0 26 F Unknown

929750 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Sore at injection site on day of vaccine, day2 -  woke up in early AM achey & chilled. During the day continued with fever of 101.7, extreme arm pain (hard to move arm), muscle aches, chills, fever max of 104.1. Injection site swollen, warm, painful with pain radiating down arm. Day 3 slight headache, fever of 100.6, injection site still red & swollen but better. Day 4 PCP consulted, advised to use cool or warm compresses to arm. Day 5 injection site slightly swollen, a little warm.

929751 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MT 33.0 33 F Large rash around injection site starting one week post vaccine.

929752 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PA 40.0 40 F Employee woke with sensory disturbance on left side of face itchy sensation, left eyelid and bottom lip droop, left ear pain.  She was ordered steroids by her PCP.

929753 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 PA 30.0 30 F Fatigue; chills; low-grade fever; muscle aches; nausea; headache; mental fogginess
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929754 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 OR 32.0 32 F The first day after my vaccination, my range of motion was limited in my right arm. The second day after vaccination, my right deltoid was sore. The next few days, I had no issues or reactions. 8 days after my vaccination my right deltoid began to itch and when I looked at it there was a patch of redness, which was swollen and  warm to touch. The redness went half way around my deltoid, but did not include the injection site.   I applied ice, took aleve. Over the following 30 hrs, the symptoms dissipated.

929755 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 PR 26.0 26 M EVALUATED IN EMERGENCY ROOM BY DR. WHO ASSESSED PATIENT AND RECOMMENED LORATADINE 10MG DAILY AND GILTUSS EVERY 6 HR FOR COUGH (Evaluated  in emergency room by Dr. who assessed  patient and recommended loratadine 10mg daily and giltuss every 6 HR for cough)

929756 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 50.0 50 F For the first 3-4 days following administration the site was red, raised and hot. It also appeared that placement of the injection was SubQ tricep area instead of IM at biceps. Site was clear from day 5-10. On day 10,  site was red, hot and tender. Primary care physician informed.

929759 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 28.0 28 F 2 hours after receiving the vaccine, patient noticed blochiness  on chest and fever.  Last 2 hours and the went away.

929760 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OR 42.0 42 M New erythema area on left deltoid.  Area covers most of deltoid area and is slightly warm to the touch. Patient stated he noticed it this am.

929761 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 44.0 44 F Patient experience feeling of throat closing 60 minutes after administration.

929762 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 26.0 26 F Developed chills, muscle aches and unable to lift her arm with injection site the evening of her shot. She had to call off work on 1/8/21

929763 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 LA 51.0 51 F Nausea, headache, chills, and body aches

929765 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 KY 28.0 28 F Patient experienced numbness and tingling around 15min after dose was received.

929766 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 37.0 37 F Neuropathy in vaccinated arm a few minutes after receiving vaccination. Resolved within an hour.

929767 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Rash following first dose  Second dose: rash, fatigue, body aches, fever

929768 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NE 63.0 63 F EVENING OF 12/30/20, DEVELOPED BODY ACHES AND NAUSEA THAT LASTED APPROXIMATELY 12 HOURS.

929769 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OK 54.0 54 F Fatigue ,chills,headache, nausea,lightheaded

929770 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PR 28.0 28 M None stated.

929771 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NY 32.0 32 F Chills s/p covid vaccine. Denies nausea, dizziness, light headedness, CP, or abdominal pain. No treatment required.

929772 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AK 56.0 56 F Raspy voice, hives on lips, itching at mucus membranes. Started around 1/6 at 1500 and carried over to around 0900 on 1/7.  Client states she is used to this kind of reaction and managed it the same way she does with other reactions. 50mg Benadryl in two 25mg doses 6 hours apart, 10mg singulair, and her daily 20mg of prednisone. She did have an epi-pen on hand, but did not use (no difficulty breathing, no swelling in throat or mouth).

929773 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 TN 29.0 29 F At time of injection,  left arm was sore and small welt appeared that went away after about 3 days. On 1/6/2021 I noticed a welt at injection site that was hot and felt hard. Welt has continued to spread on arm, some elbow and arm pain on left arm.

929774 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 31.0 31 M I felt fine the rest of yesterday but started to feel really tired and worn down late last night. I took my sleeping pill like normal and went to bed. I woke up feeling really achy and cold so I went to take some Tylenol in case I had a fever. Started feeling dizzy and light headed and I passed out. I cut my foot on the glass I dropped and scraped my back as I fell. I don?t remember being blacked out very long. I just remember sitting on the floor feeling really lethargic. My whole body felt tingly and my ears were ringing really bad. Was able to get up and get back to bed. Decided to go back to sleep and not go to the ER. This morning I?m still a little dizzy but mostly just have a headache and am extremely tired. I plan to get into my doctor today so I will keep you updated. Just wanted to let you know what happened so you could report it.

929775 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OK 69.0 69 F Nausea, Chills, Muscle pain, tired

929776 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 61.0 61 F Vaccine was erroneously injected too high on arm approximately one fingerbreadth below acromion so it was not placed in the deltoid muscle as intended. Therefore the immune response will not be optimal and shoulder injury could develop.

929777 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 20.0 20 F Pt complaining of dizziness and SOB and had mild hives at injection site and posterior shoulder.  Pt was given Benadryl IM and transported to hospital by paramedic ambulance.

929778 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 62.0 62 F Shoulder pain in injection site , not able to raise shoulder. Tingling in fingertips

929779 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OH 66.0 66 F Had Moderna vaccine on Dec, 30, 2020. starting 1/5/202 feeling lightheaded, blood pressure high, chills off and on, no fever,  redness at the site of the shot.

929780 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 24.0 24 F On January 7th all of my symptoms began.  7:30am: woke up feeling uneasy. Not much of a headache or no fever. 12:30: woke up from nap. Severe body aches (with sharp stabbing like pain accompanying them. Chills, severe headache . All of these symptoms accompanied me all night long. 3:30pm: I finally got a thermometer and had a fever of 100.7 which I then took 1000mg of Tylenol which helped.  7:30pm: body aches start coming back 9:30pm: headache, chills are back with a fever fever of 100.3 Took another 1000mg of Tylenol.  3:30pm: woke up from sleep to take more Tylenol, physically felt better. No fever was present and my temperature was back to 98.8.  January 8 2:00pm: feeling back to normal essentially just tired. I have been sleeping a lot too with this vaccine..

929781 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IL 62.0 62 F 103.5 temp, headache, fatigue.  The temp broke after 24 hours and can back the next day.

929782 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MS 53.0 53 F received injection at 1015am; approx 1 1/2 hrs after receiving experienced extreme tiredness, dizziness, nausea, headache and muscle aches. towards the evening, started having joint pains and stomach pains. at approx midnight i had a migraine and at 3 am work up with joint and muscle pain and stomach pain along with nausea. on day 2 i had all the above symptoms. on day 3 i had some muscle ache.  i mainly took acetaminophen extend release tablets

929783 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CO 55.0 55 F Swelling, bleeding, and warmth immediately after administration. 1/7/21, she broke out in hives and had general body aches, which has continued into 1/8/21.

929784 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 AR 56.0 56 F Unable to urinate after the injection with presentation next day to the Hospital ER on 12/19/2020. On evaluation, an in/out catheterization was required to empty the bladder with 1 liter output. She then was discharged home. She is a nurse and had to self catheterize once more prior to being able to urinate spontaneously. She is currently experiencing UTI symptoms of dysuria and urgency.

929785 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CO 53.0 53 F After second dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, patient started "feeling weird" and "washed over". Patient denied dyspnea, nausea, DM/hypoglycemia issues, known heart issues, swelling/itchiness, adverse event with first vaccine, and no adverse event to previous other vaccines. Patient had eaten lunch, but just come off of a shift and thought she might be dehydrated. Water was provided to the patient. Patient stated that she had intermittent lightheadedness/dizziness. Patient denied performance of vasovagal maneuver. Patient also experienced tachycardia and was clammy. Cool pack was provided to patient. Clinical course below:  1530 145/81, 105, 97%, 15 1535 119/81, 88, 96% 1540 126/75, 87, 96% 1542 pt felt another wave of lightheadedness, HR 103 1546 126/79, 90, 96% 1551 128/80, 91, 96% 1555 140/60, 79, 96% 1559 110/84, 87, 97% 1600 pt reports new scratchy throat 1602 25 mg Benadryl administered by RN 1603 discussed with Pharm D 1605 131/77 91, 97% 1611 145/79, 95, 98% Pt finished 12 oz of water and 4 oz of juice 1615 pt reports throat feeling better 1615 118/62, 69, 96% 1630 109/95, 99, 97% Pt stuck out tongue, no evidence of edema 1621 127/72, 84, 97%  At 1642, patient was discharged to family's care and taken home.

929786 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Patient experienced chills, fever, cramping, diarrhea, hypotension, weakness, fatigue and dizziness at approximately 12 am on 1/8/2021 at her home. Patient is recovering at home.

929787 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 35.0 35 F 1/6/2021 3:30 PM RECEIVED VACCINE 4:00 PM ONSET OF RASH/CHEST HEAVINESS 4:30 PM TOOK BENADRYL 25 MG PO AND PEPCID 20 MG PO 6:00 PM TOOK 2ND DOSE OF BENADRYL 25 MG PO 6:30 PM IMPROVEMENT OF RASH/CHEST HEAVINESS 1/7/2021 9:00 AM ONSET OF FATIGUE/MALAISE/INJECTION SITE PAIN/CHEST HEAVINESS 1/8/2021 9:00 AM MALAISE/INJECTION SITE PAIN

929788 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Reported itchy face covered with hives and one over eyelids very swollen. She was prescribed prednisone and symptoms resolved.  Provided pictures in the email. She said her doctor advise not to take 2nd dose.

929789 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 VA 49.0 49 F Received first vaccine on 12/22/2020.   1/7/21 I developed symptoms of head congestion, headache and loss of taste & smell.   1/8/2021 tested positive for Covid.

929792 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 47.0 47 F Patient developed headache almost immediately after vaccine administration that persisted with slight worsening. Her BP was found to be elevated 4 hours later to 180s/100s; on manual recheck, was 172/96. Given signs and symptoms consistent with hypertensive urgency, she was sent to the emergency room.  She has a history of well-controlled HTN and has been adherent to her medications (including the day of vaccine administration); she has had no recent episodes of uncontrolled BP.

929793 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PA 53.0 53 F Felt severe itching pins needles on arms, wrists, chest & neck.

929794 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 PA 38.0 38 F The next morning I woke up and thought my mouth hurt then the more I thought about it I realized it didn't hurt but it was numb on the left side, like I had Novocain wearing off.   It is getting a little better but is still numb a week later.

929795 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MN 36.0 36 M Arm sore within 5 hours,  Headache within 10 hours that lasted for about 14 hours

929796 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 26.0 26 F Evening of shot she developed chills, muscle aches and can not lift her injected arm.

929797 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 65.0 65 F Hives over Neck and Chest started after 5 minutes and resolved after 30 minutes of taking Benadryl 50 mg orally.

929798 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MO 41.0 41 F I have no concerns about my reaction and did expect it but wanted to report for your information. I did report to v-safe. I had COVID-19 disease in September, so I was expecting to have a robust response to the vaccine. I received my Moderna vaccine on 12/29. I developed fever, shaking chills, and terrible body aches about 13 hours after the dose. I felt a bit better in the morning, so I went to work as usual but was still sore with body aches. I developed shaking chills, nausea, and worsening aches at lunch time and left work early because the nausea and chills were so significant. I slept the remainder of the day and by the morning of 12/31 felt well again. My symptoms probably lasted around 24-30 hours total. I did miss a half day of work but otherwise had no significant effects.

929799 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 GA 45.0 45 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA

929800 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 59.0 59 M Mild soreness at first. Next day, stomach started grumbling. Couldn't keep his eyes open, sweating,, weakness, abdominal pain, muscles aches, and vomiting this morning.  no fever.

929801 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 KS 48.0 48 F Pt started to feel dizzy after approx 15 minutes  of receiving the vaccine, high blood pressure, swollen tongue, difficulty swallowing. EMS was called and pt was transported to hospital ER for further evaluation.  Was released from hospital a couple hours later and feeling better since vaccine administration.

929802 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Erythema and itching with cellulitis present at the injection site s/p injections 8 days later.  Treatment with Keflex for 7 days.

929803 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Initial Encounter: Per patient, she has had allergic reaction to sulfa drugs. When she took sulfa medication, she developed hives and tongue swelling. She denies having any respiratory or anaphylactic reactions. patient denies wanting to speak to her provider about getting the vaccine and has consented to get the vaccine today. patient is aware that she will be monitored for 30 minutes.   16:22: Patient is currently complaining of tongue tingling and concerns for tongue swelling.  Patient escorted to room 11 with resource RN available.    1624: EE brought back to Obs room 11 for complaint of tingling to tongue. On assessment EE was alert and oriented, Sat probe placed and BP cuff, observed EE to have redness to chest and that continued to worsen as BP cuff placed. Clear to all lobes, no increased WOB. Per EE tongue felt tingley, no swelling observed to tongue, lips or face. VS obtained at 1624: HR 124, RR: 16, Pox: %99, BP: 159/102 tp Lt arm. Pt developed redness to Lt arm from elbow down to wrist. VS obtained again, HR: 114, RR: 16, Pox: %99, BP: unable to obtain as EE was moving arm. EE began complaining of increased itchiness in mouth and "lip swelling", writer and PCT both observed swelling to EE upper lip. Instructed to call 911, RN called back to Obs rm 11to assist. Epi pen administered to Rt quadricep at 1633, VS reassessed; HR: 116, RR: 16, Pox: %99, BP: 169/107 (126) Rt arm. Redness to Lt arm, chest and neck began to resolve and swelling to upper lip began to resolve, clear to all lobes. Dr. arrived to Obs rm 11 and was updated on events. EE remained alert throughout. EE's daughter notified via teams and was able to call and speak with her mom. EMS arrived and care transferred. Per EMS EE was to be transferred to Parkland. EE left on EMS stretcher with personal belongings. ~RN

929804 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 IN 52.0 52 F Received vaccination the morning of 12/29/2020, experienced soreness in shoulder area. Hives began to swell at the injection site roughly 24 hours later. Red, circular, and raised but went away on its own. On 1/7/21 right eye began to swell below and above. Additionally, patient experienced aches in both shoulders, headache, and injection site raised again in hives through a 2x2 inch circle. left shoulder still feeling sore at the current time.

929805 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 16.0 16 F Patient is asymptomatic, but vaccine was given to a 16 year old, where manufacturer recommends 18 years and above.

929806 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Approx 30 minutes after vaccination, started feeling stomach upset, cramping. Approx 1.5 hours after vaccination, started feeling joint pain. Continued to work until the end of shift 1930. took Benadryl at 32130. Fell asleep; awoke next morning with aches; nasal congestion. Took Sudafed & came to work again (12/18/2020, 0700). Face started itching; then arms @t 0800 but continued working and finished shift. took Benadryl to relieve itching. Awoke early in morning to severe itching. Increased dose of Benadryl and fell asleep. Continued itching on Sat 12/19/2020 and having difficulty breathing. Used inhaler, Pepcid and Prednisone with good effect. Took off work Monday 12/21/2000,  Tues 12/22/2020 and Wed 12/23/2020 (no meds taken). Returned to work on 12/24/2020, no fever, no exposure

929807 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 25.0 25 M Slight fever and fatigue 12 hours post-vaccine injection

929808 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NY 59.0 59 F Headache, fever, chills, back pain, fatigue

929809 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 TN 57.0 57 F Hives and redness on chest and neck with a little on my back.  It started on 1/2/2021 and ended on 1/5/2021.  I took Benadryl that night, and was much better the next day.  On January 4, 2021 after taking a hot bath, I had a red feverish area around the injection site that measured about 6"X2".  It was much better the next morning.  I could barely see slight red area.

929810 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F Received 2nd dose of Covid vaccine on 1/6. On 1/7 at 0130 woke up with chills, severe headache, and body aches, but no fever. She took Advil, which helped but on 1/8 she still has headache and fatigue.

929811 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NE 42.0 42 F ON 1/6/21, DEVELOPED BODY ACHES, ARM SORENESS, FATIGUE, GOLF BALL SIZED RED AREA AROUND INJECTION SITE WHICH IS WARM TO THE TOUCH. AS OF THIS REPORTING IS AWAITING A CALL FROM HER PRIMARY PROVIDER.

929812 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 LA 51.0 51 F none

929813 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 TN 76.0 76 F PATIENT CALLED LCHD ON 1/6/21 TO REPORT REDNESS AND HEAT TO INJECTION SITE AT THIS TIME. PATIENT STATES THAT SHE TOOK BENADRYL AND WAS LIGHTENING UP IN COLOR.

929814 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 51.0 51 F Pt states her arm was sore after she received the vaccine.  She then experienced chills, joint pain, fever, and vomited when she returned home. On the following 2 days, Tuesday/Wednesday she had a fever between 100-102 F.  By Thursday most symptoms had rectified, however she had a severe headache and abdominal discomfort.  At time of my report (Friday), she states that the symptoms have mostly resolved.

929815 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MA 60.0 60 F Mild shortness of breath Severe bil lower extremity muscle spasms/cramps

929816 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MO 26.0 26 F Employee here with COVID vaccine reaction was given the vaccine on 12/30/20 in left upper arm, noticed the area was red on 01/07/21. The area is red, swollen, warm to the touch, itching. The area measures 6 X 4.5cm borders not clearly defined. Explained conservative measures including cool compresses, if approved by PCP taking OTC IBU and antihistamines and hydrocortisone cream. Explained signs of cellulitis including skin tightness and red streaking, informed if the area worsens after trying conservative measure to go for further care with either PCP or walk in clinic. Employee verbalized understanding and agrees with plan.

929817 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 47.0 47 F Lymph node swollen under arm of injection site to the size of a golf ball also associated pain at lymph node  site.

929818 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CO 39.0 39 F 1 week 1 day after vaccine. My arm started a small red spot and sore at injection site. Day 2 yesterday pain more noticeable, area larger, red, warm to the touch and noticed joint pain. Last night started body chills. This morning area very red, larger and more sore. Called pcp and was started on antibiotics

929819 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 OH 58.0 58 F 12-24-2020  SOB, cough, chills

929820 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PA 39.0 39 M Hives, rash, shortness of breath and chest tightness one hour after receiving vaccine. Took zantac, zyrtec, benadryl, albuterol and prednisone at home. 24 hours later all symptoms but chest tightness have resolved. Patient is declining medical care.

929821 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 RI 49.0 49 M flushing, hypertension, tachycardia, cold, clammy

929822 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Still has a dollar sized hive on her arm a week after her injection itchy

929823 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 VA 23.0 23 F Blistered area approx 1 inch in length at injection site- was observed the day after receiving vaccine.  States that she has taken OTC Benadryl for symptoms.

929824 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AL 52.0 52 F Temp 102.3 ,Severe headache, whole body muscle aches, felt like I was on fire from the inside out.

929825 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PR 45.0 45 F Swelling and redness around the eyes and lives.  Treatment benadril 50 mg po stat.

929826 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NE 42.0 42 F ON 1/6/21, DEVELOPED BODY ACHES, ARM SORENESS, FATIGUE, AND A GOLF BALL SIZED RED AREA AROUND INJECTION SITE THAT IS WARM TO THE TOUCH. CURRENTLY AWAITING INSTRUCTIONS FROM PRIMARY PROVIDER.

929827 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IL 30.0 30 F Low grade fever 99.1. Chills. Body aches. Headache. Fatigue. Lasted from at least 6:30am to 10:00pm.

929828 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MO 49.0 49 F Pruritus, pain, erythema, and induration that has spread to entire back of upper arm (above the elbow)

929829 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CO 29.0 29 F Side effects included diffuse myalgias preventing sleep, fatigue, chills, mild headache.

929830 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OH 66.0 66 F On 1/8/21 this individual called in to report that on 1/7/21 she started with a localized injection site reaction that is approximately the size of a 50-cent piece that is reddened and warm to the touch. She was unable to report this to her v-safe account

929831 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 29.0 29 F dizziness, body pain in arm chest and back, painful to touch.

929832 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 IN 34.0 34 F I received my vaccine on 12/31/2020, that evening I had redness, swelling, and heat at the injection site.  It went away by the 3rd day. On 1/8/2020 the redness, swelling, and heat at the injection site returned. The area is tender to the touch.  I've taken Ibuprofen and will use an ice pack for the localized reaction.

929833 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MT 34.0 U Skin redness about an inch around area of injection, very mild itchiness

929834 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 CO 30.0 30 F Pt received first dose of Pfizer COVID vaccine on 12/22/20 on L deltoid. On 12/25/20 Pt began developing a rash on her left elbow. Rash then spread to the bilateral arms and became more concentrated, and scantly on the bilateral lower extremities. She denies any other symptoms. No improvement with hydrocortisone cream. Pt presented to Urgent Care on 12/29/20 for workup. Per provider "On exam there is a concentrated erythematous papular rash that blanches with pressure on the bilateral upper extremities, right greater than left. It coalesces on the right arm as seen in picture below. It does feel rough in texture. No vesicular lesions, bulla, crusting. Few erythematous papular lesions that are scant on the bilateral lower extremities. Rash spares the palm and soles of feet. Exam otherwise unremarkable." Pt treated with 12 mg dexamethasone PO and given prednisone 20 mg BID X 5 days for outpatient prescription. Patient was discharged without further escalation of care.

929835 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 34.0 35 F The following was reported by the vaccinated individual:  I received my first dose of Pfizer Covid vaccination in my right deltoid on Monday January 4, 2021. 30 minutes post injection I began experiencing numbness and tingling in my left cheek, left arm and hand, and left leg & foot. This continued on Jan 5th. On Jan. 6th the symptoms resolved.

929836 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WV 29.0 29 F Achy, tired, dull headache

929837 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 42.0 42 F nitial Encounter: Per patient, she has had allergic reaction to sulfa drugs. When she took sulfa medication, she developed hives and tongue swelling. She denies having any respiratory or anaphylactic reactions. Patient denies wanting to speak to her provider about getting the vaccine and has consented to get the vaccine today. Patient is aware that she will be monitored for 30 minutes by nurse.  16:22: Patient is currently complaining of tongue tingling and concerns for tongue swelling.  Patient escorted to room 11 with resource RN available.  1624: Patient brought back to Obs room 11 for complaint of tingling to tongue. On assessment Patient was alert and oriented, Sat probe placed and BP cuff, observed patient to have redness to chest and that continued to worsen as BP cuff placed. Clear to all lobes, no increased WOB. Per patient tongue felt tingley, no swelling observed to tongue, lips or face. VS obtained at 1624: HR 124, RR: 16, Pox: %99, BP: 159/102 tp Lt arm. Pt developed redness to Lt arm from elbow down to wrist. VS obtained again, HR: 114, RR: 16, Pox: %99, BP: unable to obtain as patient was moving arm. Patient began complaining of increased itchiness in mouth and "lip swelling", writer and PCT both observed swelling to patient upper lip. Instructed nurse  to call 911, called back to Obs rm 11to assist. Epi pen administered to Rt quadricep at 1633, VS reassessed; HR: 116, RR: 16, Pox: %99, BP: 169/107 (126) Rt arm. Redness to Lt arm, chest and neck began to resolve and swelling to upper lip began to resolve, clear to all lobes. Doctor arrived to Obs rm 11 and was updated on events. Patient remained alert throughout. Patient's daughter notified via teams and was able to call and speak with her mom. EMS arrived and care transferred. Per EMS patient was to be transferred to hospital. Patient left on EMS stretcher with personal belongings. Reporter by nurse.

929839 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 LA 51.0 51 F Low grade fever, headache, body aches (flu like symptoms)

929840 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 34.0 34 F Dizziness- following day, until present time (continual) Arm weakness - 4 days after administering   Leg weakness - 4 days after  Muscle twitching / restless legs -4 days after

929841 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Injection site soreness, fever 101F, chills/rigors, severe nausea

929842 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 PA 37.0 37 F About 34 hours after receiving the vaccine I started with severe stomach pain followed by vomiting every 20-40 min until 8:30 am; Following the vomiting I was still incredibly nauseous and still have intermittent stomach pain. I have NEVER had a vomiting episode like that ever in my life. I called my PCP at 8am and asked for a prescription for an anti-nausea medication which I have taken 5 doses of since receiving on 01/5/2021 at 12:00 PM. I'd like to state that other then going to receive my vaccine I have not been around anyone to have gotten a stomach bug. My husband whom I live with did not start throwing up either so I don't think it was anything I could have passed to him. I don't know that this was caused by the vaccine however I did want to report it incase. I am having the 2nd dose on 2/1/2021.

929843 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F Received 2nd dose of Covid vaccine on 1/6. On 1/7 at 0130 woke up with chills, severe headache, and body aches, but no fever. She took Advil, which helped but on 1/8 she still has headache and fatigue.

929844 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 WV 48.0 48 M all joints hurt, right arm swollen from elbow down to fingers, tingle sensation in lower right arm and fingers

929845 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OK 42.0 42 F immediately after to covid vaccine, client started c/o difficulty swallowing. She was transported to their emergency care area, vitals were  monitored. Approx 10mins after this episode, she told them she has had this problem for the last 2 weeks. She denies shortness of Breathe or chest pain. Client was release to a family member. Her husband said she never had any other problems, except the shot made her "tired and achey". She was referred to her PCP for follow up>

929846 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 30.0 30 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Within one hour of injection, my right arm was tingling and face felt flushed. Those symptoms lasted 30-45 minutes and resolved with no intervention. Within 6 hours of injection, pain at the injection site observed. Within 12 hours of injection, as well as pain at the injection site, general muscle aches and joint pain observed and resolved with no intervention within 24 hours of initial injection. Pain and tenderness at the injection site still observed within 24 hours of injection but better and slowly resolving  with no intervention. No redness, warmth, swelling  of injection site and throughout body observed within 24 hours of initial injection.

929847 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Sore arm, tenderness, weakness in arm.

929848 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 AR 41.0 41 F Diarrhea, nausea, and fatigue

929849 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 PR 32.0 32 F Headache began at 1:00 PM same day after receiving vaccine, with arm pain for 2 days. Unexpected menstruation on 1/6/2021, with intense menstrual pain more than  experienced before.

929851 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IN 68.0 68 F Immediately sore right arm lasting approximately 1 day. Then after initial dose on the second day after first injection, I began with chills, headache, fatigue, body aches. By the second day after initial dose,  I began with mucus cough and same symptoms with chills, headache, fatigue and body aches. I took Tylenol, cold and cough medication. It is the third day after injection, symptoms same, but slightly better, still extreme fatigue and body aches and chills and I took an Proventyl inhaler as needed. Note, I do not take Proventyl inhaler on a regular basis, I just felt the need as I was beginning to have a lot of bronchial mucus. The inhaler seems to help. I am waiting it out and did not contact my family physicians. I am hoping I will feel better soon. Still taking OTC medications and Tylenol, fluids and rest.

929852 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 WV 38.0 38 F 12-23-2020 Pain and swelling at the injection site and lymph nodes under her arm, HA, N&V, fever, bruising at the injection

929853 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 SD 34.0 34 M Red rash at injection site

929854 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 26.0 26 F Rigors, fever, headache and arm soreness

929855 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CT 46.0 46 F left arm pain and swollen lymph nodes in left arm pit generalized muscle aches, slight headache, slight fatigue started 12 hours after my second Pfizer dose, better with ibuprofen.

929856 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 ME 31.0 31 F Paresthesias right upper extremity--numbness, pins and needles, cold-pack sensation travelling from hip to knee. Tingling and weakness in bilateral upper extremities.

929857 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 PR 38.0 38 F The patient present  some flushing after vaccine administration and he doctor give Benadryl 50 mg IM one dose.

929858 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CO 34.0 34 F Eight days post vaccine woke up with warmth, erythema, pain, induration to the area suspicious for soft tissue infection/cellulitis. Symptoms starting to improve after doxy x48 hours, I plan to take a full ten day course.

929859 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 50.0 50 F seizure activity, sent to the hospital for low blood pressure

929860 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 29.0 29 F Complaining of left deltoid site pain hot and red. Pt complaining of fatigue and feelings of SOB overnight when laying flat on back. Complaints of heat sweats overnight. States this morning she is not having SOB, but having pain from left elbow up to shoulder injection site. States no visible rash other than injection site redness. Encouraged to call 911 if she has SOB that is unrelieved. Also stated that she is having Headaches that are not relieved by tylenol. Gave pt a list of normal reactions including, headaches, body aches, fever, fatigue. Encouraged her to alternate tylenol and Ibuprofen for body aches and headaches. Encouraged pt to call 911 with SOB that is not relieved. Contacted physician.

929861 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CT 25.0 25 F A few hours after the shot my left arm was VERY sore.  It felt as if someone had hit me with a metal rod. I started to feel chills and back pain around 7 pm.  Throughout the night my arm was throbbing and I had a hard time sleeping. I woke up around 12 am to use the restroom. My body felt VERY heavy and weak. I woke up today (1 day after the shot) and felt better.  However, my arm still has severe pain and I experiencing fatigue. I also feel like the back pain goes in and out.

929862 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 38.0 38 F Shaking chills approximately 12 hours after 2nd dose received. Severe rhinitis during the day on 1/7/21 which resolved the next day, 1/8/21.

929863 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 61.0 61 F Nausea, fever, body aches, headaches, same symptoms as when I had Covid19.  Arm very sore still.

929864 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Reported numbness on the left side of face after receiving first dose of vaccination and left deltoid. Was transferred to emergency department at local hospital.

929865 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 OR 48.0 48 F 2 days after receiving vaccine, I am experiencing severe "ringing" in my ears. (Tinnitus)

929866 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PR 45.0 45 F Fever, Headache, Shaking Chills, Discomfort in the body.  I am taking Panadol every four hours.

929867 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 29.0 29 F After vaccine was administered throat and tongue started tingling and worsened as 10 mins later. I was administer Allegra. After Allegra, I started getting redness and blotchy in my neck, jawline and abdomen. After 1 hour the Allegra lessened the redness and throat and tongue tingling.  Next day 1/8/21 I had a fever, chills, nausea, headache and body aches. All reported to PCP.

929868 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 30.0 30 F After 15 min from  receiving vaccine I started feeling tightness in my throat, chest and my mouth ,  the nurse were walking around so I told  the  nurse I could not breath and the nurse told the  doctor  and the  doctor looked into my mouth and saw my mouth and throat  were swelling. I was taken into a clinic room and given  a epi shot and another one less then ten mins.  both  given to  left thigh .  Along with oxygen. Ambulance came and given Benadryl and started and IV.   they took me  to the hospital.  once I was at the hospital I was given  a shot of  prednisone and  had  a fast HR, was released  3 hours later (1/7/21)  Was given RX by the ER doctor.  Still have a sore throat, my tonsils are really really bright red , my tongue is still  a little swollen with red dots and a tingle feeling.

929869 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Fatigue,  and chills no treatment initiated. will continue to monitor symptoms

929870 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 54.0 54 F Pain in left arm radiating up neck into jaw and temple. Within 10 minutes a very bad headache. Within 1 hour body aches.

929871 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 53.0 53 F 10 minutes after vaccination patient stated that her left arm (injection arm) felt heavy and that her left jaw and left ear felt hot, numb, congested and swollen.  Patient was having no problems breathing, no wheezing, no problem swallowing so we did not administer epinephrine.  We called 911 in case symptoms escalated at 12:55pm.  EMS was present in 5 minutes.  EMS monitored patient but left store at 1:23 because patient did not want to go to emergency room and her symptoms were not worsening.  Patient stated that her husband was home, very close by, and that he was a nurse practitioner and that he was going to monitor her at home.  Patient purchased Benadryl liquid and Claritin tablets.

929872 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 64.0 64 F Sever hot flash raising  heart rate  high blood pressure 192/112  the paramedics stay with me for an 1hr in a half I had high blood pressure it started 20min after the vaccine

929873 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Approximately 13-14 hours after 2nd vaccine dose, developed generalized fatigue, myalgias, chills, and low grade fever (100.6F oral temp). Symptoms largely resolved within 24 hours; however, had persistent eye soreness (pain with lateral movement) through 72 hours post-vaccination for which additional evaluation was sought.

929874 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 WV 38.0 38 F 12-23-2020 Pain and swelling at the injection site and lymph nodes under her arm, HA, N&V, fever, bruising at the injection

929875 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 24.0 24 M Patient walked out fine after receiving the vaccine. Was able to walk up to the registration desk and carried a conversation with the staffs. He sits down in the waiting area to be monitored. We heard his phone dropped, looked up and saw him tilting over on the right side was about to fall off the chair. Staff grabbed him and held him back onto the seat, proceeded to picked up his right arm and held him in place. He looked unconscious while staff held him. He came back to his senses approximately 10 seconds later. After he regained consciousness, staff took his blood pressure which was 111/44, SpO2 was 100%, and heart rate 58. Patient looked pale but not critical. Conversed with our staff and stated that this has happened before when he receives other vaccinations. Patient's father is a physician and reported that the patient is scared of needles and did not need any medications from anaphylaxis kit or crash cart. We gave him water and he left after sitting for a while.

929876 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MI 55.0 55 F pt reported "throat feels itchy and is tightening", epinephrine im given, vitals monitored Pulse ox 99-100%, Pt reported within 1 min of epinephrine administration, that she no longer felt that her throat was "itchy and tightening" response team arrived within 5 min, and pt was transported to ER

929877 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 LA 67.0 67 F Patient appeared nervous upon receiving vaccine. Patient reported trouble swallowing ( has a history of radiation therapy on throat). When asked if breathing was restricted, patient was able to take long breaths with minimal additional effort. Shortly after, patient appeared to be close to passing out (not completely awake and alert), eyes dilated. The pharmacist who administered the vaccine then administered one dose of the epinephrine (Epi-pen LOT:0FM353/eEXP:NOC 21) while the staff member kept the patient stable in her chair. The facility was instructed to call 911. At 11:49 AM (7 minutes later), symptoms began to improve and the patient became more alert. EMS arrived around 12:00PM to take patient to hospital--patient refused and was back walking around the facility 5 minutes later. No further issues were reported with this patient (pharmacist administering the vaccine left the facility around 1:15PM)

929878 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 CA 31.0 31 F within about 5 minutes after the injection I got warm and flushed feeling all over my body, my body started feeling tingly all over even my tongue, but it never swole.  My HR went up to the 160s, my BP was elevated to like 166/80.  I was given 25mg benedryl, which calmed the flushed feeling and I was monitored for about 30 minutes and finally my BP and went back down to around 130/70 and my body normalized out besides the tingling which lasted the remainder of the day.  I had a little nausea.  I went back to work and finished out the day.  I took more benedryl when I got home to help with the tingling feeling which finally deminished after about 24 hrs.

929879 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NE 41.0 41 F COVID-19Vaccine EUA Sore arm for about 2 days  Red area where shot was given size of 50 cent piece Chills that lasted about 10 hours

929880 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 FL 32.0 32 F Patient experienced tingling in hands and anxiety after first dose of COVID 19 Vaccine (Pfizer). Patient was monitored for 30 minutes and did not require medical treatment.

929881 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 63.0 63 F Pt was complaining of being light headed, dizzy, and nauseous 15 minutes after vaccine administration.  Pt was did not receive treatment and refused care.  Pt was assessed by paramedics and signed out AMA.

929882 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OR 46.0 46 F Appears to be localized Type 4 hypersensitivity reaction with large induration, redness, warmth that developed 7 days after injection.

929883 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IN 68.0 68 F Initial right arm soreness. Second day after initial dose. chills, headache, fatigue, stuffy nose, cough, with lots of mucus and cough. Taking Tylenol, OTC cold medication and inhaler as needed. Waiting it out with rest, fluids, medication.

929884 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 IN 48.0 48 F warmth to arms and ? chest tightness

929885 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 IA 44.0 44 M Patient received vaccination on Day 9 from symptom onset of COVID-19 disease after discharge from hospital. No adverse reactions at this time.

929886 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IA 66.0 66 F Mild to moderate localized soreness upper arm near site of injection without redness or notable swelling lasting  24-36 hours

929887 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Area around injection site was initially red, raised and sore but went away after 2 days. Today is day 8 post-vaccine, and the area around the injection site is red, raised, and very itchy. Lymph node under arm  feel swollen.

929888 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NY 53.0 53 F Following 1st Covid shot on 12/31; about 2 hours afterward experienced extreme fatigue, nausea, and dull headache.  All mild and expected as possible side effects.  No concerns.  Symptoms continued and by 1/5; all symptoms had move to severe level and are still occurring today 1/8.  Temperature spikes to 102.8; chills, severe headache especially in eye sockets, body aches, and heaviness in chest.  Could not work on 1/7 and only for a bit on 1/8 (working from home).  Became concerned and was flu and covid tested on 1/7;  both negative.  I was retested for Covid on 1/8 and still negative.  I am not sure if maybe I am sick with something else and this is coincidence or if I am just experiencing issues from the vaccine that are a little different from others?

929889 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NM 48.0 48 M Swelling/redness/pain at injection site, 1 week after vaccine injection
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929890 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 PR 54.0 54 F At night I felt fatigue and palpitations and could not sleep. Next morning the palpitations and fatigue went away but I start with a rash and very itchy and noticed my face swelling up. I took some prednisone I had home and Benadryl and went to the ER. They monitored me and medicated me and told me to keep with the Benadryl. On the 24th I started with the rash and on the 26th no more rash. My second dose is scheduled on the 13th and I will see my PCP on the 12th to decide if I should have the second dose. I am not allergic to anything and thought I would die on 12/24. I was swelling up in less than a minute after I woke up it was awful. I also have a consultation with an allergist on Tuesday  before the vaccine.

929891 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Left cheek/chin,  numbness, , left arm paresthesia,, left side weakness of mouth, left tongue numbness, left sided neck numbness

929892 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 MO 32.0 31 F 12/22/2020 Reported to ER rash on right arm and trunk/neck, heaviness on chest, tingling in face. Instructed to take 50mb Benadryl every 6 hours as needed. DX: Adverse Reaction to Coronavirus vaccine 12/30/2020 Reported to ER possible infection to right arm. Pain and redness around injection site. X-ray completed-No abscess noted. DX: Cellulitis around injection site. Instructed to use hot compresses. Bactrim Ds  and Doxycycline prescribed.  12/31/2020 Reported to ER with complaint of right arm pain, general malaise, body aches, fever. No evidence of cellulitis at this time, no worsening erythema, no evidence of hives. DX: Protracted reaction to the vaccination. Prescription for Prednisone  given and advised to take Pepcid twice a day for 5 days. Continue Benadryl as needed.  Instructed to follow up with primary care doctor.

929893 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Received vaccine at 1730, then just before midnight my heart began to pound hard and very fast, and it made me feel short of breath or as though I had to cough. After about a minute I thought it might be SVT so I did a valsalva maneuver and it stopped.  I was resting in bed, no alcohol or caffeine, and this has never happened to me before. Since then, I have felt at least one heart palpitation per day, sometimes many more. The last few days I have felt extremely fatigued and have had an odd sensation in my chest. On 1/7 I developed a dry cough, and was swabbed for Covid because I felt so bad. It was negative. This made me wonder if the odd sensation in my chest was related to my heart and not my lungs. I am due for my second vaccine today, and am unsure if I should get it.

929894 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 32.0 32 F Severe chills lasting 4 hours, fever of 101.1, body aches

929895 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Arm swelling and tenderness from wednesday until friday After, could feel hardness and it was itchy from saturday through thursday Still feels hard but no longer itchy Day after felt throat and ear pain but went away within a day.

929896 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 MO 34.0 34 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine   Experiencing an Ulcerative colitis flare, i.e. abdominal cramping, rectal burning, increased stool (10 or more a day)

929897 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 IL 39.0 39 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Injection site reaction. Redness, swelling, itching, warmth. diameter 3 inches. Began over a week after injection.  Symptoms prior to this were only soreness immediately following injection that had resolved within 36 hours

929898 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 67.0 67 M Chills, body aches, headache, nausea, backache been going on for 24 hours

929899 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 OR 48.0 48 F 2 days after receiving vaccine, I am experiencing severe "ringing" in my ears. (Tinnitus)

929900 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 MO 46.0 46 F arm swollen,  painful, and  difficult to move.  headache and stiff neck.  body aches. chills. extreme fatigue. I got the shot Monday morning. the arm pain started that evening and by Tuesday morning I had all of the above.  it was very difficult to make it through the work day. several times I had to put my head down on my desk and rest.  after work I went home and went to bed and slept until Wednesday morning.  the arm was still a little tender to the touch Wednesday but that slowly faded away.

929901 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 WI 50.0 50 F I?m  very dizzy, headache, nausea

929902 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NE 42.0 42 F ON 1/6/21, DEVELOPED BODY ACHES, ARM SORENESS, FATIGUE, AND GOLF BALL SIZED RED AREA AROUND INJECTION SITE THAT IS WARM TO THE TOUCH. AT THIS TIME AWAITING FURTHER DIRECTION FROM PRIMARY PROVIDER.

929903 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 KS 78.0 78 F Patient received Moderna vaccine on 12/29/2020. Minimal discomfort the day after. Patient called today to report on 1/6/2021 she developed red, raised area at injection site. Warm to the touch and itchy. Today symptoms have improved. Patient reports she applied ice to injection site.

929904 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 TX 61.0 61 F Employee received vaccine at 8:10AM. Slight throat tightness was reported at 8:24AM. Patient given Benadryl suspension 25 mg at 8:26am. Patient then reported throat felt, "a little better". Vital signs BP=189/88; P=90; Oxygen saturation 97% room air; Temp 97.3. At 8:30 patient reports throat feels "worst". Pt. noted to have bumps on tongue - 1 size of chick pea and smaller bumps on back of tongue. Oxygen sats 91%. Epi pen administered at 8:37am and EMS called. 8:45 SAFD on site.BP = 207/81; P=110;oxygen sat = 100% room air. 8:41 Bumps on tongue decreased in size. Oxygen sats 99% room air.  8:52 Paramedics arrive and patient taken to hospital.

929905 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 51.0 51 F headache, body aches,  & joint pain

929906 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MI 30.0 30 F Headache, pain and warmth of injection site, and strange dreams

929907 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 IL 23.0 23 F Day 8 developed lymph node soreness & swelling in arm of injection, and swelling & redness around injection site. Still slightly swollen today. Patient did have a visit with primary care physician due to worry about  lymph node swelling

929908 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 WV 66.0 66 F 12-23-2020 Fever, chills, increased heart rate night of her injection

929909 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Pt had reported feeling dizzy, then mouth swelling, and nausea.  Pt was treated by ED staff after presenting back to vaccine clinic site.  Pt received Epinephrine, Solu-medrol, and Benadryl, and is no longer experiencing any sxs.

929910 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 KY 43.0 43 F The patient had a previous reaction to a flu vaccine.  She was treated for Bell's Palsy related to the flu vaccine 3 years ago.  The patient with the moderna vaccine started feeling left arm weakness and the arm felt heavy.  She was unable to lift arm.  She had a lump in her throat but minimal difficulty breathing and swallowing.  She then reported right arm weakness and being unable to move either arm.  She was having episodic type reactions. Every few minutes she would lose color and appear to be having difficulty breathing and swallowing but would come back to normal within a minute or two.  After the 4th episode in which she stated she was going to pass out and could not move her legs, we had EMS called to come monitor the patient.  EMS took vitals and monitored for and additional 20-30 minutes.  The patient refused to leave with EMS and I continued to monitor for a short time longer for the duration of about 1.5 hours.

929911 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 53.0 53 F Symptoms - ? EE woke up this am with body aches, chills, headache (endorses hx of migraine), and fever (Tmax 101.8). Last day of work and shift - ? supposed to work tonight but called off due to feeling ill Home remedies? -   Tylenol at 0740 and sleep Any improvement? ? mild improvement Recommendation? EE educated to continue to monitor symptoms and call vaccine support with further concerns or questions.  EE educated of changes in RedCap Survey and educated will need to be fever free for 24 hours before returning to work.  EE reports she called off of work tonight as she is not feeling well.  EE educated to continue to manage her symptoms and to follow the guidelines outlined in the TCH Illness in the Workplace Policy.  EE denied COVID-19 exposure without proper PPE and denied travel.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

929912 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 CA 50.0 50 F decreased sensation to light touch of right anterior distal thigh with intermittent shocklike pain starting on 12/24/20 which has gradually improved with only rare episodes of numbness as of today 1/8/20.  No weakness, back pain or injury.

929913 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 CA 31.0 31 F within 5 minutes after the vaccination I got hot an flushed all over.  I was nauseated and my BP went to 166/80 HR 160s.  My body began to feel tingly all over even my tongue but it never swelled.  I was given 25mg of benedryl and monitored for 30 minutes and finally my body began to normalize and my BP went down to 130/70.  I went back to work but when I got home I took more benedryl because my body still had the same tingly feeling.  After about 24 hours all symptoms had subsided.

929914 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WA 49.0 49 F 12 hours after injection I acutely developed headache, chills, sweating, muscle aches, nausea, hand and face swelling, swelling and tenderness around injection site, general flu-like symptoms making it difficult to sleep. I was able to go to work the next morning despite symptoms. Symptoms, other than mild soreness in arm where injected, resolved 36 hours after onset.

929915 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 HI 46.0 46 M Approx 8 hours after injection I suddenly became slightly dizzy and had moderate nausea.  I also became very tired and fell asleep for about 1.5 hrs even though I was well rested.  For the remainder of the night of 5 Jan and all day on 6 Jan I was fatigued and had moderate injection site pain.  On  7 Jan, I felt much better (no fatigue or injection site pain) but had a very hard time mentally focusing.  All symptoms resolved by the night of 7 Jan and as of 8 Jan feel normal.

929916 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 38.0 38 F Within a few minutes of the vaccine, patient felt face flushing, metallic taste in mouth. Benadryl 25 mg po given without improvement in symptoms. Benadryl 25 mg po repeated and patient taken to ED. Was discharged home. Returned to ED about an hour later for chest pressure which resolved prior to arrival. Given Prednisone 40 mg po in ED and discharged home. Recommended no second dose of covid vaccine.

929917 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 SC 41.0 41 F I woke up from sleep with severe chest pain at approx. 0400. It was sharp and radiated up to the left side of my neck. The pain was worse with breathing whether I was sitting up or lying down. My heart rate was 150 initially, but came down to 110's after a few minutes of waking up.  My heart rate did not decrease with rest and the chest pain was not going away, so I drove to the emergency room to be checked. Before I left the house I used my albuterol inhaler once to see if it would make the chest pain and tightness any better.  I received an EKG, mylanta mixed with lidocaine, IV pepcid and IV torodol to help relive the pain. The pain eased some (was a 8/10 when I awoke to a 2/10 after treatment). My blood was drawn, a chest x-ray was taken and the provider informed me all of my lab results, chest x-ray, and physical examination was normal. My EKG showed tachycardia and my heartrate did not drop below 100 beats per minute throughout the whole ER visit.  My BP at the highest was 151/94.  I have never had a problem with a fast heartrate or high blood pressure in the past.  I was discharged with a diagnosis of pleurisy caused by a cough I have been having.  I spent the rest of the day with chest pain and left arm pain from the site of the vaccination.

929918 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Arm was abnormally sore to the point where it was all the way down my shoulder into my collar bone. About 24 hours after the 2nd dose, I noticed the area around my left collar bone was swollen . The area is painful to touch and contains a lump about the size of a dime.  Pain is experienced when I attempt to cross my left arm over my body. Lump and pain still remains 51 hours after vaccination.

929919 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 32.0 32 M Body aches, arm soreness

929920 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 ME 50.0 50 F 7 Days after vaccine started with left axilla and arm tenderness, 8th day had itching and swelling at injection site, 9th day redness, swelling at injection site, area very warm to touch, malaise, muscle aches, headache.  I will start  antibiotics to rule out cellulitis vs vaccine reaction

929921 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 WI 44.0 44 F Small red area next to the right arm injection site with a golf size lump in the upper pole of the right breast leading into the right armpit area which started on 01/05/2021.

929922 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 33.0 33 M fever, chills

929923 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 KY 28.0 28 F 15 minutes post injection had numbness and tingling in left arm, complained of feeling cold, tingling started in her back too. Called for rapid response and patient was transported to ED>

929924 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 MI 47.0 47 F After 15 mins I felt like I couldn't breath. On the way home hour later hard to breath. I went to ER gave me Steroids and Pepcid. Since then I have taken Benadryl. On 12/30 at 10am I was exp reaction again went back to the ER. They provided me with breathing treatment and was sent home on Prednisone. I contacted my PCP to inform her that I have to continue taking Benadryl to help with sob and my voice changes. It seems like my lungs are affected due to taking the vaccine. I'm currently off and not able to receive comp due to the vaccine being voluntary.

929925 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WI 51.0 51 F Fever >101, rigor, chills, 15 hours post administration Cough from 6-18 hours post administration Fatigue from 6 - 20 hours post administration Muscle aches from 15 - 36 hours post administration Joint pain from 24 - 36 hours post administration

929926 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 PR 38.0 38 F Patient present some flushing after vaccine administration

929927 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 ME 39.0 39 F Within a minute or two of receiving the vaccine patient felt flush and was having trouble breathing. Adult epipen 0.3mg was administered in patient's right thigh. Also 50mg of diphenhydramine was administed in patient's left deltoid. Ten minutes later the patient was again having breathing problems. Second injection of adult epipen 0.3mg was administered in patient's right thigh. Patient was also given Lorazepam 2mg. Patient was taken to the Emergency room via ambulance. At the emergency room patient was given Prednisone and an additional 1mg Lorazepam. After observation, patient was sent home.

929928 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Generalized Headache; severe at times with ear pain, bilat.  On day two dizziness, nausea and loss of taste and smell for a few hours with "brain fog".  Headache continues today the third day.

929929 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 IL 51.0 51 F 1 week after injection.  Injection site became itchy, red and had a raised lump at site. Area was about the size of a  golf ball.  There is still a small bump at site 2 weeks later

929930 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NE 54.0 54 F ON 1/1/21, DEVELOPED SORE THROAT LASTING 2 DAYS. LOW GRADE FEVER (99.3 ON 12/31 AND 1/1. MUSCLES ACHES 1/1/21-1/3/21.

929931 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TN 46.0 46 F she received vaccine at 8:30 am.  At approximately 11:00 am she developed sudden onset hives, scratchy throat, swelling sensation of the throat, hoarse voice, difficulty breathing.  Presented to the ED. Received IM Epi, IV Benadryl and Solumedrol.

929933 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OK 70.0 70 F Shortness of breath ,chest and stomach pain, fatigue very weak,headache, aches,vomiting, diarrhea. Vomiting and diarrhea started 2 days after vaccine. All others started 12 hours after vaccine except injection site 2 hours after injection.  Still weak.

929934 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 44.0 44 F At 3pm, I started to have a small allergic reaction.  Symptoms started with sweaty palms, my tongue  felt strange, my body felt weird particularly from my  knees to my toes and I was easily winded moving around.  Symptoms slowly progressed until I went to the dr and was prescribed prednisone and benedryl.

929935 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MD 52.0 52 F Low grade temp, chills, body aches, nausea and diarrhea, headache

929936 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 41.0 41 F Patient / side effect / called out to work due to fever 99. to 100.4; chills, nausea, fever, body aches (5/10, from 8/10)  / called out from work due to 100.8 fever / feeling better at the time of call / severe arm pain (6/10, from 8/10)

929937 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 FL 25.0 25 F Patient states that she got her coronavirus vaccine and about 10 min later she felt very weak diffusely, felt her ears ringing and passed out.  Patient was caught and lowered to a chair, thus did not hit her head.  Patient states she has passed out before but this felt different.  Patient felt her heart racing prior to passing out.

929938 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 36.0 36 F Started with just a very sore arm. Swelling of axillary lymph nodes. Woke up and blood pressure dropped (fainting). Then felt extremely hot and feverish (no actual fever).mild constant dizziness accompanied with nausea.

929939 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 21.0 21 F Weakness and body aches

929940 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 NE 27.0 27 F She reports waiting the allotted time of 15 minutes after receiving the Covid injection. She reports after the 15 mins. that she returned to her work area where co-workers commented that she had a red blotchy hive looking rash around her neck and upper trunk area. She denied any itching or SOB and reports that the blotches were noted for approx. 3 hours after shot. She was instructed prior to 2nd Covid shot to contact PCP with understanding voiced.

929941 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Wheezing, cough,

929942 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 70.0 70 F fatigue body aches

929943 09/18/2020 01/08/2021 MD 61.0 61 F Received flu shot in Left arm and did not feel anything so very surprised to next get TDAP in Right arm and immediately experience "fireworks" pain at injection site radiating down arm. Looked at needle as it was withdrawn and appeared longer than expected (I used to be a nurse). Pharmacy tech said I could go but was nervous to leave store so walked around and felt my right arm grow heavy and difficult to raise. Eventually drove home using left arm to steer. Took tylenol with little result. Following day called pharmacy who said DTAP is known to be uncomfortable and they "never use needles longer than 1 inch." By Wed 9/23 arm was not improving so called insurance advice nurse who said go to urgent care but declined to avoid unnecessary covid exposure. She said to wear arm sling and use Voltaren gel because I cannot tolerate NSAIDS. Following morning I had a virtual appointment with my primary care physician who said to minimize use of sling to avoid frozen shoulder, keep using Voltaren and ask physical therapist currently treating me for rehab post back surgery 6/2020 to add shoulder exercises, and let her know if still not better in 4 weeks at which time she would refer me to Physical Medicine specialist for nerve testing. I found I had to wear sling at work (part time librarian) but was able to get by at home without it. By 4 weeks the pain and limited range of motion was improving, by then I could drive and dress myself, but it took a further 2-3 weeks to resolve fully. Primary care physician at checked with immunizations clinic supervisor who asked if the pharmacy tech had been standing (and if I were sitting) for the injection. Yes to both. Immunization clinic chief said this (bad) practice can sometimes direct the needle into the nerve or joint capsule, which may have happened in my case.  If you happen to follow this up with the pharmacy please note their paperwork has the injection sites reversed. I chose to have the flu shot in my left arm and the TDAP in my right arm.

929944 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WI 49.0 49 F Called back to closed POD site because patient had become pale, clammy and irregular pulse 9:00;  BP 128/82  P- 88 bounding; able to talk and explain she felt poorly, was sipping on water.  Sat with client for 30 mins, color clearly improved, BP 156/88 P 84  (BP reported as more normal)   Blood sugar check at beginning 151  and again about 9:25 as 151.   Was now feeling very tired and wanted to go home.   Had patient call her provider for guidance and a ride to home.  Provider requested that she take the rest of the week off. Patient went home to rest.  Thursday still very tired and headache,  today better but still has a headache

929945 01/02/2020 01/08/2021 SC 34.0 34 F Administered on Saturday January 2, 2021.  On Tuesday started with some ear pain and lymph node swelling.  Wednesday much worse lymph node swelling and right side of face with some swelling.  Tingling  began  and bumps with red line formed on forehead.  Thursday-same except swelling I'm lymph nodes was so painful it woke me  up. Today, Friday January 8th I went to a doctor's care.  Diagnosed with shingles.

929946 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 59.0 59 F sore throat and hives still from Covid vaccine bodyaches, sore throat, chills just doesn't feel well, hives

929947 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NC 62.0 62 F Chills, headache, muscle pain, tiredness, and nausea.

929948 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 IN 37.0 37 F On day 8 after getting my injection I started to experience an adverse reaction in the area of the injection site on my left arm.  The injection area was indurated, warm, red, itchy and swelling.  It swelled to the size of about 1 inch wide by 2 inches long.  I had no prior issues with my injection aside from some arm soreness the day after the injection.

929949 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MA 41.0 41 F Hives,

929950 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 26.0 26 F 1/6/21: 8pm (1hour after shot): sore arm, relieved with heated blanket, slept through night with no issue   1/7/21: 7am (12 hours after shot): woke up with headache and dehydration, arm where injection occurred was sore and stiff, hit to move  11am: sudden and sever fatigue, beginning of swollen lymph node (left, side of injection), felt better after laying down for around 20 minutes and drinking water& 2excedrin tablets, sore arm continuing, felt feverish though no fever, nausea  6:30pm: sudden and intense fatigue, struggling to think straight, sore arm, exhaustion, headache (, nausea, unable to lift items with left arm without considerable pain  7:30pm: arrive home and lie down  By 8pm: intense chills, headache, left lymph-node swollen so it was visible to the naked eye, hurt to swallow, racing pulse despite lying down, inability to complete ADLs/ get up to take medication, frustration to the point of crying, joint pain;  8:30pm took temperature registered at 97.4 (normal), was able to take 2 excedrin pills, shortly after body temperature was regulated, racing pulse continued 11pm: asleep   1/8/21 8am: groggy to wake, arm still aching but able to move, swollen lymph node to touch but no longer glaringly obvious, throat ache (not as much as night before), abdominal pain,  hot shower and excedrin and water, slow to start but able to complete ADLs and resume work   12pm: first meal of day (soup and soaked bread), hurts to swallow at times, excedrin   3:30pm (present time) thoughts are clear, throat still hurts w/o drinking/eating, arm hurts but able to lift and carry normal amount without making noises of pain

929952 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 31.0 31 F I had a fever of average 101.5 throughout the night and into the following morning. I also had one episode of vomiting at 11:40 pm on the same day I received the vaccine.

929953 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Red itchy rash at the injection site.

929954 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 AS 31.0 31 F Pt recieved injection at 1000, began feeling dizzy around 1045, pts sxs continued to worsen with nausea, and mouth swelling noted.  Pt returned to the vaccine clinic and was escorted to the ED.  In the ED she was evaluated by the provider, and given epinephrine, solu-medrol, and benadryl, and is now recovered from her reaction and being observed in the ED.

929955 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NH 55.0 55 F Rapid palpations, Peripheral numbness, Nasal and lip numbness,  Throat " Fullness", noted posturing. Timeline of Events 1425 Vaccine Administered, Left Deltoid 1429 Symptoms Onset 1430 20mL Benadryl Administered; BP (132/84), HR 88, check lung sounds: WNL 1433 BP second check (BP 134/84) 1438 Pt noted lips, and toes felt tingly 1439 second HR check (HR 80) 1445 third BP check (132/82); pt claims past hx of stroke (x2) and SVT 1446 EMS was called 1449 Pt reports feeling of tightness in tongue and lips; pt reports similar symptoms to red wine and Novocain 1455 EMS arrived 1458 Pt was loaded into gurney and ambulance 1500 Pt depart in ambulance to the hospital

929957 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NE 77.0 77 F Injection site on left arm of resident turned red, warm, and firm. Reaction began two days after injection.  Chief nurse directed resident to contact their Primary Care Provider.

929958 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 WA 46.0 46 F No adverse effects initially (only soreness for first 3 days). Exactly one week after injection, soreness, redness, swelling, heat, around injection site. Spread to cover almost all of upper arm down to elbow, and wrapped almost fully around arm.  Very alarming. No other symptoms. Took ibuprofen and tried to ice it.  3 days later it is getting better. Took Allegra today. Not as swollen but still there.

929959 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 MO 32.0 32 F 12/22/2020 Presented to ER with rash on right arm, trunk/neck, heaviness on chest and tingling in face. Dx: Adverse reaction to coronavirus vaccine Instructed to take 50mg Benadryl every 6 hours as needed 12/30/2020 Presented to ER for possible infection to right arm. Reports pain and redness around injection site. Dx:Cellulitis around the injection site. No definable abscess on x-ray. Prescription for Bactrim Ds and Doxycycline given. 12/31/2020 Presented to ER with complaint of right arm pain, general malaise, body aches, fever. Reports site erythema, right arm pain radiates down to right hand and into right side of neck. Dx: Protracted reaction to the vaccination. Prescription for Prednisone and Pepcid given. Advised to take Benadryl as needed.

929960 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 VA 59.0 59 F swelling, redness, itching and  warmth to touch which has slowly increased in size. As of 1/8 is about 3 inches X 3 inches.

929961 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 TX 66.0 66 F Swelling, redness painful injection area. Entire upper arm hot and swollen.

929962 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 CA 24.0 24 F Rash on face the night of injection that resolved the following day. Severe right hip and knee pain 11 days after the injection that is still occurring till this day. Hip would pop and was painful to walk and lay down.

929963 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 34.0 34 F increased heart rate, SOB, Tingling, Hot flushed, Red chest, mouth dry

929964 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 FL 93.0 93 F RESIDENT COMPLAINED OF CHEST PRESSURE AND DIFFICULTY BREATHING ABOUT 1 HOUR AFTER VACCINE ADMINISTRATION.  SENT TO HOSPITAL FOR EVALUATION.  RETURNED HOME 2 HOURS LATER.   SPOKE WITH RESIDENT AT 830am ON 1/7/21 AND SHE REPORTED SHE FELT FINE AND FELT SHE MAY HAVE HAD A PANIC ATTACK. SPOKE WITH RESIENT AT 830AM ON 1/8/21 AND SHE REPORTED SHE FEELS FINE.

929965 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 TN 72.0 72 F PATIENT STATES SHE HAD REDNESS TO HER SITE OF VACCINE ON HER LEFT ARM ON 12/26/20. THE REDNESS SHORTLY AFTER WENT AWAY AFTER TAKING BENADRYL AND RETURNED ON 1/1/21. PATIENT TOOK BENADRYL ON 1/1/21 AND ON 1/2/21, REDNESS INCREASED AND PATIENT WENT TO ER. WHERE THEY GAVE HER PREDNISONE. WENT AWAY AND CAME BACK ON 1/5/21. WAS PERSCRIBED STEROID CREAM AND KEPHLEX ABX. ON 1/7/21 PATIENT NOW HAS RASH  ON HER LOWER ABD. SHE WAS BEING SEE BY HER NURSE PRACTIONER ON 1/7/21. WHEN I SPOKE WITH HER ON 1/8/21, HER RASH SEEMS TO BE LESSENING.

929966 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 43.0 43 M fever, muscle aches, joint pain staying home

929967 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Achy body, headache, ear ringing, chills and a temperature.

929968 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Woke up with fever day after receiving second vaccine, Tmax 102.2 with associated headache, fatigue .

929969 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 OH 23.0 23 F From 8am till about 10am I felt shaky after the injection. I dint feel like chills, had no temperature. I could not stop shaking, felt like a deep muscle shake.  I felt shaky and jittery from 8am till 11am. I had a cup of tea where I was able to fall asleep.  I had a telemedicine call and I spoke to a NP and she recommended to go to an ER but I did not go. I just felt very anxious.

929971 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 TX 70.0 70 M Significant flare of PsO in surface area and thickness.  I have never been on biologic and only use nonsteroidal topical creams (3% salicylic acid).  The flare stared approximately Day 7 after 1st dose, and has continued to worsen exponentially.  2nd dose received today.

929972 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 VA 41.0 41 F PT had aa mild reaction with hives and itchy skin on her upper chest and face. No airway or breathing involvement. Pt given 25mg Benadryl, symptoms  began to resolve after 30-40 min.

929973 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 29.0 29 F myalgias, fever, headache, left arm pain, chills

929974 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 CO 28.0 28 F Fever and headache

929975 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 72.0 72 F After Moderna vaccine I had chills started night of vaccine on 1/6/2021 and noon on 1/7/2021 extreme fatigue, nausea, chills and heart rate of 35 and oxygen in 90. On 1/8/2021 I am much better.

929976 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F Headache, Fatigue- on day 2 Bels Palsy- Day 4

929977 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Developed rash, itching on arm and on chest, tingly feet and dry cough, dry mouth

929978 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 ME 39.0 39 F Within a minute after receiving the vaccine, patient felt flush, face was very red, and was having serious trouble breathing. Adult epipen 0.3mg was administered in patient's right thigh. Diphenhydramine 50mg was also administered in patient's left deltoid. 10 minutes after administration, patient again was having severe trouble breathing. A second dose of adult epipen 0.3mg was administered in patient's right thigh. Patient was also given Lorazepam 2mg. Patient was then taken to the Emergency Room by ambulance. At the emergency room patient was given predisone and an additional Lorazepam 1mg. Patient was observed and then sent home.

929979 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 HI 46.0 46 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine  Approx 8 hours after receiving the vaccine, I suddenly became slightly dizzy and moderately nauseous.  I also became very tired even though I was well rested.  The nausea and dizziness lasted approx 2-3 hours.  At that time I developed moderate injection site pain.  I was very fatigued for the remainder of the night and through the next day (6 Jan).  I was no longer fatigued as of 7 Jan but starting that morning I had a very difficult time focusing mentally.  That condition lasted until late on the evening of 7 Jan.  As of 8 Jan, all symptoms have resolved and I feel fine.

929980 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 MI 58.0 58 F Start with the normal sore arm continues on day five, normal headache two days. On the second day, very stomach pain so bad could not sleep now for three days.

929981 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 46.0 46 F C/o nausea. no other symptoms

929983 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 41.0 41 F 1st dose Moderna injection given on Dec. 29 2020.  Left arm at injection site became itchy (and left side of body random itchiness.) Spot itchy for 1.5 days and bump appeared (looked like ant bite, but did not hurt.) Resolved after 2 days with no medial intervention or drugs. Today is 01/08/2021 and bump appears to have resolved, no itchiness or redness. No headache no body ache. Possible joint achiness for the 1.5 days. All resolved

929984 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 FL 67.0 67 F Following administration of the first dose of the COVID19 vaccine (Pfizer) patient reported right sided lip tingling (no swelling or drooping), and a "weird" feeling in chest (no additional details provided).  Patient appeared anxious, but declined feeling anxiety. Patient declined medical treatment/follow-up and her symptoms resolved.  Note: Patient received second dose of COVID19 vaccine (same lot# EH9899) on 1/8/2021 with close monitoring and no adverse reactions occurred.

929985 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NE 56.0 56 F ON 1/4/21, DEVELOPED FEVER, ARM SWELLING, CHILLS, AND BODY ACHES AROUND 8PM AND LASTED ABOUT 24 HOURS.

929986 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 KS 57.0 57 F Pt was given her first dose of the Moderna Covid-19 vaccine on 1/4/2021 at the health center. She then called us at the county health dept several times requesting the vaccine because she is a healthcare professional. She came to the health dept on 1/7/2021 and received another dose of the  Moderna Covid-19 vaccine, without disclosing to us that she had received a dose 3 days earlier. . Making it a total of 2 doses only 3 days apart. Pt was contacted after it was realize and she stated that she did this because she did not think she actually received her first dose because she did not feel it. She has not reported any adverse effects .

929987 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 WI 47.0 47 F Nausea, Vomiting, Migraine with temp of 99.8. Symptoms resolved on 01/07/2021

929988 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OH 54.0 54 M Client complains of itching, burning, redness, swelling, warm to the touch at injection site. State he has used ibuprofen, benedryl, and ice pack to relieve symptoms. No improvement since started yesterday, but reports he is at work today and is not able to treat symptoms regularly. He will continue current treatment of symptoms and report any improvement/worsening over the next few days. He has been advised to seek emergency care if he should have worsening symptoms and/or has any difficulty breathing. He also reports he gets annual flu vaccines and was in the military and has not had reactions to vaccines like this in the past.

929989 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 VA 44.0 44 F Tightness in throat 30 minute after administration of the vaccine

929990 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Fever for 20 hours, acetaminophen Myalgias for 48 hours, acetaminophen headache for 24 hours, acetaminophen chills for 24 hours, acetaminophen tenderness at injection site for 48 hours, acetaminophen

929991 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 PA 44.0 44 F redness, swelling, warmth, pain, firmness 7 days after vaccination

929992 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Approximately 1 week post-injection (1-7-21), began feeling soreness return to injection site. Upon waking the next morning (1-8-21), site red, swollen, warm to touch, and tender. First drew border around redness at approximately 0845; by 1300, redness increased in diameter and has spread the width of my arm. Tenderness and swelling have increased as well to approximately a 5-6" diameter. Have taken benadryl PO 25 mg. No other treatment/action at this point.

929994 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 37.0 37 M Body Aches, dizziness, and fever for over 24 hours

929995 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NM 20.0 20 F Patient vaccinated in left arm on 12/31/20 on 1/8/21 noted spot of redness, swelling and pain.  Not sure if this is a cellultis

929996 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Bilateral arm numbness starting approximately 36 hours post administration of the vaccine. Symptoms are only in the middle of the night. No numbness when upright and moving around.

929998 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 39.0 39 F 5 minutes after receiving shot I felt a strong headache come on. Tylenol did not alleviate the pain. Later in the day I began to feel flu like symptoms with fever reaching 100.3. Same symptoms Day 2. Now, day 3 I still feel flu like symptoms.

929999 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NE 43.0 43 F ON 12/30/20, DEVELOPED ITCHING, IRRITATION OF VAGINAL AREA. WENT TO SEE HER DR. AND SAID SHE HAD A YEAST INFECTION.

930000 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 74.0 74 F Patient developed sudden onset of severe vertigo with nausea and vomiting.  She became very week.  Blood pressure was above usual level (149/88) and she had nystagmus with no other focal neurologic signs. She continues to be "dizzy" but no true vertigo now.  She is weak and fatigued.

930001 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NC 47.0 47 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Sweating, lightheaded

930002 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NY 33.0 33 F 9:30 AM - Recipient sent to observation area post administration- tolerated well. In observation area 5 min. later recipient began stating she feels dizzy, screaming she does not feel well, began shaking upper torso and extremities, eyes shut - placed on ground floor with elevated legs, applied 10L/min oxygen via mask,  v/s taken (HR/PR/ Pupil reaction), EPIPEN 0.3mg administered @ 9:38 am, with good response as recipient seemed to calm down, no screaming, no shaking. At 9:52am EMS arrived and took over.

930003 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 37.0 37 F Hx of anaphylaxis to bee stings. Rash and hives over upper chest began immediately following vaccine. Taken to ED and given IV Benadryl, Famotidine and Solu-medrol. Discharged home from ED. Recommended to not receive second dose of covid vaccine.

930004 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OR 43.0 43 F 8 days after vaccine was administered, the patient developed redness, swelling, warmth and hardness at the injection site. The redness is about the size of a fist. Person encouraged to seek treatment with their PCP or urgent care.

930005 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 26.0 26 F initial; swelling of tongue, tingling and numbness in legs, syncope. later; HA Y 6

930007 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NM 45.0 45 F Patient was at work and felt nauseous at around 0800 and took a Zofran. Then around 1030 she started to have lower chest (near the lower ribs) pain 9/10 pain and she was diaphoretic. We called 911 as we were concerned about an MI. She was transported via EMS to the hospital. They ran various tests and determined it wasn't cardiac or lung issues and was likely side effects from the COVID vaccine. On 1/8/21, Patient reports that she feels dizzy and is "itching all over." She took antihistamine and that helped the itching symptom.

930008 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F About 3 hours after the injection I started to develop upper Left arm and shoulder pain. Later that night I couldn?t lift my arm without terrible pain. I was unable to sleep despite taking Advil 800mg and heat and ice. The next day 1/7 wasn?t any better. On 1/8 I woke up and noticed the left shoulder area was red and warm to the touch. A little over 2 inches in diameter. I went to my Dr office and they diagnosed cellulitis and prescribed Keflex 500mg  3 times a day. I just took the first dose on 1/8/2021 at 2:45pm.

930009 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MN 61.0 61 F Severe chills /tremors 14 hours following the second injection that lasted uncontrollably for one hour, headaches, fatigue, abdominal pain that cleared 1/7 in the afternoon. The nausea was so bad I could not eat. Vomited only one time. I missed one day of work, slept the whole day, and night, too.

930010 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MN 87.0 87 M Resident displayed with confusion/shaking at 1400, condition worsens at time went.  Resident unable to state where he is, knows his name.  can tell you he does not feel right.   Temp 97.3, p 88, O2 91%, Bp 214/116  Transferred to ED with fever, temp of 103, and shortness of breath, admitted to ICU  Positive COVID-19 test at hospital. Diagnoses include acute COVID-19 pneumonia and hypoxia. PO had confusion,  fatigue, weakness, hypoxia, increased BPY 3

930011 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 26.0 26 M antiseptic taste in mouth

930012 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 KS 27.0 27 F Pt had several seizures about 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine. EMS was called/evaluated the patient. The patient planned to contact her primary care provider.

930013 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 FL 29.0 29 M fever, chills, body aches, decreased spO2 with ambulation, tachycardia

930014 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CT 19.0 19 M Tested Positive for COVID 19 No prior symptoms or known exposures Flu Like Symptoms occurred Day after Running nose 2 days after Sore Throat

930015 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 46.0 46 M At injection site: Itchy pink rash, 3.5? long; swelling; and feverish to the touch. Muscle and joint pain in the immediate area.

930016 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 59.0 59 F Fatigue, knot at inj site, Face scratching, rash all over face. Skin is peeling. It is spreading.

930017 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 52.0 52 M Patient spoke to me this morning regarding some symptoms he had after his Pfizer COVID 19 vaccination yesterday.  He said he had some pain at the injection site and mild headache in the afternoon; however, around 12 to 1 am in the morning, he was feeling heart palpitation and he felt his muscle twitching from his upper torso which went down to his thigh and no loss of consciousness.  He said he checked his heart rate and it was 70 and he did not have any problems breathing.  He said his heart palpitation felt better after taking some deep breaths.  He said he no longer had heart palpitations or muscle twitching any more.  He denied any other symptoms.   Generally, he appeared well, no facial drooping, awake, alert, oriented, speech clear, and normal gait. (Today)

930018 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 PA 34.0 34 F For the first 10 hours I had a sore arm. 10-12 hours I began having weakness, fevers, chills, bodyaches, low back pain, intermittent neck pain. Following day I had the same symptoms in addition to left sided axillary lymphadenopathy w/ numbness of L hand 4th & 5th fingers and mild cough.  Currently I am about 52 hours post vaccine with left sided axillary lymphadenopathy and intermittent numbness of left 4th and 5th fingers.  Other symptoms have improved.

930019 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NV 31.0 31 M Low grade fever (99.5F), shaking chills, body aches, joint pain, fatigue, right arm pain, nausea. Symptoms lasted 24 hours.

930020 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 NE 57.0 57 F On 12/30/2020 at 1000 she developed body aches in her shoulders and lower back. Reports having stiffness in the left hip area. Denies any fevers. Noted pressure in her head and discomfort in her left ear. These were s/s similar to when she was diagnosed with Covid on Nov. 17. Reports that since Covid her taste and smell has not come back fully but wondered if it was a little worse. She ended up completing her work day after taking Tylenol x1. At end of work day she reports feeling like "she had Covid again". Due to s/s she was not able to work on 12/31/2020.  On 01/04/2020 she presents to work with a softball size area of redness, feverish to touch, hard to touch in left deltoid area where injection was given. She reports being afebrile or any other s/s at this time.  She reports that after the injection her arm was sore but did not notice until the 01/01/2021 a hardened area in the left deltoid area. She was instructed to contact her PCP due to her concerns for taking the 2nd Covid vaccination with understanding voiced.

930021 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PA 34.0 34 F Sudden onset of nausea, abdominal pain and sweats. Chills and diarrhea. Most symptoms subsided after a 1-2 hours, but lower abdominal pain and feeling of having a bowel movement continued.

930022 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IL 25.0 25 F Severe headache developed about 30min after administration. Relieved by sleep. Almost exactly 24hours later, around 2pm the day after administration, developed severe occipital h/a again with radiation down into neck. Mild chills, body aches, fatigue, and tachycardia about 28 hours after administration - duration about 5 hours. Again, around 2pm the second day after administration, developed the same occipital h/a and neck pain/stiffness as well as mild tachycardia.

930023 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 KS 26.0 26 F ITCHING OF TONGUE AND THROAT; REDNESS OF SKIN ON NECK AND SHOULDERS

930024 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 FL 61.0 61 F Shortly after receiving the vaccine (1/5/21) while waiting the 15 mins I experienced phlegm in my throat and kept trying to clear it, that resolved within 7min, I felt strange ...kind of dizzy and felt weird out of body feeling. They gave me water and crackers and said try to eat something for second shot. After 30 mins I felt OK to leave. During the rest of the day I had a headache which worsen and next day (1/6/) the same and had that weird out of body sensation off and on. I also had mild achy feeling, fatigue and both hips and shoulders mild pain. I did take this day off from work. These symptoms resolved towards the end of that night. Doing much better today (1/8/21). I aslo had mild swelling and sore at the injection site which I expected like a flu shot. I have not had any reaction to any vaccination prior years.

930025 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 59.0 59 F Upon awakening, exhausted feeling, severe weakness, total body aches, chills, temp 97.4 orally, slight nausea. Notified supervisor at work, took Tylenol 1000 mg and slept for 2.5 hours. Woke up with symptoms much reduced and went to work

930026 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 OH 31.0 31 F All the covid symptoms - sore throat fever, headache; shortness of breath; no taste; fatigue; tested positive on the 23rd for Covid.  2nd dose: 1/6/2021  (received in right arm) - in  am;  adverse events started in the pm of the 6th:  (6 Pm)  - fever, chill, sweats, headache - all night into the following day for the headache; took tylenol  LATE IN EVENING for fever and so no fever when I woke up 7th  - took  last night (7th) -  still had chills and headache. (day two still) - HAS BEEN TAKING TYLENOL FOR24 HOURS BECAUSE HEADACHE IS BAD IF IT COMES ON  day two - symptoms are better now; military - so was coming off covid protocol - so it complicated going back to work.
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930027 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 IA 49.0 49 F I woke up the following morning with pain and inflammation in RT armpit.. by midday the swelling in armpit lymph nodes was the size of a very large egg.  I couldn't comfortably put my arm down at my side.  Pain radiated down arm to elbow, and up neck into ears.  I had fever of 100.1, but took ibuprofen to try and alleviate pain.  The symptoms lasted about 5 days.

930028 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IL 48.0 48 F immediately felt super warm, dizzy, lightheaded, nauseous jaw pain and lower neck pain clammy hands and weakness,  EMT eventually checked my vitals while in the waiting room, extremely high blood pressure and rapid heart rate transferred me to the ED via ambulance

930029 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Fever, chills, weakness, body aches

930030 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NC 57.0 57 M Pt stated with itchy hives all over face when leaving clinic on 1/7/2021.  Pt has hx of allergies, so took Benedryl when arriving to home.  Pt also has Epi-pen but did not need to use medication.    Hives subsided to look like smaller splotchy patches on face only.  Condition continues to improve but has not subsided completely as of 1/8/2020 3:52 pm.   No other sx per pt.

930031 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Symptoms started 01/07/21 I woke up with a lump on the right side of my jaw that is closing off half of my windpipe.  I also have a second lump on the back of my neck; both are tender to the touch. I had a fever of 101.3 yesterday and today it has gone between 102.6 and 103.6. I have full-body chills.

930033 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 FL 46.0 46 M Following administration of COVID-19 vaccine, patient experienced "tingling in throat and lower legs" plus dizziness. After monitoring for 30 minutes, patient reported symptoms started to resolve.  Upon follow-up, patient reported that tingling in lower legs had resolved after 3 days.

930034 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 57.0 57 M Sore arm about 6-8 hours after injection lasted for 2 days. Stiff neck, experienced shortly after vaccine lasted about 16 hours

930035 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 KS 55.0 55 F Pt had tachycardia with a heart rate in the 160's after receiving the vaccine. She also had chest pain. EMS was called and took the patient to the emergency department for evaluation.

930036 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 TX 52.0 52 F After the vaccine, my arm went numb. I ended up having fatigue, fever, and metallic taste in my mouth. My bones hurt, and my neck hurt really bad. that lasted for three days. I developed chills and a fever, I felt really sick. I had a COVID test and was positive.

930037 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 GA 64.0 64 F No injection site issue from elbow to wrist swallen  red fevered area hand was difficult  to be used for 12-24 hours to subside . Very large arm left  2 - inches red a swallen 12-24  hours welts all over body three to five inches. Continuing every day . 120 dexitrun Cycles 16th day woke up intergestion  roof of mounth  Employee health hospialize Adverse event allergiest umulize  hopital, clarifein, swelling

930038 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Approx 10-15 min post-vaccine, pt began to c/o flushing and bilat feet numbness/tingling. NIBP 172/90, HR 90s. No SOB, hypoxia. Benadryl 50 IM given @ 1756. Pt discharged from vaccine clinic to ED. NIBP 157/111, HR 102 @ time of discharge.

930039 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 OH 22.0 22 F Extreme body aches for 24 hours. Lower back pain. Nausea. Headache. Chills. Low grade fever.

930040 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AR 31.0 31 F Approximately 18 minutes post injection, patient experienced itching and whelps on opposite limb as injection site. Diphenhydramine 25 mg chewable tablets given. Itching continued into legs and skin above lips. Prednisolone 40 mg liquid given. After 10 minutes, itching and whelps improved. Patient monitored for a total of 1 hr post injection.

930041 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CO 50.0 50 F 7 days after shot - headache and arm became very sore with red rash and swelling and hardness.

930043 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Fevers, chills, body aches, blotchy skin

930044 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 SC 41.0 41 F Patient presented with blotchy skin and tightness in the chest. Blood pressure was 190/110. Patient was given some oxygen and blood pressure had decreased. Patient blood pressure was still high and complaining of chest tightness.

930045 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 30.0 30 F 25 minutes after receiving the COVID-19 (Moderna) reported having difficulty swallowing and tightness throughout the throat, able to speak clearly.  No facial or lip swelling noted.  Respiratory effort unlabored, denied any GI symptoms or rash.

930046 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 40.0 40 F fatigue, headache, nausea, dizziness, body aches which started on 01/08/2021 at 0730 am, took advil at 230 pm and tylenol at 330 pm on 01/08/2021. Pt. states that she is feeling much better after tylenol.

930047 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WV 67.0 67 M Redness and swelling to site

930048 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 VA 49.0 49 F Pain at site, shooting down the arm and unable to lift arm.  Shoulder frozen.

930049 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 31.0 31 M Symptoms : Rash on forehead and neck. Muscle weakness. Headaches.  Dizziness.   Treatment: Zyrtec, Tylenol, & Motrin

930050 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IL 35.0 35 F Severe nausea and vomiting, unable to tolerate PO intake for over 48 hrs and severe vomiting for 36 hrs

930051 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 ME 39.0 39 F Patient received her vaccination on Monday, 1/4/21. She waited her 15 minutes of observation and then left. She states on her way home she started feeling that her tongue and left side of her face was a little bit numb. It continues to be numb and on examination the left side of her face has diminished sensation. Her left eye is droopy and she has a symmetrical eyebrow raises as well as smile. Her diagnosis is consistent with possible Bell's palsy.

930052 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 CA 45.0 45 F minutes after the injection the tip of my tongue and lips began tingling and my tongue went numb, the roof of my mouth began to tingle and go numb as.  NO difficulty swallowing or breathing,  No changes in the vitals and I was given benedryl by mouth and observed for 30 minutes with no further issues and all symptoms resolved.  My right arm was tingling and weak also but to date all symptoms has resolved.

930053 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Had chest tightness and heart beat flutters the afternoon and evening after getting shot on 1/02/21. Chest tightness and heart beat flutters continued and I saw Nurse Practitioner on 1/04/21 and EKG showed frequent premature ventriculations (pvcs). Then referred to cardiologist for follow-up and possible treatment. Currently on a heart monitor as of 1/06/21 and waiting to get into see cardiologist for treatment for continuing pvcs and chest pressure and sometimes pain as of 1/08/21. outcome is yet to be determined as of 1/08/21.

930054 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IA 61.0 61 F redness, swelling Used a hot towel

930055 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 37.0 37 F 4 days after had a small itchy area after soreness lessened, then at day 9 and 10 noticed a small area at injection site of red, itchy, swollen red patch in same area of injection site.

930056 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NY 28.0 28 F PATIENT STATUS POST MODERNA VACCINE RCVD 1425. SITTING IN NURSE STATION, PATIENT HAS SOB, DIAPHORESIS, CHILLS. 1508 PATIENT IS TRANSFERRED TO EXAM ROOM FOR EVAL. BP 100/60. SHE REPORTS A TIGHTENING IN THROAT. EPIPEN 0.3MG ADMIN IM AT 1515. VITAL SIGNS 118/78. HR 109. 02 SAT 97% ON 2L 02. 1522- PATIENT CONTINUES TO REPORT A SORE THROAT BUT NO DIFFICULTY BREATHING. 1535 PT IS TRANSFERRED BY EMS TO HOSPITAL

930057 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Rash and itching ended up in hospital and was diagnosed with Cellulitis on injection site and is receiving antibiotics from PCP.

930058 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 57.0 57 F Pt received the Moderna Covid-19 vaccine on 1/4/21. After receiving her first dose she then called the Health Department and asked to receive the vaccine, because she is a Nurse Practitioner. She then came to the health dept on 1/7/21 and did not disclose that she had already received the vaccine 3 days prior, and she received another dose of the Moderna Covid-19 vaccine. The pt received a total of 2 Moderna Covid-19 doses only 3 days apart. The pt was contacted but states she did not feel the first shot so she did not think she actually received anything. That prompted her to get a second shot. She has not had an adverse effects.

930059 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Approx 10-15 min post vaccine, pt began to c/o bilat foot numbness & flushing. NIBP 172/30, HR 90s. Benadryl 50 given IM. Pt discharged to ED, NIBP 157/111 HR 102.

930060 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IA 31.0 31 M Started feeling very fatigued around 6/7 PM on 1/7/21. Ate dinner shortly after and took my normal sleeping pills as previously listed. Around 12:30 AM on 1/8/21 I woke up feeling very cold.  I got up, used the restroom and grabbed some acetaminophen (1000mg). I took the medication and started feeling very dizzy and light headed. After that all I remember is sitting on the kitchen floor feeling like my body was buzzing/tingling. My ears were also ringing really badly. I attempted to get up but was unable to get orientated for what I believe was about 15-30 minutes.  I called my BF at 1:10 AM after I was able to get up and moving.  I elected not to go to the ER because I didn?t want to directly expose myself to COVID. I stayed up for about another hour, drank some water and ate some crackers. I took 25mg of diphenhydramine and went back to sleep.  The rest of the day up to writing this I have been very fatigued and achy. Mild dizziness and confused feeling. I didn?t hit my head but I have about a four inch scrape down my back and a small cut on my foot from the broken glass.

930061 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 45.0 45 F chills in evening after vaccination, chills next day in AM then nausea and body aches, temp 102.

930062 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 32.0 32 M Fatigue, mild fever (99.5) Onset of fatigue early in the morning, fever around midday.

930063 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 62.0 62 M Patient c/o Itchy rash  over his abdomen, shortness of breath, itching inside his throat and feeling as if his throat was mildly closing.  Patient received Benadryl 25mg IM, Solu-Medrol 125mg IV and Pepcid 20mg PO. Patient was sent out to  ER for further evaluation. Patient returned from ER at 2349 with no new orders. ,No any acute distress reported.

930065 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 SC 36.0 36 F Patient had her first dose of the COVID vaccine and was waiting in the lobby when she asked another patient to get help. When staff arrived she was grey, dizzy, having difficulty breathing with rapid respirations and overall not feeling well. Pulse Ox was 88 on room air so she was placed on oxygen and the EpiPen was used. EMS was called. She began improving with the oxygen and after the 0.3mg of Epi. EMS transported her to the ER and at her request her boyfriend was notified.

930066 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NV 67.0 67 F Mild symptoms the next day (12/31/2020): fatigue, low grade headache minor injection site soreness. I took Ibuprofen, rested, had lots of liquids, and was fine the day after (01/01/2021) No other symptoms until exactly one week later (01/06/2021). I noticed the injection site on my left arm was itching and a bit sore. A 5"x3" red rash appeared at injection site. I took one Acetaminophen PM that night. The red rash is still there. These appear to be minor reactions but the red rash is never one I have had before with any vaccinations. It seems strange it didn't appear until a week later. No difference in skin lotion I have used. I wanted to report effects for data collection purposes since it is a new/emergency vaccine.

930067 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 TN 76.0 76 F Patient called to notify that the patient's arm was red and hot to touch on 01/05/21. Patient took Benadryl at home and it gave it some  relief.

930068 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NC 78.0 78 F redness and fever at injection site

930069 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 AL 36.0 36 M Pt was vaccinated at 1125 At 1157 pt was observed - with rash around neck, chest and back, dry mouth and slurred speech, heavy arms, tingling in arms.  Pt was very hard to communicate with - could not articulate - pt was taken to the ER via wheelchair and examined.

930070 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Severe Headache Rash starting on neck and chest Chills Fever Vomiting

930071 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 LA 80.0 80 F Patient states she had complete loss of hearing for 2-3 hours the evening after receiving the vaccination. She states that she took a Tylenol dose, and her hearing came back to normal a few hours later.

930072 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MD 52.0 52 F Chills for hours body would not get warm. Left arm pit is swollen with some pain

930073 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 WI 53.0 53 F Associate stated anxious to needles at 1400 and had flu vaccine anxiety in past.  at 1403, felt sweaty and asked to lie down.  1405 had cold compress, 15 ounces apple juice, sat 40 minutes post vaccine. At 1440 ambulated to bathroom with assistance and stated she felt better at that time. Associate left to her work environment ( Lab) at hospital as she stated she was fine.

930074 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MO 62.0 62 F Fine pin point rash and itching noted 45 minutes after shot given. Rash noted to neck,spine,hips,upper back,upper chest and bend of both arms.Benadryl 25 mg OTC   1/6/21 and 1/7/21.Itching. Itching decreasing 1/8/21. Having copious side effects also of injection site pain,tiredness,headache,joint and muscle pain,nausea,lymphadenopathy and feeling unwell.1/6/21,1/7/21 but feeing better when tylenol 500mg ing system to relieve aches and pains

930075 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 WI 35.0 35 F 12/24/2020 @ 0600:  The site of the injection (right deltoid) was incredibly red, swollen, and extremely painful; the site was noticeably elevated from the base of skin.  Never did I develop a temperature. This continued until 12/26/2020 when the symptoms dissipated. 1/5/2021 @ 0600: I woke up to my right arm feeling sore and area where I had received the vaccine was warm and a thin red circular outline could be seen. Also note that a few months ago I had injections in my legs due to vein insufficiency. Interestingly enough, during the same time frames, when my arm would become red and painful, so would my right knee.

930076 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CO 44.0 44 F I came home around 5:30pm after receiving the injection at 3PM and felt very drowsy.  I was drowsy and my head felt really heavy on my shoulders.  After another hour at 6:30 pm, I felt a strong headache coming on. Throughout the evening I was drowsy and went to bed early.  In the middle of night, I woke twice due to headaches.  This morning 1/8/2020, my headaches continued even after I took 1000mg of acetaminophen at 11:00am.  That was my first dose of any type of pain medication.  I thought the side effects would go away therefore I delayed taking any pain medication.  I usually do not have headaches and healthy.   My arm is very sore at the injection site as compared to when I received the flu shot in November.   It is almost 2:30pm almost 24 hrs from the injection and my headache continues.

930077 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 27.0 27 M Major Headaches, nausea, body aches

930078 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 GA 54.0 54 F Patient complaints of tingling in left hand and tingling of lips 15 minutes after injection. BP 151-99, pulse 97, pulse ox 97%. Benadryl 25 mg 2 tabs by mouth administered. Vitals monitored for an additional hour and the patient denied tingling of lips and hands when leaving the clinic.

930079 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 20.0 20 F Swelling of throat and tongue, anaphylaxis, hives, redness, swelling Y

930080 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 NE 57.0 57 F On 12/29/2020 at approx. 1000 she reports having body aches in her shoulders and lower back. She denied any s/s prior to this other than a tender arm at injection site. She reports also noticing stiffness in her left hip area but with walking tended to help some. She medicated herself with Tylenol at that time. By 1300 she reports that she felt like she had Covid again. She reports having headache, pressure in her head and left ear area, fatigue and reports being afebrile. The above s/s were symptoms that she had experienced when diagnosed with Covid. She also reports that she had not fully recovered with her taste and smell and thinks that it may be some worse on 12/29/2020 then prior. She was not able to work on 12/30/2020 with Covid like s/s. On 12/31/2020 she returns to work feeling some better. On 01/04/2021 she presents to work with a softball size redness, hard to touch and feverish to touch area on her left deltoid area where she received her injection. She does report that on 01/01/2021 noticing a hardened area in the left deltoid but denies any other s/s. She was instructed to contact her PCP due to her questions regarding the taking of her 2nd Covid vaccine.

930081 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NE 42.0 42 F shoulder joint pain, injection was given in joint.... I am now on prednisone, physical therapy, if this doesnt help  will need a MRI .

930082 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 KS 70.0 70 M Rash on the chest, back and upper arms. Rash was rash, Scattered and raised. Ichy. Started 24 hours after vaccine

930083 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 24.0 24 F Quarter sized mark at injection size that is erythematous, warm, and painful to touch.

930084 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Headache  Itching  Hives Swelling  Pain  Redness  Treatment Benadryl and prednisone

930085 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MA 44.0 44 F Inadvertent administration of dose into triceps subcutaneous area, rather than IM deltoid.

930086 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 77.0 77 M Patient's spouse states that approximately 1.5 hours after receiving vaccine patient was at home and found to be confused and non- verbal. Unable to verbally express what was wrong. Spouse called into the clinic was triaged via phone and advised to go to the ER for further evaluation.

930087 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IL 41.0 41 F sore arm the first day, then fine. on evening of day 8, my arm was sore again, and itchy. the next morning it was red and swollen. it continues to be swollen and red, and it is spreading to a larger area of my arm.

930088 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 34.0 34 F about 5-10 minutes after administration, my lips began to move and shake uncontrollably and became tingling and a bit numb. Soon right after my heart rate was very fast, highest 160's. My throat felt weird but I never had any difficulty swallowing or breathing and my mouth, lips, or tongue never became swollen.

930089 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IL 34.0 34 F received the covid vaccine 12/30/2020 that night I had a very bad sore arm lasted 3 days that night at around 6pm I experience tiredness, cold chills and body aches and a low grade fever a temperature was 99.8 I took a nap I typically never nap. My symptoms since the vaccine I have been feeling very tired id say more sleeping and eyes feeling heavy throughout the day  and on and off headache I have had a cough which I have had lingering for the past month.  These are my symptoms currently fatigue, tired and on and off headaches.

930090 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OR 26.0 26 F Swelling, pain, hot to the touch, tenderness around vaccine site. Hives spreading all over body and face.

930091 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 43.0 43 F Pt presented to Emergency department with left arm pain after receiving the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine roughly 3 days ago.  Patient states she was injected, left shoulder Tuesday evening, 60 hours prior to evaluation.  She had pain in the left shoulder since then, relieved with ibuprofen but recurrent and intense when the medicine wears off.  She states that during injection she felt pain that went down to her middle digit.  She has normal neurologic function, normal motor function, no obvious infectious symptoms, and exam is benign.

930092 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WV 92.0 92 F Raised red area to deltoid, itching at site

930093 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MI 42.0 42 M Hives all over body and top lip swollen

930094 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 WI 42.0 42 F got a rash all over my cheeks and chin and chest with a severe headache. 2nd day rash went to bottom half of my body and still on cheeks and chin with itching with red mark and swollen lymph nodes.

930095 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 WA 56.0 56 F Left shoulder pain and tenderness

930096 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 KS 45.0 45 F Notes APRN (Nurse Practitioner) ? ? Nurse Practitioner Cosign Needed Expand All Collapse All    COVID VACCINE CLINIC  1/7/2021                                                                      Date:  1/7/2021                                                                                                  Subjective Patient is a 45 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her second dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   She was given the Pfizer vaccination in the left deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience throat tightness and sinus drainage.  She denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, hoarseness, stridor, itching, lightheadedness, dizziness, facial swelling, lip swelling and tongue swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to abdominal pain, blood pressure abnormality , chest pain, collapse, drooling, hypotension, increased swelling, rapid progression of symptoms, respiratory distress with stridor, wheezing, dyspnea, increased work of breathing, persistent cough and cyanosis, skin changes, tongue swelling and vomiting.   Pt took allegra this am for allergies.   ALLERGY REVIEW OF SYSTEMS:  All other systems negative       Previous Reactions: She states with first shot a few hours after her shot she had a rash on her mid back. and and lower extremities. Pt also had a head ache. Symptoms lasted 5 days.      Objective    Vitals Vitals:   01/07/21 1248 01/07/21 1303 01/07/21 1321 01/07/21 1334 BP: (!) 150/87 130/71 137/87 123/73 Pulse: 94 86 75 76 SpO2: 97% 99% 98% 99%           Physical Exam Vitals signs and nursing note reviewed.  Constitutional:      Appearance: Normal appearance. She is well-developed.  HENT:     Head: Normocephalic.     Jaw: There is normal jaw occlusion.     Right Ear: External ear normal.     Left Ear: External ear normal.     Nose: Nose normal.     Mouth/Throat:     Mouth: Mucous membranes are moist.  Eyes:     Pupils: Pupils are equal, round, and reactive to light.  Neck:     Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion.  Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Normal rate and regular rhythm.     Pulses: Normal pulses.     Heart sounds: Normal heart sounds.  Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal.     Breath sounds: Normal breath sounds.  Abdominal:     General: Abdomen is flat.  Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion.  Skin:    General: Skin is warm and dry.     Capillary Refill: Capillary refill takes less than 2 seconds.     Findings: Rash (on chest) present. Rash is macular.     Comments: Flushing over the cheeks and bridge of the nose.   Neurological:     General: No focal deficit present.     Mental Status: She is alert and oriented to person, place, and time.  Psychiatric:        Mood and Affect: Mood normal.        Behavior: Behavior normal. Behavior is cooperative.        Thought Content: Thought content normal.        Judgment: Judgment normal.         Assessment/Plan  Treatment included: antihistamines. Follow up response to treatment: good. Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP.Pt told if symptoms worsen or changed she is to be seen in the ER.    Diphenhydramine 25 mg oral given at 12:55pm.    Pt okay to go home with dad driving at 14:22 pm.     Electronically Signed 1/7/2021 2:03 PM

930097 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 PA 41.0 41 F Facial swelling, numbness of the lower left jaw, sore throat, coughing, congestion, sneezing, headache, tenderness and soreness at injection site.

930098 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 39.0 39 F The area is swollen, red, hot. I had chills, muscle aches

930099 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 TN 30.0 30 F Severe flu like symptoms, fever over 101, chills, body aches, headache, nausea/loss of appetite, fatigue, soreness in the arm from injection

930100 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 TX 59.0 59 M Got the vaccine in left arm on 12/31, sat for 15 minutes for observation. After leaving and driving home, started feeling worse pain in left arm and numbness around the left ear and left cheek.   Went back, they examined and observed for another hour, then released. It went away and returned; has been intermittent since.   Left V2/3 distribution

930101 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 PA 38.0 38 F While waiting ini observation area pt reported "not feeling well" was given water and asked to stay for aditonal amoutn of time.  SOrtly after she reported "feeling like i am goinog to pass out" .  Lightheaded dizzy, no other physical complaints.  Pt is cool, lips pale.

930102 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 FL 59.0 59 F Following 15 minutes of monitoring after receiving the COVID19 vaccine, the patient experience dizziness upon standing and reported tingling in lower limbs.  Patient was monitored for an additional 20 minutes and symptoms resolved.  Patient had no other complaints.

930103 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OR 44.0 44 F Patient was given covid vaccine 1 at 1:10 PM and had face and neck urticaria within 5 min.  Denied throat tightness, or breathing difficulties.  Was taken to ED for observation.  PMHX includes anxiety, HTN; Meds: Amlodipine, acyclovir; Allergies to Betadine, Erythromycin, Fentanyl, Minocycline, PCN, Versed, and reactions include dyspnea and Hives

930104 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 WI 27.0 27 F 1 week after injection, injection spot was very itchy, redness, and raised.

930105 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CO 33.0 33 F Redness, swelling, warmth at injection site, area ~2 in by 4 in on 1/8/21 and was about half the width and length on 1/7/21.

930106 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 VA 45.0 45 F Fatigue, fever 100.7, moderate headache, chills, muscle ache, joint pain, restlessness, fatigue, wooziness, mild nausea, mild abdominal pain.  No asthma symptoms.

930107 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OR 39.0 39 F within 5 minutes of the vaccine she developed diffuse itching and flushing.  described similar reaction which presented to hives with both penicillan and quinapril.  never had respiratory, cardiovascular, or gastrointestinal symptoms.  BP and HR normal.  no hives developed.  itching resolved within 10 minutes.  she did take diphenhydramine upon onset of itching and then required several other doses throughout the night for itching.  never developed hives or other systemic symptoms.

930108 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 46.0 46 M pt resturned several hours after injection and stated that he was feeling chest tightness, and slightly SOB Pt was taken to ER for evaluation

930109 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 FL 93.0 93 F She began with an earache and dizziness. Pain got so severe that she could no longer take it. Went to the doctor which she was put on pain medications. Went to ER on 1/6 and on 1/7 went to her PCP. Still in severe pain. Y

930110 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 KS 50.0 50 F After injection, was feeling flushed, dizzy, and off balance.  When I got home, I was ok until about 4am on Sunday January 3rd, 2020, I woke up with chills, fever of 102.00, nausea, sore throat, body was achy and left arm was severely bruised and sore.   I was like this for Sunday & Monday, finally Monday night around 7pm, my fever broke.  I was finally able to return to work on Tuesday, I was still quite tired and worn out from the weekend.

930111 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AK 26.0 26 F Lightheadedness, pounding headache, overall body soreness, feeling hot and/cold, sweating when hot, chills when cold, extreme fatigue and weariness. As of the writing of this form, I am still experiencing some lightheadedness, and this morning, I felt very warm, but I overall feel much better.

930112 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 58.0 58 F Fever, to 101.8, chills, body aches, fatigue

930113 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IN 52.0 52 F Fever, chills, nausea, lymph node enlargement with pain

930114 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NM 38.0 38 F Patient complained of dry, tight, scratchy throat after receiving vaccine.  Patient monitored and instructed to monitor at home.

930115 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 FL 35.0 35 F No adverse events until day 8 post vaccination. Woke up in the morning with a rash over my right deltoid where the vaccination was administered. It was itchy and painful, and developed into a 2-inch circumferential welt. This was present for approximately 36 hours and disappeared without treatment.

930117 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 PA 59.0 59 F Oral Herpes outbreak, severe

930118 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 KS 29.0 29 F Arm soreness, chills, achiness, lymphadenopathy

930119 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CT 48.0 48 M Chills, fever, night sweats, nausea, bad headaches

930120 01/08/2021 PR 37.0 F Local pain

930121 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IL 25.0 25 F Light red rash about 2in high, 3in wide at widest part at site of injection.  Noticed at around 8am 1/8/21, size has not changed as of time of report. Slightly warm to the touch, no pain, no white streaks, no raised areas, and no soreness.

930122 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CT 47.0 47 F Vaccine given on 12/30/21 Pain only at injection site for 3 days (Advil relieved it), then back to normal 01/08/21, woke up with moderate pain, swelling, redness, and very minor itch (no rash) at injection site

930123 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 50.0 50 F muscle pain, chills, joint pain, nausea

930124 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AR 45.0 45 F Redness on face, neck, and arms,  Tachycardia, HTN

930125 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 WA 51.0 51 F Sore arm x 3 days.  1 week post vaccination, Noted R armpit painful. No swelling palpable. On day 10post vaccine, noted lymphnodes on R side of neck painful and swollen

930126 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Raised red rash the size of a silver dollar at the site of the injection. The rash feels hard underneath the skin.

930127 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 56.0 56 F Tingling of your tongue and face was flushed.  All symptoms resolved within one hour without taking any Benadryl.

930128 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 58.0 58 F I received my second dose of Pfizer COVID19 in my left arm . It was administered just under the acromion process.  I am currently experiencing posterior shoulder pain with pain radiating  down my arm to my fingers.   I have been seen by my primary provider and have been prescribed gabapentin and Tylenol 3. I will follow up with my provider on 01-10-21.

930130 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Symptoms - ? evening of 1/7 began with abd pain and diarrhea, morning of 1/8 reported to work and left half way through shift after feelings of chills, nausea.  Patient reports she went home, took her temperature 99.7, took a nap and then re-took temperature at 1:40 pm (Tmax 100.8), no meds taken. Last day of work and shift - ? today Home remedies? -   nap Any improvement? ? mild improvement Recommendation? Patient educated to continue to monitor her symptoms and to rotate Tylenol and motrin for fever and pain management, patient verbalized back understanding.  Patient educated to continue to manage her symptoms and to follow the guidelines outlined in the Illness in the Workplace Policy.  Patient denied COVID-19 exposure without proper PPE and denied travel.  Patient verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

930131 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Patient reports seconds after receiving the vaccine she felt a strange sensation in her chest which she has a difficulty characterizing but describes as "a strange sensation".  Vitals at that time demonstrated tachycardia and hypertension which she was referred to the ED for further evaluation.  She does admit that she has anxiety and felt this may be contributing to the symptoms.  She reports she is already starting to feel improved.  She is noted to have some redness over her left ear and feels it is a little warm but no other rash.  She denies any associated shortness of breath, dizziness or lightheadedness, arm or jaw pain, associated nausea, vomiting, back pain, lip or tongue swelling. No fevers, chills, or cough. Patient was given one dose of diphenhydramine 50 mg PO Once and monitored in the emergency room. Symptoms completely resolved and was hemodynamically stable. Patient discharged home from the emergency room.

930132 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 88.0 88 F Chest and back pain 5/10, VSS, sent out to ER at 1400. No other symptoms but lethargy.

930133 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 NE 33.0 33 F She reports not having any symptoms other than a tender deltoid area after her vaccination. She reports feeling fine the morning of 12/24/2020 when she went to work. Pt. reports approx. 4 hours after being at work that she became dizzy, clammy, noted head pressure and spots in front of her eyes as if she were going to pass out. She reports that she did have breakfast prior to coming to work. Noted her blood pressures to be elevated 141/102. She was monitored for 45 mins. taking BP every 15 mins. ranging from 155/112 with the lowest obtained being 150/90. With the drinking of fluids at the end of the 45 mins. she did feel like she was getting back to her normal self. She was instructed due to elevated BP to seek care at her clinic with her PCP. She did return to work on 12/25/2020 reports that she felt much better.

930134 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MI 25.0 25 F I had a skin reaction (welts) over my shoulders, stomach, and back. I took OTC anti-itch cream. The reaction only lasted two days

930135 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MA 48.0 48 F 15 min after vaccination dizzy, nausea,  30 min later sob and tight chest, vomit (x1) . F/U with ER visit pt left ER after having EKG exam, pt was not discharged and left at own will. Symptoms continue for patient dizziness, nausea, chest tightness.

930136 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 50.0 50 F muscle pain, chills, joint pain, nausea

930137 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 68.0 68 F Patient was vaccinated on 12/29/20, started having itching, redness, and swelling at injection site on 1/05/21. Went to ED on 01/08/21 with worsening itching, redness, and swelling at injection site. Treated in ED with steroids and sent home on oral steroids same day.

930138 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NY 25.0 25 F Light sensitivity, headache, fever of 101F. Symptoms resolved,

930139 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 KY 46.0 46 F Employee states she woke up this morning and injection site was swollen (about size of an egg) and super tender.  Also states itching.  Also noted that she started having ear pressure and slight congestion and had covid test on 1/6/21 that was positive.

930140 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Fever, chills, body ache, headache

930141 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MI 60.0 60 M Onset of swelling in neck. Reported via phone that he has 2 lumps that began yesterday. He also said he started experiencing an allergic rash on his back. Advised to seek medical care.

930142 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 FL 68.0 68 F Patient experiencing  Chest pain and elevated troponin. Patient taken to the cath lab and treated for suspected stress induced cardiomyopathy. Y

930143 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MD 55.0 55 F Tingly lips, felt like throat was swelling.  I was able to breath fine.  Given Prednisone and Prevacid and symptoms went away.

930144 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NM 40.0 40 F I had arm soreness that I needed to take  Tylenol and I was exhausted no energy I had a hard time walking around the hospital I almost fell asleep on my desk. I fell asleep that night and felt fine the next day!  Advanced maternal age because I'm 40 so I'm high risk, Low on Vitamin D3 early in my pregnancy, beginning of Dec I was lightly anemic, due date Feb 9th

930145 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MO 40.0 40 M Strong chills, shaking, fever up to 101 and head ache

930147 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 VA 52.0 52 M SKIN RASH ON LOWER LEG BELOW THE CALF TO THE TOP OF THE FEET BOTH RIGHT AND LEFT. STARTING PEDNESONE ORALLY QID X 3 DAYS THEN TAPER

930148 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 53.0 53 M Server pain at the injection site to the point it is hard to move the arm, and it woke me up when I rolled onto it. Migraine headache with visual pain and nausea. I have taken Tylenol and ibuprofen for the pain and discomfort and I have also been icing the injection site. I missed work today because of the migraine

930149 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Rash on left arm started appearing on 1/7 and has gotten larger on 1/8. Pain in arm started mid day on 1/8, not just at injection site, but throughout all of the top half of my arm and into the left shoulder/shoulder blade. There is a raised bump on the left arm as well that just appeared on 1/8. Arm aches and itches too.

930150 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 TX 26.0 26 F DPH (after the Lot number); I started with a very severe pounding tension headache - 6:00 am; very severe fatigue; very severe arm pain at injection site. And then unable to complete daily functions: do to headache; suffered from headache - took one gram tylenol to address a low grade fever that day and the headache, too. fever subsided with tylenol. Headache was relentless; I tried 600 mg of ibuprofen as well to treat headache with no success; Started to suffer severe pain; couldn't open eyes from pressure of headache. Went to ER due to never having such a severe headache before. Tests did not show pathology that would cause headache. Was given one liter of IV fluids. Was given 25 mg of Benadryl ; 10 mg of Compazine. Along with toradol. And 20 meq of potassium. Also tested for covid and was negative. And discharged home. FOllowing day: mild headache and with resolution of left arm pain.  By the 27th it felt like headache was resolved.

930152 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 45.0 45 M chills, no appetite, symptom free today

930153 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MI 41.0 41 M ITP Plt 2 Y Y 1

930155 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 UT 39.0 39 F Employee reports 1/4  he had a sore arm, later that night HA, fever, chills.  1/5 1600 headaches progressed to migraine with extreme fatigue.  1/6 evening he went to ED due to symptoms and history of blood clots in the brain.  CT was done in the ED.  It showed signs of COVID in the CT chest.   COVID test negative. 1/7 AM SOB and cough started.  HA continues but manageable, dizziness and a crawling feeling under skin. 1/8 AM tightness in chest, crawling under skin increased, HA, dizziness and slight bodyaches.

930156 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NY 88.0 88 F Received 2 doses of this vaccine today, no adverse outcome as of this time

930158 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 CA 39.0 39 F headache, myalgia, nausea, vomiting, and facial swelling x3 days

930159 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MI 59.0 F Strong stomach cramps leading to diarrhea, about 5 instances, followed by strong stomach cramping with blood clotting discharge with 9 instances,  lasting about 16 hours, with the clotting reducing each time

930160 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 35.0 35 F Pt states she started feeling flushed, started getting hives around neck, and tightness of the right leg

930161 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OH 40.0 40 F 5 x 6 cm erythematous macular weal over left deltoid

930162 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 51.0 51 F Patient received second Pfizer vaccine on 1.5.21. On 1.7.21 at 2:40pm the patient experienced aches and weakness that evening, took tylenol with relief. 1/8/21 patient woke up in the middle of the night with fever, blister on the inside of her lip, and her right cheek twitching. 1/8/21 patient went to PCP to be checked out. Discovered redness and bruising at the injection site. Patient has had relief with tylenol and zyrtec.

930163 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 KS 34.0 34 F Was seen at  ER

930164 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NM 60.0 60 M Approximately 2 hours after receiving the vaccine I felt a heat flash, people setting in the area asked if I was OK as my face was red. It cleared in approximately a minute. The 2nd heat flash came on about 5 to 10 minutes later and cleared about a minute later. The 3rd heat flash came on about another 5 to 10 minutes, again clearing at about 1 minute. Next I felt like my head was in a fog, found it very hard to focus, and was forgetting what I was doing. I walked over to the office, my supervisor asked if I was ok as she said it looked like my eyes were glazed over, my head was still in a fog. This cleared by 2:30 p.m.
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930165 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 UT 21.0 21 F within 5 minutes of recieving the vaccine, felt light headed, nauseated and had a dry mouth. Pt was placed supine with legs up and monitored. Symptoms resolved within 15 minutes.

930166 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 34.0 34 F welt on injection site

930167 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 65.0 65 F Treated in ED the same day as vaccination for left facial tingling and numbness. Diagnosis from ED of Left 5th nerve Transient Palsy. Resolved in 72 hours.

930168 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 VA 28.0 28 F Small red hives, itching, bilateral arms and chest. Noted 30 min after injection.

930169 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 SC 29.0 29 F Tachycardia-160 for about 10-20 minutes about 10-15 after injection, HR 120-130 for about 1 hour, clamminess, shaky, dizziness

930170 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 WI 39.0 39 F one week after injection the injection site was itchy, red, swollen, and warm

930171 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 20.0 20 M Fever 102.9  at 1:45pm  Ibuprofen 400mg given at 1:50pm

930172 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 ID 39.0 39 F Left arm lymph soreness. Left leg (sometimes in both) warm sensation with numbness and tingling below knee in calf and foot, not constant. Standing and walking helps relieve symptoms at times but seems to be more constant then on 1/6 and 1/7.  Encouraged client to seek emergency medical treatment as to determine cause of the numbness and tingling.

930173 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 34.0 34 F welt on injection site

930174 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 FL 44.0 44 F Following administration of COVID19 vaccine (Pfizer), patient experienced a "scratchy feeling" in her throat and feeling that her throat might be closing up.  She  denied any other symptom.  Patient had no history of anaphylaxis. Patient was monitored until symptoms resolved. No treatment was required.    Note: Patient received second dose of vaccine (from same lot# EH9899)  on 1/6/21 and no adverse reactions were observed after 30 minutes monitoring.  Patient reports that she felt much less anxious when receiving the second dose of vaccine.

930175 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 KS 18.0 18 F Notes  COVID VACCINE CLINIC  Subjective Patient is a 18 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her second dose of the COVID 19 vaccination. She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines and denies reaction to her first dose. She was given the Pfizer vaccination in the left deltoid muscle. During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience throat tightness.  She denied difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, lightheadedness, dizziness, facial swelling, lip swelling and tongue swelling. This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area. Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to rapid progression of symptoms and tongue swelling.   ALLERGY REVIEW OF SYSTEMS:  Patient denies facial swelling, chest tightness, shortness of breath, rash and dizziness    + throat tightness:     Previous Reactions: Denies previous reactions to vaccinations.     Objective    Vitals Vitals:   01/08/21 1143 01/08/21 1204 01/08/21 1227 BP: (!) 144/89 131/81 104/76 Pulse: (!) 125 (!) 109 99 Temp: 98 °F (36.7 °C)     SpO2: 99% 99% 98%     Physical Exam Vitals signs and nursing note reviewed.  HENT:     Head: Normocephalic and atraumatic.     Mouth/Throat:     Mouth: Mucous membranes are moist.     Pharynx: Oropharynx is clear. No posterior oropharyngeal erythema.     Comments: No swelling of lips or tongue. Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Normal rate and regular rhythm.  Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal. No respiratory distress.     Breath sounds: Normal breath sounds. No wheezing or rales.  Skin:    General: Skin is warm and dry.  Neurological:     General: No focal deficit present.     Mental Status: She is alert and oriented to person, place, and time.  Psychiatric:        Mood and Affect: Mood normal.        Behavior: Behavior normal.       Assessment/Plan  Treatment included: benadryl 25mg po and solumedrol 125mg IM.  Follow up response to treatment: good. Patient had improvement in throat tightness. Does mention being lightheaded after. Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP. Patient called a friend for a safe drive home. She was instructed to go home and rest for the remainder of the day. Denies having any symptoms on discharge. Discharged at 1229.   If she experiences any adverse symptoms in the future, advised to F/U in ER.

930176 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OK 45.0 45 F Chills, fever, body aches, joint pain,  painful lymph nodes in armpit, headache, nausea

930177 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CA 47.0 47 F 4 cm diameter circular erythema at the injection site, axillary lymphadenopathy on the vaccine side, scapular and neck pain on the same side as vaccine injection.

930178 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 WI 44.0 44 F shoulder pain in the joint space causing paresthesia in the hand and arm with intermittent pain in the forearm.  loss of full range of mobility in the shoulder. this has been ongoing x 1 week.

930179 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 MN 35.0 35 F L axilla swelling x 5 days, not improving.  VEARS completed. Advised her to see MD as this is most likely from the injection, but could also be from another cause - including Covid infection.

930180 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 OH 45.0 45 F On 1/6/2021 Patient noticed itching at injection site.  On the next day 1/7/2021, Patient  stated that the injection site was red, swollen, warm to touch and sore to touch. Patient followed up with her health care provider.  Health care provider recommended that Patient take ibuprofen for the swelling and also prescribed an antibiotic, but Patient was told to wait to take the antibiotic for 2-3 days to see if it resolves without taking the antibiotic.    Patient stated that she originally had pain at the injection site on the evening of the injection (12/29/2020) and the next day (12/30/2020,  but it resolved after that.

930181 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 PA 27.0 27 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA.  States she experienced fatigue 24 hours after and immediately felt like she had swelling/lump under her skin.  States last night she started with itchiness over the injection site.  Today she has developed warmth and redness.  She denies discharge, fevers, shortness of breath, cough, wheezing, swelling of mouth or throat, n/v, or rash elsewhere.  She denies receiving any other vaccines in that arm since then or injury to that arm.  She reports the nurse did clean her arm with alcohol swab prior to vaccination and a bandage was placed.  She did report her symptoms to employee health and was told to be seen.

930182 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WI 30.0 30 F BEGAN FEELING FATIGUED AFTER RECEIVING THE COVID-19 VACCINE, FATIGUE CONTINED ALL DAY, SLEPT ALL DAY, GOT UP TO GO TO WORK, TEMP WAS 98 DEGREES PRIOR TO BEGINNING WORK, STATES BEGAN BURNING UP WHILE WORKING, FELT FEVERISH, TEMPORAL & ORAL TEMPS OVER 100 DEGREES, BEGAN TO FEEL NAUSEATED AND CHILLS. TEMP WAS OVER 100. SENT HOME FROM WORK ADVISED TO CONTACT HER MD AND GET TESTED FOR COVID-19. WENT FOR COVID-19 TEST 1/8/2021 A.M. RESULTS ARE PENDING.

930183 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 OH 42.0 42 F Developed red area  with in duration and pain to touch initially a single lesion on right forearm on  1/5/21. Initially lesion got larger over first 12 hours. It then became itchy on 1/6/21 in the morning with a second smaller lesion just proximal to the first one. Thought it was hives. On evening of 1/6/21 developed similar lesions on left knee and posterior left ankle. Took Allegra and Zyrtec that evening. Lesions on right forearm looked like bruises on 1/7/21 with resolution of lesion on left knee. Lesion on left ankle has stayed red, swollen, itchy, and painful. Did not respond to Allegra, Zyrtec, or benadryl.  I went to primary care provider on 1/8/21 at 2:45 PM. I had labs drawn and received prescription for steroids.

930184 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 70.0 70 F fatigue

930185 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 MA 29.0 29 F Pain in left arm in injection site and under arm, armpit and side of breast. Pain feels like shards of glass. By day 3, swelling in left arm and lymph nodes under arm, armpit, and side of breast. Tingling in left arm down to fingertips and "dead arm" feeling.

930186 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TN 21.0 21 F Vomiting, nausea, chills

930187 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 WA 18.0 18 F Patient had seizure 10 minutes after injection.  No history of seizures, but brain tumor resection about a year ago. 911 was called; EMS evaluated and had patient transported to hospital

930188 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NM 60.0 60 M Approximately 2 hours post vaccination a heat flash came over my body, co-workers setting around me asked if I was ok as my face was red, cleared about 1 minute later. About 15 minutes later a 2nd heat flash came over my body and cleared about 1 minute later. About 15 minutes later the 3rd heat flash came across my body and cleared about 1 minute later. Approximately 30 minutes later my head was in a fog, I could not focus, thoughts left my mind. When returning to my office my manager asked if I was ok and said my eyes were glossed over and my face was red. All this cleared around 2:30 pm.

930189 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 WI 54.0 54 F 7 days after injection patient developed redness and itching around injection site

930190 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 FL 25.0 25 F Rash that stayed near the site of injection, but has traveled a little inferior of the site. Just bumps - not itchy or hot to touch Nausea that has stayed since the day after the injection. But I've been able to keep food down.  Severe stiffness in left arm that made it hard to lift arm - only stayed for 2 days and then it cleared

930191 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 UT 24.0 24 F covid vaccine given at 1309 approv 3-5 minutes later felt cold, lightheadedness, tingling, nausea.  No shortness of breath VSS.  No rash, swelling.  Feels cold to touch, pale.    placed in supine position with blanket.  Not as lightheaded Nausea improving s/p ondansetron 4 mg ODT @ 14:00.

930192 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 33.0 33 F Developed fever of 100.6, chills and was tachypneic.  Presented to Hospital Emergency department on 1/8/21 at 6 am.  Discharged at  10am.

930193 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 SD 28.0 28 F Arm started swelling around site. Sore, achy pain radiating down the arm.

930194 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NM 39.0 39 F Itching/redness at injection site and up neck.  Administered 50mg Benadryl PO .  Staff called and observed for 30 min.  Discharge to husband's care.

930195 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 VA 24.0 24 F Around 4pm I started to feel sick and i started to feel really cold, chills. I got a migraine so I laid down. Around 7pm I started feeling nauseous and started throwing up around 730p. Around midnight I started getting really hot. I checked my temp it was 101. 230a I woke up and checked temp it was 102.9. Symptoms lasted until around noon next day.

930196 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 MD 42.0 42 F Lymph node swelling right axillary

930197 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 35.0 35 F Body aches, fatigue, headache

930198 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OH 32.0 32 F Worsening pain, soreness, red raised warm welt 3cm diameter, malaise worsening getting into hours 20-24 post injection.

930199 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CO 30.0 30 F 0756:15 minutes after immunization she stated that she felt itchy. Her back felt itchy. Hives were noted on her left arm. Felt she was going to pass out.  0800: Taken to ED. Evaluation revealed tachycardia, c/o throat constriction, wheezes heard on auscultation of lungs, hives noted on chest. Treated with Decadron, Benadryl, Famotidine and Ativan. She was observed for 5 hours before being discharged.

930200 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 IA 39.0 39 F hives/rash on arm

930201 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 20.0 20 M fever 102.9 at 1:45pm 1/8/21 ibuprofen 400mg given 1:50pm

930202 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Very sore arm starting day of administration lasting for 2 days; resolved.  Headache and fatigue on day of vaccine starting about 4 hours after administration; resolved by the time I woke up the next morning.  Lymphadenopathy and tenderness in the armpit and supraclavicular nodes on the same side the vaccine was administered starting 1/1/2021, four days after the vaccine was administered and is not yet resolved, although the tenderness started to improve after 1 week on 1/7/2021.

930203 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 30.0 30 F 25 minutes after the administration of COVID-19 (Moderna) vaccine, reported complaints of throat tightening and difficulty swallowing, respiratory effort unlabored, no retractions, facial or lip swelling noted. Denied any GI symptoms or rash.

930204 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 CA 67.0 67 M High fever first two days ranging 101.7 to 103.9 F,  and severe fatigue and body aches all over and loss of appetite. Fever was highest around 2AM to 7AM.  Symptoms still continue more than 48 hours after vaccination.   Important:  I had Covid infection in March 2020 with2 weeks of high fever and cough and fatigue.

930205 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 PA 61.0 61 F Patient developed itchy rash right A/C space and distal. She reported she has had this reaction before to vaccines and brought Benadryl with her. Resolved after 15 minutes

930206 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NM 39.0 39 F Itching/redness at injection site and up neck.  50mg Benadryl PO given.  Rapid Response called and observed for 30 min.  Discharged to husband's care.

930207 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 TX 59.0 59 F Arm is red, swollen, painful, 3in wide in1/2 long in size.

930208 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 NY 44.0 44 F Pain, swelling, redness, extreme induration and tenderness at injection site.

930210 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Patient experienced numbness from shoulder to finger tips starting 5 minutes after the injection. 15 minutes later, numbness decreased and pt feels tingling in hand and fingers. "It's like I fell asleep on my hand."

930211 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 41.0 41 F Headache and vomiting  nausea and gastro problems

930212 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 53.0 53 F 2nd dose was given on day 15 after first dose.  No adverse event occurred.

930213 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 OH 25.0 25 F I felt fine the rest of the day after I received the vaccine.  However, I woke up at 4am the next day with intense cold chills, suspected fever (no thermometer to confirm), and it felt like my arm had been stabbed (much worse pain than usual flu vaccine discomfort).  I took some ibuprofen and Nyquil.  The next morning when I woke up I felt extremely fatigued and had whole body muscle aches.  The cold chills returned around 2pm.  I had a slight head ache.  I took some Dayquil and rested.  The 2nd day after my vaccine I still had some fatigue and muscle aches, but no more episodes of cold chills or fevers.  I continued to take ibuprofen and Dayquil.  The 3rd day after my vaccine I woke up feeling a bit more back to normal and the pain at my injection site was pretty much gone.

930214 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 WV 57.0 57 M Patient received 1st dose Moderna COVID19 on 12/30/20. On 1/7/21 he noticed itching at injection site,  then on 1/8/21 he noticed solid circular redness and warmth at injection site. Area is tender to touch. There is right axillary lymphadenopathy as well.

930216 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NM 60.0 60 M Approximately 11:00 am I got crazy chills, put on my coat, and turned a heat lamp on, this lasted about 30 minutes. After the chills my mind went in to a fog, found it very hard to concentrate, and felt like I was moving in slow motion. Also had some GI upset, but discharge. The fog lasted until 4:00 pm.

930217 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 NY 37.0 37 F About 16 hours after injection (woke up the next morning) with myalgias, headache, chills, fever to 100. Feeling flu like.

930218 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MN 17.0 17 F Patient was administered the Moderna vaccine despite being only 17 years old and the CDC not recommending the vaccine for people under 18 years old.

930219 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 GA 31.0 31 F Redness and swelling at the injection site as well as soreness when raising arm in both deltoid and tricep.

930220 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 50.0 50 F itching, welp

930221 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 39.0 39 F Headache, Shortness of breath, Chills, Body aches

930222 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 MS 23.0 23 F Preauricular lymphadenopathy and tenderness initially noted on the R side. Progressive bilateral tenderness prompted symptom reporting.

930223 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 NY 54.0 54 F COVID 19 vaccine received 12/23/20 left deltoid. She has been experiencing left jaw/TMJ joint pain since Sunday 1/3/20 worse in the morning,. patient describes it as a dullness on the left side of face. Denies any trauma to area. No hx of TMJ. Denies any facial droop, or dry eye, no weakness. She tried NSAIDs with no improvement, however pain with opening her mouth.

930224 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 WA 41.0 41 F HIVES STARTED AFTER  TWO DAYS OF COVID VACCINE . STILL HAVE HIVES, TAKING ZYRTEC AND BENADRYL

930225 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 57.0 57 F Swollen, redness, itchiness, hard to touch was felt that evening of the vaccine and its getting bigger in diameter. Its the 8th day and it is throbbing and seems like the redness  is getting bigger in diameter. It is hard and hot to touch.

930226 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 AL 37.0 37 F 5 min after injection: radiating nerve pain down left arm.  5 hours after: sore LT upper arm and LT mid-rib cage.  Next morning 01/06: arm less sore, LT rib cage stabbing pain to take a deep breath; some RT rib cage tenderness; rib cage pain worse with prolonged sitting. Unable to lay flat or on sides. Only able to lay probe or with upper body elevated. Noticed congestion mainly at night and early morning. 01/07: arm tender; still experiencing some LT rib cage pain with deep breaths; still experiencing discomfort with laying flat on back or on sides. Congestion mild but noticed it during the day, as well. Everything tastes bland except spicy foods which were intolerable. Tested for COVID, both negative.  01/08: Woke up with chills and night sweats. LT rib cage tender, no problem with deep breaths. Left side of neck stiffness. Sudden onset of right side moderate sore throat/jaw pain/ear pain, happened within minutes. Congestion still present.

930227 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 FL 63.0 63 F Red rash adjacent to upper arm injection site

930228 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NY 88.0 88 F Received two doses of Moderna vaccine today

930229 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 PA 28.0 28 F Patient reported dizziness with flushing and rapid heart rate. VS 97.1 68 20 118/80. Resolved after 15 minutes. Patient also reported she just drank rapidly a double expresso coffee.

930230 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CT 22.0 22 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA At about 10:00pm Wednesday, I started to have a headache and feel tired. My temperature was mostly normal (99.4F) when I went to bed around 2:00am. When I woke up at 12:00pm Thursday, my temperature was 103.9F. By 12:30pm, it was 102.9F. I had a very bad headache, sore throat, nausea, and some light-headedness. My fever went down throughout the day with 2 doses of Tylenol at 1:00pm and 6:30pm. The sore throat, nausea, and light-headedness resolved during the evening, but my headache was constant until I went to bed. Today (Friday), I woke up with a slight headache but no fever or other symptoms.

930231 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CO 30.0 30 F My jaw, cheeks and wrists went  numb. It lasted around 30-40 minutes and then went away.

930232 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 51.0 51 M 2nd dose was given on day 15 after first dose. No adverse event occurred.

930233 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 25.0 25 M Patient reported fever of 101 degrees and went to the ER due to previous history of seizures due to fever. Received Tylenol in the ER and fever subsided.

930234 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 CO 23.0 23 F Immediately following the vaccine, I got chills, and my face tingled. I developed tonsillitis. Had to take a day off work for a COVID test, was negative.

930235 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CO 44.0 44 M Hospital on 1/2 - then again on 1/5, transferred and admitted to hospital, discharged 1/6 Abnormal reflex/weakness   back pain  paresthesia and weakness of legs abdominal pain  evaluation for possible GBS post covid 19 vaccine Y 1

930236 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CO 43.0 43 F Approximately 2 minutes following the injection client complained of "tingling" in mouth and lips. No visible "rash/hive" or swelling present. Able to swallow without difficulty. Vital signs within normal limits except for b/p noted as 150/110. States b/p has been elevated prior to this time. Oxygen saturations remained at 99%. Noted as being "hot" no flushing observed. Chewable Benadryl 50 mg administered and EMS contacted. Patient stated during this time that she had previously taken inhalers (both albuterol and steroid) prior to the clinic and admitted to having chronic breathing problems. Referred to Emergency Department. Refused ambulance and was taken to ED by private car.

930237 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 NE 48.0 48 F She reports on the evening of 12/29/2020 that she noted her arm/injection site was uncomfortable so took Tylenol. She comes to work on 12/30/2020 and by 1200 c/o's of chilling, extreme severe body aches, headache, feels like she has the flu, c/o's being tired but reports that she is afebrile. Pt. was instructed to contact her PCP and she reports that she was seen in the clinic on 12/30/2020. She reports being afebrile in the clinic but upon returning to her home she had a temp. of 101.6. On 12/30/2020 she reports having a temp spike of 103.6 and reports feeling as if she had "Covid all over again".  She reports not being able to return to work until 01/04/2021 due to cont. s/s of body aches, headache, and fatigue.

930238 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MA 33.0 33 F Headache, muscle/joint pain, low fever 99.4, chills, two episode of presyncopal events, and nausea. This started at 10pm 1/6 the night of  the vaccine and continued untill Friday 1/8  12 noon. It is now the evening and my arms and back are still sore.

930239 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 PA 60.0 60 F 09:40 patient was in the car going home, reported nasal stuffiness and scratchy throat 10:00 returned to Vaccine Clinic; c/o above, received 50 mg oral Benadryl (VS, pulse ox and EKG wnl) 10:10 complained it was difficult to swall0w, 0.3mg Epinephrine via auto injector administered, peripheral IV started, 250 ml NS infused; ambulance called 10:20 ambulance arrived 10:29 patient transported to  Hospital  1600 called patient who was just leaving the hospital; per patient she received oral steroids, Albuterol inhaler; discharged on Benadryl, oral steroids and orders to carry an Epi Pen

930240 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 22.0 22 M fever 102.3 at 1:45pm  tylenol 650mg given at 1:55pm

930241 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Petechiae and itching at the injection site 9 days after injections

930242 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 VA 43.0 43 F I  fever 102.2 , weakness, fitage , chills, head aches  and arm sores. 48  hours recovered.

930243 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IN 55.0 55 F Extreme fatigue, considerable head congestion, sore throat, lots of fever blisters developed on mouth

930244 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 OH 44.0 44 F @ 8:56AM Nauseated, but reported no breakfast  Prior to leave she said she was feeling ok to leave.

930245 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 SC 40.0 40 F Patient was given Covid Vaccine. She went to the waiting area to sit for the 15 min wait. She then came to the front desk to inform us that her heart rate was elevated and wanted to speak to a nurse. We then notified the nursing staff and took her to a room to be evaluated. After about 15-20 min nursing staff asked front desk to call 911.

930246 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 UT 29.0 29 F Caregiver (CG) received the Moderna Vaccine ( lot # 037k20a) and the next day had high fevers and severe angioedema in my mouth and lips. I contacted employee health and my manager and made an appointment to see my PCP.  Worked on 01/02/2021 and received the vaccine around 0800. CG is a NP and self-prescribed prednisone 50mg X2 days, ending 01/05/2021 which has improved the swelling.  CG was planning to follow up with her provider 01/06/2021-notes not available in icentra @this time.  CG is planning NOT to receive 2nd shot.  CG missed work r/t SE. LOA packet sent to CG

930247 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 WA 31.0 31 F 15 min after vaccine administration I was extremely dizzy/nearly fainted this lasted for 25 minutes. 2 days later I developed some redness at the sight of injection/itchiness. This got better. On day 7 after getting the vaccine I developed a firm, raised, HOT and extremely itchy area at the site of injection. This is measuring at 5cm by 5 cm on my Left deltoid.  This continues to get larger and larger.  I have also had daily headaches since the vaccine was given. I seen a doctor who recommended calling the CDC who then advised me to complete a VAERS report.

930248 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NY 45.0 45 F Pain, redness, swelling, extreme induration and tenderness, axillary pain.

930249 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 54.0 54 F 12/28: Received Moderna Vax?developed some swelling and redness to right upper arm (injection site) Since Dec. 28 to current, still has the redness (bigger than quarter size), itchiness, and some swelling.  She?s been taking over the counter meds for now.

930250 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 37.0 37 F 1310c/o nausea 1312 vitals taken BP 156/85 P111 O2 sat100% 1317 still c/o nausea. Vitals BP 14./84 P101 MD stat called. 1318 c/o itching in head  1321 c/o hard to breathe. 1322 MD arrived. 1323 stated nausea subsiding. 1324 BP 121/81 P77 PO2 99  1327 Pt stated felt "normal" MD stated was ok to leave.

930251 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 KY 27.0 27 F Mild congestion starting the night of injection The day after injection I experienced a low grade fever, chills, extreme muscle soreness, headache, and soreness at the injection site. These symptoms lasted approx. 24 hours and then subsided.

930252 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 IL 56.0 56 F Patient presented to the ED with complaints of mild diarrhea that started the day she received her vaccine.  Doctor prescribed Lomotil and probiotic with instructions to follow up if diarrhea still present after 1 week.

930253 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 WA 54.0 54 F 10 minutes after injection patient was concerned she was having tightening in her throat. BP stable, lungs CTA. 50mg oral Benadryl administered and within 7 minutes patient reported feeling better.  Patient waited an additional 20 minutes and then left.

930254 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 66.0 66 F Shot hurt. Arm was sore during the day. Hurt when I rolled over in bed Woke up with it sore and swollen. Hurt to try and hit golf club so didn?t play golf Cannot straighten arm straight up Hurts when I touch it. Feeling fine otherwise.  Happy I received the shot.

930255 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NM 38.0 38 M Started having Nausea, vomiting and profuse sweating after vaccine.

930256 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 OH 48.0 48 F Throat swelling following vaccination. Epipen administered at time of adverse event.

930257 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MI 71.0 71 F Client expressed symptoms of allergic reaction evidenced by tingling in tongue approximately 10 min after Pfizer COVID vaccine at 2:32 pm. Client's VS monitored and airway assessed. VS within normal limits, airway patent, client alert and oriented. Client self administered Benedryl (at 2:36 pm as encouraged by registered nurse. Monitored client for ~50 min, VS remained stable, client remained alert and symptoms of tinging tongue diminished at 3:21 pm. Client left care of nurses and clinic at 03:27 pm after allergy symptoms were resolving and client was stable.

930258 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 44.0 44 M Dizziness

930259 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 62.0 62 F Blurred vision, numbness in the mouth and high blood pressure.  Benadryl 25 mg PO was administered approximately 1 hour post vaccination.  Employee was instructed to see primary attending physician.

930260 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Low Heart Rate  Very Low Blood Pressure Sweaty Dizziness

930261 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 27.0 27 F Severe body aches and chills. High grade temperature. Fatigue, extremely tired, joint pain. Symptoms particularly reduced with ibuprofen 600 mg

930262 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 ME 54.0 54 F I went to bed with a headache 1/5/2021. Woke the next am with a red eye. No drainage, vision loss or pain. I sent photos to my PCP and eye doctor who both said it was conjunctiva hemorrhage. I feel a bit of pressure behind that eye. It is not consistent with conjunctivitis. I have never had this before. .

930263 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 SC 40.0 40 F Patient was given Covid Vaccine. She went to the waiting area to sit for the 15 min wait. She then came to the front desk to inform us that her heart rate was elevated and wanted to speak to a nurse. We then notified the nursing staff and took her to a room to be evaluated. After about 15-20 min nursing staff asked front desk to call 911.

930264 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 29.0 29 F Injection site became warm, swollen, and itchy 8 days after vaccine received. Still experiencing these symptoms 9 days after vaccine received.

930265 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 LA 33.0 33 F Rash/hives on face

930266 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MI 42.0 42 F Cellulitis, bump and redness by injection site

930267 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 TN 41.0 41 F site swelling, itching along upper extremities, shoulders, and upper back. Itching treated with Benadryl x 2 doses with positive results

930269 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 TX 71.0 71 F Treatment with Bactrim DS for 7 days, beginning today.  Patient developed rash after inoculation which resolved the following day; then reappeared one week later developed the same itchy, warm rash spreading down her left arm.

930270 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 GA 56.0 56 F Redness, itching, swelling at the injection site.  The area is getting worst every day after the injection.  The worst is  on Day 9 (07Jan2021). It is a little better today Day 10 (08Jan2021).

930271 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 MO 30.0 30 M 2X POSITIVE CV RAPID TEST. BD AND ABBOTT. CONFIRMED BY PCR

930272 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Redness/warmth to arm surrounding injection site; hardness (firmness) surrounding injection site; Fever, muscle aches, headache

930273 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 PA 61.0 61 F My lest arm remains swollen and red, slightly itchy  at the injection site 11 days after my injection. I also developed a swollen lymph node in the armpit that remains tender and large. I read that this should only last 1-2 days so that is why I am reporting this.

930274 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 40.0 40 F sore arm, headache, chills, fatigue

930275 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 62.0 62 F My initial dose was on a Sunday evening. By Tuesday morning, my right arm was slightly sore and a bit red but gone by the next day. On the 8th day, my right arm was very itchy, large red welt, sore to touch and warm. The welt grew bigger for 3 days and itching and soreness increased. By the 4th day, itching and soreness began to subside. By the 5th day, the redness began to go away. 2nd dose scheduled for 1/24/21

930277 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 50.0 50 M patient described feeling lightheaded, near syncope, 'almost passed out' 15 minutes after vaccine administration

930278 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 AL 14.0 14 F Patient is 14 years old, and the vaccine is not indicated for patients under the age of 18.  We have been checking in with the patient and the patient has not experienced any signs or symptoms of any adverse event.

930279 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 44.0 44 F On 1/7/21,  at approx 1:05 PM, Maria noticed she was feeling very sleepy.  Her co-workers noticed her left arm had bluish color, cold temp, and she had some tingling in her arm.  Her blood pressure was elevated at 160/100.  Patient was evaluated by Dr. and she recommended patient follow up in the ED.  Patient was taken to ED by her Director.  She states that ED staff told her this was a common reaction and that they would observe her for a couple hours.  Her blood pressure decreased to less than 140/90.  She states she was feeling better and returned to work  at 4:40 PM to finish her shift.

930280 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 PA 50.0 50 F Nausea, child, feeling unwell. NO fever

930281 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OH 34.0 34 F 12 hours post vaccine - pain and redness and injection site. Continued for 2 days then fully resolved.  7 days post vaccine- large red, hard welt that itches significantly. Cortisone cream minimally effective.

930282 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 WV 64.0 64 F Rash noted several days after vaccination.  Rash noted to occur to hands and upper chest.  Benadryl taken to help control the rash with some effectiveness.  Rash on chest has resolved now.  Rash on hands noted to persist.  Once Benadryl wears off the rash comes back.  This has occured for 3 days in a row.

930283 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 52.0 52 F Severe pain in arm with bump from shot. Clamy, cold chills, Then started getting hot with fever. Skin is sore from the fever. Headache, temp 100.3. Weak and loopy, slept all day. Hurts under the arm. SOB.

930284 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 CT 42.0 42 F Headache lasted for a week..

930285 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 52.0 52 F HA,chills,muscle,joint pain,nausea

930286 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NM 42.0 42 F 1/06/2021: 0200-severe body ache, chills 0700 to 1100- 103.2 temp climbing with use of Tylenol and aspirin. 1100 to 01/07/2021, 0200 severe lethargy lasting till around this time. Heart rate excess of 130, dizziness, severe weakness, muscle pain, fever 103 to 104 F. 650mg oral Tylenol and aspirin 325mg every 6 hours does not control temp. Intermittent periods of extreme perspiration. 0200 1/07/2021 to 1200, slow decline in body pain with ongoing Tylenol and aspirin every 6 hours. No more elevated temps. Injection site/arm remains painful.

930287 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 UT 34.0 35 F Called  immunization line and left message. Called client back. Complaining of generally not feeling well;  extremely dizzy; HA; nausea; vomiting; diarrhea on 1-8-2021

930288 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 58.0 58 F Bad headache, dizzy,  very tired, nausea, blurred vision.

930289 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 TX 23.0 23 M At 2:00am 12/19/20 I woke up to an episode of diarrhea and was left feeling nauseous. I woke up again at 4:30am with another episode of diarrhea and severe nausea which led me to throw up. I feel better after throwing up and proceeded to get rest before going to work at 6:00am. By 8:00am I had developed a severe headache, severe nausea, muscle fatigue and overall felt bad. When I got home I had become extremely nauseous and developed severe muscle fatigue and severe arthralgia and my headache had increased and became sweaty and dizzy. I slept from 9:00am to 2:00pm where the symptoms had gotten no better and the headache had gotten worse. I slept from 3:00pm to around 6:00pm with the same symptoms but managed to eat some soup and kept it down. I slept from 10pm to 12pm the next day 12/10/20. My fatigue and joint pain had somewhat dissipated but I was still experiencing severe nausea and a severe headache. By the end of 12/10/20 around 8pm my joint pain and muscle fatigue had gotten better but the nausea and headache were still there. 12/11/20 I was well enough to drive and receive a covid test. My nausea and headache did not go away until the end of day 12/11/20

930290 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 PR 51.0 51 F On January 5,2021, developed chills, muscle ache, headache, joint pain ,fever and left arm pain. Taken Acetaminophen

930291 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 IL 61.0 61 F 3 INCH induration and  moderate erythema, tender to the touch, causing local muscle ache and joint pain, and fatigue  Used Voltaren (diclofenac)  topical gel two times per day for  5 days, Tylenol PM before bed

930293 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WY 49.0 49 F my hands are tingling

930294 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CO 46.0 46 M dizziness, not feeling well, felt better laying down, had headache which worsened upon sitting. Generalized rigors, has had in the past after and epidural.  96/64, HR 72, SPo2 99%. Taken to ED at 9:15 am. Given Ativan and observed for 4 hours.

930295 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Left axillary lymph node enlargement - began day 2 after vaccination (1/1/21) and continues as of today 1/8/21.  Left neck lymph node enlargement and sore throat began 1/6/21, pustule in left throat 1/7/21.

930296 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CO 94.0 94 M Days 1-3 - fatigue, lightheadedness, shoulder pain. Day 7: redness, mild swelling, mild tenderness at injection site (no infection)

930297 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 RI 29.0 29 F 29-year-old previously healthy female presenting today with difficulty sleeping, sore throat, and nausea after receiving the second Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine around 10 AM.  Patient says that after her first dose of the vaccine she had mild sore throat and hoarse voice that resolved spontaneously.  She had her vaccine around 10, several hours later before coming to the emergency department between 2--230 she had the sudden onset of difficulty speaking with associated sore throat and nausea.  She has had dry heaving but no large amounts of vomiting.  She has not had stridor, wheezing, shortness of breath, syncope, or the development of a rash or hives.  She has not had a reaction to her prior vaccines she does not have any other allergies in general.  She has otherwise been well recently without infectious symptoms including fevers, chills, cough, and has not been exposed to Covid to her knowledge. Medications administered in ED included diphenhydramine 50 mg IV once, dexamethasone 10 mg IV once, famotidine 40 mg IV once, ondansetron 4 mg IV once. Had brief episode of shaking and R arm rigidity in the ED. Patient denies LOC during the episode, did not have a post ictal state, no tongue biting or episodes of incontinence. Given single event without LOC, less concern about episode being a seizure. Patient has had no further episodes of shaking since admission. CT brain was wnl, no FNDs noted on exam.Y 1

930298 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 SD 62.0 62 F 2 days of fever and muscle aches with fatigue. 11 days of bicep pain radiating down to elbow and into armpit of left arm.  Unable to use arm except for limited activity.
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930299 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 CA 62.0 62 F Tachycardia (HR in the 110s), felt warm, forearms visibly flushed, nausea 20 min post vax Observation and fluids Sxs resolved after 15 mins of close monitoring NKA

930300 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NY 52.0 52 F Pain, heaviness, swelling, redness, itching, extreme induration and tenderness at injection site; severe headache.

930301 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MD 27.0 27 F Dizziness elevated heart rate HA . Dizziness and elevated HR resolved later per the patient nad did not feel like her MS

930302 01/08/2021 MO U Cough shortness of breath r/t asthma

930303 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NY 28.0 28 F First experienced arm pain at site of injection, chills and body aches within 13 hours of the 2nd COVID-19 Pfizer vaccine. 27 hours following administration of the vaccine in addition to body aches and chills, I then experienced headaches, fever of 101.8, and fatigue.

930304 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 IL 50.0 50 F Patient experienced swelling of the throat and numbness in the neck within 10-15 minutes of vaccine administration while still under observation. Two oral Benadryl tablets were given (50mg total) and epipen was administered in the left thigh. 911 was immediately called and patient was taken away in ambulance

930306 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 84.0 84 F Resident c/o dyspnea, lethargy, and "not feeling well". Sent out to ER. No other symptoms noted.

930307 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MD 41.0 41 F Got vaccine at 1:15.  At 1:27.  Became very hot, red rash all over, tachycardia .  I alerted the nurse and at that time my watch was beeping afib.

930308 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 24.0 24 F Redness, swelling and itching at injesction site of right deltoid

930310 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Swelling, give, redness, pain, and hot to the touch

930311 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Tachycardia (HR in the 110s), substernal chest pressure, dizziness 15 min post vax Observation and fluids Sxs resolved after 30 mins of close monitoring NKA

930312 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Chills, nausea, muscle aches, joint aches, fatigue, feve 102.0  Taking Tylenol, ibuprofen, promethazine.

930314 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NM 45.0 45 F Patient complained of left arm pain radiating to jaw and temples radiating to neck pain after injection.  Rapid Response called @1721, patient monitored.

930315 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 33.0 33 F With in 10 mins of receiving  1st dose, I started to feel hot and light headed, my body became very hot, I started to sweat and then my throat started to dry up and close. I notified the provider on watch that was monitoring me during my 15 mins after injection and as the walked me to the room I became more and more dizzy, my throat continued to swell and close, my mask was removed where my face was covered with a rash and hives . The dr. Gave me 50 mg benedryl, and a shot of epinephrine.  After wards 911 was called, my heart rate was eventually brought down with the epinephrine as my symptoms began to be controlled. An inhaler was administered because I was short of breath. 3 hours later I was stabilized. I then was recommended to go to urgent care rather the emergency room since the wait was 13 hours to be monitored at the local hospital MLK. I went to urgent care near my home at Hoag hospital and they monitored me and gave me a steroid injection IM. I was discharged with an epi pen just in case abs to take benedryl every 6 hours . The following morning 1/8/21, at 8 am the swelling of my throat retuned I became light headed abs my tongue became numb. I was taken to fountain valley hospital where an IV was started, 500 mg of iv benedryl, another epinephrine injection was given abs I remained under surveillance for another 6 hours. They stated that a lot of people are coming with reoccurring episodes of anaphylaxis after the phizer injection.

930316 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MD 86.0 86 F Patient is an 86 year old dementia non-verbal patient at the Stadium Place Nursing and Rehabilitation center. She is generally not alert and has a lot of grunting and arm tremors. On January 8, 2021, she received the Pfizer Covid-19 vaccination on her right arm. About an hour later, the patient?s aid reports patient having a minor nosebleed. The nursing home facility staff noted that patient does not normally exhibit such symptoms. Of note, Pt is on 4 liters of oxygen around the clock and has a nasal cannula inserted in her nostrils. Nursing staff believes this nosebleed is possibly related to the covid 19 vaccine. In addition, nursing staff also attempted to take patient blood pressure but due to constant movements and tremors the reading could not be done. She was monitored for next few hours and no other symptoms has presented.

930317 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AR 38.0 38 F Patient reports developing around the injection site, radiating to hand.  Says arm was warm to the touch with mild swelling. Also reports nausea.

930318 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 49.0 49 M Gave patient vaccine administration, after 20 minutes of monitoring patient stood up to leave and felt dizzy and light headed. He turned pale as well. I quickly had him sit down and called the provider in. We listened to heart and lungs, obtained vitals which were: P: 57 BP: 130/65 Temp: 97.5 SP02: 100%  Continued to monitor, provider got a more advanced medical history from patient and provider felt like patient was stable enough to monitor for 20 more minutes with no interventions and leave. Patient is discharged

930319 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Sore arm for 3-4 days

930321 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 KY 33.0 33 F On 1/7/21 I noticed a slightly enlarged left supraclavicular lymph node. There was a small amount of edema in the area surrounding it. I applied heat to it and this seemed to relieve some of the swelling. Around noon on 1/8/21 the lymph node and the tissue sounding it had approximately doubled in size from the night before. I went to my local urgent care center. The doctor seemed to think that there is a very high probability that it is my body reacting to the vaccine, especially since I still currently have a visible bruise on my arm from the injection.  The injection was on the same side as the swelling. She couldn't confirm that it is a reaction with 100% certainty, I was prescribed Keflex 500mg tabs TID for a week just in case there is an infection present.  I am supposed to monitor the size of the swelling and follow up with a PCP.

930322 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 WA 59.0 59 F Received dose #1 of Moderna on 12/31/2020  Day #1  - nothing  Day #2-3 - mild tenderness at injection site Day # 8 -  Left arm induration 6cm X 7cm i Around injection site: red, hot, tender with itching. Small central pustule at injection site surrounded by induration- pustule  then resolved . Accompanied by headache & sore throat.   Benadryl did not resolve left arm symptoms  Tylenol helped headache  Did not need to use Epi pen

930323 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Tachycardia (HR in the 110s), shortness of breath, chest pain 15 min post vax Observation and fluids Sxs resolved after 15 mins of close monitoring NKA

930324 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CT 58.0 58 F Pt had just been sent to observation area from vax station and reported that she was feeling "very warm" and that she was experiencing some "heart palpitations".  I was called over to assess her. She was flushed in the face, BP was 134/80 with pulse of 80, regular.  She denied shortness of breath or chest discomfort.  She was wearing a warm sweater and hat, so we removed the hat and transferred her by wheelchair to a cooler area.  She was still feeling weak, so we initiated a 911 call for EMS evaluation.  EMS arrived on site within 4 minutes and performed evaluation.  Pt was less flushed and stated she felt much better. She was not transported. Left clinic with her husband.  I called her today to follow up.  Other than some site tenderness and feeling "a little light headed" this morning, she feels fine.  She stated that she took ibuprofen for the injection site tenderness.  Her entire episode at the clinic last about 12-14 minutes from onset to time she left with her husband.

930326 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 LA 46.0 46 F Low grade fever, severe exhaustion x 8 days, muscle aches, joint pain. Low grade temp only lasted a few days, but aches, pain and exhaustion continues on day 9. I did have my antibodies checked in November and i still had positive antibodies from having Covid in July.

930328 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 41.0 41 F anaphylaxis with immediate whole body swelling. Epinephrine 0.3mg IM administered

930329 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MN 52.0 52 F Chills, fever...lasting approximately 18 hours. Rash on neck and chest.

930330 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 71.0 71 F Had covid in October. Felt like she did when she had covid. Painful joints, gross fatigue, no appetite, sore arm, low grade temp. No energy.

930331 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 CA 59.0 59 F Tingling around mouth 6-7 min post vax Observation and fluids Sxs resolved after 5 mins of close monitoring Allergies: Codeine, Latex, Iodine Contrast, Hydrochlorothiazide. No known food allergies, but consumed two foods new to her (yogurt parfait and Gatorade Zero) just prior to injection

930332 12/31/2000 01/08/2021 TX 51.0 31 F Rash to the upper arm a week after vaccination. A wheal of about 8in x 4in around the site of injection.

930333 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Felt I warm sensation through my whole body, got light headed and could feel my heart beating strong.

930334 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 NC 21.0 21 F Extremely sore arm, muscle twitching, strange nerve sensations since after vaccine

930335 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 59.0 59 F Swelling and pain of knees. Ankles. Fingers. Toes.  SOB.  Extreme fatigue.

930336 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 OH 53.0 53 F Generalized arm soreness turned into severe right arm/shoulder pain with limited arm movement.  Prescription provided for Medrol pack (steroids) dues to severed arm/shoulder inflammation.

930337 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NM 26.0 26 M I woke up around 3 am because of body aches. The body aches worsened and i checked and had a fever of 100.6 degrees Fahrenheit. My head started to pound and my pulse was accelerated to probably 80 bpm (normally rest at 60 bpm). I felt a little lightheaded and  a bit nauseas. I took 2 200 mg tablets of EC ibuprofen and did not take Tylenol because i knew my immune response needed to take its course. it is about 3:33 in the afternoon and my body is still aching but my fever has dissipated and I still have a headache that throbs when I walk.

930338 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 KY 33.0 33 F Checked on patient frequently. Patient talking and using her phone 0930, 0935, 0945. Checked on patient again at 0950. She reported a bad headache. Patient reported feeling uneasy at 0955. Called for Medical Response Team. 0956 patient shaky but talking. 0957 patient hooked up to heart monitor. 1004 taken to Emergency Department.

930339 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MO 70.0 70 F Had my 2nd vaccine on Jan 7, 2021. My arm was sore when I went to bed that night. I woke at 5:15 AM feeling achy. I took my temp and it was 98.8F which is a temp for me since I run low, around 96.9F I got ready for work at the hospital and went in. around 0830 my temp was 99.5 and I was more achy and sore. I called Employee Health and they said to continue to monitor my temp and call back if it passes 100. Then around 3PM , my temp was 101.5F I remain very achy and have some occasional ear pain and a mild headache,

930340 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Upon receipt of vaccine: pain/redness/swelling at injection site and headache (expected and resolved by 12/31/2020); then on 1/7/2021, redness returned with swelling consistent with hives, accompanied by intense, prolonged itching at the injection site. Swelling and redness persists.

930341 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 IL 31.0 31 F Heart palpitations, tachycardia, PVCs  and shortness of breath, fatigue, weakness started on Monday (1/4), worsened over next 2 days. Saw primary doctor on 1/7 who called paramedics to take me to the ER due to EKG results and increased work of breathing. ER doctor suspects mild guillain-barre reaction, I will be following up with cardiology and pulmonology as soon as possible as they were unable to determine exact cause or fix the issues.

930342 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 OK 61.0 61 F Started with headache earlier in day, then arm pain at injection site by 530 pm , then my whole body hurt around the same time, 530 pm., about 130 am I woke up with chills and vomiting.  Vomiting was short time, but aches and arm pain remained throughout next day.  The body aches stopped by 1/6 am and the arm pain was mostly gone by 1/7.  No treatment required.

930343 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MA 49.0 49 F delayed large hive at arm 8 days after vaccination

930344 01/08/2020 01/08/2021 27.0 27 F 10:51 metallic taste in mouth 10:58 tongue numbness, not able to feel tongue and on roof of mouth 11:08 hr 100-113 resp 20 bp 124/72 11:10 progressibly more difficulty when swallowing, lungs cta, individual was anxious 11:12 transferred to ED via wheelchair

930345 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Headache and lightheadedness 15 min post vax Observation, fluids, food Sxs resolved after 10 mins of close monitoring NKA

930346 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 WA 43.0 43 M Member received vaccine at clinic around 1002.  He then returned to work at clinic.  He reports he started feeling dizzy and nauseated around 1200.  A medical emergency was called around 1215.  Symptoms progressed to flushing, red raised rash and seeing spots.  Member was given epi 0.3 mg IM and Benadryl 50mg IM with resolution of symptoms.   Member was observed for 1 hour then discharged to home with a follow up phone visit 1/8/21 PM.   He was advised to continue taking Benadryl 50 mg PO every 6 hours x 24 hours and was given an epi pen to use in case emergent symptoms returned.

930347 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NY 24.0 24 M Severe chills, uncontrollable shivering, severe headache

930348 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 33.0 33 F I am breastfeeding. My daughter had seizure like episodes starting on Saturday 1/2, Sunday 1/3, Monday, 1/4 and 2 times on Tuesday 1/5. Y 2

930349 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 OK 34.0 34 F Severe pain, tenderness and swelling in L axillary, Ibuprofen, Tylenol and warm compress to site effected

930350 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 40.0 40 M 6 hours after injection, swelling around inject site, pain of deltoid. Next day: Mild chills, slight nausea, malaise, mild headache at 32 hours after injection, lasting 2 hours till went to bed. Woke up next morning tired, mild headache.

930352 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 KS 38.0 38 M Progress Notes (Physician Assistant) ? ? Family Medicine Cosign Needed Expand All Collapse All    1/8/2021    Date:  1/8/2021                                                                                                  Subjective Patient is a 38 y.o. male who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for his second dose of the COVID 19 vaccination. He denied any history of previous adverse reactions to other vaccines, but does note he had tingling to the right side of his face after his first dose that lasted 3 days.   He was given the Pfizer vaccination in the right deltoid muscle.During his 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience tingling to right side of face. He denied difficulty breathing, throat tightness, itching, lightheadedness and facial swelling. This provider was notified of patient reaction and he was then assessed in the emergency bay area. Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to rapid progression of symptoms.   ALLERGY REVIEW OF SYSTEMS:  Patient denies chest tightness, shortness of breath, wheezing, rash and dizziness    +right sided facial tingling.:   Previous Reactions: Patient states he had right sided facial tingling after receiving his first vaccination, but was not evaluated in the medical bay. He states the numbness and tingling lasted approx. 3 days. Denied weakness in right sided facial muscles at that time.     Objective    Vitals Vitals:   01/08/21 1318 01/08/21 1337 01/08/21 1342 BP: (!) 153/101 137/88 125/85 Pulse: 69 71 60 SpO2: 98% 99% 98%     Physical Exam Constitutional:      Appearance: Normal appearance.  HENT:     Head: Normocephalic.     Mouth/Throat:     Mouth: Mucous membranes are moist.     Pharynx: Oropharynx is clear. No posterior oropharyngeal erythema.     Comments: No swelling or lips or tongue.  Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Normal rate and regular rhythm.  Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal. No respiratory distress.     Breath sounds: Normal breath sounds. No wheezing or rales.  Skin:    General: Skin is warm and dry.  Neurological:     General: No focal deficit present.     Mental Status: He is alert and oriented to person, place, and time.        Assessment/Plan  Treatment included: antihistamines and Tylenol 1000mg. Tylenol was given by patients wife at 1331. Follow up response to treatment: Patient continues to have tingling to right side of his face. His respirations have decreased however and he is feeling better. BP and HR have improved throughout visit.  Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP. Discussed returning to work for the remainder of the day.    Instructed to F/U in ER if symptoms worsen.   Electronically Signed 1/8/2021 1:44 PM

930353 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MN 16.0 16 F Patient in clinic for chief complaint of possible side effect of the covid vaccine which she received yesterday.  She states that she woke up at 0200 with chest tightness, achyness and headache.  She rates the discomfort 7/10 last night and improved now to 5/10.  She denies any worsening with any type of exertion and states that she can do simple things like take a shower, walk across the room, down the street or even stairs without any worsening.  She denies any SOB or chest pain--just feels tight.  Doesn't feel like she can't get a full breath or get the air out of her lungs either.  She received her first of two doses of the Pfizer vaccine yesterday (4:23pm) and had no difficulty with the injection itself and then 9.5 hours later woke up from sleep with this chest tightness as well as achyness and headache.    She states that she had the exact same symptoms when she had positive covid test back in August of this year with the addition of fatigue which lasted for 5 days.  At that time it was not felt necessary to do any further testing nor treat with steroids according to cardiology.  She does have history of LV non-compaction cardiomyopathy and her last visit with cardiology was about 2 years ago and she had a normal EKG and echo only showed "mild LV non compaction at the apex" at that time. He did not need to see her again until she is 18 unless she has problems.  She states that she generally does very well and other than this tightness she does not have any other significant symptoms.

930354 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Redness,swelling, tenderness, bruising, cellulitis, warmth, itching at injection site

930355 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 72.0 72 M Pain in joints, pain in back and shoulder, fever101+. Gross fatigue.

930357 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 24.0 24 F Sore arm for 24 hours and headache on and off for 12 hours

930358 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NY 40.0 40 F low-level headache (was able to go to work, but a bit miserable), tired/run down-lasted several hours (no more than 10) arm pain (at injection site)-it is a bit warm to the touch and a small bruise- still occuring (approximately 12 hours after it started this morning)

930359 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 52.0 52 M Extreme Chills, Very Cold, Terriable Headache, Low Grade Fever, Very Weak, Upset Stomach. Felt like I had a bad case of the flu. I had to stay home from work 1/7/21 and 1/8/21 Most of the effects are gone but I still do not feel good but alot better than before. Its 2 Days after the shot.

930360 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 CO 45.0 45 U Severe bloody nose that would not stop bleeding.  911 called and came to office.  911 used medication to stop the bleeding but could not.  Went to ER and a balloon rocket was placed in nose after several hours of trying to get the bleeding under control.

930361 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NC 30.0 30 F APROXIMATELY 25 MIN AFTER RECEIVING VACCINE DOSE C/O FEELING LIGHTHEADED, SOB,C/O FEELING WHEEZY, HAD NON PRODUCTIVE COUGH. VS 121/71, HR 66, RR24, O2 SAT 100% ON RM AIR. STATED SHE HAD SIMILAR SYMPTOMS A FEW YEARS AGO AFTER RECEIVING FLU SHOT WITH PRESERVATIVE BUT HAD FLU SHOT PAST FEW YEARS WITH NO PROBLEM,PATIENT WAS TAKEN TO ED AT MSMHC

930362 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 MT 67.0 67 M On 12/25/2021 I started developing Covid symptoms & on 12/26/2021 I tested positive for covid.  Just had a video chat with doctor and he recommended a covid test.

930363 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Patient describes sore arm,

930364 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Reported rapid heart rate and chest heaviness and weakness. Symptoms resolved after 1 hour. Eval by MD on site. Employee put in Uber  and told to rest at home. Texted us later and said she arrived home safely and symptoms had resolved. During call 1/6 stated she is still having heaviness in her chest and is using her inhaler. she is  following up with her PCP.  .

930365 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CA 39.0 39 M Dizziness and lightheadedness 20 min post vax Observation and fluids Sxs resolved after 30 mins of close monitoring NKA, but does have hx of asthma

930366 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 62.0 62 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Ten days after vaccination the injection site became tender.  The eleventh day my left arm at the injection site became red and my arm was swollen and tender to the touch.

930367 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 OH 53.0 53 F right peripheral photopsia , with floaters and new onset of retina scarring.

930368 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Began with fatigue and progressed to fever 101.7, severe body aches, severe headache, malaise, cough lasting 24 hours at which time fever subsided with symptoms resolving. Headache persistent.

930370 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NC 57.0 57 F Pt developed papular pruritic rash over arms, legs abd, face, chest, back  (entire body)  within 12 hrs of receiving the vaccine.  Slight tickle in throat.  No fever, no shob, no vomiting at 24 hrs in.  Was treated with steroids.

930372 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Received vaccine 1/5/21. On 1/8/21 she felt dizzy and nauseated and fatigued. Blood pressure, pulse, temperature, O2 level all within normal limits.

930374 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 MT 49.0 49 F Metallic taste in mouth after injection. Then 45 minutes later, had rapid heart rate and itching over the injection side. Later that night had itching throughout body. She has since had a HA.

930375 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 VA 21.0 21 F patient got vaccine at 13:34, went thru observation period, went back to work. Returned to vaccination clinic for complaints of right hand swelling and right arm was the site of vaccination.  Patient had elastic wristband on right wrist.  Patient does not report loss of sensation in hand, grips equal, no shortness of breath, no swelling of tongue or difficulty swallowing. bp 127/90, hr 108, o2 sat 98%. Benadryl 25 mg liq and Pepcid 20 mg tab administered. 15:20 bp 124/88, hr 112, o2 sat 97%, patient reports that hand was less swollen. and she feels better. 16: 10 patient reorts she feels much better, cap refill < 3 secs, grips equal, decrease swelling of hand, no shortness of breath, no racing of heart, no swelling of tongue or difficulty breathing.  16:30 patient reports they feel fine and left clinic

930376 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 54.0 54 F body chills aches and headace

930377 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Left hand weakness and tingling, dizziness, injection site throbbing 10 min post vax Observation, fluids, food Sxs largely resolved after 30 mins of close monitoring, returned to shift feeling a little lightheaded NKA

930378 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 52.0 52 M Extreme Chills, Very Cold, Terriable Headache, Nausea, Diarrhea, low grade fever 99.2, No energy, Very Weak. Felt like I had a bad case of the flu. Had to take 1/7/21 and 1/8/21 off of work. My symptoms are better now at 5:49 pm on 1/8/21 but still feeling run down no energy.

930380 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 TN 42.0 42 F Patient came through COVID vaccine line stating she had a reaction to the COVID vaccine she received 12/26. Patient's right upper arm had a large red area that was swollen and hot to the touch. Patient reported that it was very itchy. She stated that it did not swell and turn red until about 8-9 days after receiving the injection. Referred to PCP to rule out infection.

930382 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Nausea Injection site really sore Tired Left arm was swelling Headache

930383 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 37.0 37 F vaccine area  is itchy, red and swollen on the   area  of vaccine.

930384 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 WI 32.0 32 F Patient presented for her first vaccination. Patient stated she was very nervous and scared of needles. Patient's skin felt warm.  RN talked with patient for close to 5 min and worked through deep breathing exercises to assist in calming her. After the dose, the patient stood up, walked to the opposite corner of the room, and put her long sleeved shirt back on under her scrub top. As the patient began to walk out the door. RN met patient and went to walk with her to the sitting/monitoring room. The patient said she felt dizzy. RN helped the patient to the floor, on her knees, and then to a laying down position.  A pillow was placed under her head, cool cloth was placed on her neck.   Patient's eyes were rolled back in her head. Patient's skin was warm to the touch.  Patient was assisted from the floor to a chair.  Patient was pivot transferred to a wheelchair, and transferred to the monitoring room for further monitoring. At this time, the patient stated she felt cold and her hands were very cold to the touch.   Patient was monitored by RN. Patient was then transferred to the ED via wheelchair for further monitoring.

930385 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CO 37.0 37 F nausea, headache, body aches, general malaise

930388 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 FL 70.0 70 M Itching over all body

930389 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 KS 38.0 38 F abscess at injection site.  Improved with anti-inflammatory medication and oral antibiotics (doxycycline 100mg BID)

930390 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 VA 28.0 28 F Had intense radiating nerve pain under the left armpit that extended half way down the upper part of the arm & had significant lymph node swelling in the left arm that started exactly one week after getting the vaccine. Lymph node swelling and nerve pain have persisted for at least 5 days now but is starting to decrease.

930391 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Pt recieved her vaccine with her husband. 10 min after administration of the vaccine Pt's husband reported that the pt had arm tingling. PT then reported that she had difficulty swallowing and shortness of breath. Pt is a 33 year old female who presents to the ED for evaluation of an allergic reaction that began 10 minutes after the COVID-19 vaccine injection. The pt got the vaccine in her R arm. 10 minutes after injection, the pt began to feel pain and numbness in her R arm. She further c/o dizziness, dry mucous membranes, trouble swallowing, SOB, and a sore throat secondary to swallowing.

930392 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 KS 28.0 28 F patient had redness and itching at the injection site spreading to the entire arm.  Redness further spread up the neck and patient had a tickle in her throat.  Pulse 101, BP 126/88 and O2 was 98%.  Pt was given an ice pack and benadryl then monitored until redness had receded and itching resolved.  Pt given instructions to go immediately to the ER if symptoms resumed or she had other allergic reactions.  Pt was also instructed to dose with benadryl at bedtime.

930393 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Generalized itchy rash of red areas

930394 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CA 41.0 41 F EXACTLY 15 MINUTES AFTER THE VACCINE ADMINISTRATION WHEN I FELT LIKE MY THROAT IS CLOSING UP LIKE I CAN'T SWALLOW THEN I FELT MY HR IS BEATING FAST THEN MY FEET AND MY LEFT SIDE OF THE BODY FELT COLD. THAT'S WHEN I RAISED MY HAND AND CALLED FOR HELP. THEY IMMEDIATELY CAME AND ASSESSED ME. THEY PUT MY HEAD DOWN, GAVE ME 02 WITH 2L/MIN AND WET TOWEL ON MY FOREHEAD. THE INITAL BP WAS ABOUT 158/90 111 PER THE MCS. AFTER 20-30 MINUTES OF MONITORING MY SYMPTOMS STARTED TO GET BETTER, THEY TRIED TO SIT ME UP SO I CAN TAKE BENADRYL BUT I FELT DIZZY. SO THEY PUT BACK MY HEAD DOWN AND CALLED 911. TOOK 50 MG OF BENADRYL AND LATER SENT HOME BY PARAMEDICS.

930395 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 WI 24.0 24 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine  Patient was administered vaccine at 0951. Patient reports not feeling well. Got a rush of feeling very warm and shaky. Upon assessment patient is pale, diaphoretic and has a rapid bounding pulse. Moved patient to exam room where we assisted her to lay down. Hooked her up to vitals machine for a set of vitals. HR-140-150, BP 146/88, O2 100%, R-24. Upon patient laying down she started to complain of her throat feeling hot and tingly. She began to develop a blotchy rash first noted above BP cuff on right arm, but quickly spread up neck and down trunk. Assessed mouth and throat, no swelling of tongue or lips noted. Patient still c/o feeling hot and tingly on neck and all the way down to her legs. Blotchy rash had subsided. HR dropping to 80-90 and BP came down to 124/82. O2 remained 100% throughout.  Patient transferred to emergency department.

930396 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 61.0 61 F After patient observed for 45 min. and left the site, driving away felt she could not swallow.  This lasted about a minute.  Also, felt as if left side of face was going to become numb and felt pain in back of left knee.  Left eye felt dry.  These symptoms lasted about a minute.  She put eye drops in eye when she got home and ate with no difficulty.  She spoke with her doctor today.

930397 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CA 41.0 41 F EXACTLY 15 MINUTES AFTER THE VACCINE ADMINISTRATION WHEN I FELT LIKE MY THROAT IS CLOSING UP LIKE I CAN'T SWALLOW THEN I FELT MY HR IS BEATING FAST THEN MY FEET AND MY LEFT SIDE OF THE BODY FELT COLD. THAT'S WHEN I RAISED MY HAND AND CALLED FOR HELP. THEY IMMEDIATELY CAME AND ASSESSED ME. THEY PUT MY HEAD DOWN, GAVE ME 02 WITH 2L/MIN AND WET TOWEL ON MY FOREHEAD. THE INITAL BP WAS ABOUT 158/90 111 PER STAFF THE MCS. AFTER 20-30 MINUTES OF MONITORING MY SYMPTOMS STARTED TO GET BETTER, THEY TRIED TO SIT ME UP SO I CAN TAKE BENADRYL BUT I FELT DIZZY. SO THEY PUT BACK MY HEAD DOWN AND CALLED 911. TOOK 50 MG OF BENADRYL AND LATER SENT HOME BY PARAMEDICS.

930398 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 25.0 25 M On December 16th, I received my 1st dose of the COVID-19 Pfizer vaccine at 11:49am. I was off of work for the remainder of the day and driving to an appointment at a different town. Between towns, during the drive fatigue settled in and I started to get drowsy. I switched seats and fell asleep for some time in the vehicle. I had fatigue for about 3-4 weeks following the 1st dose. On December 23rd, my symptoms started to get worse. Headaches increased, muscle pain/aches, chills, fatigue and this was the first day I had a temp of 100.4. I took some Tylenol and it made it bearable for me to continue to work throughout the day. From 12/20-26/2020, I kept feeling like I had a cold or the flu. Through the Holiday, I remained in bed and didn't have energy to do anything. I still had all the symptoms and decided on December 28th to call into work and get seen for a Telehealth. Some lab work were done and test results came back. I'm still working with my provider on figuring out what's going on with me.

930399 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OR 29.0 29 F Had Throat and chest tightness, SOB, pruritis within 5 min of covid immunization.  BP: 146/111, P 144; o2 99%, RR 16.  She was given albuterol inhaler x 3, Epi-pen x 1, benadryl 25 mg with some iprovement. She was sent to ED.  PMHx: tree nut allergy, Hashimoto's thyroiditis, hereditary hemochromatosis, PCOS;  Taken to ED

930400 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CA 49.0 49 F inflammation in the vaccinated shoulder (looks like an infected mosquito bite). Redness, itching

930402 01/08/2021 U Throat felt clogged, almost passed out, This lasted about 30 secs about 10 mins after injection. Then became very hot and sweaty and started itching all over. This happened about 15 mins after injection and lasted all day. There is now a rash all over my face and small hives on my chest.  I have taken 2 benadryl.  This is now 7 hrs post injection

930403 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IL 39.0 39 F I have a fast heart beat with exertion and SOB with exertion.Resting HR 74-80 with minimum exertion like walking around the house  HR goes up to 111-136. Started happening from the time I got the vaccine and has not gone away.

930404 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 FL 68.0 68 F RASH ABOUT 3 INCHES CIRCLING VACCINE SITE  ALL THE WAY AROUND ITCHY RAISED

930405 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NM 40.0 40 F After receiving injection, patient reported SOB, chest tightness, hand tremor, and seeing stars.  Rapid response called , patient observed for 30 minutes and walked to car.  Patient then presented to emergency department at 12:06pm with concern for reaction and h/o heart mumur as a child.  Patient referred to Urgent Care Clinic and presented at 12:30, endorsed headache and anxiety. Patient received acetaminophen 1,000mg PO x 1 dose, diphenhydramine 25mg PO x 1 dose, and ibuprofen 600mg PO x 1 dose in Urgent Care. Crackers and water given.  Patient provided education on managing anxiety and discharged.

930406 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 MI 67.0 67 F 3 days there is rash lower groin. Burning sensation on the left side. Abdominal fold.

930407 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 IA 53.0 53 F Nauseous for 30 minutes after vaccine, then reported itchy eyes that felt "tight" and stated she had this same reaction with latex allergy.  Usually takes Benadryl for it.  Treated by NP with po Zofran and po Benadryl

930408 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 60.0 60 F When got shot my heart rate went up right away.  Felt faint.  Doctor took blood pressure and was very high.  Had me lay down and took blood pressure several more  times until it went back down to normal.  Took about 20 minutes.

930410 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 34.0 34 F On  1/7/2021, I woke up around 0600. I took Allegra and Sudafed. At 0700,  I got the shot; waited 30 min; felt fine and left.  At 0745, I started itching and developing a headache (on my drive home).  At 0800, restricted breathing; took 50 mg of Benadryl (resolved) and 1000mg acetaminophen for headache (unresolved).  At 1200, 99.6 F temp with unresolved headache and felt nausea; took 4mg Zofran.  At 1300,  took 1000mg acetaminophen; temp was 101 F and stomach felt upset so I didn't want to take ibuprofen At 1900, took 1000mg acetaminophen, temp 100.2F; tried to have some soup; my stomach upset and hurts and feels worse with food At 2200, tempt 99.8 F; stomach hurts; achy; itchy; took 600 mg ibuprofen and 50 mg Benadryl

930412 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NH 31.0 31 F Flu-like symptoms including low-grade fever to 100.8, rigors, malaise, fatigue, myalgias (full body, not just right deltoid vaccination site). Also painful and tender right axillary lymphadenopathy. Symptoms began the morning following the second vaccination in the series and have so far lasted for the full day. (Note: I am reporting the symptoms on the day I am experiencing them; they are improved from this morning but not yet resolved.) Notably I had no symptoms after the first vaccination in the series except for very mild transient tenderness of the right deltoid at the vaccination site.

930413 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Rigors, Fever 102 degrees, headache

930414 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 52 F Numbness of face and light headed 4:37 pm b\p 152/90 pulse76     4:55pm b\p 112/60

930415 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F Body aches, headache, flu-like symptoms beginning at approximately 4pm on 1/6/21 and lasting until 6am on 1/8/21. Frequent dizzy spells began on 1/8/21 at approximately 10am and continue through the time of this report at 6pm on 1/8/21

930416 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 46.0 46 F Case complains of chills, sweats, nausea, severe body aches, stiff neck, headache, restlessness, slight congestion, sinus pain, fatigue 10 hours after receiving immunization. Client slept for several hours and is somewhat better.  Client states that she still feel awful and body aches remain.

930417 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 MA 30.0 30 F At the time of the injection I had some tingling in my arm. I had arm neck and shoulder soreness as well which continued for a few days. A couple of hours after the injection I began itching all over. I deduced that it could be an allergic reaction so I took an antihistamine and relaxed.I did not check for hives as I don't know much about allergic reactions. the Itching went away. On day 8 I had the itching again accompanied by hives.  Once again I took an antihistamine and improved. On day 11 I had itching again and took an antihistamine. The antihistamine did not work as well this time. It is day 12 as I write this.

930419 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 GA 33.0 33 M I had the vaccine at 0800 on 1/7/2021. At approximately 1300 hours day of vaccine began having diarrhea. At 0200 on the 8th began running 102+ tempature. I have ran a temp on and off all day and have now developed a dry cough.

930420 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 52.0 52 M Extreme Chills, Low Grade Temp 99.2, Very Cold, Terriable Headache, Nausea, Diarrhea, Very Weak. I had to take 1/7/21 and 1/8/21 off of work. I am feeling better now, its 6:00 pm on 1/8/21 but I still am feeling weak, headache.

930421 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Hives on neck and swollen submandibular lymph nodes, swelling of left upper and lower eyelid- benadryl taken, swelling resolved within 24 hours

930422 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 FL 36.0 36 F Itchy 'all over', redness to chest and chin.  Benadryl 25 mg po provided, improvement noted.

930423 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 WA 80.0 80 M I received a call from the pharmacist at the clinic at 10:30 am on 1/8/2021, to let me know that a staff member at the facility we were at on Tuesday 1/5/2021 developed Bell's Palsy on 1/7/2021. Half of his face went numb and they feared the patient had a stroke. They rushed the patient to urgent care where it was determined it was Bell's Palsy and NOT a stroke. The patient is back home and recovering well.

930424 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 SD 41.0 41 F Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine 1 (12/16/20) and 2 (1/5/21): Body aches, chills, fatigue, cold sweats, localized discomfort

930425 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OR 43.0 43 F 8 days after vaccine redness,  heat, swelling and feels hard around injection site.  Area has been outlined and is getting worse. Person recommended to follow up with PCP or urgent care.

930427 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 CA 48.0 48 F tachycardia in 90s, 100s, and 110s x about 4 hours

930428 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 SC 33.0 33 M Fatigue, chills, fevers, myalgias, malaise, headache, stuffy nose started about eight hours after vaccination.

930430 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CT 57.0 57 F Waited 15 minutes after being administered vaccine-left facility and 30 minutes after receiving vaccine the sides of my tongue became numb/tingly.  This subsided after 3.5 -4 hours

930432 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 31.0 31 F headache, fever, chills two days

930433 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CT 42.0 42 F After receiving the vaccination, when I stood up I felt a rush to my head. I went to sit in the waiting area to be monitored and my tongue and lip started itching. I then started w/ a red rash to the R side of my neck. My body started to itch all over.  I was brought into a treatment room and my vital signs were being taken when I started to have an increase in coughing, shortness of breath and vomiting. I was given an epipen and brought to the emergency room when I received Benadryl 50mg IV, Solumedrol 125mg IV, and Pepcid 20mg IV. Approximately 1 hour after receiving the medication my face again began to itch and I was given an additional dose of 25mg of Benadryl. My reaction resolved and I was discharged home with a prescription for prednisone.

930434 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 OR 35.0 35 M Noted tongue parathesias and sensation of tongue swelling after vaccination.  Denies SOB, dizziness, C/P, pruritis or rash.  BPMHx, no current meds, allergy sulfa.

930440 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 KS 22.0 22 F Patient received 2nd dose Pfizer vaccine tongue swelling, nausea

930441 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 WV 55.0 55 F Within 5 minutes of receiving the shot I had and extreme flushing sensation and tingling go through my entire body, including my mouth and throat. The nurse could see me turning red and feel the heat on my body. My BP and HR were also high. After those symptoms started leaving I became extremely cold. My hands stayed so cold they could not get a reading on my oxygen level. I did not feel short of breath at any time. I had a total of 4 episodes like this with each one being smaller and leaving sooner. They gave me juice and a graniola bar, kept checking my temp and blood pressure. After an hour to hour and half I was released to my son and husband. I took a benedryl whenI left.

930442 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CA 27.0 27 F injection site was swollen and hot and doubled in size also reports fatigue and slight discoloration.

930444 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PR 46.0 46 F Injection site pain. Muscle pain. Joint pain. Chills. Headache.  Eyes pain

930445 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CO 33.0 33 F 10 min post vaccine began c/o tingling in  lips and tongue.  stated felt like her throat was  like a balloon  being blown up.  mild anxiety, no sob or diff breathing.  no diff swallowing.  brought from  lobby to exam room.  VS  taken.  25mg of po benedryl given and  0.3mg epi  given  SQ  at approx  09:20 sat with patient and monitored VS frequently  approx q 10m  for  60m.  oxygen sats remained 98-99% on RA, resp were  20 ( initially with anxiousness down to  14 by discharge.  P ave 80s  BP ave 130/70s symptoms  began to resolve by  30min and  were resolved  at 60min and pt was  release d home  pt  called when she  returned home  ( 1hr drive ) and was feeling well with  mild tongue  thickness sensation . advised to repeat  25mg  of  benedryl po at  3pm and 9pm  today advised to call Emergency Services for any return of sob  diff breathing  swallowing or sense of airway closing

930446 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 KS 24.0 24 F Dec 26th I woke up and I had a severe cough shortness of breath and chills I took sudafed and it helped a little but I was just sore  and the 27th we went to an urgent care and tested positive for Covid I felt better by the 31st. I received my second covid shot and I had a fever 102.8 but I havent had symptoms since then

930447 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Running a fever of 100.7 Chills

930448 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NV 51.0 51 F Redness and swelling at injection site. This happened at the time of injection then went away and came back = 1 week after injection & is still there. 01/08/2021 Y

930449 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 WI 30.0 30 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Patient received vaccine and shortly after was in a chair and experienced a syncopal episode. Pt was caught by staff member, and lowered to the floor.  Patient reportedly had two syncopal episodes with brief periods of tremoring. Patient reportedly has prior syncopal history. Patient was A&O x4 when med response arrived. Patient was lying on floor with feet up on chair.  Patient had unsteady gait and required multiple staff members' assistance. Patient was then transported to emergency department. While in the elevator, patient had her 3rd syncopal episode. Patient syncopal episode lasted for approximately 20 seconds. Patient regained consciousness and was brought into emergency department.

930450 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Shortly after receiving the vaccine, the patient felt like her throat was swollen and her heart was racing.  Her blood pressure was taken in the observation area, and it was elevated.  She was monitored in the observation area, and then she was escorted to the Emergency Department for continued observation.   Reaction resolved with no treatment while she was in the Emergency Department and she was discharged.  She was instructed to follow up with her allergist.

930451 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MA 28.0 28 F Entered observation as a "30 minute" Observant, r/t her past vaccine (Pfizer first dose).  States she was dizzy for about 4hrs after 1st vaccination.  Onset 45mins, after 1st vaccination.  Became dizzy around (1710) while in observation.  This nurse and staff assisted pt to bed to lay down in vaccination clinic.  Denies SOB, chest pain, or trouble breathing when asked.  Currently remains laying down on bed @ present time (1720).  Cold compress applied to help alleviate s/s of dizziness.  Still voices s/s of dizziness @ 1730.  This nurse asked pt if she would like to be sent to ER.  Pt voiced she was "ok", and did not want to be sent to ER.  Pt called family @ 1730, r/t having a ride home.  This nurse insisted to pt that she did not need to drive "herself".  Pt, left w/ family @ 1750, voices slight dizziness upon leaving.  Transported via w/c by this nurse w/ family.  Left observation @ 1750.

930452 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 FL 48.0 48 F COVID Moderna vaccine received 12/31/20.  Jan. 7, 2021 R Deltoid started to have redness, itching, warm and hard to touch.

930453 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 56.0 56 F Patient reported feeling shaky and presented with increased HR and BP five minutes after injection. O2 100% RA. Patient provided with snacks and water.  Status monitored during observation of 30 mins.  All symptoms resolved at discharge from vaccine clinic.

930454 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Swelling, redness, heat, itchiness and hardness at injection site that did not appear until one week after the vaccine.

930455 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TN 54.0 54 F Onset January 7.,2021 of nausea, diarrhea, chills and body aches that lasted about 18 hours. Noticed on vaccination arm an area of about 2x2 inches that looked like red petechial hemorrhage that is sore to palpation.
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930456 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 36.0 36 F - Almost immediate onset of nausea, sore throat, headache, and sensation of fast heart rate; along with feelings of mild illness (like a cold) and arm pain which is consistent with other vaccination response.   - Waited at clinic for 30 minutes as directed due to previous history of anaphylaxis to injected meds (among others). Reported feeling poorly to nurse monitoring people waiting at 30 minute mark, who encouraged waiting longer but did no further assessment. Waited another 15 minutes with no resolution or improvement. Decided to leave and monitoring staff said they could not keep patients if they wanted to leave.   - Approximately 15 minutes later (1hr after injection), took one 25mg Benadryl liquid gel as nausea/headache/fast heart rate were consistent with prior allergic reaction and not with prior vaccine response. Those symptoms resolved after 1-2 hours; the feeling of mild illness lingered for approx. 3 days more.

930457 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 OR 26.0 26 F Vaccinated in left arm 12/29 ? initial soreness Wed 12/30 -Headache onset; pain 5 (out of 10) Thursday 12/31- some pain/soreness in arms and legs; no HA Friday 1/1- pain worse (7 out of 10); temp 99.8;  Sat 1/2 cough in the morning, soreness; in the evening pain worse; cough resolved;  Sunday 1/3  extreme pain 10 out of 10; presented to the ED; prescribed Toradol and excedrin Numbness and pain in upper and lower extremities, particularly in R arm; 10 out of 10 pain; 101.0 temperature Monday 1/4 temperature down to 99.5 this am (has been taking Tylenol); still experience significant pain Headache that she describes as migraine worsens with standing up, walking, talking Pain in legs, if stands for more than 10 seconds she experiences extreme pain Denies SOB, wheezing, coughing  The ED advised her to take Toradol for 48 hours and contact a PCP for follow up.

930459 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NY 64.0 64 F -burning at injection site. -redness of the face, arms & hands -symtoms began 20 min. after administration of the vaccine -Given Claritin 5mg/5mL, 10mL orally.

930460 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 PR 32.0 32 F 3 hours after vaccination developed feverish, fatigue, headache and bone ache. Today persist with same symptoms

930461 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 TX 46.0 46 F With in my arm got soar. About four hours later I started getting a head ache and feeling cold, I couldn't get warm, I felt very tired. About the next thirty hours I had body ache and head ache my arm got very heavy and hurt, I did not run a fever but felt very restless and achy. I was very tired and didn't work the following day, didn't have much of an appetite. I had some mild itching on my arm.

930462 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 WI 40.0 40 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Patient experienced tingling tongue, odd taste on her tongue and neck swelling.  Actions taken:  Patient stated she had her own 50 mg of Benadryl with her and had taken it at 1305. She states she has other reactions to medications in the past and it feels the same way. Patient  monitored, EMS called and care transferred. Patient was alert and oriented.

930463 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MD 39.0 39 F Severe headache, lightheaded, low BP, feeling woozy, dizzy, halo around all lights, light sensitivity, general weakness, heavy eyes, itchy eyes, exhausted, difficulty concentrating, metal taste in mouth - have felt this way on and off since 30 minutes after getting the shot

930464 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 CA 32.0 32 F On the 31st I developed COVID.  Runny nose, back ache, and covid symptoms.  I still can't smell nor taste.

930465 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 ME 49.0 49 F Fever 102.3, severe headache and ears aching, chills, body aches, injection site soreness, nausea  Still present 33 hours later

930467 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MO 30.0 30 F Soreness at the site about 3 hours after the injection followed by headache about 24 hours after. Then about 48 hours after, developed diffuse myalgia and drowsiness

930468 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 FL 44.0 44 F Beginning at 10:30 pm, I had severe chills and body aches through the night. It felt like the flu but no fever. I slept until 1:30 the next day (1/6)  I noticed a rash on the outer border of my left shoulder blade around 1:30 on 1/6. I was tired but ok the rest of 1/6. I felt totally normal on 1/7.

930469 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 KS 37.0 37 F tongue swelling, throat swelling chest tightness, itching neck

930470 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Local reaction slightly below injection site, warmth, redness, itchiness, swelling. Symptoms resolved after 7 days.

930471 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 MI 29.0 29 F 25 minutes after injection numbness of throat and tingling/prickling at back of tongue. Another 10 minutes later entire tongue tingling/prickling. Another 5 minutes lips began tingling/prickling. Epi-pen administered by military staff present for vaccination. Taken to ER and received a dose of Benadryl and prednisone.

930472 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 FL 70.0 70 F Very tired, arm pain, burning in chest, stinging down arm, became a deep ache. fever 100.2.

930473 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 38.0 38 F on day 8, observed a red swelling around the injection site. no itchiness, just red and swollen

930474 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 66.0 66 M Woke up with mild fever, mild headache , fatigue and general malaise.

930475 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 MT 35.0 35 F Petechiae running down left arm into hand and left chest. Noticed at approximately 10am 1/7/2021 progressively got worse at about 12:00pm contacted vaccine clinic. They told me I should go to the Emergency Room. Went to Emergency Room and had multiple blood tests performed, all came back okay. They told me to come back if it gets worse. 1/8/2021 petechiae seem to be resolving. Just interesting that it was just on the left side of my body where I received the vaccine.

930476 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Acute allergic reaction Tongue swelling Facial swelling  Throat swelling Rash on throat and chest Redness in throat Diaphoresis Momentary loss of consciousness Y 2

930477 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 61.0 61 F dizzinesss 30 minutes felt ok afterwards red blotchy shoulder where injection was for 2 days

930478 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CT 39.0 39 M Rash/welt at injection site

930479 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 KY 30.0 30 F Developed palpitations and tachycardia with sustained HR in low 100?s (baseline is 55). Febrile to 103, chills, rigors, nausea/vomiting.

930480 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 WA 35.0 35 F Last night I realized I have developed redness and swelling on the site of injection but after 9 days of receiving the injection. I?m also experiencing mild axillary tenderness. It is looking better today but I thought it was strange that those side effects took more than a week to show up. I did experience some pain for 3 days after the injection but it had completely resolved and my arm was looking totally normal until yesterday evening

930481 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 38.0 38 F Fatigue, fever (went up to 104, chills/ sweating, unwell

930482 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 61.0 61 F Chills.    Nausea.    Headache.     Body aches.    Flushed face

930483 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 SD 30.0 30 F generalized pruritis, left arm swelling, redness, tenderness. significant redness and warmth surrounding site of injection.

930484 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WY 35.0 35 F Altered Mental Status began the middle of the night of 01/06/21 and 01/07/21 with worsening overall status- definitive symptoms unknown to this reporter, this person was admitted to the local hospital at approximately 1800 01/07/2021. This reporter was not told the admitting diagnosis or any defining symptoms, only that the person was admitted.Y 2

930485 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Patient received the vaccine at 220pm via IM in her Left Deltoid. She stated that 10min later her top pallet in her mouth started to swell where she couldn't eat or drink anything.  She stated it was tingly. She took 4 Pepcid and stated it felt better.  on 1/8 at 1pm she reported a sore arm, cloudy vision, shakiness and a temp of 99.8.  She reported to her PCP and her PCP stated not to get the 2nd COVID-19 injection.

930486 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IN 33.0 33 M Severe muscle and joint pain. Body chills, no fever

930488 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Numbness left side of face and left side of mouth, numbness with tingling to left side of face Tightness on left face and irritation inside cheek tongue on left side

930489 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 MA 58.0 58 F Onset of episodes of l hand rash or pounding. No palpitation. No headache. No flushing. Vision. No vertigo. No out-of-body experience. Lasted <60 seconds every 3-4 hrs She was unsteady sitting when it occurred. Easing up as of 1/7/21 but still occurring at least 2x/day. Now SOB better

930490 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Patient reported local reaction to the injection site such as bump, redness in circle, pain, burning. she got reaction on 2nd day post vaccination. patient reported that redness is still present on the injection site as of 1/8/21. patient is concerned for getting the second shot.

930491 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NH 36.0 36 F ~15 minutes post vaccination patient began to have "pins and needles" originating in left arm and then moving to legs. Also states that she had sensation of feeling "off balance". This did not get worse with change in position or head movement. It progressed to feeling "shaky".  VS were obtained and were HR of 68 and regular, BP of 134/82, RR of 14. Pupils PERL with normal EOM. Good tactile sensation bilaterally. Moving extremities with purpose. Skin color was initially normal but became pale while feeling shaky.  Patient was placed in a near supine position in her vehicle and was observed 1:1. She was given apple juice which improved her shakiness and she regained color in face. She was able to get out of vehicle and ambulate without assistance with a steady, independent gait. She stated that she was back to her baseline before leaving.

930492 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 64.0 64 M Tender at injection site. Raised red spot about 1" x 1/2"

930494 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 VA 35.0 35 F patient received vaccine at 16:45 and moved to observation area. prior to vaccine patient reported that she faints when she gets shots, in the observation area at 16:50 reported she felt nauseated and not well. patient sitting down, elevated feet, bp 143/85, hr 94, o2 sat 96%, drinking water, no reports of swelling, racing heart, shortness of breath. 17:00 glucometer 122, bp 147/97. hr 90, o2sat 98%, patient says she feels nauseated, drinking gingerale.  17:30 patient feet on floor and says she does not feel dizzy.  17:50 patient walking around and reports mild nausea

930496 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 51.0 51 F Today at about 10:20 am began feeling lightheaded, dizzy, with palpitations, HR 100-120s.  Also, headache, mild muscle aches, chills.  After about 2 hours, did not improve therefore was directed to the ED.  EKG was normal.  CBC, CMP, TFTs all normal.  Was monitored for a couple hours and HR improved.  At home it took until 17:40 for HR to consistently be 100 or less..  still feel fatigued, headache, and achy.

930497 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 WA 46.0 46 F Patient called from clinic about 1 hr after receiving Covid vaccine. She had visible lip swelling and lip itchiness that was worsening. She had no SOB, no C/P, no dizziness, no generalized itching or rash. She has history of allergic reaction to unknown substance leading to ED visit. I advised she go to ED for eval, a friend accompanied her, she did not feel ambulance was necessary.I called report to the ED Addendum on 1/1/2021: When I called, she said that one week later she had a similar reaction of lip swelling to another area of lips.

930500 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TN 77.0 77 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA.   Fever of 102.8 after 24 hours.  Fever reduced by Tylenol and ice packs.  No fever after 12 hours.

930501 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 VA 33.0 33 F Deltoid ache which has since resolved. Ache in Shoulder/axillary joint, has continued through today (3 weeks since the Vaccine dose). Hurts when I left my arm above shoulder height

930502 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 63.0 63 F Severe cough, 102 fever, chills, diarrhea, flu like soreness, sick to stomach, couldn?t sit up, felt generally horrible like I felt with covid back in October. Hoping tomorrow will be better.

930503 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 21.0 21 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA adverse event started as localized myalgia around injection site started around 4:30pm same day as the injection then progressed into a headache and fever of 101 by 11pm that night. Myalgia spread to the entire body and interrupted sleep at 2am. Heart rate was 110 while lying in bed. Took Nyquil for fever and at 1pm on 01/08/2021  fever is down to 99.1.

930504 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CT 51.0 51 F Myalgias and chills

930505 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 SD 70.0 70 M **Pt c/o 'chest pressure' 15 minutes after covid vaccine. Also c/o  lightheadedness. Denies nausea.  Pt placed in room and employee from Surgery came  over to attach vital signs monitor. Dr. from ER happened to be in this  area and checked on pt. Dr. from Surgery Dept. also here. 1700 Pt states  he is much better, denies SOB, any chest pressure or pain and denies dizziness or  lightheadedness. Pt dischrged at 1705 per ambulation to home.  1644: BP 155/73       P 75       SPO2 96 RA 1654: BP        P 72       SPO2 97       T 98.5 1700: BP 146/77       P 67       SPO2 96

930506 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 MD 31.0 31 F Started exp. central chest tightness and on site of sternum; interment; started about 5-10 min. after vaccination; last 30-60 seconds - tightness - however didn't feel short of breath or light-headed. It would come about a min. or two apart. Lasted for 30-45 min. Resolved on it's own. They transported me to ER. They listened to lungs; did not hear wheezing. My blood pressure was elevated a little initially - 130/90 which is elevated for me. And then it went back down within that 45 time frame. I was monitored there in ER. They wanted to monitor me in the ER so logistical reasons. Did not have rash or light headness. Released after an hour of observation and symptoms had resolved. Then went back to work. The place of vaccination and ER were the same hospital.

930507 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AL 62.0 62 F 1/8/21 4am woke up with hard chills and freeing no fever. Aching ALL over. felt like the flu. tylenol 1000, every 4-5 hours.  began having sharp pains just above my left temple about 3 hours ago. Intermittent.

930508 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Initial itching at injection site, observed and returned to work. Came back ~30-40 minutes later with itchiness in throat and hives to arm. Given Benadryl PO and observed for extended period of time. Symptoms not resolving. Patient transferred to Emergency Department for further care. At that point observed to have full body rash, SOB. Given Epi while in ED. Developed tachycardia, hypotension. Treatment continued.Y Y

930509 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 FL 39.0 39 F On 01/08/2021 patient came to facility to report swelling in left arm that started on the 01/06/2021 after the vaccination of Moderna. On 01/07/2021, patient reports severe swelling  and pain in left arm, and not able to lift, move or turn her arm. Patient reports the pain went up to her neck and she is unable to move nor turn her head. Patient reported a fever on 01/07/2021 of 39C and  took 2 pills of 200mg  tylenol on 01/07/2021 at night. The next day on 01/08/2021 she reports feeling a lump on her left neck, and came to the facility to be examined.

930510 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Employee reports stomach pains and diarrhea since am (1/8/2021). On sight Provider ordered COVID PCR and employee sent home to rest and keep hydrated.

930511 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 WV 39.0 38 F Low grade fever, achy arm, headache

930512 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Pt received Pfizer COVID 19 Vaccine on December 17, 2020.  No issues or complaints from DOSE 1.    Pt reported to vaccination center on January 7, 2021, to receive second dose and patient received Moderna COVID 19 Vaccine in lieu of Pfizer.  At the time of 2nd vaccination dose, no issues or concerns.    On January 8, 2021, patient reported to work and was sent from nursing floor by her manager to be seen in ER as she had slight nausea today.     PER ED NOTE:  No rash/swelling or sob. vaccine was given yesterday. No cp or abd pain. Feels a little tired but otherwise fine per patient.

930514 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 SD 35.0 35 F Seven days post vaccine, a two inch diameter around the injection site became inflamed, red, swollen, hot to the touch, and itchy.

930515 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MO 36.0 36 F Severe body aches, headache started about 2am, about 10 hours after administration.   Fatigue.  Fever started about 24 hours after administration, highest reading 101.3.  All resolved about 48 hours after administration.

930516 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CT 54.0 54 F localized cellulitis

930517 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 TX 63.0 63 F Patient reported local reaction to the injection site such as bump, redness in circle, pain, burning. she got reaction on 2nd day post vaccination. patient reported that redness is still present on the injection site as of 1/8/21. patient is concerned for getting the second shot.

930518 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MD 33.0 33 M After about 15 min: hr went to over 170bpm , flushed sensation, brain fog, was driving at the time and my brain wouldn?t figure out how to call 911 , eventually I figured it out but it took extreme mental effort. Paramedics came and my pulse was From 100 - 170 changing rapidly, bp 150-175/x changing rapidly, symptoms would come and go about 8 times on way to hospital. In ER same thing then about 2 hrs go by and then all started again. Pulse remained at 90- 100bpm at least until 2am. (My resting hr is between 40 and 50, my normal bp is usually sub 120/80) I later realized my hands were swollen, mostly on my left side. Lingering symptoms include brain fog, tiredness, and headache. Maybe an exasperating issue was I had low potassium levels likely making symptoms worse - I worked out heavily early in the morning, probably had low intake of potassium that day and day before, and maybe slightly dehydrated from my workout - I do Functional lifting, run, and other types of exercise regularly.Y 1

930519 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WI 55.0 55 F 1/7/2021: 1200 PM  H/A 1700 - 1100 PM  Chills with continued shaking 1100  PM Febrile 102.5 1100 PM Swollen/Painful lymph nodes -left axilla

930520 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CO 39.0 39 F Employee received COVID vaccine on 1/6/2020 and developed bilateral hip pain that night and then developed numbness and tingling in her buttocks and both legs on 1/7/2020. Employee was sent into Emergency Room.

930521 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 CO 38.0 38 F cellulitis - prescribed antibiotic, which I am picking up this evening.  Not sure of outcomes.

930522 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 UT 40.0 40 F Severe body aches, chills, headache, fever, joint pain, back pain, fatigue, brain fog, diarrhea, loss of appetite

930523 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 FL 33.0 33 F Warm red itchy rash  at injection site- occurred 9-10 days after injection.

930524 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NM 74.0 74 F Hives, recurrent after 1 dose dexamethasone and benadryl

930525 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Patient received vaccine at 13:30. She started feeling anxious after receiving vaccine but went back to work. Patient received 50 mg of diphenhydramine at 14:30, she then started experiencing hives and shortness of breath. She was administer 0.3 mg of epinephrine into the thigh and EMS was called.

930526 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MI 50.0 50 F An incident occurred where a resident received the Covid vaccine twice. The facility incorrectly split the residents in two units. The resident that was listed in Unit 2 was actually from unit 1. The facility is a single floor building. The first dose was administered by team 2 at 12:01 PM and the second dose was given by team 1 at 12:48 PM. Prior to vaccinating the residents. A store intern, informed the nurse, that a consent form was missing and nurse insisted she had one and to vaccinate her. The consent form was actually with the Unit/team 2. The patient is alert and oriented and is not experiencing any symptoms or side effects. She has been checked on every 30 minutes and is doing fine. The facility?s administrator documented the incident apologized for the mistake.

930527 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PR 28.0 28 F rash and itching on both eyes. Administered Benadryl IM 50mg as ordered by doctor. Was kept under observation for 15 min. Patient left in stable condition.

930528 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 37.0 37 F 1 minute after injection: light headed, dizziness 3 minutes: headache 15 minutes: chills, headache, dizziness , arm pain at injection site 40 minutes: malaise, headache, chills, dizziness, arm soreness at injection site All symptoms continued  for over 24 hours before subsiding.

930530 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CA 52.0 52 F Feeling hot and fatigued around 2:00pm. Itchy water eyes in the afternoon/evening. Took Claritin and that helped a little but symptoms lasted until next morning (12/29/20).

930531 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 UT 37.0 37 F At 6p.m I started developing a fever of 100 F , chills and became really tired.  This continued throughout the night and the next day. I also experienced rigors from about 10:30 to 11:00 p.m. on 12/30/2020. I was completely exhausted as well. I occasionally felt nauseous but did not experience any vomiting or other GI symptoms. All symptoms resolved around 08:00 on 1/1/2021

930532 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 30.0 30 F throat felt different to swallow

930533 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 MT 36.0 36 F Heart palpitations, headache, body aches for 48 hours after receiving shot

930534 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 FL 32.0 32 F Left Underarm soreness and tenderness lasting for 16 days.

930536 12/25/2020 01/08/2021 TN 59.0 59 F 3 weeks ago tomorrow, The day after my shot I was really tired. I went to bed and when I got up and had a fever, horrible joint and leg pain, horrible leg pain, terrible bouts of nausea until I couldn't puke anymore. I went into the ER and got fluids and they ran tests and everything was normal. ER said it could be a moderate reaction to the vaccine.

930537 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NC 32.0 32 F Today 10 days post vaccination around 12pm Two spots in left arm formed, are one is slowly growing in size. One spot is red and warm to the touch (this is the one growing) it is slightly itchy. The other spot is a bruise with a red circular spot surrounding it.

930538 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 CA 30.0 30 M Uncertain if truly caused by the vaccine.  I had an ACL reconstruction done back in May of 2020.  My knee has transient swelling that comes and goes, but is not particularly frequent.  3 days after receiving the vaccine, my knee swelled up and remained swollen for about 7 days.  It has since gone back down.  I did not have any acute injuries or remarkable events happen during this time other than the vaccine administration.  Overall, uncertain if it was caused by vaccine, but it was odd enough to report.

930539 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Within 15 minutes, I began feeling dry throat, then itching, then it felt like I had a lump inside my throat. Then I began to have difficulty swallowing my saliva. And then the lump inside my throat started to feel larger and larger. By this time Dr  had already injected me with Epipen and the pharmacist injected me with Solumedrol and I still felt as if I was having difficulty breathing and then I was taken to  ER and I really can't remember too much after that. I was very groggy and then I was discharged from  ED about 9:30 pm.

930540 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 OR 35.0 35 F itching, hot, high blood pressure Blood pressure has gone down but is still high.

930541 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 17.0 17 M no side effects or symptoms at time of dose or observation time. reporting because of patient age

930542 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 22.0 22 M I?ve been experiencing mild fevers (99.4-100.3), migraines, soreness and fatigue approximately ~48 hours after receiving my booster

930543 12/25/2020 01/08/2021 TN 59.0 59 F 3 weeks ago tomorrow, The day after my shot I was really tired. I went to bed and when I got up and had a fever, horrible joint and leg pain, horrible leg pain, terrible bouts of nausea until I couldn't puke anymore. I went into the ER and got fluids and they ran tests and everything was normal. ER said it could be a moderate reaction to the vaccine.

930544 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 26.0 26 F nausea

930545 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 42.0 42 F Arm and facial swelling, metallic taste in mouth, dizzy and lightheaded within a few minutes after vaccine. Benadryl 50mg IM given then taken to the ED for further evaluation and treatment

930546 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CA 62.0 62 F Fever 100.6 F , chill, headache, pain

930547 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IN 29.0 29 F 2 hours after receiving  vaccine started having severe pain in shoulder. Progressively got worse as the night went on. Jolting sharp pain with certain movements.

930548 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WA 45.0 45 M While on duty and in uniform as an emergency paramedic I received my second  scheduled covid19 vaccination.  Approximately five minutes after receiving  C19 dose 2 vaccination (1335hrs). I experienced a syncopal episode while walking back to my work area and was lowered to the ground by another EMS provider. I was then placed in a wheelchair by the  EMS provider and an RN and taken to the emergency department at Medical Center. (1337hrs)  I  regained alertness and felt severe nausea and general weakness and was assisted into in ER bed.  Staff doctor attended along with RN . An assessment was completed, 12 lead EKG completed, IV established, 8mg Zofran administered, 1000ml of Normal Saline was bolused. Labs were drawn.  ED staff continued to monitor me for the next  2 plus hours I was monitored for anaphylaxis and other symptoms. My symptoms of nausea mostly resolved and my strength returned.  A Resident MD completed a final evaluation and determined it was safe for me to be discharged. (1607hrs)

930549 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 WV 58.0 58 F I had a mammogram on 1/6/2021.  The mammogram showed that I had inflamed lymph nodes in my left breast, which is the same side on which I received the injection (left arm).  I had an ultrasound the same day.  The same radiologist read the mammogram and the ultrasound.  There were multiple axillary lymph nodes on the left side.

930550 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 40.0 40 F The next day had headache and right axillary swelling and tender right axillary lymph nodes.

930551 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 23.0 23 F Nauseous, hot, cold, fatigue, headache

930552 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WA 44.0 44 F I am a physician and received 2 doses of the Pfizer COvID vaccine. First dose 12/20/20. Second dose 1/6/2021.  Forty- eight hours after second dose I had moderate to severe under eye swelling at site of dermal fillers I received May 20,2020 requiring steroids and antihistamine. I also had severe myalgias and fever 12 -36 hours after my second dose.

930553 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 54.0 54 F Patient reported red injection site, itchy throat and cough while being monitored. Patient was taken to emergency department for evaluation.

930554 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NC 53.0 53 F Low back pain so I went to neuromuscular massage where I go 1-2x a month. My back seized up in so much pain I could not get off the table. I had to stay another hour and still had to crawl off onto the floor before I could drive home.

930555 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 OR 42.0 42 M Went to ED 6 days after vaccination.  "42yoM with a hx of covid-19 infection in 3/2020 with sequelae of chest pain, insomnia, SIBO, and distant hx of testicular malignancy who presents with chest pain and chest palpitations.  Pt received COVID vaccine on Monday, then started to have symptoms reminiscent of his original covid infection on Wednesday, including chills, myalgias, substernal chest pain, heart palpitations, and fatigue. Denies any fevers recorded at home. He feels like he has extra beats intermittently. Also reports some nausea, but denies vomiting or diarrhea. He has maintained good PO intake since symptoms started, but is worried he may be a bit dehydrated because he had a small AKI when he had covid back in March?.  Etiology of chest pains unclear, but given all of the above workup, unlikely to be due to an acute cardiac or pulmonary etiology."  He continued to have palpitations for the next week and had further EKG's don thru urgent care.

930556 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 60.0 60 F Injection site was swollen and tender to touch from Thursday until Sunday, then subsided. On Thursday, injection area began to itch. Then large area surrounding site became firm.  No pain. Size approximately that of human palm.

930557 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Red,blotchy generalized rash and lethargy noted day after vaccine. Evaluated in Urgent Care, and sent for consult with allergist. Dr. prescribed course of prednisone and recommends employee not receive second dose. Dr. notes that employee has had positive COVID titers in the past.

930558 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CO 70.0 70 F Patient was waiting out her 15 mins in the waiting room after receiving the first dose of her Moderna COVID19 vaccine when she began to fill like her tongue was a little swollen. Brought patient into an exam room and took her vitals at 1028 which were BP 135/83, HR 82, O2 96%, and RR 15. Also looked at patients throat to assess signs of angioedema or restricted airway. Patients tongue did appear swollen and was unable to clearly see the back of her throat. 1020 IM Benadryl 50mg was given per standing order and retook vitals at 1032 vitals remained stable at BP 131/52, HR 79, and O2 96%. Patient was moved to a more private room and laid down on a yoga matt for 15-20 min. She began to feel better and continued to be able to swallow and maintain airway. Tongue swelling does appear to have decreased. Could not see uvula but patient states she is not sure if you ever can she may have different anatomy. Vital taken for final time around 1100 and were BP 125/76 O2 96% and HR 74 which she says is normal for her. Made patient aware that after her husband drives her home that she should monitor symptoms and if they become worse she needs to call 911. Scheduled second dose of vaccine but told her to anticipate getting vaccine in Urgent care if okay with Director.

930559 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MI 46.0 46 F Fine rash (almost petechiae appearance) upper body appeared 18 hrs post-injection - still present Facial flushing accompanying rash Severe body and joint aches appeared 18 hrs post-injection - responsive to  ibuprofen-still present Severe headache appeared 16 hrs post-injection - responsive to Excedrin/Tylenol - still present Low-grade fever 100.1F (taken 3 hrs post ibuprofen)

930560 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 60.0 60 F shaking chills, fever, myalgias, fatigue increasing over course of 8-24 hours after injection; severe enough that could not work

930561 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OK 32.0 32 M -Swollen left supraclavicular lymph nodes (1 medium and 1 large that are hard like marbles) -Entire left supraclavicular fossa region is swollen around hardened lymph nodes

930562 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MI 49.0 49 F 1/7/2021 I was extremely tired and could not raise left arm without assistance. I also, experience quit a bit of pain at the injection site. Arm pain decrease the next day and was able to raise arm without assistance. 1/8/2021 Tired and lightheaded. I felt like I would pass out if I did not sit down. Cannot stand on my feet longer than 30 minutes at a time.  Also experience shortness of breath.

930563 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CO 24.0 24 F Client became dizzy 10 minutes into her waiting period.  Laid prone X 10, drank juice then sat X 10 and escorted to husbands car.

930564 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 36.0 36 F During observation period, patient developed itching in her throat that did not resolve on its own. Was given 50mg PO of Benadryl and observe for another hour. Sx resolved and patient went home.

930565 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Dizziness, unable to walk but she is okay now

930566 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 MA 35.0 35 F Noticed a tingling sensation in her left arm radiating down to her fingertips on 12/31/2020. Redness at the injection site and hives on the left arm where injection was given. Patient went to ER on 01/01/2021 due to numbness and tingling. Received Benadryl at the ER.

930567 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 17.0 17 F patient had a syncopal episode at time of injection. lasted <10 seconds. Also reporting due to patient age 17 years old. Patient stated she thought she could take vaccine so she registered for it.

930568 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 53.0 53 F Developed a fine rash across her forehead and chest.  Cheeks were firey red and warm to the touch.  Rash lasted a couple of days.

930569 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 ME 38.0 38 M 12/30/20 pressure in neck (like someone cupping it), mild   12/31/20 myofacial fatigue, jaw fatigue/weakness making chewing difficult 1/2/21 numbness and tingling in hands, worse left. Global mild analgesia 1/3/21 paresthesias in hands and feet.  Legs weak, left worse than right. Severe myofacial fatigue. Headache. Malaise.  Severe neck pain 8/10, general body pain 5/10 1/4/21: lymphadenopathy left deep cervical chain. Significant, visible through skin, easily palpable. Other symptoms improved 50% 1/8/21 (today) lymphadenopathy ongoing and unchanged, still severe. Assessed by PCP, felt to be adverse event.    Still some paresthesia in hands, malaise.

930570 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MA 34.0 34 F Patient woke up at 10:30am on 1-6-21 with her (L) upper arm itchy. Area of injection was red, swollen, and hot to touch. Patient saw PCP on 1-6-21 and was prescribed a prednisone taper, Atarax, and betamethasone cream. As of 1-7-21 the area is still red and swollen.

930571 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 MA 24.0 24 F On 1-721 at approximately 8pm. patient started with itching to the (L) deltoid. Patient then noticed that (L) deltoid injection site was red & swollen. Patient works in PCP office & was evaluated by PCP. Prescribed prednisone taper, Atarax, & betamethasone cream on 1-8-21. Still with redness/swelling.

930572 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NH 29.0 29 F (L) upper arm Cellulitis

930573 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F Patient reported the following to employer via email on 1/8/20201: "I have been experiencing a reaction to the vaccine all week and this morning it got worse. I called my doctor and they want me to go to urgent care this morning. She told me that 100% of healthcare workers are seeing the same thing 7-10 days after the Moderna vaccination.  My lymph node (armpit where vaccination was administered) is swollen and painful, neck hurts, and have a very low fever.  The vaccination site is swollen, warm, hard and has a red circle below injection site that was the size of a nickel day 1 but now it takes up my entire deltoid region".

930574 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 34.0 34 F Severe nausea, fatigue Tunnel vision, and delayed speech. Lasting 15 min.

930576 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NY 53.0 53 F (L) Deltoid has been warm since vaccine. She Noticed redness to injection site on 1/5/2021

930577 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Developed site redness 9 days after vaccine. Arm is warm & hard at site

930578 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Notice lymph node swelling on left side on 1/7/20. Had vaccine 12/30/20. Just stopped sinus infection treatment on 1/7/21

930580 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 TX 56.0 56 F 1/2dollar size red circle @ injection site. Low grade fever Runny nose, itchy watery eyes, earache, allergy symptoms. Fatigue.

930581 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 OR 62.0 62 F Pfizer-BioTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA 24 hrs post vaccination I started feeling fatigued, muscle and headaches which seemed to move around my body for about 24 hrs. At one point it seemed to settle into my hand. Knuckles swelled arthritis like. When walking up stairs I had significant muscle weakness in my legs and exertional  dyspnea.  Eyes felt "feverish" but had no fever. The next morning while trying to do a routine workout the same thing happened. It was a significant change to my normal condition. The dyspnea was the most concerning. The body aches settled into my lower back. Fatigue was moderate-moderately severe.  As the day went on things waxed and waned.  By the end of 72 hrs. most symptoms subsided. Friday 01/08/2021 I had a completely normal workout, no exertional  dyspnea, fatigue subsided, no body aches. Back to normal. I would consider the symptoms to have been  Moderate+.

930582 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 TX 35.0 35 F 5 hours after injection in left deltoid, my arm was was in pain/sore but just at injection site. Day 2 my  arm was  still  in pain .  Day 3  pain  was gone and  I felt ok.  At day  8  injection site is  itchy/ tender and I now have a welt.  Day  9  itching  is gone but now  I have a  welt  and  injection site is red and  hot to touch.

930583 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 DC 37.0 37 F 16 hours post shot, developed severe myalgias all over body, fever of 101, pain in my spine, back neck, most of my muscles. Nausea. Lightheaded, dizzy. Left neck, chest and armpit lymphadenopathy.

930584 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 UT 28.0 28 F Reduced Breast Milk Production

930585 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 IL 51.0 51 F Day 9 swelling redness warmth on injection site 2 inch by 2 inch circle started dime size day one and has increased photo available

930586 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TN 38.0 38 F Moderate pain at the injection site for two days. Developed a rash on at injection site 9 days after. Itching comes and goes and is not severe itching. Very mild.  The rash is about 3 inches by 2 inches in size.

930587 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NH 28.0 28 F patient received the Moderna vaccine at 4:30 pm.  Patient waited in observation lot for 15 minutes and proceeded to vacate the area.  Patient returned to the site at 5:35 p.m. with hives on neck and tingle in throat.  Pulse 92, 02 95%, and Blood pressure 142/92, and temp at 98.3. Patient has history of reaction to welbutrin.  Patient administered 50 mg of Diphenhydramine HCL at 5:38 p.m. Pulse at 92, 02 99%, BP 134/84 and temp 98.4 at 6 p.m.  Patient recovered and left in her friends vehicle at 6:53 p.m.

930588 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 52.0 52 M Patient had severe nausea/vertigo episode upon awakening on 1/8/21. Patient fainted and collapsed onto bathroom floor. He hit his head on the wall during the fall. Patient was found barely conscious by his wife right after the fall. Patient temperature, O2 sat and BP all within normal limits measured within 5 minutes of fall.  Patient does have history of Meniere's disease x 5 years, but is well-controlled with medication and middle ear steroid injections. Patient has not had severe vertigo episode in 2+ years.

930589 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CO 33.0 33 F Within 5 minutes of administration felt tongue/throat tingling, then felt them starting to swell, making it difficult to swallow, flushing feeling, felt like I was getting tunnel vision (how you feel before you pass out). Reported symptoms to RN who administered shot. Given PO liquid benadryl and epi pen injection quickly- symptoms started to fade within 10-15 minutes, tongue tingly for a few hours. Monitored x 1 1/2 hours with frequent VS checks- HR/BP/SaO2 remained within normal limits

930590 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 KS 41.0 41 F The first day all I had was some soreness and by Wednesday it had faded.  Thursday night 1/7 I started getting chills off and on. I felt like I couldn?t get warm.  No fever.  Took 800 mg of Ibuprofen l, went to bed.   Still felt like I couldn?t get warm.   At about 2:00 am I suddenly awoke to severe nausea and thought I was going to vomit, but it didn?t come up.  Then, I felt like I was going to have diarrhea.  No BM.  Went back to bed eventually and continued to have chills and hot sweats back and forth. Nausea and stomach turning feeling  off and on.  No fever.  Normal temperature.  1/8 stayed home from work due to nausea.  Off and on during the day today and some light chills about 5 times so far.  Some headache and possible shoulder stiffness.

930591 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Metallic taste in mouth and dry mouth that has persisted

930592 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 CA 71.0 71 F Mild headache Mild body aches

930593 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WI 39.0 39 F No symptoms for about 12 hours. But woke up with arm sore, quite inflamed, red and hot at injection site. I don't get a reaction with other vaccines.   My coworkers have had the same problem.

930594 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 52.0 52 F loss of conciousness , faint ,

930595 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MI 64.0 64 F Stiff and sore neck 01/08/2021  10:00am to approx 2:00pm

930596 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 HI 38.0 38 M Officially I fainted, but I describe in detailed events of occurrence below.  I was using my laptop doing some busy work while I waited the 15 minutes after taking the first shot of the Pfizer/BT Vaccine. I had the feeling that I could feel the vaccine coursing through my chest but I thought that was irrational and my mind and nerves playing tricks.   I continued to work and let my mind wander for a moment. Next thing I know I was dreaming for a time and then I slowly awakened by the staff calling my name asking "are you OK, do you know where you are?"   I was able to answer correctly, but my mind felt fuzzy/foggy where I felt as if I was running on automatic but my conscious mind was not in full control. At the time, It was hard to describe at the time how I was feeling as I was trying to note it down for future reference. All I could put down were simple words and I could not form full statements. Though I was very present in the moment. I can remember the name of the Nurses who I was talking to, and what we were talking about.  They took me to be observed for about an hour longer. While I waited, I felt warm, especially in the areas of the back of my head and chest. I was not in any pain, but I was very thirsty. I was also getting pretty hot sitting there, but that may be because of the fact the ER Triage room has full glass wall in full sun. At the end of the hour the sun dropped lower in the sky I felt the normal cold refrigerated Hospital I am used to. I felt weak initially but by an hour I had regained most of my strength by the time the triage nurse took my vitals. After the physician looked over me and my report, they did not give me a reason of concern that would warrant keeping me and let me go home to rest.
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930597 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 35.0 35 F Fever up to 102.7, tachycardia, joint pain, fatigue, and chills started approximately 20 hours after vaccine administration.  Fever responded to 400 mg of ibuprofen. All other symptoms are persisting at this time.

930598 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NM 41.0 41 F Within minutes rapid onset feeling of facial and neck flushing + rapid heartbeat + increased resp rate + shaking.  Lasted approx 2 minutes.  Subsided then returned a few minutes later for approx. 20 to 30 seconds then subsided.  Left facility with no treatment.  Onset of swollen tongue evidenced by scalloping approx. 1.5 to 2 hours after.

930599 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 57.0 57 F headache, flushing, redness , warmth and hardness at injection site, weakness and extreme fatigue

930600 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 SD 39.0 39 F 8:45 am 12/24 - severe rash on my left hand; and wrist; a mild rash went to my arm, chest and back hairline  and on my forehead. Benydryl - 25 mg. Went to ER after it spread at 11:00 am. Had another 25 mg benydryl and a pepsid 20 mg at ER. Rash lasted two days. Ended Dec. 26. It was also after I increased my seizure medicine on Monday 12/21. Received at 8:30 am today/8th - second dose of vaccine.

930601 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 32.0 32 F Migraine with  nausea and vomiting that lasted approximately 7 hours and did not respond to typical treatment with Excedrin Extra Strength.  Less severe events have been intermittent feeling of light-headedness that started an hour after vaccination and are still occurring 48+ hours later.

930602 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 VT 44.0 44 F I had the worse headache I've ever had in my life, soreness in my arm. When I woke up in the morning it was pounding, spread to the right half of my head, nausea, photo sensitivity, vertigo.  It took 36 to 48 hours before I could function. 48 to 72 hours later I had another headache with vertigo.  I had complete vision loss in my left eye.

930603 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 50.0 50 F employee felt near syncope[al episode post vaccine administration

930604 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 FL 70.0 70 F Dizziness, throat and lung discomfort, swelling.

930605 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 34.0 34 F not described in report, vitals: - BP 171/108, HR 87, 100% O2 - BP 171/127, 100% O2

930606 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 36.0 36 F Patient started having severe dizziness, with a racing pulse.  Pt stated she felt very warm.  Given ice pack and cold cloths.  BP was slightly elevated.  Pulse initially was about 112.  Had patient lay down and she felt better.  Thought to be vasovagal response.  Starting at 01:30 on 1/7/21 she had a severe headaches, eyes watering, runny nose, dry throat.  Injection site reaction

930607 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MO 36.0 36 F Patient received first dose on 12/23/20.  Patient received the second dose on 1/8/21.  This date was out of the recommended 21 day revaccination (+/- 4).

930608 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 DE 29.0 29 F Patient described Rash and itching approximately 2.5 hr after she received the pfizer covid -19 vaccine first dose. She received 1 dose of Diphenhydramine 25mg po. Few minutes later she complained difficulty sallowing and given Epinephrine 0.3mg IM and EMT was called in. She was transported to ER by EMTs

930609 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 OR 23.0 23 F The patient experienced diffuse itching after vaccination; was cleared to leave vaccine clinic, but persistent symptoms led her to seek care at ED.  She was treated with Prednisone, hydroxyzine, famotidine.  PMHx: depression and anxiety; no current meds; Allergies: Hydrocodone and Oxycodone which cause pruritis.

930610 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NC 28.0 28 F I RECIEVED THE VACCINE ON 12/29 @ 0900. THAT AFTERNOON I DEVELOPED A HEADACHE AND EXTREME FATIGUE. THE NEXT DAY 12/30 I DEVELOPED REDNESS AT INJECTION SITE AND STARTED TO BECOME HOT AND ITCHY. IT IS NOW 01/08/2021 AND I AM STILL BATTLING HEADACHE AND INJECTION SITE SORENESS.

930611 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MA 71.0 71 M Developed hypercapnic respiratory failure, CHF exacerbation - readmitted to Hospital. In ICU with BIPAP Y Y

930612 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 29.0 29 F red skin, itching, injection site pain, dizzines. Given 25mg PO benadryl, and then 25mg more benadryl after symptoms continued. After the second dose of benadryl, s/s subsided enough for the staff member to go home.

930613 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 AK 37.0 37 F Major allergic reaction, became lightheaded with a near syncopal episode.  Patient complained of tightness and itchiness in her throat.

930614 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 61.0 61 M Pt has nonresponsive episode on 12/30/20 30 minutes after receiving his 1st injection of moderna covid vaccine.  Became responsive 3 minutes later.  Pt current patient at LTC facility hx of CVA and pseudobuldar palsy

930615 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 MI 49.0 49 F 01/08 sent email to cancel the second dose. I called her and  she states after the first dose after about 1.5 hours started getting tachy and palpations for about 6 hours following her shot. She  states her resting HR was HR 130 for about an hour but she just sat and waited it out.  She denies going to ER or calling she stated she had this happen about 6 years ago and just waitied it out. She stayed and worked stating she just did inservices and after about 6 hours felt better before she states she  felt fine the next day except for sore arm.

930616 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MN 35.0 35 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Injection site pain after injection. Upon waking up this morning, it was very difficult to get out of bed. My entire body felt stiff, and sore. I had a severe headache and get nauseous. Felt warm, temp was only 99. I made it to the couch where my day was spent sleeping. Very fatigued, very sore, and headache remains. Not able to keep food/liquids down.

930617 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 FL 45.0 45 F PT HAD A VASOVAGAL SYNCOPE EPISODE: ( SWEATING, NAUSEA, AND  BLOOD PRESSURE DROPPING). PT WAS LAYED ON THE FLOOR IN A SUSPINE POSITIION WITH FEET ELEVATED. PT WAS PLACED ON A BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORING MACHINE.  COLD COMPRESSIONS WERE APPLIED TO THE PATIENT'S  BODY.   PT WAS GIVEN A FEW CRACKERS AND SODA TO INCREASE BLOOD SUGAR.  WITHIN MINUTES THE PT BLOOD PRESSURE BEGAN TO RISE AND PT FELT FINE.  PT WANTED TO DRIVE HOME AND WAS ADVISED NOT TO DRIVE. PT CALLED FOR HER PARENTS TO COME AND PICK HER UP.

930618 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 OK 53.0 53 F Upper left arm at injection site red, swollen, warm and pain. Area swollen approximately 7cm.

930619 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 30.0 30 U Soreness in arm, day 3-4 was extremely fatigued, I could not get up off the couch. Then I developed a runny nose and sore throat. I went and got tested for COVID and it was negative.

930620 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 OH 31.0 31 F Rash developed on chest. Red, not raised, slightly itchy but not severe. A flushed red rash. Took 25mg of chewable Benadryl and it subsided. 2 hours later right ear became red, hot, and itchy. A few raised bumps appeared on top of ear, slightly itchy. Sore arm at injection site but no other complaints at this time.

930621 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 IL 58.0 58 F Difficulty swallowing. Sensation of lip swelling. Immediate Care response activated. IV Benadryl, Solumedrol and Pepcid given. Patient taken to   Care Center for observation and further care.

930622 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 48.0 48 F Patient developed watery eyes later in the afternoon of receiving her COVID.  The following day she had flu like symptoms and this morning she has bilateral swollen lymph nodes in the axilla area.

930623 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 19.0 19 F Patient reported no adverse event or allergies at pre-screening so received vaccine around 1:55pm and around 3.25pm patient reported of headache, SOB, faster heart rate, having to stop in middle of sentence, chest hurting breathing in . Emergency services was called and patient was assessed while waiting for emergency services to arrive. At 3.39pm BP 125/80 mmHg, 84 bpm and oxygen stat. 97%, again at 3.42pm oxygen stat. 98% and pulse 81bpm

930624 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WI 25.0 25 F I received my shot at 2:30 pm. A few hours later my arm was very painful. I could hardly move my arm and it kept me up all night. Around 4 am I had a sore throat and a stuffy nose. At about 7 am I had a headache, fever of 37.6 Celsius, chills, and horrible body aches.

930625 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MI 60.0 60 F First, let me say that I had a diagnosed case of Coronavirus in April of 2020 last year.  I woke up about 12 hours - at about 3 or 3:30am - after receiving the vaccine to my teeth chattering and feeling like I was freezing.  It felt about the same as it did when I have Coronavirus before.  My head was hurting like a tension headache, I had a slight buzz in my ears, my neck, shoulders, back all hurt (body aches).  I felt pressure in my chest but unlike when I had the virus, I could still breathe.  Eventually instead of freezing, I got hot and my temperature went to 101.9.  I checked it several times with 3 different thermometers.  I became dehydrated quickly which I realized because I kept going to the bathroom.  My niece brought me Gatorade which helped.  I also took Naprxin 500mg.  On Thursday morning I felt better.  Now what remains to oday, Friday, 1/8 is a sore arm that feels HOT to the touch at the injection site.  I admit I am not looking forward to Moderna shot #2.  It gave me flashbacks of the Virus I suffered through for a month before being able to get a test and another month afterward from March 6 when I think I contracted it through May 15 when I tested negative.   I wish I understood why this happened to me and if it will happen again. I am reporting this because my Test was arraigned via my job and my CIO said I should.  A friend who I happened to see at the test site who tested a few patients after me has zero negative effects.

930626 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MI 26.0 26 F Fatigue, chills, low grade fever for 36 hours

930627 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NY 22.0 22 F Immediately after the vaccine a large welt formed at the site of vaccination.  There also was a red rash that appeared around the site.  Patient reported she didn't feel any pain.  After about 20 minutes the swelling went down.  She reported still not feeling any pain at the site.  We observed patient for 30 minutes.  Swelling went down, skin was not hot or flushed at the site.  Patient was instructed to continue to monitor and would follow up with emergency room or primary care if she felt it was necessary.  She was not given any medications while on site.  She continued to feel fine with no trouble breathing, no dizziness, or any other complaints.

930628 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 OR 50.0 50 F Had altered mental status after vaccination.  Potassium was low at 2.6; Lactate elevated at 5.7.  Head CT was normal.  PMHx: Diverticulitis and GERD.  She has history of Airway constriction and Hives with lo dose aspirin

930629 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 NC 56.0 56 F Fatigue, body aches, cellulitis at injection site

930630 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 WA 57.0 57 F 10 days after the vaccine injection, I developed an itchy, red, hard and hot spot at the injection site.

930631 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 40.0 40 M Large lump at injections sight, size approximately 9cm round, tender to touch first day after injection, 2nd day area itchy and much less tender.

930632 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 WA 34.0 34 F Abscess at site of vaccination which appeared about one week after.  Right shoulder/deltoid.

930634 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 PA 25.0 25 F 12 hours post-dose woke up with chills, fever, headache, full body aches, injection arm swollen, red, and painful

930635 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 AL 38.0 38 F Right axillary lymph node swollen and very painful

930636 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NY 34.0 34 M Axillary lymphadenopathy - left side, starting around 24-36 hours after the second dose and continuing beyond at least 72 hours (current time).  Some improvement in swelling with naproxen.  Mild pain.

930637 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Shaking chills, lasting 2-3 hours, onset about 10 hours after administration with associated fever Also had localized soreness at site of admin that began 4-6 hours after admin, and is still a little present 2 days post admin, but improving

930638 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 68.0 68 M As a physician for over 40 years I tend not to pay attention to my symptoms if I develop the flu or a virus. I just put up with it  I received a COVID-19 Moderna vaccination on January 7. Approximately 12 hours after I started to develop adverse reactions. These of Inc. severe myalgias, fever to 102, chills, headache, severe fatigue (to the point where it is difficult to get out of bed)  Not much reaction at the injection site. Hydrogen saturation  in the 90s and pulse in the 70s.  I did contract Covid in March 2020. I was alone for two weeks. However no respiratory problems or hospitalization.  I?m currently speculating that having had covered in March has resulted in a significant immune reaction from this vaccine.  I would appreciate your input on this.  Can I expect this again when I receive my second vaccine in one month?  Thank you

930639 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CO 32.0 32 F Numb face, bilateral arm numbness, difficulty breathing

930640 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CO 27.0 27 F Swelling, redness and itchiness around injection site one week after injection.

930641 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Woke up at 3 am, temperature of 99.6,  body aches, joint pain, brain fog and fatigue. Starting taking Advil and Tylenol every six hours. No respiratory issues.

930642 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Large lump 24 hrs after injection, headache, body ache.... Lump present for 5 days the disappeared ( i thought all was well no reaction.  Jan. 7,2021 Then overnight the lump reappeared and arm is itchy really bad, site hot to touch  arm swollen. Lump softball size, painful when bumped

930643 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 44.0 44 F High temp 1.5 days after shot, severe chills, body aches headaches, Symptoms are getting better but I?m into day 3 and still have a temp with moderate headache

930644 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Upon administering vaccine at 9:50am, needle came detached from syringe. Was able to administer some of dose before syringe became completely detached, but at least half of dose (0.25ml) spilled out and was not injected.    Consulted with MD, in-clinic. Per MD, administered 0.25ml (half dose) of Moderna Covid-19 vaccine 4 hours after 1st dose attempt (at 1:50pm).

930645 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WA 35.0 35 F Roughly 4-5 minutes following my vaccination I felt a rush of lightheadedness, tension in my neck, difficulty obtaining a deep breath, flushed and sweating. My vitals were obtained by on on-site medic HR/BP were elevated and SO2 had dropped. I was under direct supervision of a medic for roughly 45 mins, vitals were taken again half way through and had normalized but were still high in comparison to my usual. The light headed feeling and flushed feeling did not subside and I was unable to drive myself home, I had to leave my vehicle and arrange a ride from my husband. Since returning home I have battled sweats, chills, increased pain in my left shoulder, increased headache, body aches, tension in my neck and shoulders, and diarrhea. It has been 24 hours and an intense headache/neck ache still remains, some fluctuating warm/cold body temps, and diarrhea are still persisting.

930646 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 KY 42.0 42 F I woke up on 1/8/20 at 2:00 am with my left arm hurting badly.  I felt feverish, chilled, with a headache and full body muscles aches.  I checked my temperature at 7am and it was 100.5 oral.  I could barely get out of bed all day. My temperature peaked at 101 despite taking 400mg of Ibuprofen at 9am.  It is currently 8 pm on 1/8/20 and I still have a fever, muscle aches, headache and fatigue.

930647 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MA 41.0 41 F I was sitting in observation at minute 10 or 11. All of the sudden I felt as though my heart was racing, I developed numbness and tingling of both my arms as well as my legs. I then develop tingling and numbness of my face. I felt dizzy and as though I was going to pass out. I then sought help

930648 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NY 32.0 32 M severe injection site soreness (left arm) about 12-16 hours post moderna covid vaccine dose 1.  Severe tension headaches daily on days 2-5 post vaccine that could not be linked to other causes

930649 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 22.0 22 F Body aches, joint pain, fatigue, axillary lymph node swelling and pain

930650 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 UT 62.0 62 F At 2 am, I woke up to severe chills and body aches, and horrible migraine. I checked my temperature and it was 100.7. It continued to climb to 102.8. I took Tylenol and Ibuprofen all night and all day and could not get relief.  I missed a day of work because of this. I am still with fever as of 5:55 pm and the body aches and migraine. This was not explained to me. I feel like I did when I had Corona on the worst days. I am really praying that this ends so that I can go back to work tomorrow.   I thought that someone was supposed to call and check on us each day....

930651 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 32.0 32 U antiseptic taste in mouth, numb lips, resolved soon after.

930652 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TN 50.0 50 F Mild itching that started within 20 minutes of injection that I thought was a result of my sweater material.  But itching increased over a couple hours of time even after changing clothes.  No rash on body.  Just itching all over.  Benadryl helped calm itching  and it finally started subsiding around 4 hours later.

930653 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 AK 37.0 37 F Season received the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID 19 vaccine today at 8:30 and scheduled for 30 minute wait time because of prior history of anaphylaxis (non-vaccine).  Within a few minutes she developed light-headedness and dizziness, these symptoms continued to worsen so she notified our nurse who was observing post-vaccine patients.  She was promptly wheeled to our anaphylaxis room at 8:50 and placed in semi-Trendelenburg position. In addition to light-headedness and dizziness. she reported mild neck tightness and throat fullness.  She had facial flushing and conjunctival injection with some tearing.  She was monitored for Vital Signs and Oxygen Saturation.  Within 20 minutes her symptoms progressed to chest heaviness, increased effort to take a breath and shortness of breath.  She was mildly tachycardic with HR 96, though did not become hypotensive, B/P was 140/92.  She had no gastrointestinal symptoms.  She was anxious and "did not feel right", but did not report "impending doom". At 9:05 Epinephrine 1:1000, 0.3mL was administered IM, upper-outer thigh.  Symptoms began improving within 8 to 10 minutes and were mostly gone by 9:20. At 9:17 she was given Diphenhydramine Solution 25mg, Famotidine 20mg, Prednisone 20mg.   Her vital signs and Oxygen Saturation remained stable. (see flow sheet) Patient was monitored by an RN for 2 hours in our anaphylaxis room, on monitors, full crash cart present.

930654 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 WI 48.0 48 F 1/29/20: Mild arm pain at 0030, applied cold pack and took ibuprofen. At  0445, woke up with rigors, uncontrolled shaking (not just chills) and temp was 100.4.  Re-dosed with ibuprofen 600 mg (had taken  600 mg 4 hrs earlier).  Three hours later fever to 102.6, and fever persisted for 2+days. Fever persisted for the first 36 hrs despite fever reducers. Extreme muscle aches (as bad/worse than when ill with Covid), headache, fatigue, joint pain, unable to get out of bed for 48+ hrs.  See V-safe information as well for details. 12/30/20: to walk in/urgent care as recommended by my employer for Covid/influenza testing and tests all neg. Missed 3 days of work, unpaid. 1/2/2021: left arm/shoulder pain/joint pain and swelling, continued fatigue/headache but symptoms improving.

930655 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Upset stomache, nausea, bloating, insomnia, extreme body and joint pain, sensitivity to light, chest and back pain, head ache, dizziness.   Spoke to Doctor and suggested rest, pushing fluids, and switching between Tylenol and ibuprofen every 6 hours.

930656 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 21.0 21 F headache

930657 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CO 36.0 36 F 10 minutes after injection given, member reported that she felt swelling in throat and mouth. Was given 1 dose of epi 0.3mg IM in left thigh. Also given diphenhydramine 50mg PO. No worsening in symptoms but no improvement either. Dr recommended patient be sent to ER for further observation. Patient transported to ER .

930658 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MT 49.0 49 M body aches and HA started at noon

930659 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Flu-like symptoms (severe body aches, fever, headache, fatigue)

930660 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NY 43.0 43 F Chills, body shaking feeling very cold in hands, feet and shoulders /neck from 8pm til 11pm and then very warm. Restless due to pain throughout body and poor sleep Vs unable to sleep. Woke at 2:30 am to call into work. Checked temp at 101,6 (temps throughout Covid no higher than 98.5). Very tired and weak throughout 1/5/21 with lying in bed except to use bathroom abs brush teeth at 6pm.

930662 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WA 47.0 47 F Reported itchy throat, tongue, face apprx 10 mins after vaccine. Later that night she had all over body itching with no rash and mouth swelling, eye swelling. No SOB,  or difficulty swallowing.

930663 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MA 49.0 49 F With seconds after injection, at about 5:15 pm, there was a rush to my head. My nose became immediately and intensely congested to the point there was pressure, I felt heated and as I communicated that I may be having a reaction my throat started to swell. Then it suddenly released. A heat ban moved down my body to my abdomen.  I waited for about 20-25 minutes and felt fine. Then about 45 minutes later, I experienced tingling in my lips and very mild congestion. The tingling and mild congestion would perhaps come on and subside with less intensity over the next hour.  Very mild congestion continued on and off until the next afternoon.

930664 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 TX 26.0 26 F DPH (after the Lot number); I started with a very severe pounding tension headache - 6:00 am; very severe fatigue; very severe arm pain at injection site. And then unable to complete daily functions: do to headache; suffered from headache - took one gram tylenol to address a low grade fever that day and the headache, too. fever subsided with tylenol. Headache was relentless; I tried 600 mg of ibuprofen as well to treat headache with no success; Started to suffer severe pain; couldn't open eyes from pressure of headache. Went to ER due to never having such a severe headache before. Tests did not show pathology that would cause headache. Was given one liter of IV fluids. Was given 25 mg of benydryl ; 10 mg of compazine. Along with toradol. And 20 meq of potassium. Discharged home with two prescription migraine medications. Resolution of symptoms by 27th. COVID Test was negative result.

930665 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 KY 45.0 0 F Rash present at the top of the neck that appeared 30 minutes after vaccination 0.0

930666 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 CT 29.0 29 F left upper arm cellulitis

930667 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 PA 53.0 53 F 1/7/2020 in am-  injection site size of a quarter, red, hot to touch, itchy, painful.  Upper lip itchy for 3 hours.  Late afternoon developed joint pain, muscle aches, fatigue, chills, headache, nausea. 1/8/2020 3am  injection site size of 50 cent piece , red, hot to touch, itchy, painful , small bumps on upper arm and upper chest.   Chills, headache, joint pain, muscle aches, fatigue, nausea and diarrhea

930668 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 43.0 43 F This morning Friday 1/8/21  pt was given injection at 0912. At about 0930 pt C/O diaphoresis, lightheadness. Water was offered. BP taken  manually in 80s. 911 was called. Pt  suffering substernal pain. A/OX4 no fainting.  Paramedics arrived at 0940, assessed pt and EKG performed. Paramedics encouraged for pt to go to her  hospital, Pt declined and exited clinic on her own.

930669 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 AR 56.0 56 M patient begin to feel bad that night was admitted into hospital sometime in the next couple of days for dehydration, patient discharged home and then readmitted to hospital for positive covid testing after feeling very ill. Y 3

930670 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 NY 48.0 48 F The patient reported shortness of breast and difficulty breathing.  The patient's husband stated that he witnessed the patient having a seizure.   Patient advised to call EMS.  EMS took the patient to hospital.   The patient was stabilized after receiving emergency treatment.

930671 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Tinnitus, generalized fatigue, muscle- specifically mid back, achiness, neck muscle/trapezius achiness, soreness at injection site

930673 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CO 48.0 48 F 1 week after injection I developed well demarcated, red, hot, painful induration at the injection that traveled slightly down the arm

930674 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 WI 38.0 38 F Light headed, dizziness, pain in left arm from shoulder to elbow,  fluzzy and numb feeling on roof of mouth, sob, constricted throat,  altered sense of taste.   Episode lasted for about 30 minutes. I sat and rested, focusing on my breathing and not panicking.   I did not seek medical attention.

930675 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WA 65.0 65 F awakened at 0500 the following morning with a blinding migraine and nausea.  Prior to that there were no sequelae.  No redness or swelling at the injection site; mild generalized muscle aches.  Took ibuprofen 600 mg tid for 36 hours.  Additional -- difficulty concentrating, some word finding issues and fatigue.  Symptoms resolved after 52 hours.

930676 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 CA 36.0 36 F 12/23/2020 I started expecting the congestion  on 12/25/2020 I lost taste and smell & I felt out of breath and also had diarrhea.  12/26/2020 a doctor called me I express my symptoms he ordered a test for covid & I tested positive. On Saturday 01/02/2020 visited the ER to get help to breath

930677 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 39.0 39 F ?Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA?  On day 1 I felt as though I might faint when sitting down. On day 2 I am having significant arm pain, low grade fever, sore throat and I am just not hungry. I feel nauseated when I think of food. I am just exhausted.   My blood type is O positive if that matters

930678 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 45.0 45 F 11 hours after vaccination (12 midnight), I noticed a small redness on the injection site. Right after I saw that, I took a shower and  minutes after a shower I developed red itchy rash all over my arms and legs. Then my abdomen and back started to itch as well. Immediately I took  50 mg of Benadryl and went to sleep. Itch continued while I was trying to fall asleep. In the morning there was no rash on my body except for a small redness on my injection site. By the way, with the first shot that I had on December 19, 2020, Pfizer Lot # EH9899 in the same facility , I developed red, hot to touch, not raised rash all over my deltoid muscle of the left arm 2 days after the shot was administered and it lasted for 3 days with no change. Benadryl and Allegra did not help  with shot # 1.

930680 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 WY 67.0 67 F Patient presented to the vaccine clinic to receive her first dose of COVID vaccine. Administration and post vital signs went smoothly and vitals were stable. After patient left the facility it was discovered that the patient was given an undiluted dose of COVID vaccine.

930681 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 69.0 69 F redness, extensive swelling  at injection site and "fever" at injection site.  7 days after injection intense itching started

930682 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 TX 49.0 49 F Itching and burning raised rash on hands, wrists, injection site. Tx: Benadryl, cold compress

930684 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 WV 54.0 54 M "Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine  Symptoms:  chills, Fever 101, joint pain, headache, loose stools

930685 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MA 52.0 52 F Tues 1/5/21 heart flutter feeling shortly after vaccine administered (within 10 min.- went away Dizziness approx. 30 min later-went away 4pm- headache, dizziness, pain at injection site, lower back pain, scapulae pain 10pm-5am- chills, no fever  Wed 1/6/21 shaking chills in/out of shower despite hot water; chattering teeth Chills and freezing all day at work- wore scarf all day and had personal heater directly on me as well as hospital heat- still freezing Felt feverish at times, though did not check temp, no sweating headache all day, severe achiness at injection site, scapulae area, lower back, hips, joints- Took Tylenol throughout day/eve Eve took 2 hr nap then bedtime around 10:30pm Shaking shills all night long/ more like rigors; husband woke me up to ask if OK as I was shaking entire bed. Freezing feeling continued No fever, did not feel hot; short time later completely soaked- nightshirt, blankets, hair as if I had been in shower  Took Tylenol  Thursday 1/7 Headache, achiness severe Continued feeling freezing cold ( I am NEVER cold)- could not get warm despite covered with blankets Took nap then went to bed  Friday 1/8  woke with headache still- Tylenol though does not take away headache- have had continually since vaccine blisters on upper lips; blisters under both nostrils; swelling, pain of mucous membranes in nose L arm injection site red, very warm Entire upper arm hard and swollen  Still with symptoms as of 8pm this eve

930686 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PR 50.0 50 F Swollen Axillary Lymph Nodes up to the breast area.

930687 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 65.0 65 M Patient felt "tickle/scratchiness in throat" 10 minutes after vaccine; BP and pulse stable; no hives, itching, shortness of breath. Took 25 mg of Benadryl and monitored another 15 minutes. VSS; patient felt comfortable leaving; would be in hospital another hour or so,

930688 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NM 60.0 60 F Facial flushing, different sensation to head and ears, anxiety, unable to think. Pt. evaluated by MD, Benadryl 50mg IM administered with 1 hour in clinic observation. Pt. with improved breathing and relaxation, vitals stable.

930689 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AR 36.0 36 F Chills, fever, muscle aches, sweating spells, redness traveling down my arm under the injection site, severe arm pain, runny nose , increasing redness and swelling down  anterior tricep under injection site

930690 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NY 39.0 39 F I got the vaccine at 9:45am. I got a sudden sharp migraine after 3:15pm, which lasted till around 8pm. Around the same time I also experienced severe nausea, which lasted all night and I woke up with it today. I went to restroom to wash my hands and when I looked in the mirror I noticed 3 hives- 1 on my face under my left eye and 2 on my neck. My left eye was also itchy for about an hr or so.

930691 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MT 25.0 25 F body aches, nausea, chills

930692 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 23.0 23 U sharp abdominal pain on left side, bloating. Pain subsided but bloating still present at time employee left work at 4:30pm.

930693 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 33.0 33 F 4: 50 pm - 20 minutes after injection, pt reports feeling flushed, hot and itchy.  pt denies breathing trouble. 5: 03 pm  pt was evaluated by EMS BP 162/105, P91, O2 sat 100%, EKG done 5: 09 pm BP 136/84 P 86, O sat 100 %. Pt reports reports feeling better, declined transport to ED. Pt left AMA.

930694 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 58.0 58 M Arm started getting sore then it ran through my body and I got very a hey and got a temperature. Also got chill. Went away 2 days after vaccine

930695 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 FL 26.0 26 F Flu-like body aches and shivers; increased pain with migraine; significant lethargy

930696 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OR 39.0 39 F Had itchy hives on face and neck, some lip swelling, dizziness; Denied SOB or throat tightness.  Pfizer vaccine was given at 11:45 AM and reaction onset at 11:55.  VS at 12:10: BP 132/67; HR: 100; O2 96%;  Epi given at 12:22; Was taken to ED for observation.  Patient has PMHx of RA and Asthma; Meds include Methotrexate, Advair, Omeprazole, Vit D; Allergies to PCN and Percocet; Had anaphylactic reaction to sucralose for fit test.

930697 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 24.0 24 F Aches, tiredness, joint pain, nausea, vomiting, injection site swelling and redness

930698 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TN 34.0 34 F Jaw pain in TMJ area on both sides starting approximately 36 hours after vaccination.

930699 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 55.0 55 F Onset 1/6/21, injection site raised, red, warm to touch, swelling present, approximate size of a half dollar coin. On 1/8/21, size of welt increased to 5in x 3.5in with discomfort and soreness present, along with warm to touch. No fever present.

930700 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 PA 53.0 53 F 1/7/2020. AM- injection site size of a quarter, red, hot to touch, itchy , painful. Upper lip itchy x 3 hours . Afternoon chills, headache, joint pain, muscle aches, fatigue,  nausea.  1/8/2020 3am  injection site size of a 50 cent piece , red , hot to touch, itchy, painful, red bumps on upper arm and upper chest, chills, headache, joint pain , muscle aches, fatigue, nausea and diarrhea.

930701 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AK 37.0 37 F Chest Heaviness/Pressure

930702 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Patient c/o generalized tingling 35 minutes after receiving vaccine. BP taken and was elevated 169/112. tachy at 101. patient brought to ED for further evaluation.

930703 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 MD 68.0 68 F Sore throat, swollen lymph nodes, voice hoarse, no fever or cough ,started on third day after injection. Treated with Tylenol. Swollen glands improved today and throat improving but voice still hoarse.

930704 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 OR 57.0 57 F At 1431, pt received the first dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. Hx of anaphylactic reactions to penicillin as a child. At 1445, pt started complaining of tongue swelling, which proceeded to increase in severity. At 1449, Epi-Pen administered (0.3 mg) in R deltoid. At 1450, 50 mg diphenhydramine IM administered in L deltoid, followed by an additional dose at 1452 in R deltoid. 911 was called between 1445 - 1450. Pt was moved to another exam room where she could lay down because she was hypotensive, lightheaded, and pale. O2 sats remained between 95-98%, BP 81/53-190/100, P 94-136, RR 16-24 throughout. Tongue swelling improved slightly after receiving Epi-Pen. EMS arrived and were able to start an IV before transporting her to the local hospital at 1502.

930705 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 53.0 53 U Nausea but resolved soon after

930706 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 GA 38.0 38 F Redness, itching and swelling at injection site

930708 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MA 55.0 55 F Numbness and paresthesia around the lips and chin area. Metallic taste in mouth. Tip of Tongue feels as though I had something that was scolding hot, a mild sensation. It First happened a half hour after having the Moderna Vaccine Starting at 12:00 pm today 1/8/2021. Subsided approximately about a hour or so lat. Returning  back around 6:30 pm this evening  with mild numbness to my lips only and the same sensation to the tip of my tongue. No swelling and still have taste.

930709 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 LA 31.0 31 F 12/17/2020 Recieved 1st Pfizer covid injection on 12/25/2020 messaged her PCP for a swollen lymph node, not painful, (stated she has noticed for two weeks) was seen in her office on 12/28/2020  Blood work, CBC, US neck recommended CT with contrast 12/30  ct was performed recommended FNA biopsy, states it could be reactive  US guided biopsy is scheduled  states she feels fine and no other concerns  she is planning for 2nd vaccination today.

930711 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 38.0 38 F First day: Warm Next day: Soreness on left arm at injection site Body Aches

930712 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AL 50.0 50 F Headache, chills , achy

930713 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 39.0 39 F Tickle in throat / throat itching, Can't get a full swallow, anxious, jittery

930714 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 OR 43.0 43 F Dry throat progressed to cough that continued to severe cough, difficulty breathing, while driving. Pulled over and contacted paramedics.   Outcome unknown at time of report

930715 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 VA 27.0 27 F swollen left eye, hives on arms and legs, stuffy/runny nose

930716 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 34.0 34 F Redness and heat surrounding injection site

930717 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 UT 35.0 35 F Client c/o of SOB 15 min after vaccine was given, EMS was called 10 min later, EMS instructed to use epi pen. Epi was given per EMS.  Client felt better.  EMS transported client to medical facility.

930718 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Within 3 minutes of receiving vaccine, associate became flushed, tachycardic, tingling to chest and abdomen, and weakness of legs.  She was observed for 35 minutes by Drs. during this time period.  Symptoms resolved in entirety during this time.  Associate was later contacted by Dr. via phone follow-up 1 hour after leaving vaccine clinic and associate reports symptoms continue to be resolved and did not reoccur.

930719 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 PA 24.0 24 F Redness, swelling,itching, pain at injection site? about 2 inches in diameter

930720 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 37.0 37 M 4:15 pm- 10 minutes after injection pt reports feeling dizzy, cold, and throat dryness.  Pt denies short of breath, chest pain or swallowing difficulties. 4:20 pm Pt evaluated by EMS. BP 140/108, P 95, O2 sat 100% 4:25 pm BP 142/99, P 94, O2 sat 100 %. pt reports feeling better and declined transport to ED

930721 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 50.0 50 F Extreme headache, very painful joints

930722 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NM 57.0 57 F Pt. started feeling tingling in lips and facial flushing within 2 minutes after administration. Dr. in clinic for pt. assessment. Pt. uneasy/anxious with increased facial flushing to face and some mild swelling to lips. Pt. with tingling sensation to right side of body. Benadryl 100mg IM administered immediatly per Dr.'s order. Epi-Pen also available if needed. Pt. with improved redness to face and lips after administration.

930723 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 FL 32.0 32 F Fever, joint pain, back pain, headache Took 800 mg of ibuprofen twice with some symptom relief

930724 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 VA 36.0 36 F Low grade generalized itching without rash beginning approximately 5 hours after injection; injection site soreness within an hour of injection

930725 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MO 53.0 53 F Entered post-monitoring area at 1750, notified RN of prior itching and hives post first dose COVID-19 vaccination. Reported that she had taken Benadryl 50mg PO after first vaccination. Pt reported today 1/7/20, she took medication prior to COVID-19 vaccination: Pepcid 40mg PO at 1626. Benadryl 25mg PO at 1626.  1810: pt c/o scalp itching, visible redness to itchy area on scalp. BP 158/84 (101), HR 82, regular rhythm, SpO2 97%, RR 18, Temp=97.5F  1812: 25mg Diphenhydramine HCL oral solution given PO for itching to scalp.  1818: BP 159/93 (108), HR 78, regular rhythm, SpO2 98%, RR 17, Temp =98 F  1822: Splotchy redness noted to pt's L lower arm, no itching. Redness noted to L upper chest with pt c/o itching to L upper chest area, R neck, nose and R toes itching. Pt denies difficulty breathing, swallowing. SpO2=98%  1830: BP 172/84 (105), HR 82, regular rhythm, SpO2 100%, RR 16, Temp=97.5 F Pt denies any new areas of itching, scalp, R toes, R neck and R chest area still itchy. No c/o difficulty swallowing or breathing. No throat clearing.  1837: pt notes improvement in scalp and nose itching. Redness to L arm and chest improved.  1845: BP 165/80 (102), HR 85, regular rhythm, RR 16, SpO2=99%, Temp =98.2 F Pt c/o itching again to R side of scalp with redness noted to scalp.  1850: 25mg Diphenhydramine HCL oral solution given PO for itching and redness to scalp.  1900: BP 153/87 (104), HR 85, regular rhythm, RR 12, SpO2=98%, Temp=97.6 F Pt reports mild scalp itching with some improvement since second dose of diphenhydramine. No other itching or redness noted.  1915: BP 171/86 (107), HR=80, regular rhythm, RR 12, SpO2=99%, Temp=97.4 F pt reports mild itching to L scalp and L chest, no significant redness noted.  1930: Pt denies worsening symptoms, no additional itching or redness. Gave pt discharge instructions to not exceed 100mg of Diphenhydramine in a 4 hour period. Recorded times and amounts of diphenhydramine given during post vaccine monitoring period. Pt denies feeling drowsy and is comfortable driving home. Directed patient to call emergency services from home with any worsening of rash or trouble breathing, feeling faint, or any other concerning symptoms. Pt's husband will be at home with pt, aware of additional monitoring needed post vaccine.

930726 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NC 44.0 44 F Fever to 101.4, rigors/ chills. Nausea and vomiting. Swollen axillary lymph nodes, body aches and headache.

930727 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 OR 36.0 36 F Instant bleeding at site, with arm swelling and pain--held firm pressure; followed by scratchy throat requiring 50 mg benadryl.  Monitored x 30 minutes. Benadryl helped with scratchy throat, but arm was still very painful and swollen.

930728 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 56.0 56 F Sore arm at injection site

930729 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 KY 48.0 48 F 3 days  of extreme pain and swelling and inflammation at injection area as well as headache, nausea and dizziness.

930730 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 31.0 31 F 2:45 pm - 10 minutes after receiving vaccine pt reports throat tightness and sensation of lump in throat,  and rash to face and chest  2:50 Pm pt evaluated by EMS  and transported to Hospital pt reports is 10 weeks pregnant

930731 12/29/2000 01/08/2021 NH 37.0 17 F Redness, pain swelling at the area for 2-3 days, then almost completely went away. Day 7, redness, swelling, hot area developed with off and on again low grade fever. Area spread downwards for 2 days, then stopped spreading, swelling gone, redness faded somewhat but red area is still present and low grade fever still off and on.

930732 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 52.0 52 F Had minimal pain at injection site on night of vaccine 12/30/20 and the next day 12/31/20 with no redness or swelling at the site. On 1/1/21 the pain had gone and still had no redness or swelling at the site. Then on 1/7/21 around 1400 I noticed it was itching at the injection site and there was a 1cm area of redness and induration. By 2100 on 1/7/21 the redness and induration had grown to 5-6cm and area was warm. On 1/8/21 by 1500 the redness and induration had grown to 8cm and redness starting to go down the arm. At 1900 the area is still about 8cm and now left axillary lymphadenopathy has developed. I am a NP and am watching it, I will seek treatment tomorrow if no improvement or if it worsens.
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930733 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Nausea.  Vomiting.  Migraine.  Hot, but had constant cold chills Body aches, head to toe.  Extremely tired.  Super sore on injection site and about 4 inches surrounding.

930734 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 63.0 62 F headache

930735 01/31/2020 01/08/2021 FL 42.0 42 F Moderna COVID-19  Vaccine  My injection  site started to get red, fevered to the touch, hard and itch and tingle. 7 days after my 1st dose of the vaccine (01/07/2021 . The red site is about the size of a ?playing card.?  I have felt fine other than the place on my arm, NO trouble breathing, no rapid heart rate, no rash.

930736 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Dizzy, lightheaded, left arm numb. O2 saturation 98%. HR 68 and strong. No SOB. Color pink. BP WNL. Laying down, drinking juice. After lying flat and drinking juice pt. began to feel better. Symptoms resolved and felt ok to leave. Encouraged to go to ED if symptoms worsen.

930737 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 61.0 61 M Approximately 18 hrs after vaccination, pt woke up with injection site soreness, Tmax 104, dizziness, myalgias, athralgias.

930738 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 52.0 52 F Immediately after receiving vaccine patient reports numbness at the right arm, just below the elbow.  Patient cleared by EMS, patient Patient advised to call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room for any additional issues as needed.  Also advised to sign up for v-safe.

930739 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 35.0 35 F Large spot of irritated skin at injection site that has grown over a period of 5 days; took Benadryl capsules by mouth and applied Benadryl ointment, cold compress to the site

930740 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 OR 61.0 61 F Blurry vision, hard time focusing, "even with my glasses."

930741 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 WA 32.0 32 F cellulitis / skin reaction developing 4 days later Started cefadroxil for cellulitis and resolved completely after 2 days. Back to normal

930743 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Right arm swelling, redness onset 9days after vaccine

930744 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Large, swollen, indurated, erythematous wheel noticed at 7AM on 1/7/2021 Temperature was 99.9 at 11:07AM, 100.4 at 12:38PM, 101.6 at 2:08 PM, 102.3 at 5:30pm on 1/7/2021 During the day, significant muscular pain in the low back and throughout Took Tylenol for first time at 5:45pm with resolution of the fever causing significant sweating.  Abdominal discomfort beginning 1/7/2021 with loose stool 1/8/2021 Fatigue all day 1/7/2020

930745 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 CA 72.0 72 F Day of injection - sore injection site Day 1 post injection - headache, nausea Day 2 post injection - nausea  Day 3 post injection -  increasing nausea, gas Day 4 post injection -  Loose stool x 7, gas, nausea

930746 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 61.0 61 F Patient complained of being dizzy and having anxiety after immunization. Patient cleared by EMS. Patient advised to call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room for any additional issues as needed. Also advised to sign up for v-safe.

930747 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 53.0 53 U Nausea but resolved soon after

930748 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NM 51.0 51 F Severe heartburn with gastric reflux. MD notified antacid prescribed. Pt. provided 15ml of ALOH/MGOH/SIMETHICONE 400/400/40MG/10ML. No SOB or chest pain noted. Heartburn pain decreased from 5/10 to 1/10 15minutes after medication administration.

930749 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 60.0 60 F L shoulder tightness and throbbing, light headedness, tightness in hand / jaw / shoulder

930750 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 26.0 26 F 1) 100.4F body temperature. Body aches and fatigue. Lasted ~12 hours.  2) Injection site soreness. Lasted ~12 hours.

930751 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 45.0 45 F Fever 102.5 x 24 hours at this time. Chills, body aches, headache and fatigue. Some chest discomfort

930752 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 OR 66.0 66 M Pt received 1st dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 01/04/2021 in L deltoid. Came back to clinic at 0800 on 01/06/2021 c/o excruciating pain in entire L arm radiating to neck, chest, and around his upper and lower back. States it started the evening of 01/04/2021 and progressively has gotten worse. States it woke him up at 0130 on 01/06/2021 and that he hadn't been able to get back to sleep because of the pain. Rated pain 9.5/10. No redness or s/s of infection at injection site. Some swelling present at the site. L forearm and hand were slightly erythematous, and he was unable to move arm or fingers much. RN had to assist with putting his jacket back on. States has tried ice packs, tylenol, ibuprofen, tramadol, gabapentin, and oxycodone with no relief. BP 143/93, P 77, RR 22, O2 sat 96%. Advised to call PCP and either wait until urgent care in town opens at 1100, or if he can safely drive to another city, go to urgent care there because they open at 0800. Advised if unable to drive to other city and can't wait until 1100, to go to the ER.   On 01/07/2021, called pt in the evening to follow up. Pt stated he did go to the ER in town right after coming to the clinic, where they performed an ultrasound of his arm to check for retained fluid, but his results were normal. Pt states ER advised him to try hot packs on his arm and to return if he still found no relief. Pt states the hot packs did help some, but was still experiencing pain 6/10, but that the intensity of it had worn off a little and that it was becoming more manageable

930753 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 MA 60.0 60 M I woke up at approximately 4:00 am with an extremely dry mouth. I went into the bathroom and took a drink of water. I returned to bed. I noticed that my breathing was becoming more rapid. I had trouble catching my breath. I sat up on the side of the bed. My heart was pounding and quick. My breathing was difficult. I woke up my wife. After about 5 minutes my symptoms improved. She took my pulse which was now at 62ppm.  I laid back down in a reclined position. My symptoms of difficulty breathing and elevated heart rate quickly returned. My pulse was now up to 98 ppm.  I sat up again. My symptoms gradually improved. Being unsure of what was going on my wife called 911.  The ambulance arrived in about 8 minutes.  I was about 60% better. Vitals were improving other than my blood pressure which was 180/100 Being unsure of what was happening, I was transported to Hospital.   I  had a chest x-ray, a chest CT scan with contrast to rule out a blood clot, blood work including tests to rule out MI x2. All test were negative.  By about 6:30 am I was feeling at least 80% better. My breathing I felt had returned to normal. My pulse was down into the 50"s which is my normal range.

930754 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 AR 34.0 34 M Onset of dizziness within moments of receiving the vaccine which has persisted for hours and has not let up  but is mostly mild. Mild nausea at the moment.

930755 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 MN 40.0 40 F Increase in blood pressure, feeling of "ice sensation down vaccination arm  (Left), was ok during the 15 minute observation period then returned and requested EpiPen, felt swelling may be starting, 1 Epi pen administered and 911 called, EMS took patient to local hospital for additional observation and treatment if needed.

930756 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NH 36.0 36 M Fever, aches and arm pain. Did seem to resolve with Tylenol

930757 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 TX 39.0 39 F She has shortness of breath the next day

930758 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Raynauds developed in third digit of the right hand. Tip was completely numb and white. Resolved after 20 minutes in hot water. No history of raynauds. Also headache and nausea and body aches.

930759 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 WI 53.0 53 F 11:40AM PATIENT STARTED FEELING RED/ITCHY/WARM 11:45AM 50MG DIPHENHYDRAMINE ORAL GIVEN  11:58AM BLOOD SUGAR 123. PULSE 72. PATIENT DRANK COCA COLA  12:21PM BREATHING HEAVY, THROAT FEELING OKAY/NOT SWOLLEN 12:30PM WOBBLY LEGS 1:20PM PATIENT CALLED PCP, SUGGESTED PATIENT GO TO ER DUE TO BLOOD SUGAR DOWN TO 55 WHILE EATING SANDWHICH AND AFTER HAVING SODA. 2:10PM PATIENT FEELING BETTER, BP DOWN, OK TO WALK 3:30PM WENT TO ER, 5PM DISCHARGED ON PREDNISONE FOR REACTION

930760 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 GA 51.0 51 F Severe headache intractable to NSAIDs and acetaminophen. Pain and swelling at injection site. Body aches and temp to 101.1

930761 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Swollen, red rash on both legs that is itchy. Started a few hours after the vaccine and continued to get worse and more swollen.

930762 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 45.0 45 F Fever, chills, muscle and joint pain

930763 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 27.0 27 F On Wednesday January 6th, I started to have itching, swelling, and redness at the injection site. The injection site continued to swell and was warm/hard to the touch, with mild pain. I took Benadryl that night (Jan 6th). On the morning of January 7th, the swelling had gone down but redness and warmth at injection site was still present. I took Benadryl that night (Jan 7th) as well. Today, January 8th, the redness and warmth is still present.

930764 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 DE 60.0 60 F Excruciating pain in left hip, lower back, and middle of back for the past two weeks. Coughing, tiredness, and headaches for the past two weeks.

930765 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 ME 54.0 54 F first day of vaccine, developed a runny nose (Wednesday, Jan 6) second day, felt fatigued third day, felt lungs were burning and chest heaviness, tachycardia ~ 90's (today) went to an urgent care at work place tonight, lungs clear

930766 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 52.0 52 F Mid back pain, Right hip numbness, macular rash on administered arm

930767 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 34.0 34 F patient reported left arm numbness and tingling, from site of injection left deltoid down arm lateral to 3rd, 4th, and 5th fingers.  also reported palpitations.  onset shortly after vaccine given.    mild paresthesia in left forearm noted.  no other neurologic abnl.  also with erythema and warmth surrounding injection site approx. 4-5 cms.  no rashes noted.  hypertensive to 160/100 and tachycardic to 120 (sinus tach, intermittently, sometimes with heart rate 100 at rest without anyone in the room.)

930768 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 RI 42.0 42 F Headache within 45 min of injection. Nausea and Headache after 24 hours. Currently almost 36 hours later I am still nauseous. I took Zofran. And extra strength tylenol. My blood sugars are running a little high despite insulin pump and frequent monitoring. No ketones. Temp is 100.

930769 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 OH 56.0 56 F Fever 100.7, severe joint pain, chills, headache, stiffness

930770 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 48.0 48 F Extremely itchy all over. Redness on neck, chest, arms and trunk. Raised red areas over same

930771 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 49.0 49 F developed flushed sensation, tingling all over, lightheadedness right after receiving Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine.  By the time of assessment in ED, sxs have resolved other than residual numbness of lips.

930772 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 58.0 58 F itchy throat, HR 108, BP 161/107 > 149/87

930773 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 89.0 89 F Patient reported having light headedness and then developed chest heaviness. 911 was activated to respond to the facility.

930774 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OR 28.0 28 F Pt developed firm,  tender, indurated area at injection site 2cm after initial soreness wore off about 2-3 days ago.  Also having some night sweats and mild sweating during the day.  Temp of 99.3.

930775 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 IN 64.0 64 M Severe musculoskeletal pain, severe fatigue, poor memory, poor cognitive function, weight loss, loss of appetite, injection site pain

930776 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 SC 51.0 51 F Facial swelling, shortness of breath, nasal stuffiness, tachycardia >150, IV solumedrol, Benadryl and Pepcid  Relief in symptoms upon discharge at 2330

930777 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Patient presented to the emergency department with sensory loss and loss of reflexes, evaluated by neurology and diagnosed with Guillain- Barre Syndrome thought to be secondary to the Pfizer Covid Vaccine Y

930778 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 TX 37.0 37 M 7cm diameter area of redness and induration. Mild local soreness and warmth.

930779 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 CA 62.0 62 F 10:23pm felt a slight headache and nausea.  Left work at 10:43pm since didn't feel good.  While on road, my tongue started to tingle and then my lips started to tingle and both sides of face felt numb. This started around 10:50pm?  Went to bed and woke up Sat with same tongue, lip tingleling and face numbness.  Lips felt very swollen. Felt that way throughout the weekend.  On Monday, went back to work place injection area and requested someone talk to me.  Nurse practioner came out and spoke to me, asked about balance of facial features, no problem breathing or swallowing and gave me 25mg benadryl to take 3 times a day.  Did nothing but make me sleepy.  She calls me Tue am and told me to make an appt with PCP.  Made phone appt  for Wed.  Dr calls me Wed am and gives me presciption for 60mg Prednisone to take for a week (at this time symptoms are the same).  the first 3 days taking Prednisone the intensity of tingleling seems to lessen day by day.  But on 4th day, the symptoms stopped lessening.  Finished the meds anyway. Last 3 days, i've also had that mild headache back in addition to the numbness from face traveling up to my ears. Past few days the tingling in tongue isn't confined to just the edges of the tongue.  It started with the first 1/4 of whole  tongue and is today tingleling in the front half of whole tongue.  One good thing so far is the past few days, my lips feel way less swollen and tingleling is lessening. So, riding this out, hoping it will  end sometime this year.  Will not be getting the second shot.  Just so you know.

930780 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 26.0 26 F At 1545 patient c/o tingling lips.  At 1600 patient c/o trouble swallowing and Epi 0.3mg administered at 1605 in R thigh.  At 1613 patient reported trouble swallowing wasn't improving, 25mg po Benadryl given without difficulty and 911 called.

930781 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 CA 24.0 24 F I woke up at 2am with a fever of 102.3, body aches, chills and headache. The fever lasted for 24 hours and the headache lasted 48 hours.

930782 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 FL 31.0 31 M After receiving the injection, patient become disoriented. After waiting in the parking lot for 15 minutes, patient developed a few hives, was dizzy, chest was tight, and patient had overall discomfort. Patient went back into the facility and reported to staff and was given Benadryl, which slowly started to help. Patient eventually was able to leave, but symptoms, although got better with the benadryl, was uncomfortable for a while, and chest was tight, with dizziness. Hives went away after ingesting medication.

930783 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 68.0 68 F fever, chills, bad stomach slow fever which increased

930784 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Tingling lips for short duration, resolved without aid. No desire to be evaluated.

930785 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 LA 41.0 41 M Really painful dead-arm, body got chills then switched to getting hot after a few hours, fatigue.

930786 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Tachycardic, HR to 108, BP 152/72, improved over 5 minutes sitting

930787 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 NH 27.0 27 F Approximately a 1 inch large lump in my left armpit.  Painful. Have never had anything like this before

930788 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 49.0 49 F Patient reported dizziness after injection. Given gatorade and pretzel. Still reporting head fogginess and dizziness with clammy hands. 12:33 pm head fogginess was better, no further clamminess in hands. Stood up and reporting feeling better. Increased observation time to 30 minutes. At 45 minutes patient feeling better. Care provided by RN on staff .

930789 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 58.0 58 F Difficulty breathing; chest pain, headache. vital signs at 1148: BP 188/97; pulse 107. Vital signs at 1153: BP 162/99, pulse 99; respiration 22; Blood glucose at 98 milligrams per deciliter.   At 1144 patient give Epinephrine  using epi-pen. At 1145 patient on oxygen at 2L/minute.

930791 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IL 49.0 49 F Onset approximately 45 minutes to an hour after receiving, I began to feel very "swimmy" in my head,  like I  had consumed lot of alcohol in a short time. I felt a lot of pressure behind my nose, but not a stuffy nose. The woozy feeling also brought on some nausea. I felt like I couldn't focus, like I was in a daze or fog. This lasted throughout the following day. Left arm at sight of injection was sore starting 2 hours after shot, couldn't raise left arm x2 days. Still sore but manageable. I took a zofran for the nausea.

930792 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 WA 43.0 43 F One week after receiving the Covid vaccine, pt was seen by telemedicine in our clinic with symptoms of local cellulitis. The area was red, swollen and warm to touch.

930793 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AR 28.0 28 F Initially bleeding and swelling at injection site (believe  it hit a blood vessel), immediately hit with a wave of dizziness, fast heart rate and tingling in throat.  Since being home injection site has bruised and I have red streaking down the front of my arm with terrible pain and swelling.

930794 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 47.0 47 F Terrible headache for 19 hours which started 1 hour after shot. Headache again with heaviness 25 hours after shot including dizziness with bending. 35 hours after dose, had dull pain on the inside prominence of my right elbow (arm I got my shot). This pain lasted for 8 hours. Also accompanied with fatigue.

930795 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IL 29.0 29 F fever 99.6 for 12 hours, soreness in upper arm and injection site

930796 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 GA 29.0 29 F Day one left arm slightly swollen and sore.  Day 2-3 redness present with soreness. small lump under skin. Headaches Day 4 redness growing in size (about size of quarter) with hard nodule under skin Day 5-10 enlarging redness (about 2.5inches by 2 inches diameter) dark red ring present with central clearing. Area is warm to touch.

930797 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OK 30.0 30 F Injection site swollen, tenderness, warm to touch, red, itchy, and pain when there is pressure.

930798 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 ID 53.0 53 M within 10 minutes of receiving vaccine, patient reported having neck tightness and chest tightness; patient was feeling warm and blood pressure was elevated; diphenhydramine 25mg was given and patient was taken to ER. ER reported it was a mix of a slight reaction and anxiety from receiving the vaccine. Patient was sent home from ER and is doing fine.

930799 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 HI 33.0 33 F Headache, bodyaches, and intermittent nausea and dry heaving peaking 26-32 hours post vaccine.

930800 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 NY 71.0 71 F Onset of tachycardia 5 minutes after injection which lasted 10-15 minutes. Resolved by itself.

930801 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 OH 45.0 45 F Day 8 post vaccination a rash/hives developed under the injection site. Signs and Symptoms: redness, itching, swelling.

930802 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F Redness and itching on the left ear lobe and nose, lasted for about 1 hour and symptoms resolved on its own in 1 hour.  Did not need to call  physician.

930805 12/01/2020 01/08/2021 FL 32.0 32 F Large red area about 7 inches long and 4 inches wide with raised edges especially at bottom constant deep tenderness and armpit pain

930806 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 36.0 36 F Itchy, hard, rough, burning

930807 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 31.0 31 F hyperthermia, tachycardia, chills, malaise, anxiety, sensitive skin/nerves, muscle and joint aches/pains.

930808 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 ID 41.0 41 F 0930 vaccine, and at 1030am (1 hour after vaccine injection) pt experienced red, hot rash from left deltoid injection site up to her neck.  Pt states that she took Benadryl at 1230 and  this rash and redness is now resolved.

930809 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 TX 47.0 47 F over 48 hrs after vaccination, significant erythema and edema of my injection site occured with tender skin.  Expanded to approximately an area approximately 20 cm in diameter

930810 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NY 43.0 43 F Fever, night sweat, headache, arm swelling, sore arm, extreme fatigue.

930811 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 WI 60.0 60 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine   Patient received Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine at 1043.   Patient complained of tingling throat, no swelling noted. Patient alert, oriented and talking/answering questions appropriately. Voice noted to become hoarse with continued conversation. EMS alerted and took over care at 1107.

930812 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NY 29.0 29 F Body aches Chills Fatigue Tired Soreness in arm Headache

930813 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MN 37.0 37 F Sore arm for 72 hours Body aches, joint pain and fatigue starting at 27 hours post vaccination that lasted 12 hours

930814 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 31.0 31 F R shoulder/upper arm pain that began suddenly, gradually worsened from 7/10 - 10/10. Pain radiated to middle upper back. Nausea. Anxiety.

930815 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 37.0 37 M Started with headache then fatigue towards the end of the day. Overnight low grade fever, chills, severe myalgias and joint aches. In the morning nausea and dry wretching. Symptoms Vaccination was given around 10AM, Headache started immediately and the rest of them about 8-10 hrs later

930816 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 MD 59.0 59 F Hardness and warmth on 1/7/21 Redness noted on 1/8/21 at around 9:30 pm

930817 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 GA 41.0 41 F About 5minutes after vaccination had syncope episode, in and out for about 5-10, malaise, feeling like ? under anesthesia since then.

930819 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 CT 26 F Received first dose of Pfizer vaccine @ 4:30PM 12/28/2020. Full body rash starting @ 7:30PM day of injection lasting until today (Jan 8th 2021) although much less severe.    Rash was hot to touch, not itchy, and very blotchy first few days. Dec 30-Jan 5 2021 low grade fever, chills, diarrhea, sore throat. Thought possibly COVID+; tested Dec 31 @ Hospital and was negative.   No other allergic reactions such as throat swelling, itchiness, eye irritation at all. Alough I did take one Benadryl at ~9PM 12/28.

930820 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 MO 36.0 36 F Individual presented with a rash on her torso. It didn't look like hives--more like lines.  Said she did not remember seeing this rash prior to receiving the Moderna vaccine.

930821 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 OK 37.0 37 F fever dizziness headache

930822 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 ID 29.0 29 F Patient is a 29 y.o. year-old female that presented to the clinic today for a Moderna COVID-19 vaccine.  Moderna COVID-19 vaccine was administered at: Time: 1820       Date: 1/8/2021   Patient presented with symptoms at time 1837.  Patient's symptoms include the following:   Skin and Mucosal symptoms: Yes: Swelling of the throat and nose. Patient states that her nose started to feel funny and her throat was tight. She also noticed that her arm was red and swollen.    Respiratory Symptoms: No   Gastrointestinal Symptoms: No   Cardiovascular: No   The following actions were performed: Bendaryl 25mg administered as a single dose, patient brought to exam room by RN & MA.  Vitals taken every 5 minutes while monitoring patient condition. At 1849 patient reported that her throat was feeling better. Patient had a localized reaction at the site of injection Left upper arm including redness, swelling and warm to touch.  At 1903 RN reevaluated patient and reports that her redness is decreasing in her left arm and the throat/nose numbness was getting better. PA-C came into the room and evaluated patient. She said she sounds good and did not appear to be in distress. Patients husband drove her home after patient was monitored for approximately 40 minutes. Prior to patient leaving clinic RN advised patient of the 911/emergency room protocol .  Patient verbalized understanding and was escorted out by RN to her car.   Incident reported to VAERS and database report completed   1/8/2021

930823 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MI 30.0 30 F Fatigue, body aches, chills, very sore site extremity all last about 24 hours, rigid neck, headache

930824 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 MN 50.0 50 F 1000 - Jan 6, I am a nurse, I was with a patient when I had to remove myself from patient care, as I was light-headed and dizzy and nausea.  I took a Zofran to relief my intense nausea.  I went home and slept for 2 hours.  Also had body aches and a fever of 100.4 Temporally, and Chills.  I ate little that night and went to bed as intense fatigue took over.  I woke the next morning, and felt fine.

930825 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Redness, itching, swelling, hard lump and hot to touch around injection site 8 days after vaccine was administered. Swelling/hard lump grew twice in size in 48 hours. PCP stated this is probably an delayed localized immune reaction of hives.

930826 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 GA 35.0 35 M Events of 7 Jan 21 (~15 hrs after first dose) 0600 - woken by cold chills/shivering 0800 - chills subsided, but tingling sensation similar to drinking a large energy drink (ie. Monster) 1000 - muscle and joint aches throughout body, mild chills, very fatigued  1200 - headache begins.  No change to muscle/joint pain, chills, or fatigue.  Take ibuprofen for pain 1400 - peak of all pain and fatigue with massive headache, shivering chills and tingling throughout surface of skin.  Very hard to focus on tasks. 1600 - most of the pain has gone away and barely noticeable.  Headache, chills and tingling have mostly gone away. 1800 - all prior symptoms cleared.  Only thing remaining is soreness where vaccine was injected. 8 Jan 21 0730 - After 9 hours of sleep, all symptoms remain cleared. 2200 - all symptoms remain cleared.  Injection site soreness barely noticeable.

930828 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 VA 22.0 22 M Headache. Nausea. Chills. Fatigue. Exhaustion. Vomiting. Joint pain. Lasting over 24 hours so far.

930829 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 52.0 52 M 24 hours after injection fever began. Also Experienced chills and headache. 36 hours after injection fever peaked and then broke. 40 hours after injection symptoms subsided.

930830 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 GA 40.0 40 F Going to bathroom constantly, arm sore and swollen with a big knot/ more like a circular bruise, fever as if I had covid19 again, weak

930832 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 NY 56.0 56 M Itchiness starting with both hands front and back on day 7 progressing to itchiness to top of both feet and both elbows. Noticeable raised red lesions on day 9. Cortisone cream and lidocaine cream minimally effective. Will try one Benadryl cap before bed. Will consider pcp office visit if sx do not resolve by Monday (day 14).

930833 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 IN 23.0 23 F Symptoms Lasted 12 hours:  Achy Fever 99.5  headache  sensitive to light  cold but felt hot    Took Tylenol to help with symptom

930834 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 59.0 59 F Developed severe chills, body aches, mild fever of 100.5. Lasted about 30 hours. Treated with Tylenol. Had to miss a day of work. Have lingering fatigue and headache after 2 days.  Also morning after vaccination had about 5 minutes of tachycardia with HR of 165 bpm. Resolved after taking blood pressure which was 114/69 with HR of 85 bpm. No further episodes.

930836 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 GA 57.0 57 F Elevated heart rate, shortness of breath, headache

930837 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 OH 30.0 30 F I know this is NOT a "live vaccine" but i did turn up positive  for covid on 1/4/2021. my menstrual was delayed after shot by 2 days which is usual for me.

930838 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IN 79.0 79 M Elevated Temp 100.2

930839 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 OH 35.0 35 M Confusion, disorientation, memory loss, nausea, vomiting, brief episode, approximately 2 hours

930840 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 CA 68.0 68 F woke up with 100.5 fever, head ache, chills , generalized body aches, stomach ache,  Called my work, they ordered, rapid Covid 19 test, waited for 3 hours and came back negative, but  I'm having  fever 100.3  for two nights and 99.0  at day time, with head ache and stomach ache,

930841 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 AK 54.0 54 F Severe bilateral headache and chills with nausea and unlike any headache I have ever had. Treaty with Goody headache powder, 2 vicodin and 16 hours of sleep. Outcome, it went away though I missed a day of work.

930842 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 AR 38.0 38 F Fever, injection site tenderness,  body aches, joint pain, severe headaches, fatigue

930844 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IN 77.0 77 F Elevated Temp 100.2

930845 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NM 26.0 26 F Headache Body ache Fatigue Painful soreness at the injection site Swollen lymph nodes on arm of injection site - painful sore ness Chest pain

930846 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 WI 44.0 44 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Given at Hospital L upper arm has been achy / painful at injection site and has not gone away, gets worse with some motions, has not been red or swollen Makes dressing, reaching, dishes, laundry, putting on a backpack, working with patients all painful (I am a physical therapist in the hospital) I have an old injury to the long head tendon of my biceps in the L arm and originally thought it just flared that up for some reason, but the pain is also more lateral by the injection site I have been resting it, trying not to aggravate it, using some tylenol as needed for sleeping as positioning is hard lately, and it's been hurting more towards the end of the day It is not getting better, and I feel like may be getting a little worse. I am going to start icing it this weekend too.  It is starting to affect how I do my daily activities and my job - I am considering going to the doctor

930847 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CT 78.0 78 M Sore injection site, fever, chills,extreme muscle fatigue 24 hours after injection.       Full ?recovery ? by 1/8(Friday)

930848 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Anaphylactic shock. I was sent to the hospital. They weren?t able to get me stable at the clinic  even after the epi pen injection.

930849 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 23.0 23 F Three hours after I received the vaccine, I began to feel extremely tired and had a headache. Five hours after, the injection site had a pinkish color and felt sore. Then it was difficult to move my arm due to the soreness that traveled from my right upper arm to my right shoulder. I went to bed after taking Tylenol due to the headache and body aches. I woke up on 01/08/2021 with a severe migraine and general body aches. I took Tylenol in the morning and spent the day sleeping due to the migraines, malaise, and body ache. Throughout the day, I also experienced hot flashes and minimal nausea.

930850 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 WA 44.0 44 F Injection site was red, swollen/raised, itchy, painfull thru to today 01/08/2021. Bodily reactions are achy, fatigue, drowsy, headaches, mild temp up to 100.0 (01/07/2021). As of 01/04/2021, other than temperature differences, my other bodily symptoms we minimum to none. But the injection site reaction continues. Originally the symptoms started about 2.5hrs post injection.

930851 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 IN 90.0 90 F Elevated Temp 100.6

930852 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 UT 32.0 32 F About 10 minutes after getting the Modena vaccine my face started getting numb.  The most predominant area is my forehead and right side of my face, and the corner of my mouth.  At the dr office a rash was also noticed.

930853 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 MI 52.0 52 F Developed fever, body aches, headache, uncontrollable shivering within 12 hours of administration.  This lasted 72 hours.

930854 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 NV 50.0 50 F First three days had a solid lump on left area and felt fatigue, muscle soreness and low grade fever. Went to work for three days still feeling fatigue and took the last two days off because I still have fatigue, muscle soreness and now a really bad headache.

930855 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Starting on the second day after vaccine I started to get itchy, first my arms and back and eventually all over. On the third day I started to see pumps on my itchy skin.  I started to take benadryl 25mg on the 26th and 27th. Doubled the dose to 50mg at night time for 5 days. Took medicated baths and Sarna cream, along with benadryl  cream.  The symptoms started to subside. I took only benadryl 25mg on January 2nd and 3rd. Now  I am still somewhat itchy but only using topical creams. I do have seasonal eczema and dry and itchy skin in the winter but this was definitely something more than my winter symptoms.

930856 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NC 42.0 42 F Severe Chills when I went to bed the night after the injection . On and off fever the next day of vaccination. Took Tylenol (2) 500 mg every six hours , 3x that day. Fever was gone the second day after vaccination,  slight chills that night.

930858 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 WI 42.0 42 F 01/07/2021 - Woke up at 10AM with pulsing pains in left side of chest.  I took asprin and it went away. 01/08/2021- Woke up at 11AM with slight pulsing pains again in left side of chest.  no medicine taken.  It came and went as the day went on - felt similar to heartburn. Thought I should report cause I've never woken up with these pains prior to this.

930859 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 OR 44.0 44 F Migraine with auras (no previous hx of auras), currently for 2 days and ongoing. OTC meds and rizatriptan having no effect

930860 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 KY 45.0 45 F I started having flushing within a minute of receiving vaccine  next I noticed I had heart palpitations I was told my skin was clammy then  I had another episode I was taken to ER and decardron  was given. I was observed in ER for few hours . Since that day I have heart palpitations every day along with chest pain sometimes I am not  able to wean off steroids I also had diarrhea on 1/3 that lasted few days . These side effects are very scary every day heart palpitations I feel my heart would stop

930861 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 48.0 48 F 48 hour after vaccine still have low grade fever

930862 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 LA 39.0 39 F 4 days after receiving vaccine, was awoken from sleep with high pitched tinnitus in right ear.  I discovered in the morning that i could not hear out of that ear.    My husband, a physician, examined ears and did not see any effusion.  Consulted with a friend who is an ENT specialist, and he recommend initiating high dose steroids immediately.  2 days later, had audiology test in ENT office, and it revealed severe Sensiorneural hearing loss in right ear.  The steroids were continued, and valtrex was added.  I had MRI of head on  1/7/20 which did not reveal any abnormality.

930863 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Arm started to itch a little and then swell up at the injection site with warmth, redness and arm pain. It initially lasted 5-6 days and the arm pain and redness lessened and now 8-9 days later it swelled up bigger, redder. More painful and itchy.

930864 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 ME 37.0 37 F Fever, chills, body aches, severe headache, nausea, vomiting

930866 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Vagal presyncope. Tachycardia. Cold sweat, lightheadedness about 15min post injection. Having had multiple vagal episodes before, including with other vaccines, I oncreased my SVR by kneeling down. Symptoms resolved after 15min of continuous kneeling.

930867 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Tachycardia and lightheadedness  occurred about 10 minutes after injection and lasted for about 30 minutes

930868 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 NM 58.0 58 F Sudden onset headaches, high blood pressure, and vomiting two hours after vaccine

930869 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 CA 50.0 50 F She has a fever of 101.5 chills shakes eyes sensitive to light severe headache body and muscles ache weak fatigue mild neasua

930870 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 NY 29.0 29 F Diagnosed with Shingles

930871 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 TX 37.0 37 F A large (half dollar size), raised hive appeared to the right of my injection site. I do get hives but never on my arm and they disappear within hours. This one persisted for hours and left a faint red spot 24 hours later. It is no longer raised.

930872 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Started with a headache around 9pm. Severe arm pain around injection site. Body chills and then body sweats. Restless sleep. By 6am still had a headache and nauseous. Slept until 11am, awoke with a severe headache and light sensitivity and some nausea. Slept from noon until 3pm and had a slight headache. Headache has been off and on and is present but manageable at time of this report.
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930873 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 OR 40.0 40 F Fever,  muscle/body aches. Stiff neck  Arm VERY sore.  Woke up the night after receiving with cold sweats and arm throbbing (like someone punching repeatedly in the arm) and sensitive to tje touch.  Arm painful for 3-4 days

930874 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 LA 30.0 30 M Itching on the tops and sides of feet, on kneecaps, backs of hands, under armpits, and on chest/torso

930875 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 HI 34.0 34 F Given by DOH, immediate itching/palpitations medics sent her for evaluation tachycardic, a few hives on right cheek, wheezing  no hypotension Given benadryl 25 mg IV, famotidine 20 mg IV with prompt resolution of sympotms Observed and discharged on oral anti histamines

930877 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 NM 20.0 20 F Excessive itchy skin over thighs, gluteal region, and knees

930878 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 SC 31.0 31 F A few minutes after receiving the first dose of moderna vaccine on my right arm, my arm felt numb and tingly.  My heart rate increased and I felt like I was having a panic attack and difficulty breathing even though I was very calm before and during the injection.  I felt lightheaded and had to elevate my legs while I waited in the observation area for 15 minutes. I never experienced this before with any vaccine or injection. That night and the next day, I had extreme fatigue and muscle weakness that I was not able to go to work for one day. On the second day, I felt joint pain in both knees.  By the fourth day, I felt better.

930879 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Ipsilateral anterior axillary swelling/lymphadenopathy, beginning ~24 hours after administration, limiting L arm ROM x3 days.  I was unable to lower my arm fully, and had significantly impaired movement due to pain and swelling.  It is Improving as of report date, but still present (ROM essentially back to normal, only tender to palpation)

930881 01/03/2021 01/08/2021 AZ 19.0 19 M At time of vaccination ~5 minutes after the injection of the pfizer vaccine I developed a tightness in my throat, I was still waiting in line and I did not think much of it, therefore I did not alert the medical personnel about the reaction. Approximately @15mins after the injection I left the site and developed a sense of something wrong and did not feel "right", my chest became tight, hoarseness in my throat and speach, lightheaded, and I remember taking a sip of my coffee thinking it was more difficult to swallow than usual. May I note I was in the passenger seat and not driving the vehicle. I alerted my mother of the reaction, both sceptical because of my hx of no known allergies. We both figured as long as I can breath and I was still conscious, with no signs of cyanosis I would be fine. At around 10:45 I took my BP: which was 106/62 I typically run low. I then took two 25mg Benadryl capsules which did help the throat tightness to an extent, however the tightness in the chest, lightheaded and dizziness still persisted. I was aware of the potential for Bi-phasic anaphylaxis so we had an Epi-pen on stand by just in case. I was stable for the rest of the day. At approximately 10pm I did notice a small erythematous non-pruritic rash across my chest. The symptoms of the reaction did subside within 24hrs. I remained in stable condition and recovered with time.

930882 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Red, blotchy, hot to touch, itchy. Ongoing symptoms

930883 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 ID 40.0 40 F Day8 after vaccine, lymph nodes in armpit of same arm that had vaccine became enlarged, tender. Injection site became red, burning, itching, and covered majority of deltoid.

930884 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 MD 28.0 28 F Day 1 - Soreness at injection site (left deltoid) Day 2 - Soreness at injection site (left deltoid), fatigue, bilateral lymph nodes below ear and behind jaw sore Day 3 - Soreness subsiding, fatigue Day 4 - Soreness to injection site absent; lymph node(?) soreness and pain lateral chest/breast area anterior to axilla Day 5 - Soreness to lymph node remains Day 6 - Soreness to lymph node subsiding Day 7 - Soreness to left deltoid returned. Day 8 - Large flat area of erythema around and below injection site appeared, hot to touch.

930885 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 48.0 48 F Severe dizziness for about an hour with Temperature 100.4 while alternating Tylenol and Motrin that started about  27.5  hours after receiving vaccine.  Temperature decreased to 99.4-99.7 and lasted for 2 days after. Pain in both hips, skin hurt to touch on back, headache, slight runny nose, malaise, and back pain lasted all day the second day after vaccine.

930886 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 KS 54.0 54 F Tongue hurting, red with rash/hives. Hard to swallow and felt like I couldnt swallow good. This happened the next morning of 01-07-2021. That evening I took some Benadryl that same evening and the next morning of 01-08-2021 tongue all normal and swallowing good.

930887 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 KY 33.0 33 F Tightening of throat, itchiness in throat, dizziness, confusion, light headed, increased heart rate.   Emergency room treated me with  steroid, Benadryl, and epinephrine.   I was sent home with a steroid pack, Benadryl, and an epipen.

930888 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 CA 55.0 55 F High fever 101degF for 36 hrs, headache, muscle pain, joints pain, stomach discomfort.  Took Tylenol every 6 hrs.

930889 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 MN 48.0 48 M I had a myocardial infarction on December 27, 2020. I had received my first vaccination for COVID-19 on December 22, 2020. Not sure if these are related but I felt I should report it. Y Y 3

930890 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 60.0 60 F Headache & Fever

930891 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 CA 48.0 48 F 1 week after receiving the vaccine I developed cellulitis in the injection site.  I went to my primary care, and was prescribed keflex for 7 days.

930892 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 GA 57.0 57 F Approx 20 mins after vaccination, just after leaving observation, pt began to complain of itching at scalp. She mentioned this to one of the vaccination nursing staff. This author arrived as discussion was taking place.  Itching increasing to torso, began coughing. Denies dyspnea.  Placed in wheelchair and taken to ACC without delay. ACC notifed of arrival and was taken directly to Triage.  Arrival vitals: 131/85     81        98.5         R- 20 SPO2= 99 RA  At ACC - treated with: - Benadryl 25mg IV - Famotidine 20mg IV - Solumedrol 125mg IV - Albuterol Inhaler  Improved after meds.

930893 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Right side of face (specifically lips) extremely swollen. Begun at 5am following morning following previous day 11:20 am injection received. Face swollen, left arm could not lift (at all), body temp rise to 101.1, pulse oximeter dropped to main number 73 number to right (small) 76- numbers were 95 + 98 2.5 weeks prior when positive for covid. Could not move without feeling dizzy/weak,extreme fatigue, slept for 18 hours  day following injection when symptoms began. Face swelling (lips increased) 2 doses (2 pills per dose)4 hours apart of Benadryl did not reduce swelling. PC prescribed prednisone & took 4 pills initial dose (day 1), swelling decreased within 6 hours. Following day - extreme fatigue, stomach ache, nausea

930894 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 GU 75.0 75 M Low grade Fever, headache needing admission Intracranial hemorrhage with hypertension  Medical management for hypertensive emergency Received surgical evacuation admitted in Intensive care, Y Y

930896 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 OR 35.0 35 F Induration/swelling, redness, itching at injection site.  Blotchy rash down left arm and up left shoulder.  Itchy throat. Wheezing. Cough. Started 7 days after vaccine administered.

930897 01/01/2021 01/08/2021 UT 48.0 48 F Shortness of breath, cough, rash on face and neck,  arthralgia Y

930898 01/08/2021 01/08/2021 TX 50.0 50 F States she is not feeling good about 5-10 minutes after shot. States she has burning in chest(points to esophageal area up and down mid chest). Also pale and diaphoretic. Nausea. Cool wet rag and cool air provided.  Felt bad for about 10 minutes: BP at this time 240/80.  20 minutes later, systolic BP had returned to normal. She acknowledged that she did not like shots but had not ever responded like this. Released home after 30 minute observation ad symptoms totally resolved.

930899 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 OH 57.0 57 F Fever chills body aches for 2 days was taking Motrin and Tylenol Tired since vaccine

930900 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F NONE

930901 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 GA 32.0 32 F Severe migraines starting around 36 hours after first vaccination. Arm was sore after 2-3 hours of shot. Missed work 1/2 day on Thursday 1/7/2021 because I woke up at 6am with worst headache I?ve had, took Tylenol & it eased off, went into work at my health Dept I work at. Thursday night 1/7, I had headaches so bad I couldn?t sit up, putting ice packs on my head made it worse, ears ringing, started throwing up with severe stomach pains at 11pm on 1/7/2021. Took excederin & Dramamine around 11am Friday 1/8/21, been alternating Tylenol & excederin with some improvement in headache. Slept most all of today 1/8/21 with my highest fever getting up to 100  degrees Fahrenheit on Friday 1/8/21 at 11am. Currently it?s at 98. Bad body aches & feeling uneasy/shaky the night of 1/7/21

930902 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NJ 52.0 52 F General Malaise, Light Headed, Palpitations & Nausea

930903 01/07/2021 01/08/2021 NE 32.0 32 F At 7:10am yesterday 1/7/21 I received the covid vaccine. Immediately my lips went numb, and my left arm and hand went numb. I waited at the hospital for 15 minutes and then attempted to drive home. I got about 2 blocks away and noticed my face was numb all the way from my chin to my nose. I went back into work into employee health and let them know. They called the pharmacist who instructed me to go to the ER. While walking to the ER I began to have difficulty breathing, and throat tightness. They called a rapid response alert and I was taken on a stretcher to the ER. I felt dizzy, nauseous and the numbness to my face was from my mid neck up to the top of my hairline at the top of my face. My left hand and arm were still numb. When they took my vitals I was hypertensive BP approximately 155/86, I was also tachycardia HR 104-110. EKG was abnormal-sinus tachycardia HR 104, and probable left atrial enlargement. I began to have severe chills/shaking for approximately 1 hour. I was given 1 liter of normal saline IV, Benadryl 25mg IV, and Zofran 4mg IV. After inspection by the doctor my throat was not swollen, or closing so an epi pen was not administered. My oxygen saturation remained above 91%. After 3 hours of being monitored in the ER my numbness to my face started to improve so I was discharged home. Labs were taken in the ER and my potassium was 3.1, calcium was 8.1. The day prior at my primary care doctors office labs were taken and all my labs were normal including my potassium and calcium. My primary care physician believes the low electrolytes the day of the reaction were due to the reaction to the vaccine. I also had a repeat EKG today (1/8/21) the day after the reaction at my primary cares office and it was normal sinus rhythm with no abnormalities. Vitals were all within normal limits. Today (1/8/21) approximately 36 hours after the vaccine administration I have mild numbness to my face as well as moderate body aches. My primary care physician believes I should not have the second dose of the covid vaccine as she fears I would have a anaphalactic reaction.

937407 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 44.0 43 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, Hand erythema and swelling Narrative:

937413 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 43.0 42 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, chills, generalized itching 7 days later Narrative: Took Benadryl and Zyrtec for the itching.

943154 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 36.0 35 M Myalgia, Rash, Rash started back of neck/warm to touch. Neck muscle above shoulders pain Narrative:  Employee went to Employee Health and was sent home 12/30/2020. No medications taken.

943415 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 31.0 30 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, Subjective Fever

943435 01/08/2021 31.0 M Dizziness, NauseaVomiting,  Tingling feeling Narrative: Patient returned after 1.5 hours. Monitored an additional 30 minutes. Tingling sensation and nausea diminished. Upon return at 1420: 130/84, HR 79 o2 98%; Recheck 1425: 118-81, HR 73 O2 97%; 1440 120/81, HR 73 O2 98%; 1455 127/85, HR 71 O2 99%. VSS stable. Per patient request, 25mg Diphenhydramine administered by staff Patient sent to ED for further observation.

943448 01/08/2021 37.0 F FLUSH THEN CHILLS Narrative:

943477 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 44.0 43 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Temp 101.9 Temp 99.9 1/6 @ 0600

943632 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 51.0 50 M Agitation, Palpitations, HYPERtension, Tachycardia,  Anxiety, clammy skin, nervousness  Narrative:  Employee with history of severe anxiety, panic attacks. States this is same symptoms as panic attack.

943638 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 42.0 41 M Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, fatigue Narrative:

943799 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 38 F Headache upset stomach, metallic taste, loose stool Narrative:

943891 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 40.0 39 F Dizziness Tingling Left arm to finger tips.

943897 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 56.0 55 F Headache, Myalgia & ErythemaMultiform Narrative:

943925 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 1.08 0 F Myalgia, Arthralgia, tingling sensation in roof of mouth, thick tongue feeling "tonsils touching my throat"....occured 6 minutes after injection. Flushed feeling and aches and pains started 90 minutes after injection, and flushed feeling continues through 6 hours. Narrative:  tingling sensation in roof of mouth, thick tongue feeling "tonsils touching my throat"....occured 6 minutes after injection. Flushed feeling and aches and pains started 90 minutes after injection, and flushed feeling continues through 6 hours (has not gone away).0.0

943933 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 56.0 55 M Headache sore arm, chills Narrative;  12/18 0100 AM woke up with a sore arm. Went back to sleep then woke up in the morning with ongoing sore arm, chills, and headache. He took 400 mg ibuprofen. All symptoms resolved by mid-afternoon on 12/18.

943984 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 40.0 39 F Headache, Angioedema, FATIGUE, THROAT TIGHTENING - DENIES DIFFICULTY BREATHING OR SWALLOWING

943994 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 35.0 34 F Dizziness Narrative:  employee felt light headed after vaccine, no interventions, passed quickly felt better after 20min wait time

944004 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 30.0 29 F Dizziness Narrative:  Pt felt dizzy and did not feel comfortable standing up ~ 10 minutes after vaccination. Pt reported she hadn't eaten in awhile and was given crackers to eat. She was observed for 15 additional minutes and felt better so was released.

944108 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 42.0 41 F Bleeding, Myalgia, tingling in the fingers of the right hand; fatigue Immediately upon vaccination - bleeding at the injection site which the employee reports as filling the bandaid over the site. When she got home in the evening and took it off blood ran down her arm but the bleeding stopped immediately. This has resolved. 12/29 at about 2:00 employee reports onset of tingling in the fingers of her right hand - index, middle, ring, and pinky. For about 2 hours the tingling was intense. As of 12/30 this has markedly improved and the tingling is intermittent. Later in the evening of 12/29 she noticed the onset of muscle pains throughout her body but especially in her feet. She also became very fatigued. These symptoms linger on 12/30. On 1/1 employee reports symptoms muscle soreness had resolved. 1/4 tingling in her fingers/arm has improved but is still present. She will follow-up with her PCP if this symptom persists beyond 2-4 weeks.

944395 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 55.0 54 M Myalgia Dry mouth; pain and swelling of left arm

944398 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 38 F Tachycardia (see above, tachycardia) Narrative:  Recipient immediately felt "bad" s/p vaccination - vitals demonstrated HR 133. No other signs or symptoms of anaphylaxis. Tachycardia resolved within 1-2 minutes of rest without intervention to HR of high 70s-low 80s. BP 131/91, SpO2 98% on room air, temperature 98.4F. Recipient able to ambulate on own to exam room. Exam benign, including recipient's HR observed prior to/during/after exam to be high 70s. Tolerated oral intake without issue, no further intervention indicated. Recipient observed for 30 minutes after vaccine administration without further issue.

944401 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 41.0 40 F Myalgia, Arthralgia fatigue, polyuria and soreness in shoulder 12/27. weakness 12/28. pain upper UE is better, mild soreness conts in LE 12/29

944404 01/08/2021 35.0 F tingling lips, thick tongue approx 7 minutes after administration of vaccine, lasted 1 minute Employee had tingling of her lips and felt like a thick tongue. She states it lasted 1 minute.

944406 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 1.08 0 M Headache & Myalgia 0.0

944408 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 1.08 0 M Headache & Myalgia Narrative: 0.0

944410 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 1.08 0 M Headache & Myalgia Narrative: 0.0

944411 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 48.0 47 F Myalgia NUMBNESS, NUEropathy, tingling, pain bilateral calves Narrative:

944413 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 M Myalgia & Arthralgia

944417 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 56.0 55 F Rash red, swollen, tender, warm at left arm injection site; fatigue Narrative:

944421 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 54.0 53 M Subtle tingling left earlobe and left jaw Narrative:  Patient complains of occasional tingling "pins and needles" sensation in left ear, left jaw starting 2 days after vaccination . No other complaints. Has not followed up with physician. States sometimes "it feels like its getting better"

944424 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 53.0 52 M Fever, NauseaVomiting, Tachycardia,  COVID Vaccine administered 12/28 and nausea began pm with fever the following day with chills,fatigue,andtachycardia. Tmax102F

944427 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 1.08 0 F Headache 0.0

944430 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 47.0 47 M Dizziness, Headache, NauseaVomiting, achey, lightheaded

944434 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 53.0 52 F Myalgia, Arthralgia, chills, goosebumps, temp 98.6, took tylenol 1000mg Narrative:

947873 01/08/2021 49.0 F TIAStroke numbness of R face and RUE Narrative: I recommended transfer via 911 from clinic to nearest ER; she refused and signed out against medical advice. She plans to go to ER by private vehicle driven by a friend.

947899 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 68.0 67 F HYPERtension & Tachycardia Narrative:  Increased heart rate and blood pressure following vaccination. Required ER visit.

947907 01/08/2021 27.0 F lump in throat Narrative:  lump in throat lasted about one hour, ED told her it was not an allergic reaction,

950259 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 F Appendectomy Narrative: Developed abdominal pain with nausea on 12/24/2020, went to ER and noted to have appendicitis, resulting in an appendectomy Y 2

950260 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 44.0 43 F NauseaVomiting flushing

950261 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 62.0 61 F Confusion, Fever, SkinRash, Rash, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, HYPERtension, SWOLLEN TONGUE W/RASH; HIGH SED RATE

950262 01/08/2021 F Dizziness & Tachycardia 45yo female, rapid response call, here for palpitations, n/v, dizziness, "feeling faint" s/p getting covid vaccine at 8am. PT stated her reaction started 5/10 mins after vaccine and went away in 12 minutes. Denies hx of cardiac issues or in her family. No hx of tobacco use.

950263 01/08/2021 51.0 M BlurredVision, Confusion, Dizziness, Headache, NauseaVomting, Mild/ Migraine and dizziness/ No known previous reactions  Narrative:  10 minutes after injection she felt a migraine, with hx migraines. Vitals were stable. 20 minutes post injection she said she felt dizzy, woozy and slightly confused.

950264 01/08/2021 M BlurredVision, Headache, lightheadedness, visual disturbance, diaphoresis Narrative:  has orthostatic hypotension - referred to emergency room

950265 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 55.0 54 F Dizziness, NauseaVomiting, HYPERtension, lightheadedness, abdominal cramping Narrative:  Employee reported nausea and lightheadedness approximately 5 mins of vaccine administration. BP was 155/86. Within a few mins she developed a headache and dizziness. BP check at this time 165/93. Employee escorted to ED for eval. She was given 1 liter Lactated Ringers and 4mg IV zofran, which resulted in symptom resolution. She was discharged home from the ED around 1:40 pm.

950266 01/08/2021 54.0 F Tachypnea, Tachycardia, Tingling in Arms, Flushing 911 was called and patient was transported to hospital emergency room

950267 01/08/2021 45.0 F Metallic taste in her mouth, swollen lips and cheeks, slight difficulty breathing, thought to be d/t anxiety Narrative:  Employee reported anaphylactic reaction to previous vaccination but apparently denied this in ED. Has allergy to penicillin, receives weekly iron infusions. Given Benadryl and sent home in stable condition.

950268 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 38.0 37 F RespDepression SOB, eye swollen, face red, pepcid, claritin

950269 01/08/2021 53.0 F Headache & NauseaVomiting Narrative:  Employee reported headache approximately 15 mins after initial vaccine admin. BP at 15 min check 145/86. BP recheck ten minutes later 145/81. She also reported moderate nausea at this time. Employee escorted to ED for further eval. BP WNL on arrival to ED and no further intervention performed. She was discharged home.

951292 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 0 M Dizziness, HYPOtension & Bradycardia Patient received the moderna vaccine at around 0750 on 1/5/2021. 0755 he reported feeling dizzy. Provider present, patient reclined. Pt PB approximately 70/35, bradycardic. 2L O2, Epi given. Brought to ER, BP increased to approximately 120/90 patient awake and talking.0.0

951293 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 36.0 35 M HYPERtension Elevated Temperature of 99.4F Narrative:  Pt. referred to ED for eval of possible covid vaccine reaction "a fever" per pt.;denies CP/SOB/vomiting.  Vaccine administered to R deltoid.

951294 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 42.0 41 F Dizziness, Headache, SkinRash, Rash & HYPERtension

951295 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 64.0 63 M Myalgia & Diarrhea Narrative:  Went to ER on 12/24/2020 for Body Aches and diarrhea.

951296 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 34.0 33 F Myalgia, Fever, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, fatigue, legs swelling;

951297 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 61.0 60 F Dizziness Narrative:  Employee was given the Moderna Covid vaccine at approximately 1106 am. Patient was placed on a 30 minute monitor due to her hx of having a severe allergic reaction to Penicillin. At the end of the 30 minutes (at approximately 1136), patient reported having dizziness. When questioned if this was a new symptom for her she reported that she has had vertigo in the past when she had a sinus infection but has not experienced vertigo recently. Patient's VS were immediately taken. Results 98.2-60-20-150/83 (Sitting-LA 156/87 (Sitting-RA) SAO2 98%-RA Pain=0. Patient denied chest pain, SOB, or itching/rash/hives, and was in no apparent distress. This nurse informed patient that 911 would have to be notified in order for her to be further assessed, and she agreed. 1142-911 was notified. Patient remained seated with no changes in condition. Leadership notified, and was on site at 1154, when EMT's arrived. Patient was transported off site at 1156.

951299 12/25/2020 01/08/2021 53.0 52 F UrticariaPruritus Eventual 10cm round erythematous, painful, puritic induration was diag with cellulitis

951300 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 27.0 26 F Headache, Myalgia, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, Fatigue Narrative:  1/1/21; ED visit for dehydration. Covid negative.

951301 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 54.0 53 M RespDepression, Rash, paresthesia extremtiies (>24 hours post vaccine) Narrative: employee developed rash/hives 24 hours after vaccine; which progressed over time (initially arms, waist, then torso, face). She also began having shortness of breath. She took otc bendaryl day after vaccine but due to worsening of symptoms, she went to a community ER where she was treated with several doses of IV bendary, steroids, Pepcid, and zyrtec. Her symptoms have improved but she is still taking benadryl and steroid taper.

951302 01/08/2021 30.0 F Tachycardia Narrative: Pt. received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccination at 1030. At 1040 pt. altered staff and stated that she felt like her heart was beating too fast. and that the back of her tongue felt tingly. Vitals were taken and found HR 130 bpm and SpO2 100% on RA, temp 99.1, BP 117/90. On site provider was notified and prescribed Benadry 50mg PO. Pt. was monitored for an additional 30 minutes. VS at 1100 were BP 116/85, HR 112, SpO2 99%. Sent to ED for observation until symptoms resolve.

951303 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 59.0 58 F NauseaVomiting, HYPERtension & Tachycardia Approx 15 mins after injection employee reported nausea was found to be tachycardia and hypertensive.

951304 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 64.0 63 M Dizziness & HYPOtension Narrative:

951305 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 35.0 34 F Locked up for about 1-2 minutes then became diaphoretic Narrative: Employee was taken to the emergency department for further assessment. Came to after going into a state of "locked up" for about 1-2 minutes, then became diaphoretic. After 1-2 minutes, employee was able to speak, was alert and oriented and was transported for further evaluation to our ED. She was able to provide us with her personal information to submit this report.

951306 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 43.0 42 F Dizziness, NauseaVomiting, Tachycardia, Pt reported feeling "heaviness" in legs "can't move" and "left eye feels funny, like twitching and my blood pressure feels high" Narrative: Pt reports high anxiety along with stated symptoms.

951307 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 33.0 32 F NauseaVomiting, Tachycardia, Shortness of breath, chest tightness Narrative: Onset of tachycardia within 15 minutes. Within one hour this worsened, and developed associated chest tightness and nausea.

951308 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 35.0 34 F Dizziness, NauseaVomiting, While being monitored, pt ran to the bathroom and then was observed holding onto wall/divider, "felt like might fall down" "tingling in left arm and leg", sweating. BP 100/80 PR 80, 115/87 PR 77, reports has drank 30-40 oz of water in the morning prior Narrative: Rapid Response called

951309 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 41.0 40 F NauseaVomiting,HYPERtension & HYPERglycemia Narrative: Employee received vaccine. Seven minutes later, she began experiencing nausea and vomiting. She vomited, and a STAT team was called and we transported her to ER for evaluation. In ER, she had BP of 157/106, and blood glucose of 288. Other vitals were O2 saturation of 100%. She is diabetic and states her fingerstick glucose right before lunch at 12N was 120. After about 30 minutes observation in ER she was released, nausea subsided and she did not require antiemetic medication.

951310 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 48.0 47 F Angina & Tachycardia Narrative: Employee transferred to the ER for further treatment. Employee given DIPHENHYDRAMINE INJ,SOLN 25MG/0.5ML IV Now dose and METHYLPREDNISOLONE INJ,SOLN 125MG/1VIAL IVP ONCE. 12 leads EKG showed Sinus Tachycardia. No other respiratory distress reported. The employee was closely monitor in ER for couple of hours. Employee reported feeling better after pharmacological interventions. Employee's health status improved. ED Provider sent patient home in stable condition with 5-6 Steroids PO treatment.

951311 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 43.0 42 F RespDepression & HYPERtension Narrative: Employee reported difficulty breathing within 15 minutes of vaccine administration. She was given oral Benadryl and one dose of epinephrine per epi pen. She was taken to the ER for further evaluation.

951312 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 43.0 42 F Angioedema, HYPERtension & Tachycardia Acute mild allergic reaction //Patient placed in a cardiac monitor //Given Solu-Medrol as well as  Pepcid //No evidence of anaphylaxis, epinephrine is not indicated at this time //No worsening of sx. vs improved. //will DC home with steroids.

951313 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 53.0 52 M Dizziness, HYPERtension, Light Headed Narrative: Subjective/Chief Complaint: 'lightheaded' Pt reports sudden onset of lightheaded approx. 10 mins after received Covid vaccine injection with SBP of 180 at the time. Currently c/o lightheadedness, denies n/v/cp/sob, pt reports no sickness symptoms before injection.

951314 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 60.0 59 F RespDepression, CoughWheeze & Syncope Narrative: Patient started having shortness of breath about 20 minutes after injection. First reported as a cough then asked for water and was having difficulty breathing.

951315 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 35.0 34 M Dizziness, CoughWheeze, NauseaVomiting, HYPERtension, generalized itching, absent of rash or generalization monitored in emergency department, discharged without concern

951316 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 42.0 41 F Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, HYPERtension, Tachycardia, tingling

951324 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 35.0 34 M @1052 pt c/o numbness and tingling in left arm and it intensified to left leg, right toes, left side of face. @1100 c/o of same numbness in addition to heaviness from the shoulders down and a little dizzy. @1115 pt stated he felt better and stated he felt Narrative: @1052 BP 123/85,Pulse 73, Res 16, SP02 99 RA: pt c/o numbness and tingling in left arm and it intensified to left leg, right toes, left side of face @ 1100 BP 117/78, Pulse 73, Rep 16, SP02 99 RA: c/o of same numbness in addition to heaviness from the shoulders down and a little dizzy. @ 1115 BP 132/77, Pulse 68, Rep 16, SP02 98 RA. pt stated he felt better and stated he felt numbness in left arm and left leg. Offered Benadryl pt declined and stated "he was fine to leave." Pt returned to clinic @1243 BP 137/89, Pulse 71, Rep 16, SP02 98 RA: c/o same tingling but migrated to neck but reported no shortness of breath. 1250: BP 137/89, Pulse 74, Rep 16, SP02 RA: eBenadryl given and code 99 called. Pt transported ED.

955550 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 56.0 55 M Headache Fatigue Narrative:

955582 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 57.0 56 F Myalgia, Fever, arm pain Narrative: Reported that the morning of 12/24/2020 right arm was swollen and sore. By that evening she developed shaking chills, muscle aches, and fever.

955585 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 33.0 32 F pain @ injection site. Narrative:

955592 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 36.0 35 M Myalgia Narrative:

955599 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 53.0 52 M Myalgia Narrative:

955776 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 55.0 54 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Tired, Temperature 100.1 with pulse 110

955778 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 48.0 47 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, chills Narrative:  Reports chills, headache, nausea, vomiting, muscle aches

955779 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 34.0 33 F Myalgia pain at site of injection, joint pain in entire arm on injection site (R). Malaise. Narrative:  difficulty getting dressed due to pain in right arm.

955781 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 43.0 42 M Headache Narrative:

957810 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 31.0 30 M Myalgia Narrative:

957882 01/08/2021 58.0 F Headache, Myalgia & Fever Narrative:

957883 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 28.0 27 F NauseaVomiting Narrative:

957884 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 47.0 46 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

957885 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 59.0 58 M Myalgia fatigue Narrative:

957886 01/08/2021 26.0 F Myalgia, Fever & NauseaVomiting Narrative: Employee states that symptoms did not start until the middle of the night after injection. States she woke up with "severe" arm pain, headache, dry mouth, nausea, body aches and fever. Highest noted to be 101.4

957958 01/08/2021 33.0 F Tachypnea, HYPERtension & Tachycardia Employee endorsed initial "lightheadedness and flushing" and mild difficulty breathing. Patient was hypertensive With BP Sys in 160s-170s and Dys 90s, Patient denies history of hypertension Patient was also experiencing tachycardia with HR ranging from the 90s- 110s. Patient reports "Heart beating really fast", and "heart beating out of chest" Patient was transferred to ER at 1330 for further evaluation.

957966 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 40.0 39 F Headache Fever, 102.8. severe heartburn. Fever, 102.8. headache. Sever heartburn.

957975 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 42.0 41 M Rash Narrative: Reported head to toe rash that started 12/28/2020 in the evening Will be seeing primary care provider

957981 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 54.0 53 F Myalgia chills Reported horrible body aches and chills that started the evening of the injection.

957989 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 F Headache, ErythemaMultiform, 12/28/20 & 12/29/20 Pt notice a rash appear in shower the morning after vaccination was administered.

957996 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 57.0 56 M Chest tightness and chest warmth

958003 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 45.0 44 M SkinRash, Rash, NauseaVomiting, Palpitations, Feeling "hot" and "clammy" Narrative: Employee received vaccine around 10:30am. At around 10:45 employee reported palpitations, nausea, headache, and feeling "hot" and "clammy". BP 193/119 with a HR of 95. After 15 mins of rest, employee continued to feel poorly reporting a slight worsening of symptoms. Face appeared very flushed. BP on recheck 193/112 with a HR of 105. Employee escorted to ED for evaluation at this time. In ED, employee developed full body rash. Was given 50mg IVP benadryl and 125mg IVP methylprenisolone  in addition to 1L of Lactated Ringers- all with symptom improvement. Allergy/Immunology consulted. Recommend serum tryptase level. If elevated, advised that employee should not receive second vaccine dose. Employee discharged home with RX for epi-pen, prednisone, and cetirizine. Of note, employee reports a history of Thalassemia. Has a hx of hives with PCN and a rash with cipro.

958004 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 37.0 36 M Headache tingling to hands and feets Narrative:

958079 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 33.0 32 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, shaking chills Narrative: Reports that one hour following the vaccine she developed a migraine and had nausea/vomiting, severe arm pain, and shaking chills

958080 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 57.0 56 M Rash itchy rash along spine at level of high back.neck Narrative:

958081 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 53.0 52 M Myalgia Narrative:

958087 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 59.0 58 M Myalgia

958088 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 44.0 43 M Myalgia Narrative:

958095 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 62.0 61 F Headache, Myalgia, Subjective fever, fatigue Narrative:
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958096 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 41.0 40 M Myalgia Narrative:

958097 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 57.0 56 M Myalgia Narrative:

958098 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 1.08 M fever

958099 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 46.0 45 F Headache Also reported "fatigue and my throat glands seem swollen" Narrative:

958100 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 60.0 59 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Mental fogginess Narrative: Pt reported headache x 3 days. She has fully recovered.

958101 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 49.0 48 F Headache & NauseaVomiting

958103 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 32.0 31 M Palpitations PT STATED "HEART RACING" AMB TO RM WITH STRETCHER.

958108 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 45.0 44 M Myalgia Narrative:

958115 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 74.0 73 M Myalgia Narrative:

958130 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 62.0 61 M Myalgia Narrative:

958138 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 56.0 55 F Headache, Myalgia, UrticariaPruritus, Knott on the arm at the site, urticarial rash only at the site of the injection Narrative: Employee taking Ibuprofen every 8 hours for the myalgias

958139 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 27.0 26 M Myalgia, Arthralgia & NauseaVomiting Narrative: Nausea and vomiting starting night of vaccine. Developed body aches, joint pain, and continued nausea.

958146 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 56.0 55 F Headache Reported Sore arm and severe headache. Narrative:

958269 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 60.0 59 M Myalgia Narrative:

958279 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 41.0 40 M Myalgia Narrative:

958288 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 28.0 27 F Myalgia

958298 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 36.0 35 F Rash Narrative:  Patient alerted the Covid Team/nurse she noticed a rash centrally located on her belly and her back. She states there is some mild redness and slight itching, denies any hives. She denies any pain or warmth to these sites. Suggested to patient she take benadryl to help resolve these symptoms. Patient voiced an understanding and advised patient to call with any questions or concerns. patient voiced an understanding.

958302 01/08/2021 40.0 F Dizziness & RespDepression Narrative:

958305 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 49.0 48 M Myalgia

958306 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 47.0 46 M UrticariaPruritus

958308 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 28.0 27 F Redness and mild pain at injection site. Narrative:

958309 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 59.0 58 M Myalgia Narrative:

958310 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 40.0 39 M Myalgia Narrative:

958311 01/08/2021 33.0 M Dizziness Narrative:

958320 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 62.0 61 M Myalgia Narrative:

958374 01/08/2021 48.0 F Headache & Myalgia

958382 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 59.0 58 M Myalgia

958387 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 60.0 59 M Myalgia

958391 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 47.0 46 M Myalgia

958395 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 68.0 67 F Myalgia & Arthralgia Symptoms started on 12/25/2020 and continued through 12/28/2020. Recommended to see rheumatologist.

958397 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 51.0 50 M Myalgia Narrative:

958403 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 64.0 63 M Myalgia Narrative:

958413 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 60.0 59 M Myalgia Narrative:

958418 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 32.0 31 F Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Fatigue Narrative:  Off work x 2 days

958420 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 46.0 45 F Headache & Myalgia Narrative:

958427 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 59.0 58 M Myalgia, Arthralgia, chills Narrative: body aches and chills persisted for 24hrs after vaccine. Some relief with 1000mg of acetaminophen

958435 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 51 M Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Fatigue Narrative:

958441 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 46.0 45 M face and eyes numb x 2 hrs Narrative:

958450 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 26.0 25 M Fever fatigue

958457 01/08/2021 54.0 F Headache, Myalgia & Diarrhea Narrative:

958466 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 F Myalgia Narrative: Developed significant pain left trapezius and left side of neck following injection. Pain started to subside before she left clinic. On follow-up conversation pain completely resolved in 1-2 hours. No treatment required

958469 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 62.0 61 M Myalgia & Fever Narrative:

958481 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 M Headache & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

958484 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 55.0 54 M Myalgia Narrative:

958488 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 22.0 21 F BlurredVision, Dizziness & HYPOtension Narrative: Patient experienced blurred vision, dizziness, and hypotension within minutes of receiving the vaccine at the same time the employee across from her getting the vaccine was having a similar reaction.

958491 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 38.0 37 M Fever chills Narrative:

958498 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 55.0 54 F extreme fatigue Narrative: Reported extreme fatigue following injection

960780 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 62.0 61 F Headache, Myalgia, Chills, Rigors, Bloating

960781 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 29.0 28 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, Chills, sweats Narrative: Off work one day

961416 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 35.0 33 M Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, left arm myalgia after vaccine on 12/23/2020; on 12/25/2020 lost taste with waxing waning headache and nausea through 12/26/2020; no symptoms on 12/27/2020; today 12/28/2020 has waxing waning headache and nausea.

961424 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 F Rash & UrticariaPruritus

961430 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 51 F Headache

961694 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 F Arthralgia Arthralgia, body aches

961702 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 32.0 31 F tingling in the R arm and leg; swelling in the R side of the face/cheek Narrative: Employee reports after having vaccine felt tingling in her R arm; later R leg and facial/ cheek swelling on the Right side. Remained the same overnight and was seen the next day 12/29/2020. Benadryl order and employee sent home

961707 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 54.0 53 F Myalgia, Arthralgia, 12/25 2000 noticed sore arm 17:00 followed by myalgias arthralgia, extremities, and lower back, lower LE, fully resolved 12/29.

961712 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 51 M Myalgia, Fever, Sore throat, fatigue

961719 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 34.0 33 F Headache, Myalgia, fatigue

961724 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 56.0 55 M Myalgia Loss of smell, generalized weakness Narrative:  Received COVID-19 VACCINE on 12/23/2020. 24 hours after receiving the vaccine I had body aches, loss of smell and general weakness. All symptoms are gone except I still have loss of smell and easily get tired. Other than that I am feeling ok (12/282020).

961729 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 51.0 50 F Myalgia & Diarrhea Narrative:  Employee called OHC to report side effects that occurred the night of vaccination and now getting better.

961734 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 31.0 30 F Tachycardia Narrative:  Employee reported elevated Heart Rate for the last hour running in the 110's to 120's. Current heart rate is 124, with no other symptoms reported. Will continue to follow up with employee daily to check on status. Employee was reported to contact 911 or go to the nearest Emergency Room if symptoms worsen.

961740 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 51.0 50 F BlurredVision, NauseaVomiting, Symptoms started eve of 12/28/2020 as above with marked generalized fatigue and pain on left deltoid. Feels better 12/29 with only left deltoid pain remaining.

961746 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 43.0 42 F Myalgia

961754 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 38 F Dizziness

961764 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 38 M TINGLING BLE Narrative: Employee reported numbness/tingling to BLE almost immediately upon receipt of vaccine. Within one hour, he reported back to provider, that symptoms had not subsided. I tried to call him today to follow up but was unsuccessful in contacting him.

961778 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 29.0 28 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, sore throat, congestion, neck sore to touch, neck stiffness Narrative: Recommend symptomatic treatment with Tylenol, ibuprofen, rest.

961786 12/25/2020 01/08/2021 25.0 24 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Rash, NauseaVomiting, Chills Narrative: Unable to work.

961802 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 45.0 44 M Myalgia & Fever Narrative: Employee has reported a low-grade fever, muscle and body aches, chills, flu-like symptoms. Informed employee if symptoms get worse call 911 or go to the nearest Emergency Room. Will continue to monitor employee daily.

961819 01/08/2021 53.0 M Diarrhea Narrative:

961850 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 37.0 36 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Body aches, low grade fever 99.5, headache

961852 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 54.0 53 F Headache & Fever

961853 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 59.0 58 F Dizziness & NauseaVomiting Narrative:  Employee reported dizziness that persisted for 45 minutes, incident occurred 17 hours following injection. Employee further reports that she did not eat breakfast and situation that precipitated event was bending over and standing upright quickly while assisting a patient. Employee has since fully recovered.

961854 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 38 F Headache, Myalgia, Body aches, headache

961855 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 27.0 26 F Headache sweaty, chills Reports headache, sweaty, chills. Affecting work day.

961856 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 43.0 42 M Headache, Myalgia, Diarrhea, fatigue

961857 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 45.0 44 F Myalgia Chills, Rigors

961858 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 27.0 26 M Dizziness, Headache, chills, pain at injection site.

961859 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 45.0 44 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, NauseaVomiting, Received Vaccine 12/28/20 and developed symptoms that evening chills, subjective fever, arm soreness with increased warmth and nodule, and fatigue

961860 11/25/2019 01/08/2021 31.0 29 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, Rash, NauseaVomiting Fatigue Narrative:  Able to to to work. Hx of COVID 9/18/2020.

961861 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 55.0 54 M SkinRash

961862 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 30.0 29 M Headache, Myalgia & Arthralgia

961863 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 40.0 39 F Sore arm at site of injection only Narrative:  Sore arm at site of injection only

961864 01/08/2021 39.0 F HYPERtension tingling lips Narrative:  presented back to vaccine clinic 25 minutes after administration with c/o tingling lips. B/P 144/96, HR 78, O2 99% at 10:13, Benadryl 25 mg PO at 10:15. BP 140/87 at 10:20. Lips no longer tingling at 10:35. 10:39 BP 118/77, HR 76, O2 99%. No further monitoring needed.

961865 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 53.0 52 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Received COVID Vaccine 12/28 and developed symptoms 1 hour post-vaccination including nasal congestion, chills,and left arm soreness with a nodule at site of injection. Employee has chronic neck and back pain which were worsened after receiving the vaccine. The medications the employee is taking are her chronic meds for her chronic eck and back pain.

961866 01/08/2021 48.0 F Rash localized pain in area of injection Narrative:  Reports awoke day after receiving vaccine with "hot and raised" rash surrounding area of injection. measure 4.5 * 3.5 cm, red, blotchy, slightly itchy rash, skin intact, no other clinical findings with regard to rash. She reports localized tenderness in area of rash.

961867 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 33.0 32 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia & Diarrhea Narrative:  Resolved symptoms in 3 days

961868 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 34.0 33 M Headache, CoughWheeze, congestion

961870 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 61.0 60 F Arthralgia fatigue Narrative:

961871 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 44.0 43 F injection site at upper deltoid, Pain in mid shoulder with ROM above >90 13:30, at 15:30 pain increased in left shoulder with AROM. Shoulder and back warmth. Numbness in left cheek and left lip. All resolved, mild with arm pain with turning apply force c Narrative:

961873 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 49.0 48 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, CHILLS Narrative: Employee was sent home from work

961874 01/08/2021 40.0 M feeling flush

961875 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, NauseaVomiting, Symptoms started evening 12/28/20 -Nasal Congestion Started, Arm soreness,Denies Fever

961877 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 28.0 27 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, fatigue, feels hot but temp is normal. Narrative:  12/28 onset of "feeling crummy" - fatigue and "really bad" headache. She went home after work and went to sleep. 12/29 onset of feeling "hot" but her temperature is normal. Body aches, slight headache, and feeling "clammy". She took ibuprofen on 12/29 and is currently at work. Employee reports she usually feels mildly ill the day after a flu vaccine but this adverse reaction is much worse than that. 12/30 - employee reports she developed diarrhea and a temp to 99. Continues to have body aches and mild headache. 12/31 all symptoms resolved.

961878 12/25/2020 01/08/2021 24.0 23 F Myalgia, Fever,  chills Narrative: Missed 1 d of work

961880 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 57.0 56 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia & Fever Narrative: patients is too sick to come into work

961881 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 34.0 33 F Myalgia fatigue, itching/pain/erythema/swelling at injection site

961883 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 38 M URTICARIA/PRURITUS TO TORSO,BACK,CHEST

961885 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 M swollen glands around uvula

961886 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 56.0 55 F swollen uvula, throat lymph edema, arm soreness. has history of anaphylaxis

961887 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 43.0 42 F Confusion, Headache, Myalgia & Fever Narrative:

961889 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 56.0 55 F Swollen lymph node to left axilla with tenderness; fatigue started 12/24/2020

961899 01/08/2021 59.0 F Tachycardia Narrative:  VACCINE ADMINISTERED APPROX 1050AM, PT REPORTED PALPITATIONS AT APPROX 1102, VITAL SIGNS CHECKED, HER 110-120s, PT SENT TO ED VIA W/C ACCOMPANIED BY RN & MD

961908 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 38.0 37 F LEFT ARM PAIN; LOCALIZED SWELLING/ERYTHEMA/AXILLARY LYMPHADENOPATHY LEFT Narrative: LEFT ARM PAIN: LOCALIZED SWELLING/ERYTHEMA/AXILLARY LYMPHADENOPATHY LEFT DEVELOPED 12-24 HRS POST VACCINATION- ALL SYMPTOMS RESOLVED 48 HRS LATER

961914 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 48.0 47 F Myalgia, Fever,  Sore throat, arm soreness Narrative: Symptoms reported 12/24 and Per Dr. visit report this employee felt well enough to work the next day.

961952 01/08/2021 27.0 F Dizziness, Myalgia & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

964306 12/11/2020 01/08/2021 35.0 34 M Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, fever-100.3 F had two days of leave, rest at home

964322 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 60.0 59 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, ErythemaMultiform, Pain in feet Narrative:

964371 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 56.0 55 F Rash, UrticariaPruritus, pain at site of injections x 3 days

964378 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 40.0 39 F Headache pressure around head for 2 days

964384 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 69.0 68 M Arthralgia, Fever & NauseaVomiting

964391 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 50.0 49 F SkinRash, Rash, pain at injection site Approximately 4 hours after injection of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine to left arm employee started to experience pain to injection site that progressively got worse, to the point employee was not able to sleep on left side. Employee reports pain to injection as "10" on 0-10 scale at 0830 12/29/2020. In morning of 12/29/2020 employee noticed raised macular below injection site that is not itchy or painful. Size of rash 6 inches x 3 inches. Employee instructed to take picture of rash. Employee now concerned about getting second dose of COVID-19 vaccine. No medications used to treat pain or rash.

964400 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 23.0 22 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Weakness Narrative:

964407 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 62.0 61 M CoughWheeze congestion, fatigue

964414 01/08/2021 62.0 M Headache, Myalgia, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, N/A Narrative: 1030hours received dose. 1130hours developed HA not alleviated with OTC Acetaminophen. 1200hours upset stomach, not alleviated with "jell-o" and clear soda, developed nausea. Had 4-5 bouts of BMs from time of dose to 1300hours.

964425 01/08/2021 48.0 M 10 minutes after injection started having metallic taste, pressure to the left back tongue, left arm heaviness and fatigue Narrative:

964428 01/08/2021 59.0 F tingling LUE, LLE, Left face and left side of tongue/cheek Narrative: condition C called

964435 01/08/2021 45.0 M LEFT ARM PARASTHESIA HAD MILD TINGLING DOWN LEFT ARM

964442 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 59.0 58 F Angioedema, ErythemaMultiform, Employee reported on inhalation at the right upper lung lobe Narrative: Employee reported redness and swelling at the vaccination area. She also reported mild to moderated pain at the right upper lung lobe which occurs during inhalation.

964448 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 41.0 40 M Diarrhea & NauseaVomiting

964450 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 59.0 58 F ErythemaMultiform & UrticariaPruritus Narrative: URTICARIA, RASH HEAD TO TOE, PRURITUS after COVID Vaccine was given (evening)

964457 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 32.0 31 F Headache, Fever, NauseaVomiting, Dx with COVID in September 2020 Narrative:

964462 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 53.0 52 F UrticariaPruritus Narrative: Mild reaction R Arm and Left leg w/mild urticaria. Treated with 25mg Benadryl oral, observed for additional 30 minutes and released to home feeling well

964475 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 45.0 44 F Headache, ErythemaMultiform, UrticariaPruritus, NauseaVomiting, chills, body aches, abdominal pain

964482 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 51 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, INJECTION SITE PAIN, STIFFNESS, PAINFUL LN B/L, JOINT PAIN TEMP 99.3 Narrative: 12/25-mile injection site pain 12/26-increased injection site pain, stiffness, painful lymph nodes on both sides, headache, body aches, joint pain and 99.3 temp. Completely resolved by 12/27

964491 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 29.0 28 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Chills, lethargic

964501 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 51.0 50 F injection site pain, lymphadenopathy Narrative:  12/18 received the vaccine.  12/19 injection site and upper arm pain. 12/20 onset of supraclavicular lymphadenopathy. Still present 12/28. Nodes are palpable, mobile, and non-tender.

964509 01/08/2021 39.0 F eye twitching

964521 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 1.08 0 F Bleeding Epistaxis Narrative: Epistaxis shortly after getting the vaccine. Required UC visit to get it under control. Per MD note bleeding stopped after applying pressure for 15 minutes 0.0

964524 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 43.0 42 F Myalgia, Diarrhea, LEFT deltoid, soreness redness and lump RESOLVED 12/28. periorbital edema/upper eyelids, diarrhea, myalgia and fatigue 12/25 all resolved 12/28. upper eyelids conts Narrative:

964539 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 41.0 40 F Headache & Fever Narrative:  Emp reports he had COVID vaccine Sat 12/26/20 and started running fever of 101.8 12/27/20. Emp states he checked his temp again today and now is 101.6. Emp reports he had COVID in June 2020. Emp states he called out of work today due to fever and is seeking further instructions on what to do next. Feels better, now, but still has headache.
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964547 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 51 M Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, Fatigue

964555 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 62.0 61 F Headache, CoughWheeze & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

964561 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 35.0 34 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, CoughWheeze, NauseaVomiting, Fever 99.8 12/25 Sore throat 12/25 Narrative:

964567 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 46.0 45 M Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Headache Narrative: Worsening of chronic dizziness, and left arm pain (elbow, thumb), also had a severe headache on 12/27 (resolved several hours after taking Tylenol).

964575 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 51.0 50 M Dizziness, Headache, Nausea, NauseaVomiting, swelling pain at injection site

964578 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 F Headache, Arthralgia, Sever Fatigue

964579 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 51 F Rash Rash to bilateral upper extremities, pruritus to bilateral lower extremities, fine, blanching rash Narrative:

964580 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 43.0 42 F Headache, Myalgia & Arthralgia Narrative: Mild symptom onset, presented to clinic to report. No further actions.

964581 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 27.0 26 M Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, 100.1 fever. extreme fatigue Narrative:

964582 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 49.0 48 F UrticariaPruritus

964583 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 47.0 46 M Myalgia, Tachycardia, fatigue, soreness at the injection site. Narrative:  12/21 employee received vaccine at 0930 - later in the afternoon he noted tachycardia to about 100. He was watching the rate on his Apple watch. The highest rate was 130. His only other symptom was fatigue which was bad enough on 12/22 that he had to go home. He saw his PCP on 12/22 for the tachycardia who ordered labs which were all normal. He is a resident so he asked anesthesia to do an EKG which showed sinus tachycardia. On 12/23 his heart rate average went down to 100. Today (12-28) his resting heart rate is 70-80 which is his baseline. He has not had recurrence of the tachycardia since 12/23. He also reports he had soreness at the injection site and myalgias both of which have since resolved.

964584 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 57.0 56 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, Intermittent jaw pain and rib pain Narrative: Recommended that she seek emergent care

964585 12/26/2020 01/08/2021 55.0 54 F Rash fatigue; induration, pain and erythema at inoculation site on left arm Narrative: seen by MD on 12/28/2020 for persistent induration and erythema/pain though decreasing induration/erythema size

964586 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 49.0 48 M Headache, Myalgia, Photophobia, fatigue Narrative: Onset about 8 hours after receiveing vaccine. 24 after vaccine, H/A is much improved.

964587 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 54.0 53 F Headache, Rash & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

964588 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 37.0 36 F sinus congestion, pain at injection site Narrative:

964592 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 63.0 62 M Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Flu-like symptoms, woke up slightly restless on eve of 23rd, increased nasal congestion, profound fatigue following 48hrs difficult moving/getting out of bed, severe low back pain, left deltoid sore x 3 days, chills no documented fever, alternating Acetam Narrative:

964603 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 38 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Chills, fatigue, decreased appetite, decreased ability to taste on 12/26-present Narrative:

964615 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 34.0 33 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, lightheadedness, throat numbness, facial tingling Narrative: 12/28 Onset of lightheadedness within 5 minutes of vaccine followed by nausea. After 35 min she felt tingling on her face and felt like her throat was numb. She drank water with no problem. She checked her O2 sat and it remained 91 - 93%. She just had an O2 meter because her Mother-in-law gave it to her. No underlying lung problem. She continues to have mild nausea but other symptoms have resolved. She has been able to eat some food which is making her feel better. She says she is developing tenderness in her temples which feels like she's developing a headache.

968200 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 54.0 53 F Headache Narrative:

968206 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 69.0 68 M Sedation, Myalgia, Fever, extensive fatigue, low grade fever, and myalgia reported Narrative: Employee needed to leave work second to symptoms

968216 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 54.0 53 M Myalgia Narrative:

968222 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 61.0 60 F Headache Malaise and frequent stools but not considered diarrhea Narrative: She states that she had immediate pain at the injection site. On Saturday at 7AM, she developed malaise and frequent stools but would not classify them as diarrhea as well as a headache. She has never had a fever. Today, she continues to feel weak but reports that she is improving.

968226 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 53.0 52 M Headache malaise Narrative:

968233 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 75.0 74 F MILD URTICARIA Narrative:

968234 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 50.0 49 M injection site pain

968239 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 44.0 43 F facial numbeness x 1h; bilateral Narrative: self limited bilateral facial numbness

968245 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 42.0 41 F Myalgia Narrative:

968250 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 41.0 40 F injection site pain

968256 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 61.0 60 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, decreased appetite, general malaise, some abdominal discomfort

968263 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 57.0 56 M Headache, Rash, fatigue

968266 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 50.0 49 M injection site pain Narrative:

968267 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 35.0 34 M Headache, Myalgia & Diarrhea Narrative:

968268 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 51 F injection site pain Narrative:

968269 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 51 F Dizziness, Headache & Myalgia Narrative:

968270 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 35.0 34 M Leak of vaccine from needle / syringe Narrative: Leak from syringe / needle during administration of vaccination. Moderna contacted with the following recommendations: 1) Monitor patient for 30 minutes post vaccination. 2) No need to repeat vaccination and proceed with vaccination #2 per recommended schedule.

968271 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 M Myalgia injection site pain Narrative:

968272 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 33.0 32 F Dizziness Narrative: About one hour after shot, developed dizziness, which continues at this time (2 hours). Hasn't fallen, gait is stable, hasn't taken any meds.

968273 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 44.0 43 F Myalgia bottom lip feels heavy, jaw feels heavy, bottom lip and jaw numbness Narrative:

968274 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 64.0 63 F pain and swelling at the injection site Narrative:

968275 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 61.0 60 M injection site pain Narrative:

968631 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 59.0 58 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, chills, fatigue, injection site pain Narrative: Employee reported injection site pain on arm, as well as fever (101 F), chills, joint pain, muscle pain/body aches, and fatigue. Reports took ibuprofen (unknown dose/frequency).

970331 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 M Fever chills and low grade fever at bedtime, slight throat irritation with dry cough Narrative: Low grade fever, body aches, chills, body aches are the worse.

970332 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 51.0 50 F Headache, Fever, Chills, Cramping T101.4 Narrative:

970349 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 41.0 40 M ErythemaMultiform Narrative: blister at site

970350 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 41.0 40 F Headache, Myalgia, extreme fatigue, joint pain unable to complete household work. Narrative:

970397 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 38.0 37 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, NauseaVomiting, Fatigue, Chills Narrative: Treated with acetaminophen and rest

970403 01/08/2021 40.0 F throat itching and mild throat swelling Narrative: aprox 40 mins ater vaccine,pt c/o throat itching and slight throat swelling.pt give PO 25 mg Benadryl with ease of symptoms.

970407 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 33.0 32 F Headaches, Rash, locallized pain in area of shot, axillary tenderness. Narrative: Employee reports day after shot, developed headache, localized pain in area of shot, mild pain in axilla on side of shot, and small rash, red, about the size of quarter. Headache resolved within a day, localized pain resolved within a few days. Rash and mild axillary pain continues at day 6, rash has increased to 5cmx6cm, red, blotchy, flat, no sloughing.

970413 01/08/2021 47.0 F Dizziness, Diarrhea, HYPERtension & Tachycardia Narrative:  Employee felt flushed, tachy and dizzy. Initial vitals BP 180/116, P 125, Pulse Ox 100%. Given ice pack and monitored symptoms & vitals. No medications/treatment provided. Employee notes h/o stress induced HTN, no medications. Smoker, last >2 hours prior. BP and Pulse remained elevated and employee was transferred to the ED for further monitoring.

970419 12/25/2020 01/08/2021 27.0 26 M Myalgia Fatigue Narrative:

970428 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 48.0 47 M Headache, Fever, NauseaVomiting, FATIGUE, TIRED, fever, HA, nausea, vomiting, swollen glands

970440 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 61.0 60 F Headache Narrative:  headache resolved during observation period

970445 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 51 M Headache, HYPERtension, congestion Narrative: home to take daily zyrtec for congestion;

970452 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 42.0 41 F Headache, HYPERtension, neck stiffness, left arm weakness, Narrative: individual states having these symptoms all the time, almost resolved when left with husband driving home

970520 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 38.0 37 M Diarrhea Narrative:

970521 12/25/2020 01/08/2021 66.0 65 F CoughWheeze, NauseaVomiting, fatigue, shortness of breath, sore throat Narrative:

970522 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 30.0 29 F UrticariaPruritus itching only at site of injection

970523 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 60.0 59 F Diarrhea Headache Narrative:

970524 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 32.0 31 F Dizziness, Myalgia, Fever, SkinRash, NauseaVomiting, Palpitations, Tachycardia, Tingling throat, lips, tongue. Lip swelling. Severe arm pain at site, sore throat, nasal congestion

970525 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 49.0 48 M Throat felt tight Narrative:  Throat felt tight. No wheezes/rhonci. Tongue without edema. Able to swallow. O2SAT 100% Vitals wnl

970526 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 31.0 30 F Dizziness, Tachycardia, neck/throat pressure on right side Narrative:

970527 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 38.0 37 F SORENESS AT INJECTION SITE Narrative:

970528 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 27.0 26 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, Diarrhea, chills Narrative:

970529 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 61.0 60 F Headache, Myalgia, CoughWheeze & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

970530 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 M Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Fatigue Narrative: I took my second shot yesterday around noon felt pretty tired around 10 PM and 2 o'clock was aching like crazy..i've been taking Tylenol and NSAIDS and tums. And I took twice tramadol 50 mg left over from five years ago. The only relief was a short gag throw up a few minutes ago. I i'm lucky I took the day off today and tomorrow. I think by early afternoon I'll be able to get back on the computer. But there was no way I could talk to anybody this morning. Even my hair hurts. Feel dehydrated.

970531 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 61.0 60 F FATIGUE Narrative:

970532 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 45.0 44 F Headache, Myalgia, CoughWheeze, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, Tachycardia, Chills, Joint Pain, Very Sore Arm Narrative:  Per received email from initial person reporting the ADR- "The Chief Medical Officer came to assess her. It is my understanding that she was subsequently tested for COVID19 on 1/3/2021 and determine to be positive. It is unknown if there were any other appointments attended by the employee."

970533 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 28.0 27 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever, chills, Narrative:

970534 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 38 M Headache chills, fatigue

970535 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 58.0 57 F SORENESS AT INJECTION SITE Narrative:

970536 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 M Dizziness Narrative: became pale. Minimal breakfast.

970537 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 53.0 52 F Myalgia fatigue, fever, Narrative:

970538 01/08/2021 53.0 F ErythemaMultiform Narrative:

970539 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 28.0 27 F Palms became sweaty Narrative:  Noted palms becoming sweaty after 30 minutes of having the vaccine. Initial blood pressure 86/55 P 84 (lying down) with 97 O2 Sat. Denied difficulty breathing. Interval blood pressure 97/57 p. 83 regular. Final blood pressure 137/74 (sitting) P. 90. Left in stable condition to continue being a part of the COVID vaccination team as check-out.

970540 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 30.0 29 F periorbital edema, lip swelling Narrative: ED note: This is a 29 year old employee who got her COVID vaccine yesterday. This morning she noticed facial puffiness, mostly around her eyes. No swelling of lips, toungue, no trouble swallowing or speaking, no swelling of throat, no SOB, no n/v or dizziness. Here she had some mild periorbital puffiness that I would not be aware of if she did not point it out to me. There is no swelling of her lips, airway and no SOB or problems with her voice. Her symptoms are improving in the ER. I think it is unlikely that this delayed symptom is related to the vaccine, however, she also states she had some swelling of the right side of her lip yesterday (none today), so I'm going to prescribe her an epi-pen.

970541 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 34.0 33 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, HYPERtension, fatigue, injection site pain/itching, chills Narrative:  Employee reports feeling dizzy and "foggy" about 3 hours after receiving vaccine. Also reports nausea, diarrhea, headaches, fever/chills, fatigue, muscle aches, and injection site pain/itching. No medications taken for symptoms relief per report.

970542 01/08/2021 29.0 F Dizziness, HYPERtension, elevated blood pressure Narrative: dizziness 10 min after injection and by was 139/75.

970543 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 60.0 59 F Fever 12/24/20 @12:30 am woke up with severe chills (rigors) lasted 3 hours max was 103.7 f, extremely tiredness. 12/25/20 @ 12:00 midnight all symptoms resolved, fever gone. 12/25/20- much better just a little tired. Narrative:

970553 12/19/2020 01/08/2021 54.0 53 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting & Tachycardia Narrative: Vaccine received on 12-19-20. Symptom onset several hours later, needed to miss work on Monday 12-21-20 on account of symptoms. No immediate medical intervention required. Self-managed with tylenol.

970558 01/08/2021 36.0 F Dizziness lightheaded and sore throat, injection site soreness Narrative:

970562 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 53.0 52 F UrticariaPruritus, HYPERtension, itching Narrative: after 30 minutes, redness resolved, elevated blood pressure returned to normal

970566 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 23.0 22 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, Chills, fatigue Narrative:

970570 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 71.0 70 F TINGLING TO LEFT DELTOID Narrative: C/O TINGLING TO LEFT DELTOID AFTER ADMINISTRATION OF VACCINE - NOTIFIED OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH PROVIDER DENIES, PA PT DECLINED ASSESSEMENT BY ER.

970702 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 0 F Headache, Myalgia, pain of upper legs and arms and slight headache Narrative: 0.0

970723 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 31.0 30 F UrticariaPruritus sweating, fatique, lymph node swelling Narrative:

970754 12/21/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 38 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, malaise Narrative: States she compares the side effects similar to those she experiences after having a Flu vaccine.

970771 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 30.0 29 M Myalgia fatigue Narrative:

970784 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 56.0 55 F Headache TIREDNESS SAME DAY. NEXT DAY, BAD HEADACHE, BACK WAS HURTING. TODAY 01/05/21 JOINT PAIN WHEN I WOKE UP. LEFT ARM JOINT PAIN AT ELBOW AND AT WRIST AND MY HAND AND FINGERS Narrative:  2 DAYS OF SAFETY LEAVE

970800 12/18/2020 01/08/2021 43.0 42 M Palpitations facial warmth Narrative:

970823 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 42.0 41 F SORENESS AT INJECTION SITE Narrative:

971042 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 48.0 47 F Myalgia Narrative:

971051 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 43.0 42 F Fever, Angioedema, SkinRash & Rash Narrative:

971055 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 53.0 52 F Headache & Fever Narrative:

971057 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 43.0 42 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, ITCHY THROAT Narrative:

971059 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 48.0 47 F Headache, Arthralgia, Fever, FLUSHED Narrative:

971062 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 43.0 42 F Rash & UrticariaPruritus Narrative:  Employee states she took Benadryl, Pepcid and zantac on her own.

971066 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 43.0 42 F NauseaVomiting & HYPERtension Narrative: nausea and elevated blood pressure 141/91; reclined in chair for 10 minutes; nausea resolved and BP decreased to 127/82.

971070 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 27.0 26 M severe bilateral upper trapezius, bilateral quads soreness Narrative:

971076 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 55.0 54 F UrticariaPruritus itching; r supraclavical tenderness and swelling began 12/28 - Narrative: reports r supraclavical tenderness and swelling begining on 12/28 for which she is taking advil.

971081 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 49.0 48 M Myalgia Narrative:

971087 12/24/2020 01/08/2021 47.0 46 F Lightheadedness up the back of neck and scalp Narrative:  Started feeling light headed up back of neck and scalp. B/P 119/84, P 76, R 16, O2 Sat 98%. Left walking fine and stated she was ok.

971093 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 38 F FLUSHING Narrative:  At approximately 1700 she was brought to the observation room due flushing of her face. Color was returning to normal but then she reclined in chair and stated that she was not feeling right. She reported feeling lightheaded and shaky. Pulse was regular, skin warm/dry. 1705 administered Benadryl 50mg PO. Monitored until 1735, stated she felt food and denied any issues.

971095 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 61.0 60 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, HA, MYALGIA, PAIN AT SITE WHOLE ARM, Narrative:

971101 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 33.0 32 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Rhinorrhea, fatigue, chills. Narrative:  Temp was up to 99.6.

971107 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 63.0 62 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia & NauseaVomiting Narrative:  Is taking Ibuprofen/ Advil, also took Zofran for nausea. Body aches are 10/10, sometimes improve down to 8/10.

971113 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 34.0 33 F Paresthesia in lips, hands and feet 15 mins to 3 hours post vaccine Narrative:

971120 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 53.0 52 F Headache, Arthralgia, foggy feeling, back ache Narrative:

971123 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 26.0 25 M Myalgia, Fever Chills, abdominal pain(mild)

971136 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 20.0 F Tingling and numbness of the upper and lower lip (left side) Narrative:  Patient stated she felt a slight tingling and numbness of left side of the lower and upper lip. Symptoms resolved after about 30 seconds post-vaccination.

971151 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 30.0 29 M Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, NauseaVomiting, CHILLS/BODY ACHES/FATIGUE Narrative:

971155 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 59.0 58 F SkinRash, ErythemaMultiform, Hematoma Narrative: Hematoma forms on left arm after injection

971163 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 61.0 60 U Dizziness Narrative: Felt dizzy, foggy. Vital signs within normal limits.

971168 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 47.0 45 F Dizziness resolved after about an hour

971171 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 51 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia & Diarrhea Narrative:  Vaccinated in the morning 12/20. Fell asleep early due to fatigue. Woke up not feeling well: headache, body aches, dizzy. Unable to go to work that day. By Tuesday able to return to work though experiencing loose stools.

971175 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 53.0 52 F Myalgia bilateral leg and right ankle pain, reports calf tightness and cramping to lower extremities Narrative: developed bilateral leg pain, tightness of calf muscles within one hour of receiving vaccine. Headache on 12/23/2020

971200 12/17/2020 01/08/2021 45.0 44 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, lethargy; injection site soreness, loss of appetite Narrative:  Vaccine 12/17 @6:00 pm. On 12/18/2020 - woke up with a headache and "tight" muscles. Progressively that day she felt lethargic. She also had soreness in her arm at the site of the vaccine. Within 24 hours she developed nausea and lost her appetite. She took alleve and went back to sleep. 12/20 - slept all day. 12/21 - woke up feeling much better with a mild headache. 12/22 felt back to normal.

971227 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 35.0 34 M injection site pain and swelling Narrative:

971254 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 55.0 54 F Headache Narrative: 12/22 1300 vaccinated. 12/22 1430 onset of headache. 12/23 headache persists. No medication necessary to treat he headache. She denies all other symptoms.

971259 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 1.5 0 F metallic taste immediately; last for several hours--resolved. swelling/tenderness anterior neck/most likely lymphadenopathy  Narrative:  phone call 0.5

971263 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 54.0 53 F Headache

971269 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 38.0 37 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, Palpitations, felt palpitations about 90 min post vaccine; lasted for about 15 min; headach and mild nausea next morning Narrative: phone cal

971289 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 50.0 49 F fatigue Narrative:

971290 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 59.0 58 M Dizziness, Constipation, Extreme Fatigue, pain in arm form shot Narrative:  Significant impact on life as he missed work due to this

971291 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 43.0 42 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, itchy throat Narrative:  itchy throat, headache , nausea - resolved without intervention

971292 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 51 M Dizziness & HYPERtension Narrative: Patient reports light headedness, dizziness, "heavy" feeling to monitoring staff. Patient given some water and monitored for 30 minutes by monitoring staff. BP 139/111 HR 75, recheck BP 141/99 HR 80 reported to this RN. Event reported to this RN at 1350, patient returned to workstation.

971293 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 35.0 34 M Syncope Narrative:  Complaint of lightheadedness 15 seconds after administration of vaccine. Patient lowered to floor safely by RN, followed by syncope and loss of consciousness. EMS called. Patient returned to baseline oriented with stable vital signs following event. Patient left clinic in stable condition after monitoring by RN for approximately 1 hour.

971294 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 49.0 48 F Dizziness, Headache & Myalgia Narrative:

971295 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 53.0 52 F Myalgia, Arthralgia & Tachycardia
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971296 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 59.0 58 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever fatigue

971297 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 46.0 45 F UrticariaPruritus Narrative: Emp self admin diphenhydramine 25mg and issue resolved within 60min of taking med.

971298 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 38 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, Fatigue Narrative: Significant impact on life, as symptoms result in time out of work

971299 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 41.0 40 M Headache, Myalgia,  injection site pain

971300 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 31.0 30 F NauseaVomiting chiills, fatigue, nausea Narrative: phone call.

971301 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 0 M Myalgia Narrative: 0.0

971302 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 39.0 38 F UrticariaPruritus 3.5 x 4 cm painful, red, warm induration Narrative:  immed small site rxn grew to 3.5 x 4 cm within 24hrs remains painful

971303 01/06/2021 01/08/2021 68.0 68 M Dizziness Narrative: After 15mins observation ended, pt stood up and felt light headed; VS taken, BP 152/68, HR 71, O2Sat 100%; pt observed for another few mins and at 1130, she said she's feeling fine and ready to leave; declined to go to ED.

971304 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 31.0 30 M Headache & Myalgia Narrative:  reports next morning felt like he was "hit by a truck" "severe headache and muscle aches"On 12/31, things didn't get much better. I felt like I had the flu. I woke up in a puddle of sweat but I was freezing, I still had muscle aches and I had a sore throat. Friday was better beside still having a little bit of a sore throat. (symptoms lasted over 48 hours)

971305 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 38 M Myalgia lip burning Narrative:

971306 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 51.0 50 F injection site redness/swelling/pain/itching, body aches Narrative:  Employee reports experienced injection site pain/redness/swelling/itching after receiving vaccine. Unknown duration of how long symptoms persisted. Reports was taking ibuprofen (unknown dose/frequency) for 3-4 days.

971307 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 57.0 56 F Dizziness, Headache, NauseaVomiting, arm sore at injection site,fatigue Narrative:

971308 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 48.0 47 F NauseaVomiting localized pain at injection site for 3 days Narrative:

971309 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 33.0 32 M Headache, Fever, NauseaVomiting, chills, fatigue Narrative:

971310 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 62.0 61 M Headache, Myalgia, reports redness running down arm the afternoon of and today is feeling flush, and mild shortness of breath Narrative:

971311 12/20/2020 01/08/2021 42.0 40 F Headache Fatigue Narrative: 24 hours after vaccine administration onset of headache, malaise, feeling poorly - subsequently missed work 12/22 in order to rest; resolved by 12/23

971312 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 51.0 50 F Headache, Myalgia, FATIGUE SORENESS AT INJECTOIN SITE AND SORE NECK

971313 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 51 F Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, chills, injection site pain Narrative: Employee reported experienced fever (101 F), chills, body aches, joint aches, headaches, and injection site pain the evening after receiving the vaccine. Reports took ibuprofen and Tylenol (unknown dose/frequency). Reports felt better after taking Motrin (ibuprofen).

971314 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 62.0 61 F Myalgia, UrticariaPruritus, injection site pain/redness/swelling/itching, chills, fever, body aches, fatigue, swollen lymph glands Narrative:  Employee reports injection site pain/redness/swelling/itching, chills, fever, body aches, fatigue, and swollen lymph glands after receiving vaccine. No further information provided in report.

971315 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 60.0 59 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, severe fatigue Narrative:

971316 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 56.0 55 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, fatigue Narrative:

971317 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 46.0 45 F chest tightness Narrative: Per EOH RN email, employee experienced tightness to the chest about 15 minutes after injection. Employee was seen by doctor and was recommended to report to emergency room, however employee "refused and left AMA." On 12/24 (next day), employee denies any problems/issues and was not in any distress. Employee reports albuterol inhaler (1 puff one time) for shortness of breath.

971318 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 54.0 53 F FATIGUE Narrative:

971323 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 42.0 41 M Myalgia

971324 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 0 M Myalgia 0.0

971325 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 57.0 56 F Myalgia Narrative: Employee reported experiencing arm pain/soreness/swelling (3-4/10 on pain scale), which began about 1 hour after vaccine administration and lasted about 3 hours. Reports resolved gradually over next couple of days. Reports on day 4 post-vaccination, developed a headache ("sinus pressure") that progressed over 3 days to headaches, muscle aches, nausea, diarrhea, and general malaise. Employee also reported cough and runny nose on 12/28/2020. COVID test scheduled (results unknown as of date of this entry). Employee to contact PCP for sinus symptoms as has a history of allergies/sinus infections.

971326 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 47.0 46 F ErythemaMultiform swelling Narrative:

971327 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 35.0 34 F flushing of face/body, redness and warmth to injection site Narrative:

971330 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 33.0 32 F ErythemaMultiform, UrticariaPruritus, swelling Narrative:

974780 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 46.0 45 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, chills, fatigue Narrative:

974781 01/08/2021 66.0 M Dizziness, NauseaVomiting, FELT HOT Narrative: PATIENT EXAMINED BY PHYSICIN AND NURSES. FOUND TO BE IN NSR AND SATTING IN THE 90'S WITH A BP OF 90/62. PATIENT STATED NORMAL VITAL SIGNS FOR HER. PATIENT HELD FOR ADDITIONAL 30 MIN AND RE-EXAMINED BY PHYSICIAN BEFORE BEING RELEASED FROM VACCINE CLINIC.

974782 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 56.0 55 M Headache, Myalgia & Fever

974783 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 37.0 36 M Headache Fatigue Narrative:

974784 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 38 F Fever body aches Narrative: Per email from (EOH RN): "employee had an adverse drug reaction on 12/23/2020, day after vaccination. Symptoms: fever, body aches". Per Employee Adverse Reaction Report, employee also reports chills, headaches, joint pain, and fatigue. Employee reports max temp on 12/23/20 was 101-102 F, with fever breaking overnight. No symptoms other than mild soreness at injection site on 12/24/2020. Employee reported took extra strength Tylenol (500mg), 2 doses 6 hours apart.

974785 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 42.0 41 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Tachycardia, temp 104.0, chills, fatigue Narrative:

977005 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 38.0 37 F Myalgia menstrual irregularity Narrative:  Employee reports was due for menstrual period on 12/25/2020 and had not started it as of 12/28/2020. Reports menses is regular (28-30days) and has not been sexually active in previous 2 months. Reports feels pre-menstrual, but no menses. Reported that several other coworkers also reported menstrual irregularities after receiving COVID vaccine. Employee also experienced "severe pain 10/10" to injection site for several days (pain 10/10 on day 1, 10/10 on day 2, 5/10 on day 3). Reports took Tylenol (unknown dose/frequency) but did not feel any relief. Injection site pain has since resolved.

977006 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 53.0 52 F Soreness at injection site

977007 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 M Myalgia

977008 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 60.0 59 M Dizziness, Headache, Arm sore and painful. C/O feeling eye pressure

977009 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 57.0 56 M Myalgia

977010 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 59.0 58 M Myalgia Local arm pain; neck and shoulder pain

977011 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 49.0 48 M Myalgia Sore throat, body aches

977012 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 62.0 61 F Headache, Myalgia chills

977013 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 47.0 46 F Dizziness, headache, inj site 8 days after redness and pain

977014 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 42.0 41 F chills, fatigue

977015 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 51.0 50 F Fever Narrative:  The day after vaccine administration, employee experienced fever of 101.1 F, body aches, fatigue, and swollen glands under the chin. Max temp was 101.1 F at 6am on 12/23/2020, down to 98.8 F by 10am on 12/23/2020, after employee took ibuprofen 800mg x 3. Employee instructed to continue monitoring temperature and other symptoms, and to follow up with PCP if symptoms persist or condition worsens

977016 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 32.0 31 F NauseaVomiting

977017 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 67.0 66 F Dizziness & NauseaVomiting

977024 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 56.0 55 F Headache Fatigue, sore arm

977042 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 67.0 66 F Sore arm

977046 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 35.0 34 M Myalgia Narrative:  Muscle aches and soreness from 12/31 to 1/1

977052 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 37.0 36 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Fatigue, Sore arm

977059 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 46.0 45 M Headache Chills

977067 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 F Headache, Myalgia, Rash, NauseaVomiting, fatigue Narrative:  headache Dec 29-31, swelling and redness at site without pain started Jan 1 to current, fatigue Jan 1 to current, headache resumed Jan 3 to current, mild morning nausea starting Jan 4 to current, body aches Jan 4 to current mostly in ankles, knees and low back. Note she is also reporting directly to CDC herself

977076 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 50.0 49 M Myalgia, Arthralgia, Swelling/heat/redness/injection pain/ fatigue/lightheadedness/increased urination Narrative: Used OTC naproxen

977083 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 69.0 68 M Myalgia, Fever, feeling tired, scratchy throat

977089 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 41.0 40 F Headache, Myalgia, CHILLS Narrative:

977095 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 60.0 59 M Myalgia

977100 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 56.0 55 F Headache

977106 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 53.0 52 M SEVERE BACK PAIN Narrative:  Patient states he is in bed with "severe back pain" and has not reported to work today.

977116 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 58.0 57 M CoughWheeze, NauseaVomiting, restlessness/no sleep

977125 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 32.0 31 M Headache, Arthralgia, chills

977133 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 61.0 60 M Headache Fatigue

977138 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 45.0 44 M Myalgia Sore throat, fatigue, body aches

977147 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 50.0 49 M Headache, Myalgia, Tachycardia, Chills, Injection site pain Narrative:  Took OTC ibuprofen and tylenol

977154 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 47.0 46 F Headache Narrative:  Took OTC ibuprofen

977160 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 43.0 42 F pain at injection site. Just below left elbow to the tip of fingers c/o burning and has shooting pain sensation.

977167 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 40.0 39 F Myalgia Narrative:

977172 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 28.0 27 F Rash Itchy and red

977180 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 39.0 38 F UrticariaPruritus Reported lip numbness c/ injection, reported to monitor no action. Employee left and called staff and reported hives on upper and lower lips, lips warm to touch Narrative:  Reported lip numbness c/ injection, reported to monitor no action taken. Employee left after 15mins. Employee reported hives on upper and lower lips, lips warm to touch ( text message) no action taken

977188 01/02/2021 01/08/2021 61.0 60 M Myalgia & Diarrhea Narrative:  Per employee, 14 hours after vaccination, felt abdominal cramps followed by watery diarrhea and sore left arm (vaccine site). No hx of changes in food prep nor diet 1/1/2021. Denied fever, some sniffles (chronic) diarrhea improving bowel movement mid morning following day

977193 01/08/2021 62.0 F SkinRash & CoughWheeze Narrative:  Patient with small rash on neck, Dr. in to evaluate, patient given 17:00 Benadryl 50mg PO , patient at 1730 having wheezing, congestion take to ER by nurse pules ox 97% breathing unlabored

977199 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 38 F Rash & UrticariaPruritus Narrative:  Employee was self-treating with Benadryl and Zyrtec and has since followed up with primary care provider.

977217 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 27.0 26 F Myalgia & Fever Narrative: Pfizer covid 19 mRNA given 1/4/2021 left arm vaccination site (IM) at 1:17 pm complained of muscle soreness Left arm 09:00 pm 1/4/2021. The next day - morning felt tired, muscle soreness, Headache esp bifrontal and retrobulbar. T 99.7 taken this morning and took Ibuprofen 600mg one tablet this morning. She still reported for work today but complained about these symptoms to Supervisor who consulted EOH providers Denied cough nor colds nor any upper respiratory symptoms A/P: Vaccine related side effects within 24 hours after vaccination Reported to facility admin Can return to work if she feels better tomorrow but without taking analgesics (ibuprofen) nor antipyretics (Tylenol) Informed Supervisor

977224 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 35.0 34 F Dizziness, Myalgia, Sensation of throat selling and itching Narrative:  Employee self-treated at home with OTC Benadryl.

977234 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 59.0 58 F Chills on evening of day 1, and then injection site redness on day 9 (1/5/21) Narrative: Patient used over the counter tylenol to treat event (unclear whether it was on day 1 or day 9 of injection)

977244 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 59.0 58 M Myalgia Narrative:

977253 12/25/2020 01/08/2021 25.0 24 F Myalgia, Fever, CoughWheeze, NauseaVomiting,  Sore throat, arm pain Narrative:  MD visit 1/4/21. CBC and Covid antibodies obtained. Started on azithromycin. Fever resolved w/in in 12 hours.

977272 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 62.0 61 F Dizziness, Headache, Fever, NauseaVomiting,  headache, lethargic, vomiting fever, body soreness, light-headed

977275 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 38 M muscle soreness at injection site with loss of range of motion X 30 hours; fatigue Narrative:  teleophone call

977276 12/16/2020 01/08/2021 47.0 46 M sore arm, swelling/"knot" at injection stie; this has resolved. But still experiencing pain/limited range of motion 3 weeks post vaccine Narrative:  pain and limited ROM of arm; she is seeking care through her pcp; xray of her arm has been ordered by her pcp

977279 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 F Rash Hard red bump Narrative:  Came to Occupational Health to have it looked at

977284 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 51 F Headache Narrative:

977289 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 51 F Rash 9x7 delayed induration at and below inj site onset 7d after inj Narrative:  NO meds required. 7d delayed onset

977292 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 40.0 39 M Headache, NauseaVomiting, FATIGUE Narrative:

977295 12/23/2020 01/08/2021 56.0 55 F arm pain swollen, red and itchy Narrative:  no issues until 8 days later swollen red itchy arm

977302 12/28/2020 01/08/2021 23.0 22 F Local induration, numbness ate injection site Narrative:

977304 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 61.0 60 M Headache, Diarrhea, chills Narrative:  headache, tenderness on the left side of neck, mild chills, diarrhea

977476 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 50.0 49 M Bruise and lump at iinjection site

977489 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 M Myalgia Narrative:

977495 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 53.0 52 M Soreness at injection site

977500 12/27/2020 01/08/2021 58.0 57 F 12/29-developed a severe sore throat; Wednesday, 12/30/2020 with runny nose and nasal congestion. She continues to be congested Narrative:  12/29-developed a severe sore throat; Wednesday, 12/30/2020 with runny nose and nasal congestion. She continues to be congested

977583 12/29/2020 01/08/2021 30.0 29 M Rash

977591 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 32.0 31 M Headache, NauseaVomiting, fever, chills, headache, N/V, bone aches, fatigue, SOB, injection site pain Narrative:  Patient had COVID and recovered in March. Hx of asthma Was fine until vaccination on Monday. Reports experiencing all of the same side effects as when he had COVID: fever (101 F) nausea/ vomiting bone aches, chills, fatigue, chest tightness/SOB persistent headache injection site pain

977604 12/30/2020 01/08/2021 44.0 43 M Headache, Myalgia, sore arm at injection site Narrative:  phone call

977612 12/22/2020 01/08/2021 50.0 49 F Palpitations felt warm, skin flushing Narrative:  Per EOH report on 12/23/2020: "Employee had an adverse reaction pm 12/22/2020 on day of vaccination." Report states employee "felt warm, palpitations, flushing. Had high blood pressure (no history of). Was released, driven home by family member." Systolic BP in 180s-190s, diastolic BP in 100s-120s. BP was monitored to progressively decrease to 140s/90s and employee was released to husband to be taken home. Was recommended that husband take employee to ER for further assessment if symptoms persist or if condition worsens. Employee was in no further distress and was released home.

977618 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 36.0 35 M Headache, Myalgia, CHILLS Narrative:  EMPLOYEE REPORTS THAT HE WOKE UP 1/1/2021 WITH CHILLS, BODY ACHES, AND FATIGUE THAT RESOLVED WITHIN 24 HOURS. RECENTLY HAD COVID INFECTION.

977625 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 39.0 38 F Dizziness & Headache Narrative:  reported that day after the injection woke up with a massive headache and was dizzy. the dizziness lasted half of the day. spent the day in bed.

977779 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 36.0 35 M FATIGUE AND SORENESS AT IINJECTION SITE Narrative:

977783 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 32.0 31 M SWOLLEN LYMPH NODES IN ARMPIT, MILD PAIN AND INFLAMMATION Narrative:  PATIENT REPORTS SWOLLEN LYMPH NODES LOCATED IN THE ARMPUIT FOR ABOUT 2 DAYS, MILD PAIN AND INFLAMMATION

977791 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 49.0 48 M Headache, arthralgia, metallic taste Narrative:  Patient previous covid dx: 3/19/2020; antibodies at least as of 10/22/2020 vaccine: 12/31/2020, the next day awaoke with sore arm and mild headache sx progressed over next 4 hours to severe headache and neck/bilat shoulder pain and profound malaise. Some migratory arthralgias, transient lower extremity pains, and a metallic taste. Reminiscent of covid for about 6 hours. Some relief with nsaids and apap. By 30 hours later, just tired and soreness at injection site

977801 01/05/2021 01/08/2021 32.0 31 F SkinRash, Rash, Reported itchiness and skin rash radiating to the rest of her body. Narrative:

977858 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 52.0 51 F Headache, Myalgia, fatigue, sore throat, ear pain

977970 12/31/2020 01/08/2021 38.0 37 F Body tingling; arthralgia, fatigue, night sweats  Narrative:  Some body tingling for a couple of hours beginning approx 1 hour after administration. Following day: moderate deltoid pain/soreness, mild arthralgia and myalgia, fatigue, night sweats. By day 2 after injection all sx resolved

977977 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 73.0 72 M Arthralgia, NauseaVomiting, chills Narrative:

978181 01/04/2021 01/08/2021 76.0 75 M TENDERNESS AT INJECTIONS SITE Narrative:

930904 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 CA 40.0 40 M Symptoms began on 1/2/21 Self isolating Start of symptoms similar to a cold with mild discombobulation Symptoms are mild with a loss of taste and smell continuing

930905 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 58.0 58 F Dizziness, kept patient in observation for 30 min.

930906 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 AZ 52.0 52 F Thought I felt fine, but lightheaded, dizzy upon leaving clinic, waited in my car for a while drove home with adult daughter passenger, still felt lightheaded and dizzy. About an hour later headache, body aches.  Injection site not bothersome. Came home, rested, still resting, still  feel ?off? continuing mild symptoms at 10 pm.

930907 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 CO 23.0 23 F On 1/4/2020 at roughly 07:00 PM, a dull ache started in my right arm where the vaccine was injected, it radiated from my right shoulder, to my right shoulder blade. My arm felt very heavy. There was also a small hard lump beginning to form with a little heat at the injection site. I had difficulty sleeping due to the aching pain. On 1/5/2020, I woke up at 06:30 AM, the lump had grown in size, and was much more red and hot to the touch, in an oval shape. By roughly 11:30 AM same day, it began to itch, I had checked it and the lump had raised significantly. Hot to the touch. The dull ache had begun radiating into my right armpit as well as down to my right elbow. By 06:00 PM, same day, the aching had continued,  the lump was still very raised, itchy, red, and hot. It looked like a large hive. By 06:30 AM on 1/6/2020, the dull ache had mostly subsided, my shoulder blade still felt uncomfortable. The itching continued. The redness spread in size, however the swelling of the lump had gone down slightly. By 06:30 AM on 1/7/2020, the lump had mostly gone down in size significantly, the dull ache had subsided completely, the redness had gone away. By 1/8/2020, 10:00 PM, the lump and swelling are gone, no ache, no itch, still a slight discoloration where lump was.

930908 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Headache, muscleweakness,chills, swollen left limp notes

930909 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 50.0 50 F Flushing, kept in Observation area for 30 minutes

930911 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 43.0 43 F Tingling in right arm that radiated up to cheek and eye

930913 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NM 37.0 37 F Day 1: shoulder pain, headache, fatigue, and temp of 99 Day 2: severe nausea, fatigue, headache, and body aches

930915 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 29.0 29 M Broke out in mild hives on face a few hours after the shot.

930916 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NM 32.0 32 F Patient is a 32 yo G2P1001 with EDD 5/2/2021 by 7w US. She had the first dose of the Pfizer Covid 19 vaccination on 12/17/2020 at the Health Clinic and the second dose on 1/7/2021 at 1115 am. She began having abdominal pain and vaginal bleeding at 315 sm on 1/8/2021 progressing to a previable (22w2d) preterm birth at 739pm on 1/8/2021.Y 2

930917 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 57.0 57 F 2hours post began with tingling in tip of tongue and bottom lip. Took otc benadryl.48hours later all right side of face became numb.Was sent for evaluation by employer  to hospital.dx with adverse reaction.bells palsy I was given Decadron IM and medrol dose pack.

930918 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 NM 62.0 62 M Stomach has pains. Drank lots of water and got lots of walking at work. Symptoms slowly lessened throughout the day but still feeling them at 10:30 pm.

930919 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 NM 62.0 62 M Stomach gas pains. Drank lots of water and got lots of did a lot ofwalking at work. Pain slowly subsided throughout the day but was still somewhat present at 11:00 pm.

930920 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 CA 30.0 30 M Right after the injection I did not notice any symptoms, I sat for 15 minutes and felt fine. A few days later I noticed some red bumps on my stomach and back area only. The bumps seem to be staying the same, they do not itch and are not in any kind of specific pattern. I do not have any other major symptoms. The rash is not painful, not hot, and i do not believe it was due to anything else.

930921 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 WA 35.0 35 F 15 hours after immunization patient reported swelling of tongue. Gums and tongue felt raw. Swelling resolved ~36 hours after onset

930922 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Approximately 28 hours after receiving my first dose of the Moderna vaccine, I experienced intense pain and immobility in my left arm.  I had soreness as one would expect after receiving the injection but this was different.  I took ibuprofen and went to bed. I awoke several times in the night after rolling over in bed with pain.  I awoke in the morning and could not move my arm. My husband had to assist me in dressing.   That day (two days following vaccine), I had myalgia, neck pain, mild headache, fatigue, and a low grade fever.   My arm continued to be very painful although no swelling or redness.  The following morning (three days following vaccine), although I still had pain and decreased mobility, it was improved.  I am filing this report on the evening of 1/8/2021. Although I am not back to baseline, I anticipate that I will be in the next few days.  I thought it was important to report this given the severity of my symptoms.

930923 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 TN 39.0 39 F 10-12hrs after... 30min of aches and chills that subsided with Tylenol and nap  1 week later -  current: redness at injection site that is spreading and slightly feverish on spot

930924 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 25.0 25 F Muscle soreness of the left arm (injection site arm) was reported a few hours after the vaccination. The soreness continued to get worse throughout the rest of the day after administration. The next day, muscle soreness was significantly reduced and by the end of the day (1/8/21) it was completely resolved.

930925 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 WA 36.0 36 F 25 minutes after receiving vaccination ascending numbness of left half of tongue (ipsilateral to location of vaccination site) with associated moderate headache. No tongue swelling or weakness. No breathing difficulty. This was followed by left arm numbness and mild left leg numbness. Left-sided paresthesias /numbness resolved within 3 hours of vaccination. The severity was mild-moderate without there ever being complete loss of sensation. No vision problems or weakness.

930926 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 24.0 24 F muscle soreness in arm

930927 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 WA 36.0 36 F Approximately 10 minutes after injection I started driving home. I began to feel like my mind was foggy and some fatigue, then my lower lip and tongue started to tingle. I stopped driving and waited to see if anything further developed. I then felt flush and my hands became clammy. After maybe 2 minutes these symptoms resolved, I never had any trouble breathing so I continued home and did not seek any medical attention. The whole time frame was about 5 to 10 minutes.

930928 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 HI 34.0 34 F Within minutes after taking the vaccination I started to have a little bit of a heavy breathing heart beat racing high blood pressure sweating headaches, sensitive sight fever. Paramedics, doctors, National Guard, nurses, all came to try to help me and my blood pressure was raising high at about 160/100 or something like that, heartbeat was at 1:52 after an hour of vaccination throat started closing in itchy eyes and wheezing was rushed to Kaiser to get an antihistamine IV and famotidine

930929 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 NE 28.0 28 F Dizzy, lightheaded, vertigo, nausea, vision out of focus, unable to walk straight and have to stabilize myself on the wall. I have had 6 episodes lasting 3-24 hours. It has been over 2 weeks (since 12/26/2020 - now).
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930930 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 WA 42.0 42 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Nausea ongoing Vomiting 12 hours Diarrhea ongoing Gas ongoing Headache ongoing Fever 12 hours Chills 6 hours Injection site soreness 48 hours

930931 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Left armpit swelling  with pain and soreness

930932 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Fever 101.2 Chills  Body aches  Headache  Losses of  appetite

930933 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 37.0 37 F While waiting the 15 minutes after the vaccine, I began to feel dizzy, I thought it was just because I was nervous.  After the 15 minutes, I went outside and tood off my mask to get some fresh air.  I went back to work and was still feeling dizzy.  I drank water, ate some food and sat for a bit.  At about 1pm, I was still feeling dizzy but also started feeling off, as if I were intoxicated or like how you feel when you just wake up from having anesthesia, sluggish.  I then went home and slept for about 5 hours and now I feel much better.  Will someone let me know if it is recommended I still get the second dose next month?

930934 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 MN 47.0 47 F 1/6/2021 day of vaccine pink, swollen injection site at bedtime. 1/7/2021 0200-Both eyes, lips and face very swollen with moderately swollen hands. Sore arm.  0815-Temp 99.9 scan. Swelling continued, coworker noticed my eyelids and under eyes swollen (rest of face was masked) 0845 1 gm tylenol and 600 mg ibuprofen. Drank lots of fluids. 1100 98.0 scan 1300 99.0 perspiring, malaise. Eyes still swollen, hands still swollen. Lips and cheeks normal. 1600 chills, fatigue. Drank lots of fluids. 1gm tylenol. Swelling of face resolved. 2000 went to bed early, tired, malaise. Hands mildly swollen. 1/8/2021 0815am 98.3 scan. No swelling. Moderate headache, malaise. Took 1 gm tylenol and 400mg ibuprofen. Noon- felt better, but very tired. 1600-arm mildly sore, no other symptoms. 2000- no return of symptoms  2345- no return of symptoms

930935 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CT 48.0 48 F Chills in early AM (around 2AM) but gone by 8AM, severe soreness in right arm (even hurts to type) unrelenting headache (since 2AM) that is unresponsive to 400mg Advil taken every 4 hours, very thirsty even though adequately hydrated, dizziness upon rising to standing position or sitting up from laying in bed, feeling like I have a ?foggy brain?

930936 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 TX 25.0 25 F Symptoms began with arm soreness with minor swelling around the administration area around 6-7 pm. Chills began at 11 pm lasting for half an hour followed by a fever of 102f. The fever continued during the night of 1/5/21 and early morning of 1/6/21. Woke with a strong headache in the morning at 7 am.  Headache caused dizziness and some loss of balance when walking. Had minor facial swelling with minor numbness around mouth and neck.  The fever, headache, and swelling continued throughout the day of 1/6/21. The fever broke around 7 pm on 1/6/21. Nyquil and ibuprofen were taken for fever and headache.   During the morning of 1/7/21, the fever and facial swelling had ended. The headache continued during the morning of 1/7/21 until midday. By the evening of 1/7/21, all symptoms had ceased.

930937 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MI 41.0 41 F Itching palms ears head and eyes itching then escalated to itching all over and swelling

930938 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Fever, chills, headache, joint pain, injection site soreness, nausea, vomiting, muscle pain and weakness, abdominal pain.  Difficulty getting out of bed and poor oral intake. Took 3000 mg acetaminophen and 500mg naproxen. Lasted 5am-7pm on 01/08/2021 currently severe side effects subsided to minimal side effects.

930939 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CO 29.0 29 F Nausea, fever, chills, muscle pain, fatigue

930940 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Redness, tenderness, pain

930941 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CT 45.0 45 F Elevated temp 102.3, near syncope x4, chills, joint pain especially in back and neck, nausea 12 hours, pulse 100, night sweats, dizziness and slight headache after Tylenol

930942 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 SC 46.0 46 M Development of hives at about 35 to 36 hours. Hives on the trunk, arms, and extremities. No facial or head involvement.  Awoken from sleep with diffuse hives around 1:30 am on 1/9/21 after experiencing mild hives about 4 hours earlier. Took 37.5 of Benadryl, 1000 mg of Tylenol, 40 mg Pepcid, 20 mg of Zyrtec, and 40 mg of Prednisone.  Hives eased. Around 2:15 am.

930943 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 NE 43.0 43 F Sore arm, warm to touch, redness and itching in a 4 in diameter of the injection site.  Also a smaller 1/2in-1in circle developed just to the side of the 4 in red circle.  No treatment, redness went away after 5-7 days.  Doctor believes a local reaction to the vaccine at injection site.

930944 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 NV 46.0 46 F Localized swelling, tenderness, welting and warm to the touch on left deltoid area. Large raised area over almost half of the upper arm in injection site. Noticed three days ago and it has waxed and waned slightly in this time.

930945 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 IL 43.0 43 F Generalized edema, shortness of breath, change in taste

930946 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 KY 36.0 36 F Warmth, pain and induration at injection site on day 1. Day 2, day 1 symptoms plus fever, chills, body aches, headache, runny nose, congestion, neuropathic pain, fatigue and malaise. These are present symptoms.

930947 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 NY 41.0 41 F About 5-10 minutes after receiving the vaccine experienced spontaneously elevated heart rate and lightheartedness while sitting in a chair in the observation room. After a few minutes pulse returned to normal and lightheartedness abated.  At no point did I experience shortness of breath, no facial or airway edema. Just a brief period of tachycardia and feeling of impending doom.

930948 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Large welted painful rash to vaccination site/ upper arm

930949 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CA 69.0 69 M 3:00am-CN noted resident awake sitting up in bed verbally responsive, encouraged to lie down and sleep, resident complied. 4:00am- resident noted sleeping in bed, unlabored breathing, same sleeping position as of 3am. 5:15am- Charge nurse went into resident's room to give him his routine  breathing treatment. CN found resident in bed unresponsive, pupils fixed and dilated, facial swelling, drooping noted on left side of face. 911 called, resident transferred to hospital.

930950 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MT 58.0 58 F Bad headache, dizzy, blurred vision, nausea, very tired. vomiting.

930951 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NH 28.0 28 F Within the hour of the symptoms (noticed around 5:15pm) I started to have a rash on the left side of my neck, along with small red dots on my chest. My throat was tingling ajd I had what is best described as ?on and off? rushes throughout my body. I returned back to the site where I got my test from and reported my reaction somewhere around 5:30. I was given 50 mg of Benadryl and told to have friends come and pick me up and drive me home. Around 8pm I was having slight tingling in my throat however it was mentioned it could be the after effect of the sensitivity to the vaccine. I was advised to not have the second dose.

930952 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 CA 41.0 41 F injection site soreness; neck pain and left shoulder pain

930953 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 IN 0.42 0 F Ichy rash on trunk of body and derriere crack, also under arm pits, and neck, so far. Have had for 3 days now and still driving me nuts with the itching. 0.4

930954 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 NC 33.0 33 F Redness, swelling, pain 1 week after vaccine given.

930955 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 CA 31.0 31 F On 1/1/2021 I developed a large, red, itchy, hot area approximately 3 inches by 5 inches on my left deltoid area, over the injection site.

930957 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 CT 23.0 23 M Small amount of hives, took an allergy relief and symptoms went away. Hives came back, took Benadryl and symptoms went away. Repeat process for 4-5 days. On 5th night, increase in amount of hives, all over back and face, took Benadryl and eventually went away. Went to walk-in, provider recommended Claritin and Pepcid daily. I've taken those for three days now with the occasional Benadryl and haven't noticed any hives. Hives varied in size and location. Ultimately in all different areas of my body at one point of another. I have pictures if needed.

930958 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 34.0 34 F Chills, low grade fever up to 100.00, loss of smell, loss of taste, fatigue, body aches, insomnia, injection site pain and soreness, dehydration. Remedy with rest, electrolytes, fluids, ibuprofen. Most symptoms lasted 24 hours, however total loss of smell and taste was 48 hours and is now selective at 72 hours. Have full sensation of taste (can recognize bitter/sweet/etc) but can only taste sweet/bitter. iE can taste coffee with or without sweetener but cannot taste food such as pizza or french fries.

930959 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 NJ 55.0 55 F Headache started 12/30/2020. Nauseous and dizzy off and on. Arm pain at injection site for 3 days.  Headache unresolved even after taking headache med, ibuprofen, oxycodone. Nausea and dizziness is intermittent.

930960 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 WI 43.0 43 F Body aches, chills, slight headache

930961 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Day 1: Chills, severe pain in injection site arm including muscular and joint pain. Pain down entire arm radiating up neck. Day 2: fatigue, dizzy, lightheaded  Day 3: vomiting Day 4: vomiting and severe headaches

930962 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 44.0 44 F Woke at 4am with chills. Temperature 101.1F temporal.  Otherwise feeling ok. Just drinking fluids.

930963 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 45.0 45 F Reactions: arm pain, arm swelling, fever low grade, fatigue, myalgias, arthralgias. lasted till 6 pm 1/05/21.

930964 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 UT 29.0 29 F Critical level INR (5.6) without cause after stable anti coagulation therapy and no additional changes in diet, disease, etc.

930965 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 SC 33.0 33 M Rigors for ~45 min

930967 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 AZ 50.0 50 M Left sided facial numbness 36 hours Dizzy spells 36 hours Fatigue 58 hours and counting body aches 48 hours  headache 36 hours stabbing pain 36 hours

930968 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 KS 56.0 56 F That night had numbness to both arms only from elbows  down was very cold , both hands cold but no fever.  Next day more achy fatigue, in general felt worse. Throughout that day and next day had fevers up 102  chills, sweats and horrible headaches site from injection red swollen warm to touch.  Headaches were  very debilitating, took 600mg ibuprofen at least 6 hours  apart .   On a side note I was positive for Covid on 11/02/2020.  And this was exactly how I felt then except I also had the covid pneumonia .

930969 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Myalgias, fever, headache

930970 01/03/2021 01/09/2021 42.0 42 F Headache - severe/migraine type, lasted 3 hours, then headache for 1.5 days moderate

930971 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MD 30.0 30 F Chills fatigue headache

930972 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 VA 34.0 34 F Fever in the evening of 101.8, following morning fever 101.8. Jan 7th evening fever 100.8. Tylenol taken.

930973 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 FL 67.0 67 F Headache fever 100.7  Chills  Diarrhea  Joint pain  Pain on site of vaccine

930974 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MD 51.0 51 F Hypotension 90/60 experienced; Dizziness; almost passed out; rapid heart beat and unable to breath

930975 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 37.0 37 F 5:00 pm my left arm became very sore to raise or move. It felt like some had punched my shoulder and it was dead weight, my left armpit was also very sore even to touch. I took Tylenol 500mg 2 tabs po at 9 pm due to the pain.

930976 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 KS 41.0 41 F Nausea, chills, fatigue for 12 hours. Treated with Advil at home, resolved.

930977 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 42.0 42 M No reaction to first dose 12/16. I turned positive and recovered on 12/28 with only mild symptoms and received my second dose on 1/08. About 12 hours after started having rapidly evolving myalgia, high fever ( 104f) HR: 105 ( my baseline is 50-60) and RR 22 with SPO2 of 98-100%.

930979 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 VA 54.0 54 F On 01/01/21 the whole shoulder showed erythema from the acromion area to the neckline down to the chest area. Itching and redness developed late on 01/07/21 around injection site continues to grow into hardening red patch of about 5 inches wide today.

930980 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NY 42.0 42 F gave her Tylenol after the shot but low grade fever started  about 12 hrs after the shot.   then  the fever spiked to 102.6 about 6 hrs. later.   gave her  Tylenol and fever stayed high.   as she is non verbal, she could not tell us how she felt, but  we observed her to be lethargic.  she kept putting her hand on her forehead  indicating headache. 24 hours after shot low grade fever remained.

930982 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 FL 61.0 61 M The day after the vaccine, I felt a bit fatigued. Then for 2 days, I felt fine. Then starting on the 3rd day until present, I feel extremely light-headed and unsteady with a persistent severe headache.  Almost feels like there is pressure in my head for lack of a better description. I feel feverish as well but do not have a fever.  I have difficulty maintaining balance on my feet so it is difficult to walk.   I did seek medical attention yet since I live alone and do not feel comfortable to drive. Although the symptoms are difficult, I also don't consider them an emergency to warrant calling an ambulance.

930983 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 NV 32.0 32 F Unknown if it?s is related or not. Terrible nausea which turned into vomiting and diarrhea for 8-12 hours.

930984 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 ME 57.0 57 M 55 y/o male with hx of anaphylaxis due to peanut allergy.  Guardian pharmacist noted the change in facial color and alerted RN who was monitoring s/p vaccination of her observations.  He was red with facial edema upon my arrival.  Benadryl 25mg PO while he was still able to swallow by RN.   EMS called while he took the Benadryl.  After Benadryl, checked vitals ? VERY hypertensive and increasing diaphoresis; Started to wax and wane with consciousness.  Administered epi pen by RN in attendance once change in level of consciousness was noted.  After epi, became pale, increasing diaphoresis with change in level of consciousness.  BP was lower, still hypertensive.  Placed on floor by staff.  While on the floor, consciousness improved.  EMS arrived and assumed care.

930986 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 TX 71.0 71 M Developed a hard rather large welt red swollen bump 4" below left breast nipple and an additional smaller one 1" to the right and redness trailing downward and to the sides.  I was in the 15 minute waiting area they send you to after you receive the shot.  I first noticed an itching and then felt the welt under my shirt, stuck my hand in my shirt and felt the welt developing.  Concerned, I approached the two paramedics there and they looked at it and said it looked like a bug bite but I am pretty sure it is not a bug bite and that is related to the vaccine. It's two days later and the welt is still there although smaller but still hard and still itching and sensitive to the touch but the redness that was extending outward is gone and now it consists of the main bump and the smaller one only.  The smaller one looks like a big pimple and the large one is about 1/2 " in diameter with redness around that.  When researching on the internet I stumbled on this site and thought I needed to report it and am still wondering if it is anything serious.

930987 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NY 37.0 37 M Headache and body aches

930988 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 ME 39.0 39 F abroximately 10 min post vaccination patient reported feeling odd and skin turning red. Skin botchey. still speaking and communicating with staff  on site. Benadryl 25mg given  po which did not relieve symptoms . EMS called.  As ss continued patient was laid on the floor and offered epipen. initially refused but did accept once EMS arrived and encoutraged her to do so. Administed by RN on site and transported to hospital ER  by EMS

930989 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MD 26.0 26 F 0530 - woke up. nausea, dizziness, malaise, generalized significant joint and muscle pain. Unable to stand. 0535 - crawled to Bathroom in case of vomiting, tried to stand and had near LOC (vision completely black, only able to hear), dizziness, nausea, tingling and loss of function of hands/feet acc. by extremities twitching, hyperventilating, cold sweat. 0555 - husband helped me downstairs with plan to go to ER, but I refused and wanted to sit down. violent body shakes, nausea, hyperventilating, chills, dizziness. Ear temp 98.8. Was covered in blankets and drank ~8oz water. 0630 - body shakes stopped. mild waves of nausea/generalized malaise and muscle pain/lightheadedness continued.  0730 - same symptoms,  ear temp 100.1. Removed some blankets 0800 - ear temp 99.8, chills, lightheadedness, mild headache.

930990 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 FL 47.0 47 F 15 minutes post vaccine felt like her heart was racing/working harder then developed chills.  BP 144/88 P-67 PO 100% R/A

930991 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 25.0 25 F dizzy, nausea,  high heart rate, sore arm, fatigue. symptoms lasted about 4 hours

930992 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 VA 44.0 44 M INCREASE IN TEMPERATURE 2HR AFTER VACCINE ADMINISTERED. TEMP 100F AS OF 1100. PT WAS ADVISED TO GO TO ER IF SYMPTOMS WORSEN OR PERSIST. PT DIRECTED TO CALL CLINIC IN THE MORNING WITH AN UPDATE

930993 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 27.0 27 F Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, fever, chills, dizziness, headache, muscle and joint aches, pain at the injection site, dry mouth, shortness of breath. Took ibuprofen and Tylenol.

930994 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 ME 37.0 37 F aprox 10 minues post vaccination. Patent exspessed that she was itchy and in distress. she was asked to remove her mask and some redness in face as well as swollen mouth / lips noted. Bendryl 25mg given. EMS called and Patient evaluated by RN on site.  Patient began to have chills causing severe shivering. Covered with walrm blankts and placed on the floor. Epi pen adminsited by pharmacist on site at the clinic.  Patient began to feel better prior to tranfer to ER by EMS Remained concious durring even

930995 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NH 60.0 60 F 17 hours after vaccine, developed gradually worsening fatigue, myalgias, arthralgias, chills, sweats, malaise, and fever up to 103. Sxs peaked at approx 24 hrs post vaccine administration, resolving nearly completely by the following morning.   Would have reported via v-safe but had no info to access the app.

930996 12/27/2020 01/09/2021 NJ 45.0 45 F 9 days after injection, started getting a rash which got bigger for the next couple of days.  Also, I started getting dizzy. Delayed allergic reaction. Not sure I should take second injection . Started taking Benadryl and putting hydrocortisone on itchy rash.

930997 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 TX 46.0 46 F Had severe chills at around 11pm on 11/07/2021, had to put on long pjs and 3 blankets.  Woke up at 0530 with a severe headache & a temperature of 101.6.  I had body aches and was extremely tired.  I slept all day.  I had a little cough with phlegm.  I still had the chills & had to stay cornered up.  I took some Tylenol through out the day and slept most of the day.  My fever broke early at about 8am.  The body aches and headache were all day.  At about 1200a on 01/09/2021 my headache & body aches were feeling better, chills were gone.  I woke up at 0630 on 01/09/221 with a temp of 99.5, still have a light headache, little body aches.  I?m feeling much better on 01/09/2021 at 0726.

930998 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MD 25.0 25 M Became pale and lightheaded. Vision faded to almost completely black, but was remedied by lying down. After lying down I heard a static/white noise sound in my ears that progressively got louder. It hit a peak volume then slowly started to get quieter until it went away. Muscle soreness in injected arm.

931000 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 WI 33.0 33 M No fever, but chills, mild headache, fatigue and generalized malaise with  myalgia, mild joint pain. Managed with Tylenol.

931001 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 SC 33.0 33 F Day 11 post vaccine (1/8/2021) a large red, swollen, itchy circular area showed around vaccine injection site. Larger than a quarter but smaller than a softball size. Benadryl and hydrocortisone needed.

931002 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NM 45.0 45 F Swollen tender lymphnodes l. Supraclavicular, L. Axillary, L. Cervical 1 day after 2nd vaccine.    Headache, chills, sore thrat, nasal congestion started mostly day after, headache day of both tbe first and second vaccine

931003 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 TN 44.0 44 F Headache, chills, joint and muscle pain, fever of 102, nausea, lymphadenopathy Lt Axilla.

931004 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 CT 48.0 48 F Within 10 minutes after vaccine, my face became extremely hot and red and left ear red and profuse sweating.  Within 30 minutes heart rate increased and a little clearing of throat.  A little over an hour nausea started and increased clearing of throat , slight feel of constricture in throat and a slight feeling of heaviness in chest, and jittery and heart rate still feels increased.   Nurse at Nursing home watched for 45minutes until I chose to leave.  In my vehicle and home is when nausea started.  Phone call contacts with nursing home staff continued for an hour.   I took 2 benadryl and 2 Tylenol, napped.  Felt better.  Nausea 3 days.  Tired and neck lymph achy.

931005 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 NC 49.0 49 M Pain and swelling to injection site plus vertigo with Heachache. Motrin, Tylenol and Meclizine.

931006 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IL 59.0 59 F First vaccine injection 12/19/2020.  Symptom of fatigue.  Second vaccine injection 01/07/2021:  About 3 hours after receiving the  2nd injection, I had  terrible headache requiring dosages of OTC Tylenol, terrible abdominal pain/pressure similar to menstral cramping, extreme fatigue requiring prolonged sleep,  nightmares (which I never have).  All symptoms lasted for approximately 38 hrs.

931007 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MI 41.0 41 M Malaise, fatigue, intense chills, shivering, headache

931008 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 OH 32.0 32 F Blanchable rash at injection site 1?x 1.5? - the next day circular rash 2?x2? and painful/swollen lymph node in armpit of same arm as injection.

931009 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 NC 60.0 60 F day 1-2 minor soreness. around day 7-8 injection site began to get itchy. day 10 itchy, red circle and somewhat warm to touch around injection site

931010 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 SC 57.0 57 F Within 15 minutes of vaccine being administered I developed itching  then hives on my head which progressed to my upper lip. Took 25 mg benedryl capsule at approximately 25 minutes after vaccine administered. Waited 1 hour at vaccine site to ensure benedryl had been effective at slowing progression of reaction.  Hives remained for several hours but no rash or other reaction noted.  Also had a large broad hive Penny size at the injection site that still remains 19 hours after vaccine injection.

931011 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 MA 40.0 40 F I had a rash on the back of my leg and significant pain around the rash.

931012 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MI 48.0 48 F fever chills body aches, massive headache and nausea

931013 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NY 68.0 68 F Swelling of axillary area, very pain darking tissue in the rt arm where the infection was given in my rt deltoid.

931014 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 OK 21.0 21 F Fever 102.4F (O). Pain and swelling left upper arm. No erythema, no injection site fever.

931015 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 23.0 23 F All-over body aches

931016 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 GA 22.0 22 F Chills, fatigue, myalgias, sinus pressure, sharp lower back pain with radiation to knees, left TMJ pain

931017 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MN 32.0 32 F Body- Massive body ache, body chills, headache and slight fever Arm- Tender to touch, warm and Pain at injection site.  All of this happens the second day after the vaccination took place.

931018 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 OH 44.0 44 F Fever 102F, chills, body aches, fatigue, injection site soreness/pain

931019 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 WI 47.0 47 F 1 of 2, Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA received 1/7/21. Got hot flashes/sweaty, headache, left chest/breast pain, fatigue, stuffy nose.

931020 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NY 57.0 57 M Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA Got vaccine 4pm.  I ate dinner at 6pm.  At 8pm felt slightly nauseous.  By 9pm it was worse.  By 9 30pm I was nauseous and full blow stomach pain.  My stomach was 'roiling or churning.'   Then between 9 30pm and 2 30am the next day I was nauseous, had stomach pain, I felt hot and cold and my head became more congested and I got a headache.  Note: the head congestion was there prior to getting the vaccine, but it got worse.   I sipped water throughout and it felt like I had to vomit (but I did not vomit).   I took my temperature a few times it ranged from 98 to 98.8.   My normal temperature is 97 to 97.5.   By morning, or about 4am the worse symptoms were gone.  My stomach felt more or less ok and at 7am  I ate a light breakfast without incident.   My temperature seemed to be elevated through the day.  I felt somewhat weak during the day.  Worst effects seem gone by Jan 8 evening.   The only effect left is pain in my left upper arm.  I consider these to be significant and worrying side effects and I may not take the second dose.

931021 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 MD 56.0 56 F Sore throat. Severe chills, body aches, headache, along with fever of 101.9 and nausea, vomiting. Severe left arm pain (site of injection).  Home from work on January 6th, day of initial dose. Started with chills after arriving  home at approx 8pm.  Went to bed and woke sometime around midnight with the above described symptoms. Symptoms  cont throughout the day (January 8th) . Finally out of bed by evening and was able to hold down food. Back to bed and woke sometime around 3 am after breaking a sweat. Fever was gone and my body cooler. Up that morning around 9. Normal, tolerable body aches, mild headache and left arm very sore but could tolerate it being touched.   Side Note: I had contracted the virus in March 2020.  The symptoms from the vaccine were so much worse than the actual virus. I am too scared to get the second dose.

931022 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 VA 64.0 64 F Headache; fever 101; aching. I am reporting this the day following the vaccine.

931023 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 ME 23.0 23 M Starting ~10PM: fatigue, muscle soreness. Overnight, fever (99.8), chills, aches, Headache, sore throat, fatigue and mild diarrhea.

931024 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 23.0 23 F I had head pressure that felt like a headache In my temples and the back of my skull around 9-10 hours after the vaccine. Left arm pain starting about 11 hours after shot. Difficult to move arm without intense pain and intense pain at the slightest touch of the arm on or around the vaccination spot. Starting the morning after the vaccination, my glands in my neck were tender and aching like they do when I?m fighting off a cold, I had body aches that you would get if you had a fever for the entire day all over my body. I took ibuprofen that night and they started to go away and I felt hot like I was breaking a fever. I woke up the next morning which is 2 days after the vaccination and felt completely back to normal besides residual arm pain. This pain is bearable and I can move my arm with only a dull pain and I can touch the spot without intense pain however it is still painful.

931025 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 TN 30.0 30 F On January 7th (8 days after my vaccination) I noticed heat and redness about the size of my fist at the injection site. It had a well defined border and was slightly swollen but not painful. Yesterday, January 8th, the site was less red but larger and with a less well-defined border. Today, The site looks less red but is slightly larger in size. It looks as if the center of the site is returning to the normal skin color and the redness is remaining in the border.  There is still no pain at the site.

931026 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Sore arm with swelling. During nighttime, woke with violent shivering, goosebumps, headache and nausea.

931027 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 AZ 25.0 25 F Was good for a few days then have had such a bad head ache that I can not get rid of.

931028 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Muscle and joint aches, nausea, chills. Worked 6am-1pm (went home early). Slept for 3 hours, no improvements. Hydrated, ate small dinner, went to bed. Woke up 4:45am for work and symptoms were gone.

931029 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MD 51.0 51 F c/o dizziness, near-syncope 10 minutes post-vaccination

931030 12/17/2020 01/09/2021 MS 63.0 63 M I had a very small, left sided C5 dermatome breakout of a rash that appeared to be herpes zoster (shingles).  I?ve never had a rash like this before.  It?s now been 2+ weeks and is fading, leaving me with mild burning and itching in same area.   I went ahead and had 2cd dose on 1/7/21.    FYI:    I?m an Emergency Physician myself.

931031 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 TX 44.0 44 F On 12-23-2020, I developed symptoms of  sinus congestion along with a cough, fever, body aches and a tightness sensation in my chest. I got tested for Covid on 12-27-2020 and was positive. I also had diarrhea and nausea.  I did telemedicine with my primary healthcare doctor and I discussed with him that I felt tightness with pressure sensation to my chest and he said that it was cause of my asthma and he told me to take prednisone medication.

931032 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 21.0 21 F Severe body aches, fever, migraine  Advil and Tylenol taken. Helped a little.

931033 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IL 29.0 29 M FEVER

931034 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 27.0 27 F side effects lasted 24 hours. 12 hours after second dose, chills occurred. this was followed by fever and muscle aches. Highest fever was 101.7 F.  side effects were bad enough to affect ability to do ADLs and to be able to go to work. Swollen lymph node in left clavicle since first dose got bigger and firmer. since symptoms have resolved swollen lymph node still there.

931035 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F Injection site pain, swelling, tenderness,  fatigue, headache, muscle pain, joint pain, chills, fever

931036 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NH 47.0 47 M Raised itchy hives on back, backs of thighs, buttocks, feet, hands starting 12 hrs after receiving.

931037 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 MD 41.0 41 F c/o feeling flushed within 15 minutes of being vaccinated. Blotchy rash noted to chest and neck. No SOB, no hives, no airway involvement. Transported to ED and al symptoms resolved upon arrival without intervention.

931038 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Fatigue sudden.  Headache. Took tylenol every 4 to 6 hours.

931039 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Injectiom sight became sore as the day progressed. Injection sight was extremely sore and sensitive 24 hours later. At 48 hrs the pain had mostly subsided. Awoke the next day (after injection, 1/8)  with a fever of 101° and a headache.  Fever lasted until the evening with some slight body aches. Patient took tylenol and it helped slightly.  Lethargic and took two naps during the day. Day 3 (1/9) all symptoms were gone.

931040 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 27.0 27 M Nausea and drowsiness began 2.5 hours post injection, resolved 9 hours post injection. Sore and tender injection site (left arm), began 30 minutes post injection. Has improved, but still slightly tender 49 hours post injection.

931041 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 51.0 51 M 14 hours after injection had fever of 101.2, six hours later 101.7. Fever broke then at 100 until 4pm.  Fever of 101 again at 7pm till midnight. I have now been 9 hours without a fever. Only other symptoms injection site tenderness with mild redness, no swelling and intermittent severe headache.

931042 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 IN 55.0 55 F Started around 6:00 pm on 1/7/2021 with headache, body ache, on  1/8/2021!i still had aches but started with 101.5 temp.  Now on 1/9/2021 I feel fine.

931043 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MD 36.0 36 M c/o feeling dizzy and diaphoretic a few minutes after receiving vaccine. Was pale and clammy to touch. Laid down and given water and candy. Felt better after 15 minutes and discharged back to work.

931044 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NH 27.0 27 F Fever and chills began about 1 hours after vaccine, about 18 hours  after vaccine I was getting up to take more Tylenol and did not feel well, I had a syncope episode in the bathroom (no issues as I sat on the floor before hand). I was unconscious for about 1-2 minutes. My blood pressure  several minutes later was low (about 90/50 but I took it myself so may not be exactly accurate)

931045 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NY 59.0 59 F right after vaccination, my arm started feeling slightly sore.  Then by 9:30 pm- feeling more arm soreness up until today.

931046 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IN 28.0 28 F Sore arm, chills, fever

931047 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MD 39.0 39 F c/o feeling flushed and elevated HR post vaccine administration. Vitals stable BP 155/88, HR 92, No CP, no sob. Recovered and discharged home.

931048 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 65.0 65 M Sore throat. Muscle aches. Headaches. Cold like symptoms

931049 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 TX 37.0 37 F onset of fever 30 minutes post-injection lasting approx. 1-2 hours.  Three days later began w/headache, fever, body aches, fatigue, nausea, diarrhea.

931050 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 MI 58.0 58 F 1/1/21 minor lip swelling. Took 1 dose of Benadryl and it resolved within 2 hours.  1/2/21 minor eyelid swelling . Took 1dose of Benadryl and condition resolved overnight.  1/4/21 significant lip swelling. Took 3 doses of Benadryl. Condition resolved in 24 hours.

931052 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 OH 58.0 58 F Fever 100.4 at 4 am. Muscle aches by 8 am, along with malaise, fatigue, headache.  Blood sugar tested at 160 while fasting. Unable to move left arm.

931053 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MD 39.0 39 F c/o feeling flushed and heart racing after vaccination. Vitals stable. P 134/87, HR 86, RR 16, Sats 94%. No CO, no SOB. Recovered and discharged home.

931054 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 AL 35.0 35 F Chills, myalgia, fatigue, headache, nasal congestion, cough

931055 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 IN 64.0 64 M Confusion, numbness right cheek bone area, difficult to talk and concentrate for around 15-20 minutes. Felt better and didn?t seek treatment till next day, never heard back from Dr.

931056 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Swollen, painful left axillary lymph nodes

931057 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CO 33.0 33 M Fever of 102, unremitting for 2 days, severe myalgias, arthralgias, headache, and fatigue.

931058 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 FL 73.0 73 F Expanding swelling, redness, heat, itching left arm beginning 01/07/21

931059 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 AL 34.0 34 F Nausea, intestinal discomfort, lymphadenopathy in right axilla, severe headache

931060 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 NY 48.0 48 F 12/30/20: L arm tender, warm, localized erythema at injection site. Fatigue, mild body aches, generalized headache. Left work at 09:30 am. Went home and slept. Took OTC Tylenol 1000mg.  12/31/20: called in sick. Fever 99.9, body aches, headache more posteriorly with sensitivity to touch. L arm increased erythema, warmth, tender.  Took Motrin/Cetirizine po, and put Arnicare on L arm.  1/1/21: fever and generalized symptoms improved. L arm seemingly improved. Did not take any medications or topical to L arm.  1/5/21: L arm with increased erythema, warmth, tenderness. Took Motrin/Cetirizine po and used Arnicare to L arm.  1/6/21: L arm increased erythema, warmth, tenderness and induration. Measured L arm erythema at work approximately 5-6cm. Continued taking Motrin, Benadryl 50mg every 4 hours x 2 doses.  Put Hydrocortisone cream to L arm as well as ice. Had a video conference with PCP, Dr. Antibiotic Keflex was ordered for 10 days. Told to stop taking after 5 days if improvement.  1/7/21: L arm still with erythema, induration, warmth, not as tender but was itchy. Continued taking Motrin/Cetirizine po, Hydrocortisone cream. 1/8/21: Erythema L arm seemed to spread out more with a surrounding ring, less tender but still with warmth and itchiness. Antibiotics received in the mail but bottle crushed and loose pills in the package. Took Motrin/Cetirizine po and Hydrocortisone to L arm.  1/9/21: L arm improved erythema, warmth and no induration noted. Still with itchiness.  Obtained pictures from 12/30/20, 12/31/20, 1/6/21, 1/7/21, 1/8/21, 1/9/21.

931061 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 ME 61.0 61 F Seven days after the injection, a red raised welt began to form at the injection site. Overnight, the welt increased in size and ultimately reached a peak diameter of approximately 2 inches. It became warm and painful (pain scale 5/10).  I have a photo I can submit if desired.

931062 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 37.0 37 F Very sore left arm. Worse soreness than a flu shot. Hurt to lift arm and lay on it. Severe soreness lasted about 24 hours.  Mild sore throat but unknown if related to vaccine or if normal seasonal allergies.

931063 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 44.0 44 F 1 hour after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine, I experienced a tingling sensation that started in my lips (right side only). This turned into an icy, burning sensation that traveled  up my right cheek, ear and scalp and stayed for 2 hours. The feeling returned that night at an unknown time and I felt fine the next day.

931064 01/07/1921 01/09/2021 IN 38.0 F I was to dizzy to drive myself home. Vomiting,  headache,  off balance, nausea, runny nose, horrible body aches.

931065 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 MA 54.0 54 F Full body hives with increased  redness at injection site. 50mg benadryl taken- hives resolved, except  for area at injection  site.  1-2 inch circular, red, raised rash at injection site which lasted approximately  48 hours.
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931066 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 MA 57.0 57 M HEADACHE, SEVERE JOINT PAIN, RIGHT UPPER CHEST PAIN, LETHARGY, FEVER, CHILLS

931067 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 23.0 23 F Dizziness and lightheaded, headache

931068 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 OH 36.0 36 F 1/7/21 at 0850: received vaccine 1200 - left arm soreness 2200 - headache began 1/8/21 at 0000: severe chills, worsening headache and neck pain, temperature started to rise, muscle and joint aches began 0500 - chills and aches continued, temperature max of 102.2 0800 - severe muscle aches, fever remained around 102, pulse 130's, SO2 99% 0900-2100 - rested the entire day, unable to move much because my body aches were so severe, when I did get up to go to the bathroom, I could barely walk because my hips and knees hurt so much, headache so severe that I began getting nauseous and dry heaving, I took 650mg acetaminophen and 25mg Benadryl around noon and used ice packs on my neck and the back of my head, ate very little, no appetite, drank water and ginger ale, temperature fluctuated between 101 and 102 all day, came down to 99.6 after acetaminophen, but came right back up to 101 as it wore off 2200 - took 975mg Tylenol and 25mg Benadryl and went to sleep, temperature 100.9 1/9/21 - 0900 - woke up after sleeping all night, temperature 98.2, body aches and headache gone, feel normal

931069 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 56.0 56 F Fever, body aches, lethargy, headach

931070 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 29.0 F Body aches the night of vaccine. Went away after ibuprofen. Reoccurred on the 8th around 4pm. And then extreme nausea at 6 pm .  quick onset diareah  at 1am with cramping. Vomiting occurred at same time. Just that one session, but nausea remained. Another round of diareah at 8am on 1/9

931071 12/26/2020 01/09/2021 CO 66.0 66 F Redness and large swelling at injection site, itchy, red area warm to touch. Wait and watch, no antibiotics at present time. Onset was about 10 days post-vaccine administration

931072 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 NY 41.0 41 F 6 days p inj noted upper rt arm redness itching that spreadto include most of lateral upper arm

931073 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 NY 33.0 33 M Injection Site Pain, Severe, 12/28-1/1, Self-Resolved Fever, 12/28-12/29, 100.5F, Self-Resolved Chills, 12/28-12/29, mild, Self-Resolved Headaches, 12/28-12/30, Severe, Self-Resolved Malaise, 12/28-12/30, Severe, Self-Resolved Myalgias, 12/28-12/30, Moderate, Self-Resolved Arthralgias, 12/28-12/30, Moderate, Self-Resolved Dizziness, 12/28-12/30, Mild, Self-Resolved Lymphadenopathy, 12/28-12/30, Mild, Self-Resolved

931074 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Tongue and lips have mild burning and metallic taste. Symptoms seemed to increase from Wed- Friday. Benadryl taken Friday Feb 7 at 9pm. Symptoms are slightly better but tongue continues to have metallic taste and mild burning sensation. Face also has mild itching

931075 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 WV 39.0 39 F I have had the "normal" reactions such as; sore arm, ear and throat pain, headache, fatigue, and body aches. I have also noticed my neck hurting and this am I notice a knot like form on my left clavicle bone that was not there prior to the the vaccine. I have not had any treatment for this.

931076 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Bad headache; left shoulder pain; left neck pain, stiffness; pain just above kidneys up to shoulder blade on left side

931077 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IL 37.0 37 F FEVER 102.2

931078 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IL 32.0 32 M Subjective fevers and chills, mild nausea. Only lasted 4 hours

931079 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 IN 54.0 54 F Swelling and soreness at injection site. Swelling and tenderness in underarm area/lymph nodes

931080 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 WV 49.0 49 F 15 minutes into post administration observation patient complained of dizziness.  This dizziness intensified over the next few minutes.  Patient moved to a cot in sitting position to obtain BP, O2, and pulse.  Moved into a supine position and complaints of nausea started within 5 minutes. Patient then placed on side and began retching without vomiting. Patient was able to talk and drink sips of water.  Complained of chest pain (described as pressure and similar to heart burn radiating to throat) and headache.  11:55am  911 contacted. Patient denied using or being prescribed nitroglycerin for previous chest pain complaints. Presence of urticaria on neck and upper chest led to the administration of 50mg diphenhydramine solution by mouth at 12:00pm.  Rash dissipated.  Continued monitoring patient's BP, O2, pulse. 12:09pm EMS arrived and monitored patient. Patient still complained of headache and nausea. Patient offered trip to ER at 12:14pm. 12:17pm agreed to ER transportation. Left facility for ER at 12:20pm with EMS.

931081 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NY 52.0 52 F - Strong injection site pain extending to neck and shoulder area

931082 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 GA 64.0 64 M LOST SENSE OF SMELL

931083 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Body aches, headache, fever up to 101.2, nausea, dizziness

931084 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 OR 48.0 48 F Fever of 101 for three days. Around 8 pm on January 1st sever vertigo anytime changing position. Went to open MD who recommended epley maneuver . Was told to do this for "several days" and then come back if it did not go away. Maneuver was done for three days before vertigo went away, but constant dizziness for another three days, and then intermittent dizziness still ongoing. Called into work.

931085 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 PR 43.0 43 F the area got hardened, hot and red.

931086 12/17/2020 01/09/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Cervical and supraclavicular lymphadenopathy on the same side as injection. Worsened after second vaccine dose

931087 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 PA 67.0 67 F on day 8 following the vaccine administration, I developed itching at the vaccination site (L deltoid). On day 9, in the morning I noticed redness, heat, and itching at vaccination site-for an area of about 4" long and 2" wide. Today, the area is slightly less reddened but still very itchy. I have no other signs or symptoms. I was responding daily to V-Safe check ins but the the last text that I received from them was on Wednesday, January 6. I have not been able to contact them to report the change in my signs and symptoms since this reaction has occured after their check-ins with me, stopped. I am a nurse and feel it is improtant for you to know all reactions which I why I am contacting you. I could not find another site or place to report this.  Thank you!

931088 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 FL 84.0 84 F Headdache Trembling in the Body Tiredness Chills

931089 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Fever, body aches, headaches, tiredness

931090 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NC 54.0 54 M Severe arm and shoulder pain.  Unable to lift arm or move back and forth.

931091 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 45.0 45 M Fever, treated with Tylenol Chills Body Aches Fatigue Symptoms  lasted about 24 hours

931092 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 VA 42.0 42 F Redness and warmth 1 inch by 4 inch that developed 9 days post vaccine. Treated for cellulite with keflex 500 mg 4x faily

931093 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 PA 23.0 23 F Axillary pain started on day 4 (1/4) after vaccine and continued until day 7 which was so bad I could not sleep or move that arm. Took 1 Aleve for the pain. Then on day 7 axillary pain went away and a rash started to form on arm where vaccine was given. Day 8 rash spread at was bright red. Around noon on day 8  hives popped up next to left eye. On day 8 did a virtual doctor appointment and the NP prescribed antibiotics because she said the "rash" is cellulitis.  At this time took zytec to help with the hives.

931094 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Mild body aches with moderate to severe body chills from 9pm until 5am the evening of the shot. Patient was ?freezing? despite multiple thick layers of clothing and bed linens. Unclear if there was a fever involved - temperature was never taken at home during the event.

931096 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IL 25.0 25 F FEVER 103

931097 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NY 26.0 26 M Extreme pain in upper left arm where vaccine was given. Can barely move left arm. Has been 24 hours and still extremely painful.

931098 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 CT 51.0 51 F 7 days after vaccine site started to itch. On the 8th day site was red, inflamed and warm to the touch. Mild pain upon palpation

931099 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 MA 39.0 39 F I have a 16 month old daughter and am 15 weeks pregnant with my second, due date July 2, 2021. I noticed today redness and swelling at the injection site after showering, slightly itchy when touched

931100 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 KY 23.0 23 F patient received dose 1 of moderna covid vaccine at 9:32am; pt c/o redness/irritation around chest /neck area at  09:42;  50mg oral benadryl and 20mg oral pepcid administered;  10:23 redness almost resolved and itching almost completely resolved; patient sent home with instructions on reporting to ER if symptoms should worsen and instructions on premedications for next vaccine.  pt verbalized understanding of all instructions.

931101 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 34.0 34 M Vomitting, chills, fever, body aches. All symptoms were gone about 12 hours after onset

931102 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 PA 34.0 34 F Redness, swelling, subcutaneous fluid at injection site. Still present after over a week. One week after administration onset of pain in armpit. Practicioner prescribed treatment with antibiotics for 5 days because of a likely cellulitis.

931103 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 PR 24.0 24 M Fever, chills, cold sweats, fatigue, dry cough, headache, muscle pain, and weakness lasting 12 hours starting at around  24 hours after vaccine administration. Patient took two Tylenol 500mg to some relief at 2pm and again at 7pm.

931104 12/27/2020 01/09/2021 NY 31.0 31 M Injection Site Pain, Severe, 12/27-12/28, Self-Resolved Chills, 12/27-12/28, mild, Self-Resolved Headaches, 12/27-12/28, Severe, Self-Resolved Malaise, 12/27-12/28, Moderate, Self-Resolved Myalgias, 12/27-12/29, Moderate, Self-Resolved Arthralgias, 12/27-12/28, Moderate, Self-Resolved Lymphadenopathy, 12/27-12/28, Mild, Self-Resolved

931105 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 VA 32.0 F Severe body aches, fatigue, headache, chills, fever.

931106 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Tachycardia, beginning 12/29/20, or noted at time of awakening, heart rate of  68-161 beginning at 6am-7am. I watch documents rate on 12/29/20 from 7am resting rate 76, walking rate of 140.  This rate is not the normal as patient normally walks to work but this date chose to take a cab, rate of 140 not normal resting rate. Rate ranges 150-on 12/29-to 55-209 on 12/30/2020, resting rate of 66.  Walking rate of 103, Did not not exercise rest of the week because of this elevated rate.  Felt colder than normal.  One week prior rate was 12/22/2020. Range was 59-127, resting 62, walking 107.  Rate week of 1/5/2021 ranges 49-158, resting 55 and walking is 91. 1/8/2021 rate ranges from 54-145, resting 59, walking 100.

931107 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 34.0 34 F body aches, chills, headache, subjective fever

931109 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 35.0 35 F 01/07/21 tingling and numbness in whole right arm right after vaccine administration 01/08/21 woke up about 230am with severe body aches (flu like) and severe arm pain not just soreness where vaccine was given but whole upper arm that lasted all day and went on for almost two whole days

931110 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 26.0 26 M fever 100.5F, malaise, myalgia, headache, and rigors x 2 days. responded well to acetaminophen and ibuprofen

931111 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 NY 30.0 30 F Tinnitus

931112 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NV 66.0 66 F Chills, headache, low-grade fever

931113 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Fatigue, body aches for 48 hours.

931115 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 PR 58.0 58 M FEVER, CHILLS, FATIGUE, GENERAL MALAISE, HEADACHE, JOINT ACHE,  ACETAMINOPHEN 250 EVERY 12 HRS ASPIRIN 250 EVERY 12 HRS

931116 12/26/2020 01/09/2021 TX 42.0 42 M Chills, high fever, and was very tired.

931117 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 MA 39.0 39 M 2 days after vaccination: fever of 100.4F, headache, rigors. As of today, symptoms persist

931118 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 MI 67.0 67 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA                 Darker than normal urine for 2 days......I apologize if this is not considered an 'adverse event'. it is unusual for me.

931119 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 WA 50.0 50 M Sharp piercing left sided chest pain that radiated to left shoulder and back 7-8/10  on pain scale.  Taking a deep breath made pain worse but no associated shortness of breath.  Pain worsened with attempting to eat food.  Severe symptoms lasted 2-3 hours and then  subsided.  Troponin and other cardiac markers negative.  No history of GI, cardiac, or pulmonary disorders.  Mildly present the first half of the next day (1-2/10) until afternoon then completely resolved

931120 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 NY 44.0 44 F Eight days after injection,  I noticed a red lump, warm to the touch at injection site. No pain

931121 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NC 60.0 60 M light headache Fever for 48 hrs reaching 102

931122 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 KY 47.0 47 F 09:32--pt received dose 1 moderna vaccine  09:37-pt c/o generalized itching/mild redness on forearms and abdominal area pt took 25mg oral benadryl of own supply and 25mg oral benadryl pharmacy supply + 20mg oral pepcid 10:15--pt reports resolution of symptoms and verbalizes understanding of premedications for next vaccine and will report to ER should symptoms change

931123 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 43.0 43 F Headache Body aches Nausea Arm pain

931124 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 NH 44.0 44 F Onset of pain of the Arm 1/6/2021. Following day increasing redness and pain.  on 1/8  8 x 13 cm on Left arm.  Where insertion site was warmth, redness.

931125 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 WI 45.0 45 F Diffuse muscle aches Nausea Fever/chills

931126 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Arm tingling, more prevalent in right arm, face tingling R>L. Tingling started at 0030 1/8, only lasted a few hours. Intense body aches, chills, low grade temp, started at 00:30 and ended by 1800. Still experiencing intermittent chills, flushing, and sweating.

931127 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MA 30.0 30 M Severe chills late that night of the second vaccination. Migrane as well as light sensitivity. Preassure in the head as well as vertigo. Chills have almost resolved this morning into the next day after vaccination. The migranes, head preassure and vertigo still persist.

931128 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Hives began on hands early morning Wednesday. Friday hives on legs. Saturday both arms, legs, feet have hives. Have headache since receiving vaccination. Swollen, painful axillary lymph nodes on side of injection from Monday and still sore today on Saturday.

931129 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 CO 66.0 66 M Both eyes became very itchy on Saturday January 2.  Sunday morning January 3, my left eye was very red.  Both eyes very dry and itchy.  By noon Sunday, left eye redness gone.  Both eyes itchy.  Monday the 4th, ithcy gone but both eyes very dry.  By Wednesday the 6th all back to normal.  No other symptoms related to vaccination during this period.

931130 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MN 34.0 34 M headache, muscle pain, joint pain, chills, fever

931131 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MN 40.0 40 F Shot was given lower in arm than it should have been. There is a hard, warm and red bump where given.  Its starting to get itchy as well.

931132 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 NH 48.0 48 F Localized reaction- redness, swelling, itchy. L, warm to touch. Treated with cortisone cream

931133 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Started with chills, then fevers, then headaches and extreme fatigue.

931134 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 38.0 38 M Chills, body aches, joint pain, weakness

931135 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 WI 42.0 42 F Pt noticed that heart rate increased to 112 on watch about 10 minutes after vaccine was given.  She also felt dizzy for about 30 seconds but this resolved on its own. Pt reported to staff.  Vital signs were taken Temp 97.9, heart rate 84, BP 124/85.  Pulse was regular.  Pt denied any ongoing dizziness or other symptoms.  She was given apple juice and monitored for another 15 minutes with no further symptoms

931136 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 IN 37.0 37 M Debilitating headache, bodily fatigue, soreness at injection site, partial loss of mobility of injected limb, nausea, vomiting. Adverse events subsided partially, or mostly, after 24 hours.

931137 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 PA 51.0 51 F lose stools and charlie horse in both legs in the middle of the night

931138 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 NY 27.0 27 F No symptoms until 1/7/21 when my arm was itchy, pink, and raised. It was same temperature as my arm, but it was approximately 3 inches wide and 2 inches long, and pretty much an oval where I had the vaccination.

931139 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 MD 28.0 28 F Hours after shot I noticed a large red swollen lump. On 12/31/2020 I showed this to one of my providers and he told me to give him a call if it had not disappeared by 1/4/2021. The redness was slightly better on 1/4 but then became drastically worse on 1/5/2021. I had a low grade fever(100.7), spreading redness, pain, itching, and swelling of left arm, on 1/5/2021 and was told to go to urgent care. I went to urgent care on 1/6/2021 and was diagnosed with cellulitis. My injection site was measured and I was instructed to go to the hospital if after given first and second dose of antibiotic, symptoms did not improve. Redness began to decrease and I did not go to the hospital. As of today, 1/9/2021 my left arm is mildly red and swollen.

931140 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 IN 60.0 60 F Low grade fever, chills, lower back ache, headache  Took Tylenol. Whole episode lasted less than 24 hours.

931141 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 GA 60.0 60 F Symptoms began 1.6.21 evening from 1AM forward lasting through 1.8.21 5AM. Sympotms included: moderate-severe headache, nausea, chills/Moderate, whole body aches-moderate, site inject RT aches, imbalance/dizziness, symptoms highly mimicked how I felt when I had COVID-19 in Novemeber.

931142 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 VA 56.0 56 F Severe vertigo, vomiting for 12 hours. Vertigo for 5 days.  Out of work for 5 days.

931143 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 43.0 F Body aches severe Headache

931144 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 IN 57.0 57 F On Christmas day I did  not feel well. I tested positive for Covid on 12-27-2020.  Went to the hospital and got infusion and after that I came home and quarantined an returned to work on  01-05-2021.

931145 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Felt tightness and pressure on her throat, called EMS and treated with 25 mg of Benedryl immediately at 10:15 during her post observation. Happened 10 minutes after receiving the vaccination

931147 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 WA 39.0 39 F tachycardia (130-140's), HTN 140/100's, near syncope, nausea, temp 99.0 within minutes. That evening face rash and itching. Following day flu like symptoms as well as sore throat and congestion.

931148 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IL 22.0 22 M Injection site pain - present Tiredness - 24hrs Headache - 24 hrs Muscle pain - 24 hrs Chills - 24 hrs  Joint pain - 24 hrs Fever (101.2°f) - 24 hrs Nausea - 24 hrs  Malaise - 24 hrs  Swollen lymph node (left armpit only) - present

931149 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 SD 60.0 60 F Cough, shortness of breath, SPO2 decreased to 88-90% 24-36 hours after vaccine administration. Normal vital signs on 1/9/21 at time of urgent care visit

931150 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 OH 53.0 53 F overheated shaky, sweaty, fatigue decreased appetite, nausea, unable to lift left arm and left arm pain

931153 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 MI 31.0 31 F Developed a "scratchy throat approximately 20 minutes post vaccination. Symptoms worsened and she developed shortness of breath. Required evaluation and treatment in the Emergency Department. Received Benadryl, dexamethaxone, famotidine and solumedrol. Second COVID vaccine, no reaction with the first vaccine. ED provider notes below: This patient presented due to concern for allergic reaction to COVID-19 vaccine and was seen by myself immediately upon arrival.  When in triage the triage nurse noted her oxygen saturation was 81% so she was placed on 2 L nasal cannula and brought directly back to her room.  When placed in the room she was hooked up to the monitor and her oxygen saturation was 100% and I took her off of the nasal cannula and her oxygen saturation remained in the upper 90s.  She had no stridor and respirations were nonlabored.  She was speaking without difficulty and had no vocal changes.  She did not appear to be in any acute distress.  Her posterior oropharynx was widely patent and she had no uvula or tongue swelling or lip swelling.  She did have some blotchiness to the upper chest area but no hives.  Abdomen was soft and nontender.  Pulse was regular.  Blood pressure was stable.  She was nontoxic in appearance.  An IV was established and the patient was given Decadron and Benadryl for initial treatment.

931154 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 MD 41.0 41 F I immediately felt tingling that traveled down to my fingers of my left arm and hand after receiving the modern COVID-19 vaccination. I felt some numbness at the site of injection immediately after. I told the nurse or medical providers at the facility and they told me to sign up forvsafe.cdc.gov to monitor my symptoms.

931155 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 TX 59.0 59 F Approximately 5 minutes after receiving the injection a warm/hot tingling sensation began in my body rising up from my chest to my head. My throat and chest became tight. My heart began to race. It was difficult to breath. I motioned for help. A physician on site came over. Emergency services was called. An EKG was done in the rescue. It was normal.  Most of the symptoms resolved approximately 20 minutes later. I did not go to the hospital.  I left feeling not completely right with some discomfort in my chest.  One week later my right arm at the injection site became hot and red 4 inches by 3 inches by 4 inches around and the soreness returned.  It is still slightly pink with soreness.

931156 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IL 29.0 29 M Fever over 101.5 for 24 hours Headache Body aches

931157 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 PR 53.0 53 F My left arm (at shoulder), at the injection site, is still red, warm to touch and it itches. This morning (01/09/2021) I felt pain under my arm (in my armpit).

931158 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 OH 26.0 26 F Red, raised bumps all over legs, arms and groin on week after vaccination. Bumps are itchy and welt-like

931159 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 38.0 38 F Fever, chills, headache, upset stomach started at 1am. Unable to sleep until 3:45am. Woke at 7am with temp of 99.2 and chills, headache. It is now 10:15am and fever is gone but headache remains.

931160 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 IL 66.0 66 F Within 5 min of injection: front 3rd top of tongue started getting numb and I got a metallic taste in mouth. That dissipated fairly quickly. Mostly gone within 30 min. Went home. Left side of Parotid started swelling - at 12/24/2020 in the morning. I didn't notice anything wrong until I tried to eat breakfast. Very painful. Swelled up very large. Couldnt' eat much for four days when I finally saw my dr (28th). and he gave  a prescription: an antibiotic and that started helping. When I  salivated it would start to swell. Pain was worse the first day and I massaged it alot to force saliva out of the grand. Tried to eat for very bland and very little on one side of mouth. Augmentin  Amox-Clad 875 mg. was the antibiotic I was given and that took about 24 hours to help.

931161 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IN 30.0 30 F Immediately after getting the vaccine my left arm was sore, which became worse in the evening, causing me pain to raise my left arm. Around 5 pm the same day, I started having body aches and had the chills. Then around 8pm I spiked a fever which reached up to 102.0 Fahrenheit, which I treated with Tylenol.  In the morning (1/9/2021) the fever returned at 101.2 Fahrenheit, which I treated with Tylenol again.

931162 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 KY 50.0 50 F Developed severe right leg pain, small rash on my right buttocks, tenderness at the LS joint, subsequently diagnosed with shingles on 1/7/21

931163 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 OH 41.0 41 F Began with a sore arm at injection site then could not lift arm higher than four inches without excruciating pain, muscles throughout body began to tense up and hurt, joints and hips ached and hurt, headache all over the top of my head, sweat then chills, tired, light headed, nauseated, temperature topping 103 degrees

931164 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 OH 28.0 28 F Received vaccine on 12/31/2020, developed mild arm pain following day at injection site. On 1/05/2021, developed mild lip swelling around 1630, that increased to hives on upper back and hips. At 2030, lip swelling had significantly increased and throat felt ?weird? and tight. Fiancé drove to Emergency Department, was deemed not necessary to have epinephrine at the time. Discharged with four day course of prednisone and famotidine. On 1/09/2021, returned to Emergency Department for bilateral hand swelling, increased hives on arms, back and sides.  Epinephrine 0.3 mg administered IM right thigh, discharged with another script for prednisone. There were no other changes to lifestyle including lotions, body washes, perfumes, food, etc. that could have potentially triggers reaction.

931165 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 OR 32.0 32 M Patient developed localized induration and erythema of approximately 5 cm over a period of 3 -5 minutes and mild generalized non pruritic non urticaric rash.  He developed mild diaphoresis . There were no other respiratory symptoms or cardiac symptoms.  Patient was treated with PO Benadryl 25 mg.  Over the course of an additional 30 minutes observations period all symptoms resolved with the exception of a minimal erythema of 1-2 cm peri-insertion site.

931166 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 ME 37.0 37 F transient chest warmth and tingling in palate.  self resolved in 2 minutes. no medications given. monitored 30 minutes after symptoms resolved

931167 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 68.0 68 F Extreme fatigue, chills, body aches, and headache

931168 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MA 46.0 46 F I got very light-headed when I got up this morning. I felt like I was going to throw up when I brushed my teeth. I then got very dizzy and fell back into bed to avoid passing out. That was 3 hours ago and I think I just need to stay in bed today.  Also - I'm taking 800 mg ibuprofen q6h for the arm pain. Pain is tolerable with the medication.

931169 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 20.0 20 F chills, body aches, fever, redness and soreness at injection site, fatigue

931170 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 MI 63.0 63 F Day following vaccine, had extreme fatigue, headache, low grade fever, injection site redness  and swelling. All symptoms subsided after the first 48 hours with the exception of the injection site redness that lasted for 5 days along with itching at the site. The redness is now gone but itching at the site still remains at the injection site as of today-day 10. I consider the itching to be a minor side effect, and not severe enough to prevent me from getting the 2nd vaccination.

931171 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Had a rash appear  a week and half after my shot. Rash stayed not even for 24 hours and then gone. Rash appeared the first day that I stopped getting text messages to check on my shot process.

931172 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MT 62.0 62 M insidious onset lateral right foot pain at fibularis tendons from lateral malleolus to the base of 5th metatarsal

931173 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 TX 63.0 63 M Patient developed 3rd cranial nerve palsy on right eye.  Pt had a CT and reports no aneurysm or abnormalities.

931174 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 CT 28.0 28 M 11 days after initial vaccination: vaccination site became warm swollen and red. Physically felt lightheaded/dizzy with near syncope episode and heart palpitations. Took Zyrtec, Benadryl and went to emergency room.

931175 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 39.0 39 F No treatment needed yet. Headache, sore throat, dizzy, fatigue temp 99.4, bilateral arms and feet painful pins and needle sensation.

931176 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NY 53.0 53 F fever, soreness at injection site, body aches and chills.  These began approximately 6:30pm night of injection, continued into the next day.  Taking advil every 4 hours and this has helped to stop the fever but the rest of the symptoms continue

931177 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 30.0 30 F 3am woke up freezing cold and shivering. Temp 99.7. 4:30am temp was 101.3. Took 975mg Tylenol. 8:00am fever broke. Headache. Took more Tylenol  2:00pm headache. Took migraine medication. Laid down to sleep. 5:30pm woke up. Temp 100.7. Took 650mg Tylenol. 8pm fever broke. Headache better.  *fatigue and soreness at injection site all day*  Saturday 1/9/21 Feeling much better. No fever or headache so far. 11:30am.

931178 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 IN 28.0 28 F Swollen Lymph Node in left armpit/general left armpit swelling with pain  (approx. circumference of a baseball). Began 4-5 days post first vaccination dose and has grown in size and worsened in pain. Makes movement of arm uncomfortable and occasionally painful.  At the time of writing this report, it has been 1 week since the first dose and the adverse event persists without signs of alleviation.

931179 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 27.0 27 F Headache, nausea, diarrhea, hot flashes, mild fever, loss of concentration/focus, fatigue, muscle aches. 12/23-1/9 (present)  2 virtual dr visits, recommended Tylenol and rest

931180 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MD 71.0 71 M Throughout the day, January 8, 2021, I found myself short of breath and my joints were painful more that usual. My resting heartrate went from 62 to 71-73. I felt lightly dizzy and certainly weaker than usual.  I had a headache much of the day and when I got home, I immediately went to bed I was so tired. I slept for over 10 hours but did not feel refreshed.

931181 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 FL 66.0 66 F Sore arm beginning the day after the injection and lasted for 2 days.  A second side effect occurred on January 6 - a swollen lymph node under my left arm, which was not the injection arm.  However, I had lymph nodes removed due to breast cancer in 2001..  Lymph node is normal on January 9.

931182 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 MD 65.0 65 F red, swollen, itchy blotch around injection site most notable 8 days after injection, reaction developed slowly over the course of the 8 days

931183 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 IN 45.0 45 F No major side effects but I have had a headache that is persistent for a couple days. I have taken tylenol which helps but the headache has been very persistent. It is still on and off on day 3 but getting better.

931184 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F Very dizzy when I received the vaccine and the following day woke up with a severe headache

931185 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 WI 55.0 58 F At about 1030 patient started feeling light headed & dizzy. Had patient tip down & elevated feet. Staff checked heart rate (within normal), O2 with pulse ox (within normal) and blood pressure (elevated - 160/112). Patient at first stated started to feel better, but around 1050 blood pressure became more elevated 200/105). Instructed patient to go DR/ER treatment/outcome unknown once patient got to ER.

931187 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 FL 65.0 65 F Within 45 min of injection:  redness/ flushing both sides of nose & chin; cheeks; numbing sensation at lower jaw/ base of face; as I massaged my jaw, the numbing sensation moved upward to ear/cheek bone to forehead and towards eye socket; some headache.... mostly face stuff mainly on left side which is side where shot given. 2.5 hours later, some numbness going away but still present.....especially in left cheek at eye and left forehead....mainly left side of face.

931188 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 OR 51.0 51 F Within five minutes after the vaccine administration the pt reported R arm tingling, feeling "different" and spotty non-confluent erythema and pruritis over affected arm, upper chest, posterior neck.  She reported feeling faint and began to have mild hyperventilation.  Vital signs remained stable and WNL, lungs were clear with good air movement and there was no mucosal involvement.  Pt was treated with PO bendryl.  Over the course of 45 minutes her rash faded and her sense of pruritis also lessened. She was able to return to work with no further symptoms

931189 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 FL 79.0 79 F Local reaction to COVID-19 vaccine-Cellulitis of left upper arm  Prescribed Doxycycline hyclate 100mg and PredniSONE 10mg

931190 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 25.0 25 F After the first dose in December I only had a sore arm. However after this second dose on 1/7 I experienced moderately severe chills, achy feelings, sore throat, and headache lasting from about 7am until I took ibuprofen at 5pm. The symptoms subsided after taking ibuprofen.

931191 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 PA 35.0 35 F Lower gums and lower lip bleeding gums about hour 1/2 after the inj.  It lasted about 3-4mins.  Pain at the inj site.

931192 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 NH 36.0 36 F Pt developed lightheadedness and mild headache 15 minutes after the vaccination. HR was noted to be 120. After several minutes of observation, vital signs normalized and pt reported that her symptoms resolved. She elected to go home (was not driving) and declined EMS services.

931193 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F Deltoid muscles (noticeably more than even tetaus vax) and less so joint soreness R shoulder, possibly slight fatigue - started approx >6hrs after shot. Did a 40min dance workout (a little sluggishly) but doable. Hot tub x 15 min, naprosyn, and feel good now despite some fatigue (which may be unrelated to vaccine).

931194 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 CT 34.0 34 F Cellulitis on site of injection (left upper arm), mild malaise, burning discomfort, low grade fever.

931195 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Headache mild

931196 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 MD 21.0 21 F I developed a bumpy itchy skin rash at the injection site 1 week after my vaccine. The bumps are itchy and are only at the injection site (upper left arm)

931197 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Swelling and pain of armpit, axillary lymph nodes, axillary breast tissue, under arm at axilla. Pain and swelling of deltoid

931198 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 OH 52.0 52 F Drenching sweat at 3AM day after vaccine, tested positive 1/8/2021 on Binax now POC test 1/8/2021, employer encouraged me to report , thinking it might be a false positive and might be related to vaccine. Have cold like symptoms  and headache.  Had a negative POC on 1/6/2021

931200 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 PA 19.0 19 F about 25 minutes after the injection pt felt flushed with mild tachycardia and headache.  Pt improved with rest on the exam table.  Bp returned to normal immediately and bp remained normal at 126/84.   Pt returned to work but sx reoccurred about 30 minutes later and she again rested with resolution of sx until she went home.

931201 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 CT 44.0 44 F I exp pain  in my cheek and swelling of my face. On 12/27 I went to urgent care with  a rash and  diagnosed with Shingles. I had blisters with redness scalping which fell off on 1/8.

931202 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Expected symptoms in first 24 hours - fatigue, muscle aches, extreme arm pain. These symptoms resolved after a day, but I have had a poorly delineated area of erythema, warmth, edema and pruritus at the injection site that began on day two post-vaccine and has been increasing in size until today (day 5 post-vaccination). Started as a small (2 cmx2cm) wheal, now  appears as painful/itching and warm blanching urticaria that takes up the entire width of my upper arm and half the length of the upper arm.
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931203 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 NY 64.0 64 F sore arm with redness and swelling which resolved after 3 days and then on day 9 post vaccine (1/5/21) developed redness, warmth; raised rash and itching at injection site  (3 inch diameter) which has not yet resolved.

931205 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 AL 48.0 48 F Fever (101.4), Body Aches, Headache Treatment - Acetaminophen

931207 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 NJ 70.0 70 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Although I had arm pain bad enough to wake me in the night 30 and 31 December, that was not surprising.  What surprised me is that the site (about 9 cm round) became very red and very itchy a full week later (01/05/2021) and is still pink and itchy now.  This is not at all serious, and Benadryl cream reduces the itching.  I am reporting it only because it is not listed as a side effect on the documentation or CDC website.

931208 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 NY 52.0 62 F Received the vaccine on 1/5/2021 On 1/6/2021Approximately 24 hours after vaccine patient noted sore throat, lost voice, voice raspy took Benadryl with relief of symptoms the following day 1/7/2021 (could not take Benadryl due to working and concern over being  tired), symptom returned On the evening of 1/7/2021, symptom completely resolved pt concerned over if this was  angioedema  ,

931210 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 KS 31.0 31 F Received second dose of Pfizer vaccine. The next day had a mild headache and axillary lymph node swelling

931211 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 OR 31.0 31 M Approximately five minutes after vaccination the patient developed linear erythema extending into the right distal forearm and ulnar aspect of the hand.  This was mildly pruritic.  there were no other systemic cardiac, respiratory, or GI symptoms. Vital signs remained stable and WNL. Treatment was started with 25 mg PO Benadryl.  Over the next 30 minutes the symptoms significantly lessened. Patient was discharged without further signs.

931213 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MI 23.0 23 F Redness at injection site - lasting 48 hours Pain at injection site/sore arm - lasting 48 hours Low grade fever (99.5F) - started 2nd day lasted for 24 hours Generalized body aches - started 2nd day lasted for 24 hours Headache - started 2nd day lasted 24 hours

931214 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 SC 25.0 25 F Low grade headache days 1-current: Ibuprofen: Reduced Reported adverse event: Moderate/severe arthralgia: Ibuprofen: Reduced

931215 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 OH 58.0 58 M Severe chills and feeling "sick" started 10 hours after injection on 1-7-2021.  Went to bed and chills continued.  Took Tylenol x 1 dose in the middle of the night.   Temp the following morning, 1-8-2021, was 102.1.  Treated with Tylenol and rest through out the day.  Temp at the evening on 1-8-2021 was 101.4.  Chills on and off throughout the day.  Injection site sore but no redness.    Temp resolved on morning of 1-9-2021.  Injection site still sore.  Continuing to take Tylenol PRN

931216 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 PR 35.0 35 F Severe rash around neck area. Warmth in the area of the rash

931217 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 MD 32.0 32 F On 12-26-2020 I started to have fever, chilis, loss of taste and headaches. I got diagnosed with Covid on 12-29-2020.  I habe lingering of shortness of breath.

931218 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 MD 49.0 49 F About 10 minutes after vaccine administration, patient explains that she experienced numbness over her entire body.  Patient also stated  that she felt hot over her entire body.  Nurse advised patient to remove extra layers of clothing. Patient?s Initial Blood Pressure  taken was 162/100, patient drank a sports drink, vitals rechecked 10 mins later ; BP 136/90, Pulse 84. Patient reported feeling better.

931219 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NV 46.0 46 F Fever not helped by medication (motrin or tylenol) lasting at least 12 hrs, ranging from 101 to 104.6, from 5 am to 5 pm on the day following the injection. Also experienced body aches, chills, headache.

931220 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MI 22.0 22 F Headache, Severe Injection Site Pain and Swelling, 99.5 degree fever, muscle aches, fatigue.   Treatment- Over the counter allergy medication, and pain meds, ice pack and heating pack. Not much relief at all.

931221 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 61.0 61 F Day 2 of 1/5/2021 vaccine, temp of 102.4 day 3, temp of 100.5 day 4 temp of 100.5 day5  temp normal

931222 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 TN 61.0 61 F nausea, regurgitated twice at different times of day, muscle aches, chills

931223 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 AL 24.0 24 F Chest tightness Shortness of breath on exertion

931224 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Pt experienced extreme fatigue and sleepiness the day following her second vaccination for Covid 19 and was found by her family after collapsing on 1/6/21 at 05:30. Upon arousal, she experienced headache, vomiting, weakness, difficulty speaking and difficulty walking with lower extremity weakness. She was taken to urgent care and subsequently admitted for evaluation at hospital and found to have a normal chemistry, blood count, normal lumbar puncture and normal imaging of her neck and brain. Discharge summary notes 3/5 strength and hyporeflexia throughout. Pt had televisit consult with psychiatry and neurology. She is subsequently to be discharged to a Facility without explanation for her sudden onset of progressive lower extremity and vocal weakness. She is noted to have a history of shellfish allergy. She experienced mild symptoms after the first vaccination, but no neurologic or vascular symptoms at that time.Y 4

931225 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 VA 49.0 49 F Achy, mild dry cough, low grade fever

931226 12/27/2020 01/09/2021 CT 31.0 31 F I got the vaccine on the 27th and within 20 minutes I had tachycardia and a headache. My heartrate was 115 and my blood pressure was high. The next day I had extreme fatigue and arm pain.

931227 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 ME 25.0 25 F Dizziness and tingling in the hands

931228 12/20/2020 01/09/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Employee Health notified several days after first vaccination that she had a sore throat, felt cold, "brief asthma attack" one hour after being vaccinated.  Did not seek medical care.  Inhaler used and symptoms went away 15-20 minutes later.

931229 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 VA 40.0 40 F Vaccine 12/31/20: Had arm soreness for 2 days then resolved.  Day 9 (1/8/21), I noticed redness (2in x 2 in), hard knot/swelling, warmth to touch, slight itchyness and achyness.   Day 10 (today 1/9/21), swelling went down, itchyness resolved (but redness, warmth, achyness still there).

931230 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IL 32.0 32 F extreme tiredness, headache, left side tingling/numbness (left arm to left jaw), dizziness and near syncope, body spasms, and left sided chest pain (worse with palpation)

931231 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 MA 58.0 58 F Initially, just pain, redness, swelling at injection site.  about 4 days after vaccine developed pain in medial portion of ipsilateral breast and axilla.  slight swelling of nodes.  no breast lump

931232 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Rash on chest, then rash on right arm below injection site. Severe joint pain that is still going on.

931233 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 FL 71.0 71 M Slight fever (100.4), Swelling and tenderness in injection area, headache, fatigue, chills lasting approximately 24 hours

931234 12/17/2020 01/09/2021 IL 26.0 26 F Around 2 am the following day the side effects I was experiencing were fatigue and body/muscle aches (severe aches in my lower back and hips). This lasted the entire day until I went to bed around 10 o'clock. I had to use a heating pad for my back to reduce the pain.

931235 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 36.0 36 F Redness, itching and soreness appeared 10 days after vaccine received. No issues encountered initially.

931236 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 TX 38.0 38 M Redness and swelling at the site of injection 8 days after receipt of the Moderna Covid vaccine.  Size was 2-3 inches in diameter and warm to touch with mild discomfort.

931237 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 MD 32.0 32 F After 10 minutes, throat began to become numb/tingly/itchy. Then at 20 minutes, I started to have difficulty swallowing. I told the medical provider who was there in the observation room. My vitals were stable. They sent me to the ER to be watched and observed for 6 hours. my throat's numb/itchiness/tingling went away, but remained difficult to swallow until the next morning. My vitals stayed stable.

931238 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 CA 62.0 62 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA - I have experienced the following : The injection site is very tender to the touch. The soles of my feet have become numb. Slight exhaustion through the first 24 hours after the vaccine.

931239 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IL 55.0 55 F 2 inch red area around injection, fever, aches, fatigue, headache Taking tylenol and ibuprofen

931240 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 92.0 92 M No treatment - Very sore arm - red streak below injection 2 in" wide and 4 in" long Spent next day (Friday) after shot in bed most of the day.  Didn't eat all day - wasn't hungry. Felt all washed out, no energy - much like COVIT that I contacted 1st week of August 2020 - but not as bad The next day (Saturday)I felt much better with some energy.  Ate a good breakfast

931241 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 59.0 59 F temperature 100.2 chills and body ache and headache

931242 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 61.0 61 U Pt with scratchy throat and dry cough approximately 20 minutes after receiving her 1st dose of Moderna vaccine.

931243 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 NY 58.0 58 F itchy arm, redness, mild swelling at injection site

931244 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Approx 9 hours after receiving the vaccine I started having muscle aches, high fever 102-105, joint pain and nausea. The next day I developed a bad headache that I currently still have along with fever. I?m alternating Tylenol with Ibuprofen. I have not called my doctor yet as it?s the weekend but will on Monday.

931245 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Body aches and chills. Requiring Motrin 600mg to relieve pain. Even with 600mg of Motrin, body aches are still felt present. Relieved pain from 8/10 to a 1/10.

931246 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Was being monitored for 15 minutes. About 7 minutes after vaccine a fine rash started on left arm, spread to chest and other arms. Mild itchiness. No shortness of breath, no lip swelling, no tingling.  Self medicated with 50mg Benadryl.  I called her 1-9-21 at 9:50am. No rash, no itchiness. No issues at this time. Instructed she may want to pre-medicate or at least bring with her for her 2nd dose.

931247 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 IL 38.0 38 F Feeling lightheaded about 15 minutes after vaccination. Denies any other symptoms No swelling, hives, or respiratory symptoms noted. Patient calm, speaking voice monitored. Dr. called & interviewed patient. Patient observed additional 15 min & reported sx improved before leaving. 38 y/o F who c/o dizziness after vaccination No other complaints Exam - unremarkable Plan - home with monitoring Unlikely to be allergic Rxn

931248 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 IL 39.0 29 F Complained of racing heart. Rested. Drank water. Paced outside of car. Complained of numbness in thumbs. Fully alert and verbal. VS WNL. Escorted patient to restroom. Patient states s/s resolved. Unlikely to be allergic Rx

931249 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Patient became flushed - face about 5 minutes after vaccination. Denies any other symptoms. No swelling or rash noted. No respiratory symptoms noted. Unlikely to be allergic RX.

931250 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 IL 53 F -tachycardia, flushed -lung sounds clear -pulse come down, but cheeks reamined flush. -administered  25mg Benedryl; 40mg Pepcid AC 53 y/o F who c/o facial flushing after vaccination No other complaints Exam - cheeks flushed otherwise negative Plan - Benadryl & Ranitidine PO. home monitoring Possible mild allergic reaction

931251 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 IL 59.0 59 F patient complained of tingling in lips & tongue. Vitals taken; airway checked - no signs of swelling.  Onset @ 1235, 8 minutes after injection. Lasted for ~ 10 mins then subsided.  No rash/itch. Agree with assessment unlikely to allergic rxn

931252 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 IL 20.0 20 F 10/30-tested + for COVID; recovered @ home suffers from chronic anxiety after 10 mins after vac, patient thought throat was Scratchy & closing. leading to crying/hysteria/panic attack. Once attended to, all calm. 20% of who presents with throat itchy & swelling that occurred shortly after her vaccination. Pt thinks it could be a panic attack. PE - unremarkable. Plan - home with monitoring.

931253 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 FL 78.0 78 F Rapid heart rate and pain in upper chest for about 15-20 minutes.  Called 911, they gave two EKGs which appeared to be normal.

931254 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 FL 62.0 62 F on 1/7/2021 day of vaccine, during the evening  i began to feel  flu like symptoms,  Cognitive lethargy, all over lethargy, muscle pains, and chills.100.4  I had severe shaking and chills. I took 1/3 of percocet 7.5mg and went to bed. I shivered most of the night, sleeping in my clothes, which is not norm for me. I also had 3 blankets on.    On 1/8/2021 I woke with fever of 100.4 and it receded to 99.8 during the day. Chills were diminshed greatly, moderate muscle pain all over . . I relaxed all day, slept.   I sweated during the night requiring me to change once.  On 1/9/2021 I  woke with normal temp, still feeling lethargic, muscle pain. still present but less than yesterday. My cognitive clarity is better.

931255 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA -  vaccine administered 12/31/20.  mild injection site soreness 1/1/21 and 1/2/21.  no events 1/3.  On 1/4/21, developed temperature of 100.6 intermittently throughout the day.  1/5-1/8, no symptoms.   Covid-19 test on 1/8 generated negative result.  On 1/9/21, injection site red, warm to touch, itchy and swollen.

931256 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 32.0 32 F I developed fever (102 F) chills, muscle aches, and extreme fatigue. The fever has subsided. The muscle aches and fatigue are still occurring. I did have a confirmed COVID infection in March 2020.

931257 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 IL 52.0 51 F Observed patient aggressively scratching arm. Occurred ~ 5 mins, lasted 30 mins. vitals/ lung sounds clear. administered 25mg Benadryl + 40mg Pepci AC patient left under own accord. 61 y/o female who presents with (L) arm itching shortly after her vaccine, no other symptoms. No significant Physical findings Probable localized allergic rxn.

931258 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IL 55.0 55 F 2 inch area red and swollen around injection site, headache, fatigue, fever Tylenol and ibuprofen taken

931259 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 TX 23.0 23 M body aches after 4 hrs, fever of 102 the evening after the shot that lasted about 14 hrs, Now he has nausea, headache, vomiting, body aches. He was COVID-19 positive back in October.

931260 12/27/2020 01/09/2021 NY 66.0 66 F Delayed local reaction at the site of the IM injection (1 week post vaccine). The left upper arm was hot, red, swollen and painful. The area was also very itchy. The size of the affected area was about 8 cm X 6 cm.  This delayed local reaction lasted about 3 days.

931261 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 SC 26.0 26 F I had post nasal drip before I got the injection.  because of the drip had a wet cough, then later day i started feeling tired. On Christmas eve i went to doctors care and they did a Covid test which was positive.   Two weeks later i got an anti-body test.

931262 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 56.0 56 F Next day felt extremely tired, chills, sore throat, headache, body ache

931263 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 TX 23.0 23 M Symptoms began Monday 21st- headache, body aches, injection site sore; couldn't taste or smell -went  Emergency Room - Medical Center; was given Tylenol and ibuprofen and was given Covid Test - test result positive.

931264 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 WV 47.0 47 F Patient had previously been diagnoses with COVID 19 in October 2020. She had a fairly serious case that nearly required hospitalization. The night after receiving vaccine, she had a reaction that she described as "Like having COVID again."  She experience fatigue, fever (101.4), aches.  Pain started in neck and worked its way down the body.  Symptoms lasted approximately 16 hours.

931265 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 47.0 47 M Fever of 101.5,chills,aches,headache

931266 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 AR 39.0 39 M Sore arm at injection site & fatigue

931267 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 OH 64.0 64 F headache, sore arm, fever, body aches, tiredness

931268 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NY 23.0 23 F Approximately 2 hours after the vaccine, I developed severe pain to the injection site and arm. Inability to lift arm. I had severe night sweats that night, but no fever.  Now it is day 3 post vaccine and I have a severe headache causing dizziness and nausea.

931269 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 TX 26.0 26 F On Friday, January 8th, I started to feel pain/tenderness in my left armpit. It also felt firmer than my right armpit. I still feel pain/tenderness today, Saturday, January 9th. The pain is mild/moderate. I am still able to do my day-to-day activities.   (I did not think it was vaccine related, so I did not make note of this during my v-safe daily check in.)

931270 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 IL 70.0 71 F patient feeling flushed & light headed. Onset occurred about 10 mins after vac Vitals monitored; no swelling throat/face.  After calming patient, symptoms subsided. Called Dr. for   release/review. 71 y/o female who presents with facial flushing & light headedness that began after her vaccination. No progression or other symptoms. Hx of similar RXN after exercise symptoms. P.E - Mild facial flushing started Possible mild allergic rxn. Plan - home with monitoring.

931271 12/20/2020 01/09/2021 CA 35.0 35 F ? After her shot in the afternoon, she sat outside for 15 minutes.  She came back in and said her throat is warm and scratchy, and her left hand felt cold. ? I escorted her over to the ER and she was checked in.  I then went right back to HD since we were so busy. ? Around 4pm in the afternoon after we closed HD, I went back to the ER.  She was recovering and doing fine.  Her ER nurse and patient did have a question about receiving the 2nd dose, and I provided the same answer that Dr provided to Dr about taking an Allegra 30 minutes before the second dose.   ED Note: Patient presents with symptoms concerning for angioedema or anaphylaxis after immunization with Covid vaccine.  Patient described a sensation of warmth and also later tingling in her throat which was treated aggressively with medication for this problem so as to prevent airway closure or further worsening symptoms.  Patient was treated with IV fluid hydration along with H1 and H2 blockers, IV steroids and also subcutaneous epinephrine.  On my reevaluation, her symptoms completely resolved with treatment.  She was without other concerning findings on examination or by history and was without further angioedema or anaphylaxis after period of observation.  She was discharged with prescription medication in good condition and asked to return should she have any further problems. Immpression: Angioedema, allergic reaction to vaccine, throat tingling, throat warmth MEDS in ED: Sodium Chloride 0.9% (Sodium Chloride 0.9% Bolus)  1,000 mL once IV Bolus, Reason for Infusion = Abnormal fluid losses  diphenhydrAMINE (Benadryl)  25 mg = 0.5 mL once IV push  methylPREDNISolone (SOLUMedrol)  125 mg = 2 mL once IV push  famotidine (Pepcid)  20 mg = 2 mL once IV push  EPINEPHrine  0.3 mg = 0.3 mL once intraMUSCULAR

931272 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 UT 47.0 47 F Dryness in mouth immediately as vaccine was being administered. Within 2-3 minutes mouth, tongue and throat started to swell. 50 mg of Benadryl was given. Started to feel better but 45 minutes later swelling started back up. Dryness in mouth still there and water couldn?t quench my thirst. Escorted to Emergency department. Epinephrine shot given 40mg of prednisone, 20 mg of Pepcid and 10 mg of Zyrtec given. Given another 20mg of prednisone, 10 mg of Pepcid and 10 mg of Zyrtec 1.5 hours later. Release after 4.5 hours. Given 3 days of medicine previously given. Swelling started back up 6 hours later so I took 50 mg of Benadryl. Swelling continued every 6-8 hours. Mouth was still really dry but as long as I drank 100 oz of water a day I was ok.   Tuesday I had a small fever and very achy. Went to doctor and he prescribed 20 mg of prednisone twice daily tapering off for 11 days, 10 mg of Pepcid and Zyrtec twice daily for 11 more days.  Finished my medicine Saturday January 2nd. I have been feeling better but still have swelling occasionally.

931273 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 IN 63.0 63 F Chills, body aches, headache, fever.  Took OTC Tylenol for fever. Naproxen for body aches. Lasted about 12 hours

931274 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 PA 41.0 41 F Oral dysaesthesia - scratchy throat morning after vaccination, then developed tongue burning and progresses to full mouth Fatigue, headache, body aches

931275 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 TX 35.0 35 F Dizziness, headache, feeling faint, nausea, vomiting

931276 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CA 38.0 38 M Vomit  Diarrhea  Fever Muscle aches  Fatigue Shivering  Headache Dizziness

931277 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 59.0 59 F Fever 100.3,body aches headache,tired

931278 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 WI 42.0 42 F The day of vaccine: sore left arm. Took Ibuprofen to be able to sleep. Woke up in the middle of the night with pain. The day after: moderate to severe pain on the left arm that radiates to the neck and back. Took Ibuprofen in the morning. Pain was getting better as the day pass. At night, around 6 pm started to feel that something is not OK. I am not the same as before. My legs are not very strong (feeling it, not a problem that I can?t walk - it feels like). Feeling dizzy at times. Went to bed and pain on the left arm is much better. Two days after the vaccine: woke up with body aches, feeling dizzy at times, weak, nauseous. Not feeling OK. It is now around11:30 am  two day after the vaccine and I am starting to get worried. Please contact me for advise. Thanks

931279 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 AL 26.0 26 F Sore arm, entire muscle is very sore, very hard to lift arm. Painful to the touch and painful just went not using. Arm feels very heavy, hard to lift and use at all. Around 4 am, started being nauseas, having stomach cramps, diarrhea, and vomiting. This continued throughout the night and finally calmed down to just stomach pains around 11am.

931280 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 45.0 45 F pt c/o sore throat and feeling of anxiety; she sat down on a cot for about 20 minutes, offered water and she refused; 02 sat measured 99% on RA; eventually she said she felt better and left, she mentioned that she has benadryl in her car that she'll take if needed

931281 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NY 66.0 66 F Sharp, painful muscle cramps in both left and right feet and ankles, relieved by self-administered massage.   Cramping began when first lying down in bed, relieved by massage, then recurred about 20 minutes after falling asleep, and again relieved by self-administered massage.    Not persistent.   Did not recur after being relieved by self-administered massage the second time.   I was physically exhausted due to only 3 hours sleep the night before, so this may have been the result of exhaustion and not the vaccine, but has never happened before and seemed severe enough to file a report about it.  My arm was not particularly sore where vaccine administered and no other SE.

931282 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 LA 30.0 30 M Severe pain in arm that was injected, it started 3 hours after vaccine and progressively got worse to the point where it hurts to use the arm.

931283 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 23.0 23 F pt c/o feeling lightheaded, dizzy, faint; she was escorted to a cot to lie down for several minutes, she used an ice pack on her head and neck; she never lost consciousness; she eventually stated that she felt better and left the premises on her own

931284 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 AZ 48.0 48 F low grade fever/chills/weakness/body aches/extreme tiredness Treated with Ibuprofen 600mg once - relief from chills/fever/body aches

931285 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 VA 50.0 50 F Swelling and pain under arms - no treatment (seemed to mostly subside when Celebrex was taken) Spot on tongue-no treatment  still visible but no pain or irritation  Other symptoms were expected and include injection site pain, heat rash likely from fever during the night but never had a recorded fever-subsided through day, fatigue, mild headache, overall just feeling like I was fighting a cold.  (Viewed as immune response to me)

931286 01/04/2020 01/09/2021 MA 57.0 57 F I am a physician and I got dose 2 at 1:30pm on Jan 4. Next afternoon, Jan 5, I got severe myalgias, fever up to 100, severe fatigue, went home after work and slept til the next morning, went to work, took ibuprofen, and the myalgias improved and felt better. But around 3 pm, Jan 6, I got mild vertigo. By about 7pm Jan 6, I noticed my L ear didn't hear well. I changed the battery in my hearing aide and cleaned it but It made no difference. I woke up on Jan 7 with severe vertigo and hearing loss. I did Epley's maneuvers with no effect. I have had similar episodes. I went to work, but gave up when I could not hear patients talking to me. I went to the Emergency Dept and got admitted. I was too unsteady on my feet. Audiogram showed profound hearing loss both ears and almost complete loss of discrmination in R ear. I was put on high dose steroids. Also having tinnitus (mostly whooshing sound of my own pulse). MRI negative. Blood work negative. Some mild improvement now, after 1 dose steroids.Y 2

931287 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CA 41.0 41 M Low grade fever (100 deg F), body ache, chills and some dry cough. Lasted for a day. Took over the counter tylenol and woke up feeling better next day.

931288 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 33.0 33 M Fever to 102, severe body aches, nausea and headache for 48 hours  Responded well to Tylenol

931289 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 MI 29.0 29 F Client reported that on 12/30/2020  noted dime size red area around injection site then on 12/31/2020 noted golf ball size now was itchy and warm to touch then reported went away. On 1/5/2021 woke up with a red and swollen, hard area in same area that was itching and warm to touch.  On 1/6/2021 Contacted Urgent Care and was seen and given Bactrim x10 days and instructed could put ice pack on area and to not receive dose #2. On 1/7/2021 noted area now looked like "bulls eye" reporting red in middle then white then red ring around it. Reports on 1/8/2021 area has faded, still see some redness with red border but no "bulls eye." Denied ever running a fever, having pain or overall ill feeling. Is currently on 10 days of Bactrim and Ibuprofen 600mg 3xdx2 days as directed by Medical Director.  Client did take Benadryl on 1/6/2021 to help with itching and reported "it did help." Client will continue to follow up with her PCP at Medical Clinic as needed. No other issues reported at this time.

931290 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 FL 38.0 38 F Injection site is red, swollen, very itchy.   Redness has spread a bit swelling is getting better.  This occurred 7 days post vaccine. Currently just monitoring.

931291 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 TN 45.0 45 F Sore arm and low-grade headache for 3-4 days. Day 1, approx 4 hours after Pfizer dose 1, got headache. Took  Aleve, headache gone. Day 2 at 1am, woke up with pretty bad arm pain ("why does my arm hurt so bad? Have I lifted too much weight at the gym?") and headache Did nothing; went back to sleep. Day 3, took Aleve again in the evening; headache gone. Day 4, mild headache. Day 5 and on, feeling fine. On Jan 5, for 4 days straight, I fell asleep at 6 and 7 pm. Normally I go to bed at 9am ( I get up at 4am). Felt fine enough to work, just tired at night more than usual. My 2nd dose is scheduled Jan 15 at noon.

931292 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 TN 40.0 40 F Swollen left tonsillar lymph node and left sore throat

931293 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 59.0 59 M Approximately 3 minutes after the injection I began to experience palpitations and felt flushed.  My heart rate increased from about 70 to 110.  This lasted for approximately 5 minutes and then recurred about 10 minutes later.  After the second event I took Benadryl 50mg po.  I experienced palpitations and felt flush a third time about 5 minutes after taking Benadryl  lasting about 2 minutes.  Approximately 40 minutes after the injection I began to feel cold and clammy, this lasted about 35 minutes. My pulse was about 75 and BP 140/90 during this last event.  Approximately 90 minutes after the injection I went home and experienced intermittent chills for a few hours then I was asymptotic.

931294 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IN 59.0 59 F Itching all over

931295 01/03/2021 01/09/2021 FL 37.0 37 F After a few minutes of administration, I felt tingling down my right arm, my right side of the face, and my tongue. My eye started to hurt with pressure. The tingling in my arm and hand went away after 30 minutes or so but there was still some tingling of my face, toungue and the pressure of the eye still remained. That night I took a Zyrtec and felt better for a few days. on 1/8 I started to feel tinging in my tongue and pressure in my right eye again. I took Zyrtec that night and it went away. Currently this morning I feel okay and hope it wont come back.

931296 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 OH 39.0 39 F Swelling, itching, warmth, redness at injection site started at day 8 and spread through day 12 s/p vaccine (today). No fever or chills.

931297 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 31.0 31 M Fever (101.2)  Nausea Muscle and Joint aches Lethargic

931298 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 NY 43.0 43 F tongue tingling, hot flashes, sweating, tachycardia, hypertension. improved after benadryl

931299 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 MN 47.0 47 F About 36 hours after vaccination, I experienced incredible "brain" fatigue/fog. My physical body did not seem affected by the fatigue but my brain/head felt very "fuzzy". I had a hard time getting words out. Similar feeling to etoh intoxication. I was a bit off balance and dizzy. I remember shaking my head to try to clear it. I also had a very"plastic" taste in my mouth and felt nauseous. At the 48 hour mark (almost exactly) I felt better. At 60 hour mark brain/head symptoms completely resolved. Only experienced a very slight nauseated feeling.

931300 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 IL 59.0 58 F Pt reported onset of "quivering" lips & Headache 15 min after vaccine. Vitals recorded. MD contacted & interviewed (Dr.) patient. Ambulance called. Vitals re checked Benadryl 25 mg PO given. Paramedic & Ambulance arrive 4:35 59 y/o who states she had anaphylaxis before her symptoms started the same as today. C/o quivering lips & H/A No rash or respiratory comp (EMT's exam - normal except ? movement. Assessment - Possible allergic RXN Plan - Ambulance transport to ED

931301 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NY 46.0 46 M - pt came into the clinic after being vaccinated 24 hours ago at  another facility with fever, body aches and lost of tase

931302 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Few minutes after injection - unusual taste in the mouth and sense of palpitation About 8 hours after - rash on the back of both hands, not itchy, lacy faint rash rapidly spreading limited to the hands, associated with tingling and paresthesia on both palms.

931304 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Employee reported 2 episodes where she felt she had an elevated heart rate.  Vital Signs:  139/94   HR 81, O2 Sat 98%  Observed employee x 30 minutes.  At report of second episode, employee sent to ER.  Patient reports cleared by ER physician, condition stable, no further episodes of elevated heart rate.

931305 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 OR 50.0 50 F Pain at infection sit, swelling, large lump, hot.  Concerned that side effects have not gone away.  Injection site is still hot, swollen and now itches but doesn?t hurt.

931306 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 24.0 24 F Starting at 4am the following morning of vaccine, sweats, aching arm at injection site(no pain prior), sore throat on right side when swallowing(possibly swollen right lymph node), sore muscles including neck,shoulders and back, headache.

931307 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 MO 70.0 70 M Severe weakness and fatigue, headaches and "cloudy" .  Severe gastritis.  Unable to perform normal duties as a dentist.

931308 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 46.0 46 M - fever - bodyaches - lost of taste and smell - positive rapid covid 19 test

931309 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 OR 41.0 41 F employee received the vaccine at 3:45 PM, and at 4:00 PM began feeling a sensation in her mouth of having lots of saliva. Did not get nauseated. Also experienced metallic taste in mouth. 5 minutes later felt dizzy, then 5 minutes later felt shaky BP was 159/93, HR 107 felt well enough to finish out shift, and went home. Following day felt lethargic, but recovered from that at home.

931310 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Extreme arm pain at site of injection (couldn?t raise arm). Body aches, slight fever overnight.

931311 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 SC 25.0 25 M Hot flashes, chills, cold like symptoms, some elevated heart rate, injection site warm to the touch, red ring around injection sight the size of two quarters length wise, was feeling foggy headed.

931312 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 IL 39.0 39 M Left knee pain and stiffness 1/7 which is resolving, right knee pain and severe stiffness as of yesterday. Hard to bend leg.

931314 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NV 62.0 62 F THE  NEXT DAY I FEEL TOOO BAD I HAVE HIGH FIVER, BODI PAIN, HEADACHE, NECK PAIN , AND TOO COOL I  TAKE TYLENOL AND AVIL EVERY 4 HOURS I DONT GO TO THE HOSPITAL BECAUSE I SCARE

931315 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 WA 44.0 44 F Latent edema, urticaria and erythema in injection seem one week prior that was new

931316 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 NV 28.0 28 F Exactly one week later, bumpy redness/rash, itchiness, swelling and tenderness right below injection site. Left upper and forearm started hurting 5 hours after initial symptom was noticed.

931317 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 47.0 47 F Chills, low grade fever to start at 98.1, full body aches, fatigue, temperature rose to 101.1 then about 9:00 pm fever broke and back down to 98.0 and felt fine ever since.

931318 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 FL 81.0 81 F On Jan 7, 2021 I developed a low fever (100.1), chills, scratchy throat, stuffy nose, and headache. On Jan 8, I was tested positive for Covid  with the quick result test. Fever and headache are now  gone, but I continue to have scratchy throat and nasal congestion. No medical treatment sought but I am now quarantined  for 2 weeks.

931319 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 FL 57.0 57 F Pain redness and swelling at injection site.  Redness about the size of a baseball.  Pain and swelling went away on day 4  On Day 6 swelling and redness came back with itchy sensation, area the size of a baseball.  Redness and swelling continued to grow and still exists at day 9. It is now the size of my hand, fingertips to my wrist.  Taking benedryl and using hydrocortisone cream.  Redness is fading on the inside of the area, but continuing to spread on the outer edges.   I have concerns about getting the second shot.  I am due to get it Jan 28

931320 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 FL 62.0 62 F Area still swollen and still hurts when touched

931322 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 KS 36.0 36 F Severe migraine occurred within 2 days of taking vaccine and lasted three days (rescue migraine medication Rizatriptan did not help). Also began experiencing  vivid nightmares. Never experienced vivid nightmares before receiving Moderna vaccine. Vivid nightmares occurring nightly and including racing heart beat, sweating, shaking and ridged muscles, taking 1-2 hours to fall back asleep, continuing to increase in intensity.

931323 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 OH 28.0 28 M Supraclavicular lymph node (mobile, initially mildly tender, 1-2cm, soft) occurring on left side (same side as the vaccine). This was first noted 2 days after vaccination. Associated symptoms including tenderness at the left deltoid (injection site). No fevers, fatigue, night sweats noted.

931324 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MI 28.0 28 M Myalgia's, Fatigue, Chills

931325 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 MA 45.0 45 F Patient reported increased fatigue a few hours after receiving first dose.  Fatigue worsened over the next couple of days and had a couple episodes of vomiting.  Consulted with PCP and advised to monitor over next couple of days.  Symptoms resolved by 1/8.

931326 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 57.0 57 F Patient reported feeling itchy during 15 min observation, nothing noted on skin. Resolved at end of obs period.

931327 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 37.0 37 F EMPLOYEE HAD RECEIVED FIRST DOSE OF PFIZER VACCINE ON 12/9/2020. PRESENTED TO CLINIC AND WAS VACCINATED WITH MODERNA FIRST DOSE ON 1/8/2021. EMPLOYEE ADMITTED SHE CIRCUMVENTED THE REGISTRATION PROCESS BECAUSE SHE DID NOT WANT TO DRIVE TO THE ORIGINAL LOCATION NOT REALIZING THIS WAS A DIFFERENT VACCINE. MONITORED FOR A 30 MINUTE PERIOD AND WAS RELEASED.

931328 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IL 55.0 55 F 1/08 12pm- Diarrhea 11pm- Nausea throughout the night 1/09 6am- Vertigo

931329 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 59.0 59 F 12 noon Jan. 9/2021- feeling achey all over- feels like I'm coming down with something.

931330 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 OR 47.0 47 F employee received the vaccine 12/31/2020. 15 minutes later she stated she felt very sleepy. Stated it was hard to keep her eyes open. She was observed for 30 minutes and sent home. Telephone calls to her during the day indicate she felt sleepy until late afternoon.  She stated she felt sleepy for the rest of the afternoon. She stated she woke next day feeling fine.

931331 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 NJ 59.0 59 F Developed fever/chills next day and following day which resolved but also began having having purple/blue fingertips - both pads and nails - when my hands are cold.  This began on day after vaccine and continues to date.

931332 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 PR 53.0 53 F PATIENT REFERS STRONG HEADACHE AND INSOMNIA BECAUSE OF THE HEADACHE

931333 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 OH 30.0 30 F Red rash and swelling medial and distal slightly to injection site. noted symptoms one week after injection of vaccine

931334 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 NY 56.0 56 F 1/5/21 itching of left arm pit, soreness of arm 3cms below injection  1/6/21 bruise noted at the site of soreness previously (not the injection) rash on the arm below bruise 1/7/21 seen by employee health, rash slightly warmer, 1% hydrocortisone applied to rash 1/8/21 no change except rash is not warm, hydrocortisone applied  1/9/21 rash extended down the arm toward the elbow, bruise lightening, hydrocortisone applied

931335 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 ME 49.0 49 F Developed pruritic annular raised erythematous with central clearing rash at injection site about 10 days after injection received.

931336 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 ID 20.0 20 M Side effects manifested after second dose as a migrane in the early morning (~4:30 AM). Migrane persisted for the next hour before the pain noticable dissappated; completely clear by 8:00 AM. Nasal congestion arose for a brief moment at approximately 6:30 AM but did not persist for longer than ten minutes. If relevant: I attended a gym (crossfit) session at 6:15 PM on 01/08/2021 which lead to deeper breathing, elevated heart rate, and major sweating. No side effects appeared to manifest at this time.

931337 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 OR 37.0 37 M States 15 minutes after vaccine, he felt a lump deep in throat at the level of sternum.  Also felt light headed and short of breath. He felt like his tongue was a little swollen.  Was taken to ER for further evaluation & treatment  Felt better later same day.

931338 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 AR 26.0 26 F Severe headache Dizziness Fatigue
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931339 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IL 55.0 55 M Patient fainted and experienced a hard time breathing for 10  mins. Vital signs: BP: uncooperative HR: 110 RR: 24 O2: 90% and Temp: 97.5. He received 3 Ls of oxygen and 911 was called. He was sent to the ER.

931340 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MA 26.0 26 F Patient reported feeling fine after 15 minute observation post vaccination.  She returned immediately after being cleared stating she felt sweaty, hot, and dizzy.  Was given Gatorade and immediately transferred to health services.  She was released an hour later.

931341 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 56.0 56 F Patient reported headache shortly after admin, resolved at end of 15 min obs period.

931342 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 IL 30.0 30 F Dizziness.

931343 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 OR 49.0 49 M employee received Pfizer Covid vaccine 12/28/20 afternoon 2:30 PM at 2:45 PM, he began feeling "odd". States he felt chilled, but no fever states he "could not warm up" Whole body felt bad had 2 to 3 hour episode of diarrhea symptoms lasted 2 days, then he felt better

931344 01/04/2020 01/09/2021 TX 30.0 29 F Neck pain, chills, high fever, joint pain for 72hrs nausea, abd. cramping (48 hrs post vaccine) persistent symptoms lasting 5 days after COVID vaccine Cervical & submandibular lymph adenopathy

931345 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 TX 46.0 46 F Warmth, itching & redness at (R) deltoid vaccine site. onset 6 days after injection.  Pepcid 20mg PO daily Loratidine 10mg PO daily doxycycline 100mg PO BID x 10day

931346 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 TX 37.0 37 F redness, swelling + itching to site within hours of recieving vaccine

931347 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 WI 83.0 83 F Burning in back of hands that has lightened up by time of notification (1745)

931348 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CT 55.0 55 F Patient felt tongue swell, and then her throat started to close. -Anaphylaxis

931349 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 43.0 43 F I recievwd my 2nd dose of Pfizer Covid vaccine on 01/06/2021. I started feeling sick on 01/07/2021 early morning. I had a fever (ranging between 99.7 to 100.1), had chills, bodyache, and a headache. I did not have the strength to get out of bed all day (on 01/07/2021). Today my symptoms have improved to some extent but I still have a bodyache and headache.

931350 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IA 68.0 68 F Daughter called 30 Min after patient left facility (about 1 hr after vaccine) reporting Left side of her face was numb and tingling but was easing. MD previously approved vaccination. Patient's daughter was instructed to monitor patient and call MD if symptoms worse.01/08/2021

931351 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 NY 61 F Patient stated, headache, muscle stiffness, nausea, accompanied by an unbearable migraine occurred approx. 24 hours post vaccination. Pt took Tyelenol which relieved the muscle pain, rehydrated self to minimize symptoms fr. migraine.

931352 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 CA 31.0 31 F (L) arm swollen, red, Hot to the touch, sore at the site of injection.

931353 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 WI 42.0 42 F The patient developed a raised linear pattern of hives on her left forearm - measuring approx. 2 1/2" in length with erythema along with an area of raised erythema close to her left wrist - palmar Aspect. Received Benadryl 25 mg syrup po at 1427. Vitals at 1438 = P 125, B/P 195/119, O2 Sat 99% on RA. At 1438 patient noted with Raised linear hive with surrounding erythema approx 3/4" long above (L) eyebrow. Given Benadryl 25mg syrup po. at 1438. Vitals repeated At 14:35 patient assessed. No swelling noted of lips, tongue or elsewhere in mouth. Talking without difficulty. Swallowing + breathing without problem. Cardiac - S1S2 RRR. 0 murmurs noted. Chest - CTA Bilat + NL. vitals repeated at 1445 and B/P 179/116, HR - 63, O2 sat 98% on RA. vitals repeated at 1500 and B/P 167/100, HR 64, O2 sat 98% on RA. Patient reporting B/P at Baseline. By 1500 on 1/8/2021 All raised erythematous areas above Right eyebrow, on left wrist + Left forearm resolved. Patient reporting to feeling better. vitals repeated @ 1525 and B/P 175/103, HR 52 and O2 sat 95% on RA. Patient remains Asymptomatic, no new hives or red patches noted. Breathing without difficulty. No swelling of lips, tongue or elsewhere in mouth observed. Answering questions appropriately. Patient met with unit supervisor and given the "ok" to return to unit. It was explained to patient that should her symptoms return to notify unit nursing staff + seek medical care.

931354 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CT F Pt with c/o lightheadedness and burning sensation in chest 5 minutes post vaccination. Assisted to stretcher bed. BP 110/67 HR 85 RR 20 O2 sat 99% on room air. Water & electrolytes given for hydration. Pt stated burning sensation resolved prior to discharge and lightheadedness minimal. Ambulation on unit with no c/o. Discharged at 11:15 AM

931355 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 VA 64.0 56 F Client felt dizzy + lightheaded, hot flash. Became pale + diaphoRetic. Reported feeling anxious about COVID, the vaccine, potential side effects, everything. Patient was in post vaccine holding area being monitored by an RN for mandatory 15 minute wait time. Was able to ambulate w/assist to treatment area. Placed in Room w/RN. Placed supine on bed. BP 136/85 HR 71 Regular, Resp 18 Regular. Pt pale, talkative. Given apple jc on Request. Tol. well. Slowly returned to normal skin color. Symptoms Resolved.

931356 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 OH 64.0 64 F I had soreness in the left arm for @ 2 days after the vaccination.  No redness, no swelling.   After that, no known problem.  Exactly one week after the injection, On the morning of Tuesday, January 5, 2021, I noticed soreness in my left arm similar to what I had right after the injection. It was painful to extend my arm over my head.  Later that day, I noticed a small 1 3/4" x 1" area of redness and warmth appearing at or right next to the area of the injection.  Over the next 24-48 hours, the area grew and became swollen, more red, and warmer.  The soreness in my arm didn't seem to change at all; it was painful to lift my arm overhead and to touch.  The area grew to approximately 3" x 4" during that time period.  On Thursday morning, 1/7/21, my PCP, inspected the area and felt the swelling and the warmth.  She believed that I had likely developed cellulitis in the arm and placed me on cephalexin 500 mg, one capsule tid.  I began taking that on Thursday afternoon, 1/7/21.   By Friday evening, the area was barely visible, but was still warm and a little swollen.  It was still slightly tender. Today, Saturday, 1/9/21, the area is still a little warm and slightly swollen, but not visible at all, and there is only tenderness if I press on the area.

931357 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MT 70.0 70 M Became faint while driving home.  Had to pull over for safety.  Pain at the injection site.  Low Grade Fever (under 102)  Night Sweats, general malaise.  Wife drove and rapid heart beat/faintness resolved within the hour.

931358 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 NJ 57.0 57 F Slight arm soreness for 3 days post vaccine. 7 days after the vaccine, an area half an inch to the right of the injection site became blotchy red ( 1" wide x  2"long) it was slightly painful and itchy. It blanched when pressed.  8  days after the vaccine,  the area was paler pink not as red and looked like a sunburn not quite as itchy. (1.5"wide x 2" long). 9 days after vaccine area fading. 10 days after vaccine fading more but still not completely gone.

931359 01/03/2021 01/09/2021 MO 67.0 67 F Vaccine allergic reaction with cellulitis

931361 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Chills and fever (99.68 F)

931362 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 62.0 62 F Pain at the injection site that continues 29 hours later; some fatigue day of and day after injection

931364 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MI 26.0 26 F Allergic reaction to covid shot on 11/8 Around 11:20am I got the shot by 11:25am i was dizzy my throat started to hurt, and my chest started to hurt. I was a shot of EpiPen and benadryl before  I was wheeled down to the ED and was given dexAMETHasone at 1:02pm and ibuprofen at 2:36pm cause my head started to hurt more . Arm is till hurting at the injection site

931366 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 OR 56.0 56 F Lower abdominal cramping followed by diarrhea lasting for 2 days; then lower abdominal cramping followed by loose non-watery stools lasting for an additional 5 days.

931367 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 CO 54.0 54 F Dose 1 - headache mild 12 hours Dose 2 - foggy brain, sore eyes within 6 hours, severe headache, temp 101.2, myalgias within 10 hours lasting for 18 hours and fatigue lasting 48 hours

931368 12/16/2020 01/09/2021 IL 35.0 35 F fatigue the evening of injection lasting 4-5 days, fever Tmax 99.9  starting 72hrs post vaccine lasting 24hr, myalgias x 48hrs starting with the fever, mild injection site soreness, managed with ibuprofen

931369 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MA 65.0 65 F Recipient reported fever and chills.

931370 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 IL 33.0 33 F At 6:30 on Jan1 - painful irregular contractions continued despite hydration/tylenol - went to ER and they put me on monitor - normal fetal heartrate; observed contractions but were irregular. Discharged with pain medication and observation. Told to monitor contractions and if they became regular and within 5 min. to come back.  Continued to have some irregular and painful contractions but they are very infrequent so haven't had to go back to be monitored. Had a subsequent folow up with OB  (for a routine scheduled appt) and everything normal.  Due date: Feb. 5 and uneventful pregnancy; no abnormal ultrasounds.

931371 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 WI 31.0 31 M Persistent but improved tenderness with new swelling noted 3 days after vaccination

931372 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 GA 22.0 22 F Onset of severe body aches and chills, sore throat and malaise

931373 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Severe headache and overall body aches

931374 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 MD 56.0 56 F Body Muscle pains through out the body it started on 12/20/2020 The muscles were swollen  One day I had a slight fever I also had dehydration.  Virtual appointment with my doctor

931375 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 OK 72.0 72 M fever, I was shaking like I was freezing, I took aspirin and covered up with a heavy blanket. I fell asleep and woke up every few hours. I took aspirin at 8 am, I felt like I needed to pee, when I tried it, it hurt too much so I tried not to. I drank glasses of water, but I was still not able to pee more than a little.

931376 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 MN 40.0 40 F Nausea, headache and arm pain

931377 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 GA 31.0 31 M Started feeling fatigued and I also had a major headache after getting the moderna vaccination .

931378 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 OK 67.0 67 M Nausea, headache, joint pain, chills, injection site extremely sore

931379 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 44.0 44 F Myalgias, fever, nausea, 2 episodes of vomiting

931380 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 MI 72.0 72 M patient received the vaccine at 12:00 pm on 01/06/2021 at the hospital. after 6 hours and at around 6;00 pm patient noticed that he has difficulty hearing in general, but didn't give it much attention since he was doubting the fact he couldn't hear. next day he noticed that all voices coming from the right side is completely dimmed. till he used his phone for a phone call he realized he couldnt hear form his right ear at all. he found out he does hear normally from his left ear. today is day 3 from receiving the vaccine, and the symptoms has not resolved. with complete hearing loss form his right ear. no improvement since the incident. no treatment or medical intervention has yet occured prior to this report.

931381 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 SC 73.0 73 F Patient fainted at 15 min mark after receiving vaccine. She was out for about 2 minutes. Her oxygen level dropped and blood pressure increase. Patient was given one dose of Nitro 0.4 mg SL and one tablet of Diphenhydramine 25 mg .

931382 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 VA 25.0 25 M I (patient) experienced mild to moderate vertigo starting around 9pm that did not resolve after food and water intake. The vertigo was not exacerbated or improved by a particular movement or position. The vertigo continued for 3h, and resolved 1h after I took meclizine 25mg p.o . The vertigo resolved with meclizine but my balance was altered,  but without impairment, until around noon the following day.

931383 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Patient c/o of fast heart rate and dizziness. No signs of pallor, diaphoresis. No c/o of SOB or chest tightness.  Treatment: Assessed heart rate of 108 BPM. Informed patient to take slow, deep breaths, remain seated and drink water.  After 10 mins, patient feels much better and had no more complaint of dizziness. Heart rate assessed and it's WDL. Reminded pt. to just rest at home, avoid any extraneous activities and call PCP if any chest tightness or shortness of breath occurs.

931384 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MD 29.0 29 F About 5 minutes after receiving the injection I had a headache, my ears got hot, i felt nauseous and my eyes turned red. Today my arm is swollen and painful.

931385 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Headache body ache fever 100.0 tired.  Lasted 24 hours.

931386 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 AZ 58.0 58 M Severe L shoulder pain and stiffness possibly due to vaccine injected high near the tip of the shoulder. Currently improving, but shoulder stiffness, weakness and popping present.

931387 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 32.0 32 F Shortly after vaccine admin, patient reported feeling dizzy. Patient appeared pale. Assist x2 into recliner chair and was physically weak. Reclined and provided water and snacks. Patient progressively felt better with 35 min observation, felt "normal" at discharge from clinic.

931388 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 OR 71.0 71 F 12/31/2020  sore and swollen at site of injection 1/1/2021  sore at site and headache above right ear 1/2/2021 sore at site and headache above right ear 1/3/2021 headache and neck ache 1/4/2021 headache and stiff extremely painful neck 1/5/2021 headache,unable to move painful neck 1/6/2021 headache extremely painful neck,raised painful bump on neck called physician and set up telehealth call 1/7/2021 Same as yesterday but now several large fluid filled bumps on neck and shoulder.Telehealth call with Dr.  sent her pictures described pain prescribed prednisone 10mg 1/8/2021 Pain easing up;rash and bumps still present 1/9/2021 Pain much less, can move neck,bumps getting smaller but neck muscle is swollen

931389 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 FL 61.0 61 F itching, no hives, no shortness of breath,  no change in vital signs,

931390 12/15/2020 01/09/2021 IN 65.0 65 F fever/sweats for greater than a day

931391 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 38.0 38 F Severe sore muscles, headache, body ache, fatigue

931392 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 OR 26.0 26 F 100.5 Fever started 8 hours after injection. Soreness and stiffness of whole arm started 4 hours after injection and lasted 24 hours. Body aches and light-headedness started 8 hours after injection and lasted 36 hours.

931393 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Diagnosed with Cellulitis Extreme swelling, redness, hardness, heat, tender, ache, unable to lift arm above a certain point  Swollen lymph nodes Pain into clavicle   Received oral keflex - 4 times a day for 10 days - still taking

931394 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 CA 37.0 37 M Employee called Employee Health office on 1/5/21 with complaint of lymph node pain to Left Arm.  Referred employee to on the Job (Occ Med).

931395 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 NY 61.0 61 F muscle pain in left shoulder blade and under left breast; rash which resembles shingles without blistering;  redness on left should blade and over left breast

931396 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Fatigue, body aches and joint pain

931397 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 PR 24.0 24 M Headache

931398 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Arm pain, swelling

931399 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 24.0 24 F Fever up to 102.9, chills, headache, hypertension, tachycardia, dyspnea. Y 1

931400 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 OH 58.0 58 F Delayed hypersensitivity reaction at injection site.  Onset 8 days post-injection.  Area approx. 5" long 3" wide.  Well-demarcated oval area of slight erythema and very mild swelling.  Principal symptom is pruritus.  Slightly tender to touch but no pain unless it is pressed on.  No systemic adverse reactions experienced.   Today, day 9 post-injection reaction is similar to date of onset but no worse.  I am just applying some topical cortisone and benadryl creams to reduce the itching.  I thought I should submit this so you would have this in your data base. I have not experienced this type of reaction to any other vaccine I have received in the past but it is similar to the type of reaction I develop a few days after being stung by a bee. I anticipate a full recovery and look forward to getting my second dose of the vaccine despite this  localized adverse allergic reaction.

931401 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 35.0 36 F Sore right arm with throbbing moderate headache that lasted for 24 hours.  Pt took 500 mg tylenol po.

931402 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 PA 29.0 29 M 12 hours after second dose of Pfizer vaccine, I began to experience muscle aches that grew in severity over the next 8 hours. I also developed a fever and headache with bilateral eye pain and pressure. I was unable to sleep due to the pain as it was quite severe.

931403 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 KS 60.0 60 F Severe fatigue, headache, joint pain, fever. Started around 0700 next day of injection and these symptoms lasted 24 hours.  Took Tylenol, Ibuprofen for fever.  Even with these two onboard, continued low grade temp.

931404 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 IN 35.0 35 M swelling discomfort of ulnar aspect of forearm, sinus headache, fever and extreme chills

931405 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 49.0 49 M SEVER FLU LIKE ILLNESS OF FEVER, MUSCLE ACHE, JOINTS ACHES, CHILLS, SWEATING, HEADACHE, LOW APPETITE . SYMPOMS WERE DEFINITLY WORSE THAN REACTION I USUALLY GET AFTRT FLU VACCINE . HOWEVER, ITS SIMILAR OR MAY BE WORSE THAN REACTION I USUALLY GET AFTET TETANUS DIPHTERIA TD VACCINE. I AM NOT SURE IF HAVING HAD COVID1 9 IN MARCH 2020 MADE MY BODY OVER REACTING THE THE VACCINE DUE TO ALREADY PRESENCE OF ANTIBODIES.  TO RESTED FOR 48 HRS WITH HYDRATION AND TYLENOL. 90 %  OF SYMPTOMS ARE GONE AFTER 48 HRS.

931406 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NY 45.0 45 M Severe Chills, Fever to 103 F, myalgias, fatigue, axillary lymphadenopathy

931407 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Woke up next morning with very swollen lips/angioedema

931408 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 PA 61.0 61 F started with metallic taste in mouth, progressed rapidly to clammy, light headed, elevated BP and HR. All of these progressed within minutes starting at 8:20 AM. Treated by drinking water, relaxation breathing, sitting for a half hour. Left the facility at approx 9:15 AM, but stayed close as requested and was told not to drive as still not feeling right, but better. As the day progressed, developed chills, fatigue, nausea, some shortness of breath, mild exacerbation of asthma- cough, then mild fever, runny nose, severe pain left arm. Symptoms finally moderated to just fatigue and body aches by the evening.  Took 2 puff sof albuterol inhaler and 2 advil in the afternoon. Woke the next day with left arm pain, fatigue and continued to treat with advil through the day.  Woke today, Jan 9 feeling normal. I did decline suggestion of going to the ER or my PCP when BP remained elevated at 11:30 AM on date of vaccination, chose to go home to self monitor.

931409 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 ID 45.0 45 F LIPS SWELLED UP AFTER 35 MIN , NEXT MORNING  HEADACHE , BODY ACE AND ARM  VERY SORE , LIPS STILL SWOLLEN BUT NOT AS MUCH

931410 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 UT 21.0 21 F Cold like symptoms, muscle weakness bilateral arms, headache, and fatigue

931411 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 VA 27.0 27 F The injection was done in my shoulder capsule too high. I can?t move my arm fully and any small movements cause severe pain.

931412 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 WV 53.0 53 F 1/6/21 - Started with a headache that night and then 1/7/21 had severe headache, swollen lymph nodes left inguinal, fever of 102.3F, diaphoresis, chills, flushed face, change of taste and baseball sized swelling to injection site.

931413 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 42.0 42 M fatigue, muscle soreness (all over), chills, slight headache

931414 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 VA 25.0 25 F Noticed Left Deltoid was itching today while at work (1-9-21), Lifted sleeve and Left Deltoid was noted to be red, warm to touch and in center of Deltoid it was noted to be a white patch about a quarter size in diameter slightly raised. (hive like white patch). Redness extending around the same area of full deltoid muscle.  Itching about 6/10 level, ice pack placed to relieve some irritation. Notified employee health covid team.

931415 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 TX 53.0 53 M Nasua on early am day 2

931416 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 RI 41.0 41 M Sudden onset of a burning sensation radiating from epigastrium to substernal.  Rapid heart rate. Vitals obtained and patient was observed for 30 minutes.  Patient stated symptoms subsided and vitals returned to normal.

931417 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 FL 60.0 60 M Myocardial Infarction: patient began to complain of severe chest pain 3 hours after the vaccine was given .. Vaccine NDC # 59267-1000-1.  0.3 ml given by RN.  Patient called his PCP: "... I had very bad chest and shoulder pains, neck pains and slight fever from 9 pm until early this morning (Jan 8).  My blood pressure was 155/95 mmHg.  Should I see you today?  Still feel sore all upper  body.  Above message received at 0720 am (Jan 8) and the patient was called back at 0757 am (Jan 8):   patient was told that many of the side effects above were related to the vaccine but the chest pain was worrisome and the provider requested the patient go to the emergency room.   Patient understood the importance to seek medical attention.....  Emergency Room notes: seen by MD on Jan 9.  Note at 0749:  patient complained of chest pain on/off since received COVID vaccine on Jan 7.  Pain was substernal and radiated to the left shoulder, assoc with some SOB.  EKG obtained and revealed ST segment elevation and a "cardiac alert" was called.Y Y 1

931418 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Headache, body aches, weird back pain . Took ibuprofen

931419 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 NC 25.0 25 F Patient stated being lightheaded. Checked vitals and and blood pressure was a little low. Took blood pressure again after 10 minutes and was back to normal. Gave orange juice and water.

931420 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CO 54.0 54 F Chills, fever, body aches

931421 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Episodic uriticaria started 6 hours after 2nd dose and continue through the 36th hour post vaccination. Hives occur with very little palpation of skin. Benadryl has been used for symptomatic relief. Chills, low grade fever, and myalgias occurred at 20 hours post 2nd dose and resolved within 8 hours.

931422 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MD 33.0 33 F 24 hours later started with body aches and a "strange" lingering headache.  Also had severe chills with body temp dropping to 96°F.  Later that night had a low grade fever.  Day 2, chills, cough, and just not feeling well

931423 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 LA 71.0 71 F Approx 10-15 mins after I experienced a cloudy vision  for a few seconds, after rapid blinking 10-15 times vision returned at the same time I felt a tightening of muscle or spasm sensation starting from behind my right ear moving around the base of my head to the middle this tightening sensation was very alarming and after getting stronger I alerted the nurse who monitored my condition and had me to stay longer than the 30 mins required. I felt not myself after reaching the lobby and sat a little while there. Once home took tylenol and rested for while woke with horrible headache including the next day.

931424 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 33.0 33 F Pt developed a large red itchy rash on her neck / chest area, she stated she felt fine but was observed trembling.   She was transported to ED (5 min transport)  She was treated with: Benadryl 25mg IV X1, Solumedrol 60mg IVX1, famotidine 20mg IV X 1 -  diagnoses was allergic reaction  Pt improved after treatment  She was observed from 09:11 until 10:33

931425 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MN 65.0 65 M Shortness of breath, pounding irregular heart beats, pressure in center of the chest, clumsiness. I had a symptom free case of Covid-19.  I took 25 mg instant release Metoprolol beta blocker I keep around for a flutter. The symptoms I had after the vaccine were in no way related to the symptoms I have had with aA flutter. The worst of the  symptoms after the covid vaccine  lasted from 9:00 pm to 12:00 pm or so when I fell asleep.  Diagnosed Positive with Covid-19 on 12/28/2020 by saliva test VAULT TESTING SITE. The day of this Covid-19 Vaccination was my first day off of quarantine.

931426 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 SC 25.0 25 F Nausea, migraine, joint pain, chills, night sweats, muscle pain, muscle fatigue, tiredness.   All symptoms occurred approx 12 hours after vaccination

931427 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 MT 46.0 46 F Onset: pain/swollen R axillary lymph node, woke me up at 3 am 12/30; then late afternoon 12/30 onset pain/swollen R supraclavicular lymph node. Duration for both was approx. 8 days with very gradual lessening of severity. Can still palpate slightly swollen R axillary, but soreness almost completely resolved.

931428 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 MD 47.0 47 F Arms started tingling immediately after injection but did not think it was a significant response. As I was driving home my throat began to swell, my heart was racing, my chest got red and I was very shaky - this occured appx 50 minutes post injection.

931429 01/03/2021 01/09/2021 TN 47.0 47 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA

931430 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F General body aches and chills, nausea lasting 72 hours

931431 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 TX 49.0 49 F Initial arm soreness resolved by 1/2/21 and there was no redness. On afternoon of 1/6/21 injection site and outward about  2?radius  from site my right upper arm rapidly turned very red, painful and hot and also dizziness and extreme fatigue.  I had a virtual visit with my doctor and he diagnosed cellulitis.  Treatment of 5 day medrol dose pack and 10 day course if Bactrim DS 800-160.  Symptoms are improving.   Rapid test for COVID-19 on 1/7/21 (due to fatigue/dizziness) with negative result.

931432 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 FL 34.0 34 F At around 11:45pm tingling started in my left eyebrow. I thought there was something in my eyebrow and after time of wiping it a few times I went to look into the mirror and realized that nothing was there. about and hour later I got a drink and a snack to eat and I realized I had a numb sensation in the left corner of my lip.  As a nurse I went though the signs of a stroke with 2 other nurses I called. Everything was normal other than that sensation. Thinking I was just overly tired I went to bed. When I woke up the next day I felt okay until I went to drink some coffee and the numb sensation in my corner lip was still there. Now I was concerned and called employee health and was instructed to go to the ER to role out a stoke. I followed employee health's instructions and went to the ER. I was diagnosed with facial paresthesia and discharged with instructions to come back if symptoms got worse.  Symptoms persisted all day and around 7 I called my mom on video chat to show a visual facial twitch on the left side of my face. right after I got off the phone with her the left side of my face drooped and my fiance immediately drove me to the closest ER. I was seen immediately and they decided to admit me. The did labs and head CT. They admitted me to labor and delivery because there were no other rooms. The next day I was seen by a neurologist and many doctors.Y 1

931433 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IL 28.0 28 F Joint aching. Muscle aching. 7/10 headache behind eyes. Chills. Fatigue.

931434 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 MD 45.0 45 F Extreme itching and blotchy redness at site. Mosquito bite itching.

931435 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 28.0 28 F Beginning at 6:00 AM the following day: lethargy, joint pain/soreness, body aches, chills, fever (highest was 101.4), nausea/vomiting, and headache. Symptoms lasted for 9 hours.

931436 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Patient stated she was experiencing blurry vision, nausea and dizziness approximately 10minutes post vaccination. Vitals were stable BP 137/87 P. 72 Sp02 99% Patient was provided cold compress and monitored for an additional 20minutes. Patient's s/s resolved. Patient stable.

931437 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 CA 53.0 53 M Complaint of racing HR, no other symptoms, no SOB. Verbalized feeling nervous/anxious with some vision changes. PMH: HIV+ and hyperlipidemia. 0735: HR 110, BP 125/80 L arm, RR 17. 0740: HR 98. Did not take am medications, no breakfast or water, only 2 sips of coffee. Gave him water and he stated feeling better at 0800 and left site and stated partner would drive him home. No treatments administered.

931438 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 MO 54.0 54 F 12/31--slight headache that morning, by that evening migraine level headache 01/01/21-early morning fever 101.9, severe chills, severe aches of lower back, hips, joints, loss of appetite these symptoms continued thru 01/02/21 01/03/21 fevere abated, still body aches but much less severe, fatigue 01/04/21 fatigue only slowly resolving

931439 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 KS 32.0 32 F 7 days after vaccination large red swollen area at injection site along with numbness tingling on right now arm. Reddened area hot to touch-approximately 2 inches in diameter. Still present 11 days post vaccine now 3-4 inches. Itching and tingling of affected arm.

931440 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NE 45.0 45 F Significant fatigue, myalgias, nausea, headache, sore throat, arm soreness

931441 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 PR 88.0 88 F Seizure

931442 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 FL 36.0 36 F Rapid heart rate and feeling of cold almost immediately after receiving vaccine.   Hands turned white and cold.   Left hand tingling.   Not reported to observer.  Unsure if this was related to anxiety or a true reaction.  Chills and anxiety throughout the rest of the day/night.  Insomnia.  Feeling of pressure in head, joint aches throughout the night following vaccine and the next day.  Sore arm.  All symptoms resolved by 01/09/2021.

931443 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 CA 41.0 41 M Employee received covid vaccine at 813am. At 830, he reported flushing sensation on his face.  Vital sign at 830: BP 109/81, HR 80, O2 99%.  He denies wheezing, sob, chest discomfort, sore throat, difficulty breathing, pruritic. Employee was provided fluids and reports symptoms gradually improved.  On assessment, employee's face was flushed, mild erythema on the upper arm. No angioedema. Lung sounds clear. Heart sounds normal. No acute respiratory distress. Employee was observed closely in clinic. Symptoms improved. At 855, BP 107/79, Hr 72, O2 100%. Employee was discharged from clinic to return home. He was instructed to closely monitor his symptoms. If his symptoms worsen or persist, he needs to go to urgent care or go to ED. He stated understanding. He left in stable condition. No acute distress.

931444 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 22.0 22 F 99.9 degree F fever with chills for 24 hours, ibuprofen taken to lessen fever, fever subsided 24 hours after vaccine was given

931445 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 23.0 23 F Feeling drowsy, headache, and weak.

931446 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 TN 69.0 69 M My arm got very red with a knot on it.  I started taking benadryl and it is doing better but the redness is going down my arm.  I think in a day or two it will be better.

931447 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 NY 25.0 25 M Left supraclavicular adenopathy

931448 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 24.0 24 M Chills began around 9:30pm which lead to a high fever of 104F at 11pm. Fever subsided within 30min of taking 400mg ibuprofen.

931449 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 45.0 45 M There was immediate pain and tenderness at the Vaccination site.   I then developed a severe headache and muscle aches. I proceeded to develop chills that I couldn't get to go away no matter how much I warmed up.

931450 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 WA 26.0 26 F Body ache, headache, fatigue.

931451 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 37.0 37 F Pt received vaccine in the morning and returned after completing her shift to report chest tightness. She was sent to ED for evaluation  She was  worked up to rule vaccine adverse event  She was not treated with medication discharged home wt 1700 with diagnosis of costochondritis

931452 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 NY 40.0 40 F RIGHT ARM REDNESS AND WARMTH, LOCAL INJECTION SITE REACTION

931453 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 40.0 40 F Hives (moderate) on back, legs, chest, torso and sides for past 36 hours.

931454 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MD 68.0 68 F 1/9/2021 - at 10:10am I experienced my first-ever episode of dizziness.  If I had not gotten on the floor I would have fallen on the floor.    Then broke out in a whole body sweat.  I stayed on floor for about 4-5 minutes.   I did not lose conscience.  Then went to sit on recliner.  Felt a twinge of nausea.  After 2 hours I got up and felt okay.

931455 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 VA 38.0 38 M Woke up 12hrs after vaccine with shaking chills in bed at 4am. For the entire day after the vaccine I was unable to do anything except sleep. Had headaches, fatigue, muscle aches, fevers, chills

931456 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Employee called Employee Health  Dept 12/28/20 stating she felt tingling in her face and a flutter in her chest shortly after vaccination  done 12/22/20 (while being observed).  States she informed staff, RNs in clinic state this employee did not report any reactions to clinic staff.  Employee returned to work in ICU, states "felt better by end of day".  12/23/20 states swelling to both feet, reports 6+ (?) pitting edema.  12/24/20 states abdomen swollen.  Called advice nurse who recommended she report to ED.  Employee declined ED and took Benadryl instead.  12/26/20 states face swollen, joint pain, legs felt like they were on fire, could barely walk.  12/28/20 states feels better .  Left foot a little swollen

931457 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Symptoms started about 3 hours after injection, and worsened over the course of the following 36 hours.  Symptoms include fever (Tmax 104 F) unresponsive to antipyretics, chills, severe myalgias, headache, and sore throat.

931458 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 CA 34.0 34 F fever at 12h and 28h after vaccine, profound body aches (muscle, joint, headaches) that were debilitating and could not go to work

931459 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 MN 33.0 33 F I experienced soreness of left arm in a couple of hours after the shot with mild irritation and redness on the injection site, but symptoms all went away in 1-2 days.  However, in one week after the vaccination (1/5/21), I started to develop lymphadenopathy under my right arm, and fatigue.

931460 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 AL 48.0 48 F Nausea, dizziness, fatigue, brain fog

931461 12/01/2020 01/09/2021 IN 38.0 38 M Stomach cramps back pain

931462 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MD 27.0 27 F Headache Fever Chills Body aches Nausea Diarrhea Joint pain Reddness and swelling to injection site Cold sweats

931463 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NH 52.0 52 M Soreness at injection site for 24 hours.  Headache for 48 hours.

931464 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MA 52.0 52 F Nausea, fatigue, hallucinations? Was under observation,  emt was called, vitals were normal.  Recovered within 3 hours with no further intervention.

931465 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 MD 49.0 49 F Heart rate went up to 162 within 10 mins of receiving the shot which causes blood pressure to shoot up to 157/79. normal blood pressure is usually below 120/80

931466 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 CA 60.0 60 F Close to 1100 she began to complain of not feeling well, primarily complained of feeling dizzy, feeling a little weird but felt it would pass. Around 1115 she was still dizzy, stated she didn?t have much to drink or eat, so we brought her water and a snack.  No hx of diabetes. 1120 she looked flushed, and now had tingling in her left arm.  Took her BP 140/70, HR 70,  temp on her forehead 97.1.   1130 she continued to have a strange feeling in her arm from her shot site to her left hand, and up her neck.  Vaccinator counseled her to take an antihistamine once she gets home. Patient called her husband and her son who would take 40 minutes to come get her. She began to exercise her left arm, and began to feel better. She left with her family at approximately 1:00, still a little dizzy, no longer flushed with less discomfort.  We called her at 7;15 pm and she reported that symptoms had resolved.  Took Zyrtec. Extended observation and sent home.

931467 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 PA 55.0 55 F Left arm sore from shoulder to fingers day after the injection which was expected.  At around 12:00 PM on 2nd day after injection (1/7) pain went up neck and entire left side of head.  Left eye pain/heaviness.  Sensitivity to light and noise.  Had to take Motrin 800mg. Still present on 1/8 but less severe.  However at 12:00 PM on 3rd day after injection (1/8) developed pain/numbness/tingling in left leg.  Called PCP office and was instructed to take Tylenol and/or Motrin and to go ahead with 2nd injection.  ? hemiplegic migraine?

931468 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 IN 30.0 30 M Nausea, vomiting, low-grade fever, swelling around injection site, pain around injection site

931469 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 MN 32.0 32 F 0820 received vaccine 0830 reported feeling hot, tingly, sweaty 0835 elevated BP, elevated HR - placed in supine position, offered oral fluid 0840 continued elevated BP, elevated HR - continued to monitor 0915 continued elevated BP, elevated HR - continued to monitor 0930 reported feeling hot, tingly, sweaty with position change from supine to sitting,  BP reduced, HR WNL 0935 transported to ED for continue symptoms > 1 hour post administration

931470 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 43.0 43 M At 23 hours after injection, fever began. The fever was followed by headache, tiredness, and soreness. The fever ultimately rose to 103.3 and stayed around there for several hours. I took Tylenol for the symptoms. I woke up in the night with chills and night sweats. Into the second day of symptoms, only a slight headache and tiredness remain. Continuing with Tylenol for treatment.
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931471 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 30.0 30 F Headache and body pain beginning following morning, progressive throughout day adding chills/sweats by 2pm which resolved by about 10 pm. Residual minor headache next day

931472 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Chills, body aches, lethargy, headache, entire left arm pain

931473 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 IA 41.0 41 F 1st event: Metallic taste in mouth; then felt like I had a 'fat lip' on left lower lip; and left half of tongue- tip only- went numb Injected with 50mg of Benadryl in my left upper thigh 2nd event: 4.5 to 5 hours later- Metallic taste returned {Liken to cold house key metallic taste} in center of tongue- width of 1-2 mm, taste lasted 30-45 seconds.  Left side of lips went numb (upper and lower) with lower again feeling swollen.  Left upper part of tongue again went numb.  Took 25 mg tablet of Benadryl. Odd feeling in tongue lasted for a few days after vaccine.

931474 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 55.0 55 F fever, chills, body aches, nausea, headache, cough-over the counter meds symptoms lasted about 2-3 days

931475 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 NY 23.0 23 F Same day (1/5/2020): tenderness, swelling, throbbing pain at the injection site (left upper arm); difficulty raising arm completely within 3-4 hours post-injection  Next day (1/6/2020): slight tenderness at the injection site, dizziness  Next day (1/7/2020): slight fever, chills, nausea, severe headache; no tenderness at the injection site  Next day (1/8/2020): no fever, chills, nausea, headage; some dizziness and small rash on lower left arm/wrist area  Next day (1/9/2020): no more rash

931476 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Severe pain and swelling to left arm, fever of 102, general malaise, nausea

931477 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 CA 50.0 50 F on 1/9/21  I noticed a red oval on my arm at injection site

931478 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 34.0 34 M Myalgia (5/10 pain) much more than with a typical flu vaccine.  Significant swings in body temperature ranging from chills to sweating for >24 hrs without a definitive fever.

931479 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CT 63.0 63 F MODERATE HEADACHE FEVER 100.8 MODERATE BODY ACHE FATIGUE

931480 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Pain in arm day of but no redness or swelling up to the night of. Pain continued through night (affecting sleep) and through day. Around 2:15 pm next day I noticed a red ring and swelling at injection site, almost 2 inches in diameter, warm to touch.

931481 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 PA 61.0 61 F Pain at injection site lasting 48 hours, fatigue, headache, muscle pain, chills, nausea

931482 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 UT 40.0 40 F Shaking chills, nausea/vomiting, headache, palpitations. No symptoms with initial vaccine.

931483 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 FL 43.0 43 F On Friday, January 8, 2021, I woke up with diarrhea. By 5:00 AM, I was throwing up (multiple times) and had diarrhea. I then began to develop muscle aches and chills with a low grade temperature. I ran a low grade temperature (as high as 100.4) on and off all day on January 8, 2021.

931484 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MA 78.0 78 F Patient was unresponsive in her room during the night, had gotten the vaccine this morning, 911 called. Had right arm pain and loss of consciousness. EMS got 180/104 BP and blood glucose was 122. Was transported to hospital. Returned to the facility the next day with no complications,  was just fatigued.Y 1

931485 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 WA 28.0 28 F Soreness in the site of injection on the day of vaccination. Muscle aches, headache and fever began 12 hours after injection. Fever spiked up to 104.1F 16 hours after vaccination. Took Tylenol at hour 16 to help bring fever down. Temperature now 100F and it has been 18 hours since vaccination.

931486 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 WA 39.0 39 F Reported feeling onset of dizziness, right side of eye vision change, flushed, and clammy about 7 minutes after dose #2 of vaccination. No hx of adverse vaccine response. Only seasonal allergies. High-risk pregnancy at 25 weeks. Hx of feeling dizzy when she gets up suddenly, otherwise, no other medical issues. V/S taken over 45 minutes with noted decrease in BPs which was not normal for her. Apple juice x3 given at increments of 15 minutes and finished 1 bottle of water. Reports feeling better and then s/s returned. States she feels tired during episodes and back to normal. Advised to be evaluated in ED since her drive was more than 55 minutes away from hospital. Agreeable and was transported to ED for observation. B/P: 9:51 110/58, 10:09 92/58, 10:25 91/49 HR: 9:49 63, 9:59 80, 10:09 80, 10:25 80 SpO2: 9:49 99, 09:59 99, 10:09 99, 10:25 97 No other interventions given.  Wheeled to the ED, room 505 at 10:41. Report given to RN.

931487 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 NJ 42.0 42 F 2 quarter sized raised red itchy bumps

931488 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 PA 33.0 33 F I experienced a rash/hives/redness on my chest after 10-20 mins. My breathing was fine, but the rash was starting to spread and my chest felt a hot and cold sensation.

931489 12/20/2020 01/09/2021 TN 33.0 33 F I woke up with extreme sore throat and post nasal drip. I had an extreme cough. I wen to the urgent care and got a PCR covid test which was negative/.

931490 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 PA 30.0 30 M Low grade temperature 99.4F-100.3F, myalgias

931491 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 65.0 65 F Mild dizziness few minutes after I got the vaccine. I was advised to stay for few more minutes, vital signs checked, drank water, ate  something. Dizziness went away after 30 minutes. Severe injection  site pain the night of injection warm compresses done. Next day,  ( Jan7,2021 )woke up at 4 am with body aches especially on my lower extremities  headache, weakness  and fever reaching 102.7. Started taking Tylenol 1000 mg.   Symptoms were not relieved after 6 hours, but became more intense. Continued taking Tylenol every 6 hours round the clock until the next day, (1/8/21). Symptoms subsided but still w/ manageable headache and weakness. Symptoms subsided

931492 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CA 22.0 22 F Fever (101.5º), chills, muscle aches, nausea

931493 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 PA 43.0 43 F warm, redness, itching, tenderness on left arm at the injection site 7 days after 1st dose of vaccine. no other symptoms previously except arm pain the fist two days after vaccine.

931494 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TN 40.0 40 F 11:30 SHOT GIVEN, BY 11:40 FELT TINGLING IN LIPS AND THROAT AND HEART RATE 125 (MY RESTING HEARTRATE IS 68),  BY 11:45 TIGHTNESS IN CHEST AND NECK, HEARTRATE STILL 125 RANGE,  NOON: BP 154/75 (MY NORMAL IS 96/58) AND HIVES 12:10 BENADRYL (25MG) GIVEN  12:25: BP 163/78 AND ALL OTHER SYMPTOMS STILL PRESENT 1:00 SECOND BENADRYL (25MG) GIVEN 1:11: BP 158/78 1:45 HEARING TURNED MUFFLED MOVED DOWNSTAIRS TO ER SECTION AT HOSPITAL GIVEN STEROIDS, PEPCID AND WATCHED FOR ADDITIONAL TIME ON 1/9/21: STILL ON BENADRYL AND STEROIDS: WOKE UP AT 8:00 AM SORE ARM AND SLIGHT HEADACHE, 9:00 RED SPLOTCHES ON FACE, NECK AND CHEST,  11:30AM ON 1/9/21: TIGHTNESS IN CHEST AND NECK CONTINUING STEROIDS AND BENADRYL

931495 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 OK 50.0 50 F 01/08/21 03:30am Body Aches, 04:00am Chills, 05:00am hands and feet swollen and headache, nausea and head congestion/sinus congestion, eyes hurt and bright red.   07:00am temp 99, took Tylenol 1000mg.  10:00am weakness and severe body aches and difficulty getting out of bed and almost fell several times and reported skin hurt.   2:57PM temp 102.7, took Tylenol 1000mg and Motrin 800mg , 06:00pm temp 100.4 took another 1000mg Tylenol and continued with symtpoms through the night and woke up around 3:30am 01/09/2021 soaking wet with sweat.  01/09/21 1:50pm continues with mild body aches and moderate headache.

931496 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 NJ 49.0 49 F Localized reaction, arm being red, swollen and hot 7 days after receiving vaccination.

931497 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 48.0 48 F swelling/ numbness inside of jaw

931498 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Swollen, tender, red rash

931499 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 PA 29.0 29 F Redness, swelling, warmth of injection site Fatigue

931500 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Hives all over  body

931501 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 GA 47.0 47 F Fever, chills, fatigue, muscle aches. I felt like I had the flu and was in bed all day. I was down for the count. This is completely unlike me. Not only am I not prone to being sick in general, but I've never had an adverse reaction to a vaccine.  I am feeling much better today, so it was short lived, only about 24  hours, thank goodness. I'm still not 100% back to normal, but I am much better today. It's been 45 hours since my vaccine.

931502 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 KY 42.0 42 F Lymphadenopathy of left axilla and left side of neck

931503 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 WI 48.0 48 F Short of breath, flushed, warm and cold shaky, a little hard to breath, little tight in the chest " I have asthma too too hard to tell the difference"   Tearful, skin felt clammy.

931504 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 KY 49.0 49 F Fever and body aches occurred about 10 hours after I received the second dose  Fever ranged from 101.8 - 100.4 for about 24 hours   Treated with Tylenol 650mg every six hours for a total Of three doses

931505 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 WA 52.0 52 F Very sore arm day 1, dizziness and fatigue day 2, extreme dizziness, fatigue, sore throat day 3.

931506 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CO 60.0 60 F Severe cramping -bilateral lower legs

931507 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NY 62.0 62 F 8 hours after vaccine I experienced stomach pain and nausea.  I then became very ill and extremely weak. I was laying on floor. Very difficult to talk and very dizzy.  Unable to walk.  Called 911 and went to ER. Had chest pressure and cardia work up was done. Dx wi ST elevation.Y 2

931508 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 OH 39.0 39 F My stomach was hurting, almost felt like an ulcer last night (day I received the vaccine.) My stomach still hurt this morning until about 11:30am, and now I have felt nauseous, absent minded, and lethargic all day.

931510 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 45.0 45 F I had no problems at the time of shot at 1PM. By 6PM, my arm hurt and I took 400mg ibuprofen.  That night, I woke up with cold, teeth chattering, and body aches. I think I took ibuprofen around 2AM. I was okay to help get kids ready for school at 7:30AM and eat breakfast. I started feeling bad again and rested on the couch all morning. I took 600mg ibuprofen around noon. Around 1PM, my husband took my temperature at 101.6. I eventually had a few bites crackers and cheese. Felt a little better in the evening. Woke up through the night with seating again. By this morning (Saturday), I feel fine. Maybe tired from the events of Friday and a little sore, but much better.  I did not call a doctor. I did have covid - tested positive November 6th. I was trying to time so my second dose was 90 days post my diagnosis.

931511 12/27/2020 01/09/2021 CA 64.0 64 F Within 5mins of shot numbness in both hand and both feet.  With minutes she couldn't breath. B/P 180/97.  Took Allergy meds and they sent her to urgent care same day.  At 7pm face was swollen. She took a pill and went to bed. Now feels nausea, loss of appetite for a week.

931512 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 OK 61.0 61 F 01/08/21 02:30am on set of headache, 01/08/21 05:15am nausea Headache, called in for work due to this being so bad,  01/08/21 08:54am hip pain/throbbing, took motrin. reported difficulty to bear weight, stayed in bed all day.   01/09/20 01:00pm reports much improved continues with slight pain today, but able to ambulate and function without problems.

931514 12/17/2020 01/09/2021 MT 64.0 64 F Developed shingles on right side at waist. Pain, nausea, ltching

931515 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 51.0 51 F After 20 minutes my heart started to race and pound in my chest, I was flushed and had a dry mouth. I sat and monitored what was happening and then notified the staff that it was not improving. I was directed to go to the ER for further evaluation and went. They monitored me and it resolved after about 3 hours and went home. No other issues occurred.

931516 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 OH 42.0 42 F High fever, chills, aches, weakness, fatigue, headache, arm soreness.

931517 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 ME 34.0 34 M Numbness of the tongue, lips, and soft palate

931519 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 52.0 52 F Mild headache, intermittent,mild arm pain, intermittent...tylenol 500mg decreases the headache and minimizes the arm pain.

931520 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 VA 55.0 55 F Fever 100.4 on spite of Tylenol, back ache , headache

931521 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 VA 53.0 53 M Chills, muscle aches, joint pain

931522 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 DC 63.0 63 M Fever, body pain, joints pain, diarrhea, swelling and redness on injection site

931523 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 59.0 59 F soreness and stiff yat the die if injection for 2 days  took tylenol to treat pain

931524 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Inflamed lymph node along the left clavicle along with tenderness

931525 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 WA 44.0 44 F Swollen/ tingly feeling in lips, tongue and cheeks as well as tingling in legs and arms, started about 1 minute after injection.  Was monitored on site by EMT for 45 minutes.  It did not seem to get much worse so, went home and took Benedryl.  About 1 hour later symptoms started to subside.  Next day, sore arm and still have a strange feeling in my tongue and lips.  Teeth feel a little numb or swollen.  Feels like I have lost some of my sense of taste on my tongue.

931526 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 TN 48.0 48 F Arm was sore for 3 days, then fine. On 1/7/20, arm was sore at bedtime. On 1/8/20, arm was sore and hot to touch. Stem also had large red blotches that looked like and allergic reaction. Became itchy evening of 1/8/20.  Benadryl was taken.  Today, 1/9/20, redness and soreness is still there. Redness is more solid instead of broken and splotchy.  Red Area is about the size of a fist.

931527 01/03/2021 01/09/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA - Swollen and tender lymph node in armpit of same arm of injection

931528 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 53.0 53 F 12 hours post injection- fever of 101.8, body aches, headache, fatigue. Lasted about 23 hours before fever was back to normal. Still have fatigue and weakness

931529 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 32.0 32 F Per pt report, heart rate increased significantly after vaccine administration.  Pt was taken to the local ER for observation.  Was able to return home same day.

931530 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 WA 38.0 38 F I received Moderna  #037K20A COVID 19 vaccine yesterday and 3 hrs after that I developed tingling and numbness in my arm. I then developed a swelling and intense pain. There is area of induration and erythema around the vaccine injection site.  I have been using Ibuprofen every 6 hrs for pain and applying ice pack which is helping some with pain.

931531 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 CA 36.0 36 F 9:53 am - 5 minutes after receiving vaccine, pt reports feeling chills and palpitations.  10:04 am evaluated by EMS BP 122/87 P 78 10:55 am pt requesting to be transported to Hosp for evaluations.

931532 12/27/2020 01/09/2021 TN 66.0 66 F 45 minutes after vaccination, I had swelling of my upper lip, mouth, face cheeks, eyes, forehead, scalp. At home I began taking antihistamines to reduce the swelling and itching. Symptoms continued for  8 days, reducing in severity each day.

931533 12/17/2020 01/09/2021 CA 31.0 31 M Sweats, chills, and adenopathy 12 hours after second dose.

931535 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 MA 31.0 32 F sore arm 1-2 days post vaccine, exactly 1 week post vaccine (12/30/2020) rash appeared around injection site on L arm, measuring roughly 2 in. across. Initial visit to urgent care dx of allergic reaction, prescribed triamcinolone 0/5% 2x/day and antihistamine as needed. Followup visit following day, separate doctor gave dx of cellulitis to spreading area now 4 in wide and long, given rx of doxycyclin 100 mg 2x/day for 10 days. On 1/9/2021 at followup visit doctor noted cellulitis was gone but rash still persisted. Given order to stop doxy, begin course of prednisone 50mg 1x/day for 5 days. Followup if needed post course of prednisone.

931536 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NY 59.0 59 F Jan. 8@9:30-mild soreness- left arm Jan.9@6:30 a.m.- moderate soreness- left arm Jan.9@12:30pm- achey all over + left arm soreness, mild headache Jan 9@1:45- achey all over, left arm soreness and chills

931537 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 FL 68.0 68 F Patient reported rash, no rash evident on exam, no itching, no trouble breathing, Patient was given 25mg Diphenhydramine, no further treatment needed

931538 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 FL 74.0 74 F Injection sight left red rash ( about 2inches 5 inches high) itches , warm to touch. Still red , itches,

931539 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 FL 38.0 38 F I had severe facial swelling that started on my left cheek and lip the morning after the vaccine. That night the swelling mover to the center of my face (mainly my bottom lip and some of my chin). Day 2 the swelling was most severe and moved to my right cheek and lip. The swelling was less the night of day 2 and even better the morning of day 3 after starting oral prednisone . Today on day four I am Almost back to normal but still some puffiness in both cheeks and bottom lip.  Per my physicians advice I will be on a 5day course of oral prednisone (10mg 2x/day)  The other adverse event I experienced was starting day 2 I had extreme pain and itching as well as some cyst like bumps on both my feet as well as very mild itching on my palms.They are improving on day 4 but still super itchy. I have been advised to take Benadryl as needed for that.

931540 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 UT 71.0 71 M Minor!  After 9 days I developed a itchy, slight, red rash on arm approximately  2cm below injection site.  Size 5cm X 8cm.  I am only reporting this because the clinic gave us a card to use with a smart phone to report any different occurrence.  I do not have a smart phone so I am using this approach, in case you want this information.

931541 12/16/2020 01/09/2021 IL 22.0 22 F About one week after receiving the first dose of the Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine, I developed a rash on two fingers of my left hand that itches. I used OTC hydrocortisone cream on it, which relieved the symptoms temporarily. Rash is still present today. I received the second dose of the vaccine yesterday, 1/9/2021, in my right arm, and today I noticed the rash is spreading to my right hand. I have not had any previous adverse reactions to any other vaccine. I went to urgent care today and the nurse practitioner recommended me to take Benadryl 25 mg at night to relieve symptoms.

931542 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 28.0 28 F Low grade fever, mild aches, nausea, headache, fatigue

931543 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IN 64.0 64 M Sudden onset chills, fatigue, muscle aches all over. No other symptoms.

931544 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Tightness of throat, sore arm, fatigue

931545 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 ME 47.0 47 F High fever ( highest 102.6 within 72 hrs.  ). Took Tylenol (100mg every 8 hrs and  400 mg of ibuprofen every 3 hrs starting at 10:30 pm on 1/8/21.  Severe arm pain for 24 hrs.  Nausea, body aches, chills, swollen and painful lymph nodes in neck, blurry vision (first 48 hrs), skin sensitivity, loss of appetite, and moderate to severe joint pain.  Also some behavioral issues ( irritability, anxiety).

931546 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 IL 44.0 44 F Patient was extremely anxious prior to vaccine.  She told me she did get seizures but she took medication for it and I informed her that it would still be recommended to get the vaccine.  She was visibly anxious even after vaccine.  Immediately after she began crying to her friend and said she "was just SO afraid of needles".  I told her to take some deep breaths and after a minute or two she went to the observation room.  Approximately 15 minutes later she rushed back into the room looking like she might hyperventilate or have hypoglycemia (shaking, cold sweats).  She sat down and I tried to calm her down.  I asked someone to get her orange juice.  During the next couple minutes she did not seem to be getting any better and started shaking.  I requested someone call 911.  Another staff was helping so I moved to get and administer an epi-pen injection.  By this time the patient was not responsive, but was still breathing.  I instructed staff to help move her to the floor for monitoring and if needed, cpr.  She regain partial consciousness.  Her breath and pulse were always present, so there was no need to begin cpr.  After a few minutes EMT arrived and transported patient to local hospital.  During all of this, other employees at the facility were attempting to contact family members, which they were eventually able to do. About 30 minutes later the staff informed me they had spoken to family members who were at the hospital and that she was improving, but they had not seen her yet.

931547 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 AK 50.0 50 M headache and nausea for 12 houre

931549 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Developed a rash about 12 hours - approx 1AM) after the injection (1PM) which started on right side of my face and by morning also had a bit on my arms, shoulders. Rash has looked gone and not affected me during part of some days, then will flare up later at night and seems to be in places at times, like legs, other side of my face  and then gone. Not particularly itchy, mostly a feeling of irritation and  rash  on right side of face feels tight, like when you have a sunburn.

931550 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 GA 56.0 56 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA at clinic Within 10 minutes I became extremely light-headed, foggy, and experienced severe headache. Returned to the site to be monitored by the doctor. Was advised to take a Benadryl (within 30 minutes of injection). The head issues continued in waves for about 2 hours. My throat felt tight, but never closed off. Once home I experienced a fever of 100 for approximately 2 hours. Remedied by acetaminophen.  Slept well and woke with no further symptoms except slight injection site soreness.

931551 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 CA 32.0 32 F at 11:09 am -  minutes after receiving vaccine pt reports feeling chills and palpitations. Pt has a history of angioedema to unknown cause.   11:09 BP 143/95 P 71 11:15 BP 134/81 P 84 11:20 129/83 P 69 11:27 120/81 P 70 pt reports feeling better and declines call to EMS

931552 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IL 29.0 29 F I noticed my heart rate was very high and bounding, and I felt very shaky. I took my heart rate at home with a pulse oximeter and it was 150bpm. I went to the emergency room where they did an EKG, labs, and chest xray; all were within normal limits. I was observed for a few hours and sent home.

931553 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 GA 48.0 48 M Onset of shaking chills, dysasthesia, and myalgias lasting ~20 hours.

931554 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MI 30.0 30 M 18h: Dissociation (mild), fatigue 24h: nasal congestion, fatigue 26h: fever, chills, headache, nasal discharge and congestion, fatigue, nausea 30h: difficulty sleeping, headache, fatigue, nausea (ibuprofen 800mg, acetaminophen 1000mg, pepto bismol caplets 2) 36h: fatigue, joint pain (hip)  42h: mild fatigue, joint pain (hip)

931555 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 GA 61.0 61 F Extreme skin sensitivity to torso (chest & back) on left side parallel to the injection site, shingles type sensitivity without a rash or redness

931556 12/27/2020 01/09/2021 PA 29.0 29 F This is my second pregnancy and at the time of my vaccination, I was 32 weeks 6 days gestation with an estimated delivery date of 2/15/21.  I tolerated the vaccine well initially with only a very minor sore arm the day after the vaccine. On 12/31/2020 (4 days after vaccination), I felt muscle fatigue around my hips and buttocks as well as significant fatigue. It seemed to improve over the course of the day and was not very noticeable for the next few days. On 1/4/21 (8 days after vaccination), my muscle fatigue in my hips, buttocks, thighs, and hamstrings bilaterally became very significant, preventing me from doing some activities that I had planned. I also had generalized fatigue. On 1/5/21, I had similar symptoms, but the muscle fatigue also began to include my shoulders bilaterally. 1/6/21, the muscle fatigue also included my neck and I was physically exhausted. 1/7/21 I started to note some improvement, and I also saw my OB who did bloodwork but also did suspect a possibly delayed reaction to my vaccine. Today (1/9/21) I am still experiencing muscle fatigue, but it does seem to be improved from several days ago.

931557 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 50.0 50 M Hyperglycemia with polyuria. Peak CBG 300 postprandial first night but fasting CBG still 177 at 48hr

931558 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 AR 47.0 47 F 7 day after site itching, hot swelling. Unsure if related 9 day after suffered CVA and have hyper coagulation Y Y 1

931559 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 FL 36.0 36 F Fever and chills starting 5 hours after dose, joint pain, myalgia, anxiety, palpitations, loss of appetite, fatigue, abdominal pain, dizziness, near syncope, headache, insomnia,  arm soreness, tingling and numbness in my face and mouth about 10 hours after dose and lasting about 30 min, taking ibuprofen one tablet q6 hours for fever and pain. 26 hours dose symptoms are improving

931560 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 CO 55.0 55 F 24 hours very sore/tender arm (felt like getting a typhoid shot) December 29, difficulty sleeping, restlessness, extreme, Fatigue all week, woke up 4 days later (January 1, 2021) with raised  painful sore bumps on right side of palate,. Day two crossed midline of palate, Day three entire roof of mouth, and tip of tongue. Painful to drink, eat, and brush teeth.

931561 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 CO 30.0 30 M Friday 1/8/21 I got a bit of what i think was nerve pain or just shooting pain on the wrist of the right-arm that was not the injection arm. Then today (Sat 1/9/21) that nerve pain is gone, but I developed a worse pain (pain of 6-7 out of 10) and additionally some weakness in the left-forearm closer to my elbow than my wrist, possibly where a tendon is (the injection arm). The pain shoots down from the elbow area towards my wrist on the posterior side. I haven?t done any extraneous work or lifted anything heavy since 1-2 days before the vaccine. It?s also my non-dominant arm so I don?t use it as much as my other arm.  So far I have iced it twice and taken Tylenol which has helped the pain. The arm is currently in a sling and I haven?t tried to use it since icing it the first time.

931562 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 FL 49.0 49 F mouth itching, slight tongue swelling, tachycardia, coughing, feeling of impending doom,  nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, itching  This started at minute 13 after the vaccine administration. I have had several infusion reactions before to biologics to treat my autoimmune disease and this is how it always starts. There was nothing available at the administration place so I left and took zyrtec, benadryl and pepcid. The symptoms stopped in about 25 minutes.

931563 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NY 58.0 58 F "Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine EUA. Side Effects: nausea, body aches, chills, headache, fatigue.  I took Ibuprofen. Symptoms lasted for approximately 36-40 hours.

931564 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Redness to injection arm, severe headache, cough, fever, pain, fogginess.   Treated with Benadryl and ASA and overhang cough syrup

931565 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 20.0 20 F The morning after the shot, I woke up with a sore arm, temperature kept going up/rising during the day, felt nauseous, dizzy, tired, warm stomach.

931566 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CO 59.0 59 F chills, fever ranging from 99.2 to 100.6, extreme body aches, non stop coughing.

931567 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 FL 25.0 25 F sudden sensorineural hearing loss in the right ear, audiology and ENT assessment, currently being treated with steroid medication

931568 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 NC 48.0 48 F pt got shot at 2pm, pt arm started to itch at 2:15pm, pt applied Benadryl cream at 2:20pm, itching started to spread at 3:00pm, 3:00 pt took hydroxyzine, 3:35pm itching not improved, pt applied Benadryl cream to shoulder area at 3:40pm

931569 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NY 45.0 45 F Fever 103.4 Nausea  Vomiting Headache  Chills Large welt at injection site

931570 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 VT 25.0 25 F I walked in to received my first dose of the Moderna Covid19 vaccine at approx 12:20pm 1/7/21. The RN who was giving me my injection palpated the top of my shoulder and NOT my acromian process and administered the injection closer to the top of my shoulder, the vaccine did initially hurt more than a typical vaccine would when it was being administered but i thought that might have been normal. Approximately 1hr after receiving the vaccine my left shoulder joint started to have this pinching sensation in the anterior joint when I would raise my arm forward. The pain got progressively worse throughout the day with significantly decreased range of motion in that shoulder and significant pain in my shoulder joint. The pain was so bad it actually kept me from sleeping that night. I never had any muscular pain or any other symptoms beside the joint pain, which was alarming since it should have been administered into the muscle. I believe the vaccine my have been incorrectly injected into the shoulder joint or potentially a smaller muscle in the shoulder. The pain and decrease ROM is preventing me from doing most of my regular day to day activities. Today 1/9/21 has been a full 48hrs after receiving the vaccine and the joint pain has not gotten any better and my range of motion is still significantly decreased, which would prevent me from performing my tasks as an RN.

931571 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 MN 56.0 56 F temp 100 F , chills body aches mainly lower back ache

931572 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 NY 24.0 24 F Polyphagia and Mild Headache

931573 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 NC 42.0 42 M Vasovagal syncope about 5 minutes after shot. Symptoms lasted about 5-7 minutes. Hypothensive. Diapharetic, Nausea,

931574 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 VA 25.0 25 F Initially, there was soreness, swelling, and redness (all around upper arm - a bit below deltoid) around injection site over the course of a few days. The area was warm to the touch compared to the rest of the arm. All symptoms went away after 5 days. Exactly 7 days later, a little bit of the soreness came back and there was a redness marking the size of a 50 cent coin. The next day, the soreness grew and the redness spread and the area became warm to the touch again. I talked to a doctor over video chat to talk about what I should do - I was advised to use an ice compress, which I did a few times on and off. The next day (today), redness spread, but soreness and feeling warm to the touch stayed the same. I went to urgent care and was given 7-day antibiotics and told to use Claritin/Zyrtec to lower my histamines. If anything progresses, I should let the provider know.

931575 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 27.0 27 F chills, muscle pain, join aches, elevated heart rate, weakness, headache @ 12 hours after injection took 650mg tylenol, able to fall asleep awoke again with sweats (did not take temperature)  able to fall asleep, slept a total of 18 hours still with headache, weakness, fatigue on wakening, took 325 mg tylenol and 200 mg advil symptoms resolved approximately 25 hours after injection

931576 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 FL 42.0 42 F My right upper eye lid kept twitching for 5 minutes then it stopped. Then after 2 hours kept twitching for ten minutes then it stopped.

931577 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Since administration - Chest pain, Shortness of breath, blurred vision, headache, nausea, and chills

931578 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 TX 45.0 45 F After 15 minutes patient reported chest pressure which increased with inspiration.  could not report rating on pain scale.  Initial BP with complaints was 168/138.  HR 88, RR 16, 98 o2sat, Temp 98.8.  Follow BP 137/85 5 minutes later .Sent to ED at 12:53.  12 lead EKG, Normal sinus rhythm, no ischemia. CXR negative.   Shortly upon arrival in ED chest pressure resolved with out further intervention. Pt discharged to home.

931579 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NE 48.0 48 F fever, chills, arm pain, muscle aches, severe headache,

931580 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 OH 21.0 21 F Patient reported having a ?pepper? taste in the mouth about 3 minutes  after vaccine administration. Patient thereafter reported having a tingling sensation in the mouth and lightheadedness about 6 minutes after vaccine administration. Patient laid down and vital signs were taken; BP-126/68, HR-100. Patient drank 1/2 of 16oz. bottle of water and a 12oz  of a sports drink. Vitals were rechecked 13mins after the first set; BP- 120/62 HR- 64. Patient reported feeling better afterwards I.e lightheadedness had subsided and no tingling sensation.

931582 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 WA 57.0 57 F Pt vaccinated with Moderna COVID vaccine shot number 1.   scratchy throat started 5 minutes afterward.   Tongue was tingling.  throat was dry.   no stridor or wheezing.   initial BP 128/82 pulse of 80   )2 sat of 100%.  normal mucous membranes   no wheezing  initially no rash.     then complained her ears were hot.  Shortly thereafter developed a flush on the upper chest and face and ears.    1/9/2021 11:59 AM Patient light headed.   Ears feeling hot.    1/9/2021 12:02 PM patient has flushing of face and upper chest. Denies itching. 1/9/2021 12:03 PM patient reports itching of neck. blood pressure 118/78 1/9/2021 12:13 PM   Sitting up   Flushing is slightly better  1/9/2021 12:41 PM    Sitting up  Flushing has resolved.  130/70  Pulse 52  96% sat  Patient is feeling back to normal Discharged to home  OK to get second dose.    the patient did take 10 mg Claritin about 90 minutes before the vaccination.     she takes Claritin daily .     we have sent her home    no symptom s

931583 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NY 27.0 27 F 10 minutes after getting shot, my lips started swelling and tingling and itching. Hives/ Redness on my face 30 minutes after- throat started itching  Treatment- given Benadryl, Pepcid, Steroid in Emergency Room and was observed from 10:30ish until 2:15p

931584 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 GA 29.0 29 M Injection site pain, mild Headache, moderate  Chills, mild Muscle and joint pain, moderate

931585 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 TN 75.0 75 F Moderate metallic taste in the back of mouth    No treatment needed.  Disappeared after about an hour.

931586 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 WI 57.0 57 F Headache began about 5 minutes after injection and lasted until the next day. About 10 hours after receiving the vaccine, I was awakened by intense pain in the tragus of both ears, as if they were in a vice grip.  I finally took acetaminophen which mostly resolved it, but I continued to have similar, intermittent pain over the next 2-3 days.  It has now resolved.

931587 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NY 28.0 28 F myalgia, chills, headache, and fever

931588 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 51.0 51 F The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe.  The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931589 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 MO 58.0 58 M Fatigue/malaise, aching joints, low-grade fever, slight headache--all began approx. 23 1/2 hours after vaccine.  Chills began approx. 36 hours after vaccine.  Extra-strength acetaminophen (2 tabs) taken approx. every six hours during daytime hours when symptoms began.  Symptoms continued for approx. 50 hours after they initiated.

931590 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Two days after I had a red hard raised hot lump. Treated with ice and Advil. Fully went away. Last night one week one day post I have a raised red itchy rash

931591 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Headache, extreme lethargy, full body hives, eyes swollen . Symptoms lasted for about 48 hours.

931592 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 38.0 38 M Gout like symptoms upon wakening. Swollen painful toes on right foot.

931593 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MD 48.0 48 F Dizzy Headache Nauseous

931594 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 WI 53.0 53 F Muscle pain, joint pain, fever, chills, shortness of breath, headache, fatigue, starting the morning after the vaccination that was provided around 4:30 in the afternoon, used Tylenol for the pain and fever. Better the next day but still not well. Missed work

931595 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Sore arm after IM injection surrounding injection site lasting 24 hours

931596 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Arm was bruised and tender to the touch approximately 3-4 hours following vaccine. Started feeling dizzy around 8pm on 1/7/21.  Took PM meds and went to bed. Awoke around 3am with a temp of 103, joint aches, muscle aches, chills, congestion, eyes very dry and itchy,  severe headache/migraine with photosensitivity, fatigue on 1/8/21. Left arm was swollen, hot to the touch and very tender to move it. Took Tylenol and Benadryl to help relieve symptoms. Put a heating pad on injection site. Felt about the same all day so I rested. Went to bed around 10pm on 1/8/21. Woke up around 4am on 1/9/21 and my temp was 99.7 prior to taking any meds and after about 20 minutes of being out of bed. On 1/9/21 I still have arm tenderness and bruising, fatigue, headache, left eye redness to upper eyelid with swelling, temp has been running at 99.7 and it?s currently 4pm EST.

931597 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 FL 66.0 66 M FEVER OF 101.3°

931598 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 FL 45.0 45 F At about 15 minutes post vaccination individual experienced a feeling tongue was swollen. Initial vital signs stable and she self-reported to vaccination staff.  Provider was called, and 0.3 mg Epinephrine via Epi pen was given. On-base emergency response  EMTs and command post activated.  Symptoms were slight hoarseness, salivating, difficulty pronouncing words, and flushed.  She felt her cheeks were  starting to swell.  After the one dose epinephrine she felt swelling start to resolve and symptoms improving. She was transported via EMS to hospital where she  reports back to us IV hydration and is anticipating release with a clear airway and normal vital signs.

931599 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 36.0 36 F Staff RN was observing the above mentioned person and noted she was having splotchy looking non raised  reddish rash  on arms and neck area. I also  noted she had it on her upper neck & back area. She was given 25mg  of benadryl PO. She denied shortness of breath, throat swelling, difficulty swallowing or itching at this time.  She also denied any other symptoms.  She was verbalizing well and denied any allergies prior to taking her benadryl or vaccine. (Our observation room had equipment and medical emergency box available . Our ED is available also if needed) She was observed for about 1 hour. She did not have any continuation of rash or new symptoms.  Fact Sheet for  COVID vaccine already given &V-Safe.

931600 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 63.0 63 M The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe.  The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931601 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 GA 31.0 31 M Member given Covid-19 Vaccine at approximately 10:38- member placed in observation room for 30 min observation time- at approximately 11:00 member appeared to be in a daze, slow to speak when asked questions- member unable to completely verbalize what he wanted to say- Vital signs stable- member asked what his birthday was and responded with "My body is fine". Member was able to transfer from observation chair to wheelchair, but needed assistance. Member transferred to the ACC for further evaluation

931602 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 PA 31.0 31 F 10:47a went into a room to wait for 15 minutes directly after the injection. Began to feel somewhat dizzy right afterwards. Continued back to my office. Informed my supervisor that I was feeling dizzy but informed him that I had a couple bites of oatmeal, and a few cups of coffee and was going to try and eat something and hydrate and I?m sure I would feel better. I went back to work for about an hour (I work at a desk). For about an hour I continued to feel dizzy and noticed I was cloudy and was staring off. After an hour I really became dizzy and walked to my supervisors office and informed him. It felt as though I was walking on the moon to get to his office. I also felt like I had a uti. I sat down in his office and informed him of what happened. As I was talking to him I began to pass out. I did not go out the whole way but he began speaking to me more. After feeling a little better I walked back over to my office. I felt waves of dizziness and being hot and cold. My husband came and picked me up around 1:30p from work. I felt better after getting in the car and going home. Once I was home I ate and had began to feel better. Around 6:00p I began to go through another wave and was experiencing body aches, hot and cold sweats, loss of appetite, tingling all over my body but mostly in my legs and feet. At that point I went in and laid down in bed for the rest of the night. Probably around 9:00p I began to feel better. I attempted to fall asleep around 11:00p but when I closed my eyes I felt like they were racing back and forth. So I got back up and watched something in tv until I fell asleep maybe about 30 minutes later. I woke up the next morning around 8:45a. I tossed and turned most of the night, however I felt better. It was like I had the flu for a few days and on the last day I felt better but was under the weather. At this point in the morning I was fatigued. I was able to perform some tasks around the house.  I then laid back down in bed for a few hours because I was beginning to feel dizzy and was experiencing hot and cold sweats. After a few hours I got up from bed and performed a few more tasks around the house. Then was able to sit down on the couch and watch some tv. At this point I?m still expediting tingling in my body at times. Still a little dizzy but able to focus and hot and cold sweats.

931603 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 64.0 64 M The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe. The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931604 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TN 43.0 43 F Started menstruation that afternoon. Off cycle... 1 week - 2 weeks early. Not typical for me... I'm very regular. Not on birth control but husband has vasectomy.  Chance of pregnancy is extremely unlikely.   Started with bad cramping in pelvis and aching legs. Cramps have lessened. Dark blood. Brownish in color.

931605 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 46.0 46 F The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe. The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.
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931606 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 58.0 58 F Approx 6 min after getting shot I felt a jab like a nerve tingle go up my left neck to the left side of my scalp where it felt odd (timgle) and i reported to Emt on site so i stayed an extra 15 and left. Approx 3hr later I felt left face cheek numbness that radiated to the left side of my scalp where i first felt the tingle. This sensation was not present the next day 1/9

931607 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 IL 71.0 71 F Pain swelling/hardness, redness, of injection site approximately 2 inches in diameter when first noticed >1 week after injection.  Contacted primary care physicians and instructed to take ibuprofen and use topical hrdrocortisone.  Size increased  to 3 inches the following day and experienced some chillls.  No fever.

931608 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NY 64.0 64 F Intense left arm pain awakening me from sleep, fever 101.4, unable to hold down food or water, slept for almost 24 hours, could not go into work on 1/8/21.

931609 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 60.0 60 M The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe. The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931610 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 AK 33.0 33 F Several minutes after getting the shot, my chest started to feel tight and I needed to use my rescue inhaler.  I stayed at the Clinic until 30 minutes had been up. When I arrived home I needed to use my Albuterol Nebulizer Solution, and started to get slightly itchy. My chest didn't start to feel better until after 2am, and the next day I noticed my arm at the injection site was swollen and slightly red.  It is still red to this day and it feels achy all the way to my wrist.

931611 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 WI 23.0 23 F Patient reported feeling like her tongue was tingling and felt larger than normal. She did not report having any difficulty breathing.  25mg of Benadryl was given orally.  After 10 minutes she thought she was feeling a bit better, but then continued to say that she was having tingling and not "feeling normal".  We decided to administer epinephrine instead of waiting for her to continue to get worse.  I administered an epi-pen (0.3mg) about 30 minutes after she took the Benadryl and a nurse from the SNF called 911.  Paramedics arrived and evaluated her.  Her breathing sounded okay via the paramedic's stethoscope.  Because she was still not reporting feeling "back to normal" and because she had epinephrine administered, she was transported via ambulance to the ER for continued monitoring.

931612 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 46.0 46 F The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe. The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931613 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 GA 76.0 76 F Pt c/o having 'weird feeling/not feeling good' and increase heart rate about 7-8 minutes after receiving vaccine. Pt denied any shortness of breath at the time, no swelling of face, BBS clear and equal with equal rise and fall of the chest wall, alert and oriented X 4, able to speak in complete sentences. Progressed to report 'lips feeling like they are swelling approximately 18 minutes after the vaccine was administered. 911 was activated. Epinephrine 0.3 mg IM via epi autoinjector was administered to left thigh. Pt still c/o feeling that her lips were swelling 8 minutes after first dose of Epinephrine; therefore, another dose of 0.3 mg Epinephrine IM via epi autoinjector was administered to left thigh. Diphenhydramine 25 mg IV was administered 2 minutes after second dose of Epinephrine. IV fluids administered as well, while awaiting arrive of EMS. EMS arrived on scene approximately 30 minutes after called. Blood glucose was 120 mg/dl approximately 25 minutes after vaccine administration. Pt report feeling better after the 2nd dose of Epinephrine and Diphendydramine and 500 ml of Normal saline IV. Pt was transported via EMS to the ER for further evaluation and treatment.

931614 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CO 26.0 26 M Chills, body aches, head aches, and general energy depletion

931615 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Immediate: Dizziness, numb face, itching throat and nasal passage, itching tongue (slightly swollen) with lead like feeling, bruising on chest. 3 Days Later:  Itching throat and nasal passage, itching tongue with lead like feeling and chest pain. 4 Days Later: Itching throat and nasal passage, itching tongue with lead like feeling and off-on chest pain.

931616 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 57.0 57 M flu like symptoms , significant fatigue

931617 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 PA 34.0 34 F Vaccinated at 610am. Mild myalgias, pain at injection site, and headache starting around around 430pm  when I woke up for work. Severe myalgias, fatigue, worsening headache, pain at injection site and chills noticed around 9pm on 1/8/21 continued until I went to sleep. I slept from 1am 1/9/21 to 230pm 1/9/21. Currently 4pm and experiencing mild generalized myalgias, mild headache, left shoulder and injection site pain and fatigue.

931618 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 ME 52.0 52 F Hard lump developed 10 days after vaccine, then day 12-13 red elevated rash developed size of orange. improved by day 15.

931619 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 FL 68.0 68 M 1. Mild soreness/ache at injection site, starting  about 3 hours after injection, lasting for about 24 hours 2. Moderate fatigue, starting 4  hours  after injection, ended by 9pm same day 3. Mild constipation, lasting 2 days

931620 12/27/2020 01/09/2021 GA 36.0 36 F At the time of injection no issues other than sore arm. Day 9 post injection developed significant swelling, redness, warmth, and rash like irritation in left arm. Over the past 5 days there has been some decrease in swelling but the redness has formed a circle and has flare ups of rash, warm, and irritation. I have been taking benadyl, zyrtec, and cortisone cream to try and relieve symptoms.

931621 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 AZ 37.0 37 F Aches, Chills, Nausea, vomiting, fatiuge - 48 hours. chest tightness- 6 hours

931622 12/16/2020 01/09/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Muscle aches,  nausea,  fatigue,  injecton site pain

931623 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 CA 69.0 69 F Nausea Extreme tiredness Body Ache Chills Fever. 100f

931624 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 MO 32.0 32 F 1352 - Pt reports upper lip swelling, unable to see on visual assessment,  BP-141/92, 100% on RA, T - 98.1, HR - 91, RR - 16. Given 25 mg of oral benadryl per this RN per vaccination clinic standing order.   1403 - Pt reports feeling no change from initial report but does note "some finger tingling".  92% on RA, HR - 88.  1410 - Discussed taking a 2nd 25mg dose with patient. Will hold at this time, she states "my hands normally feel puffy when this gets worse but they feel normal now". Pt reports upper lip swelling feels "puffy" but unchanged from initial report.   1418 - Pt reports upper lip swelling increased, BP - 140/85, HR - 80, RR 16, 100% on RA,  25mg of oral benadryl given.  1423 - Pt reports upper lip "puffiness" with slight improvement, new c/o upper back itchiness, no rash or hives visualized on assessment  1428 - Pt reports improvement to feeling of "puffiness", back itchiness remains the same, and pt "feels sleepy"   1438 - Pt reports resolution of upper lip swelling and says "It feels like when I came in", slight back itchiness still present  1448 - Pt reassessed 30 min post 2nd dose of benadryl, pt reports complete resolution of all symptoms, BP - 135/79, T - 98.2, RR - 14, HR - 78, 100% on RA   Discussed transportation with patient prior to providing 2nd dose of Benadryl, Pt home via private vehicle with mother (driver) and partner.  Educated patient to call nurse on call number with any further concerns or if symptoms resume.

931625 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 45.0 45 M The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe. The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931626 12/17/2020 01/09/2021 GA 52.0 52 F Left axillary pain for 3 days.  Very sore left axilla. NO redness. no edema.

931627 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 41.0 41 M About 12 hours after admin; arm, shoulder, neck pain, progressed to generalized body aches, nausea, severe headaches, cough, mass weakness,  diarrhea, joint pain. Symptoms started subsiding about 15 hours after onset. Minor cough still persist with minor shortness of breath.

931628 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MD 24.0 24 F awoke at 2 am  with nausea, chills, generalized pain. Immediately felt myself start to pass out or have a seizure- I am not sure which. Family member reports my eyes were open with absent stare however I lost consciousness, <60s. My right calf was in a severe muscle spasm as soon as I became conscious which leads me to believe I had some convulsions. Nausea chills and generalized pain persisted throughout the rest of the morning. Stopped around 10 am and turned into pounding headache and fatigue.  Additionally my left arm is in moderate to severe pain (not like the typical soreness I get with the flu shot). I am in  significant  pain  moving my arm, but also changing body positions while keeping my shoulder still and close to my body (bending over, scooting over in bed).

931629 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 MA 43.0 43 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA 8 days after receiving my vaccine I experienced warmth, rednessness, mild itching and firmness at the injection site. At the largest, the area was approx 8 cm across. It lased for 4 days and seemed to improve with administration of steroid cream and taking claritin and benadryl. I had no other systemic effects.

931630 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 LA 46.0 46 F Fever, chills, night sweats, swollen glands under arm, swollen injection site, body aches, headache

931631 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 TN 78.0 78 F Diarrhea, Fatigue.

931632 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NH 18.0 18 F Skin rash around neck, hives Shortness of breath Swelling Nausea

931634 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 RI 29.0 29 F Pt entered observation @ 1530.  @ 1540 pt stated her throat felt "tingly", when this asked her if she felt ok.  @ 1541 pt stated she felt a small lump.  This nurse assisted pt to bed in vaccination clinic.  Stated the lump felt "bigger".  This nurse administered Epi 0.3mg to R thigh @ 1544.  Pt stated s/s were better @ 1548.  Cold compress was also applied.  This nurse assisted pt to ER.  Pt @ ER @ 1605.  When this nurse left pt, she was being assisted by ER for registration.  Denied any s/s of chest pain or SOB.

931635 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 52.0 52 M The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe. The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931636 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 AZ 43.0 43 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Severe headache, muscle aches, nausea, vomiting, fatigue, soreness at site of injection. Symptoms beginning ca. 12 hr after injection. Vomited 4x between 2:30 a.m. and 11 a.m.  Symptoms somewhat improved by 2:30 p.m on 01/09/2021, 24 hr after injection: headache reduced, able to consume liquids, but still fatigued.

931637 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 KY 37.0 37 F Approximately 10 hours after receiving the vaccine, I had a sore arm.  Then experienced aches in my hip and knee joints, hot sweats alternating with chills, I did not take my temperature.  I woke up the next morning with a headache and skin sensitivity.  I took ibuprofen alternating with Tylenol and started to feel better.  I felt back to normal about 36 hours after receiving the vaccine.

931638 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NC 39.0 39 F numbness and tingling in left side of face (1/8), also in tongue and right hand (1/9)

931639 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 40.0 40 M The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe. The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931640 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 KY 90.0 90 F Nurse wanted this rxn reported. The patient had severe chills. The nurse said this is not normal for this patient.

931641 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 53.0 53 F The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe. The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931643 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MN 25.0 25 F Body aches began at 11pm night of receiving vaccine.  Headache, chills and low grade fever (up to 100.1) developed following day.  48 hours after vaccine headache and body aches persist, chills and fever resolved

931644 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Fever, chills, profuse sweating, tremors, body aches, headache, teeth pain, eye pain, nausea, diarrhea, fatigue, coughing

931645 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 CA 32.0 32 F 1. Injection site pain: started soon after injection continued to get worse until 1 day after injection then progressively got better 2. Fever: t-max 38.2 orally noted at 0430 1/6/21. Fevers associated with chills and rigors at times.  3. Extreme joint and body aches: started early morning 1/6/21 and progressively got worse until 1/7/21 then got better with subsiding around  1/8/21. Pain preventing/limiting normal movements such as walking, turning, and weight baring.  4. Extreme fatigue: sleeping for 18-20 hours a day with hard to stay awake 1/6/21-1/8/21. Resolved by 1/9/21.

931646 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 KY 22.0 22 F Soreness at injection site roughly 10 minutes after injection, soreness went away a few minutes afterwards. Injection was given in the morning, around 10am, around late afternoon, 4-5pm, area around injection site was very sore, as if there was a bad bruise there, but there was no visible marks. Shoulder was very sore to the point of hardly being able to lift arm to the side away from the body. Day after injection arm was still sore but the pain was less. 2 days after injection, arm was only slightly sore in the morning with no pain by mid afternoon.

931647 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 AK 59.0 59 F After 30 minutes, patient complained of tingling on right side of tongue and feeling of fullness on right side of throat. Te=reated with 25mg of oral benadryl, symptoms improving but not resolved so 25mg PO repeated at hour later.  Symptoms completely resolved approxiamtely 2 hours after onset of symptoms. Patient was under direct observation during this time. Patient discharged in stable condition. Patient provided additional oral benadryl to take home and use prn. Additional home epi pens provided with instructions on use if needed. Patient instructed to not be alone during next 24 hours. Sone would be staying with patient. On site health aide provider available during after hours and emergency response in village. Provider from team NP, contacted patient later evening and checked on patient status, reported to be doing well.

931648 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MN 35.0 35 F On 1.8.21, woke up with a temp of 101.8 oral, chills, body aches, terrible headache

931649 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 30.0 30 F Chills & fatigue, 24 hours after vaccination. Lasted about 16 hours

931650 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 42.0 42 M Heart palpitations and shortness of breath starting around 11 this morning. Received vaccine yesterday at 4:30.

931652 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 53.0 53 M The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe. The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931653 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 IL 30.0 30 F Dizziness, increased heart rate, feeling like fainting, and headache.

931654 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 67.0 67 F nausea, severe body aches, headache, felt very cold, weak, sore arm all subsided by 1/9/21 except sore arm

931655 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Approx 5-6 hours after vaccination she felt an itchy throat and broke out in hives on chest and legs. She took benadryl and this resolved. Approx 24 hours later she started with sore throat and cough and mild SOB.

931656 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NY 54.0 54 M I am a front line physician. I had moderate Covid in March 2020.  After my vaccination at 2:15pm on 1/6/2021 I had very slight chills at 11:30 pm as I went to bed. I awoke at 5:30am 1/7/2021 with severe chills and very slight fever of 98.8 (oral). I took 800mg Advil then. I remained in bed with chills until 4pm. I had a fever of 100.0 at 11:45am. Took 800mg Advil.  Chills subsided to mild around 4pm. Was able to walk around house. Ate dinner. No GI symptoms. 11:30pm had fever 100.0  and moderate to sever chills. Took 800 mg Advil.  Felt better and went to sleep at around 1am. Woke up 6am 1/8/2021 and was able to go to work. When I got to work I was able to sign up for this reporting service but could nit document my first day of symptoms. I took that opportunity now. I believe it is important that I had these reactions after having the covid illness 3/2020. I had small amount remaining antibodies at time of Vaccination, which surely contributed to my response.

931657 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 23.0 23 F The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe. The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931658 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 PA 52.0 52 F after receiving vaccine patient immediately felt warm, dizzy and started dry heaving. we dosed Zofran 4mg, gave one dose epi-pen, and 50mg Benadryl. patient still complained of chest pain and was dry heaving. she was then transported by ems to the hospital at 4pm. Y

931659 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Tingling in injection arm, fingers; tingling in face; tongue swelling 30 minutes- 1 hour after vaccine.  Visited immediate care; received IV of Benadryl, Pepcid & Steroid.

931660 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 33.0 33 M The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe. The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931661 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 OR 38.0 38 F Initial headache, body aches, shaky hands and body,  swelling of fingers(pinky, ring and middle fingers of right hand), pain in finger joints(pinky,  ring and middle fingers)

931662 12/19/2020 01/09/2021 NC 49.0 49 F Received vaccine 12/19/2020 at hospital around lunch time. Severe abd pain started 10 hours after vaccine administration with vomiting. I went to emergency room next morning  Emergency appendectomy 12/20/2020. Had bleeding after surgery. Second surgery 12/21/2020 Y 5

931663 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 KS 40.0 40 F Swollen and painful left infraclavicular lymph node 2 days after 2nd COVID vaccine

931664 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 36.0 36 F The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe. The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931665 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 KY 43.0 43 F Severe chills, headache, stiff neck, nausea, diarrhea, weakness. Onset of chills approx. 8 hours post immunization. Severe shaking chills occurred with decreasing frequency over next 48 hours. Headache more intense for 48 hours, but persists still today (1/9/21). Nausea for 48 hours. Diarrhea lasted 4 days with decreasing frequency.  Stiff and painful neck and base of skull has steadily decreased but is still present today (1/9/21).

931666 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 IL 48.0 48 F Elevated Heart Rate, Elevated Blood pressure (160/100), difficulty swallowing, blotching to chest and neck

931667 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 IN 23.0 23 F Two painful lumps near collar bone on injection side

931668 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 PA 35.0 35 F Hours after injection: 100.2 fever,  chills, lethargy, muscle aches, couldn't lift left arm, muscle pain at injection site  Next day: pain in arm, struggle to lift arm above shoulder, rash on chest, neck, and forehead. All other symptoms abated.

931669 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Extreme fatigue, slight headache...otherwise I feel fine, but the fatigue has made it hard to do things.

931670 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 39.0 39 M The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe. The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931671 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 27.0 27 F The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe. The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931672 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 IL 48.0 48 F Elevated Heart rate and blood pressure. Blotching to chest and neck. difficulty swallowing.

931673 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 30.0 30 M The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe. The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931674 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 PA 44.0 44 F Patient called and stated that left side of her face turned red and had a small rash. She has some sort of difficulty breathing and felt her tongue somewhat swell up. I informed her to take benadryl 50mg right away and seek medical emergency at urgent care or ER.

931675 12/26/2020 01/09/2021 IN 32.0 32 F As soon as it was administered, I felt my heart start racing and felt a tingling sensation through my entire body especially in my hands and feet.  I let the nurse know under observation and she took my vitals and my BP was high for me as well 146/85.  I waited for an hour and then had my husband pick me up.  The tingling continued for a week and a half and made it impossible to sleep.  It?s slowly gotten better, but I still feel almost a palpitation/flutter feeling.

931676 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MA 62.0 62 F High fever, fatigued, chills

931677 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 27.0 27 F The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe. The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931678 06/01/1952 01/09/2021 FL 0 F PATIENT RECEIVED FIRST COVID VACCINE AND STARTED FEELING DIZZY AT 15 MINUTE WINDOW, EMS WAS NOTIFIED AND HELPED CLIENT TO AMBULANCE. PATIENT WALKED TO AMBULANCE AND BACK TO HER VEHICLE WITHOUT ASSISTANCE. EMS FOUND PATIENT TO BE HAVING PANIC ATTACK, VITAL SIGNS STABLE, SLIGHT HEADACHE AFTER DIZZZINESS RESOLVED. PATIENT HAS HX OF R/A AND CARDIAC HISTORY AS WELL AS ANXIETY.0.0

931679 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 CT 63.0 63 F Localized 4" induration with tenderness.

931680 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 NY 51.0 51 F lip swelling, facial hives/erythema, burning

931681 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 68.0 68 F The vaccine was reconstituted and prepared in the syringe, and the expiration date and time was marked on the vaccine syringe. The vaccine was administered to the patient after the recommended beyond-use time.

931682 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 32.0 32 F person complained of tenderness and tingling down left arm. They are 25 weeks pregnant.

931683 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Infra clavicular lymphadenopathy noted on 12/21/20. Followed by supraclavicular lymphadenopathy noted on 12/30/2020. Since I have extensive family history of brear cancer and lymphoma I got lab work and a CT scan with contrast of my chest and neck.  Labwork (cbc, cmp, ana, crp) was normal. Peripheral smear showed increased in Roloux phenomenon. CT showed unilateral generalized lymphadenopathy on axillary, infraclavicular, supraclavicular and cervical region. With some noted measuring > 1cm.

931684 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 AL 31.0 31 M I got a muscle ache on the injection site 4-5 hours after the jabbing, and a febrile (97.4), tiredness and headache the next day of it. I took a NSAIDS tablet 3-4 hours after showing up febrile. I almost recovered with a little bit of a headache 2 days later of the injection.

931685 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MD 62.0 62 M Modern COVID-19 vaccine  Fever to 102.4 with shaking chills, joint aches, extreme fatigue for 36 hrs

931686 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 62.0 62 F lightheadedness

931687 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 24.0 24 F 12 hours later 10:00pm experienced chills, body aches, fever headache. 1/8 at 7:00am woke up itchy covered in hives head to toe. Hives resolved after topical and oral antihistamine taken.

931688 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 GA 70.0 70 F On 9th day following vaccination, I developed swelling, redness, itching and induration at the injection site. Also experiencing headache and spike in blood pressure, not sure whether related or not.

931689 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CO 39.0 39 F On 1/8/2021 I woke up with severe chest pain under my breast bone, radiating to my upper back. It came in waves a severe sharp pain and then was dull. I?ve never had heartburn or indigestion so I went to Urgent care around 10am on 1/8/2021.

931690 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 23.0 23 F Headache, fatigue, muscle aches, site of injection soreness, nausea, swollen lymph node on neck

931691 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 AK 21.0 21 F Severe body aches and fatigue, chills, tachycardia, chest pain and tightness, headache, stomachache, gastrointestinal issues, nausea, inability to focus, fever

931692 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 TX 34.0 34 F After receiving the vaccine on 12/30 the only side effect at that time was arm soreness at the injection site. A day later some chills and fatigue but no other side effects after. I noticed starting on 1/4 pain started on injection arm from shoulder down lower to extremities on left arm. Pain very excruciating but comes and goes. Joint pain and muscular pain throughout entire arm and even in right arm. After couple days of this,  contacted family physician regarding this.  Was seen by physician on 1/6. Discuss concerned and he ordered X-rays on both arms and ultrasound droplet on entire left arm (injection site- from shoulder in down). MD also I formed me to take Advil/Aleve twice a day as needed for pain/soreness along with heat/cool compressions as needed as well as shoulder exercises. Today is 1/9 and pain isn?t as bad. Can still feel discomfort here and there but not as excruciating. Numbness from time to time also. Is this normal after receiving the Moderna vaccine? Is it normal to experience this a week after receiving the vaccine?

931693 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 TX 67.0 67 F Severe rash, swelling and pain at injection site for over 10 days.

931694 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 RI 58.0 58 F One week later (on a Wednesday morning after receiving the vaccine the previous Wednesday afternoon) I had the onset of a headache, body aches, chills and extreme fatigue making it impossible to work. Slept most of the day.  Next couple days with less severe symptoms and mostly resolved this morning (Saturday) aside from some fatigue.  ALSO the site of the injection became red, tender, warm, swollen and slightly itchy with the onset of these symptoms after a milder injection reaction had resolved for several days.  This  makes me question if this is a late reaction to the vaccine and hence reportable as I have not read about this possibility

931695 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 KS 55.0 55 M Headache, Nausea, Night sweats, Body aches, Tinnitus

931696 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 GA 34.0 34 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine After receiving Moderna Vaccine Tuesday afternoon (01/05/2021), Patient began to have psychiatric symptoms (delusions/hallucinations) Wednesday morning (01/06/2021) and was taken to Hospital ED later Wednesday for treatment and stayed overnight for observation. Patient recovered and went home Thursday (01/07/2021).

931697 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F 1st Dose Vaccine - I had localized itchy rash in my chest area 2nd Dose Vaccine - Right Cheek swelling, chills and dry mouth

931698 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 44.0 44 F tingling in throat

931699 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 OH 42.0 42 F Bruise at injection site and bilateral facial swelling, noticed morning after the shot, swelling still persisting. I am taking benedryl every 4 hours to have swelling subside.

931700 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 AZ 29.0 29 M At 12:05am ( about 12 hours after vaccination) I developed severe (worst ever) chills and rigors. Temp was 101.7. I also had moderate nausea for which I took ondansetron. After taking 1000mg Tylenol my temp dropped to 98.4 but then peaked to 100.8 after  6 hours and taking 1000mg Tylenol  followed by another fever 6 hours later and a fever of 100.9. I continue to be febrile after 3g Tylenol. I also continue to have dizziness, joint pain, myalgias, and  headache.

931701 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 CO 79.0 79 F Swollen red and sore, itchy right arm, five inches spread,   Cold symptoms .

931702 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 VA 56.0 56 M Chills, body aches, soreness

931703 12/15/2020 01/09/2021 CA 41.0 41 M Nurse working in Emergency Dept, developed first COVID sxm (mild cough) on 03 Jan 2021. On 05 Jan 2021, he received dose #2 of COVID vaccine (Pfizer lot EL1284). On 06 Jan 2021, sxms progressed to include fever, congestion, impaired taste and smell. On 06 Jan 2021, NP swab for PCR was performed and confirmed positive... patient being managed as outpatient.

931704 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 MN 29.0 29 F patient developed large rash on chest.  Nausea and vomiting.  Also had tightness and scratchiness in throat but did not progress

931705 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TN 59.0 59 M Nausea and vomitting

931706 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 VA 25.0 25 M Injection site pain starting evening of 1/8/20. Mild swelling and severe pain at injection site morning of 1/9/20. Moderate progressing to severe headache, and intermittent chills all day; no fever. Reduced appetite. Mild muscle pain/stiffness.

931707 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 TX 55.0 55 M Patient stated he got severe diarhea 2 hrs after getting the vaccine. No immediate medical treatment was provided after observation of 15 minutes. Fact sheet and V-/Safe information  was given to him prior to getting the vaccine. Doing well after couple days.

931708 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 46.0 46 F rash to face around cheeks and neck. Person has had similar reaction before

931709 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 FL 57.0 57 M Started running a fever 99.3-100.3 two days after vaccination.

931710 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 46.0 46 F Headache, left arm numbness, mild left arm pain Injection site, moderate Myalgia, severe migrating  joint pain, chills leading to rigors. No fever. Incapacitating.

931711 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CO 42.0 42 F 2nd dose reaction included extreme joint pain to where standing is painful in my feet, 103.4F temp with while alternating Tylenol/Advil q4h, large swollen lump in armpit and below clavicle which are extremely painful (on side of body where vaccine was administered). Stiff neck and jaw, severe headache, mild dizziness (was much worse after the 1st dose), nausea, fatigue.

931712 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 CT 70.0 70 F after 1 day and lasting over 1 week, itching and oval shaped rash at injection site

931713 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MA 45.0 45 M COVID-19 Vaccine Approx 4 hrs after vaccine felt a period of brief lightheadedness. Approx 7 hrs after vaccine had severe diarrhea that lasted 48 hrs in addition to flu type symptoms (fever 100.5, headache, chills) Left Arm pain radiating to elbow, unable to raise arm.

931714 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NH 34.0 34 F Headache severe x2 days Brain fog x 2 days Night sweats night 1  Weak/tired x2 days

931716 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NC 59.0 59 F About 6 hours after my second injection I started with a headache,bodyaches,low grade fever,chills. They lasted about 48 hours.  Still have pain in my armpit on left side.

931718 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 GA 27.0 27 F I received my vaccine in my right arm around 3:20 pm on 1/5/21. My right arm started getting sore later that evening. The following day, 1/6/21, my arm was very sore and the injection site was tender to touch. I felt feverish and had chills. I also had a headache and felt very fatigued. I took some Advil that morning. I evaluated my arm in the evening and noticed a large red rash streaking down my right arm from the injection site. It measured approximately 3.5 in X 1.5 in. The rash was red, raised, painful, and firmer than my surrounding skin. I took 500 mg of Tylenol before bed. The next morning, 1/7/21, the rash had grown larger. The border of the rash was marked and I took an antihistamine around 7:00 am. At 1:00 pm the rash had grown larger, now measuring approximately 4.25 in X 2.25 in. My lymph nodes in my right armpit were also beginning to get sore. I visited the nurse practitioner at my hospital?s employee health clinic around 1:40 pm and we agreed to monitor my signs and symptoms at that time. The following morning, 1/8/21, the rash was bigger, but my skin was softer and more of a pink color than red. My arm did not hurt as much, though my right armpit was slightly more sore. Today, 1/9/21, my symptoms are much better. I have only slight soreness in my right arm and armpit. My rash has nearly resolved, though it is slightly itchy where the rash was.

931720 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NY 72.0 72 F Vomiting, Chills

931721 12/15/2020 01/09/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Nurse Practitioner in Emergency Dept. Exposed to household member with possible sxms, but no confirmed dx. Developed personal sxms of ST and congestion on 02 Jan 2021. NP swab PCR performed 02 Jan 2021 was positive for COVID-19. Being followed as outpatient.

931722 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Dark bruise looking, hyperpigmentation around injection site that was 4 inches wide and 2 inches long that appeared 11 days after first dose

931723 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 MO 55.0 55 F Severe muscle aches, headache, 100.3 temp, chills, tirid

931724 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 VA 65.0 65 F Approximately 55 mins after vaccine was given, my lips and the end of my nose started to tingle. The feeling intensified over 15 mins until it felt like a Novocain shot from the dentist when it starts to wear off. I took a Cetirizine 10 mg tab and the tingling completely resolved within an hour. No swelling of my mouth/ tongue or difficulty swallowing .

931725 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 MA 20.0 20 F Pt is a female on birth control (Nexplanon, left arm) and has not had her menstrual cycle since 9/2019. After receiving the COVID vaccine, pt experienced severe cramps and began her menstrual cycle with heavy flow. This is a manageable adverse reaction, but important to consider when administering COVID vaccines to female pts and how they might interfere with fertility, menstruation, and hormones.

931726 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Abdominal pain. Can barely stand up.

931727 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NM 44.0 44 F Headache, lump in right armpit, pain in right armpit unable to extend without sensation of pulling in armpit. Rash on upper chest itchiness of upper coast and left lower leg

931728 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 32.0 32 F Large, hardened nodule at injection site approximately 2 inches in diameter, swelling, redness, itching

931731 12/19/2020 01/09/2021 WA 33.0 33 F Extreme arm fatigue and limited range of motion, hives and flushing of face and ears

931732 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 UT 67.0 67 F welty rash appeared Friday night. very uncomfortable and itchy, clothing swapped, was gone by morning.  Later in the morning, reappeared, mainly on back of thighs and rear end. took 2 tablets of 25mg Benadryl. took a n ap, and rash is gone again.

931734 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 AL 42.0 42 F Rash and swelling around mouth, eyes, and behind ears

931735 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 AZ 59.0 59 F Moderate to severe headache, "foggy" thinking - felt as though it was difficult to think or process what others were saying. I could not think clearly and made simple but yet important mistakes. I also felt moderately dizzy, especially standing up. No appetite. These symptoms lasted until Wednesday, Jan 6th, at 1730. At 1730 I suddenly felt clear headed and coherent. Duration of symptoms was 49 hrs. The sudden clarity and no longer dizzy was interesting and unexpected and noticeable.  The symptoms were fast onset and sudden termination.  Only a mild headache for an additional 24hrs.

931736 12/19/2020 01/09/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Right middle toe started with severe itching. It turned red and slightly swollen. 2 days later, 2 small pustules appeared on top of the toe. Only 1 toe has ever been affected.

931737 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 VA 61.0 61 F Rash at injection site. Itching comes and goes.  Consulted pharmacist no treatment recommended. Using topical Benadryl cream for itchiness.  Arm pain but may he related to exercise.

931738 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 KS 25.0 25 M After receipt of the vaccine, I developed a low grade fever the next day (1/7/21) that persisted throughout the day until it progressed into a fever of at least 101.3 F at night. It might have been higher, but that was the best reading I could get. It felt like the fever came on extremely fast bc all of a sudden I started shaking vigorously with rigors and chills. I couldn't get out of bed without experiencing the most uncomfortable chills I've ever experienced. I previously had Covid in early November, and this fever felt worse than what I experienced when I actually had Covid. Also, I experienced moderate to severe pain in my left arm on 1/7/21 at the injection site, which was far worse than any other muscle soreness I've experienced from any other vaccine I've received. The hour preceding the sudden fever attack, my left arm was feeling blazing hot, looked a little red, and swollen. I also experienced a strange allodynia type pain, whereby parts of my body hurt from simply touching them. Although I did not develop a significant rash, I experienced pruritus all over my body, predominantly affecting the areas around my ankles and wrists. I have a hx of multiple dermal filler injections in my lips. I don't think I had any problems with my lips after the injection. But other symptoms that I developed included a tickle in my throat and some shortness of air. On 1/8/21, I woke up drenched in sweat so I presumed that I broke my fever while sleeping. I have felt much better ever since. I'm a nurse practitioner student, and I had to miss a day of clinical on 1/8/21 bc of this reaction to the vaccine. I used ibuprofen the morning on 1/7/21 and Tylenol at night on 1/7/21 to bring down my fever

931739 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 IN 23.0 23 F I was congested when I woke up the day after the vaccination. I blew my nose and my mucous was tinged red with blood. My mucous returned to normal after a couple of hours of being awake. I have no history of nosebleeds and have no other explanation for the nose bleed except a possible vaccination side effect.

931740 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 UT 36.0 36 F Epsilateral painless supraclavicular lymph node

931741 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 OH 55.0 55 F Dysgeusia, Fever 101F and Fatigue for 36 hours

931742 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Recipient came in c/o feeling "flushed". Denies asthma, allergies. lightheadedness. Color pink, no hives ,uticaria, SOB. @0916 VS=88-116/60-22 lungs ausc. clear.   @ 0920 stated she felt increase in HR. HR = 102 RR=24 116/70 . HR 104. No c/o nausea. color continues to remain pink, lungs clear. continued observation.  at 0940 HR decreased to 71, which she states is normal for her. RR-16 115/80. States she feels "better". Given instructions to call 9-1-1 if s/s of anaphylaxis or if symptoms return to notify PCP.

931743 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 58.0 58 F Covid 19 Moderna- I had right arm pain, stuffy head, cough, fever, chills, all over body aches, weakness, tired, feeling terrible.
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931744 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 GA 68.0 68 M Moderna Vaccine 1/6/21 at 9:15 am.  At 4:00 that afternoon, patient started complaining of slight cough and diarrhea. Later that evening, patient stated he started with body aches, shortness of breath, chilling, and inability to sleep.  Patient did not take temperature that night.   The morning of 1/7/21, patient had 100 degree F temp, feeling exhausted, with nausea.  Patient went to work but was unable to stay due to exhaustion and nausea. Patient went home and slept most of day.  Patient went to work on 1/8/21, only complaining of headache.  Pt feeling much better on 1/8/21.

931745 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 IL 46.0 46 F 1st Day- Arm Neck Pain 12/31/2020 Loss of Appetite, Dizzy-current

931746 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 KS 38.0 38 F Post vaccine 12 hours fever of highest 102.3 F, resolved by 8 am Wednesday 1-6-21

931747 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 WA 37.0 37 F I reported in V-Safe that I had pain for the first 3 days. What I failed to report, and now realize, is that I had a fever in the first 24 hours and a hive/red welt still exists at the injection site. The red welt is slightly swollen and very warm to the touch. It is approximately 3" x 5" oval shape around the injection site. It has persisted for 8 days since the vaccination.

931748 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NY 40.0 40 F dizziness, fever, chills, tachycardia > 90 bpm

931749 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 CA 36.0 36 F I had general side effects within 24 hours of receiving injection (injected on Dec 30): increasing arm pain too hurt to move, body aches, 100 degree fever 12 hours later that lasted about 5 hours, tired & weak. I woke up with adverse effects on Jan 8: itchy raised rash next to injection site; ongoing today, Jan 9: rash has flattened, but remains warm, pink & itchy - appears like cellulitus. Also arm has remained slightly sore since Dec 30.

931750 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 OR 60.0 60 F Fever for over 4 days of 101...chills, shaky, sore throat, severe headache

931751 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 CA 44.0 44 F I treated the patent in the emergency department today with what appears to be cellulitis or a local inflammatory reaction on her left upper arm around the injection site.

931752 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 MN 60.0 60 F Patient received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine at her place of employment as a phase 1A essential frontline healthcare worker in a skilled nursing LTC facility on January 6 2021. The day after receiving the vaccine (1-7-21), she started to feel increased shortness of breath (she has shortness of breath at baseline due to chronic health conditions- CHF, asthma), a heavy feeling in her chest/lungs, sweating and fatigue. She contacted the pharmacy on January 8th, as we were the entity that vaccinated her to ask about vaccine reaction. Due to her medical history of MI and CHF, pharmacist did not want to dismiss this as a reaction to the vaccine, and recommended that she contact her doctor for further guidance. She did reach out to her care team, and ended up going to the emergency room for testing due to cardiac history and presentation of symptoms. She had diagnostic testing done (see item 19) and the ER doctor attributed her symptoms to an exacerbation of CHF and asthma, noting that vaccine involvement in the worsening of her symptoms can not be ruled out. Treatment/discharge instructions include: follow up with cardiology/pulmonology, furosemide dose was increased, potassium supplement restarted, and instructed to use inhalers already on hand when needed. As of time of report on January 9 2021, the patient was resting at home, doing well except still having symptoms upon exertion.

931753 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CO 73.0 73 M Sore arm at injection site (I flinched) and  fatigue, nausea, muscle aches, joint pain, generally felt ill, all mostly resolved after 28 hours.

931754 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 59.0 59 F Received vaccine 1/6/21 approx. 2PM.   On 1/7/21, felt severe body aches & pains worsening throughout the day.  My right arm at injection site was sore, swollen, red & tender.  By 6PM, had fever of 101.7.  Took 3 maximum strength Tylenol to control fever.  Still had Temperature of 101.7 a few hours later & took more Tylenol.  Couldn?t stop shaking from fever.  Fever kept returning when Tylenol wore off.  Last fever was 101.4 on Friday  1/8 at 12PM.  Took Tylenol every 4 hours.  Still had severe body aches throughout entire day/nite of 1/8.  No fever Saturday 1/9 but still have body aches & pains.  Injection site still red, swollen, tender & sore.

931755 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MT 41.0 41 F 2nd Pfizer vaccine was given on Thursday Jan. 7th around 1240pm.  That evening I experienced expected muscle aches, chills, headache, fatigue. The next evening, Jan 8th I experienced chest pain which felt like heartburn or gastritis (which I do not typically have)  in addition to the muscle aches, chills and headache returning. The morning of Jan 9th I woke up with a swollen face in addition to ongoing body aches, fatigue and headache and took 50mg of Benadryl and  went to urgent care for evaluation.

931756 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Patient received Moderna covid vaccine. Within 5-10 minutes patient stated feeling "heart racing" and slight tingling to hands and feet. RN had patient lay down on gurney, loosened constricting clothing. Given water and trail mix. 1021- 134/88; hr 72; 99%O2 1026- 116/66; hr 98; 98% 1048- given 25 mg benadryl PO per verbal order from Dr  1050- 128/68; hr 101; 100% 1107- 116/59; hr88; 100%   1130- patient discharged with friend. States feeling better. Instructed to call clinic advice line if symptoms resume.

931757 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 TX 35.0 35 F Worsening pain in left arm, nausea and vertigo only on day 1

931758 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Moderate Headache and fatigue throughout day. Chills, generalized feeling of being unwell.

931759 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 WI 50.0 50 F Patient was given the first COVID-19 vaccination at approximately 1254 today in her left deltoid. She approached writer at 1310 in no apparent distress. She voiced symptoms that were concerning to her. She indicated about 5 minutes after she received the injection, her tongue felt like it was burning and tingling. She also stated her chest was burning. Denies every having these symptoms ever before.  She currently denied shortness of breath, chest pain, shoulder pain, nausea, or throat swelling. No changes in voice were observed by writer. Last time patient ate was between 0930 and 1000 this am. Patient shared that she was feeling anxious about having the vaccine and wonders if this is the reason why she is having the symptoms. Vitals taken, all within normal range.    Patient encouraged to remain for 30 for observation. No further concerns were verbalized to writer during her stay. Patient was encouraged to call 911 if she develops shortness of breath, chest pain, throat swelling or other concerning symptoms  after she leaves. Patient verbalized understanding and was agreeable with plan.

931760 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 CA 44.0 44 F 1 day after moderna vaccine shot, I developed slight rash/redness near the injection site. It went away after 2 days.  And then 1 week after the vaccine administration , I developed a big redness /swelling/pain/itchiness near the injection site. I also had some chills low grade temp, fatigue,  excessive sleepiness on that day. I went to ER 2 days after because the redness got bigger and painful. ER doctor said it?s possibly cellulitis and she prescribed antibiotics

931761 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 OR 40.0 40 F Every morning,  following the vaccination, I woke up with a moderate headache. Tuesday through Thursday I was able to control the headaches with 600 mg of Ibuprofen. But Friday I had a migraine with light sensitivity and it was not relieved by using Ibuprofen or Aleve. It finally spontaneously resolved at around 1330. I've been otherwise fine.

931762 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 OH 36.0 36 F Fever started at 3:00pm. Nausea (2x vomiting) and diarrhea (until the evening of the following day). Fever broke after 4 hours. Headache and muscles aches persisted for 24 hours.

931763 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 TX 47.0 47 F The morning of January 8th I woke to a red splotch on my left arm at injections site. As the day progressed it became more itchy and hot to the touch. It peaked over night, but by the morning of January 9th was gone.

931764 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 NY 22.0 22 F Vagal response 1minute post vaccine..Dizzy and pale, hypotensive ,  all symptoms resolved within 5 minutes..  monitored for 30 minutes before d/c.

931765 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Moderna COVID 19 Vaccine EUA: 15 mins after administration, I felt dizzy and cold, last for an hour then resolved. 14 hours after administration I had fever,  chills, headache and sever body aches

931766 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 AZ 42.0 42 M Fever, uncontrolled rigors, extreme/uncomfortable aching of the feet and hands that awoke from sleep

931767 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 CT 42.0 42 F At day 8 injection site pain and extreme itching at the site

931768 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IL 46.0 46 F 01/07/2021 8:30PM-1st chills- Uncontrollable shaking for 2-3 hours.(felt like I was running a marathon in bed) Temp 99.5 9:30PM-Temp of 101 then it went to 102 within an hour. Headache. 10:30 took Tylenol 11:30 Temp 101.5  stopped shaking but still have a temp and muscle aches- probably from the shaking. 12:30 (01/08/2021) Temp 101. Fell asleep 4:30 Temp 100 8:30 Temp 99.5 Still have a headache and muscle pain, and upper back pain Tired, but probably just from roller coaster ride.  01/08/2021 Most of the day and night had low grade fever 99.5-100.7 , headache and sweats 01/09/2021 No Fever, but still have the occasional seats and dizziness

931770 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 WA 33.0 33 F Sore L Deltoid Moderate low back pain

931771 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 AZ 27.0 27 F Chest pain and palpitations

931772 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 OH 30.0 30 F Anaphylaxis Y

931773 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NC 46.0 46 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Fever (Tmax 101.3), generalized myalgia, chills, headache, fatigue - these symptoms began to occur about 18 hours after the 2nd injection in the series and last about 18 hours. Treated successfully with ibuprofen. Feeling much better by the following morning with only fatigue.

931774 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 TX 49.0 49 F After the vaccine was administered I walked away maybe 50' and I started to feel dizzy I felt light headed and as if I was drunk my legs feel real week they took me outside so I could catch some fridge fresh air and they set me down on a chair I was very dizzy my legs and my knees felt like I couldn't stand up and they were very weak I kept seeing a the rails double vision and I started to have a tightness in the back of my neck I felt they warrant come over my head and my forehead got very very cold And then I felt as I was gonna blackout and pass out and I was gasping for air and suddenly my tongue went into a spasm and it went to the top of my the roof of my Roof of my mouth and I couldn't breathe and I was able to send a message for someone to come and help me as I was sitting there by myself they rushed over by now looking at my text message it was for 02 which was within 15 minutes of the vaccine when I had my 1st episode and then minutes after that 3 more came with the same oh unable to swallow I lost the ability to swallow and my tongue fell like I had no control it was just automatically stuck to the roof of my mouth.. Upon the arrival of Ems I was told there was no treatment and there was nothing they could do told me to wait 24 to 48 hours in the symptoms should subside it's been over 72 hours in the symptoms are still occurring.  I continue to feel dizzy light headed and now have high blood pressure which was not present before visit ER prescriptions for steroids with issued, I Told to go home and rest.  Followed up with family doctor in the morning and was told it was not an allergic anaphylactic reaction probably more so neurologically ransom blood tests waiting for results continue to have loss of control over tounge spasms unable to eat Accompanied by fatigue dizziness and high blood pressure

931775 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 WA 65.0 65 F Palpitations and accelerated hypertension. Blood pressure and heart rate remained high after an hour of monitoring so was sent to ED in same facility for follow up. Heart rate was 103 and Blood pressure was 157/85 (My normal BP is 110/62).

931777 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 MD 53.0 53 F 101 fever for 3 days Chills Severe Headache Severe Body aches Sweating Tired Fatigue Couldn't function for 2 days

931778 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 AK 51.0 51 F Patient developed tachycardia, vomited and trouble breathing

931779 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Employee stated she got severe muscle selling and body aches the day after and had to go to ED for visit. She stated she was bent over having trouble walking. No active sx day of vaccine noted during observation time at da of vaccination. All handouts for fact sheet and V-Safe give prior to vaccine and employee was observed for appropriate time frame after Vaccine. Employee doing fine after couple of days from start of reaction. Employee went to hospital ED.

931780 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IL 50.0 50 F I started to have mild symptoms (malaise, flush feeling and then numb, tingling, weak hands followed by joint pain) in the afternoon of 1/7. The symptoms progressively worsened into what my husband (an immunologist) called an intense hyperimmune response. I had severe COVID symptoms (intensified from my experience having the virus in Sept): fever 100-102, flushed face, intense muscular and some neurologic symptoms--joint arthralgia and myalgia, headache, shivers/rigors, extreme weakness (especially my hands) and later I could barely stand or walk, glandular pain with minor swelling (axillary and neck), nausea, and my hearing was temporarily diminished--nearly lost for a few minutes; tylenol 500 mg taken the night of 1/7. The intense symptoms have subsided. Currently I am tired, weak, achy, and afebrile (last ibuprofen 200 mg taken last night). My hands remain weak.

931781 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 IL 25.0 25 F headache, vomiting, and lightheaded

931782 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 65.0 65 F Pain Right Arm  Headache Pain r side of face and r eye

931783 12/26/2020 01/09/2021 IN 41.0 41 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine- Woke up at 01:30 with extreme chills, body aches & fever 101.8. Took 2 Tylenol & woke up at 0400 with a fever of 102.6, chills, body aches & horrible headache. I also had no appetite, nausea & developed fever blisters on lower lip. Lasted until Tuesday 12/29 & ended up going to the ER because the headache was so horrible & would not go away.

931784 01/09/2021 CA U Excessive Fatigue, sore arm,  sore hips & thighs

931786 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 MI 49.0 49 F Got out of bed, after a few minutes of standing vision became  white, sudden onset of severe diaphoresis, then unable to stand, fell to the floor then could not see at all, everything was black, also unable to speak, sudden onset of shortness of breath, central chest pain, pain to shoulders and neck. Ears ringing, pain to back of head. Approximately 15 min later was able to speak and crawl to edge of bed. Sweating remained at this time along with extreme weakness, lightheaded and nausea. Heart rate 118, oxygen was 96% by finger oximeter.  10 minutes later dressed with assistance and able to ambulate independently but slowly to truck to be taken to ER.

931788 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 MS 64.0 64 F Nausea, diarrhea, low grade fever. Lasted 4 days, treated with Zofran

931790 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IN 39.0 39 M fatigue

931791 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TN 49.0 49 F rash all over body

931792 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 GA 39.0 39 F One week after the injection my arm began itching. It is red, elevated and warm.   Estimated date of delivery: August 22, 2021

931793 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NM 26.0 26 F Pain and swelling in left arm and axilla that radiates to her back for 9 hours.

931794 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NY 67.0 67 M fatigue, nausea and terriblevomiting with chills and shake

931795 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 AK 34.0 34 F I have an infection at the injection site. I believe this could happen with any vaccine but wanted to report just in case. I am experiencing a large circle (a little smaller than a baseball) of swollen red skin that is painful around the injection site. Last night, the lymph nodes in my armpit, neck and collar bone on the right side swelled up and were painful. I feel fatigued.

931796 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 56.0 56 M Fever, body aches, fatigue

931797 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 KY 38.0 38 F Woke up at 2:30 am feeling nauseous, broke out in cold sweat, got out of bed, went to restroom, everything went black and felt like I was going to pass out.  Husband got to me and laid on the floor.  Never passed out completely, but it was a very weird and odd feeling.  Felt better  after about 20 mins.  Have felt great since.  So did not go to primary care physician but felt the need to report.

931798 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 CT 57.0 57 F Four days after vaccine, I began to feel sick, weak, headache, bodyaches, fever of 100.4, and thick nasal/sinus mucus.

931799 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 PA 45.0 45 F Severe headache, Chills Gastro intestinal side effects.

931801 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 49 F Day one I had a headache. Wouldn?t go away with any medication. Day 6 still had headache turned into migraine and severe exhaustion. Chills, diarrhea and nausea. Day 10 woke up in the middle of the night with fever 99.6. At this point I went and got tested for Covid and it was negative. Finally on 09/09/2021 woke up without a headache but it came back later on.

931802 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Arm pain and swelling at injection site- pain required ibuprofen to dull. Couldn?t lift or lay on injection site without significant pain. With 36 hours, developed chills, muscle aches, and fatigue in addition to the injection pain. Within 48 hours, chills subsided but fatigue, muscle aches, and pain continued. Developed shoulder and neck pain  along with significant dizziness.

931803 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 MT 41.0 41 F Tiredness, headache, nausea, vomiting, welt at injection site

931804 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 WV 60.0 60 F Body aches and chills began 1/5/21 at around 2:30 pm.  Left arm below injection site became red, swollen and hot around 7:00pm of that day.  All symptoms continued through following day with extreme stiffness and soreness in arm.  Area of redness on left arm enlarged over the day and evening. PCP started me on antibiotics and by evening of following day most symptoms were improved. Arm was still red, slightly swollen and itchy. Arm is still red and itchy but has improved today .

931805 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 28.0 28 M Headache, Fever, Fatigue, Photophobia, Chills

931806 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MD 34.0 34 M Spastic convulsions that occurred in every muscle in my body lasting for more than 4 hours. Hands now tingle and spasm from time to time.

931807 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 FL 50.0 50 F Arm pain and injection site that worsened over 24 hours. I developed swelling of entire upper left arm and severe headache 12/19/20

931808 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 WA 63.0 63 F Grade 3 local reaction - > 10 cm induration at injection site within 12 hours then gradual resolution over several days. Delayed Reaction: 7 days later > 10 cm erythema developed surrounding injection site with minimal induration. Did not appear infected. Photos taken of both events.

931809 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 36.0 36 F c/o of flushing and warmth

931810 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 OK 26.0 26 F diffuse rash, swelling and wheezing

931811 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 PA 20.0 20 F Developed migraine and loss of taste 12/30/20 (currently being tested for COVID-19). Developed right (side of injection) axillary pain 1/2/21 which lasted several days. Hives developed on 1/7/21 - ordered Benadryl without relief. Went to ER 1/9/2021 for worsening hives - Pepcid and prednisone ordered.

931812 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 KY 50.0 50 F Severe muscle aches, body aches, chills, fever (100.8 F), extreme fatigue lasting 2.5 days.  Treatment: ibuprofen and acetaminophen.

931813 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 MA 52.0 52 F Body aches, headache, shaking chills and fever (102.6). Treated with Tylenol, rest and fluids. Symptoms lasted 60 hours.

931814 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 OH 70.0 70 F Fever - 100 degree, lasted all day, headache, upset stomach, fatigue, ache in muscles and joints

931815 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 CA 59.0 59 F at 2:40 pm - 10 minutes after receiving vaccine, pt reports nausea and dizzy. 2:47 pm pt drinking water, reports feeling better, declines BP check or evaluation by EMS 2:55 pm BP 17/107 P 74 pt reports feeling better, she reports has history of uncontrolled HTN 3:00 pm BP 163/ 93, P 64 3:10 pm BP 142/87 P 64 pt reports feels fine and would like to go home

931816 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 30.0 30 F Extreme arm pain and paresthesia of 3rd and 4th fingers on injection arm.  Inability to move left arm due to such extreme pain. I went to my doctors office a was prescribed a medrol dose pack. That helped but as soon as I finished the pack the symptoms returned.

931817 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 CA 60.0 60 M Mild to moderate dizziness and nausea for three days starting 01/06/2021.  Reported it to a advice nurse and a physician on 01/08/2021 . Meclizine and Ondansetron was used immediately.  Scopolamine was prescribed by the physician on 01/08/2021,  picked and used on 01/09/2021; felt better . Residual dizziness remains after use.     P.S. I do have a medical history of BPPV for the last 2-3 years and have been treated for it. Generally speaking my BPPV symptoms resolve themselves quickly after treatment. This current episode has lasted  forthree days.

931818 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 46.0 0 M Patient received 2nd dose of Pfizer covid vaccine. Began to complain of dizziness and tingling in extremities.  1234- 166/95 hr 72 98%  1239- 146/106;  1242- 180/103 1247- 160/98 1317- 168/96 1325- 142/97   1255- Called Dr. Patient given 25mg benadryl PO per MD orders.    Patient transported to ED by wheelchair0.0

931819 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 IL 25.0 25 F Patient received the Covid-19 vaccine. She reports symptoms of severe sudden onset of headache, small emesis in waiting area, dizziness -- all starting approximately 10 minutes after receiving second dose of Pfizer Covid vaccine.  Vital signs stable at the time: BP 107/92, HR 91, SpO2 99%.  patient taken to ED with this RN and ICU RN via cart -- taken to ED room 17.   Upon receiving the first dose, patient stated that she started with a headache approximately 5-6 hours after, when already at home.  Patient also stated that she has a history of migraines.

931820 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 MS 32.0 32 F 1/5/21 -1700: mild pain at injection site 1/6/21 -0800: low-grade fever; extreme pain in left arm; left arm swelling, redness, and tender to touch; nausea; severe headache, body aches, and fatigue.   1/7/21 -0800: still low-grade fever; slight swelling in left arm; mild body aches and fatigue; redness below injection site. 1/8/21 -0800: redness below injection site.

931821 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 MT 45.0 45 M Pt received Covid-19 vaccine at 1300. After no reportable symptoms for approximately 2 hours, reported back to immunizations for additional vaccine. After administration of last vaccine, pt leaned head back (pt was seated), eyes rolled in back of head, and appeared pale and diaphoretic. After a few seconds, pt regained consciousness. Pt continued to rest with legs propped up and cold compress on neck. VS were taken following event: BP 115/80. SPO2 93%, T 96.8, R 16. Pt reports hx of "passing out" with blood draws and previous vaccinations. Provider visited with pt and was okay to leave facility.

931822 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 TX 35.0 35 F 30+ minutes after getting covid vaccine, severe chest tightness, hard time breathing in, was driving home and it kept getting worse. Chest pressure. Stopped in local er and got checked out.

931823 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 TX 66.0 66 F Fever, nausea, body aches, myalgia, shaking x 12 hours

931824 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NC 43.0 43 F rash on face , loss of taste , and voice , tightness in throat  started at 245  .

931825 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 NC 42.0 42 F Palpitations, presyncope, tachycardia, elevated blood pressure, sweating, chest pain

931826 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 TX 46.0 46 F Patient began itching after about 10 minutes of having her COVID vaccine. She was being observed and c/o itching. She was observed about another 15-20 minutes. more.  She had some redness around injection site and head itching. The itching  subsided and she was d/c to go home with instructions for warning signs. She denied any difficulty swallowing, SOB, or other sx at that time. She was given previously the Fact Sheet and V-Safe sheet. She denied any new sx and stated she felt fine. She was given warning signs by self and stated she understood. She stated she had benadryl at home if sx returned she would seek medical attention. Patient returned to work at the hospital.

931827 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MA 33.0 33 M Arm pain 103.1 fever and chills

931828 12/20/2020 01/09/2021 CO 58.0 58 F By midnight after getting the shot, my arm was extremely painful. I iced it through the night, but it didn't help that much. Then the next morning, was very nauseous and started having diarrhea. Remained nauseous and continued having diarrhea for 2 1/2 days. Arm was sore for 3 days. Then, the diarrhea slowed down, recurs about once a day, but have continued having regular bouts of nausea, especially after eating or when doing something more physically active (skiing, snowshoeing, walking the dogs, swimming). And last night, 10 days after receiving the vaccine, a slightly sore, itchy hive the size of a 1/2 dollar appeared at the injection site and slight soreness returned. No temperature during any of it so far.

931830 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 AL 48.0 48 F RIGHT BICEP RED/ITCHY STARTED ON 1/5/21. INJECTION GIVEN ON 1/4/21. PT STATED FELT LIKE FIRE ANTS WERE BITING HER ARM

931831 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 MD 36.0 36 F Mild fatigue and body aches x 1 day, fever started up to 103 and then full body rash.  More severe symptoms started 1/7-1/8, worsened 1/9.  Had close contact with two children and husband, but none have any symptoms.

931832 12/19/2020 01/09/2021 FL 63.0 63 F Injection was given very high on my L arm. Vaccinator said she had difficulty injecting vaccine-taking about 15 seconds to complete injection. Injection was painful. Within 1 hour I could not raise my arm more than 30 degrees without severe pain. Diminished ROM and pain at night is ongoing. Within 4 hours, I had a low grade fever with chills, headache and myalgia that persisted for 12 hours then respoved.  I am awaiting an appointment with my primary care physician and will know then if more treatment will be recommended. Incident Report filed at the hospital.

931833 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 GA 43.0 43 F Patient received Moderna vaccine 1/6/21 at 12:00 pm.  At approximately 5:00 pm, patient stated her left arm was hurting, tender and hot to the touch.  at 11:00 pm, patient began chilling with body aches.  Pt felt dehydrated and very thirsty.  No fever.  On 1/7/21, patient still had body aches and slept most of the day.  Pt took Tylenol throughout day.  On 1/8/21, chills and body aches improving, but patient had no appetite and arm still very sore and uncomfortable.  On 1/9/21, patient feeling much better.  Body aches and chills gone, only symptom now is arm still tender at injection site.

931835 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CO 36.0 36 F Developed acute onset eyelid swelling, lip swelling, dyspnea with wheezing and hive like swelling at vaccine site. I self administered 8 puffs of albuterol (my prescription) and took 50 mg of oral Benadryl with improvement in wheezing and swelling at injection site. I continue with some mild unilateral right upper eyelid swelling but much improved.

931836 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 CT 32.0 32 F Arm is swollen, red, itchy. Lymph nodes under arm are swollen. Symptoms did not show until a week after injection. Also mildly nauseous with headache.

931837 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 TX 56.0 56 M Flu-like symptoms (muscle ache, multi-joint pain) but no fever or congestion; excessive fatigue and sleepiness from about 16-48 hrs after receiving 2nd dose.  Resolved after 48 hrs

931838 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 OR 42.0 42 F headache, fatigue, episodes of vertigo beginning on day 3 following vaccination

931840 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 MI 47.0 47 F She initially developed and numbness of her face (both sides). This started in about 15 - 30 minutes after the vaccine and lasted about 2 hours. She had no facial muscle issues. She then developed intense vertigo and nausea. I question possible vestibular neuritis. This lasted about 5 days and was more severe the first 3-4 days. At day 7 she was almost back to normal. She also had a frontal tension style headache

931841 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 WA 55.0 55 F My arm became itchy and hive like lumps.  The arm is warm to the touch and the redness is spreading. This happened 5 days post injection.

931842 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 52.0 52 F Tongue became swollen and itchy, throat was scratchy and felt constricted. High blood pressure was high, dizziness and ringing in  the ears

931843 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 23.0 23 F Injection site soreness started about 3 hours after administration Chest pain and headache started about 7 hours after administration, went away after 4-5 hours Severe nausea started about 14 hours after administration and lasted for 4 hours Body aches and chills started about 14 hours after administration, lasted for greater than 12 hours, on and off Took ibuprofen and tylenol alternatingly, started feeling relief of some symptoms about 20 hours after administration

931844 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 PA 45.0 45 F Hives 14 days post injections

931845 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 TX 26.0 26 F On 01/07/2021 I woke up  at 0300am with chills, headache, body aches, joint pain, fever of 101.2 and swollen left axillary lymph nodes. I took Tylenol and Benadryl and it relieved the fever/headache/body aches/joint pain, however the lymph nodes in my left axillary remained swollen. I continue to take Tylenol for the fever/body aches/pains without relief for the swollen and painful axillary lymph nodes. Warm  compresses do help to relieve the pain temporarily but they remain painfully swollen. On 01/08/21 I called my doctors office to ask if it was normal to experience such painfully swollen axillary lymph nodes to which they stated ?we don?t know, it is too soon for us to tell what?s normal and what isn?t normal right now.? They did not offer any suggestions to relieve the pain or swelling. The morning of 01/09/2021 , I called Employee Health at my hospital (my place of work and also where I received the vaccine) and they also stated they didn?t know if this was a normal reaction due to the newness of the vaccine. A couple hours later, employee health emailed me a link to the VAERS reporting website and asked me to file a report.

931846 01/03/2021 01/09/2021 KY 25.0 25 F Injection site reaction with increasing redness and swelling with a large indurated area at the center that developed overnight along with a fever that was treated with tylenol. The hive persisted for 4 days after which topical benadryl was applied and symptoms began to desist. The area is no longer red or swollen but is still hard to the touch.

931847 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NY 49.0 49 F 01/08/21: Sudden onset of extreme body/muscular pain, such that moving was difficult. Extreme chills, headache.  Needed pain medicine to alleviate pain. Fatigue.  01/09:21:  AM: Less body pain , but feeling of heaviness in head; weak.                           PM: Had onset of lower GI symptoms: painful abdominal/cramps, stomach pain, nausea. No vomiting, but had several                           episodes of diarrhea. Feeling like passing out but never did. Loss of appetite.  Slowly resolving.

931848 01/03/2021 01/09/2021 TN 25.0 25 F Extreme urticaria and bubbles under the skin

931849 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 TX 57.0 57 U EVS employee stated she had itching at the bandaid site. on arm where vaccine was given.  When bandaid removed you could see a redness around the site of bandaid.  She only complained of itchiing until bandaid was removed. Later that day  she c/o of headache and took tylenol on her own. She told me next day she had a headache most of the night and body aches. All education material was given to her in spanish and she stated she read them and understood. I instructed her to go to ED or call 911 if itching and redness became worse orwas having trouble breathing or swallowing. She denied other sx at   time of observation. It was over 30 minutes. She returned to work on floor.

931850 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NC 64.0 64 F Fever99.7, headache, back pain, hip pain, chills , fatigue

931851 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 AK 32.0 32 F I am currently breastfeeding my 5-month-old son. I received my first vaccine on 12/28/2020 and directly breastfed within 4 hours of receiving the vaccine. Two days after my vaccine my son was at daycare and had two large diarrhea blowouts and two large emeses followed by a 1-minute episode where he was limp with entire body cyanosis and in-and-out of consciousness. He also had a maculopapular rash on his torso. EMS was called. He was observed in the emergency department for a few hours then recovered well without intervention and did not require hospitalization. EKG was normal. He has continued to be well and back to baseline since the event.Y

931852 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 AZ 35.0 35 F Rash, on lower back, left arm, abdomen  and left leg

931857 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 NC 51.0 51 F Diarrhea

931858 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 MA 59.0 59 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Chills, Rigors , Severe Headache , Extreme fatigue Began at 7:00pm 12/31/2020, , Chills  , Rigors  resolved  at midnight , Headaches and fatigue continued till 1/2/2021

931859 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 AK 53.0 53 F Customer rec'd COVID-19 vaccine at 1208pm and transferred to post vaccine observation. Customer noted to be frequently rubbing her eyes, initially denies feeling any symptoms. Symptoms of itching eyes persistent followed by customer clearing throat repeatedly. Continues to deny symptoms related to vaccine. States that she has anxiety. Customer noted to be hypotensive at 1226 98/68. Refuses epinepherine, transport to ED for monitoring. Customer accepts Benadryl 50mg PO @ 1227. O2 sat ~94-95%, pulse 79-84. Customer monitored at site, escort and significant other, at chairside. Customer persistent with her request to leave throughout observation, states she is fine. Customer and escort counseled to watch for progressive s/sx of reaction including increase in throat symptoms, swelling, itching/rash, SOB, chest pain or any other symptoms that are outside her baseline. Instructed to contact EMS for transport to ED. Customer and escort in agreement with plan. Customer does not have resolution with dry throat symptoms but does not wish to remain in observation any longer. Vitals at 1307 consistent with baseline as documented previously in chart.   Customer instructed to contact PCP Team prior to next vaccine appointment to discuss post vaccine course and discuss risks/benefits and/or pre-treatments prior to next vaccine. Customer denies questions/concerns. Escort verbalizes understanding of instruction and agrees to remain with customer for the next 24 hours. Customer released from site at 1315, ambulating independently with steady gait, no obvious s/sx of distress

931860 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 VA 44.0 44 F Shortly after vaccination I developed tachycardia which continues to persist. Also in the last three days I have started having violent shaking.

931861 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Since taking the shot I have not had my period. I missed my period in December and I am not sure if I am getting it on January.

931862 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IL 53.0 53 F at 12 hours post vaccine I had Headeaches and Body Aches for the next 20 hours

931863 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 DC 36.0 36 F When I received the shot the left arm itchy immediately yet the itching faded. The next early morning I had pain in the left arm as expected. I had a throbbing head ache and nausea through the morning I woke up at 5am and nausea was better by 8. I felt sore and tired that day.  January 1st there were no more symptoms. On January 8th I noticed hives around the injection spot and itching I had not noticed the itching since the day of the shot. I stopped wearing the band aid the morning after the shot, mentioning this in case the bandage could have caused hives.

931864 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 46.0 46 F Chills, Headache, Nausea, and Fever

931865 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CO 40.0 40 F Headache (4/10) and body aches (5/10) pain respectively began at about 18 hours after injection. Body and head aches, particularly joints and back, continue and have worsened at 30 hours out.   Mild-mod soreness at injection site (4/10)

931866 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 TN 25.0 25 F Arm is lumpy under skin surface  and itchy at injection one week after vaccine.

931867 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Approximately 20 minutes after receiving Moderna dose # 1, as patient was being observed for 30 minutes due to hx of pen allergy- patient began to experience facial numbness to right cheek area, crossing over mouth towards the left side of her face. Also noticed slight numbness of fingertips to right hand. Patient attributed this to her mask being on too tight and receiving the vaccine in right arm and was discharged from clinic without stating the above. As patient began to drive 50 minutes to home, she called her husband and stated she felt numb inside her right gum and cheek- he advised her to return to clinic. Patient presented to me as screener for COVID testing line- stating she was just here but didn't feel right- I escorted her inside- steady gait, no SOB, dyspnea, speaking in full sentences, upon reaching discharge area, VS 98.3- HR 61 reg- resps 18 unlabored, b/p 122/72 pulse ox r/a 100%. Pt asked to remove mask, no circumoral pallor or swelling noted, uvula midline, right cheek area is reddened, no rash or hives noted, pt described as "hot". MD  contacted via phone- spoke with patient, who agreed to stay for observation, no further intervention at this time. Drs also consulted- patient observed for 40 minutes, was discharged to follow up  with PMD - no resp distress, lungs clear upon auscultation by RN, repeat VS- 98.7 hr 59 reg- resps 18, b/p 116/73 O2 sat 98% r/a-

931868 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 AK 72.0 72 F Had COVID vaccine and was being monitored.  At 10:10am, she became nauseous and started vomiting. She felt short of breath and difficulty breathing. Felt dizzy/lightheaded.  History of anaphylaxis and allergies. History of COPD/asthma. Due to vomiting, short of breath and dizziness, given epipen at 10:15am and called 911.  Continued to monitor and developed worsening shortness of breath. Second epipen given at 10:25am.

931869 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 HI 36.0 36 F Probably with in 30 sec of the vaccine being administered I started to not feel well. Felt like it spread through my body,  I felt a weird feeling in my chest, throat, my legs felt weak, I was light headed and my heart started to beat hard and fast. It then started to subside over several minutes. The nurse kept me for 30 minutes and then I felt ok to walk out. I had a bit of a headache and didn?t feel right the rest of the night.

931870 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 OR 28.0 28 F She had red inflammation following vaccine which took 6 days to clear.  Day 7 she had the red inflammation return and quickly enlarge from 4.5c, to  to 9.5cm x 7.5 in 8 yhours

931871 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Immediately: Blurred vision, dizzy, tachycardia, sweat, felt I couldn?t breathe, shaking, felt hot,  redness of chest  ? tx: Oj, cold compress, removed mask, uncrossed legs, waited, deep breaths  Day 2: headache, flu like symptoms, fatigue,  sore arm,

931872 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 66.0 66 M Fever, body ache

931873 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CT 64.0 64 F About 3 minutes after receiving exam went to sit down to wait for 15 minutes. A flush came over my body and I felt myself becoming  tachycardic. I spoke to the nurse who hooked me up to bp machine. O2 sat was fine at 98. BP was 158/110, pulse rate was 157. Normal values for me are bp 120/70, pulse 80. BP started to go down and several minutes later another flush happened and bp and pulse rate went back up. Dropped again then third flush with increased bp and pulse happened. After this vitals went back to normal and didn't happen again. I subsequently developed a pounding headache which lasted until the next morning. Arm was sore as expected. BP that night was normal and the next morning normal. No further adverse effects noted other than fatigue.

931874 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 MD 58.0 58 F 103 fever, chills, arm pain at injection site, headache. Fever lasting 1 day, arm pain lasting 3-4 days.

931875 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 GA 38.0 38 M Received Moderna vaccine 1/6/21 at 9:10 am.  Felt fine until approximately 4:00 pm when he noticed his left arm was very sore. At approximately 9:30 pm, the patient became cold with shivering.  Temp fluctuated during night between 99 - 103.8. During the night, he experienced nausea and vomiting, dizziness, body aches, and a weird taste in mouth. On 1/7/21, patient still complained of fever, headache, nausea, and the new symptom of diarrhea.  His neck was now very sore, with pain moving it right or left.  On 1/8/21, slight improvement of symptoms.  On 1/8/21 at 7:00 pm, he noticed a very itchy, red raised rash on torso, arms and legs.  He called his physician and was called in a prescription for steroids.  The pharmacy was closed and he picked the steroids up on the morning of 1/9/21.  He took the steroids on 1/9/21  and has noticed major improvements.  Rash still present, but not itching.  Temp currently 99.1, but all other symptoms improved.

931876 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MS 60.0 60 F Dizziness immmediately post vaccine and continued x 31 hours, malaise,, lower than normal Blood pressure x 31 hours post vaccine, Rash on upper back 6-10 hours post Vaccine   Benadryl and increased fluid. Antivert for dizziness.

931877 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Heat/flushing from injection site to neck to face to upper body x 20 minutes; sweating

931878 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CO 52.0 52 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Soreness and warm at shot site but not hard. Extreme fatigue

931879 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 OK 31.0 31 F lymphadenopathy In left armpit

931880 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IN 57.0 57 F HEADACHE, SORE THROAT, BODY ACHES, RUNNY NOSE, DIARHEA

931881 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 AK 56.0 56 F Had COVID vaccine and was being monitored.  at 11:25a she developed dizziness, nausea, chest pain, left arm weakness/numbness, skin itching.  BP checked and was 190/110, then 180/110. Hx HTN and BP meds taken today. Hx of allergies -- took loratadine and hydroxyzine this AM.   Due to the dizziness and skin itching, feeling unwell/woozy with history of anaphylaxis, given epipen and called 911.  EMS arrived and taken to ER.

931882 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 OH 26.0 26 F swelling at injection site, redness at injection site, muscle pain at injection site

931883 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 CA 46.0 46 F 3:40 pm - at 10 minutes after receiving vaccine pt reports feeling warm and dizzy. 3:49 pm pt evaluated by EMS BP 165/99 P 67 O2sat 100 % 4:14 pm EMS transported pt to the hospital

931884 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MA 56.0 56 F Metallic taste, palpitations, nausea, dizziness, flush Subsided after 30 min headache 4 hours later Tylenol taken  Next day painful injection site,  body aches chills fatigue  Tylenol Advil taken with some relief

931885 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 UT 61.0 61 F Injection site became red about an inch around,it, warm to the touch and itchy about a week after the injection
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931886 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Arm soreness starting the next day after injection and lasting for 4 days Fatigue starting about 6 hours after injection and lasting for 2 days Brain fog starting about 6 hours after injection and lasting for 2 days Mild headache starting about 6 hours after injection and lasting for about 4 days

931887 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 80.0 80 F Skin rash all over body

931888 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 UT 51.0 51 F Fever 24 hours later. Red, swollen, hot at the injection site. Red blotchy skin spread to 4"x6". Painful still, after three days.

931889 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 AK 54.0 54 F Had COVID vaccine #1.  Developed a numbness and tingling sensation in hands and legs at 10:45a. Denies any rash, mouth/throat swelling, difficulty breathing, itching, wheezing, or racing heart.  Check vitals: O2 98% HR 72 BP 118/80  Monitored until 11:20. Rechecked periodically and her symptoms resolved.  Advised that if symptoms return then go to ER.  Discharged home.

931890 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 KS 30.0 30 M Hives, Difficulty Breathing. Lasted about 3 hours.

931891 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 CO 30.0 30 M Two hours after injection my pinky toe and digit next to it on right foot went numb for two hours total. Felt slight tingle in both feet that night. Had a fever that night and have been congested since getting the vaccine. Had a covid swab test on 1/7 and was negative.

931892 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 31.0 31 F On day 1 I felt slight headache arm pain when trying to move. Day 2 I had severe arm pain, headache, severe muscle aches, nausea and vomiting with severe chills. I felt so sick and so cold and severe pain that I went to bed for 4 hours. I can?t lay on my left arm let alone move it. My body just has severe muscle aches slight fever. This was worse then having covid-19.

931893 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 AK 66.0 66 M No immediate post vaccine symptoms other than slight clear rhinorrhea and mild sneezing for a few hours. By evening about 12 hours post vaccine felt fatigue and some increase in mild baseline myalgias.  During night sleep significantly disrupted by generalized myalgias, along with some strange transient paresthesia.     Such that at about 4:30 AM I texted my 3 workplaces that I did not expect to go to work that day.  Went back to bed, woke up around 9:30 AM 1/8/2021 and nearly all myalgias resolved, still fatigued but better.  Paresthesia's were transient and resolved.  Went to work after all.  Today, Saturday 1/9/21 woke up and all symptoms resolved.

931894 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Myalgia, Fever, fatigue, Chills, HA, Sinus congestion, Difficulty breathing, Dry cough  improving

931895 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 SD 44.0 44 F Approx 16 hours after 2nd vaccination on 1/7/21, I felt nauseous.  Then fever, body aches, joint pain, severe headache. Second day I still have severe headache and nauseousness.

931896 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 VA 23.0 23 F Fever, chills, body aches, joint pain, lightheaded, headache

931897 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 MI 30.0 30 M Headache, myalgias, chills, 99.8 deg F elevated temp, fatigue. Tylenol was used. Resolved after 48hrs. Had to miss 1 day of work

931898 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NY 47.0 47 F About 1 hour after injection, I started getting very itchy so I took a benadryl. This morning I woke you with body pain everywhere, especially to arm of injection. Running fever of 101.4 and higher, all over body rash that is extremely itchy. Very fatigued feeling.

931899 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Red, swelling. 12/24  egg sized lump at injection site, pain, hot, itchy for 3 days.  Swelling subsided, but raised, red, itchy rash 4 inches around appeared on 12/28, lasted until 1/4, pink and bruised now.

931900 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 40.0 40 F 1/6/21: left arm soreness and decreased range of motion around 5pm.  lower extremity weakness and pain, skin sensitivity (feeling like a sunburn when touched) chills and fever (100.4) around 8pm. 1/7/21: fever (101.1), headache, dental/jaw pain around 2am.  Nausea  started around 6am.  Fever lasted all night till around 10am.  Blood pressure 138/85 and resting  HR 125 and fever started again around 12pm.  Chest tightness during exhalation around 2pm. Went to the Emergency Room around 2:30pm.  Fever and headache returned around 8pm and gone by 10pm.

931901 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 GA 33.0 33 F Patient received vaccine 01/07/2021 at 1:50 pm.  Patient was sitting in waiting area for 15 minutes post vaccination.  At 2:05, patient began feeling light-headed and dizzy.  Patient was clammy and felt she might faint.  Patient was  moved out of waiting area and reclined in exam chair.  Patient felt much better after ten minutes.  Vitals were stable.  Patient had some gatorade and was carrying on normal conversation with nurses.  Patient observed x 30 additional minutes before leaving office.

931902 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 FL 39.0 39 F Initial muscle soreness hours post injection 3 days later soreness much milder but vaccine site firm raised swollen red and warm to touch (about the size of an egg) Pain under the axila  same arm as injection (lymph nodes) Sore throat, productive cough and congestion began 1 week after injection. Currently 11 days post injection and site is still red swollen warm and firm. Lymph nodes still inflamed in the axila on same arm as injection. Still having congestion and cough.

931903 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 VA 24.0 24 F Fever Diarrhea  Nausea Aches and pains Fatigue  Vomiting  Confusion

931904 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 TN 27.0 27 F REPORTED SHAKY/ FAST HR/ COLD HANDS/  FEELING WARM/ FACE AND CHEST WAS RED. DENIES SOB/ ITCHING

931905 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 58.0 58 F Approx 8-10 min after rec. shot, started to feel lip begin to swell and became difficult to swallow.  At 5:34 pm when 15 min wait was done told staff what was happening.  Was triaged by NP and MD on standby along w/EMT treated w/50 Benadryl/20 Pepcid/125 Solumedrol IVP.  Waited in onsite Immediate Care and was given 1L 0.9 NS bolus.  Transferred by ambulance to ER at 6:45 pm after experiencing tingling to chest and dizziness.   Tingling changed to warmth in route to ER.  Observed in ER and discharged home at 9 pm.

931906 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 KS 47.0 47 F Redness & swelling remaining on day 9 after vaccination

931907 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 DE 60.0 60 F Approximately 24 hrs after injectio rash occurred to groin area & lower abdomen. Then appeared in multiple patchy areas. Over next 10 days rash appeared on right of mid sternum, right upper ribs, coccyx area, nap of neck. Rash was small red bumps any extremely pruritic

931908 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 WI 38.0 38 F About 15 minutes after the injection I felt a warm sensation throughout my body and it went away immediately. About 10  minutes after that, my throat started feeling scratchy/itchy/tingling, then my tongue and lips. After about 10 minutes it went away. I felt ok so I left the vaccination area and went back to my department I work in. For several hours the same symptoms came and went in waves, lessening over time. At 8:30pm the same day, I took 25 mg PO Benadryl to feel safe while sleeping. I felt fine the next day and reported it to the pharmacist in the vaccination clinic. I never felt like my airway was compromised.

931909 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 PA 34.0 34 F Bone pain all throughout, fevers, headaches, stomach pain

931910 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 25.0 25 F Chills

931911 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 PA 41.0 41 F Red raised well demarcated area to rigth deltoid, non-tender; extremely itchy. Localized to injection site, 8 days post  vaccine. Some mild soreness to right axilla and right anterior cervical area. Rash is continuing to spread across upper arm, began as a half dollar sized, raised welt and is now approx 7 inches long by 4 inches wide, wrapped around arm.

931912 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 FL 31.0 31 F Side effects started 12 hours after 2nd dose of vaccine (lot EL1284). I got chills, body aches, nausea, enlarged  and swollen lymph node under left armpit that is warm to the touch and hurts.

931913 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 FL 57.0 57 F Ringing in ears

931914 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IA 26.0 26 M Muscle aches, diffuse, duration of 12 hours, improved with ibuprofen. Headache, diffuse, duration of 10 hours, improved with ibuprofen. Chills, duration of 8 hours, improved with ibuprofen. Pain at injection site, duration of 48 hours.

931915 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 IN 23.0 23 F I received my first dose of the Moderna vaccine on Tuesday, January 5th at 9:00 AM. I felt fine immediately following the vaccine but quickly felt worse throughout the day. I developed a fever of 101.4F with medicine, chills, muscle aches, fatigue, and general malaise. I know these are all common symptoms, so I didn't worry too much. However, my fever has persisted. I stayed home from work Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday due to not feeling well and still having a fever. Thursday, I also developed pain in my armpit with movement and palpation. I am guessing that pain in related to swollen lymph nodes. Friday, the pain in my armpit seemed to spread into my arm. Most of my armpit and the upper inside of my bicep is extremely tender to movement and touch. Today, I still have some tenderness in my arm and my fever is still present. Throughout this week, my fever has remained around 100F, even with Tylenol and ibuprofen.   I contacted my PCP yesterday about my concern for my persistent fever and arm pain. They believe that because I tested positive for COVID-19 in October 2020, that I am reacting to the first dose of the vaccine as if I am receiving the second dose of the vaccine. They advised me to continue taking ibuprofen and Tylenol. I am worried that if I receive the second dose of the vaccine, I will be sick for longer.

931916 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 FL 77.0 77 M Slight arm pain

931917 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Immediate metallic taste in my mouth, followed by itching of arms neck and throat. About 10 minutes post shot, my tongue felt like it was swelling, that swelling only lasted about 20 seconds. Shortly after that I had an overall feeling of tiredness,lethargic and foggy brain. All of these symptoms lasted about three and a half hours. At about four hours after the shot, I began to have diarrhea.

931918 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MI 29.0 29 M I received the Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine EUA on January 7th 2021 around 11:15AM. there were no initial side effects.  I started Experiencing the listed side effects from the morning of January 8th, 2021 to the morning of January 9th, 2021. It started with light muscle and joint pain at 8am and progressed to sever muscle and joint pain, chills, nausea, fatigue, headaches and eventually a fever averaging at 100 degrees Fahrenheit by 1-2PM the same day. These side effects were enough to leave me bedridden for most of the 8th. most side effects were gone by the morning of the 9th, the fever eventually broke by 930Am on the 9th.

931919 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 PA 58.0 58 F On the day of taking the vaccines had joint pains all over mainly involving the arms but they subsided. On the next day noticed redness and pain in the left eye. On 1/6/21 noticed diminished  vision and blurriness in the left eye. Called opthalmology  ED and was seen the next day on 1/7/2021 morning .  Was diagnosed with left uveitis. I was seen by the on call doctor.  There are many doctors involved in my care. My previous episodes of uveitis have been mostly in the right eye and the vision was not affected,  The doctors involved in my care are not sure if this was just a coincidence, was an exacerbation of the preexisting pathology or was something new.  I have asked to put the eye drops every hourly but the vision has not completely improved. I don't use the eye drops in the night and when I get up in the morning it is still very hard to read.  It is an unusual episode of uveitis as typically my left eye is not involved and I have never had this much diminished vision , I am supposed to put the drops every one hourly until 1/11/2021. I have informed my PCP, Rheumatologist, regular eye doctor.  I will inform my ID doctor Dr .

931920 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 UT 43.0 43 M Fever, chills, headache, sweats, tired

931921 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 50.0 50 M 12 minutes after receiving the 2nd covid vaccination, I felt flushed and became diaphoretic. I felt heart palpitations and checked my heart rate which was 117, increasing to a max of 123.  I was placed on a pulse ox monitor, which showed 93%, BP was elevated at 146/85. I was not given any  medical treatment, and was placed on a monitor for one hour.  Once my hr and 02 stas were at my baseline, I was allowed to be discharged. I went back to my department and  decided to go home, as I felt tired and was mildly nauseous.

931922 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CT 29.0 29 M Chills started around 4AM while sleeping. Joint pain, malaise, headache, and localize pain at site of injection upon palpation upon awakening and still  continues at the time of this writing (27  hours post-inoculation). No fever noted (99.3 F at 8AM).   ONE Acetaminophen ER 650 mg TABLET was taken at 1PM.

931923 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Approximately 5 minutes post injection, I felt a burning sensation move from my left deltoid, up my shoulder, and across my chest. I experienced burning in my chest for about 10 mins, and then it subsided. About 8 mins after that, I experienced moderate to severe cramping in my lower back and thigh muscles; which completely subsided after 10-15 mins. Two days after the initial injection, the injection site began burning/aching again, with movement up to my shoulder joint. It was to a point where I was tearful and unable to sleep. The following morning it had subsided, and just remains slightly sore.

931924 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 DE 60.0 60 F Had initial vaccine on 12/21/2020. Broke out in rash reported in a previous report file. After 2nd injection, at some of the exact locations of healing rash from 1st, new eruptions of red raised pruritic rash occurred. Lower abdomen, top of right ribs and nape of neck.

931926 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 CO 37.0 37 M Extreme fatigue/muscle soreness and hypersensitive skin concurrent with alternating hot flashes with profuse sweating and cold flashes with shivering.

931927 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 52.0 52 F Seizure/focal approximately 10 minutes after injection lasted 1-1.5 minutes....

931928 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 33.0 33 F c/o chest pressure then lightheaded

931929 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MD 40.0 40 F Mensuration started within 24 hours and 2 weeks early in cycle.

931930 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 28.0 28 F I woke up 1/9/2021 around 09:00. I got out of bed at 09:30 and experienced severe weakness, lightheaded, dizziness, and drowsiness.  This has been happening all day.  I have no energy and just feel extremely weak

931931 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NH 50.0 50 F Deltoid area very sore surrounding where vaccine was administered (moving arm and to the touch)

931932 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Tingling and a feeling of numbness to R side of face

931933 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MI 55.0 55 F Severe right arm pain initially, about 8 hours post infection. Body aches, profound fatigue, chills and dizziness starting 10 hours post injection and persist entire next day.

931934 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 GA 35.0 35 F Immediately after immunization, Pt reported feeling "light-headed, strange, having an out of body experience". Increased heart rate (134/m). A&O x 3. Warm, dry.  Adult Emergency called and team responded within 2 mins. Pt states symptoms improving rapidly. Transported to ED w/o delay.

931935 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Redness , swelling and itchiness at injection site  x 9 days.

931936 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CO 41.0 41 M Developed minor stabbing pain in L temporal/occipital region. Intermittent within first ten minutes. Also felt slight sharp pain in meatus of L hand within first 30 minutes. Also intermittent and resolved within a few hours. Slight headache the following day that would come and go.  Developed L side abdominal sharp pain (4/10) within one hour. Pain persisted for more than 24 hours, is tender to palpation. Developed stuffiness and slighlty itchy eyes in first 30 minutes. Had some minor skin itching in various places with no discernible hives. I develped a brief hive 12 hours later on my leg but it is not uncommon for me to get an occasional hive on my skin as I have sensitivites to various fabrics, etc.

931937 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Right side of face started to swell with blotching. It then went away .  Injection site is raised , swelling and itching along with bruising .  Hives began again on my arms and injection site .

931938 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 37.0 37 F Delayed hypersensitivity reaction occurring 11 days after first dose. Redness, itchiness occurring at the site of injection. Treatment with OTC antihistamines.

931939 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 AZ 41.0 41 F Fever, chills, weakness, myalgias, near syncope, increased heart rate.

931940 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CO 41.0 41 M Developed minor stabbing pain in L temporal/occipital region. Intermittent within first ten minutes. Also felt slight sharp pain in meatus of L hand within first 30 minutes. Also intermittent and resolved within a few hours. Slight headache the following day that would come and go.  Developed L side abdominal sharp pain (4/10) within one hour. Pain persisted for more than 24 hours, is tender to palpation. Developed stuffiness and slighlty itchy eyes in first 30 minutes. Had some minor skin itching in various places with no discernible hives. I develped a brief hive 12 hours later on my leg but it is not uncommon for me to get an occasional hive on my skin as I have sensitivites to various fabrics, etc.

931941 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 MN 32.0 32 M The following day I became increasingly fatigued, roughly 30 hours later I took a 2 hour nap. I awoke and had dinner, about 5 minutes after finishing my heartbeat felt 'regularly irregular' and was 55 bpm, which is normal for me at rest. I became nauseous, dizzy, full-body tingling, laid on the floor near the toilet for about 20 minutes. My wife reported my lips became purple and I was pale.  I assumed it was hypotension (vasovagal?) of some kind as I've had this happen after blood draws in the past. I drank a bunch of water to get my blood pressure up and smelled peppermint oil to decrease nausea. I was okay thereafter, but I slept around 13 hours that night.

931942 12/26/2020 01/09/2021 MA 33.0 33 F At 6 days after the vaccine, I developed some itching and mild swelling at the injection site. The next 2 days it became progressively more itchy, and I noticed progressive redness, warmth, and swelling to about 6-7 inches in diameter around the injection site despite using topical hydrocortisone. I was seen by virtual urgent care 8 days after the vaccine, and the doctor recommended around the clock ibuprofen for what he thought was a delayed hypersensitivity response, which helped. It resolved after 4-5 days of intermittent ibuprofen (400mg about twice a day) and topical hydrocortisone. I never had fever or other systemic symptoms.

931943 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IA 34.0 34 F Developed rash on back and chest/stomach approx 19 hours after injection .  Itchy all over  Eye itchiness developed 4 hrs after injection  Other symptoms were Muscle and body aches Slight cough Sore throat Face puffy Fatigue  Chest heaviness (o2 levels stayed 100 percent )

931944 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 PA 38.0 38 F Nausea , Headache, body ache, sore throat, runny nose, fever 100.2 F, soreness in L arm, palpitations.

931945 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 WV 58.0 58 F Facial tingling and numbness, left side of face (same side as shot). Lasted for several hours.

931946 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 OH 29.0 29 F Very sore arm, moderate body aches, moderate fatigue, minor headache, and sharp pains in left abdominal when eating.

931948 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 30.0 30 M 30 year old healthy male with no preexisting conditions who developed morbiliform rash on the trunk, upper back, and inguinal creases bilaterally, 36 hours after 2nd dose of Pfizer Vaccine. The rash spared the mucosal membranes, face, and extremities.  The rash was not itchy or painful. No co current fever or other systemic symptoms. Patient does not have history or drug, vaccine, or food allergies. In particular, no known allergy to polyethylene glycol. Patient does not take any medications daily, though took acetaminophen and Ibuprofen at the time of vaccine and then for the next 24 hours.

931949 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Muscle aches starting at 3pm 1/9/21, progressing into the e night

931950 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 FL 28.0 28 F Chills, headache, burning sensation in both eyes, body ache, nauseas, lack energy

931951 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 CA 40.0 40 M PATIENT RECIEVED THE FIRST DOSE OF MODERNA VACCINE AT HOSPITAL, COVID CLINIC. RN OBSERVING NOTICE THE PATIENT STARTED GETTING ANXIOUS AND WANTED TO MOVE AROUND AND LAY ON THE FLOOR. PATIENT STARTED TO TURN PALE AND WAS COMPLAINING OF BEING WARM. RAPID RESPONSE WAS CALLED. PATIENT STARTED TO LEAN BACK IN THE CHAIR BUT WAS CONSCIOUS THE WHOLE TIME. RAPID RESPONSE TOOK THE PATIENT TO THE ER.

931952 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 NY 52.0 52 F My arm is red swelling itches hurts and is traveling down.

931953 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 WA 32.0 32 F 1/2/21 extreme soreness 4 hours after until 36 hours after. Rash presented on 1/8 evening and is very itchy. Injection site is swollen and a bit firm. Rash is present and ongoing.

931954 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 MA 32.0 32 F immediate facial tingling right side.  resolved within 5 seconds- did not return during the 30 minutes of observation following the vaccine.

931955 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 28.0 28 M Injection site soreness, fever, nausea, chills, headache, fatigue.

931956 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F !2 hours after 2nd dose of vaccine experienced sudden onset of Headaches, chills, muscle aches, sweats, diaphoretic / pale clammy skin, fever, and joint pain. all the fore mentioned symptoms were not all at once, every half hour and not all once. some symptoms lingered longer than others.

931957 01/03/2021 01/09/2021 NH 57.0 57 M 3 am chills, headache and dry throat, 9:30 am chills, headache and dry throat and I took my first temp 102. took two Tylenol and temp went down.  8Pm I was flush and my temp was 105.5, 5minutes later 106. PCP called and advised my wife to take me to the ER and took two more Tylenol. Arrived at ER Temp was down 100.2

931958 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MA 28.0 28 M On the day of the vaccine, 1/7 no reaction.  The typical slight sore arm on injection site but nothing odd. On the morning of 1/8 I woke up with noted chills and headache.  I checked my temp and noticed 100.4* oral temp.  I also had back pain, muscle pain, headaches, continued fever (improved with motrin) and chills. My left arm from my shoulder to my wrist was with noted pain/aches, improved with motrin. On the morning of 1/9 I felt much better, did not take any motrin/tylenol and without any fever/chills.  Noted improvement of muscle aches in general and arm felt  the same as 1/7 (much better!).  Noted lymph swelling of my axillary lymph nodes with aching pain.  This has not gone away at current but improved with x1 dose of motrin.

931959 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 45.0 45 F I waited 30 minutes after the vaccine. No issues and went back to work. At 70 minutes after shot administration, felt itchy on limbs, then trunk and neck, then ears, eyes and into scalp. Symptoms progressed over the next 2 hours (flushed neck and then lips felt tingly and numb). At 7:30 my soft palate started to feel numb and I started to have some difficulty swallowing. Went to ER. Symptoms continued. After IV meds given swallowing difficulty continued to worsen so I was given a low dose shot of Epi. Swallowing improved (not to normal but not as severe) over the next hour but itchiness returned. It is now 8:00pm on 1/9/2021 and I continue to have itchiness, my tongue and soft palate are still numb but I am able to swallow fairly well and my entire face has decreased sensation to touch.

931960 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 FL 24.0 24 F Severe right arm pain and muscular pain at injection site prompting patient to come into Emergency Department for care.  Patient took Tylenol and Ibuprofen with no relief in symptoms.  Patient also had low grade fever of 99.4

931961 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 41.0 41 M Light-headed, extreme cold in hands. Started approximately 2 hours after injection and lasted for about 4 hours.

931962 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 AZ 77.0 77 M Upper lip, left cheek, part of right cheek swelled up.  We have pictures with times pictures were taken from different angles.  Ice was applied and generic Benadryl  was given, 2 tables.  Swelling started at 5 pm, continued to increase until approx 8:30 pm.  Upon waking face was still swollen the next day.  Swelling started to decrease noticeably approximately noon on the 9th.  By 7pm on the 9th most swelling had decreased, except for left lower cheek and upper lip still had noticeable swelling.  This report is being filled out at 7:10pmon January 9, 2021.

931963 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 25.0 25 F Immediately after vaccine I had a bad headache which was cleared up with Ibuprofen. Then 12 Hours after vaccine my arm became VERY sore, took my ibuprofen and alternated with Acetaminophen.  Then my face became very flushed (I used ice packs) and I got a mild sore throat. That night I had difficulty sleeping. I kept waking up with terrible body aches. About 24 hours after the vaccine I just had fatigue, mild fever, and chills. I slept on and off throughout the day and then started to feel better. But at about 32 hours post vaccine I started to feel worse. My headache and sore arm came back and I became very light headed and dizzy.

931964 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 IL 30.0 30 F severe body aches, swollen and painful lymph nodes in both armpits and bilateral neck, achy joints and muscles, headache, achy eyes, extreme tiredness, itchy all over and swollen, painful and itchy injection site.

931965 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 SC 39.0 39 M Highest temp of 101.9, chills, muscle and general fatigue, joint pain, headache and stomach cramps

931967 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MA 27.0 27 F Symptoms that began at 10pm the night I reviewed the vaccine included chills, fever, body aches. This lasted till about 2am. Finally fell asleep and woke up at 8am very sore but much better. Around 3:30pm I started again with the same severe chills, fever, body aches and now nausea. Woke up in the middle of the night drenched in sweat.  The following morning I woke up around 8am again with horrible mid/lower bilateral back pain.  This lasted till about 1pm. It?s not 9pm and all symptoms have subsided. I feel hopeful, thanks for all you do!

931968 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TX 52.0 52 F Headache, chills, fever 100.6 °F, fatigue; acetaminophen 500mg; symptoms abated 24h after vaccination

931969 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 27.0 27 F I woke up the morning after my shot and I had some pain around my left clavicle when putting pressure on it (turning in bed, etc. ) and I felt around and there was a small lump. Seems like a swollen lymph node. Today (2 days later), the area is more tender and a little larger upon palpation.

931971 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 37.0 37 F Severe Headache, over 12 hours. Relieved by Tylenol and rest.

931972 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 WA 61.0 61 F First dose given 12/18/20 with expected muscle stiffness soreness later that evening and the next day.  Dose two given on 01/07/21 with onset of shaking chills on 01/08/21 at 2:00am, ensuing fever max 101.7 degrees Fahrenheit, at 4:00 am noticed redness of eyes, face flushed with burning feeling, headache, dizziness, blood pressure of 184/96 and heart rate of 153.  This required medical evaluation and treatment with IV fluids and Toradol for resulting headache.  Patient also self administered 1000mg oral Tylenol prior to ER evaluation.

931973 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 33.0 33 F Chills and high fever 100.5

931974 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 OH 38.0 38 F Headache, nausea, chills, body aches, low-grade fever everything started by 1630 on Thursday afternoon

931976 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 AK 65.0 65 F Expected:  low grade tenderness at vaccine site, identified at 10 hours post injection, slightly worse on awaking 22 hours post injection.   0700 (22 hours post injection) visual swelling of left supraclavicular lymph node, Node is palpable, slightly tender, mild swelling around the node.

931977 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 KS 47.0 47 F 10 minutes after getting vaccine I had a heart rate of 122 just sitting in a chair. Went to a separate observation room. Heart rate went up to 132. Oxygen level was 97 or higher the whole time. Felt a little shaky. Nurse said I was flush and a little blotchy. Heart rate went down to 84 and went back up to 115 then went down and stayed down. I felt hot initially.

931978 01/03/2021 01/09/2021 OH 30.0 30 F Lost hearing in right ear. Developed severe tinnitus with hearing loss on the date after vaccine was administered. Initially developed rash near injection site. Rash has spread down entire right arm.

931979 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 NM 23.0 23 F Numbness in the pinky, ring finger and palm of the right hand

931980 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 KS 45.0 45 F Sore Arm where injection was given, Temp of 100.2, Hiccups for 2 hours on the morning of 01/09/2021 (hiccups are not something that I normally get, if I do I only hiccup 3-4 times on average

931981 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 WA 38.0 38 F Facial rash, extended to back of neck within 10 minutes of vaccine injection No rash at injection site  Increased blood pressure and pulse  Normal Oxygen saturation Transport to Hospital Emergency  Room at 1615 No medicines given in Emergency Room Discharged from emergency room without complications at 1842

931982 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 31.0 31 M 14 hours after getting the vaccine, I had rapid onset fever with Tmax 104F, chills, rigors, headache, nausea, and myalgia. This lasted nearly 4 hours and then spontaneously resolved without intervention.

931983 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 OH 27.0 27 F Extreme fatigue in mid morning, with onset of one hour of waking and lasting for approximately 3 hours. No other apparent cause of fatigue or with any other symptoms .

931984 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 VA 50.0 50 F About 15 min after injection my heart started racing and I got lightheaded. Heart rate was 95+ and BP was 190/90 something. My resting HR is 56 and BP is usually around 120/80.  Began to drop after about another 15 minutes. Followed by migraine for the rest of the day.    Felt okay when I woke up, but had one episode during the day today in which my heart rate shot up again and was a little short of breath even though I was not exerting myself. Lasted about 10 minutes.  Injection site hurts to the touch, but otherwise is painful.   Throat hurts a little and a little congested, but probably unrelated.

931985 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 OH 28.0 28 F Itching, erythema, warmth and pain over the left arm deltoid muscle. Pain is described as a sore ache that radiates down the arm.

931986 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 KY 24.0 24 F 1/7/2021- felt dizzy/nauseas about 30 minutes after injection.  1/8/2021 AM started having soreness in injection site, and some red spots on right hand. PM starting having extreme itching on dorsal sides of hands, used lotion that I normally use (sensitive skin kind) to see if it was just dryness. Red bumps still on just right hand 1/9/2021 woke up in middle of night to extreme itching and spreading red bumps on both hands. Bumps are small and fluid filled. Took Benadryl and went back to bed after washing hands. Early PM continued extreme itching and spreading bumps to wrists becoming more red and some bumps popping. Later in evening I noticed swelling starting in my hands. I have tried Benadryl cream (not difference) washing hands well (no difference) lotion (worse) hydrocortisone 1% cream (itching worse) swelling went from none to a non pitting edema. Hands hurt and swelling increasing over time more bumps showing up on hands (with no other changes to any products I have used)

931987 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 TN 31.0 31 M Myalgias, Chills, hyperesthesia, Headaches, neck pains, fatigue, weakness. The day after the second dose.

931988 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 PR 35.0 35 F 7 days later I had reaction all over my body rash all over the body

931989 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 56.0 56 F Fever 103.9 , headache, body aches, eye pain, fatigue Symptoms lasted for 48 hours. Fever responded to Tylenol but returned as Tylenol wore off.

931990 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 KY 41.0 41 F 3 inch in diameter red welt appears at place of injection. Getting bigger every day. Warm to the touch. Aching arm.

931991 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 55.0 55 F Fatigue, dull head ache, elevated blood pressure.

931992 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 CA 47.0 47 F 12/31/20 - self administered Covid test at work nasal swab PCR ( results negative ) just for surveillance  Day 1 - vaccine on 1/1/2021, mild injection site soreness after 4 hours Day 2- very sore arm, nausea, headache, body ache ( lower back and neck ache) Day 3- arm soreness resolves but continue with nausea, headache, body ache, new symptoms sore throat, mild cough and joint pain ( fingers and toes) Day 4- same symptoms as day 3 Day 5 to 6- same symptoms as day 4 but headache gets more severe and sore throat is worse and more noticeable cough Day 7- same symptoms as previous days but now headache is severe ( sinus infection like headache, pressure sensation in forehead and cheek area), runny nose, sneezing, mucus in throat and more coughing  Covid test PCR on Day 7 results negative Day 8  same symptoms as Day 7 but nausea is gone now, new symptom is tightness on my neck when looking up and feeling something in the throat when swallowing, left thyroid is swollen ( I had right thyroid removed on 11/9/20) Day 9 Today left thyroid is still swollen and more obvious when swallowing that something is obstructing my swallowing

931993 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NY 45.0 45 F Left arm pain began approx 1 hour from time of vaccination to present, pain much greater than that of flu vaccine Sharp left shoulder pain from approx 5 hours after vaccination to present 5 hours after vaccination left side of neck swelling and pain. Subsided overnight and gone by morning.  Approx 24 hours after vaccination- left upper arm swelling approx 5" in diameter. Redness at injection site approx size of quarter.  Approx 15 hours after vaccination, experienced moments of heat flashes which subsided. Left arm swelling, left arm and shoulder pain still present with and without movement.

931995 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 WA 65.0 65 F Uneasy stomach with very soft stools in every visit to the bathroom and on a few occasions in between.  Awkward, to say the least. Started overnight after day of vaccination and has continued for over 24 hours and has not yet resolved although frequency has started to diminish as of 48 hours.  Also visibly flushed face/hot flashes, slight rise in temperature at 98.4 (over my normal baseline of 97.5) this morning which has since receded.  Waiting to see how long this lasts.

931996 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NC 60.0 60 F on the first day around 4pm i got tired, sleepy, legs feel weak, a little chillness.  Went to bed before 5:30. the next morning i was still sleepy could hardly move. some body ache and headache from the back of my head to front. third day still a little weak but not like day 1&2.

931998 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 CA 25.0 25 F At 5:45 PM  on 1/6/21 the same day I received the vaccine I had a fever of 100.5, F, headache, chills, and severe pain at the site of injection.  After one dose of 650 mg acetaminophen my temperature went back down to 98.6 F. The next day 1/7/21 I did not have a fever; I still had mild chills and headache and pain at the site of injection. For the pain I took 1,000 mg of acetaminophen at morning and at night which eased the pain. The following day 1/8/20 I did not have headache or chills and had very mild pain which was tolerable.

931999 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 IN 50.0 50 F Developed a burn like area on left wrist area. 12 hours later began to develop blisters on right hand and right wrist. This was followed by blisters on the left hand and a blister over the reddened area on the left wrist. Also developed a reddened area on the top of the right thigh that developed a blister. All of this happened within 24 hours.  5 days after the onset of blisters the small blisters have dried up and now present as dark red spots on my skin. Still have a large blister present on the right ring finger. Right wrist blister was inadvertently hit and it busted. That blister was large like blister on right finger. Hands have become heat sensitive - warm shower water is very hot on hands. Hands feel like they are on fire at times.

932000 01/08/2020 01/09/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Fever to 102.9, fevers first started 12 hours after administration.  Requiring constant antipyretics to decrease

932001 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 OK 74.0 74 M chills, then woke up in night with body aches, nausea and fatigue. Tonight he has oral temp 100 deg. Nausea continues and body aches.

932002 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 OR 67.0 67 F No symptoms until 1 week after vaccine received.  On 1/6/2020 at 8 pm, I noticed a nickel-size raised area at injection site. It was tender, itchy and moderately hard to the touch.  No visible rash.  Right upper arm appeared slightly swollen.   It continued to increase in size, tenderness and itchiness for approximately 48 hours.  On 1/8/2020 at approx 8 pm I noticed it was then a quarter-sized raised area at the injection site,  It was more tender, itchy and hard than it had been.  That was the worst it became.  By the next morning, 1/9/2020, symptoms were significantly decreased.  Currently, 1/9/2020 7:08 pm, the area is no longer visibly raised, tender or itchy. However, I can still feel a very slightly firm dime-sized area at the injection site.   No fever, breathing problems or other side effects noted since getting the vaccine.

932003 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 MO 43.0 43 F 5 days after injection trigeminal facial neuropathic shingles,  left side of face, C3, r arm, side

932004 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 TX 25.0 25 F Onset of deep, what feels like, bone pain 5 days post vaccination. I had regular muscle tenderness 1 day post vaccination, that only lasted 1 day, but this feels much different. Still experiencing this discomfort. No other injury that would have caused this pain.

932005 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 MI 30.0 30 F Tingling hands, difficulty breathing, face felling hot and swollen - started almost immediately after injection. Benadryl was given and EMT advised going to the hospital for observation. Heart rate and bp returned to normal a few hours later. Still feel dizzy and lightheaded when standing. Was informed that it was a vasovagal reaction. Arm is also very sorry at injection sight. Left arm where injection was placed it still tingling in hand, right hand feels normal.

932006 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 WI 20.0 20 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  The vaccine was administered to the writer at 0800 on 1/5/2021. No immediate reactions were noticed for the 30 minutes observation period immediately after. The writer's muscle that received the vaccine began to become increasingly sore throughout the day; however, that was similar to the first dose of the same vaccine a few weeks prior. The pain was described as constant (2/10) but aggravated with motion. The pain did interfere with the writer's normal range of motion (specifically raising the writer's arm above shoulder height). From 0800-2200 on 1/5/2021 no noticeable symptoms except for the injection site pain occurred.   At 2200, the writer rapidly developed chills, body aches, a headache, fatigue, and a fever of 100.8. These symptoms were left untreated and continued through the night (the symptoms did not interfere with sleep). The writer woke up at 1300 on 1/6/2021; all previous symptoms had resolved by this time except for the injection site pain. By 1400 on 1/6/2021, the writer noticed pain near the right axillary lymph nodes. The pain can be described as moderate (1/10) and generally occurred only with motion. The writer was unable to palpate any swelling in the area. Around 1800 on 1/6/2021, the writer noticed it felt weird to swallow. Specifically, it felt as if there was a slight internal swelling 1-inch subhyoidally and 1-2 inches laterally within the right side of his neck when he swallowed. The swelling was not palpable from the skin's surface. The writer did not seek medical attention as breathing/eating/drinking were not made more difficult but monitored this closely. The swelling in the neck resolved by 2000 on 1/6/2021. The lymph node pain in the right arm resolved over the course of a few days and was no longer present by 1/9/2021 at 1300.

932007 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 ID 38.0 38 F Severe Soreness at injection site (>24 hours) Mild weakness in arm (injection arm)

932008 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NY 39.0 39 F About 3-5 minutes after I felt so out of it.  I felt like I was under the influence of something.  I tried to read my email and the words were there but didn't have meaning.  I had to drive home after my 15 minute observation and plugged my home address into my gps so I wouldn't get lost even though I drove home from Medical Center for years.  I got home and laid down and slept for a couple hours and woke up fine.  I felt ok the following day and was doing laundry around 6 pm and my arm stopped being sore and I got really dizzy and nauseated and my vision had shadows (reminded me of an ocular migraine) and drank 2 x 16 oz glasses of water and laid down and felt better in about 20-30 minutes.

932009 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 NY 59.0 59 F Body aches, headache, nausea, chills, 100.2 temperature, fatigue

932010 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NJ 30.0 30 F Low grade fever 1/8/21-1/9/21 max temperature 100.5 F, increased arm pain on left side 1/8/21

932011 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 CA 54.0 54 F After removing the vaccination needle from my arm post first vaccination attempt, the vaccinating nurse examined the syringe for several seconds as if she suspected that something had not functioned correctly. As she was examining the syringe, a stream of fluid under pressure emerged from the end of the syringe and fell to the floor. I was VERY concerned that a significant portion, if not the entirely of my dose volume, had been ejected from the syringe only AFTER it left my arm, and that, therefore,  I had likely NOT been administered a therapeutic volume of vaccine. I advised the supervising physician of my observation and my grave concern. After consulting with the CDC and other advisors, the supervising physician agreed to authorize that I immediately receive a "second" first dose.  I received the "second" first dose in the opposite arm within about an hour of having received the first dose. I was observed for fifteen minutes, and then went home without further event. That evening and the following day I experienced mild arm soreness at the site of the first injection, and significant arm soreness at the sight of the second injection. I never experienced any other side effect.

932012 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 NY 60.0 60 F Started Day 10 with redness, at near injection site- slightly below. Warm to touch about 4 cm Day 11 increased in size to about 8.5 cm warm to touch. by evening became slightly swollen. Day 12 redness slightly decreased in the center, but more swollen. Less warm No fever- but feel tired. Arm feels slight achy

932013 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NY 25.0 25 F Fever, congestion, body aches, cough

932014 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MI 43.0 43 F MODERNA COVID-19 Vaccine EUA 12:30 am fever, chills, aches in bones, headache, inability to sleep.  6:30 am fever, chills, aches, headache. With 2 Tylenol, fever broke and was able to sleep some.  12:30 pm on 1/9/21 fever returned. Ongoing aches, headache. Took 2 more Tylenol.. 3-5 pm symptoms seemed to resolve, but then fever returned. At 7:15 pm, temp was 100.3 (baseline is 97.4).  Took 2 more Tylenol and fever resolved. Still achy some.

932015 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 IN 41.0 41 F Arm soreness (start: ~8 hrs post-vaccination, duration: 4 days) Fever & Chills (start: ~14 hrs post-vac, duration: 1.5 days) Fatigue (start: ~24 hrs post-vac, duration: 1 day) Joint & Muscle pain (start : ~24 hrs post-vac, duration: 1 day) Headache (start ~24 hrs post-vac, duration: 8-12 hrs) Armpit/upper breast pain (start ~48 hrs post-vac, duration: 2 days)

932016 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 OH 68.0 68 F 01/06/2021 0900, feeling tired, resting heart rate 94 to 110, normal resting heart rate 74 to 86. A few abnormal heart beats throughout the day....9 PM  cardiac arrhythmia , multiple abnormal beats, irregular rhythm lasting for about 1 to 1 1/2 hours.   went into a regular heart rhythm.   never happened to me before!  01/07. am  very tired, heart rate still 90 to low 100's a few abnormal beats  throughout day, 01/08 am very tired a few abnormal beats, 3 episodes of abnormal beats and irregular heart rate. 01/09 am heart rate 74to 82 no abnormal heart beats and I feel fine now 10:30 pm     feel this events are side effects from Covid Vaccine, afraid to get 2nd dose.

932017 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 IN 62.0 62 F Headaches,  hot flushes, and vital changes She experienced headaches and hot flushes right after vaccination Her BP went up  to 164/72 (baseline BP 120/80), and HR up to 103 She stated she felt anxious while answering questions.  HR down to 80 , but BP stayed high (160/70) in about 15 minutes Provider at the observation room checked her, instructed to continue to check vitals for the next couple of days, and let her leave.   She was sent home.

932018 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 NY 36.0 36 F macular popular rash at injection site with mild itching. 30 minutes of dizziness. Resolved. Happened approx 1 hr post vaccine

932019 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MI 58.0 58 F Head ache with pressure/pain on top of head on 01/8/2021, woke 01/09/21 with nausea, progressed to headache and nausea so bad that I couldn't take migraine meds for fear of vomiting. Went to bed with chills. Woke with pain and  stiffness in right shoulder joint. Nausea subsided and I took 50 mg immitrex. Could no longer lay  down due to head pain, so slept sitting up two hours. Chills continued. Meds finally worked and headache subsided. Chills subsided. Mild nausea persists this evening.

932020 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 WI 28.0 28 F Approximately 4 hours after the vaccine administration, I started getting symptoms that started mild and became severe including: headache, dry cough with chest pressure, dizziness/lightheaded,  joint pain, body aches, fatigue, and chills. At 5:30 pm I started getting a fever, that started at 100.5 then increased to 103.3 by 8:30 pm. I was also nauseous and vomited once.  I was tested the next morning for influenza and COVID and was negative. My fever came back down to 98.8 around 12 pm the next day. Overall, symptoms lasted approximately 30 hours after the vaccine was administered.  I was out of work the following day after the vaccine. Now, 2 days after the vaccine I am just mildly fatigued with a dry cough left.

932022 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 ID 53.0 53 F Fever up to 101.7, aches, arm sore.
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932023 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 IL 40.0 40 M Rash and hives over night. Relieves the next morning after taking diphenhydramine

932024 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Fatigue, headache, body aches, fever, chills, runny nose

932025 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 TX 25.0 25 M Headache, red bumpy rash spread all over body. Took benadryl to try and help the rash.

932026 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MS 35.0 35 M MODERNA COVID-19 VACCINE EUA. Temp between 101 & 103.9 all evening with alternating Tylenol & Ibuprofen. Nauseated, shortness of breath are also being experienced.

932027 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 TX 61.0 61 F About 5 minutes after receiving vaccine: suddenly- Felt hot all over; feeling of anxiety; and left deltoid muscle felt completely numb; palms slightly flushed, felt as if heart rate slightly elevated, but not tachycardia. No rash, no hives, no difficulty breathing. Acute episode lasted about 20-30 minutes, then just felt a little off for 1.5 hours more, then back to normal. For next 34-48 hours-mild fatigue.

932028 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Miscarriage at 6 weeks pregnant

932030 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 HI 58.0 58 F 12-31-20: arm sore in shot area. Ibuprofen  1-1-21: stiff arm and can?t raise above shoulder, arm pain. Ibuprofen  1-2-21: Hives start on both elbows and both sides of body.  Larger welts (photo). Itchy.  6am starts.   1-3-21: Same as above but hives getting smaller and itchy less. 1-3-21:  lost appetite.  Took zinc for next 2days.  1-4-21: lost appetite.    M

932031 12/17/2020 01/09/2021 IL 53.0 53 F Significant burning with admin of first shot. Approx 3.5 hours after shot I could not move my arm at the shoulder.  This was more than muscle soreness but being unfamiliar with Covid vaccine, I just rode it out. This lasted 2 days.  Since then, my shoulder joint has not been the same with sl limited ROM and persistent pain.   This improved signif over the 3 weeks until my 2nd Covid vaccine 1/7/21.  This is what tipped me off that the first shot was not correct.  #2 did not burn at all with administration or cause any limited ROM.  Typical deltoid soreness sl more than a tetanus shot, and general "flu like sxs" that lasted < 24 hours.

932032 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 NJ 50.0 50 F Had the vaccine on 12/31 at around 9 am. Had pain at the injection site (left upper arm) and muscle aches for 2 days.  On the 6th day (Jan 6) at night, left upper arm started hurting and had on and off chills throughout the night.  on January 7, there was increased pain to left upper arm along with generalized muscle aches and low grade fever constant at 99.9 and 100 throughout the day.  On January 8, decreased pain to left upper arm, no more generalized muscle aches, no fever but easily fatigued.  However, injection site and surrounding area is reddened and warm and tender to touch. Incident reported to Occupational Health as well as had telehealth visit with PCP who recommended cephalexin 500 mg 2x daily for 7 days and to monitor size of redness.

932034 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 CA 32.0 32 F 15-20 minutes after injection, my left arm and the left side of my face went numb. Numbness intensified over the next 2-3 hours then subsided. Lack of taste was also noticed. The following day I woke up with tingling and numbness in my left jaw and slight drooping of left eye and left corner of mouth.

932035 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 FL 53.0 F Soreness at injection state for 2 days then went away. Day 8 had blister like area which later turned very itchy. I went to occupational health at work. They game me hydrocortisone cream 1%.  1/9/2021 I woke up to swollen red arm, warm to the touch. Reddened area grew outside of pen marked area. Began having tachycardia and an increase in blood pressure and headache. I made an appointment with online doctor who said to monitor BP and if higher seek medical attention. Got off phone and felt dizzy. Took my blood pressure again and it was much higher so I went to the ER. ER determined it was reaction to vaccine

932036 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 MS 25.0 25 M Approximately 8 hours post injection, pt had fever, severe L deltoid pain, malaise, headache. Lasted for 12 hours. Pain decreases each day. Injection site pain still present somewhat day 3.

932037 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 NC 53.0 53 F Swelling on my neck shoulder axillary and chest on same side as injection site along with swelling and pain at the injection site And under my arm.  I have also had insomnia.

932038 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NC 29.0 29 F Severe body aches, chills, mild nausea, malaise? I took 3 ibuprofen and 1 extra strength Tylenol to alleviate symptoms, and went to sleep around 2pm, woke up for dinner and a shower and went back to sleep through the night

932039 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 MA 24.0 24 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Symptoms on 1/7/21 Fever of 101.3 Chills Symptoms on 1/8/21 Fever of 99.9 Headache Nausea Symptoms on 1/9/21 Headache

932040 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 OR 48.0 48 F Pt. reported feeling racing heart rate.  " then I could feel blood pressure increase. But I think I was a bit unsettled by my racing heart. It was like an adrenaline jolt. Fight or flight for no reason. I was feeling pretty normal before that. Just checking my phone waiting for my 15 minutes to pass so I could go home. "No shortness of breath, hives, or rash.  25 mg Benadryl PO administered. 1730 vitals: Sat 100% HR 135 BP 151/104 1733 Vitals: 151/98 Sat 100% HR 120 1735 Vitals: Sat 100% HR 111 1737 Vitals: Sat 100% HR 105 1745 Vitals: HR 106 Sat 99% 1754 vitals: HR 96 Sat 99% 1801:  HR 94 Sat 99% Left 1830 or slightly after. Called ride to take her home. Feeling better when leaving

932041 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 MD 45.0 45 F Uncontrollable pain in previous surgical sites and other sites of arthritis; not controlled with NSAIDs; muscle spasms x 5-6 days

932042 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 OR 41.0 41 F Had chill soon after the injection and about 5 minutes later had slight nausea,  I was told to stay 15 more minutes for observation .  About 30 minutes or so after  the injection, I had sever nausea. The person at the observation sent me to ER for close monitoring .  After couple hours of sever nausea My body started itchy for few hours without hives.  In ER, prescribed zofran but didn?t take it. Stayed ER for few hours and I was released

932043 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 PA 25.0 25 F Severe pain at injection site Extreme tiredness

932044 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 MI 36.0 36 F Approx one week post, started having red rash/blistering on lips. Within days it progressed around my whole mouth, lips, nose and cheeks. With swelling in the lips, mouth and cheeks.

932045 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 NY 52.0 52 F Slightly more than 48 hours after receiving the 1st injection,  the back of my neck and up into my hair, my upper shoulders, behind my ears and my chest started to itch. Hydrocortisone cream (1%) didn?t help much. Neither did an antihistamine tablet (loratadine.) More than 24 hrs after it started, it has gotten better, but not gone away.

932046 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Injection site and entire arm soreness x 48 hrs Nausea x 3 days Chills x 2 days Sore throat x 2 days Severe headache x 2 days (OTC Ibuprofen 600mg Q6-8 hrs, OTC Acetaminophen 1000mg x 1 dose) Mild headache x 1 day (OTC Ibuprofen 400mg PRN) Dizziness x 2 days (Ensured proper hydration) Body aches x 3 days  (OTC Ibuprofen 600mg Q6-8 hrs, OTC Acetaminophen 1000mg x 1 dose) Malaise x 3 days

932047 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 KY 28.0 28 F Fever (100.7 F), chills, headache, muscle pain

932048 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 CA 36.0 36 F First dose vaccine administered third trimester pregnancy. Local soreness evening after vaccine that worsened the next day but asymptomatic by 2 days post-vaccine. 7-8 days later, experienced itching and wheal/redness at injection site. Mild itchiness only persists 2 days later.

932049 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 OH 36.0 36 F Eight days after vaccination. I developed hives around the injection site. Sore  lymph node under right armpit. Tingling and numbness and bilateral legs

932050 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NY 63.0 63 M Body aches, fatigue, night sweats.

932051 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 MT 64.0 64 F Neuropathy left cheek, radiating up and down my face. It started in the late afternoon after I received the vaccination.  It would get more intense throughout the day. I thought I was having a stroke. After sleeping it wasn't as intense, the more active I was it would intensify. I went to clinic on 1-07-2021 because I still have neuropathy on my left side of my face. The Provider tested me to see if I had Bells Palsy. He said I didn't, he recommended I see a Dentist, he thought I probably had a tooth infection. I went to the Dentist at 3 p.m. on 1-07-21. They took a panoramic x-ray of my teeth. The dentist adivsed me that I did not have a infected tooth. I limited my activity for the jrest of the day on 1-7-21. I still have the neuropathy.

932052 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 NC 44.0 44 M Achey joints & muscles, fatigue, diarrhea, chills, sweats, headaches, sore left arm (injection side more sore than rest of sore body), pain & edema at injection site limiting shoulder range of motion for two days.

932053 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 LA 62.0 62 F Fever, chills, muscle aches, headache

932054 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 MO 21.0 21 F All day I?ve felt dizzy and I feel feverish and generally sick. When I stand up too fast I feel like I?m gonna pass out

932055 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 IL 35.0 35 M Left armpit pain/swelling and  upper arm muscle pain

932057 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 AZ 36.0 36 F Raised red circle around injections site. 2 inches across by 1 3/4 inch long. First noticed this evening while changing.

932058 12/19/2020 01/09/2021 NV 41.0 41 F Nerve pain L face/head 9/10 pain gradual improvement over 7 days

932059 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 LA 49.0 49 M Dizziness started within 30 minutes after injection on 01/08/21 and felt "off". On 01/09/21 approx. 0800 Patient began feeling body aches, fevers, injection site pain, increased dizziness, and nausea. At approximately 1pm patient began vomiting and having diarrhea. Symptoms worsened over the next couple hours to where patient was unable to walk without stumbling. Wife witnessed patient becoming very pale and almost pass out at approx. 5:30pm. Patient states he feels like he's in slow motion. Patient is unable to maintain balance when walking and reports increasing fatigue and weakness.Y

932060 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 VA 33.0 33 F Very bad injection site pain Lymph nodes pain Muscle pain Very blurry eyes

932147 01/09/2021 01/09/2021 KY 32.0 32 F Complained of a metalic taste minute after injection. Then felt jaw tightening and then felt tingling and dizzy feeling, nauseous, jittery. Bp 140/86 Hr 95. 12:40pm had Benadryl 50mg. 1:35pm left for ER with her husband.

932238 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 73.0 72 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, Chills Narrative:

951289 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 41.0 40 F NauseaVomiting, HYPERtension & HYPERglycemia

951290 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 31.0 30 M Rash, UrticariaPruritus, Rash above left deltoid and forearm, nervous, diaphoretic

951291 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 40.0 39 F Tachycardia "scratchy throat, fuzzy feeling tongue neck beginning to swell" Narrative:  monitored for 4 hours and discharged to home with epi pen,

952836 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 52.0 51 F HYPERtension throat tightness, paresthesias in extremities, muscle spasms Narrative: Shortly after receiving the vaccine she felt uneasy and experienced the sensation of throat tightness and numbness and tingling in hands and feet, also some rigidity/clonus in the hands. No rash, no wheezing, O2 sat 99%+. The team at the vaccination clinic checked her vital signs and her systolic BP was elevated to 220's. A rapid response was called and she was taken to the emergency room. In the emergency room, she received a neurology consult and head CT to rule out hypertensive bleeding. The scan was negative. She was given labetalol 10mg IV to lower BP, and also solumedrol 125mg, benadryl 25mg. No epinephrine given. Serum potassium was found to be low as well; given oral potassium repletion. Discharged from ER by noon same day, BP down to 160/79.

952903 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 47.0 46 F Dizziness & Angina Narrative:

953029 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 56.0 55 M Arthralgia & Fever Narrative:

953039 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 31.0 30 F Arthralgia, NauseaVomiting & HYPOtension Narrative:

953049 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 30.0 29 M Arthralgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting ,dyspnea Narrative:

953060 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 59.0 58 F Palpitations Narrative

953068 12/19/2020 01/09/2021 46.0 45 F Angioedema Narrative: Employee presented to ER for right sided facial swelling 9 days following PFIZER injection. Employee did not experience any SOB or chest pain. ER provider administered steroid injection for treatment. Employee returned to work on the day of discharge and states she will follow up with private allergist for further disposition.

953071 01/09/2021 64.0 F Dizziness Narrative:  Employee had waited her 15 minutes and left the room. Came back to room and stated she felt dizzy. Vital signs taken and stable. Pt taken to ER for further evaluation.

953076 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 38.0 37 F Dizziness & Tachycardia Narrative: Participant C/O dizziness upon ambulation shortly after completing a 15 minute observation period. Noted tachycardia with a heart rate of 137. Pt transported VIA wheelchair to the Emergency room triage area for further evaluation.

953192 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 1.75 0 M Headache, Fever & Tachycardia Narrative: Prior diagnosis of Covid-19 on 12-10-20. Reports having a headache when she received the vaccine. Later that evening her headache intensified into a migraine with blurred vision, left ear tinnitus the loss of hearing in left ear. She also reports tachycardia and temp of 100.2. She reports being treated with 2L NS, Torodal, solumedrol, and Ketamine. Treated at another facility, exact doses unknown.0.7

954113 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 64.0 63 M Dizziness & Headache Narrative:

954121 01/09/2021 50.0 F TIAStoke Employee complained of numbness at injection and stated she would like to wait about 5 minutes to see if it got better. Employee then stated it started to travel down right arm. Employee was offered treatment and was taken to be evaluated. Employee complained of numbness at injection and stated she would like to wait about 5 minutes to see if it got better. Employee then stated it started to travel down right arm. Employee was offered treatment and was taken to be evaluated.

954128 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 36.0 35 F UrticariaPruritus Mild throat constriction, peri-orbital swelling

954133 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 30.0 29 F SkinRash Narrative:  Pt treated with Mehtylprednisolone 125mg IV, Diphenhydramine 50mg IV, Famotidine 20mg IV

954138 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 32.0 31 F Dizziness, Headache, SkinRash, NauseaVomiting, palpitations, metallic taste instantly after injection Narrative: When injection, the patient immediately tasted a metallic taste, tingling down left arm, headache, flushing, nauseated, numbness and tingling in hands and feet, chest pain- described as palpitations.

954145 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 35.0 34 F Rash rash on chest/chest tightness Narrative:  The patient required benadryl and monitoring in the emergency department for further allergic reaction. The patient required prescription for prednisone and benadryl at time of her discharge. The patient required a second visit to an urgent care due to mouth ulcers on 1/4/21

954153 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 59.0 58 F Palpitations

954160 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 37.0 36 F Anaphylaxis severe anaphylaxis; SOB, stridor Narrative: Patient has multiple allergies including severe anaphylaxis to peanuts and a reaction to a previous flu vaccine. Patient desired COVID vaccination and was cleared by private PC to receive vaccine from Employee Health. Patient had with her her own Epi-pen and albuterol inhaler. Patient was administered vaccine and observed in the observation area. Approximately 14 minutes after vaccination physician in observation area responded to patient with stridor and code white was called. Code team responded to vaccination testing site. Upon arrival, patient seated and alert sitting using albuterol inhaler. BP 160/93, HR 97, 99% room air. She was tachypneic and in respiratory distress following the first dose of her COVID 19 vaccine. Patient gave herself OT of EPI, and then our on call team arrived. Upon arrival as noted above, she was using her albuterol inhaler, 12.5mg benadryl attempted to be given however patient with difficulty swallowing. She was taken to ED and on way 2nd dose of epinephrine given. Patient was stabilized. Follow-up: Take Prednisone for 3-5 days. Take an antihistamine like Benadryl or Zyrtec for the next 3-5 days. Also take Pepcid 20 mg 2 times daily for the next 3-5 days. Return for worsening reaction. Timeline of event: Situation: 1001 Pt was given her first Covid vaccine, staff was watching her time and at 1014 it was noticed that she was not breathing well. 1015 Code white called. 1015 Pt gave herself and dose of Epi, 1018 pt took own inhaler,1019 Benadryl 12.5 given. 1021 pt to ED for evaluation, on the way 2nd dose of Epi given- 1025 1030=pt was acode white from the area from where getting covid vaccine shots, pt states received shot at 1001 this am and with in 30 min she began to feel SOB, when pt arrived to ER respirations of stridor. pt spo2 at 99% on room air. 1045-pt has had a 20g placed by Rn in lt ac with blood draw, pt has been placed on monitor. VS WN. 1055- pt has received pepcid 20mg IV in 50ml to run over 30 min. sol-medrol 125ng ivp benadryl 50mg ivp 1100- pt now resting with warm blanket pt no longer having stridor. upper resp clear. pt spo2 at 99% ON ROOM AIR. will continue to monitor. 1120- pt states she feels much better. 1200-pt still sleeping in room. 1225- pt has been D/c to home with instructions from provider.

954161 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 8.0 7 F RespDepression, Palpitations & Tachycardia Narrative:

954162 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 59.0 58 F BlurredVision, Dizziness, Palpitations, Tachycardia, "throat tightening" Narrative: Patient with tachycardia, dizziness, blurred vision and throat tightening. Evaluated in ED. Benadryl IV

956882 11/30/2020 01/09/2021 76.0 75 M Narrative: Y

956897 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 42.0 41 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, Tachypnea, CoughWheeze, NauseaVomiting, Palpitations & Tachycardia & Narrative: Patient stated that after receiving injection on 01/06/2021, tasted metal in her mouth. No reaction noted in clinic after vaccine administered. Patient states that after returning home, she began to have chills, headache, and muscle aches. Could not sleep. On 01/07/2021. Patient continued to experience above symptoms. Approx. 13:50 on 01/07/2021. Patient presented with respiratory difficult, tachypnea stridor, and stated she felt as if her airway was closing. Patient was vomiting and was tachycardic. Epi-pen administered via left lateral thigh. Patient administered 50mg of PO Benadryl, and 2 puffs of albuterol inhaler. Continuous V/S initiated. Patient began to experience relief of symptoms. HR and blood pressure remained elevated, but this was expected side effect of epi. SpO2 stabilized around 99% on room air. Patient was monitored for 60 minutes. Transportation home was arranged and family was present to observe overnight.Y

956978 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 80.0 79 M pneumonia Narrative: On 11/9/20, Patient had a presumptive positive COVID (COBAS) screen as part of routine CLC screening and then on 11/13/20, he had a repeat COVID (CEPHID) that was negative. Then on 12/22/20, he received his first COVID vaccine. On 12/26/20, he began to have c/o hurting all over. Noted history of aspiration and COPD. On 12/29/20, he began to have coughing, increased shortness of breath and runny nose with course breath sounds in his bilateral lower lobes. A chest xray was done and he was initiated on oral azithromycin and cefepime for a bilateral pneumonia. On 1/3/21, he continued to decline with increasing shortness of breath and was subsequently transferred to acute care medicine. All COVID tests have been negative since the presumptive positive on 11/9/20. He did have a CTA that ruled out PE but did show bilateral pneumonia. His antibiotics have been changed to meropenem, vancomycin and IV azithromycin. He remains on acute care at time and has not required ICU care.Y

956991 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 77.0 76 M COVID positive Narrative: Patient is a resident and received his first COVID vaccine on 12/28/20. On 1/4/21, he had a COVID routine screen done that returned positive on 1/6/21. Per notes, he was asymptomatic at the time; however for isolation purposes, he was transferred to acute care medicine services. On 1/7/21, he was noted to have a slight increase in BUN/creatinine ratio thought to be due to volume depletion and has been ordered IV fluids. He still remains free of any respiratory symptoms at this time.Y

957037 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 44.0 43 F Diarrhea & NauseaVomiting Narrative: Y 1

964622 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 67.0 66 F Narrative: Y

964641 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 57.0 56 F Narrative: Temporary restriction on driving until further evaluation due to symptoms of seizures. Y

977334 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 64.0 63 M Myalgia, Diarrhea, pain at injection site Narrative:  Myalgia and inection site pain/myalgia and diarrhea by 9pm on date of injection 12/29/20. Myalgias continued for 2 days and resolved by day 3.

977455 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 58.0 57 M Soreness at injection site

977456 01/09/2021 57.0 F SkinRash, Rash, UrticariaPruritus, FAINT RASH TO RIGHT FOREARM AND RIGHT UPPER ARM, ITCHING TO LEFT ARM NO RASH Narrative:  EMPLOYEE WAS EVALUATED BY EMPLOYEE HEALTH NP AND GIVEN BENADRYL 50 MG PO

977457 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 53.0 52 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, sore throat

977458 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 47.0 46 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Swelling Narrative:  Patient had body aches, fever, swelling at injection site on 12/3/20 and headache on 01/03/21. Used OTC benadryl.

977459 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 52.0 51 F Headache, fever, chills, night sweats, body aches Narrative:  Side effects from day#2: soreness in arm headache fever (100.5F) body acghes chills night sweats all resolved by day#3

977460 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 49.0 48 M Headache Soreness at injection site

977461 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 48.0 47 F Nausea, Malaise Narrative:  approx 1 hour after injection mild nausea and general malaise developed. nausea resolved in approx 4 hours malaise persisted, cervical and upper thoracic localized muscle pain began and persisted and fatigue worsened to impact daily activity. felt like "mono"; persisted 48 hours before gradually resolving. additionally injection site pain and warmth for about 48 hours (no erythema or edema) Ibuprofen 400mg was take one hour prior to injection ; repeated 4 hours later then 600mg q6hours x 48 hours

977462 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 57.0 56 M Headache, NauseaVomiting, FATIGUE Narrative:

977469 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 43.0 42 F sore arm, redness, itching Narrative:  soreness started day of injection redness and itching within a day later

977484 01/09/2021 30.0 F BlurredVision NauseaVomiting & Syncope Narrative:  15 minutes after vaccine was given, employee reported visual changes and nausea. Then she lost consciousness for several seconds while seated. Emergency response team was called, no treatment was provided except supportive care and ginger ale when she regained consciousness. She was placed on cardiac monitor and observed for 30 minutes, initial HR was in 50's sinus bradycardia and BP 102/62. No further issues after 30 mins of observation time and employee was released to return to work. Employee reported having a similar reaction after giving blood in past.

977870 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 62.0 61 F Sedation, Myalgia & Arthralgia

977884 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 60.0 59 F Dizziness, NauseaVomiting, severe vertigo, vomiting and diarrhea, weakness Narrative:  dizziness started approx 2 hours after vaccine was administered. that evening, experienced severe vertigo and weakness, vomiting and diarrhea and collapsed on the bathroom floor. took some benadryl. next day could not get out of bed due to dizziness and weakness. have since recovered.

977893 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 34.0 33 F Headache, Arthralgia, Fever, Fatigue, chills

977904 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 57.0 56 M Headache, Myalgia,  Fatigue, stiffness in arm

977917 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 65.0 64 M Myalgia Soreness at injection site

977937 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 46.0 45 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, Sweats, dysphagia Narrative:

977958 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 69.0 68 M Headache & Myalgia Narrative:  Developed headache and severe muscle pain, could not sleep, lasted 36 hours, resolved spontaneously

977968 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 26.0 25 F Myalgia, Fever, Chills Narrative: Took OTC ibuprofen

977972 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 63.0 62 M SORENESS AT INJECTION SITE

977986 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 62.0 61 F Confusion, Headache, Myalgia,  fatigue, chills Narrative:  Felt "loopy" with sharp vision initially. Over 3 day period developed varying degrees of chills, headache, muscle aches. Fatigue on first day.

977992 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 53.0 52 M Myalgia, Fever, Severe pain at injection site (left deltoid), low-grade fever: 99.8F, muscle ache and joint pain. Narrative:

977998 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 53.0 52 M Headache

978005 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 48.0 47 F Phlebitis & UrticariaPruritus Narrative:

978012 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 65.0 64 M Diarrhea & NauseaVomiting

978013 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 40.0 39 F Arthralgia  fever Narrative

978021 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 35.0 34 F REDNESS AND ITCHING AT INJECTION SITE (APPROX 3 INCHES IN DIAMETER) Narrative:  itching and redness, slightly raised in approx 3 in diameter of injection site (this began 8 days after injection)

978027 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 1.08 0 F L sided Facial Numbness 0.0

978035 01/09/2021 53.0 M Headache, Myalgia, BODY ACHES, CHILLS Narrative:  Reports that at approximate 0230 this morning developed headache, chills, body aches.

978043 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 63.0 62 F Angioedema Right eye swollen shut and tearing within 24 hours, now resolved Narrative:

978048 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 38.0 F flu-like symptoms

978056 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 56.0 55 M Dizziness

978062 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 39.0 38 M PAIN AT INJECTION SITE

978067 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 63.0 62 M Myalgia SPECIFICALLY STIFF NECK Narrative:

978075 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 28.0 27 F Myalgia Fatigue for 48 hours; Subjective fever and chills; feeling of fogginess Narrative:

978083 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 47.0 46 M Dizziness, Seizures, Syncope, Bradycardia, cold, clammy Narrative: 10 mins after administration, Employee began expressing lightheadedness, Employee assessed, employee was cold and clammy. Employee then began to have a seizure which last approx 30 sec. Vital signs assessed BP 110/80 HR 87 then dropped to 50 which is unusual for employee. o2 sat 94% on room. Employee regained consciousness and was able to state name, time and place. Reported no previous history of seizures. Employee handed off to ER staff for further eval.

978172 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 41.0 40 F Headache SEVERE MIGRAINE LASTED 24 HOURS Narrative: MIGRAINE THAT LASTED 24 HOURS. TOOK MIGRAINE MEDICATIONS BUT WOULD NOT SPECIFY WHICH ONES

978173 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 47.0 46 F On 12/30/2020 noticed lump under left arm pit. Narrative:

978174 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 55.0 F Fatigue

978175 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 60.0 59 F FATIGUE AND SORENESS AT INJECTION SITE Narrative:

978176 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 76.0 75 M TENDERNESS AT INJECTION SITE. Narrative:

978177 01/09/2021 44.0 F Dizziness Narrative:  transient lightheadedness 60 seconds or less

978178 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 50.0 49 M Fatigue and soreness at injection site

978180 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 41.0 40 F Chills and chest tightness; erythema at site

978183 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 41.0 40 F Sloughing nodule that released fluid and became healing lesion with granulation tissue

978184 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 37.0 36 F Headache, UrticariaPruritus, Light sensitivity. Fatigue. Bounding headache. Injection site redness - silver dollar sized. Tender and warm. Narrative:  Evaluated and cleared by Occ. Health on 12/30/20/ Historically, patient tested COVID positive in July. 1/6/21-Patient sent to Occ. Health today again. Redness increasing with induration. Hot to touch. Reports extreme itching.

978186 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 48 F Dizziness Narrative: felt dazed, resolved in 7 minutes

978189 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 35.0 34 F Rash Narrative: rash around injection site 7x7.5cm up to 8 days later

978190 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 68.0 67 M Headache, NauseaVomiting & HYPERtension Narrative:  after vaccine same day had nausea, headache, elevated BP, after 45 minutes felt better, went home to rest, had loose stools, better two days later

978191 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 31.0 30 F Dizziness, Fever, fatigue, redness and swelling at injection site, Narrative: off work x 1 day;

978192 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 41.0 40 M SkinRash, Rash, metalic taste in mouth Narrative:

978193 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 57.0 56 F SkinRash

978194 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 36.0 35 M Arthralgia, Fever & CoughWheeze Narrative:

978195 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 52.0 51 F Myalgia Left cervical lymphadenopathy, muscles feel weak.  Narrative:

978196 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 67.0 66 F Fever Narrative:

981317 12/20/2020 01/09/2021 38.0 37 F Headache, Myalgia, Fatigue Narrative:  Received vaccine on 12-20-20. On 12-21, came to work but did not feel and so stayed home from work the following day 12-22. Now feeling better.

981333 12/20/2020 01/09/2021 35.0 34 F Headache, Fever & NauseaVomiting Narrative:  Received vaccine in morning. By evening experiencing flu-like symptoms. Missed the next two days of work. Did not seek medical treatment. Managed low fever with tylenol.

981339 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 58.0 57 F Headache, Myalgia, Fatigue Narrative:  Received vaccine on 12-21-20. Came to work the next day, by noon was not feeling well. Headache, myalgia and fatigue. Left work at 2pm - which was 2 hours early. Slept it off, came to work the next day.

981347 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 54.0 53 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, chills, soreness at injection site Narrative:

981355 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 24.0 23 F Fatigue and enlarged lymph nodes

981370 01/09/2021 40.0 M SkinRash, Rash, UrticariaPruritus, rash near site of injection,tingly, numbness between shoulder blades intermittently continues 1/4/2021

981377 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 49.0 48 M Headache tingling and numbness in R side down to toe's then whole body, HA on R side, felt better after standing up. stayed 30 minutes. Felt better and left. Narrative:
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981411 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 61.0 60 F SkinRash Narrative:

981433 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 67.0 66 F COVID-19 infection Narrative:

981441 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 62.0 61 F tongue and central facial numbness resolved within 3 hrs Narrative:  reports 3hrs of numbness but no medical f/u at time

981447 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 63.0 62 M Headache Narrative:

981457 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 67.0 66 F UrticariaPruritus Narrative:  not puritic , scattered and continuing to occur 6 days post

981464 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 66.0 65 F large swollen, raised, red area (approx.. 4" X 3") on my left upper arm Narrative:  large swollen, raised, red area (approx.. 4" X 3") on my left upper arm. HAS IMPROVED

981470 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 46.0 45 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia,  Numbness at upper lip and pruritus all over the body Narrative: The above reported symptoms lasted longer than usual although the symptoms are improving. She still have some itching, fatigue, and lethargy on the 11th day of post vaccination.

981477 01/09/2021 50.0 F Agitation, Tachypnea & CoughWheeze Narrative:  Patient has HX of anaphylaxis with animal allergies and has not received the flu shot in many years because reactions (Arm Swelling ) were getting worse. Today after vaccine administration she stated that she was having problems breathing and became tachypneic and that she felt like her throat was closing. She wanted her home dose EPI pen. Doctor administered clinic EPI pen and symptoms resolved quickly. Vital were stable. 911 was called per protocol but patient refused going to ER for 6 hours of monitoring per protocol. form signed.

981485 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 0 F Headache, SkinRash, Rash, shortness of breath, itching of neck and back, hives on neck and chest, headache, dry mouth. Narrative: 0.0

981494 01/03/2021 01/09/2021 67.0 66 F Myalgia fever, fatigue Narrative:  2am this morning, symptoms started

981500 12/17/2020 01/09/2021 60.0 59 F Arthralgia chills, swollen glands, fatigue x 2 days;

981503 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 49.0 48 F Angioedema, HYPERtension, Narrative:  Lips swollen and hypertension. Lips less after 20 mins

981504 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 37.0 36 F Headache, Myalgia, malaise/fatigue, chills without fever Narrative:

981505 12/27/2020 01/09/2021 47.0 46 F Diarrhea

981506 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 50.0 49 M Rash Narrative:  Patient had COVID-19 approximately 60 days prior to vaccination. Day after vaccination, had chills that resolved with acetaminophen then a rash the following day that resolved one day later.

981507 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 54.0 53 M Sedation, Arthralgia & Fever Narrative:

981508 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 63.0 62 M Myalgia & Diarrhea Narrative:  Patient received the vaccine on January 4th 2021 and had body aches and diarrhea that night and following day. Symptoms have since resolved when self reported today.

981509 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 34.0 33 M ErythemaMultiform, UrticariaPruritus, Itching eyes and lip Narrative:  Allergic to foods. Started with itchy eyes and bottom lip. Progressed into itchy hands and neck. Monitored vitals and had pt stay 30 mins.

981510 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 32.0 31 F Headache, Fever, fatigue Narrative:

981511 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 47.0 46 M Syncope vasovagal syncope at time of vaccination

981512 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 39.0 38 F Syncope vasovagal syncope at time of vaccination

981570 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 38.0 37 F Dizziness Narrative:

981579 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 48 F BlurredVision, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, red painful eye diagnosed as nodular episcleritis Narrative:  Took Tylenol 500mg, 1000mg BID

981589 01/09/2021 61.0 F Headache, UrticariaPruritus, facial tingling and allodynia, shooting pain into right eye and teeth Narrative:  self treated with rx gabapentin 200mg once then 100mg qhs for 4 nights

981596 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 52.0 51 F Myalgia INJECTION SITE PAIN, MILD LASTING 3 DAYS Narrative:

981602 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 65.0 64 M Myalgia Fatigue, nasal congestion

981610 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 48.0 47 F Dizziness

981615 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 56.0 55 F Headache & NauseaVomiting

981676 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 41.0 40 F Angioedema Tongue Tingling Narrative:  Tingling decreased after 20 mins.

981684 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 79.0 78 F Dizziness, Diarrhea, Palpitations & Tachycardia Narrative:  Patient remained in facility for 15 minutes after receiving vaccination. Upon ambulating to depart facility, patient returned to area complaining of dizziness and fast heart beat. Patient was immediately seated and vital signs were obtained. 0954- BP 150/82, pulse 80, Oxygen saturation 95%, and temp 97.8. Patient drank 8 ounces water. Patient reported feeling better after 10 minutes. Repeat vital signs at 1007 BP 127/74, pulse 80, oxygen saturation 95%. Patient with no further complaints of dizziness or fast heart beat. Patient did not verbalize any other complaints. Patient denied escalation to emergency department. Condition was resolved prior to leaving facility. Patient left facility ambulatory without any difficultly, and was accompanied by family member. Patient instructed to call 911 and report to nearest emergency room for any further issues or complaints. Patient verbalized understanding of instructions in her own words.

981690 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 59.0 58 M Myalgia sharp pain

981694 01/03/2021 01/09/2021 53.0 52 F HYPERtension Narrative:  0930- Pt complained of not feeling well, VS taken, BP 182/85, HR 92, O2Sat 100%; Pt was placed on observation. 0944- VS taken again,BP 177/89, HR 94, O2Sat 100% 1000- Pt stated she was feeling better and event was probably due to anxiety; Pt declined going to ED; VS taken again, BP 149/83, HR 85, O2Sat 100%; Pt discharged home.

981697 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 33.0 32 F Headache,  Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, CoughWheeze & Syncope Narrative:

981703 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 31.0 30 M Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Tachycardia, fever=101.5, large (8x4 cm) wheal at injection site Narrative:

981714 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 39.0 38 M Myalgia, Fever, Chest congestion and soreness at injection site

981720 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 36.0 35 F Dizziness, Headache, NauseaVomiting, insomnia, weakness

981724 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 39.0 38 M Fatigue and soreness at injection site

981732 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 61.0 60 F Headache SORE ARM Narrative: headache the evening and next day that went away (12/29). I had arm soreness a day following the vaccination (12/29) that also went away. Sunday 1/3 flu symptoms (Diarrhea, fatigue, coughing and chest congestion). Today 1/5 USING inhaler due to cough, and SOB. 1/6 very fatigues and dizzy at times. Not feeling very well at all and uncertain if this is related to the vaccine.

981751 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 36.0 35 F Dizziness

981758 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 47.0 46 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, chest tightness

981774 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 62.0 61 M Dizziness, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Tachycardia, 12/29 fatigue, chills

981775 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 26.0 25 M Dizziness  tongue numb Narrative:  felt like tongue was numb, felt a little off, lightheaded, resolved

981776 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 42.0 41 F Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever & NauseaVomiting

981782 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 45.0 44 F Myalgia, Fever, chills Narrative:  Dec 31 9am fever 100.0 chills body aches

981785 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 38.0 37 F Myalgia & Fever

981792 01/09/2021 M CoughWheeze Patient stated throat was itchy, advised to transport employee to ER, employee refused Narrative:  Vital signs were taken Blood pressure 208/135, Pulse 100, O2 Saturation Room Air 98%. Patient states that blood pressure is around 200/100 and his provider is aware.

981799 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 28.0 27 F SkinRash neck pain Narrative:  instructed to contact her provider for evaluation

981806 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 57.0 56 F BlurredVision States she awoke w/cloudy vision, which has now cleared; feeling hot/cold; denies fever but had chills;  Narrative:  States she had COVID in July/2020 and felt these same symptoms; states her worse issue is that she feels exhausted; no appetite, not eaten last 24 hours; advised to go to nearest ER if condition gets worst; states she is taking tylenol alternating with ibuprofen as needed;

981991 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 34.0 33 M chills, sore throat

982033 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 38.0 37 F chills, fatigue, rash. red induration at injection site, rash Narrative:  took ibuprofen for AE

982054 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 48.0 47 F Myalgia

982067 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 38.0 37 F chills, fatigue, rash. red induration at injection site, rash Narrative: took ibuprofen for AE

982082 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 44.0 43 F Headache & Myalgia Narrative:

982092 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 41.0 40 F malaise Narrative:

982099 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 50.0 49 F HA ,throat tightness, tiny red spot last night 1/5/2021. 1/6/2021 -4.5X3.5 hard, red, swollen, tender spot at injection site R upper arm. Narrative:  Pt experienced after vaccine was given on 1/5/20 HA ,throat tightness, tiny red spot last night 1/5/2021. 1/6/2021 -4.5X2.5 hard, red, swollen, tender spot at injection site R upper arm.

982100 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 52.0 51 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever,  chills, arm pain, nausea, cough, fatigue, night sweats

982101 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 52.0 51 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever,  chills, arm pain, nausea, cough, fatigue, night sweats

982102 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 32.0 31 M Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, Tachycardia, cough;fatigue Narrative:  1000 12/29 dry cough, extremely achy joint pain, fever <100 degrees Farenheit, tachycardia 120-130, headache, dizziness, and fatigue. 12/30 symptoms subsided approximately 1200 12/30

982103 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 50.0 49 M Dizziness, increased blood pressure, dry mouth Narrative:  Within 10 minutes of receiving vaccine patient complaining of dizziness, increased blood pressure and dry mouth. Sent to urgent care within the building for evaluation. EKG performed. No meds given

982104 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 43.0 42 F Headache fatigue, injection site pain/arm soreness more severe than the 1st dose Narrative:  Was able to sleep off her side effects. Took 800mg Ibuprofen OTC which helped. Afebrile.

982106 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 60.0 59 M Diarrhea Reports 6x/day watery bowel movements since the morning after vaccination. 6 days so far. Narrative:

982107 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 37.0 36 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever & NauseaVomiting Narrative:  Employee reported adverse events lasted for 2 to 2.5 days then resolved

982108 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 51.0 50 M Headache, Myalgia, malaise

982109 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 54.0 53 F delayed robust reaction at injection site > 8 days post vax Narrative:

982110 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 58.0 57 M Myalgia fatigue Narrative:

982146 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 64.0 63 M Myalgia Narrative:

982147 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 62.0 61 F site redness

982148 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 54.0 53 F Headache, Fever, weakness, malaise Narrative:

982151 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 58.0 57 F Myalgia Narrative:

982152 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 50.0 49 M Myalgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, Chills Narrative:

982153 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 54.0 53 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, HYPERtension & Tachycardia Narrative:

982154 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 37.0 36 F dizziness, hypotension, bradycardia Narrative:

982155 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 62.0 61 M itching Narrative:

982156 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 62.0 61 F site redness Narrative:

982157 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 54.0 53 F Headache, Fever, weakness, malaise Narrative:

982158 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 58.0 57 F Myalgia Narrative:

982159 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 50.0 49 M Myalgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, chills

982162 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 44.0 43 F Headache & Myalgia Narrative:

982163 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 54.0 53 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, Hypertension & Tachycardia

982166 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 37.0 36 F dizziness, hypotension, bradycardia

982167 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 32.0 31 M Headache

982168 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 62.0 61 M itching

982169 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 48 M Headache, Fever, NauseaVomiting, Chills

982170 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 26.0 25 F Myalgia Chills, Fatigue

982171 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 0 F Fever, NauseaVomiting, GastricBleeding, Hemoptsis Narrative:  Required a visit to the er, was given zofran and released 0.0

982172 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 49.0 48 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, fatigue

982173 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 51.0 50 F ErythemaMultiform Sowllen lymph node rt gorin Narrative:  Recxomended Benedryl and Ice

982174 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 65.0 64 F UrticariaPruritus "Red/swollen deltoid, itchy

982175 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 45.0 44 F Myalgia

982176 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 53.0 52 F Rash DELAYED SWELLING AT THE INJECTION SITE

982177 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 34.0 33 F Myalgia SWOLLEN ARM-SLIGHTLY Narrative:

982178 01/09/2021 57.0 F Headache Runny nose, sore throat, lymph node swelling under l arm,lear and eye pain, L lower jaw pain  Narrative:  To see her private physician is symptoms do not improve

982179 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 66.0 65 M Sedation, Arthralgia & Fever Narrative:  Patient reports symptoms for approximately 48 hours, then complete resolution

982187 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 41.0 40 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, L arm soreness, fatigue, 1/3/2020-L eyelid drooping and now inflamed L breast cyst that was previously stable for 4 years

982188 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 29.0 28 M Headache, Myalgia, Then he had lower right body soreness, then 12/29 myalgias and chills; all resolved on day 3 except for headache.

982189 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 34.0 33 F Diarrhea tingling & numbness to injection site and left leg, chills, off and on abdominal pain

982190 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 45.0 44 F Headache chills, runny nose

982192 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 58.0 57 F Headache, Fever, CoughWheeze & NauseaVomiting Narrative: COVID test on 1/5/21 was negative

982193 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 60.0 59 F Fever, UrticariaPruritus, extreme soreness,itching, warmth, redness, swelling at site;  right jawline sensation; loss taste/smell; fatigue; T100.4

984787 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 31.0 30 F Chills and shivering

984795 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 32.0 31 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, NauseaVomiting,  sore throat and runny nose

984838 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 42.0 41 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, chills, pain at injection site

984950 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 53.0 52 F Headache, Arthralgia, sweating,nasal congestion, sore throat Narrative:  Had to stay home from work due to symptoms

984951 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 39.0 38 F Rash  Narrative:  + Area of erythema slightly raised was noticed on 1/8/2021 at 5:30am. Reports she is atopic and is pregnant with 20 week fetus. Aware she was pregnant when she received the vaccine. Area of redness measures 3.5cm x 4cm. Denies itching.

984952 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 48 F RED, SWOLLEN DELTOID WHERE VACCINE RECEIVED

984958 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 52.0 51 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, fatigue

984969 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 27.0 26 M Headache, fever, sore throat,  elevated BP

984981 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 63.0 62 F Pain in vaccinated arm, joint pain,  headache, chills, fatigue

984987 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 55.0 54 F Diarrhea Bilat eye puffiness, right sided head congestion, nasal drip and diarrhea; lethargy last night; resolved.

984994 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 63.0 62 M Headache & Myalgia

985006 01/01/2021 01/09/2021 39.0 38 F Myalgia malaise, chills, lightheaded, shakey

985058 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 48 F Eustachian tube inflammed otitis serous

985064 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 48.0 47 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia & NauseaVomiting

985102 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 29.0 28 F LEFT AUXILLARY LYMPH NODE PAIN AND SWELLING

985107 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 29.0 28 F Rash & UrticariaPruritus Narrative:  erythemic mildly pruritic rash 4 inches x 4 inches at left deltoid injection site tender touch, developed 1/5/2021. Taking zyrtec x 2 days in evening without relief of pruritis and Ibuprofen 1/7/2021 evening with relief of pain

985112 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 57.0 56 F Fever Sore arm around 12 noon; chills 10pm for an hour, then fever 101-3F; relieved with tylenol

985118 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 44.0 43 F Joint pain, muscle pain, facial swelling

985124 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 61.0 60 F Rash & UrticariaPruritus

985129 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 65.0 64 M Chills, congestion, fatigue Narrative:  Employee tested positive for COVID-19 on 1/5/21

985135 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 44.0 43 M injection arm left deltoid pain (sharp pain with movement and dullache at rest) Narrative:  left deltoid pain immediately after vaccine, intermittent. came to occupational health for in person apt with NP 1/8 now constant pain 2-9/10 sharp pain with movement and dull ache otherwise. Had deltoid shoulder pain prior to vaccination, taking ibuprofen. 1/11 ortho apt scheduled. NP instructed pt to continue to take ibuprofen as needed and proceed with scheduled ortho apt.

985141 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 40.0 39 F Fever None Narrative:  Employee was swabbed for COVID on 1/8/21

985145 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 37.0 36 F Chills, Nausea, Diarrhea

985150 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 60.0 59 F TRIANGLE-SHAPED REDNESS & SWELLING OF LEFT DELTOID WHERE VACCINE RECEIVED

985155 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 39.0 38 F Headache 12/24 dizziness, lethargy 12/26-12/27 itchy dry eyes 1/1 headache, 1/5-1/7 dry white pus around eyes Narrative:  12/24 afternoon 15-20 minutes dizziness, slept a little bit. 12/26-27 itchy eyes hx of dry itchy eyes, but reports not like this. 1/1 headache for 4 hr, back neck usually never have a headaches. 1/5-1/7 dry white pus around eyes. Instructed to call covid hotline for rule out. 1/7 Covid result negative. RN will follow up.

985324 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 57.0 56 M "Blah feeling" -  malaise Narrative:  Employee tested positive for COVID-19 on 1/4/21

985333 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 54.0 53 M Headache Sore at site of injection

985334 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 75.0 74 M brief period of unresponsiveness with lethargy and breathlessness

985335 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 89.0 88 M lethargy Narrative:

985457 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 103.0 102 M Cellulitis of injected arm Narrative:  Resolved after 5 days abx tx. No further reaction noted.
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985839 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 41.0 40 F Fever chills Narrative:

985840 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 39.0 38 F Headache sore arm, malaise Narrative:

985842 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 63.0 62 M Headache & Myalgia Narrative:

985843 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 60.0 59 M Confusion, Headache, Myalgia, Fever, soreness at injection site starting after 12 hours, fatigue, lack of appetite, temp of 104.3 Narrative:  employee was told to follow up with his physician and get tested for covid

985844 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 52.0 51 M Dizziness, Sedation, Myalgia, Diarrhea, CHILLS, VERY URGENT DIARRHEA Narrative:

985845 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 42.0 41 F Rash, ErythemaMultiform, UrticariaPruritus, moderate fatigue Narrative:

985846 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 54.0 53 M Arthralgia & SkinRash Narrative:

985847 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 37.0 36 F Headache fatigue, medication taste in throat, taste sensation off Narrative:

985848 12/25/2020 01/09/2021 47.0 46 F Rash Redness, burning, swelling, indurated rash to L. arm Narrative:

985849 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 36.0 35 F Headache & Myalgia Narrative:

985850 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 38.0 37 M Phlebitis, UrticariaPruritus,  INJECTION SITE WARM RED SWOLLEN AND ITCHY SUDDENLY 8 DAYS AFTER VACCINE Narrative:

985862 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 45.0 44 F Headache & Myalgia Narrative:

985881 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 51.0 50 F Headache, Sedation & Myalgia

985930 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 54.0 53 F Phlebitis RIGHT ARM SUDDENLY WITH REDNESS, WARMTH PAIN ON 1/6 AFTER VACCINE ON 12/29 Narrative:

986004 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 62.0 61 M Dizziness & Headache Narrative: Employee informed this RN that he "I feel like I'm going to faint and I have a headache". 0910-BP 121/73, HR 52 O2 sat 97% 0915-Employee states "I still feel faint". 0930-Eployee still states he feels faint and like he is going to pass out. Code assist called. 0935-120/76 HR-51. 0940-Employee still feeling faint, assisted to ER by ER staff via W/C for full evaluation.

986021 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 48 M Phlebitis & Diarrhea Narrative:

986035 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 54.0 53 F Phlebitis, UrticariaPruritus, SWOLLEN LYMPH NODE ON COLLAR BONE Narrative:

986053 12/08/2020 01/09/2021 32.0 31 F large red area at site Narrative:

986077 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 46.0 45 M Headache, Sedation & Myalgia Narrative:

986095 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 59.0 58 F Phlebitis, UrticariaPruritus, INJECTION SITE SUDDENLY RED, WARM AND ITCHY ON 1/6 SEVEN DAYS POST VACCINE Narrative:

986111 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 43.0 42 F rash, redness Narrative:

986120 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 50.0 49 F Myalgia, Fever FEVER OF 100.3

986133 01/09/2021 63.0 M Sweaty, clammy, faint Narrative:

986136 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 41.0 40 M Headache migraine, red/sore, warm at site of injection,body aches

986144 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 46.0 45 F Headache aches, peeling fingertips Narrative:

986148 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 31.0 30 F SWOLLEN LYMPH NODE ON LEFT COLLAR BONE ONE WEEK POST VACCINE

990725 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 33.0 32 F Myalgia, Fever, FATIGUE AND SORENESS AT INJECTION SITE Narrative: SWABBED FOR COVID 12/29 NEGATIVE

990726 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 44.0 43 F HYPERgylcemia SCRATCHY THROAT, ELEVATED BLOOD GLUCOSE BY 50

990727 01/09/2021 53.0 M Dizziness & HYPERtension Narrative:  Employee felt dizy had his b/p went up to 152/89 pulse 55 then 143/83 oxygen sats 97 percent on room aiar at 1218

990728 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 52.0 51 M Myalgia, Fever, LOSS OF TASTE AND SNELL, CHILLS Narrative: SWABBED FOR COVID 12/28 NEGATIVE RESULT

990729 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 65.0 64 F Headache, Palpitations, flushing, elevated blood pressure (134) and Heart rate (90) Narrative:

990730 12/26/2020 01/09/2021 32.0 31 F ErythemaMultiform & UrticariaPruritus Narrative: Recomended benedryl and ice

990731 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 42.0 41 M Headache, myalgia, fever & NauseaVomiting

990732 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 62.0 61 F Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, chills

990733 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 43.0 42 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, chills alternating with sweats as well, fever continued for 2 days, also reporting swollen glands Narrative:  Symptoms persisted for 48 hours, with some lingering symptoms beyond 48 hours (headache, aches, swollen glands)

990734 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 30.0 29 M Dizziness, Headache & NauseaVomiting

990735 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 43.0 42 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, fatigue, chills, loss of appetite Narrative:  Employee reports symptoms resolved in 48 hours, only used home tylenol for treatment

990736 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 51.0 50 M Fatigue Narrative:

990737 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 51.0 50 F SkinRash & ErythemaMultiform Narrative:  Itching of scalp, slight redness attributed to scratching by employee, no wheals or blisters

990738 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 46.0 46 F ErythemaMultiform arm soreness, localized swelling Narrative:  arm soreness day of vaccination, localized swelling reported occurring the next day; took Tylenol twice, feels like symptoms are resolving.

990739 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 58.0 57 M Headache, Myalgia, Arm pain at injection site and worsening of symptoms Narrative:  Progressive headache symptoms and arm pain

990740 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 45.0 44 F UrticariaPruritus Puritic, erythematous, painful induration 9x6 cm  Narrative:  immed induration , resolved then recurred to 9x6cm red and painful.

990741 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 41.0 40 M Headache, Arthralgia & Fever

990742 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 58.0 57 F CRAMP IN FEET Narrative:

990743 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 38.0 37 M Myalgia & Phlebitis Narrative:

990744 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 61.0 60 M Headache, Myalgia, SINUS COLD SYMPTOMS AND ROSY CHEEKS Narrative:

990745 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 58.0 57 M Headache, Sedation, Myalgia & Arthralgia Narrative:

990746 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 54.0 53 M Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia & NauseaVomiting

990747 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 40.0 39 M Dizziness, Headache & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

990748 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 38.0 37 F BlurredVision, Headache, CoughWheeze, Hypertension, Syncope, shortness of breath

990751 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 53.0 52 M Myalgia Narrative:

990758 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 37.0 36 M Myalgia, Arthralgia & NauseaVomiting

990766 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 63.0 62 F SORENESS AT INJECTION SITE Narrative:

990775 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 34.0 33 M Headache, Seizures, UrticariaPruritus & NauseaVomiting Narrative:  NORMALLY HAVE SEIZURES EVERY EVENING, BUT THIS SEIZURE ABOUT 5.5 HRS POST VACCINE WAS MUCH MORE SEVERE WITH "EYES ROLLING IN BACK OF HEAD" AND FELT "IN A DAZE". TOOK AN EXTRA DOSE OF CLONAZIPAM 1 MG

990802 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 51.0 50 M Headache migraine (date of event not listed) Narrative:  Treated with OTC tylenol

990821 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 33.0 32 M Myalgia Soreness at injection site

990828 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 43.0 42 F Myalgia, Arthralgia, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, Chills and soreness at injection site Narrative:  Missed one day of work.

990829 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 27.0 26 M None stated.

990840 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 57.0 56 F Myalgia, SkinRash, Rash & UrticariaPruritus Narrative:

990848 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 63.0 62 F Myalgia Narrative:

990850 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 46.0 45 F Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Left Arm pain, fatigue, sharp muscle pain, nausea Narrative:  Rest, fluids, Tylenol and Motrin at home

990852 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 30.0 29 M Dizziness, Headache, Had sore arm and "felt like hell, thought I was going to pass out" Very weak and fatigued. Had headache. Slept from 5:30pm on Tues till 14:30pm on 12/30. Fells fine on 12/31/20. Narrative:

990854 01/09/2021 28.0 F mild throat tightness Narrative:  approx 15 mins after vaccine administered employee started having mild throat tightness -- 25mg po benadryl given -- within 10-15mins, symptoms resolved - she was evaluated by a MD --

990855 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 39.0 38 F Myalgia, Arthralgia, SkinRash & Rash Narrative:

990856 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 51.0 50 F Headache & Fever

990857 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 53.0 52 M Myalgia, Arthralgia & Fever Narrative: Previously COVID positive. Symptoms following injection similar to symptoms while positive.

990858 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 41.0 40 F UrticariaPruritus, NauseaVomiting, pain and swelling at injection site

990859 01/09/2021 58.0 F Pain in left arm from deltoid to elbow and up neck Narrative:

990860 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 43.0 42 F FATIGUE,CHILLS,SORENESS AT INJECTION SITE Narrative:

990861 12/26/2020 01/09/2021 65.0 64 F Headache, Fever, BODY ACHES, CHILLS Narrative:

990862 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 66.0 65 F Fatigue and soreness at injection site

990864 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 29.0 28 F Dizziness, NauseaVomiting, Vertigo Narrative:  Employee observed for 15 min in clinic after Vaccination. Went back to work, as Clinical Pharmacist. Found she felt dizzy, vertigo, and nauseated. Unable to concentrate or focus on her work. She went home to recover

990869 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 52.0 51 M SORENESS AT INJECTION SITE Narrative:

990880 12/26/2020 01/09/2021 52.0 50 F Myalgia, Fever, SWOLLEN LEFT CLAVICLE LYMPH NODE Narrative:

990899 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 50.0 49 F Myalgia Fatigue and soreness at injection site

990900 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 44.0 43 M Myalgia & Fever Narrative:  Hx of prior Covid infection on 12-4-20. Reported fever, chills, and myalgias.

990901 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 67.0 66 M Myalgia

990902 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 38.0 37 M Myalgia Fatigue Narrative:

990903 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 48 M Diarrhea Chills; paint and itching at injection site

990904 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 28.0 27 M Fatigue x2 days; pain at injection site x3days Narrative:

990905 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 58.0 57 M Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, Facial flushing, shortness of breath, fatigue Narrative:

990910 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 26.0 25 F Myalgia, Fever, F(101.5) Narrative:

990916 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 44.0 43 F Myalgia chills, body aches Narrative:  Treated with OTC ibuprofen

990921 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 40.0 39 M Headache, NauseaVomiting, Starting 1/4/21 evening, experienced HA, NV, and lymphadenopathy in left axilla through 1/6/21 Narrative:  Took OTC tylenol for HA

990926 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 48 F Headache, Myalgia, tired, weak, could not look at her computer, pain at the injection site Narrative:  Did not feel that needs to see the doctor today. Could not look at her computer at work. Left work today, felt the need to lay down and rest.

990932 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 37.0 36 M Dizziness, Headache & Myalgia Narrative:

990938 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 61.0 60 F Pining on left side of head, "not even a headache"

990945 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 32.0 31 F Myalgia, Fever, SkinRash, NauseaVomiting, chills, rhinorrhea, sore throat

990954 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 66.0 65 M Confusion disorientation; pain at injection site Narrative:

990963 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 67.0 66 F Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, Tachycardia, tachycardia, NVD approximately 12 hours post injection Narrative:

990971 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 40.0 39 F UrticariaPruritus redness, itchy, hot, swollen

990978 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 38.0 37 F Rash Chills, Ftaigue Narrative: Took OTC ibuprofen.

990983 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 62.0 61 M Headache HA, diarrhea, dry mouth, hot, lightheadedness

990991 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 46.0 45 M Myalgia Fatigued

990998 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 52.0 51 F ErythemaMultiform Pt complains of flushing; chest/neck/face/ears reddened; VS: P-126; R-16; BP-158/98;SAT-100%; Dr at bedside to evaluate pt. 1300- No repiratory distress;VS- 143/83; 104; 100%; 16; MD advised pt to take 25-50mg of benadryl every 6 hrs for 24 hr Narrative:  Patient with flushed skin; VSS; denies difficulty breathing; advised by Dr to take 25-50mg benadryl every 6hrs and follow up if any change in or worsening of symptoms. Ambulated from clinic with husband. No assistance needed.

991006 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 48.0 47 F Headache, Myalgia, Rigors, fevers, and frontal headaches Narrative: 12 hours after vaccine given, experienced severe, extreme rigors, along with fevers to 103.2, unresponsive to acetaminophen and ibuprofen. Also reported intractable headache (mostly frontal). 24 hours later, temperature reported as normal. Of note, reports history of mild COVID before (positive PCR 11/2020 with symptoms but never severe).

991012 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 43.0 42 F Employee exhibited right hip warmth and tightness that radiated to her right jaw Narrative:

991226 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 46.0 45 F Myalgia RLE aching

991234 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 61.0 60 F Dizziness, Sedation, NUMBNESS OF FOREHEAD Narrative:

991241 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 66.0 65 F SkinRash & Diarrhea Narrative:  Hives general systemic, head, palms,right eye lid, back, abdomen. Hives continued to pop up for the next four days.

991247 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 46.0 45 F Right eye twitching

991253 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 53.0 52 F Dizziness Weakness Narrative:  Reported weakness and dizzy. Evaluated by NP. VS taken initial - BP 156/91, HR 76, O2 sat 94% on RA. Continued monitor - BP 169/ , 162/88 O2sat 100% on RA. Lungs clear, no wheezing or SOB reported. Pt was able to hold conversation with nursing staff w/ no issues. Pt reports she took half a tablet of her HCTZ today and indicated she will follow up with her primary care MD regarding her elevated BP. Reports feeling better after resting. No signs of symptoms of distress noted @ 1230. Vitals BP 152/84 HR 69.

991261 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 55.0 54 F Headache & Myalgia

991265 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 45.0 44 F Headache, Fever & NauseaVomiting

991274 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 63.0 62 M Fatigue; continued pain to injection site Narrative:

991279 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 58.0 57 M tenderness at injection site Narrative:

991288 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 63.0 62 F Soreness and bruising at injection site

991294 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 45.0 43 M NauseaVomiting Fatigue

991301 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 45.0 44 M Headache fatigue Narrative:

991320 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 50.0 49 F Myalgia Chills and skin hurting Narrative:  Had COVID in Sept. The myalgia,chills,skin hurting were a mild version of what she had during active COVID infection

991337 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 60.0 59 F SkinRash & NauseaVomiting

991344 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 38.0 37 M Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

991350 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 44.0 43 F Dizziness, Headache & NauseaVomiting Narrative:  Need to stay home due to N/V, missed work day.

991358 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 57.0 56 F Arthralgia & Fever

991362 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 58.0 57 F SORENESS AT INJECTION SITE//FATIGUE Narrative:

991363 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 50.0 49 M pain/tenderness at injection site Narrative:

991364 01/09/2021 58.0 M Tenderness at injection site Narrative:

991366 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 61.0 60 M fatigue Narrative:

991371 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 61.0 60 M Diarrhea Narrative:

991379 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 61.0 60 M Fatigue remains Narrative:

991611 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 57.0 56 M BlurredVision, Dizziness, Headache & Myalgia Narrative:  Vaccine administered left deltoid 1050am at approx 1052 began to feel sharp pain from left arm/shoulder to neck and then felt dizzy with mild blurred vision. Subsequent pain on left deltoid with movement of arm. VS 124/73;71; 14; 99%; 97.6 . assisted to lay on cart supine and dizziness subsided developed mild frontal headache. Remained on stretcher for aprox 25 minutes and gradual elevation of head of bed with continued resolution of symptoms with stable vital signs. Patient got off cart on own and wanted to leave as she felt much better. VS standing 1155 113/73;70; 14; 99% no dizziness, no visual changes, mild headache and decreased pain in left deltoid. Ambulated without any assistance, gait steady no apparent distress, patient returned to work area and advised return if symptoms return or to go to the ER.

991618 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 56.0 55 F TENDERNESS AT INJECTION SITE// STIFF NECK AT BASE OF SKULL LASTED 2HR Narrative:

991638 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 65.0 64 F Headache, Myalgia, SORE ARM HEADACHE LASTED 30 MIN Narrative:

991720 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 50.0 49 F Soreness and erythema at injection site

991792 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 64.0 63 M NONE Narrative: NO REACTIONS REPORTED

991793 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 69.0 68 M Myalgia neck pain

991794 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 41.0 40 F Palpitations Narrative:  Employee received vaccine at 8am on 12-29. 45 minutes later experienced flushed feeling, heart palpitations, chest pain. See in urgent care at work, EKG showed ectopy. She was sent to the nearby emergency room, where she was monitored and given iv fluids, oxygen and tylenol. She is feeling better today one day later, and will have follow-up with cardiology. Vaccine administration may have set off underlying predisposition for PVC's, ectopy. Was aware of PVC's previously but well-controlled on diltiazem. Has now been switched to metoprolol.

991795 12/19/2020 01/09/2021 50.0 49 F UrticariaPruritus Narrative: 12/19-12/21 hives to R wrist, chest, back, neck

991796 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 34.0 33 F Sedation Narrative: MODERATE FATIGUE X 3 DAYS
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991798 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 70.0 68 F Headache extreme fatigue, did not work yesterday; Narrative:

991799 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 44.0 42 M Headache, UrticariaPruritus, 12-29-20 awakended with body aches and temp of 101.9 Narrative:  Received Moderna Vaccine #1 at approx. 9:15 am. Headache started around 1030, generalized itching around noon. Benadryl 50mg PO q4h PRN prescribed x 1 day. Called today, 12-20 reporting body aches and temp of 101.9. Itching has improved since yesterday. Patient states, "I feel like I've been hit by a truck."

991800 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 29.0 28 F Myalgia & NauseaVomiting

991801 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 36.0 35 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, Chills and fatigue Narrative:

991802 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 50.0 49 M Myalgia  pain to injection site

991803 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 63.0 62 M soreness to injection site;

991804 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 57.0 56 F PAIN AT INJECTION SITE Narrative:

991805 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 46.0 45 M PAIN AT INJECTION SITE AND FATIGUE Narrative:

991806 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 48.0 47 M Fatigue; tenderness at injection site Narrative:

991807 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 44.0 43 F SORENESS AT INJECTION SITE Narrative:

991808 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 61.0 60 F SORENESS AT INJECTION SITE Narrative:

991809 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 37.0 36 M none Narrative:

991810 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 47.0 46 M none Narrative:

994026 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 44.0 43 M Redness/warmth to injection site

994027 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 58.0 57 M Headache, Myalgia & Arthralgia Narrative:  Developed headache shortly after vaccination, dose 1. Over time also experienced muscle and joint aches. Missed one day of work. Used ibuprofen. Feeling better now.

994028 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 45.0 44 F Pain at injection site

994029 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 32.0 31 F Headache & NauseaVomiting Narrative: Developed symptoms of nausea and headache several hours after vaccine administration (12-22-20). Up late with symptoms of vomiting. Missed work the next day (12-23-20). Feeling much better by noon of the next day.

994030 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 45.0 44 M pain at injection site

994031 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 52.0 51 F Soreness at injection site

994032 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 60.0 59 F Light headed lasted 3-4 hr

994033 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 48.0 47 M Headache tenderness to injection site Narrative:

994034 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 36.0 35 F Soreness and bruising at injection site/pain in knee just as she had when she had the covid virus

994035 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 62.0 61 F Soreness and warmth at iinjection site

994036 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 50.0 49 M Fatigue; pain at injection site Narrative:

994037 12/19/2020 01/09/2021 41.0 40 F Rash & UrticariaPruritus Narrative:  Developed urticaria (welt) over the vaccine site hours after receiving vaccine. mild tenderness, then rash after several hours and became itchy. Employee is concerned about the level of protection (antibody titer produced)because allegedly given subcutaneous rather than intramuscular

994038 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 69.0 68 M Pain at injection site

994039 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 69.0 68 M pain at inject site Narrative:

994040 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 50.0 49 F Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever & NauseaVomiting Narrative:  About 5-6 hours after injection arm became sore and could not raise it. Approximately 24 hours after injection had chills & muscle aches. Previously COVID positive and these symptoms were the same as when she had COVID infection. Two days after injection (morning of this report) no longer having chills, but very fatigued and nauseated.

994041 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 45.0 44 F Pain at injection site Narrative:

994052 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 71.0 70 M Fatigue; overwhelming feeling of sadness

994072 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 46.0 45 F Soreness at injection site

994085 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 37.0 36 M Arthralgia joint pain to hip, elbows and any bony prominences: employee also mentioned she has sickle cell Narrative:

994086 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 58.0 57 M pain/tenderness to injection site

994087 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 62.0 61 F Soreness at injection site

994088 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 39.0 38 M SORENESS AT INJECTION SITE Narrative:

994089 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 55.0 54 M SORENESS AT INJECTION SITE Narrative:

994090 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 48 F Pain/tenderness at injection site Narrative:

994091 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 60.0 59 F SORENESS AND ERYTHEMA AT INJECTION SITE Narrative:

994092 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 45.0 44 M TENDERNESS AT INJECTION SITE Narrative:

994157 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 50.0 49 F SORENESS AT INJECTION SITE Narrative:

994158 01/09/2021 36.0 M "small burning sensation in throat", mild numbness in left side of tongue, mild headache Narrative:

994159 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 65.0 64 M Soreness at injection site

994160 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 28.0 27 F Myalgia Narrative:  Localized injection site tenderness and induration- mild

994161 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 44.0 43 M Myalgia Sore arm only

994162 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 48 F Right axilla painful Lymphadenopathy noted 12/27, Sore right arm at injection site improved after 72 hours, no other symptoms reported Narrative: No treatment necessary at this time. Will continue to monitor. Advise to seek care/call occupational health if concerns arise or anything worsens. Reports right arm injection site soreness improved after 72 hours, no other symptoms reported.

994163 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 67.0 66 F Myalgia SORE ARM ONLY Narrative:

994164 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 25.0 24 M Dizziness, Headache, numbness in the head, hands; feeling cold, sensitive to temperature, tired. Narrative:  The employee stated that he will not need to see ED provider at this time. He will, if sx get worse. Was advised to seek care from PCP, and alert Occupational Health if any changes. The employee in agreement.

994165 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 61.0 60 F ARM SORE ONLY Narrative:

994166 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 59.0 58 F SORE ARM ONLY Narrative:

994167 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 34.0 33 F Myalgia ARM SORE AND BRUISED NARRATIVE:

994168 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 27.0 26 F Headache, Myalgia, CoughWheeze,  NauseaVomiting, Panic Attacks-on sunday Narrative:  Went and got a COVID test on Mon 12/28/2020

994181 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 43.0 42 M CoughWheeze Congestion, Fatigue, Local injection site tenderness Narrative:  Took OTC naproxen and zyrtec.

994198 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 45.0 44 F Bell's Palsy started 12/24 or 12/25/2020 Narrative:  Currently being treated by her Primary Care Provider with prednisone

994217 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 36.0 35 M Headache, Myalgia & Diarrhea Narrative:

994224 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 48 F UrticariaPruritus, Diarrhea & NauseaVomiting

994225 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 32.0 31 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Fever 101.6 ay 8:00PM, Fatigue-Fever and fatigue lasted the longest-5 days Narrative:  Did not feel well with the fever and fatigue.

994226 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 53.0 52 M Myalgia ARM SORE Narrative:

994227 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 47 F Headache & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

994228 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 58.0 57 F Myalgia tingling and paresthesia of mouth, tongue , scratchy throat, mild cough, metallic taste, myalgia Narrative:  tingling and paresthesia of mouth, tongue , scratchy throat, mild cough, metallic taste, myalgia

994229 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 36.0 35 M Myalgia, Fever, Chills Narrative:  Bed rest times 2 hours

994230 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 41.0 40 F Depression, Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, Diarrhea & NauseaVomiting Narrative:  On 12/28/20 continue with headache, abdominal malaise, Dizziness. But referred is improving.

994231 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 63.0 62 F Dizziness FLUSHED, HOT, DIPHURETIC, REDNESS, HEAVINESS IN STOMACH Narrative: RESOLVED IN 30 MINUTES

994232 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 51.0 50 F Palpitations, Tachycardia, "Woozy", Lips itchy/dry Narrative:  Noted patient checking her carotid pulse with her right hand as new band-aid being applied. Asked patient what was happening or wrong. Stated she felt her heart racing with palpitations. Requested assistance with vital sign monitoring. 15:18 Pulse 99 O2 sat 99% . States she continues to have tachycardia and palpitations and a bit "woozy". 15:19 Pulse 115, 99% O2 sat, BP 149/90 in right arm. States continues to have palpations and now a pain level of 4 in left lower anterior chest wall and lips are now itchy and dry. 50mg Benadryl given PO with water. 15:20 O2 sat 99% BP 142/87 pulse 89. States lips continue to be dry but less itchy and decrease in Left lower anterior chest wall pain. 15:25 O2 sat 99%, Pulse 86, BP 132/84. States lips continue to be dry no longer itchy, no further heart palpitations and decrease in Left lower anterior chest wall pain level 2 or 3 now 1530 O2 sat 100% Pulse 78. Alert oriented states feeling better. 1535 O2 sat 99% P 74 BP 111/69. States no further issues with lips. Chest wall pain now a level 1. 1545 O2 sat 99% P 74 BP 117/75. No further chest wall pain. All issues resolved. 1600 O2 sat 99%, P 73, BP 119/76. No pain. Patient stood, bent over, walked around no issues states feel normal with no issues.

994235 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 46.0 45 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, fatigue Narrative: severe headache, severe fatigue, nausea; started 12/25/2020 at 04:00am lasted until 15:00pm

994243 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 53.0 52 F Diarrhea Fatigue for 24 hours post vaccination. Loose stools were for 3 days

994264 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 53.0 52 F Myalgia & Fever Narrative:

994271 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 53.0 52 F Sedation, Myalgia & Diarrhea Narrative:

994279 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 44.0 43 M Headache, Arthralgia, Phlebitis & Fever Narrative: ~ Discomfort 3-4/10 to include Injection site (Onset after ~6-8hours post injection); Headache, Feverish/Chills, Joint/Body Aches. Symptoms seemed to subside with tylenol, and Advil, reduced after approx 26-28hours post injection. Mild+ in nature. Additional pronounced Redness at injection site 1 1/2 to 2inches x 3 1/2 to 4inches reduced in size after ~ 4-5 days

994290 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 60.0 59 M Myalgia 1) Arm stiffness, 2) Muscle soreness 3) Localized swelling 4) Small warm spot at injection site Narrative:

994297 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 60.0 59 M Fever fever Narrative:

994303 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 36.0 35 F Headache, NauseaVomiting nausea, fatigue, brain fog, headache Narrative: Advised symptomatic management and follow-up with PCP as needed.

997917 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 55.0 54 F Dizziness, Tachycardia, tingling in upper and lower extremities Narrative:

997918 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 69.0 68 F Headache, Myalgia, CoughWheeze, Fatigue Narrative:  Took OTC ibuprofen.

997919 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 43.0 42 F SkinRash, Rash, UrticariaPruritus & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

997920 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 63.0 62 M Headache, Myalgia, Pain at injection site, then fatigue

997921 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 61.0 60 F Rash Narrative:  reports onset of rash 8 days post injection, localized around area of injection site. red, slightly raised, skin intact.

997922 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 50.0 49 M Headache, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, fatigue

997924 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 41.0 40 F Myalgia fatigue. redness and itchy at the injection site

997929 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 52.0 51 F Dizziness, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Palpitations, swollen lymph nodes in neck, SOB

997934 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 52.0 51 F UrticariaPruritus Narrative:  Employee self treating with benadryl. It started on 1/5/21

997947 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 43.0 42 F SkinRash, Rash & UrticariaPruritus

997953 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 38.0 37 F Myalgia Narrative:

997958 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 54.0 53 M muscle weakness, fatigue

997964 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 73.0 72 F Rash, UrticariaPruritus, itchy, redness, hardened area that is growing Narrative:

997970 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 53.0 52 M fingers tingling, fatigue Narrative:

997977 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 44.0 43 F Headache, NauseaVomiting, HA, nausea, fatigue Narrative:

997983 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 41.0 40 F Headache HA (migraine), pain at injection site Narrative:

997989 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 37.0 36 F Headache, Myalgia, felt warm-feverish Narrative:  Taking OTC NyQuil every 4-6 hours.

997999 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 31.0 30 F Headache Narrative: Mild headache started 2 minutes after injection

998008 12/18/2020 01/09/2021 73.0 72 M Hx. DM. Noted during observation he was forgetful but able to verbalize but speech noted to slur, Juice given 120/90, 78, 18. c/o of tightness in chest and was transported to ED for evaluation in stable condition. 140/78, 68, 18. Acu chceck 240 in ED. Di Narrative: After vaccine, during observation seemed forgetful but able to verbalize. Speech noted to slur, History of DM verbalized by pt. Juice given 120/90, 78, 18. c/o of tightness in chest and was transported to ED for evaluation in stable condition. 140/78, 68, 18. Acu chceck 240 in ED. Discharged asymptomatic from ED to f/u with PCP.

998015 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 61.0 60 F Dizziness Narrative:  Dizzy 10 minutes after injection

998020 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 36.0 35 F Dizziness Narrative: Dizzy approximately 2-3 minutes after vaccine injection

998027 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 62.0 61 F Injection site soreness Narrative:

998034 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 64.0 63 F Flushing Narrative: Flushing 10 minutes after vaccine administration

998050 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 48.0 47 M Headache Lightheadedness Narrative:

998057 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 43.0 42 F Rash & UrticariaPruritus Narrative:

998064 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 60.0 59 F Myalgia right arm red, warm, raised area. Itchy with moderate firmness Narrative: Vaccine on 12/23/2020, Right arm warm, red area 3 inches in diameter, Itchy, moderate firmness (less firm than a few days ago). Sore, has psoriasis on elbow, has not missed work. Temp 97.2

998117 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 47.0 46 F Face and neck flushing and tingling. Narrative:

1000713 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 41.0 40 M Dizziness Flushed. Buzzing in ears.

1000714 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 64.0 63 F Fever pain at injection site

1000715 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 46.0 45 F Headache, Fever, chills

1000716 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 53.0 52 M Headache & Myalgia

1000717 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 50.0 49 F Right upper quadrant dull pain 4/10 around the liver area, has not checked liver enzymes Narrative:  has not seeked medical care

1000718 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 42.0 41 M Headache, Myalgia & NauseaVomiting

1000719 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 40.0 39 F Myalgia, Fever, noticed sore arm this AM (1/6/21) then myalgias and fever this afternoon to 101.1, now 100.6 and tingling feeling all over

1000720 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 40.0 39 F Fever

1000769 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 69.0 68 M Headache, Myalgia & Fever

1000772 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 50.0 49 F Headache, Myalgia & Fever

1000810 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 63.0 62 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever & Diarrhea

1000813 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 38.0 37 M Rash, Purpura, "Spotty skin discoloration (slight reddish/purple color) down the arm L > R, Pain at injection site"

1000816 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 54.0 53 F "Lightheaded", "woozy", "stressed that may play a role" @ 1524 BP 168/100 HR 68 SPO2 97% RA, @1527 BP 161/87, @1532 BP 158/84, @1538 BP 151/97 Narrative: Report provided to this RN by staff, monitor post Covid vaccination: @1524 (Post 15 min monitoring after receiving vaccination) Employee reported to staff, monitor, a mild feeling of being lightheaded or "woozy" and stated " have been a bit stressed regarding news and uncertain if that is playing a role, vitals were taken. Employee agreed to stay for another 15 mins, @1538 last BP taken and Employee stated she felt better. Symptoms resolved and employee was able to go.

1000825 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 47.0 46 F Headache, Myalgia, sore throat

1000835 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 50.0 49 F NauseaVomiting Chills

1000837 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 29.0 28 F Chills, dizzy, headache, injection site pain

1000838 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 55.0 54 F UrticariaPruritus Infection site red and warm

1000839 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 55.0 54 M Myalgia, Fever, Chills

1000841 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 43.0 42 F Myalgia Swollen glands (armpits and neck), Injection site warm and red

1000842 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 62.0 61 F Confusion, Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Diarrhea & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

1000845 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 56.0 55 M Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, NauseaVomiting, Chills, Shaking Cold, Fatigue Narrative:

1000846 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 27.0 26 F Red, swollen injection site

1000848 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 46.0 45 F Headache, UrticariaPruritus, Arm pain with urticarial rash Narrative:  Given antibiotic with what appears localized infection area

1000850 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 69.0 68 M Headache, Bradycardia, FLUSHING, TINGLING OF LOWER EXTREMITIES, GENERALIZED WEAKNESS Narrative:

1000851 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 61.0 60 M Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, very fatigued Narrative: Temp was 98.7F

1000853 01/02/2021 01/09/2021 47.0 46 F Myalgia, Fever, UrticariaPruritus, Anorexia, SOA, rhinorrhea, chills, Narrative: Self treated with Benadryl and motrin

1000855 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 59.0 58 F Headache & Myalgia Narrative:

1000939 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 52.0 51 F Dizziness tingling around lips Narrative: took Benadryl

1001018 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 61.0 60 M Headache, SkinRash, Sweating, thigh rash and headache Narrative:

1001034 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 59.0 58 M Headache, Diarrhea, Low grade fever, body aches, fatigue Narrative:  Developed a low grade fever, fatigue, body aches, headache, lightheadedness, and diarrhea following vaccine administration. Resolved by 12/30/20.

1001038 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 54.0 53 M pain at injection site, tired, malaise, generalized pain, nausea, runny nose Narrative:
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1001042 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 61.0 60 F Low grade fever, fatigue, body aches, arm pain

1001075 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 30.0 29 F Diarrhea & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

1001105 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 56.0 55 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Chills/ Fatigue

1001108 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 50.0 49 M Headache, NauseaVomiting, Arm soreness at injection site, neck tightness Narrative:

1001177 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 48 F Headache  chills, feels hot (no fever), body aches, stuffiness, and headache

1001231 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 49.0 48 M Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia & Fever Narrative:

1001232 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 47.0 46 F Fever Narrative: Reports temp of 101.1 overnight

1001234 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 45.0 44 F Headache NASAL DRAINAGE, HEADACHE, FLUSHING, CHILLS, FATIGUE Narrative: ABOUT 30 MIN. AFTER VACCINATION, PATIENT BEGAN TO FEEL OFF-BALANCED WITH A MILD HEADACHE ABOVE THE RIGHT EYE. FOREHEAD WAS FLUSHED, WATERY EYES, RUNNY NOSE, FATIGUE AND CHILLS. LEFT UPPER ARM IS SORE, MORE NOTICEABLE WITH MOVEMENT. AT TIME OF REPORT, PATIENT CONTINUES TO HAVE RIGHT SIDED HEADACHE, SORE UPPER ARM, CHILLS AND FATIGUE.

1001236 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 47.0 46 M Myalgia

1001237 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 51.0 50 F Headache, Fever, HEADACHE, FEVER, CHILLS, FATIGUE Narrative: AROUND 6PM ON DAY OF VACCINATION, CHILLS AND FEVER (101.8/101.9 F), LIGHT HEADACHE WITH EXTREME FATIGUE. TREATED WITH TYLENOL ON 1/4/21 AND 1/5/21; STILL FATIGUE ON 1/6/21 BUT NO FEVER (LAST TYLENOL 7 PM ON 1/5/21)

1001239 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 48 M Myalgia

1001240 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 39.0 38 M Myalgia fatigue for 2 days

1001241 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 41.0 40 M Headache & Diarrhea

1001242 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 29.0 28 M Tachycardia Narrative:  0758 employee c/o what felt like increased heart rate and then slowed down. Employee stated that he did not eat in AM. VS: T96.8; 120/75; 61; 96% RA. Employee reclined back with feet up an given cranberry juice. 0820 employee stated he felt better after cranberry juice. VS: T96.4 133/79; 54; 96% RA.

1001377 01/09/2021 33.0 F Dizziness, Headache, NauseaVomiting, parasthesia Narrative: pt reported numbness in LUE where shot was given, lightheadedness, nausea, was moved to lying position. Patient o2 sat 97%, 2L NC o2 applied for comfort. Patient voided.

1004926 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 64.0 63 F Dizziness, HYPERtension & Tachycardia Narrative: 5 min after vaccine administered L arm felt dizzy. 170/100, HR 133, 97% RA at 1220. Reported poor sleep and mild anxiety. 115/76, HR 116, 96% RA at 1234. At 1237 denies any dizziness or other adverse effects.

1004944 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 64.0 63 M malaise

1004954 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 61.0 60 M Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, chills, fatigue, diarrhea Narrative:  Employee received vaccine on 01/04/2021 and did not experience symptoms until the following day. On 01/05/2021, employee began experiencing fever (100 F), chills, headache, joint and muscle aches, fatigue, and diarrhea. Of note, employee reports attended a football game on 12/26/2020. Reports using Dayquil and Nyquil currently for symptoms. Symptoms have not yet resolved.

1004997 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 41.0 40 F Headache, Myalgia,  malaise, chills

1004998 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 64.0 63 F Myalgia Narrative:

1005140 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 41.0 40 M Headache & Myalgia

1005157 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 68.0 67 M Myalgia

1005168 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 47.0 46 M Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, Fatigue

1005235 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 45.0 44 F SkinRash c/o itchiness of the lower back with redness noted on lower back and the forehead (between the eyebrows). Hx. seasonal and alcohol allergies that present with rash Narrative: c/o itchiness of the lower back. redness noted on the lower back and the forehead (between the eyebrows). No sob. states hx/seasonal and alcohol allergies that present with rashes. Benadryl given @ 1650: 156/86, 86, 95%O2sat. @ 1700: 163/89, 81, 97%O2sat; @1720: 163/89, 91, 98% O2sat. 1720 redness diminishing, redness to forehead almost gone. In good spirits and denies sob. D'c'd stable to home with friend to escort. Going home, husband home, per pt.

1005538 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 55.0 54 F Myalgia CHILLS Narrative:

1005554 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 57.0 56 M Myalgia FATIGUE Narrative:

1005574 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 44.0 43 F Myalgia malaise. Inidially following injection, she had red face, hot & stayed 1 hour. During the a.m., earlier same day she had an MRI w/contrast. Narrative:

1005577 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 50.0 49 F Rash LARGE RED AREA AT SITE Narrative:

1005586 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 30.0 29 M Dizziness c/o feeling warm and dizzy w/ diaphoretic skin. Recovered after cold pack to neck and monitoring for 30 min. Narrative:  7 min after vaccine, c/o feeling warm and dizzy. Skin diaphoretic and pale. unlabored breathing. @1308: 98/54, 76, 96% O2 sat.; @1316: 122/66, 92, 20, 95% O2sat and stated feeling better. Observed for 30 minutes and d/c'd in stable condition. ambulated around the room and denied any c/o prior to D/C. Resolved.

1005588 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 54.0 53 M Myalgia chills Narrartive:

1005590 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 62.0 61 F c/o mild itching. 132/78, 78, 18, 99% O2 sat. Narrative: After vaccine c/o mild itching. Cetirizine given PO. Observed 30 min. @ 1340: 132-78, 78, 18m 99% O2 sat. Feeling better. D/C'd stable

1005591 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 57.0 56 F Headache & Myalgia

1005592 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 60.0 59 F c/o itching and pressure in her head. Narrative:  c/o of itching and pressure in head. Staff gave Diphenhydramine HCL VS 178/85, 72, 18, 98% O2sat. at 1340 states she felt better.

1005597 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 58.0 57 M nasal congestion Narrative:

1005599 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 66.0 65 M None stated.

1005600 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 54.0 53 M Headache, Fever, chills Narrative:

1005601 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 57.0 56 F Myalgia Chills, arm pain Narrative:

1005605 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 64.0 63 F Fatigue Narrative:  Went to work for a few minutes -- really tired. Fellow employee said she should go home or be reported. First shot had a sore arm & a bit of a cold for a few hours and back to work. This time has sore arm and is more tired than usual. 98.7 F No cough, HA, N/V. No medications taken for s/e.

1005608 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 63.0 62 F Dizziness, Fever, Tachycardia, lightheaded Narrative:

1005613 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 65.0 64 M Myalgia & Fever Narrative:

1005618 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 43.0 42 F Headache, Sedation, Myalgia, Arthralgia, WEAKNESS, CHILLS BUT NO FEVER Narrative:

1005630 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 60.0 59 M Myalgia Narrative:

1011323 11/22/2020 01/09/2021 46.0 45 M c/o tingling in both hands, light headed, profuse sweating and color pale. 120/68, 83, 28, 98%O2 sat. T 97.7 Narrative:  c/o tingling to both hands, light headedness, profuse sweating, and color pale. 120/68, 83, 28, 98%O2 sat.; 122/62, 84, 24, 98% O2sat.; 119/60, 82, 20, 97% O2sat. ; at discharge 125/88, 78, 18, 98% O2 sat.. 09500: Recovered and "feeling better."

1011340 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 51.0 50 M Headache, NauseaVomiting, R arm red, hot, & hard. Sinus drainage. Narrative:

1011342 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 F Headache, Myalgia & Fever Narrative: 0830 immunization. 2200. Shivering so bad she couldn't fall asleep until 03:00. Then sweats. Real bad sweats. Aches & pains all over. Bad retro-orbital headache. T-max 100.0 First dose in series had only significant local soreness

1011343 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 60.0 59 F Headache, Sedation, Myalgia, Arthralgia,  Tender lymph nodes under arm and neck

1011344 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 53.0 52 F Dizziness, HYPERtension, Syncope, Tachycardia, DIZZINESS AND LIGHTHEADED NESS AFTER VACCINE THIS AM AROUND 8:30. AT 12:30, WAS VERY PALE, WARM, DRY AND FEELING FAINT. 165/87, 104, 96.2, 98%, BLOOD GLUCOSE 158. NO SOB, RASH, OR ITHCING. AFTER 30 MINUTES WAS 112/69, 73, 18, 98%. Narrative:

1011345 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 66.0 65 F Flu like symptoms headaches, chills, nausea

1011355 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 52.0 51 M Flu like symptoms

1011405 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 55.0 54 F Headache fatigue, sore throat Narrative:

1011501 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 45.0 44 M SkinRash injection site pain and swelling

1011521 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 36.0 35 F SkinRash 2 days after vaccine onset of painful skin rash 2 inches below deltoid Narrative:  Mildly painful rash two inches below deltoid

1011565 01/08/2021 01/09/2021 47.0 46 M Headache, Arthralgia, NauseaVomiting, chills Narrative:

1011617 01/07/2021 01/09/2021 37.0 36 F Headache, Myalgia & Arthralgia Narrative:

1011637 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 47.0 46 F Hypertension + chostochondritis left ribs 1-3 Narrative:  Patient reported slightly elevated BP at 143/93 and reproducible chest pain on 1/8/2021 at 9:00am. Wanted to be examined as her 2 year boyfriend recently died of an arrhythmia. Has history of fibromyalgia and BP is "always is elevated when she see's a provider". BP improved to 138/76 on repeat after 15 min of discussion.

1012028 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 66.0 65 M Light-headedness Narrative:  Pt on 15min observation and complained of being lightheaded; BP taken at 1606, BP 120/80; pt was observed for another 15mins; VS taken at 1623, BP 102/62, HR 71, 02Sat 100%; pt states she is feeling better and ready to go home.

1012056 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 39.0 38 F SkinRash & UrticariaPruritus Narrative:  Patient reports an itchy rash from head to toe starting night of injection, missed work

1012058 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 53.0 52 M Headache, Myalgia & Fever

1012059 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 52.0 51 F Fever COVID diagnosis 12/27/2020

1012060 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 48 F Headache & Myalgia

1012062 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 65.0 64 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, ErythemaMultiform, L arm pain,

1012063 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 35.0 34 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, NauseaVomiting, chills, sweats

1012064 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 53.0 52 F Headache, Myalgia,  Fatigue

1012065 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 33.0 32 F ErythemaMultiform, UrticariaPruritus, 12/31-1/1 site redness and swelling, sore faded away. then returned on 1/6 red, swollen, itchy felt like big bug bite 1/7 hardened large circle swollen, erythema, itchy, dull pain. Narrative:  12/31-1/1 site redness swelling, sore faded away. then returned on 1/6 red, swollen, itchy felt like big bug bite 1/7 hardened large circle swollen, erythema, itchy, dull pain. Takes Flonase everyday, ice applied 1/6 with some relief.

1012066 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 58.0 57 F fatigue, left tongue swelling, night sweats Narrative:

1012067 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 51.0 50 F SkinRash chills, sore throat, body aches

1012071 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 NY 65.0 65 M Narrative:  Symptoms:  Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting & body ache Treatment: 01/05/2021

1012077 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 MS 70.0 70 M Narrative:  Patient received vaccination on 12/31/ 2020 and reports on 1/6/2021 that he had vivid dream/hallucination approximately the next evening after receiving vaccination and then reports having another vivid dream/hallucination on the 3rd day post-vaccination. Pt did not receive any treatment medication for vivid dream/hallucination. Pt does not have any noted history of hallucinations in the past. Current orders in place by provider: Labs, UA/ C&S, I&O Q4H, NEURO CHECK Q4H, VS Q4H. PMH: recurrent major depressive disorder, adjustment disorder with depressed mood. Symptoms:  Hallucinations & VIVID DREAM Treatment:01/06/2021

1015725 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 41.0 40 M Reported numbness in lips and L Malar area; no angioedema Narrative:  Employee was taken to facility in wheelchair, evaluated and stable. Diagnosis vasovagal due to needle anxiety vs mild allergic reaction to MODERNA vaccine. Given 50mg Benadryl and Solumedrol 125mg IM. Monitored for 30 minutes, completely asymptomatic. Release home in care of wife.

1015726 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 50.0 49 F Fever Facial tingling, blue nailbeds Narrative:  Facial tingling resolved. Still has low grade fever, fatigue

1015727 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 39.0 38 F Headache Narrative:

1015728 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 60.0 59 F Headache

1015729 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 46.0 45 F Dizziness, NauseaVomiting, right arm mild soreness Narrative:  12/29 employee reports onset of dizziness and nausea about 2 hours after the vaccine. Her right arm is slightly sore. 12/30 - symptoms have improved and are very slight today. 12/21 resolution of all symptoms.

1015800 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 54.0 53 F Headache, Sedation, fatige

1015807 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 48.0 47 F Myalgia & Fever Narrative:

1015815 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 59.0 58 M Headache sore right arm Narrative:  Reported headache and sore right arm

1015822 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 89.0 89 M Myalgia & CoughWheeze 01/06/2021

1015823 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 72.0 72 M Fever 01/06/2021

1015824 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 37.0 36 M Headache Narrative:  Reported headache

1015825 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 63.0 63 M Rash 01/06/2021

1015827 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 38.0 37 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, Diarrhea & NauseaVomiting

1015828 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 53.0 52 M Headache Fatigue

1015829 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 66.0 65 F Headache

1015830 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 36.0 35 F Myalgia FATIGUE Narrative:

1015831 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 69.0 68 M Headache

1015832 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 54.0 53 F Dizziness, NauseaVomiting, fatigue Narrative:

1015833 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 39.0 38 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever, chills, day after fatigue and headache

1015857 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 60.0 59 F Headache very fatigue, soreness at injection site Narrative:  stayed home from work

1016012 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 53.0 52 F Myalgia Narrative:

1016019 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 53.0 52 F Myalgia chills Narrative:

1016248 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 47.0 46 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, NauseaVomiting, Fatigue, pain/swelling of injection site Narrative:  Swelling/pain/tenderness at injection site starting 6-7 hours after vaccination, continuing for 3-4 days. Headache, body aches, nausea and fatigue starting 24 hours after vaccination (all continued for 3-4 days). At time of report (8 days post vaccination), still complains of headache and fatigue.

1016283 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 62.0 61 F Myalgia

1016286 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 67.0 66 M shoulder pain

1016287 12/26/2020 01/09/2021 43.0 42 M None stated.

1016291 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 31.0 30 F Redness and swelling at injection site Narrative:

1016292 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 57.0 56 F Diarrhea, Palpitations, Tachycardia, Fatigue; Tachycardia;Generalized weakness Narrative:  Fatigue; Tachycardia;Generalized weakness- trasfered to ER-Benadryl 25 mg IVP. recovered after 1 hr of benadryl.  12/31-mild discomfort at injection site

1016293 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 72.0 71 F Dizziness hot flashes Narrative:

1016294 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 59.0 58 F Weakness upper arm bilaterally

1016298 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 45.0 44 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Rash, Deltoid painful couple of days, fatique

1016300 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 43.0 42 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, pain, redness, and itching at the injection site Narrative:  fever was 100.1; resolved within 24 hours headache resolved within 24 hours pain at injection site resolved, but redness and itching persist

1016312 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 52.0 51 F Headache, Myalgia, Unable to sleep due to left arm pain

1016318 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 35.0 34 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, chills, loss of taste Narrative:

1016331 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 59.0 58 M Headache Fatigue Narrative:

1016341 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 56.0 55 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever, Chills Narrative:

1016380 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 52.0 51 F Headache & Myalgia Narrative:

1016466 12/21/2020 01/09/2021 70.0 69 F Fever Narrative:

1016500 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 56.0 55 F Myalgia Narrative:

1016520 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 62.0 61 M Myalgia Narrative:

1016583 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 61.0 60 F UrticariaPruritus injection site - edema, warmth Narrative:

1016685 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 46.0 45 F Headache, Myalgia, Diarrhea, stomach ache Narrative:

1019865 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 48 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, chills, malaise Narrative:

1019871 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 38.0 37 F Headache & Myalgia

1019878 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 45.0 44 F Dizziness, Headache, Arthralgia, chest tightness, sensation of throat swelling, subjective fever, dry mouth, anxiety Narrative:

1019884 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 56.0 55 M Myalgia, Fever, Fatigue, reports that fever up to 101, drops to 100.8 with Tylenol Extra strength.

1019932 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 45.0 44 M Confusion, Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Swelling and pain at the injection site, fatigue, tingling, feeling of heat in feet, chest tightness, eye pain Narrative:

1019945 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 54.0 53 M Headache stuffy nose Narrative:  Patient stated he received his Covid vaccination on Monday 1/4/2021. States he has stuffy nose and headache. States he missed work today 1/7/2021.

1019981 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 60.0 59 M Fever L arm pain, nasal congestion/runny, chills, burning in chest, fatigue

1019992 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 39.0 38 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, Rash,  NauseaVomiting, Nausea, fatigue, sore throat, tongue edema, fever, rash

1020089 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 58.0 57 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia & Fever

1020098 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 57.0 56 F Headache & Myalgia Narrative:

1020123 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 53.0 52 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, Uncontrolled shivering, fatigue, shortness of breath,soreness at injection site, fever 99.9-103 for 2 days

1020128 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 41.0 40 M Headache, Arthralgia, Fever, weakness; injection site pain, chills Narrative:

1022803 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 40.0 39 M Dizziness Fatigue Narrative:  Patient developed vertigo and general fatigue following administration of covid vaccine. Resolved as of 1/5/21.

1023059 12/16/2020 01/09/2021 24.0 23 F NauseaVomiting low grade fever

1023068 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 56.0 55 F Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia,  fatigue, injection site pain  Narrative:

1023089 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 27.0 26 F NauseaVomiting Aggravation of POTS, dizziness, fever, nausea, muscle aches and pain Narrative:

1023092 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 56.0 55 F SkinRash & Rash

1023095 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 26.0 25 F SkinRash localized skin rash at injection site

1023096 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 55.0 54 F SkinRash Vaccinated with 2nd dose @ 0942 w/o issue. After she returned to work, c/o rash to chest and arms. At 1500 returned to the immunization clinic. Take to ED for evaluation BP 224/108, 88, 18, 97% O2sat. Narrative:  Vaccinated with 2nd dose @0942 w/o issue. 5 hours later at 1500 returned to the immunization clinic with c/o rash to chest and arms and c/o slight H/A. BP elevated. Taken to ED for evaluation BP 224/108, 88, 18, 97% O2sat.
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1023097 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 32.0 31 F localized itching, erythema, & edema day 1-3, resoved on 1/5/2021, erythema & edema returned on 1/6/21 Narrative:

1023098 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 56.0 55 M Headache Left Arm soreness Narrative:  Patient developed arm soreness at injection site and headache following vaccine administration. Resolved as of 1/2/21.

1023099 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 55.0 54 F Headache, Diarrhea, NauseaVomiting, chills Narrative:  1/2/21 headache nausea. 1/3/21 vomiting diarrhea chills, called in sick by 1/4 symptoms resolved.

1023100 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 47.0 46 F Headache & NauseaVomiting Narrative:  Developed headache and nausea following administration of covid vaccine. Resolved by 1/3/21.

1023103 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 M Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, Muscle cramps and allodynia Narrative:  Woke today joint pain, HA, 100.5 vomiting. Body ache, HA, Zofran. Able to drink a bit. Bad leg cramps last night extended to whole body. Knees and hips particularly bad. Ibu and Tylenol First dose no problems. Allodynia.- dog licking her leg feels like razor blades

1023105 01/09/2021 44.0 F Fever LOW GRADE TEMP FOR 1 DAY Narrative:  LOW GRADE TEMP FOR LESS THAN 24 HOURS

1023106 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 58.0 57 F Headache Chills, redness and pain at injection site Narrative:  Patient reported headache, chills, redness and pain at injection site. Patient instructed to call her Primary Care Provider.

1025180 12/30/2020 01/09/2021 72.0 71 F DIZZINESS, LIGHT SENSITIVITY, PRURITUS Narrative:

1025386 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 46.0 45 M Headache, Myalgia, Arthralgia, Fever, Chills Narrative:  2nd vaccine on 5th at 14:45 2245 Nausea, low-grade fever 99, bad headache like a migraine. Used ibuprofen, "living on it" Had headache all night extending down to shoulders. Chills x 2 hours.

1025388 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 55.0 54 F Headache Narrative:

1025390 01/06/2021 01/09/2021 38.0 37 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever,  low back pain  Narrative: Spoke to Occ health only, no medical attention, has stayed out of work.

1025433 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 34.0 33 F LYMPHADENOPATHY TO RIGHT AXILLA, 3X3CM AREA OF ERYTHEMA, INDURATION, AND WARMTH TO INJECTION SITE (RIGHT DELTOID) Narrative:

1025440 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 49.0 48 F Arthralgia & Rash Narrative:  Rash - limited to left cheek and neck (resolved in 3 hours)

1025446 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 38.0 37 F ErythemaMultiform harden, redness warm to touch around injection site  Narrative:  7 day post vaccine, employee noted L upper arm hard, redness and warm to touch. 2-3 pain level, more discomfort. employee has been icing.

1025455 12/23/2020 01/09/2021 50.0 49 F Headache, Myalgia & Fever Narrative:

1025462 01/05/2021 01/09/2021 51.0 50 F Myalgia SOFT TISSUE SWELLING RIGHT AXILLA, SWOLLEN UPPER ARM; Narrative:

1025468 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 62.0 61 M Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, dehydration, could not eat, runny nose, sore throat-employee  reported being off work since the day of her injection Narrative:

1025572 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 55.0 54 M Headache, Tachycardia, Fatigue, dizziness Narrative:

1025575 01/04/2021 01/09/2021 53.0 52 F Headache, Myalgia, SkinRash, NauseaVomiting, rash localized to injection site Narrative:

1025576 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 37.0 36 F Rash, Diarrhea & NauseaVomiting Narrative:  Fatigue developed 1/3/2021 along with mild nausea/abd cramping. Then on 1/6/2021 at 6:00pm noticed slightly pink area at site of injection which has gotten slightly worse and has not resolved yet. Area of redness on right deltoid measures 6.5cm x 5.0cm.

1025577 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 53.0 52 M Fever & Diarrhea

1025580 12/22/2020 01/09/2021 55.0 54 F Diarrhea & NauseaVomiting Narrative:  jaw pain, metallic taste, cramps

1025584 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 51.0 50 M Dizziness, Tachypnea & NauseaVomiting Narrative:

1025597 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 46.0 45 M Headache Fatigue Narrative:

1025604 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 35.0 34 F Headache, Myalgia & Fever Narrative:

1025612 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 49.0 48 F Headache, Sedation, Myalgia,  Chills, aches, nausea, fatigue, headache,  Narrative:

1025663 01/09/2021 47.0 M Headache c/o hypertension post vaccination - bp was 165/116 - history of HTN Narrative:

1025669 12/31/2020 01/09/2021 29.0 28 F Low grade fever, fatigue, chills, sore arm. Narrative:  Low grade fever, sore arm, chills, and fatigue developed after administration of covid vaccine. Resolved by 1/1/21.

1025670 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 55.0 54 M Sweaty/Clammy, vomiting Narrative:

1025671 12/28/2020 01/09/2021 39.0 38 F Angioedema LUMP IN THROAT Narrative:  WAS GIVEN AN EPI PEN AND TRANSPRTED TO A LOCAL ER WHERE SHE RECEIVED IV BENEDRYL AND STEROIDS

1025672 12/24/2020 01/09/2021 55.0 54 M very mild flu-like symptoms-employee reported feeling hot for 2 days after injection Narrative:

1025824 12/29/2020 01/09/2021 55.0 54 F Myaglia left arm is painful Narrative:  Employee reports onset of body aches on 12/29. She denies fever. Her left arm is also very painful. 12/31 - symptoms resolved.

932061 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 VA 53.0 53 F Chills, body ache,headache, and fever (101).  These symptoms started at 3:00 am on 01/09/2021.

932062 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 IL 43.0 43 F 12hrs after vaccine: loss of taste x 24hrs, night sweats x4nights, mild chest/throat tightness

932063 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Vaccine was given in wrong spot and 4 days later I developed a red/blue spot about the size of a quarter that itches and feels like it has a knot below the skin.

932065 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 MT 65.0 65 F Tachycardia with first dose on Dec 17, then, with 2nd dose experienced off and on tachycardia and also irregular rhythm , no other cardiac related sequels .  Second dose, 1/7/21, experienced fever on 1/8/21 of 101.6 off and on that day.   Used mainly Advil and Tylenol for fever and headache.

932066 12/26/2020 01/10/2021 GA 33.0 33 M Painful swollen lymph node under arm. Went away after 4-5 days

932067 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 VA 38.0 38 F I developed a rash on the same arm that received the vaccine 8 days later.

932068 01/10/2021 MI 54.0 F Extreme pain  in shoulder to the extent I cannot move or use my arm

932069 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 WA 59.0 59 F 0945 Patient reports tingling tongue; itching on upper arms; facial flushing HR 83; SPO2 99%; BP 150/100 - patient states she did not take BP meds today   0957 Patient administered 50mg Benadryl PO  1030 Patient released; reports symptoms remained mild and felt  stable enough to return home

932070 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 HI 36.0 36 F Headache, Vertigo, and nausea for one day 7am-3pm, sore arm all day for one day, I used Ibuprofen for the headache and slept off all the symptoms

932071 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 TX 78.0 78 F Severe pain  at lower left rib cage.  Transit to all upper body. Still in progress.

932072 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MI 49.0 49 F Severe global itching and urticarial rash

932073 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 VA 30.0 30 F At 8 am on Friday morning, about 14 hours after I received my 2nd dose of Pfizer covid vaccine, I had muscle soreness and aching.  I went home and slept after working night shift. I woke up at 11 am, 17 hours post vaccine, and had a 102.4 F fever, chills, body aches and headache. At 3pm I still had 102-103F fever and called employee health and in which was directed to take Tylenol or Advil. I took 600mg Advil, and my fever broke at 8 pm, 26 hours post vaccine. That night my fever returned 102-103 F, I continued to take Advil. I took Advil around the clock, but let it lapse in dose Saturday evening 50 hours after receiving my vaccine. I then had a 101.5 F temp, I waited and it continued to rise, at midnight tonight, 30 mins ago, I took 600 mg Advil

932074 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 WA 37.0 37 F 1257 Patient reports feeling lightheaded; tongue tingling; throat tingling/itching 1300 BP 130/60; HR 87; SPO2 97% 1315 Patient administered Benadryl 50mg PO 1330 BP 110/60; HR 63. Patient drowsy, states legs feel heavy, patient feels unstable 1337 EMS called; patient evaluated and declined transfer; EMS assisted patient home

932075 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 WA 46.0 46 F Erythema on right shoulder at injection site, red, itchy, 4 inches height x 3 inches wide, 8 days after given

932076 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CA 61.0 61 F chills, fever, arm pain

932077 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 WA 60.0 60 F 1300 Patient reports tingling throat and tongue 1315 Patient administered 50mg Benadryl PO 1400 Patient released; reports symptoms remain mild

932078 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 OR 48.0 48 F Within couple of minutes developed uneasiness, some tingling sensation, tachycardia and stomach queasiness. HR was 156, sats were 100 % on room air. Seemed to subside after 30 minutes . However throughout the rest of the day, waves of similar symptoms recurred predominantly tachycardia and GI along with skin sensitivity. Overnight did ok, but the following morning, again re urged with sustained tachycardia at which time sought ED evaluation. Had one episode in ED with HR in 151, other vital signs maintained. Received solumedrol and Benadryl. After treatment and monitoring without recurrence, discharged home on prednisone , Benadryl. Ativan if needed.

932079 12/22/2020 01/10/2021 NC 41.0 41 F I was exposed to a covid positive person on 12/15/2020, 13 days before receiving my first dose on 12/29/2020.  I started feeling unwell on 12/31/20. On 1/1/2021, chills and body aches started for two days. I continue to have daily headaches and off and on chills and body aches. Other symptoms are congestion, running nose and diarrhea.

932080 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 MD 27.0 27 F Day 1 of injection regular arm soreness Day 5 axillary soreness and tenderness Day 8 raised and red rash on injection arm but below the injection site.

932081 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 AZ 25.0 25 M Severe pain at injection site, nsaid pain reliever, pain subsided after about 2 days

932082 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 OH 41.0 41 F Red, raised warm swollen area at injection site, whole body rash

932083 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 OK 56.0 56 F Took shot abotut 3:37 mild headache starting appx 4 hours after, overnight arm became very sore with palpable know in area, Next day had - very sore arm with knot, some nausea, neck and shoulder stiffness, felt flushed off and on and fatigue 2nd day after (today) - arm is much better but still sore and with knot, nausea off and on today with one episode of vomiting,

932084 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 WA 45.0 45 F Please help. I received the moderna vaccine on Dec 30th (health care professional) today is January 9th. I have a baseball size rash, hot to touch, not painful that started last a Tuesday (six days after injection). At first my arm was a bit sore but nothing more than the flu vaccine. I have drawn a circle around the mark to see if it is increasing in size, it has been increasing each day. I went to dr and they. Told me they don?t know what is causing this but put me on an antibiotic. I am scheduled for second vaccine on Jan 25th. Not sure if I should still get this.

932085 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 MO 29.0 29 F Local injection site arm pain

932086 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MD 58.0 58 F Elevated temperature (in late afternoon was 97.6, now, several hours later, is 99.2),  feeling chilled, headache, malaise.

932088 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CT 40.0 40 F 12 hr after injection: headache myalgia, arthralgia, fever, abdominal pain, severe nausea started and lasted for 12 more hours. Conservative management at home with oral fluid hydration, acetaminophen and ibuprofen helped improved symptoms. Headache is still present on 1/10 at 0200 am, over 24 hr after injection.

932089 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 OH 28.0 28 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine  Approximately 25-30 minutes after receiving the vaccine, I developed angioedema of the face, mouth, and tongue. I required epinephrine and diphenhydramine. Approximately 3.5hrs following the first dose of epinephrine / diphenhydramine, I had a rebound reaction and new dysphagia and went to the emergency department where I required another dose of epinephrine, IV famotadine, IV diphenhydramine, IV dexamethasone, and IV odanestron to bring the symptoms under control.   No local reaction at the injection site. Angioedema, urticaria, and dysphagia were all solely focused to the head, face, and mouth.

932090 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 TX 32.0 32 M Episodes of diarrhea starting approximately 4 hours after injection, and lasting through 01/09/2021.

932091 12/16/2020 01/10/2021 FL 50.0 50 M Started severe  belly pain  and went to Emergency room and diagnosed with mesenteric  vein thrombosis after the CT scan of the abdomen, treated with heparin drip, antibiotic and discharged with anticoagulant pills(Eliquis).  I am not sure that it is because of the vaccine my doctors are also not sure about it, but I am sure that I am a healthy person without any health issues . I am working as registered nurse, our unit is for covid-19 patient's since march 2020 and I had covid -19 on August month and recovered  after 3 weeks.Y 5

932092 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TN 38.0 38 M Patient works late evening shift, worked until 2am, went home, came back to hospital for vaccine at 6am. Received vax and went home, slept 7 hours, got up and had an extremely strenuous workout including deadlifts (pyramid to heavy weight, 275lb x 5 reps in HIIT sets with kettlebell swings, and boxing in garage gym. Was 45 dF at the time. Patient was finishing workout with last 2 minutes boxing on a 100lb heavy bag and suddenly felt violent "pop" in right medial gastrocnemius muscle. Pt stopped workout and could barely put weight on right leg and reported back to work for shift within 45 minutes of event. Pt iced 4x per day for next 2 days (current), walking better by 2nd day but still very painful and unable to put much weight on forefoot. This has never occurred to patient. Possibly related to vaccine? Worth reporting

932093 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 CA 53.0 53 F 6 cm Rash and swelling on left deltoid, chills occurred on 8th day after vaccination. chills resolved but still have rash on arm. had left eye pain occur on 9th day after vaccination that lasted for 1 day. also had  left arm soreness that started 3 hours after vaccination and lasted 2 days. cold sore developed 2 days after vaccination.

932094 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 FL 69.0 69 M Hives, extreme itching body wide

932095 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 WA 56.0 56 F 1.) immediate pain in injection site that lasted until the next day. Pain relieved after taking Tylenol the morning after 2.) elevated skin temperature at night documented as 3 degrees above baseline by Fitbit Sense 3.) headache felt 26 hours after vaccine administration; 101.7 degree temperature documented 26 hours after vaccine administration since Tylenol 500 mg taken in the morning 4.) symptoms resolved the next day

932096 01/01/2021 01/10/2021 CA 43.0 43 F I got the vaccine at 3:50. I got a sore arm within about 3 hours.  I woke up I at 1am with a sore throat

932097 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 22.0 22 F Rash to left pectoral area that does not extend further down than breast. Rash is not itchy or painful. Redness has subsided slightly within 24 hours of the vaccine but remains there after 48 hours.

932098 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Fever 101.4 Arm sore

932099 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Left deltoid soreness, radiated to left neck and ear area, followed my immobility of left upper arm, sever  painful joint aches, especially to weight bearing joints and long bones,  mild facial swelling, mild SOB, headache, dizziness

932100 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 VA 45.0 45 F Raised nodules and redness at site of injection extending to surrounding areas up to the middle of the arm 1 week after vaccination. Itching also present.

932101 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 MI 36.0 36 F throat swelling immediately following injection; received epi.  next morning woke up with cough, fatigue, muscle aches

932102 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TX 27.0 27 M 104.0° fever, shaking. Started approximately 12 hours after second dose.  Lasted for 6 hours then went away. Following night, fever of 101.9° and slight shaking. Chest pain. Oxygen saturation still at 97%

932103 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 IL 53.0 53 F Swelling, redness and itching of injection site  roughly 5?x 4? welting.

932104 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 54.0 54 F Day. 6:  fever, headache , intense body aches more on the right side.  Vomited once but tensioned nauseous.  Day 7:  symptoms worsened . I had a fever throughout the night but fever broke my morning  Day 8 post vaccine, feeling much better, no fever.   I recognize these symptoms aren?t life threatening  and I could have been exposed to covid after the vaccine, I don?t know. I?m just trying to help get the data out there for the pharmaceutical companies and the public to have

932105 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 FL 71.0 71 F 1pain in right[opposite] shoulder and arm lasted 12 hours   then 2 scalp localized tenderness over 24 hours affected ear pinna then jaw then neck . neck pain persists til today. exam by doctor revealed a red spot oil scalp behind ear,, size of quarter] no evidence trauma or insect bite, no lymphadenopathy.    as of now minor pain , no edema no erythema.  pain was so sever it prevented sleep.

932107 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Miscarriage - (date of vaccination 1/6/21, miscarriage symptoms (cramping) started 1/8/21, confirmed 1/10/21; estimated date of delivery 8/30/21)

932108 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 FL 33.0 33 F 30 min acter swollen throat, extreme dizziness and sudden rise in temperature. Took 25mg benadryl 1 hour after, those symptoms went away slowly For 24 hours after extreme body aches, chills, no fever.

932109 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CT 36.0 36 F Severe generalized headache, pressure/squeezing in nature with nausea and extreme fatigue x 28 hrs.

932111 01/03/2021 01/10/2021 46.0 46 F Red, raised, blotched, itchy around injection area x 4 days.  Also, very sore arm on day 2-4.

932112 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 26.0 26 F Headache and fatigue 2-3 post injection, arm soreness approximately 8 hours post injection. Poor sleep night of injection, woke up at 0630 with significant muscle aching, allodynia,  and headache

932113 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 OH 37.0 37 F throbbing pain radiating from shoulder blade down arm  into pinky for hours

932115 12/26/2020 01/10/2021 VA 39.0 39 F Swollen and sore lymph node on side of injection. Anxiety with chest tightness and shortness of breath

932116 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IN 45.0 45 F Pain under arm . Started as soreness per usual . Now  I have a lump in my arm pit . Very sore . Painful when I try to massage it . I had not heard of this effect so thought I would report it . I will contact my Doctor if it hasn?t subsided in 7 days .

932117 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 SC 51.0 51 F Lymph nodes along left neck swollen, soreness bilateral arm pits, and soreness at symphysis pubis area. General headache.

932118 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 OH 52.0 52 F SPINE HURT, SORE THROAT, VERY TIRED off and on still   6:45 PM WED face went numb had hard time with my words, arms and legs very heavy, almost felt like having a pancreatic attack with out the throwing up.

932119 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 KS 38.0 38 F Swelling lymph nodes in the arm pin causing uncomfortable pain

932120 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 OH 58.0 58 F Tuesday 1/5/21 at 12:30p.m. I recieved the Moderna Covid 19 vaccine EUA in my left arm. I had no reaction at all untill about 3:00a.m. on 1/6/21. I woke up with the chills and a headache. At 8:00a.m. I also experienced in addition to those symptoms, fatique, body aches and diarreha. I also lost my appetite completely. When I had covid in October, I experienced thses very same symptoms. These lasted all day untill around 7:00p.m. and I felt good almost all at once the symptoms seemed to be gone. The next day I was a little fatigued still and still no appetite. Everything became normal on friday 1/8/21.

932121 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 WI 63.0 63 F Waking up at 02:00 on 01/08/21 with chills. all 4 extremities where shaking I was that cold.. temp of 100.4. weak.  stayed home from work. then on 01/09/21 I spent all day in bed as well. very tired. my arm was VERY painfull when touched or would try to use it.

932122 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 RI 32.0 32 F Tenderness in arm 9 days post injection followed by heat and erythema at injection site not previously there currently increasing in size.

932123 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 MA 67.0 67 F Slightly raised, slightly red itchy area about the size of a quarter

932124 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Left axillary lymphadenopathy at 5-8 days Nausea, Stomach pain, and diarrhea at 7 days post vaccine, lingering mild abdominal discomfort at 8-10+ days.  No sick contacts or unusual foods.  Tested negative for COVID on weekly testing.

932125 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 FL 62.0 62 F Severe headache, nausea and torso rash.

932126 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 FL 58.0 58 F 8 days after vaccine received left deltoid became red, swollen, warm to touch itchy and irritated.  I took Benadryl 25mg prior to sleep.  The next morning the site was still warm and irritated, swelling improved slightly.  By evening swelling and discomfort was gone.  The area stayed slightly reddened for a total of 4 days.

932127 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 MA 32.0 32 F Headache, chills, body aches and night sweats.

932128 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 51.0 51 F No temperature, itching and rash at injection site on right upper arm

932129 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 NY 40.0 40 M Fever Chills Weak Fatigue  Stomach issues

932130 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 FL 66.0 66 F I WENT TO CONVENTION CENTER UNDER HEALTH DEPARTMENT . I WAS GIVEN AN INJECTION INTO MY RIGHT ARM. SHE BUNCHED THE SKIN. I NOTED FLUID DRIPPING DOWN MY ARM AT THE END OF THE INJECTION. I ASKED IF I GOT THE DOSE. SHE SAID YES. SHE THEN SAID AND YOU GET A FREE MASSAGE AND BEGAN TO MASSAGE IT IN. WHEN FINISHED I LEFT AND NOTED A BULGE IN THE AREA WHERE THE SHOT WAS GIVEN. I BELIEVE THE INJECTION WAS GIVEN SUBCUTANEOUSLY AND NOT INTRAMUSCULAR.

932131 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 NY 32.0 32 F 1 week after first dose, red rash /skin irritation appeared over injection site and across lateral shoulder. Swollen, red and warm to touch, mildly itchy. Rash is approximately 2 inches by 4 inches. Rash still present the following day.

932132 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Hypotensive shock after 12 hrs of administration.. with frequent vasovagal episodes

932133 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NY 66.0 66 M Chills, fever, pain in shoulders, soreness in legs, unable to sleep

932134 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 IN 21.0 21 F At around 11 pm, I started to feel nauseous. I had had a sore arm all day which I expected, but after trying to sleep it off I woke up around 2am shivering and sweating through my shirt at the same time, and had a 98.7 temperature (normally I am 97.2 so that's high for me). My arm started to have some swelling at the site, but I woke up this morning and the fever, chills, and nausea are still very much present about 24 hours after receiving the first dose.

932135 12/18/2020 01/10/2021 KS 41.0 41 F Wheezy, chest tightness, SOB within 45 minutes of vaccination. Took antihistamines daily x3 days after vaccine

932136 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 NC 26.0 26 M Within 4 hours of vaccination, I started experiencing loss of taste and smell. 6 hours after vaccination, there was total loss of taste and smell with associated congestion, cough and fatigue. 3 days after vaccination, my cough has gotten worse, with associated sore throat and still no taste or smell.

932137 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 PA 40.0 40 F 11/07/2021-11/09/2021 Severe dizziness with upper and lower extremity numbness causing ER visit, severe fatigue slept for two days straight, sore throat, headache, neck and shoulder pain, lower extremity joint pain and kidney pain

932138 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 KS 40.0 40 F Patient received Pfizer-BioNTech COVID19 Vaccine on 01/08/2021 at 1426.  Given the patient's medical history, the patient was required to stay for observation for 30 minutes.  Within the first 15 minutes, the patient began to experiencing itching.  Initially, there was concern that she was reacting to the bandaid (history of latex allergy).  The bandaid was removed and staff confirmed the bandaid was LATEX FREE.  Per protocol, the patient was administered diphenhydramine 25 mg po x 1 dose.  After 15 minutes, the patient's itching continued and she started to develop a skin rash on her chest.  Diphenhydramine 25 mg po x 1 dose was repeated and the decision was made to take the patient to the Emergency Department in a wheelchair.  Documentation from the Emergency Department Provider:  40 y/o F who comes in from the covid vaccine clinic for a possible allergic reaction. Initially thought to be to latex but then we found out she was not given a bandaid with latex so we assume it is the vaccine. pt had a rash and scratchy throat and initialy felt improved with the benadryl, pepcid and steroids but after about 2 hours had recurrence of her sx. She was then given IM epi. She has now been observed for four more hours and is still feeling well. Will d/c to home with steroids and an epi pen and epi traning. Given return precautions and f/uw ith PCP. .

932139 12/19/2020 01/10/2021 KS 58.0 58 F Pt experienced confusion, disorientation, dizziness, lightheadedness, weakness, & stiff neck following vaccination. Patient was sent home from work and symptoms persisted after rest.

932140 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 FL 70.0 70 M Thirty six hours post infection, fatigue, muscle aches, and fevers  Lasting almost 96 hours

932141 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 NY 46.0 46 F Symptoms started 2 days after vaccine administration. Started on the right arm (opposite of injection), radiates to the right neck and fingertips. Neuropathic, worse at night. Improves to a 3/10 with ibuprofen. No weakness/sensory loss.

932142 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 NY 55.0 55 M Pt has insomnia since day of vaccination and yesterday tongue started to swell up

932143 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 NY 29.0 29 F I got palpitations and tongue numbness 5-7 mins after receiving the IM injection. No rash/wheezing/hypotension/angioedema. Got treated like anaphylaxis with epinephrine, decadron, benadryl, pepcid

932144 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Around 4 am. Fever of 100.2 and chills that lasted about 12 hours. Headache that was unrelieved by medication that lasted 24 hours. Fatigue that lasted 24 hours. Severe injection site pain that lasted 12 hours. Nausea that lasted about 12 hours.

932145 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NC 96.0 96 F Patient came into the emergency department on 1/8/21 with an acute ischemic stroke with complete occlusion of her left MCA. She had acute and complete flaccid paresis of her right face, arm, and leg, complete aphasia, and neglect of the right side of her body. NIHSS of 27. Onset of deficit was between 6:30pm-7:10pm. She recieved her 1st COVID-19 vaccine dose that morning at 10:31am.Y Y

932146 01/01/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 62.0 62 F Fever 100.4 at 0100 am Chills, Body aches Took Motrin two hours later still chills and body aches Took Tylenol. Two hours later , fever gone and chills stopped, body aches a little. Not much!!

932161 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IL 34.0 34 F 20 hours after injection:  Injection site soreness Fever Night sweats Back pain Fatigue Migraine

932162 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Sore arm: 12 hours post-vaccine and continues through 48 hours

932163 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 25.0 25 F By 8pm on the night of my vaccine, I experienced chills & body aches. Similar to symptoms before experiencing the flu. Was tired. The next morning those symptoms went away and I had a headache for the remainder of the day on 1/9/21.

932165 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Headache, body aches, arm soreness, nausea, chills

932166 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Felt flush, lips tingling, ink taste in mouth, rapid heartbeat, high blood pressure.

932167 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 FL 51.0 51 F Vomiting for 12 hrs with horrible stomach pains and body aches  started at 2 pm on Friday until 1 am Saturday. Stomach pains still Sunday and nausea

932168 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 TN 76.0 76 F Rash

932169 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 38.0 38 M Around 8pm, legs achy, back sore, chills and low grade fever around 100.5 around 1130pm, severe body aches, malaise. Chills dissipated around 7am but body aches lingered along with fatigue for the rest of the day. Slight chills the night of 1/9. Feels better on 1/10. No body aches and no chills.

932171 12/24/2020 01/10/2021 NY 25.0 25 F Developed swelling, redness, pain, and itching at the injection site. Symptoms started 8 days after vaccine was administered. Area of redness and swelling increased over the period of 1-2 days and was fully resolved by day 5.

932172 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 WI 26.0 26 F Patient received vaccine at 7:31 am. At 7:37 am patient reported burning at injection site/right arm. Minutes later started complaining of burning in her throat.  Bloor pressure 138/80 Pulse 142 Oxygen 100 Temperature 98.2. Lungs sounded clear. No wheezes.  At 7:47, patient reports tightness in throat has subsided but feels swollen, tightness in chest.  Is still able to drink water.  Blood pressure 140/90 HR 120 Oxygen 100.  Called 911.  Patient had many questions about receiving Epi Pen.  Denies heart conditions, reports has a history increased heart rate. At 7:49 am Epi pen given left lateral thigh.  BP 142/78.100% Oxygen, Pulse 129. EMS arrived few minutes after. Blood noted on left lateral thigh at Epi injection site. 2x2 applied with pressure. Report off to EMS.

932173 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 30.0 30 M Fever, chills, headache, body aches. All improved with OTC Tylenol and Ibuprofen

932174 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 33.0 33 F My armpit started becoming sore the following day and now my lymph nodes are swollen and it hurts to have my arm down as it is hitting the swollen lymph nodes. I had zero issues with the first shot in the series.

932175 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 41.0 41 F Chills, headache, body aches, fatigue

932176 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 MD 43.0 43 F About a day after the shot, I got a red circle a little bigger than a quarter around the injection site and the area was very itchy.  This lasted several days.  I have to assume it was an allergic reaction. Since then it has gone away however I am not sure if I should get the 2nd shot. The vaccine was Pfizer.

932178 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 CT 38.0 38 F commonplace erythema around the injection site BUT THIS HAS PROGRESSED TO A FIGURATE ERYTHEMA OF THE ERYTHEMA ANNULARE CENTRIFUGUM TYPE Can I upoload a photo to you??

932179 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 32.0 32 F chills, entire right arm sore, swollen/painful lymph nodes in right axillary, fatigue, stuffy nose
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932180 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 ME 37.0 37 F sudden onset of full body burning and flushing sensation, no redness or rash objectively.  This resolved over a few minutes but recurred once.  She was anxious and was given a benedryl, no further symptoms.  Observed for extra time then released

932181 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 36.0 36 F Pain at site of injection, extreme headache, extreme body pain

932182 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 56.0 56 F Very fatigues, headache, nausea, intermittent chills, vomited once.

932184 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 VA 57.0 57 F Fever, chills, severe body joint aches, headache started 10am day of injection lasting until 1/10/21.  Improvements started 01/09/21 late afternoon.  Some aches remain on 1/10/21 but minimal in comparison

932185 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 GA 37.0 37 F The injection site alone with the upper arm is red, hot, and warm to touch. I marked the original spot on Friday and it has since went pass that point. It does hurt pretty bad but I have not been babying it but using it as normal. More achy than pain I would say.

932186 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 MD 47.0 47 F Itchy rash at site of injection.  The rash is red and about an inch in diameter. Swollen.

932187 12/21/2020 01/10/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F Shingles

932189 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TX 37.0 37 F I was injected high on my shoulder, significantly higher than I?ve ever been injected in my life.  I believe I have SIRVA.  The pain has become so severe that I cannot use my left arm.  The pain is intolerable.  I take four Advil every six hours, ice my arm regularly, and keep my arm in a sling.  The pain has gotten significantly worse with time (not better).  I?ve never experienced pain like this from a vaccine in my life.  No history of bursitis or shoulder injury.  Again, the pain gets worse with time.  I?m almost 48 hours post injection

932194 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 46.0 46 F Arm soreness, myalgia, fever, fatigue

932195 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Low grade fever and body aches for 24 hours, then headache and swollen lymph node under armpit on side of injection. Swollen and sore injection site.

932197 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IL 66.0 66 F Headache and flu like symptoms lasting 20 hours

932198 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 39.0 39 F Rash from neck to hip bones, fever, flu like symptoms, severe pain to injection site

932199 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 MI 53.0 53 F I had the first shot on Thursday evening, I felt fine throughout the evening. Friday woke up with a headache and sore arm. Friday afternoon my headache worsened,  I had a tempature between 101 and 103 and severe chills. I was nauseous and fatigue.  This continued through Saturday. Tempature and chills went way by Saturday evening.  Sunday most all symptoms are gone.

932200 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 51.0 51 M 3 hours after 2nd dose almost fainted when exercising.  4 hours after injection started to feel achey,  headache,  and stiff neck. 12 hours after injection started shivering and increased heart rate. Took advil which helped, but shivering resumed 18 hours later. Took more advil. Body aches, sore arm, and headache continued for 48 hours. I still don't feel great 48 hours later but much better

932201 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 TX 21.0 21 F Fever (lowest: 99.7, highest: 101.7), fatigue and headache for about 30 hours

932202 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Swollen lymph gland under left arm on day 2. Began sometime in the night.

932204 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 FL 69.0 69 M Diarrhea

932205 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 KY 64.0 64 F Heart palpitations around 9:30 pm and again around 11:30 pm, fatigue lasting 2days, slight upset stomach, and dull headache for 2days

932206 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Chills Night sweats

932207 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Myalgias, joint aches, nausea, severe rigors and chills starting about 12 hours after administration of vaccine

932208 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 66.0 66 F Sore Arm Headache all day the day after shot

932209 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 26.0 26 M The morning after vaccination patient developed full body muscle aches, a migraine, and fatigue. Ibuprofen was taken and symptoms lessened over 6 hours, they resolved by 01/10/2021.  Patient developed severe nausea the morning after vaccination (this also occurred after the first dose), and patient vomited several times with severe retching for 30 minutes. No medication was taken and symptoms subsided after 6 hours.

932210 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 PR 56.0 56 M Next morning after vaccination (01/09/2021), I woke up to a slight "buzz" in both ears. They sound can be described as similar to the background noise produced by insects at night. Buzz intensity is low but persistent.

932212 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 KY 32.0 32 F Chills, fever of 102, body aches, and fatigue.

932214 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 58.0 58 F Fever of 102.6,chills, achiness, headache

932215 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 39.0 39 F Nausea, dry heaves, hot, dizziness after 12 minutes .  Observed for 40 minutes.  Gave water and snacks.  BP 121/83, HR 98.  Resolved after observation.  Husband picked up her.

932217 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NC 43.0 43 F Patient experienced headache, muscle aches in the neck and back, and a sore throat. Symptoms were moderate in severity. Patient self-treated with ibuprofen. Symptoms resolved approximately 24 hours after onset.

932218 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 SD 30.0 30 F The day after I received the second dose, I experienced arthralgia, chills, fever, and muscle aches. The second day after the vaccine, those symptoms were much relieved.

932219 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 NC 66.0 66 F On day 2 left arm very sore and area around injection site became red and swollen. Day 4 no soreness at site and redness / swelling  had abated. Night of day 6  soreness, swelling  and redness at injection site returned. and is hot to touch and this continues on Sunday January  10th  ( day  9).  Red area is 2 in by 2 in in size.

932221 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 OH 53.0 53 F Approx 48 hrs after receiving vaccine, slight rash appeared in 4 areas of the Left side(same side as vaccine) as follows- Left forearm, Left mid thigh. left top of foot and left upper breast/chest area. In all but chest area, the appearance was a single pustule that was light pink/red and itchy and then opened and drained.  The chest area was the same in appearance but had 4 pusules. Immediate area around sites remained normal in color.

932223 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 OH 33.0 33 F Site was slightly red, swollen and warm after receiving vaccine. One week after (1/5/21) I developed a raised hive-like itchy rash- I used over the counter hydrocortisone cream. The next day (1/6/21) my upper arm was very red and swollen- I put Benadryl cream on it over night and it looked much better the next day.  The redness and swelling has gone away, but the site is still slightly warm.

932224 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IL 49.0 49 F Fever 102  Body aches  Chills  Headache  Fatigue

932225 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 23.0 23 F Pain in L armpit region. Axillary lymph node swelling.

932227 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Soreness in right arm

932228 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 35.0 35 U Fever to 101, tachycardia to 123, headache, fatigue

932230 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 54.0 54 M 100.1 fever, chills, headache

932265 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Erythematous and pruritic rash to BUE, chest and upper back

932266 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 OH 63.0 63 M Headache, tiredness, and lethargy the following day.  Dissipated by evening.

932267 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 NE 33.0 33 F On 1/6/2020 my arm  began to itch and I developed a baseball size red, swollen circle on my arm at the site of injection.  It was warm to the touch.

932268 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Severe headache different in nature from my normal migraines and not relieved by taking rizatriptan. Pain was throbbing and pressure in nature, 8/10 lasting approx. 10 hours. Also experienced fatigue during same time frame.

932269 12/26/2020 01/10/2021 CT 52.0 52 F red rash noted around injection site, slight itching

932270 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Almost exactly 12 hours after receiving the second dose of COVID vaccine, I woke up from sleep curled into a ball, covered in sweat, absolutely freezing, teeth chattering, and all my muscles were shaking violently. I tried to roll over in bed and all of my muscles locked up and I began to convulse even stronger. This made me feel extremely nauseous and then I began to vomit. I know I had a high fever but I was unable to keep down any medications as I kept vomiting. I felt ill like this for the next 24 hours, with a 100.1 fever even after rounds of ibuprofen and tylenol, and severe muscle soreness and achiness, and headache. I also have intermittent nausea and will occasionally vomit bile. I finally woke up on 1/10/2020 and don?t have a fever, but my body feels very beat up and sore.

932271 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 CO 27.0 27 F 3 inch red circle at injection site, red, swollen, itchy, warm raised circle.

932272 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 59.0 59 F Temperature 99.4, severe body aches, chills, soreness at injection site

932273 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 IN 58.0 58 M Fever, Chills, headache, body ache. Tylenol

932274 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Fever, chills and body aches

932275 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 45.0 45 F Diarrhea started about 6:30 pm followed by body aches. Within 2 hours I had chills.  About 3 am I had a fever of 99.9 degrees F ( normally 97.2 for me).  The next day I had a headache and felt fatigue.  I had diarhea 3 more times.  My spine ached a little when I went to bed about 11pm. No side effects by 1/10/21

932276 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NC 41.0 41 F Warm sensation in chest 10 minutes after receiving vaccine,  tight feeling in face 30 minutes after vaccine, tingling numbness in face 1 hour after vaccine,  warm and tingly feeling down back between shoulder blades 1 hour 30 minutes after vaccine, ears felt warm and ringing 3 hours after vaccine, cool tingly feeling on entire back 8 hrs after vaccine.

932277 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 37.0 37 F 1220p- received IM vaccine  1130p- woke up with shortness of breath, chills/rigors, and moderate body aches.  Afebrile at this time.  Took Tylenol 1000mg PO and went back to sleep.  1/9/21- 945a- Body aches had been improving but progressively getting worse at this time.  Tylenol 1000 mg PO taken again.  Remained afebrile.  245p- Chills started again, body aches continued.  Temp= 100.6.  Tylenol 1000mg PO taken.  1/10/21- 630a woke up for the day and continued to have body aches. Temp = 100.9, took Tylenol 1000 mg PO.   730a- reported symptoms to work occupational health and told could return when afebrile without Tylenol and cleared by them. Will continue to monitor symptoms.   730p= Chills and body aches continued. Temp= 101.9. Took Tylenol 1000mg PO and went to bed for the day.

932278 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 37.0 37 F Body aches,  1 day

932279 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 NY 36.0 36 F lightheaded and dizzy, extremely tired which started 5 days after the injection. on January 9th noticed a large red area on the left arm below the injection site.

932280 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 KY 29.0 29 F Symptoms appeared on 12/31/20 with a sore arm, redness, warmth, and swelling at injection site.  The reaction began to spread for the next 5 days.  Throughout this time I was putting ice on it, taking Motrin, Benadryl, and applying hydrocortisone cream.  The reaction went away for 2 days (1/5/21 and 1/6/21).  The reaction then came back on 1/7/21.   I went and saw my healthcare provider on 1/7/21, and was told it was a localized reaction and to continue to monitor it.  I still have this reaction to this day, 1/10/21.

932281 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Low grade fever, Chills, Headache.  Improved with Tylenol initially.  Resolved after 12 hours.

932282 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MN 59.0 59 M All That you describe.  What are the risk of the PFIZER Vaccine.  injection site pain tiredness,  Severe headache, muscle pain, severe chills, slight fever, injection site swelling, nausea, pain in crest area and lung pain.  When taking deep breaths the lung issue would diminish.

932283 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 52.0 52 F Extreme fatigue, muscle aches, slight fever (99.0) and right arm soreness

932284 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 NE 48.0 48 F Neck tightness, SOB, and throat swelling.

932285 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 NC 46.0 46 M Fever, Flu like symptoms., chills/sweating for 72 hrs, Body aches and severe joint pain, disorientation, severe anxiety and jittery, rapid heart rate, Resting heart rate was between 130-140 beats per minute. Severe fatigue and weakness. Stayed in bed for 48+ hrs after adverse symptoms began with little relief.

932286 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NY 26.0 26 F About 30 minutes after vaccination, patient notiched itchiness which progressed to hives on her bilateral arms and face. Around two hours after the vaccination while on the phone with our covid vaccine team, she developed tachycardia and shortness of breath. She called EMS and was evaluated at home at which time her symptoms were improving. They advised that she was not having anaphylaxis and could stay at home. She went to urgent care and received PO Benadryl.

932287 12/25/2020 01/10/2021 KS 32.0 32 M Potential Bell's Palsy 8 days post Pfizer BioNtech COVID19 Vaccine Dose #1  Per documentation from emergency department provider: 32 y/o M who comes in from home for a new onset facial droop. Pt states that this is sudden onset today. he is unsure if it is related to the recent covid vaccine but has otherwise been well. He has no recent viral sx. He has no other neuro sx. He did have some pain in the jaw at the onset but that has since resolved. CT head obtained more for the jaw pain and to ensure no mass etc. It is normal. I discussed at length with the pt that I suspect this is bells palsy as he has very minimal movement of the forehead, cannot fully blink the L eye closed and has no risk factors for stroke. I did offer him further imaging to make 100% sure this is not a stroke but he agrees that he feels he has bells palsy and declined further labs or imaging. i will have him f/u with ENT as an OP. Given return precautions and f/u with them in the office. Given first dose of steroids and valacyclovir here. He will use artificial tears and tape the eye at night. .

932288 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 FL 72.0 71 F Sore arm

932289 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 CT 35.0 35 F 25min after injection while driving home, I got a cold sensation in the back of my head, trouble breathing, racing heart, and lightheadedness. pulled over, paramedics called. no treatment, symptoms passed after 30min. (cold sensations, racing heart, and trouble breathing brief,  lightheadedness ~30min)

932290 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 50.0 50 F Bad headache, body aches, dizziness

932291 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 67.0 67 F Started out with nausea and sore arm site felt hot. Then I started running a fever of 100.4  slept most of  day then I had a headache  took excedrin migraine went back to bed. When I got up fever was  99.4 had diarrhea and fever lasted rest of the night . Sunday morning got up felt a little better.

932292 01/01/2021 01/10/2021 CT 62.0 62 F Pain at injection site, fever of 102.5

932293 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 36.0 36 M Severe debilitating chills. Worse than any previous infection experienced. Unable to move. Mildly improved with Motrin. Had low grade 100.3 F fever. Weakness aches lymphadenopathy. Severity of symptoms of reduced from severe to mild in just over 48 hours.

932294 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 AZ 70.0 70 F Initially developed mild injection site soreness. Two and a half days later, developed abdominal cramping, bloating, severe diarrhea, muscle aches (especially legs and back), headache, rigors, fevers (high was 103 oral), decreased sats to 91% (normally 98 to 99). Profound weakness. Was in bed for 2.5 days. Took 4 days to recover fully.

932295 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 VA 30.0 30 F Work up on Wednesday with sore throat, head fog, and fatigue. Could not work wed or thurs, worked Friday morning and felt better. Saturday experienced fatigue. Sunday woke up with larger swelling and redness near injection site. Took ibuprofen and allergy pills throughout. Used neosporin on injection site on Sunday morning.

932296 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 50.0 50 M Massive headache and chills!

932297 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 28.0 28 F - Mild arm muscle pain about 5 min after the vaccine (second dose).  - 6-30 hours - progressive myalgias and arthralgias, fatigue   - 24 hours max temp 99.9, chills, sweats  - Symptoms all resolved by 36 hours after vaccine

932298 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CT 49.0 49 F 1/8/2021 Friday: I started to have bad chills and fever 100, around 10pm that evening after the vaccine.  1/9/2021 Saturday: I was really sick  with fever 101.2, chills, headache, body aches, nausea, weak, no appetite,  sore arm at vaccination site and tired. 1/10/2021 Sunday: 12AM woke up soaking wet  from head to toe BUT felt ok.  Still sore in my arm. As of 10:30AM I feel ok so much better than yesterday.

932299 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Fever, chills, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, joint pain

932300 12/16/2020 01/10/2021 IN 46.0 46 F Sore to injection site-first day Palpitations up to 120bpm in resting lasting 4-5 hours-second day

932301 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MD 24.0 24 M Headache, muscle aches, and fever reaching 101.8 started at around midnight of 1/9/2021, roughly 8 h after receiving the vaccine. The fever broke this morning (1/10/21) so a rough estimate of the time course is 32 h. The fever was also reduced with acetaminophen. The headache still persists, albeit milder. The muscle aches resolved with the fever, so a time course for that would also be 32 h.  I recently had a COVID19 infection (symptom onset was 12/25/20), but had cleared my isolation date of 1/4/21. The symptoms from my COVID19 infection (headache, muscle aches, chills) had virtually resolved by 1/8/21 before I received the vaccine.

932302 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 OH 38.0 38 F Almost two weeks post injection, injection site became red, hot, and itchy. Size of reaction is about the size of a large apple. Area beneath injection site is extremely hard, and again, hot to touch. Smaller blister appeared today.  Otherwise, I am fine.

932303 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MI 49.0 49 F Approx 10 hrs after injection severe left arm pain, progressed to all over body aches about 12 hrs post vaccination. Approx 24-30 hrs post vaccination chills and slight headache added and remained until approx 48 hours post. Took Motrin for aches and rested with restricted movement

932304 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Diffuse myalgia and Arthralgia, fatigue, headache, chills

932305 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IL 59.0 59 M Slight headache and sore arm so far over 2 days

932306 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 CO 27.0 27 F 10 days later, developed a 3? round circle directly around injection site. The circle is red, raised, hot to the touch and has not gone away. I also am experiencing some itchy ness on the right arm radiating to my chest and back. My back has also developed a minor rash with itchy ness

932307 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 SC 36.0 36 F Lethargy, Headache, Sore arm, Body aches for 36 hours

932308 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 MD 62.0 62 M Severe chronic left shoulder joint pain and stiffness

932309 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 FL 69.0 69 M None stated.

932310 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 46.0 46 F Chills, feverish, headaches, muscle pain, joint pain severely fatigue  lasted  ~ 12 hours .

932311 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Fever, chills, malaise

932312 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 OH 44.0 44 F Face swelling 1st 6 hours. First night ( bilateral pinky fingers and right thumb) and every night thereafter right  thumb locked up during the night, then moves in trigger thumb motions when attempting to move. Goes away during day but reoccurs every night. Sudden onset the night of vaccination with no previous episodes. Dr appointment made 10 days later due to symptoms not getting better. Dr ordered bracing for wrist and thumb at night and 10 mg of meloxicam daily. Im on day 3 of tx. This was the first morning I woke with milder locking up and trigger thumb symptoms.

932313 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Headache, fatigue, body ache, malaise

932315 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 61.0 61 F Numb hands, numb face, lightheaded, almost passed out, spike in blood pressure, unsteady walk. Ambulance called, tested to rule out stroke and blood sugar issue but tested ok. Determined I had allergic reaction to vaccine.

932316 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 28.0 28 F Soreness in left arm by injection site 6-24 hours after shot Chills, fever, weakness 12-30 hours after shot

932317 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 23.0 23 M I had injection site pain about 4 or 5 hours after my injection. Around 9:15 at night I felt slightly warm and could tell that I was becoming febrile, but I wasn't completely there yet. Around 12:45AM on January 9th, I had massive chills and uncontrollable shivering and muscle aches. I took 1000 mg of acetaminophen. I took another 1000 mg of acetaminophen at 6:00AM when my chills came back. At 10:45AM I was feeling febrile again, and took 600 mg of ibuprofen followed by an hour and a half nap. I had slight malaise afterwards but did not feel febrile. By 5PM, I was feeling almost completely normal and was fever free. On the morning of 1/10, I am completely recovered.

932318 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 MN 47.0 47 F Hypertensive event: 11:30 p.m. 12/31/2020 blood pressure spiked to 175/110.  Normal BP range is 130-145/80-90.  Heart Rate: 110 bpm. Normal range is 60-85 bpm.   TREATMENTS: Initial: rest; OTC ginger, turmeric, CoQ 10, garlic supplements  -- Outcome: BP lowered to 165/110, HR: 110 bpm 01/01/2021: continued treatment -- Outcome BP lowered to 155/100, HR: 100-110 bpm 01/02/2021: added in Pamabrom 50 mg (2 doses 6 hours apart) -- Outcome BP lowered to 145/90, HR: 90-110 bpm Continued treatment 01/03/2021-01/10/2021 with BP results ranging from 120-145/95-110, HR: 80-110 bpm As of 01/10/2021 BP still not returned to baseline and treatment continued with Dr appt pending

932319 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CT 44.0 44 M One day after vaccination: Muscle aches entire body.  Second day after vaccination: still muscle aches, with one event of vomiting and chills in the morning. No fever.

932320 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 41.0 41 F fever of 101F that began approximately 12 hours after vaccine administration and lasted less than 24 hours.

932321 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 FL 31.0 31 F Minutes after the vaccine I got a tingling sensation on my skin that moved around all over my body. This lasted about 30 minutes. My arm, at the injection site, was very sore for 2-3 days after. On 1/08/21 I noted a small red spot at the injection site that I thought was a bruise; however, on the evening of 01/09/21 I noticed it had grown to approximately 3 inches in diameter. It was red, a little swollen and a little itchy.

932322 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 KS 32.0 32 M Anaphylaxis  Please note previous VAERS report of Bell's Palsy 8 days following the first dose and subsequently treated with prednisone and valacyclovir.   This neurologic diagnosis was not reported by the patient during the consent process with the COVID19 vaccination center staff.  Confirmed following review of the consent form.  Documentation from Emergency Department Provider:  Patient is serially reassessed following treatment for anaphylaxis.  Patient has significant improvement in diffuse erythema and hives within 20 minutes.  He has gradual improvement in his sensation of throat swelling.  He is observed while in the emergency department serially over 4 hours with no recurrence of symptoms.  He does not require any repeat dose of epinephrine and feels at baseline.  Discussed my suspicions that patient may have had a reaction to COVID-19 vaccine as he has had no other new medications or exposures that he is aware of.  As he will not be receiving another vaccine there is nothing to necessarily stay away from.  Make sure he notifies individuals about this for any new vaccine should he receive them.  Patient is observed for sufficient time but discussed possibility for biphasic reaction.  Recommend he return should he have recurrence of symptoms.  Recommend he take EpiPen as prescribed for any throat swelling or progressive shortness of breath.  Recommend follow-up with a primary care provider for this visit..

932323 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IL 48.0 48 M Arm soreness, chills, fatigue, headache lasted 24 hours. Had same reaction to the first dose, almost identical.

932324 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TX 56.0 56 F Gradual increasing severe pain and Severe Left arm pain gradually increasing over 36h period, as well fatigue, night sweats, all over muscle pain, severe left temporal headache, cold shivers, upset bowels

932325 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 SC 39.0 39 F 1/5/21 started with fever (up to 101), severe body aches, shaking from being cold even bundled with electric blanket, nausea and vomiting. That lasted through 1/8. On 1/7 I started having trouble with taking a deep breath. Chest would get very tight and hurt when I would take a big breath, bend forward, or lay back.  I went to express care and they could not rule out pericarditis. Told me to go to the Emergency Room for further work up to rule out spontaneous PE or pericarditis.

932326 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 NC 57.0 57 F ON 1-7-21 IN THE EVENING, PATIENT STATES SHE STARTED WITH A DULL ACHE IN HER LEFT THIGH THAT COMES AND GOES. SWOLLEN NYMPH NODES. MILD TINGLING IN FOOT.

932327 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 GA 51.0 51 F Severe migraine 24 hours after the second vaccine Very swollen lymph nodes in the arm pit of the arm that received vaccine

932328 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Body aches, chills, joint pain and arm pain. Lasted for 10 hours roughly

932329 01/01/2021 01/10/2021 FL 73.0 73 M The vaccine was taken on Tuesday afternoon. Three hours later the vaccine arm started hurting.  On Wednesday morning slight headache, tiredness,  muscle pain, arm pain. Wednesday night Nausea and dizzines until Thursday around 10 AM. Felt well and still some arm soreness. I took Tylenol for the headache once.

932330 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 30.0 30 M Headache beginning 18:30 PM on 01/08 Following began at 03:30 on 01/09: Headache Body aches Severe muscle cramps Weakness Fatigue Chest tightness Inability to concentrate Difficulty sleeping Blurred vision Treatments: Ibuprofen 400 mg at 18:30 01/08 - headache responded Ibuprofen 800 mg at 07:00 01/09 - chest tightness had resolved spontaneously.  Headache, body aches,  cramps, visual disturbance, concentration, and chest tightness improved over next 4 hours Ibuprofen 400 mg at 11:30 01/09 - continued improvement of symptoms Naproxen 220 mg and ibuprofen 200 mg at 20:00 01/09 - continued improvement of headache and body ache symptoms with no return of overnight adverse events

932331 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Fever, chills. Body aches

932332 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 VA 33.0 33 F I started having Diarrhea and was fatigue that began the morning after the vaccine at 05:48 1/9/21  and continued throughout the day hourly until the following day 0030 1/10/21.

932333 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 52.0 52 F Headache hour after vacation, then as day progressed, continued headache,  approx 4pm pounding headache, nausea, lightheaded, fatigue and just feeling bad. Next day dizziness,  fatigue, headache and body aches.  Symptoms continued with some shortness of breath. Nyquil taken at approx 5-6pm. 3rd day woke up had dizzy spell fell on the floor. Still having some fatigue lightheadedness and nausea.

932334 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 49.0 49 F fever, chills, headache, overall aches.  Started 11 hours after receiving vaccination.  symptoms (although not as uncomfortable) still continuing at 42 hour mark

932335 12/22/2020 01/10/2021 TX 32.0 32 M With in 12 hours had muscle soreness in right arm, headache. Got weakness in arm for 2 weeks. Shooting pains in arm. Feels like a pinched nerve when the left arm in moved. Numbness in thumb.

932336 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NC 65.0 65 M Fever up to 101 16 hrs post-injection. Severe myalgia and fatigue. Improving on day #2

932337 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 VA 37.0 37 F Previous COVID 19 infection 2 weeks prior to 2nd vaccine. 8 hours after 2nd vaccine, muscle aches, chills, fever started. All symptoms persisted throughout the first night. Muscle aches, chills, and fever returned every 4 hours with alternation of Tylenol 650mg every 4 hours and Ibuprofen 600mg every 6 hours. Last fever was at 12:30pm on 1/9/21. Some chills without fever noted at 4am 1/10/21. Sweats and right arm soreness with localized redness to injection site have continued into 1/10/21 to the time of this report.

932338 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 53.0 53 M Mild headache x 8 hrs Malaise, myalgias x 48 hrs

932339 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Severe Migraine

932340 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IN 72.0 72 M This was my second vaccine for Covid.  I experience headache, shaking chill and flu- like symptoms.  My left arm was also sore.  I had similar sx with the firat dose of the two but the second dose was definitley more symptomatic.  My chillswere so bad that I could bvarely open the Tylenol container to get the medicine out.  I should also state that I also had the Covid disease and I know that this is a risk factor for having a reaction.  I think people should be told that they could have a reaction so they do not plan anything important the following day, but they should still get the vaccine. The day following the reaction I felt perfect.

932341 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 TN 33.0 33 F Initially, I had a small bruise at the injection site (given on Wednesday afternoon). The following Wednesday I had what seems to be a delayed injection site reaction. I developed redness and itching around the area that lasted approximately 48 hours. I wanted to report in case others experience a delayed reaction.

932342 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 60.0 60 M body aches, injection site soreness,  joint stiffness,  nausea, head ache,  flu like symptoms

932343 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 SC 36.0 36 F Bell?s palsy the morning after the vaccination administration with left facial droop, left lip swelling

932344 12/18/2020 01/10/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Sudden onset Severe muscle ache, joint pain, diaphoretic, lightheaded, fever, nausea, fatigue. Approximately 24 hour duration. Acetaminophen administration with resolution of fever but no effect on other symptoms.

932345 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 GA 45.0 45 F Injection site was sore for 3 days. 2 days after that resolved I noticed pain and discomfort in the left arm (same arm the vaccine was administered); the lymph node in the armpit started to swell and was very painful for 3 days. The pain started to subside however there was still mild swelling. Day 11 I noticed the swelling is more pronounced and the armpit is painful again.

932347 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Low grade fever 100.2, severe body aches, fatigue, started around 8:00 pm 1/7/21, worsened throughout the night.  Intense fatigue and body aches continued throughout 1/8/21.  1/9/2021, Fatigue , intermittent chills subside.,mild generalized body aches continue.

932348 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 NC 60.0 60 F HAD NO PROBLEMS UNTIL 1 WEEK LATER. ON 1-6-21, PATIENT DEVELOPED LUMP AT INJECTION SITE. REDNESS, WARM TO TOUCH, SORENESS AND ITCHING. ON 1-7-21, LUMP HAS DISAPPEARED, LESS SORENESS BUT REDNESS AND ITCHING REMAIN.

932349 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IN 73.0 73 F Light headed at 10 min. after injection.  than fine.  Sore arm.  Second day:  Consistent headache, neck ache, pain in ears, blurry vision, nausea, numbness in lips, with labored breathing at times. This is the third day with no change.  No treatment at this time.  Still home waiting to see if I need to seek medical assistance.

932350 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 MA 50.0 50 F It's been 5 days since the vaccine. I felt symptoms at around 4 almost 5am. Diarrhea, vomiting, chills, heart racing.

932351 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 49.0 49 F Stomach cramping, diarrhea, fatigue.

932352 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 IN 36.0 36 F Headache, chills, malaise, nausea, projectile vomiting

932353 01/01/2021 01/10/2021 IN 40.0 40 F Fever 100.3, extreme body aches, fatigue

932354 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 VA 37.0 37 F First vaccine received 12/18/2020. Diagnosed with COVID-19 12/28/20. Illness lasted 4 days. Returned to work 1/8/21. Second vaccine dose received 1/8/21 at 11:30am. Muscle aches, chills, and fever started at 19:30 on 1/8/21 and persisted throughout the night retning every 4 hours while alternating Tylenol 650mg every 4 hours and Ibuprofen 600 mg every 6 hours. Last fever was at 12:30pm on 1/9/21. Chills without fever at 4am on 1/10/21. Sweats and right arm localized redness and soreness persisted through 1/10/21 at the time of this report.

932355 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 MD 37.0 37 M On set delayed by 7 days. Redness, itchiness, warmth, tenderness, soreness, headache. Used naproxen 220mg OTC to treat headache.

932356 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 NC 46.0 46 F HAD NO PROBLEMS UNTIL 1 WEEK LATER. ON 1-7-21, PATIENT DEVELOPED LUMP AT INJECTION SITE. REDNESS, WARM TO TOUCH, SORENESS AND ITCHING.

932357 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 WI 35.0 35 F Severe headache, muscle aches, joint pain, especially prominent in upper back neck, nausea, chills, feeling hot, fever onset at 0200 1/10/2021 (100.8-100.9), I have taken Tylenol 650mg q 6 hrs. Ibuprofen 800mg once 1/9/21 at 2200.

932358 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 CA 33.0 33 M 12/30/20: Mild headache 12/31/20-1/2/21: Body aches, fatigue, chills, right arm pain, mild redness/swelling at injection site, mild itching around injection site 1/3/21-1/5/21: Fatigue 1/6/21: Symptoms resolve 1/7/21: Extreme itching around injection site, redness around injection site with multiple raised indurations, warm to touch, swelling, muscle ache, fatigue. Doctor seen and prescribed Doxycycline, Triamcinolone ointment, and Benadryl. Also, prescribed Prednisone in case reaction becomes more widespread. 1/8/21: Mild swelling/muscle pain to site, redness, itching persist, warm to touch 1/9/21: Swelling/muscle pain subsides, but redness and itching persist. Redness slowly spreading down arm. 1/10/21: Mild redness remains and continues to slowly spread down arm. Mild itching continues. Continuing to take Doxycycline and Benadryl PO, along with applying Triamcinolone acetonide ointment to affected area.

932359 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 UT 55.0 55 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA~ 8 hrs after receiving second vaccine,  developed severe nausea & intense vomiting for several hours associated with severe chills and severe myalgia and severe arm pain (though no redness) at vaccine injection site. Vomiting/nausea continued despite Zofran x 2 and lasted ~ 8 hrs. The intense chills and myalgia lasted ~ 48 hrs- symptoms severe enough to keep me in bed for that time.  Other than soreness at injection site and mild headache the next day, I had no adverse reaction after first vaccine dosage that was given on 12/21/20
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932360 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 OH 22.0 22 F Lymph node swelled in right armpit on Wednesday night is still swollen. On Saturday 01/09 right arm swelled at injection site and had a hive. Benadryl helped with the swelling/hive at injection site.

932361 01/01/2021 01/10/2021 TX 72.0 72 F Rash starting on belly, and now all over body

932362 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Within 24 hours if the initial vaccination I had redness, swelling, pain, and itching at the injection site that lasted fir about 3 days. Those symptoms completely resolved then on 1/5/2021, 1 week after my vaccination, I noticed itchy red bumps over the injection site. The next morning the injection site became even more swollen, red, itchy and painful despite taking Zyrtec.  I saw my primary care provider on 1/7/2021 and she advised taking Benadryl and started me on Augmentin.

932364 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Fever like symptom onset at 3:30pm on 01/08/2020 with chills. Temp at 99.8. Observed. Then temp at 4:30pm was at 100.8.  Ibuprofen taken and sx resolved by 8pm the same day.

932365 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 31.0 31 F Extreme fatigue/weakness, headache, chills, dyspnea, chest pain, body aches

932366 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 VA 38.0 38 F The patient presented with left eye peripheral visual loss, left upper and lower extremity and facial numbness sensation and weakness.  This started 1 hour after receiving COVID-19 vaccine at her place of employment.  Pt was brought to CRMC via EMS.Y Y 2

932367 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 50.0 50 F Facial (cheek) numbness and swelling with slight face droop Swelling continued on 1/7/2021  On 1/8/2021, lip swelling and numbness and tongue numbness  By 1/9/2021 4pm, swelling and numbness resolved but chills and muscle aches began Y

932368 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 LA 47.0 47 F Fever of 101 starting at 9:35 am following the injection. Followed up by neck, should, arm pain beginning around 3:00 pm on the day of injection, and neck and shoulder pain continues today 1/10/2021.

932369 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 CA 59.0 59 M 59 year male with history of HTN, became flushed and dizzy 7 minutes after vaccine.  BP 170/100 P 78 O2 sat 97-99%.  Denied SOB.

932370 01/01/2021 01/10/2021 OH 23.0 23 F Swollen lymph node in left armpit. Using ice and ibuprofen to help with over all swelling. After 5 days thought it was getting better but over night of day 5 to 6 unable to sleep due to the pain and ibuprofen not relieving anything only ice helped.

932371 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 NC 49.0 49 F The patient received the vaccine in the left deltoid at 07:45 on 1/7/21.  The patient reports that on 1/8/21 at around 0200, she was awoken with a sharp pain in her left arm followed by complete paralysis of her left hand for about 15 seconds.  Did not re-occur.  Did not seek treatment.   Reported to Dr. and no further issues seen.

932372 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 WV 93.0 93 M Patient received the Moderna Vaccine  1/2/21 at his VA Clinic. He received the vaccine that morning and by the evening he was not feeling well. He developed cough, weakness and fever and now is unable to ambulate. He has since been hospitalized and has tested positive for COVID-19.Y

932373 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Chills, moderate body aches that made it difficult to work, joint pain. Improved with ibuprofen/naproxen

932403 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 FL 39.0 39 F Day 1-3 sore are w/ slight swelling. Took 2 Tylenol Day 1 and Day 2 plus iced my left arm both days. By Day 3 arm felt minimal sore, more back to normal. Reported all symptoms on V-safe.  Day 4 completely normal. Day 7- red circle around injection site with slight itching, No medication.  Communicated to medical director of rehab at my facility my delayed body response and reported on V-safe app. Day 8 exhausted slept 10 hours,  and body chills. no medication taken. Updated my director of rehab of symptoms. Tried to report on V-safe however app does not allow for reporting past Day 7. Day 9 continued exhaustion, had to leave work early. Head felt in a fog, unable to focus.  Day 10 all symptoms gone.

932404 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 NY 38.0 38 M Swelling, rash, and pruritis of multiple fingers of bilateral hands.  Blisters on hands an feet, persistent now for 5 days.   Using oral and topical benadryl and using topical corticosteroid with mild temporarily relief but subsequent reoccurrence of symptoms

932405 12/18/2020 01/10/2021 NV 50.0 50 F STRANGE FEELING IN THROAT AND CHEST THAT PROGRESSED TO CRUSHING CHEST PAIN. CHILLS, BODY ACHES, SOB, NAUSEA, RASH. I STILL HAVE SOB AND I DONT KNOW IF IT WILL BE TEMP OR PERMANENT.

932406 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Hypotension and presyncope within 2 min of receiving the vaccine Tingling on face and both hands lasted for 2 hrs Following day- chills and abd cramping Day 3 -headache

932407 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 FL 34.0 34 F 1/8/21. Second Pfizer dose. Immediately felt soreness in the arm radiating to the neck. Possible from technique vs actual vaccine 1807 - Neck pain, 3/10, left arm pain 3/10. Left cervical lymph node inflamed 2035 - ringing on right ear 2244 - dizziness 1/9/21. Injection site 1cm diameter bump. Pain in left arm, neck, shoulder 1156 - headache, sharp right parietal 3/10 1730 - pain 8/10 on left upper arm, radiating to lower arm, shoulder, neck. Improved to 4/10 after Advil 800mg once. 1/10/21.  Woke up with pain in left arm 7/10. Injection site has induration of 4cm, reddened, warm, tender to touch. Pain improved after Advil 800mg and Tylenol 500mg

932408 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 OH 36.0 36 M numb hand 24 hours after injection; arm pain; shoulder and neck pain; fever 101degrees

932409 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 53.0 53 F Fever Chills Aches Fatigue

932410 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 45.0 45 F Woke up with chills and whole body aches almost 12 hrs. After injection. Chills lasted around 3 hrs. I then had extreme fatigue, nausea and headache for another 10hrs.

932411 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 NH 69.0 69 F I had mild reaction next day12/31/20, sore, some swelling and warm. 2 days later that was gone - on 1/8/2021 I woke up with a 2x2 rash, itchiness and warm , some swelling -

932412 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 TN 58.0 58 F Redness, swelling, hardness, itching

932413 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Fever (101.9), myalgias, nausea, anorexia, headache x24 hours

932414 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Dry cough, itchy throat, wheezing, SOB, heaviness in chest, headache. Resolved about two hours later after taking Benadryl and aleve.

932415 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 FL 35.0 35 F Entire body achy at midnight. Took total of 2 grams Tylenol,  HA and tired x24 hrs

932416 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 ID 28.0 28 F Patient was administered vaccine at an off hospital site. Patient acknowledged anxiety prior to vaccine administration. Following administration of vaccine, paatient reported that felt tingling in both hands, followed by lightheadedness, tunnel vision, dampening of hearing; was then moved from post vaccine observation area to an exam room. Patient complained that tongue felt swollen and numb and complained of difficult breathing  Patient received Epinephrine 0.3mg SQ by the Physician Assitant;  ambulance then requested.  Stated that she felt relieved after receiving Epi pen, but heart racing and shakiness. Evaluated by paramedics; BP134/80 HR 85 spo2 100% and transported to local ED for suspected panic attack.

932418 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Extreme bone pain, worse on my right collarbone. Nausea starting 1/9/2021 morning around 6am. Active vomiting starting at 4pm and was vomiting every 10 minutes until about 10pm. Unable to keep any fluids down. Migraine since about two hours after vaccine administration.  Woke up 1/10/2021 with body aches, headache, sore throat, nausea, injection site arm pain radiating up my neck.

932419 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 MN 56.0 56 F Mild pain/soreness at injection site starting later the day of injection and next day. Approximately 2 pm the day after injection, began feeling overly hot and nauseated. That was followed by pressure type headache, muscle/bodyaches, and overall feeling of no energy progressing as the afternoon and evening continued. Spent that evening sleeping on/off. The following day spent in bed with continued headache, body/muscle aches, feeling overall drained/ no energy.  Nausea improved some; was able to stomach some soup later in the day.  So far today, feeling  some improvement with bodyaches, but overall drained of energy. Headache has lightened some as well.

932420 12/22/2020 01/10/2021 TN 44.0 44 F I am not sure if related on not. This event was 13 days after my COVID-19 1/2 immunization. Otherwise, I am a very healthy physician, normal BMI, I have also been tested 5-6 times negative for COVID. I do get exposed in my job, but wear proper PPE.  Viral infection in FEB that was like COVID-19 sx, I did AB test as soon as it was available, and negative.  ---The Event: Monday morning (1/4/21), after getting out of shower, I was talking to my husband (who is MD)and started having BROCA's aphasia sx (could not get words out coherently), then fell into bed and started right wrist and right foot posturing. This lasted 10 min. I have non-memory of it, but my MD husband witnessed it. After 10 minutes, I was back to normal, except shaky and some word finding difficulties. After 30 min, totally back to normal.Y

932421 12/17/2020 01/10/2021 IL 71.0 71 M 2-3 days after the shot , blurred vision, slurred speak, couldn't smile, it shifted up to the left, couldn't chew food, tired, sun sensitivity, tearing of eye.  Stated Bells Palsey.

932422 12/24/2020 01/10/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Pytariasis rosea, generalized red splotches around trunk, starting to spread down limbs and neck. Not itchy,  it painful,

932423 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IN 53.0 53 F Itching and mild swelling of rt lower lip which started within 5-6 mts  after the vaccine. Itching stopped after  1-2 hrs but swelling got better after 24 hrs . Did not progress to any other symptoms.  Swelling  of the lip is still intermittent.

932424 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 GA 51.0 51 M Fever close to 102, rigors, aches, fatigue, overwhelming weakness

932425 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 NY 67.0 67 F Nausea, unable to eat or drink, vomiting, achy, stomach ache. Extreme fatigue

932426 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 CT 32.0 32 F Within 10 minutes I've receiving vaccine I became dizzy flushed from the chest to the throat and face throat felt tight for a brief moment which passed quickly dizziness came back approximately one hour later then starting 2 days after injection I had diarrhea 3 days after injection that I had chills and nausea. days 4-6 after injection I had severe headache nausea chills muscle aches

932428 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 OR 36.0 36 F Fever, body aches, joint land bone pain, headache. Improved with antipyretics and sleep. This occurred in the evening, so I?m not sure how long symptoms would have lasted as I went to sleep. I woke up feeling just slight tired and sore.

932429 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 56.0 56 M I had fever, chills, arm pain and swelling

932430 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 TX 31.0 31 M Fever and body aches

932431 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 CA 61.0 61 F itchiness and 2 inch red welt at injection site noticed 8 days after vaccine received  applied benadryl cream for 2 days and it is fading to lighter pink

932432 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TX 71.0 71 M 22nd day temp 102 headache myalgias   nasal congestion resolved the 3rd day

932433 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 VT 30.0 30 F Bloody noses

932434 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TX 38.0 38 M Pretty bad arm pain immediately after shot.  Still continuing today 48 hours later.  Yesterday (24 hours after) felt generally bad, sore muscles.

932435 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 30.0 30 F Sore and swollen arm at injection site, headache, fatigue, fever, chills

932436 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 22.0 22 F fever, chills, aches, nausea, headache

932437 01/08/2020 01/10/2021 CO 37.0 37 F Large amount of swelling in axillary starting about 36 hours after vaccine. Swelling is soft, very little pain and about the size of a softball.

932438 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 OH 64.0 64 F Initially after getting the vaccine I had mild to moderate soreness in my arm for about 1-2 days which then subsided.  Then on Jan.7 I began to have itching at the injection site and a 3x4 inch area of redness.  I applied some OTC 1% hydrocortisone cream which did lessen the itching but redness persisted.  Today, Jan.10 the redness measures approximately 3 1/2 x 4 1/2 inches, itching is present at times and area is warm to the touch.  I have no fever and arm feels only slightly tender right where needle was inserted.

932439 01/01/2021 01/10/2021 NY 35.0 35 F *I have had a very hard time staying warm since the shot the  *all of Friday I was nausiouse and tiered (the day after the shot)  * when I woke the next morning my face chin area itched over the past 2 days my face has broken out it itches and is spreading I have tried dubbling my allergy pill taking Benadryl washing my face with Dawn dish soap its 1130am Sunday the 10th jan the rash is all the way up below my upper cheek bones

932440 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 42.0 42 F 1/7/2021 21:30 Headache 1/8/2021 0130 until 2330, Fever, body pain

932441 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Woke in middle of night (2am approx. 12hrs post vax) with palpitations, HR 120s, SOB, fever 100.8, sweats, chills, body/joint aches. Palpitations and SOB persisted for approx 4hrs, off and on. Fever 100.2 and body aches persisted until approx. 5pm the day after 2nd vax (approx 27hrs).

932442 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 PA 41.0 41 F Within one minute of receiving the vaccine patient became very shaky and heated. Felt like she was going to pass out.  I gave the patient one 25mg Benadryl at 11:18 and orange juice. Within a few minutes of taking the Benadryl and also being able to take in air outside the mask her symptoms improved and felt herself.

932443 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 VA 44.0 44 F My arm felt a bit swollen on day 10.  By day 11 I have a reddened area around the site.  I took 50mg of Benadryl.

932444 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Chills, fever of 103, migraine

932445 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 AL 59.0 59 M Severe hypertension with BP 185/105 and new onset atrial fibrillation

932446 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TX 49.0 49 F DAY ONE - FEVER >101.1F

932447 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 PA 46.0 46 F Patient noted side of tongue feeling "funny" in the morning.  Tongue began swelling affecting airway. Some facial swelling. Went to urgent care . Administered injectable steroid and epinephrine and sent via ambulance to ER.

932448 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 46.0 46 M Headache, full body aches, fatigue, cold sweats/chills, increased urine output and frequency. Treated with rest, acetaminophen for pain, fluid replenishment.

932449 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 NH 41.0 41 F Cellulitis at injection site

932450 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Morning after the 2nd dose of vaccine I developed chills, body aches, malaise/fatigue. It lasted approximately 5-6 hours and then started to improve.

932451 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 41.0 41 F Fatigue. Severe axillary lad and supraclavicular lad.  Myalgia. Fever

932452 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 34.0 34 F Delayed injection site reaction.

932453 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 TX 68.0 68 M Achy , tired, low grade fever, soreness in shot site

932454 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 OH 24.0 24 F Fever, chills, and myalgia not controlled by 600 mg ibuprofen q6h developing around 11 hours after vaccination and peaking around 15 hours after vaccination, resolving overnight without need for ibuprofen upon awakening.

932455 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 IL 57.0 57 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. On Friday 1/8/2020 I noticed an itching, soreness, increased warmth at site and three bumps on left upper arm. Took benadryl, applied hydrocortisone cream, and ice packs to site. The next day the redness had increased, itching and soreness, and increased warmth at site remained. Continued to use same treatment as day before. Symptoms began to resolve on Sunday 1/10/2021.

932456 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 64.0 64 F Delayed injection site reaction

932457 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 NY 31.0 31 F flushed and warm skin

932458 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 NJ 52.0 52 F One week after COVID vaccine, I have developed a rash at site of injection.  The rash is currently about 3 inches wide and 4 inches long. It started on Thursday 1/7 as a few rash spots and now is a uniform red patch which has spread slightly (I drew a mark around border of rash to track this).

932459 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 FL 52.0 52 M Tingling and numbness in my left hand, mainly the 4th and 5ths fingers. This occurred about 15 min after the injection. It has persisted until today (01/10/2021). Tingling now is mostly in 5th finger. It is not present all the time. It is worse when I extend my arm at the shoulder.

932460 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 PA 28.0 28 F On day 0 of receiving the vaccine I experienced arm pain at the injection site and extreme fatigue. I went to sleep at 9pm and awoke at 1am with chills. My temperature was 99.5. Throughout day 1 after the injection, I experienced more fatigue, arm pain, chills, headache, and overall body aches.  I did not take any medication to relieve symptoms. On day 2 I awoke with just a minor headache. Arm pain improved significantly, but is still present.

932461 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 SD 29.0 29 F Flushed face, light headedness, shortness of breath, and chest tightness 20 minutes after vaccination. Needed albuterol inhaler and benadryl to stop reaction.   Redness swelling at injection site up to 1/2 dollar in size now, still increasing in size. Even after 3 days since shot

932462 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 DC 22.0 22 F On 1/6/21, I noticed a hard, red spot on my arm where I got the COVID vaccine. This red spot got bigger over the next 2 days and reached a maximum length of 3 inches and maximum width of 2.75 inches. It was warm to the touch. On 1/8 and 1/9 I also had a headache and fatigue.

932463 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 39.0 39 F Delayed injection site reaction.

932464 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IL 63.0 63 F Patient woke up Saturday am and right foot felt like it was sprained, painful at ankle joint, slightly red. Sunday morning, she could not put any weight on right foot, more red/all toes red (except one), redness is traveling down right big toe, right foot appears slightly swollen.

932465 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 IN 60.0 60 F 4"x5" large red raised painful bump  which was hot to the touch flu like symptoms-lethargy, sore throat, stomach upset The symptoms increased in intensity over three days, beginning to see decrease on fourth Treated with ice and Tylenol.  Antihistamin on first day.

932466 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Fever, Chills, Joint Pain, Muscle Pain, Headache  Symptoms lasted for 36 hours

932467 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 WV 45.0 45 F Following day 12/24 couldn't drive with arm. 12/27, worst headache of her life with nausea and vomiting. Worse than her concussion. Lasting about 8hrs. Took oxycodone and threw it up. Went to sleep. Started getting whelps/hives.  Worsened al through new years. Took Benadryl. Hives around the eyes. 1/1 started bruising on leg and thigh. 1/5 started feeling better. Rash and bruising is gone.

932468 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 30.0 30 F Delayed injection site reaction.

932469 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TX 53.0 53 F The injection site bled after the injection (about 3:00PM). A bruise formed on my arm at the injection site by the evening, it was larger in the morning.  I noticed a bit of redness and swelling about  30  hours post injection.  I woke this morning with darker bruising and larger red swollen, and slightly warm  reddening on the arm next to the bruising .  There is tenderness but I can move my arm and aside from fatigue I feel fine.

932470 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 64.0 64 F Fever, headache, lethargy for 36 hours

932471 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 41.0 41 F Delayed injection site reaction.

932472 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 20.0 20 F Headaches started a few hours after the vaccine and then fever/chills/sweats also started around that time. It?s been two days since the vaccine and I do not feel headaches anymore but I am still sweating and I have a mild fever.

932473 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Bone and joint pain in the arm the vaccine was received in. Applied heating pad, kept elevated with a pillow, took ibuprofen for pain. Symptoms lasted about 16 hours at a pain scale of 8/10. Today it?s more tolerable at about a 4/10

932474 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 NY 32.0 32 M redness at injection site

932475 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 FL 65.0 65 F Fatigue muscle aches weakness nauseous

932476 01/01/2021 01/10/2021 IN 47.0 47 F Sore arm, achy muscles fatigue

932477 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 TX 67.0 67 F Initial soreness at injection site gradually subsided over the course of 1 week. On day 11 pain at injection site woke me during the night. There is an approximately 2.5 inch raised area slightly warmer than surrounding area and very tender to touch. Some itching at the site.

932478 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 47.0 47 F Delayed injection site reaction.

932479 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 40.0 40 M Approximately 20 hours after I received the second vaccine dose, I developed a fever of 102 F. This was associated with other moderate-to-severe flu-like symptoms including chills, myalgias, and headache. Within 3 hours, the fever decreased to 99-100 F and remained between 98-99 F throughout the rest of the day. The headache and myalgias persisted, but by the following day (today), nearly all symptoms had resolved. No GI symptoms were experienced.

932480 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 MN 69.0 69 M pt received Moderna vaccine. next day he had high fevers up to 103, confusion. admitted to hospital. infectious work up negative. improved off antibiotics. Y 4

932482 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Body and extremities started tingling and felt very heavy, heart felt like it was racing, throat felt like it was slightly swollen, chills, head felt foggy, instant fatigue

932483 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 44.0 44 F I woke up the next morning 1/9/21 about 6am after receiving the vaccine the evening before, my face and mainly my eye lids were extremely swollen. Later in the day, ~noon I spiked a fever of 102.4. I had overall body aches and chills.

932484 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 41.0 41 F Delayed injection site reaction.

932485 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 28.0 28 M Fever, peaking at 99.8 but averaging 99.5, for 36 hours. General malaise, fatigue, and soreness for 36 hours. Pain at injection site, moreso than 1st injection.

932486 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 24.0 24 F Delayed injection site reaction.

932487 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TN 55.0 55 F Chills/Fever (103 at the highest) This started around 10:00pm, so I took 600 mg of ibuprofen and the chills continued for 3 hours. Muscle aches and right arm stiffness occurred and remained for a couple days. The second day, my fever was hovering around 101 most of the day. I took ibuprofen and the fever let up, but returned in the night and persist today (day 3). My fever is right at 100 today.

932488 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 55.0 55 F Delayed injection site reaction.

932489 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 42.0 42 F This is another reaction I experienced. My  left arm started to be sore again  8 days after vaccination, on 1/7/21 (I originally had sore arm on left the first 3 days of vaccination but then it was recovered).  I also feel there is some weakness on my left arm as well.  I wonder if this is a delayed reaction and if it would be permanent? I previously filed  an report on early adverse events-left arm soreness within an hour of vaccination, then spread  across shoulder, in the middle of night, I woke up with whole body muscle ache that lasted till next morning. The next day of vaccination, I was tired , yawning frequently and very sleepy. I slept for 11 hours on the second night of vaccination which was unusual for me. The sore arm disappeared after about 3 days. But 8 days later it occurs again with some weakness on upper left arm.

932490 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 PR 55.0 55 F Swenllen area, fecer in area, itchy and little pain. Started to feel symptoms during afternoon.  My doctor prescribed predisone 20 mg one daily for 3 days.

932491 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 TX 55.0 55 F Cough, body aches, headache

932492 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Fever 102, severe migraine, dizziness, stiff neck, enlarged axillary lymph nodes, chills, body aches.

932493 01/01/2021 01/10/2021 CA 66.0 66 M Patient tested negative for Covid for 9 months. He was asked if he wanted a Covid Vaccine. Patient recieved the vaccine on Tuesday . On Saturday  patient was moved without being told why to the Covid unit. Patient has been at this facility for more than 5 years. He is in good standing and pays his bill each month. He is current.

932494 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 OH 41.0 41 F Scratchy throat, pressure & tightness in chest, headache, malaise, nausea, cramping(gastrointestinal pain), diarrhea, migraine, extreme exhaustion, fatigue, muscle and joint pains, cold flashes, extreme weakness, off balance, feeling faint

932495 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 TX 68.0 68 F Rash developed at site of injection 1 week afterwards.  It started as 4 small red dots, then grew & coalesced to a solid 4.5 cm diameter red raised area by the following morning.

932496 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 53.0 53 F Multiple episodes of dizziness, coming and going. Arm hurt upon movement starting shortly after midnight after received and still hurting, joint pain and headache began early AM 01/09/21. All have ended except pain at injection site and joints still achy.

932497 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 57.0 57 F Delayed injection site reaction.

932498 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 ID 22.0 22 M Headache and arm pain began at 11:30pm. Then I woke up at 2:30am with chills, fatigue, nausea, body aches, and congestion

932499 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 MN 50.0 50 M Swollen arm pit, puffy, achy, not red or warm. Noticed about 36hrs after that had ache under arm pit. Visually swollen. Took naproxen helped with pain but not swelling.

932500 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 VT 54.0 54 M Red swollen, burning and itchy eyes 10 hours after dose.  Benadryl 50 mg taken.   Eye swelling, redness, burning, itchy persisting into the next day. Another dose of medicine taken.  Low grade fever, headache, fattier Tylenol 1000 mg taken

932501 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 NV 30.0 30 F Cellulitis outcome determined at urgent care- redness swelling itchiness and warm to touch

932502 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 IL 52.0 52 M Woke in pain and shivering body temp 89.4 axillary, oral, and non-contact forehead

932503 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 OH 21.0 21 F I have a rash at the site of vaccination.

932504 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 TN 51.0 51 F Tachycardia almost immediately after injection 100-110s.  Slight tightness of chest, but I was trying not to panic.  Tachycardia increased to 130s for 2 minutes  then came down to 100s, BP 140/86, a little nausea and slight headache. Better at 4:45 thought I was good to leave. Then BP spiked to 180/110s, HR 136, transported to ER for monitoring.  Tachycardia and HTN would continue to cycling elevate over next 2hours before being discharged with HR of 100s and BP 150/86

932505 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 66.0 66 M Vomiting (1/9) in the evening; mild headache, body aches, fatigue  (1/10)

932506 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 AR 29.0 29 F Rapid heart rate, fever, nausea and cold sweats

932508 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 CA 47.0 47 M Employee reported inflamed lymp node on the right axilla the following day he had the vaccine and did not disappear for more than a week.  Will seek advise from his primary care provider for further evaluation

932509 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 CT 33.0 33 F Developed erythematous and pruritic raised rash at injection site on Day 8 that expanded until Day 13 (almost resembled erythema migrans prior to resolution). Rash resolved on Day 14. Applied topical prescription steroids on Day 9, which did not significantly improve rash. Rash essentially self-resolved.  On Day 5 developed left axillary lymphadenopathy that self-resolved on Day 11.

932510 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 NM 23.0 23 M Patient fainted after receiving vaccine/ Pt was monitored in observation chair for 15 minutes, blood pressure, and heart taken within normal limits/ Patient  stated he wasnt concerned because this happens to him everytime

932511 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 NY 29.0 29 F Diffuse Myalgias, chills, low grade fever requiring Tylenol day after vaccination.  Now resolved.   Round, erythematous, flat, tender area on arm about 2 cm inferior to injection site. First noticed 3 days after vaccination.

932512 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 OR 43.0 43 M Woke up in the morning with soreness in wrist and elbow and practically zero use of my left hand.  Woke up on left side so just assumed hand was asleep.  After 15 minutes of no improvement,  I started to panic thinking I was having a stroke.   Realizing I had no other symptoms and was feeling fine otherwise I knew that likely wasn't the case. Besides having zero strength (I did have feeling) my hand would curl inward toward my body.  I could manipulate with my right hand by it would always curl back in. I was barely able to grip, would actually have to manipulate my fingers into a grasp, couldn't do it on it's own, and holding something as light as my cellphone would cause my hand to turn down towards the floor. Pain level I would only describe as soreness in my wrist and elbow.  Annoying but not painful. It's now over 24 hours since symptoms first appeared and besides some slight weakness in the hand I would say I'm 95% better.

932513 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 VT 73.0 73 F Skin beneath the bandaid became very red and raised.  The square are under the bandaid where the injection was given, was completely normal.

932514 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Ten minutes after vaccine administration patient started complaining of n/v, palpitations, lightheaded and was observed with cold clammy skin and tachycardia. Upon observation 911 was called.

932515 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 OH 73.0 73 M Resident appeared to be jaundice with yellow skin and eyes.  Resident also complained of not feeling well.  Urine was dark yellow.  Resident short of breath.  Resident was admitted to hospital and diagnosed with post-covid pneumonia. Y

932516 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 58.0 58 F Chills, body aches Took Tylenol and advil.

932517 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MT 29.0 29 M Chills followed by a fever. Fever broke within 4 hours.

932518 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 TX 35.0 35 F Severe shoulder pain around injection site. Sharp pain including aching. Unable to lift or move arm without severe pain. Pain is now going on for 11 days. First 5 days were intense and severe. I was taking ibuprofen and Tylenol to help. Then the pain got better for 4 days. Day 10 the pain is back and severe again. Can?t move my arm without severe pain. Cannot lift it or sleep on it. Pain is in the shoulder area and also radiates up the neck at times and aches down to the forearm at times.

932519 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 CA 29.0 29 F About 8 minutes after receiving injection, Pt stated that she wasn't feeling well. She passed out for about 2 minutes. Pt came too and was taken to ER via wheel chair. at ER pts bp was 69/33 HR:42 O2 was 100%. pt was pale and diaphoretic.

932520 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 VT 32.0 32 F First noticed redness and itching at site of injection approximately one week after injection. Continue to have redness (large circle) and itching at injection site.

932521 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 AR 47.0 47 F Severe itching and small rash on legs about 40 hours after the vaccine was given.

932522 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MA 61.0 61 F Generalized body aches, headache, stomach upset, sweating, sore throat, slight cough and rhinorrhea.
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932523 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 VA 44.0 44 F Large, lemon size swollen area in the axillary armpit.  Area is marshmellowy feeling, not hard nor lumpy.  Area aches and appears to be growing in size

932524 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 OH 23.0 23 F hives on trunk and face, scratchy throat, prescribed steroids

932525 12/24/2020 01/10/2021 34.0 34 F Fever, cough, chest pain, SOB, vomiting, and fatigue 4 days post vaccination. Seen in ER - Covid-19 test negative, diagnosis viral syndrome.

932526 12/18/2020 01/10/2021 MO 66.0 66 F After the first shot I had a very sore shoulder/deltoid area that started about 6 hours after the shot and lasted 3 days. After the second shot, I had mild soreness in my shoulder/deltoid that started about 3 hours after the shot and lasted 1 day. I also had a reaction on my skin in the L shoulder area - red with mild swelling and some itching. The size of the redness was about 2 in diameter.

932527 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 43.0 43 M About 12 hours after vaccine #2: - Hives on left back, arm, face. Resolved with Benadryl within 4 hours.  - Headache for about 30 hours - body aches for about 30 hours

932528 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 MD 40.0 40 F Chest tightness, nasal congestion, light headedness within 15 minutes of injection. 2 hours later chills, headache, fatigue.

932529 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 WA 41.0 41 F About 5 min after getting the first dose, I felt numbness in my left hand.  I was monitored for 60 min and they did blood pressure and oxygen check.  about 10 min in, I felt a little funny in my mouth, like a little bit of swelling, but never to the point of issue with breathing or swallowing.  Numbness seemed to have subsided by the 60 minute time and I went home.  No other symptoms.

932530 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 NY 49.0 49 F trouble swallowing, throat closing sensation. given epi 0.3mg IM, benadryl 25mg, pepcid 20mg, prednisone 60mg. symptoms resolved.

932531 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 MA 22.0 22 F Fatigue weakness fever back pain diarrhea

932532 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 MA 23.0 23 F injection site pain, headache, muscle pain, joint pain, nausea/vomiting, chills, headache

932533 12/19/2020 01/10/2021 IL 56.0 56 F Sore arm and tingling in fingers

932534 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 LA 28.0 28 F Systemic itching, systemic tingling, Hypotension, syncope, Bradycardia, injection site swelling

932535 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 WA 45.0 45 F About 9 minutes after receiving the vaccine the fingers on  my left hand started going numb. I started shaking and breaking out in hives. The nurse took my blood pressure  and it was elevated. They quickly walked me down to the emergency department where they started an IV.  Medications I was given was diphenhydrAMINE, famotidine, MethyIPREDNISolone sod succinate 0.9% NaCI (NS), acetaminophen.  Cardiac monitor and saline lock maintenance.  Image testing done was EKG.  I got to the emergency department at 11:45 am and was discharged at 3:49 pm.

932536 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NM 48.0 48 F Woke up in middle of night with fever and chills and body aches.  Arm very sore and hard to lift.  Tylenol taken with not too much relief. Slept most of the day. Second day arm is much better and can move more. Body is still achey.

932537 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 AL 67.0 67 M Fever - began about 1:00 pm on day following my injection.  Temperature of 101.7 at 1:00 pm - declined to 100.8 by 4:40 pm - declined to 97.8 by 7:00 pm.  My temperature was 96 at 8:00 am this morning.

932539 12/29/2000 01/10/2021 FL 48.0 28 F On the 4th day following vaccination woke up with severe vertigo, nausea, vomiting. Following day developed shingles rash. Was seen by my PCP on Monday and started on antiviral med.

932540 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 VT 34.0 34 F A have raised itself on 1/8/2021 at the injection site (left arm deltoid). The hive started at 2 inches diameter and is now about 3 inches diameter. Give us slightly sensitive to touch. On the left collarbone is also an inflamed lymph node.

932541 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IL 38.0 38 F Started with chills about 10.5 hours after shot. Took temperature and noted a fever of 101.1F at the 12 hour mark along with a headache and fatigue. Improved moderately with taking ibuprofen and rest, fever ended after 24hours post vaccine. Lingering headache for the next 12 hours.  Completely resolved at 36 hours.

932542 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TX 31.0 31 M Symptoms: 104.7 Fever, body aches, chills, headache, joint pain, fatigue. Sweating profusely at night.  Treatment: Tylenol and ibuprofen   Outcome: Tylenol would lower fever to about 100 degrees and then fever would come up again to 103 degrees  plus.

932543 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 MN 31.0 31 F Noticed burning in left forearm immediately after vaccine, within 1 min. Symptoms progressed to feeling hot, flushed, and tachycardia briefly around 5 min. 10 min developed a pressure in my chest, and dizziness. Within 20 min, developed itching, flushing and hives specifically on left arm, hand, and across chest. Within 45 min, both ears and forehead covered with hives. Hospital staff made me go to ED. Within ED hives continued to progress across the chest and bilateral arms and wrists. Received 50mg of Benadryl, and 40mg of prednisone. Symptoms improved but did not resolved. 3 hrs following vaccine, bilateral lip swelling. Took 40mg of percribed pred and 25mg of Benadryl again around 4pm.  Within 12 hrs, significant diarrhea. Hives resurfaced on face, bilateral wrists, arms, and ears around 645 on the 12/29. Fever 100.3 noted on 12/29-12/30. Intermitted hives, and lip swelling remained until 1/1. Nausea diarrhea and body aches until 1/2.

932544 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Developed body aches, fever and malaise at approximately 12 hours after vaccination that lasted until 36 hours post vaccination

932545 12/27/2020 01/10/2021 CO 78.0 78 F Electric like jolt continuous from shoulder to hand.  Later DX as a injury to the nerve at the site of the vaccination.  Sent to urgent care told to take Tylenol, and ice the area. They referred to physical therapy.

932546 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 MD 51.0 51 F With in 6 hours a sore arm from shoulder to elbow with  a large Angioedema under the skin protruding about the size of a soft ball.  Edema slowly reduced to subcutaneous.  Starting on 1/9/2021- a quarter size red Angioedema visible topically  with a tennis ball size edema.  On 1/10/2021 site is enlarged to the size of a half dollar. Currently tracking the size.

932547 01/01/2021 01/10/2021 IN 56.0 56 M Fever of 102, waxed and waned over 12 hours with diffuse myalgias.

932548 12/27/2020 01/10/2021 MA 25.0 25 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  8 days post injection- erythematous, mildly hard, swollen, itchy reaction at injection site  consistent with a vaccine given as a subcutaneous injection, not an intramuscular injection. Began 1/4/21 at night, grew in size overnight. 1/5/21, iced the area and took an antihistamine. By 1/6/21 reaction was resolved.

932549 01/03/2021 01/10/2021 WI 34.0 34 F One week after injection, I developed swelling, hives, itching and redness at the site

932550 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Five minutes after the injection patient became flushed and dizzy, with a report of minimal nausea.  She was moved to a lab draw chair, placed in Trendelenburg position, vital signs were stable, including pulse, blood pressure and oxygen saturation.  She was in this position for greater than 15 minutes, it took 30 minutes for her be able to stand.  She remained another 15 minutes, and stated she felt back to baseline before leaving.

932551 12/24/2020 01/10/2021 WI 37.0 37 F Just wanted to report symptoms I experienced which I don't think are necessarily adverse bit just side effects,  which were sore arm starting same day, and then day after had body aches, fatigue requiring a nap, and intermittent headache mild but felt like burning near right occipital area which was different from my normal occasional headache, no fever, and had slight runny nose lasting for 2 days, then I felt fine, I plan to get the booster.

932554 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 22.0 22 F Headache.  Monitored for 35 minutes post injection.

932555 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 PA 35.0 35 F Left axillary swollen lumps/lymph nodes?  Tender to touch.  Hard to move left arm.  Never hapepned before.

932556 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Fever 102.2F fatigue Chills Body aches Nausea Headache

932557 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MD 50.0 50 F Lot number maybe a Number two or a Z, not sure by the writing, 01ZLZOA  or 012L2OA Next day feeling tightness in chest and lightheaded, and shortness of breath, some right side jaw pain.

932558 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 PA 45.0 45 M Patient developed chills/shivering/tingling day 4 post-injection.  The episodes are occurring every 10 minutes and last 30-45 seconds.   Symptoms continue at day 11 post injection.   Symptoms are similar to the patients pre-ictal aura.  However, no generalized seizures have occurred.

932559 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 21.0 21 F None stated.

932560 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 OH 60.0 60 F Red, swollen, hot, hard center, itchy, painful to touch. Started as a quarter size patch and each day increased in size to about 3 inch by 5 inch patch as of today (day 4).   Used cold compress several times daily.

932561 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 AL 26.0 26 F 1/6 got vaccine don?t hurt- Initially slightly sore arm a few hours after vaccine  1/7 Next day when woke up very sore arm and shoulder and  feeling not 100% 1/7 Mid morning, Headache, stuffy head, Body aches all over, joint pain all over, chills, low grade fever 99/100 by noon, all of these side effects lasted 1/8 and subsided into 1/9 feeling almost 100% better 1/10

932563 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 56.0 56 F 1st vaccine: Approximately 24 hours after vaccine, I developed chills with fever of 100.2, fatigue, total body/muscle/joint aches, migraine headache, nausea, heart palpitations, as well as very sore, swollen arm. Had to spend the day in bed. Most symptoms relieved by the next 24 hours except arm pain and fatigue. 2nd vaccine: Similar, but worse symptoms developed approximately 12 hours after vaccine. All of the aforementioned symptoms, but fever of 101.4 and arm wasn't quite as sore. As above, had to spend a day in bed.

932564 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 FL 63.0 63 F Within 1 h, pain from injection site to neck. Neck pain felt like meningitis pain. Diarrhea, generalized not feeling fell. On awakening 01/09/21, low grade fever of 99.9, chills, fatigue, generalized malaise,  brain fog, & confusion. I was in the shower & yelled for my husband to help me brush my wet hair & asking why it was wet. When I was brushing my teeth, I asked my husband to get me a toothbrush because I could not brush my teeth with "this noodle".  Doing "goofy" things on 01/09/21 & 01/10/21. Realizing I am doing this which is not normal. I am an RN & this is not normal for me. On 01/07/21 @ 6:30 pm took 50mg Benadryl, 200mg Advil & Tylenol

932565 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 34.0 34 F Myalgias x24h Nausea x 18h Chills x36h Fever (Tmax 103.8F) x28h Headache >48h

932566 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 PA 36.0 36 F Due date 1/20/21. No adverse events at this time

932567 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 KS 38.0 38 F Sore arm day 1-3, bruising occurred day 2. Mild fever (approximate 99 deg) beginning around 5:30pm-day of injection lasting 12 hours. Body Aches and Mild Headache beginning the evening of day of injection lasting through day 2. Body rash (non-itchy) on trunk, low back, inside of upper arms, upper chest beginning on day 2 post injection lasting until day 3.   Treatment: IBU every 4-6 hours prn.

932568 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 OH 52.0 52 M 10 days after receiving the injection a dime sized bump appeared at the injection site - with slight redness and itching  On day 11 it is not getting any worse and perhaps is slightly less

932569 12/22/2020 01/10/2021 TN 32.0 32 F Developed covid-19 infection

932570 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 IA 59.0 59 M Cold Sores across bottom lip, diarrah, vomiting, fever, tired

932571 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Muscle spasms and pain (pins and needles sensation), extreme fatigue, headache, debilitating body aches for 24+ hours, abdominal pain for 2 hours.

932572 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 NY 32.0 32 F Fever, chills, soreness at insertion site

932573 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Approx 35minutes after vaccine i experienced sneezing ,scratchy throat and itchy yes, took Allegra with good effect. Arm soreness developed about 8 hours after vaccine, woke next morning with fever 100.9, severe body aches, headache, nausea, weakness and fatigue, decreased appetite. In addition, as the  day went on I experienced a shallow cough, high pulse rate (130), tongue twitching and just felt aweful. Slept on and off all day, sx lasted the entire day. Took Tylenol throughout the day for the the fever. I awoke 3:30 am today, 1/10/21 with fever 101.5, took more Tylenol, still headache and feel tongue twitchiness  however muscle aches, body aches, nausea, decreased appetite and fatigue have subsided. I took 600mg Advil around 9am today and have been gradually feeling much better as of now 1:30pm. As a side note, I did have COVID 19 illness mildly in March 2020. It was dx'd with PCR testing and my sx were loss of taste/smell, nausea, weight loss, bursted eye vessel, slight respiratory sx, I recovered well and had a follow up negative test 2 weeks after. Thank you.

932574 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Ipsilateral lymphadenopathy and axillary pain radiating to wrist along radial nerve

932576 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MO 39.0 39 M Significan painful axillary adenopathy on the side of the injection.

932577 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IN 58.0 58 F 18 hours after vaccine wakened with severe headache lasted aprox 18 hours then was just mild for remainder of 30 hours.

932578 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 WV 51.0 51 F Sever muscle pain in shoulders, neck, and back.  Severe headache and skin was sensitive to touch.  Chills and sweats but no fever. Lasted about 36 hours.  Some slight nausea and fatigue.

932579 01/01/2021 01/10/2021 IN 50.0 50 M Chills nausea aches

932580 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 CA 56.0 56 F left arm mild sore

932581 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 26.0 26 F FEVER 101, BODY aches, chills- 2 days took tylenol, dry cough, sore throat, runny nose, headache- 3 days took tylenol

932582 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 58.0 58 F 10 hours after shot - sore arm, 2 hours later headache, 2 hours later fever, muscle ache, chills, basically flu like symptoms. My skin hurt everywhere

932583 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IL 40.0 40 F Fever, chills, body aches, nausea, headache

932584 12/19/2020 01/10/2021 IL 54.0 54 F Diarrhea lasting for 22 day, RIGHT UPPER QUADRANT pain for 22 days

932585 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CO 40.0 40 U COVID VACCINE MODERNA UNDER EUA  During her 15 minute post-vaccination observation period, patient reported feeling lightheaded and very warm. She had flushing on her face and neck. No rash, hives, angioedema, or breathing difficulty. No fall, no loss of consciousness. The client denied allergy history but did say the same thing happened to her during a root canal when the local anesthetic was injected in to her gums.   This RN along with another RN observed the client for approximately 25 minutes total then discharged her home. Approximately 15 minutes in to this observation period, the client reported improvement in her symptoms and the flushing appeared to be improving. The patient did not wish to call for a ride or seek EMS. At time of discharge, patient agreed to pull her vehicle to the side of the road and call for assistance if, at any time, she did not feel well on her drive home. Interventions implemented were lying down with feet elevated, smelling ammonia salts, application of cool compress to head and neck, drinking juice, and eating snack bar. I called the client two hours later to confirm she arrived home safely. The patient confirmed save arrival home and reported feeling much better. She said she was planning to follow up with her PCP about her response and also had a partner at home to observe her. Associate program manager notified of event details.

932586 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 AZ 64.0 64 F Developed significant aching in lower extremities, HR 100, Temp 100.4, slight nausea, general  flu like feeling

932587 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 TX 51.0 51 F No symptoms

932588 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Fever, chills, weakness, fatigue, headache

932589 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 SC 31.0 31 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine Nausea, diarrhea, myalgias, cephalgia

932590 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 FL 49.0 49 F 7 days after vaccine administration, I noted a red area a couple of inches below the injection site that was itchy and warm to the touch. I kept an eye on it. When I awoke the following morning, the reddened area was larger, still warm to the touch, slightly swollen and itchy. On the 3 morning, the area was larger (roughly 10cm wide x 7-8cm tall), still reddened, swollen, warm to the touch and itching. Today is day 4 of the reaction. It seems to be about the same size or slightly larger than yesterday, and it is still reddened, swollen, warm to the touch and itching. I have applied topical diphenhydramine over the last couple of days as needed.

932591 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 VA 26.0 26 F Fever ranging from 100.1F-102F Body chills Bodyaches  Headaches  Dizziness  Sorness and swelling at the injection site   Took Tylenol to treat fever and bodyaches

932592 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 AZ 54.0 54 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine. Chills, headache, body aches, nausea, fatigue

932593 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 27.0 27 M 8 hours after vaccination - injection site tenderness 12 hours after vaccination - fatigue, malaise 15 hours after vaccination - headache, fever, chills, tachycardia improvement in symptoms began at 36 hour mark and had resolved at 48 hour mark

932594 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Experienced light headedness, minimal chest tightness, increased HR and BP lasting 30 min, 4 days post vaccine injection.  I usually have low BP and HR so was unusual to experience these symptoms.

932595 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 54.0 54 M Headache, exhaustion, sore all over

932596 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 WA 66.0 66 F The concern was the gi symptoms,,,severe cramping nausea, vomiting and bloody stool

932597 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Patient reported symptoms of numbness of lower jaw and difficulty swallowing 16 minutes post vaccination. Patient was familiar with symptoms of anaphylaxis due to her history of anaphylactic reactions to both shellfish and iodine.  Patient was given an Epi-Pen (self-administered) and waited for an additional 45 minutes after initial vaccination. Patient also self-administered 25mg Diphenhydramine.  Patient then left clinic and was later contacted by phone by Chief Medical Officer for follow up. Pt had admitted herself to the ED and received antihistamines and steroids. She then reported that she'd felt better but will remain in ED for observation.

932598 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NM 43.0 43 F Moderate to sever Joint pain HA PHOTOPHOBIA  Moderate soreness and swelling at injection site

932599 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Moderate axillary swelling and tenderness, same side as injection. Onset 1/9/21, no treatment sought as of now.

932600 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MI 51.0 51 F Pt felt tingling and numbness in left jaw and ear area. A few minutes later, she felt it spread to her nose and other ear/jaw area. Then she experienced tongue heaviness and tingling. She was transported to the ED for further evaluation.

932601 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 KS 24.0 24 F Dull Low back pain; sharp low back pain with long durations of lumbar extension. Symptoms subsided within 36 hours. Managed well with ibuprofen.

932602 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 46.0 46 F Hives/itching

932603 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 OH 31.0 31 F vaccine on 1/7 around 1130am. Onset of severe chills/shaking, fluctuating temperature (no fever), horrible aches and pains, significant fatigue, and persistent headache from about 3am the morning after (on 1/8) and lasting until bedtime that day. The next morning (1/9),  most symptoms had resolved except for fatigue. I also experienced a new sx: severe pain and tightness in my chest/torso; was hard to breath normally and could not take a deep breath without experiencing significant pain. This lasted until about 3pm. Fatigue persisted the rest of the day. All symptoms had resolved by the next morning (1/10).

932604 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 MI 43.0 43 F Numbness and tingling in both hands, down right leg.  Patient observed for 30 minutes.  No worsening of condition and patient declined further medical care.

932605 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 CA 29.0 29 F patient developed instant itch in throat after administration of vaccine  25mg PO Benadryl was given  reassessment 5 minutes later throat itchy, denies wheezing or SOB. Additional 25mg PO Benadryl was given  Patient devloped SOB, Epi pen adminstered 10:04am. EMS called for transport. SOB improved. Vital remained stable. EMS arrived and transported patient to hospital.

932606 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 UT 51.0 51 F I feel like my left ear is plugged.  I don't feel any pressure, like when you are on an airplane and you ears need to pop but I can't completely hear out of that ear.

932607 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 IL 34.0 34 M I had a rash about the size of a baseball at the injection site. It was noticed 8 days after the injection but I am not sure if it had been present prior to that.  Just redness. No swelling or pain with it. By the evening of 1/9/2021 it had disappeared.

932608 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA I developed the sudden onset of tinnitus (high-pitched constant ringing in both ears) about 30 hrs after receiving the vaccine.  I have had associated feeling of fullness/popping in my ears as well. This has continued for 10 days without relief.

932609 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Moderate pain in the injection site (upper right arm) followed by severe fatigue, back ache,  and a slight fever (37.8 Celsius). Symptoms started 8 hours after the vaccination. No treatment other than strict rest and ibuprofen taken once (600 mg).

932610 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IL 59.0 59 F I received the vaccine at 0615 am on 1/8/21.  Had no symptoms (not even injection site pain). At 2100 on 1/8, began to develop a lot of pain at the injection site.  Within 2 hrs of that time, I developed other symptoms, which include total body (bone and joint) pain (especially in my knees), and what I would describe as a "bad sunburn type" rash across my cheek bones, bridge of my nose, and orbital area.  Small raised bumps to this area, with swelling, and a feeling of pins and needles stabbing me all across my face.  My airway was fine, and at no time did I feel shortness of breath.  I was unable to sleep due to the bone and joint pain, and felt the need to walk continually (it was more painful to stay in one position). These symptoms persisted throughout the day (Saturday 1/9/21), noting at 5pm I described myself "miserable" to my friends and family.  All symptoms described above,  were at their most elevated intensity between the hours of 1700 - 0400. At 0400 Sunday (1/10/21) I felt a gradual release of the body aches, enough so that I could sleep until 0800.  At this time, 1300 (Sunday 1/10)  I note that I still feel "flu type" body aches, but constant pain has diminished in intensity by estimated 50%.  The sunburn type redness and swelling across my face/orbital area has also less by 50% (there is still redness, mild swelling, warmth, and some raised bumps across this area;  pins and needles feeling is gone).

932611 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 TX 75.0 75 F Swelling of lower lip; itching; severe, red, swollen  welts all over body; tongue itching, then some swelling; swelling of lips and chin area; eye lids swelling almost completely closed. Began 01//05 early am; progressivegly worsening thru 01/08.  Given steroid injection at doctors office and told to take Benedryl or Zytrec and Pepcid

932612 12/21/2020 01/10/2021 CO 32.0 32 M Two weeks after injection I started to develop a bad outbreak of Varicella Zoster in the  T4 dermatomal distribution. Began taking acyclovir po. Ongoing infection.

932613 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 LA 78.0 78 F Tiredness, headache, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, fever, feeling unwell, nausea, weakness

932614 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 TX 43.0 43 F Throat closing Pruritic throat and tongue Tingling lips and tongue Throat clearing  Hoarse voice Y

932617 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 MI 79.0 79 M Slight dizziness upon awakening in the morning around 7:00 AM.  dizziness faded through the day, but mild headache developed around 1;00PM.  Symptoms not severe or incapacitating.  Patient took two Tylenol caplets.

932618 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 30.0 30 F The morning after the shot I woke up feeling achy and sore all over. I had muscle cramps throughout the day. Also, I was extremely tired for the entire day.

932619 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IL 43.0 43 F Headache, chills, body ache, severe fatigue,  nausea. Symptoms were most severe about 16 hours after vaccine

932620 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 21.0 21 F On Friday, January 8 I experienced a headache for the remainder of the day following my vaccination. This headache went away when I woke up the following day.  On Saturday, January 9 I experienced chills, nausea, body aches, and a stiff neck, along with pain in my left arm. The injection site was inflamed and painful. Most of these symptoms were relieved the following day.  On Sunday, January 10 I experienced pain in my left arm that has travelled into my axillary area and my left shoulder. This has yet to be relieved. I am also erythemic at the injection site.

932621 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Pink, spotty rash on bilateral arms and legs. Flat. Not itchy or painful.

932622 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 KY 24.0 24 F Nausea, chills, fever (101.8° F), body aches, head ache

932623 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 IL 78.0 78 M Acute ischemic stroke, basilar occlusion Y Y

932624 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Hives (face, neck, ribcage, stomach, arms, hands, back, legs, underarms, elbows), Swollen eyes; Swollen lips; Hard Ears; Warm Skin; Itching; Wheezing.

932625 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 NC 45.0 45 F Chills Fever 103 NauseA Joint pain

932626 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 MD 31.0 31 F 8 days after vaccine- all of a sudden had itchiness at vaccine spot.  Raised lump, hot, itchy and red. No other symptoms at this time.

932627 12/27/2020 01/10/2021 NJ 37.0 37 F Currently 25 weeks pregnant. COVID positive on Jan 5th after exposure to asymptomatic contact. Developed COVID symptoms on January 4th with light dry cough and progressed on the 5th to fevers/chills etc. Jan 8th noticed wheals and itchiness at injection site.  Persistent until today - mild in severity but continuous. Taking benadryl PO and topical cortisone.

932628 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Right arm edema and rash around the injection site, with associated throat itching, right arm soreness and pruritis that began 7 days after vaccine administration. 8 days after the injection I awoke with severe nausea, lightheadedness and diaphoresis that lasted 30 minutes. The rash took 4 days to resolve.

932629 12/18/2020 01/10/2021 CA 28.0 28 F 12/18 VACCINATION 12/23 CAME HOME AT 7:30 AM FROM WORK. MY BODY WAS HURTING, SORE. SLEPT. WOKE UP 9-10; VOMITING BODY ACHES, HA. WENT TO ER. COULDN'T KEEP ANYTHING DOWN, EVEN MEDICINE.  GAVE ZOFRAN, COVID TEST (NEGATIVE) FELT LIKE I WAS KNOCKED OUT. DIDN'T GET OUT OF BED FOR DAY. TEMP GOT UP TO 102. WITH TYLENOL, IBUPROFREN. BODY WAS SORE. THESE SYMPTOMS ARE STILL PRESENT. LINGERING COUGH.  1/1/2021 FEVERS. LASTED 1-2 DAYS.  MUNICEX FOR COUGH AS NEEDED.  NOT 100% BETTER, MAYBE 95%

932630 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 NY 29.0 29 F Heart burn (severe) unrelieved by tums or pepcid x 3 nights and 3 days  Fatigue Malaise Generalized muscle pain and fatigue Mild nausea

932631 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 GA 59.0 59 F Does not have Lot #. Left it at work. Dizzy 15 mins after. BP was high. Dizzy rest of day. Worked the next day was ok. Started driving the next day on interstate 12/25/20,  and had chest pressure. Pulled of in to a hospital their and had testing done.  Went home had dizziness still. Went to her MD, the doc changed her blood pressure meds. She doesn't have the dizziness and the chest pressure any more.  Blood pressure is still high and monitoring it a few times a day.

932632 12/21/2020 01/10/2021 LA 48.0 48 F I contracted influenza B and covid. Diagnosis was made on January 4th, 2021.

932633 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NC 29.0 29 F Red, hot, swollen arm at and around injection site lasting greater than 48 hours post vaccine administration. Bone pain, lymph node swelling, headache for 36 hours post.

932634 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 TX 41.0 41 F For the first few days, soreness, redness, heat, itching. After about 5-6 days the redness was completely gone and barely any itching. On day 11 it started itching again , the redness returned but worse this time. Extreme heat coming from it and the red area seems to be getting bigger. It is also swollen. There?s no hole that can be seen from the needle going in, just a huge red circle.

932635 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 34.0 34 F At 6 hours after, I felt very dizzy and had a headache. At hour 12 I have a fever of 100.7, severe body aches, Hips, and knees were the worst. Paid scale would be 8/10. at 16 hours  added fever was 102.5 , sever headache over the whole head,  at  hour 24 same. Hour 36 fever is down to 99.7 however, muscle paid have subsided and migraine is better. Pain scale 3/10

932637 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 VT 68.0 68 F Pain at injection site (resolved within 48 hours).  Chills, lightheadedness, warm (not feverish), abdominal cramping, loose stool x 5 over 48 hours.  Extreme fatigue (over 5 days)

932638 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 25.0 25 F I experienced muscle aches all over, my left arm where injection site located, was very sore. Had a low grade temperature of 99.7 (my temp is usually 97.1-97.3)and had really bad chills.

932639 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 KS 54.0 54 F I woke up the next morning with fever, fatigue, aches and feeling faint. I didn't take my temperature, I went back to bed after taking Advil until I woke up at 2pm, then took Tylenol. By 4 pm I felt much better. My injection site was much more sore than the first dose.

932640 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 NC 47.0 47 F Vaccine administered 11:24 am  on 1/6/2021. At approximately 11:30-11:31 patient notified this nurse that she "felt funny" and felt as if "my jaw is tightening" also that "my throat is tightening".  Emergency protocol initiated: epipen administered x1dose to left thigh at 11:33am, EMS dispatched via 911, vital signs obtained. VS reported to EMS upon arrival at 11:37am. EMS assumed care of patient after report given and patient was transported to hospital at approximately 11:40 am.

932642 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 AZ 38.0 38 F Around 3 am I woke up feeling very hot and nauseous followed by chills. I was so cold and shaky. The chills was the most bothersome part. It lasted about one hour and I feel fine now.

932643 12/22/2020 01/10/2021 MD 29.0 29 F Extreme fatigue and onset of headache 48 hours after vaccine was administered.

932644 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 ME 34.0 34 F Headache with accompanying  nausea that has not resolved in almost a week

932645 12/27/2020 01/10/2021 NC 57.0 57 F Painful arm 12/27/2020 Headache  12/28/2020 Low grade fever,severe headache, chills,nausea 01/06/2021

932646 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F As soon as 3 seconds after the shot my right hand was numb and tingling. The tingling sensation is still there and I have chronic pain in my elbow running down my arm into my ring and pinkie finger.

932647 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Fever tMax 103.9, myalgias, golf ball-sized axillary lymph node, migraine, nausea, shortness of breath.

932648 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 FL 39.0 39 F My symptoms began approximately 14 hours after I received the vaccine.  They started suddenly and included the following: -Intense dizziness that was also electric like and lasted 36 hours -Severe headache lasted 36 hours and mild for 48 hours  -Fever last was intermittent for 48 hours.  I only started recording it 24 hours after the vaccine was administered.  My max temp was 101. -Nausea (1 episode of vomiting) lasted 36 hours -Muscle aches and joint pain lasted 36 hours -Extreme fatigue lasted 48 hours -Injection site pain and swelling are still present, but are now mild -Enlarged lymph node in armpit of the same arm that vaccine was administered.  This was discovered about 24 hours after receiving the vaccine and is still present.  It?s about 1 inch in diameter.

932649 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 PA 41.0 41 F Approximately 11hours after receiving vaccine on 1/8/21, terrible chills and shaking began. The next morning 1/9/21 around 6am temperature rose to 100.4F. At 3pm on that same day, temperature went up to 102.6F. Took Tylenol 1000mg at that time. Continued to have terrible shaking and chills, also experienced a severe headache, eye pain, and body aches. Had diarrhea once on 1/9. Fever broke this am on 1/10/21, still feeling slightly fatigued with discomfort behind my eyes but improving from yesterday.

932650 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 ID 38.0 38 F In 13 days it has been a myriad of symptoms some. None are all the time. Many I?ve experienced several times. Within 48 hours, sore arm, diarrhea and rash on face and stomach. Symptoms since vaccine have included numb lips, fingers and tounge, headache, achy body, tightness in chest, dripping nose, sore throat.

932651 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 35.0 35 F On 1/9/21 I slept fitfully, woke up in a cold sweat but had a normal temp of 38.4. I had a headache, body aches, and nausea also. This was approx 16 hours post dose. I took 600mg of ibuprofen and felt more able to do normal home activities but still tired with a sore arm. 4.5 hours post ibuprofen dose I again had muscle aches, headache, fatigue, and nausea. I also had chills and joint pain. I napped for an hour, took another 600mg ibuprofen, and then napped for another 2.5 hours. After that I felt better at 27 hours post dose but still achy and fatigued. These symptoms had mostly resolved by 31 hours post dose.

932652 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NY 30.0 30 F Chills, Fever (103.6), body aches, fatigue

932653 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Sore arm, cold chills, irritable skin all over, achy muscles, headache

932654 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 54.0 54 M Day 1 Nausea- 4 hrs after Swollen face/neck- 3 to 5 hrs- benadryl  Left eye extreme blurry  vision- 3 x's 2 to 5 min each Mental fog and confusion- 3 days intense, 4th day  trouble with recall without intense focus Headache- 3 days intense, 4th day- moderate Elevated heartrate- sporadic first day until 6 pm Highly irritable- 2 days Incessant talking and moving

932655 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 OH 38.0 38 F I felt fine after the shot all day. I went to bed at 1030pm, woke up at 1130 hyperventilating (respiratory rate was 40+ and I couldn?t lower it),  shaking uncontrollably (felt increasingly cold, though my temp was normal; my skin was cold to the touch but I felt like it was burning off), tachycardic (heart rate was 140bpm and I normally am at 60-80 at rest). My throat felt like it was closing and my face was swollen. I should have gone to the ER, but I wasn?t thinking clearly and didn?t know what to do with my small children.  It took 2 hours until I stopped shaking, my heart rate returned to normal, and my breathing was under control.  Since then I have mainly been fatigued, taking Tylenol for overall aches, and have not been able to tolerate much activity (can only stand for about 5 minutes at a time).

932656 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 TN 31.0 31 F Right after the second dose less than 2 minutes my heart rate began to spike. I could feel my heart pumping fast. I couldn?t sit due to this so I began pacing the room. I didn?t know this was a side affect so I thought I was over thinking the second dose. I attributed this to all the worry and doubt the media and people around me try pumping in your head. I thought I was having a panic attack. I didn?t alert any of the medical team there because again, I thought I was over thinking it. A few hours later my heart rate had gone down. My Apple Watch helped me monitor this. The next day I felt pain at the injection site, not my normal self, groggy. Slightly feverish and chilled. I work in a cold environment so I couldn?t quite tell if the chilled feeling was a side effect, or the room. Later that evening around 9pm things took a turn. I began running a low grade fever and was shaking from being so cold. About another hour late my fever was up to 101 and I was still shaking from being so cold. I took about 600mg of ibuprofen. I couldn?t sleep, tossed and turned. Probably another hour later my temperature was 102, still shaking uncontrollably. Covered in about 5 blankets I kept waiting it out. And I?d say around 2-3am I could feel my fever breaking. By late morning my temp was back to normal but I felt achy still. Tired, sore. Definitely sore at my injection site. And I don?t know if this is worth mentioning or not but just haven?t been able to shake that panic attack feeling. Like a worry or a dread over me. I just don?t feel as clear-headed as I did before. This is my biggest concern. Just don?t feel myself yet.

932657 12/20/2020 01/10/2021 VA 54.0 54 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Beginning the day of vaccine, very sore upper left arm for 2 days. Moderate headache beginning on day after vaccine, lasting for one day.

932658 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 PR 56.0 56 F Raised, painful,  erythematous and  indurated  injection site area with local increase in temperature, compatible with Arthus Reaction at injection site.

932659 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 TN 68.0 68 F On day 10 day post the injection, two red blotches, square or rectangular shaped, each about 1 cube inch, noted near the injection site , maybe just below as I could not see the actual injection site.  It was hot and tender. Size extended by Day 11 slightly with the  two squares becoming a more rounded single site. I took some Benedryl at that time about 4pm and then took Acetominophen and Famotidine at bedtime.

932660 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 AZ 30.0 30 F Sore arm at injection site 3hrs after given, at 8:30pm started to feel weak, became pale, started having all over body/muscle aches, chills, fever of 100° and nausea. Took some aspirin...helped a little bit but still only got around 4 hrs of sleep. Woke up still with sore arm, body aches, headache, and still weaker than normal. Took some more aspirin....it's been around 4hrs now and body aches and weakness are almost gone. Still have the sore arm and slight headache.
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932661 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MD 25.0 25 F Pt. experienced mild itchiness under eyes and a "tingle" sensation in throat. Pt.'s skin color normal w/o any signs of a rash or swelling, no SOB, and no c/o nausea/vomiting. b/p 108/68, RR 20, pulse/HR 68 and regular with no arrhythmia. Pt states symptoms were much improved when she was leaving the post vaccination area. Pt. was discharged, ambulatory, and was was escorted out to vehicle (driven by her sister). Sister and pt. instructed to seek medical attention immediately should symptoms return.

932662 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 FL 65.0 65 M No

932663 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Feeling fine in morning. Had cup of tea, went for vaccine at 10AM. Did fine with injection, sat down for observation, 8-10 minutes later started feeling sweaty, then passed out. Woke up on the floor with nurses around me feeling tightness in chest, numbness in fingers, body shaking off and on, started to feel like tongue was swelling. Nurses gave IV fluids,  oxygen and 2 Epi-Pens. Transported by ambulance to Buffalo General Hospital. Symptoms resolved not long after arrival at hospital. Remained in EMT bay hallway for observation., seen there by ER doctor. Another EGK done, additional half bag of IV fluids, released after 4 hours observation.

932664 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IN 64.0 64 F Violent chills, headache, abdominal pain especially on the right side and vomiting.   Muscular aches all over the body. Fatigue.  1/10/21:  Still experiencing headache and muscle pain, occasional chills.

932665 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 IN 52.0 52 F 1.  Light headedness.  Treated with extra fluids.  Began 30 minutes after vaccine and lasted about 4 hours. 2.  Fatigue and lethargy.  Treated with rest and fluids.   Began 24 hours after vaccine. Duration 12 hours. 3.  Nasal congestion.   No treatment necessary.   Began 24 hours after vaccine.  Duration 4 days.

932666 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 RI 81.0 81 M patient in his usual state of health. Tested negative for Covid on 12/22/2020. Covid -19 vaccine-Pfizer-BioNTech administered on 12/28/2020. Patient tested  for Covid-19 by swab on 1/8/2021. Result positive. Provider and staff at nursing home communicating regarding patient's condition and care via tele-health - telephone due to restrictions during Covid - 19.

932667 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 NC 39.0 39 F Vaccine administered at 2:10 pm on 1/6/2021. Patient immediately stated that she "feels warm all over", then states that "I am having an allergic reaction". Emergency protocol initiated immediately, 911/EMS called. Patient heart rate in the 140's-150's. Patient refused epipen at this time due to no SOB. EMS arrived and patient states "I feel better". Patient refused transport to hospital and instead opted for calling her husband to come and get her. EMS waited with patient for approximately 15-20 minutes to ensure improvement.  Patient monitored for next 45 minutes-60 minutes until husband arrived. Continued to improve. Left with husband.

932668 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 55.0 55 M SOB Y 2

932669 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 OK 67.0 67 M Injection was given very close to the shoulder joint in my left arm, as a result within a few hours a very sharp pain in my shoulder caused me to be unable to lift my left arm without extreme pain, not muscle pain. By 4:00 pm I was sapped of energy. During the night I developed chills and ran a fever of 100.4 F. By Sunday morning I felt nauseous, but did not vomit. At 2:00pm 12/10/2020 my fever has lowered and the nausea has subsided, but the shoulder joint is still very sore.

932670 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 23.0 23 M Fever and chills, body aches, fatigue, headache.

932671 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 WI 56.0 56 M I received Covid- 19 Moderna vaccine on 4 Jan 21. That night, I had muscle ache and diarrhea and went bathroom 3-4 times at night. Next day, I went bathroom about 5-6 times at work. Tuesday night, I felt chill, and then fever, and headache. So, I stayed home on Wednesday and Thursday in bed. I felt better on Friday, But, Yesterday and today, I am having fatigue and headaches.   I took Nyquil and Tylenol.

932672 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 NY 19.0 19 F With in an hour of the vaccine, she had redness on the arm. It look like she was washing dishes. Her arm and hand were redder the right arm. No discomfort, no itchiness.  It went away.

932674 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Client began having tightness in neck and face, tingling around mouth, and blotchy skin. Spoke with her primary, he suggested administering epi: 0.5 ml of 1mg:1000mL.  Administered dose in R deltoid 30 minutes following vaccine administration, client began feeling better immediately.

932675 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Received vaccine on 1/6 at 0800pm 1/7 - 730am woke up with a very soar arm, difficult to move. 10am felt  very tired, like I was about to catch a cold. 12pm felt cold, had a temp of 99.9 F 3pm was very tired, chills, mild nausea, temp 100.8 F - took tylenol at this point 1000mg. Tylenol helped reduced fever and chills. Still continued to feel very tired and had no energy. Stomach continued to feel sensitive and had very little appetite.  10pm - fever returned 100.6 with chills - took another dose of 1000mg tylenol and went to sleep.  Through out the night was hot and cold.  1/8 7am - I woke up had temp of 100.1F - no chills, still very tired, arm still very sore. Did not take tylenol. 9am  - temp now 99.7 F - still very tired 10am - temp now 98.6F - nausea resolved, still had no appetite. Very tired, body felt sore and left armpit hurt when I moved, I noted no lymph nodes.  Remainder of day I remained fever free, but continued to feel very tired and took a few naps. (this is not my norm, I do not nap). By dinner time appetite was better but stomach still felt tender.  1/9 - woke up feeling great, lots of energy, even went for a jog. Arm still a little sore.

932676 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 GA 26.0 26 M Numbness and tingling in left upper arm and chest wall that started 15 min after Moderna injection. Denies pain, weakness and shortness of breath.

932677 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CT 25.0 25 F Lasting from day of injection to approximately 48hrs after injection: Temp 99.9f Chills Ocular migraine Fatigue Body aches  General malaise

932678 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 NY 41.0 41 F My arm became swollen and sore to the touch at the injection site within the first hour. With in 2-3hrs my arm was so sore I could hardly lift it to shoulder height or rotate it.  It was way more severe then I have ever felt from a standard vaxx or flu vaxx in years past. That continued for a full 48hrs, after that it subsided but was still sore around the injection site and the muscle.  I was able to typically use the arm again with minimal pain. Around 14-16hrs after the injection I began to feel very achy and sick. My shoulders, neck and head hurt. I did not have a fever, but my skin all over my body was achy to the touch as well. I also found my self to he extremely tired, like feeling run down, around 12hrs after the shot (when I woke up). The ?fluish? feeling of a headache,  feeling achy and being tired did get a little better but has continued into the 3rd day (today when I am reporting this).

932679 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 FL 56.0 56 M Very bad pain in injection arm, culls and sweats, sharp pain in right kidney area on and off.

932680 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NY 25.0 25 M Arm soreness started 12 hours later, malaise, chills, fever, headache, congestion started 24 hours later. 48 hours later only fever remains

932681 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 27.0 27 M Diffuse myalgia, mild non focal headache, low-grade fever

932682 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 PA 24.0 24 F Fever 102.1, body aches, mild headache, nausea, fatigue  Took Tylenol x2   Symptoms significantly improved and were almost completely resolved after 15 hours

932683 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 MA 32.0 32 F Fatigue, tiredness/exhaustion, Right muscle pain, joint discomfort

932684 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Severe body and muscles aches in both arms, shoulders, arms, back, hips and legs.  Could not lift either arm above head. Skin was extremely sensitive to cold and touch.  Heat and OTC pain reliever helped.  Symptoms had improved within 24 hours but not fully.  Some aches persist.  I tested positive for Covid-19 in October 2020 and although my symptoms were very mild when I had the virus, my long lasting symptoms still persist (numbness and tingling in both arms, taste and smell come and go, fatigue continues, phantom smells of cigarette smoke, etc).  I have also heard that symptoms can be worse for those that have had Covid before the vaccine.

932685 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 WI 88.0 88 M Resident received step one of Moderna Vaccine on 01/05/2021 which was within 14 days of receiving PPSV-23 on 12-26-2020 No adverse reactions observed within 48 hours after receiving vaccine

932686 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 SC 46.0 46 F 14 hours post vaccine began having tingling, pins and needles type sensations in feet, arms, hands, occasionally trunk

932687 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 FL 75.0 75 F Friday evening 1/8 - Saturday evening 1/9 Mild raised rash on upper inside lip. Saturday 1/9 Rash on chest above breast extending to shoulders. Very red raised on left side. Mild on right side and center. Put hydro  cortisone otc cream on it. Sunday  1/10 Rash very faint. No treatment Today. Mouth better.

932688 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 KY 42.0 42 F I have had increased perspiration and constant itch/irritation under both of my armpits.

932689 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NY 52.0 52 F Sore arm, Tylenol

932690 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 WA 47.0 47 F At 1700, felt malaise. .Woke up next morning on January 9th with 102 temp, 3cm lump at infection site, body aches, chills, headache. Still feeling poorly on January 10th.

932691 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 TX 36.0 36 F On December 30 I developed a sore arm along with a raised red rash at the injection site only. This last about 2-3 days and went away. Then on January 6 the red, raised rash at the injection site returned for approximately 2.5 days. The site felt slightly itchy like a mosquito bite. I reported it to my doctor who advised me to use Benadryl cream and/or benadryl

932692 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Severe arm pain, swelling at injection site, redness, warm to touch.  Feverish, chills, headache, diarrhea, severe body aches, joint pain.

932693 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Fatigue, body aches, arm pain, chills

932694 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Fever. Chills. Dizziness. Vomiting.  Cramping

932695 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Pain at injection site and numbness, tingling, and weakness to 4th and 5th digits of left arm.

932696 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 26.0 26 M Nausea/vomiting and diarrhea loss of appetite tachicardia sent to er for hydration. Y

932697 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 OH 38.0 38 F headache for a few hours after injection, mild nausea, constipation starting 1/8/2021 and still continuing

932699 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Injection site: pain, tenderness, soreness - still present General side effects: Dizziness -10/08/2021 3 hrs Weakness - still present  Chest pain - 10/08/2021 2hrs Difficulty breathing - 10/08/2021 2hrs Chills -still present  Muscle pain - still present Joint pain -still present  Fever - 10/08/2021 1130pm Chest sore - still present Muscle stiffness - 10/10/2021 1130am

932700 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 FL 67.0 67 F Minor pain in arm starting about 10 hours after vaccination and ending by 3rd day.

932701 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 27.0 27 F 24 hours after the 2nd vaccine on 1/7/21, I began experiencing joint pain in bilateral hands, fingers, thumbs. Worsened over the next few days. Created difficulties with grip. Took ibuprofen, and applied heat/ice. General fatigue as well. Still recovering as of today 1/10/21.

932702 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 MN 63.0 63 F I immediately felt dizzy, and there was ringing in my ears, I felt faint. I also felt shakey.  I have had these symptoms for 12 days, unchanged. I cannot work because of these symptoms. I have been to urgent care and have had lab work and an EKG

932703 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 KS 42.0 42 F Injection site is very red, sore, and has a very large bump. Pain spread to armpit area which is enlarged and bumpy.

932705 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 OH 20.0 20 F Throat tickle progressing to difficulty breathing within 10 mins of administration

932706 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 OH 24.0 24 F Pain in right arm, neck, and back. Fever and chills. Hot tingly feet. From 2:00am-3:00pm

932707 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 FL 71.0 71 F On 10th day after vacine, arm is swollen (3 inch square area) hot and aching. Noticed it about 11:00 this morning

932709 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 TX 18.0 18 U PATIENT FELT COLD (CHILLS) ,. PATIENT REFUSED EMERGENCY SERVICES AND/ OR TO CONTACT A DOCTOR.

932710 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Patient began to complain of hands and arms feeling numb and tingling, feeling of unable to breathe. Pt given a cold wash cloth for forehead and neck. Pt was placed in supine position with feet up. Pt had redness of chest and neck and began to complain of shortness of breath. "Cannot feel my hands." "Throat is closing." Epi-Pen 0.3 mg was given IM on L thigh. Patient stated it did not feel like she was getting better. Nurses tried calming tactics to encourage pt to breath and relax. Pt stated she has had an anxiety attack before, but this did not feel like her last anxiety attack. 911 was called, assessed pt, and referred to ER. Pt and husband drove themselves to local ER to be assessed further.

932711 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 WA 47.0 47 F Pt stated about 10 mins after administration she had itching in her arms, Waited 5 min then requested  Benadryl.  Redness  on face and arms. 25 mg's of Benadryl given at 10:28AM. Caregiver discarded to home at 11:15 am.

932712 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 CT 37.0 37 F Late localized reaction. Redness, pain, itching, hot to the touch. Redness is about 6? long and about 5? wide. Reaction started at vaccine site 9 days after vaccine administration.

932713 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MT 62.0 62 F About 13 hours after injection I started having extreme chills and shaking. Took 2 Ibuprofen and the chills subsided during the night and then had mild/moderate body aches for about another 12 hours. About 48 hours after the injection the top half of my arm is currently slightly swollen, red and hot to the touch.

932714 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NM 23.0 23 F Approximately 1 hour after receiving the  vaccine I developed tachycardia  that ranged between 130 and 95, this lasted from  01/08/2021 until 01/09 ~10 AM.  On 01/08  ~5 PM I began to develop  a fever that reached a peak of 102.4 at 4am (01/09), despite taking 1000 mg of acetaminophen every 6 hours. Last fever recorded 01/09 ~9PM of 99.5 (while still taking 1000 mg of acetaminophen every 6 hours).  Additional symptoms have been severe nausea, dizziness, lightheadedness, bilateral lower back pain with some mild bruising to the kidney region, difficulty breathing,  chest pressure, shortness of breath along with a cough upon exertion (developed ~6 PM 01/08), which is still present today (01/10 1:25 PM), and an erythematous rash that covers the anterior side of the right forearm, from wrist to elbow (first noticed on 01/10 ~11 AM).

932715 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 WI 34.0 34 F I had headache, joint and body aches. The the night of the 2nd vaccination, I was awoken to what felt like electrical jolts in my body. One time I woke up jumping so high of my bed that it felt like I was being tased. I woke up the next morning and felt like electrical currents were running through my body. My right hand had a tremor too

932716 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 24.0 24 F About 10-15 minutes after shot,  I developed a large red splotchy rash on my chest and it started spreading up my neck and face. I also felt dizzy, a little numbness and tingling and very cold/ shaky. I was given a total of 50 mg of Benadryl PO. 25 mg immediately and then an additional 25 mg about 30 minutes later. About 15 minutes after my second dose of Benadryl my rash started to subside and I began feeling better. ADTER about an hour I felt back to my baseline.

932717 12/22/2020 01/10/2021 NV 38.0 38 F I felt weak and with muscle fatigue the day after the shot. Also had a headache and neck muscle tension and mid back muscle tension. Joint pains as well. These subsided after 48 hours except for the neck and upper back muscle fatigue and mild soreness. This gave me a low grade headaches almost daily since the vaccine. I took ibuprofen a few times which helped. On the 6th I awoke at night and felt weak all over. I felt like I was falling in my bed. Mild dizziness.  I went to work and felt extremely fatigued with muscle weakness but no neuro deficits. I feared some terrible autoimmune illness and took Decadron that day- 4mg tab BID. This helped my muscle weakness but left me with insomnia. The decadron is now wearing off after 4 days and I still have muscle weakness/fatigue. It takes considerable effort walking up the stairs. Yesterday my masseter muscles became fatigued with little chewing. My arms feel heavy when I lift them. The strange thing is that at night when I lie down I feel like my sympathetic nervous system is being triggered. I will get palpitations and feel just strange- I can't describe it.  I took valium to sleep last night -5 mg tablets that my doctor gave me Saturday as there seems to be an anxiety panic component going on. I have no history of diagnosed anxiety or panic attacks- I have never felt this way before. Today I feel a little better but still have considerable muscle fatigue and neck and upper back muscle soreness and overall muscle tightness in my arms and legs- feels good to stretch kind of feeling. I have mild dizziness when standing up and turning too abruptly. But no considerable focal neuro deficits.

932718 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 PA 64.0 64 F Patient reported feeling warm and flushed.  No obvious rash or redness. Given Benadrly po and observed by paramedic onsite for an additional 30 minutes.  The patient felt better and requested to go home.  Family member present to drive her home.

932719 12/18/2020 01/10/2021 CA 51.0 51 F 1st vaccine  dec 18th : arm pain for 3 days  ,    felt sick within 2 hours with headache and  fever and chills  temp at that time 100 degrees , :  fever 100 to 101  degrees on day 1 , 2 , 3 , 100  degrees  on  day 4 , day 5 ,  myalgia , body aches   and headaches  daily  week 1 and     fatigue  week 2   was bed bound for 2 days  and then could not  work  for 3 days after that  2nd vaccine om 1/8/21 : left arm pain within 5 to 10 mins of  injection  with burning , pain and tingling ,  headache  and feverish  feeling and chills started within 2 hours , severe myalgia  and  body ache and  headache   day 1 and day 2 ,    on round the clock tyelenol every 6 hours ,  temp max recorded 100.6

932720 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 CT 31.0 31 F Headache - 10 hours after receiving lasted a couple hours subsided with ibuprofen Fever- highest 101.3 on 1/9/2021- had fever/chills from 1/8/2021-1/9/2021- subsided with ibuprofen but would come back up after several hours. Nausea- started 1/8/2021 through 1/10/2021 Vomiting- started 1/8/2021 through 1/10/2021- not able to keep any foods/ drinks down with the exception of water. Tried BRAT foods and still vomited within 10-15 mins of eating.

932721 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 40.0 40 F Woke up this morning with swollen, and extremely tender right armpit area. It is visually swollen compared to the left and is very painful. I am under the assumption this is likely a swollen lymph node post second vaccination. I have taken ibuprofen in attempt to help with pain and inflammation but does not seem to be helping much at this time. I anticipate this will improve over time.

932722 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 OR 60.0 60 F nothing for 2 days then onset rash and itching on fingers Between joints- worse every day spreading to wrists and more like hives. then spread to MCP joints. Both knees red but not hives. small petechiae on anterior lower legs, thighs and upper arms. a few erythematous areas on chest wall , ears red and itchy. no respiratory problems , no headache or joint aches at all. lasted for 1 week did not respond to topical creams . resolved spontaneously on day 7

932724 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TX 44.0 44 F Asthma attack and fever.

932725 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 FL 59.0 59 F 7 days after I received the vaccination I developed a raised rash under the area where I received the injection. Over the course of the day it got worse and my hand started to tingle. I called our Occupational Health Director and was instructed to take Benadryl and Advil and use a cold compress . I went home and did all those things in addition I took a 100mg Doxycycline that night and the next morning. The next day the rash area was not raised but the redness and itching was going down toward the elbow. By the second day on the same treatment my rash area was almost resolved.

932726 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 TX 41.0 41 F HEADACHE,  LIGHTHEADED, BODYACHES, LITTLE NUMBNESS IN THE RIGHT CHEEK  B/P 152/93  PULSE 96 @ 12:55PM PATIENT STATED SHE IS NOT GETTING WORSE @1:26PM PATIENT REFUSED EMERGENCY SERVICES AND/ OR CALLING MD

932727 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 PA 65.0 65 F 2 days after injection, nausea, projectile vomiting, 1 episode of unwitnessed syncope

932728 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TN 26.0 26 M Uncontrollable shaking at 2:00 am the following morning after the vaccine. Shaking lasted about an hour and from 3:00am to 6:00am hot flashes and body aches. Temperature was 100 degrees.

932729 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 MN 43.0 43 F Received vaccine on 1/4. Started with hives on 1/6 am. Facial swelling on 1/7. Has been taking Benadryl 50 mg at night since 1/6. Facial swelling continues. Hives reduced, but redness continues.

932730 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 CA 57.0 57 M Woke on the morning of 1/10/21 (about 30 hours after injection).  Temp to 100.6F, mild chills, major joints ache, dry cough, runny nose/eyes.  Felt a bit better after Motrin400mg,  but symptoms returned, although now worse the original presentation so far.

932732 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 MN 31.0 31 F Fever, chills, severe headache, extremely swollen lymph node under armpit of the arm vaccinated

932733 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 30.0 30 F 12 hours after vaccine I had a fever reaching 101 degrees F, chills, body aches, fatigue, and severe headache lasting for 24 hours.

932734 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 41.0 41 F Severe muscle aches (all throughout body), chills, feverish, fatigue

932735 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 NC 39.0 39 F Swelling in underarm on left side wher shot administered. Lasted less than 24 hours. Congestion and tenderserness day 3-4, just over

932736 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Woke the morning of Friday, January 8th, 2021 with a slight cough, heaviness to my chest, and extreme fatigue.   Had to use my inhaler twice, get rest, and plenty of hydration for 24 hours then felt fine.

932737 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CA 51.0 51 F 2nd vaccine om 1/8/21 : left arm pain within 5 to 10 mins of  injection  with burning , pain and tingling ,  headache  and feverish  feeling and chills started within 2 hours , severe myalgia  and  body ache and  headache   day 1 and day 2 ,    on round the clock tyelenol every 6 hours ,  temp max recorded 100.6

932739 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CA 28.0 28 F 1/8/21 at 0830 sore arm 1/9/21 at 0200 chills 0800 fever, muscle aches, fatigue 1/10/21 at 1000 Fever resolved. Fatigue and muscle aches still noted

932740 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 PA 60.0 60 F 1-8-2021:  9:25 body shaking, nostrils constricting, throat tightening and legs weak.  Happen while I was heading home.  Returned to HD.  EMT administered 50ml benedryl and pushed 125ml saline.  No response.  Throat felt tight, not closed but tight.  Offered EpiPen .3 agreed.  Body reaction - shaking.  Went to Hospital ER via ambulance (~11am).  ER administered 50mg steroid and had 2 puffs of albuterol inhaler twice.  Became very tired but felt heart raced - assumed reaction to steroid/albuterol.  2:30pm started to finally feel relief.  Discharged 4pm with rx for prednisone 50mg 1/day-10 days and benedryl 25mg for that night and am/pm next day.  O2 dropped to 94 that evening.  Administered 3 rounds of 2 liters/minute before saturation held at 97. 1-9-2021:  9am took benedryl and prednisone doses.  10am both nostrils still feel "swollen," legs are weak and very tired (benedryl?).  Oxygen saturation is good - 97.  Starting to feel slight sensitivity at injection site.  4pm able to shower and move around.  Breathing is better.  Elected not to take benedryl as I'm not getting an positive response from it, only fatigue.  Nostrils still feel swollen - tried lubricated nasal spray, not much help. 1-10-2021:  8:30 prednisone dose  Oxygen saturation good - 98% pulse 72.  Nostrils still feel swollen.  Injected site sore,  Started around 4pm (similar to shingles vaccine - expected).

932742 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Lightheadedness, mental status changes (foggy) with difficulty focusing

932743 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IL 58.0 58 F Covid19 second vaccination dose at 1030am 1/8/21 into L arm, which became more sore and faster than the first dose. Tired in evening so went to bed early. Around 2100pm chilling/fever began lasting about 5 hours. This was associated with headache, nausea, and arthralgias. No sleep.  All day on 1/9/21 very lightheaded, headache, and some nausea.  Spent the day lying on the couch. On 1/10/21 while headache still there in am, much improved. Still some uneasiness of stomach.  L axillary soreness. Over all feel much better though not fully normal on afternoon of 1/10/21.

932745 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 AZ 64.0 64 F the morning after the vaccine, I had a episode of blurred vision which lasted between 1-2 minutes. I was laying in bed,just awoke and opened my eyes when this occurred. the blurring was as if the room was shaking and blinking my eyes did not clear ir. I closed my eyes for a minute then my vision returned to normal. i have never experience this before or since .

932746 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 TX 49.0 49 F 1st & 2nd day extreme /Joint & musculoskeletal  pain,  head ache, fatigue , short of breath,   Coughing, runny nose, congestion, fever, ringing in ears,  3rd day musculoskeletal & joint pain, inner ear pain, fatigue, cough, throat pain  This is 3rd day and I am still miserable

932747 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 OH 47.0 47 M Received shot  Weds @ 1400. Within  2 hrs I had a low grade temp. Within 4 hrs I became achy and sluggish, with a small HA. Next morning I felt ok, just achy. By 1400 I?m sluggish, very achy, and a migraine. Sat was a repeat of Fri. Today, same thing. All I do is sleep and hurt all over, including a migraine.

932748 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 20.0 20 F Fever, chills, malaise, body aches, nausea, headache, all lasting 24 hours. Treated with NSAIDs, resolved after 24 hours.

932749 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 TX 60.0 60 F HEADACHE (MIGRAINE) 8/10 . PATEINT REFUSED EMERGENCY SERVICES AND/OR CALL MD B/P 141/94 PR 64 @11:35 PM  B/P 185/98 PR 60 @11:45  NO N/V NO CHEAT PAIN

932750 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 CA 61.0 61 M headache ringing in ears and light sensitivity and one week later redness swelling and itching at injection site.

932751 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 IN 91.0 91 F funny feeling in left head, increased saliva in mouth, tongue burning

932752 12/24/2020 01/10/2021 GA 31.0 31 F Developed a red itchy small circle (quarter size) at injection site about 4-5 hours after injection. Lasted day of and day after. It was gone on the third day.  A week and a day after injection the itchy red circle appeared in larger size and more defined circle. Disappeared the next day. On day 12 after injection the rash had expanded to almost half my arm. It was a bit itchy at times and this time it was not circular, instead irregular shape with defined square like borders on one end. It lasted 2 days, disappeared and hasn?t come back yet.

932755 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 FL 44.0 44 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Chills (low temp), fever (102), bad headache, overall body aches, fatigue.  Taking Tylenol and Aleve around the clock. Still ongoing.

932756 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 MS 38.0 38 F On January 6, 2021, 7 days after receiving the vaccine, I developed shortness of breath and increased heart rate that lasted briefly, followed by numbness of left arm (where I received vaccination). I was evaluated by the emergency room. Numbness to left-arm last 6 hours. During this time, I developed tingling to the tip of my tongue and tingling to lips. Later, I developed tingling to fingers and toes. The following day, the palms of my hands were tingling and turned red then a bluish discoloration. I have has extreme fatigue for 4 days starting on January 6th. Also, on the day of the vaccine December 30th, I had pain at the injection site immediately in addition to redness and swelling that lasted 3 days. On January 10, I have developed a headache. I no longer have numbness but have cold sensitivity and tingling in fingers.

932757 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 50.0 50 M Severe fatigue, malaise, myalgia which lasted for 18 hours Ibuprofen helped significantly reduce the symptoms

932758 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IL 28.0 28 F Redness starting from injection sight going out word that has worsened since getting vaccine  2inches by 3inches wide approximately now

932759 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 IL 53.0 53 M Headache, chills, fever (101), chills, fatigue

932760 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 MI 36.0 36 F Fever of 102 degrees, chills, headache, muscle aches, fatigue, sore arm. Sore arm mild night of injection, severe and with back pain upon waking on 1/5. By noon of 1/5, had all symptoms listed above. Continued worsening until I took Motrin 400 mg at 6:00pm. Symptoms improved significantly within 30 minutes, fever resolved. Body aches and sore arm persisted at mild levels for a few days but resolved by 1/8.

932761 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MI 38.0 38 F I  got it at 2pm Friday.  About 2 hours later my arm started feeling sore but not too bad. I did some light yoga and walked on the treadmill for 40 minutes.  Otherwise took it easy that day. Satu I woke up with a slight headache which isn't unusual for me.  I still had mild soreness in my arm. I did a more difficult yoga workout and then walked 5 miles outside.  Took a shower after and relaxed for a bit. Then had dinner around 5 and within the hour started having diarrhea.  This lasted a few hours during which my arm started gradually hurting more, it was pretty bad. Could barely move it and hurt to the touch even. Shivering started soon after.  I never had a fever or fatigue during all of this. Highest temp was 98.4 with forehead thermometer. I talked to a doctor to put my mind at ease and he said I was having a big immune response to the vaccine, apparently younger adults between 20 to 40 are having bigger immune responses. The second dose is stronger so most are  having these symptoms after that one, but some are having it after the first as well. He also told me I should have taken it easy these past 2 days and that I likely overdid it. He advised that I take motrin or Tylenol, get under blankets to stay warm, and rest. That's exactly what I did and a little over an hour later I was feeling much better.   I'm a bit freaked out by what the second dose is going to do to me since it is supposed to be worse. Is it safe for me to get second dose?

932763 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NY 53.0 53 F Within 5 minutes of getting the vaccine I started to feel itchy on my face, hands, arms, back and stomach. My face got hot, red and blotchy.

932764 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 42.0 42 M Start to not feel well around 4:00 pm.  Had a headache and runny nose and a fever of 99.8. At est 8:45, fever was 100.2, still headache and runny nose and little body aches Felt like a head cold. Was tired also. I took ibuprofen and fell asleep shortly afterwards. Woke up at approx 10:30 pm to go to bed.  Fever was at 99.0, with no headache.  Woke up next morning felling much better, with no fever and no headache.

932765 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 IN 23.0 23 F Joint soreness. Headache.

932766 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Throat fullness with frequent coughing

932767 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 NC 41.0 41 F I had an adverse reaction 10 minutes after my injection.  My heart rate went up as well as my BP, I felt hot and faint. Ems was on site and monitored until ambulance arrived. I was given Benadryl immediately.

932768 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 34.0 34 M Fatigue, severe body aches x 24 hours

932769 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 WA 37.0 37 M At 1712 on January 8th, three hours after the vaccination, patient presented to the Urgent Care with c/o dizziness, tachycardia and shortness of breath. Other symptoms included fatigue, foggy headed and poor appetite. As of today, January 10th, continues to complain of exhaustion, mild shortness of breath and body aches, but states that the tachycardia has resolved.

932770 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 NY 58.0 58 M pain in shot arm 1st day, woke up 2nd day feeling achy, about 30 hrs after the shot real achy and tired, that night about 40hrs after shot went to bed.. woke up 5 hrs later exhausted, 102.5 fever, whole body felt like I was hit by a truck then a train, sore arm, swollen gland under shot arm..  this was after my 1st Moderna shot. I had covid , very mild in March/April 2020,

932771 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 TN 36.0 36 F Syncope at approximately 5:20am this morning. I had been awake and active for about 30 minutes getting ready for work. As I was walking to my kitchen, I suddenly became very dizzy with blurred vision, tingling hands, nausea, ringing in my ears, and I felt like I was going to lose control of my bowels. I became very weak in the legs and I made it to the couch before I fell. Episode lasted approximately 2 minutes. As I laid down, my symptoms recovered. My husband gave me some juice and toast. After about 20 minutes, I got up and was able to walk without symptoms. I felt perfectly normal prior to this event. Last night, I ate a full dinner and drank about a liter of water. This event did not seem to be precipitated by hypoglycemia or dehydration. For the rest of this day, I have felt normal.

932772 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Tightness, tenderness in thyroid area across the throat/lowest part of front of neck (not airway constriction but on the outside). Severe heartburn, burping and reflux, anxiety, slightly elevated heart rate about 30 mins after injection, lasting about 30 mins. 5 hours after injection, after eating a small snack, repeat of heartburn, burping and reflux. Felt hot but temperature 97.7, then chills briefly.  Anxiety and related fast heart beat and shallow breathing for about 1 hour. Took benadryl, no change.

932773 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 SC 34.0 34 M Nausea, vomiting, fevers, chills, myalgias, arthralgias, severe fatigue, severe headache, muscle stiffness, blurred vision, dizziness,

932774 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 SD 56.0 56 F On day 8 post-vaccine the patient developed some itchy hives patches on forearms and neck. given a dose of Benadryl. no ongoing concerns.

932775 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Chills/shivers, injection site pain, back pain/body aches, nausea, syncope, low blood pressure Started getting chills at 0300, back pain started and injection arm became very painful. at 0430, got out of bed, nausea became severe and I passed out for 2 minutes. Subsequently fractured my nose from the fall after passing out and ended up in the ER for 6 hours with low blood pressure.

932776 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 PA 57.0 57 F Nausea Stomachache Headache Chill no fever

932777 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 IL 25.0 25 F ER visit on 12/25/2020 for tachycardia and SOB. She was to follow up with her PCP.

932778 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Allergic reaction 10 minutes after injection. High BP 171/110, chest tightness, eye swelling, left back of shoulder, neck, face pain , moderate severe headache. SOB.

932779 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 ID 49.0 49 F Woke up with a severe migraine at 3:30 am, and again the following night another migraine.  Also had swelling and a red lump at site of injection, with pain and soreness around injection site.

932780 11/30/2020 01/10/2021 IA 44.0 44 F Swelling, redness and pain at injection site with pain going down to elbow

932781 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 GA 22.0 22 F Tachycardia starting at ~10:30pm on 01/06/2021 that persisted for ~1.5-2 hours. Heart rate in mid to upper 130s for ~1 hour followed by 0.5-1 hour of heart rate in the 110-120s. Also accompanied with flushing and redness of both ears and chills/shivering that resolved in the same timeframe of ~1.5 hours.  (Normal/baseline HR of 65-70bpm at rest).

932782 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 OR 41.0 41 F Felt woozy, had nausea, achy muscles, felt like I was walking through quicksand, general malaise for about 30 hours afterward.  If that is any sign of how covid feels, I am so grateful for the shot.  I did not take anything because I wanted my body to fight it off.

932783 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 TX 30.0 30 M COVID-19 Vaccine (Pfizer) EL3302 Exp 05/21.  Tingling in left arm and hand(same arm as side of injection) following adminstration of Dose#2.  Patient also reports that he experienced numbness immediately after the first dose which went away after about 1 hour, followed by fatigue.  All symptoms resolved by next morning following the first dose.  BP 134/82   HR=71 @1:45pm.  Patient clinically stable.  Symptoms of tingling resolving.  Patient was released from clinic at 1:50pm.

932784 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 PA 54.0 54 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Tenderness injection site, fatigue,headache,chills,muscle pain,nausea. Migraine lost two days of work because of the reaction.

932785 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 TX 41.0 41 F COVID-19 Vaccine (Pfizer)  EL3302  Exo 05/21.  Itching and redness (flushing) on chest, stomach, legs occurring 10 minutes after receiving vaccine.  Face was flushed red no itching. Initial BP 152/99  HR 84.  Benadryl 50 mg PO and famotidine 20 mg PO administered.  Patient reports similar reaction following the first dose of the vaccine - COVID-19 Vaccine (Pfizer)  EL0140 Exp 03/21; itching resolved without medication the first time.  Patient reports that this reaction is slightly worse than previous reaction to the first dose.  At 3:48pm, BP 151/87  HR 82  O2=96%.    Patient itching and redness on chest and flushing of face dissipating by 3:45pm.  Patient clinically stable.  Patient dismissed from clinic at 3:54pm.

932786 12/18/2020 01/10/2021 IL 24.0 24 F received 1st dose covid19 vaccine on 12/18 and experience minimal soreness at injection site that resolved within 36 hours.   12/25 R arm became very sore and i developed a large, palpable "knot" at the injection site. The morning of the 26th it became very itchy and a visible raised welt/knot (approx 5cm) formed, skin around site was red and hot.  Resolved by 12/28

932788 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Patient experience tension and tightness on right upper shoulder / right neck area.  Patient received vaccine in the right arm.  At 4:40pm, BP 171/93  HR 62  O2=95%.  Symptoms are stable.  Not worsening.  At 4:49pm, BP  153/95  HR 61  O2=95%.  Patient clinically stable.  Patient still has tension on right shoulder/neck.  Patient released from clinic at 4:53pm.

932789 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 SC 40.0 40 F Approx 12 hours after injection fever (t-max 101.3), chills, body ache, head ache, skin ache, and fatigue lasting approx 24 hours. Severe fatigue lasted 48 total hours. Fully back to normal 4 days after vaccine. These were severe symptoms, but those that were expected. I only report here because I didnt know how else to make side effects known, in case this is still being followed.

932791 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 TX 33.0 33 M Sore right eye prior to vaccination and stuffy nose prior to vaccination.  Headache (6 out of 10) and runny nose started after receiving vaccine.  BP 145/89  HR \=76  O2=96% and Temp=98.6F at 1:55pm.  BP 142/89  HR=67  Temp=98.6F,  O2=96% at 2:05pm.  Patient reports having allergies prior to receiving vaccine, but nose started running excessively after receiving the vaccine.  Vision started to blur in right eye.  Offered patient to go to ED, but he didn't feel the need to.  He will contact his physician, if necessary.  Patient clinically stable.  Patient released from clinic at 2:18pm.

932792 12/20/2020 01/10/2021 CA 33.0 33 F I had swollen  armpit lymph node on the left arm 6 days later after the first dose of the Pfizer vaccine.

932793 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 28.0 28 M Chills for 12 hours (no fever), mild headache the day after, rash starting 2 days after

932794 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 IN 51.0 51 F 1. Migraine headache that will not go away with Ibuprofen. 2. Body aches 3. Fatigue  4. Numbness and tingling in the arm the vaccine was administered in

932795 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Right axillary pain and swelling less than 48hrs after

932796 12/18/2020 01/10/2021 NY 39.0 39 F 15 minutes post injection, I was tachycardic, lightheaded, nearly fell over (nurse caught me as I started to sway), and my throat felt thick like something was stuck in it. Staff sat me into a recliner and called an ICU attending. Benedryl IM was given.  Throat symptoms did not get worse but did take about 10-12 hours to resolve.

932797 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 LA 27.0 27 M Was perfectly fine and felt great before but around 2100 about 12 hours after i received the vaccine i started to get flu like symptoms where my body kept shivering, shaking uncontrollably, cold sweats, 100.7 fever, headache like no other, and arm hurt like a tetanus shot.

932798 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 AR 53.0 53 F About 11 hours after the vaccination, Monday 01/04/2021, I started getting chills, headache, puking, then muscles aches. I notified my direct supervisor how I was feeling. I woke up on Tuesday morning with the sickness and I called off work. I got into contact with my Doctor, on Wednesday and had a tele-appointment. He gave me three medications, and currently it has lasted for six days, and I am going to try and get an appointment with the doctor on Monday 01/11/2021.

932799 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 52.0 52 M Severe HA with mild myalgia.  Felt feverish but temp never exceeded 98.6.

932800 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 19.0 19 F Fever, chills, aches, muscle pain, joint pain, dizziness, headache.

932801 12/17/2020 01/10/2021 IL 32.0 32 M Two days following the first COVID vaccination he developed  epigastric pain and was evaluated in the ER and was admitted for gallbladder surgery. He has a 6 year history of gallbladder disease but was not experiencing symptoms until after the COVID vaccination. Y

932802 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 CT 59.0 59 F Lower back pain and slight fever beginning at 1am 14.5 hours after shot. Just tired and back achy by 4:30 pm the day after the shot For a few hours about 8 hours after shot, arm where shot was given was quite sore, but that went away

932803 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TX 50.0 50 F swollen lips and tongue and rash I woke at 8 am with swollen lips and my tongue felt funny. I took 50 mg of benadryl at 815, at 830 I took zyrtec 10 mg and went to the ER.  At 945 they gave me a shot of decahedron and discharged me at 10 30 with prescription for oral steroids, epi pen and instructions to take pepcid, zyrtec twice daily and benadryl as needed.
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932804 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 NM 76.0 76 M Chills - heavy sweating (45 minutes) - headache - fatigue

932806 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 48.0 48 F Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine EUA Fever, for 2 days so far, with chills on first night, treated with Tylenol Extreme fatigue, for a day, treated with rest Injection site pain, persisting on day 3, treated with ice and heating pad Headache for 1 day, treated with  Tylenol  Mild nausea and loss of appetite for 1 day

932807 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 MN 36.0 36 F bump and redness @ injection site, occurred on day 13 post-vaccine - no concerns @ time of injection or day after. reporting as req'd by employee health program, not clinical significant.

932808 01/01/2021 01/10/2021 FL 23.0 23 M Had vaccine on 1/7/2021 afternoon, the next morning and Saturday and Sunday developed difficulty breathing, dizziness, fatigue, headache and went to Medical Center ER was evaluated and a COVID test was done.  Results pending.  No blood work, CXR, or EKG was done.  Patient reports symptoms are now intermittent seem to be improving.  Patient will check on hospital website for COVID results

932809 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 TX 74.0 74 F Fever, chills, achy, tired, slight headache all over a period of 30 hours

932810 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Mild General whole body Itchiness ;  tachycardia;  body tingling sensation  Administered 50mg Benadryl  4mg Dexamethasone   1-10-21 @ 11:28am  monitored and resolved by 12pm

932811 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Three itchy vesicular lesions on upper left  three days after vaccine lasting three days thus far. Headache  first twenty four hours.  Tylenol, Neosporin ointment, Cortisone cream, Anti-itch cream

932812 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 NY 69.0 69 F severe single joint pain (ankle) couldn't stand

932813 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 NY 41.0 41 F I received the vaccine at 12:59 pm and at 1:05 pm my heart began to beat rapidly. I felt heat rush into the left side of my head, I was extremely light headed and couldn?t catch my breath. I asked if there was a nurse that could help me. There was 1 paramedic watching everyone. I stepped outside, took my mask off to catch my breath. One staff member accompanied me and sat next to me. I began to shake in my legs and arms involuntarily, my heart kept beating and I just tried to do deep breathing techniques to catch my breath.  The paramedic came outside and asked if I wanted help. I declined his help and I called my husband who was sitting in the car to help me walk to our car. At 1:15, my heart was beating less rapid, I walked back to the car and as my husband was driving us home, my heart began to beat rapidly again, I felt burning and heat in my head and I began to shake in my arms and legs. It lasted about 10-15 minutes. We got home and I could barely walk into the house because I was so weak in my legs. I went to bed where my heart began beating back to normal after 1 hour or so.

932814 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 NC 43.0 43 M Fevers, chills, myalgias, body aches, malaise

932815 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Myalgias, fevers, chills, headache

932816 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 GA 50.0 50 F Severe headache nonstop, at the front and back of head, eyebrows, and around the temples

932817 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 PA 66.0 66 M Within 24 hours, I began experiencing bouts of severe pruritis starting in the lower extremities. Rash developed in areas of excoriation due to severe itching, pinpoint red macules.  The episodes of pruritis were not responsive to Benadryl Zyrtec or Claritin. For two nights I took Vistaril with mild relief. Medrol dose pack was ineffective. Over the next week the episodes increased in intensity and frequency and were often accompanied by localized redness and superficial swelling of the skin and hive like raised areas of the skin as in urticaria. The areas of localized pruritis migrated  over a period  lasting  7 to 10 days,  first to inner surfaces of both my arms, then to my lower back, and then to my upper back over scapulae and shoulders. Concurrently, the pruritis and rash began resolving in the lower extremities and then on the inner aspect of my upper extremities. Currently,  the intensity and frequency of the pruritis has decreased significantly  and is now localized to my upper back.   Yesterday was the first day that I did not require antihistamines.

932821 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 OH 33.0 33 F No adverse reaction until one week after vaccination. Seven days afterward, the site of injection became itchy and red blotches formed on the arm below the injection site. Pruritus lasted for a couple days and blotches on skin resolved after about a week.

932822 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 54.0 54 F 15 hours of feeling febrile with no fever and severe body aches - next day woke with a painful and very swollen arm pit in the arm where i was vaccinated, today is day 2 of swollen painful arm pit.

932823 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 45.0 45 M Diaphoresis, petechiae, and tachycardia. onsent post vaccine, Benadryl 25 mg by mouth, 2nd round of sweating onsent: Benadryl 25 mg by mouth.  Lower lip swelling, administered Epi-pen, called rapid response.  Transferred to ED at 09:11am

932824 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 SD 61.0 61 F the day after vaccination she went home at 3pm feeling sleepy with chills and injection site warmth/pain

932825 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 FL 69.0 69 F A Itchy red rash at injection site  Raised and swollen   Just started a few days ago   Still there but seems to be getting better

932826 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MO 51.0 51 F Severe weakness, body aches, joint pain, fever of 100.7, chills, headache, fatigue, body rash

932827 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Pt complaints of itching and hives. Liquid Benadryl give(25mg) Pt symptoms resolved

932828 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 MI 64.0 64 F Fever (100.5 F oral temp) Body Aches Headache Chills Fatigue Pain at Right Deltoid Injection site

932829 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 IL 62.0 62 F Patient reports she received the Covid-19 vaccine at 0835. She reports at 0905  symptoms of tingling at the tip of the tongue. No other symptoms, no respiratory distress. SP02 = 99%, P = 75, B/P = 141//85.   0910, tingling of tip of tongue continues but has not increased, no respiratory distress, no other symptoms. SP02 =100%, P = 72, B/P = 132/88. Rapid response team called.   At 0915, tingling of tip of tongue continues but has not increased, no respiratory distress, no other symptoms. SP02 = 100%, P = 74, B/P = 130/83.   At 0920 Rapid Response Team arrived. Care of pt. transferred to RRT. RRT talking with pt. regarding transfer to ED vs. discharge home Patient reports she received the Covid-19 vaccine at 0835. She reports at 0905  symptoms of tingling at the tip of the tongue. No other symptoms, no respiratory distress. SP02 = 99%, P = 75, B/P = 141//85.   0910, tingling of tip of tongue continues but has not increased, no respiratory distress, no other symptoms. SP02 =100%, P = 72, B/P = 132/88. Rapid response team called.   At 0915, tingling of tip of tongue continues but has not increased, no respiratory distress, no other symptoms. SP02 = 100%, P = 74, B/P = 130/83.   At 0920 Rapid Response Team arrived. Care of pt. transferred to RRT. RRT talking with pt. regarding transfer to ED vs. discharge home

932830 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 TN 88.0 88 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Day1 after injection - soreness & slight swelling at injection site on right arm Day 2 - ? Day 3  - Right shoulder became sore & had twinges of pain Day 4 - ? + hard to raise right arm - very painful every time it was moved. Unable to undress without help. Extremely painful. Took Tylenol & used heating pad.  Day 5 - unable to move right arm at all without extreme pain.  Taking Tylenol.  Right rotator cuff was previously repaired surgically in 2005.  No issues in 15 years until now.

932831 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 WA 23.0 23 M Fever, chills, lethargy. No relief from tylenol. All symptoms within 24 hours of vaccine

932832 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 MO 37.0 37 F I woke up this morning with swelling (angioedema) around my eyes. I took 50 mg of Benadryl and the swelling reduced, but isn't gone. About an hour after Benadryl I had some shortness of breath and dizziness that improved with sitting down. I have also had stomach cramping and diarrhea that began aroun noon. Diarrhea symptoms have improved with use of Imodium.

932833 12/24/2020 01/10/2021 OR 46.0 46 F mild nausea 12/25 and 12/26

932834 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CT 45.0 45 F Hot flash while driving. Hot flash ended after a few minites but breathing was labored during hot flash. Took deep breaths with open car window for remainder of car ride (5 minutes). When home, lightheadedness to the point that I called my husband home. Drank water and sat for 2 hours until lightheadedness resolved.

932835 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 CA 50.0 50 F 15 minutes after vaccine patient was very sleepy. VSS patient became progressively sleepy and c/o eyelids and tonge with slight swelling. transported to ED via wheelchair

932836 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 MA 67.0 67 M 1/8/20   Around noon got very cold and around 430 broke into seizure like chills and tempeture and fever took two tylenol(650)mg went to bed and woke at at 2;00 fine

932837 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 43.0 43 M Beginning at 11pm - chills, headache, nausea, muscle aches, sleeplessness, anxiety, high blood pressure, pulse 100+ . Syptoms lasted until 3pm the following day. Seemed to improve after taking benadryl. Aleve did not help.

932838 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 CA 65.0 65 F Vaccinated at 8 am,at about 7 pm  I had site and muscle pain 12/31/20,then 48 hours  I had loss of smell and taste,body aches,I was itchy all over,could not sleep that nite,I called did the Conversation at work and told me not to go to work,the next day 1/3 /21,employee health called me to get tested and tested positive on 1/4/21,I was place on quarantine for 10 days,I tried calling your office with 800 number and left my number nobody called me,I also experienced eye irritation,cough ,short of breath,low grade fever,nausea fatigue

932839 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Patient complained of feeling hot, flushed and nausea.

932840 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 PA 44.0 44 F Severe headache turned into migraine

932841 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 CO 29.0 29 F GERD x 4 days, nausea x 4 days - neither of which are something I've ever experienced before

932842 12/20/2020 01/10/2021 WA 48.0 48 F 1: 12/20/20: 4:30pm: headache, injection soreness, tiredness, feeling worn out: started around 8pm lasting through next day  2: 1/9/21: 9am: headache, injection soreness, tiredness, feeling worn out, chills, body aches, chest tightness: started around 8pm lasting to next day (today)

932843 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 MI 64.0 64 F Fever (oral temp 100.5) Body Aches Chills Headache Fatigue Right arm pain

932844 12/20/2020 01/10/2021 CA 33.0 33 F I had a swollen armpit lymph node on the left arm where the injection site is for 3 days. The swelling was noticeable along with sore pain.

932845 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 GA 34.0 34 M After 15 minute observation states, feels hot, dizzy "off", B/p135/90, HR 74, 02Sat 98%, monitored for additional 15 minutes symptoms resolved, b/p 124/62, HR 69 and 02 Sat 98%.EE was able to return to work

932846 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 ME 26.0 26 F 1/9/2021 experienced significant pain at injection site, by 1/10/2021 AM pain had mostly subsided to a level normally associated with vaccines. 1/10/2021 in the morning began experiencing mild intermittent numbness in left hand. 1/10/2021 afternoon began experiencing extreme low back pain when standing and walking. Cannot tie any of these symptoms to other causes. Back pain and hand numbness still present at 5 PM 1/10/2021.

932847 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 AZ 63.0 63 M Only slight soreness at injection site first day.   I was physically working hard out of town with limited sleep for next three days.  I began experiencing significant body aches and pains, sneezing and minor congestion.  However, activity involved substantial dust as I was sanding a floor.  Saturday, January 2, I began having more extensive cold symptoms, coughing and runny nose with continued body aches and pains.  I scheduled a covid test on Monday, January 4, scheduled for Wed. January 6th.  I received positive results on Friday. January 8.  On Saturday, January 8, I began developing increased light headedness and self monitored my blood pressure.  It was at 191/107 when I went to Hospital to have it checked.  I was released that afternoon.

932848 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 23.0 23 F The next day i experienced fever chills headache dizziness

932849 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 VA 47.0 47 F Significant redness and swelling at the site of injection, 7 days post-vaccination

932850 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 41.0 41 F Fever(low grade) , body aches, headaches, dirrhea, chills

932851 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 KY 57.0 57 F Patient starting feeling flushed ~10 mins after vaccine. Her BP remained in the 160's/90's and HR 80-90. She felt better after drinking some water.

932852 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 VA 54.0 54 F Extreme vertigo that has persisted since 1/4. Unsure if this is a vaccine side effect or unrelated.

932853 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CO 26.0 26 F tennis ball size lump, raised, red, hot to touch, painful

932855 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 AR 62.0 62 F Fever, chills, nausea, vomiting, dizziness, generalized ache for 24 hours.  Tylenol, Zoran, Pepcid

932856 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 WV 36.0 36 F 7 days after she received the vaccine, her arm began to swell and get red (allergic looking arm) and she developed a fever and has chills.  The arm is hot to the touch.

932857 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 PA 24.0 24 F On the same day after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine, I noticed that I had lost my sense of taste. I was unable to taste food for about 48 hours.   At around noon on December 25th, 2020 I regained the ability to taste once again.

932858 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 CA 40.0 40 M 1414- 18min after injection Patient stated he was feeling funny. He reported feeling hot and discomfort to Left side of his neck. Upon evaluation he was mildly tachycardic HR 110. Symptoms began to worsen with redness spreading through his hands and upper torso and pt became diaphoretic. by 1420 Pt BP increased to 171/104. Pt was given IM Benadryl and Decadron per Dr. orders. by 1440 redness had completely resolved and Diaphoresis was gone, HR down to 144/82. by 1500 all Pt's symptoms resolved.  Pt was able to be discharged from clinic without s/sx of distress.

932859 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 WA 29.0 29 F Fever starting 12 hours after injection and lasting 7 days, ranging from 99.1-101.1.  Facial swelling (under and around both eyes), starting 12 hours after injection and lasting 7 days. Increasing in severity.  General fatigue and weakness starting 6 hours after the vaccine and lasting 7 days.

932860 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 OK 54.0 54 F Patient received 2nd dose of covid vaccine 1/9/2020 around 1100.  Report having mild reaction (flu-like sx) with first dose. She began experiencing feeling like she was outside of her body about 10 min after receiving her booster. BP was taken and was slightly elevated 140s/90s.  Ice packs were provided for hot flashes.  Warm blankets provided for chills.  BP was trending up to SBP 160s then started to decline to normal.  Patient was accompanied to restroom by clinic staff and was able to walk without incident.  Patient was observed in covid clinic for total of 2 hours and reassured that she was not likely to have worsening of sx at this point.  Patient was walked to mother's car by clinic staff and left feeling better.   1/10 - patient presented to ED with low grade fever (100.4), chest pain, severe joint and muscle pain, nausea and "fog brain."  She reports BP being 187/101 in ED.  Given 1L of normal saline, zofran, toradol, and dilaudid.  Observed until BP drcreased to SBP 140s.  Nausea improved enough to allow her to eat.  Labs were WNL, CK normal.  Discharged home with diagnosis of "adverse effect of COVID-19 vaccine"

932861 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MS 49.0 49 F About 15 to 20 minutes after injection I began feeling weak, warm & ?tingly?. I then became dizzy & very weak & almost passed out. They laid me from the chair onto the floor & lifted my legs. They took me to the ER & I received IV fluids, IV benedryl & Pepcid. (I received the vaccine at 12:15 & received the IV & meds at 12:57. I have never had an allergic reaction to anything. I?ve also had 4 children, surgeries & blood drawn several times & never fainted or had an episode such as this.

932862 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 38.0 38 F Patient c/o tongue swelling, throat tingle and chest pain.  Warm tingling around mouth. VS.Benadryl 25 min 7:43,  Epi Pen  Eipi-Pen at 07:45, Rapid response called, Epi Pen working. Transferred to ED.

932863 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 0 F None 0.0

932864 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 NM 48.0 48 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA

932865 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 WV 62.0 62 M Sore arm, tender under arm, headache, nausea, joint pain, made Bell?s palsy start

932866 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 IL 48.0 48 F I began to have pain under my left arm as well as a lot of pain in my left foot (without sustaining an injury). Additionally,  I have had all over body aches and chills. All symptoms are still ongoing.

932867 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 30.0 30 F Patient felt HR elevating, then c/o headache, tachycardia.  Monitored closly (see sheet for V.S. etc.) Benadryl 25 mg. by mouth.  7:42 Stable, discharged at 07:42 to self.

932868 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 MI 32.0 32 F On 1/7/20 at 8:00 pm had chills and then took Motrin for chills/shivering. 30 minutes later, checked temperature and it was 100.3 with blankets on. Removed blankets and temp was 99.3. Fatigue with headache the next day on 1/8/20.  On 1/9/20 at 2:00 am, had chills and temp 100.8 with blankets on. Removed blankets and temp was 99.5. Resolved with Tylenol. No other symptoms after this time.

932869 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TX 51.0 51 F 4 Raised bumps around injection site, in the shape of a ring around the site. Mild itching at site. No redness Headache

932870 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 24.0 24 F Swelling in arm , redness in upper arm towards injection site , tenderness , extremely hot to the touch, headache

932873 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 NJ 67.0 67 F I received the moderna covid-19 vaccine eua on 12/30/2020 first dose. On jan 6 2021  i experienced itching and slight firmness 2cm below injection site. The next day jan 7 2021 I experienced redness 2 cm below inkjection site which was 9cm long by 5.5cm wide. Presently today jan 10, 2021 the redness is fading and I am not experiencing any itching anymore.

932874 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 NH 42.0 42 F Hard red half dollar sized area where vaccine was given. Warm to the touch. Tender. Arm feels sore to move when reaching above my head to put stuff away in the kitchen and bathroom

932876 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 TX 55.0 55 F Friday 1-8-21 Nausea began, intensified for a couple of hours - first vomiting began at 9:45 p.m.  2nd at 11:30 p.m. Saturday 1-9-21 Nausea continued.  Could not keep food down.  First vomiting at 9 a.m. - 6 times total finishing at 10:11 p.m.  Saturday night.  Chills started at 4:15 p.m.  Continuing on and off to present 1/10/2021 at 4:34 p.m.  Insomnia - 1-2 hours of fitful sleep each day. Left arm bicep soreness morning of 1-7-21.  Aleve resolved.  Less than shingles vaccine.

932877 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 MI 36.0 36 F Itchy raised rash all over hands and most of legs with rapid heart rate

932878 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 WI 49.0 49 M Early in the morning of January 9th, 2021, the day after receiving my first injection, I woke up in bed with extreme soreness and moderate swelling at the injection site. On a scale from one to ten, the level of discomfort was seven or eight. I had expected at least some soreness as I normally have soreness after receiving flu shots and other injections. However, I was very surprised as to how sore my arm really was. Fortunately, when I woke up the next day, January 10th, the pain had mostly subsided, with just a little swelling evident at the injection site.

932879 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Headaches/migraines lasting 20 hours, feeling unwell, tiredness, nausea, vomiting, sore arm

932880 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 MA 49.0 49 M 12/24/20 at 4am I had chills then I reported to work by 7am I had chills and body aches, had headaches & fevers my highest fever was at 8:30am of 102.3. I also experienced mild vertigo, swelling on the injection and a sore left arm also I felt fatigue.   Recovered 24hours later on 12/25/2020

932882 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Two minutes after: facial and hand tingling, dizziness. Progressed to intense nausea, diaphoresis, tachycardia, hypertension.

932883 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 TX 42.0 42 F PATIENT HAD SIGNIFICANT SWELLING AND PAIN IN THE LEFT SIDE OF HER BODY INCLUDING HER FACE. THIS LASTED FOR 5 DAYS BUT THE PATIENT TOOK A 7 DAY COURSE OF STEROIDS TO TREAT.

932884 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 AZ 42.0 42 M Client reports covid19 symptoms: fever/ chills /headache/elevated Blood glucose/weakness/confusion/itching/shortness of breath

932885 01/07/2020 01/10/2021 NY 64.0 62 F Chills , Cold Sweats

932886 12/17/2020 01/10/2021 CO 51.0 51 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA I woke on the 18th with extreme fatigue and nausea, fell asleep twice during the day while sitting on the couch.  Lessened and became just tired by Sunday Dec 19.

932887 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 NC 19.0 19 F Patient states "hurting all over." Temperature went from 98 degrees to 99 degrees.  Her blood pressure was normal when checked twice.  Three hours later she started having a rash around neck.  Multiple times we asked her if her lips or throat was swelling.  She said no.  She went to urgent care-they sent her home with advice to take Benadryl or APAP.

932888 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CA 53.0 53 F I took the vaccine dose at 1030 a.m, I started feeling chills and fever by 9 pm same day, still  having low grade fever and some cough and not too much chills. I am taking Advil two tablets OTC.

932890 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 CA 35.0 35 F About 40 minutes after my vaccine, I felt sudden onset progressive weakness of my entire left arm with spasms/fasciculations of my forearm and hand  (while driving from hospital where I work as a physician to where I live). I pulled over, felt a bit dazed and was unable to use my left hand purposefully to call 911 on my cell phone, but was able to call 911 on my Watch using my right (dominant) hand. While talking to the dispatcher, my symptoms resolved (total duration a few minutes)  so I requested that they not send an ambulance but instead felt well enough to drive to my hospital ED. I discussed my case with the triage RN and ED attending who felt my symptoms were related to the vaccine, with no further work up needed, given then my symptoms resolved. My vitals were stable in triage.  No chest pain or shortness of breath, with normal neurological function and sensation of my left arm.  Note: I was not officially checked in or seen as a patient.     Sudden onset weakness and spasms of left arm (side of vaccine administration) about 40 minutes after vaccine

932891 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 WA 30.0 30 F Full day on 01/09/21-extremely sore muscles to the point of it being painful to move and breath. Extremely painful joints. Felt like there was an ice pick trying to pry them apart.  Full day 01/10/21-hives and extremely itchy. Sore, not as bad as first day.

932892 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 WA 45.0 45 M Increased bp, diaphoretic, skin turned red, pins and needle sensation,  increased heart rate , swollen lower lip, nauseated, weird sensation of not feeling right almost like out of body

932893 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 ME 53.0 53 F Pain at injection site, fever, sweating and worsening headache

932894 01/01/2021 01/10/2021 AR 82.0 82 F strong headache, bad teeth chattering chills, nausea, aches, possible sinus drainage, cough - lasted from Friday night one week after shot until Sunday afternoon.  Only reporting for your information.

932895 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MA 60.0 60 F Woke up with a red itchy face. I take zyrtec so I just decide to wait and see.  It was red and pin point rash on my upper cheeks Saturday.  On Sunday the rash and itch moved to my chin.  Not really concerned, just documenting.

932896 01/01/2021 01/10/2021 25.0 25 M Rash underneath injection site 8 days afterwards

932897 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 WA 39.0 39 F Fever, chills, sweats and severe debilitating deep joint pain starting around 13hrs after vaccination and lasting for 36hrs, although moderate to severe joint pain has persisted

932899 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 TX 27.0 27 M On day 9 post vaccine, he developed a warm, red rash on his L deltoid. It was swollen compared to the other deltoid. It was redness 2x2 inches on L deltoid and itching on L upper extremity with one localized bump on L forearm. On 1/10 at 1 AM, he took Benadryl and applied hydrocortisone to the area. Upon waking up on 1/10 at 1 pm, his itching and rash had spread to both arms, back of neck, ears, and various spots along his forearm. He is having some irregular breathing, but could be due to nerves.

932900 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 61.0 61 F I was injected in the right arm with Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA 0n 1/8/2021, 9:57 am at Clinic.  I waited 15 minutes before I left the facility and okay.  Did move my right arm so not to be sore.  Worked regular shift: 4 pm to 10 pm and started to feel cramping.  at 11:25pm, began to chill and body aches,  took 2 Tylenol tablets for pain.  did glucose injections : humalog: 38 units and Toujeo 54 units ( glucose was 257).  Regular medications: Lisinopril 40 mg, Atorvastatin 40 mg, metoprolol 25 mg, Spironolactone 25 mg and Meloxicam 7.5 mg.  Went to bed at 11:45 pm, with 3 extra blankets and winter pajamas.  Woke at 1:30 am with hot flash (thinking fever) Could not find Thermometer, still had aches and pains, nausea,  headache and fatigue.  Contacted staff on call and replacement for Saturday shift.  Went to 24 hour pharmacy and purchased a digital thermometer.  I did have elevated temperature.  I usually rate normal temperature of 96 to 97.7 and temperature was at 99 when taken at 3 am in the morning.  Temperature remained below 99 when taken on Saturday.  Rested and ate properly, maintained good glucose readings.  Returned to work on Sunday morning.

932901 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 52.0 52 F Turned red in upper torso, swelling to tongue and heightened blood pressure.

932902 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F Within 15 minutes of vaccine administration, I developed difficult swallowing, scratchy throat and severe flushing of face, neck and chest. This lasted about 1.5 hours. Symptoms resolved within 2 hours. Treated with oral Benadryl and Tylenol

932903 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 WV 53.0 53 F 1/8/21- within a few minutes of vaccine administration:  Dizziness, lightheaded, confusion/disoriented, tingling in hands and feet, blood pressure issues, pale, cold limbs, warm trunk/head.   1/2/21- approximately 1:00pm- developed headache.   1/9-1/10/21- joint pain/muscle pain/headache.

932904 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 WI 35.0 35 F Acute Appendicitis which occurred 84 hours after injection of the Moderna covid vaccine #1.  Presented with right abdominal pain and required removal of appendix.

932905 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 GA 64.0 64 F Fever, chills, muscle aches, headache, brain fog Started 10 hours after vaccine administration, lasted 24 hours

932906 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Chills, joint pain, fatigue, local reaction.  Benadryl, ibuprofen q6h

932907 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 KS 24.0 24 F first day of receiving it, I had a headache and was drowsy four days later I woke up to vomiting and diarrhea, I was shaking. I was freezing but sweating. This lasted 24 hours. a week and a day my injection site had become irritated as well was it felt as though some one was burning me with a hot iron.  this never happened until 1/8/2021.  a week and two days later I had severe diarrhea, headache and was nausea all day. This was on 1/9/2021

932908 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 OK 39.0 39 F Fever, chills, vomiting, abdominal pain, headache

932909 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 OH 48.0 48 M Initially, I felt fatigued and my left deltoid was sore. On day three after vaccination, I had one episode of hematuria. On day 4, I developed a fever and chills. On day 5, I developed dysuria, urinary frequency, urgency and hesitancy. I have also had some low back pain and purulent urine. I have never had any urinary or prostate issues in the past and have regular annual physical exams. I am an emergency physician and had to work, so I started myself on Bactrim DS (I am avoiding floroquinolones due to numerous black box warnings). I have had several other episodes of hematuria during my treatment. I am on day 13 of Bactrim and my symptoms are improving. I am not sure if this is a coincidence, but I have never had any similar issues and thought this should be reported.

932910 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 ME 35.0 35 M I received the Moderna Vaccine first dose. Within a minute of receiving the vaccine, i became dizzy, tachycardic and experiencing hot flashes. Me thinking it was in my head did not say anything i waited the 15 minutes and left the vaccination area. The feeling i got seemed to go away and i thought everything was good and was my way home.  About 30 minutes after injection i began experiencing itching in the face, nausea, dizziness, i was pale as a ghost. Having felt this before it was just like my allergic reaction i get when i ingest shellfish. I stupidly continued on my way home when i should have went to an ER but nonetheless i made it home and took some benedryl about 30 minutes later my symptoms subsided. I also took my blood pressure when i arrived home and was hypotensive. By the next day was fully recovered and no problems since day of injection.

932911 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 LA 57.0 57 F Redness at injection site only. The area of redness was 4 inches by 5 inches at the largest point. The red area began to get smaller on 1/9/21. The patient did not report any other adverse reaction to the vaccine.

932912 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 NY 43.0 43 F fever, chills, nausea, fatigue, joint pain

932913 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Local Redness, Warmth induration, and itching at injection site started yesterday (10/07) 5 days after receiving first vaccine dose

932914 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 FL 49.0 49 M RECEIVED DOSE AT 1;17 pm 1/7/2021. At 9pm 1/7/2021, muscle aches, fatigue, fever (100.4F) and shaking chills began. waxed and waned throughout 01/08/2021 and finally ended approximately 05:00 Saturday 01/09/2021. I have felt totally fine since then. I received the first dose 12/17/2020 in my left arm at 1230pm. I had no side effects except for paining some swelling in the deltoid muscle that lasted a day or so.   I get the full vaccine every year and never have any sort of reaction, even a mild one.   I am a physician and understand the purpose of the vaccine and how it works.

932915 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 WA 25.0 25 F Severe thrombocytopenia (plts 3k/uL), oral mucosal bleeding, bruising Y Y 3

932916 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 WI 30.0 30 M 9 hours post-vaccine, developed rigors, fever to 102.7, myalgia, headache, and nausea. Everything but fever resolved within 18 hours.  Fevers resolved by 48 hour mark.

932917 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 CO 51.0 51 F 1/7/2021 at 1230 I began experiencing SOB, assumed it was asthma, 2 puffs of albuterol taken.  At 1330 still SOB with chest pressure/tightness, no change, no cough, no feeling appropriate, 2 puffs albuterol.  At 1415 reported to the vaccination clinic and told them of symptoms, SOB with movement, and general pressure in the chest.  2 Tylenol taken.  I was required to check into the ER for Observation.  oxygen saturation checked for 2 hours.  no change in symptoms, no worsening.  I then left work in the ER and went home.  At approx. 1800 ate dinner, no real taste, but needed to eat.  At 1830 showered, 2000 to bed, just feeling malaise. continued pressure in the chest and general soreness. 2 Tylenol  Through the night I slept very poorly, tossed and turned, woke frequently.  Body and joints with extreme pain everywhere it touched the mattress.  I have a screw in my left foot, it felt like it was on fire at some point during the night.  My left leg ached up into my hip.  On the morning of January 8, woke approx 0800 with a temperature of 99.9, pain in all my joints, back and up into neck, headache, and nausea.   Took 2 Tylenol, 3 ibuprofen, and 4 mg Zofran.   1200 symptoms began to lessen and felt like I had the flu, still sore, but less severe.  1300 - 2 Tylenol  Slept better, just sore January 8 night.    January 9 - 2 Tylenol in the morning, sore everywhere, right arm site sore, headache, eye pain, intermittent nausea.  2 more tylenol around  1800  January 10, 2 tylenol 0900, remain sore but lessening, headache and eye pain continues, intermittent nausea

932918 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 44.0 44 F Injection site soreness the following day. That is the only adverse reaction I have experienced thus far

932919 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 53.0 53 M Fever to 101.7 with chills and muscle aches

932920 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 UT 66.0 66 M Seizure occurring at 0700 in dining room, 1 episode, unresponsive for 2 minutes, after episode experienced general weakness then shortly was able to walk after, vitals stable after

932921 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 VA 28.0 28 F I am early pregnancy- I haven't even had an ultrasound yet to calculate an exact due date. I am approximately 6 weeks.  About 12 hours after receiving the vaccine I became ill with body aches, chills, nausea, vomiting, general malaise and headache. I was sick until approximately 1530 on 1/10.

932922 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 FL 51.0 51 F On day 8, developed itchiness and then redness and swelling at injection site

932923 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 58.0 58 F Heart Palpitations--very frequently at times with felling of not being able to catch my breath

932925 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 MN 52.0 52 M received his first dose of the Covid vaccine 1/6.  Since that time he has endorsed fatigue, body aches, headache, and nausea.

932926 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Three days after receiving first vaccine, I woke up with fasciculations in my left lower lip. The twitching was visible standing 2 ft from my mirror. It lasted approx 30min then spontaneously resolved. No other symptoms.

932927 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 CT 47.0 47 F 12/31/2020  later that night my whole left side went numb left arm, fingers, foot, lips, tongue. I took benadryl 50mg. The next day was still numb on and off took benadryl 50mg. The morning of 01/02/21 called the covid vaccine hotline and directed me to go to the ER. I went that day to Saint Rachael's and was given steroids and sent home. I picked up a prescriptions for steroids 60mg 3xtimes a day and had EPI pen as well. So, after taking the steroids prescription i was starting to feel some numbness on the left arm again. And it continues with pain on the site of injection and some numbing.

932928 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 NC 40.0 40 M PAIN, TENDERNESS AND SWELLING OF THE LYMPH NODE AT LEFT SIDE: ABOVE CLAVICLE BONE, LOWERSIDE OF LEFTSIDE  NECK AREA.

932929 01/01/2021 01/10/2021 MD 33.0 33 F Erythema, swelling, and itching to area around injection site which spread over entire upper arm.

932930 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 FL 49.0 49 M I received the vaccine at 1;17PM on 01/07/2021.. At 9pm I experienced muscle aches, fatigue, chills and a fever (100.4F). These symptoms waxed and waned over the next 32 hrs. At 5am, on 1/09/2021, my symptoms resolved. Since then, I am completely fine.

932931 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Same day of injection: general malaise and tiredness within 2 hours of shot Day 2: malaise and tiredness lessened, but incredible soreness to injection site (left deltoid) Day 3: moderate diarrhea

932932 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 SC 19.0 19 F Fever  Chills  Diarrhea  Headache  Sore body  Stuffed nose  No taste or smell Lasted all for 9 days

932933 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 NC 58.0 58 F Fever over 102 that did not respond to Tylenol or Motrin. Remained with elevated temperature until the next morning.

932934 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Fever 101.8, chills, nausea, malaise

932935 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CA 32.0 32 F G2, P1. 21 weeks 2 days at time of vaccination, due 5/19/20. Est fetal weight approx. 15.7ounces as of 1/6/20.   Mild arm soreness, onset approximately 5 hours after vaccine. Subsided within 36 hours.

932936 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 49.0 49 F Immediately started feeling hot nose became numb , couldn't swallow , tingling of extremities . 2-3 hours after a fever of 100.5 . Weird sensation in face .

932937 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 PA 24.0 24 F Shot on 1/9/21 at 10:10 am. Body aches 1/9/21 from 12:30-2:30pm. Relieved with naproxen 500mg and sleep.

932938 12/21/2020 01/10/2021 TN 46.0 46 F Itching and hives.

932939 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 GA 62.0 62 F nausea, chills ,temp of 101.3, exhaustion,  upper breast lymph nodes painful , loss of taste & smell  - occurred over 1 week time frame

932940 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 WA 45.0 45 F on day of injection approx 13 mins after injection RN was called to her car. She reported throat tightness, and dizziness 911 was called and pt was monitored until symptoms improved. Was not transported to ED. 2 days later developed a hive like rash and was seen at walk in clinic was treated with prednisone.

932941 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 UT 53.0 53 F Day 1- Almost immediate response (<~5 minutes) Tingling R fingers ; tingling tongue; slight numbness R arm & slight facial numbness, metallic taste in mouth Later Day 1 afternoon and evening - heart palpitations; metallic taste in mouth.  Usual & expected solicited SEs: fatigue, soreness, feeling "off," transient headache, chills sx Day 2- strong R arm pain, cannot lift R arm.  Metallic taste in mouth and tingling tongue persists.  Also same usual Sx as day 1 plus mild nausea.   Felt really crummy.   Day 3- Still moderately strong R arm pain, can only partially lift arm over head, cannot straighten over head.   Strong fatigue continues, mild nausea.   By this day I recall having some unusual Noc . calf cramping.   Sx certainly improved after 72 hrs but some did continue up to 7 days.   Cramping returned as did odd R ear/jaw/throat nerve pain.  Scratchy throat.  Fatigue persisted, gradually improved.  I believe the non-standard SEs may represent an allergic reaction.  I deem this mild to moderate, as I was unable to perform daily functions at times.  I would like to be able to talk to a professional as to whether a second dose is recommended in my situation.  I am concerned to know if previous allergic reactions suggest increase likelihood of future and possibly worsened reactions.  Note: I have been unable to access my Vsafe reports today to confirm exact time frame.  The above is to best of my recollection.

932942 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 CA 63.0 63 M Developed chills and fever approximately 12 hours after shot. As I had the Covid 19 in May, (tested negative on the 18th May, positive on 21st May) the symptoms are very similar. Except for no loss of smell or taste. Moderate to extreme fatigue at this point 72 hours later seem to be the only lingering effects with some light headedness.

932943 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 NY 56.0 56 F Moderna COVIS-19 Vaccine EUA - adverse reactions started 7 hours after administration (7pm) on 1/7/21. Severe Chills, Shakes and could not get warm, but no fever until midnight, 100 degrees), when I took 2 NyQuil and went to bed. 6am next morning, no fever but still felt achy and weak. Took naproxen at 2:15. Still achy and temp was up to 100.6 at 4pm and took 600 mg ibuprofen. Temp up to 100.8 at 5:20 and took 1000mg of acetominophen at 5:20. Took Nyquil and went to bed around 10pm. Second morning temp was 99.4 and never went up after that. Tired and achy most of the day but a switch flipped around 4pm and I felt back to normal. Today was day 3 after injection and feeling 100%. Vaccine side affects were worse than when I had COVID in July but will do it again in a month.

932944 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 KS 30.0 30 M 20 hours after injection, I started having progressively worsening severe back pain, neck pain, headache, chills (no fever), skin sensitivity, noise sensitivity, fatigue, and brain fog. 2 days after the vaccine, I had abdominal pain, and cough. All of that is now better except for the cough. It is now 4 days after the vaccine, and it seems the vaccine has triggered an asthma attack requiring inhaled albuterol. My asthma attacks typically linger for a couple weeks after upper respiratory infections, and this feels exactly like that, I wouldn?t be surprised if this asthma attack persists for a couple of weeks.
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932945 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Swollen, tender axilla of right arm. Same arm as injection. The swelling started a few hours after vaccine administration and remains unchanged.  The area is still swollen, tender and right arm has little range of motion.  Currently taking tylenol and motrin for pain.  Submitting request for primary MD appointment to assess area but have not been seen by healthcare professional related to issue as of 1/10.

932946 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 47.0 47 F Headache, body aches, malaise, chills, fever

932947 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 OH 56.0 56 F Tired and Chills for about 12 hours  Bruising, redness and swelling lump 3?x4? under skin Lump the size of ?half boiled egg? under skin on left arm Holding heat   **I would like to note I have NEVER had a reaction to any immunization prior and have received flu vac every year, Series of Hep B vac, pneumonia and shingles

932948 12/27/2020 01/10/2021 KS 40.0 40 M Bells Palsy approximately 24 hours after vaccination. I presented to the ER for evaluation. I was treated with steroids and antivirals for 7 days. Symptoms ave still persisted to date.

932949 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 OK 66.0 66 F 1/9/2021 fever of 101.3, chills, 1/10/2021 fever 99.6, diarrhea,  pain in injection site slight.  Tylenol

932950 12/18/2020 01/10/2021 NJ 31.0 31 F First dose resulted in shoulder injury. Severe arm pain began evening after the first dose, followed by pain in the shoulder joint when raising arms above head which has persisted for 23 days. Second dose resulted in fever, chills, nausea, swelling of hands and flushing sensation in hands/feet,  with maximum fever of 100.2 F documented 24 hours after the second dose. Fever and chills resolved about 36 hours after the injection.

932951 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Freezing/chills, temp between  102 and 100 degrees, sweating,  really bad headache,  dizziness,  nausea, wheezing,  pain at the injection  sight, couldn't stay awake. No treatment  was unable to  get out of bed for almost  12 hours.  Temp at 100 now

932952 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Hives on both arms upper torso Benadryl every 4 hours is planned

932954 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 OH 65.0 65 F Fever, body aches, vomiting, diarrhea

932955 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 VA 44.0 44 F I had throat & tongue swelling in the 15 mins after 1st covid vaccine/moderna..... EMS walking me out of school to ambulance & I passed out on sidewalk. And even I could not talk due to throat and tongue swelling and was getting weak.  I was checked BP , it was over 150.  I was transported to LG Alleghany - I received  1 epipen at the ambulance and another epipen in the ER. total got 2 Epipens. --- heart racing & shaking all over -- At the ER, took x-ray on lung and thorat , did EKG, and got Benadrly then slept for 40 mins or 1 hour.

932957 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 60.0 60 F Hives, no treatments

932958 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 SC 29.0 29 F Exquisitely tender right sided epitrochlear, axillary, and supraclavicular lymphadenopathy. Began about 16 -20 hours after receiving vaccination.  Still present at 36 post vaccination, but seems to be improving.

932959 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 MN 32.0 32 F About 5 minutes after receiving my second dose I became flush, and hot from the outside in over my whole body.  I was tingly all over.  I felt shaky  and like I was going to pass out. Very nauseous.  My blood pressure was 169/93 @ 0830. The staff had me lay down.  About  5 min later I started to feel better.  Another 5 min later it happened again in a wave. The symptoms just came over me. My blood pressure @ 0840 was169/104. The staff had me drink water and rest. @0900 the wave came over me again. My BP was 178/111. I drank more water and rested. BP recheck @ 0925 162/112.  @940 BP was slowly coming down at 145/109. At that time they transferred me to the Emergency room.  My BP came back into normal ranges, and the waves stopped happening around 12pm. I was then released home with plans to follow up with Primary care on  1/11/2021

932960 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 KS 33.0 33 F post vaccine day 8 developed hives that increasingly got worse through day 10. Day 10 consulted a physician who prescribed prednisone.

932961 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 TX 65.0 65 M Elevated Blood pressure, wooziness or "spinning" in the head, nausea

932962 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 AZ 70.0 70 F Sore arm and occasional headache

932963 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 ME 47.0 47 F Chills and nausea

932964 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 CT 32.0 32 F Left arm injected, and I have been experiencing burning of the left side of my face. The burning is not present on the right side of my face.

932965 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 WI 40.0 40 F After sitting down in the observation area and I was just starting to register for vsafe my heart started to pound then I experienced a hot flushed feeling that went through my entire body and my heart started racing and felt not well. I told the nurses what happened and they said I looked pale. I laid down and started to feel better after a few minutes.

932966 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 TN 28.0 28 F Mild headache about 6 hours after then by about 12 hours after dose had profound chills, body aches, severe nausea and temperature 99.8 F. I treated the nausea with Zofran with some improvement in nausea, but other symptoms continued. My max temperature (without antipyretic affecting) was 100.7 F with continued nausea, body aches, fatigue and headache until the 24 hour after vaccine time frame. After 24 hours, nausea had improved largely to just mild, mild headache continued and fatigue/body aches. Around 28 hours, temp was 100.2 F (outside of last antipyretic dose) with same symptoms. Now around 30 hours out with recent Motrin taken, my nausea is still mild, low appetite, improved body aches and less fatigue. I have not had any site reactions other than pain starting around 6 hours after injection.  Course to come yet unknown.

932967 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 39.0 39 M Night of the shot I had night sweats and chills. Woke up the following morning with 100 deg temperature.  Experienced body aches.  Temperature went away 2 days after vaccine.

932968 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 62.0 62 F I had a headache, chills, nausea and diarrhea

932969 12/21/2020 01/10/2021 UT 45.0 45 F 18 hours after injection developed maculopapular rash at injection site, muscle pain at sight of injection and neck.  Subsequently developed flu-like symptoms:  headache, fever(101F), chills, myalgias, arthaligias, fatigue that continued daily for several weeks.

932970 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 TX 64.0 64 M Headache, soreness of eyes, fever, chills, mild nausea, one episode of diarrhea, fatigue, slowing of cognitive function.

932971 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Fever 102 with chills, body ache,  headache. Fever started 24 hours post vaccination. Subsided with ibuprofen then relapsed 48 hours post vaccination.

932972 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 FL 29.0 29 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA

932973 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 CA 16.0 16 F on 1/9/2021 -, 16 year old female was given Moderna vaccine.  10 minutes after injection, this was discovered. Pt reports no adverse reactions during the 15 minute observation period.  Telephone call on 1/10/2021 at 3:00 pm mother reports child had some arm soreness and a little dizzy yesterday but today feels fine.

932974 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 MN 66.0 66 M Vaccine given 1-7-21 @ 3 PM. On 1-8 around 10 AM started to feel hot, got chills around 1 Pm. Eyes felt hot with shaking.  Subsided around 3 PM.  Felt fine. On 1-9 while at home around 10 AM my stomach growled and I stood and had explosive uncontrolled diarrhea.  One bout. Felt perfectly normal since.

932977 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Fatigue, body aches, headache, chills.

932978 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NC 75.0 75 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine  1st and 2nd day had side effect of chills for a couple hours each day and low grade fever the 2nd day.  No side effects the 3rd day.

932979 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 35.0 35 M BODY ACHE, FEVER, PAIN IN ARM

932980 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 AZ 77.0 77 F Unknown

932981 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 SD 49.0 49 F Severe tremor, stuttering speech, extreme fatigue, weakness

932982 12/17/2020 01/10/2021 CO 41.0 F Nausea, body aches, fever (100.1 max), headache, extreme fatigue. Fever one day, body aches, extreme fatigue and headaches 2 days, normal fatigue and nausea about a week.

932983 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 IL 36.0 36 F low grade fever, chills, body aches (neck and back), fatigue, headache.

932984 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 CA 46.0 46 F A skin legion developed with a large fluid filled blister. Thanks

932985 01/01/2021 01/10/2021 TX 51.0 F Cellulitis at injection site requiring antibiotic. Did not respond to anti inflammatory

932986 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 WA 19.0 19 F I woke up this morning (approx 18 hrs post injection of my 2nd dose) feeling some myalgia, joint pain (perhaps 7/10 on a pain scale) and fatigue. I was able to work out (exercise bike 30 mins) and shower despite the pain. Then, around noon today (nearly 24 hrs post injection) I began feeling increasingly dizzy and warm. I stood to go to my bed and lost consciousness and collapsed.   I was only unconscious for perhaps 15 seconds. I woke up feeling very shaky and cold and breathing rapidly. I was able to slow my respirations. My skin on my face and hands was very pale (lips were whitish blue). My housemate had called 911 for me: FD showed up and took a couple sets of orthostatic vitals.  My BP when seated on the floor was around 110/80, pulse 80, and my BP when standing was around 90/70, pulse 100. I was able to walk to the bed without help so I decided to stay home and just hydrate, sleep, and keep a close eye on things.   Now (1620, around 4 hrs after passing out). I still feel lots of soreness, but only very minor dizziness.

932987 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 63.0 63 F Mild fever only the night of vaccination date Extreme muscular soreness, shoulder to elbow for 3 days, beginning the night of injection Moderately severe headache beginning the day after vaccination; lasting for 3 days By day 4, all side effects had disappeared  By choice, Aleve was taken only once, the night of vaccination date.

932988 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 AR 58.0 58 M Injection site pain Tiredness Headache Muscle pain Chills Joint pain Fever Nausea Feeling unwell

932989 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IN 49.0 49 F Felt achy and trouble sleeping all night post 2 nd injection. Woke up at 3 am with fever 100.5. Headache, chills, sweating, low grade fever 99.5 all day until about 10:00 pm on 1/8/21.  80% better on 1/9/21 just lower back soreness and mild headache. 100% better on 1/10/21. This was my second vaccine.

932990 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 WA 68.0 68 F Headache after the inacoulation on Tuesday 12/29. Two days later I started hearing a ring in my right ear. The ring went away on Wednesday 1/6. However on Friday morning 1/8 I woke up with a headache and body aches more pronounced in my waist and abdomen. I took my temparture and it was 98.8 F. I started taking Tylenol 500 mg. every 6 to 8 hours. On Saturday 1/9 the chills came back around 8 pm. I continued taking 2 Tylenol every 6 or 8 hours until now Sunday 1/10 at 4:30 pm. I am still experiencing sore abdomen and joins.

932992 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 IN 42.0 42 F 1-5 2:30am stomach pain, diarrhea. Injection site discomfort. As the day went on severe body aches, legs more so. 1-6 body aches, felt feverish without fever, 10:30am tongue began to spasm while in relaxed state. Top of tongue was raw from rubbing my top teeth. That continued through Thursday. Thursday morning I woke up feeling pretty good then approx 8:30 am spasm started in my right hand then right arm, both arms too full body convulsions. I was taken by ambulance and have since visited 5 hospitals with no answers. It?s now Sunday 1/10 and my body continues to have uncontrollable body movements.

932993 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 CO 41.0 41 F Nausea, headache, fatigue, muscle aches, fever (100.3)    fever day one and 3. Headache muscle ache nausea and fatigue everyday so far.

932994 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MI 28.0 28 F Friday (1/8/2021) day of vaccine Weird taste in my mouth and headache with a flushed feeling   Saturday (1/9/2021) congestion and a slight runny nose, and watery eyes, and fatigue.  Sunday (1/10/2021) very fatigued and around aprox 6pm after getting home from work and out of the shower i noticed the right side of my face was kind of numb. Kind of the same feeling you would experience when you go to the dentist and they give you a shot to numb the are.

932996 01/03/2021 01/10/2021 FL 74.0 74 F Redness and swelling of injection site with extreme itching and hardness which appeared one week after the injection

932997 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 OR 45.0 45 F slight headache fatigue sore arm

932998 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 KY 46.0 46 F Started menstrual cycle 36 hours after vaccine. Had not had it for two years.

932999 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TN 29.0 29 F Twelve hours afterwards I had full-body convulsive-like shivers and ran a high temperature roughly 36 hours. The morning after I also had nausea and a few episodes of vomiting. 48 hours post-dose I had diarrhea

933000 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 52.0 52 F Woke up next day, severe stiffness, headache, fever, chills, fatigued. The injection site was red and extremely painful

933001 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 CO 58.0 58 F Arm Pain, Metallic taste, overnight chills

933002 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 FL 58.0 58 F Lip swelling, face lesions, body aches. No history of botox or dermal fillers

933003 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 WA 35.0 35 F Chest pain, 3/10- onset 25 minutes after vaccine given. Elevated BP 140's/90's and elevated HR to 126 noted on initial eval CP persisted throughout eval GI cocktail given and pt took own clonidine 0.1 mg once BP and HR normalized about 2.5 hours after onset

933004 01/08/2020 01/10/2021 NJ 22.0 22 F Fever, chills, body aches, headache, diarrhea, muscle pain at injection site, whole left arm was sore.

933005 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 WA 51.0 51 F Got a red spot with a lump under the skin.  It is hot to the touch.  Drew a mark around the site.  It started to expand from the marks, so went to urgent care 1/8/21.  The doctor stated that I was having a local allergic reaction, also that they gave me the vaccination in the wrong spot on my arm.  I was told to keep watch on the red hot bump, take Benadryl if not improved then go back in the the doctor.  He took a picture to put in my chart to watch it. Did another line around the site to watch it 1/9/21 since it got bigger from when I went to the doctor.  It kept getting bigger so went back to the doctor today 1/10/21.  This doctor also stated that I was given the vaccination in the wrong spot on my arm.  Now I'm on an antibiotic and a steroid.  I'm to still watch it and if it doesn't improve I need to go back in.  She also took another pic to put into my chart to see the size difference.

933006 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 FL 46.0 46 F fever 100.5 (for 1 day), body aches (for 3 days), muscle pains (3 days) chills (1 day) , headache (4 days), severe pain in left arm to (3 days), joint pain (3 days). fever resolved with advil and aleve.

933007 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Shot given in left deltoid at 520pm. L. Inner forearm hives noted 540pm. Continued to monitor.  Feeling of needing to cough noted at 600pm. Lung sounds clear. Resolved Increased redness + itchiness on L. Arm. Patient took her own 25mg benydral at 605. Called on call Dr. who instructed to notify EMS. Continued to monitor patient. VS. pt refused to go to ED. Symptoms improved by 1930. PT able to go home per Dr.

933008 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 AL 61.0 61 F Headache, nausea, body aches, joint pain, fatigue.

933010 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Threw up later that night.

933011 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 OR 29.0 29 F Insidious onset of left axillary pain on post-vaccine day 5, increasing in severity the following day. Worsened by arm movement, limiting function. No LAD. On post-vaccine day 7, a bright streak of erythema and severe overlying warmth developed at injection site. Erythema resolved the following day, warmth is still present. Also, typical injection site pain occurred day of vaccine and resolved over following two days.

933012 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NC 47.0 47 M Body aches, chills, temperature of 99.2F, diarrhea, injection site swelling, redness and pain. Symptoms resolved within 48hrs of vaccination

933013 12/18/2020 01/10/2021 PA 50.0 50 F After first shot notice a lump under my left armpit area. It didn?t quite go away and the after the second dose the lump got bigger and it?s a little tender this time. It?s been two days since the 2nd injection and doesn?t seem to be going down in size.

933014 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IA 52.0 52 F Extreme fatigue on Friday during the day, by 5pm I was running a low grade fever through the night that was 100.9 . Body aches, cold, headache, dizziness. Saturday ran fever off and on that never got above 100.9. Which broke Sunday am. Sunday just fatigue, sore arm that is warm to the touch, but not red.

933015 12/26/2020 01/10/2021 CA 59.0 59 F Six hours after being administered by the vaccine I started to feel soreness around the site. Within the hour it progressed to pain in my left upper arm radiating down to my lower arm. By this time, I had difficulty raising my arm and limited ROM. This continued for three days. The symptoms eased up a little bit but there was constant pain whenever I raised my affected arm. When I went to work on the night of the Jan third, I felt my arm hurting during the night. I took ADVIL for the pain and continued to do so. Jan 6 and 7 At night, I was awoken with excruciating pain on the same arm. This lasted for approximately a couple of mins. I sought a virtual consultation with my PCP who advised me to take ten days off from work. I am currently on medical leave. I haven't experienced the same excruciating pain as I had those two nights. However, my ROM is still limited because there is still moderate pain involved. I've stopped taking Advil since it has started to upset my stomach.

933016 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Headache without fever, 3 days, treated with acetaminophen

933017 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IN 64.0 64 F About 24 hours after I got my injection I began to feel cold. I am by nature always cold  but within 30 minutes I began to shiver. This intensified and I got to the point I was shaking hard and so cold. I had also had a headache all day but that is not unusual for me as I frequently have sinus headaches that can last all day. I took my temperature which was 98.3 but I took Tylenol anyway realizing I was likely having a vaccine reaction. I got into bed under my electric blanket. Ninety minutes later I had finally warmed up. In fact my feet and hands felt like they were on fire. I rechecked my temperature and it was up to 100.9. I peeled off my numerous clothing layers and I actually felt better since the chilling had stopped. I ate some dinner and watched TV and went to be around 11pm. I slept fitfully which is normal for me. As the night wore on I began chilling again. I got up sometime around 5am and took more Tylenol. If I remember my temperature was around 100.1. I slept several hours and woke up feeling ?back to normal?.

933018 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 CO 43.0 43 F fatigue and body aches developed about 12 hours after 1st injection which resolved after two days. About 3-4 days after injection had stuffy nose with extreme dryness and sores throughout both nasal passage resulting in epistaxis. It has been over 1 week without resolution of sores despite keep nasal passages moist and running humidifer.

933019 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 SC 75.0 75 F Extreme weakness, headache, all-over ache, fever then chills

933020 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 MA 25.0 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA.  Patient's aunt called me and told me that niece (patient) is 25yo having issues with coordination about a week after 1st Moderna vaccination shot. Unsure of exact vaccination date and onset of symptoms.  really having to focus to place hands under water to wash them, walking through doors without bumping into them, turning on faucet, getting dressed; left hand is worse than right and not able to easily align things properly;  "feels like her brain isn't doing what she's telling it to do".  Aunt said the symptoms are not improving. Patient had tested negative for Covid the day she got the vaccine.

933021 01/03/2021 01/10/2021 OR 61.0 61 F Thursday and Friday night i had heart palpitations.  Thursday night I had body aches all over and night sweats.  Also night sweats Friday and Saturday night.  Friday I broke out in a rash on the insides of both thighs and under my arm pits.

933022 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 FL 45.0 45 M After first dose: arm pain a few hours after and chills 24 hours later that lasted 24hrs.  Some joint pains persisted.  After second dose: arm pain a few hours after. Twelve hours later I had chills, low grade fever 100.5, body aches, arthralgias, fatigue. These symptoms lasted for 24 hours continuously. 48 hrs later I still had fatigue and early morning chills. The body aches have continued to present time.

933023 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 OH 57.0 57 M Headache most frontal more pronounced overnight frontal sinus- 4-5 hours after second dose of vaccine Fever, myalgia and chill 12 hours post vaccination - took Tylenol and Motrin around the clock Intermittent wheezing. It's January 10 pm and I am still having above mentioned symptoms but intensity is significantly less.

933024 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 UT 61.0 61 M Severe Headache, neck, body and joint aches, chills/fever,  no energy

933025 12/21/2020 01/10/2021 AZ 43.0 43 F Sudden, severe worst headache of her life, coupled with onset of oral herpetic lesions and inflammation to unrelated body part (belly button piercing) occurred one week after vaccination received. She presented to ED 12/28 noted to have hypokalemia and  head CT showed mild occipital encephalitis, admitted overnight for obs subsequent brain MRI was normal.  She was seen in my clinic 2 days later (1/4/21) and was started on 3 day course of Decadron, topical acyclovir for herpetic lesion.  As she is a nurse, I kept her off work until resolution of symptoms. Seen again on 1/8/21, headache resolved.  She did discuss CT and MRI results with neurologist. He was not convinced this was vaccine related.  She is having 2nd dose of vaccine on 1/11/21.Y 1

933026 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 48.0 48 F Received injection 1/8/2021 at 6:00 pm.  12 hours after injection experienced very sore arm, temp that peaked 101, aches and chills.  Symptoms lasted about 15 hours.  Upon waking on 1/10/2021 no fever, aches or chills.  Sore arm continues.

933027 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Sore arm  for 3 days

933028 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 WA 31.0 31 F One week after the shot (Left Arm), from my left deltoid to my left hand fingertips  have a tingling sensation similar to a limb falling asleep. The frequency ranges from every two hours to every 5 minutes with the sensation lasting for about 5 seconds.

933029 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 IL 25.0 25 F About 12 hours after recieving the vaccine, lots of pain in upper arm muscle and very sore to touch. Extreme fatigue and body aches with onset about 12-24 hours after receiving vaccine.

933030 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 WA 24.0 24 F Received first dose Dec 20 with no symptoms.  Second dose received Jan 9 and ~12hours afterwards felt full body muscle aches and fatigue at which point I took Tylenol 500mg 4hrs apart twice with no relief. Went to sleep Jan 10 7AM until 4PM and woke up symptom free.

933031 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IL 51.0 51 F Chills, fever, headache, joint pain, nausea, vomiting, weakness, sweating, fatigue, no appetite. Pain at injection site.

933032 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 VT 42.0 42 F On day 10 after injection,redness,warmth,swelling and low grade temp

933033 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 NY 60.0 60 F Chills, extreme weakness, and excruciating  bone and muscle pain, diarrhea lasting 48 hours. Improved with Meloxicam. The keratitis flared up.  Developed keratitis after the first dose on 12/17/2020.  Lot EK5730. The keratitis presented with dry eyes, photophobia and reduced reading ability. I am treated with steroid drops and artificial tears.

933035 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Moderna vaccine first dose. Almost immediately after receiving immunization, experienced rapid heart rate and hot temperature/flushing that last around 30 seconds before decreasing. No further adverse reactions other than moderate sore arm pain.  Never had a reaction like that to a vaccine before Moderna.

933036 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 TX 44.0 44 M Fever, chills, body aches, pain on site, bruise on site after 2nd day.  slight dizziness , flushing and increased Heart rhythm on day log administration for about a minute and resolved. Have been having mild to moderate pain on right kidney area.

933037 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 TX 36.0 36 M Hives

933039 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 MA 58.0 58 F Chest pressure and "gulping" need/sensation.  Started immediately after vaccine was given, but patient did not tell staff until about 15-20 min after vaccination.  Mild tachycardia  with HR 80,  BP 134/70, O2 sat 100%, RR 42.  Symptoms persisted and  0.3 mg Epinephrine IM was administered, followed by 50 mg of diphenhydramine. about 30 min after the vaccine was administered.  Patient 's chest discomfort improved within 5 minutes and her "gulping " sensation improved within 10 minutes.  She was then instructed to go to the ER for further monitoring.  She was stable throughout the event.

933040 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MA 63.0 63 F chills, fever, sweating and tired started at 5:00 pm the night after receiving the vaccine, in the morning felt much better

933041 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 FL 29.0 29 M Injection site pain, body aches.

933042 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 VT 53.0 53 M 7 days after, developed swelling,redness,rash, and swollen lymph gland

933043 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 OR 50.0 50 F Diarrhea started after having mild chills at around 1300hrs on 1/8/2021; then followed by tiredness and weakness. Got home at around 1545hrs and  I continued to have diarrhea all night until Saturday -all day. Diarrhea settled at around 1800hrs.

933044 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 NY 37.0 F After a week and a half, where the vaccination was administered I got a large red circled rash about the size of a grapefruit.

933045 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 25.0 25 F (Written next day) Patient stated that shortly after receiving the vaccine approximately 30-60 min minutes later she started to feel swelling in her face as well as her lips. She took a photo of this and showed it to me today and well. The swelling around the eyes seemed minimal. Her lips were swollen. She also notes that she felt tired and had a mild shortness of breath where she felt more comfortable sitting up. She states these symptoms have somewhat improved, though she has been experiencing increasing nausea since yesterday and continues to feel that way. She states that she does not believe she is pregnant, she has an IUD. She also noticed some body aches yesterday, continuing this morning, but they seem to be improving. They do improve greatly with ibuprofen at home.

933046 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TX 26.0 26 F shortness of breath, difficulty breathing

933047 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 IA 64.0 64 F L upper arm started itching badly 1/5/21 later in the afternoon.  I finally looked at it in the evening.  The skin was red around the injection site, at least 3x5".  At the margin there were a number of small hives and the entire area was hot and indurated.  It was not painful, just itchy.  The next day the hives were gone but the area was larger, and still red, hot and indurated.  It continued that way and grew in size that day and the next.  Itching improved and by Friday 1/8 the redness was gone (almost completely encircled my arm at one point).  I still have occasional itching.  One of the physicians I work with said it was a delayed hypersensitivity reaction and that I should get the 2nd shot in the R arm and pre-medicate.

933048 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 33.0 33 F Myalgia, Fever, Diaphoresis.  Onset was approx. 12 hours after 2nd dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID 19 vaccine.  Symptoms lasted approx. 16 hours.  Symptoms were relieved with otc Tylenol and Ibuprofen.

933049 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 VT 59.0 59 F On 1/6/21 developedwarmth,redness,and tenderness

933050 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 FL 31.0 31 M Body aches, fever, injection site pain and redness, bilateral upper arm erythema, sore throat lasting 8 hrs

933051 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 AL 25.0 25 F Symptoms-Chills, soreness in injection site arm, and body aches Chills and body aches lasted for approximately 24 hours. Soreness in injection site arm started within an hour of receiving the vaccine and continued for more than 48 hours. Symptoms were managed with Tylenol and warm compress. With Tylenol and warm compress symptom severity decreased but was still present.

933052 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 KS 40.0 40 F Atypical Reactions: Swollen lymph node above my left collar bone began three days after injection and continues to be swollen and tender currently (11 days post injection), tingling in hands and feet, depression and severe fatigue continues as well. Typical Reactions: Sore arm for one day, swelling for 3 days, redness for 6 days, hard knot at injection site for > 7 days, headaches and nausea > 10 days.

933053 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MO 29.0 29 F Softball red size mark. Mostly raised and hot to touch.

933054 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 20.0 20 F Chills within 8 hours of shot; fever, nausea, vomiting, chills, body aches started 12 hours after shot lasting for 24 hours

933055 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 24.0 24 F Chills, headache, myalgia 6 hours after vaccine administration. Symptoms stopped about 42 hours after administration.

933056 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 MT 35.0 35 F After the second dose I had headache and body aches. More concerning was a build up of fluid around my left armpit and left chest.

933057 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Severe Headache, body aches, chills, fatigue, and metallic taste in mouth

933058 12/26/2020 01/10/2021 TX 42.0 42 F I HAD SUDDEN MILD THROAT DISCOMFORT DIFICULTY SWOLLOWING THAT NEVER WENT ALWAY.

933059 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 MN 65.0 65 F History of Bell's Palsy. This type of  pain by R neck off and on for the first week. Also  Fatique 1/3 started. On  1/9/2021 started having  jaw/ neck pain. To ED where CT scan showed inflammation around parotid gland. The doctors had never seen this before, I was  told it was viral and to take ASA for pain, rest and fluids.   Swelling decreased with ice pack although not totally resolved on 1/10/2020. Still fatigue.

933060 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MD 42.0 42 F At 12:35 patient complained of feeling dizzy, light headed, nauseated and of having difficulty moving her arms or opening her eyes. She was diaphoretic at the onset of symptoms she was able to follow commands and answer questions but that became increasingly difficult. Symptoms worsen and patient started to vomit. Ambulance was called but patient refused to go with them. Felt better approximately 40 minutes after being vaccinated. Left accompanied by her husband.

933061 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 AK 40.0 40 F I received my 2nd dose around 11:15am on Wednesday.  Approximately 6 hours after getting the shot I started feeling tired and a couple hours after that I felt crummy and the chills started.  Mine weren't nearly as bad as some others have experienced.  I didn't sleep well that night and woke up with a mild headache and body aches.  Approximately 10AM on Thursday I noticed I had swelling in my upper lip and later my jawline with slight numbness.  My eyes started feeling puffy that evening, approximately 6:30pm, and the symptoms began to improve after taking a Benadryl around 7:15pm.  The swelling and numbness didn't seem to move down towards my throat nor did I experience any difficulty breathing or swallowing.  I sl

933062 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 VT 44.0 44 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA.  I had Covid-19 in  March 16,2020.  24 hours post vaccination,  I am experiencing exactly same symptoms as when I was sick with  Covid-19. Symptoms started exactly 22 hours after I recevied the vaccine.  Symptoms/ Side effects :  Fever, highest so far 100.8, chills, malaise, headache, diarrhea , runny nose, nasal congestion,  overall an unwell feeling

933063 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 TX 25.0 25 F Starting January 4th, 2021, I noticed that I was itching on my chest and found a rash localized to my medial chest. The rash didn't appear to grow from the area. Later, on January 9th, I began to itch more on my lower back of neck and upper back and had someone take a look. They noted I had a rash in the upper back as well. Taking another claritin, tylenol, and using hydrocortisone cream has not helped with the rash.

933064 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 45.0 45 F Face became red and flushed at 10:00 the next morning (1/8/21) and symptoms subsided by 12:45 pm.  A second, milder flush of the face (pink) occurred at 5:15 pm and was resolved by 6:30 pm.  Called health care provider, monitored symptoms, but no treatment needed or sought. No additional reoccurrences.

933065 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CO 28.0 28 F Fatigue, body aches, headache, low grade fever, arm pain, axillary pain

933066 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Fever 100.5, muscle aches, joint pain lasting 24 hours

933067 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 AK 54.0 54 F Arm swelling and soreness, Headache, Nausea, Muscle Aches, Fatigue

933068 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 OR 33.0 33 F Within 12 hrs: full body aches, full body chills, very low energy. For 36 hrs after: extremely low energy (stayed in bed when normally I go running & am very active). Still totally manageable symptoms, & preferable to covid. But have not had reactions to any vaccines previously, was surprised.  Also believe these are in common symptoms/signs for vaccine. Just adding data.

933069 12/21/2020 01/10/2021 NM 37.0 37 M Facial weakness (left side), lip paralysis (left side), decreased sense of taste, eye leakage (left side), facial tingling (left side). Onset 1/4/2021 with symptoms worsening through the week. Noticeable lip paralysis starting on the afternoon of 1/10/2021. 2nd vaccine received at 8:00AM on 1/10/2021.

933070 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 MD 29.0 29 F Flushed red, tingling in left arm and left waist after the shot (10 minutes), arm soreness day after with fever (all day).

933071 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 MN 65.0 65 F Started with fatigue on 1/3 approximately, Then 1/4 approximately pain in back of head, near R ear, symptoms similar to when previously dx Bell's Palsy.  On 1/9 jaw pain, neck swelling and went to ED. CT scan showed inflammation surrounding the parotid gland, but not in the gland, no tooth abscess. The doctors have not seen this before and thought it was viral. No meds, only ASA, rest and fluids.  Some swelling today 1/10/2021

933072 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 WA 47.0 47 F The vaccination was administered on my left shoulder at the rotator cuff or subacromial bursa area. I want to communicate that it was way too high in the shoulder and I experienced loss range of motion in Left shoulder for 5 days. I am feeling better today. Is the vaccination effective if given high in the shoulder?  I have photos of bandaid and area of bruising if that is helpful.   I want to make sure that those giving the vaccination know where to administer.

933073 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 63.0 63 F Large itchy welts left upper arm 12 days after initial shot , over next day became red painful, swollen entire left upper arm

933074 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IA 43.0 43 F Nausea, chills, fever (100), body aches, headache, and fatigue lasting for about 48 hours

933075 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 PA 69.0 69 M Fatigue  Aches Joint pain  Chills

933076 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 PA 61.0 61 F Aches , pains , chills , fatigue , runny nose .

933077 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MD 42.0 42 F Complained of feeling "flushed," dizzy, sweating, chills, nausea.

933078 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MN 34.0 34 F 16 hr post injection: sore arm, headache 20 hr post injection: body aches, headache 26 hr post injection: body aches increase, chills, fever (Tmax 101.2 36 hr post injection: back to normal baseline state

933079 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 MA 62.0 62 F Early morning Friday 01/08/21, moderate pain at injection site, PO Tylenol 1000mg, @ 0615, heading into work. Then @ 1030 feeling tired, neck & shoulder pain, chills, headache, right ear pain, slight sore throat, PO Motrin, 400mg moderate relief. Total of 30 hrs of recurring symptoms, alternating Tylenol & Motrin throughout. Started to feel better Saturday afternoon 4-4:30p

933080 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Low fever, nausea, fatigue, headache, pain at injection site Nausea, fatigue, and fever went away next day, and headache and pain at injection sight went away after two days

933081 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 CA 50.0 50 F One sore and swollen lymph node between neck and shoulder, near clavicle

933082 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 WA 43.0 43 F Painful left arm starting 4 hours after injection, not yet resolved at 53 hours (improving). Low grade fever, chills, malaise, fatigue, joint and muscle pain, nausea, racing heart rate with mild exertion, all starting about 10 hours post vaccination, waxing and waning at 53 hours, slowly improving.
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933084 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 AL 35.0 35 F Swelling, redness, moderate itching at injection site Mild numbness, burning, raw feeling with mild feeling of swelling of tongue and lips, coughing, tightness in chest, flushed cheeks,  Red rash under left arm pit, temp of 100.4. Body aches.

933085 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CT 35.0 35 F Severe body aches, joint pain, chills, fever Mild nausea vomiting and abdominal pain

933087 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Within 24 hours of shot, experienced right facial numbness and decrease in facial tone. These symptoms disappeared within 24 hours. 2 days after shot, right side facial twitching  occurred and then 3rd day the twitching  went away.  01/08, noticed mild weakness in grip strength of right hand and tingling in right big toe. 01/10/2021,  difficulty holding a pencil and numbness in pinky finger and right ring finger, also partial numbness in toes, of right foot as well slight reduction in right leg strength

933088 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 50.0 50 M 8 hrs after shot felt extremely tired  Sleeping that night had chills woke up in cold sweat  Was combination of dreaming and hallucinating  Next day entire body was soar. Notable pain in kidneys.  Still every tired and head pressure

933089 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Hives and itching from head to toe

933091 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 CO 38.0 38 M Fever (101.5), chills, aches, light headed, nausea, dizzy, elevated heart rate (over 20bpm higher than normal resting average.

933093 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 39.0 39 F Symptoms of diarrhea, loss appetite started 36 hours after vaccine lasted for 3 days. Reports stomach ache and loss pf appetite today

933094 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Large red circle appeared on week after vaccine at injection site on right arm. Lasted about 4 days.

933095 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MD 48.0 48 F Patient  5 minutes after receiving her vaccine, started to complain of dizziness and feeling warm, having shudders, and also  chest pressure on the left side. Heart rate 74. Rested, but symptoms, especially chest pressure, did not improve. Alert and oriented and able to answer questions. EMS called but patient refused transportation to hospital. Once she felt better was able to walk to her brother's car, she stated that her brother ( who picked up patient) would take her to closest hospital, to get checked out.

933096 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 CA 30.0 30 F About 12 hours of receiving my second dose I started to get really bad chills. Nothing could keep me warm and I had a fever of 102.  I had muscle aches  as if I just went through a rigorous workout. I had zero appetite but I?m not sure if that was due to side effects or the fact that I wasn?t feeling well. When I did finally eat something that evening I could barely taste it, I ate it but my taste buds were faintly picking up the flavors. Again I don?t know if it was because of the side effects or the fact that I wasn?t feeling well. The following day, Saturday 01/09/21 I only had chills which would come and go. I did not have fever and my appetite was back. Now today, 01/10/21 I feel my usual self.

933097 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 VA 37.0 37 F Sore arm, upset stomach and fatigue.

933098 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 GA 35.0 35 F Injection site swelling, redness and pain, started immediately post injection, fatigued that evening. Day following vaccine under arm(lymph node area) of injection arm swelling and pain.

933099 12/27/2020 01/10/2021 MI 57.0 57 F Fever,chills. Body aches, fatigue

933100 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MD 36.0 36 F Tingling in left thumb immediately after vaccination

933101 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 OH 29.0 29 M Moderna vaccine dose #1 received in right shoulder on 12/31/20 at 2:15PM. Injection was uneventful other than sensation of pressure. I did notice at the time, but could not fully see, that the injection appeared to be much higher on the shoulder than normal. I immediately came  home afterwards and relaxed. Approximately 2hrs later, I began experiencing extreme pain in my right shoulder. As the night progressed, the pain worsened to 10/10 with inability to move my arm. Later that night after requiring assistance to take off my shirt, I noticed that the bandaid overlying the injection site was very high, immediately below and bordering the acromion process. This was concerning but I was hopeful the pain would go away over the next few days. I took tylenol that night. I woke up multiple times during the night because the pain was so severe. When I woke up, the pain and inability to move my arm were still present. I began taking 800mg ibuprofen and 1000mg tylenol alternating Q4 throughout the next few days. The pain and disability remained so severe that I required assistance performing ADLs for  the next 4 days. On day four, with the pain not resolved and still severe despite consistent advil and tylenol use, I began having concern for shoulder injury related to vaccine administration. The next day I decided to seek an evaluation by an orthopedist. I am a physician and was unable to perform basic tasks and ADLs. I happened to have a few days off after the injection but would not have been able to work had I not. After an evaluation by the an orthopedic PA, I obtained an MRI of my right shoulder with results shown below - as I expected evidence of rotator cuff tendinopathy and subdeltoid bursitis consistent with SIRVA. As of now, I still have limited range of motion and shoulder pain on the right which has improved slightly but is far from resolved. I still have difficulty with certain ADLs including putting clothes on and off, lifting items, and tasks that require raising my right arm above my head. I am concerned with the possibility of long term and/or permanent damage after reviewing the literature. I am also concerned about how many other healthcare workers the person who gave me my vaccine may be injuring and/or causing permanent harm to.

933102 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 50.0 50 F Low grade fever, large hard painful lump in right arm, achy joints

933103 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 IN 29.0 29 F After the second dose: arm pain at the site, chills, fatigue, body aches and headache for about 20 hours starting 4 hours after shot.  After first dose: injection site pain the next day

933104 12/22/2020 01/10/2021 CA 76.0 76 F Extreme tiredness, headache, weakness in legs making walking uncoordinated, to the point of losing my balance on Sunday, January 3rd, could not do my regular jog my legs were so uncoordinated on Monday, January 4th, and I fell over on my side when I squatted to pick up my cat at the end of the jog, Difficult to climb my front steps. Tuesday  , January 5th, similar leg weakness and lack of coordination, but milder. Less weakness on Wednesday, Jan 6th, when just walking. Thursday, January 7th, did a jog, almost normal, but my left ankle not as responsive as usual. Headache the whole time, and feeling like too much caffeine. I only have one black tea in am. Symptoms seemed most severe in AM.  Headache eased up in evening of 1/7.

933105 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 ME 27.0 27 F Chills, headache, night sweats 2 days post shot and enlarged lymph node 4 days post vaccine.

933106 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MD 21.0 21 F A few minutes after receiving the vaccine, patient complained of feeling dizzy, nauseated, having chills, and of her heart beating too fast. Patient alert and oriented. She called her mother to tell her how she was feeling. Heart rate increased from 100 to 150 five minutes later. EMS services called. Patient left via ambulance to hospital accompanied by a friend.

933107 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 OR 35.0 35 F Fever up to 100.7, chills, myalgias, headache, and fatigue for about 36 hours total after 2nd dose of vaccine

933108 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 IN 51.0 51 M fever, muscles ache, extremely tired. Started on 1/7/2021

933109 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 MA 32.0 32 F Tested for covid dec 22- negative, no symptoms  Vaccine taken on dec 23 Extremely sick dec 31, tested positive for covid. Sore throat,  muscle aches, cough, fatigue

933110 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TX 35.0 35 F Nauseous, dizzy, sore arm, runny nose for an hour.

933111 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Cold sores broke out on lower lip 1 day after given injection. Abreva cream applied twice per day. The lesion was not changed.

933112 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 42.0 42 F Chills, Fever Fatigue

933113 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 WA 43.0 43 M Hives

933114 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 OR 42.0 42 F Pain and tingling in entire left arm, severe chills, bluish lips, weakness, fatigue, headache, muscle and joint pain.

933115 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 IL 36.0 36 M body aches, headache, malaise, nausea and diarrhea

933117 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IL 49.0 49 F Temp of 101.4 highest, 100.8 later in the day, 100.0 the next day,  body, muscle and joint aches

933118 12/27/2020 01/10/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Ten days after the vaccine injection my arm started hurting and swelled to the size of a baseball at the injection site. The lump was hot to the touch and had a large red circle about 3" in diameter. I had tightness in my chest and a headache.  I had took two Benadryls every eight hours for three days, since it seemed to be an allergic reaction to the vaccine.  At this date/time I don't have any further signs of an allergic reaction.

933119 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 TX 51.0 51 F None stated.

933120 12/29/2020 01/10/2021 70.0 70 F Missed X1 day of work due to fatigue, felt better next day

933121 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 56.0 56 F Presented with headache, upset stomach, fatigue and discomfort.

933122 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 OK 67.0 67 F 3 days after vaccination, I had chills, fever above 102, and headache which lasted about 5 hours and subsided after taking Advil.  I took Advil and the fever broken and the headache lessened.  This repeated again the next day and again was better after taking Advil.

933123 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 NC 60.0 60 F Side effects: Elevated  blood pressure 208/96 & 204/94.  Dizziness. Headache/heaviness in the head.  Treatment: Went to emergency room on 1/3/2021. Increased blood pressure medication (DILTIAZEM) to 300mg  and added another one (HYDRALAZINE) 25mg 3 times a day. Which my primary physician increased to 4 times a day,.   Outcome: Lower blood pressure with occasional spikes to the borderline.

933124 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 CA 34.0 34 M THROAT EDEMA AND URTICARIA TO BUE 1-2 MINUTES AFTER VACCINATION

933125 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 40.0 40 F Fatigue

933126 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 22.0 22 M 01/4: Moderna Vax?developed headache shortly after injection 01/5: congestion, chills, weakness, body aches He?s taking over the counter meds for now.

933127 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 68.0 68 F Presented with upset stomach/ loss of appetite.

933128 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Once injected felt dizzy then sat down, it was hard to breathe I can fell rapid heart palpatiions and my my body get hot from the inside out. I started sweating and my skin was turning red. I notified staff and they kept me an additional 30 minutes. I started getting hives and my body felt hot. The fire fighters asked the nursing staff for Benadryl they advised they did not carry it and could not give it to me. I carry Benadryl in my work bag due to my list of allergies. Fire assisting at location advised me to take Benadryl. I notified my employer because Benadryl makes me sleepy. They sent me home and I continued Benadryl and missed work for three days. At this time I went to prestige emergency  about 1200 pm because the hives, heat in my body did not go away.  I was treated and placed on an iv cocktail and sent home with several medications. Diagnosed with urticaria allergic by DR. symptoms did not improve my skin was still red I felt hot, confused, dizzy and returned back to the same ER 01/09/2021 I was also involved in an unrelated motor vehicle accident earlier in the morning so got treated for that and continued my explanation and treatment of how my body is not doing well with the Covid 19 shot. I presented with tachycardia and was instructed to continue my medications prescribed from 1st visit on 1/7/2021. Today is 1/10/2021. My body still feels hot, fatigue, confusion and light headed. Remained out from work and continued bed rest.

933129 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Vaccine on 1/5- within the hour, developed severe headache and altered cognition/"brain fog." Within a few hours, developed chills, body aches, nausea  1/6- 102 fever, severe headache, brain fog, chills, body aches, nausea, pain at injection site  1/7- 102 fever, severe headache, brain fog, chills, body aches, nausea, pain at injection site  1/8- 99 fever, severe headache, brain fog, body aches, nausea, pain at injection site and now very red/itchy/swollen  1/9- severe headache, body aches, nausea, injection site painful/red/itchy/swollen  1/10- severe headache, body aches, nausea, injection site painful/red/itchy/swollen and now bruised

933130 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 FL 34.0 34 M Experiencing moderate to severe ulnar nerve neuropathy or cubical tunnel syndrome (aka funny bone) since receiving first shot, worse after 2nd

933131 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 FL 49.0 49 F I received COVID 19 Pfizer vaccine on 12/23/20 and on 12/27/20 my blood pressure started to spike with  readings 150's/100's while well controlled on  medication- Metoprolol 25 mg tab daily.  My BP remained elevated on 12/28 and i  subsequently went to the ER  and  had chest XRay; EKG and cardiac workup done with all tests negative.  I was instructed by ER Doctor to follow up with  my cardiologist- Dr. and he subsequently  changed my medication regimen to  Metoprolol 25 mg tab  twice daily.  Since  that episode my BP has been well controlled.  I  am not sure if there is a correlation with the vaccine.  However i am bringing to your attention as i have never had a spike in BP while on BP meds.

933132 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TX 41.0 41 F 1/9 0230 bodyaches, chills, fatigue, fever, tightness in chest 1/10 2139-feels clammy and bodyaches

933133 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 36.0 36 F Sore throat

933134 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 NJ 57.0 57 F Rigors, fever nausea, vomiting. diarrhea Severe muscle spasming/contraction, headache

933135 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 56.0 56 F Presented with fatigue, upset stomach, loss of appetite, crying out in discomfort, PRN tylenol admin.

933136 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 AZ 24.0 24 F Delayed reaction on injection site? one week after I got the first vaccine my arm at the injection sight swelled and had a red ring around it. A small rash formed underneath. Currently, it is still red, but much less swollen and not longer itchy

933137 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Had the chills and felt a little bit fatigue.

933138 01/03/2021 01/10/2021 CT 26.0 26 F 1 week following administration developed swelling to size of grapefruit, induration, redness with blanching, and itchiness

933139 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 WA 63.0 63 F Hard, pounding tachycardia, with dizziness, nausea, headache, occurred about 5 minutes after vaccine was administered.  The tachycardia resolved without medical intervention within 2 minutes.  The remainder of the symptoms remained the rest of the day, along with profound fatigue and intermittent self limited tachycardia.  The headache was managed with Tylenol.  I slept most of the  day and through the night.  The following day, I had a headache, which was mild.  Fatigue remained.  I also noted intermittent tachycardia with mild exertion, self limited, less than 1 minute.  Mild soreness at injection site.

933140 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 VA 54.0 54 F Urticaria, treated with diphenhydramine, pepcid, prednisone.  Improved.

933141 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 26.0 26 F Muscle aches and chills X1 day

933142 12/31/2020 01/10/2021 AZ 48.0 48 F Pain at site of injection, eyes, throat, face swelling. Unclear thinking, hoarse speech, headache, hives, swelling. Intervention taken immediately. Ongoing 11 days: SOB, headaches, nose bleeds, coughing, blood sugars triple, hair falling out, major swelling, dizziness.Y

933143 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 39.0 39 F Threw up after eating lunch, severe agitation.

933144 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 CA 30.0 30 F ABOUT 3 MINUTES AFTER RECEIVING VACCINE, PT REPORTED LIP SWELLING, PT EVALUATED AND FOUND TO HAVE MODERATE EDEMA TO LIPS, SENSATION OF SWELLING TONGUE AND THROAT. PT ALSO NOTED TO BE BRADYCARDIC, PLACED ON MONITOR, AND PT WAS IN BIGEMINY WITH A HR OF 55, PT GIVEN BENADRYL IM, VS WERE STABLE, MODERATELY HYPERTENSIVE, WITH AN 02 SAT OF 100%, IV ESTABLISHED AND PATIENT MONITOR WHILE AWAITING PARAMEDIC RECUSE AMBULANCE. PT DID NOT WORSEN AND BIGEMINY RESOLVED. 12 L PM WERE UNREMARKABLE, NO EPI GIVEN EN ROUTE, PT TRANSPORTED TO EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT WITHOUT INCIDENT.

933145 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 IN 81.0 81 M Serious weakness, inability to get up from sofa, very shivery, had to get assistance from facility nurse to get to bed.  Temp was 102, talked to doctor by phone and took Tylenol.  Slept for 4 hours.  Was able to navigate again.

933146 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 WY 36.0 36 F Hard swelling, heat, redness worsening daily for the last 12 days

933147 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 52.0 52 M hypertension (pulse >100), dizziness. Pushed fluids.

933148 01/10/2021 01/10/2021 OR 45.0 45 F 1825 Patient reported feeling "Shaky", patient reports having same reaction with first vaccine and was observed in ED for 90 mins, had increased BP at that time that resolved by discharge. 1825 BP 156/101 HR 80 Patient declined ED, food, drink and had a rapid response nurse friend at chairside.  assessment repeated at 1840  B/P 136/94 HR 80,  1850 BP 140/100 HR 75 pt. reporting feeling better.  Pt. reported feeling much better and left with friend at 1900.

933149 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Day 2 Friday: Headache, Chills, Vertigo, severe Nausea & Vomiting; Treatment: Esgic for Headache, Zofran for N&V Day 3 Saturday: Headache, Fever 101.1, Severe N&V; Same treatment Day 4 Sunday:  Moderate N&V with mild headache, no fever, Treatment: Zofran

933150 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 53.0 53 M Temp of 101.2, crying out in agitation / discomfort. treated with PRN Tylenol.

933151 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 51.0 51 F Received vaccine on 1/5/2021 and is complaining of swollen and stiff left arm and inability to move the left arm. States pain is 10 on a 10-point pain scale . Has been on Advil and Tylenol with no relief

933152 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 IL 38.0 38 M Agitation and flushed face.

933153 12/28/2020 01/10/2021 AZ 37.0 37 F Painful Acne like rash around the Lower half of my face. With redness and pus filled bumps Possible perioral dermatitis.

933154 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 MN 38.0 38 F Shot given in L deltoid. Day 3-10 post vaccine I had extreme pain in what seemed like my left trapezius muscles. The pain was much worse in the evening/night and was sometimes absent during the day. Also on day 14 post vaccine (1/7/2021) I developed a cold sore for the first time in my life.

933155 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 KY 31.0 31 M Around 6 pm the following symptoms started:  Heart rate was as high as 140 Body aches Felt like I had a fever Felt like pressure on chest Arm was very sore Had chills Nauseous

933156 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 CA 52.0 52 M General body aches, lost of appetite, general weakness, painful vaccination site

933157 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 39.0 39 F dizziness moderate x 45 minutes and currently mild

933158 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 MA 34.0 34 F Employee became very itchy on left arm after vaccine administered. Left arm very red.  Itchiness spread throughout her body.

933159 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 CO 45.0 45 F No side effects with dose 1. After dose 2 at about 55 hours post injection, I woke up covered in hives head to toe. I took pictures if you need them.

933160 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 MO 61.0 61 F Moderna COVID-19 vaccine EUA 4-5 hours after vaccination, I started feeling sick: body aches, after that, during the night in addition to that I had a head ache. After that, i started feeling better. About 24 hours after the vaccination I started feeling worse again with body aches and headache. All my body was sick. During the night I had chills and a fever of 99.7. I felt sick and very tired all next day. More head ache and body aches. Was taking Tylenol every 5-6 hours, including the morning of day 5.

933161 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 FL 71.0 71 M Fever, Nausea, Chills, Muscle Ache, Rash on back ,lasting 48 hours

933162 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Body wide hives and throat tightening

933163 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Wed 930pm  tingling nerve endings head to toe, migraine headache with aura, fever 100.3 Thu 530am SEVERE body aches, chills, migraine, sweats. 630am fever 101.3 body aches,HA/fever& chills all day.  Max fever 102. Friday fatigued, all day until HA starts again at 2pm, along with 101 fever by 5pm...carries on with chills and Migraine aura thru evening until 1245am.  Max fever 102 again.

933165 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 CA 74.0 74 F Gastric pain Diarrhea

933166 01/05/2021 01/10/2021 25.0 25 F dizzy and heart racing; denies respiratory issues

933167 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 PA 51 F None stated.

933168 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 MA 63.0 63 F At 13:10 the patient complained of sudden nausea while walking from injection room to seating area at vaccine clinic. States she did not eat lunch today, declined offer of snack or water. States she premedicated herself with 25 mg Benadryl 30 minutes before today's vaccine - as she does for all vaccines she gets.

933169 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 59.0 59 F Reaction site pain, fatigue, chills and joint pain

933170 12/30/2020 01/10/2021 MA 34.0 34 M 0-14 hours: pain at injection site but no other notable symptoms.  14-18 hours: headache, muscle aches, joint aches, fatigue, increasing pain at injection site (without swelling or redness at injection site)  18-30 hours: headache, joint, and muscle aches, fatigue, with severe pain at injection site, fever of 99.6, chills, drenching sweating, puffy eyes, rash on torso and legs.  30-48 hours: all previous symptoms except puffy eyes and rash reduced with benadryl  48-60 hours: all previous symptoms. Fever increased to 100.4 F, Puffy eyes and rash returned more severe. Took benadryl and they reduced in severity.  60 hours: reduction in all symptoms. No more fever. Pain in arm reduced from severe to very mild (only noticeable if palpated). Only remaining symptom is fatigue.

933171 01/09/2020 01/10/2021 HI 46.0 46 F 15 minutes and 21 seconds after shot was given, I felt suddenly very hot, lightheaded and I could feel my pulse escalating. Nurse in the post-shot monitoring tent took vitals to confirm pulse at 95, when typically 68. I was laid down and BP dropped to 110/78. Chest tightness that I am familiar with from asthma started to develop and my neck and throat and upper shoulders felt very tight and constricted. I had some trouble swallowing water as though my throat was constricted and my breathing felt shallow. Nurses provided care and I was asked to get up and sit in a chair again. Within a minute, I felt dizzy and disoriented again and heart rate went up. The tightness in my chest and throat and shallow breathing continued along with my voice becoming hoarse.  The doctor on call asked if I?d had these symptoms before and I said I had after eating shrimp years ago. He decided to transfer me to the ER for monitoring . I stayed at the ER for about an hour and a half and was monitored. The constricted throat and asthma  chest tightness did not subside but did not get worse. Doctor recommended Benadryl every 6 hours as symptoms persisted. Within a half hour of taking 25 mg of Benadryl, I started to feel improved breathing and less throat constriction and easier swallowing. After the second dose of Benadryl, symptoms were much 70% gone, except for hoarse voice abs very slight tightness with swallowing.  I had informed the injection staff prior to receiving my vaccine that I am a person with a history of anaphylaxis (not to a vaccine) that required and epi pen and overnight hospital stay in the past .

933172 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 MA 40.0 40 F headache and jaw/tooth pain on left side only evaluated by EMTs Vital signs stable , neuros intact, lungs CTA

933173 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 47.0 47 F Location site pain X1 day and headache X2 days

933174 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 MA 59.0 59 F shaking, fever, nausea, headache,  and flu like symptoms

933175 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 KS 40.0 40 F Immediate redness/burning of the injection site. Progressed to itchy throat/tongue and hoarse voice with persistent wheezy cough after 5 min Progressed to itchy/burning/red face/chest/ears after 10 min.  Wheeled to the emergency department 20-25 minutes after injection.  Had to have benadryl, solumedrol, pepcid, zofran, and an epinephrine injection to stop the anaphylaxic reaction.

933176 12/21/2020 01/10/2021 MA 26.0 26 F Worsening tachycardia, shortness of breath on exertion, diaphoresis, fatigue

933177 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 WA 63.0 63 F Fever 101, chills, sinus pressure, headache, loss of appetite, soreness injection site without redness or swelling

933178 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 43.0 43 F Immediately after injection, had headache, nausea, vomiting and metallic taste in mouth.  Given 50mg Benadryl with improvement.  Nausea/vomiting, metallic taste resolved after 24 hours.  Headache and muscle aches lasted 48 hours and improving.

933179 01/03/2021 01/10/2021 MA 37.0 37 F During the first 15 minutes of vaccine administration my left ear felt blocked with a 2/10 pain. Then the left side of my face started to feel numb from the corner of my left eye to my hairline/ear and down to my chin. the numbness felt like that side of my face fell asleep. this persisted for the evening. I took Benadryl 50mg and claratin. The next day symptoms had improved but were still noticeable. I took an additional dose of 25 mg of benadryl and claratin 10mg. the following day (Tuesday) symptoms had resolved.  The day following the vaccine I felt fatigue, nausea and headache.  Tueday-Friday following vaccine fatigue and headache has persisted in varying degrees

933180 01/09/2021 01/10/2021 CA 25.0 25 F 2 inch diameter painful swelling at injection site. Red and raised skin. Extreme tender/soreness

933181 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 MA 58.0 58 F Patient c/o lightheadedness with rapid Heart Rate. Handoff to parametics with nurse observing patient. Remained alert and oriented x3, clear speech, without rash/hives. BP 190/118 HR 120 O2 98%.Lungs clear. Continued monitoring patient and at 0655 BP 140/80 HR 85 O2 95%.Family called to pick patient up. Will not be returning to work today.

933182 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 34.0 34 M Headache and muscle and body aches

933183 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TX 29.0 29 M Significant drowsiness began the morning after receiving the vaccine. I was unable to sustain a normal level of activity and slept for more than half of the usual waking hours.

933184 01/07/2021 01/10/2021 MA 31.0 31 F nausea, feeling flushed, dizzy evaluated by EMTs - VSS and wnl employee continued to feel unwell

933185 01/08/2021 01/10/2021 TX 37.0 37 F I developed body aches about 10-11 hours after the vaccine,  then fever (100.4F degrees), chills, mild nasal congestion, and mild headache, which lasted for 1-1.5 days.

933186 01/03/2021 01/10/2021 WA 37.0 37 F 01/09/2021- noticed mild itching in left upper arm at site of injection.  1/10/2021- worsening itching, scratching and development of hives  and 2cm x 3cm warm edematous mass in the left upper arm. No pain and no streaking of erythema.

933790 01/10/2021 CA F 30 mins post injection dizziness - given water & reassurance, sm. bag of graham crackers c/o nausea after eating, some (L) arm tingling/numbness 3:01 pm BP 125/81, 92, 99% O2  3:23 pm BP 134/85, 68, 99% O2 Resolved numbness/tingling. Dizziness improved, able to stand

934580 01/04/2021 01/10/2021 OK 16.0 16 F Patient is 16 yo female. She was given Moderna COVID-19 vaccine during an off-site vaccine POD reserved for First Responders and persons aged 65 and older. She should not have been scheduled for this event and nurse administered vaccine without verifying patient's age. Phone call to patient's mom, to inform of error. Mother states patient has had no side effects or adverse reactions to Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. Informed that patient will not receive second dose in 4 weeks and also is not eligible to receive Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine due to manufacturer's recommendation that vaccie is not interchangeable with other COVID-19 products.

934619 01/02/2021 01/10/2021 MD 45.0 45 F 6 cm erythema, inderation + itching at sitse

951288 01/10/2021 69.0 F RespDepression found to have low potassium Narrative:  Patient reports experiencing shortness of breath 24 hours after the vaccine was administered, went to ER and admitted for one night. Informed her supervisor she had low potassium. Y 1

982180 12/23/2020 01/10/2021 WY 68.0 68 M Sedation, Myalgia, Diarrhea & NASAL CONGESTION 12/28/2020

982184 01/06/2021 01/10/2021 55.0 54 M Headache, Myalgia, Fever, lump under left arm axilla the size of a baseball or bigger, not red, not hot, but very painful, also had chills yesterday, fever was at 102F Narrative:  Has appt to see Occ Health provider today to evaluate the lump. Occupational health evaluated the mass, it appears to be fluid filled and may be larger than a baseball, it is substantial, the employee was sent to the ED for further evaluation to rule out infection or other possible diagnosis. Patient will need an ultrasound, CT scan, blood work, etc.

933187 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MA 56.0 56 F feeling flushed  elevated HR dizzy nausea evaluated by EMS, VSS and wnl except HR 100 bpm lungs cta  at 5:36 patient reported to be feeling better - drank water - declined transport to ER - felt able/safe to drive home

933188 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 65.0 65 F Headache, Muscle aches and chills

933189 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 SC 43.0 43 F Dec 30: Received Moderna vaccine #1  December 31:  Onset of injection site tenderness, warmth, swelling, redness  Jan 7 delayed reaction reappear at injection site-same as above (site tenderness, warmth, swelling, redness) but now  affected  area is larger and itchy  As of January 10 when composing this submission large area of swelling and redness remain while intermittent itchiness of site area

933190 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 26.0 26 F Enlarged painful lymph nodes in axilla on arm where vaccine administered.  No

933191 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Temperature of 99 by 11:00 PM on 1/8, had a fever of 101.1 by 5:00 AM on 1/9, fever of 100 continued until 8:00 PM on 1/9

933192 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 OH 36.0 36 F cellulitis in left arm

933193 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 34.0 34 F Reporting a temperature at T 100.2, fatigue and Having bronchospasm

933194 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Started having chills at 11pm, took tylenol 650mg. However, the symptoms not relieved, could not sleep the whole night. fever went up to 101F. Also feeling extreme fatigue, not able to get up from the bed, took another dose 1000mg tylenol, completely lost appetite, body ache.  Low grade ever lasted up to 1/8/21.  Even now still feeling  fatigue and frequent headache.  The injection site felt fine two days following injection. But started feeling inlamed and painful on 1/8/21.  On 1/9/21, the pain of the site expanded towards the armpit and left upper shoulder and back.

933195 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Thursday January 7, 2021: Developed a hard lump around the injection site (A week to the day later).  Friday January 8, 2021: Arrived at work and around 9:30 felt short of breath. Had pulse and oxygen checked anyway; Pulse 99 (down from 107) and Oxygen 99. Dismissed it as being in my head. Proceeded through my day and it persevered.  After lunch, still felt short of breath. Contacted Infection Control nurse and was advised to leave work as it was also a COVID symptom.  Went home around 12:15; felt fatigued. Slept all day and night. Saturday January 9, 2021: Minor sore throat, feel as if coming down with a cold.  Back of sinuses felt hot upon breathing.  Bump at injection site gone completely (I massaged it Thursday and Friday). Minor discomfort with breathing; barely noticeable. In the afternoon time around 2pm, sudden and urgent diarrhea that lasted into the evening hours at bed.  Top of stomach burning (inside body). Diarrhea stopped, but nausea remained.  At bedtime, still felt as if coming down with a cold. Sunday January 10, 2021: Woke up feeling as if I was getting over a cold.  Nose stuffy on the side I slept on. Throughout the day, had the sniffles as the stuffiness went away.  Stomach still off; feeling nauseous.  No diarrhea (no bowel movement at all).  Throughout the afternoon tightness in chest/shortness of breath returned.  Towards the evening time still felt as if getting over a cold.  Contacted Human Resources and voice appeared hoarse. Ended phone call.  Touched my face and noticed a huge lump on my chin that felt like the lump at injection site.  Felt like a cyst. About 20 minutes later began to have difficulty swallowing; throat felt tight.  Drank a bottle of water and took two allergy pills with antihistamine.  An hour and a half after taking these,  tightness in throat is still present, but has not progressed any further; in fact, it appears to be slowly fading away.  (It's more like the feeling of having a "lump in your throat" (but I can't physically feel a lump).  The lump on my chin has noticeably diminished in size and is less painful to the touch. COVID test is scheduled for 1/11/21 at 10:30am. It feels as if my body is doing a "systems check."

933196 12/26/2020 01/11/2021 AZ 42.0 42 F 5 min - nausea 25 min- Nausea, diaphoretic, wheezing 30 min- Vitals WNL, symptoms resolving.

933197 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Chills, fatigue, rash all over my abdomen, sore arm(injections site)

933198 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TX 66.0 66 F A lump developed on the top of my left hand between wrist bone and pinkie finger. Noticed it about an hour after injection. No pain. Today is three days later and the lump is still there. Mild sore-type pain and occasionally feels like someone sticking pins around base of the lump. Have not seeked any medical advice.

933199 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 30.0 30 M Soreness, hot around the area of the injection.  Muscle pains

933200 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Axillary tenderness on day 6, then gradual worsening of swelling, pain and erythema on left deltoid for a few days after. Then swelling and pain resolved but rash is spreading and now itchy.

933201 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 41.0 41 M On the date of injection. My right arm was fine. Waited 15 mins. Everything was ok. Until 130 am at night. Woke up due to the heart palpitations and nausea that lasted 10-20 mins. Monitor the symptoms and it went away after 20 mins. Symptoms was mild.

933202 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 VA 78.0 78 F 8 days after the first vaccine dose, I had itching, swelling, redness, and warmth at injection site on my right upper arm when I woke up in the morning. This is the first day I have had these symptoms.  The swelling and redness is about 4 inches in diameter and is very firm.  The symptoms have stayed the same all day and the swelling has not gone down yet.  I haven?t taken any medication for it or gone to a doctor yet.

933203 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 60.0 60 F RN administered 1.0 ml delivering 200 mcg, patient was monitored for 30 minutes, no complaints or symptoms reported at time of administration and no symptoms or complaints as of today.

933206 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CO 49.0 49 M Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA - RN administered 1.0 ml delivering 200 mcg, patient was monitored for 30 minutes, no complaints or symptoms reported at time of administration, day 2-3 complaint of severe headache and arm heaviness w/ pain, and no symptoms or complaints days 4-5.

933207 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 WA 37.0 37 F patient c/o feeling anxious, jittery and worried about vaccine. given H2), 120/80, 84, 98%  stayed on site 30 mins. no symptoms  or sob.  called next day 01/08 1042  am c/o of nausea, chills and fatigue. eating and drinking fluids instructed to call provider if symptoms get worse or 911

933208 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 80.0 80 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA - RN administered 1.0 ml delivering 200 mcg, patient was monitored for 30 minutes, no complaints or symptoms reported at time of administration and no symptoms or complaints as of today.

933209 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA - RN administered 1.0 ml delivering 200 mcg, patient was monitored for 30 minutes, no complaints or symptoms reported at time of administration and no symptoms or complaints as of today.

933210 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 24.0 24 F Immediately after receiving the vaccine I felt fine. Around 7 pm that night I began having body aches that continually worsened throughout the night. At 2 am on Saturday I took my temperature and it was 101.6 F, at 3 am it was 102 F. The body aches, joint pain, fever, and headache continued through the next day until about 6 pm on Saturday. Also on Saturday around 12 pm I began experiencing severe nausea, abdominal pain, and dizziness. At one point it felt as if I was going to pass out. All the major symptoms finally subsided Saturday night around 6 pm. Saturday till Sunday I have felt fatigued and sore but otherwise fine.

933211 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 62.0 62 M Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA - RN administered 1.0 ml delivering 200 mcg, patient was monitored for 30 minutes, no complaints or symptoms reported at time of administration and no symptoms or complaints as of today.

933212 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 IA 50.0 50 M Body aches, chills, nausea lasting through January 5th and 6th.  Missed work both of these days.  Previously had Covid-19 in July 2020.

933213 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Bad sore arm for 24 hours Possible migraine/headaches began 2-3 days later unsure if related to the vaccine. I normally don?t get migraines and it?s been lasting ever since, all day and has progressively slowly gotten worse, some very minor nausea at night from the headache. Not even Tylenol extra strength helps the pain.
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933214 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 WA 65.0 65 F About five days after vaccine administration I noticed an inflammation of the area of the achilles tendon of left foot. Since I am not prone to inflammation of any sort nor did I have any strain or trauma, I took notice. I do not CHF (causing swelling of the ankles). The area of inflammation is tender, a bit red and a bit swollen. It is worrisome since I have never had anything like this in the past. I WILL NEED FOLLOW UP ON THIS. I AM UNSURE IF I SHOULD RECEIVE THE SECOND VACCINE. AND I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW IF SIMILAR INFLAMMATORY RESPONSES HAVE BEEN REPORTED, WHETHER IN ANKLE OR SOMEWHERE ELSE IN THE BODY.  I realize that this may not be a typical vaccine reaction BUT this is a brand new vaccine, has not been time-tested, is only permitted by the FDA to be administered under these emergency circumstances. SO all possible reactions must be taken seriously and recorded. We are the guinea pigs. Also. I was handed a packet of papers when I received the vaccine. To register for v-safe the only two options given for registration were smart phone browser or QR code. I do not have a cell phone. So this leaves me out of the loop, which I think is unfair and unwise. Why can computer registration not be made available, and if it can then why doesn't the instruction sheet tell of this? In rural areas not everyone has a cell phone nor is cell service available to all areas.

933215 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 54.0 54 F I had a normal lump, red (lemon-sized), warm area surrounding the injection site.  This occurred within 2-3 days.  Within 2-3 more days, the area became more dusky and appeared to be resolving.  However, 9 days after the injection, the red area reappeared and was warm to the touch.  I called the nurse advice line for the base and they had me get it checked out.  (The only open location was the ER at a specific location.)  The ER doc advised it was an adverse reaction because it came back after resolving.  In addition, he advised to report it to the location that administered the vaccine.  I tried to do that, and they advised me to report it here.  Note: I have no health insurance and will be financially responsible for that ER visit.

933216 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 NV 55.0 55 M A few days after first shot, noticed numbness in left little toe which progressed to 3,4,5 digits. After second dose (1-2days later) numbness extended to both feet, all digits, soles, and outside foot

933217 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 MP 35.0 35 F 30 minutes of blurred vision with flashes of light.

933218 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 41.0 41 M Tenderness and swelling at site of injection time 2 days.

933219 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MD 36.0 36 F At 4:30pm on Saturday January 9, 2021 I experience a slight fever with chills and back and neck pain. Nothing alarming. I was still able to carry out my normal day activities that included cleaning, tidying, cooking. I did not check my temperature because there was no need, as I said, I could carry on with my day. My arm hurt a lot that day and there was a rectangular red rash around the injection site. That was about the weirdest part at 5:15pm today (Jan 10th, 2021). I noticed this gnarly rash on my chest and back and both shoulders. Red and a little itchy, warm to the touch. It is now 11:50pm same day and the relish has spread to under both of my breasts and down to the bottom of my back. I have pictures of the rash. No fever today. Also, I am both the patient and a member of the vaccination team at my company. My coworker and I are in charge of all admin associated with the vaccine. We are currently vaccinating all our staff. I was the first to get vaccinated in our company. And here it looks like I have an allergic reaction! I have never had an allergic reaction in the past to an injection. I just took some BENADRYL. I'll show a nurse at my clinic tomorrow. Hoping it doesn't spread anymore.

933220 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Flushing, lump in throat, body aches , fatigue, sore arm, increase BP , increase heart rate after 10-20 mins post vaccine, then mild headache , nausea, metallic taste, dizziness for 3 days , then developed swollen lymph nodes on left supra clavicular area , fever, chills , extreme fatigue on day 4. Increase BP for a week, my BP runs low -my baseline.

933221 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 CO 30.0 30 F About 12hrs after the vaccine was administered, I was at work and wearing nitrile gloves. After 10 minutes, the gloves began burning my hands so badly that I couldn't wear them any longer. I have never had an allergy or an adverse reaction to the gloves I was using. I washed my hands and attempted a different pair of nitrile gloves by a different manufacturer and had the same reaction. I then put on latex gloves, which still caused a burning sensation, but not to the same degree as the nitrile.

933222 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 HI 33.0 33 F Body Aches, Chills, tiredness

933223 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 KS 25.0 25 F headache, lightheadedness, vertigo, fever, chills, nausea, stomach cramps, tachycardia. All lasting 18 hours.

933225 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 OR 34.0 34 M Fatigue with localized soreness at site of injection.

933241 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 PR 65.0 F Numbness of the left side of the face and headache on the left side and part of the tongue; Numbness of the left side of the face and headache on the left side and part of the tongue; The left side of my body, like burning (ankle, elbow); The left side of my body, like burning (ankle, elbow); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 65-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), intramuscular at left arm on 30Dec2020 11:30 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies to Uva roja. The patient is not pregnant. No COVID prior vaccination. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the Doctor's office/urgent care. It was unknown if the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medications (received within 2 weeks of vaccination) included atorvastatin (LIPITOR) and fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA). The patient previously took titanium and experienced allergies. On 30Dec2020 , the patient experienced numbness of the left side of the face and headache on the left side and part of the tongue. The left side of patient's body, like burning (ankle, elbow). No treatment received for the events. The events were assessed as non-serious. The patient had not been tested for COVID post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovered on unspecified date.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

933252 01/11/2021 TX M Bell's Palsy; This spontaneous report was received from a lawyer concerning a case in litigation and refers to currently 70 year old male patient. The patient's concurrent conditions, medical history, historical drugs and concomitant therapies were not reported.      On or about 2012, the patient was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dose, route, lot number and expiration date were not reported) for long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions.         On an unknown date (reported as "subsequently"), the patient experienced bell's palsy (facial paralysis), and was treated with unspecified medications.      The outcome of facial paralysis was unknown.     The reporter considered facial paralysis to be related to Zoster Vaccine Live (ZOSTAVAX).  Upon internal review, the event of bell's palsy was considred medically significant.

933254 01/01/2011 01/11/2021 AZ F She stated that she had a cyst develop on her arm from the pneumonia vaccine that had to be surgically remove; anaphylactic reaction to Pneumovax; This spontaneous report as received from a 68 years old female retired medic via Pfizer referring to herself. The patient had a significant allergies to food related, nitrate plants and medications. The patient was allergic to tomato, potato, eggplant, cayenne, chili pepper, paprika, whole wheat, egg albumin, aluminum, baclofen, diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL), benzene (BENZOL), clindamycin, and so on. The patient had an allergic reaction to egg component of influenza virus vaccine (unspecified). The patient was immunocompromised and had multiple sclerosis. The patient was taking immunosuppressants and interferon beta-1a (AVONEX).  In approximately January 2011 (reported as 10 years ago), the patient was vaccinated with pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23) (strength, dose, route, lot# and expiration date were unknown) for prophylaxis.  In approximately January 2011 (reported as 10 years ago), the patient had an anaphylactic reaction to pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23). The patient received self medicating with an antihistamine. On an unknown date, the patient had a cyst develop on her arm from the pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23) vaccine that had to be surgically removed. The outcome of anaphylactic reaction and cyst was unknown. The reporter considered the causal relationship between anaphylactic reaction and pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23) was related. The causality assessment between cyst and pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23) was not reported.  Upon internal review, anaphylactic reaction was determined to be medically significant.

933255 07/27/2016 01/11/2021 PA U meningitis; pneumonia; cardiovascular event; congestive heart failure; postherpetic neuralgia; multiple outbreaks of herpes zoster; This initial spontaneous report was received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation and refers to a patient of unspecified age and gender. Information about the patient's concurrent condition, concomitant medication or medical history was not provided. On or about 27-JUL-2016, the patient was inoculated with zoster vaccine live(ZOSTAVAX) (strength, dose, route, lot # and expiration date were not reported) for routine health maintenance and for its intended purpose: the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster). On an unspecified date after the vaccination, the patient suffered multiple outbreaks of herpes zoster, postherpetic neuralgia, meningitis, pneumonia, cardiovascular event and congestive heart failure. As a result of these symptoms, patient was seen and treated by medical providers and was still under their care. As a result of vaccine live(ZOSTAVAX), the patient sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further, patient suffered serious, progressive, permanent, and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. The patient also had incurred damages, including medical expenses; the loss of accumulations; and other economic and non-economic damages. The outcome of above events was considered as not recovered. The reporter considered the events to be disable and related to Zoster Vaccine Live(ZOSTAVAX).  Upon internal review, meningitis, pneumonia and congestive heart failure were determined to be medically significant.

933259 01/11/2021 TX U bullous pemphigoid; This case was reported by a physician via sales rep and described the occurrence of bullous pemphigoid in a patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   On an unknown date, the patient received Shingrix .5 ml. On an unknown date, unknown after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced bullous pemphigoid (serious criteria GSK medically significant). On an unknown date, the outcome of the bullous pemphigoid was unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the bullous pemphigoid to be related to Shingrix.  Additional case details were reported as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported. The age group was not reported but it was selected adult as per vaccine indication. The patient developed bullous pemphigoid after receiving the Shingrix vaccine. The permission to follow up was denied. This case has been linked with US2021AMR001850, reported by same reporter.; Sender's Comments:  US-GLAXOSMITHKLINE-US2021AMR001850:same reporter

933260 01/11/2021 TX U bullous pemphigoid; This case was reported by a physician via sales rep and described the occurrence of bullous pemphigoid in a adult patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   On an unknown date, the patient received Shingrix .5 ml. On an unknown date, unknown after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced bullous pemphigoid (serious criteria GSK medically significant). On an unknown date, the outcome of the bullous pemphigoid was unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the bullous pemphigoid to be related to Shingrix.  Additional case details were reported as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported. The age group was not reported but it was selected adult as per vaccine indication. The patient developed bullous pemphigoid after receiving the Shingrix vaccine. The permission to follow up was denied. This case has been linked with US2021AMR001842, reported by same reporter.; Sender's Comments:  US-GLAXOSMITHKLINE-US2021AMR001842:same reporter

933261 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 CT 31.0 31 M Chills; Fever; Loss of consciousness x 2; GI upset; Diarrhea; Difficulty sleeping; Pallor; Stomach flu; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 31-year-old, male patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced loss of consciousness (LOC) x 2, gastrointestinal (GI) upset, diarrhea, difficulty sleeping, pallor, stomach flu, chills and fever.   The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included allergy to cefaclor and hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia. Concomitant medications reported included desvenlafaxine succinate, gabapentin and dexlansoprazole.   On 23 Dec 2020 at 11:30 am, approximately six hours prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On the morning of 23 Dec 2020, prior to receiving mRNA-1273, the patient felt "achy".  At 5:30 pm, the patient experienced chills, fever to 102, GI upset and diarrhea. At 11:00 pm, the patient reported difficulty sleeping, GI upset, LOC x 2 and pallor. The patient was transported to the emergency room via ambulance.  A COVID-19 polymerase chain reaction test and routine labs were collected; however, results were not provided. Treatment for the events included paracetamol, unspecified intravenous (IV) medications, ondansetron and ketorolac tromethamine. The emergency room discharge diagnosis was stomach flu.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The events, loss of consciousness (LOC) x 2, GI upset, diarrhea, difficulty sleeping, pallor, stomach flu, chills and fever, were considered resolved on 24 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 31-year-old, male subject with a medical history of hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia, who experienced the unexpected events of loss of consciousness (LOC) x 2, gastrointestinal (GI) upset, diarrhea, difficulty sleeping, pallor, and stomach flu, and the expected events of chills and fever. The events of chills, fever occurred approximately 6 hrs. and the events of GI upset, loss of consciousness, difficulty sleeping occurred after 12 hrs. after the first dose of Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine. The time to onset for the events of GI upset and diarrhea were unknown. The reporter did not provide the causality assessment for the events. Due to the temporal association between the LOC and the administration of the vaccine, a causal relationship cannot be excluded, however, the subject's medical history of hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia and other concurrent conditions of GI upset, diarrhea, and stomach flu remain as confounders.

933262 12/26/2020 01/11/2021 VA F Sharp shooting pain up my arm, upper chest, the shoulder, above my brest; Trouble swallowing, slurred speech, red across the chest and hoarse/raspy voice; A report was received from a consumer concerning a patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and who experienced sharp shooting pain up my arm, upper chest, the shoulder, above my brest, trouble swallowing - could not swallow my saliva, slurry speech, red across my chest, and hoarse/raspy voice.   The patient's medical history included diphenhydramine hydrochloride allergy, shellfish allergy, and latex allergy. Concomitant medications included salbutamol sulfate.    The patient received their first dose of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection in their right arm on 26 Dec 2020.  Five minutes following administration of the vaccine, the patient felt sharp shooting pains up her arm, upper chest, the shoulder, above the breast. Five to 10 minutes after, the patient had trouble swallowing and began to have slurred speech. The patient was administered epinephrine in her right thigh. Following this, she began to experience redness across the chest and was administered another dose of epinephrine. She also experienced hoarse/raspy voice. The patient was then transported to the emergency room in an ambulance, where she received intravenous fluids and solumedrol after which she began feeling better. The patient was observed in the hospital for several hours and discharged on the same day.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The outcome of the event, sharp shooting pain up my arm, upper chest, the shoulder, above my brest, was unknown. The event, trouble swallowing - could not swallow my saliva, was considered resolved on 26 Dec 2020. The outcome of the event, slurry speech, was unknown. The outcome of the event, red across my chest, was unknown. The outcome of the event, hoarse/raspy voice, was unknown.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the events, sharp shooting pain up my arm, upper chest, the shoulder, above my brest, trouble swallowing - could not swallow my saliva, slurry speech, red across my chest, or hoarse/raspy voice.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient with a medical history of diphenhydramine hydrochloride allergy, shellfish allergy, and latex allergy who experienced the events of pains up her arm, upper chest, the shoulder, hypersensitivity reaction with symptoms of trouble swallowing, slurred speech, erythema of the chest  and hoarse/raspy voice, occurring between five and ten minutes following administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine. The patient was treated with 2 shots of epinephrine, was transported to the hospital and received and IV solumedrol, after which symptoms improved. Based on the information provided and temporal association, the event is assessed as possibly related to mRNA-1273. The patient's medical history of multiple allergies could have contributed to the event. Further information has been requested.

933263 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 AZ U patient received half of dose from vaccine due to making movement; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced incorrect dose administered.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 24 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011j20a)intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 24 Dec 2020, during vaccine administration, the patient experienced incorrect dose administered. The physician reported the patient moved while being given the vaccine and about half of the dose was injected and the other half was not. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, incorrect dose administered, was considered resolved on 24 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011j20A), reporting Incorrect dosage administered without any associated adverse events.

933264 12/01/2020 01/11/2021 LA U Received a subcutaneous injection; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a patient who was who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and received a subcutaneous injection.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On an unreported date in Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 subcutaneously for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unreported date in Dec 02020, the patient received a subcutaneous injection. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event, received a subcutaneous injection, was not reported.  The event, received a subcutaneous injection, was considered resolved on an unreported date in Dec 2020.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event, received a subcutaneous injection.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot-# and expiration date not provided), who experienced an unexpected event of wrong route of administration. The patient details and time to onset for the events was unknown. The reporter did not provide the causality assessment for the events. However, wrong route of administration is more of a human error and it was unlikely related to Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine.

933265 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 CA 26.0 26 F generalized itchiness; woke up with headache; feeling fatigued; anaphylactic reaction; right arm started going numb; right arm was tingling; A spontaneous report was received from a 26-year-old, female consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced anaphylactic reaction, right arm numbness and tingling, headache, fatigue, and generalized itchiness.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 23 Dec 2020 prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: OU520A/011520A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.     On 23 Dec 2020, within minutes of receiving the vaccine, the patient experienced an anaphylactic reaction and was rushed to the emergency room (ER). When transported to the ER she began to experience throat swelling, redness of arms and chest, trouble breathing with lower chest pain shooting into lungs, and numbness with tingling in her right arm. Treatment for the event included epinephrine, steroids, and diphenhydramine.  She was released from the ER on 23 Dec 2020.  On 24 Dec 2020 patient awoke with a headache, fatigue, and generalized itchiness. Treatment for the event included ibuprofen and diphenhydramine.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The outcome for the events, anaphylactic reaction, right arm numbness and tingling, were reported as resolved on 23 December 2020. The events of headache, fatigue, and generalized itchiness were considered resolving.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 26-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot OU520A/011520A), and who experienced the unlisted events of anaphylactic reaction, right arm numbness and tingling, and generalized itchiness, and the listed events of headache and fatigue.  The events were considered to be possibly related to the vaccine due to the temporal relationship with onset on the day of vaccination.

933266 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 CA 49 F Anaphylactic reaction; Chest pressure; Rash (on neck,belly and arm); Metallic taste in mouth; Hot flashes; Headaches; A spontaneous report  was received from a 49-year-old female nurse, who was also a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced anaphylactic reaction, chest pressure, rash (on neck, belly and arm), metallic taste in mouth, hot flashes and headaches.  The patient's medical history was not provided.  No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 22 Dec 2020, at 7:00 pm, approximately 15 minutes prior to the onset of the events, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly, for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 22 Dec 2020, approximately 15 minutes after the mRNA-1273 vaccination, the patient experienced anaphylactic reaction, chest pressure, rash (on neck, belly and arm), metallic taste in mouth, hot flashes and headaches. She was taken immediately to the emergency room. Laboratory values included a negative troponin level and low potassium at 3.3. All other laboratory results were normal. Treatment included prednisone for five days, diphenhydramine hydrochloride, famotidine and paracetamol.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome for the events, anaphylactic reaction, chest pressure, rash (on neck, belly and arm), metallic taste in mouth, hot flashes and headaches was not reported   The causality assessment for the events, anaphylactic reaction, chest pressure, rash (on neck, belly and arm), metallic taste in mouth, hot flashes and headache was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 49-year-old, female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot-# and expiration date -unknown), reporting an unexpected event of anaphylactic reaction, chest pressure, rash, metallic taste in mouth, hot flush and an expected event of headache. The events occurred the same day, 15 minutes after vaccine administration. The reporter did not provide the causality assessment for the events. Due to the temporal association between the events and administration of the vaccine, a causal relationship cannot be excluded, and the events are assessed as possibly related to vaccine.

933267 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 MO U Did not receive the full dose; Vaccine leaked on arm; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and did not receive the full dose and vaccine leaked on arm.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 23 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot #025J20-2A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 23 Dec 2020, during vaccine administration, the pharmacist reported that the vaccine leaked on the patient's arm and that the patient did not receive the full dose. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The events, did not receive the full dose and vaccine leaked on arm, were considered resolved on 23 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unreported age and sex. The subject medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of not receiving the full dose and vaccine leaked on arm.  The event occurred on 23 Dec 2020 during administration of the first dose of the  mRNA-1273 (Lot #025J20-2A). The event is considered not related to mRNA-1273.

933268 01/11/2021 F Anaphylactic type of reaction; A spontaneous report was received from a female consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced an anaphylactic type of reaction.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, after receiving the Moderna vaccine, patient reported that she had some adverse side effects and believed she needed an Epi-pen before getting a second dose due to the anaphylactic type of reaction she had. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.  The outcome of the event, anaphylactic type of reaction, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient of unreported age.  The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of anaphylactic type of reaction.  The event occurred on an unknown date and unknown duration after receiving the first dose of mRNA-1273. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded. Additional information about the event details are required for further assessment.

933269 12/01/2020 01/11/2021 F itching in her arms, face, neck and her trunk; redness of the skin; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable physician reported that a 23-year-old female received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration from Dec2020 at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  It was reported that this patient was given the first dose of COVID-19 vaccine within the last week.  The patient experienced itching in her arms, face, neck and her trunk, redness of the skin with no airway problem after her first dose (Dec2020). Patient took Benadryl for the symptoms and they went away completely within minutes. The patient was told that they cannot get the second shot. So the doctor wanted to find out if that information was true or not; if they could get that second shot. Outcome of events was recovered.  No follow-up attempts possible. No further information expected. The following information on the batch number has been requested.

933270 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 35.0 F nasal swab test positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (the patient). A 35-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number and expiration date unknown ) via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 (at the age of 35-years-old) at an unspecified dose  for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had a nasal swab test the day before her vaccine and did not receive the results prior to getting her injection. The results came back positive. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test on 21Dec2020 which was positive. The clinical outcome of COVID-19 test positive was unknown.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

933271 12/16/2020 01/11/2021 M I developed symptoms on 29Dec2020 and test obtained on 30Dec2020. My results are back today and I'm positive.; I developed symptoms on 29Dec2020 and test obtained on 30Dec2020. My results are back today and I'm positive.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (healthcare professional) who reported for himself. A male patient of unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 (at an unspecified age) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive for coronavirus on 30Dec2020. It was reported that the patient obtained his first Pfizer vaccine dose on 16Dec2020. The patient reported that he was a physician assistant and worked in a dedicated COVID patient care area. The patient developed symptoms on 29Dec2020, and a test was obtained on 30Dec2020. The patient's results were back "today" and he was positive. The patient was scheduled for his second dose of the vaccine on 06Jan2021. He reported that he would cancel that because he would still be in his 10-day isolation period. Given those circumstances, the patient inquired as to "when would be the most ideal time to obtain my second dose of the vaccine? When should I take my second dose of the vaccine if I contracted COVID after receiving the first dose?" The clinical outcome of the event "I developed symptoms on 29Dec2020, and test obtained on 30Dec2020. My results are back today and I'm positive" was unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal asociation, a causal relationship between event "patient developed symptoms on 29Dec2020 and test obtained on 30Dec2020. was positive" (coded to Drug ineffective / COVID-19) and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded.

933272 01/11/2021 U person then became symptomatic and tested positive within 7 days of receiving the vaccine; person then became symptomatic and tested positive within 7 days of receiving the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE lot number and expiration date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date (at an unknown age) at an unknown dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient became symptomatic and tested positive within seven (7) days of receiving the COVID-19 vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: positive on an unspecified date. The clinical outcome was unknown.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given. Case will be reevaluated based on follow-up information

933273 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 OH 37.0 F Complete loss of smell and taste; Complete loss of smell and taste; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reported for herself. A 37-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; brand: PfizerbioNtech, lot number: EH9888) intramuscularly at left arm on 17Dec2020 at 03:00 PM at a single dose (dose number: 1) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as none. No known allergies (no allergies to medications, food, or other products). The patient was not pregnant. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at hospital. The patient experienced adverse event complete loss of smell and taste on 19Dec2020 at 07:00 AM. The event was considered as serious due to resulted in disability or permanent damage. No treatment received for the event. The outcome of event was not resolved. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events complete loss of smell and taste cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

933274 12/16/2020 01/11/2021 OK 37.0 F Stomach cramps; frequent loose stools; GI issues; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician, the patient. A 37-year-old female received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), intramuscular in the left arm on 16Dec2020 at 12:00 (at the age of 37-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. On 16Dec2020 at 21:30 the patient experienced gastrointestinal issues, stomach cramps and frequent loose stools reported as beginning several hours after the vaccination and lasting until the next day. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the gastrointestinal issues, stomach cramps and frequent loose stools was resolved on 17Dec2020.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested

933275 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 OH 47.0 F ball palsy, facial dropping; painful shingles; This is spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for herself. A 47-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; batch/lot number: EK5730; dosage form: injection) via an unspecified route of administration as injection to left arm on 24Dec2020 at 7:30 am at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concurrent conditions included slight hypertension from Jul2020 and ongoing. Concomitant medications included lisinopril from Jul2020 and ongoing for slight hypertension. The patient developed ball palsy, facial dropping which did not lasted long but she still had the painful shingles on 27Dec2020, after the first dose. She wanted to know the recommendations for taking the second dose which is due in 10 days. The patient wanted to know if she should receive the shingles vaccine. This caller was a lab tech who works in the healthcare industry and manages a medical office; but clarified she did not call on behalf of a healthcare professional. She was the patient who received her first dose of Pfizer SARS-CoV-2 Vaccine on 24Dec2020. She reported onset of what the Urgent Care Physician believed was Shingles on 27Dec2020. She called to ask if she should or should not receive the second dose of Pfizer SARS-CoV-2 Vaccine on 14Jan2021 as scheduled due to the Shingles. The Urgent Care Physician advised her to still get the second dose, as there was about a 1:10,000 chance of developing shingles with the vaccine. She reported shingles as a reaction subsequent to the Pfizer SARS-CoV-2 Vaccine. Initially on 27Dec2020 she developed sites of what she thought were canker sores or fever blisters in her mouth which had gotten pretty large and stopped her from being able to eat on 29Dec2020. Then on 30Dec2020 she developed sites on her face which have gotten scarily large; and was causing some deep nerve pain going to her eye and down her chin; the sites felt like lesions on her face with roots. The sites in her mouth were now completely gone; but the sites on her face are ongoing. Now it has kind of taken over her face. She saw the Urgent Care Physician regarding this who believed the sites to be shingles. She had never had fever blisters or shingles before this event. She was still kind of reeling. The report was reported as non-serious. The outcome of event ball palsy/facial dropping was resolved and of shingles was unknown.

933276 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 F received the Covid 19 vaccine/then tested positive for the virus/symptomatic; received the Covid 19 vaccine/then tested positive for the virus/symptomatic; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at a single dose as Covid 19 vaccine. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient received the Covid 19 vaccine on 17Dec2020 and then tested positive for the virus on an unspecified date. She was scheduled to have the second vaccine on 07Jan2021, but she was not able to go to work because she's still symptomatic. She would like to know if there's an extension to the 21 days since she has the virus now. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

933277 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 NV 39.0 F developed UTI very quickly; Puffy face and eyes; Puffy face and eyes; Burning inside digestive tract; Diarrhea; Dehydrated; arm pain; Headache; At bedtime neck stiffness began and worsened; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 39-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EL3246/expiration date unknown), dose number 1, via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 10:30 at a single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no relevant medical history. Concomitant medications included alprazolam (XANAX). The patient experienced arm pain and headache 4 hours post injection requiring Excedrin. At bedtime, neck stiffness began and worsened. She was treated with lidocaine patches and Aleve. She developed diarrhea 33 hours post injection. She went ER because she was dehydrated. She developed UTI very quickly by hour 35 post injection. She had puffy face and eyes, and burning inside her digestive tract. She was treated with Benedryl at home for allergic reaction, Toradol for pain, IV fluids for dehydration and Keflex for infection. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior vaccination and was not tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of event Dehydration cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

933278 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 WA 34.0 F felt a rush of dizziness to my head / felt a little lightheaded all day; heart started racing over 150 bpm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 34-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 04Jan2021 08:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included overweight and elevated cholesterol. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 04Jan2021 08:00, the patient felt a rush of dizziness to her head a few minutes after receiving the injection and then her heart started racing over 150 bpm. It calmed down after a few minutes although she have felt a little lightheaded all day. No treatment was received for the adverse event. The events were considered non-serious by the reporter.

933279 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 WA 35.0 F swollen lymph node, right side of neck; caused pain when swallowing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professoonal (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 29Dec2020 11:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included chronic asthma and allergy to animal dander, mold, pollen. The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medications included fluticasone propionate, salmeterol xinafoate (ADVAIR), bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), ethinylestradiol, etonogestrel (NUVARING), salbutamol sulfate (PROAIR), and OTC vitamins. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously took erythromycin and experienced drug allergy to erythromycin. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. 1 day after vaccination, on 30Dec2020 08:00, the patient woke up with swollen lymph node, right side of neck. Between 30Dec2020 and 04Jan2021, it increased in size and caused pain when swallowing. On 04Jan2021, the patient sought care at local emergency room (ER) due to concerns that it may be blocking esophagus. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included computerised tomogram (CT scan) with unknown results on 04Jan2021. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events and included treatment with intravenous antibiotic. Outcome of the events was not recovered. The events were considered non-serious by the reporter.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

933280 12/01/2020 01/11/2021 F at the injection site, there is a small hole in it and it is still bleeding; at the injection site, there is a small hole in it and it is still bleeding; severe headache/headache is a pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 30-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient verbalized, "I received the vaccine 2 and 1/2 weeks ago. At the injection site, there is a small hole in it and it is still bleeding. Is this a common side effect? I had a severe headache the next day, and it seemed to get less than the past week and 1/2 to 2 weeks it's back again, a constant headache. I've been taking Tylenol but doesn't seem to go away. I did go get a COVID test to make sure and that should be back in a few days. It's weird that the injection site is still bleeding and with the headaches. The injection site hole healed up. I couldn't see the injection a week afterwards but it opened up again and continuous bleeding here and there again. It doesn't look infected, doesn't look red. The headache is a pain." The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: unknown results on an unspecified date. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of severe headache that included Tylenol. Clinical outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

933281 01/11/2021 F doesn't have full function of left shoulder; nerve entrapment from the incorrect administration; The person who injected the vaccine into the joint space and not the deltoid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated she received the first dose of the vaccine on 21Dec and the person who injected the vaccine into the joint space and not the deltoid. The patient stated that she doesn't have full function of left shoulder because of nerve entrapment from the incorrect administration and asked if she is able to get the other dose somewhere other than her deltoid muscle. Clinical outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on lot/batch has been requested.

933282 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 F vomited; diarrhea; a severe headache; severe muscle pain; severe fatigue like being "beat up in a bar"; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot and expiry not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 29Dec2020, patient experienced a severe headache, severe muscle pain and severe fatigue; further reported as like being "beat up in a bar" for over 1 week. It was also reported that the patient vomited and experienced diarrhea on an unspecified date. The patient was also inquiring if there is difference between the symptoms in dose 1 and 2. Outcome of events was unknown.  Information of lot and batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information and known BNT162B2 vaccine safety profile, a causal relationship between events severe headache, severe muscle pain and severe fatigue and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

933283 12/19/2020 01/11/2021 CA 62.0 M Bell's Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 62-years-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on left arm on 19Dec2020 19:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Known allergies: No. Other medical history: None. No other vaccine in four weeks. No other medications in two weeks. The patient experienced bell's palsy on 03Jan2021 21:00 and required visit to physician office. Covid test type post vaccination: Nasal Swab (PCR) on 29Dec202: Negative. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of bell's palsy included Prednisone, Valtrex. Outcome of event was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible association, causality between event Bell's palsy and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded. The case will be reevaluated should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

933284 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 M Tested positive with covid 19 with symptoms; Tested positive with covid 19 with symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional.  A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient stated, "I received the covid 19 vaccine on 22Dec; was supposed to have 2nd dose on 12Jan2021. Tested positive with covid 19 on 01Jan2021 with symptoms. I want to know how long I need to wait to get the second dose".The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Although, BNT162B2 vaccine immunogenicity is not in full effect after short time (10 days in this case) of first dose administration, a causal relationship between event "Tested positive with covid 19 with symptoms" (coded to Drug ineffective / COVID-19) and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded.

933285 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TX 44.0 F difficulty breathing; woke with 102 fever; Body aches; injection site soreness; Fatigue/extreme fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 44-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), intramuscular in right arm on 30Dec2020 13:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma. The patient has no known allergies. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior vaccination. The patient experienced fatigue, injection site soreness day of vaccine, following extreme fatigue on 30Dec2020 16:00. Five days after (04Jan2021), woke with 102 fever, body aches, fatigue, and difficulty breathing. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The events were treated with an unspecified antibiotic. The patient underwent lab test and procedures which included nasal swab and Rapid Saers on 04Jan2021 with negative results. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

933286 12/01/2020 01/11/2021 AR M received covid vaccine then contracted covid-19, 9 days after getting the vaccine; received covid vaccine then contracted covid-19, 9 days after getting the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  It was stated, "received covid vaccine then contracted covid-19, 9 days after getting the vaccine, should he get his 2nd dose which is on Friday? Tested positive on the 30th, received monoclonal antibody infusion on the 31st. Any information regarding this?". The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Although, BNT162B2 vaccine immunogenicity is not in full effect after short time (9 days in this case) after first dose administration, a causal relationship between event "received covid vaccine then contracted covid-19" (coded to Drug ineffective / SARS-CoV-2 test positive) and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded.

933287 01/11/2021 NY F Bell's palsy/Face was turning side ways; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (reported as "Covid-19 Vaccine, manufacturer: Unspecified", Batch/lot number: not provided) via unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medication were not reported. A woman received a Covid vaccine. She did not know which one. The woman experienced Bell's Palsy. The woman was crying and her face was turning sideways. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Pfizer is a marketing authorization holder of Covid-19 Vaccine in the country of incident or the country where the product was purchased (if different). This may be a duplicate report if another marketing authorization holder of Covid-19 Vaccine has submitted the same report to the regulatory authorities.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal relationship, causality between reported event Bell's Palsy and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

933288 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 65.0 M Cheek swelling; Periorbital swelling/swelling around his eyes; feeling wiped out; Muscle pain; Joint pain; Chills; Fever; General malaise; low grade headache; Sweating; injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).   A 65-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose at left deltoid on 02Jan2021 17:00 for covid-19 immunisation, administered an injection team that is part of the local hospital system.  Medical history included controlled hypertension and he has been taking the blood pressure medicine for a long time. The concomitant medications included unspecified medicines for controlled hypertension. History of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine was none. The patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the BNT162B2 vaccine. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the BNT162B2 vaccine. On 02Jan2021 the patient experienced injection site pain. On 03Jan2021 the patient experienced cheek swelling, periorbital swelling/swelling around his eyes, feeling wiped out, muscle pain, joint pain, chills, fever, general malaise, low grade headache, sweating. No event did require a visit to Emergency Room or Physician Office. No relevant tests performed. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of chills, fever, general malaise, low grade headache, sweating. Course of events: He said initially he had no adverse events after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine, except injection site pain. He said he thought the injection site pain could be from the COVID-19 Vaccine being viscous, and didn't think anything else about the injection site pain. On 03Jan2021 he started to experience some. He stated he did not normally take vaccines, like the flu vaccine. He said he has been a podiatrist for 39 years, and realized the importance of getting the vaccine to protect his patients. He then developed chills, muscle pain, fever, and general malaise. He said he experienced every side effect listed on the received COVID-19 Vaccine paperwork, except he had no lymphadenopathy.  He said all the side effects he experienced appeared 24 hours to the minute from when he received the COVID-19 Vaccine. On 03Jan2021, he had swelling in his cheeks and around his eyes. He did not get sick often. He said he had a rough night on 03Jan2021 and on 03Jan2021 he still felt wiped out. Treatment: he took 2 Tylenol 325mg at the start of the side effects, and then took another 2 Tylenol 325mg at 2:00AM. He said he woke up soaking wet with chills and sweats. He said his fever broke, but he did not know how high his fever was. He took from a fresh bottle of Tylenol 325mg. The outcome of injection site pain, cheek swelling, periorbital swelling/swelling around his eyes, feeling wiped out, muscle pain, joint pain, general malaise was recovering, of chills, fever, sweating was recovered in Jan2021, of low grade headache was not recovered.  The reporter considered there was a reasonable possibility that all events were related to bnt162b2 vaccine.  He was scheduled to receive another COVID-19 Vaccine injection in 3 weeks.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

933289 12/01/2020 01/11/2021 45.0 F Left nostril stopped up; Sinus pressure in head; Pressure in head; Burning sensation in both arms and in her left knee/both of her thighs swollen, burning and itching on both knees; Hives on both arms and left knee; both of her thighs swollen, burning and itching on both knees; Burning and itching on both knees; neck feels like someone is sitting on the back of it/Left side neck pressure and throbbing; Left side neck pressure and throbbing; Lower back spasms; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable consumer. A 45-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, in Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine in Dec2020 (reported as "Thursday"). She began experiencing symptoms on Friday (as reported). Her left nostril stopped up and had sinus pressure in her head. On Saturday and Sunday (as reported), her left nostril was not stopped up but still had pressure in her head. On Monday (as reported), she began to feel burning sensation in both arms and in her left knee. When the patient was de-gowning PPE while at work, she found hives on both arms and left knee. She took BENADRYL and applied cold compress to site. Later Monday (as reported), she woke up to both of her thighs swollen, burning and itching on both knees. Her neck feels like someone is sitting on the back of it. She experienced left side neck pressure and throbbing and lower back spasms. The patient would like to know if these symptoms have been reported and what should she do. The outcome of the event "left nostril stopped up" was recovered on an unspecified date; "sinus pressure in head" and "pressure in head" was not recovered; and the outcome of the remaining events was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number for the product has been requested.

933290 01/11/2021 U memory care patients received Pfizer-BioNTech covid vaccine, and then were diagnosed with COVID, all three had COVID symptoms; memory care patients received Pfizer-BioNTech covid vaccine, and then were diagnosed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional. This reporter reported same events for three patients. This is first of three reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (Pfizer BioNTech COVID vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The memory care patient received Pfizer-Biontech Covid vaccine, and then was diagnosed with Covid and had Covid symptoms on an unspecified date, the patient was scheduled to receive monoclonal antibody. Event took place after use of product. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to possibly short number of days passed since the vaccine is given. Case will be reevaluated based on follow-up information,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021004747 same reporter/product/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021004748 same reporter/product/event, different patient

933291 01/11/2021 U Diagnosed with COVID; Diagnosed with COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional. This reporter reported same events for three patients. This is second of three reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (Pfizer BioNTech COVID vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The memory care patient received Pfizer-Biontech Covid vaccine, and then was diagnosed with Covid and had Covid symptoms on an unspecified date, the patient was scheduled to receive monoclonal antibody. Event took place after use of product. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to possibly short number of days passed since the vaccine is given. Case will be reevaluated based on follow-up information,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021004746 same reporter/product/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021004748 same reporter/product/event, different patient

933292 01/11/2021 U Diagnosed with COVID; Diagnosed with COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional. This reporter reported same events for three patients. This is 3rd of three reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (Pfizer BioNTech COVID vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The memory care patient received Pfizer-Biontech Covid vaccine, and then was diagnosed with Covid and had Covid symptoms on an unspecified date, the patient was scheduled to receive monoclonal antibody. Event took place after use of product. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: There is limited information reported, it is possible patient would have taken only single dose,  a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given. Case will be reevaluated based on follow-up information,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021004746 same reporter/product/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021004747 same reporter/product/event, different patient

933293 12/26/2020 01/11/2021 CA 41.0 F cheeks were swollen; when I brushed my teeth, i felt a severe burning sensation inside my mouth and the inside of my mouth started to swell; when I brushed my teeth, i felt a severe burning sensation inside my mouth and the inside of my mouth started to swell; so tired; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient. A 41-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) solution for injection intramuscular in the left arm on 26Dec2020 at 09:30 (at the age of 41-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history included allergic reaction with known allergies to sulfa, seafood. Concomitant medications included acetylsalicylic acid/caffeine/salicylamide (EXCEDRIN) and paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient stated, "I just finished a night shift from work and got home on 02Jan2021 around 07:45 when I brushed my teeth, I felt a severe burning sensation inside my mouth and the inside of my mouth started to swell. I didn't think much of it since I was so tired but then woke to get ready to work then my mouth and cheeks were swollen (02Jan2021 at 16:00) and barely could open my mouth." No treatment was provided for the events burning mouth, mouth swelling, cheeks were swollen and so tired. The outcome of the events burning mouth, mouth swelling, cheeks were swollen and so tired was not recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

933294 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 30.0 F Slight pain at the injection site; sore/tender muscles on the left side of the body (mainly shoulder & neck); soreness/stiffness in left hip; soreness/stiffness in left hip; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist, the patient. A 30-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot EL1284) solution for injection intramuscular in the left arm on 31Dec2020 at 12:30 (at the age of 30-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. There was no relevant medical history. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 01Jan2021, the patient experienced slight pain at the injection site, sore/tender muscles on the left side of the body (mainly shoulder & neck), some soreness/stiffness in left hip, and fatigue. No treatment was provided for the events slight pain at the injection site, sore/tender muscles on the left side of the body (mainly shoulder & neck), some soreness/stiffness in left hip, and fatigue. The outcome of the events slight pain at the injection site, sore/tender muscles on the left side of the body (mainly shoulder & neck), some soreness/stiffness in left hip, and fatigue was recovered in Jan2021. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

933295 12/19/2020 01/11/2021 TN M had a positive test for COVID; had a positive test for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect from a contactable physician who reported for himself. A male patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  Patient had a PCR COVID-19 swab performed on 23Dec2020 which returned positive on 26Dec2020. The action taken in response to the event for bnt162b2 was not applicable. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information for lot number has been requested in follow up activity.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given. Case will be reevaluated based on follow-up information

933296 01/11/2021 M numbness; tingling; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Nurse, the patient. This male patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced numbness and tingling from the shoulder to the feet on the side the injection was given. The clinical outcome of the events numbness and tingling was unknown.     The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

933297 12/01/2020 01/11/2021 IL M positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable pharmacist via Pfizer Sales Representative. A 25-year-old male patient (nurse) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date unknown as did not have this information), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 (reported as received either 17Dec2020 or 18Dec2020) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. One of the reporter's employees (patient) got the COVID-19 Vaccine. Ended up testing positive for COVID probably due to patient care. Patient was taking care of two to three people who were not positive for COVID while in the hospital, but tests came up as positive. Patient developed symptoms in Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID on 24Dec2020. Patient received COVID-19 Vaccine either 17Dec2020 or 18Dec2020. Began coughing three to four days after vaccination in Dec2020. Rapid test was negative in Dec2020. On 24Dec2020, the M20 test came back as positive for COVID. Only other symptom patient experienced was loss of taste and smell in Dec2020. Had been a stressful situation for the patient. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/ Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given. Case will be reevaluated based on follow-up information

933298 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 28.0 F myalgias; Headache; nausea; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional, the patient. A 28-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: EH9899, intramuscularly on 17Dec2020 at 10:30 (at the age of 28-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included ethinylestradiol/ferrous fumarate/norethisterone acetate (LO LOESTRIN FE) from an unspecified date, for an unspecified indication. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 17Dec2020 at 16:30, the patient experienced headache, nausea, chills, myalgias. The patient was not treated for the events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the headache, nausea, chills, myalgias was resolved on an unspecified date in 2020.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

933299 01/11/2021 U encephalitis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) , via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient was allergic to UTI(urinary tract infection) infection medication (i.e. sulfamethoxazole, trimethoprim etc.). Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got encephalitis and was put in the ICU(intensive care unit) after getting vaccinated, led to hospitalization. Outcome of event was unknown. Information about lot/batch number has been requested.Y

933300 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 PA 53.0 F Left arm pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 53-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: EL0142, intramuscularly in the left arm on 04Jan2021 at 09:45 (at the age of 53-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included an allergy to sulfa, from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. On 04Jan2021 at 09:45 the patient experienced left arm pain. The patient was not treated for the event. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the event left arm pain was unknown.

933301 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 WA 40.0 F 24 hours later sever dizziness; Injection site soreness; Internal itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP.  A 40-years-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# unknown), intramuscular on 04Jan2021 10:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included diabetes mellitus from an unknown date. Anatomical location was left arm. The patient experienced internal itching on 04Jan2021 10:15, 24 hours later severe dizziness on 05Jan2021, injection site soreness on 04Jan2021 10:15. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included covid-19 test on 05Jan2021 (unknown result). The events outcome was unknown. Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

933302 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 TN 81.0 F Dizzy; Nauseous; Unable to breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  An 81-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included blood pressure increased.  Concomitant medication included sertraline (UNKNOWN MANUFACTURER) for high blood pressure.  On an unspecified date the patient experienced dizzy, nauseous and was unable to breath. The patient still had those symptoms and was wondering if it was normal and how much longer will these symptoms be. The outcome of the events was not resolved.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

933303 01/11/2021 F Having some pain at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a non-contactable female consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced having some pain at the injection site on an unspecified date. She had one dose and she was having some pain at the injection site and basically she was wondering if she should be using, she should use heat or cold for that. The outcome of the event was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

933304 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 U pain in arm, kind of at the site of injection; specifically when I lift my arm a little bit up, I get pain in that area; pain in arm, kind of at the site of injection; specifically when I lift my arm a little bit up, I get pain in that area; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced: "pain in arm, kind of at the site of injection; specifically when I lift my arm a little bit up, I get pain in that area" (non-serious). The clinical course was reported as follows: The patient reported that they received the first dose of the "vaccine of Pfizer" (name not clarified) on 23Dec2020. The patient reported that they were still experiencing "pain in my arm, kind of at the site of the injection but specifically when I lift my arm a little bit up, I get pain in that area and that has been like since I got the shot." The patient wanted to know if they should be concerned about getting the second vaccine. The clinical outcome of the events was unknown.

933305 01/11/2021 FL F Anaphylactic shock; Initial information was received on 30-Dec-2020 regarding an unsolicited valid serious case from a consumer/non-health care professional (patient).  This case involves a female patient (age unspecified) who had an anaphylactic shock, after she received INFLUENZA VACCINE.  Medical history, medical treatment(s), vaccination(s), concomitant medications and family history were not provided.   On an unknown date in 2011, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer (lot number and expiry date not reported) via unknown route at an unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient developed a serious anaphylactic shock (unknown latency), following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE. This event was assessed as medically significant.  As a result of this, she had been advised not to take the pneumonia shot, shingles shot, flu shots, in case they contain a common element that was present in the 2011 flu shot. Her question was simply due to the fact that she was afraid to take any further vaccines, especially the Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).  No laboratory data was provided.  It was not reported if the patient received a corrective treatment.  At the time of report, the outcome of event was not reported.  Information on batch number was requested for this case.; Sender's Comments: This case concerns a female patient (age unspecified) who had an anaphylactic shock after vaccination with INFLUENZA VACCINE, produced by unknown manufacturer. The time to onset is unknown. Additional information regarding medical history, condition at the time of vaccination and lab data excluding other predisposing etiologies would be needed for complete assessment of the case. Based upon the reported information, the role of the vaccine cannot be assessed.

933307 01/11/2021 M Anaphylactic reaction to neomycin in a flu vaccine; This spontaneous case was received on 29-Dec-2020 from pharmacist via agency (reference number: SEQW20-05972) and concerned a male patient of an unknown age.    The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unspecified date, the patient was vaccinated with influenza virus vaccine polyvalent (brand not specified, dose, route of administration and anatomical location: not reported) for influenza prophylaxis. Batch number was not reported.   On an unspecified date, after receiving influenza virus vaccine polyvalent, the patient experienced anaphylactic reaction to neomycin in a flu vaccine.  On an unspecified date, the patient recovered from the event 'anaphylactic reaction to vaccine'.  The reporter assessed event as related to influenza virus vaccine polyvalent, as it was reported that the patient had anaphylactic reaction to neomycin in a flu vaccine.   The reporter assessed event as serious due to criterion of medical significance.  Company comment: A patient of unknown age was vaccinated with influenza virus vaccine polyvalent. On an unspecified date, after receiving influenza virus vaccine polyvalent, the patient experienced anaphylactic reaction to neomycin in a flu vaccine. Causality is assessed as possibly related. Brighton Collaboration criteria could not be assessed due to insufficient information.; Reporter's Comments: The patient had anaphylactic reaction to neomycin in a flu vaccine.; Sender's Comments: A patient of unknown age was vaccinated with influenza virus vaccine polyvalent. On an unspecified date, after receiving influenza virus vaccine polyvalent, the patient experienced anaphylactic reaction to neomycin in a flu vaccine. Causality is assessed as possibly related. Brighton Collaboration criteria could not be assessed due to insufficient information.

933308 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 OR 30.0 30 M Severe fatigue, malaise, and muscle cramping. Lasted 48 hours, started to resolve after the initial 24hr.

933309 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 47.0 47 F "Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA" Within 15 ins of injection throat was draining,  felt scratchy and sore. Headache, fatigue, joint pain, lymph nodes under arm were very painful for about week. And of course pain at injection site. On 09 Jan 2021  a red rash appeared and itching. It is also warm to the touch on left arm at or around the injection site. (concerned about this sense it appeared a week later.) Did not have this for a week.   After all the symptoms went away.

933310 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 41.0 41 F Severe headache with photosensitivity, soreness at injection site, malaise

933311 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 42.0 42 F 5 minutes following tingling in my lips and tongue.  Later that night my tongue felt thick and the tingling progressed from the tip to the back of by tongue.

933313 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 32.0 32 M chills, migraine, cotton mouth, whole body muscle aches, congestion. Was woken up by chills and head. Went to shower and sat in hot shower for 25-30 minutes. got out. chills returned, got back in shower for 10 minutes. took excedrin and then went back to bed with heat blanket.

933314 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 PR 49.0 49 F FEVER, HEADACHE, SHIVERS

933315 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 NY 48.0 48 F Body aches, generalized fatigue, hyperglycemia, 10lb weight loss, lightheadedness, headaches, swelling at the injection site.

933318 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IL 26.0 26 F CHILLS, LOW GRADE FEVER AND BODY ACHES. SYMPTOMS LASTED 8 HOURS AND SUBSIDED RELATIVELY QUICKLY.

933319 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 FL 71.0 71 F After receiving the vaccine client verbalized tachycardia, dizziness and light headedness.  Client was evaluated by onsite paramedic. Client was transported to  Clinic for further evaluation due to unresolved symptoms at 4:24 pm.  In addition client verbalized no allergies when asked by intake nurse.

933320 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 35.0 35 F I woke up the following morning with a headache but otherwise fine. I took some ibuprofen and received some relief but then began to have nausea and loss of appetite until about 6pm. Beginning around noon I had severe chills without fever and extreme fatigue. These lasted until about 9pm.

933321 12/01/2020 01/11/2021 PR 38.0 38 F Patient present flushing after  vaccination

933322 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 FL 75.0 75 F Client verbalize tingling of the tongue and mild swelling of the lips after receiving the vaccination.  Client was evaluated by onsite paramedic and physician.  9:55 am client symptoms resolved and release at 10:03 am.  Accompanied by daughter.

933323 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 66.0 66 F 1/9/21-17:15- started having chills, muscle pain. Pain L arm(injection site) 18:00- low grade temp 99.3, muscle pain arms and legs worse Uncomfortable during the entire night (tossing and turning) 1/10/21- 07:30-General malaise(flu like symptoms)- muscle pain-feeling weak T-99 started feeling better during the late afternoon, still with muscle pain , T-98.7

933324 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Chest pain at 1/10/2021 at 9:18pm - 9:25pm nothing provoked this dull pain in center of chest. Sitting in a chair before and after it stopped.   New onset of itching, redness, and swelling at the injection site on 1/11/2021 at 0530 am. No other swelling, itching, redness anywhere else.

933325 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 ME 49.0 49 F Later that night I got a sever headache, and some chills. Lasted for about 4 -5 hours, and injection site sore for 2 days

933326 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 FL 77.0 77 F After receiving the vaccine, she verbalize feeling different in her head and headache.  She was evaluated onsite by Fire Rescue and Dr. onsite and released home at 10:50 am feeling better.

933327 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Extreme headache causing inability to keep eyes open, extreme body aches all over, hot/cold flashes, bed ridden for 30 hours, extremely sore arm, had to use ice packs and IBprofrin for head and arm pain.

933328 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 TX 53.0 53 M severe shortness of breath, tachycardia, fever

933329 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 MD 49.0 49 M On Saturday evening 1/9/2021 I started to have a moderate reaction to my vaccine that I received on 1/3/2021, I started to itch from head to toe with rash in multiple areas of my body. I was able to control the reaction/symptom with Benadryl 50mg every 6 hours.

933330 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 ME 37.0 37 F got vaccine completed 1/5/2021, waiting 20 minutes to check for reaction. Drove back to work. By the time i got back to work I had a  very itchy rash from just above injection site on my left arm down to my belly. This rash finally went aware mid day on 1/6/2021 and i also had Nausea from the night of 1/5/2021 to 1/9/2021. I contact my Employee Health Department when i returned to work 1/7/2021.

933334 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 PA 53.0 53 F Extreme chills, Fever 102.2,  Headache across forehead, body aches, cough

933335 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 TN 25.0 25 M Developed a headache about 4 hours after injection. Face, neck, shoulder, upper arms were red in color which lasted about 8 hours. Took Benadryl and Tylenol felt better and redness went away.

933336 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 MI 44.0 44 F My left arm was red, swollen, & hot to the touch for two days. I noticed the arm was swollen, but the redness went away.  Six days later I scratcedh my arm because it was itchy. The next 3 days my left arm was swollen, red, & hot to the touch again. I was advised to see a doctor. I am currently being treated for cellulitis at the site of my injection.

933337 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Arm pain at injection site. Fatigue and muscle aches for 24 hours. Swelling in armpit/lymph nodes on injection site arm.

933338 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IL 22.0 22 M After receiving the second round of my Pfizer COVID vaccine, approximately an hour and a half later I received a rash on my right bicep and across my abdomen going slightly onto my back and I became itchy.

933339 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 CT 45.0 45 F Swelling and pain in left armpit/lymph nodes

933340 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 MA 53.0 53 F A 1/2 hour after receiving vaccine my fast started to tingle and it lasted almost 24 hours.  I have had Bell's Palsy in the past (30 years ago)

933341 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 33.0 33 M Hearing loss to right ear and bad metatarsals/wrist  joint pain. I worked 12 hrs night shift, around 0500, I started having joint pain on right wrist with  minimal swelling. When I got home, I slept and woke up around 3PM,  I started feeling  my right  ear can?t hear, seems like I have a swimmers?s ear, I have applied OTC swimmer?s ear drops to help resolve it but no success.

933343 01/11/2021 GA U Migraine, high fever,sore throat, chills,ear ache, toothache, body aches, can't swallow,can't eat

933344 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 GA 27.0 27 F I woke up in the middle of the night with chills, body aches, nausea, and over all weakness. I ended up throwing up. I only got 4 hours of sleep.

933345 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 51.0 51 F 36 hours of intense pain all over , fever , rigors, visible swelling of joints , swollen lymph node in armpit of left arm

933346 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 PA 40.0 40 F 0808- shot 0812- face got extremely red and hot- burning from inside out 0816- nausea 0829- started to feel chest get tight and began wheezing 0850- went home - itchy on chest stomach, back, and chin/throat. Still very red. 0915- took Benadryl did breathing treatment- cold pack to face 1015- itchy- less- headache, no wheezing no nausea- fell asleep 1215- woke up- chest tight- did breathing treatment- headache 1515- took another 25mg Benadryl Slept most of day til next morning. Went to work 12/29/21  at 6am by 12 feeling really under the weather and tired. Went home took Motrin600mg and went to bed . 12/30 went to work back to normal

933348 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 OH 57.0 57 F Exacerbated Lupus flare-up  to include severe muscle ache, joint stiffness, fatigue, headache for approximately 24 hours. Experienced heart palpations a couple of different occasions while at rest (sitting) in the 3-4 days following.

933349 01/06/2012 01/11/2021 MI 51.0 51 F Had muscles aches headache and some neck pain 15 mins after vaccination. Patient is still currently having these symptoms. Headaches and body aches have worsened.

933350 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 35.0 35 F Patient had severe nausea, moderate headache all over head while in the observation room.

933351 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 ME 62.0 62 F Starting on 01/09/2021 at 02:00am woke up nauseous and hot. Body aches especially r arm with tingling in r hand, dizziness and chills throughout the day  They would come and go.  Late afternoon, Biceps went into spasms all fingers aching.  After nap at 06:00 woke up and all symptoms gone.  On 01/10/2021, woke up with tingling and burning from bilateral knees to toes.  Lasted 2 hours and then gone.  In afternoon 1 episode of dizziness and hot flashes followed by chills.  01/11/2021  Slight headaches. No bodyaches or other symptoms.

933352 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 FL 38.0 38 F Allergic reaction at site of injection, started approx 2-3 days after and worsening. Circular erythema, mild edema, itching, warmth. Seen at hospital urgent care 1/10/21 and prescribed MEDROL DOSE PACK and ice/heat regimen. Also instructed to take OTC BENADRYL.

933353 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 59.0 59 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Soreness near injection site lasted two days. Chills lasted first afternoon. Bad taste in mouth started 30 minutes after vaccination and lasted six hours.

933356 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MD 44.0 44 F I started having a "twitching", numbing feeling above my lip on the left side.

933357 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 GA 37.0 37 F Fever max 104.7, not below 102.1 for over 24 hours with OTC fever reducers.  HR 125-135 for >24 hours, chills, fatigue, dizziness

933358 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Chills started on 11/8. Then on 11/09 whole head felt like is was going fo explode, lymph nodes behind ears and ears felt like going to pop, arm hurt down into elbow and still had chills. By 11/10  felt 95% better.

933359 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 34.0 34 F extreme body aches and fever aprox 24 hours after vaccine, lasting aprox 24 hours

933360 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Soreness to Left arm lasted for 48 hrs Fatigue started 12 hrs after and lasted for 36 hrs

933361 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 52.0 52 F red knot on arm, hands and feet joint pain, chills, fatigue, headache

933362 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 44.0 44 F N/v, severe headache, diarrhea, body ache, large knot on arm with rede ness.

933363 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 KY 34.0 34 F Vaccine received on 12/30/20, reaction reported on 01/11/2021 to left upper arm swollen, red, warm to touch area has gotten larger over the past 2 days.

933364 12/27/2020 01/11/2021 MA 35.0 35 F Arm erythema, warmth, tenderness, edema with axillary lymph node tenderness consistent with cellulitis.

933365 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 KY 30.0 30 F Chest Congestion, Nose congestion, Nose bleeds, Chills, Body aches.

933366 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 70.0 70 F Chest pain b/p 176/79     11.25 First at 11:17 am b/p 166/70   11.30, 185/76, 165/74   11.21

933367 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 MI 45.0 45 F Swollen lips and face hives on face

933368 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 CT 27.0 27 F severe body aches for about 36 hours

933369 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MN 56.0 56 F Anaphylactic reaction Y Y 1

933370 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 65.0 65 M Chills, headache, aches, fatigue, swollen arm, erythema,

933371 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TN 59.0 59 F sore throat, headache, swelling  and very, very sore feeling in the left arm, tingling in the tips of fingers (feeling pricked in the fingertips).

933372 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 ME 58.0 58 F Developed severe and debilitating dizziness and nausea on Sunday Jan 3rd and lasted through Sunday Jan 10th.  Even today I have lingering vertigo.

933373 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 OH 45.0 45 F Arm began to itch badly in the evening. The next morning the whole deltoid area was red, hot and hard. The itch has been intermediate, and the redness and heat is still present. The pattern of redness has shifted, but is still large.

933374 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 PR 56.0 56 F 01/05/2021 Warmth inside the body and cold outside the body. Rigid jaw I could not open it completely and in the vaccination area it turned red and with a protuberance. 01/06/2021 when ingest food the chewing made difficult the chewing process I bit my cheek on the inside throughout the day. Itching in the right arm throughout the day. 01/07/2021 the tongue felt enlarged and I had to keep my mouth half open so it did not stick to the palate. 01/08/2021. On this day the arm had already improved the body warmth had decrease I was not tired and the tongue had decreased in size and heaviness. At no time was medications ingest other than propranolol which I must take daily under doctor's order.

933375 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 OH 30.0 30 F Patient reports the following adverse reactions: hives, tingling, lump in throat

933376 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 GA 27.0 27 F Nausea, fatigue, left arm pain that sometimes shoots up my shoulder

933378 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Moder a COVID-19 vaccine EUA Develop Hives 5 hours after immunization

933379 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CT 63.0 63 F Extreme fatigue/weakness body aches, especially hips

933380 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Subjective fevers Chills Myalgias Lack of Appetite Malaise

933381 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 25.0 25 F 01/08/2021 PT REPORTS FACIAL/NECK/TORSO RASH POST RECEIVING PFIZER COVID 19 VACCINE. ROUTE RN ADMINISTERED BENEDRYL 50 MG IM. RASH STOPPED AND BEGAN TO CLEAR. PT ADVISED TO SEEK MEDICAL ATTENTION IF ANY OTHER AE OCCURED AFTER LEAVING SITE. PT VERIFIED UNDERSTANDING.

933382 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Fever 100.4/body aches/headache 24 hours-ibuprofen x 2 doses

933383 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 LA 21.0 21 F It was a day after holiday I was feeling very tired and coughing all day. I went to get tested and came back positive for COVID-19.

933384 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 45.0 45 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Onset of chills x 7 hours, significant injection site pain 8/10, injection site swelling
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933385 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CT 22.0 22 F Less than 24 hours after receiving the vaccine (Jan 7), I started experiencing bad stomach pain, which a family friend had also experienced after she received the vaccine (also ~24 hours later). It did not subside with time, and became feeling like a shooting pain that was coming and going in waves, and I could not sleep that night. I was nauseous at one point, and threw up. I drank water throughout the night, which seemed to help a little bit and was taking an NSAID. The following day (Jan 8), the shooting pain continued, and I was in bed all day. I became nauseous at one point during the day, when attempting to move a piece of furniture, but did not throw up. I continued taking NSAIDs, which did not help. I was able to sleep through the night after taking melatonin, but was in discomfort. The following day (Jan 9), I woke up, and the shooting stomach pain had radiated to my chest, and had not subsided. I called my PCP, who I was unable to see due to timing/distance from the office, and she recommended I go to an ED if I did not feel better. As the pain was in my chest, and I wasn't sure if it had radiated there or was cardiac related, I had a friend drive me to the ED. My results came back normal at the ED, and the PA was only able to tell me that it was GI related, due to the pain in my stomach/esophagus. She was unsure if it's GERD, gas trapped, or some other GI issue. I am still experiencing this pain (Jan 11), but have somewhat managed it by taking Tums and eating alkaline foods.

933386 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 VA 30.0 30 F The day after I received the vaccination, I developed some mild swelling with a large area of redness around the injection site. My arm was sore for the first 2-3 days following the injection. The swelling went down and the large red patch went away after about 4 days. I had no symptoms from days 5-7. Then on day 8, the red area re-appeared around the injection site, and was very itchy. It also appeared welted.  The redness remained from day 8-12. Today is day 13, and the redness seems to have fully resolved.

933387 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 NY 44.0 44 F Patient stated 15 minutes post vaccination she felt tingling bilaterally in her feet. She rested for additional 5 minutes and tingling resolved.

933388 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 36.0 36 F Around 1am Saturday morning, I began with a 101.7 fever, muscle aches, joint pain, headache, and chills that lasted 36 hours.  For the next 12 hours after fever subsided, I was fatigued.

933389 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 52.0 52 F I woke up at 0500 the day following vaccine administration with moderate to severe intestinal cramping.  I have never had this feeling. This persisted at that level for the day. It continued albeit milder, for the next 36 hours. It is now Monday morning and I still have stomach pain. It is not accompanied by any nausea or diarrhea.  I do feel some mild constipation and bloating. None of this is typical for me. I have had no changes in eating that I can correlate. No one else in my family has been ill.

933390 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TN 31.0 31 F Lip swelling with history of cosmetic lip fillers

933392 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 55.0 55 F Got the vaccine on Friday and 14 hours later , early Saturday morning,  I started feeling sick. It started with severe chills, and graduated into fever, lethargy, nausea, hyperventilating, headache, and chills interchanging with sweating.   I had a fever the entire weekend and it wouldn't go away, even with taking Advil and Tylenol.  My oxygen level was fine, but my pulse was elevated.  I felt the same as when I had Covid-19 in June, to the point where I thought I had it again, so I quarantined myself, and was going to get tested on Monday. On Sunday afternoon, I started to feel better and thought it was the end of it, but then Sunday night I started shivering again, and it all started again.     I took an Ambien to get some good sleep and I woke up at 6am Monday morning feeling better.

933393 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MD 29.0 29 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA.  Chills, fever (100.4 F), headache. Symptoms were treated with ibuprofen and sleep. Symptoms subsided the morning after.

933394 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 53.0 53 M Chills , headaches , soreness in arm , body aches , body sweating and joint pain .

933395 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 VA 64.0 64 F 30DEC20 patient c/o headaches, then on the next day patient c/o hives, lymph node swelling under the arm, malaise (31DEC20) Patient went to ER on 04JAN21 with c/o general fatigue, loss of appetite, nausea, abdominal pain and continuous headaches that worsened.

933396 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NY 23.0 23 F Starting around 8 pm on 1/6 I developed a headache and body aches. I took Tylenol which seemed to help my symptoms. At 2:30 AM (1/7) I was awoken with shivering chills, likely a fever. Fever was not confirmed until 8 AM (1/7) when my temperature was taken - 101.3F. I alternated Advil and Tylenol with minimal improvement. At 2 PM (1/7)  my temperature was still elevated at 100.8 F. Overall I was very fatigued and had a pounding headache in addition to chills. My fever broke around 7 PM (1/7), at which point my headache and chills were improving. By the next morning, my symptoms were mostly resolved, except for a mild headache which persisted throughout the day (1/8) but resolved by evening time.

933397 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Rash arms, thighs, lower back

933398 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NY 48.0 48 F Patient stated she felt "hot" post vaccination and her face was remarkedly flushed. Improved with rest and hydration

933399 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 TX 26.0 26 F Where I got the shot is still red and itchy. This has been there since I received the injection. I am unsure if it?s from the vaccine or a reaction to the band aid.

933400 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 SC 46.0 46 F About 6 hrs after receiving the Pfizer-BioTech COVID-19 Vaccine my left arm was sore and my left leg, from the knee down was very achy, along with some swelling behind my knee.  The next morning my leg did not ache but was very tender to touch, swollen and as of today (3 days later) it is still tender and swollen.

933401 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CT 48.0 48 F Body ache, headache and nausea.

933402 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 GA 35.0 35 M had myalgias and malaise on post-vaccination day 1.  Had significant erythema and swelling at injection site and lymphadenopathy on post-vaccination day 6.

933403 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 AR 41.0 41 F Pfizer BioNTech Covid 19 vaccine EUA-  Symptoms started at 2100 on 1/5/21 and ended 0800 01/07/2021-- fever 101.3, body aches, chills, extreme fatigue, sore throat, dizziness, sinus congestion , abdominal pain, tender lymph nodes in neck HA and pain at injection site.

933404 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CT 50.0 50 F lymphadenoma

933405 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Both times I received the injection about  48 hours later I had a headache all over my head and nausea.  Today I was so nauseous that I vomited about 4 times.   I also noticed strangely that my birthmark on my leg which is normally a light pink had turned a very dark purple.

933406 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 OH 39.0 39 F Developed tingling and red area at the site o injection one week after injection, feels sore and raised

933407 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MO 31.0 31 F bleeding for right sclera

933409 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 VA 33.0 33 F I received second covid vaccine on 11/8/21 at 7:45am. That night around 7:30pm I started experiencing body aches and chills. The morning of 1/9/21 I developed a fever, head ache and noticed a red, tender area the size of a penny at the injection site. During the weekend the area around the injection site continued to grow. 1/11/21 I noticed the area is itchy, red, tender/tight feeling, and warm. Pain only when the area is touch. This area is 3.5inchs W by 3 inchs L.

933410 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NE 54.0 54 F HAD A N ITCHY RAISED RASH ON MY  BODY (EVERYWHERE BUT MY  FACE)  TOOK ORAL BENADRYL 50 MG THE FIRST EVENING.  WHEN I AWOKE THE RASH WAS STILL PRESENT TOOK TWO MORE DOSES OF ORAL BENADRYL 50 MG ALONG WITH A CORTISONE SPRAY FOR THE ITCHING, THROUGHOUT THE DAY.  THE RASH WAS GONE BY SATURDAY 1/9/2021 LATE EVENING.  DID NOT CONSULT OR GO TO THE DOCTOR

933412 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 51.0 51 F I woke up the next morning at 6am and my entire body hurt.  The pain increased throughout the day to the point that it hurt to move.  The pains started to subside around 3pm.  When I woke up the 2nd day after the test I was back to normal.  I will point out that my sleep, eating, and meds had been off schedule as I was working nights the week before and had just gone back to days.  I went to bed at 3:30pm on 1/7/21 and slept until 6am on 1/8/21.  So those may have been contributing factors.

933414 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NY 56.0 56 F As of 1/9/2021 upon waking, experienced low grade fever 100.1, and diarrhea, which has continued to this day upon waking at 7am on 1/11/2021

933415 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 GA 64.0 64 F Felt fine the first 24 hours other than the arm soreness, moderate pain at site of injection. After 24 hours, my right eye lid started to catch when I started to blink. I call it lid lag. It has persisted longer than 24 hours.  My eye lid does not blink the same as my left eye. It's like a brief before it returns to my regular eye lid. There has been no worsening,  and no improvement, it has remained the same.

933416 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 FL 83.0 83 M Nausea,severe  dizziness

933417 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 FL 48.0 48 M AE - severe vertigo.  The effect came on suddenly (7pm) and the room started spinning.  I closed my eyes and lied back on the couch.  I could not open my eye (room stopped spinning) until 3am the next morning.  I could not stand without losing my balance until 12 noon.  Treatment - I took meclizine 25mg at 12 midnight, 2am and 7am. Outcome - vertigo stopped around 3am, equilibrium returned at 12 noon and i was able to stand and walk slowly at that time.

933419 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 AR 56.0 56 F Pfizer Bio NTech COVID 19 vaccine EUA-  symptoms began 01/06/21  chills, fever, HA, body aches, N&V

933421 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Body aches, 800mgs of Ibuprofen every 6hrs, lasted approx 2 days.

933422 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Patient had no issues with the first injection. States she felt like her face was burning, she was having trouble breathing, and felt light headed. Denies any prior anaphylactic reactions, denies vagal experiences after blood draws. Symptoms started within 5 minutes of the vaccination. Vistaril given, patient monitored for one hour in the emergency department with no further incident and returned to work,.

933423 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 PA 26.0 26 M Sore Left Arm, slight muscle aches and lightheadedness that lasted 24 hours after the day the vaccine was given.

933424 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 FL 69.0 69 M Soreness around injection site. It is more severe on 3rd day (today) than day after injection. Did not notice any soreness day of or next day until the early evening.

933426 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CT 57.0 57 F Same exact signs and symptoms as Covid disease in April 2020. Fever, extreme headache, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, extreme fatigue, weakness, GI symptoms, muscle cramps,

933427 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NC 60.0 60 F Came to Emergency Department on 1/8/2021 and was assessed at 5:21 pm.  Symptoms of hives, and upper lip swelling. Complaint of fever, nausea and headache. No airway issues. No shortness of breath. Mild hives improved with diphenhydramine.  Patient self treated with diphenhydramine at 3:00 pm on 1/8/2021.  No fever found on assessment.   Medications given: diphenhydramine, decadron and pepcid.  Discharged from facility at 7:30 pm.

933430 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 PA 35.0 35 F hot, red skin at site of injection, lump beneath skin at injection site, itching at injection site

933432 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 FL 40.0 40 F The person administering the vaccine did not go deep enough into the muscle and the vaccine accumulated in the subcutaneous fat layer. I had a hard, red, hot spot under the skin that night and continued to spread out very slowly over the next day being hot to touch and very red. I massaged the area with my hand for the next two days and the hard spot where the vaccine was got a little softer but is still there. I haven't had any other reactions except the redness and hot to touch. I'm concerned that since the vaccine was not administered correctly that I will not get the full immunity expected by the second dose. I do have pictures I took of my arm if needed.

933433 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 OH 16.0 16 M Vaccine was given to a 16 year old. Patient was monitored for 15 mins post vaccination. Patient showed no signs/symptoms of a reaction.

933434 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WI 50.0 50 F RECEIVED VACCINE IN LEFT ARM, IM, AT 0520, FRIDAY, 1/8/2021. LEFT SHOULDER JOINT PAIN BEGAN SAME DAY AT 12:00 PM (NOON.) SATURDAY, 1/9/2021, CONTINUED L SHOULDER JOINT PAIN AND AT 12:00 NOON, ONSET OF CHILLS AND FATIGUE BEGAN.  SUNDAY, 1/10/2021 ONLY LEFT SHOULDER PAIN CONTINUED.  MONDAY, 1/11/2021 LEFT SHOULDER PAIN CONTINUES.

933435 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 NJ 64.0 64 F Lump at injection site, pain with touch and redness; 1 week later  - Lump at injection site with 2in x 2in round with warmness and redness. Has begun to fade since yesterday 01/10/21; lump is not there anymore

933436 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OH 60.0 60 M 01/9/2021 sweats/fever like I had Covid 19 again. on01/10/2021 sore and swollen under right armpit and swollen neck.

933438 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 FL 23.0 23 M Near-fainting, Lightheaded, chest tightness cold sweat

933439 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Within  minutes I became flush and very hot. My heart starting racing. I had blood pressure check and heart rate.

933441 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CT 40.0 40 F Skin rashes (itchy) and breathing shallow and arm sore. I got prednisone, benadryl, tylenol, clotimazole/hydrocortisone cream, albuterol breathing treatments. Getting better after day 3.

933443 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 MD 36.0 36 F Vaccine administered out of recommended time frame.  Administration occurred 14 days after 1st dose

933445 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 GA 32.0 32 F Swelling with localized fever, itching and quarter-silver dollar sized lump under skin after initial swelling and lump at injection site had subsided

933447 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 AR 21.0 21 F Pfizer BioNTech COVID 19 Vaccine EUA Afternoon 1/6/21 temp was 101.6 mild HA feeling flushed and hot, 1/7/21 temp 99.4 moderate HA, chills and muscle aches

933449 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Redness at the injection site

933450 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 56.0 56 F fever, body aches, chills, and red halo around injection site. Had vaccine on 01/07 and adverse symptoms began on 01/09 have continued through 01/11 but have gotten better.

933451 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 46.0 46 F Rash and headache

933452 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 AZ 60.0 60 F Slight headache, light headed and then slight dizziness

933453 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 KY 59.0 59 F Received vaccine at 08:15 and by 08:25 I had a red rash on bilateral arms. My throat and tongue felt as if it was starting to swell. I was given Benadryl 25mg by mouth and escorted to the ER by administration.  While in the ER I was given anther Benadryl 25mg, Prednisone 40mg by mouth and epinephrine 0.3 mg injection. After about an hour I was discharged home with a prescription of prednisone 20mg to take for 10 days. I have been taking the prednisone and Benadryl 25-50 mg every 8 hours since the reaction occurred. I still have a rash on my body today and some red dots on body today also.

933455 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F The day after the employee received her 2nd COVID vaccine, she woke up with swollen, itchy eyelids.  She had a telehealth visit with doctor on  1/10/21 - she reported that the itchiness and swelling were along her upper eyelid near the brow line.  Denied ocular pain, EOMI,  conjunctive is not infected.  Noted slight particles in the corners of her eye but it was not crusting.  Had used hydrocortisone cream on the area but was advised by doctor to stop.  Dr encouraged cold compresses, increased fluid intake and avoid salt/caffeine.

933456 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NC 48.0 48 M Within 10 minutes felt a rush of heat down right arm and  tingling in fingers. Then I felt it in the left arm, however the left arm stopped tingling within 24 hours, but my right arm still has the tingling , feels bloated in my hand and my arm feels restless.

933457 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 26.0 26 F 4 hours after administration (1/8/21) I had nausea. The following day (1/9/21) I had a mild fever, body aches, headache, and was fatigued. These symptoms lasted until about 7pm until I took Tylenol. Once I took Tylenol I felt almost immediately better.

933458 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 59.0 59 F Fever, Chills, extreme head ache and severe body aches, weakness, all lasting 24 hours

933460 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 KY 26.0 26 F Fatigue for greater than 2 days

933461 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 FL 45.0 45 F chill, Dizzied, headache , vertigo, Fatigue

933464 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 PA 43.0 43 F Low grade fever (99.4); nausea, body aches, chills

933465 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 PA 43.0 43 F Severe pain in shoulder/arm, motor deficit.  Treated with Tylenol and Advil and ice, pain persisted approx. 48 hours.  Motor deficit improved, but still present

933466 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 PA 48.0 48 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA (directed to type this on this line) Severe dizziness started at 11:00-45 minutes after time of injection.  Continued until 5:00pm same day; however mild dizziness continues still ( 1/11 @ 9:00am).  Starting 1/9 @ 5:00 flu -like symptoms started (nausea and vomiting, shakes,  weakness) continued until 1/10  am, then lingering light dizziness and weakeness.  As of 1/11 only lingering light dizziness remains.

933467 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 VA 61.0 61 F Headache , Fever 102,  Nausea, Faint, Body/Muscle aches (lasted for 2 days)

933469 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 AR 34.0 34 M Pfizer BioNTech COVID 19 Vaccine EUA- All at once became flush, hot  , dizzy & nausea, abdominal pain & extreme dizziness. Went directly to MD who said it was a fairly normal side effects post COVID vaccine. Instructed to take Zofran APAP and if symptoms became worse to take Benadryl and my epi pen and seek emergency Tx.  AT home N&V and abd. pain continued with extreme fatigue and chills. Continued the following day but mild. 1/7/21 symptoms relieved. Body & head feels fuzzy but no illness.

933471 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NY 53.0 53 F Woke  at 3 am with severe myalgias, tachycardia, nausea and shortness of breath.  Went to get tylenol/ zofran but felt like I was going to vomit.  Went into the bathroom and sat down.  Woke up on the floor shaking.  Not sure how long I was down.  According to my watch my HR was around 110+ for a hour and a half (3-4:30 am)

933472 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 22.0 22 F Redness at injection site - warm, itchy, swollen Red patch got bigger over 24 hours Took Benadryl prior to doc appt Doctor prescribed benadryl around the clock and keflex

933473 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NY 45.0 45 F Fever, Nausea, Muscle and Joint pain, Fatigue.

933474 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 WY 80.0 80 M Feeling unwell,  chills,  achy legs, nausea

933476 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 42.0 42 F A little over 24 hours post vaccination (09JAN2021), I started to experience some tongue numbness/tingling along the lateral edges and the tip of my tongue.  This is ongoing as of time of this report.  This is not interfering with function, but it is a new symptom that I did not have prior to receiving my vaccination.  As additional medical history in the last 30 days, I had dental work done for a broken filling on 21DEC2020 (multiple numbing injections during this visit - two molars grounded down to prepare for placement of two crowns of left lower molars).   2 crowns placed on 06JAN2021 (1 numbing injection at this visit). Additionally, I also started with symptoms of inner ear infection on 03JAN2021, was evaluated by medical provider on 05JAN2021 and diagnosed with suspected inner ear infection, for which I am currently taking doxycycline and sudafed for.

933477 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 40.0 40 F very sore for 3 days, itchy for like 3 days, hives surounded it like 8 hours after the vacccine and I still have some of them around the site. I took my medications that I have to help with this on a normal basis. It took 3 plous days to get it to stop.

933478 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 32.0 32 M The morning after receiving the vaccine, I began to develop a fever, chills and fatigue, along with soreness at the injection site. I had taken my temperature throughout the day with a Tmax of 101 F,  which broke ~36 hours after receiving the vaccine. No additional symptoms were experienced (diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, etc.)

933479 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MT 47.0 47 M 99.9 temp, chills, achy, dizziness

933480 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 39.0 39 F Redness around injection site - warm, raised, dark red, not painful but tender

933481 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 IN 55.0 55 F I had no issues until a week after my injection and now I have redness, swelling, and itching.  The area is hot to touch.

933482 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 PA 28.0 28 F Fever, chills, headache, myalgias started around 10 pm worsened through the night. Fatigue the next day and nausea. Headache has persisted still have it currently. Have been hydrating and taking ibuprofen which helps

933483 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 MS 46.0 46 F Diarrhea beginning within 12 hours of receiving vaccine, treated w/hydration, no food, pepto bismol, rest, no medical needed. Still ongoing >10 days out from vaccine, not as severe as initial onset, but returns as soon as pepto bismol has worn off.

933484 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 FL 40.0 40 F Arm was typically sore after a vaccine, but I am still sore and have now developed a redness area that is moving down my arm and up to my shoulder.  Erythema is approximately 5.5 inches in length from top of my shoulder extending towards the medial side of my right arm.  Width is approximately 6 inches extending across my arm.  The tenderness has also moved with the redness and is now the most tender on the medial side in the middle of my arm.

933485 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 LA 52.0 52 M The day following my second vaccination I had body aches, headache and chills that lasted for approximately 3 hours. In addition, on this same day I experienced mild tiredness for most of the day.

933486 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 62.0 62 F swelling in left axilla   pain in L axilla

933487 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 WV 40.0 40 F REPORTS HAVING BURNING AND TINGLING PAIN IN LEFT UPPER LEG FOR ABOUT FIVE DAYS, AFTER THIS  A ZOSTER RASH ERUPTED ON MID THIGH AND MEDIAL THIGH.  VALTREX 1 GRAM TABLET THREE TIMES A DAY FOR 7 DAYS WRITTEN.

933488 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 PA 23.0 23 M Extreme arm soreness and swollen lymph nodes in the opposite arm

933489 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 49.0 49 F Body aches, fever, dizziness, nausea Took tylenol

933490 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NC 34.0 34 M Marble sized swollen and hard lymphnode on my Clavicle on the injection side

933491 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 48.0 48 F I waited 15 minutes and was fine. As I was driving to my work, my injection site began to hurt severely and I felt my throat swelling, it became increasingly difficult to swallow. My tongue felt larger and my lips and face began to feel numb. I felt flushed and I became tachycardic. It lasted about 45 seconds and then waned and then would flare again.  I was able to speak and called my husband (a physician) who stayed on the phone with me while I drove to the hospital. I went straight to an outpatient unit and was given hydrocortisone IV, loratidine PO and famotidine. By the time I was on the unit, my throat only felt slightly tight with tachycardia down to 103. Following the injection of steroids, I only had one further flare of throat tightness and tachycardia that was transient lasting 30-40 seconds. Everything resolved within 40 minutes of receiving therapy. Of note, I apparently had erythema on the anterior of my neck which corresponded to the area of throat tightness.

933492 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 IN 55.0 55 F Was fine for a week no issues then starting Jan 9th I have swelling,  redness, itching and it is hot to touch.

933494 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 32.0 32 M joint pain, 99-100 temp,  headache, general unwell feeling

933495 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 31.0 31 F Arm swollen and sore Fever (102.2) and chills

933496 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MN 31.0 31 F I felt flushed and light headed after receiving the vaccine but as the day went on I felt worse. By 2030 I had severe full body chills and could not stop shaking. I had a severe headache/migraine. Every muscle in my body hurt. This continued on for the entire night. Got tested for COVID the next morning with the rapid results and the symptoms continued with the muscle aches and severe headache. Vision became blurry and I became very dizzy. Slept for 8 hours during the day on 1/7/2021 and then slept another 12 hours that night. The body aches and headaches continued until 1/8/2021 at which the symptoms finally subsided

933497 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 FL 53.0 53 F Significant swelling of L>>R anterior cervical lymph nodes. No SOB or wheezing, but given acuity and severity of swelling, she was given give epinephrine, benadryl, and solumedrol. She was monitored for 30-40 minutes after treatment.

933498 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 VA 28.0 28 F Immediate arm soreness after injection but otherwise felt fine until about 2130 when over about a 30 minute period onset of fever, myalgias, chills, and nausea. Called off work from my job as a flight nurse at midnight. Tried to sleep it off until about 0430 when the body aches became unbearable. Ate a few bites of yogurt and took 400mg of ibuprofen. No change in symptoms until 0530 when I took a hot shower which helped relieve some muscle pain. Took 400mg ibuprofen again at 1030 with a small snack with no change in pain or fevers. Took hot shower again which helped briefly. Nausea subsided around 1630, enough that I had a small meal of bland food and another 400mg of ibuprofen. By 1700 more tolerable myalgias and fever came down some. 2230 another 400mg dose of ibuprofen, fitful night of sleep waking again at 4am with shooting lower back pain and fever. Took another dose of 400mg ibuprofen and a hot shower. Woke up at 1000am sweaty with mild myalgias and low grade fever. Took another dose of ibuprofen 400mg, 30 minutes later profusely sweaty but afebrile. Fatigued all day and poor appetite until late evening. Woke up next day after better night of sleep at 0730. Mild fatigue and bad heartburn all day and night. Left arm still sore to touch. This morning (1/11) feeling mild heartburn but better.

933501 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 FL 51.0 51 F sudden onset intense itching and recurrent( increased when compared to initial reaction) redness and swelling. symptoms have continued; not at day 4 despite taking Benadryl cream; took Motrin one day

933503 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 NC 36.0 36 F patient reports feeling anxious prior to arrival, she reports "overthinking" the vaccine. Has history of vasovagal response with injections, blood draws or blood donations

933504 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 54.0 54 M Respiratory symptoms Headache Body aches No smell/taste Took Tylenol and mucinex

933505 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OH 47.0 47 F Diarrhea, vomiting, fatigue, dizziness

933506 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Itching, rash and swelling at the site on right arm - 2 inches by 5 inches in size. The above reaction resolved on Sunday, Jan 10 at 11:00am.  ENLARGED LYMPH NODE on the right side of my neck which protrudes enough to see without having to palpate.

933534 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 WI 29.0 29 F Friday morning1/8/21 at 0645 when awaking it felt like my right nostril was congested and it was hard to breath, also the tip of my nose was bright red, swollen and tender to touch. throughout the day the swelling, redness and pain increased with the right side of my nose. breathing did get easier.  Saturday 1/9/21 the right side of my nose was still presenting with symptoms listed above and continued to grow toward my right eye. Sunday 1/10/21 the swelling increased but redness and pain stayed the same as the previous day.  Ice was applied with mild improvement. No medication was taken. Monday 1/11/21 swelling on the right side of the nose has slightly gone down, minimal swelling (puffiness) under the right eye had started.

933535 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Fatigue,  chills, body ache, a little fever, night sweats,  felt something heavy on chest, felt like walking on clouds, felt out of place. Symptoms lasted about 1 day & a half.

933536 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 22.0 22 F muscle aches, chills, nausea, headache, swollen lymph nodes

933537 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 CT 25.0 25 F 25 year old PhD student in program presents with arm redness at injection site 8 days after 1st dose Moderna vaccine 12/31/20.   No immediate side effects except for pain at injection site.  That night was new years and had a couple alcoholic drinks, that night had headache and the next day felt tired.   Pain at injection site lasted 48 hours-similar to flu shot HA and fatigue resolved by 2 days later   Woke up this morning at noticed injection site redness and very mild soreness if she touches.  Not warm, no blisters/vesices/crusts Minimally itchy only in the last 15 minutes  No pain when moving arm No swollen glands in axilla. No other rash or hives anywhere else No facial swelling, dyspnea, wheezing, N/V, diarrhea, lightheadedness, weakness, confusion

933539 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 59.0 59 F Severe head ache and body aches, fever and chills, weakness, loss of appetite, lasting 24 hours.

933540 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Headache 24 hours started 1 hour after vaccine Fatigue 6 hours after vaccine lasted until 1/11 so around 48 hours after vaccine.

933541 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 17.0 17 M The vaccine is recommended for 18 and older

933542 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 50.0 50 F patient with c/o increased HR and scratchy throat, BP 113/78 HR 130 Pulse Ox 95% on RA, patient response called, patient transported to Emergency Department and received Famotidene 20mg IV, Diphenhydramine 50mg IV, Lorazepam 1mg Oral, Ketoralac 15mg IV, one liter normal saline. Observed and discharged home.

933543 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TN 50.0 50 F LOSS OF TASTE, REDUCED SENSE OF SMELL

933545 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 MA 62.0 62 F Developed a delayed local skin reaction with redness, itching, thickened red skin and stinging

933546 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 32.0 32 F starting 12.5 hours post vaccine - chills, headache, body aches, nausea, rash at injection site, fatigue. Chills and headache resolved after 24 hours. Other symptoms still present 36 hours later. Treated with tylenol.

933547 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 54.0 54 F Extreme headache and nausea. Headache started on 1/8/21 about 6pm and lasted a couple of hours.  Saturday 1/9, just had tenderness to injection site until 1030pm when the headache returned.  Hurt to move my head.  Woke up on 1/10, extreme headache and nausea.  Hurt to move head and was nauseated whenever I bent over.

933548 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 30.0 30 F Arm soreness- mild, 2 days Headache - mil,  20-60 minutes Diarrhea - mild,  1 day Fatigue - mild, .5 day

933549 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 KS 61.0 61 F patient developed a warm sensation through arm.  We had the patient stay for monitoring for 30 mins following her injection of the moderna COVID19 vaccine.  Then the patient developed 3-4 Hives.  BEnadryl and Zyrtec was given.

933551 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MT 58.0 58 F dizziness, fatigue, vomiting, diarrhea, headache

933553 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 KS 42.0 42 M 104.2 degree F fever.  Abated with time, APAP and Ibuprofen.

933554 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TX 35.0 35 F Pain and tenderness at injection site following 12 hours post-vaccination. Head fogginess, difficulty focusing on tasks, and light-headedness began around 9:00AM on 1/8/2021, and progressively worsened throughout course of day. Severe body aches and joint pain (entire body) with severe malaise and fatigue began later that evening about 8:00PM on 1/8/2021 until about 12:00PM on 1/9/2021. Took Tylenol 500mg as indicated for 24 hours. Symptoms resolved by mid-afternoon 1/9/2021.

933556 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 38.0 38 M Headache for the past 3 days Vomiting, 2nd day after getting the shot

933557 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 PR 46.0 46 F Erytema with facial  flushing on neck and face, Nauseas, no vomit, No dyspness, no shortness of breath. treatment Benadryl IV = Solumedrol + Famatidine IV

933559 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MA 26.0 26 F Severe headache and nausea about 2 hours after first dose, lasted about 24 hours. Improved with Tylenol.

933560 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OH 54.0 54 M Tired, sweats, chills, 102.3 temperature, head pressure, "felt like crap", sore arm, fever

933561 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MI 28.0 28 F fever, chills, headache, extreme body aches, nausea, weakness.

933562 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 31.0 31 F I had fevers of 101.5 f, severe body aches, headache, strong chills, sinus pressure. My entire arm that I received the shot in was painful and tingling down to my fingers for 3 days.

933565 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 27.0 27 F 24 hours of low grade fever ranging 99.6 -100.8, chills, body aches, fatigue. Symptoms lasted about 24 hours. Treated with Tylenol and ibuprofen. Fine 48 hours after vaccine.

933566 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 ME 50.0 50 F histamine response - watery, red, itchy eyes, nasal congestion, runny nose, itchy skin

933567 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Achy, chills, arm pain

933568 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 MD 61.0 61 F Patient received the first dose of Moderna COVID vaccine on 1-3-2021. The redness, heat, itchiness, induration at the site of the Moderna COVID vaccine, left deltoid,  started on 1/6/2021 and getting worse. The area measures 6 cm X 6 cm. Patient states the redness and induration is getting larger.  Patient instructed to apply ice and take Benadryl.  The patient was referred to her primary care provider.

933570 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 35.0 35 F tiredness, headache, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, fever, injection site pain, general feeling unwell

933571 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 NH 39.0 39 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA  Swollen lymph nodes in armpit on same side as shot was given

933572 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Second dose; received on Friday 01.     .21. On that evening, I had nasal congestion, which is no big deal. I had some redness, then on the next day, Saturday I started having body aches everywhere, I  took two tylenol, and then I was fine. Then when I awoke the next morning, my arm was really sore. The injection site is red and warm and is tender, but not bad bad. The warmth of it  is the worst part.

933573 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 KS 42.0 42 M Fever to 104.2 F. Abated with APAP and Ibuprofen.

933574 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MI 52.0 52 F within 12 hours of receiving the vaccine, both eyelids swelled and her right eye developed puss-filled lesions. Has an appointment with the family physician at 4:40 pm today January 11, 2021

933576 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 WI 53.0 53 F 1/8/21 AM headache over the eye, injection site sore arm; PM body aches, chills and shivering, fever 107., joint pain --over the counter ibuprofen no relief, weakness in legs. 1/9/2021 body aches and fever resolved. Fatigue, weakness and joint pain, Tylenol --some relief. Swollen lymph nodes in left armpit and soreness; low back pain, shooting hip pain.

933577 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MA 55.0 55 F The morning after the shot I woke up with chills, total body aches, headache and extreme fatigue. I broke my wrist last year and the ache in that wrist was awful. Motrin helped but this persisted throughout the day. General feeling of being unwell for the whole day and evening. The second day after the shot I woke up feeling better but in my armpit on the arm I received the shot it felt like I had a lump in my arm pit and it is sore. This is still there today, the third day after the shot.
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933579 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 SC 47.0 47 F Persistent headache and malaise with intermittent nausea and muscle/joint aches - began 1/4/21 and ongoing

933582 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Typical injection site/muscle soreness.  Myalgias, chills, swollen lymph node in injected arm, ftigue/weakness, nasal congestion

933583 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TN 34.0 34 F approximately 1 week after my vaccination i started experiencing a large injection site rash that quickly spread to my forearms and hands to include my fingers. The rash has also spread to my legs and feet as well as my ears and nose . The rash consist of large red extremely itchy bumps / hives

933585 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NY 32.0 32 F 30 mins after receiving the vaccine, I started feeling my tongue more in my mouth. I also experienced difficulty breathing. I was told that my lips and cheeks were swollen and that my eyes were red. I was first given benadryl (25 mg) and prednisone (20 mg). I was later given epinephrine ( 0.3 mg/0.3mL injection). I was then taken to the emergency room where they prescribed the above medications to be taken for 3 days (minus the epinephrine).

933586 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 OK 31.0 31 M Chills, body aches, fatigue, sweating

933587 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 VA 31.0 31 F Severe arm pain and injection site reaction, red/pink puffiness and pain around injection site. Neck, shoulder and back pain on  side of the injection that has not gone away after 2 weeks. Injection site reaction went away after 4 days but then came back 9 days after shot and was pink and itchy, the size of an orange. Lasted 1 day then slightly went away again. Neck, shoulder and upper quadrant left sided pain still occuring, stiffness and tightness. Fatigue also has lasted 2 weeks since injection.

933589 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 KY 65.0 65 F 2-1/4" by 1-3/4" red rash, itching on underside of left arm, 2 " from wrist

933590 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NY 44.0 44 F 12/30 - Arm soreness directly after injection; flu symptoms started about 3 hours after injection (99.5 temperature, headache, body ache, low energy and chills). 12/31 - 7am 101.1 fever; worsening of all above symptoms plus nausea; 8/10 headache; symptoms persisted through the afternoon and started to resolve in PM 1/1 - all symptoms resolved and temperature 97.4

933591 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 35.0 35 M Body aches, headache, chills, soreness in arm.  Resolved in about 12 hours

933592 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 IL 51.0 51 F /Vaccination administered on 12/30/2020 Experienced soreness for about 24 hours post vaccination which cleared.  01/07/2021 itching, redness and site was  warm to touch. 01/ 09/2021 contacted my MD.  Recommended Zyrtec and hydrocortisone (working diagnosis: delayed allergic reaction-asked to contact her if not better, may be developing a cellulitis) 01/09/2021 took Zyrtec 01/10/2021 took Zyrtec and applied hydrocortisone 01/11/2021 work up with tingling in the arm . Contacted MD. waiting on response. Took 1  zyrtec.

933593 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 28.0 28 F My whole body ached a few hours after injection, I become nauseous and vomited, and I had chills. The next day I had a bad migraine.

933594 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Second Dose: Felt nasal congestion after receiving the shot, then 24 hours later, I started feeling aching all over. Then the next day, I awoke with a warm  area around injection site. Warm to touch, and is very tender.

933596 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OH 27.0 27 F Following say I had body ache and headache that began upon awakening at 9 am; relieved with ibuprofen. Headache returned in the afternoon and by evening I had developed 99.2F fever, chills, and muscle aches, headache and nausea. This was relieved with Tylenol.

933598 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 FL 34.0 34 F Hot Red mark appeared on day 8. Did a telehealth appointment and they put me on Keflex for cellulitis, I was told to go to the ER if it got bigger. It got bigger last night, I had a fever, went to the ER they had to cut and drain it and then pack it. They told me at the ER the vaccine was not given in the correct spot.

933599 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Chills, fever, body aches, fatigue, head ache. Most lasting 24 hrs

933601 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TN 26.0 26 F Approximately four hours after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine I felt injection site pain. During the night I began experiencing muscle aches, chills, headache, and just an overall feeling of pain/flu like symptoms. This lasted for approximately 24 hours.

933602 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CT 52.0 52 F PAIN AT SITE NEXT DAY HEADACHE, FATIGUE AND INCREASED PAIN WED JAN 6, TH JAN 7, FRI JAN 8 I HAD TELMED SESSION WITH DR, ALSO NEGATIVE RAPID COVID TEST DR CALLED ME BACK AND ORDERED CEFUROXIME AXETIL 250MG;  STARTED FRI JAN 8 2021 AT 900PM RASH HAD SPREAD NOTICED MORNING OF SAT JAN 9, I CALLED PCP AND THEY RECOMMENDED VISIT TO ER/WALK IN.  WALKIN  SAID THEY COULD NOT HELP IF I WAS ON ANTIBIOTICS SO I WENT TO ER AND THEY TRACED SITE AND ASSURED ME TO COME BACK IF SPREAD CONTINUED.  (RASH RESOLVING 01/11/21)

933603 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 36.0 36 M I began experiencing soreness at injection site and pain in right arm pit approximately 6 hours after vaccination, approximately 4-5PM. Approximately 10 hours after vaccination i felt very fatigued and tired and went to bed early. Approximately 12 hours after vaccination I woke from sleep with fevers (101.8), chills, and headache. I took tylenol, fever subsided,  and was able to return to sleep at approximately  4:00AM. I woke at 6:30AM with headache, dizziness, and fever (99-100).  I took more tylenol and fever and headache subsided. For remainder of day temperature would start in increase, but stayed below 99, and headache would return between doses of tylenol. I slept through the night of 1/9/2021 and woke 1/10/2021 without fever or headache, although I would experience dizziness with exertion above level of walking.  Today, 1/11/2021, I am not experiencing any symptoms.

933604 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 OK 48.0 48 F 1 day after had body aches, fever, and chills,  also developed a small red rash at injection site.  Day 2 - body aches went away but rash became itchy and very sore - redness spread on arm.  Day 3 - continued redness and soreness with itchiness.  Day 4-5 - redness has subsided but still some soreness and itchiness.

933605 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 GA 42.0 42 F extreme fatigue, nausea, headache, diarrhea, dizziness

933607 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 48.0 48 F extreme fatigue (began about 24 hours post-injection, resolved within 12 hours), chills (began about 28 hours post-injection, resolved within 8 hours)

933608 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 31.0 31 F Moderna covid vaccine administered 1720 Hx of anaphylaxis to flu shot ?about 8 years ago? (of note, was not intubated/admitted/etc) Patient requested extended monitoring due to hx. Placed in wheelchair at pharmacy station.  1730 patient states a scratch throat and itchy nose. Able to swallow water provided. 1800 patient continues to experience throat ?lump? and is clearing throat, nose itches             Requests diphenhydramine-given 25mg PO x 1 ingested without issue 1830 patient complains of itchy scalp and has a red flush to chest and upper arms 1832 patient wheeled to ER by  From ED note: Electrocardiogram was without acute change. The patient was observed in the emergency department, is feeling much improved. Still has a very slight sensation of a lump in her throat, but no angioedema of lips or tongue. No stridor. No shortness of breath. O2 sat is excellent at 100%. She is comfortable being discharged to home. No meds given in ED.

933609 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Aprox 24 hours after vaccine, headache developed and lasted aprox 24 hors. 7 days after vaccine, swollen, tender lymph node in armpit of same arm that received vaccine.

933610 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 PA 66.0 66 F Itchy and painful area around injection site; indurated area around injection site

933611 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 NY 29.0 29 M Received around 7-8pm on 12/22. Woke up 12/23 feeling okay, just L arm soreness however as day went on progressively worsening chills, myalgias, malaise, headache, and extreme weakness/fatigue. Lasted 24-48 hours, peaking around 24-36 hours. Necessitated sick call out from work. Of note I had Covid in March and had antibodies prior to vaccination.

933612 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MO 37.0 37 F Rash Transient Flushing Tachycardia

933614 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 PA 36.0 36 F Moderna COVID 19 Vaccine EUA  after 12 hours - abdominal pain/cramping with one episode of diarrhea 12-24 hours - nausea and fatigue  improved day 1-2 pain at site of injection, resolved by day 3 - no redness or itching day 3-4 TMJ pain on side of injection Day 5 developed two painful palpable enlarged supraclavicular lymph nodes on side of injection - Started taking ibuprofen around the clock, seems to be improving slowly Day 6 - developed swelling, redness, and itching at site of injection, seems to be growing in size. Greater than a  half dollar in size. Continuing NSAIDS, applying cortizone cream. Day

933616 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 28.0 28 M Awakened 4 times shivering, Headache- relieved with 1 gram of Tylenol.  dizziness- resolved 3-4 hours after waking.  Fatigue- slept for 13 hours after working Body aches (mainly lower extremities)- worsened above movement. Dull ache while at rest. resolved with time.  Hot flashes- random hot flash with sweating. Still experiencing almost 48 hours after immunization.

933617 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 MD 29.0 29 F Day 6 after vaccine had tenderness in left armpit, the evening of day 7 noticed a rash the about 1.5 inch in circumference over injection site,  accompanied by swelling, hardness and heat to touch. Day 8 the rash has increase to 2 inches in circumference and the overall size and hardness became more defined. Lifting the arm has become painful.

933618 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 40.0 40 F fatigue, headaches, muscle aches

933620 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 TN 54.0 54 F Upper arm itch on January 9th.  Woke up January 10th with a rash on the upper left arm muscle.  Also felt warm to the touch and muscle felt hard.  I took 25mg of diphenhydramine on the morning of the 10th.  By the evening, the rash was gone except for an outline around the muscle.  Muscle still felt warm but no longer felt hard.  Took 25mg of diphenhydramine before bedtime.  Woke up morning of 11th with a very faint rash outline.  Hardness was gone, but muscle still feels warm to the touch.  No other symptoms and not affecting my daily activities.

933621 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 26.0 26 M Myalgia, chills, low grade fever occurring 12 hours after first injection and lasting for 10 hours after onset. Sx treated with Tylenol PRN

933623 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Chills, fever,  body aches, weakness, fatigue, fever, headache. All lasting about 24hrs.

933625 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 FL 40.0 40 F shoulder injury following vaccination.  suspect SIRVA.  Extreme shoulder pain started a few hours after vaccination and developed loss of range of motion, weakness, inability to lift arm, tingling and numbness down the length of arm.  Severe pain prohibiting ADLs; needing assistance with every day functions.  Pain is incrementally improving but after 4 days still without recovery.   Suspect nurse placed too high, injecting into bursa instead of deltoid muscle. RN seemed concerned after injection. She also was not sitting during injection, increasing the likelihood of injecting too high.

933626 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 43.0 43 M Vaccine received at 0940 on 1/7 and at 0300 on 1/8 I woke up with low grade fever, chills and body aches. Extra strength Tylenol was taken mid afternoon on 1/8 and felt much better and no symptoms when I woke up on 1/9.

933627 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TX 56.0 56 M approximately 40 minutes after the vaccine I developed a mild head ache that lasted about 1/2 hour.  That night I woke up due to injection site pain that lasted through the night.  Friday morning I realized my lymph node was swollen.  By Saturday all symptoms had resolved.

933629 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 FL 29.0 29 F Injection site swelled (4" diameter), was extremely hot to the touch, and very painful start about four hours after the shot. By that evening, I was extremely achey and feeling flu-like symptoms. Extreme headache began next day and lasted for 1.5 days. Fever was never confirmed, but I had chills and could not warm myself. Swelling and redness lasted two days. Swelling was circular around injection site--still swollen now/4 days after. Aches lasted about 2 days. Once the redness subsided, the injection site became extremely itchy and still is to date.   Please note, I am 10 months postpartum and still breastfeeding.

933630 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 53.0 53 F Started with a headache and tiredness on Friday evening. Then Saturday strong body aches  and mild headache. Sore arm

933631 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Left axillary lymphadenopathy, fatigue/body aches

933632 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 LA 56.0 56 F Fever, chills, body aches, injection area red and warm to touch started the next day

933634 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NC 30.0 30 F 12/30 Vaccination. morning Moderate L deltoid pain 4:15 fatigue, HA, body aches.  7pm; 2 hours later temp 101.2, HR increase, jaw pain, HA, unable to sleep. Tylenol at 9pm 12/31/2020 same symptoms. HR still up, achy. same symptoms, fever, nausea, body aches, persistent arm pain. Bruising at site of injection.  1/1/2021 HA, body ache, fatigue, body ache; Tylenol.  1/2/2021; mild HA, mild arm pain, bruising at injection site (visible day after day of vaccination).  *HR increase lasted till 1/2/2021. Lack of sleep lasted 2 nights.  Called colleague in urgent care. COVID test; negative  *COVID + in July **2nd pregnancy. Due May 2nd  ***ABLE AND WILLING TO BE PART OF PREGNANCY VACCINATION STUDY

933635 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MO 31.0 31 M Fever and chills

933636 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NY 25.0 25 F Left sided facial drooping, facial numbness, visual changes. Diagnosed with Bell's Palsy related to Covid vaccine. Onset 1/1/2021.

933637 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 GA 41.0 41 F fever chills HA body aches

933640 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Metallic taste in mouth for 5 to six minutes after injection.    Body aches 4 hours later, able to sleep after 2 Aleve.

933641 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 WI 29.0 29 F Chills, cyanosis of fingernail, nausea

933642 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 LA 48.0 48 F Urticarial rash to arms 5 min after vaccine given resolved within 1 hour.

933643 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 IN 52.0 52 F "Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA" woke up feeling generally unwell, fever of 100.5 and fatigue. Resolved by the next morning of 1/2/2021.

933644 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 KY 51.0 51 F Pt complained of feeling light headed and flushed.  Pt was given an IM Benadryl 50 mg injection and stated that she felt better after receiving vaccine.

933645 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 ME 40.0 40 F When I woke up the next day (1/3/21), my entire upper arm felt like I had been beaten up. I was having chills, and fatigue. The chills subsided on 1/4/21. The arm pain started to subside 1/6/21, to the point where it was just the area where the shot was administered, but still hasn't gone away. It still hurts to move that muscle. The pain is worst in the morning, but my arm will loosen up by the afternoon. The pain doesn't go away completely. It hurts to lift or push if that muscle is involved. I have not been able to sleep comfortably because if it. I have been taking advil and tylenol multiple times a day, as well as trying hot packs on my arm at night.

933647 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 PA 47.0 47 F Upon awakening on the day after receiving vaccine she noted a red non-itchy rash on her neck.

933648 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 VA 53.0 53 F Chills and shakes without fever, weakness, and headache

933650 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 ME 27.0 27 F Employee reported they experienced uveitis (reportedly diagnosed at visit with "eye doctor") with an onset of about two weeks from getting the first dose of the Pfizer SARS-CoV-2 vaccine.

933651 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Friday evening 2 hours after dinner my sugar reading was 220. My sugar levels never go over 150 after a meal. My diabetes is under control

933652 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Chills, body aches, fatigue, lower back pain, and eye pain.  No treatment.  minor improvement will continue to monitor

933653 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F ongoing swelling of left axillary - underarm pain and swelling   tiredness

933655 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 43.0 43 F injection site armpit/  lymph node swelled and was  EXTREMELY palpable and painful... unable to close my armpit  as of today 1/11/2021, swelling has reduced but still painful

933656 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 VT 34.0 34 F I developed a headache about 1 hour after the vaccine. I developed a fever of 100.4 about three hours after my first dose of the COVID-19 shot.  Shortly after this I had moderate GI upset including diarrhea, cramping for about 24 hours.  Over the course of 48 hours after the vaccine I had swelling at the injection site, tenderness of the injection area to the point where I was not able to put pressure on the area or sleep on my left side and severe fatigue/malaise.    All symptoms resolved after 48 hours.  I am a person and wanted the reaction information to be part of the trial data.

933657 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 VA 40.0 40 F Palpitations, anxious, no temperature but my body feels really hot in the inside, very bad pain under the arm pit close to my breast on the arm of vaccine,  weak ,lightheaded, sweating, headache,

933659 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  I have a golf ball size supraclavicular lymph node above the left clavicle bone, which has grown larger over the course of the last few days.

933660 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MN 75.0 75 F sub-q tissue to R deltoid area remains reddened, swollen and warm to the touch.  Injection site is firm.  Resident reports area is painful to the touch.  Area measures approximately 5" x 5".  Resident is morbidly obese with excessive adipose tissue to upper arms.  Staff applying cool compresses throughout the day, and administering Tylenol for comfort.

933661 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IL 51.0 51 M Extreme soreness to injection site, Flu-like symptoms including nausea, headache, fatigue, body aches, chills (during the evening), and mild diarrhea. Most symptoms were better by 6 PM on 1/9/2021. Diarrhea better by 1 PM 1/10/2021.  (I had NONE of these after the first  vaccination.)

933662 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 62.0 62 F Fatigue and headache the 1st day. Abdominal  pain, Nausea and vomiting , headache and fatigue the 2nd day.  3rd day fatigue and muscle aches. 4th still having fatigue.

933664 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 KY 58.0 58 F I started to have dizziness/ lightheadedness about 1 hour after the injection went home and got in bed for the rest of the day. On the next day more dizziness and elevated blood pressure I was unable to finish my shift. Called employee health they documented I told them how high my blood pressure was their advice was see my PCP or go to the nearest emergency room. I called my PCP she had me to increase my amlodipine to 10 mg and fluids followed by rest and to monitor my blood pressure.

933665 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Fever chills headache

933666 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 OH 50.0 50 F On 1/8/2021 (eight days post-vaccination), a raised, red, and itchy region appeared around the injection site approximately the size of a quarter. On 1/9/2021, the reaction around the injection site stayed the same and the 2 lymph nodes distal to the injection site became swollen and red as well. On 1/10/2021, both reactions substantially subsided and are absent on 1/11/2021.

933667 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 37.0 37 F Neuropathy in vaccinated arm for a couple hours.

933668 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 GA 43.0 43 M Significant fever for about 48hrs (first fever of my adult life).  Aches, pains, chest pains, increased secretions and coughing, fatigue.  It was like my body thought I was sick with COVID again.  But in some ways it was worse.  I was afebrile with the real virus.

933670 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN F Patient received Moderna covid vaccine, and shortly after became lightheaded.  Client lied on the floor, applied a cool compress to back of neck. Client was able to sit up shortly after, and was able to leave home. No further treatment required.

933671 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 38.0 38 M Chills, fever up to 102.3

933672 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NE 59.0 59 F Vaccinated in left deltoid at 3:00pm by 7:00pm in the evening uncontrollable pain in left arm down to fingers and up to shoulder, decreased mobility. No redness or swelling at injection site. Patient seen by medical provider and received toradol IM in clinic for pain. This relieved the pain until 9:00pm Saturday 1/9/21 and then the pain returned back to 9/10. Patient received PO pain medication Sunday AM. This helps bring pain down to 5/10. Pain is mainly with movement. If arm is stabilized pain is decreased. Patient still in pain this morning 1/11/21 and unable to work today.

933673 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NC 62.0 62 F Patient's reaction(s) noted during COVID vaccine observation period: Pain on left side of neck (same side as injection site) ) and waves of nausea.  Actions Taken: VS taken and WNL. Pt states the nausea is resolving and she feels comfortable just going home.

933676 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 49.0 49 F Muscle Aches, very sore arm at injection site, nausea, low grade fever, headache

933677 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Back rash

933678 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IL 57.0 57 F Sore throte, headache, body aches, wet couph, glands are swollen, and runny nose

933679 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 FL 50.0 50 F about 10 min after the injection as I was sitting in the waiting area I got a hot feeling come over me and I felt the color drain from my face and I felt like I was going to "pass out" it passed after about 15 seconds and I felt fine. I waited 30 min from vaccine time to make sure I was going to be ok. At 5:30 pm on 1/6/21 I noticed I stared itching my right arm around the inside of the elbow. I noticed my vision blurring and I had a sudden onset of a Horrific headache. By 6 pm I was itching very severely. It was as if I was clawing at my skin. I called one of the dr's I  work with and he called me in a medrol dose pack. I started the dose pack at 8:30 pm on the 6th. The headache continued, I tried motrin, fiorcet, and oxycodone with no relief. I still have the headache but it is not as intense as it was. I was up all night itching and dealing with the headache by the am , my jaw was  visibly swollen and it felt like I had been in a fight. I was not able to go to work on 1/7/21 and could only work 1/2 day on 1/8/21. the itching did not subside much till sat 1/9 but is coming back as I  taper down off the steroids. My last pill was this am. The jaw pain and swelling lasted till sat night and is subsiding daily. I may have to call my pcp and be seen this week.

933680 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NY 30.0 30 F Sore arm day 2 and 3,  Day 2: headahce, mild fatigue day 3 also began with left sided axillary lymphadenopathy. Day 5: improved all of the above

933681 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 66.0 66 F Low grade fever which lasted 24 hours. Raised, reddened area at site of injection also as well as significant left axillary lymph node enlargement which both persist.

933683 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TX 59.0 59 F 06:fever, body aches, Headaches, soreness-left arm-99.7-T 07th:& 8th:  Headaches & fever-more than the 6th, 99.9-T Sat the 9th vomiting 2 times---she took Tylenol 325mg times 2 for her fever-T-99.7 Sunday the 10th vomited 10 times-99.9 T This Am the 11th of January@0100-cramping--------99.1 T

933684 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 OH 38.0 38 F Starting three days after injection, swollen lymph nodes and slight headache. Starting on day 6 post administration, arm was red, swollen, tender at injection site. Redness spread over the next 2 days. Medicated with OTC benadryl cream and symptoms resolved 11 days after injection. Patient reported fever of 100.4 on day 10 post administration.

933685 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Body aches, chills, sore throat, headache, low grade fever, fatigue-approximate 12 hours Alternate TYL and IBU

933687 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Chills, body aches, fatigue, lower back pain, eye pain. No treatment with minor improvement

933688 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 LA 29.0 29 F Intermittent headache starting one hour post and persisting through the next day. Fever, back ache, fatigue, injection site tenderness, and swollen lymph node to right neck, started morning after vaccine and resolved by second day after vaccine. Took Tylenol twice.  Swollen lymph node under right arm, starting morning  after vaccination; has reduced but remains present.

933689 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NC 31.0 31 F Patient's reaction(s) noted during COVID vaccine observation period: Redness, swelling, or pain at the injection site, extending >2cm diameter area(no pain noted but area is itchy to patient.) area affected was directly around the injection site (left upper arm) spreading out about 2 inches around in all directions. Within about 5 minutes, area looks normal (no longer swollen or red) and was much less itchy for pt. Pt plans on going home.  Actions Taken: VS taken and WNL. Disposition: Patient declined ED visit

933690 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 IN 42.0 42 F 1st dose 12/19/20 Symptoms 12/20/20 headache, severe body and joint pain, fever 101.0, fatigue lasting about 24hrs.   2nd dose 1/9/21 Symptoms 1/10/21 extreme fatigue, body aches, fever 100.4 duration was approximately 24hrs.

933692 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 AL 41.0 41 F Mild soreness around injection site. Did not affect my daily activities.

933693 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 PA 57.0 57 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine Headache, fatigue for 36 Hours

933694 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 28.0 28 U About 45 minutes after receiving vaccine, I broke out into hives (minor) on the left shoulder/upper arm (surrounding injection site) and right forearm (more severe than left arm). Experienced slight drowsiness around 6pm into the rest of the evening. Currently taking two antihistamines at night (Xyzal and Hydroxizyne). Woke up the next morning (01/05) very drowsy and stayed in bed well into the afternoon. Drowsiness continued into Wednesday (01/06), but not as severe. Wednesday evening was when the drowsiness subsided.

933695 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MD 24.0 24 F Hives on upper left arm; hives on upper right arm; hives on right forearm: onset over 24 hours after injection, lasts greater than 3 days

933696 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OH 59.0 59 F flushed face, fatigue, sore left arm into left chest area, muscles aches, swollen left arm

933698 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NC 47.0 47 F I was Covid positive back in August, so the day after getting vaccine i started having chills, fever, body aches, and broke out with small red flat bumps on my arms  and  left side.

933699 12/26/2020 01/11/2021 TX 37.0 37 M On  12/17 tested positive for Covid results positive. After the vaccine exp tightness of chest, running fever. On 12/31 I  went to ER  was prescribed Prednisone/Inhaler. I went to PCP on 12/31 and 1/5 about my symptoms. I usually run 5 miles a day as of today can't run my daily routine. For some reason still exp shaking in my hands and tightness of chest not certain if this is from inhaler or steriods. I have a another appt scheduled with my PCP.

933700 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 MD 54.0 54 F 9 days after the vaccination. Continue with localized injection pain, induration and redness.

933701 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 39.0 39 F Headache, joint pain, muscle aches and tiredness.

933702 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TN 48.0 48 F Weakness, fatigue, fever to 101, chills, muscle aches, shivers, joint pain, severe headache, nausea, loss of appetite lasting approximately 72 hours

933703 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 60.0 60 F I feel issue is more related to injection error, Injection site was above the deltoid. I have had steroid injections in other shoulder and this is the sensation I felt during injection. The rn also told me " You have tough skin" after the intense pressure started. I worked the night before injection. I went home to sleep. woke around 2pm with intense pain in my left arm, I could not shift position or move my arm. with out excruciating pain. I used heat, aleve,  tylenol & biofreeze. By saturday,  i could easily move left arm from elbow down, but extremely limited from shoulder. today i have most of my range of motion, but still have dull ache and pain restrictions. This pain is in my shoulder, not my arm or deltoid. . On thursday, pain was constant, roaring throb 7/10  shoulder to shoulder blade, almost to spine in back and down to elbow , then 9/10 with any movement.   Today is ache 2/10 just in my shoulder, with 5/10 with some movement. I had to call into work 1/7. I am scheduled tonight. I am an ICU RN.

933704 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 GA 45.0 45 F Rapid heart rate, dizzy lightheaded, headache, large rash at injection site f/u at Urgent Care steroid prescription

933705 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 31.0 31 F body ache, chills, headache the next day after having vaccination

933706 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 PA 38.0 38 F -Pt received vaccine at 7:25AM 1/8/2021 at Clinic.  -No reaction immediately after the vaccine. -She was moved to the observation room.  -After ~5 minutes, patent developed hives starting in the arm where vaccine was injected. -Rash continued to develop on both arms, chest, ears, cheeks.  -Pt was very itchy on these areas, as well as her feet and inside of her ears. -Denied cough, difficulty breathing, itchy throat, watery eyes. -Patient was not in any respiratory distress.  -Vitals were taken multiple times and were normal (see vitals section).  -Patient was being closely observed by myself, PA-C.  -Dr. was consulted and also evaluated patient.  -We decided to treat with 25mg Benadryl IM (opposite arm of vaccination).  -After Benadryl, pt was observed for another 15 minutes. -Rash & itching diminished significantly.  -Vitals were taken again and were normal.   -Pt was observed for total 1 hour 15 minutes. -Rash & itchiness diminished significantly after medication given.  -Advised patient to take Benadryl PO in the afternoon or another antihistamine.  -Will follow up with patient in a few hours via phone call & reevaluate in person if necessary.  -ER precautions given: chest tightness, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, itchy throat, feeling as if throat is closing, increased swelling, dizziness, loss of consciousness.  -Pt will also return in 28 days for second dose of vaccine and will be closely monitored at this time.  -Pt followed up with after a few hours and was feeling much better. Just sleepy.

933707 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 RI 56.0 56 F Pt entered observation @ 0840.  This nurse asked pt if she felt okay @ 0850.  Pt stated that her throat felt scratchy".  Water was offered.  Asked pt how did she feel @ 0900, stated that s/s were still the same.  This nurse administered Benadryl 25mg @ 0904.  @ 0912 pt stated to this nurse that s/s were somewhat better.  Pt remains in observation @ present time, time 0923.  Still remains to voice s/s of distress @ 0933.  States Benadryl 25mg did not alleviate the s/s.  States s/s were worsening.  Epi 0.3mg given @0934.  Administered in L thigh.  Pt sent to ER after administration of Epi 0.3mg. Pt alive and breathing @ 0947, when going into Registration @ ER, still continues to voice s/s of distress to throat.

933708 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MA 63.0 63 F Fever,  pain to site

933709 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 VT 34.0 34 F I developed a headache about 1 hour after the vaccine was administered.  Two hours later I developed a 100.4 temperature and malaise and body aches.  The injection site was swollen, tender to touch and warm.  The injection site area remained tender to touch and I was unable to lie on my left side to sleep for over 48 hours.  I continued to feel foggy and fatigued for 48 hours.  All symptoms have since resolved.

933710 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 ID 36.0 36 F numbness and tingling on tip of tongue, numbness and tingling of arms, after 10 - 15 minutes complaint of numbness and tingling of legs, after 30 minutes pain upper left chest near arm pit. Benadryl 25 mg po given, patient opted to go to ER for observation.

933711 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 56.0 56 F Chills beginning Friday night into early Saturday morning. Low grade temperature on Saturday of 99 at 10 am. Took Advil with relief. Sunday afternoon low grade temperature of 99 at 3 pm. Reports arm soreness bilateral.

933712 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 KS 38.0 38 F When I withdrew the needle from the patient's arm, 2 drops of the vaccine came out of the administration site and rolled down the patient's arm.

933713 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 FL 66.0 66 F Headache occurred at 18 hr after dose Ibuprofen 400mg po every 8 hours  Duration is 48  hr

933714 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 31.0 31 F Received second Pfizer covid vaccine. Felt extremely fatigue, joint pain, and pain in the injection site Friday night at work. Saturday night felt extremely fatigue.

933716 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 LA 50.0 50 F About 12 minutes after injection, patient started to feel a hot feeling to her left upper arm (that is where she her injection was given); She denied having any other symptoms. Hx of shellfish allergy once years ago- face swelling. Has eaten it since and has not had any problem; She had slight pink discoloration to left arm inferior to injection spot; Area was warm to touch and felt  "hot to patient). Patient was treated with Zyrtec and her rash and hot feeling to arm resolved.

933717 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Body aches

933718 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Patient reports an area of redness and swelling on her right deltoid, which started the day after she received the first dose of her Maderna vaccine, on 12/31/2020.  She also had pain in this area, but it resolved within 2 to 3 days.  Her primary symptom is itchiness in the area.  Denies any other symptoms, no body aches/fever/chills, no headache, no SOB, hives, or swelling of lips/tongue.  She has not been reporting her symptoms to V-safe.  No past medical history of vaccine reaction.  No known allergies.   Exam: R deltoid, 3 cm circular area of erythema, well-circumscribed, slightly raised, not particularly indurated.  Warm to touch.  Not tender to palpation.  No evidence of ascending lymphangitis.  No lymphadenopathy. Assessment:  Localized reaction, no treatment provided, encouraged Pt to try cold compress & oral antihistamine for symptomatic relief

933719 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Fever 100.8 and sever aches.

933720 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 AL 61.0 61 F Euphoria began ~2hours after vaccine lasting ~2.5 hours.  Unable to process information, irritability, anxiousness, generalized not feeling well around 5pm day of; went to bed. Woke up at 10:30pm with headache, took Tylenol.  Wednesday didn't feel well in general, left work at noon, went home to bed. Thursday felt better but not baseline self. Friday generalized not feeling well. Saturday went to ER due to feeling much worse generally, SOB. Tests Urine, blood. Everything within normal limits.

933721 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 37.0 37 M Patient completed COVID vaccine observation period with no issues.  Then left observation area but returned a short time later  complaints of rash on left shoulder/side.   Pt took diphenhydramine 50mg by mouth prior to returning to observation area.  Observed for an additional 30 minutes, pt declined  ED evaluation and departed.

933722 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 KS 43.0 43 F NONE

933723 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 FL 51.0 51 F I received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine EUA and a few hours later started having chills, headache, weakness, fever and nauseas and stomach discomfort after Tylenol, My nose was congested but just the first night: Headache, and weakness Monday afternoon to Thursday afternoon, fever chills Monday afternoon to Wednesday afternoon, Nauseas an stomach problems disappear after my doctor prescribed Zofran and Pepto Bismol, Ibuprofen low the fever.

933724 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MD 57.0 57 M Significant flu like symptoms that lasted for 36 hours from onset.  Included a fever of over 101, sweats, chills and uncontrollable shivering.  Had some numbness in fingers and toes.  These symptoms were actually more severe that when I had Covid 19. Taking Tylenol would help ease the symptoms, I did rotate in a dose of Ibuprofen on a 2 hour interval one time during the worst of the symptoms. After the 36 hour mark the symptoms faded and I returned to a normal state, although very drained and fatigued. The severity of the symptoms seem like they would be dangerous for someone who is not in good health.

933725 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 77.0 77 M None stated.

933726 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Jan 8, 2021 around 8pm, I felt cold and unwell but no fever. My left arm was sore. The following morning, I had fever  of 101.4F. I also had bad headache and muscle aches. I tool 500 mg of Tylenol, had lots of fluids and rest for 2 days. Sunday when I woke up I felt better and I feel well now.

933727 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 56.0 56 F Patient's reaction(s) noted during COVID vaccine observation period:  lips tingling  Actions Taken: Vital signs taken and within normal for pt. Pt felt okay enough to leave   Disposition: Patient declined ED visit

933728 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 53.0 53 F On friday i woke up with strong body odor this is not usual for me I thought it was strange but went along with my day. Around 4 pm i started to feel a strange sensation on top of my right foot I had walked 2 dogs and i thought maybe i injured myself. By 7:30 I started to feel full like I wasn't breathing comfortably so i propped 2 pillows to help . After that i laid to watch a movie when on top of my right food i started to feel like something was traveling on top it just didnt feel right i ignored it but then my left foot and right foot started to have like a muscle spasm very painful my i started to shake felt confused and shaky speech took Ibuphrophen  400 mg  everything started to subside fell asleep . Next day back to normal i didnt have pain in my legs no soreness.

933729 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Fever up to 100.4 for three days.  Chills for one day.  Very sore arm for one day.  Fatigue for one day.

933730 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 AL 56.0 56 F Itching and red streak at injection site.  Two days after shot.  Feeling disoriented  and can't concentrate - one day after shot and still present.

933732 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 PA 54.0 54 F On Day 11, I woke up with my arm again inflamed at injection site.  Elevated, hot to touch.  For 3 days after my Moderna shot my arm at injection site was hot, inflammed and sore.

933733 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NC 40.0 40 M small itchy rashes on hands and feet and lasted about 5 days.  reported event to the health department who instructed patient to see primary care physician.  primary care physician recommended benadryl cream for  itch and come back if not better within two days.

933734 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 IN 54 F Patient received her first COVID vaccine (Pfizer) on 1/4/21 at 1419. She called the clinic on Thursday 1/7 and reported "Since her vaccine she has had body aches, fever, diarrhea." Clinic staff referred her to her PCP.

933735 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 49.0 49 F Fever, body aches, chills, headache, left lower quadrant pain front and back. Lasted 36 hours.

933736 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 42.0 42 M chills, fever, cough, chest congestion, nasal congestion, HA, nausea, fatigue, body aches. Feel like  I have the flu. Ibuprofen with mild improvement.

933737 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Cellulitis at Injection site.    Have had similar reactions to insect bites.   Hot to touch,  swollen.  radiated about 3 inches from center around.   I ended up drawing a circle around area on Saturday (1/11);  on Sunday I started the Moist Heat routine.   This is what I have had to do done in the past for my adverse reactions to spider bites.    Appears to be working...redness has faded,  only now it looks like a ringed target--similar to what the pictures are for tick bites.    Still warm to touch,  but appears to be improving.

933738 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 MD 39.0 39 F 9 days after injection, large well demarcated 6cm diameter reddened circle around injection site.  warm to touch.
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933740 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TN 33.0 33 F fever of 105.6 15 hours from injection. Headache at a 10 of 10, chills, fatigue, shaking from fever, loss of bladder control due to uncontrollable shaking from fever, body aches. Fever up and down. Currently 48 hours out from vaccine and still overall not feeling well and currently febrile at 100.9

933748 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 43.0 43 F Itching and rash at injection site.  Given IV Benadryl, solumedrol, Pepcid.  Rash resolved after treatment.

933750 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 FL 35.0 35 F Facial numbing, sore throat, dry throat

933751 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 PA 58.0 58 M Aprox 5 minutes after vaccine was given, patient stated he was not feeling well, asked for water and stated he was  having trouble breathing. Was then assisted to clinic treatment room, vitals were taken: 08:45 B/P 171/110, HR 84, R 28 O2 97.  EMS was activated. At 0900 158/94 HR 84 R 24 O2 97. Patient then voice he was having tightness in his throat. Epi Pen 0.3mg administered at 0900. At 0904 EMS arrived and patient taken to the nearest hospital.Y

933752 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 89.0 89 M Severe neck and shoulder pain.  Limited movement of arms, not able to put above the head.

933754 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 NC 47.0 47 F Within 30 minutes of receiving vaccine on 12/31/20, I felt as if I had been given a "sedative."  Within 2 hours of receiving, I developed severe hip pain.  On 1/1/21, I felt "drugged" the entire day, with a severe headache.  On 1/2/21, I had fatigue, and developed sever lower extremity pain during night.  Severe fatigue continued through 1/4/21--I tested positive for Covid on 9/21/20--and I have struggled with lingering symptoms--fatigue, brain fog, and body aches.

933755 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 MD 26.0 26 F Numbness and tingling bil upper extremities, seizure, temporary paralysis R arm. Started day after vaccine given, was observed overnight in hospital. Y 1

933756 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 NY 57.0 57 F developed progressively severe right flank pain and back pain on 1/1.  Went to emergency department on 1/6/21 d/t severe pain (no fever, diarrhea, nausea or vomiting).  ED md stated it was potentially shingles.  Have had similar outbreak of shingles (no rash but severe right flank and abdominal pain approximately 12 years ago and was seen in same ED and the dx of shingles was made by the PA in Dr office).  Pain improving as of today 1/11/21.  Have been unable to tolerate the increased dose of the naproxen prescribed by the ED md d/t increased gastric irritation.

933757 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 NY 51.0 51 M feel like somebody hit me  with a baseball bat, body ache low grade fever for 5 days

933758 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 VA 26.0 26 F Body aches at 9:00am Chills at 9:00 am  Headaches at 9:35 am Stuffy nose 11:00 am Fever of 100.5 at 1:00pm Last from 12/22/2020 - 12/24/2020

933759 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 39.0 39 M Myalgias and chills for 20 hours

933761 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WI 45.0 45 F Woke up at 7am at 8:15am both of my eyes swelled almost shut instantly.  Both were swollen above my eyebrow.  Whites of eyes were still white.  They didn't itch or hurt.  Went to Urgent care and they recommended cold compresses, Loratadine, Vaseline.  About 6 hours later the swelling went down, but not completely.  Woke up Sunday morning and my eyelids were dry and scaly.

933762 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 PA 26.0 26 F Redness, streaking and swelling of left arm. Diagnosed with cellulitis but not improving with Keflex. Prescribed prednisone, Benadryl and Pepcid with little improvement and seeing dermatologist today for further investigation.

933764 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F Fever, chills, nausea, headache

933765 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CA 39.0 39 F I began experiencing all my covid symptoms.  Chills, Fever, Cough, Nausea, Loss of Taste/Smell and Fatigue.  This lasted for approximately two days.

933766 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MT 41.0 41 F Patient given Moderna vaccine 1455. Patient reported feeling numb tongue, dizzy and nauseous. Patient took 25 mg diphenhydramine oral. Observed at vaccine clinic. began feeling more nausea. Tongue numbness not improving, took another 25 mg diphenhydramine. Patient sent to ED - taken by PALS/RN. Arrived in ED at 1600 complaining complaining of chest tightness with tingling in her throat. Out of concern that she may have progression to anaphylaxis so 0.3 mg of epinephrine was ordered intramuscularly. Patient also given 25 mg of Benadryl IV as well as Pepcid and Solu-Medrol.  Patient was observed here in the emergency department for several hours. She did have some complain of some itchiness of her skin so additional 25 mg of Benadryl was given.  She also was having some persistent chest tightness and appeared quite anxious and due to concern for anxiety is possibly a contributing factor, IV Valium was given for anxiolysis.  On reevaluation, symptoms have improved significantly.  She was counseled in regards to use of an EpiPen and a prescription was given for this. Prescription was also given per few days of prednisone and Pepcid. Provider recommended avoiding further covid19 vaccination.

933767 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 SC 55.0 55 F significant rigors, severe headache, felt feverish, but no fever for about 12 hours

933768 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 MI 34.0 34 M After the 2nd vaccine exp fever of 102 by the evening it went away.

933770 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 GA 39.0 39 F Client reports with in minuets of being in the observation room her tongue started to tingle. Approached staff in hall and client and nurse went in to an exam room. Nurse started taking vitals and called Nurse Director and was instructed to administer 25ml IM of Diphenhydramine to right arm. Nurse cont. with taking vitals signs until client reported to feeling better.

933771 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 39.0 39 F 1/7- RECEIVED VACCINE AND REPORTED HAVING TINGLING TO LIPS (A FEW HOURS LATER), TOOK BENADRYL AND REPORTED THAT TINGLING WENT AWAY.  1/8- REPORTED TINGLING TO LEFT OUTERLIP AND AND WENT TO ER AND DIAGNOSED WITH BELL PALSY / FACIAL PARALYSIS AFTER EVALUATION

933772 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 42.0 42 F - muscle ache in upper arm and should within first half hour of shot - extreme body aches began that evening; continued throughout the day 1/10; still present morning of 1/11, not as intense - temperature spiked to almost 100 that evening; fluctuated throughout the next day

933773 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Low grade fever body aches chills headache arm soreness

933774 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 MO 88.0 88 M Sore shoulder, severe diarrhea. Went 19 times in 1 night.

933775 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 VA 57.0 57 F Pain in Left Arm, Headache, Body Aches, Joint Pain, Nausea all began the day after the injection which was a Tuesday; Friday night began chills and fever to 102.2 and nausea and vomiting increased leading to dehydration; Saturday night developed Cellulitis in Left Lower Leg

933776 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 OH 43.0 43 F axillary lymphadenopathy in the same arm that I was vaccinated in

933777 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 32.0 32 M Fatigue, Headache, Bodyaches

933778 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MO 26.0 26 F Tiny pinpoint pimple looking raised bumps above elbows, shoulder, chest, and back of neck. Once discovered Benadryl  25mg was taken at 8:30 PM, and then a 2nd dose taken at 10:30 pm. Client then went to bed and did not wake up with bumps. Woke up feeling flu like symptoms Friday morning, nausea, muscle aches, headache, increased heart rate. Client does have history of migraines and anxiety which cause her heart to race. Sunday morning started with fever, cough, diarrhea, and runny nose.

933779 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 OH 35.0 35 M About 96-100 hours after administration, I had chills, palpitations, and soreness of my legs. The following day, I had mild fatigue, malaise, and temp of high 99's-100.6 F.

933780 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 NY 26.0 26 F 1st dose was not fully administered, solution leaked from patients deltoid, nurse confirmed syringe/needle was secured, 1st dose of the series was re-administered per guidelines

933782 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 OH 61.0 61 F 2 weeks after injection the area  2.5 x 1.5" just below the injection site is red, puffy, itchy & raised.  Up until now the only symptom was a sore arm  the day after injection.

933783 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 37.0 37 F Lymphadenopathy

933784 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Chills and low grade temp of 99.9 Friday evening.  Reports extreme dry mouth, headache, and body aches.   Motrin taken on Saturday and Sunday with improvement.

933785 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 NC 69.0 69 F a red rash approximately 2 inches by 2 inches developed over injection site. rash slightly raised and warm to touch with no pain. seems to be spreading after  about 2 weeks

933786 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 FL 77 F Same day after getting vaccine. I got really dizzy and my heart raced. Called the Paramedics over and suggested I go to hospital and I declined after speaking with cardiologist. Cardiologist advised I take a xanax. I went home after. Later that day I noticed a little swelling in my wrist. The swelling has Gradually increased to the left side in my wrists and both the backs of my legs. I called my cardiologist Dr and I am waiting for a cb. I spoke to Dr and he said it sounds like I am retaining water and advised me to up my diuretics'.

933788 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Swollen and painful lymph nodes

933789 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IA 50.0 50 F Spasmodic torticollis

933791 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 46.0 46 F exhaustion, lethargy

933792 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 ME 33.0 33 F Manager was notified that the employee had suffered a stoke-like "serious medical event" hours after the end of her shift, while at home. Y

933793 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 OH 51.0 51 M Numbness in right side of head and right arm (where he received injection). Starting getting confused. Legs started to give out. Continued working. Symptoms got worse. On and off paralysis of legs. Eyes flickered and darted. When he sat down at 1am, he took two nitroglycerin for chest pain. He asked a nurse to take his blood pressure. It was low. He felt he was losing control. He was struggling for breath. Eyes were tearing up real bad and tremors started. He stated he fought to stay conscious. Was started on oxygen. Was assisted in a wheelchair and taken to ER. Waited there for 4 hours. Was delusional. I left without being seen by a doctor after blood work and EKG. Went to sleep and woke up in river of sweat. Went to urgent care at that time. Was given a COVID test and it was negative. Was prescribed zinc and vitamins. He had the same symptoms like he did when he originally got COVID. Today at 9:36am, have fever off and on. Continues to feel pretty bad. Still dizzy.

933794 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 VA 54.0 54 F Shortness of breath, Fatigue, muscle aches, chest pain, dizzy and light headed, headache

933795 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 DC 43.0 43 F Itchy, red, warm, slightly raised injection site on day 8 after vaccine. Symptoms resolved completely within 48 hours,

933796 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 IL 62.0 62 M Chills, fever

933797 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IL 46.0 46 M The next day 1/10 headache, tiredness and injection site pain

933798 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 MO 55.0 66 F Red circular rash 8 days after injection. Description of rash: Perfectly round red rash aproximate size of a golf ball below the injection site. Rash is now encompassing the entire front of my upper left arm.

933799 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 56.0 56 M Arm soreness, severe muscle and joint pain, low grade fever, fatigue Treatment: Tylenol/ Motrin Outcome: symptoms better after 48 hours

933800 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 OK 53.0 53 F metallic taste in mouth for a few hours

933801 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 UT 63.0 63 F large dark spot under lash line of lower eye, then 48 hours after small white bumps in dark spot.

933802 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 NY 31.0 31 F The patient developed numbness in her left leg then shortly later numbness in her right arm affecting her balance and ability to walk accompanied by generalized weakness.

933803 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 WI 23.0 23 F Pt received dose at 0828 and after about 15 minutes reported symptoms of: Face numbness, lip tingling, heart racing.  A rash was also noted on her chest and perhaps to her right eye.  Heart rate was 99 BPM and Pulse ox was 99%.  Pt was transported to the ED for evaluation.  Upon call back to  ED they also stated pt reported her tongue was also affected (not swollen, but either numb or tingly).

933804 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 29.0 29 F fever, chills, body aches, fatigue, muscle soreness, headache, enlarged/swollen lymph nodes on left side of neck

933805 12/16/2020 01/11/2021 AL 66.0 66 F Patient had vaccine in Left arm.  That same night patient had temp of 100.1 and the right neck at base of head to shoulder began to hurt patient was unable to swallow without pain in the next few days.  Patient went to ER and was hospitalized for 2 days treated with IV steroids and 2 antibiotics (clindamycin and acyclovir).  Patients symptoms resolved and patient was discharged without additional issues.  The admitting physician was unable to identify the cause of these symptoms, but the vaccine could not be ruled out.Y 2

933806 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NH 29.0 29 F Patient was in the passenger seat with a male driver. Patient stated "no" when asked if any medical issues. Stated "no" when asked if had any adverse reactions in the past to vaccinations. Vaccine administered, pt within seconds lost consciousness. Few seconds later pt had a seizure. 911 called. Help called for pt to be moved to cot. Pt started coming to and feeling better. Male driver later stated something to the effect of "this happens to her every time". BP 110/60. HR 78. SPO2 96%

933808 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 VA 33.0 33 F Summary: syncopal event, hypotension, leukocytosis  About 22-24 hours after receiving the first dose of the vaccine (1/8/21), the patient became nauseous and lightheaded, sat down in a chair for at least 30 minutes, felt worse and let a coworker know, then had a syncopal episode  lasting 5-10 minutes, coworkers witnessed patient had stable vital signs but unresponsive, diaphoretic, pale, and shaking,  a hospital rapid response was called (patient works at the hospital). Patient was taken to the ED for observation, remained hypotensive (90's/50's) for about an hour, then slowly returned to normal BP (110's/80's) over another hour. Patient likely did not require going to the ED, however was taken there as a precaution due initially to the length of time passed out and hypotension.  Prior to this episode, the patient only experienced soreness at the injection site. Following this episode, the patient felt some weakness and had a mild headache for another 24 hours before returning to baseline.

933809 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 GA 39.0 39 F Client approached a Nurse in the hall, reports within min. of being in the observation room client reports a "tingling tongue". Client was lead to an exam room and vitals were taken at 12:44pm. Lead Nurse called Nursing Director and was instructed to administer IM 25ml of Diphenhydramine to right arm.  Vitals were continued every 5 min. Client reported "feeling better" and after aprox. 30min left to go home.

933810 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Redness at site of injection, pain at site of injection, fever/chills, joint aches

933811 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 IN 33.0 33 F On Sunday 12/20 I started to get a significant sharp headache on the left side that radiated down my left neck and arm to the point of injection site. My left arm was also sore as to be expected with typical injection but this sensation was different. It caused a sharp neuromuscular pain that was also itchy/burning. Extended in the region of sternocleidomastoid site. No rash development but seemed like symptoms of shingles. Continued through until approx 12/26/20. Improved with heat pack, Tylenol and Motrin.   Was evacuated by physician on 12/21/20 with no testing or medication provided as symptoms were unclear.

933812 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 31.0 31 F day 1 fatigue, sore arm day 2 more fatigue, extra sore arm, head ache

933813 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Big red welps all over upper arm where vaccine was given. Has been there for 2 weeks now.

933814 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 UT 26.0 26 F I am currently 20 weeks pregnant. y left arm was really sore after the injection. I had pain under my left armpit with fever and chills and felt fatigued. My symptoms lasted two days.  I slept a lot during the day and day after the injection . I did  not get care from a hospital or doctor.

933815 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Left axillary lymphedema started at slight discomfort on 1/8/2021 and has progressively worsened over the weekend to increased swelling and pain, no treatment, ongoing condition

933816 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 NH 36.0 36 F red blotchy area on my arm near the injection site

933817 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 40.0 40 F Started out with my shoulder blades being sore that night. I woke up the next morning and was sore all over, my head hurt, and my temperature was anywhere from 100.3-101. I checked it various times thru out the day. By the time I was ready for bed I felt a little better, but not up to normal standards.  I slept thru the night and woke up fine. I wasn't sore anymore and my twmp was 98.2.

933818 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 NC 41.0 41 F I experienced hives approximately one week after having the vaccination.  I have pictures of the hives.  They initially started around the site of the vaccination and then spread to other places on my body.  I am continuing to experience multiple hives on various places on my body.

933819 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 MD 52.0 52 F Employee c/o dizziness, high blood pressure and nausea immediately after injection. Employee vomited and was assessed by MD.  Per MD on-site at clinic, the patient's BP was "elevated but WNL."  Received water and was monitored for an additional 45 minutes.

933820 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 LA 47.0 37 F Employee had no adverse reaction. Staff told me that we need to complete this form about event. 1/4/21 Patient got injection with Agency, consent she completed stated she had never received a covid vaccine of any type. When I went to enter into database it showed she got one 12/30 at the Hospital. I called her Immediately and she told me she had filled out the consent at Hospital but injections were not ready when she got off night shift so she left and did not get it. By Wednesday her story changed to she got it there and at Agency.

933821 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 82.0 82 M Had a slight fever, chills, aching muscles and joints and slight shortness of breath.

933822 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NH 32.0 32 F At 3:30 p.m. the patient turned flush and red on neck and upper chest area.  Pt waited in observation area for 30 minutes to monitor allergic response. pt was administered 50 mg diphenhydramine and recovered and left clinic at approximately 3:55p.m.

933823 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 TX 45.0 45 F First dose of vaccine was received on 12/22/2020. Became COVID test  positive on 12/30/2020. Had bodyaches, sore throat on 12/29/2020. Symptoms improved in 4 days.

933824 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 60.0 60 F fatigue, chills started about 8 hours after the vaccine;  went to bed early and by 24 hrs the reactions had gone away. No pain at the injection site.

933825 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 SC 55.0 55 F significant rigors, severe headache, felt feverish, but no fever for about 12 hours

933826 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 KY 49.0 49 M Fever headache nausea

933827 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 PA 25.0 25 F Swollen, red, painful about 2in in diameter for over 24 hours: fever of over 100.1, nauseous, severe body aches and muscle pain, migraine, fatigue, body chills

933828 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 VA 39.0 39 F My upper arm where the injection was administered, started to radiate pain up to my neck. I noticed at that time a painful lump at the front base of neck, right side. The pain started to increase throughout the day. The following morning, the injection site was red and inflamed. The pain persisted throughout the day, radiating  to my hand, all the way up to my neck. The injection site was swollen and red. On a scale of 1 - 10, my pain was at 8. The following day, the pain reached a 10, the swelling and inflammation had increased and I noted decreased muscle strength in my hand. This persisted throughout the night. It's now Monday morning, and with flexril, constant application of a heating pad, a topical Diclofenac gel, and twice daily dose of 800 mg of Motrin and 2 tyelnol over the course of the last 2 days, my pain is at a 7. The swelling has reduced at the injection site some, but the the redness has increased and so has the hardness of the site.

933829 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CO 62.0 62 F Eight hours after  vaccine I developed terrible chills fever, terrible myalgia and weakness .   The pain was terrible as was the fatigue and fever .  I used Ibuprofen.  48 hours later I felt almost completely normal- no pain etc .   Then 56 hours later resumption of chills fever for 4 hours .  At 64 hours and after ibuprofen feeling better

933830 12/26/2020 01/11/2021 NC 56.0 56 F I noticed a runny nose for the entire first day and the next day I had an appointment. My right eye was puffy, swollen, red, itchy. I got a shot of dexamethazone and the next day I felt better.  I also had a script for prednisone.

933831 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NY 41.0 41 M patient started to feel very nauseous and had stomach cramps, went home early and took some OTC related medications to relieve symptoms

933832 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 58.0 58 F HANDS AND FINGER NUMBNESS AND TINGLING BEGAN APPROXIMATELY 2 HOURS AFTER RECEIVING VACCINE

933833 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Fine for ~6-9 hours post injection. But then immediate fever (103F), body ache, extreme joint pain and a feeling of something eating away in my bones, chills, bruised/swollen/pain in left arm (injection spot), fever, fatigue, headache, light cough for 5 straight days. Not able to do normal activities. Took Tylenol and ice pack to alleviate fever. The day after injection, body fell so weak that my body acquired another viral infection (very unusual). No shortness of breath. Eating/drinking/appetite fine. No loss of taste/smell.  I am exactly 1 week from the injection. No fever, just light headache. Able to resume normal activities but gets fatigued fairly quickly (after 3 hours). I am very active and work out 2 hours every day, but may not be able to do strenuous activity/exercise for some time...  I was symptomatic covid last year in April 2019. This was very similar experience but an extremely debilitating, more intense version of the covid that I had.  ***I am unsure if I should proceed with the second dose due to a very severe reaction to the first dose***

933835 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MI 89.0 89 F Injection site red, warm, swollen, painful.  6 cm x 11 cm in size

933836 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 FL 38.0 38 F chest tightness, trouble breathing, dizziness and blurry vision

933837 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TX 66.0 66 F After several hours, patient describes pain, numbness and cramping down left arm, muscle spasms causing fingers to curl, shortly thereafter generalized muscle aches and fever up to 101.  3 days later rash which has now been identified,  with PCP,  as herpes zoster.  She has no known history of shingles in the past.

933838 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TX 32.0 32 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EAU  Approximately 12hrs (10pm) after receiving the first dose I had severe, uncontrollable chills, severe headache, & nausea. The chills lasted throughout the night and were gone by the next morning. The headache & nausea continued for the next day and half but were less severe than the initial reaction. In addition I felt lethargic for about 2 days after the chills stopped.

933839 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 NY 82.0 82 F Severe lower back pain, seems like muscle spasms.  Cannot rise from sitting position without severe back pain.  Standing, sitting, lying down is pain free unless I try to change position.

933840 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 MD 61.0 61 F Waited at the vaccine location 30 minutes and felt fine, driving home started to feel tingling and numbness on lips, face, face was puffy, mouth was dry, hard to swallow. Went to Medical Center as it was closest to home. This was about 1 hour after the shot was received. My chest was feeling tight when I arrived at the hospital and started with a slight headache.They checked my vitals BP was 146/91, pulse was 107, SPO2 was 98, temperature was 97.9. They gave me 2 Benadryl pills and had me stay in a room. After a few hours my vitals returned to normal and I was feeling better. They kept me a few more hours to make sure the symptoms did not return. I was discharged with a prescription for benadryl and zyrtec to take as needed. Only took the Benadryl that evening and the next morning with Tylenol. My arm was sore the next day but felt fine.

933841 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NC 55.0 55 F Shortly after administration of the vaccine on 1/7/21, the patient experienced heart palpitations.  Continued all day and into the next day.  The patient contacted PCP on 1/8/21.  PCP indicated since a  recent stress test was done (12/1/20), no need for an EKG.  Per patient, PCP thinks the patient has acid reflux (actively taking omeprazole 20mg/day).    Palpitations have resolved.

933842 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NH 31.0 31 F Faint rash at lower anterior neck, experienced 5 minutes after vaccination.

933843 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 65.0 65 F Patient stated she felt "funny" ~10 minutes after vaccination, felt "cold in chest and waves of tingling", initially diaphoretic with BP 175/110, HR 110. AFter 15 minutes patient stated she felt better but noted vision was still slightly blurry.  After 45 minutes vitals were BP 175/90, HR 88 with ongoing periods of blurry vision and tingling in extremities.

933844 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 43.0 43 F Axillary swelling, pain and tenderness in armpit. pain in finger joints.

933845 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 CO 56.0 56 F After I got the 1st dose, I had a headache and then 2 days after I had a migraine and was puking. I was dizzy and went to ER 5 days after dose. I was sick for 7 days. I puked for 5 and stayed in bed, I could not get out of bed.  I could not hold any food or fluids for 5 days, I never felt like this before.  I missed 3 days of work.

933847 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 ME 45.0 45 F While sitting upright I became dizzy.  I was assisted to my bed room and remained dizzy throught.  While laying down I was dizzy.  I took some tylenol pm and went to sleep.  When awakening, I was not dizzy.  Occasionally on day two and three, I feel like its going to start again but it has not.

933848 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TX 61.0 61 F Extreme fatigue beginning on  the evening of 1/7/2021  lasting through Saturday (1/9/2021) morning.

933849 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 77.0 77 F None stated.

933850 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 46.0 46 F Developed cellulitis on arm. Being treated with 10 days of keflex. Redness and soreness to touch at area of injection site.

933851 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 IN 24.0 24 F Red circle around on arm where vaccine was injected. The spot came back after it originally went away.

933852 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MI 88.0 88 M Left deltoid red, warm, swollen at injection site. 6 cm x 7 c m

933853 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 MI 38.0 38 M Patient received COVID-19 vaccine (1st dose) on 12-21-20. Sometime between 12-22-20 and 12-26-20 (received conflicting doses) patient noticed a rash on the torso. Rash not itchy or painful. Patient denied any tongue/lip swelling, no throat swelling, no dyspnea/dysphagia. Rash did not improve with Benadryl. Did get ok from Provider to receive COVID-19 on 1-11-21.

933854 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 PA 45.0 45 F Redness, warmth and swelling 2 days post injection. Seen in ED and prescribed doxycycline and improving.

933855 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OH 56.0 56 F A minor rash developed on the left side of my torso Friday night/Saturday morning.  Appears to be resolving on its own.  I felt fatigued all day Saturday (Feb. 9th)

933856 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MD 27.0 27 F swelling of lymph node in left side of neck, less than 48 hours after vaccination

933857 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MO 28.0 28 F Chills, Muscle ache, Fatigue, Soreness at site of injection

933858 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 34.0 34 F fever, muscle aches, feels cruddy

933859 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 ME 41.0 41 F The day of my vaccine and the following day my arm was very sore. It went away. 7-8 days after receiving my  first dose my arm became sore at the injection site, warm to the touch and itchy. I just started today on the advice of my physician to take Tylenol, use cold compresses and Hydrocortisone cream. It's helping to take the edge off of the itch but my arm is still very warm.

933860 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 44.0 0 F Significant redness, swelling and heat at injection site 1 week post injection. Approximately 5 inches extending from above the injection site, past it and toward the elbow.  Some tenderness in upper arm and joint discomfort at elbow. No problems at injection site prior to onset of symptoms.0.0

933861 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 60.0 60 F four hours after receiving vaccine, I experienced diarrhea, then fever.  Weakness, fatigue and increased fever continued thru the night and not able to sleep, very restless.  The next morning after I had more weakness and major flair up with my MS, where I fell several times and was not able to get myself off the floor.  Each time I fell it too approximately 20 minutes for me to get either in bed or a chair.  Still had fever of a 100-101 through out  the day, took ibuprofen to help, which it did for a short time but then fever was back.  About 7pm I took some Benadryl  and was finally able to fall asleep.  The next morning, no fever but very weak.  Went to health club to help with my legs.  This day was ok, weak but improved.  No falls

933862 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Woke up the next morning super weak and nauseous. Had little energy and no appetite. Slept most of the day. Friday (3 days after) felt tired and weak.

933863 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 52.0 52 F Headache/Body Aches/chills/ fever of 100.9. Lasted approximately 6 hours. Symptoms were similar to when I had Covid.

933864 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 40.0 40 F Cellulitis at injection site. Went to ED to get checked out. Also had severe vertigo.

933865 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Difficulty breathing, achy, joint pain.

933866 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 26.0 26 F 10:00pm arm feels sore  11:00pm fever, lethargy  1:00am Chills, fever, muscle pain

933867 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 39.0 39 F 10 minutes later, minor headache and itching. 4 hours later, lightheadedness/dizziness. ~12 hours later (03:30 the next day) fever up to 102, skin felt on fire all over my body, gi cramps, mild intermittent cough, myalgias, fatigue, extreme headache behind my eyes, occiput, and jaw pain, rigors.

933868 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 42.0 42 F Employee who received the COVID vaccine on 12/29 woke up the next day with a slight headache and rash at her injection site. As the day went by, her headache worsened.

933869 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 51.0 51 F Cellulitis at injection site. Went to ED to get checked out. Also had severe vertigo.

933870 01/06/1921 01/11/2021 FL 38.0 F Sore Left Arm, Fatigue Day 1 and 2,   Day 3 Swelling and Redness of arms, face, and hives on chest ending in ER VISIT

933871 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 47.0 47 F headache, body aches, fever

933872 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 MD 65.0 65 F I developed rigors with high fever 39.4 C.  I was coughing, non-productive cough, pain at the base of my lungs from coughing, running nose, muscle pain, GI problems- vomited once and stool foul smelling, loose.  I developed hematuria- visit to Patient first, placed on an antibiotic.  Continued with high fever and shivers- went to Emergency Department, admitted.  Started on cefuroxime- fever and symptoms subsided.  Discharged home.  One week at home- getting stronger by day.  Back to work January 11, 2021

933873 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 38.0 38 F -Pt was given COVID19 Vaccine at 9:06AM 2/8/1982. -Immediately, pt felt tight in her chest. -Pt was taken into observation room by myself (PA-C). -She sat down and took off her mask and took a few deep breaths.  -She said she had some tingling in her throat.  -She coughed a few times.  -After 1 minute and some deep breaths, she felt much better and the tightness & tingling went away. -Denied itchy & watery eyes, difficulty breathing, chest pain, itchiness, swelling, rash.  -No rash or swelling was visualized.  -Throat tinging subsided after 10 minutes.  -Vitals were normal throughout entire encounter. -Pt was evaluated by myself and observed by myself for 30 minutes. -Pt was also evaluated by Dr.  -Discharged after 30 minutes.

933874 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MI 88.0 88 F Right arm red, warm, swollen, painful at the injection site. 7 cm x 6 cm.

933877 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 OH 50.0 50 F Felt dizzy and nauseous and then passed out for 30-60 seconds. Vomited after I came to about 5 minutes after and have been fine since

933878 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 GA 28.0 28 F Both at time of first vaccine (12/19) and second vaccine (1/5) I had the same symptoms: headache, muscle and joint aches, malaise, fatigue, and pain at injection site

933879 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 PR 37.0 37 F headache, chills, joint pain, nausea, swollen lymph nodes  in right axillar area,

933880 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NY 58.0 58 M Taste of the vaccine in my mouth as soon as administered followed by full body flushing and sweating and hypersensitivity to sound and touch sense of depersonalization, anxiety Next morning, severe muscle and joint pain

933881 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MI 88.0 88 F 7cmx 6 cm, red, warm, swollen, sore at injection site

933882 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 KY 17.0 17 F Moderna vaccine given to patient under the age of 18.

933883 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 IN 45.0 45 F Received shot on 1/5/2021 at 9:30 am, at around 9:30 pm same day I started to get a headache.  At 10:00 pm my headache was the worse headache I've had so I took 1 Ultracet and after 30 minutes of no relief I took a gabapentine.  Still no relief and at 1:00 am I started vomiting uncontrollably and that last until around 4:00 am.  I ran a low grade fever for the next 24 hours, highest fever was 100.1 but that was with taking Tylenol.  I slept all day on the 1/6 and left every worn out and drained.  1/7 i stopped running a fever at 5:00 am started to feel better just tired.  1/8 I woke up feeling completely normal and fine.

933884 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 27.0 27 F swelling redness at injection site, itching, muscle pain, not feeling well-all resolved

933885 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TX 53.0 53 F Noticed red swelling size of tennis ball on left upper arm on  1/9/21 at 8am due to itching, with  no pain or problems breathing.

933886 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 PA 45.0 45 F Pain, redness and streaking, warmth at injection site, seen in ED and prescribed doxycycline.

933887 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 29.0 29 M Headache, chills, fatigue, light cough, general malaise. Symptoms lasted for about 36 hours

933889 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 55.0 55 F Patient experienced throat tightness, chest tightness, anxiety, and lightheadedness that did not subside after 30 minute observation. She was transferred to the ED for further evaluation.
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933890 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MA 49.0 49 M Vaccine given at 07:50 (AM), with no immediate concerns. Within 4-6 hours, soreness at injection site was noted (soreness took 12-18 hours to start after first dose) By 8 hours after vaccination, had generalized "tingling" like a flu prodrome. By 12 hours after vaccination, experienced generalized aches, chills, mild headache and ipsilateral axillary lymphadenitis All symptoms persisted for 48 hours before resolution, except for axillary lymph node pain. Axillary lymphadenitis persisting , but resolving, by 72 hours after vaccination.

933892 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 46.0 46 M Saturday all day my arm hurt. Sunday I woke up with no arm pain. Then after eating lunch I had diarrhea consistently and increased. Woke up in the middle of the night with more diarrhea and cold sweats. Temp 93.4.  Sugar 112 in the middle of the night. I feel completely like trash, feel sick all over.  Stomach hurts and lots of gas and diarrhea consistently.

933893 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 MA 30.0 30 F patient reported symptoms from receiving the covid vaccine on 12/30/2020. On 1/6/2021 she indicated that she developed symptoms at the vaccination site such as circumscribed, indurated, and erythema area at the injection site. She notes some discomfort. Currently denies fever, SOB, or sore throat. Patient reports NKA and that she has never had a reaction to immunizations before. Patient also reports that her symptoms are improving and the area is starting to look better as of 1/8/2021.

933894 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OK 77.0 77 F Within about 10 minutes experienced heart thumping and light headedness.  Felt overall as though I was hyperventilating, but breathing was normal.  By that evening, I was feeling "not right".  By the next morning, started chilling, temp was elevated, over all "sick" feeling.  Experienced that until the next afternoon.  Arm was very sore (still is, but better).  Please note that I had Covid starting November 8, was very ill 2 weeks and continued feeling extreme weakness and fatigue for several weeks after.

933895 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Temp 100.5, chills, body ache, fatigue

933896 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 51.0 51 F On 12/29, employee began feeling a hard, cellulitisy spot on her right arm at the injection site. No pain, just a mild itch.

933897 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 27.0 27 F swelling redness at injection site, itching, muscle pain, not feeling well-all resolved

933900 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 71.0 71 F Patient's reaction(s) noted during COVID vaccine observation period: Shortness of breath, throat tightness Actions Taken: Pt felt better within a few seconds. She thinks it was anxiety/panic attack after receiving her vaccine as the tightness/SOB only lasted a few seconds.    She was walked by an RN from the vaccine administration area to observation area and took a set VS. VS were normal with a slightly elevated SBP.   Pt stayed in observation area for a little longer to make sure she felt okay. Pt went home, declined ED visit

933901 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CO 37.0 37 F For my first Pfizer shot I got fever of 102, chills, headache, muscle aches, malaise, weakness for 4 hours about 16 hours after shot. Following this, the headache and fatigue remained the rest of the day. Periodic headaches noted in the weeks following. After my second Pfizer Covid shot I experienced nausea, diarrhea, extreme fatigue and exhaustion, malaise 4 days are shot lasting about 24 hours in duration.

933902 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NY 70.0 70 F Upper respiratory symptoms. Stuffy nose, severe chest congestion, cough, sore throat

933903 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NE 58.0 58 M body aches x 24 hours

933904 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TX 56.0 56 F SWOLLEN  & SORE LYMPH NODE UNDER LEFT ARM PIT, NOTICED ON FRIDAY 1/8/21 THOUGH 1/10/21 AM. SWELLING STARTED TO DECREASE BY SUNDAY AFTERNOON 1/8/21, SWELLING DOWN BY SUNDAY NIGHT 1/8/21

933905 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 48.0 48 M Headache , stomach discomfort and nausea

933906 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 KY 17.0 17 F VACCINE GIVEN TO PATIENT UNDER THE AGE OF 18.

933907 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 TX 52.0 52 F Itching to site 11 days after vaccine. Noted 10cm area of redness, warmth and swelling of the site in the evening of the 11th day. Took Zyrtec and applied steorid cream.

933908 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MI 80.0 80 F Right deltoid sore, tender to touch with a large reddened area, area 11x8cm

933909 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NE 47.0 47 M 1. Onset roughly 12 hours after injection lasting until approximately 32 hours after injection: fever, chills, body aches, nausea, sore left arm. Treated with 600 mg Ibuprofen every four hours. Fever would break and then come back.   2. Onset roughly 51 hours after injection lasting until approximately 55 hours after injection: fever, chills. Treated with 600 mg Ibuprofen. No symptoms since.

933910 12/27/2020 01/11/2021 NY 41.0 41 F pain on injection site, myalgia

933911 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Moderna COVID-19 vaccine EUA

933912 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 KY 41.0 41 F On January 6, 2021, exactly one week after receiving my first dose of the Moderna vaccine, I woke up to my injection site being red, swollen, hot, and itchy. The area of redness has gotten bigger each day and is still hot and itchy with induration.

933913 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 65.0 65 F Upon assessment resident noted to have increased respirations, lungs CTA. Resident c/o increased fatigue and muscle aches. VS 202/180, 118, 22, 97.1, 96%. Y 4

933914 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 FL 35.0 35 F Left side supraclavicular/infraclavicular/axillary lymph node enlargement starting on Saturday evening after Monday vaccination. By Sunday left arm soreness in area where vaccination was given. No pain in other arm or swelling in right side.

933915 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 IN 31.0 31 F received first dose of moderna vaccine; approximately 3 mins later feet became numb. Hands became numb. felt flushed. progressed into vago-vagal reaction; was instructed to lie down in bed provided in clinic. patient felt better after lying for 40 minutes and left clinic. Proceeded to work from home the rest of the day. Approxmiately two hours later felt throat tightening/swelling. resolved with benedryl..   Patient has had previous vaso-vagal reaction to all three doses of HPV vaccine series.

933916 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 CA 30.0 30 F hives- like breaking out on fore head a lot of swelling in face numbness glands swollen under tongue

933917 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MI 80.0 80 F Right deltoid sore, tender to touch with a large reddened area, area 11x8cm

933918 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MN 65.0 65 F Pain in the left shoulder and left base of the neck.  Patient received her COVID vaccine on 1/7/2021 in the left arm and developed the pain in her left upper shoulder the following morning on 1/8/2021 and continues through today (1/11/2021).  Patient has not seen a provider or received treatment at this time, but will see her PCP today.

933919 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 26.0 26 F fever, headache, nausea, body aches, fatigue-symptoms resolved

933920 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 TX 86.0 86 F Itching at injection site and around, redness and hot to touch, 3-4 in redness around injection site, soreness for first few day after injection

933921 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 AZ 57.0 57 M MED STAFF INJECTED  PATIENT,  TISSUE FELT TIGHT,  MED/SYRINGE GENTLY PRESSED INTO SKIN AND NEEDLE RETRACTED, POSS.  LOSS OF VACCINE  (UNKNOWN AMOUNT)  NOTED.  PT. LEFT ALERT/ORIENTED

933922 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MN 33.0 33 F Patient was transferred to me at 2:04pm reporting that she had her COVID-19 vaccine at OTC op center with you around 11:30 today- About 1.5 hours later, around 1pm, she noted slight itching at the injection site that had progressed to a ?warm feeling? in her neck with hive type rash.  She denied any breathing issues and reported having an allergy to strawberries, has rec?d vaccines in the past with no issues. She was on her way into town from home to get Benadryl and Zyrtec and was planning to stay in town to see if her symptoms resolved and stay by the clinic/hospital just in case. We called her back at 3:23pm and she reported feeling better-advised her to sign up for VSafe app., continue monitoring and f/u with ED if symptoms warranted.  She gave you permission to submit reaction into VARES on her behalf.

933923 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 43.0 F Rash, fatigue, joint pain, low grade fever, chills, nausea, muscle pain

933924 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NY 22.0 22 F Rash on neck  Hives on neck, chest and back

933925 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 PR 49.0 49 M 5 days with fever. Headache, muscle pain, cough, trouble breathing, diarrhea, nausea, no appetite etc.

933926 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TX 52.0 52 F Left arm pit pain, left neck pain,  intermittent left ear pain.  Tolerable mild discomfort. No treatment.

933927 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 59.0 59 F Localized swelling at COVID vaccine injection site, along with itching and rash.

933928 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 FL 68.0 68 F 1 day after vaccine, chills, body aches, headache. 2 days later was feeling better but noticed lots of hair loss during shower. Noticed lots of hair on pillow, concerned with handfuls of hair loss.

933929 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 IA 89.0 89 F rash to arm, antibiotics started 1/10/21,  rash area has extended slightly since 1/10/21

933930 10/12/2020 01/11/2021 AL 26.0 26 F 36 weeks pregnant as of 1/12/2021 left arm neuropathy

933931 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 WA 21.0 21 F the left arm went numb (the same arm that was administered), vomiting, body shakes, fingers and toes turned blue

933933 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 FL 57.0 57 M Pain in the location of vaccine and increase temperature in the area. Pain was moderate and lasted 3 days

933934 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NC 64.0 64 F blanchable erythematous pruritic rash to back, chest, abdomen occurring 1 week after vaccine and lasting a week at time of visit.  Looks like hives but does not come and go.  No resp concerns.

933935 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 MA 43.0 43 F Sever thrombocytopenia (platelet count 2,000) 8 days following Moderna COVID vaccine.  Clinically suspicious for ITP. Y Y

933936 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 AR 70.0 70 F Stomach cramps/nausea

933937 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 FL 73.0 73 M Moderna COVID-10 Vaccine EUA: Woke up on Jan 10 with injection site red, swollen (hard) and itchy.   Less red on Jan 11, but still swollen and itchy.  No obvious detrimental effect, but want to report the condition.

933938 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 PR 58.0 58 F Patient refers developed general malaise, headache, feverish, joint pain, nausea and left arm pain

933939 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CO 50.0 50 F severe headache-took Naprosyn and Maxalt with slight reduction in intensity but did not relieve-eased by 2nd day out from vaccine myalgias throughout both arms and legs-rest-eased by 2nd day out from vaccine

933940 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Swelling to B/L hands, itching and rash to right hand.  Patient advised to use OTC antihistamine and follow up with PCP.

933941 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 NH 50.0 50 M One week following injection, 4 x 4 inch reddened rash  area noted at injection site. Area was slightly raised and mildly itchy. Lasted about two days.

933942 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 NJ 38.0 38 F within minutes entire body numbness and "hot", followed by full body erythema. Was transported to the ED for treatment.

933943 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 MA 64.0 64 F approximately 12 hours after receiving, I felt like I was coming down with COVID again.  Having just recovered last month, it felt like a recurrent nightmare.  Shaking chills, slight temp, body aches, exhaustion.  It lasted overnight and into the following day until approximately 3pm when I was able to get out of bed and drink water.

933945 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 IL 32.0 32 F 1/11 "less than 24 hrs, work Sunday night, hands were red, right one swollen. Continued on and off at work when benadryl and chlortabs started wearing off.  As night continued y face is a little swollen, headache, hypersensitive skin, sore tired"

933947 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 VA 27.0 27 F Experienced fatigue and headaches beginning approximately 24 hours after vaccine injection. The fatigue and headaches were most severe on the between 24-33 hours after injection then gradually subsided until adverse events were eliminated on Day 3, approximately 57 hours post injection. No treatment was taken to lessen side effects, simply rest.

933948 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TN 23.0 23 F Initially had a very sore arm day of, then on the second night my entire body became itchy and I had welts similar to those from allergy shots around my body and the itchyness has lessened however I am still itchy.

933949 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 59.0 59 F nausea in the head, fatigue, muscle soreness-resolved

933950 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 DC 42.0 42 F Received vaccine on 1/5, began having swelling in bilateral hands and lower extremities on 1/7, along with fatigue. On 1/8 she reports new swelling started in her face (eyes and cheeks). Swelling has not improved today and fatigue has worsened. Y 1

933951 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 31.0 31 F After 24 hours of receiving vaccine my lower back started to ache, I experienced body chills and my skin was sensitive to touch. This lasted for about 6 hours. I was also light headed and woozy for about 3 hours. The next morning all of these symptoms were gone.

933952 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 WI 38.0 38 F Felt and appeared flushed, as well as feeling her throat closing up and being "unable to breathe" within 6 hours of receiving the immunization

933953 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 MD 36.0 36 F Starting 3 days after the vaccine (1/3/21) she had a severe headache. The next day she also had nausea and a mild cough. She was tested for COVID which was negative. She felt better by 1/5/21, but had muscle aches and fatigue on 1/7/21 and 1/9/21.

933954 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NE 49.0 49 F 1/08/21 I was very fatigued, and a little bit of body aches.  01/09/21 I was very lethargic and had body aches, mostly in my joints

933955 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MT 32.0 32 F I had a headache for about 48 hours after receiving the vaccine.  Drinking water, taking ibuprofen and sleep id not help.  I also had the typical sore arm.

933957 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 WI 64.0 64 F As per RN documentation, Pt with hx of anaphylaxis with the 4th infusion dose of Rotuxin a couple years ago.  PCP discussed benefit to prevent complications of COVID vaccine outweighs risk to get COVID vaccine.  Discussed this as well with patient.  She agrees to get the vaccine.    I stayed with the RN and patient for 30 minutes post vaccination and she had no symptoms other than BP and Pulse elevated further to 150s/90s. P upper 80s.    She was transitioned to anther office with plan to continue observation for another 15 mins and recheck her BP.    About 45-50  mins post vaccine, she reported her lower arms and right side of her neck felt swollen but had no SOB or mouth swelling or itching.  She was talking in normal sentences.   Her face became more flushed as well as the posterior aspect of her forearms and she said the neck felt more swollen.   Epi Pen was administered at 8:40 am and EMS was contacted.   Her BP was 160/100, pulse ox 96%, RR 26, Pulse 88.     Transferred to ED.

933958 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 36.0 36 M Extreme body ache, chills, headache, vomiting, chest pain, difficulty breathing, sore throat.   Tylenol & ibuprofen eased body ache, chills, headache but  did nothing for chest pain, difficulty breathing, sore throat.   So far, symptoms continue approximately 72 hours after receiving vaccine.

933959 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 37.0 37 F 100.4 fever Significant body aches Significant Fatigue  Headache Joint Pain

933960 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 62.0 62 M 4 days after injection, redness and severe itching at site. Treating with warm compress and Benadryl cream.

933961 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Very sore for the first 3 days then the symptoms resolved and starting last Friday, my arm was red raised sore warm and tender to touch. Also had axillary tenderness and soreness down the bicep muscle as well

933962 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 29.0 29 F Fever, Body ache and injection site soreness. Took paracetamol - felt better.

933963 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OK 60.0 60 F COVID vaccine #2  given Thursday January7th 12:30. Body aches and chills started Friday January 8th approx. 1700. Worsening symptoms through the night. Fever and slight cough on Saturday morning with body aches, joint pain and chills.

933964 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IL 44.0 44 F 1/7/21 9pm- low grade Fever, chills, sore arm at injection site. 1/8/21 2pm-low grade fever, sore arm at injection site, left axilla pain and swollen left axillary lymph nodes 1/9 to- present: swollen axillary lymph nodes and tenderness left axilla

933965 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 81.0 81 F Found on floor by CNA at 6 am. On assessment by charge nurse, VS: 99.6-94-16 212/105 manual. Noted increased confusion.  Temp. 99.6 FBS 114.  Resident had been provided tylenol just prior in shift for general discomfort (sore muscles) and low grade temp. On call for Dr notified of all and received order to send to ER.Y 4

933966 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NV 65.0 65 F Injected just under the bone; to high. With in 5 minutes a sharp shooting pain felt in Right shoulder extending down arm followed by a deep throbbing in deltoid and shoulder. This faded. Later in the day soreness like post shingles vax coupled with inability to move my arm, intense shoulder pain . Alternate ibuprofen and Tylenol, moist heat and rest. Today with 800 mgs of ibuprofen I can type but shoulder has limited mobility and is painful

933967 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 81.0 81 M mild headache and mild muscle aches - mostly gone 48 hours after receiving vaccine

933968 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 OH 45.0 45 F patient reported feeling lightheaded and nauseous, having several dry heaves but not producing vomit

933970 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MI 89.0 89 M 26cm x 18cm reddened warm area noted to right upper arm, RT upper arm remains red, swollen, and warm to touch

933974 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 IL 54.0 54 F "1/10/21 I go the 2nd shot.  My blood pressure dropped and they had to lay me down. It went to 90/40, I broke out in a rash on my neck, I am achey all over today 1/11/21"

933975 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 WI 55.0 55 F Left eye blurred vision, ASC. consulted Ophthalmologist on 1/8/2021, Provider stated to ASC. that vision appears to be impacted by viral infection and should resolve without intervention per ASC., also numbness surrounding orbit of left eye

933976 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CA 71.0 71 M - Injection site pain - Chills - Headache - Fatigue - Muscle and joint pain - Mild nausea  Same symptoms as Covid 19 infection. - Acetaminophen - Ibuprofen  Lasted about 2 days

933977 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NY 61.0 61 F None stated.

933978 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 65.0 65 M Pain and tenderness lasting > 2 days

933980 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MI 61.0 61 F injection site soreness and swelling, sore are with in 1 hour, lasted 48 hours,  diarrhea started 13 hours after injection lasted 72 hours. headache started 12 hours after injection lasted 60 hours tiredness started 4 hours after injection lasted 48 hours I only took tylenol

933982 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 34.0 34 F fever, body aches

933984 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 VT 57.0 57 F No immediate symptoms but after a week, injection area is red and itchy.  It looks like a band of red on my left arm.  Seems to be dissipating after a couple of days but still a little itchy and still red.

933985 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Fatigue, aches, fever (max 101.3), sore throat, gagging, vomiting x 2

933987 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 KY 31.0 31 F I got fatigue a few hours after vaccine and resolved after a nap of 3 hours.  My arm also still has soreness at the injection sight when touch and area around my underarm hurts with movement.

933988 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 56.0 56 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. After receiving the vaccine on 01/08/2021, started to experience pain in left arm which increased in intensity as the day progressed.  Took 800mg Motrin with minimal relief.  Took an additional 800 mg of Motrin again at bedtime.  Woke up on 01/09/2021 with headache, muscle and joint pain, pain in left arm and shoulder, and fatigue.  Took Tylenol and Motrin through out the day.  Woke up on 01/10/2021 with red swollen eyes and face, and a rash (hives) on neck, stomach, back, and antecubital spaces.  Experienced nausea during day.  Took Benadryl and Tylenol through out the day.   Hives and swelling decreased with second dose of Benadryl.  Today, still some fatigue and pain in left arm.

933989 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 55.0 55 F Patient experienced throat tightness, chest tightness, lightheadedness, and anxiety which did not subside after 30 minutes of observation. She was transferred to the ED for further evaluation.

933990 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Pt received the 1st dose for Moderna-Covid-19  vaccine on 12/23/2020. When information for database was documented, it was found, she had the 1st dose for Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine on 12/17/20. She was notified and spoke with one of our physician, She did not report any sides effects. Pfizer and Moderna pharmaceutical's were reported.

933991 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Fever body aches chills

933992 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 48.0 48 M JAN. 6  THIS WRITER RECEIVED FIRST DOSE OF PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID VACCINE, AT MY HOSPITAL. AFTER VACCINATION ONLY FELT SORENESS ON THE INJECTION SITE,  JAN.7 TO JAN 9 FEEL FINE, BY JAN 10TH PAST MIDNIGHT TO 1AM STARTED TO SNEEZE, LOSS OF VOICE, SORE THROAT AND NASAL CONGESTION. TODAY JANUARY MORE SYMPTOMS  ADDED LIKE  NON PRODUCTIVE COUGH AND HEADACHE.

933993 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 52.0 52 F Patient experienced slight fever 99.5 and vomiting on Saturday - 1/9/2021.  Symptoms resolved by 1/10/2021.

933994 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 64.0 64 M sore arm, chills/shivers

933995 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 NM 27.0 27 F Fatigue, body aches, diarrhea

933996 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MS 35.0 35 F At 2 am on 1/9/2021 I woke up with a 102 fever, chills, and body aches. After taking some Tylenol and finally getting some sleep I woke up around 11 am 1/9/2021  during the whole day I have body aches and fever   Saturday 1/9/2021 night I continued to have fever  Sunday 1/10/2021 morning I woke up extremely nauseous   that subsided about mid day and then sunday had low grade fever again Monday 1/11/2021 I still have some body ache and fatigue

933997 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 IL 33.0 33 F On 1/4 developed dime sized redness over vaccine site which on 1/5 enlarged with firmness, erythema and puritus.  On 1/6 developed swelling to antecubital area which was gone by 1/7.  On 1/7 developed erythema and petechiae to both upper arms.

933998 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Migraine, body aches, chills, nausea beginning at 0300 the next day after receiving vaccine

933999 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MI 89.0 89 M RT upper arm remains red, swollen, and warm to touch, 26 cm x 18 cm

934000 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 GA 33.0 33 F Redness and swelling and hardness and pain to injection site a week later with rash and muscle pain

934001 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 35.0 35 F chills, muscle pain, joint pain, fever, Headaache, GI upset, fatigue-resolved

934002 12/20/2020 01/11/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Daily Headaches (no change in sleep, exercise, or other routine; no change in diet, medications, etc in that time)

934003 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 57.0 57 F fatigue, chills, body aches, shortness of breath, tachycardia, nausea, headache

934004 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 46.0 46 M Symptoms began at 8:00 AM the day after vaccination 12/30/2020.  Had nausea, but no vomiting. By noon the nausea ended and began to have chills and run a fever.  Fever of 101.9.  Broke by 4:00 PM.  Then had fatigue until end of day 12/30/2020. No other symptoms

934005 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 MA 64.0 64 F Reported that she received the Moderna vaccine 12/30/2020. As of 1/7/2020 the employee began to itch at the injection site and it became red and warm to touch. The area of redness was 6 inches by 3 inches. Redness was blanchable. Employee marked the areas and reports that it did not extend. Reported that during the day it became less red. Employee sent photo of rash. Employee was advised on how to monitor and manage symptoms.

934006 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 KS 55.0 55 F I ended up loosing my sense of smell on 1/10/2021 around 9 am in the evening.  I am not sure if this is related to the vaccine or just that i might have covid but I got tested this morning at the drive thru testing.  I will get my results in 2-3 days.  I have not received any other treatment as of this morning I am not having anything but the lost of smell and still congested.

934007 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 OK 76.0 76 F 101 degree temperature, headache from day of injection which was a Saturday, Sunday and Monday, severe body aches,. tender nodes in neck, felt very ill, slept 24 hours, no appetite, itching.. I have improved but still itching and have hedache

934008 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 KS 50.0 50 F Body Aches, Chills, Increased Heart Rate

934009 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TX 26.0 26 F Extreme soreness on arm

934010 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 UT 25.0 25 F 24 hours after vaccination-pt developed hives, fever, chills, swelling, redness and warmth at injection site. mild nerve pain in left arm.  Treated with benadryl and ibuprofen. Hives, fever/chills have resolved.

934011 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 MD 45.0 45 F RECEIVED VACCINE ON 12/29 AND STARTED RED ITCHY REACTION ON 1/8.

934012 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 UT 32.0 32 F I'm not positive if this is a reaction from the vaccine, I know they want all oddities and abnormal findings reported.  Approx 7 days (1/7/21) post vaccination, I initially thought I had gotten bitten by something on my left arm where I got the vaccination. Over the course of the next several days I marked out as the area continued to grow. There is no pain associated with it, only a slight itch ocassionally. It does continue to slightly spread, but nothing significant. I do have pics and documentation of needed.

934013 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 PA 27.0 27 F 10pm: shaking and feeling extremely cold 12pm: after shaking for hours, became nauseous and experienced dizziness, followed by a syncopal episode, followed by a cold sweat

934015 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TX 63.0 63 F unsteady gait, incontinence, fatigue

934016 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MT 23.0 23 M Fever, injection site swellin, chills, headache, nausea

934017 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 MI 76.0 76 F red swollen area 10x10cm noted on resident's right upper arm. warm to touch denies pain or discomfort.

934018 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 MN 65.0 65 F Swollen neck starting below right ear down jaw line.  Tenderness and full feeling

934019 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 TX 52.0 52 F warm, red rash at inj site. grew larger on day 2 and larger again on day 3. began to fade on day 4.

934020 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Red , swelling , soreness  and hot to touch just below injection site (1 inch below)

934021 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 PR 47.0 47 F Five hours after vaccination developed Left scapula pain, chills, headache, body ache , general malaise end left axillary pain

934023 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 60.0 60 F Fever 102.2, chills, body aches, nausea.

934025 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Day 5 (1/6/21) at 6:45am- notice red swelling around the injection site also itchy and was hard.

934026 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 43.0 43 F axillary adenopathy on injection side 48 hrs headache

934027 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TX 82.0 82 M Starting the day following vaccination, patient's vaccinated arm became extremely sore all the way down, rated 10/10 on pain scale. Patient has been taking Tylenol, ibuprofen, and Aleve for pain relief, pain is currently less than previous (about a 4/10).

934028 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 UT 32.0 32 F Patient received her covid vaccine on 12/28/2020 in her left arm. Three days after vaccination she had pain and swelling in her right arm. She was seen by a health care provider on 12/31/2020 and an ultrasound showed extensive deep venous thrombosis in the left arm. She was started on a blood thinner (eliquis).  She had blood tests done on 1/1/20 and this showed leukocytosis. She was found to have acute myeloid leukemia and admitted to our service for treatment. We do not have blood tests prior to 1/1/20 so it is unclear when her leukemia started. Her deep venous thrombosis could be related to her acute leukemia but I decided to report it due to the proximity to the time of her vaccine. Her arm pain and swelling improved after administration of the blood thinner. She is currently being treated for her leukemia.

934029 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 36.0 36 F Post vaccine Day 5 post temp at 101.5 and Day 6 T 100

934030 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 KY 33.0 33 F Severe itching, rash around site, warm to touch.

934031 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 CA 41.0 41 F malaise, chills

934032 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 33.0 33 M Severe Headache

934033 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 AL 53.0 53 F soreness in arm, not just to the touch, but hard to lift arm the next day.  Better after day 2.

934034 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 KY 52.0 52 F SAME DAY OF VACCINE AND 2 DAYS AFTER START OF WELLBUTRIN, PT DEVELOPED PAINFUL RASH ON BOTH ARMS ONLY AND ON HAND.  THERE IS NO ITCHING; AT FIRST, SHE WORKED AND FELT OKAY, BUT THE RASH HAS PROGRESSIVELY GOTTEN WORSE AND IS NOW ON NECK AND FACE AND SHE HAS NOT BEEN ABLE TO WORK.

934035 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 MA 28.0 28 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine: I experienced chills, whole body fatigue, injection site pain, headache, and elevated temperature (98.8 and 100.0). Symptoms completely resolved on Thursday 1/7/21. I also experienced symptoms of vertigo (dizziness and nausea) beginning Friday 1/8/21 that lasted till 1/10/21 and am not sure if related or not. I do have a history of vertigo and am prescribed meclizine. Meclizine was taken with minor relief.

934036 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 IN 50.0 50 F Patient reported arm red, warm to touch and arm aches after vaccine administration.  Moderna vaccine given.  No treatment given
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934037 04/15/1963 01/11/2021 NY 57.0 0 F Patient  calls she received the covid  vaccine  01/07/2021    on 01/10/2021  she started experiencing numbness  from lip to lower chin   she is wondering if this would be a side effect of the vaccine reports she has had bells palsy in the past but it feels a little different . She has also had a headache since receiving the vaccine0.0

934038 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 MO 39.0 39 F Redness and itchiness to chest and lower neck around nose as well as minor tongue swelling. I was vaccinated at 0710, waited my 15 minutes drove home ( 15 min) showered and then just before 9 am realized Inwas itchy. Checked chest area and had red blotches similar in pattern to an anaphylactic reaction I had a few years earlier to betadine exposure. The night of the vaccine Inwoke up with nasal congestion and rhinorhea, itchy ears and throat, watery eyes. This became worse throughout the following day where I continued benadryl 50mg q6 as well as alternating tylenol and ibuprofen for body aches

934039 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 DC 71.0 71 F After 7 days my arm began to swell and hurt.  Raised rash started to form and arm became warm to touch.  Each day after the initial discovery,  the rash grew larger and the pain and heat grew in  intensity.  I iced my arm and took 3 Advil.  As of today the swelling has subsided.  The redness now  is across the entire front of my arm but the pain no longer prevails.

934040 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 CA 30.0 30 F body aches, chills, dizziness, headache. Improving.

934041 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MT 23.0 23 M Fever, injection site swelling, chills, headache, nausea

934042 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OK 47.0 47 U Patient reported fever after getting Covid 19 BioNTech Pfzifer vaccine.

934044 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 49.0 49 F Lymph pain, low grade fever, aches

934045 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MN 82.0 82 F Noted a 6x13cm red area to injection site.  Area warm to touch, edematous, non-tender, not itchy.  Resident had no complaints  and stated she didn't even know it was there, VS stable,  ROM to extremity WNL, will continue to monitor in house and alert PCP as needed.

934046 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F Soreness in site of injection, left deltoid area; Next day developed headache, chills, fatigue, body ache and back pain that lasted 24 hours. Symptoms resolved in 24 hours, felt a lot better in 24 hours.

934047 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 SC 61.0 61 F Upper and lower lip and inside of lower lip broke out in blisters - treated with acyclovir, viscous lidocaine and Maalox

934048 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 49.0 49 F chills exhaustion, headache

934049 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 81.0 81 F Friday afternoon ... headache and right thigh muscle discomfort . Saturday ... headache and more  thigh muscle discomfort. By night, muscle ache was continual and continued throughout the night.  Very difficult to walk. Sunday ... called Telehealth around noon, They triaged me into Dr.'s office.  By Sunday afternoon, less discomfort, but still a headache. During this discomfort time, I would take 2 Tylenol (500 mg), which relieved it. Before I settled down for the night, I took 1 Tylenol and when I woke up at 3:00 a.m., the ache was not there (the Tylenol would have worn off by then). Monday a.m. ... could walk much better. The headache and the constant muscle ache are gone.  Nurse called; I am to keep watch, and if there are any changes for the worse, I will go into the Dr.'s office.

934051 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 MA 24.0 24 F Patient reports 1/7/2021 that she noticed that the injection site has localized redness and is slightly swollen but does not hurt. The arm was red but reported to be painless.

934052 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 GA 46.0 46 F Severe rigors, chills, arthralgia Fever 104 extreme pain

934053 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 VA 28.0 28 M Within an hr after vaccination I had pain at injection site, fever, chills, headache for 2 days and tested positive for covid-19.

934054 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 CA 54 F 1/5 slight fatigue 5:30 am and sore arm 1/6 I took ibuprofen  but still had pain 1/8 I felt pain in arm pit  but it got a little 1/9 pain progressed to arm pit 1/10 pain still under arm and tender 1/11 My arm is sore with bump on injection site, warm to touch and painful.

934055 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 29.0 29 F Vitals : heart rate 140?s after reaction noted. After taken to ED for assessment- Temp 36.7, RR 16, Pulse 92-96, BP 115/68 and 104/66. SpO2 99-100% on room air Reaction: pale, lightheaded, said she felt like she ?was in a tunnel? after receiving vaccine, but felt better by the time she got to ED.  Impression from provider: ?Acute Vasovagal response to injection?

934056 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NM 54.0 54 F Extreme fatigue 48 hours after shot. Nausea/vomiting and headache. Flu like symptoms lasted about 24 hours and then subsided. Self treated with Tylenol, hydration and rest and felt better. The symptoms seemed to develop suddenly after I went for a 8 mile run on Saturday afternoon 1/9/21 about 48 hours after getting the shot.

934057 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 VA 40.0 40 M AT APPROXIMATELY 1000, PATIENT BEGAN COMPLAINING OF FEELING "VERY NAUSEOUS" AND NEEDED A BIN.  PATIENT WAS BROUGHT BACK INTO THE IMMUNIZATIONS CLINIC FROM THE WAITING ROOM.  ONCE SEATED, PATIENT THEN BEGAN FEELING "HOARSE AND TROUBLE BREATHING", WHICH THEN EPI-PEN WAS GIVEN AT 1004.  VITALS AFTER EPI PEN BP 133/77 O2 99% HEARTRATE 103.  CODE WAS CALLED SIMULTANEOUSLY.  PATIENT WAS THEN BROUGHT TO EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT VIA WHEELCHAIR WITHIN THE HOSPITAL BY CODE TEAM.

934058 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 55.0 55 F Date of onset: 01/08/2021 - headache, chills and fatigue.  Intense headache and chills lasted most of the day on the  8th.  The fatigue was most of the weekend.  I slept 12 hours on Saturday night the 9th, and  preceded to nap in the afternoon on the 10th.  Both of these sleep  times are very much out of the ordinary for me.  I also took  3 doses of Ibuprophen for the headache on the 8th.

934060 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 IA 83.0 83 M APPROXIMATELY 30 MINUTES AFTER VACCINATION, DEVELOPED DIZZINESS AND PRESSURE IN CHEST THAT LASTED UNTIL THE FOLLOWING MORNING.

934061 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 66.0 66 F Sore arm for 48 hours that progressively felt better.  Some nausea the same day that went away after I ate something.  Nothing else to report thus far.

934063 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 IL 38.0 38 F 7 days after my first Pfizer COVID vaccine, I developed mastitis. It began in the morning with mild generalized muscle and joint pain and progressed to moderate to severe joint pain, a fever of 102 degrees, and localized redness and swelling of the left breast over the course of 12 hours. Treatment with Cephalexin 500 mg PO QID for 14 days was initiated within 12 hours of onset. The systemic symptoms resolved within 24 hours of treatment onset and the breast redness and swelling resolved within 72 hours.   While I am aware that an infectious mastitis is likely unrelated to the vaccine, I opted to report this incident because I have breastfed 3 children and have never had mastitis prior to this event  and because of the limited information available on this vaccine in lactating women.

934064 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CO 39.0 39 F Injection site red irritated

934065 12/25/2020 01/11/2021 PA 74.0 74 M shingles, severe, ongoing, taking antviral medication

934066 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 UT 36.0 36 F Patient began to experience neck pain, myalgias, headache on 12/30. Fever on 1/1.

934067 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 33.0 33 M 2 week post injection. Injection site erythema, itching,warmth. Non spreading. Within 1inch radius of injection site. Not present immediately following injection. No other symptoms at this time. Will continue to self monitor.

934068 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Sore arm quarter sized red bump on arm that was warm to touch, itchy and red. it has now turned into about 3x4 in a oval shape

934069 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 TN 32.0 32 F My arm has a large swollen lump under the skin. It is red and hot to the touch.

934070 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 MI 45.0 45 F vasovagal episode drop in pulse ox drop in heart rate

934071 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 OR 27.0 27 F Tachycardia and palpitations within 5 minutes of administration.  Lasted for about 5 minutes then resolved. Approximately 20 mins after administration of vaccine minor swelling of the throat and limited rash on the throat present.   50 mg  oral Benadryl taken an hour after vaccination.

934072 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 GA 48.0 48 F The injection site has a Large bruise with redness, itching, burning and swelling with a lump. I notice this about a week after the vaccine  date(01/02/2021).  Notice of reaction(01/08/2021)

934074 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MA 56.0 56 F eye muscle twitching for 1 day right side head scalp & around right ear pain ( occipital neuralgia) for 4days on going continuously till today 01/11/2021

934075 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 TX 30.0 30 F 7 days after (01/09/21) getting injection, the injection site became itchy, swollen, and warm to the touch. Before it had a small dime sized red spot at injection site with no reaction or issue. then on the 7th (01/09) day the side was about the size of a 50 cent piece, then on the 8th (01/10) day it had doubled in size and was extremely warm, itchy, and swollen. I did an appointment via virtual health and the doctor diagnosed it as Cellulitis. I was put on a week worth of cephalexin 500mg 4x a day. after 3 doses the swelling and itching went down drastically.

934076 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NM 33.0 33 M Nausea, Diarrhea, Headache, High fever (104), Body aches, Cold chills. Took 1000mg of Tylenol when fever started, 4mg of Zofran when nausea started, both medications helped. All symptoms stopped the following day.

934077 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 FL 65.0 65 F I sat for 30 mins after the vaccine at the doctors office.  When I got home I started feeling my heart beating and started feeling like my body was raising. After 10 mins I checked my BP 140/90 which is high for me.  I took a BP pill.  It took a couple of hours for it to come down to normal. Went to sleep and woke up BP normal and a slight headache.  My arm was sore lasting about 3 days.

934078 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 GA 26.0 26 M Overall feeling unwell, self-treated with ibuprofen for muscle aches and Benadryl for sleep aid due to insomnia from feeling sick

934079 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 CA 59.0 59 F 25 min after injection and said she had itching all over her body started at the injection site then spread throughout her body. She was sent to an NP for evaluation. They advised her to take a BENADRYL and see if that resolved. She came back at 1700 to let us know she was somewhat better but would go home and take an additional BENADRYL. Recommended she contact her primary if symptoms persist or go to UC.

934082 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MN 41.0 41 F Facial twitching that began about 1-2 hours after injection. The facial twitching lasted about 24 hours.

934083 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 AR 55.0 55 F After giving the vaccine, we realized she had received plasma antibodies 60 days prior.

934084 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 26.0 26 F injection site red irritated

934085 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 PR 54.0 54 F Apart from normal reactions like pain in injection site, headache, myalgias, on about fourth day, patient starts seeing  a cloud-like blurry vision, intermittently, during the day.

934086 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 69.0 69 F Headache, off kilter, could not seem to wake up. Lasted all day about 24 hours after vaccine. Took Motrin and slept almost 24 hours. Body aches

934089 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 WI 38.0 38 F Right Arm Injection Site extremely sore to touch.  Woke up in the morning puking.  Broken blood vessels in the face, looked like a rash but dissapated over the course of 3 days.  Chills, extreme muscle and joint pain.  Very nauseous throughout the day and most of the night.  Most of the symptoms went away after the first day, but the muscle and joint pain stayed through Sunday and into Monday morning.

934090 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 42.0 42 F RED RAISED LUMP AT INJECTION SITE, HOT AND ITCHY ARM. HEADACHE. CHILLS.

934091 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 17.0 17 M Patient was vaccinated but was out of out of recommended age range.  Pharmacist did not recognize error until after injection was complete.  Patient did not have any post-injection reaction.

934092 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MO 31.0 31 F "Fever of 99.8 with chills"

934093 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 NJ 49.0 49 M Chills, temp 99.9, body aches, soreness at the site.. After 3 days it went away.  Left arm is still weaker than right arm. Generally tired. Flu like symptoms.

934094 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 OK 37.0 37 F Approximately 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine, client started c/o itching to face and lips. Transported to triage area. Where she started c/o burning lips also. vital signs monitored, Benadryl 50mg po given. In a few minutes she reported chest tightness, labored breathing. 1:44pm Epinephrine was given IM. client was on 02 increased to 15 Liters. She admits to decreased chest tightness and itching of face improving. She was taken by ambulance to hospital, where she was admitted overnight for observation. She was given Benadryl and epi X2 more time, once in ambulance and once at the hospital. She denies any problems since then. She did say that approx 3 weeks ago she was a contact to a case of coviY 1

934095 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 NJ 51.0 51 F Received first dose of vaccine on 12/29/20.  Had no reactions and checked in through Vsafe system.  On 12/31/20, I lost control of my bladder at work.  I did not have the urgency to go, and when I started walking, my bladder emptied.  I reported this symptom through Vsafe on that day.  This symptom did not happen again.  On 1/10/21, I was changing my clothes and my left arm felt itchy.  When I itched my arm, I felt little, raised welts.  I looked at my arm, and a significant red, irregular shaped spot was on my arm.  I could not report this to Vsafe as my check ins had stopped as of 1/6/21.  I called my PCP, who directed me to this site to report it.

934096 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 69.0 69 F Severe swelling of hand joints- especially the right hand. could not bend fingers. Heavy swelling of neck  nodules, ears  pain - heavy sweating-chills- heavy body ache- fever- heavy migraine type headache Pain of left arm -vaccine site- could not move/left arm for the last three days.   Today is the fourth day, Monday, Jan. 11, and still having same symptoms unable to work.

934097 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NY 63.0 63 M fever of 101.5 body aches headache fatigue

934098 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 33.0 33 F Fever, chills

934099 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Patient is a 41 y.o. female who presented to the ED with complaints of a reaction after she took the COVID vaccine.  Patient is an RN here and had earlier received COVID-19 vaccination (Moderna) around 0130 this afternoon. Soon after she experienced rash which was burning and itchy on her arms thighs and back. She reported to Occ health and was directed to the ED. While in the ED she experienced throat tightness and nausea. She had one episode of diarrhea.  No tongue, lip swelling, SOB or difficulty swallowing. Denies any chest pain, palpitations, pre-syncope/syncope.   No vomiting abdominal pain. H/o of allergy to fish mix and dust mite.Y 1

934100 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TN 39.0 39 F fatigue, chills, sweating, nausea, 99.1 fever then progressed to a 103 fever, severe pain in legs, took Tylenol and brought fever down to 101.7. Next day, woke up to sunburn rash on face, trunk to groin and legs, fatigue lasting all day. Next day 1/9, rash was still there, fever reached 100  lasting all day and fatigue.

934102 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 OH 60.0 60 F Pain at injection site - 72 hours Chills - 2 hours Fever - (assumed-I did not check it) about 8 hours Headache - 18 hours Body aches - 24 hours Low energy - 36 hours

934103 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 59.0 59 F In afternoon had chills headache fatigue injection sit deltoid sore down to elbow

934104 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 72.0 72 F Sore arm chills nausea diarrhea dizzy sweats tired headache

934105 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 49.0 49 F itchy inner ears, face and arms- started within the hour and lasted 6-24 hours hot flashes- no temp 1/4-1/6 off and on fatigued, headache Diarrhea 1/7-1/8

934106 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OH 36.0 36 F Diarrhea, nausea, queasy stomach, sour stomach, headache, fatigue

934107 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 37.0 37 F Brain fog, fever, aches lymph pain

934108 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OK 84.0 84 F At 4:27 pm client stated she was developing a rash on face.  BP 220/110, P 80, R16.  Epinephrine .5ml given IM at 4:31pm.  Reported tongue felt thick and difficulty breathing, BP 210/100, P 64, R 18. Benadryl 50mg given at 4:34pm, rash on face less, BP 178/88, P 60, R 18.  Transferred by private vehicle to Hospital at 4:45pm.

934109 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 MD 54.0 54 F A knot formed where the injection was given, which swelled and became red. Monitored the area from 12/30/20 to 1/05/21 and it appeared to be slowly going away. However, in the early morning hours of 1/06/21, I woke up to the injection area intensely itching along with increased swelling , and redness. Thurs 1/07/21 I found myself developing hives and itching all over. I now have areas of hives all over my body except for my face.

934110 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TN 43.0 43 F Eight days after the injection (1/7/21), I developed an inflamed rash on my left arm. It was hot to the touch and itched .  It was round and approximately 2 inches in diameter.  I called my doctor on 1/8/21, and she had me come in and be seen. She diagnosed as cellulitis from a secondary infection at the injection site and prescribed sulfamethoxazole/Trimethoprim 800/160mg every 13 hours for 7 days. The rash started to go away, but on 1/10/21, it began to itch again and became inflamed. On the morning of 1/11/21, it had grown and changed shape. It is now oval and over 3 inches in diameter. It also has a pronounced border. On, that day, I also found out that 2 co-workers had a similar reaction. I spoke with my doctor, who told me to report it to the CDC.

934111 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CO 77.0 77 F Body rash

934112 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NE 53.0 53 F lymphadenopathy under right arm.  still on going today

934113 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 49.0 49 F chills, aches, lymph pain

934115 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NE 86.0 86 F DAY AFTER VACCINATION (1/6/21) AT APPROXIMATELY 12:30PM, DEVELOPED FATIGUE, DIFFICULTY TALKING, NAUSEA, AND MALAISE. SYMPTOMS RESOLVED IN 1 HOUR.

934116 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MO 31.0 31 F "Fever of 99.8 with chills"

934117 12/16/2020 01/11/2021 MO 37.0 37 F Arm soreness throughout entire arm hours 2-24 post vaccine, peak about 12hr then relenting.  Myalgias sporadic and brief, with fatigue, 36 hours post vaccine, resolution within 12 hours.

934118 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 SC 45.0 45 F Tested Positive for Covid on January 7, 2021. Symptoms started that morning with a severe sore throat with no redness or exudate. No fever. Head and chest cold symptoms.

934119 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NM 55.0 55 F 1/5/21 at 1512, employee was having cold like symptoms prior to getting vaccine.  REcieved vaccine and next day was feeling SOB on 1/6/21 and progressively SOB worsened.  1/7/21 called in due to severity of symptoms and went to Urgent Care that day.  TEsted + for STrep but negative for Covid.  Other symptoms are cough, scratchy throat and low grade fever off and on (high was 100.4).  On 1/8/21 employee went to ER for increased SOB.  Tested negative again for Covid but had an elevated D-dimer.  No diagnosis was given.  Employee was discharged home.  As of 1/11/21 still continues with SOB due to unknown etiology.

934121 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 33.0 33 F Fever, chills and body aches

934122 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OK 65.0 65 M Patient received first dose of Moderna vaccine on 1.8.21. Reported to urgent care on 1.10.21 and was diagnosed with shingles. Prescribed antivirals at that time. Today (1/11), bad headache, burning from shingles, and more joint pain than usual.

934123 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Fever of up to 102.9, chills, extreme headache, upper shoulder/lower neck pain. fatigue the next day

934125 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 CA 27.0 27 F injection site redness and heat, hot to the touch

934126 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 VA 25.0 25 F Excruciating joint pain in right shoulder and right hip. Sometimes left shoulder and hip hurt as well but mostly right side. Feels like arthritis. I can hardly move those extremities at times.

934128 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 39.0 39 F Intense joint pain. Worst in my elbows and shoulders Aching/burning sensation. Most Lasted 2 days, but still have some elbow discomfort 5 days after vaccine.

934129 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 38.0 38 U Fever 104, bone pain, aches, shaky

934130 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CA 37.0 37 M Chills, sweating, muscular aches lasting through the night and into next morning

934131 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 ND 30.0 30 F Chills, body aches, nausea, @7pm to 12am  Headache 12am till 10pm (

934132 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 FL 25.0 25 F Injection site developed a red filled in circle all the way around it and was itchy

934133 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 CA 49.0 49 M Bad chills kept him away overnight.

934134 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MI 28.0 28 F Chills, headache, muscle aches, congestion, sore throat

934135 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 VA 35.0 35 F I received the shot around 11am, and around 3am I woke up with a fever, sweating and chills. I was also experiencing a headache and body aches. My fever went down around 6am, but I was still experiencing severe body aches. The overall affect was similar to the flu. I took some over the counter medications to treat the fever and body aches (Advil and Tylenol) and began feeling better around noon.

934136 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 27.0 27 U Fever, shaky, aches, headache

934137 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 U at midnight started chills fever nausea

934139 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TX 58.0 58 F About a week post-vaccination, patient noticed a red dot around injection site that has increased in size daily. It is stiff and itchy, per the patient. She also complains of stomach pain that comes and goes- some so severe that the patient finds herself unable to eat. Patient was advised to place warm compress on the area as well as take antihistamine for symptoms.

934140 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 AK 49.0 49 F Swollen lymph nodes on left arm still ongoing will be seeking medical care.

934142 12/26/2020 01/11/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Tingling up and down spine 24 hrs later next day mild tingling a change in sensation like cold up down spine resolved  by the next day  28,  December 2020. Felt body chills and feverish and fatigue . By 12/29/2020 felt fine.  Last week had a lot of fatigue, and  sleepiness varius. ER on Sunday, 12/27/2020  not concern though it to be a immune response.

934143 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OK 72.0 72 F Received vaccine at 1:06pm. At 3:30pm felt something odd in my mouth. Looked and found left front side of my tongue was reddened and raw looking, no discomfort at all. Kept watching for last couple of days and today it seems alittle better but my doctor felt it should be reported. I do have a picture

934144 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 IL 51.0 51 M I am a front line  physician and got my first dose of Pfizer vaccine on 12/21/2020.  For the first two days after the shot, I had only injection site soreness and mild headache, but nothing serious (Grade 1 effects). was able to go to work with that easily.  On the tenth day (December 31, 2020) after dose 1 of  Pfizer vaccine, I started to get severe myalgias, headache, chills, neck and back pain, mental fogging, malaise, altered taste, and fever spiking up to 101.2. I took Tylenol and tried to sleep. Woke up at 2 am with worst chills of my life, not improved my several blankets.  My initial thought was that I have gotten COVID 19 before vaccine could take effect.  I got 3  negative PCR tests done at hospital, first one on  1/2/2021  (day 3 of symptoms and day 13 after vaccine),  second one on  1/5/2021 (Day 6 of symptoms and day 16 after vaccine), and third one on 1/8/2021 (Day 9 after symptoms and day 19 after vaccine).  My  symptoms are still persisting  (today is Day 12 of  symptoms and Day 22 after vaccine), but have slightly improved in last few days. I have not been able to do any activities of daily life (Grade 3). Have been taking Tylenol 3 times a day,  bed rest, hydration.  I have been the biggest supporter of the vaccines, but now totally unsure. I have talked to several ID and Immunology colleagues and nobody can explain it. I reviewed Pfizer EUA document, and on page 41, a subset of people have been described who had COVID type symptoms but negative tests. May be I have a n atypical delayed and prolonged systemic reaction to dose 1.  I have decided not to take the Dose 2 and wait for a more traditional vaccine like Jonson and Johnson.

934145 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MN 45.0 45 F Severe diaphoresis following the immunization. Occurred in waves, about 5 times throughout the day at work. Face turned red, needed to change her clothes the sweating was so bad.

934146 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 NH 34.0 34 F Developed baseball sized hive and swelling about an inch or more below the injection site along with lymph node swelling on the right side only. Ibuprofen and Benadryl were taken and hot and cold compresses were used to help alleviate the pain and swelling.

934147 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 OH 41.0 41 F Patient developed an itchy rash on her arms and stomach the day after receiving this vaccine. She took Benadryl for two days, and it was gone. She had no other symptoms.

934149 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 PA 34.0 34 F Within 45 minutes of vaccination - developed red face with tingling; recipient felt "extremely warm". Patient was medicated with Benadryl 100mg and felt fine after a short period of time.

934150 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Hot flashes Cold chills Headache Body aches Fatigue  Dizziness

934151 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NE 62.0 62 F ON 12/31/20 AT 1PM, DEVELOPED SORENESS AT INJECTION SIGHT, GREATER THAN NOTICED WITH OTHER VACCINATIONS. LASTED 48-72 HOURS. ALSO HAD HEADACHE, WHICH WAS PRESUMED TO BE SINUS HEADACHE, BUT DID NOT RESPOND TO SINUS MEDICATION. HEADACHE CONTINUED THRU 1/1/21 WITH NAUSEA ALSO NOTED. SYMPTOMS SUBSIDED BY 1/2/21

934152 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OR 32.0 32 F 1/8 Friday: Developed sore arm and body aches about 3 hours after injection. 1/9 Sat: Worsening of arm soreness, body aches, Temp 100.6F 1/10: Sun: Arm soreness much improved, lingering pain to touch. No body aches or fevers. Overall felt well.  1/11 Mon: awakened with rash all over upper body (chest, back, upper arms), worse around injection site. It is itchy.

934153 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 OR 41.0 41 F I had my first COVID 19 Moderna vaccine Lot: 025J20-2A at hospital. Within about 60 seconds of receiving it, my heart started pounding hard and rapidly and I let a nurse know. She took my vitals and my heart rate was very high, as was my blood pressure. My O2 was fine. I had some tightness and heaviness I my chest. I felt flush in my cheeks, but did not have hives. The nurse said my color was very pale. I was warm, given an ice pack, and then a bit later cold. At one point they wanted me to go to the Emergency Department, which I refused (perhaps stupidly). I'm not sure I was thinking clearly. I was trying very hard to stay calm and relaxed. My blood pressure was very elevated for about an hour and a half. They finally let me go home when I was 140/95 (my usual is 110 over 70 ish). I had some tongue tingling at home, very briefly.

934154 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 KS 43.0 43 F Arm that received the injection was sore and tender to touch from time of injection. Major headache/slight migraine occurred about 8 hours after injection.  Not sure if related or not? 12 hours after shot, injections site became slightly raised and red, warm to the touch and very tender to the slightest touch or exaggerated movement. This lasted 2 days.  Day 3, swelling and redness are are gone but is still slightly tender when pressure is applied to injection site.

934155 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 GA 50.0 50 F Fever 99.4-100.6 for 3 days after mild headache and body aches now resolved

934156 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 IN 60.0 60 F 01/06/21 at 6 pm, body aches, and chills  01/07/21 at 12am T102.2, SPO2 62% on room air. Was sent to ER and returned. 01/08/21 at SPO@ less then 60% on room air, non responsive to verbal tactile stimuli. Responsive to sternal rub only.  Was sent to ER and admitted to ICU.Y Y 3

934157 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 TN 50.0 50 M On 01-07-2021, I tested positive to Covid. I had a very mild runny nose, stuffy nose and hands feel cool to touch. My oxygen Stats are stable.   My son had covid exposure  from his employer and he did not get treated.  My son and wife did not believe in Covid. I wore a mask throughout my home and sanitized all my areas.

934159 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 78.0 78 M Patient with basil artery occlusion approximately 1 day after receiving  COVID vaccine dose #2.

934160 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 26.0 26 F left arm and leg weakness, nausea, dizziness.

934161 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 IL 46.0 46 F Headache,  malaise, fatigue, dizziness, weakness,  chills and hot flashes

934162 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OR 45 M 1/10 I started feeling ill. Abdomen feeling sore. I have burning in my ears throat swelling, dizzy, feels like I have a fever, Feel out of it, lock jaw , hard to stand/ walk Nauseous. I called the COVID hotline and no answer.

934163 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 RI 50.0 50 F I had the vaccine on Dec 28.  I had some expected arm pain in the left arm where I had received the vaccine.  About 1 week later, I noticed the upper left arm was itchy and continued to itch throughout the week.  On Jan 10, I noticed a large red area on the side and back of the left upper arm.  The area was warm and felt slightly swollen.  The center of the area was clear and the edge was red.  The area continues to be itchy, but there is no pain or decreased in function of the left upper arm.  Since January 10, I have been using over the counter Cortisone cream, which helps the itching temporarily.

934166 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 SC 45.0 45 F Recently tested positive for Covid 19 with a BIO IQ home test kit provided by my employer. Test performed 1/7/2021 and was reported positive 1/9/2021.

934167 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 PA 34.0 34 F Within 45 minutes of receiving the vaccine - red face with tingling; recipient got "extremely warm". Resolved quickly once patient received Benadryl 100mg.

934168 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 32.0 32 F The morning after the vaccine, I had soreness and mild fatigue. The soreness and stiffness was greatest in the arm of injection, and was less intense but present in my upper back and neck. This soreness and stiffness lasted the whole day after the vaccine but was becoming milder, until day 2 after the vaccine when it had completely resolved. No medications were required.  Day 1 after vaccine I also had a bright red, flat, rash that appeared as very close small circles near the injection site (where the bandage was placed) but not on the actual vaccine site. No itching, spreading of rash, or other symptoms. This resolved day 2. I have no known allergies to bandages at this time. No medications were required.

934169 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 GA 27.0 27 F Vaccine: 12/30/2020 0900 AM Symptoms started: 12/30/2020 0925 AM Symptoms: tachycardia 150s, weakness, feeling extremely hot, lip and facial numbness, tightness on throat, difficulty swallowing, shortness of breath  Duration: 1 hour  Frequency post vaccination: QDAY but less severe  ED Visit: 12/31/2020 prescribed Zyrtec and Pepcid  Symptoms still occurring going on week two post vaccination

934170 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 VA 54.0 54 F Developed chills and rigors lasting approximately 15 minutes.  Followed by fatigue  also had arm pain at injection site which subsided after episode of rigors.

934171 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 OH 39.0 39 F Severe headache 6 days after  vaccine was administered

934172 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NE 21.0 21 F ON 1/1/21 AT 1PM, DEVELOPED A SEVERE MIGRAINE WITH ON/OFF NAUSEA AND DIARRHEA. LASTED 14 HOURS BEFORE RESOLVING

934173 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 53.0 53 F Patient experience chest pressure, increased blood pressure within 10 minutes of receiving COVID vaccine dose #2. H/O Myasthenia gravis and experienced exacerbation of myasthenia gravis.

934174 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 UT 52.0 52 U developed swollen gland, Dizziness and headache. Had client go to Dr and he gave her steroids,  he will follow her and see if he feels she should receive her 2nd dose

934175 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 PA 56.0 56 F Experienced vertigo, nausea, vomiting headache after awaking at approximately 6:00am on 6/7/21.  Outreached PCP and was advised that these events were side effects experienced by some after receiving vaccine.  Ibuprofin was recommended along with rest, fluids, eating small meals, monitoring of symptoms, and was advised by NP for my PCP that symptoms/side effects normally remedy  in 24 to 48 hours.  On the evening of the 48th hour, 1/8/21, after other symptoms had cleared, I began experiencing constant ringing in my left ear and some wobbliness, this continues today 1/11/21.  Called Urgent care and was advised there is nothing they can do for  such symptoms and was advised to continue to receive guidance from PCP.  Am currently awaiting call back from PCP.

934176 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 NJ 57.0 57 F Hives at injection site 8 days after injection followed by 2 days of redness and intense itching.

934177 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 LA 47.0 47 F Bodyache , chills, Diarrhea , headache , fatigue ,  was tested for Covid on the 28th and was confirmed positive

934178 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 FL 51.0 51 F DIZZINESS,  HEADACHE AND TOTAL EXHAUSTION FOR 2 DAYS.

934179 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 25.0 25 F Approximately 3-4 hours after getting the vaccine she experienced every symptoms possible, hit her all at once. Felt like every part of her body was breaking and being stabbed. Severe pain. Fever, chills, abdominal pain, back and neck pain. Chest pain, felt like she was losing consciousness. Was in ED until next day Saturday discharged around 7 am. Had morphine, Benadryl and Toradol while in ED.

934180 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 ME 29.0 29 F Severe fever (104.6), chills, nausea, fatigue, muscle soreness for 36 hours and ongoing.

934181 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NE 21.0 21 F ON 1/1/21 AT 1PM, DEVELOPED SEVERE MIGRAINE, WITH ON/OFF NAUSEA AND DIARRHEA LASTING 14 HOURS BEFORE RESOLVING.

934182 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 IL 46.0 46 F Migraines, body ache, malaise, fatigue, weakness, chills, hot flashes

934184 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 50.0 50 F Chills  Body aches  Fatigue

934185 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 VA 21.0 21 F Felt weak, nauseated and dizzy.  Initial bp 96/59; had recipient lay down and wait longer.  bp up after 15 minutes to 107/75

934186 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 CA 46.0 46 F I woke up early in the morning day after the vaccine with extreme dizziness, ataxia and nausea. Mild headache.
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934187 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OH 24.0 24 F Severe abdominal pain, vomiting, nausea, fever, chills starting at 5am continuing through the day. IV fluids and zofran administered at 2pm

934188 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 AL 48.0 48 F Fever up to 100.8 off and on, the day following the injection, chills, slight nausea, pain injection site, body aches

934189 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 FL 36.0 36 F Immediately follow injection patient's heartrate went to 119 and patient felt panic/possible short of breath, patient was allowed to go outside to remove mask. Heart rate increased to 163. Patient was allowed to leave as she felt fine other than the high heart rate. Rate went down to 84-91 while driving home from 4:41 to 4:59 and then it increased again to 166 and came down to 102 by 5:01. No other issues that night. The following 3 days patient had periodic increases in heartrate while at rest to 161 on Thursday, 158 on Friday along with chest tightness and "feeling off", and Saturday 172. Patient also had lower back pain on Thursday and mild fatigue on the 3 days.

934190 01/01/2020 01/11/2021 IL 21.0 20 M Patient reports feeling nauseous  and experiencing extreme pain at injection site.

934191 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Vaccine administered at 10:30am syncopal episode x30 seconds with small amount of emesis at 10:46am. Patient monitored by EMS and MD. Vitals were initially BP 80/50 HR 60, then BP 110/70 HR 80, then BP 110/78 HR 70. By 11:05am patient was feeling better and sent home in a private vehicle driven by her parent. Water and juice provided.

934192 12/26/2020 01/11/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Tingling up and down spine next day mild tingling a change in sensation like cold up down spine, resolved that day. Had and body aches, fatigue and past server few weeks of extreme fatigue, felt feverish of chills.  Went to the ER on 12/27/2020 and they thought it was a immune response, but did not feel concern about it.

934193 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OH 35.0 35 F Received the vaccine 1/8/21 at 4:45pm, the next day had a sore arm and was tired. Woke up Sunday at 4:37am to take some ibuprofen for my arm pain and didn't get to take the meds, I had a seizure the meds and my glass were all over the floor. I never even felt it coming on, I just remember waking up. I looked at the clock at 4:46am. It seemed like a very long time to be out. When I woke up I felt very nauseas and had a hard time getting up to go to the bathroom. I never did get sick but laid down and fell asleep immediately. I slept all day Sunday. Today, Monday 1/11/21, I am still exhausted and light headed but not as nauseas.

934194 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 47.0 47 M Lymphadenopathy in same arm as vaccination

934195 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 IA 39.0 39 M Fevers, chills, headache, myalgias, loss of taste and smell, nasal congestion. I tested positive for Covid-19 on 1/1/21. Again, I later found out that I was exposed to someone who tested positive on 12/24/20 and at the time did not have a mask on.

934196 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Felt weak runny nose fever chills body aches

934197 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IL 39.0 39 F Lower back pain, fever, fatigue.

934198 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MI 46.0 46 M Joint swelling and pain. Areas affected bilateral hips and shoulders, and lumbar. States pain level 7-8. Received vaccination on Thursday 1/7/2021 at 3pm and symptoms started when he woke up on Friday morning 1/8/2021.

934199 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 WA 26.0 26 F C/O DIZZINESS, LIGHTHEAD, RACING HEART, 810PM 90/50,77, 99% GIVE H2), 815PM SLIGHT IMPROVEMENT, 820PM NO SYMPTOMS LEFT AT 840PM,905PM RETURN TO VACCINE SITE DIZZINESS/LIGHTHEADED 90/58,64, 99%  H2O, 929PM NO DIZZINESS/LIGHTHEAD FRIEND DROVE,01/8 VM&PCP

934200 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CT 67.0 67 F pt hx of allergies/medications -- 30 min after injection, redness flushed face, cheeks and forehead, slight swelling on left side face- tingling. Injection site soreness. Benadryl 25mg dose. 1/11/2021 symptoms have resolved

934201 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 49.0 49 F Got shot waited 15 minutes, walked to elevator, felt dizzy returned to vaccine admin area.  Headache, vitals checked and were okay.  Continued to feel weird rubbing chest and short of breath but no chest pain.  Decided to take her to the ED.  On the way she passed out and was not responsive still had a pulse.  In ED became responsive, reports numbness in both arms and short of breath.   Received Benadryl complete assessment, doesn't appear to be an acute allergic reaction.  ECG & vitals were okay. Patient observed for 4 hours and seemed to improve so discharged.

934202 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 LA 73.0 73 M Sinus discharge weakness.   Feels like a cold.

934203 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WV 54.0 54 F 5 Minutes after shot in this order -1st - pain and swelling of lymph nodes in the right side of the neck                                                                             2nd - body began feeling hot                                                                              3rd - felt dizzy like I was going to pass out                                                                                4th - A little upset at my stomach All happened within a minute of each other. The feeling of being hot and dizziness went away within an hour  Nausea has come and gone over the last 48 hours.  Neck pain and swollen lymph nodes in neck stayed for about 48 hours.       36 hours AFTER injection, the lymph nodes in my right armpit began to hurt and swell.  72 hours after the shot, nodes in the right armpit still hurt, but hurt less than the day before.

934204 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NE 54.0 54 F ON 12/31/20 IN THE MORNING, DEVELOPED CONGESTION AND MILD SORE THROAT. ALSO, JOINT PAIN IN THE HANDS. LOW GRADE FEVER WITH ONSET ON 1/2/21 WHICH RESOLVED 1/3/21. STATES JOINT PAIN CONTINUES

934205 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 60.0 60 M Moderate pain (4 on 1-10 scale) upper R. deltoid, persisted for approx. 36 hours.  Not tender to touch.  Pain was sensitive to movement and somewhat restricted movement of R. shoulder for a while. Not considered serious by patient. Pain was fully gone 48 hours post injection.

934208 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Got sick  on Christmas Day 25th- low grade fever/aches; diarrhea; went on to have shortness of breath and some runny nose and congestion and a lot of fatigue   27th. Went to urgent care -    was really tired; runny  nose and congestion; Covid test was positive. Regenerome - On the 30th.  Tylenol and Ibuprofen.

934209 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 NY 53.0 53 F Lymphadenopathy axilla

934210 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 MO 42.0 42 F excessive pain and swelling in cheeks where dermal HA filler was placed in 2017 (Volluma-2 year longevity) right> left

934211 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TX 38.0 38 F fatigue achy on 1/8 and nausea x 1 hour and redness at the injection site on 1/10. Pedialyte with improvement of symptoms.

934212 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 60.0 60 F None stated.

934213 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 32.0 32 F Chills and body aches about 12 hours after vaccine. These symptoms lasted one day. Acetaminophen  helped with symptoms.

934214 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 VA 53.0 53 F At 8:00 pm, approximately 36 hours after my second COVID - 19 vaccine injection in my left deltoid, my left upper lip began swelling. I took a Benadryl as I was already on prednisone. I had no problems during the night except a stuffy nose. On the following morning my face was swollen, more on the left. I took two more Benadryl during the day and on Sunday morning the swelling was gone.  I had not other symptoms or complications.

934215 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TX 25.0 25 F Hives all over the body

934217 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 50.0 50 F broke out on face, neck and chest area

934218 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 MO 31.0 31 F Increased swelling and pain in underarm on side of injection. Injection was about at 0800 on 1/9, pain began around 1900 1/9 and woke up with swelling and worsening tenderness on 1/10 at 0800. Swelling and pain continued into 1/11 and has not improved. No palpable lymph nodes

934219 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 MD 40.0 40 F The day after the injection she noticed swelling in her right axilla that is painful but no redness. She also had one day of headache, chills and joint pain.

934220 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 26.0 26 F left arm and leg weakness, nausea

934221 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 KY 29.0 29 F pt developed immediate (within minutes) redness of face; redness extended to arm and to neck, back of neck and now is concentrated on front of neck with an area of dry skin on temple; the areas affected burned for several hours;

934222 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 CA 69.0 69 F 1/10/2020 Left deltoid area of injection became itchy, red, warmth and welts appeared, small soft mass 2 by 3 cm.  Next morning still have soft mass, red and warm with itching.  No fever or swollen lymph nodes.

934223 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 ME 31.0 31 M Primary Diagnosis is likely hypersensitivity Reaction, or possible very early mild cellulitis caused by Vaccine around site area.

934224 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IL 78 F after rcvd 2nd vaccination that evening I noticed that I was fatigued. All of a sudden i started getting a headache Pressure ( light) and seeing spots. 20-45 minutes later I started feeling better

934225 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NY 58.0 58 F redness and warmth 10 days post injection distal to the injection site. PCP recommended cold compresses and 7 days of antibiotics. Warmth is decreasing, redness remains

934226 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 IL 58.0 58 F Patient c/o redness and swelling at injection site greater than 6 inches in circumference.  Reported feeling feverish and measured fever on 1/6/21 at 101.6 F and 100.6 on 1/8/21. States she went to the emergency room where she was diagnosed with cellulitis and prescribed an antibiotic for which can cannot remember the name of.

934227 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MI 41.0 41 M 1. Lethargy 2. Intense Migraine 3. Joint pain 4. Foggy Brain 5. Heavy Chest 6. Chills

934228 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Patient reports Soreness in injection site and slight fatigue

934230 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 AR 45.0 45 F Itching from shoulder to elbow within a few minutes of vaccine, took Benadryl within the hour.  Swelling and itching continued to get worse. Site was hot. Stared taking Zyrtec twice a day. Within 48 hours site was so swollen visible through clothes, like a plum under the skin and was hot, itching. 99.5 temp Added Pepcid on Sunday, Swelling started going down, better Monday morning.

934231 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 NH 34.0 34 F large rash around injection site 1/9/21 (day 10 post injection). The rash is an oval/football shape and is about 4.5 in across and 2.5 in high. There is a distinct red ring around the edge. It?s itchy, slightly warm to the touch, and there is still a lump in the center.

934232 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 VA 64.0 64 F Headache Neck pain Fever/Chills Nausea/Vomiting Diarrhae

934233 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 MA 57.0 57 F Severe body aches, very tired. Started right after I came home from grocery shopping. Slept for 4 hours then woke up in severe pain from head to toe.  Got up off the couch, went to bed. Then at 3am on Sunday morning, I could take no more. Got up and took a warm bath with Epsom salt, that seemed to help the aches and pains subside.  I literally did not get out of bed on Sunday 01/10/21 til  noon.  Today, Monday 1/11/21, I'm still pretty achy, no fever, but just really want to lay down.  I did take advil during all this but it did not touch the pain.

934234 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 VA 35.0 35 F I got the shot around 11am on Friday, and felt fine when I went to bed. I woke up around 3am Saturday morning with a  fever, chills, severe body aches and a headache. The fever went down around 6am, and I took Advil and Tylenol to help get it the rest of the way down and help with the body aches and headache. My symptoms started to resolve around noon, and I was just left feeling severely fatigued.

934235 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 49.0 49 F arm sore and heavy, worst day was 1/9/21, getting better now. Trouble moving arm. Patient has taken Tylenol for the soreness. Pain is more focused on the injection site but patient has heaviness in the arm.

934236 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 GA 65.0 65 F First began tingling on left side of forehead,  then 4 hours later left temple then 6 hours later left side of lower lip and 1-2 hours later top of left cheek. [left side of jaw/ear lobe/half of cheek decreased sensation from prior surgery to remove parotid tumor since Nov. 1992] By 30 hours after vaccination I had received solu medrol and valtrex for early s/s of Bell's palsy by hospitalist at hospital. All symptoms resolved by 1/9/21 pm.

934237 12/27/2020 01/11/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Eritema no hospital,no medicine ,no pain just redness

934238 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 30.0 30 F On day 8 post vaccine: Erythema, edema, warmth, mild tenderness

934239 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 IL 53.0 53 F States developed a dry cough and a feeling in her chest that her valve "was sticking". approximately 24 hours after receiving the vaccine. Patient compared it to feeling like when you have blood "dragged out of your heart" she feels this in her chest -- states it's aggravated by leaning on her left side. Denies it being constant. She was advised to follow up with her PCP.

934240 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 69.0 69 M sore arm for 5 days and still going

934242 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NE 56.0 56 F ON 12/31/20 AT 5PM, DEVELOPED FEVER THAT WENT TO 101.8. RESOLVED 1/1/21 AT 3PM.

934243 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 32.0 32 F Patient developed generalized urticaria, nausea/vomiting 10 seconds after vaccine injection. Had difficulty swallowing after that with a feeling of airway closing. On exam, she maintained a normal, patent airway - no epinephrine was given as a result. She did receive IV Benadryl and IV Solumedrol and was transported to the hospital via ambulance. Initial vital signs were as follows: BP 130/89, HR 110, RR 16, SpO2 99%. Advised she should not get second dose of the vaccine given severity of reaction.

934244 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 CA 57.0 57 F Dizziness, body ache, lethargic, lump at site of injection for about 5-7 days

934245 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 CT 52.0 52 F One week after first vaccine, sudden onset - with no trauma or new medications or other known provocation developed significant pain at tendons- bilateral symmetrical - hands, wrists, elbows, neck, hips, knees, bottoms of feet

934248 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WA 25.0 25 F Dizziness came on two days after receiving vaccine

934250 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 53.0 53 F Within 10 minutes of receiving COVID Vaccine dose #2, patient experience chest pressure, increased blood pressure and exacerbation of myasthenia gravis. Patient has a history of myasthenia gravis.

934251 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 30.0 30 M Generalized weakness, low grade fever, headache

934252 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WI 34.0 34 F Patient became dizzy, nauseous, weak, and had a headache within 2 hours of vaccination.

934253 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NV 37.0 37 F Redness, swelling, itching, heat and slight pain at injection site. Baseball size.

934254 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 CA 30.0 30 F About 14 hours post getting the second dose I started having chills and rigor and ended up having a fever of 100.5 degrees fareinheight, took 1 gram Tylenol, fever broke, 4 hours later I had rigor and chills again and was febrile again, and took ibuprofen. I also felt nauseous and have a headache.

934255 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 40.0 40 F Numbness and tingling in Left upper arm to finger tips.  Lasted less than 24 hours

934256 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 IN 36.0 36 F initial presentation of tachycardia, sweating and feeling unwell  Took patient to monitoring room and her symptoms worsened after ~20 minutes. Progressed to shaking, throat getting tight (per patient) nauseous, swelling of face, flushed and said feeling cold   Gave 25mg of benadryl but after symptoms progressed, gave epinephrine 0.3mg IM STAT

934257 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 41.0 41 F Swollen neck/collar bone area. Painful lump.  I tried taking Tylenol for the pain and swelling but it has not gone away. I also tried ice for the swelling and warm compress for the pain.  Lump is still there and painful on a scale from 1-10, its about a 7. The pain is worse at the end of the day.  Been this way since the 6th of January and I thought it was sore due to the shot and the other small issues I had( headache, low grade fever) The pain was not going away after all the other issues did.

934258 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Approximately 30 minutes after vaccination I started wheezing + coughing. My asthma is exacerbated since then.

934259 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 TX 72.0 72 F My arm started itching yesterday but I did not look at the injection site.  My arm continues to itch; today there is a pink/red area on my upper arm about 2 1/2 inches across. I am concerned that I may be allergic to the first injection and that it will be a much stronger reaction with the second injection. At this time, this is not a serious reaction. I had a flu shot 17 days previously in my opposite arm.  I do not have vaccine information for this shot.

934260 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 FL 72.0 72 M Had fever, chills, achy all over.  Next day at 10am he was fine.

934261 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 KY 42.0 42 F Bone deep body aches in back and legs, sweats like I had a fever that drenched the bed sheets, and fatigue.  I slept most of the day on Sunday after getting the shot the day before. I never checked my temperature to tell if I had a fever.  The night sweats continued into sunday night.   I took 600mg of advil for the body aches and went to bed.  When I woke up around 1:00 in the afternoon the body aches were gone and haven't returned.   Sunday night I was sweating most of the night and felt over heated until around 11:00 Monday morning.  I am always cold, I am the type who wears sweaters in the house all year long.  For me to be that hot in the house is very unusual.

934262 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Swollen left under eye noted at 0500 the morning after the vaccine where fillers are in.  Prednisone and zyrtec started and swelling has improved however 1 more day left of medications.

934264 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 53.0 53 F Low grade fever, HA, fatigue, pain and swelling at the injection site.  Tylenol and Motrin with improvement.

934265 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 AL 37.0 37 F Starting within the hour of my shot my left arm was very stiff and throbbing in pain. By 5pm I could not wiggle my fingers or even the slightest movement in my arm. At 7pm I started with a headache, complete body shakes, and a fever of 100. In the night it spiked to 102.6 All day Friday my fever stayed at 101-102.8. I had a bad headache and could not get any relief in my arm. My body ached and still had shakes from time to time. I took ibuprofen a couple of times to help with the pain and fever. By Saturday around 10am I had zero symptoms. Since then I have felt great.

934266 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 58.0 58 F Second COVID immunization from Pfizer at 0930 sat.  (No symptoms at all with first immunization) Symptoms of fatigue began approx. 12 hrs. late,  then fever after midnight, chills, body aches, severe headache, abd cramping, and extreme fatigue. Highest fever recorded was 101.8 the next day (Sunday) around  4pm.  Didn't take Tylenol or Motrin.  As of writing this (Monday 12:07 pm) my fever is gone but headache and extreme fatigue remain. Injection site still sore and today I notice I have a very swollen and painful lymph node left axilla opposite injection site.  I had to call in sick today and possible will tomorrow if the extreme fatigue and headache don't go away.

934267 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 23.0 23 F The night of the vaccine I became very fatigued, had moderate muscle aches, and a mild headache. In the middle of the night I woke up with severe chills, severe muscle aches, and mild headache. The next morning I had a temperature of 99.3 which climbed throughout the day to a temperature peaking at 100.9 in the evening. I had moderate chills, severe muscle aches, severe body aches, mild headache, and moderate injection site soreness. I also felt generally ill. I took Tylenol and ibuprofen alternating starting the evening of the vaccine. Day 2 after the vaccine my temperature is 98.6, I have mild body aches and mild headache. No other symptoms remain.

934268 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IL 78 F 8-9 hours after receiving the shot I got a light headache and I started feeling fatigued seeing spots for about 1 hour. After the spots went away my headache started getting better but it was still there. I felt a little bit of pressure at the forehead and around the head. The nausea came and went about 20 minutes

934269 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 GA 48.0 48 F Moderna Vaccine; 7 days after vaccination my arm became itchy, red, and swollen. It is round and redness is around the size of a softball. Also developed rash/like hives on upper legs.

934270 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 36.0 36 M Fever 103.1F (39.5C), chills, body aches, fatigue, nausea, loss of appetite, headache

934271 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 OH 34.0 34 F At 10:45 while sitting in Observation Room, Caregiver developed itching in extremities.  At 11:00 am she developed redness in face and chest and swelling in her throat.  Caregiver had her own Epi Pen and injected it into her thigh.  RN was at her side the entire side.  This RN arrived just after injection.  Caregiver sitting upright, alert and oriented x3.  No respiratory distress noted.  She complained of tingling in the lips and swelling in the throat.  At 11:06 she states the lip tingling was less.  Vital signs were BP: 120/66, HR:71, RR: 14, Sao2: 100% Room Air.  At 11:08 the throat swelling was less restrictive per  caregiver and no tingling felt in lips but having itching of feet and hands..  At 11:11, water given.  At 11:12, caregiver states tightness is less rating it 4/10 on a scale for tightness.  AT 11:25 BP:  130/76, HR: 69, RR:16, Sao2: 100% room Air.  At 11:36, caregiver states the tingling was much less rated 2/10 but itching still felt in hands, feet and chest. Caregiver to be evaluated by ER doctors since she injected her Epi pen and is still having symptoms.  11:52 Caregiver with unchanged symptoms but also c/o headache.  Taken via wheelchair by RN to Emergency Room.

934272 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 OK 69.0 69 M chills, headache, nausea, joint pain, breathing problems, lethargic,

934273 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Moderate nausea shortly after vaccination with a 2 hour duration.  Severe joint pain and burning beginning 28 hours after vaccination with a duration of 12 hours.

934274 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MS 27.0 27 M rash on torso spread to neck.  Swelling in throat.

934275 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 AL 38.0 38 F redness and rash at injections site as well as inner right thigh

934276 12/26/2020 01/11/2021 SD 64.0 64 F 7 days after receiving the 1st moderna shot I woke up with an itchy upper right arm in the area I received the shot, It felt warm to the touch and was angry red in color. I drew an ink line around the border, and by the end of the day, it was about an inch out of the original border. Started out about 3 0r 4 inches wide and about the same long. I treated it with cortisone cream, baking soda poultice,  calamine lotion. I took ibuprophen and took two Benadryl at night before going to bed. The next morning the redness was less noticeable, still itchy, but by the next day it was about gone. So about 48 hours. A co worker also had this happen to her 7 days later

934277 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Syncopal event: At 15 minutes post dose patient reported feeling faint in her chair in our waiting area. She was very pale and sweaty, c/o palpitations. Moved to a chair legs that elevate, given some water, refused food, (says she ate lunch prior to coming for vaccine) , We monitored her for about 1/2 hour and then she felt fine.

934278 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 42.0 42 F Arm swelling, Red spot at site of vaccine. Diarrhea, Pain Scalp pain.

934279 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 62.0 62 F Received Moderna covied vaccine @ 8:05 am then 20 minutes after the injection i developed Palpitations HR=130,redness on neck, chest & forehead area, Petechiae rashes on both arms.BP 200/109.was sent to ER for further evaluation.EKG was done,NS 500c given IV ,blood drawn & sent to laboratory for CBC & BMP. released from ER @ 12.30 when my BP  & HR was normal.redness on my neck & chest was less but Petechiae rashes subsided in the evening of same day.Early morning Friday Jan.8,2021 temp was 100.2.felt bodyaches & headache. when i checked my temp i noticed a lymph node in my left armpit.

934280 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 IL 38.0 38 F Tuesday 1/5/21 AM tender arm and small raised bump at injection site.  Tuesday 1/5/21 PM felt flushed but no fever and still raised bump with a welt at injection site and tender. Took Benadryl. Wednesday 1/6/21 AM felt flushed but no fever and still raised bump got larger with a welt at injection site still tender. Wednesday 1/6/21 PM felt flushed but no fever and still raised bump got larger with a welt at injection site and my legs felt like they had ants on them. Took Benadryl Thursday 1/7/21 Welt went down and started to feel better however still redness and tender. Friday 1/8/21 Just bruised at site of injection and arms welt is down a lot more. Sat 1/9/21 PM Felt fatigued by evening time Sunday 1/10/21 Headache, joint pain and extreme fatigue. Had rash on both arms appear and still felt flush with no fever. Slepts 15 hours Monday 1/11/21 Headache, joint pain and extreme fatigue. Had rash on both arms/face/neck appear and still felt flush with no fever.

934282 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 78.0 78 M I got lightheaded on the drive home. Since I got home I had cramps, gas and diarrhea. I've recovered some but not 100%. Ate no dinner last night.  Its been 5 days with these symptoms.

934283 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CT 95.0 94 F 1/8/21 Area of blue/purple discoloration measuring 5cmx4.5cm, to where injection of the Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine was given on 1/7/21. Resident moves arm when area touched. Scant amount of dried blood noted to area where resident appears to have been scratching. Resident afebrile without rash to area. Minor swelling noted at site.

934284 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 MN 36.0 36 F Patient reported, "I received my Covid 19 vaccination on Monday evening. I experienced a reaction immediately following. Within 10 minutes I had tachycardia (130s), high BP (160s), lightheadedness, nausea, headache, and feeling like I was going to faint. I was attended to by Ambulance paramedics. At the time of her report to her primary care provider on 1/7/2021, she was still having pretty significant side effects (headache, dizziness, and light sensitivity), enough so that I was staying home from work. These symptoms have now resolved.

934285 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 53.0 53 F POST VACCINATION SHOT- APPROX. 17 MINUTES-  C/O FRONTAL AND TEMPORAL HEADACHE (4:10 PAIN SCALE LEVEL).  DOES NOT USUALLY GET A HEADACHE.  DENIES ANY OTHER COMPLAINTS AT THIS TIME.    EMS AND RN ON SCENE, ASSESSMENT MADE . 0957:  VS:   BP:  111/76;  P:  79; 02 SAT:  97 % ON ROOM AIR; 1003:  VS:  BP:  110/78; P:  77; 02 SAT:   96% ON ROOM AIR.

934286 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MI 29.0 29 M 0700- Vaccine  0800 -2200- Clear urine, 1-2 times per hour, 300-500ml each time  2200-2300 sleep 2300 - woke up, felt jittery, provided car for emergent surgical case 0100 - felt like headed,  drank 50oz water, felt better after 20 minutes  0400 - 0700 - sleep. Woke up 3 -5 times and urinated 300-500 each time clear urine  0800- 0900 - drove home 0900-1000- Urinated 3 times while attempting to fall asleep, each time 500ml if clear urine. Massive 10/10 right sided headache  1000-1300 sleep 1300- present- woke up. Felt ok, able to eat and drink, felt ?normal? by the following morning

934287 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 UT 26.0 26 F Swelling, pain,  redness, itching at the site  and fever

934288 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 NC 44.0 44 F 24 hour post vaccine: soreness. Day 8 post vaccine: hives, welts at injection site. Day 13: cellulitis, swelling, tightness, heat, numbness at the center, and itchiness. The edges are raised creating a wall where the redness ends. Covers most of my upper arm, from shoulder to elbow and starting to work into the inner arm, armpit, and left breast. Just received a dose of Kenalog this morning.

934289 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 WV 63.0 63 F JAN2-HEADACHE, JAN 3 RIGHT SIDE OF TONGUE BECAME NUMB, AND JAN 4 RIGHT SIDE OF MOUTH BECAME NUMB, RIGHT EYE PAIN WITH TEARING,  NOTICABLE DROOPING RIGHT SIDE OF FACE, MINIMAL ACTIVE MOVEMENT, FLUIDS DRIBBLED OUT OF RIGHT SIDE OF MOUTH WHEN DRINKING LIQUIDS, EVALUATED BY PA ON 1/5, DIAGNOSED WITH BELL'S PALSY, STARTED ON VALACYCLOCIR 1 GM THREE TIMES A DAY AND PREDNISONE TAPER BEGINNING WITH 60 MG X 5 DAYS AND TAPERING DOWNWARD

934290 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 WA 28.0 28 F 10:33p started with flushed feeling, dizziness and nausea ,no sob,150/90,83,96 given H2O 10:45p symptoms improving still flushed and hot, more H2O 158/108, 79, 98%, 10:50p feeling better,not flushed or hot feeling,149/96 78,98% stayed 40m, called 01/08 vm patient called back feeling better just sore arm and minor swelling at injection site. told to call PCP or 911 if symptoms return and are worse.

934291 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 KS 33.0 33 F reports large painful axillary lymphadenopathy in L arm, has been applying heat to site with no relief, advised to f/u with PCP regarding symptoms

934292 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CO 52.0 52 M Very mild but noticeable numbness in tongue towards back of tongue (not front) on either side.  Seemed to dissipate after six hours.  Was not immediately noticeable and seemed to be more pronounced about 1/2 hour after injection.  I had the other expected soreness at injection site and general malaise approximately 24 hours after  - 96 hours after vaccine and I am only reporting this as I was not expecting the numbness in the tongue and was not sure if it was an adverse effect or just stress related.

934293 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 CO 36.0 36 F developed shingles, saw PCP on day 5 to diagnose, start antivirals. Symptoms (rash, pain) started on day 1.

934294 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 IN 36.0 36 F Reported tachycardia + sweating and asked for help initial presentation was not severe and gave her 25mg of bendaryl   after around 20 minutes, patient started to shiver, feel cold/unwell, said throat was getting tight, she was nauseous.  Epinephrine 0.3mg IM was given STAT and EMS called.  Patient was taken to the emergency room onsite and is being seen now.   Upon arrival to the ED, reported SOB, swelling of the face/tongue and was still shaking

934295 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 FL 50.0 50 F Facial redness, itching and dryness  Eye area swollen

934296 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CO 25.0 25 F Swelling, heat, knot, bruising

934297 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NY 52.0 52 F NOT TECHNICALLY CLASSIFIED AS ADVERSE EVENT , and may be considered " common side effects" but had a severe reaction to the vaccine with fever, chills, muscle and joint aches, headache, nausea, fatigue, soreness in arm at site of injection  starting approx 14 hours after injection and lasting 48 hours, with lesser effects lasting another 24 hours, and  am still not feeling fully recovered as of 1/11/21 12:11pm. Temperature highs ranged from 100.8-101.4, and I felt as badly as when I had COVID-19 in March 2020. I was unable to go to work as scheduled on Friday 1/8 and Saturday 1/9. I am concerned about getting the 2ND DOSE as it has been stated that 2nd dose may create more severe symptoms than the first. PLEASE ADVISE. Also, is there a correlation between having had COVID-19 and having strong "side effects" to the vaccine? Please advise. Thank you!

934298 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Approximately 15 minutes after the vaccine administration, the patient reported numbness in mouth / jaw and difficulty swallowing. These symptoms are similar to the symptoms she had in the past after exposure to shellfish. The patient received 1 dose of epinephrine and 1 dose of diphenhydramine with improvement in symptoms. The patient subsequently went home, had recurrent symptoms, and went to a local emergency department for additional treatment. In the emergency department, she received steroids and anithistamines and symptoms resolved.

934299 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 GA 24.0 24 F redness, swelling of the left axilla area.

934300 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NY 52.0 52 F Muscle ache and tinnitus. Denies hearing loss

934301 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 51.0 51 F Nausea, dizziness, soreness of the entire arm that the vaccine was administered in,  swelling under the arm that was vaccinated, and weak.

934302 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 41.0 41 F 41 Y female who presents to the Emergency Department  for evaluation of her rash. The onset of rash was gradual beginning 2 days ago with progression since that time. The rash began on the abdomen 2 days ago and 1 day after her second immunization with Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine.  The rash over the next 24 to 48 hours spread to the back, the chest, the arms, and inguinal folds, and popliteal areas.  This morning she woke up with itching and hives on her scalp.  She has used Benadryl with some relief.  Patient denies shortness of breath, chest pain, nausea, or vomiting.     There is no lip swelling or itching, tongue swelling or itching, sense of throat closing, or shortness of breath.  There is been no nausea vomiting, no palpitations.   She has no hx of similar previous allergic reactions. She denies exposure to new medications, shampoos, detergents, soaps, lotions, sprays or allergens.

934303 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CA 65.0 65 M The day of the vaccine at 10PM. I developed severe chills temperature of 101 headache and body aches lasted 2 days

934305 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 OH 40.0 40 F Tiredness Gastrointestinal effects

934306 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 MI 45.0 45 F Vasovagel syncope episode - passed out a total of 3 times Drop in pulse ox and heart rate

934307 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MD 55.0 55 F began w/ change in level of mental status by 5:30 pm the day of vax,  and then progressed to high fever of 104, heaviness in legs,unable to walk/stand, cognition foggy, unbalanced. Left sided arm/leg mobilitylimited. Jaw, head, ear and neck pain radiating up to left arm into head.  Next day after vaxx (Thurs 1/7/2021) woke up thinking it would have resolved and was worse, shaking chills, fever still elevated, face swollen and hot, difficult to stand up straight, heavy limbs and unable to walk normally. This lasted all day, very fatigued almost a change is mental alertness as well. Tried to stay hydrated, took tylenol and motrin alternatively all day, loss of taste and smell, could not focus to read anything all day and into evening of 1/7/2021.  At about 830 pm on 1/7/2021, began to feel slight improvement in balance and cognition. Went to bed early and woke up about 2 or 3 am on 1/8/2021 drenched from fever breaking I suspect. Rash on face after fever broke. Continued with tylenol and motrin and hydration, gradual improvement into early morning of 1/8/2021 and by the afternoon, I was very much improved. However, lingering parastethesias in left jaw, neck, ear and into left arm and fingers, even today 1/11/2020.

934308 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TX 60.0 60 F First dose, had no reaction. Second dose, severe pain in arm, headache, back ache (lower, in proximity of kidneys), extreme tiredness, temperature over 99 degrees. This began approximately 18 hours after second dose. When the symptoms were at their worse, I went to bed and slept for over 4 hours. I felt better after I woke, however, the symptoms did not completely subside for an additional 6 hours.

934309 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Left arm very swollen, hot to the touch, pain in whole arm, injection site hard as a rock, injection site very red, red circle around injection site. Went to ER, blood work and ultrasound done. Prescribed steroids and Claritin

934310 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OK 50.0 50 M Developed a rash the next day on most of my body.

934311 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NY 78.0 78 F On 1/8/2021 patient called stating her right knee was swollen and painful, an 8/10 on pain scale, she iced it and took Tylenol now 5/10 pain scale.  Patient received 1st dose of Moderna on 1/7/2021.Patient stated that she thought  she remembered joint pain was a side effect of vaccine.  Provider spoke with patient and stated more than likely knee pain due to far driving distance and walking more than usual.  Continue topical and OTC treatment.

934312 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 PR 52.0 52 F WHEN ADMINISTRATING THE SECOND DOSE OF THE COVID VACCINE, IT APPEARED THAT THE NEEDLE WAS LOOSE AND SOME OF THE DOSE WAS LOST. THE PATIENT SAW THE LIQUID OUT IN HER ARM. THE PATIENT THIT NOT RECIEVED THE 0.3 ML DOSE. WE CONTACTED THE PFIZER TEAM FOR INSTRUCTIONS AND RECIVED LITERATURE. PATIENT DECIDE THE RE DOSE 0.3 ML ON 01/07/2021

934313 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 FL 28.0 28 F Itching, redness, swelling, pain at injection site

934314 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 NH 36.0 36 F Cellulitis treated with oral antibiotics

934315 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 23.0 23 F Headache,  nausea, body aches, tightness of chest, shallow breaths/shortness of breath, light headed, fatigue.

934316 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 WV 19.0 19 M I had pain at the injection site and headaches for three days then since then from the seventh I had had red dots appear around my neck and left shoulder

934317 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 TX 59.0 59 F Pain began about 6hours after I received the shot, and lasted about 24 hours. Today when showering I noticed that there's an area 4? wide that is still bright red and bruised. It looks pretty bad.

934318 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 LA 77.0 77 M Chills, low grade fever, generalized muscle aches, headache . Lasted approximately 36 hours.  Treated with Tylenol and Inuprofen.

934319 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 IN 53.0 53 F Aches, chills,  generalized soreness, inj. site pain, localized redness and  swelling.  Cough, minimal  yellow phlegm, hoarseness.  Most sx were better after 24 hrs.  The non-productive cough decreased over the next 3 days .   *    I did not check my temp when chilled- the chills lasted about 2 hours only.

934320 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 45.0 45 M All symptoms occurred at the 12-24hr mark: metallic taste, chest tightness, limb (needle like) itching, cold sweats, body ache/pain, chills, nausea. All symptoms resided except for malaise after the 24hr mark. Malaise current through today(11JAN21)

934321 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 WA 57.0 57 M C/O DIZZINESS AND LIGHTHEADNESS AT 1020 PM . B/P 140/90,P74, O2 97% MONITORED & GIVEN 5 CUPS OF H2O.1030PM 142/74, 80, 96% STILL DIZZY AND GIVEN MORE H2O, 1055PM 130/76,64,100% STATES FEELING BETTER NO SYMTOMS, CALLED NEXT DAY 9/8 FEELING BETTER HYRD/EAT instructed to call provider or 911 if symptoms worsen

934322 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 OH 46.0 46 F Enlarged (L)Supraclavicular Lymph node. Myalgias

934323 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 31.0 31 F Itchy rash on both left and right upper arms. Symptoms subsided after taking Benadryl 25mg

934324 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 NJ 35.0 35 F Red rash on right arm around the site where vaccine was administered

934325 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NY 32.0 32 F Chills Headache Joint pains Muscle pains   Fever >102

934326 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CO 55.0 55 F Patient states ''I received a COVID vaccine yesterday''. Shot was given yesterday at 2:30 pm. Patient states allergic reaction started 10-15 minutes after shot was given. Patient states her eyes are itching and red. Patient states redness around her eyes and legs. RN triaged patient and recommended patient to go to ED now. Patient states she is going to wait and see if she feels better. Denies difficulty breathing or difficulty to swallow.
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934327 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 TN 40.0 40 F I had large red  and hot welt. I had lip node enlargement. It lasted for a week.

934328 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MA 58.0 58 F Extremely sore arm at the injection site, ice applied, minimal relief. Took ibuprofen x 2 days. The 3rd day, my arm was fine, but I experienced extreme fatigue, no energy, and actually had to take a nap!! By day 4, I was fine.

934329 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 MA 59.0 59 F about 7 days later, acute onset pruritis at the injection site, looked like a mosquito bite.  then resolved 2 hrs later

934331 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 47.0 47 F Fever 103, myalgias, HA, insomnia, SOB, hallucinations, rigors.  Symptoms lasted longer than 24 hrs.

934332 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 WI 60.0 60 F Have very bad body aches and hot and cold sweats . I have been taking ibuprofen 2 times and symptoms get better.

934333 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 CO 34.0 34 F fever and body aches beginning at 2AM. treated with Ibuprofen with resulting reducting in fever but continued body aches/myalgias that lasted until 1pm on 1/10/21. Fatigue starting 5pm 1/9 and lasting until 5pm 1/10

934334 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 GA 50.0 50 F fever, chills, sore throat, difficulty swallowing, body aches, joint pain, hypertensive, tightness in chest. Went to ER @ Hospital

934335 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 KY 28.0 28 F Injection site redness large area with raised borders , hot to the touch

934336 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 ND 53.0 53 F 5am on 1/7 woke up with chills, bodyaches, fever, lethargy and headache.  Lasted through day, temperature up to 101.5.  On 1/8, temperature resolved, still bodyaches.  On 1/9, symptoms resolving, but at 12:00pm temperature of 99.9 and fatigue.  On 1/10 right deltoid where vaccine was administered, sight is warm to touch and swollen, painful.

934337 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 ND 44.0 44 F Covid vaccine administered in right deltoid on Dec 28. On Jan 9, 2021, client noticed  a rash and warmth at the injection site. Does not itch, but has some discomfort with pressure.

934339 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 DC 54.0 54 F Exactly one week following receipt of vaccine, my injection site became pruritic. I scratched and  the site began swelling, became warm to touch, along with  site tenderness. It is slowly resolving.

934340 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 IL 63.0 63 F Three hours after the vaccine I started developing chest pressure that lasted 45 minutes. After an hour after I  had disnea  rest which last 55 hours.  I put a call into my patient care provider and went it to get a Coivd test that came back negative. I was told If it got worse to go to the emergency room . After the 55th hour I was back to normal.

934341 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Headache, body aches, chills, fatigue, dizziness, confusion, extremity tingling in first 24 hours. At 26 hours post injection, severe left axillary lymphadenopathy noted with axillary pain.

934342 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CA 37.0 37 F balls palsy headache arm sore

934343 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MA 96.0 96 F Left arm, red, tender to touch, warm, slightly swollen.

934344 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Shortness of breath Arm pain Lump under left arm pit Pain goes across chest and down arm No fever Achy all over Left arm down to fingers and up the arm and across the chest to swollen arm under arm pit is in pain

934345 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 34.0 34 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA: Developed headache (about 3 hours after injection), diarrhea (about 20 hours after injection) and sneezing/runny nose (about 4 days and 3 hours after injection)

934346 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 UT 52.0 52 F Symptoms started 1/4/21 @ 1800 with dry heaving, body aches, fever, then started coughing and shortness of breath that night. Next day still had fever, severe body aches and cough got worse with shortness of breath. I did home nebulizer several times and started prednisone 40mg. 1/6/21 shortness of breath worsened to the point I couldn't talk, chest tightness with burning. Went into ED at hospital where they gave me another breathing treatment x 2, magnesium sulfate, IV solu medrol. They were going to admit me but I decided against it with all the covid patients.

934347 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NE 32.0 32 F 33 weeks gestation.  sudden onset of upper abdominal pain, constant with palpable tenderness over b/l CVA, lower abdomen and upper abdomen.   urine and labs normal.  vitals normal, afebrile.  sent to L and D to monitor.  good fetal activity and cervix closed.  sx gradually decreased and was able to go home but today 1/11 still with diffuse tenderness, worse with activity and some braxton hix contractions.

934349 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 36.0 36 F nausea and vomiting for 1 hour, approx. 15 hours after vaccine receipt. Accompanied by low grade fever (99.3F), chills, rigors, headache

934350 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CA 37.0 37 F balls palsy headache sore arm

934351 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 MO 32.0 32 F 1 week after vaccine administration (12/29/20), I developed diarrhea that has persisted for ~2 weeks at the time of this report and is ongoing.  Currently pregnant with EDD 2/22/21. Uncomplicated pregnancy so far.

934352 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 SC 23.0 23 F lymphadenopathy on left side of neck.  It happened 5 days after first dose and has stayed swollen since first vaccine, but otherwise had no other issues.  After she received her second vaccine, it has doubled or tripled in size and is painful.

934353 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 VT 68.0 68 F Burning/pain in throat, itching around mouth, wheezing, coughing, and BP 195/100.  Taken to the ER, received epinephrine breathing treatment and Benadryl  Observed for 2 hours then discharged.  Slept most of the following day.

934354 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Hives and lip filler swelling 1/11/21 at 8:30am

934355 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 WA 37.0 37 F C/O DIZZINESS/LIGHTHEADED, NO SOB, 905P 150/80,75,100%, 919PM 122/92,75,93% NO CHANGE, H/A, GIVEN H2O,926PM NO CHANGE, 946PM MORE H2O, 124/78,61, 97% NO MORE DIZZINESS STILL H/A FRIEND DROVE HER HOME, 01/08 AT 11AM HA NO DIZZINESS, TOLD TO CONTACT PCP OR 911 IF SYMPTOMS WORSEN

934356 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TX 48.0 48 F throat swelling, wheezing, headache, palpitations immediate, took 50mg Benadryl and 650 tylenol Q 12 hours x 2 days, Severe, debilitating  joint pain starting second day lasting 3 days, low grade fever, pain and swelling to L deltoid.  Swelling in arm lasted 10 days

934357 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 OK 44.0 44 F about 2 hours after injection I got very itchy, face, arms torso red and itchy lasted for twos even with Bendryl. End of second day had sore "fiery" throat. Felt like throat was on fire lasted for a week. Nothing made it better.

934358 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 32.0 32 M Myalgia began on 1/9/2021 mid day.  Sunday 1/10/2021 at noon fever to 100.7.  Symptoms since have resolved with no interventions.

934359 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TN 34.0 34 F rash/hives (deep red) over chest, face, and ear treated with (1) benadryl 50mg capsule

934360 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CT 46.0 46 F Metallic taste to left side of mouth started at 4 pm on 1/8/2021 and continued until 1/9/2021@ 3am after Loratadine 10 mg  po at 4pm and Allegra 180 mg at 9 pm.  Left tongue numbness and tingling started at 4 pm on 1/8/2021 and continued until 1/9/2021 @ 3pm after Loratadine 10 mg po at 4 pm, Allegra 180 mg po @ 9 pm, and Benadryl 50 mg IM at 12 pm.

934361 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 ND 35.0 35 F One day following injection developed rash around the injection site. Since then reports continued rash that gets better then returns. Today the rash is faint per report.

934362 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CO 36.0 36 F Ten minutes after receiving injection patient started to feel like her throat was swelling, 20  minutes after started to turn red and having rash to neck

934363 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 NY 53.0 53 F Within 5 minutes of injection, felt mild tightness in throat and chest.  Did not report at time as it was mild.  Symptoms did not resolve after a few hours.  ~ 3 hours later, took Benadryl and bronchodiolator and symptoms improved.  Also since injection have had mild GI distress gradually improving.   Reporting now because I learned reaction could be worse to second injection, and 30 minute observation period would likely be prudent.

934364 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 33.0 33 F 1). Headache (on &off) since 1/6. Tylenol and ibuprofen seem to be effective.  2). Fever with Temperature btn 99-100.3 these past three days. 3). Pulse (btn 104-110) the night of 1/6. 4). Muscle aches and swelling at injection site. This has been my biggest obstacle. I am having a hard time lifting and typing. .  - I have been utilizing ice packs, range of motion/exercise, ibuprofen.

934365 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WA 35.0 35 F Brain fog, inability to think clearly, headache

934366 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 57.0 57 F Axillary lymph node swelling/pain.

934367 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 MI 29.0 29 F Intense pain upon injection not felt with any other form of vaccine. Pain in arm continued to get worse throughout the day. Unable to lift my arm very far without pain. Worse than any other injection recieved in the past. Pain throught the night-causing lack of sleep. Severe pain for about 24 hours or so then completely gone. My muscle in my arm then felt tight as if there was inflammation of some sort or an injury to the muscle. Upon lifting my arm it felt as if my arm was pulling back. No pain during this action but more of a weakness. No relief from anti inflammatory medicaiton or ice. Sensation in arm noted to be gone on 01/09/2021.

934368 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 WA 64.0 64 F Temp 100.8 Muscle aches headache sore throat sinus drainage fatigue sore arm lasted 2 days.  Sore throat and sinus drainage lasted 3 days.  Rest, fluids, Tylenol. Stayed home.

934369 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 35.0 35 F About 10 hours after vaccine, patient developed nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and abdominal pain. She describes these symptoms as severe with multiple, powerful episodes and similar to her Celiac disease when she flares from high gluten meal. She also had low back pain and body aches. The following day symptoms continued. Improved overnight into Jan 10, then worsened after waking up. On Jan 11, no further n/v/d but not feeling back to baseline yet.

934370 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 64.0 64 F Patient had the vaccine on Friday (2:30pm) and was fine. Saturday then she had a sore arm.  She went to work and was fine (10 hour shift).  She had Gammagard around 6pm and then the infusion was fine and went on as normal (a little burning at the beginning), then chills at the end (not unheard of).  An hour later she went to sleep since not feeling 100%. She woke up with severe chills, headache, body aches all over, She has bad chills and is shaky.  She went home and no fever.  Her eyes are kind of burning.  She has a call with her doctor today.

934371 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WI 61.0 61 F SORE ARM,HEADACHE LOWER BACK PAIN FATIGUE

934372 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 GA 40.0 40 F At exact moment of injection, I had a metallic taste in my mouth. Immediately following injection, I felt lip tingling and numbness. I visited the ambulance on site, no treatment necessary per EMTs because I was without rash or lip/tongue swelling.

934374 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Soreness at injection site began a few hours after administration. By the evening I began experiencing headache and an overall malaise feeling. This progressed into chills to the point of shivering and feeling feverish. Overnight I developed another headache and felt very mildly nauseous in addition to feeling fever/chills. Overnight I took 3 OTC Advil, was bundled up under multiple blankets, and got lots of rest. The next day I felt much better, only some fatigue.

934375 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 40.0 40 M ? Fever ? Chills ? Nausea ? Headache ? Fatigue

934376 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NC 39.0 39 F Angioedema around both eyes approx 36 hours after shot. Prior to this, experienced arm pain around injection site and minor headache/fatigue. Angioedema took 3 days to go away. Saw Dr. and he recommended antihistamine.

934377 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 64.0 64 F I developed an erythematous rash over the injection site that  and itchy, odd that it would happen over a week after the injection.    The erythema measures 12 X 10 cm, almost like an urticarial plaque.  I am not an itchy person.

934378 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 CA 40.0 40 F This is the 2nd vaccine for the patient. She was not given another lot# for  this vaccine. Patient reports nausea, feels like throat is closing, change in her voice (hoarse), patient reports a metal taste in her mouth. Flushed cheeks, facial swelling and whole body was red and flushed, reddish spotting. Also reporting headache. She is still reporting the abnormal taste and headache.

934379 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 WA 48.0 48 F Symptoms. Fever, 101.8, Increased respirations, joint pain, chills, nausea, dizziness.

934380 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 OH 48.0 48 F Seven days after the vaccine was given to me, my right arm, where the injection was administered, was red,  swollen and itchy. It was circular around the injection site about 2  inches in diameter.  It was mild. Not much pain, but itchy. I took one dose of Benadryl on the second night and I applied hydrocortisone cream topically to the site for about two days. It lasted about 2 days. The Benadryl and hydrocortisone cream seemed to help.

934381 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 64.0 64 F 8th Jan@1430-Tired 9th Saturday-tired, nauseated, aches, chills 10th Jan Sunday-nauseated, tired, chills, aches-body 11th Jan Monday-aches-body, tired, nauseated, Headache-Treatment-none, When she can she eats a little & drinks when not nauseated

934382 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 WI 33.0 33 F After receiving the vaccine on 1/5/2021 I had no symptoms initially and for then next 2 days.  On 1/8/21 at around 10:00am I got a headache of moderate severity behind my right eye and at right temple.  It was associated with nausea and fatigue.  I took 800mg ibuprofen and 4mg zofran.  At 12:00 I left work and went home and slept for 4.5 hours between 12:30 and 5pm.  I woke up at 5pm and had minimal residual headache in the right temple.  After going to sleep from 8pm to 6am, I awoke on 1/9/21 and my headache was completely resolved.    I do have a history of migraine headaches.  This headache and associated nausea felt like my previous migraine headaches and the course was similar to my previous headaches.

934383 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MD 28.0 28 F Approximately 10 minutes after receiving the vaccine she started experiencing numbness and inability to move all 4 extremities. No difficulty breathing or swallowing. Benedryl 25 mg was administered with no relief. EMS was called, she was transported to the ED and admitted to the hospital for evaluation. She was given Ativan 0.5 mg IV with some mild improvement in symptoms. She has had gradual improvement in her symptoms, now able to move her arms normally. She has persistent weakness and discomfort in both lower extremities and is unable to ambulate without assistance.Y 3

934384 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 TN 30.0 30 F Pain at injection site, constant, began ~2 hours after vaccine administration-time of VAERS submission  Chills,  duration from 3 AM-5 AM on 1/11/2020 ~14 hours after vaccine administration   Generalized muscle aches,  constant, began at 6 AM on 1/11/2020 - time of VAERS submission, ~ 17 hours after vaccine administration

934385 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 FL 60.0 60 F 1/1/2021: soreness at site 01/08/2021: headache,malaise 01/09/2021: redness & inflammation, hot to touch, swelling 3" x 3", small raised blisters. 01/11/2021: symptoms are subsiding; pink, warm to touch, swelling 2" x 2", blisters fading

934386 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CA 33.0 33 M Migraine that has lasted 4 days Blood pressure is going up and down chills nausea

934387 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 NE 17.0 17 M slight sore arm

934388 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 AR 25.0 25 F Severe lymphadenopathy (in armpits, very painful/tender), rash on left side of body (buttocks, side),  nausea, extreme fatigue

934389 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NM 36.0 36 F Onset of palpitations within 2 hours of receiving second dose leading to a diagnosis and treatment of SVT with Adenosine that same day.

934390 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 VA 38.0 38 F The night of the shot I noticed a painful, red, swollen, arm and couldn't sleep on it. 24 hrs after shot I started to feel extreme fatigue, muscle aches, slightly sore throat, mild congestion. I had a temperature of 99.1. I went to an urgent care and my BP was elevated (very unusual for me) 140/100 and HR 110 and temp still 99.1.  They did a rapid swab on me that was negative. I continued to feel awful the rest of the day. On Sunday the next morning I awoke because I had a very swollen and sore lymph node in my left armpit. I took tylenol and did warm compresses. I had continued fatigue on Sunday and slept the whole day. I also continued with a high heart rate 110-130 with activity. My Bp was 117/70I had a pulse oximeter at home. My temp stayed 99.  Monday morning I woke up feeling better. My HR was in the 80 and temp 98.3 and fatigue is gone. I still have mild soreness in my left arm but the redness is fine and warmth is gone. My left armpit is still sore

934391 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 WI 47.0 47 F Shoulder Injury- Delayed golf ball sized induration lasting two days. Slight pain and itching also at site.

934392 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CA 33.0 33 M nausea chills migraine that has lasted 4 days

934393 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MO 71.0 71 F Angioedema of the lips.  She had carpal tunnel surgery on 1/8/2021 and received lidocaine, propofol, and septra.

934394 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Roughly 3.5 hours after injection heart rate jumped to 161 out of the blue all of a sudden; I was able to lay down in the vehicle as we were traveling from home to location and after about 5-10 minutes of laying back my HR lowered to between 100-120; arrived at ED around 6:45 and while waiting 4 hours in waiting rom area to be seen HR remained around 110-115 for the 4 hours straight and finally after about 5-6 hours it retuned to normal rate.

934396 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Cellulitis at vaccine site. Lymph node sweeping under arm, redness spreading  Steroids and antibiotic

934397 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 KS 56.0 56 F Pt with complaints of disturbing nightmares since administration of the COVID-19 vaccine. Pt reports on 01/11/2021 to this RN that she had a couple nightmares after the first injection. Pt reports that she had two nightmares after the first dose. Since her second dose was received on January 8, 2021 she reports having disturbing night mares and requested reporting of the events. Pt declined evaluation at the clinic after notification of the event. Pt voiced she will follow-up with her PCP if the nightmares continue.  Other side effects she reported with the second dose is nausea, tiredness, fatigue, headache, chills and some weakness. Those symptoms have since improved.

934399 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 MA 49.0 48 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA headache  injection site pain general malaise

934400 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Immediately and for 2 days after receiving the vaccine, I had no symptoms.  1/8/2021 at 10:00am I developed a headache of moderate severity at right temple and behind right eye with associated nausea and fatigue.  I took ibuprofen 800mg, zofran 4mg, and left work at 12:00pm.  I was able to sleep from 12:30pm to 5:00pm and when I awoke, symptoms were  improved with mild residual headache in left temple.  After sleeping through the night, I awoke 1/9/21 and the headache and nausea had completely resolved.    This headache was similar in quality and course to previous migraines that I have had and may get 1-2 times per year and have had since about age 12.

934401 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 NY 53.0 53 F Fever, chills, body aches

934402 12/19/2020 01/11/2021 FL 34.0 34 F arm pain at site of injection on first vaccine. lasted about 1 week  left arm pain at site or injection, severe fatigue, myalgias and low grade fever after second vaccine that lasted for 48 hours

934403 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 70.0 70 F Patient reports dizziness, nauseated. It subsided but came back

934404 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CO 23.0 23 F Immediately after receiving vaccine, patient became flush, experienced throat tightness, SOB,  Epi 0.3 mg IM given. Patient transferred to ER.

934405 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Sunday 1/3/21- Numbness in tongue and pounding frontal headache at night. Took tylenol 500 mg. Monday 1/4/21- Started feeling some slight numbness on right side of face and front of tongue, headaches continued on and off throughout the day. Tuesday 1/5/21- Woke up to get ready for work and I noticed my right eyelid was a little swollen and right side of my mouth was numb and smile was slightly crooked. Arrived at work and my right eye was not blinking properly. I went to ER room to seek treatment and was prescribed Prednisone and Valacyclovir.  Wednesday 1/6/21- Started with right ear pain that radiated down to right side of neck. This is the second time I've had Bells Palsy. First time was in 1997 when I was age 22.

934406 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 MI 36.0 36 F tingling to neck PO oral Benadryl  25 mg  given

934407 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CT 98.0 98 F 1/8/2021 tachycardia Pulse 140, Fever T99.4 then 100.2  Lethargy, Somewhat Altered Mental status Y 2

934408 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CT 42.0 42 F After 15 minute waiting period, patient returned to work in healthcare system, reported flushing and difficulty swallowing.  Patient presented to emergency department.

934409 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 CO 73.0 73 M Myalgias - low back, legs Arhtralgias - hips, knees Nausea UPper abdominal pain Fatiigue Weakenss Symptoms were severe and lasted 24 hours, not totally gone then but almost. Treatment - acetaminophen - frequent, antacids - famotidine, Mylanta, Pepto Bismol, ondansetron, electric blanket

934411 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 FL 60.0 60 F Started with a headache and elevated temp the next  day with temp peaking at 102 degree. Progressed to brain feeling swollen and to large for head with ringing in head with every step or movement - Squeaking in ears when swallowing - Eyes hot and burning - Extremely dizzy and off balance - Chills- Body aches - Tired - Shortness of breath like with the  Covid - Injection site swollen, hot, red and itchy still at 6 days out.

934412 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Severe headache, body aches, fatigue, congestion starting approx. 12 hours after vaccination. Symptoms subsided within 48 hours.

934413 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 AK 50.0 50 F Severe fatigue, joint pain and swelling, headache started on day after vaccine. Left arm pain at site of injection that progressed to L sided lymph node swelling on day after vaccine and has progressed to Left side lymph node swelling in L side of neck, axilla, Left side of breast, chest wall with pain still present and worsening  4 days after vaccine given (2nd dose)

934414 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 IL 69.0 69 F About 9 hours after the shot my left arm suddenly hurt a great deal.  I noticed it when I went to raise up my arm a little bit.  I also became exhausted.  I realized I had been tired much of the first day but once my arm became so painful, I was completely exhausted.  I felt out of sorts for about  36 hours and then began to feel normal again.  It probably took a few more days to regain my energy completely.

934415 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 HI 44.0 44 M Pt was observed for 15 minutes after immunization and reported no immediate symptoms. That night, the patient ate salmon and mashed pototaes at 630pm. He reports arund 930pm, he developed stomach ache and one episode of diarrhea.  Patient reports subsequent mild constriction in his throat and acute nasal congestion. Patient also reported acute onset of wheezing. He initially took his albuterol inhaler and took a puff of of Dulera without symptom improvement. He administered epinephrine IM at that point with immediate symptom improvement. He reports nasal congestion and wheezing resolved. Patient monitored symptoms at home. He did not seek medical attention. Unsure if reaction was related to salmon or COVID 19 vaccine. Patient will be assessed in clinci for a formal salmon oral challenge in the clinic. Patient will receive the 2nd shot COVID 19 vaccine and will bring epi pen with him to the clinic.

934417 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 78.0 78 M dizziness/vertigo, hypertension

934418 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 IL 33.0 33 F after vaccine, pain in the arm and cramping in left arm, fatigue, tingling sensation in extremities when at rest, doesn't feel the tingling too much when active

934419 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 LA 77.0 77 M BELL'S  PALSY.

934420 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 NC 26.0 26 F Approximately 15 min after vaccination began to experience tingling sensation under tongue. It was not bothersome so I proceeded to go home. At 2:04 pm, approximately 40 minutes after vaccination was driving home and began to experience an elevated HR, shortness of breath/difficulty breathing and throat tightness. Proceeded to pull over to a gas station and felt extremely weak when trying to walk and a tingling sensation all over.  Took 25 mg of Benadryl tablets and symptoms began to subside within about 10 minutes or so. Proceeded to continue driving home and had another episode at 2:49 pm, experienced significant shortness of breath and tingling sensation in mouth spread to back of tongue and it felt swollen. I bought liquid Benadryl instead and took ~20 mL. This episode resolved within 10-20 minutes as well and was okay for the rest of the evening.

934421 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 RI 47.0 47 M Tingling/burning down L arm, similar sensation down L leg; urticaria noted on back of neck extending slightly to L side of neck. Tachycardia and hypertension upon exam.

934422 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 53.0 M arm pain soreness in arm lethargic

934423 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IL 30.0 30 M cold sweats, shivering, mild nausea for a few hours. then fever and headache for another several hours. all occurring overnight from 11:30 or so to resolving by noon following day with just a headache and general fatigue remaining

934424 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 WI 30.0 30 F Severe head ache; nausea/vomiting; chills; muscle aches; injection site pain and swelling

934425 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 CA 41.0 41 M Body aches, chills and headache.

934426 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Burning and redness both ears, burning and itching posterior head, hive behind right ear, chest and back, mild rash chest and right forearm.

934427 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 NY 36.0 36 F one week post vaccine dose 1, i have swelling and rash with hives on my left arm at injection site, it is itching terribly, applied Benadryl cream to help with itch. rash is spreading down my arm. and my arm feels very hot at injection site. i would also like to note that i have had extreme hyper episodes  post injection as well.

934428 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 49.0 49 F Reported heart racing was brought to lay down at 11:40 no further heart racing pulse 60, blood pressure 142/86. Client shaking.  No signs or symptoms of distress.  Respirations even and unlabored. Skin pink warm and dry.  Continuing to monitor.  1201 reported no further shaking and feeling that her chest  was heavy but stated i am ok. blood pressure 142/80 no signs of distress. 12:18 stated she is much better, no further signs or symptoms and no signs of distress. Informed to seek medical attention if further problems arise.

934430 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 OH 46.0 46 F one week post injection, injection site became red, swollen and itchy.  Rash last approx 24 hours.

934431 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 OH 56.0 56 F moderna covid 19 vaccine eua developed red rash around site  11 days after infection and a few red spots on face and torso

934432 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 ID 60.0 60 M 2 hours after receiving Pfizer COVID vaccine, vision in left eye presented with new floaters, flashes of light, and visual disturbance.  Described as constant by patient, has not resolved 3 days s/p vaccination

934433 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 ID 38.0 38 F Metallic taste in mouth, tingly behind eyes, lightheaded, warm sensation throughout chest for several hours, racing heart rate, sudden hot feeling, extreme headache, extreme fatigue, brain fog, irritability, pain at injection site.

934434 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 IA 58.0 58 F Had a fever of 101.2 for 24 hours.  Difficulty getting fever down with  both Tylenol and Ibuprofen.  After 24 hours, fever was gone and no other symptoms.

934435 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 44.0 44 F Friday night - Sore arm and sore throat.  Saturday morning - Woke up sweaty. Swollen lymph node on right side of neck, close to collar bone. Very sore. As of today, Monday, 1/11, it is more swollen and hurts.  And I'm still having night sweats plus am extremely hot but not having a fever.

934436 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 52.0 52 F Symptoms began about 45 mins after. Lower part of jawline was swollen. Not sure if it was the n95 mask. Throat got scratchy, sounding hoarse. Took Benadryl, extremely fast heart rate when moving around.  SOB walking to and from the bathroom. Extreme pain in back. Took Tylenol.  6am, Sat, woke up with headache and back was a tremendous pain. Took Tylenol every 6-8 hours. Today muscles in back are sore. No fever. Very fatigue today.

934437 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 SC 33.0 33 F Redness, itching, swelling, hot to the touch at injection site 4days in a row, fever 102degrees F on 2nd day with chills and tingly/prickly feeling all over, weakness/dizziness

934438 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NE 80.0 80 F Volunteer received Moderna dose on 12/30 and then came in to receive 2nd dose on 1/6.  Received Pfizer dose on the 6th. She states feels fine, no adverse side effects. Instructed NOT to come on 1/27, when her next appointment was scheduled.

934439 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 TX 56.0 56 F Numbing of tongue, possibly  mild Bell's Palsy, and occurred about 7 minutes after vaccination

934440 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 WI 38.0 38 F Sore throat for a few hours after the injection Painful body aches, body sweats and chills in the evening - Aleve worked temporarily and then the side effects got worse, took another Aleve and eventually was able to sleep it off Arm aches at site of injection - still tender t otouch

934441 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 58.0 58 F High fever that lasted until yesterday up to 101.9 F Severe headache Chills Body ache Abdominal pelvic pain  Patient reports having first dose of shingles vaccine 11/6/2020

934442 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 MA 29.0 29 F tightening of chest, shortness of breathe, numbness/tingling in fingers and lips

934443 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Leg Rash Red rash and hot to touch on the injection site swollen around the injection site

934444 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WI 42.0 42 F lient's tongue became swollen within 20 min. of vaccination.  Swelling did not resolve by 4:00pm, client seen at urgent care.  Client treated with Prednisone 60 mg PO x1; client prescribed Benadryl Q 4-6 hrs. x2 days, Prednisone 20 mg PO BID x5 days.  Client developed generalized pruritis and lip tingling approximately 12 hrs. post-vaccination.  Tongue swelling improved but not fully resolved at this writing  (72 hrs. post-vaccination).

934445 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 OK 52.0 52 F 52 y.o. female presented to provider visit on 1.11 in response to a reaction to the 2nd COVID vaccine received on 1.6. Patient has not worked since 1/6. Her symptoms started 1/7. She showed the provider a photo from her phone from 1/9 where her face was diffusely swollen and erythematous. She has not had dyspnea. She reports low grade fever off and on since vaccination. No n/v. She had stomach cramps for a whole, but those have fully resolved. At the visit on 1.11, her main symptoms are puffy eyes, and somewhat swollen and flushed face. Patient also reports dizziness, and still feels unsteady. Patient received a dexamethasone and depo-medrol injection in clinic on 1.11. Patient given return instructions.  Provider will follow up in a few days to check on the patient.

934446 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 WA 37.0 37 F 8:10 p c/o numbness, tingling, no sob, no dizziness, 120/76, 92 98% given H2O, rechecked 8:25p no changes in symp or V/S. Stayed on site for 40 mins symptoms resolved.

934448 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NM 34.0 34 F Chills, sweats, low grade fever, muscle aches, headache, fatigue, nausea. Symptoms started approximately 13 hours after vaccination and all resolved after almost 68 hours except for the muscle aches and fatigue.

934449 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Thursday evening  8:00 PM  6 Hour migraine 10/10 pain Friday: General feeling unwell Saturday 6:00 PM  sudden severe onset Nausea/ Diarrhea for 3 hours Sunday : General feeling of unease/disoriented Monday: No symptoms  Missed work Saturday and Sunday

934450 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IL 55.0 55 M C/O body aches, fatigue afternoon after vaccine. Following night had Fever 100.5, body aches. Fever decreased with tylenol.

934451 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Begining approx. 1/8/21, 11 days after the vaccine injection, the injection site is randomly very itchy and has a large red circle/ ring surrounding it. The red ring around the injection site is very large in size, about 3- 4 inches long and wide across my arm.

934452 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 FL 67.0 67 F client was awaken early morning 2 days after covid vaccine with severe abdominal cramps and nausea. Called PCP and got prescription for meclizine that afternoon and that helped alleviate symptoms along with taking zofran, which client already had at home.

934454 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NM 29.0 29 F Fever, lethargy, headache, muscle + joint ache, skin sensitivity, hair sensitivity, swollen lymph nodes. 3 days out axillary lymph nodes still swollen with joint pain, all other symptoms subsided on day 2.

934456 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Itching and subsequent rash in the upper left arm around the inoculation site.

934457 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Patient report bones hurting, skin hurting, eyes and scalp hurts, chills, pain at injection site and fever, night sweats and spreading pain throughout the body. Also reporting weakness

934459 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 65.0 65 F Headache, nausea, right Kidney pain

934475 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 MI 57.0 F Her voice became raspy, she could hardly talk, she could barely talk; her hand and whole arm swelled up; her hand and whole arm swelled up; Trouble breathing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 57-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech) (lot# EK9231, exp date Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm, on 29Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization and diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL), via an unspecified route of administration, at unknown posology, on 29Dec2020 (20 minutes prior to taking bnt162b2), for anaphylactic reaction. Medical history included ongoing thyroid disorder. Concomitant medications included apixaban (ELIQUIS), diltiazem (unknown trade name), losartan (unknown manufacturer), rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR), levothyroxine (unknown trade name), ongoing levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) for thyroid disorder and metformin (unknown trade name). Previously the patient received unspecified influenza vaccine (reported as flu shot) for immunisation, on unspecified date, and experienced anaphylactic reaction treated with Benadryl. On 29Dec2020, an hour after getting the vaccine, the patient experienced her voice became raspy, she could hardly talk, she could barely talk with outcome of unknown, her hand and whole arm swelled up with outcome of unknown, trouble breathing with outcome of unknown. The reporter stated that her voice and everything reacted and made her go to the emergency room on 29Dec2020. She reported that had adverse effect more than normal. The event "Her voice became raspy, she could hardly talk, she could barely talk" caused patient's hospitalization on unknown date. The action taken as a result of the events with diphenhydramine hydrochloride was post-therapy. Therapeutic measures were taken at the emergency room as a result of the events and included treatment with Topcid and Benadryl every 6 hours, 2x 40 mg of steroid.  The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.  Follow-up (02Jan2021): New information received from the same contactable healthcare professional reporting for herself includes: patient's details, medical history, events updated, vaccine lot# and exp date, concomitant, seriousness of event "Her voice became raspy, she could hardly talk, she could barely talk" added as hospitalization, historical vaccine, suspect Benadryl details, therapeutic measures updated.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

934487 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 OH 41.0 41 F Eight days post vaccine I developed an itchy, hive like rash over the injection site.  It was approximately the size of a baseball in diameter.  Over the next two days the itching and hives disappeared but the redness expanded in size.  By the third day all symptoms were gone.

934488 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MO 47.0 47 F ? cold feeling in chest ? itchy tongue, mouth and throat ? swelling in throat ? tongue progressed to becoming numb ? elevated BP

934489 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 59.0 59 F Rash entire body,  throat swelling, extreme nausea.

934490 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Cellulitis to injection site

934492 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 NC 35.0 35 F After vaccine became flushed across face and chest with racing pulse. Vitals taken, A&O x4; Answered questions appropriately. Pulse palpable and regular and fast. Given graham crackers and bottled water. Vital signs retaken along with blood glucose.  VS- 114/101 HR 94 138/93  HR 91 Glucose 91 Declined offered escort to ED. A&O x4; speech clear, resp evan. No signs of surface reaction at left arm site. Suggested follow up with PCP. Explained VAERS to patient.

934493 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 GA 66.0 66 F Shingles breakout about a week after 1st vaccine. Dermatology confirmed; medication given and treatment plan started.

934494 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NY 38.0 38 F I received the vaccine in the late afternoon. I immediately Felt off. I was up most of the night with nausea and when I woke in the morning I was having both dizziness and Nausea. The nausea has subsided but I am still experience waves of dizziness.

934495 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 62.0 62 F ACCORDING TO PATIENT STARTED WITH FEVER AFTER VACCINE THAT EVENING . THEN THE NEXT DAY SHE STARTED WITH SWELLING OF THE LIPS, TONGUE AND GUMS SO WENT TO ER WHERE SHE WAS GIVEN BENADRYL, TYLENOL AND STEROIDS
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934496 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 GA 24.0 24 F Vaccine administration at 1230; Tightening/itching of throat @ 1242; Benadryl 25mg/10mL administered at 1242; symptoms resolved shortly after

934497 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 GA 64.0 64 F 1 hour after vaccine developed HA, 6 hours after vaccine Chills, fever, nausea, dry heaves, weakness, dizziness, chest tightness

934498 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 OR 32.0 32 F Pt felt a hot flush and heart racing about 5 mins after vaccination.  BP 122/64, P 88-104, 96-99% O2 on RA.  Denied SOB, throat tightening, cough, swelling of lips, tongue or face.  Pt did become nauseous and had 2nd hot flush with HR going to 104.  Pt transported to ED for evaluation.

934499 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 WA 41.0 41 F COVID vaccine administration error.  Pfizer mRNA COVID vaccine dose #2 given at wrong interval.   Dose #1 received December 27th, 2020 Dose #2 received January 10th, 2021  Patient apprised of error.  Patient verbalizes understanding that dose will need to be repeated.   Patient was observed for 15 minutes per protocol; no complication noted.   Patient was discharged from clinic.

934500 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 MD 27.0 27 F Approximately 6 minutes after receiving vaccine, pt laid in supine position with knees bent. RN went to check on patient who reported headache with "mild dizziness." Patient was A and O x3 and denied difficulty breathing or SOB. HR 74, SpO2 99, and RR 17.Patient reports she had a smoothie this AM. Encouraged patient to remove mask, take deep breaths, and slow sips of water. Had patient remain in supine position for 10 minutes. VS reevaluated at 1236-SPO2 97, HR 69, BP 128/75, and RR 15. Patient reports improvement in symptoms. Encouraged pt to rest for 15 more minutes. Patient reports she "is feeling better"-HR 73-SPo2 99. No difficulty ambulating-escorted to car by staff RN. Referred to PCP.

934501 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 44.0 44 F Chills, severe body aches - Tylenol taken at 7:40 PM which resolved most of the symptoms. No fever.  Body aches the next day but manageable without medication. All symptoms resolved after 48 hours.

934502 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 IL 40.0 40 F large red swollen around injection site

934503 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 AL 38.0 38 F During the middle of the night, fever, headache, chest pressure/shortness of breath.  By early morning the following day, severe dizziness and fainting.  Felt like orthostatic hypotension.  Could not even sit up in bed without blacking out.  Lasted for hours until about midday

934504 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 IA 58.0 58 F Chills, Muscle Ache, Joint Ache, Head Ache

934505 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 SC 33.0 33 F Red, swollen, itchy arm for 4days straight Migraine day 2  Fever 102 afternoon of day 2 with chills and pins and needles sensation over entire body weakness/tiredness late afternoon

934506 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 WI 49.0 49 F syncopal episode 16 hours post vaccination with fall to floor and struck head.

934509 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 AL 41.0 41 F I started with low-grade fever and chills about 12h after receiving my second dose of the Pfizer covid19 vaccine. Chills lasted for about 15min, they were of moderate intensity. Then I had low grade fever, body ache and tiredness for the entire next day (01/08/2021); it was bad enough to interfere with my regular activities of work and childcare. I ended up taking the day off. On the following day (01/09/2021), I woke up fully restored.

934510 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 WA 62.0 62 F 9:10 p c/o of dizziness and lightheaded, 122/78, 97, 100% given H2O, rechecked at 9:25p V/S unchanged and dizziness and lightheadedness subsided. remained on site 30 mins. no symptoms, told to follow up with PCP or 911 if symptoms return

934511 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 64.0 64 F 8th Jan-1430-tired 9th Jan-tired, nauseated, aches/body, chills 10th Jan-nauseated, tired, chills, aches-body 11th Jan -aches-body, tired, nauseated, Headache

934512 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 FL 42.0 42 F About 48 hours after vaccination, I developed tender and swollen lymphadenopathy from my axilla down the bottom of my arm to my elbow on my right side. This is the same side the injection was given. The injection site is no longer tender to touch but it is difficult to raise my arm and hold it straight due to discomfort. My arm is visibly swollen compared to my left arm. I can feel shotty lymph nodes down my arm.

934513 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 34.0 34 F Shingles

934514 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 IN 87.0 87 F Patient said right after the shot that her head felt was not attached to her body. This occurred at 10:35am. She got very dizzy. Her bp was 192/88 and HR 57. We continued to monitor her BP/HR.   Her bp remained elevated for over 40 minutes. Her rate rate did dip to 43 at one time. The patient tried sitting up 3 times but became extremely dizzy and quickly laid back down.  At 11:10am, she was finally able to leave.  The patient reported that she didn't eat breakfast this am. We gave her crackers and orange juice. This seemed to really help. She also has a history of hypertension , and she forgot to take her medication this am. Her daughter was going to take her right home to  take her medicine.

934515 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 IL 60.0 60 F Muscle and joint weakness with chest muscle pain x 5 days hurts all over and worse when gets up and moves. Diarrhea started 1-5-2021. No fever 97.7. Off work for 4 days. Using heating pad and inhalers. Has appointment with provider 1-5-2021 and 1-7-2021. Test for COVID on 1-7-2021 and negative Symptoms resolved 1-9-2021 and returned to work on 1-11-2021

934516 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NV 42.0 42 M 2 DAYS AFTER VACCINE PATIENT NOTICED A SMALL BUMP ON HIS SIDE. THIS HAS TURNED INTO BUMPS ALL OVER HIS BODY. THE PT REPORTS THAT THE BUMPS ARE ITCHY AND HAVE SOME FLUID. HE REPORTS THAT THE FLUID BUMPS LAST A COUPLE OF DAYS AND THEN SCAB OVER. THE PT HAS HAD CHICKEN POX AND HAS BEEN VACCINATED.

934517 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 KS 48.0 48 M Chills , low grade fever ,   Possible Kidney infection

934519 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 27.0 27 M Arms warm and red for approximately 10 minutes

934520 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 CA 44.0 44 F excruciation pain swollen, red shoulder that is itchy red itchy band around arm really itchy redness comes and goes red circle that itches is right below the injection middle of upper arm is itchy

934521 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 TX 30.0 30 M Fever of 101.0F Malaise Fatigue Generalized myalgias and arthralgias Loss of appetite

934522 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CO 69.0 69 F Upper arm became, bright red,  hot to touch, slightly sore,  water blister

934523 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 NY 28.0 28 F Client became weak, diaphoretic, numb/tingling limbs, almost lost conciousness

934524 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 38.0 38 F fever, erythema, edema, pain radiating distally to hand and chest, back, and neck

934525 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MA 30.0 30 F headache, fatigue

934526 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 NC 22.0 22 F Woke up during the night and experienced vomiting and diarrhea followed by syncope

934527 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 FL 39.0 39 F I had a slight headache while at work but was fine. I was home and was a little cold and my throat was scratchy. . Then about 9pm all of a sudden I started to get waves of chills. My hand were cold and my feet were frozen. I layered up with sweater and sweatpants to go to bed with a heavy comforter. I just could not get warm. About 1am, I woke up and put on my thick winter socks on because my feet were still frozen. I kept reminding myself to breathe in deeply.  I checked my BPM and it was 80-82 and normally its about low  70s. I woke up about 5:30am and had a really bad headache, injection area and arm hurt, my  body hurt and felt like I weighed several tons making me so slow. I didn't go to work the next day. My husband took my son to school and I took ibuprofen and went back to bed. Woke up again about 12:30 and felt better.

934529 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 TN 30.0 30 F Multiple swollen and tender lymph nodes on left side of neck and collar bone found week after injection.

934530 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 GA 42.0 42 F 6 days after shot, my arm is swollen, sore and has a fever. Redness is spreading.

934531 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Extreme body aches, chills, joint pain, fatigue.  800mg ibuprofen taken which somewhat relieved symptoms, but not completely.

934533 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Fever 100.0 temporal with no further symptoms

934534 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OH 65.0 65 F Light Headed, Nausea, Watery Diarrhea, Chills, Severe Joint Pain, Swollen Arm (unable to lift) Fatigue

934535 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 PA 56.0 56 F Shaking chills on 12/8/21 and low grade temp of 99.7 headache and body aches on 12/9/21 body aches and fatigue on 12/10/21 local arm tenderness that started on 12/9/21

934536 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 60.0 60 M Sore arm for 36 hours. Onset within an hour after recieving the vaccination, Slight malaze for 24 hours. Onset the next morning post vaccination.

934538 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TN 36.0 36 F Chills and sweats, aches beginning during sleep Nausea and Vomiting and diarrhea persisted until about 8am next day Next day fatigue and lack of appetite, resolved within 24 hours with slight residual Epigastric pain

934540 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NE 37.0 37 F Body aches, congestion.  Upset stomach, dizziness, extreme fatigue. Airway felt obstructed and swollen. Felt she couldn't breathe unless she tipped her head back with chin in the air.  She also had jaw swelling

934541 12/27/2020 01/11/2021 CT 37.0 37 M None from vaccine

934542 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 DE 30.0 30 F left hand numbness, then progressed to tenderness under left arm, around deltoid, radiates to back, swelling. Went to Urgent Care. RX Tylenol, cold/hot presses

934543 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 PA 34.0 34 M Mild headache Chills Soreness and aching in Joints

934544 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 KY 33.0 33 F Approx. 12-15 min after injection patient reported feeling itching in throat and was immediately taken to ER per wheelchair. Patient reported feet feeling like they were not there when she stood. Patient then reported dizziness and reported feeling "weird." patient noted to have elevated heart rate of 104 and reported confusion and feeling tired.

934545 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 HI 30.0 30 F Patient had tachycardia and c/o chest tightness and palpitations s/p covid vaccine. BP 140/60 and HR of 110. O2 sats at 98% EKG performed. Patient was deemed ok to discharge and patient went home without further incident

934546 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Severe fatigue, HA and body aches day of administration.  Ongoing fatigue and sharp joint pain and aches.

934547 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 GA 59.0 59 F sore arm at injection site. Swollen and painful L shoulder on site of injection

934548 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IL 40.0 40 F fatigue was about 6 hours post vaccination, 12 hours after vaccination + fatigue, Headache, muscle and joint pain/aches and chills, ibuprofen taken and resolved HA.  24-30 hours post vaccination + severe body aches (bone pain) and chills.  All symptoms resolved at 30 hours post vaccination

934549 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MA 54.0 54 F Sore arm at injection site

934550 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NY 61.0 61 M Got dizzy after vaccine and was told to sit down for 15 min after 15 I still felt dizzy so I stayed seated for an extra 10 min, still felt  not ok  but enough to go. Went home and still felt dizzy and then I felt like I need to pee  but I was very cold ,  urinated 3 more times thinking it was because it was due to being cold but doctor explained it was due to me drinking lost of water.  Went to bathroom and bassed out and woke up about an hour later, but during the fall I injured the neck by heating your head on the sink, back and broke my nose, when I woke up  I was still very dizzy. Also felt a fast heart rate,  chest pain, very nauseas and started sweating a lot.

934552 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 PR 56.0 56 F STARTED WITH ACUTE LEFT ARM PAIN WITH DIFFULTY RAISING LIMB, PAIN EXTENDED TO LEFT SHOULDER AND ELBOW, FEVER, GENERALIZED JOINT PAIN,  FATIGUE. TOOK PERCOGESIC AND ACETAMINOPHEN

934553 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IL 30.0 30 M Body chills without fever, decreased appetite

934554 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 KS 54.0 54 F On 12/25 after the vaccination I started feeling very fatigued and on the 26th and throughtout the next 3 days I had a low grade temp, body aches were mild that affected my knee joint but just a little, periodic taste loss, loose stool and the color change in the BM for 3 days.  I had a virtual visit on the 28th and got tested and got the results on the 12/29 and was positive for COVID-19.  I went to the ER on 1/3 because I just wasnt feeling well and was advised my bone marrow were throwing off immature white blood cells. And after about 8 or 9 days is when I finally began to get some relief an symptoms began to resolve.

934555 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 MI 36.0 36 F Pt is feeling well now had throat tingling, was given PO Benadryl 25mg observed additional 15 mins went back to unit

934557 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 PA 30.0 30 F Enlarge, red an warm-to-touch area of injection

934558 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MD 40.0 40 F On Friday I developed soreness in neck slowly spreading from left to right and still ongoing today which is Monday. Having upper back and neck pain and aching in right arm and spasms in right shoulder. Have used heat, nsaids, Tylenol, and muscle relaxers. May feel slightly improved today but not much. This could be coincidental but figured I should report in case others have experienced or will experience. I do not recall hurting my neck.

934559 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WI 51.0 51 F Received dose 2hours post dose, itching throat, ears. facial swelling. Bendryl 50mg taken. Symptoms continued for the day of shot and day after shot. Day 2 additional Bendryl total 200mg taken before relief of symptoms. My PCP is aware of reaction and will place allergy on chart.

934560 12/27/2020 01/11/2021 VA 54.0 54 F 1.  one day after the injection I developed a 3"  x  3" round by 1/4" thick area around the injection site, warm, tender, and itchy that lasted 5 days --  plus another 4 days after that to slowly go away.   2.  one day after the injection I developed chills and fatigue that lasted less than 24 hours, then I felt fine.

934562 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Felt like I had the flu the day after I received my second dose. Headache, body ache, fatigue, chills, nausea. Last about 12 hours.

934563 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 37.0 37 F arm soreness fever chills achiness runny nose

934564 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NY 26.0 26 F About 9 days (Friday 1/8) post vaccine I developed an area of redness around the injection site. It started off the size of a nickel, was slight swollen, warm, and tender to the touch. The next day (Saturday) the reddened area grew to be the size of a half dollar coin. Still warm and tender to the touch.  The size was never itchy. I did not treat it with anything. The next day (Sunday) the redness was much less, the site not as warm and not tender. This is how the site remains now.

934565 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 TN 59.0 59 F red rough rash, itchy onset 01/06/21 seen PCP treated with Kenalog injection and  MEDROL DOSE PACK 6 DAY

934567 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 34.0 34 M Vaccine recipient reported that 10 hours post vaccination they experienced fevers, chills, confusion, body aches, headaches, nausea, GI distress, generalized weakness and blunted cognitive processing. On a follow-up call on 1/11/2021, the vaccine recipient reported that their symptoms have resolved. Pfizer-BioNTech COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA.

934568 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 52.0 52 F None stated.

934569 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 35.0 35 F Arm pain started after injection and worsened for 12 hours but started improving (still present at 2.5 days later); total body aches started 12 hours post injection and significant for 12 hours; severe chills (no fever) started 17 hours post injection and continued for 12 hours; sweats and feeling hot (no fever) started 40 hours post injection and continued for 12 hours.  Erythematous rash circling arm at level of injection site noticed 48 hours post injection but unclear when appeared.

934570 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Slight headache the night I received the dose,  shot site redness and muscle pain for 2 days after receiving dose

934573 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 OH 34.0 34 F At 10:45 while sitting in Observation Room, Caregiver developed itching in extremities.  At 11:00 am she developed redness in face and chest and swelling in her throat.  Caregiver had her own Epi Pen and injected it into her thigh.  RN was at her side the entire side.  This RN arrived just after injection.  Caregiver sitting upright, alert and oriented x3.  No respiratory distress noted.  She complained of tingling in the lips and swelling in the throat.  At 11:06 she states the lip tingling was less.  Vital signs were BP: 120/66, HR:71, RR: 14, Sao2: 100% Room Air.  At 11:08 the throat swelling was less restrictive per  caregiver and no tingling felt in lips but having itching of feet and hands..  At 11:11, water given.  At 11:12, caregiver states tightness is less rating it 4/10 on a scale for tightness.  AT 11:25 BP:  130/76, HR: 69, RR:16, Sao2: 100% room Air.  At 11:36, caregiver states the tingling was much less rated 2/10 but itching still felt in hands, feet and chest. Caregiver to be evaluated by ER doctors since she injected her Epi pen and is still having symptoms.  11:52 Caregiver with unchanged symptoms but also c/o headache.  Taken via wheelchair by RN to Emergency Room.

934575 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 FL 45.0 45 F Fever Chills Body Aches

934576 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IL 32.0 32 M headache relieved with tylenol; nausea

934577 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 30.0 30 F Fever, Body aches, Headache

934578 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 NY 28.0 28 F On 01/05/21 at 6:30 A.M. the patient woke up and noticed facial right side quivering.  On 01/08/21 the patient noticed right side of mouth raised on Sat. 01/09/21 the patient noticed at 4:30 P.M. right side drooping of right mouth corner.   The patient went to to the emergency room at Medical Center at 2:30 P.M.    The patient was treated with prednisone 20 mg 3 times a day for 5 days.

934579 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MA 55.0 55 M On 1/10/2021.......Chills, body ache, headache, sore in the injection site On 1/11/2021...... Face feels hot, low grade fever

934581 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 NV 64.0 64 F Joint swelling in hands, hips, spine and shoulders, Muscle pain including knots in spinal erectors, neck, trapezius muscles,, biceps and triceps. Headaches.  What is concerning is that these sxs have persisted and continue to be salient at 13 days from date of vaccine. On day 7, I had nausea with vomiting.  Continued pain at injection site at day 13.

934582 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 38.0 38 F Experienced flushing and lightheadedness, required extended monitoring. Returned to work after 35 minutes of monitoring.

934583 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 DE 56.0 56 F Fever, chills, arm ache, mouth ache, body aches, sore throat, dry cough, rash and exhaustion

934585 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 ND 40.0 40 F Patient developed an extremely sore arm the day of the vaccination, the soreness impacted her ability to sleep for 2-3 nights. Within 24 hours of vaccination, she developed a headache that lasted approximately 1 week. Within 36 hours of vaccination, she developed an itchy rash that covered her trunk (abdomen and chest). Upon assessment of her injection site one  week after vaccination, it was extremely red with very defined borders of erythema.

934587 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 AZ 64.0 64 F 20 min after injection;  BP 192/112, hot flushing, dizziness, blurred Lt eye.  Hypertension continued for 1.5 hrs, however hot flush, dizziness and blurred vision Lt eye resolved.

934588 12/27/2020 01/11/2021 NJ 27.0 27 F soreness, fatigue chills : Day 1  Itching                                    : Day 5  Rash with numbness, swelling   : Day 7  Above all recovered  Light headed                                         : Day  8th to now

934589 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OH 30.0 30 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Fatigue, muscle & joint pains, chills, and slight fever - lasting 1 day after vaccine.  Headache and nausea lasting 2 days after vaccine.  Pain/soreness at injection site - lasting 3 days after vaccine.

934590 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 VA 26.0 26 M Initially, around 1500hrs on Monday, January 4th, roughly 40 minutes after the injection, I developed a scratchy throat, a headache, and nausea.  I got home from work, and having no appetite due to nausea, I fell asleep on the couch around 1800hrs. Severe fatigue had set in. I did not wake up until 0500hrs the next morning to go to work on January 5th. I felt like I had not slept at all, however the scratchy throat had gone away. I worked all day with the nausea and headache. Throughout the day I developed chills, cold sweats, diarrhea, fever, and I felt like my mind was foggy (I had felt feverish since Monday night, but Tuesday was the first time I took my temperature that showed I had a fever.) I went home that night and slept all evening and well into the next morning. On the morning of Wednesday, January 6th, my symptoms had again gotten worse, so I called my primary care physician. He fit me in and tested me for the flu and for COVID. He prescribed me Ibuprofen for the headache/fever, and Ondansetron for the nausea/vomiting. My flu test came back negative on Thursday, January 7th, and my COVID test came back negative on Friday, January 8th. The fever finally broke on Friday evening and Saturday, January 9th  was the first day I woke up without a fever.  I still have the headache as of today, January 11th, and a low grade fever has returned. I am still very fatigued as well.

934591 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 CA 33.0 33 M Normal, arm soreness in the beginning. This morning. Skin on hands starting to peel. Has not been in the sun.  No behavioral changes for the patient.

934592 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IL 59.0 59 F Arm sore over night Sunday to Monday and began to itch.  Area still itches and is red and swollen area where shot was given

934593 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 KS 36.0 36 F 1/4 evening - Arm pain - Major Bump 1/5 11:45 Fatigue, body aches, chills, HA 1/6 ABOVE symptoms continue noted enlarged lymph node (L) clavical 1/6 ARM area w/ large bump - redness continues to get larger IBuprofen, Tylenol, Benadryl, Benadryl cream 1/7 Redness on arm continues Fatigue, BoDy aches, chills have stopped 1/8 - 1/11 ARM redness subsides; itching noted

934594 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 IN 40.0 40 F Felt tingling all over.  Swelling in face, neck and throat.  Felt like a lump in throat.  50mg of diphenhydramine injected, 40mg of pepcid and 40mg of prednisone.

934595 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 36.0 36 F called in sick to work

934596 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Reported skin was burning and itching. Provided with Benedryl, Pepsid, ice packs. Fever 102. Symptoms resolved except still feeling itchy. She contacted her PCP who told her not to take second dose. Referred to allergist.

934597 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 GA 42.0 42 F Headache, chest pain, fatigue, feeling of near syncope

934598 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 PR 44.0 44 F Next Day - Wake up with fever, chills, headache, back pain, joints pain and a little nauseous. Those symptoms last for  two days.  Area of vaccination was red, hot and swelled for 4 days, with left axilar ganglion and both neck ganglion swelled for 4 days too.

934599 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 UT 43.0 43 F Large hive-like rash covering injection site (about 2.5 in wide and 3.5 in long) which appeared about 2 weeks (16 days) after vaccine. Rash is raised, red, mildly itchy and mildly tender. Upper arm is weak and sore, much like it felt for the 2 days post vaccine. I am treating with cold compress and bendadryl.

934600 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TN 34.0 34 F Redness at injection site size of mandarin orange-did not appear until day 12 after injection. Warm to the touch and slightly raised but not itchy.

934601 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 OH 47.0 47 M 1/7 left work at noon, body aches, fever, night sweats, felt like covid all over again.

934602 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 50.0 50 F First night had fever (102.4), chills, body aches, fatigue and slight headache. My arm was sore but my armpit was so painful (felt like stabbing sensation).  This lasted until around 2:00 pm Saturday.  I felt ok except for being tired and armpit still hurting quite a bit. On Sunday, I was very tired and slept during the day and went to bed around 8:30 pm feeling like I had a slight sore throat, tired and mildly nauseous. My armpit still hurt quite a bit.  I woke up Monday at 5:30 am and showered and was profusely sweating when I was getting ready for work - my temperature was 100.6 so I took 800 mg of Ibuprofen to help with the temp and the pain in my armpit.  I did not go into work. I  am still tired and my current temp is 100.1 (12:30pm) and sweaty.  I do feel as though the severity of my armpit pain is lessening but it is still bothersome.

934603 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 PA 62.0 62 F sudden onset of fever, musculoskeletal pain, malaise, fatigue, chills weakness, stomach cramps, bloating, headache

934604 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 62.0 62 F chill, headache

934605 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 PR 47.0 47 F At 4:43pm while in observation refers to itching in throat and bad taste in the mouth. Dr is notified who shows up immediately and evaluates, BP150/80mmhg Pulse 72/minute, Breaths 18/minute, afebrile, Communicative and alert in time place and space, not complications, is placed oxygen by nasal cannula at 3lt/min at 5:05pm by medical order be administered Benadryl 50mg IM in right deltoid under aseptic techniques and kept under observation, at 5:45pm goes out walking and in stable condition by medical order to her home in company co-workers, oriented at notifying any other event, verbalize understanding

934606 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MT 35.0 35 F Patient complained of tachycardia 5min after second dose Pfizer Vaccine, has history of vaccine reactions in past. Sent to ER with Operations lead

934607 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MD 44.0 44 F flu-like:  low grade fever, headache, chills/sweats, myalgias, fatigue, sensitive skin - all lasted about 24 hrs  Sore arm at injection site lasted 3 days

934608 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IA 59.0 59 F Beginning less than 12 hrs after initial dose experienced fatigue, intense headaches, arthralgia lasting throughout weekend, fever of 100.1, chills, shortness of breath, injection site soreness/swelling.

934609 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 PA 54.0 54 M Extreme chills, fever but not taken, weakness, nauseous.  Took Prednisone and felt a little better.

934610 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 OR 49.0 49 M Patient describes nausea with headache that started 36 hours after vaccine administration.

934611 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MD 62.0 62 M around 15 mins. post injection c/o "tongue felt numb".  Was medicated immediately with 50mg of Benadryl and within 5 minutes client reported that his tongue sensation was normal again. Was observed for an additional 30 minutes-vital signs stable and released to f/u with PCP.  Called client later in the day and reported he felt "fine".

934612 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NM 39.0 39 F 1/8/21 Recieved vaccine.  1/9/21 started feeling dizzy, lightheaded, tired, body aches, right arm lymph nodes are swollen and tender. 1/11/21 flank pain and upper back pain woke her up today.  1/11/21 made appointment to be evaluated by provider.

934613 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 IA 25.0 25 F Received vaccine at approximately 09:50 am, waited for observation 15 minutes, then returned to work. At approximately, 12 noon started to notice blurry vision from left eye and severe headache behind eyes. Sat for a minute or so but not improving so returned to vaccinating pharmacist. At that time patient also felt flushed and overheated. Patient laid flat on back, applied cold compresses to forehead and back of neck.  After 20 minutes patient?s vision and flushing has improved but still had a headache. Patient then moved to a seated position. Still had the headache, but vision and flushing completely resolved.

934614 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 57.0 57 F Site Pain, HA, Fever, Joint pain, Body Aches

934615 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MA 30.0 30 F I experienced chills, fevers of 101, headaches, nausea, body aches, joint pain, abdominal pain, at times a sore throat (once or twice). Started on Friday evening and decreased by Sunday. On Monday January 11th I was still feeling a small amount of chills and had a temperature of 99.

934616 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 PA 42.0 42 F The evening after receiving the shot, my arm was tender like it had been punched. The evening after receiving the shot, I had a rash on my neck and arms that was itchy and I had hives on my face and back.  These subsided after the evening, the itchiness stayed till next day, but then subsided. My arms started to feel bobbly and tender, lots of little bumps under the surface. Around 1/5 I noticed it was red, it started to itch a lot and then it became very firm/solid lump with swelling, and it was very red.  Swelling and solidness has subsided now, but redness is still there, however it's subsiding.

934617 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Approximately 15 hours after injection, was awoken with very severe chills and incontrollable shaking. Was so cold, had to get a heating blanket to put over me, along with 2 blankets. Was shaking so bad, could hardly walk. Was slightly disoriented at the time. This lasted for 4 hours. Temperature is normally 95.6, did rise to 98.7. Had severe body aches that lasted until the next day, but were not as severe. the following day was very tired and muscles were achy. I did take tylenol, which seemed to help.

934618 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 57.0 57 F nausea, dizziness, feeling uneasy after 20 min. Feeling elated as if am drank lasted the whole day  the vaccine was given. injection site pain swelling, severe headache, developed chills at night joint pains, rashes on my face, feeling weak as if I dont have energy. At night time i went to the restroom 5 times with an interval of 5-10 minutes and i cannot even control my bladder it comes out continuously. Slow to comphrend or response. I stayed fully awake the whole night on the night when the vaccine was given to me and was able to sleep only the following day (sat) at 5 pm.

934620 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 PA 40.0 40 F chills, body aches and migraine beginning on 1/4/21 and lasting until 1/6/21.

934621 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MI 35.0 35 M Received dose 1 of Pfizer/BioNTech vaccination @1100.  At 1130 started to feel itchy and noticed a hive-like rash.  He took 75mg of Benadryl PO and waited a bit, then started to feel  as though he had a "lump in his throat".    Denies SOB, voice changes, lip or tongue swelling, and tolerated secretions in the ED.  Physical exam + for diffuse urticarial rash, predominantly trunk, neck, and scalp.  Medications received - Epi 0.3mg IM @1234, Benadryl 50mg q6hr IV @ 1757, 1/8 0012, 1/8 0558, Famotidine 20mg BID @1223, 2221, Solu-medrol 40mg @ 1757, 1/8 0011, and 1/8 0558.  Discharged on 1/8 from ED  @ 0811 clinically improved.

934622 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 24.0 24 F On the morning of 1/8/2021 (exactly 6 days after the first dose of the Moderna vaccine), I woke up with large hives concentrated mostly on my upper body (face, neck, chest, stomach). I tried taking various antihistamines (excluding Benadryl, which would later prove effective) to combat the hives, but they were largely ineffective. The hives shifted throughout the day, starting in my upper body and working their way down to my lower extremities. The next day, exactly one week after receiving the vaccine, I woke up with worse hives (now all over my body, mostly concentrated on my stomach, hips, and legs) and angioedema in my face. At this point, I went to the hospital and received a course of IV fluids/steroids/Benadryl/anti-nausea medication and all symptoms subsisted. Symptoms returned a few hours after discharge, where I continued an oral regimen of the aforementioned medications. The next day, 8 days after the initial dose, my symptoms were equally severe and coupled with gastrointestinal distress, feverishness (likely due to dehydration from the Benadryl) and nausea. This morning (1/11/2021), 9 days after receiving the vaccine, my hives have largely subsisted. In summation, starting 6 days after receiving my first dose of the Moderna vaccine, I experienced 3 full days and nights of severe hives and swelling.

934623 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NY 23.0 23 F Patient  (employee)received 1st dose Moderna vaccine on 12/30/2020.  According to patient on Thursday morning, 1/7/2021, she noted redness  and  at injection site warm to touch she did not report it at the time.  On 1/8/2021 she had a routine appointment with her allergist who assessed the injection site  and he stated that this was  a normal injection site side effect.  On Monday, 1/11/2021 patient presented and injection site mild erythema.  No itching.

934624 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 MT 39.0 39 F Patient called with complaint: 2in by 2in red painful at injection site. Not hot, not swollen, but very painful. Moderna vaccine administered 12/29 (10 days prior)

934625 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 22.0 22 M feeling ill. called in sick to work.

934627 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 63.0 63 F Patient received vaccine and approximately 15 minutes later began endorsing blurry vision and dizziness while sitting in observation room. Found to be hypertensive in 200/100s. Pt remained hypertensive and was transferred to ED about an hour after initial vaccination.

934628 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 MI 35.0 35 F RASH DEVELOPED AT INJECTION SITE 12/23/2020 AND SPREAD TO REST OF BODY. RASE DESCRIBED AS SMELL RAISSE BUMPS  EMPLOYEE USE BENADRLY AND HYDROCORTISONE CREAM TO TREAT.

934629 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 56.0 56 M Congestion, Nausea, Headaches

934630 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 31.0 31 F 2nd dose I began having muscle aches  around 10pm (about 10 hours post 2nd dose) then I woke up in the night at 1am ( about 13 hours post injection) with a fever of 101.4, muscle aches (my legs, arms, neck, and back), chills, and sinus dryness.  This was controlled 3 hours later by tylenol. For the next 36 hours post symptom onset my sinuses were still affected, my muscles felt very weak and the glands in my neck felt swollen. Everything has resolved except the swollen glands in my neck and my sinsuses being dry and painful.

934631 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 MO 28.0 28 F I woke up with chills and diarrhea . I started to sweat out of no where but I didn't have a fever, towards the end of the night I lost my taste for the next two days.  I still had chills and was sweaty, I believe the second day I had a sore throat.  My boss sent me to get a Covid test and that came back negative.

934632 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 HI 47.0 47 F c/o tingling and numbness down length of left arm (site of covid vaccine) extending to finger tips - per physicians consideration: patient should continue to watch or any signs of swelling, redness, and/or soreness. Tingling/numbness possibly due to hitting a nerve.

934633 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 UT 54.0 54 F On Sunday 1/3 noted a few spots on the left arm, some by the sit other not, that had a hive appearance and itched.  These went away and on Monday noted a few more spots on the right arm resolved the next day

934634 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 61.0 61 F Severe cervical neck pain

934635 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 AZ 29.0 29 M Rash/redness around injection site, swollen lymph nodes, fatigue.   Going to urgent care on advice of vaccination staff

934636 12/19/2020 01/11/2021 NM 42.0 42 F Blotchy on chest/face Itching and rash on arms, legs, stomach and hips

934637 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MI 44.0 44 F started 24 hours after injection (Saturday night 1/9/2021 9pm) Fever 102, body aches, headache. as of Monday 1/11/21 afternoon still have fever 101 (stays down with Tylenol) horrible headache and chills.

934638 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 WV 29.0 29 F Developed tongue itching and lightheadness 5-10 minutes after receiving injection. Was treated with steroid injection at the visit. Took Benadryl 30 minutes later. The following day had body aches and headache. Treated with Tylenol.

934639 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CA 37.0 37 M States he had chills and sweating, body aches and headache, lasted through the night and ended next morning

934641 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 MT 31.0 31 F Patient presented to vaccine distribution site complaining of hard,red swollen injection site. Patient had systemic response to first dose of Moderna administered 12/29 (10 days prior). Advised patient to go to primary care or urgent care. Clinic contacted Vaccine distribution site: patient diagnosed with ?delayed allergic reaction?, topical medication and oral medication given.

934642 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 39.0 39 F Local swelling the night of administration but improved and resolved by 1/3. On the morning of 1/7, the injection site was again swollen and red, now with mild itching. Swelling worsened to a hard indurated area.

934643 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 22.0 22 M feeling ill. called in sick to work.

934644 01/11/2021 IL U 12 hours after injection Band-Aid was removed and redness was noted, about the size of the bandaid. The next morning 12/30/20 the injection site was red, swollen, painful to the touch, hot, with a lump. This persisted for 2 to 3 days .  Symptoms seemed to be improving over the next 2 days and then suddenly redness at least tripled in size (maybe more), area was hot to the touch, swollen/raised like a large welt, and extremely itchy. This lasted for 3 days and then symptoms gradually improved until they resolved.
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934645 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 KY 54.0 54 F nausea, vomit for 12 hours, feverish .  Took Zofran

934646 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 PR 56.0 56 F SEVERE LEFT ARM PAIN EXTENDED TO LEFT SHOULDER AND ELBOW,  GENERALIZED JOINT PAIN, FEVER, MALAISE AND FATIGUE STATED ON 1/9/2021, TOOK PERCOGESIC ALTERNATED WITH ACETAMINOPHEN

934647 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 TN 83.0 83 M Vaccine was incorrectly reconstituted by LPN with 0.8mL of NS instead of 1.8mL. After reconstituting with 0.8mL of NS, a dose of 0.3mL was given to patient. After injection, patient waited in office for 15 minutes. No adverse events were reported after administration.

934648 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 PR 31.0 31 F Itch,  redness and hives

934650 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 WI 25.0 25 F Very hyper and shakey. Felt like I consumed 2+ energy drinks.  Could not fall asleep the night after injection. Very restless Sore Arm Headache

934651 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 39.0 39 F GI upset , headache, chills, left side of body hurts

934653 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 61.0 61 F Sunday 1/10/2021 at 10:30 am started with chilling then body aches and headache started in the next hour then headache. Chilling better about one hour later. Took ibuprofen at 1:15 pm and relief of aches and headaches in about 30-60 minutes. Had dry cough. Very tired all day.

934654 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MD 42.0 42 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  01.08.2021 - SLIGHT HEADACHE SEVERAL HOURS POST VACCINE  01.09.2021 - SEVERE HEADACHE - DESCRIBED AS "LITTLE SHOCKS".  HOME SELF-CARE MOTRIN AND ALEVE.    01.10.2021 - WOKE UP SUNDAY MORNING AND HUSBAND COMMENTED HER MOUTH "LOOKED WEIRD", AND HER EYE LOOKED LIKE IT WAS "LEANING"  01.11.2021 - REPORTED TO OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CLINIC.  REFERRED TO HER PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN FOR EVALUATION.  ADVISED TO COMPLETE V-SAFE REGISTRATION.  01.11.2021 - EMPLOYEE SEEN BY LOCAL URGENT CARE.  TREATED WITH 80 MG OF PREDNISONE ON SITE,  PRESCRIPTION FOR 40MG PREDNISONE X 7 DAYS, PRESCRIPTION FOR VALTREZ.  RELEASED.  PLACED OFF WORK TILL 01.13.2021.

934655 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 WA 21.0 21 F 7:20 pm c/o of numbness and tingling in left hand and wrist. Same side as vaccine. Buzzing feeling, no hives, no SOB, no swelling in throat, 110/60/77 100% given H2O and rest, 7:35 no change and no change on V/S,  7:40 c/o numbness and tingling moving into left leg. and feels like it is progressing, 110/70, 84, 100% given more H2O,  Ambulance called at 7:45pm due to progression of numbness and tingling. Transported via ambulance to hospital.  9:45p patient called staff wanting to be discharged as the medical center was not responding to her medical issue. Patient chose to self discharged. Returned to site 10:20pm with a ride and driver., Reviewed symptoms with patient. c/o mild headache and no further numbness and tingling. 01/08 called pt to check in c/o headache mild, fatigue, and nausea. told to check in with PCP or call 911 if symptoms worsen. Pt stated she was drinking and eating. She also had family available to her if needed.

934656 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 38.0 38 F Experienced flushing and lightheadedness. Required extended monitoring. Patient returned to work after 35 minutes of monitoring.

934657 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Extreme Swelling of site area - softball size Site area Hot to the touch Fever of 101.7 Dizziness.

934658 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 49.0 49 F After the awcond vaccine:  Woke up at 4 am the next morning with body aches, chills, nausea and a mild headache that was intermittent.  I had malaise and fatigue.  I took some cold medicine 3 times in the course of 24 hours and woke up the next morning with none of those symptoms but did have lympadenopathy under my left arm that decreased through the course of the day.  It was painful to touch and tender once the lymph node decreased in size.  The only other reaction was the site pain and tenderness and warmth.  That lasted a few days.

934659 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TX 45.0 45 F HA muscle aches, nausea and dizziness improved. Swelling, pain, itchiness and redness at the injection no treatment no improvement.

934660 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 47.0 47 F Patient experienced mild puffy eyes. She reported developing a red bumpy rash on her forearms, stomach and back of knees. Symptoms started one day after vaccination on 01/08/2021. To my knowledge, patient did not use anything for treatment.

934661 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 MA 26.0 26 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Hot red firm to touch welt developedat injection site6 days after vaccination.  Peaked in size 24 hours after onset at approximately  3 inches across. Persisted at peak size for an additional 24 hours and then began to shrink and return to Normal color and temperature. Discoloration and temperature and firmness gone after approximately 52 hours

934662 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 34.0 34 M Weakness Body aches Headache

934663 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 ME 59.0 59 F Within 15 minutes of the shot patient experienced light-headedness and chest pressure.  Was able to go home after 30 minutes of observation.  later in the evening the patient experienced swelling of the face on the opposite side from the injection as well as pressure in her left ear and what felt like a golf ball in her throat.  Patient took Tylenol and the symptoms resolved over the next few days.

934664 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 CA 45.0 45 M I had 1st vaccine on 12/23.  On 1/9, I started to feel malaise, mild headache and some mild chills.  I did not have fever or any respiratory symptoms.  I took tylenol on Saturday and Sunday which relieved my symptoms.  I will be getting COVID-19 testing today.

934665 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 MD 36.0 36 F mild vaginal bleeding. started the day after vaccine #1.  appeared to be a light period though unusual since I have mirena IUD. Resolved after 3 days.  no medical care was required.   no other signs of bleeding/bruising.

934666 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 MO 51.0 51 F Body aches. Headache. Extreme fatigue. Shot site pain. Fever 100.4  All continued overnight. In a.m. next day all continued except fever, down to 98 - 99. Pain in my arm is worse, not able to use arm much.

934667 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MD 50.0 50 F erythematous papular/vesicular rash to face, lateral neck, post auricular skin. Rash began on Friday and progressed through Monday when she was seen by a nurse practitioner. Facial swelling present.

934670 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 NH 36.0 36 F swelling, itching , rash 1 week after injection.  Lasting x1 week or more

934671 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 CA 30.0 30 M 2 days after the vaccination I developed a rash in the lower back and on the left and right shoulder and was really itchy.  It came and went for a couple hours and the next day it got worse which made me reach out and have a virtual visit and was advised to take benedry which did help.  The rash appeared as a hive.

934672 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 62.0 62 F Headache Fever, resolved after 24 hrs

934673 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 43.0 43 M Vaccine recipient experienced nausea and vomiting after receiving the vaccine. At the end of the observation period of 15 minutes he developed nausea and vomited once. After he vomited, the symptoms resolved. He was sent to the ED for follow-up and observation. Vaccine recipient stated that they drank a lot of juice. He improved and was subsequently discharged. The next day vaccine recipient reported that they felt sluggish and had arm pain around the site of injection. On a follow-up call today 1/11/2021; he reported that his symptoms have resolved.  Pfizer-BioNTech COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA.

934674 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 22.0 22 F fever, chills, nausea. called in sick to work.

934676 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 WA 58.0 58 F Chills Hip pain Y Y 3

934677 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 VA 38.0 38 F I have had redness,  itching, and swelling at injection site starting approximately 1/7/2020.  This happens daily (sporadically), is self limiting,  and seems worsened by being hot.

934678 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 PA 35.0 35 F Nausea, vomiting, fever, headache, malaise, muscle pain, chills

934679 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 KY 43.0 43 M Approximately 25 minutes after vaccination patient reports lightheadedness x4-5 hours. Expierienced 1 episode approximately 10 days letter.

934680 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 PA 51.0 51 M Very hot, flush, stomach upset, sweating, increased respiratory rate, slouched in chair, chills over face/neck

934681 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 39.0 39 F About 6hrs after administration, a flat red splotchy rash that resembled a mottling pattern appeared on both arms from shoulder to elbow, I had moderate pain in all joints of both legs, and severe fatigue came on suddenly. I had to go to bed. The next morning, I had a headache, all joints felt mildly aches, moderate fatigue, and the splotchy rash remained on both arms still from shoulder to elbow. I took ibuprofen and rested in bed most of the day.

934683 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 IN 68.0 68 M Moderately severe fatigue. Able to be out of bed 4-5 hours per day.  Some loss of concentration due to fatigue when awake. Very difficult to continue work as neuropsychologist.  Has lessened slightly but not resolved as of report date.

934684 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 OH 45.0 45 F About 12 hours after 2nd vaccine high fever >104, chills, headaches,  sore throat, fatigue

934685 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 FL 71.0 71 M Elevated fever (101); fatigue; elevated pulse and blood pressure; high blood sugar readings, excessive urination with very very limited fluid intake.

934686 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 46.0 46 F Arm soreness for 24 hrs

934687 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 52.0 52 F Received 2nd dose Pfizer Lot EL0142 in right arm. About 15 minutes after receiving dose, she started to develop itch in right forearm and nose

934688 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 NY 59.0 59 F Received vaccine on 12/28/2020 had some pain and some swelling as I expected, 3 days later I had a large swollen are hard to touch probably 5x3 in size on my left arm which was  larger than the day before. I started to place warm compresses alternating with cold due to the itch  and for redness and swelling. Two weeks later today 1/11/2021 I still have the reddened swollen itchy area that has spread. that. I am concerned for the second vaccine.

934689 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 48.0 48 F Fever 101+

934690 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 TN 76.0 76 M Vial of vaccine was incorrectly reconstituted by LPN with 0.8mL NS instead of 1.8mL NS. A dose of 0.3mL was drawn out of vial after incorrect reconstitution and administered IM. Patient waited 15 minutes after administration and no adverse effects were reported during that time.

934691 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 53.0 53 F 20 min after vaccination , pt c/o SOB; was given Solumedrol 125 mg and Benadryl 50 mg I.M. O2 @ 2Liters. EMS was called, pt sent to ER

934692 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 OH 36.0 36 F Patient reached out to pharmacy and primary care provider on 1/8/21 complaining of low grade fever, and a swollen, hot, and itchy injection site.  Primary care provider determined it was cellulitis and prescribed Bactrim DS 800-160mg 1 tablet by mouth twice daily for 7 days.

934693 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 OR 25.0 25 F Chills, slight fever, swollen lymph node in neck.

934694 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 OK 27.0 27 F 14 minutes post injection, patient laid head on table and started shaking. Complained of severe headache, h ands, arms and legs numb. No resp problems. 7:50am given 12.5mg of Benadryl IM. 0800 shaking slowing down, but headache, tinglig in arms, legs still numb. 8:04another 12.5 mg of Benadryl IM given. 8:15 shaking stopped but headache continues. Legs remain "heavy" but arms normal. Patient complains of copper taste in mouth. 8:20 legs mostly back to normal. 8:30 able to walk with no symptoms at this time except for headache. Husband arrives to take patient home.

934695 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 VT 38.0 38 F After vaccine administration.... c/o tongue tingling on left side, c/o tingling left temple....  Employee states having symptoms similar to shellfish allergy reaction....

934696 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 59.0 59 F Upset stomach

934697 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 CA 55.0 55 M Arm soreness, body ache, pain in both knees

934698 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 KY 40.0 40 F 12 hrs. after receiving injection I started having body aches, fever, and excruciating headache.  Headache lasted about 12 hrs.  But fever and body aches lasted for 2 days.

934699 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 PA 55.0 55 F After both the initial and this second shot, I experienced cramps or tightness in muscles in arm. It was actually more pronounced with first dose. Started in right scapula, then moved to elbow, then to wrist. Symptoms gone after ~30-40 minutes.

934700 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 28.0 28 F fever. called in sick to work.

934701 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 48.0 48 F Patient experienced low grade fever, chills, headache and soreness at injection site.

934702 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Patient returned 30 minutes after injection c/o L arm shaking unable to type. VSS, no SOB, chest tightness or rash. .Transported to medical clinic for evaluation

934703 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NC 50.0 50 M Malaise, alternating sweats and chills, and 1.5cm left axillary tender lymphadenopathy persisting > 72hrs after vaccination without any evidence of erythema, edema at administration site

934704 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 GA 56.0 56 F 3 hours post vaccine- severe nausea. Lasted for 29 hours 3 hours post vaccine. Left arm pain-mild, less than flu shot pain. lasted 3 days.  6 hours post vaccine- bad headace-lasted 29 hours 8 hours post vaccine-mild chills. Lasted 5 minutes 10 hours post vaccine- another episode of chills-lasted 10 minutes 12 hours post vaccine-moderate tiredness. Lasted 24 hours 12 hours post vaccine-generalized achiness-lasted 24 hours

934705 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 CO 56.0 56 F Have a swollen lymph node under my left arm. Got the shot in this arm. This started yesterday. Other symptoms I got were: very sore arm through Friday, second day nausea, fatigue, aches.

934706 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 IL 56.0 56 F Started with dry throat and nose. Then felt tired, sleepy, low energy. Muscle joint pain. Still chills. temp 97.4. Now having ear pressure.  SOB on Saturday.

934707 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 39.0 39 F Redness, pain injection site, swollen armpit

934708 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 25.0 25 F No symptoms after first vaccine besides soreness to the injection site. After second vaccine, only symptom was soreness in the injection site for approximately the first 20 hours. Shortly after that I started experiencing chills and fatigue. Afebrile at 98.2F. Took an OTC Ibuprofen tablet and symptoms subsided. That same night fatigue and chills returned as well as I started experiencing a headache. By the morning headache subsided after a OTC Tylenol tablet but fatigue remained.

934709 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 25.0 25 F After receiving the vaccine, the patient-reported "not feeling well" and then turned pale/ felt like she was going to pass out. The patient was placed in a reclining chair and given juice/crackers for 20-30 minutes and reported a vast improvement. Patient-reported no other signs of allergic reaction and stated that this has happened to her in the past with vaccinations.

934711 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 56.0 56 F fever, chills, body aches, runny nose for @ 24 hours. took ibuprofen, tylenol and antihistamines

934712 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 32.0 32 F fatigue headache fever chills diarrhea vomiting body aches left lymph node is swollen still after three days

934713 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Joint and Muscle aches, chills, Hypersensitivity of skin, Fatigue, weakness, Malise, Sweating in sleep

934714 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NY 23.0 23 F headache soon after vaccine (gone ), hard to take a deep breath(denies anaphylaxis), wheezing with activity, coughing, fatigue later the same day as vaccine

934715 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 AZ 61.0 61 F joint pain starting one week after vaccine and lasting more than 5 days

934716 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 GA 46.0 46 F Slight flu symptoms the following day- headache & fatigue.  Only lasted 1 day.

934717 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IL 47.0 47 M fever >100 , body aches/whole body muscle spasms, chills, nausea (no vomiting), headaches, physical exhaustion, all symptoms resolved approx 1.5 days of vaccine administered, symptoms began approx 12 after vaccine received.

934719 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 50.0 50 F Chills, body aches, slight headache

934721 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 MA 30.0 30 F Had vaccine on 12/28, then on 1/5 in the evening noticed a rash from top of left shoulder halfway down arm. Had not noticed rash immediately after injection and did not notice until 1/5. Mild itching around sight, not raised or warm to the touch. Does not appear as cellulitis, not tender to touch, otherwise asymptomatic currently.

934722 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 VA 41.0 41 F I received my first vaccine 12/22/2020 at 3:45pm. My right arm was sore like I would have expected and everything else was fine, until 12/31/2020. My left upper thigh had a burning feeling around the outer part and in the goin on that thigh a painful lymph node. That afternoon I had a burning sensation on my left butt cheek. When I looked I noticed a very small rash with blisters. I waited through the weekend because I knew the OBGYN was not open. I called first thing Monday morning and made an appointment as soon as they could see me which was the next day  (1/5/2021)at 3:30pm. The doctor took samples and sent them to the lab for testing. The test was positive for shingles. I am now taking valtrex for shingles.

934723 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 34.0 34 M body aches, some headaches.  30 minutes after the shot and still persisting.

934724 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MA 49.0 49 F Woke with chills, shaking, fever( up to 103) increased hart rate O2 sat between 92-95%, Symptoms lasted intermittently from 10:30 pm 1/5/21 until 0500 am 1/6/21.  Continued with low grade fever on 1/6/21, fever resolved 1/7/21.  Continued with episodes of increased heart rate baseline 70"s, intermittently up to 100-130.1/8/21 noted a few episodes of increase heart rate 100-120 lasting for only a few minutes.

934725 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 PA 33.0 33 F Rash, Facial flushing. Stabbing head pain Diarrhea (1-09-2021), Fever 100.4,Headache Took Loratadine and Benadryl - symptoms resolved

934726 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 UT 23.0 23 F Employee noticed bilateral hives on her lower legs on 01/05/2021. She took Benadryl and applied steroid cream with little resolution of her symptoms. She contacted her PCP who told her to seek evaluation at the urgent care. She went to the urgent care on 01/05/21 and was tested for COVID (negative) and was given an Rx for steroid cream. CG called me back on 01/07/21 stating that she now has developed a "circular rash" around her injection site, which her PCP was able to assess. The CG reports that her PCP told her she is ok to receive the second dose, but with close monitoring and to pre-medicate with Benadryl.

934727 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MT 31.0 31 F Fever gone after 24 hours

934728 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 58.0 58 F Friday morning after the vaccination - fever, chills, body aches & nausea. Saturday morning, went to the ED with hives that went into her mount & swollen tongue - resolved as of 1/11/2021

934729 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Thursday night shortly after the vaccine I was exhausted and headed home to go lay down. While driving, I developed a severe headache. I went home and went to sleep really early. Friday morning, woke up, went to work. Extreme lethargy and severe headache. Left work early (2 ish) with joint pain, headache, lethargy. In the evening (still Friday) I went to the grocery store and walking in the parking lot to the store my joints hurt with every step. I sent my partner in and I went back to the car. I could not do it. Went to sleep soon thereafter. Saturday morning, we woke up and had planned to go to the cabin. We were trying to run errands (coffee shop, post office, bank...simple errands) and I was exhausted and feeling bad. Still headache, lethargy, achy. Assumed it was flu like which was a side effect, so I continued to press on through the discomfort. Left for the mountains. less than 1 mile from home, started to feel tingling and "buzzing" throughout my body, like a vibration sort of. Stayed quiet and thought about this. Another block or two and the feeling was in my tongue. Then I felt it in each tooth root and spoke up. I asked to go home and rest for 30 minutes before going to the cabin. At this point, I could not move my hands. We got to the house and I could not open my car door or take off my seatbelt. I had hand paralysis for about 10 minutes. Made it in the house. Got to the couch and laid down for about 60 seconds. Got up had to use the restroom. Solid, not diarrhea, but took 45 minutes. Apparently, I was pale like a piece of paper. I do not remember being in the bathroom for 45 minutes, I felt like it was 5 minutes, partner said 45 minutes. Made it back to couch, laid down, freezing! Under 2 blankets, one of them was an electric blanket on high. Began throwing up, clear bile. Had not eaten anything yet. Stayed on couch, also lost track of time, was there for 5 ish hours. Tried to eat something so I could take Tylenol for the headache. Barely ate anything, so I never took the Tylenol. It lessened. Cabin trip cancelled. Still lethargy and dizzy yesterday but no joint pain, no nausea. Now, Monday morning, still dizzy/lightheaded. Symptoms are subsiding, but not gone.

934730 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 27.0 27 F fever, chills, muscle ache, headache. called in sick to work.

934731 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 IA 52.0 52 F red, blotchy rash. Given 50 mg Benadryl po

934732 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 MN 45.0 45 F a red circle where I got the vaccine, it is still a firm nodule, itches lightly and is slightly warm (although I may just have warm skin in this office).

934733 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 OH 59.0 59 F Caregiver was in the observation room for her 30 minutes but two minutes (11:29am) after her stay, she developed itching on her back,  redness on her chest and a burning feeling in her chest. At 11:33 she also c/o itching of the scalp.  BP:  139/69, HR: 99, RR: 16 and Sao2: 100% on room air.  Caregiver stated her itching was getting worse.  At 11:35 caregiver given 60mg of Fexofenadine PO per protocol for itching in back and head.  At 11:40, caregiver states neck was itching as well but no swelling, difficulty breathing or shortness of breath.  AT 11:54 BP: 117/48, HR:75, RR: 14 Sao2: 100% on room air.  When using a scale system to rate itchiness, caregiver states itching in back is 4/10, neck is 4/10,  head is 5/10 and chest burning rated 4/10.  At 12:10, caregiver states the itching in her back and neck was gone rated 0/10.  She also states chest burning was gone rated 0/10 and only had slight itchy feeling in head  rated 1/10.  At 12:20 the itching was resolved.  BP: 119/47, HR: 70, RR: 14, Sao2: 100% on room air.  Caregiver states she feels "back to normal."  Caregiver allowed to leave observation area.  Gait steady.  No complaints voiced.  Occupational Health manager aware of situation and involved in treatment plan.

934734 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 OH 44.0 44 M Fever 100.3 Body aches Head aches Nausea  Treatment: Naproxen and Tylenol

934735 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 AL 28.0 28 F 5pm injection, felt fine. 505pm hr 150s, chest tight, winded, no rash- BP 140s/70s and sat upper 90s.   515 HR 120s-140s and felt slightly better.  520pm HR back up to 150s w chest tighness so pt taken to local ER.  In wait room FR 140s plus, sat dropped to mid 80s and mucosal sweeling (tongue/oral mucosa) Sat in ER wait room 5 more min then taken back, tx w steroid injection, benadryl iv  then medrol dose pack at dc     observed in ER a few hours

934736 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 41.0 41 F HA, fatigue, low grade fever, body aches treatment include Tylenol with improvement.

934737 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Dose administered @ 9:30 am, at 1 PM began with throat clearing and coughing with mild tightness, intermittently. By 1:30-1:45 pm nose and mouth became itchy.  I took 12.5 mg Benadryl and used my Xopenex ( rescue inhaler) x 2 puffs with effect.  Itching resolved first and residual inflammation in airway was gone by 3-3:30 pm. This reaction is familiar to me from when I received Allergy Immunotherapy a few years ago. I had my Epipen  and additional Benadryl. Did not need it.

934738 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 TN 66.0 66 M Vaccine was incorrectly reconstituted with 0.8mL NS instead of 1.8mL by LPN. After incorrect reconstitution, 0.3mL of the vaccine solution was administered IM. Patient stayed in office for 15 minutes after administration. During that time, no adverse effects were reported by patient or noted by healthcare providers.

934739 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 61.0 61 F Elevated heart rate to 120, fever, shortness of breath, headache

934740 12/19/2020 01/11/2021 TX 37.0 37 F extreme fatigue with, headache. Went to ER And Received fluids And meds for headache. SEEN IN E.D 1/7 & 12/19 (after both 1st & 2nd vaccine) ZOFRAN & FLUIDS IN E.D. DIAGNOSIS "NEAR SYNCOPE"

934741 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 64.0 64 M Arm was very sore for 4 days after vaccination.  Have never had a sore arm from vaccinations in the past. At day 4 post vaccination, developed a cough and congestion -- had none previously.  Now on day 9 post vaccination and it is tapering down.

934742 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 IA 27.0 27 F Red, itchy rash, hot to touch, appeared around injection site, around 3 inches in diameter, 12 days after receiving injection. Rash increased in size the following day but had less clearly defined borders. Rash began to resolve within 24 hours after taking antihistamine.

934743 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 28.0 28 F Urticaria-starting at 0645 1/11/2021

934744 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 ID 45.0 45 F Headache, muscle soreness, diarrhea, fatigue

934745 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IA 79.0 79 F Resident had seizure like activity followed by a vagel response with large bowel movement. Resident then began to show signs of blood clot to left lower extremity. No pedal pulse, area on leg warm to touch. Left lower leg now cold to touch, stiff, purple and white in color. No other signs of modeling, body warm to touch, no fever noted. Respirations and pulse increased with low oxygen levels. Resident not responding to stimuli.Y

934746 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OK 44.0 44 F Due to clients extensive history of allergies, client was placed in 30 minutes post vaccine observation by EMS.  It was there client started experiencing " tingling and scratchy throat." Client's VS were taken at 1148 and as follows: BP 144/103, Pulse 85, O2 Sat 100%-EMS took over care and continued to monitor patient.  At 1159 BP has increased to 158/95. At 1200  50 mg Benadryl IM was given in RDM.  At 1204 BP had decreased to 148/86. EMS made the call to transport the client to Hospital for further evaluation and treatment.

934747 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 CO 84.0 84 F 10X7 cm, red patchy colored area on left arm at injection site warm to the touch. hive like appearance. Began 2-3 days after IZ administration. symptoms are reducing at this time.

934748 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 RI 63.0 63 F Pt. noticed on Sunday ( 11 days post vaccine) a rash at vaccine site. Not warm to touch, not itchy and swelling.

934749 01/11/2021 38.0 F 38-year-old female who is healthcare worker and received first dose of COVID vaccine (Pfizer). Immediately after receiving the vaccine, patient developed lightheadedness, flushing, hives, wheezing and throat swelling.  Patient was treated in an emergency department with epinephrine, gradually improved and was able to be sent home with an EpiPen, prednisone, hydroxyzine, and famotidine.  The next day, patient again developed shortness of breath and her husband administered the EpiPen.  EMS arrived and gave another dose of IM epinephrine and IV diphenhydramine.  On arrival to the emergency department, the patient was altered, diaphoretic, tachypneic, tachycardic, and stridulous.  Patient was given multiple doses of IM epinephrine and started on epinephrine drip.  Stridor continued and was unresponsive to nebulized albuterol.  Patient was then intubated and placed on mechanical ventilation.  Other treatments included solumedrol, pepcid, magnesium sulfate, nebulized epinephrine, and IV fluids.  admitted to the intensive care unit, weaned off epinephrine drip, and extubated the next day.  Patient was monitored on hospital floor for one additional day and was then discharged with no residual symptoms.Y Y

934750 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NY 46.0 46 F 01/09 shortly after vaccine for right arm soreness and right eye swelling, about 6 hours after vaccine 01/09 body aches, headache couldn?t move neck due to stiffness; 01/10 left arm soreness, armpit pulsation, fever range 102 F,; 01/11 vomiting. seasonal allergy eye drops for right eye swelling (went away), Benadryl 50 mg.; ibuprofen and Tylenol around the clock starting 01/09 to present day, 01/11/2021

934751 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 UT 60.0 60 F Patient reported soreness/painful up into clavicle area of right side where injection occurred. Patient also reports swollen and painful lymph nodes on right side where injection occurred.

934752 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 26.0 26 M 1 day after vaccination I experienced muscle pain, weakness, and chills. Symptoms lasted for roughly 1 day.

934753 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CA 85.0 85 F soreness in chest fever chills slight nausea body aches

934754 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 24.0 24 F Employee felt dizzy and lightheaded. Stated she "felt like she was going to pass out." Gave her orange juice placed her in Exam room lying down took B/P, O2 and Kept Eye on her. Dr. examined her and had her stay lying down for at least 30 mins. Employee was feeling much better and left at 4:00pm with someone to drive her home.

934755 01/11/2021 48.0 F Patient is a healthcare worker who received the COVID-19 vaccine (Pfizer).  Within 1 hour of vaccine, patient began experiencing nasal passage tightness, nasal congestion, and facial numbness. No wheezing, rash, visible swelling, tachycardia, or hypotensions.  Given diphenhydramine, famotidine, and prednisone in emergency department.  During observation in ED, started having throat and chest tightness with hyperventilation.  This improved with lorazepam.  Patient felt improved and was discharged with Epi pen and told to follow-up with her allergist.

934756 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MN 26.0 26 F Noticed hives shortly after 1 woke up on 1/9/21. ~10am. Hives were white and all over legs and on back of my arms. Also had temp of 99.3..could be due to hives. Took benedryl and symptoms subsided 1/9/21 in the evening.

934758 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 TX 61.0 61 M PATIENT PRESENTED TO ER ON 1/8/21 @ 6AM WITH STROKE SYMPTOMS INCLUDING (R) SIDE WEAKNESS

934869 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MI 83.0 83 F Patient had a rash prior to COVID vaccine. Prednisone 10mg started on 1/5/21 (only one dose administered) 1/6/21, 1am - Rash worsened with increase redness, warmth and extending of body surface, Temp 100.4, 1/6/21, 1:20am Benadryl 25mg administered, (Keflex was ordered at this time, however never administered). 1/6/21, 3am rash improved, temp 99.1 1/6/21, 6:50am Right facial droop and right sided weakness, sent to ER 1/6/21 transferred to hospital, continues to be hospitalized 1/11/2021Y 5

934877 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 PR 42.0 F Patient expressed: Pain in the left side of the face and migraine on 25Dec2020, and came to emergency room where apparently they diagnosed facial paralysis; Patient expressed: Pain in the left side of the face and migraine on 25Dec2020, and came to emergency room where apparently they diagnosed facial paralysis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 42-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number EK5730) intramuscular, on 17Dec2020 04:15, single dose arm left  for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included hypothyroidism, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, obesity, and penicillin allergy. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), butalbital, caffeine, paracetamol (FIORICET 50-40- 325mg), dexamethasone 4mg Inj., diclofenac (VOLTAREN 1% Gel), Magnesium, valsartan (VASOFLEX) (pending confirmation), cyanocobalamin (VITAMIN B12), losartan potassium. The patient was not pregnant and did not received any vaccine in four weeks. The patient previously took cephalosporin and experienced allergy. On 24Dec2020, the patient experienced pain left side of the face and migraine, and came to emergency room where apparently they diagnosed facial paralysis. The events resulted in emergency room visit/ urgent care where the patient was administered dexamethasone 4mg Inj, Medrol dose pack, Vit B12 500mcg, and Fioricet 50-325-40. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the doctor's office/urgent care. It was unknown if the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior or since the vaccination. The events were assessed by the nurse as non-serious. Outcome of the events was recovering at the time of the report.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

934885 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 49.0 49 F Head ache started at 10:20am took Tylenol. At 12:15 i still have a headache.  If head ache continues i will take more medications.

934886 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Headache

934888 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 48.0 48 F 24 hours of chills, myalgia, headache, fatigue. Max temp 99.6

934889 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 LA 93.0 93 F HPI narrative: Patient was fine until 2 days ago.  Patient does have chronic dementia but got Covid vaccine 11:00 2 days ago and that night seem to be confused and not able to walk since then. Patient poor appetite since yesterday.  Patient had diarrhea 3 x 2 days ago.  No vomiting no fever no cough does not appear to be short of breath.  Patient also with left hip pain for few days with no injury.All history obtained from caretaker at bedside.Y

934890 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MT 23.0 23 F body aches, congestion

934891 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NV 53.0 F Started as a red raised rash under my arms and my waistline; rash turned to hot to touch; raised red large hives all over my body including my face/head; numbness to my hands/feet/chest area; the SOB started; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A 53-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EU9231), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 30Dec2020 at 08:30 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included hypothyroidism and chronic low back pain.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medications included levothyroxine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), baclofen (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), and etodolac (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN).  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient previously took miconazole nitrate (MONISTAT) on unknown dates for an unknown indication and experienced drug allergy. On 31Dec2020 at 10:00, the patient started with a red raised rash under her arms and waistline and as the day progressed the rash turned hot to touch with raised red large hives all over her body including her face/head. By 23:00 on 31Dec2020, the patient had already taken 3 doses of diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) which was not effective. Then, later on 31Dec2020, shortness of breath started with numbness in the hands/feet/chest area. Her daughter took her to the emergency room. She was started on intravenous diphenhydramine, dexamethasone, and famotidine (PEPCID). The medications took time to work but they did resolve her shortness of breath and the hives subsided to mild redness.  She was sent home and given the following medications to take: diphenhydramine 50 mg every 4 hours, methylprednisolone (MEDROL DOSE PAK), cetirizine (ZYRTEC) daily, and famotidine (PEPCID) daily. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  The clinical outcomes of the red rash, rash was hot to touch, shortness of breath, and numbness, were reported as recovered with lasting effects; while that of the hives was recovering as they still flared up if she did not take the medications every 4 hours. The reporter assessed all the events as non-serious.; Sender's Comments: The reported shortness of breath together with red rash was probably related to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE together with rash was probably related to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), due to temporal relationship and clinical course.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

934892 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 30.0 30 F fever of 100.9, swollen lymph nodes, body aches, joint pain

934893 12/20/2020 01/11/2021 PA 41.0 F Rectal bleeding; Stomach ache; Diarrhea; sick; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) from a Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer First Connect.  A 41-year-old female patient received the first dose of the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EK5730 and Expiration Date: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 20Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. On 01Jan2021, the patient experienced: rectal bleeding, stomachache, diarrhea, sick; all assessed as medically significant. The clinical course was reported as follows: The patient received the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 20Dec2020; as she was at high risk due to working with COVID patients in the hospital. The patient became sick on 01Jan2021. The patient experienced a stomach-ache, diarrhea, and rectal bleeding. When these events occurred, the patient went to the emergency room (ER). A doctor there prescribed the patient the antibiotics metronidazole 500 mg and cefdinir 300 mg. The patient was also scheduled to follow up with a gastrointestinal (GI) doctor. The patient called asking if she should get the second dose since she was taking antibiotics. The patient was scheduled for the second dose on 08Jan2020.The patient reported she had improved. The symptoms, at the time of the report, were not that bad. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of rectal bleeding, stomachache, diarrhea, and sick. The clinical outcome of the events was recovering.

934894 01/11/2020 01/11/2021 MI 46.0 46 M HEAVY WARMTH FEELING IN EXTREAMITIES

934895 12/01/2020 01/11/2021 MI 55.0 F Numbness lips,mouth; Was feeling bad; leg numbness/numbness in head, face; pain in head; increased BP; blood pressure was up and down; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0140) via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 29Dec2020 6 am at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Co-suspected drug amoxicillin;clavulanic acid (AUGMENTIN, Batch/lot number: KN4291, Expiry Date: Mar2022) by mouth from Dec2020 to 28Dec2020 at 875mg, 1 tablet twice daily for pain or infection; MOXIFLOXACIN HYDROCHLORIDE (AVELOX, strength:400mg) by mouth from 29Dec2020 and ongoing at 400mg, 1 tablet once daily for infection; fluconazole (DIFLUCAN, strength:200mg) orally (by mouth) from unknown date and ongoing at 200mg, 1 tablet once daily for Infection.The patient's medical history was reported as ongoing high blood pressure, ongoing pains in her fingers and toes and they thought she had an infection from 02Dec2020, white count went down on 09Dec2020, ongoing pain was up and down. No other vaccines given at that time and none given 4 weeks prior. Had a Flu shot back in Oct2020, but no problems. None diagnosed allergies and family medical history relevant to adverse event. The concomitant medications included unspecified blood pressure medication by mouth daily for high blood pressure. She had also started 2 antibiotics around the same time that she received the vaccine.  No further details provided Was on antibiotics at the time she was given the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. Patient experienced increased BP/ high blood pressure, pain in head, and leg numbness; all started 2 days (on 31Dec2020) after receiving the vaccine and persisted for 48 hours. First her blood pressure was up and they had to get it stable and had numbness in her head, face, and mouth for 48 hours. Her blood pressure was up and down and she has history of blood pressure and takes medicine. Was taken off work for a few hours and went to the emergency department on Fri night about 2am. Her blood pressure was 170/92 on 01Jan2021. Not sure if this was related to the vaccine, but the numbness in her head started from her upper neck to face to the right side of her check and she also had leg numbness. Wanting to know if this was related because she was worried about getting the second dose. Had a hard time for 48 hours. Weight was between 150-155 pounds. Stated everything improved after 48 hours. Her lip was also just a little bit numb, but it is feeling better. Patient was feeling bad from 01Jan2021, all Fri and Sat and much better by Sun. Events of increased BP/ blood pressure up and down, leg numbness, numbness in lips, head, face, mouth with emergency room visiting. Wanted to know if she should have the second dose. The action taken in response to Augmentin was permanently discontinued on 28Dec2020, for Avelox and Diflucan was dose not changed. The outcome of events was recovering.

934896 12/19/2020 01/11/2021 TX 36.0 F eventually inability to move arm; pain; joint pain; tenderness at injection site; loss of strength; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 36-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, Batch/lot number: EJ1685) intramuscular at arm left, on 19Dec2020 06:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing acne. Patient had no known allergies. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication included isotretinoin (ACCUTANE). On 19Dec2020 11:30, approximate 5 hours after vaccine, the patient experienced pain, joint pain and tenderness at injection site, progressively loss of strength and eventually inability to move arm. Since the vaccination, the patient hasn't been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of the reported events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

934897 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Dizzy, Headache, unsteady on feet, chest feels heavy, nauseated

934898 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 TX F she is positive for blood in her stool; left hip/back/kidney pain; left hip/back/kidney pain; left hip/back/kidney pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number and expiration date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine on 28Dec2020 (reported on 05Jan2021 as 'a week ago Monday'). After getting the vaccine (2-3 days after getting the vaccine) she started to have some events happen that she was not sure were side effects from the vaccine. She mentioned she started to experience blood in her stool - following a test at her doctor's she was positive for blood in her stool. Also, the left side of her lower back and hip started hurting. She was experiencing left hip/back/kidney pain, as reported. She took hydrochlorothiazide. The outcome of the events was unknown. She wanted to know if this had anything to do with the vaccine and if this could be a side effect. These events did not start happening until after she got the vaccine.   Information on the lot/Batch number has been requested.

934899 01/11/2021 F difficulty of breathing; chest pain; nearly passing out/fainting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 50-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date unknown) via unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter called in behalf of her friend that has been experiencing serious adverse event. The patient experienced difficulty of breathing, chest pain, nearly passing out/fainting on unspecified date. They felt that the vaccination provider did not provide enough support about the adverse event that happened.  Follow-up activities are possible, information on the batch number has been requested.

934900 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 CO 40.0 F believed it was injected incorrectly because she didn't have pain in her deltoid but she did have all the pain inside her shoulder, like in the bursa; received the first dose 17DEC2020 / received the second dose 4JAN2021; anterior medial shoulder joint/shoulder pain/pain in shoulder after second dose of COVID 19 vaccine; can't actively use shoulder / can't move her arm; weakness in her hand; bone pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (HCP) reporting for herself.  A 40-year-old female patient received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EJ1685, expiry date not provided) via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 17Dec2020 13:30, and the second dose (lot number EK9231, expiry date not provided)via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 04Jan2021 13:30, for COVID-19 immunization. There was no relevant medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced anterior medial shoulder joint/shoulder pain/pain in shoulder after second dose of the vaccine on 04Jan2021, and couldn't actively use shoulder. She believed it was injected incorrectly because she didn't have pain in her deltoid but she did have all the pain inside her shoulder, like in the bursa, and she couldn't move her arm and felt weakness in her hand. She noticed the pain and all other symptoms immediately when they were injecting it. She told the nurse who said she was tensing up. The events were considered medically significant by the patient. She also reported experiencing bone pain, unable to put in sutures at work.  She was taking 600mg Ibuprofen and 1000mg paracetamol (TYLENOL) every 6-8 hours. The events were not resolved. The pain had gotten worse. The other symptoms were persisting.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of the events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

934901 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OH 92.0 92 M SEVERE ABDOMINAL PAIN Y 3

934902 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 WI 36.0 F tongue not swollen but felt sluggish/tongue felt strange, it was sluggish to swallow; tongue felt strange like hard to swallow/tongue felt strange, it was sluggish to swallow/Her tongue felt strange; tongue felt strange like hard to swallow/tongue felt strange, it was sluggish to swallow/felt hard to swallow; hot flash; flush feeling all over her face/flush all over her face/she felt flush; arm was sore; arm was sore and heavy; drowsiness; pain and redness at injection site; pain and redness at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself.  A 36-year-old female patient received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EL1284, expiry date not provided) on 23Dec2020 09:15 intramuscularly in the left arm for COVID-19 immunisation (reported as preventive). There was no relevant medical history and no concomitant medications. The nurse (patient) received her first dose of the vaccine on 23Dec2020 at the hospital that she worked at. She was kept there for 15 min for monitoring and she felt fine. About 30 minutes post vaccination she got a hot flash, a flush over her face, she does not know if she was red but she felt flush. Her tongue felt strange, nothing swelled that she could tell, it felt hard to swallow, to make the motion to swallow it felt kind of sluggish. She felt weird swallowing which lasted for only a few minutes. She never struggled to breathe. She went back to park in the hospital parking lot since she was not sure if she was experiencing a anaphylactic reaction and then after a few minutes it went away. Her arm was sore and heavy feeling for that day. She had drowsiness for a couple of hours and pain and redness at the injection site for a couple of days that was not bothersome, it was mild. No relevant test. She wanted to know if she should get the second dose of the vaccine due to the symptoms she had after the first dose. The pain and redness at injection site was resolved on an unspecified date in Dec2020, while the other events were resolved on 23Dec2020.  The reporting nurse considered the events hot flash, flush all over her face, arm was sore and heavy, drowsiness, pain and redness at injection site were non-serious, while the events "tongue felt strange, it was sluggish to swallow" were serious that she drove back to the hospital (no emergency room/phycian office visit). She considered the events were related to the vaccine.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162Bw on the reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

934904 01/11/2021 PR 42.0 F Facial paralysis; stress; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. A 42-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter felt worried about the patient(partner) that had facial paralysis and asked if they could administer the second dose of the vaccine of covid-19 from Pfizer. The paralysis it was previous from the fist dose of the vaccine, a consequences of the stress, the partner had 42 years. The reporter considered that the event was non-serious. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2and the event facial paralysis cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

934905 12/26/2020 01/11/2021 KY 39.0 39 M DEVELOPED RASH, ITCH AND WARMTH AT INJECTION SITE DAY 14 POST VACCINATION

934906 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 PA 57.0 F experienced symptoms of TIA; Severe aphasia; blurred vision; confusion; short term memory loss; elevated blood pressure; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP(Patient). A 57-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at right arm, on 22Dec2020 08:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was not pregnant. Medical history included herpes simplex on lips, post menopause, elevated cholesterol w/lifestyle changes. Known allergies reported as no. Concomitant medication included varicella zoster vaccine rge (cho) (SHINGRIX) for immunization. On 04Jan2021 08:30, the patient experienced symptoms of transient ischaemic attack(TIA), severe aphasia, blurred vision, confusion, short term memory loss, elevated blood pressure. The patient admitted to (Hospital name) (still here, hospitalization days reported as 2). Symptoms resolved except very mild aphasia. The patient had very few risk factors for TIA but did have family history of cardiovascular(CV) disease at young age, low density lipoprotein(LDL) was 192. The patient did not have diabetes, HTN, or known heart disease. She did not have severe anxiety. She did not smoke or use any substances. She walked about five miles 4x a week. Weigh reported as 157. Events reported as serious due to hospitalization. The patient had no Covid prior vaccination. Covid(nasal swab) was tested post vaccination on 04Jan2021, Covid test result was Negative. The event resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment received for the adverse event included clopidogrel bisulfate(PLAVIX), acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN), statin; potassium, CT, MRI, "telemet". The outcome of the events was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported  symptoms of transient ischaemic attack(TIA), severe aphasia, blurred vision, confusion, short term memory loss, elevated blood pressure and the administration of BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, Agency, as appropriate.Y 2

934907 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NM M two skin procedures performed in his surgeons office the day before- one on his nose and one on his arm; nose was still slightly bleeding; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer(patient).  A 72-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included phlebotomy in Sep2020 because his blood was "too thick" and he had no history of a clotting problem until the time of the report. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. He reported having two skin procedures performed in his surgeons office the day before- one on his nose and one on his arm. The surgeon nicked a vein on his arm and it began bleeding again last night. The arm was addressed in the emergency deportment(ED) and was fine at time of the report. His nose was still slightly bleeding. This morning his blood was drawn for a CT scan and it took a little while to get the bleeding to stop. He had a "phlebotomy" in Sep2020 because his blood was "too thick" and he had no history of a clotting problem until the time of the report. The patient asked if the Covid vaccine act as an anticoagulant. He had not spoken to this HCP yet. He was not on a blood thinner. The reporter considered that the event was non-serious. The outcome of the event arm bleeding/bleeding was recovered, of event "nose was still slightly bleeding" was not recovered.    Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

934908 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 43.0 43 F Erythema and tenderness with reactive lymph nodes left axillary area The size of erythema is 18x8 cm

934909 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CO 59.0 F soreness around the injection site; Had severe arm pain; Had a fever on the night of the 31Dec2020 of 101.3; I have painful lymph nodes/the swollen lymph nodes under her right arm, the armpit area had swollen and painful lymph nodes; I have painful lymph nodes/the swollen lymph nodes under her right arm, the armpit area had swollen and painful lymph nodes; had joint pains/knees and hip joint pain; severe fatigue; muscle pain; This is spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 59-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 30Dec2020 14:15 at first single dose (0.3 cc, but really uncertain of dose) for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID virus from Nov2020 to 2020 (The patient was not hospitalized. It was a mild case and lasted about 10 days. she had any positive antibodies at that time. Was off work for about 12 days and was very lucky to have had a very light case with fever, cough, cold, and super fatigue). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines at the same time or 4 weeks prior. No problems with vaccinations in past or events.  Caller reported she had the first injection of the Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine on the 30Dec2020 and having some side effect symptoms and her supervisor recommended for her to report these things, they are not life threatening, obviously, but things were still lingering. Side effect of severe fatigue started on the 31Dec2020 and lasted for 72 hours. It was so severe, now it is mild. The patient reported soreness around the injection site. Had a fever on the night of the 31Dec2020 of 101.3 and had that for 6 hours then it dissipated and was gone. Had never had a fever after injections before. Had severe arm pain that usually goes along with an injection. It started also that night of 31Dec2020. She had rolled over in the middle of the night and it hurt. That lasted for about 48 hours, but it has improved. Had some muscle aches since 31Dec2020 but that had improved and had joint pains since 31Dec2020. What was worrisome was the swollen lymph nodes under her right arm, the armpit area had swollen and painful lymph nodes, since 31Dec2020. The patient was still having that and that is why she was so concerned because shouldn't that have gone away after a week. Had knee and hip joint pain, but that had improved. Again, mentioned she had never had that before with an injection. The patient received vaccine at her workplace. Some of her coworkers got it the same day and no one else has this. Mentioned she did have COVID virus back in Nov2020 and wonders if this correlates with her getting the vaccine. Was not hospitalized or notified she had any positive antibodies at that time. Was off work for about 12 days and was very lucky to have had a very light case with fever, cough, cold, and super fatigue. This is the same way she felt back when she had the virus back in November. The patient was concerned about having these side effects would it be okay for her to get the next injection in 3 weeks. AEs did not require a visit to emergency room and physician office. No further details provided. Outcome of the events Fever was recovered, of event swollen and painful lymph nodes was not recovered, of events knees and hip joint pain, fatigue, muscle pain, severe arm pain was recovering, of event soreness around the injection site was unknown.  The reporter considered the events severe fatigue, fever, swollen lymph nodes and pain under right arm, knees and hip joint pain as serious (medically significant). The reporter considered the events severe fatigue, fever, severe arm pain, muscle ache, swollen lymph nodes and pain under right arm, knees and hip joint pain as related to BNT162B2.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of the reported events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.
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934910 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 CA 53.0 F chest pressure; tightness /pressure in throat; Face red; BP 186/90; within 2 min. of injection had near syncope that would come in waves every 2-3 minutes; Headache; rapid HR; Chills; mild cough; Dizziness; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable health care professional nurse, the patient. A 53-years-old non-pregnant female patient (nurse) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EJ1685), in the right arm on 28DEC2020 08:15 as a single dose, for COVID-19 vaccination. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was a Hospital.  Medical history included asthma and  gastroesophageal reflux disease from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Known allergies include Tape, Walnuts, and Cat hair. Concomitant medication received within 2 weeks of vaccination included acyclovir [aciclovir] (ACYCLOVIR [ACICLOVIR]), ferrous gluconate, herbal nos, vitamins nos (FLORADIX), lansoprazole (PREVACID), cholecalciferol (VITAMIN D [COLECALCIFEROL]).  No other vaccines were given within 4 weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  On 28DEC2020 08:15 within 2 min. of injection had near syncope that would come in waves every 2-3 minutes, face red, chest pressure, tightness /pressure in throat, headache, BP 186/90, rapid HR. The patient Spent 1 hour in ER. Later in day 28Dec2020, continued to have dizziness, chest pressure, chills, headache, fatigue. This continued for 4 days and had mild cough.  The adverse events resulted in an emergency room (ER) visit. and Physician Office Visit. Treatment included Xyzal which relieved majority of symptoms. Laboratory test and procedures on 28Dec2020 include Electrocardiogram (EKG) with normal results, Blood Pressure Measurement 186/90 and Heart Rate Rapid. Treatment was given for chest tightness, throat tightness and red face and No treatment was given for chills, cough, dizziness, fatigue, headache, heart rate increase, blood pressure high and near syncope. The clinical outcome of near syncope that would come in waves every 2-3 minutes, face red, chest pressure, tightness /pressure in throat, headache, BP 186/90, rapid HR, dizziness, chest pressure, chills, headache, fatigue, mild cough was recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported face red, chest pressure, tightness /pressure in throat, blood pressure increased (BP 186/90), near syncope and the administration of BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

934911 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 KS 22.0 22 F Heart racing and hands swelling, redness/swelling at injection site

934912 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 FL 28.0 F DVT; have pain in same site where DVT is; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 28-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EK9291), via an unspecified route of administration in left deltoid on 24Dec2020 10:00 at first single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. Caller was calling to report a possible adverse reaction to the Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine. The patient was currently at hospital, she was admitted for deep vein thrombosis (DVT) of left iliac vein, the patient had no past history as to why this would happen, that she is only 28 years old. Received the vaccine on 24Dec2020, the following day she did have pain in same site where DVT was. Took ibuprofen for the pain. The patient was admitted yesterday 04Jan2020 for the DVT, they were currently treating her with Lovenox injections and prescribing dose for discharge is Eliquis. CT scans and three shots of Lovenox for it, doing a doppler of bilateral legs and echocardiogram (echo) of her heart to make sure there is nothing else. The AEs require a visit to emergency room. The patient was asking if she can still get the 2nd dose based off the adverse event she experienced. Outcome of DVT was not recovered, of pain was unknown.Y

934913 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 AZ 51.0 F Chills; Headache; Coughing; Tiredness; Nasal congested; Feels like her sinus were blocked; Body ache; feeling sick; Sneezing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient, front line health care worker). A 51-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot#: EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 28Dec2020 (at 10:30 or 11:00 AM) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension, diabetes, and stroke, all reported as family history (her parent). There were no concomitant medications. There was no history of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect. There was no additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. The patient did not have prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. The patient had body ache (reported as medically significant) on 01Jan2021 with outcome of recovering, had been sick for a week/ very ill on 28Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, sneezing on 28Dec2020 with outcome of not recovered, chills on 01Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, headache on 01Jan2021 with outcome of recovering, coughing on 01Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered, tiredness on 01Jan2021 with outcome of unknown,  nasal congested on 01Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered, feels like her sinus were blocked on 01Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. Treatment was received for the events. Reported she had a lot of sickness, by evening that day (28Dec2020) she got sneezing and feeling sick. Then the next day was the same, then the third day. She became very ill with chills, body ache, headache, coughing, and tiredness on 01Jan2021 (also reported as 3 days later vaccination). And she had no fever, but stated she had been sick for a week. Added the headache and body ache were a little better but still she felt so congested. Clarified she had nasal congested that feels like her sinus were blocked. She treated herself with acetaminophen, once daily 500 mg by mouth starting 01Jan2021. Added the body ache pain was still on the back of her chest but her legs and arms were better. She used steam inhalation for the congestion. She was not scheduled for the next dose yet, she was just waiting. The patient was wondering if she should do a test for COVID 19. Mentioned she had been healthy all through this year and digging in the COVID 19 all the time but then after the vaccine she got so sick. This was the first day she could get up and did anything. Advised caller to consult her HCP.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently provided, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of the body ache. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

934914 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 CA 41.0 41 F palms of hands started to swell and itch.  diaphoretic, then neck started to itch.  extended to throat leading to difficulty swallowing

934915 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 F TB test; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This female consumer (patient) reported that received received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. Certified Nursing Assistant got the first dose of the covid vaccine on January 2nd and also she needs to get her TB test. She was told to wait 2weeks between the application and the TB test but the 2 weeks period ends on January 15th and she needs to have the test before that day, so she was wondering if she could get the test done a couple of days early. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

934917 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MS 35.0 35 F Extremely severe body aches, sweating, headache, back ache and chills.  I also experienced a low grade fever and chest pain.  The aches were so intense that standing on my own was almost impossible for 24hours.  At the 24 hour mark, my symptoms reduced significantly.  Day 2 after the injection was mainly mild body ache and moderate arm pain at the injection site.

934918 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 VA 37.0 F 2 week migraine; headache; flushed/Got flushed; persistent extreme dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Batch/lot number: EK5730, Intramuscular at single dose on 17Dec2020 19:00 on right arm for precaution as front line health care worker. Medical history included Hemiplegic migraine. Her mother also had migraines. Concomitant medication included ranitidine hydrochloride (ZANTAC) and H1 and H2 blocker. The patient called to report AE of flushed, persistent extreme dizziness, and a headache that has evolved into a 2 week migraine.  She has a history of hemiplegic migraines and was taking and h1 and h2 blocker when she received the vaccine.  She was calling on guidance whether or not to receive the second vaccine. She was scheduled for second dose on Thursday, but wanted to speak with someone before she got it to see if it was OK. About 15 minutes after receiving the first dose, she got flushed and extremely dizzy. She had a mild headache when she woke up on 18Dec2020 06:00, which then developed into a severe migraine on 22Dec2020 08:00 that she has had for 2 weeks and dizziness continues. She received it at work and there was no prescriber. She called and left a message with Pfizer but has not heard back from anyone yet about this. She would say the flushed and dizziness would be medically serious because she had allergies and had medication on board. She takes daily allergy medication and Zantac and not sure she would not have had a worse reaction if she hadn't had that on board. She took it every night. She had an H1 and H2 blocker on board. Flushed has improved but the dizziness has stayed constant. She had been treated twice for headache and now they have put her on a Prednisone taper. She got it on her right arm so she could work her arm out. On 22Dec2020, she saw a Neurologist for the Migraine. They gave her Toradol 30 mg and Zofran 4mg injection in office. They were given IM. Then, she had another office visit for urgent care on 02Jan2021, and that was for the exacerbation of the migraine. They prescribed 1 liter of fluids and then another Toradol injection, Zofran injection and Decadron injection. The dose of the Toradol was 30 mg, Decadron was 6 mg, and Zofran was 4mg. These were given IV in urgent care. The patient had no prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. The outcome of flushed/Got flushed was resolving. The outcome of other events was not resolved.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of the events flushing, dizziness, headache and migraine. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

934919 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 M syncope; diaphoresis; varying HR; blurred vision; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 as single dose for COVID -19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced syncope, diaphoresis, varying HR (heart rate) and blurred vision in Jan2021.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included heart rate: varying in Jan2021. Details were as follows:   Patient received the vaccine in the morning.  He reported diaphoresis, syncope, varying HR, and blurred vision within 10 minutes of receiving the vaccine.  He was taken to the emergency room and therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events; he was given fluids. The patient generally tolerated vaccines and has recovered from the episode. The events, syncope, diaphoresis, varying HR (heart rate) and blurred vision recovered in Jan2021.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up .; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event due to temporal association.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators as appropriate.

934920 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NM 72.0 M one of those biopsies was bleeding pretty heavy/looked at the incision/The one on his nose is still dripping blood and its coming up on 24 hours now; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 72-year-old male patient received his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Batch/lot number: E70124), Intramuscular in arm on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included ongoing blood pressure high and he had been treated for that for a number of years, diabetes from 2009 and ongoing, COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) issues from 2020 and ongoing and his issues began within the last year, ongoing kidney failure and this started occurring within the last 2 or 3 years, had a urostomy done, had bladder cancer and he had had phlebotomy performed around 3-4 months ago in 2020 and he knew his blood was thick at the time. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received the first vaccine on Wednesday, 30Dec2020. He had noticed something. He had a couple of things happen that basically involved a couple of skin biopsies. He had some lab work drawn for a CT scan, and he didn't clot right away on 05Jan2021. Last night 04Jan2021, he went to the emergency room because one of those biopsies was bleeding pretty heavy. He wanted to know if there is any known connection with the COVID vaccine and anti-clogging. He was going to follow up with the surgeon that did the biopsies. He stated its weird. He had had phlebotomy performed around 3-4 months ago in 2020 and he knew his blood was thick at the time. There had been 2 or 3 incidents where he was not clogging up. He clarified they were skin cancer biopsies, which was something diagnosed prior to receiving the vaccine. It was a follow-up because they didn't get it all the first time and they had to go back in. His skin biopsies were done yesterday, 04Jan2021. He verified when he went to the emergency room last night 04Jan2021 he was not admitted into the hospital. It was outpatient and they looked at the incision and put a little clotting tape (or whatever it is) on him and wrapped it up. He hadn't been bleeding. He knew the doctor nicked a vein. There were 2 biopsies done- one was on his nose. The one on his nose was still dripping blood and its coming up on 24 hours now. The blood drawn for the CT scan was drawn early this morning 05Jan2021 around 7:30 AM. The outcome of the event was not resolved.

934921 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WA 41.0 41 F Pateint reports feeling tightness in throat  she did take Benadryl, was talking in full complete sentences Denies hives, denies swelling on mouth or SOB SHe called 911 no epi provided

934922 12/16/2020 01/11/2021 TX 39.0 M Followed by neurological symptoms staring day 4; parasthesias of both upper extremity; progression to muscle weakness of all four extremities/Currently with significant muscle weakness, Left hand weakness leading to dropping of objects and left foot drop; progression to muscle weakness of all four extremities/Currently with significant muscle weakness, Left hand weakness leading to dropping of objects and left foot drop; Flu like symptoms first 3 days; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 39-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: ek5730) at left arm, via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypertension, diabetes, migraines, Eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis (EGPA) remission. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 21Dec2020, the patient experienced flu like symptoms first 3 days. Followed by neurological symptoms staring day 4, parasthesias of both upper extremity with progression to muscle weakness of all four extremities. Leading to 2 ER visits and hospital admission. Evaluation by internal medicine, neurology and rheumatology. Currently with significant muscle weakness, Left hand weakness leading to dropping of objects and left foot drop. The events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care, Hospitalization, Disability or permanent damage. The treatment for events included High dose steroid. Covid test included Nasal Swab: negative on 19Dec2020. The outcome of events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between bnt162b2 and the events influenza like illness, neurological symptom, paraesthesia, muscular weakness and peroneal nerve palsy  cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 3

934924 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 OH 58.0 F tired; no energy; low back pain; her fingers are hurting; passed out on toilet; Nauseated; hit head on wall, head just hurts; hit head on wall, head just hurts; Chills; she was very cold; could not sleep good; site of vaccine was sore; Muscle pain; Joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 58-year-old female patient started to receive first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, Batch/lot number: EK9231) by injection once to left arm, via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 12:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included thyroid disorder. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) for thyroid disorder; patient started it after she had her son, and her son is 18 years old. The patient had her vaccine yesterday (04Jan2021) at 12:30, and at nighttime, around 22:00, she started having chills, she was very cold, so she went to bed, she could not sleep good, she kept waking up, and the site of vaccine was sore, she had muscle pain, joint pain, she didn't have fever, but she got up late today (05Jan2021), around 11:00, and had breakfast and felt nauseated, so she stopped eating, and she went to the bathroom and passed out on the toilet, when she woke up, she had her nightgown inside the toilet, it was all wet, she felt better, so she stood up and then she woke up again, and was inside the tub, her legs were inside the basin, she was lying down with her back inside the tub, she thinks she hit her head on the wall, and it just hurts, it didn't bleed or nothing.  The patient stated she had the paper she was given. Again stated she can not even function. Patient still feels Chills a little bit, not as bad as last night. She is awake now, but she feels very very tired, like she has no energy, she is laying down on couch right now. She kept waking up and noticed this morning, she had low back pain, in the muscles, even her fingers are hurting. Regarding hitting her head on the wall, states she has a terrible headache, not a little pain, she thinks it is because she hurt her head. The patient is supposed to get second vaccination on 25Jan2021. The outcome of events Chills, Joint pain and nauseated was recovering; of events site of vaccine was sore and muscle pain was not recovered; of other events was unknown.

934925 01/11/2021 U Fainting; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 2 patients. This is 2nd of 2 reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced fainting on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.  The action taken in response to the event for bnt162b2 was not applicable.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021006219 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

934927 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 MI 40.0 F Auditory & visual hallucinations; Auditory & visual hallucinations; tachycardia; extreme panic; confusion; felt like skin was on fire/pulsating; felt like skin was on fire/pulsating; severe pain especially at knees/hips/base of head and neck; severe pain especially at knees/hips/base of head and neck; severe pain especially at knees/hips/base of head and neck; uncontrollable vomiting; bad chills and fever; bad chills and fever; insomnia; felt as if she had been given drugs; This is Spontaneous report from a contactable Other Healthcare Professional reported for herself. This 40-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 14:30 at single dose on right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID prior vaccination and latex allergy. There were no concomitant medications. No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient previously had allergic to diazepam (VALIUM), clonazepam (KLONOPIN), ondansetron (ZOFRAN) and lorazepam (ATIVAN). The patient experienced auditory & visual hallucinations, tachycardia, extreme panic, confusion, felt like skin was on fire/pulsating, severe pain especially at knees/hips/base of head and neck, uncontrollable vomiting, bad chills and fever, insomnia. She felt as if she had been given drugs. All of the events happened on 05Jan2021 01:30 and resulted in Doctor or other healthcare Recovering professional office/clinic visit. No treatment received for the events. No COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Auditory hallucinations and Visual hallucinations cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

934928 11/08/2020 01/11/2021 MI F Immunocompromised; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, received via a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received pneumococcal 13-valent conjugate vaccine (diphtheria crm197 protein) (PREVNAR 13,Solution for injection in pre-filled syringe, lot number/expiration date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 08Nov2020 at a single dose for immunization. Medical history included Crohn's. Concomitant medications included infliximab (INFLECTRA) for Crohn's. The patient was told by her doctor she should get a dose of Pneumovax 23 vaccine in 8 weeks due to her being immunocompromised. However, the pharmacist told her that she should wait for one year. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

934929 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 VA 34.0 F rash; All over rash with some itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reported for self. This 34-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 05Jan 2021 12:50 on right arm at single dose (Lot # EK4176, Expiration Date: Mar2021) for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were none. Past drug history included the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 15Dec2020 16:00 at age of 34 year old at single dose (Lot # EH9899) for covid-19 immunisation. About 30 minutes after being administered (05Jan2021 13:20) that second dose she developed all over rash with some itching. She took Benadryl and Pepcid in response. Today the all over rash with some itching came back at the same persistent level. She wants to know what kind of timeframe she can expect with the continued allergic reaction of all over rash with some itching. She was made to check into the emergency room for observation, but did not have any testing/lab work/investigations done and was not admitted to the hospital. Outcome of the events was not recovered. Reporter seriousness for All over rash with some itching was Medically significant. Drug result was related.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Rash and Itching cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

934930 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 FL 69.0 69 F About 18-20 hours after the immunization I felt achy.  At 6pm evening of the Jan. 8th I ached all over and temp. of 99.6.  Took Tylenol 650mg and went to bed.  Up and down most of evening / night, hot and cold, sweating and at 11pm temp. of 100.6 and took Ibuprofen 400mg.  Miserable at 3:30am with temp. 101.4 and took Ibuprofen again.  Slept well until 9:30am when I awoke with no temp. and feeling great.   Temp.s were taken orally.  Moderately sore arm.  No nausea

934931 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 45.0 F Chills with no fever; Cramping in legs; super tired with no energy; Body aches; tiredness/Feeling super tired with no energy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer (patient) reported for self that the 45-year-old female patient who receive first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on Saturday (02Jan2021) at single dose (once by injection in the right arm) for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing Hypothyroidism from 2008. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine at 75 ug ongoing from 2008 for Hypothyroidism. Medical Professional and told by her work that she could get it because contact with COVID patients. The consumer calls for information about if the side effects she is experiencing after the administration of the COVID-19 vaccine will last for more days. The consumer reported tiredness and other side effects to DSU. A Consumer calls for information about if it would be appropriate the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine is not administered considering that she had adverse reactions. Consumer calls for information about if the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine would cause her more side effects than the first one. Received the vaccine on Saturday, 02Jan2021. The day she got it she did not feel anything at all. She was completely fine. She did not even have pain at the injection site. The next day, on Sunday she started feeling super tired with no energy, had body aches, and cramping in legs from 03Jan2021. She has had these for the past 3 days now. She also had chills with no fever from 03Jan2021 to 05Jan2021. She took Tylenol for the first 2 days, but it did not help her at all. She is feeling a little better today, but not much. Her question is, how long will these side effects last? Tylenol: She says it did help a little bit. She think she would just sleep because she was uncomfortable. The Tylenol just did not make her symptoms go away completely. LOT/Batch: AA46487, EXP: Apr2022 UPC: The consumer says the number under the barcode is: 5187536. Feeling super tired and body aches: Has improved about 20%. She says these are all medically significant as she is not able to do what she was able to do before getting the vaccine. She is super tired with no energy and she is confined to her bed most of the time. The consumer confirms this is her first dose of the COVID Vaccine. She thinks she got the standard dose. Vaccine card does not have the expiration date or NDC written on it. Unknown causality. She said that she could be positive for COVID. She is unsure. The outcome of the event Chills with no fever was recovered. The outcome of the event Cramping in legs was not recovered. The outcome of the other events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of  reported events cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

934932 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Sudden onset dizzyness 5 minutes after immunization.HR Increased 130, decreased to 90 w rest. Transported to medical Clinic for observation

934933 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MT 57.0 57 M Nausea, chills resolved after 24 hrs

934934 12/16/2020 01/11/2021 FL 36.0 F I was in a low disease state of SLE, 2 days after injection i had a severe flare of lupus requiring steroids; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other Hcp (patient).  This 36-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EH9899), intramuscularly on 16Dec2020 13:30 at single dose in Arm left for COVID-19 immunisation. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was Hospital. Medical history included systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) and in remission. No Pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient did not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.Concomitant medication received within 2 weeks of vaccination included hydroxychloroquine, topiramate (TROKENDI), prucalopride succinate (MOTEGRITY). The patient was in a low disease state of SLE, 2 days after injection and had a severe flare of lupus requiring steroids on 18Dec2020. The adverse event result in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Steroids received as treatment. The outcome was recovering. The events were assessed as non-serious; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of event Systemic lupus erythematosus syndrome aggravated cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

934935 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Sore arm, bruise at injection site, fatigue - all lasting 3 days

934936 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 IL 30.0 F experiencing an allergic reaction; Hives all over her face and neck/hives on face and neck; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient). A 30-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EL0140, Expiry Date: 31Mar2021) via an unspecified route of administration in left upper arm on 31Dec2020 13:25 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included crohn's disease from Jul2005 and ongoing, ongoing psoriasis, gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD), hand tremor. Concomitant medication included ongoing infliximab (REMICADE) for Crohn's, ongoing esomeprazole sodium (NEXIUM) for GERD, ongoing propranolol for hand tremor, copatsol topical steroid for Psoriasis, ongoing Multivitamin, ongoing vitamin B complex (B COMPLEX), ongoing biotin, ongoing iron, ongoing Calcium/Vitamin D, ongoing curcuma longa (TURMERIC). The patient had an allergic reaction after getting the COVID vaccine. She had an allergic reaction after getting the vaccine. She had hives all over her face and neck. She already had a Medrol Dose Pack at home and some Benadryl. She contacted her doctor who prescribed an Epi Pen for her, but she did not have to use the Epi Pen. She stated she used the Benadryl for three days. She started to get hives all over her face and neck the same date she got the vaccine. It started 2 hours after she got the vaccine (31Dec2020 15:25). She confirmed this was the first dose of the COVID Vaccine. She asked that if it is safe to take the second dose after experiencing an allergic reaction to the first dose. Symptoms include hives on face and neck. Patient had no trouble breathing. Took steroids and Benadryl for 3 days or until symptoms have been managed. No any of the events require a visit to emergency room. Reporter seriousness for hives all over her face and neck was reported as medically significant. Events outcome was recovered on 03Jan2021.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Allergic reaction and Hives cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

934937 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 NM 64.0 F blasting headaches; chills all night; dry heaving all night; Nausea; no fever but her skin felt hot; sore left arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse for herself. This 64-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), intramuscular on 18Dec2020 at single dose on left upper arm (lot: EKS730), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 14:30 at single dose (lot: EL1284 or EKI284) for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient did not have anything with the first shot except a sore left arm on 18Dec2020. She stated that if she lays on left side it is sore. The patient had the sore left arm both times that she got the vaccine. She got second dose of vaccine on 05Jan2021 at 2:30pm and had a blasting headache and just had chills that went away about hour ago on 05Jan2021. She did not have a fever but her skin felt hot on 05Jan2021. She stated that she had dry heaves on 05Jan2021. The patient started that she had a blasting headache within a few hours of the vaccine and it gradually got worst by the time she went to bed. Stated that the chills and dry heaves started then and throughout the night. The chills stopped an hour before she got up. Stated that she went to check her temperature and did not have a fever despite having chills and her skin feeling hot. Stated that nausea started about 10 at night on 05Jan2021. Seriousness for blasting headache, chills and dry heaves was disabling, for nausea was medically significant, for other events was non-serious. The patient took Ibuprofen for the headache. Stated that she was going to try to drink something. The outcome of sore left arm was not recovered; of chills was recovered on 06Jan2021. The outcome of other events was recovering. The causality for blasting headache, chills, dry heaves, nausea and skin felt hot was related (Source of assessment: Primary Source Reporter, Method of assessment: Agency Information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the headache, chills, dry heaves and other reported events due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

934938 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 25.0 25 F called in sick to work. not feeling well.

934939 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 MI 53.0 F severe muscle pain, diagnosis of polymyalgia rheumatica; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 53-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162b2 (Lot/batch number and Expiration date were not provided), at the age of 53-year-old, via an unspecified route of administration at right arm on 18Dec2020 08:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension (htn), allergies: penicillin. Concomitant medication included cefatrizine propyleneglycolate (CEFTIN), lisinopril, levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID). The patient experienced severe muscle pain, diagnosis of polymyalgia rheumatica on an unspecified date. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test rapid (Nasal Swab): negative on 06Jan2021. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect drug BNT162B2 on reported event cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

934940 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 TX 62.0 F shaking; weak; cough; shortness of breath; very ill/ sick; horrible chills; I had a 103 degree fever for 4 days, horrible chills that were just debilitating; ached everywhere/ severe aches; site soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 62-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration at left upper arm on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included auto immune problems, diabetes, thyroid condition, all ongoing since age 28; pemphigusvulgarism since Sep2020 and ongoing. No concomitant medications. Patient is a frontline worker. She received the vaccine on 18Dec2020 at (Name) where she works. 9 days later she got very ill. she didn't know if it's unrelated. She wanted to know if there is anything she need to be watching out for in order to get her second vaccine on Friday. She was so sick and she did have some autoimmune problems. She was really healthy. On 26Dec2020, she had a 103 degree fever for 4 days, horrible chills that were just debilitating. She was just shaking. She ached everywhere, she had severe aches since 26Dec2020. She got tested for Covid and it was negative on 28Dec2020, she had no cough and no vomit. She stayed in bed and drank lots of fluids and toughed it out. By New Year's Day (reported as 30Dec2020) her fever broke but she was so weak and didn't work. She was back at work now. Also, she experienced site soreness from the injection since 19Dec2020. She did have a cough or any shortness of breath. She felt awful. She had recovered. She was just a little nervous because everything she read said the reaction was more severe with second injection. She planned on getting the second shot. She would have a repeat Covid test on 07Jan2020. Reporter seriousness for fever 103: Medically significant. Reporter seriousness for severe aches: Medically significant. Reporter considered the causality of the event site soreness was related with bnt162b2, of the events fever 103 and severe aches was unknown. The outcome of the event fever was recovered on 30Dec2020, of event ache was recovered on 31Dec2020, of event chills was recovering, of event vaccination site pain was recovered on an unspecified date in Dec2020, of events cough and shortness of breath was recovered on an unspecified date.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the fever, pain and other reported events due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

934941 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MA 49.0 49 F Woke with chills, shaking, fever( up to 103) increased hart rate O2 sat between 92-95%, Symptoms lasted intermittently from 10:30 pm 1/5/21 until 0500 am 1/6/21.  Continued with low grade fever on 1/6/21, fever resolved 1/7/21.  Continued with episodes of increased heart rate baseline 70"s, intermittently up to 100-130.1/8/21 noted a few episodes of increase heart rate 100-120 lasting for only a few minutes.

934942 01/03/2020 01/11/2021 FL M (doctor) was not sure whether or not he might get a staph infection, a viral infection; (doctor) was not sure whether or not he might get a staph infection, a viral infection; thought he had a mosquito bite; area on the opposite side of his body, on the left hand side, he noticed that there were several small pustules; the area was raised, it was red, it was warm; Pain; extremely uncomfortable; It was very, very itchy and the area felt like it got itself swollen; It was very, very itchy and the area felt like it got itself swollen; irritation; Initially an area under his left arm which was very swollen it appeared to be filled with fluid of some type/thought it was edema/now had it under his right arm, it's probably impacting lymph system; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient wife).  A male patient of an unspecified age started to receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EH9899, expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2020 16:00, at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included heart bypass 15 years ago and some orthopedic problems.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient previously took codeine and epinephrine experienced sensitivity. On 03Jan2020, the patient had an injection the Pfizer vaccine in county (not clarified further) (place name withheld) which is the (place name withheld) area on Sunday at approximately 4:00 PM EST. He has no significant medical problems other than the prior history of, he had heart bypass 15 years ago and some orthopedic problems, but nothing else other than that. She had never had any adverse reactions to any medications although he has, he shouldn't say, he does have a sensitivity to Codeine which he reported and Epinephrine which he had a sensitivity to also. He got the vaccine after waiting three and half hours in line and they went off, last night that would be Sunday night, several hours later he noticed an odd sensation and did not really take a look at it, he thought he had a mosquito bite perhaps as they live in (place name withheld) and they live in the land that has lots of mosquito, so he didn't pay too much attention to it. Approximately four hours after the injection, he was going to go to bed and removed his shirt and found that the area on the opposite side of his body, on the left hand side he noticed that there were several small pustules, the area was raised it was red it was warm, it was on the opposite side under his arm on his chest he was extremely uncomfortable. It was very, very itchy and the area felt like it got itself swollen and he shared with his wife, the wife suggested that he contact the physician of course he didn't contact, his primary physician said he can see a dermatologist and sent images and yesterday he went to see a dermatologist, so prophylactically he took the 25 mg of diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) and also 2 acetaminophen (EXTRA STRENGTH TYLENOL) and he treated the pain and itching with ice. He slept with an ice bag and woke up just in morning and in New Year they were able to see a dermatologist, he thought it was dermatological. He was concerned but not overly concerned with the area pretty swollen. He saw a dermatologist yesterday, and gave him a topical treatment, the dermatologist gave him three different, naproxene (NAPROSYN), the other one is Triamcinolone Acetonide cream now the irritation he got the MUPIROCIN ointment now as the dermatoligist told him to do, continue what he was doing as he was comfortable, The dermatologist took some specimens from the pustules and send them to lab and she (doctor) is not sure whether or not he might get a staph infection, a viral infection he was not sure. Initially there was an area under his left arm which is very swollen it appeared to be filled with fluid of some type, he was not sure what was it. He thought it was edema but when he popped it, it felt very much like fluid not like blood but it is some type of fluid filled area most likely his wife said the size are greater and less that it was yesterday and that seems to go down over the last night but not all the way it's decreased by what 20%, 30%, 40% he can't tell, alright 50% but now he has it under under right arm, it's probably impacting his lymph system and he put a call into his cardiologist. So he was asking now what does he do. The outcome of the events were unknown.

934943 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MO 75.0 F Her arm is a little sore; the tissue paper is red after wiping her anal area/ reddish looking poop/ there are pieces of blood or something is different; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other Health Professional (patient).  A 75-year-old female patient receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization, also reported as for work. Medical history included ulcer (15 to 20 years before 06Jan2021). Concomitant medication included prasugrel from Apr2020 and ongoing as blood thinner, acetylsalicylic acid, ascorbic acid (ASPIRIN) from Apr2020 and ongoing as blood thinner. The patient went to the bathroom in the morning 06Jan2021, she had to poop. When she wiped, it was reddish looking. The patient stated her stool color was normal, but the tissue paper is red after wiping her anal area. At first she thought hm oh well. Then she had been to the bathroom a couple of times 06Jan2021, and that the same thing happened. She had never experienced that before. It seems to her that there were pieces of blood or something was different. She wasn't hurting or anything. She was not weak or anything at this time. Her arm was a little sore, but she expected that. She was concerned about the color. She worked in the mammography department. She didn't have a prescribing doctor. She got it at work. She had noticed a difference of color in her poop. It had been the same all day. The outcome of the reddish poop was not recovered, of sore arm was unknown. The patient asked would the vaccine cause rectal blood upon wiping after defecation?; Sender's Comments: Reported blood in stool is considered intercurrent and unrelated to BNT162B2. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

934944 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 CA 50.0 M The subject experienced acute pericarditis on 27Dec2020; Other vaccine same date vaccine date= 23Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 50-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The facility type vaccine was hospital. None medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Other vaccine same date vaccine date on 23Dec2020. The patient experienced acute pericarditis on 27dec2020 with outcome of recovered. The adverse event resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. It's unknown if treatment was received for the adverse event. The event was reported as non-serious.  Pfizer is a marketing authorization holder of [BNT162B2] in the country of incidence or the country where the product was purchased (if different). This may be a duplicate report if another marketing authorization holder of [BNT162B2] has submitted the same report to the regulatory authorities.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

934945 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 WI 60.0 60 F Red, swollen around injection site and now on 1-11-21 red ring around injection site.

934946 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 IN 70.0 F Joint pain /felt like it was worsening joint pain; just severe pain to where she couldn't walk; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. A 70-year-old female patient received BNT162B2(Lot Number: ET1685), via an unspecified route of administration at Deltoid Left on 23Dec2020 08:00 at the 70 years old at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The medical history included rheumatoid arthritis. The concomitant medications were none.  The patient received the shot on 23Dec2020 and experienced Joint pain afterward on 02Jan2021. The patient did have rheumatoid arthritis so there was that. The patient felt like it was worsening joint pain on 02Jan2021. She has had no fever, just severe pain to where she couldn't walk on 02Jan2021. The joint pain has gotten worse and it has gotten to where she is going to advise her not to take the second shot. The Reporter assessed the seriousness for the events was Disabling. The events did not require a visit to Emergency Room but required a Physician Office visit on 06Jan2021. The patient received a steroid injection on 06Jan2021. There was none History of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect. There was none Additional Vaccines Administered on Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect. There was no Prior Vaccinations within 4 weeks. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures, which included x-rays on 06Jan2021: unknown results (they were awaiting the X-rays). The outcome of the events was not recovered.  The information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information the events worsening joint pain and walking difficulty are attributed to underlying Rheumatoid arthritis; however, based on a compatible temporal association, contributory role of BNT162B2 vaccine to events occurrence cannot be completely excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

934947 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 NY 31.0 F it was debilitating for her at work; It even hurts to move the right eye in one direction and hurts to speak, the pain was so bad.; pain in right leg and bottom sole of right foot; hurts to speak; numbness right upper side of lip; pins and needle feeling right upper quadrant of face; pain and dull aching right upper side of face; right hand numbness, wasn't able to feel anything; generalized headache; generalized muscle weakness and pain; generalized muscle weakness and pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 31-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose in deltoid right for covid-19 immunization. There were no medical history or concomitant medications. The patient received the vaccine on 03Jan2021 and within 15 minutes had a generalized headache. Later that night she had generalized muscle weakness and pain, but really didn't think too much about it. The next day at work (04Jan2021), she had numbness on the right upper side of her lip and a pins and needle feeling in the right upper quadrant of the face. Had a lot of pain in the area as well on the right upper side of the face as well as a dull aching pain that lasted for hours. Later that day when using the computer and she was trying to reach for her mouse she noticed her right hand wasn't able to feel anything and that lasted about 20-25 minutes. Kept slapping the mouse with her hand, but could not feel anything, her hand went numb. Yesterday (05Jan2021), she had the same pins and needle feeling in the same area of the face and that dull achy feeling and it occurred for hours and it was very kind of debilitating for her at work.  Later that night she had pain in her right leg and felt the same way, that very severe achiness, which was the pins and needles feeling up and down the leg and underneath the right foot. All these symptoms tend to be on her right side and it definitely lasted for hours. It started about 1 and didn't end until 6-7pm. It even hurts to move the right eye in one direction and hurts to speak, the pain was so bad. This morning (06Jan2021) she had to call out of work because at 3am the generalized headache, pain was unbearable. She was still experiencing the pain in right leg and bottom sole of right foot. She did not receive any vaccines the same day or 4 weeks prior. No problems with vaccines in past. She had made an appointment with a neurologist and will have a MRI done on Friday, 08Jan2021. No further details provided. All events required a visit to physician office. All events were reported as serious per medically significant. The outcome of all events was not resolved. The reporter considered all events were related to the vaccine.   Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal relationship, causality between reported events and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

934948 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 TN 37.0 37 F Fever, malaise, sore muscles, nausea, vomiting

934949 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 NC 43.0 F soreness/The pain radiates down to her left elbow and also goes up the neck; The pain radiates down to her left elbow and also goes up the neck; The pain radiates down to her left elbow and also goes up the neck; This is a spontaneous report from contactable other HCP (patient' husband). A 43-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history reported as none. No concomitant medications. The patient had a whole lot of soreness on 01Jan2021 and it was not getting any better. His wife had called her health care provider. She had an appointment in several days. The pain radiates down to her left elbow and also goes up the neck in Jan2021. The reporter seriousness for soreness: Medically significant. The outcome of event pain was not recovered. The outcome of rest events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal relationship, causality between event pain and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

934950 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TX 59.0 F She is having an allergic reaction; Itching was reported as worsened/Swelling was reported as worsened/loss of appetite was reported as worsened; From the time she got the vaccine to now, she has lost 20 lbs; shake/shaking; swelling in the lips, throat, and eye lids; swelling in the lips, throat, and eye lids; swelling in the lips, throat, and eye lids; She has been sick since Wednesday; itching all over from head to toe; loss of appetite; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 59-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension and allergic to ace inhibitors. There were no concomitant medications. Patient was calling about the Covid Vaccine. She was having an allergic reaction. She did not know what to do to stop it. She went to the ER yesterday (04Jan2021). She had been sick since Wednesday (30Dec2020), she was itching all over from head to toe since 30Dec2020, she got a prescription for Prednisone, she took 2 doses yesterday, 1 dose today, and would take another this evening. She took Benadryl, an hour ago and had an episode, and so she had to jump in the shower and let the cold water run to stop itching, the itching did not stop but it has minimized. She put Benadryl gel and she was still itching, she had taken enough Benadryl. Patient asked what is the best way and if she needed an IV of something, she went to ER on Sunday, she was not seen by doctor, it was a nurse practitioner, she didn't do anything but just listen to her and she only looked at ankles to check for swelling. Patient stated that she had been drinking water and urinating, she had no appetite and lost 20 lbs. Patient confirmed that she got her first dose of the Covid vaccine on 30Dec2020 at 1 o clock, the itching started the same day at 5 o clock, the itching was from head to toe. She experienced swelling in the lips, throat, and eye lids, which started 02Jan2021. She began losing her appetite on 30Dec2020. From the time she got the vaccine to now (05Jan2021), she has lost 20 lbs. An hour ago (05Jan2020) she had an episode, which made her shake, and she did not have the shakes before, this was the first date she started shaking. Itching was reported as worsened/Swelling was reported as worsened/loss of appetite was reported as worsened. Her 2nd dose was scheduled in 21 Days. However, she may not get the second dose, patient stated that she could not get through this no more. She had no positive test for Covid prior to vaccine. She had no antibody test prior to the vaccine. She had not any issues with vaccines in the past. Patient stated that if she was still feeling this way, she would go to a different hospital. When she went to the ER, she was not hospitalized, they sent her back home the same day. Patient would like to know if there was anything that can remove the vaccine from the body. The outcome of the events itching all over from head to toe, loss of appetite, swelling in the lips, throat, and eye lids was not recovered, of the other events was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

934951 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 AZ 35.0 M Acute demyelinating encephalomyelitis; Slurring his speech; Stroke; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 35-year-old male patient received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular in deltoid (unknown if right or left) on 17Dec2020 at 30 ug, single for 'Preventative'. Medical history included hypertension. There were no concomitant medications.(Physician) He is calling about the Pfizer Covid 19 vaccine. States what is going on with the patient may be associated as a side effect. The patient got the vaccine two to three weeks ago, he clarifies the patient received the vaccine on 17Dec2020 and the patient ended up acutely developing (states it is a presumptive diagnosis) Acute demyelinating encephalomyelitis, states it looks like a radiologic diagnosis. The patient is an employee at hospital. When querying seriousness states it is medically significant but could be disabling but he thinks the patient will recover. Reporter seriousness for acute demyelinating encephalomyelitis: Medically significant, Hospitalization. Patient was hospitalized on Sunday and he is still admitted at this time. Dates when patient was in hospital for acute demyelinating encephalomyelitis was from 03Jan2021 to ongoing. Caller thinks the patient was flown to (Place) yesterday. The patient's mother asked the caller if the caller thought the acute demyelinating encephalomyelitis was from the vaccine and the caller responded that he did not think it was from the vaccine. He confirms the patient is still admitted in the hospital and the patient's attending neurologist is doctor. The caller heard about the patient from doctor. When querying covid vaccine dose, the caller states the standard dose is 30 mcg. This was clarified and documented as provided. The patient has not received his second dose yet. He asks if the patient should receive the second dose. He asks a general question if a pregnant patient can be given the Pfizer covid vaccine. He heard the patient had a stroke then the CFO tried to talk to him and the patient was slurring his speech. Caller spoke to the patient's mother this morning and caller told the mother that he would try to find out what is going on with the patient.  He asked that the patient get an HIV test even though he does not think the patient is at risk. Vaccination facility type was Hospital. Vaccine administered at military facility was No. None additional vaccines administered on same date of the PFIZER suspect. AE acute demyelinating encephalomyelitis require a visit to Emergency Room, not visit to physician office. Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) was none. He has heard of acute demyelinating encephalomyelitis being associated with vaccines in the past and states that it is rare and usually in kids. States he saw patients that may have had acute demyelinating encephalomyelitis back in the 80s and 90s. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of acute demyelinating encephalomyelitis (Patient will get steroids tonight pending the review of the x-ray). The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported stroke with speech slurred, and the presumptive diagnosis of acute demyelinating encephalomyelitis (looks like a radiologic diagnosis by the reporting physician), was most likely an intercurrent disease, and unlikely causally related to the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE).  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

934952 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 46.0 46 M Vaccine recipient experienced shivering, fever, severe headache, nausea, and generalized ache 12 hours after receiving the vaccine. On a follow-up call on 1/8/2021, he reported that the symptoms have resolved. Pfizer-BioNTech COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA.

934953 01/11/2021 49.0 F her nerve was bad; Getting all sick, cold, sick and experiencing terrible side effects; Getting all sick, cold, sick and experiencing terrible side effects; Fatigue; Muscle ache; Nauseous; Felt awful; Can't eat all the day, no appetite; phobic something to drinking water; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 49-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. No relevant medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced getting all sick, cold, sick and experiencing terrible side effects, fatigue, muscle ache, nauseous, cannot do anything, felt awful, cannot eat all the day, no appetite, phobic something to drinking water. The patient has been sick for three days now. The patient was a "senior" (not clarified) care giver at the nursing home. Everybody at nursing home at the nursing home got the shot and now everybody has cold and sick. She has only one day of work and she has to come into her job to take care of elderly people. As since current everybody is experiencing the terrible adverse, terrible side effects, everything. Fatigue, muscle ache everything. The bosses at her nursing home cannot give them three days or even seven days off of work after receiving a contract to give them shot. It was confirmed that the patient received the COVID vaccine. The patient also stated that they are off of that side effects. They are not interrupted not just the "arm" (not clarified) been there. The patient said she getting everything. She was getting all the side effects. So when they had this Pfizer drug shot "they didn't get seven days off of" (not clarified) work. If a person gets a shot, they are feeling fatigue, nauseous (incomprehensible voice). They can't do anything. They should be allowed to stay home from work. Right now everybody in the nursing home is feeling the adverse effect. The entire building. So, she was telling Pfizer to report the report is that all of sudden that the nursing home "seniors" (not clarified) and nurses they got the shot, they can't even get to work. The effects are so bad that they can't do anything. The patient also stated that fatigue, she had fatigue all day. The first day she got the shot her nerve was bad but the second day was everything fatigue. She felt awful, she could not eat, she had no appetite. She was phobic something to drinking water, she cannot eat all the day. "Fruit or something 5 I can eat" (incomprehensible voice)." When probed for the LOT#, the reporter stated, "No they did not give me anything. All they did is I think 037 I think it looks like a 'K' 20A. (further not clarified) like it says (further not clarified) 037K20A that's (further not clarified)." The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on lot number/batch number was requested.

934954 01/11/2021 U aware of 6 cases of Bell's Palsy by the companies making these vaccines; This is a spontaneous report from contactable Other HCP. This Other HCP reported same events for 6 patients. This report is for 2nd of 6 patients. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The other HCP was aware of 6 cases of Bell's Palsy by the companies making these vaccines since an unknown date. The event was reported as non-serious. The event outcome was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal relationship, causality between event Bell's Palsy and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021007605 same reporter, same drug, same event, different patients.

934955 01/11/2021 U aware of 6 cases of Bell's Palsy by the companies making these vaccines; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. This Other HCP reported similar events for 6 patients. This report is for 3rd of 6 patient. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter reported since the use of modified RNA in covid vaccines, he/she had aware of 6 cases of Bell's Palsy by the companies making these vaccines since an unknown date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal relationship, causality between event Bell's Palsy and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021007605 Different patient, same drug/event.

934956 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 FL 32.0 32 M Vesicular single dermatome rash consistent with shingles. Previous case of varicella as child with documented titer markers.   No eye, face, ear involvement. Rash is located around the T6 distribution on the left.

934957 01/11/2021 U aware of 6 cases of Bell's Palsy by the companies making these vaccines; This is Spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. This Other HCP reported similar events for 6 patients. This is 4th of six reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter reported since the use of modified RNA in covid vaccines, he/she had aware of 6 cases of Bell's Palsy by the companies making these vaccines since an unknown date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal relationship, causality between event Bell's Palsy and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021007605 same reporter, same drug, same event, different patient

934958 01/11/2021 U aware of 6 cases of Bell's Palsy by the companies making these vaccines; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (HCP). This other HCP reported similar events for 6 patients. This is the 5th of 6 patient. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter reported since the use of modified RNA in covid vaccines, he/she had aware of 6 cases of Bell's Palsy by the companies making these vaccines since an unknown date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between bnt162b2 and the event facial paralysis cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021007605 Different patient, same drug/event.

934959 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CT 60.0 F Looked like an encephalopathy; Face was all swollen; Head swelled; Glands swelled; Fatigue; Headache/ So much pain in my head; Couldn't talk; Complete brain fog; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This 60-year-old female nurse (Patient) reported that received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included Atrial fibrillation, Chronic Lyme, Lupus and Autoimmune. Concomitant medications included Metoprolol at 12.5 mg for Atrial fibrillation and acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN). No diabetes, no hypertension. None of the usual common diseases. Registered Nurse stated, "I received vaccine this past Wednesday. I was just talking to a couple of my colleagues and honestly I received the vac. at work. I did not really read through the paperwork and was 'weird' sharing reactions to the vaccine which for me was pretty bad reaction and thought like I need to go through your paperwork and report it. So I thought I should call and just give some information. The usual fatigue which I go to after being normal, my arm was not sore. However, as the week progressed into Friday I had a constant headache but it was manageable and then by Friday night my glands swelled, my nerves behind my ears, my neck and I was extremely fatigued, bad headache and went to bed and I had not gone out and finally I got out today I spoke with my Physician yesterday. What happened it looked like an encephalopathy but my head swelled, my face was all swollen, complete brain fog, fatigue and I couldn't talk. I was in so much pain in my head resulting in (incomplete sentence)." Lab work included the only thing is the PCR swabbing. No blood test. Registered Nurse further stated, "I don't know if that is important. But I will tell you and if it is you can send me the questions. I do have a history of Autoimmune. So my Physician thought that this was just like an enhancement of like my bodies reaction I have Chronic Lyme and I have lupus like my ANA has always been stressful. But we think that it is a family thing. No treatment for the Lyme. I did a lot of antibiotic and a lot of naturopathic stuff but that is in the past. But anyhow for anything else what I did was when I got the injection they said try and just take Tylenol not Ibuprofen but there was no way I was going to make it through with just that . So I took Ibuprofen. I called my Physician yesterday morning because I was not sure about what was is happening and I thought it might be secondary sinus infection or something else going on and it reassured me that it is definitely due to the vaccine. He said it is just your body's reaction, take the Ibuprofen, hydrate. Had me take what I had in my house Tigan for nausea. So I was extremely nauseous from the severity of the headache." Registered Nurse stated, "I just wanted to let you know what happened and the intensity of what it was because normally I would expect a headache. But this was a 'go dated'. Registered Nurse stated, "I guess the only question that I have is so do my work has this question and I was going to call my doctor tomorrow may be might know it better. I know that I have to take the second dose. But I understand the second round can be worse than the first. Is there anything that they are recommending that I can do may be prior to ease the reaction?" The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported clinical manifestations including swelling face and head swelled, which was suspected as encephalopathy by the reporting nurse, was probably related to the bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine), due to temporal relationship.  The subject's underlying Chronic Lyme, Lupus and Autoimmune were likely the risk factors to the onset of the events.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

934961 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 TX 35.0 F Swollen lymph nodes; blood pressure was 90/50; Chills; body aches; Fatigue; Joint pain; Bone pain; Headache; Swelling, pain, redness and soreness at the injection site; Swelling, pain, redness and soreness at the injection site; Swelling, pain, redness and soreness at the injection site; Tachycardia / heart rate was 144-152; painful to breath and she was grunting; also said that the injection site itched a little bit.; Fever; First dose on 17Dec2020, second does on 04Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself.   A 35-year-old female patient received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) ( (lot number was unknown) intramuscularly on 17Dec2020 at 0.3ml, and the second single dose (lot number EJ1685) intramuscularly on 04Jan2021 07:45 at 0.3ml, for COVID-19 prophylaxis.  Medical history included ongoing diabetes. Her diabetes was diagnosed about 6 months ago (reported on 06Jan2021) and was well controlled. Her glucose was at 140 at the ER (emergency room) even after drinking a drink that had sugar in it. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received the second dose on 04Jan2021 at 07:45 and experienced a severe reaction hours after she received it, and she ended up having to go the ER and that they were baffled about what happened.   She reported her symptoms were: fatigue, joint pain mainly in her knees, bone pain that did not feel like muscle pain, headache, swollen lymph nodes in the left axilla, and swelling, redness, pain, and soreness in the left arm at the injection site and also said that the injection site itched a little bit.   Her symptoms started about 9-10 at night on 04Jan2021. She said that she felt like with the second dose she noticed the soreness and pain and redness at injection site after about 2 hours after receiving the second dose, which was sooner than with the first injection. The fever started with the chills and body aches. The chills and body aches started at 22:00 on 04Jan2021. She took acetaminophen and melatonin to try and sleep it off. Fever was after that at around midnight 04Jan2021 and she was burning in fever and her temperature was 104. She stated she started taking layers off and got out from under her covers. She had a sweater on when she took her temperature and her axillary temperature was 105. She said that she got into a hot shower because that was the only thing that provided comfort to her chills. She had not had any chills in about the last 12 hours though (as reported on 06Jan2021). She said that the body aches were so severe that she just sat in her bed and cried. She had tachycardia and she was grunting in pain. She was rotating ibuprofen and acetaminophen and then her fever was not as high. She stated that if her fever came back it was lower each time, and if she did not take the medications though, the bone pain was excruciating. She said that with the bone pain it was like no-one can hold her hand or hug her. Fatigue started at around midnight 04Jan2021. Her headache was at midnight. She felt like she had a headband on and was radiating down the back of her neck. She noticed the lymph nodes were swollen after she went to the ER at around 07:00-08:00 05Jan2021. She was walking with pillow under her arm, and if she moved or lifted her arm it hurt.  She went to the ER at 01:00 05Jan2021. Her blood pressure was 90/50, her heart rate was 144-152 at rest, temperature was 102.8, O2 saturation was 95-96. She said that it was painful to breath and she was grunting, but did not have any breathing issues. The nurse thought she was septic and notified the doctor. The nurse and the doctor did not think it was the vaccine and thought that she was COVID-19 positive. But after they tested her, she was negative for flu and COVID and they were baffled. They were unclear on what happened and did not think it was from the vaccine. They bolused her 1 liter of Normal Saline and gave her a dose of Fentanyl that minimally helped with the bone pain. She was also given 30mg of ketorolac (TORADOL) IV (intravenous) and that significantly improved her pain. She was there a total of 3 hours. She was admitted to the back area of the ER. She said that they drew labs and everything was within normal limits. Her CRP (C-reactive protein) was 30 and her lactate was at 1.5. She said that they told her that  she was most likely having an immune response to the vaccine. Her heart rate and blood pressure came to a more normal range and everything returned to baseline. Her heart rate was 109. She was told to rotate paracetamol (TYLENOL) and ibuprofen for at least the next 24 hours and hydrate.  The events fever, chills, fatigue, joint pain, bone pain, headache, swollen lymph nodes, and swelling, pain, redness and soreness at the injection site were serious due to hospitalization from 05Jan2021 to 05Jan2021. The patient was recovering from fever, chills, joint pain, headache, heart rate and blood pressure, not recovered from fatigue, bone pain, swollen lymph nodes and swelling, pain, redness and soreness at the injection site. The event swollen lymph nodes worsened. The outcome of "injection site itched a little bit" was unknown.   The reporter considered the events fever, chills, fatigue, joint pain, bone pain, headache, swollen lymph nodes, and swelling, pain, redness and soreness at the injection site were all related to the vaccine; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events pyrexia, chills, fatigue, pain, arthralgia, bone pain, headache, lymphadenopathy, vaccination site erythema, vaccination site swelling, vaccination site pain, blood pressure decreased, tachycardia, grunting and vaccination site pruritus cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 1

934962 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OH 58.0 58 F 01-08-21 - headache; injection site sore 01-09-21 - headache; injection site sore 01-10-21 - headache; injection site sore 01-11-21 - headache; injection site sore, injection site redness; injection site warm to touch

934964 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 TX 37.0 37 F 6 days post injection, arm became red, warm, hard

934965 12/01/2020 01/11/2021 WV 64.0 F The lip starting ripping and the face started itching; The lip starting ripping and the face started itching; It started spreading from the ear to the neck, it started itching bad and getting hive in that area; having trouble in breathing because it was swelling up; having trouble in breathing because it was swelling up; The lip was swelled to red and then it started to going up the jaw; The lip was swelled to red and then it started to going up the jaw; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 64-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot#: EJ1686, expiration date: Mar2021) via an unspecified route of administration on the arm right in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing blood pressure high.  Concomitant medication included lisinopril taken for blood pressure high. The patient had the BNT162B2 on Thursday morning (Dec2020) and Thursday evening the patient had a reaction to that, the lip was swelled to red and then it started to going up the jaw. So the next day it was in the jaw and in the lip and then the lip starting ripping and the face started itching and that's didn't go away and then yesterday it started spreading from the ear to the neck, it started itching bad and getting hive in that area. The patient went to the emergency room, consumer stated that she had nurse practitioner that called her on a steroid (treatment). The consumer stated, "the thing she called her also in an Epi Pen in case she has started having trouble in breathing because it was swelling up. The patient didn't have to end up using that but she just has to use in case she has". Treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was unknown.

934967 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 OH 61.0 61 M Facial swelling along the left side of the face along jawline leading up to ear. Pain when closing mouth resulting in some drooling from keeping mouth open.  Also some nasal drainage and feeling of unwell.  Telehealth appointment occurred on 1/8/21. Both corners of his mouth would raise when smiling so a stroke was ruled out.  Could possibly be a coincidence with the vaccine timing but healthcare professional advised us to report it here.

934969 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 42.0 F Acute appendicitis; Severe acute abdominal pain; Chills; Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 42-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (expiration date Mar2021, incomplete lot number L0140, not sure the first letter it is C or E), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. None medical history. Concomitant medication included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO). The patient experienced a little bit chills and fever she felt coming exactly on the 26th but she expected that and that was all fine but patient ended up in (Incomplete sentence). She went to work on 30th December and had some onset of severe acute abdominal pain and she ended up in an emergency appendectomy by 6 O'clock that evening. So she had an acute appendicitis and she did some research and it says that she can be listed in to the severe complications that the number in the vaccinated group was double back to the procedural group. The 26th it resided and patient felt better until the 30th when she have acute severe abdominal pain onset. She left work went for emergency room and she was in surgery within four hours. The outcome of events chills and fever was recovering, the other events was unknown. Because of the research that is on the website patient cannot help and think that it is related. Patient believed the relatedness of drug to events was related.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate

934970 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 60.0 60 F dizziness around 8:00pm, fatigue, severe headache, neck & shoulder pain, body aches, joint pain, nauseous, mild shortness of breath

934973 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 TN 92.0 92 F Resident experienced vomiting and edema of the lips. The M.D prescribed benadryl.

934975 12/27/2020 01/11/2021 CA 54.0 54 F On day 11 post vaccine administration, I started to experience an irregular heart rhythm.  I went to the ED at my place of employment and was found to be in atrial flutter.  Just prior to them administering a medication (metropolol), I spontaneously converted back to sinus rhythm.  I was sent home and told to follow up with my PCP or go to the ED should it return.   The following evening around 515 pm, I went into the same type of rhythm so went to the ED for evaluation.  I was again found to be in atrial flutter after a repeat EKG was done.  About two hours after arriving, I was cardioverted and my rhythm returned to sinus rhythm. I was discharged home and continue to be in sinus rhythm and am now on blood thinners.

934979 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Chills, fever, body aches, light headed, weakness.

934980 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 65.0 65 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA...Pain in the left arm with tenderness and warm to touch. In addition joint pain in my left ankle, swelling.  Unable to put pressure when standing or walking.  Using a cane since I did have an injury in the ankle 10 years ago.  Also had a left hip replacement in 2016.

934981 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MT 41.0 41 F Arm Soreness, redness around injection site

934982 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MI 39.0 39 F Developed extensive bruising, swelling, pain, to left deltoid, upper arm and numbness and tingling in her left wrist extending to her left thumb and index finger Patient is a 39 y.o. female with a past medical history of asthma and obesity who presents for evaluation of Chief Complaint Patient presents with Arm pain Reaction to covid injection Patient has swelling and bruising at the site of her recent COVID-19 injection given 2 days prior. She has been icing the area taking Motrin without relief. She has pain with movement of the arm and it seem to be worsening. She notes some numbness and tingling in her left wrist extending to her left thumb and index finger. She has a prior history of carpal tunnel. Blood pressure is well controlled today. No fever, chest pain, palpitation, shortness of breath. Exercise tolerance is stable. Tolerating medications well.

934983 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 51.0 51 M Soreness in left arm at sight of injection within 12 hours, joint pain in left shoulder within 12 hours, slight headache within 14 to 16 hours and fatigue / general weakness within 24 hours lasting approximately 12 hours.  All side affects gone within 48 hours of initial injection.

934984 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 TX 76.0 76 M Pt complains of severe lethargy since injection (6 days).  Severe enough that he is unable to leave the house as is his usual custom.  Denies fever.  Reports blood sugars lower than normal and he's had to adjust his insulin intake in response to this.  Some nausea, but no vomiting.  Denies fever.

934985 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Tongue and lips started to feel "prickily" and then became numb.  The next two or so days pain in my right kidney area.

934986 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 WI 61.0 61 M Per the patient's description, about 36 hours after the first dose he began having pain and tingling sensation and feeling of swelling in both feet and less in both hands. He had difficulty walking for about 2 days. No fever or anything else.  After the second dose given on January 5, 2021, Lot number EL1284, he had a milder reaction that lasted for one day and started 2 days after the shot.

934987 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 42.0 42 F The patient observed to be flushed, lightheaded, and nauseous 10 min after the vaccine. Denies, trouble breathing, chest discomfort, or difficulty swallowing, facial swelling, or notable rash. Did not eat breakfast that morning and was nervous about receiving the vaccine. Slightly tachycardic. Given cetirizine 10 mg with relief.

934988 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MA 27.0 27 M 15 minutes after receiving vaccine, patient reported itching and one hive near the vaccine site on left arm, also itchiness under his left arm on his rib cage/chest. Patient denied any swelling, SOB, N/V, or any other symptoms. Patient monitored by Allergy, symptoms did not worsen, and allergist communicated pt was ok to leave clinic with outpatient follow-up

934989 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 53.0 53 F (1) First vaccine - slight effects of Covid symptoms. (2) Second vaccine - Headache, slight fever (took tyenol) -Sat am - swollen tongue when I woke up.  Took benydril, swelling went down. tongue bled - (brush teeth, scrap tongue) -Sun - semi swollen tongue, rash lower abdomin. R am front area by under arm.

934990 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OH 26.0 26 F 26-year-old lady came in after she noticed she had bruises on her left hand after a CPR procedure at hospital.  Patient was apparently in well health, she had received COVID-19 mRNA vaccine on January 7 at 3 PM, she has taken 2 pills with ibuprofen and tylenol for pain in right deltoid following vaccination.  She was doing the CPR at 1:00 this afternoon, and she noticed that her left dorsum had some bruises.  She took day off and went home and noticed that she also had bruises in both medial thighs, above the knee and some bruises in scalp.  Patient presented to the Emergency Room 1/9/2021 ~6PM and platelet count was found to be 2x10^3/uL. Patient required transfusion of 7 units of platelets, steroids, and IVIG.Y 4

934991 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OH 26.0 26 F sore arm, pain radiating to neck causing migraine  had to call off work

934992 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 CT 54.0 54 F Severe arm ache for over 24h.  Diarrhea next day.  Severe fatigue and brain 'fog'

934993 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MA 24.0 24 F 12 hours after vaccination, woke up from sleep with low grade fever, body chills/shakes and nausea.  These symptoms lasted another 12 hours and then ceased.  I have previously recovered from covid earlier in November.

934994 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 WV 43.0 43 F I experienced severe diarrhea for at least 12-14 hours. I was in the bathroom at least once, sometimes more than once per hour.

934995 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 64.0 64 F GI upset , body aches, dry heaves

934996 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 MN 44.0 44 F at injection site red, warm swollen and itchy

934997 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TX 73.0 73 F Started slight redness itching and swelling after 6 days, still has that. Tropically applied te over the counter .01 percent cortisone ointment.

934998 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 FL 73.0 73 M Transcient Gobal Amnesia on 1/9/2021 resolved in 8 hours

934999 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 50.0 50 F body ache, fever, nausea. called in sick to work.

935000 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OH 45.0 45 F Waited at clinic for 15 minutes but at the 30 minute mark face was flushed and chest was tight. Then developed difficulty swallowing in another 30 minutes.

935002 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 MA 49.0 49 F Patient developed rash 9 days after receiving vaccine. Started at injection site and then became widespread. Intensely pruritic. Mostly maculopapular, but some annular lesions, some wheals. Unclear if adverse rxn or allergic rxn from vaccine or unrelated etiology. I am treating with prednisone, topical steroids, and antihistamines.

935003 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 OH 33.0 33 F Developed mouth ulcers on tongue and cheek. Very painful. Ongoing still, with slow regression of symptom for 4 days now started 2 days after vaccine received worse on tongue.

935004 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 43.0 43 F Friday evening - arm soreness, headache, Saturday morning - achy, chest pain, shoulder pain, shortness of breath, fatigue - all resolved

935005 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 VT 23 F /1/8/21 developed sore throat cough, little congestion after vaccine given 1/7/21 did covid test which was negative at that time.

935006 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 TX 68.0 68 F client reported that she feels like she has a lump in her throat. She is hoarse, States she feels sleepy, has difficulty swallowing, and feels swelling in her larynx. Is short of breath. Had pt. remove mask, lips pale, tongue not swollen. No stridor per auscultation. Lungs clear bilaterally. BP 150/90; HR 70: O2 98% on room air.  1231: Emergency services called. Patient had her own liquid benadryl and self medicated with 50 mg of benadryl by mouth.  1241: Emergency services arrived.  1244: BP 154/95; HR 69: sat 100% on room air. Lips pink now.  Still SOB especially when speaking.  1250: HR 64: sat i 98% on room air 1300: Declined transport per recommendation of emergency services paramedics.  BP 155/97; HR 57: Sats 100% on room air. Speaking with less dyspnea. Emergency services left  1305: patient left facility with friend via personal vehicle. Stable, gait steady. Respirations mild labored with exertion.

935007 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 KY 32.0 32 F Pt received Covid 19 Moderna  While waiting afterward reports chest tight, heart racing feeling flushed. SOA relieve by removing face mask.  Reported this happened 2 wks ago & this happen prior to that & thought to be anxiety01/08/2021 Y

935008 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 64.0 64 F GI upset, body aches, dry heaves

935009 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Adminstration Error : COVID-19 vaccine (IM)  given ~ 1/2 inch from the top of the left shoulder in medial area.

935010 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 NY 30.0 30 F Immediate numbness on top of left hand, tachycardia, flushing, dizziness, dry/numb mouth, feeling faint, lethargy. Was wheeled to ED where they left me in the waiting room for two hours, not seen by a provider, before being told I was "fine" and sent home.  On 1/9/2020 I began experiencing widespread bodily itch, no hives or swelling that included in and around my mouth. Took cirtirizine and symptoms were alleviated.

935011 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CO 38.0 38 M chills, night sweats, headaches, body ache

935012 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 64.0 64 F circumferential erythema just distal to injection site consistent with cellulitis for 3 days

935013 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 50.0 50 M nausea, headache, fever. called in sick to work.

935014 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Bloody nose intermittently beginning on 1/11/2021.

935015 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 OH 66.0 66 M Felt heart rate going up 5 minutes after taking the vaccination.  Felt for about 3-4 minutes.  Then an hour after taking vaccination started feeling dizziness when I stand.  Lasted for couple hours.  Also, started drinking lot of water.  Feel improvement.

935016 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 KY 36.0 36 F Rash that appeared to be urticaria on arms/legs and trunk that appeared around 50hrs post injection and worsened at 72hrs. I am a physician and have seen similar rashes in kids and mine appeared to be consistent with urticaria multiforme. Responsive to Benadryl. I am now day #5 with itching of my palms and faint rash on arms and legs.

935017 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 CA 50 M Patient received the covid vaccine dose # 2 on 01/09/2021. c/o fever (temp 99.9) , body aches, diarrhea x 3, and Right axillary lymph node started 4 hours after the injection  on Right arm on 1/9/2021.   Diarrhea resolved on 1/10/2021. Still has body ache and right axillary lymph node.  Denies chills, sore throat, cough, or HA.

935018 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Patient described a very swollen hand on the same arm as injection.  Reported redness and a honeycomb like pattern.  The event slowly faded and no medical treatment was needed.

935019 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 MA 58.0 58 F Received vaccine and initially had no symptoms. Woke up on 1/5 with sore arm and erythema 3"x4", area warm to the touch

935020 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 MI 41.0 41 F itchy and generalized hives

935021 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 PA 68.0 68 F Client had numbness and tingling at the roof of her mouth 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine.

935022 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 35.0 35 F On Thursday, December 31, 2020, I received my first dose of the Moderna vaccine. It was not until a week later (1/7/2021) in the evening, I began to experience symptoms. That Thursday night, I only experienced pain just as I would with the flu vaccine.  On Friday, January 8, 2021, I woke up with a painful (pain level #8 on a scale of 1-10), extremely itchy and inflamed hot to touch right upper arm. The noticeable symptoms to me were the upper arm being extremely hot, inflamed and itchy. There was also swelling in the upper arm. I took aspirin and applied hydrocortisone cream daily.  Saturday morning, the inflammation had gone done tremendously. To date, I am still experiencing itching, not as extreme. I am still applying the hydrocortisone cream to have relief.  The area is not as hot but there is still redness and itching. No more swelling.

935023 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MI 23.0 23 F Immediately after vaccination - tachycardia, 12-14 hours after- rash and swollen eyes that increasingly worsened with time

935024 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 IA 42.0 42 F itchy rash on left lower extremity about 1 week after vaccine; then 2 weeks after vaccine hives/itchy rash on left upper arm

935025 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 52.0 52 F Employee experienced numbness and tingling of lips and mouth which occurred approximately twenty (20) minutes after receiving second dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. Employee was taken to the Emergency Department for treatment. Employee received two (2) doses of Decadron 6 mg  by mouth, Benadryl 50 mg by mouth, and Pepcid 40 mg by mouth.

935026 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 WA 50.0 50 F One week after the shot I experienced two bright red, very itchy, hot to the touch red bruise that are traveling down my arm I asked a provider what they thought and thought it was possible cellulitis.

935028 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 MS 45.0 45 F Head ache  Aching fever fatigue  throat sore

935029 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 MA 31.0 31 F Dizziness, light headedness, nausea, chills

935030 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 43.0 43 F Body aches, lump on arm,  Fever

935031 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 50.0 50 F nausea, headache, fever. called in sick to work.

935032 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 NE 44.0 44 F She received her Covid vaccine on 12/24/2020  denies any s/s of illness on day of the injection. On 12/25/2020 she reports after 1200 pm noting feeling of fatigue, sl. cough with SOB noted, and fever of 100.4. On 12/26/2020 she reports having sorethroat, fevers around the 100 range, but denies cough. On 12/28/2020 she got tested for Covid due to having s/s mentioned above. She was found to be Covid  positive on 12/28/2020. She was seen in the ER with s/s of some loose stools, mild pleuritic cough, mild fever and pulse oximetry in the 80 range. She was placed on an Albuterol inhaler and 6 days of Dexamethasone 6 mg with instructions to not to return to work at least until 01/11/2021. Our local Health Department felt a VAERS form should be completed since she became Covid positive and required medical treatment even though she could have had the exposure prior to receiving the vaccine.

935033 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 ME 20.0 20 F Reports raised rash all overbody.

935034 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OH 44.0 44 F started 1/08/2021 at 18:00,tired, dizzy, weak, fatigue, 99.4, slept 1/9

935035 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MA 62.0 62 F On 1/6/21, I received the initial COVID vaccination. Later that evening, I started to experience pain, swelling and redness at the injection site (right arm). I also had a severe headache with nausea. I was directed to get a COVID test, at the hospital on 1/7/21. I continued to experience these side effects of the vaccine for the next 2 days.

935036 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 AR 35.0 35 F I had low grade fever, chills, body aches and joint pains which cause me to barely stand up. These symptoms lasted for about 24 hours. Since I'm pregnant I couldn't take  any Ibuprofen being pregnant(estimated date of delivery) 3/16/2021.

935037 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 48.0 48 F Low grade fever 100.5, headache, severe body aches, redness and swelling at the site of injection.

935038 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 65 F Patient received the Moderna vaccine on 1/7/2021. C/O L swelling, red arm at the injection site. The swelling worsening > 48 hours. Unable to sleep due to the discomfort.  Improved today, 1/11/2021 with TAC Rx.  Benadryl does not seem to work.  She is concerned that she also has "itching" all over the upper and lower extremities. No rash.  Her face and body are not itchy.  Denies fever, chills, HA, dizziness, any GI or respiratory symptoms.

935039 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MS 64.0 64 F @ 11:25 felt lips go numb, called for help.  Talking.  Became hoarse, "felt funny".  Benadryl 25 mg PO given @ 11:25 a.m.  BP 150/92.  Pulse 106.  Resp 20  Pt remained for total of 30 minutes.  Symptoms resolved

935040 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 26.0 26 F 1.5 hrs after injection, patient noted redness, mild induration, warmth, tenderness; defined 6cm x 4cm affected area.  No change in 3 days since injection; she presented to Health for assessment; site is defined, mild erythema, mild induration, tender. Recommended to apply cold pack, take ibuprofen as anti inflammatory, consult PCP and monitor, and return in 2 days 1/13/21 for update.   Advised that PCP may possibly want to prescribe antibiotics if no improvement/resolution (possible cellulitis? does not appear as such to date)..

935041 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 64.0 64 F Circumferential erythema overlying left deltoid just distal to injection site consistent with cellulitis

935042 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 AR 46.0 46 F Diagnosed with COVID 19, Cough, Fatigue, Aguesia, Anosmia, Diarrhea, Headache, phonophobia, leg pain.  Patient now knows she was exposed before receiving vaccine.

935043 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F immunization on 1/4 to right deltoid. joint pain started on 1/7 and still intermittently (1/11 now). Found right axillary lymph node swelling on 1/9 (still there 1/11).  I have not sought medical attention and am self-monitoring.  afebrile throughout.

935044 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 73.0 73 M Waited for 30 minutes. About five minutes on the way home started getting a headache. That evening had bad stomach pains, bloated constipation, sharp pains in left shin, back pain, spinal muscle pains. On 1/10, did not eat, tried to drink fluids, still had bad gas about halfway up the spine. Both side where ribs were hurting. Today, drank a couple sips of coca cola, nothing to eat.  Took Colace, helped a little.  Dry heaving today, never vomited, still having pain in spine, gas pain comes and goes. Called pcp, had nurse call and told him to take Tylenol.

935045 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 PA 59.0 59 F That evening developed itching and had a rash over upper body and arms, still on arms in AM, went away on it's own, since then have episodes of chills and a trigger finger developed while sleeping on right #4 digit of Right hand, tightness in chest and last night developed pain in left  arm and fingers that was very painful and did not respond to 800mg of Ibubrofen. Not sure if related.

935046 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Patient experienced a swollen hand on the same arm as vaccination.  Reported redness and a honeycomb like appearance.  Checked with patient 2 days later and reaction was still present but not as severe.

935048 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 57.0 57 F Body Aches, headache, Swollen Lymph nodes

935049 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 57.0 57 F feeling really bad. called in sick to work.

935050 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 TN 39.0 39 M Started off with Cough  lost taste and smell .. Tested positive for covid on  12/28/2020

935051 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MA 33.0 33 F FEVER 102 chills began 1/8/21

935052 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NY 39.0 39 F brief episodes of dizziness/vertigo several hours after vaccine and several times 1/10/21 and 1/11/21

935053 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Severe body aches, severe headache, elevated temperature (highest 100.3F)

935054 11/29/2020 01/11/2021 NJ 41.0 41 F Sever  headache,  fever, dry cough, sore throat, fatigue, muscle pain
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935055 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 MI 39.0 39 F Body aches & severe joint pain, from shoulders down to toes, headache & neck pain, sore throat.

935056 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 26.0 26 M Pt began complaining of a headache 10 mins after vaccine administration.  Pt denies any other symptoms. Pt does not want to be evaluated by EMS. Pt was monitored for 30 mins with no changes.  Pt left the obs area with same headache.

935057 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 KS 56.0 56 F Pt to report to the RN on the morning of 01/11/2021 that since she received the second dose of the Pfizer vaccine (COVID-10) that she had had disturbing nightmares. Pt reports that she had two night-mares after the 1st dose, but said the second dose she started having nightmares this morning. Pt declined evaluation at the clinic after reporting of the events. Other S/S she had experienced are headache, nausea, chills, weakness, feeling tired but symptoms have improved.

935058 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 26.0 26 F Patient experienced shortness of breath, sensation of throat swelling, fatigue, body aches, and sore throat about 1 hour after vaccine was administered at a hospital setting and was seen about 6 hours later a different medical office. These symptoms gradually became worse throughout the day. Patient was given Benadryl 25 mg oral syrup one time and emergency medical services were called to the clinic. Patient was transported to the emergency room by paramedics. Patient was called today by provider for a wellness check and notes shortness of breath and sensation of throat swelling resolved after being treated by paramedics and emergency room providers. Patient states she is overall feeling much better.

935059 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 24.0 24 F 20 minutes after the vaccine the patient felt pain in the right neck and generalized discomfort all over. Allergy called. Vitals taken. Allergy recommended additional 15 minutes of monitoring. No improvement so the patient was transferred to ED for further evaluation.

935060 12/20/2020 01/11/2021 IL 33.0 33 F Within 5 minutes of receiving vaccine I became diaphoretic, nauseated, dizzy, hypertensive, and tachycardic

935061 12/26/2020 01/11/2021 KY 39.0 39 M DEVELOPED RASH, REDNESS, ITCH AND WARMTH AT INJECTION SITE ON DAY 14 POST VACCINATION. RASH/REDNESS APPROXIMATELY 5" IN DIAMETER ACROSS DELTOID AREA.

935062 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 26.0 26 F fever, muscle ache, nausea. called in sick to work.

935063 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F Patient is a 46 yo I female with no sig PMH who reports the onset of fever, body aches and chills on Saturday 1/9 after receiving dose#2 of the Pfizer COVID Vaccine on 1/8 24 hours prior. Her temp went up to 100.4. She took Tylenol and motrin with subsequent resolution of symptoms except some slight body aches and the onset yesterday of bilateral stocking like paresthesia in LE's. As the body aches improved, she noticed the paresthesias more although they have lessened somewhat today. No prior history of COVID. Allgergies: NKA Meds: as above SH: Tob: none. ASSESSMENT Vaccine Reaction to COVID. PLAN Follow up with OMS tomorrow or prn.

935064 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 RI 64.0 64 F 1/6/21 Developed fever, chills, headache &  respiratory cough. Fever lasted 2 days (101.7). Chest congestion continued to 1/10/21. On 1/9/21 lost sense of smell and taste and is still ongoing as of 1/11/21.

935065 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 44.0 44 F Redness, pain injection site, swollen armpit resolved

935066 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 42.0 42 F Hives, shortness of breath, treated at emergency department with Epinehrine & steriods

935067 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 PA 27.0 27 F Lymphedema in under arm area. Affected area is under the arm in which I received the vaccination.

935068 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IL 38.0 38 F (Saturday)rigors @about 730 PM with temp of 100.9.  Tylenol 650mg taken.    (Sunday)Body aches in the morning with temp of 100.5.  Ibuprofen 600mg taken.   Felt better about 3pm.   (Monday) Pain/discomfort to armpit and numbness to Left arm (Arm that injection was given)

935069 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 AZ 44.0 44 F Severe flue like symptoms. My arm was killing me for 1 week. I had a horrible headache for 5 days. My body ached for 3 days. I couldn't get out of bed for 2 days. It was worse than COVID.

935070 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 61.0 61 F Site reaction began approximately 6-7 hours after receiving vaccine including swelling, redness of 2" diameter around injection site and pruritus.  Swelling diminished after 2 days.  Redness and pruritus still present 72 hours post injection. Treatment with OTC topical hydrocortisone cream and fexofenadine 60 mg q 12 hrs. effective for pruritus.

935071 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MD 62.0 62 F very sore left arm with in hrs . Went on to devlop 7/10 neck left shoulder joint and lower back pain with in hrs . Extreme exhustion and nausea, headache  -couldnt eat dinner on thursday night had a brief left ear ache through the night and periods of extreme chills /shaking , no food friday , called out sickNow RIGHT arm hurting ! -symptoms continued went to bed at 1800 hrs and woke up at midnight with soaking wet bedlinens and pjs . Family helped me change linen . Took M otrin 800mgs po and slept throguh the rest of the night woke up sat AM and was perfectly fine , hungry and back to usual self ( Of interest : was hospitalized with COVID 19 pneumonia march 2020 for one week ,received the anti malaria drug ( at that time was the recommended tx .) Still tested  positive  4 months out in July 2020 at location(that sample is frozen at facility  - and have not rested ( maybe had an acute response to the vaccine  due to antibodies from primary infection ???

935072 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 26.0 26 M Pt complaining of a headache 10 mins after vaccine.  No other symptoms.  Pt declined evaluation by EMS.  Pt left obs area after 30 mins.

935073 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 AZ 41.0 41 F redness about the size of a silver dollar at injection site, itchy with hard lump

935074 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OH 31.0 31 F The night of the vaccine (01/07/2021) I got severe muscle aches, no relief from a heating pad or ibuprofen/Tylenol. Woke up 01/08/2021 with muscle aches still, headache, fever of 101.8 and fatigue, loss of appetite, brain fog, palpitations. Symptoms lasted all day 01/08/2021 with no relief from OTC pain medications or fioricet for headaches or my Xanax and propranolol for palpitations. Felt about 75% better 01/08/2021 night. Completely better 01/09/2021

935075 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 MI 40.0 40 F itchy, clammy, sweaty

935076 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Red swollen lump that started same day of vaccine and is still there. Larger and hot to the touch. Fatigue and exhaustion. Body aches. Headache.

935077 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 46.0 46 F muscle ache, fever, can barely move. called in sick to work.

935078 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 61.0 61 M Severe chilling, aching, slight headache and Tmax of 103.2

935079 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 68.0 68 F Day 2 after vaccination I experienced severe headache, dizziness on standing, and stroke like movement in my right leg being unable to advance it normally when walking and my right foot turning so that I stood on the outside border of my foot. After sitting down I experienced visual disturbance in my right eye of blurred vision and corona of bright lines that zigzagged. These symptoms slowly resolved over the next hour, but left with extreme fatigue.

935080 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 WI 57.0 57 F 1/11/2021, Monday 0800- received vaccine L arm 0845- felt like her B/P was going up, that ended at 0930. 0900- headache began 0930- began feeling nauseated and dizzy 10:00- began feeling very lethargic Went home from work early today.

935081 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 45.0 45 F redness, pain on arm resolved

935082 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Patient reports Difficulty breathing, phlemy throat, flu like symptoms

935084 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 ME 30.0 30 F Approximately 5 minutes after receiving the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine in my left deltoid, my mouth felt prickly and tasted metallic, my lips and tongue turned red and slightly swollen, along with swelling in my throat. After about 30 minutes the oral sensations improved, but my throat tightness increased. With some difficulty I swallowed a 25 mg capsule of diphenhydramine. Fifteen minutes after ingesting the capsule, the esophageal swelling improved slightly. Over the next 18 hours I continued taking 50 mg diphenhydramine every 4-6 hours. On 12/31/20 I no longer experienced any oral/esophageal swelling or abnormal sensations. However on 12/31/20 I developed severe pain and swelling at the injection site, extending to the left shoulder, head and neck, along with profound fatigue and full body myalgias and arthralgias, lasting through 1/3/21. I felt well January 4-6. However, on the evening of 1/6/21 I again developed  severe pain and swelling at the injection site, extending to the left shoulder, head and neck, along with profound fatigue and full body myalgias and arthralgias, persisting until 1/9/21. On 1/8/21 I additionally experienced pruritis and erythema on my left deltoid, this resolved spontaneously on 1/10/21.

935085 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 PA 63.0 63 F local skin reaction: pain, rash, erythema, warmth, swelling

935086 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 UT 56.0 56 F Employee came to my office on 01/04/2021 stating that she received her COVID #1 immunization on 12/24/2020. Later that evening she reports developing a cough, fever, headache, bodyaches, chills and vomiting. Her s/s continued on 12/25/2020 and she reports going to the ED (no record found in to verify this claim) for evaluation. She states a COVID test was ordered (negative results).  She sought further treatment on 12/29/2020 for ongoing symptoms. Another COVID test was ordered (negative results) and a CXR was taken, which the employee states "showed inflammation". I advised her to call her PCP for further follow-up care/evaluation and for advice on receiving her second COVID vaccine.

935087 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 LA 33.0 33 F malaise, fever, total body aches, chills, fatigue, extremity pain, ankle pain, spine pain, pain at injection site, muscle pain

935088 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 47.0 47 F Axillary lymphadenopathy, severe fatigue for two days

935089 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 57.0 57 F Low grade temp, chills, headache and body ache.  Started early morning and were resolved within 12 hours of onset

935090 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 ME 62.0 62 F SOB, Sleeplessness, Y

935091 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 22.0 22 F Went home early, not feeling well.

935092 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 AR 64.0 64 F Diagnosed with COVID-19, Cough, Congestion, Mild Respiratory Illness

935093 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 OH 46.0 46 F 8 days later after received vaccine developed localized reaction on her arm- swelling, redness, warmth, no streaking noted

935094 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 20.0 20 F Pt complaining of dizziness, headache, chills, tingling to forehead. Pt initially stated dizzy and headache were normal for her but symptoms continued and pt was assessed.  No other symptoms noted.  Pt was offered transport to hospital and signed AMA.

935095 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 CA 50.0 50 F I received botox and Juvederm exactly 1 week prior to vaccination.  After the Pfizer vaccine I have developed a droopy left eye.  The droopy eye was not present prior to the vaccination and I was 1 week post botox/juvederm injection .  No other facial asymmetry noted.  Following up with my primary MD about eye and to discuss my second dose which is scheduled tomorrow 1/12/2021

935097 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 IL 72.0 72 F GI discomfort with diaphoresis, nausea and diarrhea x3

935098 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 OK 76.0 76 F Very sore arm, low grade fever, fatigue, red rash at injection site and down the left arm to just above the elbow. Took a Tylenol for fever, lots of water and an anti-itch cream for the rash. No fever after 2 days, arm is still tender, but the rash and itching remains.  The rash and itching did not occur until the third day after the injection.

935099 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 ND 53.0 53 F Chest pain, low blood pressure, low oxygen saturation, high pulse, difficulty breathing, sweating, clammy, chest pain radiating into back. Was sent to ER via ambulance.

935100 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 IA 39.0 39 F Starting at 11:30 p.m. that evening after receiving the vaccine I started to feel chilled.  the chills progressed throughout the night.  My teeth were chattering for 3 hours nonstop.  I felt very hot, but did not have access to a thermometer at that time.  I experienced severe body aches and a headache.  I checked my temp the next morning at 6:30 a.m., when I felt like my fever had broke, and it was 101.6 degree.  Throughout that day (11/24/2020) my right arm was very sore.  I continued with a fever (it dropped to 99.0 by that evening), body aches, headache, and very fatigued.  The following day (12/22/2020) all symptoms were gone with the exception of a sore right arm which lasted about 5 days.  No med. tx received

935101 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 MA 30.0 30 F Approximately 30 minutes post immunization, she developed throat tightness and tongue swelling.  Patient was assessed by the Medical Assistance Team and  transferred to ED. Did not require epinephrine  prior to transfer.

935102 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Significant arm pain day 1-2. Hurt to lift arm. Then no symptoms at all. On day 10, itchy red shape around injection site. No other symptoms. Seems to be subsiding about 7 hours after first noticed.

935103 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 MN 32.0 32 M Migraine headache for 30 hours. Arm so sore he had to pick it up with other arm at times

935104 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 MI 36.0 36 F DIZZY LIGHTHEADED , FEELING LIKE PASSING OUT, HEART RACING.

935105 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 AZ 68.0 68 F "out sick" for 48 hours

935106 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 IN 23.0 23 F Patient alerted clinic worker that she wasn't feeling well. Reported scratchy throat, not feeling herself, and potential tongue swelling. Called 911 at 1357. Arrived at 1402. Patient left with EMS at 1410. Patient talking and alert upon departure with EMS.

935108 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 61.0 61 M Red lump at injection site, fatigue, headache

935109 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 36.0 36 F headache, nausea, acid reflux, joint and muscle aches, nausea, malaise, fatigue, restlessness

935110 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 SC 28.0 28 F Fever (tmax 100.9), headache, and fatigue with body aches and chills that began the day after receiving the vaccine. 7x8cm area of erythema, warmth and induration at injection site.

935111 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WI 81.0 81 M VACCINE ADMINISTERED AROUND 11 AM.  NURSE DISCOVERED A LARGE HOT RED 2 INCH  PATCH ON HIS LEFT CHEEK (98.2 DEGREES).  THERE WAS A OVER A DEGREE DIFFERENCE IN TEMPERATURE FROM RIGHT CHEEK TO LEFT CHEEK (97. - ISH DEGREES) THERE WAS ALSO A SMALL AREA ON THE LEFT SIDE OF FOREHEAD THAT WAS 100.2 DEGREES.  THE REMAINDER OF THE FACE WAS UNCHANGED AND 97 ISH DEGREES.   UPON INSPECTION THERE WAS NO RASH ON TORSO.  WE DID NOT CHECK HIS LEGS.

935112 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 KY 28.0 28 F I experienced a very sore arm for about two days after injection on 12/29/2020-12/31/2020  By 1/6/2021 I had noticed near the injection site it was red and inflamed. It was slightly itchy, but I put some cortisone cream on it, kept an ice pack on it and went on with my day. 1/10/2021 during the evening I noticed my arm really warm and the rash had then raised to a more hive/welt like look to it. Still not too itchy but still concerning. On 1/11/2021 It was still red and swollen so I had a PA-C that works near my office take a look at it and they said I should report it accordingly to be safe.

935114 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NY 50.0 50 F 1/10/21 APPROXIMATELY 6PM, NECK ACHE, BACK OF HEAD PAIN, UP NECK TO BOTH EARS.  I TOOK 2 EXTRA STRENGTH TYLENOL.  PAIN WENT FROM 8 TO 5.  APPROXIMATELY 7PM METAL TASTE IN MOUTH.  TODAY (1/11/21), PAIN MOSTLY RELIEVED, EXTREME FATIGUE.  STAYED HOME FROM WORK.

935115 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 OH 46.0 F 16:21PM Pt stated she was unable to get up and exit due to being "really dizzy"  No other signs /symptoms stated 16:39PM Pt states "feeling a lot better" HR: 78 BP:98/56 SO2 RA 97%

935116 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 32.0 32 M fever, migraine. called in sick to work.

935117 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Fever, headache, chest wall soreness, muscle and joint pains, and site of injection redness and pain

935118 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 FL 39.0 39 F The injection site started to itch on the entire shoulder area. It was red and hot to touch. It lasted all day and little the following day

935119 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 56.0 56 F Armpit is swollen

935120 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 PA 25.0 25 M developed rash on neck, lower back and genitalia  5 days after receiving vacine

935121 12/19/2020 01/11/2021 CA 55 F Scratchy throat, cough, throat tightness improved with Benadryl 25mg oral. Observed for 15 minutes, able to drink water. Lungs CTA (B).

935122 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 34.0 34 F 5th day of body aches, low grade fever, night sweats, low appetite, and chills

935123 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 67.0 67 F Developed dizziness about 10 minutes after the vaccine injection. BP 161/81 mmHg and no other associated signs and symptoms. BP fluctuated 136/84 to 150/87 mmHg. Monitored for another 20 minutes without symptoms.

935124 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Significant arm pain day 1-2. Hurt to lift arm. Then no symptoms at all. On day 10, itchy red shape around injection site. No other symptoms. Seems to be subsiding about 7 hours after first noticed.

935125 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MI 56.0 56 M Fever, headache and sore throat

935126 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 NC 42.0 42 F Mild shortness of breath and chest tightness 10 minutes after the injection that resolved after 5 minutes without intervention.  Remained in the observation room symptom-free for additional 30 minutes.   At home, symptoms of shortness of breath and chest tightness returned and worsened.  Throat felt tight, able to move air, however had trouble swallowing.  Voice was raspy and increased coughing.  From past experience with allergy shots, this was my cue to use epi pen.  Within 5 minutes after using epi pen, all symptoms were resolved.

935127 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 KS 60.0 60 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA   Within first 15 minutes after vaccination, patient experienced flushing of the left arm.  Within 1 hour patient experienced feverish feelings, rapid pulse, transient nausea and then hives/blistering on the left neck arm and back.  Patient took Benadryl and Zyrtec daily times 2 days following vaccination.

935129 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 CO 84.0 84 F Returned to office on 1/11/2021. Local reaction to Left upper arm . Reddened, Warm to touch10x7 cm.

935130 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 55.0 55 F fever, vomiting, diarrhea. called in sick to work.

935131 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Intense itching at injection site vertigo

935132 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 OK 65.0 65 F approximately 10 minutes after taking the covid vaccine client started c/o headache, tightness in her throat, and slight difficulty breathing. She self administered her albuterol inhaler, and was started on O2 AT 4 L.at 10:16 she said that the symptoms were all gone. at 10:24 she said her throat tightness had returned, she was offered benadryl and epinephrine which she refused bc she said she had to drive home. she took benadryl po when she got home.when she got home, the left side of her face became numb, she had a headache and burning eyes. The next day she still had a little numbness on the left side of her mouth. no problems since.

935133 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 NY 26.0 26 F At the time of vaccination, a burning sensation was felt immediately upon injection. The person who injected the vaccine proceeded to flick the plastic tubing of the syringe while it was still in my arm, escalating the burning sensation. I let the tech know about the burning and he claimed it could be a side effect of the medication and that I would be fine. I did not suffer any medication related side effects. Left arm stiffness began about two hours after vaccination and after nearly 3 hours, I was completely unable to move my arm. Loss of shoulder posture, complete arm/hand weakness and extreme arm soreness were reported for nearly 5 days. Numbness from the injection site down to the elbow is intermittent currently. Tingling down from the shoulder joint to the fingers is constant when arm is laterally raised or when overused. The left arm is still having trouble externally/internally rotating/raising above my head, and while lifting heavy objects. I'm in the process of starting physical therapy/occupational therapy to regain normal strength and functioning without the tingling or pain. An audible clicking noise is noted that was not there previously to the injection. I am unable to exercise normally and have been functioning at a decreased work and paperwork pace at my job as a nuclear stress technician. I have also been losing days of time at work due to various doctor's appointments and diagnostic tests needed to identify the problem.

935135 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 CA F Sx: Cough & tightening in throat. Tested Binax for Covid - Negative  POC Test. Tx: Claritin Tablet Personal Inhaler

935136 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Headache, fatigue, lymph nodes inflamed, shoulders sore, runny nose, scratchy throat, resulted in ER visit.

935137 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MA 57.0 57 F Received Phizer COVID 19 vaccine on Tuedsay, January 5, 2021. Friday am did not feel well, Congestion, HA and CP. Friday evening shaking chills and fever with extreme fatigue. GI symptoms and congestion Saturday. Feeling better by Saturday evening.

935138 11/30/2020 01/11/2021 CA 22.0 22 F Pt. sat for 20 minutes after vaccine. noted some pain in left back (same side as arm vaccine was given in). Left to car and came right back in 5 minutes saying it was hurting even with walking, and thought it was the chair she was sitting in but it wasn't going away. One the vaccination RN's examined her back but there was no evidence of any reaction on her skin. Backpain continued until later that day.   Followed up with PCP wanted her to get covid tested 1/5, negative results, due to developing more symptoms days later (fatigue, slight cough, back pain (resolved that same day).

935139 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MD 59.0 59 F 40 hours of chills, and body aches and headache

935140 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 U Sore arm at injection site along with facial and swelling on the right side. Patient also reports headache and joint aches and pain.

935141 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 37.0 37 F COVID Vaccine #1 given to me in my left arm at 12:20pm -( I pre treated at 1140 am with 25 mg of Benadryl) At 2:25pm I began to feel a burning sensation in my chest (almost like heartburn) however I had not eaten anything.  At 2:30pm I became very congested (nasal congestion and bilateral ear congestion) At 2:35pm I began coughing and could hear a wheezing sound when breathing in. -I took another 25 mg tablet of Benadryl At 2:45pm  I took 20mg of Pepcid At 315 pm I went to sleep I woke up at 6:30 pm and my eyes were puffy , and my lip were enlarged and swollen. No pain or discomfort All other symptoms (chest burning sensation, coughing, congestion, wheezing) resolved. At 645pm I took 25mg of Benadryl Slept all night Woke up at 630am on 1/9/2021 and all symptoms including  facial swelling, enlarged lips, chest burning sensation, coughing, congestion and wheezing had resolved.

935142 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 21.0 21 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA   -- left arm very painful with fingers tingling similar to when your hand falls asleep.  No swelling or redness at injection site; fingers not swollen and no loss of color.

935143 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 AR 61.0 61 F Diagnosed with COVID-19, Fatigue, Bodyaches(severe), Myalgia, Fever, Diarrhea, GI Discomfort

935144 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 42.0 42 F muscle aches, low fever. called in sick to work.

935145 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Adminstration Error : COVID-19 vaccine (IM)  given ~ 1/2 inch from the top of the right shoulder in medial area.

935146 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Skin rash about 2x3 inches, no itching no pain. Rash is about 1 inch away from injection site.

935147 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 31.0 31 F I had tachycardia about 18 hours following my second dose. It lasted a few hours before subsiding. I had this along with aches, headache and fatigue which I expected but the tachycardia was pretty significant. Up and walking to the bathroom HR was in 130s, laying down it was in the 110s.

935148 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 KS 43.0 43 F First reports nausea within minutes of Covid vaccination. Then reported "warm, tingling" sensation and repeatedly stated "I don't feel good".  Her left arm at site of vaccine also became red and swollen.  Swelling of left face noted. Also reported feeling of panic.  Epi Pen was administered at the health department. EMS transport to ER where she received IV with Benadryl, Haldol and Zofran.   She was discharged from the hospital after several hours.

935150 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 PA 25.0 25 M Rash to neck, lower back and genitalia

935151 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 CA 57.0 57 F muscle aches chills fever right knee where quad is, is numb

935152 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 KS 38.0 38 F Pt with itching and burning of both ears.  Mild rash over ears and nape of neck at hair line.  Also with posterior lymphadenopathy as well as axillary lymphadenopathy.  Triamcinolone helped rash and itching.

935153 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 TX 83.0 83 F FAINTING EPISODE CONFUSION

935154 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 48.0 48 F sore throat, headache, earache. called in sick to work.

935155 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 MD 61.0 61 F Lymph node swelling under left arm and aching down left arm and side of chest. Lymph node painful to touch.

935156 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 MN 36.0 36 F Submental (midline) lymph node, 2 cm, tender.  Lasted for 48 hours, starting on day 4 after vaccine.

935157 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TN 75.0 75 F Mild arm soreness at site the following day  Significant fatigue on the following five days and now Heart palpitations and elevated BP on day four  Mild nausea on day five

935159 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F Lump found above left collarbone. Painful, tender to touch.  Have an appt with my PCP 1/13 to be assessed.

935161 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 AR 38.0 38 F Beginning  the evening after receiving vaccine 1/5/21 patient complains of nausea, headache.  The next day the patient symptoms were chills, headache, restless legs, and a slight tremor.  By Saturday 1/9/21, the patient was experiencing worsening restless legs, and tremors to the point she could the sleep or work.  Patient reported symptoms to the pharmacy on monday 1/11/21, chills, nausea, and headache had subsided and tremors and restless legs were improving.

935162 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 OH 40.0 40 F Night of vaccine, experienced involuntary muscle twitching of extremities.  Continued for approximately 1.5 weeks when laying down at night to sleep.  1 week after vaccine woke up with rash at vaccination site and sore armpit (felt like swollen glands in armpit).  Red and itchy rash grew to size of softball next couple of days, armpit became more sore.  Rash and armpit soreness improved over next week, and now 95% better.

935163 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 57.0 57 F headache swollen glands in throat injection site soreness

935164 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 40.0 40 M After about 15 minutes, I began to feel lightheaded and experience a tingling in my arms/hands. I'd guess it was related to the nerves in the arms, because it specifically affected my pinky and ring fingers on both hands. I was also unsteady on my feet, but did not lose consciousness. The lightheadedness and tingling continued off and on for most of the day. The tingling appeared to go away the next day, but I still experienced periodic (though rare) feelings of lightheadedness. Perhaps 2-3 time the next day (Saturday) and experienced maybe 1-2 times the following day (Sunday). I did not take Adderall on the weekend. On Monday, I did take Adderall and returned to work, where I experience some tingling again and longer bouts of lightheadedness. Again, I have not lost consciousness.

935165 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 34.0 34 M Significant elevation in heart rate approximately 30 minutes after the vaccine was administered.

935166 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 35.0 35 F fever, body aches, chills, headache. called in sick to work.

935167 12/26/2020 01/11/2021 OH 55.0 55 M Received vaccine on 12/26/2020.  On 1/5/2021, developed chills, and significant joint and body pain that decreased his movement.  Saw his physician on 1/9/2021, had numerous lab tests done, Covid negative.  Doctor believes the vaccine caused a previously diagnosed autoimmune disease to flare up.  Still has significant pain today, 1/11/2021.

935168 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 ID 54.0 54 F For 2 days after injection, arm hurt, then stopped hurting.  Six days later, injection site started to itch, rash developed  (red and swollen).  1/11/21.  rash is gone but injection site continues to be red, swollen, itchy and painful.  Patient is using Benadryl cream topically for itchy area.  Arm continues to be swollen, red and painful to touch.

935169 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 OH 28.0 28 F Body aches, Chills, fatigue.

935170 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 NE 49.0 49 F Reports on 12/24/2020 noting a knot at the injection site and reports "my arm hurting" through 12/27/2020. 12/25/2020 - 12/26/2020 she c/o of headache, dizziness, "everything hurt under the sun".  12/29/2020 develops runny nose, sinus congestion. She was tested for Covid on 12/29/2020 and was found to be positive. From 12/31/2020 to 1/5/2021 she had fevers from 99-101. on 1/6/2021 she began having diarrhea and increased fatigue. On 1/6 she developed SOB, was in contact with PCP clinic where she was instructed to push fluids and use Incentive Spirometry. On 1/8/2021 she is seen in the local ER with c/o increased SOB with activity and fells like she cannot cleat congestion from her chest with coughing.

935171 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 TX 36.0 36 F I would say the day after mild injection site pain, then at 10 days after mild fatigue and at 14 days after a migraine.

935172 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 GA 32.0 32 F PATIENT CALLED PHARMACY 1/8/2021 STATING A RASH OCCURED HOURS AFTER THE INJECTION. INJECTION SITE WAS NOT SORE BUT ITCHY AND WARM TO THE TOUCH. PATIENT STATED SHE THOUGHT THE RASH WAS IMPROVING BUT THEN THE MUSCLE HARDENED AND THE INJECTION SITE TURNED DARK IN COLOR. RASH DID NOT SPREAD FROM INJECTION SITE. PATIENT WAS CONCERNED SINCE LITTLE DATA IS AVAILABLE FOR MODERNA VACCINE. PATIENT WAS ADVISED TO MONITOR THE RASH AND SEEK MEDICAL HELP IF NEEDED. FOLLOWED UP WITH PATIENT 1/11/21 AND SHE STATED THE INJECTION SITE STARTED TO IMPROVE 1/10/2021. THE PATIENT STATED THE INJECTION SITE WAS NO LONGER ITCHY, DARKNESS WAS FADING, AND MUSCLE WAS NOT AS FIRM. PLAN TO FOLLOW UP WITH PATIENT AGAIN LATER THIS WEEK.

935173 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 IL 23.0 23 F "Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA"  Started to feel light headed. Sat down and started to heat up while my hearing started to fade. Never lost complete consciousness and was able to report and respond correctly throughout but got formal check up.

935174 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Soreness, slight erythema, Induration size is 3 1/2 x 3 1/4, warm to touch  No fever Follow up PCP/ urgent care Recommended anti-inflammatory medication, cool compresses

935175 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 KY 56.0 56 F Received vaccine on 12/30; tested positive for Covid19 on 1/6.

935176 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OR 57.0 57 F onset of trigeminal neuralgia in V1, V2 and V2 within 24 hours of 2nd dose.  Notably pt has hx of intermittent trigeminal neuralgia (3-4 previous flares in her lifetime) believed to be secondary to HVS infection.  Sx have been present for 2 days and associated with headache, fatigue and mild sore throat.   Pt will treat per usual with acyclovir 400 mg TID x 3-5 days.

935177 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 KY 59.0 59 F I have a 2.5 inch raised area on my LT deltoid. It is hot to touch. It is erythematous from shoulder joint down to my elbow and spreads around my upper arm. There is some puritis.

935178 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Patient describes soreness and redness in the arm, now it is still itching since January 1st

935179 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MI 23.0 23 F immediately after vaccination - tachycardia, shortness of breath 12-13 hours after vaccination - rash and swelling of the eyes that worsened with time

935180 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 ND 28.0 28 F Scratchy throat, dizziness and eventually feeling like her throat is closing in Y

935181 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Patient complained of dizziness and feeling of something in her throat. She felt the need to clear her throat.

935182 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NY 29.0 29 F Body aches, chills, sweats, fatigue, tachycardia, GI (gas, diarrhea), elevated temperature (Normal 97.1 -> 99.4) lasted for about 12 hours

935183 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 OH 27.0 27 F Red, raised, itching area measuring 3x3in at injection site. Full body itching. Lasted for 12 hours. Used hydrocortisone cream and Zyrtec.

935184 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 43.0 43 F mild rash appeared within 24 hrs on shoulder, neck, back near injection site No treatment recommendation, expected to resolve on its own

935185 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 PA 35.0 35 F I received my second vaccine on Friday 1/8. I felt fine until that evening and then experienced the typical side effects that I had read about. Chills, Severe Headache,  All over body, joint, and skin pain. Then developed Fever around 102. Saturday headache was mild, very fatigued, skin felt sunburnt/pain, no fever, was still achy. Temp highest was 99.4 that evening. Noticed palpable clavicular lymph nodes that were very tender. Then noted an axillary one that was about marble sized and tender as well. Sunday about the same- was able to get up and do housework but felt fatigued easily. No temp. Sunday evening developed tenderness in neck area and possible lymph node swelling and decreased ROM.  Axillary lymph node is larger than a marble currently.  Also at times if I change positions I have a very brief  moderate headache. I did wake up in the middle of the night drench with sweat which is very abnormal for me.  Neck is the biggest complaint as of now. I called my PCP with the above complaints who referred me to employee health.

935186 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Vaso vagal. Had patient lie down, took vital signs, kept them for over 30 minutes. Patient felt well and left.

935187 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CA 39.0 39 F swelling in tongue swelling lasted the next day sensation in tongue (felt like a burnt tongue)

935188 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 KY 28.0 28 F 12/29/2020-12/31/2020: Two days after injection of vaccine, left arm was very sore/achy. 1/6/2021: Noticed left arm near injection site was red and inflamed (not raised). - treated with oral benedryl and applied hydrocortisone cream and ice pack 1/10/2021: Itchier, hot to touch, red and welt-like - treated with oral benedryl and applied hydrocortisone cream and ice pack 1/11/2021: Still hot to touch, red and welt-like - plan on treating with oral benedryl and applying hydrocortisone cream and ice pack

935189 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 PA 60.0 60 F Redness and itch at injection site for 48 hours

935190 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 AK 37.0 37 M Tingling and numbness in vaccine arm, Chest tightness and elevated BP. transport via wheel chair to the ER.  states he was monitored in the ER for approximately one hour. states no medications were administered. states the ER dr cleared the patient to go home and to continue to monitor for worsening s. sx.  states his s.sx improved in 24hr post event.

935191 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Headache  Nausea  Joint pain Fatigue  Tiredness  Hives/rash

935192 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 PA 33.0 33 M Localized pain Fever of 102 F Headache  Myalgia
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935193 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 FL 50.0 50 F itchy throat. chest tightness, patient report of tongue swelling 22 minutes after vaccine

935194 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Fatigue, muscle aches, joint paint, slight headache beginning early morning on 1/9/2021.  Chest pain from 9pm 1/9/2021 to 2am on 1/10/2021.  Symptoms resolved without any interventions.

935195 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 GA 24.0 24 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA:  - DIZZINESS/WEAKNESS (01/08-01/10) - VOMITING (01/08-01/09) - HEART PALPITATIONS (01/08-01/10)

935196 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Administration Error : COVID-19 vaccine (IM)  given ~ 1/2 inch from the top of the right shoulder in medial area.

935197 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 MI 62.0 62 F RAPID HEART RATE 140- 150  NO OTHER SYMPTOMS.

935198 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 TX 52.0 52 M Inflammation of  mucosal linings in body.  Diarrhea, throat burning when eating,  burn when urinating,  sinuses burning, bronchospasm.

935199 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 CT 43.0 43 M Body ache, chills, fever lasted about 8 hours.

935200 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 PA 55.0 55 F Shoulder pain, difficulty lifting arm.

935201 12/01/2020 01/11/2021 VA 59.0 59 F Cough. Runny nose.  Headache. Diarrhea

935202 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 NJ 47.0 47 F Awakened with vertigo which has progressed and at times severe. Still persists. Was normotensive; BP now 140-150/90-100

935203 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 SC 61.0 61 F Raised red itchy rash on left palm of hand, evaluated by pharmacy, diagnosed as Shingles onset same day as Covid-19 vaccine obtained.

935204 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 WA 39.0 39 F Itchiness, redness and swelling

935205 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 MD 27.0 27 F Approximately 7 days post vaccine administration, a welt the size of a palm (like a giant singular hive) with a 1-inch red circle around it appeared at the site of vaccination. Localized numbness, swelling, redness, heat, soreness present. I drew a circle around the redness & the welt. Within 12 hours, the welt had dissipated, but the redness had grown outside the outline. Swelling decreased, but site was firm, hot, red, and more sore.

935206 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 WI 26.0 26 M Fifteen minutes after receiving vaccine, patient became syncopal upon standing after his observation period.  He fell to the ground, hit his head.  Patient was diaphoretic and pale afterwards, and taken to the emergency room for evaluation due to fall.

935207 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 51.0 51 F Vaccine recipient reported that in the afternoon after receiving their vaccine, they experience severe headache and nausea. They also developed chills, body ache, and arm pain at night. On a follow up call on 1/11/2021, they reported that their symptoms resolved on 1/8/2021.

935208 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 PR 30.0 30 F Strong pain throughout my body. Stronger pain in lower back and neck. Fatigue and tiredness. Stomach malaise

935209 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 KY 33.0 33 F Received vaccine on 12/29/2020 and tested positive for Covid19 on January 7, 2021

935210 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 PA 35.0 35 F I received my second vaccine on Friday 1/8. I felt fine until that evening and then experienced the typical side effects that I had read about. Chills, Severe Headache,  All over body, joint, and skin pain. Then developed Fever around 102. Saturday headache was mild, very fatigued, skin felt sunburnt/pain, no fever, was still achy. Temp highest was 99.4 that evening. Noticed palpable clavicular lymph nodes that were very tender. Then noted an axillary one that was about marble sized and tender as well. Sunday about the same- was able to get up and do housework but felt fatigued easily. No temp. Sunday evening developed tenderness in neck area and possible lymph node swelling and decreased ROM.  Also at times if I change positions I have a very brief  moderate headache. I did wake up in the middle of the night drench with sweat which is very abnormal for me.  Neck is the biggest complaint as of now. I called my PCP and they said to call employee health.

935211 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 40.0 40 F nausea, vomiting, muscle pain at injection site and fatigue.

935212 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 NE 40.0 40 F Employee received the vaccine 12/31/2020 and on 01/09 she said the skin on her hands and feet began sloughing off. It is painful, burns, stings and has a tingling type feeling. She has not changed medications, no new laundry soaps, she believes the only change has been the COVID vaccine. She also explained what she described as "electricity" the afternoon following the injection. She said the best way to describe it was the sensation as if she put her tongue on a battery however much more intense and throughout her whole body.  She has had extreme fatigue as well as body aches as well.

935213 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 TN 51.0 51 F Shingles diagnosed on 1/8/2021 in PCP office--may be unrelated to vaccine?

935214 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 PA 55.0 55 F Right arm started to itch  the afternoon of 1/7/2021 . I thought the itch was related to start of eczema flare in area near injection site.  Itched for several hours but then by evening no longer itchy. This morning (1/8/2021) noticed 2x3 inch red area on upper right arm. Area seemed "fuller" than left arm.  No itch, no pain, just red today. Still same redness and size at 300pm as was this morning at 800 am.

935215 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Migraine Headache for 3days, knots underneith skin at injection site, skin burning, skin redness.

935216 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NY 28.0 28 F At about 11pm the night of vaccine (1/6/2021) my arm began to feel sore at injection site. Then 5 am (1/7/2021) my head began to hurt. I then had a fever of 100.7 beginning at 6:45 am (1/7/2021). Throughout the day I had chills and my temp fluctuated between 99.6 and 100.4.

935218 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 OK 30.0 30 F Symptoms started on a Friday evening as pruritus and redness on approximately 2/3 of the upper right arm.  On Saturday pruritus continued and the redness was warm, tender to the touch, and hardening (like a muscle knot) underneath.  This continued through Sunday.  Monday morning (today) the area of redness is smaller, tenderness has improved, and it is no longer like a hard knot underneath.  Some pruritus remains but has improved as well.  This was self limiting adverse reaction no requiring any treatments other than damp rags to the area to help relieve the pruritus

935219 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 GA 42.0 42 F VERY sore left arm, made it difficult to sleep first and second night after vaccine.  Fever (100.5) and chills within 16 hrs of vaccine; extreme fatigue and mild headache. 48 hours after vaccine: headaches that became a migraine, fatigue continued but less severe than previous day,  and runny nose (no further fever or chills). 72 hours after vaccine:  headache/migraine, but no other symptoms. Migraines resolved once I took my Rx (Maxalt).  **I think it is important to note I tested positive on Oct 14th, 2020; my symptoms were mild/moderate (headaches, runny nose, very mild fever, lost of taste and smell, fatigue; all symptoms resolved after 10 days, with the exception of lost of taste and smell which I still struggle with).

935220 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 63.0 63 F complained of vague complete LEFT arm Itching with NO others symptoms ; vitals stable; refused further treatment; itching completely resolved on it's own in the next ten minutes and  pt. left to go home.

935221 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 40.0 40 F 2 days after receiving the 2nd dose Of  vaccine, redness, itchiness, and tiny blisters were noted about 1inch around the injection site.

935223 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Body aches and headache beginning at 4 am on 1/9/2021. Fever at 9:30 am 1/9/2021 to 100.5.  Swollen left axillary lymph node noted. Sunday 1/10/2021 symptoms resolved except for lymph node enlargement and soreness at injection site.  Taking tylenol and motrin with relief.

935224 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 TX 75.0 75 F Patient observed for 15 minutes post vaccination felt fine, left the area; however, as she was driving home she felt lightheaded, anxious, feeling flushed, tingling in head that comes and goes.  Patient cleared by EMS.  Instructed patient to sign up for v-safe, contact her primary care physician for direction. Patient advised to call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room for any further issues.

935225 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Area of redness below vaccine site that is warm and itchy

935226 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 NE 71.0 71 F 12/24/2020 she reports approx. 20 mins. after receiving the vaccine that she could feel her heart racing, became extremely dizzy and c/o increased SOB. She reports that after 30 mins. of resting she did have the feeling of her heart racing but cont. of c/o SOB. She noted at her injection site a knot on 12/24/2020  and a 6 in area of redness and swelling at the site.  She reports being nauseated on 12/24/2020 where she had an emesis basin available at all times. On 12/25/2020 she reports having nausea, dizziness and fevers of 99 degrees, plus the soreness in her arm. On 12/26/20 she was able to eat and s/s were "easing up".  12/28/2020 she reports other than the arm soreness she was feeling her normal self. On 01/02/2021 she reports having swelling in her arm at her injection site which she reports that the swelling had disappeared, she noted a hard lump in the area and itching at the site.

935227 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TN 60.0 60 F A couple of days after the injection I had  a rash below the area of the shot. The rash was 4 inches by 2.5 inches and itches. Now at day 12 I still have a faint rash with itching.  I also had a fever (100.1) and body aches for the first 2 days. Then later began coughing and still have the cough. I am not sure if the cough is related to the vaccine or if it may be a virus that I may have picked up. I have been treating the symptoms using OTC cough syrup, Tesslon Pearls and albuterol inhaler if I get wheezy.

935228 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 PR 44.0 44 F Strong headache, strong body aches, shortness of breath (fatigue), tearful eyes

935229 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 PA 55.0 55 F ARM PAIN, DIFFICULTY LIFTING ARM

935230 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 VA 51.0 51 F at approx 3:15 (10 min after injection)  pt c/o feeling clammy, diaphoretic.   B/P taken--157/115.  IV started and Pepcid 20mg and Benadryl 25mg given IVP.    pt still hypertensive and was sent to ER for eval.   In ER pt reports she was monitored for approx 2 more hours.   She had EKG which was reported by pt WNL and CXR which was WNL.  lab work--reported sodium low and KCL low.  Given oral K before leaving ER.   B/P before leaving was still 148/98.    Today 1/11 pt reports B/P 140/94.

935231 01/11/2021 U PATIENT RECEIVED MODERNA VACCINE 12/31/20. PATIENT NOTIFIED PHARMACY 1/8/21 OF RASH ON ARM THAT OCCURRED HOURS AFTER VACCINATION. SHE STATED THE RASH WAS NOT SORE BUT ITCHY AND WARM TO TOUCH. SHE THOUGHT THE RASH WAS IMPROVING BUT INSTEAD THE VACCINE SITE TURNED DARK IN COLOR AND THE MUSCLE WAS FIRM. THE RASH DID NOT SPREAD FROM THE INJECTION SITE. PATIENT WAS CONCERNED SINCE LITTLE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE FOR MODERNA. THE PATIENT WAS ADVISED TO SEEK MEDICAL ASSISTANCE IF NEEDED. FOLLOWED UP WITH THE PATIENT 1/11/21. THE PATIENT SAID THE RASH STARTED TO IMPROVE 1/10/21. THE RASH WAS NO LONGER ITCHY, DARKNESS WAS FADING, AND THE MUSCLE WAS LESS FIRM. PLAN TO FOLLOW UP WITH PATIENT AGAIN LATER THIS WEEK.

935232 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 51.0 51 F Client received her first dose of Covid 19 vaccine on 1/11/21 at 12:05. Client reported an allergic reaction to Allegra and contrast dye so she was observed for 30 minutes. At around 12:30pm  client began experiencing a rash on upper chest which was reported by client to be slightly itchy . PHN observed rash to be red and raised and blotchy. Client reported her throat was "thick" when swallowing.Client reports no allergies to Benadryl.25mg. of Benadryl administered P.O. by PHN at 12:45pm. Blood pressure at 12:45pm was 158/98 . 911 activated at 12;50pm. At 12:55pm B.P was 190/110 with client complaining of thickness and swelling of throat. 0.5mg of Epinephrine injected IM into left outer thigh. EMS squad arrived at 12:58.Client was taken to facility for evaluation.

935233 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 TX 28.0 28 M Vomiting, diarrhea, body aches, cough, rashes on body like chicken pox

935234 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Itching (not at injection site) on eye, forehead, and scalp.  Mild on day of shot, but worse the following 2 days.    The only thing I am allergic to is Neosporin, so I don't know if any of those ingredients are in the Pfizer vaccine.

935235 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 50.0 50 F Blister formed at the injection site 24 hrs after the second vaccine off Pfizer Covid Vaccine.  Resolving when presented

935236 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OK 38.0 38 F That evening I started getting a sore arm. The next morning I woke up w/ a slight headache and just did not feel right. As the day progressed I started having body aches, chills, extreme fatigue, still sore arm. I could not stand for long periods of time or I would start to fell like I was going fall right there in the floor.

935237 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 MO 32.0 32 F Hive reaction to middle arm below deltoid above elbow towards back of arm. No reaction to injection site. Red, raised, warm, hives. Mild itching. Took 1 dose of Benadryl on 1/4/21 with hydrocortisone topically. Rash lasted approximately 8 days, gone by 1/6/21.

935238 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MO 41.0 41 F On 1/6/20 one hour after vaccine, had a headache and mild shortness of breath and fatigue.  On 1/7/20, the shortness of breath worsened, developed muscle aches, headache and fatigue continues, blood pressure became elevated.  Was seen in the Emergency Room.  On 1/11/20 was evaluated by Primary Care Provider.  Blood pressure medications were increased and taken off work until stable.

935239 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 OH 68.0 68 F Headache; fatigue/tiredness; muscle/joint pain; because a; dizziness; ringing in ears; thirst.

935240 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 OK 43.0 43 F I had arm pain that radiated from the injection site down to my elbow. I was unable to raise my arm or move it in any direction for 3 days.

935241 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 55.0 55 F Patient was given injection 17:50. Observed for 15 minutes and felt fine. Driving home she was on the phone with her daughter. She made it home and began to feel dizzy. Daughter asked if she was all right and she states her voice was sounding funny. Patient states she  felt like her throat was closing up. She immediately took 10 mL liquid benadryl she had at her house. She waited and felt better. She did not seek additional medical attention. Improved quickly and no further symptoms over the rest of the weekend.

935243 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 UT 57.0 57 M Itching Rash / Hives  It started slowly early in the afternoon and progressively got worse. It would start maybe on my arm then move to my calf, then would go away and then it would start up again on my chest or thigh .it rotated around my body no hands, feet or head  , and the itching was driving me crazy.

935244 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 PR 44.0 44 F Strong headache, strong body aches, shortness of breath (fatigue)

935245 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 MO 32.0 32 F Hive reaction to middle arm below deltoid above elbow towards back of arm. No reaction to injection site. Red, raised, warm, hives. Mild itching. Took 1 dose of Benadryl on 1/4/21 with hydrocortisone topically. Rash lasted approximately 8 days, gone by 1/6/21.

935246 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F 30 mins after injections my hands swelled and turned red. They began itching. The itching spread all over my body. This lasted 24 hours. I also had a headache for 72 hours.

935247 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Had palpitations while I was sleeping that woke me up. Had numbness to right and left arms. Later that morning around 1130 had palpitations, dizziness,  lightheaded ness that would not go away even when sitting down. I felt numbness around my mouth took blood pressure and it was elevated 200 systolic and 100 systolic called EMS they assessed my blood pressure but it was normal systolic 130?s which is hi for me Norma blood pressure for me 90-100 systolic

935248 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 KY 39.0 39 F Received vaccine on 12/21 and tested positive for Covid19 on 12/29

935249 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Severe itching (not at injection site), but on eye, forehead, and scalp.  Mild itching sensation on the day of vaccination, but it got worse the next 2 days.    The only medication I am allergic to is Neosporin, so I don't know if the vaccine has components of this in it.

935250 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 PA 25.0 25 M RASH TO NECK, LOWER BACK AND GENITALIA

935251 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Severe Headache 20 hours

935252 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 MO 26.0 26 F My armpit lymph nodes are swollen and very tender on the same arm that my shot was given. my symptoms are not reproducible other than to palpation. There is also visible swelling. no rash or redness in the area.

935253 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 43.0 43 F Headache, chills, muscle aches, fatigue

935254 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 26.0 26 M Headache, fever, nausea, pain in joins and skin, vomiting, fatigue, fever, shakes and chills

935255 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 WI 21.0 21 F On 1/5/21 Patient noted that the deltoid in which she received the vaccine was swollen, with bluish looking marks initially that transitioned to redness and a patchy, itchy, raised, red rash that spread down her arm, across her chest and abdomen. On 1/6/21, the rash worsened, resulting in patient going to the ER. Benadryl was prescribed and she was told to follow up with her primary MD.

935256 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TX 73.0 73 M Pt reports that he starting having rapid heart beat and "feeling like his heart is in his throat" for several days after injection.  Symptoms subsided without intervention.  Denied chest pain.

935257 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 52.0 52 F Small areas of skin blotching in the forearms and c/o feeling some pressure in chest when she walked and went away at rest. No tx needed.  O2 Sat remained above 98% on room air and denied any itching to skin anywhere.

935258 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 KS 39.0 39 F Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Patient experienced swelling of the tongue around 7 hrs after vaccination.  Patient took oral prednisone and swelling resolved.

935259 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 55.0 55 F Moderate fatigue till around 6:00 PM. Slept.

935260 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 NC 27.0 27 M Nerve pain left arm to shoulder and ring and pinky finger weakness in l hand and arm pain and heart; concussion symptoms, severe headaches, body weakness and disorientation, lights bright and sensitive.  ER visit 1/9/2021 - ER referral to Ortho Spine. Continuing pain radiates to different degrees l arm to hand to include burning shoulder pain,  concussion symptoms, severe headaches, body weakness and disorientation, lights bright and sensitive.

935262 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 MO 26.0 26 F My armpit lymph nodes are swollen and very tender on the same arm that my shot was given. my symptoms are not reproducible other than to palpation. There is also visible swelling. no rash or redness in the area.

935263 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 PA 66.0 66 M About 5 days the vaccine, developed a red rash about 7x4 cm around the site of injection.

935264 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 TN 75.0 75 M AFTER ABOUT 14 HOURS, I DEVELOPED A BURNIG UNDER MY EYES IN MY SINUS CAVATIES. NEXT NIGHT AND REMAINDER OF NIGHTS, SAME PROBLEM (SLIGHTLY LESS PAIN) JUST ON LEFT SIDE OF MY FACE. EARLY THIS MORMING, THE BURNING (IRIRATION) CAME TO MY LEFT SIDE UPPERV GUM AND MY UPPER TEETH

935265 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 29.0 29 F Chills, myalgia, headache, fatigue lasted 1 day. headache persisted to the next day

935266 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 WI 41.0 41 F Patient presents with abdominal pain that started in the middle of the night.  Had first COVID vaccine the previous day.  Patient states the pain is intermittent "comes and goes" "cramping" "pressure and bloating" feeling. Patient states her normal bowel movements are 12 times per day.  The last time she went was this morning.  She is concerned about an "obstruction" Patient states she has "some nausea" She states she has ate and drank normally today.  Patient has a history of ulcerative colitis and a complete colectomy with a ileal rectal pouch.  She has had abdominal pain since this morning which is crampy, associated with nausea and recurrent vomiting.  She normally has 6-12 bowel movements a day, but none since this morning.  She does feel her abdomen is distended as well.  The last time she had anything like this was when she developed pouch itis last spring, but that was much less painful than this.  Her appendix is gone, but she believes she still has her gallbladder.Y 4

935267 12/26/2020 01/11/2021 NJ 24.0 24 M Fever 103,  body aches, nausea vomiting , Diarrhea  treated with Antibiotics ,  Treated with IV  Fluids

935268 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Chills, Nausea, fatigue, vomiting, fever 101, headache, muscle pain, joint pain. Lasted for 12 hours. 3am-3pm.

935269 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Fever sore arm

935270 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MD 30.0 30 F Painful supraclavicular lymphadenopathy on the side of the injection

935271 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OK 43.0 43 F Day 1 - arm soreness, Day 2 - Fatigue and face numbness and tingle Day 3 - Face numbness and tingle followed by droopy right eye and then right sided mouth drooping that comes and goes.

935272 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 NY 69.0 69 F Was woken up at approximately 6:00 AM (approximately 18  hours after the injection) with difficulty breathing.  Symptoms improved after about a half hour, and were gone about an hour after onset.  No treatment done as the symptoms subsided.

935273 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Around Midnight, the night following the second COVID-19 vaccine I started to become ill with feverish chills and nausea and puking. The nausea and puking went away a couple of hours after it started, so it could have been related to dinner. But the feverish chills continued well into the following day, Sunday 1/10. Sunday morning I woke up still  feverish with a temp of 99.7, and also achy with a slight sore throat. I drank plenty of fluids and napped during the day of 1/10 to break the fever, followed with day-quil and ny-quil at night. On Monday, 1/11 I woke up feeling much improved and no longer felt ill.

935275 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 NE 34.0 34 F Day 10 my arm became red and warm to touch and skin around injection area is itchy. No fever noted.

935276 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 CA 52.0 52 F INITIALLY X2 DAYS: REDNESS/SORENESS  TO SITE  LEFT DELTOID 7TH DAY SWELLING TO LD RAISED AND HOT HEADACHE/TIRED 8TH DAY MILD BODY ACHE/HEADACHE 9TH DAY LD STILL RED RAISED & HOT

935277 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 CA 27.0 27 F I had redness injection site and little rash. I notice little red spots. The 2nd day I receive bumps  on both arm, which was very itchy. The 3rd day my whole body was fill with the bumps.  The bumps lasted for a week.

935278 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 TX 61.0 61 F Fever to 103.4 oral, headache, fatigue starting 17 hours post vaccination and lasting for about 18 hours.

935280 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 KY 41.0 41 F Received the vaccine on 12/29/2020 and tested positive for Covid19 on January 4, 2021

935281 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 45.0 45 F Started to have blurry vision with my eyeglasses on then got worst in the afternoon, which I took my glasses off to avoid straining my eye to focus on my computer screen and paperwork.  Vision was more blurry without my glasses but could not wear my glasses which made the blurriness worst.  Had pressure behind my eyes with a mild headache along with sensitivity to light.  The next day 11/05/2021, had my eyes checked by the eye doctor who indicated that everything was normal, eye pressure and response to light.  He did put a numbing eye drop in my eye that made the eye pressure relieve for a couple hours but when that wore off, I could feel the pressure behind my eyes.  On 11/06/2021, my eye and vision were back to normal

935282 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MI 83.0 83 F Localized reaction- 10.4cm round, red, and  swollen Right deltoid. Patient verbalizes it only hurts when touched. Cool compressed TID x5days

935283 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CO 44.0 44 F Light headedness, Foggy head, body ache, swelling in the axilla for 3 days after injection

935284 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NM 44.0 44 F Hives on back and stomach, took a Benadryl on 1/10/2021, but the hives came back on the 11th of January on my abdomen only.

935286 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 CA 53.0 53 M I developed a cist under my left arm, very sore and tired for about 5 days.

935287 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 45.0 45 M 8JAN21- 1630 - 1730 - light headed, sporadically saw stars every 2 seconds, in wave pattern. 2000-2400- Did not sleep well.  Felt dizzy, light headed.  Loud ringing in ears.  Buzzing of head.  9JAN2021 -Cold sweat, nauseous, prickly pin and needles come and go in hands, arms, legs, and feet.  Sharp 2 second knife pains in chest and sides come and go.  Strong metallic taste in mouth, even water taste metallic.  slight numbness feeling in arms and legs.  Very fast heart beat when standing up (120).  Immediately drops (to 80) when I lay down.  Very loud ringing in ears and buzzing in head.  Extreme weakness in muscles.  Very fatigued. 10JAN2021 Feeling a little better.  Still light headed and slight ringing in ears and buzzing in head.  11JAN2021 Even better but still slight buzzing in head.  Very tired and fatigued.  Injection site on arm was normally sore (like flu shots). NO headache. NO fever.

935289 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 PA 55.0 55 F arm pain, unable to lift arm

935290 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 57.0 57 F Vaccine recipient developed shakiness and chills 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine on 1/6/2021. Did not go to the ED. The next day 1/7/2021, they developed fever and arm pain. She took Tylenol. On a follow-up call on 1/11/2021, she reported that she has recovered. Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA.

935291 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Three and a half days after the vaccine experienced nerve pain in my legs. Went into the ER was admitted for observation. Is getting better day to day.

935292 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 ND 74.0 74 M Pruritic rash

935293 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 OH 23.0 23 M Patient reports receiving Moderna vaccine 6 days ago. Felt fine for first 30 minutes following vaccine, but developed migraine headache next day, which resolved after 24 hours. Reports developing pruritic urticarial rash and swelling to hands and feet yesterday. Denies facial or mouth swelling. No chest tightness, wheezing or SOB. Denies previous reaction to vaccines. NKDA. Took benadyl yesterday and today, which did help.  Assessment and Plan: 1. Urticaria  -  Possible correlation to Moderna COVID-19 vaccine received 6 days ago. Will treat with antihistamines and topical steroid cream. Avoiding systemic steroids, as do not want to suppress immune response to recent COVID-19 vaccine. -  Treatment with antihistamine- Benadryl OTC and Claritin. -  Provided patient with V-safe smartphone tool info to report potential side effects of COVID-19 vaccine. - Completed VAERS report for potential reaction. -  Advised employee patient also follow-up with occupational health regarding plans for second vaccine dose. -  Follow up at ED if facial swelling, SOB or if symptoms worsen. -  Will route chart to PCP. -  TRIAMCINOLONE ACETONIDE 0.1 % TOPICAL CREAM   APRN.CNP

935294 12/19/2020 01/11/2021 IN 49.0 49 F Stating many details to help determine whether or not this is not vaccine related: onset of red and blistery rash, similar to a contact dermatitis with no known new contact substances; rash started on upper front torso, spread to folds under breasts and downward to abdomen and around to lower back; over several days spread to upper arms, elbow pits and below; next to shoulder areas and knee pits; 01/11/2021 the rash is still spreading slowly, itchy and inflamed, while parts of the original rash have begun to scab and heal. Due to holidays and level of inflammation and blistering, cosmetic surgeon recommended and PCP called-in 7-day round of Keflex to curb possible infection in breast creases beginning 12/26/2020. Taltz dose dates were 12/11/2020 and 01/08/2021. Breast augmentation 11/13/2020 (no adverse reaction to surgical tape, stitches or staples in this or prior procedures).

935295 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 TX 29.0 29 F On the morning of 1/10/21, approximately 2 weeks after receiving the injection, and 2 days after testing positive on COVID-19, I developed a splotchy rash on my left arm at and around the injection site.  Initially the rash did not itch, but as the day progressed, the rash became itchy.  It is raised, red, and warm to the touch.  I took liquid benadryl before going to bed that evening, but when I woke up this morning (1/11/21), the rash is still there and it does still itch on ocasion.

935297 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Exactly a week after being given the fist dose of Moderna, I got a rash of about 4in long to 3in wide, in the left arm, at the site of the injection. The rash feels warm to the touch, and it is itchy. Symptoms began on 1-8-21 at night, and were fully present by 1-9-21 in the morning, beginning with itchy and arm pain. By the next morning of 1-10-21, the symptoms worsen to appearing red, warm to the touch, itchiness more than the day before, and discomfort in the entire arm. I then called my doctor for a telehealth visit, and was advised to take Benadryl (which I did that night only), and use cold compress to relieve itchiness. I also put Cortizone on the infected area to manage symptoms. By the morning of 1-11-21, symptoms continued and the redness and itchiness seems to continue down the arm.

935298 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OH 48.0 48 F warm swollen hard painful arm.  Migraine that caused her to report off work.

935299 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 CA 59.0 59 F Patient received the first dose of the COVID vaccine on 12/28/20, and the second dose on 1/8/21 (11 days later instead of 21 days). The patient reported experiencing right eyelid and cheekbone numbness and a minor headache after the first dose. She had numbness to her right cheek again on 1/8/21 and some nausea that has resolved.  I spoke with the patient on 1/11/21 and she is feeling well.

935300 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NV 30.0 30 F fever up to 102 body aches arm pain

935301 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Once I receive the shot; my arm became red. I start seeing red bumps around the area I receive the shot. My next day I had itchy bumps on both arms. By the 3rd day my whole body was covered with bumps. That lasted for a week.

935302 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 WI 34.0 34 F About 10 minutes after vaccination, patient stated her left arm and fingers started burning and feeling warm.  Burning sensation followed up to left side of face.  Second dose of injection given on left side.  Patient states she has a scratchy throat.  Vitals taken at 1311: 98.9, 152/98, HR 80, 99% on room air.  50mg IM Benadryl given at 1312 in right deltoid.  Laid patient down on stretcher.  Patient also stated she developed cold like symptoms after her first Covid vaccine injection, and tested negative for Covid.  Vitals rechecked again at 1322: 130/86, 99% on room air, pulse 75.  Told patient to say for another 15 minutes in waiting room.  Patient left at 1345.  Patient stated the burning and warmness had gone away.

935303 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 TX 44.0 44 M Since Wednesday 01/06/21, have had on and off unusual taste, almost metallic taste in the mouth intermittently.  Today, 01/22/21, lost my sense of taste. Went to take the Rapid Covid test and was negative,

935304 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 WI 57.0 57 F Patient called stating that she received the Moderna vaccine on 01/06/2021 in right arm. Stated that on 1/7/21 there was a hard lump at the injection site with a little redness. Today, 1/8/21, there is a "blotchy, red rash" lower on her arm that is itchy. She has used Benadryl for itching with some relief.

935305 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MI 38.0 38 F SCRATCHY THROAT , BLURRY VISION, LIGHTHEADEDNESS. SOLUMEDROL, BENADRLY, PEPCID. 1 LITER OF FLUIDS.

935307 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Arm I got injection is very swollen, lymph nodes are swollen in armpit

935308 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 WA 39.0 39 M A medication error occurred.  Patient was administered 0.8 cc of Pfizer Vaccine.  Patient was contacted and denied experiencing any adverse reactions 30 minutes post vaccination and 3.5 hours post vaccination.

935309 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MI 29.0 29 F Started as itching at the injection site approx 35 minutes after shot which led to generalized itching on left arm, chest, and back when another colleague examined my back and noted  hives. Became slightly short of breath and felt my heart was racing. Took 25 mg of oral Benadryl and told to go to ED.  In ED heart rate was 126 bpm and BP WAS 136/99. Monitored in the ED for a few hours with no  further interventions. Heart rate improved to 102 bpm and blood pressure to 129/82.

935310 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NY 52.0 52 F Went  into the ED for bilateral hand and feet tingling.  Worked up for possible Guillain Barre. Y

935311 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 63.0 63 F On  1/9 /21, after walking 5 miles and taking a hot shower I had large welts that were red on the inside of both thighs.  Within 1 hour they were gone and did not return.

935312 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 TX 55.0 55 F Day 1: just super sleepy ~ unusual for me Day 5: Right ear and right side of neck mildly achy during day. Around 10pm, right armpit got super itchy Day 6: Lymph node in right arm pit area super swollen and very painful Day 7: Right arm lymph node still swollen and sore when I woke up, pain and swelling dissapated during the day, however around 11am the injection site area started to itch. When I felt it it had swelled. To say it itched is an understatement. Day 8: Right arm lymph node mildly swollen, no pain. Injection site red in area slightly larger then the area of my palm. Slightly warm and SUPER itchy. Day 9: Injection site still red, although slightly less so, slightly warm , and barely itchy.

935313 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 ND 41.0 41 F acute urticaria started on 1/9/2021 on left upper arm and radiates down the arm. Urticaria on chest/abdomen and back. Patient c/o burning and itching sensation on left arm and abdomen and back. Patient was seen on 1/11/2021 and prescribed hydroxyzine 25mg 1 tablet three times a day

935314 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 PA 65.0 65 F Red hard raised are at injection site

935315 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 FL 70.0 70 M Redness and itching at vaccination site appeared 8 days after vaccination

935316 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TN 92.0 92 F Resident experienced vomiting and edema of the lips.  The M.D prescribed benadryl.

935317 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IL 53.0 53 F Approximately  9 hours after the vaccine, I developed  a fever of 101.9 with rigors, a bad headache, body aches, cough with  wheezing, mild SOB, and fatigue.

935319 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MI 52.0 52 F Vaccine day was 1/8/2021 1pm.  employee stated that shortly after having the vaccine I felt an overall tingling in her body that started on 1/8 21 hours after the vaccine was given. on 1/9/21 she stated, " I started having a headache, body aches, and  fever of 100.4 on day 1/10/21  same signs and symptoms.  1/11/21 still has a fever now of  101.0 head ache, body aches, plus nausea that started on 1/11/21.

935320 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 TX 45.0 45 F BELLS PALSY  January 3, 2021- Slight numbness in tongue and food tasted different, pounding frontal headache at night and took Tylenol 500 mg for headache relief. January 4, 2021- The slight numbness in tongue continued and my face started to feel a little different too. I had headaches on and off throughout the day and evening. January 5, 2021- Woke up to get ready for work and noticed that my right eyelid was a little swollen and the right side of my mouth looked different. I arrived at work and my right eye was not closing properly and I was having difficulty blinking. I left work an hour later and went to ER to seek treatment. I was prescribed Prednisone and Valacyclovir for a seven day course.  The first time I had Bells Palsy was in 1997 when I was 22 years old.

935321 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 VA 35.0 35 F Vaccine #1 given 12/29; localized skin reaction to injection site observed 8 days AFTER administration, on 1/6. The reaction started as a small 1.5 inch red round raised area with itching, has grown while traveling down the right upper arm. Redness and itching will dissipate then return after a day while changing shape and appearance. When it's not red and raised, it looks similar to a bruise. Tenderness is always present. It is not warm to touch; I've had no fever, chills, aches, etc during the active skin reaction. No treatment has been indicated for me by Employee Health as of today, 1/11.

935322 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 27.0 27 M Headache laying over 12 hours,  fatigue,  drowsiness

935323 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 IN 28.0 28 F feverish and lymph node swollen and painfully on left side

935324 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Sore arm. A week later arm got a big red patch, itchy and raised and hot to touch. It kept growing to the size of her hand. Tired,  Saw a doctor and was prescribed prednisone. It has started to go down.

935325 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 CA 59.0 59 F Patient experienced right eyelid and cheekbone numbness following the first dose. She received her second dose 11 days after the first in error. Following the second dose, she reported cheek numbness and nausea, which had resolved when I spoke with her on 1/11/21.

935326 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IA 17.0 17 F Moderna is for age 18 and older.  Patient is 17 years old.

935327 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 NE 44.0 44 F She reports on 12/28/2020 feeling fine. On 12/29/2020 she noted a lump at injection site with swelling, she reports extreme body aches through 1/1/2021 to the point that if she would have been scheduled to work that she would have not been able to perform her job duties.  She denied any fever or chilling. She reports that the vaccine gave her side effects similar to when she had the Covid but more severe. She reports on 1/7/2021 that her sense of smell seems like it is not as it was after receiving the vaccination.

935328 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 37.0 37 U 1/7- felt nauseated (history of celiac); 1/8- itchiness, especially above the knees, blotchy rash on arms and legs, legs felt weak and shaky; slight improvement by afternoon of 1/8

935329 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WI 55.0 55 F c/o mouth/tongue swelling 0923 given benadryl 50mg; lungs clear 0925 symptoms improving, can swallow more easily 0927 famotidine 40 mg given 0930 BP 140/84, sent to observation for 30 minutes

935330 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 36.0 36 F started with soreness to the right armpit after few hours. had some fever that night. woke up feeling  very tired and rested most morning. pain had moved to right upper chest that morning and then to the right neck. she also felt a tender lymph node in the right supraclavicular area. took tylenol to help on saturday.  symptoms are getting better now

935331 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CT 32.0 32 F Patient reported feeling dizzy within 5 minutes of receiving vaccine, she was placed in clinic chair with legs elevated, her blood pressure remained stable and was taking every 5 minutes, she then reported feeling tightness in her chest.  50 mg IV Benadryl was administered per allergic reaction protocol and medical director was notified.  IV line connected to slow NS drip.  After administration of IV Benadryl she reported that chest tightness was no longer there but she still felt dizzy, lightheaded and now cold.  Continuing with protocol 100mg solumedrol was administered via port in IV saline line. Continued to take BP every 5 minutes.  She began to feel better/normal, we continued to monitor for roughly 20 minutes after all symptoms resolved.  Left clinic and had no more reported symptoms throughout the day.

935332 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 23.0 23 M fever 102.7
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935333 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 WI 34.0 34 F About 10 minutes after vaccination, patient stated her left arm and fingers started burning and feeling warm.  Burning sensation followed up to left side of face.  Second dose of injection given on left side.  Patient states she has a scratchy throat.  Vitals taken at 1311: 98.9, 152/98, HR 80, 99% on room air.  50mg IM Benadryl given at 1312 in right deltoid.  Laid patient down on stretcher.  Patient also stated she developed cold like symptoms after her first Covid vaccine injection, and tested negative for Covid.  Vitals rechecked again at 1322: 130/86, 99% on room air, pulse 75.  Told patient to say for another 15 minutes in waiting room.  Patient left at 1345.  Patient stated the burning and warmness had gone away.

935334 12/26/2020 01/11/2021 DC 65.0 65 F Swelling of face and hands beginning about 3-4 hours after vaccine shot and lasting about 24-48 hours

935335 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 KY 64.0 64 M MODERNA INJECTION GIVEN TO PATIENT IN DRIVERS SIDE OF PATIENT CAR. INITIALLY BLED AND THEN BECAME SWOLLEN WITH A KNOT THE SIZE OF A DIME. AFTER 5 MINUTES SWELLING HAD INCREASED TO A SIZE SLIGHTLY LARGER THAN A HALF DOLLAR. AT 15 MINUTES SWELLING HAD NOT INCREASED AND PATIENT DENIED ANY OTHER SYMPTOMS. ICE OFFERED AND PT STATED HE WOULD PUT ICE ON IT WHEN HE WENT BACK TO THE OFFICE. INSTRUCTED PT TO GO TO ER IF THINGS WORSENED. PT RELEASED.

935337 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 GA 67.0 67 M patients symptom onset began on 1/4/2021 , 5 days after vaccine was administered symptoms include fatigue and mild cough.

935338 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 KS 44.0 44 M Patient reported stroke-like symptoms as he was driving to work: started "feeling funny" with dizziness; progressed to feeling weakness in left side of face with facial drooping; tingling in left hand progressed to numbness and weakness in left arm and leg; difficultly coordinating motor movement in right arm; difficulty/ diminished speech "tongue felt fat."  Symptoms resolved within appx 1+ hour from onset.  Per patient, he was given an injection at the hospital (unsure for what?) and was discharged with a prescription for chlorthalidone 25mg daily, blood pressure was elevated.Y

935339 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 42.0 42 F After receiving vaccine began to feel dizzy and lightheaded and sat in observation area  and developed a diffused urticarial rash and was sent to ED.  She also C/O of difficulty swallowing.  Erythema B/L cheeks, Rash diffused B?L chest and behind left ear  Patient given Benadryl 25 mg IV at 11:15, Pepcid 20 mg IV given  11:15, SOLU-MEDROL 125 given at 11:30  13:20 feeling much better and has fontal headache discharged home at 14:20

935340 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 WA 71.0 71 F A medication error occurred.  The patient was administered 0.8 cc of the Pfizer Vaccine.  The patient was notified.  The patient denied experiencing any adverse reactions 30 minutes post vaccination and again 3.5 hours post vaccination.

935341 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CO 70.0 70 M difficulty breathing/shortness of breath/tightness in lungs starting 6PM of 1/8 and lasting until 1/11 at 7AM. No other asthma triggers present.  I did ski 1/8/21 with no breathing difficulties andgiven presistent tightness I thought waiting in lift lines could have resulted in covid exposure.  Continued breathing difficulty not responding to albuterol finally caused me to get a covid test 1/10/21, which was negative. Breahting returned to normal by moringing of 1/11/21.

935342 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 42.0 42 U 1/6- had congestion, shortness of breath and headache; 1/8 and 1/9- low grade fever (also reports recent potential exposure to COVID-19)

935344 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WI 46.0 46 F Patient was waiting the 30 minutes after the vaccine was given, she started getting tightening of throat, and tachycardia.  She was taken to the Emergency room at the Hospital where she was given 50 mg of Benedryl.

935345 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 LA 37.0 27 F Employee reports rash to torso running up to neck / chin, severe genralized body aches, fever, chills, headach.  Was unable to function due to reaction for 24hours.  Said all resolved. Did not seek treatment.  Adivsed by Emp Health to not receive 2nd vaccine unless consults with MD for clearance.

935346 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IA 29.0 29 F Fever, Tmax 101.2, lasting  48 hours. Chills; severe fatigue, still present (it has been over 48 hours). Abdominal pain, still present *for over 48 hours now). Nausea - starting after 24 hours of taking the vaccine and lasted 12 hours.

935347 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OR 22.0 22 F fevers, referred for COVID testing.

935348 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 PA 50.0 50 F started with a fever (over 100), body aches, chills, sweats, severe arm pain on Friday night. Continued all day Saturday and all day Sunday. Fever broke on Sunday night, pain in arm is still there today. Not as severe, but still painful to touch and move

935349 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 33.0 33 F She reports she had second vaccine on Jan.8th and developed a temp. 102, body aches, felt horrible. She called PCP and had COVID swab 1/10 at urgent care with neg. result.

935351 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MI 32.0 32 M Itchy/burning sensation on tongue, associated with an altered taste with food and metallic taste in mouth. Symptoms began 12:00 pm 01/11, with metallic taste onset at 15:15 01/11.

935353 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 43.0 43 F Extreme headache, fever for 3 days from 100.0 as high as 101.8, body aches, chills, extreme fatigue(4 days)

935354 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Soreness at injection site, stiffness and pain in the neck

935356 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 AK 30.0 30 F light headed, flush, wobbly on feet when attempting to stand, BP elevated, diastolic over 100, HR elevated , dilated pupils, became SOB. states she was observed for 30mins post vaccination. was still experiencing weakness when leaving the hospital and got a ride home. states s.sx improved within 10 hrs.

935357 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 27.0 27 F she left a message that she had a second vaccine on Jan. 7 and on 1/8 was very sick with chills, headache, shaky, and vomiting. She reports 1/9 that it is now gone (lasted about 24 hours).

935358 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Left arm redness and puffiness about 2 inches by 4 inches at injection site. No pain, no other symptoms.  Did not note reaction when vaccine was administered. There was pain for 2 days after injection and it resolved.  Unsure if redness and puffiness is new or if it's been there this whole time.

935359 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 CA 76.0 76 M Patient received first dose 12/28/20 and second dose 1/8/21, 11 days later instead of 21 days. He did not experience any adverse effects from either vaccine when I contacted him on 1/11/21.

935361 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 PA 54.0 54 F 10days after receiving vaccine developed an anaphylactic allergy after eating shellfish which I was never allergic to. I developed a red itchy rash over the entire body with throat tightening. Went to ER where I was treated with H1 H2 blockers steroids. After being treated and observed for a few hours I re developed the rash and symptoms again requiring further treatment and observation.

935362 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Patient developed numbness/tingling in her left ulnar distribution (middle/ring finger, pinky, and outer hand) after getting her vaccine yesterday. The sensation is most intense at the tip of the fingers and lessens proximally. She was vaccinated yesterday at 12:30 pm and it started today around 10 AM. No weakness or fevers. She is currently working and it is not causing any problems. Has RA and has had neuropathies in the past.

935363 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 62.0 62 M After the vaccine, pt experienced facial flush. Pt was given Benadryl 50 mg at 1:05 pm on 1/6/21

935364 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 57.0 57 F The patient is a 57 y.o. female who was seen at Clinic today for her second dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She felt swelling at the back of her sinus after having her last COVID vaccination and with prior allergy testing.    She was given the Pfizer vaccination in the right deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience feeling of swelling in the back of her sinuses again.  She denied difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, throat tightness and facial swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to increased swelling and rapid progression of symptoms.

935365 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Developed a tingling sensation on the left side of her body and face after getting the first vaccine. She had no weakness and was able to go about her normal day to day activities. The sensation went away with Tylenol and resolved the following day.

935366 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Had swelling and pain for a few days after, as well as body aches and fatigue, then redness developed on about day 5, along with pruritus.  The area of redness is getting bigger, and she has noticed warmth in the area.  She has tried taking Tylenol and applying topical hydrocortisone.  No other associated symptoms, no fever/body aches/chills, no N/V, no rash anywhere else or swelling of lips/tongue.  She denies any previous reaction to vaccines. Left deltoid: 5 cm x 3 cm area of light erythema, well-circumscribed, warm to touch, no TTP.  Full ROM of shoulder without pain.  No evidence of ascending lymphangitis.  PMS intact distally. Benign exam, vitals WNL.  Findings most consistent with localized reaction to her vaccine, appears to be self-limited.  Counseled patient she can try ice packs and over-the-counter antihistamine for the itching.

935367 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CA 29.0 28 F 12/29/20 Dose #1 COVID (Moderna) administered at approximately 1:00pm.  At approximately 8:00pm, patient experienced red blotches an swollen feet which resolved on 12/30/20.  On 01/06/21, patient experienced swelling, redness and itching at injection site.

935368 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 TX 38.0 38 F About 24 hours after receiving vaccine, I experienced extreme breast tenderness in both breasts. They felt sore to the touch all over, had the sensation of being full and heavy, and had to be supported in a bra in order to be tolerable. I liken it to postpartum pain associated with breast feeding and milk engorgement. I would list the symptoms the first night as moderate to severe. It limited my ability to do certain tasks because of the pain and discomfort. The breast tenderness has decreased in severity since then but it is now 1/11/2021 and both breasts are still tender. The severity is now mild. It's uncomfortable but does not limit my daily activity. Of note, I have had a tubal ligation and ablation and am not pregnant but I cannot track the timing of my cycle to know if the vaccine affected my cycle or caused hormonal changes that could explain the breast sensitivity.   I had arm soreness at the injection site for the first 48 hours but that has gone away. No other symptoms to report.

935369 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 33.0 33 F reports she had the second pfizer vaccine on Jan. 8.  She did not have any reactions from the first dose.  Within 2 hours of having the booster she had a sore throat and HA.  Saturday she had the same symptoms.  Sunday = worse HA, fatigue like " i was hit by a truck" nausea and vomiting. Today, 1/11 she woke up with fever 101.3,  took Tylenol and ibuprofen and it went down;  dizzy and vomiting early this morning around 5am. Feeling slightly better now at 1130. However pending COVID results due to multitude of sx?s = may not be reaction to Booster, but rather actually COVID.

935370 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 KS 52.0 52 F Patient received her injection of Moderna #1 dose at 9:06 AM. While being monitored by 9:18 she began to complain of her arm itching and burning at the injection site. There was a rash at the injection site of the deltoid that was lacey, red, slightly raised that covered the whole deltoid. At around 9:25 AM she began to c/o feeling very hot and "not feeling well". At that time, she was laid on the floor and BP 118/68 Pulse 64 and had to remove mask to feel that able to breathe better. Color was from slight pale to pinker. About at 9:29 AM she began to c/o being cold. Cold pack that had been applied to back of neck removed and covered with her jacket. By 9:31 she began to shake and was shivering to the point her teeth were chattering and she was pale/gray in color and began to c/o "my bones are hurting, and I am so cold". Skin dry but cold to touch and face pale gray in color. 9:33 am she was becoming extremely anxious and c/o being cold and bones hurting and unable to get pulse or BP by now and she was grabbing chest and unable to lie still, EMS called. Epi pen administered at 9:33 am and monitored. EMS arrived and resumed care at 9:35 am. She was continuing to c/o being cold and bones hurting, color pale. Seemed less anxious. At 9:43 am she left with EMS. After dismissal from the ER and before going home, came to clinic. Had notable swelling of the whole deltoid area, but is not read at this time and reports still feeling cool and having pain in legs.  Patient reports today 1/11/21 that all weekend had a headache that would come and go. It started as a warm pressure from neck up to top of head. She reports feeling "irritated, on edge, sensitivity to noises, loss recognition of all days before Saturday after 11". Also has had c/o muscle aches, sore arm and at times being unable to lift arm due to discomfort.

935371 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Severe headache, Fever 100.9F, Dizzy, Nausea, Heart Palpitations, Head congestion, severe fatigue. All lasting approximately 12 hours.

935372 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 83.0 83 F Resident vomited several times throughout the night, started running a fever as high as 102.3, developed a cough, c/o dizziness and increased confusion. Went out EMS, BP was low, will be kept for obs at hospital.

935373 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 NJ 51.0 51 M After the vaccine, I was tired and slept with chills. On Saturday I developed a cough. I went to my PCP on Dec 28, 2020 where they performed a FLU /COVID swab. The flu was NEG and the COVID 19 was POS.  I had an elevated BP & heart rate.

935374 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 TN 45.0 45 F About 3 hours after vaccine severe arm pain in left arm which I expected was normal shortly after and still today intermittent vision(focus)  issues and twitching of right eye with some slight right eye pain

935375 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 KY 20.0 20 F Shot was given at 11:45 am. Patient started to feel numb both arms. Tingling of left arm and left hand, tingling chest and both legs within 10 min of shot. She saw black/white spots at 12:45pm. Called EMT and they took her to the hospital.

935376 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 OK 40.0 40 F Reported had a small red area at injection with soreness the day after injection.  A few days later developed a rash.  Now 13 days after injection still has a rash and itching at injection site 70mm round with erythema around edges.

935377 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 LA 72.0 72 F Had shot Thurs.,1/7, 10:15 AM.  Sat., 1/9, 11:00 mild diarrhea developed. Sun.,1/10, 1:30 AM, woke up with chills, no fever, and very painful, lower abdomen cramping that lasted about 2 hours with no bowel discharge. Functioned well throughout the rest of Sunday. Mon., 1/11 awoke with migraine-is headache that lasted until mid-afternoon. Never any fever.

935378 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 UT 32.0 32 F hives around the injection site, hives then moved to her back.  Fatigue, body aches, headache (also has sore throat, congestion and runny nose)

935379 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 47.0 47 F I experienced numbness, tingling sensations and weakness in my arm starting on the day of my vaccination (01/04/2021). It is especially troublesome on my left hand/fingers. It is worse in the morning when I wake up, but it gets better with movement of my arm/hand to complete my normal day activities.

935380 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 33.0 33 F redness, swollen on injection site appeared on 1/10/2021, two days after injection.

935381 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 MO 20.0 20 M Patient presented sweating, flushed, and shaking an hour after administration. Appeared to be in a panic attack

935382 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CA 39.0 39 F On 12/31/20 around 2:00 AM, I woke up to a swollen tongue. The swelling subsided the next day, but my tongue had the sensation of feeling burnt, which lasted a couple of days.

935383 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Chills, headache and low grade temp for the 2 - 4 days. Yesterday started with soreness, neck pain, and red raised rash, warm to touch at site of injection.

935384 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 KS 35.0 35 F Feeling of fatigue, full body muscle ache, low energy

935385 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 CA 67.0 67 F 12/25/2020 I woke up and had severe myalgia and severe body stiffness everything hurt that lasted 4 days and progressively got better, I called my Dr because of my possible arthritis and she asked to monitor myself for the next week and suggested this was vaccine related causing my inflammatory reaction much worse

935386 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 59.0 59 M Vaccine recipient developed headache, dizziness, fogginess, feeling flushed, cold sweats and a weird tingling sensation hours after receiving the vaccine. He also noted developing mental confusion. He did not have to go to the ED and went home for the rest of the day. For 1.5 days, he was home resting. On a follow-up call on 1/11/2021, vaccine recipient reported feeling better. Pfizer-BioNTech COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA.

935387 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TX 68.0 68 F FEVER OF 100.6, fatigue, headache, muscle pain, joint pain. chills NO nausea and NO vomiting

935388 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 PA 53.0 53 F 90 minutes after the second vaccination in the COVID series, pfizer version, she developed right arm weakness. she could not lift her arm above her head. she then developed severe dull, aching pain. the pain became sharp with movement. she could not sleep because of the pain. no redness or edema at the injection site. she is slowly regaining strength and range of motion in the arm, however the pain still remains and full strength has not returned.

935389 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 63.0 63 M none

935390 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Nausea, vomiting, 102 fever, bodyaches, headaches  -- tylenol some relief,. Fever lasted for 7 day continuously,  alt tylenol and ibuprofen. Urgent Care 1/7/21 re-tested for COVID 19 -negative and flu- negative

935392 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 NJ 34.0 34 F Left idiopathic brachial Neuritis with progressive numbness and associated weakness. Distribution in multiple upper extremity peripheral nerves. Pt was started on High dose steroids with partial and ongoing improvement.

935393 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 66.0 66 F Patient received Pfizer 2nd dose instead of Moderna.  Patient appears to be fine and says they feel fine.

935394 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NC 34.0 34 M I have hives and swelling in hands, outer elbows, knees, and toes

935396 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 OH 47.0 47 F about a week later 1/7/2021 I woke up to about 10 large hives that looked like burn blisters and sore, swollen lymph node under right arm.  I had been treating the hives with alcohol and anti-itch cream along with Ice packs. As of today 1/11/2021 the hives and swollen lymph node are gone and I feel much better. I reached out to the CDC and they could not explain what the reaction was about nor have they heard of the symptoms. I called my PCP and I'm waiting on him to call me back. I am not sure about getting the second dose due on 1/28/2021.

935397 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CO 42.0 42 F Swelling and erythemia approximately 3" in diameter at injection site.  Swelling extends to axilla and top of shoulder and extends anterior from shoulder to arm pit. Nausea.

935398 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 FL 67.0 67 F Slight numbness across left side of face

935399 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 57.0 57 F HEALTH CARE WORKER ARMS WAS SWOLLEN , ITCHY, HARD AND PAINFUL AFTER SECOND DOSE OF GETTING PFIZER  COVID-19 VACCINE

935401 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Swelling, pain, muscle weakness, redness, heat

935404 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 62.0 62 F Per individual, received dose 1 of Moderna Vaccine on 1/7/21 at workplace clinic. 'Over weekend' experienced a 'body rash' (fine red points/petechiae)that encompassed trunk area of body and became increasingly uncomfortable along with sense of nausea and continuous sore arm at site of injection. Patient states use of benadryl has helped with the discomfort of the rash however when medication wears off, itching begins again. Denies any respiratory affects requiring emergency intervention at this time. Patient able to perform duties at workplace. Patient was instructed to talk with the Employee Health Nurse regarding situation.

935405 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 47.0 47 F Received doe #1- left deltoid on 1/8/2021-within  10 minutes of receiving the vaccine had a "wave of warmth" come over my body and my heart rate suddenly increased to the 140's. Began to feel fullness in my throat and extremely tremulous.  Nurse monitored my BP- elevated 140/101 with no hx of HTN. HR remained elevated for ~ 10 minutes than began to normalize. BP slowly began to decrease to more normal range. Tremors continued along with tingling sensation to extremities.  Monitored by nurse for ~ 1 hour. Symptoms improved. Drove home. Extremely fatigued. Took dose of Benadryl. Fitful sleep with sporadic  episodes of tachycardia on day #1. Following day 1/9- extreme fatigue, arm soreness,  "spacey" feeling, weakness and nausea. Took additional doses of Benadryl. Slept 12 hours. Awoke on the following day ( 1/10), with persistent fatigue and nausea.   Had insomnia that night and was restless, Awoke on 1/11 again with nausea, fatigue, arm soreness resolved but itchiness  injection site.

935406 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 MD 41.0 41 F Develops dizziness on 1/7/2021, intermittent that lasted till 1/8/2021.

935407 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MI 42.0 42 F I was really fatigue, and I felt feverish. I checked my temp and it was greater than 104, I was unable to go to work. My hips hurt and some body ache and taking aspirin.

935408 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 50.0 50 M Noon on Saturday, January 9th, just felt achy, a slight headache, and chills.

935409 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NE 75.0 75 M Became febrile at 4:26 pm with fever of 100.2 100.8 at 7:40  Tylenol was given on 1/5/21 at 5:31pm, 1/6/21 at 10:40am. and 1/7/21 at 5:02pm

935410 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MI 60.0 60 F 2 day fever of 101.  still have severe exhaustion, severe muscle pain, severe lymp node swelling.

935411 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 ME 39.0 39 F I received my vaccine at 8:40 am on 1/6/20. By that evening I noticed I was having decreased urine output. Starting Thursday morning I had very minimal urine output for18 hours. I also had flank pain. During this time I also had a fever, body aches, etc. I am an ED nurse and knew to hydrate myself. I hydrated all day and evening. Thursday night I had no urine output for 6+ hours. Starting Friday morning I had minimal urine output and it was brown tinged. As the day progressed my output increased slowly and changed from brown to pink/orange. I continued to hydrate drastically. Saturday morning my urine was pale yellow and clear and my pain was gone. I believe I had an acute kidney injury.  Fortunately I knew to drastically hydrate and maintain that.

935412 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MA 48.0 48 F Chills, sweats, body aches, headache joint pain

935413 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 45.0 45 F fever 101.5,chills and severe ha for 36 hours

935414 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 24.0 24 F Vaccine recipient received vaccine on 1/7/2021. Around 3 pm she began to experience headache and fatigue. At 8 pm she experienced body aches and chills. At 9 pm she experienced shivering, nausea, and vomiting. At midnight on 1/8/2021 she experienced dizziness, chills, and fever. She took Tylenol. At 2 am she experienced bone pain, shivering. At 8 am she experienced fever, fatigue, and chills for the rest of the day. On 1/9/2021 she experienced achiness, fatigue, and was afebrile. On a follow-up call today 1/11/2021, she reported to have recovered from her symptoms.

935415 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 64.0 64 F At 15 minutes developed abdominal pain, facial redness, heat and burning. Lasted 2 hours and self abated. On day 4 developed new onset food and flower allergies which lasted until day 10. These were lip tingling, eye swelling and redness and burning.

935416 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Patient reported headaches , strange taste  on her mouth, and tingling on the left arm  2 minutes after getting the vaccine.  As per staff: Patient was A/O, Denies SOB, Palpitation, Throat itchiness or closing.  Her vitals signs were: BP:120/74, HR:92 and Regular RR:20, Lung clear. Apple juice given. Patient stated feeling better around 0355 and discharge home with instruction to call heath care provider if symptoms persist

935417 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 OH 38.0 38 F 01/11/21 RN, the nurse in the Observation Room , called this RN (Occupational Health RN) because patient after 11 minutes in the room developed right sided head pain that radiated to right eye.  She also c/o tingling in right arm  from the elbow to the finger tips.  AT 1348, on my arrival, caregiver c/o right hand numbness and tingling from the elbow to the fingers.  Injection site in right deltoid inspected, bandaid intact; no swelling or redness noted and bandaid in an appropriate placement.  Right hand with strong grasp and brisk cap refill.  Arm strength strong  with resistance.  C/o head pain but denies shortness of breath, chest pain or swelling.  Some anxiousness noted.  Reassurance given.  AT 1351 vital signs:  BP: 101/68, HR: 69, RR: 16, Sao2 99% on room air.  Headache rated 3/10 and tingling in hand/arm rated 6/10.  RN left the observation room and RN in charge of patient observation.  RN states at 1405 the vital signs were 102/63, 74, 16 and 98% on room air and assessed head pain at 3/10 described as dull.  RN stated at 14:10, patient c/o tingling in left leg as well as right arm and head pain (2/10).  RN states at 14:14 patient developed swelling in tongue but she noted that swelling was not visible. RN states there was no difficulty breathing but with the tingling in leg and arm and now swelling feeling in tongue, she administered 60mg Fexofenadine PO.  Per RN BP: 123/68, HR:74, RR:16, Sao2: 99% on room air..  RN called for Occupational Health nurse to come to observation room.  RN arrived at 1429 and found the caregiver slightly anxious.  States headache is gone and right hand tingling is rated 2/10, leg tingling is gone, numbness/swelling in tongue is rated 4/10 and denies throat swelling or tightness.  Occupational Health manager aware of situation and present with RN.  AT 14:33 Sao2: 98% on room air and heart rate: 82.  AT 1448, Caregiver ambulated to restroom per her request by RN.  Gait is steady.  When they returned at 1451, patient states the headache was gone as well as the tingling in the leg.  She states the tongue numbness/swelling was rated 2/10 and right arm tingling rated 1/10.  BP: 106/68, 74, 14, 100% room air.  Advised patient to go to the emergency room for evaluation but she refused at this time.  After letting her rest, at 15:06, patient states the tongue swelling/numbness is almost gone and the right hand tingling is almost gone.  Vital signs 98/59, 68, 16, 100% on room air.  Water given.  Instructed that she will wait a little longer to see what time does  for the symptoms.  At 15:25, RN states that caregiver has no more numbness/swelling in tongue and the right hand tingling is very minimal .  Discussed follow up with PCP regarding second vaccine and to seek medical attention if any symptoms develop after leaving the observation room.  Occupational Health manager aware of all course of treatment and evaluation. :RN

935418 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WA 27.0 27 F When I woke up the day after receiving the vaccine, the entire left side of my body was in pain. All the way from my arm, down to my ankle. I could hardly walk. In addition to this, I felt like I had the flu. Headache, fatigue, hot flashes, coughing. I vomited once in the evening. I received the vaccine on Friday, and Saturday was my worst day. I felt a bit better on Sunday, and back to normal on Monday.

935419 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Distress to scalp, with moderate to severe itching, symptoms progressed with redness to chin, right upper chest with itching, feelings of generalized burning sensation, urticaria with itching/pruritic to the left hand and forearm . Patient was given 0.3mg of IM epinephrine concentration 1:1000 and transported to ED

935420 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 32.0 32 F fever, chills, headache, and extreme weakness. Some nausea.

935421 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TX 97.0 97 F Within 3 days itching redness covering armpit, chest ( right side) and back ( upper right side)

935422 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OH 51.0 51 F she didn't stick me in the upper arm  it was more in the middle, now it has swelled up and very red and very hot to touch.

935424 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TX 17.0 17 F GAVE A COVID-19 MODERNA VACCINE TO A 17 YEAR OLD.

935425 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 88.0 88 F Resident developed cough, dizziness and increased confusion and was sent out to hospital via EMS.

935426 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Patient had her vaccine on 12/31/2020 and then on 1/7/2021 she developed rash to arm with injection; deltoid with full arm circumference up to neck; warm to touch; fever for 24 hours, pain to site; prescribed antibiotics for possible cellulitis by ED physician.

935427 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TN 33.0 33 F fatigue, muscle aches, painful vaginal and oral ulceration, onset of Behcets syndrome following 7 years without incidence

935428 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Localized swelling, redness, pain, and hardness

935429 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 46.0 46 F Delayed red, raised, itchy rash appeared on chest and neck. Sore throat, fatigue, headache. No treatment was sought.

935430 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 AL 33.0 33 F Patient experienced flushing and headache approximately 15 minutes post-vaccination. Patient's vital signs were WNL. Patient provided analgesic for headache, but declined antihistamine.

935431 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 MO 50.0 50 M Patient experienced lip swelling, tachycardia and flushing after vaccine administration. Patient was evaluated and treated in the ER and has been discharged at this time.

935432 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 36.0 36 F Bruise on Injection site

935433 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 61.0 61 M Flu-like symptoms within 18 hrs of vaccination.  Moderate/Severe body aches, fever, chills.  Lasted for about 36 hrs after onset.

935434 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 MA 57.0 57 F Left arm pain and peripheral neuropathy on day #8.  Initially wit pain at injection site, resolved, and then day #8 with severe sharp pains down left arm.  intermittent.  Responded favorably to Gabapentin.  Still with SX today.  No rash.  No evidence of Zoster to explain this.

935435 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 27.0 27 F her muscles have been spasming in her legs and arms since Saturday, she had her second COVID vaccine that day and then that night is when she started having the muscle spasms, she got the Pfizer vaccine, both doses were in the left arm, it is mostly in her legs but a little in her arms, she is not having a single spasm that lasts a long time, she describes it as a "muscle twitch" that happens once in any given location and then goes away, no muscle cramps/pain, no fever, no chills, no previous similar symptoms, she has been under more stress for the last few weeks, the only other recent change she can think of is that her OCP changed to a different generic 8 days ago

935436 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NY 45.0 45 F arm soreness and pain with movement, "super sleepy"  " I could not  speak tomy daughter" headache, throbbing arm pain

935437 01/11/2021 U I felt a slight scratchy throat, but nothing that was worse than post nasal drip at approximately 2-4 hours post injection.  Then at 8 hours post injection I began to feel achy and had an elevated body temperature of 100F.  At 12:30 pm on 12/24, (22 hours post injection) temperature had risen to 102.5 F.  I took Ibuprofen 400 mg at that time.  No change.  At 6:30 pm on 12/24/20 temperature had risen to 103 F.  I took 800 mg of Ibuprofen, no change occurred in temperature.  At 10:30 pm on 12/24/20 temperature had risen to 104.5F. I took 1000mg of Tylenol at that time. Temperature reduced to 101.5 by 12:00 am 12/25/20.  Took additional dose of Ibuprofen at 2:30 am 12/25/20.  Temperature was holding at 102F.  I then took Tylenol at 4:30 am on 12/25/20 as temperature was at 102.5F.   Temperature held at 101.5F until additional dose of Tylenol was taken at 10:30 am on 12/25/20.  Fever then reduced to 100F.  Additional dose of Tylenol was taken at 4:30 pm on 12/25/20 and temperature was reduced to 98.0F.  At 10:30 pm temperature was back up to 101.0 F.  I took another dose of Tylenol 1000mg.  Fever reduced to 98.0.  Continued to take Tylenol for another 24 hours in 6 hour increments. Temperature would return to 101.5 as Tylenol dosage time frame would complete.  On 12/27/20  fever no longer present and discontinued use of Tylenol at 7 AM.

935438 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 KS 40.0 40 F I had high blood sugars that gave me ketones.  The treatment was taking extra insulin and drinking extra fluids.  I also had fatigue, sore arm, headache, and sore muscles

935439 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 39.0 39 F Patient describes as "rash on arm" around vaccine site.

935440 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 RI 65.0 65 F urticarial rash on chest and posterior neck. recommend 1st and 2nd gen antihistamines as well as topical corticosteroid

935441 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Patient states on 01/09/2021 had soreness to the injection site.  Felt " discomfort but not pain" .  Described discomfort as constant.  The next day on 01/10/2021  at about 8am, the discomfort started to radiate down to her left armpit area and left lateral breast area.  Denied redness or fever but did state area was " swollen" .  Stated  affected areas felt " hard but it was  probably because there was swelling".  Patient states she had full range of motion to left arm, no numbness or tingling to left arm or hand.  No complaints of shortness of breath , chest pain, or rash.

935444 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Patient arrived at clinic around 16:00. Pt reports that she received the vaccination at 14:48 (L-deltoid), temperature 97.2 and waited the 15 minutes to see if she had a reaction, she felt fine while sitting down. She reports that as she was walking down the hallway at clinic (approximately 20 min after receiving the COVID Vaccine) she started to get numbness on R-side of her face and then her R-leg. She did not go back to report symptoms to the RN that had given her the vaccination and she decided to drive back to clinic. She adds that she started to lose sensation on her L-arm, becoming nauseous, producing a lot of saliva, headache (5 of 10) back and front of head, pain constant and chills. We sat her in a room and administered O2 at 2L, she was very pale and cold. 16:08 DO was called to notify of employee adverse event and EMS was called. Pt called her MD and reported what happened. States she ate a small meal this am and nothing else. 16:15 she feels like her eyes are twitching, numbness to the R (arm and face) continues and still minimal sensation on her L-arm, has no problem swallowing, no rash. 16:18 EMS arrived, O2 98%, BP 120/70, Temp 98.4. EMS decided not to transport Pt. Advise that she did not drive, to go home and rested. If her symptoms worsen so seek medical attention. 17:05 numbness of whole face continues, extra production of saliva has stopped, loss of sensation of L-arm is improving, R-arm and face feeling better, headache continues.  Given Acetaminophen 325mg X2. 17:07 slightly nauseous, chills went away. 17:35 R and L side feel better but continues with face numbness, headache still the same no chills but reports feeling cold. 17:40 She went home. 19:53 Reports feeling better, laying down and resting.

935445 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 OH 38.0 38 F 01/11/21 Observation RN, the nurse in the Observation Room , called Occupational Health RN because patient after 11 minutes in the room developed right sided head pain that radiated to right eye.  She also c/o tingling in right arm  from the elbow to the finger tips.  AT 1348, on my arrival, caregiver c/o right hand numbness and tingling from the elbow to the fingers.  Injection site in right deltoid inspected, bandaid intact; no swelling or redness noted and bandaid in an appropriate placement.  Right hand with strong grasp and brisk cap refill.  Arm strength strong  with resistance.  C/o head pain but denies shortness of breath, chest pain or swelling.  Some anxiousness noted.  Reassurance given.  AT 1351 vital signs:  BP: 101/68, HR: 69, RR: 16, Sao2 99% on room air.  Headache rated 3/10 and tingling in hand/arm rated 6/10.  Occupational Health RN left the observation room and Observation RN in charge of patient observation. Observation RN states at 1405 the vital signs were 102/63, 74, 16 and 98% on room air and assessed head pain at 3/10 described as dull.  Observation RN stated at 14:10, patient c/o tingling in left leg as well as right arm and head pain (2/10). Observation RN states at 14:14 patient developed swelling in tongue but she noted that swelling was not visible. Observation RN states there was no difficulty breathing but with the tingling in leg and arm and now swelling feeling in tongue, she administered 60mg Fexofenadine PO.  Per Observation RN BP: 123/68, HR:74, RR:16, Sao2: 99% on room air..  Observation RN called for Occupational Health nurse to come to observation room.  Occupational Health RN arrived at 1429 and found the caregiver slightly anxious.  States headache is gone and right hand tingling is rated 2/10, leg tingling is gone, numbness/swelling in tongue is rated 4/10 and denies throat swelling or tightness.  Occupational Health manager aware of situation and present with Occupational Health RN.  AT 14:33 Sao2: 98% on room air and heart rate: 82.  AT 1448, Caregiver ambulated to restroom per her request by Observation RN.  Gait is steady.  When they returned at 1451, patient states the headache was gone as well as the tingling in the leg.  She states the tongue numbness/swelling was rated 2/10 and right arm tingling rated 1/10.  BP: 106/68, 74, 14, 100% room air.  Advised patient to go to the emergency room for evaluation but she refused at this time.  After letting her rest, at 15:06, patient states the tongue swelling/numbness is almost gone and the right hand tingling is almost gone.  Vital signs 98/59, 68, 16, 100% on room air.  Water given.  Instructed that she will wait a little longer to see what time does  for the symptoms.  At 15:25, Observation RN states that caregiver has no more numbness/swelling in tongue and the right hand tingling is very minimal .  Discussed follow up with PCP regarding second vaccine and to seek medical attention if any symptoms develop after leaving the observation room.  Occupational Health manager aware of all course of treatment and evaluation.

935446 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 MN 92.0 92 F Plugged ears, feels like she is in a tunnel.  No infection or impacted Ceram observed on assessment

935447 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 52.0 52 M Patient is a 52 y.o. male who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for his first dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    He denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   He was given the Moderna vaccination in the right deltoid muscle.   During his 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience lightheadedness.  He denied difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, throat tightness and facial swelling. He denies eating or drinking anything today.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and he was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to rapid progression of symptoms.

935448 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Severe pain at injection site for over 4 days. Severe  for the first two days. Took 400 mg Ibuprofen  on day4 morning.

935449 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 FL 57.0 57 F 4 days after receiving the vaccine, 1/1/21, starting having itching in palms of  hands. It has progressed to rash on her arms and thighs. She also states she has soreness and redness at injection site. She has been taking OTC Benadryl caps, using Benadryl cream and Cortizone cream.

935450 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MS 61.0 61 F Patient reported fever and chills, dizziness of evening of day of vaccination.  The next morning she described what sounds like a tremor of intention, when she reaches for glass or tries to do something with her hand, it jerks.

935452 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NM 44.0 44 F 1/6/21 8pm started with Nasuea, vomiting, diarrhea and fever. 1/7/21 started having intermittent chest pain in the morning. Then in the evening it became constant.   Went to ER that evening due to chest pain.  EKG showed t wave abnormality.  1st Trop was negative went from 0.08 to 2.3   Had 2 Echo's done and they were normal.  Platelets were 85.    Was discharged without chest pain.  Troponin on discharge was 0.67 and platelets 61.   Was admitted due to Chest pain and troponin.  Attending provider diagnosed as myocarditis and thrombocytopenia R/T vaccine.Y 2

935453 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 IA 33.0 33 F Main in Arm , Fatigue  Was tested positive for Covid 9 days later

935454 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 NE 83.0 83 M 12/30/2020 nursing staff noted fine sl. rash on trunk and lower abdomen. He c/o itching and physician notified. Orders were received to monitor.  12/31/2020 red rash persist, pt. denied much itching. Did report he has a hx. of rashes and "uncertain as to cause". Denied any diff. with breathing.

935455 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 24.0 24 F Fatigued, Body Aches, headache, Sore arm-resolved

935456 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 OH 50.0 50 M Red raised rash after 2 weeks

935457 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 IA 87.0 0 F Injection site swollen right after injection. Provided Benadryl. Monitored regularly and the site changed to flat after an hour. 0.0

935458 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 62.0 62 F WITHIN 18 HRS FROM INJECTION / SYMPTOMS STARTED SATURDAY 01/09/2021 @ ~ 1400HRS DIARRHEA CHILLS LOW GRADE FEVER 99.8 JOINT PAIN JAW PAIN BODY ACHES HEADACHE NEAUSEAUS LIGHT HEADED  FATIGUE HYPOXIC ON EXERTION SYPMPTOM SUBSIDED ON SUNDAY 01/10/2021 @ ~ 1500HRS

935459 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TX 83.0 83 F Pt reports that the day after she had her vaccine she started having some pain where she had shingles before.  That evening she started feeling really bad and knew she was having a shingles flair again.  Reports she was nave able to finish her shingles vaccine series because she developed shingles a week after her first vaccination.   She was still within the 6 month period to wait to get the second dose when this occurred.  She called her doctor who advised her it was ok to take her antiviral for the shingles and that she could still get her second injection for the COVID vaccine.

935460 01/08/2020 01/11/2021 AZ 75.0 74 F Diarrhea.

935461 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 CO 15.0 15 F Patient was given vaccine by mistake.

935462 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MO 31.0 31 M 20 minutes after injection-had hot flash and then right side of face with numbness and then swelling; no tongue swelling or airway swelling. Was treated in the emergency room at Hospital and was given IV Benadryl and Decadron

935463 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 61.0 61 F 30 minutes s/p vaccination developed scratchy throat, no other sx VSS Transported to clinic for observation

935464 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 37.0 37 F lightheaded

935465 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Delayed swelling, redness, hot to touch, itchy area (4-5?) around injection site, all appeared 8 days after receiving injection. Otherwise, no symptoms during first week after injection. Ibuprofen has helped reduce symptoms.

935466 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WI 55.0 55 F 0923 c/o mouth/tongue swelling; lungs clear; treated with benadryl 50 mg 0925 symptoms improving; can swallow more easily 0927 treated with famotidine 40 mg 0930 BP 140/84 1000 cleared to depart after 30 minutes additional observation

935467 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 46.0 46 F Headache lasting 2 days

935468 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 PA 32.0 32 F PAIN DIFFICULTY LIFTING ARM

935469 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 IA 52 F Waited 15 mins at the place that received shot and left at 11:28am and when got to Department to work shortly after started to itch and got a small rash on the right wrist- nose did itch also. Went to lunch and didn't get better so went to Employ Health but they didn't have Benadryl so back to place the shot was given and was given Benadryl and had me wait 15 minutes to make sure ok. Went to the Pharmacy to get Benadryl for home incase I needed it tonight. Nurse from Employ Health Volte me to make sure I was ok.

935470 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 MD 28.0 28 F Nausea, headache, chills, overall unwell feeling

935471 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 IL 31.0 31 F 2nd dose: Sore at site of injection left arm 5-6 hrs after injection. 6 AM body aches, chills and dizziness, symptoms are resolving at time of reporting 1 dose: only  soreness at site of injection few hrs

935473 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 40.0 40 F Vaccine recipient received vaccine on 1/8/2021. At the end of her 15 minute observation had a vasovagal episode with diaphoresis, lightheadedness and dizziness. She was sent to the ED for further observation and had experienced nausea and vomiting.  She was given Zofran. She was stable and discharged from the ED.

935474 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 VA 40.0 40 M Fevers, rigors, skin sensitivity, muscle aches. Fever's to 102.5 up to 36 hours after injection. Symptoms of rigors, fever and muscle aches began 12 hours after injection. Rigor subsided at 18 hours after injection. All symptoms resolved at 48 hours after injection

935475 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 29.0 29 F Experiences rash on the face and hives on body, two days after receiving the second dose of the Pfizer vaccine. Took diphenhydramine and applies hydrocortisone cream. Reaction resolved after one and half day

935476 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 IL 47.0 47 F 8 days later I developed a rash on the injection site (swollen, red and very itchy) it seemed to be getting better on Saturday 1/9/21 and Sunday 1/10/21, but today Monday around 1:00pm it started to get irritated and very itchy again (it kind of looks like hives today)

935477 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 88.0 88 F Resident c/o leg cramps
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935478 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 MA 34.0 34 F right after vaccine was given i got a head to toe hot flush. i thought it was just anxiety. within 2 minutes i had expolsive diarrhea, felt dizzy. looked in the mirror and saw my neck and chest covered in red rash and hives. felt hot flush again. dr came in noticed hives all over both my arms as well. felt sob and if someone was holding my neck with their hand. given benadryl and epi taken to local er.Y

935479 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 FL 32.0 32 F Shot was given on Monday 12/28/2020, the next day Tuesday 12/29/2020  severe arm pain at injection site, ending on  Wednesday 12/30/2020 also on Wednesday 12/30/2020 severe migraine, that turned into a dull headache lasting for 1 week after onset of migraine ending on 1/6/2021, dizziness on Saturday 1/2/2020 with fatigue . All symptoms resolved on 1/6/2021

935480 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 PA 30.0 30 F 30 year old female reports left arm pain, swelling, itching on 1/8/21. She received the Moderna Covid-19 vaccine on 1/2/2021. She did not have any immediate reaction. On 1/8/21 she woke up with left shoulder and upper arm soreness. Over the next day pain worsened in her left shoulder, left upper arm to elbow. She then started having left wrist discomfort. + swelling in her left deltoid at site of injection with redness. + swelling at left axilla with tenderness. Pain was moderate to severe 6/10 pain on 1/9/21. No relief with Tylenol 1000 mg at that time. She reports + improvement the past 2 days. Improvement of pain and lymphadenopathy. Denies shortness of breath, wheezing, chest pain, palpitations, throat itching or swelling. She was able to exercise over the weekend, working out using both arms without difficulty. She is working full duty without difficulty.

935481 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 64.0 64 F Pt was vaccinated at 0845 - she was in observation x30 min .  After 30 minutes she started complaining of itching and was observed scratching her forearms and chest.  She self medicated with benadryl 50mg caps - she was observed for an additional 40 minutes - all symptoms had resolved.  Pt was instructed to follow fact sheet and take action on any additional allergic symptoms.

935482 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OR 55.0 55 F Tiredness, queasy stomach, low energy, lethargic, headache, swelling and pain at injection site

935483 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 AR 97.0 97 F positive covid test

935484 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 TX 49.0 49 F Large red, circular, flat area around vaccine site  that is warm to the touch.

935485 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CO 70.0 70 M breathing difficulty, shortness of breath, lungs tight

935486 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NE 88.0 88 F ON 1/11/21, DEVELOPED SHINGLES LIKE REACTION. RAISED, RED, PUSTULES ON LEFT UPPER BACK. BEING TREATED WITH VALACYCLOVIR BY PCP.

935487 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 CA 47.0 47 F headache, fever, palpitations

935489 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 VA 40.0 40 F pt reports received Vaccine on 1/7/21.  she did have a biopsy on scalp 1/6/21 for possible basal cell.   Woke up 1/10/21 with some swelling noted around both eyes and forehead.  She has no other symptoms.  She did take some OTC benadryl last night before bed and woke up this am with no change in swelling noted.   she was unsure related to vaccine or related to the scalp biopsy.

935490 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 NC 37.0 37 F patient called on 1/11/2021 and reported a reaction after getting Moderna vaccine.  Vaccine administered on 1/4 and later that evening she noticed a generalized rash and some tightness/tingling in throat.  She took benadryl.  Symptoms progessed over 24-48 hours and throat tightening worsened so she took epi pen & benadryl.  This relieved symptoms.

935491 12/11/2020 01/11/2021 SC 26.0 26 F Patient reported perioral numbness which progressed over 24 hours to include difficulty breathing. Patient was transported to the nearest Emergency room for further evaluation/monitoring. Patient was given Benadryl 25mg by mouth x1 dose

935492 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TX 65.0 65 F Pt reports that initially, immediately after the injection she had dizziness and hypotension.  She reports history of allergic reactions to injections and had her Epi Pen ready, but did not need to use it. They gave her water and a Tylenol at the vaccination site as well as a Claritin.  Pt denies rash , tongue swelling, or difficulty breathing.   Does not know what her BP was when they told her she had hypotension, but did not require ED treatment.    She recovered and was able to return home after an hour.

935493 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 KS 21.0 21 F Pt reports dizziness, slurred speech, shakiness, and red/inflamed upper extremities (finger-tips) 3 hours after vaccination. These symptoms resolved with the use of Naproxen after 2 hours (by 5 hours post-vaccination).   Pt also reports that she experienced full body aches and fatigue that started 3 hours post vaccination and lasted for 1 full day. Pt also reports that she experienced headache that started 3 hours post vaccination and lasted 3 full days (but she does suffer from chronic headaches).

935494 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 TN 78.0 78 F Vaccine vial was not diluted in accordance with the emergency use authorization. Vaccine vial diluted with 1.8ml normal saline 2 hours and 47 minutes after removal from refrigeration. 1 vaccine dose of 0.3ml was administered from this erroneously reconstituted vial by LPN to patient. Patient waited 15 minutes in office after administration and denied any adverse effects.

935496 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TX 66.0 66 F Chills, rash on arm, soreness of arm, tiredness, nausea , lack of appetite

935497 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 CA 27.0 27 F numbness in toes itchy arm hurts face swelling all over swelling of the body

935498 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 54.0 54 F 30 min after vaccine she became hot, flush, dizzy, heart pounding, hands face and feet were numb and tingly, she passed out at her desk and was taking to the ER for evaluation. Benadryl & Solumedrol Admin with hydration with NS.   Pt discharged from ER.  Pt in ~10am discharged from ER ~2hrs later.

935499 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 34.0 34 M Fever, Chills, Soreness all over my body, headache. I drank a lot of water, took acetaminophen and got plenty of rest. I'm still experiencing the soreness but the rest of the symptoms lasted no longer than 6 hours.

935500 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F Right upper chest pain, constant, pain increased with deep breathing, HA

935501 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 68.0 68 F Began experiencing itchy ankles on Thursday, 1/7/21, afternoon.  Itching got worse overnight and awoke to find numerous raised red spots over my legs, thighs, and lower back. Spots became more numerous and pronounced through Friday, 1/8/21, and itching became nearly unbearable causing me to make deep scratches on the bac of my legs. Spots continued to spread and become more pronounced throughout the weekend. There have been no other notable symptoms. The itchiness is horrible and only occasionally becomes bearable for a short time - usually after taking Benadryl at bedtime.

935502 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Maculo-papular rash starting on proximal extremities and spreading to distal extremities that was not treated with anything and resolved after initial 3 day progression.

935504 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MS 35.0 35 F 6 cm diameter red area at administration site.  Warm-hot to touch.  Slightly firm to touch.  Tenderness reported.

935505 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 NV 61.0 61 M on 12/24/2020 I started feeling a little tired on 12/25/2020 I was feeling exhausted i had a cough and breathing problems, also had headaches & fatigue. I'm taking antibiotics for pneumonia   Visited urgent care twice

935506 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Fever of 102, chills, rigors, myalgias, severe headache behind my eyes, occiput and jaw, intermittent cough and gi cramping, along with feeling like my skin was on fire, especially on my face

935507 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 VT 34.0 34 M Body aches, fatigue

935508 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NY 33.0 33 F pt became tachycardic reported to be 150bpm and diaphoretic. when pt called the clinic her syopmtoms had already resolved. see note in chart

935509 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 OK 59.0 59 F Vaccination given at 11:11 a.m. on 01/04/21.  The first dose of Moderna was given.  Within 2 hours my arm was stiff, hurting and very sore to the touch at the injection site.  This lasted approximately 4 days, each day having less soreness.  On 1-10-21 while in the shower I found that in the bottom of my arm pit area was very sore and tender to the touch.  I have taken no other medicine for the pain or discomfort.

935510 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MI 65.0 65 F edema, redness, hardness, heat and pain

935512 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CT 51.0 51 F Tmax  of 102.3  at hour 18, fever x 24 hours.

935513 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 50.0 50 F Associate c/o cough, sweating, chills, fatigue, headache, body ache, severe itching

935514 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 ID 71.0 71 M Headache malaise 1 day

935515 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 67.0 67 F Chills Body aches Fatigue Site soreness Joint pain Intermittent headache Nightmares 3-4 times per night that are very realistic Brain fog

935516 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 PA 53.0 53 F FEVER, CHILLS, RIGORS

935517 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Right at the 15 minute mark I developed a full body sense of warmth followed by tremors and my HR rose from 70 to 138 very rapidly.  My mom was on the phone with me and stated I didn?t quite know what I was saying to her and she became worried.  The RN came by asking how I felt and I told her I was jittery and decided to wait at the site a few more minutes.  The sensation passed after about 3-4 minutes and then I felt ok.  I drove home and showered.  The rest of the night I would get random bouts of tachycardia and felt overall not well.  Also a small amount of chest tightness.  I also noticed things such as climbing by stairs cause me to become winded very fast and my HR would elevate rapidly.  Today I woke up and am feeling almost normal. HR has not been elevated but when I ate I did notice a small amount of lightheadedness.

935518 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 WI 50.0 50 F 1/7/2021 at 3:10 pm received vaccine in right arm. 3:15 felt hot flash, began feeling light headed & dizzy, followed by feeling sweaty and nausea (burning type.) The next day, 1/8/2021, at approx. 5:00 pm, symptoms lessened and was able to function okay but lethargic and still got light headed and nauseated off and on all weekend, not as bad as the 1st 24 hours were.  1/11/21 feeling lethargic yet.

935519 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 34.0 34 F Patient is a 34 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her  dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   She was given the Moderna vaccination in the left deltoid muscle.   During her waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience dizziness / lighheaded.  She denied syncope, N/V, visual changes, headaches.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to shortness of breath, swelling of the throat, Difficulty breathing, chest pains. Patient did not experience any of these symptoms   She is 18 weeks pregnant. No complications with pregnancy.

935520 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 CA 34.0 34 F fever chills lasted for 12 hours headache nausea

935521 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 ME 37.0 37 F Patient is an employee at Health Center. She was given the vaccine approx 3:30 pm on 1/28/2021 in the left deltoid. Patient was monitored for 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine without incident. The following is a written statement from patient describing events: "About 30 minutes after vaccine, I felt like I had hit my elbow on something. Discomfort radiated from left elbow to wrist- I did have pain around injection site. About 8:30pm on 1/8/21, area around injection site became more painful. Gradually pain increased radiating down to finger tips and up to left side of neck, stopped right below ear. Neck and shoulder muscles felt really tight- uncomfortable ache. Also got extremely tired- left side of face felt numb- left eye slightly blurry- I fell asleep about 10pm. Woke up a few hours later drenched in sweat. Face numbness gone, eyesight normal.? Patient reports the following day 1/9/2021 @ 2pm: ?All of a sudden I started to sweat all over. I didn?t feel hot, only last about 30 minutes.? Patient reports on Sunday 1/10/2021: ?Woke up feeling okay. Left arm and neck still ached but not as bad. Got fatigued around 10am. I got a headache that became really bad. Dizzy, nauseous- no relief from OTC meds. Headache went away after a few hours.? Patient reports today 1/11/2021: ?Today I am still very tired. My left arm, fingertips, shoulders and neck still ache. Face is flushed.? Patient does state previous reactions to prior vaccines: ?TdaP about 7 years ago made me have joint pain for months. Last flu shot received was about 9 years ago, had flu like symptoms x12 hours.? Patient did not seek any medical care for the reaction described above. Patient?s PCP has been also been made aware of her reaction.

935522 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 FL 56.0 56 F I had sore throat starting on 12-24-2020 with chills, muscle aches, flu like symptoms. Next day I had temperature of 99.7 and my whole body was aching. The following day I started taking Tylenol and rested and took another rapid test 12-24-2020 and rested so more.  I went for another test on 12-27-2020 for a rapid test and on 12-30-2020 I was let know i was positive for Covid.   I still has some cough today that comes and goes.

935524 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 27.0 27 F her muscles have been spasming in her legs and arms since Saturday, she had her second COVID vaccine that day and then that night is when she started having the muscle spasms, she got the Pfizer vaccine, both doses were in the left arm, it is mostly in her legs but a little in her arms, she is not having a single spasm that lasts a long time, she describes it as a "muscle twitch" that happens once in any given location and then goes away, no muscle cramps/pain, no fever, no chills, no previous similar symptoms, she has been under more stress for the last few weeks, the only other recent change she can think of is that her OCP changed to a different generic 8 days ago

935525 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NV 41.0 41 F Injection site redness

935526 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NE 55.0 55 F itching and hives on face and arms starting the next day after vaccine and lasted for 3 days. She did seek out urgent care and received a steroid injection. This helped with the hives and itching

935527 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 OH 54.0 54 F Adverse events included: tingling in numbness in right arm and hand. Rush of heat throughout upper body. Significant headache. Blood pressure increased to approximately 160/80  (normal for me is ~138/80). Face went beet red, per clinical observations.  Treatment: Benadryl and continued observation for total of 1.5 hours.  Following above, I returned home and slept for approximate 6 hours and rested remainder of day.  Felt fine/back to normal within 24 hours.

935528 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 FL 59.0 59 F Patient received vaccine at 11:27 AM and was observed for reaction until 11:44 AM.   Patient returned to the Vaccine Clinic at 13:03 PM and reported that she was itching all over her body and her lower extremities were "blotchy".  Patient was assessed by the Observation RN, who took her to a private space to examine her skin, stating that the patient had blotchy area's on her lower extremities, but were not raised not raised like hives and no rash was present.  Patient refused Benadryl.  Employee Health Nurse was notified for patient follow-up.

935529 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CO 42.0 42 F Left axilla pain, left outer arm red, hot, firm.

935530 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 CA 41.0 41 F day 6 to 7 developed swelling,  warmth, pain, redness to the left upper arm, diameter about 6 inches which was expanding and tenderness in the axilla. Was treated as cellulitis as the symptoms developed nearly a week after the vaccination. Was prescribed Keflex twice daily for 10 days

935531 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 AL 67.0 67 F Patient began feeling lightheaded and had some mild tingling in right hand. Vital signs were monitored for 45 minutes. Patient's initial BP was 71/40, pulse 54, O2 sat 100% on room air. Ending vital signs 118/64, pulse 67, O2 sat 99% on room air. No treatments were necessary. Patient states she felt better prior to leaving facility.

935532 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 FL 56.0 56 M Running Nose for  ~ 12 hours

935533 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 40.0 40 M Fatigue Sore throat, Arm pain-resolved 24hr

935534 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 PA 53.0 53 F FEVER, CHILLS, RIGORS

935535 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 51.0 51 F Associate c/o cough, sweating, chills, fatigue, headache, body ache

935536 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 VT 59.0 59 F Dizzy, chills, tired, resolved with nap

935538 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 56.0 56 F Extreme Fatigue and  a few days after the shot, stomach pain (cramplike but not cramps)

935539 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 ND 38.0 38 M The arm became sore in the afternoon Friday. Chills started Friday evening. During the night, body aches and nausea started. Saturday morning all the symptoms continued. Fatigue started along with headache. Patient slept all day and took medication for nausea. Vomitting X1. Sunday continued with back headache and hot flashes. Returned to work Monday with a little fatigue and sore arm, hot flashes.

935540 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 WI 39.0 39 F Ear infection-Right ear Diagnosed 12/30  (treated with 10 day course of Augmentin), pain in ear and jaw continue despite antibiotics, jaw pain, ear fullness, with decreased hearing.

935541 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CO 85.0 85 F s/p vaccine-15-20 mins patient was having shortness of breath- gargling- unresponsive for 1 min. no cpr done. no epi given, regained response in 1 mins- had vomitting after wards. vitals normal and WNL

935542 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 WI 40.0 40 F Tongue swelling, headache, tachycardia, elevated BP

935543 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 53.0 53 M Sore Arm, Body Aches- resolved 24 hr

935544 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 29.0 29 M Headache. Resolved with tylenol.

935545 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 46.0 46 F Large indurated swelling on the left deltoid with a circumferential ring of erythema approximately 1 cm out. Warm to the touch. Extensive swelling and lymphadenopathy of the axilla, lateral breast up into the pectoralis muscle and into the latissimus muscle. And I

935546 12/26/2020 01/11/2021 IN 46.0 46 F About 5 min after receiving vaccine - had just sat down after vaccine and had a weird sensation: like felt like rushed through my body and then instantly my heart started racing and I felt it thump into my throat. Let nurse in attendance know and she took me to another area secluded from others and told me to relax. Sat down. Hooked me up to monitors; blood pressure cuff  and  finger pulse and she left to go get someone and she brought EMT back with her. Felt tight in chest; in neck felt like there's tightening; but could still breathe; felt heavy: chest. Neck felt tight. Felt like I needed an inhaler. I don't have it with me as I only have asthma in spring and fall. They kept telling me to calm down and I wasn't feeling nervous. I was trying to relax. EMT asked questions and he said that the same thing happened to him. He told me I couldn't leave  Event Center until things calmed down for me. Released her when I felt fine but was just really tired and kind of shaky. I felt so exhausted. Told EMT that and he told me he would feel that way if he had just ran a marathon. I had slept 12 hours the night before. He didn't tell me what my heartrate went up to.  I left event center  at 9:49 pm. Started feeling strange again when doing errands and was at store afterwards (about 30 or 40 min later) - nauseous; dizzy; sweaty, clammy. Heart was racing again. I told husband I didn't feel right. Felt like I needed to sit because I was shaky. Left and went to vehicle. As we sat in car, I told him something wasn't feeling right. Mouth was so dry. He started driving. I felt like we were driving down a tunnel.Husband looked at me and said you don't look right either. Took me to ER in nearest hospital: blood pressure high; heart rate elevated; ER           (Hospital) The doctor did lab work. Triponin levels elevated; potassium levels low - sign of a heart episode and needed to get in control. Gave me potassium and took  more blood work and troponin levels started coming down. Dr advised me not to go back to get second dose. Personal Care Dr confirmed that I shouldn't get the 2nd dose - put in my records that I am allergic to this vaccine.  The next day I had severe diarrhea and terrible pain in my arm that went all the way down and up into my neck and whole right side head hurt. (really bad headache). Extreme fatigue. Went back to work on the following Monday evening and was exhausted doing my job. When I say family Dr on Tuesday, I didn't want to be taken off work because I was in the right place where people could take care of me and I'd taken time off at holidays. That entire week was a lot of exhaustion and tiredness.

935547 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 HI 61.0 61 M Upper lip swelling on date of vaccination 1/5/21 starting on 1/8/21, developed severe generalized urticaria - still active

935548 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NC 55.0 55 F Developed red painful blister on roof of mouth - right side near back of throat

935549 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WA 46.0 46 F Got the Vaccine on 1/8/21 around 11:00 am, At around 12:00 pm an hour later I Started filling nausea (very bad Vertigo) right leg started going num with heart palpitations. Was giving IV fluids and Ativan. Went to ER.

935550 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 VA 50.0 50 F Received first COVID-19 vaccine Friday 1/8/21 - experienced an episode of palpitations, chest tightness w/ sob, hypertension, and headache - it subsided that night. Had 2 similar episodes since that time. Seen in ED 1/11/21 for symptoms. Similar episode occured after receiving the Flu vaccine about 3 years ago.

935551 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 CT 23.0 23 F injection site became red, swollen, and warm to touch one week after administration of vaccine.  Prescribed Keflex to be taken 3 times daily.

935552 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 HI 43.0 43 M In the first 2 days (probably a couple of hours after the shot) I felt achiness, and it got worse body pains, joint pains and fatigue. Almost a week after I started getting sick, aches, shore throat, headache and fever (101.5F) that is when I went to the ED and it lasted about 2 days and then it went away. At the ED they did COVID and strep tests both negative. This was with my first dose and my second one the same thing happened.

935553 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 NY 40.0 40 F Significant arm pain starting one after injection lasting 48 hours. Mild arm pain afterwards for another 24 hours. Joint pain, headache and low grade fever for 48 hours.

935554 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 49.0 49 F EE sts COVID 19 vaccine #2 taken 1/9/21 approx. 2 hour later developed a red itchy rash to L foot from toes to mid calf, R foot only to ankle, B/L ears and B/L dorsal hands. EE sts took 50 mg Benadryl and Melatonin and went to sleep. EE sts at appx 9pm took Benadryl 25 mg for itching. EE sts symptoms resolved and have not returned since 10pm 1-10-21

935555 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 CA 34.0 34 M Two weeks after receiving the vaccine, I started noticing nerve pain in my left arm. The next day I had a few red blisters on my arm, which began to spread along my arm over the next couple of days. I then went to the doctor on a Friday (18 days after receiving the vaccine), and he diagnosed me with Shingles and I was started on Valtrex and gabapentin.

935556 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WI 39.0 39 F Within an hour of the injection patient broke out in hives followed by numbness and tingling on the left side of the face. Mild headache with body soreness started approximately 8 hours after injection and lasted for about 12 hours. Benadryl was taken to relieve the hives, Advil and Tylenol were alternated to relieve headache and body soreness. The numbness of the face was resolved about 12 hours after onset.

935557 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Severe headache on upper left side of head (lasted 18 hours) took extra strength Tylenol every 4 hours and would not go away Severe nausea for 18 hours on and off (mostly on) Confusion/disorientation (only lasted 5 minutes) Freezing and chills- could not get warm even with heating pads

935558 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 75.0 75 F none

935559 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 FL 88.0 88 F chills, fevers and hypoxia

935561 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 VT 53.0 53 F Body aches, chills, injection site soreness

935563 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 69.0 69 F Severe pain in right shoulder resulting in a frozen shoulder

935564 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 PA 58.0 58 F ARM PAIN, SORE THROAT

935565 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 CA 55.0 55 M general ill feeling, muscle aches, fatigue

935566 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 47.0 47 F fatigue body aches chills fever headache

935567 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 42.0 42 F next day at approx 1030 felt fatigue, temp 103.6, temp today 99.5 had taking anipyretic at 0630. still have malaise/fatigue. Negative COVID 1/6.

935568 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 49.0 49 F Fever, fatigue , chest heaviness, cough. Treatment: Robutussin, Motrin. Fever and fatigue improved.

935569 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 KS 46.0 46 F Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine   A couple hours after the vaccination the patient experienced pain in the vaccine arm, headache,  and feeling ache.   Day 1 post vaccination patient experienced sore arm, headache, low grade fever, feeling ache, and GI symptoms with diarrhea.   Day 2 post vaccination patient experienced sore arm, Migraine, and diarrhea.   Day 3 post vaccine patient woke up with chest pain that radiated into her left arm and some weakness.  Patient's blood sugar was >500 and was admitted to hospital for DKA.Y 2

935570 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 DE 41.0 41 F Left arm pain at 11pm on 1/8/21, fever 102.0 body aches head ache began at 5am 1/9/21 , fever and body aches , tachycardia continued throughout 1/9/21, 1/10/21 tired weakness but no fever 1/11/21 all resolved except for slight left arm pain

935571 01/07/2020 01/11/2021 IN 28.0 28 F Shot given above deltoid muscle. immediate pain, swelling, hot to the touch. symptoms on day 4 with slight improvement still with swelling, pain in arm/neck, warm to the touch. taking ibuprofen every 6hrs with ice. went to work site clinic and was told vaccine administered in shoulder bursa.

935572 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MI 60.0 60 F On the 3rd day after the injection I felt a burning sensation on the skin of my neck then with in 10 minutes the feeling spread over my whole body. Not an itch just a burning and slight red patches on my: Neck, upper back and inner side of my arms. It wasn't like a hot flash I was expecting hive welts but that didn't happen.

935574 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Patient reports having Bell's Palsy with photographic evidence that was noticed approximately 11 hours (at 7:00pm) after vaccine administration.  Patient reports having slurred speech and facial drop.  Took muscle relaxant (Robaxin) and prednisone (5 days).  Bell's Palsy resolved by 01:00am.

935575 01/11/2020 01/11/2021 TX 45.0 44 F Patient starting experiencing full body itching and redness at approximately 20 minutes post-vaccination.  Patient reports having taken Benadryl 25 mg PO on her own approximately 1 hr before receiving the vaccine.  Another Benadryl 25 mg PO x1 dose adminstered at 9:05am.  BP 162/80   HR 64  O2=96%  at 09:20am.  Lip numbness being reported at 9:20am.  Itching subsiding at 9:30am.  Patient clinically stable.  Patient released from clinic at 9:30am. Patient also reports itching and redness with 1st dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine.  Patient also reports having Bell's Palsy after receiving the 1st dose of Pfizer vaccine (with photographic evidence) that was noticed approximately 11 hours after 1st dose of vaccine administration.  Patient realized she was having Bell's Palsy after she began noticing having slurred speech and facial drop.  Took muscle relaxant (Robaxin) and prednisone (5 days) prescribed by her physician.  Bell's Palsy resolved in approximately 6 hours.

935576 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 SC 36.0 36 F Patient reported prior to vaccination hx of anaphylaxis to shellfish and macrobid.  She was a 30 minute post-vaccine nurse monitoring.   ~15 minutes after receiving vaccination, patient reported to the nurse dizziness, nausea.  Nurse placed patient on stretching and called for provider assistance.  SBP in 160s, DBP >100, HR 130s or higher, oxygen saturation on room air ~98%.    Epinephrine 0.3mg IM administered. Nurse placed Nasal cannula oxygen with oxygen saturation 100%.  Patient BP improved, HR improved to low 100s occasionally in 110s if patient talking to someone new such as Fire response.  Patient reported continued dizziness. BP prior to EMS arrival 146/91 left arm automatic cuff, Temp 98.3F, P 106, oxygen on nasal cannula 100%. Upon EMS arrival, patient transferred to ER.

935577 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 TX 28.0 28 F Patient reported a tender lump on the left side of neck that was tender to the touch.  The lump presented exactly 1 week after the 1st vaccine dose, and it was noticeably swollen.  At the time of 2nd dose, the lump was no longer visually noticeable, but could still be felt to the touch.  The residual lump is no longer tender to the touch.

935578 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 FL 70.0 70 F I had the Moderna vaccine at 7 p.m. on January 7th 2021. I awoke at 3 am with a severe headache which lasted the entire day. In addition I woke at about 10 in the morning with extreme ringing in my ears that has not stopped as of today January 11th 2021. Symptoms include constant ringing  day and night, a feeling of fullness in ears ,throbbing in ears and some mild pain.

935579 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 TX 52.0 52 F Approximately 5 minutes after receiving the vaccine patient began to feel very weak and drained and sleepy.  Arms felt weak.  Pain in the back of the neck.  At 3:05pm, BP 155/88   HR=66   Temp 98.4F  O2=95%  Glucose=160.  Patient reports taking Tylenol prior to receiving the vaccine.  At 3:10pm, BP=148/95  HR=68, O2=95%.  Patient was released from clinic at 3:17pm.  Patient reports having similar symptoms following 1st dose of Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine occurring 1 hour after receiving the dose.  Patient reports being very sleepy and fatigued.  Fatigue lasted for 3 days.  Per patient, symptoms resolved with Tylenol and rest.

935580 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 PA 56.0 56 F Entered observation room at 12:34.  At 12:37 approached the paramedic saying she had leg weakness.  Put on EKG monitor and was in Afib. HR 100-110, usually 60.  No signs and symptoms of an allergic reaction.  IV started by paramedic and transported by ambulance to the ER.  Patient says that in ER her HR came down and rhythm was NSR. Given IV Fluids and discharged to home to follow up with PCP. Spoke at 4:30, home resting.  Sore arm and fatigue only complaints at thi stime.

935581 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 48.0 48 F 6pm same day severe body ache, diarrhia, feeling chills/warmth. didn't take temp took Tylenol/Motrin daily. s/s today left shoulder nerve pain (had injection on right side) 6/10. No body ache, diarrhea, chills today. COVID 1/8 test negative.

935582 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 AZ 43.0 43 F 7 days post vaccination redness, swelling, itching, heat at injection site.   Reaction is 9 1/2 in x 5 1/4 inches in diameter.   Duration of reaction unknown as it's still present 5 days later.  Swelling is going down, but still red and itchy.   Have applied hydrocortisone cream topically to area and the first couple of days took advil to reduce inflammation.

935583 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MD 26.0 26 M Fever-like symptoms for 24 hours - beginning 24 hours after vaccination. Temperature 99.3 24 hours after vaccination, body aches, fatigue. Soreness at vaccination route for 72 hours.

935584 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MI 92.0 92 F pain in right arm and erythema

935585 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 61.0 61 F Headache (moderate to severe), chills, fatigue, muscle aches, skin sensitivity

935586 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 MA 33.0 33 F patient felt dizzy and nauseous a few hours after the injection. later felt hot and sweaty, increased dizziness, leg weakness, tingling in thighs

935587 01/25/2021 01/11/2021 75.0 75 F None stated.

935588 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 52.0 52 F 1/10 developed running nose, headache, cough, congestion, headache. no fever. last nasal covid test 1/9, pending result.

935589 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MI 57.0 57 M Fever 101F, Chills, Intense  body aches, headache, nausea. Duration was 24 hours

935590 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 TX 48.0 48 M three hours after administration felt fatigued (drunk) and uncoordinated. slept for four hours woke up with no affects

935591 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 KS 37.0 37 F 1/9/21 Approximately 2:00 AM I was woken with Chills/joint pain/Injection Site Pain/Nausea had dizziness and weakness 1/9/21 Approximately 4:00 AM had headache/difficulty breathing/fast heartbeat along with the above 1/9/21Approximately 6:00 AM had a fever along with the above but the difficulty breathing and fast heartbeat had passed The remaining of Saturday Am I slept off and on with a terrible headache/difficulty catching my breath at times and  taking IBP 2 times throughout the day/drinking plenty of fluids.

935592 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MI 54.0 54 F pain at injection site

935593 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 KY 73.0 73 F Chills, high fever, headache, and muscle pain.  The chills subsided on the second day.  The fever rose to 103.3 on the second day  No side effects after the second day.

935595 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NC 34.0 34 F Patient reported that at approximately 6:00 pm. on 1/8/2021 that she began experiencing "soreness" at the injection site.  While patient was preparing to go to bed she noticed that the injection site was red, warm to touch, swollen and sore when touched.  Currently, patient reports that her arm remains sore, red, warm to touch and swollen.  She denied any other symptoms (no fever, no rash, no difficulty breathing, no tongue swelling, etc).  Patient reported she is not working today.  Instructed patient to place warm compress over site throughout the day and if new symptoms develop or current symptoms worsen to call her primary care physician or go to Urgent Care  or Emergency Department.  Patient verbalized understanding and agreement and reported she will notify this RN if her condition worsens.  Follow-Up: Spoke to patient, 1/11/2021 at 4:50 p.m.  Per patient, her arm is better except a little residual soreness.  She stated the redness, warmth and swelling has subsided.  Patient also reported she did not seek any medical care for this problem.

935596 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 MN 48.0 48 M Three solid days of headaches, body aches, low grade fever.  Lymph node near injection site swelled to size of large grapefruit, and was red and warm to touch.

935597 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 SC 47.0 47 F pain left arm immediate, worse the day after, could barely lift arm left armpit pain starting 5  days later, also right armpit pain but milder

935598 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OH 65.0 65 F Suddenly at about 4:50 pm on Saturday night I got very cold, my whole body ached, including my head. My temperature was 100.5. I took 3) 200 mg ibuprofen and went to bed. I slept for 11 hours. I felt better on Sunday. I did not have a fever on Sunday. I did have flashes of headaches and nausea though.

935600 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 GA 59.0 59 F Swelling, redness, slightly raised, size of a quarter, round, itchy like a rash, distal to injection site about 1.5 inches

935601 12/15/2020 01/11/2021 NY 30.0 30 M Dose 1 on 12/15- Sore arm for three days after vaccination. Swelling also was present on the deltoid. Upon resolution a large bruise showed up.    Dose 2 on 01/05- Sore arm near vaccination site at 12 hours. At 15 hours out woke up in middle of the night with diffuse body aches and chills. These progressively worsened. Fatigue also present in the morning with very mild fever.  Developed nausea the next day as well. At 36 hours out body aches were improving but a headache developed at ~ 30 hours out. Next morning 2 days out the only thing thing that persisted was fatigue. This was gone another 12 hours later.  No persistent symptoms.

935602 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NE 65.0 65 F Swelling in left side of neck, dizziness, upset stomach and headaches.  01/06/2021 fell while walking and could not get up without assist.  General fatigue, cough and aching muscles.

935603 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 IL 73.0 73 F Fever, chills, headache, dizziness

935604 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 37.0 37 M Localized tenderness along with "string/cord" in armpit when stretches his arm, has a tight/stretched feeling. It is uncomfortable but not painful and he has used Tylenol with some relief. He got vaccination 5 days ago and is still feeling this.

935605 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TN 83.0 83 F ITCHING AND REDNESS AT INJECTION SITE 7-8 DAYS AFTER RECIEVING VACCINE.

935606 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 65.0 65 F Persistent swelling left neck and upper back

935607 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MI 97.0 97 F Right arm tenderness, pain, edema, erythema, heat and hard to the touch

935608 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 PA 49.0 49 F ABDOMINAL PAIN, CRAMPING

935609 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 AR 47.0 47 F fatigue,nausea, body aches, head ache, chills

935610 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 MO 51.0 51 F 12/19-Chills at 1000, Body aches and headache at 1230, fever 101.5.  Pt reported fever increased to 106 at which time she went to the ER.  ER reports fever on arrival of 100.8.  IV Zofran and IVF admin in ER and d/c.  F/u 12/20 1130-pt improved and at home.

935611 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 41.0 41 M Approximately 15 minutes after receipt of the vaccine, I experienced tachycardia and mild throat swelling.  I was placed in the Immunizations Clinic treatment room, had my airway assessed, and vital signs taken.  My initial vital signs at 0950 were BP 197/99, HR 106, O2 sat 99%, temp 98.3 F, and 0/10 pain.  Over the course of the next 2 hours, I repeatedly had my vital signs taken, was monitored, was provided with water, and remained hypertensive and tachycardic, although down-trending.  I also experienced cottonmouth and bilateral blurred vision/dry eye.  At the end of the 2 hour monitoring, the throat swelling seemed to subside, my systolic BP in the mid 140s and diastolic BP was in the mid 90s.  At time of release from monitoring, I felt better, but dry eyes and dry mouth continued without difficulty swallowing.  I was instructed to report to the ER if my symptoms worsened and to consult by primary care manager about the incident.  Upon walking back to my office, I realized I was experiencing dizziness as well and a mild headache.  I attempted to submit this form online but I received an error message, so I completed the fillable version to upload, in case a partial duplicate record appears.

935612 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MA 23.0 23 F Received at about 0800. I work night shift, went after work, went to sleep when I got home. Woke up at about 5 pm very tired, weak, with chills; painful arm. By the next day my arm was swollen and painful around the injection site and stayed that way for about 3 days. Chills primarily first 48 hours. Weakness, fatigue - sleeping a lot, feeling exhausted walking upstairs/short distances, things felt heavier than usual - lasted about 3-4 days

935613 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 FL 52.0 52 F sore arm after the first 6-8 hours that lasted maybe 8 hours.  At approx. 30 hours post vaccination, woke with fever, chills, rigors; took Tylenol and Benadryl and symptoms subsided after about 3 hours.

935614 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 60.0 60 F nausea,weakness,chills , fever , muscle and joint pain , no appetite

935615 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 67.0 67 F No symptoms on 1/8. Saturday 9pm inj site was sore. 1/10, 3pm, began to get a headache, terrible, banger of a headache,  took Tylenol.  Headache all night long. 1/11 2am got nauseated to the point of vomiting. Runny nose and coughing. Finally woke up this am with muscle pain. The headache is better, but still feels pressure.  Feels bad all over, flu like, flushed, feverish.  Right kidney pain,  started today.

935616 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 NY 25.0 25 F Immediately after receiving  the  vaccine:  had  headache,felt full body aches and extreme fatigue , severe arm soreness and  could not lift arm up to the side

935617 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 MI 38.0 38 F Pfizer vaccine given at 2:55pm. 3:10 Patient felt hot, diaphoretic, dizzy. Assisted patient to wheelchair.   Patient symptoms improved briefly. Continuously monitored oxygen saturation and pulse. 3:12pm 110/60, P 78, O2 98% RA. 3:15pm call 911 to requested EMS due to patient reporting shortness of breath, throat tightening, chest tightness.  3:18pm 130/80, P 101, O2 99% RA, administered oral diphenhydramine 25mg and 0.5mg Epi (1:1000) via IM injection in right deltoid.  3:25pm 130/80, P 85, O2 93%. Ambulance arrives at 3:28 pm received report and transports patient via ambulance to Hospital.
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935618 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 ME 30.0 30 F Pt  stated that she developed a sore gland on armpit 01/08/2021 when she had woken up in the morning. Pt stated that on 01/10/2021 she had woken up in the morning with a hot and red arm, and that she had sought care from a physician and her physician had started her on antibiotics for an infection.

935619 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 FL 51.0 51 F Felt immediately dizzy, lasted several hours, somewhat nauseous and slight headache now 9 hours later and still currently active with these symptoms.

935620 12/01/2020 01/11/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Rash at both the injection site and on the right temple.

935621 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MD 36.0 36 F Within 15 min flushing of cheeks and face, progressed to splotchy red rash on chest and abdomen. Took 50 mg of Benadryl and waited 30 min. No further symptoms or difficulty breathing occurred.

935623 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 OK 42.0 42 F Fever up to 102 degrees, severe body aches, uncontrollable shivering, lymphadenopathy, right arm pain

935624 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 24.0 24 F Having moderate to severe fatigue from first dose of Pfizer Covid-19 vaccination.

935625 12/19/2020 01/11/2021 AZ 28.0 28 F Pain at injection site. Fever, body aches, joint aches, headache, fatigue, cough, chest pain.

935626 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CA 39.0 39 F headache x3 days, no relief with Excedrin or Sumatriptan

935627 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 41.0 41 M 2nd vaccine in Friday morning.  At night and Saturday whole day staff having bodyache, headache, fever 100.5.  Sunday morning a lot better but found a lump in armpit.  This morning feeling better no symptom except the lump in armpit which is almost gone but feeling another lump in neck.  All lumps happen to be in left side. Got shot on left arm. Called to advise nurse and told to call PCP, which he hasn't called yet.

935628 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 34.0 34 M Coughing, sometimes short of breath, headache, and a low grade fever

935629 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 TX 28.0 28 F after 48 hours, pain, redness, swelling, and subjective fever.  pain progressed to limiting range of motion and pain radiating down to the left hand.  By the Jan 6th, there was a 7 cm diameter patch or erythema consistent with cellulitis.  Patient was started on clindamycin with improvement by 01/11/2021

935630 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 MO 51.0 51 F 12/19-Chills at 1000, Body aches and headache at 1230, fever 101.5.  Pt reported fever increased to 106 at which time she went to the ER.  ER reports fever on arrival of 100.8.  IV Zofran and IVF admin in ER and d/c.  F/u 12/20 1130-pt improved and at home.

935631 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 CA 65.0 65 F 4 days post dose 1, arm pain at injection site, unable to move arm that continues for 21 days past dose 1.

935632 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 VT 38.0 38 F 9:30 pm chills, escalating to shivering, then a fever and severe headache and arm pain throughout the night. Woke with a temp of 101.3 at 8am the next day, body aches, and headache. Fatigue and sweats until fever broke about 11am after more sleep. The afternoon decreased symptoms until only a mild headache and fatigue that night.

935633 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 24.0 24 F Reports moderate to severe fatigue, which has not shown any improvement in several days

935634 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OK 39.0 39 F r sided neck pain and stiffness worse with motion

935635 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MO 54.0 54 F Pain and swelling with numbness into left arm and into neck. Also body aches and chills with cramps in arms and legs. Feelings of restless, stomach upset. Knee charley horses.

935636 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 AR 44.0 43 F fever   body aches   head ache  chills

935637 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 WA 45.0 45 F Approximately 5 minutes after vaccination, patient began reporting flushing, shortness of breath, difficulty swallowing. Presented with elevated BP, pulse, normal O2. Symptoms came in waves with increasing frequency. Nausea also occurred as symptoms continued. Patient was monitored for ~15 minutes before Epi Pen (.03mg) was administered. Patient was transported to hospital by ambulance.

935638 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 IL 71.0 70 F Chest tightness, body aches, fatigue

935639 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 NC 36.0 36 F Over first 15 min after vaccine, face started itching. While in the 30  min observation room, realized that hives had started on her face, itching on arms but no hives anywhere other than her face  She reports that she had the same reaction following the first dose. Reported it to the CDC but not to VAERS. Hives developed 1 hour after vaccine following the first dose  Hives started improving

935640 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Blotchy oddly shaped rash. Not itchy.

935642 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MI 100.0 100 F one time only a fever on 1/9/2021 of 102.0 at 4:51 pm.

935643 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 NY 66.0 66 F Rash,tightness in arm,cellulitis

935644 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MA 59.0 59 M Temperature 101.7 and fatigue

935645 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 65.0 65 M FEVER, FATIGUE

935646 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 TN 37.0 37 F On Saturday, 1/9/2021, a rash started around injection site, did not hurt only itched, size tripled over next two days, continues to be hot to touch, red and itch.

935647 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 TX 25.0 25 F Swollen Lymph node with tenderness to above right clavicle. I currently still have swollen lymph with no pain. Tenderness to posterior arm.

935648 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 IL 92.0 92 F Fatigue, confusion

935650 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 TX 29.0 29 F I can bear no weight on my left leg without excruciating pain in the joint behind my knee cap. It is unbearable and no one will call me back. This is awful. No one from VAERS will pick up the phone and I need to know what to do. This is so irresponsible.

935651 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 TX 60.0 60 F It bled a little, right away I felt jittery. Later that night I got chills, and I had to change my shirt twice because I was drenched in sweat.  The morning I had a head ache and just felt achy, my arm was very painful. I was able to sit down and run some errands. I was feeling sick like when you have flu. The 26th I felt the same, the 27th I felt the same and my arm was hurting and the injections site was red and very big. On the 28th I decided to go to the Urgent Care. The Dr told me I had an infection on my arm, he gave me an antibiotic shot for the infection and another shot for the pain. I continued taking antibiotics and Benadryl and was feeling much better by Wednesday and my arm swelling went away. I had Covid in October and Urgent care saved my life, I love going there.

935652 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 WA 48.0 48 M HEADACHE,MUSCLE PAIN

935653 12/16/2020 01/11/2021 PR 50.0 50 F Dose 1: Chills and upset stomach by 11:00am (4hours after vaccination) until bed rest same day, pain in the site of injection making arm unable to rise more than 30 degrees from 11:00am day of vaccination until 12/20/2020

935655 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 IA 24.0 24 F Moderate - Severe Fatigue,  sleeping 12-14 hours a night/day and still waking up feeling horrible. Body aches. Staying in touch with employee health to determine when next steps need to be taken.

935656 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 53.0 53 F Body Aches, Headache, F - resolved 24 hrs

935657 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 TX 1.58 1 M My son was sent home from daycare Thursday 01/07/21  with  a rectal temp of 103.7. Administered Tylenol 5mL and Motrin 5mL once home. Pt had decreased appetite and increased fussiness. Lungs were auscultated clear, and no nasal secretions present. His symptoms subsided on Saturday afternoon 01/09/2021 and no longer required Tylenol/Motrin for comfort or to decrease fever. None of the other children or workers at daycare have any symptoms or fevers since.0.6

935658 12/20/2020 01/11/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Had me wait for 15 minutes after vaccine and started having a redness in neck and was really itchy; whole body big time itchy. My chest - shortness of breath. Gave me a shot of benydryl  - 25 mg in my right arm and I went home and itching still didn't go away and I took pill of benydryl. Chills next day; super cold; headache; tired - and I couldn't think straight. Nothing was registering in my head with training at work - felt slow. Went home from took more benydryl. Next morning - pins and needles in back of my head. Went to urgent care (Riverside Urgent Care) and they gave me gave me Vexamethasone - shot it up in my butt and every symptom went away after that shot and I was okay after that.Itching went away after that. Felt weak for about a week afterwards. Went and had second shot yesterday 1/10/2021. They gave me medication with vaccine so I wouldn't get reaction this time. Gave me liquid 25 benydryl beforehand and had me wait 15 mintues and after 15 min they gave me the second dose of vaccine after the injection and they had me wait for 30 minutes. Right away I started getting itchy and they gave me pill form( 2 pills) of Vexamethsone and itching slowly stopped and they sent me home after an hour. Itching slowly went away - later that day. And today I'm okay.

935659 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MO 62.0 62 M Rash to Left torso spreading to midline of abdomen and to left side of back.  Observing for past 30 hours.  Slightly itching and internal hot flashes occasionally

935660 12/20/2020 01/11/2021 FL 50.0 50 F The day i received the first dose of the moderna shot i started getting nauseas  during the night. I woke up and was very tired feeling. I felt like flu like symptoms for the next few days. I was in bed Friday, Saturday, and Sunday i went to ER due to throat, face and neck swelling. It was hard for me to swallow. They gave me an IV and administered Benadryl and something to help with my throat. In about 30 minutes i could swallow much better. I still feel tired and just have no energy at all. I went to see my doctor and i will not be getting the second dose of the moderna shot.

935661 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IL 56.0 56 F Fatigue 1/9/2021 day of injection Body ache and joint pain 1/11/2021

935662 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine

935663 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 MT 42.0 42 F "I received the first dose in my right deltoid on 12/22/20, and started feeling tightness, tingling, and pain in my right shoulder and neck.  It steadily progressed, and by the morning of 12/25/20, I had almost no range of motion in my neck and right shoulder, and severe pain in my right shoulder/neck/upper back area (heat/ice/ibuprofen/Aleve/Tylenol offered zero relief) .  This lasted for a few days, then steadily improved until I returned to work on 12/28/20, where I had mild-moderate pain and most of my range of motion had returned.  I still feel like the muscles in my neck and shoulder are tight, but I?m doing stretching exercises with heat/ice at home and it seems to be working its way out.  The other symptoms were expected and mild:  fever, muscle/joint aches, fatigue.  These symptoms come and go ? I?ve had them since being COVID positive in March/2020.  Just to be extra safe, I was swabbed for COVID on the 30th and was negative."

935665 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 MI 32.0 32 M 01/11/21 12:00 pm sides of tongue begun to itch and feel numb. An altered taste of lunch was noted (could still taste it but it was less intense). Reminded me of an allergy symptom, took a Zyrtec to alleviate symptoms (no change). Around 01/11/21 15:15 a metallic taste developed, associated with a burning taste as well. No other symptoms. Called Occupational Health Services, recommended to continue monitoring for symptoms and fill out this form.

935666 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 MO 62.0 62 M Bell's Palsey- 1-10-21- c/o rt eye not closing all the way the night before, lower lip shifted to left side with decreased movement and pt reports trouble drinking fluids. Physician assessment- vss, left lower lip decreased movement rt side, lt sided weakness, some pain in eye, eye red and injected. prescribed prednisone. Assessment 1-11-21- patient eye droop visibly improved, still left sided weakness and having issues drinking, due to hx herpes cold sores prescribed famciclovir in addition to prednisone.

935667 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MT 59.0 59 F Hand Pain

935668 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 63.0 63 F Redness and swelling at site

935669 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 WA 26.0 26 F Woke up at 1000 with severe body aches, sore neck, sore throat, mild headache, and nausea. Running a mild fever of 99.3F (baseline usually around 96.5-97.0). I took some Tylenol to elevate symptoms.

935670 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 HI 62.0 62 F Red rash and itching in 4 inch circumference around injection site that lasted 4 days.  Sudden onset of runny nose and itching of eyes.

935671 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IA 16.0 16 F Vaccine given to a 16 year old.  No noted or reported adverse outcome.  Vaccine clinic was held at clinic. Clinic was asked if any residents or staff was under 18 and they responded no.  Patient turned out to be 16 and a staff worker.  Administering RN did not catch the age and when it was entered in to database it flagged.

935672 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MA 65.0 65 F Recipient reported chills, malaise and fatigue.

935673 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 55.0 55 F pt reported bilateral arm numbness and was diaphoretic at 0904

935675 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Injection site turned red, hot, and slightly itchy on 1/11/2021, one week and two days after receiving the first dose of the vaccine.

935676 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 NV 52.0 52 F tachycardia that is still ongoing with some chest pains

935677 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 OR 33.0 33 F on the evening of 12/29/2020:  - headache - nausea - body aches - extreme restlessness  - sore arm  on 1/11/2021 at approximately 12:00PM I noticed a large itchy, and painful to the touch welt where the vaccine was administered.

935678 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 46.0 46 M Starting Friday 1/8/2021 night around 9PM client reports having fever and chills through Saturday at 1PM. Reports Saturday 1/9/2021 having extreme body aches, chills, and vomiting. Sunday 1/10/2021 reports just sore and today Monday 1/11/2021 feeling Blah.

935679 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 PA 39.0 39 F FEVER, CHILLS

935680 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 IL 53.0 53 F Muscle aches, chills, fever,joint pain, headache.

935681 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CA 75.0 75 F Extreme pain in bone, not muscle,  of left arm started approximately 30 minutes after injection.  4 hours later chills started .  Both symptoms continue 12 days later.

935682 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 CA 35.0 35 F 12/29/2020 Covid Vaccination given at approximately 7:50pm.  Patient complained that "throat is tight".  Physical observation included no shortness of breath, eyes closed fine, but minimal asymetric puffing of cheeks.  Employee/patient was observed for an additional 30 minutes.  Follow up on January 7, 2021, patient states she is feeling fine.

935683 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Fever of as high as 101.3,chest pain, and shortness of breath, patient was advised to go seek immediate emergency help.

935684 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 PR 50.0 50 F Dose 2: Chills, body ache, headache  by 10:00pm (13.5hrs after vaccination 01/07/2021),  severe body ache, nausea, pain on the site of injection but mild compared to first dose, tiredness, fever from 9:00 am until bedtime on 01/08/2021

935685 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 VT 54.0 54 F Hives began appearing on 1/27 beginning on right hand, over course of a week to, both arms from hands to shoulders.  right eyelid, bottom lip, minor individual spots on belly, hip and neck.  generally itchy face and ears.  Use of topical benedryl only through day 8 (today), sought treatment of healthcare provider, then when hives suspected tied to vaccination, reported to Occ Health at employer, recommended by Occupational Health to add Benedryl by mouth.

935686 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TX 52.0 52 F Chills, muscle and joint pain, fever, headache, fatigue, light headed, difficulty concentrating

935687 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 AR 56.0 56 M shaking chills fever

935688 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 FL 61.0 61 F On 01/10/2021 started feeling Chills then 102.5 fever lasting 2 hours, took 2 Tylenol and fever went down to normal. Later I realized that I had two swollen lymph nodes on the left side of my neck. Next morning  01/11/2021 at woke up noticed another swollen above the hollow of the clavicle.

935689 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 36.0 36 F 12 hours after receiving the shot I came down with chills, fever, and body aches. I had three bouts of this over the next 24 hours. The second one had a spike in fever just over 101. I monitored my symptoms closely and used Tylenol as recommended.

935690 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 CA 64.0 64 F . Patient had been monitored for 30 minutes with fleeting headache that patient did not report, then left and went to car, and drove for a few minutes. Then noticed that she had R eyelid swelling and facial swelling. Did have some sore throat and nausea. Then got diarrhea later that same day. No hives, wheezing, SOB, chest tightness, lightheadedness Patient went back to clinic and was treated with IM benadryl 50mg with improvement of symptoms. Then took oral benadryl for the next 2 days.

935691 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 FL 44.0 44 F Moderate Hives on arms and face

935692 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 WI 46.0 46 F Developed a rash on both arms and upper thighs. Tachycardia

935694 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 38.0 38 M Itching and rash all over the body. Started after 6-7 hrs of injection. Continuing even after 54 hrs of injecting the dose.   Tried general allergy medicine Benadryl and no impact.

935695 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 73.0 73 M Patient reports, fatigue, generalized muscle aches and sore arm

935696 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 ND 41.0 41 F Patient received the vaccine on 01.05/2021. Patient had acute uticaria on 01/09/2021 to left upper arm, chest, abdomen and back. Patient c/o burning, itching sensation on left arm and abdomen. Patient was evaluated on 01.11.2021 and prescribed hydroxyzine 25 mg TID.

935697 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Sudden onset of new redness, swelling and itching at injection site 8 days post vaccination.

935698 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 GA 89.0 89 F Patient did not have any side effects.   Thought she should report this!!!

935699 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 IN 45.0 45 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine: Immediate onset of left cervical tightness with headache noted later that day. Headache has been present off and on daily since (2 weeks later); with intermittent nausea

935700 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 58.0 58 F Fatigue, muscle aches, mental fogginess, syncope, cold hands

935701 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 CA 43.0 43 M Right Fifth Cranial Nerve, second branch distribution, burning and tingling , no rash.  Presumed to be mild herpes zoster (shingles).  Treated with Valacyclovir 1000mg TID for 7 days with resolution.

935703 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 NH 23.0 23 F I have a large red ring around my injection site ( left deltoid) that occurred around day 11. I had arm discomfort initially from the vaccine, but that when away.   I am on day 13 since injection. I feel normal other than the  red ring that continues to spread.  I have been taking photos and making the site.  The area inside the ring is warmer compared to my other deltoid on the right side. I am schedule for the next vaccine on the 1/26/21.  I just wanted to make sure I would still qualify to get the second dose/ safe? I can send pictures as well. I just wasn't able to attach an image.

935704 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WV 80.0 80 F Lips burn and  mouth swelled Benadryl 25 mg 1 every 8 hours starting on 01/08/2021 @ 7:00pm x 4 doses; and then took another one at 10:30am on 01/11/2021 after her mouth started swelling again

935705 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 TX 80.0 80 F Within an hour my blood pressure peaked and stayed that way for three hours.  Normaly 140/ 80's and went to 199/ 85

935706 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NM 36.0 36 M Administration error - patient received 2nd dose of Moderna 1 week after 1st dose.

935707 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 UT 22.0 22 M He reports that the same evening of the vaccine he noticed arm swelling, pain at the site and generalized body aches.  He also reports that his tongue and throat felt numb for four hours.  He also noticed a little cough, shortness of breath and a runny/stuffy nose.

935708 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 IL 62.0 62 F Body aches and headache the morning following vaccination. Headache continued next day, but lesser. Relieved by Ibuprofen both days.

935709 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Fever, chills, body aches

935710 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Stiff neck like symptoms; including pain/aches in neck, radiating to back of ear/inner ear, dull throbbing in jaw, pain in shoulder blade/back area towards left side--all of these symptoms progressively worsened and it is currently day 5 and still in a lot of pain, facial numbness/tingling for first two days on left side.

935711 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 MA 57.0 57 F On day 8 I developed pain, redness, swelling at the vaccine site. This has continued to increase over the last three days.

935712 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 NC 31.0 31 F Spotting and signs of ovulation even though I'm on birth control. I've been spotting since the shot

935715 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 IL 26.0 26 F Dizziness, fatigue, headaches, and low grade fevers for six days since vaccination but also starting 6-7 days prior to vaccination. Patient presented to outpatient clinic due to increase in symptom intensity in past 3-4 days. Patient was recommended to continue taking fluids including Pedialyte, utilize acetaminophen and avoid caffeine and alcohol by provider. The clinic will contact patient with results from their lab work that was ordered and drawn today (CBC and CMP) Patient was afebrile (98.3 degrees F) at visit today

935716 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MI 60.0 60 F She experienced head ache, neck pain, sinus pain, weakness, aches, very short of breath on exertion and when wearing a mask.  Aching in left arm, in chest and in right arm pit.  Very dry eyes and bloodshot. Sweating and very warm.  Temperature 1-11-21 96.2°F

935717 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 42.0 42 M slight fever sweatiness after 15-30 minutes throat started to close up, difficult to swallow and breath tingly and numb around nose this lasted for about an hour

935718 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Severe shoulder pain between 20-36 hours post injection.  Taste of metal in mouth intermittent x 2 days.  Moderate lethargy/fatigue intermittent days 2-7 post injection

935719 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 CO 51.0 51 F I am a health care professional and received my first vaccine 12/17/20.  I had the my first reaction on 12/19/20.  Horrible fatigue, body aches.  My second dose was given on 1/7/21.  After 6 hours, I felt myalgias, arthralgias, skin sensitivity to anything that touched me.  Severe fatigue and headache.  Took Tylenol with no relief.  The worst day hit at 1/8/21 at 3:00 a.m.  I could not move without extreme pain.  Sweating and chills.  No appetite.  Had to be assisted to toilet.  Tried to go into hospital to do vaccine clinic today, 1/11/21 and had to return home as I was extremely fatigued and excessive sweating.

935721 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 CO 28.0 28 U About 45 minutes after I got the shot, I had numbness on the left side of my face. Left side of my cheek was swollen. Took Benadryl. doctor said it was a allergic reaction.

935722 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OH 45.0 45 M Morning following vaccine had sour stomach and did not take medications. Did not prevent me from having normal day. 2200 began to have chills, checked temperature it was 100.4 and took 2 ibuprofen and went to bed. Woke up at 00:30 with fever of 102.7 and took 1000 mg acetaminophen. Restless night of sleep, waking up very thirsty, felt terrible. Alarm at 06:45 with no fever and felt tired but not bad. Went to work and felt fatigued but able to perform job. No further adverse events.

935723 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TX 73.0 73 M right after vaccine, eyes started itching and watery and drainage. They went to clean daughter's house, the more they cleaned, the worse he felt. After that, chills, achy, dizziness. sounded congested.  Had vomiting and diarrhea  later that night, arm was red and blotchy. Next day, urine had an awful smell and brown, chills, and dry heaves. Friday, finally was able to eat. Saturday and Sunday felt better. Today he's feeling good.

935725 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 ID 67.0 67 F LEFT ARM PAIN, SHOULDER.NECK AND SHOULDER BLADE PAIN.  expanding  REDNESS AND WARM TO THE TOUCH WHOLE DELTOID

935726 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 TX 55.0 55 F Severe flu like symptoms Severe dizziness (lasted 4 days) Severe headache (lasted 4 days) Bilateral lower extremity weakness (2 days)

935727 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 TN 44.0 44 M 1) Palpitations 2) Abdominal Pain 3) Nausea

935728 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CO 44.0 44 M Swelling noticed in left axilla approximately 18 hrs post injection.  Swelling increased to the size of a softball and persisted from 1/8 noon through 1/10 at about 8 pm when I started to notice a decrease.  Ice was applied every 2 hours (while awake) for 2 days and ibuprofen was taken 800mg every 6 hours from 1/8am to present (1/12 pm).

935729 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 FL 35.0 35 F 3:40pm BP 149/105, HR 110, O2 sat 99% - Complained of feeling nauseated. Was monitored for approx. 1 hour and 20 mins. Cardiac monitor was NSR to ST. She would state she was feeling better, then complain of waves of nausea and feeling like her heart was racing. Her husband came to be by her side. She remained alert and oriented the whole time. Resp. were unlabored. She did state she felt like she was going to pass out. A code green was called. She had dry heaves, She was taken to the Emergency Department treated and discharged from there.  VS 4:00pm 148/103, 103, O2sat 98%, 4:20pm 146/105, 84, R 10, O2sat 99%, 4:40pm 157/113, 107, O2sat100%, 4:48pm HR 122, R23, O2 sat 99%, 5:05pm 161/104 90, 16, O2sat 100%. She was sent to Care Spot Urgent care on 1/7/21 due to having a headache and feeling like BP was elevated. She was referred to Cardiologist. She has appt. with Cardiologist on 1/13/21.

935730 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 50.0 50 F Fever, chills, headache , jaw pain, arm pain from vaccine body pain all over

935731 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 75.0 75 M I awoke at 0345 on 9 January and felt nauseated.  I got up and went to the bathroom and vomited.  I then vomited 1 hour later and then every 30-60 minutes for the next 12 hours.  After the first 4 episodes of emesis, I was only vomiting bile.  I felt wiped out and very weak and slept when I wasn't vomiting.  On the 10th, I had generalized muscle aches but no more vomiting.  On the 11th, I am finally feeling better but not really normal yet.

935732 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Welt developed at the injection site to about 4 inches in diameter

935733 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 WI 75.0 75 F This AM the patient reported feeling achey and like her head wasn't "right".  This subsided by the afternoon, but by the afternoon she was short of breath at rest and had a hard time catching her breath.

935734 12/25/2020 01/11/2021 UT 34.0 34 F The next day i had a sore arm and had a headache. That headache started to grow and didn't not go away. It turned into a migraine, made me nausea and did no got away . I was charge nurse that night and I couldn't even open my eyes, I went down to the urgent care and they have Toradol shot and two Zofran.  I had a lingering headache for the next couple days, I also had fatigue but hard to say if it was the vaccine or me working nights.

935735 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Sinus congestion and pressure, lightheaded ness, fatigue, fuzzy thought process, injection site swelling/warmth/redness/hardness.

935736 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 23.0 23 F Patient has seizure a couple hours after vaccine. Patient was transported to hospital via ambulance.

935737 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 54.0 54 F Pt received second dose of Pfizer COVID vaccine and felt fine.  About 10-15 minutes later she described arm pain that radiated up to her left jaw and chest.  At this time we recommended she be escorted to the Emergency Department for assessment.  This was completed and she was later released home without any longstanding concerns.

935738 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 CA 56.0 56 F After 7hrs of the vaccine I was feeling very tired I had muscle ache almost a week later I went to the ER because I had a lot of pain on my legs mainly on my right one I thought I had a blood clot but in the ER they told me it was just a reaction the the vaccine.

935739 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 62.0 62 F Arm pain @ injection site, able to sleep on right side; relieved with Ibuprofen. Headache, mild, next afternoon, relieved with Ibuprofen.

935740 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 55.0 55 F lips sensitive- tingling/felt warm - right after injection/vaccination till about 8pm  ( not sure due to mask or injection) started with soreness/heat to site,  joint pain,  flu-like symptoms- body aches, tired and headaches. - January 9th.   most joint pain gone except to fingers gone. soreness and heat to site of injection.  - January 10th finger joints hurt still hurts,  site of injection - redness  swollen/ heat still - around site a "pinching"  pain, which is a new today - Jan11th

935741 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CO 40.0 40 F About 12 hours post vaccine I experienced headache, fatigue, muscle aches, and chills. About 48 hours post vaccine developed rash - raised red swollen area around where the vaccine was given. The area was hot to the touch and very itchy. Currently great than 72 hours post vaccine and rash is still there and still hot and itchy.

935742 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CO 32.0 32 F Vaccine at 600pm on 1/7. Waking up every hour from 330am-800am. Woke up 8am chest scratchiness/itchiness, generalized joint pain, and body aches, and fatigue. Episode of lightheadedness at around 6pm and near syncope. Started experiencing axillary swelling and pain. All symptoms resoled by 1/9 except for L axillary swelling which persisted until 1/11.

935743 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 GA 58.0 58 F Bells Palsy 20days after dose. 1-08-2021 Right facial paralysis with frequent watering of the eye and nose on the right. Fatigue, cough

935744 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Patient noted upper lip tingling at 12 minutes after dose. She subsequently noticed tingling down her left arm.  Her BP was recorded at 139/81, Po2 97%, pulse: 80, T: 98.8 Also right hand felt cold for 2 minutes. Prior to exit, tingling resolved.  Discharged at 2:32p

935745 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 37.0 37 F tunnel vision, wheezing, shortness of breath, hypotension

935746 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 FL 61.0 61 F Injection site is itchy since day 2 and is red and warm still,  12 days since injection A little less tender now, but still red and itchy and warm

935747 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IL 57.0 57 F Redness and pain Rash

935748 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 TN 47.0 47 F Nine days after the vaccine I have redness in my left arm  that starts at the site of the vaccine injection and grows larger  (3 inches wide) going down the top part of my arm and stops an inch and a half  before my forearm.  I received the first dose of Covid-19 Vaccine.

935749 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 MI 45.0 45 M He developed episodes of vertigo like dizziness, allong with feeling  like he was going to pass out, feeling  unsteady, sweaty, nauseated.  They would last for about less than a minute, but he had several episodes.  He had pulsatile tinnitus.  He also had an elevated LFT.

935750 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MI 84.0 84 F 1-9-21 fever of 101.0 at 10:18pm and fever on 1/10/21 at 12:16 am

935751 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 MT 37.0 37 F "After about 3 days of a sore arm ( I know this is normal) I started to get the feeling of flushing with minimal change in color to my face. My brain was telling me my skin felt hot but if you touched it or looked at it you would think maybe my cheeks were a little pink.  I could feel this hot sensation on all of my skin on the top half of my body.  This happened regularly for about 8 days. I have not felt the hot sensation since 1/3/21."

935752 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Swollen face Rash on ENTIRE body Uncontrollable itchiness  to a point that I am bleeding from scratching  Benadryl is not working for itchy ness  Loss of appetite Insomnia  Increased heart rate Chills  Body chills and perfuse body sweating

935753 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 IN 68.0 68 F Chills nausea body aches dizziness fever

935754 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 CO 28.0 28 M Side effects from COVID vaccine: -Chills -Joint Ache -Headache -Fever -Cough -Fatigue -Mild vertigo  Occurred approximately 24 hours after vaccination, lasting at least 7 hours until asleep. Symptoms cleared entirely upon waking up the following morning.

935755 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 OK 50.0 50 F Received vaccine at 1512.  At 1520 began clearing throat; 1530 began frequently clearing her throat and c/o thicken tongue; 1540 continues clearing throat; 1546 given solumendrol 125 mg;   1616  doing fine and left  Took Claritin and Pepcid 20 mg before she came today

935756 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 OH 42.0 42 M This morning I woke up and have 2 swollen lymph nodes at the base of my neck on the same side as the vaccine was given. They do not hurt, aren't red or tender, just swollen.

935757 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 NC 41.0 41 F Approximately 5 minutes after receiving vaccine, tongue began to swell with itching to lips and cheeks and stiffness to jaw.  Notified vaccine team. Received Benadryl IM with return to baseline and transported to the ER for monitoring.  Received 4 days of Prednisone and Pepcid PO.

935758 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 IL 53.0 53 M patient called to report injection site redness which is increasing, hardness and heat to left deltoid.
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935759 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 45.0 45 F 45 y.o. female with a hx with asthma, migraine, here for second dose vaccine. C/O feeling shivering, sweaty, and racing heart beats. Similar feelings with the first dose but much more mild. HR reports up to 120s. Check BP 144/109 HR 110 RR 18 --- > BP 135/91, HR 99-100 on discharge at 12:20 pm. Patient  rests comfortably and feels a lot better. She has no respiratory complain or cardiac complain on discharge. Walks away without apparent distress. Symptoms resolved

935760 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 MA 38.0 38 F Heart fluttering intermittently and fatigue. (From 1/1/21 -1/11/21. Soreness in right arm for 2 days only From 12/30/20-1/2/21 Received moderna COVID 19 vaccine at on 12/30/2021

935762 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MO 71.0 71 F Client reported waking up around midnight on 1/8/2021, that she had a Temp of 100 degrees, chills, whole body ached, felt really bad, this lasted about 24 hours.

935763 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 CA 57.0 57 F 5 days after vaccine developed hives. Day 6 and 7 was really really bad hives. Did a tele appt. List of meds: Pepcid - 20 mg 2 x/day; Satirazine - 10 mg 1 day per day; benydryl 25 mg - several times a day - took over the weekend (over the counter). On 28th they prescribed Prednisone: 20 mg two times/day for five days. There was a fever with the hives so I wasn't allowed to work; off work for six days (three scheduled and three were scheduled off). Resolved after prednisone.  Still a bit itchy but no hives.

935764 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NM 76.0 76 M Headache, Dizziness, Nausea, Fainted and hit my head on tile floor. Started at 2:30 a.m. on 1/10/2021 and culminated with fainting on same day at 12:30 p.m. Have continued with weakness, tiredness and dizziness. Other reactions have subsided.

935765 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 83.0 83 M injection site  was red and enlarged and looked wet

935766 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 IN 36.0 36 F The day after I received the vaccine I had a rash the size of a golf ball. It itched a little and was very warm to the touch.  The rash cleared by Jan 9th and on the 10th I woke up and noticed I had shingles on the left arm, on the outside next to my arpit. This was the same arm that I had the vaccine and rash. It is also about the size of a golf ball. I have been using Hydrochrotozone Cream 1% OTC once a day. I also start antivirals on the 10th. Acyclovir 400 mg PO TID.  The only reason why I know this is Shingles, was do to a similar experience in 2017 I recieved my Hep A &B,  and oral Typhoid for missions trip to Haiti. We were there for 5 days and the day I got back I had a rash on both sides of my body from my armpit to my waist. The doctors had trouble trying to figure out what it was. I also went to a dermatologist and they had not clue. Until months later my travel doctor figured it out. He told me it was shingles and had me start taking antivirals.  After a week or so the rash cleared up with the antivirals. This rash presents in the same manner as it did then. So I started taking my antivirals again. The rash is still there currently. I am not sure if the COVID vaccine and the other vaccines have similar properties? I am not sure if it is related, however it does seem to be. I have only had the 1st shot so I am not sure if I should go ahead with the second one.

935768 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 UT 26.0 26 F slight headache about 30 minutes after vaccines was administered ,rash on right thigh, on Saturday Jan. 9th around 9:30PM. Rash and itchiness went away that night.

935769 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 CA 62.0 62 M Rashes, like insect bites, very itchy in the area of vaccination, upper arm and back.

935771 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Enlarged lymph node in left axilla, same side as vaccine given

935772 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 WA 47.0 47 F 3 hours after receiving the vax. Got vax, went back to work and started feeling funny and then went home and had rash to stomach, thighs, tachycardia, pulse about 130, hypotensive, swelling to tongue, eyes. Called provider when she got home and took Benadryl. Provider advised Pepcid, Benadryl, steroids x6 days. She is feeling ok now.

935773 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MI 27.0 27 F Medication was administered subcutaneous not intramuscular. Cellulitis occurred, site was warm, red, swollen, painful and hard. Was prescribed keflex by ID DR on Saturday, 1/9/2020.  Site continued to grow until Monday, 1/12/2020.

935774 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 CT 64.0 64 F Urgent care. 36 hours after vaccination I have fever of 102.8. Horrible headache, chills, extreme fatigue.

935775 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NV 36.0 36 F Starting Thursday late afternoon I had a severe headache, temperature 100.7, chills, sweats, nausea, but then Friday early morning  my blood sugar was super high 400?s and then Saturday dropped super low 30?s, Sunday super low and Monday super low also.

935776 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 68.0 68 F My face turn bright red, I got very hot and had  dry mouth,

935777 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 32.0 32 F 1/8/21  approx 7pm- chills, headache, fatigue, mild muscle aches, mild nausea. Lasted overnight; relieved with tylenol, ibuprofen Ok after able to sleep and during the day 1/9/21 sundown - low grade fever 99.1F, fatigue, headache; relieved by 500mg tylenol

935778 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 CO 29.0 29 F severe headaches for 3 weeks, since I got the vaccine

935780 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 OH 61.0 61 F Extremely tired went to bed at 8:30. At 11:00, tossed and turned until 12:16 a.m. Did not think she could stand up. Walked in the bathroom had pain in stomach, was very hot and freezing at the same time, was shaking. Head hurt was hurting so bad. Tried standing up from toilet, was passed out. Eye, half of face is bruised and swollen , eye shut for two days. More than forty minutes passed before she could call her husband. Does not remember anything because she was passed out. Husband came in and grabbed her, to get her back into bed. she could not stand. Went to ER at  Hospital. Had CT scan, blood work , EKG, chest xray. Was still kind of out of it but was able to communicate with nurses. Face is still black and blue. Last night got up at 4:00 a.m. something was wrong with her throat. Felt like a walnut was in her throat. Went to doctor this morning. They said it was a reaction from the shot. Got an EpiPen, prednisone. Call them in 2 days to let them know how she's doing and also wear a heart monitor because they do not know how to take care of her, Has had vision blurriness in both eyes. Has not felt well at all.Y

935781 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NM 44.0 44 F Pt states she started feeling "wierd" about 15 min after the injection. She states she felt some tingling on her face and then after 5 more minutes she said she felt her throat tingling. Our safety officer who is a DR was called ans ordered a dose of epinephrine 0.5 ml to be given and then call the EMS.

935782 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 OH 42.0 42 M This morning I noticed 2 swollen lymph nodes at the base of my neck on the same side as the injection. They do not hurt, aren?t painful or red.

935783 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 IL 22.0 22 F Patient was monitored for 15 minutes. After the 15 minutes she stated that she felt itching in her tongue and throat. Patient described it as a "skin peeling" feeling on her tongue and throat. Patient was observed for 30 total minutes, took a Claritin, had something to eat and felt much better.

935785 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 CO 29.0 29 F First vaccine dose received 12/18/2020 @ 1844. Symptoms appeared 1 days later.  Flu like symptoms without fever, upset stomach, nausea, cough, chills, headache and general malaise. Improved with Theraflu and Tylenol .Symptoms worsened on 12/24/2020 around 1800. Runny nose, cough, headache, chills, body ache but still no fever.

935786 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NY 49.0 49 F 1/7/2021   3pm Immediately at injection a tingling feeling from vaccination injection site down to middle finger on left arm.   4pm Slightly swollen tongue feeling   minor tenderness at injection site, no treatment 1/8/2021    10:45 am start intense heavy pain in left arm, difficulty lifting arm, could not sleep on that side (left arm) that night.  took advil slight reduction in pain 1/9/2021  3am full body ache, extremely tired, diarrhea.  Slept, advil and pepto, ginger ale

935788 12/19/2020 01/11/2021 MA 39.0 39 F I had an expected immune response, low grade fever, headache and body aches, all the resolved within 10 hours. I only feel the need to report them as they coincided with my first injection rather than my second injection. I am curious if that is because I had COVID 19 in 4/2020 and therefore my immune system was already primed to respond.  If it turns out to be a pattern, I think it would be helpful for others who have already had the disease to be given a heads up before their first injection. Thanks for all the work you do!

935789 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 22.0 22 F Patient reports symptoms of numbness to tongue/roof of mouth/lips approx 30 min after vaccine administration. She contacted the COVID hotline to report symptoms and receive guidance and stated that 30 min prior to phone call her throat started to feel swollen.

935791 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 42.0 42 M Immediate weird taste in his mouth ("like licking a kitty litter box and made his snickers taste gross"), dizziness, and nausea after getting the vaccine. Brain fog, dizziness, and nausea continued for the rest of the shift. 5 hours after the vaccine (10pm) he was very fatigued. When he woke up the next morning his arm felt like it "was in a vice" and he is still hazy.

935792 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 OH 57.0 57 F Large hive on left arm at injection site, 8 days after injection.

935793 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 IA 48.0 48 F Upon waking the next day I suddenly felt very ill, I was short of breath, had chills and was too weak to care for myself.  I had been diagnosed with COVID in June and was very ill with that.  This felt exactly like I did when I had COVID.   Throughout the day I ran a fever around 102.  My ability to think or care for myself was greatly impaired.  I continue to fight fatigue and brain fog.  I then developed several cold sores outside and in my mouth.  I continue to battle fatigue and weakness but am improving and now back to work.  I do not plan to get a second dose as I am afraid of a stronger reaction that would require emergency care.

935794 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 WI 55.0 55 F woke on 1/9/2021 with a cold sore on lt side of upper lip. Treated with topical Denivir ointment as I have before. By 12Noon, I noticed my left upper lip had swollen quite a bit, and then then swelling progressed across my entire upper lip, and then outward to my bilateral cheeks, and upward to my nasal area and to my bilateral orbits. My left side was worse then my right. the progression occurred over the course of Jan 9th and again Jan 10th, but as it progressed outward, it subsided slowly from where it started (my upper lip)

935795 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NH 63.0 63 M Symptoms were first noticed the following day of the vaccination at at 6 AM. They were chills, hands and feet being extremely and unusually cold, fatigue, body aches and soreness at point of vaccination. Body temperature increased but not to above 98.6.

935796 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Day 1 Hot welt developed on arm. (Area grew to size of baseball over the course of three days) Day 2 Unable to move right  arm above shoulder.  Day 3 Radiating joint pain running from right arm down spine. Extreme fatigue. Headache. Day 4 Hot welt continues. Headache. Day 5 Hot welt subsided, lump left under skin with gray/blue discoloration. Day 6 Still feeling joint point throughout body.

935797 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 NY 38.0 38 M Felt completely normal at time of injection, and for several hours afterward. Began feeling pain and soreness at injection site around 11PM. Felt overall coldness and increased soreness at injection site when retiring to bed at 11:30PM. Experienced extremely vivid dreams prior to awaking at ~4AM with the need to urinate. Felt extremely hot, and somewhat concerning shortness of breath. Sat up in bed for 45-60 seconds prior to standing vertical. Felt normal when walking to bathroom and while urinating, no straining or abnormal effort required. Upon nearing completion of emptying bladder, ears began increasing intensity of ringing, followed immediately by cascading sensation of weakness. Realizing I was probably rapidly losing consciousness, I grabbed sink for support, in order to get as close to the ground as possible. Regained consciousness an unknown period of time later, though believed I was in bed. Upon noticing how cold my "bedsheets" were, I realized/remembered that I had lost consciousness. Felt completely weak and rested on floor for 30(?) minutes; attempts to move to a more veertical position were met with vague sensations of nausea. Eventually felt strong enough to drag myself to a nearby couch, where I slept on and off until 11:30AM, and gradually woke up to eat breakfast. I have experienced 1-2 episodes of syncope in my lifetime, and this instance aligns with how I felt at those times. Have never experienced micturition syncope at any point before, though.

935798 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 40.0 40 F Vaccine 1/7/21. 1/8/21 Body aches, chills. H/A (not unusual as they occur frequently). No fever. 1/9/21 Feeling flushed and the opposite. No fever. S/S mostly resolved on 1/10/21.

935799 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 PA 33.0 33 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine: Redness at injection site. Pain at injection site

935800 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 43.0 43 M Recurrence of burning and tingling on right side of face in trigeminal nerve area (5th cranial nerve, 2nd branch). No rash.  Moderate intensity.  Still ongoing.  Prescription for Valacyclovir to be started today

935801 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 38.0 38 F Patient presented with  a red widespread rash on her neck and chest at 1655

935802 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 FL 25.0 25 F Soreness up to 5 days after the vaccine * Itchy rash, swelling, bump under skin at injection sight, which began 7 days after receiving the vaccine

935803 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 49.0 49 F Fever chills weak muscle aches all over my body and right arm swelling at site & very very sore to touch & raise my arm

935804 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 NC 64.0 64 F Developed red raised painful vesicles on bil. hands/fingers. Approximately 15 pustules.

935805 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Patient is a physician resident who reported Left axillary lyphadenopathy on 12/23/20 (2 days after receiving Pfizer COVID vaccine on 12/21/20). It was very mild and resolved within 1 day.  On 1/4/21, she noticed L axillary lymphadenopathy returned. On 1/5/21, it had spread to her right axillary lymph node.  It continued to worsen until Friday 1/8/21 when she reported to me and our physician to inquire about possible deferment of vaccination.  She still has swelling and tenderness at both axillary lymph nodes today 1/11/21. Severity is moderate in that it is painful, but not debilitating.

935806 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 91.0 91 F ADR: decreased HR, decreased BP, and Altered mental status Treatment: Benadryl and EPI Pen Outcome: Resident was not transferred and remains in facility

935807 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 PA 42.0 42 F Post vaccine next day i had scapula pain and chest burning, as the days went the chest burning became more intense. Thought maybe covid,  took test and it was negative, so now 7 days post vaccine still chest burning and scapula pain is intermittent. Contact pcp, going for bloodwork and chest xray. Outcomes to be determined. Pcp believes this is a vaccine reaction.

935808 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 61.0 61 F 24 hrs- chills, Headache,LA sore, wheezing, fatigue  Took Tylenol 3 times, using Proair inhaler 48 hours- more chills, more wheezing, LA still sore Took Tylenol twice, using inhaler 72 hours- LA still sore, skin red over deltoid and biceps with tenderness, still wheezing, using inhaler throughout day  Symptoms somewhat controlled with repeated doses of Tylenol and Proair

935809 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 CA 58.0 58 F C/O itching to lower arem and lower back -Monitored, released from OBS area in 30 minutes

935810 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Acute Onset of tachycardia. Resolved within 5 minutes following injection. Accompanied fatigue and feverish symptoms 1 day post vaccination,  resolved by day 3.

935811 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NC 51.0 51 F The inj site is really red about the size of a tangerine, round shape,  Itchy comes and goes.  The circle were there 12/31-1/2, Gone 1/4-1/6, The 1/7-1/8 it came back. Gone 1/10 and returned 1/11/21. Some days it looks red purple, raised some times.

935812 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CA 53.0 53 M Hives and rash on both arms, face, and torso. That developed several days after the vaccination.

935813 12/16/2020 01/11/2021 CO 25.0 25 M I received the vaccine at 10:00a on 12/16. Early the next morning at around 05:00-06:00 I experienced slight fever (99.3F), body aches, headaches, and felt feverish. The symptoms subsided after I slept for the rest of the morning but I felt somewhat fatigued for the rest of the day. The next day I felt fine with no symptoms.

935814 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 55.0 55 F 1/8/21 tingling/ sensitive/extra warm lips - from 5 mins after injection till 8pm that night 01/08/2021 (thought due to wearing mask?) 1/9/21 soreness & heat to injection site - joint pain esp. hands, elbows and wrists; and flu-like symptoms - tired   1/10/21 little redness  to site-swollen/soreness & heat still ; joint pain in fingers still not so much in main joints 1/11/21 finger joint pain - lot of redness/soreness/heat/swollen to site of injection  ** new symptom sharp pinching pain around site

935816 12/01/2020 01/11/2021 NC 43.0 43 F Itching, swelling and redness at injection site 10 days after vaccine

935817 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Wheezing, cough, tongue swelling

935818 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 VA 27.0 27 F 9 days after I was vaccinated, I noticed a large red area on my left arm at the exact location of the vaccine. The rash is about 2.5 inches long and 2 inches wide.  I first noticed it around 7:30 am today (1/11/2021) and it is now 6:23 pm. It doesn't appear to have grown but it has not gotten any better. The rash is red and raised and warm.

935819 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Started developing a rash on Thursday 1/7/21. No hives, it did not itch. Started on Left arm, spread to Right arm, thighs and a bit on my abdomen. Not passing my umbilical area. It resolved by Saturday

935821 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IL 69.0 69 F Fever ranging from 100.2 degrees F to 102.2 degrees F for 36 hours,  moderate relief with Tylenol.  Joint pain for 72  hours with mild relief with Tylenol. Loss of appetite for 24 hours.  Left deep armpit pain for 4 days, just subsiding but still evident.  Left deltoid injection site warm and red with redness tripling  in size  over 3 days (covered entire deltoid region.) Site remains warm and red since initial injection but seems to be improving today (day 4 post vaccine)

935822 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 CA 37.0 37 F C/O minor dizziness, tingling in bilateral hands, fingers 4 and 5. Pt states she is very anxious about getting her vaccine, and in the past she had epinephrine for a procedure and it had the same results of dizziness, tingling bilateral hands. -Monitored, released from OBS area in 30 minutes

935823 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 OH 28.0 28 M swollen axillary lymph nodes/pain on the same arm as the injection

935824 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 58.0 58 F Patient experience pin needle sensation all over the body including arms, legs, hands and feet. Symptoms started on 01/04/2021 is still present, however, patient admits to symptoms  improving. Patient  received medical care from primary care provider however they could not determine any causes and was advised to keep monitoring the symptoms.

935825 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 FL 60.0 60 M Approx 26 hrs post injection, uncontrollable rigors. Left work early and off flowing day. Crawled in bed under covers. Later che led temp. Fever 103.2. Never in my life. Drank 6 cans gatorade to avoid dehydration. Next morning fever 102.4. Got up strength later to pack clothes and drive home. Back in bed. Reported to my PCP. Felt adverse reaction to vaccine and consulted doc. By third morning all symptoms has essentially dissipated.

935826 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 44.0 44 M 1/6/21 Vaccine.   1/7/21 fever, severe migraine, aches everywhere, chills, vomiting, sore throat, tightness in chest

935829 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 65.0 65 F Headache, dizziness, nausea, body aches

935830 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 GA 50.0 50 F While getting ready for work  after showering on 1/11/2021 before 0630 this morning, I noticed a pretty large bruise on the inner left thigh of my left leg.  I was shocked to see it.  This bruise wasn't present prior to the vaccination.  I also didn't injure my leg which would've caused the bruise.  It isn't painful, but surprised to see it there.   I'm sure the bruise will heal in a few days.  I took a photograph if it and will monitor it.

935831 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 MD 25.0 25 M Red rash that started a couple inches below injection site appeared day 6 after vaccination. Rash grew fast for 24 hours until half of arm was covered, including injection site. Stopped growing after taking 5mg of zyrtec. 3 days post start of rash it is still there but getting lighter.

935832 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 CO 39.0 39 F Post first dose of pfizer covid vaccine I had 2-3 days of intermittent headaches starting approximately 4 hours after dose and also 4-5 days of intermittent lightheadedness. I developed redness at injection site 4 days post dose and it is still present as of today even though it seems to be fading. Site is still painful to the touch.

935834 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MT 34.0 34 F After 1st dose: bad headaches that wouldn't go away with NSAIDS, shoulder blade pain. After 2nd dose: bad headaches that wouldn't go away with NSAIDS, chest pain, hot diaphragm, fatigue. She reports still having these symptoms and it is day 4 after the vaccine.

935835 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 31.0 31 F body aches chills fever

935836 12/20/2020 01/11/2021 TX 30.0 30 M I got the vaccine on the 20th 3 days later I was feverish I had body aches, and sweating profusely and I was very tired. On the 27th I went to the Dr and they gave me fluids and medication  but that didn't help and I gradually started feeling better 2nd dose - EL3248 9am January 9th, 2021 - I felt good the first day and the second day I started feeling lower half body aches loss of sleep achey no fever

935837 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 CA 50.0 50 F C/O- Ringing in her ears  -Monitored, released from OBS area in 30 minutes

935838 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 FL 60.0 60 F 48 hours after vaccination, noticed small red spots on and around right axillary. Non-itchy,not raised,not petechiae, not hive like. Some areas are blotchy, and red, as though there are groups of spots. By next morning (10 hours later), the rash had spread from my neck to my groin,including my arms, but not my lower extremities. Group A strep test was negative, to rule out Scarlatina-I do not have a sore throat. Some areas have a slight burning sensation where my clothes may be rubbing.

935839 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 CA 50.0 50 F C/O- Ringing in her ears  -Monitored, released from OBS area in 30 minutes

935840 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Patient reports feeling like her throat" has a lump in it or mucusy" about 10 minutes after the vaccine. Patient denies any other symptoms. Patient able to swallow, and no shortness of breath. Vital sign checked : BP 134/98, HR 102, oxygen sat 99. Patient declined Benadryl due to concerns of being drowsiness and having recent bariatric surgery. Patient continuously monitor by nurse. Patient called providers office, triage nurse reports to go ED. Vital signs check BP 132/98, HR 82 Oxygen sat 99. Patient doesn't want for staff to call 911, but reports co worker will drive her to ED.  -Called later in the evening, patient is still in ED for observation, patient was given  Benadryl and another medications.

935841 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 31.0 31 F - Sore shoulder for 2 days - overall body aches (comparable to the flu) for 2 days - malaise (Saturday I went to bed at 7pm and woke up at 6am Sunday morning still feeling tired - unusual for me) - light/swimmy headed for 2 days - decrease in appetite for 2 days  Worst was on Saturday and Sunday was a little better. Asymptotic by Monday morning

935843 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Red raised rash at injection site. Began one week after administration.

935844 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 OR 60.0 60 F Injection site slightly sore to the touch, very slight sore throat and very slight headache

935845 12/26/2020 01/11/2021 CO 47.0 47 F vaccine reaction started 12/27/2020  muscle aches on left side of body, both left arm and leg, can only say it is what I would imagine restless leg syndrome might feel like, weak and achy that disrupted sleep all night. 12/28/20 noticed enlarged lymph node on left side near clavicle tender to touch

935846 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OR 52.0 52 M Trouble swallowing, sensation of throat swelling approximately 45 min to 1 hour after receiving dose #2.  Pt received one dose of Benadryl 25 orally.  Symptoms improved completely.

935847 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 MD 36.0 36 F Diarrhea and body aches 3 days after vaccine. Full body aches 4 days after vaccine.

935848 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 TN 35.0 35 F Symptoms began about 44 hours after getting the shot. Daily, from 1/4-1/8,  I experienced headaches, fatigue, and low grade fever. The fever never exceeded 100.0 F. Symptoms generally began to worsen between 3-5pm each day. On Thursday night, 1/7, the headache was severe. On Friday, 1/8, all symptoms were very mild. All symptoms ended on Saturday 1/8.

935849 12/01/2020 01/11/2021 OH 39.0 F Noted left lymph nodes left neck.  On January 7, 10 days post injection had acute appendicitis requiring emergency appendectomy. Y

935850 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CT 59.0 59 F Fever and chills from Friday all day till Saturday afternoon (for 1.5 days).

935851 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 SD 40.0 40 F approximately 10 minutes after Covid vaccine the patient was starting to have right sided facial tingling  then she started to have tingling in her throat.  I sat with her and she had progressive tingling, worsening throat tightness and some facial swelling under her eye.  We then moved her to a room and laid her down.  I discussed the use of the Epipen and a dose was given at approximately 400PM.  We also called 911 at that time.  Vitals were taken and EMS arrived and by the time they were taking her away her symptoms were improving.

935852 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 CA 56.0 56 F 10 days post vaccination presented to ED with LUE swelling redness and pain. Treated with antibiotics and f/u w Allergy to determine whether to have second dose

935853 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CA 52.0 52 F C/O- States she is asthmatic, wheezing in upper chest, takes sterioids daily and Albuterol PRN.  -Monitored, released from OBS area in 30 minutes

935854 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 41.0 41 F redness and swelling at injection site, severe arm pain, whole body myalgias, fatigue, weakness, headache managed with ibuprofen. symptoms are  improving except for  redness and swelling that is still in the process of  going away

935855 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 47.0 47 F 01:45 I woke with severe soreness and ache over my entire body (8/10), chills, fever 101.5, and throbbing excruriating pain in the left arm (10/10). I was barely able to move the left arm, and I could not bend it due to severe pain in the elbow joint. At approximately 0800, I started having diarrhea that lasted for no more than an hour. By noon the soreness and aching had reduced to a moderate pain (5/10). I was able to bend my left arm, but the arm remained sore at the elbow joint until 01/10/2021. By the morning of 01/10/2021, all the symptoms were gone.

935857 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 35.0 35 F Cough feeling like bronchitis developed along with fever and chills at approximately 11 hours post dose and has persisted with improvement for 72 hours. Covid testing completed on day 3 (due to concern about cough symptoms) was negative.

935858 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CA 27.0 27 F No adverse event until Day 9 post-vaccination, when patient reported the appearance of a flat,  pink-reddish  rash 1" in diameter with an irregular border surrounding the injection site (L deltoid). Patient reports that the area grew to about 4-5" in diameter over the course of the next 7 days, some swelling noted,  and that the top area of the rash had faded while the bottom area  was travelling down her arm. Reports the affected area feeling warm and tender upon touch. Denies pruritis, fever, axillary swelling, or any systemic reactions. Denies any unusual pain.

935859 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 24.0 24 F Patient reported in observation that she is having generalized redness and itchiness and some blotchiness on her legs. Patient denies any other symptoms. Vital sign check: BP 118/84, 100% oxygen sat, HR was within normal limit. Patient okay'd to give 25mg oral Benadryl per standing order. Patient continuously monitored by nurse. Patient after receiving the Benadryl was noticeably less  red and patient reported feeling less itchy.  Patient denies any new symptoms. Patient called provider office unable to speak to provider at the time. Patient monitored, patient reported feeling better and she reported she felt safe enough to drive. Patient was called in the evening, patient reported that providers office did call her back, and she told to take Benadryl 4 hours after last dose and was also prescribed another anti-allergy medication.  Patient reported she also had a telehealth with provider the next day, reminded patient to talk to provider about the event and seek medical help with any other symptoms.

935860 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 44.0 44 F chills, shakes, nausea, vomiting, lightheaded

935861 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 34.0 34 M Red area on arm that is hot to the touch

935862 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CA 44.0 44 F C/O- Feeling flush, like something in my throat  -Monitored, released from OBS area in 30 minutes

935864 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 29.0 29 F patient complain of mild left arm tingling and numbness

935865 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 42.0 42 F 12/21/20 VACCINE.   12/22 C/O neck pain (base of skull)- seems to be worse since vaccine.   (hx of neck pain x 5 years since brain surgery)

935866 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OR 17.0 17 F Vaccination inadvertently given to patient outside of ACIP approved ages

935867 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 NC 55.0 55 F Fever, chills, headache, body aches, nausea

935868 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 50.0 50 M Developed scratchy throat 20 minutes post injection. Transferred to ED for evaluation.

935869 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 OK 54.0 54 F Fever and headache next day; sore arm next day; headache and sore arm lasted through 1/11/21

935871 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 UT 31.0 31 F within 45 minutes of vaccine administration, patient felt very fatigued, she developed hot flashes, then would get cold, had a headache , upset stomach and dizziness. Patient took ibuprofen. Symptoms resolved within 36 hours.

935872 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 KS 29.0 29 F S/s of fever 103, headache, chills, muscle pain, Supraclavicular and axillary lymph node enlargement and pain

935873 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 TX 88.0 88 F Fatigue and tiredness, heaviness in head, elevated blood pressure

935874 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CA 37.0 37 F C/O- Feeling hot and flushed, tinkling to left hand, light headed, "I don't want to faint in my chair" Vital signs taken, Rapid Response team alerted, transported to ER via Gurney. EKG per ED MD

935875 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 WI 44.0 44 F Dec 17th, my throat felt scratchy, 45 minutes later I was wheezing.

935876 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 32.0 32 M Soreness, weakness, fatigue, and short term fever; treatment none; fever ended in hours; fatigue and soreness decreased over 1-2 days

935877 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 IL 23.0 23 F Feels like the blood is rushing back into her arm when in a certain position and tingling sensation.

935878 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 AR 41.0 41 F Wednesday (day1)-fever 103.0, muscle and joint pain, fatigue, dizziness, headache Thursday (day2)- chills, muscle and joint pain, fatigue Friday (day3)- muscle and joint pain, fatigue Saturday (day4) muscle and joint pain, fatigue Sunday (day 5)- muscle and joint pain, fatigue, headache Monday (day6)- back pain, headache, fatigue

935879 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 WA 31.0 31 F 0830 1/7/21 experienced rapid onset lightheadedness that lasted for a duration of 15 minutes before resolving.  From 0900 to 1600 experienced fatigue and heaviness that prevented me from working that day. From 1600 to 2000 I felt "normal". At 2100 I went to bed with chills and overall malaise, awoke at 0000 1/8/21 with a fever of 101 F. Throughout the night I experienced severe body aches and a headache that made my teeth and jaw ache 7/10 on the pain scale. Tylenol 500mg taken at 0500 1/8 with relief. Fatigue/weakness experienced until 1700 on 1/8/21 after which I felt like myself again. In total, 2 days of work missed as a result of symptoms.

935880 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 31.0 31 F I have a history of high blood pressure and i typically know when it is elevated however suddenly with out warning I felt my all my vtial signs drop and I felt like I was going to faint. I asked for assistance and I requested they check my sugar. My BP was actually elevated it was 150/100, Heart rate 116 sugar 111 pulse ox sat 100%. I experienced a tingling sensation on my bottom right calf. This episode last about 20 minutes. My vitals were retaken and read as BP 138/80, HR 74. I still had a tingling sensation and slight weakness in lower extremities. A little light headed after words. I have not missed a dose of my blood pressure medication my BP has been at its base line 135/80 typically.

935881 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 43.0 43 F Sever muscle spams and joint pain  in my entire body felt for over 24 hours

935883 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 MI 41.0 41 F Less than 72hrs post injection, I had terrible body shaking, hallucinations,  would wake up screaming, hot and sweaty , body aches, not able to get comfortable.

935884 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 CA 38.0 38 F C/O- Dizzy, light headed, states she had glasses of wine night prior, and massage this am before vaccination, cup coffee this am, no other food or liquid. Action- Monitored in OBS area, released after 30 minutes with no complaints

935885 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 SD 54.0 54 F Extreme Exhaustion-day of shot (01/06/2021 - 01/09/2021,   Body aches - day after shot (01/07/2021),   fever  -  day after shot  (01/07/2021 - 01/08/2021,   Chills -  day after shot (01/07/2021),   Headache  -  day after shot (01/07/2021-01/09/2021)

935886 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Day after vaccine - red welt, tender, sore, itchy. Took Benadryl and applied ice to area. Pain subsided after 5 days. 3 weeks after vaccine - large area around site is discolored  ( 1 inch bruise in center and redness extends 3 inches around bruise) and itchy.

935887 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 TX 22 F Approximately 15 minutes after receiving vaccine patient felt like thick saliva when swallowing.   Also reports lips feeling "big" (possibly numbness).  BP= 125/76    HR=77.  Patient reports that symptoms subsiding at 5:40pm, but lips still feel "a little fluffy".   Patient clinically stable.  Patient released from clinic at 5:43pm.

935888 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Patient C/O of facial numbness and dry mouth. At 1330, patient's vital signs were BP 146/97; T 36.9; P 96 b/m; Oxygen saturation 100%; R 18.   The patient was evaluated by responding  physicians. At 1420, the patient denied difficult breathing or worsening symptoms, and ambulated out of the observation area with steady gait.

935889 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 VA 42.0 42 F recipient had a metallic taste in her mouth after vaccine administration, states this had happen before with other vaccines.

935890 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CT 55.0 55 F Left ear pain, unilateral. Burning sensation on left aspect of scalp with redness, unilateral. Symptoms began on day 7 after administration of vaccine. Seen by PCP. Being treated for presumptive shingles.

935891 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 55.0 55 F localized redness at injection site, R arm/hand joint tenderness and pain, over 72 hr. period

935892 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TN 41.0 41 M Symptom: Headache | Treatment: Tylenol | Outcome: No resolution thus far; Symptom: Fatigue | Treatment: Sleep | Outcome: Slight improvement in fatigue; Symptom: Left arm muscle soreness (same arm as injection) | Treatment: Tylenol | Outcome: No resolution thus far; and Symptom: Back pain (upper-left quadrant) | Treatment: Stretching and Tylenol | Outcome: No resolution thus far

935893 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Lightheaded, dizzy. Vitals okay. Symptoms resolved.

935894 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 AL 38.0 38 F Numbness of face, metal taste

935895 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 GA 55.0 55 F Felt as if I was getting the flu, no fever, rash over chest, back, neck (same rash I get when contracting a virus, I.e. common cold, etc).  Felt "under the weather" for about 12-24 hours.

935896 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 43.0 43 M 10 minutes after vaccination c/o scratchy throat. MD assessed and transported to for observation

935897 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 CA 31.0 31 F C/O- Hot flashes, voice went away for a second, "There's something in my throat," palpitation. No s/s airway obstruction, states feeling went away in a few minutes.  SaO2 RA = 100%  Action- Monitored in OBS area, released after 30 minutes with no complaints

935898 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 UT 27.0 27 F low back and abdominal pain, fever started the day following the vaccine. symptoms persisted for over 24 hour. took tylenol with minimal relief.

935899 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 NY 24.0 24 F onset of throbbing headache. No nausea, vomiting, chills. Vitals within normal limits. Patient given acetaminophen. Symptoms resolved.

935900 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 39.0 39 F Patient describes uncontrollable bowel movements, cannot hold food down, loss of appetite and body aches.

935901 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 MO 28.0 28 F Began with soreness in opposemite arm as injection site a week after vaccine. The week of 1/4 daily sharp pain shooting down arm opposite if injection site, unable to move or lift items for short period of time. Possible brachianeuritic

935902 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 ID 62.0 62 F Within 10 minutes of receiving vaccine, patient stated that she felt a little short of breath. Pt used her rescue inhaler and, after 45 minutes of observation with no exacerbation, she felt her sxs had resolved and she left. I communicated with her on 1/11/21 and she stated that she felt fine and had no lingering symptoms.

935903 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 PA 30.0 30 F rash on left arm, rash on right arm, rash on left leg. Given diphenhydramine 25mg PO and observed for 1 hour, no increase in reported symptoms.  No difficulty breathing / SOB/ wheeze / anaphylaxis noted.

935904 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WA 33.0 33 F I have a history of prior anaphylaxis in 2009 when I received (separate arms, same date and time) the 2009 seasonal flu vaccine and the 2009 H1N1 vaccine. Both were from multi-dose vials and providers I established care with following the reaction believed I likely had a reaction to a preservative. I?ve received single-dose flu vaccines with no issues since then. When I received the Moderna covid vaccine on 1/8/21 I had some right-sided throat swelling about 15 minutes after injection. It did not worsen and I was monitored for 1 hour after shot time. I went home and the feeling in my throat resolved after about 4-5 hours with no medication or intervention needed. I did not have any other symptoms until 3pm on 1/9/21. Started with mild abdominal pain, an hour and a half later I had chills, headache, fatigue and fever around 100.8F. No medication taken. The fever resolved within about 6-7 hours. On Sunday 1/10/21 the abdominal pain worsened and was a constant pain around umbilical region that felt as if it radiated outward, LLQ slightly worse. It was severe, directly affected normal daily functions. I could not walk, move, eat or drink room-temp water without pain increasing.  Walking 20ft at one point even caused me to crumble to the floor and cry, had to stay there for 5 minutes before even attempting to get back to the couch. No diarrhea, no vomiting, no fever, no nausea. I did have loss of appetite. The pain continued through the night and was constant. I could not find a comfortable position to lay in and tossed and turned most of the night. At 0430 on 1/11/21 I got up out of bed to pee, abdominal pain was so bad it kept me awake for about an hour after. Pain finally started to improve and I was able to sleep from 0530-0930. When I woke up on 1/11/21 around 0930 my abdominal pain was very mild and continued to improve as the day went on. Currently (1600 on 1/11/21) my abdomen feels about 90% better, I have no other symptoms. The symptoms, specifically the fever and abdominal pain, caused me to miss 2 days of work (Sunday 1/10/21 and Monday 1/11/21).
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935905 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 WI 62.0 62 F Excessive sweating, body aches intense,chills,fatigue,headaches stating after falling asleep and increase all night and throughout the day.

935906 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WA 25.0 25 F 8:40 Right arm/hand tingling, Left hand itching but mild. 9:10 Frontal headache- dull,achy. Ongoing left and right hand itching. 9:12 Benadryl administered( 25mg PO). 9:31 Hand itching about the same. Feels as if something is in throat. Tongue slightly itchy. 10:19 Stable tongue/facial itching.

935907 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CA 33.0 33 F C/O- Dizziness and headache, stated did not take my labetalol today, takes BID  Action- Monitored in OBS area, released after 30 minutes with no complaints

935908 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 33.0 33 F Small rash appeared near injection site (left shoulder) on 1/9/21 pm (vaccine received 1/2/21). It increased in size by morning 1/10/21 am. By 1/11/21 am, it was 3in by 3in. Red, swollen patch, warm to touch.

935910 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Patient experienced flushing, tingling in toes, pounding heart, and elevated BP of 142/80. Patient observed, and symptoms resolved without medication.

935911 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 NJ 28.0 28 F Next day --coughing, sneezing and congestion, by the third day symptoms began to resolve with some residual cough

935912 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CA 40.0 40 F C/O- States SOB, "perhaps due to mask", feeling much better after sitting and receiving education on vaccine side effects.  Action- Monitored in OBS area, released after 30 minutes with no complaints

935913 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 FL 72.0 72 F After vaccination on Jan.1 my arm was sore and tender to touch for 3 days and that resolved.   Today, 11 days later, I have a red, slightly itchy, round raised papule on my arm in the area of the injection site.   It measures approx 2" by 3" and has not changed in size throughout the day.  It is not tender to touch.  It did not diminish with application of Triamcinolone cream.

935914 12/18/2020 01/11/2021 AR 63.0 63 F I had a sore throat, runny nose, and coughing. Happened four days after my vaccine.

935915 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 WI 41.0 41 F Patient noticed severe R breast and side pain on 1/1/2021.  She saw her family practice provider Dr. on 1/7/2021 for pain and breast swelling. Over the weekend she was seen in the Emergency Department for increased R breast swelling and severe pain. She was treated with antibiotics and has follow up appointments scheduled.

935916 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 WA 58.0 58 F Injection was administered in Left arm.  The injection site is still hot to touch 5 days post injection. Site was more painful for 3 days post injection than I would have anticipated, and I did have swelling of the lymph under the arm on same side as injection site.

935918 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 AL 74.0 74 F Lightheaded, nausea Outcome -> signs & symptoms form submitted for COVID test

935919 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 AL 50.0 50 F Dizzy, Room Spinning, headache

935920 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Became lightheaded and dizzy , syncopal.VSS, MD assessed and transported to Clinic for observation

935921 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 50.0 50 F C/O- dizziness, transient  Action- Monitored in OBS area, released after 30 minutes with no complaints

935922 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 43.0 U Day one hard to breath, congested nose. Then chills and a fever. Pt ended up getting a covid test and was positive.

935924 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 24.0 24 M R side facial paralysis starting 48 hours after second dose of vaccine, diagnosed through ED visit as Bells Palsy

935925 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 20.0 20 F Patient received Moderna Covid19 vaccine at 1500.  Was instructed to wait in vehicle; five minutes passed and she proceeded to exit her vehicle to report symptoms.  As she approached assistant, she feel forward landing directly on her chin.  She loss consciousness for approx. 10 seconds. Was assisted to left side and was noted to have a 1 in laceration to the bottom of her chin.  "911" called for assistance.  She regain conscientiousness shortly after and  became alert and emotional.  She was assisted to her knees position as she became agitated and anxious.  Vital taken:  105/74 P: 72 R: 32 at 1507 At this point 1508 due to agitation Benadryl 12.5mg administered to L deltoid.  Patient began to complain about inability to mover her hands and feel her fingers.  Reassurance given that she was able to move her extremities as she was able to squeeze the hands of the nurse as commanded.  EMT arrived, report given to paramedic and care released to paramedic and transported to ED with family following.  As a note:  family reports that she has been newly diagnoses with anxiety.

935926 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 PA 41.0 41 M Patient received first vaccine 12/29/2020. While in waiting period post-vaccination, he developed tinnitus and was hot, flushed, and diaphoretic. He felt very cold and "wobbly" after other symptoms subsided. He had sharp pains in the joints on the side of injection which continued through 1/1/21 later that day. He was tired and had a minor headache 12/29/2020-12/31/2020. Patient had a bout of severe depression and "not caring about anything" beginning 12/29/2020 and lasting about 16 hours. He has no history of depression. He awoke 1/1/2021 and the depression was gone. Patient states all these symptoms disappeared when his arm pain resolved. He developed a "strained" throat on 1/1/2021 which is the only symptom that has continued to the day of this report.

935927 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 48.0 48 F After vaccination, patient was ok, talking and eating.  Suddenly, patient complains of dizziness, and "didn't feel right".  Patient was laid flat on a couch, but then passed out and was not responsive to sternal rub.  After a code was called, the patient woke up.  At no time was there a loss of pulse or SOB.  Patient was transported to the ER and was subsequently discharged same day.  Patient did report that prior to the vaccination, she ran 13 miles in the morning, which may have had something to do with the reaction.

935928 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 VA 62.0 62 F I stayed my 30 minutes as directed in a room since I have needed IV Benedryl in past with blood transfusions. Toward the end of my 30-minute wait, I noticed my lips tingling/swelling.    I ALWAYS carry an antihistamine with me, so  I walked out to my car and noticed that my lips felt full.  I needed to run my tongue around them and I immediately took a Zyrtec.  I never did feel short of breath, but with many times in my life getting giant hives due to allergies/ blood transfusion ( secondary to my hemophilia), I feel this was a type of allergic reaction.  I've never had the lip-tingling thing before with any other vaccine.  I've had both pneumonia and both Shingrix vaccines and always get my influenza vaccine since I'm immunosuppressed and work in a Doctors office daily.

935929 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CO 49.0 49 F Within 20 min of administration my face began to become Hot. Shortly after It felt as if I had gotten a CT contrast, where my whole body began to feel warm, also a metallic taste in my throat. A few hours later I had a horrible headache, with tightness in my chest and palpitations. My muscles and joints ached, my hands became swollen and I was unable to remove my ring. These symptoms continued for 24 hours. I also experienced shortness of breath.I almost took myself to ER. They eventually went away and I feel fine now

935930 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Pt complained of chest pressure and no other symptoms. Pt stated she had same symptom the day befor. Vital signs taken and were within normal limits. 127/79, p 78, SaO2 100%, conferred with Anesthesia, Pt to ED for evaluation.

935931 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IL 43.0 43 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  1 episode of Diarrhea 3 hours after 2nd dose Sudden onset of fatigue and chills approximately 12 hours after 2nd dose Fever of 102.5 to 103 F and body aches approximately 18 hours after 2nd dose  Symptoms all gone after approximately 36 hours

935932 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 TX 42.0 42 M Approximately two hours after receiving the vaccine I began to experience mucus drainage in my throat. The day after vaccination I had a sore throat and congestion that felt similar to a cold. Symptoms began to weaken three days after vaccination and by day 5 I had recovered almost completely.

935933 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Staff member complained that she was itching.  Benadryl 25mg po given.  No further complaints.

935934 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 MI 58.0 58 F 1 1/2 after vaccination chest red rash, under breast to stomach to face chin and mouth at night changed color to darker red. Rash not raised, rash started to resolve next day. Benadryl dose for relief

935935 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 CO 33.0 F Noted that my armpit was hurting 1/9 with movement. After palpating the area I noted that there was a movable, lump about the size of a small lime R axillary region. Went to urgent care to have it looked at due to the increasing discomfort. Doctor noted it to be an inflamed/swollen axillary lymph node. He prescribed Methylprednisolone 4mg dospak 21s.

935936 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 61.0 61 F I had diarrhea, numbness in my face, high blood pressure. 9 days of symptoms. The symptoms started a few days after.

935937 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 MN 29.0 29 F Started with right ear pain on 01/08/2021. Moved to left ear pain as well on evening of 01/08/2021. Went to ER on 1/10/2021. Dx of ear pain and given oral and drop abx. Have been taking all abx for 39 hours with no relief. Left and right ear are both at same severity of pain.

935938 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MO 41.0 41 F 12 hours after the inj had chills, myalgia, headache low grade fever and nausea. Developed pain in external genitalia, Had ulcerations with bruising on 1/9/21. (Lesions)

935939 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Metallic taste in the back of throat between 15-20 minutes post vaccination, noticeable swallowing and throat irritation at 20-25 minutes post vaccination, tongue and lip numbness and throat tightness at 25-30 minutes, dry hacking cough at 30 minutes. Treated in the ED approximately 1 hour post vaccination, at time of arrival in respiratory distress with subcostal retractions, coughing, speaking 1-2 word sentences, with tachycardia and tachypnea. Treated with IM epinephrine, IV solumedrol and IV Benadryl and IV Benadryl with marked improvement in symptoms.Y

935940 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 NY 41.0 41 F fever beginning 7 days after vaccine

935941 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 WV 83.0 83 M Patient passed out while driving, the patient called me when they got home.  His wife stated that he felt fine and I advised them to get him checked out as their earliest convince.

935942 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 PA 49.0 49 M The reason I'm reporting is that how I felt was similar to my sensitivity to Claritin: increased level of alertness, difficulty falling asleep; minor anxious feeling with diastolic BP in low 90's/ high 80's( usually in 70's) on home electronic BP cuff, and increased feeling of feeling my heart beat in my chest. It's now 6 days later and I feel about 50% better, but with continued elevated diastolic BP at similar levels.

935943 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 FL 57.0 57 F Swollen knuckle at base of left thumb, pain when touched, pain with moving at first, including if making a fist.  Now pain when holding a mug or glass but not other movement.  Still swollen at time of report 1/11/2021 but much less painful.  On the 28th and 29th of December I took 200mg ibuprofen, 3  or 4 doses over the two days, with some benefit.

935944 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IL 46.0 46 F Golf ball size lymph node in left axilla, mild tingling in left arm

935945 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 ID 54.0 54 M First right sided parotitis - diag 12/26/ ER; next day right sided facial shingles;  - antibiotics and antiviral and a doctor's visit ; first day back to work was today  - SAW 5 DRS VISIT TOTAL - 1 er DR AND 4 OTHER DOCTORS

935947 12/27/2020 01/11/2021 WV 28.0 28 F After 10 days of initial vaccination, site became hot to touch, red, and very tender

935948 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 23.0 F Patient was screened for COVID-29 vaccine and since no contra indications was given vaccine around 1:10 pm. Around 1:30 pm patient told facility staff she was feeling numbness, tingling, short of breath, weakness, dizziness and felt like fainting. The patient appeared shaky, and clammy. Blood pressure taken at 1:35 pm was 172/100 mmHg, then repeated 168/101 mmhg, then 164/106 mmHg. Facility staff called EMS and they arrived and assessed patient. BP reading 160/100 mmHg, HR 120 bpm, and O2 SAT was 100%. Patient was taken to ER at 1:55 pm. Patient was alert and answering questions.

935949 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 OH 67.0 67 M 12/29/20 chills, achy, temp 106, rash upper and lower back. 12/31 symptoms resolved able to return to work.

935950 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 OR 44.0 44 F At about 2:20 am the morning post injection I awoke with a SEVERE headache and nausea. I began vomiting shortly thereafter and continued to vomit for several hours. It wasn't until late the evening after the vaccine that I was able to hold down solid food. The headache continued until the next day and I experienced extreme fatigue (Although that's likely due to the lack of sleep and vomiting for several hours).

935951 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 47.0 47 F pain at the injection site after 1-2 minutes, heaviness on the left arm worsening progressively. Low grade fever at night, headaches, joint pain.

935952 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 TX 23.0 23 F Recieved vaccine at noon on 1/10/21 was awoken out of sleep from body aches at 1am on 1/11/21.  I had a fever of 103.0 at 3 am which proceeded to come down 45 minutes later and stay at 100.4 until 10 am. During that time I had a pounding headache, nausea, aches, chills and was profusely sweating and shaking with the fever.  Symptoms abruptly ended at noon on 1/11/21. This also occurred with the first dose that I recieved 12/23/20 at 5:30 however the fever and s/s were not quite as bad. This time they were definitely worse and prevented me from doing anything, I am glad I was not scheduled for work.

935954 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 OR 44.0 44 M Foot pain. Bottom of the feet were painful to touch and walking became very painful for 2 days. Reaction occurred on 3rd day after receiving vaccination.  Pain has subsided but took 2 days to stop.

935956 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 PA 17.0 17 F Patient said she lost her hearing last Thursday (1/7/2021) around 6pm. She said she totally could not hear anything at all and she went to the ER at 11pm and stayed till 3am. Her hearing loss happened in her left ear and lasted for 5 days and started to hear sounds since Sunday and recovered. She described it as "there was pressure inside the ear" and she said she also went to her doctor and doctor said she had her hearing back 90% to 96%.

935957 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 50.0 50 M 01/10/21 7:00 AM- chills, fever (99.9, 100.8), aches 10:25 AM- 2 Tylenol (500mg ea) 11:30 AM-  fever (101.1, 101.3), aches 3:00 PM- fever (100.8, 100.9), aches 4:30 PM- fever (99.7), aches, 2 Tylenol (500 mg ea) 8:40 PM- fever (99.1, 99.3) 10:30 PM- temperature (98.4, 98.6), aches, 2  Tylenol (500 mg ea)  1/11/2021 6:00 AM- temperature 98.2

935958 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 CO 35.0 35 F Lip swelling, Tongue swelling, disorientation, confusion, nausea, body aches

935959 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 PA 53.0 53 F Fever  101, chills, H/A , tiredness, lower back pain, body aches. Felt slightly dizzy at times. Started 1/7/21 @2220. Slept most of 1/8. Medicated with Advil every 4-6 hrs for fever.   Continued until 1/9/21 at 0100. Woke with H/A am 1/9 but no fever. Took last Advil for it.

935960 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 IA 58.0 58 F Patient had a "psychiatric seizure" apparently has a history of these. Became agitated and aggressive.  911 was called and medics took the staff member to the hospital.

935962 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 GA 30.0 30 F Within seconds of vaccine administration, I felt flushing of my upper and lower extremities as well as muffling in my right ear. My hands and feet became clammy. A small fan helped subside symptoms momentarily. Within minutes my lower extremities became shaky. I developed chills and felt faint. VS were measured. I was hypertensive (BP 134/100, baseline BP usually runs 110/80s). I developed intermittent tachycardic and heart palpitations, with a max HR of 124. Symptoms lasted approximately 1hour post vaccine administration.  I work at a COVID testing site, chances of me being exposed to COVID-19 are high. I was not tested prior to receiving either dose of the vaccine; however, I have remained asymptomatic for the duration of the series.

935963 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 FL 26.0 26 M Beginning signs of fever, muscle pain, general feeling of unwell.

935964 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OK 65.0 65 F Extreme fatigue, arm sore and swelling at the site, fever, nausea, muscle aches,  spine ache, headache.

935966 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 OR 46.0 46 F itchy rash on face 3 hrs after vaccination, seen at urgent care and prescribed oral prednisone

935967 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 TX 79.0 79 M Today ay 10:00am started feeling weak and tired. Also, my hands and body be an cold. I went to bed with very heavy covers and got re-warmed after about 2 hours. Feeling somewhat better this evening at 07:00 PM

935968 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OR 55.0 55 F on 1/8/21, the day after the vaccination I developed a bad headache, nausea, fatigue, chills, cognitive disfunction.  No fever.  I quickly started to vomit intensely and repeatedly for several hours.  Towards the beginning of the vomiting, I believe I passed out and hit my head on the floor.   I don't recall hitting my head at all but had a large swollen bump on my forward.  My husband said he heard the fall.  I had no food in my system so vomiting  was dry heaves , bile and any water I was able to drink.  Symptoms decreased over the next 4-5 hours.  I still  have a more mild headache and slight nausea on 1/11/21.

935969 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 59.0 59 F Chest pressure.  Took Tylenol

935970 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 29.0 29 M The night of vaccine administration, I developed headached which progressed into the next day. For roughly 24 hours I had fever, chills, total body aches, and headache. Symptoms completely resolved by 5am 1/10/21

935971 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NY 44.0 44 F With in less than 5 minutes after the vaccine, the room was spinning and I was super dizzy. I could never have stood up if I tried. My body felt the way it did when I had a CAT scan with contrast. Like something through my body in addition to the dizziness. I got super nauseous too. The dizziness subsided in about 10 minutes. The nauseous stayed for about 12 hrs. Anti-nauseous meds did help throughout the day. I was fine the next day

935972 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 NH 64.0 64 F Day two fist size hard, warm swelling left deltoid.  Improved for several days Day 7 redness and swelling increased with itching.   It is again gust size, not hard but itchy with blanching No fever, no medication taken but area of redness is getting bigger

935973 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 43.0 43 F Left side burning.   Flushed, Lightheaded, Heaviness in her Chest  Tylenol

935974 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CT 55.0 55 M Day 1:  dull headache Day 2: dull headache, injection site soreness, muscle soreness, joint pain, lower GI distress Day 3: intermittent dull headache, injection site soreness, muscle soreness, joint pain, lymph node pain under same arm of injection, fatigue Day 4:  injection site soreness, joint pain, lymph node pain, fatigue Day 5: Lymph node soreness

935976 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 PA 41.0 41 F Nausea for several hours partially relieved with antacid and ginger ale.  Symptoms subsided the next morning.  Soreness at injection site for two days.

935977 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 FL 30.0 30 F Vaccine given on 12/30/20 On 12/31/20, developed 101 .0 fever, chills, body aches, and severe arm pain.  On 1/1/21, developed swollen lymph nodes/armpit pain in armpit of arm that vaccine was given. The pain was 5 or 6 out of 10 and limited daily activities and was present from 1/1/21 to 1/11/21 at which point it started to feel better. On 1/9/21 developed large (3 inch diameter) raised, red rash which mostly resolved by 1/11/21.

935978 12/19/2020 01/11/2021 CA 62.0 62 M Woke up 1/4/21 with right sided facial weakness consistent with Bell's Palsy.  Started high dose Prednisone and Valtex.  Received IVIG infusion on 1/6/21 and 1/7/21.  Mild improvement 1/11/21.

935979 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 FL 38.0 38 F I was given the Covid Vaccine in my left deltoid on a Saturday morning. I developed severe heartburn/indigestion that day but was unsure if symptoms were related to vaccine. My arm was sore for about 3 days after injection which was a common side effect. After that, my arm felt completely fine although I continued to experience severe heartburn. I made an appointment to see my PCP that following Thursday for the heartburn and he ordered a CT Angiogram to r/o thoracic aneurysm. During the imaging test the nurse injected contrast dye into an IV in my left AC, below the site of my Covid vaccine injection 5 days prior.  That night I began feeling pain in my arm and noticed that my lymph node in my left axilla had become swollen. I ignored the symptom, assuming that it was yet another symptom of the vaccine. 3 days later on Sunday evening (8 days after my initial covid vaccine injection), I noticed that my shoulder on and around the vaccine injection site  was  swollen, very warm to touch and was extremely tender and itchy. I immediately called my PCP. The next day (today), on Monday afternoon. A fine red rash has developed.

935980 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 NY 48.0 48 F Initial two days of injection site redness and soreness resolved, but on day 9, the injection site became inflamed, with hives, heat, itching and redness. Center of inflammation was numb. These symptoms peaked at 12-24 hours and were resolved within 60 hours.

935981 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 TN 36.0 36 F Received vaccine on 12/30/2020 arm continued to be sore. Then on 1/11/2021 woke up to arm no longer sore but very red and a large oval itchy area at injection site. Arm has been red itchy warm to touch for 12 hours now.

935982 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CT 39.0 39 F Arm soreness  Fever (99.6 F) (broke about 1/9/21 4 am) Chills Fatigue  Took advil (400 mg) 1/9/21 @ 2 am and another 400 mg on 1/9/21 at 5:30 pm.  Sxs did not recur since 1/10/21

935983 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 FL 25.0 25 M On 12/22/2020 I had arm pain fever and chills for the first 24hrs after on 12/23/2020 I noticed that if i bend down or looked around fast I would get dizzy also got headaches on 12/24/20 & 12/25/2020 everything was worse I had people taking care of me because I had really bad migraines I didn't even want to talk or do anything because I would get very dizzy & bad migraines. On 12/25/2020 my doctor wanted to send me to the ER but I didn't go and on 12/26/20 everything went away I felt better.

935984 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 CO 29.0 29 F About 15 minutes after vaccine,  hr 155, fever 102, covered in hives, sick to her stomach and a pounding headache. Has had headache since then and been extremely fatigue. Y

935985 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Mucular pain Achy Joint pain Headache Injection site pain that radiated whole right arm

935986 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 ID 55.0 55 F Fever, chills, nausea, achiness, fatigue started at 1:00am in 1/11. Now at 6:08 pm on 1/11, headache and fatigue are persisting.

935987 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 PA 49.0 49 F The only initial reaction was sore arm at injection site for 3 days.  Then on DAY 8, woke at 4:45 am with extreme itching, large 4X3inch red patch developed throughout the day at injection site.  Site warm to the touch.  No fever or other systemic reaction.  Possible racing heart but I am prone to heart palpitations and may have just been anxious about this unexpected side effect.    Significant irritation  lasted for 48 hours, mostly improved after 72 hours, resolving with Benadryl and ice packs to the site.

935988 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 KS 38.0 38 F Awoke that night after receiving 2nd dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine with fever, sweats/chills and body aches. Experienced difficulty sleeping the rest of the night due to symptoms and restlessness. Following day, I continued to have fever averaging 100 degrees F, body aches, chills and headache that brought me to tears. That evening, began experiencing severe nausea and involuntary shaking. Reported to ER for management of symptoms. Received fluids, ibuprofen, Zofran and Reglan as well as potassium. It is currently the following Monday so 5 days post vaccine and I continue to have intermittent nausea and headache.

935989 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Patient presented to clinic relating that she has a known PEG allergy and received covid vaccine on Saturday 1/09/2021. Patient took one benadryl before covid vaccine and a few hours later. Did not disclose PEG allergy at time of vaccination. Patient stated that no immediate reaction post vaccine Saturday or Sunday, has a rash all over body today as well as joint pain.   Patient sent to Emergency Department for further evaluation and treatement.

935990 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 67.0 67 F 5 minutes after vaccination, patient reports heart pain, chest palpitations, shortness of breath, and shakes that patient attributes to anxiety from possible reaction.

935992 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 IN 43.0 43 M Chills, fever 101.1, fatigue for 2 days. Took tylenol 1G and ibuprofen 400mg every 6-8hr for symptoms

935993 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OR 55.0 55 F On 1/8/21, the day after the vaccination I developed a headache, nausea, fatigue, chills and cognitive impairment.  I quickly started vomiting  which was intense and persistent.  I had no food in my system so vomiting was mostly dry heaves, bile and what ever water I could drink.   Shortly after the vomiting began, I believe I passed out, fell and hit my head on the floor.   I don't remember falling but my husband said he heard the fall and I developed a large lump/bruise on my forehead.  The persistent vomiting lasted about 4-5 hours and other symptoms gradually improved.  1/11/21 I still have a milder headache, slight nausea and some fatigue.

935994 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 RI 60.0 60 F Pressure in my head behind my ears. Clear drainage from my nose. Feeling shaky has been going on for past 15 days. Due for second dose afraid to take it.

935995 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 GA 53.0 53 F The employee reports that she developed symptoms consistent with Bell's Palsy about 48 hours after receiving the vaccine. She states that the left side of her face is swollen and itchy. The employee has been takin Benadryl every 4 hours to keep the swelling down.

935996 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 WI 53.0 53 F classic Arthus reaction -- woke up on the 10th day following injection with a several cm focus of erythema and warmth in the left upper arm at the injection site. I noted focal central clearing in this, which has increased over the past 48 hours, leaving only a thin red palpable border. I sent this clinical information and a photograph to my allergist, Dr., who made the diagnosis. This is a fairly mild reaction, thankfully, and I expect to recover without incidence.

935997 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 NM 61.0 61 F one hour after vaccination patient noticed significantly swollen, tight, painful, and red bilateral ankles had been walking a lot, helping with mass vaccination clinic she reported her symptoms to the urgent care on site improved with elevation and Benadryl 50mg po, but symptoms persited for 48 hours

935998 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 TX 32.0 32 F HEADACHE - CONSTANT THROB - FEELS LIKE PRESSURE  HAS NOT STOPPED SINCE DAY OF INJECTION. NO OTHER SIDE EFFECTS

935999 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NY 32.0 32 F 45 minutes after dose I got hot flashes and itchy across chest and arm. Upon inspection arm was swollen. Area roughly 2 inches from injection sir was the size of a quarter. It was hot, red and itchy with a small rash above. Two hours later it increased in redness but itching went down. Still hot and red. The next morning small rash still present with hot, red ?lump?. Extremely tender to the touch. Progressively increased in size to the size of a half dollar. Continued to increase in size over the next 72 hours. 6 days later site is back to the size of a half dollar, red and itchy tender site. Has since reduced from a ?lump? to more flat. Took 599mg Tylenol 1/5/2021 and again 1/6/2021. Unable to take Benadryl due to sensitivity (over sedation) with household and family responsibilities. Sore throat also present for first 72 hours but went away.

936000 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 CA 58.0 58 F significant redness and swelling at site of injection, gradually spread up to top of shoulder, over 4 days  Patient had previously had COVID 19 disease, and recovered, in August 2020

936001 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 DE 53.0 53 F 2.5 hours after shot: Arm sore, Sinuses burning, chills, headache, lips tingling  12 - 36  hours after shot: unable to lift arm above shoulder, chills, body aches, headache, dizziness 48 hours after shot: all symptoms cleared up.

936002 12/24/2020 01/11/2021 TX 44.0 44 F Day of vaccination (Day 0) - felt mild chest tightness/difficulty breathing, relieved with 1 puff of albuterol Day 1 - lymphadenopathy  of left axilla lasted 2 days Day 2 - tachycardia  HR 100, feeling faint, wanting  to pass out for a couple of hours Day 4 - tachycardia HR 120 feeling faint, wanting to pass our for couple of hours

936003 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 IN 55.0 55 F Starting 48 hours after injection,Extreme fatigue, cold chills,Loss of appetite, nausea, weakness, moderate to severe muscle aches, especially upper and lower back and rib area. Only slight fever of 99.8 F. This lasted for Approximately 4 days. Now I have recovered.

936004 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 MA 34.0 34 F Mild red rash

936005 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 TX 56.0 56 F My face broke out in a mild rash in the morning and progressed to my mid back and a few on my arm.

936006 12/17/2020 01/11/2021 HI 57.0 57 F left sided axillary and cervical lymphadenopathy

936008 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 RI 38.0 38 F Started as the typical expected redness at injection site, warmth, slightly swollen and hard.  After about 7-8 days it started to itch and the circumference expanded from the size of a nickel to about a 5? diameter, became hot, hurt if touched and had some red streaking coming from the border.  I went to be seen at Urgent Care and was seen by the PA I stated in this report and was diagnosed with cellulitis and I am presently taking Cephalexin for treatment.

936009 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 TN 51.0 51 F Shingles, diagnosed on January 7 2021 by my PCP. First symptoms (pain and rash) first appeared January 5th.

936010 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 NC 53.0 53 F DEVELOPED A RAISED RASH IN AREA OF INJECTION IN DELTOID MUSCLE 8 DAYS FOLLOWING IMMUNIZATION.  RAISED RASH IS STILL PRESENT 4 DAY SINCE IT APPEARED ON ARM AND IS VERY RED, ITCHY, AND HOT TO TOUCH.

936011 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Anaphylaxis within 5 minutes of dose given. Tachycardia 130-140s, hot body temperature, trouble swallowing, lightheaded/dizzy, ekg changes, feeling like I was going to pass out even when in bed.  IV fluids, benedryl, soul-medrol, famotadine and IM epi given.Y

936012 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 MI 51.0 51 M Low grade fever(100.3), body aches, joint pain, rash, headache, swollen lymph nodes(left shoulder)

936013 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 58.0 58 F 01/09/2021 0400 to 1100 severe muscle/joint ache, 99.4 temp, headache,chills/shivering. 01/09/2021 2100 muscle aches, 99 temp 01/10/2021 0500 mild muscle ache, mild headache

936014 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CA 47.0 47 M Patient developed itchy rash on injection site 7 days after receiving the vaccine. Patient self treated with Benadryl 25mg at bedtime and Allegra 60mg in the morning, patient also applied some clobetasol oint. On 1/11/21, the rash is not visible but patient still can feel some itchiness.

936015 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 41.0 41 F She felt dizzy immediately upon standing. She has a hx of SVT with cardiac ablation in Feb 2020. No medications noted.  Experienced rapid heart beat within 10 minutes with dizziness and shortness of breath. Complained of chest pain, Rapid response team called. Per team - NSR, vital signs stable. Taken to ER for further evaluation.

936016 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 MN 38.0 38 F Body wide pruritis starting 2-3 days after the vaccine and has not ebbed yet

936017 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 67.0 M My left arm shoulder were shot was injected started turning red in injected area an then i felt small  tingling that in shot area 7:00 am in the next  morning on 01/O9/2021 WHICH by that midday my arm shoulder area had turn into a full scale 0f itching , That has continue itching an has not stop  an is so annoying when will this ITCHING STOP!!its been 2days 24/7 HELP!

936018 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Started with aches and chills, progressed to being very hot and having a 99.5 fever, then had lingering headache. Arm was very very sore and painful. All symptoms disappeared next day.

936019 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 SC 39.0 39 F Swelling, tenderness and redness at the site of the vaccination

936020 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 CA 44.0 44 F AFTER 24 HOURS OF VACCINATION STAFF IS VERY LIGHTHEADED,COMPLAINED OF WEAKNESS,CLAMINESS,UNABLE TO PERFORM DAILY ACTIVITY FOR 2 DAYS AND PALPITATION.

936021 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 NY 34.0 34 F 11:15 appointment, vaccinated 11:40, within a few minutes indicated that her hands "felt weird" , both arms tingling then numb, she noted nausea and abdominal cramps. Patient was weak required assistance to cot. Medical staff noted blood pressure 126/84 and Heart Rate 115, pale, glucose was 78, Pulse O2 Ok, Patient transported by ambulance to Hospital, symptoms resolved by 1300 hrs.

936022 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Fever >102F, rigors, chills, myalgias

936023 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 49.0 49 F Right armpit tender and swollen lymph nodes noted the next morning (01/10/2021) after 2nd IM injection administered.  Fatigue and headache occurred by the same afternoon and low grade fever of 99.6° that evening at 8:30 PM.  Right armpit tender and swollen lymph nodes remain present 2 days post 2nd IM injection and right arm injection site is warm to touch with redness and firmness to touch.

936024 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 ME 42.0 42 F Patient reported itchy dry cough, slight tightness in back of throat  & feeling her HR was high.   Vitals taken by nursing staff x 3, 13:00-13:20  (140/89, 114/77, 120/81)  25mg of PO diphenhydramine administered  40minutes of observation complete

936025 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 PR 53.0 53 F On January 8, 2021 Pt presented to the clinic, COVID-19 vaccination facility in support to the local Department of Health. She underwent the usual screening interview where she was explained and clarified on questions about the Moderna vaccine plus a written informative sheet was provided for her to keep. At the end of this explanation a consent with her signature was collected to document her desire to voluntary receive the vaccine. At this station she was told that in order to receive this vaccine she should not had been vaccinated within the previous 14 days. Patient was then moved to the actual vaccination station where she was explained on what to expect after the shot and how to treat for fever or pain and to seek medical care if needed. Again, questions were clarified to her satisfaction. She was then injected intramuscularly on her right deltoid without complications. When the medical personnel were about to hand patient the card with the vaccine information and the date for the next booster to receive, she told to the medical person that she already had that card. She showed us the card and at that moment we realized that the Pt had received 0.5 ml Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on December 23rd at another facility operated by the local Department of Health. She was informed that she was supposed to receive second dose on January 20th, 2021 instead of January 8th. She was informed that she had completed the two-immunization scheduled for COVID-19 vaccine, although earlier than recommended. Patient was observed for 15 minutes after that. During that time, she did not experience any adverse reactions. She was told to seek medical help should she experience any medical problems.

936026 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 ND 37.0 37 F Trouble swallowing, tingling around the mouth within 5 minutes of vaccine administration.  IV started with 25mg Benadryl within 5 minutes of symptom onset.  Transfer to ER at 1430.  Symptoms unresolved, hr - 120, bp 140/100, O2 sats 100, resp: 21 Additional 25mg Benadryl, 125mg solumedrol, 1ml Ativan given IV at 1435.    Symptoms began to resolve, patient discharged at 1600 to home with instructions to return if needed.    Patient returned to ER Sunday January 10 at 1300 complaining of throat tightness.  Patient was seen by doctor, no acute distress and airway issues seen.  Patient elected to stay for 50mg benadryl and 40mg prednisone PO.  Patient was discharged to home with script for 40mg prednisone q day for 3 days.  Patient feels any remaining allergic symptoms have resolved.Y

936027 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Diarrhea, lasting 15 minutes. Skin rash at site of injection

936028 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 WA 86.0 86 F Well demarcated area of redness present on the anterior L upper arm (see photos) from shoulder to elbow. No induration or tenderness present. Note that it seems to be clearing proximally. No heat compared to surrounding skin.

936029 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 NC 38.0 38 F Developed throat itching and fullness approximately 45 minutes post vaccination. Between 1-1.5 hours, itching of head, neck, and face. No shortness of breath or rash identified.  Diphenhydramine 50 mg PO and methylprednisolone 12 mg  PO taken upon arriving home.

936030 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 KY 28.0 28 F On 1/8/21 (day of injection): Severe bodyaches, fatigue, headache, and mild lymph node tenderness that started 10 hours after the second vaccine dose (booster dose 21 days post initial vaccine administration. ) On 1/11/21: Mild bodyaches, fatigue, headache, and worsening lymph node renderness and visible swelling.

936031 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MD 57.0 57 M fever upto 99.8 and chills, myalgia and malaise on day 3

936032 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 OK 58.0 58 M Patient complained of non visible arm shaking. Shortly thereafter complained of feeling warm and was becoming flushed. Nurse checked NP with reading of 212/104. Patient complained of headache and was taken to emergency department where BP was 240/112.

936033 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 CA 49.0 49 F A PREVIOUS POSITIVE STAFF; REPORTED SIDE EFFECTS OF HAVING ALL OF HER PREVIOUS SYMPTOMS DURING ACTIVE INFECTION AFTER 24 HRS OF VACCINATION,\.JOINT PAIN,SEVERE HEADACHE,SEVERE BODYCHE,FEVER OF 104,SWOLLEN LYMPHNODES,UNABLE TO DO DAILY ACTIVITIES FOR 2 DAYS. ORANGY URINE COLOR

936034 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 GA 46.0 46 F The patient began to experience heart palpitations about 10 minutes after receiving the Pfizer COVID vaccine (first dose). The HR was checked and marked to be 110bpm. The pt then began to experience tingling at the injection site as well as in the lower bilateral extremities. The pt was escorted to the holding area to lie down on the stretcher. VS checked (139/89 BP, HR 95, Temp 98.4, O2Sat 100%.). Dr in the ACC was called to assess and observe the patient. No further recommendation for treatment was given. Patient was observed for a total of thirty minutes. HR remained within normal limits and pt was cleared to be discharged to home safely. Pt ambulated to personal vehicle with nurse escort.

936035 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MD 60.0 60 F Had shot at 11am on Fri. 1/8. Woke up at 230 am Sat. morning 1/9 with chills, fever 101, aches, headache and fatigue. Started to feel better later in the day, but still had fever 100, bad headache and very fatigued. Still had fever at bedtime at 830 of 100.2. Woke up at 430 am for work on Sunday 1/10 feeling better and no fever. I was still somewhat tired but that was it. Nothing since this writing.

936036 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Redness size of a quarter near injection site  Tenderness and pain with touch  Feels hard

936037 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 NY 64.0 64 F My left arm which is the location I received the vaccine became swollen , painful, red and itchy.

936039 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 CT 57.0 57 F One week after vaccination. Saw redness rash like near the injection site. Swelling and warm to the touch.

936040 01/20/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 77.0 77 M COVID 19 vaccine on January 20,2021

936041 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 OH 33.0 33 F Immediately felt hot and dizzy with chest tightness. Chest tightness resolved within 20 seconds. Other symptoms resolved within 2-3 minutes after turning up air conditioning in the car.

936042 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NY 28.0 28 F About 2 hours after vaccine, experienced soreness down entire left arm. Later that evening  low grade fever of 99.9, chills, headache, nausea and fatigue that persisted until Friday evening. Saturday I experienced a headache and nausea, loss of appetite and whole body fatigue and soreness in back, neck and arm. Headache, fatigue, loss of appetite and nausea persists till now (Monday/Day 4)

936044 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 MD 58.0 58 F 11 days after vaccination, developed redness, itching, warm area 3 inches in diameter at vaccination site. Also experienced minimal soreness of vaccine site.

936045 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 FL 52.0 52 F Migraine headache began the next morning about 7am and increased as the day progressed including nausea and light sensitivity. Waves of nausea and headache continued into the next day. I had not had a migraine in over 2 years prior to this event. Treated with OTC Excedrin at first on Jan 10th, then when that was ineffective took butabital at lunch time and when that was ineffective took Maxalt with phenergan about 5p. The next day on Jan 11th, thought I was better but by 630a nausea returned in waves and headache began building again. Took Maxalt with phenergan about 930a and again at 9p.

936046 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 CO 65.0 65 F Headache, fever (101.7), nausea, lethargy for several hours on day after vaccine was administered. Fever broke during the night. Energy level was still low second day after, slight headache that morning.
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936047 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Patient had headache, diaphoresis, low blood pressure and seizure.  Patient got Tylenol for her headache and was observed for a few minutes. She was offered Benadryl but patient was allergic to Benadryl. She exhibited grand mal seizure twice. The ambulance was called after the second grand mal seizure.

936048 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 WI 59.0 59 M Moderna covid 19 vaccine  Severe headache,  pulse rate 122, temperature of 103f, shaking,weakness. Same symptoms I had while hospitalized for 7 days in May 2020 with covid.  Vitals taken by employee health  staff.

936049 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 TX 36.0 36 M Shortly after vaccination patient began to feel anxious, shaky hands, with a numb like feeling in the arm he was vaccinated in.  Patient cleared by EMS.  Patient advised to call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room for any additional issues as needed.  Also advised to sign up for v-safe.

936050 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 43.0 43 F I received the vaccine on Friday evening at 6:45 p.m. . Starting early morning on Saturday around 3:00 in the morning I begin to have extreme body aches causing me to wake up and my whole body was aching and I was shivering and it was difficult to move my right arm, which is the arm that took the injection. I was barely able to prop myself up to take Advil. I was down for the rest of the weekend in bed in pain. On Sunday the 10th of January the pain was less but it was more focused as a headache and I was extremely fatigued and slept the whole weekend.

936051 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 61.0 61 F 100 degree fever for 18 hours Intense body pain for 6 hours Headache

936052 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 OR 26.0 26 F At 1:45pm approximately 30 minutes after receiving vaccine symptoms included: throat tightness, slightly difficulty swallowing which proceeded mostly until about 5:15pm. Symptoms progressively improved slowly over time continuing although minimal at this current time. This writer was in route home and pulled over at 2:15 to a Health clinic for this concern. Advised to be monitor. Vitals all stable, no other signs of repository distress. Stayed at clinic until 5:15pm.

936053 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NC 57.0 57 F injection site pain, tiredness, headache, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, nausea, feeling unwell, lymphadenopathy, blurry vision, dizziness; Tylenol 1 tab X 3 times per day during  3 days

936054 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 WA 37.0 37 F Patient received the vaccine and had generalized itchiness at 1pm. At 1:30 pm, the patient received one tablet of Benadryl 25 mg and itchiness symptoms improved.

936055 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 45.0 45 F patient developed hives, nausea, history of anaphylaxis, took her own 50mg Benadryl, EMS activated paramedics and took her to ER

936056 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 NM 39.0 39 F My tongue became tingley, numb.  My heart started to race and I became dizzy.  The numbness has affected the right side of face and throat.

936057 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 26.0 26 F Swollen deltoid and muscle soreness for 3 days following injection. Heavy fatigue on day 3. 6-7 days later, very noticeable swollen lymph nodes in left arm pit only. Tender to the touch and when adducting the arm.

936058 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 TN 65.0 65 F Symptoms started on 1/16/21 with redness, swelling, pain, warm to the touch, spreading down arm.

936059 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 IN 28.0 28 M 99.7 Fever, muscle aches,  headache, nauseas

936060 01/11/2021 U Severe generalized fatigue and weakness. Headache and sence of sinus congestion.  Used ibuprofen.  Mostly resolved in 24 to 36 hours.

936061 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 PA 43.0 43 F Headache started then I developed dry mouth that turned to ulcers on tongue

936062 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 NY 33.0 33 M Headache started within 30 minutes of vaccine and  Lasted 36 hours. Moderate arm pain for at least 48 hours. One episode of chills and sweats first night.  One episode each of Paresthesias in left upper and left lower extremity  first night.

936063 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 42.0 42 F patient developed flushing and throat tightness after vaccine which quickly resolved, then repeat episode 30 minutes later, given 25mg PO Benadryl, observed another 30 minutes, eyes developed swelling was given Benadryl 25mg PO and sent to ER

936064 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 30.0 30 F Itching at site; stopped being sore 2 days after and then 7 days after became sore again

936065 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 KY 50.0 50 F Softball sized enlarged tender lymph node under same arm as injection.  Lasted 5 days.

936066 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 CO 60.0 60 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA: Soon after receiving vaccination patient became tired and experienced a headache. The next day at 2:15pm the patient reported a temperature of 99.0 degrees Fahrenheit, not being as tired, but starting at 9:30 am that morning experiencing "tongue being tied" and having difficulty communicating described as "know what they want to say but it... doesn't come out" that lasted three hours. The patient denied problems walking or being confused. The patient was immediately referred to the emergency department for evaluation. Upon arrival to the emergency department patient had clear speech speaking in complete sentences and ambulating independently with a steady gait. Physical and neurological exams both normal: no aphasia and no focal neurological deficits, normal strength and sensation throughout. Initial vital signs within normal ranges except blood pressure 149/88 mmHg. Patient remained asymptomatic and stable throughout emergency department stay. Repeat vital signs were within normal ranges and patient was discharged to home with a diagnosis of transient ischemic attack. On follow-up visit with primary care physician four days after vaccination patient reports feeling much better and no new symptoms reported.

936067 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 TX 53.0 53 M Fatigue, headache,  diarrhea, upset stomach

936068 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 48.0 48 F throat burning, no swelling given 25mg PO Benadryl

936069 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 NC 44.0 44 F Severe muscle & body aches, chills, headache, sweating, nausea.  Contacted physician via portal to advise.

936070 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 GA 63.0 63 F weakness, fever, cough

936071 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 31.0 31 F Mild to moderate left arm pain on first couple of days after vaccine, which was not bothersome, followed by constant, numbness and tingling in left hand, started yesterday, has not gone away, and nothing seems to make it better or worse. Does not affect daily functioning currently, has remained the same/not worsened or spread, but is moderately bothersome and uncomfortable. I have never had any symptoms like this before.

936072 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 31.0 31 F hives, anaphylaxis, given epinephrine and Benadryl, EMS called

936073 01/11/2021 U Within 24 hours of the vaccine being administered to my right deltoid, I developed radiating pain down the underside of my right arm from the axilla to the volar forearm/wrist. At first it felt like a bruise, and then progressed to feeling like a sunburn, with my skin being tender. I received my vaccine January 4th. One week later on January 11th, I developed a rash on my right forearm consisting of multiple patches of vesicles on an erythematous base. I consulted with a dermatologist and my primary care physician and was told that this rash is consistent with herpes zoster / shingles.

936074 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 AK 31.0 31 F The patient experienced dyspnea and chest tightness several minutes after receiving the shot.  She did not notify anyone, and after her 15 minute wait, she went home.  Her respiratory symptoms worsened despite taking a dose of diphenhydramine.  At the urging of her family, she went to the ER four hours later, where she was evaluated.  No treatment was done, and she was told that she was having a mild reaction.  Her symptoms resolved after several hours.

936075 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 OK 24.0 24 F 1 hour after vaccination client complained of dizziness, swelling of right hand. No general s/s of anaphylaxis noted.   Pt was given juice, crackers and asked to rest in recumbent position.  Symptoms did not improve and 12.5 mg of benadryl IM given in opposite arm of injection.  After 15 minutes same general symptoms present; another 12.5mg of benadryl IM given again in opposite arm of injection.  Pt remained lying down and 20 min after 2nd dose of benadryl patient reported feeling improved and able to ambulate independently. And monitored in her workplace without further intervention.

936076 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 WA 30.0 30 F Pain, redness, and swelling occurring >7 days. Redness and swelling around vaccination site increased after day 7. Health care provider was notified. Currently 9 days post vaccination and redness and swelling have not decreased.

936077 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IA 29.0 29 F One hour after injection arm pain, fever, chills, body ache, headache Next day arm color and texture around site changing, all previous symptoms remain 3 days after fatigue and pallor  4 days after rash and discoloration forming around injection site

936078 12/25/2020 01/11/2021 WI 22.0 22 F Swollen lymph nodes on left side in the midclavicular region. Lymph nodes are each about the size of grapes. It has been over two weeks since my vaccine and the size has not decreased. No other symptoms other than pain at the injection site for the first 2 days.

936079 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 NY 53.0 53 F Arm pain, chills, nausea, body aches

936081 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Later same night 1/8//21 my arm was red swollen with hard lump at injection site.  Not sure if injection might have been given subcutaneous instead of intramuscular.  The redness and swelling has increased each day.  Have been marking borders abs each morning the redness has expanded and is bigger. It does not hurt or itch.  The lump is not as hard but can still feel hard area surrounding injection site.   clinic called in antibiotics  to treat cellulitis.

936082 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 41.0 41 F Swelling in upper back and neck area; arm pain

936083 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 TX 45.0 45 F One week and a day after injection - red itchy circle around injection site about 3 inches in diameter.

936084 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 TX 60.0 60 F Woke up morning after 2nd dose of COVID-19 vaccine with noticeable left armpit swelling (noticed while applying my deodorant for the day).  Swelling was the size of large lemon.  Smaller amount of swelling noticed in right armpit, also.  Vaccinations had both been done in my LEFT arm and greater swelling was in left armpit.  Had fever, chills and headache this same day requiring me to take round the clock doses of Tylenol.  By the following day, fever and chills were gone but swelling of armpit still present.  Swelling is slowly diminishing but still present by day 3, as I send this notification.

936085 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Fever (38.7 degree), headache for at least 12 hours

936086 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 OH 47.0 47 F HYPERGLYCEMIA LASTING APPROXIMATELY 48 HOURS. POLYURIA, POLYDIPSIA, HEADACHE, FATIGUE.

936087 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Got the injection 1/4/2021 in R deltoid at 1:50pm. Was fine that day, just had a temp of 99.8-99.9 degrees F that evening, but no symptoms. 1/5/2021 just had a sore right arm when raising it above 100 degrees flexion, and tenderness when touched. Everything else was fine. No other symptoms. Suddenly on 1/9/2021 I felt a burning sensation in my right armpit (anterior) and it lasted all day and I feared maybe the shingles was coming back (I had it back in August 2020), and Sunday 1/10/2021 still had the burning sensation in the armpit but it seemed to be getting less intense. Then on Monday 1/11/2021, the burning was gone, but when I went to take a shower, there was a significant lump in my right armpit where the burning was before. It was a bit tender to the touch but a pretty signifigant lump.  Upon inspecting the injection site on my right arm, I noticed that the bruise from the injection was still there, but now there was also a big red oval circle (almost the width of my arm), about an inch under the injection site that was not there before. I have called my doctor and have made an appointment to see him tomorrow morning at 11am.

936088 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 AL 42.0 42 F Covid positive 1.11.21. Sunday after Vaccine began with headache, body aches and chills. Cough started on  Monday and full nasal congestion by Friday, 11.8.21.  Covid tested Monday, 1.11.21 due to post covid vaccine questionnaire followup through workplace recommendations for covid testing. Got covid positive results about 7pm 1.11.21

936089 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 27.0 27 F Red, itchy, raised skin at injection site. Began 7 days after 1st dose, still itchy (not worse) 9 days later.

936091 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 CT 53.0 53 F Sore arm at injection about 10 hours after shot.  About 14 hours later developed joint/muscle pain, fatigue, headache, chills and fever of 100.2. It lasted about 43 hours.

936092 01/03/2021 01/11/2021 IL 31.0 31 F Redness, swelling, tenderness around the vaccine site that started day after vaccine and improved but then suddenly worsened 1 day ago (7 days post-vaccine); pt dx with cellulitis

936093 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 28.0 28 F immediate lip tingling no swelling, tingling in throat, EMS activated resulting in 30 min observation

936094 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Heat sensation inside throat and neck  Swelling of glands within throat  Unable to pass regular saliva  Unable to breathe  Heavy breathing  Feeling tingling in body  Torso aching back and front and fore arms  Very heavy feeling  Headaches  Runny Mucus  Coughing  Spitting saliva, runny saliva as wanting to throw up Time lapse approximately 2 hours and I can?t remember time -

936095 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 27.0 27 F tingling of upper lip palpitations given 25mg Benadryl

936096 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 AK 52.0 52 F Patient reported experiencing tightness and itchiness in her throat 20 minutes after receiving the Moderna COVID 19 vaccine dose #1.   The tightness progressed to difficulty speaking and dizziness.  Administered 0.3mg epinephrine IM right thigh, then administered 5omg diphenhydramine IM right arm at site of vaccine injection.   Her throat tightness/itchiness resolved in two minutes.  Continued to have dizziness, then fast heart rate, shakiness and chest pressure after administration of the epinephrine.   EMT was called and was present in  10 minutes.  transported to the ER at 10:10am

936097 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 WI 26.0 26 F Within seconds increased heart rate shortness of breath light headedness and dizziness but thought it could have been anxiety. Did not say anything and sat there for the 15 minutes with continued shortness of breath and high rate think it was anxiety. When the time was up I continued to stay at the hospital for an hour due to fear of bad reaction. Started to become extremely nauseous within 30 minutes and loss of appetite. Went to bed and woke up with a terrible headache, body aches, extreme fatigue and a 100.3 degree fever. Slept for 8 hours during the day waking up due to the pain in my body and chills but the symptoms went away by 5 pm the following day of the shot.

936098 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Woke and had incapacitating vertigo. I was unable to sit up without assistance and focus.

936100 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 61.0 61 F Pt began c/o redness, swelling, and heat to injection area the day after vaccine administration.  Area was marked and continued to get larger, patient was seen by PCP three days after injection.  Pt was treated with lidocaine patch

936101 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 PA 55.0 55 F Received Vaccine Jan. 4, 2021 at 2pm.  Starting "itching" at 7pm. Went to bed at 9pm and awoke Jan. 5th (at 7am) with HIVES & ITCHING over upper chest, bilateral arms, upper back area and face.  Took OTC Zyrtec 10 mg  po and Pepcid 20 mg po.  Went to work at 7pm.  Took Prednisone 20 mg po at 2am. After working till 7am took Benadryl 25 mg po  before going to bed at 8am Jan 6th.  Symptoms relived by Wednesday evening.

936102 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 57.0 57 F c/o burning/ warmth to throat

936103 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 57.0 57 F Approximately 25 minutes after receiving the dose she felt nauseous and mildly dizzy.  Settled her to a guerney.  BP was 72/44, HR in the 60's, O2 sat 98%.  She did not develop other symptoms or distress, with those noted resolving to very mild dissiness at the time we brought her to ED at approximately 0840.  Her vitals resolved to BP 101-66, HR 84, RR 16, 100% O2 sat on Room air

936104 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Received her 2nd dose of the covid vaccine on 1/8/2021. No side effects all weekend. Woke up on 1/11/2021with systemic hives, rashes that itch. Denies prior reaction to previous variance dose #1 on 12/18/2020. Denied any difficulty breathing or SOB. Took 25 mg of Benadryl this am and then called PCP who is a OB who said to take 50 mg of Bendery and if symptoms do not improve go to Urgent Care.  Follow-up call made by provider 1816: Employee reported going to Urgent Care where she recieved Soulmedrol IM and an AB test. Hives covering entire body and scalp.

936105 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 40.0 40 F c/o rapid pulse, anxiousness

936106 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 53.0 53 F Pt c/o redness and warmth to injection site one day post vaccine.  No treatment was needed.

936107 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 CO 56.0 56 F 12/26/2020, THREE DAYS AFTER RECEIVING THE MADERNA COVID 19 VACCINE MY LYMPH NODES UNDER MY LEFT ARM PIT AND TO THE RIGHT OF MY LEFT ARM SWELLED TO GOLF BALL SIZE. TODAY IS 1/11/2021, I AM EXPERIENCING SEVERE PAIN UNDER THE LEFT ARM PIT, IN THE LEFT UPPER BREAST AND IN THE  LEFT UPPER BACK. I HAD A MAMMOGRAM AND ULTRASOUND TODAY. THE RADIOLOGIST SAID THE TESTS WERE NORMAL.  HOWEVER MY LYMPH NODE IS SWELLED UP 2 TIMES THE REGULAR SIZE. HE ADVISED NO ANTIBIOTICS. TO TAKE OVER THE COUNTER PAIN RELIEVERS AND APPLY HEAT FOR RELIEF.

936108 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 AK 32.0 32 F The patient received Pfizer's COVID vaccine at 12:22pm. They returned to the pharmacy at 1:20pm reporting she couldn't clear her throat and her tongue felt "tingly". They estimate this started around 12:55pm. EMS was contacted once the patient returned to the pharmacy. The patient was monitored. No medications were administered. EMS arrived at 1:29pm and the patient left with them.

936109 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 FL 62.0 62 F Mild Skin rash on both flank areas

936110 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 40.0 40 F pinching type of chest pain

936111 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 41.0 41 F c/o palpitations, dizziness

936112 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 38.0 38 F Stung during injection, injection site itchy during 30 minute observation, tricep pain unable to lift arm above head about 6 hours after injection and last 48 hours. Slight headache started next morning. Went away with 600 mg dose of Ibuprofen. Day 3 thru 6 no visible reaction, pain or itching Day 7 injection site in afternoon was tender, swollen, warm and red (dime size) by 7PM deep red, warm, nectarine size inflammation, sore right triceps and armpit.

936113 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 42.0 42 F unspecified allergic reactions within observation period requiring epinephrine and transfer to emergency department

936114 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 MI 32.0 32 M Muscle aches, fever 101, chills, fatigue, headache

936115 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 HI 43.0 43 F Itching, rash to bilateral upper extremities, chest, and neck.

936116 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 TX 48.0 48 M I became fatigued and weak January 9, beginning to resolve Jan 11, when I lost my sense of smell and tested positive for Covid-19.

936117 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 MN 51.0 51 F Immunization received at 3pm no reaction immediately.  Next morning I woke up with acne type lesions on my face and a large elongated swollen area on my back.  My face cleared up but I had to go to the MD and have the back wound incision and drainage.

936118 12/30/2020 01/11/2021 NY 36.0 36 F After shot on December 30, injection site became red and swollen. After two or three days soreness and redness went away. On the evening of January 6 noticed that the injection site area was becoming red and swollen again. On January 7 was seen at the urgent care as the area was becoming more sore, warm to the  touch, red, itchy. Medical provider assessed and was provided with  antibiotics in case it is cellulitis. Next day swelling seemed to have gone down but also was taking Aleve for a headache. The next few days site area was just itchy and continued to take antibiotics. Currently still on antibiotics and the injection site seems to be better.

936119 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 OK 83.0 83 F The injection did sting, but didn't think anything about it. For the first 30 minutes I did seem to be fine, so I was released, but my shoulder was not looked at. It was itching some. About an hour later I started getting a headache, some nasal congestion and a sore throat. I took a couple of Tylenol  and went to bed early. Day 2 I felt sluggish and achy and my stomach was bothering me some. Day three my chilling was worse, but after Tylenol I began feeling better around 6:00 pm. The rest of the week I felt sleepy and achy. My shoulder was feeling sore. I am the type of person that tries to push through  when I feel bad because I live a very busy life. On day 5 I finally looked at my left. It had a large red area beginning at the injection site. I got a tape measure and found it was 10 inches long and 3 inches wide. Today is day 6. I have finally admitted I feel bad and will rest a few days. I am wondering if I should skip taking the 2nd vaccination? . I am also taking some 60mgjAllegra on ce a day.

936120 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 CO 26.0 26 F Extreme soreness in arm that night but especially next day Headache/ borderline migraine next day and continuing for about a week and a half (so far) Mild body aches/ malaise the day after Fatigue next day and for next week and a half (so far) afterwards

936121 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Woke up the neck day with a headache, chills, body ache, back pain, and sensitive skin. Got worse throughout the day. Temperature at 10:00 pm (14 hrs after injection) was 99.1 degrees Fahrenheit. Went to bed and woke up the next day feeling better. Slight sensitive skin, sore neck, and headache. Did not urinate for 9 hours.

936122 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NC 32.0 32 F Chill Fever Body  ache Flank pain

936123 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Sore, tender arm for approximately 48 hours. Local bruising for about 3-4 days. Chills after 24 hours, body ache, redness.

936124 01/02/2021 01/11/2021 PA 63.0 63 F severe achiness and shaking and fever to 104 F on 1/3/21. Unable to work for two days.  Question is - should I get the #2 dose in light of the robust antibody response to #1. Could it be even worse?? Any information on this?

936125 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 34.0 34 M Noticed hives under arm  where vaccine was administered, chest and abdomen, two days after receiving vaccine.

936126 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 MI 83.0 83 F Hematoma, patient is fine.

936128 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 NY 48.0 48 F Itchy rash like break out on left side lower back

936129 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 52.0 52 F 30 minutes after vaccine, developed dizziness.  This progressed and also developed tachycardia and headache, worsening over next 15 minutes, with skipped beats.  Heart rate was 115 and decreased 93 with breathing exercises for relaxation.  Blood pressure was steady at about 190/110 ( she states she stopped her blood pressure medication 3 days prior). she was taken to ED for further evaluation and treatment

936130 12/22/2020 01/11/2021 OK 51.0 51 F On dec 29 I began fever, chills and bad headache. Tested negative for covid and flu. Also fatigue.  Then dizzy and just didn?t feel good. Tested negative again on January 4. But still dizzy and fatigue.

936131 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 WV 21.0 21 F Ran low grade fever reaching only 100.7, muscle aches, bad headache, nausea all after second dose, started around 12?14 hours after injection, lasted for 16 hours before fever broke

936132 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 GA 54.0 54 F About after an hr of taking examine, my heart was pounding, HR up to 88-93 resting.  (I'm on Atenolol).  onset ~1015a--0900am.

936133 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 VA 40.0 40 F lightheaded ness and near syncope bradycardia as hypotension started about 10 minutes after vaccine administered.  about 1 hour later had wheezing and chest tightness  lasting about 4 hours

936134 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 PA 39.0 39 F 9 days after receiving the moderna vaccine I started to feel my left arm which was used to administer the vaccine start to itch and it feels hot in the spot where they put the needle. As the day progressed I began to notice that the same spot started to turn red and swollen. By the evening the spot started to spread on my upper left arm and it was sore, sensitive to the touch (I could not lay on it) and it looked like a rash. Its uncomfortable and itches a lot around the area. In the area where the needle was administered it feels hard like a ball. On Monday 1/11/2021 I went back to the clinic to report the issue. They drew a circle on the arm and prescribed antibiotics which is called SULFAMETH/TRIMETHOPRIM for seven days and I have to take it twice a day. This evening the red mark/rash has spread out of the circle which the doctors drew on and I haven't felt any type of relief yet. I have a follow up appt on 1/14/2021

936135 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 WA 73.0 73 F Patient said the day after she received the vaccine, there was a big red bump on the her arm below the injection site and she felt like there were cockroaches crawling on her skin.  She had to miss work for two days. She reported feeling more sick from the vaccine than the COVID infection she had a few months ago.

936136 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 GA 47 U Around 10:30 that night I  started chilling and having a fever. Heartbeat  was fast. Saturday morning started feeling better.  My arm has been red. The redness has been going down below where I got the shot.

936137 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 35.0 35 F I am of child bearing age. The vaccine brochure did not state that I could get spotting but I started getting spotting after 3 days. Other than that I am fine. Just had minor achy arm at the injection site.  I just wonder if other woman are experience this? And if this will affect my fertility?

936138 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 OH 25.0 25 F Arm Pain- at injection site. 7:30pm- present. Headache- throbbing. 10:15- present. Nausea- 10:30-present.

936139 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 MI 50.0 50 M purpura rash on bi-lat feet, ankles and legs. Elevated PT

936140 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 MI 52.0 52 F ABOUT 10 HOURS AFTER SHOT RECEIVED I STARTED SHAKING VIGOUROUSLY AND DID NOT STOP FOR ALMOST 2 HOURS.  THEN I DEVELOPED A SLIGHT FEVER - 100-101 - BAD HEADACHE, MUSCLE ACHES, BODY ACHES.  TOOK TYLENOL REGULARLY, FINALLY EXCEDRIN FOR HEADACHE AND ICE PACKS FOR BACK OF NECK AND FOREHEAD.  DIBILATING FOR THE NEXT DAY, THEN FEVER BROKE AND FELT BACK TO NORMAL.

936141 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 47.0 47 F Within 1 minute after the injection I felt tachycardia and the tightness in my neck and an abnormal sensation in the back of my tongue.  This lasted for about 20-25 minutes and then  mostly resolved.  I was monitored by the paramedics.  I had normal vitals at the time of evaluation which was soon after notifying staff. After the 1st injection I had a similar episode, but I thought it was anxiety related.

936142 12/27/2020 01/11/2021 FL 29.0 29 F Itching started on right foot on Monday evening, January 4th 2021. By Tuesday evening both feet were itching and toes were red and inflamed along with the itching. I used hydrocortisone cream on them starting Wednesday evening. I contacted Dr. (tele health doctor) on Saturday evening and showed pictures of my feet. I was told it appeared to be "covid toes" and I may have COVID or an adverse reaction to the COVID vaccine. I was swabbed for COVID Saturday night. COVID results were negative. I was told to report my symptoms and reaction to CDC due to it being a reaction to the COVID vaccine. Currently it is January 11, 2021 and my feet are not itchy, just a little redness on my toes. I am continuing to monitor.

936143 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Nausea, body aches, fever chills, left arm pain, left axilla  pin with adenopathy. Fatigue. Headache.

936144 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 IN 54.0 54 M Lymph nodes very enlarged  in clavicle area on same side of injection with continued constant pain   Severe headache x2 days fever of 100.3  x2 days

936145 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CO 47.0 47 F 72 hours of extreme fatigue. 48 hours of nausea and vomiting. 48 hours chills, aches. Ongoing headache x5 days.

936146 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NM 24.0 24 F Beginning about 12 hours after administration, I began experiencing severe and progressive joint pain. Pain presented bilaterally in knees, ankles, hip joints, shoulders, and wrists.  Pain worsened over 2 hours and was managed with two doses of 5mg oxycodone spaced two hours apart.  Pain persisted over two days and was managed with 5mg oxycodone PO q6-8 hours before subsiding.

936147 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 TX 34.0 34 M Woke up the next morning with nausea, headache, chills and muscle aches. It has been ongoing now with only relief coming from Ibuprofen for symptoms. Concerned I should have taken longer time between having COVID and getting the vaccine. It was a approximately 3 days from time of being clear of isolation and any symptoms. There was no concern on the consent form of recently having COVID just a concern if you were presently positive.

936148 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 TX 27.0 27 M - Adverse event: 3 days after getting the vaccine I started to get an itchy, erythematous rash on my arms, torso and face. No joint pain, fever, dyspnea, cough, or any other symptoms.  - Treatment: cetirizine + steroid cream  - Outcomes: the rash is now resolving, less pruritus, no new lesions

936149 12/23/2020 01/11/2021 VA 49.0 49 M Herpatic infection left eye causing a herpatic dendrite

936150 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Intolerable body aches, severe pain mostly in bones from knees  level to feet,  chills, severe headache, nausea, fever, extreme fatigue. Injection site:  whole arm referred pain and numbness.  Symptoms did not resolve  after taking 3 tablets of 650mg of Tylenol . 4 tablet of 250mg of Naproxen was way more helpful than Tylenol.

936151 12/16/2020 01/11/2021 MT 46.0 46 F One week after administration, I had sudden onset inability to move left arm. I was transported to ER immediately. Treated, scanned with CT of brain, MRI of brain, c-spine and brachioplexus. In hospital for 2 days and no answers. Still no answers to left arm paresthesia and proprioreceptor deficits. Spreading into left leg and mild systemic symptoms. I have been to the ER, seen by primary physician, Physiatrist and Neurology and Occupational Therapy. I am scheduled for many more appointments and trying to find and answer.Y 2

936152 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 OR 27.0 27 F Small rash slightly behind left armpit in the same arm vaccine was administered. The rash lasted about 3 days and is now gone. No other symptoms other than arm pain at injection sight which lasted about 5 days.

936153 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 WA 51.0 51 F Just mild arm soreness day 2 and 3.  No symptoms through the entire week and weekend after, then Monday afternoon (1/11/21) I noticed a pain developing on the underside of the arm, just around from the injection site (if you drew a line from the top of the arm where the injection was delivered to the underside immediately under site).  As the afternoon progressed in to the evening the pain became even greater.  When I used that arm to steady myself over the sink while brushing my teeth it was definitely greater while my muscle was flexed.  It feels deep inside my arm, almost deep center, and is heading up in to my armpit.

936154 01/01/2021 01/11/2021 IL 54.0 54 F Rigors, hands and feet felt frozen Temp spikes up to 103.7 lasted 2 days

936155 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 OH 33.0 33 F Rigors started about twelve hours after vaccination and lasted several hours. Had myalgias for about 24 hours after that as well

936156 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 ID 61.0 61 F Floaters and flashes - right eye - did not have them before the injection - and I have reported - I have not had any treatment - unknown if I need to get treatment and unknown if I should get the next dose

936157 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 AZ 19.0 19 F Soreness at injection site and arm injection occured

936158 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 46.0 46 M None

936398 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 MA 43.0 43 F L. Bell's palsy - eyelid drooping, weakness in L cheek and mouth, started about 28 hours after dose #2 of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine

936401 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 MS 44.0 44 F Wednesday 1/6: I had welts on my eye lid to the back of my scalp. I thought it was bug bite or rash. It didn't itch just sensitive to touch. I took some Tylenol. By 1/10/21, it still didn't go away and I took a Zyrtec and Tylenol. It was stinging and sensitive to touch. When I got up from my nap, I took a Valtrex before I went to work and the welts are seemed to be going down. I believe it is a shingles-like reaction to vaccine.

936405 01/04/2021 01/11/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Soreness to right arm 2 hours after injection on 1/4/21 lasting 2 days. Right arm rash started on 1/11/21 - itchy, warm, muscle knot

936408 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 CA 30.0 30 F developed itching all over body 1.5 hrs later, no rash

936411 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CO 31.0 31 F Pt. started to feel swelling in her lips, as well as started to get the hives and was itchy. Pt. was administered 0.3 EPI in Right thigh @ 10:35 A.M.  Pt. vital signs well and checked every 15 minutes.

936415 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 OH 48.0 48 F Receive axine at 6:20 p.m. January 6th 2021 at approximately 11 o'clock p.m. January 06, 2021 began running lowgrade temp Feeling very cold developing chills When Realise I was very sweaty and started developing body aches Took Tylenol extra strength 500 mg for fever and body aches try to drink plenty of fluids symptoms alleviated within the next 48 hours On January 11th 2021 I then realised I developed a localised rash around injection site Red raised and warm to the touch

936418 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 NJ 47.0 47 F Arm swelling and pain. Intense diarrhea, nausea and dizziness, from 1/9 through now.

936425 01/11/2021 AZ M None stated.

936429 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OR 23.0 23 F Soreness Dizziness, light headed, nausea , a little high temperature due to medications

936431 01/05/2021 01/11/2021 TX 52.0 52 F Slight dizziness Tuesday night, but full blown all day Wednesday and was nauseous if moved to fast or bent over. Injection sight had swelling and was red. Extremely tired. Put cool compress on injection sight and took Tylenol. Dizziness mostly gone by Thursday mid morning and completely gone by Friday evening.

936435 12/19/2020 01/11/2021 TX 33.0 33 M Had a blood draw in left arm 12/24/2020. Eventually led to superficial venous thrombosis of left basilic vein confirmed by duplex us and ct angiogram w/ contrast. Indentured vein led to seek diagnosis and treatment

936441 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Urticaria on left side of face and neck; mild. No action taken. Self-limited.  - started 7-10 minutes after vaccine - resolved within 2 hours

936445 01/11/2021 01/11/2021 ID 41.0 41 F Staff of facility experiences light headiness and extreme dizziness.  Patient explained that her legs felt heavy and were very tingly. Monitored BP and remained within normal rages. Gave Benadryl at 11:35am. Patient also drank water and ate some food. After sitting for 45 minutes patient felt better

936449 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 PA 52.0 52 F Shaking chills, fever, severe headache, joint pain and body aches limited my ability to work   Started 12 hours after second dose of covid vaccine.  No reaction to first dose.

936453 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 OH 63.0 63 F Within 7 hours of receiving the vaccination I experienced significant hearing loss in my left ear. It felt like I could not pop my ear but I did not have a cold or allergy symptomw. Within 24 hours I could not hear well enough to use the telephone on the left side - barely heard the ring and could not hear a person talk. By  the afternoon of January 9th my hearing had returned to near normal.

936463 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 41.0 41 M PATIENT HAD SUDDEN ONSET OF NAUSEA, DIZZINESS AND EXPERIENCED 2-3 EPISODES OF VOMITTING FOLLOWING ONSET. PT ALSO COMPLAINS OF SINUS CONGESTION AND MILD BODY ACHES SINCE DATE OF VACCINATION.

936473 12/29/2020 01/11/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Currently pregnant, 23 weeks.  21 weeks at the time of injection. A little after an hour are receiving injection itching began on jaw then progressed to other areas of the body. Arms, hands, belly, feet, head, and legs. Itching was not intense and could be ignored, no medication taken. Itching subsided after 24 hours but has returned on/off since. Message was sent to OBGYN asking for MD to contact me if he felt issue was urgent.  No contact made but since issue persists will call and ask for lab work.

936477 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 KS 38.0 38 F 9cm x 5cm red, itchy area around injection site 8 days post-injection, resolved after 2 days.

936480 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 KS 34.0 34 F Fatigue (ongoing), chills (ongoing), muscle aches (1 day), redness at injection site (3 days), shortness of breath (ongoing)

936483 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 61.0 61 F 1-24 hours AFTER vaccination: headache, fatigue, body aches, chills, fever (102) 24-48 hours AFTER vaccination: headache, fatigue, cough, GI distress, fever (100) 48-72 hours AFTER vaccination: headache, elevated temperature (99.7)

936485 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 44.0 44 F Sat. Jan. 9, 2021 Aches and swelling in left axilla, Sun. Jan 10, 2021 Woke up with left arm pain from shoulder to forearm, pain got better with regular daily movement. Enlargement of the injection site welt, increase firmness, redness and diameter, deep centrally located bruise. Shoulder begins to ache consistently worsening with movement or pressure to area. Mon. Jan 11, 2021 More noticeable swelling to left axilla and swelling appears to left upper outer pectoral area and below clavicle. Arm feels heavy and like fluid is traveling down arm and into hands/fingers. Fingers, wrist and forearm have brief periods tingling and pain. Swelling feeling in left extremity feels better when hand is held up over head.
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936486 01/07/2021 01/11/2021 MA 30.0 30 M Three days after second immunizations, spontaneously developed diffuse urticaria on my trunk and face. Associated w/itching, mild abdominal discomfort, and facial swelling. Symptoms somewhat improved w/cetirizine. About 24hr later, had recurrent diffuse urticaria, predominantly in the face. Still having persistent intermittent sweats and significant fatigue.

936487 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 LA 95.0 95 M Patient is a retired physician and my grandfather. I gave him the shot on 1/6/21. Sometime on 1/7/21, Patient started to experience severe arthralgia that started in his left arm and was radiating down from his shoulder area to his wrist continuously throughout the day.   Sometime late 1/7/21 or early 1/8/21, he was experiencing severe arthralgia radiating from the right shoulder down to his wrist. Sometime on 1/10/21, the arthralgia was consistently happening in his hip and back region. Patient has a doctor appointment scheduled for 1/12/21 which was the first appointment available.

936488 01/09/2021 01/11/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Redness and heat at injection site, continued soreness.

936490 12/31/2020 01/11/2021 CO 38.0 38 F Fever up to 101.2 F, chills, severe headache( left temporal, right temporal then spread to forebrain, even walking coughing makes brain hurt like tingling, loose stool, long bone pain, peri orbital edema, neck stiffness,  new onset low back, loss of appetite, loss of taste, insomnia, fatigue and dizziness. I feel like I have all repeat symptoms of covid, with worse headache and neckstiffness than actual infection. Fever last for 3 days and disappeared but headache continues and ended up in ER.  CTA negative, D dimer<200

936497 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 MN 30.0 30 F At 3 am the next day after my vaccine (sat the 9th)I woke up to all my joints burning, like they were on fire. The next morning I had chills, severe joint pain, fatigue, dizziness, nausea, and rash/ redness on my face (cheeks, nose, forehead). The next day (Sunday, the 10th) I felt much better but still a bit of joint pain and fatigue. Today (Monday the 11th) I felt fatigued, with. A resting heart rate of 90 according to my fitbit. I had some numbness/tingling in my right arm, dizziness, and felt fatigued. Towards the end of today I felt better but still have some pain in lower back and neck.

936740 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 39.0 39 F 12:30 pm - Numbness to roof of mouth, upper lip swelling, tongue swelling/tingling 12:45 pm - 2 tabs Allegra taken (180 mg each??) 2:30 pm - Swelling subsided 4:30 pm - Upper lip swelling returned 5:00 pm - Additional 2 tabs of Allegra taken  Reaction stopped at 6:30pm.

936741 12/28/2020 01/11/2021 CA 42.0 42 F -day after vaccine, experienced headache, temp of 101, body aches/chills, no appetite. -headache lasted for 24hrs after, body aches chills decreased w/tylenol. Still decreased appetite until 3rd day fever was down to 99-100 w/tylenol

936751 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 CA 56.0 56 F 12:30 pm - Itching noted to upper back. 12:40 pm - Developed hives to back, back side of arms, around torso. 12:45 pm - Zyrtec 10 mg taken 1:30 pm - Developed chest tightness, congestion, coughing and shortness of breath. 2:00 pm - Itching subsiding, hives unresolved for an additional hour or two.  Continued taking Zyrtec for three days due to continued coughing, congestion, and shortness of breath. Symptoms all resolved by 01/09/2021.

936763 01/06/2021 01/11/2021 NY 60.0 60 M pt states experienced headache, soar throat, bone pain to (R) hand, chills, and low grade fever onset night of vaccination lasting 2-3 days

936775 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 60.0 60 M c/o severe headache & generalized body aches; Temp 100.8; dizzy/faint symptoms relieved by Tylenol 1000 mg PO. after lasting from 1/8/21 - 1/9/21

936783 12/21/2020 01/11/2021 CT 40.0 40 F C/o headaches onset 12/26 x4 days; Nausea chills onset 12/30 x 2 days; Body aches onset 1/1/21 x 4 days. Visited urgent care 1/2/21 - labs done & released w/ return to work 2-5 days.

936790 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 NY 43.0 43 F 30 minutes after receiving vaccine bilateral numbness/tingling to hands 60 minutes after "chemical taste" in mouth with dryness lasting entire day; 6-8 hours after headache; fatigue x 1-2 days; arm pain swelling x 2days

936796 01/10/2020 01/11/2021 CA 39.0 38 F vaccine at 0730, at 0740 vomited in Bathroom 0750 - nausea continues 0800 - mild nausea, improving, pt went home

936802 01/08/2021 01/11/2021 CA 33.0 M Pt. became tachacardic post 2nd vaccine injection. BP 155/99 HR 130-140 Lightheaded. No shortness of Breath. Discharged at 1515 - okay.

936809 01/10/2021 01/11/2021 CA 51.0 51 F 0900 - Vaccine given 0910 - felling warm all over, fast HR, itchy arm at injection site (x5min) 0920 - symptoms improving

936173 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 PR 29.0 F pain in the left armpit; a small protrusion in the area of the left collarbone which hurts to the touch; a small protrusion in the area of the left collarbone which hurts to the touch; feeling headache; tiredness; chills; bnt162b2 first dose on 15Dec2020 at 14:30 and then second dose on 04Jan2021 at 15:30; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 29-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number: EK4176), intramuscularly on 04Jan2021 at 15:30 on Arm Left at single dose for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. The patient medical history was not reported. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. No concomitant medications. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, nor any other medications within two weeks of vaccination. The patient previous took acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN) and experienced allergy; first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899) on 15Dec2020 at 14:30 on Arm Left at single dose for COVID-19 immunization and had pain in her left arm where it was administered the vaccine on 15Dec2020 at 15:00, the next day (16Dec2020) the area was red and inflamed, the redness and the inflammation lasted three days. The patient experienced hours after receiving the second dose of the vaccine she began feeling headache, tiredness and chills on 04Jan2021 at 21:00. The next day of the vaccine on 05Jan2021 she began feeling pain in the left armpit and she had a small protrusion in the area of the left collarbone which hurts to the touch. Since the vaccination, patient had not been tested for COVID-19. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was not recovered. The report was reported as non-serious, with seriousness criteria-Results in death: No; Life threatening: No; Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No; Disabling/Incapacitating: No; Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.

936174 12/15/2020 01/12/2021 PR 29.0 F have pain in my left arm where it was administered the vaccine/the area was red and inflamed; have pain in my left arm where it was administered the vaccine/the area was red and inflamed; pain in my left arm where it was administered the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 29-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Dec2020 at 14:30 on Arm Left at single dose for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. The patient medical history was not reported. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. No concomitant medications. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, nor any other medications within two weeks of vaccination. The patient previous took acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN) and experienced allergy. The patient experienced started to have pain in her left arm where it was administered the vaccine on 15Dec2020 at 15:00. The next day (16Dec2020) the area was red and inflamed. The redness and the inflammation lasted three days. Since the vaccination, patient had not been tested for COVID-19. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events 'redness and the inflammation' was recovered on 19Dec2020, outcome of the other event was unknown. The report was reported as non-serious, with seriousness criteria-Results in death: No; Life threatening: No; Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No; Disabling/Incapacitating: No; Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.

936177 01/12/2021 NJ 70.0 U Bell's palsy; Information has been received from a lawyer and an elderly patient of unknown age and gender, regarding a case in litigation. Information about concurrent condition, medical history and concomitant medication was not reported. In or about 2016, the patient was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (strength, dose, lot#, expiration date and route unknown) for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions. Subsequently, the patient was treated by a healthcare provider for the following injuries resulting from zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX): Bell's palsy. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Upon internal review, Bell's palsy was determined to be medically significant.

936186 12/27/2020 01/12/2021 RI 61.0 61 F Did not get full dose; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 61-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, did not get full dose.    The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 27 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot # 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 27 Dec 2020, during vaccine administration, a portion of the vaccine dripped on the patient's arm due to an issue with the needle and the syringe, and the patient did not get full dose of vaccine. Treatment for the event was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The event, did not get full dose, was considered resolved on 27 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of Incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273, lot # 011J20A. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of Incorrect dose administered.

936187 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 NY F Patient received 0.3mL; A spontaneous report was received from pharmacist concerning a 49-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and the patient received 0.3mL.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 28 Dec 2020, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20-2A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 28 Dec 2020, the patient was given 0.3 ml dose of the vaccine instead of 0.5 ml. No treatment information was provided. The patient had no adverse reactions.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, patient received 0.3mL, was considered resolved on 28 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 49 year-old, female patient, who experienced an event of incorrect dose administered after receiving her first dose of COVID-19 vaccine. No adverse events were reported.

936188 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 CO U employees vaccinated from a vial that was punctured more than 6 hours ago; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, expired product administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 23 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot # 011J20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The reporter stated that the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine was given out this week with doses from a vial that had been punctured for more than 6 hours instead of being discarded. She stated that the punctured vials were placed in the fridge or on top of an ice pack or in the carton and used beyond 6 hours after it was first punctured. No other specific details were provided. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The event, expired product administered, was considered resolved on 23 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot-# 011J20A; expiration date- unknown), reporting an expired product administered. The event occurred the same day of vaccine administration. The reporter did not provide the causality assessment. The event of expired product administered was assessed as not related to Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine.

936189 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 CO U employees were vaccinated from a vial that was punctured more than 6 hours ago; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine and who experienced an expired product administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 22 Dec 2020, a vial containing the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine was punctured.  Instead of being discarded, the vial was placed in cold storage.  On 23 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (LOT number 011J20A) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 27 Dec 2020, the nurse reported that the patient had received the mRNA-1273 vaccine from the vial that was punctured more than 6 hours before administration.  Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.  The event, expired product administered, was considered resolved on 23 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns an unidentified patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Expired product administered without any associated adverse events.

936190 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 CO U Employees were vaccinated from a vial that was punctured more than 6 hours ago; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine and who experienced an expired product administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 22 Dec 2020, a vial containing the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine was punctured.  Instead of being discarded, the vial was placed in cold storage.  On 23 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (LOT number 011J20A) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 27 Dec 2020, the nurse reported that the patient had received the mRNA-1273 vaccine from the vial that was punctured more than 6 hours before administration.  Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.  The event, expired product administered, was considered resolved on 23 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient, who experienced an event of expired product administered after receiving the first dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine. No adverse events were reported.

936191 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 CO U Employees vaccinated from a vial that was punctured more than 6 hours ago; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, expired product administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 23 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot # 011J20A) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 27 Dec 2020, the nurse reported that the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine was given out on 23 Dec 2020 and 24 Dec 2020 with doses from a vial that had been punctured for more than 6 hours instead of being discarded. She stated that the punctured vials were placed in the fridge or on top of an ice pack or in the carton and used beyond 6 hours after it was first punctured. No other specific details were provided. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The event, expired product administered, was considered resolved on 23 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns an unidentified patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Expired product administered without any associated adverse events.

936192 12/26/2020 01/12/2021 NJ 24.0 F Passed out twice; Pain in the injection site; Slight headache; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 24-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the events, passed out twice, pain in the injection site, and slight headache.   The patient's medical history was not reported. No concomitant medications were reported.   On 26 Dec 2020 at 1:58 pm, approximately three hours prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L2DA) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 26 Dec 2020, at 5:00 pm, the patient passed out. She also had pain in the injection site and a slight headache.   On 27 Dec 2020, at 8:30 am, the patient passed out again. No treatment information was provided.  The Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome for the events, passed out twice, pain in the injection site, and slight headache was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 24 year old female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of loss of consciousness and non-serious expected event of injection site pain and headache. The event occurred apparently few hours after first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot # 026L2DA) administration. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

936193 12/27/2020 01/12/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Shortness of breath; Tingling; Numbness of body, face, neck; Tachycardia at 144; Palpitation; Elevated BP at 140/90; Chest tightness; Dizziness; Flushing of face; A spontaneous report was received from a physician, who was a 34-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced numbness of body, face, and neck, tingling, tachycardia at 144, palpitation, elevated blood pressure (BP) at 140/90, chest tightness, shortness of breath, dizziness, and flushing of face.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 27 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.     On 27 Dec 2020, three to four minutes after receiving the mRNA-1273 vaccine, the patient experienced numbness of body, face, and neck, tingling, tachycardia at 144, palpitation, elevated BP at 140/90, chest tightness, shortness of breath, dizziness, and flushing of face. The patient reported the elevated BP was not her usual blood pressure. She underwent an electrocardiogram (EKG)unknown results and was given oxygen for the events. No other treatments were administered.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.    The outcome of the events, numbness of body, face, and neck, tingling, tachycardia at 144, palpitation, elevated BP at 140/90, chest tightness, shortness of breath, dizziness, and flushing of face, was considered resolving.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 34 year old female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of hypoesthesia and paraesthesia and non serious unexpected events of dyspnea, tachycardia, palpitations, blood pressure increased, chest discomfort, dizziness and flushing. The event occurred within 3-4 min after first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot# 025J20-2A) vaccine administration. The patient was treated with oxygen and no medication was administered. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

936194 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 OR 63.0 F Soreness injection site; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: unspecified product and adverse event. Upon receipt of follow-up information on 04Jan2021, this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient, from a Pfizer sponsored program. A 63-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration in the arm on 23Dec2020 (at the age of 63-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.   Medical history included penicillin allergy and anaphylaxis to a penicillin type drug. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient previously took ampicillin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) from an unknown date to an unknown date for an unknown indication and experienced drug allergy.  On 23Dec2020, the patient experienced soreness at injection site. The patient did not receive any treatment for the event. The clinical outcome of the soreness at injection site was recovered in Dec2020 after about 48 hours. The reporter considered that there was a reasonable possibility that the soreness at the injection site was related to the vaccine.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

936195 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 NH M site soreness; arm is starting to get red with an induration under the injection site; arm is starting to get red with an induration under the injection site; The site was warm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional.  A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), Batch/lot number: EL0140, via an unspecified route of administration in the right deltoid from 23Dec2020 at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported.  Concomitant medication included atorvastatin (LIPITOR).  The patient experienced site soreness. He also indicated that his arm was starting to get red with an induration under the injection site. The site was warm. Outcome of events was unknown. No treatment was required/received due to events.  No follow-up attempts possible. No further information expected.

936196 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 FL F my throat is extremely painful; it hurts to swallow; my throat started feeling a little scratchy 2 hours after receiving the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 45-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration into the left deltoid on 02Jan2021 at 10:00 as singe dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient reported  " my throat is extremely painful "  on 02Jan2021 with outcome of unknown; " it hurts to swallow on 02Jan2021 with outcome of unknown;  " my throat started feeling a little scratchy 2 hours after receiving the vaccine "  on 02Jan2021 with outcome of unknown.  The events were detailed as follows:  patient received her 1st vaccine, then described the following:  I feel ok but my throat is extremely painful and it hurts to swallow. My throat started feeling a little scratchy 2 hours after receiving the vaccine. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events and included ibuprofen (ADVIL) 400 mg orally at 2:30 pm, helped some and was also reported as hurting more now because she needed to take more medicine. The outcome of events was unknown.   The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up .

936197 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 WI 60.0 F Pain at injection site; Tiredness; Headache; Chills; Joint pain; Fever; Felt paralyzed at one point; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 60-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: K5730, via an unspecified route of administration from 29Dec2020 16:15 at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included migraine with aura. Concomitant medication included gabapentin, pravastatin, estradiol, diphenhydramine hydrochloride (ALLERGY), and ascorbic acid, calcium pantothenate, colecalciferol, cyanocobalamin, nicotinamide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol, riboflavin, thiamine hydrochloride, tocopherol (VITAM).  The patient previously took amoxicillin and had allergies.  On 30Dec2020 15:00, the patient experienced pain at injection site, tiredness, chills, joint pain, fever and felt paralyzed at one point. The outcome of events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts possible. No further information expected.

936198 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 MI 34.0 F I had an allergic reaction within 10 minutes and was taken to the emergency room. Throat pain, itching in mouth and throat, shaking, swollen uvula.; I had an allergic reaction within 10 minutes and was taken to the emergency room. Throat pain, itching in mouth and throat, shaking, swollen uvula.; I had an allergic reaction within 10 minutes and was taken to the emergency room. Throat pain, itching in mouth and throat, shaking, swollen uvula.; I had an allergic reaction within 10 minutes and was taken to the emergency room. Throat pain, itching in mouth and throat, shaking, swollen uvula.; I had an allergic reaction within 10 minutes and was taken to the emergency room. Throat pain, itching in mouth and throat, shaking, swollen uvula.; I had an allergic reaction within 10 minutes and was taken to the emergency room. Throat pain, itching in mouth and throat, shaking, swollen uvula.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 34-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration into the left arm on 30Dec2020 at 11:00 as single dose for an unspecified indication.  Medical history included penicillin allergy, sulfa allergy and allergy to nuts from an unspecified date. There were no concomitant medications.  The patient experienced allergic reaction, throat pain, swollen uvula, itching in mouth and throat and shaking that was reported as "had an allergic reaction within 10 minutes and was taken to the emergency room. Throat pain, itching in mouth and throat, shaking, swollen uvula" on 30Dec2020, at 11:15.  The events were reported to have resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care.  The events were reported as non-serious. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events: treatment included antihistamine and steroids. Prior to vaccination, the patient had not  diagnosed with COVID-19, not had she been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.  The outcome of events was recovering.   The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up .

936199 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 MI 46.0 F Soreness in my arm,  dizziness, tiredness and over all not feeling well; Soreness in my arm,  dizziness, tiredness and over all not feeling well; Soreness in my arm,  dizziness, tiredness and over all not feeling well; Soreness in my arm,  dizziness, tiredness and over all not feeling well; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient.  A 46-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 31Dec2020 at 15:30 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.   Medical history included allergy to tomatoes. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 31Dec2020 at 21:00, the patient experienced soreness in my arm, dizziness, tiredness and overall not feeling well.  The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcomes of the soreness in my arm, dizziness, tiredness and overall not feeling well were recovering.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

936200 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 51.0 F body aches (just legs ache); very mild sore arm; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from contactable nurse (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A 51-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 28Dec2020 (at the age of 51-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included possible exposure to COVID-19 patient on 22Dec2020 to 23Dec2020 (patient's patient tested positive on 24Dec2020 and saw the patient on 22Dec2020 and 23Dec2020). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced fatigue on 28Dec2020, very mild sore arm on 29Dec2020, and body aches (just legs ache) on 02Jan2020. The clinical course was reported as: The patient felt fatigue on the day of vaccination and very mild sore arm the next day. The patient experienced body ache (just legs) on 02Jan2021, but it was less on 03Jan2021. The clinical outcome of fatigue and very mild sore arm was unknown and of body aches (just legs ache) was recovering.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and has been requested during follow up.

936201 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 F Itchy everyday since then all over body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A 50-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies to cilantro and iron. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received vaccine on 28Dec2020 and reported she had been itchy every day since then all over body. Treatment for the event included diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). The outcome of the event, itchy, was unknown.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

936202 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 NY 62.0 F some memory loss; locked jaw/unable to open mouth; her arm hurt; pain went in her jaws; she was really scared; Excruciating pain on left ear; swelling in arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 62-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Batch/lot number: ES1685, Expiry date: 01Mar2021) via intramuscular (left deltoid) on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  She stated she is very healthy and don't have any medical conditions. She further stated that it was a scary moment, she don't want to take any chances, she was really frightened (28Dec2020). She made a complaint to let know her experience with the vaccine. Her cousin took the vaccine and told her she needed to report these events. The patient stated she experienced side effects after the first dose of the vaccine: Excruciating pain on left ear, locked jaw, her left upper arm was hurting on 28Dec2020. The pain went in her jaws and she was unable to open her mouth on 28Dec2020. She took 2 Benadryl and it relieved her. She saw on television if you experienced any side effects to take Benadryl. She also took Tylenol for the pain. She also had swelling in arm on an unspecified date in Dec2020.  She also experienced some memory loss described as short-term memory loss on 30Dec2020. She stayed in bed after the vaccine, she was really scared, and stated she had memory loss and she don't have any memory problems. She was unable to remember if her car was black. She was looking for a white car. She drives a black car. She stayed in bed all day on Tuesday. Patient was asking what will happen if she does not take the second vaccine. The same morning while she was waiting to get the vaccine, a co-worker sent her a video of a woman who had received a COVID vaccine. She does not know which one. The woman experienced Bell's Palsy. The woman was crying and her face was turning side ways. She stated some people were talking negatively about the vaccine. She stated doesn't want her face to be deformed. She stated what are the cons of not taking the second vaccine. Reporter assessed the events as non-serious. Outcome of the events some memory loss and locked jaw/unable to open mouth was recovered on 30Dec2020, outcome of the events excruciating pain on her left ear, pain went in her jaws, her arm was hurt was recovering. Outcome of swelling in arm and she was really scared was unknown.

936203 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 NC F fever; tachycardia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A female patient of an unspecified age (pregnancy status not reported) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 03Jan2021 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Indication. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. I was not known if the patient received other vaccinations in last 4 weeks or if she took any medications in the past 2 weeks. It was not reported if the patient had been tested for COVID-19 prior to the vaccination.  The patient reported fever, tachycardia following administration of vaccine. She was scheduled to receive second dose 30Jan2021 and was questioning safety of second administration. The clinical outcome of the fever and tachycardia was not reported. It was unknown if the patient was tested for COVID-19 after the vaccination.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936204 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 MI 53.0 F Shingle type pain burning; Shingle type pain burning; Shingle type pain burning; tingling; very sensitive from left flank down toward mid buttocks slightly toward anterior area; This is a spontaneous report from the Medical Information Team. A contactable nurse reported that a 53-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: EK9231, via intramuscular route of administration in the left arm, from 24Dec2020 08:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Patient had no other medical history (reported as "none"). Concomitant medication included melatonin, calcium and bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN). The patient is not pregnant. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 27Dec2020 09:00, the patient experienced shingle type pain burning, tingling and very sensitive from left flank down toward mid buttocks slightly toward anterior area. The outcome of events was reported as "not recovered". Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of events included motrin, tylenol and lidocaine. Patient was unable to go to work for a few days.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected. Information on the batch number has been obtained.

936205 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 NY 41.0 F She got her period two weeks early; This is spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. This Nurse reported similar events for 3 patients. This is the first of 3 reports, reporting for one of the colleagues. A 41-year-old female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: EK5730, exp: 31Mar2021, via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. She was ANA and double strand is positive for autoimmune but it is watch and see thing. Patient's other medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  Patient is not pregnant at the time of reporting. Reporter was wondering if other people were also reporting if they got their periods early. She got her period two weeks early (on 02Jan2021) and mentioned she also has two colleagues who had that as well on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was reported as not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021004161 same reporter/drug/AE, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021004222 same reporter/drug/AE, different patient

936206 12/27/2020 01/12/2021 CA F swollen lymph nodes in the armpit; arm pit pain; This is a spontaneous report from the Medical Information Team.  A contactable other health professional reported that a 39-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 27Dec2020 at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient was having arm pit pain, it felt like a swollen lymph node. She saw that this was a side effect. Outcome of events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number requested

936207 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 OK 51.0 F COVID-19/Caller received the first dose of the vaccine and she tested positive with Covid; COVID-19/Caller received the first dose of the vaccine and she tested positive with Covid; arm pain; she felt like crap the night; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A 51-year-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EH9899, expiration date Mar2021), intramuscular on left arm, on 18Dec2020 at 0.3 mL, a single dose for vaccination. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of the vaccine and she tested positive with Covid. She received the Pfizer Covid vaccine on 18Dec2020. She was exposed to the virus through close personal contact right around this same time-frame and did develop the virus herself.  She wanted to know if there were any recommendations regarding her needing to get the second dose in series.  She stated that her husband, who was not vaccinated, had the virus and developed more serious symptoms than she did.  She is concerned about worsening side effects with the second dose and stated that she felt like crap the night after her first dose with chills and arm pain. The patient tested positive for COVID-19 on 26Dec2020. Specific test name was unknown, but she knows it was not a rapid test. She is scheduled to get the second dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine on 08Jan2021. She called to ask if she should or should not get the second dose relative to the COVID-19 diagnosis. She has not been able to find the information she is asking about. The outcome of the event of Covid-19 was recovering while other events was unknown. The Covid-19 was assessed as unrelated to the suspect drug.; Sender's Comments: No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID represents the pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  Further information like confirmative COVID 19 Nucleic acid/ PCR test together with any associated symptoms are needed for full medical assessment. COVID-19 antigen test positive.

936208 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 MO 43.0 F welt on the injection site that was very hot and red; welt on the injection site that was very hot and red; welt on the injection site that was very hot and red; rash all over the body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A non-pregnant 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: Unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 24Dec2020 (as reported) at 07:45 at 43-years-old at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included fibromyalgia, hypertension, and shellfish allergy; all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medications included escitalopram (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), lisinopril (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), ergocalciferol (VIT D); all taken for an unspecified indication from an unspecified date to an unspecified date (received within two weeks of vaccination).  The patient previously took iodine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) and experienced iodine allergy, and codeine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) and experienced codeine allergy; both from an unspecified date to an unspecified date. On 17Dec2020 at 13:15 (as reported), the patient experienced: welt on the injection site that was very hot and red, and rash all over the body. The patient also reported, "I have all the symptoms of COVID-19."  It was unknown if the patient received treatment for the adverse events. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Rapid test (SARS-CoV-2 test): negative on 04Jan2021. The clinical outcome of the events was not recovered.  The batch/lot numbers for the vaccine, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, were not provided and will be requested during follow up.

936209 12/26/2020 01/12/2021 NJ 59.0 F tested positive for Covid-19 after receiving 1st dose; COVID-19 PCR test: positive on 31Dec2020, Covid-19 rapid test: positive on 31Dec2020; smell was gone/no sense of smell; no sense of taste; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 59-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EH9899, expiry date unknown) via unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 26Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included cholesterol, blood pressure (controlled blood pressure), hypothyroidism. Concomitant medications included TELMISARTAN (MICARDIS) for blood pressure and ATORVASTATIN (LIPITOR) for cholesterol; both on unspecified date. The patient was asking if she was able to get the 2nd dose of vaccine, since she was tested positive for Covid-19 (31Dec2020) after receiving 1st dose. The patient was asking information about missing 2nd dose and when can she get it and wanted to know if it was still okay to get the second dose. The patient asked if she needed to have a test negative for covid-19 prior to receiving 2nd dose. The patient experienced no sense of taste and actually realized it on 29Dec2020 that her food was not tasting good. The patient didn't notice her smell was gone until she was cooking the chicken curry, she even tested it out by spraying some perfume, she has no sense of smell on 30Dec2020. The patient informed that both her taste and smell returned 02Jan2021 but was not recovered completely. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included A1C: 6.4 on 12Dec2020, COVID-19 PCR test: positive on 31Dec2020, Covid-19 rapid test: positive on 31Dec2020. The patient informed that she had no positive test before the Covid-19 vaccine, she took Covid-19 antibody test in Apr2020 and it was negative. The outcome of the events tested positive for Covid-19 after receiving 1st dose was unknown, no sense of taste and smell was gone/no sense of smell was recovered with sequel on 02Jan2021.; Sender's Comments: No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID represents the pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.

936210 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 AL 61.0 F congestion; positive for Covid-19; positive for Covid-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient).  A 61-years-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EH9899, expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 31Dec2020 at 08:15  at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization/precaution because she works with hospice patients. Medical history included blood pressure (abnormal), diabetes, cholesterol (abnormal), and acid reflux, all are ongoing.  The patient has no family medical history. Concomitant medications included amlodipine besilate, benazepril hydrochloride for blood pressure taking about 4-5 years, metformin for diabetes taking about 5 years, rosuvastatin for cholesterol Taking about 5 years, pantoprazole for acid reflux taking 5 years, and vitamin D as supplement taking for 3 years. No previous immunization nor vaccines administered on same date of the suspect drug. The patient was calling about the COVID vaccination, which she received on Thursday, 31Dec2020. Her husband tested positive on Thursday, so she took the test on Thursday after she took the vaccination and they just told her today, 04Jan2021, that she is positive for Covid-19. She wanted to know if that was going to mess up her vaccination in any way and if there are recommendations for second dose. She is a CNA. There was no prescriber. She received it because she works with hospice patients. Test was administered on 31Dec2020. COVID Test resulted on 10:00 04Jan2020 as positive. ER or physician's office required: She just went to get a COVID test when her husband tested and they gave her a azithromycin (Z-PACK) 250 mg because she had congestion. Take two tabs first day and then one daily for 4 more days. She is taking last one today (04Jan2021). Outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported events and BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

936211 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 LA 44.0 F slight sore arm; slight chest congestion; positive COVID-19 test after first dose of vaccine; positive COVID-19 test after first dose of vaccine; Fever; cold like symptoms; stuffy head; horrible headache; Cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect. A 44-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 16Dec2020 as a single dose (reported as 0.3 mL) (at the age of 44-years-old) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing hypothyroidism, one thyroid gland removed due to a nodule on an unspecified date (years ago), ongoing acid reflux, ongoing hypercholesteremia, ongoing fluid retention, and ongoing history of headaches. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) taken for hypothyroidism and for one thyroid gland removed due to a nodule from an unspecified date and ongoing, dexlansoprazole (DEXILANT) taken for acid reflux from an unspecified date and ongoing, atorvastatin (LIPITOR) taken for hypercholesterolemia from an unspecified date to an unspecified date, and hydrochlorothiazide (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) taken for fluid retention from an unspecified date and ongoing. Additional concomitant medications included unspecified vitamins. The patient had a positive COVID-19 test after first dose of vaccine on 01Jan2021; cold like symptoms, stuffy head, horrible headache, cough, and fever on 31Dec2020; slight chest congestion on 02Jan2021; and slight sore arm on an unspecified date. The events, stuffy head and horrible headache, were reported as medically significant. The events, cough, fever, and slight chest congestion, were reported as non-serious. The clinical course was reported as follows: It was reported that the patient was vaccinated on 16Dec2020, became symptomatic on 31Dec2020, and tested positive for COVID-19 on 01Jan2021. The patient stated that she became symptomatic one day prior to testing positive for COVID-19, on 31Dec2020. She initially had cold-like symptoms with a stuffy head, cough and a horrible headache; the worst headache she had ever had. These symptoms occurred earlier in the day on the 31Dec2020. Then later that night about 10:00 PM, she had a fever with a body temperature of 102 degrees Fahrenheit. Her body temperature had been normal at 98 degrees all day that day until that night. She also had slight chest congestion and then was fever free for over 48 hours. The patient stated that she had a history of headaches and can tolerate a headache. The headache started 31Dec2020 and was significant. It was reported that after the vaccine, she had no other symptoms other than a slight sore arm, which lasted a day; maybe 24 hours after she received the vaccine. The patient stated that she does not think any of the other symptoms, other than the sore arm, have anything to do with the vaccine. The clinical outcome of positive COVID-19 test after first dose of vaccine and slight sore arm was unknown; cold like symptoms, horrible headache, and cough was recovering; fever was recovered on 02Jan2021; and stuffy head and slight chest congestion was not recovered. The reporter assessed the causality assessment between the events, positive COVID-19 test after first dose of vaccine, cold symptoms, stuffy head, cough, horrible headache, fever, and slight chest congestion, as unrelated.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and has been requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from one patient to another and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect drug BNT162B2 to the reported events cannot be ruled out. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

936212 12/15/2020 01/12/2021 32.0 M suspected COVID-19; suspected COVID-19; Fatigue; Body aches; Headache; chills; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: no adverse event. Upon receipt of follow-up information on 04Jan2021, this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient, from a Pfizer sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs).  A 32-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EK5730), intramuscular in the left deltoid on 15Dec2020 at 21:00 (at the age of 32-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing hypertension from 2009 and COVID-19 from 10Jun2020 to an unknown date in 2020.  Ongoing concomitant medications included fosinopril (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) taken for hypertension from 2017. The patient did not receive any other vaccines on the same day as the BNT162B2 vaccine.  On 19Dec2020, shy of about 96 hours of getting the vaccine, the patient experienced fatigue, body aches, headache and chills. He did not have any fever. The patient stated that he recovered from the fatigue, body aches, headache and chills by 19Dec2020. The patient was fine from 19Dec2020 until 01Jan2021. On 28Dec2020, the patient had a COVID-19 PCR test that came back negative. On 01Jan2021, the patient suspected that he had COVID-19. He had a fever of 103.1 degrees Fahrenheit, body aches, chills like he was freezing to death, fatigue, diarrhea; however, he did not have nausea or loss of taste or smell. He had swollen lymph nodes, but no sore throat and his oxygen saturation was okay in Jan2021.  He was also having chest pain but it was more like intercoastal pain. He stated that these current symptoms were significantly worse than the ones he had just after getting the vaccine and felt more like the symptoms he had when he had COVID-19 before on 10Jun2020 (positive IgG for COVID-19-tested in 2020). The patient had a COVID nasal swab (PCR) done at an urgent care (physician's office) on 02Jan2020 or 03Jan2020 and was awaiting the results. The clinical outcome of the suspected COVID-19 was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported suspected COVID-19 cannot be excluded.

936213 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 WA 38.0 F Swelling that looked like an egg under my arm, very visible very very sore; Swelling that looked like an egg under my arm, very visible very very sore/couldn't move my arm without it hurting; rash; hot to the touch; bruising; dizziness; nauseous; headache; body ache; muscle ache; very tired; joint pain; loss of appetite; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 38-years-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: ET1685, expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm, on 30Dec2020 at 11:45 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included latex and shellfish allergy. Patient was diagnosed with Covid-19 prior to vaccination.  The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medications included ergocalciferol (VITAMIN D), calcium, topiramate, and cyanocobalamin (vitamin B12).  The patient previously took erythromycin, terbutaline, iodine and experienced drug allergies.  On 30Dec2020 at 11:45, the patient experienced swelling that looked like an egg under her arm, very visible very very sore, rash, hot to the touch, bruising, dizziness, nauseous, headache, body ache, muscle ache, very tired, couldn't move arm without it hurting, joint pain, and loss of appetite. On 04Jan2021, the patient had a nasal swab and was tested for COVID-19, both with unknown result. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was recovering. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious.

936214 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 28.0 F Nausea; Swollen lymph nodes; tired all day; did not feel like herself-like she had the flu; soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A 28-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EL3246), intramuscular in the right arm on 02Jan2021 at 11:45 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included polycystic ovarian syndrome, prehypertension, prediabetic, and vitamin D deficiency. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient previously took amoxicillin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), erythromycin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), and ciprofloxacin (CIPRO); all for unspecified indications from unknown dates to unknown dates and experienced drug allergy. On 02Jan2021 at 18:00, the patient started having soreness. On 03Jan2021 at 16:45, the patient had nausea. On 03Jan2021, she also had swollen lymph nodes,  was tired all day, and "she just did not feel like herself-like she had the flu". The patient was not given any treatment for the events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  The clinical outcomes of the soreness, nausea, swollen lymph nodes, tiredness, and "she did not feel like herself-like she had the flu" were recovering.

936215 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 CA 55.0 F headache; dizziness; fatigue; couldn't sleep; severe abdominal pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient herself). A 55-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 29Dec2020 11:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included Addison's disease, papaya allergy, and gluten intolerance. Concomitant medications included hydrocortisone and fludrocortisone acetate (FLORINEF ACETATE). The patient verbalized, "At first, on 29Dec2020, I experienced only mild side effects such as headache, dizziness and fatigue. Later, I woke up in the middle of the night with severe abdominal pain and couldn't sleep the pain was so bad. I had to take the following day off due to abdominal pain and fatigue." No therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the events. Clinical outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.

936216 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 KY 25.0 F Fever, chills, nausea, body aches, tachycardia; Fever, chills, nausea, body aches, tachycardia; Fever, chills, nausea, body aches, tachycardia; Fever, chills, nausea, body aches, tachycardia; Fever, chills, nausea, body aches, tachycardia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).   This 25-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose in the right arm on 04Jan2021 08:30 for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included Covid-19 on an unknown date. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced fever, chills, nausea, body aches, tachycardia on 04Jan2021 20:30 with outcome of unknown. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of fever, chills, nausea, body aches, tachycardia included Tylenol, Ibuprofen, Benadryl. The vaccine was administered at Hospital Facility. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

936217 12/26/2020 01/12/2021 CA 44.0 F Patient complained of itching starting on her legs, which went upwards; Redness on her arms, neck, face; Redness on her arms, neck, face; Redness on her arms, neck, face; Itching up to her scalp; Dry cough; Rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).   A 44-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine) at single dose, in the left arm, on 26Dec2020, at 09:00 AM, for COVID-19 immunisation. COVID-19 vaccine was administered at hospital. The patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the BNT162B2 vaccine. Relevant medical history included asthma, hypertension, hypothyroidism, penicillin allergy, food allergy (melon and pineapple) and latex allergy. Concomitant medications, received within 2 weeks of vaccination, included omalizumab (XOLAIR), levothyroxine sodium (LEVOXYL), levocetirizine dihydrochloride (XYZAL), losartan and formoterol fumarate, mometasone furoate (DULERA). After covid vaccination, the patient was advised to stay 30 minutes for observation. On 26Dec2020 at 09:15, less than 15 minutes later, the patient complained of itching starting on her legs, which went upwards. The patient took 25 mg oral diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). She noted to have redness on her arms, neck, face, itching up to her scalp. By then she started to have a dry cough, removed her mask, nurse who was with her called for a rapid response team. Patient's epi pen was used, they then started IV and pushed emergency meds and transported to ED. Emergency room/department or urgent care was required. Another dose of epinephrine IM and additional meds were given. Placed on oxygen via non-rebreather with albuterol. Epinephrine drip started. Stabilized after 3 hours, stayed in observation for 12 hours then discharged to home. Around the clock 50 mg diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) at home x 2 days, then levocetirizine (ZYXAL) thrice daily x 7 days to control itching and redness/rash. Other treatment included steroids, pepcid. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19 (PCR, Nasal Swab) on 26Dec2020 and the result was negative. Clinical outcome of the adverse events was recovering at time of this report.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a close temporal association, a causal relationship between reported events and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

936218 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 KS 25.0 F tingling reaction on her arms, body/tingling in the hands and arms; swelling of the face; headaches; she had numbness in the face and tingling; weakness in the arms and legs, extremity weakness; fatigue; in the back, she had pain, soreness in the vertebrae in the middle going down; in the back, she had pain, soreness in the vertebrae in the middle going down; she hasn't been able to sleep in a few days, about probably 6 or 7 days.; a bump on her forehead with a high temperature; a bump on her forehead with a high temperature/ it is radiating heat, she feels her forehead hot from that spot; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program. A contactable consumer (patient's father) and a non-contactable consumer (patient's mother) reported that a 25-year-old female patient received  first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration at the right arm on 21Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. After a few days on 25Dec2020, patient started to experience reactions, like a tingling reaction on her arms, body, and also swelling of the face, and she also started to have headaches. It has been like that for a while, and patient who is a health care professional was brought to the emergency room, to check on what was going on, but she was not able to get the medication they need, it was twice that the consumer he tried to bring the patient to emergency, and she still hasn't gotten medication for the symptoms. She started having reactions, she had numbness in the face and tingling,  headaches, tingling in the hands and arms, and weakness in the arms and legs, extremity weakness, she felt like fatigue and also in the back, she had pain and soreness in the vertebrae in the middle going down. She has been to emergency 3 times, the last time was yesterday, and so the one thing he needs to report to Pfizer is doctors don't seem to know what to look for, they have no idea, they are looking at other things instead of looking at vaccine side effects, the patient never had problems before the vaccine, but after she started all of these side effects, they need to be looking at what can cause with the vaccine, the first time, yesterday on (03Jan2021) they did a brain MRI because of headache, as they are concerned about nerves in the brain, but a neurologist will see her sometime this month. At this time, they are ruling out things, analyzing the MRI, she did get some medication for pain, and all that stuff since she was suffering with,headache and was sent home last night. Since they said they cannot admit her, as they are afraid she could get COVID 19 in the hospital, but they make sure she is ok, and at this point, all her knows, he hasn't talked to her since last night, and hoping she is sleeping, as she hasn't been able to sleep in a few days, about probably 6 or 7 days. The consumer  was wondering, it may be necessary to call the patient directly, to talk more directly to her. The patient also did have on her forehead was a spot in the middle that was raised, kind of like a raised area, from that area, it is radiating heat, she feels her forehead hot from that spot, and they take her temperature with the new handheld touchless thermometer, and it radiates heat like 100.2 to perhaps 100.4 (Dec2020). It always raises a question at these appointments, but then they take her temperature orally and it's 98 degrees (Dec2020). It was also mentioned that the patient was experiencing tingling reaction in the arms, headache, swelling, numbness in her face, and a bump on her forehead with a high temperature. These symptoms were there until yesterday, the Emergency room gave her some medicine, but the consumer hasn't heard from her, his patient was home, they haven't talked since last night. The consumer was hoping she was able to sleep. The consumer stated that the patient was given medicine, it was give to relax her, but it is like a bandaid, not a cure. Now, the consumer stated that the patient said her symptoms were the same symptoms, headache, numbness, everything after last night, she was still with problems. The patient had the very first one, at this point, the consumer doesn't know about the second one, the way she is doing. It was given to all the people she works with, most of the people, the patient works in a hospital, she is a respiratory therapist, it was given to them as they are exposed to all that the COVID 19 in a hospital. Yesterday on 03Jan2021, brain MRI, results showed that the patient was told her that everything looks, initially, looks clear good, but a neurologist will look at the report in detail. and rule out any other conditions, she  has to be followed up with by a neurologist, the appointment is pending. The patient's mother asked on behalf of her daughter if this department going to be contacting the doctor for help with resolution about to resolve the health issues, what is to be expected. She added, "What are people doing when they have these severe side effects, what is Pfizer doing for them, besides taking down information, which is helping Pfizer, what helps the patient resolve side effects from the vaccine?" The patient's father stated that it seems to them, his daughter went 3 times to Emergency, the first time they said good luck with that, second time, this and that she is ok, go home, and the third time, at least they did a brain MRI, and gave her some medicine, now this morning, she is back to where she was before she went to the ER. He asked, "Why is there not more documentation, more information provided to doctors that have take care of patients, it seems to be a small group of people with these side effects, and it is really hard, the question they have is, this suffering, why doesn't Pfizer be more active in helping people, now they are investigating that, doing research to him seems like some feedback s not necessarily directed to the patient, as they are trying to take care of themselves, but to call the doctor helping her, to know a better lead to be able to help her, his daughter has missed a lot of work, has a lot of headaches, where is the hope for this to go away? What can Pfizer do to the medical community, to help them?" Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of headaches. The outcome of the events was unknown.

936219 01/12/2021 U anaphylaxis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), on an unspecified date as single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced anaphylaxis on an unspecified date. The outcome of anaphylaxis was unknown.

936220 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA 22.0 F the injection site is very painful; chills; body aches; swollen lymph nodes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient).  A 22-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: EL1284, via an unspecified route of administration in Left arm from 04Jan2021 03:45 to 04Jan2021 03:45 as SINGLE DOSE COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 05Jan2021 04:00 AM, the injection site is very painful, chills, body aches, and swollen lymph nodes (no sore throat). The outcome of the event was unknown. No treatment was received for the events.

936221 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MI 49.0 F Arm, shoulder, and neck swollen; shoulder and neck swollen; shoulder and neck swollen; Extremely sour; Tender; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP, patient). A 49-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9232) Intramuscular at Left arm on 04Jan2021 08:00 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies to sulfa based antibiotics and a steroid. There are other medications in two weeks. the patient was not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient used took ibuprofen and had allergy. Patient experienced arm, shoulder, and neck swollen. Extremely sour and tender on 04Jan2021 11:00 AM. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at workplace clinic. No treatment received for the events. Patient was recovering from the events. It was non serious case. Not results in death, Life threatening, caused/prolonged hospitalization, Disabling/Incapacitating nor congenital anomaly/birth defect. Patient was recovering from the events.

936222 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 SC 21.0 F Headache; Chest pains; high fever; body aches; chills; first dose 16Dec2020/ second dose 04Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (the patient). A 21-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number EL1284), intramuscularly in the right arm on 04Jan2021 at 12:30 PM (at the age of 21-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included COVID-19. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number EK5730), intramuscularly in the right arm on 16Dec2020 at 11:30 AM (at the age of 21-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 05Jan2021 at 12 AM, the patient experienced chest pains, high fever, chills, body aches, and headache. No treatment was given for chest pains, high fever, chills, body aches, and headache. The clinical outcome of chest pains, high fever, chills, body aches, and headache, was recovering. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

936223 12/19/2020 01/12/2021 MA 49.0 M Arm soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 49-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection; Lot number EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 08:00 at single dose at right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma. Concomitant medications included budesonide (PULMICORT), mometasone furoate (NASONEX), ibuprofen, and paracetamol (TYLENOL). On 20Dec2020, the patient experienced arm soreness. The patient did not receive treatment for the event. The outcome of the event was recovered.

936224 01/12/2021 F itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced itching without the presence of rash for 13 to 14 days on an unspecified date. The patient was asking if she should get the second dose of the vaccine if she had itching without the presence of rash for 13 to 14 days after receiving the vaccine. Clinical outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936225 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 OK M took first dose of BNT162B2 on 15Dec2020/second dose of BNT162B2 on 04Jan2021; Headache; Fever; Sweats; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional.  A 51-year-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 07:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient had no medical history.  Concomitant medication was not reported. The patient previously took first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899) on 15Dec2020.   The patient experienced fever, sweats, headache on 05Jan2021. The patient received no treatment. The outcome of the events was recovering.

936226 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 MO 55.0 F Sharp stabbing pains in right rib then left.; Shortness of breathe; cough; eyes swelled shut; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This 55-year-old female nurse reported for herself and received dose one of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EL 3246; Expiration date was not reported) on 30Dec2020 08:45 (at the age of 55-years) as single dose, Intramuscular in left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included allergy to hydroxychloroquine sulfate (PLAQUENIL), patient experienced sleep disorder, migraine, and lupus. The patient was not pregnant at the time of the vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medications include pregabalin (PREGABALIN), amitriptyline (AMITRIPTYLINE) for sleep, solifenacin succinate (SOLIFENACIN SUCCINATE), leflunomide (LEFLUNOMIDE), omeprazole (PROTONIX), ondansetron (ZOFRAN), mirabegron (MYRBETRIQ), azathioprine (AZATHIOPRINE), and sumatriptan succinate (SUMATRIPTAN SUCCINATE) for migraine. Since the vaccination, the patient has not tested for COVID-19.  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2. On 31Dec2020 at 17:15, the patient experienced sharp stabbing pains in right rib then left. Shortness of breathe, cough, and eyes swelled shut.  The patient did received treatment as a result of the event with benadryl, aderol inhaler.  The outcome of event eyes swelled shut was recovering, Shortness of breathe was recovering, cough was recovering, and sharp stabbing pains in right rib then left was recovering.

936227 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 55.0 F Hives on stomach and chest 48 hours after; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 55-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (lot no. and expiry date unknown), intramuscular in left arm on 02Jan2021 16:15 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included mastocytosis. The patient is not pregnant. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. On 04Jan2021 at 16:00, the patient experienced hives on stomach and chest 48 hours after. No treatment was received for the event. The outcome of the event was recovering. The event was assessed as non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936228 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 38.0 F small bulging rash on injection site that feels warm and is growing larger; small bulging rash on injection site that feels warm and is growing larger; small bulging rash on injection site that feels warm and is growing larger; BNT162B2 first dose was administered on 23Dec2020, second dose was administered on 04Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 38-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 09:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The first dose was administered on 23Dec2020 15:00 via an unspecified route of administration at single dose. The patient's medical history was not reported. No known allergies. Concomitant medication included fluoxetine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced a small bulging rash on injection site that feels warm and is growing larger on 04Jan2021 at 11:45 PM. It was unknown if a treatment has been received for the event. The outcome of events was not recovered. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. This case is non-serious.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

936229 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 PA 54.0 F chills; fever, up to 100.9; muscle aches; headache; nausea; diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient).  This 54-year-old female reported for herself and received dose one of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number and Expiration date were not reported) on 03Jan2021 11:00 (at the age of 54-years) as single dose, Intramuscular left arm  for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included no allergies to medications, food, or other products and asthma. The patient was not pregnant at the time of the vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medications include DOXYCYCLINE (DOXYCYCLINE), METRONIDAZOLE (METRONIDAZOLE), minerals nos, vitamins nos  (ONE A DAY) and CALCIUM CARBONATE (CALTRATE).  Since the vaccination, the patient has not tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2. On 03Jan2021 at 03:30 AM the patient experienced fever, up to 100.9, muscle aches, headache, nausea, diarrhea, chills. Events lasted about 24 hours.  The patient did not received treatment as a result of the events.  Lab data included body temperature up to 100.9 on 03Jan2021. The outcome of event chills was recovered, fever, up to 100.9 was recovered, muscle aches was recovered, headache was recovered, nausea was recovered and diarrhea was recovered all on Jan2021.   The lot number for the vaccine BNT162B2 was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

936230 01/12/2021 NY M He had very sore muscle aches the next morning; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An adult male patient started to received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration from 2020 at a single dose, for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included covid-19.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient stated that he had very sore muscle aches the next morning (2020). The outcome of event was recovered.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936231 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 NY 58.0 F tested positive for COVID-19; tested positive for COVID-19; loss of taste and smell; loss of taste and smell; excruciating headache; runny nose; congestion; shortness of breath when she started talking; having aches and pains; lightheaded, experienced dizziness; tied; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer(patient).  The 58-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1685, intramuscular injection ), intramuscularly in left arm on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 vaccination in nursing home. Medical history included she had a right knee injury so she had some inflammation, She had stomach issues in the past- Barrett's syndrome, H. pylori(Helicobacter infection), GERD(Gastrooesophageal reflux disease), so, Pantoprazole is just a maintenance medicine, she was stable right now. She had a Vitamin D deficiency at one point.  Ongoing concomitant medication included meloxicam for inflammation, thyroid for thyroid(Thyroid disorder), pantoprazole for stomach issues, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D 3) for supplementation therapy. There was no vaccination within 4 weeks. She received her first vaccine on 23Dec2020. There no other vaccine received in the same day. By 26Dec2020, she started with symptoms and then she tested positive for COVID-19 on 29Dec2020. She felt horrible with an excruciating headache and was wondering if she was going to die now. She can really feel for the residents she works with who get it. Right now, she was hopefully going back to work next week, but she was wondering about the second vaccine. People are saying she got COVID-19 because of receiving the first vaccine and she was hoping it was not the case. Is it going to be an issue getting the second vaccine after testing positive? The caller declines to include her healthcare professional for this report, stating she has been talking with her doctors over the week. Her symptoms included runny nose, congestion, and what seemed like shortness of breath when she started talking. She started having aches and pains over the weekend. By Monday, 28Dec2020, there was loss of taste and smell, it was totally gone. She also was lightheaded, experienced dizziness, was tied. She went through a lot of symptoms which was shocking to her. She clarified these symptoms first began the morning of the 26Dec2020. Christmas she was fine, and then she to go out to get snow off of her car and do some running around on 26Dec2020 and she noticed she started having symptoms. When probed for outcome, the caller state she was most definitely feeling better. She was having some excruciating headaches and she has worked with her doctor on what they needed to do. She is still working with the doctor on her lightheadedness. She has set up a follow-up appointment, but she was feeling better. There was no emergency room nor physician office. Relevant test was none. It was also reported lot number was either EJ1685 or EJ1085, she can't tell. Outcome of loss of taste and smell was recovered, of dizziness was not recovered, of other events was recovering.

936232 01/12/2021 FL F itching at injection site; half of my face was swollen (right side); Chalazion on my right eye; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A 71-years-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose at 10am: she felt okay, no issue. The next day, she had itching at injection site that was on and off not continuous, and that evening after dinner she walked past a mirror and noticed that half of her face was swollen (right side), not a lot swollen, but enough where she could tell it was swollen. The swelling was not going away and she called my internist, and the internist wanted the patient to see someone. The patient went down to the street to a neighbor who was a dermatologist and she looked at the patient and saw that the patient had a Chalazion on right eye and thought the swelling could be from applying heat to the chalazion. The patient called her Internist and told her to take Benadryl and put her on antibiotic; The dermatologist didn't know if it was from the chalazion or a reaction to the vaccine. The patient's lymph nodes were fine and glands were fine. No mass found by the dermatologist yesterday. The dermatologist recommended the patient to see another doctor, if it doesn't go away and to get  imaged. The outcome of the event itching was unknown while the outcome of the remaining events was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on Lot/Batch number cannot be obtained.

936233 01/12/2021 PA U tingling and numbness to left arm/leg; tingling and numbness to left arm/leg; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient was still having tingling and numbness to left arm/leg. The outcome of the events was not recovered.   Information about lot/batch number requested

936234 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MS 27.0 M Began to feel really cold; Muscle pains; Joint pains; Throbbing headache; Fever of 101.7F; Shivering chills; Second dose of BNT162b2 was given 17 days after 1st dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician, the patient. A 27-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 04Jan2021 11:15 AM (at the age of 27-years) as a single dose (Lot Number EK9231) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma and no allergies to medications, food or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 18Dec2020 12:00 PM (at the age of 27-years) as a single dose (Lot Number EH9899) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had not received any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 04Jan2021, approximately 10-12 hours after 2nd dose of vaccine the patient began to feel really cold, had some mild muscle pains, joint pains, and a headache. Overnight these symptoms worsened to severe muscle pains, joint pains, and a throbbing headache, shivering chills, took a temperature and had a fever of 101.7F. These symptoms did not subside until late the next morning. The headache had persisted. The patient reported taking paracetamol (TYLENOL) 1000 mg, which helped. The outcome of the events feels really cold, muscle pains, joint pains, throbbing headache, shivering chills, fever of 101.7F, were reported as recovering.

936235 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 PA 53.0 F nausea; Headache; insomnia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 53-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), intramuscular on the left arm on 30Dec2020 14:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. There were no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications included vitamin b complex (VITAMIN B), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D [COLECALCIFEROL]), and zinc. On 31Dec2020, the patient experienced nausea, headache and insomnia. No therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the events. Clinical outcome of the events was recovering  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

936236 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 AL 20.0 F dizziness; Nausea; fast heart rate; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 20-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number: EK9251), intramuscular in left arm on 04Jan2021 13:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included COVID-19. Concomitant medication included ethinylestradiol, norgestimate (MONO LINYAH). The patient previously took ciprofloxacin (CIPRO) and experienced drug allergy. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient experienced dizziness, nausea, and fast heart rate on 05Jan2021. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19 which included nasal swab test on 05Jan2021: negative. The outcome of the events was unknown. The events were reported as non-serious.

936237 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 65.0 F headache; chills; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 65-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced headache, chills, and nausea on an unspecified date. The patient asked if she is going to get the same reaction on the second dose. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

936238 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 NY 48.0 F itching; irritation; hives/they are welty feeling and looking; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 48-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, from 02Jan2021 16:45 to 02Jan2021 16:45 at 0.3 mL, single for covid-19 immunization. Medical history reported as "none". There were no concomitant medications. The patient noticed hives on the back of her legs this morning 05Jan2021. She has taken oral Benadryl which took all the itching and irritation away but the hives are still there. Further described as "they are welty feeling and looking". She added that she was not scheduled for the second injection yet, they told her to wait for an email to arrive for her to set it up. She has informed her primary HCP of her hives. Outcome of events itching and irritation was recovered whereas the patient had not recovered from hives at the time of this report.

936239 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 PA 67.0 M tested positive for COVID virus; tested positive for COVID virus; cold all day; tiny cough; chills; sweating/ woke up sweating wet; arm pain/Very sore arms; body aches; fever; some muscle aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer(Patient's Wife).  A 67-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 02Jan2021 13:30 at single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. There were no concomitant medications nor medical history. He did not receive any other vaccines that day or 4 weeks prior. No history of any other vaccines or events. He got his vaccine on Saturday(02Jan2021) at 1:30pm(13:30) and by 5:30pm(17:30) had very sore arms/arm pain, at 7:30pm(19:30) he had chills off and on and was sweating. He woke up soaking wet and did that on Sunday, but was feeling a little better today. He also experienced body aches and fever in Jan2021. Today is testing day at his work and he tested positive for COVID virus on 05Jan2021. Not sure if it's a coincidence. Again, he got the shot and then started having all these symptoms at 5:30 and 7:30. Now they are both on quarantine for the 10-14 days. He wanted to see if it's possible to test positive for the virus after getting the shot or is it just a coincidence. He also had some muscle aches in Jan2021. Last night (04Jan2021), he woke up again sweating, but not like on Saturday, but he got really warm and started to sweat a little, and on Sunday(03Jan2021) he was cold all day and had a tiny cough, but it wasn't significant. Ever so often she would hear him cough. All of a sudden patient would wake up sweating. Again, Saturday he soaked everything. There was no Emergency Room nor Physician Office. Outcome of Very sore arms, sweating was recovering, of pain and fever was unknown, of other events was not recovered.    Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.

936240 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 DE 38.0 F diarrhea; headache; fever with 100.4; joint and neck pain; joint and neck pain; heart rate racing (higher than normal); intense nausea; pain in stomach; vomiting; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP(patient).  The 38-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration in deltoid left on 04Jan2021 12:00 at single dose for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history included covid-19 from Oct2020 to Nov2020 for five weeks , ongoing depression, ongoing anxiety.  Ongoing concomitant medication included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO) for depression, clonazepam (KLONOPIN) for anxiety. The patient experienced heart rate racing on 05Jan2021 with outcome of recovering , intense nausea on 04Jan2021 23:00 with outcome of recovering , pain in stomach on 04Jan2021 23:00 with outcome of recovering , vomiting on 04Jan2021 with outcome of recovering , chills on 04Jan2021 with outcome of unknown , fever with 100.4 on 05Jan2021 with outcome of unknown , joint and neck pain on 05Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered, headache on 05Jan2021 02:00 with outcome of not recovered , diarrhea on 05Jan2021 05:30 with outcome of unknown. It was reported she got her first dose yesterday (04Jan2021) and she was concerned with the side effects she is experiencing because they were so severe. She got the COVID Vaccine around 12:00. After getting the vaccine she felt fine and then went to bed. However, after around 11 pm she woke up from bed with intense nausea and pain in her stomach. She got up and started vomiting. She could not stand up right due to the pain. The nausea was so intense she had to crawl on the floor. She also had chills and had to bundle up in bed. She checked her temperature and she had a fever. She also had joint and neck pain. She also had a headache. She took some Tylenol. She later started to feel like she was sick again, but she did not vomit again. She later felt like her heart was racing. She could not go back to sleep because her heart rate was higher than normal. Then this morning she had diarrhea. She stated she has called out of work due to this. She explained in regards to the chills she took Tylenol and it is still in her system. She does not know if it will come back or not. She clarified the fever she had her temperature was 100.4 on 05Jan2021 and it went down with Tylenol. It went down to 99.5. The joint and neck pain started around the same time in the middle of the night around midnight. The headache started around two in the morning. Her heart rate racing started around midnight. As of now her heart rate had decreased, but it was not back to her normal rate. She had a Pulse Ox and she can keep track of her heart rate. Normally her heart rate is 48 beats per minute. Her heart rate went up to 95 beats per minute. The diarrhea started around 05:30 this morning. She has had no more episodes since 07:30. She had a total of two episodes. There was no Emergency Room or Physician's Office needed. There was no prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. Therapeutic measures(Tylenol) were taken as a result of chills , fever with 100.4, joint and neck pain, headache (headache). Events were assessed as non-serious by the reporter.

936241 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 38.0 M site injection pain; muscle in arm pain; tiredness; foggy head; Chest muscle pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A 38-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 04Jan2021 15:15 (at the age of 38-years) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included lisinopril and gabapentin. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient previously took amoxicillin and experienced allergies. On 05Jan2021 04:15, the patient experienced injection site pain, muscle pain in arm, tiredness, foggy head, chest muscle pain. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. Since vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events injection site pain, muscle pain in arm, tiredness, foggy head, chest muscle pain, was unknown.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

936242 12/19/2020 01/12/2021 DE 57.0 F itching in hands and feet which progressed to back, neck and head/ later stated her head as well; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 57-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; lot number: 5K5730) via an unspecified route of administration in the upper right arm on 19Dec2020 11:00 at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included asthma in 1996, allergies to penicillin, high blood pressure, reflux, allergies, and broke her leg 17 years ago in 2003. The patient has no prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. Concomitant medications included unspecified medications for high blood pressure, reflux, and allergies. The patient previously had allergies with morphine (manifestation: holding hands over ears and felt everyone was screaming at her) and vancomycin. The patient got first dose on 19Dec2020 and is supposed to go back Saturday (09Jan2021) for follow up dose. She wanted to verify if she should get it. After the first injection, it was uneventful the day she got it, and then 4-5 days later, she got itching in hands and feet. It was not so alarming. She still has it and then it started progressing to her back and neck and later stated her head as well. It is not all the time just intermittent. She needed to take Benadryl to keep from scratching so much. Yesterday seemed to be worse. She did not have any hives. Around the end of last week is when it spread to other places besides hands and feet. She doesn't have itching today on back, but she does on her hands and feet. The outcome of the event was not recovered. No ER or physician's office required. She does take daily maintenance medications and she does not know if they are relevant. She also takes medication for high blood pressure, reflux and allergies. She was taking all of them before she took this.

936243 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 PA 61.0 F fever; nausea; general feeling of unwell; soreness at site; redness; whole upper arm was swollen after the injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient, Respiratory Therapist) reported that a 61-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE , Batch/lot number: EJ1685) via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 around 6:00 PM in left upper arm at 0.3mL single dose for COVID Prevention. The patient's medical history was covid at the end of Apr/May2020 with shortness of breath, seasonal allergies and allergies to "some anitbiotics." The concomitant medications was reported as none, received no other vaccines on the same day as the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced soreness at site, redness and swelling, fever, nausea, general feeling of unwell 3 days. Patient stated, "I had covid at the end of April/May with shortness of breath. I thought I would have less reaction from the vaccine. I know someone who was out of work for a while week after the vaccine." States that she read that the 2nd dose is supposed to have worse side effects than the first. If she had bad side effects from the 1st dose, will the 2nd be worse? Also asking if the side effects are the immune system reacting or just an allergic reaction. Patient was anxious about getting her second COVID shot on 11Jan2021. Patient stated that she had all the side effects listed, for three days. Patient stated that she didn't mind the side effects at the time, she had fever, soreness at the injection site, nausea, and a general feeling of unwell, but Patient stated that she could not work like that. Patient stated that her question was, statistically she has read that the side effects from the second shot are supposed to be worse than the first shot, but she was wondering, if she had bad side effects from the first shot, will her side effects be worse after the second, or will they maybe be lessened because she already had bad side effects. Patient reported that she did fill out the VSafe significant because she had to work on the third day after her shot, which was Christmas Eve, and work, was so busy and she did not feel well. Patient stated that she does have two days scheduled off work after her next injection, but it is the third day that she was worried about because she does not want to work feeling like that. Patient stated that the arm soreness started that same day (21Dec2020). At first, Patient reported that the arm soreness resolved, but then she states that it is still a little sore to the touch. So Patient confirmed that it is ongoing but improved. Patient reportsed that the fever started the day after the injection, 22Dec2020 and it has resolved. Patient reported that the last day she recorded a fever was on 24Dec2020. Patient  stated that she woke up on 24Dec2020 and her temperature was normal, so she went to work and she did not feel so well at work, but they were so busy that she barely noticed, and then when the Patient  went home that night, she took her temperature and it was 100 degrees Fahrenheit. Patient reported that the nausea started on 22Dec2020, which was mild at times, but then she got to where she did not want to eat. Patient reported that the nausea has resolved but she was not entirely sure when it resolved because she had been so busy at work on 24Dec2020, and it was hard to tell what she was feeling because she was non-stop busy that day. Patient stated that she was nauseous for a full three days, and she remembered that she did not eat much on the 24th either. So Patient stated that her nausea may have resolved on the third day after her injection, but it is unknown to her what day exactly that it resolved. Patient was also experiencing the general feeling of unwell from 22Dec2020 for a few days, but stated that by 25Dec2020 she felt okay. Patient also included that her left arm was also swollen, like her whole upper arm was swollen after the injection in Dec2020. Patient stated that she also experienced redness, there was a like a red mark that was further down her arm than the injection site in Dec2020. The outcome of soreness at site was recovering.  Patient confirmed that both the swelling and redness had resolved in Dec2020.The outcome of fever was recovered on 24Dec2020. The outcome of general feeling of unwell and nausea was recovered on 25Dec2020.

936244 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 VA F a little bit of a cough.; headache; runny nose; Aside from her taste and smell still being gone; Aside from her taste and smell still being gone/loss of taste; fogginess; Patient had since tested positive; Patient had since tested positive; patient likely had exposure on 22Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient likely had exposure on 22Dec2020. She showed the first covid symptoms on 31Dec2020. Patient experienced loss of taste, headache, fogginess, runny nose, and a little bit of a cough on unspecified date. Patient received her first covid dose on 21Dec2020. The first dose likely helped her, she has rapidly gotten better and was feeling much better today. Aside from her taste and smell still being gone. The patient was scheduled to receive her second dose on 11Jan2021. Patient had since tested positive. Caller clarified that the patient didn't get a test until 03Jan2021. Outcome of events taste and smell still being gone was not recovered, and outcome of other events was unknown.   Information on batch/lot number was requested.; Sender's Comments: No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID likely represents the pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  Further information like confirmative COVID 19 Nucleic acid/ PCR test together with any associated symptoms are needed for full medical assessment.

936245 01/12/2021 F tested positive; tested positive; runny nose; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable consumer reported that a 51-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced tested positive, runny nose, headache after getting the vaccine on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. This report is considered as non-serious.

936246 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 TX 31.0 F a red looking rash that's itchy; a red looking rash that's itchy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 31-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: EL0140 and expiry date: Mar2021, via an unspecified route of administration in left arm from 23Dec2020 to 23Dec2020 as single dose (first dose) for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history was reported as none.  There were no concomitant medications. The patient stated she noticed the day after getting the COVID vaccine, 24Dec2020 that morning when she woke up between 9am to 10am that she had this red looking rash that it is itchy. The person who gave her the shot placed a band-aid on the site of injection. At first caller thought the person who gave her the injection missed the site where it was injected where placing the band-aid. However, this was a big red circle. The circle was bigger than a quarter. It is still itchy. This is located on her left arm. She stated she was hoping it would just go away on its own. No additional details provided. She is due to receive the second dose on 13Jan2021 or 14Jan2021 depending on when there is availability. The patient is about 130 pounds give or take. The outcome of the event was not recovered.

936247 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 29.0 M Headache is gradually getting worse; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 29-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number and Expiration Date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 04Jan2021, at a single dose, COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient works in a laboratory. The patient has had no issues with vaccines in the past. The patient got the vaccine yesterday (04Jan2021) and is wondering what to do with the headache side effects. The patient received his first dose yesterday and the headache was noticed today (05Jan2021) at 5 or 6 AM. The patient's headache is gradually getting worse. The patient wanted to confirm if this is a documented side effect. The patient was informed that Pfizer cannot provide any medical advice. The patient was provided a card when he got the vaccine. The patient has never taken any COVID or antibody tests prior to the vaccine. The patient had not recovered from the event.  Information about lot number and expiration date for the suspect product will be requested in follow-up attempts.

936248 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IN 32.0 F Headache behind my eyesTiredness; Headache behind my eyesTiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional.  A 32-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 12:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included gastrooesophageal reflux disease and known allergies: Penicillin.  Concomitant medication included omeprazole magnesium (PRILOSEC [OMEPRAZOLE MAGNESIUM]) and oxymetazoline hydrochloride (CLARITIN ALLERGIC).  The patient has known allergies: Codeine.  The patient stated, "headache behind my eyes tiredness", on 04Jan2021 12:15, The outcome of the events was recovering.   Information lot/batch number has been requested.

936249 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 LA F arm pain, concern is the injection site; a swollen injection site a size of a quarter with heat 13 hours later; she has swelling at the injection site and heat underneath it; BNT162B2 first dose was administered on 16Dec2020, second dose was administered on 04Jan2021; joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), first dose on 16Dec2020 between 12:30 and 1:30 via an unspecified route of administration at single dose, then the second dose on 04Jan2021 via an unspecified route of administration at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient got the first vaccine on the 16Dec2020 between 12:30 and 1:30 and had symptoms 12 to 13 hours post injection. She had joint pain which is normal. Two or three weeks later she had the second vaccine. It was given yesterday (04Jan2021) around the same time as the first one was given. About 13 hours later she had arm pain. She didn't feel anything until 2AM when she started feeling achiness. Her concern is the injection site. She doesn't know if it will get infected. The patient added that she had experienced arm pain, a swollen injection site a "size of a quarter" with heat 13 hours later. She also stated that she did not experience this with the first shot and is asking if this normal for the 2nd shot. She knows it is listed as part of the side effects, but she has swelling at the injection site and heat underneath it. The patient asked, "Is that normal to sustain for about 12 hours? It started around 2am". She took three Tylenol and that seemed to help. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.

936250 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 GA 63.0 F Blood Pressure shot up to 170/100. took 3 hours to return to normal.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 63-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 05Jan2021 07:00 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included arthritis, allergy to plants and arthropod sting. the patient was not pregnant at the time of the reporting. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 05Jan2021 07:00, the patient's blood pressure shoot up to 170/100. It took 3 hours to return to normal. The outcome of event was recovered. No treatment was required/given due to the event.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected. Information on the lot/batch number has been obtained.

936251 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 MI 65.0 F non stop diarrhea; nausea; chills; joint pain; sore at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 65-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 07:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was none, and there were no concomitant medications. The first dose patient received on 02Jan2021 morning, and she just had symptoms she expected, she was sore at the injection site and she had some joint pain on 03Jan2021, but those disappeared on 04Jan2021. On 05Jan2021, she woke up and had non stop diarrhea with a little bit of nausea. Patient had not had a fever, but did feel chilled. Patient didn't think she ate anything bad. She was suspecting this may be a side effect of the vaccine. Patient didn't have a prescribing doctor. She got it at the hospital she worked at. She received it the 02Jan2021 7:30 am. Patient started the diarrhea on 05Jan2021 morning at 8:30. The nausea was on and off, but started this morning as well. Patient didn't take any ongoing medication. Outcome of events sore at the injection site and joint pain was recovered on 04Jan2021, outcome of event diarrhea was not recovered, and outcome of events nausea, and chills was recovering.

936252 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 70.0 F fever of 105F; chills; severe headache; arm pain; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a non-contactable healthcare professional (HCP).  A 70 year-old female patient (pregnancy information not reported) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 18Dec2020 (at the age of 70 years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Prior to receiving the vaccination it was not reported if the patient had been tested for COVID-10. It was also not known if she received any other vaccinations in 4 weeks or other medications in past 2 weeks. On 18Dec2020, the patient received the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine and had arm pain that lasted for a few hours at that time. Seventeen days post first vaccination (approximately 04Jan2021), she developed a fever of 105F, chills and severe headache which have now resolved.  She wanted to know if she should get the second vaccine in series given her side effects. it was not reported if the patient was hospitalized or treated for the events.The clinical outcome of the events of arm pain, fever of 105F, chills and severe headache was recovered on an unspecified date. It was not reported if the patient was tested for COVID-19 after receiving the vaccination.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

936253 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 FL 40.0 F shortness of breath; tightness in her chest; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 40-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), Lot Number: EL0140, expiry date: 19 Vaccine: Mar2021, via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm from 29Dec2020 16:00 to 29Dec2020 16:00 as SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included blood pressure abnormal (She has been on blood pressure med for 3 years).  Concomitant medication included labetalol oral 200 mg, 2x/day for Blood pressure. The patient reports since Sunday night, 03Jan2021, she noticed feeling a little tightness in her chest and shortness of breath but her O2 saturation is fine. Reports she tested it at 98% to 97%. Asking is this a side effect of the vaccine, has it been reported? Does it have anything to do with the expected effectiveness after a week of getting the first dose? She is scheduled for the second dose 18Jan2021. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

936254 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 OH 55.0 F tested positive for COVID-19; tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A 55-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 18Dec2020 at single dose for covid 19 immunisation as healthcare professional and husband was high risk. Medical history included hypertension from 2019 and ongoing. Concomitant medication included amlodipine besilate (NORVASC, 5 mg) from 2019 and ongoing for high blood pressure. The patient experienced tested positive for covid-19 on 03Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered, congestion and headache in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test on 03Jan2021 and the results came back positive on 04Jan2021. The patient was scheduled to receive her second injection on 08Jan2021. Since her first injection she had tested positive for COVID-19. The second dose had to be given a certain amount of days after the first. She would be outside that window. She would like to know if there is any guidance regarding the if/when she should get the second dose. The reporter would like to know if she waits longer than the recommended 21 days to receive her second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine would she need to restart the vaccination series. The reporter said this was not serious as she only had congestion and headache with treatment: using over the counter stuff. Event relatedness with COVID vaccine was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded for reported "tested positive for COVID-19".

936255 12/19/2020 01/12/2021 IL 50.0 F Shoulder pain and aches a lot; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 50-year-old female (non-pregnant) patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number and Expiration Date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 19Dec2020 at 10:30, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to vaccination, the patient wasn't diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 19Dec2020, the patient experienced shoulder pain and aches a lot. No treatment was received for the adverse event. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient recovered with lasting effects (sequel) from the event on an unspecified date.   Information about lot number and expiration date for the suspect product will be requested in follow-up attempts.

936256 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 36.0 F it was like having Covid again; it was like having Covid again; body aches; dry mouth; generalized weakness; temp was 38.1 Celsius; head feels weird; can't sleep; decreased appetite; pain at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID-19 from Mar2020 to an unknown date.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced body aches, dry mouth, can't sleep, generalized weakness, decreased appetite, and pain at the injection site, temp was 38.1 Celsius, head feels weird in Jan2021. The patient got her first dose and was looking online to see the symptoms. She said that she saw that during the trials, people were experiencing the symptoms she was experiencing after the second dose and she was concerned. She said that she wanted to make sure her symptoms are ok and to make sure that the symptoms are not just caused from the booster, but also from the first dose. The caller said that her mom told her that someone died from the Pfizer vaccine. No further details provided. The patient was having body aches, could not sleep, her mouth is really dry, her temp was 38.1 Celsius, her head feels weird, she has generalized weakness, pain at the injection site, and decreased appetite. She said that it was like having Covid again. She said that she had Covid back in Mar2020. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 38.1 centigrade.  The outcome of all the events was unknown. The events were reported as non-serious. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the suspected COVID likely represents a pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  Further information like confirmative COVID 19 Nucleic acid/ PCR test is needed for full medical assessment.

936257 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 F hives all over her body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced hives all over her body on 02Jan2021 with outcome of unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936258 12/27/2020 01/12/2021 PA 55.0 F Itching; neck rash; cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 55-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), intramuscular on the left arm on 27Dec2020 08:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypertension and allergies from IVP dye, sulfa, and iodine. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. Concomitant medications included hydrochlorothiazide (HCTZ), lisinopril, and calcium carbonate (CALTRATE). On 27Dec2020 08:30, the patient experienced itching, neck rash and cough. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included investigation: unknown results (Pending) on 02Jan2021. Therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the events that included Benadryl. Clinical outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936259 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 IN 38.0 F Left arm and hand were tingly and weak, later that night right arm and hand also became tingly and weak; Left arm and hand were tingly and weak, later that night right arm and hand also became tingly and weak; Jaw/neck/throat area became tight like tensing up; Hard to talk, was shouting out one word at a time; My hands, fingers and my arms on both sides continue to not feel normal. They are tingly, weak,  achy, tired. Typing, texting are hard. Hard to hold up arms; My hands, fingers and my arms on both sides continue to not feel normal. They are tingly, weak,  achy, tired. Typing, texting are hard. Hard to hold up arms; My hands, fingers and my arms on both sides continue to not feel normal. They are tingly, weak,  achy, tired. Typing, texting are hard. Hard to hold up arms; My fingers move often, like a compulsion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable  health care professional, the patient (patient). A 38-years-old non-pregnant female patient (health care professional) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number:  EL1284), intramuscular in the left arm on 28Dec2020 19:00 as a single dose, for COVID-19 vaccination. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was a hospital The patient had no known medical history or allergies.  Concomitant medication included bupropion (BUPROPION), propranolol (PROPRANOLOL), sertraline (SERTRALINE), ethinylestradiol, levonorgestrel (PORTIA 21). No other vaccines were given within 4 weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 28DEC2020, the patient experienced Left arm and hand were tingly and weak, later that night right arm and hand also became tingly and weak. Jaw/neck/throat area became tight like tensing up. Hard to talk, was shouting out one word at a time. My hands, fingers and my arms on both sides continue to not feel normal. They are tingly, weak,  achy, tired. Typing, texting are hard. Hard to hold up arms. My fingers move often, like a compulsion. Adverse event resulted in a physician office visit. No treatment was given for the event. The clinical outcome of Left arm and hand were tingly and weak, later that night right arm and hand also became tingly and weak. Jaw/neck/throat area became tight like tensing up. Hard to talk, was shouting out one word at a time. My hands, fingers and my arms on both sides continue to not feel normal. They are tingly, weak,  achy, tired. Typing, texting are hard. Hard to hold up arms. My fingers move often, like a compulsion was not recovered.

936260 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 NY F HCP put her on low  taper dose steroid -mederol to minimize swelling; This is a follow up spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received the first dose on 21Dec2020, and she will be receiving 2nd dose of vaccine this coming Monday (11Jan2021). She had oral surgery yesterday on 05Jan2021, the surgery was already planned prior to first dose of vaccine. HCP (health professional) put her on low taper dose steroid, mederol to minimize swelling. The patient asked if there was any reason to continue to take her steroid medication and if is it ok to continue to take. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936261 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 IN 29.0 F she is pregnant as well; she reported to be diagnosed positive for COVID last 01Jan2021 after showing symptoms on 31Dec2020; she reported to be diagnosed positive for COVID last 01Jan2021 after showing symptoms on 31Dec2020/tested positive for COVID-19; This is spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient) via a Pfizer Sponsored Program. A 29-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EJ1685), intramuscularly in right deltoid on 23Dec2020 14:30 at single dose for COVID-19 vaccination while pregnant.  Medical history was none. Concomitant medication included ongoing ascorbic acid, betacarotene, calcium carbonate, colecalciferol, docosahexaenoic acid, ferrous fumarate, folic acid, nicotinamide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, riboflavin, thiamine mononitrate, tocopheryl acetate, vitamin b12 nos, zinc oxide (PRENATAL MULTIVITAMIN + DHA, Prenatal Multi + DHA), one soft gel, every morning as prenatal medication. The reporter was asking for recommendations for her in taking the second dose as she reported to be diagnosed positive for COVID last 01Jan2021 after showing symptoms on 31Dec2020. She received the first dose of the vaccine last 23Dec2020. She is asking if she should wait 90 days before taking the 2nd dose. Agent has a physical therapist on the phone. She had her first dose of the COVID vaccine on 23Dec2020. She started to show symptoms of COVID on 31Dec2020. She tested positive on 01Jan2020. Caller wants to know does she need to wait 90 days for the second dose. Caller wanted to add she is pregnant as well. She declined to include a healthcare professional for the report. The caller states she started to feel symptoms towards the end of the day on 31Dec2020. She clarifies she felt like she was having a cold coming on. She had some congestion. When probed for outcome, caller stated it had improved quite a bit. She had been improved but today, its kind of like she had a cold again, but that had improved. Vaccination Facility Type: Hospital. Vaccine Administered at Military Facility: No. Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks): None within 4 weeks. Additional Vaccines Administered on Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect: None. Relevant Tests: None. Investigation Assessment: Yes. Is a sample of the product available to be returned, if requested (Y/N): Vaccine was administered in hospital. No AE required a visit to emergency room and physician office.  The reporter stated her symptoms have been pretty mild. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID Fast-acting (rapid) test: positive on 01Jan2021. Outcome of events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded

936262 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 PA F She did a rapid antigen test and was positive; She did a rapid antigen test and was positive; her arm hurt after vaccination; she lost taste; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Consumer. An adult female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Friend shared that the patient's arm hurt after vaccination and the following day she lost taste. She did a rapid antigen test and was positive. Adverse event start date was 04Jan2021. No treatment was received for the adverse event. AE resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19. Test name: antigen (positive). Outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936263 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 NY F being exposed to someone who is positive for covid; head cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient stated, "calls to ask if she is able to get the second dose of the vaccine after being exposed to someone who is positive for covid. Caller reports that she received the first dose of the vaccine on 18Dec and is scheduled to get her second dose on 08Jan.  Since her first dose her son and husband have been found positive for covid and she was tested today, no result back yet. She requests information about vaccination following exposure reporting that when she asked her work place they said they didn't have any information about it. Caller also reports that she is experiencing a "head cold" this week but states "it's not from the vaccine".  The outcome of the events were unknown.   Information on the lot number has been requested.

936264 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 F Received the Pfizer COVID-19 on 21Dec2020. I got Covid from a family member, sore throat, felt like a flu or bad cold,headache, body aches and sinus issue. She now has congestion and cough; Received the Pfizer COVID-19 on 21Dec2020. I got Covid from a family member, sore throat, felt like a flu or bad cold,headache, body aches and sinus issue. She now has congestion and cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health care professional nurse, the patient. A female patient (nurse) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 21Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient had no known medical history. The patients concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date the patient experienced  I got Covid from a family member.  She reported being symptomatic on 1Jan2021 started with a sore throat, felt like a flu or bad cold. She reported sore throat, headache, body aches and sinus issue. She now has congestion and cough. She had no issue when she got the vaccine.  The patient will be getting the second dose 11Jan2021 and she would like to know  if she is eligible to receive the second dose Pfizer Covid-19 Vaccine. The clinical outcome of the event was unknown   . Information on the Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported "got COVID from a family member" after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

936265 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 LA 36.0 F is pregnant: yes; Extremely sore arm; body aches; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). This reporter reported information for both mother and fetus/baby. This is a maternal report. A 36-year-old female patient (pregnant) receive first dose of BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 16:45 in right arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included ascorbic acid, betacarotene, calcium sulfate, colecalciferol, cyanocobalamin, ferrous fumarate, folic acid, nicotinamide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol acetate, riboflavin, thiamine mononitrate, tocopheryl acetate, zinc oxide (PRENATAL VITAMINS). The patient experienced extremely sore arm, body aches, headache on 04Jan2021. The adverse event was not resulted in emergency room visit and physician office visit. The events were reported as non-serious. No treatment received for the adverse event. The mother reported she became pregnant while taking bnt162b2. Last menstrual date was 12Jun2020. The mother was 29 weeks pregnant at the onset of the event. The mother was due to deliver on 19Mar2021. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was hospital. The patient wasn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Other medications in two weeks: Prenatal vitamin. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. Allergies to medications, food, or other products was no. The outcome of events was resolving.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

936266 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 CA 65.0 F received the vaccine on December 17th and tested positive for Covid on December 27th/COVID PCR (polymerase chain reaction) test: positive on 28Dec2020; received the vaccine on December 17th and tested positive for Covid on December 27th/COVID PCR (polymerase chain reaction) test: positive on 28Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable nurse (patient) reported that a 65-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 11:00 in left deltoid at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included thyroid cancer from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, bilateral thyroidectomy in 2014. Family Medical History: Father died of lung cancer. Mother died of cardiac arrest in 1972. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) for bilateral thyroidectomy. The patient received the vaccine on 17Dec2020 and tested positive for covid on 27Dec2020. The adverse events resulted in emergency room visit. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included tested positive for COVID on 27Dec2020, COVID PCR (polymerase chain reaction) test: positive on 28Dec2020. Vaccination facility type was hospital. No additional vaccines administered on same date of Pfizer suspect. Received COVID Vaccine on 17Dec2020. Tested positive for COVID in emergency room on 27Dec2020. Tested positive on a COVID PCR test on 28Dec2020. Prior vaccinations within 4 weeks was none. Caller received the first dose of the COVID Vaccine. Tested positive for COVID on 27Dec2020. Is about to get the second dose of COVID Vaccine and would like to know if she should proceed or wait. Since quarantine, she has had no fever. Is slightly short of breath and has a headache. Works in COVID units in a hospital. Wants to make sure she can receive the second dose. Stated she had no adverse reaction to the COVID Vaccine unless an adverse reaction can occur two weeks after. Is attributing the shortness of breath and headache to testing positive for COVID. Shortness of breath and headache only occurred after testing positive for COVID. Reason she went to the hospital is because she lost her sense of smell. She got tested and was positive for COVID. Lost sense of smell, went to Emergency Room, and notified doctor of positive test the following day, 28Dec2020. Clarified she just went to the emergency department to get tested for COVID and then went home. Was called with positive results in an hour. Caller wanted to know when she should proceed with getting her second dose of Covid vaccine. She is supposed to receive her second dose tomorrow. She thought she was going to take second dose when I completely recovered. Caller asked if she waited until the 13th to receive second dose of Covid vaccine, would it be effective. She would feel more comfortable doing that. The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported COVID-19 based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 9 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

936267 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 AL 48.0 F hard lumps at filler sites above upper lip and under left eye - filler injected  7 months prior to vaccine; hard lumps at filler sites above upper lip and under left eye - filler injected  7 months prior to vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This 48-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot # ekj5730), intramuscular at single dose in the right arm on 28Dec2020 13:00 for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included migraine, allergies to Codeine, Hydrocodone. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 29Dec2020 11:00, the patient experienced hard lumps at filler sites above upper lip and under left eye - filler injected  7 months prior to vaccine. The outcome of the events was not recovered. No treatment was performed. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The vaccine was administered at Hospital Facility. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.

936268 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 OK 44.0 M pain in both big toes, severe pain in the left big toe; acute gouty attack; acute gouty attack; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 44-year-old male patient received the first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), intramuscular (left arm) on 17Dec2020 15:30 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Patient's medical history included gout and shellfish allergy. Concomitant medications included magnesium glycinate (MAGNESIUM GLYCINATE), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), and finasteride. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient reported he got his vaccine on 17Dec2020, a week later on 03Jan2021 (04:30 PM) he started having some pain in both big toes and then 3 days ago, he had severe pain in the left big toe with what appears to be acute gouty attack. The patient reported he has a history of gout previously but had controlled it for a long time. There were no other changes that happened. The patient was treated with ibuprofen and colchicine. The outcome of events was recovering. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. This case is non-serious.

936269 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 PA 30.0 M Felt like he couldn't breath; He still has his sense of taste, but it is dulled; Recently got the vaccine and also came down with covid; Recently got the vaccine and also came down with covid; Exhaustion/feeling tired; Loss of smell; Mild congestion/The congestion went into full nasal drainage; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A 30-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0140, Expiry Date: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 13:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient had no relevant medical history and concomitant drug. The patient experienced recently got the vaccine and also came down with covid on 04Jan2021 00:30, mild congestion/the congestion went into full nasal drainage on 31Dec2020, loss of smell on 02Jan2021, exhaustion/feeling tired on 03Jan2021, felt like he couldn't breathe, he still has his sense of taste, but it is dulled on an unspecified date. He was a pharmacist. He received his first dose of the COVID vaccine on Thursday 31Dec2020 1pm. Shortly thereafter, he got the typical side effects of the vaccine that are posted. Then 2.5 days letter he no longer had a sense of smell. Everything he read said that he probably came in contact with COVID prior to administration. His questions was since he test positive for COVID, should he still get the second shot. He got it at a clinic. He did experience mild congestion which started by 6 o'clock. He started to notice slight congestion that kind of went away. Then, on Friday, about 24 hours later, he really noticed he had congestion. He took pseudoephedrine hydrochloride (SUDAFED) and paracetamol (TYLENOL). Then his sense of smell diminished with the congestion and felt like he couldn't breathe. On Saturday, he decided to not take medication. That was when he noticed he could not smell anything. He had full blown congestion. It probably took two days when he started to lose his sense of smell. He received the shot on Thursday. On Saturday, he lost his sense of smell. He still has his sense of taste, but it was dulled. Sunday, he was just exhausted and feeling tired. These were all listed as typical side effects except for the loss of smell. Saturday was the worst. The congestion went into full nasal drainage. On Sunday he had no sinus issues. He still hasn't gained his sense of smell back. The exhaustion set in Sunday 03Jan2020. He doesn't feel like any of the side effects are serious. The exhaustion has started to let up some so it is improving. He was pretty much back to normal. He just couldn't figure out why he had a loss of smell. He had a COVID rapid test on 04Jan2021 at 8:30 am (as reported). He received an alert and hour later that it was positive. He was wondering whether the loss of smell could be from the vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 rapid POC test: positive on 04Jan2021. The outcome of events for mild congestion/the congestion went into full nasal drainage was resolved on 03Jan2021, for loss of smell was not resolved, for exhaustion/feeling tired was resolving, for other events was unknown. The events were reported as non-serious.; Sender's Comments: Reported event "recently got the vaccine and also came down with covid" is considered possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 based on temporal association and known drug safety profile.

936270 12/07/2020 01/12/2021 F mild runny nose; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable 34-year-old female nurse, who is also the patient, reported that she received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 07Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced mild runny nose. The patient reported also that her son was just diagnosed with COVID and she just took a test on an unspecified date but was negative. She was still experiencing a mild runny nose. At the time of the report, the patient had not recovered from the mild runny nose whereas the outcome of the exposure to COVID-19 was unknown.  The Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936271 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 AZ 51.0 F sneezing; coughing; congestion; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 51-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm (triceps muscle) on 30Dec2020 10:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included seasonal allergy from 1995 and ongoing, seasonal asthma from 1995 and ongoing. The patient had no concomitant medications. The patient experienced fever on 31Dec2020, congestion on 02Jan2021, sneezing and coughing on an unspecified date. Time the vaccination was given around 10:30 a.m, but she known she was okay to leave by 10:45 a.m. No additional administered vaccines. The adverse event was not required a visit to emergency room or physician office. Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) was none. Relevant tests were none. Certified nursing assistant works in hospital where she cares for Covid patients. She received the vaccine on 30Dec2020 and by the next day, she had fever and congestion. The fever has gone away but she was still congested and was sneezing and coughing at home. The caller stated she was a CNA calling on behalf of herself in regard to the Pfizer COVID vaccination. She stated she received the vaccine on 30Dec2020. She had like a fever and everything over the weekend- starting Thursday night, Friday and then part of Saturday. She also had this congestion ever since she got the shot. The caller confirmed she received her first COVID vaccine on 30Dec2020. Late Thursday night, 31Dec2020, she woke up and had a fever. She had her husband check her temperature. She confirmed she recovered completely from the fever. She hadn't a fever since Saturday (02Jan2021), probably around 8pm. She didn't have a fever at all on Sunday. The congestion really didn't start until Saturday morning, 02Jan2021. She stated the congestion was still persisting at this point. Caller stated, " it honestly feels like a sinus infection" The caller was able to provide the Lot number off of her patient card. Caller made the comment the card also had the date she had to go back for her second vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: recovered completely from the fever. The outcome of events for fever was resolved on 02Jan2021, for congestion was not resolved, for other events was unknown.

936272 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 M Doctor had the 1st dose last 16Dec2020 then tested positive for COVID 17Dec2020; Doctor had the 1st dose last 16Dec2020 then tested positive for COVID 17Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect, received from a contactable physician (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age started to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The physician inquired "is it recommended to receive the 2nd dose despite having antibodies and recovered from COVID?"  The doctor had the 1st dose on 16Dec2020 then tested positive for COVID 17Dec2020. He will receive the 2nd dose tomorrow 06Jan2021 and he was recovering.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test: result positive on 17Dec2020.   Outcome of the event doctor had the 1st dose last 16Dec2020 then tested positive for COVID 17Dec2020 was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported tested positive for COVID  after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

936273 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA 63.0 F I felt ok right after the injection but about 2 hours later I started experiencing a pressure headache, gradually felt very poorly and took a nap for a few hours.  Upon waking I felt ok but after walk; weakness; felt very poorly; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional. A 63-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection; Lot number: EL1284), intramuscular on 04Jan2021 11:45 at single dose at left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypothyroidism, psoriasis. Concomitant medications included etanercept (ENBREL), and levothyroxine. The patient felt okay right after the injection but about 2 hours later, on 04Jan2021 14:30, she started experiencing a pressure headache, gradually felt very poorly and took a nap for a few hours. Upon waking the patient felt okay but after walking around the house for about 20 minutes, the headache started up again and the same awful feeling of weakness so she laid down and took another 2 hours nap. When the patient woke up the second time she felt as though nothing had happened, was feeling fine. So the patient would say the side effects lasted for about 5 hours. The outcome of the events was recovered on 04Jan2021 17:00.

936274 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NC 57.0 M He received the first dose of the Covid-19 Vaccine on 18Dec2020/ received the second dose of Covid-19 vaccine 04Jan2021; he experienced fever 102.5F; muscle and joint pain; muscle and joint pain; it hurts to raise his arms above his head; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 57-year-old male patient (Weight (kg): 79.38, height (cm): 170) received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0140, Expiry Date: Mar2021), intramuscularly in upper left arm on 04Jan2021 13:00 for covid-19 prophylaxis. The patient had no relevant medical history and concomitant medications. Prior vaccinations (within 4 weeks) was none, relevant tests was none. The patient previous received first dose of Covid-19 Vaccine on 18Dec2020 and had no side effects, received flu vaccine in Oct2020 for immunization. The patient experienced fever 102.5f, muscle and joint pain, it hurts to raise his arms above his head all on 05Jan2021 01:00. The event was not required a visit to emergency room or physician office. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included fever: 102.5 F on 05Jan2021. Vaccination Facility Type was hospital. Caller stated that he worked at a hospital, but he was not a doctor, nurse, or pharmacist. The caller said that he received the second dose of Covid-19 vaccine 04Jan2021 and 12 hours after receiving the vaccine he started running a fever of 102.5. He said that he got the second dose at 13:00 and started feeling the fever symptoms about 12 hours later at about 01:00 05Jan2021. His vaccination was done at the hospital. He said that with his first dose he had no side effects. He received the first dose of the Covid-19 Vaccine on 18Dec2020. He said that he had his flu vaccine in Oct2020. Caller also reported that he was having muscle and joint pain. He said that it hurts to raise his arms above his head. He let his employee health know about the symptoms he was experiencing. Caller wanted to know if his side effects are normal, especially the "mild - moderate". The outcome of events was not resolved.

936275 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 M he received his first dose of the vaccine on 22Dec2020 and tested positive for Covid yesterday (04Jan2021).; he received his first dose of the vaccine on 22Dec2020 and tested positive for Covid yesterday (04Jan2021).; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age started to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  He received his first dose of the vaccine on 22Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID yesterday (04Jan2021). He stated his "symptoms were general at first, then weakness after 10 days, chilly and muscle strain".  The other HCP reported "do I need to take the second dose on 11Jan2021?" The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test: result positive on 04Jan2021.   Outcome of the event he received his first dose of the vaccine on 22Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID yesterday (04Jan2021) was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported positive test for Covid after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

936276 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 47.0 F she had COVID symptoms; she had COVID symptoms; chills; low grade fever; muscle joint pain; muscle joint pain; exhausted with a headache/ She doesn't want to get up she is tired; exhausted with a headache/slight headache; muscle joint pain which is a stabbing pain all over her body; feeling unwell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 47-year-old female patient receive first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899, manufacturer: Pfizer), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 14:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing childhood asthma, COVID 19 positive from 07Dec2020 to an unknown date. There were no concomitant medications. The patient felt like she had covid symptoms, chills, low grade fever, muscle joint pain, exhausted with a headache/ she doesn't want to get up she was tired, muscle joint pain, which was a stabbing pain all over her body, feeling unwell, all on 05Jan2021 05:00. The events were reported as non-serious. Caller had Sars-COV-2 infection diagnosed 07Dec2020. Received first dose of vaccine 04Jan2021 at 14:00. She was experiencing chills, low grade fever, muscle joint pain, exhausted with a headache. Asking for information on efficacy of second dose. She didn't have any side effects or anything initially. Then, 12 hours later at 5- 6 am she felt like she had COVID symptoms. She already had COVID so she known what it feels like. She was wondering how long would last. It was almost like having real COVID. She didn't have a prescribing doctor. She had COVID 07Dec2020. She was currently experiencing Chills, fever low grade, muscle joint pain which was a stabbing pain all over her body, and she was feeling unwell. She didn't want to get up she was tired. She has a slight headache. This all started at 5 am on 05Jan2021. Even with medication. She has been taking paracetamol (TYLENOL) and excedrin. She cannot work if she wanted to, but these effects are not serious. Her fever has went down. The chills have stayed the same. She was diagnosed with childhood asthma. Caller asked about interval information between the SARS-COV-2 infection diagnosed 07Dec2020 and her first dose of vaccine 04Jan2021 at 14:00. The outcome of events for felt like she had covid symptoms was unknown, for low grade fever was resolving, for other events was not resolved.; Sender's Comments: There is not a reasonable possibility that event suspected COVID-19 is related to BNT162B2.  There is no test done to confirm whether patient got COVID-19 or not.  And symptoms that were suspected by reporter as due to COVID-19 occurred one after the vaccination, when vaccine was not expected to achieve the effect.

936277 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MD 43.0 F a lot of tingling/numbness in my hand on the injection side; a lot of tingling/numbness in my hand on the injection side; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 43-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1686, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 05Jan2021 10:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient previously took clarithromycin (BIAXIN) and experienced allergies. The patient verbalized, "I don't believe it's anything serious but I am experiencing a lot of tingling/numbness in my hand on the injection side" on 05Jan2021 11:30. Clinical outcome of the events was unknown.

936278 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 PA 21.0 F lost all motion and feeling in her right arm/no feeling in right arm or hand/no feeling in her fingers; developed a horrible rash; problems breathing; flu-like symptoms; fever; body aches; vomiting; diarrhea; still really painful at injection site; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 21-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EJ1686/PF2), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 02Jan2021 13:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history were not reported. Allergies to medications, food, or other products was none. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Not any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Facility type vaccine was workplace clinic. Caller reported to have taken the vaccine last Saturday (02Jan2021 13:15) and 2 hours (02Jan2021 15:15) after had experienced vomiting and then an hour later (02Jan2021 14:15) 3 times with diarrhea. She also experienced flu-like symptoms which included fever, body aches, problems breathing and chills later that evening. On Sunday morning (03Jan2021), patient woke up with no feeling in right arm or hand. She lost all motion and feeling in her right arm and developed a horrible rash. The rash and other symptoms have been resolved but she still has no feeling in her fingers as of the moment. Doctor on call said to rest and take paracetamol (TYLENOL) every 4 to 6 hours. Patient had feeling in arm started to come back but still really painful at injection site and still had no feeling in fingers or thumb. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal Swab: pending results on 04Jan2021.  Events result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit.  All events were reported as non-serious. Outcome of lost all motion and feeling in her right arm/no feeling in right arm or hand/no feeling in her fingers, painful at injection site was not recovered and outcome of other events were recovered in Jan2021.

936279 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 LA 73.0 M he tested positive for COVID; he tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs) from a contactable physician (patient). A 73-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on the right deltoid on 28Dec2020 09:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetic (he is a diabetic, but he is not on medication for it) from Nov2018 and ongoing, hepatitis (not ongoing) (He had hepatitis virus for 15 to 20 years. It resolved 5 or 6 years ago. It corrected on it's own), supplement, hypertension and carcinoma of the lung. Everyone in his family has hypertension. His sister had carcinoma of the lung. There was no history of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect. The patient did not have additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. There were no prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. There were no adverse events following prior vaccinations. Concomitant medication included doxazosin mesilate (CARDURA), bisoprolol fumarate, hydrochlorothiazide (ZIAC), nystatin (STATIN) taken for lipids, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D) taken for supplement, fish oil, acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN), vitamin C [ascorbic acid]. The patient also received multivitamin. He has been on all concomitant medications for at least three to four years. The patient was scheduled for the next dose on 18Jan2021. On 05Jan2021 he tested positive for COVID. The event was reported as serious as medically significant. The patient was given the antibody infusion and steroid injection. It was outpatient. He was not admitted. Treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on lot number/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded. However individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine.

936281 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IN 61.0 F Soreness and swelling at injection site; Soreness and swelling at injection site; Malaise; feels tired; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable other HCP (Patient) reported for a 61-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162b2 (lot: EK92331), intramuscular at left arm on 04Jan2021 (approximately between 18:15-18:30) at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history was none. The patient's concomitant medications included supplements. The patient experienced soreness and swelling at injection site, malaise and feels tired on 05Jan2021 08:00. She was scheduled for second dose a day later for COVID vaccine so after the 21 days to get her second dose. Patient is a Dental Hygienist. She received the first dose on 04Jan2021 and is scheduled to receive second dose on 26Jan2021. She should have it scheduled for 25Jan2021. There is no prescriber. She received it at a local hospital through her employer. They did not offer her the 25Jan2020, and said next day is 26 days. They told her there would not be any problem being a day late. She called back with a concern and had evening appointment with the intention of being 3 weeks later. She did it while she had 2 days off work in case she had a reaction. She was told it was not a big deal to get it 1 days later. She asked if she could go to a different location and they told her no, it had to come from the same batch and lot to receive second dose. She is just concerned about doing it a day before she has to go back to work because there are worse side effects with second dose. There is a 4 day grace period from what she read of of 17-21 days and not over 21 days. She is not sure if that is true though. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

936282 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 F About 1 hour later, her left side of her face, her lips and tongue were numb. She says "it did get better but it is still numb"; About 1 hour later, her left side of her face, her lips and tongue were numb. She says "it did get better but it is still numb"; About 1 hour later, her left side of her face, her lips and tongue were numb". She says "it did get better but it is still numb"; left leg is really hurting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose on 03Jan2021 for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated that after receiving vaccine, "about 1 hour later, her left side of her face, her lips and tongue were numb". She says "it did get better but it is still numb".  She added that her "left leg is really hurting". It hurts when she touches it. The outcome of her left side of her face, her lips and tongue were numb was recovering and outcome of left leg is really hurting was unknown. The patient would like to know if she should receive the 2nd dose?   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936283 12/20/2020 01/12/2021 F following the receipt of the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine; testing positive to COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other Healthcare Professional reported for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age (Age: 47, Unit: Unknown) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient explained testing positive to COVID on the 29Dec2020, following the receipt of the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on the 20Dec2020. She stated that minor symptoms remain, and asked if she could receive the second dose of the vaccine due on the 10Jan2021. The outcome of the events was not reported.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/ batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: The reported testing positive to COVID  after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

936284 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 TN 28.0 F Flu-like symptoms; Cold symptoms; tested positive for SARS-COV-2 infection; tested positive for SARS-COV-2 infection; muscle and body aches; muscle and body aches; loss sense of taste; Congestion nasal; Sore throat; Loss of smell; Sinus pressure; Headache; general fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 28-year-old female patient received BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Batch/lot number: EJ1685, via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 16:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient got the COVID Vaccine and the day after, was exposed to the virus, got sick right away and tested positive for the virus. The patient stated that she got vaccinated around 4pm, 17Dec2020. She was exposed to the virus by the same coworker twice on 18Dec2020 and then the next week, she believed, on 22Dec2020, the coworker tested positive for COVID. Patient stated that her symptoms started 24Dec2020. She did not think she had a fever as she did not feel feverish. She had flu like symptoms from an unspecified date with muscle and body aches from 25Dec2020. She lost her sense of taste and smell from 25Dec2020. She had cold-like symptoms from an unspecified date with congestion nasal and sore throat from 25Dec2020, sinus pressure and headaches from 24Dec2020. She had general fatigue from 24Dec2020 for a while. Patient had not had another COVID test since the one she had 28Dec2020, when she tested positive for COVID. She became symptoms-free on 03Jan2021. Patient was asking should she still get the 2nd dose of the COVID Vaccine. She was also concerned about the reaction her body was going to have to the vaccine after being sick. The patient had recovered from Flu-like symptoms and Cold symptoms on an unspecified date, recovered from muscle and body aches on 29Dec2020, recovered from loss sense of taste and loss of smell on 31Dec2020, recovered from congestion nasal, sinus pressure and headache on 03Jan2021, recovered from Sore throat on 01Jan2021, recovered from general fatigue on 02Jan2021. And outcome of "tested positive for COVID after receiving the COVID Vaccine" was unknown.

936285 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 M He received the 1st dose of the vaccine on Friday 18DEC2020. He developed COVID the following Thursday.; He received the 1st dose of the vaccine on Friday 18DEC2020. He developed COVID the following Thursday.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient's wife).   A 55-year-old male patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) on 18Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced developed Covid on 24Dec2020 (reported as the following Thursday). The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Sars-Cov-2 test: developed Covid. He was fairly symptomatic for 7 days but he was doing well now. The outcome of events was recovering. The reporter quereide whether he should receive the 2nd dose, which is due on 08Jan2021 or should it be deferred.  Information on Lot/Batch number requested.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported positive Sars-Cov-2 test, which is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the administration of BNT162B2.

936286 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 OK 55.0 F began having Covid symptoms on 24Dec and tested positive for Covid on Christmas; began having Covid symptoms on 24Dec and tested positive for Covid on Christmas; Arm was sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reported for herself. A 55-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. Patient had arm sore on 18Dec2020. She started having COVID symptoms on 24Dec2020. She tested positive on Christmas, 25Dec2020. She was asking if she should get the second vaccine. When she got the vaccine she didn't pay attention to the paperwork. She was busy. Her arm was a little sore for a day that was the only reaction she had. She was hoping when she developed COVID symptoms that she was not sick. She was not hospitalized, and she is wondering if maybe the vaccine helped her not get as sick, and not end up in the hospital. It was the first dose she received. She has no other medical conditions. All the previous agent did was read off information to her. It sounds to her like she should go ahead and get the second dose. Outcome of event Arm was sore was recovered in 19Dec2020, of others was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded for reported events.

936287 01/12/2021 OR F allergic reaction to the vaccine; golf sized swelling at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse for self. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on arm on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. She just got her first Pfizer COVID vaccine 11 days ago. She immediately got a golf ball sized swelling at the injection site. She had no other reaction. No systemic reaction. Her arm has lasted until now, but it is definitely better. She is not warred about that any more. She specified that the swelling remained the same size for five days and improved. She then explained that she saw her doctor as she thought that it was infected, but the doctor said that it was an allergic reaction to the vaccine. She then asked if she should receive the second dose of the vaccine, and if her reaction is considered severe. Outcome of event was recovering.   No follow up attempts are possible. Information about Batch/Lot number can not be obtained. No further information is expected.

936288 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 U developed covid like symptoms a few days later/ tested positive on the 26th; developed covid like symptoms a few days later/tested positive on the 26th; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine on 18Dec2020 and developed covid like symptoms a few days later in Dec2020 and believed the patient was likely exposed. The patient was tested positive on 26Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported covid like symptoms a few days with  tested positive  after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

936289 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA 37.0 F body aches; pounding head; low-grade fever; doesn't feel fine; "horrible" muscle aches particularly around the low hip area but also "all over"; feeling dizzy; elevated BP 155/100; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer for self. A 37-year-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3246), Intramuscular in Right upper arm on 04Jan2021 13:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included seasonal asthma as a kid and as she got older, it got worse. There were no concomitant medications. She reports the following AE's: "horrible" muscle aches particularly around the low hip area but also "all over", feeling dizzy, elevated BP 155/100 in Jan2021, "pounding head", low-grade fever, body aches 05Jan2021. She received the first COVID vaccine on 16Dec2020 and then the second vaccine yesterday. Now, she doesn't feel fine. The caller clarifies further with the first vaccine, she was fine. She had a sore arm and that's it. With this second vaccine, she doesn't feel fine. She didn't start feeling bad until around 1 a.m. She received the second vaccine yesterday, 04Jan2021. Around 1 a.m., she started feeling not so hot. She confirms she started to experience body aches, making the comment " it's ridiculous, it's my entire body". Also, a headache and low-grade fever. She states these symptoms didn't get really bad or worse until 10 this morning. Outcome of event feeling unwell was recovered on 05Jan2021, of headache, low-grade fever, body aches, was not recovered, of others was unknown.

936290 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 MD 29.0 F she is having a hard time sleeping; swelling; She developed a knot on the side of her neck that was very painful; She does not know if it is a swollen lymph node; right arm pain; pain started traveling up her neck to the shoulder area.; pain started traveling up her neck to the shoulder area; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 29-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EH9899), intramuscular on 24Dec2020 08:30 at the first single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received vaccine in Right arm. She got the Pfizer Covid19 vaccine on 24Dec2020. The right arm pain started two hours after getting the vaccine and the arm pain got progressively worse and the pain started traveling up her neck to the shoulder area on 24Dec2020. The patient experiencing Right neck pain and swelling on 26Dec2020. She developed a knot on the side of her neck that was very painful, along with arm pain that went up to her neck on 26Dec2020. The knot developed about 2 days after she got the vaccine and now the knot is getting larger. She does not know if it is a swollen lymph node but she has never had a swollen lymph node in that area, states it is above her collar bone and the knot is very painful. She is thinking to go to urgent care since it is bothering her to where she is having a hard time sleeping. On 26Dec2020 she noticed it was painful in the particular spot where she found the knot. Her arm pain went away by the 27Dec2020 and it was not too painful any more, she clarifies her arm pain recovered completely as of 27Dec2020. The painful knot has gotten worse. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The outcome of event right arm pain was recovered on 27Dec2020; outcome of event knot on the side of her neck was not recovered; outcome of other events was unknown.

936291 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 FL 65.0 F Sporadic itching in multiple parts of the body/ Itchiness sporadic multiple places of my body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 65-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at 16:45 on Arm left at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included Cholesterol y Triglycerides high. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. No known allergy, no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications included Multivitamin, ascorbic acid (VITAMIN C), ergocalciferol (VITAMIN D), Zinc, ibuprofen sodium (IBUPROFEN). Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced sporadic itching in multiple parts of the body (also reported as itchiness sporadic multiple places of her body) on 05Jan2021 at 17:30. Since the vaccination, patient had not been tested for COVID-19. No treatment was received for the event. The outcome of the event was unknown. The report was reported as non-serious, with seriousness criteria-Results in death: No; Life threatening: No; Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No; Disabling/Incapacitating: No; Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.

936292 12/01/2020 01/12/2021 F she felt nauseated; sick stomach; headache; body aches; really sore arm for a couple of days; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient) received via Medical Information Team.  A 46-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included arthritis from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced really sore arm for a couple of days on Dec2020, the patient felt nauseated, a sick stomach, she has a headache and body aches along with the sick stomach, all on Jan2021. The patient outcome of the events was unknown.   The information on the batch number has been requested.

936293 01/12/2021 F tested positive for the COVID-19 virus; tested positive for the COVID-19 virus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient was tested positive for the COVID-19 virus on an unspecified date after being administered with the vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded. Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection is needed for meaningful medical assessment. ,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021005630 same reporter and drug, different patient and event

936294 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 M was tested and diagnosed positive for the SARS-CoV-2 infection; was tested and diagnosed positive for the SARS-CoV-2 infection; developed symptoms after being exposed at work on 27Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A male patient (reporter's husband) of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) as the first dose via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got exposed as a first line nurse working in the emergency room. The nurse reports that her husband developed symptoms after being exposed at work on 27Dec2020 five days after being administered with the first dose of BNT162B2 and he was tested and diagnosed positive for the SARS-CoV-2 infection on 27Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: There is not a reasonable possibility that reported "tested and diagnosed positive for the SARS-CoV-2 infection" is related to BNT162B2.  Event occurred only 5 days after receiving first vaccine and patient was exposed to virus at work.

936295 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 F Body aches; joint pain; nausea; severe chills; fever of 101.4 F; pain at injection site, redness and warm to touch; pain at injection site, redness and warm to touch; pain at injection site, redness and warm to touch; feels like she has the flu; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A female patient (Age: 53; Units: Unknown) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number/expiration date: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on 04Jan2021 as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Relevant medical history included she had COVID 19 virus on 13Nov2020. Concomitant medication was not reported. On an unspecified date in Jan2021, the patient reported that she was experiencing the same symptoms she felt when she had COVID 19 virus on 13Nov2020. She was currently experiencing the following symptoms: body aches, joint pain, nausea, severe chills, fever of 101.4 F, pain at injection site, redness and warm to touch. The patient reports that she feels like she has the flu. The outcome of the events body aches, joint pain, nausea, severe chills, fever of 101.4 F, pain at injection site, redness and warm to touch and feels like she has the flu was unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.

936297 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 49.0 F positive COVID test result; positive COVID test result; cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself. A 49-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number/expiration date: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on 16Dec2020 (at the age of 49 years old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Relevant medical history and concomitant medication were not provided. On 21Dec2020, the patient experienced a strange cough. The patient reported that she received the first dose of COVID vaccine on 16Dec2020 and that she was then exposed to her husband who tested positive on 17Dec2020. Due to a strange cough, she was tested on 21Dec2020, which resulted in a positive COVID test result. The outcome of the events strange cough and positive COVID test was unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.

936298 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 MD 61.0 F exposed to a coworker that was COVID positive on the 29Dec2020 for 25 minutes while she was eating lunch in the lounge; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 61-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Strength 0.3 ml, lot number: EJ1685, Expiry Date: Mar2021), via intramuscular in left deltoid on 18Dec2020 at 0.3 mL, first single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. Caller is a registered nurse that received the COVID vaccine on 18Dec2020 and her next dose is supposed to be on 08Jan2021. She was exposed to a coworker that was COVID positive on the 29Dec2020 for 25 minutes while she was eating lunch in the lounge. Her work placed her in quarantine till 12Jan2021. She was not having any symptoms. She was asking if she can get her second dose on 08Jan2021. She had a swab test that was negative for COVID on 29Dec2020. Outcome of the event was unknown.
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936299 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 MI 41.0 F The left side of her face, it didn't go completely numb, but mostly; still can't chew on the side of the mouth; difficulty speaking; her eye socket, it didn't feel like her eye was there; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EK923, expiration date: Apr2021), via unknown route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose (first dose by injection once to left upper arm, by the shoulder, a little down) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing high blood pressure. Concomitant medications were reported none. Her blood pressure was diagnosed years prior to the report, like 10+ years prior to the report, but she did not know if it had anything to do with it. The left side of her face, it didn't go completely numb on 30Dec2020, but mostly: stated her eye socket, it didn't feel like her eye was there, and her mouth, she had difficulty speaking, she still could not chew on the side of the mouth in Dec2020. Stated it felt like pulling, like something pulling, like a rope was tied and pulling backwards to the back of head and downward. States this lasted 2 days thankfully, and she did not regret getting it. She Provided weight as a lot of pounds, said she was joking. The vaccine was not prescribed by a doctor, her job offered it, she worked at a hospital, so it was voluntary and she took it. The event started maybe 6 hours after getting the vaccine, it was while she was sleeping, she woke up, she had slept, it was in the middle of the night, and was gone by Saturday for sure. This was her first dose. States site of administration was where she typically gets flu shots. The outcome of the event The left side of her face, it didn't go completely numb was recovered on 02Jan2021. The outcome of other events was unknown.

936300 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 42.0 F felt a little tired this morning; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 42-year-old female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EK5730) on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated she felt a little tired this morning (on 05Jan2021). It was unknown if treatment was received. It was unknown if patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and unknown if patient had been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. Outcome of event was unknown.

936301 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NC 51.0 M 30 min after injection, right arm and hand suddenly felt tingly and a bit numb (like it was "asleep").  The sensation moved to shoulder, traps, and face after about 30-45 minutes; 30 min after injection, right arm and hand suddenly felt tingly and a bit numb (like it was "asleep").  The sensation moved to shoulder, traps, and face after about 30-45 minutes.; numbness/tingling mostly right side (arm, shoulder, face); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A 51 -year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, 0.3 mL, lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at 05:30 PM, (at the age of 51 years-old)  as a single dose in the right arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included Hashimoto's thyroiditis, hypertension and asthma. The patient was allergic to gadolinium MRI contrast, morphine (plus standard environmental allergies). Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included allergy shots weekly, vitamin C, vitamin D3 and zinc quercetin. The patient did not receive  any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 05Jan2021 at 06:15 PM, (also reported as 30 min after injection), the patient's right arm and hand suddenly felt tingly and a bit numb (like it was "asleep"). The sensation moved to the shoulder, traps, and face after about 30-45 minutes. The sensation started to subside after about 3-4 hours. There was never ever any weakness or sensation of throat, hives or rash, breathing issues or pain at injection site. Just a numbness/tingling mostly right side (arm, shoulder, face). The lower extremities or left side was not affected. The events were reported as non-serious. Laboratory data included a COVID-19 test (nasal swab) on 15Oct2020 which was negative. The patient was not treated for right arm and hand suddenly felt tingly and a bit numb (like it was "asleep"), the sensation moved to the shoulder, traps, and face. right arm and hand suddenly felt tingly and a bit numb (like it was "asleep"), sensation moved to the shoulder, traps, and face. The clinical outcome of right arm and hand suddenly felt tingly and a bit numb (like it was "asleep"), sensation moved to the shoulder, traps, and face was recovering. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19 (nasal swab) on 15Oct2020 .

936302 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 U Developed covid symptoms 21Dec, tested positive 26Dec; Developed covid symptoms 21Dec, tested positive 26Dec; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for a patient.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient developed COVID symptoms 21Dec2020, tested positive 26Dec2020. The outcome of the event was unknown.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded. However individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine.

936303 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 F received the first dose of the Pfizer COVID vaccine on 28Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID 03Jan2021 (nasal swab) & symptomatic; received the first dose of the Pfizer COVID vaccine on 28Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID 03Jan2021 (nasal swab) & symptomatic; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (Pfizer, lot number: EL0140) first dose on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient was tested positive for COVID 03Jan2021 (nasal swab) & symptomatic, her second dose of the vaccine is scheduled 18Jan2021. She was wondering if she still get the second dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The reported tested positive for COVID  (nasal swab) & symptomatic after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

936304 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 51.0 F Fatigue; Dizziness, Light-headed; nausea; diarrhea; swelling of face; muscle pain; chills; joint pain; Overall feeling of unwell; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other HCP (patient). A 51-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number EK5730, via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose on arm right for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included fibromyalgia and known allergies: Rose hip tea and Diclofenac. No COVID prior vaccination. No pregnant at the time of vaccination. No other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication included zolpidem tartrate (AMBIEN) and duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA). The patient experienced fatigue, dizziness, light-headed, nausea, diarrhea, swelling of face, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, overall feeling of unwell; all on 01Jan2021. No treatment received for the events. Outcome of events was not recovered. Since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

936305 12/19/2020 01/12/2021 39.0 M left V2 and V3 distribution numbness/bilateral foot numbness; bilateral entire lower extremity paraesthesias; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp. A 39-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730) via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had left V2 and V3 distribution numbness 6 days after vaccine which resolved in 2 days. The patient had bilateral foot numbness 7 days after vaccine which resolved approximately 5 days later. After the foot numbness, the patient had progressively increasing bilateral entire lower extremity paraesthesias since Dec2020 (resolved in 5 days). The patient never had any motor weakness, or delayed tendon reflexes. No other medical conditions. No cause identified on LP, MRI brain, C, T, and L spine, or labs. Presuming vaccine related given relative likelihood of other conditions on differential diagnosis, timing, and resolution. The outcome of the event left V2 and V3 distribution numbness was recovered on 27Dec2020, of the event bilateral foot numbness was recovered on 31Dec2020, of the event bilateral entire lower extremity paraesthesias was recovered on an unspecified date.

936306 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 ME 36.0 F Sore throat; Headache; Felt out of sorts/ feeling unwell; Bizarre feeling/felt really bad; wondering if being on Stelera made the symptoms from the COVID Vaccine worse; extreme/ severe fatigue; lightheaded; soreness around injection/Sore arm; felt run down; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This 36-years-old female nurse reported that she received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730, Expiry Date: 31Mar2021), via unspecified route at left arm on 21Dec2020 14:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization; she also started to receive ustekinumab (STELERA injection), via subcutaneous from 2017 (last injection on 04Nov2020) at unspecified dose every 12 weeks for psoriasis. Medical history was none. Concomitant medications were not reported. No additional vaccines administered on same date of Pfizer vaccine. Historical vaccine included influenza vaccine on Nov2020 for immunization, which was 5 weeks prior to COVID vaccine. Vaccination facility type was hospital. At night of vaccination on 21Dec2020, patient felt run down, thought she had chills. She did not have fever. She woke up next day 22Dec2020 with sore arm/ soreness around injection, was otherwise fine. Day 2, 3, and 4 post vaccine was sick (23Dec2020). She had a sore throat, headache, and extreme/ severe fatigue on 23Dec2020. She was not feeling well/ felt out of sorts on 23Dec2020. She expected to wake up feeling unwell. On 23Dec2020 and 24Dec2020 she felt really bad. Could have been in bed all day. She still did not have fever. She was lightheaded and had a bizarre feeling on 23Dec2020. She woke up 26Dec2020 and felt completely fine. Patient was wondering if being on ustekinumab made the symptoms from the COVID Vaccine worse. Action taken for ustekinumab was unknown. Outcome of events was recovered on 26Dec2020.

936307 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 IL 29.0 F chills; temp of 100.2; muscle aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 29-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscularly on 05Jan2021 12:00 PM at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included none.  Known allergies was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient experienced chills, temp of 100.2, and muscle aches on 06Jan2021 12: 00 AM. Treatment received for the adverse event was unknown. The outcome of the events was unknown. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No seriousness criteria: no Results in death, no Life threatening, no Caused/prolonged hospitalization, no Disabling/Incapacitating, no Congenital anomaly/birth defect.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936308 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 WA 28.0 F Mild rash and itching around injection site; itching around injection site (multiple small red bumps); itching around injection site (multiple small red bumps); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 28-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscularly on right arm at 14:45 on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included celiac disease, Sjogren's syndrome, connective tissue autoimmune disease, allergies to Gluten. Concomitant medication included cetirizine, citalopram, curcuma longa (TURMERIC), ergocalciferol (VIT D), ethinylestradiol, norethisterone acetate (MICROGESTIN), fish oil, hydroxychloroquine, pantoprazole, simethicone, the patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced mild rash and itching around injection site (multiple small red bumps) on 31Dec2020, all events were reported as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment from events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19; Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was recovering. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936309 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OR 33.0 M Fever 101.4; Muscle aches; headache; chills; Dose number=1on 17Dec2020/ Dose number=2 on 05Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 33-year-old male patient received his second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscularly on right arm at 09:30 AM on 05Jan2021 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscularly on left arm at 01:30 P.M on 17Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient had no allergies to any medications, food, or other products. The patient experienced Fever 101.4 approximately 14 hours after getting second dose. Muscle aches, headache and chills at 11:00 PM on 05Jan2021. All events were reported as non-serious. The outcome of events was not recovered. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine; The patient did not receive any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19; Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events fever, muscle aches, headache and chills was not recovered.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.

936310 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 CA 50.0 F both ears felt hot; both ears felt hot, mildly itchy, slightly puffy, and bright red in color; both ears felt hot, mildly itchy, slightly puffy, and bright red in color; both ears felt hot, mildly itchy, slightly puffy, and bright red in color; tongue & mouth felt slightly tingly with a metallic taste; tongue & mouth felt slightly tingly with a metallic taste; tongue & mouth felt slightly tingly with a metallic taste; felt tired most of the day; felt soreness at injection site; joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A 50-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number=EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm at 13:45 on 21Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension, central serous retinopathy, known allergies to penicillin and Nickel. Concomitant medication included losartan, hydrochlorothiazide, cetirizine hydrochloride (ZIRTEC) and multivitamin. The patient previously took clindamycin, Septra and Keflex and experienced drug allergy. Within 30 min on 21Dec2020 started at 02:30 PM, both ears felt hot, mildly itchy, slightly puffy, and bright red in color. The patient's tongue and mouth felt slightly tingly with a metallic taste. She felt tired most of the day. Next day felt soreness at injection site and joint pain. Soreness at injection site lasted several more days. Events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, events were reported as non-serious. The patient received Benadryl 50 mg & additional dose of Zyrtec as treatment. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19; Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was recovered on unknown date.   No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

936311 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 VA 69.0 F Light headed; weakness; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 69-year-old female non-pregnant patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 10:00 at single dose in her left arm for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient concomitant that the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination included "blood pressure" (as reported). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19, since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced light headed, weakness, body aches on 05Jan2021 10:00. No treatment received for the adverse event. The outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936312 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 64.0 F Nausea; Chills; sweats; vomit; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A 64-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 14:15 at SINGLE DOSE in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included depression from an unknown date. Concomitant medication included marijuana, depression meds and sleep meds. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 06Jan2021 04:00, the patient experienced nausea, chills, sweats and vomit. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

936313 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MA 58.0 M diarrhea; vomiting; body aches; fever; nausea; lethargy; sob (Shortness of breath); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 58-year-old male patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) lot number: EJ1686, from 04Jan2021 10:45 to 04Jan2021 10:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included heart disorder and prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included prasugrel hydrochloride (EFFIENT), metoprolol, ASA, lisinopril and atorvastatin. The patient experienced diarrhea, vomiting, body aches, fever, nausea, lethargy and shortness of breath (SOB) on 04Jan2021. The patient did not receive any treatment for the adverse events. The outcome of the evet was not recovered.

936314 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 29.0 F body feels like a furnace; shaking from her core; All main muscle groups sore/tense; All main muscle groups sore/tense; mild chills; arm hurts so bad, like deep in her arm pit bad; Shooting headache; Vivid stressful dreams; Nauseous; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable pharmacist.  A 29-year-old female received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration at the right arm on 05Jan2021 08:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a hospital.  The patient's medical history and  concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685) on 17Dec2020 16:45, at the right arm  for COVID-19 immunization. On 05Jan2021, the patient experienced mild chills at 19:00 and took acetaminophen (TYLENOL) and went to bed, at 23:30, patient reported shaking from her core and all main muscle groups sore/tense. In addition, patient stated her arm hurts so bad, like deep in her arm pit bad, had shooting headache, vivid stressful dreams, & was nauseous on the same day of 05Jan2021. On 06Jan2021 04:00, the patient also stated her body feels like a furnace. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not tested for it since the vaccination. The patient was recovering from the events.  No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

936315 01/12/2021 28.0 F Muscle fatigue; Chills; Headache; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 28-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not provided) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose then intramuscularly (left arm) on 05Jan2021 18:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. There was no relevant medical history. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 05Jan2021 19:00, the patient experienced Muscle fatigue, chills, headache and fatigue. No treatment was provided in response to the events. The patient assessed the events as non-serious. The patient underwent COVID test post vaccination via nasal swab (PCR) on 21Dec2020 and was negative.  The outcome of the events was recovering.   No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch cannot be obtained.

936316 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 F hives all over; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Nurse. A 65-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose (dose 1) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received her first dose of the COVID vaccine on 21Dec2020; she woke up on 04Jan2021 (2 weeks later) with hives all over. Patient stated that she know this can happen right after injection, but it has been 2 weeks. Patient stated that she is due for the 2nd dose soon and was concerned. Event outcome was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained

936317 12/27/2020 01/12/2021 CA 51.0 F erythematous swollen thick raised sores with vesicles; 2 swollen erythematous maculopapular round areas on the left side of neck; feel more inflamed; burning feeling to the touch; Is getting slightly painful; Discomfort; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 51-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 27Dec2020 05:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included atopic dermatitis. Patient previously took DUPIXENT, last dose was 18Dec2020 (due to a lack of knowledge about DUPIXENT) and the COVID vaccine, patient have not taken next due dose of DUPIXANT on 01Jan2021). Patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient previously took amoxicillin and experienced allergies. On 31Dec2020 02:00 (reported as day 4 after the injection), patient developed 2 swollen erythematous maculopapular round areas on the left side of neck that were sore and slightly have a burning sensation (not pins/needle) to the touch also described as 2 very large erythematous swollen thick raised sores with vesicles on the left side of neck. Patient showed photos to internist a couple days later when they did not go away. As of this reported, it was now day 10 and they are not bigger but they feel more inflamed and have more of a burning feeling to the touch. The small vesicle on each sore had disappeared. Patient stated she had a history of atopic dermatitis but looked and felt nothing like it. Initially had little vesicular areas in the center but the vesicles aren't there today. Discomfort remains. No associated fever or headache. Patient had read of zoster developing with COVID-19 infection, but not associated with the actual vaccine.  She was asking if this might be a weird varicella zoster reaction to the vaccine and any data about this. This did not seem to be going away and was getting slightly painful (though so far tolerable) though does not seem to be spreading at this point. Outcome of the events was not recovered. No treatment was received for the events. The reporter considered the events non-serious. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested since the vaccination.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936318 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 30.0 F within 6 hours experienced severe chills and covid-like symptoms, she also tested positive for COVID-19; within 6 hours experienced severe chills and covid-like symptoms, she also tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 30-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 04Jan2021 11:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included allergies to Sulfa diagnosed in 2008, Allergies to Strawberries diagnosed when she was very young, Diamox allergy diagnosed in 2008, dyslexic, and Obesity but never been treated. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine (LEVOTHYROXINE), ascorbic acid, betacarotene, calcium sulfate, colecalciferol, cyanocobalamin, ferrous fumarate, folic acid, nicotinamide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol acetate, riboflavin, thiamine mononitrate, tocopheryl acetate, zinc oxide (PRENATAL VITAMINS), zinc (ZINC), nd cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC). The patient previously took diamox [acetazolamide] and experienced drug hypersensitivity.  Patient received first dose Monday, 04Jan2021, then she experienced severe chills and Covid like symptoms. Apparently, she tested positive for COVID 19. She ws not sure if it was a false positive or if she actually has COVID, but was concerned because her husband has cancer and was immunocompromised. Literally, she got the vaccine because her OB/GYN told her she needs to get it as soon as possible. She did blood work and she tested negative for pregnancy. There was no prescriber as it was given as part of her work. Fifteen minutes after receiving the vaccine, she had the worst headache she has ever had in her life. Six hours after that, she had such bad chills. That night, it worsened and it got better every hour when she took something. She said her congestion was still present. She stated she took Tylenol and hour later and it subsided. The outcome of the events was not recovered. The patient underwent laboratory date including negative antibodies on an unknown date, blood work on Mar2020 with unknown result, then on 05Jan2020 tested positive to COVID 19 by saliva test at 09:15 and nasal test at 11:30  Information about Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available

936319 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 39.0 F swollen lymph nodes at neck and sore to the touch; swollen lymph nodes at neck and sore to the touch; swollen and stiff neck; swollen and stiff neck; chills; hot flashes; radiating pain of arms; numb fingers; blue hands and feet; joint pain; muscle aches; weakness; tirednes; lethargic; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 39-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection) lot number: EL0140, via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 04Jan2021 16:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypothyroidism, depression, ADHD, overweight, asthma and known allergies to milk, cat, roach mix, dust mites and bermuda grass. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), fluoxetine hydrochloride (PROZAC), amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate, dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL), trazodone and montelukast. The patient is not pregnant. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. She was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination nor was she tested for covid post vaccination. The patient experienced swollen lymph nodes at neck and sore to the touch, swollen and stiff neck, chills, hot flashes, radiating pain of arms, numb fingers, blue hands and feet, joint paint, muscle aches, weakness, tiredness, and was lethargic, all on 04Jan2021 at 17:30 PM with outcome of recovering. The events were reported as non-serious with no treatment received.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

936320 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 MD 59.0 F numbness in right fingers along with tingling.  moved to back of neck and side of face.  right side of face was completely numb.  began with tingling and then moved to numbness. right eye was blurred; numbness in right fingers along with tingling.  moved to back of neck and side of face.  right side of face was completely numb.  began with tingling and then moved to numbness. right eye was blurred; numbness in right fingers along with tingling.  moved to back of neck and side of face.  right side of face was completely numb.  began with tingling and then moved to numbness. right eye was blurred; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 59-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL01284, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 31Dec2020 10:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included pituitary tumor/prolactinoma. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. Patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications were none. On 31Dec2020 at 10:45, the patient experienced numbness in right fingers along with tingling. The patient moved to back of neck and side of face. The right side of face was completely numb. It began with tingling and then moved to numbness. Her right eye was blurred for short period. No therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the events. Clinical outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.

936321 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 PA 36.0 F Began itching about 1/2 hour afterwards; Woke up next morning with hives on left forearm and up left arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A non-pregnant 36-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0142), via intramuscular route of administration on 05Jan2021 12:15 at a single dose on right arm for COVID-19 immunization at workplace clinic. Medical history included anxiety, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and seasonal allergy from unknown dates. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. She was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient reported that she began itching about 1/2 hour afterwards on 05Jan2021 13:00 and she woke up next morning with hives on left forearm and up left arm. The events were non-serious. Antihistamine was given as treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was recovering. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

936322 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 AZ 43.0 F developed right forearm numbness; intermittent bilat lower leg numbness / bilat lower leg numbness was constant all day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (lot number EL1284, expiry date was unknown) via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 30Dec2020 09:30 AM at a single dose. for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history and no known allergies. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2. The patient did not receive other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 02Jan2021, 6:30 pm and on 03Jan2021, the patient developed intermittent bilat lower leg numbness. On 04Jan2021, bilat lower leg numbness was constant all day and at 4pm that same day, she developed right forearm numbness. No weakness, just numbness. On 05Jan2021, leg numbness has resolved but still having slight right forearm numbness. On 06Jan2021, still no leg numbness but still having slight right forearm numbness. The events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient recovered from the event "intermittent bilat lower leg numbness / bilat lower leg numbness was constant all day" on 05Jan2021. Outcome of the event "developed right forearm numbness" was recovering. No treatment was performed in response to the adverse events. The events were assessed as Non-serious; the events did not result in death, were not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, were not disabling/ incapacitating, and did not caused any congenital anomaly/birth defect.

936323 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 U patient got the first dose of the COVID vaccine on 18Dec2020/was positive via COVID PCR test on 26Dec2020; patient got the first dose of the COVID vaccine on 18Dec2020/was positive via COVID PCR test on 26Dec2020; had a COVID exposure on 23Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included chemotherapy. It was reported that patient got the first dose of the COVID vaccine on 18Dec2020 and then had a COVID exposure on 23Dec2020 and was positive via COVID PCR test on 26Dec2020. It was mentioned that patient is a chemotherapy patient. The patient was given the antibodies for COVID on 28Dec2020 and the patient is currently doing well. Reporter's question was that the patient was scheduled to get the second dose of the vaccine on 08Jan2021 and the reporter is wondering if given this patient's situation, is it safe for the patient to receive the second dose or if there are any recommendations on when the patient should receive the second dose. Outcome of the events was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and SARS-CoV-2 test positive cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

936324 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 PA 66.0 F Seasonal allergy; allergic conjunctivitis; yeast infection; yeast infection; she didnt feel great, she was off; grumpy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 66-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number: EK5730 and expiry date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration in arm on 22Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 Immunization. Medical history included yeast infection 20 years ago (in 2000). There were no concomitant medications. The patient received her first dose on 22Dec2020. She is due for the second dose on 12Jan2021. She got allergic conjunctivitis on 23Dec2020, yeast infection on unspecified date in Dec2020, and seasonal allergies that were very bad, which doesn't typically happen to her this time of year on 26Dec2020. She had a Covid test that was negative. She wants to know if she should get the second dose. The conjunctivitis was not bad, it stopped after she took out her contacts, used allergy drops and it cleared it up. The last one she had yeast infection was like was 20 years ago, but she treated it herself and it is gone now. She got the conjunctivitis within 24 hours of receiving the first dose, she got the yeast infection 2-3 days after the first dose, and the allergies began about 4 days after the first dose. The conjunctivitis and the yeast infection have both resolved but the allergies are still ongoing, they come and go, the intensity comes and goes, she even checked the pollen count and it was non-existent. She had a Negative Covid Test on 28Dec2020. She had a Negative Antibody Test back in Jun2020. She has had no positive test for Covid prior to getting the vaccine. She has had No issues with vaccines in the past. She stated that she's read all the stuff on the website, and is has the usual stuff, yes her injection site was a little... not bad, she did not feel great, she was off, and grumpy on unspecified date in Dec2020. The events conjunctivitis and the yeast infection resolved on unspecified date; the event seasonal allergy was not recovered; and the remaining events was unknown.

936325 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 F her lips and gums were mildly swollen; her lips and gums were mildly swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp.  A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included latex allergy with only swelling. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On Dec2020, the patient reported has mild latex allergy with only swelling and after receiving the vaccine, she noticed her lips and gums were mildly swollen. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936326 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 CT 60.0 F Arm pain; Full body aches; Headaches; Frequent bathroom use (not diarrhea more of a mix); Mild wheezing; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 60-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number and expiration date were not reported) on 05Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing asthma (asthmatic) which had been under control for years. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. In Jan2021, the patient had arm pain; full body aches; headaches; had frequent bathroom use (not diarrhea "more of a mix"); mild wheezing; and nausea. The patient had received paracetamol (TYLENOL) as treatment for the arm pain. The outcome of the events, 'arm pain', 'full body aches', 'headaches', 'frequent bathroom use', 'mild wheezing' and 'nausea', was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936327 01/12/2021 TX 51.0 F Fever/temperature 99.9-100.2/feverish/They were not high readings; rigors/chills; Achiness/achiness all over; Neck is also really sore; head hurt/headache was in the occipital area; mild pain at the injection site; Her whole arm is swollen and sore/Sore upper arm/arm achy; Her whole arm is swollen and sore/Sore upper arm; whole arm felt warm/warm to the touch; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse(patient). A 51-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization(reported as for work). She worked in the hospital. She just got it at work. She didn't have a prescribing doctor. Her first dose was 3 weeks before today. Her first vaccine was a Pfizer vaccine with lot:13551. She got the 2nd dose 20 days later. She got the second dose on 05Jan2021. Medical history and concomitant medications reported as none. Also reported she did have other medical conditions, but she got the go ahead to get the vaccine from her rheumatologist. Patient received her second dose of vaccine 05Jan2021 and was experiencing fever, chills, achiness during the night last night on 06Jan2021. She was asking if she was experiencing adverse events or Sars-COV-2 symptoms. At first, she had mild pain at the injection site, but then in the middle of the night, her whole upper arm became sore and swollen. Not just at the injection site. Onset date of sore upper arm was 05Jan2021. She developed rigors/chills. She had achiness all over. She checked her temperature a half an hour to 45 min ago, and it was 99.9-100.2. She usually runs 96-97. It was around 3-4 am that she felt chilled, but not feverish. She was just chilled/ had rigors. It was a couple hours later at 7 am that she felt feverish. They were not high readings. In the past 10 minutes, her head had started to hurt. Her neck was also really sore. Her headache was in the occipital area. It had only been 10 mins that this had came on, and it was about the same. It really hurt. Onset date of headache/ neck pain was 06Jan2021. Her whole arm was swollen and sore. It was warm to the touch. Her whole arm felt warm and achy. She had used an ice pack, and it did help some. She was assuming this was just an expected immune response. She just didn't want to put anyone at risk. She was always very careful. She mostly worked from home, but she was in the office yesterday with two masks and a face shield. She also used a lot of spray and hand sanitizer. The outcome of events fever, achiness, "Her whole arm is swollen and sore/Sore upper arm/arm achy" and headache, neck pain was not recovered, of chills was recovered in Jan2021, of other events was unknown. Sore upper arm was reported as worsened.

936328 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 CT 35.0 F tested positive for covid; tested positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 35-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at the left upper arm on 18Dec2020 15:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included high blood pressure and had electrocardiogram (EKG) unknown result a week before vaccination in Dec2020.  Concomitant medication included acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN), lisinopril, and guaifenesin (MUCINEX).  It was reported that patient tested positive for COVID on 31Dec2020. She has not gotten her second dose but it was scheduled for 08Jan2021 for which will still be in quarantine then and requested guidance on when/if she should get the second dose. Patient explained her parents have COVID and that the rapid test for the COVID test was how she found out she had COVID. The patient has not recovered from the events.

936329 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MN M Right leg paresthesia and slight left leg paresthesia; tingling mainly in the right foot and calf; Itching mainly in the right foot and calf; Slight burning sensation mainly in the right foot and calf; Most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered 17 days after first dose of COVID-19 vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 31-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: EK9231), intramuscular in left arm, on 04Jan2021 at 15:00, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included gastritis. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2 on 18Dec2020 at 2:30 PM for COVID-19 immunization (intramuscular in left arm; Lot Number: EL0140). The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 04Jan2021 at 3 PM, the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in a hospital, 17 days after first dose of COVID-19 vaccine. On 04Jan2021 at 10 PM, the patient experienced right leg paresthesia and slight left leg paresthesia; and tingling, itching, and slight burning sensation mainly in the right foot and calf. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was unknown.

936330 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 TX 31.0 M Arm pain; swollen and tender supraclavicular lymph node (injection side); swollen and tender supraclavicular lymph node (injection side); general fatigue; sinus congestion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 31-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), with the first dose on 15Dec2020 and second dose on 05Jan2021; both intramuscular in the left arm at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included penicillin allergy and lactose allergy. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 05Jan2021, the patient experienced arm pain, swollen and tender supraclavicular lymph node (injection side), general fatigue, and sinus congestion. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was not recovered. The events were considered non-serious by the reporter.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936331 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 TX U sick; fever; chills; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient is a healthcare worker and she had the corona virus on 23Nov2020. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the Covid vaccine on 18Dec2020. On an unspecified date, the patient got really sick after the first vaccine with fever, chills, body aches, etc. The patient was scheduled to receive the second dose on Friday, 08Jan2020, the patient asked if the patient should still take the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936332 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 MN 33.0 F swollen lymph node a couple of days later/swollen lymph node a couple of days later. Which is still a little swollen but improving; pain at injection site/painfulness at the injection site; shoulder became very red/painfulness at injection site and redness/ was a defined red mark where the injections was; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 33-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection; lot number: EK9231, expiry date: 30Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included immunosuppression. Concomitant medication included ongoing vedolizumab (ENTYVIO) for immunosuppresion. The patient got a couple of the side effects listed. She developed painfulness at the injection site, and it was red a couple of days. She is wondering if she needs to be worried about getting the second one. It was pretty painful that night. It was pretty painful for the next day. If someone barely brushed up against it, it was very painful. Two days later, her husband noticed her shoulder was very red. And then she realized there was a defined red mark where the injections was. The pain is fine now. She didn't get a rash or have trouble breathing. She did have a swollen lymph node a couple of days later. Which is still a little swollen but improving. She does take an immunosuppressant. The outcome of the events pain at injection site and shoulder became very red/painfulness at injection site and redness/ was a defined red mark where the injections was recovered, while recovering for the event swollen lymph node a couple of days later was recovering.

936333 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MI 39.0 F left arm is really sore; fever/100.7 degrees Fahrenheit; chills/ shivering; feeling cold; body aches; sick; she was shaking and shivering; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 39-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK9231; expiry date: unknown) intramuscular (left deltoid), on 05Jan2021 at 11:00, at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization and preventative (prophylaxis). The patient has no relevant medical history and has no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. Patient is a registered nurse (RN) and received her first dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine yesterday. She had side effects from it. Last night (05Jan2021) she was kind of sick, she experienced fever and chills. She was in bed and trying to get cozy, but she was shaking and shivering, she does not know the exact time she experienced these since she was in bed. She checked her fever at 4am and it was 100.7 degrees Fahrenheit. She took Tylenol this morning and she does not think she has a fever as of now. She felt better and but she was still cold but not like last night. She still has body aches, but she is better now, and her body aches were worse when she had the fever. Now that her fever was down, she feels better, she does not know if she feels better since she took the Tylenol. She stated that none of her coworkers got sick. She just wanted to know if she will get better and if these were normal. She hopes she gets better since she never gets sick. She also reported that her left arm was really sore, there is no swelling. When she moves her arm, she can feel it was hurting and she was not able to sleep on her left side. She did not feel pain when she received the injection, she felt the pain after in her left arm. The events did not require emergency or physician visit. Outcome of the event body aches was not recovered, for event "left arm is really sore" was unknown, while for the remaining events was recovering. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious and related to the vaccine.

936334 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 CO 28.0 F Fever with temperature of 102.4F; Chills; Body aches; sore joints; Vomiting; The patient received the second dose 19 days from the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 28-year-old non-pregnant female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as Covid 19 vaccine), first dose intramuscular right arm on 17Dec2020 17:30 [05:30 PM](Ej1685; expiration date: unknown) at a single dose and second dose intramuscular right arm on 05Jan2021 17:30 [05:30 PM] (lot number: EK9231; expiration date: unknown) at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included birth control medication. The patient has not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with covid-19 prior to vaccination. The patient experienced fever with temperature of 102.4F, chills, body aches, sore joints and vomiting on 06Jan2021 01:00. The patient received the second dose on 05Jan2021 17:30 which was 19 days from the first dose. The patient did not received treatment for the adverse event. The patient has not tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

936335 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 NC 41.0 F I developed a sharp pain on the back side of my left neck area; I developed a severe earache, which began to subside within about 2 days; my upper left molar started aching (toothache); I had a sharp intermittent pain in my left jugular/carotid neck area; felt a little "tipsy; I had intermittent numbness and tingling in my left jaw area; I had intermittent numbness and tingling in my left jaw area; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies to Sulfa antibiotics. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took meperidine (DEMEROL) and experienced allergies. Within an hour of receiving the vaccine, the patient had a sharp intermittent pain in her left jugular/carotid neck area and felt a little "tipsy". This continued for about one day. Then last week (approximately 28Dec2020), her upper left molar started aching (toothache). This subsided within about 2 days. Then on 30Dec2020, she developed a severe earache, which began to subside within about 2 days. Around 31Dec2020 through 04Jan2021, she had intermittent numbness and tingling in her left jaw area. Last night (05Jan2021), she developed a sharp pain on the back side of her left neck area. She went to the doctor on 04Jan2021, and no treatment was prescribed. She began self-medicating with an old prescription of prednisone on the evening of 04Jan2020 due to being fearful of developing Bell's Palsy. Most of her symptoms have now improved after beginning the prednisone. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering.

936336 01/12/2021 F developing symptoms of COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The nurse asked if the patient can continue with the 2nd dose of COVID 19 vaccine after developing symptoms of COVID on an unspecified date. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are needed; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

936337 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 IN 31.0 F Developing symptoms of covid/ symptoms of Covid after having the vaccine; Developing symptoms of covid/ symptoms of Covid after having the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program. A 31-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection) lot number: EJ1688, via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm, on 21Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation as she works with disabled people and for general community health. Patient's medical history was none. Family history included her kids/children had covid (unknown if ongoing). There were no concomitant medications. It was reported that the patient had symptoms of covid after having the vaccine with outcome of recovering. The patient received the first dose of covid vaccine on 21Dec2020 and on the 02Jan2021 she started developing symptoms of covid. She mentioned that her children have virus and she had the covid test done. She wanted to know if she can get the second dose of the vaccine. She queried for her co-worker who has the Covid and was told to not take the vaccine yet and how long they need to wait. She was tested this morning. She has not gotten the results. Her kids had Covid and she felt certain she had it because she has symptoms. It comes and goes. It was better during the day and worse at night. She received the vaccine because she works with disabled people where there are extremely high numbers of the virus. She also got it for general community health. The Covid test was done on 06Jan2021 with unknown result.

936338 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MD 52.0 F Had pain at the injection site; tiredness; headache; muscle pain; chills; joint pain; fever; injection site swelling; injection site redness; nausea; feeling unwell; difficulty breathing; she has a bad cough; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A 52-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) lot number and expiration date not provided, via an unspecified route of administration from 05Jan2021 to 05Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. In Jan2021, the patient reported all of the symptoms on the sheet including injection site pain, tiredness, headache, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, fever, injection site swelling, injection site redness, nausea, feeling unwell. The reporter also stated that the patient had difficulty breathing, she stated that every few words she has to catch her breath and she has a bad cough. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about Lot/Batch cannot be obtained.

936339 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 IL 47.0 F Headache; fatigue and feeling run down; developed a clicking sensation in her right ear/ persistent like "if you have water in your ear"/ notices it a lot at night/ happens mostly at night but is happening right now; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself). A 47-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (lot number and expiry date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization, also reported as "for work." The patient has no medical history and there were no concomitant medications. The patient received the first dose of the COVID 19 vaccine on 22Dec2020. She was scheduled to receive the second on 12Jan2021, Tuesday. Since receiving the vaccine, the night of receiving it, she developed a clicking sensation in her right ear. It hasn't gone away. It was kind of like "when you have water in your ear." It is not popping like on an airplane. She can trigger it if she hums or makes her vocal cords vibrate. She can make it happen. It is not painful. She notices it a lot at night. It might be a eustachian tube thing. At first, she was wondering if it could be coincidental. She hasn't experience it before though. It could be related to a sinus thing. But she hasn't realized a sinus issue. She thought, by now it would have gone away. No one has looked in her ear though. She works in healthcare. She doesn't have a prescribing doctor. She got the vaccine at work. She noticed the clicking in the middle of night so she can't say an exact time of onset. She thought it might have been improving, but she thinks she is just getting used to it. She is less aware of it now. The patient asked if she should be seen by her HCP or have her ears checked out. She asked if the clicking sound that developed in her ear after getting the first dose of the vaccine was normal? It is persistent like "if you have water in your ear." It happens mostly at night but is happening right now. The patient further reported having the expected side effects of headache, fatigue and feeling run down since an unknown date. The patient has not recovered from the event "developed a clicking sensation in her right ear/ persistent like "if you have water in your ear"/ notices it a lot at night/ happens mostly at night but is happening right now." Outcome of the events "headache" and "fatigue and feeling run down" was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936340 01/12/2021 M significant neck stiffness; both [of his] lips became numbed for six hours; tingling sensation; little bumps around [his] lips [developing] 12 hours after receiving the vaccine; severe headaches; dizziness; low grade fever around 99.5; a little bit of tachycardia; shortness of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP). A male patient of an unspecified age (reported as 43, unit not specified) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated experiencing "a lot of side effects" following the receipt of the Pfizer-BioNtech COVID-19 vaccine. He explained discussing with his physician who informed him that: individuals having a severe reaction to the first dose shouldn't take the second dose, however this severe reaction is "not qualified". Therefore, patient asked if what he experienced was a severe reaction to the vaccine. He then specified having a "significant neck stiffness" which "abated after two days", and he "couldn't turn [his] head" because of it. He added that "both [of his] lips became numbed for six hours", after which a "tingling sensation" perdured for an additional "six hours" then "sensation came fully". He also mentioned experiencing: "little bumps around [his] lips [developing] 12 hours after receiving the vaccine", "severe headaches", a "resting heartrate of 98-100", "dizziness" when he walked, and a "low grade fever around 99.5 [which] never hit a 100". He then explained that: the "severe symptoms went away after 24 hours", and during the second day, he only had "a little bit of tachycardia and shortness of breath" and "had to miss two days of work as a result of that". He stated that he was fine the third day. He expressed being "reluctant but wants to take the second dose" of the vaccine. He explained his dissatisfaction on the lack of resources provided by the vaccination provider after receiving the vaccine. He specified only receiving a vaccination card with no info, and only found our number after a delayed period. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

936341 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 LA 74.0 F Headache; Sore arm; Vomiting; Diarrhea; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 74-year-old female (non-pregnant) patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: ELO142), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 04Jan2021 at 10:45, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included arrhythmia, right shoulder reverse replacement, and fusion at L5S4. The patient's concomitant medications included metoprolol tartrate, digoxin, levothyroxine, and montelukast sodium (MONTEL). The patient previously took codeine and experienced allergies. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in a hospital. On 04Jan2021 at 3:30 PM, the patient experienced headache, sore arm, vomiting, diarrhea, and chills. The events were considered non-serious. No treatment received for the adverse events. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient recovered from the events in Jan2021.

936342 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 AL 44.0 F 100.4 low grade fever; chills; arm pain was so bad I could hardly list my arm from the pain; body aches; Extreme arm pain where the injection was given/Minor aches following the injection; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 44-year-old female received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 18:15 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included high cholesterol.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. On 04Jan2021 18:30, the patient immediately had extreme arm pain where the injection was given and a headache. The next day (05Jan2021), the patient's arm pain was so bad on which she could hardly list her arm from the pain (minor aches following the injection). The patient also had extreme Body aches that night. Twenty-four hours after extreme body aches (06Jan2021), the patient had 100.4 low grade fever and chills for 2 to 3 hours. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The patient recovered from the events of low grade fever and chills on 06Jan2021 while the remaining events were in Jan2021  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936343 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 FL 43.0 F Redness and hard lump at injection site; Redness and hard lump at injection site; Warm to touch; Significant discomfort or pain in right arm; Rash on face and neck; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm, on 05Jan2021 at 07:30, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included allergies to shellfish, dust mites, cats, cockroach dander, grass, trees, and pollen. The patient's concomitant medication included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in a hospital. On 05Jan2021, the patient experienced redness and hard lump at injection site, warm to touch (no site reported), significant discomfort or pain in right arm, and rash on face and neck. The events were considered non-serious. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient had not recovered from the events.

936344 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 PA 63.0 F Sore right arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 63-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: EK 9231, via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 31Dec2020 at 14:30 (at the age of 63-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included hypothyroidism, hypertension, high cholesterol, penicillin allergy; all from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included valsartan, levothyroxine/liothyronine (NP THYROID), simvastatin, vitamin B, vitamin c [ascorbic acid], colecalciferol (VITAMIN D). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. On 01Jan2021 at 12:00, the patient experienced a sore right arm. Treatment was not received for the event. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the sore right arm was resolved on Jan2021.

936345 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 F She states that she is experiencing body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection) lot number was not reported, via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient is a 55-year-old female patient assistant who received the COVID-19 vaccine yesterday, on 05Jan2021. She stated that she was experiencing body aches with outcome of unknown in Jan2021. She would like to know if taking TYLENOL is permitted after receiving the vaccine.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

936346 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 FL 30.0 F had a positive Covid test after receiving the vaccine; had a positive Covid test after receiving the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) via a Pfizer Sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect. A 30-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection) lot number: EH9899, intramuscular in the left arm, on 18Dec2020 at 0.3 mL, single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had a positive Covid test after receiving the vaccine with outcome of unknown. It was reported that the patient got the first dose of the vaccine on 18Dec2020, and tested positive on 28Dec2020 due to some exposure. She asked for any recommendations on the second dose whether or not she could get it. She is scheduled to get it this weekend. The reporter considered the event as non-serious and unrelated to the use of the vaccine.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 virus test positive cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

936347 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 GA 54.0 F severe dizziness; nausea; vomiting; headache; Vertigo type symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 54-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: ELU140), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 11:00 in right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included vertigo from 2015 to an unknown date. There were no concomitant medications. On 29Dec2020 19:00, one week after vaccination, the patient experienced severe dizziness, nausea, vomiting and headache that continues and seemed to be severe vertigo type symptoms. No treatment was given to the patient for the events. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in a Public Health Clinic/Administration facility. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered. The events was considered non serious as it did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect.

936348 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 TX 21.0 M headache; chills; muscle aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 21-year-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EH9899; expiry date: unknown) intramuscular (right deltoid) on 05Jan2021 at 13:00 at a single dose, for COVID-19 prophylaxis. Patient has no relevant medical history. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) intramuscular (left deltoid) on 15Dec2020, at 13:00 for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. Patient received the second dose of his COVID-19 vaccine yesterday on 05Jan2021. He said that he had no side effects with the first dose except for injection site pain. He received the first dose on 15Dec2020. After receiving the second dose, he has a headache, chills, and muscle aches. He had more symptoms than he had with the first dose. His symptoms started last night and continued this morning. Headache started around 02:00 06Jan2021 while chills started around 22:00 on 05Jan2021. He stated that the chills resolved sometime in the early morning 06Jan2021.  Muscle aches started around 22:00 05Jan2021. Patient reported that both of his COVID-19 vaccines had the same lot number. The patient did not require emergency room visit. Patient received ibuprofen, naproxen, and acetaminophen for his headache and muscle aches. Outcome of the event chills was recovered on 06Jan2021, while for other events was not recovered.

936349 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 F I just went and got my covid test done with a sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program. A non-contactable nurse (patient) reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot/batch number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient received her first dose of the COVID vaccine on 16Dec2020, stated that her boyfriend just tested positive. She stated, "I just went and got my covid test done with a sore throat".  She wanted to confirm if she can receive the second dose and also asked if there is a problem with delaying the second dose of the vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid test: unknown results on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

936350 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 CA 66.0 M Tired; Feeling unwell; Lethargy; Headache for 12 days post vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient himself). A 66-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Solution for injection batch/lot no: EK5730 while expiration date: unknown), intramuscularly on the right arm on 21Dec2020 07:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history was not reported.  There were no concomitant medications reported. The patient previously took meropenem and experienced allergies. On 21Dec2020, at 03:30PM (15:00), patient experienced tired, feeling unwell, lethargy, and headache for 12 days post vaccine. No treatment for adverse events were received. Outcome of the events tired, feeling unwell, lethargy, and headache for 12 days post vaccine was not recovered. Patient has no COVID prior vaccination and has not received any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to COVID vaccine. Since vaccination, patient was not tested for COVID-19. The COVID 19 vaccine was administered in the hospital. The events were assessed as non-serious. The events resulted to physician office visit.

936351 12/27/2020 01/12/2021 NY 49.0 M The injection site was itchy; injection site was itchy, then over time grew into a welt; It is now 10 days post injection, the welt is warm, hard and about 4.5mm and getting bigger each day; It is now 10 days post injection, the welt is warm, hard and about 4.5mm and getting bigger each day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 49-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number: EK5730), intramuscular on 27Dec2020 12:00 at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies: Sulfur and Acrylates from an unknown date. Concomitant medication included venlafaxine hydrochloride (EFFEXOR), loratadine (CLARITINE), omeprazole, metoprolol, ibuprofen (ADVIL) and paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient previously took cefalexin (KEFLEX) and experienced drug allergy. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 28Dec2020, the injection site was itchy, then over time grew into a welt. It is now 10 days post injection, the welt is warm, hard and about 4.5mm and getting bigger each day. He stated that he is seeing his physician tomorrow. Treatment for the events were unknown. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Nasal Swab: negative on 31Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.

936352 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MO 59.0 M fever; chills; extreme muscle aches; constant nausea; Right deltoid was swollen and hot; Right deltoid was swollen and hot; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 59-years-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on the right deltoid on 04Jan2021 09:15 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital.  Medical history included high blood pressure (BP), gout, and shingles. The patient also had allergies with minocycline. Concomitant medications included allopurinol (ALLOPURINOL), amlodipine (AMLODIPINE), and valaciclovir hydrochloride (VALTREX).  The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 (lot/batch number: EH9899) for COVID-19 immunization on 18Dec2020 10:00 AM on the left arm and no reaction. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and had not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. The patient received 2nd dose of vaccine 04Jan2021. When the patient woke up on 05Jan2021 05:00, she had fever, chills, extreme muscle aches and constant nausea which continued until the morning hours of 06Jan2021. It was also reported that the patient's right deltoid was swollen and hot noted on 05Jan2021. Outcome of the events of right deltoid was swollen and hot were unknown while the patient recovered from the remaining events on 06Jan2021.

936353 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 TN 47.0 M Very minor light headedness the day after injection; typical sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 47-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on Jan2021 09:30 at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included high BP and Pre-diabetic, both from unknown dates. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient previously took codeine and experienced allergies. The patient experienced very minor light headedness the day after injection on Jan2021. It lasted throughout the day. Also reported typical sore arm on Jan2021. Neither of which required any medical attention. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

936354 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MD 69.0 M generalized body aches; felt tired/exhaustion; sleepy; abdominal cramp; an episode of loose bowel movement; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient).  A 69-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration (vaccine location: arm left) on 15Dec2020 16:00 at single dose and the second dose via an unspecified route of administration (vaccine location: arm left) (lot number: EL1284; expiration date not provided) on 05Jan2021 15:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypertension from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included hydrochlorothiazide. It was reported that in the evening of 05Jan2021 at 19:30, the patient felt tired and sleepy. Patient also had abdominal cramp followed by an episode of loose bowel movement. The tiredness and exhaustion continued until the following morning associated with generalized body aches. It was reported that patient was feeling better by 12:00 noon the following day. It was reported that no treatment was received for the adverse events. It was also reported that prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering/resolving.

936355 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 WA 48.0 F mild brain fog-feeling "stupid" and struggling with connections, like not picking up on humor immediately, trying to put things away in the wrong place/ "stupid" with brain fog that I called in; mild fatigue; mild intermittent headache; mild intermittent headache/ only mild joint ache in knees; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional. A 48-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), intramuscular on 04Jan2021 11:30 at single dose at right arm for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included non-Hodgkins lymphoma from 1995, invasive ductal carcinoma 2009 with breast reconstruction; phrenic nerve paralysis left side; cardiomyopathy. Concomitant medications included beclometasone dipropionate (QVAR), and metoprolol. On 04Jan2021 15:30, noted starting around 4 hours after vaccine, the patient experienced mild fatigue, mild intermittent headache, mild intermittent ache in knee joints. The patient was unsure if they were vaccine related but became a little more intense as the evening went on (next 5 hours) but still overall were mild, but enough for the patient to determine they seemed related to the vaccine. Also noted about 6 hours after vaccine, on 04Jan2021 17:30, mild brain fog-feeling "stupid" and struggling with connections, like not picking up on humor immediately, trying to put things away in the wrong place. The patient went to bed about 8-9 hours after vaccine (8pm). The patient usually gets up at 4:45-5am. She was so tired the next morning and "stupid" with brain fog that she called in. She wasn't uncomfortable per se, no headache the next day, only mild joint ache in knees, fatigue and brain fog. No serious reactions. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date in Jan2021. The patient did not receive treatment for the events.   Information about lot/ batch number is requested.

936356 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 NY 38.0 F Increased heart rate/palpitations  (up to 108) within 2 minutes of receiving vaccine lasting approximately 20 minutes; Increased heart rate/palpitations  (up to 108) within 2 minutes of receiving vaccine lasting approximately 20 minutes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 38-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: El0142 and expiration date not provided), intramuscular at the left arm on 29Dec2020 17:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in the hospital. The patient has no relevant medical history.  The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient has not had any vaccine in four weeks and did not take any medications in two weeks. The patient is not pregnant. There were no concomitant medications. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 29Dec2020, the patient experienced increased heart rate/palpitations (up to 108) within 2 minutes of receiving vaccine lasting approximately 20 minutes. No treatment was administered in response to the events. The patient assessed the events as non-serious. Since the vaccination the patient has not tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered on 29Dec2020 17:52.

936357 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 45.0 F Had problems with arm mobility and soreness to the touch in the arm; Had problems with arm mobility and soreness to the touch in the arm; Eyes were really heavy; Headache; Chills; Muscle pain; Injection pain; Injection site swelling; Injection site itchiness; Sensation on my face like when eating spicy food. It is a tingling sensation; Tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 45-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EK9231; Expiration date was not reported) on 31Dec2020 (15:20) at a single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing rosacea. There were no concomitant medications. On 31Dec2020, the patient had injection pain; injection site swelling; injection site itchiness; had sensation on the face like when eating spicy food further clarified as a tingling sensation; had tiredness. On 03Jan2021, the patient had chills and muscle pain. On 05Jan2021, the patient had headache, and eyes were really heavy. On an unspecified date, the patient had problems with arm mobility and soreness to the touch in the arm. The patient had received treatment for all the reported events. The outcome of the events was recovered on 31Dec2020 for 'injection pain', 'tiredness'; was recovered on an unspecified date for 'injection site swelling' and 'injection site itchiness', 'problems with arm mobility and soreness to the touch in the arm' and 'problems with arm mobility and soreness to the touch in the arm'; was recovered on 03Jan2021 for 'chills' and 'muscle pain'; was not recovered for 'headache'; and was unknown for 'sensation on the face like when eating spicy food further clarified as a tingling sensation'.

936358 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 PA 29.0 F Feeling unwell, such as when one is coming down with flu/cold at the start of day and by the end of the day, her entire body ached like that caused by the flu; Feeling unwell, such as when one is coming down with flu/cold at the start of day and by the end of the day, her entire body ached like that caused by the flu; This is a spontaneous report from contactable other healthcare professional (patient herself). A 29-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (lot number and expiry date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 03Jan2021, 10:00AM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history and had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2. The patient did not receive other medications within two weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 04Jan2021, 07:00 AM, the patient experienced feeling unwell, such as when one is coming down with flu/cold at the start of day and by the end of the day (no time reported), her entire body ached like that caused by the flu. No treatment was received for the events. Outcome of the events at the time of last observation in Jan2021 was reported as recovered. The report was assessed as non-serious; the events did not result in death, were not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, were not disabling/ incapacitating, and did not caused any congenital anomaly/birth defect.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

936359 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NE 54.0 F Extreme fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional. A 54-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH19899, expiry date not reported), intramuscular on 04Jan2021 11:00 at a single dose on right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Prior type 2 diabetic, high cholesterol, and an OTC allergy. Concomitant medication included semaglutide (OZEMPIC), sertraline (SERTRALINE), fish oil (OMEGA 3 ELITE), biotin (BIOTIN), ergocalciferol (VIT D), l-lysine [lysine] (L-LYSINE [LYSINE]), chromium (CHROMIUM). The patient previously took l-lysine [lysine] and experienced allergies. The patient experienced extreme fatigue on 05Jan2021 07:30. No treatment received for the adverse event. The outcome of the event was recovering. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was Workplace clinic. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The event was assessed as non-serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

936360 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 MI 45.0 M Frequent unifocal premature ventricular contractions; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 45-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 09:30 at a single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included fish oil (FISH OIL), zinc (ZINC). The patient previously took amoxicillin and experienced allergies. The patient experienced frequent unifocal premature ventricular contractions on 01Jan2021 12:00 AM. Patient reportedly lost his card. No treatment received for the adverse event. The outcome of the event was not recovered. The event was assessed as non-serious. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, was the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936361 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 39.0 F mild body aches; After first dose I only had pain at the injection site. After the second dose of the vaccine I had pain at the injection site as well as mild body aches, chills and a fever of 101.5.; After first dose I only had pain at the injection site. After the second dose of the vaccine I had pain at the injection site as well as mild body aches, chills and a fever of 101.5.; After first dose I only had pain at the injection site. After the second dose of the vaccine I had pain at the injection site as well as mild body aches, chills and a fever of 101.5.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 39-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) lot number: EJ1685, intramuscular at left arm from 16Dec2020 11:30 to 16Dec2020 11:30 at a single dose then (lot number: EK9231) via an unspecified route of administration at left arm from 05Jan2021 to 05Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included supraventricular tachycardia. Concomitant medication included propranolol. After first dose on Dec2020, the patient only had pain at the injection site. After the second dose of the vaccine on 06Jan2021, the patient had pain at the injection site as well as mild body aches, chills and a fever of 101.5. The patient dis not received any treatment for the adverse events. The outcome of th events was recovering.

936362 12/15/2020 01/12/2021 TX 52.0 M body ache; Headache; soreness in his arm; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable physician reported for himself. A 52-year-old male patient intramuscularly received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EK5730), first dose on 15Dec2020 21:00 and second dose on 05Jan2021 09:00 at single dose at deltoid left for preventative. Medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none. The patient experienced body ache on 06Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, soreness in his arm on 05Jan2021 with outcome of recovering, headache on 06Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered.  He was asking if he can take paracetamol (TYLENOL) for body ache and soreness in his arm following administration.

936363 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 PA 39.0 F intense chills; uncontrollable shaking; Could not get warm; Had trouble walking; Had trouble sleeping; Felt warm rest of night; Did not have a chance to take my temperature but probably had a fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional.  A 39-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration, at the left arm on Jan2021 09:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a hospital.  Medical history included obesity.  Concomitant medications included ibuprofen (ADVIL), methylphenidate & unspecified multivitamins.  The patient previously took tetracycline and experienced allergies. On 06Jan2021 01:00, the patient woke up with intense chills and uncontrollable shaking, could not get warm or stop the shaking, had trouble walking or holding a glass of water shaking was so intense. Patient took ibuprofen helped and symptoms improved after 1-2 hours. The patient also had trouble sleeping and felt warm rest of night. Did not have a chance to take her temperature but probably had a fever. Overslept and missed first work meeting. Patient felt ok by 06Jan2021, 9:30. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and was not tested for it since the vaccination. The patient recovered from the events on 06Jan2021, 9:30.

936364 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MN 41.0 F Experienced extreme nausea, moderate diarrhea, moderate fatigue, mild headache, fever of 38, hot flashes/chills, body aches, general malaise and very mild injection site soreness in the hours and days; Experienced extreme nausea, moderate diarrhea, moderate fatigue, mild headache, fever of 38, hot flashes/chills, body aches, general malaise and very mild injection site soreness in the hours and days; Experienced extreme nausea, moderate diarrhea, moderate fatigue, mild headache, fever of 38, hot flashes/chills, body aches, general malaise and very mild injection site soreness in the hours and days; Experienced extreme nausea, moderate diarrhea, moderate fatigue, mild headache, fever of 38, hot flashes/chills, body aches, general malaise and very mild injection site soreness in the hours and days; Experienced extreme nausea, moderate diarrhea, moderate fatigue, mild headache, fever of 38, hot flashes/chills, body aches, general malaise and very mild injection site soreness in the hours and days; Experienced extreme nausea, moderate diarrhea, moderate fatigue, mild headache, fever of 38, hot flashes/chills, body aches, general malaise and very mild injection site soreness in the hours and days; Experienced extreme nausea, moderate diarrhea, moderate fatigue, mild headache, fever of 38, hot flashes/chills, body aches, general malaise and very mild injection site soreness in the hours and days; Experienced extreme nausea, moderate diarrhea, moderate fatigue, mild headache, fever of 38, hot flashes/chills, body aches, general malaise and very mild injection site soreness in the hours and days; Experienced extreme nausea, moderate diarrhea, moderate fatigue, mild headache, fever of 38, hot flashes/chills, body aches, general malaise and very mild injection site soreness in the hours and days; Experienced extreme nausea, moderate diarrhea, moderate fatigue, mild headache, fever of 38, hot flashes/chills, body aches, general malaise and very mild injection site soreness in the hours and days; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). This 41-Year-old female Nurse (no pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number: EJ1685) on 04Jan2021 09:00 AM on Left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was migraines. Concomitant drug was not reported. Known allergies: amoxicillin, cefaclor (CECLOR), ciprofloxacin hydrochloride (CIPRO), erythromycin, Zithromax. Patient experienced extreme nausea, moderate diarrhea, moderate fatigue, mild headache, fever of 38, hot flashes/chills, body aches, general malaise and very mild injection site soreness in the hours and days following injection on 05Jan2021 00:30 (reported as 04Jan2021 12:30 PM) with outcome was recovering. Treatment: Medication for nausea (zofran). Covid test post vaccination on 06Jan2021, result unknown. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Not any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Follow-up attempt are not possible. No expected further information.

936365 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 AR 32.0 M Fever; aches; chills; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient himself). A 32-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (lot number and expiry date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 05Jan2021 13:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included COVID-19 from an unknown date. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2. The patient did not receive other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 05Jan2021, 07:00 PM, the patient experienced fever, aches, chills, and headache. No treatment was received for the events. Outcome of the events at the time of last observation was reported as recovering. The report was assessed as non-serious; the events did not result in death, were not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, were not disabling/ incapacitating, and did not caused any congenital anomaly/birth defect.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

936366 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 M He tested positive last Tuesday for SARS-Cov-2; He tested positive last Tuesday for SARS-Cov-2; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program, Pfizer First Connect via a contactable other health professional (HCP) (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive last Tuesday (05Jan2021) for SARS-Cov-2 and the patient wanted to know if he could receive his second dose of vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded. Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection is needed for meaningful medical assessment.

936367 01/12/2021 66.0 F The 'left side of her face went numb, and it crawled up from her chin to her eyebrow lasted 20 minutes and then went away'; she felt 'a wave of nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer for herself. This 66-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE)) at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation on unknown date. Relevant history and concomitant drugs were unknown. The patient stated 3 hours after having received the vaccine, she felt 'a wave of nausea that went away just as fast as it had hit' her. The left side of her face went numb, and it crawled up from her chin to her eyebrow lasted 20 minutes and then went away. This was on the same side that she got the vaccine. She had never experienced anything like that. The outcome of event face went numb was recovered. The outcome of other events was unknown.   Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.

936368 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 WA 47.0 F tired; swollen eyelid; eyelid hurts/sore; muscle pain; diarrhea; headache; nausea; soreness in her arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 47-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL0142, expiration date: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at 0.3 mL, single for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included ventricular tachycardia from 2010 and defibrillator in her chest. There were no concomitant medications. She was scared initially so she waited for her coworkers to get the vaccine. Now, she is scared for the second dose. The night after the injection, on 28Dec2020, she had soreness in her arm. It was really bad. After two days, on 30Dec2020, she developed muscle pain, diarrhea, nausea, and headache. On Saturday (02Jan2021), she had an issue with her left eye wherein the eye lid became sore, and it got worse and worse. Her left eyelid was swollen and hurts. Now it is all swollen up. Her eye is not red. The top of the eyelid is so sore. She was really tired initially on an unspecified date. Outcome of the pain in arm and tiredness was unknown, of the swollen eyelid and eyelid pain was not recovered, of the muscle pain was recovered on 31Dec2020, while of the remaining events was recovered on an unspecified date.

936369 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MT U Sore left arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. An adult patient of an unspecified gender received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EK9231), intramuscular in left arm on 05Jan2021 20:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 Immunization. Medical history included Traumatic brain injury, pacemaker, A-Fib and allergy to amoxicillin, and had covid-19 prior to vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2, lot number EH9899 on 15Dec2020 at 16:15, intramuscular in right arm for COVID-19 immunization The patient experienced sore left arm on 05Jan2021 20:00 with outcome of recovering. there was no treatment required for the said event. The event was assessed as non-serious. Since the vaccination, the patent has the patient not been tested for COVID-19.

936370 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 CA 33.0 F she was a lactating; she was a lactating; Have some side effects last night from Covid Vaccine, got hives right above my breast; she has really bad Asthma/because of that she has "shortness of breath"; Felt like itchy like tingling on my lip; Felt like itchy like tingling on my lip; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 33-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (lot#: EK5730, expiration date: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration at arm left, on 02Jan2021 04:00, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization, and salbutamol (ALBUTEROL) via an unspecified route of administration, from an unspecified date, at unknown dose, for asthma. Medical history included ongoing asthma, and ongoing very unslept person, and she was a lactating for she has a baby about year like 13 months ago (2019) so she is still producing milk. Concomitant medication not provided. The patient thought she has some side effects last night from her Covid Vaccine, so she got it yesterday around 4 O'clock and around 10, 10:30 she got hives on her chest, right above her breast, and about an hour after she got the vaccine, she thought it was just her asthma, so she has really bad Asthma, her Asthma kept like, she kept Asthma and because of that she has "shortness of breath" (not clarified), so she was just taking her Inhaler (unspecified medication) but then like last night wherever after that her "bedtime" (not clarified) she got hives on her chest and it felt like itchy like tingling on her lip, she was very unslept person so she just took some Benadryl (treatment) today she woke up fine, she feel fine but she was just thinking it would be okay to take her second dosage (Covid vaccine). When probed if visited to any physician office/ emergency Room for the treatment, consumer stated she just at home, she just took Benadryl. The action taken in response to the events for salbutamol was unknown. The outcome of the events was recovered.

936371 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 ME 34.0 F Nausea; loose stools; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other nurse. A 34-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL1284), intramuscular in left arm on 23Dec2020 14:45 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The vaccination was done in a hospital. Medical history included Acid reflux, depression, and B12 deficiency. The patient was not diagnosed COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medication included drospirenone, ethinylestradiol (SYEDA), cyanocobalamin (B12-VITAMIIN), and venlafaxine hydrochloride (EFFEXOR). The patient experienced nausea and loose stools on 03Jan2021 04:00. The outcome of the events was not recovered. The event was assessed as non-serious. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. There was no treatment for the said events.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

936372 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 NC 40.0 F Lymphadenopathy supraclavicular nodes, left side; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 40-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL0140)  via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 18Dec2020 12:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The vaccine was administered in a hospital. Medical history included Known allergies with Penicillin. The patient was not pregnant. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19prior to vaccination. There were no concomitant medications. On 21Dec2020, the patient experienced Lymphadenopathy supraclavicular nodes, left side starting day 3 post vaccine and persistent to current with outcome of recovering. There was no treatment reported for the event. The event was assessed as non-serious. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination.

936373 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MA F she received the COVID-19 vaccine and the next day she tested positive for the viral infection; she received the COVID-19 vaccine and the next day she tested positive for the viral infection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) from a Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and the concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was tested on 02Jan2021, and did not get the results till 06Jan2021 and tested positive. The patient wanted to know if she could have any side effects if she received the COVID-19 vaccine and the next day she tested positive for the viral infection. She is unsure of when she contracted the infection. The outcome was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936374 01/12/2021 KS 38.0 F Severe fatigue; Headache; Body aches; Feel like my skin is crawling; Nauseous; Arm is very sore; I feel like I'm dying; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 38-year-old non-pregnant female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as COVID-19 vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration left arm on an unspecified date (unknown lot number and expiration date) at a single dose; and via an unspecified route of administration left arm on 04Jan2021 18:00 [06:00 PM] (lot number: Eh9899; expiration date: unknown) at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had known allergies to amoxicillin. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient received the most recent COVID-19 vaccine administered in a hospital. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. On 05Jan2021 17:00 [05:00 PM], the patient experienced severe fatigue, headache and body aches- feel like her skin is crawling and was hit by a freight train. The patient has never had a reaction like this before. The patient was also nauseous, and her arm is very sore, but she doesn't even notice since she feeling like she's dying. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The treatment received by the patient for the adverse event included paracetamol (TYLENOL)/ibuprofen around the clock (OTC medication). The patient reported that the events was non-serious. The adverse event resulted in a doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The outcome of the event was not resolved.  The following information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

936375 01/12/2021 F Body aches; Head congestion; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. An adult female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number and expiration date were not reported) at a single dose, with route of administration and therapy date unspecified, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient had body aches; head congestion; and fatigue. The outcome of the events, body aches, head congestion and fatigue, was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

936376 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 TX 51.0 F Painful lump on arm that has turned red and itches when she pressed on it/as a site reaction; Painful lump on arm that has turned red and itches when she pressed on it/as a site reaction; Painful lump on arm that has turned red and itches when she pressed on it/as a site reaction; It seemed that it had persisted longer and he said it sounded like it was getting infected; it was painful almost immediately/as a site reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) via Pfizer Sales Representative. A 51-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 injected in unknown arm at single dose for precaution as a front line healthcare worker in hospital. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. In the last 9 months, she worked in the COVID unit. It was unknown if additional vaccines administered on same date of bnt162b2. Prior vaccinations within 4 weeks was unknown. Patient said she got the bnt162b2 through her hospital on 28Dec2020, and still had a painful lump on arm that had turned red and itches when she pressed it was reported as worsened on 28Dec2020, it was painful almost immediately, like you would normally get with any vaccination. It seemed that it had persisted longer and he (Sales Representative) said it sounded like it was getting infected. She said it was painful when she pressed on it and he told her not to press on it. Compared to when she had gotten other vaccines in the arm, this seemed out of the ordinary for how long it had been painful as a site reaction. No ER or physician's office required. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

936377 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 PA 24.0 M Fever; Muscle aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 24-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EJ1686; Expiration date was not reported) on 30Dec2020 (08:45) at a single dose on the left arm, with route of administration and therapy date unspecified, for COVID-19 immunization at a public health clinic. Medical history included COVID-19 prior to vaccination. There were no concomitant medications. On 30Dec2020 (20:00), the patient had fever and muscle aches. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 post-vaccination, and did not receive any treatment for the reported adverse events. The outcome of the events, fever and muscle aches, was recovered on 31Dec2020.

936378 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 AZ F ringing in the left ear; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. This Other HCP reported same events for himself and other two patients. This is first of three reports, reported for one of two patients. A female patient started to receive started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 04Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history, concomitant medications or past drug history were not provided. She developed a ringing in her left ear in Jan2021. It was assessed as non serious. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested. ; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021009229 same reporter/drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021009439 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

936379 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 CA 37.0 F chest tightness; palpitations; elevated heart rate; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. A 37-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included Dermatographia. The patient is allergic to Penicillin, lactose, Cephalosporins and Beepen-VK.  There were no concomitant medications. Seventy two hours after the vaccine was given the patient had an elevated heart rate, chest tightness and fatigue. Are this consistent with the vaccine. She does not have a history of elevated heart rate or palpitations. She checked her heart rate with her Apple watch and sent in a strip to the doctor. The doctor is concerned and is asking if this is related. She went to the ER to make sure she was ok but was not admitted. Outcome of event heart rate increased as recovered on 05Jan2021, of fatigue was not recovered, of others was recovering.   Information about Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of elevated heart rate, chest tightness, palpitations and fatigue due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including 12-lead EKG , counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications. This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

936380 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 CT 59.0 F rash that started on her face and now it is going everywhere; temperature is 98.2/slight fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 59-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date unknown), intramuscularly on 05Jan2021 injection in left arm at single dose for preventative since she works in nursing home. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications reported as no. The patient was experiencing a rash that started on her face and now it was going everywhere on 05Jan2021. Rash was reported as worsened. She just took diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). Patient stated it was not serious at this point. She just took her temperature before she called and her temperature was 98.2 on 05Jan2021 and stated this was a slight fever since she was normally 97.4. The outcome of the event rash was not recovered, outcome of slight fever was unknown. The report was reported as non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested

936381 01/12/2021 MO F Face redness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An adult female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID-19 prior vaccination.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced face redness on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.    Information on batch number has been requested.

936382 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 IL 49.0 M Body Aches; Chills; 101/102 fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 49-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 29Dec2020 13:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. On 30Dec2020, the patient experienced body aches, chills, and 101/102 fever. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date. The events were considered non-serious.

936383 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NY 51.0 F she does not feel well; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 51-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EU9231), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 05Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient does not feel well on 06Jan2021. Outcome of the event was unknown.

936384 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 DC 35.0 F hives; raised papular rash bilateral lower extremity; Pruritic rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 14:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. On 05Jan2021 14:00, the patient experienced pruritic rash then on 06Jan2021 10:00, the patient experienced hives and raised papular rash bilateral lower extremity. No angioedema. No treatment was received for the adverse events. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal swab was negative on 30Dec2020. It was reported that the patient has been tested for COVID-19 on an unspecified date since the vaccination. Outcome of the events was recovering. The events were considered non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936385 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 NY 50.0 F not feeling well; sore; runny nose; sore throat; swollen glands; sweats; chills; feeling like she was hot and cold; dry throat; nausea; a little stomach upset; left arm was sore for several days too; Headache; muscle ache; joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable a 50-year-old female Registered Nurse reported for herself that she received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 11:40 on Deltoid Left at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced headache, muscle ache, joint pain, left arm was sore for several days too on 17Dec2020; not feeling well, sore, runny nose, sore throat, swollen glands, sweats, chills, feeling like she was hot and cold, dry throat, nausea, a little stomach upset on an unknown date. The detail clinical course was provided as following: the nurse reported side effects and want to verify if side effects that "keep coming and going back every couple days" are "normal". Received first dose last 17Dec2020 and felt side effects on the evening. Returned on Monday last week, lasted until Friday, and back on 06Jan2021. The patient had developed a runny nose, sore throat, and feeling like she was hot and cold. She said she had sweats and chills, but no fever. She said she kept getting a warm sensation, and checked her temperature several times, but did not have a fever. She said she had a super dry throat, and her throat felt like a desert. She said she had swollen neck glands, clarifying the swollen neck glands were underneath her mandible. She said she had nausea, and a little stomach upset with no diarrhea. She said she was still not feeling well in her stomach. Reported last week she had 3 days with a nonstop headache, swollen glands, and a sore throat. She said the headache, swollen glands, and sore throat went away, but are back again, 06Jan2021. She said she was thinking what she was experiencing was more a side effect of the COVID-19 Vaccine than being ill because her symptoms went away and now were back. She said when a person was ill, the person got through the illness, and that was it, but her symptoms kept going away and coming back. Clarified the night of 17Dec2020, she had a headache and some muscle aches and joint pain, specifically in her neck. She said her left arm was sore for several days too. She said everything went away. She said she started feeling sick again last Tuesday, 29Dec2020, and felt ill through Friday, 01Jan2021. She said over the weekend she felt fine, and then on 06Jan2021, she was feeling ill with the same symptoms of a headache, sore throat, runny nose, and swollen glands. She said she thought it was odd that the symptoms came back again. She said maybe what she was experiencing were not side effects from the COVID-19 Vaccine, and she was ill. She said it was odd that she felt bad and then felt better, and then the symptoms come back again. Reported she can work through her symptoms, clarifying she had mild symptoms. The event outcome was unknown. All events were reported as non-serious. The events did not require a visit to: Emergency Room or Physician Office. Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks): None. Relevant Tests: None. Treatment: Declined any Reported she was scheduled to get her second COVID-19 Vaccine dose on 07Jan2021.   Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.

936386 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MN 50.0 F Severe nausea; headache; sore throat; sweating with chills; sweating with chills; chest pain; injection site soreness; shaking hands; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP reported for herself. A 50-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: ej1686), via intramuscular in right arm, on 05Jan2021 06:30 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, patient hasn't been tested for COVID-19. Medical history included Known allergies: sulfa antibiotics, avascular necrosis, multiple joint replacements, anticoagulation, chronic pain, multiple hospitalizations in 2020 for diverticulitis. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was hospital. No other vaccines was received within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medications which patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination included warfarin, oxycodone, linaclotide (LINZESS), cyanocobalamin (VIT B12), ergocalciferol (VIT D) and iron. The patient experienced severe nausea, headache, sore throat, sweating with chills, chest pain, injection site soreness, shaking hands on 05Jan2021 07:00 AM. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was recovering.

936387 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 TX 63.0 M He has irritation on his arms.; he got the first shot of the covid vaccine he  started itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 63-years-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration in left upper arm on 31Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation, dexlansoprazole (DEXILANT) oral from 2019 (reported as 2 years ago as of 06Jan2021) to an unspecified date at 30 mg capsule once as needed for acid reflux, oxycodone oral from 2020 (reported as 3-4 months ago as of 06Jan2021) to an unspecified date at 10mg tablet once by mouth as needed for chronic pain from two back surgeries that did not go well, omeprazole oral from 2020 (reported as about a year ago as of 06Jan2021) to an unspecified date at 20 mg capsule once by mouth as needed for acid reflux. Medical history included ongoing low white blood cells has had for a couple of years, and two back surgeries. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously received Flu shots. The patient took his first dose of the COVID Vaccine last Thursday (31Dec2020) and about 10 minutes after he started itching. That day he had previously taken a PPI medication for acid reflux, Dexilant, and some pain medication, Oxycodone. Since then he has been trying to rule out what is going on and what gave him the itching. Now, every time he takes his PPI medication, either Dexilant, or Omeprazole, he itches. This did not happen prior to getting the vaccine. He asks, how long does the COVID Vaccine stay in the system for? He is supposed to get the second dose in 3 weeks, but he does not want the same results. He was asking if it is normal for his to experiencing itching and how long will it occur. He has to take his medications. He does not want issues with his esophagus, but he also does not want to itch. The itching right after he got the vaccine lasted about a day or so and dissipated by Friday. Saturday he did not have it. Then he took a Dexilant that day, on Saturday, for acid reflux, and he itched until the Dexilant was out of his system. Then yesterday, he tried an Omeprazole and he had the same results. He can not even wear a pajama top or anything on his arms cause it makes him itch. He has irritation on his arms on Jan2021. He also has low white blood cells, which he had prior to getting the vaccine. He started Dexilant originally about 2 years ago. He takes it only when he needs it. Has taken it about 3-4 times prior to getting the COVID Vaccine. He started Omeprazole about a year ago. Only takes this as needed, PRN, even thought the doctor said he should not take it as needed. He does not like to take medicine so he tries not to take things. He has taken flu shots in the past, he gets one every year, and has never had an issue with that. He wants to get the second dose of the vaccine, he just does not want to itch. The action taken in response to the event for dexlansoprazole, oxycodone, omeprazole was unknown. Event outcome of itching was recovered on Jan2020, while for other event(s) was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

936388 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 NM 47.0 M if a patient experienced an allergic reaction to the first dose is there anything prophylactically needing to be done when administering the second dose of the Covid vaccine; delayed hyper sensitive reaction; Angioedema; Urticarial rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp. A 47-years-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), unknown on 18Dec2020 (lot number: EK5730) at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Caller is a Physician Assistant. Caller states that she is calling about the Covid Vaccine. She had a patient received his first dose of the vaccine on Friday 18Dec2020, 3 days later on 21Dec2020 he had an urticarial rash that persisted, The urticarial rash was treated with prednisone and resolved by 27Dec2020, it has not reoccurred. The allergist said it was a delayed hyper sensitive reaction that was Prompted by the immune simulation from the vaccine. The Patient was treated for the urticaria.  Caller would like to know if a patient experienced an allergic reaction to the first dose is there anything prophylactically needing to be done when administering the second dose of the Covid vaccine? Caller is very upset and frustrated and stating she wants to speak to someone that is a clinician with the clinical trial team who can give her recommendations for a specific patient. Caller asks if they should do Prophylaxis with antihistamines for the second dose. He did not have anaphylaxis but he had angioedema. Caller states that she did a Vaers report on 22Dec2020, but no one contacted her. He started taking Zyrtec and Vistaril. The Allergist said it was fine and he will still need the 2nd Booster Dose. The Angioedema started on 22Dec2020, it was also treated with prednisone, in addition to being administered Benadryl IM, and Vistaril. The outcome of the event urticarial rash was recovered on 27Dec2020 and Angioedema was recovered on 22Dec2020.   No follow-up attempts are needed; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the angioedema and the other reported events due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including serum tryptase level and complement panel, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications. This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

936389 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 ID F little bit of back pain right where her kidney is; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL1284 ), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 07:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation .  Medical history included 50 percent of her kidney function.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced little bit of back pain right where her kidney is on 05Jan2021 13:00. The outcome of event was unknown.

936390 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 PA 33.0 F Local site pain immediately; headache; chills; fatigue; general body aches; BNT162B2 , 17Dec2020 Dose number 1, 05Jan2020 Dose number 2; Pregnant at the time of vaccination?: Yes/received BNT162B2; Pregnant at the time of vaccination?: Yes/Pregnant at the time of vaccination?: Yes/received BNT162B2; Pregnant at the time of vaccination?: Yes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This is the mother report. A 32-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: El0140), intramuscular on 17Dec2020 18:30 (dose number 1, right arm) and on 05Jan2021 18:30 (dose number 2, right arm) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included an unspecified prenatal drug, sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), and acetylcarnitine hydrochloride (NEUROTIN). The patient was pregnant at the time of vaccination. No other vaccines in four weeks was taken. Patient has no COVID-19 prior vaccination. Patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The patient experienced Local site pain immediately, headache, chills, fatigue and general body aches next day on 06Jan2021. 09:00. No treatment was given. Event outcome was recovering. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious.

936391 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NY 36.0 M Fever (101 F); myalgia; malaise; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  A 36-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EK9231; expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration (anatomical location: Arm right) on 05Jan2021 07:00 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient has no known allergies. It was reported that patient experienced fever (101 F), myalgia, malaise, and headache on 06Jan2021 at 07:00. It was reported that no treatment was provided for the events. It was also mentioned that prior to vaccination, the patient has not been diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of the events was recovering.

936392 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 PA 37.0 F Angioedema; Tongue numb observer notified about 10 minutes after vaccine, then tongue and Lower lips numb; tachycardia with throat tightness; tachycardia with throat tightness.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  The 37-years-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Lot number: EK9231), unknown on 05Jan2021 07:45 at SINGLE DOSE on left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient is not pregnant. No covid tested post vaccination. Medical history included Idiopathic angioedema, HTN, PCOS, Allergies to medications, food, or other products: Latex, penicillin, coconut. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included spironolactone (ALDACTONE), fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA), hydrochlorothiazide, amlodipine besilate (NORVASC). The patient did not take other vaccine in four weeks. The patient experienced Angioedema event occurred approximately 18 hrs later with repeat of treatment in ER on 06Jan2021, tongue numb observer notified about 10 minutes after vaccine, then tongue and lower lips numb on 05Jan2021 08:00, taken to ER became tachycardia with throat tightness on 05Jan2021 08:00. EPIPEN administered, benadryl and prednisone (steroids), and famotidine administered along with a saline bolus. The outcome of the events was recovered.  No follow-up attempts are needed.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the angioedema and other reported events due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including complement levels, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

936393 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 ND 19.0 F Experienced hives and rashes all over body eight hours after the shot and lasted for the whole next day.; Experienced hives and rashes all over body eight hours after the shot and lasted for the whole next day.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 19-year-old non-pregnant female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 31Dec2020 15:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at workplace clinic. The patient had no known allergies. The patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medications included influenza vaccine (FLU) on 17Dec2020 at right arm, and  prednisone received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced hives and rashes all over body on 31Dec2020 23:45, eight hours after the shot and lasted for the whole next day. Events were reported as non-serious. The patient received diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) as treatment. The outcome of the events was recovered. Patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination.

936394 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 OH 29.0 F This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 29-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), intramuscular from 17Dec2020 07:00 at single dose at right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported.  There were no concomitant medications. On 17Dec2020 18:00, it was reported that the patient experienced fever, chills, aches, HA, stomach pains for first two nights, and only at night. Woke up, fine by morning. The events were assessed as non-serious. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was recovered.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936395 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 WA 58.0 M right arm weakness; loss of sensation intermittently; lightheaded, dizzy; briefly difficult to speak on one occasion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 58-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: ELO142, expiry date: unknown), intramuscular on the right arm on 04Jan2021 15:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications.  The patient experienced right arm weakness/loss of sensation intermittently lasting <5 minutes on at least 5 occasions on 05Jan2021. Patient also experienced lightheaded, dizzy, and briefly difficult to speak on one occasion on 05Jan2021. The events resulted in an emergency room visit but no treatment was given. Outcome of the events was recovering. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested since the vaccination. There were no other vaccine administered within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.

936396 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 VA 44.0 M extremely bad dry mouth; lips were going numb; facial numbness; rash from his neck to his nipple line; BP was 180/110 / BP stayed around 160/100; felt an "amped" feeling; felt flush; uncomfortable; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 44-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date unknown), dose number 1, intramuscularly on 21Dec2020 14:00 at a single dose on the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included gluten allergy with causes dermatitis herpetiformis, osteoporosis, and fibromyalgia. The patient previously took Benadryl and experienced allergies. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that immediately after receiving vaccine on 21Dec2020, he felt an "amped" feeling and felt flush. It was uncomfortable but not alarming at first. About ten minutes after shot, he started to have extremely bad dry mouth. He went back to work, but he went back downstairs after feeling like he was getting seriously ill and his lips were going numb. His BP was 180/110. The facial numbness went away but his BP stayed around 160/100. He was asked to go to ER, but he refused because he would have to pay for it and he was feeling better. He also noticed after going back upstairs that he had a rash from his neck to his nipple line. The doctor asked for Benadryl, but he was not given due to possible Benadryl allergy. He went home and his BP returned to normal 2 hours later. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and was not tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovered in 21Dec2020 for blood pressure increased and facial numbness, and recovered on an unspecified date for the other events.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the BP increased and other reported events due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including EKG and chemistry panel, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications. This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

936397 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 WA 54.0 F crystals in her urine; muscle pain; joint pain; flu like symptoms/feeling like she has the flu; having no energy; feeling tired/Tiredness; kidney stone; pain in her back; did not feel good; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 54-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EL0140) intramuscular on 31Dec2020 16:00 at a single dose on left arm for Covid-19 prophylaxis. Medical history included rheumatoid arthritis. There were no concomitant medications. The patient wanted to know if she could receive the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine if she presented the following side effects with the first shot: feeling tired/tiredness on 02Jan2021; having no energy on 03Jan2021; muscle pain, joint pain, and flu like symptoms/feeling like she has the flu, on 04Jan2021. She went to work on Monday and has taken the last couple of days off because she did not feel good on Jan2021. She did have rheumatoid arthritis, but it was different and has not been like this. She went to the doctor on Monday after she got off of work and thought at first maybe she had a UTI; treated herself with AZO, but had a urinalysis that was negative on an unspecified date. She was told some of the pain in her back might have been a kidney stone on Jan2021 because they found crystals in her urine on 04Jan2021, but she did not know about that. She noticed having no energy on Sunday. She wanted to know if it was recommended that she get the second vaccine since she was having side effects. The events required a visit to physician office and did not require a visit to Emergency Room. Prior vaccinations within 4 weeks was noted as none. Family medical history relevant to the events (AE) was noted as none.The outcome of the events of feeling tired/tiredness was not recovered; of having no energy, muscle pain, joint pain, flu like symptoms/feeling like she has the flu was recovering; of the rest of events was unknown.

936399 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 CA 58.0 F very bad joint pain; headache; chills; body pain/body aches; back pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 58-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection) lot number was not reported, via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine on 28Dec2020. On 01Jan2021, she had very bad joint pain, headache, body pain/ body aches and chills; but no fever, most have gone away but still have back pain. She doesn't have any shortness of breath or fever. She added that she was confused if this was from the vaccine or from Coronavirus and queried what she should I do. She confirmed that she did not get tested for corona virus. She did read that her symptoms could be from vaccine. She also asked that, since she received the vaccine, if it will affect the results of test for corona virus i.e. false positive. The outcome of the events very bad joint pain, headache, body pain/ body aches and chills was recovered on an unknown date in Jan2021 while not recovered for back pain.  Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.

936400 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 VA F pain at the administration site; joint pain "everywhere", mainly on her hands, legs, arms and back; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This 81-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient experienced joint pain and pain at the administration site, asked how long it was expected to last. Patient experienced joint pain "everywhere", mainly on her hands, legs, arms and back. Patient was taking acetaminophen for pain relief, but was not getting any better. Outcome of the events was unknown. The events were reported as non-serious.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

936402 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 MO 53.0 F Patient tested positive today for influenza b; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 53-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot Number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 22Dec2020 12:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypothyroidism, tobacco user to 2017. Patient did get the Influenza vaccine on 20Oct2020. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine. Physician calling regarding the Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine. Reports she has a patient who received the first dose of the vaccine two weeks ago. The patient is scheduled to receive the second dose on Tuesday but today she tested positive for Influenza B. The patient then tested positive for influenza B today 06Jan2021. She was tested using the Sofia test and states the Influenza A part was negative; and COVID 19 not detected. Relevant Tests Sofia -states the Influenza B was positive; Influenza A was negative; and COVID 19 not detected. Outcome of event was unknown.

936403 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX M sore arm the next day; cold sweats; Loss of smell /Last night he noticed very little aroma from food or candles; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A 26-years-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 04Jan2021at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included cough and laryngitis. He had symptoms that started prior to vaccine with cough and laryngitis, he was vaccinated on 04Jan2021. He had a sore arm the next day, woke up in cold sweats, he ate a cookie, orange flavor, it didn't taste the same, He thought it was because he kept the package open. He could still kinda smell the 3 drugs he sniffed yesterday, (when counting drugs some drugs have certain smells). Last night he noticed very little aroma from food or candles. He currently is still with Loss of smell and laryngitis. The outcome of Loss of smell was not recovered, of other events were unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936404 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 MA 26.0 F Right side of face numb/tingling NO drooping or asymmetry 2 weeks post vaccine; Right side of face numb/tingling NO drooping or asymmetry 2 weeks post vaccine; Right ear feeling blocked 2 weeks post vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 26-year-old non-pregnant female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as COVID-19 vaccine; lot number: EH9899; expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration left arm on 16Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. Medical history included migraine. The patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and had any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient received her most recent COVID-19 vaccine in a hospital. The patient had right sided face numb/tingling with no drooping or asymmetry and right ear feeling blocked 2 weeks post vaccine (30Dec2020). The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient did not receive treatment for the adverse event. The adverse event result in emergency room/department or urgent care. The event was considered as non-serious. The outcome of the events was recovering.

936406 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 MA 33.0 M Intermittent headaches for 48 hours; general malaise; chills without fever; Sore injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician reporting for himself. A 33-year-old male patient received the first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), intramuscular Right arm on 16Dec2020 10:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Medical history included allergy to Shellfish. The patient's concomitant medications were none (None medication the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced Intermittent headaches for 48 hours, general malaise and intermittent chills without fever, Sore injection site on 16Dec2020 13:00. No treatment received for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event Intermittent headaches was recovered on 18Dec2020 13:00, the outcome of the other events was recovered on an unknown date.

936407 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 CA 35.0 F severe myalgia 10/10 entire body affected; Hyperesthesia; violent chills/rigors; injection site pain (worse than prior dose); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient herself). A 35-year-old female patient received second dose of PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK9231; expiry date: unknown) intramuscular (left arm) on 05Jan2021 at 11:45 a.m., at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and allergic rhinitis. Concomitant medications included loratadine (CLARITIN), methylphenidate hydrochloride (CONCERTA), fluticasone propionate (FLONASE), and montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR). The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) intramuscular on 17Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization and experienced injection site pain; and isoniazid and experienced rash. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. On 06Jan2021, at 12:00 a.m., the patient experienced severe myalgia 10/10 entire body affected, hyperesthesia, violent chills/rigors, and injection site pain (worse than prior dose), peaked approximately 12 hours after dose. Patient has no fever. It was reported that first dose side effect of moderate 6/10 injection site pain in Dec2020, responded well to naproxen. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Patient did not seek medical care, because she and her husband are both intensive care unit (ICU) physicians. Outcome of the events was recovering. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination.

936409 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MD 64.0 M shoulder turned black/Shoulder blade and whole shoulder turned black; blistered; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 64-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in deltoid left on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history or concomitant medications.  The patient experienced his whole shoulder turned black/ shoulder blade and whole shoulder turned black and is blistering on 05Jan2021 12:00.  Caller also took the shingles shot 3 weeks prior to getting the COVID-19 vaccine. Confirmed no testing was done. When he went to the doctor they just peeled the scab off, placed ointment on, bandaged him up. He was also provided with a prescription. The outcome of the events was unknown. Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

936410 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 CA 37.0 F Shortly after having received the vaccine (approximately 5 min) while sitting in the designated lobby I started to feel flushed in my face and very warm, and felt my heart racing; Shortly after having received the vaccine (approximately 5 min) while sitting in the designated lobby I started to feel flushed in my face and very warm, and felt my heart racing; Shortly after having received the vaccine (approximately 5 min) while sitting in the designated lobby I started to feel flushed in my face and very warm, and felt my heart racing; pulse and BP both were elevated (HR 122 BP 155/80); pulse and BP both were elevated (HR 122 BP 155/80); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EL0140), intramuscular on 21Dec2020 10:30 at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took amoxicillin and experienced allergies. On 21Dec2020 10:30, it was reported that shortly after having received the vaccine (approximately 5 min) while sitting in the designated lobby, the patient started to feel flushed in her face and very warm, and felt her heart racing. The nurse came and took her pulse and BP both were elevated (HR 122 BP 155/80), after three minutes her heart rate and BP came down and normalized again (HR 70 and BP 115/60). Stated that she has never had a similar experience. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination and did not receive other medications in two weeks. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The with outcome of recovered on unspecified dates.

936412 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 DE 62.0 F A chest x-ray showed some inflammation on the lungs; Slight pain in her arms after taking the vaccine; Bad headache; She started to develop a cough after the injection that did not improve and had worsened by the end of the second week; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (reporting for herself). A 62-year-old female patient started received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection, batch/lot no. and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for an unspecified indication. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  As reported, patient asked, "should I get the second injection of the COVID-19 vaccine since I have this cough that will not go away?." This female nurse, who was also the patient, reported receiving her first injection of the PFIZER COVID-19 VACCINE on 18Dec2020. She started to develop a cough after the injection that did not improve and had worsened by the end of the second week. Treatment has included cetirizine (ZYRTEC), dextromethorphan (ROBITUSSIN),Guaifenesin (MUCINEX) and albuterol inhaler. A chest x-ray showed some inflammation on the lungs and she was given a steroid inhaler, which has helped. She has received two COVID-19 tests at different time intervals, and both were negative. She was scheduled to receive the second COVID-19 vaccination on Friday but was uncertain if she should receive it given her cough was not improving. She had a bad cough, and other symptoms just before her injection (pending clarification). But her general practitioner (GP) put her in a steroid inhaler. She talked to her GP but can't give her complete advice as to whether she can still take the 2nd dose or not due to her situation. She said she had very slight pain in her arms after taking the vaccine, and felt a really bad headache on 18Dec2020. She would like to know if she still needs to continue the 2nd dose of vaccine or not since she still has a cough. Patient asked if there was any guidance on getting a second dose and what if test was a false positive and she really did have COVID-19?. Outcome of the event "She started to develop a cough after the injection that did not improve and had worsened by the end of the second week" was  not recovered while "A chest x-ray showed some inflammation on the lungs", Slight pain in her arms and Bad headache were unknown.   Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

936413 01/12/2021 MN F racing heart/Caller's heart rate is typically in the 50's, it went up to 65 and she "could feel it."; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient who stated that after getting her first dose of the vaccine she experienced a racing heart. This was further clarified as a racing heart for her.  The patient's heart rate was typically in the 50's, it went up to 65 and she "could feel it."  The patient  questioned if she should get the second dose scheduled for 19Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.

936414 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 CA 40.0 M Lymphadenopathy/Enlarged Lymph node; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 40-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine and also reported as Covid Vaccine; unknown lot number and expiration date), via an unspecified route of administration left deltoid (reported as once by injection on the left deltoid) on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient has no medical history and concomitant medications.  The physician reported that he got the COVID Vaccine on 18Dec2020 and he got Lymphadenopathy as a possible side effect of the vaccine. It was recently (03Jan2021), he noticed an enlarged lymph node (Lymph node is on left supraclavicular, so above the clavicle on the left side). It could be unrelated, but he was told to call and report it. He would like to know were there patients in the clinical trial who got lymphadenopathy (which part of the body). He did not received treatment. He knows that lymphadenopathy was reported in the study. The reported considered the event as non-serious. The outcome of the event was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936416 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 NY 33.0 F rash which started at site of injection, appeared to be urticaria, migratory to b/l legs, arms, back, neck. Started to appear on face and ear; rash which started at site of injection, appeared to be urticaria, migratory to b/l legs, arms, back, neck. Started to appear on face and ear; rash which started at site of injection, appeared to be urticaria, migratory to b/l legs, arms, back, neck. Started to appear on face and ear; rash which started at site of injection, appeared to be urticaria, migratory to b/l legs, arms, back, neck. Started to appear on face and ear; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 33-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date  not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 14:00 at a single dose on Arm Left for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included none. The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 23Dec2020 21:00, the patient experienced Rash which started at site of injection, appeared to be urticaria, migratory to b/l legs, arms, back, neck. Started to appear on face and ear. Treatment was received for the adverse event which included Benadryl 50mg. The outcome of the events at the time of last observation was recovered/resolved on an unspecified date. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The events were considered as non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936417 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 AZ 35.0 F Left Bell's palsy/left side of face, inability to raise left eyebrow; numbness and paresthesia of tongue; numbness and paresthesia of tongue; pain in left upper arm between elbow and shoulder; tachycardia; elevated blood pressure; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 35-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899), intramuscular at arm left on 31Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The vaccine was administered at other (as reported). Medical history included asthma (Allergy induced asthma). Concomitant medication within 2 weeks of vaccination included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC) from Dec2020 at 10mg daily.  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 31Dec2020, the patient experienced Left Bell's palsy, numbness and paresthesia of tongue, left side of face, inability to raise left eyebrow, pain in left upper arm between elbow and shoulder, tachycardia, elevated blood pressure.  The adverse events result in emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient received treatment for the adverse events which included Prednisone 20mg daily, Valacyclovir 1000mg twice a day. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the Bell's palsy and other reported events due to temporal relationship.  However, the Bell's palsy may possibly represent a concurrent medical condition.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including viral serologies, and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

936419 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 AZ 51.0 F Shortness of breath, stridor, migraine for 5 days and 10 days later cellulitis at injection site.; Shortness of breath, stridor, migraine for 5 days and 10 days later cellulitis at injection site.; Shortness of breath, stridor, migraine for 5 days and 10 days later cellulitis at injection site.; Shortness of breath, stridor, migraine for 5 days and 10 days later cellulitis at injection site.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 51-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EH9899), intramuscularly on 28Dec2020 14:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was left arm and it was the first dose. The facility type vaccine was hospital. Medical history included migraine from an unknown date. Concomitant medication included erenumab aooe (AIMOVIG), estradiol, diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL), trazodone hydrochloride (TRAZODON). No known allergies. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination nor tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced shortness of breath, stridor, migraine for 5 days and 10 days later cellulitis at injection site on 28Dec2020 15:00. Patient received Antibiotics, steroids epi as treatment for the adverse events. The adverse events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The outcome of event migraine was recovered in Jan2021, other events was recovered on an unknown date. The events were reported as non-serious.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of Vaccination site cellulitis, shortness  of breath, stridor and migraine,  due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

936420 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 CA 37.0 F This is accompanied by headaches and significant brain fog, difficulty concentration, and fatigue; Numbness and tinging began in my lower extremities about 36 hours following injection. It started as intermittent and became more consistent and spread to my upper extremities. It is sometimes present; ng began in patient's lower extremities. It started as intermittent and became more consistent then spread to her upper extremities. It is sometimes present in her core and lips; This is accompanied by headaches and significant brain fog, difficulty concentration, and fatigue; This is accompanied by headaches and significant brain fog, difficulty concentration, and fatigue; This is accompanied by headaches and significant brain fog, difficulty concentration, and fatigue; discomfort in her extremities; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient herself). A 37-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685; expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration (right arm), on 21Dec2020 at 10:45 at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included migraine and latex allergy. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in a workplace clinic. On 23Dec2020, about 36 hours following injection, numbness and tingling began in patient's lower extremities. It started as intermittent and became more consistent then spread to her upper extremities. It is sometimes present in her core and lips. She was also experiencing some discomfort in her extremities. These were accompanied by headaches and significant brain fog, difficulty concentration, and fatigue. She was working on being evaluated by allergy and neurology. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was not recovered.

936422 01/12/2021 M his ear got bright red and really really itchy; his ear got bright red and really really itchy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The facility type vaccine was clinic. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Within 5-10 minutes administering dose, patient ear got bright red and really really itchy and noticeable compared to the other ear. No fever and breathing is fine. The outcome of events was unknown. The pharmacist asked if this a reaction to the vaccine.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936423 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 FL F to get Botox injection for her Dystonia; got her 1st dose of Covid vaccine last 04Jan and was scheduled to have her 2nd dose on 22Jan; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer(patient) reported that a 62-year-old female received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got her 1st dose of Covid vaccine last 04Jan2021 and was scheduled to have her 2nd dose on 22Jan2021, but she had an appointment 2 days prior this to get botulinum toxin type a (BOTOX) injection for her Dystonia. The patient wanted to know if it's ok for her to get 2nd dose of Covid vaccine after getting botulinum toxin type A. Outcome of the events was unknown.

936424 01/12/2021 TX F having swelling at the injection site to her arm 10 days after the injection of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 7-decade-old (reported as in her 60's) female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The reporter asked if it was normal for a patient to have delayed swelling at injection site on the arm after getting the vaccine. Reporter mentioned that she is a physician whose patient started having swelling at the injection site to her arm 10 days after the injection of the vaccine. Reporter asked should the patient receive the second dose of the vaccine. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936426 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 GA M chills; Headaches; nausea; joint pain/pain in right wrist; numbness in left hand; feeling as if the room is moving sideways; pain in right wrist and finger; chest pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other healthcare professional (HCP) reporting for himself. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine on 23Dec2020 and ever since the patient had symptoms including chills, headaches, nausea, joint pain, numbness in left hand, pain in right wrist and finger, chest pain and then feeling as if the room is moving sideways from an unknown date. The outcome of the events was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936427 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 F Head is pounding (migraine); Jaw hurting; Neck is stiff; Can't sleep (haven't slept); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 54-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number and expiration date were not reported) on 05Jan2021 at a single dose, with route of administration unspecified, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on an unspecified date for COVID-19 immunization. In Jan2021, the patient's head was pounding (migraine); jaw was hurting; neck was stiff; and she could not sleep (have not slept). The outcome of the events, 'head was pounding', 'jaw was hurting', 'neck was stiff' and 'could not sleep', was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936428 01/12/2021 AZ F Headache; Nausea; Minor fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medication were not reported. caller wanted to know it the adverse reactions that she is experiencing could be due to the administration of the vaccine. She received the vaccine a week ago and she started to present the following side effects yesterday (05Jan2021): headache, nausea and minor fever. Outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936430 01/12/2021 PA F Night sweats; Extreme nausea; Chills; Fever; Itch; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient) reported for self. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Nurse was asking for recommendations if she could get the 2nd dose of the vaccine after having adverse reactions on the 1st dose - experienced night sweats, extreme nausea, chills, fever, and itch. Nurse was also asking what are the signs of severe allergic reactions. The outcome of the events was not reported.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936432 12/01/2020 01/12/2021 KS F SOB; feeling "panic-y"; increased HR; left lip numbness; pain down spine and neck; pain down spine and neck; weakness; head really heavy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 50-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine, lot no. and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was given first round or shots 2-3 weeks ago. On unspecified date, the patient experienced SOB, feeling "panic-y", increased HR, left lip numbness (all of which resolved after a few hours). Then 4 days later she reported pain down spine and neck, weakness, head felt really heavy and hard to hold up which lasted several days to a week. The pharmacist was asking for extended stability of thawed vials in the refrigerator: at least 1 additional day would be helpful. The events resolved on unspecified date.  Information on the batch number has been requested.

936433 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 MI 35.0 F Feeling dizzy; head hurt; fatigued; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional (patient). A 35-year-old non-pregnant female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot no. and expiry date was unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 03Jan2021 14:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization.  The patient medical history included COVID-19. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced feeling dizzy and her head hurt very bad and so fatigued on 05Jan2021. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. There was no treatment received for the events. The outcome of the events was not recovered. The events were assessed as non-serious.  Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.

936434 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 43.0 F Flu like symptoms like headache, chills, body aches; Flu like symptoms like headache, chills, body aches; Flu like symptoms like headache, chills, body aches; Flu like symptoms like headache, chills, body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Other-HCP. This Other-HCP reported for a 43-year-old female patient that received second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Pfizer COVID-19, Batch/lot number: EL0142), via Intramuscular on 05Ja2021 02:00 PM at single dose on Left arm for covid-19 immunisation. She is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history included Known Allergies to medications, food, or other products: Sulfas and first dose of bnt162b2 (COVID 19) for covid-19 immunisation. Concomitant medications were none. Facility type vaccine was Hospital. No other vaccine in four weeks. No other medications in two weeks. The patient experienced Flu like symptoms like headache, chills, body aches from 05Jan202108:00 PM. No covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination. The event was assessed non-serious. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. No treatment was received for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

936436 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 MN 30.0 F aches; Chills; Headache; tight muscles; Hot flashes; Next 2 days: soreness in left arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). This 30-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine, lot number: EK5730) intramuscular at left arm on 03Jan2021 at 10:30 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was unknown. Concomitant medications included cyclobenzaprine, levothyroxine and drospirenone/ethinylestradiol (NIKKI). The patient experienced aches and chills, headache and tight muscles on 03Jan2021 at 13:00. Then the patient had hot flashes and soreness in left arm from 03Jan2021 next 2 days. No treatment was received. The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was no pregnant. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient had no covid prior vaccination, no covid tested post vaccination. Outcome of all events was recovered.

936437 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 55.0 F Rash and itching on arms and legs; Rash and itching on arms and legs; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable pharmacist. A 55-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: EK5730), intramuscular, on 22Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in a hospital. From 23Dec2020 to 27Dec2020, the patient experienced rash and itching on arms and legs. The patient took diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) to improve symptoms. The events were considered non-serious. The patient recovered from the events on 27Dec2020.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

936439 01/12/2021 F she tested positive 5 days after taking the first COVID19 Vaccine dose; she tested positive 5 days after taking the first COVID19 Vaccine dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient tested positive 5 days after taking the first COVID-19 vaccine dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

936440 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OH 47.0 F chills/rigors; Fever of 103; muscle pain; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 47-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 05Jan2021 08:30 at a single for COVID-19 immunization at a hospital.  Medical history included hypothyroidism.  Patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), and calcitriol.  The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), via unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 15Dec2020 16:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced fever of 103, rigors, muscle pain, headache, and chills, lasted 12 hours on 6Jan2021. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The patient was recovering from the events.
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936442 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 36.0 M I have my armpit swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 36-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number EJ1484), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  It was mentioned that the patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EH9899) as COVID-19 immunization and had no secondary effects. It was mentioned that with the second dose that was on 04Jan2021, he had armpit swollen (noted in Jan2021) but it doesn't hurt or anything but its swollen. Outcome of the event was unknown.

936443 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 FL 49.0 M rash/ super itchy at night; maculopapular rash; he can not sleep great; This contactable physician reported similar events for two patients. This is the first of two reports.  This physician which was a 49-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on the right deltoid 17Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history reported as none.  There were no concomitant medications. The patient stated that he received the first dose of the COVID vaccine and he had a pretty bad rash that started 3 days after (noted on 20Dec2020). The rash has since improved since it started but it took forever to improve and mentioned that he was super itchy at night. He also used to be itchy in the day, but now it was just at nigh which was driving him insane. The physician also mentioned that it was a raised maculopapular rash. It started on his neck on the left side as well and increased of both elbows and behind his knees (it was diffuse). He mentioned that he was able to carry on during the day, but he cannot sleep great. He mentioned that it reminded him of poison ivy - the thought of it happening again makes him want to cringe especially with all the terrible stuff he has seen he was scared that his skin will slough off or its going to kill him or something. But overall, he was more concerned about the itching. The physician took over the counter antihistamines and hydrocortisone cream. He did take one dose of expired liquid prednisone (from 5 years ago that his daughter who had for an ear infection). He downed a sip of prednisone and it prevented his itchiness for a day and now was thinking of getting on steroids. The physician also stated that there was one guy he worked with had something similar (AER 2021010285). He received the same lot number and has been itching like crazy. They have both been trying to figure out what to do. It was clear as mud. Then, last week (Jan2021) they saw each other, and they were both having the same issue and suffering separately. They had no exposure to anything similar besides the vaccine. The physician stated that he was about due for 2nd shot. He has been researching and trying to figure out what to do, if he should get the second dose or not. He reported this to VAERs and talked to CDC, but nobody has any recommendations or information. He also tried to look up trial data to see if anyone had reported a similar rash, and he did not find anything. He was calling to see if he should get the second dose, and if Pfizer has any information on this rash being reported. Outcome of pruritic rash was not recovered; recovering from maculopapular rash and unknown for the remaining event. As per causality: He was unsure. It was most likely from the vaccine as he has done nothing differently.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021010285 same reporter/drug, similar events, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021010285 same reporter/drug, similar events, different patient

936444 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 47.0 F tongue was thick; numbness on face/started on the left side but now her whole face was numb; whole face/swelling; dizzy; felt like she was floating/felt like she could get a nosebleed; teeth hurt; hands were swelling and it's hard to write; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 47-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at a single dose as vaccine.  Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that received vaccine today, 06Jan2021, at 11:00. The patient's tongue was thick, she had numbness on face that started on the left side but now her whole face was numb and swelling. She was dizzy and felt like she was floating, her teeth hurt, her hands were swelling and it's hard to write, and felt like she could get a nosebleed. She took two Benadryl at 12:06 that expired in 2013 and then 2 more Benadryl at 1:08 that do not expire until 2022. She inquired if should she seek medical attention or ride this out and if should she follow through with her second dose of the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936446 12/19/2020 01/12/2021 NY M received first dose of covid vaccine on 19Dec2020 tested positive on 31Dec2020; received first dose of covid vaccine on 19Dec2020 tested positive on 31Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) , via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at the first single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received first dose of covid vaccine on 19Dec2020 tested positive on 31Dec2020.  The outcome of events was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported event and BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

936447 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 F headache; sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included mononucleosis. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  In Jan2021, the patient experienced headache and sore arm with unknown outcomes. The patient was asking if she can resume her treatment with amoxicillin as she was supposed to be taking antibiotics.   Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

936448 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 78.0 F After vaccine administration, pt experienced severe diarrhea with incontinence.; After vaccine administration, pt experienced severe diarrhea with incontinence.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable pharmacist. A 78-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) lot number: EK5730, intramuscular from 16Dec2020 to 16Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. After vaccine administration on 16Dec2020, The patient experienced severe diarrhea with incontinence. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

936450 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 F fever, at 103°F; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age (reported as Age: 28, Unit: Unknown) received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine on 05Jan2021 and experienced fever at 103 F on 05Jan2021. She then asked if she should be alarmed or was it a reported side effect of the vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

936451 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 TX F muscle aches on legs; sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient received the COVID-19 vaccine yesterday (05Jan2021). She had a sore arm and muscle aches on legs that has been expectedly worse on an unspecified date in Jan2021. Outcome of the events was unknown. Patient was asking if it was okay to take TYLENOL for her adverse events.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936452 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 LA F tested positive for covid19; tested positive for covid19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 22-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received vaccine 1st dose on 21Dec2020 and on 29Dec2020 she tested positive for covid19. She is coming up on 2nd dose on Friday (will be out of quarantine on the same day), she asked if she should get the vaccine. Her primary care physician advised her not to receive, within 30 days because there had been reports of people having reactions (ie: high fevers) to the vaccine. If she has a high fever she can't go to school. She asked if waiting 90 days make the vaccine not as effective and if she need to restart the series. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Test positive for covid19 found 7 day following the vaccination, no adequate effect of the suspect vaccine thus could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag

936454 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 68.0 F moderate, and intermittent nausea; lack of appetite; fatigue; malaise; sometimes chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 68-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. A couple of hours after she received the Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine last 21Dec2020, she started to experience moderate, and intermittent nausea, lack of appetite, fatigue, malaise, and sometimes chills; all on 21Dec2020. She said that the worse of all side effects she's experiencing was nausea. HCP also said that she was still experiencing the side effects until now. She also mentioned that she got tested for Covid, and results came back negative. However, she said that she will get tested again just to make sure she did not have the virus. The events were reported as non-serious. The outcome of events was not resolved.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

936455 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 NJ 47.0 F unknown cause of diarrhea 2 days after; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP reported for self. This 47-year-old female patient (Not pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via Intramuscular on 29Dec2020 16:30 PM on Left arm at single dose (Lot # Ej1685) for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications included escitalopram. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Past drug history included Known allergies: may be Dilaudid. She had unknown cause of diarrhea 2 days after on 31Dec2020. Last only one day. No other symptoms. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, has the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. No treatments were received. Outcome of the event was recovered on 01Jan2021.

936456 01/12/2021 35.0 F collapse/rapid progression of symptoms; hypotension/rapid progression of symptoms; respiratory distress with stridor; respiratory distress with stridor; dizziness/rapid progression of symptoms; not limited to abdominal pain/rapid progression of symptoms; blood pressure abnormality/rapid progression of symptoms; chest pain/rapid progression of symptoms; drooling/rapid progression of symptoms; increased swelling/rapid progression of symptoms; wheezing; dyspnea and increased work of breathing; skin changes; tongue swelling and vomiting; tongue swelling and vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other health professional. A 35-year-old female patient (Age at vaccination: 35) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience dizziness. Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to abdominal pain, blood pressure abnormality, chest pain, collapse, drooling, hypotension, increased swelling, rapid progression of symptoms, respiratory distress with stridor, wheezing, dyspnea and increased work of breathing, skin changes, tongue swelling and vomiting. Treatment included: no therapy. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the collapse, hypotension, respiratory distress and other reported events due to temporal relationship.  There is very limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including BP measurements, chest x-ray, EKG and chemistry panel, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

936457 01/12/2021 F Escherichia Coli infection; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (daughter) from a Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A female patient of unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter's mother has Escherichia Coli infection and is taking Nitrofurantoin antibiotic (Macrodantin). Asked if it is safe to take the second dose of the vaccine while on antibiotic. Caller asking if we could update info regarding antibiotic as even her doctor does not have info on this. Saying that even her doctor is unsure as Pfizer should know information regarding this more than her doctor. Treatment for event was Nitrofurantoin antibiotic (Macrodantin). Outcome of event was unknown.    No follow up attempts are possible; Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

936458 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 CA 37.0 F Fever up to 102; body aches; hip and back joint pain; chills; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection) (lot number: EH9899) on 18Dec2020 17:00 (first dose) then (lot number: EC1284) on 05Jan2021 07:45 (second dose); both intramuscular on the left arm at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included anxiety and depression. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication included citalopram and multivitamin. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously took amoxicillin and experienced allergies to amoxicillin. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 05Jan2021 17:30, the patient experienced fever up to 102, body aches, hip and back joint pain, chills, and fatigue. Outcome of the events was recovering. The events were considered non-serious by the reporter.

936459 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 NJ 45.0 F Have a cold and headache; headache; loss smell/ taste; loss smell/ taste; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 46-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number Es1685, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at 09:30 AM at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. There were no medical history and no concomitant medications, no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines with 4 weeks prior to COVID vaccine nor any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. On 01Jan2021, the patient has a cold and headache, she was sent for Covid test 1/5 loss smell/ taste 1/3. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The patient underwent lab test on 06Jan2021 which included nasal swab: pending result.  Outcome of the events was recovered. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious.  Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.

936460 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 PA 32.0 F Sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 32-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number and expiration date were not reported) on 06Jan2021 (13:15) at a single dose, with route of administration unspecified, for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history included abnormal Factor V; and kiwi allergy. Concomitant medication included ibuprofen (ADVIL). The patient previously took Ambroxol, and had drug allergy. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and has not been tested since the vaccination. On 06Jan2021 (16:00), the patient had sore arm. The patient did not receive any treatment for the event. The outcome of the event, sore arm, was unknown.  Information on batch/lot number was requested.

936461 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 OK 57.0 F too sick; Fever; muscle aches; headache; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 57-year-old non-pregnant female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as COVID-19 vaccine; unknown lot number and expiration date), via an unspecified route of administration left arm on 04Jan2021 19:30 (07:30 PM) at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO) and ergocalciferol (VIT D). The patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in a hospital. The patient experienced fever, muscle aches, headache and body aches on 05Jan2021 09:00 PM (21:00). The patient was too sick to get out of bed to find lot details. The patient did not received treatment for the adverse event. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The events were reported as non-serious. The outcome of the event sickness was unknown while the outcome of the other events was recovering.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936462 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 53.0 M he is also not drinking; pain at injection site; coughing/cough; chills; not wanting to eat and fatigue; not wanting to eat and fatigue; feeling of being drowsy, like he is going to get a cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient himself). A 53-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration (arm left), on 04Jan2021 at 14:15, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Patient has no relevant medical history. Concomitant medications included metformin, empagliflozin (JARDIANCE), lisinopril, and pravastatin. Historical vaccine included shingles; and flu shot for flu vaccination both administered in Jan2020. Patient is Behavioral Health Technician. Patient received the first dose of vaccine on 04Jan2021 (Monday) at 14:15 and went through cough, chills, not eating, fatigue. Today (Wednesday) he is better; he asked if he can take ibuprofen after having the vaccine. He also asks how long do these symptoms typically last. All the symptoms he mentioned started around 8:00 p.m. the same day, it was that feeling of being drowsy, like he is going to get a cold. He also had excruciating pain on the arm that got the vaccine, it was pain at the injection site. He added that he was also not drinking, he knows he should drink fluids. His second dose is on 26Jan2021 at 8:45PM. He has no positive COVID test before the vaccine. He did not have antibody test before the vaccine. He has had no issues with vaccines in the past. Outcome of the events not wanting to eat and fatigue was not recovered, for event "he is also not drinking" was unknown, while for other events was recovering.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

936464 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NY F swelling and pain on the arm that was injected; swelling and pain on the arm that was injected; Lethargic; Fever/temperature reached 100.7; fatigued/ tired; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program Pfizer First Connect from a contactable Female consumer (Patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL0142, Expiry Date: 20Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included torn rotator cuffs, ongoing chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), immunocompromised, shoulder pain that she was getting the cortisone shot for was prior to the COVID shot. She also reported that she took prednisone regularly. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the first dose of the vaccine on 04Jan2021. She was scheduled to have cortisone injections to both of her shoulders for torn rotator cuffs on 13Jan2020 and then scheduled to get the second dose of the covid vaccine on 24Jan2020. The caller confirmed that the shoulder pain that she was getting the cortisone shot for was prior to the COVID shot and she had been getting them for some time. She mentioned she had a reaction to the first shot, she had swelling and pain on the arm that was injected. Also, she had a fever and felt lethargic that night but the next day she felt fine. The next day she actually could hardly get out of bed and felt fatigued and tired. Her temperature reached 100.7. This happened on 05Jan2021. At time of the report, she felt fine and the events resolved. She really just wanted to know if the shots would interfere with each other. Events reported as non-serious. The outcome of event fatigued/ tired was unknown, of the other events was recovered on 06Jan2021.

936465 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 LA 40.0 F Fever; chills; head ache; severe joint pain; nausea; congestion; severe weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself).  A 40-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (lot number and expiry date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 07:45AM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included hypothyroid and ADD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder), both from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient had known allergies to PCN. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2. Concomitant medications included unspecified/ other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 06Jan2021 09:00 AM, the patient experienced fever, chills head ache, severe joint pain, nausea, congestion, and severe weakness. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. It was unknown if patient received treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was unknown. The report was assessed as non-serious; the events did not result in death, were not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, were not disabling/ incapacitating, and did not caused any congenital anomaly/birth defect.  Information about lot/batch number is requested.

936466 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 F Fever; Fatigue; Muscle aches; Headache; Interval between the two COVID-19 vaccine doses is 18 days; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). An adult female (non-pregnant) patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 05Jan2021 at 7:30, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot Number: EJ1685) on 18Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization (right arm). The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccines. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in a hospital. The interval between the two COVID-19 vaccine doses is 18 days (18Dec2020 to 05Jan2021). On 05Jan2021 at 3 PM, the patient experienced fever, fatigue, muscle aches, and headache. The events were considered non-serious. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient recovered from the events in Jan2021.

936467 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 WV 45.0 M loss of smell and taste; loss of smell and taste; low grade fever; Flu-like aching; headache; coughs; soreness of the arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient work in detention center). A 45-years-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot Number: EL1284, Expire Date: 30Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 07:45 in the right arm at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included covid-19 from 26Dec2020 was recovering. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced soreness of the arm on 05Jan2021 with outcome of recovering, loss of smell and taste on 06Jan2021 04:00 with outcome of not recovered, headache on 06Jan2021 with outcome of recovered, coughs on 06Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered, low grade fever on 06Jan2021 02:30 with outcome of unknown, flu-like aching on 06Jan2021 01:00 with outcome of recovering. The detail clinical course was provided as consumer calling regarding the COVID 19 vaccine. He received first dose of the Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine on 05Jan2021 07:45am in the right arm. He noticed by the afternoon his arm was sore. He worked overnight so at 01:00AM 06Jan2021 he noticed achy, like flu ache in his muscles. He took his temperature and it was 99.4 around 02:30 in the morning. Then at 04:00am he noticed he couldn't smell or taste anything. He went home and fell asleep. When he woke up he had a headache and coughing. He took Dayquil which helped with the coughing and then the headache went away. He has had the coughing all through the COVID infection. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 99.4 on 06Jan2021 02:30, COVID 19 test PCR positive 26Dec2020. The events were reported as non-serious. Mentioned he was told if you already had COVID the side effects of the vaccine may be worse. He was planning to receive the second dose 26Jan2021.

936468 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 UT 47.0 F Mild arthritis joint pain in my hands, and feet/The pain and inflammation has significantly increased; Mild arthritis joint pain in my hands, and feet/The pain and inflammation has significantly increased; pain and inflammation has significantly increased; feels very sharp especially in my hands in my back near my scapula, and my knee joints; My muscles also feel tight in these areas; The pain and discomfort are significantly greater than normal; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp. This 47-year-old female other HCP (patient) received the first dose of  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), intramuscular on 30Dec2020 09:00 at single dose on right arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient was mostly healthy, no chronic health conditions. No known allergies. Her family had a lot of auto immune disease history. Concomitant medication included paracetamol (TYLENOL), ibuprofen. The patient had mild arthritis joint pain in her hands, and feet that were usually resolved with OTC pain medications. The pain and inflammation has significantly increased since the COVID-19 vaccine injection and felt very sharp especially in her hands, in her back near mhery scapula, and her knee joints. Her muscles also feel tight in these areas. The pain and discomfort are significantly greater than normal. Symptoms were the worst 2-5 days Post injection and have not resolved. All of the events were on 31Dec2020 09:00 and no treatment was received, all considered as non-serious. No COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

936469 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 PA 54.0 F rash on her belly and torso area; Left arm soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 54-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EJ1686) via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 28Dec2020 11:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. There was no medical history. The patient only takes vitamins; has no underlying conditions. There were no concomitant medications. 20 years ago, the patient had flu like symptoms after the Flu vaccine. Last vaccine was a Tetanus shot 8-10 years ago. The patient received COVID-19 vaccine through hospital on 28Dec2020 at 11:15 in left arm. Left arm soreness noticed in morning on 29Dec2020. Forty-eight hours later (15:00 on 30Dec2020) had a rash on her belly and torso area. Rash was no where else. Is due to get second dose on 18Jan2021. She wants to know if it is OK to receive second dose. Clarified she is referring to the Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine. Clarified soreness was noticed only in the injection arm. Was noticed in morning. Noticed rash at 15:00 on 30Dec2020. She took benedryl x 3 doses and the rash and symptoms were gone on 31Dec2020. Event outcome of rash on her belly and torso area was recovered on 31Dec2020, while for others was unknown.

936470 12/20/2020 01/12/2021 F tested positive for Covid; tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive for Covid on 22Dec2020. She wanted to know if there is any more information on receiving the second dose after testing positive. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the mechanism of action of BNT162B2 vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine was given (in this case 2 days). However, a causal relationship between event "tested positive with Covid " (coded to Drug ineffective / SARS-CoV-2 test positive) and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded.

936471 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 F Hives; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. This female patient with unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received her first dose of vaccine on 17Dec2020, and reported hives as a result. She's asking about efficacy of just 1 dose, and if she should get the 2nd dose. Also wanting to know duration of immunity. The outcome of event was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936472 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 FL 37.0 M felt hot; flush; light headed; heart rate elevated; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This 37-year-old male patient received the 1st dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine, lot number: EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration at right arm on 06Jan2020 12:15 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included known allergies to Penicillin and Hashimoto's thyroiditis. Concomitant medications included atorvastatin and clarithromycin (CLARITIN). The patient previous took Amoxicillin and Azithromycin, both experiencing allergies; the 1st dose of flu shot on 21Dec2020 at arm left. Within 5 minutes of injection, the patient felt hot, flush, light-headed and heart rate elevated from 06Jan2021 at 12:30 PM. The patient was under observation and the nurse laid him down in a room. The patient was monitored vitals with a doctor. Symptoms subsided and stopped by 30 minutes post injection. The patient felt normal and fine after fever. The patient did not have any symptoms himself. No treatment was received. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of all events was recovered.

936474 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 F she received the Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine .She said she tested positive for Covid-19 after being exposed to someone infected with the virus last Christmas; she received the Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine .She said she tested positive for Covid-19 after being exposed to someone infected with the virus last Christmas; after being exposed to someone infected with the virus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age receive the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) , via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient she received the Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine on 18Dec2020. She said she tested positive for Covid-19 after being exposed to someone infected with the virus last Christmas (25Dec2020). Now, she wanted to know if she can still take the 2nd dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported event and BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

936475 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA 67.0 F phlegm in throat; Headache; Dry cough; It just made her uncomfortable; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 67-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EL1284), intramuscular on the left arm on 04Jan2021 15:01 (she would say 15:01 because they told her to wait 20 minutes after receiving the vaccine and she left at 15:21) at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. The patient stated that she might be a little obese. There were no concomitant medications. When she got the vaccine on Monday (04Jan2021), she felt okay. The next day, it seemed like she had phlegm in her throat. She also had a horrible cough and headache. She don't know if it's the vaccine or what. It was mentioned that the phlegm in her throat was no longer horrible went away by the same day of 05Jan2021. The patient also stated that she took two acetaminophen (TYLENOL) for the headache and it went away last night (05Jan2021). However, she has the headache again by 06Jan2021. It was also mentioned that her dry cough that just won't go away, it's persisting. She can't cough, because people don't like that- they get uncomfortable. The patient mentioned that she didn't see any of these side effects on the paper she was given. It just made her uncomfortable, she didn't know what was going on with her body. Outcome of the events of productive cough and headache (initial occurrence) were recovered in 05Jan2021; recovering from dry cough; not recovered for headache (recurrence) while unknown for the remaining event.

936476 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 29.0 M Mild injection site pain initially, next day increased injection site pain; Headache; Malaise; Low grade fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist (Patient) reported that the 29-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Pfizer COVID-19, Batch/lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 02:30 PM at single dose on Left arm for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included covid prior vaccination. No Known Allergies to medications, food, or other products. Facility type vaccine was hospital. No other vaccine in four weeks. No other medications in two weeks. The patient experienced Mild injection site pain initially, next day increased injection site pain, malaise, low grade fever, and headache from 04Jan2021 03:00 PM. No covid tested post vaccination. The event was assessed non-serious. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was Hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. No treatment was received for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event was recovered in Jan2021.

936478 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 MT 64.0 F tested positive for covid; tested positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer received from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A 64-years-old female patient  received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EH9899, expiry date Mar2021, NDC 59267-1000-1), intramuscular in right arm on 18Dec2020 11:45 at a single dose as prevention. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. Medical history included ongoing cardiomyopathy diagnosed about 32 years ago  and had pacemaker defibrillator Placed about 12 years ago. There were no concomitant medications. She was supposed to get the second dose of the Covid vaccine but she was positive for Covid. She found out she was positive for covid on Monday 04Jan2021 after she had a nasal swab test on 02Jan2020.  The outcome of the event was unknown.

936479 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 OR 27.0 F body aches; headache; fever; body chills; wasn't able to sleep; pain throughout her arm/injection site was extremely sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 27-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number ek9231/expiration date unknown), dose number 1, via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 14:15 at a single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included migraines. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was fine the day she got the vaccine, but when it came to the night of 03Jan2021, she wasn't able to sleep due to the pain throughout her arm. On 04Jan2021 04:00, she woke up with a headache that was intense, fever, and body chills. The injection site was extremely sore to the point where she took some Tylenol and slept it off. On 05Jan2021, she felt a lot better, but still with mild body aches. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. She was not tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The vaccine was received in a hospital. No other vaccines were given in four weeks. The outcome of the events was not recovered for body aches, and recovering for the other events.

936481 12/20/2020 01/12/2021 WA 43.0 F Severe diarrhea for 3-4 hours starting 2 hours after vaccine; headache; Fatigue for several day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. A 43-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular in left arm on 20Dec2020 17:30 at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. Medical history included asthma. The patient was not diagnosed COVID-91 prior to vaccination. There were no concomitant medications. On 20Dec2020 21:00, the patient experienced severe diarrhea for 3-4 hours starting 2 hours after vaccine, fatigue for several days and headache. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unknown date. No treatment was required for the events. The patient was not tested for covid-19 post vaccination.  Information about lot/ batch number has been requested.

936482 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 NV 51.0 F The swelling started on 31Dec2020 like a knot under the skin at the site of the injection; Soreness in her arm; Redness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself). A 51-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration (left arm), on 29Dec2020 at 13:00 at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Modular Sponge Kidney stage one (being monitored; this predates her vaccination), Gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD), and high cholesterol. Family history included diabetes. Concomitant medications included dexlansoprazole (DEXILANT) from an unspecified date and ongoing for 10 years for GERD, ongoing estrogens conjugated, medroxyprogesterone acetate (PREMPRO) for hormone replacement therapy, pravastatin from an unspecified date and ongoing for 2 years and ezetimibe from an unspecified date and ongoing for six months both taken for high cholesterol. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in a drug store.This pharmacy tech received the vaccine on 29Dec2020 at 1300 in the left arm and then had some of the soreness, redness, swelling, and a large knot that grew to the size of a 50 cent piece. It went away and then it came back. She noticed the soreness in her arm and redness at the site on 30Dec2020. The swelling started on 31Dec2020 like a knot under the skin at the site of the injection which grew to the size of a 50-cent piece. The knot went away by the 02Jan2021. Then it started to come back yesterday 05Jan2021 with a knot; and today 06Jan2021 it is also red again and the size of a quarter. Patient is planning to have the second dose on 19Jan2021. She has not treated herself in any way other than rubbing the site. The events did not require emergency or physician visit. Outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

936484 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 25.0 F Headache; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 25-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 14:00 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Crohn's disease from an unknown date. The previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Dec2020 14:30 in right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced headache and fever on 05Jan2021 01:00. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was recovered in Jan2021. The patient was given over the counter medication as treatment for the events. The event was considered non serious as it did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect.

936489 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 MN U dizziness; Nausea; fatigue; hives; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EJ1685) intramuscular in left arm on 30Dec2020 08:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Crohn's Disease, rheumatoid arthritis. The patient was known allergic to IV contrast dye, sulfa, darvacet, demoral (coded as demerol). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication included citalopram and clarithromycin (CLARITIN). The patient experienced Nausea, hives, dizziness, headache, and fatigue on 01Jan2021 12:00 PM. Adverse event resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Received Hydroxizine as treatment for the adverse event. Events outcome was recovering.

936491 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 39.0 F muscle joint pint in the fingers on left hand; Feeling shaky and cold; Feeling shaky and cold; HR 100s; SBP 147; left arm started to have tingling sensation. the sensation got worse as the minutes passed/tingling on right side of the face below eye; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. A 39-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL1284), intramuscular (left arm, dose 1) on 05Jan2021 09:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. No other vaccines in four weeks. No other medications in two weeks.  The patient previously took rocephine and experienced rash. On 09:03, patient received vaccine. On 09:07, left arm started to have tingling sensation. the sensation got worse as the minutes passed. On 0930; vital signs were taken (SBP 147, HR 100s). On 09:40, second set of Vitals (SBP 117, HR in the 80s). On 1028, tingling on right side of the face below eye. On 10:38, tingling on the face got better. Feeling shaky and cold. On 11:15, muscle joint pint in the fingers on left hand. On 13:30, most of the symptoms disappeared. Tingling on left arm still present mostly on in the tip of fingers and inner aspect of the forearm that comes and goes. Symptoms are not as bad as the first 50 minutes into the vaccine. Events occurred on 05Jan2021. No treatment was given. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Event outcome was recovering. The reporter considered the events as non-serious.

936492 12/01/2020 01/12/2021 M "Foggy" head; Headache; Sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A 30-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included COVID-19 (reported as prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19) from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced ?Foggy? head, headache, and sore arm on an unspecified date in Dec2020. It was reported that no treatment was received for the adverse events. It was reported that prior to vaccination, patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unknown date in Dec2020.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

936493 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 F Dizziness; weakness; muscle pains; nausea; muscle soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient said she got the vaccine yesterday and experiencing some side effects such as dizziness, weakness, muscle pains, nausea and muscle soreness (all occurred in Jan2021). Asking if it was normal to experience these and also asked if she could take paracetamol (TYLENOL). The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936495 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 TX 43.0 M Fatigue; Vertigo; Arm pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 43-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162b2 (Lot/batch number and Expiration date were not provided), intramuscular at left arm on 22Dec2020 13:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient experienced fatigue and vertigo, arm pain on 22Dec2020 20:00. It was unknown if treatment received for the adverse event. The outcome of the events was recovered on unspecified date.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936496 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NY 52.0 F Headache; muscle soreness; general all over the body soreness; her arm was very sore/ This was at the injection site; a low grade fever/ a fever of 101.0; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable registered nurse (patient). A 52-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0142, Expiry Date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration in the left biceps of her arm on 05Jan2021 07:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included positive on 19Dec2020 for the COVID virus. She had no allergies. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient reported a side effect she experienced after having the shot. Afterward her arm was very sore. The patient got it at 7:15 am and it didn't feel the sore until about midway through the day (05Jan2021). This was at the injection site. When she got home she had chills and a low grade fever (05Jan2021) so she took Tylenol. The morning (06Jan2021) she woke up with headache and a fever of 101.0. She still had the muscle soreness, it was more at the administration site but there was some general all over the body soreness too. The patient explained she was positive on 19Dec2020 for the COVID virus and felt like these were the same symptoms she had with the virus. When asked about a seriousness criteria, she stated she reported that her fever improved with the Tylenol and she was feeling better now. The outcome of soreness at injection site was not recovered, of fever, headache was recovering, of the other events was unknown. No emergency room or physician office was involved. No COVID prior vaccination, since the vaccination the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19.

936498 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 NY 27.0 F Urticaria; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 27-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EK5730) intramuscular on 18Dec2020 at a single dose on the left arm as vaccine. Medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications (did not receive other vaccines within four weeks to the COVID vaccine and did not receive other medications within two weeks of vaccination). The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was vaccinated in a hospital (facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered). The patient experienced urticaria on 18Dec2020 assessed as non-serious which did not result in death, not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. She was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. She was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. She had Covid tested post vaccination (had been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination)- nasal swab result negative on 31Dec2020. Treatment for the event included Benadryl. The outcome of the event was recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

936499 01/12/2021 F Bell's Palsy; developed  flu like symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A female patient of an unspecified age (reported as 32-40) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in 2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient developed side effects side effects from first vaccine, Bell's palsy 4 days after vaccination (Dec2020) which lasted for 2 weeks and flu like symptoms (Dec2020) which also lasted 2 weeks. The events outcome was unknown. The patient was receiving 2nd dose on 06Jan2021, the reporter asked any information regarding this?  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal relationship, causality between event Bell's palsy  and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

936500 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NY 38.0 F pain at injection site; body aches; mild headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 38-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL0142; expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration, on 04Jan2021, at 0.3 mL, single for COVID-19 immunization. Patient has no relevant medical history. Concomitant medications were not reported. Prior to taking vaccine, she did an antibody test and it was positive for antibodies s in Nov2020, she remembered that she went for a complete physical. All COVID tests were negative but the antibody test was positive. She did a rapid test a week before the vaccine at the end Dec2020. The PCR Test was a couple months before the vaccine in Apr2020 and it was negative. During that time in Apr2020 she had mild symptoms and was not feeling well but then she felt better. The doctor gave her azithromycin and vitamins, a week later she was better. At her job they were doing COVID test every 2 weeks, but she was negative. She had no more symptoms. She has had no issues with vaccines in the past. She would get unspecified flu shots at work  for flu vaccination, but would get mild pain at the injection site. Patient received PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE on 04Jan2021 and had been experiencing pain at injection site, mild body aches, and mild headaches. Her 1st dose was on 04Jan2021 at 4 o clock. The pain at injection site began on 05Jan2021. The body aches and headache also started on 05Jan2021, but she noticed relief with Tylenol. She has called her physician since she does not want to go in office. Her symptoms were ordinary and mild but bothersome, she doesn't know with this vaccine and what she would be feeling and decided on staying home. The pain at injection site stopped sometime between yesterday and today. Her 2nd dose is scheduled on 25Jan2021. Outcome of the event pain at injection site was recovered on an unspecified date in Jan2021, while for the remaining events was recovering.

936501 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 UT 45.0 45 F I've been having Phantom smells of cigarette smoke for the last week. And starting this morning I've had two episodes of having my face completely flush and hot but with no fever

936502 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 IN 31.0 F a pretty decent sized, red, warm, firm welt that's about 2 inches in diameter at the injection site; a pretty decent sized, red, warm, firm welt that's about 2 inches in diameter at the injection site; a pretty decent sized, red, warm, firm welt that's about 2 inches in diameter at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 31-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unknown route of administration in left arm on 03Jan2021 10:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included birth control. No known allergies. Concomitant medications included drospirenone, ethinylestradiol (OCELLA) for birth control, escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO). Patient had a pretty decent sized, red, warm, firm welt that's about 2 inches in diameter at the injection site. She noticed it about 4-5 hours after the injection and it hadn't changed since. No treatment received. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, has the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered.   Information about Lot/batch number has been requested.

936503 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 AL F Aching; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer (patient) reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced aching and chills on Jan2021.  The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936504 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 45.0 F Dizzy; flushed after injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP for herself. A 45-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot#: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 03Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included mitral valve prolapse. Patient was allergic to some chilis and animals. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced dizzy, flushed after injection on 03Jan2021. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19; Since the vaccination, the patient been not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of events was recovered in Jan2021.

936505 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 CO 70.0 70 F High Fever 103.2 for 3 days

936506 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 LA 30.0 M Significant chills while trying to sleep. Unable to resolve with blankets.Low grade fever the following morning. Currently taking tylenol.; Significant chills while trying to sleep. Unable to resolve with blankets.Low grade fever the following morning. Currently taking tylenol.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 30-years-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EK9231) , intramuscular on 05Jan2021 07:15 at the first single dose at arm left for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history reported as none.  Concomitant medication included hpv vaccine vlp rl1 9v (yeast) (GARDASIL 9) on 04Jan2021, escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), alprazolam.  The patient experienced significant chills while trying to sleep. unable to resolve with blankets. low grade fever the following morning on 05Jan2021 23:00. currently taking tylenol. The outcome of events was recovering.

936507 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 24.0 F Low grade fever of 100.0 degree; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A 24-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162b2 (Lot number: ELO142), via an unspecified route of administration at right arm on 06Jan2021 13:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included citalopram, venlafaxine, methylphenidate hydrochloride (CONCERTA), diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). The patient experienced low grade fever of 100.0 degree on 06Jan2021 18:45. It was unknown if the treatment received for the adverse event. The patient was not pregnant. The outcome of the event was recovering.   No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

936508 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 MO 57.0 57 M Achy Joints, Cold and hot at the same time, headache on 1-10-2021 from 2am until 2pm. Took Aleve at 10am

936509 01/12/2021 PA 30.0 F Sleep paralysis 2 days after vaccine associated with tachycardia; Sleep paralysis 2 days after vaccine associated with tachycardia; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A currently 31-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration, at the age of 30-years, on an unspecified date at a single dose as COVID-19 vaccine. Medical history/concurrent conditions included positive ANA; ADHD (attention deficit hyperactivity disorder); known allergies to sulfa drugs and mangoes. Concomitant medications included methylprednisolone (MEDROL), ibuprofen, and baclofen (received other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination). She was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was vaccinated in a hospital (facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered). She did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced sleep paralysis 2 days after vaccine associated with tachycardia on unspecified dates. The events were non-serious which did not result in death, not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. She was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and did not have Covid tested post vaccination (had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination). Treatment was not received for the events. The outcome of the events was recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

936510 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 CT F arm pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient (reporter's mother) of unspecified age (reported as Age: 86; Unit: Unknown) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter's mother, received the vaccine and reported only arm pain in Jan2021. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936511 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 CT 48.0 48 F Day after vaccine arm was sore, red & slightly swollen then it all went completely away. Exactly 1 week after vaccination the vaccination site became red, itchy & swollen & had a big lump. Today 1/12 is day 7 of this reaction. Although it is starting to improve.

936512 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 55.0 F headache; chills; nauseous; did not feel very well at all; diarrhea; hemorrhoid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 55-year-old female patient (medical assistant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EK9231) via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 15:00 (3:00pm) at a single dose on the left deltoid as vaccination. The patient had no medical history. There were no concomitant medications. The patient reported having side effects from her first dose of Pfizer Coronavirus Vaccine administered on 02Jan2021. She tried reporting this information online but has been unsuccessful. Starting the evening of 04Jan2021, she had a headache, chills, felt nauseous, did not feel very well at all, diarrhea, and got a hemorrhoid. She still has a slight headache today; and when she woke up this morning, she felt a little nauseous but that went away; other side effects have improved at this time. Her doctor made her go get a Coronavirus test today in order to go back to work; because he said that the diarrhea and something else of the side effects, she did not remember were not a symptom of the Pfizer Coronavirus Vaccine. She had the Coronavirus test this morning on 06Jan2021 (unknown result); but would not get the results of that test until 48-72 hours after being tested. They would email her those results. Second dose was scheduled for 23Jan2021 at 3:45pm; she still plans to get the second dose. The outcome of the event nauseous was recovered on 06Jan2021 as it already went away while of the remaining events was recovering.

936513 12/20/2020 01/12/2021 CA 47.0 F Fatigue; tested positive after receiving Covid-19 vaccine; tested positive after receiving Covid-19 vaccine; severely congested; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable consumer (patient) reported that a 47-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1685, Expiry Date: Mar2021) via an unspecified route of administration at right deltoid on 20Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing severe asthmatic diagnosed as a child. There were no concomitant medications. Patient (a front line worker) is Grief Counselor. She tested positive after receiving BNT162B2 on 29Dec2020. She was supposed to get the second dose on 10Jan2021. She was having fatigue since 01Jan2021 and was severely congested since 26Dec2020. She was asking if she should get the second dose. The outcome of the events severely congested and fatigue was recovering, of the other events was unknown.

936514 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 WA 48.0 48 F Red, erythema, raised, warm, swollen, itchy

936515 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MA 58.0 F chills; body aches; fatigue; weakness; H/A; Temp was 99.4 and went up to 102.4 over the next 3 hours; very sore arm which became worse overnight to the point she couldn't move her arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 58-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Batch/lot number: EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration at Left arm on 05Jan2021 14:15 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at workplace clinic. Medical history included covid-19 from 04Sep2020, Penicillin allergy.  Concomitant medication in two weeks included lithium, sertraline, fish oil (OMEGA 3 FISH OILS), ergocalciferol (VIT D). There were no other vaccines administrated on same date. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously took metronidazole (FLAGYL) and experienced drug hypersensitivity, clindamycin and experienced drug hypersensitivity. On 05Jan2021 at 17:00, the patient experienced very sore arm which became worse overnight to the point she couldn't move her arm. On 06Jan2021 at 12 noon, she started to get the chills, body aches, fatigue, weakness and H/A. Temp was 99.4 and went up to 102.4 over the next 3 hours. The patient took ibuprofen (MOTRIN) 400mg at 3:30 AM with some effect. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was unknown.

936516 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 F lower back pain; This is a Spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via a Pfizer Sponsored Program Pfizer First Connect. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE BIONTECH) via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient got the first dose of covid vaccine on 29Dec2020. On Friday (01Jan2021) she experienced terrible lower back pain. She was still experiencing the lower back pain but it was getting better. She was asking if this was normal. The outcome of event was recovering.    Information on the Lot/Batch Number has been requested.

936517 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 KY 44.0 F Really bad chills; Body aches; Mild low grade temperature/fever; Sweating; Slight headache; Joints are popping and cracking; Joint pain/joints hurt; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 44-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EK9231; Expiration date was not reported), intramuscularly on the upper left arm on 05Jan2021 (07:00) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital (not in a military facility). The patient had no relevant medical history and concomitant medications. On 05Jan2021 (14:00), the patient had really bad chills. On 05Jan2021, the patient had body aches; and had mild low grade temperature/fever. In Jan2021, the patient's joints were popping and cracking; had joint pain/joints were hurting; had slight headache; and was sweating. The patient was treated with ibuprofen for the events, 'chills' and 'mild low grade temperature/fever'. The outcome of the events was recovering for 'really bad chills' and 'body aches'; was not recovered for 'joint pain/joints were hurting' and 'slight headache'; was recovered on 06Jan2021 for 'mild low grade temperature/fever'; and was unknown for all the other events.

936518 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 F numbness; tingling; weakness on the side of the body where the injection was given; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient's fiancee) received via Medical Information Team.  A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On Jan2020, the patient experienced numbness, tingling and weakness on the side of the body where the injection was given, from the shoulder to the arms, hands and feet. The reporter stated his fiancee felt the numbness and tingling was paresthesia. The patient outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

936519 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 24.0 M Headache (4/10 severity), fatigue, and pain at injection site (1/10 severity); Headache (4/10 severity), fatigue, and pain at injection site (1/10 severity); Headache (4/10 severity), fatigue, and pain at injection site (1/10 severity); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. A 24-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at 06Jan2021 08:30 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was left arm. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was workplace clinic. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate, dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL), calcium carbonate (TUMS), ibuprofen, tilactase (LACTAID). Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination nor tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously took minocycline and experienced drug hypersensitivity. The patient experienced headache (4/10 severity), fatigue, and pain at injection site (1/10 severity) on 06Jan2021 13:30 with outcome of not recovered. Patient didn't receive treatment for the adverse events. The events were reported as non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936520 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NY 41.0 F a huge amount of gas and bloating as well acid and burning sensation in my throat and neck and chin; a huge amount of gas and bloating as well acid and burning sensation in my throat and neck and chin; Since I got the vaccine I've been experiencing a huge amount of gas and bloating as well acid and burning sensation in my throat and neck and chin; Since I got the vaccine I've been experiencing a huge amount of gas and bloating as well acid and burning sensation in my throat and neck and chin; burning sensation in my throat and neck and chin; burning sensation in my throat and neck and chin; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 41-years-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of BNT162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration at Left arm on 04Jan2021 09:30 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included irritable bowel syndrome.  Concomitant medication included amoxicillin, ascorbic acid, calcium carbonate, calcium pantothenate, calcium phosphate, chromium, cyanocobalamin, folic acid, magnesium carbonate, magnesium hydroxide, manganese gluconate, nicotinic acid, potassium bicarbonate, potassium carbonate, potassium phosphate dibasic, pyridoxine hydrochloride, quercetin, riboflavin sodium phosphate, sodium bicarbonate, sodium phosphate, thiamine hydrochloride, thioctic acid, zinc ascorbate (EMERGEN C), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), bifidobacterium bifidum, bifidobacterium lactis, bifidobacterium longum, lactobacillus acidophilus, lactobacillus rhamnosus (PROBIOTIC). No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient had allergies to ciprofloxacin(CIPRO). Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19.Since the patient got the vaccine, she had been experiencing a huge amount of gas and bloating as well acid and burning sensation in her throat and neck and chin on 04Jan2021 15:00. The outcome of the events was not recovered. No treatment received for the events.  Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.

936521 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 GA 51.0 F achiness; Headache; Dizziness; Disorientation; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 51-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0142, expiration date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 05Jan2021 12:10 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in the hospital. The patient has not had any vaccines in four weeks. The patient has no medical history. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received the COVID vaccine on 05Jan2021 and confirmed that it was the first dose she received of the COVID vaccine. She clarified that she started to have dizziness, disorientation, nausea, achiness and headache. The dizziness, disorientation and nausea started about 8 hours after she received the vaccine, 05Jan2021 20:10. She stated that she was just trying to push through with the side effects. She woke up in the morning, 06Jan2021, feeling both achy and with a headache. She stated that she had the achiness that was regular and knew would normally come along with it. However, she also had a headache. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

936522 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 FL 73.0 F Arm pain; headache; tiredness; extreme weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (reported for herself). A 73-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 13:15 at single dose at left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included High cholesterol, Fibromyalgia, Protein S Deficiency, Anxiety, known allergies: Scallops. Concomitant medications received in two weeks included warfarin, esomeprazole magnesium (NEXIUM [ESOMEPRAZOLE MAGNESIUM]), fluoxetine, clonazepam (KLONOPIN), rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR), fenofibrate (FENOFIBRAT). Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered: Other. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 06Jan2021, the patient experienced Arm pain, headache, tiredness, extreme weakness. No treatment was received for the adverse events. The report was non-serious per the reporter. Prior to vaccination, the patient wasn't diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

936524 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 SD 39.0 F Nausea; Jumpiness; body aches; Chills; arm hurting; Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 39-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EK9231/expiration date Apr2021), dose number 1, via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 14:30 at a single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient had no relevant medical history. The patient previously had a flu shot for immunization and experienced fever, body aches, jumpiness, and arm hurting. She had no concomitant medications. She did not have any vaccination within 4 weeks prior the administration of the suspect vaccine. The patient was reporting side effects with the Pfizer vaccine. The events started in the morning of 05Jan2021 with the feeling of nausea. She also experienced jumpiness. In the evening, she had body aches, chills, and arm hurting. She also had fever, but it was not a very high fever. She took Tylenol on 05Jan2021 and on 06Jan2021, she had no body aches or fever yet. She felt much better on 06Jan2021. Her second dose is scheduled on the 25Jan2021. The patient received the vaccine at a workplace clinic. The outcome of the event was recovering.

936525 01/12/2021 F recently got vaccinated unwillingly knowing she had Covid; recently got vaccinated unwillingly knowing she had Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other healthcare professional (HCP) reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received her first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient recently got vaccinated unwillingly knowing she had covid on an unspecified date. The patient wanted to known if she should get her second dose still and in the same timely manner. The outcome of the events was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded for reported event.

936526 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 81.0 F Muscle pains; Joint pains; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An 81-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EL1284/expiration date unknown), dose number 1, via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at a single dose on the left arm for vaccination. The patient had no relevant medical history and no concomitant medications. The patient volunteers at a local hospital. She reported muscle pains and joint pains after Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. She had onset of muscle pains and joint pains around 1:00am on 06Jan2020. Muscle pains and joint pains worsened around 5:30am on 06Jan2021. She was taking 500 mg of Equate Acetaminophen every 4 hours for the muscle pains and joint pains, but the Equate Acetaminophen does not seem to be helping the muscle pains and joint pains. Her second dose was scheduled on 26Jan2021. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

936527 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 ID 30.0 30 F 20 minutes after dose pt experienced some chest tightness, trouble breathing, and headache. Patient was still talking so gave her 50mg Benadryl and ice water, had her sit down and continue drinking water for another 30 minutes. 30 minutes after Benadryl was given patient's symptoms subsided.

936528 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 GA 56.0 F full day of full body aches; chills; headache; miserable; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 56-year-old female (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 04Jan2021 14:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a workplace clinic. The patient's medical history was reported as none, no known allergies to medications, food, or other products and no other medical history. Concomitant medication in two weeks included progesterone, testosterone, colecalciferol (D3), calcium, "C", "E", and "Ty". No other vaccine within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and had not been tested for CPVOD-19 since the vaccination. On 04Jan2021 the patient received the injection. And on 05Jan2021, the patient experienced full day of full body aches, chills, headache, and miserable. No fever. The events started on 05Jan2021 05:00. On 06Jan2020, the patient felt great. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was recovered on 06Jan2021.

936529 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CO 37.0 37 F I woke up the day after receiving the vaccine with full body aches and severe joint pain, especially in the hips making it difficult to walk comfortably.  I also had a moderate to severe headache.  I was unable to work that day.  The pain lessened with ibuprofen but returned later in the day.  By the next day, symptoms were a lot better and after 2 days the symptoms completely resolved

936530 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 CA 45.0 F Right arm soreness; kinda like nerve pain; can't lift my arm up or reach the back; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 45-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: Ek5730, expiry date: unknown), intramuscular on the right arm on 16Dec2020 11:00 to at a single dose for an COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension, obesity, lymphadenopathy, and migraines. Patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication included losartan, clonazepam (KLONOPIN), duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA), gabapentin (NEURONTIN), ascorbic acid, thiamine hydrochloride (VITAMIN B AND C COMPLEX), and zinc. The patient experienced right arm soreness, kinda like nerve pain and can't lift her arm up or reach the back on 16Dec2020. Outcome of the events was not recovered. No treatment was received for the events. The patient underwent lab test which included COVID test (nasal swab) on 19Dec2020 and 26Dec2020: both negative. The reporter considered the events non-serious.

936531 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 WA 58.0 F Severe Arm Pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 58-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EK5730), intramuscular in the left arm on 17Dec2020 at 08:00 AM (at the age of 58-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included hypothyroidism, depression, and asthma. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products.  The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medication taken within two weeks of vaccination included levothyroxine, montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), vitamin B complex, magnesium, vitamin D3, and ascorbic acid (VIT C). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 17Dec2020 at 6:00 PM, the patient experienced severe arm pain within hours of the first injection.  It was significantly reduced after a dose of Acetaminophen. The event was reported as non-serious. The clinical outcome of the event severe arm pain was recovered. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

936532 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OR 52.0 52 F Dizziness, felt faint, racing heart, elevated bp about 5- 10 minutes after being vaccinated. This subsided after 10 -15 minutes, but then recurred for a total of 4 times for shorter periods of over the next 90 minutes. Had headache, felt fatigue, chills and feverish later that night.Fatigue continued for next several days lessening over time, headache continued for next several days, lessening over time.Soreness at injection site for a couple of days, but no swelling or redness.

936533 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 60.0 F the patient began to experience dizziness and flushing; the patient began to experience dizziness and flushing; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional. A 60-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The female patient who was seen at (Clinic name) today on 06Jan2021 for her second dose of the COVID 19 vaccination. During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience dizziness and flushing on 06Jan2021. She denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, throat tightness, hoarseness, stridor, itching, lightheadedness, dizziness. The outcome of the events was unknown. This case was reported as non-serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

936534 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CO 35.0 F Chills; mild headache; loss of appetite; muscle pain; severe fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), first dose on 07Dec2020 15:00 (lot# EH9899), second dose on 04Jan2021 08:00 (lot# EL1284), both intramuscular in left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history reported as none. Allergies to medications, food, or other products: No. There were no concomitant medications.  The patient experienced Chills, mild headache, loss of appetite, muscle pain, severe fatigue, all on 04Jan2021 18:00 with outcome of recovering. Pregnant at the time of vaccination: No. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered: Hospital. If the patient receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine: No. List of any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination: no. Treatment received for the adverse event: paracetamol (TYLENOL).  Prior to vaccination, was the patient diagnosed with COVID-19: No. Since the vaccination, has the patient been tested for COVID-19: No. AE was not resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or urgent care. Serious: No. Seriousness criteria-Results in death: No. Seriousness criteria-Life threatening: No. Seriousness criteria-Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No. Seriousness criteria-Disabling/Incapacitating: No. Seriousness criteria-Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.

936535 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 GA 70.0 70 F Stinging pain when injected. Swelling at injection site--hard bump about size of an egg. Redness. Soreness. Swollen lymph nodes under left arm and in neck

936536 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 60.0 F Fever; chills; headache; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other HCP (patient) reported for herself. A 60-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration, in left arm, on 05Jan2021 13:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Reason why batch/lot is unknown was misplaced/discarded. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history included known allergies: Penicillin. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was other. No other vaccines were received within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced fever, chills, headache, fatigue on 06Jan2021 01:00 AM. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was recovering. Since the vaccination, patient hasn't been tested for COVID-19.   No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch cannot be obtained.

936537 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NH 22.0 22 F 4-48 hours post administration, experienced headache, body aches, low grade fever, fatigue and injection site soreness. Roughly 48 hours after administration, experienced hives covering the entirety of the anterior thighs bilaterally. 4 days after administration, experienced hot flashes and low grade fever

936538 12/19/2020 01/12/2021 VA 47.0 F Within a few minutes of 1st dose of vaccine I felt a sudden increase in HR - resolved on its own within 10 - 15 minutes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 47-years-old female patient (not pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm, on 19Dec2020 13:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included myasthenia gravis, allergy to IV contrast used for CT scans. Concomitant medication included pyridostigmine bromide (MESTINON), melatonin, ibuprofen (ADVIL). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Within a few minutes of the vaccine, on 19Dec2020 13:00, the patient felt a sudden increase in heart rate (HR) and resolved on its own within 10 to 15 minutes on 19Dec2020. No treatment received for the adverse events. No COVID prior vaccination, since the vaccination the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. It was not reported as serious.

936539 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 PA F she received the first dose of the vaccine on the 22nd of December and tested positive on the 28th; she received the first dose of the vaccine on the 22nd of December and tested positive on the 28th; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable consumer(patient) reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received first dose BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of the vaccine on the 22nd of December and tested positive on the 28Dec2020, she was scheduled to get the 2nd dose on Jan 12th. The reporter wanted to know if it was safe for her to take the 2nd dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

936540 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MA 22.0 F muscle aches; nausea; joint pain; neck pain; headache; severe abdominal pain; vomiting; diarrhea; second dose on 04Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 22-year-old female non-pregnant patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), first dose on 16Dec2020 17:00, second dose on 04Jan2021 18:00, both via an unspecified in left arm route at single dose for covid-19 immunization in hospital. Medical history included gluten intolerance. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination included birth control. The patient previously took nitrofurantoin and experienced allergies. The patient experienced muscle aches, nausea, joint pain, neck pain, and headache 24 hours post vaccination (as reported). She then experienced severe abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting and diarrhea 36 hours post vaccination (as reported). The adverse reaction was also reported started from 05Jan2021 7:00 AM. The events was reported as non-serious. There was no treatment for the events muscle aches, nausea, joint pain, neck pain, headache, severe abdominal pain, vomiting and diarrhea. The outcome of the events muscle aches, nausea, joint pain, neck pain, headache, severe abdominal pain, vomiting and diarrhea were resolved with lasting effects.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

936541 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 WA 34.0 34 M 1320 Patient reports tingling lips and throat 1335 Administered 50mg PO 1400 Symptoms stable; patient released

936542 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA 60.0 M Low grade fever; muscle and joint pain; muscle and joint pain; mild chills; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician (patient). A 60-year-old male patient receive first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 04Jan2021 14:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was workplace clinic. Medical history included none. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced low grade fever, muscle and joint pain, mild chills on 05Jan2021 09:00. This case was non-serious. The patient not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. No treatment was received for the adverse event. The outcome of events was recovered in Jan2021.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

936543 01/12/2021 F Fever; chills; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. An adult female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included covid-19 prior vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced fever, chills, body aches. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

936544 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OH 51.0 51 F facial rash/hives

936545 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 UT 49.0 F Sore arm, headaches; Sore arm, headaches; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other HCP (patient). A 49-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was right arm. Patient is not pregnant. Patient received the first dose on 17Dec2020 05:45 PM also at right arm for covid-19 immunization. Lot number was also EJ1685. The facility type vaccine was hospital. Medical history included Celiac. Concomitant medication included pregabalin (LYRICA), celecoxib (CELEBREX), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), spironolactone. Known allergies: Penicillin, morphine, lactated ringers. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination nor tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient experienced Sore arm, headaches at 05Jan2021 06:00 PM with outcome of recovered in Jan2021. Patient didn't receive treatment for the adverse events. The events were reported as non-serious.  No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

936546 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OK 24.0 F Fever; chills; muscle soreness; generalized weakness; took the first dose of bnt162b2 on 16Dec2020/the second dose on 05Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (reported for herself). A 24-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided) via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 16:45 at single dose at right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none, no Allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication received within 2 weeks of vaccination included amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate, dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL). The patient previous took the first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number: EK5730) on 16Dec2020 16:30 at single dose at right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 06Jan2021 12:00, the patient experienced fever, chills, muscle soreness, generalized weakness. No treatment received for the adverse events. The report was non-serious per the reporter. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events "fever", "chills", "muscle soreness", "generalized weakness" was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936547 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 55.0 55 F HEADACHE STARTED 17 HOURS POST VACCINATION TOOK TYLENOL,IBUPROFEN AND FIORCET (IT WENT AWAY 24 HRS LATER).  BODY ACHES STARTED 29 HOURS POST VACCINATION (WENT AWAY  48 HOURS POST VACCINATION) FEVER 100.4 AND CHILLS STARTED 52 HRS POST VACCINATION AND WERE GONE BY 36 HOURS.

936548 01/12/2021 AZ U ringing in the left ear (tinnitus); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional. This Other HCP reported same events for himself and other two patients. This is second of three reports, reported for the other one of two patients. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was mentioned that caller's patient and his coworker experienced this ringing in the left ear (tinnitus). Outcome of event was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021007848 same reporter/drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021009439 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

936549 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MN F Serious aches and pains all over her entire body; Second dose administered less than 21 days after the first dose administered; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable female consumer (patient) reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (lot number and expiry date were not provided), with first dose on 19Dec2020 and second dose on 05Jan2021, both via an unspecified route of administration at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Second dose administered less than 21 days after the first dose administered. The patient experienced serious aches and pains all over her entire body on an unspecified date. The outcome of event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

936550 01/12/2021 U testing positive for COVID on nasal swab after first dose of COVID vaccine; testing positive for COVID on nasal swab after first dose of COVID vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (reported as COVID vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced testing positive for Covid on nasal swab after first dose of Covid vaccine on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.  Pfizer is a marketing authorization holder of COVID vaccine in the country of incidence or the country where the product was purchased (if different). This may be a duplicate report if another marketing authorization holder of COVID vaccine has submitted the same report to the regulatory authorities.; Sender's Comments: The reported testing positive for Covid on nasal swab after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

936551 01/12/2021 F She thinks there has been more anaphylactic reactions than usual and said that a physician female friend had experienced one; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Other Health Professional via Pfizer sales representative. A female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. During a conference call, (Name) mentioned that she thinks there has been more anaphylactic reactions than usual and said that a physician female friend had experienced one. It was unclear whether it was after a Pfizer or Moderna vaccine. She did mention that her friend recovered without any issues. Outcome of event was recovered on an unspecified date.   No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of anaphylaxis cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

936552 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 AK 35.0 35 F Muscle aches, chills, joint pain, local swelling and pain, fatigue, nausea. First symptom of nausea onset 1hr after injection. Duration of symptoms 40 hours.

936553 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 AZ 48.0 F Caller was difficult to hear during call.; Bruise on injection arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 48-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in arm on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient experienced bruise on injection arm on 30Dec2020, caller was difficult to hear during call on an unspecified date. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

936554 01/12/2021 F arm pain; 1 degree increase in temperature; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient) via a Pfizer Sales Representative. A 40-year-old female patient (120 pounds) received first dose of BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced arm pain and 1 degree increase in temperature on an unspecified date after receiving the first dose of the COVID 19 vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 1 degree increase on an unspecified date. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

936555 01/12/2021 AZ M Ringing in ear; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. This other healthcare professional reported same event for himself and other two patients. This is the third of three reports. A male patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced ringing in ear after getting the COVID vaccine on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021007848 same reporter/drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021009229 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

936556 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IN 23.0 23 F Fever, tyneol lowered it. Cant break 99.0°. Cough. Fatigue. Joint pain in legs. Migraine. Tightness in right leg, very painful. Possible blood clot? Testing in process.

936557 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NY 41.0 F My scale aches and joint pain; My scale aches and joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Lot/batch number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan202115:00 at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. There were no concomitant medications. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19. The patient reported that her scale aches and experienced joint pain, both on 05Jan2021 18:00. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal swab: pending result on 06Jan2021. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination and did not receive other medications in two weeks. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  The following information on the batch number has been requested.

936558 01/12/2021 NJ F Shakes; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced shakes and fever on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.    Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

936559 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 FL 36.0 F left sided facial numbness left sided numbness on the hand; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection) on 07Jan2021 08:00 (lot number: EL1284) for the second dose and on 17Dec2020 08:00 (lot number: EH9899) for the first dose, both via intramuscular route in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma and allergies to shellfish. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient is not pregnant. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. She was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination nor was she tested for covid post vaccination. The patient experienced left sided facial numbness and left sided numbness on the hand on 07Jan2021 08:30 with outcome of not recovered. The event was reported as non-serious with no treatment received.

936560 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Onset was approximately 8 hours. Symptoms include fatigue, myalgia, and flushing. 1000mg of Tylenol PO was taken. 12 hours post injection symptoms progressed to nausea, diarrhea and chills. 2 tabs of Pepto PO taken.

936561 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 VA 57.0 F dizzy; Felt hot; acutely numb; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 57-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 13:45 at a single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took cortisol [cortisone acetate]. The patient felt hot and acutely numb and dizzy within first few moments on 06Jan2021 13:45. The outcome of the events was recovered 06Jan2021 13:45. No treatment received for the adverse events. The reporter assessed as the events as non-serious. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the Public Health Clinic/Veterans Administration facility. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No other medications received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Batch/lot was not available/provided to reporter at the time of report completion.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

936562 01/12/2021 F body aches; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine; unknown lot numbers and expiration dates), first dose was via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose and the second dose was via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she received the second dose of the vaccine and is experiencing fatigue and body aches on an unspecified date. The reporter inquired for the information as to how long this will last. The events was considered as non-serious. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

936563 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 32.0 32 F Rash at injection site

936564 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 NC 32.0 F Severe lower and mid-back pain; tightness; Muscle spasms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 32-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number 9231), intramuscular in left arm on 28Dec2020 13:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Migraines, hyperthyroidism, ankylosing spondylitis, and hypertension. Concomitant medication included lisinopril, methimazole, rizatriptan, topiramate, galcanezumab (EMGALITY, alprazolam,  ethinylestradiol, norgestimate (MONO LINYAH), diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL), ubrogepant (UBRELVY) nd birth control. The vaccine was administered in a hospital. The patient was not diagnosed COVID-19 prior to vaccinations. The patient previously took macrobid [clarithromycin] and experienced rash. On 29Dec2020 04:30, the patient experienced severe lower and mid-back pain, tightness, and muscle spasms. Back pain persisted until early morning 30Dec2020. Rotated Tylenol and Ibuprofen, and used heat with minimal relief. The outcome of the event severe lower and mid-back pain was recovered on 30Dec2020 while the remaining events recovered on an unknown date. The patient was did not have covid-19 test post vaccination. The event was assessed as non-serious.

936565 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 WA 27.0 27 M Approximately 57 hours after receiving 2nd dose of Pfizer vaccine, I developed hive patches throughout my body. I took 50 mg Benadryl and went to bed. Work up the next morning to observe some res spots, but minimal itching. I reported to work, where I am an EMT for an ambulance service. During shift, at approximately 1500 hours, I had a patient who was cold, so I cranked up the heat in the back of the ambulance. I started to sweat. My hive then came back with a vengeance all over my body. I immediately took 50 mg Benadryl and went to the urgent care center. The doctor told me to continue with the Benadryl and to pick up a prescription of Prednisone if symptoms worsen. Symptoms where mostly cleared up at that point. I got off shift at 1900. Hive worsened at approximately 2000. I picked up the prednisone and intend to begin taking it in the morning if symptoms are not much improved.

936566 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 KS 39.0 F Excruciating joint/bone pain; Excruciating joint/bone pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp. A 39-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EK9231), intramuscular in left arm on 05Jan2021 10:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Vaccination was done in a hospital. Medical history included allergy to Penicillin and Tamiflu. The patient was not diagnosed COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient was not pregnant.  Concomitant medication included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC [CETIRIZINE HYDROCHLORIDE]) and multivitamin. The patient experienced excruciating joint/bone pain on 06Jan2021 18:00 that resulted in a Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. There was no treatment for the events. The events recovered on an unknown date. The events was considered non-serious by the reporter. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination

936567 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 FL 64.0 F fatigue; Nausea; Headache; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional (HCP) reporting for herself. A 64-year-old not pregnant female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Lot number: EK9231, Intramuscular on right arm on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Covid-19 and allergy to penicillin. Concomitant medications were not provided. Patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks. On 05Jan2021 patient experienced nausea, headache, chills, fatigue. She was not treated for the events. Patient had not been tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. Patient was recovering from the events, at the time of the report.

936568 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 CA 70.0 M Headache; Chills; tension around the chest/ heart; Nausea; felt uncomfortable; Confused; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 70-year-old male patient received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on 02Jan2021 at 13:02 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included ongoing prostate disorder, ongoing blood pressure abnormal, ongoing cholesterol abnormal. Concomitant medication included tamsulosin 4mg tablet once a day by mouth for prostate disorder, losartan 50mg tablet once a day by mouth for blood pressure abnormal, atorvastatin 20mg tablet once a day by mouth for cholesterol abnormal; all ongoing. The patient experienced headache, chills, tension around the chest/ heart, nausea, felt uncomfortable, and confused on 02Jan2021. Event details: The patient reported that he took the vaccine a few days ago, on 02Jan2021, he felt uncomfortable and a lot of things were going on. He clarified that he experienced headaches, light chills, tension around the chest/heart, nausea and disconnect. He felt like something was going on with his brain. He felt uncomfortable with himself. He asked himself if these were his eyes and states he was confused. He put his car in reverse when he was supposed to be driving forward, stated the curb stopped him. He did not feel totally like himself. His lady said he was normally like that but he felt there was something heavy, totally different. He did take a covid test about 3 weeks prior to getting the vaccine, the result was negative. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included covid test: negative in Dec2020, weight: 190 to 192 pounds on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936569 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 ID 23.0 23 F Headache (began day 1 - consistent through day 4 today), lightheadedness (day 1 - first reaction symptom), nausea (day 1 briefly), total body aches (evening of day 1 severe - through day 4 today but only mild), chills (evening of day 1), subjective fever (evening of day 1), swelling of injection site (noticed the next morning and worsened until day 4 today, started to decrease but still present), rash of injection site (noticed morning after and continued to increase until day 4 today it is less bright red but still present and baseball sized), swollen right axillary lymph nodes (day 3-4), today day 4 injection site began itching. I am continuing to monitor signs and symptoms.

936570 01/12/2021 OK 68.0 F Tested positive for COVID; Tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable consumer (patient). A 68-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer BioNTech COVID vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing rheumatoid arthritis, open heart surgery had this done a year ago, knee replacement, and hip replacement. Concomitant medications included patient took a lot of different medications, but no additional details provided. The test done on Saturday 02Jan2021 and on Sunday 03Jan2021, she got the results that she was positive for COVID. Clinical details: She received the first dose of her COVID vaccine, and she will be due for her second dose on Saturday. However, she tested positive for COVID after getting her first dose. The doctor informed her she should have a COVID infusion. She took the COVID infusion and now after getting the infusion she is told she is not able to get her second dose of the COVID vaccine for 60-90 days. She is not sure what to do. She cannot remember the date she got the COVID vaccine, she knew she is due for her second one on Saturday. She received the COVID infusion this morning, originally she was told she would be able to have a second shot even after getting the COVID infusion. Now they are saying she cannot have the next dose on Saturday. She was told later she would have to wait two weeks. Then she was told she would have to possibly wait 90 days. She was thankful for the vaccine because even though she tested positive it probably kept her from dropping dead.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936571 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 34.0 34 F Horrible headache for 36 hours starting 12 hrs after injection, muscle soreness in neck and shoulders, fatigues

936572 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 40.0 40 F Dry cough, dizziness, weakness.

936573 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 HI 40.0 40 M Bad chills and muscle aches, intermittent for 30 hours, controllable with Tylenol and ibuprofen around the clock. No fevers. Mild localized arm pain. Mild cough.

936574 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 33.0 33 F Bruising at site of injection, swelling, numbness in vaccinated arm and tingles.

936575 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 FL 23.0 M Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp, the patient. This 23-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine) (Lot number: EK9231), intramuscularly in the left arm on 07Jan2021 at 10:00 (at the age of 23-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. Concomitant medication included acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN) and cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC [CETIRIZINE HYDROCHLORIDE]). On 07Jan2021 at 10:15, the patient experienced nausea. No therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events. The clinical outcome of the nausea was resolving. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

936576 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 OR 31.0 31 F Red rash the size of a chicken egg and warm to the touch

936577 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 IL 49.0 F doesn't feel good; her body is hurting/her left side hurts/her body hurts/it's like somebody hit her hard; headache; so weak; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 49-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, batch/lot number and expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at 12:30 at a single dose for Covid-19 Immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine the day before (06Jan2021) and doesn't feel good in the morning, her body is hurting, and she has a headache. The patient is a CNA and she got the vaccine the day before at around 12:30 and she just got up in the morning, so weak, and her left side hurts. Her body hurts and she doesn't feel good too, reportedly "all the body hurts now, it's like somebody hit her hard". The patient asked if she can take Tylenol or pain medication. After receiving a verbal response, the patient added that she would take Tylenol and pain medication together and hopefully get some sleep. The patient then asked if headache and body ache are normal side effects of the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

936578 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NC 41.0 F Swollen lymph node in left armpit; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 04Jan2021 at 15:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient has no medical history and no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced swollen lymph node in left armpit on 05Jan2021 at 16:00. No treatment administered for the event. The patient did not have other vaccine in four weeks or other medications in two weeks. The patient also did not have Covid prior vaccination and had not tested for Covid post vaccination. The event was resolving.

936579 01/12/2021 TX U delayed local reaction after vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs) from a contactable physician. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (Pfizer BioNTech COVID vaccine, reported as COVID Vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced delayed local reaction after vaccination on an unspecified date. Patient was supposed to get the next dose in a few days and reporter was unsure. The outcome of event was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936580 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 34.0 34 M Pt reports of immediate symptoms of L arm soreness (at site of injection), body aches, headache, chills, shortness of breath, and palpitations for the past 2 days (since the vaccination was administered). Pt has been taking Motrin and Tylenol for pain control and it seems to be helping. Pt was afebrile, non-toxic appearing, in no acute respiratory distress, with normal vital signs. No abnormalities noted on exam. Recommend continued fluid hydration and symptomatic management. Strict return precautions discussed. Pt was d/c with recommended close follow up with PCM as needed.

936581 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 PA 33.0 M body sweats; bad headaches; Runny nose; his body was warm and the cheeks were warm.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient self). A 33-year-old male patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 06Jan2021 at 11:20 at single dose on right arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included kidney disorder. He was not allergic to peanuts. He did catch COVID and had a positive test back in Apr2020. He had not taken any antibody test. He had no issues with vaccines in the past. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), hydrochlorothiazide for kidney, amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate, dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL) (he didnt take this he need a refill). The patient developed bad headaches and body sweats on 07Jan2021.  The patient reported he had side effects after getting his first covid vaccine. He got the shot on 06Jan2021 and over night developed a bad headache, body sweats, and had to call out of work today. He stated that he was laying in bed after a hot shower. He received his 1st dose on 06Jan2021 at 11:20 in the morning. He had No symptoms the of receiving the vaccine. Now because he is a Volunteer Fire Fighter, he woke up at 2-3 AM today this morning (07Jan2021) and that's when the headache started, it was gradually increasing. He took a hot shower and that made it better behind the neck but now its worse. His body sweats when he was sleeping this morning, his body was warm and the cheeks were warm. He also added that he had a runny nose that started the same time as the headache. The body sweats were on and off, its like his body was trying to fight it. Outcome of event headaches, body sweats and runny nose was not recovered, outcome of other events was unknown.   Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

936582 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 F got Covid/She tested positive for SARS-Cov-2 04JAN2021; got Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient indicated she received her first dose of vaccine 21Dec2020.  She tested positive for SARS-Cov-2 04Jan2021.  She was asking how she "got Covid" and if she should receive the second dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported tested positive for SARS-Cov-2 after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

936583 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 F Shingles infection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer BioNTech COVID vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced shingles infection diagnosed on 04Jan2021. 2nd dose scheduled for tomorrow, 08Jan2021. The outcome of event was unknown.   Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

936584 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 40.0 40 F cough

936585 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 LA 70.0 F joint and muscle pain all over; joint and muscle pain all over; She had weird dreams, very strange dreams, and couldn't sleep; She had weird dreams, very strange dreams, and couldn't sleep; still has a problem lifting her left arm that she received the injection in; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 70-year-old female patient received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK9231), intramuscular on 06Jan2021 at 11:30 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included coronavirus in Nov2020. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that She had her first dose of the Pfizer Covid Vaccine yesterday at 11:30 am. She had a really bad reaction. She was fine and then all of sudden her joints and muscles hurt a lot all over. She wanted to find out what she could take for the pain. Treatment: She took aspirin. Reported she had a lot of pain, every joint and muscle hurts in her body. The pain did not start right away, she was fine at first and then the pain started all of a sudden. She had weird dreams last night and could not sleep all night. She still had a problem lifting her left arm that she received the injection in. She wanted to know if it was ok to take aspirin or something better like Tylenol. She wanted to know what she could take. Reported she had coronavirus in Nov2020. The outcome of events joint and muscle pain all over was resolving, outcome of other events was unknown.

936586 01/12/2021 F sinus infection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program.  A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient was diagnosed with a sinus infection Monday. She had not taken antibiotics but only started taking the tablets last night. The treatment of antibiotics was for 2 weeks. The outcome of the event was unknown. Information about batch/lot number has been requested.
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936587 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 AZ 23.0 23 F I woke up in the morning feeling some mild body aches. When I tried to stand up I became dizzy and immediately sat down. I started sweating, my vision started to turn black and I felt that like I was going to faint. I then became extremely nauseated and threw up. after about ten minutes the symptoms started mildly passing. I then began sweating again, feeling like I was going to faint, and I threw up a second time. These symptoms lasted for about an hour where I felt nauseous and faint. Then flowing these symptoms I felt dizzy for another 3 hours and continued having body aches for another 2 days.

936588 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 IN 46.0 F Chills; tingling under her lip and chin area; tingling under her lip and chin area; said that she is really cold; Caller is continuously coughing during the call.; Fever; Headache; joint and muscle achiness all over; joint and muscle achiness all over; Tiredness; joint and muscle achiness all over, it started in her right arm where she received the injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 46-year-old female patient  received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK9231), intramuscularly in right arm on 05Jan2021 around 1315-1320 at single dose for covid-19 prophylaxis in hospital and vaccine was not administered at Military Facility. Medical history included ongoing asthma diagnosed as a child, leaky valve closed up in her heart from 2020 to an unknown date. Family medical history included her mother had Covid over around May2020 and the mother was positive for quite sometime and had to take 3-4 tests, her son had tested positive for Covid and the patient had been around him a little bit. Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) were none and adverse events following prior vaccinations were none. Concomitant medication included fluticasone furoate, vilanterol trifenatate (BRIO INHALER) at 200/25 once a day by inhalation, nebulizer by inhalation every 4 hours as needed, salbutamol sulfate (PROAIR) at 2 puffs every 4 hours when needed, montelukast at 10mg every evening by mouth, all ongoing for asthma. The patient received the Covid-19 vaccine yesterday 05Jan2021 and reported that on 05Jan2021 she has had tiredness, headache, joint and muscle achiness all over. On 06Jan2021, she had fever and chills. She said that she was really cold. She also had a little tingling under her lip and chin area, but it is resolved. She stated that this was this morning 06Jan2021. She said that she did not have the physician details to provide at this time. She said that she had only seen this doctor once on a virtual appointment. She said that tiredness started around 1830-1900 05Jan2021. Headache started 05Jan2021 around when she got off of work at 1500. For event fever, she took her temperature 3 different times, it was at 101.2, then she had a temperature of 102. She last checked it about a half an hour ago on 06Jan2020. For event joint and muscle achiness all over, it was noticed the achiness around 9-10 pm 05Jan2021, she said that it started in her right arm where she received the injection, then moved down to her legs and her back. She stated that it was worse and when she went outside. For chills it started this morning on 06Jan2020 when she was still in bed before she got up at about 0500. She said that she called out of work. This was her first dose of the vaccine. Her next dose is supposed to be on 26Jan2021. The patient was continuously coughing during the call on 06Jan2020. The fever, joint and muscle achiness all over were worsened.  The adverse events did not require a visit to emergency room or physician office. The outcome of tiredness, headache, fever, chill, joint and muscle achiness all over, it started in her right arm where she received the injection, were not resolved, outcome of the tingling under her lip and chin area were resolved on 06Jan2021, outcome of she was really cold and cough were unknown.

936589 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 MN 65.0 F Joint pain/Her knee really hurts; Muscle pain; Headache; Chills; Her back hurts, especially at night/Her lower back hurts; Her neck is really bad; Her hands hurt; mild arthritis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 65-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1686), via an unspecified route of administration in left upper arm on 30Dec2020 15:20 at single dose for covid-19 immunization in hospital and vaccine was not administered at Military Facility. Medical history included car accident where she broke her neck, usually she is hot all the time, she is a health person and she went the whole year without a cold. There were no concomitant medications. Prior vaccinations included regular flu shot, but she thought it was longer than 4 weeks. There was no vaccines was administered on same date of Pfizer bnt162b2. The patient clarified the side effects she was experiencing as: joint pain, muscle pain, occasional headache, and chills that were coming in and out. The patient explained she got the vaccine on 30Dec2020. The patient started to have the joint pain 3-4 days after getting the vaccine in Jan2021. She stated it was still uncomfortable. Her back hurts, especially at night. It was like all the time, but more so at night. Her neck was really bad. Pretty much every place she had mild arthritis she hurt. She felt it mainly in her neck. She mentioned historically she was in a car accident where she broke her neck. The pain in her neck was almost to the point where she was when she was initially healing from the accident. Her hands hurt. Her lower back hurts. Her knee really hurts. It all hurt more than normal. The muscle pain started 3-4 days after she got the vaccine in Jan2021. The muscle pain was sporadic. She would feel it a little bit and then it went away and then she would feel it again. The headache started within the last 2-3 days in Jan2021. She thought it had gone away for the most part. She just got an occasional headache when her neck hurt a lot. It kind of went with the neck hurting. The chills started around 02Jan2021 or 03Jan2021. Usually she is hot all the time. However, lately she had been feeling chills. She was not sure if it was due to weather or if she was really having chills. This is unusual for her. She stated the chills was kind of the same or maybe a little better. She had a COVID test done on 26Dec2020 which was negative. She had to have the test done for pre-surgical reasons. The adverse events did not require a visit to emergency room or physician office.  The outcome of joint pain/knee really hurt, muscle pain and chills were not resolved, outcome of rest events were unknown.

936590 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Warm red indurated rash left deltoid stared 13d after immunization.  Didn?t see others had reported so figured I should.

936591 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 MS F lip numbing and swelling; lip numbing and swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 56-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EJ1686, expiration date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration in Jan2021 at 7:40 am in left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  She had a history or migraine from time to time but nothing she saw a doctor for, she just took over the counter BC powder. Weight was 150lb- 160lb, she thought she had gained weight but this was prior to getting the shot. She had a history of an allergic reaction to cefalexin (KEFLEX). This was when she was in college, she broke out in a rash all over her body. She had no NDC, Lot, or Expiry for that product. No additional vaccines were administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. Prior vaccinations (within 4 weeks) was none. Family medical history relevant to event was none. Patient had an adverse reaction of lip numbing and swelling to the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine. in Jan2021. Caller explained that she got her vaccine yesterday, the first shot, and afterward her lip felt numb, her upper, and swollen.  Shot was given at around 7:40 am. She didn't notice the numbness until this morning. It was not terrible, it just felt tight and looked a little swollen. The caller explained she felt ok she just didn't want this to exclude her from getting the second dose. Investigation assessment was none. The events did not require a visit to emergency room or physician office. Events was reported as related to vaccine. Outcome of events were unknown.

936592 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MT 47.0 F body aches/aches all over her body like a fever; nausea; Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine; first dose 17Dec2020; second dose 05Jan2021; dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 47-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 05Jan2021 17:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included heart attack three years ago which predates treatment with the Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previous received the first dose of the Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine (first dose lot= EH9899) on 17Dec2020 at 17:30 PM in the right arm and reported no reactions to the vaccine. The patient experienced dizziness on 05Jan2021, body aches/aches all over her body like a fever, nausea on 06Jan2021. Consumer calling regarding the Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine. States she never had side effects with the first shot but the second was killing her. Clarified she received the first dose of the Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine 17Dec2020 at 17:30 PM in the right arm. She didn't have any effects after that dose. Reports she received the second dose of the Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine 05Jan2021 at 17:30 PM in the right arm. She noticed about 20 minutes after the injection on the way home, she felt dizzy had to pull over. The next morning, she continued to experience a little dizziness with nausea but states she never threw up and she had aches all over her whole body, like a really bad fever but she didn't have a fever. She was still feeling the body aches but when she gets up and walks it gets worse, like if she went to work so she stayed home today and she can still feel it a little but it is less since she is relaxing. From her vaccine card she provides the lot number for the first dose and the lot number for the second dose EK9231; does not see NDC or expiration date. The outcome of events for dizziness, nausea was resolved on 06Jan2021, for body aches/aches all over her body like a fever was not resolved. The adverse event didn't require a visit to physician office nor emergency room. No Additional Vaccines Administered on Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect. No Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks). Patient's Medical History (including any illness at time of vaccination) was none. Family Medical History Relevant to adverse event was none. Relevant tests were none. Vaccination Facility Type: Hospital. Vaccine Administered at Facility: No.

936593 12/19/2020 01/12/2021 PA 36.0 M Heart rate increased; Feeling a little lightheaded; Tingling in nostrils and lips; Tingling in nostrils and lips; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other-HCP. A 36-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on 19Dec2020 (Saturday) at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The facility type vaccine was hospital. Medical history included obesity, Sleep apnea, seasonal allergy. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. After receiving the vaccine, 15-20 minutes afterwards patient began having an increased heart rate, feeling a little lightheaded and they brought patient back into the room. They monitored his vitals and then he started having tingling in his nostrils and lips but his blood pressure was fine. He didn't have any throat closure or anything like that but they monitored him in the emergency department for approximately an hour or so and they let him go and gave him the medications. Patient didn't received any treatment. The outcome of the events was recovering. Patient took CMB and EMP test. Patient further stated he was just trying to figure out should he get the second dose or not of the vaccine.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

936594 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 41.0 41 F Patient is mildly tachycardic, flushed, complaining of shortness of breath and sensation that her throat is closing.  Patient has some inspiratory stridor.  She was moved to a room and given intramuscular epinephrine, diphenhydramine, famotidine, and methylprednisolone.

936595 12/01/2020 01/12/2021 U Muscle cramp at the site injection/Intractable neck cramp the last 8 days post shot; Muscle cramp at the site injection; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable pharmacist.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 (ten days before 04Jan2021) at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was arm. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced muscle cramps and intractable neck cramp the last 8 days post shot in Jan2021. The shot was given ten days ago and after 08 days of time intent Muscle cramp at the site injection would be proximal to the shot injection site of the basically trapezius muscle and external emasculate muscle. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

936596 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 AZ 53.0 F I felt some fatigue just little tired; I have allergies too and I battle with allergies all the time; Feeling a little under the weather; runny nose; Feeling a little under the weather; runny nose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 53-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer/BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine, lot/ batch number EL1284) on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history and had no concomitant medications. The patient got her vaccine on 30Dec2020 in the morning and she had not experienced any type of severe side effects from the Covid vaccine and only felt some fatigue just little tired. But she started feeling a little under the weather and runny nose on 03Jan2021. The patient also reported that she had allergies too and battled with allergies all the time (clarification required). The patient had no treatment received for the events. The patient had no fever. The events little under the weather and runny nose resolved on 03Jan2021 and outcome of other events was unknown. The patient would like to ask whether the events were related to the vaccine as it was happening a few days later.

936597 01/12/2021 U sore site; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer via a Pfizer-sponsored program Corporate (Pfizer) Social Media Platform.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date (at an unknown age) at an unspecified dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced a "sore site" after vaccination No treatment information was reported. The clinical outcome of vaccination site pain was unknown.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

936598 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 29.0 29 F Pt presents with tachycardia after receiving first COVID vaccine at 1710 today. She initially believed she was anxious but when it was time to drive home, she figured it might be more than just a little anxiety. Hypertensive, remained tachycardic into the 130's and RRT EKG revealed PVCs. Received IV Benadryl with resolution of symptoms over 1-2 hours in the ED.

936599 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 35.0 F small swollen lymph node under her chin; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration in upper right arm on 17Dec2020 15:00 at single dose for vaccination. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient who was administered the first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine on 17Dec2020. She developed a small swollen lymph node under her chin on 19Dec2020 which was ongoing. She called to ask if the small swollen lymph node would be considered a serious adverse event; and if she should or should not still receive the second dose of Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine as scheduled for today. The outcome of event was not recovered.

936600 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 VA 51.0 F Hot flash, lasted whole day; Itching all over whole body/Itching in hands and feet all the time; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 51-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was arm. None medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient stated she had the COVID vaccine on Dec18th, her first one and she was fine, no issues and she would say the following Wednesday (23Dec2020), she started getting like a hot flash, it lasted whole day and then her feet started itching. And now, she have got itching all over her whole body and especially in her hands and her feet all the time. She went to her family doctor. She have not had this issue before and she don't have any known allergies. And she went to family doctor and he prescribed some antihistamines and of course they are still bothering patient. Besides itching, she was not having any other complication. Patient went to family doctor last week and he put her on a prescription of antihistamine trying to help. It is not helping, Benadryl helped her. When probed for the name of the product, patient stated she think the name of it is Lyrica. The events were persisting. She had better times but then it was other times when it is worse. When asked the causality, the patient stated she think so. She has never had a reaction like this and it has been going on everyday ever since. The only thing that worries is she was due to get her second one on the 8th which is this Friday and she have heard people rumors saying that when get second vaccine, whatever symptoms she was having are even worse. Patient don't know is it true. And of course everyone is saying like, normally they say - any reactions you get like the first 24-48 hours but her didn't happen until almost halfway till first week.

936601 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 FL 32.0 F Rash; Minor swelling; Itching; Pain at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 32-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration from 24Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. None medical history nor concomitant medications. It was reported that yesterday (03Jan2021) there was a rash with very minor swelling, itching, pain at the injection site. The outcome of events was unknown.

936602 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 VA 47.0 47 F CHILLS, FEELING UNWELL, FEVER, HEADACHE, INJECTION SITE PAIN, INJECTION SITE REDNESS, INJECTION SITE SWELLING, JOINT PAIN, MUSCLE PAIN, NAUSEA, VOMITING, DIARRHEA, SWOLLEN LYMPH NODES AND TIREDNESS. HAVE RECOVED FROM MOST OF THESE SYMPTOMS BUT THE SWOLLEN LYMPH  NODES AS OF 1/12/20.

936603 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TN M Has soreness today with triceps injection; It was given subcutaneously in his triceps, when it should be given intramuscularly in the deltoid; He received 2nd dose of Covid vaccine today and received it subcutaneously on his triceps which he thinks is an incorrect site of administration; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A male patient of unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), subcutaneously in the triceps on 07Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The physician called about the COVID-19 vaccine and stated that he was given his second dose that morning after the three weeks, and he was pretty sure it was given subcutaneously in his triceps, when it should be given intramuscularly in the deltoid. He says that he would like to inquire about recommendations for his next step, since it was given not per recommendations, and see if there is anything in Pfizer's recommendations such as check for antibodies in a couple weeks or to get another injection. He says that this injection was done a lot lower than his first dose, and he was reading Pfizer vaccine recommendations to be the deltoid, and he is guessing they gave it to him in the triceps subcutaneously. He says after the first shot, he had mild arm soreness with no other symptoms, he so far has soreness that day with triceps injection. He would like to know what recommendations are to do next, or if there is a higher risk of side effects since it was given into soft tissue, if there is any information or studies with data about subcutaneous administration of this vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936604 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 OK 70.0 F very bad headache; feels terrible/feeling bad; she was sick; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 70-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL4238, Expiration date: 30Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration at site of right arm at 14:00 on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing high cholesterol for several years. Concomitant medication included rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR) for cholesterol (had taken it for several years). The patient had a bad headache and feels terrible at 6 am on 07Jan2021, she wanted to know if she could take something for the headache. She got up at 6 am and feeling bad on 07Jan2021, she left for work and came home, and she was sick. Her feeling terrible started sometime during the night. She was feeling fine on 06Jan2021. These events were identified as non-serious by reporter. Vaccination Facility Type was in public health department. Vaccine was not administered at military facility. No history of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect. Additional Vaccines Administered on Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect: none. No adverse events required a visit to emergency room. No prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. No adverse events following prior vaccinations. The outcome of events 'headache' was not recovered; of rest events was unknown.

936605 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 55.0 55 M Extreme Chills, Muscle Aches, Tiredness, Joint pain throughout the body. Rest and Motrin used. Length: 48hrs

936606 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OK 64.0 M Severe diarrhea, followed by severe muscle cramps; Severe diarrhea, followed by severe muscle cramps; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for himself.  A 64-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number EL1283), intramuscular in right arm on 05Jan2021 11:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included ankylosing spondylitis, ulcerative colitis, prediabetes, previous hypertension, hypothyroidism, partial heart block and known allergies: Sulfa.  Concomitant medication included mesalazine (LIALDA), indometacin (INDOMETHACIN), levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), esomeprazole magnesium (NEXIUM), zolpidem tartrate (AMBIEN), metformin. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not have COVID tested post vaccination and did not have COVID prior vaccination. The patient experienced severe diarrhea, followed by severe muscle cramps on 05Jan2021 16:00 with outcome of recovered in Jan2021. The events were reported as non-serious.

936607 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 OK 34.0 M Injection site is very sore; arm swelling; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient). A 34-year-old male patient received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK9321), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at 08:00 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunization. There were no medical history or concomitant medications. The patient experienced injection site was very sore, arm swelling, and fatigue on 06Jan2021 at 08:00. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and the patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. The outcome of the events was resolving.

936608 12/26/2020 01/12/2021 WA 55.0 55 F Developed cellulitis at injection site. It should be noted that injection was to be given intramuscularly but the RN who administered it gave to the back of the arm which was likely subcutaneous rather than  intramuscular.

936609 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 27.0 F The day after vaccine administration, pt was still experiencing vertigo, spinning and headache.; The day after vaccine administration, pt was still experiencing vertigo, spinning and headache.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional (hcp). A 27-year-old female patient receive first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer BioNTech COVID vaccine, lot number: EL0140), intramuscularly on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. There is unknown if any other vaccine received in four weeks. The patient experienced the day after vaccine administration, patient was still experiencing vertigo, spinning and headache, all on 31Dec2020 the day after vaccine administration. The outcome of events was unknown. This is a non-serious report. It's unknown if patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 or tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The adverse did not result in 'doctor or other HCP visit or emergency room or urgent care, hospitalization or prolongation, life threatening illness, disability or death or congential anomaly'.   No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about Lot/Batch cannot be obtained.

936610 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 37.0 F 5 minutes post vaccine experienced tingling lips and dry mouth; 5 minutes post vaccine experienced tingling lips and dry mouth; 6 hours followed by lip numbness still occurring (23 hours post vaccine so far); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 37-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: ELO142), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 16:45 at single dose at right arm for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. No known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, patient didn't receive other medication within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced 5 minutes post vaccine experienced tingling lips and dry mouth x 6 hours followed by lip numbness still occurring (23 hours post vaccine so far) with outcome of recovered with lasting effects in Jan2021. Patient received Benadryl 37.5mg x 1 dose for events. The adverse events resulted in neither doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, nor emergency room/department or urgent care. The report is considered non-serious.

936611 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CO 33.0 33 F Severe Nausea, Headache, Fatigue, Body aches. kidney stones and sore throat.

936612 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 CA 51.0 F anaphylaxis; throat tightening; throat tightening/tingling; throat tightening/tingling/soreness; dry wheezy cough a little dizziness; dizziness; tachycardia; Itching; chills; numb R foot; Low grade temp; h/a today; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 51-years-old female patient (no pregnant) started to receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number el3248), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 11:00 at the first single dose at left arm for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included supraventricular tachycardia, adrenal insufficiency, hypothyroidism, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, hypermobility syndrome, developmental hip.  Concomitant medication included hydrocortisone, trazodone, levothyroxine sodium (LEVOTHROID), bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN).  The patient previously took erythromycin, morphine and experienced drug hypersensitivity.  The patient experienced anaphylaxis, throat tightening/tingling/soreness, dry wheezy cough a little dizziness and tachycardia. Itching, numb R foot, Low grade temp and chills and headache on 06Jan2021 11:15. Seriousness criteria reported as life threatening. Taken to ER had IV benadryl, solumedrol, pepcid for anaphylaxis. Placed on O2 and given albuterol nebulizer. Had IV fluid bolus. Now on benadryl and 5 days of prednisone. The patient felt completely fine prior to vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: negative on 06Jan2021.  The outcome of events was recovering. No other vaccine in four weeks; No covid prior vaccination.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of anaphylaxis presented as throat tightening/tingling/soreness, dry wheezy cough a little dizziness and tachycardia. Itching, numb R foot, Low grade temp and chills and headache cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  The underlying predisposing condition of drug allergies may put the patient at high risk of anaphylactic reactions. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

936613 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 NV F Hives all over her body; Shortness of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for patient (coworker). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at occupational health department at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had a worse reaction than reporter did. The patient's worse reaction included hives all over her body and shortness of breath. Caller cannot believe the patient was still working like this. The outcome of events was unknown. Caller declined to provide any further information for this report.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936614 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 IN 32.0 32 M Body itchiness

936615 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 TN 50.0 M Shortness of breath on exertion; weakness; fatigue; chills; tingling sensation of extremities that continues on; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient. A 50-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot EK9231) solution for injection intramuscular on 21Dec2020 (at the age of 50-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included neuropathy. Concomitant medication included gabapentin. Past drug history included known allergies: TOPAMAX. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 27Dec2020, the patient experienced fatigue, chills, tingling sensation of extremities that continues on. Treatment for the events fatigue, chills, tingling sensation of extremities included ibuprofen (MOTRIN) and acetaminophen (TYLENOL) taken with minimal or short temporary relief. On 30Dec2020, the patient experienced shortness of breath on exertion and weakness and tried to go to Urgent care clinic for Covid test but no available test so the doctor prescribed ZITHROMAX in case it was Covid. On 30Dec2020, MRI, XRAY, LABS were taken and all came back negative and normal except having all these symptoms. On 02Jan2021, Covid test done and result was negative, tested for antibody and it was positive. The outcome of the event fatigue was unknown. The outcome of the events chills and tingling sensation of extremities was recovered in Jan2021. The outcome of the events shortness of breath on exertion and weakness was not recovered. The events fatigue, chills, tingling sensation of extremities that continues on, shortness of breath on exertion and weakness required a physician office visit.

936616 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 WA 56.0 F injection site was really red. It was the size of a 50 cent piece if not bigger; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 56-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# 037K20A, expiration date: Jul2021), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 05Jan2021 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was none.  Concomitant medication included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), warfarin and another medication. The patient worked in health care. She received the Covid-19 injection. The injection site was really red on 06Jan2021. It was the size of a 50 cent piece if not bigger. She wasn't sure if she should be worried. The outcome of event was not recovered.

936617 01/12/2021 30.0 F Rigors; Feverish (yet afebrile); Myalgias; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient herself).  This 30-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unknown route, on unknown date at single dose; and the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 04Jan2021 at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was right arm. The patient did not have a relevant medical history. No known allergies. No relevant concomitant medications were provided.  No other vaccine was received in four weeks. On unknown date, the patient developed rigors, feverish (yet afebrile), myalgias, and fatigue. Pre-vaccination and post-vaccination COVID tests were not performed. The patient was not treated for the events. She recovered from the events on unknown date.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

936618 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 36.0 36 F Soreness at injection site started at 1600 Body aches, headache, and low grade fever woke me up around 0100 Y

936619 01/12/2021 MT U Patient with Covid between their first and second doses of the Covid vaccine; Patient with Covid between their first and second doses of the Covid vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable Pharmacist reported similar events for 2 patients. This is the 2nd of 2 reports. A patient of an unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer/BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine) on an unspecified date for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient got Covid between first and second doses of the Covid vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (got COVID between first and second doses) with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021011515 same reporter/drug/AE, different patient

936620 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 U some axillary tenderness; some localized site tenderness; swollen lymph nodes; This is a spontaneous report from two contactable Other HCPs. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced some localized site tenderness, some axillary tenderness in the days after the vaccine and then symptoms went away. The past couple of days she was experiencing extremely swollen lymph nodes and an ultrasound confirmed this. No other symptoms at this time. The outcome of events some axillary tenderness and some localized site tenderness was recovered; of event swollen lymph nodes was unknown.  Information on lot number/batch number has been requested.

936621 01/12/2021 MT U patient with covid between their first and second doses of the covid vaccine; patient with covid between their first and second doses of the covid vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable pharmacist reported similar events for two patients. This is the first case out of 2 cases. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231, expiration date: Apr2021, NDC#59267-1000-1), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient with Covid between the first and second doses of the Covid vaccine on an unspecified date. The reporting pharmacist wanted to know if the patients with covid between their first and second doses of the covid vaccine what their risk would be, Reportedly 2 different patient. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (COVID between first and second dose) with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021011471 same reporter/drug/event, different patient..

936622 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 HI 20.0 20 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Large bump (1/2 inch raised from the rest of my arm)  on injection site appeared roughly a week after vaccine. Roughly 2.5 inches in diameter and firm to the touch. Mildly itchy and red with a few small bumps.

936623 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 39.0 M Off-label use; Severe headache; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient himself).  This 39-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EL1284 with Expiration Date Mar2021), via an unknown route, on 19Dec2020 at single dose; and the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EL1284 with Expiration date Apr2021), via an unknown route, on 05Jan2021 at 18:30; both doses for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was right arm. The patient did not have a relevant medical history. No additional drugs were reported. The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 39-year-old. Then last night, on 06Jan2021 around 23:00PM-23:30 she started to have chills that lasted throughout the night. He stated he felt 95% better. Just minor lingering effects there with the chills, nothing too bad. On 07Jan2021, he woke up with a severe headache. It took a fewhours to subside.  Therapeutic measures taken as result of the events included ibuprofen (strength: 200 mg) which pretty much resolved. It had resolved 95%, ibuprofen helped. It took several hours for it to subside. The patient took 4 tablets of ibuprofen. The patient was recovering from the events headache and chills.

936624 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 DC 30.0 F Nausea; Feeling unwell; 1st dose Pfizer covid vaccine administered on 17Dec2020/second shot of the Pfizer Covid vaccine yesterday (04Jan2021); back pain/back pain was pretty severe and was worse than it would normally be; severe headache that turned into a migraine; severe headache that turned into a migraine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 30-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL1284, Expiry Date: Apr2021) intramuscular at left deltoid on 04Jan2021 16:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. 1st dose Pfizer covid vaccine was administered on 17Dec2020 (Lot number: EH9899). She was covid positive the day after receiving her first dose of the Pfizer covid vaccine. Her primary care informed her to get the booster despite testing positive for the virus. She was told since she was asymptomatic that she could get the vaccine. Medical history included back pain, covid from 3 weeks ago (Dec2020). There were no concomitant medications.  The patient experienced back pain and severe headache that turned into a migraine on 04Jan2021, nausea and feeling unwell on 05Jan2021. She got the second shot of the Pfizer Covid vaccine yesterday (04Jan2021) around 16:00. Overnight she had back pain, severe headache that turned into a migraine. Now she had developed nausea and was generally feeling unwell. She had covid 3 weeks ago and she was instructed to get the vaccine. She has a history of back pain but states it was obviously triggered. Reports that last night her back pain was pretty severe and was worse than it would normally be.  Nausea and feeling unwell was reported as worsened. Back pain was slightly improved. Headache that turned into migraine improved with medication. The outcome of events back pain and severe headache that turned into a migraine was recovering; of events nausea and feeling unwell was not recovered.

936625 01/12/2021 CA U tested positive and also received the vaccine from COVID-19; tested positive and also received the vaccine from COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program. This contactable physician reported similar events for the physician herself and a patient. This is the second report, the patient report of 2 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The physician reported there was another person in her clinic that tested positive and also received the COVID vaccine on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.    The information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection needed for meaningful medical assessment.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021000799 Same reporter, same drug, different patients

936626 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 NV 33.0 33 M Mild to moderate muscular pain around injection site.  Pain present upon any kind of movement (7/10), even when resting if arm was not in a fully relaxed and supported position, and upon palpation.  Mild swelling present, but no visible bruising, redness, rash, or bleeding.   General body weakness and slight body aches.  Mild fever (typical temperature mid-97, highest temperature that day of 99.3).  Lethargy all day.  Treatment consisted of increased fluid/electrolyte intake and rest.  No medications taken.  Approximately 22-23 hours after the first symptoms occurred, they went away.  After waking up the next day, none of the symptoms were present with the exception of very mild pain (1-2/10) around the injection site on palpation only.  No other symptoms present.

936627 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 29.0 F Myalgia; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician (the patient).  A 29-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, first dose on 16Dec2020 (lot EK5730) and second dose on 06Jan2021 at 18:00 (lot EL3246), both in left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The vaccine was administered at Hospital Facility. The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced myalgia on 07Jan2021 08:00. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Nasopharyngeal Nasal Swab/sars-cov-2 test: negative on 21Dec2020. No treatment was given for the event. The event was non-serious with outcome of recovering.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

936628 01/12/2021 CA F dizziness/light headedness; increased blood pressure; anxiety; a rash that developed down to the elbow; cramping; bladder pressure; received the menstrual period earlier than expected; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient) via Pfizer sales representative.  A female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included kidney stones. Concomitant medications were not reported. Patient experience dizziness, light headedness after receiving the vaccine. Additionally, the patient had increased blood pressure and anxiety, as well as a rash that developed down to the elbow. The rash resolved the following day. The day after receiving the vaccine, the patient reported cramping, bladder pressure and received the menstrual period earlier than expected. Events took place after use of product. The outcome of events cramping and bladder pressure is not recovered. The outcome of event rash was recovered. The outcome of other events was unknown.  Information on the lot number has been requested.

936629 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 61.0 F notice a rash on her left hand; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 61-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EH9899), via unspecified route of administration on left arm on 05Jan2021 at single dose for Covid. The relevant medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none. The patient stated that she just got the first shot of COVID vaccine and noticed a rash on her left hand. She stated that it was the same arm that she got the shot. She wanted to know if there was anything that she needed to do. She stated that she got it through the state as a healthcare worker. She stated that she noticed the rash 20 minutes prior to the report. The patient had no treatment for the event. The patient was tested for COVID the week prior the report in Dec2020 and it was negative. She was going in at the time of the report to get another COVID test. The outcome of the event was not recovered.

936630 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 58.0 58 F 4 cm area of redness, slightly warm to the touch

936631 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 CA F consumed alcohol yesterday and was woozy afterwards; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231) via unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included consume alcohol. Concomitant medications were not reported. Patient took the vaccine at work yesterday (05Jan2021), she works in the healthcare industry, and wants to know if after getting the vaccine can a person consume alcohol. The patient remarked that she did consume alcohol yesterday and was woozy afterwards. She read somewhere that a person should not consume alcohol for 2 months as the vaccine will not work as well. She wanted to know if this was true. Outcome of the event was unknown.

936632 12/15/2020 01/12/2021 TX 21.0 M injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 21-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (batch/lot number: EH9899) first dose on 15Dec2020 13:00 Intramuscular Deltoid Left at single dose for COVID-19 prophylaxis. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) None. AE(s) following prior vaccinations None. Family Medical History Relevant to AE(s) None. He said that he had no side effects with the first dose except for injection site pain. Vaccination Facility Type was Hospital. Vaccine not Administered at Facility. No events require a visit to: Emergency Room or Physician Office. The outcome of the event was unknown.

936633 01/12/2021 CA F Diarrhea continue for a couple days, resolved for a couple days, and then returned for a couple more days before resolving; Dehydrated from the diarrhea; Stomach cramps; Headache; Migraine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient) via Pfizer sales representative. This other HCP reported information for two patients. This is the first of the two reports. A female patient of unknown age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on unknown date at single dose via unknown route of administration for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported diarrhea that began about 1 hour after receiving the vaccine. Diarrhea continued for a couple days, resolved for a couple days, and then returned for a couple more days before resolving. The patient was dehydrated from the diarrhea and also had stomach cramps the days that she had the diarrhea. Patient also reported headache/migraine since she received the vaccine. The outcome of the event Diarrhea was recovering. The outcome of other events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936636 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA 82.0 F first dose on 21Dec2020/ second dose on 04Jan2021; first dose on 21Dec2020/ second dose on 04Jan2021; her fever went up to 101.4/ her fever is down to 99.6; still does not feel good/ felt sick/ felt terrible; wanted throw up; shaking chills; extreme weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 82-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EK5730), via unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose, and second dose (lot number: EL3246), via unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated that she got it in the evening and had a fever and felt sick like she wanted throw up. She stated that her fever went up to 101.4, that she felt terrible, had shaking chills and extreme weakness. She tried to drink a lot of liquids thinking that would help. Stated that it was a really bad experience. She clarified that all of these side effects were with the second dose. She had no side effects with the first dose. She reported all of this previously. She stated that she called in fever down 99.6 and did not feel good. She stated that the Tylenol brought fever down a little bit. She was still not able to go to work. The outcome of the event "her fever went up to 101.4/ her fever is down to 99.6" was recovering, the event "still does not feel good/ felt sick/ felt terrible" was not recovered, while other events were unknown.

936637 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 WV 47.0 47 M The morning after the injection when I woke up my entire body was sore to even walk.  That lasted 1 day.  Since then I have experienced chills, lightheadedness, confusion and an overall feeling of exhaustion.

936638 01/12/2021 GA F headache; This is spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient, an oncology nurse navigator) via a company representative. A female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medication were not reported. Patient received Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine and got a headache. Patient is a female and. The nurse was excited to share that they received the vaccine. Event took place after use of product. Outcome of the event was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about Lot/Batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

936639 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 KS F experiencing fever of 101 degrees F; muscle aches; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, received via a contactable consumer. A female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date unknown), dose number 1, via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was experiencing fever of 101 degrees F, muscle aches, and chills on 05Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.

936640 01/12/2021 U chills; Headache; body aches; This is a Spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient) via a Pfizer Sponsored Program Corporate (Pfizer) Social Media Platforms. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported "Hang in there immune response kicked my butt at about 12 hr point (chills, headache, body aches)". The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

936641 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 31.0 31 M Sore arm

936642 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 U did develop COVID that week probably symptoms in general by 25Dec/probably infected whenever got the vaccine; did develop COVID that week probably symptoms in general by 25Dec/probably infected whenever got the vaccine/I don't feel very well right now; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received 1st vaccine on 21Dec2020. The patient did develop COVID that week probably symptoms in general by 25Dec2020. She was probably infected whenever she got the vaccine and the patient was scheduled to have second vaccine on 11Jan2021 which was next Monday and the patient was still sick, should the patient delayed that. The patient also did not feel very well on an unknown date ("right now"). The outcome of the events was not recovered.

936644 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 OR 48.0 F Difficult time sleeping last night; Woke up with all joints achy; Aching all up my spine; sort of weird headache; body aching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 48-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231) via unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included depression, had hip surgery last year (from 2020) and anxiety. Concomitant medication included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO) for anxiety and depression. esomeprazole magnesium (NEXIUM [ESOMEPRAZOLE MAGNESIUM]), on regular basis naproxen sodium (ALEVE) and paracetamol (TYLENOL) because of her hip. Patient was calling because she was vaccinated yesterday, 03Jan2021. Patient was a nurse and she got the COVID Vaccine yesterday. she wanted to go into the symptom checker or whatever because she was having, she woke, she wasn't (incomplete sentence). she had a difficult time sleeping last night. She woke up like with all her joints start just achy and she did not have a great time. she wanted to report her symptoms. patient have other things. No really big co-morbidities, like, she had depression. she had some body issues like she had a "torn labor" and stuff like that but that needs to be repaired but not like blood pressure, diabetes, none of those things. she had hip surgery last year. she took two Aleve in the morning and two 500 Tylenol. And she took one more Aleve in the evening and two more Tylenol. As of causality, patient stated she believe so. It's much more intense than it was, than she was feeling yesterday. she definitely could feel it after she had the vaccination. she got like this aching all up her spine and sort of the weird headache for about (incomplete sentence). it was for the rest of the day about an hour after she got the vaccination. She was a little too un-tuned with her body aching. Consumer stated, "Is there, I mean, more I was calling to register with that CDC thing or whatever to report, you know just what's happening. I figured it was probably, kind of part of the research study or whatever for symptoms and tracking and all that. Is that what I am doing as well too by doing this or is that something separate?" When probed if reported through CDC questionnaire, consumer stated, "No, I went onto the website and it said that on CDC website the worst thing and it said that you needed a code or something a key code to get into the program and I don't. Is this where the reporting is going or how do I register with the (app Name) or whatever? Is that what I did by telling you what's going on?" When informed about the role of Pfizer Drug Safety, consumer stated, "I did not understand that safety report or I figured that we were like also assisting in some kind of research trial type thing too. Are they going to call me or no? Is this the last time I'm hearing from anyone?" No investigation assessment. No Lab Work. No Treatment. Outcome of the events was unknown.

936645 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea starting at 2230 until 0100. Body aches, chills, fatigue, difficulty concentrating until 12/25 afternoon

936646 01/12/2021 CA U Nurse had the same symptoms but her symptoms were even worse. She had some numbness in the face and the extremities and her symptoms lasted longer and then subsided next day according to the nurse; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A patient (ICU nurse) of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter reported that the nurse had some numbness in the face and the extremities and her symptoms lasted longer and then subsided next day according to the nurse who administered the vaccine to the reporter but again, the reporter didn't know if even those guys were reporting this or not. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

936647 12/01/2020 01/12/2021 M had covid after his first dose; had covid after his first dose; headaches; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect from a contactable Physician. A male patient of an unspecified age received his first single dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer/ BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine) on an unspecified date in Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunization. The patient previously had Covid in Apr2020. Concomitant medications were not reported. After his first dose of vaccine, in Dec2020, the patient had Covid and headaches. The outcome of the events was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported "had Covid" after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

936648 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 MI F Got the first dose of the vaccine on 23Dec2020, this week the patient was tested positive for COVID; Got the first dose of the vaccine on 23Dec2020, this week the patient was tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the first dose of the vaccine on 23Dec2020, this week the patient was tested positive for COVID in Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported tested positive for COVID  after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

936649 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 F she tested positive in the middle; she tested positive in the middle; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable female consumer (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program . A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 at first single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Caller was asking if it was safe for her to get the second dose, she had the 1st dose on the 16Dec2020 and scheduled for the second dose today (reported on 06Jan2021), however she tested positive in the middle. Outcome of the event was unknown.  information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936650 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 VA M tested positive for Covid-19; tested positive for Covid-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (HCP) reporting for himself via a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A male patient of an unspecified age received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number and expiry date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was tested positive for COVID-19 on 28Dec2020 and he was wondering if he was still able to receive the second dose of the vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported tested positive for COVID-19 after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

936651 01/12/2021 NJ U some arm soreness in the injected arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on arm, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported he had already received his first dose of the Pfizer covid-19 vaccine and tolerated it well, but he did experience some arm soreness in the injected arm. The outcome of event was recovered.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested

936652 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA F some rashes on her face; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had some rashes on her face on 06Jan2021. She would like to know if it's okay to take diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). The outcome of event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested

936653 01/12/2021 M diarrhea; loss of smell and taste; loss of smell and taste; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable pharmacist. A 72-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer/ BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine) at a single dose on an unspecified date for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. After the vaccination, the patient experienced diarrhea and loss of smell and taste. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

936654 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 TX 38.0 M I still feel little bit fatigue during the day but nothing compared to the evening hours; Joint pain; Muscle pain; Fever only last about only 2 hours and then it goes away; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 38-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient reported that: "during the day I feel almost like 80%, I still feel little bit fatigue during the day but nothing compared to the evening hours, in the evening hours and in the early morning, I am getting like severe joint pain, muscle pain and I also come down with fever from last two nights but the fever only last about only 2 hours and then it goes away". The patient outcome of fever was recovered, the outcome of the other events was unknown.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

936655 01/12/2021 U Pain; I never had a sinus effect but it feels like stuffy and painful in my nose and running a little bit; I never had a sinus effect but it feels like stuffy and painful in my nose and running a little bit; I never had a sinus effect but it feels like stuffy and painful in my nose and running a little bit; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), Batch/lot number Unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient reported that was okay for an hour and then suddenly the patient on an unspecified date experienced pain and felt like stuffy and painful in patient nose and running a little bit.  The patient was treated with BENADRYL. The outcome of the events was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936656 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NY 54.0 F I am running my temperature 100.1; Chills; Body is still painful; my body achy, my back hurts; every joints hurt in me; Body is still painful; my body achy, my back hurts; every joints hurt in me; Body is still painful; my body achy, my back hurts; every joints hurt in me; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) and a contactable other health professional.  A 54-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. On Jan2021, the patient reported that: "I am running my temperature 100.1, chills in my body and my body is still painful. I don't have shortness of breath, but I am very painful. I took 2 TYLENOL. I woke with chills, I have my body achy, my back hurts. I am in pain, every joint hurt in me. I took my temperature and I realized it was 100.1". The patient outcome of fever and chills was unknown, the outcome of the other events was not recovered.   Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.

936657 01/12/2021 U I have had since then sleeping disturbances which means I woke several times in the night; I have had since then sleeping disturbances which means I woke several times in the night; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician who reported for themselves. A patient of unspecified age and unspecified gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date (at an unspecified age) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced "I have had since then sleeping disturbances which means I woke several times in the night" on an unspecified date. The patient called and stated that they were a family doctor and had a question about the COVID-19 vaccine. The patient reported that they "got this vaccine about a week ago and I have had since then sleeping disturbances which means I woke several times in the night. The question is if the company has experienced any complaints for it." The patient was informed about the Pfizer Medical Information department and as department was closed the telephone number was provided. The clinical outcome of the event "I have had since then sleeping disturbances which means I woke several times in the night" was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

936658 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NY 42.0 42 M Peripheral neuropathy. Needles and tingling from finger tips to shoulder - bilateral. More pronounced in left arm where vaccine was administered. Sensation lasted about 30 minutes and then subsequently subsided. No treatment needed. No further symptoms the following day besides injection site soreness.

936659 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA 33.0 F Coughing; chills; she is feeling like a headache, might be from all the coughing; she threw up a yellow stuff, I think the yellow mucous or acid; Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's spouse) via a Pfizer-Sponsored Program, Pfizer First Connect. A 33-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot #: EL1284) via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 (at the age of 33-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as "none". Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced "coughing", "chills", "she is feeling like a headache, might be from all the coughing", "she threw up a yellow stuff, I think the yellow mucous or acid" and "fever", all on unspecified dates. It was reported that "the reporter called concerned about his wife who got the Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine "yesterday" and then she started coughing and experienced a fever." The reporter stated "she was coughing a lot and she threw up a yellow stuff, I think the yellow mucous or acid or whatever. She had a fever that peaked till 100. I gave her Aspirin, it dropped down to 98 at the moment, but she was still having chills." The reported stated that "I just gave Aspirin for the fever. She said at the back of her neck you know she said that she is feeling like a headache, might be from all the coughing." The patient underwent lab tests reported as "got blood work for allergies and stuff like that". When inquired regarding the indication, the reporter stated, "she was caring for my uncle who is 65 and older". The reported stated "I feel that it is recovering, it's getting better".  The clinical outcome of the event "chills" was not recovered/not resolved whereas the clinical outcomes of the events "coughing", "she is feeling like a headache, might be from all the coughing", "she threw up a yellow stuff, I think the yellow mucous or acid" and "fever" were all unknown.

936660 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 U I just need to lay down I can barely sit up; Headache; I wasn't feeling good; My body is sore; Fever of a 101°F; Diarrhea; I threw up a little bit in the bathroom; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose on 31Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included Covid-19 in Aug2020. Concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient stated that, on 04Jan2021 developed headache, I wasn't feeling good, my body is sore, fever of a 101°F, diarrhea, I threw up a little bit in the bathroom. The patient also reported that "I just need to lay down I can barely sit up on an unspecified date. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936661 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Itching 2 days after it was given.

936662 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 48.0 F I am having bad rash all over; I started getting in middle in my back and now it just everywhere; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself.  A 48-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 ((PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced bad rash all over; she started getting in middle in her back and now it just everywhere on 03Jan2021 shortly after vaccination with outcome of unknown. The patient was doing anti-histamine and hydrocortisone cream as treatment.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

936663 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 NC 39.0 F Hives; Itching like a crazy person; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (Nurse Practitioner). A 39-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730), intramuscular on 22Dec2020 at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included heavy (Other medical conditions: Consumer stated, "No, I'm healthy other than being a little heavy"). There were no concomitant medications. Patient stated, "I filled out the 'app' after I got my Pfizer Vaccine the first one on 22Dec (Clarification Unknown) but I believe that I have been having a reaction to the vaccination and wanted some kind of guidance on moving forward with the booster and kind of what I should do?" The patient experienced hives and itching like a crazy person when she got the vaccine, 22Dec2020. Treatment in response to treatment, patient stated, "I have taken a lot. It's hives and itching like a crazy person. So I have been take Ibuprofen, and antihistamines like Claritin, Zyrtec and Benadryl." The outcome of the events was recovering ("I would say may be persistent, may be slight improvement"). The events were related to suspect drug as per reporter.

936664 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 U Bad fever; Body ache; can't get up with arm, really sore; really not feeling good; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of an unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration, on 04Jan2021 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. In Jan2021, the patient experienced bad fever, body ache, can't get up with arm, really sore, and really not feeling good. The clinical outcome of  bad fever, body ache, can't get up with arm, really sore, and really not feeling good was unknown.

936665 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TX 71.0 71 F MODERNA COVID-19 VACCINE EUA After the vaccine felt sleepy all day but could conduct my daily life. Left arm became sore during the night. Heartburn during the night, had trouble sleeping due to heartburn. Heartburn was stronger than my usual GERD.

936666 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 47.0 F Anaphylactic reaction; Flushed; Diaphoretic; redness and rash; hives on chest; Tachycardia; shortness of breath; Chest tightness; Dizziness; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.   A 47-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at 08:49 (at the age of 47-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.   There were no known medical history or concomitant medications.  The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 on 18Dec2020 (Lot Number: EK5730) for COVID-19 immunization and experienced nausea, headache, and fatigue. On 08Jan2021, about 5-10 minutes after the second dose, the patient experienced anaphylactic reaction, flushed, diaphoretic, redness and rash, hives on chest, tachycardia, shortness of breath, and chest tightness, reported as life-threatening. She reported that these events occurred within less than 10 minutes of receiving the vaccine. She went to the emergency room and was treated with methylprednisolone (SOLUMEDROL), diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL), famotidine (PEPCID), and epinephrine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN). She was sent home and prescribed methylprednisolone and epinephrine (EPI-PEN).  Later on 08Jan2021, she experienced dizziness and headache, which were consistent. She stated she would most likely take ibuprofen (MOTRIN) as treatment (not specified if taken). The clinical outcomes of the flushed, diaphoretic, redness and rash, hives on chest, tachycardia, shortness of breath, and chest tightness were recovered on 08Jan2021; while the outcomes of the dizziness and headache were not recovered and that of the anaphylaxis was reported as recovering.; Sender's Comments: The reported information is limited. Based on the close temporal relationship and the description of the events, there is a reasonable possibility that the events are related to BNT162 vaccine. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

936667 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 LA 89.0 F Head hurting really bad; Bad muscle pain all across shoulder and neck; Bad muscle pain all across shoulder and neck; some other joint pain too; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, regarding the reporter's mother. An 89-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EL0140; Expiration date: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration, on 29Dec2020 (at the age of 89-years-old) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included blood pressure, heart problems, back issues, hip issues, and kidney problems. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced head hurting really bad, bad muscle pain all across shoulder and neck, and some other joint pain too on an unspecified date. The clinical course was reported as follows: The reporter called regarding their mother, who was vaccinated on 29Dec2020. The patient's head was hurting really bad, which she never has a headache and was having bad muscle pain all across her shoulder and neck. The patient was given paracetamol (TYLENOL ARTHRITIS) 650 mg and heat pad. She was having some other joint pain too and the fever was fine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included lab work: unknown results on an unspecified date. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events as aforementioned. The clinical outcome of head hurting really bad, bad muscle pain all across shoulder and neck, and some other joint pain too was unknown.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was provided, but will be confirmed/requested during follow up.

936668 01/12/2021 U glands in throat really swollen; muscles in right leg started spasming; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of an unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced glands in throat really swollen and muscles in right leg started spasming on an unspecified date. The clinical course was reported as: The patient received the vaccine and woke up with glands really swollen and, in the evening, muscles in legs started spasming in right leg. The muscle spasms persisted over the last day or so. The clinical outcome of glands in throat really swollen and muscles in right leg started spasming was unknown.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and has been requested during follow up.

936669 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 OR 33.0 33 F Injection site  swelled , was sore, became itchy, and was hot to the touch. It began the evening of 1/8/21 as tenderness and itchy but increased in size, temperature, and increased tenderness and itch the evening of 1/9/21. I took 3 ibuprofen and iced for 30 minutes. By morning, swelling was down and not as sore. Site still remains itchy at times.

936670 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 AL 59.0 F when they put the vaccine into the patient's deltoid, it helped the patient's shoulder have more range of motion just a little bit; when they put the vaccine into the patient's deltoid, it helped the patient's shoulder have more range of motion just a little bit; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (EMT, Emergency Medical Technician).  A 59-year-old female patient received the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number and Expiration Date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in the deltoid on 30Dec2020 at 59-years-old at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included bad shoulder from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medications included vitamins from an unspecified date to an unspecified date. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced: when they put the vaccine into the patient's deltoid, it helped the patient's shoulder have more range of motion just a little bit. The clinical course was reported as follows: The patient stated, "so everybody is talking about the negative, the adverse reactions, but I would like to perhaps report a positive reaction." The patient had a bad shoulder for 10 or 15 years. The administrating professional put the vaccine into the patient's deltoid ("my shoulder muscle"). The patient stated, "I don't know, maybe it helped my shoulder have more range of motion just a little bit."  The clinical outcome of the events: unexpected therapeutic effect and pre-existing condition improved, was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are needed; information about batch/lot number cannot be obtained.

936671 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 TX M dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient 's wife).  A male patient of unknown age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient was having some issues, he says he keeps getting dizziness. Outcome is unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

936672 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 PA 44.0 F Chills; Fever; Body ache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient.  A 44-year-old female patient  received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 (at the age of 44-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included already tested positive for COVID.  There were no concomitant medications. On 04Jan2021 the patient experienced chills, fever, and body ache. Therapeutic measures taken as a result of chills, fever, and body ache included Tylenol 500 mg. The clinical outcome of the events chills, fever, and body ache was unknown.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

936673 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Twelve hours after dose: headache, diarrhea, myalgia, cervical lymphadenopathy, nausea, fatigue. Side effects improved by 48 hours after injection and completely resolved by 72 hours after injection.

936676 09/11/2020 01/12/2021 PA 67.0 67 F arm sore / pain in right arm; weakness in right arm; Today patient was in a lot of pain / worse during lateral movements or / raises her arm above her head; weakness are worse during lateral movements / raises her arm above her head; right arm was hot for 3  days; This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative and described the occurrence of pain in arm in a 67-year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) (batch number MT7C9, expiry date unknown) for prophylaxis.   Co-suspect products included Flu Seasonal QIV Dresden (Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2020-2021 season) for prophylaxis.   Previously administered products included Pneumonia vaccine (got last year). Concurrent medical conditions included ileo-anal pouch (J pouch) and colon cancer.   On 11th September 2020, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix and Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2020-2021 season. On 24th November 2020, 74 days after receiving Shingrix and Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2020-2021 season, the patient experienced pain and weakness. On an unknown date, the patient experienced pain in arm, weakness of arms and extremities hot feeling of. On an unknown date, the outcome of the pain in arm and weakness of arms were not recovered/not resolved and the outcome of the extremities hot feeling of was recovered/resolved and the outcome of the pain and weakness were unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the pain in arm, weakness of arms, extremities hot feeling of, pain and weakness to be related to Shingrix. It was unknown if the reporter considered the pain and weakness to be related to Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2020-2021 season.  Additional details were provided as follows: The patient received 1st dose of Shingrix in her right arm deltoid and a flu shot at the same time in her left arm deltoid. The patient reported right arm sore and hot for 3 days then resolved. The patient reported continued weakness and pain in right arm. The patient does arm exercise reps at the gym with 10 to 12 pound weights and did so last night. On 24th November 2020, the patient was in a lot of pain. The patient stated that the pain and weakness were worse during lateral movements or when she raises her arm above her head. The reporter did not consented to follow up.

936677 01/12/2021 NJ M Neuropathy / is going to receive Shingrix´s 2nd dose; This case was reported by a pharmacist via call center representative and described the occurrence of neuropathy in a elderly male patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   On an unknown date, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix. On an unknown date, unknown after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced neuropathy (serious criteria GSK medically significant). The patient was treated with immunoglobulin human normal (Gammagard). On an unknown date, the outcome of the neuropathy was not recovered/not resolved.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the neuropathy to be related to Shingrix.  Additional information was provided as follows: The reporter stated that a patient who was currently receiving Gammagard because of a neuropathy and the patient was going to receive Shingrix 2nd dose. No other information about the patient´s medical condition was provided and did not have any vaccine information. The reporter consented to follow up. No further information was available.

936678 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 69.0 69 F After the vaccine was administered, she decided to check her pulse and see that was a little high, get scared.  She was evaluated by the Fire Rescue at 10:30 am and was released home at 10:45 am.

936679 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 WA 48.0 48 F Large local red rash at the injection site. Hot to the touch, very itchy. Applied cortisone topical and took PO Benadryl  for a few days. The rash started to improve after three days of taking Benadryl.

936680 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MI 29.0 29 F Nausea  Body aches Fatigue Headache Injection site soreness

936681 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MA 23.0 23 F Muscle soreness in left arm, fever at 99.6 degrees starting 6 hours after injection. Fever went to 100.5 degrees at 1am, 11 hours after injection, and stayed at over 100 degrees  until 6:30am, (100.4) when I took Tylenol as recommended by the nurse who administered the injection.

936682 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 KY 42.0 42 F Headache, nausea, vomiting, dizziness, body aches, pain at injection site, chills,fatigue

936683 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 TX 66.0 66 F I felt close to passing out as my first  symptom after receiving the booster.  Since I had not heard this as a reaction, I thought I should report it.  I felt faint numerous times up to 90 hours afterward.  Then complete resolution.  I also had 101 fever for 24 hours, chills, body aches, but these symptoms have been listed as common.

936684 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AR 26.0 26 F Muscle/joint aches, low grade fever, chills happens every 4 hours.

936685 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 86.0 86 M After the vaccine, the wife verbalized her husband felt lightheaded and dizzy.  He was evaluated by Fire Rescue and released home at 2:32 pm.

936686 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 WI 22.0 22 M I developed headache, low grade fever, and nausea at approximately 11:59 PM 1/11/2021. As of 05:42 AM 1/12/2021 these symptoms persist. Headache reduced via ibuprofen, fever and nausea did not respond.

936687 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NH 44.0 44 F Uncontrollable chills, achiness, headache, nightmares

936688 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MS 42.0 42 F Nausea, headache, vomiting, chills, body aches, pain at injection, dizzy

936689 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 WI 65.0 65 F I had body aches, headaches, and just felt tired. I took Tylenol extra strength every 6 hours for a 24 hour period. After that I felt fine.

936690 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 41.0 41 M Fever, shortness of breath, nausea

936695 01/12/2021 TX F anaphylactic reaction to an influenza vaccine; Initial information regarding an unsolicited valid serious case was received from a consumer/non-health care professional (Reference number- 00416355) and transmitted to Sanofi on 05-Jan-2021.  This case involves female patient of an unknown age who experienced anaphylactic reaction, while she received INFLUENZA VACCINE.  Medical history, medical treatment, concomitant medication, vaccination and family history were not provided.  On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer (lot number and expiry date: not reported) via an unknown route at an unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient developed a serious anaphylactic reaction, (unknown latency) following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE. This event was assessed as medically significant.  Reporter was told that the reaction was due to the egg content and informed about components of Flublok.  Details of laboratory data not reported.  It was not reported if the patient received a corrective treatment.  At the time of reporting, the outcome of event was reported as unknown.  Information on the batch number was requested.; Sender's Comments: This case concerns female patient of an unknown age who had anaphylactic reaction, after vaccination with INFLUENZA VACCINE (unknown manufacturer). The time to onset is unknown. The patent has a history of egg allergy. Additional information regarding patient's medical history, condition at the time of vaccination, lab data excluding other etiologies would be needed for complete assessment of the case. Based upon the reported information, the role of the vaccine cannot be assessed.

936696 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 FL 39.0 39 F I have a mark from the vaccine i got as a child.  I think its a smallpox which i received at birth in 1981.  Only around and on that prior vaccination site is a little swollen and very red.  It itches a lot.  It is raised and red.  My vaccination was 2-4 cm cephalad to the mark.   I was ok until Monday morning a week later woke up with it.  Felt fatigued and achy all day following the next day.  Today, 1/12/21, it is still red with a ring around the prior vaccination and fatigue to follow.

936697 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 PA 44.0 44 F On January 6,2021 when I woke up my face was red, swollen and extremely warm. My face was like this for at least 16 hours (very uncomfortable). Also, on January 6, 2021 at 1130pm I had horrible stomach pains, then started vomiting,  after I was done vomiting I felt better.   I did take 2 Benadryl and aleve to help When I got back injections and had surgeries I had the same reactions happen to me usually after 8-10 hours after I was out of surgery.  I was given medicine to help with the discomfort either through IV or Benadryl.

936699 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OH 65.0 65 M 12 hours later still have moderate pain at injection site.

936700 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Location were shot was administered is a pain of 7 out of 10. Loss of taste/smell/aches.

936701 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Extreme pounding headache through out the evening and next day. Also, I felt extremely tired

936702 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 LA 62.0 62 F Chills, dizzy (nearly fainted), headache and joint (hip) pain. All symptoms manifested approximately 21 hours after injection

936703 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Woke up on 1/9 with major headache.  During the day this progressed to nausea, body aches, chills and fever 100.4.

936704 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 KY 41.0 41 F Nausea Myalgia  Welted rash after six days  Fever

936705 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 49.0 49 F Fatigue, muscle soreness primarily at shoulders, upper back, neck & abdomen, L worse than R. Chills but no fever.

936706 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 50.0 50 F 5 minutes after, stood up, felt dizzy. Tongue began to feel tingly sitting in 15 minute waiting area. Walked back to workplace, slightly tightness in the throat, tongue more tingly , and experienced more dizziness and vertigo. Needed to hold onto wall to walk. Feeling slight weakness in legs. Went to ED with continued dizziness and tightness in throat. Admitted to ED at 1035. VS 150/119, HR 64. Pt states she has white coat syndrome. EKG performed at 10:51. Fluid bolus given at 11:51. VS @11:52 150//91, HR 65. Pt given 975 mg Tylenol PO. After being discharged from ED at 1309, patient took first dose of Benadryl at home around 13:30. At home tongue felt thick/swollen. Second dose of Benadryl taken around 1930 or 2000.  During the night woke up again and felt difficulty breathing and took Benadryl again, around 0300. Has been taking 2 tablets Benadryl ever 6 hours. Patient following up in clinic next day at 1330.

936707 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 62.0 62 F About 10:30 pm, 1/11/21, became very cold teeth chattering headache, sharp pains in muscles then aches, uncomfortable to touch skin.  Took 2 acetaminophen, lots of blankets, able to sleep.  No fever, woke up with same symptoms but milder.

936710 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Lots pain, redness, large bruising in the area, trouble sleeping, intense burning at the site/ all in my upper arm area. pain has traveled into my underarm/swollen in that area, arm has become "numb" feeling,  losing grip strength, can hardly hold my 20 pound weight while working out when a 35 pound dumbbell was easy prior to this.  chest/back pain has gotten worse also.  It all started with the bruising and then the trouble sleeping. I listed my symptoms as they occurred.

936712 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 MI 42.0 42 M Redness and pain at injection site followed by malaise, headache, chills, and nausea.  I experienced typical symptoms described after the vaccination, but it was very odd that none of them started until day 8 after vaccination.

936713 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 PA 30.0 30 F Fever, body aches, chills, joint pain, headache, felling inwell, fatigued, sore arm all started 12/28/2020 at 2100. Took cold/flu medicine

936714 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 MD 34.0 34 F red, itchy, area around the injection site. started 1 week after firs shot. started on 1/9/21 and has gotten a little bigger but isn't itchy anymore. still there as of 1/12/21

936715 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PA 24.0 24 F Approx 10-15 post vaccine, employee said she felt lightheaded and like her heart was racing. Within 10 minutes she said she felt difficulty breathing, She then vomited. The observation nurse at the clinic administered Epi Pen and called a Code. The employee was transported to the Emergency Dep't and then to intensive care. She was placed on an Epi drip.Y Y 1

936716 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 KY 17.0 17 F NO ADVERSE EVENT

936717 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 TN 63.0 63 F on day 8 developed a red rash, itchy and warm to touch. Picture of arm was taken.

936718 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 SC 43.0 43 F Within 7-9 days of receiving first dose of vaccine, patient developed diffuse, large hives over her arms which spread to her face, trunk and lower extremities. Hives ranged from pinpoint to quarter sized, weeping present. Patient complained of diffuse itching and some myalgias, but denied throat swelling, difficulty breathing. She was given prednisone and hydroxyzine for management.

936719 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 FL 25.0 25 M Supraclavicular Lymphadenopathy at the ipsilateral side of injection site.   Slight L arm soreness, not severe. Denies fevers/Nausea/Vomiting

936720 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 MA 45.0 45 F short of breath, dry cough, runny nose, dry throat, sore arm where injection was, swollen arm, slight dizziness.

936721 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 MI 64.0 64 M Flu like symptoms (general body ache--very sore arm)  12 gours after second dose was given

936722 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 OH 22.0 22 F Approximately 1 week after getting the shot, the patient experienced a red, swollen, itchy arm.  Consulted with her doctor who then prescribed Keflex for Cellulitis

936723 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Arm soreness

936724 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IN 46.0 46 F Body aches, chills, feverish feeling, mild shortness of breath, dry mouth

936725 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 MA 56.0 56 F Initially what seemed like a muscle spasm involving entire left arm/neck/chest. Followed by tiredness. Approximately 2.5hrs later developed generalized muscle aches, tired, chills.  Next morning muscle aches were less, new headache and dizziness. took Tylenol which helped, about 5 hrs later symptoms worsened, improved with sleep and Tylenol.   Awoke this morning with some chest pain similar to initial response, some headache and dizziness, improved with Tylenol,  now returning (noon).  occasionally feels like I need to take a deep breath.  I believe its mostly muscular pain gets a little worse with deep breathing.  Sent home from work day of vaccine, worked partial days next 2 days

936726 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 OH 36.0 36 F Approximately 8 days after she received her vaccination, she felt a bump on her arm which became red, swollen, hot and itchy.  She reported her symptoms to her primary care provider, who then diagnosed her with cellulitis and prescribed bactrimDS 1 tablet by mouth twice daily for it.

936727 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MD 25.0 25 F RED SWOLLEN , TO INJECTION AREA , 4 DAYS POST VACCINE , NO FEVER

936729 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IN 63.0 63 M "Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA" Soreness/pain at injection site. Noticed 8 hours after injection. Lasted about 48 hours
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936730 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 IL 43.0 43 F 11 days later Red, sore hard spot that started spreading on arm

936731 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 GA 58.0 58 F Severe Body Aches and Pain, Headache, Chills, Low Grade Fever, Exhausted, Labored Breathing, Nausea- Covid-19 Symptoms

936732 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MI 59.0 59 F patient complained of arm heaviness, lightheadedness, dizziness after receiving 2nd dose of COVID vaccine - her blood pressure was elevated as well - she reports she had not taken her blood pressure medication prior to the vaccine.  Patient received Acetaminophen and Lisinopril in Emergency Dept afterwards and discharged home.

936733 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Reported bilateral numbness and tingling to lower extremities, concern for Guillain Barre.

936734 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 NE 66.0 66 F 7 days post vaccination developed pruritis at injection sit.  Day 8 post injection some redness and swelling 1.5 by 1 inch. Day 9 post injection continued pruritis and redness and swelling increased to 2.5 by 2 inches.  Day 10 pruritis somewhat better, redness and swelling 5 by 4.5 inches. Day 10 stil minor itching at leading edge and redness and swelling starting to resolve.  Day 11 continued resolution with minor itching at leading edge. Day 12 still visible on leading edge, but  mostly resolved

936735 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 KY 64.0 64 F 10 hrs after shot uncontrollable shaking & frezzing cold.  5 hrs later really bad muscle pain in hips & legs.  Couldnt stand up. 24hs Later symptoms gone.

936736 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NY 76 F A few minutes after Receiving vaccination patient complained of scratchy throat. No other symptoms reported. Pt was seen by urgent care provider and sent home.

936739 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 ME 26.0 26 F Within 1 hour of receiving the vaccine the patient developed asthma symptoms,dizziness, tingling in mouth and swollen tongue. She presented at a walk-in clinic and received Epi-Pen 0.3mg, Solu-Medrol and Benadryl, while there she received 2 additional doses and was transferred to the nearest ED by ambulance. At the ED  she received a 4th dose of Epi-Pen 0.3mg and albuterol and DuoNeb treatments. She was admitted for observation. She went home and needed to return within 24 hours to the ED because her lips and tongue started to swell and she turned blue. She subsequently needed 3 additional doses of Epi-Pen over the next 24-48 hours. She has been on Benadryl 50mg every 6 hours and Famodine 20mg until present.

936742 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 52.0 52 F Hives, patient monitored

936743 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 OH 34.0 34 F I had dizziness/lightheaded 10 minutes after dose. Dizziness went away 40 minutes later. 24 hours after dose had body aches. 2 days after dose I had blurred vision in Rt eye and then noticed that Rt eye was fully dilated and Lt eye was normal. Rt eye not responding to light. Went to ED and had 2 CT scans that were normal. They sent me where I had a third CT scan which was normal. I saw ophthalmology and my optic nerve was normal and eyes looked good, but Rt eye still didn't react to light. they ruled out pharmacological and said that it is something neurological. They still don't know exactly what is going on. While at the hospital, I started having urinary retention and now have a foley placed. I have follow ups with neurology, urology and ophthalmology and have orders for MRI of brain and neck.

936744 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NY 46.0 46 F rash and itching around neck and upper chest, tongue feeling funny and tickle in my throat

936745 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 PA 57.0 57 F Pain at injection site (two days) Joint pain, predominantly in shoulders and knees (three days) Headache (three days) Diarrhea (three days) Extreme fatigue (three days)

936746 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IL 23.0 23 F Fever, generalized aches, sore throat, headache, injection site pain

936747 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 PA 43.0 43 F neck felt "thick" almost like swollen lymph node. mild tickle/cough. no shortness of breath or difficulty swallowing.

936748 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 TN 78.0 78 F Right arm became very itch for 12 hours from 7pm until 7am then lessened somewhat.  Site of injection is warm, ,hard, covering an area of 5 inches by 5 inches.  This redness and itchiness developed 2 weeks after injection.  It continues at this writing.

936749 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MA 47.0 47 F Pt states cool sensation to right side of face and numbness to right hand- EMS evaluated and some resolution of cool sensation to face, hand remains numb

936750 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 IN 57.0 57 M Night sweats x 4 hours and fatigue x 48 hours despite alternating ibuprofen 800 mg q3h with acetaminophen 1000 mg from time of vaccination

936752 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 GA 25.0 25 F Headache, Body aches, Chills/trouble regulating body temperature, nauseous. Unsure how long it lasted because it was in the middle of the night. I was able to fall back to sleep and felt okay the next morning. I am still feeling a little nauseous and I am very tired because I didn't sleep well as a result of the symptoms but I felt fine enough to go to work.

936753 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 NC 43.0 43 F I almost blacked out around 8:30 AM the morning after my vaccination. I took my dogs outside and started feeling woozy and seeing spots. By the time I got back into my house, I had tunnel vision and could not see directly in front of me. I went to lay down, but ran into a piece of furniture because I was so disoriented and hit my shin on it. I collapsed on my bed. I stayed there for  few hours and then I was ok. I had severe, flu-like symptoms for most of the day - fever, chills, low energy, joint pain (specifically back and hip) - that waxed and waned. I finally felt almost back to normal approximately 50 hours after the injection.

936754 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 CT 59.0 59 F pain in arm and low grade fever

936755 08/15/2020 01/12/2021 TX 53.0 53 F Bells Palsy on the right side of face

936756 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 PA 49.0 49 F I received the 1st dose on 1/3 and experience the normal side effects of soreness at the injection site.  Soreness resolved after a few day.    On 1/8, I started to experience tenderness and swelling of the lymph node on the same side as the injection was administered.   In addition, on 1/10, I started to experience soreness on the injection site.

936757 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 WV 53.0 53 F Approximately 5 min after administration are is tingling, then got light headed.  Next AM at 0700 was extremely tired.  When getting out of bed in AM blacked out and fell to the floor.  Was able to get up but head was cloudy all day long.  She felt very sore and head hurt all day.  The next am had headache.

936758 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 UT 41.0 41 M Patient reports 01/09 and 01/10 feeling body aches, fatigue and a sore arm but the evening of 01/11 he developed full body hives after taking aspirin.

936759 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 34.0 34 F Moderate muscle soreness with painful localized lymphadenopathy (supraclavicular and axillary lymph nodes)

936760 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 PA 36.0 36 F Patient experienced swelling in areas treated with dermal fillers 2 days after Moderna COVID vaccine

936761 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 MA 26.0 26 F I thought I had COVID again. I had body aches, and chills, fevers, and diarrhea. Sweating, and then freezing cold. It was not pleasant at all.

936762 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 NC 66.0 66 F Tingling and swelling on sides of tongue within 10 minutes of vaccine administration

936764 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 MO 26.0 26 F My armpit lymph nodes are swollen and very tender on the same arm that my shot was given. my symptoms are not reproducible other than to palpation. There is also visible swelling. no rash or redness in the area.

936765 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PR 18.0 18 M fatigue, headache, mucle pain, joint pain, chills and fever

936766 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 GA 61.0 61 F Erythema, swelling  and heat at injections site, seen by PCP with prescription of antibiotics, improving after onset of treatment

936767 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 PA 55.0 55 F Approximately 1 - 2 hours after receiving I had numbess and soreness to my neck.  A few days later  started experiencing tingling, buzzing, weakness and heaviness to my right arm and leg.  I reported this to my MS doctor who ordered an MRI of the brain and told me to report to you

936768 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MA 40.0 40 M frontal headache pain score 3/10

936769 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 ND 45.0 45 M Severe dizziness with onset at 12 to 14 hours after injection Moderate to severe headache  Moderate overall body ache, and fatigue

936770 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 TX 50.0 50 F woke up in the middle of the night with fever and chills, had headaches and body aches for 3 days after

936771 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 63.0 63 F Employee states that about 7-8 days after injection her arm began to swell, become red, and painful. Employee states that she had limited ROM for 3 days. Employee feels that the injection site might not have been in the correct location.

936772 12/26/2020 01/12/2021 OH 41.0 41 F Pt stated a few hours after injection, she had difficulty swallowing , hear palpitations and felt light headed

936773 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NH 45.0 45 F dry mouth/ metal taste/ excessive thirst, extreme dry eyes to the the point of burning/ gritty sensation (used multiple doses of natural tears to treat)

936774 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MI 53.0 53 M hurts to urinate

936776 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 ME 29.0 29 M 9/10  pain in left wrist (opposite side of vaccination) for 10 hours. Ibuprophen minimally helpful. Resolved completely after 24 hours.  Fevers/chills/shakes for 12 hours.

936778 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 OH 44.0 44 F Developed low grade fever day 1 post injection which continued into day 2. Then developed severe watery diarrhea, headache, and body aches on day 2 post injection which continued for approximately 36 hours before subsiding. Used Ibuprofen, Tylenol, and Imodium for treatment of symptoms.

936779 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 42.0 42 F headache, nausea, vomiting. called in sick to work.

936780 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 VA 47.0 47 F Fever, nausea, HA, abdominal cramping

936781 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IN 52.0 52 F Injection site swelling, burning, redness, pain post injection to current day still pain, swelling and burning

936782 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 38.0 38 F Fatigue, headache, myalgia

936784 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 GA 30.0 30 F Erythema, swelling and heat at injection site, visit to PCP with prescription of antibiotics with improvement

936785 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PA 28.0 28 F Arm soreness

936786 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 MA 36.0 36 F Shortly after receiving the vaccination, I was sitting in the observation area looking down at my phone when I felt a strange tingle in my throat. When I picked my head up, it went away quickly and did not happen again so I did not think it was a big deal. The RN monitoring the group approached me a few moments later and asked if I was OK because my chest was a little flushed. My complexion is very fair and I get red pretty easily just by clothing rubbing against my skin so I thought nothing of it but asked her to keep an eye on me. She came back around a couple more times and said it looked better. Thinking about my anxiety to get the vaccine, I assumed that was what it was and that everything was OK. I sat a bit longer, about 20 or so minutes after getting the vaccine and I seemed OK. Before leaving I had a brief conversation with a colleague while standing and I still felt OK. I left the facility and while driving home, my face started to feel hot and it was red. I was fairly close to my mother's house who is an RN so I called her and headed towards her house. She gave me 1 Benadryl and checked around my body for other blotchy red spots which seemed to be around my chest, torso, arms and face. She also noted my face was swollen, red and hot to the touch. I was able to eat dinner and drink 2 seltzers without issue then headed home about 6:30p. I took 1 Zyrtec at about 7:00-7:30p. Additionally, when I woke up on 1/7/2021, I felt tired, a mild sore throat and mild stuffy nose. My right arm was sore and heavy below the injection site. My face has been warm, slightly puffy and on and off red throughout the day. I had a headache in the morning when I first woke up and I have been parched all day. I took 2 - Ibuprofen when I woke up. Also throughout the day, at times I feel my chest get a little heavy.

936787 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 39.0 39 F The day after  I had a sore arm, fatigue, headache.

936788 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 IN 39.0 39 F The day after the injection, the site became warm, red, sore and hard. Over time, the soreness has gone away, but the redness and hardness about a half dollar size around the injection site still remains. Today is day 11.

936789 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 WV 49.0 49 F painful swollen red arm shoulder to elbow joint and muscle pain sore throat low grade fever 99.5 nausea vomiting shortness of breath headache some periods of confusion

936791 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 49.0 49 F Elevated blood pressure and headache at immediate injection body aches about 2 hours later follow by nausea low grade temp. On Sunday about 4am I started vomiting with diarrhea, joint pain, Headache, BP of 168/109 and temperature of 100.1.

936792 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MA 41.0 41 F Blood sugar > 300 consistently started observing day after second dose

936793 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 VA 35.0 35 F hives, full-body rash

936794 12/26/2020 01/12/2021 OH 34.0 34 F The day after I received vaccination, I got a red painful welch (bump). I contacted  my PCP and he said it was an allergic reaction. I took Benadryl a couple of days after. I also experienced fever and chills which lasted about two days.  My skin also starting peeling a bit at the injection site.

936795 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 AR 61.0 61 M The patient reported the development of rash to trunk and neck as well as itching the day after the COVID19 vaccine was given.

936797 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MI 33.0 33 F Injection site reaction- swollen, hard, erythema, and hot.

936798 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 59.0 59 M slight headache, intestinal fluctuations, all fine

936799 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 PA 54.0 54 F Bell's Palsy

936800 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 33.0 33 F severe joint main in right arm (especially wrist and elbow) almost a week after receiving the vaccine. Pain in arm pit and swollem lymph node.

936801 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OK 44.0 44 F Patient reports dizziness and feeling hot about 10 minutes post vaccination.

936803 12/27/2020 01/12/2021 IN 45.0 45 M Mild hives off and on on both arms and some times on torso, mostly in the mornings and self resolves in 2-3 hours without medicine.  Also.,  partial lip edema twice noticed in the morning  once on Dec31 and second time on January 4th.  Both times lip edema resolved with in 4-5 hrs. on its own without any medication.  Mild hives continue to show on arms and hand sporadically and self resolve with in few hours with any anti-histamine.

936804 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 PA 47.0 47 F Late reaction of swollen lymph nodes in right axillary/breast area

936806 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 MA 38.0 38 F fever (2 days), chills (2 days), nausea (waves on and off 4 days), severe headache(4 days), body aches (3 days), neck pain (4 days). I still get a headache once a day since the vaccine

936808 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NC 40.0 40 F Sore injection site. Injection was given via tuberculin syringe and did not penetrate the muscle, it was subcutaneous. My dose was a waste and I may not have immunity due to operator error.

936810 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MN 45.0 45 M Fever, chills, body aches approximately 12 hours after vaccination.

936811 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 30.0 30 F 12 hours after vaccination: Uncontrollable Rigors, muscle contractions, fever, chills, hyperesthesia, abdominal pain, nausea, headache, back pain

936812 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 44.0 44 F Fever 100-101degrees x 24hrs, Chills. Sweats, lethargy, headache

936813 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Day 7/8 post first dose of vaccine developed redness, itching, swelling in left upper arm. Pain and tenderness in arm and lymph nodes in underarm

936814 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 58.0 58 F I had severe chills all night 8 Jan, was unable to get warm.  Then I had  fatigue, headache and body ache on 9 Jan.  Felt better on 10 Jan and each day I feel a little better.  I did not got to doctor.

936815 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NY 63.0 63 M Chills, body aches, sweating, mildly sore right arm

936816 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 KS 45.0 45 F Chest tightness, dizziness, chills. No reported treatment and symptoms resolved.

936817 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 NC 34.0 34 F I had a delayed injection site reaction that began on day 8 distal to injection site, with redness, induration and mild itching.  It did not bother me so I paid little attention it.  But on day 13 I looked down on my arm and it was a lot larger, more erythema, more indurated, raised, warm- still not painful, only mildly pruritic.  The area measures approximately (irregular shape) 16.5 cm at the largest diameter.  Mow much improved after taking antihistamines.  I'm reporting because of the extent.  Not sure if there's any recommendation as far as premedication prior to second dose.

936818 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 66.0 66 F facial swelling in areas where I previously had facial fillers mostly in the temple and eyes. greater swelling in the right eye

936819 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 PA 33.0 33 F The next day I had a sore arm which was expected. I also started with chills, extreme fatigue, headaches, and muscle soreness since receiving the vaccine and the symptoms still ongoing  with today being 1/12/21.

936820 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 NC 35.0 35 F Fever of 101, chills, muscle aches, headache about 13 hours after injection. All of those side effects are gone but I still have a red, itchy hot spot on arm where injection given.

936821 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Facial cellulitis, eye swelling, headache, nausea

936822 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OH 25.0 25 F Extreme chills, tachycardia at rest (130s), fever 101.5, shortness of breath at rest, tachypnea, headache, extreme weakness, sore throat, swollen throat, numbness in extremities.  Treatment- rest, benadryl, excedrin migraine

936823 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NC 61.0 61 M Awakened 0300 the next day, Saturday  the 9th with chills, fever 2 degrees above normal, headache and left arm pain from deltoid to elbow. Went to work in ICU at 0638, feeling like i had been ran over by a truck. Fatigue and general malaise throughout day. Sunday, i had no problems. Monday morning awakened with diarrhea, I never have diarrhea!  I felt bad most of Monday. Tuesday today, i feel fine!

936824 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Very sore at the injection site, light nausea, fatigue, low grade fever, chills, lethargy, body aches.  All symptoms resolved within 24 hours of onset except for sore injection site and fatigue.  I am still having sore injection site and fatigue 48 hours after receiving the immunization.

936825 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 VA 40.0 40 M severe muscle aches and fatigue. felt feverish

936826 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PA 61.0 61 F Started about 3pm with soreness in left arm on 1/11/2021.  By midnight, the left arm was very sore and heaviness/numbness down to fingers.  On 1/12/2021 (today), I could hardly raise my left arm over my head.  I took 2 Ibuprofen and plan to ensure I do range of motion stretches and basically just use the left arm.  I do not have a fever, and plan to drink plenty of water today.

936827 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 NC 42.0 42 F Localized itching, swelling, hardness, tenderness, redness and heat on day 8 after vaccine was given

936828 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CT 51.0 51 F I received the shot at 8:10 am and felt nothing.  As the morning progressed, I developed a sore arm, similar to a flut shot.  However, it was worse, and I also felt achy in my neck.  I drove home from work around noon, and I couldn't even use my arm on the steering wheel.  These symptoms continued and I finally took Tylenol in the middle of the afternoon, and evening going to bed.  I slept horribly and woke up feeling like a train wreck.  I took my temperature. It was 102!  I started taking the Tylenol again.  I couldn't even raise my arm, either. My arm didn't hurt if it was just still, but it would hurt if it was touched, and I could not raise it for 3 days.  Despite taking the Tylenol, I felt awful all day and really had to stay bedridden.  I was also very thirsty both the day of the vaccine and this second day.  Saturday morning I woke up feeling better, but as the day wore on, the aches and fever came back.  Sunday was the same as Saturday.  Monday was similar, but better overall.  Today is Tuesday.   My arm still feels a little weird and I cannot completely raise it. I did have the COVID-19 back in March and have antibodies, as far as I know as I have donated to Red Cross 4 times.

936829 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IN 66.0 66 F 5 days later started itching, 6 days spread to trunk of body and neck,7days big welts wherever I scratched.  Still here at 8 days

936830 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NY 73.0 73 M 12 HOURS AFTER VACCINATION EXPERIENCED HOT FLASH LASTING OVER 15 MINUTES WITH DRYNESS OF MOUTH

936831 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IL 58.0 58 F Approximately 25-30 minutes post first Moderna vaccine (after pt was discharged from clinic with no issues) patient started experiencing feeling of throat thick and eyes heavy. Called 911. Patient transported via EMS to ER where she presented with feeling of thickness in her throat and tongue, swollen eyes and redness in the forehead. Pt received dexamethasone 10 mg IV x 1 and epinephrine 0.3 mg IM x 1. Pt was prescribed prednisone 10 mg tab: 4 po x 1 dose tonight, 3 po in am, 2 po qd x 1 day, 1 po qd x 1 day (total 10 tabs) upon discharge to home. Provider recommended no second COVID dose.

936832 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 PA 51.0 51 F patient states that she received covid vaccine on 1/4/2021 to left arm and developed left arm redness and swelling on 1/10/2021. Pt. states that she took motrin and it is helping. Pt. states that left arm is tennis ball size, lightly red

936833 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 MD 35.0 35 F 12/23/2020-Had left arm ache and chills.  Lasted approximately 3 days then resolved. 1/1/2021-In the morning noted hives/rash/itching/obvious line of demarcation to the injection site in my left shoulder.  Through the morning noted the hives spread up my neck and angioedema noted to both sides of my neck, lymph nodes swelling on both sides and the injection site became more swollen and turned very hard to the touch.  No difficulty breathing at baseline, but it becamer difficult to take a full breath and chest tightness with exertion.  Benadryl 50 mg was taken 4-6 times a day for 3 days.  PA consulted, who stated to stay with Benadryl regimen, steroids not currently recommended, call 911 if symptom worsen.

936834 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 FL 42.0 42 F Approximately 10 minutes after receiving the vaccine she became anxious. She stated, " I am nervous about the unknown. I wanted to get it." " I always get like this." 8:50am she was placed on vs monitor, BP 138/82, HR 115, O2sat 100%. 8:55am HR up to 124. She was tearful and trembling. 8:58am 133/92, HR 149, O2sat 100%, R 24. Code green was called. 9:05am She was taken by stretcher to ED for evaluation. BP 131/94, HR 132, O2 sat 100% when leaving the vaccine clinic area. She remained awake and alert throughout.  1/7/21 Followed up with her via phone conversation. She states she was discharged from ED yesterday. She was at work. She had a slight headache today, but had taken Advil and it was improving. Stated that last night the headache was worse. No other complaints today.

936835 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 SC 35.0 35 F 30 minutes after administration, my tongue and mouth became tingly and "fuzzy" causing me to have to continually clear my throat. My neck then began to itch and I broke out into a rash around the front of my neck.

936836 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 PA 26.0 26 F New redness, swelling, tenderness that began 6 days after vaccine (4 days after previous redness/soreness ended and many days without symptoms). Frequent to constant itching at injection site.  Increasing in size/severity over the past 2 days.

936837 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MA 30.0 30 M The evening of 1/10 I spontaneously developed diffuse urticaria of my trunk and face, associated with itching, mild abdominal discomfort, and facial flushing. Symptoms somewhat improved with cetirizine. The evening of 1/11 developed recurrent spontaneous diffuse urticaria, mostly in the face. Having persistent intermittent sweats and significant fatigue.   Per Patient, He have had urticaria rarely in the past, associated with shellfish. I have never had anaphylaxis before.

936838 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OK 38.0 38 M Brain fog/cotton head and difficulty concentrating started around 1400. Later, around 1700, nausea requiring me to lie down but no vomiting. No medications taken. Resolved after a few hours of sleep.

936839 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 KY 43.0 43 F She took the vaccine on 12/28/2020.  She reports she was sick that day and 3 days after with headache, nausea, chills and extreme fatigue. She took Tylenol for her symptoms. Did not seek medical treatment. Symptoms have resolved except for fatigue.  She noticed  that her right arm was still sore on 1/10/2021 and she reports a red area that is very hot to touch.

936840 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 IL 59.0 59 F 2nd Injection received approx. 11:05 AM on Wednesday 1/6/2021. First symptoms of reaction seen between 8-10pm on Saturday, 1/9/2021 which included hives around neck and covering chest torso and arms. Treated with topical Benadryl.  Rash/hives continued to persist spread to entire body, head, neck, face, torso, arms, legs, feet.  On early Monday, 1/11/2021 - Contact with Employee Health Nurse and PCP Dr. and advised to take Benadryl as the only symptom was the rash/hives - no facial swelling or shortness of breath.  Tuesday, 1/12/2021 after taking advice of Employee Health Nurse and PCP symptoms are nearly fully resolved.

936841 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 NM 57.0 57 M Severe systemic illness for 1 week

936842 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 MA 26.0 26 M Employee stated he did not feel well felt flush dizzy. Employee skin was diaphoretic. Walked employee to EMT station, he was able to walk without assistance. Rested on stretcher, stated he was feeling better and left the facility on his own at 1450

936843 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 PR 33.0 33 M Patient refers rash in the right side of the body.

936844 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IN 31.0 31 M Headache started overnight. Debilitating to the point of unable to think clearly without great effort. Aching headache felt on top of head and seems to radiate down to behind the eyes and to the sides of jaws.

936845 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 37.0 37 M Employee reported significant pain and decreased ROM after Moderna COIVD vaccine, stated vaccine was administered "higher on my shoulder than I have experienced with other vaccines". Treated with OTC pain relief and email f/u with pcp who recommended continuing OTC analgesia and exercise of arm.

936846 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 FL 50.0 50 F On Jan. 4th at 7am I had no immediate reaction. At 2pm that day got extremely nauseated, local injection site red and warm, muscle aches through out body experienced. No other symptoms at that time.  Arm redness started to fade and go away over the next three days. On January 11 at 9pm, Injection site became red, itchy and  warm to touch, Heart rate fluctuated in the 102 to 120 range intermittently. Normal heartrate is 85. Notified Employee Health and supervisor and made appointment with primary doctor for Wednesday Jan. 13th at 2pm. Applied cool compress to site all throughout the reactions.

936847 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NH 38.0 38 F Raised red rash that lasted 8 hours on hips, stomach. chest and thighs. Not bothersome .No treatment needed.

936865 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Mother; approximately 12 hrs after fever, chills for about 8 hours. Diarrhea 3 days. Mother is pumping breastmilk. Injection was Friday.  11 month old infant had Fridays milk on Sat, Sat milk on Sunday. Infant fatigued and fussy with loose stools Sunday. Infant had diarrhea, vomited and spiked 102.2 fever Monday evening 1/11. Fever broke Tuesday morning 7 am. Infant still fussy and loose stools. Vomiting ceased.

936866 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Tachycardia- occurred about 14 hours after the vaccine, and lasted for about 12 hours. Resting heart rate is usually 70 and was 100. Any activity it would climb to the 120-130s.

936867 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MI 28.0 28 M Fever/chills/night sweats for 1 day, body aches, injection site pain, nausea for 3 days, headache for 3 days, all resolved. Two doses of 1000 mg acetaminophen needed to resolve fever.

936868 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 22.0 22 F Fever from 3:00 am to 6:40 pm (99.7 - 101.4) treated with extra strength acetaminophen. Temperature is now 99.5 Fatigue for 1/11 and 1/12 Intermittent muscle aches on arms and calves

936869 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MA 40.0 40 F Headache, fever, body pain

936870 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 AL 29.0 29 F On 1/11 in the evening, I noticed a red bump on my arm where I had received the vaccine. It was hard, but small. Then I woke up this morning (1/12), and my arm had a red rash, about 2-3 cm each way from where the vaccine was administered. It is itchy and warm. I have no other symptoms.

936871 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IA 62.0 62 F 2nd dose- Headache, bodyaches pain at injection site and bruising; symptoms lasted for 24hrs then resolved. Pain and tenderness persist at injection site. 1st dose - no reported adverse events

936872 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 OH 31.0 31 F DAY 1- HEADACHE DAY 2-3 PAIN AT INJECTION SITE DAY 4-6- ITCHING AT INJECTION SITE DAY 7- SWELLING (GOLF BALL SIZE), REDDNESS, ITCHING DAY 8- SWELLING (TENNIS BALL SIZE), REDDNESS, ITCHING, TENDER

936874 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 NY 28.0 28 F Severe pain in injection site getting progressively worse, fatigue, chills/hot flashes, stomach pain, diarrhea, falling (on 1/12/21 at 8:00 am I collapsed and fell but did not go unconscious).

936875 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 48.0 48 F Developed swollen and red arm at injection site 1 week later. Also has a knot at the site of injection.

936876 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 MA 33.0 33 F Patient received the Moderna vaccine on 12/29/20 and had pain at site for two days and went away. Two days ago (Wednesday 1/06/21), she noticed the site on her left arm is a bit reddened and did become a little painful like after receiving the vaccine. She have been taking ibuprofen but the redness has not gone away till now.

936877 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 CT 58.0 58 F On 12/31 finished having dinner. Thought sudden slight shortness of breath may be do to appetizer type foods we had. Drank water to help subside it with little effect. Went outside into cold air. Still had some slight shortness of breath. At 8PM continued to my other daughters home( where I've been going since pandemic) upon sitting there still felt slight shortness of breath but again manageable. We left at 11:30 as my breathing never really got better or worse. When I arrived home I Took my PROAIR-HFA inhaler that I use PRN. My symptoms resolved and went to bed. On Friday 1/1 I had again slight shortness of breath with no real excertion.  On 1/2 I went to work at Hospital in neurology dept. I was pushing collector up to SICU unit and then to M2 unit. On arrival to M2 I felt very winded and took my inhaler with results.  I then called my manager to make him aware that I was having dilemma do to fact that I didn't want to call Covid hot line as I felt symptoms were from vaccine not Covid!  I was put out of work by Covid hot line had test on 1/4 and negative results on 1/6. My symptoms seemed to subside on 1/6. I returned to work on 1/9 and am pushing collectors and patients with no symptoms

936878 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Swelling and redness under eyes around tear trough dermal fillers noticed about 19 hours after receiving 2nd dose of the vaccine. Taking antihistamines at home, haven?t sought treatment from a provider at this time.

936879 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Patient called and stated that she had "pain, swelling, redness, and bruising at the injection site"

936880 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NY 56.0 56 F Patient complained of Left Orbital headache 10/10 on pain scale post injection. Stated it was like having a sinus issue.

936881 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 FL 70.0 70 F Approximately 13 minutes after the vaccine was administered the client became shaky and her care was taken over by the EMS who were monitoring clients post vaccine administration.  Client did not demonstrate any difficulty breathing and was conscious at all times.  Client agreed to EMS transport to ED for further evaluation.

936882 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 50.0 50 M Headache from 11:00pm Sunday night to 10:30am Monday.

936883 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 ID 52.0 52 F Fatigue Congestion lasting seems worse Cough lasting

936884 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MA 43.0 43 F Received COVID-19 vaccine on 1/4/21, right arm.  On 1/11/21 about 5:30 pm, my right upper arm became itchy, red, swollen, warm and hives/welts developed around the vaccination site.  The itching lasted about an hour, the hives/welts resolved about 11:00 pm the same evening but the redness, warmth and swelling  are still present at time of reporting (9:21 am on 1/12/21).  To note, on 1/11/21 I received the PPD skin test in the left arm around 10:30 am.  As of this morning, there is no reaction, or symptoms noted in the left arm.  I reported symptoms to the Medical Director of the vaccine site (MD), and to my primary care provider (MD)

936886 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 RI 50.0 50 F Severe headache that generated nausea and vomiting. Injury at injection site consisting of swelling, redness, warmth and pain. Injection site reaction lasted until 1/4/2021.

936888 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 DE 49.0 50 F C/o cough, upper throat tightness, no wheezing, administered benedryl 50 mg IM, called med team, sent to ER, o2 sat 98%, HR 107, Bp 162/93, Lung sounds CTA

936889 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MA 40.0 40 F Employee's arm is sore 3 days after vaccine. Arm is red with a bruise that is black/bluish, with evolving cellulitis. Provider prescribed Keflex 500 mg PO Q8hr x 10 days. Had a temperature of 103 on 1/4 but resolved on 1/8.

936890 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 OK 31.0 31 M Extreme chills, fatigue, body aches, profuse sweating

936891 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 ND 64.0 64 M Increased weakness leading to a fall and fever of 101.3 Y 4

936892 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 45.0 45 M Chills/rigors starting about 16 hours post-vaccine (second dose), lasting intermittently for 24 hours, improved with a Tylenol.  Sore arm starting about 2 hours post-vaccine, lasting about 24 hours, improved with Tylenol.

936893 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OK 46.0 46 F Woke up with severe swelling of lymph nodes under shot arm. Extremely painful to the touch and could not lower arm. This lasted approximately two days.
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936895 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OK 45.0 45 F Patient started experiencing fatigue and hotness within 30 minutes of receiving vaccine. Patient then progressed to shortness of breath and hypertensive with no facial swelling.

936897 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 NY 45.0 45 F LOCALIZED ENLARGED LYMPH NODES, STARTED 6 DAYS AFTER MODERNA COVID VACCINE, EITHER POSTERIOR SUPERFICIAL CERVICAL CHAIN OR SUPRACLAVICULAR NODES, ONLY ON LEFT SIDE, HAD VACCINE AT LEFT DELTOID, ALSO ASSOCIATED LEFT AXILLARY TENDERNESS BUT SHE DID NOT PALPATE ENLARGED NODES THERE. IS IMPROVING.

936898 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MA 40.0 40 F Employee's arm is red/sore (big/hive) with a black/ bluish bruise, evolving cellulitis. Started on Keflex 500 mg PO Q8hr x 10 days. Had a temp of 103 on 1/4/21 but resolved by 1/8/21.

936899 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 TX 38.0 38 F I had body ache, fever, vomiting, a nausea. It lasted for 3 days. I went to doctor. I receive blister on my mouth.  I was in bed and couldn't take anyting.

936900 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 MA 52.0 52 F Patient started to become flushed within 5 minutes of receiving injection. At 9:20 she the stated she was hot and her hands were sweaty. after 15 minutes post injection patient was red going down her neck. She was then evaluated by the EMTs. She stated she felt a little better by 9:45 but we continued to observe. By 10:05 patient was still flushed and was getting cold hand . Gave Benadryl 25 mg po at 10:17 AM. By 1035 Patient was very cold but her face was still flushed and felt hot to her. Her hands were clammy and cold. EMT transported to hospital at 10:45. This was her second dose of Pfizer.

936901 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AL 51.0 51 F 1628 itching at site of injection, Benadryl 25mg given po, 1643 little itching of ear same side as injection, 1648 itching inner eyes, monitoring patient another 15 minutes, 1703 no increase in itching, "not any different, not progressing",  denies rash, patient left after discussing with NP.

936902 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 KS 56.0 56 F I received my vaccine in the afternoon.  The initial injection wasn't painful.  Three hours later, my arm was a 10/10 pain from shoulder to elbow.  I took pain medication and a heating pad to relieve the pain which was unsuccessful.  I later continued with medication.  The pain finally subsided by Thursday midday.  Beginning on Wednesday I have had fatigue lasting until Sunday.  Monday while at work I developed a severe bilateral temporal headache.

936903 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NH 42.0 42 F While patient was receiving her second dose of the Pfizer brand Covid-19 vaccination (at 14:50), she mentioned to me that she had a sustained local reaction to her first dose.  Her arm had a hard, red, hot spot for approximately a week.  At this time I told her we would like her to stay under observation for 30  Min instead of the normal 15 min. At approximately 25 min post vaccination, the pt reported the following: "arm felt heavy, both arms did, but more so the affected arm, instant headache, sore neck, vision went fuzzy, breathing wasn't difficult but felt labored, throat felt like it was closing/congested, rash on the inside of the affected arm".    Pt stated that her heart felt like it was "pounding".    VS:  162/96, 99% RA, HR in the 70's.    Patient was administered 50ml IM diphenhydramine and monitored for 90 minutes in the clinic area.  Dr. was consulted and also spoke with the pt, advising her to continue with OTC diphenhydramine once at home.     The symptoms resolved after approximately 40 minutes.  By 17:00 the patient was deemed stable to go home with the instructions to go immediately to ED should any further Sx present.  It was verified that she did not live alone and would have someone with her that could assist.    Pt was subsequently followed up with a phone call on the next day by RN who relayed that she was very tired, but no other complications.

936904 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 OK 17.0 17 F Volunteer was 17 years 6 months. She had no adverse reaction . Associate was under 18 was notifying Moderna and seeking guidance.

936905 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Chills, medicated with 400mg each acetaminophen and ibuprofen, intermittent from 1am 1/11 to 8p 1/11 Body aches/soreness, 5a 1/11 to present (1/12) Arm pain as expected

936906 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 PA 49.0 49 F Cellulitis of the Left Deltoid , Pain , Redness , Warm to Touch

936908 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 OH 42.0 42 M Chills, Headache, Fever, muscle pain, fatigue, joint pain, chest pain, right had numbness

936909 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 TX 48.0 47 F I got the vaccine and had a headache that lasted 2-3 minutes. I then  got in my car and I felt little bit sick and I picked up food and I started to feel sick. I went to work and my symptoms got worse and I sat in my desk and I felt like fainting.  I just felt so sick and I thought it was my diabetes.  A coworker saw me and told me i looked deathly pale and felt fainting and they took me to a ER room. They gave me Benadryl and IV fluids. I started seeing the floor and ceiling warped out, I was hallucinating.   My legs felt numb as well.  My eyes were twitching constantly. My blood pressure 147/95 and pulse was 112.   I went home, ate and went to sleep. On Saturday I felt better and went back to work 12-28-2020,  I  felt weak and stayed working at my shift. On Tuesday I worked 1  hour and still felt super weak.  Today I am starting to feel like myself again.  I will not get my second dosage due to my symptoms I have experienced.

936910 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Patient describes tremors in bilateral arms beginning on 1/11/2021.   Patient first noticed tremors beginning in L arm where vaccine was given.  No fever, no trouble breathing, or headache related.  Patient says she had fatigue, pain at injection site, and diarrhea beginning on 1/8/2021  after receiving vaccine that has since subsided as of yesterday.

936911 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 FL 66.0 66 F Rash on left ear, side of face, forehead, right chin.  left eye swollen, slight itchiness

936912 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 68.0 68 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA 1/4/21 - Fatigue; pain and redness at injection site; light nausea.  1/5/21 - Nausea in morning; swelling, pain, redness at injection site; minor headache. 1/6/21 - Swelling, pain, redness, itching, hot to touch at injection site (worse than previous day)-looks like a hive; minor headache; slight nausea in evening. 1/7/21 - Arm swelling and redness still present but improving; slight headache. 1/8 - 1/10/ 21 - Arm swelling improving and redness fading. No other symptoms. 1/11/21 - Arm swelling/hardness, redness, itching, hard, hot to touch at injection site returned. Larger, more swollen and redder than before. 1/12/21 - Same as 1/11 symptoms above. Area resembles large red welt.

936913 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TX 54.0 54 F HA resolved with Tylenol. Achy, chills and arm soreness resolved with Ibuprofen. All symptoms completed resolved.

936914 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 28.0 28 F Felt normal for the rest of the day after the shot. Woke up profusely sweating at 3 am the following morning. Chills, body aches, and moderate headache all day on the 11th of January. This morning, on the 12th... Headache worsened considerably... With nausea and light and noise sensitivity and added upper neck pain.

936915 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 MA 59.0 59 F Patient describes feeling of "cool waves" over her whole body. States it lasts on a few seconds and then goes away. Some tingling in upper extremities noted initially , but none now.  Patient declined to remain longer for observation. She had her husband here for transportation home. Advised patient to call Health Services if other symptoms occurs She will do this. Advised ER if symptoms emergent.

936917 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IL 49.0 49 F Local reaction:  Circular redness, swelling, erythema, and tenderness at site to approximately 7 cm in diameter.  Noticed approximately 20 hours after injection (1/10/21 approximately 8 am).  Began improving on 1/11/21 evening.  Mostly gone morning of 1/12/21.

936918 12/26/2020 01/12/2021 TX 41.0 41 F The first 10 hours I did not have any symptoms. That night about 12 hours later, I experienced headache and arm swelling at the injection site. At 3 am that morning , I had 102. fever. By the time fever broke, my arm had a goose egg the size of an actual egg.  The fever continued off and on the next 24 hours. The next day, my arm was swelling more about the size of a lemon. My whole arm was swelling. I then called my ER doctor. It felt like a hard lump. The fever I had again 102.3. I took Tylenol and Motrin and could not break fever. My heart rate went up to 125 from the fever. The next day, I felt achy, chills, nausea and then they subsided. It took about a week for the arm swelling to resolve.

936919 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 SD 32.0 32 F G3 P1 mother, estimated gestational age of baby = 4 weeks. On day 4 post-vaccine (1/11/21) started with heavy bleeding and labs confirmed miscarriage.

936920 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Slept for 30 hours out of next 48 hours post vaccine.  Hypersensitive nerves along  bilateral upper extremities and lower extremities (tingling sensation -lasted ~8hours). Feeling of pre-migraine symptoms including nausea for 3 days post vaccine.  Migraine  on 4th day post vaccine.

936921 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 VT 36.0 36 F Day after i had sore arm, sore neck and headache on right side. A week later (today and yesterday)  golf sized welt that is hot to touch and rash.

936922 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Cold chills and body aches

936923 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CO 54.0 54 F Symptoms: severe (high fever (101.6F), body ache,  headache, shivering, lymphadenopathy)  Treatment: Tylenol 325mg (650mg Q4hrs) followed by Naproxen 250mg (Q12hrs), lots of fluids and rest Time Course: 2 days

936924 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Fever highest of 101.5 degrees F.  Severe headache  Body aches  Mild diarrhea  Mild nausea  Chills/sweats  Arm pain (injection site)  Symptoms started early AM of 12/29/2020, fever broke early AM of 12/30/2020.

936925 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 VA 39.0 39 M R arm pain, fatigue, mild chills, wrist pain, insomnia

936926 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 MO 75.0 75 F Patient complained of lymph nodes swelling up in her neck area

936929 10/06/1955 01/12/2021 PA 65.0 0 F left side of my face cheek numb. 0.0

936930 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 MD 41.0 41 M Frequent daily headaches Fatigue

936931 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 PA 56.0 56 F Dizzy, nauceous, headache, arms tingling, tops of legs tingling, bottom lip numb, cheeks numb 10 hours after injection.  5 days after injection; chills and major lower back pain.

936932 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 FL 43.0 43 F Client reported a high level of anxiety a few minutes after receiving the vaccine.  EMT monitoring clients post vaccination responded to client and determined that vital signs were within the normal range.  Client refused EMT transport to the emergency department for further evaluation.  Client waited 30 minutes post vaccine with an EMT at her side and then determined that she was over the anxiety episode and was safe to leave vaccine site.

936933 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Patient stated following day they had warm body aches and temperature > 99F. Took apap and resolved.

936934 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 KY 33.0 33 F Received the 1st dose of the vaccine on Dec. 23rd. On the morning of Jan. 4th woke up and had a red ring around the injection site on my arm. The skin was slightly warm to the touch but no other symptoms. The red ring disappeared within 48 hours.

936935 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 OK 35.0 35 F aproximately 5 min after receiving the vaccine, client started c/o light headeness,dizziness, hot flashes,and a numb lip, cold and shivering. they started o2 at 4liters via nasal canula and gave her 2 Benadryl 25mg oral tabs. At 10:40 she said she felt better, not dizzy, lip not numb, and wasn't feeling cold. She said she would contact her pcp and let him know. She felt good enough to drive off.

936936 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 FL 32.0 32 F Local site reaction/hive. Singular. Approx 1.5 inches diameter. No other hives noted.

936939 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 36.0 36 F Malaise, aches, headache, nausea, fatigue

936940 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OH 46.0 46 F Individual reported feeling like her tongue was swollen and it was becoming difficult to breathe.  She was flushed.  Denied shortness of breath.  She stated she did have a "bad taste in my mouth."  Administered 1mg Epinephrine and called 911.  Within approximately 5 min. individual stated she was feeling better and felt like she could swallow better.  Individual was taken to our local ER for further evaluation by EMS.  Individual was able to walk, on her own to the stretcher.

936941 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OH 41.0 41 F - Pain and swelling of left armpit x 5 days (received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccination on 1/5/2021).   No airway or ocular involvement; No acute anaphylaxis; No acute infection or lymphangitic streaking appreciated. Supportive measures were advised. May take counter Tylenol or Motrin, as needed, for pain relief.  Continue to monitor symptoms.  Monitor for signs and symptoms of secondary infection. - Patient also reported, on the evening of 1/5/2021, after receiving the vaccination, experienced acute chills and fatigue ? resolved by 16/2021.

936942 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 VT 48.0 48 F Only red swollen area at injection site, noticed a week after injection. Mild itch

936943 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 TX 73.0 73 F Headache, dizziness, nausea, aches, chills,  fever, sore arm

936944 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OH 76.0 76 F Client's care giver stated she was not as talkative following vaccination, was dizzy and lethargic (Client was in a wheelchair in her van in the 15 minute waiting area from the drive thru event) VSS and not recorded. No LOC for client. Due to extensive  list of allergies, client was transported by EMS to ER.

936945 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 KY 30.0 30 F On day 12 post vaccine, my bilateral temporal area, bilateral jaw, and bilateral cheeks became painful,  erythematous, edematous, and with palpable nodules where I had Sculptra placed back in April/July 2020. Contacted aesthetic APRN in regards to symptoms. Was advised etiology is likely infection resulting from Covid Vaccine. Was started on PO Clindamycin 300 mg TID x 14 days and Ciprofloxacin (unsure of dosage) x 14 days with follow-up in office at Aesthetic office on 1/16/2021.

936946 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 PA 44.0 44 F Hives on day 8 after receiving Moderna covid vaccine (1/12/21).  From day 1-3, only had arm pain.  Then developed a bruise and hematoma.  Day 6 developed itching and redness.  Currently I am 8 days out from the vaccine and have a large area of hives on my arm.  The hives are red, itchy, and raised, and cover an area of about 6 inches around.  I have used hydrocortisone ointment on the area which does not help much.

936947 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 MS 41 M A few days later the lymph nodes on the right side of my neck swelled up. I went to my MD and they prescribed penicillin

936948 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 CT 41.0 41 F Started coughing at 8:20 thought just a dry throat. By 8:25 throat became itchy. Assessed by EMT. Benadryl 25 mg po given at 8:40 and manager called to take her from work due to Benadryl

936949 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NY 35.0 35 F All started about 10:00pm the same night Headache - still have, advil takes it away for short periods of time Dizzy - still have Nausea - still have Extreme exhaustion - slept 20 hours the next day and then 16 the following day... still tired Pains in the chest when breathing and shortness of breath Pain at injection site (which was expected) - still sore 4 days later  Starting about 2 days later: pain in left armpit region, feels harder too

936950 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 OK 54.0 54 F I had four visual migraines followed by a migraine headache and my PCP prescribed me some meds that helped. A little soreness at the injection site nothing extraordinary. I had the vax on a  Monday and the last migraine I had was maybe on Friday the same week. I received the second dose yesterday and now I have a headache, low grade fever (99.9F about 8AM this morning) and body aches. Just treating myself at home.  The headaches I have now are different, in a difference place in my head, they are lighter, it feels more like the headache you have when you have fhe flu.

936951 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 MD 45.0 45 F Pt hypertensive response.  BP 148/99, HR 109.

936953 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 54.0 54 F woke up next morning body aches headache sneezing and running nose

936954 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 WI 26.0 26 M Bilateral arm rash within 15 minutes of giving Moderna Covid-19 vaccine. Patient was observed for 60 minutes . Patient given 25 mg of diphenhydramine and had no further events

936955 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 OH 39.0 39 F day after injection (1/5) extreme fatigue, worst of it was 1/5 but symptoms lingered for several day with significant improvement after day 2 and smaller amounts of improvement in following days.  Also, day after injection (1/5) had pain at injection sight that lasted 4 days,.  On day 7, I had swelling and redness at injection site that was circular and was about 3 inches high, 3 inches wide with no noticable pain only slight discomfort, redness and swelling has not subsided at time of this entry

936956 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 43.0 43 M Extreme head ache and Fatigue during third day.   Advil seem to reduce pain.

936957 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 60.0 60 F Discomfort in throat caused coughing which then led to Bronchospasm.  Patient used own Albuterol Inhaler for 3-4 inhalations. Given Epinephrine, Benadryl, Solu-Medrol IM injections administered. 2L O2 via NC applied. Elevated BP and HR noted. Patient transported to ER. Duo-Neb nebulizer treatment provided. Bronchospasm and Wheezing subsided after approximately 45 minutes. Patient discharged hone with Prednisone and EPI pen prescriptions.

936958 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 40.0 40 M Migraine 26 hrs after shot, Nausea 20 hrs after shot

936959 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OH 59.0 59 F After I got the vaccine, i didnt get any immediate reaction. Started to ache on the 9th, next day. Then I got a little nausea at one point on the 10th. Yesterday in the morning, I had diarrea after I ate.  After lunch, 2:30 pm , I started getting stomach cramps, which progressed from 3:00 into the evening to be pretty much unbearable to about 8:00pm. Then I broke out into a sweat, I got very hot and needed to be wipe down with a cold towels. I took my temp, but it registered as low (may not be right ). I had to lay in a fetal position to go to sleep. Awoke at 3: 30 with same symptoms. woke back up at 4 with mild cramping, and it felt like food poisoning.  I am still having mild cramping and nausea.

936960 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 TX 52.0 52 F My arm started hurting and became exhausted. I tested positive for COVID-19. I had low grade fever. I starting to have headache. I had very love oxygen level. The ache and chills I feel. I didn't lose my taste or smell but did not want to eat.

936961 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NC 29.0 29 M Syncopal event following vaccination including head trauma, followed by fevers, rigors, myalgias and tachycardia and dehydration requiring ER visit with administration of IV fluids

936962 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PA 61.0 61 M Reports feeling of chills, debilitating headache, muscle aches.  No fever.  Tylenol does not help.  Unable to get out of bed.

936963 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 PA 56.0 56 F Dizzy, nauceous, headache, upper arms tingling, lower lip numb, cheeks numb, upper legs tingling within 10 hours after injection. 5 days after injection resulted in massive lower back pain and chills.

936964 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Nausea, headache, itching, body aches.

936965 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 WV 47.0 47 M Pt developed left flank pain the day after receiving the vaccination. Workup for kidney stone was negative. Was seen by PCP on 1-11-21 and was given diagnosis of probable shingles due to type and nature of pain. No rash is present. Also lymphadenopathy of left axillary lymph nodes. Was prescribed medication for pain only.

936966 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 OH 59.0 59 F Two  weeks after given the vaccine  the injection site became raised, warm to touch, itched,  and burned

936967 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 FL 31.0 31 F Approximately 15 minutes post vaccine being given, she complained of dizziness. "Like a fish bowl effect." She was placed on vs monitor. BP 151/103, HR 80, O2sat 99%. 11:25am She stated she was feeling better. BP 141/94, HR 75, O2 sat 100%, 11:35am She stood up from chair, stated dizziness was gone. BP 148/82, HR 77, O2 sat 100%. She remained alert and oriented x3. She left vaccine clinic ambulatory with steady gait.  3:25pm She came back to vaccine clinic ambulatory, c/o feeling shaky, dizzy, warm, flushed, general malaise, jittery. Her vs were monitored 136/100, 93, O2 sat 100%. 3:45pm She was transported to Emergency Department via wheel chair. She remained alert and oriented x3. VS upon leaving vaccine clinic, 159/106, 80, O2sat 99%.  1/5/21 Followed up with her via phone conversation. She stated her BP was ok in the Emergency Department. They were unable to get blood work from her. She was work on 1/5/21.

936968 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 IN 59.0 59 F Arm aching Fatigue Minor hives for three days   Treated with Zyrtec and Benedryl

936969 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TN 40.0 40 F Spots on feet

936970 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 NH 44.0 44 F Erythema inferior to injection site 11x6cm initially noticed 9 days after vaccine

936971 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 TX 52.0 52 F My left arm begin to start aching and I felt exhausted. I had low grade fever. I still had my taste and smell but could eat.

936972 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 MA 24.0 24 F Rapid heart rate - evaluated by EMS - HR returned to normal after 5 minutes observation

936973 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MO 47.0 47 F Pain in arm to the point patient states they are unable to lift the arm.  Patient instructed to follow up with PCP to have arm visualized and treated if necessary.

936974 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 GA 47.0 47 F less than 24 hours have the vaccine, I experienced severe muscle aches, brain fog could not concentrate, mild nausea and headaches. Severe for 12 hours, less severe up until next day. Resolved around 24 hours or less, by the time I got up the next day.

936975 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 IN 37.0 37 F Covid toes, red tender slightly swollen toes with mild purple discoloration at the tip of toes, developed 3 days after receiving the first vaccine dosage in the series.  I have tested negative for covid as of 1/10/21.  It was initially thought that I had a skin infection from clipping my nails too short and was prescribed doxyclycline. I saw an improvement within a few days on the antibiotic but them saw a reappearance of the covid toes presenting symptoms on 1/8/21. I have since been told by a physician that I likely have covid toes and not a bacterial infection. I was told to take baby asprin and that is helping to reduce the symptoms.   In the past few weeks I have had no symptoms of Covid besides the appearance of covid toes. I understand that covid toes are often a latent symptom and that the timing of the appearance of this symptom could be coincidental. I am mildly concerned that the first vaccine dosage could have caused a flair up of a potential previous covid infection or could have caused the red covid toes symptom itself.

936976 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 35.0 35 M Fever, chills, lethargic

936977 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MI 40.0 40 F about 12 hours after receiving the 2nd dose of vaccine patient started with Chills, Body Aches, Fever, Headache. Stated that a few hours later she started with diarrhea

936978 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 OH 43.0 43 F Individual called this am and stated she had a red, swollen arm for approximately 1-2 days on 1/5 1nd 1/6 and it resolved.  This am 1/12 woke up and her left arm injection site is swollen, red, tender to touch and hot.  Advised to contact her family physician for follow up.

936979 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OH 23.0 23 F Client vaccinated at a drive thru clinic and was in the  waiting area when she complained of SOB and itchy mouth. Client took her own Zyrtec by PO. VSS. Observed for 30 minutes, client denied further issues at that time and declined further medical treatment. EMS was onsite with another issue and assessed client as well. Client wanted to go home and left clinic.

936980 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TX 58.0 58 F chills, fever of 100.3, aches

936981 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MI 66.0 66 F Chills and Fever of 101.9 at its highest. It started on the evening that I received the vaccine.  My fever broke at 11pm the next day.  I have bruising at the vaccine site and have redness below the site.

936982 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 MN 61.0 61 F 8 days after vaccination, noted red, raised rash that was itchy on my right upper arm.  It had hurt but no rash or redness the day or 2 after vaccination but now is definitely a rash 3 inches long by 1/2 inch wide.  Itchy.  no other symptoms noted in last 8 days.  no issue with movement.  Nothing else new or different on the R upper arm in those 8 days.

936983 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 41.0 41 M Muscle and joint pain/aches, mild headache, fatigue - lasted approximately 24 hours

936984 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 NJ 65.0 65 M i'm an ophthalmologist with paroxysmal afib.  very fit, play tennis at the national level 2-3x/week.  usually have 2-3 brief bouts of afib per year.  since being vaccinated (got second shot on 1/9/2021) have had at least 5 bouts lasting minutes to hours, some apc's also.  incidence decreased after the first shot, and seems to be occurring same way after the second shot.

936985 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MN 42.0 42 F Pain NOT tenderness in R arm rated 6-7/10 with movement and radiating into neck. I worked out this morning hoping the movement and circulation would improve the pain but no improvement. Unable to lie on R side secondary to arm pain. Developed chills, fever 101.1, muscle aches throughout body, and headache. No nausea or vomiting.  Took ibuprofen to hopefully help the pain and aches. Will take tylenol if the fever persists.

936987 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 IN 41.0 41 F Day 6 post injection, site turned red and felt hot.  Began to itch at injection site.  Within a few hours, inching spread to upper portion of entire body including scalp.  Feverish, cold chills, fatigue started approximately 6 hours after itching onset.

936988 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 AL 35.0 35 F The next morning following the vaccination, my right lower eyelid started severely twitching every 10-15 minutes for 4 days throughout the entire day, usually subsiding at bedtime. Each time it lasts from 30 seconds to 1 minute every single day. on the 5th day, the twitching stopped for approximately 15 hours but returned when I went to sleep and kept me up through the night. THis has really taken a toll on my livelihood and I am afraid of it progressing to Bell's Palsy. I have never had this happen.

936989 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CT 27.0 27 F Pain at injection site as well as upper arm.

936990 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IL 39.0 39 F Arm pain on the Injection site radiating to the left Armpit 3-4 hours after injection.  Headache, chills, Nausea, dizziness and fatigue for 2 days.  January 10 is second covid vaccine date and January 12th woke up with a swollen left Armpit close to the breast.   Left axillary lymph node swollen ? Not sure until I see a doctor.  Will go to ER or Immediate Care to get it checked out.

936991 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MD 41.0 41 M I felt a tingling in my middle, ring and pinky fingers of my left hand. This began about 30 minutes after. Approximately 24 hours after, I am noticing that my left hand is slightly tingling, as well.

936992 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NY 63.0 63 F Thursday, Jan. 7, 2021 I felt a little strange.  Just not myself. A little dizzy.  Went to work overnight.  Got up at 5 am Friday, Jan 8, 2021.  Still felt odd.  Dizzy. Had to think before I did anything. I stood up from the bed and sat back down again as if I was dizzy and confused.  Drove myself home from work, fed the cats and went right to bed.  I felt very fatigued, had developed a monster headache.  Was dizzy, had chills, body aches, nausea.  I brought  water bottle over to the bed with me but after laying down just could not get myself up to get a drink.  Felt very fatigued.   Slept until 2 pm.  Took my temperature.  It was 101.5.  Had no energy, ate no food, took no meds, just went back to sleep.  Still nauseous, had headache, dizziness, fatigue, body aches, chills.  Woke up at 5:00 pm to feed cats.  That?s all I did, and go to the bathroom.  Took my temperature again.  It was 100.9.  Still felt awful:  nauseous, headache, dizziness, fatigue, body aches, chills.  Seemed like I could  not get warm.  Stayed in bed and slept.  Saturday, Jan.  9, 2021 I woke up around 7:30 to go to the bathroom.  I fed the cats also.  Still dizzy, moving slow.  My headache was gone, but still felt unsteady.  After feeding the cats,  I went back to bed.  Slept until 12:30 that afternoon.

936993 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 IA 42.0 42 F Patient began experiencing fevers, body aches, back pain, fatigue, chills the night she received the vaccine. Symptoms progressed for the following four days when she was ultimately seen in PCP office. Laboratory evaluation demonstrated atypical pneumonia and elevated WBC count. Patient was diagnosed with Acute Myeloid Leukemia via bone marrow biopsy and is receiving treatment at the hospital.Y 7

936994 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 WV 42.0 42 F Nausea, dizziness, fatigue, constipation, lower back pain.

936995 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Injection site is swollen, and it had been since administered, a little red and warm; it feels knotty and it itches.. not a lot but it itches.

936996 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 WA 28.0 28 F When I first got the shot, 25 minutes later it felt like my left hand wanted to cramp up. That lasted about 3 hours. The. The soreness around the injection started and never went away. Then I could not go to sleep that night, the soreness feeling got more intense. I won?t at 5 trying to get ready but the more I moved my arm the soreness got worse and it started to burn.

936997 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MD 53.0 53 F injection site soreness, nausea, fatigue

936998 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Post vaccine day: Day 2 left arm and left leg weakness and numbness, also had moderate Shortness of breath, more with exertion.  Day 3 had facial erythema with burning sensation and mild peeling on cheeks and nose.

936999 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 41.0 41 F Woke up 3:45am because rolled over on very sore arm, stood up and felt nauseated, blacked out, dizzy, chills, couldn?t get warm, sweating. Headache by 8am, no fever. Body aches.

937000 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PA 56.0 56 F Within 90 minutes of receiving the 2nd vaccine dose patient reported developing a full body fine diffuse rash with mild lip swelling.   The following morning she reported that the rash was gone but still had an itching sensation in her mouth and throat, no swelling just irritating itch.

937001 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 MO 29.0 29 F Received vaccine on 12/31/2020 and on Friday, 01/8/2021 I noticed a red spot on my left shoulder lower than where I was given the injection of the vaccine. The red spot has gotten bigger over the past 4 days. It does not hurt or itch. I am going to see a dermatologist for further inspection of this spot.

937002 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 OH 46.0 46 F Chills, joint pain, fatigue, rash pain at injection site.  As of 1/12/21, rash has not subsided.

937004 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Day of shot: she reported "tingling fingers" and "mild fogginess - like I took Benadryl" - declined MD assessment (and states this resolved within hours.  Day after shot (1/9), she states she noted redness/tenderness at site, fatigue, body aches, fever to 103 (responsive to tylenol; reduced to 99.4 after 8hrs).  She presents to AOH 01/12/21 for assessment of L deltoid: 8x8.5cm injection site erythema/tenderness/very mild induration. States fever has resolved; neck/back aches continue; tenderness at site continues. Possible cellulitis? Advised to seek PCP counsel as soon as possible.

937005 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 ME 41.0 41 F patient presented with left facial tingling, nausea and left jaw pain 6 days after receiving Moderna Vaccine, first dose. Exam negative for  bacterial illness or extended weakness but CT ordered to RO cva. She did have bells palsy following childbirth(first child)

937006 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MI 28.0 28 F Received 2nd dose of vaccine at 11:00am.  Symptoms started at 9pm: severe body aches, chills, headache, low grade fever of 99.7F. I took motrin and went to bed. Woke up multiple times with chills and sweating. When I woke up: worsened headache and fever  of 100F. Will take tylenol and get more rest. Had to call out of work for my midnight shift tonight.

937007 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 TX 36.0 36 M It started with a headache felt like migraine. On 12/26 exp difficult breathing, felling fatigue with fever of 102, joint pain in fingers/toes moving to wrist and ankles. Then on 12/27 the joint pain was traveling to knees and 12/28. The symptoms got severe on12/29 followed with a cough. By the 12/30 cough was still there and joint pain. On 12/31 still exp cough until 1/4 and less joint pain. I missed 2 1/2 days of work.

937008 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 KY 21.0 21 F Pt reported that at about 7pm the day of her vaccine she developed a rash on her left arm/leg. It was itchy and so she took a Benadryl. She said her "throat felt thicker" but the Benadryl helped. She went to sleep and was fine. When she woke up the next morning on 1-6-2021 she reported the rash had spread. When she got to work and found me about 9:30 am to ask if that was normal I encouraged her to call her PCP and take a Benadryl. At that time she was having no difficulty breathing. She chose to call her PCP and not take a Benadryl as it makes her sleepy.  After she called her PCP she ended up leaving work. I found out later that her breathing had become labored and her neck/throat was starting to swell. Per her report, her PCP gave her epi and steroids, and R/X her an epi pen. She took her medicine and Benadryl around the clock and returned to work on 1-8-2021. When I spoke to her on that day she stated all of her symptoms had resolved, but her lymph nodes in her neck were still a little swollen.

937009 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 53.0 53 F Second dose:  A few minutes after getting vaccine. I was sitting in the observation area and I started feeling a pinch in my arm, then I started feeling  warm and light headedness. Then they checked my bp and it was 149/93 . Then I had to stay for 30 mins, then I left to go home. I had body ache and a mild temperature. It was 98.2 .My arm is sore, and my joints and body hurts. I have a headache too , and I just took an ibprophen.  I am still not feeling well.  I did not go to the ER, hospital or doctors office about this ae.

937010 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 MD 61.0 61 M Left arm numbness and chest pain.  saw doctor on site.  no other details regarding treatment.

937012 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 GA 35.0 35 F Local site reaction: erythema, swelling, induration at site of injection.

937013 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 TX 30.0 30 M Fever, fatigue, headache, muscle pains and aches

937014 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Extreme arm pain after 5 minutes -unable to raise arm up for 2 days Fever, body aches chills approx. 12 hours after administration lasting 2 days

937015 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 AZ 35.0 35 F Diarrhea the following morning on 12/22/20. Last approximately 2-4 hours and resolved by the  evening on 12/22/20.

937016 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 GA 68.0 68 M Elevated Blood Pressure 4 hrs after injection: 158/93. After 24 hours blood pressure returned to normal 124/71

937040 01/22/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 75.0 75 F None stated.

937041 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NC 46.0 46 F Initially just had mild muscle soreness at injection site.  At 1000 on 1/8/21 began having a headache that worsened to a severe migraine throughout the day.  Also that afternoon, developed sores/ulcers inside of mouth.  Next day developed worsening sores in mouth and then my tongue began to swell and then noted sores on my tongue as well.  This improved with Benadryl over the next 36 hrs.

937042 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OH 50.0 50 F received COVID vaccine at 0915 developed right facial numbness-eye, cheek, ear and neck at approximately 1000. No facial droop observed.

937043 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OK 43.0 43 M headache (approximately 13 hours later) , shoulder pain (8 hours later) , slight blistering from band aid adhesive (~10 hours)

937044 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MT 62.0 62 F approximately  2 hours after my vaccination, I started with a very severe headache and felt extremely tired. I had difficulty staying awake. I slept about 2 hours. When I woke up my headache was gone and I was no longer tired. I went to bed and slept well until a headache woke me up the next morning however it was not as severe as the previous night. I was a bit lethargic but not too bad.   My headache continued until the evening of 1.11.21 however I was not lethargic and was able to work. Today is 11.12.21 and I feel fine.  I had no injection site discomfort to speak of.

937046 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 KS 43.0 43 M fever, head ache, body aches, dizzy, slight nausea

937047 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 TX 35.0 35 F nausea, tingling light headed ness. 24 after injection-  Rash started on lower extremities. no itching.  migraine. nausea, dizziness. positive D Dimer. Shortness of breath Treatment: IV fluids, Reglan. IV Tylenol. Covid test- negative. Na 121.

937048 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 42.0 42 F Pfizer-BioNTechCOVID-19 Vaccine EUA Left armpit swelling and pain occurring still 4 days post vaccine, visit with PCP who prescriped 800mg ibuprofen 3x/day and rest, no work. Symptoms began 7am on 1/9/21. Fever, chills, headaches, body aches .  symptoms began 9am on 1/9/21 and lasted 24 hours.  utilized tylenol to control fever. Low grade fever until 3pm on 1/10/21 - more than 24 hours after symptoms began

937049 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 24.0 24 M None - administration error - diluted vaccine had been left out for 8 hours (6-hour expiration)

937050 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MO 37.0 37 F low grade fever, chills, aches and pains, headache for 18 hours

937051 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 WA 45.0 45 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EAU 9 days after my vaccine I developed a hive the size of a lemon on my injection site. It was extremely hot, itchy, and burned. Had to go to a walk in clinic to get antihistamines. I was prescribed Hydroxyzine and had to stay home from work due to med causing extreme sleepiness. It has been 24 hours since my first dose of antihistamine and reaction has calmed down a bit

937052 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TX 55.0 55 F Extreme gas for 3 days; days one and two were extremely bad, day 3 was less but not normal. Pain at the site of injection for 3 days Heat at the site of injection for 3 days Extreme fatigue for 3 days

937053 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 20.0 20 F Reported feeling faint and nauseated during observation period.  Placed on cart in trendelenberg

937056 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 ME 47.0 47 F Rash and itching to chest, Periorbital and facial edema and rash. Onset aprox 36 hours post vaccination of dose 2 Treated with Prednisone 60mg and antihistamines in outpatient setting.

937058 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 PR 35.0 35 F Approximately 12 hours after vaccine present with vertigo, that lasts for approximately 24-28 hrs. 5 days after vaccine started presenting with hives, self resolving, migratory. Some other common side effects already known were also present like chills, sore throat, headache, nauseas, tiredness, pain and induration at injection site.

937059 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 35.0 35 M First shot only pain at injection site, headache, muscle soreness; all expected.  Second shot same as above but starting 24 hours after vaccine I developed left axillary pain. Able to palpate a lymph node ~1cm. Very painful on palpation. Has not limited activity but still painful. Was difficult to fall asleep  2 nights after vaccine. Now day 2 after vaccine still hurts, maybe incrementally better but taking ibuprofen. Cannot palpate significant lymphadenopathy otherwise.  No fever. I am a physician.

937061 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Unrelieved chills, fever of 101.50,  severe headache without any relief from Tylenol or Motrin around the clock.  Could not lift left arm.  Down in bed  until today

937063 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 OK 32.0 32 F I started running a fever and body ache after vaccine. On 27th loss taste and smell.
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937064 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 30 F A week after I received the vaccine I started having painful lymph node swelling on the injection side of body Clavicle, armpit, left knee and  arm. I contacted my Doctor but I cannot get into see them for a week

937065 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IN 55.0 55 M Had flu/covid like symptoms for 7 days ...Just now feeling better on 1/12/21

937066 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 58.0 58 F Night after vaccine fever chills nausea and body aches Next day mild fever and body aches with fatigue Fatigue only two days after vaccine

937068 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 23.0 23 F After around 12 hours from getting my vaccine, I experienced strong aches, mild fever, and headaches. Treated with ibuprofen. 21 hours post vaccination was the peak of the symptoms, temperature of 101.6 with ibuprofen, strong body aches, weakness, and anorexia. Symptoms became more mild at hour 31 post vaccine. I had a swollen lymph node after the first vaccine above my left collarbone (injected on left side) and still have this, and now I have a swollen armpit that is very painful on my right side (injected on the right side).

937070 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 LA 44.0 44 F On day 8, I developed a small round area above the injection site that was a little raised with a small rash. On day 9, the area doubled and then on day 10 the area doubled again. On day 11, I went to the Dr and was prescribed Clindamycin 300mg tid as well as 3 days of Prednisone and Traimcinolone cream for the area.

937073 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MD 43.0 43 F C/O neck pain followed by headache , nausea, vomiting, respiratory issues, itching, benedryl 50mg im given, VS, med called, started IV, BP 189/102, HR 80 Temp 98.5, 98.1, sent to ED

937074 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Body aches, fever 103, headaches, abdominal pain for 28 hours

937075 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 35.0 35 M Reported feeling faint during observation period.  Placed on cart and provided ice pak.  Reported feeling fine after 5 minutes.

937076 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 ND 89.0 89 F upper arm red swollen hot itchy, resident states has felt terrible since receiving the vaccine will not get the 2nd dose, has had chills, body aches, headache, backache, was in bed for days states she would rather die than have the second vaccine still not feeling "right" to this day

937078 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 77.0 77 F more of a side effect. Developed a genital herpes lesion that night. The same thing happened when I got my Shingrix shot. Will a 3 to 5 day series of Valtrex treatment affect the Covid-19 vaccine effectiveness?

937079 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TN 51.0 51 F Puffiness at wrist of same arm of injection, 2 and 1/2" L x 1 and 1/2" W. Also reporting shooting pain alternating down left arm, right leg, and across chest and head

937080 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Headache, nausea, diarrhea, malaise. Improving.

937081 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IN 80.0 80 M Fever  100.4

937082 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CO 53.0 53 F I have a silver dollar size hard lump at injection site, it is red and warm.

937083 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 TN 42.0 42 F Large local reaction -erythema/induraction- approx. 6-7 cm diam at its largest on 1/8/2021. Required po steroids--area improving as of 1/12/21.  Though it was a local reaction I instructed patient to report also.  Was this reaction due to the very recent COVID infection--she did not wait the suggested 90 days.

937084 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 28.0 28 F Severe injection site pain, severe body aches lasting greater than 24 hours,  tachycardia, severe chills and blue nail beds followed by temperature of 101.7. I was unable to work the next day due to fever and severe body pain that limited my movement.  Ibuprofen was taken twice with little impact.

937085 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NY 40.0 40 M FEVER, SEVERE CHILLS, HEADACHE, BODY ACHE, SLIGHT NAUSEA. FELT LIKE I HAD THE FLU.

937086 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 42.0 42 M Sudden fast heart/pounding  rate about 30 min after vaccination. Followed by immediate warm feeling, light headedness (similar to feeling of passing out).  Every 10-15 min after that for the next 90 minutes a similar but less intense increase in heart rate would occur.  During this next 90 minutes my hands were very tingly and clammy, my adrenaline seemed high, and my throat was suddenly very dry requiring several cups of water.  Overall intensity of the heart pounding sensation decreased with each episode and overall my heart felt normal about 2 hrs past vaccination.  A headache then developed along with fogginess and persisted the rest of the day.

937087 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 FL 60.0 60 M Approximately 5 minutes after recieving the Moderna COVID vaccine #1 at 7:55am, he said he felt "clammy, warm inside". He was placed on VS monitor, BP 157/110, HR 72, O2sat 100%. He sts. hx of Hypertension and took his medication about 2 hours ago. He was monitored for 40 minutes. He stated he was feeling better. BP 144/96, HR 68, O2sat 97%. He remained awake and alert throughout. He left vaccine clinic ambulatory with steady gait.

937088 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Becoming acutely dizzy, light headed, nausea, head ache, diaphoretic, feeling like about to faint

937089 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MA 50.0 50 F Within 24 hrs, developed headaches, burning sensation down spine and neck. fullness in head intensified next day. balance was off, numbness and tingling throughout body. Went to ER. Diagnosed Paresthesia Y 1

937090 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Excessive Swelling, pain, itching lasting more than 24 hours at site of injection. Stiffness to the arm where injection occurred. Chills, body ache, head ache, general tiredness and itchy lasting longer than 24 hours

937091 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MI 63.0 63 F Patient reported she experienced a metallic taste, a tingling and slight swelling sensation in tongue.

937092 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 30 F A week after shot I started experiencing painful lymph node swelling in Left side clavicle, arm Elbow, behind the knee and armpit. i contacted my doctor but that can't get me in until 1/19

937093 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 42.0 42 F Pfizer-BioNTechCOVID-19 Vaccine EUA Left armpit swelling, began 1/9/21 at 7am, it is still swollen, had a PCP visit in clinic, off work for 3 days and prescribed anti-inflammatory. Fever, aches, chills, headaches, began 1/9/21 at 9am.  Resolved within 24 hours.  used tylenol as bottle dosage. Low grade fever until 1/10/21 at 3pm. used aleve as bottle dosage.

937094 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 PR 30.0 30 F local pain(2 days), low fever (two nights), tiredness(2 days), hives in vaccine site (one week after)

937096 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 VA 34.0 34 F Temperature to 100.2, sore arm, fatigue

937097 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 RI 58.0 58 F Severe abdominal pain, nauseous, diarrhea, vomiting, headache, joint pain, muscular aches.

937098 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 MS 24.0 24 F swelling in left underarm lymph node from friday 1/8/21 and still present today, 1/12/21

937099 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 65.0 65 M client has facial flushing ; apparent on observation; RN obtained manual blood pressure 152/92. denies dyspnea, no history of allergies

937100 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 KS 54.0 54 F Patient presents with itching skin and red rash to her chest shortly after getting her first dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. She denies a history of allergic reaction to prior immunizations, but has had itching skin and rash with allergy shots.  She denies SOA or swelling in her throat, lips or eyes. Patient was treated with Benadryl, solumedrol and lactated ringers, monitored in office for 2 hours before being sent home. Patient was recovered within 24 hours.

937101 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MI 44.0 44 F Patient reported tongue swelling that lasted for 3 minutes and then finger tingling which occured for 3 minutes.

937102 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 MO 49.0 49 F 1st vacccine onset headache 30 mins, discomfort arm and tired. 2nd Vaccine onset headache 30 mins Wed, Thursday neck shoulders blades hurt, and achy.  Friday Chills, no fever, hurt to the bone all over, sick to stomach, noticed some lips swollen, felt foggy in head.   Headache constant top of head. 10:45am spots  and vision blurry.  Felt very sick.  Laid head down then woke black spots. Sat occasionally in sun saw black spots. /sun off not looking at computer did  not see black spots. Monday increase black spots. Saw an eye doctor.

937103 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 NC 45.0 45 F 1st zoster re-activation

937104 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 TX 48.0 48 F Symptoms - ? EE reports she woke up Sunday am not feeling well and reports symptoms of body aches, chills, axillary lymph node tenderness and swelling, fever (Tmax 102.2).  EE reports she called off of work Monday but later came to work later at approximately 09:00.  EE reports Monday resolution of all symptoms except still worsening lymph node tenderness and swelling.  EE reports she emailed Woodlands EH RN and advised to contact HR vaccine support line to notify of adverse reaction.  EE report she filled out V-safe.  Last day of work and shift - ?currently working today Home remedies? -   rest and motrin (last dose at 8:30 PM on Sunday 1/10) Any improvement? ? EE reports resolution of all symptoms except lymph node swelling and tenderness Recommendation?  EE encouraged to rotate Tylenol and motrin q3h and to contact PCP for appointment.

937105 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 PA 66.0 66 F Injection site pain, chills, fever, headache, muscle pain, nausea 12 hours after second vaccine

937108 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MA 41.0 41 F Recipient reported heartburn sensation, and fatigue.

937109 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 OH 53.0 53 F Very large, very tender axillary lymph node under right arm.  Some soreness began day after injection but swelling and increased soreness began 4 days after injection and persists 8 days after injection

937110 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 PA 35.0 35 F 1/9/21 no pain and no red mark 1/10/21 ? perfect red circle where vaccine was given with pain, hot ? unable to wear sleeve over spot, difficult to sleep, and could feel it even when breathing 1/11/21 ? marked vaccine area with pen line ? see picture below. Shoulder tender with movement above 90degrees 1/12/21 ? redness is spreading outside of pen more medially, slightly laterally ? shoulder tenderness is still the same level

937111 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 ME 23.0 23 F 10 days post vaccination, injection site became itchy.  Patient noticed the site to be red and swollen.

937112 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 MT 47.0 47 F Tested COVID+ on 01/08/2021

937113 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 NY 32.0 32 F Pain at injection site for 2 days following vaccine but this resolved. No other issues until red rash site reaction 2 weeks after injection. Slight warmth, no other symptoms.

937114 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 GA 42.0 42 F Within approximately 20 minutes of receiving the vaccine, numbness and tingling was felt in the face, burning of the eyes, and a metallic taste was noticed in the mouth.  However, all of these sensations went away on their own within five minutes of onset, without any intervention.

937116 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 53.0 53 F Developed over all body rash on 1/9/2021

937117 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Chills, body aches, feeling warm(  normal temp), fast heart rate, headache unable to sleep. 12 hours  after receiving vaccine.  sypmtoms lasted x 3 hrs.  with Tylenol

937118 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 TX 50.0 50 M For Vaccine Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine: I'm experiencing  extreme tiredness, light headed and dizziness, body aches especially on my back, loss of appetite, chills and a mild fever. Have rested for 2 days in bed and no change in the tiredness.

937119 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 MN 60.0 60 F Patient had low grade fever of 99.1, myalgia and local injection site discomfort 3/10 pain.

937120 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MA 32.0 32 F Pain to injection site from 8-hrs and resolved 48 hrs after the injection. Slight itching to puncture site for 3 days  yesterday 1/11/21 onset of Swollen Lymph node to the L axilla and under the L clavicle bone , same side as the injection site. They are both visibly swollen and tender. Ongoing today.

937121 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 WI 35.0 35 M Client vaccinated and 7:15pm on 1/7/21. Symptoms began 06:00 on 1/8/21. Symptoms included severe chills, nausea, dry heaving, temp 102.4, severe joint pain, shortness of breath, headache, fatigue. Client alternated between Tylenol and ibuprofen.

937122 01/08/2012 01/12/2021 TX 52.0 43 F Ran fever of 102. Extreme chills and body aches. Lasted 2 days. Injection site is very warm, red, bruised, swollen and sore.

937123 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 GA 57.0 57 F I received the first injection on 1/4/2021 and had some normal soreness but, it was totally gone in 2 days. On the evening of day 7 (1/11/2021) I developed an red area at the injections site about 8inches by 4inches. The area is hot to the touch and a bit swollen.

937125 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 34.0 34 M Pt took "T4" pre-workout approx. an 75min prior to vaccine, during that time he worked out/exercised without issue and arrived for his vaccine approx. 15min after completion of his workout.     Following his initial vaccination at approx. 530pm, the patient (EMT) walked back to the ambulance in which he was working and bypassed the observation area.  He reports approx. 20min later he began experiencing the sensation that his throat was swelling and immediately began dry heaving.  He returned inside and was tachycardic on monitoring and shivering.  The patient never lost his ability to breath during his time at the vaccination clinic but ultimately received a single dose of IM Epinephrine, Zytec 10mg, and Benadryl (unknown dose) and transported by ambulance to the local ER.  no rashes were observed at the time of intial onset through the time of transport (approx. 20min)

937126 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CO 53.0 53 F I have a red silver dollar sized hard lump that is red and warm

937128 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 FL 68.0 68 F MODERNA COVID-19 Vaccine EUA I took the vaccine on Monday Jan 4 at around 9 AM. During the day only pain in the left arm. On Tuesday I felt tired all day long. At 7 PM, I took a Coke inside the fridge and I noticed and told my husband I was not feeling well. I put the coke in the glass, after I took the glass in my hand and then I fainted. Never in my life I have fainted before. I hit my head in the floor. Now I have some bruise in my face, mainly around my left eye. Feeling a little dizzy,  I am in quarantine I and my husband are staying home all the time. I have my doctor scheduled for next Thursday.

937129 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NY 21.0 21 F Injection given at 11:35am on 1/7/21 in arm- pt went to sit in chair in waiting area- at 11:40 she was seen to bee breathing heavy and pale. She has a history of anxiety BP 90/55 and pulse thready unable to obtain full pulse. She was talking and conscious. Tried to slow breathing she did have stiff cramping fingers due to the hyperventilation. We had her re-breath into a paper box and her cramping of hands and breath improved. She was given juice and BP at 11:50am was 100/60 pulse 80 and not thready. Color improved. She walked out of the clinic feeling better with her mother.

937131 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 TX 83.0 83 F On phone follow-up after vaccine patient noted that she fainted and vomited ~1.5 days after vaccine. Event occurred in the public. EMS was called but patient declined transport to ER facility. Patient said she felt fine after event and no further issues after episode. Patient has had no further follow-up with another health care provider for event.

937132 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 KY 49.0 49 M Nausea and vomiting. Started about 14 hours after vaccine. Lasted about 8 hours. Fatigue the following day but not sure if secondary to promethazine or being up all night.  Maximum temp was 99.4 orally

937133 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MA 36.0 36 F patient complained of severe arm burning upon vaccine administration

937135 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 SD 26.0 26 F Sore arm at injection site-starting in afternoon after injection, day after injection  Flu-like symptoms including muscle aches and chills - starting 8pm-12am day of injection

937137 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 LA 76.0 76 F 3:45 AM awoke with dizziness and loss of balance. 4:57AM  awoke again with more intense dizziness and loss of balance; stubbled, fell  in bathroom. Symptoms have persisted of state of drunkenness'  when walking and head is feeling "weird".

937138 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NY 63.0 63 F Second day after shot , feverish chills and uncontrollable blood sugars ( over 300) no matter how much consul in I toll very difficult to get a normal baseline number. Fever was as hig as 102.7two days after injection, and returns in night to 101. Chills, achy.

937139 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 PA 43.0 43 F Pain under left foot. Then it went to the right side. 2nd day it was severe.  Today it is a mild feeling but it is still there on the right side.

937140 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 GA 42.0 42 F Began running a temp of 99.8 degrees on the evening of 01/01/21.  (Thermometer is accurate.  My employer requires us to take our temps twice a day every day since mid-March.  I have not run a fever since mid-March prior to 01/01/21, nor have I run one since.  The temp was also checked four times prior to taking Tylenol to make sure the reading was not in error.) Tylenol was taken.  The fever went away and never came back again.  No other medical intervention was needed other than Tylenol.

937142 12/19/2020 01/12/2021 WV 58.0 58 F Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System,   I received the first Pfizer Vaccine (EH9899) on 12/19/20. A few days later, I felt like my head, on the side of my right ear, had a great deal of pressure in it and it felt "funny " but it did not really hurt. It was uncomfortable and distracting. I waited to see if it would go away. I noticed my hearing was decreased . On 01/06/20 when I woke up, my hearing was completely gone in my right ear. I could hear nothing out of that ear.  I had a noise in my head. Just a loud roaring noise. I had severe vertigo and could not walk across the room. I describe this as I felt like I was on a merry-go-round and someone was spinning me really fast. (continue)  Additional information for Item 18: Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System,   continued:    I also experienced severe vomiting and could not stop. My husband took me to the doctor. Since I could not get in to my regular doctor that day, we went to an ear doctor I had visited a couple of years ago because that was the only person I could find to see me on short notice. I had regular hearing test in the past and my hearing was normal last time he checked it.  After doing a hearing test, he verified my Hearing was severely decreased in my right ear. I explained to him, I also feel "foggy" and I have problems concentrating, was having vertigo, and vomiting. I am not sure if that is because of the constant sound in my ear that distracts me but it is a definite problem and interferes with my work. I cannot concentrate. He started me on Steroids (Prednisone) 60 mg a day for 7 days, then 40 mg for 3 days, then 20 mg for three days, Antivert 12.5 mg three times a day as needed, and Zofran for the vomiting if I needed that.  I have not experienced anymore vomiting and the Vertigo has been very limited. Mostly when I lay down now instead of when I stand up.  My blood pressure has also been slightly elevated, but it could be from the Steroids.   I was scheduled to take the 2nd Pfizer Vaccine on 01/09/21. Since I was receiving the high doses of Steroids, I was concerned that the vaccine would not be effective or may interact with the steroids so I went to my family doctor 01/08/21, for a visit. He said he would check and let me know if it was contraindicated for me to take the Vaccine on high doses of steroids. When I did not hear from him, because I had to take the vaccine the next day, I called the Pharmacy and talked to someone there and they told me the agency was still recommending you take the Vaccine even if you are on the steroids. I received the second Pfizer Vaccine on 01/09/21.  My hearing is now coming and going but I can hardly hear anything out of that right ear. . There is a constant noise, like a roaring, in my head and I still have problems concentrating. I have had no more vomiting and my vertigo has hot been as severe but I have experienced some at times.   I reported to the Pharmacy the day I received my vaccine, 01/09/21, about the things I had experienced this since my first vaccine. They took my information and said they would call me but today is 01/12/21 and I have not heard from them yet so I thought I would go ahead and report this. I am concerned this was an adverse reaction to the vaccine. I return to the doctor 01/20/21 for a repeat hearing exam.   The Doctor expressed this condition could be a permanent and disabling  issue but currently being treated and will follow up with more testing.   I am also concerned about how the second vaccine affected me because I was receiving the high doses of Steroids at the time I received it.    I am sending this from a work email so if you reply, please reply to personal email.

937143 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 OH 51.0 51 F $ hours after vaccie area became very swollen, hard and red. Pt also felt extremely tired and achey of the next few days.

937144 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OH 33.0 33 F Body/joint pain, nausea, vomiting, headache, and chills/hot flashes.

937146 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 NH 22.0 22 M Erythema, Circular Rash, Warmth.

937147 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NC 49.0 49 M Mold/moderate wheeze and chest tightness.  Onset ~20 min after administration.  Lasted 30-45 minutes.

937148 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NY 35.0 35 F dizziness post injection

937149 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 GA 66.0 66 F onset of severe headache, chills, nausea, fever to 101.5 and chest tightness (pulse ox dropped to 92% requiring treatment with albuterol several times during the day.  Inset of symptoms occurred approximately 16 hours after vaccination.   Fever and other symptoms began subsiding approximately 24-28 hours after vaccination.

937153 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Headache-Tylenol /onset 10 hours after  Pain at injection site-onset 10 hours after Fatigue-onset 10 hours after Left side Lymph node pain-onset morning after Joint pain-onset 10 hours after Body aches-onset 10 hours after

937154 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 ME 58.0 58 F 99 fever, dizzy, nauseous, body aches and pain, headaches, diarrhea. Took Ibuprofen

937155 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IL 34.0 34 M Nausea, body aches, consistent headache, stomach pains

937156 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 OH 35.0 35 F 09:57AM Developed nausea, lightheadedness, dizziness at this time. Offered Pt. water.  Monitored for 30 min.  Observed injection site: no rash or hives noted.  BP 124/80. Pt stated she feels better at time of discharge and dizziness and nausea subsided.

937158 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 TX 83.0 83 F Patient on phone call follow-up noted that she fainted and vomited about ~1.5 days after vaccine administration. Patient was in a public area and EMS was called. Patient noted she felt fine after event and refused transport to another facility. No other issues noted after this episode per patient.

937159 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TN 22.0 22 F Fever of 101.3, headache

937161 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MN 42.0 42 F Itchy face, head, back; no rash Administered 25mg diphenhydramine (po) Itching resided

937162 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PA 27.0 27 F patient states that she received vaccine on 11/11/21 at 10 am and symptoms started on n11/11/21 at 11 pm and included: fever of 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit-relieved with tylenol, headache, body/muscle aches, chills, sore throat

937163 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 40.0 40 F Headache unable to improve with medication, body aches, fever up to 101, 3.5" nodule of erythema, warmth, pain at injection site.

937164 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 DC 37.0 37 F fever, rash, lymphadenopathy

937165 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Around 2pm on 1/9/21, I started to have mild abdominal discomfort. Later on that day started to have a headache. Took Tylenol 1gm, which helped with headache. Approximately at 1:45am on 1/10/21, I started to feel chills body aches, fatigue, abdominal pain, headache, arm pain on the injection site. Took Tylenol 1gm with Benadryl 50mg. Felt my body sweating. Woke up still with chills, and fatigue. Headache was intermittent throughout the day. Took Tylenol 1gm one time at night woke up on 1/11/21 without symptoms except for the arm pain.

937166 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 PA 50.0 50 M 12/31 visited physician office and appeared to have COVID toes. Received vaccination on 12/21/20. on 12/31 had no fever or related symptoms. Had lesions that are not painful or itchy. they started 3 days after vaccination, not spreading with worse redness on the 30th than the 31st. patient was covid negative and did not receive the 2nd dose.

937167 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 SC 62.0 62 F Pt developed an itchy, red, rash at the injection site about 5 hours after receiving the vaccine.  Eight days after vaccine, she noticed the same type of red, itchy rash on her back.  No other symptoms were noticed.

937169 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 WI 59.0 59 F Patient experienced dizziness and migraine 30 minutes after receiving the vaccine. Patient had dizziness, nausea migraine and light sensitivity 1 day after receiving the vaccine as well. Sent home from work

937170 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 80.0 80 M only a sore arm but enough to interfere with sleeping

937172 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 TX 52.0 52 F 10 days after the date of vaccination, the injection site to the right gluteal region became hot, itchy, and started to tingle. Petechiae noted approximately 2-2.5 inches all around injection site. Large, firm "knot" developed under the area.  On day 12 following the injection, the petechiae faded and left a large bruise over the area. The large, firm "knot" area started to decrease.

937173 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 AL 39.0 39 F Vaccinated on 12/28/20.   1/4/21- Pt had swelling  and pain of the LEFT breast and under arm lymph nodes. This subsided on 1/07/21.  1/07/21- Large, red, raised rash appeared on LEFT deltoid. Measuring 4in. x 4in.  Itchy but not painful. Doctor was consulted. Patient given Benadryl and Zyrtec. Rash began to shrink in size and became lighter in color. Rash still present but is slowly resolving as of today.(1/12/21).

937174 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OH 62.0 62 F painful swollen left arm. unable to raise arm.  Went to urgent care for treatment

937175 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NY 65.0 65 F Injection around 9:25am. She became dizzy at 9:30am in the chair in the waiting area after vaccine. Juice provided as well as water. @9:30 her BP was 120/88 Pulse 70. Pt talking. Felt slightly better after juice- still a bit shaky and dizzy. At 9:56 am she still was not feeling right- stating head heavy and now her chest had a tightness in the center- still Alert and oriented. BP recheck was 160/96 in left and 160/100 in right with a pulse of 88. 911 was called at this time. Ambulance arrived and patient went to the ER at 10:15am

937176 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 FL 52.0 52 F Ongoing since vaccination 12/12/2020. Fatigue, Weakness Muscle aches, neck pain.

937177 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Fatigue, chills, nausea, diarrhea, muscle and joint pain

937179 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 53.0 53 F Fever, body aches, nausea, diarrhea

937180 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 KY 47.0 47 F Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine: Pt received Moderna COVID vaccine at 0800 am.(Lot 012L20A Mixed at 0720)  Pt states during the end of her 15 min wait she noticed increased salivation.  Pt left facility after 15 min and as she drove away she started having chest tightness and felt she needed deep breaths.  She returned to vaccination facility and was rechecked.  She stated she felt as if she was having panic attack type symptoms.  She states she felt this way previously when taking steroids.  Pt given diphenhydramine cap at 0820 am and repeated at 0825 am.  Vitals monitored: 0820 HR 117 BP 145/85 Pulse Ox 97%.  0830 AM HR 107 Pulse Ox 98%.  0835 AM HR 92 BP 130/87 Pulse Ox 99%.  0848 HR 90 BP 122/82 Pulse Ox 99%.  0905 HR 87 BP 132/81 Pulse Ox 99.  0920 HR 88 BP 139/89 Pulse Ox 98%.  Pt states she is feeling better and would like to leave facility.  She feels she is ok.  Pt left facility. Instructed if any further symptoms or concerns to seek emergency assistance immediately or call 911.  Pt understands.

937182 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 30.0 30 F Vomiting and inability to eat or retain food, swollen/painful arm lasting 4 days, hard welt/ball like swelling at peak of swelling beginning Thursday evening through Saturday, inability to raise, hold, grasp or use arm for 2 days after injection, consistent fever for 36 hours/intermittent fever through Saturday, tightness in chest (relieved with inhaler every 2 hours) for 36 hours, tingling  and phantom pain along left side of body and face, excessive exhaustion, dizziness and  unfocused thoughts 48 hours, persistent migraine for 36 hours, intermittent headaches continuing with chills  and nausea. Worse symptoms were 24-72 hours after injection,  more mild side-effects (intermittent headache, nausea and chills) continuing through today.

937183 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 OK 54.0 54 F 2 days of normal soreness after injection on 12/28/2020.  Evening of 1/6/2021, initial redness of injection site with spread thru shoulder down to elbow.  Morning of 1/7/2021, Redness brighter, streaky, swollen knot at injection site about the size of 1/2 dollar.  Warm touch and throbbing.  Contact Employee Health and PCP with pictures and sypmtoms.  Told to ice, pain meds as needed and watch.  Swelling and pain subsided by 1/9/2021, redness and itchy thru 1/10/2021.  All symptoms are gone and ready for dose 2.  I was told by Employee Health and PCP to report.

937184 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 RI 41.0 41 F Infection to the left arm Injection site went to the hospital on 1/11/2021 at 1030pm.  Antibiotics: cephalexin  500mg every 6 hours by mouth

937187 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 GA 26.0 26 F Initially had typical injection site soreness, fatigue and nausea. Patient reports 2 day later began developing, nasal congestion, periorbital edema and urticaria like skin eruption on  bilateral UE, trunk and LE's.  Evaluated in clinic 6 days later still having similar symptoms with no worsening or improvement despite OTC benadryl. No respiratory distress, fevers, or abnormal blood pressure.

937188 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 FL 69.0 69 F Following morning, after receiving 1st Pfizer shot, started bleeding vaginally.

937189 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 LA 54.0 54 F employee received the first COVID vaccine in her left arm.  The following morning she woke up with a rash on her left arm that spread to her neck.  She has been managing it with antihistamines, has not missed work and is contacting her PCP today

937190 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 32.0 32 F Nausea, itchy throat, red blotches on neck, extreme fatigue, burning sensation in arm instantly and for 8 hours, painful arm for 3 days, tremors in legs

937193 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 45.0 45 F Anxious, mouth numb, cough - asked for inhaler, 25 mg po bendaryl given. Tongue becomes numb. Difficulty breathing. Called ambulance.

937194 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NC 75.0 75 M Swelling in left ankle Pain in left knee

937195 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 PA 22.0 22 F 6 days after receiving the vaccine I developed a swollen red welt on my life arm at the injection site that was itchy and hot to the touch. 24 hours after this welt developed it had progressed to a larger red spot with a dark red ring surrounding it. It was still itchy and hot. I then medical attention from a virtual health clinican who diagnosed me with cellulitis resulting from the vaccine. I was put on antibiotics and the issue has now resolved

937196 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 MA 29.0 29 F Following the administration of the 1st dose I felt soreness on my arm. 2 hours later felt a sore throat, body aches, headache, fatigue set in.  No  skin reaction as of yet. The sore throat, body aches, and headaches resolved in 24 hrs.  The sore arm and fatigue persisted. 4 days after receiving the shot (1/4/21) I woke up to an itch on my right arm in the exact location where I received the vaccine. The itch persisted and grew over the following days. I also felt fatigue, soreness in my right side of my body and poor appetite throughout the week. The redness and swelling set in 1/7/21 a few days after first noticing the itch.  1/8/21 was the peak with the redness, swelling and itching being at its height. I spoke with my PCP on 1/8/21 who suggested I used an over the counter allergy medicine to treat the swelling. I took Claritin. The fatigue, soreness in my right side of my body and poor appetite continued until 1/10/21 when I began to feel more ok. The swelling, redness and itching is slowly resolving. Today 1/12 the area is not swollen, redness is very minimal and itching minimal as well.

937197 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 TN 62.0 62 F The same day I got arm tenderness.  The 3rd day, I started having waves of nausea after the 3rd day and feel generally Ill. Feel sick off an on and some days are bad enough that they wake me up during the night.

937198 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 27.0 27 M Muscle pains, chills, fever (100.6F), fatigue

937199 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MN 53.0 53 F Started to feel dizzy and lightheaded 7 minutes after receiving vaccine.  Soon began to feel numbness, tingling on tongue and around mouth.  Started to feel tingling in legs.  Moved from sitting position to laying down.  Epi-pen administered at 10:24am.  Patient responded, numbness and tingling resolved.  At 10:40am she began to complain on numbness and tingling around mouth and on tongue.  2nd Epi-pen administered at 10:41am.  Patient taken to ER with RN in escort.

937200 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 WI 59.0 59 F Patient had dizziness 30 minutes after the injection. The next day they had a migraine, light sensitivity, and nausea and was sent home from work

937201 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NY 48.0 48 F patient complained of metallic taste, body felt heavy, eventually  subsided

937202 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 KY 25.0 25 F Normal, reported symptoms appeared 12/30/2020 approximately 7 hours after injection. Symptoms included fatigue lasting 1-2 days after injection, and swelling, redness, soreness and fever around the injection site on the right arm. All above symptoms disappeared by 1/2/2021. However, the symptoms on the injection site (arm redness, swelling, soreness and fever around injection site) reappeared on 1/9/2020 and are current. Symptoms are mild in nature.

937203 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 GA 40.0 40 F 7 days post vaccine, I experienced sore throat and coughing.

937205 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 ND 66.0 66 F PATIENT HAD A SORE ARM ON THURSDAY.  ON SATURDAY MORNING SHE WOKE UP WITH A SWOLLEN, RASH AREA AROUND THE SITE OF THE INJECTION.  ON SUNDAY THE AREA WAS LESS SWOLLEN.  ON MONDAY SHE CAME IN TO SHOW ME THE RASH. IT WAS A STRAIGHT HORIZONTAL LINE WITH RED PETECHIAE AROUND THE LINE, EXTENDING TO THE REAR ARM PIT AREA.

937206 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 61.0 61 F Approximately 3:00 pm on 1/8/21 of my first vaccination, I started feeling very achy and the injection site started to hurt.  At 8:30 pm of the same date, I had a fever of 102 degrees, chills, severe body aches, headache and lethargy.  During that night, I experienced nausea and my whole left arm (injection arm) started to hurt a lot.  This lasted the entire next day 1/9/21 .  My fever finally broke that night.  I was still slightly achy and fatigued on 1/10/21.  On Monday 1/11/21 I was fine.

937207 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 FL 53.0 53 F She returned to the vaccine clinic approximately 35 minutes after having received her vaccine. She complained of feeling dizzy and nauseated. She was placed on vs monitor. BP 128/79, HR 82, O2sat 100%. 8:35am BP 142/101, HR 82, O2sat 100%. She stated that her chest felt funny like her heart beating different. Monitor with NSR. Code green called. She was taken to Emergency Department via stretcher. VS upon leaving vaccine clinic 155/96, 90, O2sat 100%.

937208 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IL 26.0 26 M Vivid dreams the night of the vaccine

937209 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 53.0 53 F Around 2:30 PM on 1/10 I could not stay awake and slept for three hours. The following day, 1/11 I had  the following symptoms: swollen glands, headache, nausea, fatigue, joint pain, a metallic taste in my mouth. Symptoms are the same 1/12

937211 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 77.0 77 F treatment to protect patient from Covid-19

937212 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 RI 41.0 41 F Infection to left arm Injection site  Redness, itchy, warm

937213 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NM 39.0 39 F 1/11/21 at 0625 recieved vaccine.  Had taken benadryl to help sleep due to working night shift.  Woke up at 2:30pm and noticed swelling to face and inside of inner cheeks.  Went to Free Standing ER and recieved Hydroxyzine to help reduce swelling and sent home.  1/12/21 this am noticed the swelling in cheeks was better but now has swollen necks glands and facial swelling is slightly better in cheek better, but lips and rest of face of face still swollen.

937214 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 RI 42.0 42 F One week post vaccination a rash appeared in the area surrounding injection site.  The rash was red and raised, with itching. The site was painful and warm to the touch.  During healing, the center has lightened, but perimeter remains red and raised. Patient reached out to PCP who was not concerned.  No intervention was suggested.  Patient reports getting lump at site of flu shot in the past,

937215 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Pt reports joint pain (right wrist and right knee swelled up) and got rash ("little blisters") on palms of hands.

937216 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 GA 28.0 28 F Fever 100.0 F, body aches,

937218 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 MN 74.0 74 M Starting 12/31/2020 at approximately 0030, began experiencing nausea, vomiting, fever up to 101.4 F lasting one day. Also he had multiple episodes of incontinent diarrhea and fatigue on 1/1/2021 and 1/2/2021. He was treated for his symptoms with ondansetron and acetaminophen. All signs and symptoms resolved on 1/2/2020.

937219 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OK 35.0 35 F Extreme chills, body aches, nausea, headache, fatigue.  Symptoms lasted 24-48hrs after 1st dose, symptoms persisting past 4 days on 2nd dose.  2 weeks after 1st dose positive ANA titer was found after an episode of Raynoud?s that had never been experienced previously.

937220 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MA 31.0 31 F Recipient reported a sore throat and an upper body rash on the neck area and parts of the face that eventually faded.

937221 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 SC 42.0 42 F TACHYCARDIA AND HYPERTENSION WITH ''TIGHTNESS OF THROAT", TREATED WITH IM BENADRYL, IMPROVED AND PATIENT RELEASED SAME DAY

937222 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NM 30.0 30 F severe headache for 72 hours bump beginning under skin 24 hours after injection, small bumps under the surface appear 72 hours later, today (1/12) bumps appearing around injection site

937224 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 CA 24.0 24 F on the 8th she started feeling swelling in her arm pit. Felt like an eternal blister. Could barely lift her left arm.

937225 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 42.0 42 F 8 days post vaccination, injection site is suddenly red, swollen, hard and warm to touch.
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937226 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 55.0 55 F Headaches. Intermittent. Right side of head. First mild HA 1/8. Second more intense HA 1/12 3AM , right side right orbital space. Dull headache.

937227 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 CA 26.0 26 F headaches, nausea, body aches, chills,  sore throat, fatigue, light headedness approximately 12 hours after administration which continued for a few days after.  Medicated with Ibuprofen to manage pain.

937228 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 MI 93.0 93 F Emesis

937229 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 PA 38.0 38 M Fever, chills, muscle and joint aches, headache - all lasted about 12-24 hours of onset Treated with ibuprofen to reduce fever and alleviate muscle and joint aches

937231 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 CA 43.0 43 F slight pain at site from injection - hours later into the next day moderate pain at injection site.  Could not sleep on that shoulder as pressure then created more intense pain.  Continues into the second day

937232 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 GA 26.0 26 F Initially had typical injection site soreness, fatigue and nausea. Patient reports 2 day later began developing, nasal congestion, bilateral periorbital edema and a cholinergic urticaria-like skin eruption on bilateral UE, trunk and LE's.

937233 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 57.0 57 F DOUBLE VISION STARTED 24HR FOLLOWING VACCINE

937235 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 38.0 38 F Scratchy throat, excessive fatigue, nausea

937236 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NY 70 F A few days later after vaccine about 9:30 I got the chills. When I woke up around 4p. i had a headache nauseous. Very fatigued till around 10pm. i woke up the next day and I was fine.

937238 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IL 51.0 51 F After a week Swollen Lymph node and Red and swollen injection site with redness and hot to touch.  Heaviness in R arm . No fever yet

937239 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MI 25.0 M I experienced severe fatigue and body aches the morning after I received my second vaccine.

937240 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 66.0 66 M 5 days of muscle pain and headache Raised blood pressure measured by chance on day 5 after vaccine

937241 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Severe muscle pain, severe headache , fever and nausea

937243 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 69.0 69 M None

937244 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 MI 62.0 62 F *8 days after injection i discovered a hard lump (6am)at injection site . by Noon this area was red, sore, swollen and very hot (102). I went to the auditorium where i received the shot at 3pm. the nurses said they have not experienced this 8 days out. A doctor 9dermatologist ) looked at it and drew a circle around the red area and said if the redness spreads to seek medical attention. He asked the nurse not to document this. I went to the ER and the doctor treated me for infection/ cellulitis. After 3 days on antibiotics it has subsided by half.

937245 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 AL 30.0 30 F Started experiencing fever, chills, and joint pain about 12 hours post vaccine.  Symptoms lasted about 24 hours, and now appear to be gone.  Awaiting treatment plan from provider.

937247 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 49.0 49 F Fever, Headache, Body Aches, Nausea

937248 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 AZ 36.0 36 F HEADACHE,  MUSCLE PAIN, FATIGUE,SWELLING IN THE VACCINE AREA,

937249 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MD 61.0 61 F fever (under 100 degrees) muscle aches, diarrhea, extreme fatigue and generally feeling terrible. This lasted 48 hours. Then I woke up with what felt like a head cold. I still have diarrhea.

937250 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 42.0 42 F 8 days post vaccination, patient developed soreness,  redness at injection sire. site is hot to touch, red, swollen and hard

937251 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MD 27.0 27 F Arm pain at site lasting more than 24 hours. Radiating arm and neck pain and stiffness for first day, eased with sleep overnight. Feverish and chills in the evening of first night, eased with sleep overnight.

937253 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 ID 50.0 50 M 0811 - pt c/o lightheaded and flushing.  Pt reports I feel like I am going to pass out.  Pt assisted to stretcher.  BP - 131/83, hr 87, rr 22, sats 100. Pt given water. 0813 - Pt reports "I am feeling normal.:  0814 - 120/79, p 74, rr  20, sats 99 0818 - Pt clearing throat.  Pt states this happened with first vaccine.  Pt states "I feel a tickle in my throat."  Pt unable to take Benadryl pills. 0820 - Pt given 25 mg liquid Benadryl 0828 - bp 137/85, hr 67, rr 18, sats 98.. Pt reports I feel better.  Pt assisted to chair. 0835 - Walked in hallway with patient.  Pt reports I feel normal. 0840 - Pt walked to door.  Denies throat tickle, being lightheaded or flushed.

937254 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 OK 30.0 30 F That night I had the chills, a fever of 101 and the worst headache

937255 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 WA 53.0 53 F Approximately 13 minutes after vaccine, 10:49 a.m., patient stated she felt like she had a lump in her throat.  No other symptoms, lungs clear, respirations normal, BP 190/80 initially but recheck 124/72.  Dr. came to examine patient and ordered Epinephrine with some improvement in symptoms. Patient taken to ED by wheelchair.

937264 09/17/2020 01/12/2021 WA 62.0 62 F Lethargy; Fever; Joint pain / Her joint pain was in / knees and fingers; Her joint pain was in her lower back; Flu like symptoms; Soreness at the injection site; Tiredness; Sleepiness; This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative and described the occurrence of injection site pain in a 62-year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) (batch number GM2Y4, expiry date 10th May 2022) for prophylaxis.   Co-suspect products included Flu Seasonal QIV Dresden (Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2020-2021 season) for prophylaxis.   On 17th September 2020, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix and Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2020-2021 season. On 17th September 2020, immediately after receiving Shingrix and Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2020-2021 season, the patient experienced injection site pain. On 18th September 2020, the patient experienced lethargy, fever, joint pain, low back pain, influenza-like symptoms, tiredness and sleepiness. On an unknown date, the outcome of the injection site pain, lethargy and fever were unknown and the outcome of the joint pain and low back pain were not recovered/not resolved and the outcome of the influenza-like symptoms, tiredness and sleepiness were recovered/resolved.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the injection site pain, lethargy, fever, joint pain, low back pain, influenza-like symptoms, tiredness and sleepiness to be related to Shingrix and Influenza vaccine Quadrivalent 2020-2021 season.  Additional details were provided as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported. The patient received shingrix and flu vaccine on same day and right away experienced soreness at injection site. The next day after vaccination experienced lethargy, fever, joint pain in lower back, knees and fingers. The patient was using heating pads for soreness and saw primary care physician.. The flu like symptoms resolved but it took 3-4 days for tiredness and sleepiness to resolve. The reporter mentioned that, patient was inquiring about the relationship between getting shingrix and the side effects. The reporter consented to follow up.

937266 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 CT 58.0 58 F fatigue; serious pain in right arm; This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative and described the occurrence of pain in arm in a 58-year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   On 31st December 2020, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix (intramuscular). On 1st January 2021, 1 days after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced pain in arm (serious criteria other: serious per reporter). On an unknown date, the patient experienced fatigue. On an unknown date, the outcome of the pain in arm was not recovered/not resolved and the outcome of the fatigue was recovered/resolved.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the pain in arm and fatigue to be related to Shingrix.  Additional case details were reported as follows: The patient received Shingrix in the left arm. The patient experiencing serious pain in the right arm, the day after receiving the vaccine. The pain in the right arm was a dull ache during the day and most painful at night and was ongoing. The patient also experiencing fatigue, which began a few hours after receiving the dose and resolved a few days later. The reporter consented to follow up.

937275 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 27.0 27 F Full body aches and stomach issues/diarrhea for about half a day, pain at injection site for 2 days

937276 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 TX 72.0 72 F Patient developed redness, warmth, and severe itching at the site, symptoms occurred over 1 week after vaccine received.  She did use hydrocortisone cream and cool compresses which has given relief.

937277 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MA 64.0 64 F Recipient reported heartburn sensation, chills, fatigue.

937278 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Injection site was sensitive to touch, bump under it, red and itchy

937280 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 IL 58.0 58 F dizziness, nausea  taking meclizine . Still experiencing dizziness as of 1/12/2021.

937281 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 RI 42.0 42 F Patient reports that approximately 7 days post vaccination a rash appeared at the injection site. The rash was raised, red, swollen, itchy, warm to touch , and uncomfortable. It extend approximately 5 to  6 centimeters around the injection site and into patient's armpit.  As site is healing, the center color has lightened. Perimeter of reaction remains red and symptomatic.

937282 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TN 42.0 42 F Grandma seizure last 30 seconds then she came too and started throwing up. Little blood in stool. Now 7 hrs. later she has a headache and is nauseous with occasional stomach cramps and diarrhea. Kept at home didn't seem to need hospital.

937283 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 57.0 57 F Muscle aches, fatigue

937284 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 FL 49.0 49 F She complained of feeling dizzy and nauseated approximately 10 mins after receiving the Moderna COVID vaccine #1 at 11:30am. She was placed on VS monitor, BP 144/78, Hr 78, O2sat 99%. 11:55am She stated she was feeling better and she just may have been nervous. She remained alert and oriented x3. BP 129/69, HR 76, O2sat 98%. She left the vaccine clinic with steady gait.

937285 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OH 26.0 26 F This person called 911 from her home and was apparently in and out of consciousness approximately 45 minutes after receiving the vaccine. Unknown if this client waited in the 15 minute area at the drive thru clinic.

937287 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IN 47.0 47 F intense headache with nausea

937288 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MS 65.0 65 F Hives below ear across face to other ear, a little on neck

937289 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 39.0 39 F diffuse urticaria and tachycardia

937290 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 24.0 24 F Muscle aches, fever, fatigue

937291 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 49.0 49 F Hives started within 24 hours and have been ongoing for two weeks

937292 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 NC 39.0 39 F days 5-10 brain fog, headaches day 7 evening red circle 2-3 inches around injection site, warm to touch days 7-10 red circle comes and goes, changes from all red to red ring day 11 around 9pm, upper legs burning, small bumps, lips tingling, lump in throat, arm burning on forearms, tingling on top of head day 12 woke up to face burning on cheeks and bridge of nose, feels like a sunburn now, some tingling top of head, still lump in throat

937293 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MA 46.0 46 M Joint pain, nausea, fever, achy, sweats, tired

937295 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 WA 40.0 40 F Within 2 hours of injection I developed severe flu-like symptoms and a significant injection site reaction. Within 3 days was feeling fine and site was only pink. A week after injection I developed full blown cellulitis out of the blue and had to get antibiotics prescribed. After 4 days on antibiotics, it resolved, then the following day the cellulitis symptoms returned below original cellulitis location.

937297 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 MI 79.0 79 F Emesis

937298 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NY 20.0 20 F headache, dizziness, chills, body aches

937299 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 ME 28.0 28 F Jaw became sore 1/9/21 , went to ER on 1/11/21 after continued pain diagnosed with Bells Palsy.  Given Medications : Acyclovir 800mg 5 times daily for 7 days, 60 mg prednisone with taper 10 days, Eye patch and Eye drops.

937300 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 VT 51.0 51 F Local  rash day after vaccine.  Resolved

937303 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CO 51.0 51 F Body aches, fever of 100.9 the morning after the vaccination.  Took one Naprosyn and about an hour later (~1:00pm ) symptoms completely resolved.

937304 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CO 53.0 53 F Rapid onset (less than 5 minutes) of acute migraine (knife-like stabbing pain in both temples, photophobic), nausea & diarrhea. This occured 4 days after my second COVID-19 vaccine. I had no symptoms prior to this.

937305 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 MD 57.0 57 F Sarted at 1245 co HA, BP 166/83 HR 78, 1310 bp 175/87, hr82.  Pt stated took morning dose nifedipine not scheduled for losartan until evening.  to ED for eval.

937306 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MN 64.0 64 F APPROXIMATELY 30 HOURS AFTER VACCINE I NOTICE SORENESS AND A  VERY HOT,  RED, SWOLLEN, ITCHY AREA AT INJECTION SITE APPROXIMATELY 3 INCHES ACROSS. THIS KEPT SPREADING UNTIL 12 HOURS AFTER THAT WHEN I TOOK BENEDRY L  AND THAT TOOK AWAY A LOT OF REDNESS, HEAT, AND RECEEDED SLIGHTLY.  THE BENEDRY HELPS BUT HAS NOT TAKEN IT AWAY.  ALSO HAD THE EXPECTED REACTION 14 HOURS AFTER VACCINE OF FEVER, CHILLS, BODY ACHES, & HEADACHE FOR 48 HOURS WHICH IMPROVED EACH DAY.

937307 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CA 34.0 34 F None stated.

937309 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 PA 52.0 52 F severe chills, fever of 102, joint pain, body aches, splitting headache, nausea, vomiting, dizziness, weakness, significant fatigue, day one, day two chills, fever of 101, joint pain, body aches, headache, nausea, dizziness, fatigue, diarrhea, very dark colored urine, day three temperature down to 98.9 in the morning and 97.5 by end of day, fatigue and slight dizziness, dark colored urine. By day 4 still a bit nauseous, but all other symptoms gone

937311 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MN 31.0 31 F All symptoms started around 12 hours after the vaccine and peaked at 18 hours: Fever 103f, body aches, malaise, severe headache, injection site pain, loss of appetite

937312 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 NC 54.0 54 F severe swelling, redness, cellulitis,

937314 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NC 40.0 40 F Shortness of breath,  chills and Burning sensation on face. I took some Benadryl to help

937315 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Severe head pain, severe muscle pain, vomiting  Fever 101.8,  swollen right axillary lymph node

937316 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 29.0 29 F None

937317 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Received her COVID-19 vaccine. Patient  stated "within 10 mins of receiving the vaccine, I started feeling like I'm going to have an asthma attack." She reported having headache, chills, her heart  racing, "I feel like my airway is closing that I had to cough".  Vital signs were taken by staff at the clinic. Patient reported BP was elevated, HR elevated, but O2 Sat was 100%.  Within 15 mins symptoms resolved. Patient returned to  her work area in the ED that same morning.  During her shift she took Motrin for a  headache.  On 1/8/21, @ 2330 started feeling burning sensation on the injection site, noticed that there was a blister and redness on the area. . 1/11/2021, she reported redness at the injection.  All other symptoms resolved on its own.

937318 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IL 57.0 57 F PATIENT CALLED AND SAID THAT LAST  EVENING SHE STARTED GETTING CHILLS, THINKS HAD FEVER BUT DIDI NOT TAKE TEMP, SLEEPING ALOT AND HURTS/ACHEY ALL OVER. ADVISED TO INCREASE FLUID TAKE OTC ANALGESIC AND CALL PCP

937319 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Began having numbess to face, tingling to hands and legs and dizziness that started  roughly 6 hours after injection; felt dizzy with movement and that her legs were going to give out.

937321 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 KS 37.0 37 F About 1 or 2 days after receiving my first Moderna injection, I noticed slight numbness/tingling to my left calf and left side of left foot.  I first noticed this when I was shaving. It's not always noticeable.  I am currently still having the same symptoms.  I did not report this on my V-Safe survey as I was not sure if it was caused by the vaccine.  I'm still not sure.

937322 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 VT 51.0 51 F Local  rash day after vaccine.  Resolved

937323 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 IN 61.0 61 M I was fine the day of the vaccine. When I woke up the next day I felt like I had a severe case of the Flu.  I had severe body aches, headache, muscle weakness, worse cough, injection site pain and swelling, chills, weakness/tiredness,  I felt like I had been hit by a car. I just tried to sleep and drink Gator Aid. The second day out from vaccination I felt much better. Just slight headache, body aches,  weakness.  My injection site started to hurt later in the second day. It still hurts today-seven days out from administration.

937324 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 NV 49.0 49 F Had diminished hearing loss for 1 day, and sense of smell was affected, smelled vomit all day. This was the day after the vaccine. On Friday, I was back to normal. Thank God! No treatment needed.

937325 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 OR 19.0 19 F Swelling and redness of injection site. Itch, dry skin, soreness

937326 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 VA 45.0 45 F SOB, dizziness, nervous, headache Treatment: IV Prednisone, IV Benadryl

937328 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 CA 30.0 30 F She developed a rash a few days after vaccine administration. It started out very small on her trunk and over the last few weeks has spread to her arms and legs.

937329 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 TX 53.0 53 F Swollen lymph nodes under arm of injection site

937330 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 33.0 33 F None

937331 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 34.0 34 M Lost of taste developed 18 hours after receiving vaccine

937332 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 AZ 48.0 48 F January 4.  Noticed neck swelling and pulsating neck while brushing teeth.  No fever noted.  Neck swelling noted with bounding pulse in jugular region x 9 days.  Seen by physician Jan 5.  Neck ultrasound performed Jan 11.  Awaiting results.

937334 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 MI 40.0 40 F Rash appear on my arm that Sunday.  The rash was all over my body.   I was on heavy Benadryl for about 1 week.

937335 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 NJ 54.0 54 F Severe splitting headache for 3 days Flushing for 2 days Burning feeling at the injection site right after injection for 2 days Moderate Pain at the injection site for 5 days Muscle weakness and aches, mild for 2 days Difficulty with concentration   Feeling tired for a few weeks

937336 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MN 41.0 41 F Onset of "kaleidoscope vision" at 10:50 AM, followed by headache, nausea, light sensitivity, and difficulty focusing eyes (symptoms of ocular migraine). Severe symptoms lasted 5 hours, mild symptoms lasted through the evening and next day (today I still have a mild headache and nausea). I have previously had 1 migraine (~5 yrs prior) in the setting of repeated fume exposure during a renovation at my workplace, no other history of migraine.

937337 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MI 35.0 35 F Not sure if related to vaccine or not, but within a couple hours after receiving the vaccine i started experiencing chest/back discomfort. Center of chest between breasts and back between shoulder blades. No difficulty breathing. Discomfort is more noticeable when inhaling or exhaling deeply. Can feel more with certain movements. Took Tylenol and applied heat when i got home last night, still experiencing today.

937338 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 VT 51.0 51 F Local  rash day after vaccine.  Resolved

937339 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Vaccine administered at 2pm. 1/8/21 @ ~ 4pm  LEFT arm soreness (which persisted all evening) 1/9/21 @ ~ 1am  I awoke from sleep with worsening LEFT Arm soreness, headache (bad) and body aches 1/9/21 @ ~ 11am Feeling more fatigued, chills, low grade fever 99.9 1/9/21 @ ~ 2 pm, continue to have body aches, fatigue, itchy nose/post nasal drip, chills fever 100.7 1/9/21 @ 8pm continued w/ prior symptoms, developed mild cough ( at this point I felt symptoms may be outside vaccine side effects, honestly wasn't sure if it was seasonal allergies w/ vaccine side effects) 1/10/21 ~ 10 am Awoke feeling better, remained fatigued and with mild intermittent cough but body aches/headaches resolved, opted to go for testing 1/12/21 informed of Covid + test (PCR), was advised by my hospital employee health to complete this form It should be noted I underwent mandated employee testing on 1/5/21 which was negative.

937340 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 CT 42.0 42 F Injection site erythema and swelling and soreness staring approx. 18 hours post injection.  Ice applied to site on day 1 and 2 post injection.  Swelling and pain decreased by day 3 though a knot remained.  Erythema had significantly diminished by day 6 and remains presently.    The erythema returned along with the knot approx. the size of a large grape on the evening of day 7.  Area is warm to the touch and intermittently itching.   Area of erythema is approx. the size of a half dollar coin.  No soreness at site at this time.

937342 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 MD 55.0 54 F SWOLLEN LYMPH NODES , ARM PIT AND LEFT NECK , AND LITTLE BUMPS

937343 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Within approximately 30 minutes after vaccine (Thursday), patient presented with red rash to upper chest, severe headache, dizziness and nausea.  Was treated with Benadryl and Tylenol per anesthesia onsite. Symptoms remained throughout the day with minimal improvement. The following morning  (Friday) only headache remained. patient began having abdominal pain, and was admitted to hospital the next day (Saturday).  It is now Tuesday and patient is still hospitalized.  Unclear if this entire event is vaccine related.Y 3

937344 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 KS 44.0 44 M Malaise, HA, nausea that started same day that vaccine given. At 14 days post vaccination sxs, intermittently and getting better

937345 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 OR 54.0 54 F Swelling, redness and hot to the touch.  Redness was marked to watch for spreading

937346 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OH 28.0 28 F Swelling red itchy injection site, fever, back pain, nausea/vomiting, headache

937350 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 33.0 33 F None

937352 01/12/2021 IN F Employee working at Vaccine Clinic in a mixer role reported not being able to swallow well, and throat being tight 4&1/2 hour into her shift. Also, reported feeling her heart beating fast, and chest heaviness.  She also indicated that she wasn't sure if she inhaled the vaccine, or got some on her hands, She was wearing a surgical mask with face shield, but no gloves. This individual was transferred to ER by EMS after receiving 2x diphenhydramine 25 mg caps.

937353 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 29.0 29 F None.

937354 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 MO 23.0 23 F My arm began to feel swollen and when I looked at my arm it had a large area of redness that extended about 4 inches from the injection site. My arm was warm, swollen, and itched.

937355 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 OK 42.0 42 F & days after vaccination, patient developed vaccine-site large local erythema and swelling.  Patient took OTC antihistamines with questionable benefit.  90% resolution 5 days later

937356 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 GA 56.0 56 F I had Confirmed case of Covid-19 7/3/2020.  I received the 1st dose of the Maderna vaccine 1/7/21,   I had a slight headache in the afternoon of 1/7/2021.   On the morning of 1/8/21, 6am I awoke with chills, fever of 104.2 and severe left arm pain.  I took Tylenol 1000mg and fever came down to 102.4,  When I awoke again, my temp was 106.1.   I took 800mg of Ibuprofen and 1000mg of Tylenol.  My fever continued all day and again in at bedtime of 102.8.   I did not exceed the Tylenol dose if 24 hour and I only took Ibuprofen that one time.    On Sunday I stated having fever blisters and my entire mouth is sloughing off because of the fever.

937357 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OK 63.0 63 F Achy, slight agitation, stomach ache, diarrhea, fatigue, loss of appetite,  sleeping 16 hrs or more daily. Flu like symptoms .

937358 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 PA 39.0 39 F Received IM injection, 5 minutes later she felt tingling down her left arm.  Over the course of the afternoon it spread to her left jaw, neck, face and lips.   She proceeded to be seen by UC. She took tylenol.  She improved.  She had nausea and seats as well.  This is similar to the symptoms she had of covid the month previous.

937359 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MD 63.0 63 F She reported a mild lightheaded feeling. Declined a visit from the doctor. States has this feeling often and is not certain if it is anxiety or related to the vaccine.

937360 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Developed pain, redness, and swelling to injection site within 2-3 days of injection. She also has moderate itching to site. There is a 7.5 cm circle/induration at injection site currently as of 1/12/21, 12 days post injection.  Also with increased nausea, fatigue and multi-joint pain and shingles outbreak.

937361 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 VT 38.0 38 M Headache, body aches, took Motrin and symptoms resolved

937362 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Recieved vaccine on Friday 1/8 in AM, by evening had heaviness in shoulders and headache. 1/9 AM moderate fatigue and muscle aches with headache. By 4pm nausea began and temp of 99.4. Severe muscle/joint pain and fatigue progressed from there with temp reaching high of 102.6 before fever broke around 5AM 1/10. Sunday 1/10 - moderate/severe fatigue with low grade temp of 99.6., nausea, headache. Little energy to do anything other than sit on couch. Attempted to go to work Monday 1/11, did have fatigue and headache prior to leaving for work. Once at work developed severe hot/cold flashes on and off with profuse sweating spells anytime I would move around. 1/12 still with headache and nausea.

937363 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 47.0 47 F patient developed occipital headache, backache, flushed sensation, and weakness; has known history of "MS".  pt. given a water, vitals signs taken, and 1st response team called to transport to ED.

937364 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 IL 38.0 38 F Hard lump to left axilla - assumed to be enlarged lymph node, large, tender, swollen x 4 days then resolved started on day 5 after immunization with 1st dose of Moderna COVID 19 vaccine, same side as vaccine given

937365 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 OK 36.0 36 M Started running as  I always do on the weekend- I am an avid runner, cyclist, swimmer and consider myself in very good health-  Normally for my pace my heart rate would have been 144-156- it spiked to 177-181 and continue to rise.  I stopped and walked- it dropped to 168 so I slowed down and it spiked again.  With any exercise since vaccine my heart rate has been elevated.  I have had heart palpitations- two days after the vaccine and blood pressure was high for me.  Blood pressure is not back down but still slightly higher than usual- I have slowed my normal exercise routines down but I am experiencing tightness in chest.

937366 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 OH 62.0 62 F Developed some hives and generalized itchy feeling, feeling of agitation.  Took Benedryl 25 mg P.O., , hives and itching gone by morning.

937367 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 AR 36.0 36 F A COUPLE OF HOURS AFTER VACCINE, PALPITATIONS AND TACHYCARDIA. THIS LASTED FOR 5 DAYS, SO SHE WENT TO SEE A HEART DR. LATER THAT EVENING, TEMP OF 101.

937368 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CO 61.0 61 F Severe stomach pain, no nausea, pain like a severe side ache; severe chest pain; headache.   Chest pain, left sided stomach pain, and headache persisted through the night.  I was able to get some relief by takin a 325 mg Aspirin and an Advil every 2-3 hours through the night.  The chest pain was pretty bad, considered going to the ER, but persisted to fight it through to the morning.  In the morning, around 6:30 am I was exhausted, but the worst of the pain was over.  I did take another Aspirin and Advil around 8:00 am and stopped after that.  I did run a low grade fever off and on of 99.7 to 100.4.   I felt better on Saturday, but by noon I was feeling generally run down and again started to run a low grade fever off an on the rest of the day.  Sunday - what a joy to feel totally well!!

937369 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 42.0 42 F Dizziness for 4 days vomiting body aches and severe diarrhea

937370 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MD 28.0 28 F presented to clinic on 1/12/21 with c/o left arm redness soreness, warmth and edema approximately 6cm in diameter around the vaccine site. that has not resolved. It started approximately 1/6/21, no itchiness, no other symptoms. She was advised to contact her PMD or to go to urgent care for evaluation. also advised to go to ER if symptoms worsened or are accompanied by any Fever Increasing redness, or severe pain

937371 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 MO 44.0 44 F Felt extremely fatigue and sleepiness for two days beginning the day of injection. On 12/23/2020 my period came which was two weeks early. I am normally regular for years and this was unusual. Period lasted 4 days and then stopped and now my cycle is off.

937372 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 MN 82.0 82 M The day following vaccination, 12/31/2020 at 1230, the patient had an acute onset of shortness of breath, tachypnea (rate 34)wheezing, tachycardia (rate 130s and irregular), oxygen desaturation (89 to 91% on room air), and clear rhinorrhea, non-productive cough. Earlier in the day he complained of not feeling well, but non-specific.  He was assessed and given an albuterol nebulizer treatment. In the coming hour, his wheezing resolved, work of breathing improved, heart rate and respirations decreased. He was ambulating around without signs of activity intolerance. It was felt that he was stable and back to baseline, so he was monitored by the nursing staff. A chest x-ray was ordered but not completed.  On 1/1/2021 at approximately 0925, a nursing assistant described loss of consciousness for 20-25 seconds. It appeared that he was not breathing, slumped over in the chair at the breakfast table eating cream of wheat, eyes rolled back in his head. He regained consciousness, breathing normally after coughing. He did not appear to be choking. His heart rate was recorded as irregular, rate 32 by the nursing staff. He was transported to the Emergency Department at Hospital for evaluation. No concerning findings.

937374 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 40.0 40 F Baseball size bump on armpit

937375 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CT 29.0 29 F Received the vaccine 11:20am, experienced expected arm soreness and fatigue for the rest of the day. Went to sleep with no issues. Woke up at 2:00am uncontrollably shaking with chills/goosebumps, sweating with shortness of breath. Extreme headache and all over body soreness also at that time.  This continued in waves for the next several hours. I finally slept for a short time and woke with continued headache and muscle/joint soreness. This was accompanied by dizziness, nausea and decreased appetite. This persisted throughout the entire next day following vaccination. The day after that was slightly better and the subsequent day I felt relatively back to normal.  I checked for fever many times throughout the symptoms but was always afebrile.

937376 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 VA 37.0 37 F 2 days after: headache, body chills, sore throat, and fatigue. Third day: fatigue and body aches

937377 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 VA 49.0 49 M Was prior COVID POSITIVE patient in April, 2020. Inpatient at Facility. Experiencing mild symptoms similar to COVID. General body aches, mild fever (99.7), chills, muscle soreness at injection site and fatigue. Symptoms first noticed about 0600 - approximately 18 hours after vaccination. Treating with CareOne Daytime Multi Symptom Cold/Flu relief, distributed by FOODHOLD.

937378 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IL 45.0 45 F A few hours after the vaccine I got hot. About 2 hours later I got really cold. At night when I was sleeping I had very vivid dreams. I was cold all night. When I woke up my arm was sore to touch , to move and both ankles hurt to walk  and I started itching on my face. Started Saturday in the evening( chin, nose) Eyelid and underneath was red and I also had a headache. I had blotches on my cheek. Next day I woke up and no change but I was extremely fatigued.. Monday 10am it started going away. By evening majority of pain was gone. About 98% recovered. I still have some itching and chills.

937379 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 CA 37.0 37 M Facial flushing, tingling/tickle in throat

937380 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 TX 36.0 36 M Erythematous raised rash started on the left arm 01/10/21, the following day blisters appeared and the rash became painful. Prior to that there was shock-like pain through the left arm starting on the day after the vaccination. Suspect likely shingles

937381 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NY 38.0 38 M 7 hours after vaccine, felt fatigued with muscle aches.  15 hours after vaccine, worsening muscle aches with nausea.  20 hours, peak of muscle pain, nerve pain, nausea, and pressure in eyes.  at 20 hours, Tylenol and Benadryl were taken.  At 40 hours post vaccine, reaction subsided with new symptom of left axillary lymph node enlargement and tenderness.  Axillary lymph nodes normal 72 hours post vaccine.

937382 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 VT 45.0 45 M HA, Nausea, fever, chills, stayed home

937383 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OK 59.0 59 F CLIENT FOUND AT DECREASED RESPONSIVENESS AT END OF HER 30 MINUTES WAIT TIME DURING MONITORING.  (MONITOR) ADVISED US SHE HAD NOT BEEN TALKING X15 MINUTES, THOUGHT SHE WAS LOOKING AT HER PHONE. CLIENT WAS NON-VERBAL AND GLASSY EYED WITH VISIBLE HIVES ON NECK AND CHEST PROGRESSING RAPIDLY DOWN BILAT. ARMS AND TORSO. O2 VIA NON-REBREATHER ON 8L STARTED. BENEDRYL 50MG GIVEN IN L. DELTIOD. 2 ROUNDS OF 0.5ML OF EPI 1:1000 GIVEN SQ IN R. ARM 15 MINUTES APART. EMS WAS NOTIFED AND ARRIVED SHORTLY AFTER 2ND ROUND OF EPI GIVEN. EMS CONTINUED CARE AT THAT TIME AND TANSFERRED HOSPITAL VIA AMBULANCE.

937384 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TN 47.0 47 F Day of vaccination, arm tender, 7 hours after vaccination, Extreme Fatigue and Sore throat - loss of voice. Day after vaccination, Severe body pain - back, shoulders, hips, abdomen with Muscle aches, Headache, Mild Discomfort in chest and ribs when breathing, and General feeling of  being unwell

937385 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 FL 40.0 40 F Headache- severe x 4 days High Fever (103) (6 hours post injection begain, lasted 1. 5 days) Myalgia  Pain - bone, and  muscle Vomiting Nausea Agitation Diarrhea Inflammation, edema, heat firm induration at injection site

937386 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 43.0 43 F Pt stated feeling light headed, difficulty breathing, dry mouth possible related to anxiety. Symptoms lasted about 8 min.

937387 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 WI 38.0 38 F Patient calls in and reports that after her vaccine on 1/4 she had some light swelling and redness at injection site. She states that now, on 1/12 the swelling is as big as a golf ball and the site is hot to the touch. She denies any pain.

937388 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 MI 28.0 28 F Injection site rash, redness, minor itching and swelling along lateral aspect of left upper arm, starting at injection site and moving to front of arm. Noticed it this morning, 1-12-2021 and I got vaccine 12-30-2020

937389 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IN 62.0 62 M Severe neck and throat pain, throat hurt when breathing.  No chest pain, no shortness of breath.  Lasted until about 2am.  Anxious because concern about being cardiac.  Next day very tired and headache.

937390 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 NE 50.0 50 F Bilateral mild Facial numbness

937392 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 RI 28.0 28 F Arm became red, swollen, warm and hard. This lasted approximately 7 days. Arm is still somewhat red, warm but has been improving 2 weeks after vaccination. Also had mild chills, body aches, temperature of 99 degrees F at night for 2 days following vaccine administration.

937393 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 20.0 20 M Developed fever within 12 hours. Severe head ache and muscle aches within a couple hours. Mild cough in 10 hours.

937395 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NY 58.0 58 F numbness of the lower extremities

937396 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 IN 61.0 61 M No problems on vaccination day. I woke up the next day with severe flu-like symptoms. I had a severe headache, severe body aches, cough, injection site pain, weakness, extreme tiredness,  The flu like symptoms lasted one day and were gone by the evening of the second day out from vaccination. One week later I still have muscle pain at the injection site.

937397 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 31.0 31 M Headache, fatigue, chills, body aches, onset: 1/7/2021. As of today, 1/12/2021, I have experienced a persistent temporal headache that has not responded to OTC medications including: ibuprofen, tylenol, and excedrin.
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937398 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 IN 54.0 54 F Stomach cramps, bowel cramps, malaise, bloating, loose stools, night sweats, nausea, headache, dizziness, joint pain

937400 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Severe fatigue, myalgias, nausea, chest tightness

937401 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 33.0 33 M Onset of mild headache at approximately 2:00AM on 12Jan2021, with headache getting progressively worse since onset. Onset of chills, body fatigue, and muscle/joint aches at 4:00AM on 12Jan2021. Low grade fever (99 degrees F) reported at 5:00AM on 12Jan2021.

937402 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 PA 39.0 39 F Pt. started having tachycardia immediately after vaccination and hives developed two hour after vaccination was given. Pt. took propanolol for tachycardia(already prescribed this medication by pcp) and bendryl for hives along with cold water. Pt. still experiencing hives today and just took loratadine and zaditor eye drops for crusty/itching eyes.

937403 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 44.0 44 M Mild to moderate chills, body aches and muscle cramps.  Lasted about 5 hours.

937404 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 80.0 80 F 9:45 Client experiencing itching on the back of her neck. No rash, swelling, redness or hives noted. Slight itching on face on right eyebrow and right side of nose. No redness/rash noted. BP 190/96  9:50 BP 182/86 10:00 refused ambulance dispatch, itching resolved. States she feels well enough to leave and wants to go home. Client ambulated without difficulty. No s/s distress. Ambulated with husband to personal vehicle accompanied and driven by husband.

937405 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 30.0 30 F chest tightness with inspiration, throat tingling, scratchy throat. no labored breathing, no tongue or lip swelling.  she notes also right leg hurts but able to stand and walk on leg with improvement.   Monitored with stable VS.  O2 Sats at 100% and non labored breathing.  Given total of 50 mg Benadryl and monitored for total of 45 minutes from exam time and she was taken home by family member and given ED precautions.

937406 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 PA 36.0 36 F Within 15 minutes of receiving the vaccine she developed jaw tingling.  This resolved but when driving home she developed jaw numbness which persisted over the next day.  Eventually improved.  Was recommended to proceed to the ED but she did not go.

937408 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Employee very anxious about vaccines in general. Pt started having tingling down left arm, tingling underleft arm, down left side of rib cage then down left leg. At same time tingling and facial numbness. HR-96. Pt states she is ok. We decided to take her to the ER via W/C and was given Benedryl. No other problems.

937409 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TX 22.0 22 M 2300-  11Jan 2021-Body Chills, he was feeling cold, sweating, and he threw-up-his words/with a headache 0800-12 Jan today-Headache & threw-up again-his words Advised to drink electrolyte fluids-when he feels like he can, Tylenol and/or motrin-when he feels he can-worse-go to ER Keep his leadership updated/aware of his condition

937410 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Starting two nights after receiving the vaccine writer started to get leg cramps, and burning pain. The pain is not similar to flu-like body aches.  This continues into the next week and is traveling to abdomen.  Writer is unable to obtain medical advice on how to proceed.

937411 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CO 55.0 55 F Severe chills (no fever), severe body tremors, severe muscle pain - all started at approx. 2230 day of injection. Chills resolved in two days, tremors resolved after medication received in emergency department, pain resolved after 3-4 days. Facial swelling, headache - began day after injection - headache resolved in two days. Swelling has decreased, but has not completely resolved.

937412 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 OH 37.0 37 F She started with Dizziness on her way home, she went to sleep then awoke with severe arm pain, intractable nausea and vomiting.  She later was seen in the Emergency Department for Tachycardia and Pulsating Tinnitis

937414 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NY 62 F cellulitis to the injection site.

937415 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 VT 57.0 57 M HA, Body aches, symptoms manageable

937416 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 PA 42.0 42 F headache starting 1 hour after the injection and persists until present day, 1/12/21. Severe spasm left trapezius muscle on same side as injection. I discussed by symptoms with my PCP and he advised I report as an adverse reaction.

937417 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 53.0 53 F 100.6 temp body ached

937418 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 PA 62.0 62 F Approximately 20 minutes after vaccine administration, patient reported feeling swelling of throat and tonsils.  Patient did sip water and was verbally communicative and was texting on phone with pale, anxious appearance with not obvious shortness of breath noted.  911 was called to Center per vaccine clinic protocol at which ems initiated IV and took patient to ED.

937419 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NY 31.0 31 F About 6-7 hours after receiving the second Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, I had the onset of headache, vomiting, fever to 101, chills, rigors, and diffuse body aches. The symptoms improved with ibuprofen and tylenol. They resolved within 24 hours so about 36 hours post-vaccine.

937420 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 27.0 27 F Covid Positive

937421 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NH 60.0 60 M Vagal response--lightheaded, nausea, queasy, cold sweats, felt like I might pass out--lasted about 10-15 minutes and then

937422 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Patient recieved first dose of COVID-19 Vaccine utilizing MODERNA Vaccine on January 2, 2021 and subsequently recieved a dose of PFIZER vaccine on January 11, 2021.

937423 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 41.0 41 F Some fatigue and chills

937424 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 80.0 80 F 9:45 client is experiencing itching on the back of her neck. No rash, swelling, redness or hives noted. Also c/o itching on right eyebrow and right side of nose. No redness/swelling noted. BP 190/96 9:50 BP 182/86  Client refuses ambulance dispatch.  10:00 States she feels well enough to leave and go home. Client ambulated without difficulty to her car; accompanied by husband. Husband driving vehicle.

937425 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IL 45.0 45 F Right after shot my eyes were feeling dry and my head was slowly hurting (headache).  In the afternoon around 4 or 5 got really hot and then in the evening around 9 got really cold and face started to itch. chin was bumpy and face was itching, eyes were still hurting with slight headache.  I  did have vivid dreams at night and slept not well. in the am my face was itchy red eyelids and under eye, patch like rash on face and itch .  Ankles hurt to walk (joints hurt) and arm site was painful and hurt.  was cold on and off during day and monday it was hard to wake up, v ery drosy and exhausted.  Later that day the face cleared up and i could walk fine and headache was gone .  I did feel a little cold monday night.  Tuesday everything gone except a slight itch here and there on my face.  I feel fine and arm pain is gone as well.

937426 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NY 36.0 36 F ollen at injection site, 8 days after initial administration

937427 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 KY 43.0 43 M Initial shot did not even feel it. then a coldness in my shoulder. down my arm to wrist and up to my cheek behind my left eye, then over my sinus cavity to the right side behind my eye and to my ear.  Got home from work and noticed my left side was kind of swollen. chest and back. It felt a bit like a bee sting. I slept on my left side. Woke up with numbness on my whole left side. face was numb. My wife said it was kind of like bells palsy. Face kind of twitched a bit. Hip was numb walking was slow and I was careful as I went to the grocery store . It kind of leveled out but stayed numb all of work. I was still swollen after work.   Woke up on Sunday and my arm was hurting bad. numbness had dissipated.   ate then suddenly felt flush and hot. fetal position on the bed for a half hour then I had to drag myself to work. felt bad the first few hours but as the night went on I felt better.   I could always feel it behind my eyes. early on it felt like I was discharging a bunch of stuff from them. My body was literally numb on the left half. I could feel the middle of myself from my scalp to my toes.

937428 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MA 48.0 48 F Redness, swelling, warm to the touch and very sore by injection site along with a "knot" if you ran you hand over the area. That lasted until 01/12/2021. As of today, 01/13/2021, the previous symptoms are almost gone. I still have a decently large pink in the side of the injection site but all other symptoms are gone.

937429 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 CO 45.0 45 F Per pt. 4 days post injection, pt. presented to the ED with severe epistaxis x 5 hours.  ED refereed pt. to ENT.  There is no documentation in the medical record of these events.

937430 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AL 67.0 67 F symptoms began as patient was leaving post vaccination,  patient began to have a vagal response with feeling like her heart was racing, HR 80. Patient was observed for 15 minutes. Patient states feels normal. As patient was leaving states she doesn't feel so good.  Staff spoke with patient re: symptoms, Patient was observed for  30 minutes. HR was 60 at time patient left. Patient states she feels normal.

937431 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 GA 54.0 54 F 1:00PM Pt. left after 15 plus minutes and came back to parking lot. RN notified at 1:07pm.  S&S numbness and tingling of left hand. Heaviness in left arm.   Sitting: at 1:15pm B/P 150/95, Pulse 118,  O2 sat at 100%.  1:20pm Clear lungs and heart sounds, RR 20, B/P 150/70, Pulse 117, O2 sat 100%.  1:30pm B/P 146/70, Pulse 99, O2 sat100%.  1:40 pm  RR 18, B/P 148/74, Pulse 104, O2 sat 99%.  1:55 pm B/P 150/70 Pulse 110, O2 sat ( too cold to read). Left hand tingling resolved;  Left lower arm felt heavy still.  No dizziness with standing upon repeat exam. 2:05pm  Felt comfortable driving home - 10 minutes away.  Advised calling EMS immediately if symptom progress or any additional  S&S  occur.

937432 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 WA 29.0 29 F Started not feeling well and very tired 6 hours into vaccine. Went to bed early and woke up with increased dizziness and fatigue at 21 hours after vaccine.

937433 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 VT 50.0 50 F Shills, sweats, fatigue, HA, nausea, symptoms lasted 48 hours and then resolved

937435 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MN 63.0 63 F ? injection site pain  ? tiredness  ? headache  ? muscle pain  ? chills  ? joint pain  ? fever  ? injection site swelling  ? injection site redness  ? nausea  ? feeling unwell  A persistent or significant incapacity or substantial disruption of the ability to conduct normal life functions i.e. slept 2 days straight, missed work Increased asthma medication used rescue inhalers

937436 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 MI 31.0 34 F On  12/25 I was driving home and my left arm got numb, tingly and weak to the the point where I thought I was suffering from a stroke.  I  rushed to my moms and had her to drive me to the hospital where they did a neuro check to include a CT scan which ruled out the stroke but the symptoms lasted about 4 days which came and went with the pain and intensity varying each time which ended around 12/29.  I suffered from body aches and night chills one night.  Around the 12/29 I began to have pressure around the back of my head which felt as if I was laying on bricks when I laid down.  It got to the point to where I couldnt sleep which caused me to go back to the ER on  1/1 where I was given  toradol, decadron and sudafed which allowed me to sleep. I was released from the ER with Motrin 800 and contined to take that and Tylenol until the headaches ceased  which was about 3 or 4 days later. The headache went away but the pressure still remained.  My lymph glands were swollen so I was also given a prescription for amoloxicillin.

937437 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 NY 62.0 62 F golf ball size lump - happened 24 hours after and now 48 hours after has gone down

937438 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 TX 46.0 46 F Red, swollen, slightly warm, slightly tender to pressure, small lump about three fingers below right deltoid injection of 2nd dose noticed on 1/12/21 at 05:30 which is 4 days post dose.  No advert issues or need for medication treatment.

937439 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 69.0 69 F Pt started feeling lightheaded and tremors. States last she ate or drank anything was as 6:00am in the morning. States symptoms lasted about 10 min.

937440 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IN 63.0 63 F Nausea vomiting and diarrhea

937441 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 22.0 22 F Covid Positive

937442 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 VA 29.0 29 F Patient began to feel light headed, hot, and flushed.  Over the next few minutes, the patient began to start breathing rapidly and become short of breath.  Also, red blotches started to develop around her neck.  Epi 0.3 mg IM given along with diphenhydramine 50 mg orally.

937443 12/27/2020 01/12/2021 CT 51.0 51 F Soreness to injection site x 24-48 hours. Decreased vision, had recent eye exam 1.5 weeks prior to vaccine, since vaccine, clarity of vision has decreased.

937445 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OH 62.0 62 F Swollen lips, increased heart rate, temp at 101

937446 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Nausea, body aches, dizziness, mouth/tooth pain

937447 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 VT 23.0 23 F HA, Body aches, fever, chills, dizzy, light headed, rash on face.  Took OTC Benadryl and symptoms improving

937448 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F Fever, chills, severe body aches, severe headache, fatigue. Slept 36 hours- full body rash.

937449 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 OH 37.0 37 F Diarrhea and intractable Vomitting

937450 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 25.0 24 F Viral Upper Respiratory Infection

937451 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IL 33.0 33 F Woke up at 2 am to fever of 100.3, body aches, chills/sweating. Fever subsided at 10 am but body aches and exhaustion remain. Headache present at 10 am.

937452 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NY 37.0 37 F 1/8fever,  chills, cold sweat, body aches, pain,  1/9 dizziness, vomiting bile, Hives on chest and belly  twitching  lips and slurred speech,

937453 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 PA 52 F About 5 minutes after getting vaccine my throat started swelling but I could still breathe. I started to cough and hard for me to swallow and hoarseness. I am about 90% recovered. Symptoms lasted about 3 days after vaccination

937454 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 WI 50.0 50 F day 1: injection site pain, left neck/jaw area painful lymph node. After 24 hours: swollen lymph nodes. At approximately 30 hours after injection - on face, neck, scalp - burning, blotchy, red rash (item 20 - recovered? yes to rash bcz I took Benadryl. lymph nodes still swollen)

937455 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 WA 52.0 52 M Itching with progressive rash/hives increasing with time and continuing to current time

937456 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 CO 41.0 41 F Pt. c/o sore arm x 4 days post vaccine. Also had some dizziness. Went to urgent care, COVID test on 1/11/2021 was negative.

937457 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Numbness weakness upon lifting small items with left hand lasted 1 day after vaccination. Continuing numbness in left wrist at day 12  Redness,tender to touch  in upper arm area surronding vaccine reaching to front forearm still continuing at day 12.   itchiness on and off , starting about day 5  wear redness is  still continuing at day 12 . applying benedryl cream now and cold compresses on redness that seem to help. numbness in wrist relieved at night while sleeping , still continuing at day 12 on and off during day cold compresses helping

937459 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 ME 45.0 45 F 6 days post vaccination (12/23/20),  I developed painful supra clavicular and axillary lymph nodes.  On day 7 itching, hive like red area over injection site, left upper arm. I made an appt with PCP as a precaution.   She thought the area over the injection site could be an allergic reaction or wants to monitor for potential cellulitis.    Lymph nodes are possible immune response to vaccine.   Day 8 area slightly larger and more painful area over injection site.   Have sent  message and picture to PCP. Lymph nodes still enlarged and painful.

937460 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Headache, nausea, left arm pain

937461 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IA 45.0 45 F vomiting, diarrhea when woke up at 5:30 am achiness, dizziness, tiredness throughout rest of day

937462 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IL 63.0 63 F Headache, body ache low abdominal pain, chill to shivering 36 hours, weakness

937463 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 WA 36.0 36 M About 10 days after receiving my first dose of the Moderna vaccine, hives developed on the backs of both of my hands and around my right eye. The hives persisted for 6 days (I took Benadryl to stop the itching). After 6 days of hives I went to a walk-in clinic and they prescribed 5 days of Prednasone. Today I am on my 4th day of the Prednasone and the hives are finally starting to clear up.

937464 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 TN 37.0 37 M redness at injection site and some bruising after vaccine. On 1/5/21 started exercising 20 - 30 min. into exercise routine began having  a debilitating headache. Lasting 24 hrs  even after taking taking Tylenol and Ibuprofen.  Also checked my B/P and it was around 120/68.  Then on 1/7/21 with exercising had a minor H/A with exercising relief after taking Tylenol. Then yesterday with exertion I had another debilitating headache which lasted whole 24 hrs. I had to lie down and take Ibuprofen 400 mg and took pseudophed last night. Patient did notify his doctor and awaiting call back still today has a mild headache today in left temple area and behind eyes. Still no blurred vision no tingling of face or armes.

937465 12/26/2020 01/12/2021 MA 50.0 50 F Patient got the Moderna vaccine on 12/26 have had a metallic taste in her mouth since especially when drinking water.  Initially had what felt like dry mouth along with the metallic taste but that was resolved by the evening on the 26th. Metallic taste has not resolved.

937467 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OH 35.0 35 M Feels like arm a real sore and body is sore with fatigue.

937468 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 OH 48.0 48 F When I got the vaccine I had a red spot about the size of a quarter.  Now it is the size of 2 fifty cent pieces side by side.  It is red, painful, itchy and has little bumps on the area.   It is hot to the touch.   -  I seen a, NP and she put me on an antibiotic.

937469 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 MD 87.0 87 F Patient received  Covid vaccine 12/31/2021  at Nursing facility by representatives from Pharmacy. on Jan 2nd patient started with bruising on  Left arm and Back, Patient noted as developing shingles. Jan 4th bruising noted buttock. Bruising continued to be seen Chin and Neck. Patient brought to Medical Center for evaluation1/8/2021 not admitted discharged back to NH. Patient  noted as  70.3 on 1/6 and 71.2 on 1/8/2020.    H/H noted as 9/28.4 decreased from 12/9/2020 when 11.2/35.9.  also in history patient did receive Prevnar 13 on 12-10-2020. Patient Primary Care asked for possibility of ADR vaccine leading to VAERS report

937470 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 69.0 69 F Covid Positive

937471 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CT 56.0 56 F Receive first dose vaccine 12/18/20. On 12/24/20 awakened with vertigo/nausea/vomitting.  Self treated (as had similar 4 years earlier)  with Epley maneuver, rest.    Symptoms gradually improved over 2 dayes. Received 2nd dose 1/8/21.  Awakened early 1/12/21 with vertigo, nausea, vomitting.  Again it is improving with self treatment but contacted UConn vaccine call center who suggested I file this.

937472 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 PA 40.0 40 F Developed cellulitis and associated axillary lymphadenopathy over left deltoid area on Day seven after vaccine.. Also developed herpes labialis 3 days after vaccine

937473 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 WA 46.0 46 F Red rash at site of injection, slightly swollen over deltoid.

937474 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PR 28.0 28 M Pt experienced the following morning: fever (100 F) chills, malaise, nausea, and numbness in hands at 0624 and 0836. Pt went to hospital at 1000, tx with IV fluids. Y 1

937475 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 RI 52.0 52 F Approximately 45 minutes post injection, started wheezing slightly and having itchy watery eyes. Eyes swelled. Significant scleral edema bilaterally but mostly left eye. Sudden chills and felt freezing in extremities. Face became tingly. Took 50 mg Benadryl, Claritin and rescue inhaler (2 puffs albuterol). Within 1.5 hours felt better and able to rest. Still Itchy but wheezing was better. On 1/12 woke with swollen eyes. Took 25 Benadryl and Claritin. Walked 1 mile and began to wheeze. Took albuterol and rested.

937476 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Hives/redness

937477 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 VT 63.0 63 F Itchy, red hot rash at injection site

937478 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Received vaccine one 12/31/2020 and started with redness, swelling, and warmth to left deltoid on 01/06/2021.   She was started on antibiotic for cellulitis

937479 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 KS 39.0 39 F Red, itch rash on forearm of the vaccinated arm, on 1/11/2021 the rash came back and was also on neck.

937480 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 LA 85.0 85 F In the early morning of Monday, January 11th the patient developed a significant headache with neck pain.  She also reported parathesia and tingling in bilateral upper extremities with weakness of the right upper extremity.  She reported feeling very anxious and "wound up".  Patient presented to the Emergency Department 3 hours later.  CT of the head/brain, EKG, CBC,CMP, Magnesium and Cardiac profile were performed with no significant findings.  Ativan 0.5mg was administered orally.  Patient was admitted to the facility for observation.  Symptoms gradually resolved with no additional treatment.Y

937481 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 NY 55.0 55 M Large red area surrounding injection site.

937482 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 35.0 35 F Covid Positive

937483 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 IL 52.0 52 F Subject received covid vaccine 12/29/20; normal symptoms of pain in injection site an slight headache after. 1/5/21 had no symptoms but on 1/6/21 had pain in left arm at injection site with redness. Symptoms continued and on 1/8/21 she noticed 2 ?hive? areas: one at injection site and one lower on the arm, warm to touch and slight pain discomfort. On 1/11/21 a nurse spoke with her and the areas were still noticeable and bothering her, and she was questioning receiving the second dose. The nurse sent her to the occ health doc for evaluation and they called me to ensure we (SAE) would be reporting it since we administered it.

937484 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NE 28.0 28 F Client reported she experienced pain at the site of injection, nausea, anxiety, tachycardia with HR 140 BPM within 12 hours.  On 1/7/20 she experienced severe cervical, clavicle pain with lymph node swelling on right side.  Client reports she was assessed by APRN-NP at the Medical Clinic

937485 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 DC 28.0 28 M 9 days after vaccination developed injection site redness, warmth, and pain. Also with shoulder and neck stiffness and pain.

937487 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NY 22.0 22 F 01/06/2021 5:30PM- I became dizzy lightheaded and clamy. My chest felt heavy and I was having labored breathing, My heart was racing at 160bpm and my blood pressure was 180/90, both of which are very high and abnormal for me.  I had severe joint and muscle pain. I had the chills and could not stop shaking.  I was very weak and could not even move out of bed, Leading to me calling 911 for an ambulance at 10:21pm. They kept me in the Emergency department until 5:30am because they could not get my heart rate to stay down. Stony Brook nurse told me it was okay to get vaccine even though I was infected with COVID-19 ON 12/15/2020.

937488 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 21.0 21 F Tachycardia (150 bpm), Fever (101.8), SOB, and Uncontrollable Shaking for more than 12 hours

937490 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IA 64.0 64 F Very sore in arm where vaccine given, Muscle aches and pains, tired, diarrhea, chills, no appetite, headache approximately 2 - 3 days

937491 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MD 52.0 52 F dizziness and nausea sat for 5 minutes with head between knees, laid for 15 minutes and sat for 45 minutes symptoms resolved within 1 hour

937492 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 CO 42.0 42 F Pt. states a rash was present with induration of 4 cm erythematous plaque that itched, did not hurt and resolved without treatment.

937494 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Patient reported "burning in chest", dizziness, and nausea within one minute of receiving vaccine. Patient reports these symptoms were consistent with her history of anxiety. Denies SOB, swelling, rash, throat closing, tingling around mouth or throat, stridor, Monitored for 30min. Patient reports symptoms resolve when she thinks about other things. By end of monitoring period, patient was doing well.

937495 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 WI 46.0 46 F Two hours after the injection, I started to not feel "right."  My head felt heavy, I was getting a little dizzy and all I wanted to do was to lie down.  By the third hour, my body completely shut down.  I was so tired I had no energy to move, to talk, and even breathing was difficult (not because I couldn't breathe, just that the effort was difficult).  I was dizzy, nauseous, and lost my appetite.  My temperature was elevated, 98.5, but no fever.  I slept for 5 hours as if in a coma.  Woke up to drink water, felt total-body aches, and slept the rest of the night again getting at least 12 more hours of sleep.  At some point during the night, I had chills so bad my body was shaking uncontrollably.  I had 2 layers of clothes and 3 layers of blankets and could not warm up.  Day #2 (today), I have a tremendous headache, dizzy, nauseous, my heart rate is abnormally fast and I am out of breath.  My resting heart rate is typically upper 50's and is currently averaging in the 70's, jumping into the 90's often.   Sitting up, my heart rate is between 80-100 (which is typically my rate when I exercise).  When I stand up or walk to the other room, my heart rate is around 115-120 (typical of when I am running/sprinting or participating in taxing exercise).  Along with this, I am out of breath as if I am exercising, although I am barely moving around. All I am doing is laying down, only getting up to go to the bathroom and my body feels like I ran a marathon.  Breathing is difficult even at rest.

937496 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 CA 25.0 25 F On Friday 1/7/2021 I noticed my arm was red and swollen. It also hurt and I was not able to lift it. I went to urgent care on Saturday on 1/8/2021 and they prescribed my antibiotics. Today 1/12 it has gotten worse. It?s still red and hot, but less swollen. It has began to itch and stings.

937497 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Nauseous and felt like I could pass out. Laid down for 40 minutes until the feeling passed. Fatigued the remaining of that afternoon/evening.

937498 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MA 89.0 89 F Redness and Swelling of injection site

937499 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MA 77.0 77 F Red, warm, swollen, pain

937500 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MD 63.0 63 F After receiving my shot on Friday, my arm began to get sore, my ears felt like they were on fire.  I woke up on Saturday and my arm soreness had increased.  Later that evening I went to bed and was awoken with extreme pain in my back and neck.  It felt as if it may be serve nerve pain.  It lasted all day Sunday, with light headiness.  On Monday, I continued to have muscle tightness and soreness throughout my back; later in the evening my stomach started to hurt and I was extremely nausea.  Today Tuesday, I continue to feel out of sorts, with upset stomach and muscle fatigue.  No treatment as I do not know who to speak to.

937501 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 40.0 40 M muscle pain 13 days post vaccine

937502 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MN 56.0 56 F exhaustion with daily activity, sore muscles, headache, sleepy, felt feverish. I felt like I  had covid all over again. soreness in injection site

937503 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 FL 48.0 48 F pain in left arm radiating down to my hand, dizziness, tingly lips

937505 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 80.0 80 M With in 10 min after shot I began to feel flush and my tee shirt became wet . Felt sweat heavily even wit car AC on. Felt out of sync. On-site nurse took me to emergency room and gave me a bed . Headaches starte. Nurse practice right stayed with me ,took vitals and said she heard heart murmer. Never been told I had a heart murmer by my heart doc. After an hour and a half  I felt a little better. Drove home went to bed early - stil had headache and felt week. Sept well. Woke up in am with headaches and physically weak.Waiting on my doctor to call.

937506 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NY 32.0 32 F Itchy arm (full bicep), red raised area at injection site (approx. size of a quarter). Started one week after vaccination. Has currently been less than one day since onset.

937507 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CT 48.0 48 F 2 hours after taking the vaccine, burning and red eyes, body pain, increased butt pain and leg pain, headache , feeling warmth but no fever. Arm sore, had injection in left arm, had left neck and left upper back pain.

937508 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 ME 44.0 44 F About 1 week after vaccination got a widespread cellulitis of left arm at and around injection site. Contacted employee health to report and advised to see PCP. PCP placed me on antibiotics for cellulitis.

937509 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NY 31.0 31 M Vomiting that started around 11 hours after dose. 3 episodes.  Lastly roughly 5 hours.  Slowly improved.  At 24 hours, still feels nauseous but feels better.  No more vomiting.

937510 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 60.0 60 F I received the vaccination at 11:00 am and felt absolutely nothing at the time of the shot.  I was 100% fine until around 3:00 pm when I felt very light headed while sitting on the couch. I am a fainter and felt like i was going to faint.  I called my husband and with that I broke out in a very cold sweat and then fell asleep for 2 hours.  I was cold from sleeping in the cold sweat I believe but nothing after.

937511 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 35.0 35 M Covid Positive

937513 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NC 35.0 35 F broke out in hives, sweaty, pale, complained of dizziness and nausea

937514 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 39.0 39 F Chills, low grade fever up to 100.4, muscle aches, flushing red skin of neck and chest.

937515 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MT 55.0 55 F Headache, Body Aches, Chills, Fatigue

937516 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 51.0 51 F Quarter size red rash at injection site

937517 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 39.0 39 F COVID positive

937518 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 TN 37.0 37 F LEFT FACIAL SWELLING WITH LARGE AMOUNT OF NASAL BLEEDING AND CLOTTING. SHE SAW HER PCP AND HAD LAB TESTING AND GIVEN BENEDRYL. SHE WILL F/U WITH PCP AGAIN TODAY.

937519 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 68.0 68 F In addition to arm pain, Tingling from tongue to toes lasting about 3 hours.

937520 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 CO 51.0 51 F Pt. states she developed mild pruritus overlying the injection site, had a very faint,  erythematous, reticulated rash overlying the injection site. This became more urticarial. There was no treatment and is resolved at this time.

937521 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 63.0 63 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine  2.5 cm raised hard  red patch, warm to touch, soreness  directly underneath the injection site    this started an hour after the injection (1/4/21) and stayed for 2 1/2 days (1/6/21).   I noticed it came back on the 7th day 1/11/21  red raised patch  same size same place  slightly itchy.

937523 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MS 59.0 59 F After receiving the vaccine on 1/5/21 that night i had hard chills during the night, on 1/6/21 I developed a goose egg size swelling under my left armpit,  numbness, tingling in my hands, and feet that proceeded with coldness and parlor of my hands, this has occurred daily along with headaches, reddish blotchy patches on my skin.  My symptoms progressed on 7 Jan to needle prick sensations all over my body, to include the numbness and tingling, cold hands and feet.  On 8 Jan I went to see my doctor and explained my symptoms, labs were drawn. 12 Jan i was placed on Medrol Dose pack, symptoms stills present.

937524 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 IA 61.0 61 M Sore upper arm at injection site.

937525 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 NJ 33.0 33 F As per Vaccine recipient -incident happened at home , Initial onset of dizziness, shortness of breath and heart racing. Then respirations were slowing and patient  felt like she was going to pass out , like that pending doom sort of feeling. Patient turned very pale and was presenting black and bluish under her eye region with blue lips. At that time ,she tried to hyper ventilate herself to pink back up again, after a few minutes she regained color but was still very weak and was trembling, her respirations returned to mostly normal at that time me . She laid down to rest and then her toes started involuntarily twitching , they eventually stopped after 10-15.Whole episode lasted about half hour to 45 mins.

937526 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 WI 39.0 39 F Cold, clammy, fast HR rate of 143, just didn't feel well could find words to describe it and shaky.  Left hand numbness opposite site of injection site. Set to ED to be evaluated

937528 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 FL 36.0 36 F Had expected symptoms of lightheadedness, fatigue, headache and arm soreness at injection site for 2 days after the vaccine.  Symptoms resolved but then recurred 1 week after the vaccine but more severe.  Profound lightheadedness and incapacitating fatigue with recurrence of headache for 3 days (days 7-10 post vaccine).  Difficulty thinking clearly during this time.  TMax 100.  Resulted in 2 days could not work in the Emergency Department.  COVID test was negative.

937529 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 AL 52.0 52 F Had not taken any new medication or anything new - Woke up on Friday with a rash which turned it whelps all over.  extreme itching.  Went to Medsurg clinic to be seen.  The doctor ask if I had taken the Covid vaccine and what date.  The MD felt like that is what has caused the rash.   Rash occurred on day 9 after the vaccine.   Rash was treated with steriods, antihistamines, pepcid, and Atarax for the itching.   Rash is almost gone in 4 days.

937530 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IN 23.0 23 F I got the shot at 6:36 pm,  I was fine until 11:45pm when I got shaky and got the chills but 4am I had the hot sweats and but 7am I felt super weak and the weakness got worse as the day went on, I had to leave work because walking down the hallway felt like running a mile

937531 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 OH 59.0 59 M headache, dizziness and  nausea. Treatment: Allegra D for dizziness  x 1 /day for 3 days ongoing                              Zofran for nausea PRN ongoing

937532 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Immediately following shot developed facial flushing,nausea,dizzy. Transoported to AFM for assessment

937534 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 34.0 U COVID positive

937535 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 MT 38.0 38 F 12/18/2020 , 12/19/2020 felt sore and felt fine then Tues, middle of night with head ache and heart rate high blood  did not feel good took tyler and head ache chills and heart rate high blood and e k g tack cardi tylernol fever on/ slight fever and lots of water and second 01/08/2020 email the second dose taken fine. Fatigue and tylernol and sore 01/11/2020 headache, headache

937536 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MT 58.0 58 M Headache, Body Aches, Chills, Fatigue

937537 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NE 49.0 49 F Had metallic taste in throat, felt disoriented, pins and needles in feet, and itching on arms

937538 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MA 35.0 35 F Weakness,  chills, nausea and excruciating stubbing pain in L shoulder with even minor movement

937539 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 23.0 23 F C/O HEADACHE AND INCREASED EYE MOVEMENT AFTER COVID  IMMUNIZATION SHOT (ADMIN. TIME:  0946) 0955:  VS:  111/75, P:  80; 02 SAT:  97%  R.A.; 1000:  VS:  117/72, P:  80; 02 SAT:  98 % R.A. Left alert/oriented x3 with spouse

937540 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PR 43.0 43 M PT experiencing chills and body aches

937542 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 WA 38.0 38 M Later in the afternoon on the day I received my second dose, I noticed that I felt really congested in my chest.  It is Tuesday now, and I'm just starting to feel less congested.  I have had no fever, nor loss of taste or smell, just the congestion.  Coughs are infrequent and dry.
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937543 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AL 29.0 29 F "Tingling sensation in left elbow.   Feels like I've been laying on it.  Event started approximately 5 minutes after injection and is getting better now."

937544 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 ND 17.0 17 F Patient was given Moderna Vaccine at age of 17.  Moderna indicated for >18 years of age.

937545 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 WI 39.0 39 F fever 101.7 for around 24 hours, headache body aches, arm pain and swelling

937548 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 CO 33.0 33 F 10 min after injection, started to feel very light headed with chest pressure/discomfort . Was monitored/observed for about two hours instead of the 15/30 min.

937549 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PA 31.0 31 F She received the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine yesterday.  Shortly after that she started to feel some strange sensation in her arm.  States her arm felt "heavy".  She went home and then felt like she had potentially some numbness and tingling up the right side of her face.  She did receive the shot in the right deltoid.  Patient states she has no weakness in her arms or legs.  But they do feel "heavy".  Patient states this morning she felt like the tingling sensation on the right side of her face had improved but it felt more swollen than it did yesterday.  She states her family members came over this morning and they also felt that she had some swelling to the right side of her face.   Patient was administered Dexamethasone 10mg IM x1 dose and prescribed Prednisone 20mg daily x 5 days then follow-up with PCP

937550 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CO 22.0 22 F Fever of 101.8, joint pain, chills, nausea beginning at 0300 on 01/12/2021 and continuing currently (1/12/2021 1030). Poorly controlled with Motrin and Tylenol every six hours. Symptoms return 3-4 hours after taking medication.

937551 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MT 38.0 38 F Headache, Chills, Nausea

937552 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 CT 36.0 36 F Injection site soreness, axillary lymphadenopathy proximal to injection site, fever (max 102 - tympanic) lasting for > 4 days poorly responsive to antipyretics, headache, arthralgias, myalgias, neck stiffness/pain, hip pain, low back pain, nausea, anorexia, extreme fatigue, severe chills.

937554 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 CA 27.0 27 F immediate after this vaccination for COVID-19 prevention, pt. developed lightheaded and dizziness she says.  on questioning if BP was checked, she said BP was not checked.   Denies ever getting lightheaded or dizziness with other types of vaccinations or immunizations so probable not vasovagal.   Headaches she also reported arm aching at this vaccination site.  initially said in 1/2 hour later she says 2 hours.  She looked at the vaccination site on her arm for first time 8 hours after this vaccination.  Found redness and blisters first time   treated with diphenhydramine 5 mg. barely move arm next day.  swelling arm lasted 2 days. photos of arm vaccination site she sent were reviewed. had video visit with Family Medicine Physician and later with video visit with Allergy Physician

937555 12/31/2019 01/12/2021 30.0 29 F Large Rash on arm developed

937556 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 NC 42.0 42 F EXTREME VERTIGO, HIGH FEVERS, SYNCOPE, BODY ACHES, CHILLS, MEMORY LOSS

937557 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Injection site is hard, warm, itchy and getting bigger in size as days go by.  Started the size of a nickel then a quarter then a silver dollar and now, day 5 about 2 inches in diameter.  Its painful when I touch it otherwise I feel no pain and no fever.

937558 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 40.0 40 F swelling to left arm with lymph nodes swelling; mild headaches, body ache lasting more than 48 hours left arm cellulitis on steroid and antibiotic

937559 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 OH 29.0 29 F 1/9/2021 lymph node enlargement in left axilla, started with arm pain day of injection

937560 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 NY 49.0 50 F 13 days after vaccination, employee noticed redness, swelling, warm to touch, and slightly pain on injection site. Employee reported with no itchy, fever or other  symptoms.

937561 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 SC 49.0 49 F 99 yo obese DMII smoker reported during post-vaccination monitoring for Pfizer COVID 19 that she  was experiencing a  burning sensation without pain in her neck, hips and  along the spine area of her lower back. She reported feeling warm but stated it was likely a hot flash. She reported that when she has a flu shot she has localized arm burning sensation similar to this burning. Denies difficulty breathing, or swelling of any portion of her body. Patients states she is comfortable self-monitoring and plans to go to work.  Patient released to self  after monitoring for 1 hour. If patient later seeks medical care, we requested she inform us of the outcome.

937563 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 ND 51.0 51 M Right Arm,  Tingling from injection site and below,  Still sore at injection site if pressed,  Has  hx ruptured bicep of right arm.

937564 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 45.0 45 F experienced anxiety and pins/needles to extremities. Provided oxygen and psychological first aid.

937565 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 LA 26.0 26 F Fevers of 102, chills, night sweats, body aches, headaches, nausea.

937566 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MT 27.0 27 F Chills, Headache, Nausea

937567 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 60.0 60 F Patient experienced a reaction approximately 10min after vaccination, and reported a tingling sensation of the lips and tongue. Began monitoring vitals. Approximately 17min from time of vaccination, gave 50mg Benadryl PO. 39min after medication, patient reports symptoms resolved completely.

937568 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 GA 52.0 52 F Numb cheeks, lips & tongue. Minor swelling of lips. Approx. 40 minutes post injection while driving home. Took 1 benadryl when I got home and all symptoms subsided approx 30 minutes later.

937570 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 41.0 41 F COVID positive

937571 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 MO 50.0 50 F Patient developed Bells Palsy.

937573 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 FL 25.0 25 F It started on the 1st day with really bad pain in left arm. Then large muscle spams. I begin to have chills and sore throat. Few dizzy spell vomiting and diarrhea. My arm hurt really bad. It lasted for a week.

937574 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 CO 33.0 33 F about 10 min after injection, I started to feel very light headed and had chest discomfort/pressure

937575 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 UT 44.0 44 F Rash on left arm and back. Wasn't itchy or hot. Next day diarrhea. and continues to have diarrhea.  Rash ring is on the left shoulder. It is warmer than rest of skin. It is red.

937576 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MI 44.0 44 F Thursday - immediately after receiving the vaccine, I felt a warm sensation down my right arm followed by numbness and tingling (pins and needles), a few minutes later I experienced a dull headache. The arm sensation slowly subsided by the time my fifteen minutes was up. The dull headache lasted through the night Around 9 pm, I experienced chills, that lasted for 2 days with body aches and sore right and left arm. During the night, I had a hard time sleeping experiencing nightmares. Woke up at 2 am took a walk felt a little better.  Chills continued throughout the night.  Friday- chills continued with body aches and a general feeling of malaise. Temp was 98.7 at highest, bp 122/79, hr 80, and blood sugar 149, I have no hx of diabetes.  Saturday- "hungover feeling" - headache that came in waves with a general feeling of malaise.  Sunday- Pounding headache, extreme fatigue-slept until 1500 woke up and then went back to bed, body aches-worst I have felt in years.  Monday shaky feeling somewhat better still malaise.  Tuesday vomited all my breakfast, feeling of phlegm or something stuck in my throat. BP 120/77 hr 64 temp 98.4.  Continued body aches.

937578 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IL 50.0 50 F On 1/11/21 developed itching, redness, hives to ears, neck, chest, trunk and arms.

937579 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 MN 64.0 64 M On 12/31/2020, at approximately 00:15, pt developed a fever of 102.9 F and tachycardia with rate of 120. He was treated with acetaminophen. Later in the morning, he complained of nausea, generalized muscle aches, intermittent increase in confusion. At approximately 14:00, he had a fall out of bed and at that time noted to be short of breath, tachypneic. He was taken via ambulance to Emergency Department. From there he was transferred to Hospital for admission with acute respiratory distress, suspected sepsis with lactic acid 7.4 and Bilateral Pulmonary Emboli. He was started on heparin and broad spectrum antibiotics and transitioned to ELIQUIS on 1/3/2021. Infectious etiology of sepsis was unclear. He continued broad spectrum antibiotics with clinical improvement. Abdominal CT scan was obtained due to intermittent nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, loose stools. His heart rhythm flipped to Atrial Fibrillation with RVR on 1/2 and his rate improved with titration of metoprolol. He was also treated with prednisone for suspected underlying undiagnosed COPD. It is noted in his hospital summary that PEs presumed provoked in the setting of his recent COVID 19 infection. He was discharged from the hospital on 1/8/2021 and readmitted to the Veterans Home. He has been stable.Y 8

937580 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MT 27.0 27 F Body aches, Fever 102

937581 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CO 44.0 44 F Initially pain with injection and taste in mouth. Arm pain worsened but improved w/ibuprofen. Mild fever 99.8. EXTREME weakness and fatigue, profuse diarrhea, poor appetite, feeling morose, intermittent runny nose, itchy eyes, mild congestion and mild rare coughing spells.  Please note- shot in first series was not painful- couldn't even feel shot. Only symptom after shot in 1st series was mild arm pain and mild fatigue for 2 days.

937582 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 VA 38.0 38 F Received Moderna vaccine on 1/5.  Had a single episode of vomiting approximately 1 hour after vaccine.  Hx of Asthma, started to develop SOB approximately 2 days later.  She reached out to PCP and used inhaler with little relief.  SOB worsened and she was admitted to the hospital on 1/8/21.  Eval was negative for COVID (3 tests completed), flu and pneumonia.  She has elevated WBCs and was given steroids and supplemental oxygen.  She is improving but remains inpatient.Y

937583 12/31/2019 01/12/2021 GA 31.0 31 F Administration Error.  Nursing giving injection inserted need too high on my arm, just below my acromnion process. No immediate symptoms. Night of injection began to experience decreased range of motion and difficulty lifting arm and pain with movement of arm.

937584 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 KY 25.0 25 F Fever, sore throat, HA, myalgias, congestions, N/V. Went to Urgent Care, treated for viral pharyngitis, sore throat. Negative Covid swab.

937585 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Fatigue starting 12 hours after receiving vaccine. 24 hours after vaccine experienced mental fog, joint pain, muscle pain, headache and nausea.

937586 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 TX 87.0 87 F Patient being monitored after vaccine developed swollen uvula and heavy lip 20 minutes after administration. Patient given benadryl with relief and evaluated by nurse practioner.

937589 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 AZ 41.0 41 F Five min after shot. Tingling in whole arm - mostly above the elbow (left arm). Felt palpitations; heart was racing. Felt warm - no sweating but getting hot. At the site - the nurse called the EMT's - they Gave me 50 mg of benydryl syrup - in 20 min. checked heartrate  first in 90's and then they rechecked and it was in 80's. Blood Pressure - 130/90. Half an hour later I was home - bad headache of two days. Left arm was very sore for those two days, not swollen, though. By third day those resolved.

937590 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NY 53.0 53 F Intense metal taste in mouth affecting sense of taste and resulting in loss of appetite.  Mild nausea.  Fatigue.  As of 1/12 sore/burning sensation in back of mouth/throat.  Note sense of smell not affected.  No treatment sought.

937592 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 VA 39.0 39 F Patient developed throat tightening.  Lightheaded, not feeling well.  Administered diphenhydramine 50 mg po once.

937593 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IL 50.0 50 F 1/11/21 developed itching and hives to ears, neck, chest, trunk and arms.

937594 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 VT 30.0 30 F Body aches, HA, dizzy, back/neck/ aches

937597 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 37.0 37 M Fever, headache, nausea and mild cough

937598 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 27.0 27 F egg size knot at injection site; fatigue and congestion

937599 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 54.0 54 M elevated heart rate: (100-105) on 01/11/2021 11:00 PM to 11/12/2021 05:00 AM fever: (100 -104) on 01/11/2021 07:00 PM to ongoing

937600 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NC 75.0 75 F Pt returned from parking lot c/o chest tightness

937601 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Patient report soreness at the injection site and there is soreness and a lump under her arm (armpit area).

937603 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MT 62.0 62 F Chills, Headache, Nausea, Body Aches

937605 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 VT 64.0 64 F low grade temp, body aches, headache 48 hours after vaccine which lasted 24 hours 1 week after the vaccine, hard, red swollen lump at the injection site

937607 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Shortly after receiving 2nd dose she reported feeling strange sensation in her right arm.  States her arm felt heavy and experienced some numbness and tingling up the right side of her face.  On 1/12/21 she woke up and felt tingling on the right side of her face and swelling.  She was evaluated in the Emergency Department  and treated with Dexamethasone 10mg IM x1 dose and prescribed Prednisone 20mg daily x 5 days.

937608 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Pt c/o tingling in face and nausea

937609 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 32.0 32 F Left arm tinging sensation. monitored for 30 mins vitals taken.  reports improvement in symptom

937610 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 VT 32.0 32 F HA, body aches, fatigue

937612 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 39.0 39 F had hives at site on 1/4/21 in the pm none when in the office on 1/5/21

937613 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 59.0 59 F Pt states she awoke at 0600 01/05/2021 with right side facial paralysis Was seen by PA diagnosis with Bells Palsy was started on Prednisone 01/05/2021

937614 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 52.0 52 F Approximately 10 mins post vaccine administration, patient began to feel that her throat was tight, similar to when she has had reactions to shrimp in the past. Patient's lungs were clear, sat >97%, speaking in clear sentences. Given 50mg IM benadryl and 60mg PO prednisone with some relief of symptoms. Several minutes later, patient felt that symptoms were returning. At this point patient was given .3mL IM epi with some relief of symptoms. Patient maintained airway throughout entire encounter and sat remained above 97. EMS was called, report was given to EMs along with her visit documentation.

937615 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MT 55.0 55 F Headache, nausea, chills, Body aches

937616 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 DE 23.0 23 F had chills, fever and nausea with vomiting in middle of the night so badly it woke me up from my sleep.

937617 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 ME 63.0 63 F The patient was seen on 1/5 for swelling and soreness at injection site with blotchy red raised patches. The patient was advised to apply ice to the area and use topical Benadryl for itching. The patient was then seen on 1/6 and reported pain, burning, swelling and itching to the injection site as well as numbness and tingling that extended up to her neck. The patient was advised to continue with applying ice and an OTC topical steroid to the area. The patient was also given an Rx for an antibiotic for cellulitis of the left upper extremity. Patient was advised to follow-up in 2 days. The patient was seen on 1/7, at this time the patient reported improvement of redness, itching, burning and swelling to the area. The patient continued to report soreness to the area that extended up to her neck. The patient was advised to continue current medications and follow-up as needed.

937619 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 MI 26.0 26 F Heat and redness around injection site - occurred one day after injection and continues to be present

937621 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 OH 55.0 55 F dizziness, cheeks numb

937622 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 CA 54.0 54 F severe headache 36 hours, vomiting 8 hours,

937623 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 FL 42.0 42 F Injection site red, swollen, warm to touch and itchy after injection. Resolved in 4 days then returned on the 13th day. Headache has also been experienced since vaccination. Injection was administered lower than normal. Will contact pcp if symptoms do not resolve in a few days.

937624 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NY 40.0 40 F I received the vaccine.  I was sitting with another group of nurses maybe about five minutes after the vaccine talking.  One of the nurses noticed I had a red area on my left forearm.  After, I started to feel strange, body tingling, light headed, my heart started racing,  I broke out in Hives on the left arm, neck, back, ear, side of face.  It felt like I could not swallow on left side.  Was brought  to ER was put on oxygen, given 125 solu-medrol IV, Benadryl 50mg IV, and Pepcid IV and 1liter of fluid.   Was in observation for two and half hours,  improved.  Was send home on five days worth of steroids and Pepcid

937625 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 FL 70.0 70 F PT COMPLAINED OF NUMBNESS IN HER ARM AND COMPARED TO THE SENSATION TO BEING SIMILAR TO FEELING SHE HAD EXPERIENCED WHEN HAVING A SEIZURE. TAKEN TO ER, NO SEIZURE. ELEVATED B/P 210/90

937626 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 32.0 32 F sore throat; covid negative

937627 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Pt c/o tingling in the face and nausea

937628 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 TX 37.0 37 F left sided facial numbness, hyperesthesia, and left eye twitching

937629 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MO 37.0 37 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA 8hrs-40hrs after injection:  fever (ranging from 102-104) chills, body aches, fatigue/weakness, loss of appetite, headache, vision changes, swollen right axillary lymph node (hard, painful) 40hrs-60hrs after injection: fever steady around 101, headache, fatigue, swollen right axillary lymph node (no longer hard, more disperse, still painful) 60+ hrs after injection: swollen right axillary lymph node (disperse, painful, bruising/discoloration)  emailed ob/gyn about concern for swollen lymph node turning into mastitis, but referred to PCP

937630 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 GA 38.0 38 F Left arm started hurting me the day after the vaccine and everyday the pain got worse it travel in to my neck and back side of my upper back. On 01/12/2021 couldn't go to work due to the pain been higher and I couldn't turn my neck to the left side

937632 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 86.0 86 F Post injection;  the site was reddened, warm to touch and indurated on 01/05/2021.  The noted redness was not in the deltoid region but in the subcutaneous tissue distal of the deltoid.   Our Medical Director, Dr. gave orders for all of our residents to receive Benadryl and Tylenol prior to injection.  On 01/07/2021 the area became more diffuse, remained warm and indurated we had to obtain additional Benadryl po orders as well as Hydrocortisone topically from the Medical Director.  The Resident remained with her function of her arm at her baseline.  Dr. has seen resident the last two Tuesdays during his rounds, it is slowly resolving.

937633 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 IA 57.0 57 F She reported achy muscles (especially legs), chest tightness and a productive cough. This began on 1/11/2021. I told her she could take Tylenol for the aches. She is going to monitor the other symptoms and if they progress or get worse she will call her primary care doctor. She thinks it is just the start of a cold.

937634 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 NY 63.0 63 F I asked patient to send me information when she finds it.

937635 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AR 36.0 36 F sharp excruciating pain in left arm starting at injection site to elbow site.  Took Ibuprofen for pain

937636 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 FL 35.0 35 F slight SOB, cough later the same day of vaccine, then high fever, body aches for 1 day and injection site red, hot, and swollen which improved over 4 days.

937637 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Received dose #1 of COVID-19 vaccine Moderna on 1/02/21. I was estimated to be 4 weeks pregnant at that time. Estimated due date 9/08/21. I experienced tenderness of injection site for approximately 48-72 hours after injection that resolved. Since 1/10/21 I began experiencing mild tenderness, redness, itching, and warm at the injection site again.

937638 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CA 35.0 35 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine

937639 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 UT 63.0 63 F Tachycardia, shortness of breath, and nausea with second dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine 0.3 mL IM in left deltoid. vitals stable. Monitored in clinic for 1 hour and then sent to ED for further evaluation. ECG normal. Patient able to discharge in stable condition.

937641 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 42.0 42 U Covid positive

937642 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 MI 31.0 31 U The next morning I could not feel my entire right arm, it was all numb, I lost strength for a few hours, could not hold anything, had injection site pain for several days. The numbness/loss of feeling lasted for about 8-10 hours. After 3 to 4 hours I called my PCP for advice and they advised me to go to the ER or UC.  I also had diarrhea and fatigue

937643 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NE 69.0 69 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA About 30 minutes after receiving the vaccine she felt dizzy and lightheaded and felt like she was going to pass out.  She is a type II diabetic but they did not have any ability to check her blood sugar at employee health.  Therefore, rapid response team was called and patient was brought here to the emergency department.  Patient notes that she has had a couple of syncopal episodes in the past in her life and has had several near syncopal episodes.  Upon arrival to the ED her blood sugar was noted to be 99.  She is feeling little bit better but still just a little bit dizzy.  She was completely and entirely asymptomatic prior to getting the vaccine shot.  She has not been ill lately.  BP 116/68  | Pulse 62  | Temp 36.7 °C (98.1 °F) (Oral)  | Resp 15  | Ht 1.524 m (5')  | Wt 229 lb 8 oz (104 kg)  | SpO2 100%  | BMI 44.82 kg/m² 69-year-old female presented to the emergency department following a near syncopal episode after getting her COVID-19 vaccine.  She is normotensive, not tachycardic, tachypneic or hypoxic.  She has a normal physical exam and normal cardiopulmonary exam.  Lab work-up shows a mild chronic anemia with a hemoglobin of 9.9.  BMP, chest pain panel normal.  EKG was normal.  Patient was kept on cardiac monitoring and given oral fluids.  We then got her up and she was ambulatory without symptoms and without difficulty. Therefore, this appears to be a vasovagal near syncopal episode that has resolved.  Work-up here is negative.  No further work-up is indicated.  Will discharge home, rest, fluids, cautioned her that she might feel poorly for a day or 2.  Follow-up with primary care as needed.  Return for worsening symptoms.

937644 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 OH 61.0 61 F Sunday morning woke up with a sick headache, vomiting, body aches and temperature 100.9 By early afternoon vomiting had stopped, headache was letting up and temp was normal. Was able to eat Sunday night and have been fine ever since.

937645 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 CT 49.0 49 F Injection site reported to become swollen, tender with red patch on January 1, 2021.

937647 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 45.0 45 F About 15 min ?icy hot? numb feeling hands feet, lips mouth, dizzy, difficulty thinking,   heart pounding, tongue felt big, nausea, tightness back throat that progressed down neck, paramedics reported near syncope decreased pupil& verbal response, tachycardia, red neck chest, spots on face.  On site ambulance IV meds Epi? Benadryl 50mg and o2, transferred to ER- IV meds Pepcid and solumedrol, and home 5 days oral prednisone, Benadryl, Pepcid, albuterol

937648 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NY 30.0 30 M Fever (38.4C), Chills, Fatigue, Myalgia, Headache

937649 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NE 32.0 32 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine Returns to clinic at 0739. Had first dose of Moderna vaccine at 0715 today.  She states that immediately after her lips felt tingly.  She states that she was driving home and she began to feel tingling and numbness into her face around her mouth.  Patient denies having any allergies. Was walking her to the ED and she was talking to nurse, all of a sudden she leaned forward and was coughing and grabbing her throat. Rapid response team called, patient transferred to ED. She gets influenza thoughts without difficulty.  She denies any current URI symptoms no history of heart or lung problems high blood pressure or diabetes.  She denies numbness or tingling in her hands currently.  Currently very nauseated. Patient was given some BENADRYL and some Zofran was watched she still complained of some perioral numbness some labs were obtained potassium is minimally low at 3.5 calcium is also low at 8.1.  This time I suspect this is more of an adverse reaction to immunization shot however if the tingling or numbness persists then a recheck of her electrolytes may be warranted follow-up primary care physician.

937650 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Dizziness, vomiting, headache, and nausea

937651 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 OH 33.0 33 F started as an erythematous area over the vaccine site, with itching, and over the next 2 days it expanded a couple of centimeters making it 3x4 cm, until day 7 I had become a 7x7 erythematous area, with induration, warmth, and tender to touch, evaluated by a physician and recommended starting antibiotics, started doxycycline 100 mg twice a day, and by 24 hours of starting medication swelling was improved, with a complete resolution on day 7 of antibiotics, a very small area of discoloration remains, but it is likely to my skin color.

937652 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 TN 62.0 62 F Immediate numbness/tingling in left arm and left hand and both feet.  Left arm/hand  symptoms lasted ~15 minutes.  Symptoms in both feet lasted 5-6 hours and continue intermittently.

937653 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 KY 60.0 60 M After monitoring patient for 15 mins he then returned to his office. Called around 30 mins or so later and stated he was experiencing itching all over body and extreme nausea. Employee health went to office to check on patient. Face did appear flushed, but no rash seen. Stayed with patient until he stated he felt better and no further issues.

937654 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 FL 76.0 76 F Lightheaded, woozy, tired, strange

937655 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NE 64.0 64 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA 64-year-old female presents as a rapid response team patient status post immunization her second shot was done on Tuesday 2 days ago.  She had some diarrhea last night and had some body aches in her arms following the rules today she woke up did not eat breakfast which is not abnormal for her did have some coffee came to work describes some myalgias and felt sweaty felt chilled so she went downstairs had a glass of orange juice to see if that would help had a small helping of hashbrowns did not help she was so she went to employee health in the then was sent here for further evaluation.  Patient denies any heart or lung problems high blood pressure diabetes has URI symptoms. No history of PEs or DVTs denies hypertension she fell your blood sugar is low but has no documented history of hypoglycemia is not on any hypoglycemic medications.  No history of PEs or DVTs no travel or surgeries.  No nausea or vomiting with the diarrhea.  Also complains of body aches.BP 120/69  | Pulse 76  | Temp 37 °C (98.6 °F) (Oral)  | Resp 21  | Ht 1.676 m (5' 6")  | Wt 198 lb (89.8 kg)  | SpO2 95%  | BMI 31.96 kg/m² Labs reviewed on the chart are normal symptomatically she feels better offered Toradol for myalgias she refused she I suspect is having a reaction/side effect not an allergic reaction to her vaccination she received. Patient discharged.

937657 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 NC 39.0 39 F Received the vaccine and the following day started experiencing aches, chills, nausea and headache. An ERT (emergency response was called at work) ; however, there was no further treatment.

937658 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MN 29.0 29 F Patient had COVID moderna vaccine on 1/4 with minimal side effects beyond some pain. Patient given Tetanus vaccine on 1/11 in opposite arm and the following day an large ovid erythematous patch at injection site for covid vaccine

937659 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MA 37.0 37 F Within first half hour I experienced increase in heart rate (110 BPM) , dizziness and headache. This subsided within 10-15 minutes. I experienced slight fatigue and soreness at injection site approximately 4 hours after receiving vaccination.  This morning upon waking, approximately 20 hours after, I experienced a slight headache and continued soreness at injection site. Headache and soreness at site continue 25 hours after vaccination. No treatment needed other than resting, maintaining hydration and taking naproxen.

937660 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 TX 61.0 61 F After day 9 post vaccine injection red rash that itches presented. Took benadryl, area has progressively gotten redder, hot and itching. Now cover entire bicep area of left upper arm.  Photo taken today for documentation Moderna 037 k or (IC) 2 or Z  o or 0 A  Lot number is hand written  so hard to tell exact lot number  Given 12/3/2020 at Medical Center

937661 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AL 37.0 37 F Vaccine given about 09:20, patient ambulated 30 feet without difficulty, began texting on phone and shared her right arm & finger was numb & tingling.  Patient became anxious acting, claimed "I feel dizzy & heart racing."  Patient monitored, 09:25 heart rate less than 100,  states dizziness has resolved, patients respirations even & unlabored skin pink and dry.   09:30  Patient talking  in a relaxed manner with co-workers, does continue to complain of "my fingers feel asleep".  Pt monitored for over one hour.    Patient ambulating without issues out of observation area, skin pink warm, dry, no acute distress reports numbness & tingling resolved, has full range of motion to right arm.

937662 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NE 69.0 69 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA About 30 minutes after receiving the vaccine she felt dizzy and lightheaded and felt like she was going to pass out.  She is a type II diabetic but they did not have any ability to check her blood sugar at employee health.  Therefore, rapid response team was called and patient was brought here to the emergency department.  Patient notes that she has had a couple of syncopal episodes in the past in her life and has had several near syncopal episodes.  Upon arrival to the ED her blood sugar was noted to be 99.  She is feeling little bit better but still just a little bit dizzy.  She was completely and entirely asymptomatic prior to getting the vaccine shot.  She has not been ill lately.  BP 116/68  | Pulse 62  | Temp 36.7 °C (98.1 °F) (Oral)  | Resp 15  | Ht 1.524 m (5')  | Wt 229 lb 8 oz (104 kg)  | SpO2 100%  | BMI 44.82 kg/m² 69-year-old female presented to the emergency department following a near syncopal episode after getting her COVID-19 vaccine.  She is normotensive, not tachycardic, tachypneic or hypoxic.  She has a normal physical exam and normal cardiopulmonary exam.  Lab work-up shows a mild chronic anemia with a hemoglobin of 9.9.  BMP, chest pain panel normal.  EKG was normal.  Patient was kept on cardiac monitoring and given oral fluids.  We then got her up and she was ambulatory without symptoms and without difficulty. Therefore, this appears to be a vasovagal near syncopal episode that has resolved.  Work-up here is negative.  No further work-up is indicated.  Will discharge home, rest, fluids, cautioned her that she might feel poorly for a day or 2.  Follow-up with primary care as needed.  Return for worsening symptoms.

937663 12/01/2020 01/12/2021 KY 70.0 70 F Day 14 after vaccine have red skin a vaccine site, extending to 3 inches round vaccine site.  Previously only had arm soreness with no redness until day 14.

937664 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 VT 38.0 38 M c.o fever severe headache and fatigue

937665 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 28.0 28 F Viral URI; sore throat

937666 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 MA 29.0 29 F Patient received the first dose of the covid vaccine on 12/30, and today 1/10/21  my arm has been itchy and I now have a round ring like rash on my arm near the injection site

937667 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 OR 29.0 29 F Nausea, hives, vomiting, fever 101, fatigue lasting 2 days.

937668 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 FL 46.0 46 F vomiting, chills  lasted 5 hours

937670 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 IL 58.0 58 F swelling and painful at injection site within first 24hrs in left arm. Red, itchy raised rash after 7 days post injection that increased in area. Burning sensation experienced. Skin still discolored more than 20 days after 1st shot. 2nd dose in right arm: same reaction within 48hrs. redness, burning , itchiness sensation spreading to upper arm.

937672 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 KS 66.0 66 M Six days after the shot,  my are started to itch and a red area developed  4 inches by 3 inches.  I am not experiencing any pain. The red area itches on one side of the  red area.

937674 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 NC 50.0 50 F Received 1st dose vaccine and became nauseated, dizzy, lightheaded and almost passed out.

937675 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 64.0 64 F COVID positive

937676 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 60.0 60 M Covid Exposure

937677 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 CA 54.0 54 M Fatigue

937678 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 KY 52.0 52 F TONGUE SWELLING, ARM PAIN, ARM TINGLING, MILD CHEST PAIN, NAUSEA, MILD SOA

937679 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IL 42.0 42 F High fever 26 hours post injection. Severely painful headache, extreme fatigue. Very large red, feverish patch at injection site, approximately 5"/2". Fever lasted approximately 12 hours, took ibuprofen and excedrin migraine for headache throughout the course of the day...approximately 1200mg of ibuprofen over an 18 hour period, 800mg excedrin migraine for the same period. Fever broke, symptoms started to subside. Lower fever second day post vaccination, milder headache, injection site still inflamed and very sore. Even lower fever third day, no headache, injection site still swollen, but not as painful.

937681 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Low grade temp, tired, headache. Resolved.

937682 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 MI 38.0 38 F See prior description

937684 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 DE 57.0 57 F Patient received vaccine around 10 am. She waited 30 minutes in the clinic with staff due to history of numerous allergies (zantac, demerol, amoxicillin, paxil, gluten). After patient left the site, she returned around 11:18am reporting she was feeling poorly (specifically with nausea, headache, and itchy/sore throat).  No lip swelling , shortness of breath, hives noted. Vital signs were monitored and were stable. Diphenhydramine 50mg given orally and EMS notified as per our company protocol. Patient left via ambulance at 11:32 in stable condition to Hospital .

937685 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 CA 65.0 65 F 48 hours after the injection I began to notice a sore throat before bedtime on Dec 30, but slept well. The next morning, Dec 31, I had acute allergic symptoms that never start so suddenly.  I was having constant Post-nasal Drip, nasal congestion and beginning of cough due to PND.  That night I had a severe sore throat similar to my typical allergic pattern.  I coughed all night and awoke on the morning of Jan 1st with clear severe onset allergies and could not talk without coughing.  That persisted for 4 days, then my allergist prescribed inhaled steroids BID which reduced the nighttime cough, but I persisted with symptoms for 10 days when they slowly resolved and my sense of well-being returned.  I missed 7 days of work, which is atypical for my allergies when I catch them early.  This was an acute flare of typical allergic symptoms that seems to have been triggered by the timing of the immune change from the vaccine at day #2-3 after the vaccine #1 was given.  I  am worried about getting vaccine #2 in 2 weeks and don't want to go through another flare up of dialing allergies again.

937686 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 39.0 39 F acute shoulder pain

937687 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MD 33.0 33 F itchy arms, back, head, chest and legs and light headed  Sat for 1 hour, itching and dizziness resolved

937689 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MO 56.0 56 M Ringing / buzzing in the ears and light headache beginning on 1/10.

937690 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Vaccine administered at approx. 9 am. At 1000am , began feeling very tired, dizzy. S/sx increased over the next 2 hours. - began vomiting, felt very "slow motion". At approx. 1 pm, went back to vaccine area; felt like there was more effort to breath (heaviness); given epi-pen in ED, S/sx improved, Hydration started.

937691 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 ME 27.0 27 F Patient presented to the emergency department 12/29/20 7 AM, reporting hyperglycemia since receiving COVID vaccine one day earlier.  Had been 140 at time of immunization.   Highest reported was "high 300's". At time of presentation glucose 360 and accompanied by nausea, shakes and sweating.  Also reporting fatigue.  Patient reporting having felt like this when she is in DKA

937692 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 NC 25.0 25 M Stated developed slight dizziness, "the feeling you get before you become severely sick".  Then developed a hoarse voice for 3.5 days & slight cough to clear throat often.

937695 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MA 33.0 33 F Left upper extremity (injection arm) dysfunction x ~50 hours. Unable to use left arm; unable to lift with no resistance.

937696 01/12/2021 MA 40.0 F PAIN BEHIND EYES, HEAD TO EXPLODE DOWN BAck OF HEAD

937697 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 KS 22.0 22 F Developed fever on day of vaccine.  1 day later fever continued and erythematous patch to left upper outer breast appeared.    Tender, firm, has progressively spread. Currently rash is 2.5x2.5 in.  Seen in clinic 1/12/2021 as a new patient for wellness exam

937698 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PA 36.0 36 F Pfizer-biotentech covid 19 vaccine EUA Body aches fatigued started at 3pm1/11.  By 12am 1/12 unable to sleep due to Such severe pain all over head to toe, chills/shaking , vomiting and sweats. As of now today 1/12 1pm still very achey and fatigued with waves of nausea.

937699 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TN 73.0 73 F Pt woke up on Saturday with headache.  Pt broke out in shingles on Monday and was diagnosed today with Herpes Zoster

937701 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MD 63.0 63 F I had an allergic reaction at the site of injection on my left arm. I applied alcohol and a new bandaid at 10:30 pm and went to bed. I woke up at 3 am with my left arm in serious pain. I removed the bandaid and the top skin was removed at the site of the bandaid. The area was swollen and inflamed red with a large circle on my upper left arm.

937703 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 82.0 82 F Rash at site of injection, red and itchy  following am date of injection . Also generated out break of eczema  on right shoulder. Still evident 24 hours after shot.  Applying  RXfor exzema
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937704 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 MA 35.0 35 F Patient received vaccine 12/30, on 1/11 patient noted a circular rash around injection site that is tender and warm to touch

937705 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 CT 37.0 37 M Patient developed lesion inner arm near elbow of (L) hand. Reports that his skin is painful when touched. Saw his PCP, being treated as Shingles.

937706 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 NC 46.0 46 F Developed rash with itching and irritation.

937707 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 VA 36.0 36 F Had fatigue, headache and L arm pain on Day 1 and 2. No sxs on Day 2. Had shaking chills beginning evening of Day 3. Night of Day 4 and ongoing have been having feverish, sweating, and chills several times per night, which continue. Woke up on Day 7 (1/8/2021) with pain in L axilla, which continues. On Day 9, I had red, slightly itchy, rash at site of injection approx 6x5cm. Had neg rapid COVID test on Day 9 and PCR, which was negative as well. Saw my provider on Day 10 and requested labs to be checked (cbc, iron also checked as needed to follow up those incidentally). Requested an esr but provider did not think it was necessary but did encourage me to report to Health Department or Moderna but found this website instead. Please let me know if I need to notify anyone else.

937708 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CO 44.0 44 F 1/7/21 2nd shot. Pain with injection, tasted in mouth lasted 20 minutes. Sore arm got worse within a couple hours. Took ibuprofen which helped. Low grade fever 99.8, EXTREME weakness and fatigue, body aches devloped evening with profuse watery diarrhea 1/7-1/10, poor appetite (NO nausea, NO vomiting) also had mild symptoms of intermittent runny nose, itchy eyes, mild cough. Symptoms improved 1/11/21 with decr freq diarrhea, improvement energy level. I pushed fluids in home and ate soup. Visit to urgent care 1/11/21 for IV hydration after receiving covid testing req for job d/t symptoms.  1/12/21 feeling improvement in symptoms but not fully recovered at this time-monitoring symptoms in home

937709 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MA 46.0 46 F Left arm numbness /tingling all the way down to fingers.

937710 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 MA 35.0 35 F patient received vaccine on 12/30, yesterday 1/11, patient noted a big circular rash around the injection site that is warm and tender to touch. patient temperature was 100.4 F when reported to ED to inquire about rash.

937711 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 KY 42.0 42 F The day after the 2nd dose, I experienced mild side effects of chills, body aches and fatigue that lasted approximately 4 hours.

937712 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 33.0 33 F Injection site reaction that was 3 inches by 3 inches,  the site was red, warm to the touch, swollen and sore.  This is the same reaction that she had during the first dose and reported it when receiving her second dose.  She stated that the first time it lasted 6 days.

937713 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MN 25.0 25 M Low-grade  fever, headache, muscle soreness, injection site pain, chills (despite not feeling cold).

937714 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 SC 32.0 32 F I received the 2nd covid vaccine on thursday evening at 6:40pm. On the following Saturday I developed a red raised rash on the right side of my body, mostly arm and neck. I took 25mg benadryl. Rash lasted about 6h.

937715 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 KY 33.0 33 F Debilitating fever as high as 102, chills, sweating, weakness (unable to pick up 3 month old baby), significant joint pain, headache for days

937739 01/12/2021 F cellulitis in her upper chest area; pain at the injection site all the way up to her jaw; redness all over her right shoulder; pain at the injection site; This spontaneous report was received from a female patient in her 60's, referring to herself. Her pertinent medical history, concomitant medications and drug reactions or allergies were unknown.  On an unknown date, the patient was vaccinated with pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23) (formulation, exact dose, route of administration, lot # and expiration date were not reported) for prophylaxis and subsequently experienced pain at the injection site all the way up to her jaw and redness all over her right shoulder. After a few days, she developed cellulitis in her upper chest area and had to go to urgent care for treatment. It was unknown whether any lab diagnostics/studies were performed. The outcome of the events was unknown.  The relatedness between the suspect therapy and the events was not provided  Upon internal review, the event of cellulitis was considered medically significant.

937746 01/12/2021 65.0 F Vaccination induced cytokine storm; IgA-Kappa MM; Severe-symptomatic hypercalcemia; Flu-like symptoms; This literature case was received on 04-Jan-2021, concerning a 65-year-old female patient.  The patient's concurrent conditions included multiple myeloma (MM). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unspecified date, the patient was vaccinated with influenza virus vaccine polyvalent (brand not specified; anatomical location, dose, route of administration and indication: not reported). The batch number was not reported.  On an unspecified date, 5 days after receiving influenza virus vaccine polyvalent, the patient presented with subjective myalgias lasting two days. Vital signs were stable, complete blood count (CBC) and basic metabolic panel (BMP) were unremarkable and serum calcium was 10.8 mg/dl. The patient was discharged on supportive therapy.  On an unspecified date, the day later, the patient presented with persistent flu-like symptoms. Labs revealed serum calcium being above 22 mg/dl; normal renal function, total protein, albumin, angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) levels; clear urine analysis (UA) with no albuminuria; low parathyroid hormone (PTH) and 1, 25-(OH)2-Vitamin D3 levels; elevated parathyroid hormone-related protein (PTHrP) and viscosity levels. 24-hour urine collection revealed proteinuria (550 mg). Peripheral blood smear revealed rouleaux formation. Computerized tomography (CT) scans of the chest, abdomen and pelvis revealed no obvious malignancy. Quantitative immunoglobulins (Ig) revealed elevated IgA (2415 mg/dl), and concurrent suppression of IgG and IgM levels. Quantitative serum light chain measurement revealed normal levels of kappa and lambda, with an elevated Kappa: Lambda ratio of 2:1. Serum protein electrophoresis (SPEP), urine protein electro-phoresis (UPEP) and serum immunofixation revealed IgA-Kappa MM. The patient developed severe-symptomatic hypercalcemia, she was treated with aggressive intravenous crystalloids, loop diuretics, calcitonin, Pamidronate (pamidronate disodium), and hemodialysis. The patient's calcium subsequently normalized to 10.1 mg/dl. Bone-marrow biopsy revealed intracytoplasmic kappa-restricted monoclonal plasma cells that occupied 40% of the marrow. Bone survey was negative for lytic lesions. The patient was started on bortezomib, lenalidomide, dexamethasone and monthly zoledronic acid, and she has not attained remission from myeloma yet.  On an unknown date, the patient recovered from the event 'hypercalcemia'.  At the time of initial report, the patient had not recovered from 'multiple myeloma'.  The outcome of all the rest events was not reported.   The reporters assessed the event of 'cytokine storm' as related to the influenza virus vaccine polyvalent. It was theorized that the inactivated influenza vaccine given prior to presentation unmasked an atypical presentation of MM. This may be attributed to a vaccination induced cytokine storm, especially IL-6 mediated that may be the key in the pathophysiology of hypercalcemia related to MM. The reporter did not provide a causality assessment for other events.  The events of 'cytokine storm' and 'multiple myeloma' were considered to be medically significant by a Physician within Seqirus's Pharmacovigilance and Risk Management Department.    Company comment: A 65-year-old female patient experienced cytokine storm, plasma cell myeloma, hypercalcemia and influenza like illness. Symptoms of the reported events started emerging one day after administration of influenza virus vaccine polyvalent. Very detail laboratory and diagnostic findings were provided in the report. Causality is assessed as possibly related for influenza like illness and for cytokine storm due to biological plausibility and presented information and unrelated for plasma cell myeloma due to biological and temporal implausibility. Hypercalcemia is more likely related to myeloma however the reporter's rationale points to vaccine as well, therefore assessed as unlikely related. (''unlikely related'' defaults to ''related'' in the safety database for reporting purposes); Reporter's Comments: It was theorized that the inactivated influenza vaccine given prior to presentation unmasked an atypical presentation of MM. This may be attributed to a vaccination induced cytokine storm, especially IL-6 mediated, that may be the key in the pathophysiology of hypercalcemia related to MM.; Sender's Comments: A 65-year-old female patient experienced cytokine storm, plasma cell myeloma, hypercalcemia and influenza like illness. Symptoms of the reported events started emerging one day after administration of influenza virus vaccine polyvalent. Very detail laboratory and diagnostic findings were provided in the report. Causality is assessed as possibly related for influenza like illness and for cytokine storm due to biological plausibility and presented information and unrelated for plasma cell myeloma due to biological and temporal implausibility. Hypercalcemia is more likely related to myeloma however the reporter's rationale points to vaccine as well, therefore assessed as unlikely related. (''unlikely related'' defaults to ''related'' in the safety database for reporting purposes)

937748 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MI 40.0 40 M Patient received the Maderna Covid-19 vaccine.  Was sitting in observation for 10 minutes post vaccine and got up to "make a call."  I was called to the conference room at 0815.   Caregivers heard a loud noise and found patient on the ground in the hallway right outside the observation room.    Patient states "I got dizzy and started getting tunnel vision" also states that this happens at times with needles/ blood draws since he was a kid.    Patient set up on his own, denies head/neck pain.  Denies any injury.  Stood on his own and guided into observation for more time- set in chair.   0832 checked with patient , still denies injury, denies anymore dizziness.  Encouraged him to go to the ED to get checked out.  Patient denies head/neck pain or any S/S at this time.  Declines ED.   0847- Patient denies dizziness, s/s and declines going to ED.  Walked out, gait steady.

937749 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 IN 38.0 38 M 48 hours of rigors and headache followed by lack of appetite as well as neuropathic pain over the thorax. No treatment except over the counter medications for symptoms.  All symptoms except lack of appetite have resolved.

937750 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 OH 57.0 57 F Stated she had a sore, red arm on 1/4-1/6. Stated it went away but last night on 1/11 she noticed the injection site was swollen again, but now is red, warm and "bigger than the palm of my hand" stated is it not tender. Advised to reach out to PCP.

937751 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IN 44.0 44 F 11hours 30min after vaccine administration, Pt. starts to experience fever 103.1, Chills, body aches, fatigue.  28 hrs. from vaccination Pt still experiencing fever 102.3 with the use of  fever reducing medications. body aches, fatigue

937752 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MI 43.0 43 F I woke up this morning with a lymph node in my neck shoulder area that was swollen and sore and affecting that shoulder on that side. Just alittle pain. I have had no treatment

937753 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 WA 58.0 58 F Aprox. 12 hours after receiving the vaccine, I developed the following symptoms:  headache, low-grade fever, chills, muscle/body aches, nausea, vertigo, primarily muscle/body aches.  My symptoms resolved aprox. 36 hours later.  Aprox. 60 hours later, I had a couple of episodes of diarrhea, and was just feeling a little "spacey" and slightly tender behind my eyes.

937754 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 46.0 46 M Covid Positive

937755 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NC 67.0 67 F Received vaccine on 1/4. Woke on 1/5 with cold sweats and painful diarrhea. Called Covi hotline. Instructed to stay home form work until symptoms improved.

937756 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Fatigue and body aches 1/8/21 8:00 pm.  Severe chills and body aches 1/8/20 11:00 pm continued for several hours. Muscle and body aches and fatigue continued until 1/10/21 7:00 am was gone.  Swollen lymph nodes on neck (still experiencing this 1/12/21)

937757 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 UT 27.0 27 M Patient reports that the next morning he woke up with  fever, body aches, headache, fatigue, shortness of breath, fatigue, congestion, dry throat and he feels his HR is elevated(never measured above 100BPM).

937758 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 OR 47.0 47 F RASH STARTED APPEARING AT CHEST AND NECK AND FACE WITH ITCHING,  FATIGUE, PAIN AT INJECTION SITE, NUMBNESS AND TINGLING IN THE ARM SHOT GIVEN, HEADACHES, JOINT PAIN, BODY ACHES, CHILLS, FEVER OF 99.9 BY TUESDAY. STILL HAVING SEVERE JOINT AND BODY ACHES WITH HEADACHES AND LOW GRADE FEVER CURRENTLY.

937759 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 ID 33.0 33 F 24 hours later - arm got really swollen - 3 in by 2 inches - painful - still have a bump; didn't take anything;  Started having a sore throat and body fatigue four days after Dec 28  about 10 am- tested positive for CoVID at 4:00 pm. I took vitamins for Covid - Zinc; baby aspirin; Calcium Magnesium supplement.  Still have a few COVID symptoms. (Telemed appt with two of my doctors during the course of this.)

937760 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 62.0 62 M Covid Positive

937761 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F pain in the site of injection, muscle pain, abdominal pain the next day that stopped without treatment.

937763 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 PA 33.0 33 F On 1/7/2021 in the morning she woke up with severe pain in her left shoulder with arm weakness, inflammation  and inability to move her arm.  She went to an urgent care center and the provider started her on prednisone for a 5 day course.   She plans to follow up with her PCP on 1/11/21

937764 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 UT 43.0 43 F Almost immediately the pain hit me on my right shoulder, I felt like I had a horrible flu for about 2 days with headaches, body pains, I self medicated at home with Tylenol, tramadol and Norco and after 4 or 5 days I felt like I was ok. I still feel soreness, depending on how I move my arm. but it is not bad that I need to take anything. But the pain soon after the vaccine was excruciating.

937765 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 42.0 42 F Migraine started at approximately 7:30pm and lasted through midday Saturday.  Migraine was intense enough for me to have to call off sick from work on Friday.

937767 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 UT 33.0 33 F Palpitations and anxiety after second dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine 0.3 mL in left deltoid.  Monitored vitals, which were stable. ECG was normal. Patient reassured, and patient stated that her anxiety was much better and felt that she didn't need to go to the ED. Patient instructed to call or return to ED if symptoms worsened. Patient has a history of anxiety and panic attacks, and felt that the reaction was related to this.

937768 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 FL 74.0 74 M The symptoms began with mild dizziness, which increased generating nausea and vomit.  Mild dizziness continues accompanied by an echo  in the  ear.

937769 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MN 22.0 22 F Vasovagal syncope

937770 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MN 49.0 48 F 28 minutes after receiving the first dose of the Moderna, client complained of tingling lips. H/O anaphylactic reaction to bee stings and birch wood that started out in a similar way. Vital signs taken and normal, no complaints of SOB or chest pain. 25mg of Benedryl given, symptoms decreased. Client is an RN, another dose of Benedryl was given for her to take if she felt she needed it. No other symptoms presented.

937771 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 WA 91.0 91 M Patients wife called for help and said he seemed to be asleep. Staff helped hold him up so he did not fall out of his walker. He did have a pulse and appeared to be breathing. We removed his mask to make sure airway was not blocked. He was not responsive to verbal or physical cues. 911 was called. Patient was laid on ground and had bp checked by emergency services. He did wake up but was taken to hospital.

937772 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MT 28.0 28 F Body aches, low-grade fever, arm pain, Body Chills, Headache, dizziness. Started at 8:00pm on 1/5/21 and lasted until 12:00pm on 1/6/21.

937774 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 30.0 30 M Fever/Cough/Body Aches.  Covid +, Pneumonia and Sepsis Y

937775 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 39.0 39 F acute shoulder pain

937776 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MA 40.0 40 F Patient had her second dose of the Pfizer vaccine Friday, 1/8/2021 at 10:30am. She has had the expected fatigue, muscle aches, headache, chills.   however, she had also developed significant swelling in her left armpit and the swelling has spread into her left chest wall and down into her left ribs. It has also become painful. It?s very painful to lower her arm against her body, to raise her arm above her shoulder, to lift anything, even a bottle of water. It?s also painful to take a deep breathe right in the area on the left chest where the swelling is and into her ribs under her armpit. The area doesn?t seem to be significant red or warm. It is very tender to touch and the swollen area is firm.  It has not responded to ice or NSAIDS. Her shoulder and arm do not seem to have any swelling."

937777 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Bad headache, real tired, did not feel all that well sort of sick to my  stomach.  Also I could not sleep on my left side that evening. ( that was the side I got vaccine in)

937778 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 72.0 72 M Covid Positive

937779 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 39.0 39 F Swollen lymph node in left armpit Whole arm soreness No fever

937780 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 TX 41.0 41 M Woke up with Chills and body aches at 3am, measured temp at the time was 97.5F by IR forehead thermometer.  By 7am temperature was up to 101.7F.  Tylenol taken and fever began to break within an hour.  Lots of fatigue for the rest of the day.

937781 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MD 26.0 26 F Nausea, chills/shivering, headache, body ache started on 01/11/2021

937782 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 FL 61.0 61 M Onset of Body aches, fatigue, tired onset 2 hours after vaccine

937783 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Developed scratchy throat 15 min after shot, dizzy and sent to ED per MD

937784 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 52.0 52 F Chest Pain 2 weeks after receiving vaccine

937785 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 FL 89.0 89 F Redness at vaccination site; itch at vaccination site.  Itch at vaccination site happened at some point, at the time I ignored it and did not associate it with anything.  Vaccination site was pink. My daughter had drawn a circle with a pen around the pink vaccination site on Wednesday  6 January, to see if the pink area grew.  Yesterday 11 Jan when I went to shower I noticed it was still pink and somewhat itchy, and the pink area had extended beyond the circle about 1 mm.  Today 12 Jan it has not itched, but it is still pink and extends about 3 mm. It is not hot to the touch, it is not tender to the touch. It has finally begun to slowly fade, but it is still ongoing.

937786 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NY 41.0 41 F heart palpitations the night of vaccination.  They seem to have resolved by the next day

937787 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 CO 72.0 72 F I became sick with flu like symptoms, fever, arching, nausea for 2 days

937789 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 TX 41.0 41 M 3AM I woke up with chills and muscle aches. Temp by IR forehead thermometer was 97.5F. By 7AM temp was 101.7F. Took TYLENOL and fever began to break within an hour. Fatigue for the rest of the day. Felt bad enough to call in sick. Resolved by the next day.

937790 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 35.0 35 M Patient reports fever and body aches

937791 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MI 53.0 53 F Metallic taste in mouth;  cotton/dry mouth while trying to swallow;  flush/tingling sensation throughout body but especially extremities.  Occurred within the 5-15 min observation period.  I did not speak up about it as I was trying to analyze it myself and rationalize the symptoms.  It did not cause tachycardia or SOB or intervention but it makes me a little hesitant for the 2nd dose due to my shellfish allergy/sensitivity.   The sensation reminded me of the systemic response when receiving a contrast IV dye.   I did leave a message at the VAERS 800# to ask if I should submit this form but did not want to delay any longer in case this information is helpful with the feedback/data for others.  I understand it is not a true "adverse or sentinel" event but I wanted to report my reaction especially with the shellfish allergy (which I wasn't aware of to be a risk factor until I read more articles about it).

937792 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 76.0 76 M 9:30 client became lethargic, diaphoretic, pale and taken via w/c to triage area. Oriented x 4 - drowsy. States the symptoms occurred immediately, that he felt too warm, felt clammy and light headed. States he has problems with claustrophobia. Cooled area by opening doors, patient removed layers of shirts. EMT personal at vaccine site in attendance. BP 136/78; HR 79; O2 sat 99% on r/a.  9:32 EMS activated 9:36 EMS cancelled per patient request.  9:50 states he feels much better and wants to leave, ambulated down hall and turned back stating he still felt lightheaded. Sat back in chair. States he last ate last night. provided juice. declined cookies.  10:00 States he feels much better, trial ambulation tolerated will without lightheadedness, gait steady. Left with wife to personal vehicle.

937793 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 IL 56.0 56 F cellulitis at injection site

937794 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 25.0 25 F Fever, myalgias, headache, chills starting 4-5 hours after vaccine administration and continuing overnight

937795 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NY 47.0 47 M Two days after injection patient developed tenderness and erythema at the site of injection, and there was a slight edema at the area, He was sent to clinic for a physician visit.

937796 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 48.0 48 F Patient got Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine and had vomiting x 4 and pruritus 15 minutes after administration. She was given Benadryl, Pepcid, Solumedrol with symptom relief. She did not require epinephrine.

937797 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 20.0 20 F Covid Positive

937798 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 24.0 24 F severe, headache, non-retractable nausea, vomiting and fever

937799 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Bruising on injection site, black and blue, left arm immobile due to severe swelling, pain in the injection site, sniffles .

937800 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 TX 41.0 41 F My arm is really swollen and red and itching it has started to swell all across my arm nothing I'm taking seems to ease the pain. So not sure if I need to go see my doctor

937801 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Woke up 1/11/21 at 0700 with left axillary swelling and tenderness. Still having adverse reaction 1/12/21.

937802 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 24.0 24 M Injection Site Pain - 20:30 on 11/11 Fevers, chills, myalgias (specifically lower back), headache, nausea, vomiting

937803 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NC 43.0 43 F Flu like symptoms, chills, tiredness

937804 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 WI 49.0 49 M Approximately 24 hours post shot I experienced severe joint pain in most all joints.  Shortly after onset of joint pain experienced severe chills.  Those symptoms persisted for approximately 12 hours after which I continued to experience injection site pain, but began to experience pain with some numbness that radiated from the injection site distally down my arm and into my pinky and ring fingers on my left hand.  No other symptoms.  As of today the injection site pain persists as does the pain and numbness in my pinky and ring fingers, but I get the feeling that it is getting slightly worse.  The pain and slight numbness is present when I awake, but gets worse throughout the day.  Some evenings there is considerable discomfort.

937805 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 PR 50.0 50 F INFLAMATION OF THROAT,PAIN INJECTION SITE , HEADACHE,TIRED,MUSCULAR PAIN CHILLS,JOINT PAIN,FEVER,PARNASAL INFLAMATION AND HOARSLY.

937806 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 GA 57.0 57 F nausea, headache, fatigue, low grade temp

937808 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 20.0 20 F Congestion, Fatigue, Covid Exposure

937809 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 MD 50.0 50 F One hour after receiving the COVID Pfizer vaccine, I experienced tightness in my throat.  The tightness lasted about one hour, then I began with all over muscle shaking, which lasted about five hours.  I had chills with the shaking, and sat on the sofa with a blanket and heater until the symptoms resided.

937810 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 32.0 32 M Chills, body aches and fever.

937811 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 40.0 39 U covid positive

937812 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 GA 64.0 64 F Rt arm from shoulder - elbow, red, swollen, hot to touch.  C/o pain and itching to whole area. Started small area day after vaccination and gradually grown in size.

937813 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 VT 44.0 45 F body aches nausea, very sore arm 1 day after i2nd injection

937814 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 PA 63.0 63 F I received my second vaccine uneventfully and approx. 2 1/2 days later I developed a painfully and swollen lower lip , and then it had severe erythema , pain and ulceration . I have never had a cold sore in my life, or shingles . I did receive the chicken pox vaccine in my 30's

937815 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 TX 37.0 37 F The patient informed me right after she got the vaccine that she felt cold and tingly like after anesthesia.  She also reported a metallic taste in her mouth.  She was given water and observed for 30 minutes.  I called and left a message for her on 1-12 to see how she was doing.

937816 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 PA 61.0 61 F Arm area  red and hot  near injection site a week after injection. It was gone 4 days after .

937817 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Diffuse maculo-papular rash at the site of injection, enlarged lymph nodes in the neck, left axillary pain about 5-6 days after the vaccination.

937818 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 OH 63.0 63 M This is being reported because of the incident occurring 2 days after the Moderna Covid-19 vaccination. It was reported that the patient expired on 1/9/21, 2 days after receiving  the Moderna vaccine.  Upon screening of patient prior to  administration on 1/7/21, the patient completed paperwork answering  NO to the following "Do you currently have any active infections or acute respiratory illness or fever."

937819 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 KY 38.0 38 F I awoke the next morning after my 2nd dose with the following side effects:  Extremely light headed to the point it was hard for me to walk without feeling like I would pass out, body aches, severe headache, nauseous but never vomited, extremely tired as if I were given a sleep aid, and weak.  I called my primary care physician to see if there was anything I could take to help, they advised me to take Ibuprofen and Tylenol. I started to feel better a few hours after taking Ibuprofen.  The next day I just had a headache and am feeling tired.  I would say the most extreme symptoms lasted about 10 hours and started to slowly feel better after that.

937820 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NV 32.0 32 F I felt flushed shortly after leaving the clinic and i became light headed as well. By evening time I was tired and I was too exhausted to get up from the couch. The following day I woke up to a headache and body aches. When I went outside my eyes were very sensitive to light.

937821 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Chest pain and SOB with onset about 40 min after vaccine and slowly getting worse (never severe, but definitely uncomfortable) over next few hours. Finally tried 2 puffs of my son?s albuterol about 5 hrs post vaccine and felt relief within 20?30 minutes.  The next day I had more expected side effects: headache, myalgias, chills and fatigue.  No recurrence of the chest symptoms.

937822 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 FL 36.0 36 F Redness in circular form in left arm where injection was administered on day 7  "Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine

937823 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 UT 29.0 29 F Hypertensive, tachycardic into the 130's and RRT ECG revealed PVCs approximately 40 minutes following first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine 0.3 mL IM in right deltoid.  On duty paramedic examined patient. Pt. has no significant past medical history, not currently taking any meds, and has allergies to albuterol which give her hives. Paramedic performed ECG. Called RRT and transported to ED. Placed on 2 L oxygen via nasal cannula while being monitored. Oxygen saturation up to 99% on room air after monitoring. Symptoms resolved and patient discharged in care of spouse.

937824 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MI 37.0 37 M One hour after vaccination his left shoulder started to hurt.  The pain is mild if he does not move his  left arm.  The pain is 7/10 or 8/10  on a 0-10 pain scale if he moves his left arm.   He was seen at the facility on 1/12/2021 by RN and second RN.   Facility nursing staff advised him to take Ibuprofen and to ice the painful injection area with an icepack for 10-15 min an hour for several hours.  He was  advised  to call his PCP today and to   follow up with his PCP regarding his injection site pain.

937825 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MI 50.0 50 F 30 minutes after injection patient experienced flushing of face, sweaty palms and shakiness, jaw tightness and nose tingling, heart felt like it was racing. Blood pressure was 150/80 , Pulse 108, respirations 22

937827 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OH 55.0 55 F Very fatigued. (4 days) Low Grade Fever (2 days) Bone aches (1 day)

937828 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PA 24.0 24 M Pt. states that he started having body/muscle aches, chills, fever of 100 degrees Fahrenheit, headache, nausea at 2100 pm on 1/11/21. Pt. states that symptoms are resolving, body aches on and off, and headache is worse. Denies taking ibuprofen or tylenol.

937829 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 TX 51.0 51 M 9 days after injection approx. 4in triangle of rash. Slight pain with almost constant itch. 4days after symptoms rash still present.

937830 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Feeling of flushing/warmth from head to toe, mild itching throughout body, and dizziness/lightheaded.  Blood pressure was elevated >180/90, HR 110-120.  Gradually decreased and at approximately 30minutes post injection, blood pressure was <145/90 and HR 84.  Took 25mg of benadryl approximately 1 1/2 hour after injection time. Symptoms persisted mildly for another 30-45 minutes after benadryl and seem to be gone 5 hours later. Blood pressure 5 hours after was 134/85 which is still a slight elevation from my norm.

937831 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 43.0 43 F COVID positive

937832 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 IN 44.0 44 F About one hour after receiving the vaccine, my tongue went numb for about 12 hours. I had taste and smell, but tongue was numb.

937833 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 68.0 68 F Low Grad fever flu like symptoms headache achy tired sore arm

937834 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 GA 78.0 78 M Patient got the vaccine around 9:15am and around 1pm he was experiencing chills, sweats, fatigue and started vomiting and vomit was yellow in color. 911 was called and he was taken to the hospital. Nursing home staff notified us that patient did not eat anything that day and nothing 1am the day prior.

937835 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 FL 37.0 37 F Throat became very sore and staff member left work abruptly and went to an urgent care clinic. She had a negative strep test and a negative covid test. She also complained her right eye was twitching. Symptoms subsided in approx. 48 hours.

937836 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 GA 34.0 34 F Fluttering  of her heart . Rate 160's

937837 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 LA 51.0 51 F Swollen under the  axial lymph node with pain

937839 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 58.0 58 F We are reporting a vaccine administration error.  The needle was not fully screwed into the syringe at the time of administration. When the vaccinator began injecting the vaccine, there was leakage at the site.  It appears approximately half the dose leaked out of the syringe. We have contacted Moderna to determine next best steps.

937840 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Red, sore itchy arm 1 week after vaccination

937841 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IA 37.0 37 F Bilateral lymph node swelling in the armpit

937842 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 ID 56.0 56 F Sweating. Dripping sweat. Nausea. Passed out last night.

937843 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CT 32.0 32 F Headache and dizziness that occurred about 10 minutes after vaccination as well as strange feeling in chest that came and went throughout evening of vaccination but felt like it was gone by the next morning. The next morning symptoms of headache continued and dizziness occurred on and off. Then fever, chills, body aches and joint pain occurred until midday the next day. The morning after vaccination arm pain was present and redness, warmth and pain at the site got bigger throughout the day and lasted for 4 days.

937844 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 31.0 31 M COVID esposure

937845 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 62.0 62 F During administration of vaccine pt became dizzy and faint. Pt was able to go to the observation area, waited approximately 15 mins and then reported chest tightness, dizziness, rash and itching on her arms, fast heart rate, watery eyes, runny nose, and throat irritant. Vitals were obtained and pt was requested to wait another 15 mins for monitoring. During monitoring period, patient became to complain of increased throat irritation and new tongue swelling. Response team was contacted. During reassessment patient's symptoms decreased. Team decided patient was stable and did not require transport to the ED. Patient was monitored for another 15-20 minutes with symptoms resolving. Patient was advised to discuss reaction with her PCP prior to getting second dose of the vaccine.

937846 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 NY 30.0 30 M 2 inch diameter red circle around the injection right lasting 3 days, area was warm to touch and very sensitive.    Joint pain, joints ached with movement for 48 hours after injection. Mild muscle pain for 24 hours after injection.   Fatigue lasting whole day, the day after injection. Neck pain at base of skull started 48 hours after injection, lasted for 48 hours.

937847 12/26/2020 01/12/2021 PA 34.0 34 F 3 minutes after receiving 1st dose Covid vaccine experienced paresthesias of lips and oropharynx that self-resolved within 5-10 minutes. Also developed paresthesias of bilateral hands and feet with stomach discomfort.

937850 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MO 62.0 62 M First day, heart skipping every 5-6 beats.  Nausea..  Not able to stand up.  Excessive tiredness.

937851 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 ME 58.0 58 F On day #9 post injection (12/31/20) of Moderna Vaccine I developed a red itchy rash (no raised bumps), about the size of goose egg around injection site.  I have been taking 50 mg  Benedryl PO at bedtime.  Today is day #12 post injection and the rash has spread slightly, but the redness and itching are significantly reduced.

937852 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 MA 27.0 27 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine Exactly seven days after receiving the first dose of the vaccine I developed a rash that reserved a large hive near the site of injection. The skin was red with a wheal-like appearance and felt warm to the touch as well as swollen. I had no other symptoms and it was mildly itchy but not very bothersome. This rash improved by the next day, however the area was still red (less swelling and less redness overall) and now it is only very faintly noticeable.

937854 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IA 28.0 28 F Patien called today (1/12/2021) and stated that at approximately 3:00pm yesterday, after receiving her COVID vaccine at 12:30pm. She states that she developed a rash that was itchy. She states it was on her sides and abdomen and patchy. She states this morning she woke up and her lips were slightly swollen and she feels like she has pins and needles throughout her body, and that sensation is intermittent. She states her throat is also itchy. She denies any difficulty breathing, throat tightening or shortness of breath.  She is taking Benadryl and has called her PCP and is waiting for a call back from Dr. r

937855 12/27/2020 01/12/2021 TX 59.0 59 F swollen axillary lymph nodes on the same side vaccine was given.  Prescribed Ibuprofen 600 mg tablet by primary physician

937856 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OH 25.0 25 F Constant headache and fatigue since evening of injection

937857 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Patient develops a big feverish lump/bump around the vaccine site with itchy, redness skin 7 days

937858 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 PA 47.0 47 F Arm pain and weakness for 10 (ten) days.  600 and 800 mg doses of ibuprofen

937859 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 62.0 62 F During administration of vaccine pt became dizzy and faint. Pt was able to go to the observation area, waited approximately 15 mins and then reported chest tightness, dizziness, rash and itching on her arms, fast heart rate, watery eyes, runny nose, and throat irritant. Vitals were obtained and pt was requested to wait another 15 mins for monitoring. During monitoring period, patient became to complain of increased throat irritation and new tongue swelling. Response team was contacted. During reassessment patient's symptoms decreased. Team decided patient was stable and did not require transport to the ED. Patient was monitored for another 15-20 minutes with symptoms resolving. Patient was advised to discuss reaction with her PCP prior to getting second dose of the vaccine.

937860 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OH 29.0 29 M Patient c/o headache, fever 100.0, tiredness/fatigue and right shoulder pain near site.  No soreness or redness at site.  No congestion or sob.

937861 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 32.0 32 F COVID exposure

937862 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 OR 74.0 74 F Pain at injection site first night of shot.  Nothing further until 1/10/21  when i woke with rash and heat and itching. Today 1/11/21 rash is larger and I am feeling flu like.  Nothing incapacitating but just  strange.

937863 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 38.0 38 M Palpitations, tinnitus

937864 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TX 30.0 30 F pain, redness and swelling at injection site, fever up to 101.5, chills, body aches, and headache

937865 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 24.0 24 F Pt described tightness in throat which resolved 10 min post Benadryl

937866 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 42.0 42 M lightheadedness began immediately after vaccination, continued for at least 30  minutes after

937867 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 MA 60.0 60 F TEMP 99 AFTER TYLENOL  s  shaking chills

937868 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 57.0 57 F Covid Positive

937869 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA 52.0 52 M Shaking chills for 36 hours, muscle pain, fatigue

937870 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 48.0 48 F Patient describes, chills, nausea and a headache along with fatigue. Also describes flu like body aches

937871 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 NV 77.0 77 F 8 days  after receiving vaccination I abruptly started a case of shingles

937872 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IA 53.0 53 F A vasovagal response occurred after shot, after sitting for 25 min, I ate lunch.  I left facility 1 hour later.  After 2 hours of the shot, the left arm began to be noticeably sore.  12 hrs post vaccine, I had flu-like symptoms.  24 hrs post vac, flu-like symptoms continued and the injection site had a visibly 2" swollen, red warm circle and raised area; also, I experienced  considerable  lymph node soreness in left underarm and under jaw (neck area) and itchiness at injection area.   36 hrs post vaccine, the flu-like symptoms subsided, but the injection site continued to grow to 3" red, warm and swollen area.  Also I continued to have the itchiness, sore lymph nodes in the left arm (injection arm).   Today is 48 hours post vac and I continue to have the red, raised, warm and itchy swollen circle at the injection site with soreness in the lymph node glands on left arm.
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937873 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 45.0 45 F syncopal episode after covid vaccine.  patient states she has hx of passing out

937874 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IN 60.0 60 F Patient developed a rash on her neck beginning on the right side and continued to increase around her neck. She is still experiencing redness today. She also has some itching of her scalp. She did not require intervention.

937875 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Left arm swelling, erythema, cellulitis of entire left arm and breast extending to scapula. Severe left arm pain, limited ROM extending to numbness in hand and fingers. Axilla, cervical, lymphedema. Fever (102.3), chills, abdominal pain

937876 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 PR 50.0 50 F INJECTION SITE, HEADACHE TIRED, CHILLS,FEVER,NAUSES,MODERATE COUGH

937877 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 WI 48.0 48 F 70mm x 90mm induration.  No warmth noted.  Left deltoid.  Raised swollen area noted under left clavicle.  Not red.  No fever or chills.

937879 12/19/2020 01/12/2021 29.0 29 U covid positive

937880 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Chills and fatigue

937881 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 AL 34.0 34 F Patient vaccinated on 1/5/21 in am.  Reports onset of symptoms on 1/9/21.  Patient says she experienced body aches, involuntary head nodding that she describes similar to muscle twitches.  Patient reports chills with no fever, nausea and diarrhea that has not stopped.  She also described pain in her spine that wrapped around into her chest like a sharp shooting pain and fatigue and a headache that feels like a band wrapped around her head.  Symptoms started 1/9/21 and are still present 1/12/21.

937883 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PA 24.0 24 M Patient received first vaccine 12/30/20 with no adverse effects. He received second dose 1/11/2021. Improper spacing is being investigated. He developed episodes of rapid heart rate which has caused shortness of breath during the night. These episodes continue today. He is going to the Emergency Room.

937885 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 27.0 27 M Headache Elevated temperature Sweats Nausea Fatigue Arm soreness

937886 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MD 43.0 43 F Flush, lightheaded, anxious, she sat for 40 minutes and symptoms resolved

937887 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Loss of taste, muted/loss sense of smell. First noticed mild symptoms 1/9, continuing at time of this report, 1/12. Can smell coffee, candles etc. if nose is held close. Cannot taste coffee, oranges, toothpaste, salt, mustard, etc.  Had no symptoms 1/30, 1/31, or 1/1. Starting 1/2, had a migraine (including nausea) that persisted until 1/8. As patient (me) has cluster migraines, its difficult to say if this was related to vaccine, but feel it should be noted this was an especially intense migraine week (also was with menstruation so likely "normal")  Other than that, feel generally tired.

937888 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 40.0 40 F Covid Positive

937889 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 CO 30.0 30 F Extreme body aches, chills, nausea and mild fever.  Local reaction of swelling, redness and itching at the injectin site.  Symptoms lasted for 4 days. Treated with acetaminophen, rest and fluids

937890 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 VA 48.0 48 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Noticed hardened, red spot, about half dollar size, at site of injection

937891 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 70.0 70 F Patient received vaccine at 0845, reports symptoms of intermittent dizziness directly after receiving vaccine dose.  Patient stayed for observation for 30 minutes.  Patient reported feeling fine and left observation on her own and went home.

937892 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Body aches, chills, and sweats began 15 hours after receiving second dose of vaccine. These symptoms lasted until 11:30 am. Alternating Tylenol and ibuprofen helped.

937893 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 WI 54.0 54 F Approximately 2 hours after the vaccine, I had flushing feeling, no elevated temperature.  Arm soreness, nausea.  I also checked my b/p. It was more elevated than usual.  (130/90?s).   These symptoms subsided 24-48 hours after the vaccine.

937894 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 51.0 51 U covid positive

937895 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 IN 62.0 62 F new onset anemia

937896 01/06/2020 01/12/2021 MA 62.0 62 F Felt faint, sat down with loss of consciousness for seconds x 2 ,estimated . She felt her heart rate was fast. B/P 98/48 - 87/40  HR 92 weak , per pt.

937897 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 SC 65.0 65 F Chills with fever, Acute diarrhea

937898 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IL 56.0 56 M "feeling that I have been out all night binge drinking".  States he has a feeling of being disoriented, exhaustion and "slow".  States he feels he is not thinking clearly and his appetite has decreased.  States he had the COVID vaccine 4 days ago and the symptoms started 3 days ago.  States he has slept for 15 hours 3 days ago and has been sleeping a lot since then.  Denies fever, chills, headaches, joint or muscle pain, abdominal pain, N/V/D.  States he has been pushing fluids at home.

937899 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 37.0 37 M Palpitations, tinnitus

937900 12/19/2020 01/12/2021 40.0 40 M Covid Positive

937901 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NC 40.0 40 F Left eye feels full, swollen, chills.

937902 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 59.0 59 F noted hard lump at injection site, warm, redden, sore Headache, very tired

937904 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 KY 52.0 52 F That night i had Chills and Body aches.  The next day I had a very sore arm and fatigue.

937905 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 48.0 48 M Patient became diaphoretic, admitted needle phobia and states that he has had this happen before. Vitals were stable throughout episode. Patient drank juice and water, talked through entire episode.

937906 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MA 37.0 37 F On day 7 post vaccination, injection site is red and painful. Also pain in left axilla. Current observation only.

937907 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Symptoms ? EE woke up at 01:00 with body aches, chills and HA.  EE reports she went back to bed and when she woke up around 07:00 EE reports swelling and tenderness in L axilla region.  EE reports complete resolution of body aches, chills and HA approximately 36 hours after vaccine.  EE reports she continued with swelling and tenderness to L axilla region through today (1/12).   Last day of work and shift - ? working today Home remedies? -   rest and Tylenol (last dose Sunday 1/10 in the morning) Any improvement? ? improvement with time per EE Recommendation? EE encouraged to continue to monitor her symptoms and to call vaccine support line with further questions/concerns.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

937908 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 20.0 20 F fatigue, mild malaise, and mild headache

937909 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 CO 54.0 54 F Pain on injection, increased heart rate, stiff neck/shoulders, pain in multiple joints, headache, tiredness, nausea

937910 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 OR 63.0 F low blood pressure 85/52 pulse 102 continued to be low in the 80/55 the 1st day, 2nd day was 81/59 to 96/62 finally normal on the 12th.  also, flared up asthma.

937911 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MI 47.0 47 F T. 100.0, chills, body ache

937912 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 38.0 38 M Covid Positive

937913 12/27/2020 01/12/2021 MO 36.0 36 F Arm swelling, hot and reddened below injection site, started one week post injection

937915 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Lymph nodes swollen under L) arm X 5 days very painful , Fatigue X 3 days , headache on left side only including neck and torso left side only X 4 days .

937916 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OH 58.0 58 F Nausea

937917 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Chills, body aches, migraine, nausea. Improving

937918 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 PA 37.0 37 M Dizzy, immediately after the injection. Laid on the floor for 5-10 minutes and sat up. Felt better. Able to sit in a chair with no problems.  Reports that this frequently happens after immunizations.  Blood pressure taken 3 times and within normal limits. Monitored for a totla of 30 minutes. released home.

937919 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 HI 46.0 46 F Day 1 After vaccination fatigue, Day two fatigue, nausea vomiting, afternoon started with bilateral foot pain. Day three moderate bilateral foot pain, all joints have pain, hands and feet the worst. Day four: fatigue (decreased), all over joint pain mild to moderate (went home from work) fatigue. Day Five (today) continued bilateral feet and hand joints mild pain that increases with pressure (walking holding or opening anything causes increase in pain from mild to moderate.

937921 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OH 38.0 38 F Bell's palsy L side of face impacting eye and partial of mouth; not resolved at this time

937922 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Myalgias, arthalgias, and headache starting at 12 hours after vaccine. These lasted 24 hours. Fever, chills, and nausea starting at 22 hours after vaccine and lasted for 14 hours. L axilla lymphadenopathy starting 38 hours after vaccine.   Treatment was tylenol and ibuprofen prn.

937923 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 CT 52.0 52 F 52 y/o female received Moderna Covid vaccine dose #1 on 12/31, noted some mild injection site discomfort at the time and for several days after.  She developed HA, fatigue after the vaccination    On Tuesday she noted some discomfort in her left axilla and may have felt some enlarged lymph nodes.  Today she noted a swelling in her left deltoid that felt warm to the touch but has not been painful or itchy After getting home she noted a red patch near her left eye.  She denies difficulty breathing or swallowing.  Currently denies fever/chillls, HA. No prior h/o vaccine reaction.  She has not received another vaccine in the past several months.  She is not currently taking any medications including vitamins or supplements Has not yet tried any interventions for her symptoms

937924 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Fever, Body aches, muscle aches, headache

937925 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 GA 43.0 43 M After receiving Covid Vaccine EE c/o tingling in lips no swelling noted no other c/o.  B/p 128/74HR 70 )2 Sat 98% monitored employee for total of 30 minutes RRT and eval in the ED refused upon leaving EE reports the tingling  to be minimal.

937926 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Vaccine given Thursday afternoon. Saturday morning had fainting spell. Vision and hearing lost before collapsing and fainting. After a few seconds came to and was disoriented and tired and then shortly recovered. I have no prior history of ever fainting or loosing consciousness.

937927 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 GA 29.0 29 F Pain. It began as lower back pain at 1800 on 1/8/2021. By 0230 1/9/2021 pain progressed. Anterior sharp bilateral pain noted in kidney region (below ribs). Lower back pain continued to worsen. Pain began to subside by 1000 1/9/2021. No pain by 1400 1/9/2021. Tylenol taken. Did not weaken the symptom. Additional signs and symptoms: Headache. Fever (range 99.2-101.6). Lasting 1/8/2021 (0230) through 1/9/2021 (2000). Tylenol taken for all signs and symptoms. every 8 hours. One pill.

937928 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IL 46.0 46 F Headache, body aches, fever over 100, fatigue, chills, sharp pain occasional in same area of chest upper left side. when i would shift to laying flat, pain would go away.

937929 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 NY 61.0 61 M Sudden onset of rash on my back Sunday evening, spreading to most of body by Monday. Applied hydrocortisone 2.5%, took benadryl (2) every 6 hours, prednisone 10mg on Monday, prednisone 20mg on Tuesday.  At this time rash is still active, meeting with dermatologist on 1/13/21

937930 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 CA 47.0 47 F One week after receiving my vaccination the injection site became noticeably swollen, red, warm and itchy.

937931 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 VA 18.0 18 U Vitals, IV started, pale, flushed. EMT responded and treated.

937932 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 UT 28.0 28 M Patient presented with myalgias, fevers, and chest pain on 1/10/21 and was found to have diffuse ST elevation and elevation troponin.  He was evaluated by cardiology and diagnosed with acute myopericarditis.  He was treated with NSAIDs and colchicine.  He improved with this treatment and was discharged on 1/12/21 with ibuprofen and colchicine and outpatient cardiology follow up.Y Y 2

937933 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 UT 23.0 23 F Extreme fatigue and headache for a few days so I was unable to complete my daily tasks. I received a call from someone at CDC asking me to fill this out.   I am currently pregnant, 12 weeks along at time of injection. Due date is 07/10/21

937934 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 26.0 26 F Swollen and painful axillary lymph nodes in the arm of the vaccine administration. Worst day after vaccination progressively improving over 5 days.

937935 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 ID 41.0 41 F 41-year-old woman who presents to the office on 1/12/2021 for fatigue, congestion of nose and eyes and lack of taste and smell.  Patient's initial symptoms started on 1/8/2021 with some rhinorrhea.  The following day on 1/9/2021 she went to the gym feeling fine.  That evening she felt fatigued and attributed to her workout earlier in the day.  The next day she developed a severe headache with fever, sweats, chills and body aches.  Yesterday on 1/10/2021 she developed nasal congestion and eye symptoms.  Patient presented to the office today on 1/12/2021 for testing and was Covid positive.  Patient had a positive Covid test on 11/11/2020 with mild symptoms of headache, fatigue without congestion or loss of taste and smell.  At that time the duration of her symptoms was 3 days.  She had the first Pfizer Covid vaccine on 12/18/2020 with minimal muscle soreness.  She had the second Pfizer Covid vaccine on 1/8/2021.  Patient works in administration of a medical facility.  She has minimal contact with clinical staff and patients.  No one in her office has had Covid symptoms or infection.  Patient's other contacts are at home and the gym.  She does attend a gym class with 10 other participants.  She does not know whether anyone in the gym class has had symptoms.

937936 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MA 45.0 45 F The night of vaccination, pt developed a fever, headache, and chills which continued for three days. She was tested for COVID on the second day with a negative PCR result.

937937 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 VA 32.0 32 F My HR increased to 160, I became dizzy and my left arm felt numb. I was monitored for 30 minutes my HR improved however my BP was low throughout lunch time.

937938 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MA 48.0 48 F Fever >100 21hrs after vaccine

937939 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 38.0 38 F large warm, raised, 5 inch itchy red injection site reaction

937940 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 24.0 24 F sore throat, chills, muscle aches and congestion--covid test negative

937941 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TX 41.0 41 M Fever, chills, and fatigue.  Fever and chills resolved with use the of Ibuprofen. Mild fatigue continues

937944 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TX 36.0 36 F began having numbness to face, tingling to hands and legs and dizziness with movement and that her legs were going to give out

937950 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 CO 33.0 33 F Rash/heat/Redness/Swelling/itching Left side of face. Emergency Room visit due to list above, Doctor believes to be shingles.

937954 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NV 30.0 30 F Headache Nausea Fever Body aches Fatigue Swelling double the size and redness Lymph nodes swelling and achey

937961 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 SD 33.0 33 F Pt received immunization @ 1220 she was monitored after immunization for 15min with no side effects. States she went to bed around 9:30pm, was unable to fall asleep.  Developed shaking, chills, sweats and fever 101.5 @ 2am. Did take ibuprofen, some relief from shaking. Continues to have fever, bodyaches, joint pain, chills & sweating.

937964 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Facial /neck hives ~ 7 hours after first Moderna covid vaccination. 01/08/2021

937975 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MA 32.0 32 F Redness, erythema, swelling at injection site, outlined Treated with Antibiotics given delayed adverse reaction likely Cellitis

937976 01/12/2021 TX U -Pain in left hand, wrist to finger tip (like when you lift something heavy)

937979 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 NE 47.0 47 F Patient had a headache the next morning 1/8/20 after reving the 2nd dose on 1/2/21. On 1/7/21, later in the morning, she began to have axilla pain that radiated to her chest on the site she rcvd. the vaccine. On 1/9/21 she had symptoms of weakness, cough & a great deal of fatigue. By Sunday, 1/10/21 she was feeling fine. Patient also had shortness of breath on 1/8 that resolved.

938048 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NE 40.0 F severe shaking chills; fever; muscle/bone aches; muscle/bone aches; headaches; nausea; significant weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) (patient). A 40-year-old female patient received 1 dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899) via unspecified route on left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization on 04Jan2021, 07:45 AM, at 40-year-old. No relevant medical history. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. No concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No other medications received within 2 weeks of vaccination. On 04Jan2021, 08:00 PM, 12 hours after vaccine, the patient developed severe shaking chills, fever, muscle/bone aches, headaches, nausea, and significant weakness (this lasted about 8 hours). No treatment was received. Since the vaccination, the patient did not have been tested for COVID-19. Action taken for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Outcome of the events was resolving. It was reported as non-serious per the reporter.

938049 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 IL 34.0 F Rash on neck; gall bladder attack; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 34-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 18Dec2020 10:30 at a single dose for  COVID-19 immunization in the hospital, and morphine sulfate (manufacturer unknown), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date at unspecified dose and frequency for an unspecified indication. Medical history included S/P rouxen-y gastric bypass, sleep apnea, cholelithiasis, HSV-2, obesity, and Hashimoto hypothyroid disease. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications included ursodiol, valacyclovir, levothyroxine sodium (LEVOTH) and vitamins. The patient previously took morphine and experienced allergies. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient experienced Rash on neck, morphine reaction and May or may not be related - gall bladder attack on 18Dec2020 14:30. The events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit and Emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient was administered with NS bolus, diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) and also morphine in response to the events. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19 via Nasal Swab/COVID-19 rapid ABBT which was negative on 18Dec2020. The action taken in response to the events for morphine sulfate was unknown. The outcome of the events was recovered with sequel. The patient assessed the events as non-serious.   Pfizer is a marketing authorization holder of morphine sulfate in the country of incidence or the country where the product was purchased (if different). This may be a duplicate report if another marketing authorization holder of morphine sulfate has submitted the same report to the regulatory authorities.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

938050 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 PA 76.0 M mild elevation of his sed rate and leukocytosis; mild elevation of his sed rate and leukocytosis; myalgia (was reported as worsened); Arthralgia; Ten days later and still having pain/started in neck and migrated to his back, the buttocks and gluteal and quadriceps area; Ten days later and still having pain/started in neck and migrated to his back, the buttocks and gluteal and quadriceps area; Ten days later and still having pain/started in neck and migrated to his back, the buttocks and gluteal and quadriceps area; Ten days later and still having pain/started in neck and migrated to his back, the buttocks and gluteal and quadriceps area; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 76-years-old male patient received bnt162b2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose on deltoid Right for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing type 2 diabetes mellitus (diagnosed about 8 years ago). There were no concomitant medications. Patient developed myalgia on 27Dec2020 and arthralgia on 28Dec2020. Patient also experience ten days later and still having pain/ started in neck and migrated to his back, the buttocks and gluteal and quadriceps area in Dec2020. He had labs a few days ago. He had a mild elevation of his sed rate and leukocytosis. Events myalgia and arthralgia considered serious due to medically significant. Outcome of events myalgia (was reported as worsened) and arthralgia was not recovered.   Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the events myalgia and arthralgia are possibly related to suspect bnt162b2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

938051 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 IL 37.0 F blood pressure increased and her pulse; blood pressure increased and her pulse; Chest pain; Numb fingers and later numb face; Mind fog; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. This 37-year-old female other HCP (patient) reported that she received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: 1685), via intramuscular at left arm on 02Jan2021 08:15 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Facility type of vaccine was pharmacy or drug store. Medical history included panic disorder (last attack 2 years prior) and known allergies: latex, Iodine dye. Concomitant medications were not reported. No other vaccine in four weeks. No covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination. On 02Jan2021 08:15 AM, within a few minutes while still under observation at pharmacy, her blood pressure increased and her pulse. Numb fingers and later numb face. Chest pain presented. She went to ER (emergency room) 3hours later with ongoing symptoms that never resolved until 6 or 7 that evening while still in ER waiting room. Mind fog (02Jan2021 08:15 AM) was currently ongoing. The treatment for events included lorazepam (ADIVAN), diphenhydramine (BENADRYL), ibuprofen. Outcome of event mind fog was not recovered, and the rest of events was recovered/resolved with sequel.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of the reported events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

938052 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 TX 43.0 F lost the sense of smell and taste; lost the sense of smell and taste; nasal congestion/stuffy nose; runny nose; tiredness/felt tired; eye pain; pain in the muscles; chills; sore pain in the arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (Dentist) reporting for herself.  A 43-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose on 31Dec2020 at 10:00AM in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Lot number was EJ1685. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. On 01Jan2021 in the morning, she had a sore pain in her arm, and by nighttime she had chills. On 02Jan2021 and on 03Jan2021, Saturday and Sunday she had pain in her muscles, felt tired, and had some pain around her eye every time she moved her eyes. On 04Jan2021, Monday everything went away but she had stuffy nose and runny nose. Her stuffy and runny nose was better but she still had some congestion, but she could not blow anything out of her nose. On 05Jan2021, Tuesday she noticed she could not smell and she still could not smell. On 06Jan2021, she had no smell and no taste either. Stated everything was good at the time of report but she still could not smell or taste anything. She treated herself with Tylenol for the muscle aches. She took one 500mg Tylenol by mouth on 02Jan2021 at bedtime and then one Tylenol 500mg by mouth again on 03Jan2021. She was scheduled for the next dose 19Jan2021. Mention she was planning to get a COVID 19 test to see if she had the disease. The patient recovered from fatigue, eye pain, pain in muscles on 03Jan2021, the patient recovered from chills on 02Jan2021, the patient recovered from sore pain in the arm on 01Jan2021, the patient was recovering from nasal congestion/stuffy nose, the patient did not recover from runny nose and loss the sense of smell and taste. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported pain in her muscles, felt tired,had some pain around her eye every time she moved her eyes, had no smell and no taste, and the administration of the COVID-19 vaccine, BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

938053 01/12/2021 U aware of 6 cases of Bell's Palsy by the companies making these vaccines; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. This Other HCP reported similar events for 6 patients. This is 1st of 6 reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter reported since the use of modified RNA in covid vaccines,he/she had aware of 6 cases of Bell's Palsy by the companies making these vaccines since an unknown date. The event outcome was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Bell's Palsy is not uncommon in general population. The information provided in this case is limited and does not allow a full medically meaningful assessment. The case will be reassessed should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021009409 Different patient, same drug/event.;US-PFIZER INC-2021009412 Different patient, same drug/event.;US-PFIZER INC-2021009410 Different patient, same drug/event.;US-PFIZER INC-2021009411 Different patient, same drug/event.;US-PFIZER INC-2021009408 Different patient, same drug/event.

938054 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 NC 42.0 F joint pain and muscle; joint pain and muscle; Vertigo; an itchy rash bilaterally on her arms; developing swollen, tender, and hard lymph nodes under the Left subclavian area/ swollen left subclavian lymph nodes; developing swollen, tender, and hard lymph nodes under the Left subclavian area; extreme fatigue; Runny nose; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (RN) reporting for herself. A 42-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) first dose on 23Dec2020 h 09:00 intramuscularly in left deltoid (left arm) lot number: EK5730 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Concomitant medications were not provided. Patient stated that she has had double mastectomy, and missing a lot of lymph nodes, states she got the first dose of Pfizer Covid vaccine on 23Dec2020, states it made her left subclavian lymph nodes swollen and hard. States that when she gets the flu vaccine at her hospital every year, she gets swollen lymph nodes ever since she had a double mastectomy and chemotherapy. She originally was wondering if she could get the vaccine in another large muscle group. States she even went as far as to cross reference flu shot ingredients with the Pfizer Covid ingredients to see if something in the vaccines were causing the swollen lymph nodes but was unable to come to any conclusion, the only think in common is the Sodium Chloride and she does not feel like that would cause any issue. States the swollen lymph nodes occurred after the Sanofi brand flu vaccine (no other information known or provided). Patient is on day 15 post vaccination and they are still swollen and hard, she is wondering if there is any data on how long this side effect can last. She made an appointment with her oncologist, she knows that the swollen lymph had the first dose, lymph nodes are still swollen and hard, knows it can cause swollen lymph nodes but wants to know what is the typically length of the event. Patient also experienced other side effects, on 30Dec2020 (last week), she developed vertigo that lasted through the weekend intermittently, states she at first thought she was having a stroke. States it seems to have subsided as of 05Jan2021 (yesterday). Patient also reported she had an itchy rash twice as part of her side effects reported from the COVID 19 vaccine. She noticed an itchy rash and it went away but she is unsure exactly the day or time. Stated she definitely remembered the rash on 28Dec2020 as she took pictures. It was gone in about three hours on the same day. She did not treat the rash because it was gone and not itching. The rash came and went and had not come back. It was mostly on the bends of the arms, bilateral arms. Patient reported developing swollen, tender, and hard lymph nodes under the Left subclavian area the day after the injection, on 24Dec2020. They were not as tender at the time of the report but were continuing and this was 15 days from her vaccination. Patient also experienced an itchy rash bilaterally on her arms that occurred twice and only lasted a few hours each time, onset date reported as 25Dec2020. She was advised to take diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) for it however she did not take it. On 23Dec2020 patient experienced headache. On 24Dec2020 patient experienced extreme fatigue, swollen left subclavian lymph nodes and runny nose. On 30Dec2020 patient experienced joint pain and muscle and vertigo. The events headache, experienced extreme fatigue, swollen left subclavian lymph nodes, runny nose, joint pain and muscle and an itchy rash bilaterally on her arms were considered serious as medically significant events. Patient had not recovered from swollen left subclavian lymph nodes, joint pain and muscle, extreme fatigue and swollen, tender, and hard lymph nodes under the Left subclavian area, she was recovering from headache, runny nose and vertigo and recovered completely from an itchy rash bilaterally on her arms on 28Dec2020.; Sender's Comments: The Causality between the events, headache, experienced extreme fatigue, swollen left subclavian lymph nodes, runny nose, joint pain and muscle and an itchy rash bilaterally on her arms, and the administration of the COVID 19 vaccine cannot be denied based on the reasonable temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

938055 01/12/2021 F Seizure; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine) on an unspecified date, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. On an unspecified date, after the vaccination, the patient had a seizure. Clinical outcome of the adverse event was unknown at time of this report.   The information on the lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal relationship between seizure and BNT162B2 cannot be completely ruled out considering the temporal relationship.  However, more information would allow for a full medically meaningful assessment, especially medical history, concomitant medications, concurrent illness and event details description including time lag between the onset of the event and vaccination date of BNT162B2.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

938056 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 KS 64.0 F Her INR was 5.8 (normal range 1 to 2)/increasing INR; Scratched arm; Scratched arm and bled through 3 shirts, it kept bleeding; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 64-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EC1284), via an unspecified route of administration administered to left arm/deltoid on 29Dec2020 13:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a research medical facility; and received warfarin sodium (COUMADIN, strength 2 mg), oral (by mouth) from an unspecified date in 2017 and ongoing at "3 1/2 tablets once daily in the evening at 5:30pm (total 7mg)" for metal heart valve. The patient's medical history included had the surgery (for her metal heart valve), about 01Mar in 2017 (about 4 years ago) and so she thought she had been on Coumadin for about 4 years, had been on the 7mg dose for over a year; and has a history of metal heart valve and takes Coumadin for the metal heart valve. Denied illness. Denied family medical history relevant to event. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously received Shingrix vaccine in past and remenbered she had the usual side effects from it, had mild symptoms. History of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect was none. The patient did not receive any other vaccines the same date of the Pfizer Suspect or 4 weeks prior. On Jan2021, the patient experienced scratched arm and bled through 3 shirts, it kept bleeding. On 04Jan2021, her international normalised ratio (INR) was 5.8 (normal range 1 to 2). The events did not lead to emergency room visit, however led to physician office visit. The events were reported as serious medically significant. The nurse got the first Pfizer COVID-19 shot on 29Dec2020 because she is a healthcare provider. She wanted information on increasing INR. The nurse has a history of metal heart valve and takes Coumadin. Her INR was typically 1.7 to 2.3. She reported her last INR, before the covid-19 vaccine was given, was "some time ago" but it had not varied much over the years. Normally she got her INR run and it was about 2.  She had to be scheduled for her INR on the 04Jan2021 and it was 5.8 (normal range 1 to 2) and they asked about anything that may have changed and the only thing was that she got her first shot. The nurse reported not having any changes in her medications, food, or life style to account for the change, other than receiving the COVID-19 vaccine. The patient stated that it could be a serious problem if she had an accident or fell and started bleeding. A normal person's lab result is between 1 and 2, but they like to keep people with the metal heart valves between 2 and 3. She had been bleeding. She had barely scratched her arm the other day and went through 3 shirts because she kept bleeding. This is more than unusual for her, it's kind of unusual.  Getting the vaccine is the only variant she has had since getting her last INR. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included INR (normal range 1 to 2): typically 1.7 to 2.3 on an unspecified date; it's about 2 on an unspecified date: and 5.8 on 04Jan2021. The action taken in response to the events for warfarin sodium was dose not changed. The outcome of the event INR was 5.8 was not recovered, for the other events was unknown. The nurse (patient) assessed the event "INR was 5.8; it's normally about 2" as related to the COVID-19 vaccine.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of International normalised ratio increased and wound hemorrhage due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics coagulation panel, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

938057 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 NY 37.0 F Dizziness; palpitations; resting tachycardia that persisted for 3 days; muscles aches; Chills; Restlessness; feeling unwell; arm pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reported for herself. This 37-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Ek5730) via intramuscular on 23Dec2020 09:30 AM on left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included chronic kidney disease, HTN (hypertension), persistent proteinuria. No known allergies. Concomitant medication included losartan. The patient did not have other vaccine in four weeks and did not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. On 24Dec2020, the patient experienced dizziness, palpitations, resting tachycardia that persisted for 3 days, muscles aches, chills, restlessness, feeling unwell and arm pain, and resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment included paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient had COVID tested on 28Dec2020 post vaccination, covid test type post vaccination=Nasal Swab, covid test name post vaccination=PCR, covid test result=Negative. Outcome of events was recovered.; Sender's Comments: The reported events dizziness, palpitations, resting tachycardia that persisted for 3 days, muscles aches, chills, restlessness, feeling unwell and arm pain, were likely related to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) due to temporal relationship and clinical course.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

938058 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 FL F Hellucinogenic visions of monsters and violent events; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 68-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at 14:30 on Right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. The patient medical history included Hypertension, Hypothyroid. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (LEVOXYL); Olmesartan; aluminium hydroxide gel, dried, magnesium carbonate (PEPCID); bifidobacterium bifidum, bifidobacterium lactis, bifidobacterium longum, lactobacillus acidophilus, lactobacillus rhamnosus (PROBIOTIC); ascorbic acid, biotin, folic acid, iodine, pantothenic acid, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol, vitamin b12 nos, vitamin d nos, vitamin e nos, zinc (CENTRUM MULTIGUMMIES). Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously took and had known allergies with bacitracin zinc;neomycin sulfate;polymyxin b sulfate (NEOSPORIN) and bacitracin zinc;neomycin sulfate;polymyxin b sulfate (POLYSPORIN). The patient experienced hellucinogenic visions of monsters and violent events on 06Jan2021 at 02:00 AM. Since the vaccination, patient had not been tested for COVID-19. No treatment was received for the event. The outcome of the event was recovering. The report was reported as non-serious, with seriousness criteria-Results in death: No; Life threatening: No; Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No; Disabling/Incapacitating: No; Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.

938060 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 MO 58.0 F immune deficiencies; She said the joint pain felt like "flu" joint pain; She said she was really sweaty, so much so, that she had sweat under her eyes; thyroid problems; feels shaky inside; Numbness facial; Exhaustion; Foggy feeling in head/feeling rundown; felt exasperated; sweating like crazy and then gets chills; felt yucky/she didn't feel good at all; Joint pain; Nausea; Chills; after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine on (Dated), she had left upper shoulder pain.; She clarified she had some injection site pain; and the injection site was a little itchy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 58-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 14:30 at single dose in the left upper arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Pernicious anaemia from 2006 and ongoing, Hashimoto's disease ongoing, stated she was diagnosed with Hashimoto's disease in either 1994 or 1995. Psoriatic arthritis from Nov2020 and ongoing. Potassium low ongoing, reported she has had low potassium off and on for years. She said she can't remember when she didn't have low potassium. She said she normally finds out her potassium is low when she has blood work done. She stated she has had low potassium most of her adult life. IgA deficiency from Feb2019 and ongoing, Psoriasis ongoing, paralysis in her left trapezius muscle. Concomitant medication included B-12 for pernicious anemia. She said she had the typical reactions that one might get with a vaccine. She clarified she had some injection site pain and the injection site was a little itchy on 02Jan2021. She stated on the second day (03Jan2021) she had joint pain, felt yucky, had nausea, and chills. She said the next day (04Jan2021) she felt a little better, but still had chills. She said yesterday (05Jan2021) she thought she was feeling better, but by yesterday, clarified as late afternoon and evening, she crashed. She said she has a lot of autoimmune issues and immune deficiencies, saying she has pernicious anemia and Hashimoto's disease.  She said yesterday evening she experienced extreme body temperature issues. She said she was really sweaty, so much so, that she had sweat under her eyes. She said she would get really hot and had chills. She said she was feeling really bad and was feeling shaky inside. She said she thought it was important that she report what she was experiencing to Pfizer. She stated she has psoriatic arthritis, too. Reported after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine on 02Jan2021, she had left upper shoulder pain. She clarified that she had a previous history of paralysis in her left trapezius muscle and had surgery in 1998 on her left shoulder. She said she had a weird feeling that went around where her scar was from the surgery on the back of her left shoulder. She said maybe the left shoulder pain had to do with how she held her left shoulder. She said on Monday, 04Jan2021, she had a little bit of pain in her left shoulder and by yesterday night, 05Jan2021, there was not much pain at all. Clarified her joint pain was in her ankles, wrists, hips, neck,  back, and knees. She said the joint pain felt like "flu" joint pain. She stated she normally has joint pain with the other issues she has, but this joint pain felt different. She said the joint pain she experienced after taking the COVID-19 Vaccine was all over her body. She said yesterday (05Jan2021) her joint pain felt so much better, but later in the afternoon she didn't feel right. She said she has pernicious anemia, and thought maybe she needs her B-12 shot. She said yesterday (05Jan2021) she experienced a lot more symptoms. She said she had numbness in her face, felt extremely exhausted, had a foggy feeling, and felt exasperated. She said the symptoms didn't start until late in the afternoon into the evening of 05Jan2021. She said she did not feel well and went to bed at 8:45PM, which is early for her. She said she did give herself a B-12 1mcg/ml shot intramuscularly yesterday. She provided the B-12 1mcg/ml NDC Number: 7006900510, Lot Number: C0495, and Expiration Date: Aug2022. She said the name (company name) was listed on the B-12 1mcg/ml packaging. She said she gives herself a B-12 shot every 10 days.  She said she still has some joint pain, but the joint pain is not like it was on 03Jan2021. She said she still has a tiny bit of heaviness in her joints with a constant throbbing pain, which is a different joint pain from her normal. Reported last night (05Jan2021) she didn't feel good at all. She said she felt horrible, and had to go to bed. She said she felt shaky inside all night, and still feels that way now. She said she was sweating like crazy, and then would get chills. She clarified she is used to being hot and cold in her normal life because of her thyroid problems, but stated what she experienced last night was beyond that. She said her hot and cold issue was bumped up several levels last night. She said she was chilled or sweating all the time last night, but did not have a temperature. She clarified her normal body temperature is 96.7, and when she checked her temperature at one point, her temperature was 98 degrees. Reported the hot and cold with sweating and chills, and nausea come and go. She said if she has nausea, it is a mild feeling of nausea. Clarified if Sunday, 03Jan2021. was a work day, she would have called out sick. She said Monday (04Jan2021) and Tuesday (05Jan2021) she did go to work. Reported she has low potassium and made herself an electrolyte cocktail. Reported if her system feels off, she said her electrolytes maybe off. She said her heart felt like it may be shaky, so she ate a banana to get potassium in her system. She said she does her little routine before she would call her doctor to get blood work done. She said she had her blood work done not too long ago. She said she wasn't feeling this way before she had the COVID-19 Vaccine, and is feeling rundown now. She said she was feeling good before she had the COVID-19 Vaccine. She said she feels like something is going on with her body now. Reported her last blood work was done on 04Dec2020 and everything was kind of normal. She clarified her thyroid was a little off, and her doctor adjusted her medication. She said her potassium was a little down. Reported she was told when she got the COVID-19 Vaccine shot she has to be a little more careful, and she might not be as protected as some people. She said she was told there have not been enough studies on the COVID-19 Vaccine. She clarified she was told that information by a person at the site where she received the COVID-19 Vaccination, saying the person was helping her with the COVID-19 Vaccination authorization form. Reported she thought she was doing OK after she received the COVID-19 Vaccine, until after last night and yesterday afternoon. She said if she continues feeling the way she is, she will see her doctor. She said her system seems off. She said she normally tries everything she knows first, like drinking a lot of water, and drinking 
electrolytes, and will take potassium to see if that is the issue. She said those are her own things that she does before she calls her doctor. Clarified sometimes she has numbness in her face due to not having her B-12. She said she still has a little numbness in face. She said on 05Jan2021, the numbness went across her face from the bridge of her nose down through to her mouth. She said the numbness was nothing like paralysis in her face, but her face was really hot at the same time she had the numbness. Reported she took Tylenol (clarified as (company) brand Tylenol, stating she doesn't have the UPC, Lot and Expiration Date). She said the Tylenol wasn't kicking in, so she took Ibuprofen (clarified as (company)brand Ibuprofen, and she doesn't have the Ibuprofen NDC, Lot and Expiration date). She said she took her normal medications. Outcome of events "She clarified she had some injection site pain" "and the injection site was a little itchy" and Shoulder pain were recovered on an unspecified date, "Chills" and "feels shaky inside" were not recovered, "Joint pain" "Nausea" "Numbness facial" were recovering, while outcome of other events was unknown.

938061 01/12/2021 U Bell's Palsy; This is spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional. This reporter reported similar events for 6 patients. This is a 6th of 6 reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced bell's palsy on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. Since the use of modified RNA in COVID vaccines, the reporter aware of 6 cases of Bell's Palsy by the companies making these vaccines.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the event facial paralysis cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021007605 Different patient, same drug/event.

938062 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 LA 39.0 F The numbness began to intensify and I could not feel myself blinking or smiling on the left side of my face; pain and numbness to my left ear and left jaw that began to spread down my left jaw and upward across my left cheek, left eye, and left temple, and above my left eyebrow; pain and numbness to my left ear and left jaw that began to spread down my left jaw and upward across my left cheek, left eye, and left temple, and above my left eyebrow; pain and numbness to my left ear and left jaw that began to spread down my left jaw and upward across my left cheek, left eye, and left temple, and above my left eyebrow; pain and numbness to my left ear and left jaw that began to spread down my left jaw and upward across my left cheek, left eye, and left temple, and above my left eyebrow; pain and numbness to my left ear and left jaw that began to spread down my left jaw and upward across my left cheek, left eye, and left temple, and above my left eyebrow; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. A 39-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EL0142) via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 07:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was left deltoid. The facility type vaccine was Workplace Clinic. Medical history included food allergy at shrimp. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 07Jan2021 at 07:15 AM the patient notice pain and numbness to her left ear and left jaw that began to spread down left jaw and upward across left cheek, left eye, and left temple, and above left eyebrow. The numbness began to intensify and patient could not feel herself blinking or smiling on the left side of my face. The numbness slowly began improving over the next hour in the same order that it began, but she still have mild left ear and jaw pain and mild numbness. Events outcome are recovering. No treatment was received. The action taken was not applicable.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the facial palsy is possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

938063 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 AZ 45.0 M Burst blood vessel in left eye 24 hours after vaccine was given.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other-HCP. A 45-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number not available, via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 07:45 AM  at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was left deltoid. The patient did not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Medical history included morbid obesity and blood pressure high. No known allergies. Patient didn't do relevant test. Concomitant medication included amlodipine (AMLODIPINE) at 5mg daily. The patient experienced burst blood vessel in left eye 24 hours after vaccine was given (eye haemorrhage) on 22Dec2020 08:30 with outcome of recovered. No treatment received. The action taken in response to the event for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, the company considers that a causal relationship between the eye haemorrhage and vaccination with BNT162B2 cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer drug is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

938064 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 MT 54.0 M Had ruptured blood vessels x 2 spontaneously in eyes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. A 54-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 03:00 P.M at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The facility type vaccine was: workplace clinic. Medical history included manifesting carrier BMD (Becker's muscular dystrophy). Allergies to medication: allergies rash on Sulfa. The patient did not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication included pregabalin (LYRICA), duloxetine hydrochloride (DULOXETINE [DULOXETINE HYDROCHLORIDE]). The patient experienced ruptured blood vessels x 2 spontaneously in eyes (eye haemorrhage) on 18Dec2020 with outcome of recovered. No treatment received. The action taken in response to the event for BNT162B2 was not applicable.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, the company considers that a causal relationship between the eye haemorrhage and vaccination with BNT162B2 cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer drug is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

938065 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 LA 62.0 F some congestion that just came on; her arm was really aching after the injection; she started coughing; voice was hoarse; light wheeze; soles of her feet were hurting; pressure in bilateral groin; aching all over; very tired; balance issues; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 62-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK9231) intramuscularly in left upper arm on 05Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient got her Covid vaccine yesterday (05Jan2021) around 11 or 11:30 am in her left upper arm. She had bilateral breast cancer and had lymph nodes removed in each arm but more removed from her Right, so she got the vaccine in the left arm. She also had some skin cancers removed, one would not heal properly on her left arm and formed a blister, and her dermatologist popped it and put a band aid on it. The vaccine was given 3 inches above it. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced pressure in bilateral groin, aching all over, very tired and balance issues on 05Jan2021; light wheeze on 06Jan2021. Seriousness for these events was medically significant. The patient stated she had some congestion that just came on. She felt fine yesterday (05Jan2021) right after getting the vaccine, that at work she did notice that there was something different feeling in the left side of her groin. She was not in direct patient care. She noticed on her left side in the groin, something felt different, then yesterday evening (05Jan2021) after work she was really tired in the evening, aching all over last night, even the soles of her feet were hurting, woke up like her balance was off, she would walk one way and go another, states it is not like an orthostatic issue, that she knows what that feels like. She stated that in her inguinal area she could feel pressure, bilaterally. Her arm was really aching after the injection. Her breathing, heard a light wheezing, was clearing her voice, and then she started coughing, voice was hoarse.  The outcome of events pressure in bilateral groin, very tired and light wheeze was not recovered; of events aching all over and balance issues was recovering; of other events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The reported events bilateral groin, aching all over, very tired, balance issues and light wheeze were possibly related to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), due to temporal relationship.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

938066 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MD 51.0 F Severe respiratory distress; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.   A 51-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection),Lot# lot number: EL1284, intramuscular at right arm on 07Jan2021 12:00 PM,  at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. No known allergy , no other medical history.No COVID prior vaccination. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility .No any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No Concomitant medications (received within 2 weeks of vaccination) . On 07Jan2021 the patient experienced Severe respiratory distress that resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care.It was unknown if  treatment was received for the event. The patient had not been tested for COVID post vaccination. The outcome of the event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal relationship between Severe respiratory distress and BNT162B2 cannot be completely ruled out considering the temporal relationship.  However, more information would allow for a full medically meaningful assessment, especially medical history, concomitant medications, concurrent illness and event details.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

938067 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 FL 95.0 F she was transferred to the hospital with tachycardia, congestion, shortness of breath, and is now unresponsive; she was transferred to the hospital with tachycardia, congestion, shortness of breath, and is now unresponsive; she was transferred to the hospital with tachycardia, congestion, shortness of breath, and is now unresponsive; she was transferred to the hospital with tachycardia, congestion, shortness of breath, and is now unresponsive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.   A 95-year-old female patient received the second  dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), Lot# EH9899 Exipration on 06Jan2021 at 15:00 at SINGLE DOSE at deltoid  for COVID-19 immunization. The patient received first dose of the same vaccine BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), Lot# EH9899 Exipration date : 31Mar20221, on 16Dec2020. Medical history included : cardiac failure congestive, hypertension, cardiac murmur .There were no concomitant medications.  The patient previously took cymbalta , vasotec  and zocor and experienced drug hypersensitivity. The patient didn't  receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.This nurse,worker at a skilled nursing facility, reported that  this patient with a history of heart failure,  received her second dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine yesterday, 06Jan2021, at 3pm.  At 7am on 07Jan2021 she was transferred to the hospital with tachycardia, congestion, shortness of breath, and is now unresponsive.  Patient was stable prior to vaccination, but will now be transferred to hospice care. The nurse  added the patient  had the second COVID vaccine on 06Jan2021 yesterday and has now been transport to hospital due to a drastic decline after the shot. It was explained that this morning around 7 am she was transferred to the hospital. She was experiencing tachycardia, shortness of breath, and congestion. The events started this morning around 6-6:30am. The patient was admitted to the hospital. The shot was given at the facility. She received it at 3pm on 06Jan2021, First dose was on 16Dec2020.The caller relays she didn't know how aggressive the hospital will be for the patient. She was a full code when left and now a DNR and is unresponsive. The patient will be going on hospice care. The causality was reported as related. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported tachycardia, shortness of breath, congestion, unresponsive, and the administration of the COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association. The patient's pre-existing medical condition of cardiac failure congestive, hypertension, cardiac murmur are confounding factors.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.Y

938068 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 CA 46.0 M patient developed acute onset of right-sided facial palsy and pain; patient developed acute onset of right-sided facial palsy and pain; Brain MRI done showing T2 hyperintensity in the brainstem and basal ganglia, suspicious for inflammation; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.   A 46-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), on 18Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included psoriasis. No COVID prior vaccination. It was unknown if the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.No known allergies. Concomitant medications (received within 2 weeks of vaccination) included fluoxetine. days following vaccination,on 23Dec2020,the patient developed acute onset of right-sided facial palsy and pain. Brain MRI done showing T2 hyperintensity in the brainstem and basal ganglia, suspicious for inflammation. Work-up is ongoing. AE Resulted in: Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care, Disability or permanent damage].It was unknown if the event was treated. The event was assessed as serious for Disabling/Incapacitating. The patient had been tested for COVID post vaccination (covid test result-Negative). The outcome of the events werenot recovered    Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal relationship between acute onset of right-sided facial palsy and pain with MRI findings suspicious for brain inflammation and BNT162B2 cannot be completely ruled out considering the temporal relationship.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

938069 12/01/2020 01/12/2021 NY 43.0 M myositis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.   A 43-year-old male patient received  first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date unknown) on an unspecified date in Dec2020 reported as around the end of December,  at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unspecified date after he received the vaccine he had right arm pain and swelling (states it was in his bicep brachial radialis in the muscle) which is the opposite arm of the injection site. He had an MRI done on an unknown date that showed myositis. He thinks could be due to the vaccine since it started two days after he received the vaccine. His pain peaked at about a week and a half and now the pain was improving and the swelling was down. He still had function in the right arm but when he strained it would hurt. His concern was that the reaction may be an autoimmune reaction and the first response was muted. He was worried the second dose may elicit a larger response. At the time of the reporting the patient was recovering from the events.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, the company considers that a causal relationship between the myositis and vaccination with BNT162B2 cannot be excluded. Additional information regarding onset latency, relevant medical history, concomitant medications and detailed clinical course around the event onset will aid in comprehensive assessment of the case. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

938070 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 PA 24.0 24 F On 1/5/21 arm became swollen, red and hard.  She saw her PCP on 1/7/21 and she  was started  on Prednisone 40 mg for 5 days. Arm is improving  today, 1/12/21

938071 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 IL 62.0 F Atrial fibrillation; Was not feeling well; Warm sensation in chest; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  This 62-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot EJ 1685), intramuscular, on 21Dec2020 at 09:30 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was left arm.  The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 62-years-old. The patient received also varicella zoster vaccine RGE (CHO) (SHINGRIX) on 19Nov2020. Medical history included gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD) and high cholesterol. Concomitant medications included omeprazole, colestyramine (QUESTRAN), and vitamins. On 22Dec2020, the patient was not feeling well intermittently starting the day after the injection with warm sensation in chest that would go away until 31Dec2020 when the warm sensation of chest would not go away. The patient was sent for EKG that showed atrial fibrillation that she is now being treated for. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The events were reported as non-serious. Outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported atrial fibrillation and the administration of COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2. More information regarding the clinical course, the patient's underlying concurrent medical condition are required for the Company to make a more meaningful causality assessment.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, Agency, as appropriate.

938072 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 F blood in the stool; fevers; night sweats; chills; aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician reporting for herself. A 30-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. She experienced chills and aches after 24 hours (on 31Dec2020) and experienced significant fevers that wouldn't break and cycles of chills and fevers that would last for 2 hours each cycle over the next 24 hours. She also experienced night sweats and blood in the stool and mentioned it was the first time that happened to a healthy 30 year old like her. She is asking for reports of these side effects, especially blood in the stool and for recommendations regarding taking the 2nd dose as she is still not sure on whether to take it due to hearing that the 2nd dose side effects were worse. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently provided, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of blood in the stool. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

938073 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 NY 32.0 32 F sore arm; rash at site of vaccine injection 12/28 for soreness; 1/11/21 for rash (appearance of rash 2 weeks after injection)

938074 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 AL 78.0 M Tested positive for COVID-19; CT showed increased infiltrates 10-15%; Dehydration/Dehydrated; Chills; Tested positive for COVID-19; Hypotensive; Achy; Severe achy cramps/Severe cramps all over body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nephrologist (patient himself).  This 78-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EK5730), via an unknown route, on 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Age at vaccination was 78-year-old. The patient was diabetic and hypertensive. Additional medical history included hyperlipidaemia. No relevant concomitant medications were provided. On 18Dec2020, the patient developed severe achy cramps/severe cramps all over body. On 19Dec2020, the patient developed achy. On 20Dec2020, the patient was dehydrated and hypotensive, he had also chills.  On unknown date, blood pressure was down to 76/50. His symptoms for COVID were severe achy cramps, hypotension, and dehydration. On 20Dec2020, COVID-19 test was positive. On 21Dec2020, the patient was given monoclonal antibodies.  A computerized tomogram (CT) of the lungs was performed on 21Dec2020 and it was ok. A week later (Dec2020), he had a repeat CT which showed increased infiltrates of 10 to 15%. He then started on dexamethasone, apixaban (ELIQUIS) and the rest of the things. He had a repeat CT on 05Jan2021 which showed resolution of the infiltrates; most of the lesions went gone. CT results had improved significantly. The patient underwent a second COVID test a week ago which was still positive. He had a third COVID on 06Jan2021, but results were not available yet. The patient queried if he can proceed with second dose planned on 07Jan2021 or if he should wait. The clinical outcome was recovered for the event 'severe achy cramps/severe cramps all over body' on 19Dec2020, for 'dehydration/dehydrated' on 20Dec2020, for 'chills' on unknown date in Dec2020, for 'achy' on 30Dec2020, for 'hypotensive' on 20Dec2020; the outcome of the event 'CT showed increased infiltrates 10-15%' was recovering; the outcome for 'Tested positive for COVID-19' was unknown.  The reporter considered the events 'achy' and 'severe achy cramps/severe cramps all over body' serious because causing disability; the events 'tested positive for COVID-19', 'dehydration/dehydrated', 'chills' and 'hypotensive' were considered medically significant.  The reporter considered the events 'Tested positive for COVID-19', 'CT showed increased infiltrates 10-15%' and 'dehydrated/dehydration' unrelated to BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE).; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported events cannot be excluded.  Case will be reassessed when new information is received. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

938075 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 PA 94.0 F Possible cellulitis; slight redness in left upper within 24 hours; severe redness and swelling and warmth of entire upper left arm and half of lower arm; severe redness and swelling and warmth of entire upper left arm and half of lower arm; Some pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician.   A 94-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL0140) on 30Dec2020  at 12.00 pm at single dose Intramuscular on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included COVID 19 infection, on 19Jul2020, post COVID left femoral DVT oral anticoagulation, Alzheimer dementia, Osteoarthritis, Spinal Stenosis, Gait Dysfunction and Constipation. Known allergies included acetazolamide, penicillin and sulfa. Concomitant medications included apixban (ELIQUIS ) 5 mg twice a day, colecalciferol (VIT D3) 1000u once a day. On 31Dec2020 at 12:00 pm patient experienced slight redness in left upper within 24 hours. The patient also experienced possible cellulitis, severe redness and swelling and warmth of entire upper left arm and half of lower arm. Some pain. No fever. It was also informed that patient underwent nasal Swab test for Coronavirus (Abbott BinaxNOW) on 05Jan2021 and on 07Jan2021 and resulted negative, for both. Treatment received for cellulitis included Cefuroxime. Outcome for the event possible cellulitis was unknown. Outcome of other reported events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported events due to temporal association. However patient old age and other underlying conditions cannot be excluded for a contributory role  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators as appropriate.

938076 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MN 51.0 51 F Extreme chills lasted approx 6 hrs.  Muscle &  joint pain, fatigue, headache lasting approx.  36hrs.

938078 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 AR 70.0 F Facial paralysis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist.   A 70-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EH9899, Expiration Date 30Mar2021), via intramuscular, on 17Dec2020 (at 15:35), at single dose of 0.3 mL for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 70-year-old. Vaccine location was deltoid but unsure which deltoid. The patient did not have a relevant medical history and concomitant medications. Pharmacist said that after vaccination, she waited to be monitored the standard 15 minutes at hospital and then when she got in the car and was on the way home like 20 minutes later she had brief episode of what the patient described as facial paralysis. It was like the side of her face in one area felt funny, it felt numb and it was not anywhere else on her face. It lasted the 20 minutes and then went away. The patient had recovered from the events on 17Dec2020. The pharmacist queried if the patient can proceed with the 2nd dose of the vaccine.  The reporting pharmacist considered the event 'facial paralysis' as non-serious.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal relationship between acute onset of facial paralysis and BNT162B2 cannot be completely ruled out considering the temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect vaccine.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

938079 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 TX 39.0 39 M Moderna Covid - 19 Vaccine EUA I received the vaccine on Wednesday January 6th. EARLY Friday morning around 30 minutes after midnight - I noticed pain on my left shoulder / neck area (tenderness). I began to feel around and found a swollen lymph node at the base of my neck just inside my left collar bone. Seems to be the supraclavical lymphnodes. I also noticed tenderness under my left arm in the arm pit region. I received the injection on the left side.

938080 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 CA 51.0 M got home from the shot at 1145a. Fell asleep until 930pm. During sleep was told by family that i was angry, cursing and yelling in my sleep. I don't remember any of it , i felt delirious and out of co; got home from the shot at 1145a. Fell asleep until 930pm. During sleep was told by family that i was angry, cursing and yelling in my sleep. I don't remember any of it , i felt delirious and out of co; got home from the shot at 1145a. Fell asleep until 930pm. During sleep was told by family that i was angry, cursing and yelling in my sleep. I don't remember any of it , i felt delirious and out of co; got home from the shot at 1145a. Fell asleep until 930pm. During sleep was told by family that i was angry, cursing and yelling in my sleep. I don't remember any of it , i felt delirious and out of co; Left arm  was extremely painful; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP.   A 51-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number # EL1284) on 02Jan2021 at 10:00 AM at single dose via intramuscular on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergy to codeine hypertension and asymptomatic HIV infection. Concomitant medications were not reported. Patient got home from the shot on 02Jan2021 at 11: 45 am. Fell asleep until 930p:m. During sleep was told by family that He was angry, cursing and yelling in his sleep. He didn't remember any of it, He felt delirious and out of control. Left arm was extremely painful. At the time of the reporting had recovered from the events without any treatment.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported event delirious cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

938081 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 PA 58.0 F lymph node swelling and lymphedema in the right forearm side and the right upper arm; lymph node swelling and lymphedema in the right forearm side and the right upper arm; cold blister on lip; significant swelling on the right side of the base of her neck near her clavicles; slightly itchy scalp; redness, swelling, tenderness at injection site; redness, swelling, tenderness at injection site; redness, swelling, tenderness at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Registered nurse reporting for herself. A 58-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine (Batch/lot number: EL0140), in Hospital, by intramuscular route in right upper arm on 23Dec2020 at 08:30, at 58-year-old of age, at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no relevant medical history. She didn't receive any prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. There were no concomitant medications. The patient reported that it has been 2 weeks since she received the COVID-19 Vaccine now and she still has a considerable amount of lymph node swelling and lymphedema in the right forearm side and the right upper arm. The nodes on the right side of her neck around the clavicle have been quite swollen for about 2 weeks. She has the list of side effects so she was not concerned, as this was listed but now she's not sure. When she got the vaccine she had the expected redness, swelling and tenderness at injection site (onset reported as 23Dec2020). On the evening of the 24Dec2020 she had an itchy scalp but she didn't see any rash and that only lasted a short time. On 29Dec2020 the patient had a significant swelling on the right side of the base of her neck near her clavicles that wrapped around to the posterior of her neck and was assessed as medically significant. She treated it by putting ice on it in the evening. On 30Dec2020 the swelling seemed to be slightly decreased but it is still a visible lump, the nodes are firm and there is swelling around those and it has not improved since the 30Dec2020. On 30Dec2020 she noticed a little cold blister or hive on the center of her lower lip and that was resolved by 03Jan2021, she did not have fever and did not feel sick, but her main problem is the swollen lymph nodes around base of neck around clavicle and it is considerably swollen there. The patient reported that last night (06Jan2021) it looked like her right arm was swollen, she thinks she is having lymphedema on the right arm, her right forearm is half an inch circumference larger than her left arm and was measured at her work. The patient reported she is seeing her new primary care doctor on 26Jan2021 and will follow up with the doctor. The patient wanted to know if she should get the second dose scheduled for the next week or should wait until the swelling resolves. Moreover the patient asked how long do the side effects usually last (specifically systemic side effects). The events "redness, swelling and tenderness at injection site" and "slightly itchy scalp" resolved on 25Dec2020, the event "Cold blister on lip" resolved on 03Jan2021. The event "Swelling on the right side of the base of her neck near her clavicles" had not resolved yet at the time of the report.  All the reported events were assessed as related to the COVID-19 Vaccine by the Primary Source Reporter (Method of assessment:Agency).; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events swelling and lymphadenopathy cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

938082 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 TX F kidney infection; urine turning a different color/urine was an orange color/urine was a tea color; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for herself. A 24-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated earlier this afternoon (07Jan2021) urine turning a different color, her urine was an orange color, and this afternoon her urine was a tea color. She had no other symptoms as if she had a kidney infection. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the event kidney infection cannot be excluded as the information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

938083 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 AS 81.0 81 F none

938084 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NY 62.0 F Nausea; Diarrhea; Jitteriness; foggy head or brain; she can't concentrate /she didn't pay it any attention; sleeping a lot; sick; Headache; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 62-years-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 08:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Anatomical location of administration of vaccine was right deltoid. Medical history was not reported. The patient previously took omeprazole (PRILOSEC) and experienced drug hypersensitivity and lip swelling. Concomitant medication included atorvastatin (LIPITOR). The patient experienced headache on Jan2021, body aches on Jan2021, nausea on 06Jan2021, diarrhea on Jan2021, jitteriness on Jan2021, foggy head or brain on Jan2021, sleeping a lot on Jan2021, sick on Jan2021, she can't concentrate /she didn't pay it any attention on Jan2021. The outcome of headache and she can't concentrate /she didn't pay it any attention was recovering, of pain, jitteriness, foggy head or brain was not recovered, of sleeping a lot and sick was unknown. Nausea, and diarrhea recovered on 07Jan2021.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events headache, pain, nausea, diarrhea, feeling jittery, feeling abnormal, disturbance in attention and hypersomnia cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

938085 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MD 61.0 M High fever; Vomiting; Severe fatigue; Weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient himself).  This 61-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EL1442), via intramuscular, on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Age at vaccination was 61-year-old. Vaccine location was deltoid left. The subject did not have a relevant medical history and concomitant medications. On 06Jan2021, the patient developed high fever, vomiting, severe fatigue and weakness. He did not experience anaphylaxis. The events were considered serious as medically significant. The patient stated that side effects mentioned lasted 3 hours and he felt much better now. However, the final clinical outcome was unknown. The patient is not sure if he should get the shot again in 3 weeks since he was really sick.  The reporting physician considered the events 'high fever', 'vomiting', 'severe fatigue' and 'weakness' related to BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE).; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events pyrexia, vomiting, fatigue and asthenia cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

938086 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MS 41.0 41 F 1. ASTHMA ATTACK- 10 MINUTES POST VACCINATION, SUBSIDED WITHIN AN ADDITIONAL 10 MINUTES WITH USE OF EMERGENCY INHALER AND OTC ALLERGY MEDICATION. 2. ITCHING - FULL BODY ITCHING BEGAN WITHIN 1 HOUR POST VACCINATION. ITCHING WAS UNCONTROLLABLE BY EITHER OVER THE COUNTER ALLERGY MEDS OR MY REGULAR PRESCRIBED ALLERGY MEDS. NO RASH OR WHELPING. ZYRTEC DOSAGE DOUBLED BY ALLERGIST MD 48 HOURS AFTER REACTION BEGAN, NEGLIGIBLE EFFECT UPON SYMPTOMS. ITCHING REACTION LASTED FOR 72 HOURS (TUE AFTERNOON - FRI AFTERNOON) BEFORE SUBSIDING. 3. INJECTION SITE ITCHING - ITCHING AT INJECTION POINT IN ADDITION TO THE EXPECTED INJECTION SITE PAIN, REDNESS, & SWELLING. BEGAN WITHIN 1 HOUR POST VACCINATION & LASTED 72 HOURS

938087 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 FL 34.0 F feeling of fullness in her ear; it felt like fluid in her right ear; Hearing loss in right ear; Soreness in the left arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP.   A 34-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number # EH9899) 16Dec2020 at 07:40AM in the left arm at single dose via intramuscular for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included seasonal allergy.  Concomitant medications included fluticasone propionate  for seasonal allergy. The day after vaccination she noticed soreness of the left arm. Then two days later she noticed hearing loss secondary to a feeling of fullness in her ear; it felt like fluid in her right ear which has improved and she states it was not serious after the first dose. Patient received the second dose of vaccine on 04Jan2021 at 08:00AM in the left arm. That night she experienced myalgia, fever, chills, back pain, and started with a constant ringing in her right ear and the hearing loss that worsened from before (reported under AER 2021012152. All of these effects have resolved except the hearing loss and ringing in her ear. Additionally she went to see an ENT doctor and get a hearing test. The Hearing test showed moderate hearing loss and speech clarity of 96% in her left ear compared to 52% in the right ear. They don't know if it is permanent. She was currently being treated with 80mg of Prednisone daily by mouth and getting Dexamethasone injections to her middle eardrum. Patient informed that on 17Dec2020 she was tested for COVID 19 with the PCR test due to an exposure at work. The result was negative. The patient recovered from soreness in the left arm on 19Dec2020. The patient had not yet recovered from deafness.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events ear congestion and hearing loss unilateral cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

938088 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 LA 73.0 73 M Second day had rapid rise and fall of my  heart rate    68 to 115  in seconds and then back whether I was sitting, lying down or walking. this continued through the day until Jan 8 morning then it went back to nornal

938089 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 FL 34.0 F constant ringing in right ear; Myalgia; Fever; Chills; back pain; Inappropriate schedule of vaccine administered; hearing loss that worsened from before; hearing loss that worsened from before; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  This 34-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration, on 04Jan2021 at 08:00AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The first dose was received on 16Dec2020 at 7:40 AM at single dose. Vaccine location was in the left arm. The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 34-years-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. Medical history was none. Concomitant medications included ongoing fluticasone proprionate (FLONASE) for seasonal allergy taking for two years. On 17Dec2020, COVID-19 PCR test was negative.  On 04Jan2021 at night, she experienced myalgia, fever, chills, back pain and started with a constant ringing in her right ear and the hearing loss that worsened from before (started on 18Dec2020 after first dose, see AER # 2021012126). Start date of constant ringing in right ear was 05Jan2021. The events resulted in Physician Office visit. Hearing loss in right ear worsened and constant ringing in right ear were reported serious as medically significant while the other events were reported as non-serious. She went to see an ENT doctor and get a hearing test. The hearing test showed moderate hearing loss and speech clarity of 96% in her left ear compared to 52% in the right ear. They don't know if it is permanent. She is currently being treated with 80mg of Prednisone daily by mouth and getting dexamethasone injections to her middle eardrum. All of these effects have resolved except the hearing loss and ringing in her ear.   All the events were considered related to the vaccine per reporter.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

938090 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 CO 54.0 F fever of 103.7; Cough; body aches; Joint pain; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for herself.  A 54-year-old female patient received first dose of intramuscular BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 06Jan2021 at single dose in left deltoid for COVID-19 immunisation at the age of 54-year-old. Lot number was EL1284. Medical history included Asthma since 1991 and ongoing, high blood pressure since 2020 (6 months before the report) and ongoing. Concomitant medications were unknown. On 07Jan2021, the patient experienced fever of 103.7 at 1:30PM, chills at 9:00AM, body aches at 11:00AM, Joint pain at 09:00AM, cough at 1:00PM; the events were considered medically significant. The patient was not treated for the events. On 13Nov2020, test showed she had COVID-19. On 07Jan2021, body temperature was 103.7 Fahrenheit. The patient did not recover from the events. The nurse considered the events were related to suspect vaccine.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

938091 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 IL 50.0 F Hypokalemia; Hypomagnesemia; Hypocalcemia; Hemoglobin dropped little bit; Tetany; Muscle cramps; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, a physician assistant.  A 50-year-old female patient received the first dose of the BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 (at the age of 50-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included tachycardia, tension headache, and glucose tolerance impaired.  Concomitant medications included rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR), gabapentin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), and metoprolol (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN).  On 18Dec2020, the patient experienced hypokalemia, hypomagnesemia, hypocalcemia, tetany, muscle cramps, and hemoglobin dropped little bit.  The clinical course was as follows: The patient received the vaccine and about 30 minutes later she started to "feel bad". She went to the urgent care and about an hour after they took her to the emergency room (also reported as hospital). She had a complete blood count, complete metabolic panel, and magnesium level done on the 18th, 21th, 23rd, 26th, 28th, 30th of Dec2020 and then again on 04Jan2021.  On 18Dec2020, her initial lab test showed potassium: 2.6, hemoglobin: 10.2, magnesium: 1.2, and calcium: 5.7. The physician assistant reported that a potassium of 2.6 was critically low and a hemoglobin was 10.2 was about normal for the patient. She received oral medications of potassium 20 mEq twice a day and calcium and magnesium supplements once a day. On 04Jan2021, lab data showed:  potassium: 4.2, magnesium: 2.1, calcium: 9.5 and hemoglobin: 14.5. Per the reporting physician assistant, the above levels went back to normal but stated she had to be supplemented to get back to that point. The clinical outcomes of the hypokalemia, hypomagnesemia, hypocalcemia, and hemoglobin dropped little bit were recovered on 04Jan2021; while that of the tetany and muscle cramps, were unknown. The physician assistant assessed the events as related to the suspect vaccine.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

938092 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CO 29.0 29 F Person called  to ask about COVID vaccines reactions. Is having tingling on one side of the body along with fever, fatigue, flushing, nausea, and a rash

938093 01/12/2021 U patient felt tingling in their neck, arms and hand and then few days later it went to their feet; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number and Expiration Date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unspecified date, the patient felt tingling in their neck, arms and hand and then few days later it went to their feet (medically significant). The clinical outcome of the event was unknown.  The batch/lot numbers for the vaccine, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, were not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

938094 01/12/2021 F Bell's palsy; Flu like symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient got Bell's palsy four days after the vaccine and had flu-like symptoms for two weeks. Added that patient is completely symptom free at the time of report. The outcome of the events was recovered.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

938095 01/12/2021 PA 45.0 F Got very hot and clammy but at the same time had the goosebumps; Got very hot and clammy but at the same time had the goosebumps; Got very hot and clammy but at the same time had the goosebumps; My whole body was as if I was sun burnt; My heart started to race; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 45-year-old female patient received BNT162B2, (Pfizer COVID Vaccine, lot number: EK9231, expiry date: Apr2021) intramuscular on an unspecified date at single dose on right arm for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included migraine from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  Concomitant medication included nortriptyline for migraine, botulinum toxin type a (BOTOX) for migraine and birth control medication.  The patient stated that, "I was wondering if this was a reaction to the vaccination I had today. So I ended up 3 hours after I received the vaccine, I got very hot and clammy but at the same time had the goosebumps and then my whole body was as if I was sun burnt and my heart started to race. And then my whole body was red as if I had a sunburn. Actually I went to the ER today and they just did lab work because of the way I was feeling. All they gave me in the emergency room is IV fluids."  Therapeutic measures taken as a result of the events included IV fluids. The outcome of the events was unknown.

938099 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 32.0 32 M Covid Positive

938101 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 GA 37.0 37 F rash initially has resolved, fever 100.1F, chills,headache, heart rate 120, fatigue SOB states symptoms occur in afternoon  advised to see PCP

938102 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OK 77.0 77 F Chills, was shaking. high temp 103 over the night, then 101, 99.  Sore arm.

938103 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OR 26.0 26 M Ran fever of unknown level. Ran in the middle of the night and broke at approximately 8:00 am January 12, 2021.  No other adverse effects have been noted thus far.  Treated with acetametaphine.

938104 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 70.0 70 M COVID-19 positive and admitted to hospital 6 days post-vaccination Y

938105 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 44.0 44 M muscle aches and stiffness on non vaccinated area

938106 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 43.0 43 F Approximately 30 minutes after the injection clients voice became raspy.  She reported 1-2 seconds of blurred vision, that resolved.  No breathing difficulty or wheezing, no dizziness.  B/P 128/88 Pulse 59.  No other complaints from client. No swelling or redness at injection site.  Waited X 60 minutes, no changes.  Instructed client to closely monitor and seek emergency care if needed.

938107 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 40.0 40 F One week after IM injection pain redness and swelling noted at site of injection. Applied ice on 20 min and off 20 min for 1 hour, took 600mg of ibuprofen with noted increased swelling, redness, and warmth at injection site. Called  clinic and received prescription for Bactrim to treat cellulitis with instructions to follow up with PCP in 2 days if symptoms do not improve.

938108 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 VA 28.0 28 F Noticed pain to my L axilla ~4 days after vaccine administration and then palpated a mass under my armpit.

938109 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 IA 43.0 43 M Received  first dose Moderna COVID vaccine on 12/28/2020; on that same day 12/28 he noticed a dry cough; on 1/1/2021 he reported fever, chills, body aches, Headache, sinus congestion.  On 1/1/2021 he tested positive for COVID-19, he reported being with a family member on Christmas who had COVID symptoms.  On 1/11/2021 he required hospitalization for COVID-19 pneumoniaY

938110 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 64.0 64 F Within several minutes after injection, I felt flushed, strange feeling in head and chest as if I was going to pass out, and heart started pounding. These symptoms subsided within 2 minutes with no treatment needed. I sat for 15 more minutes with no further problems.

938111 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 MA 29.0 29 F Congestion, nausea, fatigue, body aches
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938112 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F Sever insomnia since 1/8. Cold/pins and needles feeling on right extremities since 1/9

938113 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AL 57.0 57 F STRANGE TASTE IN MOUTH RIGHT AFTER INJECTION

938114 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 30.0 30 F Syncope and seizure

938115 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MS 49.0 49 F Headache fever chills nausea body aches bladder pain

938116 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 CO 49.0 49 M Ringing in ears and dizziness feeling of unbalance

938117 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Dizziness, feeling hot inside and out but no fever, sweating,I felt weak after 1 hr  I have Rashes on and off 2 times on my first day. I have Head ache for a couple of days. I took tylenol for a couple of days. I slept  and feel better.

938119 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Date of symptom onset ? 1/1/21?  Symptoms - ? EE reports she began with abd pain, and itchiness to head, face and ear that progressed to generalized hives.  EE denies any changes in hygiene products and NKDA or food allergies per EE.   Last day of work and shift - ?  Home remedies? -   EE took Benadryl after onset of symptoms and reported resolution of hives approx. 30 mins after medication.  EE reports she spoke with her PCP and scheduled for allergy testing today (1/12) at 1:30 PM.   Any improvement? ? yes Recommendation? EE asking if she should get her 2nd dose as scheduled tomorrow.  EE encouraged to attend her allergy appointment today and to consult with her MD today for recommendations whether or not to receive 2nd dose. EE provided with HR support phone number if she needs to cancel/reschedule her 2nd vaccine appointment after MD recommendations.  EE encouraged to call vaccine support line if she has adverse reactions after 2nd vaccine dose.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

938120 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 CO 54.0 54 F Pain on injection, tachycardia, headache, stiff neck /shoulders, multiple joint pain, tiredness, malaise, nausea for four days.

938121 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 53.0 53 M pain and stiffness in shoulder-scheduled surgery cancelled

938123 12/26/2020 01/12/2021 PA 46.0 46 M 13days following injection noted to have 4x5cm round erythematous plaque at injection site. Blanches. Resolved nearly completely by 1/11 with only 1 dose of Claritin in on 1/8.

938124 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 OH 51.0 51 F Approximately 30mins post vaccination patient stated that she "felt funny" and reported that she was dizzy. Instructed patient to sit down, patient reported that she was hot so she then took of her coat. She then reported that her throat "felt weird" water was provided to patient as she stated that it didn't feel itchy or swollen but it felt "thick" NP asked to come examine patient. Patient stated that she did not want to take IM Benadryl at this time but was willing to take PO Benadryl. 25mg PO Benadryl administered to patient at 12:12pm. Symptoms persisted without changes until approximately 12:19pm when patient said she felt like her throat was getting worse, nose felt congested and stuffy and her voice started to change; flushing noted to chest as well; 0.3mg Epi Pen administered to Left thigh and 911 called at this time.  Patient was sitting upright in a chair during this event and said she felt faint and was lowered to the ground and placed on left side. O2 Sat 98-99%, HR after Epi 118-122, BP 153/66, Resp rate 22-24/min.  EMS arrived at this time and took over care of patient.

938125 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 30.0 30 F hives, itching. 50 mg Benadryl p.o.

938126 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NY 32.0 32 M Following the first COVID vaccine dose on Dec/18/2020, I had headaches that started on the third day and ended on the tenth day.  The headaches were usually light, unilateral, and alternating from one side to the other. I was usually functional except on the fourth and seventh days where the headaches were moderate to severe, and I took naps to help with the headaches for those two days. I have never had an issue with headaches before, and these symptoms were a new experience for me. I did not take any medications as treatment for the headaches. Following the second COVID vaccine dose on January/7/2021, I felt fatigue and generalized muscle aches within six to twelve hours, and these symptoms lasted for two days. On January/10/2021, when I woke up that morning I again felt light, unilateral, and alternating headaches. In addition, I noticed that I was unable to move the left side of my face. I felt moderate tingling sensations associated with the distribution of the paralysis. When I looked in the mirror, I could quite noticeably see asymmetry in my face. I immediately went to the emergency department at the hospital where my primary care doctor is located. I was kept in the hospital into the next day for observation. After evaluation by a neurology team and an MRI, I was provided with the diagnosis of Bells Palsy. I have never previously been diagnosed with Bells Palsy, and I have never previously had a hospital stay before. The doctors prescribed medications which I am currently taking. As of today January/12/2021, the symptoms have had some improvement, but the symptoms still continue.Y 2

938127 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 VA 20.0 20 M Malaise, light headedness, vomiting, diarrhea

938128 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 42.0 42 F Covid Positive

938129 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 22.0 22 M Rash on back, then tightening of throat

938130 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OH 61.0 61 F Headache, Body aches, fever, stuffy head developed 12 hours after injection

938131 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 SD 34.0 34 F Sore muscle at injection site from time of injection thru 01-07-2021 Congested sinuses  morning of 01-06-2021 thru present (01-12-2021) Sore throat  morning of 01-06-2021 thru 01-07-2021 Fatigue 01-06-2021 Sore joints 01-06-2021 thru 01-07-2021

938133 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 NH 40.0 40 F I received my first Moderna vaccine on 12/29/19. Day one post vaccine I developed a welt, red, warm , raised about quarter in size for 4 days. It then disappeared and then reappeared on day 7 post vaccine.  It was red, hot, raised, and extremely itchy.  It was larger in size slightly bigger than a half dollar. Today 2 weeks post vaccine it returned. Again itchy, red, warm to touch, raised and much larger in size. I put a call out to the CDC last week and have yet to hear back.

938134 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IN 30.0 30 M Hyperglycemia starting 10 hours post vaccination lasting for 20 hours. Blood sugars were in excess of 300 mg/dL. Correction insulin doses (basal and bolis) were unsuccessful to correct.

938136 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 CO 49.0 49 M Ringing in the ears, dizziness and feeling unbalanced

938137 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OK 77.0 77 F Chills, fever 103, 100, 99. Soreness in the arm.

938138 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 KY 30.0 30 F muscle aches, headache and fatigue

938139 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 76.0 76 M 2 degree temperture rise - slight headache - chills - increase in pulse - lethargic   not concerned as I expect this is just a normal reaction

938140 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 CO 20.0 20 F Red pruritic wheal surrounding injection site for 72 hours. Treated with topical emollient and oral antihistamine

938141 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OR 33.0 33 F Fainted twice and hit her head when falling, has head ache and abrasions on her face.

938142 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 ID 42.0 42 F Large red swollen area on arm were vaccine was given. Redness and area increased the next 3 days after vaccine given, had some blister patches and then itched for 4 days.

938143 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 UT 29.0 29 F approximately 1/7/2021 I developed a small rash at the injection site that I noticed around 8:30 pm. This rash was spotty and irregular in shape and did not itch, but was hot to the touch. The following morning the rash had grown into a 2 inch wide and 2 in long bright red rash that was raised and swollen. Still hot to the touch but no itching. As of today the rash is no longer fully red on the inside but has left a small red raised ring of the outline of the initial rash which appears to be spreading outward. Another coworker of mine also reported the same symptom 2 days after the onset of my rash developed. I  attended a virtual visit with a physicians  assistant to take an oral antihistamine for a few days to see if the rash subsides.

938144 12/27/2020 01/12/2021 58.0 58 F Covid Postive

938145 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 51.0 51 M 6 hrs after vaccination, started to feel malaise to include slight headache, body ache, nausea.   12 hrs after, woke up to whole body uncontrollable shivering that lasted an hour.  Couldn't get warm. 13 hrs after, chills subsided and within 20 minutes I had a fever of 101 degrees that lasted about 2-3 hrs. 24 hrs later, still very tired and chilled with mild headache/body ache.  Reported symptoms to vaccination site and received telemed counseling.  Nothing they could do for me.

938146 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MI 20.0 20 M Employee recieved the Maderna vaccination at 4pm 1/11/21. Employee was monitored for 30 minutes after vaccination and showed no side effects.  He states that at 5pm he had a scratchy throat, at 8pm he had hives and his throat, chest and mouth started to itch.  At that time he took Benadry and layed down.  He woke up at 10pm with a swollen mouth and throat and was wheezy.  He stated he had a hard time breathing and swollowing.  At that time he took his EPI PEN.  He did not seek medical treatment.  Employee states that on 1/12/21 at 9:30am all symptoms had resolved.

938147 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 NH 37.0 37 F I am not completely convinced that this is related to the vaccine but thought I should report it just in case.  I thought I had a spider bite on my left foot, and then I thought it was shingles and then cellulitis.  I was then diagnosed with a blood clot today.   I have never had blood clots before.

938148 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 TN 56.0 56 F After receiving  vaccine area turned red raised and warm to the touch, the next day it turned black and blue this cleared up then around 7 days later, the patient developed red bumps all over arm and body she still currently has them.

938150 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Pain at injection site, eventually inability to move/rise left arm. Same day at 7pm temp started to rise, all night fever as high as 104.2 despite multiple doses of Tylenol, chills, severe headaches

938151 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NV 40.0 40 F Red mark for 5 days about the size of a baseball, Red mark Returned on 8th day much more red and iritated

938152 12/27/2020 01/12/2021 MA 28.0 28 F rash starting on back of hands and then spreading medially towards elbows bilaterally. continuing to spread medially toward shoulders bilaterally. pruritus with rash.

938153 12/01/2020 01/12/2021 GA 32.0 32 F Rash developed to left upper arm around injection site. Warmth felt to left upper arm. No itching or hives were noted.

938155 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 OH 42.0 42 M I was covid positive one month prior to vaccine.  I woke up the morning after the vaccine with a fever, chills, muscle aches and my injection site in pain.  After one day I felt better, but my arm still hurt.  I hurt for 4 days and spread down my arm and into my ribs.

938156 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 OH 44.0 44 F Went to ER due to both arms having redness and swelling. Woke up at 3:00 A.M. post vaccine with cough and fever 99F

938157 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CT 29.0 29 F 12 hours following vaccination experienced fatigue, chills, body aches, and fever of 100.3 (t max) that lasted 24 hours.

938158 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 OR 57.0 57 F fever, chills, light headedness, body aces, headache, fatigue, severe arm pain,  "couldn't think straight", brain fog, had been diagnosed with Covid November 2020.  Felt like had covid again.

938159 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 FL 71.0 71 M I have a plate in my right knee and bi lateral artificial knees .  I have noticeable soreness in right plate and knee area that occurred within 24 hours of vaccine.  Some slight swelling as well

938160 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 MI 36.0 36 F while in the observation period stated that her tongue felt thick and that it felt like her throat was swollen. Received .5ml epinepherine im and oxygen by nasal cannula. EMS summoned. Refused transport to hospital and declination signed with the EMS agency.Left the clinic in no acute distress.

938161 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 KY 30.0 30 F Muscle aches, headaches and fatigue

938162 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 50.0 50 F approximately 15 minutes post-vaccine, experienced mild bilateral, lower facial numbness

938163 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AL 59.0 59 F pre syncope; difficulty breathing; dizzy - after 20 minutes of monitoring patient refused emt

938164 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PA 46.0 46 F Dizzy, anxious and flushed.  Observed for 26 minutes and patient wished to go to the ED. BP at 0638: 187/95; HR 115.  Pulse ox 99%.  at 0650 BP 181/89, HR 106.  PUlse ox 100%.  Felt the same as before - no oimprovement.  Asked to go to the ED.  At 0658 BP 190/84 and HR 109.  Escorted to the ED.  Seen in the ED for hypertension.    No signs of allergy.  Observed and felt better. BP improved on recheck and will follow-up as an outpatient.

938165 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IN 66.0 66 F 9 hours after receiving the vaccine I experienced joint pain, muscle pain, headache, fever and chills. Symptoms resolved after 36  hours.

938166 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MN 27.0 27 F At 2am that next morning January 8th (almost 12 hours post vaccine) I woke up out of my sleep delirious, light headed, heart was racing, diarrhea, and felt like I was falling in and out of almost passing out, hot flashes, couldn't think straight. It wasa very scary experience for me. This lasted about 15 or 20 minutes I'm guessing (hard to say for sure because I was too worked up to watch the clock) but I ended up making myself fall back asleep. The next day January 8th I had diarrhea multiple times in theafternoon and felt strange, somewhat lightheaded and some what felt like anxiety.

938167 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 HI 60.0 60 M 1305: vaccine administered 1312: Client reports facial numbness, feeling faint, short episode of shortness of breath x 1 min that resolved already, O2: 97%, P: 74 1315: Given life savers candy, BP 142/82 LA, Temp 98.1, Lungs CTAB 1317: States that he is no longer feeling faint but still has lip numbness, capri sun given 1325: Client states he is feeling better 1335: Client feels ok to drive. Released from clinic

938168 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NC 34.0 34 M metallic taste in mouth and tingling in back of throat and tongue

938169 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 37.0 37 F Experienced chills, headache, tachycardia, fatigue, dizziness, syncope

938170 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NY 68.0 68 F red rash neck and chest area

938171 12/19/2020 01/12/2021 29.0 29 F Cough, runny nose, sore throat, congestion, chills, HA- positive swab for Covid 12/28/20

938172 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 NY 24.0 24 F 24hrs after administration of vaccine, I experienced muscle aches/stiffness and runny nose. Now a week later, I have an elevated, warm red mark about 2in x 2in on my L arm at the site of injection that is also itchy.

938173 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 OR 66.0 66 F Severe headache, nausea, body aches, orthostatic BP, fever of 101, arm swollen, in bed for several days.  Had covid in 2020, tested in December again after exposure to son but tested negative.

938174 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 57.0 57 F At approximately 08:39, patient with complaint of dizziness and general "fogginess". Patient describes sensation as tingling throughout her head and body. Denies shortness of breath, difficulty swallowing, tingling of the tongue or lips or lip/tongue swelling. Denies palpitations or tachycardia. Patient states that she did not eat breakfast this morning. Initial BP 151/92, HR 62, 96% on RA. Patient states that she did take her morning dose of metoprolol. Response team was called for patient to be further assessed. Repeat blood pressure at 08:42 was 124/82, HR 62, 96% on RA. Team assessed patient. Patient provided water and crackers. Physician instructed patient to be monitored for 20-30 minutes. 08:56, BP 136/82, HR 66, 97% on RA. Patient verbalizes resolution of all symptoms. Patient discharged from clinic ambulatory and stable at 09:25.

938175 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 KY 48.0 48 F Itching, redness and heat at injection site

938176 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NY 30.0 30 M Malaise, fever (Tmax 102.6F), chills, vigorous rigors. Lasting 6 hours. Responsive to acetaminophen and ibuprofen q4h. Malaise resolved completely after 48 hours.

938177 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Insatiable hunger, sore injection area.  Hunger lasted for four days.  Soreness at injection site lasted about 12 hours

938178 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 36.0 36 F Low grade fever, body aches, chills, nausea/motion sickness on Saturday. Sunday to Tuesday: nausea and difficulty cooling down/sweating present

938179 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 0 F Cough and Covid positive on 12/21/2020 0.0

938180 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CO 43.0 43 F Extreme pain, swelling,  redness, and heat around injection site started approximately 6 hours post injection. Pain and swelling moved down into armpit and below followed by extreme itching.  Swelling and pain then moved down to left elbow. Then I developed throat itching, difficulty swallowing and wheezing. I also developed joint pain in opposite shoulder. I  immediately took 600 mg Ibuprofen and 50 mg Benadryl .  Itching, redness, and wheezing, and difficulty swallowing resolved about 30 minutes after taking the medication.  Next morning (today) I still have pain and swelling around injection site. Pain in left elbow and right shoulder joints. I still have moderate pain and edema below left armpit.

938181 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 22.0 22 M Patient presented with malaise, dizziness. Then has rash on back, given Benadryl 50mg PO. 15 minutes later c/o throat tightening and was given epinepherine 1:1000 IM. He was watched closely for 2 hours and VSS. He was then released to his grand father at 11:38 and to home

938183 12/20/2020 01/12/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Sore arm low grade fever week later, lymph node on arm pit was swollen and tender

938184 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OR 38.0 38 F Became very hot, flushing, dizziness, lightheaded, felt like passing out. Followed by jaw tightness and pain, tongue swelling, lip swelling, difficulty breathing, chest tightness, fast heartbeat, increased blood pressure.  Given benadryl, epi, solu-medrol and pepcid. Kept for observation.  After release, continuing to have intermittent hot flashes, itching all over face and body, occasional jaw tightness, sore throat and tongue, increase in pulse, O2 sats in low 90s,

938185 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 WI 52.0 52 F Mildly sore arm at injection site.  Headache and chills.  Redness and rash with terrible itching on upper arm near injection site and across chest, collar bone, neck and chin.  Took Benedryl , Allegra, and Tylenol for 24 hours.  Symptoms mostly resolved by 4:00pm on 1/8/21.

938186 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 MI 32.0 32 F Heavy period with more bleeding. And cramping and multiple clots

938187 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 27.0 27 F Body aches, headache, low grade fever

938188 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 38.0 38 M Within 15 mins, chills, body and joint pain, fatigue, low grade fever, diaharea

938189 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 MO 53.0 53 F Patient developed a supraclavicular nodule in lymph node 7 days post vaccination (same side as vaccination).  Oncologist ordered a CT scan and biopsy.  Biopsy and lymph node removal completed on day 8 post-vaccination was normal (non-cancerous).

938190 12/20/2020 01/12/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Sore arm low grad fever week later, lymph node on arm pit was swollen and tender

938191 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 LA 33.0 33 F Body aches, cough, fever

938192 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 KS 36.0 36 F Patient reported 2 hours after receiving the vaccine that she had a red spot on chest, took benadryl and zyrtec. Patient reported 30 hours after vaccine that rash had spread to whole chest, back, arms, and injection site and was hive like. Reports also having vivid and crazy dreams, feeling restless the night before.

938193 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IA 33.0 33 F - Arm pain after initial injection for 2 days - Significantly swollen lymph nodes on Monday after shot.  Lymph nodes visible on left side of neck.

938194 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 ME 30.0 30 F Patient received Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine second dose this morning at 8:50am and at 12:15pm started with burning sensation in the area of where the vaccine was administered. Soon after, within the hour, the area became erythematous and warm. She reported her whole left arm felt "achy". Patient took ibuprofen 600mg at 1pm as well as iced the area. She was evaluated by writer at 2:15pm. The area was noted to be erythematous, warm, and mildly swollen. The redness was outlined with skin marker and noted to be 15cm wide and 13cm in height. She denied any other symptoms.

938195 01/11/2020 01/12/2021 IN 37.0 37 F heavy feeling ln arms and legs and a thickened tongue feeling

938196 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 GA 35.0 35 F 12/21 symptoms were achy light headed, swollen arm, blurred vision, vomiting, fever.  Vaccine given 12/18. She was tested  for covid 19 on 12/28 and was positive.

938197 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 OR 29.0 29 F Hives, nausea, vomiting, fever 101, fatigue, lasted 2 days.  Has had sever reactions to vaccines in the past.

938198 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 57.0 57 F Loss of taste/smell, sore throat, chills. Positive swab for Covid 12/29/20

938199 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 KY 38.0 38 F Large (3 in) diameter, raised, erythema, warmth, and itchiness on L deltoid. Feels like a big mosquito bite. Using steroid cream  & Zyrtec.

938200 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 62.0 62 F became hot and dizzy and stated she had some facial pain.  further assessment determined the response to be a vasovagal response.

938201 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 0 F two ulcer like lesions on left hip and left posterior upper leg 0.0

938202 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NC 33.0 33 M METALLIC TASTE IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING VACCINE AND  TINGLING IN BACK OF THROAT AND TONGUE

938203 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 PR 36.0 36 F Headache, strong arm pain and redness at injection site, apart from these usual side-effects of the vaccine, she sees gray cloud-like vision, intermittently,  usually gets worse during the afternoon.

938204 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 26.0 26 F Sore arm low grade fever chills body aches fatigue headache lymph node tenderness on the right side arm pit

938205 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Dizziness i felt hot inside and out but no fever ,weakness ,rashes off and on a day and headache , i took Tylenol for couple days and rest then i felt better..

938206 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 KS 38.0 38 F 20 minutes after vaccination, patient began feeling numbness and tingling in bilateral hands. This progressed over the next 24 hours to include headache, bilateral forearms, and bilateral feet lasting 2 days.  On day 6,  patient reports her symptoms have mostly improved with the exception of slight numbness and tingling of finger tips.

938208 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Patient experienced a brief syncopal episode several minutes after vaccine admin.  Pt was hypotensive for approx 20 min post vaccination.  Released to family, self transport to ER.  Medic for PCR

938209 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NY 36.0 36 F In 2015 I developed vulvar ulcerations (approximately 5), periorbital edema, and sensorineuroal hearing loss following vaccination with Td, Hep A, Menactra, Yellow fever and typhoid vaccines. This was previously submitted as a VAERS. I was treated with high dose steroids with partial restoration of my hearing. I  had these issues extensively worked up by GYN,  ENT and Rheumatology.   Since that time I have had spontaneous vulvar ulceration (typically 1 lesion) on 3 occasions over the past 5 years with no preceeding infections or clear triggers.   Approximately 36h after second COVID vaccination I began to develop vulvar ulcerations--currently have 4 -5 lesions. I also had body aches.

938210 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NV 52.0 52 F Patient had ringing in the ears. She reported she felt under water. She was congested and could not hear. Redness noticed around neck area. No shortness of breath, no immediate distress and no chest discomfort.  There were no visible sign of swelling or inflammation. Patient looks anxious and was wheeled to ER in a wheelchair for checkup.

938211 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 ID 42.0 42 F patient began to have headache (pressure back of head), some shortness of breath with an elevated blood pressure. Patient stayed for monitoring for 30 mins and symptoms aleviated

938212 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 NY 66.0 66 F "45up to void min later sweat, 12hrs later when I woke up to void, I felt warm ,severe  fatigue ,  ,muscle  aches , pain  some  Syncope, nausea, sweating on and off, oral herpes  outbreak just like I  did when  I had Covid -19 in April"

938214 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 NY 24.0 24 F 24 hrs after administration of vaccine, I experienced muscle aches/stiffness and a runny nose. Roughly 1 week after vaccination, I noticed a somewhat elevated, warm, red mark (about 2in x 2in in size) on my L arm at the site of injection that is also itchy.

938215 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 LA 58.0 58 F sore arm where injection was given shortly after.

938216 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 62.0 F abd pain; dx with hep C and Covid positive12/14/2020

938217 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IL 85.0 85 F Resident was monitored for 20 min period post vaccine and had no complaints until the 20 minute period had just finished and she had a sudden onset of abdominal pain/epigastric pain that last about 45-60 minutes. She was unable to eat anything and needed to be helped back into bed. Her vital signs were stable (blood pressure slightly elevated) and she has had no complaints or issues since. I do not believe the resident had a bowel movement to coincide with her pain.

938218 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MN 34.0 34 F Pain and swelling at injection site, fever, chills, muscle and joint aches, dizziness, weakness, fatigue

938219 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OR 41.0 41 F Dose 1 -Headache for 4 days, and fatigue  Given 12/21/2020 @ 0900am  Dose 2-headache, shaky, fatigue, light headed, blurred vision, high blood pressure and mental fogginess  Given 01/11/2021 @ 1430pm

938220 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MA 40.0 40 F lymphedema in armpit, pain in armpit, lymphedema in left chest, pain in left chest; started 1/9/2021 in the morning, worsened over the next 48 hours; swelling progressed to level that made resting arm against body too painful, lifting arm above level of shoulder too painful, lifting objects in left hand too painful, deep breathe caused pain in left chest and rib/flank area, swelling in chest area progressed across chest toward neck and covering clavicle. swelling continued to increase until 1/12/2021, the first day which swelling and pain has decreased.

938221 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 MO 53.0 53 F Patient developed supraclavicular lymph node nodule 7 days post vaccination on left side of body.  CT scan and biopsy completed 8 days post vaccination.  Biopsy was normal/non-cancerous.

938222 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NY 75.0 75 F At 11:40am on 1/8/21,  resident appeared catatonic and was just staring at the wall. When on unit, observed resident seated in a chair, blankly staring at the wall with no loss of consciousness. Blank stare accompanied with mild jerky movement. Resident was safely assisted to bed. Oxygen at 3lpm was administered. Petit mal- like seizure lasted for 5 minutes. Resident regained prior level of alertness and doesn't recall what had happened. Resident with no known history of seizure disorder.

938223 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Large, raised, itchy, painful focal ring shaped rash surrounding injection site on left arm

938224 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 43.0 43 F Developed redness and itch 1/2 to 1 inch under injection site on 1/5/2021. Slightly raised by touch and warm. The actual injection site is fine. Does have similar reaction to bug bites. Report to us on 1/12/2021 and still experiencing same symptoms.

938225 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA 64.0 63 F 1/11/2021 developed 3cm round rash at site if injection.  1/12/2021 developed 7cm round red ,hot , swollen  area at injection  site.

938226 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 MA 34.0 34 F 12 days after receiving the vaccine the patient developed red painful bruises to both feet that start mildly, but continued to worsen over the next several days.  The patient went to see his dermatologist and was diagnosed with Leukocytodastic Vasculitis.

938227 01/12/2021 MA 88.0 F Red, Tenderness

938228 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Patient reports pain at the injection site, then developed chills and fever, body aches, muscle aches. Also reports headache and neck pain.

938229 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 43.0 43 M Extreme Nausea dry heaving  Dizzy

938230 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 42.0 42 F became hot and sweaty in monitoring room.  Stayed for 30minutes in monitoring room and symptoms resolved and colleague returned to department to resume work.  Symptoms re-occurred

938231 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 WI 38.0 38 F Left arm has about a golf ball sized area that is firm, warm, and red.

938232 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NY 32.0 32 F DIZZY, HEAD FOG, VERTIGO APPROXIMATELY 8 HRS INTO IT

938233 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 FL 44.0 44 M Dizziness-10 min post injection resolved within 60 min, headache-10 min post injection resolved within 60 min Rash, neck and chest area 50 min post injection resolved with 30 mg Claritin reditabs 90 mins post injection  Body ache- few hours post injection resolved in 24 hrs Injection site/arm pain 20 min post injection resolved in 3 days Blood pressure increased to 170/100 30 min post injection resolved 60-90 min

938234 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 VA 39.0 39 F Patient reports redness and swelling in arm 7 days after vaccination

938235 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 40.0 40 M Beginning at 6:30 am on 1/8, two days following vaccination, the individual was driving to work and began to experience nausea while at a traffic light. He pulled over and threw up. Once he got to work he vomited again. He drove to another facility for work and then threw up 3 or 4 more times. He began experiencing hot flashes at this time. He went to the hospital and was seen in the emergency room. He threw up several more times in the ER and stated that his heart was racing and that he had diarrhea. The emergency room gave him medications for the nausea and he stayed there for 2 or 3 hours. He began to feel better and was discharged to home.Y 1

938236 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 VA 43.0 43 F 1/9/2021 0400-Chills 1/9/2021 1400-leg pain-8 on 0-10scale, overall body aches, fatigue 1/10/2021 0700-Facial swelling, mostly around eyes, forehead, and nose 1/11/2021 0700-Continued facial swelling limited to around eyes only 1/12/2021 0530-Continued facial swelling limited to around left eye only

938237 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 33.0 33 F Patient describes pain at the injection site, fever, chills, headache, neck pain body aches

938238 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IL 45.0 45 F Today noticed raised swollen red welt at injection site of LT arm. Slightly itchy at times. Have started with lower back joint pain past 5-6 days ago along with slight headache, I do have MS, but have fatigue and LT leg weakness more than usual. Noticed also RT ankle and foot joint pain today (mild). Had bad chills yesterday, no fever; dizziness when went to bed. Placed call to employee hotline, RN advise icing, report worsening symptoms, reach out to medical provider about receiving 2nd vaccine,

938239 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 CA 30.0 30 F After 5 minutes, patient began having joint pain and extreme fatigue. Within 30 minutes, the patient became very nauseous and began sweating.  Later that evening, patient became feverish.  The patient had taken 400mg Ibuprofen 30 minutes prior to the vaccine and took an additional 600mg that evening at 6PM. The following day, the patient had extreme sore arm and was barely able to lift arm.  She slowly started getting tired, chills, fever, and nausea throughout the day.  By the end of the day, the patient was feeling better.  The next day, the patient had mild arm pain, mild tiredness and mild diarrhea.

938240 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 GA 61.0 61 F rash started 15 mins post administration on left arm, and spread to chest, and other arm treated with Benadryl

938241 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 PA 32.0 32 F Dizziness, rash on legs , tiredness

938242 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IN 25.0 25 F throat scratchy and tight and some difficulty breathing

938243 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 TX 43.0 43 F Rash appeared a week after initial injection, after no symptoms for a week.  Red, itchy, swollen, warm to touch rash that started at the injection site and spread around and down my left bicep.

938244 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 KY 47.0 47 F Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine  Moderna Lot #012L20A  January  2021 left deltoid  CC: Itching reaction, remote to the site of Moderna vaccination, 26 hrs post-injection  47 year old  presents with rash rt. thigh on 1-7-21 at the  Health Services, Employee Health  Received Moderna Covid 19 mRNA vaccination #1 yesterday 1-7-21 at 8:50 am, left deltoid. Noted itchy area on rt. thigh ~ 26 hrs post-vaccine. No trouble breathing, no throat or facial swelling, no h/o problems with vaccination, no h/o anaphylaxis. No new topical exposures. No new supplements, no recent antibiotics. Denies fever. She apparently rubbed/scratched through pant leg, when felt itching, and then saw a bruised/red area after this.  Exam: Skin: 5 xc 10 cm nonblanching petechial and ecchymotic area rt. ant. thigh, no papules or pustules, no warmth to touch.  Pt. encouraged to register with V-safe. Rec. oral anthistamines as directed/needed.  I spoke with patient on 1-11-21, no new itchy areas, still using Benadryl for the localized itchy area that she reports is resolving.  Was harm caused: employee is fine. Difficult to say if this is vaccine reaction vs. coincidental occurrence.

938247 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 IL 30.0 30 M Patient received the covid19 (Pfizer) after shot patient complained of chest pains, called emergency services and was promptly taken to the hospital.

938248 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NY 36.0 36 F in 2015 I developed 5-6 vulvar ulcerations, periorbital edema, sensorineural hearing loss following vaccination with Td, Menactra, Hep A, Yellow Fever and Typhoid--previously reported to VAERS. I had an extensive w/u by ENT, Gyn & Rheumatology. I was treated with high-dose steroids and had near complete restoration of my hearing.  In the past 5 years I have had 3 episodes of spontaneous vulvar ulcerations (typically 1 lesion) with no preceding infection or inflammation. It is possible I may have Behcet's syndrome, although there is no specific confirmatory test for this disorder.   36h after receiving my second COVID vaccination I developed 4-5 painful ulcers on the bilateral vulva. At this point I can manage with topical analgesics.

938249 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 61.0 61 F Patient experienced injection site reaction 10 days post injection.  Area around injection site was oval, red, hot, and itchy.  Treated with hydrocortisone.  Did not require treatment by medical professional.

938250 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Hive in legs and arms. Redness and itchy eyelids and ears.

938251 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 34.0 34 M exposure; dizziness; aches, cough, wheezing, congestion,
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938252 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 44.0 44 F Large erythema and edematous patch to vaccination site

938253 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 ID 75.0 75 F Sore at injection site for 3 days; extremely tired for 7 days, hungry but food did not settle well on stomach for 7 days, incontinent of stool  twice on 2nd day;  very itchy, tiny raised blebs on chest, started 2nd or 3rd day, got progressively worse so on 4th day I took Benadryl daily, 25 Mg., oral, some days twice, tiredness got better after starting Benadryl.  Itchy rash continues and it is day 7 today.

938254 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 VA 20.0 20 M lightheadedness and malaise developing day of immunization, wwith nausea at bedtime. awakened in the morning, had 2 episodes of vomiting, and one of diarrhea

938255 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PA 33.0 33 F Pt. states that she woke up at 2 am on 1/12/21 with bilateral hand rash/hives and periorbital swelling bilaterally. Pt. states that she used eye drops for eye and advil.

938256 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NY 53.0 53 F Immediately developed intense burning that progressed over the next 30 minutes and continued to burn for 3 days. The next day progressive extreme fatigue last 4 days.  felt like it was going to pass out. full on body pain, dizzy and lightheaded.  need assistance to get to the walk, intense headache.Y 1

938257 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 OH 64.0 64 F Patient reported arm and joint  soreness (w/out redness) especially in knees, chills , aches, and headache that started approximately 24 hours after vaccination.

938258 12/26/2020 01/12/2021 PA 48.0 48 F Very large, reddened, tender area at injection site (like the size of an angry red egg), and fever of 103.2. Y 3

938259 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 KY 58.0 58 F 1//7/2021, day vaccine was administered; within a couple hours I began to experience fatigue, headache and R arm pain where vaccine was given.1000 mgs. Tylenol was taken, which offered very little relief. 1/8/2021; I awoke with extreme fatigue, unable to sit up,  nausea, and diarrhea with stomach pain, headache, which wasn't unrelieved by 1000mgs of Tylenol, unable to raise R arm due to swelling and pain, aching and weakness all over body, joints, and muscles. It also caused a Fibromyalgia flare-up, which I wasn't experiencing prior to vaccine. It was 1/10/2021 before I was starting to feel better.

938260 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 IL 41.0 41 F stomachache, muscle soreness, fatigue

938261 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OH 61.0 61 F Severe muscle aches, especially in the middle of the back.

938262 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 60.0 60 F developed nausea and light headedness approximately 6 hours post vaccine.  patient unable to report to work the following day, symptoms then resolved.

938263 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 31.0 31 M covid positive

938264 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 UT 32.0 32 U I have been having a high rate, (110  all the time) . Feeling bad with COVID symptoms.  Been having issues with my asthma for the first time in years.

938265 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 IA 65.0 65 F Fatigue, dizziness, nausea, headache, swelling at injection site for 7 days before symptoms subsided. Treatment included Tylenol, meclazine, and zofran.

938266 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 36.0 36 F half dollar sized whelp; red, hot, bruised 5 inches below injection site

938267 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 30.0 30 M Fatigue, headache, body aches, elevated heart rate and blood pressure. Chest Pain.  -Total Time ~12-15 hours.  Arm pain lasted ~96 hours.  Loss of appetite.

938268 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 WA 39.0 39 F at 3AM I had a 101 fever , my arm was swollen I couldn't raise my arm above my head , bright red in color around injection site, temp constantanly hovered until 1/3/2021 , swelling moved to my neck lymp nodes on my right side and moved down to my armpit,  headache chills also Pregnancy: High risk, age, post cancer, missed abortion in Oct 2020, 7 weeks 2 days, Ultrasound 1/11/2021 with great measurements, Due date: Aug 31st, 2021

938269 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 GA 74.0 74 F Headache, queasiness, chills, exhaustion and strong pain in arm at site of injection.  All except the tiredness gone by following morning.

938270 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 25.0 25 F Near syncope, tachycardia with palpitations, nausea, dizziness, shakiness, pallor, fever

938271 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MA 31.0 31 M SHORTLY FOLLOWING VACCINE MEMBER DEVELOPED FATIGUE, NAUSEA, VOMMITING, DIAHRRHEA, HEAD ACHE AND CHILLS

938272 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 45.0 45 F Rash to upper forearm after injection.  No treatment needed.

938273 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 50.0 50 F Pt c/o difficulty swallowing, which worsened, began coughing. Epi given IM and pt transferred to ED

938274 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NY 48.0 48 M Headache fatigue muscle aches

938275 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F 1/8/21 had chills and fatigue in the afternoon after the vaccine. Slept, woke on 1/9/21 and noticed loss of smell/taste,  on 1/10/21, had congestion  with pounding headache.  1/11/21, congestion and headache continued, went to clinic and had covid test, which was positive.  Taking Vitamin C shots and natural teas to help with the symptoms.

938276 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 65.0 65 F Palm tingling enough to wake from sleep Sore arm Site injection pain

938277 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OH 65.0 65 F That night and following day patient reports headache and took Tylenol then Excedrin. Temperature was 99 F and was achy for 2 days.

938278 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Approximately 5 minutes after patient vaccinated she started feeling light headed and had bilateral tingling in her extremities.  Patient's mother indicated she had severe pre-eclampsia prior to her delivery 3 months ago.  History of hypertension, takes Labetalol 300mg  TID.  EMS transferred patient to emergency room due to hypertension (patient hasn't taken a second dose of 3 today).

938279 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Instant headache, blurred vision/dizzy, waves of tingling, felt like couldn?t breath. Red chest per nurse report. Given Epinephrine, monitored at hospital for 4 hours following Epinephrine.

938280 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 UT 49.0 49 F Headache  Fever 99.6 Body aches Nausea

938281 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 OH 63.0 63 F Chills, fever (100.0 F) , aches, congestion, cough.

938282 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 GA 34.0 34 F chills, body aches, headaches

938284 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 IL 26.0 26 F Patient is a 26-year-old female who presents today with symptoms including migraine, "brain fog", fatigue, low grade fevers, and dizziness that began 6 days ago following receiving her first dose of COVID-19 vaccine. Pt. States she was tested for COVID 3 days prior to vaccine and this was negative. Pt. Says she had been sick for 6-7 days prior to taking vaccine and believes her immune system might of been weak from this.  She received Moderna COVID vaccine at hospital. Her symptoms were more persistent and with more intensity for the first 3-4 days but now the symptoms are more "off and on."  Her headache is posterior and the dizziness is also "more intermittent than before." Her headache is rated 4/10 at this time. She has taken OTC NSAIDS without much relief. The "dizziness" seems to occur randomly and is not aggravated by rapid positional changes. She does ingest moderate amounts of caffeine to boost her energy level while at work. She denies visual changes/focal weakness/discoordination/nausea/vomiting/abd pain/shortness of breath/wheezing. Pt. Reports that she has been very concerned about making sure she takes the right measures to help prevent getting COVID infection. She has researched the COVID vaccines, how they are made, and which are "more potent."

938286 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 NE 21.0 21 F ON 1/1/21, DEVELOPED A RED RASH AROUND INJECTION SITE.

938287 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 MI 44.0 44 F on 1/11, left arm noticed knot approximately 1 inch by 2 inches.  it is red, warm to the touch, and itchy/sore,    took Advil and used cold compress for approx 20 minutes. on 1/12 left arm knot grew, still warm to the touch, red, and itchy.  now approx 2x3 inches

938288 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NY 44.0 44 F On 1/8, developed diarrhea, nausea, stomach upset. Called in sick on 1/8. Symptoms improved 1/10. Developed pruritus on legs, arms and posterior neck; on 1/10/2020; cannot recall time. w/ scratching becomes red. Took Benadryl last night which caused her to sleep. She reports that she had COVID PCR test performed today through CU, in the bldg. denies other symptoms, SOB, wheeze, rash. recommend that she follow-up w/ her PCP, allergist.

938289 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MO 37.0 37 M chills, fever, muscle pain

938290 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CT 30.0 30 F Diarrhea starting 1 hour after injection and lasting 3 hours.   Feeling of having a hot flash about 4 hours after injection which subsided after 10 minutes.  Abdominal bloating and distension the following day (1/09/21) which resovled after 24hours.

938291 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 NY 43.0 43 M 12/23  I woke up around 3am in the morning with a headache, body ache, fatigues, no fever or cough.  12/26 went to an Urgent Care for COVID-19 and got results 12/27 I  was positive for COVID. On 12/27 I lost my taste and smell and started experiencing SOB which lasted for the next couple days.

938293 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 OH 55.0 55 F Severe pain to injection area and entire upper arm. It was so severe I was unable to perform daily activities for several days. The pain has subsided but is still there even with Tylenol. I not have only kidney from donation and not comfortable taking so much medication

938294 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 48.0 48 F patient developed a fever unable to return to work the following day.

938295 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 39.0 39 F Pt had immediate dizziness, followed by fever of 101 the next day, followed by intermittent dizzinesss since, which it now has been about a week, as well as nausea.

938296 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 27.0 27 M Took shot at 10:44am. Intense muscle soreness (more intense than others reporting it) by 10:00pm. By midnight, I got chills. 12:15am I took my temperature and it was 99.8. I went to bed. Woke up again at 5:00am with intense headache and unable to move due to strong joint and back pain. Temperature taken again and it was 100.9. Took Excedrin and continued to lay down. By 2:00pm on 1/12/21,  fever was  100.8 but overall head felt better but still joint pain.

938297 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 NH 16.0 16 F C/O Tiredness, and Headache

938298 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 PA 30.0 30 F Vertigo sx, dizziness, tinnitus , sx are improving.

938299 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MT 47.0 47 F Nausea, Chills, Body Aches

938300 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CO 47.0 47 F Morning after vaccine was sleepy with a slight headache.  Went home about 16:30.   Felt nauseated with chills.  Took a nap.  Woke with significant chills and proceeded to dry heave for about 5 minutes.  Advised to take 25mg Benadryl and also took 1 tab Advil.   Symptoms resolved after about one hour.  Went to bed.  Following morning had stomach pain.  Assumed from dry heaving, but took another 25mg Benadryl and 325mg Tylenol.  Slept all day / night.  Following day had diarrhea but otherwise fine.

938301 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 CA 50.0 50 F GIVEN ON 12/23. SORENESS FELT ON LEFT ARM SITE THE NEXT DAY, WITH DECREASED MOBILITY AND STRENGTH DUE TO SEVERE SORENESS AND PAIN. PAIN PROGRESSIVELY LESSENED BUT THE SORENESS STILL VERY APPARENT. ON 1/5, SPOKE TO PRIMARY MD, XRAY ON LEFT SHOULDER DONE ON 1/6. ON 1/7, STIFFNESS WITH SEVERE PAIN UPON MOVEMENT NOTED ESP IN THE MORNING. ULTRASOUND WAS DONE ON 1/8, NOTED BICEPS TENOSYNOVITIS. ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON SEEN ON 1/11, W DX OF ADHESIVE CAPSULITIS, SUGGESTED FOR PT FOR NOW, AND OFF WORK, AND TO BE FOLLOWED UP ON 2/1 BY SAME ORTHO SURGEON. WILL NOT OFFER CORTISONE SHOT FOR NOW AS IT MAY COMPROMISED OR WEAKEN IMMUNE RESPONSE, IN WHICH MY SECOND COVID SHOT DUE ON THE 15TH OF JANUARY. FIRST APPT FOR PT ON 1/15

938302 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 NY 29.0 29 M Dose 1 (12/16/20 9:30 am): L arm pain, malaise, fatigue, myalgias lasting 48 hours  Dose 2 (1/06/21 9:30am): L arm pain, malaise, fatigue, myalgias, severe rigors starting at 2am and lasting 3 hours

938303 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CT 45.0 45 F extreme "stiffness" and pain at site, with slight swelling

938304 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 OR 31.0 31 F After 30 minute wait, c/o metallic taste in mouth, chest tightness, dizziness, tingling lips and tongue feels "swollen / hairy". Benadryl 50mg IM given and person taken to the Emergency Department for further evaluation and treatment.

938305 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OH 57.0 57 F On 1/9/21 pt reported having headache on Saturday that was relieved with Tylenol. Then 2 days later swollen lymph node and has been taking Advil.

938306 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 FL 44.0 44 M Swelling  1 inch, itchy vaccine site with fatigue

938307 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MO 81.0 81 F Fever (101.4 F), lethargy, and no appetite  elevate BP 133/113, P-129

938308 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MT 26.0 26 F Hot flashes, Body aches

938309 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Chills, body aches, terrible headache, nausea, tired for approximately 24 hours upon onset of symptoms Left axillary lymphadenopathy for approximately 3 days

938310 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 CO 37.0 37 F Sudden hearing loss right ear accompanied by tinnitus

938311 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 WI 44.0 44 F Within 5 minutes of receiving vaccine dose reported feeling a change. Erythema on chest and shoulders observed as well as Hypertension BP up to 172/104 and fever up to 101. This persisted for 20 minutes even after 50mg of Benadryl was administered. Ultimately an emergency response was initiated and taken to ED.

938312 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 57.0 57 F Bruising and swelling at injection site.  No other Sx. NSaids for 2 days

938313 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OH 36.0 36 F Muscle pain, injection site pain.

938314 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MD 43.0 43 F Muscle aches, headache, chills, low grade temp

938315 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 25.0 25 F bilateral leg weakness, near syncopy

938316 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 NE 19.0 19 F ON 12/24/20 AT 2PM, DEVELOPED SORE ARM, LASTING UNTIL 12/25/20 AND A HEADACHE THAT LASTED UNTIL 12/26/20.

938317 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 TX 84.0 84 F PT spouse called to report  side effects: Fever 100.9, swelling and bright redness at injection site 20 minutes after receiving the injection, nausea vomiting, body aches, could not get out of bed for 3 days. All resolved now. (7 days later)

938318 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NE 34.0 34 F The employer called and stated that she had a grand mal seizure 1 hour after having her vaccine.  Her employer stated that she has a history of seizures and that her neurologist had told her she could receive the vaccine but that it could trigger a seizure. Patient was taken by ambulance to the hospital.

938319 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 57.0 57 F Hives and rash on left arm from wrist to elbow, left lymph on the left side of neck, swollen eyes both

938320 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Pt was given 2nd dose, monitored x 15 min with no complaint of symptoms of rxn. Left clinic, and shortly after began having left-sided chest pain requiring ED visit approximately 5 hours after dose. Per ED notes, pt has hx HTN. Initial BP in ED 142/97. Dx is ED was CP r/o ACS. Pt was advised by ED MD to be admitted, however pt refused admission with a plan to f/u with her own cardiologist.  Pt ultimately left AMA from the ED.

938321 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MT 56.0 56 F chills, elevated heart rate, headache, Sore Arm

938322 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Pt complains about lightheadedness. Did not eat this morning before reporting to the clinic.

938323 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 57.0 57 F Bruising and swelling at injection site. NSAIDS No other Sx

938324 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NY 43.0 43 M Around 8pm I began having chills, body aches and SOB that lasted throughout the night. The next day I felt a little better earlier but got very fatigued, had a headache, chills and a large swollen lymph node developed under my left arm and its still there today. And my arm is sore at the injection site.

938325 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TN 40.0 40 F Prior to 1st Covid vaccination the patient reported a history of mast cell syndrome resulting in numerous anaphylactic events.  The patient had been consulted by her immunologist to proceed with vaccination and due to her history she was observed for a period of 30 minutes.  Upon returning for her 2nd vaccination she reported that she experienced some skin manifestations (hives) but no anaphylactic reaction resulting in difficulty breathing.  She stated that she had discussed this again with her immunologist and she wished to proceed with the 2nd dose and she was prepared to receive EpiPen if necessary if reaction develops.  Within 10 minutes of the vaccination she felt flushing sensation and then itching all over and her "throat closing up".  She was quickly administered 0.3 mg IM epinephrine and IM diphenyhydramine with some improvement in her symptoms.  While being transported to the ED an additional 0.3 mg dose of epinephrine was administered.  The emergency department also administered the following treatments: famotidine 40 IV x 1 dose, methylprednisolone 125 mg IV x 1 dose, racepinephrine nebulized x 1 dose.  The patient was ultimately discharged approximately 2 hours later with return to her baseline condition.

938326 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AK 38.0 38 M Chills, fever to 100.9F, myalgia onset approx. 16hrs after vaccine was administered. Chills lasted 1-2hrs. Fever was still present 24hrs after administration but improved with Tylenol and Aleve.

938327 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 42.0 42 F Dizzy, light headed,and left arm numb.  Laid down, felt better after laying down Monitored heart rate 68 , no shortness of breath and color was pink.  once symptoms were gone, was released and informed if any further symptoms to go to ER.

938328 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 NE 42.0 42 F ON 12/24/20 AT APPROXIMATELY 10PM, DEVELOPED CHILLS, SHAKING, VOMITING LASTING 4 HOURS. ALSO HAD FEVER/BODY ACHES LASTING 24 HOURS. FELT GROGGY FOR 2 DAYS AND A SORE ARM FOR 4 DAYS.

938329 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 WA 26.0 26 F palpitation, redness and tremulous

938331 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 MN 61.0 61 M Right sided facial weakness, right eye tearing, Bell's Palsy diagnosis

938333 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MI 35.0 35 M Shooting "nerve pain" going down arm into wrist. Sometimes the pain is constant, other times it's intermittent when he puts pressure on the wrist area

938334 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PA 30.0 30 F Pt. states that left arm is hardened, red, and painful. This started on 1/12/2021. Pt. states that she took Motrin for this and is not sure if this is helping.

938335 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 34.0 34 U Started feeling ill about 10-12 hours after received vaccine. Started with malaise and headache. Motrin helped with both symptoms. The morning of 1/9/20 I experienced all other listed symptoms. Highest fever was 100.6. Motrin and Tylenol would help a little bit, but I felt too ill to get out of bed.  Chills, fatigue, fever, headache, injection site pain, malaise, new or worsened joint paint and new or worsened muscle pain

938336 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 35.0 35 F Patient experienced redness, swelling, and pain at injection site that started approximately 10 days after injection.  She was seen in care clinic and required treatment with antihistamine and prescription for keflex for 7 days for treatment of cellulitis.

938337 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 ID 43.0 43 F Patient presented approximately 25 minutes following vaccine dose with swelling of her upper lip and tingling to the roof of her mouth, tongue, and upper lip.  Vital signs with mildly elevated blood pressure at 132/80, oxygen saturation 99%, and pulse 72.  She was given diphenhydramine (Benadryl) 50 mg by mouth as a single dose and water to drink.  She was observed for 30 minutes and symptoms gradually improved.  Vital signs after 30 minutes of observation with blood pressure 120/78, oxygen saturation 100%, and pulse 61.  She had her husband come to drive her home due to receiving a dose of Benadryl and due to the potential for drowsiness with this medication.   She was instructed to take another dose of Benadryl in 6-8 hours if her symptoms continue to persist.  She states that her husband will be home with her for the remainder of the day and will observe her and seek medical attention if needed.  She was also instructed to follow up with her primary care provider if symptoms persist beyond the next few hours today and certainly if they persist following a second dose of Benadryl in 6-8 hours.  She expressed understanding.  She stated that she was comfortable going home and continuing to monitor her symptoms.

938338 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MD 50.0 50 F Dizziness, numbness, feel faint, weakness.

938339 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 OH 43.0 43 U Flu-like symptoms, sweating, fatigue, general muscle weakness

938340 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 25.0 25 F At 12am on 1/12/21, I experienced extreme hot flashes and nausea while sleeping. I was unable to walk at first, but after standing up I fainted and became extreme cold.  This same exact feeling happened again at 7am on 1/12/21 without loss of consciousness.

938341 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MT 59.0 59 F Body aches, Headache, Nausea

938342 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 MO 36.0 36 F Day 0:  Patient developed fatigue, headache, weakness, muscle aches.  Describes muscle weakness as mostly in her legs, feeling like they are going to give out.  Grip strength normal.  No difficulty breathing.  Pain in neck and back similar to pain she experiences with ankylosing spondalitis.  No numbness or tingling in hands and feet.  Day 8: COVID test done - negative.  No other tests run.  Day 10: COVID PCR test done - also negative.  No other tests run.  Spoke with rheumatologist who believes it could be related to AS. Day 15: Still experiencing side effects - very fatigued.  This is the first day she has been out of bed for more than a few hours at a time.  Planned visit with PCP tomorrow.

938343 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 WV 50.0 50 F Two days after receiving the vaccine, I started to have a rash next to the injection site; however, two days after that,  my whole upper arm swelled and the rash spread to cover about 1/2 of my upper arm and the rash itself was feverish.

938344 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 WI 58.0 58 F 01/11/2021 11AM Palpitations, increased pulse, feeling very hot, feeling like in a fog, and headache T=99.7, Staff monitored me for 45min..  1230PM.  I called out sick and had to use a vacation day because still had headache, fogginess, and temp of 98.8.  At 3pm I started to have a lower back ache that went in to my mid back.  I was tired.  Then on Tuesday, 01/12/2021 I started with diarrhea at 11AM.  I called work and explained that it was a side effect of the Covid vaccine.  They still would not let me go to work even though I was covid negative.  I took 2 Imodium tablets. I will email you tomorrow, 1/13/2021 and continue to monitor.  Yes I am a RN.

938346 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 39.0 39 M Just under 10 minutes after vaccine patient reports being light headed.  Patient has a history of anxiety.  Patient educated on what to do if he experiences any further issues and was cleared by EMS.

938347 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 45.0 45 F Redness and itching at injection site. "Nickel Sized" . No treatment or further Sx

938348 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MD 59.0 59 M Since Shot - Arm pain at injection site continues through today.  Most intense issues were Tuesday 24 hours post shot when I had more intense headaches and body aches.  SOB remained the same.  Tuesday evening, 35 hours post shot, I had chills and low grade fever 99.3.  Slept for 10 hours and fever was gone and hasn't returned.  Intensity of arm pain is diminished but still quite sore at actual injection site.  Headaches are not as intense as Tuesday but continue to fluctuate in intensity as they have for the past 3 months.

938349 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IL 61.0 61 F One week after injection I experienced pain in my left armpit. I presume it was a lymph node. It has lasted for 3 days with the pain being worst on the second day. I took ibuprofen and acetaminophen  which helped with the pain.

938350 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AL 35.0 35 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine   I received the vaccine yesterday 1/11/21 at 1135.  About 2 hours later I started feeling symptoms :   Headache dull still.  I've been having this pain/ache in my ribs and upper torso of it is crushing inward. My ribs feel like they are being squeezed too hard like a person hugging so tight that you are having difficultly breathing. And the upper torso under my ribs feels like when you have not ate anything in days of hunger pain (but I am not at all hungry) and it start to hurt soo bad that you can only hunch over and hope it goes away.   These issues have been on and off yesterday and today with the dull feel that has not gone away of a 3 or 4 to in a moments notice 8. Currently it is a 3 with a dull squeeze to ribs and barrable hunger pain (I am not hungry).

938351 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 OH 43.0 43 U Flu-like symptoms, muscle aches, sweating

938352 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 NE 19.0 19 F ON 12/24/20 AT 11:30AM DEVELOPED SORE ARM AND MINOR HEADACHE LASTING 2 DAYS.

938353 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 GA 44.0 44 F Flushing, irregular heart beat, redness on chest

938354 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MD 41.0 41 M Approx 30 hours after the injection, I began to see a patchy rash appear on my left, lower leg. Over the next several days, the patches spread down my leg and to my foot and blisters appeared.

938355 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 37.0 37 F The morning after the 2nd dose of the COVID vaccine, I woke up with the above symptoms. They are improving with IBProfen and the symptoms did not prevent me from going to work. Fatigue, Headache, injection site pain, malaise and new or worsened muscle pain.

938356 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 IN 41.0 41 F FLUSHING, LIGHT HEADED, AND TINGLING

938357 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 31.0 31 F Neck pain, chills, headache, excessive fatigue, no appetite

938358 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 21.0 21 F started with swelling at the hands and tingling, she then progressed to flush face with swollen lips and eyelides

938359 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 AK 31.0 31 M throat swelling and a fever began 1/11/21 after getting my first dose on 1/8/21. My fever cleared overnight but the throat swelling persists today.

938360 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MT 47.0 47 F Headache, Sore Arm

938361 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 IL 53.0 53 M Patient presented on the morning of 1/10/2021 with swollen lips and hives. Vaccination took place on Wednesday January 6th, 2021. Y 3

938362 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NY 44.0 44 F High fever, body aches, headache, chills fatigue

938363 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Symptoms lasted approximately 12 hours (1.9.21: 0230am - 1430pm) T: 101, chills, moderate muscle/joint aches, fatigue, headache. Took Ibuprofen 400mg x1.  6 weeks pregnant at time of 2nd COVID vaccine dose, estimated date of delivery 9.5.2021.

938364 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 NE 19.0 19 F ON 12/24/20 AT 11:30AM, DEVELOPED SORE ARM AND MINOR HEADACHE THAT LASTED 2 DAYS.

938365 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 SD 42.0 42 F When I woke up on Dec 31 (the day after my shot), my face was swollen and my the area around my eyes was very swollen. I began taking Benedryl and continued to take Benedryl every 4-6 hours over approximately the next 48 hours. Also, I originally had no injection site reaction, however, on Jan 9th, my right arm began to itch. Upon assessment, I noted a 1.5" diameter red, warm area where the vaccine had been administered. This lasted for three days, and now, January 12th it no longer itches, and looks more like a bullseye that is approximately 2.5" in diameter around where the redness was. I have also noticed that since the vaccine I feel cloudy or like I have a constant mild headache.

938366 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OH 55.0 55 M headache, joint pain, and tiredness that did resolve after 12 hours post vaccination

938367 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 SC 29.0 29 M Red flushing over the arms and face (upper). No treatment administered. Duration of event: (1 hr approx.)

938368 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OH 40.0 40 M Chills, aches, pain

938369 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 34.0 34 F I feel hot after 15-30 minutes of the injection. I turn red and flush. I feel tingling to my legs and arms. And numbness to the left side of my face. I felt like my heart was beating  fast. The administrator gave me bendryl. I felt better, but I felt weak. I was able to go home 2 hours after the administration.

938370 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 FL 64.0 64 M General Malaise, Body Aches, Low grade fever, Headaches

938371 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 GA 30.0 30 F Approximately 15 hours after vaccine, developed muscle aches, chills., elevated Temperature to 99.2 F. No true fever.  Muscle aches, fatigue, and chills persisted for approximately 24 hours.  All moderate intensity and with some response to tylenol/advil as needed.  At 40 hours post vaccine, no  remaining symptoms

938372 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 CA 69.0 69 M mild arm soreness

938373 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 84.0 84 M None stated.

938374 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 27.0 27 F Poor sleep, dry cough and wheeze, flushing of cheeks, hot flashes, night sweats, chills, muscle pain like cramps and pins and needles if skin rubbed, joint pain, sharp brief headache that comes and goes in random spots of head, fatigue, malaise, mental fog

938375 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 CA 59.0 59 M Med Error.  Today we were administering the second dose of vaccine to our employees. I am the sole person responsible for setting up the dose. I diluted the vaccine with 0.8 of normal saline rather than the 1.8 cc.

938376 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 NC 49.0 49 F Immediately after vaccine, there was redness, swelling and soreness to the site.  This resolved within 3 days.  Then, 6 days after vaccination, area became hot, red, swollen, indurated and extremely pruritic, interfering with sleep, mobility and usual routine.  Affected area was approximately 15cm x 10 cm.  These symptoms remained until January 2, 2021.  On January 2, 2021, the redness and swelling dissipated except for the edges, where there remained a red, irregular ring marking the edge of the affected area.  Area continues to be pruritic. All visual abnormalities have resolved.

938377 12/20/2020 01/12/2021 PA 24.0 24 F On the first 15min I had hot flashes, modern headaches.  On the 12/23/2020 I had itchy eyes itchy nose but no fever it will last about 45min every  time then it went away 48hrs after.  Telehealth appointment with her employer,

938378 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 37.0 37 F Sore arm fever chills body aches headaches fatigue

938379 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 WI 44.0 44 F 5 minutes after vaccine administer reported feeling changes. Erythema on chest and shoulders observed. Hypertension up to 172/104 and fever up to 101. Symptoms persisted over 20 minutes and emergency response was called for ED visit

938380 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MT 61.0 61 F Injection site pain

938381 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 47.0 47 F 5-7 minutes after vaccine patient started complaining of abdominal "fullness" and being lightheaded.  Patient cleared by EMS and provided instruction on what to do if any further symptoms including v-safe reporting.

938382 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 NH 40.0 40 F Headache, and Feeling unwell. Still present on 1/6/21

938383 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 72.0 72 F I got real bad tachycardia and arrhythmia

938385 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 NE 22.0 22 F ON 12/24/20 AT 7PM, DEVELOPED ACHINESS, WEAKNESS, FEVER OF 102 AND VOMITED AND REPORTS FATIGUE. LAST 3-4 DAYS BEFORE RESOLVING.

938386 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MN 34.0 34 F After vaccination patient started complaining of itchy throat.  She then stated she was dizzy and that there was a lump in her throat.  A few minutes after that she stated it was hard to swallow.  She also complained about tingling around her lips and had some swelling of her lips.  Pt was then given epinephrine and taken to the emergency room.

938387 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 MA 37.0 37 F "Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA" Discomfort swallowing  Bumps on back of throat (like post-nasal drip/allergy)  Headache Tiredness  Red, painful lump at injection site
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938388 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 OH 40.0 40 F Muscle weakness, headache

938389 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IN 33.0 33 M Fever, chills, nausea, stiffness, headache

938390 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Left axillary lymph node developed a lump and pain

938391 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 CA 56.0 56 F I  got extremely hot with sweating, I got a massive headache that started at the base of my neck that effected my vision. I was dizzy, BP was high over 140, temperature increased. I had some tingling in my upper extremeties. I had really bad GI pains, I had itching and a light rash.  I had to go to the ED  where I received a cocktail.

938392 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TX 65.0 65 M During the observation period, vaccine recipient began complaining of his heart racing.  RN observed flushing to patient head and neck.  HR of 64.  Patient taken to the ED for further evaluation and monitoring.

938393 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 WA 32.0 32 F Left axillary lymph node swelling and pain lasting 3+ days, deltoid pain at injection site (2 days),  general body aches, fatigue (3+ days).

938394 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NY 48.0 48 F rash left arm small urticarial bumps

938395 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MT 66.0 66 M injection site pain, redness, body aches

938397 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 KS 57.0 57 F Patient had mild bilateral knee and hip pain 1 month ago, then she received her 1st dose of COVID vaccine on 12/14/20. Her joint pain worsened then on 1/4/21 she received her 2nd dose of COIVD vaccine on 1/4/21 and then her pain increased in spread up to her shoulders. She was seen at immediate care on 1/11/21 because her joint pain had worsened throughout and her shoulder pain was making it difficult to raise her arms above the level of her shoulders. Her pain was made worse w/ movement.Y 1

938398 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 MO 94.0 94 F Fever (100.3), poor appetite, shortness of breath

938399 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 VA 45.0 45 F Received second dose of COVID vaccine on 1/6/21. On 1/9/21, expericenced left axillary swollen lymph nodes/ tenderness to left axillary region. Received  vaccine in left arm. Spoke with employee via Employee Phone hotline and was instructed to fill out safe watch report.   Employee took Ibuprofen for discomfort and performed massage to lymph area.   Left arm and axillary area swollen on 1/12/21 during EH visit.

938400 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 52.0 52 F 12 HOURS AFTER INJECTION: CHILLS, BODY ACHES, FATIGUE, JOINT PAIN, NAUSEA, PAIN AT INJECTION SITE IN MUSCLE.

938401 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 OH 40.0 40 F Pt was vaccinated on 12/30.  Reported adverse event starting 1/6 with itchiness at injection site and a slightly painful, raised area.  There was also a peanut-sized knot under the skin.  On 1/7, the itchiness resolved and there was no knot, but the site remained tender and slightly raised.

938402 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NE 37.0 37 F The patient stated that the morning after the vaccine, she fell and felt weak. She said she could not open her eyes or talk but was concious. She said she had a bad headache and felt tired that day, and her arm was in extreme pain, and had bodyaches. She stated "I felt like I was going to die". She said she started to feel better on Sunday and on Monday she said she felt back to normal.

938403 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OH 57.0 57 M Massive muscle aches

938404 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 TN 51.0 51 F Red irregular shaped raised welt like area surrounding the shot point- the welt area is mildly irritating and itchy

938405 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 OK 39.0 39 F Swelling at the base of where my neck and right shoulder meet, arm pit swelling, headache, fatigue and sore throat and left ear ache

938406 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 IL 26.0 26 F Left arm redness, swelling and rash around the injection site. Bodyaches and nausea for 2 - 3 days.

938407 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 63.0 63 M Med Error. Today we were administering the second dose of vaccine to our employees. I am the sole person responsible for setting up the dose. I diluted the vaccine with 0.8 of normal saline rather than the 1.8 cc.

938408 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 69.0 69 M moderate arm soreness gradually dissipating  after 36-40 hours

938409 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MT 61.0 61 F swelling redness at injection site

938410 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 55.0 55 F Rash at injection site. Rash is red, itchy, and approximately 4 inches in length and 1 inch wide. It is not raised, nor are there vesicles. Very mild but ever present.

938411 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NY 63.0 63 F 4 hours after inj, achy at inj site.18 hour after inj, pain mark increase in deltoid, fatigue, malaise,, general body aches, felt chilly, sob ( PO 98%,HR 90), mild nausea, loss of appetite.  side effects ended 48 hours after inj.  of note: i had covid illness 3-20-20.covid test positive 3-24-20.  antibody positive 2 months later

938412 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 CA 60.0 60 F Dizzy Clammy Heavy legs Frequent PVC on monitor Irregular heartbeats Headache Tightness in throat and chest

938413 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Pt had a strong seizure

938414 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 56.0 56 F Employee reported significant arm/shoulder pain and decreased ROM several after receiving COVID vaccine. Co-worker who examined site stated that vaccine appeared to be "given quite high on her arm, almost to the acromion process". Employee noted improvement in sx the next day which continued. Employee self-treated with analgesia and did not require medical evaluation.

938415 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 NE 41.0 41 F DEVELOPED SORE ARM AND  HEADACHE, RESOLVED AFTER 4 DAYS.

938416 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IN 61.0 61 F 1)strong metallic taste/taste disturbance 3-4 days 2)moderate frontal headache 3 days 3)moderate fatigue 3 days 4)deltoid, triceps and biceps myalgia left arm --2 days

938417 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 55.0 55 M Watering mouth as if about to throw up & slight nausea, but this did not get worse.  Better today but still noticeable.  Aching eyes started about 8-9:00pm.  Slightly achey back. No fever noted.

938418 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MT 48.0 48 F On 1/11 patient reported pain on her arm, there was significant bruising from injection site to slightly above the elbow.  no constitional symptoms

938419 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 OH 53.0 53 F Vaccine administered 12/30/2020, no complaints of side effects until 1/8/2021. Injection site became red, not itchy with lump. Redness worsens with exercise or after shower. No improvement as of 1/12/2021 (today).

938420 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MT 61.0 61 F swelling redness at injection site

938421 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 66.0 66 M Today we were administering the second dose of vaccine to our employees. I am the sole person responsible for setting up the dose. I diluted the vaccine with 0.8 of normal saline rather than the 1.8 cc.

938422 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 TN 44.0 44 F The evening of and the day following the vaccine, my arm was very sore, but then that symptom went away. My arm around the injection site began itching the morning of 1/10/2021 and became red later that day. The redness was initially a little larger than the size of a quarter. On 1/11/2021, the redness grew to roughly 2" x 2". I am feeling some soreness in my bicep and possibly tingling, but I  am not sure whether to attribute to the vaccine or not. Today, 1/12/2021, the redness has grown to roughly 4 1/2" x 4 1/2". I called and spoke to a nurse at my doctor's office today and they said to report and try to find answers while they search on their end as well.

938423 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 57.0 57 M Tongue swelled/tingled, lips tingled, throat feels horse

938424 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 WI 56.0 56 F Nausea, headache,  muscle pain, chills,  joint pain, pain tenderness at the injection site

938425 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 TX 44.0 44 F Woke up on 1/6/2021 with hot flashes, palpitations, dizziness and heart racing.  Went to urgent care and they did an EKG which showed A-Fib, so I was sent to the ER and from there, I was transferred to an ICU at a different facility . I stayed  until 1/8/2021. No cause was found and no history of A-Fib or family history.Y Y 3

938426 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IN 30.0 30 M PATIENT HAD ELEVATED BLOOD SUGARS THAT BEGIN 10 HOURS AFTER VACCINE ADMINISTRATION. PATIENT IS ON A INSULIN PUMP AND CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING SYMPTOM WHICH ALERTED PATIENT TO HYPERGLYCEMIA. PATIENT HAD BLOOD SUGARS THAT WERE IN EXCESS OF 250 MG/DL FROM 6:00PM ON 1/11/21 UNTIL 1:00PM 1/12/21. PATIENT DOUBLED HIS BASAL RATE FROM 0.825 U/HOUR TO 1.650 U/HOUR AND HAD MULTIPLE BOLUS DOSES VIA HIS INSULIN PUMP AND SUBQ INJECTIONS. AFTER ADMINISTRATION OF OVER 50 UNITS OVER THE COURSE OF 17 HOURS WHICH INCLUDED A MEAL OF 60 GRAMS OF CARBS AT 8PM ON 1/11/21 AND A MEAL OF 55 GRAMS OF CARBS AT 8AM ON 1/12/21.

938427 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 OH 53.0 53 F Administered vaccine 12/30/2020 with no reaction. On 1/8/2021, injection site became red, rash-like, not itchy. Worsens with exercise or shower. Not resolved as of 1/12/2021 (today).

938428 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 NE 42.0 42 F ON 12/24/20 AT 7PM, DEVELOPED RIGHT SIDED CHEST/ARMPIT/UPPER ARM PAIN. LASTED 7 DAYS PRIOR TO RESOLVING. WAS SEEN IN THE EMERGENCY ROOM.

938429 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OR 38.0 38 F No adverse event at this time-- this is an error report. Early booster of Moderna vaccine. The patient (who is a nurse practitioner) is moving from state to state. Out of concern for losing access to her booster dose, she scheduled herself to get one early, before moving (19 days after the first dose). By the time we realized what had occurred, we were in the position of having to waste that dose if we did not administer it to her. So we allowed her to have it. The following day, we reviewed our scheduling process to prevent this error from reoccurring.

938430 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 CA 49.0 49 M Extremely dizzy and felt like I was going to pass out. Lasted a few minutes. Also I have noticed in the last couple of days a stiff neck on my left side (same as injection side) but not on my right side. It is sore when I turn my head to the left more that 90 degrees fro straight ahead

938431 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MT 50.0 50 F Headache, Body aches, Low grade Fever, Fatigue

938432 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 CO 22.0 22 F Associate received the first dose of the Pzifer vaccine on the evening of Friday, December 18, 2020.  She reported she had chills and a fever of 100.3 the evening of Saturday, December 19.  The fever went down the next day but continued and on Monday morning, December 20 her fever was 99.7, and she had developed a cough and nausea.  On Monday she was instructed to call Occupational Health, she was sent for a covid test.

938433 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 TX 68.0 68 F large red patch on skin around where vaccine was administered. Patient states it has been getting larger and is itchy.  about 6in in diameter

938434 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 MN 47.0 47 F Initially just had pain at the injection site down my bicep which resolved after 72 hours.  On 1/10/2021 I noticed a very red/warm/swollen area  near my injection site.

938435 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 WI 23.0 23 F Pt light headed and dizzy. Same symptoms with first dose. She has a history per patient of vestibular fainant.

938436 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MI 29.0 29 F Deep cough, muscle soreness throughout entire body, weakness, congestion and pressure in head

938437 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 UT 45.0 45 F Experienced expected symptoms  the week after administration: Sore arm, body aches, fatigue. On day 7, injection site became red, hot, hard, raised, and itchy. Also began experiencing body aches and fatigue again.

938438 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 NC 32.0 32 F Vertigo, headache, muscle aches, injection site pain.

938439 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 OR 22.0 22 F Today we were administering the second dose of vaccine to our employees. I am the sole person responsible for setting up the dose. I diluted the vaccine with 0.8 of normal saline rather than the 1.8 cc.

938440 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 TX 48.0 48 M At the 48 hour mark after vaccination, flu like symptoms for the following 36 hours. No fever, but severe body aches and malaise with congestion, headache, fatigue. After 36 hours all went away except for fatigue and body aches. OTC taken Advil, Tylenol, Benadryl which made it worse in terms of pain. Talked with PCP who advised OTC and rest. No prescriptions.

938441 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TN 56.0 56 F Shivers. Chills.  Body aches , fever 101.2 tympanic  Sore left arm

938442 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 OH 41.0 41 F Fever 100 F, body aches, headache

938443 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 AR 52.0 52 F immediate tingling of lips, followed by fullness of posterior oropharynx, hoarseness and pruritus Y

938444 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CT 22.0 22 F Fever, body aches, chills, sweats, vomiting, nausea, headache within 8 hours after receiving vaccine

938445 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 NE 47.0 47 F ON 12/24/20 AT 7:30PM, DEVELOPED SORE ARM, SWOLLEN ARMPIT, FEVER OF 103.1, SHORTNESS OF BREATH, AND HEADACHE. LASTING 4 DAYS BEFORE RESOLVING. SEEN IN URGENT CARE.

938446 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 IA 20.0 20 F Fever (103-104 oF) and 4"x1" red, swelling area around site of injection. Pt states she received an IV. Y

938447 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MO 26.0 26 F Patient experienced pain radiating from injection site up to neck, neck stiffness and SOA. Patient was evaluated in ED and toradol and benadryl were administered. Patient's neck pain and SOA have resolved but neck stiffness persists.

938448 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 AL 50.0 50 M Patient hot and flushed in the head, face, neck, and back area.  It was disappears after 10 minutes. The patient was given Benadryl 25mg as a precaution.

938449 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MN 40.0 40 F Itching and hives that began the night after her first dose of Moderna on 01/08/2021. Patient states she began itching in the middle of the night, it woke her up throughout the night. She states that when she woke up 1/9/2021 she had hives that covered her chest, bilateral upper arms, neck, and face, her arm was sore at the injection site and she did have pain that traveled into her shoulder blade also.

938450 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 AK 60.0 60 F Approximately 1 hour after vaccine pt developed flushing, swelling & rash around shot site. 1 hive was visualized on lower part of deltoid away from shot site. Pt took 25 mg Benadryl. BP was initially elevated during observation period (175/107) however decreased over the course of an hour to 155/94.

938451 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 WA 36.0 36 F Developed severe redness in bullseye formation around the injection site.  Peaked in severity 1/10 AM with swollen and raised redness, hot to touch,  itchy, spreading down the upper arm.  Took PO Benadryl and Motrin throughout 1/10-1/11 with improvement.  Now mostly resolved.

938452 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 PA 32.0 32 F Received vaccine on 1/2/2021, 32 weeks pregnant with no other medical issues. Day of the vaccine I was fine, only a sore arm. Days 2-6 I had extreme fatigue, headache all day, sore arm, body and joint aches and pains all over,  overall feeling exhausted. I was unable to work or perform tasks around the house for almost a week. Took Tylenol for headache. Symptoms lasted longer than 72 hours after vaccination. I was informed on day 4 that I had a patient who came back positive for COVID-19, I was at a low risk of exposure while taking care of her of but had been exposed within 48 hours of her positive test. Call placed to employee exposure line, I was tested via nasal swab for COVID-19 d/t symptoms lasting longer than 72 hours after receiving the vaccine. Symptoms finally resolved on 1/9/2021.

938453 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 PA 64.0 64 F [Received injection ~8:30-9:00 AM.] "Noticed around 12:10 PM and went upstairs right away that my arm had all these red blatches, arm was swollen, itching really bad , felt my chest beating really fast,  [vaccine administrator] made me sit down and gave me 50mg of Benedryl.   I left and went home got there within 40 minutes and fell asleep right away. Slept for about 2 days straight. When I finally woke up my body was so sore and achey, felt pain all over had to take Tylenol (2) 500 mg every 6 hours for 3 days before getting some relieve.  Didn?t see a Dr. Felt 100% by Tuesday 1/12."

938455 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 FL 45.0 45 F 2 weeks post vaccine #1, red circular erythematous area noted at and just above injection site

938456 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 CA 59.0 59 M headache, fever, body aches and local reaction as tenderness, induration lasted 2 days and started a day after the vaccine.

938457 12/19/2020 01/12/2021 CO 36.0 36 F had vaccine on Saturday12/19/20, felt ok and then Sunday night / Monday am she developed a fever and chills. Associate called manager, manager advised associate to call Occ Health. Occ Health sent associate for COVID testing.  Associate is home resting.

938458 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 PA 54.0 54 M 12 hours after  the injection. Developed "cold feeling" and muscle aches/join pain. no chills, no fever. no GI/Resp symptoms. lasting for about 30 hours and resolved completely

938459 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA 52.0 52 F nausea fatigue sweaty  chills sore lymph nodes in neck

938460 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 FL 53.0 53 F ITCHY THROAT STATED IT FEELS THE SAME AS WHEN SHE EATS SHRIMP

938461 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 OK 46.0 46 F One week after the vaccine on 1/6/21 patient reported that her injection site was red, puffy, warm, and slightly itchy. She was evaluated at vaccine clinic by Dr. and he recommended a three day course with antihistamine and to report if no improvement.

938462 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Burning eyes, attempted to ice eyes no relief, no current access to eyedrops. currently ongoing for 90 minutes with no relief

938463 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 FL 75.0 75 F Swelling  of  face,  took  benadryl.  2nd  day and still have  some  swelling of face.

938464 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TN 44.0 44 F received COVID-19 vaccine on 1/7/21 at 1:30pm, had diarrhea at 2:45pm, 12 hours later had atonic reaction: involuntary muscle movements and lasted for 3 days,

938465 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 FL 41.0 41 U Error: Incorrect Reconstitution

938466 12/27/2020 01/12/2021 CA 44.0 44 M Fever and fatigue for one evening, completely resolved the next morning

938467 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 TX 54.0 54 F No Lot #.  Tingling right cheek, fatigue, arm soreness. 2nd day, swelling numbness right side of face with drooling. Dr. told she to take Benadryl. Swelling was right side of face up to eye. Improving by Friday with Benadryl.  Last week the swelling returned. And travelled to back of head. 1/7/21 saw dentist, no problem reported. 1/11/21 started the prednisone prescribed by doctor.

938468 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 MN 33.0 33 F Sore arm noted on vaccine day 0 and 1 Day 7 I developed a knot at injection site with associated redness at injection site.  Area of redness was oval shaped about 2 inches in length and 1" wide. No treatment was used. Area cleared within 2 days.

938469 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 NE 40.0 40 F DEVELOPED BODY ACHES, HEADACHE, CHILLS, DIARRHEA, AND VOMITING

938470 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 WA 56.0 56 F sudden onset nausea, malaise, fatigue,  later that day developed eye swelling

938471 12/26/2020 01/12/2021 MD 56.0 56 F Date/time/when adverse event started: 12/31/20  noticed a white streak noted from R eyelid straight down to the R jaw. Numbness, tingling feeling from R mid cheek moving toward R ear. Swelling of the face at this site as well. Paresthesia feeling, abnormal sensations at this same area of the face. These issues continues even to today. Initially, I experienced a H/A on the R sided above my eye which has not been occurring lately. On 1/8/21 I was seen by the NP at and was dx. with Bell?s Palsy. The NP noticed that when I initially speak my mouth doesn?t move properly, but once I get my words started then my mouth moves properly. My smile is noticed to be abnormal. The NP then sent me to ER for evaluation with the dx. Of Bell?s Palsy and because of another potential medical condition there?s a high risk for a stroke. A CT scan and blood work were obtained. A f/u script for a MRI of the brain has been ordered as well. Discharge paperwork states: Bell?s Palsy. Currently, I am taking a tapering dose of Prednisone and Valtrex as prescribed.

938472 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 OK 23.0 23 F Received Moderna covid vaccine on Wednesday December 30. On the morning of Thursday January 7, noticed intense pruritis and redness of left shoulder surrounding the injection site of previous covid vaccine. The redness initially measured 7.5 cm by 4.5 cm and had several small wheals. Took 180 mg Allegra and 600 mg ibuprofen which relieved the itchiness and wheals, slightly decreased the intensity of the redness. By the next morning, rash expanded to 9.5 cm by 6.0 cm but was without pruritis or wheals. Denies additional areas of urticaria or associated symptoms. Denies previous history of allergies to vaccines.

938473 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AL 59.0 59 F I believe she failed to inject.

938474 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AL 55.0 55 F PATIENT BECAME DIZZY AND ELEVATED HEART RATE (120) PATIENT OBSERVED AN EXTRA 15 MINS  PATIENT SYMTOMS RESOLVED

938475 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 ME 29.0 29 F I Received my COVID vaccine the evening of 12/22/20 and I had a sore arm for 1-2 days. Then I Developed itching, swelling and some redness over the area where the injection occurred on 12/29.

938476 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 0 F Mild swelling of lips, tongue and throat given 25mg of benedryl resolved within an hour 0.0

938477 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 ID 68.0 68 F Patient became dizzy about 15-20 minutes after receiving vaccination. Also c/o nausea. Sat outside in the cooler air for 5 minutes and started to feel better so left the facility. Patient states got vaccine at 9:10 in the am and then s/o arm beginning to itch at injection site in the afternoon. Patient states on Saturday 1/9/21 she noticed a red band around her arm about 1 inch below the injection site. The band had very defined margins. Today 1/12/21 upon patient presenting the clinic for VAERS report the redness is not defined to a line and is spidering down the arm more.  Arm is warm to touch.

938478 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Migraine day of vaccine Fever of 101.4 to 102.7 day 2 after vaccine Skin feeling like it?s burning/blistering day 2after vaccine Severe body aches and cramps day 2 after vaccine

938479 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OH 88.0 88 F Pt reports fatigue and bilateral lower extremity paresthesia. No focal neurological findings.

938480 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F Became Dizzy upon standing to leave

938482 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 61.0 61 U Acute approximate respiratory failure secondary to acute COPD Y 2

938483 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 67.0 67 F 12/30/20: increased tears and mucus in right eye, woke up next day with inability to control saliva. 1/4/21: valacyclovir 1 gm x's 21 given- feels like some symptoms listed are r/t this rather than Covid vaccine

938484 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 39.0 39 F patient fainted, 10 sec seizure, diaphoretic

938485 01/05/2020 01/12/2021 AZ 35.0 35 F swelling and heat at injection sight

938486 08/25/2020 01/12/2021 FL 28.0 28 F severe, intractable outbreak of cold sores. Ongoing since around 10/25. I have cold sores in every branch of the trigeminal nerve on both sides and this has been ongoing since 10/25. I even have one on my rib. I started taking 3grams per day of valtrex on 12/8 when there was one by my eye and I am still getting so many cold sores everywhere. I called my clinical trial site and they are not impressed.

938487 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 NH 38.0 38 F On day 10 after the injection, I developed cellulitis at the injection site where the skin was hot, red, and swollen. Also very painful. I developed a low grade fever (highest was 100.2) day 11. Day 12 I now also have moderately severe arthralgia to the affected arm, in the side of my neck as well as my shoulder, elbow, and wrist. I feel horrible and had to leave work.

938488 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Fever 101 degrees Severe Bodyaches Dizziness Symptoms lasted 24 hrs

938489 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 TN 77.0 77 F Red rash on and around injection which itches

938490 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 GA 32.0 32 F sore arm, could barely move her arm, fatigue, fever 100.5,  vomiting diarrhea

938491 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AL 50.0 50 F Patient reported tightness in her jaw muscles & tingling along her jawline within 10 minutes of receiving the COVID vaccine. Fifty mg of liquid diphenhydramine was administered & the patient was monitored for another 45 minutes. She reported her symptoms slowly improved over time. No throat or tongue swelling was reported at any time.

938492 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MO 27.0 27 F Had chest pressure after vaccine

938493 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 CA 36.0 36 M Symptoms began on 01/10/2021 around 3:30-4:00 AM PST. I had body aches for 2 days. I woke up on 01/11/2021 with soreness in my right arm pit. I woke up today, 01/12/2021 and had pain and swelling in my right arm pit. I went to my employer's employee health services and was checked out by a provider. I was told that he didn't see anything, and he minimized my symptoms. He didn't seem like he wanted to evaluate me from the time he walked in the exam room. He told me "what do you want us to do? It looks normal." He then went on to tell them he's not going to give me time off for work aside from today. I did not ask for any time off once during the evaluation. I recheck my arm pit when I got home, and noticed the swelling is approx. 3"x 3"s. It was not hard to see when I rechecked. I have noticeable pain the swollen area as well. The swelling is visible when I extend my right arm all the way up above my head. I attempted to tell the employee health provider this, but he preferred to check in a manner that does not show the swelling. I am slightly muscular and when my arm is down, you can only feel soft tissue. Employee health gave me Ibuprofen to treat my Sx's.  I called my primary physician's office and am waiting for a call back to be either scheduled for an evaluation or receive medical advice.

938494 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 68.0 68 F developed fever, aches, chills in the middle of the night after receiving the vaccine.  did not report to work the following day

938495 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 60.0 60 F Dizzy and very anxious

938496 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 32.0 32 M 32 yo male received 2nd dose of Pfizer/BioNTech Covid19 vaccine. 3 days later developed itching and urticarial rash all over his torso, arms, and legs. Eyelids slightly swollen. No shortness of breath, tongue or lip swelling, wheezing, nausea, diarrhea, cough, fever. Presented to ED,  received diphenhydramine, famotidine, and methylprednisolone IV. Had significant improvement of urticarial rash and eyelid swelling. Patches still present. Discharged home on 5 day course of H1/H2 blocker and prednisone. After first Pfizer Covid19 vaccine dose, patient only had sore arm. In ED, chest xray has no radiographic evidence of an acute cardiopulmonary abnormality, PCR panel (Cepheid GeneXpert System) negative for Covid19, influenza A/B, RSV.  No new food or detergents in last couple days.  No other vaccines administered in last 30 days. This event is being described a couple hours after ED discharge. Unknown at this time if patches resolved with subsequent discharge home treatment.

938497 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 MO 65.0 65 F Fever (100.2 F),  SaO2 saturation decrease to 79%, confusion, weakness (lasted 2 days)

938498 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 27.0 27 M Developed headache, dizzyness, nausea after shot. MD eval and monitored

938500 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 MI 52.0 52 F injection itself into L deltoid was not painful. 5-10 minutes after injection I experienced sharp tingling/burning over the medial clavicle and extending into the neck.  there was no rash, redness, swelling, swallowing or breathing difficulty.  At 21 days, I am still experiencing hyperaesthesia and some tingling over the medial clavicle, and a zinging sensation over the clavicle/sternoclavicular joint with L shoulder movement, valsalva or burping. evaluation on site by vaccine provider. telephone consultation with PCP 2 days and 1 week later, and brief telephone consultation with local allergist.  gabapentin for discomfort

938501 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 GA 58.0 58 F Constant headache that began a day or two after I had been given the injection.

938502 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 TX 76.0 76 F Patient on evening of vaccine administration had low blood pressure, vomited, and had episode of loss of consciousness. Occurred in patient's home and spouse contact 911 after trying to communicate with her. EMS noted patient's blood low and transported to ER facility. Patient expresses she felt fine in ER and requested to discharge. No other issues after this episode and has follow-up appointment with physician given concomitant medical conditions.

938504 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 GA 81.0 81 F Fatigue, Dizziness, Weakness

938505 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NY 52.0 52 F I woke up with chills and fever 12.5 hours after the vaccine. Fever lasted for 36 hours and went as high as 102.4. Intermittent nausea and very tired.

938506 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Flushing dizziness and nausea

938507 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 SD 45.0 45 M Pt received immunization around 1630. He was monitored after immunization for 15min with no side effects. Pt woke up at 7AM on 1/721 with sweats, chills, shaking, bodyaches and fatigue. Reports increased back pain and dizziness on Friday. Did take Acetaminophen with some pain relief. Felt better Sunday. Complains of some fatigue.

938508 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MT 26.0 26 F Nausea, Dizzy, Headache

938509 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OH 55.0 55 F 2 days post vaccine: left arm swelling, itching, rash from above injection site to the elbow. Treated with OTC Benadryl Cream.

938510 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 CO 47.0 47 F I got the vaccine 12/21/2000.  I had some initial hardness at the site.  By the next day the harness was gone and I developed a bruise.  I never had any other side effects. On Wednesday 12/30/20 I noticed right under my bruise from the vaccine it became red, slightly itch, and hard.

938511 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 FL 39.0 39 F On day of injection arm was sore with some muscle pain across chest briefly.  Neck and shoulder pain. 3 days later swelling and severe pain in lymph node in armpit area on injection arm.  Full body muscle and joint paint following that with feeling warm no temp was taken.  Basically it felt like I got hit by a truck later that evening.  Feel very fatigued.

938512 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MA 56.0 56 F Patient said they experienced a migraine after being vaccinated and also reported they are prone to migraines

938513 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NE 84.0 84 F DEVELOPED REDNESS AND RASH AROUND INJECTION SITE.

938514 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 34.0 34 F 34 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her first dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   She was given the Moderna vaccination in the left deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience tingling and elevated HR. She is having some tingling in her mouth and tingling in her feet. No obvious facial swelling or hives.   She denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, throat tightness, hoarseness and stridor.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to abdominal pain, blood pressure abnormality , chest pain, hypotension, increased swelling and rapid progression of symptoms.Treatment included: zyrtec 10 mg, pepcid 20 mg,  Follow up response to treatment: good. Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP.     Observed in the vaccine clinic for 1.5 hours I do not see a reason for ER assesment since she is improving.  Tingling in her mouth has improved.    This pt was encouraged to go home and rest She was encouraged to take a dose of benadryl at home. She may call me if worsening. Given precautions for her next vaccine. Discussed with pharmacist.

938515 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 MA 36.0 36 F 1541: 7 minutes after receiving vaccine patient reports having a dry cough. This RN to carside immediately, pt reporting scratchy throat and dry cough.Radio to call EMS immediately. Pt reporting some itching to lips (lips appear slightly swollen however pt did have fillers 2 weeks ago). Pt states lips are more swollen than baseline. Pt has epi pen with her, offered to administer epi pen, pt declines states "I think I'm just feeling nervous." Continued to monitor, HR 90s. 1553:EMS arrived, report given, care assumed by EMS. 1608:Pt monitored in ambulance by Paramedic. Pt reports improving and symptoms resolved. 1611: Pt refuses transport by EMS. States symptoms completely resolved. Pt left site via POV

938517 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 50.0 50 F congestion starting 1 week ago) , fatigue, and cough

938518 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 FL 66.0 66 F patient reports that 3 days after and as of today the arm that she had the shot in has been itching. No rash.

938519 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IL 33.0 33 F Patient experienced hives and hot/cold flashes 2 hrs after receiving vaccine.  Later developed body aches and headache.

938520 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 37.0 37 M sore throat. N/V, body aches. Denies fever, dyspnea.

938521 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Dizziness, loss of balance, severe muscle aches, fatigue,

938522 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NH 33.0 33 M Tongue tingled for roughly 2 hours, similar to that of Novocain.
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938523 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 30.0 30 F Pt reported her chest hurt, dizziness, chest tightness, heart racing, anxious, shaky. Shaky voice, inc. RR, elevated BP & HR, O2 Sat 99%, diaphoretic. vs monitored, pt laid down, practiced pursed lip breathing.  22 min after symptoms  reported, pt began to improve.  c/w vasovagal response.  pt d/c feeling well/stable  condition 1hr after symptoms first reported.

938524 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NY 43.0 43 F first day after shot, nausea, body aches,  2nd day Sunday headache, Monday 5 am woke up itching, then 9 am hives everywhere, trouble breathing, anaphylaxis, went to ER, got epi X 2, solumedrol, benadryl, pepcid, then still with hives, tachycardia, dyspnea, iv fluids were influsing and epi drip started, went to ICUY Y 1

938525 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 63.0 63 F patient developed aches, chills and headache 12 hours post vaccine.  Symptoms resolved within 24-48 hours

938526 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 WI 27.0 27 F Heaviness and tingling in bilateral arms. No other symptoms. She was monitored for a total of 60 minutes. No decrease or increase in feeling. She called her mother to come and pick her up.  She was escorted out of the clinic walking.

938527 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 VA 43.0 43 F After almost 24 hours, there was fever 100.2F, headache, joint pain, redness pain and swelling at the injection site. The pain and swelling has continued  to grow every day until now my arm is swollen from the shoulder to the elbow and around to the inner arm. It is hot, hard to the touch, very swollen, and painful to any touch including clothing.  It is now 96 hours later.

938528 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 CA 40.0 40 M Severe nausea x 2 days, body aches x 1 day, fatigue, tiredness, moderate soreness at injection site.  All symptoms started the day after the vaccination. Was administered

938529 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Headache, low grade fever.

938530 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 39.0 39 F Covid positive

938532 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 29.0 29 F The day after the injection I had periods where the injection sight was warm to the touch (noticeably different temperature than the rest of my skin on my upper arm). By midmorning my left upper arm was very tender and extremely painful to the touch, even my shirt touching my skin hurt. By mid afternoon I was very fatigued and had to leave work and took a three hour nap. By the end of the evening the pain was resolved.

938534 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NC 28.0 28 F Anaphylaxis Chest tightness started @ 6:00pm  following vaccine. Developed wheezing in all lung fields (confirmed by MD.) Developed hives- Albuterol, Benadryl and epinephrine administered @ 700pm. EMS called and transported to Hospital.

938535 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 33.0 33 M Soreness on day of injection - itchen at injection site 1/11/21 - Redness and small bump 1-11-21 - Redness and warmth increase 1-12-21 - Singular - hydrocortisone cream Employee was furthered evaluated by MD. Prescribed antibiotic. Follow up appt. scheduled 1-18-2021 with MD.

938536 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 KY 74.0 74 F Pt states she woke up friday morning with fever, chills, fatigue, vomiting & diarrhea. Had previous contact @ 1wk ago with COVID (+) person Test negative 2x for COVID & 1x for flu. Has virtual appt with Dr. on Thursday.

938538 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Employee received shot on 1/8/2021; stated that she was not feeling well all weekend; she just felt off. This morning (1/11/2021) employee reported extremely dizzy. Employee went home.

938539 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MN 33.0 33 F Nearly immediately felt flush, developed hives and tachycardia. Was given benadryl by the vaccination team pharmacist which resolved reaction within a few minutes.

938540 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MD 51.0 51 U 01/08/21 - 1700 Recieved Covid Moderna in L-upper arm 01/09/21 - 0900 Noticed Red Raised Lump 1/2" diameter w-fevers & chills 01/10/21 - 0800 - L arm sore, Red Raised Hot Lump 2-5" diameter Fever101 & chills 01/11/21 - 0800 - L arm sore continues Hot, red & raised 2.5" diameter 01/12/21 - 0800 - L arm sore Hot, red, raised 3" diameter

938541 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 LA 24.0 24 M Approximately one hour after vaccination, patient arrived to the ED with complaints of throat itchiness, nausea, and a headache. No stridor/wheezing, no rash, lungs clear. Reports the same symptoms occurred after the first dose. Reports history of having COVID twice and was hospitalized the first time. Patient offered IV meds which he refused. Patient prescribed and given zofran 4mg disintergrating tablet, maalox plus 30ml, lidocaine viscous 2% solution 15ml, pepcid 40mg and benadryl capsule 50 mg. Upon reevaluation, states feels much better, throat no longer itching and GI cocktail helped. Discharged with EPIpen, prednisone 50 mg for 5 days, benedryl 25 mg every 6 hours as needed for itching and Zofran as needed. Patient to follow-up with PCP this week.

938542 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Myalgia after vaccine Then rash under (L) arm Appears like Zoster with lesion on back and underarm. TXT with Acyclovir (Herpes Zoster)

938543 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TX 43.0 42 F Rash Back (L) arm chest pruritic Nausea & vomiting. Swelling (L) arm Exam Rash as above external vesicle Txt corticosteroid, antihistamines

938544 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Red Rash full body on 1/8/21. Some Relief 1/9/21. Full Recovery 1/10/21 Benadryl dose for treatment of rash

938545 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Headache, low grade fever

938546 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NY 46.0 46 M fever 102F Chills

938547 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 FL 42.0 42 F Vomiting, Fever, Headache, Body aches, chills, fatigue, injection swelling and redness, red flush face

938548 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 KY 62.0 62 F REDNESS AND PAIN AT INJECTION SITE X 36 HOURS SEVERE BONE PAIN X 24 HOURS 104.8 FEVER OFF AND ON FOR 24 HOURS

938549 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MO 27.0 27 F Had chest pressure after vaccination-  Bendryl was given. She stayed for 1 hour afterwards and was fine to leave. She carries and  EPI Pen for allergies.

938550 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NM 24.0 24 F Chills, body aches, insomnia, and headache, starting at 5pm the day of the vaccine. Still having residual headache today. Very sever symptoms left me in bed for the remainder of the day.

938551 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TN 77.0 77 F 20 MINUTES AFTER RECEIVING VACCINE, SHE COMPLAINED THAT SHE FELT A HOT SENSATION THROUGH HER BODY RIGHT AFTER THE VACCINE THAT LEFT AS QUICK AS IT CAME. SHE COMPLAINED OF FEELING LIKE THERE WAS A "LUMP IN HER THROAT".  SHE DENIED ANY SWELLING OR DIFFICULTY  BREATHING, ONLY THAT IT FELT LIKE A LUMP IN HER THROAT.  THIS SYMPTOM GOT BETTER IN BY THE TIME SHE LEFT THE HD AT  NOON.

938552 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 CO 33.0 33 F Local reaction to vaccine. Red/swollen area extending around injection site.

938555 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 OH 49.0 49 F Itchy palms and feet and ears followed by hives.  Total body soreness.  Vomiting.  Very tired.

938556 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 FL 67.0 67 M Swollen lymph nodes neck, (L) armpit + shoulder Rash - Red blotchy rash all over chest, Abdomen + Back

938558 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 44.0 44 F body aches, fatigue, and fever

938560 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 48.0 48 F Developed muscle aches and chills in the middle of the night post vaccine.  unable to report to work the following day.  symptoms resolved at this time

938561 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 31.0 31 F covid positive

938562 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 FL 56.0 56 M After receiving first dose of covid-19 Moderna at 3:27pm, a few minutes later the client felt dizzy and sat on the floor and had a vasovagal response. After inhaling ammonia, he responded and he was AAO x3, paramedics arrived and took vitals all WNLs. Client stayed in observation for 30 more minutes and left the facility feeling  ok.

938565 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 PA 58.0 58 F Muscle and joint pain. The worst headache I've ever had made me feel nauseous.

938566 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Low grade fever, headache

938567 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 LA 49.0 49 F Hard Red area that itched and increased pain in the arm.  Red area increased in size on 01/08/2021

938568 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 KY 66.0 66 M Went to ED on 1/11 and diagnosed with Bell's Palsy.  Ordered eye drops and an eye patch to sleep

938569 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 43.0 43 M High fever 103.4 F lasting 12-24 hours

938570 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 ME 21.0 21 F Nausea, lightheaded, dizzy, feels foggy or high about 10 minutes after the vaccine.  BP and other VS were within normal limits. No chest pain, palpitations, changes in vision, diaphoresis or rash

938571 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 ME 57.0 57 F Extreme Fatigue, Dizziness, diarrhea, nausea, right eye excessive twitching, with heavy eyelid.  Muscle aches.  Headache. Confusion.   These lasted for most of Saturday into Sunday.  Monday  - still ill.   Today  the following symptoms still  persist: fatigue, eye twitching with heavy eyelid, headache,

938572 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 NY 29.0 29 M 2 days after vaccine administration +fever 101, also had new lower back pain radiating down legs bilaterally, then new Rt lower back pain that radiates down scrotum and thigh/calf; also recent 2 days has had urinary hesitancy and increased urinary frequency, and mild fatigue

938573 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 62.0 62 F I have a knot the size of a quarter that is raised, red and hot. My upper arm is sore and woke me several times during the night when I rolled on it.

938574 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CA 74.0 74 F Pt started experiencing severe temperature night of 1/08/2021 with chills very fatigue. Severe all over the body.

938575 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CO 34.0 34 F 40 minutes after the vaccine administration, I experienced numbness on the right side of my face.  Around my eye, to the side of my nose and  around my mouth, only on the right side. Also on the right side of my tongue. This resolved after an hour and a half. It reoccurred about 6 hours later, at 4:00 p.m. . And continued for 48 hours. 12 hours post vaccine, a fever as high as 102 degrees Fahrenheit, severe body aches targeting especially the lower extremities, and chills occurred. The fever and chills lasted 24 hours. The body ach es lasted 48 hours.

938576 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 22.0 22 F Back pain, bilateral PE and DVT Y 2

938577 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 TN 48.0 48 F facial swelling, temporary loss of vision in one eye

938578 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 60.0 60 F endoscopy

938579 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 MI 54.0 54 F headache within 4 hours (not severe) arm pain (site of injection within 4 hours) lasted through 12/30 next morning - chills, muscle pains (sharp/fast) entire day 12/30 fatigue entire day 12/30 skin hurt (especially in shower, felt like water was burning my skin) entire day 12/30

938580 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 ID 45.0 45 M Sharp head ache at all various times of the day.  Onset is sharp and seems to go away if I rub where it hurts.  As short as 30 seconds up to 30 minutes.

938581 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 WI 40.0 40 F Employee immediately felt flushed.  States that by 0400 the next day she awoke to fever of 102.1'F, severe body aches, chills, and lethargy

938582 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 GA 40.0 40 M Fever, chills, body ache, malaise, arthralgia I started to have these symptoms the night after I received the second dose of the vaccine. Tylenol and Advil helped. But symptoms recurred after 8 hours.

938583 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 PA 29.0 29 F Herpes zoster in C2 distribution on left. Prodrome for three days starting day after vaccination with lesions developing 4th day after vaccination.

938584 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 30.0 30 M 01/08/2021 (2330): Chills and body aches came on suddenly and quickly. Tried to warm self and sleep. During the night continued to wake with body aches, chills, fever, dizziness, headache and fatigue.  01/09/2021 (0520): Spoke to Doctor and informed  of symptoms. Told to take tylenol and drink lots of fluids. Medication did seem to help with body aches. Had already been drinking lots of fluids. 01/09/2021 (0730): Feeling better. Still having Fatigue and headaches.  01/09/2021 (0900): Headaches, skin tingling, flashes of chills/fever, slight body aches. Noticed a dullness to sense of taste and smell. Continued for the rest of the day. Took tylenol again. 01/10/2021 (1130): Fatigue and slight bodyaches. 01/11/2021 (1300): Slight body aches. Was tested for COVID per Rapid test per work. Negative. 01/12/2021 (0600): Only symptom remaining is very infrequent body aches when exerting myself.

938585 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MD 61.0 61 F Vaccinate:  01/11/2021  Afternoon                    Onset: 01/12/2021   Morning        Site: Rt Deltoid  Adverse Event:        Upon rising from bed, arm swollen and sore.  Shortly thereafter she noticed:  Fluid filled blister (approx. 5 mm), at the injection site, and superficial epidermal erosion 2 - 3 inches from injection site.   Ice applied and f/u visit at Urgent Care. Advised to apply neosporin and monitor site.

938586 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 NV 27.0 27 F Flushing, itch, tachycardia. Resolved within 1 hr post administration of IM Benedryl

938587 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 CO 33.0 33 F I received the vaccine yesterday at 9am and I start noticing the side effects from the vaccine at midnight. I had body aches, chills, fever, and now I have a headache.

938588 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 55.0 55 F covid positive pneumonia

938589 12/19/2020 01/12/2021 71.0 71 M Covid positive

938590 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Developed muscle aches post vaccine- symptoms resolved and colleague able to work the following day

938591 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 VA 47.0 47 F Fatigue, fever, chills, body aches

938592 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 GA 66.0 66 F c/o headache shortly after receiving Covid vaccine b/p 158/87 HR 81 Pulse ox 98% monitored ee, states feeling better nor headache upon leaving clinic.  b/p121/74, HR 78 02 sat 98%

938593 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TN 44.0 44 F Received the COVID-19 vaccine on 1/7/21 at 1:30pm, had diarrhea at 2:45pm, 12 hours later had involuntary muscle movements and lasted for 3 days

938594 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 OH 41.0 41 F Unknown

938595 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 DC 55.0 55 F Rash (wheals) developed at injection site and adjacent area slightly less than 1 week later than vaccine. No pruritus or pain.

938596 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 CT 61.0 61 F In addition to the expected soreness in site of injection, there was tiredness on day 2 and some redness on day 3 on left deltoid. However, on day 8, there was a marked increase in redness, swelling, and itching similar to hives on the left deltoid.  After applying 2.5% cortisone cream (prescription I had on hand) and taking Ibuprofen and Tylenol for swelling and discomfort, the symptoms subsided over the next 3 to 5 days. On day 13 there is still occasional itching.

938598 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TX 77.0 77 F 12 hours after receiving vaccination, became "delirious" temp rose to 103.+ with chills malaise, joint pain,  "head hurt worse than did during active Covid + HA lasted 2 days".    Temp gradually decreased to 100 over 2 days.   Injection site had "fever" for 3 days still sore 5 days later  PCP ordered prednisone and z-pak for symptoms

938599 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MD 40.0 40 F Felt heart fluttering within a few minutes after receiving vaccination. Became tachycardic with my heart rate increasing to 140s along with light headedness,  nausea and dizziness.

938600 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 WA 46.0 46 F Swelling, redness, tender to touch, itching with distinct margins on right upper arm.

938601 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 KY 66.0 66 M Patient went to ED on 1/11 and was diagnosed with Bell's Palsy.  Doctor ordered eye drops and an eye patch at night.

938602 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 28.0 28 F Patient became pale, felt weak, dizzy. Vital signs stable, 100% O2 on Room air

938603 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 33.0 33 F Chills, aching body, sweating, nausea, upset stomach/vomiting, dizziness, loud static ringing in ears while dizzy/vomiting, injection site soreness. Vomiting subsided but other side effects remain in the afternoon the day after vaccination.

938604 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 49.0 49 F Pain in left arm began within 30 min. of injection and has lasted over 24 hours with radiation down into elbow,  wrist, hand and fingers.

938605 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 LA 53.0 53 F Severe Pain to entire arm.   Described as "Nerve Pain".  States Kept he awake all night and experienced tingling to hand and arm

938606 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 NC 37.0 37 F Received the vaccine on 12/31/20 at 1535 on the left arm. Swollen lymph node start on Friday 01/08/20 evening, around 2030 notice a lump on the left under armpit while doing self-breast exam during showering. On  01/09/20 the swollen increase, on 01/10/20 - 01/11/20 the swollen feel every painful, difficult, and comfortable when resting the left arm down, it feels like a golf ball under the armpit.  Felt numbness and tingling on the left arm, hand and fingesr.  On 01/12/20 lymph node still swollen, but less painful, with less numbness and tingling.    Home treatment: Elevated the left arm while applying a warm compress and OTC Tylenol.

938607 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 MT 57.0 57 F Fever, Headache, body aches, fatigued

938608 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IA 57.0 57 F I was extremely tired, I had a queasy stomach and a headache. This lasted approximately 48 hrs

938609 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 36.0 36 F Right arm pain (injection site), nausea, chills

938610 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F #2 vaccine on 1/4.  She had side effects beginning that night, started with HA, body aches, fatigue, scratchy throat. Over next 2 days pain back of legs, which then evolved into burning and then numbness of palms of hands, soles of feet.  Reported to me on 1/8.  Over last 3 days, she has had slow improvement with slight tingling and numbness fingers.  Over weekend, I had her get tested for COVID - both rapid and PCR neg. She went to ED for testing, and they also ran CT head and labs -- negative.  She made appt with neurologist today and will follow up with her PCP. Testing for COVID was to rule out as cause for peripheral neuropathy.  Might be due to vaccine vs some other undiagnosed condition including autoimmune. Due to the unique nature of this complaint, may be considered Adverse Reaction

938612 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 OK 30.0 30 F Multiple near syncopal episodes. SVT runs and other arrhythmia. Symptoms lasted approximately 45 min- 1 hour. Tiredness and repetitive yawning lingered for another hour. Treatment: vagal maneuver, water, and apple Juice.

938613 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MA 28.0 28 F ?Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Started to experience headache, fatigue, muscle aches, and nausea the day after the vaccine

938614 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Developed muscle aches post vaccine- symptoms resolved

938615 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Patient began to grow faint and lost color in her face.  She was immediately taken into the evaluation room and the paramedics on scene found that she was having palpitations, pvc's and nausea.  They stabilized her and transferred her to the hospital where she would be further evaluated by the hospital.

938616 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 TX 44.0 44 F Body aches, temperature 99.5, weak, dizzy, chills, fatigue, upper chest congestion, nausea, upset stomach

938617 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 PA 41.0 41 F My mouth became tingly approximately 15min after injection. My throat felt weird and mucus was forming in there. Had to clear it a lot . Felt itchy and flushed on my aroma and neck.  Took two Benadryl but it didn?t really do much.

938618 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 GA 57.0 57 F I had light itching of my extremeties, red blotches on my face, bottom lip tingling.  Nothing major

938619 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 CA 64.0 64 F at day 18 or 19, post first covid vaccine shot, I began to have many symptoms and did not feel well. These were chills, slight fever, no appetite, nausea, muscle aches, fatigue

938620 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Body aches, chills, fever

938621 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 OR 25.0 25 F Itchy on arms and trunk, dizziness started 15 minutes after dose.  Vital signs stable.

938622 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 38.0 38 F severe body pain (headache, neck, lumbosacral, bilat arms, bilat calves, bilat legs. chills.

938623 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 GA 28.0 28 F after receiving vaccine ee c/o nausea and headache.  B/p 157/84 HR 95 02 sat 98% DD EE left clinic stating she would follow up with her PCP nausea resolved continue to have h/a 4/10 scale unchanged.  b/p 146/73 HR 82 and 02 sat 96%  EE refused RRT or ED evaluation

938624 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 PA 59.0 59 M Received vaccine on Saturday 1/9/21, had usual symptoms low grade fever, general malaise. On Sunday begin to experience left arm neuropathy at the media aspect of elbow, no sensation in affected area. Lateral aspect is fine, can move fingers and complete activities of daily living.

938625 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 CA 48.0 48 M Fever, chills, nausea, dizziness, headache. Improving.

938626 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 MO 37.0 37 F Lost complete sense of smell - Lasted 15 hr; smell and taste muted after they came back. 30 -36 hours after vaccine - Really bad nasal congestion - bad cough and those lasted 4 days. Urgent Care.  Tested for COVID -Sunday, 27th, afternoon. Tested negative for Covid.  Still do have muted taste and smell but don't have cough anymore.

938627 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 ME 55.0 55 F Pain at previous surgical site -- painful to the touch.  Severe joint pain at site of fracture.

938628 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Mild sore arm

938629 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 23.0 23 M Fever, headache, runny nose, and sore arm 1-12-2021 around 11 AM. Used 1 tablet of 200mg ibuprofen around 1 PM. Started feeling better around 2:30 PM 1-12-2021 but not 100% better.

938630 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 40.0 40 F Developed muscle aches post vaccine- symptoms resolved and colleague reported to work the following day

938631 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PR 51.0 51 F 10 hours later after received vaccine developed Left arm pain . During the night wake up due to severe left axillary pain irradiated to left scapula, left breast, also has adenopathy, bone ache and fatigue. Taken acetaminophen

938633 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 31.0 31 F After the first dose of the moderna Vaccine, i had severe chills, nausea, vomiting. temp>103f

938634 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 32.0 32 F swollen lymph nodes on the left side of neck

938635 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 NY 28.0 28 F 1/5/21 developed redness, pain and warm to touch on injection site. No itchy, temperature or other symptoms.

938637 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 FL 61.0 61 F Had symptoms 2 weeks after vaccine

938638 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 KS 70.0 70 F Had a headache/fatigue following vaccine, but improved 24-48 hours afterwards. Pt woke up Sunday and felt jittery, lightheaded, sweating, numbness/tingling in both hands, feeling strange

938639 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Arm soreness Fever Malaise Chills Body aches

938640 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 LA 47.0 47 F Large area of redness, swelling, just below the vaccination site.  Pain and warmth in this area lasting for approximatley 1 week.  Area increase in size first couple of days.  Treated with antihistamine.  Caused pain in the elbow as it reached the joint

938641 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 VA 33.0 33 M Vertigo; relieved by Epley maneuver. Subsequent hearing deficits both ears for ~ 1 week (ongoing)

938643 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MD 42.0 42 F chest pain- P 79, BP 131/98, 99% SPO2, Throat itching, Taken to ED  Left sided pain Sinus tacky- troponin normal- EKG normal Benadryl 50 mg IV and Zofran administered  In ED 3 hours

938644 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TX 18.0 18 F The patient became diaphoretic, pale, and dizzy. Fell on the floor. No injury. BP monitored every 5 minutes,  low BP noted. Sprite offered, cold pack applied to the back of the neck. Laid patient on the couch. The patient rested for about half-hour and felt a little better. Patient BP returned to 121/74 prior to release. Father accompanied the client.

938645 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 27.0 27 M Patient sought treatment in the ED.  Chief complaint includes chest pain, body aches, headache, and generalized fatigue all beginning 25 minutes after vaccination.  Symptoms resolved and patient was discharged from ED.

938646 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 38.0 38 M Bloody Nose

938647 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 TN 45.0 45 F Received shot at 11:35 am Friday 1/8/21. Woke up 1/9/21 with chest pain, in SVT HR 140s-180s, persisting for 8+ hours until treated by cardiologist with addition of Flecainide.  Flecainide 50 mg twice daily now part of medications.

938648 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 WI 59.0 59 F Feeling light headed and dizzy. Given water and crackers. Rested and monitored for 30 minutes. Left walking without difficulty.

938649 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MN 58.0 58 F About 12 hours after vaccination experienced chills, body aches, intermittent headache and general discomfort. This lasted about 5-6 hours after which there was less aching but could tell that fever persisted, felt sluggish and warm.  Temp was 99.9 at the highest over a 2-3 hour period. Ibuprofen was taken about 5  hours after the symptoms started, but only once. Late morning of 01/12 symptoms subsided and felt normal.

938650 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NC 42.0 42 M Two hours after vaccine, I had pain in the neck at my thyroid gland and what seems to be the lymph glands behind it on the right hand side.  It was tender.  I took tylenol to deal with it.  That pain persisted all the next day on Friday and again took tylenol and ibuprofen to deal with it.  Then Saturday AM I was awaked early with severe throbbing pain in same thyroid/lymph area, it hurt to swallow, turn my head, and the pain was radiating up to my right ear.  I was also having cold sweats.  I managed to get the pain down again with tylenol and ibuprofen.  On Sunday I spiked a temp of 100.8 and was having flu like symptoms, like body aches and more chills.  I got the temp down but my heart rate remained elevated and I found it difficult to catch my breath.  This went on for hours. I eventually had to go to the ER, where my pulse eventually came down.  Nothing like this has ever happened before.  The ER staff could not explain what had happened to me.  At the time of writing this on Tuesday, 5 days after vaccine, I again had a lot of cold sweats this morning and there is still some tenderness in the lymph gland area near above the right side of my thyroid gland, but I am feeling better overall.

938651 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 CA 44.0 44 F viral outbreak S1/S2 dermatome, ddx zoster vs. HSV (history of genital HSV). simultaneously had recurrence of genital HSV.

938652 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 FL 71.0 71 M Severe chills, fever, headache, body aches, severe fatigue lasting 24 hours, gradually diminishing over next 24 hours, finally disappearing after 3 days.

938653 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IL 44.0 44 F About 10 minutes after shot, felt hot sensation go from ahoulders down rest if my body. My heart rate went to 140bpm. I alerted RN, gave me water, juice took about 20 minutes for HR to fo down to around 100. Did not go to ER. Went home, rested. HR returned to 80bpm around 3pm. Metoprolol taken two hours prior vaccine.

938654 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 NY 26.0 26 F redness at site of vaccine, enlarged axillary lymph nodes

938655 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IA 47.0 47 F Reported to vaccine clinic approximately 4 hours after receiving dose one of Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine with complaints of itching, burning feeling on skin and swelling in left arm. Red rash on chest and left arm. No sob, chest pain or difficulty swallowing. Ambulated to emergency room for evaluation.

938656 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 IL 35.0 35 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Moderate warmth and tingling to lips and tongue. Moderate dry mouth. Rapid heartbeat. Very mild chest tightness. Mild dizziness/foggyness.

938657 12/20/2020 01/12/2021 CO 65.0 65 M Received the injection Sunday morning. From Monday on two or three times a day I am experiencing extreme hot flashes last 1-3 hours.  I check my temp each day 3 or 4 times with no temp above 97.9

938658 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 37.0 37 F Sore left arm accompanied with a red bump the size of a quarter, mild headache, and fever of 100.8.

938659 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Developed redness, swelling at the injection site 48 hours after injection

938660 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Vaccine given at 9;55 am and at 10;10 am patient c/o  dizziness, nausea, fast heart rate. VS taken   BP 116/78 HR 105, O2 sats 100. Pt was given  water, raised her feet up and monitor her for additional 30 mins. 10:30am pt. states felt much better new VS  taken  BP 110/70 sats 100% HR 94, she left via walking.

938661 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 OH 60.0 60 F Broke out in rash, itchy, warm to the touch and sensitive to the touch.

938663 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 KY 54.0 54 F 3 days after vaccine began having pain and swelling under left arm(axilla)

938664 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 85.0 85 F 2:33 Patient reports feeling lightheaded, drowsy, and headache. BP 160/98; HR 65; O2 99% on r/a. Vaccine site EMT in attendance. bilateral equal weak hand grasps, no drift noted. Oriented x 3. States she forgot to take her BP meds this morning. Patient refused ambulance per recommendation of EMT.  2:43 Patient states she feels fine and is ready to go home. BP 122/80; HR 64. Remains oriented to person, place, and time.. Client used a w/c to arrive and leave facility. Is accompanied with grandson.  Left with grandson.

938665 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Malaise, fever, chills, headache, body aches

938666 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 29.0 29 M Strange rash in

 184



938667 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 32.0 32 M 32 y.o. male who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for his second dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    He denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   He was given the Pfizer vaccination in the left deltoid muscle.   During his 30 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience allergy symptoms scratchy throat which is chronic.  He denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, throat tightness, hoarseness, stridor, itching, lightheadedness, dizziness, facial swelling, lip swelling and tongue swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and he was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to scratchy throat.Treatment included: no therapy and bottle of water. Follow up response to treatment: excellent. Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP.

938668 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 KS 70.0 70 F sweating, lightheaded, tingling/numbness in both hands, high blood pressure, swollen arm/redness

938669 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 35.0 35 F I started developing a rash in my mouth, and flu like symptoms. My lymph node were swollen.

938670 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 WA 41.0 41 F 2 weeks of cough superimposed a chronic cough with mild wheeze & chest tightness. Seemed a little worse after shot. Patient noted walk in cold air on way to vaccine apt seemed to trigger it.

938671 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 PA 0 F FULL BODY HIVES. SENT TO ER. 0.0

938672 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 TX 54.0 53 F I had soreness in my left arm for 2 days. Muscle aches for 1 day. I had a headache on 12-24-2020. I also had chills on 12-25-2020 with muscle aches.  The muscle aches got worse on 12-26-2020 and that's when I visited an urgent care center.  At the ER they did a nasal swab test, covid test.

938673 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 56.0 56 U COVID POSITIVE

938675 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Reported symptoms to Facility 1/11 directed to PCP, F/U with PCP 1/12 Dx Allergic reaction  and Follow up Labwork

938676 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 GA 40.0 40 U c/o h/a after received vaccine b/p 139/ 81, HR 101, 02 sat 99 monitored vss when left clinic, ee to f/u with her PCP

938677 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Woke up the next morning and couldn?t move my arm. It was very swollen and red at injection site, tender to touch. Had a 101.3 fever with chills, sweats and severe body ache on day 2.  Symptoms feel worse than when I had covid 19

938678 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MO 37.0 37 F Localized itching at the injection site that progressed up arm and neck causing the patient to become slightly short of breath and concerned for her safety

938679 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OK 23.0 23 F The day after receiving my second dose, the lymph node in my right underarm swelled up and was painful. Now on day 4 of this reaction, it has grown bigger and the pain is intense and spread all the way down my arm and to my breasts. My arm will go numb from time to time as well. I am also feeling as if I should have a fever but I do not and feel overall not well.

938680 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 28.0 28 M fever, HA, muscle aches, chills

938681 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 IL 37.0 37 M January 8 patient developed  bilateral rash on mid back, hip, thigh,  hands, knuckles, feet however rash was primarily on the left side.  Patient visited his primary care provider who advise him to seek advise from public health. Medical director was informed. Patient did send picture.

938682 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 TX 58.0 58 F I started having symptoms 24 hours after injection. My symptoms included fever, body chills, increased swelling to injection site with hardness and burning, throbbing and painful; my lymph nodes was swollen; swelling occurring across my chest; my left arm, underarm and chest muscle was tender to touch; I had a dry cough during  inhaling but no shortness of breath. I was extremely fatigue .

938683 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 26.0 26 F chills, hot flashes, swollen injection site, painful injection site/entire Left arm, body aches, fatigue

938684 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 PA 57.0 57 F Severe pain, swelling in arm that kept me awake most of Friday night requiring Motrin x 2 doses and ice to area and still continued into Sunday. I had fever, headache, chills, muscle and joint pain, extreme fatigue and slept for hours all day Saturday, Sunday into Monday, which I called off work. I felt as if I had the virus all over again , except this time it felt much worse. I am worried to get the second vaccine as it states it is worse than the first. Would like and appreciate any feedback on this.

938685 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 OH 56.0 56 F On 1/2/2021, about 45-60 mins after receiving the vaccine, I had mild right sided throat swelling.  It didn't seem to progress so I wasn't concerned.  I also developed the typical immune response (headache and sore arm) later in the evening on 1/2/2021.  On 1/3/2021, I woke up with a cough, chest tightness, wheezing, and mild shortness of breath.  These symptoms continued on 1/4/2021, however, the symptoms were improved when I woke up on 1/5/2021.  On 1/7/2021, I received an allergy infection.  Within 24 hours I re-developed a cough, chest tightness, wheezing, and shortness of breath (all vitals were stable).  Since I had no improvement in symptoms, I consulted with a physician and was placed on antibiotics and advised to continue with albuterol inhaler.  I'm now slowly improving with my symptoms.  I reviewed this information with my allergist and they have advised me to not get the second Moderna vaccine, in case if what I experienced was some form of a mild-moderate allergic reaction.  I personally feel it is also quite possible that I could have had onset of an upper respiratory infection just after receiving the Moderna vaccine, and this may possibly not have been an allergic reaction.  Since this was not the normal course, I felt it should be reported regardless.

938686 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MD 51.0 51 F Dizziness- 10 minutes after Covid 19 vaccin. Low BP, and SOB,- Vasovagal after vaccination . BP 95/76- IV saline bolus in ED - discharged .

938687 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 GA 81.0 81 M Per RN- At 1350 client stated "Slight numbness and tingling in both arms". No redness or swelling at injection site.  At 1355, a coke was provided and tolerated well. At 1359, BP in left arm was 176/94, HR- 74, Lungs clear, Respirations- 20. At 1415, Numbness decreased to only in hands. At 1418, BP- 173/89, HR-71, Respirations- 18, Lungs clear, Client escorted to car by EMT.

938688 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 WI 24.0 24 F Approximately 20-25 minutes after administration, pinky and ring fingers became tingly on both hands. Resolved on its own within 15-20 minutes.

938689 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 37.0 37 F chills, fatigue, brain fog

938690 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 56.0 56 F COVID POSITIVE

938691 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 39.0 39 M Took the 1st shot of COVID vaccine yesterday, today my arm is sore, have chills, weakness, fatigue and a fever of 101.8

938692 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 VA 45.0 45 F Patient reported paresthesias of lisp and dysphagia sensation.

938693 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 CA 51.0 51 F "EOHD Note 12/29 EE states she recieved the COVID19 vaccine (first dose) 12/28 at 7 pm at the Metro EOHD location. She stayed 15 minutes for observation and was feeling fine, however 30 minutes after vaccine administration started feeling her left upper lip was swollen and tip of her tongue felt thick. When she looked in the mirror her lip and tongue appeared normal, but she had the sensation they were swollen. She then took 50 mg of PO Benadryl and about 4 hours later felt swelling had resolved. Today, feels normal. Pt denies hx of allergies but her mother has a hx of anaphylaxis with IV contrast. EE denies throat tightness, SOB, wheezing. Numbness on left leg.  Advised EE to go to ER if she experiences throat tightness and itchyness, SOB, or wheezing. Advised pt that she should consult her PCP to decide whether or not the benefits of recieving the second dose of the vaccine outweigh the risks and if she should pre-medicate with benadryl for the second dose if she choses to recieve it. "

938694 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 UT 39.0 39 F Per RN- At 1350 client stated "Slight numbness and tingling in both arms". No redness or swelling at injection site. At 1355, a coke was provided and tolerated well. At 1359, BP in left arm was 176/94, HR- 74, Lungs clear, Respirations- 20. At 1415, Numbness decreased to only in hands. At 1418, BP- 173/89, HR-71, Respirations- 18, Lungs clear, Client escorted to car by EMT.

938695 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MN 22.0 22 F dizziness then syncope.  loss of consciousness lasted a couple minutes.  Patient sustained minor superficial abrasions to her face.  evaluated in clinic

938696 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MI 54.0 54 F Fever, body aches, extreme chills, nausea, fatigue.  >16 hrs

938697 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 55.0 55 M 01/11/2021 about 05:00pm - Watery mouth and slight nausea that has persisted until about 01:00pm on 01/12/2021. Resolved without treatment. 01/11/2021 about 09:00pm - achy eyes and back. Very slight, but still persists at 01:54pm on 01/12/2021. Some improvement with Tylenol.

938698 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 KY 58.0 58 F Corneal Ulcer left eye Foreign body sensation, redness, light sensitivity, upper lid swelling, severe pain This is Day 2. Saw optometrist and started erythromycin ointment and besivance drops. Hydrocodone and oxycodone for pain. Recheck tomorrow

938699 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AL 58.0 58 F c/o throat feels full and tight, dizzy, reacted same way with first vaccine, Benadryl 25mg po given at 1438. Patient left at 1505 with no changes in severity, patient states they are ready to go.

938700 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 37.0 37 M Patient reported swollen and itchy eyelids.

938701 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 56.0 56 F chills, muscle aches, sore throat, swollen axillary nodes, nasal congestion

938703 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NC 52.0 52 F swelling and tenderness with palpable lump and lymph nodes at rt clavicular region and right axilla, starting approximately starting 45 hours post injection and continuing at time of this report

938704 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 70.0 70 M Patient describes feeling "low energy" or fatigue, tenderness under the armpit and diarrhea.

938705 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 WA 30.0 30 F Inflamed lymph nodes (swollen and tender) at the base of neck on the side the vaccine was administered.

938706 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 GA 46.0 46 F Pain and numbness in her arm,  fever

938707 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 OR 30.0 30 M Tingling in (Right) arm of injection site, burning pain and sensation in right arm from top of shoulder down, prolong bruising of injection site, Small blistering along arm, redness in arm.

938708 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 WA 46.0 46 F Immediate nausea ~24 hours later nausea, vomiting, pain along entire body of side injection, fever 101.2, severe fatigue-slept for 20 hours ~48 hours all resolved except fever fatigue

938709 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 PA 80.0 80 F immediate swelling at the injection,  Size of lump got to about 1.5 inch.  Lump  size reduce and soften after 30 minutes.

938710 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 WI 51.0 51 F On 1/7/2021 Received vaccine in L Deltoid and arm started twitching within a few minutes of receiving shot.  Twitching had stopped by time that client completed 30 minute observation.  On the evening of 1/8/2021, client reported that twitching of left leg above knee area began.  Client able to fall asleep and when client awoke the next morning twitching was still occurring.  Twitching still occurring on 1/9/2021 and 1/10/2021.  Twitching was occurring less frequently on 1/11/2021.  1/12/2021 client stated that twitching no longer noticed.

938711 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 AL 54.0 54 M Swelling and numbness in the right cheek/jaw area. Started 1/11/21 around 5pm. The patient notified us on 1/12/21 at 1545. He said that the swelling was "starting to go down, and seems like it is a little better."  The patient reports he had a similar reaction to ace inhibitors last year, but on the opposite side of his face. He was advised to seek medical treatment if it gets worse or if he has any issues with breathing. Patient verbalized understanding.

938712 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 KS 36.0 36 F Patient states that she received her second vaccination and in the hours after she had flu-like symptoms.  Then over the next few days, she started to notice tingling and a "prickly" sensation in various areas.  This progressed to symmetric BLE weakness which started in her feet and had reached to just above her knees bilaterally time and she arrived.  The weakness had progressed to her hips.  She also noticed weakness in her arms and they are easily fatigued.  She is able to walk but it takes much effort.Y

938713 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 50.0 50 F COVID POSITIVE

938714 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Developed  fatigue, lower back pain, facial puffiness and headache.  Did not report to work the day after the vaccine.  Symptoms resolved

938715 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Sore Arm Can't lift arm

938716 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 ID 46.0 46 F Pt had vaccine at 0900, waited 15 mins without issue. Returned at 1420 c/o being hot, flushing, brain fog, chest red 1425 - bp 95/64, hr 82, rr 20, t 97.7, sats 98 1428 50 mg po Benadryl given 1432 - bp 118/68,  1440 - pt reports I am feeling better but it does come in waves.  chest remains red 1445 - bp 112/74, hr 70, rr 16, sats 98. Pt reports fine to go home.  does not live alone.

938717 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TX 53.0 53 F Fever, chills, muscle aches and headache.

938718 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NH 41.0 41 F Feeling of passing out tingly all over Racing heart pulse 160 Weakness drowsiness Throat dryness

938719 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 77.0 77 F Dizziness/light headed (almost passed out) Vomiting Diarrhea Exhaustion (slept for 5 hrs) High blood sugar (300)

938721 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 CO 29.0 29 M pt reported feeling flush, dizzy immediately after vaccine administration. It quickly resolved, VS WNL. Observed for 30 mins pt reported initial symptoms resolved and no new ones have developed.

938722 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AL 31.0 31 M PATIENT STATES FELT LIGHTHEADED BUT RESOLVED. WATCHED AN ADDITIONAL 5 MINS TOTAL 20 MINS

938723 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MS 44.0 44 F approx 4.5 hours post vacc pt presents with moderate sized welps (4-5) on left forearm and c/0 itching.  Pt assessed for and BP elevated to  160-180/100-120. No other adverse s/sx present, reported or visible. Pt assessed by Dr. Pt given 10 mg Zyrtec and observed 45 minutes. BP reduced to 140/100 and decrease in itching but welps remained unchanged. Dr. recc to see PCP next day for HTN eval.  Pt reports she did go to PCP for HTN eval next day. No further adverse reaction reported.

938724 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CT 39.0 39 F Approximately 5 minutes following injection patient began to experience redness and itching to chest and back. Patient denied shortness of breath, no swelling to mouth or lips. Patient denies pain or shortness of breath.  Patient brought to emergency department on campus of vaccine site location.

938725 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 TX 72.0 72 F Severe itching, swelling, and redness at the injection site extending in a 4-5 inch wide area over the upper arm; no fever, no chills, no nausea or vomiting, no headache; on day 6 the reaction is still present but greatly diminished

938726 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 67.0 67 F 3:28 patient feels  dizziness, blurred vision, states she is having trouble focusing her vision. C/O feeling flushed and feeling disoriented. It oriented to person, place, and time upon further assessment.  Denies itching or feeling hot. Is experiencing shakiness, does have hand trembling. EMT from vaccine site in attendance. BP 118/66; HR 76; O2 sat 98% on r/a. EMT recommended ambulance transport, patient refused.  3:36 HR 68. 3:45 BP 122/68; HR 67; O2 sat 97% on r/a.  3:50 Patient requested to go to restroom. Attended by nurse P. H. Patient states she feels like her skin is crawling. With assistance examined abdomen region. No redness, swelling or hives noted.  3:54 Patient left with assistance of facility w/c to awaiting personal car driven by husband.

938727 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MI 53.0 53 F Elevated temperature - 99-100 degrees, muscle aches especially at vaccination site, fatigue, slight nausea.  Treated with OTC pain reliever and rest.  Symptoms weakened after 24 hours, and mostly diminished after 48 hours except slight pain at injection site

938728 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 UT 39.0 39 F 30 minutes after receiving the vaccine, patient developed a fever, headache and nausea. Took a nap after and symptoms resolved.

938729 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 38.0 38 F tongue tingling

938730 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CA 55.0 55 F This is per pt report at follow up visit at primary care clinic. Within 3 min of injection began to experience itchy throat, sensation of throat closing, difficulty breathing. 911 called. Within 10 min she states she developed rash, palpitations, rigors and nausea, low BP. Was given epinephrine and benadryl and transferred to hospital. In ED received more medications and was monitored for 4 hours and send home on oral prednisone and given 2 epi pens. Today is day 5 after reactions and she reports rash/itch improved significantly, she was feeling weak and disorientated at times but this has resolved. Still has a sensation that her body is shaking form the inside but she is not shaking externally.

938731 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NC 28.0 28 F Developed a red rash to injection site that soon spread across upper back and neck.  No shortness of breath. No difficulty breathing. No loss of consciousness.  10:25 pm - Epi pen 0.3 mg IM given x 1 . Benadryl 50 mg x 1 dose given.  EMS called and arrived within 4 minutes. Patient transported to local ER for further evaluation and treatment.

938732 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 VA 32.0 32 F Received moderna vaccine 1/1/2021. On 1/11/2021 persistent tooth pain presented, upper and lower mouth. Pain has persisted for past 2 days (no improvement).  6-10 blister like painful and itchy bumps to head (only in areas covered by hair) presented on 1/11/2021, persistent.

938733 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 OR 30.0 30 M Symptoms start in the morning, painful burning  in right arm, right arm was the injection site,  Redness down arm and random blistering along arm small blisters that started in the morning and are fading later in the day, pain extends from the base of the neck and the top of the shoulder down the the finger tips, tingling nerve pain like symptoms, more painful throught out the day long term bruising at injection site bruising still present on day of symptoms.

938734 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 54.0 54 F developed muscle aches post vaccine.  48 hours post vaccine had to leave shift early and was unable to work shift 72 hours post vaccine due to aches and fatigue

938735 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 MN 40.0 40 F Had a headache prior to vaccine. 20 minutes after vaccine started feel numbness on left side of face and it was affecting vision a little. Called them and they told me to come back. I felt light headed and they put me in the wheelchair and took me to ER. ER: assessed by Dr: heart monitor for 30 minutes. Sent me home to watch my symptoms. Numbness in my face lasted into next day but then went away after that. Still having dizziness on and off since I've received the shot. Headaches - having them, too, off and on. TeleMed appt with DR on 7th. She recommended a MRI of brain - normal.

938736 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 32.0 32 F Throat and tongue tingling, hot flash

938737 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 LA 73.0 73 M hi fever, chills, shaking , headache, fatigue, heavy night sweats-I.E. worse than the covid infection I had

938738 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 LA 43.0 43 F urticaria angioedema

938739 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 WA 39.0 39 F Injection site soreness and headache started on the evening of the day shot was given.  The injection site pain was worse the next morning but Tylenol took care of the pain.   The headache continued on despite tylenol & ibuprofen, and accompanied by nausea for 4 days, went away for 3 days then came back again until present.

938740 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 SC 42.0 42 F The day after the vaccine was given, 01/07/2021, I had a headache and nausea around 10:00am.  I had to leave work early.  I fainted when I got home on Thursday.  Felt very tired.  So I rested the remainder of the day and that night. On Friday 01/08/2021, I felt very tired and had a temperature  of 100.6.  I slept most of the day.  Friday night I fainted again around 8:00pm.  Slept all night. Felt much better on Saturday.  Felt normal from Sunday on.

938741 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 MN 72.0 72 F Fever 101.9, chills, nausea, body aches, for a day  (Thursday), felt better on Friday and ok on Saturday.

938742 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 NY 68.0 68 M Shortness of breath on 12-31-20 about 9 hours Numbness in legs and feet on 12-31-20 about 9 hours Weakness on 12-31-20 about 9 hours Tiredness from 12-31-20 for 6 days

938743 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 GA 37.0 37 F Fever uptake to 100 F, chills, nausea, headache, sharp stabbing back and leg pain, muscle soreness, fatigue

938744 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NE 27.0 27 F Redness and swelling of cheeks. Face feeling hot to the touch. Redness of neck. Took benedryl, ibuprofen and omeprazole and symptoms went away in a few hours.

938745 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 MI 52.0 52 F I experienced numbness of my face, starting in my lips, working through my jaw, up my cheeks, up into my eyes, and to my forehead. The numbness / tingling lasted for 30 minutes and then dissipated with no other adverse effects.

938746 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 IL 39.0 39 F Itchy arm. Location got hard and bigger, golf ball size.  Warm to touch.

938747 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MD 41.0 41 F Increased fatigue day or 2 following vaccine noted to have significant swelling of bilateral eyes. Fluid pockets present  eye swelling first noted on 1/11.

938748 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 39.0 39 F developed muscle aches, fever, chills, and nausea approximately 15hours post vaccine.  unable to report to work the next day, symptoms resolved

938749 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Warm feeling in chest  Better after waiting and drinking water

938750 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 FL 66.0 66 F Felt very much like I was going to faint.  Had nausea and without proper breathing and fighting through it, I would have passed out.  And I was driving.  The pain during the injection was one of the most severe I've ever had.  It was injected in the top part of my shoulder where there is nothing but bone.

938751 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 WI 48.0 48 F Patient states that she felt the vaccine go through her body. She says that after about 20 minutes she developed  dizziness and throat tightness. She developed erythema across her chest.  BP 180/108. O2 sats 98%. No SOB or difficulty breathing

938752 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 IL 51.0 51 F Starting on 1/11/2021 patient states she noticed the injection site becoming red, swollen, itchy and warm to the touch.  Pt states it is approximately 3" wide.

938753 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CT 40.0 40 F Started 18h after vaccination, lasted 24h: sore arm fatigue and chills no fever

938754 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 TX 46.0 46 F 1/6/2021, 5hrs and 20 min post vaccine: pounding headache, nausea, abd pain, tingly/itchy all over-took tylenol and benadryl 1/7/2021, 6:30 AM, pounding headache, very fatigue, itchy/tingling all over, slight upset stomach, felt feverish, left arm very sore, called into work 1/7/2021, 10:20 am, pounding headache, very fatigue, itchy/tingling all over, slight upset stomach, felt feverish, left arm very sore-took benadryl and tylenol 1/7/2021, 1:15 PM, very fatigue, fever, body aches, upset stomach, right ear throbbing, fever 100.6-employee health notified, was advised to self monitor for 48 hrs and if no improvement to be tested for COVID on 1/9/2021 1/7/2021, 7:27 PM,  completely exhausted, on going headaches, chills off and on, body aches, decreased appetite-tylenol taken 1/8/2021, 10:02 AM, headache, body aches, arm swollen and very painful, the pain traveled to the armpit, felt about 60 % better this day, but still fatigue Symptoms remain the same for the day of 1/8/2021 1/9/2021, 9:38 AM, lingering headache, arm and armpit sore; otherwise, feel much better 1/10/2021, 7:27 PM, Felt much better this day, just little fatigue and arm soreness; otherwise not further symptoms.

938755 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 MA 66.0 66 F Sneezing and rhino Erbe a x 24 hours

938756 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Dizzy, nausea for 3 days  Nausea is resolved but still very dizzy and my pcp prescribed Meclizine which helps for a awhile

938757 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Hard warm lump at injection site and Intense pain down arm to fingers, and up into armpit. General body aches and fatigue

938758 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 40.0 40 F Pt developed itching and a rash on her arm approximately 2 hours post vaccine.  colleague self medicated with Benadryl 7 hours post vaccine.  symptoms resolved and colleague reported to work the following day without issue

938759 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 VA 48.0 48 F 039R20A

938760 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 AR 51.0 51 F Itching, redness, warm and swelling at the injection site. Diameter of  area is 2.5 inches

938761 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 OH 61.0 61 F I developed right upper arm swelling diffusely, as well as itching, warmth, and induration at the injection site, all 1 week after the vaccine was administered.

938762 12/27/2020 01/12/2021 ID 57.0 57 F Nausea  (1 day) Vomiting (1 day) Chills (2 days) Body-aches (2 days) Fever (2 days) Injection site swelling  (4 days)

938763 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 PR 47.0 47 F At 4:43pm while in observation refers to itching in throat and bad taste in the mouth, Dr. is notified who shows up immediately and evaluates, BP 150/50mmhg, Pulse 71/minute, Breaths 18/minute, afebrile, Communicate and alert in time, place and space, not complications, is placed oxygen by nasal cannula at 3lt/min, at 5:05pm by medical order be administered Benadryl 50mg IM in right deltoid under aseptic techniques and kept under observation, at 5:45pm goes out walking and in stable condition by medical order to her home in company co-workers, oriented at notifying any other event, verbalize understanding.

938764 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Patient checked in at observation area at 1247pm first dose Moderna post COVID-19 vaccine. RN in to check at patient at 1259pm sitting on chair on tripod position. I asked her how she is feeling. She said her throat feels itchy. Took patient to gurney to lay down and afterwards started saying that her throat feels like it is closing up. Called for RRT, Epi was given at 1300 and O2 provided. Patient started yelling "Oh my god I am not feeling well" MD at bedside doing assessment. RRT at arrived, hand off given. Patient was taken down to ED via wheelchair by RRT nurse at 1315. Vital signs as follows: 13:05- BP=145/84, HR=135, RR=26, O2 sats 100 at 15li/NC.

938765 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 64.0 64 F Caregiver Health Manager, reporting a med error on behalf of the vaccine administrator, LVN, On 1/8/2021, employee received Moderna COVID vaccine dose #2 when her dose #1 was Pfizer.  Date of first dose was 12/21/2020.  From reviewing the process and witnesses in the vaccination area, this employee missed the check-in desk in lobby prior to going to the vaccination area.  There was no validation of her 1st dose date and manufacture; this step is usually done at the front check-in desk .  She did not bring her CDC vaccination card of dose #1 of COVID-19.  She was not able to recall the name of her dose #1 COVID-19 vaccine which was later validated as Pfizer.  LVN, administered the Moderna COVID vaccine for dose #2 in error as today.  She should have received Pfizer for dose 2 instead.  There is no harm at this time.  As of today, 1/12/2021, no adverse effect is reported from this employee.

938766 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 TX 32.0 32 M Received the shot Tuesday night on left arm. Soreness and pain for a day or two. Pain went away for a couple of days.  Saturday night started to get neck arm and shoulder sorness arm tingling and numbness and pain near elbow top of forearm. MD check injection site and no redness or tenderness at location of shot just arm and neck and back.  Was given steroid pack and muscle relaxer. Steroid pack made me feel worst and sick. Pain in arm comes and goes and neck. MD diagnosed possible pinch nerve.

938767 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Developed fever, chills, aches, fatigue approximately 12 hours post vaccine.  unable to report to work the day after vaccine administered

938768 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 NY 72.0 72 M No initial symptom other than soreness in arm for about 2 days. Then, 12 days after the vaccination, a red rash started to be seen at the area where the injection was. That area felt warm. The nest two days, including today, the rash started to spread, covering a major part of the upper part of my arm. The arm is warm to the touch. I plan to go to a medical clinic tomorrow, as I am now, visiting my daughter and grandchildren, until January 24.

938769 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Severe Chills and Nausea

938771 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Rash and pain to injection site,  size of a quarter.

938772 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CO 61.0 61 F Fever/chills 104.8, N/V, severe fatigue/weakness, severe headache, body aches

938773 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 WI 61.0 61 F Patient reported rash on left wrist approximately 10 minutes after receiving vaccine. Also reported pruritus at site of redness. Patient was monitored by provider and throughout duration of monitoring developed rash on wrist, neck, and left forearm with pruritus at all sites. Patient given 50mg of Benadryl PO approximately 25 mins after reaction. Within 30 mins of administering medication redness and pruritus had resolved and patient left clinic in stable condition.

938774 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 46.0 46 F Patient is a 46 y.o. female who was seen at SVH COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her first dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   She was given the Moderna vaccination in the right deltoid muscle.   During her 30 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience migraine.  She denied rash, hives, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, itching, lightheadedness, facial swelling, lip swelling and tongue swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to blood pressure abnormality .

938775 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 56.0 56 M developed a fever day of vaccine

938777 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 CA 38.0 38 F caller stated that vaccine caused chills, heart rate increase, nausea, vomiting, body aches and  migraines lasting 72 hours.

938778 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Patient describes after a couple weeks, the patient is experiencing soreness to touch, redness, pain and is "wrapping down" her arm towards her armpit. Also itchiness

938779 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 TX 38.0 38 F severe fatigue, stiff joints, muscle weakness, low grade fever, severe headaches, pain to injection site, swollen lymph nodes

938780 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 TX 46.0 46 F Redness, warmth, increasing pain near injection site, swelling with induration, firm to touch.Today's plan of care:  treat with heat packs and oral analgesics and continue to monitor site for changes.

938781 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 KS 44.0 44 F Pt with vaccination.  Week later had hard knot that was painful and expanded.  Had erythema and induration that was size of entire upper arm 8x8 inches.  Treated by her employee health for possible cellulitis.    Seen in PCP office today and expanding erythema stable from yesterday and decreased erythema/pain today.

938782 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 KY 63.0 63 F After receiving second covid vaccine, injection site is red with a circle larger than 2 inches (4 by 6 inches). Symptoms include runny nose, headache, fever and are ongoing since vaccine. Have not visited healthcare professional yet.

938783 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 MD 31.0 31 F I had a metallic taste in my mouth and slight tingling of the tongue blade with onset 10 mins following vaccination. This lasted about 3 hours.

938784 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OR 58.0 58 F Chattering teeth, chills, fever 100.4, lightheaded, dizzy, black out fall to floor, body aches, mild headache, cotton headed, fatigue, left arm pain, neck/shoulder aches

938785 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Developed fever, chills, aches and fatigue within 24hour of vaccine administration

938786 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 FL 32.0 32 M I was fine immediately after the shot on Friday 1/8/21. I experienced slight muscle soreness in the left arm near the administration site. At about 8:30PM, I started to get chills and started to have muscle soreness all throughout my body (shoulders, arms, back, legs, abdomen, etc.). I went to bed at about 11:30PM with the soreness and chills. I woke up at about 7AM and the chills had resolved. The muscles soreness and now a headache remained up until about 5:30PM on Saturday 1/9/21. After that, I felt right back to normal.

938787 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 TX 42.0 42 M Armpit swollen lymph nodes swollen

938788 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MS 49.0 49 F Redness,swelling with knot, heat to site. 3-4 inch knot in diameter. Chills & fatigue.

938789 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NC 34.0 34 F During the overnight hours after recurrent my vaccine i developed fever, cold,  and headache.   All day I have had a low grade fever up to 100.9 as well as headache and weakness/ fatigue.

938790 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IL 23.0 23 M Chills, fever, nausea, and diarrhea

938791 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 43.0 43 F Bells Palsy

938792 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 66.0 66 F Vaccine administered at 08:17am. At 9:10, patient felt flushed and dizzy and experience tingling in mouth; patient was administered Benedryl orally at 9:20am.  At 9:25, 911 was called and an Epi was administered that was available provided by on-site pharmacist.  Patient was subsequently transported by local EMS to a healthcare facility.

938793 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 AZ 72.0 72 M Patient admitted to skilled nursing, current diagnosis and symptoms before during and after vaccine is diarrhea, chills, shaking and fatigue. Unknown if side effect of vaccine or due to medical condition.

938794 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 UT 42.0 42 F Rash on left arm and right wrist 48 hours after first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine 0.3 mL IM in left deltoid. Patient tool cetirizine PO and used triamcinolone cream topically. Appears to have resolved, but no further details in the patient's chart.

938795 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 RI 58.0 58 F Received Moderna 1st dose within 15 minute observation time, c/o "tingling to top of throat" and " circumoral numbness and tingling. Declined intervention/Benadryl.  Dr. in clinic and evaluated. Monitored x30 minutes. Symptoms subsiding.

938796 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 30.0 30 F itchiness, redness and swelling at injection site 7 days after vaccination.

938797 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 KS 57.0 57 F Within 30 minutes her right arm burned to finger tips, arm became reddish purple, fingers began to tingle.  Day 2:  headache, nausea, extreme anxiety while watching TV, woke in middle of the night with feeling on something crawling over legs, and chills like was in ice water.  Day 3:  extreme feeling of anxiety  throughout the day, pins and needle tingling in hands and feet up to middle of calves, nausea, weakness in thighs, woke up three times during the night with feeling of something crawling over legs, headache.  Day 4:  pins and needles feeling in hands and feet up to middle of calves, anxiety, feeling of racing heart, headache.  Day 5:  headache, nausea, tingling in hands, up to elbow left arm and feet up to middle of calves, tremor in left hand, weakness in thighs hard to climb stairs, woke with left eye swollen to slit, blurred vision left eye, eyes, burned all day even with eye drops, chest pain 4 separate times.  Day 6:  woke with swollen left eye, headache, tingling in hands and feet up to middle of calves, weak thighs, hard time pushing obese patient to car in wheelchair, numbness in  left side of face, smile intact, blurred vision left eye.  Day 7 - Day 13:  still experiencing headache, left eye blurred vision, left hand and foot tingling, but progressively better.

938798 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MI 48.0 48 F Severe chills followed a few hours later by fatigue and headache

938799 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 22.0 22 F erythematous hard lump in left upper arm around  3 inches in length and width starting  Day 2 after administration right under site of administration. Started getting itchy Day 3/4 and redness subsided, raised bump still evident and sore.

938800 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 KY 37.0 37 M I've had a few episodes of dizziness. Since a few days after the vaccine I've a pain in the left side of my neck that radiates to my left eye. It seems that this pain is traveling. I've also had several headaches. I do not get headaches. I have not been treated for these events. Still having soreness/pain in left side of neck and eye to this date. 01/12/2021.
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938801 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 24.0 24 F Patient is a 24 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her second dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines. Denies any adverse effects after receiving her first COVID vaccine.    She was given the Pfizer vaccination in the right deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience throat scratchiness and cough.  She denied difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, throat tightness, dizziness and facial swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to rapid progression of symptoms.

938802 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 IL 52.0 52 F Approximately 15 min post injection - "Feeling hot all over like I had dye for a CT scan. " No other c/o/ symptoms. Elevated HR of 93 and  elevated  BP of 164/93. Stayed an additional 15 minutes. Able to take water. After additional 15 minutes  VS taken again and stable, but BP 155/97.No further complaints. Denies need to stay longer. Instructions given to call physician or 911 if symptoms change or worsen.

938804 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Nausea and weakness for 2 weeks. Unable to eat, dry mouth.  Treated with zofran, remeron, promethazine.

938805 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 TN 46.0 46 M Sun 10pm change in taste. Taste continued all day Tuesday. Had COVID test done. It was negative. That evening  his eye started blinking.... Bells Palsey.  Difficulty with face movement. Today still persisting. Now taking a steroid. He is a MD.

938806 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 TX 35.0 35 F After vaccination I felt diaphoretic and dizzy. After waiting in the monitoring area for 45 minutes I drank some water and felt like my bilateral upper thighs were difficult to lift when I tried to walk to my car. I went home and was tachycardic 120-130bpm that continued throughout the night to the point I couldn't sleep my heart was pounding so hard and fast. I was extremely thirsty and dehydrated all night.  I continued to have tachycardia for several days despite hydrating. My thighs also continued to feel week for several weeks. I developed a 100.7 F temperature and had flu like symptoms the following days.

938807 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 MS 55.0 55 F Hives - on both arms and legs and trunk front and back x 3days Also, c/o top lip having tingling sensation off and on.

938808 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 52.0 52 F coughing, flushing, cyanosis, diaphoresis Y 1

938809 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Patient was given first dose of Pfizer COVID vaccine and had no immediate pain on injection. She stated she developed increased pain in her right shoulder joint and was unable to sleep the night of the injection on 12/22/20. She stated the pain continued to increase and was unable to sleep on that shoulder. She was seen by her primary care provider on 1/8/21 for continued pain and decreased range of motion in her R shoulder, she is unable to raise it above shoulder height. She continues to have pain and decreased range of motion despite rest and ibuprofen.

938810 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 53.0 53 F NONE

938811 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 SC 71.0 71 F after the shotI saat 15 miuntes. let started haveing trouble with mt throat . it started to close ! I went back to where I got the shot, they hit me with an Epic pen and they called 911. I felted as if I was going to pass out . was taken to The ER , they treated me wit three different meds and keep me tere for a few hours ang sent me home with meds to take . theysaid if I should hve any more problems come back. and That I was There first csae like this from the shot.. I was plenty scared.

938812 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 WY 16.0 16 M Vaccine was given to 16 year old employee. Mother was in attendance at the time. No side effects have been reported to date.

938813 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 34.0 34 F Patient is a 34 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her first dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   She was given the Moderna vaccination in the right deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience dizziness and diaphoresis.  She denied difficulty breathing, throat tightness and facial swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to blood pressure abnormality , rapid progression of symptoms and syncope. Patient states she last ate an apple with PB around 1pm today, but has not had much else today. Denies drinking much water today. She was working in surgery a majority of the day.

938814 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Headache, body ache, fever, fatigue. Improving.

938815 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 TX 41.0 41 F 5-6 days after my shot I had a allergic reaction. Anaphylaxis.

938816 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 PA 53.0 53 F Patient developed Tinnitus for 20 minutes immediately after COVID vaccine. Severe joint pain (history Rheumatoid Arthritis) began 4 hours later, and she could barely move hands. She had a severe asthma attack (history asthma) 1 hour later. Breathing has been poor since then with many asthma attacks and oxygen level as low as 79%. Still cannot sleep lying down without oxygen level dropping. Seen at Lung Center 12/31/2020 began tapering prednisone dose beginning at 60mg. Didn't tolerate 40mg so was at 60mg through 1/9/2021. Now decreased to 40 mg and is having increased shortness of breath and more breakthrough nebulizers. 1/4/2021 feeling no better. Given dexamethasone and kept on steroids. Returned to working just at home on 1/11/2021. No history of asthma reaction this severe in past other than post- ablation, but duration then was shorter.

938817 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 31.0 31 F External and internal ear pain -- shooting pain.

938818 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Fatigue, muscle ache, body ache

938819 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Post vaccination, HCW reports she sustained Right arm swelling, pain,  warmness to touch.  Red spots were noted at injection site and was warm to touch.  HCW reported staggering Motrin 800mg and Tylenol 1000mg around the clock for a period of 3 days.  Also used cold compress to to right arm.   On 01/12/2021, 5 days post vaccination, HCW reports some relief in pain , decrease in arm swelling  and improvement in redness at the injection site.  The HCW sought evaluation at the facility's Occupational Health Center and  was instructed to continue Motrin and cold compress and  report back if symptoms worsens.

938820 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 30.0 30 M Within 3 minutes of receiving vaccine felt flush and throat swelling, responded to Epi Pen and Benadryl p.o. EMS took him to ED where he remained several hours receiving 1 liter NS 125 mg solumedrol IV, discharge with 4 days of prednisone 40 mg daily and a prescription for an Epi Pen.  As of 1.12 he is totally okay with no after effects.Y

938821 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Headache, nausea, body aches, stuffy nose. Resolved.

938823 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 ME 53.0 53 F Nausea, lightheaded, dizziness and headache starting 10 mins after. Felt like she was going to faint. Also felt like she was developing a migraine. Improved after about 20 minutes.

938824 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Around 1/10/21, site of injection started inching and was red. On 1/11/21, about a 2 inch redness around injection site, no itch. On 1/12/21, 2 inch redness remains, but the inside of the red area is my skin color, no itch.

938825 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 CA 32.0 32 F I have a huge hard ball around the area where it was vaccinated. It is red around the area. itching is happening as well.

938826 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 OH 62.0 62 F Started getting the chills, a severe headache and fever of 101.3. Nausea the next day was unable to eat, chilling all day with a fever, extreme tiredness,  back pain, diarrrhea and eyes hurting, fever rising to 101.5.  Fever on Monday dropping to 99.9 and chilling with no energy. Tuesday back still hurts, no energy, had dark urine in the am. diarrhea in the afternoon. Lost 7 lbs.

938827 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Approximately 4 hours after vaccination, patient began having chills, severe headache, body aches all over, and insomnia.  The side effects lasted for approximately 14 hours then spontaneously resolved.

938828 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 OH 47.0 47 F Started with headache, muscle and joint pain and chills. On 24th and fever 99.9 and got nauseous. Took ibuprofen and about 2 hours later symptoms improved, broke fever. Continued with joint pain and nausea. 25th - had nausea and joint pain and headache and fatigue. Nausea - didn't eat much for three days; could drink fluids - never vomited. Injection site: red, warm - two-inch red ring around it. Saturday the 26 - headache broke; nausea and joint pain stayed, and arm stayed red. COVID swab -rapid test, negative 27th - still nauseous but ate a little; injection site improved - flat hive rash from injection site down to elbow. took Ibuprofen each day once or twice a day which helped with joint aches. Monday 28, ZYRTEC went to work; hive rash on arm stayed through Wednesday, 30th And saw the Dr on Wednesday - to see if should take a second dose.  Dr advised to lose up on antihistamines; TYLENOL and ibuprofen right before I get next dose. Rash went away by end of day on 30th.

938829 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 MD 44.0 44 F First Day after the injection I had a headache and nausea the entire day into the next day.  The second day I still had the headache and the nausea.  I work overnights.  When I awoke in the afternoon, my throat was closing up.  It was hard to swallow and I struggled to breath.  I immediately drank liquid Benadryl and called my doctor in the morning.Y

938830 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 UT 50.0 50 F Pain on left side of neck starting 2 days after first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine 0.3 mL IM in right deltoid. Pain progressed over the next 5 days to arm and left eye. Dizziness, mouth drooping, and numbness developed. Went to ED and diagnosed with Bell's Palsy. Evaluated in ED for possible causes. Vital signs stable. CVA ruled out. Patient given ketorolac, droperidol, and IV fluids for her headache. Prescribed steroids and acyclovir for Bell's Palsy treatment. Prescriber instructed patient to return to ED immediately if symptoms worsen or additional symptoms develop. Follow up with patient on 1/5/21 with patient reporting some improvement in symptoms.  Patient reported having a headache for 2 weeks straight prior to presenting to the ED on 1/3/21. Vaccine was administered on 12/28/21. Unsure if the Bell's Palsy was a result of the vaccine or some other inciting factor.

938831 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TX 36.0 36 M Disorientation, tunnel vision, blurred vision, difficulty breathing, chest tightness, severe palpitations, tachycardia, cold and clammy, tingling to extremeties, unable to verbalize thoughts and organize words. And feeling that I was going to lose consciousness.

938832 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 CA 58.0 58 M severe chills & systemic symptoms that lasted 48 hours w/ the 2nd dose of this vaccine. tolerated 1st dose with mild arm soreness only.

938833 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OR 38.0 38 F Patient presents to the Emergency Department who was doing well up until she received COVID-19 vaccine at 1150. 15 minutes later patient started to experience throat tightening and tongue swelling. She was administered Epipen at 1217 by staff at vaccination clinic. EMS was called and prior to arrival at ER tongue swelling had subsided.

938834 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AL 20.0 20 F Patient complained of throat feeling "thick." Also complained of mild nausea and shaking. Began approx 15 mins after vaccine was administered. Patient was treated with Epi and Benadryl, 911 was called. Patient left clinic alert and oriented with EMT.

938835 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 53.0 53 F Patient reported symptoms of itching at injection site, denied any other symptoms.  Patient stayed for 30 minute observation, at observation completion patient reports she was also feeling slightly dizzy and lightheaded, reports those symptoms were occurring intermittently throughout 30 minute wait.  Patient offered oral fluids (water/juice), and to stay a little longer, patient refused, reports she is fine to go home.  Patient left observation on her own.

938836 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 WA 36.0 36 F Pain, redness, swelling, and heat at injection site. Reduced effects with Tylenol. Hives approx 6-8 hours after injection. Rash near site due to adhesive allergy reaction. Hives and rash resolved after taking Benadryl for 2 nights in a row beginning the night vaccine received. New symptoms began 4 days after receiving vaccine; fever/chills, body aches, malaise. They resolved approximately 3 days later. Mild pain, redness, swelling, and heat at injection site increased to moderate status 8 days following vaccination. At 9 days following vaccination a telehealth appointment determined cellulitis at the injection site.

938837 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 AK 46.0 46 F Pain, numbness, weakness in arm opposite site of injection.   Time line regarding possible adverse event from COVID 10 Vaccine Dec 21, received COVID-19 Vaccine #1 in right arm lot #EH9899 Dec 23- mild pain in left shoulder, did not do anything that I could pinpoint as the cause of this, no injuries, falls or accidents Dec 24, pain intensified Dec 28, 2020- went to primary MD for exam, gave several medications and ordered an MRI of C-spine which was completed on this day.  Dec 29- pain has continued to intensify, now shoulder, and entire left arm. Fingers on left hand intermittently numb except for pointer finger that stays numb, and hand is colder than right hand Dec 29, 2020- results of C-Spine showed no significant issues. Small herniation in one of the disks. Per MD, ?more suspicious of a muscular issue or something external to spine pinching that nerve?. Pain has continued despite medications ordered.  Dec 30, 2020 MD referred me to a Neuroversion for pain control. I did not want to go here yet, I wanted to know what was causing the issue, not just treat the pain, decided to wait to make this appointment and instead get an appointment with a Neurologist on Monday due to offices being closed on New Year?s Eve.  January 4, 2021 pain, numbness and now weakness have persisted all weekend, appointment with Neurologist scheduled for Tuesday January 5, 2021. January 5, 2021, appointment with Neurologist, suspecting Parsonage-Turner Syndrome.   Parsonage Turner syndrome (PTS) is characterized by the sudden onset of shoulder and upper arm pain followed by progressive (worsening over time) weakness and/or atrophy of the affected area. The pain is felt along the path of one or more nerves and often has no obvious physical cause. The network of nerves involved in this syndrome is called the brachial plexus and it controls movement and sensation in the shoulders and arms. The cause is still unknown (idiopathic). However, researchers believe that most cases are due to an autoimmune response following exposure to an illness or environmental factor. Suspected triggers include viral and bacterial infections, surgery, vaccinations, injury, childbirth, strenuous exercise, certain medical procedures, and various health conditions. Treatment is symptomatic and may include pain relievers, corticosteroids and physical therapy.[1][2] January 6, 2021- MRI of left shoulder completed January 8 2021- Follow up of MRI with neurologist. No abnormalities seen on MRI, ruled out any other tumors, or anatomical issues causing pain. Diagnosis Parsonage-Turner Syndrome. Increased dosages of current medications and added another to control nerve pain.  January 9, 2021- pain seems to be lessening, numbness and weakness continues January 10, 2021- significant pain returned, numbness and weakness continues. I did get the 2nd dose of the COVID-19 lot # EJ1685 in R arm vaccine today, as MD did not advice against it and I still believe that the vaccine is important.

938838 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 FL 63.0 63 F Large Erythematous area at injection site. Tender and bruising noted Low grade fever. General not feeling well

938840 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Arm soreness Headache Chills Fever Body aches

938841 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Headache, Body aches, fever, fatigue, soreness at injection site.  Lasted 48 hours.  Recovered at home. Took Tylenol and Ibuprofen.

938842 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 WA 32.0 32 F 8 min after administration, described a light-headedness and sinus pressure. Also hypertensive. 144/91 immediately, then 129/88 2 min later. Symptoms resolved around 5 min later, other than some dizziness when trying to stand. Resolved after 20 minutes.

938843 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CT 19.0 19 F Patient presented with increasing head pain followed by nausea approximately 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine.  Throat was itchy, progressed to difficulty swallowing an patient became dizzy.  Patient was placed on a stretcher.  Benadryl 50 mg PO was administered.  911 call placed.  Vitals: BP 139/89 HR 89 O2 Sat. 97%  Lungs CTA .  EMS arrived on scene 25 minutes after patient received vaccine.  Vitals were checked again.  Patient was placed in an upright position on the stretcher.  Itchy throat and light headedness persisted.  Patient chose to go to the hospital to be assessed.

938844 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 WA 35.0 35 F I started noticing swelling and altered sensation in my right lower arm about 10 minutes after injection. The swelling subsided but numbness lingered. Then around 10am I started feeling numbness in my right neck, jaw and ear. Numbness improved after taking half tab of benadryl.

938845 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 45.0 45 F scratchy throat, trouble swallowing

938846 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 59.0 59 M developed fever, chills, muscle aches approximately 12 hours post vaccine

938847 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 36.0 36 M Facial swelling and pressure /tightness, tingling of lips, burning sensation in head. I went to the ER and was treated. I?m still Experiencing the symptoms

938848 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Tingling, numbness of  forehead, left ear, left eye, tingling throughout arms, fingers & thighs. Received Benadryl  50 mg IM, monitored in the ED x 2 hours, EKG done.

938849 12/27/2020 01/12/2021 WA 90.0 90 M Significant left-sided facial drooping.  Left (hand) grip slightly weaker than right grip.

938850 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Patient describes chills, later a fever of 101.2 and body aches.

938851 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 62.0 62 M Felt like he was hit by a bus. In middle of night fever, joint pain  5am 100.2, 6:35am 99.6,  7:30am 99.1 8:30am 98.3, 10:30 98.1.

938852 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 MS 56.0 56 F Reports chills, fatigue, nausea, dizziness & arm site pain.

938854 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CO 46.0 46 F right sided breast, axilla and arm pain

938855 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IN 63.0 63 F Approximately 15 minutes after vaccine administration pt. reported tingling of her lips and mouth. She was placed on a cot and tingling continued. 911 was called and evaluated pt. She refused additional medical attention.  She continued to rest on the cot and  stated that the tingling had resolved when she left the building.

938856 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Pt received 1st dose dose of Moderna vaccine.  10 - 12 minutes post receiving vaccine, pt started vomiting, then became unconsciousness.  Used Ambu Bag, and pt was transported to ED.  O2 Sat: 98% room air and HR:86 at time of transfer

938857 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 PA 27.0 27 F Day 1 after injection: slight redness and moderate pain. Both went away within 3 days. Day 7 after injection: increase redness, swelling, temperature, and itchiness at injection site. Continuing to last until today.

938858 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 MO 37.0 37 F Lost complete sense of smell - Lasted 15 hr; smell and taste muted after they came back. 30 -36 hours after vaccine - Really bad nasal congestion - bad cough and those lasted 4 days. Urgent Care. Tested for COVID -Sunday, 27th, afternoon. Tested negative for Covid.  Still do have muted taste and smell but don't have cough anymore.

938859 12/20/2020 01/12/2021 NY 43.0 43 F After my first vaccination, I had tingling all the way down to my fingertips. While I was driving home that night, my face, mouth, tongue, and cheeks became tingling. I got my second dose and and the same symptoms happened. Last night I felt feverish and was achy.

938860 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 42.0 42 F 1/8 - Within 12 hrs had body, eye, and headache.  Overall tired.  Could not do normal daily things without feeling wiped out . 3 Advil did nothing- sat 1/9.  Next day felt better.- sun 1/10.  That evening low grade fever 99.6 and achy again., mostly eyes and head.  Went to bed.  Monday okay. But noticed right armpit a pit puffy.- same side as injection.  Tuesday 1/12 woke up at 6:00am and had dull joint/bone pain bilaterally.  Ranging from neck ache, to sternum/upper back, shoulders, triceps.  Injection site still sore- slightly red off to the side.  Did some stretches in bed and eventually got up.  I am very in tune with my body- something is off.  I never wake up feeling ?bad?.  Fit, healthy and active normally.  Almost like a bad nights sleep with a poor mattress but only affected my upper body.  Took two Advil and hot shower- feel better but can tell something doesn?t feel right.

938861 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 42.0 42 F Developed syncope within a few minutes of receiving vaccine. Taken to the ED for treatment.  given IV fluids, Benadryl, famotidine, methylprednisolone,  IV fluid bolus and 02 along with reglan and Zofran.  Total ED stay approximately 4 hours

938862 12/16/2020 01/12/2021 TX 41.0 41 F 12/18/2020  Night in pain on right side of arm and she had a big ball under the arm  pit the size of a base ball  and ER and your lynodes had swollen.  Gave you IVProphen and  Tylneol Took a week in a half for swollen to go down.

938863 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 UT 22.0 22 F Numbness and tingling in left arm and face, grogginess following first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine 0.3 mL IM in left deltoid.  Went to the ED. Monitored for 3 hours. All symptoms have subsided except a tingling sensation running through the left arm. Provider evaluated the patient, and thought this was likely a vasovagal type reaction on 12/30/21, although patient still reports some symptoms as of 1/12/21.

938864 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CO 34.0 34 F Pt had covid-19 vaccination. Unknown if Pfizer or Moderna. Unknown lot number, vaccine route or site. Pt reported difficulty swallowing and numb lips 30 minutes after vaccine

938865 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 WA 48.0 48 F 10 days after injection below the site became red, hot, itchy, painful.

938866 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 AK 38.0 38 F Two days after receiving 2nd dose of COVID19 vaccine, red itchy areas to upper legs and arms. Progressed next day. Today 1/12/21 employee showed me additional red areas to arms, face, outer eyes and states red areas to abdomen. Otherwise feels well.

938867 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 24.0 24 F throat swelling , Benadryl 50 mg , then epi 0.3mg > sent to ER for follow up

938868 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 VA 34.0 34 F -0715 vaccine administered. -0735 started to feel dizzy/off and right side of tongue felt like it was mildly swelling and itchy. -0735 asked to have blood pressure taken as know when I am having anaphylaxis my blood pressure escalates. -0740 took blood pressure and it was 141/86 in right arm. Normal is 110s/60s-70s. No anxiety feelings.  -0740 throat started to have increased mucous production. Had the tickle and tightness in throat. Asked and received 25mg Benadryl with cup of water. -0742 started clearing throat frequently and slight cough. Knew it was anaphylaxis and told the team I need to go to the ER. Asked for additional 25mg Benadryl. Also took 20mg Famotidine and 2 puffs Albuterol inhaler--this is my prescribed anaphylaxis routine. Had Epipens on standby. -0743 put on O2 saturation monitor and watched O2 drop into 90-92 range. Asked for epipen on standby as I know when I need to start it. Didn't want to take that when I knew I was about to get it in the ER and knowing self hadn't progressed that far. Felt chest tightness and shortness of breath. Voice started becoming hoarse. -0800 EMS arrived (delay as team didn't know if they were supposed to call 911 or a Code--they chose EMS even though in hospital). Then staff at COVID vaccine clinic kept emphasizing need to go in ambulance while EMS and self fought to go through hospital (much quicker route). Finally cleared to go through hospital to ER. To get some air via breathing in had to sit up leaning forward. Voice completely hoarse by this time. -About 0817 arrived to ER bay. At this time, frequently coughing and cough started to sound stridorous. Difficulty getting breaths in. Had chest pain near heart. Greeted by MD, 2 RNS, and technician. -0819 received IM epinephrine. Attached to 5 lead EKG monitoring and O2 monitoring. Blood pressure done again. Higher than previous. -About 0821 had working IV (previous two attempts failed as veins were constricting). Given IV Solumderol. Started bolus of 1L Normal Saline. -Not sure how long after by cough subsided, increased mucous production subsided, as well as hoarseness decreased. -Held for observation for 2hours (would be longer if not resolved). - Discharged around 1015. At this time, hoarseness almost all gone. Minimal throat clearing. Cough resolved.  -Prescribed epipen inhalers (mine expired) and Prednisone. Prednisone is PRN for mild breathing difficulties if it starts again tomorrow 1/13/21.  -At 1400 took 50mg Benadryl and 20mg Famotidine as previously prescribed for anaphylaxis maintenance. Will continue this as previously prescribed every 6hours until symptoms stay resolved. -Made follow up appointment with Primary Care Physician per protocolY

938869 12/19/2020 01/12/2021 PA 59.0 59 F 12/19 vaccination 12/20 10pm As soon as I lied down, room spinning. Went to sleep. Midnight on 12/21; woke up 'not feeling well'; weakness, faint, shaky. You contacted your brother and proceeded to the ER.  2am started to feel better 3:30 am dishcarged home. Wope up at 6:30 am. Chills, achy. Went to work; felt chilled all Monday into the evening until eventually subsided.  **2 negative COVID in Nov **Flonase for allergies  **2nd Pfizer vaccination on 1/9/2020. Milder symptoms for couple of days, into Tuesday. 1/12/2021; mild chills, mild body aches.

938870 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Headaches, weakness in hands, fatigue, chills. Off and on throughout the day and night starting 4 days after receiving vaccine. Combination of ibuprofen and acetaminophen helped alleviate symptoms.

938871 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 IN 25.0 25 F I received the vaccine on 12/29 at approximately 12:30 pm. On 12/31 I woke up with itching in my scalp. On 1/1 the itching started spreading throughout my body. I have continuously been itching since 12/31. The itching is all over my scalp, arms, hands, back, and legs. I have recently developed a pain/pressure in the back of my head, that feels like I have smacked it against a wall. I have also recently developed pain in my chest. I have seen my PCP, dermatologist, and ED drs and no one can find a route cause for my reaction.

938872 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 UT 19.0 19 F injection site has been itchy since i got the shot. i noticed about four days ago that my lymph nodes in my left armpit were super tender. about six days after injection left neck lymph nodes became extremely swollen and tender. on day seven i noticed a rash all over my upper left arm from top of shoulder to about half way down my upper arm. extremely red and super itchy.

938873 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 42.0 42 M Approximately 30 minutes after receiving his 2nd dose of the Pfizer COVID vaccine he had sudden onset of dizziness, nausea, and feeling flushed. He went to Emergency Department for treatment.  He was discharged from the Emergency Department to home.  On 1/12/21 he states nausea and dizziness gone. Slight headache. Feels better.

938874 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MD 31.0 31 F Red, firm, itchy, swelling at injection site and swollen neck lymph nodes 1 week after injection

938875 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 59.0 59 F Palpitations and anxiety. Resolved by the time she sought treatment in the ED. No rash, swelling.

938876 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 45.0 45 F developed muscle aches in the neck and shoulder area within 12 hours of vaccine administration.  Took 96 hours for symptoms to resolve completely

938877 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 59.0 59 F 1/5/2021 at 3am I woke up feeling very lightheaded and dizzy. Went back to sleep and  At 7am  woke feeling same. I took routine vitamins and 2 extra strength  Tylenol.  Symptoms lasted all day with difficulty walking due to the dizziness. Also had difficulty focusing, blurry vision.  1/6/2021 still a little lightheaded just a little dizzy.  Headache ( I have routine headaches).   lightheaded and dizziness  decreased with each day.

938878 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Hot to touch at injection site itchy huge red welt welt is 5-6 inches around

938879 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 PA 45.0 45 F Face,neck and arms had blotches all over them and lips were swollen.  Injection was at 1:15pm after I had waited my 15 minutes I left and it happened in the car and notified the person that gave me the injection and was told to go to Emergency Room.  Was told by Emergency Room that I should not have had the injection being allergic to bee stings.  Was given IV with Steroid.  Discharge papers said Allergic reaction to drug.

938880 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 VA 57.0 57 M this 57yo Male ret. He received his first Pfizer covid vaccine on Jan 7th to left arm at hospital (not where he works). He went home and reported was fine, but tired.  Stated his fatigue and onset of shortness of breath began day 1 post vaccine kept him from working.  As his symptoms worsened, on day 4  (1/11/2021) he obtained a pulse ox and O2 sats were in the "80's" with normal heart rate. He went to ER on 1/11 1507 with body aches, fatigue, chest discomfort and SOB where he was ultimately admitted with diagnosis of COVID-19 pneumonia.  Is on O2 support via NC.Y

938881 12/17/2020 01/12/2021 CO 57.0 57 M Chills, Body aches, Head aches, fatigue began evening of 12/22 and lasted 24 hrs

938882 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AK 64.0 64 F Customer rec'd COVID-19 vaccine at 0907 in facility and transferred to post vaccine observation. At 0917 customer called out to provider. Customer reports "a funny feeling" and states that she has commonly felt this feeling prior to allergic reactions. She appears anxious. Customer moved to ante room, closer to emergency supplies. Customer denies feeling SOB, difficulty breathing or tongue/throat swelling. Reports "heart racing." BP 205/100, HR 121, 02 98%. Lungs CTA. Customer accepts Benadryl 50mg PO @ 0920. Customer monitored at site. Over the course of the next 5 minutes she reports feeling better and more relaxed. HR decreases to 78, BP 190/78 @ 0930. Customer reports full resolution of symptoms. Reports having this type of reaction before to oral medications and has previously been monitored in the ED. She denies ever having to receive EPI, and is unsure what treatments were given in ED to resolve symptoms. She has never been admitted for one of these types of reactions, and reports this reaction as a mild compared to others.   Customer's husband called to bedside. Customer and escort counseled to watch for progressive s/sx of reaction including increase in throat symptoms, swelling, itching/rash, SOB, chest pain or any other symptoms that are outside her baseline. Instructed to contact EMS for transport to ED. Customer and escort in agreement with plan. Customer instructed to contact PCP Team prior to next vaccine appointment to discuss post vaccine course and discuss risks/benefits and/or pre-treatments prior to next vaccine. Customer denies questions/concerns. Escort verbalizes understanding of instruction and agrees to remain with customer for the next 24 hours. Customer released from site at 1005, ambulating independently with steady gait, no obvious s/sx of distress.

938883 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Vomiting and fatigue/drowsiness on 01/10/2021, fatigue continued through present (1/12/21)

938884 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 34.0 34 F Patient received vaccine at 5 pm and began noticing reaction symptoms at 5:05 pm. Patient reported feeling tightness in her throat that went to the back of her tongue and her lips felt tingly. Patient reported that all symptoms quickly went away. Patient stayed for 30 minute observation and once complete, patient denied any further or new reaction symptoms. Patient left observation on her own. No medication were given.

938885 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 WA 58.0 58 F Dose provided 9am, then 9:25am pt developed bilateral eye swelling and slight shortness of breath. She has a history of severe allergy to medication/bees so she was already being closely monitored for the full 30 minutes. Her shortness of breath became better after 25mg Benadryl administered orally with water. Patient was monitored another 20 minutes, no other issues. Second dose for home provided. Pt was escorted to the car by RN where sister drover her home to continue to monitor. Nurse called pt to follow up at 2pm same day, no answer, voicemail left.

938886 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 NC 53.0 53 F 4/5 hours bad headache, flu symptoms , nausea,  Later that night  I had chills, fever and was  flushed which all lasted two days

938887 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 67.0 0 M None 0.0

938890 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 TN 41.0 41 F 10 days following vaccination, rash, burning, and itching developed on opposite extremity of injection with fever of 99.5. 2 days later rash moved to opposite extremity. Treatment during this time with Claritin and Benadryl. Some improvement noted then worsening again. Saw PCP with tx continued. Rash progressed to neck and chest. Saw allergist approximately day 5 of illness and was advised most likely from covid vaccination. Has return appointment on 2-18. Urged to continue Benadryl, Claritin, and Zyrtec. Pepcid also added. As of 1-12-21 rash improved but remains on neck and chest. PCP has ordered bloodwork but results not received as of yet.

938891 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 49.0 49 F itching> 25 mg Benadryl

938892 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 CA 44.0 44 M ~ 2 HRS AFTER RECEIVING THE SHOT ON 01/05/2021  I EXPERIENCE  HEADACHE AND SORENESS AND NUMBNESS ON THE INJECTED SIDE.  WHEN I GOT HOME I WASNT FEELING WELL AND STARTED TO EXPERIENCE CHILLS, WEAKNESS AND MY HEADACHE WORSEN.  TO THIS DATE IM EXPERIENCING THE FOLLOWING SYMPTOMS: HEADACHE, BODY PAIN, LOST OF TASTE AND SMELL, LOW GRADE FEVER AND SHOOTING PAIN ON MY R LOWER RIB CAGE.

938893 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 ND 62.0 62 F Patient had severe chills and fever when she went to bed. She also noted a very strong bruise feeling and saying it is extremely painful at injection site. In a 3" circle around the injection site, there is a dark red mark and bruising. Patient was advised to take Benadryl and Tylenol and to go to the emergency room if she has any trouble breathing or if symptoms become emergent.

938894 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 48.0 48 F developed fever day after vaccination.  fever reduced with medication, but then later developed aches, fatigue and chills

938895 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 SC 64.0 64 F patient stated prior to vaccination that she has many allergies and has had anaphylactic reactions in past to aspirin, penicillin, motrin, yellow dye #5 and Iv contrast dye.  writer called Dr to discuss benefit vs. concern for reaction.  he advised for patient to receive 50 mg benadryl at 1250 and then be vaccinated.  vaccinated her at 1258 and by 1305 complaints of itching and visible hives. walked patient to er room 1 met by nurse.

938896 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Patient reports diffuse itching and mouth tingling post vaccination

938897 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MN 31.0 31 M Watched for approximately 15 minutes after vaccination and then as he did not develop any symptoms he left.  He notes he was not until approximately 1.75 hours after vaccination that he began to develop a runny nose and aching primarily in his arm.  He felt this might be normal but then soon after developed a hot itchy tight feeling in his throat with ongoing rhinorrhea, mild tightness in breathing and soreness in his left arm. He has had similar reactions with Remicade in the past and they became severe and that is why he is no longer using Remicade.

938898 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 AK 53.0 53 F Day after receiving dose, experience a red bump on knee. Day after that additional 10-12 red bumps on both legs, forearms and 1 on forehead. Very itchy and painful. Used calmine lotion. As of today 1/12/21 symptoms improving.

938899 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MA 27.0 27 F Dizzy, feeling faint, nauseous, agitated and can?t sleep

938900 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CO 47.0 47 F Woke up 1/9/21 with pain in my L axilla and swelling.  Improved with ice and ibuprofen.  Continued to get better of the course of 3 days.  No fever but felt ache all over and chills starting 1/8/21 about 8PM, pain in L arm 1/8/21 starting about 2 hours after injection. resolved 1/10/21

938901 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 35.0 35 M Pt observed for 10 minutes in observation room following administration of Moderna Vaccine. Pt stepped outside after 10 minutes of observation and alerted traffic staff that pt was feeling faint and notified Observation RNs. Pt was assisted to the ground, legs propped up on a chair and applied 2 L O2 via non-rebreather mask. Pt was oriented to time, place and date. After 5 minutes, pt was assisted to a sitting position by RN and tolerated well. After a total of 10 minutes RNs removed oxygen and assisted patient back inside to Observation Room where he was observed for an additional 15 minutes. Pt A&Ox4 and left the clinic without further incident.

938902 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 NY 21.0 21 F pt states that she had vaccine on 1/9 later that night she had splochy rash on chest that resolved on own over night sunday 1/10 she felt feverish, bodyaches and chills with nausea and vomiting continued all day and over night was taking tylenol with mild relief of fever and body aches  syptoms have somewhat resolved

938903 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 TX 49.0 49 F Lymphadenopathy in the axillary are of my left arm. I have not seen a physician regarding the lymphadenopathy as I have no other signs or symptoms. I?ve read this was considered an adverse reaction and wanted to report it

938904 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Moderate Left Arm pain started 12/29/20 (the day of receiving the vaccine). Especially painful when not moving the extremity of the injection site (for example, while sleeping). This lasted about 3 days. On 1/6/2021, I started experiencing cold symptoms (cough, runny nose, sore throat, and headache). On 1/7/2021, I tested POSITIVE for COVID even after receiving the first does of the vaccine. On 1/11/2021 I lost my sense of smell.

938905 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 30.0 30 F Developed fever and nausea after vaccine.  unable to work the day after vaccine

938906 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 PR 56.0 56 F Cellulite at injection site

938907 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 PA 58.0 58 F Sore Red arm in injection spot day 7 then day 9&10 muscle aches & chills.. The condition was mild and went away in 48 yours. No Doctor was contacted. Over the counter advil was taken.

938908 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 22.0 22 F Fever: 99.9 lasting 1 day chills fatigue

938909 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Employee received 2nd vaccine yesterday and states vaccine was injected onto her shoulder joint.  C/o excruciating pain in her shoulder joint and going up to her neck.

938911 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 ME 30.0 30 F 3-5 mins after receiving, developed tachycardia, shortness of breath, dizziness, and nausea. Improved within 2-3 mins, cleared within 5-10 mins. No further reaction.

938912 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Covid19 (Pfizer-BioNTech) vaccine: On day 5 following the vaccine, I began to experience "chest pain/tightness," similar to what I felt following a severe cold with cough and loss of smell in March (before covid testing was widespread). I was diagnosed with pleurisy by my MD ~6 weeks after the original illness, and it slowly resolved over time. This current chest pain is similar. It is not limiting my activity, but is a little annoying.

938913 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 CO 49.0 49 F Nursing Home CNA received the COVID vaccine at 1810, began itching and noted hives upper extremity and trunk around 1930 and sx. progressed to lips and tongue swelling and mild difficulty breathing. Employee presented to attached hospital ED at 2030.  Employee was treated with Benadryl 25 mg. IV, Epinephrine 0.5 mg IM, Pepcid 20 mg IV and solumedrol 125 mg. IV. Employee was discharged from the ED at 2145 in stable condition. Employee reported no further issues the next day.

938914 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Experienced tingling of tongue and lips 20 minutes after injection of vaccine.   Zyrtec 10mg PO given, with symptoms resolved after 35 minutes.

938915 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Patient reported to observation area for monitoring post-Injection.    No prior history of adverse reactions or allergic reactions to any medications, vaccines or injections.    She reported to myself (Dr.) at 4:05 pm with feeling of lightheadedness, flushing and racing heart beat.    Initial Exam: Vitals: 143/87, HR 114, O2 sat 100% CV: Tachycardia, regular. No m/r/g Respiratory: CTAB. No w/r/r Skin: Facial flushing but otherwise no rash or hives.  Oral: no tongue or lip swelling   Patient placed in supine position on stretcher, received water hard candy.    Repeat vitals @ 4:30: 151/84, HR 107, Sp O2 100% Exam: Unchanged.    After an additional 15 minutes of rest patient was able to ambulate without assistance and ultimately return to home via uber. Boyfriend was alerted.

938916 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 NC 61.0 61 F At 7:00pm felt  like I would faint & nauseated. Blood pressure 96/57. Laid down & drank a ton of  fluids. Bp came up after 45 min. Felt extremely nauseated, dizzy, sick, nose ran constantly, weak, lethargic, shaking chills for 4 hours. During that time, continued to feel faint, chills, weak & very nauseated. Extremely restless. Temp with ear thermometer was 98.4. Never vomited. Around 11 pm I began feeling better.

938917 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MD 27.0 27 F Day 8 after being vaccinated with the Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA my arm became red, hot and swollen. My arm was also sore. the area affected was right under the injection site.

938918 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 51.0 51 M Patient found unresponsive in chair and incontinent of urine. Returned to consciousness and oriented to surroundings. Patient still lethargic EMS took patient vital signs. Patient vomited. Wife was notified. Patient transported to emergency room via ambulance.

938919 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NV 39.0 39 M asthma attack resolved within an hour

938920 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MO 36.0 36 F Patient endorsed an 'odd' and 'scratchy-like' feeling in her throat @ 1520.  Famotodine 40mg , Diphenhydramine HCl 50mg, and Cetirizine HCl 10mg given PO after No contraindications determined @ 1530.  VSS : SpO2 99-100% on RA, HR 64, NIBP 90s/50s (62-67) - 'baseline' per Patient w no c/o orthostasis.  Feeling better by 1550. Was released to home w f/u phone call @ 1726 to find her at home and feeling 'much better'. She will report this to her PCP.

938921 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Knot at the site. Red rash with itching, Sore throat.  97.9 temp.

938922 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 GA 29.0 29 F 12/22 vaccination 12/24 48 hour after started to have nasal drip, sore throat. 12/26/2020 low grade fever  12/28/2020 chest congestion; COVID 2nd test; negative  sore throat, nasal drip x2 weeks

938923 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 ID 37.0 37 F Facial numbness and headache Have had of history of Bell?s palsy he

938924 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 IA 29.0 29 F During administration, while needle was inserted in the left deltoid and plunger was being depressed, the needle disconnected from the syringe and an unknown amount of vaccine was wasted/administered. Called Agency, there is no current guidance on how to proceed in these situations. No contraindications to giving the dose per Agency. Made judgement call which included education with the patient about no safety data on situations like this, recommended revaccinating. Patient was in agreement, even knowing that there is unknown guidance/safety data regarding these situations. Patient was revaccinated, no further incidents took place. No adverse events occurred after vaccinating, including 15 minute waiting period.

938926 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 PA 49.0 49 F Warm red area approximately 3 inches wide by 4 inches long around injection site , spread up towards shoulder and down arm causing forearm to be red and blotchy, treatment to monitor

938927 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CA 57.0 57 M Vaccine administration staff did not follow Moderna vaccine instructions for handling leftover vaccine doses. Specifically, Moderna handling instructions state that vaccines should be used within 6 hours of the first puncture or be discarded after 6 hours. We administered this patient Moderna dose that was from punctured of longer than 6 hours. Of note, although the vials have been out of the fridge past 6 hours, they were stored in the fridge at the recommended storage temperature of 2-8 degrees Celsius.

938928 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 FL 70.0 70 F Minutes after administration face red, arms, and legs -- red all over body, very hot all over, high blood pressure, tachycardia heart, throat closing. Medication given immediately after reaction in Medical Clinic. Medication given is unknown to pt.  Pt was then taken to hospital ER Hospital but left afterwards with ER full with patients to be attended. Pt had nausea and heat in stomach for days after keep liquid diet,  fatigue; steroids allergy medication prescribed taking daily.

938929 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MN 29.0 29 F 1/8/21 - 15 minutes after second dose of COVID19 vaccine I had flushing (warm rash like) all over my chest and neck that lasted for about an hour. No itching or hives. 1/9/21 at 3am my heart rate started to increase to about 110bpm while sleeping and continued till 4am. 1/9/21 at 4am my apple watch alerted me to my heart rate was above 120bpm while resting. This is when I realized I was sweating and felt like I had a fever.  I drank water and went back to sleep. 1/9/21 5am heart rate was at 135. then 6am 148bpm. 7am around 161bpm. Kept trying to go back to sleep. 1/9/21 8am got up and took an adult benadryl tablet and drank plenty of water. Tried to relax to lower my heart rate.  1/9/21 9am took another adult benadryl tablet and was able to get my heart rate just below 120 while sitting. Then ate breakfast and went back to bed. If heart rate was not going to lower, I was planning on going to the ER. 1/9/21 10am till next day. Heart rate was then under 100bpm. I was then so tired that I slept all day and did not eat anything else.  1/10 I experienced severe body aches, chills and headache. This was all day. 1/11 I woke up feeling mildly nauseous for about 3 hours and then dizzy for about an hour. after that I just had a sore arm. 1/12 Had a mildly sore arm.

938930 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 VA 34.0 34 M Rash at injection site and blisters on joints on hands

938931 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 KS 44.0 44 F Patient reported a heavy feeling in the chest, with tightness and fullness as well as difficult breathing. Patient also reported numbness of the lips. Symptoms occurred within 5 minutes of vaccine administration. Epinephrine 0.3mg pen was administered at 11:05 per protocol. One diphenhydramine 50mg capsule was administered at 11:07 per protocol. Patient reported easier breathing and increased heart rate almost immediately. Her throat felt like she "swallowed an ice-cube sideways". Within 10 minutes, the patient reported that her lips and throat felt better, but still tingles. States that it was "like she had recently shaved". A wheelchair was provided by the long-term care facility staff, and the patient was wheeled to the ER within the facility. Patient arrived at ER at 11:18 and pass-off to the ER team was completed around 11:20.

938932 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 VT 43.0 43 M Itchy and erythemic papules on both hands and elbows;  most proximal to joints (knuckles). Very few on Palms. Started on dorsal surface and moved distally towards figertipis and joints.

938933 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 FL 36.0 36 F Immediately became very dizzy, and my heart started racing. I started to feel discomfort in my throat. and tongue felt lazy in my mouth. I also felt my arms and legs very heavy and a wave like sensation going up and down my body.  These symptoms were strongest 2-3 minutes after the shot for about 15 minutes. Then they seemed to fade away, and come back for the next hour. They eventually resolved on their own, and were not severe enough for me to need medical help or treatment, although I did stay in the emergency room in case the throat and tongue discomfort became worse, by the time they got to me, the symptoms had resolved themselves.  I woke up the next day with a sore arm,  and it remained sore for the next three days. And I also woke up for the next three days with extreme nausea.   I would also like to add that I am currently breastfeeding a 5 month old, in case that is important.

938934 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 GA 54.0 54 M I have developed redness, swelling, and itching at the injection site that I noticed eight days post injection. The swelling is a hard knot.

938935 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 VA 26.0 26 F By report, EpiPen given at 1410  and repeated at 1430.  VS at 1413 HR-145; BP-137/89; RR-20; O2 sat 100%.  Other vitals taken through 1431;  BP - 121/74; HR - 110; RR - 14 and O2 sat 100%.  1424 - "fingers on left hand tingling"; 1428 - "nausea, throat burning, breathing better, chest heaviness less tightness".  1435 - "rescue squad arrived".  Reporter was not present at this event.

938936 01/21/2021 01/12/2021 NY 60.0 60 F Sore arm, headache, body aches , soft stinging stool

938937 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 27.0 27 F Patient found unresponsive and unarousable in chair. Doctor on site alerted EMS. Smelling salts were used. Patient returned to consciousness. Unresponsive for less that a minute. Oriented to surroundings. Vital signs taken by EMS and doctor. Blood pressure was undetectable. Patient transported to ER via ambulance
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938938 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 CT 35.0 35 F On day four after the first, 99.5 temp, up to 100.8. Fever, head ache, joint pain. Second vaccination, fever 102, headache, and joint pain. Chills. Migratory migraine. Second vaccine Jan 8th.

938939 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MD 55.0 55 F Employee had an allergic reaction after receiving the covid vaccine 2nd dose. She had rashes and redness all over the body

938940 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 61.0 61 F developed dizziness and vomiting day of vaccine administration

938941 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 57.0 57 F 15 mn post vaccination began complaining of tingling in arms and chest along wth racing heart.  EMT called and patient moved over to observation area.  Initial BP 179/119 HR 119 O2sat 99. after continued observation ~5 mn pt symtpoms did not resolve. ambulance called to obtain EKG. EKG completed with no ST elevation.  BP continued to trend down along with HR. PT observed for additional 20 mn. vitals at d/c 167/99,88, 100%

938942 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Supraclavicular lymph node swelling on left side starting second day after vaccine and still present at 4th day post vaccine. Pain in the sternocleidomastoid muscle that is mild. Lymph node is tender. Did have fever 12 hours post shot of 102.3 max but none since.  No other lymph nodes swollen.

938943 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 WV 32.0 32 F Patient reported shortness of breath, throat swelling, shaky, tingling in arms and legs approximately 8-10 minutes after administration.  I immediately gave patient 2-25mg diphenhydramine caps.  Patient felt better but still difficulty breathing, I called 911 approximately 10 minutes following injection. EMS arrived on scene in approximately 4-5 minutes. Checked vitals, BP and heart rate were elevated. EMS transported patient to Hospital.

938944 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 AK 52.0 52 M About 4 hours after receiving his first COVID-19 vaccine, the patient noted that his cheeks were red.  About an hour later, as he was going to bed, the patient's wife said that his chest and back were red.  He took one dose of Benadryl, went to bed.  He awoke the next morning asymptomatic.  He denied having generalized pruritic, hives, angioedema, respiratory, airway, GI, or cardiovascular symptoms.

938945 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 CA 21.0 21 F Recipient experienced dizziness, lightheadedness, and fainted within 15 min of vaccination.  She was given a sandwich and orange juice, which she consumed.  She felt better within 1 hour.  She was picked up by her mom and was driven home.

938946 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CA 33.0 33 F uticaria to chest lasting for 2-3 hours and then went away

938947 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 44.0 44 U Mild headache and temp of 106.6 and went down to 99.5. muscle aches and fatigue.

938948 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OK 44.0 44 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Five minutes after I received the vaccine, my arm was sore and my throat felt a little tight. Then, I started to feel kind of lightheaded and my legs were weak. I let the staff know and they offered me benadryl but I declined. I waited about 35 minutes then I went home. I continued to feel lightheaded and weak for about 4 hours and I also began to fill nauseous. My arm continued to be sore for a few days and I ran a fever of around 100 from the following day 1/9 and I am still running a fever now on 1/12.

938949 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 59.0 59 F developed body aches and nausea

938950 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 VA 38.0 38 F Intense muscle aches and bone aches along with back muscle spasms intense

938951 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 53.0 53 F Patient was complaining of dizziness and tingling in the arm that she received her vaccine. EMT on site took a heart rate and pulse ox. Complained of tightness in chest, described it as "pain beneath my sternum." Pain was not radiating and centrally located. Increased wait time, patient described feeling better and  left by self.

938952 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Approximately 11 hours after the vaccination my arm became very sore, to the point that it was difficult to lift it.  I then developed body aches and chills.  I did not develop a fever that I know of but the body aches and chills continues throughout the night.  During the night a severe headache developed as well as generalized weakness.  I was unable to sleep and had to miss work the next day.  Because the weakness and body aches continue, I plan to miss a second day of work tomorrow.  I treated the symptoms with Tylenol.

938953 12/27/2020 01/12/2021 CO 33.0 33 F Rash/inflammation/redness at injection site roughly the size of a small fist. Jan 4- Jan 7  Rash decreased with time and was just a big red mark (roughly bigger fist) that also carried some physical heat-not like the rest of my arm.  No sign of rash or redness by Jan 8  Through Dec 27-first week of Jan I seem to have felt nauseated but comes and goes in waves.

938954 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 NY 33.0 33 F 24 hours after inj L axillary LN enlarged about the size of a baseball very tender and warm to the touch. Also swelling on L side of chest. Taking nsaid ATC but pain and swelling has persisted - pressure radiates to L scapula.

938955 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 KS 39.0 39 F Shaking from chills and fever, extreme thirst followed by vomiting, moderate headache, body ache, kidney area pain. Fatigue following. Missed work the following day.

938956 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 NV 64.0 64 F Difficulty swallowing, fever 102, headache, ears plugged, earaches, all joints ache including fingers, ankles, etc., legs ache, shinbones ache, roots of teeth ache, chills, nauseous, dizzy, delirious, ovaries ache, short of breath, brain fog, not able to multitask, vomiting, sore throat, cough, left arm pain

938957 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 WA 49.0 49 F Mild chills the day after. Muscle aches day 2 (mild). Diarrhea day 3 (mild). Injection site swollen and red and sore (mild)

938958 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 IL 30.0 30 F Immediately after she felt faint, heart rate 121, felt faint again bp 62/33. Was taken to the ER, within a half hour, she fully recovered. Vitals went back to normal. Y

938960 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 IL 29.0 29 F L arm numb approximately 5 minutes post injection. After total of 30 minutes arm felt the same. Agency was always within designated limits. First VS - temp- 98.1. HR - 110. O2 saturation - 97%, BP - 131/92. At 30 minutes - BP - 131/102, HR - 106. No other signs or symptoms. To Emergency room ambulatory, for follow up with RN assist.

938961 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA 53.0 53 F 7 DAYS AFTER 1ST INJECTION, THE INJECTION SITE BECAME RED, HOT TO THE TOUCH, RAISED AND ITCHY. THE AREA IS APPROXIMATELY 4 INCHES X 4 INCHES . ESSENTIALLY, IT IS A LARGE , RED WELT. APPLYING BENADRYL CREAM AND TAKING OTC ORAL ZYRTEC.

938962 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CO 33.0 33 F Nausea in the 15 minute post-vaccination period

938963 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CA 65.0 65 F Vaccine administration staff did not follow Moderna vaccine instructions for handling leftover vaccine doses. Specifically, Moderna handling instructions state that vaccines should be used within 6 hours of the first puncture or be discarded after 6 hours. We administered this patient Moderna dose that was from punctured of longer than 6 hours. Of note, although the vials have been out of the fridge past 6 hours, they were stored in the fridge at the recommended storage temperature of 2-8 degrees Celsius.

938964 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 PA 47.0 47 F Received first dose COVID vaccine at 6:30am on 1/5/21. Developed redness to face, arms, and chest (like a sunburn) at 2pm. Also felt jittery. Spoke to ER physician and advised to take po Benadryl. Took 2 doses before redness cleared. Jitteriness cleared the next day without Benadryl.

938965 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 TN 54.0 54 F Overnight early am 7th woke up to  shaking chills fever >101, muscles, joints aches, headache, nausea sinus congestion   Treated fevers  for 3 days. Felt horrible missed 3 days wrk and  call  due to symptoms.  Tested for COVID-19 was negative on01- 11-21 FLU  test done also  NEG..01-11-21

938966 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 27.0 27 F developed hives on arm along with fever, chills and muscle aches.  Self treated and symptoms resolved

938968 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IL 35.0 35 M About 2 hours after the second dose of the Pfizer vaccine I felt a warm, flushed feeling in my left foot, not unlike stepping in a bucket of warm water. The sensation lasted about 5 seconds and disappeared on its own. Since then, about once per hour I have had the same symptom, with a warm, flushed feeling in my left foot. There is no pain, slight numbness and tingling, but no loss of function or coordination. I can sense that the symptom is about to begin approximately 10 seconds before it starts, because my foot begins to feel swollen. This has occurred about 40-50 times since the injection, and has only gone down slightly in frequency over the past 72 hours, currently it is happening about once every 1.5-2 hours.

938969 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 AZ 41.0 41 F Made felt dizzy, disoriented :15 minutes :50 minutes face, chest and neck became blochey with redness and heart beat was racing or elavated heart rate nd took benydrol after became  back of hands and face became flushed red again and took more benydrol  and next day face and cheeks was still blouchey and red. Hot flashes and chills .

938970 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 62.0 62 F 20 mins later numbness in face a head. Blood vessel popped in right eye. Dizziness feeling out of sorts. Feels like flu shot.

938971 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 32.0 32 F Lost taste and smell 2 days post vaccine along with a positive cover test 3 days post vaccine

938972 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 36.0 36 F Patient received vaccine at 606 pm, began having reaction symptoms at 612 pm, reports symptoms as feeling dizzy/lightheaded, also reports tingly lips.  Patient stayed for observation for 30 minutes, once complete, reported still feeling slightly dizzy/lightheaded, but this is a normal reaction for her to vaccines per patient.  Offered patient juice, and patient felt OK to leave, no medications given.

938973 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 22.0 22 F Vaccine administration staff did not follow Moderna vaccine instructions for handling leftover vaccine doses. Specifically, Moderna handling instructions state that vaccines should be used within 6 hours of the first puncture or be discarded after 6 hours. We administered this patient Moderna dose that was from punctured of longer than 6 hours. Of note, although the vials have been out of the fridge past 6 hours, they were stored in the fridge at the recommended storage temperature of 2-8 degrees Celsius.

938975 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 FL 51.0 51 M Headaches , body and back ache, nausea, nausea started about 10 hrs after the second Pfizer covid vaccine dose , lasted almost 72 hrs.  Took tyelenol, zofran to help

938976 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CA 56.0 56 F The client developed blisters on toes ( Right foot 3rd toe, Left foot 3rd and 4th toe)of her bilateral feet and Achilles tendons she also had a  rash on bilateral feet that was very itchy. The rash and blisters appeared two days after being vaccinated.   The client also reports having a head ache but is not sure if it is related to the vaccine.

938977 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 FL 69.0 69 M Excessive swelling and Hives on right side of face, right eye,  neck back, right arm.  Benedryl 25mg, at 11pm. EpiPen injection at 12 midnight.  continued 50mg benedryl on 1/8; continued 50mg  benedryl on 1/9 and Cetirizine 10mg.   1/10 10mg Cetirizine;  1/11 10mg Cetirizine  1/12 Patient is calmer and swelling is decreasing;  pimply rash on forehead and top of head.   Followup with Pharmacist phone call on 1/11

938978 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Abdominal cramping within one hour of receiving the first dose of the vaccine lasting for up to 12 hours.  Felt better next day.

938979 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 26.0 26 F Developed a headache 48-72 hours post vaccine

938980 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 GA 44.0 44 F 24 hours after vaccine injection I experienced swelling, heat, tenderness and nodules to my chin and cheeks where I had dermal filler injections  in March 2020. This did not resolve with Benadryl 50mg. On 1/10/21 I was given a Rx for prednisone and the tenderness and swelling resolved with 40 mg of Prednisone.

938981 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AK 50.0 50 F Fever, headache, nausea, muscle spasms, sensitive to noise and light, loss of appetite, very tired

938982 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 28.0 28 F Arm pain on Day 1. Difficult to lift even light objects, painful to the touch. Applied ice and took a pain reliever. Red blotchy rash on chest and cheeks that subsided after 1-2 hours. Arm only slightly sore by Day 2. On day 2 fatigue and dizziness in the morning. Headache, body aches, and advanced fatigue by afternoon. Day 3 all symptoms subsided.

938983 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 37.0 37 F tongue swelling with bumps on tongue (felt fuzzy) knot in throat  reported to firefighter on duty and they encouraged me to go see my doc where he gave me a steroid shot as well as a benadryl tongue swelling went down in 15-20 minutes but knot in throat still present as well as now a headache

938984 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 40.0 40 M Vaccine administration staff did not follow Moderna vaccine instructions for handling leftover vaccine doses. Specifically, Moderna handling instructions state that vaccines should be used within 6 hours of the first puncture or be discarded after 6 hours. We administered this patient Moderna dose that was from punctured of longer than 6 hours. Of note, although the vials have been out of the fridge past 6 hours, they were stored in the fridge at the recommended storage temperature of 2-8 degrees Celsius.

938985 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 22.0 22 F Vaccine administration staff did not follow Moderna vaccine instructions for handling leftover vaccine doses. Specifically, Moderna handling instructions state that vaccines should be used within 6 hours of the first puncture or be discarded after 6 hours. We administered this patient Moderna dose that was from punctured of longer than 6 hours. Of note, although the vials have been out of the fridge past 6 hours, they were stored in the fridge at the recommended storage temperature of 2-8 degrees Celsius.

938986 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 CO 28.0 28 F Skin reaction to the opposite forearm (right). Looks like stretch marks/wrinkles, the area is also itchy. Has been coming and going about 24 hours since I had the injection to present.  Have not been able to identify any other cause.

938987 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 28.0 28 F Lower back pain, starting at 36 hours

938988 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 26.0 26 F Developed a headache 48-72 hours post vaccine

938989 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Started getting fever as high as 102.1, felt like me spine was crushed and I couldn't get up, massive headache with pressure in my eyes.

938990 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 WA 28.0 28 M Patient was feeling hot and appeared to be diaphoretic Pulse was 68 BPM, Respirations 12/minute Oxygen saturation 98% room air No c/o SOB and no difficulties breathing or swallowing Was given 250ml Orange juice and 200ml Water then another 150ml of soya milk within  a one hour period  Patient monitored closely with oversight by ARNP Patient felt improved and able to leave area approximately 2 hours later and was access last by ARNP

938991 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Abdominal cramping starting one hour after receiving vaccine and lasting up to 12 hours, but felt better next day.

938992 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IN 37.0 37 F Chills, about 12 hours afterwards for the next 24 hours. Headache, day 3. Runny Nose, day 3.

938993 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 37.0 37 F I started getting a mild headache as soon as I got home last night after I got vaccinated. I rested, but this morning im still having headache. My body feels aching , chills and very fatigue, slightly soar. A mild mild cough has even occurred.  Including Soar Arms all the way down to my hands.

938994 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 MI 31.0 31 F 4 minutes after the vaccine I had difficulty swallowing and numbness and tingling in my lips. The difficulty swallowing lasted approximately 2 minutes and the numbness/tingling lasted about 20 minutes. Both self resolved.

938995 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 NC 44.0 44 F I had a reaction 20 minutes after the shot. My heart rate jumped up. The numbness and tingling was in my arm and up into my chest and back. I felt like I was going to pass out. The numbness and tingling still hasn't gone away and my heart still races.

938996 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 23.0 23 M Vaccine administration staff did not follow Moderna vaccine instructions for handling leftover vaccine doses. Specifically, Moderna handling instructions state that vaccines should be used within 6 hours of the first puncture or be discarded after 6 hours. We administered this patient Moderna dose that was from punctured of longer than 6 hours. Of note, although the vials have been out of the fridge past 6 hours, they were stored in the fridge at the recommended storage temperature of 2-8 degrees Celsius.

938997 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Swelling/Mass Supraclavicular lymph nodes, large knot and swelling at injection site that started today 1 week post vaccination.

938998 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 CA 55.0 55 F Stomach issues. Cramping in lower stomach. Tired. My GERD started to bother me and still not feeling well.

938999 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Day of vaccination: Headache, extreme fatigue, whole body muscle ache, chills, fever Day 2: headache, fatigue, chills Day 3: chills, headache, nausea and vomiting Day 4 to currently still ongoing: headache, nausea and vomiting

939000 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 NY 29.0 29 F Headache, bodyaches

939001 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 WI 26.0 26 F Pt reported shortly after receiving her vaccine that she had tingling feeling on the top of her head, bilateral wrists, mid back, and right lower extremity.  This was coming and going and had not happened the last  about 10 minutes she was in the clinic.

939002 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 25.0 25 F Not sure if this needed in Vaers,  But I ended up getting Covid 5 days after my first dose of the moderna. Symptoms include cough, congestion, sore throat, body aches, headaches, loss of smell and fever. Symptoms started 1/11/2020 around 3pm, got tested around 5pm and got the results 1/12/2020 around 8am.

939003 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CO 24.0 24 M Hives appearing on chest/thighs/back after 30-48hrs, progressing on the 2nd day rapidly across whole body. Itchy and red. Went to urgent care evening of 2nd day, received 50mg diphenhydramine that suppressed itching enough to sleep. Woke up itching and red at 6am of 3rd day, took 25mg diphenhydramine. Took 40mg prednisone at 8am. Went to urgent care at 10am for worsening hives, spreading and covering torso and onto face. Received dexamethasone injection into glute and prednisone prescription was upped to 50mg daily for the next week.  Took OTC Zyrtec and Pepcid once following the second urgent care visit. Hives responded well after 2hrs post visit, assuming due to prednisone and dexamethasone. Day 4 (1/12/20) woke up with widespread hives that became further inflamed until an hour after prednisone taken with breakfast. Also woke up with slight sore throat and wheezing, both of which subsided. Currently scheduled to see an allergist on 1/13/20. No known allergies and no other known introduction of allergens in the past week.

939004 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 WA 38.0 38 F 12:20 spouse woke PT up because she was gargling.  Passed out twice when trying to walk.

939005 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 OK 52.0 52 F injection site hot and swollen, itching on left arm belly and face, tingling on upper lip, numbness on tong, headache, pain on back of neck, body pain down the back, diarrhea, stomach cramps, very tired, nausea, stomach bloating

939006 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 IL 45.0 45 F Severely dizzy, left hand totally numb but painful, cold to touch. Felt better before she got to ER. Y

939007 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IN 19.0 19 F Reaction to sticker/adhesive on skin. Only has happened after vaccine, even from bandaid

939008 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 37.0 37 F I have a headache. My body is feeling fatigue, aching, and  very soar. My arms are very heavy , soar all the way down to my hands. A Slight cough has even occurred since the vaccine.

939009 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 53.0 53 F tingling lips and tongue, itchy arms

939010 12/26/2020 01/12/2021 CA 50.0 50 F 12/26/2020 vaccination. 4-5 hours later I suddenly got achy, sore, painful arm. Couldn't lift arm. body aches, chills, could feel it in my back from shoulder to shoulder when had vaccination. I started to feel 'like i had something/ flu. 'Something isn't right'. I had every single side affect that was listed; HA, pain in side of head, stiff, painful, body aches, couldn't control pain period. Tylenol. BC powder for HA. *history of aneurisym. Check in with doctor time to time; headaches. 'weathered the storm' tried to go to sleep. NO SOB. had major fatigue, body aches, CRAZY nausea. These symptoms last for a week and a half. Were unable to work.  talking to doctors, not able to come to conclusion on what was happening to me. Questions regarding 2nd shot. couldn't eat for almost 2 weeks. My nausea is so bad, i am scare to eat.

939011 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 IN 49.0 49 F rash and diffuse itching

939012 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 OH 61.0 61 F Cellulitis of left upper arm

939013 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 23.0 23 F Vaccine administration staff did not follow Moderna vaccine instructions for handling leftover vaccine doses. Specifically, Moderna handling instructions state that vaccines should be used within 6 hours of the first puncture or be discarded after 6 hours. We administered this patient Moderna dose that was from punctured of longer than 6 hours. Of note, although the vials have been out of the fridge past 6 hours, they were stored in the fridge at the recommended storage temperature of 2-8 degrees Celsius.

939014 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CT 61.0 61 F After patient had received vaccine, a vaccinator was called by a member of the healthcare facility to assess the patient. The patient was jittery and exhibited signs of confusion approximately 20 minutes (3PM) after her vaccination. The vaccinator asked if she was diabetic and the patient replied "yes" and takes metformin. Further questioning revealed that the patient had not eaten since 9AM - it was then around 3PM. The ambulance was called and the patient went to the hospital. Probe revealed that she had not taken her diabetic medication and that the patient had not eaten or drink. Patient was encouraged by vaccinator to eat on time and take her medicine as prescribed.

939015 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 CA 54.0 54 F (severe chills, 2 hrs) (aching shoulders and neck, 1 day) (fever, nausea, severe light and smell sensitivity, 2 days) (Severe headache, 3 days)

939016 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Approximately 35 minutes after receiving the vaccine staff reported the arm that she received injection on "felt heavy then she started to have SOB, hard to breath, wants air, felt hands on her chest and chocking".  Staff noticed that she was tearing, wouldn't talk and was not responding for approximately 5 minutes. Her arms and legs were uptight. Staff also noticed some pale red patches on her neck.   Diphenhydramine solution 50mg was given to the patient orally at approximately 9:10am.    Patient started to improve in her symptoms at approximately 9:25am. Patient refused to go to the ER when offered to her by 911 staff. Per staff she was nearly 100% better at 9:45am.

939017 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MI 46.0 46 F The patient had an apparent allergic reaction along the lower lip - in line with the location of dermal filler injected in March 2020. The reaction was minor and localized. This is known with Moderna but to my knowledge hadn't yet been reported with the Pfizer vaccine.

939018 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 WI 54.0 54 F 9 min post injection pt felt her heart rate increase, was pale and diaphoretic.  Vitals signs were taken  with BP being 183/113, HR 103 and respirations 22.  Pt was sat down, given cool water and apple juice.  She reported having not eaten much for the day.  Her symptoms began to subside within 10 min and she required no further  intervention.  She was observed for a total of about 1 hr post injection .  Her BP was 136/ 98, HR  83 and respirations 17 when she left for home with her husband.

939019 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 PA 48.0 48 F On 1/11/21, site became swollen, red and itchy. Diameter of a pingpong ball, hard with induration of a few centimeters   Starting the evening of 1/10/21  Also with localized reaction, significant nasal congestion, watery eyes , pressure in both ears and more shortness of breath than typical with my asthma.

939020 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 FL 75.0 75 F 2 days after receiving the Moderno Vaccine for Covid-19 I started having a red  rash on my face. It then progressed to my throat and chest. It is very bad under my breasts. It has now broken out in red dots on both of my arms.

939021 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 IN 74.0 74 F After 9 days I had a swelling and itchy reaction at the injection site

939022 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Cervical lymphadenopathy diagnosed by Urgent Care doctor on day 8 post vaccine.

939023 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CA 45.0 45 F 1. Left Arm soreness at shot site for 2-3 days (01/07/21 - 01/10/21).    2. Fatigue lasting 4 days from date of injection.  Worsening on day 2 (01/8/2021).  Subsided on day 5 (01/12/2021).   3.  Neck soreness with swollen lymph nodes on left side of neck started on day 4 (01/10/21) .  Continues on day 5 (1/12/2021).

939024 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AL 44.0 44 M PATIENT BECAME DIZZY, LIGHTHEADED AND PALE. PATIENT LAYED IN SUPINE POSTION AND GIVEN FOOD. BP OF 99/69, HR 72, O2 100% RA BS 159. CALLED 911- PATIENT REFUSED TRANSPORT. PATIENT MONITORED AN ADDITIONAL 15 MINS WITHOUT ANY PROBLEMS. ALL SYMPTOMS RESOLVED.

939026 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Vaccine administration staff did not follow Moderna vaccine instructions for handling leftover vaccine doses. Specifically, Moderna handling instructions state that vaccines should be used within 6 hours of the first puncture or be discarded after 6 hours. We administered this patient Moderna dose that was from punctured of longer than 6 hours. Of note, although the vials have been out of the fridge past 6 hours, they were stored in the fridge at the recommended storage temperature of 2-8 degrees Celsius.

939027 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NY 43.0 43 F Redness at injection site a week later

939028 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MN 31.0 31 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Instructions to report effects after receiving COVID-19 vaccine.  Symptoms of severe chills, muscle aches, fever, rapid heart rate, nausea, diarrhea  all lasting 48hrs with nausea continuing thereafter.  No treatment. Continued nausea, however otherwise recovered

939029 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 28.0 28 F 12 hours from injection fatigue started. 14 hours past and chills and sweats started (highest measured temp 99.4F orally). Body aches occurred at 16 hours. Body aches and sweats and chills continued until hour 36. At hour 33 awoke from sleep with nausea but did not have emesis. At 48 hours all symptoms basically resolved.

939030 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 29.0 29 M Low-grade Fever (38.4 degrees C), Chills, muscle aches, vomiting for three hours

939031 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 UT 45.0 45 F Sore arm, itching, swelling & bruise at injection site.  Headache

939032 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MD 30.0 30 U Itching at injection site, 4 inch red ring around injection site, armpit pain on left arm

939033 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 CA 35.0 35 M The vaccine leaked out from injection site immediately after the needle was removed. About 5 drops came out from injection site (around half of the vaccine injected). Despite of informing the health care provider who administered the vaccine about this issue, the health care provider (fire department officer)  didn't inject more vaccine to cover the unsuccessful vaccination due to the leakage.

939034 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CO 22.0 22 F Dramatic decrease in blood sugar levels that lead to loss of consciousness. Roommates brought to the ER for glucose levels to rise. Repeated ER visit two days later with a similar problem. PCP and ER physician deduced COVID vaccine interference. My body is burning through my food faster than I can normally replace it. Recommended frequent meals and rest until symptoms cease. Conducted blood work, urine samples, and EKG to rule out other factors during both ER visits.

939035 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Vaccine administration staff did not follow Moderna vaccine instructions for handling leftover vaccine doses. Specifically, Moderna handling instructions state that vaccines should be used within 6 hours of the first puncture or be discarded after 6 hours. We administered this patient Moderna dose that was from punctured of longer than 6 hours. Of note, although the vials have been out of the fridge past 6 hours, they were stored in the fridge at the recommended storage temperature of 2-8 degrees Celsius.

939036 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 NM 30.0 30 F Received vaccine when 20 weeks pregnant. After vaccine, started feeling heart palpitations. The following evening felt heart palpitations, tachycardia, dizzy, shaky, and impending sense of doom. Called 911. Vitals (blood pressure, heart rate, oxygenation, temperature), blood glucose, and heart rhythm were normal. No interventions made. Continued to have intermittent palpitations the following 2 weeks.

939037 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 TN 42.0 42 F One week after,  my arm started to look like cellulitis.

939038 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 CT 69.0 69 F Fatigue, Intermittent stabbing pains moving everywhere around my body  continuously; skin sensative to touch with burning feeling, swollen glands under armpits, neck..  Lasting now over a week. Some lessening with GabaPenton prescription after telehealth consult. His thinking it was  neuropathic pain.

939039 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 CO 27.0 27 F On January 7 (approximately 1 week after getting the first dose of the Moderna vaccine), I experienced itching, hives, redness, and swelling at the injection site. None of these symptoms appeared immediately after getting the injection, and only first appeared on January 7. The symptoms subsided after 3 days and multiple doses of benadryl.

939040 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 60.0 60 F Developed symptoms of COVID after vaccine and was positive.

939041 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 52.0 52 F later that day, i felf flu like symptoms like body ache, very tired, chills, low grade fever (99.7), abd x1 episode of diarrhea in the morning. took tylenol and low grade fever resolved but still felt very tired.

939042 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 OR 32.0 32 F Complaint of throat tightness and brought to the patient room. On exam she had mild swelling of the uvula and was given diphenhydramine 50 mg orally. Patient had normal vital signs and normal lung exam. She had tingling of her hands and lips and was given a brown paper bag to help with the hyperventilation.  Vital signs remained stable. Lungs remained clear. The uvula swelling resolved.  Patient was monitored and released to go home after 2 hours feeling well but tired.

939043 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 FL 35.0 35 F Diarrhea, chills, fever

939044 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OH 58.0 58 F headache, fatigue, chills, muscular body pain, joint pain, low grade temp., nausea. Swelling,pain, redness, warm to touch at injection site Took prescription and over counter medication, in bed all day. Started gradually feeling better the next day

939045 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NE 85.0 85 F Patient wqs reported to have a general rash 2 hours after her vaccination.  She was reported to have the rash from her mid chest area to her bottocks area.  She did not have shortness of breath or any swelling in the throat.  She was also reported to not have this reaction at the injection site on her   arm.  Nurses stated that she had also very recently had her chemotherapy infusion.   An hour later, no additional symptoms were reported and the home was awaiting further direction from her physician's office.

939046 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 57.0 57 M none

939047 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 OH 89.0 89 M Several hours after vaccine patient had nausea, vomiting (green mucous), chills, diarrhea and confusion.  Patient is in generally good health so confusion was concerning.  Patient was taken to the hospital via ambulance.  Do not know outcome.

939048 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 55.0 55 M accine administration staff did not follow Moderna vaccine instructions for handling leftover vaccine doses. Specifically, Moderna handling instructions state that vaccines should be used within 6 hours of the first puncture or be discarded after 6 hours. We administered this patient Moderna dose that was from punctured of longer than 6 hours. Of note, although the vials have been out of the fridge past 6 hours, they were stored in the fridge at the recommended storage temperature of 2-8 degrees Celsius.

939049 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Less than 12 hours after the shot I became nauseous. I got the shot approximately around 12:45-50 pm........this began around 11:30 pm. I went to bed with no issues then within a short time I felt an instant burning in my stomach...before I could make it to the bathroom....I began vomiting uncontrollably...this lasted for 3 hours. I had 1 bout of bathroom issues but that was it. I thought I was going to go unconscious because I couldn't stop to catch a breath. Each time last about 7 minutes. As soon as I went back to bed....I got that feeling and had to rush back to the bathroom again. Today  (24 hours later) my left arm is extremely sore. (no swelling or redness------very tight and sore to the touch). I cannot lift my arm  more than 50%.

939051 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Received the second dose on 1/8- Felt tired with muscle aches and minor headache. Felt pain and soreness around injection site.  On 1/9- had a severe migraine was unable to get out of bed due to migraine and extreme light sensitivity. Experienced severe muscle aches and chills.  1/10- started experiencing facial swelling especially of the left side. Extreme left eye swelling. With headache. Went to ER. Was given Benadryl to reduce swelling fluids and Prilosec for throat irritation.  1/11-started experiencing left arm numbness and tingling radiating down to fingertips.  Experience left side facial numbness and tingling. 1/12- symptoms have begun to improve.

939052 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 FL 87.0 87 M muscle and joint pain, weakness, difficulty walking

939053 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Day 8 post injection - redness and itching below and to the side of  injection site . Improved with topical hydrocortisone

939054 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 45.0 43 F Vaccine administration staff did not follow Moderna vaccine instructions for handling leftover vaccine doses. Specifically, Moderna handling instructions state that vaccines should be used within 6 hours of the first puncture or be discarded after 6 hours. We administered this patient Moderna dose that was from punctured of longer than 6 hours. Of note, although the vials have been out of the fridge past 6 hours, they were stored in the fridge at the recommended storage temperature of 2-8 degrees Celsius.

939055 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TX 37.0 37 M Body shivers chills, head ache,  dizziness, loss apatite.  Self medication and home rest at this time.

939056 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 55.0 55 F Injection approximately 0855 Reaction at 0900 Dizziness, blurry vision, feeling of heaviness to body. Blood pressure slightly elevated 159/82  P 88 100% Os Sat RA. Provider notice slight swelling to uvula, however airway open, slight swelling noted to face. Slight cough noted. Patient was given oral Pepcid, and IM Benadryl. After monitoring for 1 1/2 hours patient felt better BP within normal range 128/73 P80 96-100 % 02 Sat RA. No redness, swelling or pain to injection site.

939057 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Vaccine administration staff did not follow Moderna vaccine instructions for handling leftover vaccine doses. Specifically, Moderna handling instructions state that vaccines should be used within 6 hours of the first puncture or be discarded after 6 hours. We administered this patient Moderna dose that was from punctured of longer than 6 hours. Of note, although the vials have been out of the fridge past 6 hours, they were stored in the fridge at the recommended storage temperature of 2-8 degrees Celsius.

939058 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 49.0 49 M Pt c/o numbness to tip of tongue x 15 minutes than went away.

939059 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 KY 31.0 31 F Moderna Covid 19 Vaccine EUA Aprox. 5 minutes after injection entire head went numb, aprox 45 minutes later numbness moved to being left eye, aprox 2 hours numbness was gone. No other symptoms to report.

939060 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Non-anaphylactic reaction. Patient began to experience tingling/numbness on her fingers and Itching on chest area. Patient was given 4 ml of Benadryl at 6:15 patient was discharged home at 6:35 with improving signs and symptoms.

939061 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 39.0 39 M Metallic taste

939062 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 NY 61.0 61 M patch on your arm shaped like a square of 2x2x2x2 that red in the middle and the outside edge is yellow and blue like a tattoo,  it was hard the first then, a little tender but mostly reddish, square and yellowish blue brushing.

939063 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 45.0 45 M Patient had vertigo, dizziness, cold sewats, redness near side of neck repoerted agter 15 minutes of observation. HR was nor remarkable, went from 80's to 90's. After addiitonal 10 minutes rapid response was iniciated and patient was given water

939064 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 AL 60.0 60 M Unusual not adverse reaction. By 6:00 am the following day, knee pain reduced by about 90%. By 6:00 pm the following day rash cleared up.

939065 12/21/2020 01/12/2021 AK 32.0 32 F I experienced a rash shingles on 12/22/2020 the next day of vaccination. The rash lasted for a week in a half.   I seen my primary care doctor on 12/29/2020

939066 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 WA 49.0 49 F The patient received the vaccine at 10 am and an hour later the patient experienced slight dizziness, sweating, and shakiness. The ambulance was called just to be on the safe side. She was taken to the hospital via ambulance and was later discharged that same night as symptoms improved.

939067 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 68.0 68 F Sore arm Low grade fever between 101-102 F Really bad body aches Nausea and vomiting that lasted 24 hours Fever has continued in the afternoons

939068 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IL 39.0 39 F Fever 100.8 after Tylenol for 10-24 hours post vaccination. , extreme chills, shaking, waking from sleep. Severe fatigue, unable to work for 2 days post vaccination. Unable to do daily activities.  24 hours after vaccination fever resolved, temp elevated 99.5-99.8, fatigue is mild to moderate.

939069 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 44.0 44 M Vaccine administration staff did not follow Moderna vaccine instructions for handling leftover vaccine doses. Specifically, Moderna handling instructions state that vaccines should be used within 6 hours of the first puncture or be discarded after 6 hours. We administered this patient Moderna dose that was from punctured of longer than 6 hours. Of note, although the vials have been out of the fridge past 6 hours, they were stored in the fridge at the recommended storage temperature of 2-8 degrees Celsius.

939070 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 VA 23.0 23 F 1/10/21 - Feeling of "pulling a muscle" in armpit in left upper extremity that limited movement. (around 8:00 am). New onset of hives, erythema, warmth, edema, pain, and itching experienced at injection site in left upper extremity (6:34 pm). Call was placed to NP, the provider on call at 6:46 pm. Under advisement of provider, application of hydrocortisone cream at injection site and X2 PO 25 mg benadryl self-administered (around 7:00 pm). Sensation of throat closing and hoarseness/change in voice surfaced (around 7:45 pm).  Presented to ED, with complaints as listed (around 8:15 pm). Condition/symptoms treated at ED with 60 mg prednisone and pepcid (8:31 pm) followed by direct observation until 10:08 pm.  Prescription for prednisone 20 mg X3/day for 5 days written by MD. 1/11/21 - Arm continued to appear slightly swollen with erythema and warmth at the site. Treatment included observation throughout the day. 1/12/21 - Follow-up appointment attended with provider at 2:10 pm. Told by provider that prednisone would only be necessary in  the case of resurfacing symptoms of a hypersensitivity reaction.  At this time the cause of said symptoms is undetermined. Tingling sensation experienced in face and direct observation of left-sided facial swelling noticed (5:59 pm).  Call placed to provider on call (6:08 pm) . Provider advised to take X2 25 mg benadryl and to take X3 20 mg prednisone stat. Benadryl taken at 6:15 pm and prednisone taken at 6:30 pm. Tingling sensation minimized by 7:30 pm, but left sided facial swelling remains as of 7:40 pm. Plans to follow-up with PCP later in the week and potential for re-visiting ED  if symptoms worsen or continue throughout the night.

939071 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Fever, vomiting, body aches, headache
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939072 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 VA 50.0 50 F INJECTION SITE STARTED WITH RED BLOTCH AND ITCHING, THEN WOKE UP TO WHOLE BODY COVERED IN HIVES LEGS, ARMS, STOMACH. STATED 1/7/2021 - CONTINUING

939073 12/19/2020 01/12/2021 CO 50.0 50 F Woke up 1/9/2021 Saturday morning around 0700 with stabbing pain in my left chest/underarm area whenever I took a deep breath.  No other symptoms. No fever no real shortness of breath only when inhaling deep and exhaling.  Continued as a dull ache in the background.      I was due for my 2nd covid vaccine which I proceeded to get at 1045am on 1/9/2021.  The pain continued as a dull ache in the background.   I took Ibuprofen 600mg and then later took a Pepcid 20mg.   No real change with the pain and by 3:30pm in the afternoon it was starting to get worse so I when to ER.  All tests were normal, I was diagnosed with Pleurisy but no cause was identified.  Have taken Aleve  2 x a day for 3 days and tylenol as needed.  I self scheduled a covid test 1/11/2021 which was negative.  on 1/12/2021 I still have mild pain but it has slowly improved but has not resolved as of this date 1/12/21  Still no other symptoms.

939075 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 MD 41.0 41 F worsening of the rash developed tender/swollen supraclavicular lymph nodes

939076 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Vaccine administration staff did not follow Moderna vaccine instructions for handling leftover vaccine doses. Specifically, Moderna handling instructions state that vaccines should be used within 6 hours of the first puncture or be discarded after 6 hours. We administered this patient Moderna dose that was from punctured of longer than 6 hours. Of note, although the vials have been out of the fridge past 6 hours, they were stored in the fridge at the recommended storage temperature of 2-8 degrees Celsius.

939077 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OH 61.0 61 F I received the vaccine in my right arm about 10 AM on 1/11/2021 I felt a sharp muscular pain in my back near  the base of my right shoulder. It was difficult to take deep breath?s. It felt like I had pulled a muscle there. Moving positions from sitting to standing or raising my right arm to scratch or reach for something caused the muscle pain to occur. After taking ibuprofen, water and rest the pain subsided a lot, but still continues. There was no increase in my temperature.

939078 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 WA 70.0 70 F Day after and for a few days ,strong pain in arm.  On January 11th , 9 days after the injection, I have  pink at the injection site and a rash about 2 inches long below the injection site.  No fever  but itching. The rash just appeared yesterday evening.

939080 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Vaccine administration staff did not follow Moderna vaccine instructions for handling leftover vaccine doses. Specifically, Moderna handling instructions state that vaccines should be used within 6 hours of the first puncture or be discarded after 6 hours. We administered this patient Moderna dose that was from punctured of longer than 6 hours. Of note, although the vials have been out of the fridge past 6 hours, they were stored in the fridge at the recommended storage temperature of 2-8 degrees Celsius.

939081 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 OK 45.0 45 F 20 min post vaccination (conducted in workplace setting), patient report feeling of swelling of tongue; in her words "thick feeling tongue."  Also reported L upper chest tenderness and "very tired and no energy."  RN found no SOB, not appearance of swollen tongue or other angioedema, no evidence of urticaria, no respiratory distress including no wheezing. Not evidence of vasovagal response.  After consultation, RN provided 12.5 mg Benadryl IM in opposite arm of vaccination.  Pt remained under observation of RN and after 30 min states she feels better, previous symptoms abated, and again without evidence of anaphylaxis.  Pt was released back to office 45 min after first presenting with symptoms.  Pt stated "I think I was anxious." on departure.

939082 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Fatigue, sleepiness, pain on left arm

939083 12/01/2020 01/12/2021 IA 32.0 32 M Hair loss on anterolateral aspect of bilateral lower legs

939085 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NC 46.0 46 M Cold extremity below injection site

939086 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 CA 53.0 53 F 12/30/20 after vaccination very pt was very hyperactive; following days chills and headache . 1/4/20 Large knot appeared in shoulder right collar bone, pt could push down shoulder, uncomfortable feeling when touched and very hot to touch. Knot in right collarbone of shoulder is still present but not as large.  Follow up with PCP; PCP has referred patient to infectious specialist for f/u

939087 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IN 67.0 67 F Attempting to confirm which COVID 19 vaccine was given (Moderna or Pfizer). They did not send the record when they sent the patient to General ER the next am.  Did not answer the phone. Y 5

939088 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 FL 49.0 49 M Palm sized Red welt on left anterior subclavian area. Inflamed lymph nodes in axilla for 2 days

939090 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 OH 47.0 47 F RUnny nose that evening after receiving vaccine which then turned into low grade fever and chills for about 5 days.  Incision sites also had a red ring around them as if I was allergic to the Vicryl sutures used during the surgery.  Also very tired and lethargic while exhibiting low grade fever as well.  I was taking Percocet for pain control from the procedure along with Motrin 400mg respectively.

939091 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OH 49.0 49 F Severe headache about 7 hours after vaccine snd then progressed around 17 hours after with severe joint pain, muscle aches, headache and fever of 100.3. Lasted well into the next day and evening

939092 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 OR 39.0 39 F - Moderna vaccine Sunday 1/3/21 - Vaccine site remained sore from 1/3/21 through Wednesday (1/6/21) before starting to improve.  - On Sunday 1/10/21,area again became painful, warm to touch, firm, and itchy - Woke up this morning (1/12/21) and noticed the redness that was just around the injection site had migrated down, mid-arm and has continued to moved downward today.  - Describes sensation as similar to after spider bite - The area feels itchy when clothing touches the area some burning/itch.

939093 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 PA 41.0 41 M Lethargic not hungry  Headache  Weak Cloudy head

939095 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 WA 17.0 17 M Patient was administered Moderna vaccine, age 17 years and 4 months. No adverse reaction

939096 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Nausea/dizziness experienced about 5 minutes after the vaccine was given. Upon checking the patient, pt was also experiencing cold sweat and hyperventilation.

939097 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 TN 48.0 48 F L axillary lymph node swelling and pain ( shot was in L deltoid injection site_)

939098 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Low grade fever, headache, body ache

939099 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Injection site is swollen and red - approximately 2 inches x  1.5 inches in an oval shape. Hard to the touch and approximately 2 mm raised. Itches

939100 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 IN 36.0 36 F Fever (101), intense body aches, fatigue, joint pain

939101 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 IA 20.0 20 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA The area around the injection site is itchy and the redness around it is the size of the palm of my hand. My family doctor wasn?t worried about it and told me to take Benadryl and use Benadryl cream.

939102 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MI 38.0 38 F R sided facial numbness approx 30 mins after vaccine. R lip felt swole/big then R lower face. I took 1/2 Benadryl after.

939103 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 51.0 51 F Patient received first dose of the Moderna COVID vaccine about 1 hour prior to arrival to the emergency department.  Patient developed an itchy rash to her face, neck, arms and back.  Patient did not have any complaints of shortness of breath, throat swelling or airway involvement.  Patient treated with solumedrol, benadryl and pepcid.

939104 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 MA 29.0 29 F Five days after vaccine dose I started with axillary swelling on left side. Then I started having progressive redness, swelling and itching at injection site. By day 8 (after vaccine) I had a 4x4? hard lump at injection site spreading from my deltoid to my elbow. Numbness and tingling in hand. Swollen, palpable lymph nodes in left armpit. Treated with Keflex and Zyrtec. Symptoms improved after 2 days on antibiotics and resolved after 7 days with the exception of tenderness and soreness which is ongoing. There was question if the vaccine was given too low and how much was in deltoid.

939105 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Localized swelling to site; nausea; fatigue

939106 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 TX 37.0 37 M I developed full body urticaria two weeks post vaccination.  Appears daily

939107 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 TX 53.0 53 F Friday afternoon I started getting a rash on my inner thighs from my groin to my knee.  It spread rapidly o my thighs, then the underneath side of my arms, my feet and ankles, and my hands. The rash itches and is prickly. My face is flush and my eyes are itchy. It has been four days. The rash has finally quit spreading. I have bruises mixed in with the rash. I finally got an in-person appointment with a doctor tomorrow.

939108 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 WA 39.0 39 F swelling at injection site, lasted for 2 days

939109 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 IN 52.0 52 F woke up at 4 am the day after vaccination with pain in injection site arm 8/10.  Had general muscle/joint pain that made it difficult to get out of bed.  Nausea and low grade fever.  Unable to go into work.  Felt I was not able to get out of bed to even take medication.  Fianlly took 600mg of ibuprofen at 1:30 p.m.  Was able to sleep and at 4pm was able to get out of bed. Still felt very fatigued.  Slept well then next night and felt 90% better the next morning.  Feeling much better today.  No s&s.

939110 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 55.0 55 F Localized left arm rash, improved with Benadryl

939111 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Pt felt like her throat felt like closing, denis shortness of breath. pt was able to cimmunicate and was smilingand i nformed person at the rapid response leader she can ambulate to ER, Pt was escorted by para medics to ER on wheel chair

939112 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 HI 26.0 26 F Tingling to right fingers and palm.  No other symptoms, no treatment, resolved.

939113 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NH 26.0 26 F HR 160, shortness of breath. Wheelchaired to ED for further monitoring.

939114 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 FL 65.0 65 F Bruising and soreness at site of injection,  3 days of constipation, 36 hours of lethargy.

939115 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 49.0 49 M Patient describes pain at injection site, chills and fever.

939116 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CT 22.0 23 F Itching, rash ( mild) on: arms, hands, stomach, feet, red face

939117 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 NM 57.0 57 F Symptoms: About 4 Hours after receiving 1st (of 2) doses of Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine, Patient went to ER with complaints of sensation of ?foreign body? in throat and feeling of throat/tongue swelling.  Also had intermittent episodes of acute sharp back pain while in ER.  Treatment: Upon arrival in ER, patient received routine precautionary care with peripheral IV placement.  She was kept under observation in ER for approximately 5 hours until subjective symptoms resolved.  On exam patient did not have objective signs of throat obstruction.  Vitals were stable and O2 saturation on Room Air was within normal limits.  Patient did not receive any medications, oxygen, fluids, or any interventions other than observation.  Once symptoms resolved, patient was discharged from ER in improved condition.

939119 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TN 50.0 50 F Rash, hives, throat discomfort, treated with 1 dose of IM epinephrine, benadryl, pepcid, solumedrol, and albuterol

939120 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 TX 40.0 40 F 8 days after vaccine the injection site was hot to touch, red, swollen. Mild Chest pain (sternum area) since one day after vaccine.  Day 9 swelling, redness and tingling at site  Day 10 swelling and redness improved but pain in shoulder and neck area started on left side.  Tingling and numbness on left side of face.   Day 11 pain in neck and shoulder cont and face tingling left side.

939121 01/08/2020 01/12/2021 CA 50.0 50 F About 12 hours after vaccine, I had high fever of 102, severe body aches, severe chills, minimal nausea, even with two extra strength tylenols.  I went to the restroom around 5 am and had lightheadedness and FAINTED.  My husband helped me up and helped me to bed.  I was still mildly lightheaded for about 30 minutes.  I took two extra strength tylenols and two Advils.  My fever broke about 30 minutes later.  I slept.  Then about 2 pm had fever and aches again, but took two Advils and fever broke.

939122 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 IL 46.0 46 F MODERNA COVID-19 VACCINE EUA Received vaccine at 1:12pm. At 2:05pm felt lightheaded and sweaty. Temperature was checked several times on forehead, upper arm, right palm, and ranged from 94.4F to 96.6F; BP187/117; HR 55; PO 95-97. Headache, tightness in chest, lightheaded, sweat, felt overheated, and heart palpitations. Evaluated by several nurse faculty and MD, monitored for 60 minutes. At 3:30pm,  BP was 173/112, HR 67, Temp 98.1; PO 97. Was released by staff to return home. At 5:10PM, temp was 97.8, BP unknown. Previous symptoms no longer present. General soreness in upper right arm.

939123 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 30.0 30 F Fever Chills Headache Fatigue Body aches

939124 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 OR 48.0 48 F Patient reports dizziness 3 hours after getting vaccination and nausea. Dizziness has since resolved

939125 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 61.0 61 F Red cheeks hot face dizzy shortly after. Had to pull over and needed my son to come get me. Two hours later cheeks still red not as red. Am home. Don?t feel normal. Very dry mouth and throat.

939126 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PA 29.0 29 F During the first few hours following vaccination, I had soreness at the injection sight and a mild headache. About 10hours later, I started to experience more severe symptoms including a fever of 101-102deg, chills/cold sweats, a moderate headache, and body aches. This continued throughout the night and into the next day. In addition, I began to experience a burning sensation in my chest, similar to heart burn. I have consistently been taking Tylenol and recently took Tums to aide with the heartburn feeling.

939127 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 FL 65.0 65 F I developed swollen lymph nodes in my right neck and cheek and intense pain in my right jaw for 48 hours, i was unable to chew solid food during this time.

939128 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 IL 46.0 46 F Severe under armpit swelling with severe pain  to the left side . Swollen lymph nodes

939129 01/06/2020 01/12/2021 31.0 30 M dizziness, SOB, fainting  - 5 minutes post vaccination. Symptoms resolved without intervention. Taken to the ED for eval.

939130 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 24.0 24 F itchy throat and bilateral palms beginning a few minute after vaccine administration; improving over several hours; no hives, no dyspnea; exam: clear lungs

939131 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 ID 31.0 31 F During the first 15 minutes after the vaccine I started feeling cold, light headed and slowed body functions. A half hour after I started feeling breathing difficulty. Shortly after I felt swelling in my throat. I then started having anxiety and laid down. This lasted for about a half hour to hour then stopped once I started having diahrea. I then continued feeling chilled, nauseated and fatigued. The following day I didn't do much activity. Had arm pain, chills the first part of the day and some feelings of nausea, fatigue, weakness and continued diahrea. I felt dehydrated and was drinking fluids. Sunday 1/10 still felt weak with little energy but was able to go to the grocery store. Monday 1/11 I attempted to work but felt light headed and weak with activity and continued to have diahrea. Went home from work early and took today 1/12 off from work. Today my throat is sore and feels inflamed and I continue to feel lethargic but not as dehydrated or fuzzy headed. I notified my PCP Dr. and the physician I work with Dr. Dr. expressed concern about me getting the second vaccine and encouraged me to report my experience for further guidance. Dr. thinks it could be possible for me to get the second dose with allergy meds and an epipen just in case. I have never reacted to a vaccine in the past and have never required an epipen. Guidance would be appreciated. I'm supposed to receive my second dose on 2/5/21.

939132 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 36.0 36 M Tinnitus and partial hearing loss (likely sensorineural) in the left ear. No significant symptoms otherwise. Symptoms have progressed gradually since onset, and are constant. I am a physician and have not yet started any treatment nor had a specialist evaluation yet.

939133 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Dizziness/nausea, migraine headache, loss of appetite, itchy throat, ear pain

939135 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IL 64.0 64 M Pleuritic chest pain in left parasternal area upon inhalation starting 1/12/2021 at ;7:30 am.  I went to ER. Given chest x-ray, EKG and blood.  All negative; to have cardiac treadmill morning of  1/13/2021.   Pelvic pain started 19:00 1/12/2021 when I returned from ER.

939136 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Patient with hx of drug and food allergies (nuts, dilaudid and azithromycin) with no prior history of anaphylaxis was monitored for 30 minutes post COVID-19 Moderna Vaccine and reported no post-vaccine symptoms at time of discharge from urgent care.  Patient returned aproximately 45 minutes later, around 3:45p after c/o throat discomfort and sensation of throat itching/neck hives.  Pt took 50mg home benadryl prior to returning.  Patient was brought into observatory room with vitals: BP 125/83, Oxygen 99, HR 72, on exam was in no acute distress, no oropharyngeal edema, no respiratory distress with clear lungs, no wheezing, no hives visible. Pt was monitored for 20 additional minutes with improvement in symptoms and declined further monitoring.  Patient reported she has an up to date EpiPen.  She was advised low threshold for EpiPen usage and ER evaluation should patient develop any worsening symptoms. Covid Vaccine reaction clinic hotline was provided to patient. Patient agree with plan of care.

939137 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 HI 89.0 89 F VS: 210/100-74-98.4-98%RA. Resident called front desk and reported she wasn't feeling good after receiving COVID-19 vaccine. Seen resident immediately in apartment around 1310 accompanied by CM sitting in chair. Alert and oriented to person, place, time, and situation. Verbal and able to make needs known. Speech clear and coherent. No slurred speech or facial drooping noted. Resident received the 1st dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine around 1200. She was observed for 30 min by ARR staff immediately after vaccine was administered. She then went to grab coffee and went to her apartment. She did not yet eat lunch. Resident c/o feeling "woozy" and eyes feeling heavy/"uncomfortable". Continued from above: Resident has a history of anaphylaxis  and several allergies. Called EMS around 1320. While waiting for EMS rechecked BP several times with SBP between 200-215. She denies any SOB, numbness, tingling, or indigestion. SpO2: 97-98%RA. Resident then stated she has slight tightness/discomfort to her left chest. EMS arrived and left ARR at 1414 and sent to Medical Center.

939138 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Around 6 hours after getting the 2nd vaccine at my place of employment (I am a RN) I was very nauseated and dizzy. Couldn?t even walk straight. Then at 0200am I woke up with a 102.8 fever, Heart rate of 159 and body aches along with the dizziness and nausea. It is currently 530pm and I still have all symptoms, heart rate is a little better, around 100. I?m controlling my temperature with Advil and tylenol.

939139 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MS 64.0 64 M Developed severe myalgias with profound tremors.  Severe lower back pain in the area of the kidneys.  Minimal temperature elevation.  Frontal headache.  All symptoms lasted approximately 16 hours.  Arm pain persisted for 4 days.

939140 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OH 28.0 28 F 7 days after receiving vaccine, severe itching, redness, swelling and pain appeared at injection site. These symptoms were not present the first 6 days after the injection.

939141 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 KY 38.0 38 F At approx 0000 on 1/11 I started running a fever (102.3 oral), having severe body aches, massive headache and uncontrollable shaking and chills

939142 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 29.0 29 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Evening of shot: pain at injection site 1 to 3 days after: pain at injection site, general achy-ness, severe fatigue, short dizzy spells, multiple headaches per day. All symptoms mostly treated by ibuprofen. 7 days after: tenderness at injection site, swollen and hard mound at injection site, mild to moderate hives at injection site. Mostly treated by ibuprofen and hydrocortisone cream.

939143 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 SC 42.0 42 F Swollen red knot developed at injection site 11 days after injection. Area approximately 2?x2?. Warm to touch, painful, and itching. Some difficulty raising arm over head. Swelling is reduced after 2 days but raised, itchy rash has developed around original swollen area of deltoid.

939144 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TX 64.0 64 F left arm: pain, swelling, redness, warmth, itching: after 5 days: still a  bump at injection site (but smaller than in previous days), still warmth (but  less than in previous days), redness has become pinkness in a smaller area, also less itching, minor pain at touch  puffy eyelids and inflammation but this may have been blepharitis which I have had in the past

939145 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 OH 24.0 24 F Dose given around 1225 4pm significant arm pain, neck pain, headache  5pm rash/hives 645pm sweating, flushed, nausea, itchy

939146 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 TX 46.0 46 F Within one hour of vaccination I experience jaw tightening & throat constriction. I treated with Benadryl x 2 PO and took a nap. For the next 3 days I had diarrhea.

939147 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 39.0 39 F dizziness, lightheadedness, tongue tingling

939148 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 PA 52.0 52 F Lips and tongue became numb, throat felt itchy, severe nausea, headache, chest tightness, rash - first neck and face then rash progressed to a diffuse rash over entire body. I was on my way home and drove to Er and was seen. I was given Zolfran, Pepcid Solumedrol, Benadryl and Epinephrin.

939149 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 OK 51.0 51 F Headaches, body aches, pain at injection site (left arm sore) and exhaustion.   lymph nodes in left armpit became swollen and painful to the touch starting on 1/8/21 until 1/11/21.

939150 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 CT 44.0 44 F Swelling in lymph node at collarbone on side of injection.  Is painfully lump that moves.

939151 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 OH 39.0 39 F Herpes Simplex 2 outbreak on 1/9/2021

939152 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 40.0 40 F At 1218 upon arrival to the car, pt complained of "itchy throat, racing heart, flushed face and not feeling well." Reassurance provided. Stated she had eaten and could drink fluids. 911 called. Vital signs obtained: 120 heart rate, 140/60 BP, 112 heart rate, 120/62 BP. Pt denied any previous types of reactions and/or anxiety concerns. Cool cloth to forehead, deep breaths encouraged.  EMS on site at 1230 to evaluate.  Pt was awake and breathing at time EMS arrived.

939153 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 58.0 58 F Received vaccine on Monday by Wed afternoon lower abdominal cramping and feeling very unwell.  By Wed evening had chills and low grade fever 99.4.  Called out of work Thursday.  Felt terrible.  Thursday morning lower abdominal cramping consistent and pain scale between 4-5 with occasional spikes to 8.  Also felt terrible.  Had body aches, could only lay on couch.   Called my gastroenterologist.  Office returned call late afternoon and stated probably from vaccine and if it worsens or fever to call primary and to fill out VAERS form.  Thursday evening had temp of 100.4 and started with a cough where it felt I couldn't take deep breaths.  Only lasted a few hours.  Abdominal pain persisted.  Friday morning woke up and now have headache, but abdominal pain is now down to a 2 and I feel achy, but feeling a bit better.  Had to call out of work still too sick to go in.  No cough.  No fever.  Since I was feeling better my hope was since it was vaccine related that I would wake on Saturday and be totally fine, unfortunately, not the case.  Saturday morning abdominal pain same at a 2 and headache was on and off through the day into the night.  Still pretty much rested all day into the night.  Sunday morning much better.  Headache gone and abdominal pain down to a 1 and sometimes just vague.   Although I'm feeling better my head feels out of sorts, kind of like my brain can't keep up with my eyes?  And new symptoms? right ear crackling and teeth on right side feel sensitive also,  pain under left armpit.  It's tender and lasts through the day.  Monday still feeling a bit lightheaded and fatigued and armpit pain still there but not worse and feel able to go to work to see if I can.  Tooth sensitivity also still there but ear pain gone.  Called primary doctor she suggests getting Covid test and have appointment for phone conference for Tuesday with doctor, also had  Covid test today at work  (was Covid tested last Monday also for work and negative) into Monday night head is still feeling "off".  Tuesday armpit pain still same and dizzy head feeling same, mild abdominal pain comes and goes - Not bad enough to stop daily activity.  Spoke with primary doctor and she said side effects could possibly last this long and let her know when yesterday's Covid test comes in.........

939154 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 WA 36.0 36 F Diaphoretic, racing heart, rapid breathing rate, shaky, nausea. Diphenhydramine 12.5mg x 2 tab chewable PO in clinic and 911 called; transported to ED, via aid car.

939155 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 SD 60.0 60 U Patient felt a rush go to her chest and felt mild shortness of breath. She then felt a very dry mouth and tingling around her mouth. No rash. No N/V/D. No hypoxia. No wheezing. Patient required no interventions aside from 500 cc bolus because she felt dehydrated and oral rehydration.

939156 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 NY 30.0 30 M about 12 hours after the second vaccine dose I had sudden onsets chills with significant rigors which lasted for about 24h. Chills continued after for 1-2 days after this bu the rigors stopped. I had fevers to the 101F range which persisted for about 48h after the vaccine. Also significant myalgias and fatigue. Symptoms partially responded to tylenol and ibuprofen (total of 3.5g tylenol and 800mg of ibuprofen taken over the 48h period).

939157 12/26/2020 01/12/2021 UT 56.0 56 F on the seventh day, my arm got red and swollen and severe fatigue overcame me.  I spent two days in bed, missing work.  I have been unable to exercise since that day.  I have used antihistamines and steroid ointment to control the redness, swelling and itching on my arm for one week.  when I miss a dose it returns.

939158 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 57.0 57 F pt reported flusing sensation, face felt normal. Felt heart racing, h was 90's. some mild tingling around lips, pt was calm sitting on chair

939159 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OH 26.0 26 F Fatigue, chills, headache around 4pm on 1/11/2021 Fever of 100.5 at 10pm on 1/11/2021 Fever of 102.3, fatigue, dizziness, chills, and headache at 5:30am on 1/12/2021 Recovery began around 5pm on 1/12/2021

939160 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 44.0 44 F high temperature of 108, chills, sore arm, headache, both feet felt uncomfortable with shoes on, pain in left chest area, around 11:45 pm breathing was difficult

939161 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Sore throat  Chills.  Myalgias.  Fatigue

939162 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 OH 63.0 63 F Sore arm first two days. Ten days later, swelling at site. Redness, lump, heat and itching

939163 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 KS 57.0 57 F 8:45: Light-headed and dizzy, throat scratchy, left arm and hand numb, numbness extending into left side of neck and face, felt very cold, chest heavy. Epi-pin administered by RN. EMS called and assisted.in monitoring - felt better 15 minutes after epi-pin. Husband arrived to drive me home; left at 10:30 feeling dizzy. Stuffy nose & sinus congestion several hours later.  Felt better by 5pm.

939164 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 VA 63.0 63 F Possible vasovagal syncope 6 hours past the adminstration.  Lasted for 30 minutes.  Symptoms included extreme warmth (felt like whole body was on fire), dizzyness - laid down immediately so did not faint, nausea, lowered heart rate (44), unsure of blood pressure, paleness.  Cold compresses and laying down and raising legs was helpful.

939165 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 TN 41.0 41 F Extremely sore arm started around 8pm on 1/9 Headache, fatigue started at 8am on 1/10 Nausea started at 12pm on 1/10 Fever reached 101.8 at 4pm on 1/10, took 975mg Tylenol New fever of 100.2 at 2:30am, took 650mg Tylenol Headache, fatigue, nausea all day 1/11 Swelling, redness around injection site got worse as day progressed ; unable to touch on 1/11 Headache, fatigue, sore arm on 1/12

939166 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CT 42.0 42 F Arm pain, tingling in elbow and wrist. Difficult moving arm. Nausea, chills, low grade temp up to 99.9, feeling foggy

939167 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Two large red bumps approx 10 cm in diameter; one at injection site, and one an inch below injection site. Profound pain  at both sites, muscle weakness when bending arm, slight tingling in forearm when it is bent 45 degrees in relation to upper arm

939168 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 ND 47.0 47 F Chills and joint pain in hips and shoulders with severe body aches occurred about 10 hours after being vaccinated and continued to get worse over a period of 6 hours. Nausea and stomach pain also present.  Diarrhea started 19 hours after being vaccinated.  Body aches and diarrhea continued for a total of around 20 hours of symptoms.

939169 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 IL 39.0 39 F Fever (Tmax 100.7), chills, myalgias, fatigue, nausea, headache. Worst symptoms lasted 12 hours. Fever broke by evening. Next day at work still fatigue and myalgias. Had to leave 3 hours early. No pregnancy complications yet.

939170 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 PA 64.0 64 F I developed a headache, burning of my face and upper gums   45-60 minutes after the vaccine. As the day went on I developed slight swelling of my upper lip.  The burning of my face lasted until the following day but then would come and go.  The swelling of my upper lips lasted  4 days.  Last Thursday 1/7/2021 my face was burning and lasted the day.

939172 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 PA 35.0 35 F Headache, tiredness, muscle pain and tingling down the left arm, feeling unwell, feels swollen but doesn?t appear to be

939173 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MO 29.0 29 F I started experiencing chills around 9:00 pm the same day I received the vaccine. I then began having body aches, headache, and joint pain.  I did not seek professional treatment but took Tylenol.  It is now one day after receiving the vaccine and my symptoms are better but not yet completely resolved.

939174 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 MD 56.0 56 F Injection site got warm, red and itchy/irritated

939175 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 OH 56.0 56 F Severe Headaches x3 days 1/7-1/9. Redness and induration at injection site on 1/10. 9cmX9cm redness and warmth.  No redness initially .

939176 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MS 62.0 62 F Severe myalgias, tremors, lower back pain, headache, fatigue, nausea

939177 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 CA 30.0 30 F headaches, dizziness and flushed cheek.

939178 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 AZ 47.0 47 F Pt sent me an email stating she had a sore upper arm, in the muscle, where she got the covid vaccine on 12-31-20 on the left deltoid.  It lasted about two days. She stated then that her lymph nodes under her arm on that side got really swollen and sore.  That started after the muscles soreness at the injection site dissipated. States it was fairly significant and that she could see swelling for a few days and feel it for several more, up to six more days.   States the lymph node swelling was probably the worst Jan 4 ? 6, and was still noticeable on Jan 9.  By Jan 10 is was basically gone.  States she has also noticed some very mild, intermittent itchiness on that shoulder near the injection site in the last few days. Pt states it used to be hard, warm and hot but has since decreased leaving her with some itchiness.

939179 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 TX 44.0 44 F Swollen lymph nodes on right axila seme arm of the injection very painful

939181 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 PA 17.0 17 M Patient was administered COVID Vaccine (Moderna). Patient's age is 17 years 4 months.

939182 12/27/2020 01/12/2021 FL 50.0 50 F Tested positive for Covid 19 on 1/5/21 after became symptomatic (none required hospitalization)  on 1/3/21.  5 RN's at ICU became positive 1-2 weeks after receiving  this vaccine.  Perhaps a coincidence, but feel it should be reported

939183 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 36.0 36 F around 14 hours past vaccine woke up with chills, low grade fever (100.8), severe calf pain and body aches all over, and severe headache, around 3am had nausea to the point of needing zofran, chills continued until around 5am, body aches continued and was yelling, crying and tossing and turning, woke up at around 8am with 9/10 headache, light and sound sensitivity, alleviated some with coffee, extremely fatigued and weak (had trouble walking half a block), headache mostly gone by. 10am, fatigue continued throughout the day, NO appetite, intermittent chills. At bedtime ~9pm day 2 temperature 99.8. Slept through night. Sunday fatigue and excercise intolerance (typically exercise daily and am in good physical shape), had to sit down during walks with dog, Monday fatigue continued as did difficulty exercising long periods of time until afternoon, continued difficulty monitoring body temperature, getting cold really easily. Tuesday (today) continued weakness and exhausted but can't nap, no appetite. Never took anything except zofran 2x for nausea

939184 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 63.0 63 F Hives on neck and shoulder

939185 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 UT 37.0 37 F Focused breathing, periodic SOB, tingling in the mouth

939186 01/03/2020 01/12/2021 CA 52.0 51 F Upon my 30 min observation , At about 5 minutes of receiving the vaccination I had a flush sensation from head to toe, increased HR that persisted, I informed RN at injection clinic. I was then hooked up to monitor , hr continued to sustain at 118 and bp increased to 150/90.  For the next two hours I had  continuous waves of increased hr to 118 and increased bp with nausea, chills and flushing.  The duration of the episodes lengthend as time progressed, the episodes lasted anywhere from 2-4 minutes. The amount of episodes I had was 4-5.  I was admitted to to the ER where I was administered Famitodine, steroids and Zofran, I had a EKG and was monitored for 8 hours .  I continued on steroids for 4 days.  The following  day I had PVC's and flushing.

939187 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 45.0 45 F Received Pfizer covid vaccine 1st dose at 1615, c/o lump in throat at 1616, which became worse.  Her HR was also in 120's. At 1618, Epi given x1, then pt transferred to ED

939188 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CO 28.0 28 F Pt. states day of vaccine, injection site developed with hot, red swelling, decreased the next day to  purple color and still hot, currently there is a rash that is very itchy. She is taking Benadryl , Motrin and applying ice. Informed pt. to present to the UC now or contact PC P in the am.

939189 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 FL 47.0 47 F Soreness in arm completely resolved after day 2 of receiving the 1st dose of vaccine. No other symptoms. On day 8 I had swelling, redness, warm to the touch and pain and itching at the vaccine site. I took Zyrtec at work

939190 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Started to feel lightheaded, weak, faint like I was going to pass out, heart rate increased, confusion, trouble speaking, brought to the ED, throat started to swell and started having thick spit and clearing my throat excessively. Diagnosed as anaphylaxis.Y

939191 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MO 39.0 39 F Client c/o having blurry vision and splitting headache.  Also felt very hot.  Loss of consciousness.  Able to respond to verbal commands.

939192 12/01/2020 01/12/2021 IL 51.0 51 F rash on both lower legs that was red and itchy that is still there - started 2 days after 1st dose

939193 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 44.0 44 F pt felt heart racing, warm ears and face. Pt monitored and given water. Symptoms resolved at 1721.

939194 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MN 32.0 32 F within 1 hr post-vaccine on 1/7 I had a mild headache that resolved with Tylenol. At about 12 hours post-vaccine I developed nausea, fever (100.4) and chills and secondary to this had poor sleep. The next day I took scheduled alternating Tylenol & ibuprofen during the day and then overnight 1 episode of chills that woke me up. no events Saturday or Sunday. Then Monday 1/11 in the early morning I started to develop a rash on my b/l elbow and right foot 3rd toe. I applied mometasone topical cream to these locations. while at work the rash extended down both forearms then by 5pm it was on both hips and extending along both legs. I applied Benadryl cream to the most irritated sites and took PO Benadryl 50mg at bedtime and again at 1am when the itching woke me up. I repeated Benadryl 25mg at 8am. The rash seems to be getting better on the arms but then by noon I had a new breakout on my neck and face. I took Benadryl 50mg at 1pm. The rash continued to have a rapid progression over the next hour and resulted in angioedema with my throat swelling, lips puffed and numb and eye swelling. I was injected with an epi pen and sent to the ED where I received PO prednisone, famotidine, and Benadryl. The face/neck rash then greatly improved and I was sent home on prednisone 40mg daily for 3 days.Y

939195 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 64.0 64 M The morning after the vaccination I woke up at around 5:30 am with severe diarrhea.  One of the worst bouts of diarrhea in my life.

939196 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 VA 29.0 29 M Left ear tinnitus

939197 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 MA 58.0 58 F Very sore arm hours after vaccine and couldn't move arm during the night- took motrin at 3:30AM with some effect.  Felt OK otherwise until 12 noon on 1/6/21 when I suddenly felt chilled and not well.  Temp went up quickly from 99.4 at 12 noon to 102.4 at 5PM. Temp 101.5 at 9PM.  Had abdominal cramping, general body aches and muscle pains, H/A and left breast tenderness as if I was going to get my period (which I haven't had for 8 years). On 1/7/21 at 7AM temp- 99.7 and 98.8 at 11AM, but still felt tired, H/A, malaise, no appetite. Back to normal good health on 1/8/21 AM. Left arm was sore for 4 days.

939198 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 OH 37.0 37 F Initial pain and redness, 3 in circle.  Itiching to site on day 3. 3 inch cirle looked bruised on day 11.  Day 13 another 2-3 inches around initial bruised sitr now red and swollen. Pain improved by day 3.

939199 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 OH 34.0 34 F 3x5cm nodule at injection site noted 5 days after administration. Very slightly erythematous and warm.

939200 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 TX 59.0 59 F Arthus reaction, onset 1/6/2021, sore throat, malaise, fatigue, anorexia. Onset of constitutional symptoms 12 hours prior to skin changes at injection site. Initially, erythematous indurated, painful area at injection site about 1 inch diameter. Involved area increased in size daily. Erythema remained. Induration and pain resolved. Intermittent pruritis at the site. 1/11/21 , erythematous, non indurated, with central clearing area 10 x 6 inch with well demarcated margins. 1/12/21, mild ecchymosis centrally. Constitutional symptoms improved, but not resolved.

939202 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 WA 67.0 67 M Two after COVID vaccine first dose: severe pain over lateral aspect of right hip (soft tissue) lasting 10 days. Six days after: flu like symptoms with temperatures up to 100, severe fatigue, myalgia lasting 8 days.  Nasopharyngeal PCR was negative for COVID

939203 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Mylgias, light headed, headache

939204 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 PA 42.0 42 F Flu like symptoms, syncope, lymphadenopathy, nausea, fatigue, weakness.

939205 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 PA 37.0 37 F extreme joint pain, fever and chills, muscle aching, severe head ache (lasting 3 days), excessive full body sweating x3 days, extreme fatigue (sleeping >16 hrs per day x3 days, 1 short bout of nausea, sensitivity to skin on back and legs i.e. a cotton shirt against my skin felt like it was burning me. loss of appetite. multiple doses of OCT analgesics/fever reducers. loss of scheduled work x2 days.

939207 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 58.0 58 M Pt complained of difficulty swallowing, lump in throat, and increasing heart rate.   VS 98.9 181/100 87 99 RA.  Activated Alert, brought to the ED.  Epi and  benadryl given.

939208 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 GU 33.0 33 M The patient reports that he woke with the rash 2 days after his vaccine. The rash has not changed in size, shape, improved or worsened in the three days since it appeared. He has never had anything like this happen before. He denies any systemic symptoms. The rash is pruritic, and the pruritis has not been helped by his allergy medications or topical hydrocortisone.

939209 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 NY 67.0 67 M fever to 101, chills, aches, fatigue and headache from 11:30 PM until 4 AM and the able to sleep.  Feeling reasonably well until 11 PM on 01/07 and the fever to 100.8 and chills and aches.   By 8 AM felt ok.  No further fever, chills or other symptoms.

939210 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 AK 55.0 55 M Severe left knee pain and stiffness without trauma.  No redness or swelling.  Feeling of heat on anterior of both lower extremities.   Associated with chills and moderate fatigue.

939211 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PA 60.0 60 F developed more severe arm pain, headache, rigors, muscle aches- lasted approx 3 -4 hour- took tylenol, used heating pad
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939212 01/12/2021 U Swollen itchy red

939213 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OH 35.0 35 F I received the vaccine at 12:30pm and by 8:00pm my face began to feel swollen, hot to the touch and itchy.  By day 4 the symptoms  did not subside but grew worse with a swollen red rash around my eyes and upper face.

939214 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 VT 56.0 56 F Left sided mild facial droop starting 18 days after vaccination, seeming to be somewhat more pronounced the following day. Tingling sensation similar to Bells Palsy. Third day remains unresolved but not worse.

939215 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IL 22.0 22 F Arm pain and fever of 100 F. Both persisted through the 9th

939216 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 NY 22.0 22 M Blurred vision, difficulty breathing (pale skin/blue lips), profuse sweating, muscle fatigue, headache. This lasted about 15 minutes. Until severity went down. Followed by 20 minutes of profuse sweating and headache.  I thought I was going to die Y

939217 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 24.0 24 F Vaccine administered at 8:10PM Reported feeling dizzy and a slight tingling sensation in mouth at 8:22PM Vital Signs: BP 115/71 POx 98% HR 72  No issues swallowing, no facial swelling or other symptoms. Gave 50 mg PO Benadryl at 8:30 and continued to monitor.  At 9PM reports symptoms gone. Feeling well and wished to go home, did not want to go to ER for further evaluation. Lives with her family at home who will keep an eye on her tonight. Escorted out to her ride home.

939218 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 53.0 53 F lips and tongue tingling, cough

939219 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 MI 54.0 54 F Within 12 hrs of first dose of Pfizer Covid vaccine, patient experienced tiredness. Within 36hrs patient experienced nausea, severe headache, and dizziness. Patient reports after these symptoms she had to stay in bed for the next day but by day 4 she was significantly improved and just tiredness occurred over the weekend. 6 days total.

939220 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 FL 37.0 37 F 16 hours post vaccine, I awoke to chills/feeling of fever. I suddenly felt nauseous. I went and sat on the floor of my bathroom and went unresponsive. Per my husband. My eyes rolled back in my head, my body went limp, and I was moaning. I did not come to for 30-60 seconds despite shaking, calling my name, and sticking his finger in my throat. I came to and was alert and oriented but have no recollection of the incident. EMS was called.

939221 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 SC 51.0 51 F Vaccine 2 only: severe arm pain began 2 hours after shot.  Within 8 hours I had severe pain all over my body and fever 103F.  Still have severe headache 36 hours late and fever 100F.

939222 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 NC 31.0 31 F Prolonged tachycardia, light headed

939223 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 NJ 28.0 28 F One week after the injection, the site became very red, swollen, and itchy. They skin is also raised. It does not happen every day but it comes and goes

939224 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 PA 25.0 25 F Feverish, chills, body soreness and aches, fatigue, feeling faint/could pass out, lethargic, headache

939225 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 CT 68.0 68 M Chills Fatigue

939226 12/18/2020 01/12/2021 37.0 37 F sore arm, 600mg PO motrin taken one hour after onset

939227 01/12/2021 AR 68.0 M Head ache, sore throat,fever,chills,body aches arthritis cold sweats weakness

939228 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 OH 50.0 50 F 5 days after getting the vaccine I began to feel a scratchy throat and developed a mild cough. The symptoms quickly developed into sore throat, more severe and productive cough, achiness, lethargy, severe headache, bilateral conjunctivitis, ear pain, chest pain, shortness of breath, fullness in the chest and the head and a low grade fever of 99.2-99.8

939229 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 31.0 31 F low grade fever x 6 hours severe body aches x 24 hours severe heartburn x 12 hours low grade headache x 4 days

939230 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 TX 31.0 31 M Chills.  101 fever.   12 hours after injection.   Dizziness at time of injection.       Cold.   Aches.   Sore arm.

939231 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 37.0 37 F body aches 7-8 hours later, worse body aches, chills and rigors 14 hours later for which 600mg motrin taken, chills and rigors improved one later, body aches continued until 22 hours after vaccination where 600mg motrin taken again, minor body aches and fatigue until 36 hours after vaccination

939232 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 29.0 29 M Soreness of arm at injection site Fatigue Headache

939234 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 IA 51.0 51 F Cold symptoms including rhinorrhea, sore throat, fatigue and diarrhea. Covid testing by bilateral nares swab with a PCR test was positive on January 5, 2021

939235 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 CO 44.0 44 F I received the vaccine in the morning on 12/31/2020 and woke up on 01/01/2021 with a migraine, much worse than my usual migraines. It was gone by the morning of 1/2/21. I was advised to report this.

939236 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 42.0 42 F 1 hour after vaccine felt lightheaded. chest tightness. symptoms intermittent for an hour

939237 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 NJ 50.0 50 F Left neck pain started 1/11/21 fatigue

939238 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OH 61.0 61 F Day 1, 2, 3: injection site pain Day 2-5: Skin itching, scalp hives, wrist hives Day 5: vulva hives, enlarged cervical lymph node (left side)

939239 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 WA 32.0 32 F Fever, pain, chills for two days. Then an enlarged lymph node over my clavicle, pressure and pain in my neck and above clavicle, lymph node is still swollen and tender 4 post injection.

939240 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 39.0 39 F On my 12th minute in the waiting area, I started having itchiness on my legs then it spread to my arms and face. I felt lightheaded and started having difficulty breathing. I approached the paramedic nearby. By then, the itchiness was all over my body from head to toe. They alerted 911 and monitored my vital signs. My 02 sat was 100% and BP was 140/90 mmHg. I asked if I can take Benadryl. They said wait for the ambulance. I declined to go to the hospital unless my symptoms get worse. I then took 25 mg of Benadryl. Shortness of breath and lightheaded ness was slightly relieved but the itchiness was still there. I waited for 30 more minutes in the waiting area. When the itchiness subsided a little bit, I went home. After 3 hours, the itchiness and SOB returned so I called my PCP and I was informed to take Benadryl q4 hrs until symptoms are resolved. As of today, 1/12/21 at 7:18pm, I still have itchiness but not as bad as yesterday.

939241 12/24/2020 01/12/2021 NM 43.0 43 M Patient developed Bells Palsy on day 19 after vaccine #1

939242 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 IL 31.0 31 F Sore arm for first day after injection. Resolved about 36 hours after injection.

939243 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA 41.0 41 F One week after vaccine 01/11/21: site reaction, rash, red, swollen, hard, hot to touch, itchy ; 01/12/21- spreading redness and swelling (benadryl cream, Tylenol, no resolve yet)   01/11/21 severe vertigo x 6 hours, nausea (resolved after meclizine, Zofran, and sleep)

939244 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 55.0 55 M scratchy throat, difficulty swallowing

939245 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Angioedema requiring ER visit and IV steroids

939246 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 AR 49.0 49 F Patient is an Employee at the store.  She received the vaccine at approximately 11am on 1/9/2021.  She was watched for 15 minutes, with no adverse problems.  She left the Facility at approximately12:30p, but returned around 3:15pm, to say she wanted to talk with me before I left.  She stated her face was swollen, very puffy, and she was getting a rash.  She had no other problems at that time and otherwise felt ok. She hadn't eaten or done anything differently during the day.  I offered patient a dose of Benadryl, however she stated she could not take Benadryl.  I told her to pick up some Zyrtec and take that, and see how she felt.  I called patient at 6:35pm to check on her and she stated that the swelling had gone down and that she felt fine.

939247 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MD 36.0 36 F Chills, body aches, low grade fever, headache

939248 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Within 12 hours localized reaction with redness, swelling, lump, hot to touch and extremely painful. Symptoms lasted for 48 hours. After that the area was itchy.

939249 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 WA 32.0 32 F 1/9/2031:  at time of shot extreme burning in left arm and into left shoulder blade. 15-30 minutes after vaccine: high pulse at 98 bpm, throat tightened, shake hands (lasted 1 hour)(had to take allergy pill for throat tightening) High anxiety the rest of the day. Sharp pain in left shoulder blade into neck, extreme fatigue.  1/10/2021: high fatigue, sharp shoulder blade pain and stiffness in neck. Right kidney/back pain, headache, fuzzy thinking, feeling blah and out of it  1/11/2021: arm, shoulder blade and neck pain, heart racing in the  am.  1/12/2021: shoulder blade and neck pain. Afternoon nausea and feeling like I could throw up, clamy sweaty hands

939250 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OR 54.0 54 F pt had periorbital swelling within 20 minutes of vaccination to urticaria, no new sob, has asthma and had some mild sob day before vaccine

939251 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 IL 38.0 38 F localized skin reaction that started at about 2 inches wide and is now about 6 inches wide.  swollen axillary lymph nodes in same arm.

939252 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 60.0 60 F Large hard hot itchy tender lump at injection sight. Very large and hard like half of a golf ball

939253 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 NC 60.0 60 F raised, itchy nodules in circular area approx 6 cm at injection site developing into mildly itchy, red, warm, induration in same area resolving over two days.  Occurred on day 10 after injection

939254 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Fatigue, Body aches and chills about 7 hours post vaccine

939255 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 OR 39.0 39 F Headache started 24 hours after vaccine lasted 2 days,  diarrhea started about 36 hours after vaccine and lasted about 12 hours.

939256 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 27.0 27 F Dry and swollen mouth and back of throat about 25 min after shot

939257 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 MA 34.0 34 F The vaccine was administered on the following date: 1/12/21 and at approximately the following time: 3:50PM   The symptoms began 20-25 min after administration of the vaccine.  The symptoms were: Chest tightness and dizziness that is moving up to her throat - similar to shellfish allergy reaction. Vitals all stable.  No rash, no wheezing on exam, no facial or tongue edema.  She was sent to the ED where she was treated with Tylenol, famotidine and methylprednisolone with resolution of symptoms.

939258 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 WI 43.0 43 F I had had minor intermittent teeth pain off and on for several weeks. With in a day of getting the vaccine the pain began increasing to the whole left side of my face and neck and increasing in intensity. I was unable to sleep 12/24 and 12/25 and ended up going to urgent care on 12/26. Despite not having sinus fullness/drainage they diagnosed it a sinus infection and gave me antibiotics. At the end of the 5 day course my symptoms had improved some but were not gone and I was still requiring frequent Tylenol for pain so the course of antibiotics were extended. I do not know if this was caused by the vaccine, but it coincided with the vaccine.

939259 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 TX 42.0 42 F My arm was warm all week, but now it is significantly harder, hotter and hurts

939261 12/29/2020 01/12/2021 MD 22.0 22 F Pt received the Moderna Covid vaccine 12/29/2020 at work.  She  works at Hospital as a Tech (pt care tech in ICU) She states she had soreness at right arm injection site for 2 days that resolved.  Then, on post-vaccine day #8 (1/6/2021), she developed a rash at the injection site that was itchy. The area was raised, itchy and red. Measured at work = 5 x 5 cm.  Used HCT cream TID and took zyrtec 10 mg at work yesterday. The rash looks a lot better today. Not itchy anymore.  The area is tender but not as red as it was. No discharge/pus.  No numbness or tingling.  T97.6  Pt denies any other sxs except for SOB for about 30 min intervals over the first 2-3 days after the vaccine. Pt checked pulse ox when feeling short of breath and it was 96%. She states she's not sure if it was from anxiety.

939262 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 PA 35.0 35 F A little over 2 days after the vaccine, I had a horrible headache. Thought nothing of it, took Excederin migraine and went to bed. Woke up Thursday feeling fine, then by 5 pm, was very run down, had a mild headache, and had an intense sinus pressure under my eyes. My neck hurt and was sore to the touch in the front. When I bent over, it felt like my head was going to explode from pressure. No other symptoms or anything to be alert about. Took a Mucinex before bed, hoping that it would move anything that might be clogging my sinuses, went to sleep. Woke up Friday feeling okay, with just a tiny remnant of a headache. Around 1 pm, intense sinus pressure returned, worse than the previous day. Decided to go to local healthcare clinic around 3:30 pm. PA looked at ears, throat, all looked okay. Only symptom was swollen lymph nodes in neck, same side as the vaccine was administered. Covid tested (subsequent results were negative). Saturday, had less pressure, and spent the day laying around. By Sunday, was feeling back to normal. Peak of incident was definitely Friday.

939263 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Redness, swelling, inflammation at site of injection. Shot was 8 days ago and I?ve had no other symptoms in the last week.

939264 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CO 37.0 37 F mild headache within hour of administration of vaccination. Fatique/malaise. foggy head.

939265 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MA 23.0 23 F The vaccine was administered on the following date: 1/8/21 and at approximately the following time: 4:00PM   The symptoms began 30 minutes after administration of the vaccine.  The symptoms were: cough, throat itching and throat swelling + redness. No body itching, rash, or face/lip/tongue swelling.   She presented to the ED for her reaction The treatment of the reaction was:   o Antihistamines: benadryl IV o Steroids: solumedrol IV o Epinephrine: 1 dose    Currently ongoing cough but other symptoms resolved.

939266 01/10/2021 01/12/2021 WI 19.0 19 M Large swelling around injection site approximately golf ball sized.

939267 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 AL 34.0 34 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Received vaccine in left deltoid at 1300 on 1/7/21. Had sore left axillary lymph nodes upon waking the next morning around 0800 on 1/8/21 that lasted approximately 96 hours. No treatment needed; resolved.

939268 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 36.0 36 F Sore arm starting at 8pm.  Through night- joint pain started.

939269 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 FL 27.0 27 F Building pain throughout the evening in the arm of the injection site starting mildly around 5pm and increasing through the evening. Mild swelling of the arm around the injection site by 6pm. Chills developed around 6pm, no obvious fever. Aparent moderate fever with moderate chills developed around 9pm. Fever spiked around 10pm, chills continued. Consumed 2 benadryl tablets to assist with sleep. Fever, chills, and swelling were gone at time of waking up around 10am. Arm pain continued for 1 and 1/2 more days.

939271 12/23/2020 01/12/2021 IN 33.0 33 M Tingling in hands and feet which started about 1.5 hour after I took the vaccine

939272 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 OR 54.0 54 F One week after the shot I developed a local reaction at the injection site.  A red circle (3in x 3in) showed on my right upper arm. The area was  very red, warm to touch, tender, and hard.  It lasted about 3 days. Redness is gone. Tenderness and muscle soreness remains.

939273 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MT 61.0 61 F Arm pain post injection Severe pain in shoulder joint, down arm, pain elbow, pain firearm and hand on left side. Diagnosed as reactive arthritis due to vaccine

939274 12/31/2020 01/12/2021 MT 40.0 40 F on day 7 post vaccine I developed a large lump in my upper left arm. It was red and hot to the touch, Itchy about the diameter of a baseball by evening about the size of a softball Day 8 the lump grew bigger and the redness started to spread and get more red, very hot to the touch and caused a burning sensation in my arm. On this day I saw a Dr at an urgent care clinic and it measured 9cm Day 9 again redness kept spreading almost to 12 cm, still hot to the touch and burning sensation., by then I had been treating with Benadryl every four hours for 24 hrs. Day 10 spread even more going down my arm almost to my elbow. Still hot to the touch but no longer burning. Still treating with Benaydryl Day 11 redness finally going away, lump almost gone, feels warm to touch and almost like a bruise if pressed Mild soreness Day 12, almost gone mild redness remains, no burning but still mildly warm to the touch. Still taking Benadryl at night.

939275 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 IA 52.0 52 F Woke up with terrible headache, body aches, chills and nausea. Slept all day taking ibuprofen and acetaminophen as needed, lots of fluids. Lasted until 1130 pm same night. Next day did not have headache but still had body aches and  chills, above medication helped. Felt  better later that night but finally felt 100% on day 2.

939276 01/01/2021 01/12/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Itching in the lower central portion of scalp.

939277 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MD 45.0 45 F Dizziness and malaise- intermittent starting 3 hours after the shot. Also, my head didn't feel right. The next morning at about 9am- fatigue, dizziness and foggy thinking. Dizziness continues intermittently (1/12/2021)

939278 01/09/2021 01/12/2021 VA 65.0 65 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA I had rapid heartbeats (over 140/minute and difficulty breathing after got first dose of Moderna vaccine. Please see below for more details:  After I got a first dose of Moderna vaccine around 9:30am on Jan 09, 2021, my heartbeat rate quickly went up to over 140/minute, my blood pressure was above 140/90+; I felt hard to breath but my oxygen level was 100%. These were happened within 15 minutes after the vaccine shot. The Healthcare team/rescue team helped me and let me practice deep-breathing. After practiced deep-breathing about 5 - 15 minutes, my heartbeats reduced to around 80 - 90/minutes and my blood pressure went back to normal about 120/75. I left the clinic around 10:25am.

939279 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 OH 32.0 32 F 4:06PM Nauseated then dizzy c/o burning in her spine. BP: 62/38, HR: 140  Pt stated "she was seeing black spots."  4:20PM  BP 84/76, HR 74 EMS called and they left.  Pt drank 2 small bottles of water and her BP improved.

939280 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 28.0 28 F Chills Body aches  Fever (maximum 101.1 degrees F)

939281 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 KY 31.0 31 F Widespread Hives

939282 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 FL 42.0 42 M Woke up at 2 am the morning after the injection with my arm extremely sore, swollen, red, and feverish to the touch that has continued for 4 days now. I also experienced a fever for 2 days after the injection along with dizziness, weakness, fatigue, headache, body aches, vision changes, and ringing in both ears. As of today 1/12/21 I am still experiencing symptoms even while using Benadryl allergy tablets by mouth and anti-itch cream applied to the injection site.

939284 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 36.0 36 F Inital onset of arm tenderness then heaviness in left arm. This was followed by increased weakness and tingling in entire left side. I found it difficult to ambulate and lift my arm at all. This was followed by malaise, weakness, and fatigue. The decreased strength and sensation on the left side of my body lasted for several hours, gradually fading around 4am. The weakness of the left side of the body improved over time and I was just left with fatigue and malaise.

939285 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 MI 23.0 23 F Fever up to 100.9, body aches, chills, soreness of body and site of injection, tickle in throat

939286 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 TN 33.0 33 F Starting 11 hours post vaccination I developed diarrhea and severe nausea. I ended up throwing up several times. It lasted about 3 hours. Also, I had insomnia the first night after vaccination. Just self treated at home for diarrhea and vomiting. I felt completely fine the next day.

939287 01/06/2021 01/12/2021 FL 37.0 37 F I received dose #1 on 1/6. I had a moderate to severe headache that evening starting at approximately 9pm which was relieved by ibuprofen. 24h later 1/7 at approximately 8pm I developed a moderately sore arm covering a large area surrounding the injection site. The pain lasted approximately 36 hours.

939559 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 GA 27.0 27 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA: 1. Injection site tenderness x 2-3 days, no treatment 2. Fatigue, severe headache, muscle pain, fever x 8-10 hours (started about 10 hours after getting the vaccine), Tylenol

939560 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 OH 38.0 38 F 01/07/2021 Pt stated:"after getting the vaccine I felt dizzy, and woozie, and nauseous.  I felt fine after the monitoring period of 15 minutes" 11:07AM When I got home :"I felt my my throat constricting" 03:00PM Her PCP by Tele - health told her to take Benadryl 11:39PM Pt had trouble breathing. Pt took the Benadryl and Albuterol (inhalor) 01/12/2021 Pt asymptomatic and she took based with her PCP,  on 01/09/2021 "do not recommend to have the second dose of the vaccine." Her PCP advised

939562 01/03/2021 01/12/2021 OR 46.0 46 F 8 days after shot a rash developed on the same arm just below the injection site. Warm to the touch and itches. Approx 3x2? in size. The injection site became itchy and is red right around the site and is scabbed over.

939563 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 ME 62.0 62 F pateint received vaccine and about 15 minutes later felt a heaviness in her arm and some pins and needles sensation in hand, arm and left leg.   NO rash, no itching, no notable other side effects;  denies palipations, shortness of breath, no pain , no hives, no cough or swelling

939564 12/22/2020 01/12/2021 OH 29.0 29 F On 1/5/2020, I, the patient woke up at 3:30 with sharp boring epigastric pain. Progressed to include nausea. On evaluation in the ED was diagnosed with acute pancreatitis.  Prior hx includes 2 episodes with hospitalization for gallstone pancreatitis in 2016.  Subsequently had laparoscopic cholecystectomy in 2016.  Last alcoholic beverage prior to 2020 ED presentation was 3 weeks prior. No tobacco or drug use.Y 3

939565 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IN 29.0 29 M Redness and a large flat knot approximately 2 inches in diameter at the site of the injection. The skin is warm to the touch, and accompanied by some slight itching. This appeared around day 8 after round one of the Moderna vaccine.

939566 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 HI 53.0 53 F Injection site itchy the first day, developed to hives the next day

939567 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 MO 56.0 56 F Started about 3-4 hours after vaccination. Sudden Sharp pain in right hip, almost like a pinched nerve.  could not stand and put pressure on right leg until about 10 am the next day. went away just as suddenly as it appeared.  no other joints were involved. no other issues.  was not sure this was a side effect, until a friend told me she  had a similar reaction in her right shoulder ( she had her shot in her left arm).  hers lasted about 2 days.

939568 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 OR 27.0 27 F Patient complained of itching dermatitis throughout torso and face with visible hives. Patient complained of throat "feeling funny". Patient immediately transported by wheelchair 300 ft to ED.

939569 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 ME 25.0 25 F immediately upon vaccination, vaccinator noted flush to arm, redness on anterior surface which hadn't been red before;  noted slight bleeding from site;  brought to observation area;  left and right arm both red; no itching, no breathing issues, not warm at first.  Patient observed for ten minutes and then the area was becoming red, warm to touch and slightly raised, looking like hives.  Patient given benedryl and continued observation for 20 more minutes.  No changes, not worsening, let leave and advised to return if any spread or further problems.  Noted to have no breathing, itching, palpitations, nausea or other side effects.   Advised to not take the second vaccine.

939571 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 OR 45.0 45 M Mild headache, mild fatigue, mild malaise, moderate deltoid pain and swelling at injection site for 24 hours.

939572 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 OH 26.0 26 F Few minutes after vaccine - hot and sweaty, very dizzy and nauseous. Went away after about 20 minutes

939573 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 IL 35.0 35 F Severe sore arm for 2 days after vaccine. Rash/hives for 3 days after vaccine

939574 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 AZ 61.0 61 F myalgias, chills, left arm soreness, vertigo

939575 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 32.0 32 F HIVES EXTENDING FROM BEHIND EARS TO LEGS. MORE PROMINENT ON ABDOMEN AND CREASE AREAS INCLUDING BOTH GROINS AND BEHIND KNEES.

939576 01/05/2021 01/12/2021 NY 43.0 43 F Felt a burning sensation in my hands right after getting the shot.  Went home,  took 2  Aleve and iced my arm for 5 minutes at a time on and off about 4 times.  Hours later,  about 8 pm I was laying down on the couch on my left side for at least 20 minutes.  When I was getting up my upper left arm was very numb and I had a strange sensation on my left side like my blood had pooled over there but it was very numb in the area.  I never have felt anything like that.  The sensation did go away over the course of a few minutes.  Soon after I was having shooting pain in my hands.  It felt like arthritis pain.  This did not last too long but came back here and there.  My lower back started hurting a little bit out of nowhere.  And then when I went to bed I started having random body aches all over.  Like brief shooting pain in different parts of my body.  I did have some dryness, weird sensation in my throat at times. The body aches kept me up until 2 or 3 am.  It was resolved by the time I woke.  I never felt that I had a temperature.  And I was not sick prior so I felt it was a cause and effect from the vaccine.  I took 2 Aleve and I went to work.  Temperature checked at work and I was 97.1,  normal.  Wore a mask all day,  social distanced at work and I had mentioned to my manager upon arrival that I had symptoms/reaction? after my shot.  I did still have some residual,  arthritis type pain in my hands during the day and more so when I got home.  I also felt fatigued when I got home from work but I was half awake most of the night before due to the body aches.  Felt pretty good,  normal on the second day after the vaccine.

939577 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 TX 57.0 57 F I woke up at 1:45am dreaming I was falling the first night.  I had vertigo and a headache.  Friday I had chills, headache, nausea, dizziness, and aches.  I took Tylenol every six hours.  Saturday I continued with the same symptoms and took Tylenol.  Sunday I still had aches and a lesser degree of nausea.  I did not take Tylenol. My arm was red and sore.  Monday I felt better.  Only the site arm remains.

939578 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 VT 37.0 37 F Just over a week after receiving the vaccine the injection site became red, swollen, and very itchy. Over the course of the following day and a half the swelling increased and the redness and itching got worse. After applying hydrocortisone cream there was some relief. By the next day the symptoms were almost entirely resolved.

939579 01/07/2021 01/12/2021 MI 62.0 62 M Chills, Rigors, extreme sensation of being very cold with intense lethargy,   Low grade fever 100.3degrees po.   The reactivity was intense enough to be described as incapacitating for a period of approximately 10 hrs

939580 01/04/2021 01/12/2021 CA 36.0 36 F The day of the injection I did not have any side effects.  But 1 week from the initial injection, the injection site became raised, very warm to touch and extremely itchy.  It had a radius of 3 inches.  I took Zyrtec to help, cold compress and hydrocortisone cream. Nothing worked. My doctor has prescribed me triamcinolone for the itch and and epipen if I have any swelling or can't breath. As well as a possible antibiotic if the swelling spreads for possible cellulitis.  It is still raised and warm to touch and the itch has subsided slightly. It has not spread.

940190 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 OR 61.0 61 M Joint stiffness & swelling Congestion Throat constricting

940199 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL U SMALL AMOUNT OF MIST NOTICED WHEN VACCINE WAS INSERTED. Not evaluated by me.

940267 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 IL 48.0 48 F 1:22 pm pt c/o of heart racing, numbness of tongue and lips. Xarm feeling numb. 2:20 Symptoms resolving after benadryl & pepcid admin. 48 y/o female who presents with heart racing & numbness of tongues & lips. No other complaints No hx of allergic RXN Exam unremarkable Plan - home with observation. Possible allergic reaction - mild

940274 01/11/2021 01/12/2021 CA 51.0 51 M Nauseated Mildly light headed D/C home 1550 - symptoms resolved

940275 12/30/2020 01/12/2021 IL 32.0 U Patient c/o tingling of face and pressure in the head. Pt states she has tingling of cheeks + head pressure. No other symptoms Exam - unremarkable by then Throat WNL Plan - F/u with PCP

940283 01/12/2021 01/12/2021 NY 62.0 62 F Pt complaint of nausea w/o vomiting 10 min post vaccination. Pt given Pedialyte for rehydration. BP - 116/77 V/S obtained WNL

940301 01/08/2021 01/12/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Developed pain, redness and swelling (injection site) about 8-9 hrs. after receiving the vaccine. Symptoms increased day 2 with swelling as big as a lemon fruit. Day 3 - aside from pain & swelling at the injection site, I developed Left axillary lymphadenopathy. Day 4 - severe headache lip numbness & body ache Took Ibuprofen 400 mg each day

940314 12/19/2020 01/12/2021 41.0 41 F Upon resting in waiting area after administration of vaccine, I began to notice left-sided facial numbness, extending to left shoulder / pectoris area. The symptom was mild throughout, did not get any worse. However, the symptoms have not subsided and I have continued to experience mild facial numbness (left). Yesterday, 01/07/21, I had an intermittent episode of tingling and left sided weakness which lasted a several hours in the afternoon. In addition to facial numbness, I also experienced left upper arm soreness, especially at site of injection. I also had a mild headache which lasted a three days.

940669 01/02/2021 01/12/2021 NY 24.0 24 F Patient reports 7 days post vaccination raised, hive-like area. w/o pruritis that flattened over time and now presents as reddened area. Pt did not take any Benadryl for reaction. Pt concerned about second required series due 1/30/21 to where she will rcv medical advice.

963164 12/28/2020 01/12/2021 49.0 48 M Fever, Tachypnea, HYPERtension, Tachycardia & HYPERglycemia Narrative: Was inpatient overnight in a telemetry until. DC with diagnosis of DM and CHF Y 1

939341 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 PR 48.0 M Chills at night; Tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 48-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 16Dec2020 (Lot number and expiration date were not reported), and the second dose on 05Jan2021 (Lot number: EL3246; Expiration date was not reported), both at a single dose, with route of administration unspecified, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing hypertension and ongoing hypercholesterolaemia; both diagnosed more than 10 years ago. There were no concomitant medications. On 06Jan2021, the patient had chills at night and tiredness. The outcome of the events, chills at night and tiredness, was recovered on 06Jan2021.

939342 12/16/2020 01/13/2021 PR 48.0 M Tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 48-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (also reported as COVID 19 vaccine, lot number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension and hypercholesterolaemia; both were diagnosed more than 10 years ago and ongoing. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received his first dose of bnt162b2 on 16Dec2020. He doesn't have the lot number for that one. With his first dose he experienced tiredness on unspecified date, but the second dose was worse. The hospital staff get the vaccine. He is always in contact with patients with COVID. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939359 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 MI F received half the vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced incorrect dose administered.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 28 Dec 2020 around 13:30, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 28 Dec 2020, during vaccine administration, the patient experienced incorrect dose administered. The pharmacist stated that the patient did not receive the full dose. The pharmacist estimated that the patient received half of the vaccine and the rest leaked out. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, incorrect dose administered, was considered resolved on 28 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient who received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Incorrect dose administered without any associated adverse events.

939360 01/13/2021 NY F unknown quantity leaked out of the hub of the needle and down her arm; A spontaneous report was received from a health care facility staff member concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced incorrect dose administered.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19.   On the unknown date, during vaccine administration, the patient experienced incorrect dose administered. The health care facility staff member reported an unknown quantity leaked out of the hub of the needle and down the patient's arm. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, incorrect dose administered, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Incorrect dose administered without any associated adverse events.

939361 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 OH F Given a first dose of the Moderna vaccine of 1ml instead of .5 ml; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was given a first dose of the Moderna vaccine of 1 mL instead of 0.5 mL.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on 29 Dec 2020 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. During the administration, the pharmacist stated that the patient was given a first dose of the vaccine of 1.0 ml instead of 0.5 ml. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of event was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011L20A), reporting Incorrect dosage administered without any associated adverse events.

939362 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 NJ 57 F Needle came off the syringe and some of the vaccine spilled out and dripped down on her arm; Needle came off the syringe and some of the vaccine spilled out and dripped down on her arm; A spontaneous report was received from a 57-year old, female nurse, who was also a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced needle came off the syringe and some of the vaccine spilled out and dripped down on her arm.   The patient's medical history was not provided by the reporter. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 28 DEC 2020, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On the afternoon of 28 DEC 2020, the needle came off of the syringe and some of the vaccine spilled out and dripped down the patient's arm. She was not sure if she received the full dose. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The events, needle came off the syringe and some of the vaccine spilled out and dripped down on her arm, were considered resolved on 28 DEC 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 57-year-old, female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot-# 026L20A and expiration date-unknown), reporting an unexpected event of incomplete dose administered and exposure via skin contact. The events occurred the same day of vaccine administration. The reporter did not provide the causality assessment. The event of incomplete dose administered and exposure via skin contact was assessed as unlikely related to Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine.

939363 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 U Administered vaccine from a punctured vial kept in refrigerator more than 6 hours; A spontaneous report was received from a physician's assistant concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine from a punctured vial kept in the refrigerator more than 6 hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 28 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 28 Dec 2020, a nurse administered a vaccine from a previously punctured vial that was kept in the refrigerator for more than 6 hours. No treatment information was reported.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered vaccine from a punctured vial kept in the refrigerator more than 6 hours, was considered resolved on 28 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of s patient administered a vaccine from a previously punctured vial that was kept in the refrigerator for more than 6 hours (Expired product administered)  for mRNA-1273, lot # 026L20A. There were no reported adverse events associated with this case of administered a vaccine from a previously punctured vial that was kept in the refrigerator for more than 6 hours.

939364 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 CT 16.0 16 F Pediatric patient got vaccinated; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 16-year-old, female pediatric patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) resulting in the event, pediatric patient got vaccinated.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 28 Dec 2020, the pediatric patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 28 Dec 2020, reporter stated, she, and her 16-year-old daughter both received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.  The event, pediatric patient got vaccinated, was considered resolved on 28 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 16-year-old, female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot-# and expiration date -unknown), reporting an unexpected event of drug administered to patient of inappropriate age. This event occurred the same day of vaccine administration. The reporter did not provide the causality assessment for the events. The event is assessed as unrelated to Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine.

939365 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 OH 28.0 28 F felt it leak down her arm as needle was not tight; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a 28-year old, female patient who experienced the event, felt it leak down her arm as needle was not tight.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 28 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (LOT# U25J20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 28 Dec 2020, the patient received her first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine and felt it leak down her arm as the needle was not tight. The pharmacist had no idea how much leaked or how much went in. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, felt it leak down her arm as needle was not tight, was considered resolved on 28 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 28 year old female patient. The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of vaccine leaking down her arm as needle was not tight. The event occurred on 28 Dec 2020 during administration of the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine. The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.

939366 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 OH 28 F Syringe leaked and she thinks she only received half of its dose; A spontaneous report was received from a dentist who was a 28-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced syringe leaked and she thinks she only received half of its dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 28 Dec 2020 at 11:30, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273  intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. During the administration, the syringe had a leakage and she thought she only received half of its dose. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, syringe leaked and she thinks she only received half of its dose was considered resolved on 28 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 28-years-old, female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot-# and expiration date- unknown), reporting an unexpected event of Incomplete dose administered. The event of Incomplete dose administered was considered not related to Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine.

939367 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 ND 46 F Received her first dose of Modena vaccine 24 hours after the vial had been punctured; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 46-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and received her first dose of Modena vaccine 24 hours after the vial had been punctured.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 24 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 24 Dec 2020, the patient received her first dose of Modena vaccine 24 hours after the vial had been punctured. The vaccine was refrigerated during the 24-hour period. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, received her first dose of Modena vaccine 24 hours after the vial had been punctured, was considered resolved on 24 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 46-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

939368 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 OK M Incomplete dose received; A report was received from a consumer concerning a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced incomplete dose received.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 28 Dec 2020, approximately 0 days prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 28 Dec 2020, the patient reported that the syringe fluid leaked out onto his arm during the attempted first dose of vaccine administration, and notified the administering nurse that no liquid injected into his arm. He stated the nurse would not administer a second dose before contacting Moderna. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The events, incomplete dose received, was considered resolved on 28 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Incorrect dose administered without any associated adverse events.

939369 12/01/2020 01/13/2021 CT U Dosed 16 year old with Moderna Vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning an adolescent (16 or 17 year-old) patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced dosed 16 year old with Moderna vaccine.     The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unspecified date in Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for COVID-19 prophylaxis.   On an unspecified date in Dec 2020, a 16 or 17 year-old patient was dosed with the Moderna vaccine. After vaccination, there were no untoward effects and it was tolerated well. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, dosed 16 year old with Moderna vaccine, was considered resolved on an unspecified date in Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 16-17 year-old, patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot-# and expiration date -unknown), reporting an unexpected event of product administered to patient of inappropriate age without any associated adverse events. This event occurred the same day of vaccine administration. The reporter did not provide the causality assessment for the event. The event is assessed as not related to Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine.

939370 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 ID 30.0 30 F Spurting fluid from injection site; Spurting fluid from injection site; A spontaneous report was received from a paramedic concerning a 30-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced spurting fluid from injection site.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were not reported.  On 28 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 28 Dec 2020, upon vaccine administration and removal of the needle, the patient experienced spurting fluid from injection site. An amount of fluid, similar to the amount of vaccine administered, was released from the patient's deltoid. It was reported this has often occured to the patient when she receives the flu vaccine. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome for the event, spurting fluid from injection site, was considered resolved on 28 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 30-years-old, female subject, who experienced a non-serious unexpected event of injection site extravasation and incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of injection site extravasation and incorrect dose administered.

939371 01/13/2021 CO U Unclear if the patient received any of the vaccine or a partial dose; Vaccine underdose; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient of unknown age who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and who experienced product administration error and vaccine underdose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number unknown) for COVID-19 prophylaxis. During the administration, the vaccine came out through the sides of the leur-lock connection between the needle and syringe. It was unclear if the patient received any of the vaccine or a partial dose.  No treatment information was reported.  The Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was unknown.  The outcome for the events, product administration error and vaccine underdose, were resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administration error and vaccine under dose for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product administration error and vaccine under dose.

939372 12/01/2020 01/13/2021 NE M Moderna vaccine being given to a 17 year old inadvertently; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse practitioner concerning a 17-year-old male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced Moderna vaccine being given to a 17 year old inadvertently with the use of mRNA-1273.    There was no medical history or concomitant medications provided.  On an unspecified date in Dec 2020 the patient received his first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unspecified date in Dec 2020, the vaccine was given to a 17-year-old inadvertently. His birthdate was missed in the vaccine clinic. The nurse practitioner followed-up with him and he was doing fine. There was no treatment information provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, Moderna vaccine being given to a 17-year-old inadvertently, was considered resolved on an unspecified date in Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age for mRNA-1273.

939373 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 U Vial was in the refrigerator for about 12 hours, 2 patients were injected with the same vaccine vial for their first dose; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced vial was in the refrigerator for about 12 hours and 2 patients were injected with the same vaccine vial for their first dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 24 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 23 Dec 2020, eight doses were used from a vaccine vial and the vial was stored on an ice cooler between patients. When finished for the day, the punctured vial was kept in the refrigerator under the recommended temperature range.   On 24 Dec 2020, after the vial that was initially punctured at an unknown time on 23 Dec 2020, was in the refrigerator for about 12 hours, two patients were injected with same vaccine vial for their first dose. No treatment information was reported.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vial was in the refrigerator for about 12 hours and 2 patients were injected with the same vaccine vial for their first dose, was considered resolved on 24 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.; Sender's Comments:  US-MODERNATX, INC.-MOD-2020-001778:Same reporter, same source, different patient

939374 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 U Vial was in the refrigerator for about 12 hours, 2 patients were injected with the same vaccine vial for their first dose; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was in the refrigerator for about 12 hours and 2 patients were injected with the same vaccine vial for their first dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 24 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 23 Dec 2020, eight doses were used from a vaccine vial and was stored on an ICE cooler between patients. When finished for the day, the punctured vial was kept in the refrigerator under the recommended temperature range.   On 24 Dec 2020, after the vial was in the refrigerator for about 12 hours, two patients were injected with same vaccine vial for their first dose. No treatment information was reported.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, was in the refrigerator for about 12 hours and 2 patients were injected with the same vaccine vial for their first dose, was considered resolved on 24 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error.; Sender's Comments:  US-MODERNATX, INC.-MOD-2020-001773:Same reporter, same source, different patient

939377 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 CA 63.0 M COVID-19 PCR test/he was positive per the PCR test; COVID-19 PCR test/he was positive per the PCR test; Sweating; Fever; running to bathroom with urination every 15 minutes with a large amount of urine; running to bathroom with urination every 15 minutes with a large amount of urine; Heart pounding; tired and fatigue; Weight loss; Chills; pain all over the body; Sluggishness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 63-years-old male patient received his first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EH9899, expiry date was unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 21Dec2020 14:40, at a single dose for Covid 19. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient has no prior vaccinations -within 4 weeks. The patient is an EEG technician. On 22Dec2020, the patient reported the next day he started to feel sluggish, chills, tired/fatigue, pain all over his body, patient mentioned he has lost weight everyday since he got the shot from 153 pounds to 142 pounds; then on Wednesday evening 23Dec2020, it was a nightmare, he got sweating; fever with a high of 101.4 Fahrenheit; he was running to bathroom with urination every 15 minutes with a large amount of urine; and he was so tired and fatigued. Added when he was getting up all that night he was having night sweats up to five times a night and chills; and his heart was pounding. The urination, heart pounding resolved the next day. All of these events have improved at the time of report (now) or gone away but he is still sweating once at night for the last two days and he is tired and fatigued. He stated that he is scheduled for the second dose on 11Jan2021 and he is concerned if he should take the vaccine. He mentioned that he was tested for COVID 19 on 18Dec2020 and the result was inconclusive. He went again 23Dec2020 they called him on 25Dec2020 and informed he was positive per the PCR test. He treated himself with 500mg acetaminophen (UPC 0904672059; lot OBE2896 and expiration Oct2021) and azithromycin Z-Pack (NDC 65862-641-69; Lot ZYSA20012-A; and expiration date Mar2022). The sample of the product is not available to be returned. Predisposing factor was that the patient's wife was at home and was sick too at the same time. She was tested Sunday with no results yet. The outcome of the events of fever recovered on 28Dec2020, sluggishness recovered on 29Dec2020, pain all over the body was recovered on 02Jan2021; running to the bathroom with urination every 15 minutes with a large amount of urine and heart pounding were recovered on 24Dec2020, weight loss was not recovered, and for other events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on the mechanism of action of BNT162B2 vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine was given (4 days in this case). However, a causal relationship between event "COVID-19 PCR test/he was positive per the PCR test" (coded to Drug ineffective / SARS-CoV-2 test positive) and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded

939378 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 FL F Tested positive to COVID; Tested positive to COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 41-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 02Jan2021, the patient tested positive to Covid. The outcome of the event, tested positive to Covid, was unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

939379 10/02/2020 01/13/2021 TN 56.0 M neuropathy; pain; nausea; fatigue; bone, muscle, stomach pain; bone, muscle, stomach pain; bone, muscle, stomach pain; flare; increase in joint pain from his baseline; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program Accredo Xeljanz Program. A contactable nurse and contactable consumer (patient) reported that a 56-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization and tofacitinib citrate (XELJANZ XR), orally from 02Oct2020 at 11 mg, daily for rheumatoid arthritis. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On 19Dec2020, the patient experienced neuropathy, pain, nausea, fatigue, bone, muscle, stomach pain and flare.  In Dec2020, the patient experienced increase in joint pain from his baseline. The physician was aware. The patient was placed on unspecified steroids for the events, neuropathy, pain, nausea, fatigue, bone, muscle, stomach pain and flare which minimized symptoms. While weaning off steroids, the severity of symptoms returned. The patient was instructed by the doctor to stop taking tofacitinib citrate which was stopped on 29Dec2020. The action taken in response to the events for BNT162B2 was not applicable and for tofacitinib citrate was permanently withdrawn on 29Dec2020.  The patient reported slight improvement after stopping tofacitinib citrate.  The outcome of neuropathy, pain, nausea, fatigue, bone, muscle, stomach pain and flare was recovering and of increase in joint pain from his baseline was unknown.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, the reported events are most likely due to patient underlying contributory factors and unlikely that it is related to the suspect product. However due to temporal association with the vaccine, a possible contributory role of vaccine cannot be ruled out. Case will be reevaluated based on additional information during the follow-up.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators as appropriate.

939380 12/15/2020 01/13/2021 OH 27.0 F Instant headache. Dizziness 2 hours after injection. N/V/D, fever of 100.6, fatigue; Instant headache. Dizziness 2 hours after injection. N/V/D, fever of 100.6, fatigue; Instant headache. Dizziness 2 hours after injection. N/V/D, fever of 100.6, fatigue; Instant headache. Dizziness 2 hours after injection. N/V/D, fever of 100.6, fatigue; Instant headache. Dizziness 2 hours after injection. N/V/D, fever of 100.6, fatigue; Instant headache. Dizziness 2 hours after injection. N/V/D, fever of 100.6, fatigue; Instant headache. Dizziness 2 hours after injection. N/V/D, fever of 100.6, fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health care professional.  A 27-years-old non-pregnant  female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), lot number= EH9899, intramuscular, in left arm on 15Dec2020 at 18:45 (at the age of 27 years-old), as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient received the vaccination at a hospital. There was no medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was not reported if the patient took any other medications in the 2 weeks prior to the vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 15Dec2020, the patient experienced an instant headache, dizziness 2 hours after the injection, nausea/vomiting/diarrhea (N/V/D), fatigue, and a fever of 100.6. The patient was not hospitalized for the reported events and no treatment was given. The clinical outcome of the events of instant headache, dizziness 2 hours after the injection, nausea/vomiting/diarrhea, fatigue, and a fever of 100.6 was recovered on an unspecified date. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

939381 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 MD 36.0 F broke out into hives in my face and neck; short of breath; Exhaustion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 EUA30, lot# EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 28Dec2020 08:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included Allergies: Penicillin, Bactrim (sulfamethoxazole, trimethoprim), tomatoes.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  After 25 minutes of getting the first dose of the vaccine, the patient broke out into hives in face and neck. Hives continued for days. By day 3, the patient was checked into the hospital for short of breath, hives and exhaustion. A week after dose 1, the patient still had hives and slight shortness of breath. Pregnant at the time of vaccination: No. AE resulted in: Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care. AE treatment: COVID test and steroids. If COVID prior vaccination: No. If COVID tested post vaccination: Yes. Covid test post vaccination: Nasal Swab on 01Jan2021, Negative result.  Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered: Hospital. Did the patient receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine: No. List of any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination: NO. The outcome of all the events was not recovered. Serious: no. Seriousness criteria-Results in death: No. Seriousness criteria-Life threatening: no. Seriousness criteria-Caused/prolonged hospitalization: no. Seriousness criteria-Disabling/Incapacitating: no. Seriousness criteria-Congenital anomaly/birth defect: no.

939382 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 NC 25.0 F I developed Covid -19 (positive PCR) on 02Jan2021 after respecting quarantine, mask wearing, and was not onsite at work; I developed Covid -19 (positive PCR) on 02Jan2021 after respecting quarantine, mask wearing, and was not onsite at work; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable  pharmacist. A 25-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) lot number: EK5130, via an unspecified route of administration at left arm from 23Dec2020 16:30 to 23Dec2020 16:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient developed Covid-19 (positive polymerase chain reaction (PRC)) on 02Jan2021, after respecting quarantine, mask wearing, and was not onsite at work. The patient did not received treatment for the adverse events. The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported event and suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

939383 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 F the patient developed extreme hand and joint pain; the patient developed extreme hand and joint pain; she had an itchy rash all over her upper body; elevated CRP; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist. This pharmacist reported for a female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# number unknown) on 18Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drug were not reported. HCP wants to know if a patient who presented an adverse reaction to the first dose of the vaccine could receive the second one. The patient received the vaccine on 18Dec2020, and 12 days later on 30Dec2020, the patient developed extreme hand and joint pain, the patient was required to get analgesic medication up and down her arm and shoulder, patient was unable to lift her arm or do any personal care for herself 24 to 48 hours, she had an itchy rash all over her upper body, elevated CRP and those symptoms revolved in around five days. Per attached documentation, patients with a known severe allergic reaction to the vaccine should not receive a second dose, referred to the physicians diagnosed. Outcome of the event itchy rash all over her upper body, elevated CRP was recovered, for other events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

939384 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 MI 27.0 F left eyelid swollen; she sweat a lot; rash on head around bump on her left; swollen lymph nodes on neck left side/right side/swollen lymph node on collar bone right side; pain in left side of her face; Fever; feel tired; felt like her body was hot; bump on head on left side; face was numb on left side; pimples to left eyebrows; possibly has shingles; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 27 years old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0140) at her right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization on 29Dec2020. Relevant history included she had UTI, acne and dandruff which she had before the vaccine. Concomitant drug included clomifene citrate (CLOMID) since 30Dec2020 (5 days regimen). Past drug included she was taking Ampicillin 25mg prior to vaccine (last dose 2 days before vaccine).  The patient experienced face was numb on left side since 02Jan2021. The patient also experienced  pain in left side of her face, swollen lymph node on neck left side/neck right side, feel tired, felt like her body was hot, bump on head on left side, rash on head around bump on her left and fever since 03Jan2020. She took medication for fever. She felt good when take Motrin or Tylenol and then it came back again being tired. Then, the patient stated she sweat a lot since 04Jan2021, she had swollen lymph node on collar bone right side since 05Jan2021. The had left eyelid swollen since 06Jan2021. The patient also experienced pimples to left eyebrows that started Saturday or Sunday  and possibly had shingles since unknown date in Jan2021. The patient went to the doctor because the doctor suggested that she had shingles and she had the shingles test on 06Jan2021, while she had not gotten the results back yet. The outcome of event Fever was recovered with sequel on 06Jan2021. Outcome of event possibly had shingles was unknown. The outcome of event she sweat a lot was Resolving. The outcome of other events was not resolved.  The events pain in left side of her face, swollen lymph node on neck left side, rash on head around bump on her left, left eyelid swollen and pimples to left eyebrows was worsened.

939385 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 MA 67.0 F she received her first dose of COVID vaccine on 18Dec and a week later contracted COVID; she received her first dose of COVID vaccine on 18Dec and a week later contracted COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs) from a contactable registered nurse (patient). This 67-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose on 18Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medication were not reported.  Patient stated she received her first dose of COVID vaccine on 18Dec and a week later contracted COVID (in Dec2020) after receiving COVID vaccine. She just wanted to find out the answer to some medical questions. She had questions about antibodies and whether or not she should take the second dose. She stated her second dose was scheduled in two days, on Friday. She said after being positive on 28Dec2020 for COVID-19 virus test, she received the medication Bamlanivumab 700 mg intravenous passive antibodies therapy to lessen the COVID symptoms and to keep her out of the hospital, which it did. The outcome of events was unknown.   Information about lot and batch number was requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, it is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.
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939386 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 CA 39.0 F chills; get occasionally warmer but temperature is normal/feeling warm in her body or feverish but never had a temperature/ 99 degrees Fahrenheit; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 39-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140) via unspecified route in the left arm single dose for COVID-19 immunization on 28Dec2020, 16:45 at 39-year-old. No medical history. Concomitant medication was not reported. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the vaccination or within 4 weeks before the vaccination. The patient had a little bit of chills on 31Dec2020. The chills was on and off, it may have even been on 01Jan2021. The patient occasionally felt warmer, but her temperature was normal. She felt warm inside her body or feverish on 29Dec2020 but never had a temperature. She still felt the chills and feverish on and off. She had it all day yesterday 05Jan2021. The temperature was 99 degrees Fahrenheit on 05Jan2021, but she had been working in the house. After she sat down for a while the fever went away. The chills and feeling like she might have fever are persisting through today. She didn't treat the chills or feverish in any way. No physician office or emergency room visited. No relevant tests. Action taken for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Outcome of the events was not resolved. It was reported as non-serious.

939387 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NC F sore left arm; inadvertent subcutaneous administration of the vaccine/patient was given the Covid vaccine subcutaneously and not intramuscularly; it was given way too low on the arm and not within the deltoid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. This other HCP reported for a female patient with unknown age that she received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK9231, Expiry Date: 31Dec2059), via subcutaneous at left arm on 05Jan2021 at 0.3ml single for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medication were none. The inadvertent subcutaneous administration of the vaccine was reported. On 05Jan2021, patient was given the Covid vaccine subcutaneously and not intramuscularly. It was also reported that the sore left arm started immediately after immunization. The patient reported that it was given way too low on the arm and not within the deltoid. Outcome of event was unknown.

939388 12/17/2020 01/13/2021 CA 44.0 M his arm being sore from the vaccination; experienced increased heart rate/Heart rate went up; Mouth dry; He was calling because he is wondering if this is (increased heart rate, mouth dry) considered a severe allergic reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician who reported for himself. A 44-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EH9899) 1st dose via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 in the evening time (around 6-7 or maybe a little later) at single dose on arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. After getting the COVID Vaccine that same day, his heart rate went up and then it came down and he was fine. Later that night while sleeping he got up again because he could feel his heart rate going up. It was not way up, but he could tell it was up. He was trying to catch an actual reading on the monitor of his heart rate, but he was not able to before it came back down. He was calling because he is wondering if this was considered a severe allergic reaction. He got the vaccine and was able to walk to his car. His mouth got dry right after the vaccine within a minute or two and noticed his heart rate went up. Treatment: He took some deep breaths and drunk water and it got better. He drove home, but that at nighttime while sleeping he noticed his heart rate went up a couple of times, but then it came back down. He could not get a reading of heart rate right away. The highest he saw on the monitor that he was able to capture was 101 and then it came back down. He was not sure if this was because he was nervous. He just had a couple of episodes that night and then nothing again. He also experienced his arm being sore from the vaccination. However, he stated that is to be expected. He stated the arm sore started a few days after getting the COVID Vaccine and then it was gone. Stated he was calling because he was concerned because Pfizer said to report any issues. He started to feel better and added this may not even be an issue. He just got concerned. Mentioned he was not sure if real side effects or if he was over thinking things. Outcome of the events was resolved.

939390 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 CA 30.0 F stuffed nose/stuffed up nose; fever (103F); headache; Cold like symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (consumer's daughter) via Medical information team. A 30-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 15:00 in arm, (want to say left arm but not sure) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included overweight 200 lbs upwards from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had fever (103F), stuffed nose and a headache on 05Jan2021. The fever went down in the afternoon. The patient asked if it be caused by the vaccine, 1 week later? The patient works in the dietary department of a senior residency facility. The patient received her first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine on 28Dec2020. In the morning of 05Jan2021, she woke up with a fever of 100.3 degrees fahrenheit and cold like symptoms. She knows that those symptoms are associated with the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine from the product paperwork she has; but her question is is it could the symptoms still be from the vaccine when the symptoms did not start until 05Jan2021. The patient was supposed to receive second dose of vaccine around 18Jan2020. She was tested for COVID-19 05Jan2021 with unknown result as of this time. She was tested for COVID-19 31Dec2020 which was negative as far as caller knows. Patient has been tested for COVID-19 for weeks and so far as far as she knows the results have been negative. The results are supposed to be a 24 hour turn around to get results; and the patient explained to caller that if she does not hear anything back about the tests then she assumes they are negative. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 103 fahrenheit and 100.3 fahrenheit on 05Jan2021, COVID test: negative on 31Dec2020   , and unknown result on 05Jan2021. The outcome of the event cold like symptoms was recovering while unknown outcome for the remaining events.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

939391 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CA 40.0 F heaviness on the one/left side of her body; left ear pain; left side of tongue is sore; pain that went down from her neck to her abdomen; pain that went down from her neck to her abdomen; injection pain on left arm.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 40-years-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EJ1686, expiration date not reported), intramuscular on the left arm on 05Jan2021 at 15:00 to 05Jan2021 15:00 at SINGLE DOSE for Covid-19 vaccine. Medical history included allergies, gallbladder problems, and had a little diarrhea. Concomitant medications included famotidine (PEPCID) for any potential allergic reaction, and diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) for allergies, all are ongoing.  On 05Jan2021, the patient experienced left ear pain, left side of tongue is sore, pain that went down from her neck to her abdomen, injection pain on left arm, and on 06Jan2021, heaviness in one/left side of the body. The patient is most concerned with the pain she is experiencing. The patient was calling about Covid vaccine and got her first shot yesterday, on 05Jan2021, around 3pm. The patient stated that they had her stay about 30 minutes to make sure no major side effects. She had gone home and noticed that her tongue on left side was swollen and persisted into the evening and had a little diarrhea. She was experiencing left ear pain and decided to lay down. She stated that when she laid down noticed that she had pain that went down from her neck to abdomen, that when she woke up this morning that she had pressure on left side of her body and everything else had gotten better. She clarified that it was not swollen but sore. She stated that the diarrhea is not related to the Covid vaccine but is because she had gallbladder problems, her gallbladder was taken out before the vaccine. She stated not pressure just heavy and that the arm was regular injection pain. She stated that the shooting pain in ears is continuous like she was getting an ear infection. She stated that the symptoms are all on her left side, she clarified pressure on left side as heaviness. Stated that the allergies were diagnosed way before Covid vaccine. The patient wanted to know if other people have experienced these side effects. She stated that left side of tongue swollen resolved overnight because she did not wake up with it. Later she clarified that her left tongue was sore. Resolved completely. She stated left ear pain started last evening, that it comes and goes. Stated that the pain that went from neck to her abdomen started yesterday evening and stopped yesterday evening. Stated her left arm is sore. Stated it is sore if she touches it and is okay if she is just sitting there. She stated that she took diphenhydramine hydrochloride 25mg in case her tongue was swollen and she was having a reaction. Stated that she took two acetaminophen (TYLENOL) before she went to bed. The outcome of the events of left ear pain and injection pain in left arm was not recovered, while pain that went down from her neck to abdomen recovered on 05Jan2021, heaviness in one side of the body recovered on 06Jan2021, the rest of the events recovered on an unspecified date. The seriousness of left arm injection pain was not provided, reporter assessed other events as non-serious. The causality for the event of injection pain to left arm was related to the suspect drug, causality for other events was unknown.

939392 12/17/2020 01/13/2021 NC 42.0 M a fever of 103 degrees; second dose on 05Jan2021; Strong headache on the left side/Strong headache but stronger on the forehead area; chills; overall body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 42-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 17Dec2020 at a single dose, and then second dose (lot number: EL3246, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 05Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID-19. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 18Dec2020, the patient had a strong headache on the left side, chills and overall body aches. On 05Jan2021, the patient had a strong headache but stronger on the forehead area, body aches, chills and on 05Jan2021, a fever of 103 degrees. This time the patient could not go to work due to these symptoms. No therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the events. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 103  on 05Jan2021, sars-cov-2 test: positive on 2020 prior to vaccination. Clinical outcome of chills and pain was recovered on an unspecified date while for the other events was recovering.

939393 12/19/2020 01/13/2021 MI M COVID Rapid Test and COVID-19 PCR test positive/ symptomatic/ fever/ not feeling well; COVID Rapid Test and COVID-19 PCR test positive/ symptomatic/ fever/ not feeling well; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored Program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable nurse reported for a male patient (husband) with unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730) via IM injection left deltoid on 19Dec2020 at single dose for COVID Prevention. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient did not receive any other vaccines on the same day as the COVID vaccine. The patient was a healthcare professional. The vaccine was not specifically prescribed to the patient, but rather was given to him via his workplace policy, although it was not mandatory. The patient received 1st dose on 19Dec2020, and he had exposure to the virus at work, and on 01Jan2021 he woke up with a fever and was not feeling well and tested positive for COVID-19. Currently he is still symptomatic. The reporter is inquiring about how to follow up with the second dose for the patient, as the patient is due for his second dose on 09Jan2021. It was reported that it had mostly been a low grade fever. The patient had both COVID Rapid Test and COVID-19 PCR test performed on 01Jan2021, and both were positive. The outcome of event was unknown.  The reporter was unsure of seriousness for the patient's positive COVID tests, so far it had not been terrible, but he was still symptomatic, so it was hard to say seriousness at this time. Relatedness of vaccine to event fever and positive COVID test both rapid and PCR from the reporter was unrelated.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, it is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

939394 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 TX 36.0 F light sensitivity; joint pain in my fingers while typing/worsening joint; muscle soreness in my upper back/worsening muscle pain everywhere; a headache; a slightly sore throat/worsening sore throat; a fever; chills; nausea; severe fatigue; tingling; numbness in all extremities at random locations; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 36-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL3248), intramuscularly on 05Jan2021 at 18:30 on Left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. None other vaccine received on same date. The patient medical history included Hypothyroid Generally healthy; Hx of depression and ADHD (Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder); and prior to vaccination, patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included lisdexamfetamine mesilate (VYVANSE); ibuprofen; cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC). Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730), intramuscularly on 15Dec2020 at 18:30 on Left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization; and had known allergies with Sulfa and ciprofloxacin hydrochloride monohydrate (CIPRO) drugs, tramadol and oxycodone hydrochloride;oxycodone terephthalate;paracetamol (PERCOCET). The patient experienced on 06Jan2021 at approximately 9am hour, she noticed joint pain in her fingers while typing, muscle soreness in her upper back, a headache, and a slightly sore throat. It quickly went down hill with a fever, chills, worsening joint and muscle pain everywhere, nausea, severe fatigue, worsening sore throat, tingling and numbness in all extremities at random locations. Then at 3pm, about 21 hours since vaccination-fever had broken once but returned quickly, and severe headache with light sensitivity. The joint pain and numbness had faded but she was left with severe muscle soreness, like she was in a car accident. Since the vaccination, patient had not been tested for COVID-19. No treatment was received for the event. The outcome of the event Muscle soreness was not recovered, outcome of the other events was recovering. The report was reported as non-serious, with seriousness criteria-Results in death: No; Life threatening: No; Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No; Disabling/Incapacitating: No; Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.

939395 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 F Flu like symptoms/ I'm feeling flu-like; I'm feeling flu-like, feverish, fatigue, feeling flushed, achy all over/Was fevered; I'm feeling flu-like, feverish, fatigue, feeling flushed, achy all over; I'm feeling flu-like, feverish, fatigue, feeling flushed, achy all over; I'm feeling flu-like, feverish, fatigue, feeling flushed, achy all over; A mild headache; Being dizzy; Nausea; Overwhelming feeling of being sick.; Feeling poorly.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 51-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number: EL3246, expiration date: 30Apr2021, route of administration unknown injection to left arm at 8:45 am on 02Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none. It was reported that patient was administered her first dose of Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine 02Jan2021. She began to have flu like symptoms within like an hour of being administered that first dose. She asked how long she could expect these symptoms to last; because everything she has read said they usually last like 2-3 days. Flu like symptoms: Event started as a mild headache that she took paracetamol (TYLENOL) for to ward off. By the next day: 03Jan2021 she could not get out of bed, was fevered taking ibuprofen (MOTRIN) or paracetamol (TYLENOL) around the clock to treat symptoms described as negative effects. She had onset of headaches, being dizzy, nausea, overwhelming feeling of being sick. It is almost like time release; she will feel like she is getting better and almost ok and then will be getting sick again. She is still feeling poorly. She probably will not get the scheduled second dose of vaccine because she is absolutely terrified of getting it; they say the second dose is supposed to be worse than the first dose; and if it is she will probably be bedbound if she gets the second dose. She has never had any reactions to any vaccinations including flu vaccine that she has gotten every year. Patient further stated that she had the COVID vaccine and felt sick. She was feeling flu-like, feverish, fatigue, feeling flushed, achy all over and had been in bed for a couple days. Patient wanted to know if a booster dose will be necessary in the future. Patient had not recovered from flu like symptoms, while outcome of the other mentioned events was unknown.

939396 01/13/2021 51.0 F dizziness; flushing; HA (Headache); This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional. A 51-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date, then the second dose (lot number: EK9231, expiry date not reported) via intramuscular route of administration the left deltoid muscle on 06Jan202, both at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was given the Pfizer vaccination in the left deltoid muscle. During her 15-minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience dizziness, flushing and HA (headache). She denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, throat tightness, hoarseness, stridor, itching, and lightheadedness. No therapy/ treatment was given. Events were non-serious. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

939397 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MA 51.0 M tachycardia (HR110-120); left arm soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 51-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular at the left arm on 16Dec2020 14:00 (lot number: EH9899) at a single dose, then intramuscular at the left arm on 05Jan2021 16:00 (lot number: EK9231) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications included allopurinol and atorvastatin. The patient experienced left arm soreness and tachycardia with hr of 110-120 on 06Jan2021 16:30. No treatment was given in response to the events. The patient assessed the events as non-serious. The outcome of the events was not recovered. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination.

939398 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 F got the covid 19 vaccine on 29Dec2020 and tested positive for covid on 05Jan2021; got the covid 19 vaccine on 29Dec2020 and tested positive for covid on 05Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age (reported as "Age-48, Unit-Unknown") received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated she got the covid 19 vaccine on 29Dec2020 and tested positive for covid on 05Jan2021. She wanted to know what to do about the second dose of the vaccine.   Information about Lot/batch number has been requested.

939399 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 M I ended up testing positive on Monday 04Jan2021; I ended up testing positive on Monday 04Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection) lot number was not reported, via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Family history included patient was "99.9% sure that his daughter at day care had direct contact (COVID-19)". It was reported that the patient received first dose on 30Dec2020, and that same Wednesday morning 99.9% sure that his daughter at day care had direct contact (COVID-19). He ended up testing positive on Monday 04Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, and was scheduled for second dose on 04Jan2021. He asked for specific recommendation for his weird situation.   Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of suspected LOE and SARS-CoV-2 test positive due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.

939400 01/13/2021 F nervous; very cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included seizure. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The caller reported having seizures once in awhile and asked if this vaccine was meant for everyone or if there is a different one that people with seizures are supposed to get. The caller stated the seizures are a pre-existing condition and she has not had a seizure since receiving the vaccine. The caller stated that she did speak with her doctor and he said it was fine for her to receive the vaccine and she received the first dose on an unspecified date on Saturday but she got nervous and very cold. The reporter wondered if she should get the second dose as normal then. The reporter wanted to know the answer soon because of the nerves. She has calmed down a bit and wanted to hear what someone has to say right away. The outcome of the events was unknown. This case reported as non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939401 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 53.0 F anaphylactic reaction; arm was really sore; tiredness; dizzy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). A 53-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (Pfizer-biontech covid-19 vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included shellfish allergy. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced anaphylactic reaction on an unspecified date, dizzy on 31Dec2020, arm was really sore on an unspecified date, tiredness on an unspecified date. Event details: She was dizzy that day especially with changing positions, she didn't need to go to the doctor or anything. It wasn't severe. She was just a little dizzy. It's probably just the vaccine and it did go away. Her arm was really sore and went away after a few days. the tiredness, it wasn't a big deal. She did feel better about. it wasn't a serious anaphylactic reaction. It didn't happen right away. She had arm soreness. it wasn't immediate. She usually didn't have. It was really weird. She thought she was well hydrated. The outcome of event was really sore was resolved, outcome of other events was unknown.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the anaphylactic reaction and other reported events due to temporal relationship.  There is very limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

939402 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 NE 34.0 F Generalized Lymphadenopathy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 34-years-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose bnt162b2 (lot number: EH9899) (Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine), intramuscular on 21Dec2020 08:00 on left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included penicillin. No other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced generalized lymphadenopathy on 21Dec2020. No treatment received for the event. Outcome of event was not recovered. Since the vaccination the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

939403 12/01/2020 01/13/2021 M exposed to Covid positive patient; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received his first dose of Covid19 vaccine on Dec2020 and was due for his second dose  on 07Jan2021 (reported as today, day 21).  However, his wife contracted Covid19 tested positive on 01Jan2021. He wanted to know when he should get his 2nd dose, having been exposed to Covid positive patient on Jan2021 and >21 days. His wife tested positive for Covid last Friday and he was on isolation/ negative on PCR. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939404 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 WV 33.0 F muscle weakness on one side of her face; On 06Jan2021 I suddenly have tingling and muscle weakness on one side of my face.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 33-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number=eh9899), intramuscularly on left arm at 07:15 AM on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included high blood pressure and asthma, no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included lisinopril and non-hormone birth control. The patient suddenly had tingling and muscle weakness on one side of her face at 07:30 AM on 06Jan2021. All events were reported as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment from events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19; Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was not recovered.

939405 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 36.0 F once by injection in the left shoulder/Shoulder pain; Whole body was hurting; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER COVID 19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL3246, expiry: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose (once by injection in the left shoulder) for COVID-19 immunization (Healthcare worker). Medical history was reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. On 01Jan2021, it was reported that the patient experienced shoulder pain, whole body was hurting, and nausea.  Patient asked, after getting the vaccine, if one was able to get COVID, she clarified that she meant after the first dose of the vaccine. She got the typical symptoms and side effects after she got the first dose, like shoulder pain. She is curious if you can still get COVID after the first dose. She is sure you are better off after the second one, but was curious about after the first one. The patient was taking COVID Vaccine because she is a Healthcare worker. Patient is a medical assistant. It was also reported that her shoulder pain was more prominent than her body. She works in the field and people are getting COVID after the first dose of the vaccine. She is concerned on if she could still get it or not. She gets the second dose on 20Jan2021. The outcome of the event once by injection in the left shoulder/Shoulder pain was recovered on 04Jan2021, whole body was hurting was recovered on 02Jan2021, and nausea was recovered on 01Jan2021.

939406 12/01/2020 01/13/2021 M rapid heart rate; trouble sleeping; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 34-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the left deltoid on Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had the first vaccine approximately 2 weeks ago (Dec2020) and since then, patient have been having a rapid heart rate, especially at night time. He had trouble sleeping because it was beating fast. It was more pronounced the first week after vaccination on Dec2020. Patient will have a doctor's appointment on 08Jan2021. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939407 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 FL 47.0 F feeling that I was going to pass out. faint; warm feeling starting on my right arm going down to my left leg/warm feeling from my right leg up to my heart; Fast heartbeat; headache; blood pressure went down drastically; tachycardia; weak; looked pale; Anxiety; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 47-year-old female (not pregnant) patient received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 18Dec2020 10:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was hospital. Medical history included patient was alergic to environmental or insect allergens. No food no medication''. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included loratadine. The patient receive other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine was immunotherapy vaccine against mold, insect, mites on 02Dec2020 on both arms. It was reported ''3mins post injection: warm feeling starting on my right arm going down to my left leg. feeling that I was going to pass out. faint. goes and come. I was feeling that I was going to pass out like 3 times , but I was in a wheelchair.. Thanks God and warm feeling from my right leg up to my heart. Fast heartbeat, and weak and sudden headache. Symptoms goes and come. it last 15 mins. Once I was brought to ER.. they estabilize my tachycardia and gave me benadryl. I did get better, but still weak. Stay 2 hours for observation. By the time I got to ER, I was a little better. Physician diagnoses as Anxiety event. because I got estabilize and never got a rash, difficulty breathing. I am 100%, my body for whatever reason it could be, did not welcome the vaccine. and blood pressure went down drastically...i looked pale as they told me.''. Adverse events start date was reported on 18Dec2020 10:03 AM. Case was non-serious. Treatment received for the adverse events included medicine for tachychardia and Benadryl. AE warm feeling starting on my right arm going down to my left leg/warm feeling from my right leg up to my heart and feeling that I was going to pass out. faint resulted in: [Emergency room/department or urgent care]. The outcome of the events ''warm feeling starting on my right arm going down to my left leg/warm feeling from my right leg up to my heart'' and ''feeling that I was going to pass out. faint'' was reported as recovered. The outcome of other events was unknown.  Information about Lot/batch number has been requested.

939408 01/13/2021 KS F Sore throat- swollen on the outside; Sore throat- swollen on the outside; Lymph nodes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 49-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/expiry: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took Taltz for psoriasis (pending clarification). It was reported that "day after HA etc" on an unspecified date; sore throat- swollen on the outside. "Lymph nodes?"  was also reported.  It was reported that the patient still sore (sore throat) and tested negative for COVID and strep throat. "Psoriasis TALTs med? - Second dose?" was also stated.  For their vaccine storage, it was reported that the state sent them. It had to be used within 5 days after removal - and stored under refrigeration, asking if it can be extended for at least a day would be helpful. The pharmacist was asking for extended stability of thawed vials in the refrigerator.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939409 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 MI 0.58 M I am nursing.  My son (7 months old) developed a rash and fussiness.  No fever.  I do not have any symptoms myself.; rash; fussiness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. This physician reported events for 2 patients (herself and baby). This is the baby report. A 7-month old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685, expiry date not reported), transmammary on 22Dec2020 14:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history was none. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine. The patient's mother reported that "I am nursing. My son (7 months old) developed a rash and fussiness. No fever. I do not have any symptoms myself". The events started from 06Jan2021. Patient's mother had no COVID prior vaccination. No COVID  tested post vaccination. The event was assessed non-serious. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was hospital. The patient's mother did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No treatment was received for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, the patient's mother was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient's mother had not been tested for COVID-19. Clinical outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021007817 mother/baby case

939410 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TX 32.0 F tachycardia (140 bpm); Fever above 101; myalgia; joint pain right arm, joint pain and swelling to right wrist; joint pain and swelling to right wrist; swollen lymph node on right side of body; weakness; skin redness and burning sensation; skin redness and burning sensation; tremors; gum pain; fatigue; migraine; sweating; back pain; first dose of bnt162b2 on 18Dec2020 at 16:00, second dose on 04Jan2021 at 08:00 AM; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 32-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: ELU140), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at 08:00 AM on Right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included had known allergies with Penicillin, bees and wasp. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included colecalciferol, retinol (VITAMIN A); colecalciferol (VITAMIN D); calcium phosphate dibasic, phytomenadione (VITAMIN K); cyanocobalamin (VITAMIN B12); levothyroxine, liothyronine (NP THYROID). Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: ELO140), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at 16:00 on Right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced fever above 101, tachycardia (140 bpm), myalgia, joint pain right arm, joint pain and swelling to right wrist, swollen lymph node on right side of body, weakness, skin redness and burning sensation, tremors, gum pain, migraine, fatigue, sweating and back pain, all on 04Jan2021 at 20:00, events were resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Since the vaccination, patient had not been tested for COVID-19. It was unknown if any treatment was received for events. The outcome of the events was not recovered. The report was reported as non-serious, with seriousness criteria-Results in death: No; Life threatening: No; Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No; Disabling/Incapacitating: No; Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.

939411 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 27.0 F muscle and joint pains that got progressively worse over the next 24 hours; muscle and joint pains that got progressively worse over the next 24 hours; body pain/body aches; I also have shaking chills; throbbing headache; tender anterior cervical lymphadenopathy; runny nose; dry cough; chest tightness; First dose of bnt162b2 on 18Dec2020/ second dose on 04Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 27-year-old female patient (pregnant: No) received of bnt162b2 (Pfizer), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 04Jan2021 07:15 at single dose (second dose), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 18Dec2020 12:30 at single dose (first dose dose) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma, allergies from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Allergies to medications, food, or other products was none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Around 12 hours after the second dose, the patient started feeling muscle and joint pains that got progressively worse over the next 24 hours. She had to miss 1 work day so far due to body pain despite alternating taking ibuprofen and paracetamol (APAP) around the clock. It was now 48 hours after the vaccine, and she still have severe body aches. She also had shaking chills, throbbing headache, tender anterior cervical lymphadenopathy, runny nose, dry cough and chest tightness. Of note, she was a healthcare worker and tested negative for COVID PCR immediately after she received my second dose of the vaccine. She was tested due to a low-suspicion possible workplace exposure 5 days prior. She had no symptoms before the vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal swab test: negative on 04Jan2021. The events were reported as non-serious. The adverse event didn't result in emergency room visit or physician office visit. No treatment received for the adverse event. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered: Workplace clinic. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. List of any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination: Birth control pills.  Prior to vaccination, the patient wasn't diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the had patient been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was resolving.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

939412 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 OK 28.0 F dizziness; nausea; joint pain; itching and broke out in rash around injection site; itching and broke out in rash around injection site; pain and stinging on injection site location; heat and redness as well as a raised rash; heat and redness as well as a raised rash; Both ears got, rot and itchy, stomach itchy; Both ears got, rot and itchy, stomach itchy; fever of 100.7; sever heart burn; severe body aches; head ache; raised rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other Health Care Professional (HCP) who is the patient. A 28-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot number unknown, expiration date unknown)  via an unspecified route of administration on  04Jan2021 at 10:00  AM (at the age of 28-years-old) at an unspecified dose in the right arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included removal of a  metastatic carcinoid tumor from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's allergies include minor hive breakouts from "several things."  The patient's historical vaccinations included the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 17-DEC-2020 at 14:00 (at the age of 27-years-old) at an unspecified dose in the right arm. The patient was not pregnant at the time of this vaccination. The patient was administered the vaccine in the hospital. Prior to this vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included drospirenone;ethinylestradiol;levomefolic acid (reported as "generic form of Beyaz") and acetaminophen.The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the first vaccination. On 04Jan2021 at 10:00 PM the patient experienced severe body aches and head ache, through out that night. She had dizziness and nausea with increased joint pain and body aches with the head ache increasing as well. On the morning of 05Jan2021 she experienced a fever of 100.7 and body aches. On that same day in the afternoon these symptoms subsided. She also experienced severe heart burn on 05Jan2021 that did not subside with Tums. On Wednesday 06Jan2021 she was feeling much better, and she had a "normal day."  At 12:00 AM on 07Jan2021 the patient started itching and broke out in a rash around the vaccination site, and pain and stinging at injection site. She also had heat and redness as well as a raised rash. Both ears got, hot and itchy, her stomach was itchy but not red or swollen, same for the right leg and foot. She took one allergy pill, and twenty minutes later was still having a bad reaction so she took another allergy pill. She stayed awake to fill out this form, and she was hoping the reaction would stop spreading. Treatment was reported as having taken Tums  for the severe heart burn and the patient also took an unspecified "allergy pill" for the itching, vaccination site rash, pain and stinging, the heat, redness and raised rash, the red, hot itchy ears, and the itchy stomach. The clinical outcome of the events severe body aches and fever was reported as recovered on 05Jan2020. The clinical outcome of headache, dizziness, nausea, joint pain, heartburn, vaccination site rash, vaccination site pruritus, vaccination site pain, feeling hot, redness, itchy, ear disorder and raised rash was reported as recovering. It was also reported that since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

939413 01/13/2021 KS F lower back cramps; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 19-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a nursing home/senior living facility. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at the right arm on 17Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced lower back cramps on 07Jan2021 and was treated with ibuprofen.  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient been tested for COVID-19? since vaccination and was negative via a nasal swab on 06Jan2021. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was recovering from the event.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939414 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 WA 58.0 F fatigue; patient received the second dose in less than 21 days from  the first dose; tenderness in the arm; This is a spontaneous report from contactable nurse, the patient.  A 58-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 04Jan2021 (at the age of 58-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included hypothyroidism, depression, and asthma. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medications included levothyroxine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), vitamin B complex (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), magnesium (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), vitamin D3 (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), ascorbic acid (VIT C), and multivitamins (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN). The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 on 17Dec2020 at 08:00 (Lot Number: EK5730; at the age of 58-years-old) for COVID-19 immunization in the left arm and experienced severe arm pain. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the second vaccination (except the first vaccination). On 04Jan2021, the patient had tenderness in the arm. The patient took acetaminophen (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) which helped. On 05Jan2021, the patient experienced fatigue. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcomes of the tenderness in the arm and fatigue were recovered on unknown dates in Jan2021.

939415 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MA 29.0 M chills; headache; feeling tired; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 29-year old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EK9231 and expiry date unknown) intramuscular at left arm on 06Jan2021 08:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization in a hospital facility. Medical history was none. The patient previously took cephalexin and experienced allergies. Historical vaccines included first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number EH9899) on 16Dec2020 08:00 (29 years old) and was administered in a hospital facility intramuscularly at the left arm; the patient did not receive any other vaccines in four weeks prior to Covid-19 vaccination and has no Covid prior to the vaccination. On 06Jan2021 21:00 several hours after taking the second vaccine, the patient developed chills, headache, and was feeling tired. The patient was not Covid tested post vaccination. The patient did not received treatment due to the events. The outcome of the events chills, headache, and feeling tired was recovering. The reporter considered the events non-serious; did not result in death, was not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating, and no congenital anomaly/birth defect.

939416 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 34.0 F Fever; headache; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional reporting for herself. A 34-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 14:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19 (results unknown). The patient experienced fever, headache, body aches an unspecified date in Jan2021. Event outcome was unknown. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious.  No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

939417 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MD 61.0 F metallic taste in my mouth; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 61-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number: EL1284; expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on right arm on 06Jan2021 07:15 at single dose for covid-19 immunization, administered at hospital. Medical history included pacemaker for bradycardia w/syncopal episodes; and allergy to poppy seeds and pineapple. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications included rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR), colecalciferol (VIT D3), and an unspecified multivitamin (other medications received within two weeks of vaccination). No other vaccines received within four weeks prior to covid vaccine. The patient previously took morphine and experienced drug allergy. The patient was not diagnosed with covid-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested with covid-19 since the vaccination. The patient experienced metallic taste in her mouth approximately one minute after receiving the vaccine on 06Jan2021 07:15; it lingered for about six hours (13:15). The event was reported non-serious. The patient did not receive treatment for this event. The outcome of the event was recovered on 06Jan2021 13:15.

939418 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MI 31.0 F I've felt like I have the flu for the past 3 days; aches/pains; sore throat; sinus pressure; extreme fatigue; sleeping most of the day making it hard to work; feeling worse, not better; fogginess; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP (patient herself).  This 31-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EK9231), via an unknown route, on 04Jan2021 at 08:00 at 0.3 ml single for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient was not pregnant. Vaccine location was left arm. Relevant medical history included depression, anxiety, endometriosis. No known allergies. Relevant concomitant medications included bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), and colecalciferol (VITAMIN D). The patient was vaccinated at Workplace clinic, age at vaccination was 31-year-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. Pre-vaccination and post-vaccination COVID tests were not performed. The patient stated that on 05Jan2021 ''I've felt like I have the flu for the past 3 days-aches/pains, sore throat, sinus pressure, fogginess, extreme fatigue; I'm sleeping most of the day making it hard to work; feeling worse, not better, each day; trying OTC meds- loratadine pseudoephedrine sulfate (CLARITIN D) and chlorphenamine maleate, paracetamol, pseudoephedrine hydrochloride (TYLENOL COLD); plan to call doctor if not feeling better by day 5''. The patient had not recovered from the events.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

939419 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 SC 54.0 F aches/pains shooting down my right leg; severe lower back pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This 54- year-old female patient (reported for herself) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Lot number: lot EK5730), via an Intramuscular route of administration, on 06Jan2021 at 09:00 AM (at the age of 54-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The facility where COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at a hospital and anatomically located on the right arm. The patient reported allergies to food. The patient does not have any medical history. Concomitant medication included omeprazole ((MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) 20 mg QD, diclofenac (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) 75 mg EC tablet QD. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 07Jan2021 3:00AM, 18 hours after 1st dose, she experienced severe lower back pain with aches/pains shooting down my right leg. Nine hours, after the injection I took 1 gm of Tylenol. At 3 am, I took another 1 gm of Tylenol with some relief. At 8 am took 400 mg of Motrin with some relief-aches/pain still there. No paralysis or weakness. The patient received Tylenol and Motrin as treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of the events aches/pains shooting down my right leg and severe lower back pain was not recovered. Patient was not tested for COVID-19 since having the vaccine.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

939420 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 AR 42.0 F Chills; Low grade fever; Nausea; Pain; Swollen lymph nodes in armpit; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Healthcare Professional (patient).This 42- year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Lot number: lot EL3246), via an Intramuscular route of administration, on 06Jan2021 09:15AM (at the age of 42-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The facility where COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at a hospital and anatomically located on the left arm. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. Medical history included: Mitral valve prolapse.  Concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient previously took first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Lot number: lot EH9899) via an Intramuscular route of administration, on 18Dec2020 at 03:30 PM (at the age of 42-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination, anatomically located on the right arm. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 07Jan2021 at 01:30 AM, she experienced chills, low grade fever, nausea, pain, and swollen lymph nodes in armpit. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of the events chills, low grade fever, nausea, pain, and swollen lymph nodes in armpit was recovering. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

939421 01/13/2021 F fatigue; Pain in  injection site; headache; diaphoretic; nauseous; felt like I was gong to pass out; dry heaves; ringing in my ears; vision changes; unwellness; This is a spontaneous report from a Non-contactable nurse, the patient. A 33 (units unknown) adult female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unknown date 11:15 as a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unknown date, the patient experienced pain in injection site which began later in the evening, a little soreness only and a little bit of a headache; and fatigue and feeling unwell. The next morning the patient experienced feeling diaphoretic, nauseous, felt like she was going to pass out, vision changes, ringing in ears and dry heaves. It was reported she was doing every she could do to keep consciousness and did not feel better until she had the dry heaves. The clinical outcome of the events visual changes, ringing in the ears and dry heaves was recovered; fatigue and unwellness was not recovered; vaccination site pain, headache, diaphoretic, nauseous, and dizziness was unknown.    No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

939422 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 IN 54.0 F headache; muscle pain; chills; fever; injection site redness and swelling; injection site redness and swelling; Injections site pain; tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 54-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EK5730), via intramuscular on 05Jan2021 10:30 in left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included hypothyroidism, arthritis, hypertension, eczema. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient was known allergies: daptomycin and cefdinir (OMNICEF). The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination included clonidine, levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHYROID), ibuprofen. The patient experienced injections site pain, tiredness, headache, muscle pain, chills, fever, injection site redness and swelling on 06Jan2021 11:00 with outcome of recovering.  Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. No treatment received for the adverse event. Events were reported as non-serious.

939423 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 FL 70.0 M slight headache; Sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 70-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, Lot number: EH9899, unknown expiration), intramuscularly on left arm, on 06Jan2021 at 09:00, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included penicillin allergy. Concomitant medications included acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN), fenofibrate (FENOFIBRATE), atorvastatin, and indapamide (INDAPAMID).  On 06Jan2021 at 10:00 AM, the patient experienced sore arm and slight headache that last one day (07Jan2021). The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and has not been tested for COVID post vaccination.  No treatment was received for the events. It was unknown if the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to COVID vaccine. The patient recovered from the events on 07Jan2021. The events were assessed as non-serious.

939424 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 PA 31.0 M I had body chills fever 103 degree Celsius; body aches; Diarrhea; migraine headache; shivering; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health care professional, the patient.  A 31-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number EK9231) intramuscular in the left arm on 05Jan2021 at 5:30 PM (at the age of 31-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Historical vaccine included Dose 1 of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number EK5730), intramuscular, left arm  on 17Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization. On 06Jan2021 at 05:00 AM, the patient experienced body chills fever (103 degree Celsius), body aches, diarrhea, migraine headache, shivering.  The events was reported as non-serious. The patient underwent lab test  which included body temperature: 103 degree Celsius. The patient did not receive any treatment for the body chills fever (103 degree Celsius), body aches, diarrhea, migraine headache, shivering. The clinical outcome of the events body chills fever (103 degree Celsius), body aches, diarrhea, migraine headache, shivering was  recovering. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

939425 01/13/2021 FL M Has been itching like crazy/rash/ super itchy at night; This contactable physician reported similar events for two patients. This is the 2nd of two reports (guy he works with).  A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration and date at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The physician also stated that the patient which the reporter worked with had something similar event experienced (AER 2021008113). It was elaborated that the patient had rash and it was super itchy at night noted on an unknown date.  The patient received the same lot number and has been itching like crazy. They have both been trying to figure out what to do. It was clear as mud. Then, last week (Jan2021) they saw each other, and they were both having the same issue and suffering separately. They had no exposure to anything similar besides the vaccine. The patient did a steroid pack, which his itchiness went away and got better while he was on it. When he stopped it, the itchiness came back. It reminds him when he got poison ivy in medical school. It was the same scenario. It holds off on steroids, then comes back after you are no longer taking them. He said that the antihistamine he took, and the steroid cream did not help. He took brand new loratadine (CLARITIN) which was same for the cream. He used multiple tubes of cream and applied it twice a day. It says you could use it up to 6 times a day, which he was working so would use twice a day. If he was not working, he would apply it more. The outcome the event was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021008113 same reporter/drug, similar events, different patient

939426 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 TX 25.0 M Nausea; vomiting; Fever with chills; Myalgias; Upper respiratory tract congestion; Injection site pain; patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 on 05Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient himself). A 25-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EL3248), via intramuscular on 05Jan2021 13:00 in left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included none. Allergies to medications, food, or other products was no. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2 on 18Dec2020 10:00 for covid-19 immunization. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in hospital. The patient experienced nausea, vomiting, fever with chills, myalgias, upper respiratory tract congestion and injection site pain, all on 06Jan2021 03:00 with outcome of not recovered. Treatment of paracetamol (TYLENOL) was received for the events. All events were reported as non-serious.

939427 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 AL 53.0 M Chills; Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 53-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EK5730, expiry: 31Mar2021), intramuscular on the left arm on 06Jan2021 13:00 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization  It was reported that the patient was visiting COVID-19 patients. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously received the first dose of PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE (lot/batch number: EK5730, expiry: 31Mar2021) intramuscular on the left arm on 16Dec2020 as COVID-19 immunization. The patient reported that he received the second dose of the Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine yesterday (06Jan2021) and was having a minor reaction. He has chills and fever and fever this morning (07Jan2021) and wanted to know if it's okay to take over the counter ibuprofen or acetaminophen (TYLENOL). Outcome of the events were not recovered.

939428 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 TN 58.0 M fatigue; threw up a little; patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 on 06Jan2021; soreness in his right arm/soreness in his legs/legs were hurting; did not sleep good; sick to his stomach; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient himself). A 58-year-old male patient the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EL0140), via intramuscular on 06Jan2021 15:00 in right arm at 0.3 mL (30mcg), single for preventative. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. Patient had the first dose of BNT162B2 vaccine on 19Dec2020 for covid-19 immunization. No investigation assessment was received. Patient had the second Pfizer COVID19 vaccine shot yesterday around 15:00 on 06Jan2021. He was asking if it was normal to be sore, patient had a little fatigue on 07Jan2021 and be sick to his stomach in Jan2021. The soreness in his right arm started last night (06Jan2021). He experienced soreness in his legs. He did not sleep good and his legs were hurting last night through the night. As of now his legs do not seem as bad. Patient went to work this morning and then he left work to go back home. He ate a cake and milk before he left for work. He threw up a little on 07Jan2021. It did not take much for him to gag, he even gags when brushing his teeth. Right now and within the last hour, he had not felt sick to his stomach. Outcome of soreness in his right arm/soreness in his legs/legs were hurting was not recovered, of fatigue was recovering, of sick to his stomach was recovered on 07Jan2021, of other events was unknown.

939429 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MN 36.0 F I have had a sore arm; I also have been having a low-grade fever the highest it has been 99.5; Body aches; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for self.  A 36-years-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), Lot#  EK923, via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 08:45 as a single dose (dose 1), left arm (age at vaccination: 36 years old), for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. There was no other vaccine administered in the 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Medical history included multiple sclerosis and hypothyroidism . The patient was receiving unspecified concomitant medications ("10 meds").The patient previously took copaxone and experienced drug allergy.  The patient reported having a sore arm, but also had been having a low-grade fever. The highest it had been was 99.5. The patient also had body aches and chills. These symptoms started couple hours after the injection (on 05Jan2021) and have been with the patient since then. The events were reported as non-serious. There was no hospitalization or treatment received for the events. The outcome of the events sore arm, low grade fever, body aches, and chills was not recovered. The patient had not been COVID-19 tested post vaccination.

939430 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 FL 64.0 F Arm pain; Nausea; lightheadedness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient).  A 64-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm in Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital.  Medical history included hypothyroidism. It was reported that the patient had allergies with sulfa and trimethoprim / sulfamethoxazole (BACTRIM). Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHYROID), ergocalciferol (VIT D), levocetirizine dihydrochloride (XYZAL).  It was stated that the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. In Jan2021, the patient experienced arm pain after 10 hours of getting the vaccine. It was also reported that nausea and lightheadedness the following day. No treatment received for the adverse events. The patient recovered from the events in Jan2021 (reported as feeling passed after 2hrs)  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939431 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 PA 37.0 M Fever; Chills/Shivering; Muscle Aches and Soreness; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 37-year-old male patient received 2nd dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 06Jan2021 08:45 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN) and clindamycin, both experienced drug allergy, previously received 1st dose of BNT162B2 in right arm in Dec2020 at 08:45 AM for covid-19 immunisation. No other vaccine in four weeks. No covid prior vaccination. The patient experienced fever, chills, shivering, muscle aches and soreness, fatigue on 06Jan2021 22:00. No treatment received for events. The outcome of events was recovering. The case was reported as non-serious. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had bot been tested for COVID-19.

939432 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 DC 28.0 F Headache; Unexplainable crying/emotional; Unexplainable crying/emotional; Awful R shoulder pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 28-year-old female patient received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at 12:45 at single dose in right arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included acute lymphoblastic leukemia at age 11, remission for 14 years. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took sulfamethoxazole trimethoprim (BACTRIM) and experienced allergies. The patient experienced headache, unexplainable crying/emotional, awful right shoulder pain; all on 05Jan2021 at 15:30. All events were reported as non-serious. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and the patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The outcome of the events was resolved in Jan2021.

939433 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 FL 53.0 M swelling of the lymph nodes; fever; right arm injection site pain; aches and pains; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program via a contactable consumer (patient). A 53-year-old male patient received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0140), intramuscular on 04Jan2021 at 13:00 at single dose in right shoulder for covid-19 prophylaxis. There were no medical history or concomitant medications. The patient experienced fever, right arm injection site pain, aches and pains, and chills on 05Jan2021, swelling of the lymph nodes on 06Jan2021. Event details: On 05Jan2021 in the morning, he started having a fever and chills. He stated that he noticed the injection site pain on the 05Jan2021 and stated that it only hurt at time of reporting if he pushed on it. He stated it did not hurt when he moved his arm around. The patient stated that he noticed the aches and pains on the 05Jan2021 in the morning and it stuck with him throughout the day and was over by the time he went to bed on 05Jan2021. Wednesday 06Jan2021, toward the early morning around 0300 under his arm hurt and the lymph node under his arm was swollen about the size of a baseball. The patient said that his fever was currently 99.5 in Jan2021. The outcome of events fever and swelling of the lymph nodes was not resolved, outcome of right arm injection site pain, aches and pains was resolved in Jan2021, outcome of event chills was unknown.

939434 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 AL 23.0 F Temperature was 101.2F/100.5 degrees Fahrenheit; Felt fatigue; Congestion; Headache; felt warm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 23-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), second dose via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization (direct patient care). The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 at a single dose in the right deltoid for COVID-19 immunization and she had no side effects to. There were no medical history or concomitant medications. On 07Jan2021, the patient experienced temperature was 101.2 degrees Fahrenheit, felt fatigue, congestion and headache. She woke up this morning an felt warm, which was why she took her temperature. She also took paracetamol (TYLENOL) last night prior to bed but clarifies that she had no side effects last night from the COVID Vaccine. They all started this morning. Treatment included after she checked her temperature, she took 1000 mg of paracetamol. She rechecked her temperature 1.5 hours later and it was 100.5 degrees Fahrenheit. The paracetamol also helped her headache improve. The outcome of event temperature was 101.2F and headache and felt warm was recovering, outcome of events not recovered.   Relatedness of product to reactions temperature of 101.2 degrees Fahrenheit, fatigue, Congestion, Headache was assessed related by Primary Source Reporter. Events temperature of 101.2 degrees Fahrenheit and congestion were assessed related to COVID vaccine.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939435 01/13/2021 F Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection) lot number was not reported, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient mentioned that she was still having side effects. She got the vaccine a week ago, on Saturday (unspecified date), and she was still having side effects. She wanted to know how long the side effects are going to last for "like what's the longest you have seen." It was clarified that she had the vaccine 9-10 days ago (unspecified date) and she had a headache ever since that doesn't go away. She asked is she should  still get the second dose if she was still having symptoms of the 1st dose. She added that she read that the side effects usually last a couple of days, but hers has not gone away. She queried how will she get rid of the of the headache and if everyone's symptoms eventually go away in the study; and if she will have this headache permanently. The outcome headache was not recovered.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

939436 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 UT 45.0 F Lower lip edema/Only edema in lower lip; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 45-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection) lot number: EK5730, via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 21Dec2020 13:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Graves' disease with hypothyroidism and epilepsy; and had dermal filler 2 months ago (in 2020) in both top and bottom lip. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine. The patient was not pregnant. The patient previously took aspirin bayer and experienced drug hypersensitivity. The patient was not diagnosed with covid prior vaccination nor was she tested post vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced lower lip edema and mentioned that she had dermal filler 2 months ago in both top and bottom lip. Only edema in lower lip. Have image if needed. No changes in medications, no changes in soap, skin care or makeup. The event occurred on 07Jan2021 at 05:00 AM with outcome of not recovered. The event was reported as non-serious. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of lower lip edema/only edema in lower lip which included famotidine and CLARITIN.

939437 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NC 40.0 F Tingling and mild numbness on dorsal wrist, proximal palm and digits 3-5.; Tingling and mild numbness on dorsal wrist, proximal palm and digits 3-5.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 40-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection) lot number: EK9231, via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm, on 06Jan2021 11:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included chronic migraine and allergies to medications, food, or other products including penicillin. Concomitant medication included ethinylestradiol, levonorgestrel (SRONYX) for birth control. The patient previously took piroxicam and experienced allergy. The patient was not pregnant. The patient was not diagnosed with covid-19 prior to vaccination nor was she tested for Covid-19 since vaccination. She did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced tingling and mild numbness on dorsal wrist, proximal palm and digits 3-5 on 07Jan2021, 10:00 AM, with outcome of not recovered. The events were reported as non-serious with no treatment received.

939438 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 TX 59.0 M Chills; nausea; dizziness; fatigue; Epi-gastric pain; racing heart; depression; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare profession (HCP) (patient). A 59-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), intramuscularly on 23Dec2020 11:00 at a single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD), COVID-prior-vaccination: Yes. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included ibuprofen in two weeks. On 24Dec2020, the patient experienced chills, nausea, dizziness, fatigue, epi-gastric pain, racing heart, and depression. AE resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment received for adverse event. The outcome of events was recovered on 24Dec2020. This is a non-serious report. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient did not test for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.

939439 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 FL 52.0 M seeing kind of blurry; flu like side effects; sinus aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient himself). A 52-year-old male patient the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 in left arm at single dose for prevent getting COVID-19. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. Consumer said he took the COVID-19 vaccine yesterday for where he worked, and had flu like side effects and would like to make sure they are normal. Caller clarified that he got the vaccine on Tuesday, 05Jan2021. He said that the side effects were his body and head hurts. He said that the side effects started yesterday, like the flu, he had body and sinus aches, and was like coughing a little bit with a low fever last night that went away. He said that this morning (06Jan2021) he woke up the same way, then went outside and he was seeing kind of blurry, but not much. He said he came inside and sit down, and was ok again, he felt like he had a big flu in his head. Caller said that he took a picture of the vaccine card, where they kind of wrote on it and it said Pfizer EL0140. Caller said that yesterday and today he woke up the same, so no change to events, he just took over the counter pills for sinus, he didn't want to drink nothing. No further information was provided about the over the counter pills for sinus. Caller said he had no new medications and received no other vaccines when he got the COVID-19 vaccine. Caller said for his fever his wife put her hand on him and said he was kind of hot, but it was nothing big. Temperature was not taken. Outcome of events were unknown.

939440 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 WA 67.0 M Raised blood pressure 165/74; aching joints; muscle pain; swelling of the face; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A 67-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot: el 1284, via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 30Dec2020 at 10:45 (at the age of 67-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as none. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient had no allergies to medications, food or other products. Concomitant medications included lisinopril and sertaconazole nitrate (SERTALIN); all for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. On 31Dec2020 at 04:00, the patient experienced raised blood pressure of 165/74, aching joints, muscle pain, swelling of the face and fatigue. The events resulted in a doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, and an emergency room/department or urgent care visit. The patient was not treated for the events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the raised blood pressure of 165/74, aching joints, muscle pain, swelling of the face and fatigue was resolving.

939441 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NY F 101.1 Fever; chills; body aches; headache; Eye twitching; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). An adult non-pregnant female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via intramuscular in left arm on 06Jan2021 10:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunization in hospital. Medical history included were none. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. There was no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. There was no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 on 16Dec2020 05:00 PM via intramuscular in left arm for covid-19 immunization. The patient experienced 101.1 fever, chills, body aches, headache, eye twitching, fatigue on 06Jan2021 16:00. The events were non-serious. The events did not result in emergency room or physician visit. There was no treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was resolving.     Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

939442 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MD 37.0 F received the second dose in less than 21 days from  the first dose; cervical lymphadenopathy; Swelling at location of undereye cosmetic fillers; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (reporting for herself). A 37-year-old female patient receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Solution for injection), intramuscular on right arm, on 04Jan2021 (lot no: EL1283) 17:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included prolactinoma an patient had infertility. Concomitant medication included ascorbic acid, betacarotene, cupric oxide, manganese sulfate, selenium, tocopheryl acetate, ubidecarenone, zinc oxide (COQ10 [ascorbic acid;betacarotene;cupric oxide;manganese sulfate;selenium;tocopheryl acetate;ubidecarenone;zinc oxide]), ascorbic acid, betacarotene, calcium sulfate, colecalciferol, cyanocobalamin, ferrous fumarate, folic acid, nicotinamide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol acetate, riboflavin, thiamine mononitrate, tocopheryl acetate, zinc oxide (PRENATAL VITAMINS [ascorbic acid;betacarotene;calcium sulfate;colecalciferol;cyanocobalamin;ferrous fumarate;folic acid;nicotinamide;pyridoxine hydrochloride;retinol acetate;riboflavin;thiamine mononitrate;tocopheryl acetate;zinc oxide]), levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D [colecalciferol]).; all on unspecified dates (reported as taken within 2 weeks of vaccination) for unspecified indications.  The patient had her 1st dose on right arm (lot no: EJ1685, expiry: unknown) of COVID-19 Vaccine on 16Dec2020. She received the second dose in less than 21 days from  the first dose. On 06Jan2021, patient experienced swelling at location of undereye cosmetic fillers, right worse than left with mild associated right cervical lymphadenopathy. Patient was given fexofenadine (ALLEGRA) and improvement was seen.  Outcome of the events lymphadenopathy cervical and eye swelling recovering. The female was not pregnant. Patient has no COVID prior vaccination. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was admistered at the hospital and patient has not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Since the vaccination, patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

939443 01/13/2021 GA M episode of tachycardia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) lot number and expiration date not provided, via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced an episode of tachycardia 5 minutes after getting the COVID vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

939444 01/13/2021 NY F axillary lymph node swelling/neck lymph node is swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A female patient of an unspecified age started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) lot number and expiration date not provided, via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm from an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported hat the patient had axillary lymph node swelling. It was stated that the patient's neck lymph node is also swollen. This was the patient's first injection and clarified that it was given in her left arm. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot number/batch number was requested.

939445 12/26/2020 01/13/2021 CA 41.0 F she tested positive for COVID-19 after receiving the first dose of the Pfizer-Biontech COVID-19 vaccine.; she tested positive for COVID-19 after receiving the first dose of the Pfizer-Biontech COVID-19 vaccine.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 41-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EH9899) intramuscular in left arm on 26Dec2020 14:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The physician received her first dose of the COVID vaccine on 26Dec2020 and on 02Jan2021, tested positive for COVID. She actually tested negative 2 days before testing positive (26Dec2020). The outcome of the event was recovered on an unknown date. According to the physician, the event was unrelated to the vaccine as her nanny and her son was also tested positive.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported tested positive for COVID, which is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the administration of BNT162B2.

939446 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 MS 19.0 F vaccinated in her arm then was feeling well but had sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (reporting for herself). A 19-year-old female patient to received of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), second dose on 07Jan2021 22:45 (lot number: EL1284) and first dose on 17Dec2020 15:30 (lot number: EK5730); via intramuscular in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was vaccinated in her arm then was feeling well but had sore arm on 19Dec2020, comparable to the flu vaccine. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the workplace clinic. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event was recovered on unspecified date. No treatment was given to the patient for the event. The event was considered non serious as it did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect.

939447 12/19/2020 01/13/2021 KS 60.0 M Joint pain in both shoulders and knees; flu like symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 60-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), second dose on 07Jan2021 and first dose on 19Dec2020 08:00 (lot number: EH9899) in left arm; both via at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included high blood pressure from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 19Dec2020 10:00, the patient experienced flu like symptoms and joint pain in both shoulders and knees that continued until second shot on 07Jan2021 that eventually subsided. The outcome of the events was recovered with lasting effects on unspecified date. No treatment given to the patient for the events. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, it was unknown if the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The events was considered non serious as it did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect.

939448 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 WI 42.0 F fatigue; headache; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional reporting for a 42-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL 0142), intramuscular on 04Jan2021 15:30 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID-19, type 1 diabetes and penicillin allergy from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included insulin.  The patient experienced fatigue, headache and body aches on 05Jan2021 10:00. No treatment was given to the patient for the events. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering. The events was considered non serious as it did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect.

939449 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 VA F her arm just feels like she bumped into a door; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as Pfizer-Biontech COVID-19 Vaccine; unknown lot number and expiration date), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she was lucky enough to get the vaccine last night and her arm just feels like she bumped into a door. She mentioned that assuming this vaccine is similar to the flu, she inquired are the symptoms less if you contract covid after getting the vaccine. She inquired as well if it is "consider putting in the fact sheet how long after getting before being protected". The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939450 01/13/2021 F Tested positive for COVID; Tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable Registered Nurse (patient) via a Pfizer sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs).  A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced tested positive for COVID on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. The patient just received the COVID vaccine, and also tested positive for COVID. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test: positive. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939451 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 MD 40.0 M This patient experience left sided numbness (felt like left arm and left leg was heavy); This patient experience left sided numbness (felt like left arm and left leg was heavy); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 40-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as COVID-19 vaccine; lot number: EL1284; expiration date: unknown), intramuscular left arm on 07Jan2021 11:00 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient has no medical history. The patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and did not have any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient received the most recent COVID-19 vaccine in a nursing home/senior living facility. This patient experience left sided numbness (felt like left arm and left leg was heavy) on 07Jan2021 11:00 AM. The event was reported as non-serious. The adverse event result in emergency room/department or urgent care visit. No treatment was received for the adverse event. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The outcome of the events was unknown.

939452 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CA 39.0 F upper right lip swelling; hive on forearm above elbow on left arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 39-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EH9899), intramuscular in the left arm on 05Jan2021 15:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included type 2 diabetes. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications included metformin and glucosamine. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 06Jan2021 17:00, the patient experienced hive on forearm above elbow on left arm then on 07Jan2021, the patient experienced upper right lip swelling. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was unknown. The events were considered non-serious by the reporter.

939453 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 MO 34.0 F injection site reaction, redness, heat, swelling, pains welling to size of half dollar; injection site reaction, redness, heat, swelling, painswelling to size of half dollar; injection site reaction, redness, heat, swelling, painswelling to size of half dollar; injection site reaction, redness, heat, swelling, painswelling to size of half dollar; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reported for herself. A 34-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), intramuscular at Left arm on 28Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Workplace clinic. Medical history included binge eating disorder, anxiety. Concomitant medications included lisdexamfetamine mesilate (VYVANSE), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), buspirone hydrochloride (BUSPAR), cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC) and birth control medication. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced injection site reaction, redness, heat, swelling, pain swelling to size of half dollar on 28Dec2020. No treatment was received for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unknown date.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

939454 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MN 30.0 F chills; Tiredness; generalized body aches; fever 101.4; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 30-year-old non-pregnant patient female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number=EJ1686),intramuscular at Right arm on 06Jan2021 08:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Facility type vaccine was Hospital. Medical history included covid-19 prior vaccination. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine and multivitamin. The patient experienced tiredness, generalized body aches, chills, fever 101.4 on 06Jan2021 20:00. No treatment received.  Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

939455 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 PA 57.0 M arm sore; tired; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 57-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced arm sore and tired a couple of days. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date. The events were considered non-serious by the reporter.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939456 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MI 32.0 F Fever 101; fatigue; nausea; migraine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse(patient). A 32-years-old female patient received BNT162B2(Lot number: EK9231) , intramuscular on 06Jan2021 08:15 at 32 years old at Arm Right at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included migraine, Allergies to Latex.  Concomitant medications included asa, ascorbic acid (VIT C), cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC) and ascorbic acid, chromium, copper, folic acid, inositol, magnesium, manganese, nicotinamide, pantothenic acid, potassium, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol, riboflavin, selenium, vitamin b1 nos, vitamin b12 nos, vitamin e nos, zinc (Multi Vit). The patient experienced fever 101, fatigue, nausea, migraine on 06Jan2021 19:00.  There was no treatment received for the adverse events. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 101 Fahrenheit on 06Jan2021. The outcome of events was recovering.

939457 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 MD 52.0 F Chest pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 52-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EL1284/expiration date unknown), dose number 1 intramuscularly on 07Jan2021 11:00 at a single dose on the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no relevant medical history. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received the vaccine at a nursing home/senior living facility. No medications were received within 2 weeks of vaccination and no other vaccines were received within 4 weeks prior vaccination. The patient experienced chest pain on 07Jan2021 12:00. The went to the emergency room/sought urgent care for the event. No treatment was received for the event. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and was not tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The outcome of the event was unknown. The event was assessed as non-serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

939458 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 MD 37.0 F heart rate elevated; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 37-year-old female received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EL1284/expiration date unknown), dose number 1 intramuscularly on 07Jan2021 12:00 at a single dose on the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The vaccine was administered at a nursing home/senior living facility. There was no relevant medical history. The patient had no concomitant medications. No other vaccines were received within 4 weeks prior vaccination and no medications were taken within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced heart rate elevated on 07Jan2021 12:00. The patient went to the emergency room/sought urgent care for the event. No treatment was received for the event. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior vaccination and was not tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. The outcome of the event was unknown.

939459 12/26/2020 01/13/2021 ID 61.0 F Livedo reticularis (A reddish/purple pattern on the back of both legs); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 61-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot/batch number: EL0142; expiration date not provided) via an unspecified route of administration (anatomical location: Arm left) on 26Dec2020 09:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing autoimmune disorder, ongoing 'immunocompromised' (taking Humira injections), and ongoing Prinzmetal angina; allergies to gadolinium, eggs, wasps/yellow jackets, and sulfa. Concomitant medications included adalimumab (HUMIRA), cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), diltiazem hydrochloride (CARDIZEM), sulindac, and acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN 81).  On 27Dec2020 at 11:00 am, the patient experienced livedo reticularis (A reddish/purple pattern on the back of both legs). No treatment was received for the event. It was reported that patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was also reported that it was unknown if patient was diagnosed with COVID prior to vaccination. It was further reported that since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of the event was recovering.

939460 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 55.0 F vomiting; tiredness; severe headache; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm from at 00:00 on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included depression and anxiety. Concomitant medication included bupropion, vortioxetine hydrobromide (TRINTELLIX). The patient experienced tiredness, severe headache, nausea, vomiting at 08:00 AM on 06Jan2021. It lasted about 36 hours total. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment from the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19; Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was recovered on 07Jan2021.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

939461 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 TN 26.0 M Fever; Injection site pain; tiredness; chills; feeling unwell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 26-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EH9899), via Intramuscular on 06Jan2021 08:00 at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included Asthma. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 06Jan2021, the patient experienced fever, injection site pain, tiredness, chills, feeling unwell. The patient did not receive any treatment. Outcome of events was recovered on Jan2021.   No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

939462 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 TX 32.0 F Fatigue; first dose of BNT162B2 on 17Dec2020 then second dose on 05Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician. A 32-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL3248), intramuscular on 05Jan2021 at 13:00 (second dose) on the left arm at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Patient did not also receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, nor any other medications within two weeks of vaccination. The patient previously took first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685) on 17Dec2020 at 13:00 on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. On  05Jan2021 at 14:00, the patient experienced fatigue. The patient was given Tylenol as treatment for fatigue. The outcome of the event fatigue was recovered with sequel on an unspecified date in Jan2021.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

939463 12/01/2020 01/13/2021 55.0 M has COVID now and was pretty ill and in their ICU, positive COVID-19 test; has COVID now and was pretty ill and in their ICU, positive COVID-19 test; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A 55-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), on unspecified date in Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. The patient developed positive COVID-19 test with symptoms on unknown date. The clinical course was as follows: the patient received the first dose of the vaccine 2 weeks ago and has COVID now and was pretty ill and in their ICU. Laboratory data included: SARS-CoV-2 test (unknown date): positive. The pharmacist was wondering if the participants in the trials received their second dose if they tested positive before the second dose and if there is any data on when to give the second dose of the vaccine for patients that test positive before the second dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID likely represents a pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  Further information is needed for full medical assessment.

939464 01/13/2021 F Anaphylactic reaction; Tongue was swelling; Difficulty breathing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist.   A 55-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced "Tongue was swelling, Difficulty breathing, and an Anaphylactic reaction".No other details provided. The outcome of the events was unknown  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal relationship between acute onset of Anaphylactic reactions presented as Tongue swelling/Difficulty breathing and BNT162B2 cannot be completely ruled out considering the temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect vaccine.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

939465 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 FL 29.0 F fever of 38C; severe fatigue and malaise; severe fatigue and malaise; mild headache; Pain in the injection site began within a few minutes and gradually increased reaching it's maximum around 8 hours after the dose.; Neck pain was also significant; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 29-year-old female patient (pregnant: No) received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot/Batch Number and Expiration Date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 12:00 PM (Left arm) at single dose on arm for COVID-19 immunization. Historical Vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 09:00 PM (Arm Right) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient's medical history included asthma and generalized anxiety disorder (GAD). The concomitant drug was reported as Escitalopram. The patient experienced pain in the injection site began within a few minutes (05Jan2021 12:15 PM) and gradually increased reaching it's maximum around 8 hours after the dose. Neck pain was also significant (05Jan2021 12:15 PM). Fatigue, malaise and mild headache started around 10 hours (05Jan2021 22:00) following vaccine administration. Almost 24 hours following administration (06Jan2021 12:00) a fever of 38 C started and persisted for about 6-8 hours. It subsided but severe fatigue and malaise (that prevent me to do daily activities) are still persisting greater than 48 hours following administration. The outcome of severe fatigue and malaise was not recovered. The outcome of Headache, Pain in the injection site, Neck pain, fever of 38 C, was recovering. No treatment received for the adverse event. No COVID prior vaccination and no COVID tested post vaccination.  Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.

939466 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 FL 79.0 F dizziness; weakness; nausea; diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 79-year-old female patient non-pregnant received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: E13246), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 13:00 at single dose in right arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included arthritis. The patient had no known allergies. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient's concomitant medications received within 2 weeks of vaccination was reported as yes. The patient experienced dizziness, weakness, nausea, diarrhea on 07Jan2021. The patient was not received any treatment. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

939467 12/19/2020 01/13/2021 KS 30.0 F Fever for 8 hours, max 101.7; Chills; body aches; Injection site pain; female patient who just got the COVID vaccine and is currently breastfeeding; female patient who just got the COVID vaccine and is currently breastfeeding; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This nurse reported for both mother and baby. This is maternal report.  A 30-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number: Elt9899; expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 19Dec2020 10:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization, administered at workplace clinic. Medical history included childbirth in Jul2020 and currently (ongoing) breastfeeding. The patient had no known allergies. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications included norethindrone (NORETHINDRONE [NORETHISTERONE]) and unspecified prenatal vitamin (received within 2 weeks of vaccination). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested with covid-19 since the vaccination. On 19Dec2020 10:00, the female patient who just got the COVID vaccine and is currently breastfeeding. On 19Dec2020 18:00, the patient experienced fever for 8 hours, max 101.7; chills and body aches for 30 hours; and injection site pain for 48 hours. The reported events were non-serious. There was no treatment received for the events fever, chills, body aches, and injection site pain. The outcome of the event 'fever' was recovered on 20Dec2020 02:00 (for 8 hours), of event "chills and body aches" was recovered on 21Dec2020 00:00 (for 30 hours), and of event "injection site pain" was recovered on 21Dec2020 18:00 (for 48 hours).; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021011500 baby case

939468 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 68.0 F dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself). A 68-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer BioNTech, lot EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 06Jan2021 10:30 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. The vaccine was administered in a hospital. Medical history included high blood pressure, asthma, neuropathy, hypothyroid. The patient was not diagnosed with Covid-19 prior to vaccination. She had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medications included carvedilol, fluoxetine, levothyroxine sodium (LEVOXYL) and gabapentin. The patient previously took FLAGYL (metronidazole benzoate), PERCOCET (oxycodone hydrochloride;oxycodone terephthalate;paracetamol), dilaudid and had drug allergy. In the morning after vaccine (07Jan2021 08:30), she woke with mild dizziness and it was continuing through the morning so far. The outcome of event was not recovered.

939469 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MO 43.0 F felt a little itching around the injection site; she was itching from head to toe; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient herself). A 43-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, also reported as COVID 19, brand Pfizer, lot EL1284), intramuscularly in the left arm on 06Jan2021 15:45 at single dose, for Covid-19 immunisation. She received the vaccine in a hospital. Medical history included allergy to lima beans, grapes, cucumbers, celery, melons, kiwi. No other vaccine in four weeks. No Covid and Covid test prior to vaccination. Concomitant medications included propranolol, escitalopram, spironolactone, cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), ethinylestradiol, ferrous fumarate, norethisterone acetate (LARIN FE), biotin and sambucus nigra fruit (ELDERBERRY [SAMBUCUS NIGRA FRUIT]). The patient previously took CEFTIN (ceftriaxone) and sulfa and had drug allergy. The patient informed that once she got the shot (06Jan2021), she felt a little itching around the injection site a few minutes later. Later on that evening, she was itching from head to toe without any swelling or rash. No treatment was given. The patient recovered from the events.

939470 01/13/2021 VA U palpitations; increased heart rate; jitteriness; cold sweats; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19), via an unspecified route of administration on  an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had palpitations, increased heart rate, jitteriness, cold sweats and chills on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. The pharmacist asked for the opinion on what to do if the patient had a reaction to the first dose of the vaccine, based off the type of reaction.  Information on the batch number has been requested.

939471 01/13/2021 CA M rash/rash that broke out on both legs and now it's everywhere and especially legs; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer wife reporting for her husband. A 70-year-old male patient received the first dose of (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number unknow), via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medication was unknown. A day later he had a little rash that broke out on both legs and now it was everywhere and especially legs. It was up and down both legs on an unspecified date. Reporter asked if it was ok for the patient to take a prednisone pack that was prescribed to him for a rash he got after getting the first dose of the COVID vaccine. She reported that her husband went to urgent care for the rash all over and they prescribed prednisone and she was not sure if he should take it. Event outcome was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.

939472 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 VA 65.0 F lips and nose were tingling; lips and nose were tingling; She has heard that you feel sicker after the second vaccine and she is afraid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for herself. A 65-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, intramuscular (left arm) on 06Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included blood pressure (abnormal) and blood cholesterol (abnormal) from an unknown date. Concomitant medication included lisinopril (LISINOPRIL) for Blood pressure for 3 years and adenosine (TRICOR) for cholesterol for 6 months; from unspecified dates and ongoing. On 06Jan2021, 50 minutes after the dose, her lips and nose were tingling described as tingling like when a dentist puts your mouth to sleep. It lasted about an hour. She took Cetirizine which she is sure helped. Within the hour of taking Cetirizine it was gone/resolved. She is afraid for the second vaccine. She has heard that you feel sicker after the second vaccine and she is afraid because it is her mouth. She also stated she took Ibuprofen an hour before hand to ward off evil (as reported). She took 400 mg. She asked if there is information on tingling and if it would be worse after the second dose. Outcome of the events lips and nose were tingling was recovered while unknown for "She has heard that you feel sicker after the second vaccine and she is afraid".  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

939473 01/13/2021 CA M arm was a little ache, sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 59-year-old male patient received the first dose and 2nd dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), route and dates were unknown, both at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient mentioned receiving both doses of the COVID-19 vaccine and feeling fine except that his arm was a little ache and sore on an unspecified date. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939474 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CA 43.0 F Muscles pains, with spasms; Muscles pains, with spasms; Nausea; Lymphadenopathy on the left side of my arm, chest, neck with pain in my armpit.; Lymphadenopathy on the left side of my arm, chest, neck with pain in my armpit.; Too weak to perform normal activities/slept for 2 days straight; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 43-year-old female patient (pregnant: No) received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot/Batch Number: El1284 and Expiration Date unknown) via intramuscular route of administration on 05Jan2021 11:00 AM (Left arm) at single dose on arm for COVID-19 immunization. Historical Vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot/Batch Number: Eh9894) via intramuscular route of administration on 17Dec2020 05:00 PM (Left arm) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient's medical history included known allergy and None other medical history. The concomitant drug was reported as Birth control medication. On 06Jan2021 1:30 am the patient woke up with severe all over muscles pains, with spasms that Tylenol 1000mg did not resolve. The patient had nausea, lymphadenopathy on the left side of my arm, chest, neck with pain in my armpit. The patient slept for 2 days straight, too weak to perform normal activities. The patient continued to have some symptoms 3 days later. No treatment received for the adverse events of nausea, lymphadenopathy, pain in armpit, slept for 2 days straight, too weak to perform normal activities. No COVID prior vaccination and no COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of event was recovering.

939475 01/13/2021 F My arm is swollen; lymph node swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the second dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient's arm was swollen and she would like more info on what to do and will it go away. Also stated that she would like to talk to an expert about lymph node swelling. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939476 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 67.0 F arm is sore; Fatigue; eyes are still heavy; a metallic taste in her mouth; sleepy/eyes are still heavy/she is yawning a lot more; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 67-year-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at single dose in her left arm for covid-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had no investigation assessment. It was reported that it had been 24 hours, she received her first bnt162b2 (reported as Pfizer COVID vaccine), yesterday (on 06Jan2021), and she was wondering, her arm was sore on 07Jan2021, which she thought was normal and fatigue on 06Jan2021, she got right away, she didn't know if that was normal, but she got a metallic taste in her mouth on 06Jan2021. It felt like a metallic taste when she swallows, a little metallic taste, yesterday (on 06Jan2021) was more than today, it was after the vaccine, about 7 hours after. She thought in her head, like the aluminum chewing gum, when kids chew it, it had a metallic taste, like the (company name withheld) wrapper she used to chew on it. Provides she was shrinking. Provide she was wearing stretch pants when providing weight. She Googled and didn't see the metallic taste, the only thing she saw with metallic taste is if you have the actual virus, she didn't have it, she was fine. Maybe it was all in her head. Arm was sore not right away, it built up, like when you stretch like with the flu shot, she lifted and it's sore, and she felt sleepy. It was like with the flu shot, it took a few days to go away. Last night on 06Jan2021, she was very sleepy, she was kind of sleepy, but it could be watching the Capitol and insanity, but she was yawning a lot more, her eyes felt heavy, she was ok, she had an appetite and is fine, she would drink (company name withheld) now. Thought she was peaking with it, she would go to sleep early today (07Jan2021), her eyes were still heavy, she wanted to close them and took a nap, but couldn't. It was like her saliva has a metallic taste in her mouth, it may be in her head, she googled to see side effects and when they start, it may be going soon, who knows, she was just wondering. The taste was worse yesterday (06Jan2021), and it wasn't IV or anything like that, the patient wanted to know how can that be. She had to go back on the 27th for her second dose. She had been tested and retested on an unspecified date, and it was offered for those 65 and over, and she was lucky to get an appointment. The outcome of the event metallic taste was recovering; the events fatigue and eyes heavy was not recovered; the outcome of the rest events was unknown.

939477 01/13/2021 FL M pain in both arms; muscle aches; flu like symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician patient from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A male patient of an unspecified age received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medication included Johnson & Johnson (J&J) DNA vaccine. The patient participated in a J&J vaccine DNA trial 3-4 weeks ago and it had enough time to work. Trial was over. Then he got a call to get the Pfizer vaccine on holiday eve. Got the Pfizer vaccine too 12-14h post dose (unspecified date) had pain in both arms, muscle aches, flu like symptoms, no fever or pulmonary symptoms. Might not need to take a 2nd dose of Pfizer's vaccine because he had a reaction to it. The patient took both the J &J Vaccine and the Pfizer COVID vaccine and he wanted to know if they need to take the second dose of the Pfizer COVID vaccine. He participated in a randomized trial and he completed the trial and knew he got the J&J vaccine. On holiday Eve that his name came up on the list to get the Pfizer COVID vaccine and so he went and got it. He had the J&J vaccine 3 weeks earlier and so he went ahead and got the Pfizer one. Mentioned the J&J vaccine was the DNA vaccine and the Pfizer was the RNA and wanted to know if the second dose of the Pfizer COVID vaccine was needed. He did have significant flu like symptoms with the Pfizer COVID vaccine, which he knew that most people get, but if he didn't have to get the second dose he would prefer not to go through those flu like symptoms as before if he can help it. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

939478 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MI 55.0 F headaches; tachycardia/fast heart beat; fever; body aches; joint pain/ joint ache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at single dose for work. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none. The patient reported events of fever, headaches, body aches, joint pain, tachycardia, on 07Jan2021. Patient developed fever in the night, 100.5 at 1-3 am. Then, developed body ache and especially joint ache. She had a bad headache from 2-3 am. She also experienced a fast heart beat that started around 2-3 am. She received the vaccine at work. She started taking the paracetamol (TYLENOL) which did pushed down her fever. She thought it helped her headache as well and it helped her heart rate. Her headache was controlled with paracetamol. So she could not tell if it was improving, persisting, or worsening. Her heart rate at around 2-3 am was 115bpm, after paracetamol it got down to 105 bpm. Therapeutic measures were taken as result of the events included paracetamol (TYLENOL). The outcome of the events fever and tachycardia was recovering, outcome of event headaches was unknown, outcome of the other evets was not recovered. The report was reported as non-serious.

939479 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 MI 36.0 F Swollen lymph nodes at various times over 2 weeks. Consistent, intermittent headaches. Lethargy.; Consistent, intermittent headaches; Swollen lymph nodes at various times over 2 weeks. Consistent, intermittent headaches. Lethargy.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 Lot number=EL1284, via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 11:15 at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Allergies to Penicillin. Concomitant medication included melatonin, diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) and celecoxib (CELEXA). On 21Dec2020 19:00 (pending clarification), the patient experienced swollen lymph nodes at various times over 2 weeks, consistent, intermittent headaches and lethargy. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Nasal Swab: negative on 04Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.

939480 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 TX M diffuse rash started on abdomen spread to arms and back, no mucosal involvement, no resp symptoms, rash not painful or itchy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 44-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (lot number and expiry date were unknown) intramuscularly on 31Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included gout and glaucoma, both from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included allopurinol; patient received allopurinol within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 03Jan2021, the patient experienced diffuse rash started on abdomen spread to arms and back, no mucosal involvement, no resp symptoms, rash not painful or itchy. Therapeutics measures were taken in response to the event; patient took Medrol pack. The outcome of the event at the time of last observation was not recovered. The report was considered as non-serious; the event did not result in death, was not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/ incapacitating, and did not caused any congenital anomaly/birth defect.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on lot/batch cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

939481 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MO 26.0 F first dose on 18Dec2020/second dose on 05Jan2021; injection arm is hurting a lot.; It feels like nerve pain from my armpit to my fingers (left arm).; my lymph node in my left armpit is swollen because it feels like theres a golf ball pushing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 26-year-old female patient received the second dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: el1284), intramuscular on 05Jan2021 at 15:30 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included tachycardia, IBS (Irritable bowel syndrome), and allergies: Sulfa drugs. Concomitant medication included nortriptyline, buspirone, lubiprostone (AMITIZA), probiotics, diltiazem. The patient previously received the first dose bnt162b2 (batch/lot number: eh9899) in left arm on 18Dec2020 for covid-19 immunization. The patient reported that her injection arm was hurting a lot. It felt like nerve pain from her armpit to her fingers (left arm). She believed her lymph node in her left armpit was swollen because it felt like there's a golf ball pushing into her armpit. These events happened on 06Jan2021 at 01:00. These events were reported as non-serious by reporter. The patient did not receive treatment for these events. The outcome of these events was not resolved. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and the patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.

939482 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MD 49.0 F woke up with swollen eyes - both; a similar reaction the medication is Myrbetriq and had an allergic reaction; researched and found that Myrbetriq has the same ingredient as in the Covid vaccine; polyethylene glycol; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 49-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Lot number EL1284, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 16:30 at a single dose in the right arm for COVID 19 immunization. Medical history included COPD, Hashimoto's and celiac (celiac disease gluten), all were ongoing. The patient had no COVID prior vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of the vaccination. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (TIROSINT), acetylsalicylic acid (BREOPRIN), indometacin (VANTELIN), ethinylestradiol, ferrous fumarate, norethisterone acetate (LO LOESTRIN FE), and cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC). The patient previously took epinephrine and experienced allergies wherein patient required carbocaine at dentist; and mirabegron (MYRBETRIQ) and patient had an allergic reaction (approximately 2 years ago). The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the hospital. They kept the patient for 15 minutes to 20 minutes. She began to have symptoms later that night, both eyes looked like she had been punched, swollen shut when she woke up in the morning. It was also reported as he morning after shot, 06Jan2021 06:00, patient woke up with swollen eyes (both); no swelling anywhere else; swelling continued into mid-afternoon when called into nurse line to report at hospital. Patient reported on Pfizer website the adverse effects but forgot to put in the report medication she was taking and had a similar reaction the medication is Myrbetriq and had an allergic reaction to this medication as well (2 years ago). Patient researched and found that Myrbetriq has the same ingredient as in the Covid vaccine; polyethylene glycol. Patient was advised to take benadryl and cold compresses for swollen eyes (both). They told patient to take benadryl one pill and if symptoms didn't subside to take another Benadryl. She took one benadryl and began to see slight improvement. She took the second benadryl and at around the 2 hour mark she was "pretty good, swelling totally gone and feeling totally okay, it took about 6 hours". The patient had no other symptoms. The events were reported as not serious (did not result in death, not life-threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating and not a congenital anomaly/birth defect). Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Patient stated that no one seemed to be able to tell patient if patient can take the second dose. Patient stated that she found information on CDC website regarding time of onset and ability to take second dose. The event swollen eyes (both) recovered on 06Jan2021; reported as swelling went away by dinner time on 06Jan2021 and eyes were fine at the time of the report. The outcome of the events "allergic reaction" and "researched and found that Myrbetriq has the same ingredient as in the Covid vaccine; polyethylene glycol" was unknown.

939483 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 IL 24.0 M Migraine; fever; muscle soreness; chills; issues staying asleep; shortness of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient).  This 24-year-old male received the second  dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection),LOT# EL0140 at right arm on 06Jan2021 02:15 PM at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. The patient received his first dose of the same vaccine BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on  16Dec2020  02:30 pm at right arm Lot # EK5730 .Medical history included : Ilioinguinal neuralgia and  Migraine without status migrainosus, not intractable.Patient had past drug allergy to Valacyclovir and Nsaids.No COVID prior vaccination. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was hospital .The patient didn't received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient received concomitant medications within 2 weeks of vaccination.On 07Jan2021 at 08:00 AM, upon second dosage of vaccine, the patient experienced Migraine, fever, muscle soreness, shortness of breath, chills and issues staying asleep. The events were assessed as non-serious. The patient had not been tested for COVID post vaccination. No treatment received for the events.The outcome of the events was recovering.

939484 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MN 21.0 F The injection site was red, raised, warm to the touch.; The injection site was red, raised, warm to the touch.; The injection site was red, raised, warm to the touch.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional reporting for herself. A 21-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number EK9231/expiration date: not provided), via intramuscular route of administration, on 04Jan2021 01:00 PM (at the age of 21 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Relevant medical history included heart murmur. The patient has an allergy to sulfa. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 on an unspecified date. Concomitant medication included atenolol, spironolactone, and alprazolam (XANAX). The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 05Jan2021 at 12:00 AM, the patient experienced the injection site was red, raised, warm to the touch. The patient did not receive any treatment for these events. The outcome of the events the injection site was red, raised, warm to the touch was recovering. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

939485 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 F pressure in the eye; photophobia; blurred vision; pain and redness in the eyes; pain and redness in the eyes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 54-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on Wednesday at around 3:40 PM (06Jan2021 15:40) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient went to the eye doctor due to pressure in the eye, photophobia, blurred vision, pain and redness in the eyes in Jan2021. The events outcome was unknown. The patient reported they were not listed as a side effect of the vaccine but she was wondering if there were any reports related to this?  Information on the batch number has been requested.

939486 12/19/2020 01/13/2021 TX 36.0 M Left side face numbness; hypertension; tachycardia; lightheadedness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient himself). A 36-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Elo140), intramuscularly at site of left arm at 11:15 on 19Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies: environmental, sulfa. Concomitant medication included ibuprofen within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced left side face numbness, hypertension, tachycardia and lightheadedness, all at 10:00 on 05Jan2021. All events were identified as non-serious by reporter. The patient received lisinopril 10mg, electrocardiogram (EKG) and blood work for treatment. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The adverse event result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Prior to vaccination, was the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was unknown.

939487 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 ID 51.0 F gut wrenching nausea; stomach ache; flushed; dizzy; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP(patient). A 51 years old female patient received first dose BNT162B2(lot number EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 08:00 at the 51 years old at Arm Left at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was none. The concomitant medications were none. The patient had her first dose on 29Dec2020, she had no fever or chills and she got it at 8AM, and she woke up on 30Dec2020, and for the last 9 days when she wakes up, she was gut wrenchingly nauseated. It lasted like up to sometimes until noon, she still had a little nausea now, and it is almost noon there, and this comes along with being so nauseated. She was having a pretty moderate stomach ache on 30Dec2020, especially after eating, then she was really felt flushed and dizzy on 30Dec2020, but she thought because the nausea was so bad. She had a headache on 30Dec2020 and lasted for 5 days. She was not sick prior to the COVID vaccine. The outcome of the event Headache was recovered on 04Jan2021, the other events was not recovered.

939488 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 MI 34.0 F shingles; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) Pfizer Sponsored Program.  A 34-year-old Female consumer received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 18Dec2020 at 08:45 at single dose in right arm for COVID-19 immunisation at the age of 34-year-old. Lot number was EJ1685. Medical history included ongoing epilepsy. Concomitant medications included ongoing carbamazepine (TEGRETOL) for epilepsy. On 06Jan2021, the patient had shingles. The consumer was provided with medication, VALTREX and she was informed to take it at 1mg three times a day. The consumer was calling because she needed to know if she could get her second dose as she was scheduled to receive it on 08Jan2021. The patient did not recover from the event. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939489 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 TX 26.0 F Low grade temperature; myalgias; fatigue; neck pain; injection site tenderness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient herself). A 26-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were unknown) intramuscular (right arm), on 05Jan2021 at 16:00, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient has no relevant medical history and has no known allergies. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) intramuscular (left arm), on 17Dec2020, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. On 05Jan2021 at 21:00, the patient experienced low-grade temperature, myalgias, fatigue, neck pain, and injection site tenderness. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939490 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 F 1st dose of the vaccine last 29Dec2020/she is already scheduled to take it next Friday; she felt kind of itchy; saw pink all over her body; broke out in a rash; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable nurse (who is also the patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received her 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on 29Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported to have received the 1st dose of the vaccine last 29Dec2020. After a few hours, she felt kind of itchy and saw pink all over her body and broke out in a rash for a few days. She mentioned that it was not anaphylaxis and is looking for recommendations if she can receive the 2nd dose of the vaccine as she is already scheduled to take it next Friday (15Jan2021, pending clarification). The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

939491 01/13/2021 M right leg paresthesia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine and experienced right leg paresthesia on an unspecified date. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939492 12/16/2020 01/13/2021 NJ 50.0 M Positive COVID-19 rapid test; Positive COVID-19 rapid test; Positive COVID-19 rapid test; Patient got sick; 2 weeks of on and off fever and unproductive cough; Patient got sick; 2 weeks of on and off fever and unproductive cough; Patient got sick; 2 weeks of on and off fever and unproductive cough; Lost sense of taste and smell; Lost sense of taste and smell; sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 50-year-old male patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration, on 16Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. On 17Dec2020 patient got sick; 2 weeks of on and off fever and unproductive cough. In Dec2020 the patient also experienced lost sense of taste and smell. On 20Dec2020 the patient underwent COVID-19 rapid POC test and was found positive. The events required emergency room visit. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events and included treatment with Tylenol 650 every 4 hours. The events recovered on unspecified date except unproductive cough and sore throat that were recovering.   The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (COVID-19 rapid POC test) with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.

939493 01/13/2021 F Pain on bone and muscle; Pain on bone and muscle; Swelling of under arm, lymph nodes and breast; Swelling of under arm, lymph nodes and breast; Swelling of under arm, lymph nodes and breast; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number/expiration date: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unknown date as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Relevant medical history and concomitant medication were not provided. On an unknown date, the patient experienced side effects such as pain on bone and muscle, swelling of under arm, lymph nodes and breast. The outcome of the events pain on bone and muscle, swelling of under arm, lymph nodes and breast was unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.

939494 01/13/2021 M headache; fever; injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced headache, fever and injection site pain on an unspecified date after his first dose of the vaccine. Outcome of the events was unknown. The events were assessed as non-serious.  Information on batch/lot number has been requested.

939495 01/13/2021 F Covid; Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Healthcare Professional (HCP).  A female patient of unknown age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient was scheduled for her second dose of vaccine tomorrow (08Jan2021) but she was diagnosed with Covid on 07Jan2021.  Outcome was unknown. Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given. Case will be reevaluated based on follow-up information

939496 01/13/2021 F Drug ineffective; tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist reporting for his/her mother-in-law. A 99-years-old female patient in good health received the first dose of BNT162B2 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date (presumably on 02Jan2021 - to be confirmed) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included monoclonal antibody bamlanivimab on an unknown date. On 06Jan2021 the patient experienced tested positive for COVID-19. It was reported that the patient is scheduled to have her 2nd dose on 23Jan2021. The reporter asked if the patient should wait 90 days before taking the second dose.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between event and suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded

939497 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 VA 35.0 F The patient was a lactating mother; The patient was a lactating mother; Fever 102; Malaise; Headache; Body aches; left axillary pain swelling - lymphedema; left axillary pain swelling - lymphedema; left axillary pain swelling - lymphedema; 1st dose of BNT162B2 on 18Dec2020 13:15/2nd dose on 05Jan2021 13:45; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient) reported for both mother and baby. This is the maternal report. A 35-year-old female patient received 2nd dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK4176), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 05Jan2021 13:45 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included hx mild ehler's danlos syndrome, sulfa and latex sensitivity. No covid-prior-vaccination. No covid-tested-post-vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications included Prenatal. The patient previously received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (lot# EK5730) in left arm on 18Dec2020 13:15 for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced fever 102, malaise, severe headache and body aches, left axillary pain swelling - lymphedema on 06Jan2021 12:15. The patient was a lactating mother. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 102 on 06Jan2021. The outcome of events was recovering. This case was reported as non-serious.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021012166 child case

939498 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CO 29.0 F Fever 101.0F; chills; headache; fatigue; arm soreness; second dose on 05Jan2021 15:30 /first dose on 18Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from an other hcp.  A 29-year-old female non-pregnant patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number=EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 05Jan2021 15:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Facility type vaccine was Hospital. No known allergies. No other medical history. Concomitant medication included ibuprofen, alprazolam, ergocalciferol (VIT D), clarithromycin (CLARITIN), cranberry. No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient received first dose (lot number= EK5730) via an unspecified route of administration at Left arm on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced Fever 101.0F, chills, headache, fatigue, arm soreness on 05Jan2021 20:00.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 101.0 fahrenheit on 05Jan2021. No covid prior vaccination, Covid was test post vaccination via Nasal Swab on 22Dec2020 with result of negative. The events Fever 101.0F, chills, headache, fatigue, arm soreness were recovering. Treatment of acetaminophen received for the events Fever 101.0F, chills, headache, fatigue, arm soreness.

939499 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 CA F joint aches; tachycardia; chills; headache; nausea; lightheadedness; received BNT162B2, 1st dose and 2nd dose both in Jan2021 (before 07Jan2021); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An adult female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), 1st dose and 2nd dose both in Jan2021 (before 07Jan2021) via an unspecified route of administration at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced joint aches, tachycardia, chills, headache, nausea, lightheadedness on an unspecified date of Jan2021. It was unknown if treatment received for events. The outcome of events was unknown. This case was reported as non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939500 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 GA 58.0 F Red, hot and raised at injection site.; Red, hot and raised at injection site.; Red, hot and raised at injection site.; Chills; Low grade fever; Fatigue; Body ache; This is a Spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (reported for herself). A 58-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: ELO140), intramuscular on 04Jan2021 12:30 at single dose at right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Vasculitis, no Allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications received within 2 weeks of vaccination included azathioprine (IMURAN [AZATHIOPRINE]), chlorthalidone, duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA), hydroxychloroquine. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was Hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 05Jan2021 14:00, the patient experienced red, hot and raised at injection site. 18 hours after receiving, she developed chills, low grade fever, fatigue and body ache on 05Jan2021. Treatment received for the adverse events included Tylenol. This report was non-serious per the reporter. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering.

939501 01/13/2021 F positive with covid; positive with covid; sinus strainagned at the back of the throat.; sinus strainagned at the back of the throat.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A female patient of an unspecified age started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced positive with COVID on an unspecified date, sinus strainagned at the back of the throat on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown. Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported "positive with covid" and suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

939502 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 OK 56.0 F Fever; Chills; Fatigue; Body Aches; Headache; Nausea; Other vaccine same date; Other vaccine same date; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). A 56-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 12:00 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included COVID-19. Concomitant medications were none. On the 06Jan2021, other vaccine was vaccinated on the same date at left arm. On 07Jan2021 09:00, patient experienced fever, chills, fatigue, body aches, headache, nausea. Treatment of events "fever, chills, fatigue, body aches, headache, nausea" was unknown. Outcome of "Other vaccine same date" was unknown, while outcome of other events was recovering.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939503 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 FL 67.0 F Fever; pregnant at the time of vaccination; pregnant at the time of vaccination/Other vaccine same date; pregnant at the time of vaccination; Other vaccine same date; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 67-year-old female patient (pregnant: yes) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot/Batch Number: EH9899 and Expiration Date unknown) via unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 10:30 AM (Right arm) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient's medical history included Diabetes mellitus. No covid prior vaccination, no covid tested post vaccination and no Known allergies. The concomitant drug was reported as atorvastatin (LIPITOR), Metformin, clonazepam. After getting the vaccine (on 07Jan2021 15:00) patient was experiencing fever as a side effect. Patient had other vaccine same date. Patient was pregnant at the time of vaccination. No treatment was received. The outcome of event fever was not recovered.  Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.

939504 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MS 49.0 F Nausea; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 49-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (COVID-19 vaccine, brand: Pfizer-BioNTech) lot no: EH9899, intramuscular in left arm on 06Jan2021 01:00 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization in a hospital. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant and no known allergies. No other vaccine was administered in four weeks. No Covid prior to vaccination and was not Covid tested post vaccination. The patient experienced nausea and headache on 06Jan2021 18:00. The events were reported as non-serious. Treatment was not given for the events. The patient was recovering from the events.

939505 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 DC 39.0 F Fever, chills, tiredness, feeling unwell, flu like symptoms; Fever, chills, tiredness, feeling unwell, flu like symptoms; Fever, chills, tiredness, feeling unwell, flu like symptoms; feeling unwell; Fever, chills, tiredness, feeling unwell, flu like symptoms; dose 1 received on 17Dec2020 while dose 2 received on 05Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A 39-year-old non-pregnant female patient received her second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 15:30 at single dose in her right arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension. Concomitant medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination included metoprolol and hydrochlorothiazide. The patient had known allergies to lisinopril and had historical vaccine included her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EK5730) on 17Dec2020 15:30 in her right arm for covid-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced fever, chills, tiredness, feeling unwell, flu like symptoms on 06Jan2021 15:30. The adverse events fever, chills, tiredness, feeling unwell, flu like symptoms result in any of the following included doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment was received for the adverse events fever, chills, tiredness, feeling unwell, flu like symptoms. The outcome of the events fever, chills, tiredness, feeling unwell, flu like symptoms was recovering.

939506 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 CA 46.0 F Palpitations; Chest pressure; Lightheadedness; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 46-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscularly on 23Dec2020 14:15 at left arm, at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included history of seizure, known allergies: topical Sulfa. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included (ascorbic acid) (VITAMIN C), (sambucus nigra) (ELDERBERRY), (linum usitatissimum seed oil) (FLAXSEED OIL), (allium sativum) (GARLIC). The patient previously took lamotrigine (LAMICTAL) and known allergies: LAMICTAL. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient experienced palpitations, chest pressure, lightheadedness and nausea on 23Dec2020 14:15. The patient received Zofran and Meclizine given. Event resulted in: Emergency room. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No seriousness criteria: no Results in death, no Life threatening, no Caused/prolonged hospitalization, no Disabling/Incapacitating, no Congenital anomaly/birth defect.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939507 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 IL 42.0 F Headache; Mental foggy; body aches; tired; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 42-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) intramuscular in right arm on 06Jan2021 H 05:00 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization, lot number: EL3246. Medical history was reported as none. Patient had no known allergies and had no COVID prior vaccination. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medications received within 2 weeks of vaccination included Antibiotic. On 07Jan2021 at 09:00 AM patient experienced headache, mental foggy, body aches and tired. She was not treated for the events. Patient had not been tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. Patient was recovering from the events at the time of the report.  No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

939508 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 F received her 1st COVID vaccine shot 22Dec2020, however she got diagnosed with COVID; received her 1st COVID vaccine shot 22Dec2020, however she got diagnosed with COVID / pneumonia; rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  This 77-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. After the first dose, the patient got diagnosed with COVID. She does not want to waste a second dose if it will not be useful. Everyone on her department has had COVID, and have been told to wait 3 months before getting their second dose. Caller had a 'rash' after her 1st dose of the COVID vaccine. The patient is now recuperating from the pneumonia. Outcome of pneumonia was recovering while outcome of the other events was unknown. Information on the Lot/Batch Number has been requested.

939509 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 27.0 F Fever; body aches; joint pain; headache; diarrhea; dizzy spells; uncontrollable shakes; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a Non-contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 27-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 06Jan2021 13:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history reported as none. Known allergies: NO (Allergies to medications, food, or other products: No). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. List of any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination: No. The patient experienced Fever, body aches, joint pain, headache, diarrhea, dizzy spells, uncontrollable shakes, chills, all on 06Jan2021 21:00 with outcome of recovering.  Pregnant at the time of vaccination: No. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered: Hospital. If the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine: No. No treatment received for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, was the patient diagnosed with COVID-19: No. Since the vaccination, has the patient been tested for COVID-19: Yes. Covid test post vaccination: Nasal Swab on 07Dec2021 with result negative. AE was not resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or urgent care. Serious: No. Seriousness criteria-Results in death: No. Seriousness criteria-Life threatening: No. Seriousness criteria-Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No. Seriousness criteria-Disabling/Incapacitating: No. Seriousness criteria-Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number could not be requested. No further information is expected.

939510 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MI 37.0 F nausea; vomiting; significant amount of diaphoresis; sudden onset of joint pain in upper torso involving fingers, elbows, and shoulders; Pain progressed into lower body; enlargement of the right supraclavicular lymph node; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist(patient). A 37 years old female patient received second dose BNT162B2, Intramuscular on 05Jan2021 11:30 at the 37 years old at Arm Right at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The medical history included Asthma and Seasonal Allergies. The concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took fist dose BNT162B2 on 16Dec2020 12:00 PM, Intramuscular at Arm Right at 37 years old for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient developed sudden onset of joint pain in upper torso involving fingers, elbows, and shoulders approximately 11 to 12 hours post immunization on 05Jan2021 23:00. Pain progressed into lower body throughout the night on 05Jan2021 23:00. The next morning, the pain increased to a point which caused severe nausea and vomiting on 06Jan2021. The patient received Toradol and Zofran to ease symptoms. After which, her husband was called to transport me home from work. The next 24 hours, the patient rested. During which, the patient experienced a significant amount of diaphoresis on 06Jan2021.  Forty-eight hours later, my symptoms are improving. I am sore, but functional. The only new occurrence is enlargement of the right supraclavicular lymph node in Jan2021. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient was not Allergies to medications, food, or other products. The outcome of events was recovering.  The information on the batch number has been requested.

939511 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 MN 37.0 F Inability to move head; Shoulder and neck pain. Severe neck and shoulder pain day Seven; Shoulder and neck pain. Severe neck and shoulder pain day Seven; Severe pain at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse  (Patient). A 37-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ685), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 23Dec2020 14:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization in hospital. Medical history included ankylosing spondylitis. Known allergies included sulfa antibiotics. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. There was no vaccine in four weeks. The patient experienced severe pain at injection site on 24Dec2020 at 12: 00 PM for four days. Then on day 28Dec2020 and 29Dec2020, the patient experienced shoulder and neck pain. Severe neck and shoulder pain occurred on day 30Dec2020. The patient experienced inability to move head on an unspecified date. The patient went to doctor on 04Jan2021. The events result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Treatment was unknown. The events were non-serious. The outcome of the events was unknow.

939512 01/13/2021 CA M hurts from his arm all the way through his neck and jaw and threw the rest of his body; hurts from his arm all the way through his neck and jaw and threw the rest of his body; hurts from his arm all the way through his neck and jaw and threw the rest of his body; This is a spontaneous report from a non contactable consumer. An adult male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced hurts from his arm all the way through his neck and jaw and threw the rest of his body on 07Jan2021 with outcome of recovering. He said it was worse than any flu he has ever felt. No therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the event. The event was considered as non serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

939513 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 IL 60.0 F achy knees/ achy joints/ achy right elbow; Headache; her temperature was 96, but not a fever; Achy back; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 60-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (Batch/lot number: EJ1685, Pfizer product), via an unspecified route of administration in in left arm on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient was receiving concomitant therapy. The patient previous received first dose of BNT162B2 on 08Dec2020 and experienced left arm a little sore at the injection site. The patient experienced achy knees/ achy joints/ achy right elbow, headache, her temperature was 96, but not a fever, achy back, all on 07Jan2021. She got her 2nd vaccine (COVID-19 Vaccine) on 06Jan2021 and this morning, the longer the morning goes on, she felt achy, has a headache, feels like she has a fever but does not. Had temperature taken this morning going into work and it was 93. Just now, her temperature was 96, but not a fever. She stated that this was nothing major, but the information she received said to call and report anything. First temperature taken this morning was from a forehead thermometer. The type of thermometer used for her second temperature this morning was not provided. She was a secretary for environmental services at the hospital she works at. She stated that she thought she could go to work and had to leave. She was going to bed as soon as she hangs up. Height: she used to be 5 feet 8 inches. She was counting on feeling better by tomorrow. She further described her achy feeling as her joints are achy including her knees, back and her elbow, but only her right elbow. She received the injection in her left arm. All she wanted to do now, was to crawl into a warm bed. She stated that she was fine after the first shot. Her arm was a little sore and that was it. She had her first COVID-19 Vaccine injection in her left arm. The soreness at the injection site lasted 2 days and then recovered completely. She did not provide her concomitant medications, stating that she took the same medications that she usually took and had not started anything new. She stated that she was 60 and has the what she had, but she did not have anything of concern; further stating that she had no breathing difficulties or anything like that. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body height: 172.72 cm, body temperature: 93, body temperature: 96, all on an unspecified date. The outcome of events was not resolved.

939514 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NY 51.0 F Chills; Joints were sore; Left upper arm is sore; Nausea; Light-headed; Tired; allergies; allergies; Body was not feeling well, she felt like she was getting the flu; Body was not feeling well, she felt like she was getting the flu; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 51-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot Number: E10142), via an unspecified route of administration on left upper arm at 10:40 AM on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hip replacement from Aug2020 (Right hip replaced in Aug2020, she was a runner and this is due to wear and tear), allergies, family history included diabetes and high blood pressure. Concomitant medication included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC). Additional Vaccines Administered on Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect: none. The patient previously received flu vaccine for immunization. The patient was having symptoms, nothing life threatening but she wanted to report them. Weight: 150lb-152lb. She was in healthcare but not a healthcare provider, she work in a outpatient clinic. Her first shot was on 05Jan2021. That day she experienced nausea and was light headed in the evening on 05Jan2021. She thought it was her allergies. She was really tired and went to bed really early that night. She got chills last night on 06Jan2021 and her body was not feeling well, she felt like she was getting the flu. Her joints were sore and her head started to hurt. The nausea, light headedness and tired feeling got worse last and she went to bed even earlier that night. She took her temperature this morning, she didn't take it last night as she knew she would get some symptoms from the shot, and she had no fever. Sometimes got light symptoms from the flu vaccine that she got every year, she had no product name, NDC, Lot, or Expiry for that product. When she woke up her head was still killing her but felt sickly. She went to work, she just thought she would power through it but she felt like she could go home and go right to sleep. The day of the shot she took a One a Day Women for 50 and over and a Zyrtec. Yesterday morning she took the Zyrtec but not the vitamin and she didn't take either this morning due to her stomach. She was told she should take Tylenol so maybe she would take that today. It was also noted that her left upper arm was sore where she got the shot on 05Jan2021, it had gotten better today. The outcome of events feeling unwell and flu-like illness was unknown. The outcome of event pain in arm was recovering, the outcome of rest events was not recovered.

939515 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 IN F weak; achy; slight headache; Minor chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP). An adult female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular at Left arm on 06Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Medical history included Seasonal and to nickle (metal) allergy. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. It was unknown if patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient's Historical Vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 in Dec2020 for covid-19 immunization. Patient felt fine immediately after the day 21 shot (second dose). One day after the day 21 shot on 07Jan2021, patient reported weak, achy, and slight headache. Minor chills were also reported. It was unknown if patient received treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was unknown. Information about batch/lot number was requested.
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939516 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 MN 36.0 M post nasal drip symptoms; Cough; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 36-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, Lot number: EJ1685, unknown expiration), by injection to left deltoid, on 30Dec2020, at single dose for COVID 19 vaccination.  Medical history included epilepsy since 2015 and ongoing haemophilia (born with it).  There were no concomitant medications. The patient want to confirm one thing, he got the COVID 19 vaccination because he is frontline (first line worker), a paramedic, and has the lot number and all that, he got it on 30Dec2020, and last night (06Jan2021), the patient started having cough, fatigue, and stated he has been taking Tylenol. He has had no fever. The patient asked, "Is there something else that needs to be done?".  The patient has a post nasal drip symptoms (unspecified date; diagnosed a long time ago), and was prescribed albuterol for it, and has used it a couple times, but is not short of breath or nothing. He can do daily activities. The patient is planning on getting second dose, scheduled for 19Jan2021.  The patient had not recovered from the event cough, while unknown outcome for the remaining events.

939517 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MO 43.0 M heart is racing; face felt hot; irregular heartbeat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 43-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the left shoulder on 06Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 protection. Medical history included with irregular heartbeat (diagnosed years ago). There were no concomitant medications. The patient stated that his heart was racing. He was sleeping and woke up to heart racing 130-140. He had irregular heartbeat and his face felt hot the morning of 07Jan2021. He did not know if it was his heart, nerves or what. was his first dose. He got the vaccine on his job and stated that sometimes his heartrate goes up and down not to this magnitude and not while sleeping. He had asked one of the nurses during vaccination about having irregular heartbeat and taking the vaccine and was told that one could die of much worst than this. Patient wanted to know if he should go to the doctor and what to do. Outcome of the event heart racing was recovering while for face felt hot was recovered on the same day of 07Jan2021, and for the remaining event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939518 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 IL 45.0 M Rash/rash on his forearm that went to both forearms; elevated blood pressure/He already has high blood pressure and it was elevated after the vaccine; felt warm inside; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable consumer (patient). A 45-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 06Jan2021, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included high blood pressure from Apr2020 and ongoing. Ongoing concomitant medication included lisinopril from Apr2020 for blood pressure/high blood pressure. The patient received the vaccine between 1:30-2:00pm yesterday afternoon (06Jan2021). He waited for 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine and he was ok. Later, on 06Jan2021, he developed a rash on his forearm that went to both forearms. He already has high blood pressure and it was elevated after the vaccine. During the night he felt like he was warm inside. He took a low dose Bayer Aspirin. The outcome of the event rash and hypertension was not recovered, and the outcome of the event feeling hot was recovered on 07Jan2021.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939519 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 AZ 67.0 F Nausea; Vomiting; Diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (works as a non-emergency medical transporter). A 67-year-old female patient started to receive bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as Covid-19 vaccine; lot number: EL1284; expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration left arm on 31Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient has no medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she had the Covid-19 vaccine last Thursday (31Dec2020). She was asking if nausea, vomiting and diarrhea were side effects since she has experienced these. The outcome of the event vomiting was recovered on 07Jan2021 with sequelae while the outcome of the other events was recovering.

939520 12/08/2020 01/13/2021 IL 60.0 F Her arm was a little sore; The soreness at the injection site lasted 2 days; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself. A 60-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration (arm left) on 08Dec2020 (lot unknown) at SINGLE DOSE; and second dose via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE (lot number EJ1685) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient was taking unspecified concomitant medications (same medications that she usually takes and has not started anything new). Patient reported that she was fine after the first shot. Her arm was a little sore on Dec2020 and that was it. The soreness at the injection site lasted 2 days and then recovered completely. She has no breathing difficulties or anything similar. Outcome of the event "Her arm was a little sore" was unknown while recovered for " The soreness at the injection site lasted 2 days" on Dec2020.

939521 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 WI 27.0 F About an hour after receiving the vaccine my throat became itchy and my soft palate had minor swelling with bumps; About an hour after receiving the vaccine my throat became itchy and my soft palate had minor swelling with bumps; About an hour after receiving the vaccine my throat became itchy and my soft palate had minor swelling with bumps; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 27-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm 21Dec2020 08:00 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital.  It was reported that the patient had allergies with algae in lakes and had reaction (throat became itchy and soft palate had minor swelling with bumps).  Concomitant medication included melatonin (MELATONIN). Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and had not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. On 21Dec2020 09:00 (about an hour after receiving the vaccine), the patient throat became itchy and her soft palate had minor swelling with bumps. The patient mentioned that algae in lakes gives me a similar reaction. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The patient recovered from the events on an unknown date.

939522 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 IN 39.0 M Sore arm; fatigue; headache; sore eyea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. A 39-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at 06Jan2021 06:45AM at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was left arm and it was the second dose. The facility type vaccine was hospital. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included hydrochlorothiazide, losartan potassium (HYZAAR), ibuprofen, omeprazole. The patient previously took amoxicillin and experienced drug hypersensitivity. Patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 at 16Dec2020 12:45 PM left arm for covid-19 immunization, then on 22Dec2020, patient tested Nasal Swab, the result was positive. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to the first dose of vaccination. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced Sore arm, fatigue, headache, sore eyea on 07Jan2021 03:00 AM with outcome of recovering. Patient didn't receive treatment for the adverse events. The events were reported as non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939523 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 IA 48.0 F 2nd shot, 12 hrs after body aches; 24 hrs after fevers high 102.5; rigors; felt I was burning up; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional reporting for herself (patient). A 48-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date unknown) intramuscularly at Left arm on 05Jan2021 12:00 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Facility type vaccine was Hospital. Medical history included allergies to Sulfa, mild ragweed. Concomitant medication included montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC ALLERGY), estradiol (VIVELLE DOT). The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 vaccine (Lot number EK5730) via intramuscular route of administration in the right arm on 15Dec2020 at 12:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. On 15Dec2020 at 12:30, the patient experienced warm feeling throughout body and heart race which lasted 10 seconds. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination she had not been tested for COVID-19. Adverse events reported as "2nd shot, 12 hrs after body aches, 24 hrs after fevers high 102.5, rigors and felt was burning up". Adverse event start date was reported as 06Jan2021 06:00AM. No treatment received for the events. Outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021.  Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.

939524 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 WA 40.0 F soreness at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 40-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: ek5730), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 06Jan2021 17:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications included ascorbic acid (VIT C), ergocalciferol (VIT D), glucosamine and curcuma longa (TURMERIC). The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient experienced soreness at the injection site on an unspecified date. The patient assessed the event as non-serious. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  The outcome of the event was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

939525 12/15/2020 01/13/2021 WV 29.0 F fever; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program. A contactable consumer (patient) reported that a 29-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EH9899; expiry date: unknown) via unspecified route of administration, on 15Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included stress, cold sores, and birth control. Concomitant medications included valaciclovir hydrochloride (VALTREX) from 2009 and ongoing for cold sores, fluticasone propionate (FLONASE), and ethinylestradiol, ferrous fumarate, norethisterone acetate (BLISOVI FE 1/20) from 2006 and ongoing for birth control. The patient received the vaccine through work. The first time she got it, she had a fever on 16Dec2020 that lasted in 24 hours (until 17Dec2020). She also had body aches that lasted for 48 hours. Those were from the 16th to 18Dec2020. She received the first dose on the 15Dec2020. Then, the morning of the 16Dec2020, she noticed body aches. She didn't get a fever until later that afternoon. She got the vaccine because she works in a nursing home. She is an essential worker who is at high risk. The patient recovered from the fever on 17Dec2020 and recovered from body aches on 18Dec2020.

939526 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 IL 30.0 F received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) on 18Dec2020 07:00 at SINGLE DOSE, second dose on 07Jan2021 11:00; injection site pain; swelling, and itching at injection site; itching at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). The 30-years-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) unknown on left arm on 18Dec2020 07:00 at SINGLE DOSE, second dose via unknown on left arm on 07Jan2021 11:00 at SINGLE DOSE, both in hospital for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included n/a. Concomitant medication included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC). The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks. No COVID prior or post vaccination. No Known allergies. The patient experienced injection site pain, swelling, and itching at injection site on 07Jan2021 19:00. No treatment received. The outcome of the event  Drug use for unapproved schedule was unknown and for the rest events was not recovered.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

939527 01/13/2021 TN M after the first shot he had mild arm soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for self. This male physician (patient) with unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that after the first shot he had mild arm soreness with no other symptoms. The outcome of event was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939528 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 KY 53.0 M headaches on both sides of his head; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician reporting for himself. A 53-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at 0.3ml single dose on 30Dec2020 in the left deltoid for COVID-19 immunisation at the age of 53-year-old. Lot number was EK9231, expiration date 30Apr2021. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. On 31Dec2020, headaches on both sides of his head; the event was considered medically significant. The patient received TYLENOL for the event. The patient did not recover from the event. The physician considered the event was related to suspect vaccine. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

939529 01/13/2021 CA M Experienced sore arm pain (3/10); This is a spontaneous report from contactable Pharmacist (patient).   A 42-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose on an unspecified date for Covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were none.  The patient experienced sore arm pain (3/10) on an unspecified date one day after receiving COVID-19 vaccine. The outcome of event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/Batch number cannot be obtained.

939532 01/13/2021 CA F fever 101.8 degrees Fahrenheit; Headache; generalized pain; little tenderness where the injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient.  A 54-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on an unknown date as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.   Medical history included diabetes mellitus and COVID-19 (prior to vaccination). Concomitant medications included metformin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) and glipizide (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN).  On an unknown date after the vaccination, the patient had a fever 101.8 degrees Fahrenheit, headache, generalized pain, and a little tenderness where the injection was given. The patient took acetaminophen (TYLENOL) for the events. The clinical outcomes of fever 101.8 degrees Fahrenheit, headache, generalized pain, and a little tenderness where the injection was given were unknown. The events of fever 101.8 degrees Fahrenheit, headache, generalized pain, and a little tenderness where the injection was given were assessed as related to the vaccine.

939533 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 FL 74.0 F Got really sick overnight; Headache; Chills; Body aches; Nausea; Joints hurt; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient.  A 74-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 (at the age of 74-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included thyroid disorder.  Concomitant medications included levothyroxine from an unknown date at 100 (units not provided) for thyroid. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number unknown) on an unknown date (at the age of 74-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. After the patient received the second BNT162B2 vaccine dose, overnight the patient got really sick, the patient experienced headache, chills, body aches, nausea, and joints hurt, all on unknown dates in Jan2021, per the patient it started during the night. The patient received ibuprofen (ADVIL) as treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of got really sick overnight and chills were unknown and the outcome of the events headache, body aches, nausea, and joints hurt was not recovered. It was also reported that the patient has been tested for COVID-19 with unknown results, the patient stated they get a COVID test every week at work.

939534 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 U Within 2 to 3 hours I started with lot of fever, I haven't been able to take it off; I am still sick; Sever body aches; Flu like symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This nurse reported information for two patients. This is the first of the two reports.    A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 as first single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient reported as follows " within 2 to 3 hours I started with lot of fever, I haven't been able to take it off ", " I am still sick ", " sever body aches ", " flu like symptoms ", all on 02Jan2021.  Details were as follows: The reactions occurred immediately after the vaccination. Patient received the vaccine on a Saturday and immediately within 2 to 3 hours. The patient indicated that two reacted immediately like that and haven't been able to get any better.  The outcomes of events were unknown.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021015660 Same reporter/drug, different patient/event.

939535 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 F Significant glare; Increase of intraocular pressure/can feel the pressure up; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer, the patient.  A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included glaucoma and the patient was hard of hearing. Concomitant medications were unknown. On an unknown date the patient experienced significant glare and increase of intraocular pressure, the patient can feel the pressure up.  The patient stated that she had her first vaccine for Covid-19 one week ago today (29Dec2020) and her husband is well and just had his the same evening and he has a history of A-Fib and he is absolutely fine, no side effects and the patient could not find any significant side effects until the delayed side effect occurred and her son who is a doctor thinks it's not related to the vaccine but the patient stated she had a history of advanced glaucoma. The patient further stated she called and questioned him about why the patient would have excessive glare that was delayed after the number of days that the patient took her vaccine, which was 7 days ago, and it was yesterday, and today is better. The patient was due to go back Friday the 15th to receive the second dose of the Pfizer Vaccine, and the patient cannot find information related to the vaccine with advanced glaucoma or increase of IOP (intraocular pressure), the patient was inquiring if she should return for the full dose or maybe the half dose. The clinical outcome of the glare and increase of intraocular pressure was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

939536 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 U started getting sick; Throwing up; heart rate is up; Slight fever; diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 as single dose for COVID -19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient started getting sick, and was throwing up, heart rate is up, slight fever, diarrhea, all on an unspecified date.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included heart rate up like 135 on an unspecified date.  The outcome of  events was unknown.

939537 01/13/2021 GA 60.0 F I lost the sense of taste; I am getting the same sensation on my tongue that I got when I tested positive with Covid; I am smelling a chemical smell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 60-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypertension and COVID-19 (tested positive with COVID), which the patient elaborated, "I could not taste a thing as I normally would so I went out to drink some coffee to taste the coffee and you know I am getting the same sensation on my tongue that I got when I tested positive with COVID but that's all. I have never experienced before until I became positive about 2 months ago and that was in the first of November and I, that has never happened before and now, then it came back while I was quarantined and now, you know I was eating earlier and I had the taste everything I ate and then just called all of a sudden I couldn't taste I was snacking on so." Concomitant medication included hydrochlorothiazide, triamterene (TRIAMTERENE AND HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE). On an unspecified date, the patient lost the sense of taste; she was getting the same sensation on her tongue that she got when she tested positive with COVID. She was also smelling a chemical smell. No therapeutic measures was taken as a result of the event. Clinical outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939538 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 U swollen lymph node in the bottom of left arm, which was the same arm which the patient had the vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number:  EV9231), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 04Jan2021 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On 05Jan2021, the patient experienced a swollen lymph node in the bottom of left arm, which was the same arm which the patient had the vaccination.  The clinical outcome of the swollen lymph node was unknown.

939539 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 FL M Headache; I have a 101 something temperature; I am running a fever; Fatigue; Achy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 59-year-old male patient started to receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included High Blood Pressure, asthma, Double pneumonia and Covid from Jul2020 to an unknown date (Yes, I had pneumonia when I was in the hospital with the Covid.  it was 26Jul2020 was the discharge date and I was in there for 5 days/When probed for reason of hospitalization, consumer stated, "Double Pneumonia and Covid").  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient stated, "I had the Covid shot, my wife asked me to give you guys feedback, so that is why I am calling. Some of my symptoms were similar to the Covid." When probed for the if any doctor prescribed the vaccine, consumer stated, "No but I was a little concerned with my symptoms that I had one because I already had Covid, they were very similar but not as intense. So, actually I went to have a Covid test tonight, a Rapid Covid test and I was negative." When probed for the dose and Route of administration, consumer stated, "It was the shot in the arm." When probed for any lab test performed, consumer stated, "They are supposed to give me another shot in 2 weeks." When probed for any treatment, consumer stated, "So I took Tylenol when I got very bad headache and I have a 101 something temperature so I am running a fever and fatigue, achy." Consumer further stated, "Just a question like I had the shot on 30th and I am sure these symptoms are going to "disappear" (not clarified) with the time, is there any recommended time period." The outcome of the events was unknown.

939540 01/03/2021 01/13/2021 TX 33.0 F headache that comes and goes and was just there; Nausea; Feeling unwell; Had some fatigue as well; In few minutes I started feeling really hot; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient.  A 33-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: "EL324U"), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 (at the age of 33-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  In Jan2021, the patient experienced headache that comes and goes and was just there, nausea, feeling unwell, some fatigue, and feeling hot. The patient took ibuprofen and acetaminophen (TYLENOL) for the headache; but did not seem to help. The clinical outcomes of headache, nausea, feeling unwell, fatigue, and feeling hot were unknown.

939541 01/13/2021 NC 38.0 F PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE administered subcutaneously; nodes in the patient's left armpit were swollen and huge; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 38-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), subcutaneous (reported as subcutes) in the left arm on an unspecified date (reported as Saturday morning) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included hashimoto. There were no concomitant medications. In the morning of 04Jan2021, the nodes in the patient's left armpit were swollen and huge. She got her vaccine in her left arm. No treatment was received for the patient's left armpit being swollen and huge. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

939542 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 FL 41.0 F Numbness in the site of the injection which is the left side, my arm, only on the left side; Bloody nose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EJ1685; Expiration date was not reported) on 04Jan2021 on the left arm at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no relevant medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient had numbness at the site of the injection which was the left side (arm), and only on the left side; and had bloody nose. The patient had received treatment for the reported adverse event. The outcome of the events, 'numbness at the site of the injection' and 'bloody nose', was unknown.

939543 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 AZ U Temperature of 101.6; Pulse oximeter reading is 91; Heart rate is 101; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2, via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 05Jan2020, had a temperature of 101.6, pulse oximeter reading was 91 and heart rate was 101. Patient wanted to know what specific side effects have been noted  with the vaccine  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939544 01/13/2021 FL M Chills; Fatigue; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect received from a contactable consumer. A male patient of an unspecified age started to receive bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as COVID vaccine; lot number and expiration date), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that he had chills, fatigue and nausea and also "on that form, that talks about day 1 and other dates throughout the week". The patient stated that he is cautious of heavy side effects in the future and he did not explain any of those because he thought he would have to call every day. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

939545 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 F Has all the symptoms the injection site pain; Hives; Headache; Muscle pain; Chills; Joint pain; Fever; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a Non-contactable consumer reported for daughter. A female patient of unknown age received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient got her second shot of the COVID-19 Vaccine, Pfizer. She got the second shot today (05Jan2021) and she had basically all of the symptoms, the injection site pain, hives, headache, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, fever, nausea. Reporter was requested to visit the nearest emergency room or contact the HealthCare providers. Reporter asked if the patient could take Tylenol. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

939546 01/13/2021 LA 68.0 F Pain in the breast/all of a sudden it was just like a shot stinging pain because it's on the same side that I had the injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 68-year-old female patient received the first dose of dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EL0142, exp. date: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on the arm on unknown date at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included breast cancer from 2015 (reported as about 6 years ago and that doesn't have anything) and thyroid disorder (reported as thyroid).  Concomitant medication included levothyroxine (LEVOTHYROXINE) for thyroid. On an unknown date, the patient had a side effect of pain in the breast and all of a sudden it was just like a shot stinging pain because it's on the same side of the injection. The patient mentioned that it didn't happen that day of injection, it happened the next night and also then the night after but not as bad. The patient was going to her gynecologist next Tuesday (in 2021) and will check her. Outcome of the event was unknown.

939547 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 U Arm pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of an unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration, on 31Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the COVID vaccine last Thursday (31Dec2020) and just wanted to know that he/she was still having some arm pain since an unspecified date and the patient wanted to see if that is normal. The patient had not recovered from the event.

939548 12/17/2020 01/13/2021 U I started to fell numb around my body and my waistline; It is itchy it is like a red rashes not too many but it is so painful; my right side below my belly it is panful and has rashes; It is itchy it is like a red rashes not too many but it is so painful; my right side below my belly it is panful and has rashes; It is itchy it is like a red rashes not too many but it is so painful; my right side below my belly it is panful and has rashes; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Consumer stated, " I got this vaccine (COVID Vaccine) 17Dec and I just found out today that I should have those, I put it on my app every day that they sending you message and how you feel and everything but after the vacation went up in (state), I have this vaccine and 28 or 27 I started to fell numb around my body and my waistline and then I went to ER and then after that it started itchy and then when it is itchy it is like a red rashes not too many but it is so painful and tomorrow I am going to have a vaccine second shot, I was thinking is that cause of the vaccine, the Pfizer that I had." When paraphrased the concern, consumer stated, "And the rashes are painful, this is my experience. I have never experienced this before. This side, my right side below my belly it is panful and has rashes and when I get up in the morning and this bothering me. I have another vaccine tomorrow, is that from the vaccine? I have information here, the pink form that they gave that has fever, diarrhea, allergy, short breath but this is not there so I am asking what is happening." The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

939549 01/13/2021 M Weakness in upper leg; Weakness in upper leg and hip area; Could not walk; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient's wife). A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient had his Pfizer vaccine (unspecified vaccine) on Monday and about 18 hours after the vaccine, he developed weakness in his upper leg and the hip area to the point where he could not walk for a short period of time. The other factor is that he had a transdermal anti-nausea patch (unspecified medication) at the same time and we don't know if that contributed to the reaction and it really only lasted maybe 30 minutes, the actual inability to walk was maybe 30 minutes and then gradually over the next 24 hours he was almost back to normal. The patient was almost 36 hours now and he is feeling like pretty close to normal strength wise, almost 90%. So, the patient want to know if this weakness is a reaction. The patient is now becoming concerned about taking the second portion of the vaccine because of the reaction that he had but don't know if it was transdermal patch that might have contributed to this. The outcome of the events was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939550 01/13/2021 F Ear pain; Sore throat; Stiffness in her neck; Temperature was about 99.8 so nothing incredibly high so it is just elevated temperature; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for his wife.  A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2, (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date to an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter stated that, "My wife received the Pfizer vaccine 6 days ago and for the last two days she had pain in regards to ear pain and very sore throat as well stiffness in her neck and I just took her temperature and it was about 99.8 so nothing incredibly high so it is just elevated temperature and I was calling to see if the throat and ear and neck pain have been reported side effects or symptoms of the Pfizer vaccine and is it something which requires medical treatment." The outcome of the events was unknown.

939551 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 VA 29.0 F I am having chills since last night; Shortness and breathlessness last night; throat is super dry; don't have too much pain in my left arm right where I got the vaccine; Left clavicle that is swollen and painful to touch; Left clavicle that is swollen and painful to touch; Little bit fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for herself. A 29-year-old female patient received her second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (expiry date: Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 05Jan2021 at single dose to get vaccinated to prevent COVID. Medical history was none. Concomitant medication included ascorbic acid, ergocalciferol, nicotinamide, retinol, riboflavin, thiamine hydrochloride (VITAMINS) and hadn't taken Vitamins yesterday or day before. The patient got yesterday on 05Jan2021 the vaccine and thought that it was a side effect which she didn't have with the first vaccine. She had been having chills since last night 05Jan2021 and little bit of fever in Jan2021. She didn't have too much pain in her left arm right where she got the vaccine but her left clavicle that was swollen and painful to touch in Jan2021. The patient felt like she had a little bit of shortness and breathlessness last night 05Jan2021 but she was fine, her throat was super dry in Jan2021. For lot number, she stated "It is E. I am not sure what the next one is. It might be like a 21284." The patient had taken only pain killers she took two pain killers before she went to bed she took two pain killers when she woke in the middle of night and in morning. For Lab work, she just started feeling like between 12. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939552 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 IN 60.0 F Ringing in ears; Triggered to migraine; Cannot hear, Sounded like everything was muffled; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse.  A 60-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 14:56 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included hypertension, previously had an allergic reaction to just one antibiotic.  Concomitant medication included nifedipine, carvedilol.  Consumer stated, "About 15 minutes into after getting the injection, I was sitting to the site they asked me to stay longer because I previously had an allergic reaction to just one antibiotic (Unspecified Medication).So that was within the 15 minute mark I started getting ringing in my ears and at the 20 mark I had migraine. I had them since I was about 9, they were diagnosed, it triggered a migraine. Although the ringing had gotten better in the last year but it is really bad in the right and it is now causing me (incomplete sentence)." Consumer stated, "I am probably say like I am yelling at you. I cannot hear and my son keeps telling me mom you are yelling. I did not see that I am 'ringing to your sheath' ringing in the ear, the headache. I just see my headache is better today. I had a little bit of it but nothing you know Excedrin or something would take care of not enough for me to go take that but it is the ringing and I cannot hear out of that ear. I put my phone up and ringed up. Consumer stated, "Recently my mom had COVID (further not clarified), I barely heard it. On the 23rd of Dec and I keep in contact with my family,they are 13 of us and I picked up the phone and instinctively put it to my right ear, I could not hear and I kept looking at the phone and I thought wait a minute and I put it to my left seems to be okay. It is the right I cannot hear."  Consumer further added, "I am a Nurse so you expect this, that is why I waited this long because I got the injection at like 3 O'clock yesterday and I waited even longer thinking maybe it will just go away and So I know you guys want to know everything that is going on. So I said wise better to call." Date of vaccination: Consumer stated, "04Jan2021 (Clarified as 04Jan2021) and the time was 2:56 PM." Consumer further added, "It is the only thing I could think of. It is the only thing that I could think of that I did differently out of my daily habits to go get this injection. I would say within 15 minutes it just started turning my head and I was like wait a minute I am having ringing and then they had music playing above our head, it sounded like everything was muffled then I turn my head to the right I could hear better and they kept turning my head and one of the administrators at the table started looking at me so I get up and I said you know what I am having ringing in my ear so they had me seated there a bit longer." Dose and route of administration: Consumer stated, "I think she pulled up one cc that I saw and I got it in my left deltoid." Treatment: Consumer stated, "No." Causality: Consumer stated, "I would have to say because it  started like say in the 15 minute mark and then the headache came in about 20 minute mark." The outcome of the event Headache was resolved while the outcome of the other events was unknown.

939553 01/13/2021 M Received the first dose of Pfizer COVID Vaccine and then tested positive after receiving it; Received the first dose of Pfizer COVID Vaccine and then tested positive after receiving it; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer (patient) reported that a male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (lot no. and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of Pfizer COVID Vaccine and then tested positive after receiving it. He says it has been 14 days after he tested positive and he is wondering about getting his second dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

939554 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 U On the second day, I had the pain it was really bad pain; I felt my legs like they were burning and throbbing and then it got swollen, both leg got swollen, right leg more than the other; I felt my legs like they were burning and throbbing and then it got swollen, both leg got swollen, right leg more than the other; I felt my legs like they were burning and throbbing and then it got swollen, both leg got swollen, right leg more than the other; Rush in my head it went on the top off my head; Dizziness; Fast heart beat but it was for few minutes; My leg and my lower body started hurting me a lot; My leg and my lower body started hurting me a lot; I was trying to get inside the car I was having problem, once I got home I was having slight problem with going up the stairs to enter my home; I felt like I had a breakout in my mouth like the small, like there were blisters inside my mouth, my gummies behind the lip area; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  Consumer stated, "I had the COVID-19 Vaccine on the 29th of December and I have been told that I should report the reactions that I had." When probed what were the reactions: Consumer stated, "The first day when I received it, I felt like a rush in my head it went on the top off my head and then they were observing me for 15 minutes, I felt dizziness and then fast heart beat but it was for few minutes and then when I was there for 15 minutes they send me home, my leg and my lower body started hurting me a lot and then I was trying to get inside the car I was having problem, once I got home I was having slight problem with going up the stairs to enter my home and then once I got home I felt like I had a breakout in my mouth like the small, like there were blisters inside my mouth, my gummies behind the lip area. And my leg were really hurting me. On the second day, I had the pain it was really bad pain, I felt my legs like burning, like they were burning and throbbing and then it got swollen my leg got, both leg got swollen, right leg more than the other and I had to call my doctor she called me the next day and she told me to take Tylenol on the third day. So, I took Tylenol and I took some Benadryl (treatment) as well, I was having problem going up the stairs and everything." The outcome of the events was unknown.

939555 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 43.0 F I am feeling like I have flu; Rash; Chills; Low fever; Muscle pain; Joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 43-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose (first dose) for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  Consumer stated, "I want to ask of side effect on Covid Vaccination (captured as Covid Vaccine) because I have already got first dose yesterday and like after few hours I got chills, low fever and the chills, it was like muscle pain, joint pain about today morning it was worse and I am feeling like I have flu already. It is like the same symptoms but muscle, joint pain. I got a little rash on my skin. I ask my doctor he said its better to call them and ask like what's going on that I supposed to do or just wait." The outcome of the event rash and Flu like symptoms was unknown, while the outcome of the other events was not resolved.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

939556 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 F increased respiratory infection; Allergic reaction; Yeast infection; Non-diagnosed allergic conjunctivitis; seasonal allergies; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs), from a contactable nurse (patient) reported for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was having an allergic reaction and had a yeast infection. She was supposed to get the next dose soon (on 12Jan2021) but she was worried about getting the second dose. The patient stated so she had some increased (incomplete sentence).The patient stated she had a non-diagnosed allergic conjunctivitis followed by a yeast infection, followed by increased respiratory infection and she did make a report of the seasonal allergies that I did not used to get at this time of year. So, she did not report the conjunctivitis because it was not diagnosed and did not report the yeast infection because she handled it herself. The outcome of events was unknown.   Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.; Sender's Comments: Based solely on a compatible temporal association causality between reported events and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be excluded. The case will be reevaluated should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

939557 01/13/2021 F Soreness at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported, solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose as Covid vaccine. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced soreness at the injection site on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event soreness at the injection site was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

939558 01/13/2021 CA M Fever; Diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for a male patient (husband) via Pfizer Employee. A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient had no relevant medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Basically the patient is a physician, up in that area he was able to get the vaccine shot, the COVID vaccine shot and he got it recently, the reporter didn't tell the date, but just said recently. The patient did have some pretty severe reactions, he had like fever and diarrhea for a couple of days. In the reporter's medical opinion she felt and in her husband's medical opinion he is a physician also, they felt it was from the vaccine these adverse events were caused from the vaccine in their opinion. The events had resolved.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

939581 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 WY 40.0 40 M Day 8 post vaccination patient has right sided supraclavicular and right axillary lymphadenopathy.

939582 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Redness spanning 2.5? diameter, raised site of injection of the same size, extreme tenderness of the raised area only- monitored redness by circling with marker, noted at 6 am morning after injection, minor decrease in diameter to 2? at 9 pm (15 hrs later)

939583 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 31.0 31 M Headache, Chills, Bodyache, Fatigue

939584 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 PA 55.0 55 F severe pain in lower back lasting 14 days, on 15th day pain was gone  is getting second shot safe with this reaction

939585 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MI 58.0 58 F Extreme arm pain on 1/7, headache base of skull, 1/7-1/9, Swelling began evening 1/7 in left upper arm. Swelling and upper left arm pain continue, treated with motrin for pain.  Splotches red marks on upper left arm appeared on 1/10, continuing to warmth, deep redness on 1/11 with more severe pain. Sought medical care 1/11 with Dr.

939587 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 ME 27.0 27 F severe nausea for 7 days, vomited 3 times, extreme arm pain.

939588 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 OR 38.0 38 F 30 minutes post vaccine, pt started experiencing tongue and throat  feeling "thick", after a couple more minutes pt was having difficulty speaking and reporting difficulty breathing. Epi Pen (0.3) was administered, 911 called. EMTs arrived within 5 minutes and additional epinephrine was administered along with Benadryl. Pt was transported to ER and released about 4 hours later in stable condition.

939589 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 CA 47.0 47 F I received the vaccine on 01/04/21 about 230 pm. No adverse issues, just tenderness at the injection site (right deltoid) for 1 ½ days ( 1/5-1/6) No other complaints, arm showed no discoloration, tenderness, pain, nor swelling. Then a week later, 1/11 evening, the injection site became itchy. The next morning(today, 1/12) the itching continued and by mid-morning was tender too. By 1400, It was painful and I showed the area to a coworker and manager and it was noted to be red, swollen, hot to touch. Then the pain started to radiate to my right elbow and continued to ache there. My manager suggested I report to employee health which I did and it is now documented. Also the CDC symptom check-in tool ended yesterday before this happened so it was not documented there.

939590 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Stiff and sore neck on the same side as the arm the vaccine was given. A grape sized bump about an inch superior to the collar bone on the same size as the vaccine given which does not hurt when touch. Fatigue for 3 days starting 3 days after the vaccine.

939591 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Chills, fever, headache,  body aches, upset stomach, pain in arm of vaccine

939592 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 OK 16.0 16 M Dosing error. 16 year old given moderna vaccine when approved age is 18 years and older  No adverse effects. Reporting error to vaers per EUA criteria.

939593 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 OH 55.0 55 F 12/23/20  @2320---left arm pain started with progression to antecubital and axilla and back of neck. 12/24/20 @ 0600 vomited x 2.  Headache, runny nose, fatigue,  general achiness---became worse as the day progress to include both hips and knees  becoming painful.  Shortness of breath with pulse ox levels of 91-97% on room air. Heart rate 104-124 bpm for 9 hours, Chest discomfort, cough, achy fingers, mild hand tremors, flushed face, nausea, decreased appetite, fatigue, chills . 12/25/20 @ 0120--severe muscle and joint pain---self medicated with 1000mg acetaminophen, stomach pain---used digestzen. tossed and turned until after 0428. 0920--increased area of painful lymph nodes: left arm axilla, breast and back of neck. Fatigue continues---although less than the day before 12/26/20 through 12/28/20 symptoms continue to decrease. 12/29/20----woke up feeling great. Took the stairs at work---no shortness of breath. At work received the mail out Covid test-----results were positive ( no symptoms of covid)

939594 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Hives, nausea, itching, hot flash

939595 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CA 35.0 35 F RECEIVED 2ND DOSE OF PFIZER COVID VACCINE 1/5/21 1600.  DURING 15 MIN OBSERVATION COMPLAINED OF FEELING DIZZY/LIGHTHEADED.  FELT BETTER AFTER EXTENDED OBSERVATION.  STATED SHE FLE FINE TO OBSERVER.  ON 1/6 WENT TO WORK AND FELT SICK WITH HEADACHE, FATIGUE, FEVER, CHILLS.  PATIENT WENT TO ER AND WAS DISCHARGED AFTER 30 MINS

939596 01/13/2021 DC 36.0 F Arm swelling, redness, arm feels warm

939597 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 ID 52.0 52 F Patient developed red rash (hives) with raised wheals covering almost all of anterior chest and abdomen within 1 hour after receiving the vaccine. There has been no rash on back, legs, or arms. No reaction at the injection site. No other symptoms. Patient will take benadryl 25 mg orally three times daily (starting tonight) and use hydrocortisone 1% cream topically three times daily (starting tonight). Outcomes are yet to be determined. Will continue to monitor.

939598 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Fever, myalgia, tachycardia

939599 12/19/2020 01/13/2021 CA 62.0 62 F C/O ITCHINESS AROUND MOUTH.  OBSERVED X15 MINS.  STATES FEEL BETTER AND REFUSED ER EVAL.  TOOK BENADRYL AND WENT HOME WITH RELIEF.  VITALS STABLE. O2 SAT 98%

939600 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 MD 42.0 42 F About 20 min after my chest started feeling tight. 3 hours later my stomach started feeling queasy...later that night I started with loose stools...The queasiness and loose stools lasted through the next day and than were gone. My muscles in my back, jaw, and arms seem to get tight and than release...almost like spasms....it feels like my jaw is trying to lock. ...This started the first night and is still continuing now.

939601 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 WA 33.0 33 F Moderate-Severe chills, fever (maximum temperature: 101F), moderate body aches/joint pain, moderate headache, moderate fatigue,  fainted twice

939602 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 61.0 61 M Patient experienced weakness on lower legs post 3 hours of receiving COVID-19 first dose that lasted for a few minutes.  The weakness subsided after 15 minutes of resting and only complaint of mild headache.  Patient has a medical history of HTN and type II diabetes.  The facility called 911 and the paramedics crew took patient with them to monitor the vital signs.

939603 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 26.0 26 F None

939604 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 TX 56.0 56 F Received the vaccine at 330p.  Began to have mild upper eyelid itching around 11:59p.   Eyes felt swollen then began to feel nauseous (tried to vomit, but no food came up) and then a runny nose  (clear fluid).   I took another Claritin 10mg and also Zofran 8mg ODT which resolved the nausea.  Had to blow my nose 2 times.   Went to sleep with my Epipen at bedside but didnt have to use it.   Woke up at 815am and only symptom remaining was arm soreness.   Felt like my normal self and played 3 hrs of tennis.  Arm soreness at injection site worsened during the day.  By 72 hrs post-injection, arm soreness resolved.

939605 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 55.0 55 F 1/9 0200am- burning red itchy ears, body rash progressing and cover entire back and abdomen/chest . ER received IVP Sumedrol, Pepcid, Benadryl- sedated and required driver.  Rash Relief and sent home w/Prednisone bid x5d, Benadryl QHS, Pepcid bid. 1/10 had some flare ups took all meds took Benadryl 7pm at 0200am woke up face burning red, ears, palms of hands. Took another Benadryl dose with no relief- , neck, rash starting all over body itching and burning . ER rash progressing to arms, legs and intense pain. Given Dexamethasone IVP, Pepcid, and took po Atarax. No relief progressing worse- Given IM Atarax, and po zyrtec and another IVP Pepcid. No relief and progressing rash, swelling - given IM Epi and relief. Sent home with Dexamethasone bid x 5d, Hydroxyzine Q6hrs, zyrtec daily, and Pepcid bid. Have been having red face pain, itchy with scalp, back, arms. No  rash since coming home just some redness, pain, and itchiness.

939606 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NY 46.0 46 F Dizziness, nausea, disorientation, dehydrated

939607 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Got vaccine at 10:30 am, took took Tylenol 500 mg with Benadryl 25mg 2 tabs at 11:30 as prophylaxis Around 02:00 am injection site feels sore, chills, Temp 99.9 degrees F, applied warm compress to sore arm 06:00 T=102 degrees, took Tylenol with Benadryl again at 08:30 am, no further fever after, arm still sore but bearable.

939608 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 TX 68.0 68 M Agitation and insomnia for a few hours  Confusion when I woke up  Injection site tenderness  Weakness for 3 days

939609 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 23.0 23 M Swelling/pain at injection site, Next morning after vaccination had headache, achy, very fatigued, during the day headache worsed and developed a mild fever

939610 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 UT 34.0 34 F A week later my injection site swollen up and it?s super itchy and red.

939611 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 CA 34.0 34 F After 1st dose : flu like symptoms two days with facial bilateral cheek numbness lasting two weeks  After 2nd dose : lightheaded myalgia fever  axillary lymph node swelling and redness, nausea, body aches for two days. Still on day four currently : lightheaded/severe dizziness and fatigue

939612 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 44.0 44 M Blood sugar between 300-400 not able to keep down with insulin

939614 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 OR 40.0 40 F I noticed a rash on both arms at the antecubital fossa  on 1/10/21. The rash is red, tender to painful and warm to the touch., slightly itchy but painful when itched.  I did not notice the rash anywhere else that day. I feel warm in the face and ears but temperature has stayed between 98.3-98.9 since vaccination was administered. I noticed  raised red bumps from my  olecranon to mid forearm on the ulnar side of both arms but moreso on the right arm.

939615 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Radiating pain to underneath left arm and down left side of trunk, chills and fever. Pain is worse than just injection site pain

939616 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Severe pain in Right shoulder and inability to move arm more that 10 degrees with shoulder flexion of abduction, nausea, vomiting, dizzy (beginning to pass out), chest pain, temp over 102, severe headache

939617 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 48.0 48 F Arm soreness from day of injection through the next day. A little bump at injections site noted at night when band-aid was removed. Next morning, felt fatigue that progressed through the day, chills, but no fever and minor headache. As fatigue subsided towards evening, headache became increasingly worse, nausea and vomited 3 times. By the next morning, all symptoms were gone. On the 7th day, 1/12/21 at night, noted a little bump around injection site bigger than the first day. It was a little itchy. Next day, by lunch time, itchiness was worse and 3 itchy bumps noted below injection site. Swelling and slight warmth felt and worsened towards evening. Heaviness and some numbness also felt around biceps area.

939618 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 36.0 36 M Received first dose of COVID-19 Moderna vaccine on 11Jan2021 at approximately 1130. Patient did not experience any adverse reaction or any type of reaction the same day. The following day, 12Jan2021, at approximately 1800 after patient returned home from work, patient began experiencing slight foot pain on right foot, on the top of the foot. Before going to bed, around 2200, pain was slightly more intense, patient woke up around 0100 during the night, patient felt feverish and diaphoretic. Foot felt "tingly with burning sensation on top". Patient hydrated with water, went back to bed. Woke up at 0630, patient no longer felt feverish/diaphoretic, however, symtpoms have continued with right foot. Discomfort has not impaired ambulation.

939619 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 WA 35.0 35 F Fever, vomitting, nausea. Unable to hold down water, body aches, no appetite, overall feeling awful, pain and swelling at injection site

939620 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 ID 24.0 24 F Severe allergic reaction causing severe status asthmaticus with hives and fever leading to emergency treatment of 3 epi pens , 80mg kenalog , 50 mg of Benadryl and a duo neb

939621 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 28.0 28 F Jan 11th around 2100 the site injection became really itchy. Jan 12th at 0630 site injection was red, warm and very itchy. Got hydrocortisone to put over injection site to stop the itchiness. Jan 13th at 0730 the red area on arm was much larger, size of palm, swollen, warm and itchy.

939622 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 IL 28.0 28 F body aches, lower back pain, headache, chills, fever, nausea

939623 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 35.0 35 M moderate rash on bilateral forearms and elbows. Rash is red, raised and itchy.  rash appeared approximately 24 hours post vaccine injection. it has now been slightly over a week  and rash is still present. I have been taking Benadryl and Pepcid with some relief. I have also been using Benadryl cream while working.

939624 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 20.0 20 F moderate site pain & stiffness, fever, loss of appetite, insomnia, chills

939625 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CA 34.0 34 F LUE pain at injection site, muscle spasms of left arm, numbness and tingling of left hand, episode of burning across chest x 1 when symptoms first started. Brief period of muscle spasms along left neck, back left arm and left lower extremity on first day of vaccination. Brief episode of right hand numbness and tingling.   On day 2 very flushed and hot feeling, temp 37.9 at 1am on 01/12/21. Sever muscle spasms and pain from left trapezius to sternocleidomastoid, to left upper extremity,  left thorax and abdomen to left lower extremity with extreme fatigue. Headache throughout day.   Now with residual left lower extremity numbness and tingling, pain improved and muscle spasm frequency decreasing although episode of chest pain with muscle spasm did occur yesterday evening.   At this point the left lower extremity tingling is most worrisome. Muscle spasms and pain slightly improved.

939626 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 35.0 35 M Developed 3in diameter red rash at approximate site of injection

939628 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OH 25.0 25 F Got vaccination at 11am. At 7pm felt general feeling of malaise. Went to bed at 9:30 but had trouble getting to sleep. Woke up at 5am with body aches and headache. Sat on the toilet but felt dizzy, had ringing in my ears, and felt woosy. Laid  back on bed and raised feet above my head. Took my temperature, it was 99.3F, which is a little high for me.  Ringing stopped after I laid down.

939629 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 LA 79.0 79 F The patient presented to hospital on 1/6/2021 with a primary complaint of Fatigue (pt had covid vaccine yesterday. Now displaying increased weakness, blood in urine, increased confusion and urinated on herself today. Fever of 101.9 ) 79-year-old female presents to the emergency room with fatigue. The patient states yesterday she had the Moderna COVID-19 The patient states today she had a temperature 101.8° prior to arrival. Her son noted that she was having episodes of urinary frequency and also that she was profoundly weak and fatigued. They denied falling or hitting her head. The patient also states she been having nausea vomiting with diarrhea.Y 1

939631 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Headache, extreme fatigue, burning in muscles, burning in lungs

939632 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 FL 39.0 39 F at 7:30 pm Itching on arms and burning sensation on all over back with some swelling and tingling on left top lip.. Took benadryl didnt subside then took 60 mg prednisone and it subsided.

939633 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 FL 56.0 56 M Lymph node is swollen in the arm that injection was giving. Large lymph node

939635 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 IN 47.0 47 F Large hive left arm. Measuring 19x24 cm

939636 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 FL 67.0 67 F The lady lost consciousness, not responsive, pale, dizzy, was evaluated on site by fire rescue.  Transferred to hospital by ambulance at 9:11 am and the lady and husband refused to go to the hospital.  Released home at 9:27 am.

939638 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 57.0 57 F Patient received shot at 10:18 AM, started experiencing nausea at 11:09 AM, was administered epi-pen at 11:30 AM followed by 50mg of benadryl. Noted that patient had headache, nausea, high blood pressure, trouble breathing and went by ambulance to ER

939639 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 FL 69.0 69 F She reported some hives but refused to be evaluated by fire rescue.  At 10:16 am verbalized to feel better and went home.

939640 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 42.0 42 F Was unable to swallow, breathing was not affected.  Throat muscles felt weaken.   Was given a Benadryl, symptoms resolved soon after.

939641 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 PA 31.0 31 F My left hand where I had the shot went numb an hour or so later until the next day,  arm was very sore for 3 days, sweats,chills, fast heart beat, light headed, dizzy

939642 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NY 41.0 41 M 1/11/2021 | 7 days after -Itchy at injection site but not red or swollen  1/12/2021 | 8 days after -Itchy at injection site -Red at injection site -Hot at injection site -Swollen at injection site -Right Arm Weakness -Feeling of random electrical impulses  ER Visit on 1/12/2021 -Ultrasound completed, no abscess seen -advised to take benadryl to relieve itchiness -advised to take acetaminophen & Ibuprofen for pain -Alternate use of hot & cold pack  for swolleness  1/13/2021, 9 Days after -Right Arm Pain -Redness Traveling 1/4 of an inch outside of circle from 1/12/2021 -Swollen by injection site -Red at Injection Site -Hot At Injection site -Feeling of fatigue -Headache

939643 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NM 30.0 30 F The initial shot wasn't bad. Sore arm within 5 hours. That's all I had, until Thursday evening at 6. Overwhelmed with exhaustion and fatigue. Massive headache coinciding. My arm felt like I had tennis elbow and overall joint pain. Nausea and vomiting through the night. Went to bed about 9:30. Woke up with a fever of 99. Off and on fever and chills through Friday, 72 hours after initial injection. Finally resolved late Friday night.

939644 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 ME 52.0 52 F Patient reports, within normal vaccine reaction until day 5 on 1/3/2021.  the injection site got bigger, itchy and more painful to touch.  On 1/6, saw PCP where it grew in size to 9 cm 7 cm.  PCP told patient they were going to report reaction.  Today, 1/12 things are better, site with quarter size redness but still a 4 or 5 pain level but only when touching site.

939645 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 ME 39.0 39 F Felt fine on 1/4, day of vaccine except for sore arm and neck pain in the night. 1/6, perorbital edema bilat and jaw swelling, red rash over face except for forehead and itchy.   Benadry 25 mg taken on 1/6 and 1/7.  Sx resolved by morning on 1/9

939647 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 PA 39.0 39 F Arm tenderness for 3 days after, which I know is common but then 1 week later raised on the surface below injection site with redness, and itchiness.

939648 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Day 1: headache immediately following vaccine, lasting about 24 hrs Day 2: diffuse muscle aches, lasting about 24 hrs Day 3: pruitis affecting palms of hands and feet as well as the scalp, ongoing

939649 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 55.0 55 F Injection site pain which started around 4hrs after receiving vaccine and persisted until the following day.

939650 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PR 58.0 58 M Diahrrea

939651 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PR 25.0 25 M Pt experienced F/C, aches, severe H/A, diziness

939652 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NC 33.0 33 F Developed dizziness, chest pain, tingling of hands/feet, headache, trouble swallowing, weakness, stiff joints.  Went to ED.

939653 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 WI 65.0 65 F Slight sore arm at injection site, headaches, body aches, fatigue

939654 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 VA 53.0 53 M Vaccine was given on 12/23/20 on 01/07.21 went to get a routine physical and received an emergency call that my pallet blood count was around 10K instead of 150k.  Was instructed to go to the ER asap.  However didn't received the message until the next morning at 6:30am.  Was checked into the E.R. , given sterioids, pallets, hemogolibin.  Stayed overnight in the hospital was able to leaved the next day around 1pm with pallets at 47k.Y 1

939655 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MA 35.0 35 M Has developed one large hive at site of injection. Reports onset was this morning. The affected area is approximately 2 inches in diameter and is much warmer than the surrounding skin to the touch.  Reports of "itchiness" being the foremost complaint.   Given PO Benadryl 25mg. Given instructions to follow up if there are any changes.

939656 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 GA 49.0 49 F Red and swollen ball in the injected site, hardened and sore for almost a week and redness don't go away. Taken tylenol and benadryl.

939657 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 DC 42.0 42 F wednesday-dyspnea on exertion(took tylenol worked shift as nurse) thursday morning-joint swelling and pain  thursday night-more dyspnea, joint pain, general swelling, joint pain (took tylenol worked shift as nurse) friday-fatigue, joint swelling, general swelling, dyspnea blanching (took tylenol and ibuprofen worked shift as nurse) saturday-extreme fatigue, joint pain and swelling, general swelling, dyspnea sunday, facial swelling, petichiae on legs and back, joint,  pain and swelling, fatigue requiring visit to hospital

939658 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 28.0 28 F lymphadenopathy Nasal congestion Allergy Fatigue

939659 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 FL 65.0 65 F Day 1 - Day Seven - only sore arm.  January 10th arm itched at injection site.  On January 12th noticed continued itching but redness and some swelling.

939660 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Numbness and tingling down left arm into fingers (worst is pinkie and ring fingers), dizziness with blurred vision, hearing sounded like underwater, felt like I had trouble talking. Notified nurse that gave me vaccine, several other nurses came over and helped me into recliner and laid me back and took vitals. Vitals are stable. I quickly began to feel better (within 5 minutes of being reclined). Still had the numbness and tingling. I laid in recliner for 30 minutes, then sat up for 10 minutes before leaving. I drank water and ate 2 rice krispies while in recliner. Numbness and tingling improved, but lingered throughout the day and was gone next morning.

939664 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 56.0 56 F Congestion, loss of taste/smell, diarrhea, ear pain, eye irritation

939665 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 43.0 43 F nausea, diarrhea, feels sluggish

939666 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 DC 40.0 40 M After patient received the vaccine while waiting 15 minutes, the patients blood pressure dropped. The patient fainted and hit his head. He was conscious during the event. The EMS was called and they check the patient. The patient was offered and opportunity to go to the hospital but he declined.

939669 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 34.0 34 F tachycardia and feeling flushed that started approximately within 5 minutes of the vaccine

939670 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 FL 62.0 61 M PT received COVID #2 vaccine at 0830 to the left deltoid. Several hours after the vaccine he had arm soreness at injection site, body aches, fatigue, malaise, dizziness and lightheadedness. The symptoms persist the following day at which time pt was evaluated in th employee health clinic. Vitals normal. Neurological exam normal.

939671 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Within 24 hour developed headache, body ache, chills, then hot but no recorded fever.

939672 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 38.0 38 F cough, sore throat low grad fever, headache, fatigue

939673 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NY 31.0 31 F Approx 10-15 minutes after receiving Covid-19 vaccine dose # 1 ; The patient started developing a red rash on her chin; chest  and neck.  Resolved with Benadryl 50mg IM. No additional complaints reported.  No further rash noted and started to fade  after 15 minutes. follow-up phone call at 3:30pm- rash resolving and no additional symptoms reported

939674 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 GA 29.0 29 F Day 8: redness, swelling, itching, hot to touch

939675 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 26.0 26 F congestion, loss of taste smell and low grade temp, COVID positive

939676 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 SC 50.0 50 M Rash on forehead; temple to temple Rash on face; cheek to cheek and across the nose Rash around the lips Headache

939677 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 56.0 56 F cough (exposed to covid 19 had vaccine Monday) and fever (100.8)

939678 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 23.0 23 F COVID positive, sc onset 12/29

939680 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 NJ 69.0 69 F Chills starting about 24 hr after receiving vaccine then a fever of 102 which decreased to 100 by bed time and then was back to normal the next day.   Very tiered after fever was back to normal which lasted for aprox. 24 hours.  3 days after vaccine I was feeling fine again

939681 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 GA 85.0 85 M 3 Days he was immobilized, could not move his legs at all.  He had a huge lump on his arm.
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939682 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 GA 79.0 79 M shingles left chest   painful   maculopapular     labs with elevated igg and igm vzv    still painful   lesions still present  no crusting or weeping   no past hx of shingles vaccine

939683 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 43.0 43 M covid positive

939684 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NY 69.0 69 F Employee received Pfizer COVID19 vaccine dose 1. After 5 mins, complained of N/V , vertigo, chest tightness.

939685 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 NY 60.0 60 M Began to feel ill ( stomach pain / Headache ) ..  my skin became flushed ( face was very red ) blood pressure was elevated ( 180/90) I normally have low BP.

939686 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 TN 22.0 22 F Headache began 1/7/21 around 5pm. Also had fever, chills, body aches for 2 days but that resolved. Headache has continued since 1/7/21. Has taken Tylenol and Ibuprofen. No relief. Describes the headache as beginning in frontal area and radiating back into neck. Sharp, intense. Uncommon for patient to have a headache. Denies any other symptoms. Given Fioricet prescription. Patient states the headache has dulled with Fioricet.

939687 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 48.0 48 F Covid positive

939688 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 31.0 31 F Day 8 red, raised, warm to touch rash developed - approximately the size of a golf ball. Woke up in the morning for it. Took OTC antihistamines for it. Still present 24 hrs later.

939689 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Severe pain and numbness in Left arm , forearm and hand. It lasted for one day.

939690 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 PA 27.0 27 F The second dose was scheduled through an email from the vaccinating healthcare system. Upon arrival, the vaccine being administered that day was the first dose of a different vaccine, despite the fact that the patient had confirmed three times that it was the second dose of the Pfizer vaccine. The second dose vaccination process had already been delayed by a late scheduling email and has now been further delayed due to an administration problem on the vaccinating party side.

939691 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 IN 58.0 58 F Raised, red, warm, weal around injection site.

939692 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 CA 26.0 26 M Injection site sore, resolved, then 7 days after vaccination swollen, large red, raised in area of injection.

939693 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Patient complained of right jaw pain and chest pain 3/10. Her jaw did appear to look swollen as well. She was sent to the ED

939694 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Within 15 minutes of INJ, numbness, tingling, and changes in color to my left hand were noted. My palm;  pointer, index, and ring finger turned white followed by purple. This resolved within 5 minutes. However, preceded to happen for two additional days all lasting less than five minutes from occurrence till resolution.

939695 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MS 30.0 30 F Beginning 12 hours after vaccine experienced chills, aches, nausea and headache. Also experiencing pain and swelling at injection site.

939696 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NY 69.0 69 F Nausea/vomiting, chest tightness

939719 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 MN 41.0 41 F 24 hours after the injection I had a sore arm, developed slight body aches and headache.  Since the injection I had been getting headaches almost daily, mostly on my right side of my head.  On Dec. 5, 2021 I noticed I was getting a sore eyebrow.  Later that evening ok noticed swollen lymph nodes throughout my scalp, face, ear, jaw, neck and chest.  My eyebrow also started to swell and was slightly pink.  When the swelling was worse the next day - I went to urgent care and saw A doctor that diagnosed me with facial cellulitis.  After a couple days my eye was not getting any better and started to itch severely.  Called to urgent care over the weekend and takes to one of the providers who said to use cold compresses and elevate my head as much as I could.  On Dec. 11, 2021 I called back to the provider I had seen on Dec. 6 - he told me he believed I had developed shingles and to go to the eye doctor that day.  I saw a doctor on Dec. 11 & was diagnosed with shingles.  They started me on antivirals along with the antibiotics they had prescribed on Dec. 6.

939721 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 41.0 41 U Covid testing counseling for travel

939723 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NY 42.0 42 F With in the first hour I got a major headache on the left side of my face, mainly behind the eyes. By that evening my headache was still there and I had the chills and felt exhausted. For next three days after I had a normal headache on and off accompanied by nausea. Tylenol slightly relieved the headache. The last few days I have been feeling "under the weather" but the headache is gone. I noticed my lymph nodes were a little swollen which I am thinking is what caused the headaches.

939725 12/19/2020 01/13/2021 27.0 27 F lower abd pain for 1 day, nausea

939726 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 VA 59.0 59 F 1/8/20201  2:30am lightheaded, chills 101 3:30am fingers/toes like ice had tylenol 7:30am felt beter 5:30pm Shivering muscle pain temp 101 took motrin  1/9/2021 Felt 80% ok 1/10/2021 and 1/11/2021 95% better  Appetite decreased from 1/8/20201-1/11/20201 ( dry mouth, fever, chills, lightheadedness, muscle pain)

939727 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 OH 48.0 48 F Allergic reaction included hives, redness and swelling, with a rash as well. Rash is still present

939728 12/27/2020 01/13/2021 MO 38.0 38 F I had the vaccine Sunday night and experienced fatigue that night, and then developed arm soreness that lasted for a little over 24 hours. I also developed minor body aches and felt crummy Monday and Tuesday. I was then fine for the rest of that week. Monday, January 4th at 7:30 PM, I felt something tingly, burning, and hot on my left arm. When I looked at it, I had a large round red rash that had a knot and was hot to the touch and itchy. At 3:30 AM on Tuesday morning, I woke up in pain and crying. I went to Urgent Care to have it assessed. The doctor diagnosed it as cellulitis in relation to an infection at the injection site and gave me an antibiotic and drew around it with a surgical marker. He told me to go to my PCP if it grew outside of the line or to the ER if I developed severe symptoms. On Wednesday, it had grown and was not getting any better and had started forming blisters. I called my PCP and he told me to take 2 Loratadine every 24 hours and to come in if it was not better by Friday. It appeared to be getting better and I was fine on Thursday. Friday morning, I woke up in pain again. The rash had spread across the majority of my upper arm. It was red and painful and itching with heat. I went in to see my PCP and he diagnosed it as an allergic reaction to the vaccine. He gave me a steroid, which seems to be suppressing the rash and symptoms. I still have a rash and itchiness, but my physician said it could last for another week or two until it goes away.

939729 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 VA 35.0 35 F Immediate mild reaction to include shaking, flushing of skin, and dizziness. Vitals monitored for 30 minutes by staff. Symptoms resolved and sent home. 11Jan2021 red, itching rash appeared over entire body. Not responsive to zyrtec or atarax. Saw PCM 12Jan2021 and was prescribed dexamethosone 4mg twice a day for five days. Currently on day two of treatment with no improvement.

939730 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 60.0 60 F fever, dizziness and headache

939731 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MN 40.0 40 F I got the first dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on Monday, January 4. I had a mildly sore arm for the first couple of days following the vaccine, but that was about it for side effects. I noticed my face was a little flushed when I was driving home afterward, but I chalked it up to being excited and nervous and wearing a face mask.  Seven days later, it started to feel itchy around my vaccination site (upper left arm). There has been some mild swelling around the site, in addition to being itchy. The area is also warmer than the rest of my arm or body. For one night, it was uncomfortable sleeping on my left side.  Starting on the 8th day after the vaccine, there is a small amount of redness just above the vaccine site, about an inch and a half wide, a little larger than a quarter.  Here are my doctor's notes, who I saw on January 12: Patient is a 40 y.o. female who presents for evaluation of rash/ possible injection reaction  involving the left upper arm. Rash started yesterday.. she noted slight swelling, warmth, and itching with pink erythema in a spot just above the area of her arm where she had her COVID injection 1 week ago. She received the Moderna vaccine.   Associated symptoms: no associated symptoms. Patient denies: fever, headache, arthralgia, abdominal pain, nausea, myalgia, decrease in energy level. She did not have significant pain at the time of the injection, and had a mild sore arm the following few days but no other symptoms after the shot. The warmth and swelling began just yesterday, almost a week later. She has reported this to the VARS website. She is employed by public health and is going to work at a covid vaccination site tonight, checking in people who are getting vaccines.  She has a h/o sensitive skin, but no h/o hives or urticaria, no previous injection reactions. She get racing heart from epinephrine but no other known allergies.  She denies dizziness, dyspnea, SOB, cough, or sensation of swelling in throat.  She has been using ibuprofen, cold compresses for sxs with some relief.  Assessment:  Probable injection site reaction, delayed reaction No strong evidence of cellulitis but we discussed signs and symptoms to be watchful for such as increased swelling and redness or tenderness of the overlying skin, fevers, chills, body aches.  Plan:  Medications: Benadryl 25 mg administered in clinic and discussed use of antihistamines to reduce injection site reaction. She can continue use of ibuprofen and cool compresses as well. Avoid over cooling of skin as this may also cause local reaction.  If pain, redness, or other sxs of concern progress she should follow up.  Verbal patient instruction given. Follow up: as needed.   If no further increase in sxs she should be able to receive her second vaccine but would premedicate with Benadryl to prevent local reaction again.

939732 12/15/2020 01/13/2021 40.0 40 F covid r/u body aches, otitis media

939733 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 MO 57.0 57 M Had red round site come up on my vaccination site, 3 weeks after receiving the vaccine. The area around the site itches.

939734 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 FL 31.0 30 M pt received vaccine on 1/7/2021. He had soreness at the injection site following the injection. He has been having fatigue, malaise, decreased appetite and low grade fevers that occur at night since the injection. He feels fine most of the day but after leaving work mid to late afternoon, feels very fatigued and no interest in evening meal. Low grade fevers in low 100's in the evening and night sweats. has been self medicating with Tylenol for symptoms. No URI symptoms. Hx of COVID 19 virus in July 2020

939735 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 82.0 82 F After her 15 min observation she appeared ataxic. Patient stated she felt dizzy, had some water and rested while under observation until dizziness subsided and she walked without losing her balance

939736 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 MO 38.0 38 F Injection site in left arm began to become swollen and red, which worsened over the period of 9 days post vaccination. Induration and increased pain and tenderness, as well as warmth were noted. I went to my primary care physician who placed me on antibiotics for cellulitis. Symptoms cleared after 2 days.

939737 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 25.0 25 F Raised, hard, warm, itchy, tender to the touch circular rash. Approximately 5-6 cm in diameter.

939738 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 PA 44.0 44 F Moderate anaphylaxis reaction per urgent care provider. Developed severe hives and swelling, fever, severe headache 2 days after vaccination. Was treated with Benadryl, Solumedrol IM, and Prednisone taper at local urgent care center.

939739 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MO 45.0 45 F No symptoms the day of vaccination but on 1/9 I woke with a headache and pain at the injection site. I had significant tiredness throughout the day. I also started to develop a painful area of redness distal to the injection site. On 1/10 I continued to have a headache and tiredness. The redness had increased on my left arm to ~6x3 inch area. By the afternoon I had a bumpy red itchy rash on several areas of both arms and my back and stomach. At that point I took Benadryl. The morning of 1/11 the rash had mostly resolved but I still experienced itchiness of the arms, stomach and back. I also had left armpit pain.

939740 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 UT 32.0 32 F Hives around injection site on evening of 1/7.  I was tired with a head ache on 1/8.  1/9 I had hives on my back and stomach starting around noon.  I took Benadryl.  I was extremely fatigued and have been since. I have since developed flu/ COVID like symptoms (headache, body ache, runny nose, extreme fatigue, sore throat) I was tested on 1/11 for COVID.  It came back negative.  I had hives again 1/12 and took benadryl.

939741 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Beginning on 1/5 at 8 am Fever 101, body aches chills. (expected reaction), however over the course of the next 3 days,  short of breath with minimal exertion, increased heart rate to 150 with minimal movement.  Resolved symptoms on 1/10.

939742 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 50.0 50 M WITHIN 24 HOURS OF SHOT: FATIGUE, MUSCLE ACHES, INJECTION SITE SORE, HEADACHE (LIKE SINUS PRESSURE) 24 HOURS AFTER SHOT:  SWOLLEN LYMPH NODE, CHILLS, FEVER (100.4) 36 HOURS AFTER SHOT:  LIKE NOTHING EVER HAPPENED

939743 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 MO 47.0 47 F 12 hours after vaccine ran 103 temp ,chills, severe joint pain, sever muscle, dizziness, fever lasted about 29 hours. ran low grade temp and still joint pain for about 6 hours. had some nausea for most of the 36 hours

939744 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MI 64.0 64 F Light nausea

939745 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NY 65.0 65 F chills, low grade fever, diarrhea

939746 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 ND 30.0 30 F Redness to left deltoid. Redness extends past deltoid area, and is approximately around 4 inches wide, and like 6inches long. Oval shaped. Redness is a little raised. Itching noted the evening prior. Redness totally subsided on 1/13/20

939747 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 OH 39.0 39 F Today started with arm soreness and redness extending upper arm

939748 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 GA 63.0 63 F Temp 101.4  body aches  chills

939749 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 AR 38.0 38 F Headache within 15 minutes of vaccine , vomiting started about 2:00 am , at 10:30 am dizziness started, lips and face swelled, numbness of lips and roof of mouth, BP 180/100, HR 124, taken by ambulance to ER, throat tingling, given IV Solumedrol, IV Benadryl, IV Pepcid, IV Zofran, 4 hours later swelling reduced and sensation, diagnosed with angiosperms and discharged with Epi Pen, oral steroids for 10 days, 2 antihistamines BID and advised not to take second dose of vaccine

939750 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 IN 42.0 42 F have had a red raised area at injection site, itches

939751 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Both arms and back is sore. Fever of 100.4 and flu like symptoms

939752 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 OH 47.0 47 F Chest pain and fatigue

939754 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NY 47.0 47 M aprox 12 hours after injection, started with fever. chills.  fatigue, body aches, fever went up to 100.4 at 3am, 2  200 mg ibuprofen were taken. was in bed until 12 pm next day, fever gone, but still fatigue headache for aprox. 24 more hours. Symptoms then went away by Sat. am.

939755 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 44.0 44 M Severe epigastric abdominal pain (cramping/boring, radiating to back) with associated nausea and vomiting - 4 hours Fever, chills, myalgia, malaise - 12 hours (treated with acetaminophen)

939756 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 30.0 30 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine   Exactly one week after the injection of the Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA, the injection site began to itch.  I lightly scratched over the area, which itched similarly to a mosquito bite.  The morning after, the injection site on my arm had become very rosy and the bump had become more swollen.  I have had no other symptoms.

939757 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 NY 51.0 51 F swelling at the injection site, pain, headache, feeling like numb, change in the taste, fever the 1st day x2, body ache, lower back pain.

939758 06/14/2012 01/13/2021 AZ U retinal edema; macular edema; macular pucker; neuralgia; Information has been received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation concerning the currently approximately 72 years old patient (pt) of unknown gender. On or about 14-JUN-2012, the pt was administered the zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (route, dose, lot number and expiration date were not reported) for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions. Subsequently, the pt was treated by a provider for the following injuries resulting from the pt's zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) use: neuralgia, retinal edema, macular edema and macular pucker. The outcome of the events was not reported. The lawyer considered the events to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  Upon internal review, retinal edema, macular edema and macular pucker were determined to be medically significant.

939759 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 45.0 45 F Within roughly 15 mins of the 30 minute observation when she noted itching on her upper extremities.  There was a visible rash of the upper extremities b/l that extend from fingers to shoulders and across chest.  Assessed by observation room nurse who gave 50mg PO Benadryl per standing order protocol.  Vitals were taken HR 79, O2 97%.  Patient denied any SOB, CP, face/tongue swelling, no ulcerations of the mouth.  She was then taken to the ER for further observation.

939760 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 37.0 37 M Fever, headache, body chills, body aches.

939761 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 37.0 37 M Violent chills starting at 9p, appx 13 hrs after injection, followed by fevers, shakes, myalgia, arthralgias, malaise. Pounding headache for appx 12 hrs until the following morning, Appx 12 hrs after symptoms began was left with myalgias, arthralgias and fatigue that lasted another 24 hrs. Fevers as high as 101.6 during the first 12 hrs when symptoms began.

939763 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 PA 48.0 48 M Fevers, fatigue, sneezing, coughing

939765 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 34.0 34 F arm soreness day after vaccine, developed full body aches/chills about 25 hours later that lasted approximately 2 hours then passed.

939766 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 PR 38.0 38 F After 10 days injection area became red and hot

939767 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 NY 72.0 72 M 14 days after the vaccine, I developed a pruritic papular rash bilat on lower lateral flanks, with urticaria from pressure and scratching. Afebrile. (+) dermatographia. Over the last week there has been some improvement but 2 new papules developed on L inner thigh and R upper arm. No treatment. as it didn't bother me enough. Saw my dermatologist yesterday for routine f/u and he confirmed that Dermatologists are seeing an urticarial rash 1-3 weeks after the vaccine.. The question is: should I get the second shot in a week?

939768 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MI 18.0 18 F Swollen, Red Circle with white inner

939769 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 37.0 37 M Body Ache  Fatigue  Joint & Muscle Pain  Chills

939770 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 PA 58.0 58 F spiked fever of 101.5 severe uncontrollable chills full body aches nausea

939771 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MA 25.0 25 F Vaccinated on 1/5, had normal side effects including soreness and swollen lymph nodes in axillary region of R arm. Soreness continued through 1/11 and worsened 1/11 at night. Woke up on 1/12 with red, itchy, raised rash which has since spread. Saw PCP 1/12 who determined it was cellulitis at the injection site, started on Keflex 4x daily for 10 days

939772 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Patient vaccinated at 1715.  Almost immediately after vaccination patient experienced dizziness and tongue tingling.  Diphenhydramine 50 mg IM was administered at 1726.   Patient progressed to swollen tongue and inability to swallow.  Epinephrine 0.3 mg IM administered at 1800.   Patient transported to ED.    In ED patient received fluids, famotidine 20 mg at 1840, and dexamethasone 12 mg IV at 1858.    Patient symptoms resolved and she was discharged.

939773 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TX 51.0 51 M Soreness, swelling, redness, hardness and itching at the injection site remains significant eight days after the injection.

939774 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Fever 102, myalgias, arthalgia, malaise, headach, chills, sweats  Lasted about 6 hours

939775 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 OH 41.0 41 F on tues jan 5th, my arm got extremely red and sore (like I got run over). it continually got worse, finally started improving on this past Monday. My arm was throbbing, yet feels "asleep", tingly/numb all the way to my hand. I had a horrible HA for 6 days. no fever, but episodes of extreme dizziness and drenched in sweat. extremely tired, could sleep for 14 hours and take a 3 hour nap. feeling "spacey" all day. I am still having symptoms now, but getting better.

939776 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CT 54.0 54 M *Fever, initially (my baseline is 97.5) of 99.2 on evening of day of injection 1/11/21 ,  evening of 1/12/21 was 100.9 , fever morning of 1/13/21  is 100.7. Fever being managed with Tylenol. * Mild transient dizziness. * Moderate pain and swelling at injection site. *SEVERE fatigue. *Severe muscle and joint pain over entire body.

939777 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 GA 72.0 72 M Extreme chills.   I was not cold but shook with every breath for about two hours.  Got up in middle of night and my legs would not support me, had to hold onto furniture in order to pull myself across room.  Morning, I get up and tend to lean forward when walking causing me to try and control my balance while walking at an excelerated speed.

939778 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TN 36.0 36 F 9 days after vaccine administration developed hives at the vaccine injection site (circumferential around the injection site). No other hives. No other source of hives and no contact exposures to that location (had been in same shirt all night with no changes). Priorities of hives at injection site as well.

939779 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 IL 37.0 37 F enlarged, very painful, itchy infraclavicular lymph nodes with shooting pain extending to the injection site and axila. Treated with Benadryl and ice.

939780 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 OH 27.0 27 F swelling and redness at injection site day after shot - used over the counter Benadryl. Swelling/redness went down completely by Sunday (1/10) Saturday 1/9 - 2 days after vaccine experienced extreme fatigue, slight head ache and body aches. Used Advil for these symptoms. Sunday 1/10 - still felt slight fatigue and headache. Used Advil and also drank emergen-C packet. By mid day felt much better with nearly no symptoms.

939781 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NY 70.0 70 F I felt fine until the morning of Jan. 10 (except for very painful arm).  I was awakened early in the morning by severe vertigo (my eyes were blinking rapidly and the room was spinning violently); I was nauseous and couldn't lie down without the violent spinning re-occurring.  I was very dizzy and exhausted the whole day, unable to function.  The next day I continued to be very dizzy and off-balance, couldn't work but better than prior day.  Each day, same symptoms have continued but milder.  I called my PCP on Monday, Jan 11.  He told me it sounded like an inner ear problem, probably unrelated to the vaccine and to call him the next day and report my symptoms.  I did (Tues. Jan 12) and reported dizziness was milder but still there.  He suggested I see an ENT doctor.

939782 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 NC 22.0 22 F Site: Bruising at Injection Site-Mild, Site: Itching at Injection Site-Medium, Site: Redness at Injection Site-Medium, Site: Swelling at Injection Site-Medium, Systemic: Nausea-Mild; symptoms lasted for 7 days

939783 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 56.0 56 F exposure with ear pain , sore throat and eye irritation test negative

939784 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 IL 46.0 46 F Received injection 01/04/2021.  had chills, pain in arm, muscle pain since injection.    On 01/11/2021 had COVID sx, on 01/12/2021 tested positive for COVID. My employee health clinic at work place advised I notify VEARS.

939785 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NY 56.0 56 M None stated.

939786 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Swollen lymph nodes in neck and above right clavicle resulting in waxing and waning discomfort on same side of body as injection, first noticed 12 days after injection. Time course is ongoing, reported 2 days after symptoms noted.  PCP notified.

939787 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 TN 38.0 38 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Received vaccine yesterday 1/12/21 @ 3:10pm, woke up this am 1/13/21 @ 5:30am with very swollen arm, extremely painful, cannot lift above waist. Migraine headache, nausea & vomiting, chills, fever  of 99.9.

939788 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 25.0 25 F near syncope

939789 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 NY 48.0 48 F Abdominal pain /cramping, headache, muscle aches, chills, joint discomfort. All lasting approx 24 hours except abdominal discomfort persisting into next day.

939790 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 57.0 57 F covid positive

939791 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 OH 38.0 38 F Appears the injection may have been given a little low- not sure it hit the muscle   Site is large- no swelling, but is red. Patient denies any itchiness or pain.

939792 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MD 31.0 31 M Immense headache and muscle soreness near injection site. Right foot became immensely inflamed with no history of prior injury, and cannot be used for walking or standing even 12 hours after the initial injection. Right foot feels broken, but cannot be fractured as it was fine and experienced no injuries before or after receipt of the vaccine.

939793 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MI 33.0 33 M Fever, body aches , headache

939794 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IN 28.0 28 F severe body aches -- started at 07:50 PM 1/12/21 and remained until Tylenol was taken (7 AM 1/13/21) Fever/chills -- started at 12:30 AM 1/13/21 and remained until Tylenol was taken (7 AM 1/13/21) nausea, dizziness -- started at 6:00 AM 1/13/21 and remained until breakfast was eaten with large glass of cold water

939795 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 PA 40.0 40 F Headache/migraine, fatigue/exhaustion, sore arm with movement and touch, warm/flushing from the neck up, swollen upper 1/3 of arm

939796 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 VA 44.0 44 M Conjunctivitis , Right eye starting 4 hours post vaccination

939797 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NV 25.0 25 M Fever at 101, chills, body aches, fatigue

939798 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 ME 29.0 29 F Tachycardia, Chest pain, possible EKG changes in T waves. Started at 1:00Pm, 22 hours post vaccination. Resolved by 36 hours post-vaccination.

939799 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 KY 36.0 36 F swollen and painful lymph node in left armpit approximately a week after vaccine.

939801 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MT 38.0 38 F Systemic: Tingling/Numbness/Right side of face (injection given on right side); symptoms lasted 1 day

939802 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 58.0 58 F Lymph nodes under the arm as well as the  upper arm where vaccine was given became swollen and painful about 3 days after injection and worsened. The injection site is still swollen and warm to the touch.

939803 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 CO 46.0 46 F patient stated her tongue was tingling similar to "anaphylaxis" she had previously.  Please note description of her anaphylaxis events prior were to a topical application of peppermint oil before a nursing school test and she didnt react until hours later with a racing heart and tingling mouth.  Told ER doctor she had similar reaction to avacados.  Patient stated tongue felt zingy like touching tip to battery so we proceeded from unit to ER where she was give prednisone and bendadryl and symptoms resolved within 20 minutes.  She was monitored for an hour total and released without any more symptoms.

939804 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 66.0 66 F Patient continued clearing her throat 10 minutes post injection, and her voice became hoarse. She stated her had a little difficulty swallowing. She also stated her throat was dry, so she had water. She educated on use of an epipen but she refused. She wanted to leave and use her inhaler, but was told unsafe to leave, She was told if she did not use epipen or inhaler she would have to go to ED, she used inhaler and stayed for additional observation and showed improvement

939805 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 MI 37.0 37 F Experienced general aches, headache, soreness and irritation at the injection site as well as muscle pain in the shoulders and back. Symptoms began around 2000 on 01/09 and subsided overnight between 01/10 and 01/11.

939806 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 IN 64.0 64 F I had a Covid test  on the 1/4/21 thinking I might have covid. I am negative.  So concerned had a 1/12/21 EKG all was fine. I have had shortness of breath and very rapid heart beat. I had a bruise on my  right arm the size of a desert plate. It is finally gone after 12 days. I never bruise from any kind of an injection,  My blood pressure was up. 135/80 . I am usually 106/68..  1/12/21 Had temp 99. On the 9th day.. Very tired slept the day away. I am a person that requires about 6 hrs a night I am fine. My pulse had been around 88 it is usually 68-70. Oxygen is 98.

939807 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IL 38.0 38 F Low-grade fever, chills, fatigue, body-aches, specifically aching neck,

939808 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MA 56.0 56 F Everything went fine but my face got numb 5 minutes after injection and continues today more than 24 hours later.

939810 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 VA 40.0 40 F about 12 hours out had severe body aches, shaking chills, headache and temp of 100.  those symptoms resolved 48 hours post injection but had upset stomach and loose stool which persisted. 1st injection just had soreness at site and a mild headache

939811 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 GA 44.0 44 F Rash itching sore swollen  Warm to touch

939812 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Patient was deemed appropriate to be monitored for 15minutes.  During observation time at roughly 1145 she noted burning of her lips which transitioned to numbness.  At this time vitals were taken: HR 96, RR 18, 99% RA, BP 192/88   Burning of the lips resolved.  Face became flushed and described as very warm and burning and that her voice was becoming hoarse.   50mg PO Benadryl was given at 1159.  Throughout she denied any CP, SOB, cough, oral ulceration, tongue swelling, throat swelling  Brief exam: Lungs clear bilaterally without any wheezing, no wheezing heard in the upper airway.  RRR.  Skin of the face flush and warm no diaphoresis.  Lips had no circumoral palor or cyanosis.  Did note some redness and chapped areas at the vermilion boarder.  No swelling of the tongue or below the tongue.  No oral ulcerations, erythema or pharyngeal swelling.  No other rash of the skin.   Individual was taken to the ER for observation at 1205.

939813 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 57.0 57 F covid positive

939814 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 TX 63.0 63 F Pain and ache  in area of injection.  In evening also felt ache around my neck and shoulders. Slightly swollen and red dot around injection area.

939815 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 42.0 42 F sudden onset nausea, mild fever (100.5), exhaustion. required 15 hours sleep, chills began 1 hour later. all considered mild but wanted to report for tracking.

939818 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 AL 26.0 26 F Rash, body aches, migraine

939819 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NE 38.0 38 F Systemic: Nerve pain along left arm up along shoulders into neck, numbness, tingling, seems to subside after 30 minutes, but still lingering; symptoms lasted 1 day.

939820 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 FL 66.0 66 M Blood in urine at 11 pm on Sat  1/9/2021. Blood in Stool at 10 am on 1/11/2021.

939821 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 RI 31.0 31 F Red, warm, swollen, painful circular area that has grown in size in the past 12 hours

939822 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 60.0 60 F Patient complained of dizziness at conclusion of 15 min observation, she rested for an additional 15 min and claimed her dizziness resolved

939823 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TX 32.0 32 F I waited 15 mins after shot, nothing.  At 6 that same evening,  a red spot was around injection site. I felt fatigue the next day, and that was it. The spot faded away. Then on Jan  12, I noticed the spot around the injection site  came back,  with being really itchy.  Now it's spread to a little down my arm, and my hand. Doctor advised me to report it. I did take some Benadryl  due to the itching and it went away a little bit- the itching, but the redness is still there and it feels warm at the site.   ***PLEASE ONLY CONTACT ME VIA EMAIL***

939824 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AR 33.0 33 F Fever, chills, nausea, headache, fatigue, and body cramps.

939825 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 FL 63.0 63 F Error: Incorrect Reconstitution

939826 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NY 50.0 50 F 9:30 AM that a patient who was in the post vaccination observation area was developing a reaction.  This was her first dose of vaccine (Moderna). She developed a rash over her trunk and extremities that was warm and pruritic. She was given 50mg po benadryl before I evaluated her. When I saw her she was not in extremis, respiratory distress or with audible stridor, but did appear uncomfortable. She denied any lip swelling, tongue swelling or throat closure, however did note that her heart was racing and she was having chest heaviness. The patient's lungs were clear and there was no audible wheezing or signs of cyanosis. Pulse ox was 100-110 HR, with O2 sat 97-100%.  Did not appear to be an anaphylactic reaction at this time.  She was brought to the ER for further observation

939827 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NY 45.0 45 F Fever 100.9 for 5 days.   Muscle aches, chills, headache.   Arm pain entire left arm.

939828 12/16/2020 01/13/2021 MA 40.0 40 F Employee had first Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on 12/16/20 at hospital.  She developed an erythematous indurated firm wheal at injection site post-vaccination that lasted for 2 weeks.  Evaluated in EH clinic on 12/28/20 and referred to PCP for treatment.  Prescribed antibiotics and resolved without complications.

939829 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 CO 32.0 32 F 1/11- noticed itching on hips, 1/12: went swimming  at 09:30 and noticed hives along hips and outer thighs, took 50 mg of Benadryl PO, checked O2- 95% on room air, no signs of shortness of breath; applied cortizone 10 to sites, 1/12 afternoon: hives lessening on hips and thighs but spread to armpits and elbows. Benadryl 50 mg PO taken at bedtime. 1/13: hives still present on hips, gone on armpits, spread to belly button and inner thighs. Will take another 50 mg of Benadryl PO and continue to monitor. New to area, no PCP at this time. However husband is ER nurse and I am also a nurse.

939830 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 ND 34.0 34 F The patient became nauseated within 1 hour of the vaccination,  then had an emesis and was nauseated for the remainder of the day. Also reported chills, and severe headache.

939832 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 TX 22.0 22 M Headache. Pain at the injection site. Ache's all over and slight nausea. I also have a low fever of 100.9.

939833 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 WV 36.0 36 F Received the 2nd Covid-19 vaccine approx 10am, approx 7 hours later she became red, lethargic, felt like she had resistance against her movements, and was "going through jello". She went home, took Benadryl 25 mg, now with rash/hives along various areas, behind her ears. Has an epipen at home but has never had to use.  Denies any throat swelling or scratching, no shortness of breath.

939834 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MD 35.0 35 F Immediately after vaccination pain in arm and some redness at vaccination site and swelling; welt began to appear after 1 hour after vaccination, pain in arm and some redness at vaccination site and swelling increased with welt. Welt has progressed in size 2 in x 4in. Pt is now experiencing tingling in fingers.

939835 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 TX 42.0 42 F The dat after the second dose just before noon I suddenly had eye floaties in my right eye. Unlike a usual floatie that might come and go these have a shape that changes as I move my eye. There is no pain, they are a sudden annoyance that i hope will go away but I wanted to make sure I reported it.

939836 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MD 40.0 40 M Significant chills for 5 hours, fever, body aches, headache significant enough to impair my ability to work the following day.  No reaction occurred after first dose.  Reaction began with several hours of chills.

939837 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MI 42.0 42 M sore shoulder, headache, exhausted, tired, back and neck pain, sore muscles

939838 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 VA 39.0 39 F Fever as high as 101.6, headache, chills, muscle pain, vomiting

939840 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 KY 61.0 61 M Upset stomach and injection site soreness.  2 days.

939841 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 PA 31.0 31 M FLUSHED, RED FACE.  RED WARM RASH ON NECK, TORSO, BACK.  BENADRYL 50MG IM ADMINISTERED

939842 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 OH 28.0 28 F Local rash at injection site,

939843 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 TX 27.0 27 F HEADACHE, FEVER, BODY ACHES, CHILLS.

939844 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 52.0 52 M Patient complained of dizziness at conclusion of 15 min observation. Patient rested for an additional 15 minutes and verbalized dizziness resolved.
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939846 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 NY 64.0 64 F Systemic: Chills-Severe, Systemic: Exhaustion-Severe, Systemic: Fever-Severe, Systemic: Headache-Severe, Systemic: Joint Pain-Severe, Systemic: Unable to Sleep-Severe, Systemic: Abdominal Pain-Severe, Systemic: Diarrhea-Severe, Systemic: Nausea-Severe, Systemic: Swollen Hands. Couldn't make fist-Severe; symptoms lasted 4 days.

939847 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CO 46.0 46 F Around 11:30pm, I woke up with incredible chills and had them for about 1.5 hours. Around 1:45am/2:00am on 1/13/2021, aches began, so I went downstairs to take acetaminophen. Increased heart rate and sweating while in the kitchen (had to sit down on the floor), eventually took Tylenol, and as I was heading back upstairs with cup of water, I passed out (less than 30 seconds) dropping the cup of water. Heaved/vomited small amount of liquid two or three times. Made it back to bed and began to feel better around 4:00am 1/13/2021.

939848 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 GA 40.0 40 F One week post vaccine arm redness came back with swelling, itching and erythema

939849 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 MA 37.0 37 F lymphadenopathy on right supraclavicular lymph node. Discovered morning after vaccination. Initially tender and sore. Still present 22 days later, but smaller and no longer tender.

939850 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AL 40.0 40 M Approximately 15- 16 hrs after injection, I suffered from extreme body chills, headache, and very mild fever.  All symptoms lasted about an hour (no fever reducing meds were taken - symptoms resided on their own).

939851 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OK 59.0 59 F Patient received her first dose of Pfizer vaccine on 1.12.2021. Patient reports that she woke up at 0230 on 1.13.21 with extreme dizziness. Patient says at 0530 she woke up again, still dizzy, but improved. Once she came to work at 0800, she felt normal again. Patient will call back again with any changes.

939852 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 48.0 48 F Received first injection on 1/4/21 with only side effect of arm soreness.  Then, on 1/12/21, L arm became itchy and I noted a 3cm x 3cm red, warm, raised, and firm circle at the injection site.  On 1/13, reaction grew to 6cm x 4.5cm, with slightly less firmness.  Still warm and tender.  No other symptoms (fever, SOB, etc) noted.

939853 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 PA 26.0 26 F Post nasal drip, headaches, chills, hot flashes, and red raised bumps that are raised

939855 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 28.0 28 F headache, fever of 102F, body ache, chills, loss of appetite, redness and swelling at injection site, weak, dizzy, restlessness

939856 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 PA 65.0 65 M 9 DAYS POST INJECTION, RASH AT THE INJECTION SITE.  NOTICED 1/13/21 AM WHEN i WENT TO SHOWER.  AREA IS WARM TO TOUCH.

939857 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 18.0 18 M Whole body muscle pain, fever, diarrhea.

939858 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OK 59.0 59 F Patient received her first dose of Pfizer vaccine on 1.12.2021. Patient reports that she woke up at 0230 on 1.13.21 with extreme dizziness. Patient says at 0530 she woke up again, still dizzy, but improved. Once she came to work at 0800, she felt normal again. Patient will call back again with any changes.

939859 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 NY 64.0 64 F Systemic: Chills-Severe, Systemic: Exhaustion-Severe, Systemic: Fever-Severe, Systemic: Headache-Severe, Systemic: Joint Pain-Severe, Systemic: Unable to Sleep-Severe, Systemic: Abdominal Pain-Severe, Systemic: Diarrhea-Severe, Systemic: Nausea-Severe, Systemic: Swollen Hands. Couldn't make fist-Severe; symptoms lasted 4 days

939860 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 OH 39.0 39 F Patient developed a red bump and some pain at the injection site 8 days after injection.

939861 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 IN 72.0 72 F Left trigeminal nerve irritation Strange taste in mouth

939863 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 FL 24.0 24 M Error: Incorrect Reconstitution

939864 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 GA 55.0 55 F Bulge about size of silver dollar, just below injection site began shortly after injection.  Injection site and bulge both sore.  Hive-like swelling, itching, redness, hot to touch, continuing into 7+ days.  Area of visible redness & swelling has slightly increased in size.

939865 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CO 46.0 46 F Around 11:30pm on 1/12/2021, began having pretty serious chills (fever not measured but felt very warm). At about 1:45am on 1/13/2021, was feeling very achy and uncomfortable, so I went downstairs to get some Tylenol. Rapid heart rate and sweating, so much I had to sit down in the kitchen for a few minutes. Eventually took the Tylenol, and as I was heading back upstairs, I passed out (I don't remember going down to the floor) and dropped the cup of water I was taking with me. Was out for less than 30 seconds. A couple episodes of heaving/vomiting small amounts of liquid while on the floor. Made it back to bed and was starting to feel improved around 4:00am.

939866 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 53.0 53 F Syringe without vaccine administered to patient, second administration occurred @ 1328 once medication error identified.

939868 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 WI 39.0 39 M Bad headaches, dizziness, chills, fatigue, muscle soreness and nauseous, but all after being physically active later that night after getting shot. Got the shot at 9 AM and side-effects started roughly at 7 PM that night

939869 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 48.0 48 F Received 1st dose of vaccine on 1/4/21 and only experienced L arm soreness lasting ~1.5 days.  On 1/12/21 (8 days post injection) I developed a injection site reaction measuring 3cm x 3cm.  Area was raised, warm to touch, firm, and mildly itchy.  As of 1/13, reaction has grown to 6cm x 4.5 cm, but feels less firm and no longer itching.

939870 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NC 45.0 45 F Hives covering most of body; began 2-3 hours after injection; bloody diarrhea.

939872 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 63.0 63 M Body aches Fatigue Low grade fever

939873 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MA 64.0 64 F Received Covid 19 vaccine on  1/6/2021 Left arm. Immediately had left arm pain and next day had numbness and tingling,along with rash upper chest and neck.

939874 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 NJ 59.0 59 F Day 13 onset of several large diffuse areas of redness around injection site No itching or pain Reporting@ day 14- still present Took Allegra Never had this previously

939875 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Fatigue, joint aches, muscke aches, mild headache

939876 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 45.0 45 F Started with itching an a couple red bumps at injection site that gradually increased over the next few days, starting on 1/10/21.  Today, 1/12/21 there are raised red bumps and itching roughly about an inch wide and two inches long.

939878 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 OH 42.0 42 M Few hours after receiving vaccination started with a fever, body aches, fatigue, HA and chills. Resolved two day later.

939879 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 CT 63.0 63 M Hives, angioedema and dermatographia 7 days post vaccination

939880 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 KY 47.0 47 F Systemic: Nausea-Medium, Systemic: flushing; symptoms lasted 1 day

939881 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 35.0 35 M Chills and muscle fatigue starting around 10:30am 1/12. Grew more intense throughout the day and into the night.  Had a fever starting around 3pm 1/12. Stayed around 102 until it went down after 3am (I took Tylenol 8pm and 12am) Headache starting evening of 1/12. At one point started to feel a slight tightening/tickle in my chest when taking deep breaths.  Overall felt sick for about 17 hours and wasn't able to work or do much beyond laying around. After getting the second dose, the only side effect at first was soreness at injection site. It was surprising that I didn't start to experience other side effects until the next day. As I type this up the next morning, I'm feeling about back to normal, though sore from the chills. Slept for almost 11 hours. Temperature back to normal, no headache this morning.

939882 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Extreme malaise, chills, fever of 100 degrees, gi discomfort, diarrhea. Slept for 16 hours and had to call out of work following day. Symptoms lasted for 24 hours. I took Tylenol 500mg on 1/8 for fever.

939883 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 GA 55.0 55 F Bulge about size of silver dollar, just below injection site began shortly after injection.  Injection site and bulge both sore.  Hive-like swelling, itching, redness, hot to touch, continuing into 7+ days.  Area of visible redness & swelling has slightly increased in size.

939884 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 63.0 63 F Facial, ear, and neck  redness and swelling,  Throat tightened, tongue started to swell

939886 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Fever 101.7, fever off and on for 24 hours beginning 14 hours after dose. Headache, muscle aches, extreme fatigue and weakness, same duration.

939887 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 MA 37.0 37 F Lymphadenopathy- supraclavicular (Right), Noticed morning after vaccination. Initially tender and size of marble. Still present 22 days later, but no longer tender and is much smaller

939888 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 OH 42.0 42 M Few hours after receiving vaccination had fever, chills, HA body ache and fatigue. Had to call off work d/t symptoms

939889 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 OH 40.0 40 F 1 week after injection development of welt/mosquito bite like area at injection site. 1 1/2 weeks later developed raised, rash area size of small handprint on same arm as injection site. Also, developed 2 other small areas of rash away from site of injection.

939890 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MA 39.0 39 F Called to report that the evening she received dose, she experienced extreme fatigue and body aches. Woke up during night on 1/12 with fever, chills, joint pain and body aches. Spoke with her this morning 1/13 and reports feeling better today other than fatigue. Plans to return to work 1/14.

939893 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Woke up unable to move neck due to pain. It was on the opposite side as injected. Now have shoulder pain and feeling of weakness in legs that comes and goes.

939894 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Arm was sore. Exactly a week later area where injection was given was swollen and itching with heat. At this point it?s still swollen and itching  has not gotten better.

939895 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 32.0 32 F Chills, body aches, headache, nausea. Started about 12 hours after receiving the vaccine, have not subsided as of 10am the next day.

939896 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 23.0 23 M noticed a red cirlce around the area where I received the vaccine.  Does not hurt, no itch, no swelling. Just there and really red after shower for example.  Notice it when I work out as well.  It is more red when I am working out.  The shot was injected on my left arm.

939898 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MO 80.0 80 F Systemic: mild chest pain, vitals ok, bp ok, o2 ok, etc, shot site no heat/swelling/redness. history of panic attacks; symptoms lasted 0 days

939899 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 57.0 57 F chills, headache, glass feeling under eye, yellow tongue, rash on thigh, nausea, fatigue

939900 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Tingling of tongue and lips approx. 30 mins after receiving the vaccine. Shortness of breath started 3-4 hours later. Did not see treatment until 1/12/21. Employee health nurse was made aware of side effect and lingering shortness of breath which persisted.

939901 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 OH 53.0 53 F Swollen neck from the side where I had the shot. Pain in my neck and headaches dizziness

939902 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 VA 31.0 31 F Sore arm, fever, body aches and chills, sore lymph nodes in armpit of shot arm

939903 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 OH 22.0 22 F Local reaction to same arm as injection, per provider, no second vaccine series should be administered at this time.

939906 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 IA 25.0 25 F PATIENT FELT LIGHTHEADED WHEN RETURNING TO WORK AFTER RECEIVING DOSE 1 OF THE  MODERNA COVID-19 VACCINE. PATIENT HAD TO STEP OUT OF A SURGICAL CASE TO SIT DOWN. PATIENT HAD PALE APPEARANCE.. PATIENT STATED THAT SHE HAD NOT ATE ALL DAY DUE TO A BUSY WORK DAY. SYMPTOMS RESOLVED WITHIN A COUPLE HOURS. NO RECURRING SYMPTOMS NOTED

939907 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 FL 39.0 39 M One and a half hours after receiving vaccine, I experienced a wave of heat/ nausea. Followed by vomiting and diarrhea. Felt better after, woke up this morning with total body aches, extreme headache.

939908 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 PA 53.0 53 F one week following the injection, pruritis occured along with inflammation, reddness, swelling at site.  This was accompanied by slight headache, low grade fever of 99, & fatigue.

939909 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 FL 25.0 25 U Error: Incorrect Reconstitution

939911 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 GA 55.0 55 F On 1/7/21, seven days after receiving the first vaccine, I noticed a swollen and painful lymph node in my neck on the right side.  The lymph node was about the size of a large gumball.  The next day I started having pain in the lymph nodes of my arm pit on the right side.  The symptoms are still present six days later and I now have some swollen and tender lymph nodes in the antecubital area of the same arm.  I am scheduled to get my second dose on 1/21/21.  I have not had any other side affects that I know of other than feeling a little tired and mild headache on and off but that didn't seem unusual for me.  The lymph node in my neck seems to be getting a little smaller as of today 1/13/21.

939914 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 AR 42.0 42 F 2230 feeling of unease, body aches, site arm tingling, general mild aches 0220 awoke from sleep choking, having difficulty breathing, felt very SOB, worse with exertion or trying to speak, great difficulty swallowing and speaking even in brief words. Took 50mg of Benadryl PO and went to the ED, about a 15 minute car ride. Had tingling and numbness of the tongue and back of throat by arrival but still able to breath with focus. Exertion of just walking into the ED greatly increased the SOB. Was triaged, Benadryl starting to help, was able to speak a little better, 3-4 words without too much SOB caused. Was walked to a room, SOB milder with that exertion. Seen by Dr. Given IV Sol-u-Medrol and 50mg Benadryl. Was observed on cardiac monitor/Q15VS for a few hours and discharged home around 5:30. Given Rx of Prednisone 20mg -3tabs x2 days, 2tabs x5 days all once a days and told to take 50mg of Benadryl Q4H for the next 24 hours at least and to return prn.   I did need to stay on Benadryl, as the Sol-u-Medrol wore off some of the swelling in thr throat did return but not severe, Benadryl did help, along with taking my Asthmnex I already had. I also continued my normal HS antihistamines.  I had SOB on exertion, progressively better from the 6th-10th with it mostly resolved to yesterday. Body aches have continued but also progressively better.  Yeasterday1/12/21 the Rx of prednisone was completed and I did have some mild swelling /tingling in the throat/face/mouth return in the evening, took Benadryl 50mg again and inhaler used. I have an appointment today to seek further care at my primary doctor's office.  Asthmnax used again this morning as well, only mild tightness in the throat currently with mild body aches this whole time.Y

939915 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 56.0 56 M Sore Left shoulder muscular

939916 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 18.0 18 F Achy joints, soreness throughout the body, a splitting headache that started this morning when the joint pain lessened. Feverish but unsure if I actually have a fever at this time.

939918 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 FL 59.0 59 F Dose #2 received on 1/11 at 11:30. Pt began to feel itchy all over at 1500. She noticed a rash under both of her breasts as well as her face, scalp. She felt " flushed". No tongue or lip swelling, No wheezing. she had arm soreness and muscle " weakness" in the left arm after dose #1 and completed a VAERS form at that time but had completely recovered prior to receiving injection #2

939919 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Numbness,tingling in both upper and lower extremity, especially left foot and hand which began several hours after vaccination. Day 6 post vaccine, numbness and tingling began in right hand. Associated symptoms include heaviness, mild weakness of extremities described above.

939920 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 PA 50.0 50 F Woke at 3am approximately 15 hours after receiving the vaccine with severe abdominal pain. I was unable to move freely for about 5 hours. The pain was in my epigastric area with a concentration in the Left upper quadrant. The pain continued for about 12 hours. It was accompanied by fever of 101 and fatigue. I was unable to eat for about 24 hours. I continued to have pain for about 3 days but it was to a much lesser degree.

939921 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 59.0 59 F 7 days after receiving dose 1 of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, the patient experienced swelling, hardness, and soreness at the site of injection. The patient self medicated with acetaminophen and diphenhydramine with no resolution. Patient to be evaluated by the emergency department.

939922 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 61.0 61 F I have a swollen node in my Left Arm pit, the size of half of a tennis ball

939923 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 VA 37.0 37 F Patient reported sore arm on night of vaccination.  Around 36 hours later, started to develop lymph nodes swollen under left arm.  It is causing numbness  in left arm  from elbow to pinky finger.

939924 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MI 51.0 51 F Systemic: Exhaustion-Mild, Systemic: Generalized Body Aches -Mild, Systemic: Nausea-Medium, Systemic: Vomiting-Medium; symptoms lasted 0 days

939925 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 PA 39.0 39 F Rash, back neck, itching, two days after

939926 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CO 43.0 43 F Pt. called PA-C to c/o headache, tingling across forehead/scalp, tenderness above right eyebrow which was a bit swollen and red. Pt. advised to monitor and follow up with pcp if not better or if sx. worsening.

939927 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 TN 88.0 88 F No reaction until on that Monday, I woke up with terrible itching on my back, I took a benadryl, and it went away.  It came back during the day.  They came in the inner part of my arm, my back, my arm , and my chest.  It'll come out in hives, and the itching, and then it will go back in.  Last night, I changed my sheets  thinking it was a reaction to my  sheets. There is no breathing problems,  just itching.

939928 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 VA 64.0 64 F I received #1 covid vaccine on 1/5/21. No reaction at the time. On 1/12/21 by the afternoon, my right arm started to itch and become sore. I then noticed the redness around the injection site. Injection site is sore, hot, and hard. The reddened area is continuing to spread.

939929 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 OK 58.0 58 F Did not have any adverse symptoms following vaccine other than expected injection site soreness which lasted only 24 hrs. Approx 6 days post vaccine injection, developed itching , mild redness R upper arm surrounding original injection site. Skin continues to be reddened and itchy.  Will obtain and use hydrocortisone cream topically.

939930 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 33.0 33 M Felt as if i had a mild flu. Muscle aches, headache, fatigue.  lasted until the next morning.

939931 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 FL 59.0 59 F Generalized itching, hives, after receiving second dose of COVID 19 vaccine today, 1/11/2021 at 11:30 in right deltoid. Pt tolerated dose #1 in left deltoid. She developed mild arm " weakness" and soreness that lasted several days. She completed a VAERS report after her first dose. She began to feel " itchy all over" at 15:00. She noticed hives under her bilateral breasts. She felt " flushed" and her scalp and face felt itchy as well. No SOB or CP. NO wheezing. She has a hx of allergies to KEFLEX/PCN.

939932 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 37.0 37 F 1/12/21: Fever (100.3), chills 12:00 AM  to 4:00 AM and fever (99.9), chills, mild headache 10:00 AM to 1:00 PM  Malaise/fatigue all day on 1/12/21 Ibuprofen 400mg taken twice.

939933 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 KS 33.0 33 F reports symptoms of HA, fever, joint pain, chills on 1/9, developed chest pain on 1/11, went to ED at facility on 1/11 and was dx with pleurisy, tx with medication, reposrts feeling better 1/13.

939934 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 31.0 31 F chills. body aches, low grade fever, fatigue,

939935 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Rash on neck

939936 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 39.0 39 F Pain, swelling under arm that was injected with the vaccine. Pain and swelling was worse the next day and the patient went to the ED to receive care. Tests were performed and she received morphine IV and Ketorolac IV. She was discharged to home after symptoms improved.

939937 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NY 55.0 55 F 1/09/21 rash on neck and upper chest and below breast and upper stomach, resolved by next day in AM.  Arm soreness at injection site, symptom has resolved

939938 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NM 23.0 23 F On the day of (1/5/2021) and day after injection, I experienced pain and a large bump on my arm which I was told is normal  On 1/12/2021 at around 6:30pm I noticed that the bump had come back but it was larger than before, hard and itchy. I applied ice to take away the itching and then later applied a Benadryl Creame.  1/13/2021- Today, the bump has spread

939939 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 TN 45.0 45 F My right arm has a huge red swollen circle about 5 inches below the injection site.   This area didn?t appear until day 9.   I also am having extreme fatigue at day 11.

939940 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 43.0 43 M Headache and muscle aches. Resolved with Tylenol and sleep.

939941 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 MO 26.0 26 F Swollen lymph nodes in neck (3 of them in a L shape)

939942 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 MA 37.0 37 F Tachycardia with palpitations. Evening of the 29th, felt as if heart was racing . Checked pulse and was 130s. BP and pulse ox wnl, no SOB, dizziness.  After sitting for several minutes, HR reduced to 95s (normal RHR is lower 60s).  Stayed home from work the next day, HR improed with a max of 140s during activity, but RHR remained in the 90s and palpitations continued.  On 12/31/20 had EKG at work clinic, was wnl but showed RHR of 95.  Over the next few days, had reduced activity, took part in relaxation exercises, and RHR seemed to improve each day. Tele-visit with provider on  01/04/21, who recommended continued monitoring and f/u if RHR did not return to normal or any additional symptoms appeared.  By 01/08/21, heart rate returned to normal.

939943 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 50.0 50 F Right-sided tongue swelling 13.5 hours after administration of second dose of the vaccine.  Resolving with benadryl and pepcid.

939944 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 ME 48.0 48 F Localized reaction-- urticarial plaque measuring 14 cm x 12 cm, intermittent and ongoing 14 days post injection. No other associated symptoms or concerns. Tx supportively- cool compresses, NSAIDs, OTC hydrocortisone cream or ointment.

939946 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Sore Arm at injection site for 2 days. On day 7 after getting vaccine, I developed rash about baseball size around injection site. Rash was initially itchy for 1 day which altered me to rash but no longer itches.  Rash was initially raised and slightly red but is now not raised and slighty red with outer ring.

939947 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 TX 59.0 59 M "Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA".  Symptoms: Tiredness throughout day at approx 2 hrs after vaccination. Felt feverish around midnight, headache, some nausea, pain on arm where vaccination was applied, overall upper discomfort, joint pain (shoulders) and kind of disoriented.  Took Tylenol Extra Strength, 500mg, to ease the discomfort.

939948 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 29.0 29 M Fever, body aches

939949 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 76.0 76 F Pain in arm where vaccine was given

939951 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 44.0 44 F Golf ball sized knot at injection site. Fever

939952 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 38.0 38 F Shortly after receiving vaccine (within 5 minutes) , reported symptoms of tingling to lips, became pale and felt weak.  Did not pass out.   Vital signs were stable.

939953 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 WI 41.0 41 F one week later large red raised rash appeared at injection site

939954 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 30.0 30 F Migraines- worse headache of my life even worse than when I had covid, feeling like bugs crawling on me, heart palpitations, feeling tingling and numbness in legs and arms, feeling like I was going to pass out even days after, nausea, extreme fatigue, body aches, shaking and chills

939955 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 GA 75.0 75 M Slight blurry vision - laid dawn for 2 hours, blurry vision went away.

939956 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 PA 32.0 32 M Achy on 1/12/21 1/13/2020: bilateral eyes painful, cloudy vision

939959 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 IL 49.0 49 F First day, HA and extreme fatigue, then next day cough, runny nose, achy joints ( mild, mostly arms), and fatigue, by day 4 after vaccine, just cough and headache with mild fatigue, by day 6, mostly resolved

939960 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 CT 50.0 50 F numbness in left side of face from  lip to ear

939961 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Reported feeling flushed and experienced chest pressure. Transferred to ED

939962 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 57.0 57 F Cellulitis injection site

939963 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 26.0 26 F headache, fever, chills and pain in arm

939964 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 39.0 39 M I experienced tiredness, fatigue, headache, muscle ache at injection site in left arm, muscle pain throughout body, joint pain throughout body, sore throat, mild cough, and nausea.

939965 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 OH 51.0 51 F About 30 minutes after receiving my injection on Thursday, I noticed my upper lip felt like it was swelling.  Over the next 30 minutes, I felt the same in my lower lip and cheeks.  I took 50 mg of Benadryl at that time.  I slept for nearly 20 hours after that.  On Friday, I experienced severe body aches from head to toe.  I felt somewhat better Saturday.  I woke up Sunday with nausea and dizziness that lasted all day and evening.  I woke up feeling better Monday morning but noticed 2 enlarged lymph nodes above my collar bone and pain from my R deltoid, across my shoulder and into my lower neck.  It is Tuesday and and the lymph nodes are painful to touch and I'm experiencing 5/10 pain in my upper arm, shoulder R side and back of neck and above my R scapula.  I am considering calling my PCP.

939966 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 30.0 30 F 1/7/21: Sore arm the night of the vaccine. 1/8/21: Woke-up around 4am with chills. Fever of 101.4 around 7am with generalized malaise and severe fatigue. Spent most of the day in bed. Fevers on and off throughout the day with Tmax of 101.4.  Some mild body aches. Sore arm with  itching at the injection site. Lump at injection site. Had to call off of work.  Loss of appetite. 1/9/21: Afebrile the whole day. Moderate fatigue in the morning. Overall felt better by the afternoon. Sore arm continued with itching and lump remaining at the injection site. 1/10/21: Overall felt better, arm soreness and itching at injection improving. 1/11/21: Mild fatigue. No arm soreness. Itching improved. Lump at injection site improving. Mild body aches in the evening. 1/12/21: Mild fatigue.  1/13/21: No arm soreness, itching and lump at injection site gone.

939967 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 FL 26.0 26 F Staff reported temperature of 99.9, chills, and headache.

939968 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 TN 69.0 69 F Patient received her 1st dose of the COVID 19 vaccine on 12/30/2020. She woke up on 1/8/2021 with a red, swollen, itchy, and hot left arm. She resumed taking her usual prescribed medications and went to her PCP on 1/11/2021. Her PCP informed her that it was a reaction to the COVID 19 vaccine. The patient has not taken any further action for her reaction to the COVID 19 vaccine.

939970 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 PA 50.0 50 F Woke at 3am with severe abdominal pain. I was unable to move freely for about 5 hours. The pain was located in my epigastric area with the concentration in the Left upper quadrant. It was accompanied by fever and fatigue. I was unable to eat for 24 hours. The pain continued for 3 days total.

939971 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 28.0 28 F I received the first dose of the Pfizer vaccine on December 23 with no complications. The second dose of Pfizer was administered to me on January 11 and I felt okay at first.  At 1 am on January 12 I developed severe chills and muscle aches. The chills, body aches, and fatigue persisted all day. Temperature max was 100.3 orally. I continued to take Tylenol every 6 hours and stayed in bed. The next day I felt slightly better, however, still had a headache.  I made an appointment with my primary care doctor.

939972 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NY 41.0 41 F At time of shot fast heart rate monitored by the facility no other symptoms  Next day headache, sore injection site, swollen lymph nodes arm pit and neck on side of injection, extreme fatigue slept all day, chills, vomiting (2x), muscle aches Following days low grade fever on and off, fatigue, intermittent fast heart rate, chills fatigue  Today  day 6 much improved mild fatigue

939974 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 PA 32.0 32 M On 1/12/2020 noticed was achy 1/13/2020 woke up in middle of the night with bilateral eye pain "felt like sand in eyes". Woke up still painful eyes, no swelling, no discharge, no tearing, no hyperemia. Has cloudy vision as well as pain.

939975 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 WI 24.0 24 F On 12-25-2020, I had severe body aches with low grade fever of 103 degrees. On 12-25-2020 at about 5pm, I developed a rash to both hands. On 12-27-2020 I continued with rash and then the rash started to spread to my entire back. On 12-28-2020, the rash was still present to my back and it radiated down both my legs and since then the rash has gotten worse. I was treated with steroids and histamines at the hospital.

939977 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 50.0 50 M Pain swelling around injection site on upper left arm.

939978 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Mild headache, mild nausea, fatigue, mild diarrhea, mild injection site soreness. These occurred within an hour after getting the injection. The side effects went away after a couple of days. Then a week after the injection, the injection site became suddenly sore, swollen, itchy and hot and still is as of today, 1/13/21.

939979 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Fever, chills, headache, body aches 12hrs after vaccine administration.  Diarrhea 18hrs after administration.  Symptoms lasted 24hrs.

939981 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 TX 46.0 46 F pain and swelling at shoulder was given high up. did not notice supraclavicular lymph node until this past Sunday

939983 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 WI 29.0 29 F Cellulitis

939984 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 24.0 24 M Fever chills

939985 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NY 22.0 22 F Exactly 12 hours post second dose of covid vaccine I had 103 fever, chills, body aches, muscle and joint pain. Came about very suddenly. Fever lasted about 12-15 hours. Rotated Tylenol and Advil to calm fever. Day 2 post vaccine still suffering headache, fatigue, muscle and joint pain

939987 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NV 34.0 34 F Throat felt "fuzzy" and slightly swollen approximately 10 minutes post vaccination, seen in ED, given benadryl, IV, famotidine, ondansetron, metylprednisolone and discharged to home

939988 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NC 34.0 34 F First started with lots of muscle soreness of arm where vaccine was placed, a few bumps that were itchy developed that same afternoon, more bumps appeared next day accompanied by malaise and itching sporadically. By 24 hours, rash and bumps were more prevalent and lots of itching which progressed rapidly through night and hives developed even with antihistamine.

939989 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 GA 40.0 40 M Itchiness, flushing, tingling, redness

939990 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 GA 43.0 43 F I?m not sure if this is in my head but I think the vaccine has flared up my reflux.  I received first dose on 12/23/2020 and second dose on  1/10/2021.  Since vaccine I?ve noticed my reflux has been flared.  I haven?t had to take Protonix in months; however, I really started to experience indigestion and chest burning/pressure a week after first dose.  I started back taking Protonix and had to increase dose to twice a day on 1/5/2021.  Symptoms have improved significantly but it?s still somewhat aggravated. I also experienced lower back pain and upper and lower extremities numbness/tingling maybe 2-3 time since first vaccine

939991 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 41.0 41 M Lymph pain and swelling

939993 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 ME 70.0 70 M Deep tenderness in and around joint for 72 hours with tenderness along right forearm; slight malaise; sore throat (inflamed R tonsillar pillar) for last 18 hours. Complete resolution at 72 hours

939995 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 23.0 23 F After second vaccine, I experienced Fever, Chills, Headache, Nausea,Diarrhea,Generalized Weakness, Pain at injection site.  Lasted 17-18 hrs with lasting fatigue and headache into next day (1/13/21).  Tylenol and Advil were taken to help control fever and headache.

939996 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 GA 45.0 45 F Day one - Day three  post vaccine, sore left arm, sore throat,  fatigue, slight body aches.  Day seven-7cm red, edemtamous,  hot -cellulitis appearing area at injection site.  Days eight-day ten with same symptoms. Day eleven-day 13-2x 8 cm area of redness without edema.

939997 12/27/2020 01/13/2021 PR 41.0 41 F Red rash all over skin (armpits, chest, face, legs, back),  inflammation, swelling and itchiness

939998 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 OK 58.0 58 F Fever, chills, body aches, fatigue

940000 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 VA 33.0 33 F 01/11/2021  at 5pm started with diarrhea, chills, body aches.  01/12/2021 06:00pm facial swelling, lip swelling, hives.  Started Benadryl at home on 01/12/2020.  Seen by walk in PMD office 01/13/2021.  MD prescribe, 60mg prednisone and to continue Benadryl, 50mg as needed.

940001 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 PA 36.0 36 F 10 minutes after administration of vaccine employee became itchy all over. Given benadryl and symptoms resolved.

940029 12/15/2020 01/13/2021 NE 41.0 41 F Started having itching after vaccine.  Taken to ER.  Broke out in full hives.  Was  given IV Benadryl and steroids.
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940030 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 52.0 52 F Insomnia, headache, fever, aches, skin pain

940032 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 WV 54.0 54 F One week after receiving the vaccine, I noticed a rash at the injection site.  The rash has continued to spread down my arm.  It is red, burning, and sore to the touch.  I contacted my primary care provider, who prescribed a topical steroid.  I have taken photos of the rash since it started.  It has not improved and continues to spread.

940033 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 RI 15.0 15 M Patient 15 years of age presented to COVID vaccine clinic for initial dose, received 0.5 mL dose of Moderna COVID vaccine.  Discussion with parents, pediatrician around plan for second dose and monitoring for any impact.  No know adverse effects noted from the vaccination.

940034 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 OK 59.0 59 F Fever- started at 99.4 (5:00 a.m.) increased to 100.8 within an hour.  Roughly about 2 hr increments the fever started to reduce 100.6, 99.6, 99.0, 98.7 to normal with no fever reducer medication.  Body aches- started when temp got to 100.8 and lasted about 12 hrs.  Tired- started after temp was reduced to normal and gradually got more tired as the day went on.  Woke the next day with no symptoms

940035 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 AL 49.0 49 F On the day of vaccine administration, patient had small red area and knot that went away overnight.  On the evening of 01/12/2021, she noticed the same area was itchy and had a knot around the area of previous injection.  The area is warm to the touch and visibily swollen from shoulder to elbow.  Left forearm has some slight swelling also as compared to the right.  No other symptoms at this time.  She was evaluated by nursing leadership and pharmacy personnel and advised to alternate tylenol and ibuprofen, use cold compress, and elevate arm when able to help with swelling and inflammation.

940036 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 WV 40.0 40 F My arm started itching and was tender on Monday night 1/11/21. On Tuesday 1/12/21 my arm was hot and had developed a knot at the injection site and continued to itch and hurt, on Wednesday 01/13/21 when I woke up I had a red rash on top of all the other symptoms at the injection site. I have been very tired and had a headache since I got the vaccine. And over the last few days I have felt worse and my joints and muscle ache, I have been nauseas and mild chills with low grade fever.

940038 12/16/2020 01/13/2021 OH 24.0 24 F At approximately 11pm felt dizziness and coworker followed her home. When arriving home noticed facial swelling, some shortness of breath, itchy neck, "jittery", and swollen throat.  Taken by boyfriend to ED at approximately  12am on 12/17/2020. Given Epipen, diphenhydramine, famotidine, and methylprednisolone.  Remained in observation for a few hours and went home as all reaction had ceased.

940039 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 FL 24.0 24 M Error: Incorrect Reconstitution

940040 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 26.0 26 F fever, chill, sob, chest pressure, tachycardia

940041 12/26/2020 01/13/2021 CO 39.0 39 F 7 days post vaccine hives around injection site, warm to touch, puffy arm

940042 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 OH 53.0 53 F within 30 seconds I had a cooling sensation rush across the tip of my tongue, then a sweet taste, then more identifiable as bubble gum flavored.  By 12:45 I noticed I was scratching several areas of my body. Arms, legs, chest, neck, back and scalp and kept clearing my throat.  I looked down at my arm and seen a red welt from my elbow to my wrist in my left arm and a fine red rash beneath skin on right arm.  I looked up at the pharmacist and he said at 12:40 he had already placed a call to have another pharmacist come to look me over.   I then noticed that my heart seemed to be racing and feeling winded.  I figured this was my anxiety and just tried to relax.  The second pharmacist arrived and we walked to the ER.  I was very winded. They took me to a room and checked stats.  after 3 attempts taking my BP and using two different cuffs, she said my BP was 190/90 where it is typically 120/70. I drank lots of water and they monitored me for almost an hour and gave me another Benadryl.  My BP came down to 180/82 , breathing was easier and itching was decreasing so I chose to return to my station and I took one more Benadryl.  The following day: woke up with head ache in rt eye and fuzzy vision all day, mild sore throat, mild body aches, queasy stomach, fatigue and runny nose.  Took a Pepcid for stomach, Tylenol/Advil duo for sore throat, headache/body aches, drank lots of water and rested.  Following day most symptoms resided, still  slight sore throat, rt eye blurred vision, coughing, sneezing and runny nose.  everyday since, symptoms continue to decrease.

940043 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 49.0 49 M Fatigue, chills, body ache. Improving.

940045 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MI 51.0 51 F Systemic: Exhaustion-Mild, Systemic: Generalized Body Aches -Mild, Systemic: Nausea-Medium, Systemic: Vomiting-Medium; symptoms lasted 0 days

940046 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 66.0 66 F Cellulitis

940047 12/27/2020 01/13/2021 MO 46.0 46 F itching and redness at injection site. redness was about 2inches in size. itching did not start for a week and lasted for about a week. still occasionally feels itchy but all redness is gone.

940048 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 OH 53.0 53 F No pain with injection.  Left shoulder pain began around 4 pm the same day, unable to raise left upper extremity against gravity without severe shoulder pain.  Took 1000 mg of Tylenol immediately after injection and 600 mg of Advil at 9 pm as well as used Ice to decrease swelling and pain.  The pain increased and I was unable to sleep at all secondary to pain.  The shoulder pain has continued and loss of active shoulder range is apparent.  I am stretching and taking NSAIDS as able for the pain.  I have been unable to sleep well since receiving the vaccine secondary to the pain.   Today is day 7 and I am slowly getting back some active range however I continue to increased shoulder and peri scapular pain that limits my ability at home and at work.

940049 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 64.0 64 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Fever noted approximately 24 hours after vaccine (101 degrees at 8:00 on 12.Jan) Chills, tiredness, slight headache, joint pain (knees, hips, ankles, shoulders, fingers) Took Aleve for pain Fever was 101.5 at 7PM; took Advil/Tylenol Fever broke around 9PM (98.6)

940050 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 PA 62.0 62 F Large red mark over site the size of a large sand dollar, with mild itching- started 1/4-1/9/2021. One week after the vaccine

940051 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Headache, L arm soreness, full body muscle pain, full body joint pain, severe fatigue, diarrhea

940053 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CT 52.0 52 F On 1/11/2021, I received the Moderna vaccine and felt extremely fatigued. I went to bed at 7:00 pm and slept until 7:30 am on 1/12/2021. I woke up weak with a fever and chills. My temperature was between 99.4 and 100.7. I also had body aches and loss of appetite.

940054 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 34.0 34 F aches, chills, fever

940055 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 FL 45.0 45 F Rash/hives on abdomen and lower back

940056 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 45.0 45 F Sore lymph nodes underarm left arm Very sore and swollen lymph nodes above the left collarbone

940057 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 GA 77.0 77 F patient complained of "flushed feeling"  within 7 min of receiving vaccine; 2 min later c/o "tongue feels funny".  Benadryl given, symptoms resolve

940058 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 TX 41.0 41 F fever-99.9 aches chills lower back pain kidney pain

940060 12/26/2020 01/13/2021 CO 39.0 39 F 7 days post vaccine I developed hives around injection sute. My arm was warm to touch, swollen and painful.

940061 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 AR 57.0 57 F SLIGHT HEADACHE, AND TIREDNESS FOR FIRST TWO DAY. RASH STARTING ON THIRD DAY AND CONTINUES

940062 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MT 26.0 26 F Shortly after receiving the vaccine on 1/5/20 (within several hours) the administration site was swollen, red, and warm to the touch.  The swollen area was approximately the size of a silver dollar.  There was also soreness around the injection site.  Swelling continued through roughly 1/9/20.  There was still slight redness/discoloration to the area.  Soreness had subsided by 1/7/20.  On the evening of 1/11/20 the area began itching.  On 1/12/20 I woke up and the area was swollen again, this time worse than before, and was also slightly expanded, approximately 3.5" in diameter.  It was also red and warm to the touch and was still itching.  This has continued through current time.

940063 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NY 30.0 30 F High fever (104.5), body aches, injection site soreness, chills, lightheadedness, hot flashes.

940064 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MI 55.0 55 F to develop a rash yesterday. It started off as large red spots last night, and this morning they are smaller red spots. She said the rash started in her feet and is moving upwards. This morning it is now on her arms. She also said she was having numbness and tingling from the waist down as well. Last night she did take Benadryl. She is not experiencing any other side effects. She did not have this reaction after the first dose.   prednisone, benadryl given at urgent care, prescription for prednisone given at Urgent Care

940065 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 PR 61.0 61 F Was premedicated with Medrol, Singulair and Zyrtec 20 minutes after vaccine developed paresthesias of both sides of lower face, lips and face swelling. This resolved in @ 20 minutes. Next day developed excessive fatigue with difficulty talking and a heavy sensation in the chaste with an event of fullness sensation of the right soft palate and tongue.. This became worse on the second day for which needed treatment with Medrol pack and antihistamins.

940066 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 FL 25.0 25 U Error: Incorrect Reconstitution

940067 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MN 93.0 93 F Systemic: Fever-Severe, Systemic: hypotension, dyspnea-Severe; symptoms lasted 1 day Y 1

940068 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 KY 56.0 56 F Headache  Muscle and joint pain and swelling at injection sote

940069 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Fatigue, body aches and chills

940070 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NE 25.0 25 M Significant soreness around injection site began at noted time with body aches as well. A fever began at 8pm and peaked at 3am with a temperature of 102.8. This temperature was maintained until 7am when the fever began to subside.

940071 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 IA 54.0 54 F a week and a half after the injection i woke up to redness, approximately 3 inches, around the injection sight that narrowed down my arm (right arm) It is warm to the touch. I'm not running a fever, and it is not raised.

940072 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 PA 31.0 31 M 2 days after receiving vaccine employee experienced numbness and tingling in feet which worsened with rest and improved with waling.

940073 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 KY 31.0 31 F Pain at injection site, Arm soreness starting at time of injection    , elevated temp 99F with mild chills, fatigue and malaise starting the following morning lasting about 8 hours.

940074 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NE 90.0 90 F ON 1/9/21, DEVELOPED MILD HEADACHE. TREATED WITH ACETAMINOPHEN.

940075 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 DE 41.0 41 F Migraine headache that lasted more than 48 hours. Fatigue. Rash developed at injection site.

940076 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MA 26.0 26 M Received 1st dose of vaccine on 1/11. On the morning of 1/12, developed symptoms of fatigue and malaise. Left work at 1300. Reports that later in evening symptoms progressed to body aches and diaphoresis, no fever. Reports feeling better this morning 1/13.

940077 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 WA 34.0 34 F Headaches, swollen supraclavicular lymph nodes.

940078 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 OH 45.0 45 F 08:50AM Upon standing to leave pt stated she was lightheaded & dizzy.  Instructed to sit. BP: 126/80, SO2 RA 96%, HR:80x' Pt stated she was nervous when getting the vaccine.   09:05AM Still "feeling off, blurred vision." 09:10AM SO2 RA: 100%, HR: 82  Drinking water.  Denies SOB 09:30AM feeling better.  Encouraged not to drive.  A friend here that will take pt. home.  Pt advised to F/U with her PCP 10:03AM Pt discharged

940079 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 ND 33.0 33 F Started with a mild dull headache that progressed to throbbing, stabbing, headache that was aggravated by lights, sounds, movement. Balance was affected and was unsteady on feet, legs were weak and painful to move/stand or walk. Needed assistance to walk or move. Body chills noted that no matter how many layers applied or blankets or hot shower/bath helped. Nausea was reported but no diarrhea. Along with the leg pain, back and body aches were noted that made standing, sitting or laying extremely uncomfortable.

940080 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 SC 39.0 39 F Right sided facial tingling/numbness

940081 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Excruciating headache, dry mouth and eyes, Nausea and vomiting

940082 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 FL 80.0 80 F Fever of 101 degress,  took tylenol,  3 times throughout the day.  Fever broke  during the night Fatigue - lasted from early morning throughout the day  through the evening.  Did not continue the next day Chills- Intense chills appreared around 11:00 a.m. and continued until about 1:00 p.m.  After that the chills were moderate and stopped                 around 4:00 p.m. Headache - tylenol take for fever and headache.  Headache lasted through the evening and early night.  Was gone by morning. Muscle ache - extreme, sharp muscle pain in both thighs.  Appeared intermittently thoughout the day.  Subsided by evening, but      returned briefly the next morning.

940083 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NY 40.0 40 F red, warm rash on right calf and red warm rash on left buttock and left thigh.  Feels almost like a sunburn. Started on 1/13/2021 at around 7:00 am

940084 12/20/2020 01/13/2021 TX 57.0 57 F 5 x 3 inch red , hot area on top of right arm, lasted for 2 weeks. Look dark and bruised some days.

940085 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 30.0 30 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Fatigue and arm soreness within a few hours turned into full body chills, aches, and a fever about 8hrs after injection. Symptoms were intense and lasted throughout the night with Tylenol only minimally reducing fever. All symptoms lasted for about 24hrs, after which I felt completely normal.

940086 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 MT 62.0 62 M On January 11th, 2021 patient called to report that he will probably not get the second dose of Moderna due to side effects he had after he received the first dose of Moderna.  He reports that for a week after he had brain fog, ie. couldnt remember common things, he reported that he got a 1/2 dollar size black and blue mark to skin where the injection was given, and reports it is still there two weeks after receiving the injection.  He also stated that his arm was very painful after the injection.

940087 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NE 90.0 90 F ON 1/8/21, DEVELOPED A MILD HEADACHE. TREATING WITH ACETAMINOPHEN.

940088 12/17/2020 01/13/2021 WA 60.0 60 M Patient noted several lesions on his toes consistent with pernio about 10 days after first vaccine administration. Lesions have remained. Patient received second vaccination 01/07/2021 to complete the series. Patient notes additional pernio lesions within 1-2 days of second vaccine.

940089 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 IA 19.0 19 F After I recieved the Covid-19 Moderna vaccine I began to feel ill. I became pale, had fatigue, headache, stomach ache, and the arm i recieved the vaccine in was sore to the point I couldn't hardly move it. These side effects lasted until 12/25/2020. I had no fever and after the 25th I felt fine.

940090 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 26.0 26 F Patient presented to clinic RN in observation room 5 minutes post COVID-19 vaccination. Was visibly diaphoretic while sitting in chair and reporting dizziness/feeling like she "is going to faint." Patient walked with 2 RNs to stretcher.  Patient was alert, then laid down on stretcher and given water. Emergency response team was called and team arrived on unit within 10 minutes. Vitals on arrival include BP: 94/50 HR: 49, spO2: 100%. Patient reports low BP and HR at baseline. Vitals recheck: BP: 100/59, HR: 67, spO2: 100%. Patient reporting feeling "back to normal" after total time of 25 minutes. Denies pain, itching, SOB, difficulty breathing, or dizziness. BG: 109.  Emergency response physician cleared patient. Patient walked with around with clinic RN prior to leaving. Denies any distress. Independently exited clinic.

940091 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 NE 36.0 36 F Within minutes of receiving the vaccine, started c/c dizziness, tingling all over, feeling "splotchy", weakness, seeing stars.  Appeared pale and clammy.  Eased to floor to lie flat. B/P=92/62.  B?P after 5 min of being supine 102/64.  Able to sit up after 10 minutes.  Continued to rest for 30 minutes with slow consistent improvement in weakness and dizziness.  Left clinic within one hour with improvement.

940092 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 37.0 37 F Day after my second vaccine I had body aches, muscle and joint aches, neck stiffness, headaches and was nauseated. I hurt so bad that I did not want to move. I Routinely took Ibeprofen every 6 hours and phenergran to help with my symptoms. These symptoms only last one day. Which was the day after my second vaccine.

940093 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 MA 53.0 53 F patient reports developing a rash throughout entire body on January 09, 2021 after receiving Moderna COVID-19 mRNA vaccine on 12/28/21.  Employee reports a history of psoriasis and unsure weather this is related to the vaccine or the psoriasis, but states has never experienced an outbreak of psoriasis like this before in her life.   Employee tested negative on 1/11/21 for COVID-19 and has followed up with dermatologist as well.

940094 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Fever of 101.5 Chills/body aches Muscle stiffness General malaise Nausea Headache

940095 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 TX 52.0 52 M Systemic: Chills, Systemic: pale in color, increase hr; symptoms lasted 1 day

940096 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NE 90.0 90 F ON 1/8/21, DEVELOPED MILD HEADACHE. TREATING WITH ACETAMINOPHEN.

940097 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 56.0 56 F significant body aches at night, 24 hours later headache,chills, fatigue, temp of 99.5, 48 hours later fatigued in general not well-being, chills, fatigue, injection site pain, malaise new or worsened join and muscle pain

940098 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MA 56.0 56 F 16 hrs post 2nd COVID vaccination injection I experienced the following symptoms: severe aches and pains in joints, chills-cold hands,feet, lethargy, slight nausea, diarrhea. Symptoms subsided over the following 24 hours. Joint aches continue

940099 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 MS 34.0 34 F Vaccine given on 1/9/21 around 12:45 pm in Left deltoid chest swelling started 5 to 6 hours later swelling in arm & neck with pain. Has been taken Ibuprofen & muscle relaxer. Symptoms still persistent on 1/12/21. 01/12/2021

940100 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 43.0 43 U Patient called to report that she received her 2nd dose on 1/7 @ 1000 and then the next day she started having a HA. On Sat she had a temp of 99.0 and it subsided. Then on sun she began to have chills, fever, and lymph nodes were swollen under her arm and neck and went to the ER and given steriods. Symptoms have resolved as of now.  Patient received the BioNTech Pfzier vaccine

940102 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 FL 61.0 61 F Chills, headache, and nausea

940103 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 TN 41.0 41 F fever loss of appetite headache/migraine body aches muscle cramps, rash

940104 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Got shot at 10AM. Woke up at 3AM with chills, muscle aches, joint pain, and a fever of 100.7. These subsided somewhat with advil and tylenol. The chills, fever seemed to go away after 24 hours. Muscle aches/joint pain continued 48+ hours after.  I was unable to go to work or care for my child due to symptoms.

940105 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AL 54.0 54 F 14 hours after vaccination, woke up to slight body aches so went to take Tylenol and sudden wave of nausea hit and passed out falling on floor.  Had slight stomach upset and significant chills.  Took Tylenol and was recovered by 8 a.m.

940106 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MD 36.0 36 F Patient reports feeling dizzy with nausea after vaccine. No shortness of breath, no chest pain, no headache, no rash. Patient reported she has not eaten since breakfast. Vital signs were stable: HR 92 regular BP 110/72 RR 16. Patient was given water and observed for for 30 minutes. Patient stated feeling better and sent home with mother in law. Patient instructed to call primary care if symptoms persist and 911 if  symptoms worsen.

940107 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 47.0 47 M Systemic musculoskeletal pain in muscles and joints with mild headache and moderate fatigue.

940108 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Reported fatigue, muscle aches, and chest pain.Followed up with her PCP  for the chest pain. EKG unremarkable. Cardiologist to follow up.

940109 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 37.0 37 F Immunization given on Wednesday evening. On Friday evening, developed pain and rash near groin. Thought it was reactivation of HSV-1. However, it has been diagnosed as shingles.

940110 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 31.0 31 F Fatigue, fever, chills, body aches, joint pain, skin hurting

940111 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 42.0 42 F Injection site raised and pain upon touch - started 1/11 evening after vaccine dose 2. Then on 1/12 1600 noticed under arm swelling and discomfort - thinking it's lymphadenophathy just on left side. Took ibuprofen and no changed as of 1/13 am

940112 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MA 56.0 56 F 16 hrs post 2nd COVID vaccination injection I experienced the following symptoms: severe aches and pains in joints, chills-cold hands,feet, lethargy, slight nausea, diarrhea. Symptoms subsided over the following 24 hours. Joint aches continue

940113 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Site: Swelling at Injection Site-Medium, Systemic: Vomiting

940114 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 ID 48.0 48 F rash at vaccine administration site

940115 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IL 30.0 30 F Extreme fatigue 101 degree fever Body aches

940116 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 49.0 49 F vaccine in am. That night had back pain. left hip pain and when walking felt like dragging left leg. Ice to injection site due to discomfort also.

940117 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Systemic: Nausea-Severe, Systemic: Vomiting-Severe; symptoms lasted 1 day.

940118 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 TX 30.0 30 F 2 hours after vaccine, felt nausea and aching in neck, like my blood pressure was elevated, hot flashes. stopped after about an hour, returned again in the evening, again lasting about an hour, and did not come back after.

940119 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 22.0 22 F Onset of new joint pain, muscle pain, headache and fatigue at 1600 on 1/8/21,headache and fatigue faded by 1/9/21  with worsened joint and muscle pain continuing through today (1/13/21)

940120 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 55.0 55 M Total body malaise, headache, chills

940121 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 TX 41.0 41 M Two lymph nodes under left collarbone swollen for approximately one week

940122 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Felt "heavy" and dizzy. Blood pressure was low. Observed and discharged at 1:25.

940123 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 CO 47.0 47 M change in vision, slow thinking

940124 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 TX 41.0 41 F I already reported one rash or reaction on the last VAERS report I made 1/7/2021.  After going to an urgent care facility on 1/8/2021 and given a steriod shot, steriod medication and antibiotics, the rash disappeared by the end of the day on 1/8/2021.  The rash appeared again on 1/11/2021 but in the form of small bumps on the same right arm.  The bumps and rash are spreading again on my right arm.  I will be going to see a dermatologist on 1/13/2021 because the rash is not going away or slowing down.  The bumps are raised, bright red and spreading on my arm.

940125 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Patient states on morning of 1/11/2021 she noted the L deltoid injection site was red, warm  to touch and swollen.  By 1/12/20201 she  also noted fatigue.  She states it does not itch. The patient took Tylenol, benadryl and ice since noting the erythema on 1/11/2021.

940126 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 TX 40.0 40 F lightheadedness, fatigue, fever and pain & stiffness in the arm were the vaccine was administered. These symptoms lingered into the next day causing me to stay home from work the following day.

940127 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 OH 39.0 39 F per patient "12/30 9:30 am(approximate 1 hour after Moderna COVID19 vaccine) was home became woozy passed out 2 mins recovered in 5-10 mins. 11:30 am fixing lunch no warning passed out hit floor out 1-2 hours not responding BP 60/40 has POTS and family treated with IVF and pickle juice she was out of it in bed until 6pm. Did no take am meds prior to 08:30 vaccine but on Colanar 4mg bid, Cymbalta 40mg qd, Omeprazole 20 mg qd, Lisinopril 20mg qd, Benadril 50mg IV via port bid, Motegrity 2mg qd, Ducolox 30 qd,  Senna 2 tabs qd, Zanaflex 4mg tid prn, Clonazepan 1mg q12 hour prn, Ibuprophen 800mg prn.

940128 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 26.0 26 F Patient presented to clinic RN in observation room 5 minutes post COVID-19 vaccination. Patient visibly diaphoretic while sitting in chair and reporting dizziness/feeling like she "is going to faint." Patient walked with 2 RNs to stretcher. Patient was alert, then laid down on stretcher and given water. Emergency response team called and team arrived on unit within 10 minutes. Vitals taken and follow: BP: 94/50 HR: 49, spO2: 100%. Patientt reports low BP and HR at baseline. Vitals recheck: BP: 100/59, HR: 67, spO2: 100%. Patient reporting feeling "back to normal" after a total time of 25 minutes. Denies pain, itching, SOB, difficulty breathing, or dizziness. BG: 109.  Emergency rsponse physician cleared patient. Patient walked around clinic with RN prior to exiting. Denied any distress. Independently exited clinic.

940129 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 28.0 28 F Fatigue shortly after Nausea and Headache lasting 24 hours, so far.

940130 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MA 30.0 30 F Chills, body aches, joint pain, fatigue, dizziness. I took ibuprofen 400mg q6 with minimal effect. I felt much better by my second day after the vaccine but still with fatigue, dizziness and joint pain. By the third day after I felt back to normal.

940131 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 49.0 49 F started with back pain which turned into shingles

940132 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NE 32.0 32 F APPROXIMATELY 5 MINUTES AFTER VACCINATION, DEVELOPED ITCHINESS ON FOREHEAD AND NOSE. GAVE 25MG DIPHENHYDRAMINE AT 9:20AM, FOLLOWED BY 25MG AT 9:40AM. PATIENT STATED THIS WAS HER 'TYPICAL DOSE' AND WNET ON HER WAY BACK TO WORK AND STATED SHE FELT FINE.

940133 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 31.0 31 F Took Advil and symptoms were relieved.  Chills, fever, headache, injection site pain, malaise, new or worsened joint and muscle pain

940134 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 TX 28.0 28 F I noticed on January 12 that my left arm where I received the shot my bones were aching and my joints (my shoulder, my elbow, my forearm bones, and all my hand joints) were aching and my hand was slightly swollen. My coworker reported aching joints two days after she received the vaccine. So I?m not sure if my aching joints are related to the vaccine but I?m suspicious they are.

940135 01/03/2021 01/13/2021 OK 64.0 64 F arm pain at injection site, hard bump is red and itchy, redness appears to be spreading

940136 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 GA 52.0 52 F Mild headache, mild nausea, injection site pain, and 1 bout of upset stomach

940137 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 WI 49.0 49 F Muscle aches, joint pain, fatigue, headache, chills, redness 4mm around injection site, enlarged lymph nodes, arm swelling

940138 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 50.0 50 F 30 hours post-injection I experienced intense body aches, fatigue, headache and fever (100.9F).  Following the first injection in the series I experienced very mild body aches and minor fatigue, also noted at approx 30 hours post-injection.  Symptoms following the second injection were much more intense, included a fever and headache, and lasted longer (12-13 hours).  Symptoms experienced following the second injection caused a missed work day.

940139 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 OK 34.0 34 F Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Mild

940140 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 CA 93.0 93 F Error: Booster Given Too Early; symptoms lasted 0 days

940141 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 FL 61.0 61 F Chills, headache, and nausea

940142 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NY 39.0 39 M Fever from 1/4/2021-1/5/2021, originally over 101F. Took acetaminophen (2x500 mg tablets) on Monday night and Tuesday morning. Fever was gone by Tuesday night.  Headache from 1/6/2021-1/10/2021. Took acetaminophen (2x500 mg tablets) on Wednesday morning and occasionally throughout duration. Was most severe on Wednesday, much less severe on Thursday, and gone by Sunday.

940143 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F redness, warmth, and itchiness to injection site and surrounding area 1 week after the shot

940144 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MA 29.0 29 F Employee was vaccinated on 1/12 prior to start of shift.  Called this am to report feeling extreme fatigue and arm soreness.  Stated she was not able to tie her hair or use arm without pain.  Denies fever, body aches at this time.

940145 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 34.0 34 F received dose #2 shot at 10AM on 1/11.  Woke up at 3AM on 1/12 with chills, fever, muscle and joint aches/pains.   Tylenol and ibuprofen helped relieve symptoms partially.  After 24 hours, fever was gone.  Muscle aches/join pain persisted after 48 hours post vaccine.

940146 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 PA 65.0 65 F Approximately 23 minutes after receiving vaccine employee experienced "heart racing". Pulse 110.

940147 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MO 65.0 65 F Headache starting 2pm Generalized achiness 8:20 pm and increasing in intensity through evening, night and continuing next day Fever and chills, shivering starting 11pm Weakness and deep bone pain through night into next day Fever subsided about 9:30am 1/13/21 Headache persists , weakness and joint aches  Treated with Tylenol I had at home and muscle relaxers with no relief until 1-13-21

940148 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 WI 39.0 39 F nausea, fatigue, sore muscles, headache, joint pain, chills, sore throat, sore arm, migraine

940149 01/03/2021 01/13/2021 OK 64.0 64 F hard bump at injection site, red and itchy, redness appears to be spreading

940150 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 NH 27.0 27 F Patient noticed redness and itching at injection site. Her arm was very painful and warm. Felt a pop in her arm near injection site and experienced sharper pain. Rash gradually over the next couple hours spread from her arm to her upper chest area.

940151 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Fatigue, body aches, fever, chills

940153 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 FL 51.0 51 F Started with ringing in the left ear, got up Sunday and could not hear out of my left  ear.

940154 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 69.0 69 F EMPLOYEE HAD RIGHT SIDED LOWER EYELID AND CHEEK SWELLING AND ITCHING AT APPROXIMATELY 0600 PM ON 01/12/21. WHICH HAD MINIMAL CHANGES AT 0600 AM THE FOLLOWING MORNING.    DENIES: REDNESS, THROAT ITCHING, SOB, UPPER EYELID SWELLING, TOOTH PAIN OR DENTAL ABSCESS, LYPMHNODE SWELLING

940155 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NY 41.0 41 F 1/6: diarrhea 1/6-1/10: fatigue 1/7-present (1/13): shingles (dx confirmed by MD 1/13)

940156 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 49.0 49 F started with back pain. which turned into shingles

940157 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 OK 45.0 45 F Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Mild

940158 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 WA 52.0 52 M Starting in the middle of the night feeling feverish, sore left shoulder.  Checked temp at 6AM was 101.4  I believe this is normal but was told to report any symptoms

940159 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 FL 69.0 69 F Severe Headache --  per patient has never had headache in lifetime, very unusual

940160 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 CA 88.0 88 M Error: Booster Given Too Early; symptoms lasted 0 days

940161 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 LA 61.0 61 F Rash on entire torso.  Small red itching bumps.  Awaiting doctor advise as to treatment.  Symptoms began 24 hrs after vaccine and have continually worsened over the next 24 hrs.  Completing this form at 48 hours post vaccine.

940162 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 TX 52.0 52 F Symptoms -  EE reports beginning on Saturday PM she felt fatigued and HA.  Sunday and Monday worsening HA and fatigue.  EE report she called off of work Monday and Tuesday and RTW on Wedneday.  EE reports complete resolution of symptoms today.  Last day of work and shift - ? at work today Home remedies? -   rest and tylenol Any improvement? ? yes, resolution of symptoms Recommendation? EE encouraged to continue to monitor her symptoms and to follow the guidelines outlined in the  Workplace Policy.  EE denied COVID-19 exposure without proper PPE and denied travel.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

940163 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 52.0 52 F Dizzy, cloudy, burning sensation of right side of neck. BP is ordinarily 11/62, but was 135/85. Observed, issues resolved at 12:46 pm/

940165 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 PA 35.0 35 F H/A, sore throat, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, pain at inj. site, nauseated, heart bothering her, feels warm, tired, heat surge, loss of appetite, SOB,  Had COVID May 2020.

940166 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 MI 31.0 31 F RASH ON ARMS AND LEGS THAT WHEN AWAY WITH BENADRLY , RETURNED THE NEXT DAY AND PERSISTED., SEEN IN ed EMPLOYEE HAS PURRITIS IN THROAT, THRATED WITH BENADRLY.
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940167 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Employee received Dose 1 of COVID19 vaccine. Approx 30mins later employee complained of tingling to right toe, right jaw lock, and headache on right side 4/10 pain.

940168 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 TN 19.0 19 F Fever of 101.1

940169 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MT 50.0 50 F Temperature of 100.4 Chills

940170 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 IL 39.0 39 F Pt received first dose of Moderna vaccine on 12/29/2020. Initial question of whether vaccine was administered correctly - administering nurse never felt arm before administering and did say she thought she gave the injection "too low" and not on deltoid. The nurse mentioned that someone else had gotten a reaction from receiving the dose "too low." Pt developed a red lump the next day at site of injection.  For first week or so, patient's symptoms decreased although she still experienced swollen lymph nodes and breast tenderness. Day 8 or 9 (1/6 or 1/7), pt woke up to arm being red, swolen, and sore again. Pt talked to infection control nurse at hospital, who advised her to go to clinic to get it seen by a provider because it looked like it might be cellulitis.  Pt presented 1/7/2021 with complaint of possible infection in right arm where she received the vaccine. Area was red, swollen, warm to the touch. Pt also had some breast tenderness. Pt was given ceftriaxone 1 gm IM x 1 in clnic and discharged.  Pt followed up the next day, 1/8/2021. At that appointment, symptoms had decreased. Redness and firmness of area had decreased and range of motion had increased. Pt continued to endorse soreness that traveled from right side of neck all the way down right elbow, but states it had decreased since 1/7.  1/12/21 pt followed up in clinic and stated arm was much better. Swelling almost gone and erythema much improved. Pt was able to use arm normally. Axilla still a little swollen, but no fever/nausea/vomiting/rash. Pt thinks she had ANA positive in past and c/f collagen vascular disease, in part because she has muscle ache flares for days to weeks. Reviewed Autoimmune panel (ANA, ESR, RA), plan to f/u with rheumatology

940171 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F redness, warmth, itchiness to the injection site and surrounding area 1 week after shot. Lasted only 1 day.

940172 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 47.0 47 F Chills, headache, arm pain, nausea, body aches and pain

940173 01/03/2021 01/13/2021 RI 36.0 36 F Patient became anxious and lightheaded. Evaluated by EMS and released after symptoms improved.

940174 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 WI 65.0 65 F sore arm, body aches, headache, fatigue

940175 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 MD 51.0 51 F No reaction immediately after receiving vaccine.  Next day, 1/10/2021, noted left axillary pain, minimal pain at left deltoid injection site.  Used Tylenol for ineffective relief of discomfort.  Next day, 1/11/21, noted swelling and pain along left collarbone area on chest/neck area.  Called to speak with Dr.  Told that I had left supraclavicular lymph node swelling causing discomfort, and still had swelling of left axillary lymph node causing discomfort.  Also noted minimal left groin lymph node enlargement with no pain.  Told to monitor symptoms and continue to use Tylenol or Advil as needed.  Recommended that I call back if symptoms worsen, change or have additional symptoms.

940176 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 ME 23.0 23 F Rash, went to Urgent Care per office advice.    prescribed Prednisone for 3 day course.  PCP follow up on 1/13.  No work capacity until then.

940180 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NY 53.0 53 F The patient received her COVID19 vaccination, the Moderna mRNA vaccine, on Friday, January 8, 2020 at 10 AM.  She developed some low-grade fevers and fatigue over the next 24 hours, treated with ibuprofen.  However, by Saturday evening, as her fever was slowly improving, she developed some puffiness of her eyes.  The swelling progressed further on Sunday accompanied by low-grade fever and by Monday affecting both eyelids, upper as well as lower, with a burning sensation and some pruritus.  She has noted some desquamation of her skin in that area.  She comes into the office today because of persistent swelling.  She denies any respiratory or throat complaints.  She also states that she has a dry spot on the right side of her mouth, started on Sunday afternoon.  She has not used any fillers and has not had any cosmetic procedures done on her face.   She did develop chondrodermatitis to retinol-A in 2018.  She states that she does have sensitive skin and has used hypoallergenic items intermittently.  She prefers not to place cosmetics on her skin.  She is currently using Victoria's secret Eau so sexy lotion once every other week, typically on her cheeks.  She did use this cosmetic on Sunday on her cheeks, after she developped the swelling of her eyelids.   She does not receive further vaccinations due to personal preferences.  She did receive a Kenalog injection 2018 in her first MTP.  That ingestion contained polysorbitol 80.  She did not have an adverse reaction to the injection.   She was sick with Covid November 2020, diagnosed via positive PCR swab at the urgent care as per patient.

940181 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 FL 62.0 62 F Aches

940182 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 KS 34.0 34 F 8 days after vaccine, the inject site and surrounding area about 6 inches below site became red, itchy, inflamed, and very warm to the touch. This occurred yesterday (1/12/21) and is still red and inflamed today.

940183 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 53.0 53 F headache, nausea began immediately after and continued for at least 4 hours

940184 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TX 43.0 43 F Started getting a small bump like a mosquito bite Saturday evening .  They itch last about an hour then show up on another part of my body

940185 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 32.0 32 M Patient felt tingling and dizziness. Drank water and stayed for additional observation. Symptoms resolved.

940186 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 CA 81.0 81 M Error: Booster Given Too Early; symptoms lasted 0 days

940187 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Myalgias, subjective fever, fatigue, chills from hours 12 to about 40  Pregnant: due date March 7, 2021.

940188 01/03/2021 01/13/2021 NY 31.0 31 F pink blotch at injection site.  1/12/21  was 6cm by 3 cm. 1/13/21 has diminished in size by half. warm to the touch.

940189 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 MA 27.0 27 F Patient developed rash at the injection site 7 days after injection. Patient has no symptoms just the late onset rash

940191 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 63.0 63 F Extreme fatigue. Had to sleep.  Slept 2 hour nap, 9 hour night, then two more two hour naps.   (6-7 hours is normal sleep time for me) Groggy and dizzy during that same time when awake.  Resolved within 32 hours.

940192 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 GA 44.0 44 F temp 101 body aches chills massive HA  congestion

940193 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 WI 37.0 37 M Raised red patch on skin near injection site

940194 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 62.0 62 F Patient received the vaccine (dose 2) on Thursday, woke up early Saturday morning with hives all over body - no history of reaction to anything. Did not take anything. Went back to sleep. Reaction resolved within 4 hours. No other identifiable changes in diet or detergents.

940195 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AR 57.0 57 F immediately after vaccination had flushed feeling. dizziness, and "jittery. diarrhea started 18 hrs after

940196 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 71.0 71 F Chills, body, body aches, headache, blurry vision all 1-8-21 then nx day 1-9-21 loss of  balance, confusion,   Night of 1-11-21 loss of vision for several hours,  could not see to dial the phone for help, no one else at home, stayed up most of night, could see in am still slightly blurry, made emergency appt  with eye doctor. eye doctor stated no permanent vision damage.

940197 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 PA 35.0 35 F h/a, sore throat, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, pain at inj. site, nauseated, feels warm, tired, warm surges.

940198 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 63.0 63 F Patient felt dizzy after initial 15 min waiting time. Vitals taken, rested an additional 15 min and dizziness improved

940201 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 RI 57.0 57 F Patient stated that the syringe was leaking during administration and she may have received an incomplete dose. Caregiver administering vaccine stated that a small drop leaked after which she tightened the needle to the syringe and complete administration.

940202 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 PA 49.0 49 F C/o dizziness when called to check out - bp 144/79 pulse 105. Given ice pack and put head down for a few minutes. Stated this is not unusual for her. Able to leave independently after symptoms resolved.

940203 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 WA 35.0 35 F Slight loose cough. Nonproductive. Slightly sore tonsils. Start 0700am this morning.

940204 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 IL 47.0 47 M I am having sensitive skin in my left leg. It travels from the back of the upper leg to the front of the lower leg area. I received the second vaccine yesterday 1/12/21 and I am still having the skin sensitivity. Almost as if it traveling along a nerve of vein.

940205 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 KS 22.0 22 F Had 2nd Covid vaccination with Pfiezer on 1/6/2021.    She reports that night around 8pm she developed terrible leg pain in which OTC meds did not help.  On 1/7/2020 she had a temp of 101, dry heaving, weak and chills.  On 1/8/2021 she felt better but still no appetite and was nauseated even with fluids, body aches and temp of 99.7.  She reported a sore arm and mild nausea after the 1st vaccine.

940206 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Reports mild swelling & erythema, quarter sized to R deltoid. Denies pain at site.

940207 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MN 61.0 61 F that evening experienced on her face especially her ears the next day the itching increased but facial edema started appearing along  with drainage from her ears on Saturday Jan 9th, eyelids edematous plus increased facial edema and increased ear drainage seen in the clinic on Saturday Jan 9th and was prescribed medications

940208 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 CA 83.0 83 F Error: Booster Given Too Early; symptoms lasted 0 days

940209 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IL 46.0 46 M Roughly a hour after vaccine was administered I started getting a headache. I went to get coffee/breakfast thinking that would help however that was not the case. While eating I began to fill nauseous so I stopped but still vomited(only once). I started to feel pains i started to feel pains in my back as well as increasing headache so I left work. Roughly 2/3 hours after taking  vaccine my entire upper back was stiff and it hurt to turn  my head left. I took muscle relaxers and rested throughout the day. About 10 hrs after vaccine my headache was gone but still had moderate muscle aches. When I woke up (20 hrs after) the muscle pains were  moderate so I came into work. 26 hrs later I I'm still having mild body aches.

940210 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MA 39.0 39 F I was 6 1/2 weeks pregnant and my estimate due date was 8/28/2021.  I had some spotting be the shot.

940211 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 FL 35.0 35 F Pt states that within 30 seconds of the COVID vaccine she began feeling dizzy, and that she began developing chest pressure/pain within 30 minutes. Patient transferred to the ED and received ibuprofen. Symptoms improved and patient discharged from the ED

940212 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 41.0 41 F Employee received first vaccine 12/22/21. Developed hives on neck and face later that day. Took Benadryl routinely and Prednisone 10mg daily for three days with resolution of symptoms. Patient has a history of hives after flu vaccine, antibiotics, and childhood vaccines. Had second COVID vaccine 1/12/21. Developed hives on neck, arms, chest, and back. Also had a mild headache and nausea on 1/12/21 which have resolved. Is again taking Prednisone and Benadryl. Patient did not seek medical help. She has Prednisone on hand for these reactions since they are common for her.

940213 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 39.0 39 F Patient reported arms tingling, itchiness, and started to experience rash on bilateral arm. Patient reported tongue feeling like it has" metallic taste". Patient denies SOB, dizziness, chest pain. Vital sign 142/92, HR 84 O2 98. Temp 37.8. Patient given Benadryl. Patient called provider office. Providers office, PA recommended going to the hospital for evaluation.  Patient reported more tongues issues, and generalized feeling of tingling. Called 911 for transport to hospital. EMS arrived and transported.

940214 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 FL 40.0 40 F Nerve pain radiating from the injection site down to wrist, slight headache, and some congestion.

940215 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 IN 28.0 28 F 1 week after the vaccine, right upper arm swelling and warmth and pain. Then splotchy red rash on upper arm.

940216 12/27/2020 01/13/2021 OR 26.0 26 F Site: Itching at Injection Site, Site: Pain at Injection Site

940217 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 27.0 27 F Pain in arm, difficulty moving arm, fever, chills, weakness, fatigue

940218 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NC 75.0 75 M Loss of energy, chills, fever

940221 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IA 25.0 25 F Nausea, tremors, lightheaded/dizzy, wheezes, shortness of breath, fullness in throat/neck area, warmth to the site of injection within minutes of the vaccine.  Developed vomiting and diarrhea around 16 to 17 hours post injection.

940223 12/17/2020 01/13/2021 AZ 41.0 41 F after vaccination, patient felt better than she had in months since struggling with post-viral syndrome and began running again. some time after in the coming week/days, her heart rate began to fall out of control again and she had to be restarted on colchicine. unknown just how related to the vaccine.

940225 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 CA 87.0 87 M Error: Booster Given Too Early; symptoms lasted 0 days

940227 12/01/2020 01/13/2021 U anaphylaxis; A spontaneous report was received from a hospital CMO concerning a patient who was a frontline worker and received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced anaphylaxis.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On an unknown date in Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, it was reported that the frontline healthcare worker experienced anaphylaxis. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The outcome of the event, anaphylaxis, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting anaphylaxis.  The event is possibly related to the vaccine, and additional information including temporal relationship between dosing and event and whether patient has history of anaphylaxis could provide details needed for medical assessment.

940228 12/01/2020 01/13/2021 U Anaphylaxis; A spontaneous report was received from a hospital CMO concerning a patient who was a frontline worker and received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced anaphylaxis.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On an unknown date in Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, it was reported that the frontline healthcare worker experienced anaphylaxis. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The outcome of the event, anaphylaxis, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unreported age and sex. The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced anaphylaxis after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown) on an unknown date.  The event is possibly related to the vaccine, and additional information including temporal relationship between dosing and event and whether patient has previous history of anaphylaxis could provide details needed for medical assessment.

940229 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Patient felt intense dizziness with nausea for three hours before symptoms resolved.

940232 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 33.0 33 M Fatigue, injection site pain, chills, headache, dizziness. Improving.

940233 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Intermittent Headache. There is no treatment.

940235 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 48.0 48 F L shoulder pain following vaccine. EE seen for medical treatment on 1/8. was dx with subacromial bursitis secondary to vaccine placement. ice, rest, medication

940236 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 MA 43.0 43 F moderate aching/burning sensation in knees and hips started about 7pm- resolved when awoke in morning at 6am.

940237 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 25.0 25 M Low grade temp, body aches, chills. Improving

940238 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 GA 37.0 37 F Itchy throat making it more difficult to swallow. Nausea. Given Benadryl 50mg orally by NP. Vitals checked and monitored for an additional hour.

940239 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 KY 33.0 33 F On the 7th day after the reaction, I woke up with a slightly sore arm. When I looked in the mirror I also noticed my arm was red around the injection site - approximate size of 3x2 inches (tape measure all I had). It does itch somewhat as well as is a bit swollen in the area. Not warm to touch. No fever. This is a new, delayed-onset reaction as I experienced only a sore arm the day after the vaccination and no rash.  No medications are needed at this time as I am able to go about my ADLs.

940240 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 ID 39.0 39 F Patient developed numbness in her lips, had some tachycardia, and dizziness around 5:30 pm. Patient then notified one of the physician who advised her to monitor symptoms and notify on call provider if symptoms worsened. Patient then went home and slept and the next morning was feeling better.

940241 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 29.0 29 F Patient felt dizzy, and had a headache and required prolonged rest post second COVID vaccine

940242 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 OK 54.0 54 F A large red area developed at the injection site 10 days post injection, with severe itching and burning for a few hours. A small welt developed at the injection site. Reaction was gone by the following day.

940243 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 OH 70.0 70 F injection site was itchy, arm is bright red, slightly swollen Benadryl and Hydrocortisone cream applied

940244 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 38.0 38 M patient developed arthralgia persisting through day 7 post-vaccination

940245 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 32.0 32 F Pt received Dose 1 of COVID vaccine. Nurse checked on patient five minutes post injection and patient reported that she was having some itching at the site. Patient advised would continue to monitor. Slight reddness no raised rash. Checked on patient at 1100, patient asked about soreness of her throat. Patient states that it had just started approx five minutes prior. Patient reports lump sensation in her throat "like something in throat when have cold." PA-C and RN came in for observation and eval. Decided patient to come to urgent care for futher medical eval and observations. Vitals monitored before leaving and WNL (see chart). Patient ambulated per self to urgent care with provider and nurse.  At convenient care, pt reports scratchy throat and feels like "something" is in her throat. Denies SOB or cough. Uvula appears slightly swollen, but no previous exams for comparison. Pt given diphenhyramine 25 mg IM x 1 and 15 minutes later she reported mild improvement in swelling, but no change on exam. 45 min after Benadryl she reported feeling tired but improvement in symptoms. Uvula appeared to be smaller on re-examination. Instructed to take 50 mg Benadryl Q 6 hours for the next day. Discharged to home with perscription for albuterol 90 mcg/inh 2 puffs Q6hrs PRN

940246 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Rash on vaccine site, warm to the touch of vaccine cite, itchiness on vaccine site

940247 12/27/2020 01/13/2021 OH 50.0 50 F Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Medium

940248 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 87.0 87 M Weakness and some dizziness started about 1  1/2 hrs after shot was given.  It lasted the rest of the day the shot was given and continued on the next day, 01/12. The feeling was far from normal for me.  Better this AM, 13th.  Called Moderna on 1/12 and they said  this was not unusual.

940249 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IN 54.0 54 M Noticeable swelling and minor pain to the left armpit.

940250 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 CA 60.0 60 F Lightheadedness following by persistent tachycardia with heart rate up to 137 and hypertensive BP readings up to 165/90, 152/105 with positive orthostatic pulse change from 116 sitting to 137 standing . Ox sat 98%.  Slightly increased work of breathing.  Paramedics called.

940251 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 PA 41.0 41 F Severe headache followed by neck pain and pain turning head side to side , dizziness , itching a lot followed by rash on back of neck which spread into scalp and down back and towards face . Burning sensation of skin where Itching started and hives appeared with small blister type spots on neck . Took 50mg of Benadryl , reported reaction to work who administered the vaccine and seeing family doctor today for further instructions as symptoms are still present .

940252 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MA 56.0 56 F Evening after second dose of Pfizer sars-cov2 vaccine she developed a painful vesicular rash on her face consistent with shingles. She does have a fair amount of stress in her life and it could have been unrelated but figured I should report anyway.

940253 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 TX 63.0 63 F swelling of tongue, ulcer on right tip of tongue

940255 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 PA 52.0 52 M C/o of hand and arm tingling in opposite arm around 15 mins post vaccine At 30 mins complained of tongue numbness. Escorted to er by RN

940257 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 MA 27.0 27 F patient go her first dose of vaccine on 12/29. on 1/11 her arm started itching and  now have a wheal at the vaccine site. Rash lasted 2 and half days and now resolved

940258 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 MD 54.0 54 M Malaise, Fatigue, Fever to 103.4; all lasting 18 hours; significantly sore L arm for 3 days Of note, patient had COVID-19 infection April 2, 2020 lasting 12 days.

940259 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 WI 17.0 17 M Error: Wrong Patient (documentation in EMR)symptoms lasted 0 days

940260 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Complained of bad headache immediately after receiving the vaccine and felt hot. she was observed for a longer period and released from the vaccine  clinic. Rt arm was sore for 4-5 days and went away. on 1/12/2021 she was unable to sleep on her right side because of pain. complains of redness, pain and increased warmth, stiffness of right arm. On exam afebrile, pain 6/10 on an analog scale. 3x 3 annular macular rash, erythematous, with tenderness on palpation with increased warmth. ROM full. Prescribed Augmentin 875/125 x 7 days.

940261 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 VA 42.0 42 F Complain of itching (no hives) lip numbness, and throat tighning.  Given 25mg benedryl po and 25mg Benedryl IM.  Transferred to ED for eval at 0938.  Discharged at 1053

940262 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 72.0 72 M Adverse symptoms were mild.  Within a few minutes of getting the shot  I felt a mild cold sweat which lasted maybe 15 minutes.   Around 30 minutes after getting the shot left side of face began to feel  a little prickly numbness which eased off so at 120 minutes after getting the shot left side of face felt mildly like it feels after dental visit numbness wears off.  That's about it.  This is recorded at around 120 minutes after getting the shot.  I am home and feel fine wasn't sure to report this or not but since experimental it may be of use.

940263 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 27.0 27 F Modern a COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  On 9th day, I just got rash around the area where I got shot

940264 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 30.0 30 F I developed mild injection site pain about 5 minutes after the second dose which didn?t happen the first time so quickly. It shortly progressed to a cold/numb sensation from my deltoid down to my finger tips. This persisted but seemed to transition from more numbness to moderate pain from my left scapula, neck and down to my fingers about 7 hours after the vaccine. I also developed intermittent fasiculations of my forearm muscles on the left arm. This morning I woke up with worsening pain, mild numbness but new weakness in the hand and arm. I have a weak grip and can?t fully grab objects. My wrist flexión and extension are also weak as well as shoulder abduction (I am a neurologist by the way so can?t localize it to any nerve distribution). I?m not weak anywhere else and I only have mild arthralgia and diarrhea systemically.

940265 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 IA 58.0 58 F The day after injection I had a hard knot at the injection site and then the next day the knot became fiery red, warm and painful to touch. Later that same day, I started to have body aches especially in my neck and a nauseous feeling and those symptoms lasted for 2 more days; the hard knot did not recede for another week.

940266 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OR 39.0 39 M 103.6 F fever, headache, chills, body aches

940268 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 32.0 32 F First ever bloody nose for about 10 minutes

940269 12/27/2020 01/13/2021 VT 76.0 76 F Systemic: Scratchy Throat 10 minutes Post Injection-Mild

940270 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 WV 49.0 49 F chills and fever first night. Jan.5.  headache jan6 and 7.  runny nose Jan 8,9 10, January 11 loss taste and smell. test positive for covid Jan. 12.  All symptoms were mild.

940271 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 UT 45.0 45 F Swelling, redness, itching and burning radiating out from injection site starting two days after, increasing in severity over time, got to the size of an orange, went to urgent care, treated with steroids and antihistamines. All localized, no other symptoms. Medication started 1/13/2021 but the initial antihistamine helped with discomfort.

940272 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MN 25.0 25 F Fever (100.7), chills, lethargy, headache, sore body

940276 12/19/2020 01/13/2021 MI 37.0 37 F PANCREOTITIS DEVELOPEMENT , HOSPITALIZATION AND TREATMENT

940277 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 WI 17.0 17 F Error: Wrong Patient (documentation in EMR); symptoms lasted 0 days

940278 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 MA 29.0 29 F After first dose: moderate right deltoid soreness only After second dose: fever, chills, nausea for about 36 hours from onset time listed, significant headache and fatigue for 48 hours from onset time listed

940279 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 GA 42.0 42 F ABOUT 30 MINUSTES AFTER RECEIEVING VACCINE, I HAD A SLIGHT HEADACHE. THE HEADACHED LASTED ABOUT 4 DAYS. AROUND 7:30 PM ON 1/5/2021, I NOTICED PAIN IN MY RIGHT ARM AT THE INJECTION SITE . THERE WAS A SMALL RED KNOT. MAJORITY  OF THE PAIN WENT AWAY AFTER TWO DAYS BUT THE SWELLING CONTINUED. NOW A WEEK LATER MY ARM IS SWOLLEN, RED COLOR, AND WARM TO TOUCH.

940280 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IL 46.0 46 M About an hour after taking vaccine I begin to get a headache. I went to get breakfast & coffee thinking that would help but it didn't. While eating I become nauseous. I stopped eating but still vomited (only once). At this time I started having shoulder pains and headache was worsting so I left work. About 2/3 hours after taking vaccine my entire upper body(shoulders up) was stiff! I took muscle relaxers and rested remainder of day. About 10/12 hrs after vaccine my headache was gone but still had moderate muscle pains.  Upon waking up up my body aches were only moderate so I went to work. 26 hrs after vaccine, I'm still having mild/moderate body aches.

940281 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 KY 31.0 31 F Redness, warmth at injection site approximately 2x2 inches. Soft, blanchable. No other symptoms, occurred today 1-13-21.

940282 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 KY 43.0 43 F On day 9 after vaccination. Left arm where injection was given is warm to the touch, red and itching .

940284 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 TX 29.0 29 F pain at injection site (left deltoid) radiating to left breast and then an eruption of erythema multiforme on chest, bilateral arms

940285 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 TN 23.0 23 F Onset of headache, chills, fever and extreme fatigue came on at 07:00 on 1/12/2021, about 12 hours after vaccination.  Tmax was 102.0F. 600mg of ibuprofen was taken at 1900 on 1/12/2021 and symptoms (with the exception of headache) subsided.

940286 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 KY 65.0 65 F Multiple ulcerations/spots on tongue.  Sensation of difficulty in swallowing although no swelling of lips/tongue noted by patient.  Pt. did not take any medications/interventions.  Pt. felt better next day and spots were gone.  Also had large area of swelling, redness, tenderness at injection site.  This continues as of this date, 1/13/21.  Pt. has no other issues/complaints.

940287 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 ID 43.0 43 F Headache, Fatigue, Body Aches, Chills, Shakes, Temp 100.6 also diagnosed with  Bells Palsy after seeing PCP on Monday 01/11/2021. Patient also went back to see PCP on 01/12/2021 for follow up.

940288 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 71.0 71 F Patient had a delayed large local reaction.  At 48 hours large and warm, now at approximately 14 days flat and approximately 3 by 8 inches.  No systemic symptoms.

940289 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 OH 48.0 48 F Systemic: Tingling sensation in injection arm, went away then noticed on other side of body in leg, then spread to right arm. Described sensation as 'what it feels like when you sleep on your arm funny'.-Mild

940290 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 WA 35.0 35 F Described feeling woozy/queezy slightly dizzy. Denies nausea & SOB. Started aroumd 5 mintes after shot, resolved 10 minutes after vitals stable.

940291 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 PA 63.0 63 F After the Pfizer injection I started to have a nose bleed, I saw ER doctor in place of my work, who examined me and told me that the  room I was in was so dry and that my allergies were getting bad. I am scheduled to have my second dose 01-14-2021.

940292 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NY 39.0 39 F 10:33am Pt c/o  difficulty swallowing, and swelling of throat. BP: 147/89 )02sat 99%RA, HR 91 Temp:36.8 RR :16 10:35am Benadryl 50mg IM given of Left deltoid 10:50am: Patient reassessed symptoms not progressing 11:15am: symptoms resolving

940293 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 NE 58.0 58 F ON 12/31/20, DEVELOPED MID  BACK PAIN, JOINT PAIN, MASSIVE HEADACHE, AND INJECTION SIGHT PAIN. LASTED 48-72 HOURS BEFORE RESOLVING.

940294 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 49.0 49 F "Information regarding possible side effects I found to be odd. I experienced heart palpitations the day after the injection until today. This continued in episodes for 48 hours. I also experienced an increase in HR. I usually have a pulse of around 70-74. Post injection it stayed at 94-95 for an entire day with the palpitations."

940295 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 NE 24.0 24 F Developed  hives day after receiving vaccine.  Had swollen lymph nodes.  Resolved on 12/21.

940296 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 WI 21.0 21 F Site: Itching at Injection Site-Mild, Systemic: Nausea-Mild; symptoms lasted 1 day

940297 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 OH 49.0 49 F Patient received dose 1 on 12/29/20.  Reported a dime-size red welt at injection site on 1/8/21.  On 1/12/21 the welt had increased in size (quarter), was slightly raised, and red.  Patient did not report a rash at the injection site, and the welt was not itchy.

940298 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 KS 54.0 54 M Fever around 101, ache all over, cough and sore left arm.  All symptoms were gone in 24 hours except a cough which lingered until Monday 1/11/2021.  Vaccine was given on 1/7/2021.

940300 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 GA 45.0 45 F 31 hours after receiving the Pfizer vaccine I experienced severe abdominal cramping, bloating, gas, nausea, & diarrhea. The more severe symptoms started right before 6:30pm and lasted until after midnight. At this time (>48 hrs after vaccine) there is still slight cramping.

940302 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 IN 30.0 30 M 8  days after vaccination I awoke to a large red lump on my arm at the vaccination site.  It was hard and swollen and looked like a rash.  It was painful to move (the same as it was the day after the shot).  The next morning the swelling had gone down and the red was fading.  It is almost completely back to normal as of 1/13/21.

940303 02/05/1996 01/13/2021 24.0 F covid positive

940304 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 53.0 53 M Mild injection arm soreness for 3-4 hours after injection.  Mostly asymptomatic on the day of injection. No constitutional symptoms until 24 hours later.  Then subacute onset of headache, fever 38 C, sweats, sleepiness for approximately 12 hours.  Asymptomatic by 48 hours later.

940305 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Welt Red around injection site covers Deltoid area Pain in armpit swollen lymph node

940306 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 49.0 49 F developed multiple brown lesions - flat, not itchy on left arm started this morning.  largest 4cm x 1 cm. scattered on inside of her wrist mostly round or oval.

940307 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 74.0 74 F felt flush. Symptoms resolved prior to leaving facility

940308 01/03/2021 01/13/2021 VA 36.0 36 F I only experienced mild arm pain

940309 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IL 39.0 39 F My hand right away felt spasm in few minutes got severe headache and seeing foggy  At night severe chills nausea heavy chest high heart beat severe body ache

940310 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 NE 58.0 58 F ON 12/31/20, DEVELOPED MID BACK PAIN, JOINT PAIN, MASSIVE HEADACHE, INJECTION SITE PAIN LASTING 48-72 HOURS.

940312 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 NJ 69.0 69 M When I received vaccine I had a uri/sinusitis illness without fever.  One day later I had body aches, chills, headache, no fever, these symptoms lasted 2.5 weeks.  2 days after receiving vaccine I had scrotal and ankle edema and a 3 kg weight gain that lasted 5 days.   I also developed a worsening of uri and cough symptoms, which now 3 weeks later are slowly resolving

940313 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 MA 49.0 49 M Systemic: LLE numbness

940315 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Reports  she developed an itchy arm, then noticed it was also red and warm to the touch on 11/12/2021 course of Cephalexin 500 mg  tablet(s) 3 times a day by oral route for 7 days

940316 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 MI 58.0 58 F Received my Covid 19 vaccine on 1/2/21.   On 1/3/21 my left upper arm where I received vaccine was extremely sore for about 48 hours.  Then on 1/8/21 I woke up to pain in my left armpit.  I had a large lump there that was painful to touch.  I am sure it is a swollen lymph lode.  As of todays date 1/13/21 the pain is gone but swelling is still there but has gone down a lot and no longer painful.

940317 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 IA 32.0 32 F Pruritic rash on right half of body, similar to allergic contact dermatitis on right ankle up front and back of shin. on right hip up right flank to axilla, right forearm, right dorsum of hand, right shoulder, scalp and chest.  Has been using mometasome 0.1% ointment BID, CeraVe lotion multiple times a day, Bendaryl 50 mg nightly, levocetirizine BID . No relief after 1.5 weeks treatment.

940318 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 FL 70.0 70 M Burn sensation inside of the mouth in the lower lip and in the roof of the mouth near at the throat.  No symptoms in the throat.

940322 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Woke up the day after injection with fatigue, headache, dizziness, armpit pain, tenderness at injection site.  At 2pm, aches and chills began.  By 1700, temp was 103.  Continued to have fever, body aches, chills for 48 hours with highest temp being 104.  3 days after injection a knot and redness developed at the injection site.

940323 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 WA 49.0 48 M Patient's wife noticed a hive on upper chest on L side. No pruritis, no resp distress. 1434 vs: 126/80, 75 HR 16 RR 97% O2 sat. Patient reported skin on neck blotchy. Benadryl 25mg po 1453: 151/88 97% 76 HR 16 RR 1512: 120/82 97% 75 HR 16 RR Seen by RN supervisor  Hive diminishing 1528: 129/84, 97% 75 HR.
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940324 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 64.0 64 F Vaccine recipient received vaccine on 1/10/2021 and reported severe fatigue. She woke in the middle of night with severe bilateral leg pain, similar to sciatica, painful to get out of bed and walk, similar to Charlie Horse. She took Tylenol and laid around most of the day 1/11/21. Pain in right leg stopped in evening on 1/11/21, however pain continues in left leg. Nerve pain in left leg is still continuing from left gluteal muscle to inner thigh above knee cap. She declined occupational health follow-up and will self-manage at home. Pfizer-BioNTech COVID- 19 Vaccine

940325 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 ND 29.0 29 F Patient had an itchy arm in the night 8 days after the vaccine, she scratched it, the site of the injection became hot, raised, and red

940326 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 IL 58.0 58 F 12/30/20 Vaccine given, 1/5/21 developed hives at approximately 10:30 pm.  Had eaten shrimp around 6 pm.  1/6/21 - 1/11/21 continued to have Hives.  1/6/21 received Sol u medrol injection 125 mg.  1/7/21 started Prednisone x 5 days.  1/7/21 had allergy panel blood draw for shellfish & eggs - all negative.  1/9/21 low grade temp of 99 F.  Took benedryl from  1/5/21 to present.

940327 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NH 28.0 28 M Sore arm, inflamed axillary lymph nodes, headache, chills, night sweats, body aches all of which started about 9-10 hours after vaccination and persisted for at least 12 hours

940328 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Got the vaccine at 3pm on Friday, I could not sleep all night, I woke at 2am with chills and uncontrollable shaking.  I took my temperature in the morning and it was over 101.  I took tylenol but my fever never went below 99.9 all day.  No energy, stayed in bed all day.  Elevated heart rate, chills, breathing did not feel normal.  Body aches, headache, nausea, severe pain at injection site, today 5 days later, I still have underarm pain.   I had Covid in October and was told it was ok to get the vaccine as long as it had been 90 days since I was sick.  I felt like I had Covid again after having the vaccine.

940330 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Sore arm -24 hours Extreme fatigue  8 hours Brain fog Difficulty forming words physically   Difficulty  coming up with words to use  Exhaustion

940331 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TX 71.0 71 F Very nauseous all night long. Ate a breakfast bar in the morning, threw it up, had dry heaves for a while, then seemed to be OK. About and Hour or so later got up to go to the restroom and just remember walking thru the door. Next thing I knew I was on the floor bleeding,  passed out approx. 24 hrs after receiving shot.  No way to know how long I was out, received head cut.

940332 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 FL 63.0 63 F I experienced what I would describe as a minor localized reaction. The symptoms I noted on Friday after the vaccine was an itchy sensation and under left arm lymph node tenderness on the side of injection. The area was red firm to touch and approx. 3 inches circular around the injection site.  The symptoms are slowly resolving with the redness/itchiness and firmness at the site. Lymph Node tenderness is resolved.

940333 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 62.0 62 M flushing and light headed

940334 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 WI 40.0 40 F eye pain/headaches, sensitivity to light

940337 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 41.0 41 F covid positive

940338 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 MA 38.0 38 M Patient report arm pain after receiving the covid vaccine 12/29. Patient reported to the ER on 1/6 for further evaluation regarding arm pain. Per patient the ER doctor stated that at the covidvax clinic the medical personelle administering the vaccine may have hit a blood vessel in his shoulder where the injection was. Patient explains the bruising is still there but the pain is radiating through the armpit and into his bicep through his elbow. Patient reports that his arm is not swollen and the yellow bruise had faded.  Reports 1/8 that using hot packs and ibuprofen make the pain subside.   1/11 reports arm pain is not getting worse but the pain and discomfort are staying about the same.

940340 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 GA 57.0 57 M A terrible headache made me awake in the morning. Toothache as if I have a gum problem. Drinking cold water was a problem. All teeth are causing pain Tooth ache during chewing. Overall body ache

940342 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Left arm sore, redness, swelling, numbness, tingling, decrease grip strength, painful,ollen glands in arm pit.  Insomnia

940344 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Moderate fatigue, mild chest discomfort, mild stomach pain, mild vertigo, left arm pain and weakness, mild muscle weakness, chills, occasional sweats, dry mouth, loss of appetite, sudden/short located head pain, nausea, malaise/lethargy

940345 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 FL 64.0 64 F Vaccine was administered on 12/30 at around noon.  I felt fine that day but was aware that a previously diagnosed but inactive area of contact dermatitis on my right knee was flaring up - becoming very pruritic and active.  Over about 48 hours it became red, blistered and eventually weepy.  The area had been biopsied in September of 2020 ("spongiatic dermatitis"), treated with topical steroids and for the most part resolved.  I saw my dermatologist on 1/6 - repeat biopsy was done ("severe allergic reaction") and it was treated again with topical steroids and is resolving.  On 1/12 I began experiencing generalized pruritus.  I have patchy erythema, dermatographism, and a few scattered solitary urticarial lesions.  There are no respiratory symptoms - specifically no shortness of breath, cough, bronchospasm, swelling of mouth, lips or tongue.  No joint pain.  No fever.   I took zyrtec 10 mg with minimal improvement.  I contacted my dermatologist today who feels this is an Id reaction and suggested reporting the reaction to VAERS.  I have also contacted my primary physician and have a telehealth visit scheduled.  The biggest question is whether to have the second dose of the vaccine, as I am a physician actively seeing sick outpatients.

940346 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MN 48.0 48 M Vaccine was given 09:30 and early next morning, 01:00, had low grade fever, aches, and chills. Theses symptoms lasted for about 16 hours and then improved quickly. By 6 pm day after vaccine, felt close to normal.

940347 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MA 55.0 55 F migraine with mild vomiting   resolved by morning with medications

940348 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IL 32.0 32 F About 15 minutes after receiving the second dose of the Pfizer vaccine at Clinic, patient began complaining that she was dizzy and nauseated.  Patient was seated on the exam table at this time, and was helped to lay down on the exam table. Vitals were obtained by RN. Patient began complaining of tingling of her lips while vitals were being obtained at 1110.  PA was notified and brought to the room to evaluate patient. Patient denied having any difficulty breathing or swallowing, was not experiencing any itching of the mouth, tongue or throat, and did not notice anything else unusual, patient was still dizzy and nauseated. Patient stated that she had a similar reaction to the first dose of the Pfizer COVID vaccine, where the symptoms resolved within about an hour.  Nursing staff and PA stayed with patient during the duration of her observation. Patients vitals ranged betwen pulse ox = 98-99%, pulse = 97-106 bpm, B/P = 114-121/80-89 mm hg. Patient also complained of some tingling around the lower jaw at 1147. Patient was observed for 1 hour and 26 minutes after vaccination was received. Symptoms gradually resolved, upon discharge patients lightheadedness had resolved, and the tingling around the lips and jaw were mostly gone. Patient still was not having any shortness of breath, chest pain, trouble breathing, rash or hives, swelling/tingling/numbess of the tongue, mouth, or throat. Discharge instructions were provided by PA, including when to seek further care at the ER or to call 911. Patient felt comfortable driving herself home and left at 1214.  About two hours later, pt presented to ED. Pt endorsed throat tingling, lightheaded, nausea. She also stated that while the reaction post Dose 1 and Dose 2 were similar, the reaction after Dose 2 was much more severe. Assessed for transient Bell's Palsy presentation but determined unlikely as no facial asymmetry or deficits were appreciated. RR 24, other vitals WNL. Pt observed for about 1.5 hours before discharging home with instructions to call ED should condition worsen.

940349 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 FL 25.0 25 F Extreme tiredess, hip joint aches, body fatigue. Episodes of heard to breath. Moments where I felt like I wasn't able to breath. Had to force myself to breath and felt like I couldn't get a full breath.

940350 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 NY 57.0 57 F severe tremors,tachycardia

940351 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NY 62.0 62 F Patient day after vaccination had fever, chills, headache and malaise but recovered the next day. starting four days after vaccination started to have left neck swelling . Of note day prior vaccination had left wisdom teeth removal and maxillary root canal. 1 week after vaccination and 8 days after oral procedures worsening left neck swelling, trouble swallowing's and change  voice found resulting left neck 3x2cm necrotic neck abscess and significant neck inflammation. Patient was seen by ENT and started on IV Unysan and admitted for airway monitoring due to swelling with improvement over next 48 hours.Y 4

940352 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MN 31.0 31 M Nauseated & on verge of vomiting, went to ER and received Epinepheline. Symptoms resolved within a few hours

940354 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 NC 44.0 44 F Severe bodyaches, chills, fatigue, nausea last in two days. Used Tylenol and ibuprofen to treat symptoms. Still have left arm soreness on day 2 after injection . Body aches are better on the day 2 but not resolved yet, so his fatigue.

940355 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 IL 45.0 45 F back pain, right shoulder pain 2 days after vaccine. right axillary numbness and pain 8 days following vaccine.

940356 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 IL 34.0 34 F 1/7/21 Patient reported that she had an immune system response a week after she received the Covid vaccine on 12/22/20 that sent her into a Lupus flare up. Her Lupus had been under control, but this was the worst flare-ups that she has had. She said she could not even move and her husband had to pick her up. She had head to toe joint pain and rated this a 10. She also had had headache and extreme fatigue. She saw a physician and she was tested for Covid, strep and influenza, which were all negative. She was prescribed emergency steroids.   She did not miss any work because she was on scheduled PTO time. Saw her Rheumatologist ion 1/6 and her hydroxy-chloroquine dose was doubled.

940357 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Low grade fever (99.9), body aches, headache, fatigue.   Took Tylenol. Symptoms lasted around 8 hours. Headache persisted all day.

940358 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IN 41.0 41 F developed a scratchy throat at 2100 and by 2130 felt like throat was tightening. Went to ER  and received Benedryl 50 mg IV, Solu medrol IV and protonix IVPB.

940359 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IL 34.0 34 F chills, sweats, nausea and body aches for 24 hours

940360 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Fatigue, body aches, chills.

940362 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 36.0 36 F MAB 12/30/2020 Estimated date of delivery: 7/2021 Approximately 9-10 weeks pregnant at time of injection.

940364 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IL 44.0 44 M Subconjunctival hemorrhage in left eye next morning. Small in diameter.  No pain.  Also left shoulder pain that lasted 30 hours

940365 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MA 20.0 20 F exacerbation of asthma symptoms

940366 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 ID 40.0 40 F Pt  became itchy with red blotched on chest and on arms bilaterally.  No angioedema or respiratory compromise,  Given benadryl 50 MG IM in right deltoid.  Recovered within 0,5 hrs and was released.

940367 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 FL 53.0 53 F 12/23/2020-RECEIVED VACCINE AT 9:52 AM.  REPORTS NOT FEELING WELL IN THE AFTERNOON, LIGHTHEADED AND DIZZY, THROBBING HEADACHE. CRAMPING/ACHING IN BACK OF CALVES. 12/24/2020  CONTINUED WITH DIZZINESS, THROBBING HEADACHE, BLOOD PRESSURE ELEVATED, CHEST PRESSURE  8:00 PM REPORTED FEELING THAT SHE WAS GOING TO DIE,  WENT TO LAKE CITY MEDICAL CENTER- BLOOD PRESSURE ON ARRIVAL 184/101 HR. 117. GIVEN NITRO AND MEDICATIONS.  ADMITTED, DISCHARGED 48 HOURS LATER ON 12/26/2020.  DISCHARGED ON BLOOD PRESSURE MEDICATION 12/27/2020-LESS THAN 24 HOURS AFTER BEING DISCHARGED SHE WAS READMITTED TO MEDICAL CENTER  WITH SAME SYMPTOMS. 36 HOURS AFTER ADMISSION, TRANSFERRED TO MEDICAL CENTER. FOR CARDIC WORKUP AND HIGHER LEVEL OF CARE.Y 4

940368 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 60.0 60 M Diarrhea

940369 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 MA 63.0 63 F Systemic: funny taste in mouth

940370 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 MI 54.0 54 M Chills, Body Ache, Fever, Pain in Right Arm.

940371 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NY 28.0 28 F Same day extreme lethargy, woke up  with severe muscle and joints pain, specifically my hips, general body  weakness, headache, low grade fever 99.4 and taking Tylenol 01/9  still feel lethargic and 1/10 intermittent cough and heaviness when I breathe

940372 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 MI 55.0 55 F ITCHY NOSE , BELTCHING, HOT FLADHES, TOUNGUE HAVINESS, TREATED WITH EPI AND BENADRLY

940373 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 FL 46.0 46 F Developed tinnitus the day I got first Pfizer COVID vaccine. Never had any known tinnitus nor hearing concerns nor hearing problems prior. Tinnitus is bilateral has been constant and continues now day 9 post vaccine. Did a hearing test that is showing mild sensorineural hearing loss in the high frequencies

940374 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 IN 43.0 43 M Sore arm, fatigue and body aches

940376 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 37.0 37 M Fever, chills, body aches, fatigue

940377 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 KY 28.0 28 F Headache, fatigued, red and swelling of infection site, rash and itching at injection site.

940378 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 VA 38.0 38 F developed hives, rash, felt like throat closing.  epi- pen declined.  Took 50mg benedryl.  Transferred to ED at 0930  Given 20mg Pepcid, normal saline, 125mg Solu-Medrol, 25mg Bendryl IV in ED.

940379 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 TX 70.0 70 F Puritic rash developed about 36 hours after vaccination only in the area of injection L deltoid.  Measuring approx 3cm across mild underlying erythema and distinct non-confluent macules slightly raise and sessile. Complete ROS o/w negative and no systemic symptoms and no respiratory or edema symptoms.  Rash reported 1/12/21 and already improving without medication with less itching and less erythema

940380 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IL 22.0 22 F Muscle soreness, dizziness, irregular heart rate, fever

940381 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 23.0 23 M Chills, general weakness and even weaker in my legs.

940382 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 RI 31.0 31 F pt was feeling flushed, "shakey hands" and increased anxiety

940383 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 SC 55.0 55 F Hives without respiratory involvement. Diphenhydramine 50 mg IM for treatment; Symptoms resolved; patient to home

940385 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Woke up on 01/12 with abdominal pain and moderate headache. Took 800mg OTC ibuprofen for headache, helped pain, headache kept returning throughout day. Abdominal pain lessened through out the day 1/12 dissipated by 9pm. 1/13 woke up with headache again,  no abdominal pain.

940387 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Per pt Peg allergy; contacted Moderna prior to vaccination, Moderna advised to pre-dosed with Benadryl 30 prior to vaccination.  In evening after vaccination feeling itching on back of arms.  Sunday night to Monday AM, full body rash   1/10/21 - 1/11/21 on thighs,  knees, elbow, chest and top back of arms and all joint swelling red and hot; rash was intense red sunburn like. shooting pain in thigh; swollen joints and extremities, intensified and symptoms worsen. On Monday 1/11/21  , Pt returned for med treatment , because of heat from joints pt was then sent via car transportation to  ER -- Epipen prescribed and prednisone, also Benadryl

940388 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 55.0 55 M Total Body Malaise,  chills, headache

940389 01/13/2021 MA 49.0 F exacerbated asthma

940390 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NE 45.0 45 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA I had immediate soreness of the arm at the time of injection lasting 3 days. I noted a bruise at the injection site 5 days after and beginning the evening of 1/12/20 (1 week post vaccination) I started to have erythema, swelling and warmth below the injection site and the arm is achy and tender to touch. Today, the area is still red, warm and swollen.

940391 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 VA 36.0 36 M Fever that lasted 60 hours and fluctuated between 99.3-101.5 while taking Tylenol. Body aches, headache, pain at injection site

940392 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 ME 43.0 43 F Became dizzy, headache, felt like she was going to faint, rigors and a temperature of 101.5.  Next morning she had upset stomach, feeling dizzy, thought she was going to faint and a headache.

940393 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 MT 41.0 41 F The vaccination was given at 1802.  At approximately 1804 the patient stated she did not feel quite right and something may be wrong.  She stated she was feeling all warm.  She was complaining of mild heat or burning traveling from the vaccination arm, across her chest to the other arm and down her torso.  Did not complain of any breathing difficulties or other symptoms.  Her heart rate and respirations were normal.  Upper extremities were examined for redness or hives - none found.  The heat flash lasted about 2 minutes then she stated she felt normal.  She was observed for another 20 minutes.  She was examined again before leaving and no signs or symptoms were noted at that time.  She felt normal before leaving the clinic.

940394 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Upon vaccination client's arm instantly went tingly and cold. Radiating quickly to her finger tips.

940395 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 30.0 30 F I exp pain immediately following on injection site, fingers tingling on left side and couldn't lift laterally. The pain felt on scale of 1-10 a 10 also exp dizziness. 114/68 around 4:30pm I couldn't utilize left arm at all. When I got home around 8pm spouse had to assist in showering still felt dizzy. I tried to go to sleep was awoken by the pain couldn't sleep on left side. The next day felt exhausted and still in pain took Tylenol every 6 hrs. On day 3 the pain start to improve had movement left arm. My(estimated date of delivery 6/1/2021).

940396 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CO 86.0 86 M Patient woke on 1/12 with violent shaking, nausea, fatigue and decreased appetite. Throughout the day on 1/12 pt became delirious, no longer recognizing people, not able to understand speech, incontinence of bladder and is unable to walk without falling.

940398 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 MA 63.0 63 F Systemic: funny taste in mouth

940399 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 WY 29.0 29 F itchiness at site of injection, redness, hot to touch and welt at injection site all 1 week post injection

940400 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 35.0 35 M Fever, chills, body aches, headache. Improving

940401 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MI 50.0 50 F topical reaction at injection site (red, swollen, minor pain, warm to the touch).  Ice pack & warm compress alternating

940402 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 NJ 38.0 F Got vaccine on 12/29/20. On 1/8/21 - developed raised, red 2inch x 2inch rash with smaller rash below it.

940403 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 OH 45.0 45 F Day of shot:  Arm was sore and started itching in the evening.   Day 2-5:  Arm was sore. (Mostly on day two.)  Arm had around 2-inch local reaction at injection site.  Red, hot to touch, itchy, hard. Day 6-7:  Arm was lightly itchy.  Redness went away. Day 8:  Arm began to itch fairly consistently late in evening. Day 9: Arm was increasingly itchy through out the day.  In the morning had around a 2-inch red spot. Size of the redness increased througout the day, became redder, hot to touch, hard, itchy. Day 10:  Approximately 1/2 of upper arm (between shoulder and elbow area around 6 or 7 inches by 4 or 5 inches) red, swollen, hard to touch, hot, itchy. Day 11: Reaction began to fade.   Day 12-13:  Arm is still read at injection site.  Bottom area of the large reaction area is also still red and itchy. Day 14- 15 (today):  Arm is still read at injection site.  Bottom area of the large reaction area is also still itchy and appears to be redder than it was.  Redness at the bottom of the reaction area seems to be slowly spreading back up towards initial injection site.

940404 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 60.0 60 F Around day 2-3, started having left eye spasm and has now been about 1 week and still having left eye spasm

940405 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 55.0 55 F Mouth sores, diarrhea, joint pain

940406 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 27.0 27 M Vomiting, fever persistent with medicine. Chills, joint pain. X  2 days at this point.

940407 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 WY 28.0 28 M Raised, red circle around injections site. about 3 inches in diameter. itchiness

940408 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 70.0 70 F Diarrhea, Vomiting, Fever 100.2 started on 1/13/2021 at 7:00 AM

940409 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 NC 78.0 78 F Bleariness, slight brain fog, not steady, legs feel like that they're not attached to body.

940411 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 UT 34.0 34 F At time of injection I had swelling and redness along with muscle soreness.  After about 4 days the redness and swelling went away.  However on day 7 the redness returned with intense itching and hives.  Today is day 9 and it is red, swollen, and very itchy, with hive like bumps.

940412 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 KY 42.0 42 F Fatigue and body ache Fever Stomach cramping Headache Excessive Sweating

940413 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 MD 38.0 38 F Arm became inflamed, red, hot to touch near the vaccine at day 10, arm soreness from day 1 until day 12.

940414 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 VA 55.0 55 F pt reports about 1.5 hours after injection she developed hives on her face.  No SOB or other symptoms.  she took 25mg oral Benadryl.  Hives have not progressed as of today---slightly better.  she is taking OTC Benadryl as needed for itching

940415 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 NC 34.0 34 F Patient reported tongue swelling approximately 2 hours following vaccination with the COVID immunization.   Patient is a health care provider/ surgeon and managed her symptoms at home. Reported reaction to her assigned PCP.

940416 12/19/2020 01/13/2021 AR 29.0 29 F I got a rash, I felt like it started on my legs and spread everywhere. It spared my face, neck and back. I went to the Doctor . The Dr gave me a steroid  shot and some cream to help with the itch.  The rash went away about two days later.

940418 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 70.0 70 F Diarrhea, Vomiting, Fever 100.2 started 1/13 at 7:30 AM

940419 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MT 59.0 59 F Patient called at 12pm to inform us that about 3 hours after her 1st Covid vaccine she was moving her arms around to prevent soreness and then both arms began to feel itchy, tingling, & burning & this moved up into her neck. She was encouraged to come in and be seen, but she does not feel that is necessary at this time. She reported her symptoms have since improved and that she had a similar reaction when she received the shingles vaccine.  I encouraged patient to monitor her symptoms and to come be seem if she gets worse. She reported that she is feeling much better at the end of our phone call.

940421 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 MI 27.0 27 F IMMEDIATE PALPITATIONS  RATE 140 TO 160, CHEST PAIN. TREATED WITH BENADRLY, GLUCOCROTICOIDS AND PEPCI

940422 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 FL 39.0 39 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA - Lips tingled 2 minutes after injection, then moved to tongue.  Lips started to go numb along with tongue, face started to itch right after.  Within 30 minutes of injection, eyelids were swelling, face and chest redness, whole body itching.  Benadryl and Tylenol taken, symptoms were lessening within 1 hour of taking Benadryl.

940423 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Estimated due date: 03/17/2021 On the day of the vaccine during observation I had tingling in my mouth, numbness in tongue and I just used my Benadryl and it eased the symptoms. But at night I started wheezing, had sweats and chills, did not check my temperature but I had pretty severe chills that night. In the morning I checked no fever, but still chills, severe cough and sore throat.. Headache and fatigue.  All got worse more severe on Saturday and then I decided to go get tested for Covid on the Care Clinic. I had a known exposure to COVID before I got the vaccine around  01/04/21 - my husband who tested positive on the 6th) I tested positive. All symptoms continued (except the tingling on the mouth it stopped on the 8th) and I saw my OB-GYN on the 11th due to a low amniotic fluid - I had an ultrasound at the facility and was referred to MD and saw him on the 11th as well.  Now I lost my sense of taste and smell. The chills have subsided a little bit and so the headache, but fatigue, congestion and cough are still there. I had increased intermittent shortness of breathe but could be the baby's position.

940424 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 48.0 48 F developed redness and pain at the site of injection 24 hours after vaccination.   Symptoms seemed to subside however around Friday the site was painful, red, raised, and warm.  According to individual reactions seems to be cellulitis. Symptoms continued to worsen over the weekend with redness and swelling  traveling from just below the site of injection to just above the elbow. Feels mobility is slightly diminished compared to left arm. will seek medical care from a local urgent care today.

940425 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 54.0 54 F Large area of redness, extremely itchy one week later after injection

940426 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CT 50.0 50 F pain at the injection site

940427 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 37.0 37 F red swelling at injection site red circle on injection site very itchy

940428 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 IA 46.0 46 F By the evening of the date I received the vaccine my arm was swollen and red, warm to the touch. Day 2 the symptoms appeared to be worse.  I took my temperature and had a fever if 99.8.  By the evening of Day 2 the swelling had lessoned not gone and the rest of the symptoms were still present.  Each day got a little better and was slightly itchy.  On Day 7, it started to swell slightly and became redder again and was warm to the touch again.  By Day 7 in the evening it was back to getting better.  Today is 1/13/20 almost 3 weeks later I still have some noticeable discoloration.  Note - When the shot was given I did feel a fairly strong burning sensation during and right after the injection.

940429 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 27.0 27 M Severe Myalgia, Joint tenderness, Nausea, Fever, Lumbar tenderness  All resolved after 36hrs

940430 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 LA 52.0 52 F left side of face got swollen, 5 lb weight gain on 1/8/21, resolved on 1/12/21

940431 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 FL 67.0 67 F My arm is red and hot at the injection site.  The injection was given one week ago.

940432 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Fever headache body aches nausea chest pain    Tylenol

940433 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 UT 27.0 27 F Beginning 1/12/21, site of injection was itching. Upon touch, there is a lump that is raised and bigger than a quarter. Additionally, there is redness on the site of the lump.  A sore arm began to return again and the site is warm to the touch.

940434 12/26/2020 01/13/2021 CA 45.0 45 F 23 hrs post injection I woke up with angioedema in my lip. Approx. 1.5 weeks later a second occurrence of angioedema in lips. A 3rd occurrence took place 1/12/2021 and this occurrence was most severe of the 3 occurrences so far.

940435 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NH 57.0 57 F Timeline of Events  1017 Vaccine Administered, Left Deltoid (30 observation period)  1042 Symptoms Onset  1042 HR taken - 92bpm  1043 BP taken - 130/90  1045 Received 20mL of Benadryl   1046 Pt reports continued strange taste, scratchy throat, tingling in upper lip; Temp taken - 98.1 *F  1057 Ambulance was called; BP retaken - 128/84; HR retaken - 112bpm  1100 HR retaken - 92bpm  1102 Ambulance arrived  1115 Pt assessed by EMT and was cleared/released to return home with improvement of symptoms

940436 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MA 53.0 53 F AM next day very fatigued arm very sore painful, cold chills and body aches in pains later in the day. Ibuprofen dose, provided relief, resolved. 1/13/2021 Headache nausea dry hives in AM, vomited once at 11AM.

940437 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 KY 39.0 39 F Approximately one week post injection developed injection site redness and warmth as well as axillary, posterior cervical, and supraclavicular lymphadenopathy on the side of injection.

940438 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NE 88.0 88 F Had Covid Vaccine AM of 1.8.2021.  Woke up with Nausea, Vomiting X 4, Chills the following AM. Presented to ED.  Found to be hypotensive during ER.  Nausea Vomiting resolved.  Tx with fluid replacement and dismissed home instructed to monitor BP.  B/P dropped again at home returned and admitted to hospital.Y 2

940439 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Soreness (Left Arm) x 2 days Fatigue (Intermittently) / 7 days Fever (Intermittently) / 7 days Body Ache/ 3days Chills /24 hrs.

940440 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 25.0 25 F erythema and induration at injection site about 4cm*5cm in size. Regional lymphadenopathy

940441 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MD 43.0 43 F Patient stated she felt tingling in left hand followed by tingling in right hand.  This resolved quickly per patient.  Patient then reported a sensation in the top/back of throat.  Vital signs checked.  Blood pressure 110/78, HR 68, RR 20.  Patient denies chest pain, shortness of breath, headache or feeling dizzy.  No rash or swelling observed.  Patient's color is pink, warm and dry throughout.  All symptoms resolved at 11:20.  Patient encouraged to call brother-in-law for a ride home. Patient given water to drink and observed until 11:35.

940443 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Hives noted on arms, legs, torso, feet and hands on 12/26/20 (vaccine received 12/24/20)- went to an Urgent Care clinic on 12/28 and received Steroid 7-day pack.  After 5 days the hives resolved.

940444 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Redness itchyness at injection site some days its a bruise other days its red and itchy its been 9 days since injection..tye redness is a circle about 2x2.

940445 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 42.0 42 F 12-23-20: Began feeling tired in the evening, felt drained. 12-24-20: Could not raise my right arm,  was very painful, felt very tired, did not get out of bed, appetite was slightly diminished. 12-25-20: Pain in right arm was extending to the right side of my neck, could not raise my arm, very painful.  Did not get out of bed, felt very tired. 12-26-20: Symptoms had subsided, right arm was still sore but I could move it.  I was able to go outside and walk the dog.  I did not feel as tired as the previous days. 12-27-20: Back to normal, symptoms were gone.

940446 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 MD 72.0 72 F tongue started to swell from front to back - very tender with some red marks on top of tongue - mouth felt like I had burnt it on something hot  and sore throat mostly at base of tongue - tenderness started at front of tongue and moved to back of tongue over 2 days then disappeared

940447 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 61.0 61 F Extreme fatigue, hard chills, fever of 100 for several hours, nausea, generalized weakness.  Chills and extreme fatigue lasted 4 hours.  Low grade fever lasted 12 hours.

940448 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 OK 88.0 88 F Systemic: Seizure-Severe

940449 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 WI 61.0 61 M Developed salty taste in mouth 4 hours after getting vaccine. Persisted for a week.

940450 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CA 45.0 45 F on 1/11/21, developed swollen lymph node on right clavicle area- pea sized  tender to touch, sore with head movement to the left.

940451 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 AL 51.0 51 F I had what felt like a sinus infection, sore throat, stuffy nose, body aches and fatigue.

940452 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 ME 32.0 32 F Shingles

940453 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NH 34.0 34 F 5 days after my vaccination I woke up in the middle of the night to pain in my arm pit of the arm the vaccine was administered. My lymph nodes in my groin, neck, clavicle, and arm pit are visibly inflamed. The left side of my face and neck are swollen as well. I am having tingling and numbness down my left arm and in my fingers. I am feeling very light headed and short of breath.

940454 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 MI 28.0 28 F Headache, nausea, body aches, chills, temperature 99F starting around 6pm on the day of vaccination (I received the vaccine at 7:30am). This lasted all night and was resolved by 1pm the following day.

940455 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CT 46.0 46 F 1245: Moderna COVID-19 vaccination to left deltoid 1249: episode of coolness sensation/loss of blood flow to bilat forearms and hands, lightheaded and increase in heart rate to 120, then nervous response and and increase in contractility-informed RN, heart rate quickly decreased to 100, then to 80/90s, followed by metal taste and feeling it move through mouth, throat, neck, chest; little twinges of pain various locations (left elbow, left TMJ, quickly dissipating).  Mild chest tightness/very mild sob upon exiting 30+min later with increase in mucus? (Clearing my throat, raspy voice for approx 2 hrs after vaccination).  Left tongue tingly. Very tired!  14:30: very tired, slight chest tightness 16:30: mild L.arm soreness 19:30: mild arm soreness, L.tongue tingly, increase in tinnitus (slightly more than normal), feel fine otherwise 1/9/2021: moderately sore left deltoid, mild intermittent nausea, otherwise fine

940456 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OK 50.0 50 F 1705- HANDS TURNED "RED," DENIES ITCHING, T-97.4, 140-87, 95.  PATIENT STATES HAS RAYNAUDS. 1720- T-99.4, 153-87, 84 1730- O2SAT 95%, T- 99.5 1735- 132/76, 86.

940457 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 54.0 53 F None stated.

940458 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MN 39.0 39 F 11 hours after vaccine, chills started.  Fever, chills, severe headache and body aches, and fatigue over next 24 hours.  Bedridden, would not have been able to work or care for my children.  Left eyelid began twitching at that time and has continued to have intermittent periods of twitching over the 5 days since.

940459 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 62.0 62 F Fever.  Chills.   Headache.   All my joints hurt.

940460 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 32.0 32 F About 24 hours after the vaccine injection felt like something stuck in throat and chest hurt. Progressed in 30 minutes to pain in chest and head, swallowing painful, whole body and eyes itching and felt irritable. Symptoms continued for 24 hours.

940461 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 CT 47.0 47 F I received the vaccine @ 3:26p on 1/7/21 by 9:30p I was dealing with itchiness. I woke up on 1/8 w/soreness & rash around the injection site & on the left arm. By  6p I had a rash on both arms, back & on my right knee. By midnight I developed a rash on my r foot & belly area.  It's 1/13 & I have been taking Benadryl on & off since 1/8 @ 2am. The rash comes and goes on different parts of my body. My physician is now ordering a low dose of prednisone that I will start taking today, 1/13.

940462 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 OK 46.0 46 F hardening of injection site with redness and itchiness. This started 8 days after the vaccine was taken.

940463 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 IN 42.0 42 M Flu like symptoms the night of first dose.  Woke up the next morning with migraine type headache, pain in hips and knees. Fatigue.

940464 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CT 69.0 69 F Initial vertigo type symptoms, followed by nausea and vomiting. (B/P WDL, temp 95.9).1 episode then several hours of sleep. Slight dizziness upon awakening with mild fatigue. Mild lightheadedness today. No fatigue. No aches or pains.

940465 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MI 35.0 35 F The symptoms was chills, body aches, very tired and no fever.(estimated date of delivery 5/17/2021)

940466 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MI 33.0 33 F Started with pain in arm at injection site, heaviness  and pain in chest-hurts to touch, sweating, dryness of mouth, fatigue Taken Ibuprofen and Tylenol

940467 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 MD 43.0 43 F Red rash like area where I received the injection. It's warm to the touch and itches a little. Still sore as well

940468 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 PR 42.0 42 M DEVELOPED DIZZINESS, EXTREME FATIGUE, CHILLS, WEAKNESS, NIGHTMARES AND ELEVATED BLOOD PRESSURES SINCE 1/12/2021 AT NIGHT. UNABLE TO GO TO WORK.

940469 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Large reddened round area about 3 inches in diameter at injection site appeared 8 days after vaccination
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940470 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 IA 94.0 94 F Site: Pain at Injection Site-Medium, Systemic: Generalized Body Aches -Severe, Systemic: Headache-Severe, Systemic: Severe drop in blood pressure, pulse, and o-sat-Severe Y

940471 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 43.0 43 M Fever/chills, headache, tired, mild pain at injection site

940472 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 34.0 34 F dizziness, tingling in face to neck and nausea; rested and refused emergency department

940473 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 AR 50.0 50 F 1/9-had body aches and fatigue. ibuprofen helped. 1/10-fatigue 1/11-fatigue stuffy nose. headache. 1/12-fatigue, runny nose, headache, diminished taste and smell 1/13 -fatigue, runny nose, headache, diminished taste and smell -PCR tested today.

940474 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CA 46.0 45 M rapid heart rate and headache upon falling asleep, woke 30 minutes later with drenching sweat and feelings of doom. Jumped out of bed due to anxiety and rapid breathing from feelings of doom. paced the halls of house, attempted to go back to bed but feelings of doom would not go away. finally after an hour my breathing settled down, heart rate returned to normal and sweating dissipated.  symptoms did not return but did wake with severe headache and nausea.

940475 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 TN 58.0 58 M Less than 2 days after having the 1st shot of the COVID-19 vaccine, I woke up at 2am and experienced Bell's palsy on the left side of my face...and had minor heart pain...was dizzy...had loss of balance...slurred speech, I had all of the symptoms of a stroke. Later in that same morning the swelling starting going down, so I waited to go to the emergency room...did not want to spend the money for all of the tests. I woke up the next morning and still had heart pain, so I decided to go to emergency room .

940476 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CA 43.0 43 F The night after the injection, I was very lethargic, my mind was "cloudy" I couldn't form coherent sentences.  Took Tyelenol before bed because my arm was very sore.  Next morning, my whole body ached and had a severe tension headache, my jaw was very tense also.  I was still very lethargic and my mind still "cloudy".  Took Tylenol again after dinner, that night I started to feel relief from aches, headache and my mind can think more clearly.

940478 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 KS 40.0 40 M Severe joint pain all over for about 1 hour.  This occured about 1 hour after 2nd dose vaccine had been given.

940479 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MI 33.0 33 F arm soreness, shortness of breath, fatigue, sweating, pain in shoulder that moves to the chest

940480 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NM 46.0 46 M EH9899 - Lot number wasn't indicated as different on the second dose. Few hives returned - had taken Benadryl  50mg - prophylactically . Subsided. Next evening (7th) - Hives returned and I took Zyrtec - 10 mg  and they went away. (24 hours also -  on the 7th)  Did feel feverish, chills and achy after 24 hours after and I took an ibuprofen for that. Bumpy night; fitful sleeping but when I woke I was symptom free. Feverish went away sometime in the night and hives by the morning.

940481 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 RI 63.0 63 F Dizziness the following four days after the injection. Headache started the following morning after the injection and has been continuous, I still have it.

940482 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Almost immediately after patient vaccinated, while she was parking she said she felt like she was having difficulty swallowing and her "throat was swollen", also had a weird taste in her mouth.  She stated it just feels weird when she swallows.  Patient cleared by EMS.  Instructed patient to call her family physician, 911, or go to the nearest emergency room for any further issues.

940483 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 CA 56.0 56 M Error: Wrong Dose of Vaccine - Too High

940485 01/05/2020 01/13/2021 ND 29.0 29 F Chills, body aches, fever, fatigue, headache.   Treatment: rest, ibuprofen. Outcome- resolved.

940486 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 IA 43.0 43 M Arm sore at site of injection for around 2 days Low grade temp 1 day some body aches 1 day flushed feeling 1 day

940487 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IL 53.0 53 F 1ST VACCINATION PRODUCED NO SYMPTOMS AND WAS ADMINISTERED ON 12/21/20 2NS VACCINATION WAS APPROX. 6:30 PM ON 1/11/21 AND SYMPTOMS BEGAN WITH BEING AWAKENED BY FEELING ITCHINESS ON STOMACH AT APPROX 01:30 A.M. ON 1/13/21. PATIENT (I) OBSERVED BUMPINESS AND REDNESS COVERING ENTIRE STOMACH, BACK OF NECK AND ITCHINESS DOWN THIGHS AND ALONG UNDER SIDE OF ARM. TOOK BENADRYL OTC AND WENT BACK TO BED. AWOKE FOR WORK AT 04:30 AND SYMPTOMS ARE BETTER. NO SHORTNESS OF BREATH OR OTHER ALLERGY RELATED SYMPTOMS

940488 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 48.0 48 F Received vaccine on 1/4/21,  The evening of injection I had some initial itching at site with no errythema and minor pain, Last night, 1/12/21, I had some minor pain at injection site. Overnight, this pain woke me up. I have about 5-6 in area of errythema, warm to touch, and hard underneath the skin at injection site. No fevers No chills

940489 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Left arm numbness and tingling at infection, pt. wearing restrictive shirts. She thinks that she may have constricted her blood flow during injection. She exhibited no other symptoms. Denies CP, SOB, LOC, stated that she feels fine to go home. Patient has full range of motion. Patient left facility by self.

940490 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 IA 47.0 47 F Received injection at 0930 on 12/29/2020 and was observed for 15 minutes after injection.  Around 1630 I developed a headache so I took a Fioricet as I have a history of migraines.  I had a few body aches and only ate toast for supper that night.  By 2330 my headache seemed to be worsening and I started experiencing a fever of 102, tremendous body aches, nausea, sore throat.  At that time I took 500 mg Tylenol at 2330.  By 2 am on 12/30/2020 my fever had reached 103 and I had difficulty walking as my body joints ached so bad.  My headache was unbearable and I asked my husband to drive me to the ER as I could no longer take the pain.  I also was hyperventilating.  In the ER I was given normal saline 500 cc, Tylenol 1000 mg IV, and Zofran 4 mg IV for the nausea.  I did fill prominently better thereafter, except I continued to have a headache. I was given Toradol 30 mg IV and advised not to take my Celebrex that day.  The ER Doctor did call and speak with ER physician, and discussed the validity of lab testing for Covid after vaccination as well as his recommendations as to whether I should receive the second dose of the vaccine. Since I did not really have anaphylaxis, the doctor recommended that I proceed with the second vaccination with extended observation. I was discharged and instructed to take Tylenol 650 mg orally every 4 hours as needed advised for fever/analgesia.

940496 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 VA 33.0 33 M Headache, Chills, Fever.  Headache began in the evening around 6:30 pm (approx. 7 hours after receiving the vaccine).  Headache combined with chills and a fever (99-100 degrees) continued into the next day.   Treated with alternating acetaminophen (500 mg) and ibuprophen (800 mg).

940497 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CO 59.0 59 F 11pm arm got really sore. In the morning temp was 100.5. H/A, nausea, body ache.

940498 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 GA 59.0 59 F Approximately 2 weeks after getting the vaccine the injection site is again raised, red, warm and now itchy.

940499 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 MN 61.0 61 M Axillary swelling and pain on side of injection

940500 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 NH 36.0 36 F Left upper arm sore: 1/07/2021 resolved on 1/09/2021 Myalgias: 1/8/2021 took Tylenol with some relief resolved 1/12/2021 Severe headache: 1/08/2021: some relief with Tylenol around the clock. Resolved 1/13/2021 Left eye swelling: 1/13/2021 took Zyrtec with resolution

940502 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 TX 65.0 65 M rash, itching, difficulty breathing, trouble swallowing

940503 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 CA 56.0 56 M Error: Wrong Dose of Vaccine - Too High

940504 12/17/2020 01/13/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Estimated due date: 06/14/2021 On 12/27 I woke up with headaches, I had headaches until the 30th. On 12/28 my son was tested positive for covid. I tested negative on the 20th and 30th. My symptoms started getting worse (loss of taste and smell) and 01/06 I tested positive. 01/11 at 5PM I had my second dose. I had some body aches and fever (101.5F). chills, sweats and Tylenol and it was not making a difference. Last night around 8PM my temp was to 100.8F and today I woke up and temperature normal and body aches much better.

940505 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Flushing of face and rash all over chest.  Swelling to eyes, nausea, stabbing pain and heaviness to left neck and under arm,  chest pressure, vomiting, and loose stools

940506 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 57.0 57 F Sore arm almost immediately, lightheadedness for a few hours, then onset of severe headache, body ache and shaking chills.  Improved with Tylenol.  Today still achy but I've continued the Tylenol.

940507 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 33.0 33 F Around 12:00 pm not feeling well. Clammy, nauseated, dizzy and felt like was going to pass out. To emergency department for evaluation. Treated with IV fluids and antiemetics and discharged home.

940508 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 35.0 35 F 7 days after admin quarter size round bump/hives. Took allegra, didnt help. 8 days after, warm to touch and getting worse

940509 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AR 49.0 49 F about 4 hrs after  vaccination ee had "tunnel vision" dizzy, abd upset, "churning stomach" gas,  No diarrhea but soft stools. today headache, and fatigue

940510 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 FL 44.0 44 F At 1047 patient reported back to the clinic that she was having difficulty swallowing. Angioedema present. 1048 Patient was given albuterol 2.5mg witth ipratropium 0.5mg nebulizer treatment. At 1049  Benadryl 25mg IM in right deltoid. 1053 BP 134/90 96.4 98% on breathing treatment. 1054 BP 131/90 HR 120. 1100 Benadryl 25mg IM repeated in right deltoid. 1112 137/92 HR 102 POX 100% on Room air. 1116 167/100 HR 104 POX 100% on room air. MD and pharmacist arrived. 1130 Patient given 2 tablets of 4mg (8mg) of Medrol . 1200 BP 128/86 HR 97 POX 98% Remained in clinic until 1230. Rx for medrol dose pack given.

940512 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Had Headache at 12pm and when I  got up at 6am I notice a rash on my neck and itchy.

940513 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CO 68.0 68 F Itching of tongue,  face, under arms & groin,  headache, intense chills & shakes,  fever 101.9, stomach pain, diarrhea  Still experiencing fever and diarrhea.

940514 12/16/2020 01/13/2021 NV 37.0 37 F a few hours after the vaccine was administered the patient experienced a rash on her body.  Unknown when the rash went away, however when the patient returend for her second dose on 01/06/21 the rash was not present.

940515 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 TX 48.0 48 M Almost two weeks later, below the injection site the area is warm, red and hard.  The circumference of the red area is about baseball size.

940516 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 CO 55.0 55 M Tinnitus (ring in ears) for 48-72 hours. Initially Moderate then resolving over time.

940517 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 ND 34.0 34 F Severe body aches, fatigue, fever, headache, nausea.  Symptoms lasted 4 days.  Oral fluids, ibuprofen, rest. Symptoms now resolved.

940519 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Patient reported symptoms started ~15 mins s/p dose. Symptoms reported LUE and LLE numbness/tingling, and notable tachycardia Y 1

940520 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 IL 55.0 55 F Patient developed fatigue, sore throat, nausea, chills and fever within 4 hrs of receiving vaccination.  Symptoms caused patient to seek treatment in the Emergency Department.

940521 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 TN 42.0 42 M Pocket of fluid in my right armpit.

940522 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 CA 56.0 56 M Error: Wrong Dose of Vaccine - Too High

940524 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 OR 70.0 70 M 01/12/2021 Veteran called to report the following sx  that started in AM: - blurred vision - dizziness, slight - muscle fatigue/soreness - slight dry cough (no wheezing) - sore throat - tingling feeling in head/lips/extremities

940525 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 ME 40.0 40 F On the afternoon/evening of 1/7/2021 my arm became sore around the injection site. It was also a little red. On 1/8/2021 @ 1:30am I woke up with nausea,  chills and my arm was swollen, red, hot to touch. I took tylenol and went back to sleep. When I got up around 6am that morning my symptoms were worse. I went to the emergency room at this time. I was treated there for cellulitis with IV ceftriaxone and prescribed a 10 day course of cefdinir. It is slowly getting better, however, I had to return to urgent care yesterday due to increase in redness and have now been presribed prednisone and will also finish antibiotics.

940526 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Brown reddish abnormal bruising of the left hand, top and bottom of forearm. No treatment. No improvement

940528 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 NY 53.0 53 F Woke with 65mm erythema & warmth to injection site. Followed by tender cervical lymph nodes on vaccination side, body aches, fatigue, temperature 99.4 oral

940529 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 IL 49.0 49 F Tingling on tongue and lips, fever 101.0, nausea

940530 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 TX 86.0 86 M Pt tested positive for covid-19 on 01/08/2021 and began declining to the point where he is actively dying.

940532 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 RI 60.0 60 F Injection site became red, swollen, itchy and tender at day 7/8.  Injection site after 24 hours of injection was sore but pain went away.  Issues started at day 7/8.  Called PCP and was instructed to take Ibuprofen, Claritin and put cold compress on site.  Followed up with PCP next day to give update.

940533 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CO 35.0 35 F Approximately 14 hours after first covid vaccine I was nauseous, muscle cramps in whole right arm (the side I was given the shot), migraine, dizzy, trouble lifting arm, redness swelling and pain at injection site.  Felt ok the next day.  6 days after receiving vaccine it felt like I had swallowed razor blades and was hard to breathe.  I went to local emergency room where they tested me for strep and was negative and they said they had never seen a swab come back so bloody.  They also did a covid test and I got the results back today showing invalid.  Yesterday I had a low grade fever and today at the injection site my arm is red, swollen, has a knot and sore to the touch.

940534 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 58.0 58 F arm discomfort and mild headache

940536 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 FL 72.0 72 M Hives developed within 24 hours of receiving the vaccine. No other new exposures. Improved with benadryl.

940537 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NC 32.0 32 M Muscle stiffness throughout body, chills, headache.

940538 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Headache, chills, pain the bones, irregular temperature (very cold) and pain in the right arm.

940539 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 IN 52.0 52 F Redness, discomfort, rash at injection site. Started 8 days after injection.

940541 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 21.0 21 F Pfizer Vaccine. 1st dose. Rash to chest area and slight difficulty swallowing; rash "hot" but not itchy; scratchy throat; occurred 2 min post dose; Diphenhydramine 50 mg IV, methylprednisolone 125 mg IV, NS 1000 mL; Discharged on medrol dose pack; approximate vaccine and adr time.

940543 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MI 30.0 30 F Headache, neck pain. Starting day 2 until day 4

940545 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 IN 85.0 85 F Redness, swelling and warmth  to injection site.  DX with cellulitis.  She saw inhouse physicain. Three medications started Keflex 500mg BID for 7 days, Prednisone 20 mg daily x 5 days, hydrocortisone 2.5% to lue bid x 7 days.  no fever.

940546 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CO 55.0 55 M Tinnitus (ring in ears) for 5+ days. Initially Moderate and persisting over time.

940548 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 AK 38.0 38 M Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe.

940549 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 33.0 33 F fever, chills, body aches and headache x 8 hours, supportive care with Tylenol, fluids and rest

940550 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 PA 54.0 54 F I developed a severe case of Shingles.

940554 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 41.0 41 M Pimple like bumps all over torso, left and right arms, and in both armpits. Some are painful to touch, and some itch.

940555 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 OH 31.0 31 F 7 days after receiving the initial vaccine in my left arm, I  was found to have 5 swollen subcutaneous lymph nodes ranging from 1-2cm  (ultra-sound results received 1.13.21 after referral from ENT).  At day 7 I also developed a hand-print sized swollen red patch on my arm around site of injection that has not gone away with Benadryl and cold compress.

940556 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 VA 24.0 24 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Tenderness at injection site came first then as the evening progress my muscles and joint became very achy and tight. I proceeded to get a sinus headache, runny nose, and nausea/loss of appetite.

940557 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 NY 25.0 25 M Fatigue resolved by rest lasted about 24 hours Tenderness at site of injection resolved in about 48 hours

940558 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 MS 39.0 39 F One week after, developed some dizziness that progressed to sever dizziness 9 days after vaccine. Similar to vestibular migraine symptoms. Was unable to get out of bed on day 9. 14 days post vaccine, still experiencing moderate vertigo

940560 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CT 34.0 34 F I had the vaccine at 12:23 PM and felt fine. At 2 am that same night I woke up sweating and my left side of my face was numb and tingling. I am able to move it but is continuing to tingle only on my left side. My lips, the very side of my tongue, my bottom jaw and my check bone constantly tingle and feel numb, when I talk some spit comes out on that side and my side of my nose also feels numb. As time goes on it isn't getting any better but not much worse. today my bottom lip just feels more numb

940561 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 ND 35.0 35 F left shoulder pain, redness, warmth, itching starting 1/12/21.  Scheduled appointment for evaluation 1/14/21

940563 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Chills, body aches, joint pain, headache, fatigue,nausea

940564 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 TX 45.0 45 M Woke up with muscle pain, dizziness and vomiting that lasted 10-12 hours.  Slept for 10 hours after that and then felt fine with no other symptoms.

940565 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IN 62.0 62 M Significant pain at injection site, worsening overnight.  24+ hours later I am still having difficulty raising my L arm to shoulder level.  Significant point tenderness as well.  Pain about a 6/10.

940566 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 IL 46.0 46 F 1/9/21 at 1030pm began with chest pain, chills, sweats, fever 101, body aches, joint pain, headache, fatigue. Took tylenol and slept. Next morning, 1/10/21,w oke up at 10am, fever 102, continued with chills, sweats, body aches, joint pain, headache, fatigue and began with intermittent SOB. Took tylenol and slept most of the day and night. Next day, 1/11/21, temp 100.8, continued with chills, sweats, body aches, joint pain, headache, fatigue, intermittent SOB and chest pain. Continued to take tylenol and alternated with ibuprofen. Rested most of the day in bed. 1/12/21, no fever, intermittent SOB with activity, continue with headache and joint pain. 1/13/21 better today. Continue with intermittent SOB with activity and feel fatigue. No fever.

940567 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 AL 51.0 51 F Left arm sore, numb, tingling to hand. Bad headache. Body aches.

940569 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 SC 64.0 64 F Site: Itching at Injection Site-Mild, Site: Pain at Injection Site-Mild, Site: Redness at Injection Site-Mild, Site: Swelling at Injection Site-Mild; symptoms lasted 2 days

940570 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 AR 40.0 40 F headache, soreness, fever, cough and sore muscles

940572 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 WA 28.0 28 F Reported "heart going fast" "It might be anxiety"   1400: O2 Sat 99% 165 HR 12 RR 154/101 1405: O2 99% 68 HR 12 RR 139/95 1417: 99% 66HR 1430: 100% 69HR 12RR 129/89

940573 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 UT 43.0 43 F FEVER 100.7, INTENSE BODY ACHES, JOINT STIFFNESS, SKIN HURT, DIZZINESS. STARTED AT 3AM UNTIL ABOUT 3PM. TOOK IBUPROFEN 800MG TID AND BENADRYL 50MG BID. TOO SICK AND MISERABLE TO GO TO WORK.

940574 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 34.0 34 F Pt. remained in observation for 30 minutes due to previous anaphylactic reaction with flu vaccine.  At end of 30 minute window, she started having rapid heart rate and hyperventilation.  She was escorted to an exam room via wheelchair and vitals checked.  Ambulance called to transfer pt. to hospital.  Pt. started to calm down and heart rate decreased.  No intervention required other than observation.  Pt. reported feeling better.  Pt. transferred.

940575 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 AK 42.0 42 M Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe

940577 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 OH 31.0 31 F 7 days post vaccination I developed a lump where I received the injection that spread to be a hand-sized mass on my left arm.  Patch of redness that is irritated and itchy is still there regardless of benadryl and cold compress.  7 days post vaccinated I also developed swollen subclavian lymph nodes (5 swollen nodes measuring between 1-2 cm- found on ultrasound).

940578 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 TX 61.0 61 M feverish, chills, shaking, 99.9 fever, extremely nauseous, Zofran did not work, nausea went away that night, fatigue, red square size of a stamp at injection site, size has increased in size, Dr rx Bactrim antibiotic

940580 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 ME 30.0 40 F PCP appointment, started on 7 day course of Keflex PO.

940582 10/21/2020 01/13/2021 NJ 60.0 60 M disabling pain in left shoulder after the vaccine- progressively worsened over days

940583 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 64.0 64 F Chills, body aches, malaise, nausea

940584 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Covid-19 given at 0845, @ 0855 client complained of left arm numbness and tingling on fingers. Provider onsite:  NP evaluated the client, advised to wait for another 15 minutes. @0932 per client she is feeling better. Provider onsite advised client to see her PMD if the reaction will get worse. Client left the clinic in Ambulatory stable condition.

940586 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 FL 43.0 43 F day 1 following the vaccine I had pain in the right arm, day 2 worsening pain in the upper traps left and right, day 3 headache and day 4 severe GI issues with diarrhea. day 5 was back to normal

940587 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 IN 60.0 60 M Fever 103+ the night of.  Deep fatigue and low grade fever the following day.  Large area of pain and inflammation near injection site.  About 7 inches by 3 inches.   Fever resolved by the evening of the day following administration, fatigue was mostly resolved also.   Inflammation and pain at site lasted about 5 to 6 days.

940588 11/11/2020 01/13/2021 UT 61.0 61 F Nausea, chest pain, difficulty breathing following first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine 0.3 mL IM in right deltoid. Went to outside ED and placed on BiPAP. Given diphenhydramine, epinephrine, and steroid (unknown doses). Prescribed outpatient epinephrine in case of flare of reaction once stabilized.

940590 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 45.0 45 F About 7-8 hrs after injection I started puking and had a bad headache which lasted al most 24 hrs and yesterday morning I woke up really sore. My body feels like I got hit by a truck and I?m so tired

940591 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Felt achy, heavy, very thirsty, restless (couldn?t get comfortable)  The next day felt extremely tired (the whole day). Did not feel ?normal? until 2:00am on day 2 going into day 3.

940592 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 UT 33.0 33 F For about 4 days after receiving the injection my arm was swollen, painful, and red at the injection site. It then resolved.  At 7 days I noticed there were hives on my arm and then day 8 it was very red, swollen, and very itchy. It continues to be that way today 1/13/2021.

940593 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 GA 33.0 33 F Redness and swollenness near injection site. Slightly warm to the touch. Appeared 8 days post vaccine

940595 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NM 36.0 36 F Patient reports severe headache, vomiting  and eye sensitivity to light and eye pain that lasted approx 24 hours.  48 hours post injection Patient is complaining of significant muscle pain around her neck area.

940596 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 IL 46.0 46 F Saturday evening the day of the shot I become extremely fatigued, Sunday morning woke up with extreme muscle aches, Sunday after noon developed the chills and fever. When fever reached 101.1 started taking Advil but fever continued to rise  started alternating every 2 hours with Tylenol fever finally stopped increasing around 1 am on Monday highest it went was 102.3. Monday and Tuesday continued to have a fever ranging from 99.5 to 100.9 did not take anything to treat this. Felt fine otherwise. Today feel fine and fever free

940597 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CO 37.0 37 M Moderna covid-19 vaccine EUA  Injection site pain beginning 3 hours after injection, lasting 36 hours. Neck stiffness beginning 12 hours after injection, lasting 4 hours Chills beginning 12 hours after injection, lasting 24 hours.  No treatments/meds, all have self-resolved.

940598 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 PA 19.0 19 F Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Mild; symptoms lasted 0 days

940599 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Fever 100 F Severe body aches  Migraine type of headache  Nausea and diarrhea  All lasting 16 hours Still slight headache

940601 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 OH 38.0 38 F Severe body hives with refractory itching  all over face, neck back- none responsive to anti-histamines at home; Treated at Emergency Department with IM Benadryl

940603 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Side effects: headache, joint pain, muscle aches, fever, dizziness, nausea, shortness of breath, fatigue

940604 01/03/2021 01/13/2021 MA 29.0 29 F 1/3/21 2100 slight rapid heart rate when laying down in bed. (Could of been anxiety) 1/4/21 0700 rash across chest, that lasted the day, when down with taking Benadryl            Left deltoid pain, hard, red hot lump at 7 o'clock from injection site, that is still slightly present today 1/11/2021.            0830 noticed left side of face swelling, that continued into 1/5/21            Extreme fatigue and body aches that lasted 3 days            Intermittent left arm tingling, and hand numbness since the vaccine.

940605 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 33.0 33 F redness and slight swelling at injection site, with some warmth at the arm. began 8 days post vaccine

940606 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 OK 30.0 30 M Site: Itching at Injection Site-Severe, Site: Redness at Injection Site-Medium, Systemic: Headache-Medium, Systemic: blisters on neck, lathargic,appetite

940607 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 KY 33.0 33 F Immediately following the injection there was injection pain at the site and the muscle function was immediately impacted.  For around 36 hours afterward I was unable to raise my left arm above my shoulder.  After that I was able to do so first with pain, pain subsided after around 48 hours.  Beginning 1/8/2021 I had muscle spasms in my lower left abdomen directly to the right of my left hip bone.  The spasms were not painful, but we?re intrusive and constant.  After around 24 hours they subsided and that region became very sore due to the muscles being overworked by the spasms.  On this day I also developed a headache and low grade fever.  The headache is at its worst when I stand up.  6 days after the vaccination I still have a constant minor headache and get pangs and jolts of pain in the top of my head when I stand up and am nearly constantly fatigued.

940609 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NY 61.0 61 F Patient was vaccinated at our hospital clinic, and went into the waiting room area for the 15 minute observation. After about 10 minutes she laid on the floor and said she was dizzy and her heart was racing. She never left consciousness. Observers went over to her and took her pulse and B/P. She stood up and get into a wheelchair and they took her to ED.  Once in the ED the symptoms were resolved according the physician record. Today, January 13th, she is back at the ED with complaints of arm soreness and heart racing. She is currently in the ED and her disposition is unknown at this time.

940610 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 76.0 76 F Felt lightheaded after covid vaccination given.  Gave apple juice and she started feeling immediately better.  She did state that she hadn't slept well the night before and that she hadn't eaten in a few hours.  After monitoring for 15 minutes patient stated she was feeling totally normal.  She was able to stand and walk without dizziness.  She stated that she did not feel that she needed further treatment at this time.

940611 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 TX 41.0 41 F on 1/11/21 a rash developed near the injection site and down the arm. It was fairly large, red, warm, with raised edges. Over the past 48 hours the rash has grown in size and has begun itching.

940612 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 AK 51.0 51 F Pt reports no adverse effects - Pt received 0.5ml instead of 0.3 ml dose of correct vaccine.

940614 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CA 52.0 52 F Patient reports arm and leg pain (aching), extreme pain along with chills and low grade fever, mild headache.

940616 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 PA 42.0 42 F Pt received her COVID19 vaccine at 9:45AM on 1/8/2020.  -After vaccination, patient felt fine. -She was placed in observation. -10 min later, she felt as if she was having a "hot flash." She also develop a headache.  -I evaluated the patient at this time. -Pt denies rash, watery/itchy eyes, itchy throat, difficulty swallowing, difficulty breathing, chest pain, nausea, vomiting. -Vitals were stable throughout encounter (see vital section). -Patient did some deep breathing exercises with me and drank water.  -After ~10 minutes, the patient felt better. -She was discharged after close observation for 30 minutes.   -Of note, pt has a history of anxiety and panic attacks. She does not take medication for anxiety.  -Pt also has allergy to codeine (reaction - rash).

940617 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 57.0 57 F Minor reaction, still came to work.  General muscle/join soreness and fatigue. injection site pait, site redness, swelling and new or worsened joint and muscle pain

940618 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 TX 41.0 41 M Sweating, Chills, Extreme Body Aches, Wheezing(never in life before), Dryness of Mouth, 99.8 Fever but fealth much worse, Heart burn, felt like my inside of body was swelled up, slight  Gas, Hallusinations, Nightmare, Extreme Back pain not able to stay still, but I had slight back pain before this was 1000 times worse.  I thought its coming to an end. This is exactly what happened to me when I had peak of COVID except the wheezing, I though I had COVID all over again.  I took Vitamin C, Vitamin D, Zinx, Tums, Ibuprofen and fell asleep around 2 AM.   I woke up at 7 AM in a pool of sweat had to remove the blankets to washer. I had no fever and nothing else it seemed like a switch is turned off and everything went away. Injection site was hurting allot during this time, but when I woke up nothing even injection site was not hurting either.  It was a horrible night but seemed that nothing happened in AM.

940619 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 GA 82.0 82 M Fever, shaking, confusion, difficulty ambulating,

940620 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 AR 43.0 43 F soreness to injection site for two days, fatigue, headache, elevated temperature,  sore throat, muscle aches

940621 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NY 30.0 30 F One week later after injection on 1/11/21  I experience swollen and painful lymph nodes near upper breast near axillary area. Also my injection site which was swollen and raised, hot to touch.  I went to employee health who administered the vaccine and they prescribed me Keflex. Which I am still taking

940622 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 IL 37.0 37 F She developed generalized itching, hives, left arm pain, and chest pain 2 hours after receiving vaccine.  Symptoms caused patient to seek treatment in the Emergency Department.   Patient experience syncopal episode while in the ED and the following day while at home.

940623 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 60.0 60 F Fever for over 24 hours. Temp 101.9

940624 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 NV 60.0 60 F When I first got shot everything was good -  I just wanted to report 11 days in I got a red oval rash on the left arm around the injection site that was a  tender.  The rash has been there for only 3 days and the redness is starting to fade a bit. Just reporting that it took 11 days to show this reaction.

940626 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CO 86.0 86 M Pt received Moderna covid vaccine on 1/11/21. Began experiencing "violent shaking" and decreased appetite yesterday morning, throughout the day yesterday became delirious and unable to recognize people, understand speech, control his bladder or walk without falling.

940628 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 0 F Patient received vaccine first dose For Covid-19  at approximately 10:15 AM. Around 10:23 AM, patient reported feeling nauseous had a trashcan next to them and vomited several times. Also stated short of breath at which two puffs of albuterol rescue inhaler was administered. Temperature at that time was 96.6°F and was taken back to the room around 10:45 AM. No rush or swelling of the lips and face was observed.0.0

940629 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 PR 47.0 47 F Muscular Pain, itching, burning, fever, edema,  erythema.

940630 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  On 1/11 around 7:30PM, My left arm was very sore at the injection site.  I started to have aches throughout my body and chills.  I woke up at 1AM with a fever of 100.6.  I took Tylenol and drank liquids.  When I woke up the fever was gone so I went to work.  As the day progresses at work, I had chills and body aches.  I felt like I had a fever, so I went home sick at 12:30PM.  When I got home, I took my temperature and it was 101.  From that point until about 10PM, my fever flcutuated fgrom 99.9 to 101.  This morning (1-13-2021( when I work up at 7AM, I felt fine.  No fever or aches.

940631 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MO 46.0 46 F 01/12/2021 reported redness in face, neck, stomach, and minimal on arms. Swelling on eyelids, slightly nauseated. Instructed by employee health to take Benadryl STAT and report to ED for worsening symptoms. 01/13/2021 Pt reports symptoms are no longer present and has no complaints.

940634 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 57.0 57 F Minor reaction, still came to work. General muscle/join soreness and fatigue. Injection site pain, redness and swelling and new or worsened joint and muscle pain.

940636 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 41.0 41 M Had slight injection site soreness and slight fatigue the day of treatment. The following 12 to 24 hours I presented with sever fatigue and  severe body  and joint aches. I was negative for a fever the entire time.  24 to 36 hours after vaccination symptoms went away.

940637 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 NY 25.0 25 F Systemic: Patient came back after 30 minutes of receiving the vaccine and complaint of itchy of throat and body. No apparent rash observed. gave 50 mg of Benadryl PO. 10-15 minutes, patient complaint of diffucu

940638 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 MA 58.0 58 F Headache , Chills, aches and pains, muscle pains, joint pain. Fatigue , had a fever for  18 hours

940639 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 FL 51.0 51 M Days 3 through 10: ipsilateral axillary lymphadenopathy and tenderness as well as tenderness over left chest well inferior to the axilla. No treatment. Day 8: Sudden onset of a localized 3 cm cutaneous rash (erythema, pruritis, induration) at injection site in shoulder. Rash lasted for 24 hours. No treatment. Day 11: Deltoid exercise induced 2cm cutaneous rash (erythema, pruritis) at injection site in shoulder. Rash lasted 10 minutes.
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940640 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 CA 46.0 46 M Within 5 days of vaccination, he developed severe right-sided facial pain, and about two days later developed complete right-sided facial paralysis. In the following days he also developed balance problems and nausea/vomiting. His facial pain has begun to improve with high-dose prednisone.

940642 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 84.0 84 F tired, no energy, brain fog

940643 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Mild headache and body aches, nausea, and tiredness. Left arm tenderness and pain with muscle use.

940644 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 PA 18.0 18 F Systemic: Chills-Mild, Systemic: patient reported some dizziness and tingling and anxiety. Patient had a pulse of 125 and temp 98.4 Called emergency services and continued observing patient till they arrived; symptoms lasted 0 days

940645 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 38.0 38 F chills, fatigue, muscle aches, congestion, runny nose

940647 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 WI 62.0 62 F Tight sensation in her throat, tongue felt tingling.  Temp increased to 99, blood pressure increased to 179/99

940648 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 48.0 F eyes and tongue swelling, light headiness, 1 epi given, transfer pt to ED

940649 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 CO 76.0 76 F Arm under injection site turned red and itched a lot. Doctor gave  me cephalexin 500mg for 7 days. I am also taking benedril. Redness is better and itching is much better.

940650 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 45.0 45 M Chills, upset stomach, and fatigue

940651 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 TN 46.0 46 M I was being monitored for 15 mins since I was allergic to tree nuts stayed 20 mins. I started feeling dizzy and exp nausea lasted 20 sec. After about 12 hrs later I woke up had difficult swallowing felt like something in my throat. I went to ER received a dose pack, Benadryl and steroid injection.Y

940653 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 PA 29.0 29 F -Pt received COVID19 vaccine on 1/8/2021 in the morning.  -Pt was initially observed for 30 minutes, given hx of anaphylaxis to Iodine.  -Pt initially had no symptoms - no itchiness, itchy or watery eyes, rash, difficulty swallowing, itchy throat, swelling, chest pain, shortness of breath, N/V.   -She came back a few hours later with one right chest wall hive and few hives on her left arm.  -No respiratory symptoms. No other symptoms besides those few hives.  -Pt was evaluated by myself and Nurse.  -Pt was observed for another 30 minutes & given Benadryal IM 25mg.  -Pt also took 2 500mg Tylenol.  -Pt felt better and was then discharged

940654 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 WA 46.0 46 F headache nausea syncope

940655 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 33.0 33 F Employee received first Covid19 vaccination on 12/31/2020.  Five days post vaccination developed swelling in left neck per employee larger than tennis ball, tender to touch,warm to touch slightly painful to touch . Size has decreased daily to now the size of tennis ball today. Did not report until today.  Covid EHS notified and employee will also call them.

940656 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Swollen lymph nodes near left side clavicle. The size is a grape in size, occurred 1.5 days after vaccine.

940657 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 IL 52.0 52 F Pt had injection 12/31.  Developed mild soreness and redness at injection site 1/1.  Resolved by 1/2.  Returned 1/8 with increase in size (6 cm in diameter), redness, firmness, and mild itchiness.  Improving by 1/13.

940658 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Patient stated Pain in left hand finger tips, swelling in left  wrist, body shaking, teeth chattering and Patient states she was forgetting were she was.  Patient stated Shortness of breath./  Treatment:  Gave Oxygen, and sat with her and calmed her down and she felt good to leave one hour later.  Pt currently is feeling good and no symptoms currently as of today.

940660 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NC 35.0 35 F Swollen, red, itchy, hot area at injection site one week after the shot Stabbing pain in lymph nodes in armpit on same side

940661 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 TX 40.0 40 F One hour and 15 minutes after the injection , patient experienced generalized itching and a few hives on her face and legs.  Injection site has erythema and some swelling.

940662 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 NY 25.0 25 F Systemic: Patient came back after 30 minutes of receiving the vaccine and complaint of itchy of throat and body. No apparent rash observed. gave 50 mg of Benadryl PO. 10-15 minutes, patient complaint of diffucu

940663 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IN 37.0 37 F severe chills and headache 24 hours after vaccine administered inability to lift arm over head 12 hours after vaccine administered

940664 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 UT 50.0 50 F Lingering right shoulder pain 3 weeks after first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine 0.3 mL IM in right deltoid.

940665 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 50.0 50 M Fever, chills, nausea, lethargy

940666 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 CA 66.0 66 F redness extending from vaccination site (left deltoid muscle), measuring 4 cm wide and 10 cm long;  not hot or tender, has lightened slightly over days, and the location has continued towards elbow and medially. no itching, pain

940667 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Fatigue staring at 3pm. Muscle aches, chills, and headache starting at 6pm and lasting all through the next day. Persistent muscle aches on the day after

940670 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 TX 52.0 52 F nume on arm, fever, chills, tiredness, num on tongue, diarrhea, stomach ache, headache, nausea,

940671 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 TX 56.0 56 F 1/2/21 fatigued, slight headache, achy arm 1/3/21 - 1/6/21 fatigued, slight hedche, reddened area below injection site, itchy at site 1/7/21 - 1/13/21, felt great, except that red area was/is smaller than a baseball with itching. No swelling. * I have been taking Benadryl to help with discomfort, but doesn't seem to help. I have not received any text from VAERS about possible side effects and not sure if I should get 2nd does due to this side effect?

940672 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 42.0 42 M Fever, aches, severe headache approximately 15 hrs in duration.  Fever range: 99.2 to 202.6 F.  Onset of signs/symptoms approx. 15 hrs after Phizer vaccine dose #2.

940673 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 WY 39.0 39 F Patient states she woke the morning after receiving her vaccine and felt disoriented for about 10 min, when she went to get out of bed she had severe vertigo and was unable to ambulate without holding on to furniture.  She took over the counter vertigo medication which did not resolve her symptoms.  She was unable to work. As of 01/13/21 patient continues to experience mild vertigo and now has fluid building up in left ear.  Has called PCP and is waiting for direction.

940674 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 31.0 31 M Pre syncope symptoms - 5-10 minutes after injection:  Warmth Turning pale Getting sweaty palms Feeling dizzy or lightheaded Blurred vision  Lasted 10 minutes; was observed for 30 minutes, given a snack and drink and slowly began to subside.

940675 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IN 36.0 36 F Body aches, hypotension, chills, severe headache, fever, dizziness

940677 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 PA 40.0 40 F -Pt received COVID19 vaccine (Moderna) at MDLS on 1/8/2021 at 9:51 PM.  -Pt was observed for the recommended 15 minutes but then came back at 2:13PM with a little rash on her face and chest. -Denies headache, shortness of breath, difficulty breathing, chest pain, dizziness, numbness/tingling, N/V, rash anywhere else on her body, difficulty swallowing, itchy/sore throat, itchy/watery eyes, congestion. -Vitals were stable (see vitals). -Pt was observed for 30 min & did not have worsening of rash or other symptoms.  -Discharged after 30 min.

940678 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CT 35.0 35 F Site: Itching at Injection Site-Mild, Site: Redness at Injection Site-Mild, Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Mild, Systemic: Nausea-Mild, Systemic: RESPIRATORY DISTRESS-Mild; symptoms lasted for 1 day

940679 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 38.0 38 M Metallic taste in mouth for over 24 hours from time of injection. unable to focus eyes for about an hour after injection

940680 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 IL 28.0 28 F One day  following the vaccine I got redness swelling and warmth at the injection site. After 3 days this went away and my arm was back to normal. Now 8 days after the vaccine I woke up with what seems a second reaction, my arm is itching, having pains, has redness, warmth, swelling, and has a quarter size nodule.

940684 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 MI 24.0 24 F rash , hives on neck no other symptoms. treated with bensdrly

940685 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 49.0 49 F oral dryness, chest tightness, light headiness. vital signs, observed, gave water, sx resolved, pt went home

940687 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 58.0 58 M Hwadache, body malaise, fatigue.

940689 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Vaginal bleeding and genital herpes outbreak within 24hrs of receiving first dose of vaccine. Bleeding for 6 days straight even though previous menses ended two days before receiving the shot. It was a normal period prior to that.

940691 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 KY 38.0 38 F Left supraclavicular adenopathy.  Fatigue.  Joint pain.

940695 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MO 32.0 32 F Client complained of feeling flushed, hot, heart racing and tight throat and difficulty breathing. Vitals taken and placed in supine position with feet elevated but complained of hard to breathe so sat up. Started yelling she couldn't breathe, encouraged her to calm down take deep breaths, able to take drinks of water, and talk. BP 144/80 Pulse: 119 No swelling noted and no blueness of lips or fingers. Calmed down after drank water but then started yelling again in about 2 minutes she couldn't breathe and she wanted EPI would I please give her EPI. Gave 0.5cc Epinephrine, this immediately helped she said still wanted 911 called noted no breathing issues or swallowing issues drinking water, also called 911 . Ambulance here at 1:45 and checked o2 sat reported 98% Vitals taken by ambulance but not reported to us. Called the patient this morning 01/13/2021, she reported she had another episode in the ambulance she felt she couldn't breathe and they gave her Benadryl 0.5cc and she said she never had another episode after she got to the hospital, she reported the ER DR. diagnosed her with anaphylactic reaction to the vaccine. She returned to work this morning no issues she reported.

940698 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 KY 32.0 32 F chest tightness and cough up yellow mucus, very fatigued

940701 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 NM 31.0 31 M Site: Swelling at Injection Site-Mild, Error: Wrong Route (SC, IM, etc.)

940704 12/26/2020 01/13/2021 CA 65.0 65 F Most extreme chills Fever 100 F Headache Neck ache Body aches Fatigue All lasted until about 6pm and then patient was fine. Got Covid at work in March 2020

940708 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 NY 79.0 79 F Jan 1st, patient had a seizure after breakfast. Temperature was 98.5 Pulse 95. B.P. 160/70  Two hours later another seizure at the home, with emesis,  Sent to hospital at 2pm. Focal Status elepticus. Seizure activity along with continuous persistent activity with emesis throughout the 12 hour time in the ED.  Seizure during the CT scan.Y 3

940711 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Chills fever body aches

940713 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Following day 1 after vaccine given redness swollen hot to touch on injection site. By day 5 went away by day 8 came back redness bigger than before swelling warm to touch. After vaccine given stopped Imovan got better but came back. Arm keeps tingling will take Benadryl

940715 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NY 63.0 63 F up a lot during  the night after vaccination, lots of body ache, temp 100.2  dizziness  during the day on 1/12

940719 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 AK 40.0 40 M Pt reports no adverse events  - patient received 0.5ml dose instead of 0.3ml dose

940728 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AL 44.0 44 M nausea, vomiting, muscle pain,

940732 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 29.0 29 F At 3PM: fatigue. At 6PM: muscle aches, chills, headache that lasted for the next day. Muscle aches persisted for 2 days.

940735 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 40.0 40 M High heart rate.   130+

940739 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 WI 41.0 41 F bruising at injection site

940742 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 CO 37.0 37 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA: Eight hours following vaccination patient developed numbness of left the lower face. No other symptoms documented. Numbness resolved without intervention within one week of vaccination.

940745 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 68.0 68 M Error: Wrong Patient (documentation in EMR); symptoms lasted 0 days

940753 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 IN 55.0 55 F After getting out of the bathtub as I was reaching for my towel, A VERY SUDDEN ONSET of severe weakeness hit me and I had to sit on toilet.  I was unable to move my arms or legs  for 20 minutes, then was able to get up but walked VERY WOBBLY AND WEAK to my bed just a few feet away.  I collapsed on my bed and turned my fan blowing on me directly. {Im NEVER hot, usually cold ALL the time}.  I layed there so weak I could barely move for another 20 to 30 minutes.  I thought I was having a stroke honestly and my thoughts were about my doors being locked so nobody could get in to help me and my phone was in the living room and for that time period I WAS TOTALLY UNABLE to go get it.  THANKFULLY, after about 45 minutes total, all symptons went away and I returned to my baseline mobility.  Im very grateful that this was not a stroke as I thought. but I do believe it may have been a reaction to the vaccine.  I did not notify any physicians yet, and as of this writing Im perfectly fine, Thank the Lord.

940757 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 43.0 43 F Pain at site of injection, L shoulder, started several hours after injection, worsened by the end of the day to the point that it was difficult to use L arm.   In addition, there were diffuse body aches, chills and fatigue overnight.  Chills resolved by next morning.  Body aches and fatigue still present.

940761 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IN 42.0 42 F numbness in tongue, bottom lip and chin. Lasted around 3.5 hours after taking a dose of OTC benadryl.

940762 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 CA 43.0 43 M Large raised Hive at injection site 1 week from injection, spread down upper arm for a few days. Discomfort, itching and heat.  greatly reduced one week later but still present, no treatment sought. used Ice packs and topical cream to reduce itching.

940765 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 PA 26.0 26 F Pt received COVID19 Vaccine (Moderna) on 1/8/2021 at 1:52PM.   -Pt felt fine immediately after the vaccine. -10 min later was reporting dizziness and that her tongue felt numb for 1 minute.  -Also reported dry (but not itchy) throat.  -I evaluated patient. -Denies itchy/sore throat, itchy/watery eyes, rash, difficulty breathing, shortness of breath, N/V, chest pain, numbness/tingling, swelling.  -Pt's symptoms subsided within 10 minutes after she rested and was given water.  -She was observed for ~30 minutes total and discharged.

940767 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 PA 32.0 32 F After 20 minutes of administration patient became dizzy. Patient saw black spots. Patient lost color in face and stated she felt funny and going to pass out. Patient sat down and was told to drink water. Dizzy episode lasted 10 minutes with no loss of consciences. Bp after loss of color was 120/77 with sinus tach present. Was able to ambulate to bathroom. After 30 minute another dizzy  episode happened with loss of color to face and patient slumped over this time with no loss of consciences, patient stated right before she slumped over that she felt numb.  Patient looked dazed and out of it. episode lasted 15 minutes. Patient stated she felt off and ambulance was called. Patient had one dizzy episode in ambulance while emt stated she lost color in face. Iv was placed fluids started, vitals were normal except for sinus tach 110-130's . Patient received fluids in emergency room and monitored where bp remained stable and sinus tach present 100- 120's .

940770 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 WI 37.0 37 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Patient is a 37 year old female who presents with dyspnea and myalgias following her second COVID vaccination today. Patient denies any history of vaccine associated reactions. After her first dose of the COVID vaccine she had fever, chills and myalgias as well as some sensory changes to the left arm. These symptoms lasted for around a day before resolving. Today, she received the second dose of the vaccine around noon and then began having dyspnea and chest pain around an hour later. Chest pain is moderately severe and worse with deep inspiration. Patient also having back aches and feeling clammy. Patient re-presented to the vaccine site and was brought to the emergency department for evaluation.  Patient received acetaminophen 1000mg orally, ketorolac 15mg IV, and lactated ringers 1000ml IV and was discharged.

940772 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 WY 62.0 62 F NEXT DAY AFTER SHOT, 1/5/21, I HAD A HEADACHE ALL DAY 1/12/21 I NOTICED LATER IN THE DAY THAT MY ARM WAS SORE AND LARGE RED SPOT ABOUT THE SIZE OF A BASEBALL, HOT TO THE TOUCH

940773 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Severe pain at site starting by 1800 01/11/2021. 01/12/2021 Severe pain at site kept me awake most the night, headache, nausea, joint pain starting at 0615 01/12/2021 which continued to get worse through out the day. Left work early 01/12/2021. Woke 01/13/2021 with slight headache still.

940774 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 MA 28.0 28 F Systemic: Chills, Systemic: Fever, Systemic: Nausea, Systemic: clammy

940775 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 48.0 48 M This patient is a 48 y.o. male presenting to the emergency department with a chief complaint of allergic reaction s/p 1st COVID vaccine at 1330 this afternoon. Patient states he became very flushed to his face/chest 2-3 minutes after receiving the vaccine. EMS was on scene and evaluated the patient. He was found to be a little confused/disoriented upon questioning which quickly resolved. Patient was also having mild difficulty swallowing, however states he was not gasping for air. He had an IV placed for precautions, however no medications were given. Patient was transferred here for evaluation. He currently feels asymptomatic aside from a dry throat. Patient denies having any hives, shortness of breath, or syncopal episodes. He also denies having prior episodes of anaphylaxis requiring epinephrine.

940778 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 47.0 47 F Patient had Moderna COVID-19 vaccine about 10 minutes prior to reaction and began having coughing and itchiness to her throat, difficulty breathing, chest tightness, the constant sensation to cough, and rash to trunk and upper extremities. ED physician ordered NS 1000 mL IV x1, albuterol HFA, diphenhydramine 50 mg IV x1, epinephrine 0.3 mg IM x1, famotidine 20 mg IV x1, guaifenesin-codeine 200/20 mg, and methylprednisolone 125 mg IV x1 while in ED.  Potassium chloride 20 mEq PO x1 also given to correct incidental hypokalemia. Pt improved, rash resolved, coughing resolved, lung sounds clear, O2Sat normal, and HR improved prior to discharge from SCH ED.  Patient given scripts for diphenhydramine, Epipen, and prednisone. Moderna COVID-19 vaccine was added to patient allergies in medical chart.

940779 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 PA 65.0 65 F on 1/2 to 1/4 experienced extreme fatigue on 1/4 developed chills and fever of 102 which lasted 2 days along with body aches and headache  last day of fever was 1/5 returned to work on 1/7. was feeling fine then on 1/9 at night started with chills, fever of 102 extreme weakness, tiredness, headache dizziness,  on 1/10 continued with chills and fever, tiredness, weakness, and dizziness vomited x1.  had loss of appetite but was able to keep fluids down fever continued until the evening of 1/11 which was 101.8 but was unable to keep fluids down but only vomited x 2.   I remained NPO for 2 hrs and then was able to tolerate small sips of fluids  on 1/12 no fever in am was able  to tolerate plain toast and fluids  appetite returning later that night and was able to tolerate soup had no fever since 1/11 Monday evening and was able to return to work on 1/13. I was unable to work on 1/11 and 1/12

940782 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 NY 63.0 63 F day 1 ?..12 hours following vaccination. chills. within 30 minuteslater, vomiting. The vomiting continued for 6 hours until I took Pepto Bismol. Fatigue followed with aches and pains from vomiting all night. Day 2....Slept the entire day was dehydrated and drank Pedi light no appetite had I slice of bread. Day 3 began to feel better with mild diarrhea, still experiencing aches and pains in chest and ribs from the results of the horrific vomiting. Day 4.. Feeling better than day 3 with still mild diarrhea and less aches and pains. could actually cough without feeling my lungs may implode. day 5 back to work still mild gastrointestinal issues. definitely on the mend

940784 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 ND 28.0 28 F Anaphylaxis reaction; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning her co-worker, a 28 year-old female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine and experienced anaphylaxis reaction.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 23 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 23 Dec 2020, within five minutes of vaccine administration, the patient experienced anaphylaxis reaction. The patient had symptoms of throat tightness, dizziness, nausea, weakness, and increased heart rate. Treatment for the event included an epinephrine pen  On 29 Dec 2020, the nurse reported that the patient was still having some of the symptoms, including dizziness, nausea, and weakness.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, anaphylaxis reaction, was considered not resolved.  The reporter assessed the event, anaphylaxis reaction, as related to Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 28 year old female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of anaphylactic reaction. The event occurred apparently 5 min after first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot# unknown) vaccine administration. She was treated with epinephrine pen. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

940785 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OH 21.0 21 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA I received the first dose of my vaccine at about 8:30am on January 12. Around 6pm on January 12 I started to experience chills. As the night went on the chills got worse and I developed a terrible throbbing headache. In addition to that I was feeling hot and sweating profusely. I fell asleep around 10pm and woke up around 11pm, at this time the headache was worse, the chills were getting better, and I was still hot and drenched in sweat. I was able to fall back to sleep shortly after. I then woke up at 1am on the 13th, I still had a headache, the chills were gone, I was still hot and sweaty. At this time I also started vomiting. I preceded to vomit until there was nothing left in me and went back to bed. I woke up at 3am and proceeded to dry heave as there was nothing left to come up. My headache was extremely bad at this point and I was still hot and sweaty. I could not keep down Tylenol so I used a cold wet rag to help with the headache. I was finally able to sleep again. I woke up at 5am still with a headache and still hot at this time I was able to take my temperature and it was 99.8. I fell asleep again and woke up at 9am with a temperature of 100.1, at this time I was able to take Tylenol and keep it down which broke my fever and alleviated the headache. Now at about 1pm on the 13th I am still only able to sip liquids and my stomach is upset. This was the sickest I have been in a long time. I have spoken on the phone with a triage nurse at my doctors office and I am waiting for her to consult with a doctor and call me back.

940787 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 WI 63.0 63 F Received COVID vaccine on 1/6.  On 1/7 had body aches and chills, which resolved.  On 1/13 had nausea and diarrhea which resolved.

940788 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 TX 83.0 83 M Rash, erthema to injection site, tender

940790 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 NM 32.0 32 M Swelling of throat, face and weakness

940791 12/20/2020 01/13/2021 TX 39.0 M severe stabbing-shooting lower back pain; severe stabbing-shooting lower back pain that radiated to both legs; Pricking, pins and needles sensations in the hands and feet; numbness; weakness to both legs but mostly the right leg; Coordination problems, unsteadiness; Coordination problems, unsteadiness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 39-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0140), intramuscular on 20Dec2020 08:00 at single dose at left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications in two weeks included multivitamins. Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. No known allergies to medications, food, or other products. On 22Dec2020 at approximately 19:15, the patient experienced sudden onset of severe stabbing-shooting lower back pain that radiated to both legs. Pricking, pins and needles sensations in the hands and feet. Coordination problems, unsteadiness, numbness, and weakness to both legs but mostly the right leg. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures post-vaccination which included nasal swab for covid test: negative on 30Dec2020 (Antigen Test). Adverse events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or urgent care, disability or permanent damage. Patient received pain medication, steroid dose pack, MRI (pending), and physical therapy (pending) as treatment. Outcome of all events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association, a contributory role of vaccination with BNT162B2 in the onset of the events cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

940792 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MA F high blood pressure within 15 min post vaccination. BP 180/94/BP rose to 202/110; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. An adult female (age:18-64 Years) patient (pregnant: No) received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer), intramuscularly in left arm on 05Jan2021 10:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient was received other concomitant drugs. The patient experienced high blood pressure within 15 min post vaccination. BP (blood pressure) 180/94 rose to 202/110 on 05Jan2021 10:45. The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care. The events were reported as non-serious. Recipient experienced high blood pressure within 15 min post vaccination. Went to hospital where her pressure was 202/110, vaccine given on 05Jan2021 at 10:30 am, by 10:45 am BP was 180/94, recipient refused hospitalization. Sister took her home but made her go to the hospital where her BP rose to 202/110. IV (intravenous) steroids given. The outcome of event was resolved in Jan2021. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination: Protein drink. Unknown whether was the patient diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Unknown whether the patient been tested for COVID-19 Since the vaccination. Unknown allergies to medications, food, or other products.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported event hypertension. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

940793 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 IN 63.0 63 F area red , sore, swelled up to the size of two half dollars , hard

940794 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 VA F First dose on 16Dec2020, second dose on 05Jan2021; Tinnitus; constant ringing in ears; louder this time; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 51-year-old female patient (no pregnancy) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), with first dose (lot number: EH9899) on 16Dec2020 via intramuscular route, with second dose (lot number: EK4176) on 05Jan2021 via an unspecified route of administration, both at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies: penicillin. Concomitant medication included famotidine, ibuprofen (DUEXIS), iron (IRON) and multivitamins, all received within two weeks of vaccination. On 17Dec2020, the patient experienced tinnitus, constant ringing in ears that started 24 hours after first vaccine, lasted about 2-3 days and went away. Ringing in ears started again and is louder this time on 06Jan2021. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No treatment received for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The event was identified as serious and resulted in disability or permanent damage. The outcome of event tinnitus was not recovered. The outcome of the other event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association with positive rechallenge result, the Company considers the event tinnitus is possibly related to vaccination with BNT162B2. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

940795 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CA 44.0 44 M Fluid collection and discomfort of left axilla, no erythema, hematoma starting  approximately  1.5 days after injection and ongoing.  Also had low grade temp and dizziness that was self-limiting.

940797 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 30.0 30 F - lots of pain at injection sight, hard to move arm, especially the next day after shot - whole body fatigue - chills

940798 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 LA 39.0 F Injection site was red and a little swollen the next day and has become increasingly larger.  Today (3 days later) the injection site is red, warm, swollen, and about the size of a grapefruit.; Injection site was red and a little swollen the next day and has become increasingly larger.  Today (3 days later) the injection site is red, warm, swollen, and about the size of a grapefruit.; Injection site was red and a little swollen the next day and has become increasingly larger.  Today (3 days later) the injection site is red, warm, swollen, and about the size of a grapefruit.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. A 39-yearsold female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL1284), intramuscular in left arm on 04Jan2021 14:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medication included desvenlafaxine succinate (PRISTIQ), fluoxetine (FLUOXETINE), bupropion hydrochloride, naltrexone hydrochloride (CONTRAVE), hydrochlorothiazide (HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE), etonogestrel (NEXPLANON) , ergocalciferol (VITAMIN D [ERGOCALCIFEROL]), cyanocobalamin (VIT B12), and iron. On 05Jan2021, the patient experienced injection site was red and a little swollen and has become increasingly larger. 3 days later, on 08Jan2021, the injection site was red, warm, swollen, and about the size of a grapefruit. The outcome of the event was not recovered. Treatment included over the counter medications and ice. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently provided, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of the reported injection site reactions. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

940799 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 CO 64.0 64 F Pt reports hard knot day after vaccine at injection site that resolved and then several days later noticed redness, hard knot and itching in the left arm that is at injection site and then moves down arm toward elbow.  No fever or chills associated with s/s.  Pt was evaluated and note placed in pt chart by MD.

940800 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 MN F dizzy; felt like I was going to pass out; shaky; ringing in ears; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 63-year-old non-pregnant female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via intramuscular route of administration on the left arm on 30Dec2020 17:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at hospital facility. The patient had no relevant medical history and no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks, or any other medications within 2 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient reported "almost immediately, dizzy, felt like I was going to pass out, shaky, and ringing in ears" on 30Dec2020 17:00. Events were reported as non-serious but resulted in visit to the Emergency room/department or urgent care. Ondansetron (ZOFRAN) was given as treatment for nausea and meclizine. The outcome of the events was not recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported "dizzy, felt like I was going to pass out, shaky, and ringing in ears" and the administration of COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, based on the plausible temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

940801 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 CA 64.0 F felt flushed; BP elevated 226/97; dull occipital headache/dull headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 64-year-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL1284; expiration date not provided) via an unspecified route of administration (vaccination location: left arm) on 06Jan2021 09:30 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history was reported as 'none'. It was also reported that patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, and prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID. The patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products (no known allergies). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EH9899; expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration (vaccination location: left arm) on 18Dec2020 18:00 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation. It was reported that patient received second dose of Pfizer Covid vaccine on 06Jan2021 at 09:30 am. One hour after the 2nd dose (10:30 am), patient experienced dull occipital headache. Patient took paracetamol (TYLENOL). At 10:45 am, patient felt flushed. The nurse took patient's vital signs and noted no fever, normal heart rate and respiratory rate. BP elevated 226/97 (reported at 10:30, no unit provided; normal BP: 130's/80's). At 12:45, patient was taken to ED. CT scan and lab work were reported as all normal. BP continues to be elevated. Amlodipine (NORVASC) 10 mg was given at 17:00. BP slowly came down. Twenty-four hours later, BP was normal at 137/72 (no unit provided). No additional medication taken. It was reported that patient continues to have dull headache. No arm soreness or other symptoms. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of the events 'BP elevated 226/97' and 'felt flushed' was recovering, outcome of the event 'dull occipital headache/dull headache' was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association and in absence of strong confounding factors, the Company considers the reported event blood pressure increased is possibly related to vaccination with BNT162B2. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

940804 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Arm Sore, fatigue, weak, body aches, not feeling well

940805 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 PA 27.0 F rash/getting this rash on my face and everywhere/rash and it is breaking out her face and now it is all over; a lot of muscle pain; could not sleep; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 27-year-old female patient received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular in left deltoid on 24Dec2020 09:30 at single dose for preventative. Medical history included none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took influenza vaccine (FLU) for immunization and experienced sick (Flu shot if it contains egg she gets really sick). Patient reported experiencing a rash 2 weeks on 06Jan2021 after getting her first dose of the vaccine. Caller stated ''I'm concerned because I'm getting this rash on my face and everywhere and I'm due for my booster on 13Jan2021."  Caller questioned if others had reported this. She had a lot of muscle pain on 24Dec2020 and could not sleep from the pain in Dec2020. Reports the pain is gone now and lasted till 28Dec2020. She has a rash and it is breaking out her face and now it is all over. States nothing has changed and the vaccine was the only new thing. States the rash started two weeks since she got the vaccine. Vaccination facility type was Hospital. Vaccine administered at military facility was No. Additional Vaccines Administered on Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect was none. AE not require a visit to emergency room. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of rash/getting this rash on my face and everywhere/rash and it is breaking out her face and now it is all over (Doctor ordered steroids for her today she is a CNA). The outcome of the event a lot of muscle pain was recovered on 28Dec2020. The outcome of the event rash/getting this rash on my face and everywhere/rash and it is breaking out her face and now it is all over was not recovered. The outcome of the event could not sleep was unknown.   Information about lot/batch has been requested.

940806 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 F passed out; blood pressure was lowered; blood sugar high; weakened; feeling tired and her legs are heavy; feeling tired and her legs are heavy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (Patient's Mother). A 23-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 Monday at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced passed out 12 hours post injection (Jan2021). She specified that her daughter was therefore brought to hospital by ambulance. She continued explaining that her blood pressure was lowered, her blood sugar high and that she was weakened (Jan2021).  On 08Jan2021, "day 4", she said that her daughter had been feeling tired and her legs are heavy (Jan2021). The event outcome was unknown. She then asked if those side effects were experienced after the vaccine. It was not reported as serious.  Information on the batch number has been requested.

940808 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 AZ 37.0 37 F Systemic: Exhaustion-Medium, Systemic: Fainting-Medium, Systemic: muscle tightness and weakness-Medium

940809 12/26/2020 01/13/2021 NY 61.0 M left side will blur; Left side of face was sagging/ water leaking out of mouth/Progressive weakness on left side of face/ Swelling on lower left mandible/  diagnosed with Bell's Palsy.; Eye tearing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse who reported for himself. A 61-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Batch/lot number: EK5780) in  left arm on 26Dec2020 at 08:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation (worked in surgical ICU and was over 61 years old).  Medical history included Pre-diabetic. Family history included: mother died; mother's side had colon cancer and grandparents and uncles had cardiovascular diseases.Concomitant medication included exenatide (BYDUREON), amlodipine besilate (NORVASC), omeprazole (PROTONIX), hydrochlorothiazide, lisinopril and pneumococcal vaccine on 08Dec2020 and tetanus vaccine on 08Dec2020.  It was reported that on 31Dec2020 at 07:30, the patient had eye tearing and water leaking out of mouth, left side of face was sagging, swelling on lower left mandible (eye tearing was first, as reported); on 31Dec2020 he also experienced progressive weakness on left side of face; on 02Jan2021 the patient was diagnosed with Bell's Palsy. Then on an unknown date, left side will blur occurred. All events required emergency room visit and physician office visit. Diagnosis of  Bell's Palsy and event eye tearing were serious per disability; left side will blur was non serious. Patient described the events as follows: on 31Dec2020 he was brushing teeth and noticed the water was going everywhere. Left side of face was sagging, noticed some swelling and thought it was from a bug bite. He wasn't sure if it was a stroke or not. In the morning of 01Jan2021 noticed it was progressively causing a problem. Days before noticed tearing of left eye (as reported). On 31Dec2020 before midnight, something felt wrong. He saw four cases on clinical trial with similar side effects (he clarified he had no patient information for the four patients mentioned with similar side effects from Pfizer Clinical trial. He saw this information from a article; stated four from Pfizer and Moderna). In the morning of 02Jan202, he went to Emergency Room (ER) and was diagnosed with Bells Palsy. He was given prednisone 20mg to take 3 times by mouth every day for 5 days, tetracycline 100mg, at 1 capsule by mouth twice a day for 10 days and methylprednisolone (SOLU MEDROL; Lot: 9945776;Exp: Nov2021) 4mg dose pack, started with 6 tablets first day. It was told by doctor it might cause tick problems. He was waiting for results. On 04Jan2021 went to family doctor and more blood work was taken. Because he was taking prednisone, noticed his sugar was up a little bit (date unspecified). It was prescribed Glitizide extended release, 2.5mg one tablet twice a day with breakfast. Patient was checking sugar every 6 hours. It was also prescribed Acyclovir 400mg one tablet orally five times per day for 10 days. 08Jan2021 is last day of prednisone 5 day dose and will follow up with methylprednisolone tablets. Patient had an appointment with a neurologist on 13Jan2021. Patient was still having symptoms. It was really hard for him. Not hard to swallow. Face was still drooping. Eyes were still tearing. Could not work with eyes tearing all of the time. Needed to be alert. When driving, had to focus on the right side because his left side will blur. He had to chew only on the right side because food will be left behind in between his cheeks and gums. If he drank through a straw, he had to cover the left side of his lips so he was able to suck out fluids. He thought symptoms were progressively getting worse, he didn't see much improvement. He clarified swelling was on lower part of mandible on left side. It was slightly bigger than right. When looking at face, the lines on his forehead on the left side were down. If he smiled he cannot raise his left eye brow, when before the COVID-19 vaccine he could. Noticed left side of nose was lower than the right. Cannot raise left side of lips. Outcome of the event Eyes tearing and Bell's Palsy was not recovered; outcome of the other event was unknown. Information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of Bell's palsy, Lacrimation increased  and vision blurred due to temporal relationship.  However,  the Bell's palsy may likely possibly  represent concurrent medical condition in this patient.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including head CT/MRI and viral serologies, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

940810 01/13/2021 M Bell's Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 33-year-old male patient received his first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter reported a patient developed Bell's Palsy after receiving the first dose of the vaccine. This patient was a physician, the reporter stated that the patient was scheduled to receive the second dose on Monday (unspecified date) and questioned if he should or should not get the second dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between bnt162b2 and the event facial paralysis cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

940811 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 CO 36.0 F hearing loss; ringing and pulsating in her ears; Chills; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in in the left arm on 04Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing acid reflux. The patient had no concomitant medications. The patient previous received the flu shot. The patient experienced hearing loss, ringing and pulsating in her ears on 05Jan2021, headache on 04Jan2021, chills on 05Jan2021. Treatment was none. She had the vaccine on Monday at work and some of the symptoms that she has had have not resolved. She was having ringing in her ears and hearing loss. Went to see them and had her ears looked at. Everything was normal. Got the vaccine on 04Jan2021. Ringing in ears and hearing loss: Had been very consistent with no improvement. If anything, it had worsened. She was going to re-contact her doctor. She was also going to ask, should she go on Prednisone or something. She was worried she was going to lose her hearing. Her doctor said that a hearing test may need to be done. History: Takes one medication that she has been taking for years. She has never had an adverse event to any vaccine before. She got the flu shot every year. She was expecting the chills and headache, but they resolved fast. The next vaccine was 25Jan2021, the patient was asked whether she should get the second dose. The outcome of events for hearing loss, ringing and pulsating in her ears was not resolved, for headache and chills was resolved on 06Jan2021.

940812 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 PA 26.0 26 F -Pt received COVID19 Moderna Vaccine today around 10:30 on 01/08/2021.  -Pt has type 1 diabetes. -Just before and after vaccine was given, her sugars climbed to 299 (she has a monitor that checks constantly). Her normal sugars range from 120-150. -She reports that reaction is normal for her in stressful situations. Patient has history of mid anxiety. No hx of allegies. -She gave herself 1.5 units of insulin.  -She denied blurry vision, headache, dizziness, polydipsia polyuria, polyphagia, headache, chest pain, shortness of breath, difficulty breathing, rash, itchiness, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, fatigue.  -I evaluated patient.  -Vitals normal. -After a couple of hours, her sugars were back to normal.  -Pt was observed for multiple hours, as she was also simultaneously working in the vaccine clinic.  -Pt discharged after 4-5 hours.

940813 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 100.0 F she was dying as her blood pressure dropped to 70/40 and to come for a last visit; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 100-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included COVID in Dec2020, urinary tract infection (UTI), dehydration and Covid sickness (vomiting) (was treated earlier in month for UTI and dehydration from the Covid sickness (vomiting)). Known allergies: no. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. After testing positive in mid December to COVID and being declared Covid free on 30Dec by the nursing staff and in good health, with normal vitals and oxygen levels, the patient was given a vaccination on 02Jan2021. In the early evening the patient's blood pressure dropped to 70/40 and the reporter was told to come for a last visit. The patient was sleeping comfortably. She did not wake up when spoke with her. No one expected her to make it through the night. The next morning she work up, ate breakfast, watched TV, got IVs and oxygen and her vitals improved significantly. Lab tests and procedures included blood pressure: 70/40 on 02Jan2021, oxygen levels: normal, COVID test: positive in Dec2020 (testing positive in mid December to COVID and being declare Covid free on 30Dec), vitals: normal; improved significantly. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered: Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. If the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine: No. Prior to vaccination, was the patient diagnosed with COVID-19: Yes. Since the vaccination, has the patient been tested for COVID-19: No. AE resulted in: Life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event). Serious: Yes. Seriousness criteria-Results in death: No. Seriousness criteria-Life threatening: Yes. Seriousness criteria-Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No. Seriousness criteria-Disabling/Incapacitating: No. Seriousness criteria-Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.Y

940815 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 PA 33.0 33 F Systemic: itching, swelling, pain, redness of left hand (received vaccine in left arm); symptoms lasted 0 days

940816 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CA 64.0 64 F Numbness of tongue, change in taste, congestion, body aches, diarrhea, cough

940819 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 KS 21.0 F dizzy; itchy throat; coughing; swollen throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 21-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0142, NDC number: 59267-1000-1; Expiry Date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 11:20 at 0.3 mL, single at left arm for vaccination. Medical history included Cushing's disease (recovering), bipolar disorder from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included lamotrigine (LAMICTAL) for bipolar disorder. On 07Jan2021, looked like after receiving the vaccine about 30 minutes later patient was standing and felt like dizzy. About 15 or 20 more minutes, or 45-50 minutes after received injection, she felt like itchy throat, then itchy throat triggered coughing, then she felt like swollen throat. For the treatment on scene patient was administered 50mg of diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) and when she complained of swollen throat was administered epinephrine (EPI-PEN) 0.3mg injection to right thigh. Then they called EMS who transported her to the hospital where she was admitted to the hospital. Outcome of events was unknown. This report was considered as serious per caused/prolonged hospitalization.  Causality: Cannot jump to that conclusion.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between bnt162b2 and the events dizziness, throat irritation, cough and pharyngeal swelling cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

940820 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 ME 63.0 F horrible body aches; Nausea; head fogginess; felt like a lump and couldn't move; not wanting to eat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 63-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Batch/lot number: E10140) first dose on 28Dec2020 11:15AM in the right arm at single dose since she is front line health care worker. Medical history included pain. Medical history included tramadol for pain. No Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks). Family Medical History Relevant to AE was none. She received the vaccine 28Dec2020 and it flattened her for two days. Her primary care provided has advised her not to take the next dose. Within 45 minutes she noticed nausea. She was eating lunch and she felt like everything was coming up and she forced herself not to vomit. The she noticed horrible body aches; head was foggy; she felt like a lump and couldn't move;. The body aches hurt in her arms, legs, hips, and back. Adds she was out of work for two days. She could feel it working as the symptoms would peak and then drop. She did go back to work but shouldn't have as she continued to feel nauseous and not wanting to eat. All of these symptoms have now resolved. Vaccination Facility Type was nursing home. No Vaccine Administered at Military Facility. Facility Name: Nursing Home. History of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect was none. Additional Vaccines Administered on Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect was none. Event not resulted in Physician office or ER. The outcome of the event nausea was recovered on 02Jan2021. The outcome of event not wanting to eat recovered on 03Jan2021. The outcome of other events was recovered on 01Jan2021. The seriousness criteria for event horrible body aches was reported as medical significant.; Sender's Comments: The patient had medical history included pain. A possible contribution role of the first dose of BNT162B2 to the horrible body aches cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

940821 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 ID 44.0 44 F Patient, a 44 year old female received Moderna vaccine in L deltoid on 1/5/2021. On 1/6/2021, pt reported to vaccine clinic at 1130 with c/o racing heart and nausea. VS obtained. EMS called and patient transported to ER. Macular rash noted on chest per ER report. During time at ER, pt given IV fluids and PO Tylenol 1,000mg. Pt discharged home in stable condition with recommended follow up with PCP.

940823 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Body aches, chills, fever, fatigue.  Treatment  include Tylenol and Motrin. Fever resolved

940827 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 31.0 31 F Received 2nd dose of Covid vaccine yesterday. Woke up at 4AM with chills, a mild headache, and arm pain. Ibuprofen helped to relieve symptoms. Still feels chills, arm pain, and now fatigue.

940829 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MA 73.0 73 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine  On day 9 after the vaccine I have  a 2 inch red rash at the injection site with slight pain. This is new as of today. No prior rash.

940830 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MI 48.0 48 F Approximately 6:00 pm on 1/11/21 began experiencing muscle aches and fatigue.  On 1/12/21 these continued but became progressively worse with headache starting around noon. By 3;30 pm, symptoms were: fatigue, muscle pain, severe headache.  Body chills around 6 pm and temperature at 7 pm was 100.5.   By 6:00 am on 1/13, all symptoms resolved.

940831 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Fever,chills, body ache, headache, fatigue, near syncope

940833 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 GA 94.0 94 F experienced a sore throat, sore tongue, and very fatigued on Saturday after having

940835 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Within 10 minutes after vaccination was given, pt developed a hive reaction that started at the injection site and spread to top of chest and lower neck, continued to spread up 45 minute post vaccine.  Pt was evaluated by  NP - BP 134/89, pulse 90.  (2) 25mg  oral benedryl were administered & 1 claritin tab.  At90 minute post vaccination, hives rash had resolved.  No other S/sx were noted.

940837 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 RI 31.0 31 F Estimated due date:  Unknown - around 08/15/2021 - 1st OB appt on 01/12/2021 -  I started having a headache on Thursday and chills and I checked my temp and it was 100.1F I monitored it and it was slowly climbing up. It hit 100.4F and I went home and it was 100.8F around 5PM I took a gram of Tylenol and few hours later headache and fever resolved and I felt completed normal after that. Next day all was back to normal but my arms hurt a lot the next day.

940838 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 42.0 42 F 10 minutes after the shot was given, I suddenly felt my heart was racing and a tingling sensation started from my left arm and radiated to my whole body. The sensation was very intense it felt like my whole body was being paralyzed. I was fading out because of high heart rate. My heart rate was 160 and I heard someone said my blood pressure was high. I was transferred to the ER and given epinephrine, anti-histamine, steroids.

940839 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MD 52.0 52 F swelling and redness at the site with warmth to touch and red streaking starting . Soreness to left arm since 1/11/2021.  Redness and swelling noted on 1/13/2021

940840 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 TN 77.0 77 F pts deltoid noticed significant swelling 4x4 inches

940842 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 PR 52.0 52 F At the time of the vaccine administration there is a numb tongue, heavy trachea and a numb face. Used medication for asthma. Flovent inhaler for 5 times. Used xyzal 5mgs via oral. These medications are used by doctor's orders.

940844 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 ID 31.0 31 F Swelling of wrist, hands and lips. Hives 01/11/2021

940847 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 NM 17.0 17 F Error: Booster Given Too Early

940848 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 25.0 25 M Fatigue. Started all of a sudden. Went to sleep early and took a naproxen and it resolved.

940850 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 WI 64.0 64 F Immediately felt "strange" after receiving the vaccination.  Developed hypertension, muscle aches, extremity swelling.

940851 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 AL 37.0 37 F pink skin around injection site approximately 2 inches in diameter, soft, mild warmness.

940852 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 FL 31.0 31 F Patient had sudden onset of flushing/erythema of skin (no pruritus, but warm to touch), diaphoresis, and itchy throat.  She denies shortness of breath or any respiratory problems. Symptoms started 20 min prior to arrival at the Emergency Department. When the patient arrived at the ED, all of her signs and symptoms had started to subside.

940856 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 PA 29.0 29 M Pt received COVID19 Vaccine (Moderna) at 9am 1/8/2021.  -Pt completed 15 min observation and then returned to work.  -Pt came back at 12:30 with the following symptoms: stomach pain, nausea, shivering, feeling very cold, headache, "sleepiness" of his left arm (same arm as the shot), itchy throat, cough, and feeling very thirsty.  -Pt reports his headache as very painful, b/l, and feeling as if his head was very "hot." Pt has no hx of headaches.  -Nausea in and out, never vomited.  -Denied dizziness, change in vision, shortness of breath, difficulty breathing, chest pain, difficulty swallowing, rash, lightheadedness.  -Pt did not eat anything all morning.  -Took vitals, blood glucose (see vitals section). High BP and pulse. Sugar: 169 -Pt given Benadryl 25mg IM (on opposite side of vaccine).  -Pt took 500mg Tylenol and then a few hours later 500mg more Tylenol (on own accord). -Pt observed 12:30-4:30. Slept off and on. Felt a lot better at 4:30. Pt discharged.  -Pt was also seen and evaluated by MD.   -Of note, pt does not have any allergies that he is aware of.  -Has "pre HTN and pre diabetes." -Hx of heart disease - father CABG, in mid 40s.   -Pt was observed for 4 hours.  -BP  went down after pt calmed down a little bit and was given Benadryl and Tylenol.  -Pulse was also very high, but then decreased throughout observation (see VITALS section). -Pt feeling fine at 4:30 and discharged.

940857 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 73.0 73 F Vomiting, diarrhea

940859 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 CA 40.0 40 F ?Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. My Left Leg (entire leg) was swollen & Numb) I received my vaccine and when I arrived home about 1pm that day My leg felt odd.  when walking, standing I felt an odd sensation in my left foot/lower calf area.  I had body aches mild which progressed at night especially pain running down my left side of my body.   The next morning I put on my clothes for work and my body still mild aches but the pant leg was tight especially around the calf.  My My left foot was swollen as well as my shoe fit tighter.  I also had a numbing sensation through the leg.  I had an ache behind the calf and the heel of my foot as well as the left foot of my left foot.  The swelling remained and I worried I might have a DVT.  I called my primary care DR office and they said I should go to the ER.  I called employee health at my job and they told me go to the ER.  So on 12/29/2020 I went to the ER.  The providers there also thought I had a DVT especially after examining my leg and recognizing the significant swelling.  My US venous doppler showed negative for DVT however a significantly enlarged lymph node.  As of today the swelling is much improved however still slight.  The sensation in my left foot is still not the same as before.  I have a numbness and tingling sensation that runs from my Left lateral calf down to the sole of my foot.

940860 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 ME 26.0 26 F Within fifteen minutes of the vaccine became itchy all over and pharmacy administered Benadryl.  This morning she developed a temp of 99.4, shaking all over, chest hurts, cough and aching

940861 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CT 24.0 24 F Discomfort and pain associated with a soft, swollen, tender lump with no erythema located under the left ventral supraclavicular skin.

940868 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 46.0 46 M 2 hours post injection patient vocalized lower abdominal discomfort accompanied by multiple episodes of diarrhea following day diarrhea subsides but patient notes lethargy, blurred vision, chills/fever (max 102) and itchy, tender,  red induration to left deltoid at injection site. Induration has enlarged to current 11cmx9cm in size.  Area marked for monitoring

940871 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 41.0 41 F 2 dose, feeling of being cold, not able to warm up, unable to sleep

940873 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 PA 54.0 54 M Recipient reported sudden worsening of urinary retention following the 1st dose of Covid19 vaccine.   The symptoms did resolve within 24 hours and did not reoccur with the second dose administration.

940874 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 52.0 52 M The day after receiving my 2nd COVID shot I had experienced whole body aches for a period of approximately 12-14 hours

940877 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 PR 64.0 64 F PAIN INJECTION SITE,TIRE,MUSCULAR PAIN,JOINT PAIN,COUGH AND TARDICARDIAC.

940878 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 PA 29.0 29 M Pt received COVID19 Vaccine (Moderna) at 9am 1/8/2021.  -Pt completed 15 min observation and then returned to work.  -Pt came back at 12:30 with the following symptoms: stomach pain, nausea, shivering, feeling very cold, headache, "sleepiness" of his left arm (same arm as the shot), itchy throat, cough, and feeling very thirsty.  -Pt reports his headache as very painful, b/l, and feeling as if his head was very "hot." Pt has no hx of headaches.  -Nausea in and out, never vomited.  -Denied dizziness, change in vision, shortness of breath, difficulty breathing, chest pain, difficulty swallowing, rash, lightheadedness.  -Pt did not eat anything all morning.  -Took vitals, blood glucose (see vitals section). High BP (160/90) and pulse. Sugar: 169 -Pt given Benadryl 25mg IM (on opposite side of vaccine).  -Pt took 500mg Tylenol and then a few hours later 500mg more Tylenol (on own accord). -Pt observed 12:30-4:30. Slept off and on. Felt a lot better at 4:30. Pt discharged.  -Pt was also seen and evaluated by MD.   -Of note, pt does not have any allergies that he is aware of.  -Has "pre HTN and pre diabetes." -Hx of heart disease - father CABG, in mid 40s.   -Pt was observed for 4 hours.  -BP went down after pt calmed down a little bit and was given Benadryl and Tylenol.  -Pulse was also very high, but then decreased throughout observation (see VITALS section). -Pt feeling fine at 4:30 and discharged.

940880 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MA 65.0 65 F 24 hr after vaccine developed body aches in shoulders, hip and back.  Moderate to severe fatigue and sore left arm at site of injection.  Symptoms remained for 36 -48 hrs.  Took Tylenol for body aches , increased fluid intake and rested for 2 days.  Completely resolved by day 3

940884 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 MA 55.0 55 F Systemic: Sweating

940943 11/16/2015 01/13/2021 OH 56.0 U optic neuritis; loss of vision; Information has been received from a lawyer, regarding a case in litigation, and refers to a patient (pt) of unknown gender who at the time of vaccination with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) was approximately 56 years old. No information about the pt's medical history, concurrent conditions and concomitant medications was provided. On or about 16-NOV-2015, the pt was administered zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dose, route of administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiration date were not provided) at a primary care facility for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions. Subsequently, on unknown dates, the pt was treated by healthcare providers for the following injuries resulting from the pt's zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) use: optic neuritis and loss of vision. The outcome of the events was not provided. The reporter considered the events of optic neuritis and blindness to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  Upon internal review, the events of optic neuritis and blindness were determined to be medically significant.
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940946 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 FL M Received 1 ML dose instead of the recommended .5ML; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) received 1 ML dose instead of the recommended .5ML.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received his first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received a 1 ml dose instead of recommended 0.5 ml. The patient hadn't had a reaction.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of event, received 1 ML dose instead of the recommended .5ML, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a  male patient of unknown age. The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of inappropriate dose of vaccine administered (1ml instead of recommended 0.5ml).  The event occurred on 29 Dec 2020 during the administration of first dose of mRNA-1273. The patient did not have the reaction. The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.

940947 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 IL M Received approximately 0.1mL; A spontaneous report was received from pharmacist concerning a male patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and received approximately 0.1mL.  The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication use was not reported.  On 23 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 23 Dec 2020, there was a malfunction with the needle so the patient received less than 0.5mL of the vaccine. The reporter believes the needle was not on correctly and the administration error was due to user error. The nurse noticed 0.4 left in the syringe, so the reporter believes the patient received approximately 0.1 mL of the vaccine. The vaccine did not leak on the provider and the needle fell onto the floor during administration. The patient did not contact his healthcare provider and has not reported any adverse reactions or symptoms during administration. Treatment information was unknown.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was unknown.   The event, received approximately 0.1mL, was considered resolved on 23 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

940948 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 NM 17 F Patients under the age of 18 were administered a COVID vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 17 year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced patients under the age of 18 were administered a COVID vaccine.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026-20A).   On 29 Dec 2020, the vaccine was administered to a 17-year-old patient.   The action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was unknown.  The outcome for the event, patients under the age of 18 were administered a COVID vaccine, was considered recovered on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age for mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026-20A). There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

940949 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 WI 21.0 F 5 days after administration- heavy uterine bleeding; constipation; severe knee/shoulder joint pain; light sensitivity; dizziness/ light headedness; thigh numbness; pain when prodded on either sides of thighs; harsh headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other healthcare professional (patient). A 21-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 first dose on 31Dec2020 03:15 PM intramuscularly on left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Depression, Anxiety, Factor V Leiden, Known allergies to Penicillin and Onion sensitivity. Patient is not pregnant. No other vaccine in four weeks. Concomitant medications in two weeks included unspecified medications. "5 days after administration" (also reported as 01Jan2021)- heavy uterine bleeding (resulting with trip to ER), constipation, severe knee/ shoulder joint pain, light sensitivity, dizziness/ light headedness, thigh numbness, pain when prodded on either sides of thighs, harsh headache. No treatment received for the events. Events resulted in ER and physician office visit. No covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was not recovered. The seriousness was reported as no.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2  on reported uterine bleeding cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

940951 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 48.0 F Began to start having bulbar reaction with clearing of throat and tightness of chest; Began to start having bulbar reaction with clearing of throat and tightness of chest; Numb bottom lip progressed to both lips with swelling, then tip of tongue and progressed to tongue with numbing /swelling sensation; Numb bottom lip progressed to both lips with swelling, then tip of tongue and progressed to tongue with numbing /swelling sensation; Numb bottom lip progressed to both lips with swelling, then tip of tongue and progressed to tongue with numbing /swelling sensation; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP (patient herself).  This 48-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EL0142), via an unknown route, on 07Jan2021 at 14:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was left arm. The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 48-year-old. The patient was not pregnant. No other vaccine was received in four weeks.Relevant medical history included COVID 19 complications (prior to vaccination). The patient has allergy to contrast dye, sulfa and molds. Relevant concomitant medications included nebivolol hydrochloride (BYSTOLIC), topiramate (TOPAMAX), atorvastatin (LIPITOR), ascorbic acid, betacarotene, biotin, calcium, chromium, copper, folic acid, iodine, iron, lycopene, magnesium, manganese, nicotinamide, pantothenic acid, phytomenadione, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol, riboflavin, selenium, vitamin b1 nos, vitamin b12 nos, vitamin d nos, vitamin e nos, xantofyl, zinc (CENTRUM WOMEN), and acetylsalicylic acid (ASA). After vaccination, within 5 min she started with numb bottom lip progressed to both lips with swelling, then tip of tongue and progressed to tongue with numbing /swelling sensation. Began to start having bulbar reaction with clearing of throat and tightness of chest. She was given diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) total 50 mg, famotidine (PEPCID) 20 mg, dexamethasone (DECADRON) 4 mg and racemic epinephrine. The events required visit at emergency room/department and urgent care. However, the events were reported as non-serious by the reporter. Post-vaccination COVID test was not performed. The patient had not recovered from the events.; Sender's Comments: The reported "numb bottom lip progressed to both lips with swelling, then tip of tongue and progressed to tongue with numbing /swelling sensation", "bulbar reaction with clearing of throat and tightness of chest" developed within 5 min administration of BNT162B2, is likely an allergic reaction to BNT162B2, and considered related.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

940952 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 MD 50.0 F My b/p shot up as well 180/107; My heart started racing....noted at 133/I had strong heart palpitations; Feeling of lightheadedness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 50-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine, via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 29Dec2020 at 12:15 pm, at 50-years of age, at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient received the vaccine in Hospital and didn't receive any other vaccine in the previous four weeks. Medical history included hypertension from an unknown date (controlled) and no known allergy. Concomitant medication included amlodipine besilate 10 mg (NORVASC). The patient reported that, on 29Dec2020, within 6 minutes after receiving the vaccine dose, her heart started racing, it was noted at 133, her blood pressure shot up as well to 180/107, she had strong heart palpitations with feeling of lightheadedness. Prior to the vaccine the patient was at work, feeling well and taking care of her patients. Emergency Room visit and Physician Office visit were required, moreover fluids and potassium were administered to the patient as a result of the events. She reported she spent 8 hours in the ER. The events were reported as non-serious but they were assessed as important medical events by the Company. At the time of the report the reported events were resolving.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Hypertensive crisis, Palpitations, and Lightheadedness cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

940956 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 F Patient admitted for a fib; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient in her 70s received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection) lot number was unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and  concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient received vaccine on Tuesday, 05Jan2021. On Thursday, 07Jan2021, patient did not feel good-pulse and blood pressure. It was mentioned that the patient admitted for a fib. Two days after receiving Pfizer-BioNTech Covid 19 vaccine, the woman patient in her 70s was admitted for a fib.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.Y

940957 01/13/2021 AZ F anaphylactic reaction; cyst develop on her arm from the pneumonia vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient herself). A female patient of an unspecified age (reported patient age: 68, unit unspecified) received pneumococcal 13-valent conjugate vaccine (diphtheria crm197 protein, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in 2011 (reported as '10 years ago') at a single dose for immunization. Medical history included being allergic to tomato, potato, eggplant, cayenne, chili pepper, paprika, whole wheat, and egg albumin; multiple sclerosis, and being immunocompromised (taking immunosuppressants). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took aluminum, diphenhydramine (BENADRYL), albendazole (BENZOL), and clindamycin and was allergic. She also took interferon beta-1a (AVONEX). The patient reported that she received a pneumonia vaccine, 10 years ago, in which she had an anaphylactic reaction to that resulted in self medicating with an antihistamine. She stated that she had a cyst develop on her arm from the pneumonia vaccine that had to be surgically removed. She also stated that she cannot take the normal flu vaccine. The outcome of events was unknown.   Information regarding the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the implied time association, the possible contribution of suspect pneumococcal 13-valent conjugate vaccine injection to the events anaphylactic reaction and vaccination site cyst cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

940960 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 43.0 43 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine Patient received 2nd dose of Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine on 1/8/2021 at 8:23am and 5 minutes later she experienced palpitations. HR 150 -190.  Sent to ED for evaluation at 8:37am.  In ED, her HR was in the 90s and patient feeling better.  BP 134/95. No further treatment. Patient discharged at 9:13am

940961 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NM 64.0 64 F Felt slightly dizzy right after getting vaccine and felt an ?adrenalin rush? but these symptoms resolved after about 9 minutes.  Then was preparing to leave the observation area at about 1030 her ears started ringing.  Ringing is constant and prominent.  It so far is not getting any better.

940962 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 MN 28.0 28 F Sore arm, ache, headache for 2 days after vaccine. Vaccine site was firm to touch and slightly itchy for a week or so. As of 1/12/2021 a red ring approx. 2 inches in diameter appeared around the vaccine site. Began to fade as of 1/13/2021

940963 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 GA 47.0 47 M Extreme fatigue, mild headache, swelling and extreme soreness at injection site

940964 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 IL 42.0 42 F 1st injection on 12/20/20 with side effects of sore R arm and pain/stiffness at R hand for about 24 hours. After 2nd injection on 1/10/21, I had soreness at R arm, fatigue on first day. 2 days after 2nd injection, I developed rash/swelling around both eyes, and on 3rd day had worse eye symptoms and rash across upper chest. I called employee health and my PCP to report symptoms.

940965 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IN 62.0 62 M Error: Wrong Patient (documentation in EMR); symptoms lasted 0 days

940966 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 IN 53.0 53 F There was itching and warmth at the injection site initially. Dizziness was noticed two times that week.  The itching continued and became increasingly worse.  Then, in addition to the moderate itching, there was a welt, swollen with redness and warm to the touch.  The welt grew in size.  Treatment included going to an Immediate Care where I received a steroid injection, steroid cream and a Medrol pack.

940967 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 WA 63.0 63 F Muscle soreness, injection site pain/swelling, tongue numbness, fever, headache and violent tremors to all extremities (for about 10 mins) and chills the night after getting the vaccine.  tongue numbness happens to her at baseline at times, this has subsided The tremors started after stretching her arms, they stopped shaking after about 10 mins after she laid in bed.  Temp was about 100-101.2 through the night  Has not taken any medications for this.

940968 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Employee complained of dizziness after sitting for 10 min in observation area. Employee became lethargic  and  was unable to stand. She  complained of R side chest pain and R sided weakness. Symptoms did not go away. Employee sent to ER.

940969 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NC 64.0 64 F Weird taste in mouth

940970 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OH 31.0 31 F Started to get severe L shoulder pain about 5-6 hours after injection. I was unable to sleep due to severe pain, and unable to move arm at all due to severe pain. Pain slightly improved by morning, but would still rate at least 8/10 pain level.

940971 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 FL 34.0 34 F Hives to bilateral breasts, self resolved after 3-4 hours (Have bilateral silicone breast implants). Patient also had fever, body aches and headache.

940972 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 HI 47.0 47 M Herpes zoster. Treating with Valacyclovir

940973 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 WI 64.0 64 M significant arm burning et flu like s/sx which started the evening after receiving vaccine.. Sx lingered for approximately 48 hrs Kept well hydrated et took tylenol 650mg po q 4 hrs which helped. Feel "back to normal" today 1/13/2021.. lots of sleep!!

940974 01/13/2021 NJ 48.0 F Painful Left supraclavicular lymphadenopathy

940975 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 OK 57.0 57 F Systemic: Rash (other than injection site), Systemic: Hyperventilation without airway block from neck

940976 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Muscle tension all over body especially in neck, back, low back, and arms. Intense headache and fatigue. Sore injection site, tender to the touch.  Moments of Dizziness and zoning out.

940977 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 53.0 53 F 1/6/20 cough, runny nose, chills, difficulty breathing, HA

940978 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 54.0 54 F Severe chills began at 2:30 am , 1/11, body aches, headache and fever of 100.7. Took ibuprofen  then two hours later took acetaminophen and 6 hours later took more ibuprofen . Fever finally was down to 98.8 by 3:00 pm on 1/12.  I did have to miss a day of work due to the fever and not feeling well on 1/12.

940979 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 VA 55.0 55 F The day after I received my 2nd Pfizer COVID vaccine (Day 1), I experienced sore muscle at the injection site and I noticed that the skin in my left flank, left back and Left abdomen felt numb. On Day 2 1/12/21, the numbness got progressively worse and it was noted that there was a marked difference while showering, my upper left hip and thigh were also beginning to get numb. I went into the ED where they took x-rays, gave me steroids (Decadron) and sent me home for follow up within the next 3-5 days. Today, Day 3-1/13/21,My skin still feels numb and less, and the tingling in my left thigh is no longer present. dx"paresthesia," no other concerns as it has not affected my movement or ability to work.

940980 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 OR 41.0 41 F Generally lightheaded feeling Saturday and Sunday, but episode of vertigo Saturday night with no prior history.

940981 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 IN 52.0 52 F 3 Am 01/07/21 Body Aches. 2x Tylenol. 10Am Dizzy, Confised, Achy. Fever 99.6, BP Elevated. 2x Tylenol. 3PM Fever 101.6 2x Tylenol, Methocarbamol 750mg . Continued as needed.  6AM 01/08/2021 Fever,  Achy, Left Arm Pit swollen and hurt to touch. Continued Tylenol and Methocarbamol as needed. Achyness subsided evening of 01/08/21 Arm pit still swollen & sore to touch. 01/09/21 Swelling down in arm pit only sore to touch. Fever Blister now present in and around nose and upper lip. Tylenol as needed. 01/10/21 Feverblisters and gingiva in mouth sore.

940982 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 LA 48.0 48 F Sunday night woke up 9:30 vomiting and again at 5:30 am Monday  called in sick Monday am to work due to N & V. Also, had extreme fatigue. attended work Tuesday but developed headache during the day. took Tylenol extra strength X 2 and helped headache. Wednesday woke up redness and hot right arm at injection site with slight  swelling. Left work and took Covid test, neg.

940983 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 33.0 33 F PT sts after first dose she did not experience any Sx.  Second dose in series 28 days later, PT waited in observation area.  While seated, she began to feel lightheaded and "hot."  BP 114/70, HR 74, RR 16.  Drank water on provider orders,.  Neg LOC or confusion observed. STS cool air helps. By PT request, she attempted to stand which brought back symptoms.  PT observed to have blanched appearance and was placed on stretcher with feet raised on 2 LPM O2, second vitals set 1115/74, HR 72, RR 18.  When attempting to sit up after 15 minutes dizziness returned and nausea began. 3rd vitals set 119/79, HR 63, RR 18, O2 increased to 3 LPM by provider, PT occasionally sat up to drink water as her mouth felt dry and dizziness was persistent.  30 minutes after symptoms began, medical staff noted new onset of confusion.  PT sts Sx began to resolve 55 minutes after onset.  PT removed from O2 and was able to walk without aid to awaiting vehicle.

940984 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 58.0 58 F Fever 101.6, tachycardic 120's, flushed, SOB. Had some mild SOB after vaccine, fever and vital changes started late morning on 1/13

940985 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CT 55.0 55 F Have sore arm about an hour after injection, Have had a headache upon waking the day after receiving the vaccine. I have taken Aleve or Advil to lessen the pain.

940986 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 OH 54.0 54 F NAUSEA AND VOMITING, WEAKNESS AND DIZZINESS, FATIGUE, SORE MUSCLES

940987 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 NY 55.0 55 M Light fever ,whole body muscle pain,(for two days) Lymph nodes in the side of the vaccine are swollen and painfull to touch (still present)

940988 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 IN 37.0 37 M Fever 105.7, difficulty breathing, lethargy  Treated at home, Tylenol, advil, rest

940989 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 50.0 50 F Patient with warm feeling and swollen tongue day of vaccine, resolved tongue symptoms, now with residual left cheek swelling.

940990 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 WA 45.0 45 F Vaccine administered at 08:16--08:25 patient c/o feeling unwell and dizzy 87, 143/84, 18, 100%; 08:28: Pt c/o dizzy & chest tightness, appeared pale, monitoring; 08:34: Pt c/o increased chest tightness 130, 144/81, 22, 100% monitoring 08:36: Epinephrine .3mg given IM to R thigh, pt. reported flushing, pounding heart, 911 called; 08:40: Pt flushed.Y

940991 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 PA 37.0 37 F about 12 Hours after vaccine - developed severe chills, headache, fever (102 F - with ibuprofen & acetaminophen), severe muscle aches, could barely move or sleep About 24 Hours after vaccine - same symptoms continued but developed very painful golf ball size lump under left armpit (lymphnode) same side as injection; around noon - the fever started to break but remained elevated (101.7-101F); remaine din the low 100's all day with being on ibuprofen/acetaminophen and still achy/headaches but not unbearable About 48 Hours later - woke up at 3 AM with another 101 F - went to work but left around 9 AM not feeling well (may just have been from exhaustion from not sleeping well the previous 2 nights); lymphnodes still swollen and painful; 101 F around 7-8 PM About 72 hours later - no fevers, feeling better; developed rash on left arm below injection site (red, slightly raised, warm to touch, painful to touch but not itchy), lymph node still painful but not as big About 96 hours later - rash same size, slightly swollen, painful to touch; lymph node smaller in size but still painful to touch

940992 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NC 44.0 44 F for the first 48 hrs , I had the usual sore arm post vaccine. it resolved. on the 7th day, injection site is warm, raised and can palpate a knot like localized swelling bigger than a quarter and very itchy.

940993 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Body aches, fever, chills, headache, nausea, sore throat, left ear pain, COVID exposure w/in 14 days

940994 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 40.0 40 F Chills, fever, muscle aches, headache

940995 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NY 31.0 31 F 7 days after i got the vaccine my left upper arm where i received the vaccine became very itchy and different shaped bumps began to form. the next day, day 8 there was an oval shaped raised, slightly hard, red rash around the area where i had the vaccine. this remains today 9 days after i received the vaccine but it looks a little bit less raise and red/hard.

940996 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Pt received vaccine on left deltoid at 8:56am. Checked on pt at 9:05 pt stated she had itchiness on her back, heart palpitations and right handed numbness, and felt flushed. Provider made aware at 09:05. Vitals taken at 9:15 temp 98.8, heart rate 83, blood pressure 150/91, and oxygen saturation 96% on room air, at 9:26 BP 151/88, heart rate 73, and oxygen saturation 99% on room air, blood pressure rechecked at 9:32 and was 151/88. Vitals rechecked at 09:56 BP 164/89, heart rate 72, oxygen saturation 100% on room air, temperature 97.7, vitals checked again at 10:00 BP 158/95, heart rate 75, oxygen saturation 100% on room air, and temp 97.7. Heart palpitations resolved. Provider prescribed Diphenhydramine 25mg x2capsules to be taken at home. Provider referred patient to urgent care and follow up with PCP.

940997 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 MA 40.0 40 F Systemic: Sweating

940998 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 PA 26.0 26 F Abdominal bloating

940999 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 WI 26.0 26 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Symptoms experienced: Lightheaded, shortness of breath with hyperventilation. She was laying on the floor and appeared shaky with red blotching on face and neck. Actions taken: Medical Response called.  Anaphylaxis Medication given epinephrine (adult) IM outer thigh. Patient was placed on stretcher and taken to ER.  Patient also received diphenhydramine and famotidine in ER.

941000 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 50.0 50 F Fever up to 104F, associated with chills and muscle aches

941002 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MA 35.0 35 M After receiving the Moderna vaccine the patient was observed in the monitoring area (he was designated 30 minute in pre screening).  He complained of fainting symptoms and described past similar episodes related to vasovagal type stimulus (IV insertion) as well as panic attacks.  The patient was placed supine, vitals signs were monitored and IV normal saline bolus administered by on site paramedics.  The patient rapidly improved and refused transport and further care against medical advice.  He was advised to seek immediate medical evaluation at a hospital and advise his physician and he was picked up by another party and di not drive.

941003 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 39.0 39 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA.  Erythematous, raised, warm and tender 5 cm macule at the site of injection estimated to be a delayed T cell reaction to the vaccine.

941004 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 28.0 28 F Itchiness all over the body - comes and goes. Redness on upper body.

941005 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 32.0 32 F Patient reported numbness and tingling in all fingers shortly after injection, symptoms resolved within 30 min observation.

941006 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 PR 33.0 33 M PAIN SITE,TIRED,MUSCULAR PAIN,CHILLS,FEVER JOINT PAIN SWELLING ON INJECTION SITE .

941007 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 53.0 53 F 1/6/21 Cough, runny nose, chills, difficulty breathing, HA, fatigue

941008 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 IN 42.0 42 F red at injection sight with large red area above and some below sight, warm to touch, sore at sight

941009 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NM 34.0 34 F on Wed 1/6/21 I had an allergic reaction and am unsure what set it off.  My eyes became itchy, watery and my corneas swelled.  I was sneezing and coughing.  I had a runny nose. on Sun 1/10/21 I had an allergic reaction; I think it was set off by a type of sunblock I've never used before.  But I've never had a reaction to any type of sunblock before. I went into anaphylactic shock: eyes swollen shut, flushed face, tight throat, rapid heart beat, shortness of breath, severe abdominal cramping.  I had to go to the ER.

941010 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 IN 58 F Pt received moderna vaccine and within 10 mins became flush.  Reported feeling like she was on fire on the inside.  Patient was monitored, and was feeling well enough to go home.  Her husband drove her home.

941011 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 PR 34.0 34 F Presented itchy in the neck area, torso and arms

941012 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 35.0 35 M Cold, fever, pain, fatigue and headaches.

941013 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 17.0 17 F Less than 18 years of age received the vaccine.    No adverse effects noted.  Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA

941014 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MA 23.0 23 F Joint pain for 1 day, all over muscle ache and fatigue for one day, and headache for one day; not resolved

941015 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 CA 49.0 49 F tongue numbness  dizzy

941016 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 MD 49.0 49 M Starting Jan 7, he has been experiencing fatigue and light-headedness, which gets worse if he stands up too fast.

941017 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 18.0 18 F vomiting, diarrhea. called in sick to work.

941018 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 MD 53.0 53 F Systemic: Fainting-Severe

941019 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CT 32.0 32 F Extreme fatigue, impaired cognition, headache, dizziness, light sensitivity, fever, chills, body/aches/pains. Slight confusion.

941021 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 WI 26.0 26 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine Symptoms experienced: Lightheaded, shortness of breath with hyperventilation. She was laying on the floor and appeared shaky with red blotching on face and neck. Actions taken: Medical Response called.  Anaphylaxis Medication given epinephrine (adult) IM outer thigh. Patient was placed on stretcher and taken to ER.  Diphenhydramine and famotidine given in ER

941023 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 OR 35.0 35 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA I got the vaccine at 0930 and by 1830 same day I had severe soreness. This went away after the first 24 hours. I had tenderness to the touch at the injection site for 48 hours after receiving the vaccine (all seemed like normal reactions). No further symptoms developed. The morning of day 8 (post vaccine) I woke up with a rather significant lump at the injection site, soreness in the arm, and redness at the injection site. Redness continued to spread down my arm. Measured morning of day 9 post vaccine - 12.5 cm (longest point vertically) x 8 cm (widest point).

941024 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 89.0 89 F dizziness, nausea on 1/13

941025 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 WI 64.0 64 F Rash at injection site

941026 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AL 22.0 22 F Fever 100.5 Chills  Nausea  Headache

941027 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Sxs began 1/8/2021 (immunized 1/5/2020). light headed and nausea. 1/9/21. migraine, chills nausea B/P 180/100. 1/10/20 headache 170/106. 1/11/2020 161/100 153/80. Saw neurologist 1/10 and started on 20 mg propranalol for migraine h/a 1/12 /10, 159/89 L arm became warm, tender and pruritic. 1/13/21 161/101  L arm warm, tender, redness extending. Pruritic when touched.Has MD appt today 1/13/21 at 5:45 pm to evaluate arm and discuss 2nd covid dose advisability.

941028 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 25.0 25 F Woke up around 5am the morning after my second dose of the Pfizer with severe chills and headache. I was sweaty when I woke up but also feeling cold at the same time. Around 7am the same morning, I began having body aches specifically in the back of my neck and low back. I slept most of the day and still felt run down when  throughout the entire day. The chills and headache we?re  the worst in the middle of the day around 1pm.

941029 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 66.0 66 F Patient presents to ED on 1/12/21 with Allergic Reaction (pt received Moderna Covid-19 vaccine at hospital, and pt states about 10 minutes later she started to feel dizzy, sob, heart racing, and developed rash on hands and chest.) Pt seen by Dr.  Pt was ordered NS 500 mL IV x1, diphenhydramine 25 mg IV x1, famotidine 20 mg IV x1, methylprednisolone 125 mg IV x1, and ondansetron 4 mg IV x1. Symptoms resolved prior to discharge from ED.  She was given scripts for diphenhydramine and prednisone with instructions to follow up with PCP.

941030 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 WA 25.0 25 F Right arm tingling, right hand itching, left hand itching. Frontal headache. Tongue, facial itching, "something catching in throat"

941031 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 PA 26.0 26 M Headache, chills, sinus congestion, body aches

941032 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 25.0 25 F body aches, chills, fever. called in sick to work.

941033 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 VA 50.0 50 F About three hours after getting a vaccine, I had numbness in the anterior portion of my tongue on the left side. Facial muscles were numb on the left side for about six hours. 24 hours post vaccination, symptoms have resolved.

941034 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 PA 49.0 49 M On Tuesday, January 12, 2021 the day after I received my first dose of the Moderna vaccine I woke with severa muscle and joint pain, headache, pain at injection site unable to lift arm above head.  As day progress I was extremely fatigued and began to get chills to the point I could not get warm.  I left work and went home and had to put on three layers of clothes and a blanket to try and stay warm.  The pain was extreme, still had a headache and a low grade fever.  I took two ibuprofen and by 9p that evening the headache had subsided as did the fever and chills.  Pain was more aches than pain at this point.  This morning, January 13, 2021 the aches remain with some fatigue but also a red rash up the inside of both arms, wrapping around the outside of the upper arms down my entire back, buttocks and the back of my legs below my calves on the lower legs.

941035 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MI 37.0 37 M Starting the next day and still happening, I have bloody boogers everytime I blow my nose, a couple times a day.  I haven't had that happen to me before.

941036 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 MD 49.0 49 M "Starting late last week, around the 7th, I?ve been feeling easily fatigued, sometimes absolutely spent by the end of the work day. Also kind of light headed, almost dizzy and slow. Easily recognizable if I stand too fast; I get a pressure drop and light headedness but not quite vertigo. "

941037 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 PA 25.0 25 F Received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on Wednesday 12/30/2020. Sunday 1/3/2021 started with some dizziness. On Tuesday 1/5/2021 developed hives on feet and ankles. Dizziness worsened and hives had spread to hands and wrists the following day. Upon arriving to work on Thursday 1/7/2021, hives had progressively gotten worse and I was tachycardic. Called employee health where I was instructedto go to the ED. Was tachycardic 100-130 bpm and hypertensive 156/112mmHg upon arrival to the ED. Received IV Benadryl and Decadron for the reaction/hives. Viotals were normal upon discharge. Continued with Prednisone and benadryl. Taking Meclizine to help with dizziness.

941038 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 NJ 66.0 66 F 1/7 - noted bilateral lower extremity, nodule like rash 12/3 - Received Shringrix Rash still present Pictures are available

941039 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 47.0 47 M Fever,102, chills, body ache and headache

941040 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 NY 64.0 64 F Systemic: Exhaustion-Mild, Systemic: Fever-Mild, Systemic: Generalized Body Aches -Mild, Systemic: Headache-Mild, Systemic: patient experienced pain when taking deep breaths but was positive for covid in march2020 and out of work until june 2020. last covid swab was 12/22(negative)and 12/29. temperature was 99.6 and pulse

941041 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 WI 60.0 60 F Initially, sore throat, body aches and headache, then on 1/11/21 she developed red raised rash on her neck and chest. Denies difficulty breathing however she reports her throat is very painful, scratchy, dry and irritated.   For treatment patient took a zyrtec 24 hour 10 mg tablet on 1/11/21 which reduced some inflammation of rash, however still present 1/12/21. Has increased fluids, is taking tylenol and tea with honey.   These were self care done by patient.  MD suggested to  Zyrtec every 6-8 hours as needed for symptom control.  Ibuprofen / tylenol as needed for headache if no provider has told you not to use these in the past. If any progressive Sx than you should be seen at URI clinic.

941042 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Dizziness, full body aches, temp, headache.  No treatment

941043 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 KY 64.0 64 F After the vaccination I developed a non productive cough, had creepy crawly feeling skin and felt as if my eyes were burning but no fever develop. I got tested for COVID via rapid/PCR test on12/25 which was neg but got retested on 12/28 via the rapid COVID test and was positive then.

941044 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 37.0 37 F body aches, fever. called in sick to work.

941045 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Chills, headache and body ache that started approx 12 hours after vaccine admin

941046 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MO 82.0 82 F Altered mental status and seizure like tremors, slurring her speech, could not state day, time, place, or situation, salad like statements, increased weakness.

941047 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 34.0 34 F Pfizer Vaccine; Cough, SOB, uvula swelling, tachycardic, hot flashes, facial tingling and itching, "cotton ball" in back of throat, dry mouth; administered Epinephrine 0.3 mg IM x3, solumedrol 125 mg, diphenydramine IV 50 mg and 25 mg, famotidine 20 mg, racemic epi, ativan; reaction started 5 min after dose; discharged with epi pen and prednisone

941048 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 89.0 89 F dizziness, nausea

941049 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IN 40.0 40 F itching (benadryl did not relive) strange dark rash/bruising or lesions on left side of body- including lower extremity.  Painful.

941050 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Pt received vaccine on left deltoid at 8:56am. Checked on pt at 9:05 pt stated she had itchiness on her back, heart palpitations and right handed numbness, and felt flushed. Provider notified at9:05. Vitals taken at 9:15 temp 98.8, heart rate 83, blood pressure 150/91, and oxygen saturation 96% on room air, at 9:26 bp 151/88, heart rate 73, and oxygen saturation 99% on room air, blood pressure rechecked at 9:32 and was 151/88. Vitals rechecked at 9:56am temp 97.7, BP 164/89, HR 72, oxygen sat 100% on room air. Vitals at 10:00am BP 158/95, HR 75, oxygen sat 100% on room air, temp 97.7. Provider prescribed Diphenhydramine 25mg x2 capsules to be taken at home, and referred patient to urgent care and follow up with primary care provider.

941051 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 41.0 41 M 13.5 hrs after infection chills began.  Fever developed and lasted about 9-10 hrs.  Headache started after fever started and lasted about 20 hrs

941052 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 36.0 36 F fever. called in sick to work.

941053 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 WY 46.0 46 F Client reports waking up with a very sore injection site- which became hard and swollen like a "softball". Client also reports opposite arm was numb and tingley. Client reports it took four days to resolve (1/12). Today (1/13) some swelling is still palpable on site.  Denies redness or warmth and no redness is noted today. Denies headache or fevers.

941054 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 NY 64.0 64 F Systemic: Exhaustion-Mild, Systemic: Fever-Mild, Systemic: Generalized Body Aches -Mild, Systemic: Headache-Mild, Systemic: patient experienced pain when taking deep breaths but was positive for covid in march2020 and out of work until june 2020. last covid swab was 12/22(negative)and 12/29. temperature was 99.6 and pulse

941055 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 CA 49.0 49 F tongue is numb, in the tip and mid anterior section  dizzy

941057 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 53.0 53 F Pt c/o HA and vertigo. Stated she didn't take HTN or DM medication. Did not eat anything today. Last time to have food was 1/12/20 @ 8:00pm last night. Pt was transported by EMS to ER.

941058 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 53.0 53 F muscle pain, severe joint pain. called in sick to work.

941059 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 35.0 35 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine on 1/12/2021, patient experienced extreme fatigue and lightheadedness after receiving the vaccine.  Patient did not go to ED for evaluation.

941060 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 FL 81.0 81 M Light headedness,Loss of balance, vomiting, sick feeling on 2nd day @ 12:00 pm  recovered after laying down for 3 hrs.

941061 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 LA 44.0 44 F Left arm red, itchy welp at injection site, hot to touch.

941062 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 AL 48.0 48 M Fever and chills for approximately 24 hours post vaccination

941063 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Initially shot on 24th. Extremely benign -  for 24 and 25th - dull headache and arm at injection site was sore. 27th - all of a sudden I had an elevated resting heartrate - 140 - would go up and down and when it was down it didn't go to normal -  it went to 90s and my resting heart rate is in 60s.  And also had chest tightness, shortness of breath and fatigue. Went to ER  That all lasted for 10 days. Fatigue aspect got better; the heartrate slowly started getting a little better. Chest tightness and shortness of breath - even when heartrate went down a little, I was still experiencing those symptoms anyway. Off and on thing for 10 days. Last 10 days - have significant improvement. Due for 2nd dose tomorrow - dr has advised I hold off.

941064 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 PA 49.0 49 M I received my first dose of the Moderna vaccine on January 11, 2021.  The morning of January 12, 2021 I woke with severe muscle and joint pain, headache, extreme fatigue.  As the day progressed I developed chills to the point I could not get warm.  I also developed a low grade fever.  After taking two ibuprofen around 3p the pain subsided to an ache about my entire body by 9p, headache had subsided and I had no more chills or fever.  On the morning of January 13, 2021 I woke with a red rash going up the inside of both arms and around the outside of my upper arms and down my entire back.  As the day has progressed that rash has spread down the back of legs as well.  I did take one Benadryl with minimal effect.

941065 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 54.0 54 F Received 1st Moderna vaccine on 1/12, woke up feeling sluggish, headache, low back pain, slight nausea. Went to work, had to go home. She is a diabetic, and was also hospitalized in march she was dx with Covid and bilat pneumonia.

941066 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 GA 22 F after I got the vaccine an hour after I started to get hives and a rash on my chest and face. The rash on my chest is gone but I still have the rash on my face. Warm to touch with hives. 1/13 Rib cage hurts, dizzines nausea and headache.

941067 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 GA 64.0 64 F 12 days post vaccine, achiness at vaccine site and 3 X 4 inch area of redness.

941068 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 NY 48.0 48 F Woke up at 12:30 am with severe chills and shaking. Headache, muscle aches, sweating and sore arm

941069 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 74.0 74 F vomiting the morning of 1/13

941070 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 WI 58.0 58 F I was having diarrhea and stomach cramps which last the whole day and night.

941071 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 44.0 44 F The night of the vaccine I experienced trouble sleeping and could not go to sleep. The morning after I had a very bad headache and a rash on my right arm and shoulder where near proximity of where the shot was given. It was red dots, no itching, no discomfort. I felt feverish as the day proceeded but never had a temperature. The second day after the shot I had the headache the rash was 75% resolved.

941072 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 47.0 47 F 1327: received injection - patient said it hurt much more than 1st injection 1337: Felt dizzy, HR 79, 125/78, O2 Sat 100%, placed supine position 1343: Felt shakey like low BG - got cookies, water, 80 HR, 128/88, 100% O2 1348: Felt like she wanted to sit up. 66 HR, 107/72, 100%, wave of dizziness and nausea 1349: HR 82, 123/86, 100% applied O2 8L Mask 1353: 92 HR 128/84, 100%, nauseated - coolw ash clothes applied - needed to transfer to a better chair that would lay back 1400: HR 72, 120/80, 100%, 36.7 - Felt warm but cool, wanted warm blankets - said she feels like she is sinking into the chair. HR 73, 118/78, 100% feeling better.  1409: 70 HR, 115/76, 100%, orthostatics taken.  1411: 69 HR 118/77, 100%, sat up 1414: 79 HR 123/87 99% took O2 off - felt ok. 1419 67 HR 121/83 100% standing felt okay, not dizzy.

941073 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 66.0 66 F Sudden onset of severe headache, dizziness, joint pain, exhaustion at 9:00pm

941074 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 FL 60.0 60 M 1. Incontrollable Shaking of body and limbs-- for 2 days,  2. Migraine, Body aches, Stomach Cramps, Cough, Shortness of breath, Chills, Heavy chest, Hives, Soreness at injection site --all for 9 days

941075 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 54.0 54 F received 1st Moderna vaccine on 1/12, woke up feeling sluggish, headache, low back pain, slight nausea. Went to work, had to go home. She is a diabetic, and was also hospitalized in march she was dx with Covid and bilat pneumonia.

941076 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NM 26.0 26 F Fevers, chills, body aches experienced at 0200 on 1/12. Vaccine was received at 1100 on 1/11.

941077 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MT 25.0 25 F fever, body aches

941078 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CA 40.0 40 F 6 hours after vaccine, developed rash around waist line, next morning woke up to itchy rash on back of head and neck, took Claritin. Next day, developing more small rashes, called Kaiser and was told to take Benadryl. Next morning woke up with more hives and had to go to ER because throat felt like it was closing. Given epipen, prednisone, prevacid . Sent home and symptoms worsened again so gave herself epipen before heading back to the ER.

941079 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 39.0 39 F fever, joint pain, nausea. called in sick to work.

941080 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 FL 66.0 66 M 5 days after Moderna vaccine, developed severe abd pain, mid epigastrium. No Nausea or vomiting. No fever.  Mild diarrhea. after 48 hrs with no improvement went to ED

941081 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 MD 48.0 48 F "normal pain" at injection site for week after vaccine.  On 1-8-2021, began to notice knot, pain and swelling in left arm.  The morning of 1-13-2021; pain more significant and interfered with sleep and limits range of motion.  Bruise, some swelling and knot the size of half of a fist to left arm at site of injection. No redness or streaks coming from site.  Site appx 2-3 inches below proper site for IM deltoid injection.

941082 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 UT 30.0 30 F Tachycardia and throat and chest tightening with second dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine 0.3 mL IM in left deltoid.  Called RRT. Patient took diphenhydramine 25 mg PO, and taken to ED for monitoring. ECG normal. Given 1 L NS and vitals monitored for 2 hours. Symptoms resolved and patient discharged in stable condition.

941083 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 61.0 61 F Received 1st Moderna vaccine on 1/12 on right arm and  pain, numbness in right arm, headache; nausea and vomiting all night with last episode at 0130; chills but no fever.  No symptoms prior to vaccine.

941084 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MA 42.0 42 F Loss of smell
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941085 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 66.0 66 F Patient presents to ED on 1/12/21 with Allergic Reaction (pt received Moderna Covid-19 vaccine , and pt states about 10 minutes later she started to feel dizzy, sob, heart racing, and developed rash on hands and chest. ) Pt seen by Dr .  Pt was ordered NS 500 mL IV x1, diphenhydramine 25 mg IV x1, famotidine 20 mg IV x1, methylprednisolone 125 mg IV x1, and ondansetron 4 mg IV x1. Symptoms resolved prior to discharge from ED on 1/12/21.  She was given scripts for diphenhydramine and prednisone with instructions to follow up with PCP.

941086 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Miscarriage

941087 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 47.0 47 F 1st Moderna vaccine 1/12, area is swollen, egg sized, with small hard bumps above it. Red, warm, yesterday temp 99.2, today swelling has slightly improved

941088 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 26.0 26 F fever, body aches. called in sick to work.

941089 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Day 1 painful arm, fatigue Day 2 painful arm, extreme fatigue, nausea, headache Day 3  sudden onset extreme vestibular issues, dizziness, nausea/vomiting - unable to walk to bathroom, subsided after 3-4 hours, persistent headache. Day 4 residual mild-moderate dizziness, persistent nausea, sudden onset extreme headache extending from base of neck around R side of head to top of head lasting 3 hours. arm pain subsides. Day 5 - mild -mod dizziness, mild headache,nausea Day 6 - mild-mod dizziness, mild headache,nausea Day 7 - mild-mod dizziness, mild headache, nausea Day 8 - mild-mod dizziness, mild headache, nausea Day 9 - awoke with L arm itching, swelling, rash with welts at injection site and shoulder. persistent dizziness and nausea

941090 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 MI 48.0 48 F Near Syncopal Event on 1/8/2021, Er visit on 1/8 Ct of Brain and Ct chest done as well as blood work On 1/10 Return to Er visit with observation MRI of brain done as well as blood work

941091 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 WA 42.0 42 M Muscle aches, lethargic, slight  fever and chills for six hours

941092 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MI 74.0 74 M He c/o of dizziness and diaphoretic, sat down in hallway floor,  placed pt on a stretcher, BP 97/57 ,Hr 48. waited 2 minites,He continued to be diaphoretic, called EMS/ 911, refused treatmen.t 12:40 repeat BP 119/64, HR 84 o2 sat 97% .  Refused additional treatment and walked out of building.

941093 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 MI 34.0 34 F 8-10 hours following vaccine: Myalgia throughout body, severe pain at injection site - unable to raise arm above shoulder level and painful to move and touch. (resolved) 3 days following vaccine: Sudden onset chills, fever of 101.1, myalgia throughout body and fatigue. I slept for 14 hours straight, still have slight fever of 99.6 and some myalgia, but mostly resolved.

941094 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 53.0 53 F Pt c/o HA and vertigo. States she didn't take HTN or DM medication. She did not eat anything this morning and last time she ate was 8:00pm last night. Pt waited 30 minutes and symptoms continued to get worse. Pt was transported by EMS to ER.

941095 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 51.0 51 F 1/8/21 fatigue, chills, cough, congestion, diarrhea. 1/8/21 Dx'd with Acute viral syndrome

941096 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MT 33.0 33 F Redness and lump on injection site

941097 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 TX 38.0 38 M Severe hives overnight both arms and palm of left hand. Left leg around knee

941098 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 53.0 53 F muscle pain, sever joint pain. called in sick to work.

941099 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 FL 67.0 67 F I IMMEDIATELY FELT LIGHT HEADED WITH A FAST HEARTBEAT AND UNSTEADY. MY HEAD FELT VERY HEAVY AND MY BLOOD PRESSURE ( WHICH IS NORMALLY LOW WENT TO 160/86). AFTER ABOUT 45 MINUTES I FELT WELL ENOUGH TO DRIVE HOME. MY LAST BP READING WAS 150/75. AGAIN TODAY  ( 1 DAY LATER )  AT MID-MORNING I GOT UP FROM DESK AND FELT LIGHT-HEADED AND JUST A BIT UNSTEADY. NOT SURE IF THIS IS AN ALLERGIC REACTION BUT ACCORDING TO PFIZER'S FACT SHEET "FAST HEARTBEAT AND DIZZINESS / WEAKNESS" ARE CONSIDERED SEVERE ALLERGIC REACTIONS!

941100 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 KS 29.0 29 F Notes Emergency Medicine Expand All Collapse All    1/13/2021     Date:  1/13/2021                                                                                               Subjective 29 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her first dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   She was given the Moderna vaccination in the left deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience metallic taste and then felt lightheadedness.  She denied rash, hives, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, throat tightness, itching, facial swelling and lip swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms and worsening of symptoms.   9:53 AM On arrival to treatment room, patient is pale and diaphoretic. She states she feels very lightheaded. She is able to answer questions, but is easily wanting to fall asleep. She awakes easily to verbal stimuli, states she feels very tired. Denies shortness of breath, throat swelling, difficulty breathing, rash. Reports she ate cereal for breakfast.   10:05 AM Patient is more alert and no longer diaphoretic. She is alert and states she is feeling better. Will continue to monitor.   10:12 AM Patient is alert and texting on her phone. Vital signs have improved.    10:19 AM Patient is alert and oriented and continues to do well. She states she is feeling much better. No diaphoresis noted. States she still has a little bit of a metallic taste in her mouth, but otherwise denies any other symptoms. Vital signs continue to improve.    10:36 AM Patient continues to do well. Is drinking water and ate granola bar.  Continues to feel well and reports metallic taste in improving and denies any other symptoms.    10:58 AM Patient continues to be alert and oriented. No longer pale and diaphoretic. States she is feeling well and back to baseline. Denies any complaints. Vital signs remain stable. She is able to ambulate with steady gait and denies dizziness/lightheaded with ambulation. Denies chest pain, shortness of breath, nausea, vomiting, difficulty breathing.    11:06 AM Patient's friend here to drive her home. She is ambulatory to the car and continues to feel well and denies symptoms. Discussed return precautions. Patient voiced understanding and denies any questions.      ALLERGY REVIEW OF SYSTEMS:  Patient denies facial swelling, puffy eyes, chest tightness, shortness of breath, rash, hives, itching of skin and vomiting    Metallic taste in mouth:  Diaphoresis :  lightheaded:     Previous Reactions: None    Objective    Vitals Vitals:   01/13/21 1033 01/13/21 1042 01/13/21 1057 01/13/21 1104 BP: 129/87 128/77 122/78 132/72 Pulse: 63 66 58 58 SpO2: 100% 100% 100% 100%     Blood Sugar 98 collected at 10:00 AM   Physical Exam Vitals signs and nursing note reviewed.  Constitutional:      Appearance: She is diaphoretic.  HENT:     Mouth/Throat:     Pharynx: Oropharynx is clear. Uvula midline. No pharyngeal swelling, oropharyngeal exudate, posterior oropharyngeal erythema or uvula swelling.  Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Regular rhythm. Bradycardia present.     Heart sounds: Normal heart sounds.  Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal. No tachypnea, bradypnea, accessory muscle usage or respiratory distress.     Breath sounds: Normal breath sounds.  Skin:    Coloration: Skin is pale.     Comments: Diaphoretic and pale  Neurological:     Comments: Alert and able to answer questions, but wanting to fall asleep. Easily awakes to verbal stimuli.  Moving all extremities and following commands.        Assessment/Plan  Treatment included: Given water to drink and monitored. Follow up response to treatment: excellent. Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP. Friend is going to drive her home.       Electronically Signed 1/13/2021 11:07 AM

941101 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 CO 67.0 67 F Nine days after receiving shot. Itching, swelling and redness around the shot area. Prior to this only had swore arm for three days and a few hours of chills on the day of the shot. Only reporting incase someone else gets same symptoms but more serious in nature.

941102 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 KS 29.0 29 F This person stated she felt like she was hit by a train starting about 8pm on 1/6/2021.  She stated she had a fever of 102.  Her body ached all over from head to toe.  She had dizziness with an intermittant rash.  She did go to the emergency room on Sunday 1/10/2021 with hypertension and tachycardia.  Her BP was running at around 207/111 and her pulse has stayed around 165 even through today on 1/12/2021.  She did state about 1.5 years ago she experienced tachycardia and hypertension but not since.  She did not get any new medications upon her visit to the emergency room.  She was going to try to see her physician today if possible on 1/12/2021.

941103 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MA 33.0 33 F patient received first dose on 1/5 L side.  Wed 1/6: Unable to lift arm, 8/10 pain in whole upper arm and 1/3 forearm, and very drowsy/ "out of it"  Thu 1/7: Mobility returned, injection site and upper arm still v sore (7/10 pain), 1 supraclavicular LN swollen to size of marble on L side. Fri 1/8: Injecting site still v sore (7/10 pain), supraclavicular LN swelling increased to size of gumball, more 3-4 supraclavicular LNs   posterior cervical LNs swollen. Late Friday night noticed mild pain in armpit.  Sat 1/9: still very swollen firm mobile and slightly larger, armpit pain now sharp 7/10 pain (felt like someone was stabbing me if moved too suddenly)- unable to palpate/ find a mass, injection site still sore (6/10 pain) now raised red rash (non-itchy) 4cm x 2cm, Sun 1/10: same as 1/9, armpit pain lessened (5/10), injection site less sore than 1/9 (5/10 pain), increasingly itchy as day progressed and very warm, rash borders raised 10cm x 7cm -measured at 12:00am (mon 1/11)  Mon 1/11: same as 1/9, armpit pain lessened (4/10), injection site less sore than 1/10 (4/10 pain), significantly itchy and very warm, less red, rash border raised 12cm x 9cm -measured at 8:00am

941104 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 48.0 48 F Received the first injection of Moderna on 12/23/20. On 12/30/20 started with a red itchy rash that was warm to the touch. Went to urgent care that evening and was diagnosed with cellulitis and given a prescription for Keflex. Went back to urgent care on 12/31/20 because the cellulitis had spread and for an allergic reaction to the Keflex. The provider I saw the second time did not change the antibiotic because she felt it hadn't had enough of a dose. Went back again on 01/01/21 due to the rash was still spreading. The provider saw changed the antibiotic and said patient had a mixed medication reaction to the Keflex. The cellulitis has since cleared up.

941105 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 FL 38.0 38 F At 9:30 pm teeth chattering, joint pain, fatigue, headache, chills. I was exp nausea however I have that anyway with my pregnancy.(estimated date of delivery 8/3/2021).

941107 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 CA 64.0 64 F Patient reports flu like symptoms, felt very cold and myalgia. Next day she self treated and went to work and had to leave. Patient reports night sweats, severe fatigue. Patient says the night sweats is the reason she is calling.

941108 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 KY 39.0 39 F Nearly one hour after administration of the vaccine, my hands became slightly tingly and itchy. When I woke the next morning, my hands were red, swollen and extremely itchy and had whelps around some of the joints. This progressed up into my wrists and elbows as the day went on. This is similar to the symptoms that I experience when I had fifths disease.

941109 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 FL 50.0 50 F Red inflamed hard knot at injection site which continues to enlarge in size.  Currently larger than a quarter, warm to touch with axillary lymphedema, low grade fever 100.9

941110 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 82.0 82 F arrives to the emergency department by POV presenting with a chief complaint of tachycardia onset today. The patient received his COVID vaccine this morning. He states that he does not feel ill, but the only way he can describe how he is feeling is "being lousy". He has had associated palpitations without feeling like his heart is pounding. He denies ever having COVID. He typically takes one baby Asprin per day, and his last dose was this morning.

941111 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NY 43.0 43 F Pruritic papules developed on dorsal (extensor) surface of bilateral elbows, different from my usual eczema.  I don't know if it is related to the vaccine or not but I have never had this before.  It is also strange in that the betamethasone ointment that typically eliminates my eczema after a single dose, has done nothing to alter this rash despite using it daily for 4 days.    Mild.  I am not concerned but thought I should report it since it occurred within a week of the vaccine.

941112 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 FL 54.0 54 M headache, fever, muscle pain,

941113 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 OK 75.0 75 M 1 day post vaccination- Soreness to injection site, cough, congestion, red eyes, irritability, sleeplessness, forgetfulness. 7 days post vaccination- sleeplessness, difficulties recalling short term information

941114 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 MI 70.0 70 F I noticed on about day 10 an erythema on my arm at injection site.  I had no prior adverse reactions to this vaccine.  At day 14, the erythema is dissipated and almost gone.

941115 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MT 55.0 55 F Body aches, chills

941116 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MO 43.0 43 F Patient started developing a fever the evening of the vaccine. Fever was 104 degrees and broke about 3am. Patient had extreme fatigue the next day, felt better 2 days after.

941117 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Head pressure, runny nose, congestion. Tylenol with head pressure resolving. Referred for flu and COVID testing

941118 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 LA 52.0 52 M At first I has some injection site pain and soreness nothing too bad. But around 01:30 I awoke with a really high fever. My fever was 102.8 when I first woke up. I was very nauseous and my fever felt worse. My thermometer would not read any more until my temp came down. I can only guess how high it got but at least 103 degrees. I took Advil Liquid Gells and then my fever broke. I was actually scare for my life. In March I actually caught coronavirus and developed  anti bodies for Covid. I can only guess my body was fighting for it's life.Y

941119 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 TX 78.0 78 M on day of vaccination experienced "heavy duty shaking , HA, sore muscles, fever 101  - similar to symptoms of previous COVID+ event  S/S lasted 1 day -  Most concerning to patient  is the   insomnia and hallucinations he experienced  the night of the vaccine, none since

941120 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 OK 38.0 38 M Less than 24 hours of receiving the vaccine I started to experience my jaw locking. Later in the day it began to get worst. I could not blink my left eye and my face started to drop. I went to the ER and they stated that due to vaccine I have Bells Palsy. I was given medication. It is now 4 days in and the symptoms are getting worst. My left eye is now dry due to can  not blink. I have serve headaches behind my left eye. I can not eat or chew without having issues.

941121 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 WI 26.0 26 F ?Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA? Symptoms experienced: Lightheaded, Shortness of breath with hyperventilation. She was laying on the floor and appeared shaky with red blotching on face and neck. Actions taken: Medical Response called.  Anaphylaxis Medication given epinephrine (adult) IM outer thigh. Patient was placed on stretcher and taken to ER.  Pt also received diphenhydramine and famotidine in ER

941122 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 WI 64.0 64 M Evening of injection started significant arm pain et flu like s/sx which lingered for ~ 48 hrs Was well hydrated et took tylenol 650mg q 6hrs.. Lots of sleep.. Feeling back to normal 1/13/2021..

941123 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 FL 26.0 26 F initially she had headaches and dizziness and chills and temperature of 99.7 blushed cheeks, rash on neck  1 week later with headaches and dizziness and now accelerated heartrate that wakes her from sleep at night for 2 consecutive nights.in a row.

941124 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 25.0 25 F COVID positive

941125 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Approximately, 5 minutes after the injection, became dizzy with fullness in her head, a tight feeling in her neck. Stated that she felt like she was going to pass out. Nausea without vomiting and need to have a bowel movement. Was taken to the Emergency Department. Temp 38.5, given Ativan, Benadryl and IV fluids

941126 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 57.0 57 F Patient refers to have presented redness in the administration area, administration area warm to the touch and pain in the arm of the vaccine administration. Refers to after visiting the emergency room have cellulitis.

941127 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CT 72.0 72 F Delayed reaction  5 days latter swelling, redness, heat, and hives surrounding vaccine site.  3 inches across and 6 inches down my arm.  Also it hurts, stings and extremely itchy.

941128 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 48.0 48 F Fever, body aches, uncontrolled chills, chest tightness, heart palpation, dizziness, lightheaded, vomiting, mind splitting headsche

941129 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 OR 31.0 31 F So on the night of the 25th, my lymph nodes were so swollen, my left eye was twitching, low grade fever that was constant from Friday through Sunday. My left leg was twitching and also my left bicep. I had left sided twitching that was off and on. I had fatigue and some aching in my knees.

941130 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 WA 82.0 82 F Starting 01/11 severe arm pain. Starting 01/12 rash from my ankles to knees , minimal on my arms. Rash doesn't itch and not sore.  Rash is tiny red spots. I feel fine.

941131 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 64.0 64 F Arm soreness @ 11pm 1/11/2021; continual headache starting @ 2am 1/12/2021 accompanied by    chills, low grade temp of 99.7 , skin hurt all over & generally feeling unwell. These symptoms continued until 11 pm 1/12/2021. Took Tylenol, wet to bed & woke up 1/13/2021 without symptoms.

941132 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 66.0 66 F Patient presents to  ED on 1/12/21 with Allergic Reaction (pt received Moderna Covid-19 vaccine at SCH, and pt states about 10 minutes later she started to feel dizzy, sob, heart racing, and developed rash on hands and chest. ) Pt seen by Dr  Pt was ordered NS 500 mL IV x1, diphenhydramine 25 mg IV x1, famotidine 20 mg IV x1, methylprednisolone 125 mg IV x1, and ondansetron 4 mg IV x1. Symptoms resolved prior to discharge from  ED on 1/12/21.  She was given scripts for diphenhydramine and prednisone with instructions to follow up with PCP.

941133 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 PA 57.0 57 F At 1:00 AM chills, fever of 101.2, body aches, extreme Migraine,  extreme fatigue, could not move upper arm away from my body (Sever left arm muscle pain, for two and a half days after the first vaccine.

941134 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MT 33.0 33 F Rapid heart beet and tingling sensation on lover extremities

941135 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 CO 73.0 73 F Patient became dizzy, hypertensive (213/113), flushed, and nauseated post vaccination

941136 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 PR 43.0 43 F Patient started with rash and pruritus, that started in both hands and then disseminate trough all body and face.  Pruritus got worst as time passed.  The patient visited a medical office and an emergency room at the Hospital.  A week after symptoms continues (dermatitis over skin and some pruritus, even with the use of antihistaminic).

941137 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 53.0 53 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine Patient received first dose of vaccine on 1/11/2021, next day developed fever, chills and body aches and fever kept increasing during the day up to 103.4 Patient did not go to ED for evaluation

941138 01/03/2021 01/13/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Received 2nd dose Sunday 3rd. Monday was extremely fatigued with muscle aches, headache, and injection site redness, pain, swelling, and itching developed on arm where vaccine was administered. Tuesday 1/05 fatigue improved however rash started to develop in right arm. Took Zyrtec and rash improved. Last reported a new rash developed improved on right and left thighs that is painful. Medications taken this time were Benadryl.

941139 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 KS 57.0 57 F Moderna COVID-19 vaccine EUA

941140 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Reported Symptoms: low grade fever, hives ?head to toe? , fatigue, cold sweats and does not feel well at all, feeling  tachycardic and palpitations Date of Onset:  *most symptoms ongoing from 01/11; 01/12/2021 hives Medication taken for Symptoms: ?steroids and Benadryl?

941141 01/12/2020 01/13/2021 MN 35.0 35 M Fevers, chills, rigors, myalgia, headache

941142 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Left arm pain, armpit pain, body aches, shaking chills, nausea, extreme tiredness

941143 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 WY 63.0 63 F Almost immediately after receiving the vaccine, I felt a headache, throat scratchiness, numbness to fingers on right hand and discomfort at injection site. Within 2 hours, I could not continue to work and went home. Took motrin at home and rested.  The following morning  the headache was mild but the injection site was very painful. No reddness or swelling, not firm but extremely tender to touch. Pain at injection site was present for 2 days then resolved slowly..

941144 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Per patient: shortly after injection felt pain in opposite arm and was having slight trouble breathing/clearing throat. Patient didn't report symptoms to clinic staff and returned to work after the observation period. Around an hour after receiving the injection, the symptoms were getting worse enough to call for help. She returned to the vaccination clinic and an EpiPen was administered (911 was also activated).

941145 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MI 37.0 37 F Rash covering my neck, breasts, abdomen and back.   The rash is pink and slightly raised and itchy at times.

941146 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NY 46.0 46 F Pt with pain, swelling and redness to left arm.

941147 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Fatigue, arm soreness, body aches, malaise, back pain, abdominal pain (all symptoms mild and resolved in 1 day)

941148 12/16/2020 01/13/2021 VA 35.0 35 F Dose # 1- Disseminated Nonpruritic rash  Dose # 2 - chills, myalgia  Both- Amenorrhea with negative preg tests.  This is atypical for me.

941149 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 MA 49.0 49 F Patient report a rash that developed significantly long after receiving her covid vaccine on 12/29. She reported the development of the rash on 1/8 and described it as warm to touch as well as 4cm growing to 6cm in size. The rash contained a small node that was raised at the injection site surrounded by a rose-colored rash. patient  reported 1/11 that the rash has improved and it is barely noticeable.

941150 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 72.0 72 F Pt states her left side of face/head and neck felt numb. States symptoms are improving.

941151 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MN 17.0 17 F Client is 17 years old and 8 months.   Moderna should be given to 18 years of age and older.

941152 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 53.0 53 F fever 101.4, malaise

941153 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IL 72.0 72 M tiredness, headache, feeling unwell, muscle pain

941154 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 TX 49.0 49 F The day after receiving the vaccine I felt severe nausea and dizziness. My body was aching to the point that I was unable to even do the lightest of my daily activities. I had severe muscle aches and pains. I had fevers in the range from 103.7 to 104.5.  The symptoms continued throughout the day. One week later, I still have muscle pains in various areas of my body.

941155 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 PA 36.0 36 F 1/11/21 8 am-received covid vaccine to left arm and left arm became painful around 10 am on 1/11/21 and she noticed a big read spot on left arm. She states that she could not sleep all night and left arm is still painful, feels like a lump, and is very red. Pt. states that she took tylenol lastnight. Pt. states that it helped with the pain.

941156 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MO 51.0 51 F I received the vaccine on Monday at 4:30, around 5:30 I noticed my tongue feeling weird, no difficulty swallowing, no resp issue and no rash. I took 25 of Benadryl and went about my evening. Tuesday around 12:00 I had that same sensation but a little stronger, I would call it a tongue swelling but no resp issues or swallowing problems. I called my PCP and he recommended me to take Zyrtec (which I take 1 daily) BID and Benadryl prn. I took 3 doses of Benadryl Tuesday and a Zyrtec Tuesday night and one Wednesday and  around 8:15 had the same sensation, tongue swelling but milder. I immediately took 50 mg of Benadryl and called my Dr again and he recommended a steroid pack and Benadryl prn and to not take the 2nd dose.

941157 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MN 39.0 39 F About 15 minutes after injection arm became numb and tingly.  Almost like a foot "falling asleep".  About 25 minutes after I started to feel tingly on the same side of my neck as the injection.  It is now 4 hours later and my arm is still numb to my fingers.

941158 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Insomnia, I was not able to sleep after my 12hr shift which is highly unusual for me. I was awake for a total of 45-50hrs before I could fall asleep. I finally took Benadryl 50mg and Melatonin 40mg and was able to fall asleep.

941159 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 MT 21.0 21 F "I had arm and armpit soreness that evening and still am experiencing some today along with lymph node swelling on the same side where the shot was administered. The night of the 9th I experienced dizziness, chills, and nausea. I woke up with a 102 fever on Sunday which continued into Monday morning. I also had a headache all day Sunday the 10th and was very fatigued."

941160 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 MN 32.0 32 M Lymph nodes under left arm swollen to the point of visual bulging from scapula to pectoral.

941161 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 NY 35.0 35 F A week following injection I developed a raised red hot to the touch rash. Monitored for a few days per employee health take benedryl and tylenol. No change rash proceeded to get bigger. Was given steroid and antibiotic

941163 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 32.0 32 U COVID positive

941164 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 49.0 49 F headache, chills, shivering, muscle aches

941165 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 PA 55.0 55 F Systemic: Fainting-Medium

941166 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 OK 72.0 72 F Pt reports same symptoms she had with Covid exposure in October. Fever, chills, body aches, weakness, loss of appetite,  difficulty breathing.

941167 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 43.0 43 U About 12 hours after vaccine, had swelling of lymph nodes in the neck, groin, and underam, sore throat, cough and "subjective" fever (no thermometer available with chills); 1/6- reported metallic taste in mouth, then losing the sense of taste.

941168 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Body Aches- 400mg ibprofen taken 20 hours after vaccine Fatigue- went to bed early on following day Pain at injection site- refer to treatment for body aches.  Pain persists 45 hours later.

941169 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 50.0 50 M Vaccine received at 5:00 pm on 1/12/21. Around 2:00 am on 1/13/21 I experienced chills and profuse sweating which lasted for about 3 hours. Thereafter I have fatigue and generalized aching.

941170 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 CA 43.0 43 F arm swelling, itching, hard knot, went to MD who treated for cellulitis,

941171 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 42.0 42 F Headache and mild sweating

941172 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 41.0 41 M High Fever 101.6 F, lethargy, Confusion, Muscle/Joint aches and pains, headache, Tiredness, Chills all started about 17 hours after the shot(vaccine) Fever finally broke after taking 1000mg Tylenol. About 40 hours after the vaccine I felt normal again with just a mild aches and pains in joints.

941175 12/27/2020 01/13/2021 IA 51.0 51 F Pt received COVID vaccine on 12/27/2020 at 1421 and tolerated well. By 1700 that same day, pt felt flushed in her hands and face. She felt a little short of breath. She started to get fluid-filled blisters on bilateral palms. This is a milder form of the reaction pt has to flu vaccines (she was advised by PCP not to receive flu vaccines because of the blistering). Pt took diphenhyramine 25 mg PO x 1 and the fluid-filled blisters resolved within a few hours.  12/28 around 0330, pt awoke and felt like her right carotid was "pulsating." Pt drank water, did not go back to sleep. "Pulsating" resoved within an hour. No other symptoms develped. In the morning, pt called employee health RN who instructed her to contact PCP and report the reaction. Pt called PCP who advised pt not to get second dose of vaccine due to her reaction to COVID and the flu vaccines.

941176 12/20/2020 01/13/2021 CA 31.0 31 F I have a Nexplanon implant and haven't had my period for more than a year now. After getting the vaccine, I noticed some bleeding again. I have two other coworkers who had the same experience. One with an implant and another taking pill contraceptive.

941179 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 70.0 70 M Approximately 5 days after receiving vaccine patient presented to office complaining of worsening resting hand tremors and had a temperature of 101 F. No other source of infection found including negative chest x ray and urine studies. CBC was within normal limits. Patient with seizure history however never had symptoms similar to this. Neurological exam normal in office. Fever resolved the next day.

941181 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 OH F Given a first dose of the Moderna vaccine of 1ml instead of .5 ml; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was given a first dose of the Moderna vaccine of 1 mL instead of 0.5 mL.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on 29 Dec 2020 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. During the administration, the pharmacist stated that the patient was given a first dose of the vaccine of 1.0 ml instead of 0.5 ml. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of event was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011L20A), reporting Incorrect dosage administered without any associated adverse events.

941182 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 FL 55.0 55 M vaccine leaked; Very minimal pain in my arm; A spontaneous report was received from a non-health professional concerning a 55-year-old male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced very minimal pain in arm and vaccine leaked.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273  intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 29 Dec 2020, during vaccine administration, the patient experienced vaccine leaked and very minimal pain in arm. The patient was unsure whether he received the full vaccine dose due to the leak. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the event, very minimal pain in my arm, was not reported. The outcome of the event, vaccine leaked, was considered resolved on 29 DEC 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 55 year old male patient. The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient who experienced an unexpected event of vaccine leakage. The event occurred on 29 Dec 2020 during administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273. The event is unrelated to mRNA-1273. The patient experienced very minimal pain in the arm. This will be assessed after the updating of the event term.

941183 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 PR 53.0 53 F PAIN INJECTION SITE,HEADACHE,CHILLED,FEVER, SWELLING INYECCION SITE AND INFLAMATION IN GANGLIOS.

941184 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 NM M Patients under the age of 18 were administered a COVID vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 17 year-old, male, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced patients under the age of 18 were administered a COVID vaccine.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received his first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, a male patient, age 17 years old, was administered the COVID vaccine. Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, patients under the age of 18 were administered a COVID vaccine, was considered resolved 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown.  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age.

941185 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 AR 34.0 34 F FEVER, HEADACHE, VOMITING, ARM TWITCHING, ARM RED

941186 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 ID 46.0 46 F Body aches, joint pain, headache, feeling light headed, intestinal cramping, chills

941187 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 39.0 39 F COVID positive

941188 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NY 59.0 59 F Patient developed a sustained headache after vaccine, that has persisted to this day, though has gotten a bit better

941189 12/19/2020 01/13/2021 22.0 22 F Within one hour of getting first dose of vaccine PT sts she experienced a headache and sore throat, a few hours later, vomiting, and diarrhea began.  on 20DEC20 PT sts headache continued and vomiting began.  Diarrhea and vomiting continued intermittently over following 48 hrs.  Pt went home 20DEC20 from work and was able to resume regular duties the next day with intermittent diarrhea.

941190 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 FL 26.0 26 F within the first 15 minutes she had chills fever and dizziness. she was kept for 2 hours in observation area

941191 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 KS 29.0 29 F On 1/6/2021, Felt like she got hit by a train.  Fever 102.  Body aches from head to toe.  Dizziness with intermittent slight rash.  On 1/7/2021 she developed severe muscle pain, joint pain, fever, and intermittent lightheadedness and dizziness.  She went to the emergency room on 1/10/2021 but no changes made in medications.  She reports her BP was 207/111 and her pulse was 165/minute and still runs that high now.  She had hypertension and tachycardia.  About 1.5 years ago she had a history of hypertension and tachycardia.  1/12/2021 this person continued to have hypertension and tachycardia.  Instructed to make an appointment to see her primary physician.

941192 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 TX 73.0 73 F Injection site pain, swelling, tenderness and redness;  fatigue, headache, muscle pain, chills, nausea and fever (101), some lightheadedness

941193 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TX 73.0 73 F Did not have the Lot #.  Jan4-Jan11 had no reactions.  1/12, 8am notice the right arm was itching at the inj site all day. 1/13 8am  saw a red circle around the inj site with swelling and hardness, redness and heat.  No pain no fever.

941194 12/26/2020 01/13/2021 IA 27.0 27 F Starting 24 hours after injection, employee started to develop a red, hot, tender patch of induration around the injection site.  This steadily increased in size and severity over days 2 and 3 post injection.  The reaction finally resolved 14 days after injection.

941195 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 SD 50.0 50 F Numbness and tingling around lips  started 18 minutes following administration of injection and began spreading to cheeks.  Administered one epi-pen in left thigh.  Improvement of symptoms took 15 minutes post-administration of epi-pen.  Seen by PA on-site

941196 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CT 72.0 U 5 days after injection  pain, redness, swelling, itchy, stinging, hives  and hot to the area around   the injection site.  Swelling and redness 6 inches by 3 inches area affected

941197 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 TX 70.0 70 F Mild headache prior to receiving the Vaccine but the head pain has increased to severe in the hours and day afterwards. All other symptoms (body aches, sore arm etc) are minor Patient has taken 500 mg Tylenol the afternoon of the vaccine and 1000 mg the day afterwards with little affect.

941198 12/15/2020 01/13/2021 NY 32.0 F Got menstrual cycle like almost two and a half weeks early; Abdominal pain radiating to upper and middle back; Abdominal pain radiating to upper and middle back; Stomach cramps; Nausea; Fatigue; Headache; Sinus infection; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: Unspecified AE. Upon receipt of follow-up information on (04Jan2021), this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 32-year-old female patient started received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on the left deltoid on 15Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital.  Medical history included irritable bowel syndrome.  Concomitant medications included fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA), famotidine (PEPCID), ethinylestradiol, norgestimate (CILIQUE) for birth control and multivitamin. It was stated that the patient got the vaccine on 15Dec2020. On 17Dec2020, she developed severe abdominal pain radiating to her upper and her middle back with pretty bad nausea, fatigue and headache. It was also mentioned that the patient had stomach cramps. These continued all the way until like Christmas. And then on the 19Dec2020, she actually got her menstrual cycle though she was not due to start that till that week. So, it came like almost two and a half weeks early (which was super weird as for her). The patient took ondansetron (ZOFRAN) for the nausea; aluminium hydroxide, magnesium hydroxide (MAALOX); famotidine and hyoscyamine for like stomach cramping. She also took that as well, acetaminophen (TYLENOL) and ibuprofen (MOTRIN). It was mentioned that the symptoms stopped on 26Dec2020 then she sinus infection right after in Dec 2020. Outcome of the event of sinus infection was unknown while the remaining events recovered on 26Dec2020. The patient stated that the she don't think that sinus infection was correlated at all but all other symptoms were happening right after the vaccine (reported as related).  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The event sinus infection is likely intercurrent and is unrelated to suspect drug BNT162B2. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

941199 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 FL 49.0 49 F Received the vaccination on 1/4/21 and then yesterday on 1/12/21; I woke up and felt my right upper arm was very itchy and then throughout the day it got worse at the injection site.  The site is sore, painful, tender, swelling and hard knot and extremely itchy.  Today 1/13/21, I feel some soreness in my lymph nodes under my right arm pit.  The injection site looks a little better and the knot is not as pronounced as the day before.

941200 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 KY 58.0 58 F Systemic: Chills-Mild, Systemic: Vomiting-Mild, Systemic: hypotensive, heat flashes, dizziness, (patient recovered before leaving for ER, only sent due to past cardiovascular events)

941201 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 NV 41.0 F positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; After the shot i have headache, sorethroat, cough and cold till this date; After the shot i have headache, sorethroat, cough and cold till this date; After the shot i have headache, sorethroat, cough and cold till this date; After the shot i have headache, sorethroat, cough and cold till this date; A 48-years-old non-pregnant female patient, receivedBNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, in left arm, on 18Dec2020 (at the age of 41 years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The vaccination was administered at a pharmacy/drug store. Medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included sertraline hydrochloride (SERTRALINE HYDROCHLORIDE). The patient had not received any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination nor received any other medications withing 2 weeks prior. It was reported that the patient had been tested for COVID-19 prior to vaccination and was negative. On 18Dec2020, the patient experienced itchy sore eyes one hour after vaccination, sore and itchy arm for 5 days, headache, swollen sore throat, tiredness all 5 days after. The patient was not hospitalized nor received treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of the events of Itchy, sore eyes 1 hour after, sore and itchy arm for 5 days, headache, swollen sore throat, tiredness all 5 days after, was not recovered., the outcome of the COVID-19 positive was unknown. It was reported that the patient tested positive for COVID-19 via nasal swab, post vaccination on 31Dec2020.   No follow-up attempts possible. No further information expected.  Lot/batch number was not provided and unable to obtain

941202 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 WI 25.0 25 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Symptoms experienced: Chest heaviness. Denies all other symptoms. Patient transported to ER via wheelchair for evaluation.   Upon re-evaluation in ER, patient felt back to her baseline and was discharged

941203 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Large painful lump under right arm in the armpit about breast level.

941204 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 F tested positive for Covid; tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 7-decade-old female patient (in her 60s) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. A pharmacy student received this drug information question in which a female patient in her 60s received the first Covid vaccine on 23Dec2020 and tested positive for Covid on 04Jan2021. Could the patient receive antibody treatment? Could she get the second vaccine and when? The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

941205 12/17/2020 01/13/2021 CA 32.0 M Caller is a respiratory therapist who reports that he tested positive for covid after receiving the first dose of the vaccine on 17Dec; Caller is a respiratory therapist who reports that he tested positive for covid after receiving the first dose of the vaccine on 17Dec; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) reported that a 32-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration from on 17Dec2020 at single dose (once by injection in the right arm/bicep) for COVID-19 immunization (Healthcare worker). There were no medical history and concomitant medications reported. The patient/caller is a respiratory therapist who reported that he tested positive for covid after receiving the first dose of the vaccine on 17Dec2020. He called to ask if he can get the second dose. He also wanted to ask if people experienced side effects or what side effects people experience after the second dose. He tested positive for Covid-19 on 21Dec2020, after receiving the first dose of the vaccine. He said it had been 14 days since he tested positive for COVID and he is if he can get the second dose. He says he is actually on his way to get the second dose right now, and thought he should call. The outcome of the event was unknown.

941206 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 48.0 48 F None stated.

941207 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 PA 41.0 M Nose is stuffy; Shortness of breath; Felt not really ok; itchy; Muscle soreness, like arms would fall off; Couldn't sleep; joint pain; had to miss work; fever reaching 104 degrees; chills; muscle ache; headache; tiredness; weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This 41-year-old male patient received the 1st dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine) via an unspecified route of administration on at arm left 05Jan2021 at single dose (lot number: EK9231) for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient previously received flu vaccine and felt a little tired and sore with Flu vaccine. The patient got his first dose and then worked all day on 05Jan2021. Around 18:00-19:00 on 05Jan2021, he had fever, chills, muscle aches, headaches, joint pain, tiredness, and weakness. Fever was up to 104. The patient was referring to the Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine first felt short of breath on 05Jan2021. He was wearing a mask and felt like he couldn't breathe. He did not feel really ok on 05Jan2021 like with a flu shot. He was working and felt a little itchy. He came home around 18:00-19:00 and had chills, headache, muscle soreness like arms would fall off. He couldn't sleep. He had fever and chills through the night. He had fever up to 104 on 05Jan2021 and had to miss work. The patient stated his nose was stuffy on an unspecified date. No additional vaccines administered on same date of pfizer suspect. No prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. Outcome of all events was unknown.

941208 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 CA 50.0 50 F arm swollen, red, itchy, sore which started on 1/6,

941209 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 59.0 59 F At 1134 patient c/o  tingling to lower lip.  Pt. examined lip in mirror stating it is swollen.  This nurse noted the lips very red.  BP 148/88, P 64, R 20, SpO2 98%.  Given water to drink.  At 1146 given  25 mg oral Diphenhydramine solution for increase in swelling to lip and 'weird' feeling in throat..  At 1150 pt.'s PCP notified via [hone call by RN .  Informed of pt.'s current status & VS.  At 1150 BP 152/90, P 62, R 20, SpO2 98%.  At 1204 BP 158/80, P 62, R 20, SpO2 98%.  At 1210 BS 301. Per RN,  states Dr. requested a BS check.  At 1215 RN, notified Dr. of pt.'s current VS, BS and pt. reporting the tingling in lip has resolved but continues with 'weird' feeling in throat.  At 1220 pt. released to go home.  Instructed by Dr. to take Benadryl every 4-6 hours today, given ER precautions & has a f/u  appt. for 1/16/21.

941210 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 31.0 F Fatigue; chills; nausea; vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other health professional. A 31-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm, from 30Dec2020 16:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included anxiety and intermittent SVT (supraventricular tachycardia). Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Concomitant medication included escitalopram and buspirone for anxiety. On 01Jan2021 19:00, the patient experienced fatigue, chills, nausea and vomiting. The outcome of events was recovered. No treatment was required/received due to the events.  No follow up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

941211 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 GA 69.0 69 M Patient said he felt like someone was holding his throat but he mentioned that he had a history of throat tightening. We gave him 2 Benadryl and checked on him about 8 times (roughly every 10 minutes or so) and he said he felt like normal. We checked on him a couple more times and he said he felt fine. We left him 2 more Benadryl just in case he needed it and we alerted the facility

941212 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MA 22.0 F hypertension like 190/90; I had tachycardia to 165; Flushing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 22-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number: EK9231, intramuscular on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included migraine. Concomitant medication included cyproheptadine for migraine, unspecified multivitamins; and diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) and famotidine as pre-medications. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 17Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization, and experienced dizziness, palpitations, tingling in face and legs, myalgia, nausea, headache, fatigue. It was reported that patient got the second dose and had tachycardia to 165 and hypertension like 190/90 and had some flushing (event onset: 06Jan2021). Patient was no longer tachycardiac or hypertensive; lasted for about 30-40 minutes. Outcome of the events tachycardia and hypertension was recovered on 06Jan2021. Outcome of the event flushing was unknown.

941213 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 62.0 62 U Initially had a red circle at the injection site for a couple days and it went away, then on 1/11 the red circle has returned bigger, raised, and itchy

941214 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 38.0 38 M Nausea, lightheadedness, and finally numbness to right side of face, slight drooping on right corner of mouth and right side of bottom lip. It began with a tingling feeling in lip. Observing staff did not notice any swelling, or other impairments, asked me if I had anxiety, and sent me on my way. Shortly after, it felt as if I had gotten a shot at the dentist, and had the tingling numbness left over on the right side of my face. About 4 hours later, my bottom lip and right side of my mouth drooped slightly, but I could still smile, talk, raise my arm, so there was no other impairment. By the next day the numbness had mostly subsided, and the nausea and lightheadedness was gone. This vaccine was given to me at a work clinic in the administration building. I do not have contact information for them but was provided a packet with this website. I don't have any pre-existing conditions, do not have anxiety, am not a hypochondriac, did not even know about the Bell's Palsy issues in trials until after I felt numbness, and the right side of my face felt as if it fell asleep, like a foot falling asleep but it was my face. It was not to the extent of Bell's palsy, and may have even been my bottom lip swelling slightly on the right side that caused the droop. It infuriates me that this side effect was dismissed as me having anxiety because I was nervous that my face was going numb which would be a natural reaction for anyone.

941216 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 F episodes of severe dyspnea and lightheadedness over the past couple of weeks; episodes of severe dyspnea and lightheadedness over the past couple of weeks; ventricular tachycardia with a rate of 270; severe right ventricular dilatation and dysfunction with inflammation and fibrosis throughout the RV and septum, but minimal LV involvement.; severe right ventricular dilatation and dysfunction with inflammation and fibrosis throughout the RV and septum, but minimal LV involvement.; severe right ventricular dilatation and dysfunction with inflammation and fibrosis throughout the RV and septum, but minimal LV involvement.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 4-decade-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient reported that on 18Dec2020, she received the first dose of Pfizer / BioNTech vaccine. On 30Dec2020 (Wednesday), she was diagnosed of ventricular tachycardia with a rate of 270, severe right ventricular dilatation and dysfunction with inflammation and fibrosis throughout the RV and septum, but minimal LV involvement. On 30Dec2020, EKG showing RBBB with PR 234 (in presence of normal EKG and ECHO from Dec2016), and positive troponin 0.07 that has remained stable in the following week. On unspecified date in Jan2021, the patient had been having episodes of severe dyspnea and lightheadedness over the past couple of weeks, but it had been sporadic - it became significantly worse in the last 2 weeks, which is why patient sought out an electrophysiologist (and purchased at-home EKG monitor on which she saw the VT). Patient do not know the cause at all. She was tested for SARS-CoV-2 antibody yesterday (unspecified date in Jan2021), which was negative. Patient was also trying to determine if she should get the second dose or not. She will have cardiac PET scan next week, which hopefully further elucidate causes. Outcome of the events dyspnea and lightheadedness was not recovered; while outcome of other events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, a causal relationship between reported events and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be completely excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

941217 01/13/2021 U My right leg from the knee down was purple and they thought I have a blood clot; My right leg from the knee down was purple and they thought I have a blood clot; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Three days after vaccination the patient felt very sick and he/she was so bad that he/she thought he/she might die with outcome of recovered after one week. The patient reported also that on unknown date his/her right leg from the knee down was purple and they thought he/she have a blood clot, due to which the patient was hospitalized for 14 days. The patient ended in the hospital because his/her right leg from the knee down was purple and they thought he/she have a blood clot but they did an ultrasound that was not the case but they put he/she on antibiotic. The patient was still taking them but his/her leg has got better.   No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.Y 14

941218 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 47.0 47 F Metal taste immediately after injection.  8:20 felt hot and flushed.  blood pressure 118/78 heart rate 100.   8:32 b\p 130/80 Heart rate 100 discomfort in neck back and headache. Reported she had a headache with the first dose.  8:50 states she is better and ready to go home. b\p 128/88 heart rate 90 Advised to seek medical help if symptoms worsen.

941219 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CA 31.0 31 F STAFF C/O FEELING TINGLING IN HER TONGUE, A LUMP IN HER THROAT, AND A RACING HEART. CLINICIAN EXAMINED AND ORDERED BENADRYL 50MG IM.  THE SITUATION WAS RESOLVED AFTER THE IM MEDICATION.

941220 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 MA 28.0 28 M patient developed rash on left arm close to vaccine injection site 8 days after vaccination. patient rash is improving

941222 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 LA 71.0 71 M Paitient had fever for 5 days and broke out in skin rash on body from neck to ankles
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941223 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 TX 34.0 34 F 1/5/2021 vaccine 1/6/2021 woke up 7/730 with HA. Dont get usually. Nausea was worse then usual. Body aches, chills, arm was really sore and could barely lift for 48 hours. Took tylenol; helped for 30 minutes but then came back. Gone by the evening.  7/28/2021 2nd pregnancy

941224 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 50.0 50 F Within hours of injection on 01/11/2021, patient stated she experienced severe diarrhea followed with facial and arm swelling and chest tightness the next morning 01/12/2021. Pt sought treatment in the Urgent Care on 01/13/2021. Pt prescribed methylprednisone (Medrol dosepack) by physician.

941225 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TX 35.0 35 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine  1/4 (Day 1): Approx. 2 cm redness and swelling at injection site. Arm sore. 1/5 (Day 2): Approx. 2 cm redness and swelling at injection site. Arm sore. 1/6 (Day 3): Approx. 2 cm redness. No swelling. Arm sore 1/7 (Day 4): Approx. 2 cm redness (less redness, pink) 1/8 & 9 (Day 5 & 6): No redness, swelling, or soreness. 1/10 (Day 7): Approx. 2 cm redness returns with minimal itching. No swelling or arm soreness. 1/11 (Day 8): @ 0945 3 cm (widest point) redness, swelling, itching and warm to touch. @ 1845 6 cm redness, swelling, itching (increasing) and warm to touch. Applied hydrocortisone cream. No improvement @2042 Same size, itching increasing, 25 mg Benadryl PO.  1/12 (Day 9): No improvement from Benadryl. Awake at 0314 from itching. Applied ice pack. Improved enough to sleep.  @0939 Redness, swelling, itching, and warm, size measures at 10.5 cm. 200 mg ibuprofen PO. @1042 Improvement with ibuprofen. Less itching, size decreased to 10 cm. Continues to be warm and swollen. @2145 220 mg naproxen sodium. Ice packs throughout the day (helps with itching and decreases redness but continues to increase in size). 1/13 (Day 10): Less redness (almost pink), less itching, minimal swelling, continues to be warm and spread. Size 12 cm. Report to Employee Health.  Continuing to monitor, taking NSAIDs, and applying ice packs. Afebrile throughout event (temps range from 96.8 to 98.2). No other systemic effects noted.

941226 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 ME 58.0 58 F 30 minutes after vaccine patient experience localized itching to left supraclavicular, b/l neck and behind the ears with mild flushing of the associated skin without development of hives, normal vitals.  given 50mg of benadryl by mouth, monitored for 30 minutes, decrease in itching in this time and was released to self-care.

941227 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 CO 32.0 32 M Site: Pain at Injection Site-Severe, Systemic: Joint Pain-Medium, Systemic: Confusion, Delrium -Severe

941228 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 24.0 24 F Chills, soreness

941229 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 24.0 24 F Fever, muscle aches, headache, joint pain, nausea

941230 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 62.0 62 U Initially, they had a red circle at the injection site for a couple days then it went away. On 1/11/21, the spot returned, bigger, raised, and itchy

941231 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 WI 57.0 57 F Patient waited the 30 minutes after receiving the vaccine, stated to have no side effects at that time. Patient left vaccine clinic. Between 10-15 minutes later patient came back stating that she was having "lip tingling".  Patient denied any other adverse reactions.  Lips appeared WNL. No redness or swelling.  Patient then escorted with RN to ED.  Once down by ED patient stated her HR was elevated at 109, and was beginning to feel dizzy.

941232 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 WY 31.0 31 F At about 0130 on 01/13/21, I woke up not feeling well (I had also not been sleeping well prior due to arm pain and minor aches). I became extremely dizzy and lightheaded feeling like passing out, I was tachycardic, had increased respirations, pale (per my husband), felt hot and cold, and was sweating. I also became very anxious. I had to go lay on the bathroom floor - my husband woke up with me and got me some water, Ibuprofen, and a cool rag for my head. He also said I wasn't sleeping well - moving around and making noises before then. I laid on the floor about 15 minutes until the symptoms had improved, but still didn't feel well.  No further episodes at this time. Only other issues are the continued expected possible side effects (arm pain, body aches). I did notify our Nurse Manager this morning as well.

941233 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 35.0 35 F Soreness on right breast, there is one specific area that feels like a lump and it is painful to touch. This lump is on the lower part of my breast tissue towards the right side. I noticed the pain and soreness on 1/12/21. when I woke up.

941234 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 TX 35.0 35 F I received the 2nd dose of the Pfizer COVID19 on 1/12/21 at approx. 1:30pm. The next day (1/13/21) at approximately 05:30am I awoke feeling feverish with chills and aches. I treated this side effect 400mg ibuprofen Q6HPRN twice during the day and had an Epsom salt bath. The next morning, I was fully recovered.

941235 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 42.0 42 F weakness, breathlessness, pain at sight, body aches over two days I am not feeling better yet

941236 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Body aches, fatigue. Improving.

941237 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 28.0 28 F at about 20 hours post vaccination I had onset of fatigue, generalized body aches, joint aches, headache, and felt febrile. I took my temperature twice in the absence of antipyretics and did not have a fever (98.7 and 98.2) but my skin felt hot and painful as it does when I have had a fever in the past. By about 5:00 or around 24 hours post vaccination, all symptoms resolved aside from fatigue and headache, but the headache was less than it was before. I experienced those symptoms for the rest of the evening and woke up this morning feeling completely normal.

941238 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 PR 35.0 35 M At 5 min after the administration, the rash started on the whole hand where the vaccine was administered, petechiae and his right hand fingers began to swell, then eyes started swelling, back with rash, had vomits. On the second had swelling of the face and dark color on the orbit of the eyes and red and yellow lacerations on the inside of the eye. In addition a lot of pain in the joints without being able to walk.

941239 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 HI 52.0 52 M Early administration of vaccine- Administration error: Patient received first dose of Pfizer COVID vaccine at another location on 28 DEC 2020. Pfizer COVID vaccine second dose to be given 21 days after first dose. Patient arrived to Bloch Arena for COVID Vaccine #2. Patient given dose number 2 on 12 Jan 2021, only 15 days after first dose.

941240 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Arm swollen, red all the way down to elbow, lymph nodes under arms swollen, all symptoms started on 1/4,

941241 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MI 27.0 27 F Headache, fatigue, swollen lymph node on the right side of neck

941242 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NY 66.0 66 F Night after vaccine, experience dizziness and Vertigo that worsened until patient had to report to ED.  Remains dizzy to this time.  Never had this effect before vaccine.

941243 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 28.0 28 F Patient received injection at 1045 to left deltoid. At approx. 1053, patient noted to be clearing throat and claims "it feels difficult to swallow". Patient assessed and lips noted to be slightly swollen and diaphoretic. No SOB or difficulty with speech at this time and patient remains A&0x4. Patient placed into wheelchair and escorted to ED immediately with proper precautions in place.

941244 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Fatigue, body aches. Improving.

941245 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 MA 28.0 28 M patient developed delayed rash near vaccine injection site 7 days after vaccination. Rash remained for few days and now is improving

941246 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 TX 68.0 68 M Covid symptoms began 2-3 days after shot. Presented to ER day 11 day after positive with extreme dyspnea O2 Sat at 88% Chest xray opacities throughout the bilateral hemithoracies would suggest multifocal infiltrate  Admitted on high flow oxygen reduced to 6 liters currently  D-dimer is >35.20Y

941247 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 IL 65.0 65 F Large red bullseye circle at injection site that is warm to the touch and itches

941248 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 ND 46.0 46 F Nausea, vomiting, headache, fatigue.  Started 1/7/21- ended 1/9/21.  Took zofran, compazine, and ibuprofen for symptoms, fluids and rest.  Still with fatigue and noticed swelling in lymph nodes in left underarm area.

941249 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NY 31.0 31 F I developed a raised red rash that started under my chin and has spread up my face, all down my neck, around my ears, down my chest, and in my groin. The rash burns and itches.

941250 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 ID 36.0 36 F Numbness in neck and face on left side lasting for 3-4 days; now intermittent tingling in face and neck on left side; no facial droop

941251 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 SC 53.0 53 F Experienced intense nausea and dizziness within 25 minutes of injection; tachycardia, increased blood pressure; skin redness with blotches on face and neck; uncontrollable shaking; chills.  These diminished to tolerable level within 30 minutes after onset.  Evening of injection:  nausea, vomiting, fatigue, muscle cramping.  Next day:  nausea, light headedness

941252 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Left arm pain, headache, chills. Resolved.

941253 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 MT 67.0 67 F Injection site soreness for couple of days after the shot.  This returned about 10 days later and much less painful.  Redness, warm and a bit swollen.  A few days later, now, a bit itchy.

941254 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 OH 31.0 31 F Soreness of point of entry of shot that lasted 30hrs.

941255 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 WI 26.0 26 F -0 to 1 day after vaccine: moderate left deltoid soreness, resolved completely -3 days after vaccine: new left axillary soreness and mild axillary lymphadenopathy  -7 days after vaccine: worsening left axillary pain and lymphadenopathy with several axillary lymph nodes 1 cm in diameter. Lymphadenopathy now extending to left supraclavicular nodes and left anterior cervical chains. No other lymphadenopathy noted (I.e not bilateral). Erythema and new soreness appears over left deltoid in a 4cm patch. Seen by urgent care. Advised to report symptoms to CDC via V-safe app

941256 12/19/2020 01/13/2021 22.0 22 F Within one hour of getting first dose of vaccine PT sts she experienced a headache and sore throat, a few hours later, vomiting and diarrhea began.  On 20DEC20 PT sts headache and vomiting continued iwht diarrhea persisting intermittently over next 48 hrs.  Pt went home from work 20DEC20 and was able to resume regular duties the next day with intermittent diarrhea.

941257 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 44.0 44 F The day after my vaccine(1/8/21), I noticed pins and needles/tingling sensations in my left foot and left hand. I have never had this happen before. IT lasted for about 15 minutes that night.  The day after that(1/9/21), it happened again in the evening and lasted about 10-15 minutes.  The morning after that(1/10/21), I had the pins and needles/tingling and a bit of numbness in my left hand that lasted for a few hours.  That evening(1/10/21), I had the sensations again in my left hand, as well as noticing a prickling/itching sensation on both of my shoulders. That lasted for about 30 minutes.   That was the last time I experienced it and have not experienced it again in the last 2 days.

941258 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Site: Pain at Injection Site-Mild, Systemic: Chills-Medium, Systemic: Headache-Mild, Systemic: Elevated blood pressure. Rose to 140/110. No history of HTN. Returned to patient's normal blood pressure measure of 130/90 30-45 minutes after receiving the vaccine.

941259 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 NY 46.0 46 F Fever 102.9F

941260 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 WI 50.0 50 F Vaccine received at 10:10. Mild pruritus occurred at vaccination site at 10:25. Quickly progressed to upper body widespread hives and itching/  Received 0.3mg epi in Right thigh at 10:35 and 25 mg Benadryl.  All hives resolved by 10:40 and itching resolved by 11:00

941261 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Fatigue, body ache, chills, nausea, headache. Resolved.

941262 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 VA 61.0 61 F same night after vaccination around 8pm after dinner.  I started feeling sick. I headed to the bathroom and I started having diarrhea and vomiting  at the same time. After I started having chills. I started drinking some ginger ale. Throughout the night I had diarrhea 2 additional times throughout the night. Around 1130pm I started eating crackers and I felt better. The next morning I'm feeling a little fatigued and my stomach is still feeling a bit off

941263 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 51.0 51 M A large red area surrounding the injection site measuring approximately 3x5 inches with bruising inside. This was not visible until this morning, more than 2 weeks after the first dose of the vaccine.

941264 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 21.0 21 M EMPLOYEE STATED HE HAD CHILLS AND SOME MUSCLE ACHES DURING THE NIGHT BUT WOKE UP FEELING VERY WELL

941265 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 TX 78.0 78 F Seven days post vaccination an itchy rash developed in the injection area.

941266 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Itchy Welt  New welt showed up under the original welt starting to spread

941267 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 28.0 28 M Chest pain, mouth tingling

941268 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MD 64.0 64 F awakened at 3am with fever 101 and shaking chills the night after my second SARS Pfizer vaccine. flu-like sx lasted for one day; fever resolved by this am 1/13

941269 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 FL 51.0 51 F The day after receiving the vaccine I woke up with slight soreness of the arm. At work at 10:00am I began to get fatigued chills overall body aches but was afebrile. I also had nasal congestion and sneezing for 4 hrs. that resolved. At 12 noon I felt progressively worse and had to leave work. I got home and my temp was 100.2 and took more Ibuprofen at 1 PM. At 2PM the body aches and chills were pretty severe- my temp rose to 103.2. I took more Ibuprofen and alternated with TYLENOL and it returned to normal at 10 PM. I notified my Drs office and had a telemedicine visit with Dr at 4PM who thought it was a normal immune response but suggested getting a COVID Test in the meantime before returning to work. I woke up this morning afebrile with no issues notified employee health got a referral and had my COVID test completed at 09:30am. The urgent care MD strongly urged me to report to VAERS, not just CDC as I had yesterday. My COVID tests are still pending.

941270 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 GA 69.0 69 M Patient said he felt like someone was holding his throat and he mentioned he has a history of throat tightening. He was given two Benadryl and was checked on about 8 times (every 10 minutes or so). He said he felt like normal and was checked on 2 more times

941271 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 49.0 49 M Muscle soreness, joint soreness, Fever, Vertigo

941273 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NY 43.0 43 F Red raised circle with severe swelling in the upper arm, chills in the morning, whole body muscle pain, and nausea starting Thursday afternoon. Started a fever of 100 f  and a headache Thursday night. The headache, nausea, and swelling in the arm lasted until Sunday night.

941275 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 VA 88.0 88 F Vaccination, affected area very sensetiv to touch, tiny bit swollen, nothing else.

941276 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 TN 60.0 60 F The day after my arm was very soar for at least 48 hours, no fever just laying around. I had low energy for about three weeks and I'm just now feeling better. Around the 26th my lymph nodes swelled up (three of them) . I called my PCP, he told me to take Tylenol is painful and to put warm compress if they were uncomfortable. They are still there, they don't hurt or painful.

941277 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Site: Pain at Injection Site-Mild, Systemic: Chills-Medium, Systemic: Headache-Mild, Systemic: Elevated blood pressure. Rose to 140/110. No history of HTN. Returned to patient's normal blood pressure measure of 130/90 30-45 minutes after receiving the vaccine.

941278 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 KY 52.0 52 M Symptomatic 1/8/2021 and tested positive for COVID 1/9/2021. Symptoms include sore throat.  No know exposures

941279 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 UT 33.0 33 M Pt received vaccine on 1/7. Started having symptoms of fever, body aches, fatigue, headache, sore/dry throat, diarrhea, and vomiting.

941280 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MD 49.0 49 M Increasing shortness of breath starting several hours after the vaccination

941281 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IL 58.0 58 F was told by occupational health that rash reporting was mandatory.  Rash noted over entire trunk and all extremities, sparing head, hands, and feet

941282 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Running nose, cough, Stuffy nose. Took Tylenol.

941283 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Headache, muscle ache, low grade fever, chills, loss of appetite

941284 01/03/2021 01/13/2021 TX 54.0 54 F 1/4 started with a headache dull, 1/5 evening body aches started, headache continued, 1/6 all SX worsened and low grade fever started, 1/7 continued, arm was hurting, all other sx resolved, 1/8 are started itching red/hot/swollen, this is still the case today 1/13

941285 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 CA 61.0 61 M 10 days after receiving vaccine I experience spread hives and throat itchiness. Went to ED. Took Prednisone for the next 7 days with hydroxixyne which totally alleviated all symptoms. Also I went to my Primary Care MD for f/u. After treatment hives started again, then I started to take benadryl orally which kept my symptoms in check but today it came back worse again despite medication.

941286 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Headache began the next morning and had been returning daily with pain and pressure behind the eyes.  Some sinus inflammation but clear discharge.  Swollen lymph node on left side of neck started 1/10 with minor pain.

941287 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 PA 56.0 56 F Felt lightheaded at work. Sent to ER had BP 183/101 hr 127, given IV fluids and discharged . Later that evening had fever and chills.

941288 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 KS 60.0 60 F Reported a fever of 101.  Chilling and neck and arm pit swelling to right side on 1/5/2021 at 8pm.  No symptoms on 1/7/2021.

941289 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 PA 21.0 21 F Vaccine EUZ.  Nausea, Headache, Aches and Pains, Chills, Felt Faint

941290 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 ID 48.0 48 F Increased pain, URE/axilla swelling, intermittent shooting pain in URE starting on 1/12/2021 approx. 1430, progressively worsened.

941291 12/25/2020 01/13/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Chills, 01:00 am  102 temperate  and head ache and chills. Next day had head ache and  fatigue  diarrhea for 36 hours  and got tested for 12/28/2020 Tested for COVID -19 was negative.

941292 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 OH 48.0 48 F Systemic: Headache-Severe, Systemic: Nausea-Mild, Systemic: increasing blood pressure upwards of 170/101 while lying down, heart rate 119, 100% o2 sat, difficult breathing. Patient was visibly nervous and apprehensive prior to receiving vaccine. ER via EMS.-Severe

941293 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Body ache, chills, headache. Improving.

941294 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Itchiness, warmth, tenderness, and notable knot on date of vaccination 1/4/21. She took Advil & applied warm compress with no relief. Warm, red, inflamed and tender area still present and increased in size on 1/13/21. Evaluated by physician for ongoing symptoms. received prescription Bactrim.

941295 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 38.0 38 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Nausea, lightheadedness, numbness to right side of face, slight droop of right side of bottom lip/mouth. The right side of my bottom lip started tingling about 15-20 minutes after receiving the vaccine. I had no swelling or other impairment at the time and was released after 40 minutes of observation. A little later the entire right side of my face felt as if it had fallen asleep, approximately 1 hour later and it worsened until about 4 hours later. By the next day the nausea and lightheadedness was gone, and the tingling/numbness to the right side of my face was gone within 48 hours, improving after 24 hours.

941296 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Fever Body aches Headache Chills Shaking Nausea

941297 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 IN 44.0 44 F muscle aches beginning with shoulders and neck before spreading over entire body; low-grade fever of 100 degrees, chills, nausea- all lasting for about 24 hours

941298 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Body Aches, Fatigue and Headache resolved about 36 hours after injection. No fever detected using forehead digital thermometer. Arm remained sore for 96 hours Treated with Tylenol and rest.

941299 12/16/2020 01/13/2021 51.0 51 F 1/3/21 Sinus pressure, loss of smell, cough, SOA with exertion, HA, fatigue, sore throat, ear pain

941300 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 CA 37.0 37 F On 1/12/2021 (two weeks following the injection) the injection site became hot to the touch, quite red, itchy, and slightly swollen. On the morning of 1/13/2021 I noticed that it was still swollen, hot to the touch, mildly itchy, less swollen, but now has a large red ring around the injection site with a pale center.

941301 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Fever of 100.2, body aches, headache

941302 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 FL 80.0 80 F I am having rash development on both upper front thighs, chest stomach and back.  Itch a little but little red spots are visible.  Never have had an allergy or allergic reaction all my life to anything.  The only thing different done since new year is the Covid-19 vaccine (Pfizer-BioNTech) was the vaccine.  It was my first dose and questioning whether to do 2nd vaccination.  If I am allergic to the synthetic vaccine...I am uncertain about taking the 2nd dose which could catastrophically cause more problems as in constriction of breathing, rashes , death etc.  I am due for 2nd dose on 01/28/21.  I would appreciate input as to whether i should receive 2nd dose; and i wanted to report my adverse affect which i am still having.  Thank you.

941303 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 LA 38.0 38 F Pt developed itchy, painful red, raised rash appears consistent with hives

941304 01/03/2021 01/13/2021 WI 34.0 34 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine  5 minutes after receiving vaccine she experienced the following symptoms: rash/hives (rash on chest, back, around hair line, injection site and behind ears), dizziness, numbness and tingling of tongue.  Pt taken to ER as rash and tingling of tongue is persisting after taking Benadryl 50 mg and zyrtec 10mg at 0920. Epipen provided at discharge from ED.

941306 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Woke up to chills, then fever developed, up to 100.8. Fever/chills/body aches/headache lasted until the evening of 1/12. Felt miserable

941307 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 19.0 19 M Headache began around 8:00 pm on the day of the vaccination with worsening arm pain. The next morning around 7:00 am I had a fever of ~102 F, worsening headache, and nausea.

941308 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 KY 45.0 45 F pt reported feeling rapid heart rate and faint. Skin cool and clammy, pt assisted to lie down, HR 130's, BP 134/78. c/o feeling pressure in throat. Rapid response called and patient assisted to stretcher and transported to ED.

941309 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 64.0 64 F Body aches Muscle soreness Chills Fatigue

941310 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 OH 38.0 38 F Patient reported adverse event one hour after vaccination via phone. Patient is a NP that works in Urgent Care setting. Patient stated that she did not have any concerns with receiving the vaccine and did not feel anxious before or during vaccination. Patient did not appear anxious before or during the vaccination per Nurse. Patient reported that approx. 10 minutes after vaccination while in her 15 minute monitoring period she felt a sudden onset of tachycardia. Patient states that she did not count her pulse but felt like at least 120 beats /min while at rest and lasted approx.  2 minutes. Episode stopped before her 15 minute monitoring period was up. No other symptoms present. Patient did not report tachycardia to any HD staff before leaving the HD. Patient had one other episode of sudden onset tachycardia while driving home that lasted approx. 2 minutes. Approx. 1 hour after vaccination patient was home and took Benadryl 25mg and repeated again at 3pm and 9pm on 01/04/2021 due to intermittent episodes of tachycardia on 01/04/2021. No further episodes of tachycardia reported. On 01/05/2021 patient reports feeling very anxious and took hydroxyzine that night to manage strong feeling of anxiety. Patient cancelled a scheduled trip the next day due to high anxiety and was evaluated by her PCP on 01/07/2021. PCP ordered Celexa due to high anxiety since episodes of tachycardia. Patient cancelled her Moderna COVID 19 second dose.

941311 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 MD 40.0 40 F Starting the day after the injection she began experiencing pain and swelling in her armpit.

941312 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NC 62.0 62 F Chills, fever, severe muscle aches, headache, fatigue

941313 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 IA 49.0 49 F Red, Swollen, Painful left arm approximately 1 week after injection:  saw practitioner and placed on antibiotics

941314 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 OH 48.0 48 F Systemic: Headache-Severe, Systemic: Nausea-Mild, Systemic: increasing blood pressure upwards of 170/101 while lying down, heart rate 119, 100% o2 sat, difficult breathing. Patient was visibly nervous and apprehensive prior to receiving vaccine. ER via EMS. -Severe.

941315 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 WI 53.0 53 F Anaphylaxis requiring administration of Epi

941316 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NC 35.0 35 F On 1/12/2021 around 2:30 pm  , one week after vaccine, my right upper arm became extremely swollen with a red area ~ 3 1/2  inches by 3 1/2 inches.  Later in the evening my lymph nodes in my arm axially became swollen. The red area is burning and itchy . I am fatigued as well.

941317 12/16/2020 01/13/2021 51.0 51 F 1/3/21 sinus pressure, loss of smell, cough, SOA with exertion, HA, fatigue, sore throat, ear pain

941320 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 PA 38.0 38 F Rash/itchy raised bumps around injection site, vertigo. Prescribed meclazine and triamcinolone.

941322 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 SD 60.0 60 F Patient calls to report headache, nausea, sharp pains in joints, left arm is swollen at injection site and hurts, she was not feverish this morning, but feels feverish now (1330pm), and anxiety

941323 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 30.0 30 F Reports no reaction the first day but, on the second day she had muscle pain her right arm at injection site had a knot and swelling.  Muscle pain and swelling of arm left, the bump remained.  On 1/12/ 2021 Redness,swelling and warmth came back at injection site. Into clinic to report today 1/13/2021.  Injection site is warm to tough and red.  Right arm blotchy and itching.  Client in formed if does not clear soon to seek medical attention.

941324 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Chills, fever, headache, body aches,

941325 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 VA 27.0 27 F Fever, chills, body aches, headache, nausea

941326 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 OK 32.0 32 F 1/11- starting spotting off cycle  1/12 Woke up at 12:30am due to fully body aches, chills and fever. 7:45am had fever of 102.2 body aches and leg cramps, 2:00pm had fever of 102 and body aches. 10:00pm still had body aches and fever. 10:00am took Tylenol, fever broke to 100.5 still body aches and leg cramps came back.

941327 12/25/2020 01/13/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Tossed and Turned had chills  awoke at 01:00 am  tempt check 102. head aches, diarrhea, fatigue . Fatigue and head aches  for 36  hours  Tested for COVID -19 negative.

941328 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 FL 48.0 48 F Syncopy episode; client refused transport by EMS

941329 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 55.0 55 M Chills, achey joints, headache, backaches, swollen glands under right armpit, tired and sluggishness.

941330 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IN 62.0 62 M Wrong Patient (documentation in EMR); symptoms lasted 0 days

941331 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 NC 49.0 49 F Very tender, red knot on arm.  Became VERY hot, itchy, and and bumps on it two or three days after the 25th.  Looked like a red bullseye

941332 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 HI 61.0 61 F the following week after my shot I started to feel itchy and when I scratched my skin it would welt up like hives.  It would go away after awhile.  I kept feeling itchy and would have hive like welts when I scratched my skin.  I eventually went to the store and purchased Claritin to relieve the itchiness.

941333 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 33.0 33 M PT sts he began to feel feverish within one hour of vaccine.  Over the next 36 hrs sts his highest self-assessed temprature was 102.4F.  Headaches, tiredness, and systemic body aches began within 24hrs of vaccine.  Sts he was going for a COVID test, not positive.  Discovered gall bladder issue shortly after vaccination, in treatment.

941334 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Site: Itching at Injection Site-Mild, Systemic: pt had tingling on left side of face from lips to ear and arm felt funny

941335 12/26/2020 01/13/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Reported sharp chest pain on the middle/left side. Initially it was constant pain and hurt more when she took normal breaths. Symptoms resolved. She saw her PCP.

941336 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 CO 48.0 48 F diarrhea for four days straight  headache on day 6 and 7

941338 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 KY 52.0 52 F After about 20 minutes, the patient stated she felt short of breath, chest tightness, and her face became red. The nurses took her vitals which showed hypertension and tachycardia. She was lowered to the ground and given some juice while a code was called. When the code team arrived, the patient was alert and oriented within the vaccination clinic, she was then transferred to the ER by nursing staff and hospital security.

941339 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 NY 67.0 67 F Chills, arm pain, tiredness.  By 1/9/21 extreme tiredness and chills, upset stomach and arm pain.  Symptoms subsided by Monday 1/11/21.

941340 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 51.0 51 M Symptoms - ?approximately 1 hour after vaccination, mild HA.  Approximately 3 hours after vaccination, worsening HA and generalized body aches.  Approximately 7 hours after vaccination:  chest soreness and achiness, denies airway issues or SOB. Last day of work and shift ? currently at work Home remedies? -   naproxen 500 mg at 0730 Any improvement? ? mild improvement Recommendation? EE encouraged to continue to monitor symptoms and to call vaccine support line with further questions or concerns.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

941341 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MD 41.0 41 F Elevated temperature, chills, body ache, headache, fatigue

941342 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 46.0 46 F Headache, fatigue, swollen lymph nodes,  chills, fever

941343 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 35.0 35 F COVID positive

941344 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 WV 32.0 32 F Patient c/o a tingling in lips and rash over arm. Patient taken immediately to ER to be seen.

941345 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 NC 27.0 27 F Systemic: hands itching-Mild; symptoms lasted 0 days

941346 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CT 50.0 50 F None stated.

941347 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 CO 46.0 46 F Systemic: numbness at injection site-Severe

941348 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 GA 49.0 49 M About 1 hour after vaccination the individuals left side of face went numb and left tongue became numb.  He also felt very flushed.  About two hours after vaccination the symptoms slowly resolved and the next day symptoms were 90% resolved.  Numbness involved only the left scalp and face and left side of tongue.

941349 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MA 30.0 30 F One day after receiving the vaccine, injection site became very erythematous, indurated, swollen, painful and remained so for a week. Still hasn't completely resolved. Have not tried any treatments, just letting it resolve on its own. I am concerned that because I was covid positive less than 90 days ago that is why I had this reaction. Never reacted this way to a vaccine before.

941350 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 43.0 43 F Patient recieved Pfizer vaccine 01/10/21. On 01/11/21 patient started to experience a migraine. On 01/12/21 patient started to expereince a worsened mirgraine accompanied with vomiting and severe back pain.

941351 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 AL 79.0 79 F Fevr,vomiting, hurt all over, short of breath

941352 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 PA 37.0 37 F Roughly 12 to 16 hours after receiving the vaccine I stated with some fatigue and body aches. I took tylenol and motrin twice during the 12 hour shift at the scheduled times. I was working night shift when this happen and came home and went to bed 24 hours after receiving the vaccine. The time I went to bed had fatigue, headache, body aches with neck and back pain. Took tylenol and motrin before going to sleep. When I woke up at 4pm, 31 hours after receiving the vaccine I had, sore throat, head congestion, severe body aches and headache. I attempted to get up since I was scheduled to work at 7pm and then got dizzy. I took tylenol and motrin, put a heating pad on my back, drank some hot tea and went back to bed for the night. Woke up at 7:30am almost 2 days after receiving the vaccine still with headache, body aches and fatigue. The sore throat and head congestion seem to have subsided. Took more tylenol and motrin and went back to bed. Still at this time feel just tired and body aches, mostly in the neck and back.

941353 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OK 25.0 25 F The next morning i noticed i had a Sore arm and red raised area after vaccination. My heart rate has been higher than usual and I have chills.

941354 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 OH 47.0 47 F I went to sleep on 1/11/21 and noticed some itching.  After my shower on 1/12 in the am, I noticed a erythematous, maculopapular rash at the site of the injection.  it covers the entire deltoid area.  It looked like hives at first and now it is just red and flat.

941356 01/07/2020 01/13/2021 NJ 45.0 45 F The day after the second vaccine I had significant arm soreness and some fatigue and malaise. On Saturday two days after the second dose I had significant dizziness which might be considered vertigo. I am now six days past the second vaccine and continue to have dizziness.

941357 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 KY 42.0 42 F Patient was seen in office c/o paresthesias and numbness with facial twitching on R side of face on cheek. Within two hours this had progressed to numbness to light touch and pinprick on exam from R temple to R mandible. No other neurological abnormalities were noted on exam. Vital signs were stable. No local site reaction noted of R arm. No fever. Patient was monitored for any progressive neuro changes and no progression was noted.  By Jan 09,2021 the numbness had completely resolved. No  further problems noted.

941358 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 PA 34.0 34 F Post shot: 1/11/21  10pm I had a headache and mild chills 1/12/21 12am-2am chills and rigors without fever  2am-6am fever, chills with rigors at time, nausea, headache, joint pain, fatigue, dizziness, double vision, drenching night sweats 6am-11pm continuing mild fevers and chills without rigors , joint pain, nausea, headache. Last fever was approx 6pm that day but the chills continued 1/13/21 12am-6am chills and fatigue. No fevers. Drenching night sweats  6am- present fatigue and slight headache   Motrin was able to help the fevers and I stay well hydrated

941359 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MI 58.0 58 F Headache, 2 hours post vaccine Soreness at injection site, fatigue, headache, and chills 24hours post vaccine. Continue to experience fatigue and headaches for 4 days. On-going headache continues.
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941360 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 IL 72.0 72 F Started to itch 1/12/21. Today, 1/13/21,  it is red with a little lump under the skin. Doesn't hurt.

941361 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 MA 59.0 59 F Went to bed not feeling well. My husband came to check on me approx. 12:30 am. He was unable to arouse me. When he tried to get me up out of bed I collapsed and then had syncopal episode. He call 911. Paramedics could not get blood pressure and I was diaphoretic and body temp was cold. They rushed me to the hospital. My blood pressure was dangerously low along with my body temperature. I was given epinephrine and LEVOPHED to get a blood pressure. I was warmed up. Then I had GI issues of vomiting, diarrhea, nausea. I spend 4 days in hospital.Y Y 4

941362 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MI 61.0 61 F Initially mild nausea, moderate abdominal cramping for 30 minutes then severe watery diarrhea and moderate to severe abdominal cramping with moderate chills lasting 6 hours. Any fluids taken ran right through me. 4 lb weight loss and muscle cramping from dehydration. 12 hours after symptoms started I was able to take fluids and eat crackers. 24 hours after start felt shaky with mild abdominal soreness but improvement progressed and by 28 hours after start if symptoms felt normal other than I felt like I did 100 sit ups!

941363 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 AK 56.0 56 F Large localized rash, warm, itchy, increased in size since first noticed.

941364 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 IL 22.0 22 F Redness, swelling, warmth to touch, and  itching at injection site.  Swelling and redness are 7.5 cm x 6 cm on the left upper arm. This has been present since 01/05/2021 and has mildly increased in size since onset.

941365 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 WA 45.0 45 F Systemic: swelling on her throat, numbing lips; symptoms lasted 0 days

941366 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 PA 22.0 22 F dizzy, headache, nausea, vomiting, severe pain injection site

941367 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CA 55.0 55 F rash all over, 2 hours after vaccine, and still a week later

941368 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MN 64.0 64 F aches and pains everywhere, almost crippling, taking Tylenol. Outcome: feeling like I can work the rest of my 12 hour shift

941370 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 FL 39.0 39 M Pt received doe #2 to left deltoid at 1300. Immediately he began profusely sweating. he was observed for ~ 1 hour and continued to be diaphoretic. No CP, SOB, lightheadedness or syncope. Vital signs normal. Brought to employee health clinic. Remained slightly diaphoretic but normal exam/ vital signs stable

941371 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 43.0 43 F extreme fatigue, headache -negative covid test

941372 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 DE 66.0 66 F Severe nausea, vomiting, diarrhea day 7 lasting approximately 12 hrs.  Forced rehydration fluid.

941373 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 AL 30.0 30 F c/o numbness left hand, states happened after 1st shot but was several hours later, declines Benadryl, states makes her drowsy, states she will just monitor herself and return if it gets worse.

941374 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 GA 98.0 98 F developed pain, redness and heat in her left wrist on 1/11/21. I saw her on 1/12 and evaluated it. It could be gout or pseudogout and just a coincidence but we need to fill out a VAERS report on it, just in case.

941375 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 51.0 51 F On vaccine day (day 1) 1/4/21, started having right shoulder and upper arm pain, area of vaccine warm and very stiff, no redness or swelling.  Very limited ROM.  Day 2-1/5/21 continued with right shoulder and arm pain, stiffness, tenderness, very difficult and limited ROM even with donning clothing.  Day 3-1/6/21 still very sore and still ROM getting slowly better, soreness at vaccine site, and pressure causes pain could not sleep on arm first 3 days.  Day 4-1/7/21 right shoulder and upper arm are sore, but greatly improved and no further limited ROM can move arm and shoulder fluently.

941376 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CO 38.0 38 F Developed a raised rash at and around injection site. 2in x 4 in in size. Itchy. Localized only, not over entire body.

941378 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OH 32.0 32 F Shoulder pain and excruciating pain when moving arm.

941379 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 59.0 59 F After waiting 15 minutes, I walked to my car feeling dizzy.  I sat in my car for a few minutes, very dizzy.  After about 2 minutes I began to drive away.  I then became to dizzy, I had to pull into the lot of a vacant store.  I was incapacitated with dizziness!  I notified my two daughters in case something worse happened.  The dizziness was so extreme.  Vertigo.  I laid my car seat back and opened my car windows and did some deep breathing.  Still too dizzy to drive back to the vaccination site.  I then ate a granola bar, hoping it might help.  It did.  After about 15 minutes the dizziness subsided and I was able to drive away.  It was quite severe and scary at the time.

941380 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NC 55.0 55 M ?Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA?.  We are reporting a vaccine administration error, NOT an adverse drug reaction. There was no harm to the patient (KW) as a result of the error. The error occurred on 1/11/2021 during the hospital?s vaccination of co-workers for COVID-19. The co-worker in this report was vaccinated with a syringe containing air only and no actual vaccine. How the error occurred - a first-time volunteer from critical care transport was assisting at the hospital?s vaccine clinic with vaccine preparation and was observed correctly drawing up doses from the first vial. Error occurred when the volunteer drew up doses from the second vial (and was not being observed). The volunteer drew up air only and no vaccine. How the error was discovered - administrator thought the syringe felt ?strange? and did not contain any vaccine. The error was discovered at that point. Investigation found that the volunteer had drawn up a total of 6 doses that contained air instead of vaccine and were dispensed for administration. Four vaccine syringes containing only air (and no vaccine) were recovered unused. Two vaccine syringes containing air (and no vaccine) had reached patients. This patient (KW) received one of the affected syringes, was still at vaccine clinic when the error was discovered and was immediately re-vaccinated with a correctly prepared syringe. Action ? the vaccine clinic is taking greater care and additional time to confirm the skillset of the individuals who are first time volunteers at the vaccine clinic.

941381 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 KS 60.0 60 F 1/12/2021 this employee came into office showing that she had a reddened area to her right Deltoid.  It was approximately 2 inches wide and 1.5 inches long.  It was hard when palpated and it was itching.  It did not show  up until this day which was 8 days post vaccination.  Instructed to take Benedryl at bedtime and then come back to assess.  1/13/2021 this employee came back and the area of redness had increased but was less red and was not itching.  Measurements of 2 inches x 2 inches were present for redness.  The tissue was now soft instead of the harness felt yesterday.

941382 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 FL 34.0 34 F Pain in right eye - turned out to be iritis. - treated with steroid

941383 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 WA 45.0 45 F Systemic: swelling on her throat, numbing lips; symptoms lasted 0 days

941384 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 FL 25.0 25 F About an hour after injection, started feeling heart race and felt jittery. Arm was sore right away. Next day atm was even more sore and still anxious feeling. Two days later, started having a head ache. Feeling rundown, tired, and bad cough with a sore throat.

941385 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 WI 25.0 25 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine  Patient received her COVID vaccine .. During the observation period, the patient reported feeling a lump in her throat, clammy hands, lightheadedness, and tingling of her lips and face. Patient was taken back to an exam room. Orange juice provided, patient laid down. Each time patient would sit up, she would feel jittery and lightheaded. After having the patient stay in the patient exam room for 45 minutes with clinical staff monitoring her status, the patient did not report any improvement in symptoms, therefore, she was transported to the ED

941386 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Patient reports baseball size mass/lump to left axillary/breast area 1 day after vaccine administration. Patient states lump was sore and tender and pain aggravated by movement of left upper extremity. Lump is progressively getting smaller.

941387 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 41.0 41 F COVID positive

941388 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 WY 32.0 32 F Woke the following morning with 102 fever, severe headache, and fatigue.  On Sunday onset lymph nodes under right arm swollen and painful.  On Tuesday, 1/12/21 reports improvement of swollen lymph nodes but has continued fatigue.

941389 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe

941390 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NE 44.0 44 F Brought to her attention the sucrose in the vaccine information. She stated she would be fine.  Gave vaccination and instructed employee to stay in hospital for at least 15- 30 minutes.  Employee walked back into vaccine clinic at 1109 and states she isn't feeling well, slight rash noted at injection site and slight rash on chest.  Employee is anxious do to previous issue mentioned above.  Took employee to EHS.  BP 215/107 P 122, shaking feels like right side of her throat is slightly swollen no SOB, Pulse ox 98%  P 133.  BRRT called at 1112. Employee states she took Benadryl 25 mg before coming to get vaccine. States she was walking in hall and started not feeling well so took Benadryl 25mg.  1116 BP 198/106 P135.  BRRT staff here and assessing employee. T98.2 at 1119.  1121 BP 186/ 91 P 107.  Employee reports she is feeling better now bumps in her mouth or swelling in her throat, less shaking redness in chest and right arm decreased.  Employee refused to go to ED signed  refusal form.  1126 BP 189/96 P92 BRRT team still here. Employee will continue to be monitored in EHS.    BP 177/87 P87 feeling much better ready to leave EHS.

941391 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 AR 47.0 47 F Patient's report: "Started to notice swelling in my right arm pit on 1/12/2021 and tenderness in my neck also on 1/12/2021 I had the second shot on 1/11/2021 at 12pm"

941392 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 SC 48.0 48 F TESTED POSITIVE FOR COVID ON 12/30/20 AFTER GETTING VACCINE ON 12/28/20

941393 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 CT 28.0 28 F Systemic: dizziness,lump in throat, difficulty swallowing, numbness of lip area; symptoms lasted 0 days

941394 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 56.0 56 F throat closing and shortness of breathe. given epinephrine 0.3IM

941395 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 MD 43.0 43 F Itching, swelling, now have cellulitis

941396 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MI 32.0 32 F Red/swollen/warm/painful injection site

941397 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MI 27.0 27 F 1/11 10:30pm-severe headache and jaw ache/stiff jaw 1/12 AM-headache and jaw ache continues, nausea 1/12 afternoon-headache and jaw ache continues, nausea, low grade fever (99.9) and chills 1/12 night-headache and jaw ache 1/13 AM and afternoon-headache and jaw ache

941398 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 62.0 62 F Day after receiving vaccine: fatigue, fever, headache, body aches, shortness of breath,  Two days after receiving vaccine: extreme fatigue, racing pulse, high blood pressure

941399 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 SD 51.0 51 F generalized pruritis developed about 5-10 minutes after vaccine was given. Solu-medrol 40mg IM was given at that time. Pruritis persisted and patient then complained of mild shortness of breath. Epipen 0.3mg and diphenhydramine 50mg were given IM. EMS was called and the patient was transported to the ED.

941400 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 MO 17.0 17 F Error: Booster Given Too Early

941401 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CA 99.0 99 F Patient is a 99yr old female who got a covid vaccine in the afternoon of 1/10/21 and woke up in the morning of 1/11/21 with altered mental status, weakness, and dysarthria. She was taken from her assisted living facility to the hospital and MRI showed a small stroke in the right medial thalamus. She was also found to have new onset atrial fibrillation. She was treated appropriately for both conditions and discharged to a skilled nursing facility on 1/13/21.Y Y 2

941402 12/19/2020 01/13/2021 DE 35.0 35 F On 12/21/2020 I developed menzies & on 12/26/2020 I was seen by my doctor.

941403 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 NC 43.0 43 M 2 hours post vaccine runny nose, next day myalsia, back pain injection site discomfort, fatigue through Friday and Saturday I felt better and Sunday I lost sense of smell Monday I tested positive for covid, the rest of that week I felt sick and slowly symptoms resolved , I took one tylenol on 22nd

941404 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 47.0 47 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine 1/13/2021, patient  got 2nd dose of vaccine and minutes later experienced flushing and redness in chest area and sent to ED for evaluation.  Arrived to ED at 9:52 am and was given diphenhydramine 50 mg and famotidine 20 mg.  Clonidine 0.3 mg given at 12:18 pm for high BP.  At 11:20 am rash almost resolved, feeling better; discharged at 12:30pm

941405 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 PA 41.0 41 F Day 12- Noticed a bullseye where the vaccine was injected- slight itching- no other sx.  advised by employee health to report

941406 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 51.0 51 F developed a fever no other symptoms

941407 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 33.0 33 F fever, chills, nausea, headache

941408 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 WA 81.0 81 F Pt was accompanied by daughter, who drove pt to clinic. Pt was correctly identified, screened, given vaccine, monitored for appropriate time.  Pt left clinic as passenger of vehicle and was being driven  by daughter.  Pt started complainingg of Shortness of breath and not feeling right..  Daughter brought pt to local emergency room, Pt was later transferred to higher care hospital.  Information regarding symptoms and further medical care was relayed to clinic by family member.Y

941409 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AL 41.0 41 F Swelling and erythema to injection site.  Also reports headache, fever and chills.

941411 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 54.0 54 F I woke up the next morning with no voice, chest tightness and a mild cough, The 24th, my throat was worse, the chest tightness was worse and definately had a cough. I self isolated over christmas. My ribs were sore from the coughing. I was screened for FLU &  COVID on the 28th before I could return to work. I was treated for bronchitis. I was given cough syrup and an antibiotic.

941412 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MD 73.0 73 F On 01/11/2021, within a few hours of my grandmother getting the shot her injection area became red, swollen and hot to the touch. At around midnight the day her shot she started to experience tingling on both sides of my tounge. She an unusually restless night and on 1/12/2021 woke up feeling very tired and over all worn down.  Around 10:45a my I called to check on her she said she had just checked her temp and it was 99.6.  She was complaining of being very cold and had the shivers.  While on the phone she started to develop a stutter. At first it was one word every 14-20 word but it quickly got worse to the point where she couldn't get a full  word out and just sounds. I immediately left work and went to her house. On my way we contacted 911.  It took me about 10 mins to get to her house and when I got there she was semi- unresponsive on the couch making moaning noises and shaking. She was having severe muscle spasms throughout her body. You could see her muscles tighten and release. EMS got there within a few minutes after me. They checked her temp and it had increased to 101.00 she was a bit responsive and they were able to take her vitals however, it was difficult due to her shaking and convulsing. They transported her to the hospital and by they time they arrived (within 15 mins) her temp was then 102.6. She was still shaking, not lucid and stuttering her words. They hospital ran several tests to rule out stroke and other possible reasons for her symptoms- they said she had to be having a delayed reaction to the shot. She was extremely dehydrated, they hooked her up to an IV, she had an extremely elevated white blood count and was overall "out of it". She was given IV antibiotics and observed.

941413 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 KY 51.0 51 F Jitters and increased anxiety and feeling of being overwhelmed.  Prescribed Prozac 10 mg daily at this office visit.

941414 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 50.0 50 F headache, nauseous; taking Tylenol; feel the same as when the reaction started

941415 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 50.0 50 F Hives/itching - Benadryl taken and is being taken every 4-6 hrs

941416 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 UT 37.0 37 F She received her vaccine on the 1/4/2021.  She had localized discomfort for a few days.  On 1/12/21 she noticed a lump and redness on her upper arm.  The lump and redness has increased in size.  She returned today and it has doubled in size (redness 170cm x 145cm and lump 135cm x 130 cm).

941417 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 23.0 23 F Fever of 101.8, chills, and body aches starting at 7pm and ending the next morning

941418 12/19/2020 01/13/2021 DE 35.0 35 F I am nursing & on my left breast I developed menzies on 12/21/2020 & on 12/26/2020 I was seen by my doctor.

941419 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 64.0 64 F I developed a headache and nausea that lasted 36 hours. Headache gone after the 36 hours but still have some nausea 48 hours later. I am fine, but wanted to at least let you know that's how the second shot affected me. I had no reaction other than a sore arm after the first injection. I did not need to seek medical attention.

941420 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 51.0 51 F developed a fever of 100.0

941421 01/03/2021 01/13/2021 DE 40.0 40 F Systemic: increased heart rate-Mild; symptoms lasted 0 days

941422 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 FL 48.0 48 F Brief but very severe abdominal pain waking me from sleep. Pain was so intense I almost passed out. It restocked just as quickly, lasted 3-5 min

941423 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 WY 30.0 30 M Symptoms: Facial swelling, nausea, vomiting, headache, dizziness, and low blood pressure -Occurred at 11 PM on 06 Jan 2021 Treatment: benadryl, solu-medrol, epinephrine, prednisone at ER

941424 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 FL 49.0 49 F Widespread, red, raised, itchy, hot rash in  area surrounding injection site (upper left arm). Started on 1/12/21, 12 days after injection but no other exposure to an allergen so not known if related to vaccine.  Treating with hydrocortisone and Benadryl. Methylprednosolone 4mg dospak prescribed but not started.

941425 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 NJ 31.0 31 F rash on neck

941426 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 57.0 57 F Patient reported head pressure shortly after vaccine admin, observed for 30 mins, resolved at time of discharge from clinic.

941427 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 GA 46.0 46 F Systemic: dizziness, tinnitus, blood pressure 220/112

941428 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MI 59.0 59 F Fever, nausea, vomiting, chills

941429 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IL 27.0 27 F sore arm

941430 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CT 39.0 39 F difficulty breathing, pale, rash on chest ,diaphoretic   treated with diphenhydramine inj and dexamethasone injection

941431 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 54.0 54 F Day 1 of vaccine 1/4/21 - No symptoms. Day 2 - 1/5/21 site of vaccine red, circular area about the size of a .10C piece that by the end of an 8 hour day had spread to 35mm long by 15mm wide and was slightly raised and warm to touch. Let side of neck and shoulder were sore and painful and c/o headache, she did take Motrin and Benadryl on this day. No fever or chills.  By Day 3-1/6/21 experiencing no symptoms and all of the above have gone away.

941432 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 CA 29.0 29 F tingling on the neck started 2 days out from vaccination and lingered through the 3rd day out, moderate pain of inejction site began 1 day out from vaccination and lingered for 2 more days

941433 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AK 91.0 91 F diarrhea; morning after the second injection

941434 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 CA 41.0 41 F symptoms lasted four days day 8- itchy and pain on the left shoulder, same side of injection old tb scar was bright red and had two bloody blisters (this was the injection arm) rash started around injection site

941435 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 GA 61.0 61 F Flushing of neck and cheeks.

941436 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 WA 25.0 25 F Systemic: Nausea-Mild, Systemic: itching at injection site, high blood pressure around 160 but dropped; symptoms lasted 0 days

941437 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 NC 39.0 39 F within 5-10 minutes of injection, felt light-headed and fainted, support was with her and we helped her to the floor until stretcher could be moved over to her, immediately came to, placed on stretcher, rested for 10-15 minutes, drank water, felt well and got up from stretcher, no issues

941438 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NE 64.0 64 F Moderna vaccine dose 1:  10 days later,  at the injection site -the area around the injection side feels hard, it has turned red and it itches.  This did not happen until day 10.  I put cortizone on it to stop the itching which helped some  but it still itches.

941439 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 PA 59.0 59 F Fever X 3 days. COVID positive in may 2020

941440 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 51.0 51 F Developed a fever of 100.0

941442 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 AR 39.0 39 F I broke out into sever hives all over my legs. I noticed them around 5:00 pm, but I had been itchy prior to that I just did not notice the hives. Once I noticed the hives I took a shower, then contacted the pharmacy where I got the shot at, then took to Benadryl tablets. I also put some extra strength Benadryl cream on my legs as well. The hives were on both legs from the top to the bottom. Very red and blotchy in color, raised all over.  I kept an eye on it through out the night and re-applied cream. I did not go to the hospital or the doctor.

941443 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 PA 44.0 44 F patient had pain on left breast and painful blister rash mid line of breast/ over next day rash spread to under breast

941444 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 MI 30.0 30 F Systemic: swelling of eyelids and lips, no difficulty breathing-Medium

941445 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 35.0 35 M PT sts within a few hours of second vaccine, he experienced sore arm, tiredness, body aches, and chills, no reactions outside of those anticipated from the vaccine literature. Next morning, Wednesday 13JAN21 woke up with new onset of sharp, right-sided chest pain.  Worsens on breathing and coughing.  PN is otherwise persistent, does not radiate, but changes when breathing.

941446 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MI 36.0 36 M Soreness in underarm - lymph node area

941447 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 UT 42.0 42 F Extremely sore arm started a few hours after I received the injection. About 8 hours after receiving the injection I experienced flu-like symptoms: fever, chills, body aches, headache, upset stomach, malaise, overall ill feeling. Those lasted for 24 hours and started to subside on day 2 after the injection. On day 3 after the injection I was feeling better with only some minor aches and a little bit of a decreased appetite.

941448 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Very painful at injection site for 3 days.  Fatigue, body aches, chills for approximately 12 hours the following day

941449 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MA 57.0 57 M 0937 - states left wrist feels "clogged", can feel the blood flowing through, denies headache,   itching or nausea 0940 - given Benadryl 25 mg po 0950 - states left chest feels heavy, feels dizzy, left arm tingling - escorted to EMS tent 0954 - HR 73, BP 133/93, pulse ox 97%, 12 lead ekg initiated 0957 - called individual @ patient's request - advised that patient will be late returning to work 0959 - HR 76, BP 133/93, pulse ox 93% 1005 - states chest heaviness, left arm tingling resolving, no longer dizzy 1007 - declined transport to hospital, will go home  - wife is at home, feels fine to drive, not dizzy.             call to individual advising that patient is going home for the day 1015 - left clinic to go home, feeling better

941450 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 TX 32.0 32 F A few days after Vaccination I started feeling severe chills. I took night quill and went to sleep. I woke up and I had serve congestion and drainage and chills, Headaches. My eyes are watery and feel hot but I do not have a temp. I have body aches and joint, muscle and bone pain. 1/13 The symptoms have not gotten better. i called employee health and they stated to call VAERS. I am breast feeding and I'm not sure if this is happening because i am breast feeding. My milk supply has reduced by 50-75%. I tried to talk to a few MD's I know but I have not contact my PCP.

941452 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MO 28.0 28 F Systemic: Chills-Medium, Systemic: Headache-Mild, Systemic: Joint Pain-Severe, Systemic: Unable to Sleep-Severe, Systemic: Nausea-Medium; symptoms lasted 0 days

941454 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 47.0 47 M Day 1 of vaccine 1/4/21-no symptoms.  Day 2-1/5/21-Left arm and all left side down arm, leg to foot sore and painful and having headache.  Day 3-1/6/21-Now having all over body aches, painful and still having headache. Day 4-1/6/21-Vaccine site is now very tender and sore, and upper body mildly sore. Day 5-1/7/21 No symptoms.

941455 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MI 53.0 53 F Reddened injection site

941456 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 MI 20.0 20 F Systemic: Fainting-Medium

941457 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 KY 21.0 21 F Weakness, sore throat, dizziness, and shortness of breath

941458 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Nausea Dizziness

941459 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 68.0 68 F Injection site red & indurated approx 3 inches x 2 inches, as well as an area approx 6 inches x 4 inches of redness below injection site

941460 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 KY 50.0 50 F Tested COVID + 1/12/2021

941461 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 VA 48.0 48 F ED treatment albuterol, epi, solumedrol, benadryl

941463 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 RI 44.0 44 F 10 min after shot i felt extreme warmth throughout my body, my face was flushed and warm. I was sweating and short of breath. My peripheral vision was cloudy. This lasted approx ten minutes.

941464 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 CO 39.0 39 M Patient:  Date: 06 Jan 2021 1307  Appt Type: EROOM Treatment Facility:  Clinic: EMERGENCY ROOM FAX  Provider:  Patient Status: Outpatient Clinic Phone:  Autocites Refreshed by 06 Jan 2021 1335 Allergies o Penicillins: Urticaria (patient states hives) Labs No Labs Found. Rads No Rads Found. Vitals No Vitals Found. Appointment Comments: Last Updated by 06 Jan 2021 1332  XROOM 09 = Poss Covid vaccine reaction Questionnaire Autocites Refreshed by Jan 2021 1335  Questionnaires S/O Note Written by 06 Jan 2021 1357  Chief complaint The Chief Complaint is:Chief complaint The Chief Complaint is: COVID vaccine reaction. History of present illness The Patient is a 39 year old male. Patient is a 39-year-old male who presents to the emergency department after receiving the COVID vaccine today. The patient states that he began noticing shortness of breath, pain at the injection site, and numbness down his arm. He was told to report to the emergency department for evaluation. The patient denies fever, loss of consciousness, or other symptoms. The symptoms have been constant. Nothing is making the symptoms better. Past medical/surgical history Reported: No significant past medical history. Surgical / Procedural: No significant past surgical history. Personal history Behavioral: Not a current smoker. Drug Use: Not using drugs. Family history No significant family history. Review of systems A 10 point review of systems was conducted, which is negative except as stated in the history of present illness. Physical findings Vital Signs: ° Current vital signs reviewed. General Appearance: ° Well-appearing. Ears, Nose, Throat: ° ENT: normal. Pharynx: Mucosal: ° Pharynx was moist. Lungs: ° Normal. ° Respiration rhythm and depth was normal. ° Clear to auscultation. Cardiovascular: ° System: normal. Heart Rate And Rhythm: ° Normal. Neurological: ° Level of consciousness was normal. Sensation: o Sensory exam abnormalities were noted Patient states that he has sensation along the left arm and fingers, but that it feels different compared to the right arm, especially in the ulnar distribution. Motor: ° A motor exam demonstrated no dysfunction. Skin: ° Intact. A/P Written by 06 Jan 2021 1348  1. Encounter for other specified special examinations Plan/Comment(s): - 39-year-old male with reaction following receipt of the COVID vaccine. Physical exam reveals normal vital signs. Heart and lungs are clear. Mild tenderness in the injection site on the arm without findings of erythema, cellulitis, or other mild numbness subjectively compared to right arm and fingers on the left hand, but full motor strength of medial, radial, and ulnar intact. Low suspicion for cellulitis, abscess formation, pneumonia, pneumothorax, or more serious pathology to symptoms. Plan to discharge with return precautions. Disposition Written by 06 Jan 2021 135 Disposition: Released w/o Limitations Follow up: as needed in 2 day(s) with PCM or sooner if there are problems. Discussed: Diagnosis, Medication(s)/Treatment(s), Alternatives, Potential Side Effects with Patient who indicated understanding. Signed By MD, (Emergency Physician, Hospital) @ 06 Jan 2021 1357  As of 13 Jan still having pain, numbness, and swelling in left arm and left hand also has shortness of breath after walking a distance more than 200 yards. Some days are worse than others.

941465 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MI 50.0 50 F Redness/swelling/painful injection site, achy joints

941466 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 IA 48.0 48 F Moderna eua vaccine.  Significant pain upper arm from day 2 after vaccine, redness which started on day 12 after vaccination-upper arm, upper posterior shoulder, anterior axilla

941467 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 VA 30.0 30 F 1st shot: sore arm 2nd shot: woke up the next morning with a low grade fever, headache, chills and body aches

941468 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MD 63.0 63 F Starting on 1/8 she began having headaches and weakness in her legs. On 1/9 the headache got worse, she had a COVID test which was negative. On 1/11 she had vomiting for hours after taking Tylenol. On 1/13 she still has a headache, but also SOB and body aches

941469 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 MO 31.0 31 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe, Systemic: Hives across neck and face-Mild; symptoms lasted 0 days

941470 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 63.0 63 F Chills, malaise, dizziness, diarrhea, nausea

941471 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 MD 64.0 64 F I had server out break of HSV 1  for 10 days ,  low grade fever 99.  and anti-viral  Vancylerver, Tylerol and Advil

941472 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TX 67.0 67 F Constant clear runny nose, teary eyes day after injection. Progressively worsened. 5 days post injection, facial swelling with continuois runny nose and watery eyes. Treated symptoms with non-drowsy sinus medicine with some relief. 10 days post injection large amount of swelling at injection site with warmth, more soreness than expected, and red blotchy skin. No fever. Congestion has subsided.

941473 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Systemic: Nausea-Mild, Systemic: Vomiting-Mild, Systemic: Fainting-Mild

941474 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 41.0 41 M Headache started around 1pm the day after the injection, 1/8.  The headache persistent until I went to bed 1/9.  It was gone in the morning 1/10.

941475 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MI 18.0 18 F Fever, body aches, fatigue

941476 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 FL 45.0 45 M Patient received vaccine in afternoon of 12/28. She works in ER as housekeeper 7pm-7am.  The day she received the vaccine she became ill with fever chills and nausea and left work at 2am. On 12/31 she developed hemianopia. She went to ER and they did CT scan. She was told it was complex migraine. She left and came Home. On 1/1/21 her vision was back to normal. On 1/3 she suffered bilateral cerebellum ischemic stroke. She is currently in medical center. In Trauma.Y Y 6

941477 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 OH 61.0 61 F Patient stated that she went to the observation area and started to have difficulty breathing, the emergency squad went to the patient and advised her to get out of car and go into the squad to get evaluated and the patient refused because did not want to go to the local hospital here.  They observed the patient for 30 more minutes and determined that she needed her inhaler. but, she had forgotten it they advised again to go to hospital and patient refused.  she stated that she was fine and decided to drive to the hospital in her home town.  when she arrived they gave her a nebulizer treatment as she had wheezing and high blood pressure when arrived at hospital.    The patient stated that the physician told her that she was fine and that she just had a histamine reaction.  He stated that the blood pressure that was 179/99 prior to her leaving would go down as she was not relaxed and over excited.  Patient stated that she did take her blood pressure when she got home and it was normal. and she felt better.  she stated that if she was by herself that day, she would have never reported it, because she has had worst Asthma attack's In the past. The patient also stated that her doctor advised her to get the second shot in the series and to make sure she carries her inhaler with her when she goes.

941478 01/03/2021 01/13/2021 VT 36.0 36 F About 1 week after injection, Large swollen red  spot about 3 inches below injection site

941479 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 WV 56.0 56 F Mild arm soreness started within 6 hrs of administration of vaccine.  Within  12-16 hours of administration patient developed intermittent chills, fever 101.4 to 102.2 F ,  moderate to severe tension headache, mild muscle ache/joint pain, insomnia, severe fatigue, and mild nauseau.  Fever lasted for approximately 48 hours. Other signs and symptoms resolved by 72 hours following vaccination.  Patient also noticed mild fatigue  as well as slight disorientation and slight loss of balance until 1/11/21.  Patient was normal by 1/12/21. No specific treatments administered.

941480 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 23.0 23 F 1/11/2021 Nausea, 30 weeks pregnant- premature rupture of membranes

941481 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 37.0 37 F 12 hours of headache, body aches, and low grade fever (99.5 - oral)

941482 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 49.0 49 F I am a volunteer and an RN. I received the vaccine as part of my pre-employment readiness. I am with my spouse overseas. I received the vaccine from the treatment facility.  I developed and itchy, red circular non-elevated, non-pustular rash near the injection site. It was very, slightly tender and swollen. My injection was bruised so I knew where it was. That pain from the injection and bruise diminished in 3 days post-injection. The rash developed next to the injection site. It started on day 7 after the administration and faded in about 36 hours. No other allergic-type reaction.

941483 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 CA 23.0 23 M Site: Redness at Injection Site-Mild, Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Mild; symptoms lasted 0 days

941484 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 VA 38.0 38 F 13 hours after vaccination developed severe arm tenderness at injection site, aches and chills.  These lasted about 12 hours.  Aches and exhaustion continued another 6 hours.

941485 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 52.0 52 F developed headache, light headedness, nausea and fatigue

941486 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 PA 63.0 63 F Possible cellulitis, being treayed with keflex

941487 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 NY 23.0 23 F Almost passed out at work around 12 pm on Sunday. After that I had a persistent headache for 12 hours, I was fatigued, nauseous and had a persistent fever.

941488 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 IA 85.0 85 F ON 1/11/21 DEVELOPED DIZZINESS, CHILLS, AND WEAKNESS. WAS SEEN IN URGENT CARE ON 1/12/21

941489 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MA 53.0 53 F Face/Neck red/hot to touch, itchy, slightly inflammation Took zyrtec @ bedtime 1/8/21 awoke, symptoms worse, face /neck burning - spoke with cvs pharmacist, recommended benadryl, took 2 pills 10:30am 1:30 pm Tele Health visit w/PA , benadryl not helping, prescribed steroids 1/8/21 5pm took 2 tablets prednisone

941490 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NY 89.0 89 F The nursing home resident received the vaccine at 11:00 am. At 11:45 am she had an episode of non-bloody, non-bilious vomiting. At 12:00 pm she had an episode of loose stool. At 12:15 pm she was noted with generalized tonic-clonic seizure-like activity. Oxygen was applied via non-rebreather mask and resident was transferred to the Hospital Emergency Department for further evaluation. At the time of this report, she is stable in the ED and awaiting imaging studies. (head CT)

941491 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 CO 35.0 35 F Patient got fevers to 101, chills, the night of the immunization, that lasted 2 days.  2 days after the shot, she got hives.  She also got bodyaches, which lasted 4 days, headaches, which persistent at day 13, fatigue, which persists at day 13, and head congestion, which persists at day 13.  She feels like she had COVID all over again, although she is improving.  She is very hesistant to take the second immunization, for fear of what it might do to her. Of note, she had moderately severe COVID starting on July 10, 2020.  She was almost hospitalized.  She had long hauler's syndrome, and it took her 11 weeks to feel well enough to be able to work full time again.

941492 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Vaccine was given 1/12/21 at 10am, 3pm having chills and slight sore on L arm,  6pm chills continues and head pressure ( took Tylenol ) 8pm body aches, stiffness back of my neck, soreness on L arm worsen.  Next morning 1/13/21 L side arm, back and neck stiff, soreness and backaches, and also chills, hands are clammy and headache.

941493 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 ME 61.0 61 F Systemic: Right side of tongue numb-Mild

941494 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 LA 35.0 35 F Covid + diagnosis on 12/30/20. Pregnancy unaffected at this time.

941495 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Fever, chills - no treatment, ongoing. Symptoms started approximately 18 hours after vaccine was given.
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941496 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CT 39.0 39 F Fever,  chills, muscle ache, joint pain,  bones ache, headache.

941497 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 24.0 24 F Fever 99.5 measure orally at home Fatigue Myalgia Arthralgies  All lasted about 4 hours in the evening.

941498 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 IL 59.0 59 F Large, itchy delayed red, round rash at site of injection.

941499 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Patient experienced a syncopal episode post vaccination, accompanied by feeling hot and tachycardic. Prior to the syncope, she reported hyperventilating. She remained unresponsive for about 10 minutes and was brought to the ED. There she became responsive, and reported chest pain and had sinus tachycardia episodes. She also had lower extremity weakness. This has improved per the latest neurology notes. She also had a negative EEG. Unsure if this is an allergic reaction or if the syncope was due to hyperventilation.  Patient is currently on day 3 of hospitalization.Y 3

941500 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 IL 100.0 100 F Vomiting the night of the vaccine. Low oxygen and high fever next morning. Has been on palliative care   Was hospitalized, but section 21 will not let me fill the info. Hospital  Admitting Dx:  Sepsis, likely biliary cause;  Acute on chronic encephalopathy likely sepsis related Returned 1/12 on hospice

941501 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 NY 25.0 25 M Fatigue and transient fever (99.9) starting about 5-6 days following vaccine. Fatigue and brain fog persists on day 6.

941502 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 47.0 47 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine On 1/13/2021, patient got her 2nd dose of vaccine.  After receiving the dose, she felt warm, flushing and redness in chest area.  Patient was brought to ED for evaluation at 9:52am.  Treated as allergic reaction, got diphenhydramine 50 mg and famotidine 20 mg.  At 11:20am redness was resolving and patient felt better.  Her BP was high and got clonidine 0.3mg at 12:18pm.  Patient was discharged at 12:31pm

941503 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 SC 90.0 90 F Systemic: Headache, Systemic: Eyes dilated and difficulty remembering information; symptoms lasted 2 days Y 2

941504 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 ME 61.0 61 F Systemic: Right side of tongue numb-Mild

941505 01/13/2021 U Sore arm day after n for 3 days. On day 5 after shot; severe cough, sore throat, headache, fever, extreme fatigue and severe back back and stiff neck. Day 6 after shot migraine continues, severe back pain, ear ache, and stiff neck  fever through night.

941506 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 50.0 50 F Pain at injection site, extreme fatigue, general body ache, temperature 102 F

941507 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 67.0 67 F Developed fatigue, chills, body aches

941508 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 AS 33.0 33 F Pt got Pfizer injection around 6:19 PM. After 5 min, she c/o feeling dizziness "like drunk/seeing star" as well feeling sob, throat tightness, sweaty hands. Has no PMHx. Not taking any medications Allergies: None. Denies any food allergies.  Has gotten Flu shot yearly w/o any side effects. No prior allergic reaction to vaccines. Temp 98.4, BP 140/92 mm Hg, 142/87 mm Hg, HR 120 /min, 158 /min, RR 24 /min, Oxygen sat % 99 %. Exam: in acute distress, + erythema macular rash noted on forehead/periorbital region. Notice sweaty palms/hand tremors. Throat: a bit swollen tongue. Heart: sinus tachy. Lungs: no stridor, no intercostal retraction seen, clear to auscultation bilaterally, no wheezes, rales. Given Benadryl 50mg QD and Epi-pen (left thigh) and given 2 puff of Proventil inhaler. Pt drank 1-2 cups of water.   Called 911.   After Epi-pen, her HR trended down from 158 - > 120 - > 99 (in 1-2 min). Pt felt better, rash on her forehead/occipital region subsides after 10-15 min. Her shakiness of hand minimal. Her SpO2: 99 % (remains the same)              Still feel a bit tightness of her throat (discomfort when swallowing). Her breathing is stable and talking w/o any discomfort by the time the ambulance came over. Her repeated BP: 142/87, HR: 99. I advised to take her to ER for close monitoring (risk of possible developing another reaction).(NEXT PAGE)

941509 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 AL 55.0 55 F Patient experienced an asthma attack 20 minutes after vaccination.

941510 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MS 23.0 23 F Elevated heart rate and blood pressure, difficulty swallowing

941511 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IA 40.0 40 F Nausea, Vomiting, lethargy, pain, loose stools.

941512 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 FL 48.0 48 F On 1/4/21 mild pain during injection and no further pain that day, days two and three more soreness in arm where shot was administered.  No other symptoms until 1/12/2021, at about 18:00, area of injection was itchy, later that night around 22:30 I noticed arm was very itchy, with redness compared to the size of a large egg  with bumps or hives. 1/13/021 arm is still itchy with redness, no hives.

941513 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 PR 37.0 37 F Immediately after IM injection of the vaccine, patient start with an ascending muscular pain through shoulder and neck (left side).  Didn't take any analgesic and went to sleep that night as usual.  When she woke up next day felt dizzy and fainted.   Husband held her and give alcohol to smell, what caused patient to respond.   Took her BP and found it low (100/60).  The person lay down and rested for an additional 2 hours and then continues her day as usual.

941514 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NE 83.0 83 F DEVELOPED TIGHTNESS AROUND HEAD LASTING 1 HOUR.

941515 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 44.0 44 F nausea, syncope, LOC, fatigue

941516 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 27.0 27 F Received 2nd dose Pfizer lot EL0142 on 1-12-2021 in left arm.  She has been having fever, muscle aches, arm pain and chills.

941517 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MI 37.0 37 F Fever, nausea, vomiting

941518 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 23.0 23 F Beginning 24 hours post injection, I had a moderate headache and painful  body aches. I also had a moderate level of fatigue. I went to bed early and woke up the next morning feeling less aches and pains. All symptoms subsided roughly 36-48 hours post injection.

941519 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 43.0 43 F Received vaccine on 1/7.  Had mild arm soreness for 1.5 days.  Mild headache 1/9 about 1 pm.  Took  1 aleve at 3pm.  at 4pm noticed some left undereye tenderness to palpation.  at 11pm noticed left undereye swelling and bruising.  took zyrtec and iced.  in the morning 1/10 swelling was worse.  continued to ice.  I contacted my dermatologist who felt it was a reaction to the previous underye filler i had >2.5 years ago.  she started me on a medrol dose pack.  swelling resolved by 1/11 in the morning.

941520 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 MD 94.0 94 F Site: Bruising at Injection Site-Medium, Site: Swelling at Injection Site

941521 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Pain in armpit and upper arm starting one week later and lasting for over two days now.

941522 12/01/2020 01/13/2021 VT 50.0 50 F I was short of breath and went to emergency room on 1/5/2021.  I was diagnosed with bilateral pulmonary embolisms.  I was Covid negative and had no other symptoms. Y

941523 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 69.0 69 M Flu-like symptoms of fever, chills, muscle aches, headache

941524 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Body aches, chills, fever of 99.7  lasting a couple of days

941525 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 SC 61.0 61 F Woke with chills & shaking. Temp was only 99.3 oral at that time. Took Motrin 800mg. Significant body aches & pain. The next day, 1-13-21, Temp 100.4, continued body aches, very tired  & sleepy. Sore right arm, body aches from head to toe. Taking Motrin again.

941526 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 KY 51.0 51 F Within 5 minutes of getting the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine patient C/O tongue feeling fat. She was brought back into the clinic room. B/P 118/74/ O2 Sats 99% & HR 84 beats per minute. She was given cool water to drink. Provided with Benadryl 25mg PO @ 2:52pm.  At 3:00pm client reports that tongue feels normal and pressure around teeth has resolved.  Client to follow up with PCP if needed.  Client left clinic @ 3:02 pm.  RN notified APRN.

941527 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MI 37.0 37 F Fever, nausea, vomiting

941528 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 NY 25.0 25 F Nausea  Vomiting low grade fever 100.0 body aches  restlessness   all lasting 24 hours after the following day went back to normal

941529 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 OH 61.0 61 F Patient arrived at drive thru clinic, received injection along with other co-workers, she pulled to our waiting area where a emergency squad had been, a coworker acknowledged that she was having difficulty breathing, patient states they (squad) wanted to bring her to the hospital and that she refused, she was fine,  again they asked her multiple times and she did not want to go to the local hospital here.  she stated that she drove herself to her local ED and was taken care of there.  Patient states that they gave her a nebulizer treatment and advised her to continue to get the series of shots and to make sure she has her inhaler with her the next time.  Patient did report that when she left the hospital that her BP was 179/99 and the doctor advised her that it would go down, she stated it did return to normal that night as she has a bp cuff at home and she took it several times. Patient stated that doctor told her that she had a histamine reaction to the vaccine and he has seen this several times this week.

941530 12/01/2020 01/13/2021 PA 33.0 33 F ? Allergic Reaction     dizziness while getting covid shot    33-year-old female presents emergency department for reaction following COVID-19 vaccine.  Patient says she received her COVID-19 vaccine around 1630 today.  Following vaccine administration patient began to feel vertiginous and had sensation of tongue swelling.  Vertigo is worse with turning her head to the right.  She has had vertigo in the past.  She also had a slight metallic taste in her mouth and her nose began running.  Feels somewhat improved at this time.  Says she has not had any shortness of breath, wheezing, chest pain or tightness, rash/hives, itching, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, focal neurological symptoms, any other symptoms.  No history of prior anaphylactic reaction.  No history of reaction to vaccines in the past.

941531 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 CO 35.0 35 F She developed fevers to 101 that night, and chills, which lasted 2 days.  2 days after immunization, she got hives, which resolved.  She got body aches, which lasted 4 days, and headaches, fatigue, and head congestion, which are improving, but persist at day 13. Of note, she had COVID on 7/10/2020 and was a long hauler.  She was nearly hospitalized. It took her 11 weeks to fully recover.

941532 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 NC 30.0 30 F Arm soreness, redness, skin warm to the touch until end of day 2(12/24/2020). Day 7(12/30/2020), itching started. Shortly after, redness, knot, warm to the touch. Redness continued to spread until day 14(1/6/2021) and slowly returned to normal over the following two days(1/7/2021-1/8/2021). Redness was marked with marker on 12/31/2020 to monitor spreading.

941533 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Headache fever fatigue severe pain cough earache sore throat  sore arm. Sore arm day after shot for 3 days. Fatigue day after for 5 days all other sxs started day 5 and still continue

941534 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OK 60.0 60 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine EUA  - Client reports "after 45 minutes post injection, started having mild itching in my trunk, arms and left Hand. itching increased so took Benadryl 50 mg PO, stayed for 15 minutes then left work to go home. Once home itching increased, eyes started swelling and started losing my voice. Husband took me to the ER at Hospital, arrived approx. 6.10 pm. Treated with Benadryl, Solu medrol and Pepcid, all thru IV. Condition improved and client sent home with script for Pepcid, Medrol dose pack and Atarax.

941535 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AL 48.0 48 M Fever 103, muscle pain, joint pain, chills, nausea and vomiting, weak and dizzy, fatigue, sweats.

941536 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 94.0 94 F Patient did not have any reaction or adverse event to vaccine.

941537 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IL 28.0 28 F Severe lymphadenopathy in left armpit extending from the armpit down my side

941538 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MI 48.0 48 F Severe headache

941539 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 MI 17.0 17 F Error: Booster Given Too Early

941540 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MD 50.0 50 F injection site is hot to the touch, swollen and tender and itchy

941541 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 MO 45.0 45 F Patient developed a rash from the neck up.

941542 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Approx 1 hour after vaccination,  pt. began feeling hot in her face. Face was red, noticed swelling (I was at lunch with co-worker). Assoc showed manager her face and was sent back to vaccination are. Brought to ED and given Benadryl. Initially had some itchiness in throat; resolved after Benadryl given.

941543 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IL 43.0 43 F sob, headache, fatigue, joint /muscle pain, fever. Worst part is the right shoulder joint/muscle pain. This pain is very bad it has kept me up for 2 night  and pain still present

941544 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 PA 47.0 47 F Rash on both forearms and right elbow

941545 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 43.0 43 F I received the vaccine 1/7.  I had mild arm soreness for 1.5 days.  I had a mild headache at 1pm 1/9 and took an aleve at 3pm.  at 4pm i noticed mild left undereye tenderness to palpation.  at 11pm i noticed left undereye swelling and and bruising.  i iced and took a zyrtec.  by morning on 1/10 the swelling was worse  and i called my dermatologist.  she felt it was a reaction to the undereye filler i had >2.5 years ago.  she started me on a medrol dose pack.  the swelling resolved by the morning on 1/11.

941546 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MN 27.0 27 F Swollen lymph node in left axilla- visible/slightly tender (approx. 1 week) after 1st dose of vaccine

941547 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MI 58.0 58 F Nausea, vomiting, injection site soreness/redness

941548 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OK 53.0 53 F Red rash on left hand (a little on the right hand) and leg, left side of face under ear across the jaw line to under the chin, malaise, large muscle spasms and cramps, chills and shaking, soreness and swelling at injections site, burning in face and lips, and severe unexplained drop in blood sugar (56) that was very slow to bring back up.

941549 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 IL 66.0 66 M Developed itching and a rash.  Self medicated with Benadryl.  symptoms lasting approximately 4 days

941550 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 57.0 57 F Received first dose of vaccine on 12/28/2020, returned to vaccination clinic on 1/8 for second dose and vaccinator gave second dose of vaccine too early (10 days early). Vaccinator counseled. Patient observed and no reported adverse reactions.

941551 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 22.0 22 F -headache -joint ache -nausea  -fatigue  -fever  -took tylenol

941552 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MI 41.0 41 F So within a few minutes I had numbness and coldness in the entire arm and a headache. Then maybe 10 hrs later, nausea, numbness, body aches, joint pain, headache and fatigue.

941553 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 OH 40.0 40 F 2 Hours after the injection, my arm hurt so bad I could not raise it laterally. This continued for 3 days. After that I felt tired and achy until Jan 4th, I had chills and whole body aches. I came home from work, took the next day off. Feeling better, I worked 3 more days and developed the worst headache of my life. I consulted my PCP and went to the emergency room. I was diagnosed with viral meningitis and admitted to the hospital for 3 days. .Y 3

941554 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 49.0 49 F soft ball size  swollen lymph node under at arm pit arm of injection

941555 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 PR 56.0 56 M Severe skin rash mainly in arms and legs. Moderate rash in torso. Treatment OTC Benadryl Dye Free 2 capsules 25mg each. Still with skin rash

941556 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Systemic: Cardiac Disorder (diagnosed by MD)-Severe, Systemic: Supraventricular tachycardia (pt has prior hx of this): ambulance to hospital. Pt assessed & released same day. Pt is free from that symptom now. Also experienced painful knot under arm lasting 5 days

941557 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 TX 35.0 35 F Circle rash appeared today. Itchy and warm. About 3 inches in diameter around injection site.

941558 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 41.0 41 M Moderate fatigue starting 12 hours after vaccine.  Severe myalgias, fever, chills, rigors, neck stiffness, joint pain, flu-like symptoms

941559 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 TN 30.0 30 F 12/29 vaccination 12/31 woke up with HA; lasted 1 week. I do get headaches. I didnt know if this was related to the vaccine or the pregnancy. Stomach pains but PCP  stated it was ligament pain.

941560 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 GA 46.0 46 F Systemic: Exhaustion-Mild, Systemic: Generalized Body Aches -Mild; symptoms lasted for 0 days

941562 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NM 77.0 77 F dizzy, progressing to high heart rate, high than baseline BP, about 1 hour to return to baseline

941563 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 43.0 43 F Patient received COVID-19 Vaccine at 0956 and reported symptoms of itchy face and chest pressure at approximately 1008 during observation period.  Pt vital signs were 133/86, HR 130 and oxygen saturation 100% on room air.  Pt reported worsening symptoms of chest pressure and itchiness to face.  Provider instructed Epi Pen be given and pt to be transported to ED for further evaluation.  EKG obtained and showed sinus tachycardia.  Nonrebreather oxygen mask applied with 2L/min and oxygen saturation remained at 100%.  Pt was transported via ambulance to at 1038 and pt reported feeling improved symptoms prior to leaving the clinic at approximately 1034.  Pt stable at time of transfer.Y

941564 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Patient reports nausea, very extreme and sudden, chills, mild fever (100.5 degrees) and extreme fatigue.

941565 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NY 44.0 44 F Hives, patient approached nurse, hives noted on left shoulder, near injection site and right forearm. Medical director brought to assess. Benadryl 50 mg PO given to patient. Patient states that she feels warm.  Itching resolved. Hives resolved. NO longer feeling warmth or heat at site. Returning to work. Instructed to contact MD (PCP) to discuss second dose.

941566 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 TN 30.0 30 F 12/29 vaccination 12/31 woke with HA; lasted 1 week. don't know if was related to pregnancy or the vaccine.  1st pregnancy; 6/17/21

941567 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 35.0 35 M Was feeling fine for about 8 hours afterward. Then developed chills, myalgias and a headache. At around 3am (14 hours after) developed a fever 100.9. Took Tylenol and Motrin. Felt a bit better. Symptoms returned around 12pm, checked temp - 101.5. Took more Tylenol and Motrin.

941568 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 HI 80.0 80 M VS: 113/62-57-97.9-99%RA. Resident called clinic reporting rash to arm and body. No s/sx of distress noted. Remains alert and oriented to person, place, time, and situation. Speech clear and coherent, able to follow instructions appropriately. Resident denies SOB or difficulty breathing. Breathing even and non-labored. SpO2: 99%RA. Noted rash to left upper arm and bilateral sides of upper body from the waist to chest.  No rash noted to anterior chest. No swelling or elevation of rash noted. Denies pain to LUA. Able to perform full ROM. Resident stated he has allergies to bee stings, statins, and contrast dyes. Denies hx of anaphylactic shock. He reported he received his vaccine at 1330. Denied any ASE within 15 min after receiving vaccine.

941569 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MI 91.0 91 F Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, decreased appetite

941571 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NC 43.0 43 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine: We are reporting a vaccine administration error, NOT an adverse drug reaction. There was no harm to the patient as a result of the error. The error occurred on 1/11/2021 during the hospital's vaccination of co-workers for COVID-19. The co-worker in this report was vaccinated with a syringe containing air only and no actual vaccine. How the error occurred a first-time volunteer from critical care transport was assisting at the hospital's vaccine clinic with vaccine preparation and was observed correctly drawing up doses from the first vial. Error occurred when the volunteer drew up doses from the second vial. The volunteer drew up air only and no vaccine. How the error was discovered? An administrator thought the syringe felt strange and did not contain any vaccine. The error was discovered at that point. Investigation found that the volunteer had drawn up a total of 6 doses that contained air instead of vaccine and were dispensed for administration. Four vaccine syringes containing only air (and no vaccine) were recovered unused. Two vaccine syringes containing air (and no vaccine) had reached patients. This patient received one of the affected syringes but had already left the vaccine clinic when the error was discovered. She was told to return to vaccine clinic and receive a correctly prepared dose. Pt returned on 1/13 and got her dose [in left arm, Lot EL3248 1/13 0857]. Action? the vaccine clinic is taking greater care and additional time to confirm the skillset of the individuals who are first time volunteers at the vaccine clinic.

941572 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 83.0 83 M A feeling of significant lassitude, pain at injection site and also the site opposite in the right shoulder.  I could not sleep after 3 am, awake until 7:30 am.  January 13:  in the morning, body aches, requiring bed rest.  After 12 pm, relief came with normal feeling.

941573 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 36.0 36 F Intense bone/joint pain that occurred ~8 hours after vaccine.  Started in hips/back, then moved to extremities. Patient unable to walk normally due to pain.  Took 500 mg of acetaminophen at bedtime.  Symptoms resolved the next morning except for slight right knee pain, which resolved by the afternoon.  Patient feels that joints "crack" more frequently after vaccine.

941574 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 AK 56.0 56 F redness, swelling, pain, itching

941575 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 TX 34.0 34 F LN swelling under L axilla that evening.  On 1/7/2021-swelling and hives under chin then redness in left arm

941576 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 KY 23.0 23 F Employee was awaken at 5:30 am on 1/13/2021 by chills and a feverish feeling. She then became nauseous and faint. She passed out and was noted by her mother who is a RN to have a seizure. She remained out for several minutes  and then aroused. She has remained groggy the rest of today but has improved. She has a history of non-epileptic seizures since she was 14 and has been on medications for this. Employee stated she has not has any seizure activity in over a year. She did not see medical attention due to recovering quickly from this.Y

941577 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 SC 25.0 25 F I experienced tingling and numbness in my hands and from calves down to toes on both feet. This started on day 6 after the first dose and lasted a couple days. It was intense and tingling to the point of painful and hard to complete my job. I let my OB know because I am pregnant with due date of 7/22/2021 but they did not feel my symptoms could be pregnancy related. I did not seek further care from my primary care doctor because it subsided.

941578 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NC 45.0 45 F HOT, HARD RED AREA, BLISTERING, PAINFUL

941579 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 NE 31.0 31 F DEVELOPED RASH TO NECK AND ARM LASTING 30 MINUTES. RECEIVED 25MG DIPHENHYDRAMINE BY MOUTH AT 3:30PM. RASH RESOLVED IN 30 MINUTES

941581 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Systemic: Cardiac Disorder (diagnosed by MD)-Severe, Systemic: Supraventricular tachycardia (pt has prior hx of this): ambulance to hospital. Pt assessed & released same day. Pt is free from that symptom now. Also experienced painful knot under arm lasting 5 days

941582 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IN 62.0 62 F Fatigue, muscle soreness, injection site redness swelling and itching. Diaphoretic with activity, chills

941584 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CA 57.0 57 F Arm soreness headache

941585 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MI 31.0 31 F pt has shingles on right arm

941586 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 UT 37.0 37 F Tachycardia and possibly a panic attack after Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine 0.3 mL IM in left deltoid. Monitored patient. Patient felt more relaxed as time when on, and palpitations went away. Patient felt comfortable leaving the clinic once symptoms resolved.

941587 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Whole headache and right eye pain started on 01/06/2021, Skin burning sensation started on 06/08/2021. Rashes started on 06/09/2021. On 06/10/2021, I went to the emergency room, diagnosis with Shingles, and the doctor prescribed Valacyclovir.

941588 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 49.0 49 F Dizzy, light headed, hives on left side of neck and chest.

941589 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 GA 40.0 40 F Rash around injection site. onset 1/9/2021- Cortisone cream applied; Cleared 1/10/2021 Itching all over. Onset 1/9/2021- Benadryl; Still on going intermittently as of 1/13/2021

941590 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 WA 17.0 17 F Mistakenly gave Covid-19 Moderna vaccination to under 18 y.o. Reporting to VAERS as per WA DOH recommendation.

941591 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 55.0 55 M The evening after pt received vaccine, he started with chills, body aches and minor headache that turned into explosive diarrhea and violent vomiting. There were a jaundice color to his skin. Pt was recommended to seek care with PCP, clinic or ER.

941592 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 60.0 60 F 1 week after initial injection arm started to develop lump and extreme itchness.  Day after injection of vaccine sore arm but other then that fine until today.  Also developed a herpes simplex 1 on lip. RMG UCCMTE was written on card I received.

941593 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 49.0 49 F soft ball size lymph node under arm pit of injected arm

941594 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 FL 44.0 44 F employee reported mild swelling and tenderness of right armpit area lymph nodes approximately 24 hours post receiving second dose of covid 19 Pfizer vaccine on 1/7/2021 in right arm.  When questioned the employee stated she also experienced the same mild swelling and tenderness of the armpit area lymph nodes with first dose of vaccine also.  The first dose of vaccine was given 12/18/2020 at approximately 1600 in left arm and lymph node mild swelling and tenderness noted in left armpit the following evening.  On both occasions the swelling and tenderness lasted 48-72 hours and occurred in the corresponding armpit of the arm which vaccine was administered

941595 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MD 29.0 29 F Since the initial injection given i have had a knot in my arm. the soreness is gone and i did not have any other symptoms after the injection. I still have the knot in my arm, it is itchy, some burning sensation, raised, red,  and hot to the touch. again no other symptoms such as fever, muscle aches, and or fatigue.

941596 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 AZ 57.0 57 F Started with temple pain then started having pain behind both my eyes.  Tried taking Tylenol without relief.  Continued to have the temple headache and pain behind eyes, then the morning of 1/31/2020 felt like throat was swollen and lymph nodes on neck were swollen and had a mild earache.  All symptoms subsided the morning of 1/2/2021.

941597 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 FL 66.0 66 F On 1/8/2021, at 8:00 PM, patient began to experience a low-grade fever, chills, body aches, muscle aches, cramps in arms and legs, nausea, fatigue and shivering.  At 4:00 AM on 1/9/2021, patient awoke with extreme fatigue, diminished eye-sight - describes as vision being "grey and mottled", and impairment of gait - stumbling when attempting to walk.  Patient was scheduled to work that morning and had to call off due to these symptoms she was experiencing.   **This was reported on 1/12/2021, at which time, the patient stated that she was currently experiencing a loss of taste and smell, and had tested positive for COVID-19 that morning.**

941599 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Reported decreased sensitivity to touch in mouth and on face, mixing heat and cold (hot shower felt cold, cold raindrops felt scalding, trouble thermoregulating) couldn't tell where arms were, dizziness, passed out.

941600 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Light fluttery, tingles throughout bilateral arms down through hands-

941601 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 CA 38.0 38 F within 24 hours of receiving the covid vaccine on 12/30/2020 at 9:20am at work, my arm swells and there was a painful lump. i was told that was normal.  it's been 2 wks , the swelling went down but the lump is still there, and painful when touch. feels hot. I was told to consult with my PCP but he doesn't know because "we  use Pfizer here, not Moderna. Follow the website link." The site where the vaccine was given looks like my skin is discolor now -turning brown like leaving a mark around the lump (birth mark look like).

941602 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 77.0 77 F light headed then tachycardia

941603 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 CO 34.0 34 F I had arm pain in the left arm that lasted for 2 hours, chills, abd pain, nausea, muscle aches & malays.  My estimated date of deliver is 03/05/2021 and I am 32 weeks gestation.

941604 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 TN 45.0 45 F Redness; pain, some swelling;  hot to touch.  Symptoms began by late afternoon of day of injection (1.11.21); are reported to be painful, some itching,  Itching is the predominate complaint. I have documented the site reaction by picture; visiting nurse practitioner looked at it and recommended patient take Tylenol, Benedryl and beginning Wednesday (1.13.21) applying 1% hydrocortisone cream x 3 times per day.

941605 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NC 48.0 48 F 11:45 am 1/12/21 received Covid vaccine.  Shellfish allergy and required to stay 30 mins for observation post vaccine.  No symptoms during 30 minute observation post vaccine administration.  Approximately 12:45pm right hand, tongue, mouth started tingling, and felt tongue was swelling.  Reported feeling flush with chills, headache, and generalized weakness in legs.  Went back to vaccine clinic to report symptoms at 2:15pm.

941606 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AL 71.0 71 F redness, swelling and pain to the eye at 9:30 p.m. on day of vaccination received vaccine around 3:40 p.m. took contacts out around 9 p.m. and noticed swelling to eye 30 minutes later stated, "I'm not sure if I scratched my eyelid getting the contacts out or if it's a reaction to the vaccine." took Benadryl and used ice pack which "seemed to provide relief" - advised to contact primary care doctor and register with V-safe

941608 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 79.0 79 M very minor However, I am unable to get a schedule for the second shot. The web site shows no slots available on 21 days after first shot. What should I do?

941609 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Feeling freezing cold as they administer vaccine follow by sweaty hands and fingertips tingling. After I felt dizzy, my blood pressure increase, heart rate increase, light headache, my hands continue to sweat and fingertips cold and tingling. I felt a strange sensation on my chest (not pain but if I had ate and something got stuck on my throat and mid chest). Extreme anxiety, I wanted to run and get fresh air. A strange rash on my upper arms they looked like scratches.

941610 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 CT 39.0 39 F 1/7/21 T/C from recipient, states received vaccine on 12/30/20, had no reactions until 1/7/21, states injection site hard, reddened and raised and tender, sl painful to the touch, afebrile, no other sx, instructed to use cool compresses to site and return call in 48 hours to reassess. 1/8/21 c/o extreme fatigue, a little nausa, and sl stiff neck, area raised and reddened. Taking benadryl, advil, and icing. Following up with PCP, denies fevers. Circled area 1/7 and monitoring size.  1/9/21 Given prednisone by PCP but holding off on taking. No nausea today and inflammation and redness significantly decreased today.

941611 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 51.0 51 F In the 1 day after vaccine, my arm was only slightly sore and this completely resolved. Seven days after vaccine administration, the injection site became swollen and itchy. By 8 days after vaccine administration, the area is a warm, red circle, resembling a hive.

941612 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MO 36.0 36 F Vaccine was given at 10:30 am.  At 2:20 pm began having hives that began on the neck and moved to the chest, arms, and belly.

941613 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 CA 53.0 53 F EVENT - Minor/normal soreness at injection site for 1 day.  Post injection, day 7 - injection site swollen, red, tight, hot; 3 in diameter.  Painful, itchy, burning.  Pain scale moderate and not inhibit normal daily functions. Post injection day 9 - injection site less swollen, less pain, not as red, still 3 in diameter.  No other signs of sickness or discomfort (besides injection site). TREATMENT - Tylenol OUTCOME - TBD

941614 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 PA 45.0 46 F after administration  of vaccine, patient felt hot and going to pass out, patient refused epinephrine injection and 911. patient waited around for about an hour after vaccination - patient BP went up, felt weak, signs of weakness, tongue big and throat closing - patient refused epinephrine again, called on call doctor who suggested Benadryl 25mg. Facility gave patient 25mg Benadryl  IM. Patient to be monitored at facility

941615 12/17/2020 01/13/2021 38.0 38 F On 12/25/2020 noted a lump in right breast and was then seen in the UT Breast Center 12/28/2020 and found to have enlarged lymph nodes as well as a tennis ball sized cyst. Returned to the UT Breast Center 1/4/2021 for cyst drainage & lymph node biopsy. Pathology reactionary.

941616 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 32.0 32 F covid injection #1 on 12/23/20. 5 days later on 12/28/2021 woke up with nausea and diarrhea. Had vasovagal symptoms of lightheaded, blurred vision, hearing changes, and weakness of legs while standing. was in healthcare setting working at the time. Initial vitals 87/60, drank apple juice and rested, BP came up 15 min later to 100/75. At approx. 7pm on 12/28/2020 developed chills which turned into sweats with myalgia's and arthralgia's, took 1g Tylenol, at 9pm fever still 101.7*F. Fever lasted approx 8 hours. Nausea resolved. Diarrhea lasted about 36 hours.

941617 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NH 64.0 64 F onset left arm swelling, red, hot to touch, itchy. 12cm w by 8.5 cm length starting 8 days post injection.

941618 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MI 39.0 39 F developed mild head ache and body ache around 7 pm on 1/11/2021, worsened after 7:30 pm with chills and fever and severe body ache through the night with mild congestion and more pronounced head ache by 1/12/2021. Took Tylenol to reduce fever. Fever and chills returned as medication effect reduces over 6 hours, it has continued today on 1/13/21

941619 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 MO 65.0 65 F Patient states that a couple of minutes from receiving the vaccine she got a hot flash. About 10 minutes after the vaccine the patient states that her mouth and face started drooping on left side. She took a drink and it felt weird.

941620 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 WA 16.0 16 M Mistakenly gave Covid-19 Moderna vaccination to under 18 y.o. Reporting to VAERS as per WA DOH recommendation.

941621 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 40.0 40 F drowsiness within 1 hour swelling on upper lip (lasted about 15 minutes) occurred 4 hours after vaccine administered increased temp and bodyaches occurred approx. 6 hours after vaccination

941622 12/19/2020 01/13/2021 MD 56.0 56 F Arm was very sore. Lasted 2 days. On 24th Dec. woke up with very heavy nasal drainage; continued for several days and it went to my chest.  I  Medicated with: Mucinex and Advil sinus - but wasn't working. Telehealth call to DR. and He prescribed C-Pac - 250 mg - 5 day dose and decongestant: Guaifenesin 100 mg - 5 mg liquid - 10 ml every six hours by mouth as needed for 10 days and I took that decongestant for 6 days. Felt better at this point. Never had had this before.

941623 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 45.0 45 F The day after the injection I had a itchy red knot appear at the injection site. Starting 27 hours after injection I had chills, anxiety, slight shortness of breath, headaches, body aches. Today I have had nausea that comes and goes, the red knot is still present on my right arm and the redness has increased a small amount from the marking placed last night. The injection is not in my deltoid muscle or even close and I am wondering if that is at the least what created the redness and the knot.

941625 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CT 57.0 57 F 10:30pm, fever began along with chills. Fever 101.6 degrees via thermometer. on 01/12/21 at 8am, body aches and head ache occurred. Fever reduced but was consistent all day at 100.7 degrees.  Tylenol was taken 01/12/21 at 1am and 8am. called the vaccine hotline via UConn Health at 9am and it was advised to stop Tylenol.   on 01/13/21 at 1am. all symptoms were gone. temperature normal, no more body aches or chills.

941626 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AL 66.0 66 F Fever, fatigue, headache, vomiting, chills, muscle aches, arm soreness

941627 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 30.0 30 F moderate chills, body aches, sweats, fever measured at 100.7F: occurred about 12 hours after injection and lasted 8-10 hours

941628 12/01/2020 01/13/2021 PA 33.0 33 F ? Allergic Reaction     dizziness while getting covid shot    33-year-old female presents emergency department for reaction following COVID-19 vaccine.  Patient says she received her COVID-19 vaccine around 1630 today.  Following vaccine administration patient began to feel vertiginous and had sensation of tongue swelling.  Vertigo is worse with turning her head to the right.  She has had vertigo in the past.  She also had a slight metallic taste in her mouth and her nose began running.  Feels somewhat improved at this time.  Says she has not had any shortness of breath, wheezing, chest pain or tightness, rash/hives, itching, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, focal neurological symptoms, any other symptoms.  No history of prior anaphylactic reaction.  No history of reaction to vaccines in the past.

941629 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 PA 33.0 33 M Intense nausea and stomach pain. The nausea started around 5pm and intensified all night, keeping me from being able to sleep. It slowly subsided leaving me uncomfortable for the next two to three days before it went away completely.

941630 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 OK 45.0 45 F 12/22/2021-tingling in left arm/fingers, shoulder pain 12/23-12/25/2021-burning pain between elbow and shoulder intermittently  12/26/2021-vomiting and constant severe burning pain in left arm. Applied ice pack 12/27/2021-went to ER for the constant severe pain. Given prescriptions for prednisone 60mg orally x two days and norco. Later that night left arm between elbow and shoulder was bright red and hot to the touch. Took Benadryl liquid and the redness/heat went away in 4 hours.  Shoulder, tricep, and bicep have continued to hurt with tingling in fingers.  Have seen primary care physician at clinic  and Dr. with another facility.  Have orders for an MRI and follow up with the other facility

941631 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Patient received the Moderna vaccine on 1/4.  Her arm was sore the next day and she was also tired. She has a localized reaction (red/swollen).  The redness/swelling/lump appeared 1/12.  The arm is hot to the touch.  She's had no fever or shortness of breath. The redness continues to spread (whole shoulder).
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941632 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 37.0 37 F Staff member complained of backache, hot sweats and cold chills.  Took Ibuprofen, she did work today 1/13 and states she feels better.

941633 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NC 75.0 75 M The morning following COVID-19 vaccination, patient's right shoulder had swelling, generalized weakness and myalgia. Hospitalized for 2 days, received intravenous fluids and bedrest, and acetaminophen.  He was prostrate for 2 days. Y 2

941634 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 33.0 33 F CHILLS, SEVERE HEADACHE, AND TIREDNESS. STARTED THIS MORNING 1/13/21 WHEN I WOKE UP.

941635 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 OK 40.0 40 M Fever up to 102.8F with chills 24 hours after 2nd vaccine and body aches. All Symptoms went away within another 24 hours and treatments were OTC medicines including Tylenol and ibuprofen.

941636 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 TX 31.0 31 F slight nausea and chills. Severe Headache

941637 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 57.0 57 M Arm soreness 8 inches around site of injection Fatigue Mild headache Chills for few hours last night

941638 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 TN 37.0 37 F Bells Palsy. I had left sided facial paralysis starting 77 hours my injection. I called the Hospitalist at my hospital and treatment of Valacyclovir 1000mg tid x7 days  and Prednisone 60mg daily x7days. The next day I had numbness around my lips and chin on the left side and the third day I had minimal paralysis around my mouth. It was resolved by day 4.

941639 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MO 33.0 33 M first seizure onset about 23 minutes after vaccination and lasted for 2 minutes, pt recovered then went into another seizure at 11:03 for 2 minutes. pt was given epi-pen and Benadryl following second seizure and recovered afterwards

941640 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Rash on neck and torso.

941641 12/01/2020 01/13/2021 FL 44.0 44 F numbness to forearm then to lower leg that then took on a dermatomal pattern, brain fog w word finding issues that progressively worsened, LLE weakness.  ct brain neg. MRI/MRA head and neck neg. labs neg. MRI of c spine t spine l spine s spine neg.  emg and eeg neg. discharged from hospital. symptoms fluctuating.  slowly improving.Y 2

941642 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NC 33.0 33 M METAL TASTE IN MOUTH AFTER VACCINE, TINGLING IN MOUTH AND LUMP IN THROAT

941643 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 21.0 21 M Patient reported feeling jittery after the vaccine; however, it resolved in 15 minutes.  Patient cleared by EMS.  .  Instructed patient to call his family physician, 911, or go to the nearest emergency room for any further issues.

941644 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IN 45.0 45 F severe dizziness, fever, fatigue

941645 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 NY 43.0 43 F After vaccine I began to have sore throat, shoulder and neck discomfort.  I experienced also right arm soreness which has diminished.

941646 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 OK 43.0 43 F DESCRIBED " FIRST SHOT ON 01/08/2021-GOT A SORE ARM AND FATIGUE-BUT STARTING ON SATURDAY I NOTICED MY FACE WOULD BE TINGLY AND NUMB FEELING-THEN ON SUNDAY HAD DROOPING OF RIGHT EYE LID WHEN I WAS TIRED-I NOW HAD SOME DROOPING OF MY MOUTH, ONLY SMOETIMES, AND MY EYE LID WHEN I AM TIRED. THE NUMB FEELING IS STILL THERE.:

941648 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 IN 74.0 74 F Received COVID vaccination on 01/06/2021 at 8:00 at the COVID vaccinations clinic.  About 2:20pm employee states that  Left arm started aching.  Around midnight, employee states that right elbow began to ache as noticed redness and swelling approximately 2-3 inches below injection site.  States swelling and redness increased over the course of two days.  Friday, the swelling and redness began to improve.

941649 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MO 59.0 59 F Itching all over my body for about 4 days after receiving the vaccine

941650 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CT 41.0 41 F Itchy skin rash in elbow crease, torso, groin area and legs that started exactly after 48 hours of receiving the vaccine from the left elbow area (where the vaccine was administered) and gradually spread to other body parts over the next couple of hours. Has not resolved with over the counter oral anti-histamine and topical over the counter steroid cream as of 1/13/21.

941651 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 KY 48.0 48 M Employee received the second dose of the vaccine and was fine. He awakened the next morning with severe chills and a temperature of 101.1 that would not come down. He had aches all over and general malaise.

941652 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 CT 26.0 26 F 10 minutes after receiving the vaccine I experienced tachycardia and feeling hot. This resolved in a couple minutes after experiencing this

941653 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 LA 71.0 71 F On January 8, 2021 upon waking that morning, had a large red  swollen area where I received injection.  As time when on it became larger in sizeand redder in color and  went completely around my arm.  Saw my family doctor today and he gave me an antibiotic and cream to put on it.  Now itching.

941654 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 ID 40.0 40 F Hives at site of injection

941655 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Patient states that she has been having bilateral eye swelling since 1/11/21 around 8 am.

941656 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 TX 32.0 32 F I waited for a total of 15 mins at clinic as requested for side effects. After the 15 mins past, I went to my car. By the time I got to my car (about 5 mins later at the most), my face felt flush and I had shortness of breath and began coughing. I then used my emergency inhaler for asthma and was able to breathe better. I went back inside clinic to be monitored by a doctor. The coughing continued and resided after about15 -30 minutes. My blood pressure was normal per the doctor and my breathing returned to normal per the doctor.

941657 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 ID 38.0 38 F bad body aches, muscle pain, Headache, fatigue, still ongoing, had 2 negative tests for COVID since onset of symptoms

941658 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 ME 46.0 46 F Itching over the neck and redness and itchy on right arm;  Benadryl 50 mg PO once

941659 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 VA 37.0 37 F Patient reported swelling of arm several hours after vaccination that resolved the following day after taking diphenhydramine and applying hydrocortisone. The swelling returned after 3 days and has progressively become worse since the time of vaccination. She appears to have cellulitis, and this may be a result of the vaccinator using a 1 inch needle to administer the vaccine vs. a 1&1/2 inch needle. This patient's weight is greater than 200 lbs and if a 1 inch needle was used this vaccine would have been administered subcutaneously instead of intramuscularly.

941660 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 44.0 44 F Headache and right eye pain started on 01/06/2021. Skin burning sensation started on 01/08/2021. Rashes started on 01/09/2021. I went to the emergency room on 01/10/2021, diagnosed with shingles, started treatment with Valacyclovir.

941661 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IA 35.0 35 F Right hand numbness and tingling present upon waking up this morning around 0645 and continues at this time. (1500)

941662 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 OH 63.0 63 F 1/8/21When I stood up a  felt a slight tingle in my left arm and leg. My speech felt slurred for abut 10 minutes soreness in left arm 1/9/21 woke with headache soreness in arm 101 fever later in evening arm warm to touch 1/10/21 arm stiffness, body ache 1/11/21 arm stiffness, red, hot to touch 1/12/21 arm red and hot to touch 1/13/21 arm red and hot to touch

941663 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MD 56.0 56 M 01/11/2021: 0901 assoc felt light headed b/p 139/96. felt well enough to leave site, no intervention. 01/13/2021: 0923 pt went to ED for reaction to vaccine. left supraclavicular node swelling extending up neck with erythema, tenderness. was seen in ED

941665 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 FL 48.0 48 F Symptoms started mild after 14 hours after administration: body aches, after 22 hrs. I started to feel nauseous at first then I had  chest pain, headache, chills, back pain, body aches (muscle pain) and dizziness

941666 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 48.0 48 F Approximately 8 hours after receiving the vaccine, I started to have body aching and intense right arm pain where I received the injection.  That evening/night the symptoms progressed to headache and severe chills through the night.

941667 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 PA 37.0 37 F Headache for 3 days - not attributable to other cause, don't usually get headaches. Treated with tylenol, rest and hydration. Had to take the day off related to headache on day 3, then improved.

941668 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 43.0 43 F Fever, mayalgias, fatigue, swollen and sore lymph node under right arm pit

941670 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 GA 49.0 49 F Patient reported normal soreness and COVID-like symptoms for the first two days after vaccine which subsided. Today (January 13th) the redness and swelling in the injection arm returned accompanied by heat and itching. The patient reports that the affected area is spreading to the  "back of her arm". When the patient called she was instructed to take an antihistamine and to follow up with a doctor because further treatment may be necessary.

941671 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MS 66.0 66 F Brain fog and fatigue on day 1 and 2 after administration.  Diarrhea and extreme fatigue beginning on day 7 and today (day 8).  COVID test negative yesterday.  Plan another test tomorrow.   I am an RN at the Health Center on campus.  Unsure if the latter symptoms are adverse event to vaccine, but felt it should be reported.

941673 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 OH 64.0 64 F Patient states her arm is sore and red at the injection site.  It started a week after she received the vaccine.  She has been advised by her physician to ice the affected area and take Tylenol for any pain.

941674 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 GA 67.0 67 M PATIENT BEGAN SLOUCHING IN CHAIR AND BECAME UNRESPONSIVE TO VERBAL COMMANDS BEGINNING ABOUT 5 MINUTES AFTER VACCINE ADMINISTRATION. EPINEPHRINE 0.3MG WAS IMMEDIATELY ADMINISTERED INTRAMUSCULARLY INTO THE RIGHT THIGH VIA AUTO-INJECTOR. WITHIN ABOUT 1 MINUTE, THE PATIENT WAS ABLE TO RESPOND VERBALLY TO QUESTIONS; AT THAT POINT, A DIPHENHYDRAMINE 25MG TABLET WAS ADMINISTERED ORALLY TO THE PATIENT. EMS ARRIVED WITHIN 10 MINUTES OF BEING CONTACTED, AND THE PATIENT WAS CAPABLE OF WALKING TO THE AMBULANCE AFTER ASSESSMENT.

941675 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 RI 37.0 37 F Large painful softball-size bump on arm.  Redness and some warmth.   Pain has resolved, but lump has remained

941676 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 ME 49.0 49 M Headache, body aches, and large swollen lymph node under left arm. Headache and body aches started about 24 hours post vaccination and resolved after 12 to 18 hours. Swollen lymph node came on about 12 hours post vaccination and continued a good 72 hours.  Took 3 doses of acetaminophen 1000mg (one each night at bedtime).

941677 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 MD 31.0 31 M Headache, fever, SOB, chills, dizziness.  Took Tylenol for Headache and fever.  Time off work for 2 days.

941678 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NC 48.0 48 F Onset of headache with abdominal pain nausea and vomiting. Significant hypertension 180/102, HR 92. EKG performed applied cool compresses allowed to rest in darkened room.  Symptoms improving after 30-60 minutes

941679 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 58.0 58 F Received vaccine at 4:40pm. Approximately 8pm I started with stomach cramps and had those for a few hours. During the night I tossed and turned and my hips were very achy.  I woke with a fever that went as high as 101 and was very shivery all day.  Fever reduced with Ibuprofen around 6 in the evening. Seemed to feel better. Very restless though the night and hips achy and awoke with a fever. Took Iuprofen. Fever reduced and slight headache. Tired but much better today.

941680 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MD 39.0 39 M itching of face and neck, hives on neck. b/p 143/94 asked to take oral benadryl and tylenol tonight and f/u with pcp if sx persist

941681 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CO 71.0 71 M Dizziness, Anxiety, mild throat tightening sensation, Hypertension

941682 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 30.0 30 M Allergic reaction to COVID-19 Moderna vaccine occurring on 06 Jan 2021. Symptoms include: nausea, vomiting, headache, facial swelling, dizziness, and low blood pressure. Treated at ER with benadryl, epinephrine, sodium chloride, zofran, toradol, solu-medrol medications

941683 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 WI 45.0 45 F Left arm at injection site is red (size of an apple), hard and warm.  My provider drew a circle around the redness to see if it gets bigger 01/13/21

941684 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 PA 51.0 51 F bilateral eye swelling two days after receiving vaccine

941685 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MI 59.0 59 F Rash and swollen  lymph node on my  left side of my neck very painful to  touch .Day before I had a check up with my doctor with no symptoms.. Injection on left high upper arm redness around . Muscles pain and tremors of my hands , tired  Diarrhea for two days and sweats.

941686 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 AK 72.0 72 F Vaccine administration was at Pharmacy. See note from today.  I actually do not have info about Moderna vs. Pfizer

941687 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 ME 29.0 29 F Developed a metallic taste in mouth four days after injection. Symptom was present for 48 hours before resolving for 24 hours, but then returned again for at least 48 hours (symptom currently present). 50% improved from yesterday.

941688 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 SC 61.0 61 F Three moderate nosebleeds

941689 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 49.0 49 M Soreness in Arm approx 4 hours after administration of Vaccine, and remained sore at time going to bed.  Woke up in the AM on 1/13.  Unable to feel the entire left Arm.  Left Arm was completely numb.

941690 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AR 36.0 36 F Patient woke up with periorbital edema.

941691 12/16/2020 01/13/2021 NC 43.0 43 F I had a rash on the arm from the injection site to half way down my arm. I had a weird headache. I was tired, and had no smell and slept all weekend.  My arm was very, very sore. The rash lasted until 12/23/2020.

941692 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Headache, fatigue and nausea. No treatment and no improvement. Recommend patient get tested for flu.

941693 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MN 24.0 24 F Onset was about 12 hours after 2nd pfizer covid-19 vaccine dose. Included headache, chills, body aches, and fever. Symptoms completely resided 24 hours after onset. Tylenol was taken to alleviate symptoms.

941694 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MA 39.0 39 F After 30 minutes observation patient left clinic at 2pm.   Patient return to clinic at 2:20pm  complaining of numbness, tingling in the mouth, and slurred speech.  Patient called PcP.  Per PcP if it does not resolve to got to Emergency Room.  Vitals BP: 122/62,  O2 sat: 99.  Benadryl 25mg p.o was given at 2:30pm.  Patient stated she felt better within 5 minutes.  Patient remain at clinic for approximately an 1 hour and half, patient stated she still felt the numbness/tingling and its not getting worst.    Suggest patient to go to Emergency Room, patient refused and stated she'll contact her PcP again and if it gets worst she'll go to urgent care.

941695 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CO 71.0 71 M Dizziness, mild throat tightening sensation, anxiety, claminess, hypertension

941696 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MN 39.0 39 F Client reported tightness when swallowing approximately 10 minutes after receiving the vaccination, but no shortness of breath or dizziness.  She felt flushing throughout her entire body as well as some tingling. At 7:05 pm, her oxygen saturation was 97% and her blood pressure was 115/80.  She also had red, irregular-shaped  spots on her right, upper arm  (non-vaccinated arm) and upper back.  At 7:13 pm her oxygen saturation was 98% and her heart rate was 111. She then described the tightness when swallowing from earlier as if the muscles in her throat were numbed, which made it hard to swallow, but not hard to breathe. The tightness improved slightly during the 30 minutes that she was observed, but it did not go away. She felt comfortable leaving and knew which signs to look for that would indicate that she needed to seek medical attention.

941697 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 35.0 35 F staff member complained of "freezing" and feeling "off" and dizzy, night sweats, body aches and nausea.  She took ibuprofen  last evening 1/12 around 7:30PM.  Today 1/13 c/o fatigue and "feeling like she hit a wall."

941698 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 IN 44.0 44 F 9 days after receiving the COVID 19 vaccine, the injection site became red, swollen, itchy, slight pain.   2 days later, still have the same symptoms. Cortizone cream and allergy medicine keep the itching at bay.

941699 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 MD 56.0 56 F Took advil starting on the 9th. 18 HOURS LATER - next day (10th) took tylenol for fever  - woke up very lethargic ; as day went on had severe fatigue. About six pm strike fever; headache and fatigue (fatigue was the worst). Muscle aches started on the 10th and through the 11th. Next day (11th) no more fever; still fatigue but not as bad (moderate). By 11th in evening was feeling better that night. But still did not feeling well at all. On 12th - joint pain on 12th; and swelling and redness  and it had heat  and some pain on injection site (maybe had before but I didn't notice before). Took advil through all of this. Still have  a mild headache off and on and today as well.  And feeling fatigue now, too.  No longer taking Advil.

941700 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 KS 51.0 51 F Received her 2nd Covid Vaccine from Pfizer on 1/7/2021.  She stated that she developed side effects about 2am reporting elevated temp of 101,  dizziness, muscle aches all over, nausea, and just didn't feel well.  She states she developed a knot on her arm at injection site with redness and itching.  She reports this knot was hard initially but next day was better.  She reports these side effects lasted all weekend.

941701 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NM 40.0 40 F ABOUT 40 MINUTES AFTER THE SHOT I STARTED TO ITCH THAT PROGRESSIVELY GOT WORSE.  BY THE TIME I MADE IT OUT TO MY FIRE ENGINE I WAS RED AND BLOTCHY ON MY CHEST AND BACK THAT STARTED TO GO UP MY NECK.  ONE OF MY FIREFIGHTERS GAVE ME BENADRYL IM IN THE RIGHT ARM.  THE ITCHING STAYED THE SAME FOR ANOTHER 10 MINUTES UNTIL IT STARTED TO GET WORSE AND MOVE DOWN MY SIDE, STOMACH, LEGS AND ARMS.  I THEN STARTED TO DEVELOP BUMPS AND REDNESS TO MY NECK AND BEHIND BOTH MY EARS AND BOTH MY FOREARMS.  IN THE ARM WHERE I RECEIVED THE VACCINE IT TURNED RED WITH SOME SWELLING AND BUMPS.  MY PARAMEDIC THEN GAVE A DOSE OF EPI 1:1,000 IM ON THE LEFT ARM.  ABOUT 1 HOUR LATER THE MAJORITY OF THE BUMPS AND ITCHING WENT AWAY.  ABOUT 10 HOURS LATER THE REDNESS AND SWELLING ON THE LEFT ARM WHERE I RECEIVED THE VACCINE WENT AWAY.

941702 12/20/2020 01/13/2021 CA 28.0 28 F I had a sore arm for two days after vaccine.

941703 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Around 12:00 I started having trouble blinking my right eye and had numbness and tingling around lower orbit. This lasted about 5 hours intermittently. I do have a history of bells palsy and my face never returned back to normal. (first started 2015 with my first pregnancy). I am currently pregnant. This is my third pregnancy, due date 05/03/2021.

941704 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 TX 69.0 69 M a day after receiving first dose of the vaccine, he developed a discoid, red rash in both axillae, 5 x 2 cm on the right, and 6 x 3 cm on the left axilla; non-papular and no pustules

941705 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Lt arm injection site soreness, body malaise, low grade temp, chills, fatigue

941706 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 UT 81.0 81 F was extremely comfortable not at all nervous or scared to begin, bp 160/102, 15 mins later bp 253/127. Third bp check at 11:25 bp 131/86 10 mins later bp 129/84.

941707 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 VT 58.0 F 7 hours after 2nd inj developed fever 101, headache, exhaustion and severe body aches nausea. lasted 24hour, better now

941708 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 CA 52.0 52 M almost immediately started feeling warm and dizzy, stated I don't feel right. Had him lie down, administered O2 at 2l/m for feeling of SOB. B/P was elevated at 197/97, O2 sat 98%, heart rate was tachycardia at 140's. Had patient lie down while being monitored. HR slowly came down, B/P systolic dropped 30 points to 160's

941709 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 FL 77.0 77 M PATIENT A 77 Y.O MALE PATIENT, EXPERIENCED WHAT HE THOUGHT A REACTION TO COVID-19 VACCINE ON 01/12/21. DETAILS BELLOW:  HE RECEIVED THE VACCINE AT 3:15PM ON 01/12/21 AND EXPERIENCE RED SPLOTCHES ON FACE WHICH WAS WARM AND WOMEWAHT TENDER TO TOUCH. PATIENT DENIED SWELLING OF THE FACE, MOUTH OR ANY DIFFICULTY BREATHING.  HE WENT TO URGENT CARE AND WAS PRESCRIBED BENADRYL AND WAS INSTRUCTED TO TAKE BENADRYL PO EVERY 4-6 HRS AND WAS SENT HOME.  AS OF 01/13/21 PATIENT TOLD ME OVER THE PHONE THAT HE IS GETTING BETTER. HE STILL HAS THE RE SPLOTCHES BUT ITS NOT WARM OR TENDER TO TOUCH AS OF TODAY.  I WILL CONTINUE TO MONITOR STATUS.  PRIOR TO THE EVENT. PATIENT REPORTED THAT ON 12/14/20, HE WAS DIAGNOSED WITH CELLULITIS AND WAS PRESCRIBED WITH CLINDAMYCIN ANTIBIOTIC FOR SUPPOSEDLY 2 WEEKS, BUT ON JANUARY 2,2021, HE DEVELOPED THE SAME RED SPLOTCHES ON FACE AND WAS PRESCRIBED PREDNISONE TABLET AND WAS INSTRUCTED TO TAKE IT FOR A WEEK. PATIENT STATED THAT HE TOOK THE PREDNISONE UNTIL JANUARY 8,2021 AND IT RESOLVED THE ISSUE.  STATES HE THEN GOT HIS COVID-19 VACCINE ON 01/12/21 AND DEVELOPED THE ABOVE MENTIONED SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS, ALTHOUGH THIS TIME HE WAS NOT PRESCRIBED WITH PREDNISONE, INSTEAD WAS DIRECTED TO TAKE BENADRYL TABLET.

941710 03/20/2019 01/13/2021 WA 36.0 36 F Swelling started within 2 hours at injection site, height of approximately 2cm, diameter approximately 7cm.  Swelling at injection site continued for 2 1/2 weeks.  Woke up at approximately 11PM disoriented, tightness of chest, difficulty taking full breath, extreme lightheadness upon standing, that got worse during standing.  Temporarily grayed out, fell to knees.  Got to sitting position and administered inhaler, took allergy medications.  After 15 minutes, symptoms started to abate to point felt comfortable walking.  Went to ER.  Upon arrival at ER pulse was at 144 and Oxygen Saturation was around 97%.  Normal EKG, High WBC at time at 18.7 K/uL, Abs neuts at 15.5K/uL, up from 5.8K/uL reading done on 2/21/2019, Abs immature grans at .1, and Abs monos at 1.3 K/uL.  Decadron administered, at 207 am on 3/22/2019.  Normal CMP except slightly heightened glucose at 117 mg/dL performed at hospital on 3/22/2019.  Continued to have episodes of tachycardia occur, no known trigger, worse during peak allergy season.  Continued episodes of tightness in the chest.

941713 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 72.0 72 F Pt. reported dizziness that subsided after drink and snack were consumed.

941714 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MO 36.0 36 M 3.5 hours s/p injection #2 patient arrived back at Vaccine clinic with complaint of acute onset of severe fatigue and dizziness.   Patient VS- 148/86, 78, 18, 99% Patient driven home by family member after calling the nurse on call line and co-worker health Patient to follow up with Co-worker Health in the AM

941715 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 35.0 35 F 12 hours after 2nd dose I ran a fever consistently for about 24 hours, had a headache body aches chills and congestion.  After 24 hours of the fever I feel completely normal.

941717 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NM 34.0 34 F Approximately 16 hours after injection, experienced body aches, chills, severe headache and fatigue. Symptoms resolved after approximately 14 hours later.

941718 12/20/2020 01/13/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Following vaccination, I had a headache for few days along with some  pain on injection arm. The headache continued and soon some fatigue and tiredness accompanied it for 7-10 days following vaccination.  Then ten days after, I had an increase in symtpoms that included heightened fatigue, loss of appetite, feeling "cold"/ "hot" (no fever), and abdominal pain with nausea and some diarrhea.    Two weeks after vaccination, I had an increased of fatigue and not feeling well, accompained by a fever of (101.5 F) and chills, sore throat, and lethargy.  My symptoms of fever, chills, sore throat, body aches, congestion, and fatigue remained over the next few days and soon included chest pain and some increase work of breath.  With two negative Covid tests through work, it was recommended I go to see a physician, who instead sent me to Immediate Care.  There I had an EKG which showed sinus bradycardia and they sent me to ER due to my symptoms of chest pain and shortness of breath.   At the ER, multiple tests were run to negative results.  ER Physician suspects that some of my struggles could be related to Covid vaccine but that I also may have caught an non-Covid virus on top of it which led to acute bronchitis.

941719 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MA 46.0 46 F Heart fluttering

941720 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Left axillary lymphadenopathy, headache, muscle ache, fatigue.

941721 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 SC 24.0 24 F Employee indicated that she did not know if the vaccine went in. Vaccine squirted out and patient had droplets of vaccine on arm. Patient was not given further instruction and nothing was reported.

941722 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MN 40.0 40 F Severe lymphadenopathy.  Lymph nodes on the left side across upper chest, clavicle, and left arm, and left arm pit were swollen and painful.

941723 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 TN 51.0 51 F Extreme erythema covering entire abdomen. Painful, burning, and itchy. Hot to the touch. Lasting 6 days.  Treated with steroid injection and Benadryl. Treatment started January 4, 2021.

941724 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 CT 53.0 53 F 12/27/2020  night head ache, ear popping, off balance,  12/28/2020  period  upset and blood  pressure was  180/117 and husband took her to the hospital.

941725 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 SD 34.0 34 F Itching (Internal) all over within 30 min following vaccination.  Took Benadryl

941726 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 GA 39.0 39 F Increase body temperature of 100.0, chills, headache, fatigue on 12/27/20-12/29/20

941727 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 FL 24.0 24 F Upon receiving vaccination patient began feeling light headed and dizzy.  Symptoms later included palpatations.

941728 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 GA 88.0 88 F Resident undergoing wound care. Vaccine given and approximately 5 minutes after administration, this resident noted to have rapid jerking eye movement determined to be seizure activity. After the seizure, resident stabilized. Resident was asked if she was feeling ok and she nodded her head yes in agreement. Resident has a history of seizures and is being treated with Dilantin and Keppra.

941729 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 GA 39.0 39 F AFTER THE VACCINATION ON 1/6/21 I EXPERIENCED FEVER, BODY ACHES AND WEAKNESS

941730 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 33.0 33 M Fever, chills, headache. Improving.

941731 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NH 33.0 33 F Left arm pain, with cirucular red area, warmth and itching. Started 8 days after administration.

941732 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MO 42.0 42 F Tingling of the tongue, heaviness began at 13:30 p.m., 50 mg Benadryl given at 13:35, BP 110/70, BPM-108 14:00 p.m. symptoms continuing, symptom improvement beginning at 13:00 p.m.

941733 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 MS 54.0 54 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Approximately 10 days after the 1st injection, red bumps appeared with redness about the diameter of two inches, and were itching. The following day, my left arm was swollen and felt tight, and was much more red, with an increased diameter to approximately 3.5 inches. I took Zyrtec and Pepsid and the swelling and redness reduced in a couple of hours.

941734 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 WA 36.0 36 F SOB: ~25 min post injection, lasted ~1 min then resolved. Nausea 1 hour post dose, intermittent, sever x12  hours, then intermittent and mild x1 additional day. Fatigue & pain at injection site

941735 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 72.0 72 F Pt. reported lead taste in mouth lasting approximately 5 minutes.  Similar taste to what is experienced on Chemo days.  Last chemo date was 12/9 per pt. Pt. kept in observation for 30 minutes without further s/s.  Pt. informed to seek evaluation is s/s develop post observation.

941737 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 TN 78.0 78 F Pt c/o itching and site tender to touch. States really noticed it on 01/11/2021. Localized redness noted on left upper arm.

941738 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 CA 43.0 43 M Gas and intestinal upset and gas started approx 1-2 days after the 1st vaccination (01/07) and on 01/13,  diarrhea started at 02:30 (am) and proceeded throughout the day.

941739 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 KS 60.0 60 F Patient complain of scratchy throat with cough within 15 minutes after vaccination. Given water to drink. Assess blood pressure, pulse. Patient stable within 15 more minutes and felt fine to leave.  Precautions given to seek medical attention if signs and symptoms worsens.

941740 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 OK 66.0 66 F Presented to MD'S office on 01/05/2021  with cough, HA, fever 101.9, chills, and fatigue.  Returned  on 01/07/2021 with no improvement.  Returned on  01/11/2021 with fatigue,  elevated temp 101.2, SOB, 02 Sat at 90%,   Rocephin 1G IM administered, CXR revealed pneumonia.  MD received call from patients husband stating  worsening 02 Sat levels at 81-82%.  Was transferred to hospital and admitted with pneumonia..Y

941741 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 GA 51.0 51 F Rec'd vaccine on 1/9/21. On 1/11/21 she developed swelling to both hands to the point it caused pain.

941742 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 IL 44.0 44 M Arm soreness  1st day, 3pm next day body aches, weakness and fatigue, heavy head, fever 102. Next day, still experiencing fatigue and body aches but not as much. 1/12/21 feeling flu type symptoms again body aches, muscle, nausea, chills, severe sweating during night sleeping awoke several times . 1/13/2021 feeling flushed and sweating again while working, stomach cramps, nausea and then vomited x1. Tiredness and extreme fatigue, almost hard to walk, heavy head, chills, fever 100.  Has taken Tylenol some relief

941744 12/19/2020 01/13/2021 MD 56.0 56 F Had a sore arm about 6 hours after. Four days after vaccine - 4:30 am woke up with severe nasal drainage and pressure. Headache. Very congested.  Medicated with Mucinex and Advil Sinus. A couple days later went to my chest. Got medical care from Telemed visit - Z-Pac - took for five days - 250 mg and a liquid decongestant: Guaifenesin - 100 mg/5 mm once every six hours for 10 days as needed. I took it for six or 7 days. Resolved.

941745 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NY 56.0 56 F 1/11 evening after 2nd injection nagging headache frontal, fatigue X 2 days took tylenol

941746 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MD 26.0 26 M At 2:34pm the patient had tingling to fingers on both hands. Vitals were taken. Observed for another 30 min and was sent home. Notes were that right side did resolve no notes about left side.

941747 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 22.0 22 F Itchy, raised bump, hot to touch

941748 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 DC 36.0 36 F Patient experienced lightheadedness and dizziness after 15 minute wait period upon standing up. Blood pressure was checked and was 150/90 then re-checked 15 minutes later which increased to 170/96. In house physician decided to call 911 for patient and blood pressure was re-checked 15 minutes later which showed another increase to 196/102. Patient was taken to hospital for evaluation and treatment at 1:17PM.

941749 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Injection site pain, tingling, swelling, redness. Flushing of face. Diarrhea. Improving.

941750 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 WI 55.0 55 F 1.  at time of vaccination felt back of throat "swelling" and cough. Stayed for 30 minutes with medic.  That resolved without treatment or intervention within 24 hours 2.  Arm at site of injection began to be swollen, very red, hot to touch and itchy on 1-12-2021.  Sought medical treatment at primary provider's office on 1-13-2021.  Was advised to use antihistamine for itching and to make report.  Was advised to not pursue 2nd dose at this time.

941751 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 GA 35.0 35 F arm sore, sore throat,nasal congestion, chest hurt when taking deep breath,sob ,headache, pulse 100,  advised to see PCP

941752 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 OH 24.0 24 F Almost 48 hours after the vaccine I woke up with hives flush to my skin along my R&L arms, under my arms, on my left hand, insides of both thighs, and around my ankles. My skin felt hot but minimally itchy. The insides of my hands and burn when I wash them and they feel really sore. The bottoms of my feet also felt like they were burning when I took a shower. Nothing in my diet or hygiene products have changes. I took a half dose of Benadryl at 11am today and the hives are still there along with the pain in my hands when washing them. I coordinated with my PCP and they recommended self monitoring and Benadryl.

941753 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 50.0 50 F Staff member complained of headache, chills, body aches, fatigue and slight nausea. After vaccination administered she c/o "feeling hot."  Had a glass of water and felt better.

941755 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CA 59.0 59 F Fatigue. Injection site pain. Chills. Body aches, headache, nausea. Resolved.

941756 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 TX 30.0 30 F noticed swelling and itching to the site of injection, worsened after taking a shower

941757 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NE 94.0 94 F DEVELOPED FLUSH THAT LASTED 3.5 HOURS AND RESOLVED ON IT'S OWN.

941759 03/07/2019 01/13/2021 AL 69.0 69 F numbness on right side of face spreading to head and neck. prescribed prednisone, valcyclovir. multiple MRI with no conclusion

941761 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 IL 43.0 43 M Injection site pain & swelling on first & second day. Swollen & painful  left axillary lymph nodes on 3rd day.

941762 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MD 55.0 55 F Patient is not sure if she had Moderna or Pfizer vaccine fatigue, headache, body aches "feels like" high blood pressure

941763 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MD 32.0 32 F Fever, chills, headache, body aches, muscle ache, dizziness, sore arm at injection site

941765 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 53.0 53 F Pt. presented to the COVID vaccine clinic on 1/4/2021 and reported the following symptoms starting immediately after receiving the injection on 12/30/2020: swelling, redness, erythema, tenderness of the injection site.  Upon inspection of the left upper arm, the reported is considerable.  Sent patient to provider to evaluate.

941766 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 46.0 46 F Muscle ache  Joint pain Injection site pain Headache

941767 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 GA 42.0 42 F chills, fever,body aches,headace,nausea

941768 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 CA 48.0 48 F On Jan 5 had a terrible headache, lasting 2 days.  Cough, chills, general body aches. Next day had terrible bouts of tachicardia (up to 110) with hypotension 90/50, saturation O2 100 percent.  Nausea. Chest tightness, difficulty breathing. By Saturday almost all the symptoms went away. Occasional episodes of tachycardia were still present on Saturday. By today everything is gone, and energy level is back to normal.

941769 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Patient received 1st dose (Pfizer) on 1/2/21, and later received another  1st dose (Moderna) on 1/7/21

941770 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 WA 49.0 49 F About 10 minutes into observation, she felt very nauseated, and then reported being dizzy. She reported "having waves of dizziness" that "made me feel like she was going to pass out but was clearly not" also reported "dizzy spots" in her vision. She had 3 separate episodes, each lasting about 4-5 minutes each. BP @ onset 100/63,  pulse 57, after resolution, 100/62, pulse 62. O2 sat 100%. All symptoms resolved after a total of 30 minutes post vaccination.

941771 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 WI 55.0 55 F Chills, fatigue,full body aches, abdominal pains

941772 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 MA 38.0 38 F Pt received COVID-19 vaccination on 12/30. Approx 5 minutes after recieving vaccine pt felt lightheaded and reporedly had a feeling of racing heart beat. O2 sat was 98-99% on RA, Heart rate ranged between 90-119. An ice pack was given to pt and she was instructed to breathe slowly and deeply. Symptoms waxed an waned for 10 minutes. After approx 10 minutes symptoms subsided and pt was back to baseline with a heart rate in the 80s. Pt was monitoered for 30+ minutes and had no recurrance of symptoms. Of note patient was positive for COVID-19 greater than 90 days ago.

941773 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Mild facial numbness around mouth
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941774 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 71.0 71 F Had +covid in beginning of October 2020, got the plasma, At 1 am 1/13/21, body sores, all muscles,  sore joints, fingers swollen, head, neck, ribs, legs, arms.

941775 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CA 34.0 34 M Local injection site soreness (within 1 hour of administration); fever/chills, fatigue, and myalgias (approximately 7 hours following injection). Improved with acetaminophen and ibuprofen. Fever/chills resolved within 12 hours of onset. Myalgias and fatigue resolved within 48 hours of onset.

941776 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 30.0 30 M Body aches, chills, dizziness, light headed

941777 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 57.0 57 F Metal taste in mouth 15 minutes after vaccine administered, lasting several hours Headache Fatigue

941778 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Patient received her shot on 1/13/2021 at 11:20am.  12 minutes later she started getting very dizzy. Her face was very red. She was extremely hot. Patient first bp was 140/101 with a pulse of 75. We continued to monitor her for the next 1 hour and 20 minutes until family arrived because she refused for us to call 911 because she did not want a bill. Every time we sat her up she was extremely dizzy. BP was 160/107 when she sat up on the bed. Her husband ended up taking her to the ER because she was still very hot and dizzy. Dr. was here. He listened to her breathing multiple times. There was no signs of allergic reaction. Patient reported a history of panic attacks.

941779 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 SD 47.0 47 M Reported facial and lip numbness x 3 days following covid vaccination (Bells Palsy) . By 5pm it had creep to the face, right cheek was not responding fully. Described the numbness like having a Novocain at the dentist.  Symptoms lasted 3 days

941780 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Injection site pain, fatigue. Resolved.

941781 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 WI 57.0 57 M Swelling, redness, and hardness 9 days after vaccination at site of injection.  No pain or heating at site.  Lasted 2 days.  Was asked to provide the information to this site by the director of the clinic.

941782 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 NY 31.0 31 M On Sunday evening, January 10th, I started becoming increasingly itchy in my face. I noticed it was blotchy and I had hives. My scalp was also very irritated. When I showered later that evening, I noticed that I had red dots on various parts of my body. This has since by diagnosed as dermatitis. On Monday & Tuesday, the 11 and 12 respectively, the hives, blotchiness and general irritation to my face and scalp got worse and I was very itchy.. The dermatitis continued to spread across my body include my torso & arms. My upper thigh also has some red dots but the rest of my legs, to date, appear to be okay. As of this writing, my entire body is itchy, but is general discomfort and hardly debilitating. As a note, I have not changed my laundry soap, bath soap, eaten anything different, etc as possible explanations for my hives and dermatitis. The only thing new in the last week and half has been the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine

941783 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 PA 44.0 44 F Red, raised and sore area about 3"x 3" at injection site (this was still two weeks after injection)

941784 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 VA 46.0 46 M On day 3 after the vaccine was given I had a local area of redness two inched wide develop. It gradually faded and went away, then after being completely gone for 3-4 days, on 1/11/21 another red blotch developed in the exact same spot, slightly bigger (2.5 ") and a darker color (dark pink vs light pink). It is indurated like a positive TB test but bigger. there is no pain, no itching, and I otherwise feel well. I just thought it was odd to have the pink area completely go away then come back a few days later more intensely. I wanted to report it in case this helps people at the CDC better understand the vaccine side effects. I stopped getting texts from the Vsafe app after having several days of no side effects.

941785 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 36.0 36 M Severe pain at injection site on left shoulder.  Inability to lift shoulder more than approximately 4 inches.  The next day, aches all over body, chills, fatigue, headache, muscle and joint pain throughout the body

941786 01/13/2021 U Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA was given in right upper arm at 1:08 pm, stayed for observation for 15 minutes then left at 1:25 pm. On drive home then right hand and upper lip felt numb. (Mildly numb about a 2-3 out of 10), no swelling noted at this time, (or if so its very slight like a 1 out of 10), and still able to move hand and lips normally, despite slight numbness so decided not to go to doctor at this time but just to notify him of it. Notified health dept and asked if it was still ok to get 2nd dose or not, clinical director nurse called back and said it sounded like small reaction and was ok to get 2nd dose. Reported reaction here, and going to call regular doctor to notify him as well.

941787 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 NJ 54.0 54 M After the vaccination i developed a fever and got sick on the job and was sent home.  I was off work for about 3 days before the fever began to break.  Headache, joint pain and fever was associated throughout those few days and finally the symptoms subsided with tylenol.

941788 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MO 21.0 21 F Symptoms of stuffy nose and fatigue started 15 minutes after shot, dizziness and fatigue worsened through the day, stuffy nose lasted 5 hours then ceased. Nausea and headache started two and a half hours after stuffy nose ceased.

941789 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 68.0 68 M Following administration of vaccine, patient felt foggy and lightheaded.  BP checked and found to be SBP>220 and DBP>100.  After 30 min of observation, symptoms failed to resolve and was seen in ED.  In ED, patient did no receive any medications and was observed and was discharged in stable condition.

941790 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 NY 30.0 30 F Tongue swelling. Resolved with benadryl.

941791 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 OR 23.0 23 F Mild fever, dizziness, chills, malaise, body aches, severe fatigue onset  +24h, improved by +36h and resolved by +48h. Severe enough to prevent daily activity and prevented patient from caring for themselves for the duration of sx. Swelling, redness, moderate-severe pain (to the touch) at injection site.

941792 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IA 31.0 31 F Migraine- 24 hours Fever- 36 hours Fatigue Headache

941794 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MA 53.0 53 F After patient received Covid 19 second dose experienced fever for 4 days, severe joint pain, nausea, significant abdominal pain and abdominal cramping with nausea for 3 days, headache, body aches, fatigue. Unable to work . Injection site pain was minimal lasting 1 day.

941795 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 IA 25.0 25 F Within 6 hours of first Covid vaccination employee experienced fever  of 101.3F, rapid heart rate of 132 and complaints of headache.  Employee has taken Ibuprofen to help with headache pain and fever.

941796 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 52.0 52 M About 10minutes post vaccine, he started c/o tingling to the right side of his neck and radiating down to his fingers. Vital signs were stable: BP 129/87, 97% RA, temp 97, HR 75, respirations 20, denies pain.  Also c/o sweating palms, nausea but no emesis, mild dizziness, no SOB/difficulty breathing. Stated he did not eat anything this morning. Provided with crackers and water.  At 0839, re-evaluated, nausea improved VS 132/88, hr 73, 98% RA, denies pain, continues to have tingling but not worsening, sweaty palms improving.  At 0905 tingling and nausea have improved no longer c/o dizziness, vs 130/95, hr 81, 98% RA, RR 18, denies pain. Felt good to go home.  Total time of about 30 minutes wait.

941797 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MT 50.0 50 F Afternoon after injection: severe internal itching around the injection site that proceeded through the evening.  Morning after injection: extreme fatigue, Dizziness upon waking and standing up. Dizziness has persisted throughout following day.  Mild headache,  extreme muscle aches, skin sensitivity when touched,  stiffness in all joints and limbs, red and very tender upper arm around injection site. Neck and shoulder pain/tenderness to touch that extends into the rib cage on right side.

941798 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 45.0 45 F In the first 12 hours after the vaccine I developed left arm pain. Approximately 12 up to 36 hours after the initial vaccine was given, I developed low-grade fevers. headaches, myalgia, chills, and severe fatigue.   It?s now about 48 hours later and I still experience mild fevers occasionally.

941799 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 40.0 40 F Patient experiencing moderate-severe body aches, chills, feeling of burning all over skin, skin flushing,  nausea, headache, dizziness, near syncope, and bouts of being tachycardia.  acetaminophen 1gm q6 hours x 4 doses for 2 days ondansetron 4mg x 1 dose

941800 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 30.0 30 F Severe chills, muscle ache, joint aches.

941801 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IA 54.0 54 M Face tingling and numb about 30 minutes after dose administered. Self administered epi-pen.

941802 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 AZ 41.0 41 M 2 days later I developed pain in my chest, back, lats, and entire arm. I have sharp numbing pain periodically from my armpit to my pinky finger. This pain has only grown worse since onset despite my doctor prescribing oral steroids and pain meds. Painful to sneeze, cough and laugh

941803 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 CA 71.0 71 F Only tenderness is arm for two days

941804 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 MS 24.0 24 F fever (101.3 F), chills, very mild headache, very mild chest tightness, body aches. Started around 1:00 AM Monday (15 hours after administration). Took tylenol 1000 mg every 4-6 hours. Fever resolved around 4:30 PM Monday. Body aches resolved around 10:00 PM Monday night. Symptoms fully resolved by Tuesday

941805 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 ID 19.0 19 F Extreme vomiting, 103 degree feveraches and paind

941806 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Cough Extreme sore throat chills

941807 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 64.0 64 F At the injection site, soreness, burning, achy, painful and huge knot in collarbone area. Dr. said infection from the COVID19 shot. prescribed antibiotics.

941808 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 PA 27.0 27 M Free floating nodule directly across on inside of left arm where Injection was starting last night.

941813 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TX 67.0 67 F I woke up this morning with shoulder pain believing I slept wrong on it until I felt my left arm and felt this huge lump wondering how I grew a muscle overnight.  It was definitely swollen and some redness too. I took my temperature and had no fever. Called my doctor's office to report my findings. Was instructed to apply a cold ice pack on it and take ibuprofen and to contact you with my event. I did not need to visit the office and continuing to ice pack my arm and ibuprofen.  As of 3:41 pm CST it is still swollen.

941814 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 SC 24.0 24 F error in a full dose- the employee said that she doesn't know if the vaccine went into my arm. She said it "squirted out" and there were droplets on my arm afterward. I was given no advice or recommendations on what happened or what I need to do next and the situation was dismissed.

941815 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 FL 69.0 69 F Severe Headaches, Extreme Fatigue, Ringing in Ears, Nausea, Bitter taste in mouth

941816 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 68.0 68 F Pt. reported leg weakness "similar to when my blood sugar was low".  Pt. had sugar containing candy on person and was advised to ingest it.  Pt. observed for additional 15 minutes and dismissed in stable condition thereafter.

941817 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IL 46.0 46 F Mild chills, cold, body aches, pain at inj site.

941818 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 CA 65.0 65 F Redness and erythema from the external arm down to the external elbow area, preceded by pain at the injection site for a first week.

941819 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Rt deltoid hard, red and swollen at injection site. Patient reports arm itches. Site is cool to the touch. Patient reports being afebrile and had a hot flash.

941820 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 SD 32.0 32 F Subcutaneous injection on the back o f the right arm.  Was red/sore/painful - widespread redness on arm from elbow to scapula. Took 500mg Tylenol

941821 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 DC 36.0 36 F complaint of dizziness; blood pressure elevated. Sent to ED. MD stated possible mild-moderate reaction to vaccine. Given IV fluids and monitored blood pressure prior to being released.

941822 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 LA 40.0 40 F Patient began experiencing numbness to R ear and jaw at approx 3:15pm. She received the vaccine at approx 1 PM. Denies SOB. Not facial drooping. No hives

941823 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Right outer lip numbness, itchy eyes. Improved with benadryl.

941824 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 KS 25.0 25 F 5:17 PM- Felt lump in throat and shortness of breath 5:22 PM- Difficulty swallowing Vital signs: 128/85, 84 Pulse, 18 Respirations 5:29 PM- EMS activated  5:43PM- EMS arrived 5:51 PM- Patient advised of risks. Refused EMS

941825 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 MO 28.0 28 M 01/11/2021 Pt. reported to facility with c/o hives from his waist down, swollen lips and diarrhea. Instructed to take PO OTC Benadryl and report to ED if symptoms worsen Dx: Acute Urticaria

941826 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 WI 48.0 48 F Some itching during stay started 10 minutes after observation period started. kept 45 min. improved after went home. Declined need for ED visit.

941827 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 IA 33.0 33 F about one week after receiving the Covid vaccination, employee developed a ed circle at the injection site which was approximately the size of a quarter and was itchy.

941828 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MA 31.0 31 M Vaccine was given at 1250 pm. Approximately 20 min. after receiving the vaccine patient became general weak accompanied by near syncope, nausea. He was transported to hospital for treatment.

941829 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NY 33.0 33 M I had a little swelling at injection site on day of and night of. The following day the swelling increased and had spread to the armpit area. It was more tender and there was moderate to sever pain in the armpit. I took some advil with minimal relief. On the 3rd day (today) the swelling seemed a littlw worse and the pain increased slightly. I contacted my plastic surgeon (since back in October 2019) because i had a procedure called miradry, which elemintes the sweat glands in my bilateral armpits. The doctor advised me to come in immeidately to the office. Upon arrival the doctor examined the area and was able to se immiedalty that is was swollen. I consented to pictures being taken. He is making an entry as well as I am and I was advised to ice the area and to take advil and to remain in contact.

941830 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 CA 46.0 46 F itchy raised red rash started on day 8 after injection, and lasted for 4 days

941833 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 42.0 42 F The following actions were performed: Patient states that she is having pain where the vaccine was given. She reports that there is a warm traveling sensation from the injection sites to her neck and face. She also reports a tingling numbness and pressure sensation in her nose, chin and forehead. She started to complain of a headache at 12:53. Bendaryl 25mg administered as a single dose at 12:35. Patient was brought into the exam room sat down. She was monitored at 5 minute intervals for her BP, HR, and Pulse Ox. Her vitals are stable. She has no complaints of any SOB. She did complain of some chest tightness she said was anxiety and she was not concerned with it. She said it did not feel she like she needs any emergency treatment.

941834 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CA 61.0 61 M about 14 hours after vaccination I experienced what appeared to be a severe case of Cytokine storm. I had a moderate case of COVID in May 2020 and had positive IgG AB in August. The symptoms started with heavy shaking chills, lasting 1 1/2 hours , fever and most concerning sustained tachycardia with heart rate of 180' to 200' over hours, which then destabilized into runs of Vtach and complex ventricular dysrythmia, low BP, profound weaklness, head aches and joint and muscle pains ( similar to the experienced COVID symptoms )Y

941835 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 WI 22.0 22 F Had shot at 12:43 PM and notified nurse at 12:53 PM of nausea, BP 154/64, pulse 88, stated she started a new migraine medication 2 weeks ago and she had not eaten in the past 24 hours, BP recheck at 12:58 PM 154/70 pulse 80, complained of lightheadedness and nausea at 1:00 PM, chilling, 1 dose of epipen given 1:01 PM to left leg. 911 notified, en route to ED 1:11 PM. Notified mom at 12:28 PM.  Dr. notified at 1:16 PM.

941836 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MI 54.0 54 F Chills and headache. Took extra strength Tylenol for the headache shortly after going to bed (around 10pm). Still felt a slight headache the next morning (5:30am) and took two more tablets. Felt fine after that. I felt kind of cold during the evening, but by the time I went to bed around 10pm, that was when the chills had hit full force. I could not get warm enough. I continued to increase the temperature of  my electric blanket and was not comfortable until I was at a 6 out of 10. When I woke up the next morning the chills were gone. Also experienced soreness in the left arm.

941837 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 DC 65.0 65 F Slight soreness of arm near vaccination site

941838 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MA 67.0 67 F Approximately 10 min after receiving the Moderna vaccine the employee reported her throat began to feel scratchy and had itchiness.  Employee has a history of allergic reactions.  Patient was given diphenhydramine 25 mg in the ED and discharged home.  No respiratory issues noted in ED, symptoms resolved.

941839 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 CO 31.0 31 F near syncope, relieved by rest

941840 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NM 38.0 38 M Approximately 3 minutes post injection the patient began hyperventilating 2/2 SOB.  RR notified .  Patient placed on 4L o2.  Pt fully recovered.

941841 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NY 31.0 31 F Patient reported feeling suddenly flushed and tachycardic - she reports having a history of SVT. She was immediately moved from chair to cot with feet elevated. She reported feeling better. Shortly after, her HR was 112, checked again 96, BP 124/90. Pt was alert and oriented, reported feeling better, took a few sips of juice. After attempting to sit up, she needed to lay back down, HR up to 120, c/o hands feeling numb. She reported a "heavy" feeling in her chest.  911 was called. Pt still alert, very calm, HR 112, starting to have have "chills" teeth chattering, knees shaking, skin warm and dry. Denies any difficulty breathing, tongue and lips not swollen, lips not cyanotic. Within 15 minutes HR down to 108. Reports her "heart rate feels better" but does still c/o hands tingling.  Pt reports that she has never had any issues with getting vaccines before. Has not had an episode of SVT "in about 10 years" Patient transported to medical center for observation.

941842 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 ME 58.0 58 F about 30 minutes after vaccine developed itching sensation in the left supraclavicular area and spread to b/l neck and behind ears. mild flushing of skin. treated with 50mg benadryl, monitored for 30 minutes with decrease in symptoms and no new sx. normal vitals, no systemic sx, no hives.

941843 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Patient describes fever and chills and body aches.

941844 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MN 27.0 27 F Malaise, chills, flushed, temperature of 99.1 with concurrent antipyretics (acetaminophen 1000mg PO Q6H) starting approximately 20 hours post-vaccination

941845 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 PA 62.0 62 F Pain mind swelling st injection site for 5 days, went away then on 7th day started wheezing felt warm and saw arm.had a deck of cards size welt where injection was.Took two benadryl the next day was in bed most of the time fever 100.6 headaches, body aches, reddnes and swelling at injection site

941846 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 CA 71.0 71 F On day 9, a large red non-itchy rash at injection site.  On day 13, fever, listlessness, headache, body aches, queasiness continuing to date of this report

941847 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 33.0 33 M patient was anxious before injection. Diaphoretic before vaccination, and increased after vaccine. C/o Nausea. Patient moved to floor, legs elevated, cool packs to neck, Vital signs take (Normal). 911 activated, clinic staff monitored until EMS took over, patient refused transport to hospital. Co-worker drove them back to worksite.

941848 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 CA 37.0 37 M "PMH htn who c/o n/v/d and flu like symptoms. Patient received first dose of pfizer vaccine 12/23/20 at 3pm. A few hours later started having epigastric pain to his back with numerous episodes of n/v nbnb. +chills and myalgias. Denies having any prior adverse reactions to vaccines. Denies any nsaid or etoh use. Denies any abd surgeries. Took 12mg zofran, about 4mg which were IV w/o relief. Denies any itching or rash or hx pancreatitis or anaphylaxis. +mild sob. "

941849 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 TN 79.0 79 M Trouble walking, can't stand up straight, feel like I am going to pitch over forward

941850 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MN 62.0 62 F Fever greater than 100.0   severe headache. Pain at the injection site

941851 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 WA 36.0 36 F SOB: 25 min post injection, lasted 1 min then resolved.  Nausea 1 hr post dose, intermittent, sever x12 hours, then intermittent and mild x1 additional day. Fatigue & pain at injection site.

941852 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 OH 26.0 26 M Chills with Rigors, fever tmax of 101.7, headache, muscle aches, night sweats.

941853 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 VA 64.0 64 F Dose used was from vial more than 6 hours old.

941854 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 NY 38.0 38 M 2 days after vaccine, started to feel lightheadedness and tunnel vision almost leaving him to fall. Weak legs. Sent to urgent care for further workup.

941855 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 NY 38.0 38 M 2 days after vaccine, started to feel lightheadedness and tunnel vision almost leaving him to fall. Weak legs. Sent to urgent care for further workup.

941856 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Muscle ache, fever, chills, fatigue. Improving.

941857 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Angioedema (lips, face, tongue, neck, chest and palms of hands).   Treatment Benadryl po 25 mg @ 1130 am 1/13/2021 Benadryl IV 50mg x 1 @ 1239 Pepcid 20 mg IV x 1 @ 1239 SoluMedrol 125 mg IV x 1 @ 1239 Acetaminophen po 325 mg @ 1412 Prednisone 60 mg po x 1 @ 1542

941858 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 IA 49.0 49 F About one week after Covid vaccination employee developed a red circle at the injection site which was itchy.  It resolved after 5 days.

941859 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Patient complained of unsteady gait, numbness and tingling  of upper and lower extremities more pronounced on the left side where received vaccine.  Patient was seen in ED on 1/11/21 and did not receive any treatment, was evaluated and later discharged in stable condition.

941860 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 WI 27.0 27 F Fever of 100.6 Chills Fatigue- slept all day Body aches Headache

941861 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 59.0 59 F @0950 about 10minutes post vaccination, patient complaint of anxiety and rapid heart rate. Patient has a history of allergies - anaphylaxis. Vitals taken: b/p 197/116, hr 70, temp 97.5, 02 sat 99% on r/a. States she has HTN and takes meds. She did take her medication this morning. With meds she is around 140s/80s. Stayed with us for about 30 minutes. Repeat vs 186/104 hr 68, 98% RA. Still reporting anxiety but states she feels her b/p is high because she is anxious. She never experienced SOB, difficulty breathing. Stated at first a little bit of a scratchy throat but that went away shortly after. She stayed until she felt less anxious.

941863 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 36.0 36 F Received vaccine 12/29/2020.  Reports has a rash at injection site starting the week of 1/4/2021.  Red rash area, very large noted, did not have ability to measure.  Pt. states rash has gotten larger and worsened.  Pt. to be checked by provider.

941864 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IA 43.0 43 F Swollen lymph nodes, fever, chills, fatigue, stiff neck, arm soreness

941865 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 53.0 53 F chills body ache headache heat palpitations High Heart rate

941866 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 FL 48.0 48 F Headache 12PM, chills, body pain 4PM, fever 5:30PM,  shortness of breath, slight cough due to airway constriction 5:30PM.  Plenty of fluids, sleep-night sweats, woke up better. Head & neck pain  and body ache. No chills/fever.

941867 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 32.0 U Patient reports chills, fever, body aches

941868 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 TX 59.0 59 F -FEVER 101, BODY ACHE, HEADACH, FATIGUE, RUNNY NOSE , - Began within 6 hours Naprosyn helped, Tylenol did not. TXT symptomatically with Pepcid, Claritin, tylenol, Naprosyn

941869 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 NY 31.0 31 F Swollen and painful lymph node in left arm pit

941870 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 KY 61.0 61 F Was unable to get details . The phone call ended.

941871 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 67.0 67 F 1420: sitting in chair in general observation area. C/O left arm tingling. Encouraged to move arm and flex hand.  1424: states that the tingling is moving up her neck and it is throbbing now. Moved to private observation area. States her left arm is sore, throbbing with tingling down arm into hands. C/O soreness up neck and that chest feels heavy. Hx of asthma requiring new monoclonial antibodies started two months ago. BP 138/88; HR 98; O2 sat 97% on r/a. Color pink. States that her BP usually runs under 120 systolic and under 80 diastolic. States her pulse is usually in the 60-70s. No SOB noted. Lungs clear bilaterally, diminished in left lower lobe. Does not have inhalers with her. Denies throat swelling or itching. Gave water and denies difficulty swallowing.  1434: - HR 89; O2 95% on r/a. she drank a fruit smoothie she had in her purse.  1437: - EMT on site arrived for further evaluation. States that her pain in chest is 4/10 and now describes "feels like pressure" and states the pain is radiating up the neck and outward from left chest area.  1440: BP 146/90; HR 90: )2 97% on room air. Speaking without SOB noted.  States that pain is now radiating into her left side of back.  1442: EMS 911 activated, clinic manager notified 1446: O2 97% on r/a; HR 87. States pain less throbbing, but still radiating. 1450: Stall have decreased sensation and tingling in left arm.  1455: States pain is now 2/10. State left arm tingling improved. Color remains pink, no SOB noted, No resp. distress noted.  1500: EMS ambulance crew arrived. Patient states pain now 1/10 1504: HR 86, BP 111/73; O2 97%  1508: 12 lead EKG run per EMS. Advised transport to hospital. Patient agreed.  1510: Patient began stating that she did not want to go to hospital. Clinic manager had contacted MD on call and explained to her that he is approving transport due to her symptoms. Patient started talking about being worried about getting back to her car. EMS and clinic manager spoke to her about the dangers of driving self with her symptoms. Reassured that several hospitals can provide taxi or bus vouchers back to her car once evaluated and released. She then began talking about her dog being alone in a crate at home. States she just moved here several months ago and doesn't know any of her neighbors. States her only child lives in a different County and that he currently has COVID.  1515: Refusing transport via EMS 1519: Stood with lightheadedness, no SOB, States she feels fine now. Signed AMA refusal for transport to  hospital.  1520: Ambulated down hall with difficulty. EMS left. Walked back to restroom - voided.  1523: Ambulated per self to personal vehicle. Gait steady. No lightheadedness. States chest pain resolved.

941872 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Patient complained of facial flushing approximately 10 minutes post vaccination.  Patient was cleared by EMS.  Instructed patient to call her family physician, 911, or go to the nearest emergency room for any further issues.

941873 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 TX 43.0 43 M 1) Paresthesia of face 2) Swelling, pain  and erythema of the vaccination site

941874 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 62.0 62 M Fatigue, and head congestion. Lasted one day.

941875 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 VA 31.0 31 F Dose was from a vial that was punctured more than 6 hours prior.

941876 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 NC 89.0 89 F Patient was hospitalized within 24 hours after a syncopal episode due to hypotension. She was found to have a UTI due to E.coli and subsequently treated for the infection. It was felt, that the syncope was due to sepsis related to the UTI caused by known chronic constipation rather than the vaccine.

941877 12/26/2020 01/13/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Stiffness soreness cramping severe pain. Unable to flex hands due to pain. Severe pain thru entire body lasting  3 days

941878 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 0 U Pfizer-BioNTech Covid vaccine EAU: Dosing error During a vaccination clinic it was discovered that we were short  5 doses of the Pfizer vaccine.  We were able to obtain 6 doses per vial.  Upon examining the vials and diluents it was determined that 1 vial of vaccine was administered undiluted.  The patient received 0.3ml from the vial of undiluted vaccine.  Upon discovery, we could not determine which person received the excesive dose.0.0

941879 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 31.0 31 F Patient reported left arm sore and achy, some tingling to fingers. Patient monitored for 30 minutes. Tingling resolved at end of 30 mins, arms remains with achiness.

941880 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 PA 39.0 39 M Patient was seen a week after initial injection on 1/6/21 with a red, raised, and warm to touch area of injection that was sore and itchy

941881 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 MD 59.0 59 F Moderna covid-19 vaccineEAU Headache, severe body aches and spine joint pain, severe fatigue for 3 days.

941882 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Pt experienced tachycardia, lightheaded, sweaty, nausea, and near syncope.  Pt says she is anxious and feels this was anxiety-related.

941883 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Within 2 hours of receiving vaccine, developed severe jaw pain bilaterally with spasm.

941884 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CT 51.0 51 M Rash localized to near the injection site.  It looks like poison ivy bubbles and is red and itchy

941885 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 PA 42.0 42 F Sat for15 minutes. After she got home, felt a knot on arm, broke out in sores, itchy, burning, rubbed it and skin started peeling, couldn't sleep. Stomach pains for about 2 days.

941886 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 38.0 38 F @0928 about 20 minutes post vaccine, she stated she was starting to feel tingling to her neck and arms bilaterally. NAD, no SOB, v/s 154/110 (normal for her is 102/80s). 98% RA, hr 95, 96.9 temp and no pain. Did report dizziness. patient has a history of anaphylaxis. Evaluated her for 30 minutes after onset of symptoms. C/o anxiety and feeling seasick, never experienced respiratory distress at the end of her additional 30 minutes she reported feeling better.

941887 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 CA 40.0 40 F I began feeling lightheaded and dizzy almost immediately followed by extreme fatigue. There was initially some mild tingling in extremities. After an hour later, my legs were almost numb and I had difficulty moving them. The fatigue got increasingly worse

941888 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 PA 53.0 53 F lips were tingly, rapid heart rate, elevated BP, heart palpitations.  all symptoms improved other than heart palpitations

941890 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MT 70.0 70 F Body Aches

941891 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 ND 46.0 46 F Woke up on 26th and couldn't hear anything out of left ear - like I was deaf in that ear - Buzzing and constant titch in it. Went to ER and they first thought I had wax in it - couldn't hear after they flushed it with warm water. Didn't change anything . Did a brain MRI - and that was negative. Did some bloodwork - and it all came back okay. After all that - 6 hrs there: Prednisone - 60 mg a day for 10 days. After 24 hours of taking that my hearing was back -  there was huge improvement. I Still have very loud ringing in my ear. Constant buzz in my ear. Had a hearing test to test and it looks pretty good. Going back in three months for hearing test.

941892 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 KS 35.0 35 F On 01/12/2021, I was notified that the patient stated she had a rash on her left arm near the immunization site.  I examined this site on 01/12/2021.  Noted 2 in diameter area where vaccine was injected, that showed a faded induration, but no redness now. The patient states this was red at the site for several days but then faded to the current appearance.  She states one week after administration of the vaccine, she developed a rash trailing to inner aspect of her left arm. Rash was blotchy in appearance, in small clusters. No induration or erythema noted.  Patient reports mild pruritis. States she has been taking her allegra since the immunization, has not taken any benadryl or other new medications for this rash.  Denies any systemic systemic symptoms. No shortness of breath, angioedema, wheezing, chest pain, or GI/GU symptoms.  She states earlier in the day on 01/12/2021, she had site examined by her primary care provider, PA and was told to put hydrocortisone cream on site and to monitor.   Patient denies taking any new medications since vaccine administration.  On 01/13/2021, patient was examined by another provider at clinic, APRN.  She noted, the arm is erythematous, mildly raised and with no induration or fluctuance at site. The patient complains of slight burning and significant pruritus. There are no excoriations. She has been using hydrocortisone and taking claritin. She encouraged patient to start taking benadryl as directed and continue hydrocortisone. Edges of erythema were marked and advised patient to monitor for progression today. If progression occurred within a few hours she planned to send RX for treatment of acute delayed reaction to vaccine.  Patient was examined at 3:18PM by RN and she reported that it looked like the erythema had improved and had gotten smaller, it had not progressed beyond the pen markings. Pt complains of some itching still but had not been able to take benadryl yet today. She will keep an eye on it and will check back in with us tomorrow.

941893 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 OH 26.0 26 F Rash around injection site 1 week later. Hot to touch and itchy.

941894 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 HI 31.0 31 F Received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 12/29/20. Experienced injection site tenderness, headache, and sinus congestion after injection. Over the weekend (1/2/21-1/3/21), experienced dizziness/vertigo upon awakening. The dizziness occurred intermittently throughout the hours of the days. On 1/5/21, experienced intermittent vertigo many times while standing or sitting at work. Attending physician was notified. Physician recommended employee see PCP follow-up to rule out additional causes (may be multifactorial).

941895 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 35.0 35 F Persistent headache Fatigue Heaviness in lower limbs

941896 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Severe nausea and vomiting x2

941897 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 87.0 87 F Patient reported right knee, joint pain on 01/12/2021. Patient took 200mg Ibuprofen in AM and 650mg Tylenol PM. Pain has resolved by 01/13/2021.

941898 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 WA 47.0 47 M blisters, fingers, palms, wrists, lips, elbows, knees, thighs, toes.

941899 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 77.0 77 M Rather sudden onset of severe weakness of legs and unable to stand up from chair without assistance of wife or walker

941900 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MD 34.0 34 F 34 yr old female w/ well controlled htn. received moderna vaccine 1/5/2021- and 24-48 hours post vaccine: and she had fever, chills, myalgias w/ axiallary lymphadenopthy.  +reports localized swelling. which id not respond to antihistamines.  the local site had greater than 10 cm of erythema  And on saturday- started vomiting: she was taken to ER medical Center- 1/10/2021        + axiallary lymphadenophy        + fever         + chills        + greater than 5 cm -10 cm of erythema        ---- In which she was rx'd        she is taking prednisone 50 mg         Tylenol w/ codiene        Allegra and benadryl. Discharged home in stable condition.

941901 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 59.0 59 F Patient complained of dull frontal headache after vaccination, drank water, observed for 30 minutes at which point headache resolved.

941902 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 KS 25.0 25 F Moderne COVID-19 Vaccine EUA I got the vaccine in the morning 1/11/21 at approximately 8am and that night around 10pm felt really bad body/muscle aches and chills.

941903 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IL 22.0 22 F Flush face, blotchy skin, tingly fingers, rapid pulse  gave 50mg Benadryl

941904 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 VT 23.0 23 F Headache starting day after vaccine administration and persistent X 2 weeks

941905 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 40.0 40 F Pt. reports rash, itching at injection site, rash with erythema around edges. Started as small red area  and small knot with tenderness at injection site within a couple of days of injection.  The tenderness and knot resolved, but the rash continued to worsen 13 days after.

941906 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 IA 58.0 58 F Patient started having symptoms like a cold on January 1, 2021. She attributed them to having had the vaccine 3 days prior. Her husband started getting sick a couple days later and was sent home from work to be tested for COVID. When he went, she went as well to be checked out. She tested positive on January 6,2021.

941907 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MT 45.0 45 M Headache, Body aches, Chills

941908 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OR 33.0 33 F per patient about 15 minutes after receiving dose she experienced some numbness in her face and some dizziness similar to how she feels after eating calamari. Patient was talking OK but was given 50mg oral diphenhydramine at 1:03pm, did not report feeling any worse/was feeling slightly better after 30 minutes

941909 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 RI 74.0 74 F 3.) Call back from POA, notified of new skin condition and POC,  2.)  Call received from APRN- reported assessment to her, new order for Benadryl 25mg x one dose, medication given, called and left message with POA awaiting return call back      1.) Resident with raised red areas on left arm, did receive Covid-19 Vaccine on 01/05/21, no respiratory difficulties, call out to APRN- to report new skin issue

941910 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 KY 49.0 49 F became synocpal, complaining of itching at site, up neck, scalp and mucosa of nose and mouth.  Administered benadryl 50mg PO, epinephrine .5mg and oxygen 8LPM.  Vitals stable 120/80, heart rate 80-100 and respirations unlabored at 18.  Patient refused EMS transport, monitored x 1 hour until itching resolved, and without complaints.

941911 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NE 29.0 29 F Weakness, tiredness, increase in temperature, nausea, headache, joint pain, stomach ache, heartburn, vaccination site soreness
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941912 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 53.0 53 F @0940 patient c/o anxiety, felt like she was having a rapid pulse, v/s 137/91 (her normal is 120s), 95-96% RA, rr 22, hr 84, temp of 97.2, Reports feeling dizzy and light headed. Patient has a history of allergies, swelling. @1004 repeat vitals 123/81y, 98% RA, hr 77, RR 21, denies pain, remains anxious and light headed. About 15 minutes later, she reports feeling better, less anxious, no more light headedness.

941913 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 VT 56.0 56 F 20 minutes of fever, chills, headache, fatigue, back ache. Repeated at 8:00 PM. Called out of work Saturday 1/9/2021

941914 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MO 54.0 54 F Diarrhea, nauseous, vomiting, weak/tired, slight headache, temperature 100.5.  Didn't feel well at 3:00 am.  At 5:45 am diarrhea and nauseous.  6:30 am vomiting.  Diarrhea all day and evening.  Temp began around 11:30 am.  Slept most of day.  Treated as if stomach bug.  Small drinks of water.  Sleep.  Returned to work today, 01/13/21.  No fever, mainly aches, tired, no diarrhea, stomach little nauseous.

941915 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MA 82.0 82 F Pink, Warm to touch

941916 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 LA 35.0 35 M Patient vaccinated at 1501, beginning 1531 started with itching, wheezing and shortness of breath. Treated in the ED with Epi 1 mg SQ, , Solumedrol 125 mg IVP and Benadryl 25 mg IVP and Albuterol 2.5 with atrovent  .5 mg.

941917 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 57.0 57 F C/O LEFT ARM NUMBNESS/TINGLING POST VAC. SHOT.  EMS ON SITE. 1035:  VS: 02 SAT R.A.:  98%, P:  95, BP:  147/82; T:  98.1 DEG. F. 1050:  LEFT FACILITY, NO COMPLAINTS.

941918 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 NH 63.0 63 F Baseline tinnitus got much louder, headaches, intermittent nausea, sore throat

941919 01/03/2021 01/13/2021 OR 33.0 33 F Swelling a site of shot, redness, itchy, trouble breathing

941920 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IA 27.0 27 F Patient reported cold sores in her mouth on 1/9/2021 and then on 1/12/21 was seen in Dr. office and diagnosed with Bells Palsy.  Patient was started on antivirals and prednisone.

941921 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 IL 42.0 42 F Crushing joint pain began late evening on 1/10/21 with swollen lymph nodes under the arms.

941922 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AR 55.0 55 F Headache ongoing Chills with no fever ongoing Pain at injection site ongoing Metallic taste in mouth right after injection lasted 1 hour or so

941923 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Started feeling arm pain, later in the evening chills. Calves were sore for 2 days. Started itching, very red. the inj site is hard, warm on the inside, lower back pain. Got cycle 2 weeks early.

941924 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NH 60.0 60 M One minute after vaccination, recipient started to gradually feel dizzy. Medic was called right away to respond, vitals were normal. Medical history and medication list was noted. BP: 138/72, HR: 71 BPM. Recipient was instructed to recline his seat back, sip water slowly, and relax. He said that since starting his medication provigil, he has been having dizzy spells. We had the recipient wait another 10 minutes, we checked him out, and clearing him with no signs or symptoms. Nothing follows.

941925 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 AK 35.0 35 M Abdominal pain, diarrhea, night sweats.  All disappeared on following day

941926 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MO 30.0 30 F 2pm fatigue, soreness in arm 11pm nausea, vomiting, chills 12pm insomnia, fever, chills, body aches, joint pain 2am continued fever despite fever reducers 6am (day after) continued fatigue, arm soreness reduced 12pm continued low grade fever -99.6-100, fatigue 6pm continued low grade fever, fatigue 6am (2 days after) improvement in symptoms 12pm return of low grade fever, and fatigue. continued soreness in arm

941927 12/26/2020 01/13/2021 MD 37.0 37 F Pt had headache start about 20 min after vaccine, continued for 2-3 weeks mild/mod pain has continued 18 days after

941928 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 GA 49.0 49 F My adverse reaction was a hot flash for about 10min on 12/31/2020 and on 01/01/2021, I found a small pea size lump on my right collar bone area that has now increased in size to a quarter size lump that's mildly tender.

941929 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 NY 51.0 51 F 12/31/2020: Fatigue - lasting 1 day 12/31 - 1/4/2021: Injection site pain 12/5/2021 - Present: Pain underside of left arm raidiating into arm pit  down along left side into left breast initial pain scale is 4/3  increasing to present pain scale of 8 out of 10. Neg redness, neg. swelling.  Palpable extreme pain. Inability to move / use left arm. Pain with motion - reaction is progressing interesting

941930 12/20/2020 01/13/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Tired and dizzy within 10min, lasted for 7 hrs until bedtime. The next morning, no longer dizzy but full body joint pain/ache and injection site pain/ache.

941931 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Patient is a 58 years old female sent to ER for evaluation.  Patient received COVID-19 immunizations.  Second dose Pfizer . mRNA. around 10:25 AM today.  Patient is complaining of dyspnea at rest, dizziness and chest discomfort tightness.  Patient stated that with first dose she developed fever , nausea vomiting and dyspnea. Patient has history of hyperlipidemia.  No coronary disease.  Patient has history of COVID-19 infection in July 2020. Diagnosed with RESIDUAL  pulmonary fibrosis. No skin rash.  No nausea.  No vomiting no abdominal.  No sensation throat closing, no wheezing, no cough No hypotension at ER arrival No hives.  No itching, no swelling of face or lips. Patient denies history anxiety or depression.  No history of coronary disease.  No history of hypertensio

941932 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MT 55.0 55 M Rash on Forearm

941933 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 KS 30.0 30 M Patient called and reported today that he had red itchy spots/hives on his legs, back, stomach, and felt like he could not catch his breath and heard whistling sounds with breathing. When asked states he did not take Benadryl because it makes him very sleepy, everything resolved in 3 hours without treatment. Symptoms were approx. 36 hours after vaccine.

941934 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 ID 41.0 41 F Patient was here for nurse visit for COVID vaccine. Administered Moderna COVID 19 vaccine in left deltoid at 09:30. No immediate reaction noted. At 09:47 patient stated that her left arm was tingling, and she was feeling hot. Patient states she feels like it's an anxiety attack and she has anxiety about shots. Patient became nauseous and shaky. Physician was notified. O2 97% P 76 T98. 0 09:53 received verbal ok by Dr to administer BENADRYL 25mg to patient, administered Diphenhydramine 25mg 1 PO without difficulty. I applied a cool compress to back of neck.  10AM patient stated she felt better. 10:02 she stated the tingling in her arm was gone. Patient did vomit at 10:06. She stated she felt much better. Patient stayed in office until 10:15 she stated she felt better. Per Dr patient is ok to return for 2nd dose of COVID vaccine. Let patient know that if she developed any other symptoms to call us or if she has difficulty breathing or severe chest pain she needs to go to ER. Patient stated understanding.

941935 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 66.0 66 F Patient reported sudden SOB accompanied by sharp flank pain 4 minutes after dose administration. HR 68, spo2 100, BP 147/82. Patient assessed and escorted to ED for further assessment by w/chair. Patient assessed in ED and discharged to home without further incident.

941936 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Internal Hemorrhage (GI) & urinary Muscles aches chills (L) side pain after 2 days post COVID vaccine #1 & after 1 day post COVID vaccine # 2 Hemorrhoids, bright red blood per rectum. Saw GI doctor. C/o platelet count (low normal)

941937 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IL 59.0 59 F Patient received vaccine at 0939. 30 minute wait period related to history of previous anaphylactic reaction. 10:05 patient walked from  observation area to vaccinator and reported that her "chest was burning" and "feels like it is getting tighter to breathe. Pt had change in voice. Patient moved to chair and started on oxygen 1.5 L/m per nasal cannula. MD came to room to assess patient. ED  arrived and checked patient B/P. Patient transferred by cart to ED.Y 1

941938 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 IN 71.0 71 F Bad cough and explosive diahrea

941939 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 PA 63.0 63 F difficulty breathing post vax, self administered own inhaler, pt called PCP who advised ER, paramedic administered albuterol breathing tx, pt transported by ambulance to Hospital

941940 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 KY 33.0 33 F Flush face, blotchy skin, high blood pressure, rapid pulse, tingly fingers. Given 50mg Benadryl

941941 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MI 31.0 31 F Client administered 0.3 mL Pfizer COVID19 vaccine via IM to left arm at apx  1525.  At apx 1545 client verbalized complaint of tingling sensation to lips and face. Client denied any difficulty breathing. Client administered 50mg of Diphenhydramine via IM to right arm at apx 1546.  1547 BP= 117/70; HR = 98bpm; RR = 18; temp = 97.2.  Client verbalized tingling sensation lessening at apx 1550.  1552 BP = 113/69; HR = 92; RR = 15; temp = 97.2 At 16:00 client verbalized tingling sensation had completely subsided.  Client denied any difficulty breathing. Client declined transport to ED and instead called friend to pick her up as she was too drowsy to drive per Dr.

941942 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Patient had vaccine at work place hospital. No vaccine information per patient received Pfizer.

941943 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 MA 46.0 46 F Patient received first dose of MODERNA VACCINE on 12/29/20. Had minor reaction type symptoms including fatigue, site arm soreness, headaches, chills. These resolved with Tylenol and Claritin for the first 2-3 days, then stopped taking. Exactly one week later: On the morning of Tuesday 1/05/21 patient began experiencing intense itching, redness, speckled redness and a few hours later a red raised rash, along with new episode of soreness. Also had new fatigue. Took Claritin and Tylenol with slight relief in itch, but not redness. On Wednesday 1/06/21, itch continued with also an increase in circumference of redness, also along with slight fatigue. Wednesday evening patient  fell asleep feeling quite tired, and slept for 12 consecutive hours which is not usually for the patient. On 1/07/21:  patient had a greater circumference of redness and pruritis.

941944 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 OK 47.0 47 F Patient received COVID-19 vaccine at 9:22am ( LA). Patient was then seated in lobby for 15 minutes for monitoring. At 9:50am patient states she is tired and was given water and apple juice. At that point the patient was nauseated and had dry heaves. Patient was placed in room with her feet elevated and continuous monitoring. At 10:20 patient reports feeling dizzy and tired  BP 128/78 P: 68. Patient was laid down and given cold compress for neck. Patient complains of lip tingling but no other symptoms at this time.  BP 130/74 P:75, PO: 97% at 10:40am. Spoke with nurse manager and physician who instructed to administer 12.5mg of Benadryl IM (RA) at 10:44am. Patient continued to be monitored. At 11:00am patient states upper lip is no longer tingling but bottom lip still tingling along with still dizzy. 11:12am second dose of Benadryl 12.5mg IM (RA) given. BP120/80, P: 68, PO: 97%. At 12:22 patients reports symptoms resolved. BP: 118/87, P: 67, PO: 98%. Patient released to care of son and daughter with instructions to call in afternoon with update  as well as signs and symptoms to watch for. 2:30 patient called with update that no other symptoms but requesting to take OTC pain for pain in arm at injection site.

941946 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CT 31.0 31 F Fever, headache, nausea

941947 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 IA 42.0 42 F Pt came to our Walk-In clinic for a raised red area over injection site on right glute. Pt denies any itching. Pt states it is tender and also states she feels a small lump on the anterior aspect of her hip. A NP assessed her and traced the borders of the reddened area. She palpated a swollen lymph node on the anterior hip. Dr. prescribed oral antibiotics for possible cellulitis.

941948 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 50.0 50 F Hives diffusely involving arm back eye and chin. No anaphylaxis.

941949 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MT 66.0 66 F Headache,Fatigue, Body aches,

941950 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 ID 25.0 25 F Fever, chills, aches, headache, sore throat

941951 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 WI 34.0 34 F fever 100.0+, body aches, chills, racing heart (125+ BPM) headache, diarrhea, sore throat, stomach ache

941953 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CO 50.0 50 M Client received the first dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, he was escorted to the observation area. At the end of his 15-minute observation period, he reported hives on his left forearm. He denied pruritis or any other symptoms. His left forearm had about 10 small red raised hives, separated by an inch. He was directly observed by a nurse for an additional 15 minutes. In that time, the hives subsided nearly completely. The client was advised to closely monitor for any recurring or additional symptoms in the next 1-4 hours. The client was instructed to check in with his medical provider for discussion and further assessment of this mild reaction, in the context of his diagnosed allergy to dust, and determination if he should receive a 2nd dose. In the meantime, he has been added to the list for referral to a hospital for potential vaccination with a 2nd dose.

941954 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Low grade fever, body aches, lightheadedness and sore arm. Developed a localized rash that was later diagnosed as shingles on 01/11/2021 by her PCP. A 01/04/202 COVID test was negative.

941957 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 35.0 35 F Client stated that she started noticing numbness and tingling in her left hand on her thumb that had progressed up her hand, then states that it went up her arm and across her chest, then notified EMS that she was having tingling in her legs by the time of arrival of EMS

941958 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 27.0 27 F Patient reported itching at injection site immediately after vaccine given. States it decreased while she was in the observation period. She states it has not resolved; she did have a bruise. Patient reported itching at injection site immediately after vaccine given. States it decreased while she was in the observation period. She states it has not resolved; she did have a bruise. She was not given any BENADRYL at the clinic and did not take anything for symptoms at home. Resolved by 2 days after injection. She denies: Feeling of impending doom, Skin symptoms present in 90% of people with anaphylaxis, including pruritus, flushing, angioedema, Confusion, disorientation, dizziness, lightheadedness, weakness, loss of consciousness, Shortness of breath, wheezing, bronchospasm, stridor, hypoxia, Hypotension, tachycardia, Nausea, vomiting, abdominal cramps, diarrhea.

941959 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MT 29.0 29 F Arm pain and neck pain, body aches, fever, headache

941960 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MT 51.0 51 F She told nurse she was feeling like her lymph nodes were swelling and didn't feel quite right. She is down in the ED. she elected to walk there, escorted by the nurses.

941961 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OR 42.0 42 F patient experienced transient tingling of lips shortly after vaccine administration (within 15 minutes but could not specify exact time after). Symptoms resolved on its own within 10 minutes of reporting to us (pharmacists). Declined oral diphenhydramine at time of reporting to us but said she would let us know if she had any changes. No further adverse events or symptoms returning >2 hours after initial report.

941963 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 UT 24.0 24 M Patient started developing throat swelling, shortness of breath, and paresthesia of the left upper extremity and neck approximately 10-15 minutes after receiving the first dose of the Pfizer Covid Vaccine. Visual examination detected slight facial and periorbital swelling but no posterior oropharyngeal edema. Patient was slightly hypertensive (150/93) and tachycardic (105 bpm) upon arrival in the ED.  Patient had no rash or urticaria. Diphenhydramine 50 mg, famotidine 20 mg, and lactated ringers administered IV. Patient was observed for several hours in the ED, and discharged in stable condition.

941965 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IL 31.0 31 M High blood pressure, tingley fingers, rapid pulse Given 50mg Benadryl

941966 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CA 50.0 50 M INJECTION SITE SORENESS, FATIGUE, JOINT MUSCLE PAIN, CHILLS, TEMPERATURE ELEVATION 99-99.8, HEADACHE, BACK PAIN

941967 12/16/2020 01/13/2021 ND 30.0 30 F Patient is afebrile,.  Has mild erythema on her upper chest where she was itching in her primary concern is feeling flushed at this time.   Symptoms resolved and patient remained stable.  Discharged to home.   Medications diphenhydramine (Benadryl) injection 50 mg  prednisone (Deltasone) tablet 40 mg  Prescription at discharge -  Prednisone 20mg take two tabs by mouth one time a day for 4 days.

941968 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 WA 22.0 22 F 14:16 COVID vaccine given IM in right deltoid 14:34 Patient states she isn't feeling well, nauseated, pain at injection site 4/10 on pain scale, itching to right arm. VSS 98% on RA, 86 pulse, 131/82 BP, 98.8 temp. BAND AID removed. 14:34 50mg BENADRYL given lot 202906 exp 9/20/23. Sitting in chair with fan. Noted that Pt was drinking a Bang energy drink with 300mg caffeine 1/4 gone. 14:45 c/o pain in right upper abdomen/lower right rib pain with breathing, "trouble breathing- hard to take deep breaths d/t this pain, a little throat pain, 14:49 Dr called/updated orders Tylenol 1000mg PO now. 14:56 Tylenol 1000mg given PO with water, c/o dry mouth, throat "tight", Right arm where injection given- c/o pain 8/10 on pain scale. 98.8temp, 126/83 bp, 100% sa O2 on RA, states not feeling well. 15:02 bilateral lower legs beefy red, capillary refill >8 seconds, pulses present states her feet are tingling. 15:00 Pt states she doesn't feel well and asks to go to the ER to be evaluated. 15:05 Ambulance dispatched.  15:15 Ambulance arrived and assessed  Pt and at 15:21 Pt left the facility per ambulance stretcher accompanied by EMT's x2

941969 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NY 58.0 58 F 1/12/21 1:00 AM violent chills, 5:00 AM temperature 102.6, took Acetaminophen.  Exhaustion, throbbing joints. 2:00 PM temperature 101.8, took Acetaminophen,  chills, headache, horrible pounding joint pain. 7:00 PM temperature 100.9, chills and exhaustion, took Acetaminophen .  1/13/21 4:00 AM,  chills, temperature 100, took Acetaminophen.  9:00 AM exhaustion, massive body aches. 4:00 PM temperature 98.9, chills, exhausted.  Have slept about 36-40 hours and lost 2 days of work.

941970 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 IN 55.0 55 F I was fine for the first 10 days just a sore arm the first day and that was it.  Then on day 11 my arm felt strange and warm.  I took off my shirt and notice that I had a big welt on my arm and it was red and hot to touch.  I took some Benardyl and it didnt seem to make any difference.  On day 12 it started to itch a bit and was still a welt.  On day 13 the welt went down and it is still a bit red.

941971 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 NV 48.0 48 F Woke up the morning of 1/12/2021 with a headache and soreness on the left side of my neck- when I got out of bed I realized my left arm was also very sore and itchy. I looked in the mirror and realized the injection site was very hot to the touch, swollen, read and inflamed. I called my dr's office and they made me an appointment for the next day which was this morning. The dr said he hasn't heard of any adverse reactions this far after the initial injection.  He said it's possibly cellulitis and to monitor it- if it gets worse present to the ER /Urgent Care to be seen. He prescribed an antibiotic and said to take it if the symptoms get worse or linger on.

941972 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 73.0 73 F Approximately a week after vaccine was given arm turn red and swollen

941973 01/13/2021 U INJECTION SITE SORENESS, FATIGUE, JOINT MUSCLE PAIN, CHILLS, TEMPERATURE ELEVATION 99-99.8, HEADACHE, BACK PAIN

941974 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 AR 38.0 38 F Fatigue, severe muscle aches, fever of 101.9 and a terrible headache. I only lasted a day and a half .

941975 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MT 23.0 23 M Body aches Headache and fatigue

941976 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 TN 25.0 25 F Intermittent fevers and headaches/head pressure that have continued for 6 days post vaccination.   Side effects of muscle aches/chills subsided after 48 hours. Fever was less than 100F after 48 hours, so I returned to work per protocol. Was taking Tylenol and Ibuprofen.    3rd day: afebrile but headache remained. Taking Tylenol and Ibuprofen to help manage.   4th day: intermittent fevers throughout day (no higher than 100.3F). headache continues.   5th day: afebrile in the morning, but as day progressed headache began to get worse and I eventually spiked a low grade fever as high as 101.5F that afternoon. I was excused from work per protocol and receiving care/evaluation from occupational heath and infectious disease for return to work purposes. Still taking Tylenol and Ibuprofen which were helping the fevers stay between 99F but not helping the headaches.   6th day: Taking Tylenol and Ibuprofen around the clock. Fevers have ranged from 98.9-100.8F so far. Headache still remains.

941977 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 CO 63.0 63 F Rash with redness and buring around the injection site that is improving on after two days.

941978 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 KY 44.0 44 F ?Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine  Rash all over body, does not itch but will not go away.

941979 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 63.0 63 F 11:45: C/O: HEART RACING REALLY FAST.  EMS ON SCENE. VS:  02 SAT R.A.:  97%; P:  72;  BP:  159/90  (FSBS:  257); 12:00 SYMPTOMS IMPROVED- VS: 144/73; P:  68; LEFT FACILITY, NO COMPLAINTS

941980 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Patient complained of itchy feeling to the left deltoid area of injection site. Patient took band-aid off and stated she has a history of itching with adhesives prior. Alert and oriented x3. Respirations easy and unlabored. Skin pink warm and dry. Denies any SOB, feeling of doom, etc. Sipped on H2O without difficulty swallowing.  Upon inspection of injection site, no swelling, rash, hives, etc. Denies N/V.

941981 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Patient describes flu like symptoms, sore arm at injection site, congestion with no cough but feels "heavy in her chest".

941982 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 MA 59.0 59 F After 10 minutes after I received the vaccine a sharp pain shot up the left side of my neck.  Then it felt like bees stinging my left shoulder, upper arm and upper back and a rash developed.  Then I experienced my tongue and throat get very dry with a metallic taste in my mouth.  They brought me to urgent care and gave me a couple of Benadryl and watched me for any other reactions

941983 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 WA 37.0 37 M Patient received the Covid vaccine on 1/12/2021 at 11:18 am. He felt light headed a minute or two post vaccination. He then lost consciousness for about <30 seconds. The staff eased him down the floor from the chair he was sitting on. He regained consciousness at 11:21am. He was diaphoretic and very pale. BP was 128/73 and HR was 46. Patient was given O2 at 2L/min and Gatorade which he tolerated well. At 11:26 am BP was 121/75,  HR 53, O2 Sats at 99%, and RR 16. At 11:40am, patient stated he felt well and at this time, his color had returned. Patient stated he has a history of fainting with blood draw in 2003 but no issues with vaccines in the past. Also stated his HR usually runs in the 50's range.

941984 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 PR 39.0 39 F The day of vaccination developed fever and joint pain 24 hrs later nausea and diarrhea, 48 hrs later  headache and left hand numbness

941985 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OR 38.0 38 F Began with shooting sharp pains in left foot gradually going up my left leg. At that point I took aleve and a trazadone in hopes of getting some rest. I fell asleep. I woke up around 0200 on 1/13/21 with extreme muscle and joint aches, a sensation of pins, needles, and tingling all over my body I felt very jittery and was actually shaking slightly throughout the ordeal. I felt like my nervous system was overloaded and my perception of pain was extremely heightened. At one point during this 4 hour period I had a visual hallucination. By 0600 I was feeling better- more relaxed. Muscle aches and sore joints are still present today. Also have a slight increase in temp 99.6 and injection site pain.

941986 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 17.0 17 F Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA Patient recieved first dose of COVID-19 Vaccine utilizing MODERNA Vaccine on January 13, 2021 at the current age of 17 years 5 months. Moderna EAU is for patients 18 years of age and older.

941987 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CO 21.0 21 F Patient received Moderna COVID 19 at COVID Vaccine outreach. Prior to administering vaccine patient was screened for any severe reactions to a vaccine or allergies. After patient was administered vaccine by MA at 1025 am and as waiting out her fifteen minutes post vaccination and began to 'feeling funky' according to patient. States that this is what happens when she has had a reaction in the past and then progressed to coughing and itching without hives.Patient did have flushing and redness of skin. RN attended to patient and her heart was in the 70's. RN gave 50mg IM Benadryl and EMS was called. EMS arrived and patient was checked out and cleared to leave. RN's were there to help pot benadryl administration.

941988 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Muscle ache, fever, chills, fatigue. Improving.

941989 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 WA 22.0 22 F 1416 covid vaccine given IM in right deltoid 1434 patient states she isn't feeling well, nauseated, pain at injection site 4/10 on pain scale, itching to right arm. VSS 98% on RA, 86 pulse, 131/82 BP, 98.8 temp. Band-Aid removed. 1434 50mg Benadryl given lot 202906 exp 9/20/23. Sitting in chair with fan. Noted that patient was drinking a energy drink with 300mg caffeine 1/4 gone. 1445 c/o pain in right upper abdomen/lower right rib pain with breathing, "trouble breathing- hard to take deep breaths d/t this pain, a little throat pain, 1449 Dr called/updated orders Tylenol 1000mg PO now. 1456 Tylenol 1000mg given PO with water, c/o dry mouth, throat "tight", Right arm where injection given- c/o pain 8/10 on pain scale. 98.8temp, 126/83 bp, 100% saO2 on RA, states not feeling well. 1502 bilateral lower legs beefy red, capillary refill >8 seconds, pulses present states her feet are tingling. 1500 patient states she doesn't feel well and asks to go to the ER to be evaluated. 1505 99 called and ambulance dispatched 1515 ambulance arrived and assessed patient and at 1521 patient left the facility per ambulance stretcher accompanied by EMT's x2

941990 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Severe body aches,  chills, nausea, malaise, headache. Took Tylenol around the clock. Resolved in one day

941991 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 CA 75.0 75 M COVID-19 positive on 1/13/2021. He states he feels like there is chest pressure and some chest  congestion.  He felt really bad the last few days and today is somewhat better.

941992 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 OR 25.0 25 F Patient began having cramping of her upper extremities and subsequent swelling of her face and  neck and also shortness of breath, chest pressure and flushed appearance.  She denies any tongue or throat swelling.  She is also complaining of bilateral arm pain.  The initial reaction treatment was started in the conference room and then the patient was transferred to the emergency room.  She continued to has arm and chest pain in the emergency room.  She had muscle tension/rigidity in the upper extremity which caused significant pain.  She also developed a nonspecific rash on the chest and abdomen that  persisted  for through out he hospital stay. Treatment was started with epinephrine 0.5 mg IM x2 and diphenhydramine 50 mg  IM x1, prior to transfer to emergency room.  In the emergency room  treatment was dexamethasone  10mg  IV x 1, famotidine 20mg IV x1, Ketorolac 30mg IV x 1, lorazepam, 1mg IV x 2, morphine 4mg IV x 2, 1000ml Saline Solution.  As an inpatient  the treatment  included scheduled acetaminophen 500mg TID, as need morphine for pain after treatment  with fentanyl, scheduled diphenhydramine 25mg IV q8 and compazine  5mg  IV for nausea, cyclobenzapine 10mg as need for muscle spasms, dexamethasone as a scheduled dose started at 4 mg BID and tapered to 2 mg BID, Naproxen 500mg  BID and Norco 7.5/325 as need for pain. with famotidine 20mg BID .Y 4

941993 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 CA 59.0 59 F Bumpy, red, mildly itchy rash on cheeks and forehead, lasted about 3 days. No other allergic symptoms

941994 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Note: I am currently breastfeeding. Had body aches; chills; fever of 102.6; headache; nausea; cough; shortness of breath - I went to ER and that is where I received COVID positive test and positive tests for COVID Pneumonia and Microplasm Pneumonia as well.  Stayed overnight in ER observation - 2 am to 8 am . Went home next morning and was quarantined approximately 8 days. Body aches and a cough had started two days prior to injection. IV antibiotics at the hospital and oral antibiotics at home. Received nebulizer breathing treatments. Pain meds and anti-inflammatory medication.Y 1

941995 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 TN 35.0 35 F Fever of 100.4 Fatigue Very sore arm where injection was given

941996 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MT 53.0 53 F Chills and Body aches

941997 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 VA 24.0 24 F body aches, chills, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, dizziness, headache, fatigue, and fever

941998 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 52.0 52 M lightheaded right after shot for 30 ninutes, then chills for the whole night after. The next day, headache and then respiratory symptoms with dry cough and 02 sat down to 93%. More headache and body aches/fatigue that day. Insomnia for two nights after the injection.

941999 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IA 66.0 66 M Patient found unresponsive and pronounced dead by staff in early morning day after vaccine.

942000 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 30.0 30 M 0900 Patient had allergic reaction post covid vaccine injection.  Patient has c/o chest discomfort, itching, rash on bilateral arms, denies SOB .  O2 Sat= 97% Allergies reviewed.  0910 25mg diphenhydramine administered , EKG performed as ordered.  Per provider patient to be observed for 1 hour in clinic.  Obs start time 0910,  1010 patient s/s subsided no additional complaints verbalized and patient was d/c from clinic area without further incident- released to sister.

942001 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 TX 63.0 63 F I developed a swelling in the right axilla, not a discrete node, but what felt like an accumulation of fluid - lymph perhaps - about the size of a large lemon.

942002 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MN 26.0 26 F Onset of tachycardia was 8:30pm on 1/12/21 with a noted HR of 164 and SR. Went to ER and had HR of 171 upon arriving to triage window. EKG said Sinus Tachycardia. Admitted to observation station with telemetry to monitor HR. HR normalized around 100 when up and walking at 10:45am on 1/13/21.Y 1

942003 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NE 31.0 31 M Patient is here to receive his first COVID-19 vaccine. He was inadvertently given the vaccine with a filtered needle, BD 305211, Blunt needle- filter, 5 Micron, 18g x 1 1/2 inch. Vaccine has white particles with size of particles not available.

942004 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 38.0 38 F Recieved shot Thursday, FRiday night severe chills so bad your shaking. Then Since Saturday, chest pain and palpitations. Heart is fine as i had cardio look at it .

942005 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 CA 50.0 50 F swelling in neck and down chest  blood clots enlarged lymph nodes

942006 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 45.0 45 F After receiving the 2nd dose of the Covid-19 vaccine  on 1/11/2021 at 8:15 am . On 1/12/2021 at 5:36 am I started to experiencing headaches, slight fever and whole body aches, and  both of the back and front of my calf's muscle felt very heavy had a hard time getting out of bed and not able to walk well,  I took Ibuprofen every 6 hours. The Ibuprofen helped with the headaches and fever.   on 1/13/2021 I woke up feeling better,  no fever  just very tired and had 3 headaches during the day.

942008 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 CA 21.0 21 F Soreness at location of injection, during both vaccines on 12/22 and 01/11. Rash located on both arms, chest and back, rash occurred 01/10 and is ongoing as of 1/13/21. Swelling of face, hands, arms and ankles. Ongoing. Doctor advised these may be delayed reactions from the initial dose on 12/22.

942010 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 38.0 38 F flushed, n/v

942011 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NC 80.0 80 M Nausea, H/A, took 2 Tylenol. At 10pm started feel ill, achy, Had trouble breathing over night. The albuterol didn't help. Heart beat was fast. 1/13/20 in the am had a H/A, took 2 Tylenol.  The breathing got better around noon.

942012 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Body aches, chills, migraine, nausea, fatigue >48 hours.

942013 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 TX 43.0 43 F All of the general side effects: migraine, nausea/vomiting, muscle aches, chills, fever, pain at injection site (couldn't raise the arm more than 45 Degress at it's worst).  Treatment:  fluids, Advil, rest Symptoms have persisted for 30 hours.

942014 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 21.0 21 F Spiked a fever of 101.1, aches, muscle fatigue, general fatigue, nausea, abdominal pain, joint pain, loss of concentration, chills, dizziness. Symptoms came on very suddenly

942015 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 KS 37.0 37 F Headache for 11 days, muscle Soreness at injection side

942016 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Extreme pain above and below injection site, sore to even have a tshirt on, extreme headache for hours (ibuprofen did help take it away) and metallic taste for hours ? I woke up and everything but the sore arm was gone

942017 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 21.0 21 F My hand keeps twitching. It's been happening for 2 days now.

942018 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IL 19.0 19 F Rash to body and face. Diarrhea

942019 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 37.0 37 F Reports she felt flushed about 10 minutes after she received the vaccine.  Also states she felt a little "spacy".  States she was talking with the RN who gave her the shot and states "I felt like she had to concentrate more to have a conversation".  She reports the flushing subsided while she was in the observation area, but still left a little spacy that night.  She was feeling back to normal this morning and able to work.   She states she was nervous going in to the appointment.  Had ate a good lunch.  Hydrated well before injection.

942020 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 55.0 55 F Fever, body aches.

942021 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 ID 41.0 41 F injection site red, hot to touch and itchy since 1/12/21

942022 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 NC 77.0 78 M Loud ringing in the ear and headache

942023 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CO 36.0 36 F Patient received Moderna Covid 19 vaccine. Immediately following administration she experiences chest pressure, shortness of breath, flushing. She was seen in urgent care and found to have hypertension and tachycardia. Symptoms attributed to allergic reaction to the vaccine. Treatment in urgent care with Benadryl and extended observation with resolution of symptoms.

942024 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MT 38.0 38 F Body Aches, Fatigue, Injection site pain

942025 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 IA 57.0 57 F 1:45 pm she received the vaccine. 2:10 pm she started to have the following signs and symptoms; red swollen arms, dizziness, blurred vision, gastrointestinal symptoms,  blood sugar 143, blood pressure 86/40, pulse 87, oxygen 88. We gave diphenhydramine 50mg at 2:16 pm. Then at 2:35 pm her symptoms were not improved her blood pressure was 80/40 so we gave one dose of 0.3mg epinephrine by auto-injector and called an ambulance. Post epinephrine her vision improved but her skin was still red and starting  to itch. She was talking and said she was feeling a little better. She was taken by ambulance to the hospital for additional treatment. There was not reaction visible at the injection site it appeared to  be all systemic.

942026 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 AZ 34.0 34 M Sunday Morning (27th) and felt like my tonsils was touching  my tongue. I ended up going to an Urgent Care. They gave me Isalemedral, they sent me home with a prescription of Predisone.

942027 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Fever, body aches, headache. Resolved.

942028 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NY 46.0 46 F Large red  hard swollen area around and on injection site. Very warm.  Armpit soreness and arm soreness.  Injection site painful. Rash starting around injection site.

942029 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 TN 43.0 43 F I received my covid vaccine on 12/29/2020 at 4:42pm. In 10 minutes after the shot,  I went into anaphylactic shock,  I broke out in hives, and my throat was closing Y 3

942030 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 OR 45.0 45 F Pt reported chest tightness and throat tightness following vaccination. Time course following vaccination unknown. Y 1

942031 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 48.0 48 F (1035 VAC. ADMINISTERED); 1415- RETURNED TO VACC. CENTER- C/O RT ARM VAC. SITE REACTION OF HIVES.  EMS ON SCENE.  VS:  98.5 F, 02 SAT:  96% R.A.; P:  74; BP:  159/85; 1422:  NO  C/O.  VSS.  1426:  LEFT AND WENT TO ER.

942032 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Nausea, dizziness, chills, headache

942033 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 44.0 44 F Left arm numbness x 10 min

942034 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 55.0 55 F The middle of the night 1/8/2021, awoke with fever, severe chills and teeth chattering, body aches, rapid heart rate 120s, headache, severe arm pain and very swollen and hot.   A few hours later diarrhea started.  By Saturday morning 1/9/2021, everything had resolved but dull headache and continued diarrhea which lasted for about 3 days.  I rested, used ice on the arm, and took Tylenol.

942035 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 NM 37.0 37 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA? 1st vaccine 12/21/2020, 2nd vaccine 1/10/2021  ED visit 1/11/2021: Chief Complaint: Pt. reports facial droop that started at 1200 yesterday. Pt. reports that he is unable to raise left eyebrow or control left side of face/lips. Pt. states that symptoms began approx. 4 hours after his COVID booster was administered  Patient, 37 y.o male with hx DM, presents with left sided tongue numbness that began 2 days ago and left sided facial droop that began yesterday around noon. He reports difficulty raising his left eye brow and controlling the left side of his face. Pt also reports slight hearing and visual changes on the left side and tearing from the left eye. He denies any extremity weakness, rashes, and any other concerns at this tiem. Clinical Impression: Final diagnoses: Bell's palsy (Primary) Patient's history, physical exam and clinical work-up are consistent with Bells Palsy.  Patient's symptoms of unilateral facial weakness with forehead involvement of relatively sudden onset are c/w peripheral seventh nerve palsy (lack of nasolabial folds, unfurrowing of the forehead and drooping corner of the mouth).  Patient has not had recent rashes, arthralgias, or fevers or exposure to ticks.  The ear canal, mouth and parotid gland are otherwise normal. The patient has been instructed to complete a 7 day course of oral steroids and anti-virals, and to use copious amounts of re-wetting eye drops, tape the affected eyelid while sleeping and follow up a primary care physician.  The patient is to return to the ER immediately if symptoms progress or the patient becomes concerned for any reason.

942036 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NY 29.0 29 F after receiving vaccine patient complain of dizzy, feeling flush and tinnitus. bradycardia 48 lasting 4-5 mins. BP 118/66.  patient monitored for 30 mins. prior to discharge patient states she feeling better , HR increase 62, bp 120/70

942037 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MA 79.0 79 F patient stated she had a headache about 15 minutes after the vaccine. she took Tylenol and the headache was relieved

942038 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MT 74.0 74 M Body Aches, Headache

942039 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OR 32.0 32 F 30 minutes after vaccine administration patient experienced transient tingling in her left hand. Otherwise patient was stable so patient declined offer of oral diphenhydramine. After checking in with patient an hour after we offered diphenhydramine tingling seemed to have gone away/patient did not report any symptoms.

942041 12/26/2020 01/13/2021 KY 31.0 31 F Pt developed post COVID vaccine side effects at 1000.   Pt received COVID vaccine at 0932 by LVN.   Pt complained of a numb throat, and said, "I cant seem to swallow my saliva well."   This writer did an immediate assessment of patient's throat with  flashlight, and no swelling, abnormal discharge, or discoloration noted.   Pulse-ox that was available on hand was used on pt, and sats were 96% and HR 78.    MA on site was asked to grab a complete VS machine for somewhere stat, for there was none on site.   This writer reassured pt was going to be okay and to breathe normally, for assessed pt was breathing fast.    This writer called every doctor listed on the "Contact List for COVID Vaccine Clinic," but there was no response.   This writer then called Urgent Care and Minor Injury Clinic, but the doctors were busy with patients. Asked MAs from those areas to have a doctor call immediately for a patient here was symptomatic.   Once VS got here, VS were taken, and pt was assessed again.    Pt said there was no more numbness in her throat, but tongue was feeling itchy, and her body temp went from hot to cold.    Intitial VS: Temp: 98.3 BP: 122/80 HR: 77 O2: 99% RR: 18   Dr from Urgent Care finally called. Background story given, and she ordered Diphenhydramine Cap 25mg (Benadryl) which this writer had on hand in the emergency kit.   Order was on computer, but could not acknowledge or scan, so order detail was printed, and pt and I signed form together.   Benadryl given at 1025.   Dr also suggested that ID doctor be called.    At 1030, I got a hold of Dr., gave her a background story, and she advised that the pt stay for another 30 mins to be observed and she would come see the pt.    Dr. arrived at 1100, assessed the patient, and ordered Cetrizine Tab 10mg (Zyrtec) to give to pt, which Dr. had to get from another department. There was no Zyrtec available in emergency kit.   Again, order was on computer, but could not acknowledge or scan, so order detail was printed, and pt and I signed form together.   Zyrtec given at 1128. An additional Zrytec Tab 10mg was given at same time at 1128 "for home use" per Dr and per her order.    VS set #2 taken at 1133 Temp: 98.1 BP: 133/94 HR: 63 O2: 100% RR: 16   Dr suggested that she schedule an appt to see an allergist and to get an allergy test done prior to the next dose of the COVID vaccine.    Patient was feeling a lot better and more at ease.   Pt left comfortably with no symptoms at 1200.

942042 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 27.0 27 F Within 8 hours of receiving dose #2 of COVID19 Pfizer, I experienced pain/stiffness at injection site, body chills, body aches and a fever of 102 F. Symptoms subsided after Motrin was administered (in about an additional 8 hours to recover fever). Body aches, pain at injection site and lingering headache still present 24 hours after vaccination.

942043 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 VA 48.0 48 F My left arm was sore on day of and day after vaccine. I took Aleve (2 tabs q 12 hrs) on 12/31/2020. I didn?t notice or look for anything after that. On approximately 01/07/2021 I noticed area around injection was raised/hard/red and warm.  I took more Aleve on that day and the day after. Area remained red/warm/hard and red area had gotten larger until 01/10/2021 when I went to an urgent care/walk in clinic. The PA who tended to me took blood. Reports showed increase in eosinophils. She prescribed Augmentin 875 (1 tab BID) and Hydroxyzine HCL 50mg (1 tab TID). I?ve been taking the hydroxyzine at bedtime only on 01/10, 11, and 12 bc of drowsiness side effect. Started the TID dosing 01/13. On 01/12 the warmth and hardness/swelling around the injection site had disappeared. On 01/13 redness has diminished above the elbow ,however, redness has traveled to elbow and under. I have 7 days left on antibiotic and 3 days on antihistamine.

942044 12/14/2020 01/13/2021 FL 27.0 27 F Immediately after I got it I started feeling flush and hot in my face, I got dizzy and lightheaded, my HR went to 180, my legs felt weak, I was having chest palpitations and chest pain. I felt really dizzy and nauseated, I felt like I could not walk. I felt like I hit by a bus. The next day I had heavy flu symptoms, high fever, continuous chest pain and high HR, at the ER they gave me a high dose of Benadryl, steroids and fluids. I took Benadryl for about 7 days and I still felt light headed palpitations and fever for almost 2 weeks. I also was tested for COVID and it was negative. I was advised to not take the second vaccine. I still have a really bad fatigue. It is the symptom that is still on and off.

942045 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 71.0 71 M Patient describes diarrhea, sinus headache, congestions which turns into a headache. Patient also report odd cramping in legs, especially in the rear thigh muscles. Slight nausea but cause unknown.

942046 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AL 31.0 31 F patient was educated about the risk of receiving Moderna COVID 19 vaccination. Patient had no symptoms of COVID19 and was afebrile at time of visit.  Patient desires to continue with vaccination.  Vaccine was administered at 11:08 CST.  Patient remained in clinic for 15 minutes after injection, voiced no problems. Patient called within 24 hours  complaining of Chills, Nausea, Severe headache, muscle aches and pain in right arm.  Advised patient to follow up with PMD, encouraged patient to enroll in V-SAFE

942047 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 46.0 46 F After waiting in the waiting area for about 20 minutes following the vaccination, I left to return to my car and go home.  While walking through the hospital, I started to feel weird - almost light headed and fuzzy.  By the time I got to the hospital entrance, my tongue had started to tingle and swell (I don't know that it ACTUALLY swelled, but that's how it felt) and I was concerned about losing the ability to breath.  I started going back to the vaccination site, but the feeling started to subside.  After about another 15 minutes, the feeling was gone.  I did NOT report this to the vaccination site and instead just proceeded home.

942048 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MT 22.0 23 F Headache, Fatigue, Body Aches

942049 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 CA 39.0 39 F 15 minutes post vaccine stated to feel scratchy throat, "funny to swallow" Benadryl 25 mg PO was given. 17:50 repeat dose given Benadryl 25 mg PO. 1805- symptoms improving, VS stable.  1815- Felt well enough to go home, discharged to home.
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942051 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 WY 41.0 41 F Patient complained of headache, upset stomach, diarrhea, very tired all day 1/8/21, left arm swelling with pain from forearm to shoulder.  Woke on Saturday, 1/9/21 with enlarged/swollen lymph nodes under left arm, had headaches throughout the weekend.  By Monday, 1/11/21 most symptoms had resolved with the exception of some arm soreness.

942052 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 GA 86.0 86 M No injection site pain. Cephalgia, intermittent and primarily occipital and suboccipital in location with worse  pain 01/12/2021. Rated at 5-6 over 10. General arthralgia

942053 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 31.0 31 M Swelling of the throat

942054 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 WA 35.0 35 M After about 20 minutes, I noticed some mild numbness in the face, similar to getting a light dose of Novocain at the dentist. It stated to go away, but never fully dissipated. The next morning while getting ready for work, I noticed I could not taste anything, and mouth felt a bit numb. Also had some residual facial numbness.

942055 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MT 56.0 56 F Headache Fatigue

942056 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 NM 74.0 74 M Generalized Hives and itching

942057 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CA 29.0 29 F On 01/06/21- Fever, headaches and fatigue 24 hours after receiving vaccine.

942058 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MN 50.0 50 F 3 am woke up with stomach upset cramping, nausea, chills, took Tylenol; no appetite not eating anything

942059 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 VA 31.0 31 F vaccine recipient had diffuse itching and burning feeling after her vaccine.  reported she has had this with another medicine, penicillin.  continued to itch all over so administered 25 mg of Bendaryl and 20 mg of Pepcid to treat symptoms.

942060 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NY 25.0 25 F 7 days after vaccination a large, itchy, red splotch with defined borders appeared on my L arm about 10cm by 5cm over the injection site.  It has continued for the past 2 days staying about the same. I experienced arm pain lasting about 12 hours after my injection and fatigue lasting 7 days.

942061 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Face started to get hot, swelling , hives and all red

942062 01/13/2001 01/13/2021 AZ 77.0 57 M None stated.

942063 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 WI 27.0 27 F Strong headache, muscle pain, fatigue, dizziness

942064 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NH 33.0 33 F Pfizer-biontech covid-19 vaccine eua  Dizzy, light headed, hot, ears ringing, mild headache, tiredness, fatigue,

942065 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 48.0 48 F Red, swollen left upper arm where injection was given.  Site is also warm, hardened and itchy/uncomfortable to touch.

942066 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NM 27.0 27 M The patient presented to receive his second dose of the COVID vaccine.  The patient did not disclose that he received the Phizer vaccine as his 1st dose until after he received the Moderna vaccine.

942067 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Patient received dose of vaccine at 1630. At this time, Alert and oriented x 3, respirations easy and unlabored, skin pink warm and dry, denies any distress/discomfort. At 1640, patient complained of itching at injection site. Patient stated she has a history of developing itchy feeling due to adhesive from bandages. Patient removed the bandage. RN administering IM injection inspected site: no swelling, rash, hives, or other s/s of inflammation. Patient still alert and oriented x 3, respirations easy and unlabored, skin pink warm and dry,  denies any feeling of doom, nausea, vomiting, shortness of breath, elevated heart rate, etc. RN administering injection gave patient an ice pack to apply to left upper arm. Monitoring patient.   Patient sitting in chair in vaccine clinic waiting room area. Sipping on H2O due to complaint of feeling thirsty. No difficulty swallowing water.  EMS called to Vaccine Clinic for unrelated issue. Once EMS on scene, patient further evaluated by EMS  (Biox 98%).  Patient asking to be transported to ER. EMS taking patient per patient request.

942068 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 KS 60.0 60 F pt had tightness in her chest  and shortness of breath.  BP-122/84, O2sat-99%, Pulse 102

942069 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 45.0 45 F After receiving the 2nd dose of the Covid-19 vaccine on 1/11/2021 at 8:15 am.  on 1/12/2021 at 5:36 am waking up I started experiencing slight fever, headaches, whole body aches  and both of the back and front of my Calf's muscles felt very heavy. I took Ibuprofen every 6 hour .

942070 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 TX 20.0 20 M rash on arm , swelling

942071 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 AR 64.0 64 F She reported a headache. and pressure to the L side of her neck and chest. BP 136/105. Patient waited for 30 minutes and bp was 141/83. At that time she only reported having a headache. She declined to go to the medical clinic for evaluation. She said she would go home and take an aspirin. If symptoms worsened, she would go to the ER.

942073 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MT 28.0 28 F Body Aches, Fever, Cough

942074 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 CA 38.0 38 F The next morning (12/29/20) - I had typical symptoms -- > minimal body aches/fatigue and a sore Left arm  At 6pm (12/29/20) -- > I just finished dinner and all of sudden I felt like I zoned out/passed out for a minute.  When I came to -- > my sight was blurry, I felt very nauseous, dizzy, light-headed and felt like I was going to pass out.  I ran to the kitchen and drank some water to try and calm it down, the sensation of passing out was still there with palpitations.  I called out to my roommate who called an ambulance.  My bp/hr were a  bit on the lower side initially when the EMTs got to my apt.  I was still feeling like I was going to pass out.  My labs, vs, and tests all came back WNL when I got to the ED and by that time, I had a severe migraine and nothing else.  From that night (Tuesday night 12/29) until the following Tuesday (1/5/21), I had a migraine, severe lethargy, body aches, and a swollen left armpit lymph node.

942075 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 SC 52.0 52 M I tested positive for COVID 19 on 11/27/20.  A chest scan was done on 12/6/20 and showed mild pneumonia.  I was treated with Azithromycin and Prednisone.  This was followed a a course of Cefdinir.  A follow up chest scan on 12/28/20 showed  "interval resolution of previously identified right lung base opacities".

942076 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 TN 41.0 41 F Sunday I had al little ache and pain. On the 21st I had to leave work with a fever 101.4 also had body ache. It progressed from there then I tested positive for Covid. I went to a clinic to get tested was given Zpac, Zythrimac, steroids' .

942077 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 34.0 34 M Patient complained of anxiety and mouth tingling.  Hx of anxiety and panic attacks, takes adderall.  Cleared by EMS. Instructed patient to call his PCP, 911, or go to the nearest emergency room for any further issues.

942078 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 VA 48.0 48 F I received the vaccine on 12/30/2020. My arm was sore the day of and sore and slightly swollen the day after. I took Aleve (2 tab q 12 hrs) on 12/31. My arm was slightly swollen on 01/01/2021. I didn?t notice anything else until 01/07/2021. On that day I noticed the area around injection site to be hard and swollen. My arm was also red/warm/itchy half way down before elbow. I took Aleve as before for 2 more days. On 01/10 I went to urgent care since redness spread to above the elbow. Blood work was done. I was given Augmentin 875 (1 tab q 12 hrs x 10 days) and hydroxyzine 50 (1 TID). Currently on 01/13 a majority of redness above elbow is diminished and hardness around injection site and warmth is gone. Redness is now at elbow and under (traveling). I still have 7 days of abx and 3 days of antihistamine.

942079 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MO 25.0 25 M I was just fine until 34 hours after administration of the second dose. Then I was hit suddenly with fatigue, lethargy, I felt hot, ears burning, and diarrhea. I went to sleep 3 hours after onset and woke up without symptoms.

942080 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 IN 61.0 61 F On my drive back to work after getting the vaccine the left lower part of my face when numb and tingly. Then it focused on my left nostril. The overall effect didn't last long but my nostril still doesn't feel right. Somewhat numb but not always. The left side of my face feels strange at times as well. Hard to explain.

942081 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 OR 36.0 36 F Had Vaccine on 12/24.  Since then she has had daily episodic full-body itchiness and rash or redness; light-headedness, migraines, irregular heartbeat.  She has also noted episodic throat tightness and SOB in the 10 days since the vaccine.  She has a history of anaphylaxis w/ morphine.  She has an autoimmune condition currently being evaluated by rheumatology.  Has Von Willibrands and Hx stroke due to BCP. Will need Allergy Consultation with MD prior to 2nd dose.

942082 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 IL 46.0 46 F Patient started itching and had mild hives. Reported to her manager who accompanied her back to the Covid Clinic. Patient was assessed and was given Diphenhydramine 25mg orally x 1.

942083 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 WA 34.0 34 F Patient reports to clinic after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine at today. Patient states that she was given the vaccine at 0915 today and about 5 mins after started to have symptoms of a hot sensation from head to toe, heart racing, ears burning, and chest tightness, no breathing difficulty. Patient notified staff and was given O2 and allowed to drink her water. Her symptoms did improve and she was sent to the waiting area again. After about 10 mins her chest tightness came back. Patient states she can feel her blood flowing, "kinda like when your limb is numb". Patient also had symptoms of chills, body shakes, loss of smell, and a metallic taste in mouth. Patient states that she was seen again by staff and laid on a cot for 20 mins, and was then cleared to head back to work around 1000. Patient was seen in the clinic at 1157, and her symptoms since it started have improved. Currently she has the following symptoms: can't taste/smell, (L) arm is sore, H/A, with constant ache, localized to back of neck up to behind the both eyes. Body feels worn out, everything feels heavy, takes a few second to focus when she looks around "like there is a delay". Patient was sent home to recover and to let medical staff know if her symptoms return.

942084 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Red chest and tingling

942086 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Large erythematous area around injection sight. Swelling. Occured the following day after vaccination (1/6), resolved, then flared up in same spot on 1/12. Additional symptoms include pain at the injection site, and lymphadenopathy and pain in the left axilla.

942087 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MT 33.0 33 F Elevated heart rate, chills, fatigue.

942088 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 WV 46.0 46 F Initially warm swollen redness with knot headache on days 2 thru 4. Jan 8 swelling worse with redness and itching. Symptoms relieved with benadyrl. Day 14 redness rash hot burning to touch. Area spread around arm approx 4 inches wide.  . Sent to urgent care. Given steroids and antibiotics.

942089 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 HI 36.0 36 F itchy, fine, erythematous papular rash to face, scalp, chest and back 24 hours after vaccine  treated with benadryl and H2 blocker

942090 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 IL 46.0 46 F I had some common symptoms after the 1st shot.  Really run down a little nauseous arm hurt but not swollen for a couple days.  I also had some symptoms that I don?t think are common.  My arm muscle was twitching and my pinkie and ring finger were tingly and cold. All went away after a couple days.  Day 8 discovered a lump on my arm where the injection site was.  Was red, hot and a little itchy fingers tingly again.  Saw doc on day 9.  Gave antibiotics incase of cellulitis/infetion but not sure the cause.  Now that is 90% cleared up.

942091 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 66.0 66 F Headache, generalized body aches/pain, pain in legs for 18 hours

942092 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 FL 27.0 27 F Blurry vision over long period of time - immediately after vaccination

942093 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 OR 52.0 51 F I had a mild headache the evening of the shot, I had a headache the next two days that was relieved by Advil. I had a very sore arm at the injection site Friday and Saturday after the shot was given. The arm pain was gone Sunday morning.  I was very tired on Saturday especially and slept through the morning and early afternoon on and off until about 3:00 pm. On Friday during the day, I noticed my right ear starting to feel unusual and uncomfortable.  On Saturday, the ear issue continued, I felt like I had some hearing loss and a constant buzzing and ear fullness feeling.  On Sunday, the ear issued continued with the hearing loss, buzzing and fullness and has through today and hasn't stopped.  I tried some nasal decongestant on Sunday afternoon, but it didn't have any effect.  I made an appointment with the ENT doctor on Monday morning for Tuesday.  I had a hearing test on Tuesday and saw the ENT doctor on Wednesday.  He prescribed prednisone and ordered an MRI.  I will be starting the prednisone later today (Wednesday) when the pharmacy has the prescription ready.

942094 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 FL 35.0 35 F Tachycardia for >24 hours, no treatment, just monitored

942095 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 HI 31.0 31 F 10 minutes after 1st dose of moderna vaccine, employee began experiencing palpitations. Examined by on-site physician. Denied chest pain, dyspnea, throat tigetening, angioedema, dizziness, nausea/vomiting, rash/hives. Employee did report warmth on roof of mouth without metallic taste. No acute distress or angioedema noted as time passed. Blood pressure (BP) 150s/100s, heart rate (HR) 120s, which dropped down to 100, then 96 during examination. By 12:31 PM palpitations and mouth warmth resolved. BP 125/86, HR 93. 12:45: BP 130/89, HR 80. Hypertension, tachycardia, mouth warmth resolved. Employee was observed for a full hour and was directed to continue to self-monitor. Employee was directed to see PCP for worsening or recurrence of symptoms.

942096 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 KS 38.0 38 F had tightness in the chest like an asthma attack with BP 158/98, P-103, O2SAT98%

942098 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 28.0 28 F Fever - began around 0500 the day after my second injection Severe fatigue - began 2 hours after my injection Muscle aches - began around 0500 Rigors - began around 1200  Treated with ibuprofen and sleep Symptoms resolved by the morning of 1/13 at 0700

942099 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 60.0 60 F About 22 hours after administration I had chills, headache,blood shot eyes, total body aches and extreme fatigue. I slept off and all day and at 3:00 am 1/13/2021  I woke up and felt much better. chills, headache and body aches all gone. Some fatigue still lingers. I did not have fever at any time.. My arm injection site was less sore than the first vaccine.

942100 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 26.0 26 F Beginning 1/11/2020, I began experiencing an uncomfortable sensitivity in my left axilla. I have a history of  inflamed lymph nodes that occurs 1-2 times a year under the arm and in the groin, and this felt similar to those episodes. The lymph node is hard to touch and the sensitivity continues today. Today (1/13/2020), I noticed an inflamed, red patch of skin that is hot to touch over the region where the injection occurred. Additionally, I have experienced diarrhea 1-2x/day for the past two days.

942101 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MT 30.0 30 F Body aches, chills, fatigue

942102 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OH 38.0 38 F Severe headache and nausea and possible fever (chills in the middle of the night)

942103 01/03/2021 01/13/2021 IN 26.0 26 F 1 week after administration the injection site became red and swollen and itchy. Since then I have developed hives surrounding the area on my upper arm

942104 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Became Faint, hypotensive and Diaphoretic. Right arm injection site clear. no redness or swelling. Initial BP 82/53 Pulse rate 147. Ate a granola bar and water. BP take again 124/80 Pulse rate 120. Patient became fatigued. Mom or dad picking up

942105 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 44.0 44 F @0705 patient started to report slight swelling of lips and tight pressure in chest. No SOB. Also reporting numbness to lips as well.  Same reaction to the initial dose. Patient stated it did not feel worse than the initial time. By 0735, symptoms resolved.

942107 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NE 41.0 41 F Received the vaccine on a Wednesday afternoon. That evening I developed body aches, which got progressively worse over the course of the following day. I developed a persistent headache on Thursday that stuck around until Sunday. On Saturday morning I woke up feeling ok, still had the dull headache, but was ok enough to be up and around. At approximately 10:30 Saturday morning I was hit with stroke symptoms. I had weakness in my left hand, tunnel vision, couldn?t understand words that were spoke to me and was aphasic with garbled speech.  Went to local ER and was worked up for stroke. Symptoms resolved Within approximately  45 minutes. All tests, lab results ok.

942108 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 61.0 61 F Angina, palpitations and right arm numbness. Pt stated feeling was coming back.

942109 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 41.0 41 F POST VAC. SHOT C/O OF THROAT TINGLING, TONGUE FEELING HEAVY AND NUMB.   EMS PRESENT. 1427:  VS:  BP:  143/91,  O2 SAT R.A.:  98%; P:  78. 1435:  VS:  144/88;  02 SAT R.A.:  98%; P:  78;  1440:  LEFT SITE, NO OTHER COMPLAINTS.

942110 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CO 61.0 61 F Employee reported a fever of 101.1 and fatigue post 24 hours after second covid vaccination. Was resolved by the next morning with a temp of 96.8.

942111 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CA 34.0 34 F * 1-3 days after vaccine: Extreme arm and muscle soreness at and around injection site on left arm. * 1 week after injection: red puffy rash, about 2in by 2in, at injection sight. Very warm patch and itchy. Also itchiness on back area.

942112 12/26/2020 01/13/2021 AZ 56.0 56 F red round itchy raised lesion on arm at site of vaccine, delayed reaction, no fever or chills, no pain in arm. Size of a grapefruit. numbness down arm to thumb and first 2 fingers.

942113 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 38.0 38 F throat itching, feeling hot all over

942114 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 OR 33.0 33 F Received the 1st dose of COVID vaccine, felt well when she left, but developed a lot of fatigue and was in bed by 7 pm, very unusual for her. She woke up next day and had some swelling on her forehead and generalized itching.  She took an Allegra and facial swelling resolved.  No perioral swelling or lesions. No erythema.  Then had 3 episodes of vomiting.  Still feels nauseated.  She contacted her PCP, who advised being seen.  Pt uses Singulair at night, Allegra or Zyrtec in morning if she is itchy.  Pt denies cough, shortness of breath, abdominal pain, diarrhea, skin irritation.  For Nausea and vomiting, intractability of vomiting not specified, unspecified vomiting type- ondansetron ODT (ZOFRAN ODT) 4 mg oral tablet,disintegrating; Dissolve 1 tablet on tongue and swallow every eight hours as needed for nausea/vomiting.  Dispense: 15 tablet; Refill: 0.  Pt appears well. No facial swelling.  History consistent with allergic reaction to COVID vaccine.  No evidence of anaphylaxis.Pt to self-report to Occ Health and agency.  I also left message at Occ Health.  Zofran ordered prn nausea.   Pt has an Epipen.  She lives with her husband, who can also monitor her. To ED if she develops fwelling, shortness of breath, cough, wheezing, persistent vomiting, or otherwise worsens.

942115 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 OR 28.0 28 M Patient asked to remain in observation area x15 minutes.  Approximately 5 min into observation complained of dizziness, tingling in fingers, sweating.  Pulse 110, skin clammy.  Requested patient move from chair to floor, remove jacket,  instructed purse-lipped breathing, drank 2 bottles of water patient compliant and tolerated well. Pulse reduced to 79 at 1309, finger tingling resolved, asked patient to wait until 1:30 to leave, pt agreed.  Symptoms resolved quickly and completely.

942116 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 WA 48.0 48 F redness and swelling at injection site. severe fatigue, head aches and body aches, 9 days after injection

942117 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 FL 47.0 47 F AFTER 1 WEEK INJECTION SITE IS RED, SWOLLEN AND HOT.

942118 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MT 22.0 22 M Vomiting

942119 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 TN 83.0 83 M Rash all over the body, very bad Itchy.  It started 1/12/21.

942120 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IA 39.0 39 F Next day headache, body ache, chills, woke at 6:30am feeling this way. Just started today.

942121 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CA 47.0 47 F nausea, malaise, GI upset, diarrhea;  redness, swelling, warmth, pain at injection site

942122 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NC 56.0 56 F Fever chills 12 hours after shot, lymphadema in umderarm 48 hours later

942123 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Rash and redness to chest

942124 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 CO 39.0 39 M side effects of the Pfizer COVID vaccine #2 included headache, back pain, diarrhea, chills, diaphoresis and a low-grade fever all noticeable the next day after receiving the vaccine and symptoms lasted 2 days

942125 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MD 60.0 60 F Approximately 5 minutes after receiving vaccine, patient started feeling chest tightness and increased heart rate and decreased oxygen. She was give 75 mg of Benadryl, and it did not help. 1 Epipen was administered and symptoms improved, but they began to return and a second epipen was administered approximately 30 minutes after the first epipen. EMS was already on site at that point and patient was taken in ambulance to hospital.

942126 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 FL 69.0 69 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA12/31/ arm hurt but ok. 1/8/ swollen and hives are sight of injection.  1/11/1 rash / hives / burning spread down arm to elbow. Went to Urgent  Care 1/12/21. told to take benydril  and go to hospital if worse.   Urgent  Care doctor said this needed to be reported.  I am  supposed to have second does 1/17/21 but not sure if I can?

942127 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 GU 53.0 53 F Hives on anterior upper Left Leg Thigh Area

942128 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 OR 35.0 35 F Well demarcated, serpentine rash over most of the deltoid.  Didn't appear until 2 weeks after the vaccination. Had initial soreness, but this just appeared.

942131 12/27/2020 01/13/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Hives appeared on day 12 post vaccination. Hives are on right arm and right shoulder blade and chest

942132 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 CO 73.0 73 M Fever child fatigue headache

942133 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CT 39.0 39 F day 2 arm soreness. asymptomatic after for x6 days. Day 8 noted erythema, edema, warm rash around injection site.

942134 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 66.0 66 F After 12?hours of receiving the vaccination I stated having child, muscle , joint & headache pains  Fever This morning I was nauseous & throw up

942135 12/26/2020 01/13/2021 AZ 39.0 39 F clavicular lymphadenopathy appeared 1/1 then arm that vaccine was received in developed a red raised round lesion 2 inches in diameter that was itchy.  the benadryl helped it resolve

942136 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 29.0 29 M Fever, started 1 day after vaccination. Temperature 99.5F. Fatigue, generally assume to be baseline. Still feeling fatigue after 8-hour sleep in the morning.

942137 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 KY 32.0 32 F Headache, fatigue, chills. Lasted 48 hours. Medicine did not help

942138 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 OR 54.0 54 F Patient noted periorbital swelling about 1 hr after the vaccine and was sent to ED.  She had some mild asthma symptoms earlier in the day (before vaccination) and these did not worsen after the vaccination.  She did not have throat tightness, chest pain, dizziness, rash, itching.  She has hx asthma, GERD.  She has allergy to sulfa and cipro (Rash) and Prozac (psychosis).  In ED, patient was given IV benadryl and famotidine and discharged with Rx methylprednisolone and epipen.

942139 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 VA 50.0 50 F Patient complaints of left hand tingling and upper arm pain and Right hand tingling and upper arm shoulders pain body aches and fever

942140 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 CO 60.0 60 F Received Pfizer vaccine on January 7 at approximately 5:20PM.  This morning on January 13 at 5:20 AM, I noticed a rash on my left upper arm/deltoid at the vaccine site. Rash is flat and red, approximately 8 cm x 8 cm, but not circular.

942141 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 DC 71.0 71 F 45 minutes after the shot, I developed bright red hives on left shoulder and neck.  I received the shot on my left arm.  My throat felt tight.  I was shaky for a couple of more hours.  I had an upset stomach. I was very cold, but had waited in a 2 hour line outside in 20 degree weather because they were overwhelmed at the facility. And only had 3 doctors giving the shots.    I was able to swallow the whole time.

942142 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 28.0 28 M Moderate joint pain, moderate headache, mild-moderate fatigue, mild muscle pain

942143 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 ID 17.0 17 F Patient was under the age of 18 at time of administration.  Followed up with her Mother and  she is doing okay.

942144 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 55.0 55 F Patient began to complain of itching all over body, numbness & tingling of lips.  Patient was placed on guerney, O2@ 4L via mask placed, vital signs taken (pulse 81, BP 140/80), O2 sat on 4L via face mask 98%. Patient given epi pen injection @1422 and transported to ED.  Upon arrival to ED, patient began to cough.

942145 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 MN 44.0 44 F About 1 hr and half , Developed redness started in my neck spreads to my face and both ears. Rashes noted in face and felt heart palpitations.  Took ibuprofen and Benadryl twice. Redness and rashes dissipated. Generalized Muscle ache started at night lasted for 2 days.

942146 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 WA 58.0 58 F Patient reports tingling and burning sensation at the tips of her right fingers.

942147 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Severe body muscle and bone aches, nausea, episodes of feeling faint, Orthostatic hypotension, loss of color in face and lips, headache, weakness, lethargy

942148 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 IA 47.0 47 F Hives/urticaria starting about 1 week post vaccine. 6 day steriod pack taken from 12/28/20- 1/2/21. Zyrtec 10mg daily, Pepcid 20mg daily, Benadryl 12.5-25mg as needed, hydrocortisone cream, Benadryl cream.

942149 12/26/2020 01/13/2021 AZ 59.0 59 F red, hot,  round, raised circular lesion in arm that was vaccinated. +itchy but no pain. No fever.

942150 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MA 61.0 61 F Chest tightness and throat tightness 1 hour following vaccination along with itching and rash at injections site. Zyrtec was taken along  with  use of Albuterol inhaler.

942151 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Flu like symptoms Body aches Arm soreness Tender to touch Left under arm swollen and radiating to left side of breast

942152 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NM 35.0 35 F Body aches, fatigue, headache, sore throat, very sensitive skin-felt like a sunburn  All but fatigue resolved after 22 hours

942153 12/24/2020 01/13/2021 MO 53.0 53 F I was sitting quietly looking waiting for the observation time to finish and started feeling that my heart was racing, felt like it was over 130 but hard to count.  Had some water, moved closer to the staff that were administering doses and told them I felt weird and my heart rate was fast but feeling ok.  Would let them know if it got any worse.   I started to think I was having either a reaction or worrying about the side effects, etc. and willed myself to calm down.  It felt like an adrenaline rush and did not last longer than a few minutes.  I didn't report it  to VAERS at the time thinking it was "just in my head".   Thankfully it went away and I did not need any treatment.  Just felt a little shaky and glad that it went away. Only other side effect that I had was a sore arm for a couple days.  Looking at the CDC website since then, I am not sure if I should get the second dose and would like advice on this.

942154 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NE 44.0 44 F Received dose at 1059,  at 1105 I had right sided throat swelling, bumps to roof of mouth, hives to chest and also right arm, heart rate of 140, blood pressure 219/110. I had taken Tylenol and 25 mg of Benadryl 50 min prior to vaccination and immediately took another 25 mg of Benadryl when I noticed my throat getting tight. No further treatment was needed as the benadryl began working. 1 hour 10 min post injection I developed a migraine.

942155 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Muscle aches, joint aches, fatigue, fever

942156 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 49.0 49 M Body malaise  Chills Fever

942157 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 OR 29.0 29 F Body aches, joint pain, headache, low-grade fever. Symptoms lasted approximately 30 hours.

942158 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MD 46.0 46 F Right arm is sore the following day. When i got home from work (1/13/21) took a shower and i was feeling the area where i got the shot and when i raise my right arm i notice under my armpit is swollen.

942159 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 KS 32.0 32 F 9:21 AM- Redness around injection site, anxiety 9:25 AM- Patient had increase respiration and became restless 9:28 AM- O2 sat. 99% on room air, 94 Pulse, water provided with talk therapy 9:40 AM- Vitals; 98% O2 sat on room air, 88 Pulse, decreased erythema  10:01 AM- Patient stated feeling better

942160 12/17/2020 01/13/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Vaccine Dose 1 12/17/2020: I received the vaccine and within 5 minutes I experienced dizziness, sweating and was flushed. After 15 minutes the dizziness did not go away and my vitals were checked. My BP was elevated 136/106 and HR 105, I was taken to the ED after repeated BP readings continued to show increased diastolic pressure. I was observed in ED for a period of almost 6 hours. Within an 1.5 hours after receiving vaccine, I had right neck stiffness, headache, and some weakness to the right side as well along with the dizziness and high BP. I received a 1L bolus of NS, 2 doses of antivert, Toradol, Zofran and Lidocaine patches. 24 hours after receiving vaccines, I was having pain at the insertion site, headache, neck stiffness and occasional dizziness. After 36 hours my symptoms subsided and I felt back to baseline.   Vaccine Dose 2 01/07/2020: I received my second dose of the COVID vaccine and within the first 15 minutes I experienced dizziness, nausea, flashing spots in vision, right sided weakness, increased BP & HR, redness and sweating. After 30 minutes the symptoms did not subsided and I was taken to the ED. An hour after receiving the vaccine, I had right sided weakness to arm and legs with no numbness, dizziness, R. sided neck stiffness, right sided headache, nausea and flashing spots. I received Ativan, Reglan, Tylenol, Toradol and Benadryl in the ED. I was in ED for 3.5 hours after vaccines was administered and was able to ambulate to the car independently.   16 hours after receiving vaccine, I had muscle weakness to bilateral lower extremities and was unable to ambulate independently along with dizziness, headache, arm soreness, cough, congestion, neck stiffness and fatigue. 36 hours after vaccine I regained movement to bilateral lower extremities however still was experiencing fatigue, occasional dizziness, intermittent neck stiffness and headache, body aches and some shakiness to lower extremities. 55 hours after receiving vaccine I was still fatigued and experiencing intermittent headache and neck stiffness. 72 hours after vaccine I was still fatigued and having occasional headaches but feeling much much better from initial reaction. 96 hours after receiving vaccine I experienced occasional headache, woke up with neck stiffness and was finally able to drive a car without any dizziness or nausea. 144 hours after vaccine I am not completely back to baseline still fatigued with occasional neck stiffness and headache but able to go back to work.

942161 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 KY 30.0 30 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  About 3-5 minutes after receiving the shot, the right side of my face and throat became numb. Then I felt a burning sensation in my chest for about 30 seconds to a minute. After about an hour to an hour and a half the numbness went away. I then felt very tired /lethargic. 7 hours after the shot, I started feeling better/more normal.

942162 12/26/2020 01/13/2021 AZ 63.0 63 F red, raised oval lesion that was hot and itchy but not painful. No fever, no lymphadenopathy, +muscular pain, the lesion measured >9cm

942163 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NY 37.0 37 F 4INCH X 2 INCH LARGE lump in left deltoid region. onset of inflammation was two days after receiving vaccine. area  is hot to the touch itchy and sharp pains shooting from site of inflammation to my small and ring finger.  pain and swelling under my left arm pit. ibuprofen Benadryl and cortisone cream tried with no relief.  Injection site is continuing to get larger and more inflamed every day.  NP thinks it may be turning to cellulitis.  Antibiotics being contemplated as treatment if swelling and heat do not resolve.  Sharp shooting  pains in hips lasting about 3-5 seconds, pain is so bad it causes me to scream out loud when it happens. this happens about 3-5 times daily since the second day of injection this to is not resolving.

942164 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 62.0 62 M Localized allergic reaction. Uticaria on the left side and rash on his abdomen. Benadryl 50mg IM. IV TKO.

942165 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MA 84.0 84 F Warm, Sore

942166 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 WI 27.0 27 F Normal pregnancy other than anemia of pregnancy, EDD 02/18/21. Woke around 0030 with rigors, temp 103.5F, muscle aches, joint pain. Fever resolved with 1000mg Tylenol and hydration. Fevers continued with Tmax 102.5 for next 24 hours.  Muscle aches, joint pain, headache, and fatigue persisted for about 36 hours total.

942167 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 34.0 34 F flush, facial/tongue numbness, hot flash, increased pulse

942168 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 IL 59.0 59 M 1610 Patient complained of throat tightness.  Patient was diaphoretic.  169/115 HR 100, RR 32, spO2 98%.  1613 RRT called 1614 RRT at side.  right sided wheeze.  HR 80, BG 123, decision to transfer to ED   ED treatment. Decadron, benedryl, Pepcid IVP albuterol nebulizer

942169 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 33.0 33 M Body aches, chills, fatigue, headache, low grade fever. Improving.

942170 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 FL 68.0 68 F Itching, red raised area still exists after 8 days

942171 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 WA 39.0 39 F Tingling in L hand immediately  after vaccine. Elevated resting heart rate over 2+ nights and days to follow. Pain in shoulder, armpit, pec muscle. Swollen glands in throat. Morning nose stuffiness. Headache

942172 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 IN 32.0 32 M Severe migraine with vomiting and visual aura (never happened to me before)

942173 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CA 44.0 44 F About 10min after vaccine given, patient complained of pain to the injection site. Flushed. "I don't feel right." No SOB. C/o 7/10 migraine headache. Nausea but no vomiting. Frontal lobe pain. Dizzy. Felt like she was drunk.  BP 136/29, HR 79. Became slower to respond to questions and a rapid response was called. Transported to ED for observation where patient received acetaminophen 975mg po x 1 and metoclopramide 10mg po x 1. Patient declined NS 1L bolus. Per ED note, patient presented with likely vasovagal episode after receiving COVID-19 vaccination. Patient's symptoms improved and patient was discharged home.

942174 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 56.0 56 F Patient began to have tremors and felt her throat swelling

942175 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Flu like symptoms Body aches Arm soreness Tender under arm Left under arm swollen radiating to left side of breast

942176 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 45.0 45 F Chills, joint pain, redness/swelling/itching at injection site

942177 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TX 46.0 46 F Burning sensation of face and  tongue feels like scalded within 30 mins of getting the vaccine: resolved in 24 hours Dizziness within 30mins  Generalized muscle aches for 24 hours took Tylenol and Ibuprofen alternately every 6 hours Redness with induration of about 20mm in the injection site 8 days after the vaccination.

942178 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 WA 28.0 28 F 12/31 I had tingling in my throat and was observed in urgent care for two hours with no intervention. It went away by the time I went to bed that night. 1/8 I woke up with a sore arm, did not think much of it and went to work. It was sore all day and when I got home I undressed to take a shower and noticed that it was red, swollen and hot to the touch. I tried hot compresses as I suspected it was cellulitis and marked the borders. It had grown in size the nest morning (1/9) which is when I went back to urgent care and was prescribed 3 days of Keflex. The first dose reduced the swelling and pain in my arm, but by the end of the course of antibiotics it was still red 1/13 I went back to urgent care to be seen for the redness and tenderness. The NP suspected that it may be an immune reaction rather than cellulitis and gave me a single oral dose of decadron with instructions to follow up in 3-4 hours by sending in a picture, and if it did not get better to fill a longer prescription for Keflex. At this point I have taken the prescription to the pharmacy and am waiting until after work to pick it up and begin the script.

942179 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 NV 36.0 36 F 12/30/20, developed high fever (103), body aches, and ringing in the ear.  These sx resolved after 48 hours.  On 1/6/21, developed right-sided numbness and tingling on face.  Felt heaviness in right eye.  On 1/7/21, smile was uneven with right-sided droop and facial swelling on right.  Presented to primary care physician.  She was diagnosed with Bell's Palsy and started on treatment to include prednisone, acyclovir, cefuroxime all orally.  She continues these medications currently.

942180 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 GA 67.0 67 F Reported 'facial swelling'; 'impending doom'. Noted eye swelling.  Pt given Epi 0.3 mg IM at start of reaction. IV placed and diphenhydramine 50 mg IV given 10 minutes after Epi 0.3 mg IM dose given. Approximately 18 minutes after reaction onset patient reported return of lip swelling and facial swelling with 'heavy face/head'. Pt given Epi 0.3mg IM to left deltoid. Pt transferred to ER via EMS. EMS response time approximately 60 minutes. Pt felt better after 2nd dose of Epi 0.3 mg IM.

942181 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 IL 56.0 56 F 1/11/21 woke up feeling tired, muscle aches, took migraine medicine, and ibuprofen.  Back pain toward the kidney, stomach area. Felt like she would pass out. Dizzy, nausea. Seeing a patient she had to leave the room and go sit on the floor. Blood pressure was very low, couldn't stand up. Painful to have clothes touching the skin all over.  Felt like she need more air, panting. Didn't sleep 8-10 hours. Started with sever H/A and muscle pain. Sensitive to light and sound.  Fatigue.  Out of work 1/12-1/13. Skin sensitivity is gone. Talk big dose of ibuprofen. Still fatigue. H/A is better.

942182 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 73.0 73 M Hypotensive with an altered mental status. Pt was placed supine and IV started with a 500CC Fluid bolus

942183 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 KY 30.0 30 M Pt experienced dizziness 5 minutes after being vaccinated and being sent for Post vaccine observation. The Pt did not verbalize he was experiencing  any side effects upon arriving to the nurse in the observation room. Pt states he began to feel "dizzy and light headed at about 11:08 and it lasted about 5 minutes." After assesing the 30 y/o M his BP was elevated (160/110) and he was verbally referred to his family doctor for f/u based on the hypertensive issue. No distress noted. Pt verbalized his symptoms had resolved. His blood pressure began to decrease after about 3 minutes. No further treatment was required. Pt A&O x4. VS were WNL upon discharge from facility.

942184 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 OK 34.0 34 F 14 hrs after vaccine developed fever, headache, chills, cough, and severe all over body aches.  Monday 1/11 through today 1/13 still feeling feverish with chills and body aches but no actual fever and deep dull back pain that is making me vomit.  Also injection site redness started 48hrs after vaccine and only continues to worsen and spread each day still today 1/13.  Have been taking  Tylenol, Motrin, antihistamine, and at times Zofran.

942185 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 MN 91.0 91 F Memory care resident complaints of feeling "woozy". After much questioning, it was determined that she was dizzy. This occurred an hour after administration of vaccination and continues. Appetite has been good. Refuses to lie down. Denies headache, body aches, nausea,  stiffness, visual disturbance, or injection site pain.  Monitoring vital signs for the next 24 hours; every 2 hours while awake and once during the night per instruction of County Public Health Nurse.
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942186 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 KS 51.0 51 F 9:20 AM- During observation, patient began to cough and became uncomfortable in chair. Patient moved to cot by staff and offered water. Patient able to swallow water without struggle. Vitals- 162/98, 98% O2 sat., 78 Pulse, 16 Respiration, lungs clear.  9:38 AM- Patient complain of itchiness. 25 mg Benadryl administered oral per patient request

942187 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CO 68.0 68 F rigors, fever 103, dizziness, nausea, vomitingx1, bodyaches, sore inj site

942188 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CA 35.0 35 F About 10min after vaccine given, patient c/o dizziness, tingling to lips, no SOB nor difficulty breathing. VS stable.  A rapid response was called but patient monitored. Dizziness resolved.

942189 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 36.0 36 M Racing  Heart Rate (160 BPM) at night... Arm Pain... Nausea.... Stomach Cramps

942190 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 PA 42.0 42 F Redness at injection site still injection was week ago, swelling at injection site

942191 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 MO 29.0 29 F The vaccine was given at 12:20 pm 1/9/21 8:30 pm Diahrrea 9:30 pm Exhaustion, body aches, headahce 9:30 pm-7:30 am body aches/muscle aches/joint pain so severe unable to sleep without waking up every hour 7:30 am took Ibuprofen and slept until 3 pm, exhaustion, headache 1/11/21 fever of 100.1 and body aches, headache and exhaustion, took Ibuprofen 1/12/21 back to normal functioning no aches/pains/fever

942192 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 OH 65.0 65 F over injection site red, swollen, warm, itchy

942193 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 IL 27.0 27 M 101.7-101.9 fever for two full days after second dose. Extreme body aches. Chest pain/tightness to the point I couldn?t sleep or lay down. Headache

942194 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 24.0 24 F 0400 am on 1/12/21 hot flashes began. Lasted until 1900 Soreness to injection site and arm Body aches  GI upset

942196 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 OH 51.0 51 F 2 weeks after vaccine, developed 2x3 inch area of redness, warm to touch, painful, raised area

942197 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OK 74.0 74 F A few minutes after the vaccine, she had mild tongue swelling.  It only lasted a few minutes, and then she felt fine.  However, her BP went up.  I'm not sure how high.  she then has a short run of asymptomatic V tach.  Taken to hospital observed overnight.  No further events or problems.Y 2

942198 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 ME 37.0 37 F Very large, red and purple, inflamed area on my arm with significant pain and swelling. My provider initially treated me with Keflex and told me I had cellulitis caused by the vaccine. I took the antibiotics (500mg x 3 per day) for 5 days and the area got much worse. I went back to the doctor and was told it was actually an allergic reaction. I was treated with Prednisone and Benadryl for 7 days. The area cleared up after that treatment, but is still slightly discolored.

942200 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 KS 30.0 30 F 10:55 AM- Increased heart rate, sweaty, dizzy, fatigue Vitals: 160 Pulse, 130/80 11:12 AM: Shaky, fatigue 11:15 AM- EMS arrives, Vitals- 130/77, 86 Pulse

942201 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 94.0 94 M patient received the 1st dose of vaccination on 12/30/2020 and then received the second dose on 01/07/2021

942202 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CA 35.0 35 F About 10 minutes after the vaccine was given, patient experienced flushing, tachycardia. No SOB nor difficulty breathing.  Tingling to mouth and slight swelling. Rapid response called.  Monitored for 2 hours.  Post dose redness resolved. Tingling sensation remained.

942203 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 UT 40.0 40 M Around noon, my fiance doubled over in agonising pain and clutched his right side. We treated it like a stomach ache and he went through the rest of the day, even at work, in gut wrenching pain. This morning when I woke up, I noticed he was out on the couch. When I went to check on him, he was as white as a ghost and his lips were greying around the edges. I immediately told him to call into work. I thought he would say no because he has not called in in over 10 years, but to my surprise, he did so. I put him in bed and the abdominal pain is still present and now his fever is over 103!!!  I bought Tylenol and Motrin and will be alternating between the two until the fever breaks and if the pain persists by 8 pm, we will be headed to the emergency room...

942204 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MN 34.0 34 F All of these symptoms began on 1/13/21: Chills, headache, fever (100.2-101.0 deg F), nausea, body aches, chest pressure, metal taste in my mouth, fatigue

942205 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 MO 31.0 31 F Bilateral arm aches lasting from date of first vaccination (12/23/2020) to present 1/13/2021). Red, raised bumpy rash along right arm, and across chest on both sides lasting from the day after the vaccination to today's date. Itchy, non-open skin. Feels dry/scaly.

942207 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 70.0 70 F patient experienced  numbness, and tingling in both hands. Stated that is was similar to carpel tunnel syndrome

942208 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 61.0 61 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Chills and low grade fever (highest it got was 99.7)- started at 11:00 p.m. on 11/12/21.  Not able to sleep in the night, headache started sometime in the night.  Fever and chills were gone by morning.  Headache resolved about 5:00 p.m. on 1/13/21.

942209 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Left arm redness, swelling, itching which began 7 days after receiving injection.

942210 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 GA 22.0 22 F Noted lethargy, patient reported 'throat feels like closing'. Pt given Epi 0.3 mg IM at start of reaction. IV placed and diphenhydramine 50 mg IV given 4minutes after Epi 0.3 mg IM dose given. Approximately 12 minutes after reaction onset patient reported continued feeling of throat swelling and nausea with retching . Pt given Epi 0.3mg IM to left deltoid. Pt transferred to ER via EMS. EMS response time approximately 11 minutes. Pt felt somewhat better after 2nd dose of Epi 0.3 mg IM.

942212 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 82.0 82 F patient experienced 3 migraines in one day

942213 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 FL 51.0 51 F After 2 days I started having pain under my armpit but did not feel ill. I was answering the text messages and there was not anywhere to document what was going on because I felt fine.  I stopped getting the texts today so I couldn't talk with anyone about how swollen my lymph nodes under my arm is. I have not been able to get anyone on the phone to ask what to do.  It is a very strange coincidence that my nodes are swollen for the first time in my life and the only thing that is different is that I received the vaccination.

942214 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NY 61.0 61 F About 3 hours after the vaccination, I began to feel itchy and my face became flushed. I had some hives on my arms. The symptoms went away after about half an hour.

942215 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 49.0 49 M Throat Swelling/ Itching

942216 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Migraine, chills, soreness at injection site, sore arm, nausea listed about 36 hours

942217 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MN 42.0 42 F 1/8/21 - An hour after receiving the vaccine I experience a metal taste in my mouth that lasted throughout the day. 1/9/21 - I woke up at 4am the follow day after receiving the vaccine and my left side of my face was numb, I could still taste metal in my mouth, I had a headache and pain in my right arm. I watch my symptoms and checked to see if I was having a stroke, but nothing pointed to that.  1/10/21 - I still was experiencing the same symptoms from 1/9/21 with not increased or decreasing of symptoms. Watched them throughout the day but nothing changed. 1/11/21 - I continued to have the same symptoms and reported to the ED after work for the symptoms listed above with no improvement. 1/12 & 1/13 - I continue to have the same symptoms with no changes.

942219 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 TX 43.0 43 F Chills, upset stomach, soreness at injection site, abdominal gas pain

942220 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 36.0 36 F Patient here for COVID vaccine per standing orders of Dr. COVID vaccine was administered. Within 4 minutes after administering the vaccine the patient became pale, hot, and had complaints of nausea.  Patient was then taken to PCP office as the patient laid done, vitals taken bp 129/80 P 88 R 16 O2 Sat R/A 99%. Patient denied any chest pain and SOB, skim warm and dry to touch. steady gait noted and oriented x4. Report given to NP. Patient was seen by NP. After approx 60 min per NP okay for patient to go home. This writer advised patient if any SOB/Chest go to ER. Patient was given the V Safe and Fact Sheet forms, patient was released as she was feeling fine. This writer gave report to Dr. of the above.  This writer will report adverse reaction to state agency.

942221 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 43.0 43 F Fever up to 102.9 Chills Nausea and vomiting  Earache Headache Backache  For

942222 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MS 58.0 58 M Chills, headache, body aches, nausea, diarrhea, fatigue

942223 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 CA 74.0 74 F received vaccine 11:30am 11:35am-felt warm rush on face and throat which was relived in 5sec or so Following that I had intestinal cramping that did not result in me needing to leave the waiting room for diarrhea.  I left the waiting room at 11:55.  One hour later, I had an extremely dry mouth & needed water.  It resolved after drinking a bottle of water.  At 4:30pm I started itching in my hands, feet, & entire body - itchiness was like prickles, not normal itching.  Took Claritin which kept itching under control.  I have taken Claritin 10mg daily for the last 5 days to keep itching under control. Today I am more itchy than yesterday.

942224 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NV 41.0 41 F Severe Headache on 1/12/21 at 7:45 pm. Woke up with extreme muscle aches 1/13/21 at 5:30 AM. Pins and Needles sensation started at 1/13/21 at 6:20 AM. Fever of 101.9 (oral) noticed at 10:30 AM.

942225 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Approximately 22 hours after I received the first vaccine my left arm from the elbow down to my hand went numb.  No tingling  just no feeling. Could not hold anything and no strength in that arm and hand.

942226 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 NY 53.0 53 F The NP said cellulitis around the injection site. Red, swollen and hot to the touch, itchy. Prescribed antibiotics Kflex 500mg 1 tab bid x 7 days.

942227 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MD 46.0 46 F Delayed maculopapular rash localized around injection site starting 1 week after vaccine administration. Mild itching. Persistent 24 hours later,  larger area but still localized to the shoulder.  Had local pain starting 2 hours after the injection, lasting for about 36h. No immediate skin reaction back then.  (I am a physician)

942228 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Erythema, swelling, and cellulitiss

942229 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 KS 26.0 26 F Starting 1/13 at 1100 developed severe abdominal pain, unable to get relief even with taking tums and pepto bismol. No nausea or diarrhea.

942230 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 FL 58.0 58 M Severe arm pain Fatigue No energy

942231 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 IL 61.0 61 F Raised, red itchy area at injection site. Approximately 3??x 2??

942232 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 33.0 33 F Fever of 101.3, body aches and headache. Lasted 6-9hours. Treated with Tylenol and Ibuprofen.

942233 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 MN 48.0 48 F The vaccine was administered too high on the shoulder.  Within 2 hours a report was made. symptoms were pain, weakness, tenderness of shoulder joint and upper arm

942234 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 TX 28.0 28 F The day after and the next day were filled with extreme exhaustion, dizziness, joint pain, and headache.  I started to feel better until Jan 11, where I had extreme exhaustion, worse joint pain, extreme muscle aches and stiffness, worse headache, and the worst nausea.  Since Jan 11, I haven't been able to eat much.  The V-safe check in skipped the worst days so far.

942235 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 21.0 21 F experienced upper lip swelling, numbness, and tingling

942237 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 OK 63.0 63 F She got the vaccine on Dec 23, and then on Jan 4 she had a mild stroke with left sided arm and face weakness.  She did recover fully.  She already has known CAD and risk factors for CVD.  It is possible, but by no means certain, that the vaccine was an indirect cause of the event.  Since the vaccine provoked an immune response, as it was supposed to, it is possible that this inflammation may have set up a metabolic predisposition that may have contributed to the event, which was 12 days later.Y Y 3

942238 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 WA 36.0 36 F Approximately 15 min after the vaccine was given, I felt dizzy, Light headed, feeling warm and then cold, chest tightness with mild shortness of breath, heart racing. It lasted for about 30 minutes. The symptoms subsided while sitting back in a chair and drinking 2.5 bottles of water. I was able to walk out and proceed with grocery shopping slowly. Have taken it easy the rest of the day but able to be upright. Now just fatigue, muscle aches, feeling cold, abnormal teeth and tongue sensation x 2 hrs). The rest of the symptoms just described continue this evening which i attribute to the covid vaccine.

942239 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 GA 43.0 43 F Rash, itching, burning, redness, swelling due to secondary skin infection caused by the COVID vaccination.

942240 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 LA 83.0 83 F New onset altered mental status after fall. Per son, she was found in bed, unresponsive at around 12:15 AM on 1/10 by her husband. Brought to the emergency room and admitted,  Began treatment for UTI w/ CTX. Discharged 1/11/21 with f/u appointments Y 1

942241 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 54.0 54 F Very fatigued, tired, injection site sore, heated, chills, headache,  and body aches.

942242 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 WA 51.0 51 F Redness at site on day 2 & 3 following inj. Jan 9 noticed site tender to touch and red. Sun Jan 10 dispersed with distinct border. Reported to provider Jan 13 redness spread to upper arm measuring 160mm. Provider ordering  Covid-19 antibody. IgG. Pt feels she had covid in Jan 2020

942243 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 UT 43.0 43 F Inflammation, swelling/hardness, redness, soreness at injection site. Strong fatigue. Onset of symptoms did not occur until a full week after the vaccine was administered. Diagnosed as cellulitis and treated with antibiotics.

942244 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 TX 51.0 51 F 11:00PM very tired and fatigued day of vaccination, left eyebrow 3 large bumps, 1 bump on forehead felt like pimples resolved in the AM  arm pain to hand tongue was numb in AM and voice hoarse during the day to evening tongue numbness began to resolve and. Injection site was red and swollen welt at site where injection puncture  3-4 day rash on neck resolved later in day. All symptoms have resolved today

942245 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NC 55.0 55 F Lethargic  Muscle fatigue

942247 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 58.0 58 F Chills, Headache, Feeling Unwell, Sore Arm

942248 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 47.0 47 F approx. 19 mins after the injection my right arm began to feel a tingle sensation that radiated down to my hands and right side of my chest. Lips felt swollen but not visible to the eye. My right lower extremity had the same feeling as describe what happened to my right arm.  I went to the ED of the hospital where I worked. This my second dose and I had the same experience with the first dose but on my left side.

942249 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 IL 35.0 35 F Day of shot had pretty extreme pain in the arm a few hours later into the night. Was pretty extreme next day - couldn?t move arm above head, hard to change in and out of clothes, etc. Following day still pain but maybe 10%better. Over weekend slowly got better. This Monday and Tuesday woke up with very slight pain but nothing that I had to adjust my everyday routine for like a I had the first few days so I thought I was in the clear. Then last night extreme pain back again. Can?t move arm/shoulder without pain. Can?t engage muscle without a lot of pain.

942251 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IL 45.0 45 F At 9 pm- I exhibited chills labs body aches. At 3 am I had difficulty swallowing and a swollen neck. The next day this continued with a  fever of 99-100, malaise, and chest discomfort. At the 48th hour, today?s date, fever still present, body aches are improved, but my head feels hot and now with a stiff neck. I feel very tired and mental status seems ?foggy?

942252 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 PR 31.0 31 F Rash, hot area and prickly rash Nasal congestion

942253 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IL 44.0 44 F Waves of nausea starting approximately 12.5 hours after vaccine dose received.  General malaise and feeling "faint" though blood pressure, temperature, heart rate, respiration and pulse oximetry WNL.

942254 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 38.0 38 M Headache, soreness at injection site, nauseousness.  Took motrin.

942255 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 57.0 57 F severe pain in right arm, and diffuse body aches, headache

942256 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Fever, Chills, severe body aches, sleepiness, arm soreness at injection site for about 40 hrs.

942257 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Mild headache began 24 hours after vaccine Nausea began 31 hours after vaccine Vomiting began 32 hours after vaccine (1 episode of vomiting)

942258 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 AK 66.0 66 F Administered vaccine at 11:50 am. By 11:55am, the patient reported feeling flushed and warm. No outward signs of either. This reportedly lasted until 12:05pm. The patient was kept for a total of 45 minutes for observation before release.

942259 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 OH 59.0 59 F started with woozy head and extreme hyperactivity, followed by extreme fatigue, weakness, hunger, dizziness, chest pain, very jittery and the jittes get alot worse if i take my thyroid med. i have been unable to take them and i am now hypothyroid. the fatigue and weakness lasted a week. the chest pain and jitters continue today 3 weeks post vaccine. i am concerned for a possible heart attack or something. how long will these symptoms last? should i see my cardiologist? what should i do about thyroid medication?

942260 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NY 28.0 28 F Fever as high as 101.5F  and chills starting since 1am, lasting until 10pm. Extreme body and muscle aches. headache that was not alleviated with tylenol or advil.

942261 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 44.0 44 F 18 hours after second dose I had Temp 99.0, chills, body aches, fatigue, headache not relieved by Tylenol or Advil, injection site pain. The symptoms were so severe that I was unable to go to work this morning. I have a headache, fatigue, feel foggy, and injection site pain still.

942262 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 AL 48.0 48 F Developed Shingles rash on 1/23/2020

942263 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 39.0 39 F Body aches; took Tylenol for relief, which helps temporarily.

942264 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 CA 36.0 36 F I have bady ache and fever 101.5 and cough and hard to breathe,  after 5 days of the vaccine .

942265 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 34.0 34 M Pruritis ~48 hours after injection

942266 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 40.0 40 F I have felt extremely lethargic and exhausted since vaccine, but today noted some supraclavicular lymph node enlargement and mild submandibular lymph node enlargement on the same side as the vaccine was given

942267 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 IL 48.0 48 F Injection site is now red inflamed like a wasp bite. Warm and hurts.

942268 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 CA 46.0 46 F By 1/6 eight days following the injection a bruise began to form under the skin near the site. It extended outward to a circumference of approx. 15 X 15 cm. it since has faded, employee saw physician yesterday for this and there is no treatment given. Advised to have shot # 2 against COVID by her doctor.

942269 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 MT 44.0 44 M onset of body aches, fatigue, tachyccardia a few hours after receiving his second vaccine dose on 1/8/21.  onset of and L3 dermatome shingles on 1/10/21 pulse was 138 on presentation for evaluation 1/13/21. Hypertensive 170/80

942270 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 48.0 48 M Patient describes fever and chills, headache, body aches, pain in your back especially where the kidneys are located. Site injection soreness. Patient report nausea, but also says he hadn't eaten all day

942271 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 TX 36.0 36 F After the vaccine was administered, the injection site was more sore than how a regular flu shot feels.  The third day after the vaccine was administered the injection site and the area around it began swelling.  The swelling went away a few days after that.  The redness faded to a dull pink.  Around the 10th of January I again had redness around the injection site accompanied by major itching.  The redness had almost a perfect circle around the injection site that began about the circumference of a golf ball.  The next day (the 11th), the circumference of the rash increased to the size of a baseball.  The rash is now spreading down and around my arm.  The itching is not nearly as bad.  I've been taking my temp and it has ranged from 97.9 to 98.3.  I haven't had a fever or any other symptoms since my injection day.  I went to a free-standing er/clinic (last night, 01/12/2021), and the doctor there told me to watch for swelling of my lymph nodes and also for a red line or red streaking to go up my neck.

942272 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Two hours after second dose, 1/12/2021, nausea, mild headache. In evening fatigue, aching all over. Next day 1/13/2021, flu like symtoms, felt feverish, sluggish, ache all over, felt better after 3PM in afternoon, but not 100% normal.

942273 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 DE 29.0 29 M Beginning 24 hours later: Space flu like symptoms, bodyaches, night sweats, pain and pressure in front of chest, severe fatigue, malaise

942274 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 28.0 28 F My arm became tender, I got chills at 330am on 1/12, my temp never got above 99.7F, my leg muscles were achy, felt weak, my neck was sore and I had a knot at the injection site. I took 400 mg of ibuprofen around 7am on 1/12 and my symptoms subsided until around 3pm and started getting chills and leg aches. My arm developed redness right where the knot is on my arm and I still have the knot today (1/13). I have had no other symptoms since 3pm 1/12.

942275 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 63.0 63 F None stated.

942276 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 GU 26.0 26 M Facial edema, glossitis, slurred speech (non-asymmetrical) onset 1/12/2021 (time unspecified).  Tingling sensations to lips and tongue onset 1/13/21

942277 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Monday night started with Nausea and diarrhea Tuesday: chills,  nausea, diarrhea, fatigue, headache  Wed: chills,  max fever 100.8, headache, fatigue, diarrhea

942278 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 35.0 35 F 16 hours post vaccine #2 had fever of 102, headache, fatigue, body aches and chills. Ibuprofen 600 mg taken at 20 hours post vaccine.  Improvement notified and fever decreased.  At 26 hours post vaccine headache notified and fever of 99.6. Tylenol 500 mg taken.    Today (1/13) 2 days past vaccine heart rate has been in 100s -110s all day. Headache notified.  At 48 hours post vaccine fever developed of 100.5, aches, headache.  Tylenol 650mg taken

942279 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 24.0 24 F After receiving the vaccine i just felt pain on my right arm. Took 600mg of ibuprofen around 8:30pm and went to bed. Upon waking up the next morning (today) at 7am, I felt very weak. I ate breakfast by 8am and head to work. The weakness persisted, by 10am when I went to the restroom I felt as if i was going to collapse from how weak I felt while standing.  Felt some chills as if my chest was breathing in cold air. By 10:40am I was home in bed resting. Had a moderate headache and chills, weakness persisted. At 12:50pm I had  a fever of 100.9 F. I drank water, took 600mg ibuprofen and ate an orange. Around 2pm I felt strong enough to get up and take a short walk. At 3:00pm my temperature was 99.8 F, chills were gone. Weakness had improved. No more headache.  At 4:45pm temperature at 99.2 F. And feeling better. I took lunch around 3pm

942280 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F The symptoms started after the second shot.Fatigue, muscle aches, chills, headache were the  most debilitating symptoms started at  8am the morning after administration of shot. Fatigue and chills have continued into the next day and evening.

942281 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NY 35.0 35 M Patient developed diffuse itching following vaccination, presented to the ER 3 hours post vaccine. No airway compromise.

942282 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 ID 27.0 27 F On Friday 1/8/21 0830 Patient started to have whole body aches and  soreness to the arm where vaccine was given. Patient developed a fever of 102.0 at 1pm then took Ibuprofen 800mg  and took temperature again and it was 99.4. Patient also stated she was tired. Patient was advised to push fluids and take Tylenol 1G now . Body aches and fever went away on 1/9/21. Patient stated she was tired and had a HA until 1/11/21.Patient took Tylenol to help with these symptoms which was effective.

942283 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 OH 55.0 55 M Fever, chills, headache

942284 12/27/2020 01/13/2021 NJ 45.0 45 F Sudden appearance of urticaria lesion on left arm below injection site.  Not painful or cellulitis.  Not itchy.  Not raised.  Lesion was visable and spanned approximately 3x5 inches.  Resolved in 48 hours without medication.

942285 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Fatigue Nausea

942286 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 ID 54.0 54 F Woke up on the 24th with a puffiness in the face, patient looked at  the back of her throat and noticed some swelling, pt was able to maintain the airway.   Pt was able to stay monitor sx which resolved the next day.

942287 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 67.0 67 F Lower left side of lip numb for 1/2 hour after leaving facility. Next day 4x3 inch area around site red, hard, swollen and hot to touch.  Extremely itchy.

942288 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 PA 54.0 54 F 15-20 minutes after being vaccinated employee started to feel funny and head started spinning. BP 193/80. Transported to ER.Given script for Meclizine.

942289 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 TX 47.0 47 F 15 min after I got the vaccine I got a rash all over my body I drank Benadryl & 30 to 45min after it got much better then  2-3 days after I had sever fatigue lasted for about a week also  I had headaches, body ache, body sweats & chills and that lasted for 2 weeks .

942291 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 FL 55.0 55 M Pain in right leg since evening of injection. Got rash 1 week after injection on right buttock . Found to have shingles when saw pmd today

942292 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Area around my injection has been raised, red, tight, feels like there is a mass under the skin. It started the day after I received my injection and I could not move my arm at all due to the pain.  For the last two weeks the red circle around the injection site has grown and the center is purple or bruised. Sometimes it is itchy but not unbearable. It is has not gone away and it has been 14 days since receiving the vaccine. I also have a headache almost daily and feeling nauseous. I do not have a fever or shortness of breath.

942293 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Shot given 12/31/20. Pain in arm and chills lasting two days. Was fine until noticed red raised area around injection that itched on  1/7/21. Since this date redness and swelling with itching has progressed down arm from injection site in the deltoid muscle  to the bend of the elbow, and today?s date is 1/13/21.

942294 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 WI 52.0 52 M Mild rash & itching on both arms, antecubital area.

942295 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Starting on 1/12/21 about 24 hours after vaccination, I felt very severe flu-like symptoms.  I had nausea, chills, felt very lethargic and sore to the point where I couldn't stand at work, and had a pounding headache.  The site where I got the vaccine was also more tender and sore than usual after a vaccination.  I left work early around 3 pm, took 400 mg of ibuprofen every 6 hours and tried to get as much sleep as I could.  By 6 am on 1/13/21, all these symptoms had gone away, but now I've noticed a very swollen lymph node just above my left clavicle.

942296 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 LA 47.0 47 F Moderna COVID-19 vaccine EUA

942297 12/18/2020 01/13/2021 VA 37.0 37 F Itching on trunk, arms and legs with severe rash over the course of several days Moisturizer, Benadryl, Pepcid, triamciclinone cream.

942298 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MN 46.0 46 F The day after I received a vaccine, I had higher than usual blood pressure and pulse rate. I also had a muscle pain in the arm and I felt tired during the day and in the evening. My pulse rate continues to be high. My pulse rate was 100 on the second day and for number of days it is around 95. Today it was 95 most of the day. I have not been regularly checking my pulse rate before, but based on what I found in some information in my medical record, it is most likely around 75. I notice the higher pulse rate through pulsation in the chest and temples. I have a hard time concentrating on work and reading things on the screen.

942299 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 58.0 58 M myalgia Subjective fever

942300 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 PA 33.0 33 F Bell?s palsy  Trigeminal nerve tingling and numbness started about 4 hours after vaccine. Treated with prednisone and valtrex. Improved after three days on medication.

942301 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 CA 59.0 59 M Symptoms were first noted on 12/22/2020 in 15 minutes after getting the Covid Pfizer vaccine. He had numbness of his face and right hand. It resolved in two hours. He did have soreness for two days after the vaccine.  He did not have any other symptoms like rashes or difficulty breathing. He could lift his arm.  It made him a little nervous. It was bad enough that he pulled over from the freeway and rested for a few  hours.  He used an ice pack that helped the soreness, but this was after then numnbness resolved.

942302 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CT 39.0 39 F Redness, rash, and itching on face, chest, neck, shoulders within 10 mins of injection.

942303 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 MA 49.0 49 F 2 nd dose : Dizziness, lightheaded, severe headache, fever all night. 1/9/21 Dizziness, lightheaded, nausea. Nausea continues all other symptoms have resolved.   1 dose: no ae to report

942304 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Fatigue started evening of 1/7/21, I awoke about 1:30am 1/8/21,with headache, body aches, chills and nausea.  Took advice at approximately 7am, then able to fall asleep. Woke at 11am, felt better, very tired for the remainder of the day. 1/9/21, symptoms gone upon rising in the morning.

942305 12/17/2020 01/13/2021 FL 29.0 29 F Fever, Chills, Severe headache and unilateral left sided neck pain, severe malaise, fatigue, body aches, diarrhea and abdominal cramps

942306 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 46.0 46 F TIGHTNESS OF CHESS, FEELS LIKE I AM GOING TO GET AN ASTHMA ATTACK. SOME COUGHING  DIZZINESS

942307 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 AK 30.0 30 F 11 minutes after vaccine this employee developed a metallic taste in her mouth, tachycardia and hives on her chest and neck. She reports her heart rate normalized quickly. Before she went to bed, she felt her tongue slightly swell and developed a scratchy throat. She reports the top portion of her throat feeling swollen as well. Benadryl resolved the symptoms.

942308 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MI 34.0 34 M Extreme chills, generalized weakness, headache, low back pain.

942309 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Redness, round hive, warm to touch, pain on 1/13 measuring 6.75x6.24cm

942310 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 VT 34.0 34 M Small pinpoint bright red dots on abdomen

942311 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 NM 74.0 74 M Generalized hives and itching, headaches 2-3 days post injection

942312 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NC 27.0 27 F Rash on top of right thigh day after. Rash on left ankle and injection site 2 days after

942313 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 MI 57.0 57 F Bell's palsy HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS  Patient is a 57 y.o. female with a history of glaucoma, pre-diabetes, and osteoporosis s/p recent fibular fracture who presents for facial weakness. Patient is a research MD in the neurology department. Patient reports that she woke up this morning with weakness of the right face and inability to close the right eye. She reports mild discomfort in the area of her right jaw, but no ear pain. Denies any change in hearing or taste. She denies any difficulty chewing or swallowing, but has noticed that water will come out the side of her mouth when she tries to drink. She reports mild dry eye on the right.   No history of similar symptoms. Today is day 18 after her first COVID vaccination. No recent URI symptoms. No unilateral numbness or weakness. No autoimmune history.

942314 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 SD 22.0 22 F At 2 am the patient felt like vomiting, so got out of bed to go to the bathroom. On the way, the patient began to black out to the point where she had to lay down on the floor and could not regain strength for a few minutes and would have fallen over if sitting down and then laying down did not occur. A few minutes were spent laying down and then the episode went away and she was able to get up. She then walked back to her bed and did began to feel light headed, dizzy, and began blacking out again. The patient layed down in bed and waited for the episode to pass again.

942315 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 50.0 50 F 14 hours after dose symptoms as follows. Nauseous, fever and body aches lasting 24 hours.

942316 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 IN 34.0 34 F 1 week post injection redness, itching, swelling, began. Felt like a day-old wasp sting. Day 8 post injection and itching less but larger red are. Arm sore and achey from  shoulder to wrist.  Will wait to see if gets worse before going for doctor visit.

942317 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 WA 44.0 44 F Cellulitis in my left arm 11 days after injection. Was started on Keflex

942318 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 ID 77.0 77 M Sweating 20 minutes-took temperatures and they were normal. Continued preparing dinner.  Some discomfort at injection site for first 24 hours.

942319 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Patient initially experienced tingling in left hand right after injection. This resolved but then she began to have tingling in her lips. Then she had tingling at the tip of her tongue and then her neck began to feel stiff. Her blood pressure also rose to 145/72. Her baseline BP is usually 96/69. She was administered 02.ml epinephrine subcutaneously, Then when her lip tingling did not resolve, Benadryl 50mg IM injection was given. After 2 hours of observation, her symptoms resolved and she was released to go home. No ER visit was necessary.

942321 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 OH 62.0 0 F This is day 4 since vaccine. I do not have a lot of energy, eyes still hurt and EXTREME THIRST. 0.0

942322 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F Starting day 7 noticed a hard bump along with pain, itching and redness surrounding the injection site.

942323 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 SD 65.0 65 F 24 HRS POST VACCINATION DEVELOPED, FATIGUE, MUSCLE ACHES, AND FEVER RANGING FROM 99.7 TO 102.2 FOR 8 HRS. TREATED WITH ONE DOSE OF TYLENOL APPROXIMATELY 4 HRS POST SYMPTOM ONSET. SORE ARM AT INJECTION SITE 2 DAYS. NO FURTHER COMPLICATIONS OR TREATMENT

942324 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 25.0 25 F Cellulitis at site (x 1 week) treated with Antibiotic
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942325 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Started 1 week after injection, itchy arm, redness with hives in redness all local to site of injection, hard edema with redness still present, hives decreases as long as stop scratching. Has been from 10 am continuing now not itching as much since taking benadryl but still hard red edema

942326 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Rash on cheek/neck area that occurred 2 days after vaccine. Area was itchy  when first popped up and now is just red with bumps

942327 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 TX 53.0 53 F Red, pruritus skin to upper right arm at injection site (deltoid) and midway down upper arm.  Area often welts and mild swelling is noted to upper arm intermittently.

942328 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Immediately after inoculation , back of throat was burning ,  heart rate went 140 bpm , and the blood pressure to 156/ 86

942329 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 36.0 36 F hives, ears red and swollen, itchy all over

942330 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 VA 30.0 30 F Initial numbness/tingling  in right arm, then numbness/tingling in right cheek and foot ~4-5 hours later. 24 hours later still have a little numbness in cheek and right arm and hand

942331 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 58.0 58 F After about 10 min from administration, pt c/o dizziness, and headache with sharp pain to L side of head. GIven apple juice. Transferred to wheel chair. B/P: 162/105. Pulse ox 98, heart rate 93. . Transferred to bed in holding room. Remained dizzy with headache, B/P 155/93. Pulse ox 100%, heart rate 90. Complained of difficult to breathe laying flat. Elevated HOB to 30. Patient states feeling lik eshe could breathe better. Complains of nausea, but taking sips of water.. Pt has history of hypertension with self-reported baseline of 135/90's. Given water, allowed to rest. At 1421, BP 141/93 but remains dizzy, despite dark environment. At 1427. patient verbalizes still dizzy. Verbalizing stomach upset, nausea.  AT 1437, Pt Vomit. B/P 158/105. Report given to ER nurse. Pt transferred to ER at 1450.

942332 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 FL 34.0 34 F Swelling 8 days post injections in left cheek . Filler placed 8 months prior

942333 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 DE 30.0 30 F Recipient reports having an idiopathic autoimmune disorder where she can have random events where exposures can cause an increase in her histamine production resulting in rash and itching.  She denied history of any previous anaphylaxis.  She was advised prior to the start of the clinic to follow up with her allergist to discuss risk v. benefit of the vaccine with her condition.  On the date of the clinic she reports that she consulted her allergist who encouraged her to accept the vaccine but be monitored for 30 minutes.  Approximately 10 minutes after receiving the vaccine the injection site reddened, felt hot to the recipient, and was itchy.  She reported the itching spread to her scalp.  She verbalized this is a typical reaction that she has and that it can self resolve or improves with benadryl.  It was at his time that she reported she had taken benadyl 25 mg approximately 1 hour prior to vaccination.  The reaction did no spread beyond her injection site and scalp itching resolved quickly.  She verbalized symptom relief with a cold pack and was under observation for 45 minutes at which time the redness decreased.  She verbalized that she felt safe to leave the clinic, vital signs were stable and no signs of reaction progression or anaphylaxis.  She was instructed to notify her allergist and to call 911 if symptoms worsened, as well as to notify the Primary vaccine coordinator when able to for any further issues and updates.  By 1330 she called and reported she was fully back to baseline and that she was instructed by her allergist to take prednisone and that she had also taken another benadryl once she got home.  She reports the allergist called it a mild reaction and "was not concerned".

942334 12/26/2020 01/13/2021 25.0 25 F -15 minutes after: legs felt heavy  -30 minutes after: bilateral lower extremity numbness and tingling. At this point, went to urgent care. Was told that symptoms should go away in 1-2 days and was sent home without treatment. -1 day after: numbness and tingling disappeared, developed BLE weakness. Still able to walk, but difficulty going up/down stairs and sitting/standing. Unable to walk at normal pace. Walking more than an hour a day causes moderate pain. Seen by PCP, labs drawn (CMP, CBC, ESR/CRP, vit B12, thyroid, HIV, syphilis), labs normal. Pending neurology consult.  Almost 3 weeks post-vaccine (1/13/2021), symptoms have not improved. Still experiencing difficulty walking for prolonged periods of time and still unable to walk at a normal pace without pain.

942335 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 PA 53.0 53 F Fatigue, chills, nausea, throwing up, body aches - persisted 2 days after 2nd dose shot

942336 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CA 39.0 39 F [MODERNA] COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Friday, January 8 (~9:10 am): received vaccine Saturday, January 9, ~8pm (after shower): Husband noticed netlike pattern on back of both of my legs. Appeared to be reddish/blueish in color and swollen blood vessels. Did not notice them b/c usually do not look at the back of my legs. Sunday, January 10: Symptoms did not go away. Monday, January 11: Primary Care Virtual Visit. Sent photos. Referral to Dermatology. Tuesday, January 12: Dermatology Virtual Visit. Recommend to come into clinic for biopsy. Wednesday, January 13: Dermatology Clinic Visit. Biopsy and bloodwork taken. Awaiting Results. Possible Livedo Reticularis. Possible COVID-19 vaccine related due to timing of symptoms and no other/obvious triggers.

942337 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IL 26.0 26 M Adverse Events: Dizzyness, fever, GI upset, shortness of breath and weakness. Treatment: Tylanol and rest Outcome: Not much improvement.

942338 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 33.0 33 F 1640 after pt received the COVID-19 vaccine Moderna, pt became nauseated and started dry heaving. Stated she feels slightly dizzy. Pt held for 30 minutes w/ assistance until comfortable.

942339 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Experienced pain and swelling at the injection site. Developed  mild fever, headache, body aches and sinus congestion.

942340 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 OR 48.0 48 F swelling of her lips and hoarseness of voice as she had mild throat swelling.  She treated self with albuterol inhaler as had some chest tightness. She was seen 80 minutes after injection and given diphenhydramine 50  mg and monitored for 2.5 hours. VS remained stable although mild elevated blood pressure. !70

942341 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Confused, foggy about 15 minutes after receiving vaccine. Lasted about 7 hours.  I was unable to focus. Initially got a little better a few hours after the vaccination. Then got really foggy again. I had to leave work.

942342 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 PA 46.0 46 F Left elbow cellulitis within 48 hours of vaccine  Seen PCP, diagnosed with cellulitis as an adverse reaction to the vaccine and put on antibiotics (Keflex 4Xday for 10 days)

942343 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 AR 46.0 46 M body aches, cold, fever, headache, nausea, vomiting.

942344 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NY 65.0 65 M The next day I started to get the chills,fatigue,headache,muscle pain, nausea, fever. I came home and took 2 acetaminophen and went to bed. After I woke up the fever broke and I felt better.

942345 01/13/2021 VA U No adverse outcome.  Vaccines were stored in freezer.  Defrosted in fridge.  Opened and doses drawn out while maintaining temperature/minimizing temperature loss.  Immediately returned to refrigeration.  Temp of refrigerator is 2 degrees C.   Additional doses drawn out within 12 hours and not the 6 hours recommended.  No noted adverse patient outcomes.

942346 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NY 65.0 65 M The next day I started to get the chills,fatigue,headache,muscle pain, nausea, fever. I came home and took 2 acetaminophen and went to bed. After I woke up the fever broke and I felt better.

942347 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 31.0 31 F Fever (100.5) Chills Headache Loss of Appetite Fatigue Muscle aches

942348 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 VA 30.0 30 F Large,  raised, warm red welt at injection site that started that night and worsened over 24-36 hours and then lasted for 2-3 more full days (4 days total)

942349 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 WA 40.0 40 F This is a 40 y/o woman with a past history of re-entry supraventricular tachycardia who is s/p ablation in October, 2020 who presented to our Emergency Room on 1/12/21 due to the abrupt onset of left sided chest discomfort and diaphoresis. The patient awoke from sleep with this sensation. Chest pain was sharp, unchanged since onset, without ameliorating/exacerbating factor or activity. Participated in physical fitness training on day prior to presentation without unusual exertion or activity. Mild nausea on day of presentation. Obtained COVID-19 vaccine the day prior. No history of adverse reaction to vaccines in past.  Normal labs/troponin and patient was sent home.  Normal ECG. Following ablation in October, Following ablation in Oct, 2020, the patient reports no return of symptoms.

942350 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 OH 37.0 37 F Lymphadenopathy within the left axillae. Redness, mild pain and tenderness, and pruritus at the site of injection.

942351 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 AR 32.0 32 F Rash on back of neck around neck arms and back told by 2 drs it was linked to the covid vaccine 7 days ago.

942352 01/13/2021 U Fever and chills, body aches,  mild headache, pain at injection site  for 20 hours, treated with rest and Tylenol every 4-6 hours

942353 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 KY 50.0 50 F Chills, joint pain, fatigue the night of injection. The next day, my left underarm was swollen and sore if I let my arm hang down at my side.

942354 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CT 33.0 33 F Within minutes of receiving the vaccine Pt said she developed a "fruity" taste in her mouth. She said she got dizzy, extremely hot and felt like she was "swaying" She said she also got what she described as "menstrual like cramps" that radiated all around her abdomen and back. She was under observation as advised per Pfizer protocol.  An associate of the Pt noticed she passed out for a second she then turned beet red from her head to her neck as we could see. The associate yelled for us to grab a BENADRYL. They hooked her up to a BP machine and she did present with a spike in BP.  After a few minutes, the redness and symptoms subsided. She was observed by the medical staff at the facility.

942355 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MA 62.0 62 F On January 12 I noticed some pain on L arm at injection site. It became itchy. I noticed redness and swelling. approx 3 inches in length and 2 inches in width .I took some Ibuprofen before bed and it relieved the discomfort. Today the redness , swelling and itchiness is unchanged.

942356 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 27.0 27 F PATIENT WAS WORKING HER SHIFT AT HOSPITAL ON 1/13/21 BUT WAS TOLD TO STOP WORKING AND VISIT THE COVID CLINIC WHEN HER REACTIONS STARTED. SHE APPEARED FLUSHED, AND WAS DEVELOPING A RASH ON BOTH HER ARMS, ITCHING. HER INJECTION SITE WAS RED AS WELL AS THE SURROUNDING AREA, ABOUT 1INCH IN DIAMETER. SHE REPORTS NO DIFFICULTIES BREATHING, BUT SOUNDED LIKE SHE WAS BREATHING A LITTLE ON THE HEAVIER SIDE. SHE SAID THAT IT FEELS LIKE THE LOWER HALF OF HER THROAT IS A BIT BIG AND STARTING TO SWELL. SHE WAS WALKED TO ED BY ANOTHER NURSE. ED MD FELT THE INJECTION SITE WAS INFECTED. PATIENT RECEIVED ANTIBIOTICS AND BENADRYL FOR THE ITCHING.

942357 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 OH 48.0 48 F Within 4 hours of receiving the injection I was unable to move my right shoulder.  There  was excrutiating pain.  Upon removing my bandaid it was apparent that the vaccine was injected just below my acromion.  I have a picture of the injection site.  My shoulder continued to ache (there was no aching in the muscles of my arm). I took Advil 600-80 mg tid and Tramadol 50 mg at night.  The pain woke me from sleep.  It was difficult to get dressed and undressed.  After 9 days of pain I finally took Prednisone 30 mg po.  This improved y pain by 30%.  It became clear that this is likely bursitis.

942358 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NH 55.0 55 F Approximately 10 minutes after receiving vaccine, I felt something in my neck(left side/vaccine in left arm) within a few minutes, my chin, and jaw started feeling weird/tingly-I brought it to the receptionist's attention, and she got a nurse, next few minutes, my face on the left side; especially lips and right below felt tingly/numb(like local dental anesthetic). My speech was Ok, my BP was monitored and was  a little elevated, nurse thought I was a little anxious because of my symptoms, BP was checked again about 10 minutes later and it was normal, they listened to my lungs to-all seemed to be well, except for these changing sensations going up my face, and lip. I stayed for about 20 minutes more, and returned to my office. Throughout the day changing sensations/lip area-that evening, my family said my lower lip was  drooping slightly downward-it seemed a bit swollen as well.  I checked in with the Covid Vaccine Clinic Wed. 01/13/20 in the AM as asked, and let them know i was still having symptoms in my lips, and felt slightly swollen on the one side.   It is 1/13/2020 @ 8:45PM and my bottom lip still feels strange(fluttery/tinglingly-not quite numb in sensation/  my cheeks/chin have intermittent differences in sensation

942359 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine  I spoke with the nurses regarding previous vaccine reactions, and we all agreed that I would take Benadryl first, and then get the vaccine. However, about 5-10 minutes after I got the vaccine, I began feeling very itchy, which is usually a precursor to when I develop hives. The nurses kept a close eye on me and got my vitals. They said my pulse was a little high, but that I was ok to go, since I had stayed my 30 minutes afterward and my vitals were ok. Throughout the day, I became even more itchy, and that night, I had hives everywhere, a low grade fever, and a migraine like headache. Because I did not have an itchy throat, and I have developed these symptoms before with the flu vaccine (and other allergies), I did not go to the doctor. The side effects took about a day to a day and a half to go away.

942360 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 MD 40.0 40 F swelling, tenderness and warmth at site of injection 1 week after injection.  24 hours after injection I had no swelling or pain.  My arm felt completely normal.  Then today I started getting hives on both arms and selling at the injection site with tenderness and it feels really warm to the touch.

942361 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 31.0 31 F Dry cough, mild wheezing, and mild shortness of breath began ~11:30 pm 1/12/21. Slight relief for 90 minutes from albuterol at 9:00 am 1/13/21. No change with expectorant guaifenesin at 2:00pm 1/13/21.

942362 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MD 65.0 65 F About 2 x 3 inch slightly red raised area.  This reaction was first noticed one week after the injection.

942363 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 FL 55.0 55 F Started with itching and rash from injection site around my left arm.  Then moved to both legs and back. Symptoms come and go but are persistent on my left arm.  Getting worse since 1-11-2021. Making an appointment with doctor.

942364 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MS 26.0 26 F fine rash on upper torso (mainly chest). Slightly itches. Started the second night after injection

942365 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NY 32.0 32 M Fevers, chills, myalgias

942366 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MA 41.0 41 F 103 Fever 24 hrs chills 48 hrs tired 48 hrs nausea 72 hrs sweating 72 hrs headache 72 hrs

942367 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Patient checked in at observation area at 1247pm first dose Moderna post COVID-19 vaccine. Went in to check at patient at 1259pm sitting on chair on tripod position. I asked her how she is feeling. She said her throat feels itchy. Took patient to gurney to lay down and afterwards started saying that her throat feels like it is closing up. Called for RRT, Epi was given at 1300 and O2 provided. Ptient started yelling "Oh my god I am not feeling well" MD at bedside doing assessment. RRT at arrived, hand off given. Patient was taken down to ED via wheelchair by RRT nurse at 1315.  Vital signs as follows:  13:05- BP=145/84, HR=135, RR=26, O2 sats 100 at 15li/FM then switch to room air.

942368 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 ME 45.0 45 M Several hours after injection arm became sore at injection site, approximately 24 hours after receiving vaccine I had sharp pain radiating from left shoulder to left elbow. Several hours later pain progressed, became numb, 01/03/2021 I went to urgent care to seek medical attention for pain and numbness. I was given toridol for pain relief. 01/04/2021 I contacted chiropractor and was seen from 01/04-01/08/2021 with no relief. On 01/11/2021 contacted PCP Dr. and was seen on 01/12/2021 and prescribed Gabapentin, at this time there has been no relief of pain from shoulder to wrist and numbness.

942369 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NH 48.0 48 F 1440 Pt requested medical personnel due to a sudden "warm" feeling that traveled through left arm and sudden rapid heart rate. Pt A&Ox4 upon initial assessment. BP 120/70 left arm, HR 130 and SPO2 99%. RN reclined pt in her vehicle. Pt requested that EMS not be called unless symptoms worsened. RN stood at the side of vehicle for several minutes. HR improved to 105. Pt agreed to stay for at least an additional 15 minutes or until symptoms resolve.  RN back to check on pt at 1505. HR now 74 and pt states that all symptoms have resolved and that she feels safe to drive. Pt left vaccination area at that time.

942370 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CO 16.0 16 F Patient is 16 years old and was administered the vaccine by , pharmacist. Vaccine is approved for 18 years and older. Mother of patient stated no concern and patient was not experiencing any adverse effects other than sore arm.

942371 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 FL 65.0 65 M High Fever 101-103 degrees, chills, lethargy, body aches, head ache

942372 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 PA 55.0 55 F Tuesday, 1/12/21 around 8:00 am I noticed a Numbness, similar to when novocaine is wearing off. Location of numbness is in the area of the Right temple upper cheek bone easing toward ear.   By 2:00 pm that day was experiencing  a dull headache centering on my temple.  I went home from work to lie down.  The headache and numbness lasted into the next day.  At the time of this report 8:57 pm on 1/13/21 the numbness is still there.

942373 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CT 23.0 23 F Injection site began to swell up like a large hive. Was red and hot to the touch. Was also very itchy, and ended up taking Benadryl to combat the symptoms. Symptoms began to slowly diminish a 1/2 hour- 1 hour after taking Benadryl and are still slowly diminishing 4 hours later.

942374 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 PA 29.0 29 F Several hours after vaccination, I developed left arm soreness, which persisted for about 36 hours.  Arm soreness was quite severe on 1/8, as it was painful to even lift the left arm for much of the day.  I also noted, about 5 hours after vaccination, that my jaw felt slightly tense, bilaterally.  On Friday, 1/8, I also experienced headache for the entire day, and I was fatigued for much of the day.   I noted clavicular lymph nodes as well.  About 18-20 hours after vaccination, I developed soreness in my back, and about 24 hours after vaccination, I noted some myalgia in the left leg.  These symptoms were responsive to acetaminophen.  The headache, clavicular lymph nodes, arm soreness, and myalgias were resolved by the time I woke up on 1/9.  Finally, I noted development of an axillary lymph node during the evening of 1/8, about 28 hours after vaccination.  This axillary node persisted until Monday, 1/11.

942375 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 IN 55.0 55 F Chills Very sore arm

942376 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 55.0 55 F chest tightness with shortness of breath; nausea for 10 minutes. Pain radiating to jaw

942377 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 CT 47.0 47 M Approximately 13 hours after receiving the vaccine I became overwhelmingly tired. Went to get ready for bed by first going into the bathroom. While getting ready I passed out (micturation syncope). Hit my head on the floor and sustained a concussion. I am still experiencing post concussive symptoms but this is to be expected as it has been less than a week.

942378 12/22/2020 01/13/2021 MO 60.0 60 F At 4hrs post vaccination experienced extreme muscular pain between shoulder blades. The following week, as far as I can recall, I began to have tingling from the right shoulder blade down to my hand. I thought I may have a pinched nerve and went to the walk in clinic to be seen by the nurse practitioner that is in the same office as my primary. She examined me and thought it sounded like a pinched nerve and said I was swollen in the area of complaint. Cervical and thoracic x rays were taken (normal) and was told to take Flexeril and steroids. Pain was getting worse and primary told me to  begin taking  Meloxicam and have physical therapy. I have been doing both beginning 1-11-2021. Pain continues with no  improvement. Do not know if my symptoms are caused from the Covid shot, but just seemed to me that it was quite a coincidence that muscle pain began on the same day as receiving the shot.

942379 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NE 27.0 27 F When receiving the vaccine there was immediately a burning. After a few hours,  left arm started having sharp pain and a decreased range of motion. The shoulder joint has been locked ever  since. I can hardly lift my arm from my body. Very intense pain, especially in evenings

942380 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Severe headache, pain at injection site, nausea, fatigue, body aches, joint pain - 24 hours and still ongoing

942381 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 MA 43.0 43 F I had a headache at the top of my head, and a tingling sensation down my left leg from my buttocks to my calf. The tingling lasted until the next morning then went away. On 1/3/2021 I experienced a strong headache followed by facial numbness and tingling. This lasted for an hour or so and slowly subsided. The headache lingered for 3 days.Y 1

942382 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NH 60.0 60 M One minute after vaccination, recipient started to gradually feel dizzy. Medic was called right away to respond, vitals were normal. Medical history and medication list was noted. BP: 138/72, HR: 71 BPM. Recipient was instructed to recline his seat back, sip water slowly, and relax. He said that since starting his medication provigil, he has been having dizzy spells. We had the recipient wait another 10 minutes, we checked him out, and clearing him with no signs or symptoms. Nothing follows.

942383 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 42.0 42 F Day 1 Started with throat itching  followed by cough  with in 20 mins post vaccine later in evening left lung pain with SOB Day  2 Shortness of breath , left lung pain, cough Day 3  - Day 4 PVCs  Taking Zyrtec and Pepcid for 4 days , Evaluated by EMTs onsite , did allergy treatment and evaluated by PCP

942384 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 34.0 34 M Sudden onset of nausea with chills and headache

942385 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 KY 63.0 63 F temp of 101.8 at 11:00pm on 1/11/2021. Woke up at 4:00am on 1/12/2021 with muscle cramps in both legs; aching all over and headache and body aches ; fatigue and extreme muscle tenderness in left arm (site of injection) Temp remained at above 100.0 even with Tylenol and headache and body aches until 9:00pm.  Woke up on 1/13/2021 with only symptoms being sore arm; slight headache and muscle tightness in neck.

942386 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 CA 42.0 42 F after vaccine felt flush with throat tightness, quickly resolved then repeat episode at 30 minutes, given Benadryl 25mg PO and observed for another 30 minutes, at 4pm eyes were swollen, given another 25mg PO and paramedics were called, sent to Hospital.

942387 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MA 37.0 37 F 12:19 - states throat feels like "when the dentist gives you novacaine", that kind of numb 12:20 - given 25 mg benadryl by mouth 12:26 - now feels dizzy, throat a little better, escorted to EMTs 12:30 - less dizzy, throat better 12:36 - snack given 12:51 - feels better, throat better, feels fine to drive, declined to call daughter for ride home. supervisor notified that patient is going home for the day. 12:53 - home on her own.

942388 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Racing heart, tingling sensation and ?heavy, full? feeling in the face; dizziness, confusion, difficulty concentrating and flushed face.  Racing heart began within the 15 min waiting period but I interpreted as anxiety.  Other symptoms began roughly 3 hrs post-vaccination.  Remedy was to leave work and go home, lay down in bed, and wait.  After a few hours symptoms mostly resolved, but face still feels strange (slight numbness and slight tingling).

942389 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NV 33.0 33 M Luer lock of needle was not tightened on syringe; when vaccine injected, the needle disconnected from syringe.  Patient received some vaccine; however, unknown amount.

942391 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 WA 45.0 45 F Rash all over body with swelling and blisters

942392 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 IN 75.0 75 M chills ...fever....extreme weakness, not even able to get himself up from a chair NO strength what so ever, feeling he was going to faint at any minute , slurred speech. Sounded as if he was having a stroke and extreme dizziness.So we to him to ER. Once there they did CBC with Differential...Comprehensive Metabolic Panel ..Protime-Inr....Ptt....Sugar Ck....Urinalysis with Reflex Culture  ....Then they did a CT  Head W/O Contrast Stoke Protocol & an EKG 12- lead  The report with all this information was printed out on 01/05/2021  03:03 PM

942393 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 KS 42.0 42 M Headache, Upset Stomach, and Feel Weak all Over

942394 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 52.0 52 F dizziness with perceived palpitations; facial flushing and headache

942395 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 ME 34.0 34 F Initially was  tender but within 24 hours there was a an area of induration about  3 cm in diameter. 72 hours after the dose the area became extremely itching and red. Used topical steroid which helped a bit. Now 2 weeks out I have a large area of redness encompassing half the circumference of my arm with discreet edges, about 9 inches by 8 inches. It is still itchy

942396 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NH 28.0 28 F 1530: arrived for appointment 1545: vaccinated, observed, released 1600: drove back up to site w symptoms after talking to med greeter 1605: we called 911 1614: ambulance arrives 1648: patient departed in POV -fullness in throat -wheezing -hives on chest

942397 01/13/2021 KY U Today, my arm started to feel sore again. When I removed my shirt to look at the site I immediately realized this was the injection site. It has a warm, red, raised area that is protruding with a hard lump. It itches slightly and is sore as it was the first bit after the initial injection.

942398 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Sore arm nausea fatigue 24-48 hrs. after vaccine administration.  Today 1/13/2021- tested covid positive via PCR swab.

942399 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 NH 48.0 48 F Episodic Severe facial pain, ? Trigeminal Neuralgia.  ER visit with bloodwork.  Office visit follow up.  MRI pending

942400 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Beginning 12 hours after my 2nd dose, I woke up with myalgias, chills, and drenching sweats on 1/9. Later that morning 6:30am, I developed severe fatigue, dizziness upon standing and walking,  a L sided headache, L sided arm pain extending from elbow to sternocleidomastoid muscles on the L side, and axillary lymphadenopathy in the same arm as the vaccine (left). I took 650mg of Tylenol and went to work. Walking at a normal pace, my heart rate was 145. At rest inside the hospital it was in the 110s (measured by watch). the headache lasted all day on 1/9 and 1/10 and my neck felt slightly stiff (it was difficult to turn my head to look at traffic behind while driving). I took additional doses of Tylenol on 1/9 and 1/10 and by the AM of 1/11, all of my symptoms had resolved except for the L axillary lymphadenopathy.

942402 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 WA 48.0 48 F Fever, chills, body aches, headache, injection site pain, swollen lymph nodes left axilla

942403 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 CT 47.0 47 F 12/30/21 started with headache within hour of getting vaccine, by that night with fatigue and feeling unwell 1/1/21 woke up at 0600 with slight dizziness, brain fog, fatigue, headache 1/2/21 Intense vertigo that progressively worsened throughout the day, vomited once around 5pm, also headache, brain fog, fatigue 1/3/21 still with vertigo, brain fog, fatigue, HA but not as severe but had to rest all day 1/4-1/11/21 no longer with headache but cont with vertigo, brain fog, fuzzy headed feeling persisting

942404 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 NY 41.0 41 M About 5 hrs after receiving vaccine muscle ache in shoulder. Next day mild headache and body aches through day three. Slight sinus drainage on day 2 and 3 and tightness in chest on day 3 morning. Penis reduced in size, length, and circumference is significant since following day and pain in penal area from day 3  and day 5 most noticeable.  Shape of penis has changed (noticed on day 4 due to an erection) and the skin has become loose with the size reduction (like baggy pants.)

942405 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 NY 37.0 37 F I had a headache and a sore arm after the injection for one day.   A week later I developed a rash with swelling and heat on my left arm around the vaccine injection site.  It took six days for the reaction to resolve.  Local allergic reaction reported to allergist.

942406 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MD 34.0 34 F Fever,chills,muscle pain,tired,sleepy,arm pain Took Tylenol

942407 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Scratchy throat and metallic taste in mouth 10 min following injection

942408 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 25.0 25 F Frontal and occipital headache; lasted for 2 and a half days intermittently Injection site soreness which lasted 5 days total (worse on 2nd day but then started to improve)

942409 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 18.0 18 M Sx. Started with extreme fatigue. At around 16:00. Near 18:00 I had developed a fever, concurrent with aches and chills. Near 22:00 I had developed a headache, one of a dull nature, with Sharp throbs. Between 22:00 and 00:00 01/11/:12 I had developed tinnitus. Near 01:00 01/12/2021 I had developed swelling of the injection sight with contralateral numbness on the left arm and leg. Near 02:00 01/12I had loss sensation In my left arm and developed numbness in the face. From 20:00 01/11 to 22:00 01/12 I had developed episodes of tachycardia with a peak resting heart rate of 143bpm measured via Watch. Between 15:00 01/12 and 22:00 01/12 I had experienced terrible non radiating angina proximal to the sternum. I had developed pain while urinating at around 21:00 01/11 my last urination was at 23:00 01/12, I did not go again until 16:00 01/13. I had experienced lower back concurrent with that. From 22:00 01/11 to 23:00 01/12 I had terrible SOB, and chest pain upon exhalation. Fever and body aches did not subside until through the night of 01/12:13. I had not experienced any symptoms as the night of 01/12. I had developed a rash across my chest near 18:00 01/11 though it has subsided it is still present.

942410 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Face swelled especially mouth area

942411 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 MI 50.0 50 F Itching- mild different areas  Palms of hands

942412 12/17/2020 01/13/2021 WI 39.0 39 F small red raised itchy rash at site of injection, hives to arms and legs within 24 hours. 2nd vaccine worse. left arm redness and itching, general body itching, wheezing, entire upper left arm red and itching

942413 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 GA 49.0 49 F Injection site raised and sore Sore throat

942414 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 VA 23.0 23 F Circular red mark appeared at injection site one week after receiving the vaccination. No pain, itchiness, or warmth to touch. Mark was not present immediately after receiving vaccine or in the few days following. Red mark appears slightly swollen, not raised. As of this report, has been present for approximately 36 hours with no change.

942415 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 57.0 57 M Around the Injection site is red and a little puffy as well as hot.  Currently feeling very fatigued and tired.

942416 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 OR 44.0 44 F New swelling at site of injection, started with discomfort and then visible swelling was noticed.

942417 12/23/2020 01/13/2021 OH 62.0 62 F 24 hours after the vaccine I had a 102 fever overnight.  The next day, my feet were hurting, like burning.  They continued like this but with fluctuating severity.  My calves and shin muscles began to be sore.  I sought out acupuncture and myofascia release work to help.  It did help temporarily.  I started to have left ankle pain, not like a sprain, like tendonitis or inflammation.  It continued to hurt to walk and the muscles more painful.  I started having darker urine about 4 days after the vaccine.  I drank cranberry juice and took a kidney/bladder supplement, increased fluids, but it continued dark.  I went to the Urgent Care on January 7th c/o muscle pain and dark urine.  My blood pressure was elevated, 179/100..unusual for me, and my urine was neg so it was sent for culture and blood was drawn for CBC and metabollic panel and Creatine Kinase

942418 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 64.0 64 F Headache  Fever  Chills Lethargy  DIzzy

942420 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 UT 27.0 27 F Swelling, hives, pain all in right arm

942421 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 KY 33.0 33 F Sudden weakness/dizziness with rapid heartbeat and arythmia ( Per EMT EKG) . Heart rate normalized /Resolved on its own after about 10 minutes with dizziness lingering a little longer

942422 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 100.0 100 F pt was accidentally vaccinated w/dose #1 twice (5 days apart)

942423 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 MD 67.0 67 F Within 10 minutes started itching on arms, within 45 minutes hives started first on arms, then trunk, neck and ears.  During this time  throat began to get scratchy.  Took two 50mg of benadryl  then 1 hour later took one more 50mg of benadryl.  Within 3 hours hives and scratchy throat was gone.

942424 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 CA 38.0 38 F 9:05am patient states left shoulder pain, Lightheadedness, shakiness, headache, and tachycardia.   Placed patient on gurney, monitored vital signs.   Patient stated headache was worse and felt restriction while breathing.  Called Rapid response 9:16-AM   Vitals :  910- BP 147/101, HR 94, 02 100%  913-BP 130/89, HR 98, 02 100%  914- BP 135/87, HR 97, 02 100%  920- BP 141/92, HR 100, 02 99%   921- BP 133/93, HR 94, 02 100%  Rapid Response evaluated patient and suggested to be seen at ED.   Patient agreed and wheeled down to ED by myself and Rapid response

942425 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MI 39.0 39 F Woke with large, red, raised, painful, itchy lump on left arm.

942426 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Nausea and headache that lead to diarrhea and vomitting at 3:30am the morning after receiving the vaccine.

942427 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 PR 38.0 38 F First instantly chest pain and a little difficulty breathing. I was like this for more than 30 min, then was relieved but Headache was added, Dizziness, sensation of nausea, neck pain, sensation of having inflamed organs, extreme tiredness, couldn't move the arm, pain all over the body, excessively dry mouth but felt the saliva very thick, several days with alternating symptoms. On the night of the vaccine the body extremely cold, nocturnal delirium.  Took Tylenol every 4 hours, the neck pain was unbearable. I was feeling bad for about 3 to 4 days.

942429 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Day 8- site became red, hot, swollen.  Day 9 site reaction continued. Entire arm hurt. Cramps in right leg Day 10 site reaction improved. Cramps in left leg Day 11- site reaction continues to improved Day 12- bilateral legs cramping Day 13 severe back spasm Day 14- back pain  Day 15- sores on lips and mouth

942430 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 KY 31.0 31 F After my first dose, the only symptom I had was soreness at the injection site lasting 1 day. 12 hours after my second vaccine, I developed muscle aches and chills that were gone the following morning when I woke up. 3 days after receiving my second dose, I developed hives and swelling on my entire body that progressed over 2 days. I also started to have some swelling in my throat by 4 days after the second dose and ended up going to immediate care for a steroid injection which began to provide relief by the next morning.

942431 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 58.0 58 F immediate tingling and fogginess in body then tacycardia lasting about 3-5 minutes no treatment

942432 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 AL 41.0 41 U Large tennis ball sized hematoma under L armpit.  Pain and tenderness

942433 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 OK 36.0 36 F Raised, red, itchy bump at injection site.

942434 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 NC 56.0 56 F Localized redness spreading across and down arm  11 days post vaccine

942435 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Possible axillary tenderness and swelling, small lump in underarm

942436 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 AL 45.0 45 F Approx 22 hours after vaccine dose I experienced shortness of breath, nausea, full feeling in chest, chills, extreme fatigue, headache, body aches, diarrhea and a fever of 101 degrees. These initial symptoms lasted approx 24 hours.  The headache, nausea, and some fatigue lasted another 72 hours. Also my arm where I had injection was extremely sore for approx 5 days.

942437 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 NC 32.0 32 F I work as an occupational therapist in acute care. On 12/28, I was helping a patient transfer from supine to sit. She required maximal assistance, and I was briefly in an awkward position with my trunk flexed and rotated towards the right during this transfer. I felt a pull in my left lower back. After this, I iced the area and took 400 mg ibuprofen and this relieved the mild pain I had.  The following two days, I made an effort to follow back precautions (avoid bending, lifting, twisting), avoided heavy lifting at work. On 12/29 in the morning, I felt only a mild soreness in my left lower back and was able to go on my workday without issue (avoiding heavy lifting) On 12/29 around 3 pm I received the first dose of the Pfizer COVID vaccine. On 12/30 (day off work) from the time I woke up until around early afternoon I felt a mild weakness and heaviness in both of my legs. It was most notable when I was standing to cook for about  20-30 minutes that my legs felt shaky and I felt the need to sit. I was able to finish cooking without sitting, however, this sensation was abnormal for me as I normally am on my feet for most of the day with an active job without feeling shaky or weak.  Around 22:00 on 12/30 I had severe nausea for about an hour or so. I can't fully remember, but several days after 12/28 or 12/29 I started to feel a mild cold sensation in my lower back. I attributed this potentially to my mild back injury, but it was unclear.  The sensory change was intermittent and mild, and ongoing until recently. On 1/9 while at work, I started to feel a mild cold sensation below my belly button, in addition to the intermittent lumbar back cold sensation area. On 1/11 at work, the sensory changes to my lower abdomen and back were more apparent after assisting in a maximal assist transfer with a patient.  At this time, it was a combination of cold and burning sensations.

942438 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 UT 29.0 29 F 11 hours after administration, I experienced chills without objective fever, myalgias, localized injection site muscle soreness, headache.

942439 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 37.0 37 F Body aches starting at injection site and moving to whole body slightly after, lower back, hips starting at 1900. Chills for three hours starting day one at 2030. Sweating and headaches commencing after chills. Headache has gone down on day two, still massive body aches.

942440 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MD 49.0 49 F chills which lead to shivers and putting on 3 layers, 2 down comforters and a throw blanket to go to sleep, fever (I can't remember what it was), sweating (even after taking layers and blankets off), fatigue, arm swelling, and pain where the injection was, nausea, unable to stand for short periods of time, This lasted over 24 hours, the next day the same but on a lesser progression but included diarrhea and a  swollen supraclavicular lymph node being swollen-- > 5"x2".

942441 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MA 59.0 59 M 1/7/2021: Struggled with major fatigue, severe chills, and body ache during the day, left arm moderate pain, and a temperature of 100.8 measured in the afternoon. 1/8/2021, Severe headache early in the morning throughout the day, almost immobilizing. Moderate left arm pain. 1/9/2021: Mild headache, moderate to mild left arm pain. 1/10/2021: Mild left arm pain. Most symptoms were alleviated with Tylenol and Motrin.

942442 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 IN 29.0 29 F fever (102.6F), nausea/vomiting, body aches, headache; worst at 18hrs after receiving 2nd dose, resolved roughly 24hrs after onset

942443 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 IL 31.0 31 F Left Arm hurt for 4 days (where injection occurred), fatigue

942444 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 NV 42.0 42 F Breast tenderness

942446 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Chills, Fever of 101 F and Headache

942447 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 CT 52.0 52 F Individual reported that she felt warm soon after vaccine was administered.  She quickly asked to lay down and feet were raised and she was given something sweet to drink.  Individual reported that she had slept in and had not eaten that morning.  VS at 12:27  - BP 152/72. P 115 and pulse oximeter - 99%.  12:35 - BP 148/80 and individual sitting in chair.  She reported feeling better.  Staff called husband to come and pick up.  Individual waited at clinic site for 30-45 minutes for her husband and no additional complaints.

942448 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Started to feel itchy on right neck area approximately 5:25  5 minutes after receiving .  Denies problems with breathing.  No respiratory distress.  Lungs ctabl, no stridor, no jvd.  RR 12 unlabored even.  CV  Blood pressure 143/93 97 99% on RA  after deep breaths BP 125/88 96b 99% O2 sat.  Consulted with Medical Director called 911 for evaluation.  Paramedics called and evaluated employee.  They  recommended on site observation and Benadryl.  One 3-4 mm raised blanched wheal at right neck observed, "itchy" scratched x1 when itched.  "Tried to  not scratch"  Denies any respiratory difficulty.    Benadryl 25 mg given 6:21 PM,  6:52  employee doing well   98 %   85  heart rate  132/88  16  referral provided for if needed follow up care.

942449 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 PA 55.0 55 F Post injection developed  moderate to severe left arm pain - (when laying down unable to lay on that arm for 3 days) then developed discomfort and stiffness in left shoulder, left elbow and left wrist that has continued but is slowly resolving.  Spoke to  Employee Health on 1/12/2021 and had virtual Employee Health consult on 1/13/2021. Treatment was to advised to take Ibuprofen/or Aleve. Discussed if should  receive 2nd dose and was advised to receive by Health Care Provider.

942450 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 NY 37.0 37 F 7 days post my 1st dose, injection site became itchy, red, and feverish

942451 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 61.0 61 F Itching at site.  Removed bandaid. Reddened area in triangular pattern along bandaid and below bandaid approx 3 inches. Site not hot, site firm. By 10:00 pm itching and redness resolved. Site remains slightly firm.

942452 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 24.0 24 F Patient received Moderna COVID19 vaccination. She was sitting in our waiting room for her 15 min observation and 5-8 minutes after being vaccinated patient began to feel lightheaded and faint. She said her vision was blurred and felt very faint. 911 was called and paramedics assessed her. She quickly began to feel better and mentioned she got this way when she got her ears pierced. Patient stayed for another 15 minutes, drank water and was 100% better.

942453 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 MN 33.0 33 F Around 2 AM, roughly 14 hours after receiving Covid Modena vaccine (1st dose) I woke up in a violent shaking situation.  I could not stop shaking, it was more than just the ?chills? I thought my teeth were going to break they were so tough. It made me hyperventilate because I was so worked up , almost like I couldn?t catch my breath from body being so tense from shaking.  This lasted all night, around 8 am, the ?shakes? became less severe and I then felt like it was a 100 degrees, sweating ALOT.  This lasted all day.  Saturday my body hurt so badly, my muscles and joints hurt so much it hurt to move my toes, I cried and cried and I am a very tough person but this was not normal by any means.  By Sunday I was feeling somewhat better but I wouldn?t and won?t go through this again , my arm still feels like an elephant was sitting on it.  I understand your body makes reactions to vaccines because it recognizes it and is preparing it for antibodies to be made but this was not a normal situation , so much I am almost positive I will not take the second dose, nobody knows how I felt and I will say honestly , this was a horrible and scary thing.

942454 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 MA 38.0 38 F reports feeling dizzy, walked over to EMS for eval and reported feeling anxious and better within 5 minutes, sent home to husband waiting in car

942455 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 NC 33.0 33 F Up to 48 hours after: body aches, ?fuzzy? head, fatigue, arm pain, swelling at site.....improved  Day 10 arm swelling came back, redness, pain, neck pain on that side, went away within 48 hours Day 14 arm swelling back again, redness, pain

942456 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 TX 66.0 66 F Rash and whelps on torso, neck, face with itching noticed upon waking 1-13-21. Mild headache and feverish the evening of 1-12-21 and 1-13-21.  Took Allegra on 1-13-21

942457 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OH 31.0 31 F CHILLS, FEVERISH, CHEST PAIN, MUSCLE ACHES, SWELLING IN LEFT SIDE OF NECK, NECK PAIN

942458 01/01/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 44.0 44 F Syncope
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942459 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 62.0 62 F 1st 24 hrs just arm soreness, 2nd 24 hrs itching and fatigue, 48 hrs, anaphylaxis, hives, rash, itching, lymph swelling, chills

942460 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 OH 36.0 36 F large raised area on the right arm where injection was given.  Site now warm and itchy as well as slightly red

942461 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 MA 46.0 46 F Extreme fatigue, muscle weakness, muscle ache/soreness. Symptoms intermittent through out week. fatigue worsening during afternoon.

942462 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 WA 44.0 44 M Mild Tachycardia, small SOB, diaphoretic for 5 min, digits tingly , very dizzy

942463 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 NY 27.0 27 F the following day I could barely move my arm without sharp pain, had to call out of work  the second day same, possibly worse, arm pain, and a fever, chills, fatigue. In the evening, nausea and vomiting Third day (today), fever broke, arm about 60% better, still fatigue

942464 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Vaccine at 1630. vomiting, lightheaded at 1650. BP dropped 20 points over the course of 37 minutes. Throbbing left arm at 1718. Scratchy throat at 1735. Abdominal cramping at 1740.  Epi 0.3 mg IM given 1741. Transported to ED .

942465 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 MA 63.0 63 F instant severe nausea lasting until mid morning on 1/8 1 hr later swelling of the eye lids and lips 25mg Benadryl taken before the shot and after the onset of the swelling of eyes and lips

942466 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NY 23.0 23 F Huge red spot at injection site for more the 2+ days with tenderness and later nausea and vomiting along with a fever and chills.

942467 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 OR 38.0 38 F Sore throat and nasal congestion.

942469 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 27.0 27 F Sore arm starting about 4.5 hours after injection and continuing but better into the next day, headache for 2 days (manageable with Advil), and diarrhea beginning the day after injection (may be unrelated to vaccination).

942470 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 OR 41.0 41 F Intense pain with malaise, nausea and chills. Pain worsened and is not allieviated with ibuprofen. I am beginning an antibiotic today.

942471 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 MA 39.0 39 F Dermatitis to left and right upper arms. Claritin and hydrocortisone used. No relief. Began getting worse over the weekend. Zyrtec and hydrocortisone used and no relief. Now spreading to torso and lower arms. Very itchy.  Primary care is starting prednisone.  Claritin 1/8 zyrtec  1/11 hydrocortisone 1/8-1/11

942472 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 IL 32.0 32 M 12-36 hours after administration consistent fever with tmax 102.6, also with headache,  myalgias, chills, and significant fatigue. Beyond 36 hours fatigue and occasional myalgias, headaches persisted.

942473 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 AZ 94.0 94 F PT CALLED 1/11/21 STATING THAT SHE RECEIVED HER 1ST SHOT HERE ON 12/30/20. PT STATES THAT HER RIGHT ARM WAS BRIGHT RED FROM THE SHOULDER TO HER ELBOW. SHE SAID IT WAS HARD WHERE HER SHOT WAS GIVEN, BUT NOT HOT TO THE TOUCH. SHE STATED THAT SHE DID NOT HAVE A SMART PHONE OR COMPUTER SO SHE WAS UNABLE TO CONTACT ANYONE. I TOLD HER I WOULD DO THIS REPORT AND ATTEMPTED ON 1/11/21 BUT IT DIDN'T GO THROUGH.  I ADVISED HER TO SEE HER PCP. SHE CALLED TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT AND THEY TOLD HER TO CONTACT THE HEALTH DEPT.

942474 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 FL 61.0 61 F Day 5, (L) arm at injection site was red, itchy, and tender.  By Day 9, redness was 3x3 inches, itchy,  swollen, warm and dense.  Email and called Employee Health.  Day 10 called primary physician, left message.  Day 11 took 1/2 tablet of Zyrtec10 mg.  Day 12  symptoms dissipated.  Day 13 called primary physician again.  Day 14 primary physician returned call and said OK to get booster second vaccine.

942475 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 MA 40.0 40 M Frontal headache lasting about twenty minutes.  Later that night, about 4 hours after receiving the vaccine, I experienced mild wheezing for less than 5 minutes, but believe this was likely due to allergies and associated postnasal drip rather than the vaccine.  The following day I had mild muscle soreness and injection site pain without swelling or redness.

942476 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CO 40.0 40 F Left arm raised rash/redness bump with itching at the site of injection.

942477 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 WI 22.0 22 F Headache, body aches, numbness in left hand, tenderness at injection site

942478 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 57.0 57 F My left arm felt heavy and painful. Having a hard time raising my arm. I have pain that radiates to my back. I am taking tylenol 500 mg for the pain.

942479 12/20/2020 01/13/2021 GA 34.0 34 M Chills/ fever/ rash/ facial swelling, itching, joint pains.

942480 12/21/2020 01/13/2021 NV 27.0 27 M R sided Bell palsy

942481 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F After 4 hours of receiving the vaccine, I developed pain to vaccine site, chills, burning to both eyes, and weakness to bilateral legs when cold hit my feet. This lasted about 30hrs and was relieved by 2 doses of dayquil.

942482 01/03/2021 01/13/2021 CA 44.0 44 F 3 inch by 4 inch area of urticaria, beginning 2 inches below injection site. Mildly  pruritic.  May have begun prior to reported date but noticed 10 days after vaccination.

942483 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MA 32.0 32 F right before the shot was given and the alcohol wipe touched my skin, my arm turned red. when instructed to sit and report any symptoms I noticed my arm started to itch. I let the nurse know, she had me checked out and my arm was a little red at the site. when I left, my arm stopped itching after 20 mins or so. Only symptom I can report was the site had a bump for a few days but has since gone away. No nausea, vomiting, diarrhea.

942485 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 MA 27.0 27 F This may not be related to the vaccine, but is strange enough that I'm reporting it. I got my vaccine at around 3, and didn't have any immediate reaction. I have an exercise bike at home, and tried to work out but had to stop after only half an hour of very low effort biking because I couldn't get a deep breathe. usually I can bike for an hour at high intensity no problem and have never had to stop because I felt like I couldn't breathe.  I woke up in the middle of the night feeling achy and unwell. When I woke up in the morning I was extremely fatigued and my eyes were itchy and puffy.

942486 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 39.0 39 F My lip on the outside started itching the my face started swell and it cause my low jaw to go numb. My throat started to close.

942487 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 59.0 59 F swelling , redness and itching

942488 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 KY 32.0 32 F cellulitis at injection site. Diagnosed on 1/13.  Bleeding and swelling and soreness immediately.  Very sore arm and bruise got darker and darker.  Started to feel better then began to get itchy on 1/11. Knot formed. Swollen raised. 1/13 raised. Red. Hot to touch. Low grade fever. Redness spread throughout the day. Grew approximately 4 inches around in size by 9pm at night.

942489 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 GA 30.0 30 F Initial injection site reaction (swelling and redness) began in 24 hours and resolved after 3 days. A secondary injection site reaction (redness and itching with minor swelling) began 10 days after injection and was almost resolved by 15 days after injection.   Fatigue occurred 12 hours after injection and resolved in 3 days

942490 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 TX 45.0 45 M Soreness, Fatigue

942491 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MA 59.0 59 F On or about 09:40-09:45 I felt a heaviness on the left side of my tongue and a general unwellness feeling, the heaviness persisted  and then as then somewhat of a continued presence that did not go away, later followed by a metallic taste in my mouth.  As I previously had a reaction to the first H1N1 vaccine years ago, I notified the person administering the vaccine before hand and also the nurse after the vaccine who was making her rounds.  I called her over to left her know I felt a little off/different, and described what I was feeling.  She escorted me to a private area where I was further assessed and given Benadryl 25mg po x 2.  The feeling never left my tongue and reportedly there was notation of questionable welts on the left side of my tongue. .I was able to speak clearly and swallow.  I was monitored and then discharged in the company of two of my colleagues (one an ICU nurse who works with me, and the other an ICU MD/anesthesiologist) who happened to be getting their vaccinations at the same time.  The tongue feeling did not leave me until late the next day and my lips felt a little off that night of the vaccine and the next day.  I continued to take the Tylenol and allegra as well as Benadryl.  By Friday night(1/8) I was feeling better, enough to work the weekend. Tylenol helped greatly for pain at injection site.  Today (1/12) I'm feeling not my best and  tired like yesterday but I had a busy weekend at work (RN in the COVID ICU), some malaise and achy (maybe my fibromyalgia or the weather), minor headache and fatigued, had a minor sore throat this am that has resolved, and Tylenol has resolved the headache.  Not sure if this needed to be included but I thought I'd mention it.

942492 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 SC 37.0 37 F Arm and shoulder pain to left arm started yesterday shortly after vaccine. When i woke up this morning it was very painful and i had a limited range of motion to that arm. Both symptoms have improved slightly over the course of today. Also the vaccine was injected higher than the recommended two fingers below the acromian process in my arm.

942493 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 33.0 33 F Fatigue, headache, chills

942494 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Spot on arm, just below injection site. Red, warm, tender, round with irregular border. In first 48hrs after second vaccine, sane arm was sore and stiff. No other side effects/reactions noticed until red spot.

942495 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 ME 29.0 29 F itchy, red, warm, painful (similar to discomfort immediately after injection). Warmth and pain dissipated within 3 days, redness and intermittent itchiness remained through this point; but improved.

942496 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 49.0 49 M 14 hours after the shot I started running a slight fever. 20 hours after the shot my fever was over 100 and I had bad chills. My fever topped out at 102.7 and it came with severe chills and body aches. My fever keeps fluctuating and the chills come and go.

942497 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 66.0 66 F fever T104.2, HR115, shivering, nausea, throat feels dry, vomiting Taking Tylenol Prescribed Zofran by PMD Prescribed Ibuprofen  by ED MD

942498 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 OH 35.0 35 F Later the same night and the entire next day, left arm pain to the point it hurt to lift my arm, Headache.  Both went away the next day.  10 days post vaccine, local reaction that?s red, itchy, warm to touch, and significantly lower on the arm than the injection site.  Has lasted 3 days so far and still current.

942499 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 37.0 37 F Fatigue, hot and cold flashes, headache, sore throat, mild joint pain, Nausea

942500 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 CA 75.0 75 U Resident was observed closely s/p COVID-19 vaccination on 1/12/2021 for 30 minutes per plan of care. No c/o of pain or discomfort. No adverse reaction noted. Overnight shift continued to monitor with no alteration to baseline. No c/o breakthrough pain reported, slept well. Received by AM RN on 1/13/2021 alert and verbally responsive at baseline. Multiple staff assisted with needs including colostomy care, meals, ADLs etc with no change reported by resident or observed by staff. During routine med rounds at appx 11:45am, RN on duty observed pt was non responsive verbally or to tactile stimuli. Assessed immediately with no rise and fall of chest, no pulse, no resp.

942501 12/27/2020 01/13/2021 PA 45.0 45 F low grade fever, body aches, headache, general malaise

942502 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OR 17.0 17 M Patient described rapid onset sweating and flushing. Said he felt light headed as well. Gave Benadryl 25 mg with continued observation for 30 minutes and he said he felt mostly better, but still tired and weak. Followed up next day and his mother said he was doing better.

942503 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 FL 34.0 34 F 4-24 hours post: achey, mild joint pain, mild nausea, fatigue, injection site soreness that only lasted 2 days 6 days post - current (day 7 post): new tenderness at injection site, soreness in armpit like lymph nodes swollen, 3 hives upper arm, fatigue

942504 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 IN 53.0 53 F Temp up to 103.3, headache, body aches, chills

942505 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 CA 29.0 29 F I felt lethargic and had a minor headache at 5:00 pm. I took a two hour nap, still had a headache. Headache was alleviated with 800 mg ibuprofen.

942506 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 47.0 47 F Shortness of breathe after day 3-11 Nausea after day 5-11 Dizziness after day 3-11 All over body pain after day 2-10 Extreme tiredness after day 5-11 Rash at injection site after day 2-8 Redness at injection site day 1-11

942507 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 MD 43.0 43 F Itchy rash at injection site a week and 2 days after injection.

942508 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OK 24.0 24 F Woke up with a slight headache and nausea. At around 1p.m. both symptoms had become more severe.

942509 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 WA 36.0 36 F Nausea & Vomiting

942872 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Aside from the bruising at my injection site on my left upper arm, I have developed a reddned area below. The area is warm to touch, can feel a bump inside, slight soreness. It is not painful.

942873 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 OR 23.0 23 F The first day 1/07/21 I started with a pain on my throat , my throat felt really sore however I was still able to eat . The following day 1/08/21 I still had a sore throat I was able to eat , but at the end of the night I got a fever me temperature was 102.0 . I knew all these symptoms were normal but being that on 1/09/21 It was painful for me to swallow I went to immediate care where they said I still had a fever and told me I had a swollen tonsil on the left side of the mouth which is also the side I received the vaccine on. I still continued to have a fever . Saturday night I noticed I had gotten some small sores on my mouth also on the left side . On Sunday I had loose stool , but I have been eating very soft foods because of my throat . Which then I went to go see a dentist and she said they appeared to be fever blisters , those popped I have a couple on my tongue as well . As of today my throat pain feels to be getting better .I did start a oral mouth rinse also for the sores

942874 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 NM 39.0 39 F Patient had the initial Pfizer COVID vaccine on December 18th.  She started to having arthralgias, myalgias, fever, fatigue and weakness starting on  December 20th.  The patient continuously had arthralgias, myalgias and weakness for the next few weeks.  Patient follow up with physical therapist once a week to work on muscle weakness.  The patient continuously had arthralgias and myalgias until January 10th.  Primary care provider on January 7th orders CBC, autoimmune and thyroid panel since patient was having ongoing myalgias and arthralgias.  Patient postpone 2nd dose because side effects from previous vaccine were ongoing.  Patient got 2nd dose vaccine on January 12th at 4:30pm.  On January 13th at 11am the patient initially had nausea and arthralgias.  Patient took Zofran 4mg ODT about 11:15am.  30mins later the patient tongue swelled.  No lips swelling and no SOB.  Patient immediately took liquid Benadryl 50mg to 75mg PO.  Patient immediately drove to ED.  Patient was observed until 2pm for signs and symptoms of allergic reaction.  Patient was discharge and advised to take Benadryl 25mg to 50mg  every 4 to 6 hrs prn allergic reaction,  Patient took famotidine 20mg at 4pm along with 25mg of Benadryl PO.  Tongue swelling began to decrease.  Patient also had fever, myalgia and arthralgias at 4:30pm.  Took Tylenol 1,000mg and symptoms subsided  (fever, myalgia and arthralgias).

942875 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 AZ 38.0 38 F nauseous , weakness, fever, racing heart. All symptoms started about 5 hours after vaccination. Fever highest so far at 101.6 , heart rate 132 at highest taken.

942876 12/16/2020 01/13/2021 34.0 34 F Vertigo and headache for 8 days

942877 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 OH 74.0 74 M I received the Johnson and Johnson vaccine for covid 19 on December 9, 2020 as a participant in the study program.  I am a board crtified family physician. Beginning about 12 hours after the Moderna vaccine, I became fatigued, feverish (99.1) , ached in the thighs and calves, and had a 2-3 hour salty taste triggering thirst. The injection site became very tender but there was no inflammation nor rash.   All symptoms resolved on awakening 9:00 am 1/8/21.

942878 12/29/2020 01/13/2021 47.0 47 F Metallic taste in mouth all times and tongue tingles all the time

942879 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 HI 53.0 53 M Received 2nd vaccination in series on 11 JAN 21. By next morning started to experience some muscle and joint symptoms.  By afternoon of 12 JAN 21 experienced sudden onset loss of bladder control for first time in his life, followed a few hours later by blurry vision, vertigo, motion sickness, emesis and cold sweats that drenched his clothes. Taken to  ER by paramedics, and admitted  for further observation and evaluation for underlying neurologic vs. cardiogenic problems. Given positional treatments by PT for possible otoliths.  Feels much improved on afternoon of 13 JAN 21, but symptoms not fully resolved. Will likely be discharged from hospital on 14 JAN 21 if problems continue to resolve.Y 2

942880 01/03/2020 01/13/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F Throbbing glands on both sides of neck and sublingual, causing tightness in throat  and difficulty swallowing  beginning about 5 days after injection, continuing into present (10 days after injection)

942881 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 26.0 26 F Immediately after receiving the shot my left arm started to become numb and tingly, it felt like it was falling asleep. This went away after an hour. Then during the night at 1 a.m. I woke up and the same feeling of numbness was happening in both my left arm and leg. This then shifted to my right side, then just to my hands and feet. During this I was also experiencing the noted Covid vaccine side effects of fever, chills, headache, body ache, weakness, and nausea.

942882 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Patient started to have redness and swelling at the injection site on day 8 after the injection. Getting worse today.   Immediately after the injection, patient only experienced minimum discomfort at the injection site, including very mild pain and minimum swelling. Those symptoms resolved 3 days after the injection. No systemic adverse reactions.

942883 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CA 64.0 64 F The day of vac 1/8/2021   at 5:00pm got a bloody nose   about 6:00pm  the chills   went to bed about 9 pm with mild headache.  No arm pain 1/9/2021   sat night at 1:30 am  nose bleed 1/10/2021  3:00 pm another nose bleed All events  held pressure..I can't tell you the last time I had a nose bleed!

942884 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 OR 42.0 42 F About ten minutes after administration I began to feel prickly, burning on my arms which gradually got worse over the next 20 minutes and spread to my hands, sides, back and legs.  Arms were very red. Informed clinic medical provider who took vitals. blood pressure was 186/116 o2 sat were normal.  was given an im shot of benedryl and water, vitals were continued to be monitored and blood pressure came down to 145/84.  Prickly burning sensation and redness continued. Went home and examined body and did have several hives on back and upper arm. slept due to benedryl, woke up to a very sore arm, achy joints but the prickly burning had mostly resolved. next day still feel tired and achy in joints but burning is gone.

942885 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 CO 35.0 35 F Very bad body aches and fatigue that lasted 48 hours

942886 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 PA 84.0 84 M Admission Note: ? Weakness - Generalized     Patient reports feeling weak prior to dialysis, but demanded clinic to perform dialysis. Had full tx done and brought to ER. Reports still feels weak after dialysis.    84 year old male comes in today after completing dialysis for evaluation of generalized weakness x 5 days. He has also lost his voice. He tells me he received his COVID vaccine yesterday, but he is concerned he may have COVID. He denies any fevers, cough, sore throat, NVD, abd pain.  Transfer Note:  HOSPITAL COURSE: Patient is a 84 y.o. male who presented with shaking chills and was found to have Gram-negative rods in the blood.  The source of infection was unclear.  Initially it was thought that it could possibly be cholecystitis but imaging was negative for that.  There was concern that it could be UTI but the patient is on dialysis and is an uric and therefore no urinalysis could be got.  Early this morning when I saw the patient the patient did have significant pain and tenderness in the right knee and is not able to put weight on that.  I.e. Consulted Dr. Today with per lumbar from Orthopedics who said that it would be in the best interest of the patient for him to be transferred to hospital where he could decide on aspiration and or washout of the right knee.   Transfer center has been called and we are trying to finalize a transfer of the patient hospital at this point of time   Please see problem list listed below.   REASON FOR ADMISSION/ ADMISSION DIAGNOSES   Sepsis cause unclearY 11

942887 01/04/2021 01/13/2021 TX 40.0 40 F On day 9 post-vaccine, my right arm become swollen, warm, indurated. erythematous, pruritic, and tender to touch.  Area becomes progressively worse.  On day 10 post-vaccine, area on arm continues to spread  but is less swollen and indurated while remaining to be warm, pruritic, and tender to touch.  Erythema continues but isn't quite as angry.  I become fatigued with a horrible migraine,  feeling feverish but no fever, and had chills.

942888 01/10/2021 01/13/2021 NC 46.0 46 F Right after I received the vaccine, like 2 minutes latter, I started feeling dizzy, then I had a shocking sensation around my throat then I had some palpitation.I  better about 20 minutes latter.   I had prednisone at home, so I took 40mg and Benadryl and PepciI felt I had some sensation of throat tightness the day after that but it went away after few hours.

942889 12/28/2020 01/13/2021 IL 46.0 46 F Swollen and painful lymph nodes in jaw and neck. Myalgia in neck. Right side greater than left.  Tingling around area of right ear and hearing changes on right side.  Numbness in arms/fingers. Symptoms presented about 6 days after 1st vaccine , worsened. Persisted for about 5 days.

942891 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Shortly after injection, pain at site;  continued pain in arm today.  Some fatigue yesterday and today. Major headache today, not all day just part of day.

942892 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 AL 68.0 68 F Lower extremity muscle cramping (not near the site of injection) approximately 18 hours post-vaccination.

943606 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 VA 52.0 52 F -Tingling in roof of mouth without swelling then pt stated back of throat feeling numb & swollen

943624 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 58.0 57 M Anaphylaxis tongue swelling and throat soreness Narrative:  developed throat pains and tongue swelling 1/6/21 whereas mRNA vaccine Covid 19 Pfizer was given at Hospital. Advised not to taken 2nd dose until etiology of tongue swelling and throat pains identified. His 1/6/2021 covid 19 test (biofire- which include Covid 19 infection and all possible viral etiology was negative.

943803 01/05/2021 01/13/2021 CA 58.0 58 M About an hour after the vaccine I went out for lunch and was eating some radishes and felt sensitivity on my tongue. It passed in about 5-minutes. I noticed the sensation because I was hypervigilant about any sensations I might be feeling after the vaccine.

943817 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 ME 40.0 40 F Following day patient developed fever 103, chills, vomiting, 48 hours after vaccine patient developed diarrhea which lasted 2 days. She was covid tested 1/9/2021 which was negative.

943842 12/30/2020 01/13/2021 IA 58.0 58 M Vacianted at 12;45pm, 4pm arm began to hurt, 12midnight skin started to feel like it was burning, took cold shower. 12/31/2020 - 6am-woke up large knot on arm at injection site, arm hurt, arm felt heavy, rash from elbow to fingers on both arms. Fever -102/7, took 50mg Benadryl, 20 mg Pepcid AC, Tylenol for fever, Albuterol breathing treatment. Went back to sleep. Awoke around 2pm- felt better, arm continues to be sore. No rash, no burning of skin, no itching.  Discussed s/s to look for and advised if symptoms reoccur and get worse, call 911. He stated he is a nurse and knows what to do. I asked him did he sign up for V-Safe , encouraged him to sign up and record his information. He stated he would - RN

943903 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 43.0 42 F HYPERtension chest pain (mild), anxiety

943910 01/02/2021 01/13/2021 TN 76.0 76 F Had small, hard, painful knot at injection sight after shot that lasted 3 days and went away Itches, slightly tender to palpation, red 16.5 cm X 8.5 cm on R arm, anterior lateral aspect Treatment: Steroid injection - Cephalexin, Claritin, Famotidine, steroid cream - Triamcinolone, Salonpas liquid lidocaine

944436 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MN 46.0 46 F chills, Fever, body aches, my coughing came back I think from covid Fine now

944446 01/09/2021 01/13/2021 KS 31.0 31 F Patient started to have a local injection site reaction on 1/10/21 at around 9:10am. The injection site had some redness and swelling. By the afternoon on 1/10/21 the red and swelling increased and by 1/12/21 the redness was the size of a half dollar and swelling just beyond the redness. The area is warm to touch. Pt also had symptoms of nausea, fatigue, and muscle pain. Pt was instructed to take Zyrtec BID & pepcid. When I talked to the patient on 1/13/2021, the injection site remains the same and still feels nauseated.

944466 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 MN 55.0 55 F chills, bad headache

944481 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 38.0 38 F Patient presented to Facility MD Experiencing Flushing, HA, elevated BP, Faint with Rapid HRT Beat. She was given water, Juice and laid down. After 30-40 minutes sxs subsided. Spoke to pt said she was Feeling much Better. Spoke to nurse at Rehab center. Pt reported she was Feeling much better By 5pm on 1-12-21.

944487 01/12/2021 01/13/2021 PA 33.0 33 F had moderna covid vaccine yesterday at hospital 9 am states nurse was aware she had covid in december but talked to nurse and who reportedly talked ot cdc personnel who gave approval to give moderna vaccine saying if patient felt ok then ok to receive so was given following vaccine had arm pain and this lasted several hours last nite had trouble sleeping and woke up disoriented body hurts felt chills diarrhea and then on way to work vomited multiple times bilious now nausea no rash no fever but + chills and feels out of it right arm itchy red tender has headache confusion but denies sob advised will do Vaers and hold on second dose right now and work note   Vaccine was given at Hospital on 1-12

944492 01/08/2021 01/13/2021 AL 27.0 27 M A few hours after my second dose on 1/08/2021, I had some adverse reactions that worried me, including arm numbness, tingling around my mouth and cheeks, a splitting headache/blurry vision, joint and muscle pain and dizziness. I called e-medicine and had a video call with a E-Medicine provider who told me to keep monitoring my symtoms and go to the ER if they got worse (fortunately they didn't); however there are some lingering effects. Currently I still am experiencing headaches (around my ears and temple area) with joint pain/body aches and occasional tingling/burning sensations in my fingers and feet.

944498 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 NY 64.0 64 F Patient reports generalized warmth throughout her body, w/a metallic taste and a fever of 102, 24 hours post vaccination. She also reports extreme fatigue. With the administration of (2) doses of Tylenol 500mg the symptoms were relieved. Patient sought no medical treatment. Patient advised to take Tylenol prior to second series of Moderna vaccine requirement.

944514 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 62.0 61 F Dizziness, Headache, Palpitations, HYPERtension, anxiety and stated SOB Narrative:

944518 01/11/2021 01/13/2021 WV 33.0 33 F None stated. 01/13/2021

944521 12/31/2020 01/13/2021 CA 64.0 64 F Shingles, antiviral given, pain resolved but still has HA. Has followed up w/PCP.

944540 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Patient calls 911 w/ anaphylactic reaction 45 MiNs s/p Moderna Covid-19 vaccine. x 4 0.3 mg Epi peNs given prior to ED arrival. Airway patent but difficulty speaky. Further ED treatments included IV MedicatioNs & breathy treatment.

944548 01/06/2021 01/13/2021 TX 53.0 53 F left arm vaccine site. Red swollen, Hot. Feels like a ball inside

944553 01/13/2021 01/13/2021 OR 22.0 22 F itchy throat, gave Benadryl 50mg - resolved. Then patient sxs returned + she went to ER (pharmacy staff not notified until after) 01/13/2021 Y

963165 01/07/2021 01/13/2021 95.0 94 M 1/11 asymptomatic COVID Positive test Narrative: Y

942569 01/28/2014 01/14/2021 OK U rheumatoid arthritis; ganglion cysts; This initial spontaneous report was received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation and refers to a patient of unknown age and gender. No information was provided regarding medical history, concurrent conditions, or concomitant medications. On or about 28-JAN-2014, the patient was vaccinated (inoculated) with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (lot#, expiration date, dose, dose# and route not specified) for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions. Subsequently, the patient was treated by a provider for the following injuries resulting from the patient's zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) use: rheumatoid arthritis, and ganglion cysts (synovial cyst).  The patient claimed damages as result of injury to themselves, and economic losses.The outcome of the events was not provided. Therefore, the causality for the events was related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  Upon internal review, the event of rheumatoid arthritis was considered to be medically significant.

942571 08/13/2012 01/14/2021 MI U congestive heart failure; rashes; shortness of breath; This initial spontaneous report was received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation and refers to a patient of unknown age and gender. No information was provided regarding medical history, concurrent conditions, or concomitant medications. On or about 13-AUG-2012, the patient was vaccinated (inoculated) with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (lot#, expiration date, dose, dose# and route not specified) for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions. Subsequently, the patient was treated by a provider for the following injuries resulting from the patient's zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) use: rashes, shortness of breath (dyspnea), and congestive heart failure (cardiac failure congestive). The patient claimed damages as result of injury to themselves, and economic losses.The outcome of the events was not provided. Therefore, the causality for the events was related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  Upon internal review, the event of cardiac failure congestive was considered to be medically significant.

942577 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 OH M Given a first dose of the Moderna vaccine of 1ml instead of .5 ml; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was given a first dose of the Moderna vaccine of 1 mL instead of 0.5 mL.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on 29 Dec 2020 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. During the administration, the pharmacist stated that the patient was given a first dose of the vaccine of 1.0 ml instead of 0.5 ml. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of event was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011L20A), reporting Incorrect dosage administered without any associated adverse events.

942578 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 VA 52.0 52 F Throat tightness; not feeling well; Upper chest pressure; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 52-year-old, female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced throat tightness, upper chest pressure and was not feeling well.  The patient did not have any relevant medical history. The patient denied any previous history of adverse reactions to vaccines. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 23 Dec 2020 at 09:40 am, approximately five minutes prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20A) intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 23 Dec 2020 at 9:45 am, the patient experienced throat tightness and not feeling well. The patient was pale and hypertensive. She was carried on a stretcher and placed on oxygen. Rapid response team was called in and treatment with intravenous (iv) fluids including iv push of famotidine at a dose of 20 mg was initiated. Patient was transported to the Emergency Department (ED) for further evaluation. Additionally, the patient received iv treatment with methylprednisolone succinate at a dose 125 mg and diphenhydramine at a dose of 25 mg. Throat tightness and upper chest pressure were reported to be relieved. The patient was discharged with prescriptions for oral prednisone, famotidine, and diphenhydramine to be taken as needed for recurrent symptoms.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events of  throat tightness, upper chest pressure, and not feeling well was not reported.   The events, throat tightness, upper chest pressure, and not feeling well were considered resolved on an unknown date.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 52-year-old, female subject who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 039K20A), experienced the unexpected events of not feeling well; upper chest pressure and not feeling well. The onset of events occurred 5 min after the first dose of vaccine administration. The reporter causality assessment for the events was not provided. Due to the temporal association between the events and the administration of vaccine, a causal relationship cannot be excluded, and the events are assessed as possibly related to vaccine.

942579 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 TX M Some of the liquid came out of arm when they removed the needle after vaccine administration; Did not have any reaction on the skin that was exposed to the vaccine; A report was received from a nurse concerning male patient of unknown age who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced some of the liquid came out of arm when they removed the needle after vaccine administration and did not have any reaction on the skin that was exposed to the vaccine.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on 27 Dec 2020.   On 27 Dec 2020, just prior to onset of the events, the patient received their first of the two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 037K20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 27 Dec 2020, the reporter stated that some of the liquid came out of the arm when they removed the needle after administration of the vaccine. It was reported that the patient did not have any reaction on the skin that was exposed to the vaccine. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The events, some of the liquid came out of arm when they removed the needle after vaccine administration and did not have any reaction on the skin that was exposed to the vaccine, were considered resolved on 27 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 037K20A), reporting Incomplete dose administered and exposure via skin contact without any associated adverse events. Both the events occurred same day after the first dose of Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine. The reporter did not provide the causality assessment for the events.

942580 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 AZ F Rigidity all over; All muscles were clenched up; BP was 170; Heart rate elevated; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced rigidity all over, all muscles were clenched up, BP was 170, and heart rate elevated.  The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, was unremarkable with no history of allergies or seizures/epilepsy. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 28 Dec 2020, ten minutes prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 28 Dec 2020, ten minutes after vaccination, the patient had rigidity all over and all her muscles were noted to be clenched up.  There was no loss of consciousness and the patient claimed that she was still able to hear the people around her. Her blood pressure at the time was 170 and her heart rate was noted to be elevated. Her temperature was 98 degree Fahrenheit. Treatment for the event included oral diphenhydramine which caused her condition to subside. After an unspecified period of time, the rigidity recurred and the patient was taken to the emergency room.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the events, rigidity all over, all muscles were clenched up, BP was 170, and heart rate elevated were not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), and who experienced the serious unlisted events of Muscle rigidity and Muscle tightness and the non-serious unlisted events of BP was 170 and heart rate elevated.  The events occurred 10 minutes after vaccination and treatment with oral diphenhydramine was administered.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.

942581 12/26/2020 01/14/2021 CT 55 F During vaccination, some vaccine leaked out; Nurse said she drew up more than the recommended dose, to allow for leak; Pain in injection site and tenderness; A spontaneous report was received from a physician who was a 55 year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced during vaccination, some vaccine leaked out; nurse said she drew up more than the recommended dose, to allow for leak; and pain in injection site and tenderness.    The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided.   On 26 Dec 2020, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 26 Dec 2020, during the vaccination, some vaccine leaked out, but the administering nurse said she drew up more than the recommended dose, to allow for the leak. The patient believed she received 0.45 - 0.48 ml of the dose. She also experienced pain in the injection site and tenderness and the symptoms went away the same day. No treatment was reported.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The events, during vaccination, some vaccine leaked out; nurse said she drew up more than the recommended dose, to allow for leak; and pain in injection site and tenderness, were considered resolved on 26 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered and product selection error for mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20A) and concerns a 55 year-old, female patient, who experienced the event of injection site pain. The event occurred the same day after the first dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

942582 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 TX 44.0 44 F Some dose came out of needle attached to syringe when injecting; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 44-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, some dose came out of the needle attached to the syringe while injecting the vaccine.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not reported.  On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 037K20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, while the vaccine was being administered, some dose came out of the needle attached to the syringe. It was unknown how much vaccine was administered or how much was spilled. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome of the event, some dose came out of the needle attached to the syringe while injecting the vaccine, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of 44- year-old female patient who experienced event of administered, some dose came out of the needle attached to the syringe  for mRNA-1273, lot # 037K20A. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of some dose came out of the needle attached to the syringe .

942583 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 CT 45.0 45 F Some of the vaccine leaked out and dripped on her arm; A spontaneous report was received from a 45-year-old, female patient who is an occupational therapist who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, incorrect dose administered.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number:B11J20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 29 Dec 2020, during the administration of the vaccine, the administrator used the pinch method and some of the vaccine leaked out and dripped on her arm. The reporter stated they are still determining if she received the full dose or less than the full dose. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, incorrect dose administered, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 45-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot B11J20A), reporting Incorrect dose administered without any associated adverse events.

942584 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 WV U Administered 1mL doses instead of 0.5mL dose; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, after vaccine administration, the nurse called to report that the patient had been administered a 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose of the vaccine. No side effects were reported due to the event. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of inappropriate dose of vaccine administered (1ml instead of recommended 0.5ml).  The event occurred on 29 Dec 2020 during the administration of first dose of mRNA-1273. The patient did not have any side effects. The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.

942585 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 TX 48 F Device use issue; Needle popped off and some vaccine leaked on arm; A spontaneous report was received from a surgical technician who was a 48-year-old, female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the needle popped off and some vaccine leaked on her arm and not sure if she got the full dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received ther first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in her left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, during administration of the vaccine, the needle popped off and some of the vaccine leaked on her arm. She thought that the needle was not on tight and she was not sure if she got the full dose. There was no reaction on her arm and her healthcare provider was not aware of the incident. Her provider told her to come back for the second dose in one month. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The events, the needle popped off and some vaccine leaked on her arm and not sure if she got the full dose, were resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 48 year old female subject  who experienced an unexpected event of not sure if she got the full dose.  The event occurred on 29 Dec 2020 during administration of the first dose of the mRNA-1273 vaccine .  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of not sure if she got the full dose.

942586 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 CT 51.0 51 F complete paralysis on the left side of her body and felt like it was bell's palsy; complete paralysis of the left side of her body and felt like it was bell's palsy; forearm, thumb, and pointer finger feels tingly; can't get a grip on things; Chills; headache; A spontaneous report was received from a 51-year-old, female consumer, who was also the patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced the events, complete paralysis on the left side of her body and felt like it was bell's palsy, forearm, thumb and pointer finger feels tingly, can't get a grip on things, chills, and headache.   The patient reported a history of anaphylactic shock, but had not experienced an episode in about 10 years. Concomitant product use was not reported.    On 27 Dec 2020, approximately two hours prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 27 Dec 2020, about two hours after receiving the vaccine, the patient felt chills and had a headache. The patient went to sleep and woke up to complete paralysis on the left side of her body and felt like it was bell's palsy. Since 27 Dec 2020, the patient's forearm, thumb, and pointer finger have felt tingly and she can't get a grip on things. Treatment for the events included ibuprofen.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was unknown.   The events forearm, thumb and pointer finger feels tingly and can't get a grip on things were considered not resolved. The outcome for the events, complete paralysis on the left side of her body and felt like it was bell's palsy, chills, and headache was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 51-year-old, female subject with medical history of anaphylactic shock, who experienced a serious, unexpected events of hemiplegia and facial paralysis; and non-serious, unexpected events of paresthesia, motor dysfunction; and non-serious, expected events of chills and headache. The events of hemiplegia, facial paralysis, paresthesia, and motor dysfunction occurred same day of mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown) administration. The event of chills and headache occurred 2 hours after the vaccine administration. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

942587 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 F Person giving me the injection gave it to me in behind my arm, above elbow in the triceps area I know it was subQ; They said it was a 30 gauge needle; A spontaneous report was received from a female nurse who was also the patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and person giving me the injection gave it to me in behind my arm, above elbow in the triceps area I know it was subQ and they said it was a 30 gauge needle.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 subcutaneously in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, the patient stated she was given the vaccine injection behind her arm, above the elbow, in the triceps area, subcutaneously.  She was also suspicious of the size of the needle used. She was told it was a 30-gauge needle that was supplied by Moderna. The patient stated she was a nurse practitioner and had given over hundreds of injections during her career and was certain her injection was not intramuscular. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The events, person giving me the injection gave it to me in behind my arm, above elbow in the triceps area I know it was subQ and they said it was a 30 gauge needle, were considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Incorrect route of product administration and Drug administration in wrong device without any associated adverse events.

942588 01/14/2021 TN F Bell's palsy; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse, who was a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced Bell's palsy.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, within three days after vaccine administration, the reporter stated that she went to the doctor because she had problems with the whole left side of her face. The patient reported she has Bell's palsy now, she cannot smile. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of event, Bell's palsy, was unknown.  The reporter assessed the event, Bell's palsy, as related to mRNA-1273.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of facial paralysis. The event of facial paralysis occurred approximately 3 days after the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot# unknown) administration. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

942589 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 WV U Administered 1mL doses instead of 0.5mL dose; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, after vaccine administration, the nurse called to report that the patient had been administered a 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose of the vaccine. No side effects were reported due to the event. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of inappropriate dose of vaccine administered (1ml instead of recommended 0.5ml).  The event occurred on 29 Dec 2020 during the administration of first dose of mRNA-1273. The patient did not have any side effects. The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.

942590 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 WV U Administered 1mL doses instead of 0.5mL dose; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, after vaccine administration, the nurse called to report that the patient had been administered a 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose of the vaccine. No side effects were reported due to the event. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of inappropriate dose of vaccine administered (1ml instead of recommended 0.5ml).  The event occurred on 29 Dec 2020 during the administration of first dose of mRNA-1273. The patient did not have any side effects. The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.

942591 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 WV U Administered 1mL doses instead of 0.5mL dose; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, after vaccine administration, the nurse called to report that the patient had been administered a 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose of the vaccine. No side effects were reported due to the event. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of inappropriate dose of vaccine administered (1ml instead of recommended 0.5ml).  The event occurred on 29 Dec 2020 during the administration of first dose of mRNA-1273. The patient did not have any side effects. The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.

942592 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 WV U Administered 1mL doses instead of 0.5mL dose; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, after vaccine administration, the nurse called to report that the patient had been administered a 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose of the vaccine. No side effects were reported due to the event. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of inappropriate dose of vaccine administered (1ml instead of recommended 0.5ml).  The event occurred on 29 Dec 2020 during the administration of first dose of mRNA-1273. The patient did not have any side effects. The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.

942593 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 WV U Administered 1mL doses instead of 0.5mL dose; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, after vaccine administration, the nurse called to report that the patient had been administered a 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose of the vaccine. No side effects were reported due to the event. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of inappropriate dose of vaccine administered (1ml instead of recommended 0.5ml).  The event occurred on 29 Dec 2020 during the administration of first dose of mRNA-1273. The patient did not have any side effects. The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.

942594 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 WV U Administered 1mL doses instead of 0.5mL dose; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, after vaccine administration, the nurse called to report that the patient had been administered a 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose of the vaccine. No side effects were reported due to the event. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of inappropriate dose of vaccine administered (1ml instead of recommended 0.5ml).  The event occurred on 29 Dec 2020 during the administration of first dose of mRNA-1273. The patient did not have any side effects. The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.

942595 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 WV U Administered 1mL doses instead of 0.5mL dose; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, after vaccine administration, the nurse called to report that the patient had been administered a 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose of the vaccine. No side effects were reported due to the event. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of inappropriate dose of vaccine administered (1ml instead of recommended 0.5ml).  The event occurred on 29 Dec 2020 during the administration of first dose of mRNA-1273. The patient did not have any side effects. The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.

942596 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 WV U Administered 1mL doses instead of 0.5mL dose; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, after vaccine administration, the nurse called to report that the patient had been administered a 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose of the vaccine. No side effects were reported due to the event. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of inappropriate dose of vaccine administered (1ml instead of recommended 0.5ml).  The event occurred on 29 Dec 2020 during the administration of first dose of mRNA-1273. The patient did not have any side effects. The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.

942597 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 WV U Administered 1mL doses instead of 0.5mL dose; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, after vaccine administration, the nurse called to report that the patient had been administered a 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose of the vaccine. No side effects were reported due to the event. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of inappropriate dose of vaccine administered (1ml instead of recommended 0.5ml).  The event occurred on 29 Dec 2020 during the administration of first dose of mRNA-1273. The patient did not have any side effects. The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.

942598 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 WV U Administered 1mL doses instead of 0.5mL dose; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, after vaccine administration, the nurse called to report that the patient had been administered a 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose of the vaccine. No side effects were reported due to the event. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of inappropriate dose of vaccine administered (1ml instead of recommended 0.5ml).  The event occurred on 29 Dec 2020 during the administration of first dose of mRNA-1273. The patient did not have any side effects. The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.

942599 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 WV U Administered 1mL doses instead of 0.5mL dose; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, after vaccine administration, the nurse called to report that the patient had been administered a 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose of the vaccine. No side effects were reported due to the event. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of inappropriate dose of vaccine administered (1ml instead of recommended 0.5ml).  The event occurred on 29 Dec 2020 during the administration of first dose of mRNA-1273. The patient did not have any side effects. The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.

942600 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 WV U Administered 1mL doses instead of 0.5mL dose; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, after vaccine administration, the nurse called to report that the patient had been administered a 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose of the vaccine. No side effects were reported due to the event. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of inappropriate dose of vaccine administered (1ml instead of recommended 0.5ml).  The event occurred on 29 Dec 2020 during the administration of first dose of mRNA-1273. The patient did not have any side effects. The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.

942601 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 WV U Administered 1mL doses instead of 0.5mL dose; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, after vaccine administration, the nurse called to report that the patient had been administered a 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose of the vaccine. No side effects were reported due to the event. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, administered 1mL dose instead of 0.5mL dose, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of inappropriate dose of vaccine administered (1ml instead of recommended 0.5ml).  The event occurred on 29 Dec 2020 during the administration of first dose of mRNA-1273. The patient did not have any side effects. The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.

942602 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 53.0 M Headache; migraine; tenderness at injection site; Ten hours after injection he had shaking, sweats, hot and cold flashes, and augmentation of myalgias; Ten hours after injection he had shaking, sweats, hot and cold flashes, and augmentation of myalgias; Ten hours after injection he had shaking, sweats, hot and cold flashes, and augmentation of myalgias; Ten hours after injection he had shaking, sweats, hot and cold flashes, and augmentation of myalgias; Ten hours after injection he had shaking, sweats, hot and cold flashes, and augmentation of myalgias; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 53-year-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on right deltoid on 05Jan2021 07:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Family history included migraine (other family members). Medical history included mild blood pressure and kidney stones, reactive airway disease. Concomitant medication included colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), potassium, allopurinol and hydrochlorothiazide/valsartan for mild blood pressure and kidney stones, fluticasone propionate, salmeterol xinafoate (ADVAIR) for reactive airway disease, atorvastatin, and multivitamins. The patient previously took fluticasone propionate, salmeterol xinafoate (ADVAIR) and experienced dry mouth and lost sense of taste. The patient also previously took Tdap booster on Aug2020, Shingrix on 10Aug2020, and influenza on 12Oct2020; all for immunization; and tetanus injections for immunization and experienced localized tenderness. The patient had the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EH9899) for COVID-19 immunization on 15Dec2020 and experienced localized tenderness at injection point. The received his second dose of COVID vaccine on 05Jan2021. With the first dose he had increased localized tenderness at injection site on 15Dec2020, and he rated it mild to moderate. He would say it was 80% resolved in 24 hours. It had completely resolved in 36 hours. He would say that he has recovered completely form the localized tenderness with the first dose. Then he noted his second dose was yesterday, in the context of not having much sleep the night before. The actual injection was uncommonly eerily painless. The other folks in his department had similar experience. Maybe it was the nurse who gave the injection. Maybe it was because it was the same area and sensitivity was decreased. They had to check the Band-Aid to make sure blood was there. The administration was painless. He was relieved when the arm started getting sore to know he actually received it. He had increased arm tenderness at injection site which he rated as moderate which has now resolved. It got to moderate where lifting the arm up was sore. He definitely knew that he had been vaccinated. He got the vaccine at 7:45AM and now it is 16 to 17 hours later and he would say the pain is mild now. It did persist. The first vaccine hurt a little more. He expects this to go away. Ten hours after injection he had shaking, sweats, hot and cold flashes, and augmentation of myalgias. He had unrelenting headache over night that was moderate to severe. He said it kept him awake. It was exacerbated by lying down. Sitting up helped him. It became a migraine which is something he doesn't often experience. Migraines are pretty rare for him. He took 800mg of Advil at 6AM that helped for headache and migraine. The weight of the patient was 250 to 255 pounds. Shaking, sweats, hot and cold flashes, and augmentation of myalgias have resolved. Everything has resolved except for a little headache. In the background he literally had one or two hours of sleep. He thinks that likely precipitated a migraine was increased. Last night he slept literally an hour. He took 800mg of Advil and fell asleep. He is operating on 2 hours of sleep in 48 hours. Most of the stuff is gone except a little headache and expected fatigue. Headache Seriousness Criteria: he would say that it was relatively disabling. He would not have been able to carry on. He wouldn't have been able to operate last night. It would have interfered. It was dissimilar to others. He gets rare migraines. Everything was amplified with a migraine. He certainly felt that. It was fair to say the vaccine precipitated the migraine that was mild or severe. He doesn't want to falsely attribute these things to the vaccine. Causality Headache: precipitated by the vaccine. In the context that he had not slept the night before. He had a nasopharyngeal COVID test and it was negative. He has been in a COVID study where they are looking at combination. They developed a saliva test at (Name). There is a combination of saliva oropharyngeal and immunoglobins. He has been negative multiple times. The outcome of the events headache and fatigue was not recovered and recovered for the rest of the events.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported event headache cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

942603 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 CO 20.0 F Swollen L clavicular lymph node 3 x 2 cm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 20-year-old female patient received the first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EJ1685; Expiration date was not reported) on 28Dec2020 (08:30) at a single dose on the left arm, with route of administration unspecified, for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history included asthma; allergies with raw fruits and vegetables; allergies with almonds; and allergies with shellfish. Concomitant medications included venlafaxine; and ethinylestradiol, norgestimate (ORTHO TRI-CYCLEN). On 03Jan2021, the patient had swollen left clavicular lymph node (3x2 cm). The adverse event resulted in doctor/healthcare professional office/clinic visit and emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient did not receive any treatment for the adverse event. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. COVID test was negative on 01Jan2021. The outcome of the event, swollen left clavicular lymph node (3x2 cm), was recovering.

942604 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 F pain in her arm; a little headache; low grade temperature; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A female patient of an unspecified age received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at a single dose (2nd dose) for Covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took her first dose of bnt162b2 for Covid-19 immunization on an unspecified date. On 05Jan2021, yesterday,  the patient received her 2nd dose of the vaccine. She has pain in her arm, a little headache and low grade temperature on an unspecified date in Jan2021. The patient was asking if there is any contra-indication with acetaminophen (TYLENOL). Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

942605 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 TN 29.0 M Sore left arm for 24 hours. Ache body and headache for 12 hours.; Sore left arm for 24 hours. Ache body and headache for 12 hours.; Sore left arm for 24 hours. Ache body and headache for 12 hours.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 29-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 29Dec2020 18:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included anxiety, asthma, seasonal allergies, known_allergies: PCN and dairy allergy. Concomitant medication included celecoxib (CELEXA, 40 mg) and cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC, 10 mg). On 30Dec2020, the patient experienced sore left arm for 24 hours. Additionally, she had ache body and headache for 12 hours. The events were assessed as non-serious, did not result in death, not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. Treatment was not received for the adverse events. The vaccine was administered in a hospital. The patient has not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient had Nasal Swabs for COVID-19 on 05Jan2021 and 06Jan2021, both results were negative. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date in Dec2020.

942606 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 TN 48.0 F pressure in my chest/Chest discomfort; severe headache; nausea; chills; temp 102/fever; tingling of upper extremities/tingling; sore throat; shortness of breath; anxiety; malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient).  A 48-years-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Batch/Lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 04Jan2021 05:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient had no Known allergies. Concomitant medication included zinc, vitamin d3, quercetin and sambucus nigra (ELDERBERRY) received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient reported that 12 hours after the injection she experienced severe headache, nausea, chills, temp 102, tingling of upper extremities, sore throat, shortness of breath, pressure in her chest on 04Jan2021 17:15. The fever/chills lasted about 12hrs. Chest discomfort, tingling and shortness of breath were transient (possibly anxiety related). Day 2 post vaccine in Jan2021 moderate to severe HA (headache) persisted and malaise. The events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment received for the events. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering.

942607 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 ID 21.0 F mouth sores; Nausea; vomiting; stomach cramps; sweats; joint pain; elevated heart rate; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (Patient).  A 21-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Lot #EL0140, via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 12:00 at single dose at Left arm for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included Behcets, dysautonomia, Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), and COVID-19.  The patient's concomitant medications included unspecified products within two weeks of vaccination.  The patient previously took amoxicillin, MELOXICAM (MOBIC) minocycline and all experienced drug hypersensitivity.  On 30Dec2020 12:00 the patient experienced mouth sores, nausea, vomiting, stomach cramps, sweats, joint pain and elevated heart rate. There was no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient was not pregnant. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 and  since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The reporter considered all the events are non-serious and stated no treatment was received. The events outcome was not resolved.

942608 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 KS 33.0 F Chills; light headed; body aches; headache; fatigue; injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other-HCP.   A 33-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 11:15 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history was none.  Concomitant medication included ethinylestradiol, norgestimate (TRI-SPRINTEC).  The patient experienced Chills, light headed, body aches, headache, fatigue, injection site pain on 30Dec2020 02:00. All events were non serious. The patient did not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No treatment received for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, the patient did not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was resolved.

942609 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NY 31.0 M severe headache; Fever to 103 Fahrenheit; myalgias; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient). A 31-year-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 04Jan2021 Intramuscular at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 16Dec2020. The patient experienced Fever to 103 Fahrenheit, severe headache, chills, myalgias on 05Jan2021. No treatment was received for all events. There was no covid prior vaccination. There was no covid tested post vaccination. He had no Allergies to medications, food, or other products. The outcome of all events was resolved.  information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942610 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 27.0 F Chills; fever; body aches; headache; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable pharmacist, the patient. This 27-year-old patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), dose  2, single dose via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 04Jan2021 at 06:15 PM (at the age of 27 years-old) for COVID-19 vaccination. There was no relevant medical history. Historical vaccine included BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), single dose, dose 1 in the left arm on 17Dec2020 at 12:00 PM and had injection site pain. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included oral contraceptives.  The patient did not receive  any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 05Jan2021 at 04:00 AM, the patient had chills, fever, body aches, headache, fatigue. The events were reported as non-serious. The onset was roughly 10 hours after dose. All symptoms apart from fatigue resolved between 36 and 48 hours after dose. The patient was treated for fever and muscle aches with over the counter (OTC) ibuprofen. The clinical outcome of chills, fever, body aches, headache was recovering and not recovered from fatigue.  It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

942611 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 NJ 52.0 M A PCR test was done and received results Monday (4th) as positive; A PCR test was done and received results Monday (4th) as positive; Had some scratchy throat late friday night; Saturday called out sick to work as the cough started; Saturday called out sick to work as the cough started.; Lost taste and smell monday; Lost taste and smell monday; Running fever; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist (the patient). A 52-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number EJ1686, expiration date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at 12:00 PM  (at the age of 52-years-old) via an unspecified route of administration at an unspecified dose in the right arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included hypertension, high blood cholesterol from unknown dates. Allergy information was not provided.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient was administered the vaccine at a Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility.  Concomitant medication included hydrochlorothiazide, valsartan (VALSARTAN/HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE), atorvastatin (LIPITOR), fenofibric acid (FENOFIBRIC ACID), amlodipine besilate (NORVASC). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient received the vaccine on Monday 28Dec2020. A PCR test for COVID was done on Tuesday and a rapid test on Wednesday both of which were negative. The patient experienced some scratchy throat late Friday night on Saturday, 02Jan2021 the patient called out sick to work as a cough had started. A PCR test was done on 02Jan2021 and he received results Monday (4th) as positive. The patient continued to say that the cough had subsided, as he took Delsym.  He lost taste and smell on Monday. He reports running a fever that varies from 99-101.5. He took Tylenol and Motrin to control the fever. In addition he has experienced fatigue. It was also reported, in contradiction of the above reported chronology of events, that the onset date of events was 25Dec2020 (CONFIRMATION PENDING for onset date of events relative to vaccine administration). The patient experiences of COVID 19 positive test, scratchy throat, sickness, cough, loss of test and smell, fever and fatigue resulted in a physician office visit (date not specified).  The patient underwent lab tests that includes a PCR test on 29Dec2020 which was negative, a rapid test on 30Dec2020 which was negative and a PCR test on 02Jan2021 which was positive. Treatment for the events was reported as Motrin and Tylenol for fever and Delsym. for cough. The clinical outcome of COVID 19 positive test, scratchy throat, sickness, cough, loss of test and smell, fever and fatigue was reported as not recovered.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 28Dec2020, and COVID-19 PCR test positive on 02Jan2021.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID likely represents the pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  Further information is needed for full medical assessment.

942612 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CT 57.0 F Fever; weakness; horrific headache; body aches; pain at administration site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 57-year-old female patient (no pregnancy) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscularly at site of left arm at 15:00 on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hon, asthma and allergies: metronidazole (FLAGYL). Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced fever, weakness, horrific headache, body aches, and pain at administration site at 08:30 on 06Jan2021. The patient underwent Nasal Swab for COVID test with negative on 04Jan2021. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in Workplace clinic. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. List of any other medications that the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. No treatment received for the adverse event. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19. This case was identified as non-serious by reporter. The outcome of events was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942613 01/14/2021 30.0 F experienced redness and itching at the injection site (localized to the arm).; experienced redness and itching at the injection site (localized to the arm).; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: no adverse effect. Upon receipt of follow-up information on 07Jan2021, this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 30-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot /batch and expiration date unspecified), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced redness and itching at the injection site (localized to the arm) after she received the first dose of the vaccine. She received Benadryl. The reporter was asking if her employee should receive the 2nd dose if she developed a site injection reaction following the first dose and any premedication to give. Outcome of events was unknown.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.
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942614 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MD 42.0 F acute onset nausea; diaphoresis; presyncope; left arm weakness with numbness; numbness and tingling of first 3 fingers in left hand (median nerve distribution); tingling of first 3 fingers in left hand (median nerve distribution).; significant cervical lymphadenopathy; painful neck; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for herself. A 42-year-old adult female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine, Lot number: EJ1686, via an unspecified route of administration, in left arm, on 06Jan2021 at 9:52 am, at 42-years of age, at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was vaccinated in Hospital. Medical history included overweight and no known allergies. Concomitant medications included the second dose of HPV VLP vaccine rL1 4v (yeast) (GARDASIL) received in left arm on 18Dec2020 and ergocalciferol (Vitamin D). On 06Jan2021 by 10:05 the patient experienced acute onset nausea, diaphoresis, presyncope and concomitant left arm weakness/flaccid arm with numbness and tingling of first 3 fingers in left hand (median nerve distribution). The patient informed vaccine staff of symptoms and advised ongoing observation. Flaccid arm/weakness/numbness continued for more than 24 hours, although at the time of the report it was slowly improving. At the time of the report the patient further reported significant cervical lymphadenopathy and painful neck (specific onset date not provided - captured as Jan2021). The events were reported as non-serious. The reporter specified that the injection was not given anywhere near brachial plexus. At the time of the report the events "Left arm weakness" and "Left arm numbness" were resolving, the outcome of the events "Nausea", "Diaphoresis", "Presyncope", "Tingling of first 3 fingers in left hand", "Cervical lymphadenopathy" and "Painful neck" was unknown.

942615 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 21.0 F almost fainted; body pain and chills; body pain and chills; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other health professional (patient). A 21-year-old female patient (pregnant: No) received first dose of BNT162B2 (Batch/lot number: EUA), intramuscularly in left arm on 06Jan2021 12:00 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included lisdexamfetamine mesilate (VYVANSE), celecoxib (CELEXA). The patient experienced almost fainted, body pain and chills all on 07Jan2021 03:30 AM. About 15 hours the vaccine, the patient woke up at 3 am with extreme body pain and chills and almost fainted when trying to get paracetamol (TYLENOL). The events were reported as non-serious. The adverse event was not resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care. No treatment received for the adverse event. The outcome of events was unknown. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered: Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. Prior to vaccination, the patient wasn't diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

942616 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 KY 49.0 F felt dizzy; left arm soreness; 'knot' noted on left deltoid Itchy, but painful/indurated area of erythema; 'knot' noted on left deltoid Itchy, but painful; pulse 77 to 94 from lying to standing; 'knot' noted on left deltoid Itchy, but painful/left lateral deltoid with 3.75 x 5 cm mildly tender; indurated area of erythema, with central erythematous punctum (presumed site of injection); indurated area of erythema, with central erythematous punctum (presumed site of injection); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 49-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0142, 30mcg/0.3ml), intramuscular on 31Dec2020 15:38 (also reported as 08:30 am) at 0.3 mL, single at left deltoid for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included significant for Covid 19 infection (positive test 28Oct2020), shortness of breath, dizzy, hospitalized for decreased O2 saturation from 04Nov2020. Patient was treated with remdesivir for Covid 19 infection. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Since the vaccination, it was unknown if patient had been tested for COVID-19. Patient felt dizzy after receiving injection on 01Jan2021, left arm soreness noted during night; 'knot' noted on left deltoid, when awoke on 01Jan2021; knot grew to 5x5 cm max size over 48 hours, itchy, but painful if tried to scratch. Some dizziness with position change. Examination: no fever, no orthostatism to BP, pulse 77 to 94 from lying to standing, left lateral deltoid with 3.75 x 5 cm mildly tender, indurated area of erythema, with central erythematous punctum (presumed site of injection). Patient took diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) 03Jan2021, and cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC) 04Jan2021 for events (Instructed to take OTC antihistamine (cetirizine hydrochloride) daily until 7 days after symptoms resolve). Adverse events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Patient received treatment diphenhydramine, certitizine for events. The report is considered as non-serious. Outcome of events was unknown.

942617 10/01/2020 01/14/2021 F antibody test/ no antibodies were in her blood; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on Oct2020 at a single dose as Covid vaccine. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had a question regarding production of antibodies after receiving Covid vaccine. The received the vaccine last October, had antibody test late October2020 and in January2021, and no antibodies were in her blood. The patient inquired, "Does that mean the shot was not effective and should I get another shot?" The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

942618 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 FL F funny feeling in her lips/lips; felt funny; funny feeling in her; tongue/tongue; felt funny; funny feeling in her; throat/throat felt funny; lips; swollen; tongue; swollen; throat; swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 85-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date unknown) via unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient informed that she received her first dose of Covid vaccine yesterday (06Jan2021) between 7:30 and 8:00. In Jan2021, the patient had a slight reaction. The patient experienced funny feeling in her lips, tongue and throat and swollen/lips, tongue, and throat felt funny and swollen. The patient didn't tell anyone because she was embarrassed. The patient left and went home. It lasted for two hours and then she felt ok. Wants to know if she should take the second dose, which she was due for on 27Jan2021. The patient informed that her doctor told her to take a Benadryl before taking the second dose and see him after the vaccine. The outcome of the events funny feeling in her lips, tongue and throat and swollen/lips, tongue, and throat felt funny and swollen was recovered  Follow-up activities are possible, information on the batch number has been requested.

942619 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 FL 40.0 M he tested positive for COVID-19 / (probably infected by a family member); runny nose; dry cough; flu-like symptoms; he tested positive for COVID-19 / (probably infected by a family member); he tested positive for COVID-19 / (probably infected by a family member); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 40-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated that the next dose is scheduled for the time of the report, however he tested positive for COVID-19 on 05Jan2021 (probably infected by a family member). Representatives at the administration site are not sure if he should get the second dose. The patient reported minor symptoms "flu-like symptoms, runny nose, dry cough, no major symptoms". The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942620 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 27.0 M diagnosed with covid 30Dec2020; diagnosed with covid 30dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 27-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in right deltoid on 21Dec2020 13:45 at single dose for Vaccination.  There were no medical history and concomitant medications.  The patient was diagnosed with covid on 30Dec2020 with outcome of recovering.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test: positive on 30Dec2020. The patient received the first dose of the covid vaccine on 21Dec2020, and was diagnosed with covid on 30Dec2020. The patient had COVID test on 30Dec2020 and received positive result of COVID test on 31Dec2020. He was scheduled for the second dose between 08Jan2021 and 11Jan2021. He asked if he should continue to get the second dose as scheduled in relation to the diagnosis of COVID. COVID: the patient still had chest congestion, but no fever without medication, no cough anymore. He was having cough, fever, loss of taste and smell, fatigue and malaise. Reporter seriousness for COVID: Not serious. Relatedness of drug to reaction/event:  Reaction assessed: COVID, Source of assessment: Primary Source Reporter, Method of assessment: Global Introspection, Drug result: Unrelated. Verbatim event relatedness: Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine: COVID-Unrelated.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 21Dec2020, and was diagnosed with COVID-19 on 30Dec2020.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the diagnosed COVID-19 likely represents the pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use, and unrelated to BNT162B2.

942621 01/14/2021 OK F she got Covid; she got Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A female patient (Patient Age: 18; Unit: Unspecified) received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date t a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The nurse that her first Pfizer Covid 19 vaccine and a couple of days later developed symptoms of Covid and tested positive. Stated that she recovered and had no symptoms.   Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported symptoms of Covid with tested positive after COVID-19 immunization is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and BNT162B2 administration.

942622 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 M he had an antibody titer drawn that was negative- no antibodies; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (reporting for himself).  A male patient of an unspecified age started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Solution for injection, bacth/lot no. and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 (2nd dose) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Patient medical history included chronic myelocytic leukemia and was taking dasatinib (SPRYCEL)  and Jak (?). He was taking 30 mg of Jak and 100 mg of dasatinib. Patient first received his first dose of PFIZER vaccine on 16Dec2020. On 05Jan2021, patient received 2nd dose of vaccine. He had an antibody titer drawn that was negative- no antibodies on 05Jan2021. He understands per literature that patients on immunosuppressant therapy can have a diminished response to vaccine. He understands that in the clinical trials, some patients received a higher dose of the vaccine. He wanted to talk to someone about this. Wondering if he should check his antibodies titre in another week or should he get another dose of the vaccine or higher dose of it. Outcome of the event COVID-19 antibody test negative was unknown.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

942623 12/16/2020 01/14/2021 IN 38.0 M covid test result=Positive; covid test result=Positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (other HCP reporting for himself).  A 39-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Solution for injection, batch/lot no. and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 12:45 (1st dose) at a single dose on his left arm for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history was not reported.  Concomitant medication included hydrochlorothiazide, losartan potassium (HYZAAR), omeprazole, and ibuprofen; all on unspecified dates for unspecified indications. The patient previously took amoxicillin and experienced allergies. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, he was also not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. However, since the medication, the patient has been tested positive for COVID-19. Patient had his nasal swab on 22Dec2020, and it turned out positive (COVID test result=positive).  Outcome of the event drug ineffective and COVID-19 virus test positive was unknown. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at the hospital.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, it is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

942624 12/19/2020 01/14/2021 TX 37.0 F covid test result=Positive; covid test result=Positive; nasal congestion; sneezing runny nose; sneezing runny nose; sinus pressure; dry cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient herself).  This 37-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EL0140), via an unknown route, on 19Dec2020 at 16:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was arm left. The patient was not pregnant. The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 37-year-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. No relevant medical history was provided. Relevant concomitant medications included amoxicillin sodium, clavulanate potassium (AUGMENTIN, formulation: tablet) at dose of 875 mg twice daily from an unknown.  Pre-vaccination COVID test was not performed. On 25Dec2020 at 20:00, the patient complained of nasal congestion, sneezing runny nose, sinus pressure, and cough. On 28Dec2020, COVID test Nasal Swab (SOFIA SARS ANTIGEN FIA/QUIDEL) was performed and resulted positive. She was given oral azithromycin 500 mg 1 tab Daily and oral benzonatate (TESSALON PERLES) 1 Capsule three times a day (TID). The symptoms of nasal congestion, sneezing runny nose, sinus pressure, and cough were improving. The outcome of 'COVID test result=Positive' was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the reported drug ineffective and SARS-CoV-2 test positive cannot be ruled out.

942625 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MD 41.0 F Shortness of breath; Anxious; Chest Heaviness; This is a Spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 41-year-old non-pregnant female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: El1284) via intramuscular route of administration on left arm at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a nursing home. The patient had no relevant medical history and no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks, or any other medications within 2 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient experienced shortness of breath, anxious, and chest heaviness on 07Jan2021 11:00. The events were reported as non-serious but resulted in visit to the Emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment and outcome of the events were unknown. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.

942626 01/14/2021 NY U two staff members who tested positive for covid after receiving the first dose.; two staff members who tested positive for covid after receiving the first dose.; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable pharmacist reported similar events for 2 patients. This is a first of two reports. A staff member of unknown age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date  at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medication were unknown. The reporter stated that have a staff member took the first shot and afterward got a positive COVID test. He is asking about the recommendation regarding taking the second shot. The reporter explained he is the immunizer and 2.5 weeks ago he gave the employ at the facility the first does of the vaccine. He has very little information to provide on this event. He called to go over the procedure for administering the second dose and that is when in was inform. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the reported drug ineffective and SARS-CoV-2 test positive cannot be ruled out.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021011912 Same reporter/ drug/ event for different patients.

942627 12/19/2020 01/14/2021 F received first dose of the vaccine on 19Dec and tested positive on 30Dec; received first dose of the vaccine on 19Dec and tested positive on 30Dec; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. A female patient on unknown age received the first dose of BNT162B2 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine, via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medication were not provided. On 30Dec2020 the patient experienced tested positive for COVID-19. It was reported that the patient is scheduled to have her 2nd dose on 09Jan2021however she's been getting roundabout information on what to do in her case. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the reported drug ineffective and SARS-CoV-2 test positive cannot be ruled out.

942628 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 AL F She tested positive to COVID on 29DEC2020; She tested positive to COVID on 29DEC2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot no. and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was tested positive to COVID on 29Dec2020. She received the 1st dose of the vaccine on 21Dec2020. She is due for the 2nd dose on 11Jan2020. They asked if she should still receive the 2nd dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID likely represents the pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  Further information like confirmative COVID 19 Nucleic acid/ PCR test together with any associated symptoms are needed for full medical assessment.

942629 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 NY 36.0 F got the covid 19 vaccine on 21Dec2020 and tested positive for covid on 24Dec2020; got the covid 19 vaccine on 21Dec2020 and tested positive for covid on 24Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A 36-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number: EK5730), via intramuscular in left deltoid  on 21Dec2020 10:00 at 0.3 ml, single for precaution as front line healthcare worker in hospital which is not a military facility.  Medical history included nonsmoker. She did not provide causality but stated that she probably already had COVID when she got the vaccine. It was unknown if the patient had SARS-CoV2 antibodies at diagnosis as she had never been tested. Other history was none. The patient did not have a history of hypertension, diabetes, heart disease, lung disease, liver disease, kidney disease, cancer, immunosuppressive disorder, obesity. There was not any pre-existing diseases worsened during the SARS-CoV2 infection. The patient hadn't been treated with immunomodulating or immunosuppressing medications or received any other vaccines around the time of COVID-19 vaccination. Concomitant medication included bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN SR), sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate, dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL). Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) were none. AE following prior vaccinations were none. There was no additional vaccines administered on Same Date (21Dec2020) of the Pfizer bnt162b2. The patient got the covid 19 vaccine on 21Dec2020 and tested positive for covid on 24Dec2020. The patient wanted guidance on receiving the 2nd dose of the vaccine. The reporter considered event was non-serious. The patient received the first dose of the vaccine on 21Dec2020, and after that on 24Dec2020, she tested positive for COVID . She was supposed to be revaccinated on 07Jan2021. She would like to know if she should she get this or does she need to be revaccinated. There is no prescriber. She received it through her work. She received the first dose on 21Dec2020, and assumed she was positive when she got it. She just had cough and muscle aches and a headache. Her dad was hospitalized. Hers was not that serious. She had not completely recovered yet. Her smell had not come back yet and she was just tired still. She said the headache was prior to getting vaccine. She did not provide causality but stated that she probably already had COVID when she got the vaccine. The cough occurred on 25Dec2020, muscle aches on 22Dec2020 at 08:00. There was no emergency room of or physician's office required for the events. The patient was not hospitalized or admitted to an ICU. Nasal swab test done. Imaging for COVID-Pneumonia, other radiological investigations, hematology, clinical chemistry, inflammatory markers, urinalysis, evidence of hypoxemia, other relevant test were none. The patient did not display clinical signs at rest indicative of severe systemic illness. The patient did not require supplemental oxygen (including high flow or ECMO) or receive mechanical ventilation. The patient did not receive any additional therapies for COVID-19. The event did not require the initiation of new medication or other treatment or procedure.  She did start taking extra vitamins on her own. The patient was recovered with some lasting effects such as not being able to smell and is tired still.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported COVID with symptoms and the administration of COVID 19 vaccine, bnt162b2.  However, as the reporter claimed "she probably already had COVID when she got the vaccine", this may provide  an alternative explanation.

942630 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 IL 43.0 F She does feel she is getting sleep; annoyed; left eye twitching; both eyes feel as if she has cried for a long time; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 43-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# either GL0140 or EL0140, Expiry date and NDC number were not written), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  There were no medical history and concomitant medications. Patient pregnant: No. She has had No positive test for covid before the vaccine, and No Antibody test before the vaccine either. She has had No issues with vaccines in the past. The patient had the vaccine on 23Dec2020 and then on 01Jan2021 she began to experience eye twitching and it hasn't gone away and it's very bothersome. It's still happening. Her first dose was on 23Dec2020. The eye twitching began on 01Jan2021, it's just the left eye, she can see the eye lid moving when it twitches, she felt it, like the eyeball itself was twitching or spasming. There were no issues with the vision in that eye. She did feel she was getting sleep, she was conscious about seeing if she was tired, both eyes felt as if she had cried for a long time but she had not cried at all and the eye that was twitching she felt it more in. She thought it was getting better in the morning because at that time she didn't feel it, but by mid-afternoon it was consistent. The twitching happened often sporadically every couple of minutes, and she was annoyed of it. Investigation Assessment: No. The outcome of the event left eye twitching was not recovered, outcome of other events was unknown.

942631 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 CA 52.0 F Loose bowels; headaches; dizziness; loose stool; upper back pain where the lungs are/Upper back pain; Sudden head rush; This is a spontaneous report from a two contactable Other Health Professional (one of which patient) received via Medical Information Team.  A 52-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284, expiry date: 30Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration in arm left on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included fibromyalgia from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant medication included amlodipine at 10 mg and rosuvastatin calcium at 20 mg, both from an unknown date and ongoing.  The patient experienced headaches, dizziness, loose stool, upper back pain where the lungs are/upper back pain, all on 02Jan2021. The patient also experienced loose bowels on 03Jan2021 and sudden head rush on 30Dec2020.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 test which resulted negative on 06Jan2021.  The patient outcome of headache, dizziness, loose bowels was recovering, the outcome of loose stools was unknown, the outcome of back pain and sudden head rush was recovered.

942632 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 TX 27.0 F Fever; myalgia; malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient). A 27-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date not provided), intramuscular (vaccination location: left arm) on 18Dec2020 13:15 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included COVID-19 (reported as prior to vaccination, patient was diagnosed with COVID-19) from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient has not received other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccine and no other medications received within two weeks of vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient has no known allergies. On 19Dec2020, the patient experienced fever, myalgia, and malaise. It was reported that patient received paracetamol (TYLENOL) for fever. It was reported that since vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19 with PCR swab test on 28Dec2020 which had negative results. Outcome of the events was recovered.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

942633 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 M had the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine last 24Dec2020 and the second dose is scheduled on 14Jan2021/tested positive for COVID-19; had the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine last 24Dec2020 and the second dose is scheduled on 14Jan2021/tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine last 24Dec2020 and the second dose is scheduled on 14Jan2021. However, last 04Jan2021, the patient tested positive for COVID-19. The patient was looking for recommendations on when he/she can take the COVID-19 vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 test: positive on 04Jan2021. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

942634 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CT 33.0 F Fatigue; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 33-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), on 05Jan2021 08:00 in left arm, via an unspecified route of administration at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 on an unspecified date for covid-19 immunization. The patient experienced fatigue and chills on 05Jan2021 22:00 with outcome of recovering. AE was not resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or urgent care. No treatment received for the adverse event. Pregnant at the time of vaccination: No. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered: Hospital. If the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine: No. Prior to vaccination, was the patient diagnosed with COVID-19: No. Since the vaccination, has the patient been tested for COVID-19: No. Serious: No. Seriousness criteria-Results in death: No. Seriousness criteria-Life threatening: No. Seriousness criteria-Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No. Seriousness criteria-Disabling/Incapacitating: No. Seriousness criteria-Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942635 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 CA 37.0 F Received the vaccine on 23Dec2020. She tested positive for COVID on 31Dec2020.; Received the vaccine on 23Dec2020. She tested positive for COVID on 31Dec2020.; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable other healthcare professional (patient herself) reported that a 37-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm 23Dec2020 at single dose, for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included migraine (takes a migraine medication). Her height was 168cm, weight of 72.5kg. There were no concomitant medications. Received the vaccine on 23Dec2020. She tested positive for COVID on 31Dec2020. Then she had another test and was negative for COVID on 03Jan2021 and was also negative for another test on 05Jan2021. She was wondering if this was like a super vaccine and knocked it out or if there was an error with the test. She acknowledged that there was a lag time for the second dose of 21 days. She was wondering if there was a grace period for that since she cannot be cleared for work. She was also wondering what to do before her second dose of the vaccine. The outcome of event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported positive Sars-Cov-2 test, which is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the administration of BNT162B2.

942636 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 MN 59.0 F Nausea; fatigue; muscle aches; chills; transient SOB; runny nose; weird headaches or fullness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 59-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1685), intramuscularly on 22Dec2020 at 15:00 on Left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included known allergies with Chloreseptic spray. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included ergocalciferol (VIT D); ascorbic acid (VIT C); probiotics (reported as probiotic); alpha-amylase swine pancreas, cellulase, lipase, protease nos (DIGESTIVE ENZYME); trazodone (reported as trazadone) for sleep; fluticasone. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced Nausea, fatigue, muscle aches, chills, transient SOB (Shortness of breath), and runny nose, weird headaches or fullness on 22Dec2020 at 19:00. Since the vaccination, patient had been tested for COVID-19 via Nasal Swab on 04Jan2021, result: Negative. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was not recovered. The report was reported as non-serious, with seriousness criteria-Results in death: No; Life threatening: No; Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No; Disabling/Incapacitating: No; Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.

942637 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 CA F she tested positive for the Covid-19; she tested positive for the Covid-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot no. and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the Covid-19 vaccine on 17Dec2020. She said that she tested positive for the Covid-19 after that (unspecified date) and she is due to get her second dose of the vaccine today 07Jan2021. She said that she is wondering if she needs to get the second dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded for reported event.

942638 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NC 35.0 F Shortness of breathe; Rapid heart rate; migraines; Fever; Chills; Body aches; Muscle tightness; Headaches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 35 years old female received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), the first dose (lot EK5230) via Intramuscular on 16Dec2020 11:30 in the left arm at single dose, second dose via Intramuscular on 06Jan2021 11:00 in the left arm at single dose for COVID-19 prophylaxis. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. Caller did not experience any side effects after the first dose.  After the second dose, caller experienced, fever, chills, body aches, muscle tightness and headache. Today the caller also experienced shortness of breathe and a rapid heart rate. Fever; She said that she noticed her fever at 0130 07Jan2021. He fever started at 100.3 at 0130 and at 0400 it was 100.8. She took it at 1000 and it was 101. She has not taken her temperature since. Chills: She woke her up at 0130 07Jan2021 she said that she sleeps with a electric heated blanket and she woke up cold. Body aches: She noticed that she had the body aches and pain at 0130 07Jan2021. She said that she has not been able to sleep because the pain has been so bad. Muscle tightness: She said that it hurts to stand up and walk. She stated that she had to get a Covid test this morning so she had to move. She noticed the muscle tightness at 0130 07Jan2021 along with the body aches. Headaches: caller said that she noticed her headache around 0130 07Jan2021. She said that it is a dull achy headache. She stated that she get migraines and thought it was because of her fever. Shortness Of Breath: She said that she noticed she was short of breath around 1230 07Jan2021. She stated that it is hard to breath right now and feels like someone is standing on her chest. Rapid heart rate: Her watch at 1230 07Jan2021 said that she had a 116 heart rate and that was at rest. Outcome of event Chills was recovering, while outcome of other events was not recovered.

942639 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 43.0 F tested positive for COVID; tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient) and a contactable consumer. A 43-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID Prevention because of occupation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced tested positive for COVID on 02Jan2021 with outcome of unknown.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test: positive on 02Jan2021. The patient got the first dose of the COVID vaccine, and then tested positive for COVID afterward. The patient was inquiring about if there are any recommendations for getting the second dose, if the person tested positive for COVID after getting the first dose. The patient did not provide prescriber information. The patient should come off of quarantine on 15Jan2021. It was unknow if the patient received any other vaccines on the same day as the COVID vaccine and if there were any concomitant medications, history or investigations other than the COVID test. The type of COVID test the patient received was unknown, just that she got the positive result on 02Jan2021. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

942640 12/01/2020 01/14/2021 FL 93.0 F felling dizziness; nausea; not feeling strong; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 93-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), at left arm on unspecified date in Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization and lubiprostone (AMITIZA) , via an unspecified route of administration from Dec2020 to an unspecified date at 1 DF, 2x/day as laxative..Medical history included:TIA started in Dec2020, bowel problem, fell (she fell about 3 weeks before she got the Pfizer COVID-19 shot) and some memory loss ( not serious).She wanted to know if she should receive her second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine if she was presenting the following side effects: felling dizziness, nausea and not feeling strong. She was currently taking Amitiza as a laxative. She believed these side effects were not related to the administration of the first dose of the vaccine and were rather common conditions for her age , she also stated that she did not have any "negative feelings" with the first shot of the vaccine.   Consumer said she had an appointment today for her second shot of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine and got a letter yesterday that said she could get it at 03:00PM today at the center where she got the first vaccination. She said that they gave the shot in her left arm for her first vaccination. She said it was very common at this age that she very often didn't feel well, and she was on a new laxative that might be causing some upset. She said she had no fever, she was not nauseated, she had no headache, there was nothing wrong. However the outcome of the events was unknown. Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events dizziness, nausea and asthenia cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. Further details about the patient's medical history, concomitant conditions and the events would be helpful. The contributory role of the concomitant laxative also cannot be excluded. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

942641 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 CA 22.0 M He is losing some taste/but reduced by 30-40%; received first dose of vaccine 21DEC2020 and SARS-Cov-2 positive/Nasal swab COVID positive; received first dose of vaccine 21DEC2020 and SARS-Cov-2 positive/Nasal swab COVID positive; Sniffles; This is a spontaneous report received from Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer First Connect via a contactable other HCP (parent) reported for the patient (son). A 22-years-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot: EK5730) intramuscularly in left arm on 21Dec2020 (15:00-16:00) at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. There was no medical history. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received first dose of vaccine 21Dec2020 and SARS-Cov-2 positive 06Jan2021 13:00. The patient got COVID vaccine 21Dec2020, and was scheduled to get second dose on 11Jan2021. He had a sniffle the other day on 05Jan2021 night time and tested positive for COVID on 06Jan2021, so reporter wanted to know if he should still get second dose. His symptoms are stable. He is quarantining. He is on his way to do a PCR now. Reporter read somewhere people could have false positive in nasal. He is losing some taste from 07Jan2021 (01:00 - 02:00). Most things he can taste. Some he cannot. It is not completely gone but reduced by 30-40%. He did a mouthwash with a sting and is not feeling that sting anymore. He said last night, same thing. He did a mouth wash and did not really taste much. It is not as prevalent as it was before. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included SARS-CoV-2 test: positive on 06Jan2021, positive COVID test 06Jan2021, 13:00, Nasal swab COVID. Event outcome of sniffles was recovering, while for other events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from one patient to another and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect drug BNT162B2 to the reported event ___ cannot be ruled out. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

942642 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 NV 57.0 F throat tightening/Throat tightened up; metallic taste in her mouth; Turned red; Nausea; Diarrhea; Was pretty weak; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse(patient). A 57-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Batch/lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 17Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization; diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) and paracetamol (TYLENOL), both via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date at unknown dose for an unspecified indication. Medical history included high blood pressure from 2008 and ongoing. Concomitant medication included amlodipine from 2017 and ongoing at 5 mg at night for high blood pressure, losartan from 2017 and ongoing at 12mg once in the morning for high blood pressure. Following her 1st dose of the COVID vaccine on 17Dec2020, the patient had throat tightening, metallic taste in her mouth. She was scheduled to have her 2nd dose today (07Jan2021) and would like to know what to do and if she was still covered 80% from the 1st dose of her COVID vaccine shot. When she got her first COVID shot 3 weeks ago she got a metallic taste in her mouth and her throat tightened up a little. Throat tightening happened right after she got the shot and lasted about less than 2 minutes. She also turned red when she got it. Then about 14 hours later, on the same day she got nausea, diarrhea, and was pretty weak. This lasted until about 20Dec2020 as well. She was supposed to get 2nd dose today (07Jan2021). Before her first shot she had taken paracetamol and hydrochloride prior. She also took both of those today (07Jan2021). But then she was reading through the paperwork and it says that a severe reaction includes tightening of the throat. She was not sure if what she had was truly a reaction or not. She did not have other allergies. She had many flu shots and never had any difficulty with those. She was a nurse, she wanted the second dose, but she was concerned about the throat tightening, and it getting worse with the second dose. She was unsure of seriousness. She figured that she would get aches and pains. Everyone else who got it said their arm hurt, but nothing else. She thought it was weird. She was just wired differently she guesses. The action taken in response to the events for paracetamol and hydrochloride was  unknown. The outcome of events throat tightening, turned red was recovered on 17Dec2020. The outcome of event metallic taste in her mouth, nausea, diarrhea, and was pretty weak was recovered on 20Dec2020.

942643 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 FL 74.0 F tiredness; stress; feeling terribly; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 74-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number: EK9231, expiry date Apr2021) intramuscular on 31Dec2020 11:30 at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient had no medical history.  There were no concomitant medications. The patient called for information about if severe tiredness and stress are symptoms reported for the administration of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine and how to properly manage them. The patient reported that she was administered with the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine on 31Dec2020 and since then she has been experiencing severe tiredness and stress (31Dec2020). The patient reported that she has spoken with her physician and he could not provide guidance about how to proceed with this particular situation. She received the first dose of Pfizer Biontech Covid vaccine on 31Dec2020. She was feeling terribly, she has severe, severe tiredness that comes over her and stress. She was overwhelmed by what was happening to her and she was asking if anybody else has experienced this. Her second dose was supposed to be on 21Jan2021. The outcome of the events severe tiredness, feeling terribly and stress was not recovered.

942645 01/14/2021 F an employee who received the first dose of the Covid 19 vaccine, has tested positive for Covid 19 today; an employee who received the first dose of the Covid 19 vaccine, has tested positive for Covid 19 today; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP and a nurse. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient employee who received the first dose of the COVID 19 vaccine, has tested positive for COVID 19 today, 07Jan2021. The outcome of the event was unknown. The reporter would like to know if the patient can get the second COVID-19 vaccine.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded for reported event.

942646 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 AL 63.0 F Chills; headache; nausea; diarrhea; muscle and joint pain; muscle and joint pain; strange coffee taste; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 63-year old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 14:30 on right arm at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient known allergy included Penicillin allergy and other medical history included Diabetes 2, Hypertension, Reynauds and obesity. There is no other vaccine in the four weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications in two weeks included losaeten, metformin, hydrochlorthiazide, duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA). The patient took the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 15Dec2020 14:30 on left arm at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced chills, headache, nausea, diarrhea, muscle and joint pain, strange coffee taste on 06Jan2021 02:00 and result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment received for these adverse events. The patient did covid test post vaccination via Nasal Swab on 07Jan2021 and result negative. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

942647 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 WV 29.0 F cold sore; body aches; They have worsened as the day went on; stress; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient, Physical Therapist) from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A 29-year-old female patient received her second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included cold sores. Concomitant medication included valaciclovir hydrochloride (VALTREX) from 2009 and ongoing for cold sores, ongoing fluticasone propionate (FLONASE ALLERGY RELIEF), ethinylestradiol, ferrous fumarate, norethisterone acetate (BLISOVI FE 1/20) from 2006 and ongoing for birth control. The patient previously received first dose of (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EH9899) on 15Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization and experienced fever and body aches. The reporter wanted to verify if it was an interaction. She didn't feel like it was a drug interaction. She was questioning if there could be a drug interaction. She took Valtrex for cold sores on her face. She received her second dose of the COVID vaccine yesterday on 06Jan2021. Today 07Jan2021, she got a cold sore this morning and took Valtrex. She was wondering if the Valtrex, being an antiviral, could affect the vaccine in any way. She got the cold sores randomly anyway. They come on because of stress. She has a history with them. Caller didn't have a prescribing doctor. She got the vaccine through work. This time for second dose she developed body aches only. She received the vaccine yesterday 06Jan2021, and developed body aches today 07Jan2021. They have worsened as the day went on, but she was at work. Since she was home now and not moving around as much they weren't as bad. She got the vaccine because she worked in a nursing home. She was an essential worker who was at high risk. The outcome of events was unknown.

942648 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 M "baseball size lump under his armpit "; "baseball size lump under his armpit "/like a swollen lymph node; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the Pfizer COVID vaccine on Sunday (06Jan2021), and the next day (07Jan2021), he woke up with a baseball size lump under his armpit. His doctor said it sounded like a swollen lymph node. He thought it was a side effect and wanted to find out if that was expected. Outcome of the events were unknown.   Information on lot/batch has been requested.

942649 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 TN 79.0 M Rash is itching; rash under his arms from armpit to elbows underneath and on his sides below his belly button and in the groin area and on his buttocks; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's wife). A 79-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration at the right arm on 02Jan2021 00:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hard of hearing, surgery to remove the cancer, cancer broke his arm and he had a reverse shoulder replacement (medical conditions predating treatment with Pfizer COVID 19 vaccination); kidney failure that is better, muscle (disorder), blood pressure (abnormal), anxiety and radiation. The patient was previously given oxycodone, Ativan, and Xanax to take as needed after his surgery, but he has not taken them since Oct2020. Concomitant medication included sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT) for anxiety, amlodipine for blood pressure, metoprolol for blood pressure, tamsulosin hydrochloride (FLOMAX) from Sep2020 for kidney, carisoprodol (SOMA) from 22Oct2020 for muscle relaxant, ferrous sulfate, docusate sodium (STOOL SOFTENER), aspirin [acetylsalicylic acid] (ASPIRIN [ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID]) all were ongoing and other unspecified products. The reporter stated that she and her husband got the vaccine on 02Jan2021 and the husband has developed a rash under his arm from his arm pit to elbow underneath, on his sides, below his belly button and in the groin area and on the buttocks. Rash was itching on 06Jan2021. She wanted to know could the COVID 19 vaccine cause this 4 days later. The patient noticed the itchy rash four days later on Wednesday afternoon 06Jan2021. He took Benadryl 25mg tablet by mouth that night before bed and then in the morning and put over the counter itch relief cream on it so in the night around 0200AM not too long after taking the Benadryl, the rash went away, pretty much gone. Today it seems to have come back and now it was worse because he has it on his buttocks. He didn't have it there at first. Mentioned that the patient also took a cool shower before going to bed. Wife mentioned that she just looked the rash right now and it was improved. Asking should he continue taking his relief or stop and let the doctor look at it? Advised caller to consult HCP. He is planning to get the next vaccine 23Jan2021. There was no history of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. The events did not require a visit to physician office and ER. No prior vaccinations (within 4 weeks). No relevant family medical history. No relevant tests done. Outcome of the events was recovering.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

942650 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 TX 48.0 F Day 1-3 Injection site pain; Muscle pain; Joint pain; Headaches; Dizziness; Nausea; Unable to raise my arm/arm weakness; Pain was at a 10 and I had to go to the ER for care; Fatigue/tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 48-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EK5730), on 30Dec2020 14:15 at single dose in Left arm for COVID-19 immunisation.  Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was Hospital. Medical history included Breast cancer, Hypertension (HTN), high cholesterol, lymphedema, endometriosis, hysterectomy, myomectomies x 2, anxiety, seasonal allergies, hx of pleurisy x 3.  Known allergies included adhesive glue in tape and bandaids, pollen, dust, pet dander. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication included escitalopram, losartan potassium 50 mg, anastrozole (ARIMIDEX). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Day 1-3 Injection site pain Day 6-7-muscle pain, joint pain, headaches, dizziness, nausea, unable to raise my arm/arm weakness, pain was at a 10 and  had to go to the ER for care, fatigue/tiredness. All the events were reported onset on 06Jan2021 18:00. AE resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care. Received Morphine, Muscle relaxer, steroid via IV, RX as treatment. The events were assessed non-serious.

942651 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 CA 50.0 F It is causing a decrease in mobility and effecting her mobility; soreness in her arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 50-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE Solution for injection, lot number: EL1284) via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 23Dec2020 17:20 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the COVID vaccine and was still experiencing soreness in her arm for more than 2 weeks. She wanted to know if she should get the second dose. She also wanted to know if she does get the second dose can she ask for a different needle size and different injection site. She had soreness in her arm on 24Dec2020 and if it was related to the COVID Vaccine. The soreness in her arm is in the left arm where the site of injection was. She noticed when woke up like am in the morning. She had an X-Ray done yesterday 06Jan2021 and it did not show any type of dislocation or fracture. She stated she knew the soreness in the arm was most commonly seen 48 hours after getting the injection, the COVID shot, she knew this was a normal side effect. However, she was wondering why she is still experiencing this and it's going on 2.5 weeks now. She later clarified when speaking to previous agent they were providing the number to speak to someone more about the side effects and questions. She wanted to know why she was having it more than 2.5 weeks after getting it. She has read literature and she saw there where it can occur, but it indicated it would not be more than 72 hours. She was worried about this. It was causing a decrease in mobility and effecting her mobility. There was no history of all immunizations with the Pfizer Vaccine considered as suspect. There were no additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. The events did not require a visit to the emergency room or physician office. Outcome of the event soreness in her arm was not recovered, while unknown for the other event.

942652 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 NY 34.0 F armpit swelling; Itchiness, injection site and armpit swelling/It started itching and it is a little swollen; It is like the injection site reaction; Redness and swelling around the injection site; Redness and swelling around the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient) reported for herself. A 34-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot: EJ1685, expiry date: Mar2021) via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included asthma, anxiety. Concomitant medication included salbutamol (ALBUTEROL) for asthma, venlafaxine hydrochloride (EFFEXOR) for anxiety. The patient had noticed redness and swelling around the injection site. It doesn't seem like an infection but a typical reaction. This happened to the patient on day 8 post vaccination (06Jan2021). She also reported itchiness, injection site and armpit swelling since last night (06Jan2021). She had her vaccine on 29Dec2020 and then the last night (06Jan2021) it started itching and it is a little swollen. It is like the injection site reaction but she did not know it was normal this far after getting it. Like she was just curious that sort of reaction is normal this far after getting the vaccine. Events outcome was unknown.

942653 01/14/2021 F After getting my vaccine I got a headache on both side of my head for seven days; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician, the patient. A female patient of unknown age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number unknown), via an unknown route of administration on an unknown date as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination.  The patient's medical history was unknown. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The  patient reported that "after getting my vaccine, I got a headache on both sides of my head for seven days." The event was reported as non-serious. Treatment for headache was unknown. The clinical outcome of headache was unknown.    No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

942654 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 NY 48.0 M swollen lymph nodes under left clavicle; tiredness; pain at the site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 48-year-old male patient received his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE Solution for injection, lot number: EK9231) via an unspecified route of administration on his left arm on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history and no relevant family medical history. There were no concomitant medications. The patient worked at 12-13 different hospitals and around first responders and COVID positive patients. The patient got the first dose of the Pfizer BioNTech COVID vaccine on 28Dec and he has developed adverse events as of 'yesterday'. Reported he was tired and having swollen lymph nodes under the left clavicle, no fever or other symptoms. The patient noticed the swollen lymph nodes on 06Jan2021 when coming out of the shower. Since he worked in the hospital he asked a few Physicians about it. Mentioned he did do something with the (Public health agency name) and signed up and they sent him text messages every day to see how he was feeling the first 7-8 days. He never had symptoms that day except for pain at the site and a little tiredness post day (29Dec2020) of getting vaccine and then nothing after that. The Physicians he spoke to were only to palpate the one lymph node, it was pretty visible. He had none visible or palpated in the neck and they couldn't feel anymore there or anywhere else. He has had some tiredness today also, but no fever or anything else. He did not receive any other vaccines the same day or 4 weeks prior. Has not had any problems with previous vaccines. He was to go back for the second vaccine scheduled on 15Jan, but not sure if he should hold off. He worked with medical Devices, pacemakers, defibrillators, pacemaker devices. He does not take any medications and has not had any bloodwork. Patient was asking what should he do if he still has the swollen lymph nodes when he is due to get the second vaccine. The patient had no relevant tests done. Outcome of the events swollen lymph nodes and tiredness was not recovered, while unknown for the other event.

942655 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 TN F dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable nurse, the patient. A female patient of unknown age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number unknown), via an unknown  route of administration on 04Jan2021 as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history included ear infection prior to receiving the COVID-19 vaccine. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On an unknown date in Jan2021, the patient experienced dizziness. The event dizziness was reported as non-serious. Treatment for dizziness was unknown. The clinical outcome of dizziness was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942656 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 TX 49.0 M constipation; neck stiffness; headaches; fatigue; soreness/Body soreness; soreness (both body soreness and injection site soreness); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 49-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 12:00 pm at single dose at left arm for covid-19 immunization. There were no concomitant medications. Patient previously had the flu vaccine and had what was described as a less reaction, like a sensitivity. He had a slight fever and fatigue, like his body was fighting something. The patient has no product name, NDC, Lot, or Expiry for that product. Patient had no other medical history (including any illness at time of vaccination). Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. On 07Jan2021 01:00, patient had the side effect of constipation after getting the vaccine, neck stiffness, and headaches, patient was experiencing these as well as fatigue and soreness (both body soreness and injection site soreness). The body soreness was like he worked out and his whole body was sore, the injection site soreness was more sore than his body but this was to be expected and it was about the same though didn't feel at first but felt it more on 07Jan2021. All the events started at about 1am on 07Jan2021. No history of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect. No family medical history relevant to adverse events. Outcome of events neck stiffness, and headaches was recovering, and outcome of other events was not recovered. This report is considered as non-serious. The adverse events didn't require a visit to emergency room nor physician office.   Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.

942657 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 VA 26.0 F Tested positive for COVID after receiving the first dose of the vaccine; Tested positive for COVID after receiving the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 26-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ-685, expiration date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 21Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient tested positive for COVID on 26Dec2020. Now, she is wanting to know if she should still get the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 21Dec2020, and COVID-19 test positive on 26Dec2020.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID likely represents the pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  Further information is needed for full medical assessment.

942658 12/19/2020 01/14/2021 CA 39.0 F tested positive/had the COVID infection/cough; tested positive/had the COVID infection/cough; PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE at 1.3 mL; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 39-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at 1.3 mL, single for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. She received the first COVID-19 vaccine dose on 19Dec2020 then she tested positive on 22Dec2020. She got the first dose of the COVID vaccine and now she had the COVID infection. She was wondering if she should continue to get the second dose. She was also wondering if it will affect whether or not she gets the second dose. She couldn't find information online about what to do. Before she got the vaccine, she did take a test on an unspecified date to make sure she was negative, and she was. She had a cough at the end of the call. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID-19 and suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

942659 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 WI 34.0 F Idiopathic trigeminal neuralgia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 34-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL0140), intramuscular (right deltoid) first dose on 21Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included multiple sclerosis from 2015 (Diagnosed 5 year) and ear infection from 03Dec2020 prior to vaccination, she was seen in urgent care with an ear infection, states it was super painful and lasted about 7-10 days treated it with drops..  There were no concomitant medications. The patient requested guidance on whether or not she should get the second dose of the covid vaccine after being diagnosed with Trigeminal Neuralgia following the first dose. The patient stated that she received the first done on 21Dec2020 and on 27Dec2020 was diagnosed with Idiopathic trigeminal neuralgia. The patient was unclear if the vaccine played a part in the diagnosis and wonders if there is any data available about this as an adverse event as she read that Bells Palsy was reported and this was similar. The patient need guidance on whether to get second dose of the Covid vaccine scheduled for on Monday. Wondering if getting the second dose would be risking it flaring up, states she was now on anticonvulsant medication and gabapentin and they have increased the anticonvulsant medication. The patient experienced idiopathic trigeminal neuralgia (trigeminal neuralgia) (non-serious) on 27Dec2020 with outcome of not recovered.  The action taken in response to the event(s) for bnt162b2 was not applicable. The outcome of the event was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported event of  Trigeminal Neuralgia due to temporal relationship.  However,  the event may possibly  represent concurrent medical condition in this patient with medical history of multiple sclerosis.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including head CT/MRI and viral serologies, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications. This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

942660 12/01/2020 01/14/2021 F fever of 101.4F; chills; bodyache; headache; joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (the patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Dec2020 (at an unknown age) at an unspecified dose for COVID-19 vaccination.The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient's allergies were not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter stated that she is scheduled for her second dose of the vaccine today (07Jan2021), as it is the end of the 21-day period. With her first dose she experienced fever of 101.4F, chills, bodyache, headache and joint pain - all of which lasted for 48 hours. She was concerned about getting the second dose. Treatment information was not provided. The clinical outcomes of the events fever, chills, body ache, headache and joint pain was reported as recovered.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

942661 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MO 64.0 F soreness to arm injection site; might have lymph node swelling or something; a sharp pain/soreness right below her left ear; sharp pain below left ear that comes and goes; the first dose on 18Dec2020 10:00 AM/ second dose on 06Jan2021 13:00; the first dose on 18Dec2020 10:00 AM/ second dose on 06Jan2021 13:00; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer for self. This 64-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 06Jan2021 13:00 on left arm at single dose (Lot # EL1284) for COVID prevention. Medical history included ongoing arthritis in some form probably since 2011 (reported as ten years ago, as of 07Jan2021), ongoing Osteoporosis had it probably at least since five years ago, maybe longer, ongoing Barrett's esophagus had it probably since 2016 (reported as five years ago, as of 07Jan2021) High cholesterol this is managed or lowered with medication, and was diagnosed in 2001 (reported as probably 20 years ago, as  of 07Jan2021) her whole family has it. Concomitant medications were none. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 18Dec2020 10:00 AM at age of 64-year-old on right arm at single dose (Lot # EL0140) for COVID prevention. She says that the first time she got the injection in her right arm, but the second time her right arm was still hurting, which she has arthritis over there also, this time she got the injection in her left arm. She says that the soreness or sharp pain under her left ear could be or not be related. She experienced soreness to arm injection site. She says that the area below her left ear doesn't feel swollen, it just feels like not a sore throat, but every so often she has a sharp pain, and it could be that she slept on it wrong. She says she was wondering if that goes away fast or is connected, like a possible side effect. The patient received the 2nd dose of the vaccine 06Jan2020 13:00 and reported to have a sharp pain/soreness right below her left ear on 07Jan2021, sharp pain below left ear that comes and goes. She read that swollen lymph nodes were a side effect and is asking if that area is a lymph node and would that be considered a side effect and is asking how long it will it take before it goes away. She is wondering since side effects said might have lymph node swelling or something. She says in her arm where her shot was given is sore, and also kind of right below her left ear, which she thinks that is where a lymph node is. She says every so often she has a sharp pain there that goes away, and she wanted to know if this could be a part of it, since she is guessing that is where a lymph node is, or wondering it this is something even related that could be a side effect. Treatment included she took Tylenol Rapid Relief Extra Strength a while ago, dose queried but not provided. EXP: Jul2022, LOT: SJA072, this is not on the bottle, it must have been on an outer box which was discarded. Treatments received for the events pain, pain in ear, vaccination site pain and swollen lymph nodes. Outcome of the events were unknown.

942662 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 NY 40.0 F EKG which showed some abnormal activity; resting heart rate rose to 113, and remained between 110-113 for 48 hours/her resting heart rate was elevated around 110-115; she felt slightly short of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 40-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL0140 and expiration date Mar2021), intramuscular (top of her right arm) first dose on 29Dec2020 11:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history included ongoing allergic to contrast dye, allergic to dust, and covid from Apr2020.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient had the first dose of the Pfizer covid vaccine and she had an uncommon reaction. She received the first dose of the covid vaccine on 29Dec2020 around 11am. 24 hours after receiving the vaccine on 30Dec2020 around 11am she felt slightly short of breath and her resting heart rate was rose to 113, and remained between 110-113, elevated around 110-115. Her heart rate stayed elevated for about 2 hours. She called her doctor and she was instructed to go to urgent care where they did an EKG which showed some abnormal activity. Reports she has no history of cardiac issues in the past. The doctor at urgent care recommended for her to be transported by ambulance to emergency room to rule out a pulmonary embolism. Her heart rate remained elevated and while she was in the ER she had an EKG, lab test, chest x-ray, and nuclear cat scan since she is allergic to iv contrast dye. Her cardiac enzymes were negative. She did not have a pulmonary embolism. Her d-dimer was 1,131. She confirms she was not admitted. She has an apple watch and was told to monitor her heart rate. She was instructed to call # if she experienced shortness of breath.  The patient heart rate remained elevated for the next 48 hours and she did not start to feel normal and recovered completely around noon on 01Jan2021. She just had a follow up with her primary doctor. She asked if she should get the second dose of the vaccine. Her doctor consulted with the allergist and stated she should call Pfizer to ask if she should receive the second dose.  Vaccination Facility Type was Nursing home where she works. No additional vaccines administered. No prior vaccinations within 4 weeks.  The outcome of the events heart rate increased and dyspnoea was recovered on 01Jan2021 and unknown for the remaining event.

942663 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 TX 42.0 F her left, upper arm became bruised and sore; her left, upper arm became bruised and sore/muscle soreness, like from a flu shot; half of the vaccine came out at the injection site and she did not receive the full dose.; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer from a contactable nurse reporting for self. This 42-year-old female patient received 2nd dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3249, expiry date: 31May2021) via unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at single dose in left upper arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient previously received her first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot Number: EJ1685) on 18Dec2020 IM in her right deltoid muscle at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation at age of 42-year-old. She said when she received her first dose, the person who administered the shot used a 3-finger width distance from her right shoulder bone when administering the vaccine into her right deltoid muscle. She said after receiving the first dose, it was about 9 hours later before her right shoulder hurt. The patient received the second dose on 06Jan2021. She said at least half of the vaccine came out of her arm (came out at the injection site), so she did not receive the full second dose.  She said when she received her second dose, the person who administered the vaccine used only a 2- finger width distance from her left shoulder, and administered the vaccine very high up on her left arm. She said her left, upper arm became bruised and sore within an hour after receiving the second dose of vaccine. She said her left arm is still hurting today, clarifying she had a muscle soreness, like from a flu shot. The events did not require a visit to emergency room or physician office. The outcome of events was not recovered. The reporter considered the relatedness of vaccine to all events was related, and considered event her left, upper arm became bruised and sore/ muscle soreness, like from a flu shot as not serious.

942664 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IN F nausea/Nauseated; severe diarrhea; Her arm is sore; She is not feeling well; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 07Jan2021 11:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and the concomitant medications were not reported. She worked in a hospital. She got the vaccine at 11:00 and within an hour she had severe diarrhea. She hasn't thrown up. It is like a bowel prep. She was nauseated, not really bad but it was annoying. She can smell. She was not weak. Her arm was sore but that was normal. Following administration of the vaccine she experienced severe diarrhea and now nausea. She can't take Imodium, so she took Kaopectate. She was out for breakfast and then this happened. She has never had anything happen like this before. She was not feeling well. The onset date of events was 07Jan2021. She reported that the diarrhea was now gone. The outcome of diarrhea was recovered, of other events was unknown. Treatment received for nausea and diarrhea.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942665 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 HI 33.0 F Chills; Night sweats; Body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) reporting for herself. A 33-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE;lot EL1284) intramuscular in left arm on 05Jan2021 at 14:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 06Jan2021 at 19:00, the patient experienced chills, night sweats and body aches. No treatment given.The outcome of the events was recovering.

942666 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CA 32.0 M Fever over 100 F; brief body aches and chills; brief body aches and chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP reporting for a patient. A 32-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number: EJ1658/expiration date: unknown), via intramuscular route of administration, on 17Dec2020 at 05:30 PM (at the age of 32 years old) as a single dose in the right arm and the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number: EL3249/expiration date: unknown), via intramuscular route of administration, on 06Jan2021 at 03:45 PM (at the age of 32 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization at hospital facility. Relevant medical history was none. The patient did not have any known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications were not provided. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 07Jan2021, the patient experienced fever over 100*F, brief body aches and chills. Treatment was received for the events fever over 100*F, brief body aches and chills included acetaminophen (TYLENOL). The outcome of the events fever over 100*F, brief body aches and chills was recovering. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

942667 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 PA 56.0 F itching/itching at the site and on her chest going all the way to her groin; rashes/She does have the rash some already but she expects it to get worse. The rash starts at the armpits and goes down to the groin; itching at the site; soreness on her arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. This Other HCP reported for herself that the 56-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0140), by injection via an unspecified route of administration on Arm Left on 06Jan2021 12:00 noon at single dose for covid-19 immunisation (front line health care worker). Medical history included Hot flashes, Hashimoto's disease, Osteoporosis and Allergy. Concomitant medications included ongoing estrogens conjugated/medroxyprogesterone acetate (PREMPRO) at 0.45mg; take once daily by mouth for Hot flashes from 2017, ongoing Levothyroxine at 50mcg; take once daily by mouth for Hashimoto's disease from 2014, ongoing alendronate sodium (FOSAMAX) at 70mg; take once weekly by mouth for Osteoporosis from 2017, montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR) at 10mg; take once daily by mouth for allergy from 2018, ongoing Azelastine at one spray per nostril daily for Allergy from 2019, ongoing Fluticasone at 50mg; one spray each nostril daily for Allergy from 2019, ongoing Hydroxyzine at 10mg; once daily by mouth for Allergy from 2019. The patient had the COVID-19 vaccine yesterday (06Jan2021) and today (07Jan2021) 16:00  experienced itching and rashes. She also had soreness on her arm. She is concerned whether this is expected of the COVID-19 vaccine and will it happen again because she has heard that the side effects may worsen on the second dose of the vaccine. What would happen if I don't get the second dose of the vaccine? Itching was reported as worsened. Rash was reported as worsened. Occupational Therapist calling regarding the Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine. States she had the vaccine yesterday and just started itching and can't get up with her primary care provider. Asking if this is a normal side effect? Will it happen again? Reports she received the first dose of the COIVID 19 vaccine 06Jan2021 at 12:00 noon in the left arm. Today 07Jan2021 within the last the hour, 16:00, she started itching at the site and on her chest going all the way to her groin. Adds she has a lot of allergies and that is how it always starts. She knows she will wake up with a red bathing suit rash. She does have the rash some already but she expects it to get worse. The rash starts at the armpits and goes down to the groin. Reporter is Occupational Therapist reporting on herself She is unsure if she will take the second dose of the vaccine. Vaccination Facility Type was nursing home. No vaccine Administered at Military Facility. History of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect was none. Additional Vaccines Administered on Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect was none. No AE(s) require a visit to Physician Office or ER.Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) was none. Patient's Medical History (including any illness at time of vaccination) was none. Family Medical History Relevant to AE(s) was none. Relevant Tests was none. The outcome of the events Itching and rash was not recovered. The outcome of the other events was unknown.

942668 01/14/2021 F massive headache; body ache; got hives all over body but did not experience difficulty in breathing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received vaccine at work and the following day the patient experienced massive headache and body ache on an unspecified date. It was also reported that the next day, the patient got hives all over body but did not experience difficulty in breathing. The patient already spoke to her doctor regarding the adverse events that she experienced. Outcome of the events were unknown.   Information on the lot/Batch number has been requested.

942669 01/14/2021 M burning and itching sensation in his eyes; burning and itching sensation in his eyes; runny nose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This male patient of an unspecified age (Age-92, Unit-Unknown) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient has received the first dose of the vaccine on an unspecified date (reported as today) at 10:35am. He mentioned that nothing happened during the 30 min observation period for allergic reactions. Then at around 4pm, he experienced a burning and itching sensation in his eyes and had a runny nose. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Lot/batch number has been requested.

942670 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CA 55.0 F chills; body aches; headache; nausea; dry heaves; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. This Nurse reported for self that the 55-year-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, brand:ELI,, Batch/lot number: 283), via Intramuscular on Left arm on 06Jan2021 03:30 PM at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. No Pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history included Known allergies to medications, food, or other products: Penicillin, sulfa drugs and Hypothyroid, genital herpes. Concomitant medications included the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination: levothyroxine, Valacyclovir. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, brand: EK, Batch/lot number: 5730), by injection via Intramuscular on Arm Right on 16Dec2020 03:30 PM at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Facility type vaccine was Hospital. No other vaccine in fourweeks. At approximately 12 hours post injection chills, body aches, headache, nausea, dry heaves, fatigue from 07Jan2021 03:30 AM. No covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No treatment was received for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

942671 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 AZ 68.0 F I  just had a sore in the left arm the next day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 68-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899, expiration date not reported), intramuscular on the left arm on 28Dec2020 07:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies to PCN/Sulfa. Concomitant medications included calcium and an unspecified allergy pill. The patient reported that she  just had a sore in the left arm the next day on 29Dec2020 and there were no other problems. No treatment was given for the event. The event was reported as non-serious. The patient had no prior COVID vaccination and did not test positive for COVID post vaccination. The patient recovered from the event on an unspecified date.

942672 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 TX 40.0 F Mild Tenderness of Nose; Slight Swelling of Nose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 40-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EJ1685), intramuscular from  05Jan2021 10:00 at single dose in the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. On 06Jan2021 16:00, the patient experienced mild tenderness of nose and slight swelling of nose. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination and did not receive other medications in two weeks. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering.

942673 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 TX 29.0 M I lost all the hair at the top of my head. I was already slowly balding/ thinning. Two weeks after the injection my scalp felt like it was on fire and the hair started falling out in clumps easily.; I lost all the hair at the top of my head. I was already slowly balding/ thinning. Two weeks after the injection my scalp felt like it was on fire and the hair started falling out in clumps easily.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP (patient). A 29-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (Lot/Batch number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included High blood pressure and depression, both from unknown date. Concomitant medication included venlafaxine and lamotrigine. On 30Dec2020, the patient lost all the hair at the top of her head. He was already slowly balding/thinning. Two weeks after the injection, his scalp felt like it was on fire and the hair started falling out in clumps easily. The hair has not grown back. The patient did not receive any treatment for the event. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942674 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 F trouble breathing-  feeling like she "had yawn or having to take a deep breath; legs felt super heavy when I tried to walk; fatigue; Numbness and tingling in L-arm (opposite from vaccine given) which lasted for 20 minutes, then tingling went to feet up to thigh (5-10 min)/Tingling sensation continued to her tongue (3 minutes) then to her R-arm and to the top of her head; Numbness and tingling in L-arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP. This Other HCP reported for self that the female patient of unknown age who received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on Arm right on 30Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient reports that she got the vaccine 30Dec2020 2 days after felt great, day 3 and 4 fatigue (fatigue on days 3 and 4 after dose). Then 06Jan2021 reports trouble breathing-feeling like she "had yawn or having to take a deep breath,". She reports having Sars-Cov-2 infection previous to this experience. She was tested for Sars-Cov-2 infection, had Covid in the past and had a chest X-ray, both negative. Numbness and tingling in L-arm (opposite from vaccine given) which lasted for 20 minutes, then tingling went to feet up to thigh (Didn't last long 5-10 min) then reported her "legs felt super heavy when I tried to walk". Tingling sensation continued to her tongue (3 minutes) then to her R-arm tingly and to the top of her head. She states she is "getting better" and is "fine now" but wanted to know if this is a reported AE and how long it might last. She is asking for guidance on getting the second dose after her experience. The outcome of the events was recovering.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942675 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NY 36.0 F Vaccine received Monday 04Jan, severe headache afterwards. Tuesday 05Jan, full body itchy rash. Unchanged with use of benadryl.; Vaccine received Monday 04Jan, severe headache afterwards. Tuesday 05Jan, full body itchy rash. Unchanged with use of benadryl.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 36-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0142, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 04Jan2021 14:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included depression and celiac disease. Concomitant medications included sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), omeprazole, calcium, and lactobacillus acidophilus (ACIDOPHILUS). The patient previously took amoxicillin, gluten and experienced allergies. It was reported that the patient had a vaccine received on Monday 04Jan2021, and experienced severe headache afterwards. On Tuesday 05Jan2021, the patient experienced full body itchy rash. These were unchanged with the use of Benadryl. Clinical outcome of the events was not recovered.

942676 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 IL 43.0 M Low grade fever 99-100's; Muscle aches; Fatigue; Chills; Malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient). A 43-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number: EK5730/expiration date: unknown), via unknown route of administration, on 18Dec2020 at 02:00 PM (at the age of 43 years old) as a single dose in the left arm and the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number: EL0130/expiration date: unknown), via unknown route of administration, on 06Jan2021 at 03:45 PM (at the age of 43 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization at hospital facility. Relevant medical history included hypertension (HTN) and GERD. The patient did not have any known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included Metoprolol, Hydrochloride, Acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN), Omeprazole. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 07Jan2021 at 12:00 PM, the patient experienced low-grade fever 99-100's, muscle aches, fatigue, chills, malaise. Treatment was received for the events low grade fever 99-100's, muscle aches, fatigue, chills, malaise included ibuprofen (ADVIL), acetaminophen (TYLENOL), rest and fluid. The outcome of the events fever 99-100's, muscle aches, fatigue, chills, malaise was recovering. Patient underwent COVID-19 PCR test which was pending result. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

942677 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 PA 36.0 F In order of occurrence: left arm pain, headache, then neck and body pain. Feeling cold, but no fever until the evening 100.4; In order of occurrence: left arm pain, headache, then neck and body pain. Feeling cold, but no fever until the evening 100.4; In order of occurrence: left arm pain, headache, then neck and body pain. Feeling cold, but no fever until the evening 100.4; In order of occurrence: left arm pain, headache, then neck and body pain. Feeling cold, but no fever until the evening 100.4; In order of occurrence: left arm pain, headache, then neck and body pain. Feeling cold, but no fever until the evening 100.4; In order of occurrence: left arm pain, headache, then neck and body pain. Feeling cold, but no fever until the evening 100.4; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 36-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EK9231), intramuscularly on 06Jan2021 14:45 at single dose in Left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. No Pregnant at the time of vaccination. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was Hospital. Medical history included Irritable bowel syndrome.  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication received within 2 weeks of vaccination included fluticasone propionate, ethinylestradiol, norethisterone (WERA). The patient experienced In order of occurrence: left arm pain, headache, then neck and body pain. Feeling cold, but no fever until the evening 100.4 on 07Jan202105:30 AM. No treatment received for the adverse events. The events were assessed as non-serious. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome was unknown.

942678 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MA 31.0 M Myalgia-Injection Site Pain-Chills-Generalized Weakness-Dizziness upon standing; Myalgia-Injection Site Pain-Chills-Generalized Weakness-Dizziness upon standing; Myalgia-Injection Site Pain-Chills-Generalized Weakness-Dizziness upon standing; Myalgia-Injection Site Pain-Chills-Generalized Weakness-Dizziness upon standing; Myalgia-Injection Site Pain-Chills-Generalized Weakness-Dizziness upon standing; first dose of BNT162B2 on 16Dec2020 12:00, second dose on 05Jan2021 15:00; first dose of BNT162B2 on 16Dec2020 12:00, second dose on 05Jan2021 15:00; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient). This 31-years-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscularly on 05Jan2021 15:00 (lot number: EK9231) at single dose in Arm Left for COVID-19 immunisation. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was Hospital. Medical history included Migraines. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication received within 2 weeks of vaccination included paracetamol (TYLENOL), ibuprofen (ADVIL) occasionally as needed. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 intramuscularly on 16Dec2020 12:00 at 31-year-old (lot number: EH9899) at single dose in Arm Left for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient experienced Myalgia-Injection Site Pain-Chills-Generalized Weakness-Dizziness upon standing on 06Jan2021 03:00 AM. The outcome of Myalgia-Injection Site Pain-Chills-Generalized Weakness-Dizziness upon standing was recovering. Tylenol, Advil, Bed Rest was received for the adverse events Myalgia-Injection Site Pain-Chills-Generalized Weakness-Dizziness upon standing as treatment. The events were assessed non-serious. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

942679 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 F muscle weakness; fatigue; nausea; headaches; fever; This was a 17 day interval between doses; This was a 17 day interval between doses; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This 28-years-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and the concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. She received her first dose of Covid vaccine on 21Dec2020 and second dose of Covid vaccine on 06Jan2021. This was a 17 day interval between doses. After receiving second dose of COVID vaccine, she has been experiencing muscle weakness all over, fatigue, nausea, headaches, and fever. The outcome was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942680 12/16/2020 01/14/2021 NY 75.0 F Her bones were hurting her; hip was hurting more/ pain in hip; Dental implants and bridge fell out; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This nurse reported similar event for two patients. This is the 1st of two reports. A 75-years-old female patient receive the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19, Batch/lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization (reported as works with COVID patients on daily basis). Medical history included hypertension, hip replacement from an accident four years before 07Jan2021 in December (Dec2016). The patient was not overweight, exercises, was older, but considered in good health. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The past vaccine event included weak after the Flu shot. Couple weeks after first vaccine, before new year (Dec2020), dental implants came out.  The patient clarified she was referring to dental implants had no pain, had a bridge in her mouth on the left lower side. Felt something was bothering her. Noticed her bridge lifted up and her implants fell out. Had to go to doctor's and had it removed. Everything was moving. She was very uncomfortable. Surgery cost her almost $3,000. Surgery was 3 days before 07Jan2021 (04Jan2021) for her implants and bridge. Had to use bone graft. Her bones were hurting her. After COVID-19 Vaccine, her hip was hurting more. She stated the pain in hip beginning up to one week as of 07Jan2021. The had labs in Dec2020 and everything was ok. The event outcome was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021011233 same reporter/drug, similar event with different patients

942681 01/14/2021 NY M Dental implant fell out; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar event for two patients. This is the 2nd of two reports.  A male patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (also reported as COVID-19 Vaccine, lot no. and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced dental implant fell out on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021011228 same reporter/drug, similar event with different patients

942682 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 NY 48.0 F By 2am extreme headache, by 4am- vomiting, chills, to sleep til 5p, headache, chills and muscle aches. Back to normal in 72 hours; By 2am extreme headache, by 4am- vomiting, chills, to sleep til 5p, headache, chills and muscle aches. Back to normal in 72 hours; By 2am extreme headache, by 4am- vomiting, chills, to sleep til 5p, headache, chills and muscle aches. Back to normal in 72 hours; By 2am extreme headache, by 4am- vomiting, chills, to sleep til 5p, headache, chills and muscle aches. Back to normal in 72 hours; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This 48-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 23Dec2020 09:00 at single dose in Arm Right for COVID-19 immunisation. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was Hospital. Medical history included Migraines. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication received within 2 weeks of vaccination included nortriptyline, bupropion, magnesium sulfate, fish oil , ca. The patient experienced By 2am extreme headache, by 4 am vomiting, chills, to sleep till 5p, headache, chills and muscle aches on 24Dec2020 02:00 AM, Back to normal in 72 hours. The outcome was recovered. No treatment received for the adverse events. The events were assessed non-serious. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942683 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 VA 40.0 F Body chills, extreme fatigue, arm soreness at injection site; Body chills, extreme fatigue, arm soreness at injection site; Body chills, extreme fatigue, arm soreness at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). This 40-year-old female Nurse reported for herself received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number: Elt9899/expiration date: unknown), via unknown route of administration, on 17Dec2020 at 07:45 PM (at the age of 40 years old) as a single dose in the left arm and the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number: Eh9899/expiration date: unknown), via unknown route of administration, on 07Jan2021at 06:30 AM (at the age of 40 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization at hospital facility. Relevant medical history included asthma. The patient did not have any known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included Albuterol inhaler. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 07Jan2021 at 03:00 PM, the patient experienced body chills, extreme fatigue, arm soreness at injection site. No treatment was received for the events body chills, extreme fatigue, arm soreness at injection site. The outcome of the events body chills, extreme fatigue, arm soreness at injection site was unknown. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

942684 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 F arm pain from the injection site up to her shoulder; "penny-sized lump" above her collarbone (on the same side she was vaccinated on) which is painful to the touch and "feels like it is full of fluid"; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 44-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received first Pfizer covid vaccine on 31Dec2020; and 7 days later (07Jan2021), the patient experienced arm pain from the injection site up to her shoulder and also reported "penny-sized lump" above her collarbone (on the same side she was vaccinated on) which was painful to the touch and "feels like it is full of fluid". The patient asked if these effects were normal and if she should receive the second dose of the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information of lot/batch number has been requested.

942685 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NY 38.0 F Rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient herself). A 38-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 05Jan2021 08:15 at single dose for covid-19 immunization, administered at hospital. Medical history included asthma. The patient had no known allergies. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and no other medications received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient experienced rash within 12 hours on 05Jan2021. The reported event was non-serious. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal swab-PCR on 07Jan2021 with pending result. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of rash with steroid cream and antihistamine. The outcome of the event was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible; Information on the lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

942686 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 IN 25.0 F temperature of 99.5; Excessive/Severe itching from head to toe/itching has progressively gotten worse; experiencing slight headaches; low blood pressure; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other-HCP (patient). A 25-years-old female patient received the first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot: EL1284) via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 12:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient was allegic to Sulfa products and Nickel products. Concomitant medication included bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 31Dec2020 08:00 AM, the patient experienced excessive/severe itching from head to toe that started 2 days after the vaccine was administered. The itching has progressively gotten worse. She had also been experiencing slight headaches, low blood pressure, and temperature of 99.5 on 31Dec2020 08:00. Events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient received Medrol Dose pack as treatment. Events outcome was not recovered.

942687 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NY 41.0 M 99 degrees; felt really bad/feels like a 3 or 4 out of 10; muscle aches and pains; tired and fatigue; felt like he was going to throw up; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 41-year-old male patient received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: PFI302), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 05Jan2021 11:00 at single dose for ''front line worker''. Medical history included Crohn's disease from 2012.  Concomitant medications included adalimumab (HUMIRA, injection, Lot: R22-03-A-01, Expiry: Feb2021) from Feb2019 and ongoing at 40 ml twice monthly for Crohn's disease (When providing weight he adds that he has had some weight gain due to medication side effects with Humira), ibuprofen (He took Ibuprofen on Tuesday night and 1 last night. He has not taken any today).  Caller received the Pfizer covid-19 vaccine two days ago (05Jan2021). He has mild side effects to report. He is a Clinic Social Worker. Following the vaccine he experienced muscle aches and pains on 05Jan2021. He was tired and fatigued on 05Jan2021. His temperature was 97.5 yesterday (06Jan2021). It now 99 degrees (07Jan2021). His temperature went up 1.5 degrees. He felt like he was going to throw up in Jan2021. He received the vaccine at 11:00 am. At 05Jan2021 4:00 pm he felt really bad. He feels like a 3 or 4 out of 10. He is scheduled to get his second dose on 26Jan2021. The outcome of the events muscle aches and pains and tired and fatigue was recovering. The outcome of other events was unknown.

942688 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 IN 72.0 F Injection site pain; the arm felt heavy; Aches and pains/the pain extended from her shoulder down to her elbow; aches and pains/pain went from the injection shoulder and spread to the middle of her spine; aches and pains/pain went from the injection shoulder and spread to the middle of her spine; Nausea; total loss of appetite; stated that she gained 10lbs, but she is very physically active.; either not making blood or there was an interference; she was freezing/she woke up cold and could not get warm/ felt cold; she had a little headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 72-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1685, Expiry Date: Mar2021), intramuscular at left arm on 31Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 prophylaxis. Medical history included low sodium, Covid-19 in Nov2020 (She had felt sick for a week and on 13Nov2020 she went to the ER and they did blood tests and she could not eat or drink for 3 days. She stated that she had 4 different IV fluids going and one of them was sodium and the other was for nausea), blood did not clot properly, broke her back. There were no concomitant medications.The patient had a unique reaction after receiving the Covid-19mRNA Vaccine. She clarified that she never had a reaction to a shot before. She received the vaccine on 31Dec2020 and was fine for the first 20 hours. She said that the next morning on 01Jan2021 at 0600 she woke up cold  and could not get warm. She said that she spent the next 24 hours to where she kept adding clothes and blankets to keep warm. She stated that she was freezing and the she felt like the interior of her body was freezing even down to her toes felt cold. She also had injection site pain and the arm felt heavy and stated that the pain extended from her shoulder down to her elbow. She stated that the injection site pain was kind of delayed. She had aches and pains. She said that some of the pain went from the injection shoulder and spread to the middle of her spine. She had nausea and total loss of appetite and could not even eat. Her aches and pains after the vaccine were similar aches like she had with the Covid. She said that she had a terrible headache when she had Covid though. She stated that after the 24 hours of receiving the vaccine she had a little headache, but she took a migraine pill for it. She said that she was able to shed clothes, but she could not take a shower, but within 24-36 hours she was back to normal like it all never happened. She said that was when she figured out it was like her hemorrhaging with one of her childbirths. She explained that she had 3 children and hemorrhaged with each of her child births and was going into shock with one of them and felt this freezing sensation due to blood loss. She thought that her reaction to the vaccine was so bad that she was either not making blood or there was an interference. There was some kind of weird interruption. She said that her blood clots break down from minutes to hours after her child birth or with dental procedures. She had a PAI-1 deficiency or Plasminogen Activator Inhibitor-1 deficiency. She said that there was also something deeper that her doctors had not figured out yet too. She said that her blood did not clot properly. She said that she did not bruise or anything, but she was not allowed to have internal surgery without a transfusion. She said that her doctor's started to figure this all out after she broke her back before. She went to a hematologist and had her counts checked regularly. She said that she was being studied by 127 different clinics. She gained 10lbs, but she was very physically active. This was her first dose of teh vaccine. She said that her doctors told her that she needs to be under 48 hours of observation if she gets the second vaccine. Her primary care physician recommended that she did not take another mRNA vaccine. She said that she was taking their advice and canceled her second dose appointment. She said that when she had Covid-19 they did a Chest x-ray on 13Nov2020 and she had low sodium. She said that they gave her tramadol at the hospital for her headache, but she had already taken 3 migraine pills that day. She had already had her flu shot and read somewhere on a website, that mRNA vaccines might cause unstable anticoagulation. She wondered if it could be possible that Covid-19 antibodies interfered with her injection? The outcome of events was unknown.

942689 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 WI 61.0 M I'm feeling like I have motion sickness.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional.   A 61-year-old male patient received bnt162b2, lot El0143, via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 06Jan2021 14:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical has no relevant medical history. Patient has allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On an 07Jan2021 05:00, the patient felt like he has a motion sickness. The outcome of the event was recovering. The patient did not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.

942690 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NC 35.0 F Very intense headache and general body ache, I took acetaminophen and naproxen and nothing would take the pain away.; Very intense headache and general body ache, I took acetaminophen and naproxen and nothing would take the pain away.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 35-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (lot:EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 05Jan2021,16:30 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included depression and migraines and covid-19 all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medication included escitalopram (ESCITALOPRAM). On 05Jan2021 at 18:00, the patient experienced very intense headache and general body ache. Patient took acetaminophen and naproxen and nothing would take the pain away. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of very intense headache and general body ache included acetaminophen and naproxen sodium but nothing would take the pain away. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unknown date. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.

942691 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CT 31.0 M Fever more than 100.5F; severe headache; body aches/joint pain; body aches/joint pain; chills; left arm soreness; administration date=06Jan2021 dose number=2/administration date=18Dec2020 dose number=1; administration date=06Jan2021 dose number=2/administration date=18Dec2020 dose number=1; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A 31-years-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot: EK9231) via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 06Jan2021 16:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot: EH9899) on 18Dec2020 16:30 at 31 years old at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. There was no medical history. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was not allergic to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. On 07Jan2021 06:00 AM, the patient experienced fever more than 100.5F, severe headache, body aches/joint pain, chills, and left arm soreness all lasting 12 hours. Dose received on 06Jan2021 4:30PM and side effects mostly subsided by 07Jan2021 430PM. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Events outcome of fever more than 100.5F, severe headache, body aches/joint pain, chills, and left arm soreness was recovering.

942692 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 F rash on her hands and neck; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 33-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history included eczema from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, and allergic to bananas and watermelon. She has been taking Benadryl for symptoms. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 22Dec2020, the patient developed a rash on her hands and neck after receiving her Covid19 vaccine. Patient stated she had a history of eczema, but states this rash presents differently. The patient experienced rash on her hands and neck on 22Dec2020 with outcome of unknown. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of rash on her hands and neck.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942693 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 WI 44.0 F Chills; 100 temperature; Whole body soreness; Left arm severe pain; Left axilla lymph node swelling; Headache; the first dose administered on 19Dec2020 10:00 and the second dose administered on 05Jan2021; the first dose administered on 19Dec2020 10:00 and the second dose administered on 05Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 44-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch EJ1685) via intramuscular on 19Dec2020 10:00 on left arm at a single dose and the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch EL0142) via intramuscular on 05Jan2021 07:45 on left arm at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none. Prior to vaccination, the patient did not diagnose with COVID 19. The patient was not allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and did not receive within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced chills, 100 temperature, Whole body soreness, left arm sever pain, left axilla lymph node swelling and headache on 05Jan2021 19:00. No treatment received for the adverse event. No covid tests post vaccination. The outcome of the events chills, 100 temperature, Whole body soreness, left arm sever pain, left axilla lymph node swelling and headache was recovering.

942694 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 PA 39.0 F Sore arm; fatigue; night sweats; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 39-year-old non-pregnant female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular in the left arm on 22Dec2020 07:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history included anxiety from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medications included ascorbic acid, herbal nos, levoglutamide, lysine, magnesium, manganese, retinol, riboflavin, selenium, tocopherol, zinc (AIRBORNE), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), birth control and unspecified MVI. The patient did not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced sore arm, fatigue and night sweats on 22Dec2020 with outcome of recovering. No treatment was given for the events. The events were assessed as non-serious. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  Information on batch/lot number was requested.

942695 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NY 63.0 F Severe diffuse abdominal pain awakened from sleep at night; Severe diffuse abdominal pain awakened from sleep at night; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 63-year-old non-pregnant female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 06Jan2021 14:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history included high blood pressure and allergies to penicillin. Concomitant medication included losartan. The patient did not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced severe diffuse abdominal pain awakened from sleep at night on 07Jan2021 01:00 AM. The patient took Tylenol. The events lasted 2 hours from 1am-3am. Outcome of events was recovered on 07Jan2021 03:00 AM. The events were assessed as non-serious. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

942696 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 VA 35.0 F Left deltoid area is tender to touch, weak when lifting, painful with lifting objects and movement of arm that involves lifting of the arm.; Left deltoid area is tender to touch, weak when lifting, painful with lifting objects and movement of arm that involves lifting of the arm.; Left deltoid area is tender to touch, weak when lifting, painful with lifting objects and movement of arm that involves lifting of the arm.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) reported that a 35-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), intramuscular on the left arm on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was reported as none. The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medications included bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), valacyclovir, fluticasone propionate (FLONASE [FLUTICASONE PROPIONATE]) and cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC [CETIRIZINE HYDROCHLORIDE]); all were taken from unspecified dates for unspecified indications. On 01Jan2021, it was reported that the patient's left deltoid area is tender to touch, weak when lifting, painful with lifting objects and movement of arm that involves lifting of the arm. The outcome of the events was not recovered. No therapeutic measures were taken as result of the reported events.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot number was already obtained.

942697 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 TX 53.0 F Lymphadenopathy and fatigue; Lymphadenopathy and fatigue; First dose of BNT162B2 administered on 17Dec2020 and second dose on 04Jan2021 (18 days apart); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 53-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685) on 04Jan2021 at 10:00 (second dose) on the right arm, and on 17Dec2020 at 15:00 (first dose) on the left arm; both via unspecified routes of administration at a single dose for immunization. Medical history included hypertension and liver disease. The patient has no known allergies. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included hydrochlorothiazide, losartan potassium (LOSARTAN/HCTZ), ibuprofen, paracetamol (TYLENOL), propanol, and sennoside a+b (SENOKOT). The patient experienced lymphadenopathy and fatigue on 05Jan2021 at 05:00. The patient did not receive treatment for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was not recovered.

942698 12/20/2020 01/14/2021 29.0 F Severe headache; chills; nausea; inability to work for several days; bloating; abdominal pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient). A 29-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot: EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 20Dec2020 10:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. There was no relevant medical history, no known allergies. The patient was not allergic to medications, food, or other products. The patient received unspecified medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced severe headache, chills, nausea on 30Dec2020, 01:00 AM 10 days after first dose, requiring COVID-19 testing and inability to work for several days, and nausea, bloating, and abdominal pain persistent for 3 days. Adverse events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment received for the adverse event. The patient received COVID test post vaccination via nasal Swab on 30Dec2020 with result of Negative. Events outcome was recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

942699 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 PA 37.0 M the patient's arm has been giving him pain since the vaccine shot; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 37-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at 13:15 on the left arm at a single dose for immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient's arm has been giving him pain since the vaccine shot on 05Jan2021 at 14:30. The patient did not receive treatment for the adverse event. Outcome of the event was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942700 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 WI 39.0 F Rash over face, torso, and arms. Vomiting and diarrhea day 3, and migraines for the firsts week; Rash over face, torso, and arms. Vomiting and diarrhea day 3, and migraines for the firsts week; Rash over face, torso, and arms. Vomiting and diarrhea day 3, and migraines for the firsts week; Rash over face, torso, and arms. Vomiting and diarrhea day 3, and migraines for the firsts week; Rash over face, torso, and arms. Vomiting and diarrhea day 3, and migraines for the firsts week; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient.  A 39-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EH9899), intramuscular, in the left arm on 23Dec2020 at 10:30 AM (at the age of 39-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication taken within two weeks of vaccination was not reported. The patient previously took prochlorperazine edisylate (COMPAZINE) and experienced drug hypersensitivity. On 23Dec2020 at 8 PM, the patient experienced rash over face, torso, and arms. Vomiting and diarrhea day 3, and migraines for the firsts week. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for the rash over face, torso, and arms. Vomiting and diarrhea day 3, and migraines for the firsts week. The clinical outcome of the events rash over face, torso, and arms. Vomiting and diarrhea day 3, and migraines for the firsts week was recovered. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

942701 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CA 56.0 F left arm/shoulder soreness; Left arm/shoulder soreness; headache; light headedness; fatigue; aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient) reported for herself. A 56-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 07Jan2021 10:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypothyroidism, allergic to certain types of chocolates. Concomitant medication included Levothyroxine and vitamins. The patient was also allergic to Quinine, tramadol, Dilaudid, Msg. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced left arm/shoulder soreness, headache, light headedness, fatigue and aches on 07Jan2021 11:45 AM. The patient received Tylenol and bed rest as treatment. Events outcome was not recovered.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

942702 01/14/2021 OR 33.0 F Right eye and cheek is swollen; Right eye and cheek is swollen; right sided headache; right sided neck muscle spasm and tightness.; right sided neck muscle spasm and tightness.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. This Other HCP (patient) reported that the 33-year-old female patient who received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via Intramuscular on Arm right on 30Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. No Pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history included Asthma and Behcets syndrome. No Known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications included the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination: Albuterol inhaler (Inhalation vapour, solution), Magnesium, ergocalciferol (VIT D), Ashwagandha. Facility type vaccine was Hospital. No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient experienced right eye and cheek is swollen, right sided headache and right sided neck, muscle spasm and tightness from 07Jan2021 07:00AM. No COVID prior vaccination. No COVID tested post vaccination. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Treatment was received for the adverse event included OTC ADVIL, PPI, Sudafed. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942703 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 F feeling unwell; headaches; small rashes on the left shoulder area, just in front of her chest; she experienced a racing heart rate for a short time; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). This 57-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient received the Covid-19 Vaccine last 18Dec2020 and was due to have the 2nd dose on an unspecified date (reported as tomorrow). However, she said she was feeling unwell. She said she was experiencing headaches, and small rashes on the left shoulder area, just in front of her chest. Patient mentioned that the rashes appeared 15 days after she received her 1st dose in Jan2020. She also mentioned that she experienced a racing heart rate for a short time and said it happened within 24 hours after receiving the 1st dose, but not immediately. Patient wanted to know if receiving the 2nd dose of the Covid-19 Vaccine later than 21 days would affect the efficacy of the vaccine. Outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about Lot/Batch could not be obtained.

942704 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 49.0 M Swollen lymph nodes in armpit, sore arm at injection site, severe great toe joint pain; Swollen lymph nodes in armpit, sore arm at injection site, severe great toe joint pain; Swollen lymph nodes in armpit, sore arm at injection site, severe great toe joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a  non-contactable other healthcare professional. A 49-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date were unknown), second dose on 06Jan2021 at 07:30, and first dose on 16Dec2020 at 10:45; both via unspecified route of administration on the right arm at a single dose for immunization. Medical history included asthma. The patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included diphtheria vaccine toxoid, tetanus vaccine toxoid (TD) on 29Dec2020 at right upper arm. The patient experienced swollen lymph nodes in armpit, sore arm at injection site, and severe great toe joint pain on 06Jan2021 at  21:00. The patient did not receive treatment for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on the batch/lot number cannot be obtained.  No further information is expected.

942705 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 ID 37.0 M chills; nausea; had mild allergic reaction; shortness of breath; rhinitis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist reported for self. This 37-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on Left arm on 07Jan2021 13:30 PM on left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included asthma, seasonal allergies. hypothyroid, IBS and known allergies: corn, yeast. Concomitant medications included ascorbic acid (VITAMIN C), vitamin d3, magnesium, probiotic. No other vaccine in four weeks. He had mild allergic reaction on 07Jan2021 13:45 PM, after receiving first dose on 07Jan2021 13:45 PM, shortness of breath for about 1 1/2 hours, rhinitis on 07Jan2021 13:45 PM; also had chills/nausea for about 3 hours starting right after receiving vaccine on 07Jan2021 16:30. No Covid prior vaccination. No Covid tested post vaccination. No treatments were received. Outcome of the event shortness of breath recovered on 07Jan2021 15:15. Outcome of other events were recovered on 07Jan2021.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942706 01/14/2021 F lost her sense of taste and smell; lost her sense of taste and smell; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer.  A 78-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (also reported as Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that after receiving the vaccine, the patient lost her sense of taste and smell on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events is unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about Lot/Batch could not be obtained. No further information is expected.

942707 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 MA 47.0 F red, raised rashes appeared on chest and abdomen/spread to waist, both sides of the body, and buttocks/more red, raised rashes continues to appear on upper back, groins, thighs, bilateral armpit; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 47-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, Lot number: EL0142, unknown expiration), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm, on 30Dec2020 at 12:45, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included asthma, hypertension, shell fish allergy, and COVID.  Concomitant medications included atenolol; fluticasone propionate, salmeterol (WIXELA INHUB); tocopherol (VITAMIN E); colecalciferol (VITAMIN D); ascorbic acid, bioflavonoids nos, hesperidin, malpighia glabra, rosa canina, rutoside (VITAMIN C); and bifidobacterium bifidum, bifidobacterium lactis, bifidobacterium longum, lactobacillus acidophilus, lactobacillus rhamnosus (PROBIOTIC).  The patient previously took chloramphenicol, diclofenac, and ketorolac, all experienced allergies. On 06Jan2021 at 05:30 AM, 7th day after vaccine, the patient experienced red, raised rashes appeared on chest and abdomen/continues to spread to waist, both sides of the body, and buttocks. On the 8th day, more red, raised rashes continues to appear on upper back, groins, thighs, bilateral armpit. The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks.  The patient received benadryl, methylprednisolone, and hydoxyzin for the event.  The patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and has been tested for COVID-19 post vaccination (pending result). The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test: unknown result on unspecified date; Nasal Swab: negative on 06Jan2021; and PCR: Pending result on 06Jan2021. The adverse event result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient had not yet recovered from the event. The event was assessed as non-serious.

942708 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MI 46.0 F Right side of face is numb; Tingling in lips; Ear feels plugged, like there is water in it or popping on an airplane; Severe arm pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for self. This 46-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231) on 06Jan2021 at 13:20 at single dose in right upper arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. Concomitant medications included ascorbic acid (VITAMIN C) and ibuprofen.  The patient got the flu shot every year for immunisation, and got arm pain with the flu shot. No prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. The patient received Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine on 06Jan2021, at 13:20. By 15:30-15:45, the right side of her face was numb. Had tingling in her lips. Stated the experience was similar to the feeling of receiving procaine hydrochloride (NOVOCAIN) or similar to the feeling when procaine hydrochloride begins to wear off. Her ear was plugged like she was on an airplane. Sated feels like she has water in her ear or like her ear is popping on an airplane. The whole right side of her face was doing something funny. Her lips began to tingle first, then face went numb, then her ear clogged. She talked to an ER physician who advised her to take a diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). ER physician stated these side effects are being seen. No further details provided.  Clarified did not require ER Visit, just talked to an Emergency Physician and explained symptoms. She took diphenhydramine hydrochloride at home and the numbness and tingling went away after a couple hours. Her ear is still plugged today. Everything was echoing in her head and it was driving her crazy.  Stated she also experienced severe arm pain happened evening of 06Jan2021. Arm pain in only in injection arm.  Outcome of right side of her face was numb and tingling in her lips was recovered, outcome of ear feels plugged was not recovered, outcome of other event was unknown.

942709 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 TX 45.0 F Severe dizziness; Mouth breaking out in ulcers; extreme tiredness; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional reporting for self. This 45-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 30Dec2020 04:30 PM at single dose (vaccine location: left arm) for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient previously experienced allergies with penicillin and levofloxacin (LEVOQUIN). Concomitant medications in two weeks included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), colecalciferol (VIATAMIN D) and hormone replacement pellets. Patient did not have other vaccine in four weeks. Patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient experienced severe dizziness 36 hours after vaccination, mouth breaking out in ulcers, extreme tiredness and headache on 01Jan2021. No treatment received for events. Patient did not have COVID prior vaccination, and did not have COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of events was recovering.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

942710 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NY 33.0 F Swollen lymph nodes upon palpation to left armpit; visible swelling to left armpit; pain to left armpit; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 33-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (also reported as Pfizer brand, lot no: EK5730), intramuscular on 06Jan2021 at 06:30 at a single dose on the left arm (as reported, also reported as left deltoid) for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included anaphylaxis to "unknown chemical substance" while jogging in Oct2014 that resulted in a 4 hr hospitalization in an emergency department. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 on 16Dec2020 at 8:00 PM intramuscular on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient reported swollen lymph nodes upon palpation to left armpit with noted visible swelling to left armpit as well as pain to left armpit on 07Jan2021 at 6:30 AM. The symptoms were present 24 hours post vaccination intramuscular to the left deltoid (as reported). The patient did not receive any treatment for the reported adverse events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was unknown.

942711 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MA 47.0 F a weird rash on her left shoulder area; not feeling quite well; Fever of 99.5/ her fever continued at 99.7 and her symptoms were 10 fold; Left arm soreness; Increased dry cough; Nasal congestion; Chills; Headache; Unable to sleep- tossing and turning; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for self. This 47-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284, expiry date: Apr2021) on 04Jan2021 around 10:30 AM at 0.3 mL single by injection in the left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. Prior to getting the vaccine patient had her temperature taken on unspecified date, which was 97.4. She had the injection in her left arm on 04Jan2021 around 10:30 AM. After she felt perfectly fine that day. She felt nothing. Then around 8 PM her side effects started. That night her left arm got sore, she had increased dry cough (reported as feels like a bronchial spasm that an asthmatic would have), nasal congestion, chills, and a headache. She went to bed unable to sleep- tossing and turning. She woke up around 2 AM or so. The next morning, 05Jan2021, she felt somewhat okay. She went to work. She had a normal temperature that morning at work. Then around 10 AM, her arm was still sore, she was not feeling quite well, she started to feel chills again, and had a fever of 99.5, along with a headache still. They sent her home. The next day, 06Jan2021, her fever continued at 99.7 and her symptoms were 10 fold. Then her fever broke around 10 AM.  On 05Jan2021, she took a shower from all the sweating with her fever, and she did not notice any rash. She took another shower this morning (07Jan2021) and she noticed a weird rash on her left shoulder area. It does not itch, it is just there. She took a picture of it so she could monitor it. It is blotchy.  For left arm soreness, she can now move it without feeling it, but then you touch it, it is sore and tender. The event fever broke yesterday around 10 AM. This morning (07Jan2021) her temperature was 98.6. Chills would come and go with the fever off and on. Treatment for all events included over the counter medications. Lab data included COVID test was negative on 28Dec2020 and 04Jan2021. Outcome of left arm soreness, increased dry cough, nasal congestion was recovering, outcome of chills, headache, unable to sleep- tossing and turning was recovered on 06Jan2021, fever was recovered on 06Jan2021 10 AM, outcome of rash was not recovered,  outcome of other event was unknown.  Relatedness of product to all events was reported as related, the reporter considered all events as non-serious.

942712 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 FL 55.0 F A stream of blood was dripping down arm at the moment of the needle being removed from my arm.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) reported for herself.  A 55-year-old (report "age at vaccination: 55 years" and "current age: 55") female patient (pregnant: no) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unspecified rout of administration at left arm on 07Jan2021 02:00 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Heart murmur, known allergies to sulfites, latex and ingredients in common suntan lotion. Patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination included ibuprofin, OTC sleeping pills, multivitamin, C. the patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient used took monosodium glutamate (MSG) and doxycycline and had allergy to them. It was reported stream of blood was dripping down arm at the moment of the needle being removed from her arm on 07Jan2021 on 02:00 PM. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. It was non serious case. Not results in death, Life threatening, caused/prolonged hospitalization, Disabling/Incapacitating nor congenital anomaly/birth defect. No treatment received for the event. Outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942713 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CA 33.0 F body is cold; Occasionally some nauseous sensation but didn't throw up; Eyes feel so tired; hard to concentrate; it bother my sleep; first dose on 19Dec2020, second dose on 06Jan2021; heaviness in the head when I woke up next day; some hot/spicy sensation around eyes area; didn't even have good appetite during lunch time on day 2; sever headache started at night of day one; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient).  A 33-years-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number EK9231), on 06Jan2021 14:30 via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm at single dose COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EK5730) on 19Dec2020 09:45 in the left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. On 06Jan2021 at 23:00, started at night of day one, the patient experienced severe headache. The patient experienced also heaviness in the head when she woke up next day (07Jan2021) and had some hot/spicy sensation around eyes area (07Jan2021). The patient needed to take paracetamol (TYLENOL) to get some relieve and she did not even have good appetite during lunch time on day 2 (07Jan2021). On unspecified date the patient had no fever and her body was cold; occasionally some nauseous sensation but didn't throw up. Eyes feel so tired and hard to concentrate. Hopefully those symptoms go away soon as days pass since it bothered patient sleep. The patient had a doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The outcome of the events was not recovered. The patient took also guaifenesin (MUCINEX). Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

942714 12/01/2020 01/14/2021 F she felt really bad; fever; chills; body aches; flu; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date of Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient said she already received the 1st dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine, and was scheduled to receive the 2nd dose today (unspecified date). However, due to her flu, she said she was unable to receive it. She wanted to know if she can receive the 2nd dose of the vaccine later than the 21-day timeframe. She also mentioned that her flu was unrelated to the vaccine. However, she also mentioned that after receiving the 1st dose of the vaccine, she felt "really bad," had fever, chills and body aches on an unspecified date. The outcome of events  was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the event flu with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.

942715 12/16/2020 01/14/2021 NY 35.0 F fever off and on/ temperature was 100.4; Chills; severe body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730) via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 at 0.3 mL, single; then the second dose on the left arm (reported as 'left shoulder') to 05Jan2021 at 0.3 mL, single for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Raynaud's disease probably diagnosed like 7 years ago, but she was not taking anything for it. There were no concomitant medications. The patient reported that she was a dietician. She works in the ICU at the hospital, but was not a healthcare professional. She just got the second dose on Tuesday (05Jan2021), and had severe body aches, fever on and off, and chills with the body aches. Severe body aches started Tuesday evening, but were not really bad, she was just achy, then around midnight on Tuesday, they became severe and she had a fever. They resolved kind of this morning, right now she is a little achy, not like before, where her full body was hurting, it hurt to lay down or do anything, she had to lay in bed for 24 hours. Fever started at midnight, so she guess on 06Jan2020, now she doesn't feel feverish, but she didn't check, she thinks it broke again last night, she was taking Advil. She took acetaminophen (TYLENOL) the first night, at midnight, when she got the fever, she took acetaminophen, and tried to go back to sleep, and woke up at 6AM, with severe body aches still, and her temperature was 100.4 so she took ibuprofen (ADVIL). Acetaminophen for some reason bothers her stomach, so she took ibuprofen. She felt like the acetaminophen didn't do anything. She came to work today. After that, she was taking ibuprofen yesterday through the day. The chills were along with the fever and body aches and are not ongoing right now. She had symptoms after the first round of the Pfizer COVID vaccine too, but they were not as bad. The outcome of the event severe body aches was recovering, of chills was recovered on an unspecified date, and of fever was unknown.

942716 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 TX 27.0 F redness and mild swelling at injection site; redness and mild swelling at injection site; sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 27-year-old non-pregnant female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: 5730), via intramuscular route of administration on the left arm on 18Dec2020 17:15, then the second dose via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on  07Jan2021, both at single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered at hospital facility. Medical history included asthma, anxiety, vitamin d deficiency, eczema and rosacea, and known allergies: nickel and latex. Concomitant medications included influenza vaccine (FLU) on 11Nov2020 received within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine; minocycline, cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), ethinylestradiol, norgestrel (CRYSELLE), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D) , calcium, and vitamin b complex received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient experienced redness and mild swelling at injection site, sore arm on 19Dec2020. The events were reported as non-serious and no treatment was given. The patient underwent COVID test/ nasal swab: negative on 24Nov2020. The outcome of the events was  recovered on an unspecified date. No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

942717 12/16/2020 01/14/2021 NC 39.0 F rash developed on 50% of her body; vomiting; nausea; headache; severe muscle aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. This 39-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine) via Intramuscular at left arm on 16Dec2020 at 01:00 PM at single dose (lot number: EK5730) for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was unknown. Concomitant medications included bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), zolpidem tartrate (AMBIEN) and vitamins. The patient previously took dicycloverine hydrochloride (BENTYL), amlodipine and azithromycin (ZITHROMAX), all experiencing allergies. The patient experienced rash developed on 50% of her body, vomiting, nausea, headache, severe muscle aches 24 hours post vaccination on 17Dec2020 10:45 AM. The patient was treated with Benadryl, Tylenol, IM Solumedrol. The patient had Covid test post vaccination by Nasal Swab on 28Dec2020 and on 04Jan2021, both with negative results. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Outcome of all events was recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the rash and other reported events  due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

942718 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 CA 39.0 F Tingling in side of tongue at 10 minutes after vaccine/ tingling on right side of cheek at 45 minutes/ tingling on tongue & cheek; tingling on toes on right side of feet only/ tingling on foot; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 39-year-old non-pregnant female nurse (patient) received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via intramuscular route of administration on the left arm on 29Dec2020 10:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no relevant medical history and no known allergies. Concomitant medications included multivitamins, ascorbic acid (VITAMIN C), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), vitamin B complex, zinc, and curcuma longa (TURMERIC), all received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient experienced tingling in side of tongue at 10 minutes after vaccine, tingling on right side of cheek at 45 minutes & tingling on toes on right side of feet only on 29Dec2020 10:15. The tingling on tongue & cheek went away, but she was still getting tingling on foot at times. This never happened to her before the vaccine. No treatment was given and events were reported as non-serious. The outcome of the event tingling on tongue & cheek was recovered on an unspecified date and of tingling on foot was not recovered. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.

942719 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 OH 33.0 F tactile overstimulation?(having clothing or a blanket hurt and irritated my skin); Extreme headache; blurred vision at long distances; lightheadedness; occasional off balance; diarrhea; low grade fever; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. This 33-year-old female Nurse (patient) received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), intramuscular on 05Jan2021 06:45 AM at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypertension (HTN), depression and anxiety. No known allergies. Concomitant medication included quetiapine fumarate (SEROQUEL), metoprolol, hydrochlorothiazide, lithium, alprazolam (XANAX), lamotrigine (LAMICTAL), folic acid / iron (PRENATAL), multivitamins [vitamins nos] (MULTIVITAMINS), melatonin, ibuprofen, paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient had the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: Eh9899), intramuscular on 15Dec2020 07:30 AM on left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient extreme headache with blurred vision at long distances (blurred vision resolved after 24 hours) lightheaded ness/occasional off balance, diarrhea, low grade fever, body aches, tactile overstimulation (having clothing or a blanket hurt and irritated her skin) on 06Jan2021 01:00 AM. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the event blurred vision at long distances was recovered in Jan2021. The outcome of other event was recovering. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

942720 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 SD 36.0 M Muscle pain; Dizzy; face swelling; Dry heaving; Neck swelling; hip pain, soreness, and his back and shoulders are sore as well, joint achiness; hip pain, soreness, and his back and shoulders are sore as well; hip pain, soreness, and his back and shoulders are sore as well.; brachial plexus origin there was a sharp stabbing pain shooting down; rash was all over his body, but mostly on his back; drowsy; injection sight swelling in his arm; he did kind of feel like something was sitting on his chest; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This 36-year-old male consumer received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included pre-existing back injury that caused neuropathy, damaged nerves, and chronic sciatica, all in 2009. There were no concomitant medications. On 05Jan2021, the consumer experienced muscle pain, joint achiness which got painful. He was dizzy. His girlfriend noticed a rash on his body. It was welted, but not itchy. His face and neck swelled up. He was dry heaving and couldn't throw up. He was given diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) and steroid shots in the ER. About 4.5 hours after the vaccine, the same day was when it all came on. At 8 o'clock, it got worse. The consumer had hip pain, soreness, and his back and shoulders are sore as well. He was dizzy and drowsy. At 11pm that night, his face was swollen and his neck was swollen. The rash was all over his body, but mostly on his back. He had injection sight swelling in his arm. At his brachial plexus origin there was a sharp stabbing pain shooting down his arm. It did go away. He recovered completely. That stabbing pain lasted from the 5th-6th. He has hip pain, soreness, and his back and shoulders were sore as well. They are ongoing, but improving. He has taken diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) and ibuprofen (MOTRIN). He has not had a fever. His neck still has a little swelling. He didn't have difficulty breathing. But he did kind of feel like something was sitting on his chest. He received a steroid. The consumer had to go to the ER visit. He was there over night from 05Jan2021 to 06Jan2021. The consumer went to get a free COVID test, and they had the vaccine available. The outcome of the event dizzy, face swelling, dry heaving, brachial plexus origin there was a sharp stabbing pain shooting down his arm was recovered on 06Jan2021. The outcome of muscle pain, neck swelling, hip pain, soreness, and his back and shoulders are sore as well, joint achiness was recovering. The outcome of other events was unknown.

942721 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 KS 27.0 F felt numbness at the injection site; moderate upper arm pain from just below the injection site to all the way up the left side of my neck to the jaw line; moderate upper arm pain from just below the injection site to all the way up the left side of my neck to the jaw line; moderate upper arm pain from just below the injection site to all the way up the left side of my neck to the jaw line; Throughout the day (Dated) it became increasingly difficult to turn my head in any direction and is very painful to move it to the left; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient).  A 27-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration from 06Jan2021 14:15 (reported as "02:15 PM") at single dose on the left arm as COVID vaccine. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered in a workplace clinic. Medical history included gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD), Acid Reflux Disease, Pseudo Tumor and known allergies reported as "Known allergies: Sulfate Drug, Pertussis".  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No other medications received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient reported that directly after the shot, she felt numbness at the injection site and stated "I realize this is normal and the shot was given properly and painlessly in the upper left arm) at approximately 2 am (12 hours after receiving the vaccine)". Patient woke up with moderate upper arm pain from just below the injection site to all the way up the left side of my neck to the jaw line. Throughout the day on 07Jan2021, it became increasingly difficult to turn her head in any direction and was very painful to move it to the left. The events occurred on 07Jan2021 -2:00 AM. Events were assessed as non-serious. No treatment was received for the events. No Covid prior vaccination. The patient was not tested for COVID after/post vaccination. Outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942722 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CA 48.0 F Fever. T 101 F; The flu like symptoms lasted about 36 hours; headache; chills; Tiredness; Went to sleep early; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse.  A 48-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on 05Jan2021 14:00 for the 2nd dose at single dose, intramuscular on 18Dec2020 11:00 for the 1st dose at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included I am allergic to pollen, dust mite.  The patient experienced Four hours after 2nd shot, headache, chills. Tiredness. Went to sleep early. The next day still tiredness, headache , chills and fever. T 101 F. The flu like symptoms lasted about 36 hours. All events were non serious. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No treatment received for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was resolved.  No follow up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

942723 12/20/2020 01/14/2021 CA F having pain in her ovaries; fever at 100.8°F; she is a little chilly; first dose on 20Dec2020/second dose on 09Jan2020; a little headache/got a headache again; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Consumer (patient's husband). A 69-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced having pain in her ovaries on an unspecified date with outcome of not recovered, a little headache/got a headache again on 27Dec2020, fever at 100.8°F and she is a little chilly on an unspecified date, all with outcome of unknown.  The patient got the first dose of COVID-19 vaccine on 20Dec2020, and she was supposed to get the second dose on 09Jan2020. On the 7th day after the patient got the vaccine, she got a little headache and then two or three days ago, she got a headache again, and she is a little chilly. The patient had a mild fever of 100.8°F. The patient was also having pain in her ovaries and she still had that pain at this time. The patient rated the pain as varying from a 7 to a 5 to a 3 on a pain scale. Because of this ovarian pain, the patient may have another type of infection but they are not sure. The patient no longer had a period, she was after menopause. The reporter asked for recommendations on receiving the second dose if symptoms are still present, and if positive to a COVID-19 test. The patient would get tested at the hospital where they work.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942724 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MS 54.0 F itching, moderate itching, no rash, mostly on torso and legs /started on right leg and has worsened and spread; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 54-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EJ1686), intramuscular on 05Jan2021 10:30 at single dose on left upper arm as Covid vaccine. Medical history included hypertension from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient stated that she was inoculated on 05Jan2021 with the COVID-19 vaccine at 10:30 AM in left upper arm. On 07Jan2021 (this morning), she was having a side effect that was not listed on information provided to her.  She was itching, moderate itching, no rash, mostly on torso and legs and has taken some hydroxyzine 50mg to see if that would help stop the issues. Patient had a call with PCP today as well, started on right leg and has worsened and spread. Patient works in human resources for one of the hospitals. which is why she was able to get the vaccine. Patient had no pain at injection site or any other issues. Outcome of the event was not recovered (reported as "itching was reported as worsened"; ongoing).

942725 12/15/2020 01/14/2021 TX 33.0 F body ache; High grade fever (102); rigors; malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a Non-contactable Physician. A 34 years old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) , via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 12:00 at the second single dose (lot number EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Dec2020 17:00 at the first single dose (lot number EK5730) for covid-19 immunisation.  Vaccination location was Left arm. The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced body ache, high grade fever (102), rigors, malaise on 05Jan2021 18:00. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The outcome of events was recovered in Jan2021.    No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

942726 12/16/2020 01/14/2021 NE 46.0 F Severe, intractable daily migraine headaches that escalate throughout the day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 46-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) lot no: RH 9899, via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 16Dec2020 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization in hospital. The patient had no relevant medical history. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication included vilazodone hydrochloride (VIIBRYD), amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate, dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL), lamotrigine (LAMICTAL), trazodone, and lorazepam (ATIVAN). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with Covid-19 prior to vaccination and has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 17Dec2020 06:00, the patient experienced severe, intractable daily migraine headaches that escalate throughout the day and do not respond to any treatment, medicinal or non medicinal (unspecified).  The event was reported as non-serious. The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient had not recovered from the event. The patient received another bnt162b2 dose (lot no: EK 4176) on 06Jan2021 in left arm.  Information on the batch number has been requested.

942727 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 FL 37.0 F Body aches; Fever; Chills; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (HCP), the patient. A 37-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) solution for injection in the left arm on 06Jan2021 at 09:15 (at the age of 37-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history included IBS (irritable bowel syndrome) and known allergies possibly penicillin related drugs. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 06Jan2021 at 21:00, the patient experienced body aches, fever, chills, and nausea. No treatment was provided for the events body aches, fever, chills, and nausea. The outcome of the events body aches, fever, chills, and nausea was recovering. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

942728 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 AR 61.0 M COVID-19 virus test positive; COVID-19 virus test positive; Headache; Sinus congestion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for himself. A 61-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EN9899 and expiration date unknown), via intramuscular on left arm on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 prophylaxis. The patient medical history reported as none. Concomitant medications reported as none. The patient is a radiology technician that reported that he got the Pfizer vaccine on the 22Dec2020. He said that he got a positive Covid test on 04Jan2021. The patient had the Covid symptoms as of last Monday night on 04Jan2021. He stated that he developed a headaches and sinus congestion on the 04Jan2021. Stated that he has not had a fever. He said that there was no adverse reaction from the vaccine itself. He said that he was due for the second dose on the 11Jan2021 and he is currently quarantined so he will not be getting the second dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.

942729 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 IN 25.0 F Chills; body ache; malaise; headache; sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other hcp (patient). A 25-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162b2 (Lot/batch number and Expiration date were not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 15:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history was none. Concomitant medication included lisdexamfetamine mesilate (VYVANSE), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO). The patient experienced Chills, body ache, malaise, headache, sore throat on 07Jan2021. Patient was not received treatment for the adverse event. Patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

942730 12/01/2020 01/14/2021 NY U two staff members who tested positive for covid after receiving the first dose.; two staff members who tested positive for covid after receiving the first dose.; This is a spontaneous report from the Pfizer Sponsored Program called 'Pfizer First Connect' received by a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar events for 2 staff members. This is 2nd of 2 reports.   A patient (demographics unknown) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unknown route, in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. No relevant medical history and concomitant medications were provided. On unknown date, after first shot of vaccine, COVID test resulted positive. The reporting pharmacist is asking about the recommendation regarding taking the second shot. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported event and suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded. ,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021010495 Same reporter/ drug/ event for different patients.

942731 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CO 53.0 F Fever; wide-spread body pain; hot flashes; intense, unrelenting itching on underarm and down arm on side of injection with no rash; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 53-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL 1284) intramuscularly at right arm on 06Jan2021 15:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies to opiate derivatives and penicillin. Concomitant medication included clopidogrel, sertraline, simvastatin. The patient previously received first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number: ELC5730) intramuscularly at right arm on 18Dec2020 13:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced fever; wide-spread body pain; hot flashes; intense, unrelenting itching on underarm and down arm on side of injection with no rash; fatigue, all on 07Jan2021 01:30. No treatment received. This is a non-serious report. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

942732 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 GA 49.0 F Severe body aches; headache; nausea; diarrhea; exhaustion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 49-years-old female patient (no pregnant) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) , intramuscular on 06Jan2021 16:30 at the first single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included ongoing hypertension , ongoing hypothyroidism , ongoing blood cholesterol increased , Known allergies: Sulfa.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced severe body aches, headache, nausea, diarrhea, exhaustion on 07Jan2021 03:00.  The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The outcome of events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942733 01/14/2021 F Patient reported arm pain post vaccine.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. An adult female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number and expiration date were not reported), intramuscularly on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient reported arm pain post vaccine. The event was considered non-serious by the consumer. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

942734 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 PA 26.0 F swollen lymph nodes; feeling of fullness in ears; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 26-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EH9899 and expiry date unknown) intramuscular at the right arm on 21Dec2020 14:30 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization in a hospital. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient has no COVID prior vaccination. Concomitant medication included paracetamol (TYLENOL), ibuprofen, famotidine (PEPCID [FAMOTIDINE]) and ethinylestradiol, norgestimate (TRI FEMYNOR); all from unspecified date for unspecified indication. The patient has no other vaccine in four weeks. On 21Dec2020 15:45, the patient experienced swollen lymph nodes and feeling of fullness in ears. The patient was not COVID tested post vaccination. The patient did not received treatment for the events. The outcome of the events swollen lymph nodes and feeling of fullness in ears was recovering. The reporter considered the event non-serious; which did not result in death, not life threatening, did not cause/prolong hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating and no congenital anomaly/birth defect.

942735 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CA 32.0 F mild muscle aches; Injection site soreness; feverish; headache; insomnia; restlessness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician reporting for herself. A 32-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number EK9231) via an unspecified route of administration, in left arm, on 07Jan2021 at 11:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Age at vaccination was 32 years. The patient was vaccinated at hospital. No other vaccine was given within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number EJ1685) was received via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at 09:00 in left arm at single dose. Medical history included major depression, and generalised anxiety. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN) and daily fusion multivitamin. On 08Jan2021 at 01:00 AM the patient experienced injection site soreness, feverish, headache, insomnia, restlessness, mild muscle aches. No treatment was received for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, she has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was unknown.

942736 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 IL 41.0 F not feeling well overall; nausea; diarrhea; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist (patient).  This 41-Year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot # EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration, on 06Jan2021 at 01:30 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was Left arm. The patient was vaccinated at hospital, age at vaccination was 41-years-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. Medical history was none. Concomitant medications included sambucus nigra (ELDERBERRY), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), camellia sinensis (GREEN TEA). On 08Jan2021 at 12:00 AM, the patient experienced nausea, diarrhea, chills, not feeling well overall. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient was tested for Covid post vaccination however it was also reported that she was not tested (to be clarified). Outcome was recovering. No treatment was received for the events.

942737 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 FL 69.0 F Sore arm; increase in temperature; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional (reported for herself). This 69- year-old female patient (reported for herself) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Lot number: lot EK423), via an unspecified route of administration, on 05Jan2021 at 10:30 AM (at the age of 69-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The facility where COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at a hospital and anatomically located on the left arm. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient does not have any medical history. The patient was not taking any concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 06Jan2021 at 04:00 AM, she experienced a sore arm and an increase in temperature. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of the events sore arm and an increase in temperature was recovered. Patient was not tested for COVID-19 since having the vaccine.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

942738 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 NM 31.0 F Fever 100; injection site pain; Moderate body aches; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 31-year-old non-pregnant female patient received her second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 10:30 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma and depression. The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination included celecoxib (CELEXA) and bupropion. The patient previously received her first dose of bnt162b2 on 18Dec2020 15:00 at the age of 31-years in her left arm for covid-19 immunization. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced moderate injection site pain, moderate body aches, chills and fever 100 on 07Jan2021 22:00. The patient was not received any treatments for the adverse events. The outcome of the events was not recovered.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

942739 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CA 34.0 M Towards 3:00 pm I noticed I had a fever of 100.0; I started to feel body aches and fatigue around 2:00 am the next day; I started to feel body aches and fatigue around 2:00 am the next day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 34-year-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection) lot number: EK9231, via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 05Jan2021 at a single dose for an  COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had no known allergies. The patient's historical vaccine included first dose of PFIZER BIONTECH COVID 19 VACCINE (lot number: EH9899) administered on 18Dec2020 12:00 PM, via intramuscular in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. He was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. He has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient did not feel anything after receiving the vaccine on 05Jan2021. He started to feel body aches and fatigue around 2:00 am the next day (06Jan2021). Towards 3:00 pm, he noticed that he had a fever of 100.0 (unspecified unit). He took some TYLENOL and slept most of the day. He woke up Thursday morning feeling great. The patient recovered from 'body aches and fatigue' and 'fever of 100.0' on an unknown date in Jan2021. The events were reported as non-serious. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events.

942740 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 KY 63.0 F chills; fever up to 102; diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP, patient herself). A 63-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number: ek5730, expiration date: unknown), intramuscularly on the right arm on 18Dec2020 at 16:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered at the hospital. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took codeine, for which she had known allergies. The patient was not pregnant. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 23Dec2020 at 19:00, the patient experienced chills, fever up to 102, and diarrhea. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of chills, fever up to 102, and diarrhea as she talked to her family physician. The patient recovered from all the events on an unspecified date.

942741 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MA 49.0 F Fever; chills/rigors; Severe myalgia; Nausea; vomiting; Severe headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 49-year-old female patient (no pregnancy) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), with first dose (lot number: ACEK5703) at 16:00 on 16Dec2020 and with second dose (lot number: EK9231) at 16:00 on 06Jan2021, both intramuscularly at site of left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history reported none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced fever, chills, rigors, severe myalgia, nausea, vomiting, and severe headache at 01:00 AM on 07Jan2021. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No list of any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient received treatment of paracetamol (TYLENOL) for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. No known allergies. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. This case was identified as non-serious by reporter. The outcome of events was recovered in Jan2021.

942742 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CT 52.0 M Fatigue; lymph node swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 52-year-old male patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown) intramuscular from 06Jan2021 10:45 to 06Jan2021 10:45 at single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included idiopathic epilepsy. Concomitant medication included carbamazepine. On 06Jan2021 at 17:00, the patient had fatigue two days after as well lymph node swelling in armpit of arm where second dose administered. The patient also stated that with first dose from 15Dec2020 to 15Dec2020 for COVID-19 vaccination, the patient had soreness in his arm with no other symptoms. Outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.

942743 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 GA 30.0 F throat began swelling up; hives; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. A 30-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration from 06Jan2021 to 06Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included known allergies: PCN. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 06Jan2021, the patient stated that his throat began swelling up and also had breaking out into hives. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal swab (COVID test): negative on 19Dec2020. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of pharyngeal swelling and hives included Benadryl. Outcome of the events was not recovered.   Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.
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942744 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 GA 38.0 F sever body aches; head ache; nausea; Arm where vaccine was giving was swollen and red; Arm where vaccine was giving was swollen and red; Arm where vaccine was giving was swollen and red and warm to the touch; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 38-year-old female patient (no pregnancy) received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration at site of right arm at 15:00 on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included eczema psoriasis, allergies: Augmentin, and birth control. Concomitant medication included ethinylestradiol, norgestimate (TRI-SPRINTEC) for birth control within 2 weeks of vaccination and levocetirizine dihydrochloride (XYZAL). At 06:00 on 29Dec2020, the patient experienced sever body aches, headache and nausea. Arm where vaccine was giving was swollen and red and warm to the touch, body aches lasted for 24 hours, arm issue didn't not go away for 5 days. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No treatment received for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. This case was identified as non-serious by reporter. The outcome of event arm where vaccine was giving was swollen and red and warm to the touch was recovered in Jan2021; of rest events was recovered at 06:00 on 30Dec2020.

942745 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 CA 48.0 M Chill; temp of 99.6; body malaise; pain at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse.  A 49-year-old male received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number Ek5370 via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 15:00 at single dose (first dose) vaccine location=Left arm and lot number EL3246 on 05Jan2021 at single dose (second dose) vaccine location=Left arm for covid-19 immunisation. Patient age of vaccination is 48 years. Facility type vaccine: Hospital  The patient did not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Medical history included hypertension, gastrooesophageal reflux disease, erectile dysfunction, milk allergy and arthritis. Concomitant medication included colecalciferol (VITAMIN D [COLECALCIFEROL]), ibuprofen (MOTRIN [IBUPROFEN]), lisinopril (LISINOPRIL), paracetamol (TYLENOL), sildenafil (SILDENAFIL). On 06Jan2021 07:00 the patient developed chill, temperature of 99.6, body malaise, and pain at injection site. The patient recovered from events. in Jan2021 and no treatment was received. the action taken is not applicable.

942746 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 VA 20.0 M Swollen Lymph Nodes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A20-year-male consumer received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), (Batch/lot number: EL1284 ) via an unspecified route of administration, on 07Jan2021 14:00 at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Facility type vaccine: Military Base. Anatomical Location: Arm Left. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No patient's medical history reporter and concomitant medication included creatine monohydrate (CREATINE MONOHYDRATE). The patient experienced swollen lymph nodes on 07Jan2021 19:00 with outcome of not recovered.  he action taken was not applicable. No treatment was received.

942747 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 GA F right arm/hand/fingers began having generalized weakness and difficulty holding pen; mild tremors of the right hand and fingers; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. An adult female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), Lot number: EJ1685, via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 (at an unspecified age) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was not reported. Prior to vaccination, it was unknown if the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications were not reported. It was unknown if the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. On 18Dec2020, around 6 hours post-administration, the patient experienced right arm/hand/fingers generalized weakness and difficulty holding a pen as well as mild tremors of the right hand and fingers. This lasted approximately 45 minutes and resolved spontaneously. The side effects were reported to be mild and did not impact patient care duties. Treatment was not received for the events. Since the vaccination, it was unknown if the patient had been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcomes of "right arm/hand/fingers generalized weakness and difficulty holding a pen" and "mild tremors of the right hand and fingers" were resolved on Dec2020.

942748 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MD 26.0 M Headache; Severe abdominal pains; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 26-year-old male patient received his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284) solution for injection, via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 04Jan2021 14:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID-19 (patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination). Patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced severe abdominal pains on 06Jan2021 at 05:30, two days after taking vaccine that has lasted 3 days; and headache on 07Jan2021, the third day after getting the vaccine. No treatment was provided. The events were reported as non-serious. Outcome of the event severe abdominal pains was recovered on 08Jan2021 while headache was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942749 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 AR 42.0 F chills; body ache; headache; fatigue; upper chest discomfort with deep breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient herself). A 42-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 11:00 in left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. Allergies to medications, food, or other products was no. Concomitant medication included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO, 10 mg) and vitamins nos (MULTIVITAMIN). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in pharmacy or drug store. The patient experienced symptoms chills, body ache, mild headache, fatigue, and upper chest discomfort with deep breath on 06Jan2021. Patient never had a fever. Symptoms were resolved by the next day (07Jan2021).  No treatment was received for the events. All events were reported as non-serious.    No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

942750 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 F tired; sleepy; nauseous; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other Healthcare Professional (patient).  This 38-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 07Jan2021 at 7:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. As of 08Jan2021, the patient reports she is now tired, sleepy, and nauseous. The events were reported as non-serious. Outcome was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942751 12/16/2020 01/14/2021 CA 39.0 F Upper arms soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp. A 39-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number and expiry date: unknown, intramuscular (right arm) on 16Dec2020 07:30 at a SINGLE DOSE then the second dose via intramuscular (left arm) on 06Jan2021 08:00 at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included drug hypersensitivity from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. There were no concomitant medications.  The patient experienced upper arms soreness on an unspecified date with outcome of recovering.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

942752 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 AR 48.0 F upset stomach; mild diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp. A 48-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number=ej1686 and expiry date unknown, intramuscular (right arm) on 05Jan2021 14:00 at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included breast cancer from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing and drug hypersensitivity to Cipro from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took ciprofloxacin. The patient experienced upset stomach and mild diarrhea (non-serious) on 06Jan2021 22:00. The outcome of the events was recovering.

942753 12/16/2020 01/14/2021 CA 22.0 F injection site soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 22-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date unknown) intramuscular at the right arm on 16Dec2020 11:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization in a hospital facility. Medical history included allergies to latex. The patient has no covid prior vaccination. The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medications was none. The patient has no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient experienced injection site soreness on unspecified date. The patient did not receive treatment due to the event. The patient was not covid tested post vaccination. The reporter considered the event non-serious; which did not result in death, not life threatening, did not cause/prolong hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating and no congenital anomaly/birth defect.  Follow-up activities are possible, information on the batch number has been requested.

942754 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 F very dizzy; diarrhea; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient husband).   A female patient of unknown age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient got very dizzy and had diarrhea and nausea and today (08Jan2021), it is worse. Outcome was not recovered. Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

942755 01/14/2021 42.0 F Severe joint and muscle pain; Severe joint and muscle pain; It woke me up; 99.8 with a gram of Tylenol on board; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse, the patient.  A 42-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unknown date as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included sertraline, cefixime (FLEXERIL), and paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. On 07Jan2021 01:00 AM, the patient experienced severe joint and muscle pain. The patient was woken up even after taking cefixime which usually knocks the patient out (as reported). The patient had a temperature of 99.8 with a gram of paracetamol on board (as reported). The patient reported that she did not receive any treatment for the events. Since vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events severe joint, muscle pain, was woken and temperature of 99.8, were all recovering.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot number cannot be obtained.

942756 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 PA 45.0 F body aches; Chills; low grade fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 45-year-old female patient started to receive bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number EK9231), intramuscular (left deltoid) from 06Jan2021 08:30 to 06Jan2021 08:30 at 0.3 mL, single for covid-19 vaccination. Medical history included ongoing asthma. The patient also received first dose of bnt162b2 on 16Dec2020. Concomitant medication included budesonide, formoterol fumarate (SYMBICORT) and salbutamol sulfate (ALBUTEROL); both ongoing given for asthma. It was reported that the patient received the second Pfizer covid19 vaccine dose yesterday around 8:30am. She is calling to report that she experienced body aches, chills, and a low-grade fever which all started around 8pm yesterday (06Jan2021). For the treatment, she is taking Tylenol. The outcome of the events was unknown.

942757 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 FL 46.0 F sensed/tasted metallic; sensed/tasted metallic; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A 46-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Lot EK9231) solution for injection in the left arm on 05Jan2021 at 16:15 (at the age of 46-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history included hypertensive. Concomitant medications included metoprolol; ascorbic acid/herbal nos/levoglutamide/lysine/magnesium/manganese/retinol/riboflavin/selenium/tocopherol/zinc (AIRBORNE); and an unspecified diuretic. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 05Jan2021 at 16:30, the patient experienced sensed/tasted metallic. The patient stated, "Immediately after the vaccine was injected, I sensed/tasted metallic. It has been four days since the injection and I still have the metallic taste." No treatment was provided for the event sensed/tasted metallic. The outcome of the event sensed/tasted metallic was not recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

942758 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 TX 47.0 M Swollen under arm and a knot/upper part of shoulder and chest area was swollen.; Nauseated; Real dehydrated; Kidneys started hurting and felt like kidneys were overworking; Mouth dry; Kept having to go to the restroom; Kept using restroom and had to pee a lot; He is a little sore, but the pain is not as bad; Pain in kidneys woke him up from sleep.; Arm is still swollen but swelling went down; red spot under his arm that looks irritated; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 47-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 via an unspecified route of administration in upper right arm on 02Jan2021 between 07:00-07:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history: None. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced swollen under arm and a knot/upper part of shoulder and chest area was swollen on 03Jan2021 18:00, nauseated, real dehydrated, kidneys started hurting and felt like kidneys were overworking, mouth dry, kept having to go to the restroom; kept using restroom and had to pee a lot, he is a little sore, but the pain is not as bad, pain in kidneys woke him up from sleep all on 03Jan2021. Got COVID Vaccine on Saturday. Was swollen up under arm. Over kidneys, started hurting. Swelling went down. Took Naproxen and Ibuprofen. Mouth was really dry. Felt like kidneys are overworking. Keeps drinking water and going to the restroom. Kidneys started hurting. Received through work. Employed at a mental health and mental retardation school. Arm swollen with a knot. Got off Sunday morning, 03Jan2021. By 18:00, under arm was swollen. Thought he slept wrong or he had an issue with an artery. Under arm and into upper part of shoulder and chest area was swollen. He was nauseated. Felt really dehydrated. Kidneys started hurting. Felt like kidneys were overworking. Felt similar to when he previously had a kidney infection. Knew something wasn't right. Kept using restroom and had to pee a lot. Kept drinking. Kidneys were hurting from 03Jan2021 to yesterday. He is a little sore, but the pain is not as bad. Was drinking water, cranberry juice, and orange juice to flush the COVID vaccine through. Pain in kidneys woke him up from sleep. Is a little swollen. Pain is better than what it was. Between 02:00-03:00 it was done. Swelling was really bad. Start taking Naproxen and Ibuprofen. He was hurting too. Arm is still swollen but swelling went down. There is a red spot under his arm that looks irritated. Supposed to receive second COVID Vaccine on 30Jan2021 but was not going to take it. Clarified he took Naproxen with Ibuprofen in it for the anti-inflammatory. Confirmed he was only referring to one product.  Naproxen was just bought from the store. Unable to provide NDC/Lot/Exp because he does not have product at time of call. Formulation: 200mg per pill, took two pills then six hours later took another two for Voluntary; high number of COVID Cases at his work. Scared to take second COVID Vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid Test: unknown results on an unspecified date (He has to take COVID tests twice a week). The outcome of events was unknown. Vaccination Facility Type: which is a mental health and mental retardation school. He has to take COVID tests twice a week. No additional vaccines administered on same date of Pfizer suspect. The event was not required a visit to doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic or Emergency room/department or urgent care. Prior vaccinations within 4 weeks was none. Adverse event follow prior vaccinations was none. Relevant tests: none.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

942759 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MA 39.0 M when I stand up or walk, I become dizzy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health care professional, the patient. A 39-years-old male patient (health care professional) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: ek9231), intramuscular in the left arm on 06-JAN-2021 12:45 as a single dose, for COVID-19 vaccination.  The vaccine was administered at a hospital. Medical history includes drug hypersensitivity to sulfa drugs.  There were no concomitant medications. No other vaccines were given within 4 weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 07-JAN-2021 03:00, the patient experienced when I stand up or walk, I become dizzy. No treatment was given for the event. The clinical outcome of when I stand up or walk, I become dizzy was not recovered.

942760 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 PA 67.0 M Chills; Weakness; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 67-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as Pfizer BioNTech COVID 19 vaccine; lot number: EJ1688; expiration date: unknown), intramuscular injection in left deltoid on 04Jan2021 16:00 at a single dose for preventative (covid-19 vaccination). The patient has no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient reported that he received Pfizer BioNTech COVID 19 vaccine in a hospital on 04Jan2020 at 16:00. He started experiencing chills, weakness, and a headache two days (06Jan2021) after he was administered the vaccine. The patient did not received treatment. He mentioned that he went to a physician office since he did go to urgent care and was just told not to go back to work and stay home for 2 days. The doctor from urgent care he saw this morning (unspecified date) said he would send the notes to his primary doctor when querying dose and the patient mentioned he thinks he was told the dose was 1 cc, but he is not sure. He had a COVID PCR test this morning and he does not have results yet. He wanted to get permission to go back to work. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID PCR test was unknown result on Jan2021. The patient did not have additional vaccines administered on the same date of the Pfizer Suspect. The outcome of the event weakness was not recovered while the outcome of the other events was recovering.

942761 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 FL 29.0 F Fever (T-max 100.4); headache; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health care professional, the patient. A 29-years-old non-pregnant female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EL1284) in the left arm on 07Jan2021  as a single dose, for COVID-19 vaccination.  The vaccine was administered at a Hospital.  Medical history included  Stiff-man syndrome, polycystic ovarian syndrome and known allergies to soy, sesame, and walnuts.  Concomitant medication included tramadol (TRAMADOL), gabapentin (GABAPENTIN), methocarbamol (ROBAXIN), dienogest, estradiol valerate (NATAZIA), insulin (INSULIN).  The patient previously experienced  drug hypersensitivity to Penicillin, Neosporin, and Levaquin. The patient received the first dose of  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EH9899), in the left arm on 17Dec2020 11:AM.  No other vaccines were given within 4 weeks except the first dose of BNT162B2. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 07Jan2021 17:30, the patient experienced fever (t-max 100.4), headache and body aches.  Lab data include body temperature: t-max 100.4 on 07Jan2021. No treatment was given for the events. The clinical outcome of the events fever (t-max 100.4), headache and body aches was recovering.

942762 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 MO 59.0 F Multiple, large, hard and soft swollen lymph nodes in neck and above and below clavicle in same arm as vaccine given; severe aches and pains in neck and upper back; severe aches and pains in neck and upper back; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 59-year-old non-pregnant female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as COVID-19 vaccine; lot number: EH9899; expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration right arm on 21Dec2020 12:00 PM at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. Medical history included latex allergy. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took telithromycin (KETEKS) and clonidine, but both had allergies. The patient received the most recent COVID-19 vaccine administered in a hospital. The patient reported that she had multiple large, hard and soft swollen lymph nodes in neck and above and below clavicle in same arm as vaccine given, severe aches and pains in neck and upper back on 27Dec2020. The patient did not received treatment for the adverse event. The events were considered as non-serious. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The adverse event resulted in a doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The outcome of the events was recovering.

942763 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 F pain/excruciating pain in her bones, and all over her body; pain in her bones; under her arm was swollen; under her arm was swollen and very painful; having pain in her breast; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient got her second COVID vaccine shot on 07Jan2021, and was in pain and under her arm was swollen and very painful and she was having pain in her breast as well. Patient was in excruciating pain in her bones, and all over her body. Caller was taking paracetamol (TYLENOL) but that didn't help too much. Outcome of all events was not recovered.   Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

942764 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 PA F whole upper arm redness and swelling/arm redness at the injection site; whole upper arm redness and swelling/inflamed swelling to her upper arm; arm redness at the injection site, about 10cm-12cm in size, became a baseball size in diameter with redness and induration; whole upper arm redness and swelling/inflamed swelling to her upper arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE),  via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 as a single dose in the arm for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 07Jan2021, the patient experienced whole upper arm redness and swelling following administration of BNT162B2. On 07Jan2021, she began having arm redness at the injection site, about 10cm-12cm in size, became a baseball size in diameter with redness and induration. It was reported that no, the patient has whole upper arm redness and inflamed swelling to her upper arm. It was reported that the side effect is a very swollen red arm, all around the arm, it is very indurated all the way around her arm. The clinical outcome of whole upper arm redness and swelling/arm redness at the injection site and arm redness at the injection site, about 10cm-12cm in size, became a baseball size in diameter with redness and induration was unknown.  The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

942765 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MI 62.0 M Developed fever 102.7 F; Chills; Extreme weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional who reported for himself, a 62-year-old male patient who received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Lot number: EL0140) at the hospital, via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 07Jan2021 09:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included CVA no residual, patent foramen ovale and known allergies to iodine. Concomitant medications included apixaban (ELIQUIS) and atorvastatin (ATORVASTATIN). Patient did not receive other vaccines in four weeks. On 08Jan2021 at 06:00 AM, the patient developed fever 102.7 F, chills and extreme weakness. Treatment for the events included Tylenol, tepid bath and "cleep". Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The events were reported as non-serious. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

942766 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CA 54.0 M woke up with Mild chills; body aches for 12 hours; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional, the patient.  A 54-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE),  lot number: EH9899, via intramuscular on 06Jan2021 at 07:30 (at the age of 54 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination.  Medical history included enlarged prostate from an unknown date. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included tamsulosin, Vitamin D-3, Vitamin C, and montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), all for unknown indications from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination, but did receive the first dose of BNT162B2 with lot number: EH9899 on 16Dec2020 at 16:30, intramuscular in left arm. The vaccine was given at a hospital. On 07Jan2021 at 06:00, the patient woke up with mild chills, and body aches for 12 hours. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of mild chills, and body aches for 12 hours was recovered. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

942767 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 SC 54.0 F Arm soreness; Huge headache; Low grade fever (99.5); Felt cold, couldn't get warm; chills; Stabbing, shooting pain in right parotid glands; General feeling of unwellness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 54-years-old female patient started to the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot EL0142, on 06Jan2021 (at the age of 54-years-old) as a single dose in the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included chronic granulomatous disease. Concomitant medication were unspecified. The patient previously received the  first dose of BNT162B2, Lot number: EK5730, on 17Dec2020, administration time: 08:00 AM, in the left arm for covid-19 immunization. The patient previously took Oxacillin and Levaquin and experienced allergies. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the workplace clinic. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.   Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 07Jan2021 09:30, the patient experienced arm soreness, huge headache, Low grade fever (99.5), Felt cold, couldn't get warm, chills, Stabbing, shooting pain in right parotid glands and General feeling of unwellnessThe events arm soreness, Huge headache, Low grade fever (99.5), Felt cold, couldn't get warm, chills, Stabbing, shooting pain in right parotid glands and General feeling of unwellness did not result in death, was not life-threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating and did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. No treatment was received for the events. Outcome of the events arm soreness, Huge headache, Low grade fever (99.5), Felt cold, couldn't get warm, chills, Stabbing, shooting pain in right parotid glands and General feeling of unwellness was recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

942768 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 IN M Patient reported fatigue the day of the 1st injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. An adult male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date unknown) at the hospital, intramuscular in the left arm on 06Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had no known allergies. Patient reported fatigue the day of the 1st injection on 06Jan2021. No other symptoms were reported. No treatment was received for the event. The event was reported as non-serious. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient recovered from the event on an unspecified date.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

942769 01/14/2021 F throat tightness; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other hcp. A 60-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine) (Lot number not provided), dose #2, intramuscularly in the right deltoid on an unspecified date (at an unspecified age) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine) (lot number: EK9231), dose #1, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. On an unspecified date, the patient was given vaccination dose #2 in the right deltoid muscle. During her 15 minute waiting period following the injection, the patient began to experience throat tightness. She denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, hoarseness, stridor, itching, lightheadedness, dizziness, facial swelling, lip swelling and tongue swelling. Therapeutic measures taken as a result of the event was antihistamines and bendadryl. Folllow-up response to treatment: no side effects. The patient was assessed as stable to go home and was discharged. The clinical outcome of the throat tightness was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

942770 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 UT 29.0 F chills; body aches; headache; nausea; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician, the patient. This 29-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine) (Lot number: EK5730) (dose #1), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 18Dec2020 at 14:30 (at the age of 29-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC SUMITOMO), levonorgestrel (KYLEENA), melatonin (MELATONIN), spironolactone (SPIRONOLACTONE). Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient previously took Celebrex for an unknown indication and experienced drug hypersensitivity. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. On 20Dec2020 at 10:00, 44 hours after receiving the vaccine, the patient developed chills, body aches, headache, nausea and fatigue. These symptoms persisted for 5 days total. She was not febrile at any time. The adverse events resulted in a doctor or other healthcare professional/clinic visit. No therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events. The clinical outcome of chills, body aches, headache nausea and fatigue was resolved on 25Dec2020. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19: negative on 21Dec2020 (saliva test) and negative on 22Dec2020 (nasal swab test).

942771 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MN 19.0 F Pain in arm like a tents shot for about a day and a half; headache; dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp, the patient. This 19-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine) (Lot number: EK4176) (dose #1), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 04Jan2021 at 19:00 (at the age of 19-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included depression from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, panic disorder from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing and a weak immune system from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO) and an unspecified antiacid. On an unspecified date in Jan2021, the patient experienced pain in arm like a tents shot about a day and half, some headache and dizziness the first few hour. No pain or symptoms reported after 3 days following the vaccination first dose. No therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events. The clinical outcome of pain in arm like a tents shot about a day and half, some headache and dizziness was resolved on an unspecified date in Jan2021. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

942772 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 FL M Headache; some mild jaw pain, like a dull tooth ache/jaw/tooth pain; some mild jaw pain, like a dull tooth ache/jaw/tooth pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for himself. A 66-year-old male patient started to receive the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) on 07Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient wanted to know if there was a known jaw or tooth pain side effects after receiving the COVID vaccine. 15 minutes after injection, he started having mild jaw pain, described as a dull tooth ache, that has not subsided yet (24 hours later). Patient reported that the jaw/tooth pain is making him eat on the other side this morning. Patient stated he was seeking some reassurance. He mentioned he thought he was a tough guy and would not have side effects but within 2 minutes (also reported within 60 seconds or less than 5 minutes of receiving the vaccine) he had a headache. When he developed the headache, he did pull over and waited it out, but he stated that before he left the clinic after getting his vaccine, he did have some mild jaw pain, like a dull tooth ache, and he still feels it. He stated that he does not believe it could be a tooth problem, and that it had to have been triggered by the vaccine because it occurred 15 minutes after he got the vaccine. Patient was wondering if there are any know jaw problem side effects with the vaccine. He stated that it feels like a dull pain on just one side. Outcome of the event some mild jaw pain, like a dull tooth ache/jaw/tooth pain was not recovered while unknown for headache.  Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.

942773 01/14/2021 F The sore deltoid side effect is moderate; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient herself). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced the sore deltoid side effect is moderate on an unspecified date.  Patient stated that having this happen yearly may deter some people from getting the vaccine especially those who must utilize both arms during their occupation such as herself and other health professionals. Nonetheless, having two doses to take weeks apart. Event outcome was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

942774 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MI 75.0 M Lightheaded; sinus discomfort; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for himself. A 75-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number Ek9231/expiration date: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on 06Jan2021 at 10:00 AM (at the age of 75 years old) as a single dose in the arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Relevant medical history included prostate cancer and rheumatoid arthritis. The patient has a known allergy to sulphar. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19, on an unspecified date. Concomitant medication was not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 06Jan2021, at 04:00 PM, the patient was lightheaded the first day with some sinus discomfort. The patient did not receive any treatment for these events. The outcome of the events lightheaded and sinus discomfort was recovering. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

942775 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MA 31.0 M Painful axillary lymph node swelling; Painful axillary lymph node swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for himself. A 31-year-old male received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number: ek9231/expiration date: not provided), via intramuscular route of administration, on 06Jan2021 at 08:00 AM (at the age of 31 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Relevant medical history was none. The patient did not have any known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication was not provided. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number/expiration date: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on 07Dec2020 at 08:15 AM (at the age of 31 years old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the second dose of COVID vaccine (except for the first dose of BNT162B2). On 08Jan2021, at 04:00 AM, the patient experienced painful axillary lymph node swelling, ipsilateral to injection. The patient received ibuprofen as treatment for the event painful axillary lymph node swelling. The outcome of the event painful axillary lymph node swelling was recovering. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

942776 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 MI F Incredibly strong salty taste in mouth which started approximately 1 hour after vaccination...still persists...; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 68-years-old female patient started to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: EK9231, intramuscularly on 01JAN2021 16:15 (at the age of 68-years-old) as a single dose in the left arm  for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history includes Type II diabetes mellitus, Chronic bronchitis, coronary artery disease (CAD). The patient previously took Gemfibrozil and experienced allergies. Concomitant medication included unspecified medications. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the hospital. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 01JAN2021 17:00, the patient experienced incredibly strong salty taste in mouth which started approximately 1 hour after vaccination...still persists. The incredibly strong salty taste in mouth which started approximately 1 hour after vaccination...still persists did not result in death, was not life-threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating and did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. No treatment was received for the event. Outcome of the event incredibly strong salty taste in mouth which started approximately 1 hour after vaccination...still persists was not recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

942777 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 F my arm started to ache that night, slowly travelling down my arm and into my hand; my arm started to ache that night, slowly travelling down my arm and into my hand; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer, the patient. An elderly female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication taken within two weeks of vaccination was unknown. It was unknown whether  patient received any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient reported that the only side effect was her arm started to ache that night, slowly travelling down her arm and into her hand", in Jan2021. It was gone when she awoke in the morning. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for her arm started to ache that night, slowly travelling down her arm and into her hand. The clinical outcome of "her arm started to ache that night, slowly travelling down her arm and into her hand" was recovered on an unspecified date in Jan2021.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

942778 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 HI 37.0 F Soreness to injection site; Headache, mild; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 37-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via unspecified route of administration, on 07Jan2021 at 17:00 PM (at the age of 37-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma, and polycystic ovaries. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication taken within two weeks of vaccination included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), ascorbic acid, betacarotene, calcium sulfate, colecalciferol, cyanocobalamin, ferrous fumarate, folic acid, nicotinamide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol acetate, riboflavin, thiamine mononitrate, tocopheryl acetate, zinc oxide (PRENATAL VITAMINS), ubidecarenone (COQ10). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. On 07Jan2021 at 21:00 PM, the patient experienced headache, mild. It started 4-5 hours after, continued to next day. The next day, 08Jan2021 the patient experienced soreness to injection site. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for the headache, mild and soreness to injection site. The clinical outcome of the events headache, mild and soreness to injection site was recovering. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested

942779 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CA 61.0 M Mildly feverish evening after vaccine; Soreness and tenderness at left arm injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 61-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; second dose (lot number: EL1284, expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 07:00 at single dose (Left arm) for COVID-19 immunization. Patient took bnt162b2 first dose (lot number: EK5730, expiry date: unknown) on 17Dec2020  07:00 am (Left arm) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies: Sulfa, Hypothyroid, Asthma, Hi Cholesterol.  Concomitant medication included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), atorvastatin, levothyroxine. The patient previously took tamiflu and experienced allergies.  Facility type vaccine was hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced Mildly feverish evening after vaccine, Soreness and tenderness at left arm injection site on 07Jan2021. The patient took Motrin as treatment. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of mildly feverish evening after vaccine, soreness and tenderness at left arm injection site. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date. The events were reported as non-serious.

942780 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CA 41.0 M Left axillary lymphadenopathy pain and swelling extending into the left pectoral muscle.; Left axillary lymphadenopathy pain and swelling extending into the left pectoral muscle.; Left axillary lymphadenopathy pain and swelling extending into the left pectoral muscle.; Left axillary lymphadenopathy pain and swelling extending into the left pectoral muscle.; Date of start of drug: 06Jan2021; Date of start of drug: 06Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other healthcare professional (patient). A 41-year-old male patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 09:00 in left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  There were no medical history,  known allergies or concomitant medications in two weeks. There was no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient previously took the first dose of bnt162b2 on 19Dec2020 12:00 PM in left arm (Batch/lot number: EJ1685) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced left axillary lymphadenopathy pain and swelling extending into the left pectoral muscle on 07Jan2021 07:00. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid antibody blood test: negative on 23Dec2020. The events did not resulted in emergency room or physician visit. The events was reported as non-serious. There was no treatment for left axillary lymphadenopathy pain and swelling extending into the left pectoral muscle. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of left axillary lymphadenopathy pain and swelling extending into the left pectoral muscle were not resolved.

942781 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CO 60.0 F when she was given the injection her cyst "bubbled up"; she believes that it was inadvertently given subcutaneously; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 60-year-old female patient received 2nd dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot/batch and expiration date unspecified), subcutaneous on 07Jan2021 at single dose at left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included history of cyst on her upper left arm. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received first dose of bnt162b2 on an unspecified date for COVID-19 immunization. The patient reported that when she was given the injection, her cyst "bubbled up" on an unspecified date. She believed that it was inadvertently given subcutaneously. She wanted more information on the effectiveness of the vaccine if given subcutaneously. Outcome of event when she was given the injection her cyst "bubbled up" was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

942782 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 CA 54.0 F Sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 54-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot EL0140, expiration date unspecified), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at 13:30 at single dose at left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension and hypothyroidism. The patient had no known allergies and no allergies to medications, food or other products and patient was not pregnant. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 22Dec2020 at 13:30, the patient experienced sore arm. There was no therapy received for the event. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and patient had other medications that was received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of event was recovered on an unspecified date.

942783 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CA 53.0 F Severe myalgia; arthralgia; body stiffness; pain/pain under right axilla, extending to right chest and neck; fatigue; Nausea; food aversion; Moderate/severe lymph node swelling and pain under right axilla, extending to right chest and neck; Moderate/severe lymph node swelling and pain under right axilla, extending to right chest and neck; first dose on 18Dec2020 15:30, second dose on 06Jan2021 12:15; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient).  A 53-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 12:15 in right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ADHD (attention deficit hyperactivity disorder), depression in remission, Known allergies: yes: Nitrofurantoin, cephalexin, penicillin.  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not have COVID tested post vaccination and did not have COVID prior vaccination. Concomitant medication included ashwagandha (ASHWAGANDHA), rhodiola rosea (RHODIOLA). The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 18Dec2020 15:30 for COVID-19 immunization.  Adverse event on 07Jan2021 01:00: Severe myalgia, arthralgia, body stiffness, pain and fatigue in early AM of 07Jan2021, continuing into 08Jan2021, though improving. Nausea and food aversion on 07Jan2021, Moderate/severe lymph node swelling and pain under right axilla, extending to right chest and neck still evolving as of this report. Treatment: Ibuprofen OTC, bed rest, warm showers, rest. The outcome of the events was recovering.

942784 01/14/2021 40.0 F fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A 40-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced fatigue with outcome of recovering. The patient did not receive any treatment for the event. The event was assessed as non-serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about batch number cannot be obtained.

942785 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 OH 71.0 F mild nausea; dizziness/dizzy; This is a spontaneous report from the Pfizer-Sponsored program,  received by a contactable consumer (patient).  A 71-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number E10142), via an unknown route, on 04Jan2021 at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient received tetanus vaccine (at single dose in the right arm for tetanus immunization, due to overdue) in Dec2020 (3-4 weeks before vaccination for COVID-19). No additional medical history was provided. No relevant concomitant medications were provided. On 06Jan2021, she developed dizziness, she started feeling dizzy. On 07Jan2021, the patient developed mild nausea to the point that if she was laying on her right to turn on her left that her head was dizzy. The patient stated that she could not go in the bathroom at all last night because she could not make it due to dizziness. She stated that she had to pee in a cup. The patient reported that her niece, aged 27, with a history of vertigo also experienced severe dizziness after her first shot (reported under AER#2021015495). The patient had recovered from mild nausea on 07Jan2021 while she was recovering from dizziness/dizzy.

942786 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CA 68.0 F neck stiffness; coughing with production of white mucous; felt like she couldn't breath with tightness for about a half hour; felt like she couldn't breath with tightness for about a half hour; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 68-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot /batch and expiration date unspecified), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she got the vaccine yesterday (07Jan2021) and that a couple of hours later she began to experience neck stiffness, coughing with production of white mucous and felt like she couldn't breath with tightness for about a half hour. The patient was asking if this was normal. Outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942787 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 PA 46.0 F Fever; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 46-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EK9231), intramuscular on 24Dec2020 14:30 (reported as "02:30 PM") at single dose on left arm as COVID vaccine. Patient was not pregnant.  Medical history included asthma and hypothyoridism. The patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination.  Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), fluticasone furoate, vilanterol trifenatate (BREO ELLIPTA), reported as "Other medications in twoweeks: synthroid, Breo".  The patient previously took cefalexin (KEFLEX) and experienced allergies. The patient experienced fever and chills on 25Dec2020 at "08:00PM". The events were assessed as non-serious. No treatment was given. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.

942788 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 U body aches; chills; headaches; migraines; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An adult patient of an unspecified gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced body aches, chills, headaches and migraines on Jan2021 with outcome of recovering. The events was considered non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942789 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 NC 38.0 F Burning after injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A 38-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: EK9231, intramuscular in the left arm, from 08Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient is not pregnant. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, has the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced burning after injection on 08Jan2021. The outcome of event was recovering.  No follow-up attempts possible. No further information expected. Information on the batch number has been obtained.

942790 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NC F positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; The patient had MS and was immune compromised; The patient had MS and was immune compromised; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This female consumer of unspecified age received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 04Jan2021, for COVID-19 immunization. She had MS and was immune compromised. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 07Jan2021 the patient woke up with headache, runny nose, groggy and muscle aches. She went to pharmacy and got a rapid COVID test that resulted positive. She was asking if the 1st dose could have caused her to be positive on the test. Events outcome was unknown.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given. Case will be reevaluated based on follow-up information

942791 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 NC 45.0 F Itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 45-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: EK9231, intramuscularly in the right arm on 08Jan2021 (at the age of 45-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies to peanuts and shellfish, COVID-19 on an unspecified date (reported as a COVID-19 diagnosis prior to vaccination). The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. On 08Jan2021 (reported as 3 minutes after receiving the vaccine), the patient experienced itching. The patient was treated with diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) 50 mg for the event. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of "itching" was not resolved.

942792 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 F tested COVID Positive; tested COVID Positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A female patient of an unspecified age received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced tested COVID positive on 01Jan2021. She still has a few symptoms and is scheduled for the 2nd dose on 12Jan2020 or 13Jan2020. She was asking if there were any recommendations on the scheduling of the vaccine for her. The outcome of event was unknown.  information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.

942793 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 MI M chills; headache; nausea; sweating; muscle and joint pain; muscle and joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer communicated to a Pfizer colleague. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced chills, headache, nausea, sweating, muscle and joint pain shortly after vaccine in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. Was treatment received for the adverse event: unknown. Prior to vaccination, was the patient diagnosed with COVID-19: Unknown. Since the vaccination, has the patient been tested for COVID-19: Unknown. Serious: No. Seriousness criteria-Results in death: No. Seriousness criteria-Life threatening: No. Seriousness criteria-Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No. Seriousness criteria-Disabling/Incapacitating: No. Seriousness criteria-Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.

942794 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IL F muscle soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. An adult female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on 07Jan2021 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient had historical vaccine of first dose of BNT162B2 on unspecified date. The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. On 07Jan2021, the patient experienced muscle soreness the day of the injection. No other symptoms were reported. No treatment was given to the patient for the event. The outcome of the event was unknown. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the hospital. It was unknown if the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, it was unknown if the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, it was unknown if the patient was tested for COVID-19. The event was considered non serious as it did not results in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

942795 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 AL 59.0 F Tired; headache; achy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (hcp).  A 59-years-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot EL1283, expiry date not reported), intramuscular in the left arm on 07Jan2021 11:45 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history. The patient had no known allergies; no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of the vaccination. The patient had no COVID prior to vaccination (not diagnosed with COVID-19). Concomitant medication included pantoprazole. The patient had the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot EK5730, expiry date reported) for Covid-19 immunization on 17Dec2020 16:00 at a single dose in the right arm intramuscularly. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. Both Covid-19 vaccinations were administered in the hospital. On 08Jan2021 12:00, the patient was tired, had headache, and was achy. The events were reported as not serious (did not result in death, not life-threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating and not a congenital anomaly/birth defect). No treatment was received in response to the events reported. Since the vaccination (post vaccination), the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events tired, headache, and achy was recovering.

942796 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CA 39.0 F Pain at injection site; body aches; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional. A 39-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: EL3249, on 06Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. Historical vaccine included BNT162B2, intramuscular from 16Dec2020 to 16Dec2020 (1st dose; lot: PAA156051). Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, has the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced pain at injection site, body aches and headache. The outcome of event was recovering. No treatment received.   No follow-up attempts possible. No further information expected.

942797 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 UT 62.0 F Sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 62-year-old female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot EL0140, expiration date unspecified), intramuscular on 28Dec2020 at single dose at left arm for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included depression and anxiety. The patient was not pregnant and had no known allergies. The patient had no allergies to medications, food or other products. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 29Dec2020, the patient experienced sore arm. The patient did not received therapy for the event. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at the hospital. It was reported that the patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. There were other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of event was recovered on an unspecified date.

942798 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 43.0 F My armpit is swollen; Swelling in the arm; Fever; Ache; Headache; Flu like symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient).  A 43-year-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD), birth control. Concomitant medication included omeprazole for GERD, estradiol pills for birth control. The patient got the second dose of the Pfizer vaccine and she had some pretty severe flu like symptoms afterwards in Jan2021. But she noticed something odd and that was her armpit was swollen. She thought that is listed as one of the side effects but she wanted to know more about it. She had a pneumococcal vaccine (Unspecified vaccine) reaction and she wanted to make sure that there was nothing that would cross reactivity associated with this vaccine (Covid19 Vaccine). The weight is like 160. About 10 hours, she got 2 or 3 symptoms. Fever, aches, headache, bad headache. That lasted about overnight on the 05Jan2021. Swelling in the arm only started on 06Jan2021. That was when the armpit got swollen. The outcome of the events were unknown.

942799 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 LA 76.0 M striking headache since receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 76-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on the right upper arm on 07Jan2021 12:45 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history reported as none. Concomitant medication included unspecified allergy medication. It was reported that the patient got the COVID-19 Vaccine this morning (07Jan2021 at 12:45 PM). He said he waited 15 minutes after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine, until 1:00 pm, and everything seemed to be okay and he had no major problems. On the same day of 07Jan2021, he said he was now having an annoying, striking headache. He described the pain like someone was stabbing him in the head, and then the headache pain goes away.  He said the headache was not constant and only lasts 3-4 seconds. He said the headache has been hitting him every 10-15 minutes. He also mentioned that he takes allergy medication, so it was not unusual for him to have a headache. As treatment, the patient took a loratadine (CLARITIN 24 Hour), and naproxen sodium (ALEVE Liqui-Gel). He said the headache was not getting any worse. He said the headache started slow and was really painful, and then the headache pain lessens up. Outcome of the event was recovering.

942800 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 KY 66.0 F extreme tiredness/reported as worsened; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 66-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EK9231), intramuscular on the left arm on 06Jan2021 14:50 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization (also reported as preventative) at the hospital. Medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. It was reported that the patient had tetanus shot around 21Dec2020 or 22Dec2020. The patient also had prior vaccinations which included first pneumonia shot was fine. During the second pneumonia shot, the patient had extreme swelling on left arm and could not lift her arm. She was off work several days due to the pain. It was part of a two shot series for those over 65 years old. She had the COVID-19 vaccine yesterday (06Jan2021). The patient had extreme tiredness that started a that night of 06Jan2021 and was really ongoing at the time of the report. She does not want to fall asleep while driving home as she was at work. She has an appointment for the second dose on an unknown date. It was mentioned that the extreme tiredness was reported as worsened (not recovered).

942801 01/14/2021 AL M fever of 101.7/ fever was at 101.5; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable consumer (patient) reported that a male patient of an unspecified age received his second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took 1st dose of BNT162B2. The patient received second COVID shot on Wednesday (06Jan2021). On 06Jan2021, had a fever of 101.7. This morning (08Jan2021) fever was at 101.5. Patient was advised by his HCP to call and report side effects. Outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number is requested.

942802 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 TN 86.0 M he was 6 feet but had shrunk a little; fever of 100.9; chills; pain around pacemaker in chest; lower back pain; had a sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 86-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via intramuscular (lot number: 3L3246) on right arm on 05Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The relevant medical history included 3 heart attacks in the past and pacemaker from an unspecified date. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had a reaction to the Covid vaccine he received on 05Jan2021, stated he had a sore arm the next day 06Jan2021 that had resolved. Stated last night on 07Jan2021, he had a fever of 100.9 and chills and mild pain around pacemaker area in his chest and lower back pain. Stated he treated the fever and chills and pain with Tylenol and stated it had improved. The patient stated he was 6 feet but had shrunk a little on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event had a sore arm was recovered on 07Jan2021, for the event he was 6 feet but had shrunk a little was unknown, while other events were recovering.

942803 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CO 45.0 F Flushed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 45-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 20:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included HTN and pericarditis. Concomitant medication included valsartan, spironolactone, amlodipine, desvenlafaxine succinate (PRISTIQ) and ascorbic acid (C 1000). The patient experienced flushed on 08Jan2021 at 19:00. No treatment was received for the adverse event. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. There were no known allergies. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. Outcome of the event was not recovered.   Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

942804 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 TX 67.0 F A little bruising where the shot was given; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 67-year-old female patient received her first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1686), via unspecified route of administration at left arm on 02Jan2021 4:00 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergic to is red meat and environmental allergies. No concomitant medication. History of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect was none. Additional vaccines administered on same date of the pfizer suspect was none. Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) was None. AE following prior vaccinations was no. Patient has a question. She got her COVID shot on Saturday. She has not had no side effects or anything like that. She has a little bruising where the shot was given. Patient asked if that was normal. It is just a little bruise where the injection was given. It isn't that big of a bruise. It is just where the shot was injected. She didn't notice it until the second day. She received the vaccine on 02Jan2021 and noticed the bruise on 03Jan2021.  She wasn't too worried about it and she read the literature. It said if there was anything to call because that is how it will determine. Event was not required a visit to Emergency Room or Physician Office. It didn't hurt it is just a small bruise. Relevant Tests was none. No Investigation Assessment. Patient was not recovered from the event.

942805 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 TX 33.0 M Tiredness; Little headache; Muscle and body pain; Muscle and body pain; Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 33-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1686) via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The relevant medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none. The day prior to the report on 07Jan2021, the patient got side effects of tiredness, little headache, fever, muscle and body pain. He stated that tiredness began in early morning. He was scheduled to receive second dose on 23Jan2021. He asked a nurse to give him something for a headache the day prior to the report. Since 07Jan2021, he was feeling better. Clarified he cannot confirm the name of medication he was given. He was still feeling body pain. At the time of the report, he asked if he needed to go to the clinic. Didn't know if he needed to wait. Clarified he was asking for medication and if he could go to the hospital to ask for medication. The outcome of the event body pain was not recovered, for the event tiredness and little headache was recovering, while other events were unknown.

942806 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 TN 65.0 F her arm is beginning to itch; warmth, redness, and swelling in the area where her injection was; warmth, redness, and swelling in the area where her injection was; warmth, redness, and swelling in the area where her injection was; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 65-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1686) on 06Jan2021 07:30 via intramuscular at left arm at single dose for some other people who have had COVID and she didn't want to take any chances (because of her age and knowing she works in the medical field). Medical history and concomitant medication were none. The caller states she works in healthcare, clarifies she is a medical assistant. She is calling in regard to Pfizer's COVID-19 Vaccine. She received her first dose on Wednesday and she was having no side effects until last night. Her arm started getting hot in the area where the injection was. Her arm began to get warm, red, and was swelling (07Jan2021 21:00). She took a couple of paracetamol (TYLENOL, lot number: SHA101, expiration date: Jun2024 at 500mg) and put an icepack on it. However, this morning, her arm is still the same. Caller wanted to know if she can still continue to take paracetamol and use the icepacks and just give it some time or what. She knows the redness, swelling, warmth are some side effects but she wanted to just follow-up to see if she can continue to take the paracetamol. Caller verifies she received her first vaccine on 06Jan2021. Last night, 07Jan2021, around 9 pm, she started to get the warmth, redness, and swelling. She states her arm looks the same as it did last night. However, her arm is beginning to itch (08Jan2021). It wasn't itching last night. She explains the vaccine was available to her. She took it because of her age and knowing she works in the medical field, she is around a lot of young people and patients, and also for her family and friends. She knows some other people who have had COVID and she didn't want to take any chances.  None of additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer Suspect. Event was not required a visit to Emergency Room or Physician Office. Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) was none. Relevant Tests was none. Patient was not recovered from the events.

942808 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MI 41.0 F severe angioedema, hives, tachycardia, hypertension, pruritus, chest tightness and shortness of breath.; severe angioedema, hives, tachycardia, hypertension, pruritus, chest tightness and shortness of breath.; severe angioedema, hives, tachycardia, hypertension, pruritus, chest tightness and shortness of breath.; severe angioedema, hives, tachycardia, hypertension, pruritus, chest tightness and shortness of breath.; severe angioedema, hives, tachycardia, hypertension, pruritus, chest tightness and shortness of breath.; severe angioedema, hives, tachycardia, hypertension, pruritus, chest tightness and shortness of breath; severe angioedema, hives, tachycardia, hypertension, pruritus, chest tightness and shortness of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (reporting for herself).  A 41-year-old non-pregnant female patient received two doses of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), both via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm, the first dose on 16Dec2020 09:00 (lot number: EH9899) and the second dose on 08Jan2021 07:15 (lot number: EL0140), both at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included ongoing anxiety, from an unspecified date. The patient had no known allergies.  Concomitant medication included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), acetaminophen (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), naproxen sodium (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), ibuprofen (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN).  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.  Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, has not been tested for COVID-19.  On 09Jan2021 at 01:30 AM, the patient experienced severe angioedema, hives, tachycardia, hypertension, pruritus, chest tightness and shortness of breath, all of which were reported as being life-threatening.  The patient went to the Emergency room due to the events.  Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events and included: methylprednisolone sodium succinate (SOLUMEDROL) 125 mg, famotidine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) 20 mg and diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) 50 mg.   The clinical outcome of severe angioedema, hives, tachycardia, hypertension, pruritus, chest tightness and shortness of breath was recovering.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset severe angioedema, hives, tachycardia, hypertension, pruritus, chest tightness and shortness of breath cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

942809 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CA 39.0 F Upper arms soreness; Upper arms soreness; Chills; Headache; lower stomach and lower back cramping; lower back cramping; fever 102; Fatigue; joint and muscle pain; joint and muscle pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Healthcare Professional (patient). A 39-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received the second dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine), intramuscularly in left arm on 06Jan2021 08:00 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Facility type vaccine was in hospital. Medical history included Sulfa allergy. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 on 16Dec2020 07:30 and experienced upper arms soreness. The patient didn't have other vaccine in four weeks or other medications in two weeks. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior vaccination and didn't test COVID-19 post vaccination. After receiving the 2nd dose, the patient experienced upper arm soreness, chills, headache, lower stomach and lower back cramping, fever 102, fatigue, joint and muscle pain on 06Jan2021, 05:00 PM. No treatment was received for the events. Seriousness criteria was no. The outcome of the events was recovering.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

942810 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 52.0 F headache; high fever; chills, shivering; body ache; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Other HCP reporting for herself. A 52-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number K9231), intramuscular, in left arm, on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Age at vaccination was 52 years. No other vaccine was given within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient had no relevant medical history and did not receive concomitant medications. She had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. On the first and second day the patient experienced high fever, chills, shivering, body ache; headache the third day with chills. No treatment was given for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, she has not been tested for COVID-19. The events were resolving.    No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

942811 12/15/2020 01/14/2021 CT 52.0 M soreness in my arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 52-year-old male patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number: EH9899; expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 15Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization, administered at hospital. Medical history included idiopathic epilepsy. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. With first dose, the patient experienced soreness in his arm with no other symptoms on an unspecified date. The outcome of the reported event soreness in his arm was unknown. On 06Jan2021 10:45, the patient received second dose of vaccine. On 06Jan2021 at 17:00, the patient had fatigue two days after as well lymph node swelling in armpit of arm where second dose administered.

942812 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 MO 64.0 F says in her arm where her shot was given is sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 64-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number: EL0140; expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on right arm on 18Dec2020 10:00 at single dose for covid-19 prevention. Medical history included ongoing arthritis probably since ten years ago (2011), ongoing osteoporosis at least since five years ago, maybe longer, and ongoing Barrett's esophagus probably since five years ago (2016). Family included ongoing high cholesterol diagnosed probably 20 years ago (2001), her whole family has it and was managed or lowered with medication. There were no concomitant medications. The patient said in her arm where her shot was given was sore on an unspecified date. The first time she got the injection in her right arm, but the second time her right was still hurting. The outcome of the event was not recovered.

942813 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 FL 34.0 F feverish; lightheaded; tingling in my fingers; night sweats; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp. A 34-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), intramuscular in left hand on 30Dec2020 14:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Vaccination occurred in a Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included vitamin c [ascorbic acid] (VITAMIN C), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), and zinc (ZINC). The patient was feverish, lightheaded, had tingling in fingers and had night sweats on 01Jan2021 with outcome of recovered. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test-nasal swab with a negative result on 04Jan2021.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942814 01/14/2021 IN M Injection site pain; Tiredness; Headache; Chills; Nausea; General malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist who reported for himself. A 59-year-old male received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot #: EK5730) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date (at an unspecified age) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension and type 2 diabetic, both from unspecified dates and unspecified if ongoing. Concomitant medications included metoprolol taken for hypertension and metformin taken for type 2 diabetic. The patient experienced "injection site pain", "tiredness", "headache", "chills", "nausea" and "general malaise", all on unspecified dates. The reporter stated that he "was calling about the side effects of the COVID-19 vaccination. What I had, of course, the injection site pain, tiredness, headache, chills, nausea, just the general feeling of malaise. I slept at 10 O'clock and its 3 O'clock in the morning now, I just woke up I lay down at 6 O'clock so I sleep for about 8-9 hours." (as reported). The patient stated that he self-medicated with Acetaminophen prior to the vaccination and again 7 hours later and that he took Zofran for nausea. The patient further stated "the injection site pain that (Incomplete sentence). The nurse gave the injection very high to the deltoid muscle and have pushed it very quickly, like I never have experienced the injection itself, having pain upon injection. I have given thousands of Flu shots never so high of deltoid muscle and nowhere had I ever pushed the same." (as reported). The patient was informed about the Pfizer Medical information department and he was also encouraged to visit the website (website name) for additional information. The clinical outcomes of the events "injection site pain", "tiredness", "headache", "chills", "nausea" and "general malaise" were all unknown. The reporter believed that there was a reasonable possibility (method of assessment: global introspection) that the events were all related to the suspect product BNT162B2.

942815 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 TX 42.0 F after receiving the 1st dose of the COVID-19 vaccine,it was about 9 hours later before her right shoulder hurt; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable nurse. A 42-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), intramuscular in her right deltoid on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. It was reported that the patient received her first COVID-19 vaccine dose, the person who administered the shot used a 3-finger width distance from her right shoulder bone when administering the COVID-19 vaccine into her right deltoid muscle. She said after receiving the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine, it was about 9 hours later before her right shoulder hurt. The outcome of the event was recovered on an unspecified date.

942816 01/14/2021 OH F mild nausea; severe dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via a Pfizer-sponsored Program. A female patient (reporter's niece) of an unspecified age (reported as 27, unit unknown) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included vertigo. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 07Jan2021, the patient experienced mild nausea and severe dizziness. Dizziness got so severe that she couldn't get out of bed last night so she had to pee in a cup. Clinical outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

942817 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 25.0 F Within 5 minutes, writer noted person itching arms, legs, & back. Itching continued for approx. 48 hours. It did not get worse and no additional symptoms developed. Vitals stable.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 25-year-old non-pregnant female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EL1284), intramuscularly in the right arm on 29Dec2020 14:00 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On 29Dec2020, within 5 mins, it was noted the patient had itching arms, legs, & back. Itching continued for approximately 48 hours. It did not get worse and no additional symptoms developed. Vitals were stable. Treatment for the event included benadryl 25mg given per MD with extended monitoring for 2 full hours. The outcome of the event was recovered. It was unknown if patient had covid prior vaccination and unknown if tested for covid post vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Vaccine was administered in a hospital.

942818 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 FL 53.0 F Left arm soreness for 24 hours and low grade fever of 100 F; Left arm soreness for 24 hours and low grade fever of 100 F; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 53-year-old non-pregnant female received bnt162b2 (lot: EK9231), intramuscular in the left arm on 30Dec2020 14:30 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included migraine, seizure (resolved x2years) from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing , and allergy to penicillin. There were no concomitant medications. On 30Dec2020 20:00, the patient experienced left arm soreness for 24 hours and low grade fever of 100 f. The outcome of the event was recovered on an unknown date. No treatment was given to the patient for the event. The vaccine was administered in a hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient did not have Covid prior to vaccination and has not been tested post vaccination.

942819 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 37.0 F Fatigue; Severe body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 37-year-old non-pregnant female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), intramuscular in the right arm on 04Jan2021 17:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient has no known allergies. The patient did not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient had severe body aches and fatigue on 06Jan2021 04:00 (also reported as about 36 hours after injection). Treated at home with rest, increased fluids, and Ibuprofen 800mg. The patient fully recovered at 72 hours post-vaccine. Outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021. The events were assessed as non-serious. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

942820 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CA 49.0 M Chill; temp of 99.6; body malaise; pain at injection site; first dose on 17Dec2020 at 03:00 PM/ second dose on 05Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 49-year-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3246) via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 05Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The relevant medical history included Hypertension, GERD (Gastroesophageal reflux disease), ED (Erectile dysfunction), arthritis, allergies to milk, all from an unspecified date. The patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: Ek5370), via Intramuscular on left arm on 17Dec2020 at 03:00 PM at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Concomitant medications included lisinopril, ergocalciferol (VIT D), paracetamol (TYLENOL) for arthritis, sildenafil, ibuprofen (MOTRIN). The patient experienced chill, temp of 99.6, body malaise, pain at injection site on 06Jan2021 at 07:00 AM. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date in Jan2021.

942821 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA F sores in my mouth; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 58-year-old female patient received 2nd dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on an unspecified date for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced sores in mouth on 08Jan2021 with outcome of unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942822 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 OH F face got itchy; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 07Jan2021, the patient experienced face got itchy. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942823 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 U within 2 to 3 hours started with lot of fever, haven't been able to take it off; still sick; sever body aches; flu like symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported information for two patients. This is the second of the two reports.    A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 as single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient reported as follows " within 2 to 3 hours started with lot of fever, haven't been able to take it off ", "still sick ", " sever body aches ", "flu like symptoms", all on 02Jan2021.  Details were as follows: The reactions occurred immediately after the vaccination. Patient received the vaccine on a Saturday and immediately within 2 to 3 hours. The patient indicated that two reacted immediately like that and haven't been able to get any better.  The outcomes of events were unknown.   The batch/lot numbers for the vaccine, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE, were not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021015659 Same reporter/drug/ event, different patient

942824 12/26/2020 01/14/2021 34.0 F Left eye swollen, and droopy.; Left eye swollen, and droopy.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional. A 34-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: 02L20A), via an unspecified route of administration on her left arm on 26Dec2020 at 17:30 at a single dose for immunization. Medical history included penicillin (PCN) allergy. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication included phentermine which was received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced left eye swollen, and droopy on 08Jan2021 at 04:00. The patient did not receive treatment for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was not recovered.   No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

942825 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 37.0 F Throbbing at the injection site; muscle aches over whole body; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional. A 37-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: Unknown), intramuscular at the right arm on 07Jan2021 11:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies: Penicillin, alcohol, salicylates. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant when she received the vaccination. The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 for COVID-19 immunization. On 07Jan2021 at 10pm, the patient experienced throbbing at the injection site and muscle aches over whole body. The events were assessed as non-serious, did not result in death, not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. Treatment was not received for the adverse events. The patient has not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about Lot/Batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

942826 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 33.0 F Within seconds I felt an extreme hot sensation; dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 33-year-old female patient not pregnant received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 h 11: 00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as none. Patient had no known allergies and had no COVID prior vaccination. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient did not receive other concomitant medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. On 08Jan2021 patient experienced an extreme hot sensation and dizziness lasted a minute (within seconds I felt an extreme hot sensation and dizziness, as reported). No treatment administered for the events. Since the vaccination patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Patient recovered from both events on 08Jan2021.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

942827 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MI 39.0 F left arm was tingling; numb feeling all the way to fingers; pain in arm down to her finger  joints; pain in arm down to her finger joints; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional. A 39-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: ES1685, via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm, from 08Jan2021 12:45 at a single dose, for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included IBS (irritable bowel syndrome), dairy intolerance and perfume sensitivity. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 08Jan2021 13:15, a half hour after the vaccination, the patient experienced that her left arm was tingling, a numb feeling all the way to fingers; it lasted about one hour after it came on, but now she have pain in arm down to her finger joints. The outcome of events was reported as recovered with sequelae. No treatment was received/given due to the events.  No follow-up attempts possible. No further information expected. Information on the batch number has been obtained.

942828 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CA 28.0 F joint pain; Chills; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp.  A 28-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), Batch/lot number: EK5730, intramuscular in the right arm,  from 06Jan2021 16:15 to 06Jan2021 16:15 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. Historical vaccine included BNT162B2 on 17Dec2020. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, has the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. On 07Jan2021 12:00, the patient experienced joint pain, chills and body aches. The outcome of events was recovering. No treatment was received due to events.  No follow-up attempts possible. No further information expected. Information on the batch number has been obtained.

942829 01/14/2021 KS M migraine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program. A contactable consumer reported that a male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (also reported as Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter was asking if the patient can take rizatriptan since he experienced migraine on an unspecified date after taking his first dose of the COVID vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the lot/Batch number has been requested.

942830 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CO 47.0 F Fever; Chills; muscle soreness; joint soreness; fatigue; injection site pain; received the first dose of bnt162b2 on 21Dec2020, received the second dose on 07Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 47-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), intramuscular in left arm on 07Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Vaccination was done in  hospital. There were no relevant medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 on 21Dec2020 12:00 via intramuscular route in left arm at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient experienced fever, chills, muscle soreness, joint soreness, fatigue, injection site pain on 07Jan2021 14:00 with outcome of not recovered. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The events was considered non serious by the reporter.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

942831 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 32.0 F Chills; neck/back ache; neck/back ache; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist who reported for herself. A 32-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at 11:30 (at the age of 32-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as none. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. It was reported that the patient had no known allergies to medications, food or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included ascorbic acid, betacarotene, calcium sulfate, colecalciferol, cyanocobalamin, ferrous fumarate, folic acid, nicotinamide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol acetate, riboflavin, thiamine mononitrate, tocopheryl acetate and zinc oxide (PRENATAL VITAMINS), ascorbic acid (VITAMIN C) and vitamin D3, all taken for unspecified indications from unspecified dates. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 09Jan2021 at 01:00, the patient experienced chills, neck/back ache and headache. It was reported that the events were non-serious and did not require hospitalization. The patient received treatment for the events which included acetaminophen. The clinical outcomes of the events chills, neck/back ache and headache were recovering/resolving. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

942832 01/14/2021 FL M fever; chills; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer via a Pfizer sales representative. A male patient of an unspecified age (reported as age: 65, unit: unknown) received BNT162B2 (also reported as Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient had fever, chills and fatigue, on an unspecified date, the day after the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

942833 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 28.0 F Diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional (patient herself). A 28-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Ej1686, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 05Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was not reported. The patient was not pregnant. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications included buspirone hydrochloride (BUSPAR), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), and trazodone. The patient experienced diarrhea on 06Jan2020. No therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the event. Clinical outcome of the event was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

942834 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 33.0 M Malaise; body aches; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from non-contactable consumer. A 33-year-old male patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number and expiration date was not provided), via an unspecified route of administration second dose on 07Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On 07Jan2021, hours after second dose the patient experienced malaise, body aches, and chills with an outcome of recovering.  No treatment received for the adverse events. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Prior to vaccination, was the patient diagnosed with COVID-19: No. Since the vaccination, has the patient been tested for COVID-19: Unknown  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

942835 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 F headache; Body chills came on 10-12 hrs after vaccine.; nausea; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse. A 29-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were note reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Vaccination was done in a hospital. Medical history included RA -rheumatoid arthritis. Concomitant medication included prednisone (PREDNISONE), fish oil (FISH OIL), flaxseed oil [linum usitatissimum seed oil] (FLAXSEED OIL [LINUM USITATISSIMUM SEED OIL]), bifidobacterium bifidum, bifidobacterium lactis, bifidobacterium longum, lactobacillus acidophilus, lactobacillus rhamnosus (PROBIOTIC [BIFIDOBACTERIUM BIFIDUM;BIFIDOBACTERIUM LACTIS;BIFIDOBACTERIUM LONGUM;LACTOBACILLUS ACIDOPHILUS;LACTOBACILLUS RHAMNOSUS]). The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 on 17Dec2020. On 07Jan2021, the patient experienced Body chills came on 10-12 hrs after vaccine, followed by nausea, fever, headache.The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The events was assessed as non serious. No treatment involved for the events.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

942836 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 30.0 F Headache; pain/warmth at injection site; pain/warmth at injection site; nightmares; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other health care professional. A 30-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection; lot number: lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE at right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient previously took amoxicillin and Aspirin; and experienced allergies. On 07Jan2021, the patient experienced headache, pain/warmth at injection site, and nightmares. The outcome of the events was recovered. The patient took some ibuprofen as treatment.     No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

942837 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 TN 46.0 F throat is swelled; hard for me to swallow; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 46-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she had the Pfizer vaccine for the COVID-19 on 29Dec2020. She reported that it was hard for her to swallow on an unspecified date. It was not when she was eating or drinking, just sitting down. She was having trouble swallowing on an unspecified date. It felt like something in her throat swelled. She was having trouble swallowing. She works as a lab assistant. As for the treatment, she said that she has a doctor appointment on Monday (unspecified date). She had been taking diphenhydramine hcl (BENADRYL) as treatment. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

942838 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 TX 50.0 F Chills; Muscle pain; Feel like real tired; Headache; headache, it's like migraine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 50-Year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had the vaccine at her work and like in the night, in the morning, she started experiencing side effects. She was having like chills and muscle pain and she called her doctor and they told her that she had to report the side effects. She felt like real tired and she was having a headache. The patient took some Excedrin for headache, it's like migraine. She took two in the morning at 8:30. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942839 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 MA 22.0 F Dizziness; Palpitation; I had tingling in my face and my legs; Myalgia; Nausea; Headache; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (emergency department technician like a clinical assistant). A 22-year-old female patient received her first injection of BNT162B2 (Pfizer/ BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine, lot number EK9231) intramuscularly at a single dose on 17Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunization. The patient had a medical history of migraine. Concomitant medications included cyproheptadine for migraine and multivitamins. The patient experienced dizziness and palpitations initially and then little bit later on the day she had tingling in her face and legs and she had myalgia, nausea and headache and fatigue. The symptoms lasted for 2 days. The patient medicated with Benadryl and Famotidine. Outcome of the events was unknown. The patient had her second vaccine injection on 06Jan2021.

942840 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 U Weird taste in mouth; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) reported that a patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 05:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was calling because he/she wanted to know as he/she looked up the side effect of the COVID vaccine and he/she got it on the 4th and then he/she noticed this weird taste in his/her mouth and he/she just wanted to know if that is kind of a side effect of the vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

942841 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 F muscle pain; headache; chills; fever; tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a non-contactable healthcare professional who reported for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (Pfizer/ BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine) at a single dose on an unspecified date in Jan2021 (reported as "yesterday") for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was experiencing headache muscle pain, chills fever and tiredness. She was asking even though she was experiencing these side effects it did or did  not mean she was positive for COVID 19. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

942842 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 M He can't get his oxygen up above a certain level; It could be some swelling; His back and arms are covered with hives; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (wife). A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received yesterday (05Jan2021) and during the night he has developed hives. The concern was if the patient should he get the next shot. The wife doesn't consider what's happened to the husband was a severe reaction although his back and arms are covered with hives. The wife doesn't think that they will go to the hospital or anything. The patient can't get his oxygen up above a certain level and he can't get it to where it normally comes when it does on oxygen. But the wife assumes that's going to improve during the day. It was probably from the hives it could be some swelling and guessed it was going to change. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

942843 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NC F body rash/back and arms were covered with rash; face flushed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received the vaccine in, health department. On 06Jan2021, patient had a body rash as soon as she got the shot. Her back and arms were covered with rash and her face flushed, it's been six hours. The patient has been taking Benadryl as treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

942844 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 U Kind of like a hot feeling; temperature is low like 34.5; temperature is low like 34.5/My temperature dropped; it's very low; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient stated, "I had a Covid-19 shot this morning and when I got home, I feel kind of like a hot feeling and I took my temperature and it's low, is that normal? My temperature is low, I think it's my temperature is dropped is this going to be a problem? I want to know if your temperature would drop because my temperature was like 34.5. My temperature should not be that. I took a Covid-19 shot this morning and I took my temperature a while ago and it's very low is this going to be a normal, to be a low "temperature" (not clarified). How do I know what to do? I mean do I need to call the doctor about it or what but there has my "temperature" (not clarified) dropped." The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

942845 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 F She had an allergy from latex and gums are swollen; lips were tiny bit swollen; latex allergy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. A week after patient was vaccinated, she had an allergy from latex and gums were swollen on Dec2020. She said it was mild and her question was if she can still take the second dose of the Covid vaccine this week. She have an allergy to Latex but its a very mild one, her lips were tiny bit swollen and gums were a little swollen on Dec2020. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

942846 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CA 55.0 F Body ache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) via Pfizer sponsored program. A 55-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection) lot number: EJ1686, via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at a single dose to prevent getting Covid. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the covid vaccine about 24 hours ago and was now having a body ache (unknown date in Jan2021) with outcome of unknown. She was wondering if she can take Tylenol or Advil or something to help that. The patient did not receive any treatment for the event.

942847 01/14/2021 M When Nurse pushed the needle into deltoid muscle after the shot there was some vaccine small amount that dripped out from his arm;; When Nurse pushed the needle into deltoid muscle after the shot there was some vaccine small amount that dripped out from his arm;; When Nurse pushed the needle into deltoid muscle after the shot there was some vaccine small amount that dripped out from his arm;; Feel soreness in arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A male patient of an unspecified age started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date to an unspecified date at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient stated that when nurse pushed the needle into deltoid muscle after the shot there was some vaccine small amount that dripped out from his arm. The patient also stated that he feel soreness in arm on an unspecified date. Outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

942848 01/14/2021 VT F she has arm pain after receiving covid vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number and expiry date unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient called because she has arm pain after receiving covid vaccine and she wanted to know if she can take tylenol for the pain. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

942849 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 M pain at the injection site; fever; chills last night; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A male patient of an unspecified age started to receive bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration from 06Jan2021 to 06Jan2021 at a single dose for an unspecified indication. The patient's patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient had reported pain at the injection site, fever and chills last night on 06Jan2021 and feels better today. The outcome of the events was recovering.

942850 01/14/2021 U soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician via Pfizer sales representative. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported very mild soreness with first and second dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. The outcome of event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained

942851 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 27.0 F injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable pharmacist (patient). A 27-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EK5730, expiry: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 12:00 at single dose (Left Arm) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history reported as none. Patient had no known allergies. Patient is not pregnant. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination was reported as oral contraceptives. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Only adverse event related to first dose was injection site pain from an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown. The events were reported as non-serious.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

942852 01/14/2021 U the person who took the 1st dose of the vaccine and still tested positive; the person who took the 1st dose of the vaccine and still tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A non-contactable consumer reported that a patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. ~The patient took the 1st dose of the vaccine and still tested positive on unspecified date. They would like to know if the patient still needs to take the 2nd dose of the vaccine or not.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

942853 01/14/2021 MA M High fever; Other symptoms of a cold; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot/batch number not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The consumer reported the secondary effects of the Covid-19 Pfizer Vaccine. The consumer reported that a patient was vaccinated with Pfizer's Covid vaccine at a Medical Center on an unspecified date. The patient was having several secondary effects due to the vaccination. He has high fever and other symptoms of a cold on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible: information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

942854 01/14/2021 CA F fever; body aches; had 2nd dose of COVID-19 vaccine yesterday at 17 days from 1st dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via a Pfizer Sponsored Program. A female patient of an unspecified age received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient has historical COVID-19 vaccine BNT162B2 as first dose on unspecified date. The patient had 2nd dose of COVID vaccine yesterday at 17 days from 1st dose. The patient was experiencing fever and body aches and is wondering if taking the 2nd dose at 17 days was alright. The outcome of the events was unknown.

942855 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 CA 35.0 F First dose side effect of moderate 6/10 injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 35-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular in left arm on 17Dec2020 11:00 at single dose for an COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), allergic rhinitis (no serious/life threatening allergies). Known allergies: isoniazid (rash). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. First dose side effect of moderate 6/10 injection site pain, responded well to naproxen. Did not seek medical care. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of the event was recovering.  Information on the Lot/Batch Number has been requested.

942856 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 U Cold sores; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the COVID Vaccine on 06Jan2021, the first shot and the patient now had broken out with cold sores and the patient has had cold sores before in mouth. Normally, the patient would just take some Acyclovir and Valacyclovir (Intent: Treatment) that had prescribed by doctor but now the patient was concerned about taking it (Acyclovir and Valacyclovir) and it doing something to the vaccine and making it not as efficacious. The patient wondered if that is true. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.

942857 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NY 75.0 F Feels a little weaker/ a little weak like after the Flu shot; Feels a little weaker/ a little weak like after the Flu shot; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 75-years-old female patient received the second dose of of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19, Batch/lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at 0.3 mL single (reported as 0.3cc injection) for covid-19 immunization (reported as works with COVID patients on daily basis). Medical history included hypertension, hip replacement from an accident four years before 07Jan2021 in December (Dec2016). The patient was not overweight, exercises, was older, but considered in good health. The had labs in Dec2020 and everything was ok. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The past vaccine event included weak after the Flu shot and first dose BNT162B2 on 16Dec2020 (75-years-old) and experienced dental implants and bridge fell out, bones were hurting her, pain in hip. It was reported on 06Jan2021 1PM (06Jan2021 13:00) was kind of weak. And felt a little weaker on 06Jan2021 and 07Jan2021. She did not have a temperature. She wants to know if this only happened to her or if it was a coincidence. She felt ok, but a little weak like after the Flu shot. The event outcome was unknown.

942858 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 MO 46.0 F soreness in the left arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional reporting for herself.   A 46-year-old female patient received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EK5730, expiry date 31Mar2021) via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 18Dec2020 right before 9:00 am for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included migraine (she occasionally had migraines and treated it with ibuprofen). The patient's concomitant medication included ibuprofen for migraine. No other vaccine received within 4 weeks. The patient experienced soreness in the left arm on 18Dec2020. The event lasted for a day and a half and was resolved on 20Dec2020.   The reporter considered the event soreness in the left arm was related to the vaccine.

942859 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MO 46.0 F paresthesia of the left arm and hand; heaviness of the left arm.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional reporting for herself. A 46-year-old female patient received the second single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EK9231, expiry date 30Apr2021) via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 08Jan2021 at 15:30 for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included migraine (she occasionally had migraines and treated it with ibuprofen). The patient's concomitant medication included ibuprofen for migraine (the last dose of Ibuprofen was two or three days ago before 08Jan2021). The patient had received the first single dose of BNT162B2 on 18Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization and experienced soreness in the left arm which lasted for a day and a half. No other vaccine received within 4 weeks.   The patient experienced paresthesia of the left arm and hand on 08Jan2021. She received the first dose of the vaccine on 18Dec2020 in her left arm and had some soreness in the left arm at that time, which was resolved on 20Dec2020 (event reported in AER 2021019477). On 08Jan2021, she received the second dose also in her left arm and within five minutes she had this strange paresthesia of the left arm and hand. She also described it as strange heaviness of the left arm. No limited range of motion of the left arm. She didn't know if it was serious. She didn't visit emergency room or physician office. After two hours (the time of reporting) she still had the same sensation. The event was not resolved.   The reporter considered the event paresthesia of the left arm and hand was related to the vaccine.

942860 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 MN 33.0 F feeling fatigue; she has swollen lymph nodes in the right axillary area and the right breast; swollen lymph nodes in the right axillary area and the right breast: She noticed at night on 05Jan2021 because it was sore; swollen lymph nodes in the right axillary area and the right breast: She noticed at night on 05Jan2021 because it was sore; had a slightly elevated Hemoglobin; soreness in the left arm where she received injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 33-year-old female patient started to receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot Number: EK9231) in the left arm via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 08:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included supraventricular tachycardia  from 2015 (It is under control currently. She was diagnosed in 2015 and she had ablation right away). The patient got the flu vaccine which was required by her workplace was Oct2020. She had flu symptoms, sore throat, and a little headache. Concomitant medication included colecalciferol (VITAMIN D) from 2020 and ongoing. The main side effects was soreness in the left arm where she received injection for one to two days. She couldn't lift her arm. Soreness in the left arm started around 17:00 on 29Dec2020. The patient had a physical on Monday (04Jan2021) and everything was perfectly fine. When she did all the blood work and everything was fine. She had a CBC count on Monday (04Jan2021) and the white blood count was normal. She had a slightly elevated Hemoglobin. All other test like calcium and blood sugar were all normal. Swollen lymph nodes in the right axillary area and the right breast: She noticed at night on 05Jan2021 because it was sore. Then on 06Jan2021 when she looked in the mirror she flexed her arm and saw a line around the breast and it was a little swollen. She got the injection in the left arm. She clarified that she has swollen lymph nodes in the right axillary area and the right breast. There is no swelling on the left. The patient stated today (08Jan2021) the swollen lymph nodes and breast is worse. She is feeling fatigue and can't palpate nodes in breast or axillary area. When she lifts her arm there is a line on the right breast. The outcome of Swollen lymph nodes was not recovered; of other events was unknown.

942861 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 U little sore on the injection spot; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced "only felt little sore on the injection spot, no other symptoms and feeling great, so far." The outcome of the event was unknown.   No follow up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

942869 11/25/2020 01/14/2021 MA F Alterations in her mouth that seemed Bell´s Palsy; Not sure whether patient has Bell´s Palsy or shingles; This case was reported by a physician via call center representative and described the occurrence of bell's palsy in a 76-year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   On 25th November 2020, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix. On 4th December 2020, 9 days after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced bell's palsy (serious criteria GSK medically significant) and shingles. On an unknown date, the outcome of the bell's palsy and shingles were unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the bell's palsy and shingles to be related to Shingrix.  Additional information was provided as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported, however it could be 75 or 76 years old. On 4th December 2020, the patient experienced little alterations in her mouth that seemed Bell´s Palsy. Her VZV (Varicella zoster virus) IgM antibodies levels were measured 4 weeks after vaccination and they had increased.  The reporter was not sure whether patient had Bell´s palsy or shingles. The reporter was reticent to provide details but agreed to follow-up.

942894 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 FL 38.0 38 F Flushing sensation, tachycardia, tongue swelling, dry mouth - occurred within 3 minutes of receiving vaccine.  Benadryl 25 mg PO was immediately administered.  I was observed for approximately 75 minutes.  Dry mouth, flushing, and tachycardia resolved.  I was able to eat and drink and drove home.  My uvula appeared swollen until approximately 5 hours after the injection.

942895 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 HI 83.0 83 M Patient states that the vaccine administered to his left arm worsened his left arm weakness. He had surgery as listed earlier on 12/2/2020, he then mentioned to multiple healthcare providers on 12/21/2020 that he could not lift his left arm past his nipple line. He was then started on dexamethasone for three days. The vaccine was then given on 12/24/2020 to the left deltoid. Of note, PPSV23 was given to his right arm that day as well. The patient then states that a few days later and according to our documentation (1/2/21) he could no longer lift his left arm past his navel. He has been getting occupational/physical therapy with minimal to no improvement.

942896 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 63.0 63 M Itchy eyes. Skin around both eyes turned red and puffy.  Lasted about 24 hours.  Stinging sensation in both eyes.

942897 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 PA 80.0 80 M History of Present Illness:   Patient is a 80 y.o. male who presents with chest pain.  Patient reported that he 1st had the chest pain approximately 2 weeks ago when he woke from sleep.  At that time patient pain lasted about 5 minutes or so and resolved when he got out of bed.  He did well for the rest of the day up until yesterday.  Patient reported that yesterday morning he woke up with the pain at the lasted about 30 minutes or so.  Patient also had associated burping felt that it is likely GI in nature.  The pain was located mainly in the left side of the chest without any radiation.  No diaphoresis.  No shortness of breath or palpitation.  No radiation for the pain.  Since yesterday morning he had another 3 episodes of pain the last after dinner tonight.  Patient reported that this pain was located more on the left side of the chest, likely lasted about 10 minutes or so.  There was no exertional component to the pain.  No known history of heart disease.  Due to rather recurrent nature of the pain patient was brought to the hospital by his son who is a cardiologist to be evaluated.  No fever or chills.  No cough . Patient reported that he got vaccination for COVID 2 days ago-of a concern that this may be a side effect of the vaccine.  No dizziness lightheadedness. Patient with history of GI bleed in the past at that time patient was on NSAIDs.  Patient with burping associated with the painY 1

942898 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 OR 32.0 32 F Approximately 24 hours after receiving the vaccine, I experienced extreme nausea and vomiting, diarrhea, lightheadedness/dizziness, and migraine. Symptoms began on Wednesday 12/30/2020 and lasted until Saturday 01/02/2021 after I called my primary care physician who prescribed Imodium and Zofran to help with the Diarrhea and Nausea/Vomiting. Symptoms lessened and around Monday  010/04/2021 I was able to keep fluids down and felt better overall.

942899 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 TX 52.0 52 F generalize papular rash; very itchy, 4 days post vaccine, lasted 48hrs; treated with Benadryl

942901 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 PA 47.0 47 F fever, body pain, head ache

942902 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 49.0 49 M Rapid heart rate, dizziness, light headed, felt like i  was going to pass out - lasted a few minutes then went  away. Maybe I was having a panic attack?

942903 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 CO 44.0 44 M Ache, chills, fatigue, headache.  Fever of 101 at 7pm on 1/12/2021. Fever resolved by 11pm that nighr.

942904 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 PA 50.0 50 M Chief Complaint Patient presents with ? Generalized Body Aches     Pt presents via EMS c/o DOE, dry non-productive cough, subjective fevers Tmax 101.9, decreased appetite, aches since testing + for COVID on 1/5.   Patient is a 50 year old male with PMH of Crohns/MS on fingolimod presenting to the Hospital for fevers, shortness of breath and weakness. Patient received COVID vaccine on 12/29. Patient had initial left arm discomfort though has had worsening weakness, cough, shortness of breath and fevers since that time. Patient tested positive for COVID19 on  Patient has shortness of breath with exertion that is relieved by rest. Patient denies N/V/D. Patient has taken tylenol at home to attempt to alleviate symptoms.Y 4

942905 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 OH 34.0 34 M For several hours I had no side effects, including soreness at the injection site. In the evening, maybe 6-8 hours after the injection, the site became sore. After midnight, I started having severe chills and needed several layers of clothing and blankets to stay warm. I checked for a fever and did not have one. In the morning the chills were gone but I had a strong headache that lingered with varying intensity throughout the day. It is unclear if the headache was more from the vaccine or more from a lack of sufficient sleep because I couldn't sleep with the chills. The injection site has continued to be sore and seems to be increasingly sore. After waking up on 1-13-2021, I found myself feeling fatigued and lethargic, not dissimilar to the fatigue I felt when I had COVID. The fatigue has somewhat subsided over the course of the day, with lots of rest helping. The headache and soreness are ongoing, and the fatigue is present but less than earlier today. There's been somewhat of an ongoing lack of appetite, but I've been able to eat in small amounts and keep down what I eat. The chills have come and gone a couple times throughout the day today, but that doesn't seem to last long.
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942906 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 OR 41.0 41 M Fever 103.8 Perspiration  Generalized fatigue and weakness Mild dyspnea without cough- now resolved.  Soreness at injection site right arm.

942907 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IN 25.0 25 F I have never had abnormal menstrual cycles. I have a cycle every 4 weeks and 5 days. I am not sexually active. I have had no sudden stressful events/changed in diet/change in activity. Following the vaccine I had moderate lower back and right lower quadrant abdominal pain that I wrote off as maybe something I ate. This cramping pain did not cease and stayed at a severity of 4/10.  I did not take over the counters for relief. Upon wakening the the next day I found I had bled through my under garmets and had a severe headache. This went away as the day professed and I did not have any more break through bleeding since.

942908 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 59.0 59 F right after vaccine, she went to the observation area.  Once there she stated having heart palpitations and chest pain.  She was taken to the ED for evaluation

942909 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 PA 68.0 68 M Chief Complaint Patient presents with ? Vomiting     pt reports dry heaving and nausea that started an hour ago    Patient is an 68 y.o. year old male with PMHx significant for HTN, BPH, who presents to the ED today with nausea and dry heaving for one hour PTA.  States that he was at work as a courier when he had onset of sensation of room spinning, nausea, and dry heaving.  Also having tinnitus which he thinks is b/l.  This happened once about two weeks ago and resolved spontaneously overnight when he was asleep.  No preceding illnesses, medication changes, or other associated symptoms.  Vertigo has no clear exacerbating or relieving factors.  Has not yet taken anything for symptoms.    The patient denies fevers, chills, headaches, syncope, chest pain, shortness of breath, rhinorrhea, sore throat, cough, abdominal pain, changes in usual bowel movements, changes with urination, back pain, pain anywhere else in body.  The patient has no sick contacts, recent travel history.Y

942910 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 40.0 40 M severe headache, neck stiffness, fever up to 102F, diffuse myalgias; symptoms started ~12 hr after 2nd dose and persisted for another ~48-60hr before resolving

942911 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Hives on chest, neck, and face, headache, diaphoresis five min after COVID vaccine A & O x4, ambulates. Administered Benadryl 50mg PO. symptoms persist after 20min. Called 911, evaluated and transported to Emergency Dept.

942912 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 AK 56.0 56 F 1 week post: Right arm injection site became itchy, swollen, red, with a histamine rash and hardened nodule. Lymph nodes at arm only slightly swollen/tender.

942914 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 PA 50.0 50 F HOSPITAL COURSE: Patient is a 50 y.o. female with a history of anxiety and migraine headaches who presented to hospital with cough and diarrhea.  The patient had felt the symptoms on 12/31/2020 and eventually went to have a COVID test on 1/1/2021.  She was subsequently positive but due to dehydration and diarrhea she came to the emergency department where she was admitted for remdesivir and dexamethasone.  She was able to be weaned off any supplemental oxygen.  Her diarrhea resolved.  She is feeling well and will be discharged home in good condition.Y 5

942915 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WI 24.0 24 F Hives, swollen red itchy eyes, puffy face and eyes, rash on the shoulder.

942916 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Fever, chills, body aches, sore throat, runny nose, fatigue, loss of appetite. Alleviated with NyQuil on 6 hour intervals

942917 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Pruritic rash all over body that started approximately 2 hours after administration, lasted for a few more hours after taking Benadryl and Famotidine.

942918 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MN 25.0 25 F Mild fever, chills, body ache, sore arm, nausea

942919 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NV 42.0 42 F As I was driving home from injection, the left side of my face began to tingle. Behind my left eye feels tight, and the left side of my tongue, throat, and next feel funny. This is day 8. Symptoms are still there.

942920 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 37.0 37 M Fever > 102 ; body ache. I was bedridden for a day. Felt better the next day.

942921 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 PA 30.0 30 F Blanching maculopapular rash on arms, legs, trunk/back. Started day 4 after vaccine. Blanching rash at site of injection.

942922 01/14/2021 AZ 76.0 F None stated. Y

942923 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 35.0 35 F Approximately 10 days after I received the Covid vaccine shot I started noticing a few bumps in my backs that look like pimples. A few days later I noticed it spreads all over my back and that was when I decided to  see a doctor and reported just incase was a allergic reaction to the vaccine.

942924 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Hives, swelling all over body

942925 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CT 45.0 45 F Severe headache that did not respond to over the counter medications lasted about 36 hours. After that it continued but not nearly as severe and did respond to over the counter medications. Headache still present

942926 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 43.0 43 F Last night having chill and headache. This morning was better.  Went to work. But now around 5 pm started having chill and headache again.

942927 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 44.0 44 F Staff had her 2nd dose on 01/12/2020 yesterday.  This morning 6am wake up with bad headache.  Went to work, 3:30 had blood pressure checked 174/102 and pulse was 98.  Took Tylenol.  Not dizzy.  Monday covid negative

942928 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CA 36.0 36 F THERE WAS NO ADVERSE EFFECT UNTIL YESTERDAY (01/12/21). I NOTICED MY LEFT ARM SPECIFICALLY ON THE INJECTION SITE WAS GETTING SWOLLEN, HOT AND ITCHY. THE AREA FELT THICK, BULDGED AND SORE. IT HAS GOTTEN WORSE THIS MORNING (01/13/21).

942929 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 55.0 55 F Got her vaccine yesterday 01/12/2021. Took 2 Tylenol yesterday.  Last night at 10pm, Started feeling very cold/chills, and had fever of 102, also have headache, very tired.  When she had fever her ear hurt.

942930 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 53.0 53 F 1/11/2021 7pm whole body felt painful, chill, lower back pain, under armpit of injection side very painful.  Not able to get up this morning.  Took 1000mg Tylenol.  Last time took Tylenol was 1 am this morning.  Staff is worried.  Please advise. exposed 1/1/2021 (daughter).

942931 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 51.0 51 F Vaccine on Monday 01/11/2021.  Tuesday 01/12/21 morning got up with muscle ache, headache, fever 100.8.

942932 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 59.0 59 M 01/07/2021 7pm staff was shivering, chill, 100.2, body ache, joint pain, upset stomach. Following day fatigue, did not eat. Saturday, Sunday, still having upset stomach. Feel like having cold sore in mouth but could not see the cold sore.  Spoke with PCP.  PCP said could be something else.

942933 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 57.0 57 F Got vaccine yesterday 01/11/2021. Tuesday 01/12/2021:  chill, fever, fatigue.  Took Tylenol.  Today 1/13/21 still a little fatigue.  at work today. COVID negative 1/11/21 negative, getting tested every week. denies COVID exposure.

942934 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 48.0 48 F got vaccine yesterday. 4 am this morning staff wake up with warm and chill, injection site so painful, headache and body ache.  Took a day off today.

942935 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 39.0 39 F shingles R s2 dermatone

942936 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 IL 32.0 32 M Developed subjective fevers and night sweats the night after receiving the second dose. Upon waking, I had significant chills, muscle and body aches, and fatigue. These symptoms lasted between 12-24 hours.

942937 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 VT 58.0 58 F sick to stomach and headache within 15 minutes, then about 1/2 hour later broke out in hives and had to go to emergency room and get some Benadryl and stay and be monitored for hour.

942939 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 48.0 48 F Slight pain in left axillary and noticed swelling in armpit, more noticeable when left arm raised up.

942940 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OH 29.0 29 M Fever of 101.5 HR of 150 Chills

942941 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 38.0 38 F Approximately 9 days post vaccine, patient developed redness, warmth, itching at and around site of injection about palm size. For the past 5 days the site has slowly enlarged. Current Treatment:  started 01/12- Keflex 500mg 4x day q 10 days.  Status: no increased spreading Current Treatment: fresh aloe, topical Status: no itching

942942 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 AK 67.0 67 F I experienced unusual never felt before Pain in middle of chest lasted approx.3-5 minutes (possible rapid heart rate event) 1 and 1/2 hr. after Moderna vaccine given on 1/12/2021 no more pain after that event. She suggested it might have been a rapid heart rate and to go to doctor to get it checked out. I hope I am filling this form out correctly. I intend to get checked out by doctor soon.

942943 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 PA 59.0 59 F Lips felt tingling. And so did my hands and feet.  It started 2 minutes after shot. I was in sheer panic ran out to get air walked a little and oozed 20 to 25 minutes after.

942944 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 70.0 70 M Mild headache lasting several hours

942945 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 CO 57.0 57 F I had underlying body inflammation prior to getting vaccine, but otherwise no illnesses or issues.  Two days after vaccine I came down with a UTI.  Another 3 days after that my body went into an acute inflammatory response.  I had extremely pronounced pinkeye (first time ever) followed by acute gout flare-up (first time ever) followed by extreme edema in lower extremities (first time ever).  I'm being treated with steroids, but these issues have yet to resolve.  I have not been able to work since Jan 4.  I can only stand for a few minutes and walk a short distance with the aid of crutches.  In all of my life, I have never had pinkeye or gout or edema, or a UTI for that matter.  I am a healthcare worker and I'm needed back at my job asap.

942946 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 FL 54.0 54 F Dever, chills, muscle and bone pain, headache

942947 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 34.0 34 F Growing redness and tenderness in the place of shot. Doesn't hurt too much, but growing in size. Was advised to report and contact the provider to take a look.

942948 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 OH 29.0 29 F Aside from the chills, fatigue, headache, and feeling feverish the not so normal and quiet severe reaction I am still having is swelling and major redness at the injection site on my right arm. It also has moderate to severe  itching . Was given steroids and an antibiotic but have seen no changes due to just starting the medications. Is it common and/or something to worry about?

942949 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 LA 26.0 26 F I did okay with the first dose only experienced site pain and fatigue. This second dose has not been pleasant: I am experiencing injection site pain, headaches, body aches, chills, and back pain.

942950 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 42.0 42 F Body aches, insomnia

942951 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 57.0 57 F Swollen injection site, muscle aches, fever (104), fatigue, mild nausea, swollen taste buds

942952 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 27.0 27 F My injection was at 4:08 pm on 1/13/21.  I woke up from a dead sleep at 2:30am on 1/14/21 and started vomiting for about 20-25 minutes. Also muscle pain at injection site.

942953 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OH 43.0 43 F I woke up with excruciating pain heat and redness in my right toe, which did have what I assume is a fungal infection of the nail, however it had felt fine until it woke me up in the night.  I thought I had developed cellulitis.  However by the next morning it was completely gone back to how it was which is a little painful and irritated but not bad at all.

942954 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Fever (101.2), significant body aches, nausea

942955 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 40.0 40 F 7 days after injection, injection site began to swell, have heat, and redness.  Immune reaction progressed to 3" x 5.5" area of redness and heat on day 10. Lymph node on left arm were swollen and causing pain and pressure down the left arm from day 9 to day 11. Beginning on day 10, increased OTC anti inflammatory/pain relief medications.

942956 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 NH 68.0 68 F Round red circular rash on left upper forearm about 1.5 inches from injection site.  Pruritic.  Responded to Zyrtec and Hydrocortisone cream X 2 days.  Symptoms lessened, but continues to be present.  Rash is much more diffuse in color and less itchy.  Currently taking no medication for these symptoms.

942957 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 46.0 46 F 1) Tender lymphadenopathy of left axilla and supraclavicular areas- started on 01-10-2021, worsened for 2 days, then began to resolve in both size and tenderness. Ultrasound performed on 01-11-2021 that was consistent with lymphadenopathy without any other findings. Most recent evaluation on 01-14-2021 with persistent lymph node swelling but decreased size and tenderness.  2) Erythema at site of injection- Patch of erythema and pain approximately 3x4cm at site of injection and just inferior to it. Symptoms  began on 01-13-2021, decreased on re-evaluation on 01-14-2021 but was still present.

942958 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 PA 25.0 25 F Bad chills for the last 8 hours so far Mild nausea Lightheaded Tachycardic Temp 99.5

942959 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 SC 38.0 38 F Left sided lymphadenopathy (axilla, supracavicular, neck)- golf ball size

942961 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 OH 61.0 61 F Ten days after receiving the injection I noticed a 2? by 2? red, slightly raised, slightly warm lump at the injection site that itches.

942962 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NC 51.0 51 F Axillary lymphadenopathy with swelling extending to left breast.  Left Scilla lymph node size of golf ball

942963 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 OH 46.0 46 F Patient noted 7 days following vaccination she developed redness, warmth, tenderness and soft tissue swelling around the injection site.

942964 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 IL 45.0 45 F Cellulitis, injection site moving down arm. Antibiotic prescribed. Currently on antibiotic.

942965 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 IN 34.0 34 F L arm pain and numbness from injection site to shoulder, temp 99.0-99.5 F

942966 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 52.0 52 F pain and swelling at injection site, fever and body aches,  joint pain, nausea, fatigue

942967 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MI 50.0 50 F Large red raised itchy hives

942973 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MI 57.0 57 F Fever, chills, body aches, headache,  sinus drainage, soreness at vaccine sight.  All symptoms started 10 hours after receiving the vaccination.

942974 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 IN 61.0 61 F Headache for3 days Nausea for 3 days Muscle weakness for 3 days. Joint pain for 3 days. Red rash at injection site. Swelling at injection site. Diarrhea for 2 Days

942975 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 PA 52.0 52 F Patient returned for 2nd Covid vaccine and reported that after previous vaccine she fainted 3 times, had a swollen arm, severe leg pain and nausea and vomiting. At that time, we decided that she should receive guidance form her PCP prior to receiving the 2nd dose in the series.

942976 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 50.0 50 M Feeling very cold Shivering all night could not warm up. Tiredness

942977 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 OH 37.0 37 M I woke up the next day with a fever of 101.2 and terrible chills/shakes, very painful injection site. No redness noticed.

942978 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 GA 25.0 25 M I got the vaccine yesterday and last night I started having a very bad headache along with fatigue. As the night progressed, I started having chest pain/heaviness, body aches, dizziness, fever of 102 for over 4 hours while taking Acetaminophen, chills, and an elevated heart rate.

942979 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 VA 37.0 37 F Fever, chills, swelling and itchy injection site, rash on injection site arm, extremely sore arm-could not lift above head, swollen lymph nodes, GI upset.

942980 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 RI 31.0 31 F for 5 minutes after injection, i felt slightly light headed and nauseous but that went away after 5ish minutes. Slight shoulder pain right of the day, with a headache starting after 30 min. Later that night around 10-11pm i woke up with a splitting headache, chills, cold sweat and had a fever of 100.7. Took tylenol, woke up feeling better.  Mild headache lasted 3 days, when headache stopped heaviness/pain started in my left armpit - huge swollen lymph node (injection side). Was painful for 1.5 wks, this past week the lymph node is still swollen but not painful. I tried to go for a run 3 days after injection, I was short of breath and legs felt heavy (usually walk 2 miles daily with dogs, run 3-4 miles 3-4x/wk) figured that went along with swollen lymph node. Today is the first day I was able to run without difficulty catching my breath and my legs don't feel as heavy (2 miles, slow jog vs run).

942981 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MA 46.0 46 F swelling of arm vaccine administered in, redness at injection site, chills

942982 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Received 2nd dose on Friday, did not experience any issues until Monday.  Began with tinnitus in left ear, severe sound sensitivity, headache, then myalgia, fatigue, brain fog and disorientation, low grade fever of 99.6.  Was sent home from work.  Had COVID-19 testing and was negative.  Worked from home the next day and still had myalgia and then had gastric issues of nausea and diarrhea, low grade fever.

942983 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 37.0 37 M Joint stiffness and myalgias throughout body. Diaphorisis over night and in morning.

942984 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 PR 40.0 F Patient present with anxiety, palpitations, tachycardia, dizziness and fatigue during the observation period after vaccine administration. A Rapid Response (RR) code for an anaphylactic reaction was activated. Vital signs were SPO2 100%, HR106 BPM and BP 150/100 mmHg. Patient received Epinephrine 0.3mg IM, Benadryl 50mg IV and Solucortef 200mg IV by RR code protocol. She was transfer to the ER. After transfer vital sings were 146/106 mmHg, HR 145 BPM and 120 BPM, RR 22, O2 sat 100% and 99%.

942985 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 38.0 38 F Fever chills headache fatigue

942986 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 OH 27.0 27 M First 1-7 days: local swelling, mild erythema, warm to touch, tenderness, approximately 1-1.5 inches in diameter at injection site.  Mostly resolved approximately 1 week post-vaccination.  12 days post vaccination a large rash was noted, approximately 4-5 inches in diameter; significant erythema with a darker red ring encircling a lighter red  center. Hot to touch. Mild tenderness.  13 days post vaccination started cephalexin for suspected mild cellulitis. 14 days post vaccination (day of filing this report): rash seems to be improving but has not resolved.

942987 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MS 44.0 44 F low grade fever (99.1), arthralgia, chills, malgia, mild headache. started in the night around 1am. Fever started around 6am

942988 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 VT 45.0 45 F Noticed a large red mark on arm around vaccination site extending from shoulder to elbow on outside of arm.  Area was lighter on the inside and redder at the edges.

942989 01/14/2021 TX 68.0 F Tired, low grade (100.9) temp

942990 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 NM 16.0 16 M Error: Wrong Vaccine Formulation  (ex. different manufact. initial and booster)

942991 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Pain in entire arm, redness, swelling, tenderness, tingling in fingers, stiffness, infection of injection site.

942992 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 OH 37.0 37 F developed sudden red hot itchy rash w raised bumps at injection site.. did not know was pregnant at the time of vaccine , positive pregnancy test a week after injection, current estimayed due date September 15th

942993 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 IN 49.0 49 M Left supraclavicular lymph node swelling

942994 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 65.0 65 F 1/13/2021 at 3:11 pm EMT was alerted to client in observation area.  Client was lethargic and complained of dizziness and feeling sick.  Client brought to medic area.  EKG and B/P and blood sugar taken.  Client diaphoretic.

942996 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 PR 48.0 48 F FIVE DAYS OF SISTOMES,HEADACHE,MUSCULAR PAIN, CHILLS GANGIOS INFLAMATION ,SWELLING OF LIPS.

942997 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 WA 54.0 54 F Cellulitis, requires antibiotics and missed day of work.

942998 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 NM 16.0 16 M Error: Wrong Vaccine Formulation  (ex. different manufact. initial and booster)

942999 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 OH 59.0 59 F rash, petechia all over body, spread and got redder and redder

943000 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MS 49.0 49 M Immediate mild shoulder pain that began to significantly worsen 3 hours post vaccination.  The pain/inflammation is continuing to worsen and have lost most function of my shoulder now overnight.  The injection was placed too high and anterior likely into the shoulder joint.

943001 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OH 71.0 71 F 11:25AM Pt complaining of feeling hot and feeling as she was going to pass out.  Lightheadedness.  Denies dizziness, denies SOB.   SO2 99%, BP: 138/78, HR:80, Hx of DM2, Ate a small breakfast this AM. " High reading of sugar this AM, about >300"  Transferred to wheelchair, feet elevated.  Water encouraged.  Call to PCP.  Notified of incident.  11:55AM BP: 138--70

943002 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 36.0 36 M Fever, Malaise, Chills, aching limbs

943003 01/03/2021 01/14/2021 MA 25.0 25 F Site: Redness at Injection Site-Medium, Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Medium

943004 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 FL 67.0 67 F I started to have a sore arm 2 days after i received the first dose of the vaccine on Jan 5, 2021.  As of today, Jan. 14, my arm is still very sore.  I'm not sure how long this lasts but it is very sore.

943006 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MN 17.0 17 F Error: Booster Given Too Early; symptoms lasted 0 days

943007 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IN 51.0 51 F From onset of vaccination mild soreness.  No redness. Early morning 1/13/21 increased soreness , itchiness, hot to touch; redness surrounding injection site.

943008 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 GA 52.0 52 M Left Deltoid injection sight with increase redness, warmth, and itching. Aprox. 4 1/2 inches width. Complaints of fatigue, muscle aches, chills for first 24hrs.

943009 01/03/2021 01/14/2021 PA 38.0 38 F Systemic: tacchycardia

943010 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 MA 36.0 36 F Peripheral neuropathy

943011 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 PR 47.0 47 F THREE DAYS WITH SINTOMES , PAIN INJECTION SITE,HEADACHE,TIRED,MUSCULAR PAIN,CHILLES,PAIN JOINTS,FEVER,SWELLING INJECTION SITE,NAUSIAS GANGLIOR INFLAMATION.PAIN ALL HER BODY.

943012 01/03/2021 01/14/2021 PA 39.0 39 M Systemic: chest pain

943013 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MI 54.0 54 F 1/13/20:05:30 awoke with rt arm tenderness/pain at site of injection - has continued to time of this document 1/14/21 08:00 07:30 increased dry cough, scratchy throat 08:30 sore throat 09:30 mild headache and muscle aches, sore throat, cough when talking 10:30 increasing muscle aches and headache, laryngitis, cough resolving, mild intestinal discomfort 11:00 left work 11:30 all symptoms at 10:30 continuing, increasing fatigue; took 1000mg acetominophen slept most of the time noon - 4 pm 4pm cough resolved, muscle aches continued, headache improved, laryngitis continued.  mild fatigue  6:00 pm noted loss of smell (could not smell cooked garlic - my husband could) Laryngitis & muscle aches continued throughout evening  7:30 pm 2nd dose 1000mg acetaminophen  1/14/20 - 06:00 am laryngitis resolved Ongoing scratchy throat, mild muscle aches, mild nausea/intestinal discomfort.  Laryngitis and cough mostly resolved - but i am not talking much; speech is an irritating factor for both symptoms.  Fatigue improved.  Headache mostly resolved. Took 1000 mg acetaminophen.

943014 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WV 36.0 36 M Severe chills; aches; general malaise, low grade fever lasting 2-3 hours.  Acetaminophen and ibuprofen

943015 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Headache. Muscle aches. Sore throat. Fever.

943016 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 PR 53.0 53 F FIRST DOSE- FEELING HOT, CHILLS, TIREDNESS, MILD HEADACHE AND GENERAL BODY PAIN  SECOND DOSE-FEVER, CHILLS, SEVERE HEADACHE, ITCHY IN THE VACCINATION AREA AND PAIN IN THE VACCINE ARM AND RADIATES UNDER THE ARMPIT TO THE BREAST AND DIARRHEA

943017 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 CO 48.0 48 F vaccine was administered on 12/31/2020- sore arm but fine and forgot about it. On 1/8/21 I noticed my arm a bit swollen, itchy, and sore. On 1/9/21, my arm was red, and burning and sore as if I had just received the vaccine the day before.  The redness was below the injection site. On 1/10/21, it was already better and redness was already going away. Of note, I did receive the varicella vaccine on 1/4/21.

943018 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 WA 54.0 54 F Muscle aches, malaise, chills (afebrile)

943019 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 KY 50.0 50 F Dizziness began at 9:15 p.m.  and lasted throughout the night.  It is better this morning.  Joint pain kept me awake most of the night.  (all joints, especially neck)  Joint pain is better this morning, but it has not completely resolved.  Extreme soreness at the injection site (no redness or swelling, just very sore and trouble lifting arm).

943020 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CT 64.0 64 U at  24 hours after injection: arm soreness, extremely tiered, chills chills lasted 8 hours continue to be tiered arm no longer sore

943021 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 OH 52.0 52 F Pain in the arm that has moved from my outer arm to my inner arm and my arm pit. The pain has lasted a week, so far, although it has improved day by day. Numbness of right wrist that lasted 2 days. On the evening of day 2, after the vaccine I experienced a low-grade fever of 100 degrees, nausea and chills. This had resolved by the following morning.

943022 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 NY 39.0 39 F pain down left arm and into the armpit/chest  swelling in left supraclavicular area going on 7 days

943023 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 40.0 40 F SWollen supraclavicular lymph node on site of injection!!!!! 10 other friends reported the same exact symptom!!!! Should be stated with calling Moderna. Should be in the literature. Its very scary!!

943024 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NY 27.0 27 F After receiving my second dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine on the morning of 1/13/21, I had arm soreness at the injection site. Later in the day, I experienced fatigue, which progressed to body chills and aches. Overnight, I developed a fever of 101.5 F. Fever was managed with  ibuprofen taken throughout the following day, 1/13/21. On 1/13/21 at night, I had another fever of 101.6 F but did not taken any antipyretics before bed. On the morning 1/14/21 body aches, body chills, and fevers were resolved without antipyretics. Arm soreness still present on 1/14/21.

943025 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 IN 41.0 41 F Headache, Fatigue -30 min after (gone at 37 hours)  Muscle Aches - 27 hrs after (gone at 37 hours)  Eyelid edema & swelling in fingers - 37 hours (gone 72 hours)

943026 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 79.0 79 M Patient stated "I feel some pressure like I need to burp."  Patient was taken back to medic area where vital signs and EKG were done.  Manual v/s 138/98, O2 98%, HR 70, EKG results normal.  Patient burped and stated, "I feel better now."  EMT released patient to go home.

943027 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 KS 42.0 42 F 15 hrs after injection severe body aches, chills, muscle and joint pain. Lasted 24 hrs.

943028 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 50.0 50 F Patient complained of numbness r shoulder blade and up right neck. Denies other symptoms. Reports same symptoms after first dose of Pfizer and lasted ~ 4 days after. Observed x 30 minutes.  BP 128/80  HR 71  sat 100%

943029 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 FL 33.0 33 F Inability to think clearly/slowed reaction time/knowing the right steps to do a process but unable to execute timely or well Chills/freezing/cold sweats Nausea, GI distress Dizziness/lightheaded/feelings of severe dehydration/feeling unstable on feet Anterior chest burning

943030 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 62.0 62 F nausea, HA, chills , fatigue after second shot

943031 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MI 95.0 95 F Resident was Nausea & had 2 emesis

943032 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 34.0 34 F I woke up with vertigo- I was unable tp sit up or get out of bed due to extreme dizziness and disorientation for 90 minutes

943033 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 PA 45.0 45 F lymph nodes in my neck on left side became swollen, injection site was hard and started with pain and an eraser size reaction, the following day my injection site developed a rash larger than a quarter with under arm axillary pain, that night the rash was raised, today rash is the size of a tennis ball is warm to touch, neck lymph node is going down, today I have taken Benadryl.

943034 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 33.0 33 F about 10 hours after administration, I developed SOB, mild chest pain, hoarseness, and right sided wheezes. I self treated with albuterol (2 puffs) inhaler that I have on hand in case of environmental allergy triggers (I rarely have to use it- last use 3 years ago). The wheezing resolved and chest pain improved but the hoarseness remained. Over the next 2-3 hours I developed headache, malaise, mild dizziness, arthralgia, myalgia, and eventually fevers and chills (by 13 hours after vaccine administration). When fever reached 101 I self treated with naproxen 250mg. I slept for 4 hours and awoke diaphoretic, but the fever had resolved and I felt much better. However, I developed urticaria that started on my flexor surfaces of the elbows, hips, and knees, and spread to my adbomen, thighs, and face, with swelling about my right eye. I self treated with 25mg benadryl and itching and urticaria improved to the point that I was able to sleep. When I awoke the next morning my symptoms had largely resolved with the exception of mild headache, body aches, hoarseness, slight chest tightness, and mild residual swelling of the right eyelid.

943035 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Large red, raised circular shaped rash underneath injection site. First noticed on the 12th. Rash has increased in diameter in the two days since. Arm pain had originally subsided but has slowly increased since the rash appeared.

943036 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Day of vaccination no symptoms. Day after about 0730 had slight headache, sore arm, fatigue and loss of taste. Day 2 post vaccination only loss of taste, slightly improved.

943037 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MN 17.0 17 F Error: Booster Given Too Early; symptoms lasted 0 days

943038 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CO 24.0 24 F Excruciating back pain and headache, fever, diarrhea, chills. Dont know how to treat.

943039 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 70.0 70 M Soreness of left arm from shoulder to elbow. Lasted for approximately 36 hours

943040 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OH 28.0 28 F 02:00 PM "feeling goggy" HR: 113, BP: 120/80 sitting, 120/60 standing, 02:02 PM Drinking fluids orally  02:34 PM BP:172/120  02:36PM  BP: 140/110  02:39 PM HR: 80,  02:47 PM SO2 RA 98%, HR: 82, BP: weak (nurse can not hear well) 02:54 PM 140/104 sitting right arm SO2 RA 99% Hr: 82 3:00 PM pt. feeling better, however she  left with EMS team

943041 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 PR 44.0 44 F THREE DAYS OF SYMPTOMS, DIZZINESS,WEAKNESS,PAIN INJECTION SITE,HEADACHE,TIRED,MUSCULAR PAIN CHILLS,JOINT PAIN,FEVER,SWELLING ON INJECTION SITE,NAUSEA,INFLAMATION OF NODES.

943042 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 27.0 27 M faint dizzy light headed

943044 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Systemic: Chills-Severe, Systemic: chills led to hyperventilation-Severe; symptoms lasted 0 days

943046 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 39.0 39 F fatigue, body aches, migraine (behind my eyes hurt), chills (my hands in particular were cold despite having heat on me), and it feel like there was a weight on my chest
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943047 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TN 22.0 22 F Extreme chills and soreness

943048 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Systemic: Nausea-Medium, Systemic: light headed, high blood pressure, shortness of breath-Medium; symptoms lasted 1 day

943050 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 GA 25.0 25 F soreness on left arm all the way up to my shoulder, Itching on random parts of my body and body aches

943051 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 NJ 40.0 40 F Redness on the right arm shortly appear after the first dose of the Vaccine.  The redness continues to display for many days after the shot but on January 7th, I broke out in hives in the same area.  After consulting with my physician, he suggested that I take Benadryl and Ibuprofen.  I noticed the redness started to spread a lot bigger on Saturday January 9th.  At that point, I contacted my doctor and he prescribed me Amoxicillin and Prednisone.  As of today, January 14, the redness is slow dissipating but there are dark tone color around the infected area.

943052 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MD 36.0 36 F Localized arm redness, itching, warm to touch at injection shot

943053 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 MI 29.0 29 M The day of the shot I had a headache that lasted days. I have no history of grinding or clinching my jaw. I?ve now begun that later on that night of the shot.

943054 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 LA 45.0 45 M Within 1 minute of receiving vaccination, heart rate increase to over 145 bpm.  Blood pressure increased significantly.  Began sweating profusely.   Developed a very dry mouth and high rate of breathing.    Lasted for about 20-30 minutes and then returned to normal.

943055 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Date of symptom onset ? 1.13.21?  Symptoms - ? around 3:00 pm EE reports feelings of fatigue and ? felt off.?  At approx. 0330 (1/14), + fever (Tmax 100.4), resolution of fever with 400 mg of motrin.  Temp 98.2 at time of call (07:30). Last day of work and shift - ? today Home remedies? -   motrin 400 mg at 0700 Any improvement? - yes Recommendation? EE encouraged to continue to monitor symptoms and to contact EH vaccine support line with further questions or concerns.  EE asked if she was able to attend work as she had a fever this am.  EE notified of changes in the Redcap survey and verbalized back understanding.  EE denied further questions at this time.

943056 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MD 33.0 33 F 1/8/21  (24 hours post vaccine) - severe chills, body temp dropped to 96°F, later that night a low grade fever  1/9/21 - tired, low grade fever all day  1/10/21 - felt fine, slight congestion   1/11/21 - head congestion - sinus symptoms   1/12/21 - congestion - tested for COVID with PCR test  1/13/21 - lost smell  1/14/21 - test results back and positive for COVID

943058 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CT 55.0 55 F Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Medium, Systemic: Chills-Mild, Systemic: Exhaustion-Medium, Systemic: Headache-Mild, Systemic: upper body test rash, itchiness around eyes and mouth, she discribed a tingling sension in the back of her throat, verbilized her tongue was swelling; symptoms lasted 1 day

943060 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Felt sore arm (deltoid), developed headache (20 hours after vaccine), body aches, chills (developed 30 hours after vaccine).  Temp 100.1, (approx 32 hours after vaccine).   All resolved 43 hours after vaccine.

943061 01/03/2021 01/14/2021 CT 40.0 40 F Systemic: Headache-Medium, Systemic: Nausea-Medium, Systemic: Vomiting-Mild, Systemic: blurred/vision changes, tachycardia-Medium

943062 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 PR 45.0 45 F FIVE DAYS OF SYMPTOMS, PAIN INJECTION SITE, TIRED, MUSCULAR PAIN, CHILLS, JOINT PAIN, SWELLING INJECTION SITE, FEELING BAD.

943063 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IN 43.0 43 M Lymph nodes on left side are swollen.  When extending arm upwards (hand above my head), I can see a bump right under my armpit.  Bump is probably 3" diameter and approximately .75" in thickness (as thick as my fingers, not as thick as the palm of my hand).  It's tender to the touch, but not painful.   Lymph nodes on right side do not seem to be affected.

943064 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 ME 38.0 38 F Subjective fever, chills, myalgias, lymphadenophathy, tachycardia, fatigue

943065 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 30.0 30 M Patient became bradycardic, diaphoretic,  hypotensive and had a decreased level of consciousness 10 minutes post vaccination. BP 67/34 mm/Hg, HR 39-44 BPM, O2 96%, improved when he was supine.

943066 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 55.0 55 F As a hospital employee, I got my first injection on January 4th at 9:30 am. For the next few days I had no reaction other than soreness at injection site. A week later, in the morning of January 11th, I felt the itch on the same arm next to injection site, and observed skin rash in an egg shape. I thought it was just an insect bite. The itch continued on Tuesday, which made me wonder if there is such a thing as delayed reaction to COVID-19 vaccine. I did a bit digging in the medical literature, which confirmed my suspicion of delayed reaction to vaccines in general. Today, Thursday, January 14th, the itch is minimum and the skin rash is still there. The skin rash area is approximately 5 cm from left to right and 6 cm from top to bottom. I took a few photos, and am happy to email them to you if interested.

943067 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 KY 94.0 94 M Site: Redness at Injection Site-Medium, Site: Swelling at Injection Site-Medium; symptoms lasted 1 day

943068 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IA 32.0 32 F Around 8 minutes post-vaccination patient started complaining of itching in her eyes and legs. RN in room with patient, vitals obtained immediately.  While obtaining patients vitals, patient started to feel tingling on her face starting at her cheeks and going down towards her mouth, but no itching or swelling of mouth, throat, or tongue.  NP brought into room to evaluate patient and Benadryl 50 mg given at 1125.  Patient expressed that tingling was spreading to jaw and down into neck.  911 called at 1127 per recommendation from NP.  While waiting for EMT's to arrive, patient complained of tingling down to her chest at 1133, and the tingling progressed down to her legs at 1136.  Patient still denied any difficulty breathing, trouble swallowing, shortness of breath, swelling of mouth, lips, and/or tongue. Patient was able to talk without any difficulty during the entire event. EMT's arrived at 1139 and patient walked out to ambulance without assistance and was transported to ER for evaluation.  At ED, pt reports she started getting tingling sensation all over her body, fullness sensation in her throat, feeling flushed, itching eyes and all over her body within 10 minutes of receiving vaccine. Pt notes she has had antibiotic allergies in the past that are very similar to this experience. Pt also endorses numbness/tingling sensation stretched from head to just below abdomen.  Pt received famotidine 20 mg IV x 1, methylprednisolone 125 mg IV x 1, 1L NS IV x 1 (in addition to diphenhydramine 50 mg PO x 1 she received at clinic). Pt states she felt no improvement so diphenhydramine 50 mg IV x 1 ordered. Half hour later pt felt she wsa not getting worse, but not better and she stated her thoat felt full and she had tingling all over. Pt received albuterol 2.5 mg nebs x 1 and epinephrine 0.3 mg IM x 1.  Discharged to home with prescrpitions for Medrol Dosepak 4 mg PO tabs x 6 days, famotidine 40 mg PO QHS x 5 days, hydroxyzine 25 mg PO QID PRN x 5 days. Instructed to return to ED with worsening condition and to discuss 2nd dose of vaccine with PCP.

943069 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 KY 61.0 61 F Felt as if head was underwater (ear pressure), and headache on top of head, felt puny from time of administration, gradually lessening throughout the evening.

943070 01/03/2021 01/14/2021 VT 22.0 22 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe, Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Medium, Systemic: chest/throat tightness-Medium

943071 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NC 93.0 93 F All over body shaking since day of vaccination, starting 30 minutes after receiving the vaccine

943072 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 AL 28.0 28 F moderate itching at the injection site and redness  and mild itching all over the body

943073 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CT 39.0 39 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe, Systemic: Vomiting; symptoms lasted 2 days

943074 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MD 45.0 45 F local soreness at injection site, days 1 - 3.  On day 7 (almost exactly) started to have red, warm, itchy bump over injection side deltoid, size of half dollar.  Took Zyrtec / Singulair, went to bed. In AM (8h) larger size (2.5 x 3") with warmth, redness, less swelling, increased itching.  Applied triamcinolone.  Situation still evolving.

943075 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MO 47.0 47 F Swollen lymph node at left clavicle.  Sudden redness at injection site, 9 days after injection

943076 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 38.0 38 M Fevers, chills, rigors, diarrhea, whole body pain, brain fog, severe arm pain at site of injection

943077 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 OH 25.0 25 F Developed an itchy, pink rash on upper left arm at injection site.  It spread up and down arm away from injection site over the next several days.  Patient was prescribed prednisone by provider and it is resolving.

943078 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 MI 36.0 36 F Severe frontal headache for 48 hours

943080 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 NH 54.0 54 F Chills , body aches, fatigue, swollen lymph nodes in right axilla, throat, and under right clavicle

943081 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 VA 36.0 36 F raised itchy red rash on both of forearms

943082 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 TX 44.0 44 F About a 4 by 6 inch area that is whelped up, red, itching, and throbbing. I saw a Dr. yesterday. She prescribed Cephalexin antibiotic.

943083 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 VA 38.0 38 M patient received Pfizer COVID Vaccine (LOT EL3302, EXP 05/2021)  after checking in to Vaccine site after 0758 .  After receiving vaccine patient went to Auditorium for post injection observation period.  Within a few  minutes,  patient's wife yelled out for help.  Nurse responded and stated patient was pale, limp and unresponsive.  Epi Pen #1 was administered, with no response.  Epi Pen #2 was then administered,  patient immediately jumped up, alert and oriented immediately after receiving second Epi Pen. Code was called at 0814 and patient was transported to Emergency Department by Code team.

943084 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 DE 51.0 51 F Brief (less than 2 minutes) itching in throat. Sore left arm for 2 days.  On day 2, inability to lift arm for about 1 hour, improved after ibuprofen. Significant fatigue for 2 days.  By day 3, all symptoms resolved.

943085 01/14/2021 TX U 15 days later I have developed a rash and swelling to my upper right arm around the injection site. It is painful and hot and itchy. My arm feels heavy. Feels exactly how it did a day after initial injection.

943086 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 PA 41.0 41 F 10 hours after injection of 2nd vaccine I experienced body aches, chills, nausea that lasted 2 days.  3rd day post injection nausea continued and started experiencing back/flank pain.  4 and 5th day post injection still have nausea/back pain and chest pain, headache.  Overall tiredness and weakness. I was also tested for Covid and it was negative.

943087 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MO 57.0 57 F Injection pain/tenderness at site, tiredness,  HEADACHE, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, fever, nausea, feeling body aches

943088 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 TN 63.0 63 F Developed fever and headache then later developed hives, itching, and bruising. Already taking Zyrtec daily. Began taking famotidine daily. Required Benadryl on 1/11/21 but still has hives as of 1/11/21.

943089 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 68.0 68 F when patient sat up 15 minutes post vaccination she felt light headed. She sat for an additional 15 minutes with hydration and resolved

943090 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Systemic: Lightheadness for 30 mins felt better after resting-Medium; symptoms lasted 0 days

943091 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 IN 64.0 64 F Temp 101.6, chills, extreme body aches and HA, nausea, vomiting, hyperactive bowel movements, (7 soft formed in 9 hours) resolved about 30 hours from onset.

943092 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Chills, Fatigue, left arm pain and fever of 100.3.  Treatment include Tylenol with no improvement at this time.

943093 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 SC 47.0 47 F Swelling right side of neck, shoulder, upper trapezius and tracheal area Slight rash Soreness in the swollen areas

943094 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NY 43.0 43 F fever, aches, head pain, elevated heartrate, fatigue for 24- 48 hrs, elevated hr still intermittent

943095 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 PR 33.0 33 M Pt experienced 103.7 fever and muscle spasms. Hospitalized. Y 1

943096 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 KY 33.0 33 F Rash/hives, itching  on face, neck and ears and chest

943097 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MI 36.0 36 F Severe headache in back of lower head/neck and frontal head, fever up to 101 degrees F, chills and rigors, muscle pain, extreme weakness and fatigue.  Affected my ability to function. Took Tylenol. Took almost 48 hours to recover.

943098 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Systemic: Chills-Severe, Systemic: Chills/numbness lead to hyperventilating, felt better after taking benadryl and is back to normal-Severe; symptoms lasted 0 days

943099 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 GA 34.0 34 F Severe itching and redness circle around the site and a little hard

943100 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 21.0 21 F Patient complained of HA. Observed 30 mins and resolved by the time she left. No other symptoms

943101 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 NJ 22.0 22 F At first I felt slightly light headed which lasted about 2 hours. At around 7 PM that night, the arm pain started. I had a very bad nights sleep due to this arm pain. I would rate this 8/10. The next day, I had significantly less arm pain, about 4/10. I felt light headed the whole day. After 36 hours, all of my side effects were gone.

943102 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 52.0 52 F Received COVID vaccine on 1/7/2021 on  1/10/2021 I had a sudden onset of right side facial numbness.  I was worked up in the ER for a possible stroke but all testing was negative. The numbness lasted 3 days and has now resolved.  My COVID shot was given in the right arm.

943103 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 69.0 69 F Patient felt some numbness in throat post vaccination. Drank water and rested, feeling resolved.

943104 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 ND 26.0 26 F Headaches; body aches;  chills; fatigue;  joint pain, muscle stiffness; extreme left arm pain.  Ongoing itchiness/swelling in the palms and head. This lasted greater than 2 days

943105 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 SC 81.0 81 F Systemic: Headache, Systemic: IRREGULAR HEARTBEAT (HAS HISTORY OF AFIB), COMPLAINED OF BEING HOT; symptoms lasted 0 days

943106 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 34.0 34 M right arm pain, fever of 100.9 and Achy.  Tylenol taken on 1/13/21 no improvement.

943107 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 NY 40.0 40 M SUDDEN UNILATERAL (RIGHT)  HEARING  LOSS

943108 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 59.0 59 F Tingling, arm feels "heavy" and "weak", arm that was vaccinated. Patient called PHN over, described that arm where she received vaccine felt heavy and weak. Patient states she felt tingling in arm, down to hand immediately following vaccine administration. Patient states her arm feels sore, soreness radiating into neck. Patient states she is feeling a little better after fifteen minutes. Recommended to follow up with PCP and seek care if symptoms persist or worsen. Pt. discharged from clinic.

943109 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 GA 32.0 32 F i have a Knot on injection site 10 days later after first moderna vaccine. Woke up in the middle of the night on 01/13/2021 with my arm hurting. when I woke up to come to work I went to feel for the pain and noticed the knot.  It is burning, itching, its red , it hurts and the area feels very warm today is 01/14/2021 and has not got any better. I spoke to a nurse yesterday and she said she would investigate and call me back. Later in the day she did and told me other people have had the issue and wanted me to call her the next morning. I did and she asked me to call because she didnt know how to help. they sent me here.

943110 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 PR 40.0 40 F FIVE DAYS OF SINTOMES,PAIN INJECTIN SITE, SWELLING INJECTION SITE, RASH  AND INCHING.

943111 01/03/2021 01/14/2021 LA 52.0 52 F Systemic: Patient experienced dizziness for about 2 hours, when trying to focus patient eyes were darting, blurred vision, and a little while later patient could not stand or walk alone

943113 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 52.0 52 F severe migraines, body aches, chills, fever, lethargic, swelling of eyes and face

943114 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 FL 59.0 59 F within one hour of vaccine developed difficulty concentrating, described as brain fog.  She also developed tinnitus. Both symptoms were transient and resolved without intervention

943115 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 VA 51.0 51 F GI upset: combination of loose stools and diarrhea 3-4 times per day

943116 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 35.0 35 F 12 hrs after first and second vaccines: injection site pain, fever 100F, sweating, body aches, joint pain, headache, malaise. First vaccine side effects lasted 1-2 days. Just had second vaccine yesterday, symptoms have not resolved yet

943117 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 WI 44.0 44 F Fever 103.2, severe muscle and joint pain, fatigue

943118 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 79.0 79 F Verbalize at 1:02 pm feeling light headache, blurred vision like vertigo.  He was evaluated by Fire Rescue and released home feeling better at 1:05 pm.

943119 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 52.0 52 F I have a fever of 100.7 headache  body aches  fatigue

943120 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 FL 22.0 22 F Day one: extreme malaise, fatigue and muscle soreness onset 4-5hrs from injection and lasted for 2 days. Day three: at midnight started itching and I had just dismissed it. Woke up at 6am itching in sleep on more place. Currently (0900 day 4) moderate hives presenting bilaterally on knees, elbows, sides, back, ear and eyes. Most of the hives present are fairly bilaterally. Applied benadryl tropical cream to spots and fighting the urge to itch.

943121 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 52.0 52 F About 10 to 12 minutes after the injection, I started feeling like my throat was constricted.  I felt pain in my temple and I also felt like my ears were clogged.  My tonugue was tingling and I had pain across my chest.   I had trouble swallowing and taking a deep breath.  The medical providers assessed me and since my heart was not racing and I did not have a rash all over my body, deemed I was okay.  When I went home, I noticed a rash on my chest from my collarbone to my sternum and alongside my ears on my neck.  My sister is an ER Doctor and I did a video conference with her. She had me take Benadryl.  I have never had any reaction to any vaccine nor have I ever had to take Benadryl.

943122 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 FL 75.0 75 F severe chills, fever 102,1, felt like someone beat me all over, swollen lymph nodes, bright read rash  at injection site which i still have., headache, nausea

943123 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IA 27.0 27 F I received my 2nd shot 1/12 @3:30pm. 1/13 @5:00 I started having severe stomach cramps, a migraine, and vomiting that is still occurring 1/14 @ 8:10 am.

943124 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 PA 54.0 54 F Systemic: swelling on entire left side of body

943125 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 VT 23.0 23 F Roughly 24 hours after receiving the vaccination, the site of injection was red/purple in color and visibly raised. The region was about the size of an egg. It was mildly itchy, and painful to the touch. It was also warm to the touch. Swelling went down over time, fully reduced about 24 hours after it was noticed.  Area remained red for another 24 hours and was slightly warm and then it transitioned to looking more like a bruise.

943126 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 31.0 31 U I received the Pfizef COVID-19 vaccine, second dose at 11:45am on Monday, 01/11/2021 and approximately 12 hours later I began to experience chills, fatigue, muscle aches, nausea, loss of appetite, as well as a headache that became worse with time. The fatigue, muscle aches and headache resolved after about 20 hours after I began taking 1000 mg of acetaminophen every 4 hours. All other symptoms resolved shortly thereafter as well.

943127 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MA 21.0 21 F Systemic: Chills-Mild, Systemic: Generalized Body Aches -Mild, Systemic: Joint Pain-Mild, Systemic: Nausea-Mild, Systemic: Vomiting-Mild, Systemic: Seizure-Mild, Systemic: hand spasms-Mild; symptoms lasted 1 day

943128 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MA 64.0 64 F Received Covid Vaccine on Jan 13, 2021.  Woke up on January 14, 2021 with a temperature of 103

943129 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 SC 41.0 41 F right side  between neck and clavicle appears to be swollen lymph node, tender to palpate, fatigue will monitor and report to PCP if needed

943130 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 31.0 31 U I received the Pfizef COVID-19 vaccine, second dose at 11:45am on Monday, 01/11/2021 and approximately 12 hours later I began to experience chills, fatigue, muscle aches, nausea, loss of appetite, as well as a headache that became worse with time. The fatigue, muscle aches and headache resolved after about 20 hours after I began taking 1000 mg of acetaminophen every 4 hours. All other symptoms resolved shortly thereafter as well.

943155 12/19/2020 01/14/2021 TX 67.0 67 F Rash to chest and neck area started around 6pm  on 12/19/20 and it is current today 1/14/21 but fading

943156 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CO 55.0 55 F I had the vaccine on 1/11 at 11:30AM. I only had a sore right arm on Tuesday.  I noticed a full front and back body rash that afternoon. It started spreading up my neck and onto my forehead. No other symptoms. I took 25mg of Benadryl that evening. Woke up the next day with improving rash but still visible.

943157 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MA 38.0 38 F Had COVID vaccine and had reaction. Large welts at site of injection, warm to touch, very swollen and tender. Itchy around that area.

943158 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 MA 39.0 39 F Numbness tingling in feet, toes progressed to waist.  ER  Sunday hosp, pt was admitted inpatient, diagnosis transverse myelitis. Y 4

943159 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Reported headache, chills, greater than 6 loose stools overnight. Symptoms have resolved.

943160 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 TX 70.0 70 F Chills started 5 hrs after injection.  Headache, chills followed by hot flashes continued for 9 1/2 hrs.  Light headed ness upon rising  most of the day following the shot.  Fatigue continued for 3 days.

943161 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 PR 33.0 33 M ,TIRED,HEADACHE,CHILLS,,NAUSIA,FEELING BAD,AND DIARREA.

943162 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NY 37.0 37 F sever emesis, chills

943163 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MI 40.0 40 F Systemic: Dizzy, hyperventolation-Medium Y

943164 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Nausea Vomiting Diarrhea  Headache  Dizziness (4 days)

943165 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 AL 49.0 49 M Body Ache and fatigue began the afternoon of 12/26. Body ache intensity increased on 12/27. Loss of sense of smell became apparent on the afternoon of 12/27.

943166 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 MD 56.0 56 F Sharp painful continuing headache, dizziness, hot/cold body  sweats, joint aches, extreme tiredness

943167 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 KY 36.0 36 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine   Extreme fatigue, headache, sore arm, and intense dizzy spells.  This all occurred the afternoon / evening I received the vaccine.  All side effects subsided by the next morning less a sore arm.

943168 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 SC 38.0 38 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  New pain/tenderness at injection site. Swelling and hardening of muscle. Large reddened area around site and very hot to touch.

943169 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 OK 44.0 44 F Injection Site Reaction Day 2:  Soreness in shoulder/arm Day 8:  Small, itchy knot at injection site Day 9-11:  Knot has swollen to approximately the size of a half dollar, and seems to be getting worse, not better.

943170 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 KY 56.0 56 F Vaccine administered at 10:41.  Monitored in vaccine clinic before returning to work area in PACU.  Upon return to PACU at 10:57, felt foggy and didn't feel right.  Employee sat down.  Left upper lip started to tingle, patient experienced palpitations and difficulty breathing, requiring surgical mask to be removed.  Code EMA (code for non-patient called).  Employee taken to emergency department for evaluation.

943171 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IL 34.0 34 F 1/07@1920 INJECTION RECEIVED 1/8 @ 1100 CHILLS BEGAN          @1130 102 FEVER RECORED; 1000MG ACETAMINOPHEN TAKEN          @1300 MIGRAIN BEGAN          @1700 NAUSEA BEGAN          @1900 CHEST PAIN STARTED          @2100 WENT TO THE ER

943172 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 GA 71.0 71 F 36 hours after injections uncontrollably chills for 2 hours, temp of 102.8. Continued temp of 102 for 2 days, no appetite severe fatigue ending up with severe dehydration resulting in urgent and ER visits. Received 2 liters of I V fluids. Continue also now with low grade temp in evening, nausea and diarrhea

943173 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MI 57.0 57 F fever,  hot, cold, very tired

943174 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IL 18.0 18 F Full body rash that was controlled with Benadryl and prednisone at an outpatient clinic 45 minutes after vaccination.  Adverse rash and allergic reaction still present 48 hours later.

943175 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 RI 53.0 53 F stomach issues, migraines. body aches Fatigue

943176 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 FL 60.0 60 F Fever and headache

943177 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 35.0 35 F The evening  I got the shot I felt my muscles starting to ache. The next morning when I woke up I was achy, but still went to work. Around 11:00 am on 1/13/21 I started to feel flushed and the chills. Took my temp and it was 100.3 F. I was achy all over and had a headache too.

943178 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 VA 25.0 25 F About 5 hours after injection, tenderness in arm appeared and then worsened. Kept me up in the night and would be very painful even with a light touch. Then the next morning I felt fatigued, slight headache, ears ringing and very light headed.

943179 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MD 58.0 58 F 310  pm after vaccine at 3 pm, itchy mouth,  throat and lips.  12.5 mg benadryl at 330 and by 340 she was fine.  7 pm patient had systemic itchiness and took 25 mg benadryl and felt better.  this am 1/14/2021 woke up at 6 amd and at 730 am she started itching .  Called office at 920 am.

943180 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 33.0 33 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA nausea  flush/heat chest

943181 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 FL 53.0 53 F Large, red rash on left arm with  mild itching.

943182 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 WI 48.0 48 F fatigue, body ache, headache, fever (101), injection site soreness

943183 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MI 17.0 17 M Error: Booster Given Too Early

943184 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 68.0 68 M gout flare in right foot in evening  of vaccine -- took colchicine in am - waiting for improvement

943185 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MI 45.0 45 F Headache, nausea, fever of 103, chills, fatigue

943186 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 NH 51.0 51 F Cellulitis at injection site. Erythema, warm, painful.  Small red bump noted day after vaccine. Cellulitis worsened over the week.

943187 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Symptoms -  EE reports after vaccine she waited the 30 minute observation period and felt fine.  At approximately 7:00 pm EE reports she went to store and when she went to get out of her car she felt really dizzy.  EE reports she hadn?t eaten much that day so tried to eat some chocolate covered pretzels and coke.  EE denied syncope.  EE reports she started feeling ?chest tightness? and starting panicking.  EE denies airway issues and SOB.  EE said she got nervous and went to  Hospital across the street for assessment.  EE reports at triage her SPO2 was 100% but slightly tachycardiac.  EE reports after her triage assessment she called her daughter to come pick her up and did not seek further medical care.  EE reports when she got home she started with generalized itchiness, denies rash.  EE reports she took 50 mg Benadryl, 25 mg Atarax, and 40 mg Pepcid at 8:45 PM.  EE reports not change in itchiness and took 2nd dose of 50 mg Benadryl around 01:30 (1/14).  EE reports she woke up around 06:45 (1/14) with bilateral arm bruising from scratching overnight per EE and feeling chilled.    Last day of work and shift - ? scheduled to work tonight (1/14) Home remedies? ? see symptoms for home remedies Any improvement? ? mild improvement Recommendation?  EE encouraged to continue to monitor symptoms and to contact EH vaccine support line with further questions or concerns.  EE encouraged to take Claritin and Benadryl as outline by the Medical Directive at TCH.  EE educated to only take Benadryl if she will be at home today and that is she unable to take Benadryl when at work, EE verbalized back understanding.  EE educated if she is still feeling unwell for her shift tonight, to notify her manager and to manage per hospital Illness in the Workplace Policy.  EE denied further questions at this time.

943188 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 IN 28.0 28 M Started having symptoms starting late on the night of the vaccination. Prominent headache, aches all over body, and exhaustion. Low-grade fever noted the following morning of 100.3.   Tylenol taken to alleviate all symptoms

943189 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 62.0 62 M Swelling in axilla on same side as vaccine. Vaccine given in deltoid. Swelling in axilla. Does not appear to be infectious; no redness, no temperature. No parasthesia to hand. Parasthesia to site only. Started the day after the vaccination, which was

943190 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 FL 49.0 49 F swollen lymph nodes under arm

943191 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 AL 49.0 49 M Body aches and chills began on 12/26/2020. Continued body aches and loss of sense of smell on 12/27/2020.

943192 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 RI 66.0 66 M I received the first dose of injection  and within ten days later I started to have body aches but no fever. I developed a rash at the injection side, left arm. The rash was 2in x 3in and was very itchy. I talked to my HCP  and he looked at my rash. He stated it looked like Lyme disease and he placed me on Docycycline medication as a precautionary. He also took pictures of my rash for documentation.

943193 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 KY 35.0 35 M Pt. said" Yesterday morning he started with feeling fatigue, then Headache, then Nausea, He took tylenol and his symptoms were less, then woke this morning with Numb and tingling left arm, so went to urgent care facility.

943194 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Symptoms -  EE reports after vaccine she waited the 30 minute observation period and felt fine.  At approximately 7:00 pm EE reports she went to store and when she went to get out of her car she felt really dizzy.  EE reports she hadn?t eaten much that day so tried to eat some chocolate covered pretzels and coke.  EE denied syncope.  EE reports she started feeling ?chest tightness? and starting panicking.  EE denies airway issues and SOB.  EE said she got nervous and went to  hospital across the street for assessment.  EE reports at triage her SPO2 was 100% but slightly tachycardiac.  EE reports after her triage assessment she called her daughter to come pick her up and did not seek further medical care.  EE reports when she got home she started with generalized itchiness, denies rash.  EE reports she took 50 mg Benadryl, 25 mg Atarax, and 40 mg Pepcid at 8:45 PM.  EE reports not change in itchiness and took 2nd dose of 50 mg Benadryl around 01:30 (1/14).  EE reports she woke up around 06:45 (1/14) with bilateral arm bruising from scratching overnight per EE and feeling chilled.    Last day of work and shift - ? scheduled to work tonight (1/14) Home remedies? ? see symptoms for home remedies Any improvement? ? mild improvement Recommendation?  EE encouraged to continue to monitor symptoms and to contact EH vaccine support line with further questions or concerns.  EE encouraged to take Claritin and Benadryl as outline by the Medical Directive at hospital.  EE educated to only take Benadryl if she will be at home today and that is she unable to take Benadryl when at work, EE verbalized back understanding.  EE educated if she is still feeling unwell for her shift tonight, to notify her manager and to manage per hospital Illness in the Workplace Policy.  EE denied further questions at this time.

943195 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MA 57.0 57 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 At about 7:30 pm, approx 7-8 hour post injection, I had some jaw tightness and began to see flashing lights out of the left side of my left eye. They were still present when I awoke at 5:30-6:00 am on Tuesday.

943196 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 WI 39.0 39 F Within minutes of getting the vaccine I had a brief(maybe 30 seconds) episode of dizziness. I didn't have any other symptoms during my 15 min observation period, but when I got to my car to leave the hospital, I had another episode of dizziness that lasted a couple minutes and then stopped. I didn't have any other incidents of dizziness, but started feeling fatigued and had chills that afternoon. Tuesday evening I had a slight fever, diarrhea, tachycardia, and palpitations. Over night I developed body aches.  Most of the symptoms were pretty much gone within 24 hrs, but the fatigue and tachycardia lasted into Friday. My heart rate was consistently 115-125 bpm from Tuesday evening through Friday.

943197 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 AL 36.0 36 F Site red continues to spread top of shoulder now red, hard and swollen worse daily instead of better. No fever since second day but site hot to touch

943198 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 16.0 16 F Error: Wrong Vaccine Formulation  (ex. different manufact. initial and booster)

943199 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 FL 47.0 47 F Had Covid 7 months prior. Same symptoms. Extreme body aches, chills,  fatigue and nausea.

943200 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 28.0 28 F Hives on left arm several inches from vaccination site and one hive present on left thigh - patient unable to wait the 15 minutes, sx occurred 5 minutes post vaccination. Itching occurring on left arm and thigh and chest. No respiratory or cardiac symptoms. Self-administered Claritin after sx occurred.

943201 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 39.0 39 M 1. Dizziness 2 hours after injection. On and off dizziness 24 hours after injection.  2.  Minor Right arm pain at injection site.

943202 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 NC 24.0 24 F Employee began feeling lightheaded and dizzy and very hot.  Employee layed down on stretcher and stated she felt better, but was quite dizzy and lightheaded.  Employee reported tingling in her fingers and toes and a bad headache.

943203 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 WI 48.0 48 F Immediate flushing followed by HTN and rash.  Became dizzy and throat "tightness".  Was surprised at the reaction since she is ex-military and had received a full complement of vaccine for overseas deployment with no issues.

943204 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 PR 42.0 42 F The day of the vaccination blood pressure went up. Then on 01/13/2021 she developed some rash starting by earas, eyes and then all over body. Patient refers she also take Methotrexate for her medical conditions.
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943205 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 23.0 23 F Fever migraine dizziness sore arm body weakness

943206 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 TX 53.0 53 F I experienced soreness at the sight of injection, lymph nodes swollen and sore under left arm, body aches, chills, tiredness.  I took 2 Aleve before injection and Benadryl 25mg  at 9p after injection.

943207 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 NY 49.0 49 M About 24 hours after receiving vaccine, noticed very slight pain and small blistering in right cheek  area on face.   Did not think too much of it at first, however the area grew a little and swelled up.  Consulted with my doctor and they diagnosed Shingles.  Am currently prescribed Valtrex for shingles.

943208 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 GA 47.0 47 M Dizziness, heart racing, nausea, severe body aches, fever, chills, difficulty breathing, extreme gas, cramps.  Was transported the Hospital and received zofran, atavan, morphine and tested negative for COVID 19 and flu and pneumonia.  released after four and a half hours but continued to experience pain in muscles and fever even today (01/14/2021).

943209 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 VT 29.0 29 F I had a fever and chills at night and also a headache, I felt nauseous, vomiting and difficulty breathing. I could not sleep that night after I received my vaccine. I decided not to go the ER and slept it off I woke up much better next morning. I saw a Doctor a couple of days later because I had shortness of breathing and a high heart rate while I was at work. He just told me to take it slowly at work. No meds.  I then started working part-time for some weeks and am being introduced again now to my regular scheduled.

943211 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 57.0 57 F Headache, chills, fever, dizziness, sweating

943213 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 36.0 36 F Body aches, joint pain, malaise, viral rash extending from trunk up my neck and into my scalp, started the night of the vaccine and continuing today, two days post.

943214 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 OH 50.0 50 F Bone and joint pain 12/30/20 @7pm through 12/31/20. I took Tylenol 1000mg for pain relief.

943216 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NY 40.0 40 F Patient reported nausea, fatigue on day 1 Redness, swelling, warmth, tenderness on day 2 to the underside of the right arm

943217 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 27.0 27 F Sudden severe arm and shoulder pain (left side) along with severe neck pain. I was unable to move my neck for about an hour. As well as left sided facial pain. Worst migraine of my life. Right leg/foot spasms. Heart palpitations, difficulty catching breath,  Following day-moderate neck pain, headache, and very sore left arm, nausea, left shoulder pain

943218 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 FL 23.0 23 F Large hematoma formed 6 days after injection, lots of redness, swelling, itchiness. Looks raised and exophytic, approximately 10mm in diameter.

943219 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MI 37.0 37 F Severe chills/severe shaking, tiredness, headache, muscle pain, pain at injection site, nausea, not feeling well. I had to stay home from work the day after the vaccine, I stayed in bed all day with a space heater on to 90 degrees in my bedroom just to get rid of the chills, I took Motrin 800 mg around the clock, Zofran as needed and I drank a lot of water.

943220 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 43.0 43 F Began with tingling/itching to tongue and roof of mouth approx 15 minutes after administration, progressed to tingling of lips, was sent to the ED for observation.  Within 20-30 minutes developed cough, throat tightness, difficulty swallowing, breathing, vomiting, shortness of breath.   Noted to have uvular swelling and wheezing on examination.  Given Benadryl, Pepcid, Solumedrol, Zofran, Albuterol MDI, Epi IM.  within a few minutes symptoms returned and were worse where I felt like I could not breathe, throat was closing, could not talk.  Noted to be pale, HR in 140?s.  Given second dose of epi IM and symptoms improved.  Was transferred to Obs Unit., within 2 hours (approx  6 hours after administration), developed SOB, throat tightness, cough, vomiting, difficulty breathing.  Again noted to have swelling of uvula, wheezing on exam.   Given Solumedrol, Benadryl, SQ epi, Albuterol, Racemic Epi nebulizer.  Was transferred to ICU, all meds held except Pepcid.  Day #2 ~10 am (25 hours from administration) developed throat tightness, diffuse red rash to arms, difficulty breathing, vomiting.  Again noted to have uvular swelling and wheezing.  Given Solumedrol, Benadryl, Pepcid, Albuterol MDI, Racemic Epi neb.   Solumedrol started q12hour dosing.  Strange feeling/fullness in throat continued all day, got additional racemic Epi neb that night with improvement of symptoms.   Following morning (day#2 after vaccine) noted to have diffuse red rash to chest and face, spread to arms, then began coughing.   Given Solumedrol, Pepcid, Benadryl, Advair, Racemic Epi nebulizer.   Solumedrol changed to q8 dosing.  Approx 4 hrs  later nurse noted rash worse on face, associated with itching, throat tightness.  Given additional Benadryl, Racemic Epi neb with improvement.   Rash continued that night with throat tightness,  got additional Benadryl and Racemic Neb that night (total of 3 Racemic nebulizer on Day#2 post vaccine).  Transferred to telemetry floor.  Day#3 post vaccine rash improved, but still present to chest and face.  Throat fullness present, especially after drinking.  Am still hospitalized while writing this reportY Y 4

943221 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 TX 69.0 69 F On 1/7/2021 had severe headache all over head and neck.  Aspirin did not do anything. I don't get headaches. After a few hours it went away on its own. On 1/13/2021  started out in the morning with itching on area where shot was given. Then a rash in that same area. Then by the afternoon my arm swelled up covering a large area around where shot was given. It was hard like a knot. Today, 1/14/2021 it is still itching, red around swollen area. Swollen area is not as large as yesterday.

943222 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 ME 43.0 43 F Injection site pain Tender/tight lymph nodes (L axillaire, L neck, L jaw) Muscle Aches (whole body, esp L shoulder, L upper back, L neck, L jaw) Joint aches (whole body, esp L shoulder, L jaw) Fatigue Sharp, intermittent shooting pain in shoulder Headache  Effects most pronounced night of and day after vaccine, but persisting to lesser degree still on day 3 (today)

943223 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 MA 64.0 64 F The night of vaccination (12/28/20), pt developed mental "fogginess" with impaired alertness, remained oriented x4. She saw her primary care physician who ordered bloodwork and a brain MRI. On 1/8/21 pt reported that the mental fogginess had improved but she had developed a rash at the injection site. The rash cleared by 1/14/21.

943224 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IN 81.0 81 F Sudden onset of severe weakness in both legs 11 hours after vaccine was given. Could not walk.

943225 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CO 57.0 57 F 8 DAYS AFTER COVID 19 INJECTION I DEVELOPED A LARGE RED WARM TO THE TOUCH LUMP ON MY ARM WHERE THE INJECTION WAS GIVEN. MY ARM HURTS AND THE PAIN GOES DOWN MY ARM. I HAVE BEEN SHORT OF BREATH A BIT AND A LOT MORE WHEN I RUN OR GO UP STAIRS. I HAVE HAD "CHARLIE HORSE" LEG PAIN  X 4 IN LESS THEN A WEEK. I FEEL A BIT NAUSEA AND DIZZY. THIS IS NOT AT ALL NORMAL FOR ME

943226 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MD 26.0 26 F Starting the day after the vaccine she had fatigue, fever, and a swollen and painful axillary lymph node on her left underam.

943227 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 OH 37.0 37 F vaccine received on 1/8/21. On 1/13/21 left arm pit lymphnode has begun to swell. It is very tender to the touch and visibly noticeable

943228 12/26/2020 01/14/2021 FL 47.0 47 F Patches of redness spreading around from the injection site and a swollen lymph node in left armpit .  This started several days after the vaccination.  My doctor recommended that I take Benadryl.  I took one Benadryl the night of 1/6/21 but the redness did not abate.  I applied topical Benadryl twice a day for the next 2 or 3 days and the redness is gone.  The lymph node is still noticeably swollen but otherwise fine.

943229 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 TX 57.0 57 F fever 102, chills, severe headache

943230 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 31.0 31 U I received the Pfizef COVID-19 vaccine, second dose at 11:45am on Monday, 01/11/2021 and approximately 12 hours later I began to experience chills, fatigue, muscle aches, nausea, loss of appetite, as well as a headache that became worse with time. The fatigue, muscle aches and headache resolved after about 20 hours after I began taking 1000 mg of acetaminophen every 4 hours. All other symptoms resolved shortly thereafter as well.

943232 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NC 33.0 33 F Approx 9 hours after receiving second dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, I began having uncontrollable chills, could not get warm, spiked a fever of 100.4, severe body aches, barely could not move.  It was all I could do to finish my shift at work, drive home, get in the shower, and pass out in bed to sleep.  I slept a good solid 10 hours, woke up for work...fever was then gone and chills, but I had a severe headache, still had severe body aches/fatigue, but I also lost my sense of taste and smell.  I ate a waffle which tasted like cardboard, drank cranberry juice (my mouth puckered like it was tart, but I could not taste it at all).  I reported to work but was immediately sent home by my employee health nurse to be seen by a health care provider and to be tested for COVID-19.  I went home and slept an additional 5 hours, did not do anything at home but rest, and slept a solid 12 hours straight that night.  Still could not smell and taste.  The following day, I could smell things like Vicks vapor rub and I could taste things minimally like when I initially bit into them, or on the back end if that makes sense.  Still had body aches and fatigue, but nothing like that previous day or the night before that.  I was then told that evening my PCR test was negative, and I could report to work the following day.  1/14/2021, I felt almost completely back to normal, and I could smell and taste.

943233 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NC 59.0 59 F Erythema at site, tender and warm to touch from 8 hours after injection through today. Myalgia?s  and chills 12 hours after injection lasting for 48 hours after. Took 800mg ibuprofen every 6 hours through 48 hours post injection with relief of myalgia?s and chills.

943234 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TX 58.0 58 M red and hard circle around inj site the size of a quarter

943235 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 OH 42.0 42 M Systemic: hot flashes since receiving vaccine, otherwise feels fine-Mild

943236 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 KY 43.0 43 M Sore throat, chills, headache, body aches, cough, sneezing, runny nose, fatigue, mental fogginess, and soreness at the injection site.

943237 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MA 64.0 64 F Received Covid Vaccine on Jan 13, 2021.  Woke up on January 14, 2021 with a temperature of 103

943238 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 DE 31.0 31 M dizziness, exhaustion, nauseas

943239 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 53.0 53 F Chills, Fatigue, Fever, injection site pain, redness and swelling starting 12.23.2020 I experience increase of temperature and fatigue.

943240 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MA 21.0 21 F Systemic: Chills-Mild, Systemic: Generalized Body Aches -Mild, Systemic: Joint Pain-Mild, Systemic: Nausea-Mild, Systemic: Vomiting-Mild, Systemic: Seizure-Mild, Systemic: hand spasms-Mild; symptoms lasted 1 days

943241 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Acute uncomplicated appendicitis and appendectomy. 12/31/20. Stomach pain and vomiting started at 2am central time. Surgery occurred around 11am central time.

943242 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 FL 64.0 64 F Swollen, red, and warm to touch injection site

943243 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 GA 78.0 78 F On 1/9 the site started extreme itching. The next day I realized the site was very red, about 3?x2?. It is still itching, I?m using hydrocortisone cream, the redness is going away but still tea around the perimeter.

943244 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 GA 37.0 37 M Patient/Employee stated about 15-20 minutes after vaccination, he got a metallic taste in his mouth and his legs started having numbness with tingling and this lasted until 8:00 pm that night.

943245 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 39.0 39 F After the 1st injection I started feeling a little nauseous for the rest of that day and the following.  24 hrs. after the vaccine I also felt extreme fatigue that required me to lay down and sleep for about an hour

943246 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TX 66.0 66 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Chills Slight fever Fatigue

943248 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NY 48.0 48 F The day after getting the vaccine i experienced terrible nausea, headaches, chills and lack of appetite. I also had a slight rise in temperature

943249 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 81.0 81 F She complained that after receiving the vaccine her arm felt heavy and sore to movement.  She was evaluated EMT and released home feeling better at 1:39 pm.

943250 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 PA 64.0 64 F Systemic: Dizziness. Patient sat for 45 mins after vaccine. Agreed to oral benadryl 25mg. Felt better within 10 minutes. Issue resolved

943251 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 76.0 76 F 12AM awoke with R arm in pain, nose congestion and pressure in sinus, occasional urge to vomit, nausea

943252 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TN 30.0 30 F Intense nausea and vomiting accompanied by heart palpitations

943253 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 39.0 39 F 1 week and a day after 1st dose was injected I started to feel swelling, itching, redness, and fever on the injection site. The swelled rapidly in an oval shape about 4 inches long and 2 inches wide. The lump lasted throughout the night. It was gone by the morning. I did not  apply any type of treatment. It has not come back, and there have been no other symptoms.

943254 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 FL 56.0 56 F Chills, body/joint pain, swollen injection site

943255 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OH 42.0 42 F chest tightness shortness of breath throat closing 30-45 minutes after injection. Left work, drove home and used rescue inhaler and took a prednisone. states she was fine after that.

943256 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 IL 52.0 52 M 4 days after vaccine administration developed shingles, left mid-thoracic

943257 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 KS 59.0 59 F about 5-10 minutes after injection i had phlegmy feeling in my throat and had to keep clearing it. Very uncomfortable and felt like if i didn't clear it I couldn't breathe.   Lasted about 1 hour 15 minutes.  Also felt very nauseous but didn't throw up.

943258 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Mild, Systemic: feelt tingling and warm sensation inside the body, felt tightness in throat; symptoms lasted 0 days

943259 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Delayed redness, warmth. Redness has started to spread. Arm feel weak.

943260 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 IN 59.0 59 F Monday evening - Extreme pain in the arm where the injection was given. Swollen (like a baseball) and very red. I realize it would be sore; however, the pain radiated down the arm to the hand and upwards into my neck. A fever of 100 so I took tylenol.  Headache throughout the night and by morning my whole body hurt to the point I could not get out of bed.  Tuesday - I got up to go to the bathroom with help and lost consciousness. When checked at that time, I had a fever of 102, nausea and vomiting. These symptoms took place all day. I continued taking Tylenol for the pain. Not much sleep due to pain.  Wednesday - Some of the pain in the arm subsided; however, the spine pain was extreme. I struggled walking the pain severe. Throughout the day I was feeling a little better. Thursday - still body pain but tolerable.

943261 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 CA 59.0 59 F Redness, warmth, and slight swelling to injection site approx 9 days after vaccine.  Seen at clinic, prescribed Keflex antibiotic by clinic MD.  Total visits 2.  Second visit 01/12/21 and discharged.

943262 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MA 64.0 64 F Systemic: Fainting-Mild

943263 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 DC 40.0 40 U The Moderna vaccine was given to 6-10 people after the vial had been punctured and stored over a four day weekend.

943264 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 PA 60.0 60 F 4 days after receiving Covid shot  in left arm, shingles appeared on right scapula area, 3 days later shingles appeared on right upper lateral arm form shoulder to forearm

943265 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 IL 31.0 31 M The evening after the vaccine,  Chills, muscle aches and "hung-over" feeling. Approximately 16 hours later, arm pain and swollen lymph nodes in injection arm.

943267 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NY 63.0 63 F Localized, swelling, erythema and pruritus  at the site of injection 8 days after given vaccine

943268 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MA 29.0 29 F 1 hour after: local site pain, ache throughout same extremity 24 hours after: chills and overall skin sensitivity 48 hours: respiratory symptoms- cough, sore throat, runny nose, congestion

943269 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 VA 23.0 23 F Fever of 101- 102, headache, body aches, chills. Resolved in 12 hours. Woke up in the morning next day with headache and minor body aches

943270 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 OH 61.0 61 F when I first got vaccine, R arm a bit sore for 2 days. No redness or itching. Last even and today one wk later, area where i got vaccine is red , slightly swollen and itchy

943271 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Patient became flush, developed an itchy throat, lightheadedness, and redness in the face

943272 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MO 42.0 42 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Medium; symptoms lasted 1 day Y

943273 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 46.0 46 F numbing of entire left side of face: started at left upper lip, continued up left cheek to left brow,   This started about 20 minutes after receiving the shot.  It felt like I had received Novacaine.  I took Benadryl immediately upon returning home.  The numbness diminished but at this time---14 hrs later, there is still a numbness in the cheek and upper lip area--not as severe as previously mentioned.

943274 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MA 58.0 58 F "I received the second does of the Pfizer vaccine on Jan 8th with no adverse reaction that day. When I awoke on Saturday the 9th my arm was very sore at injection site but later went away.    I had a dull headache, nausea, I was yawning all day, muscle fatigue, esp my quads, lightheaded enough to lay on the floor a few times during day. These symptoms did not stop me from painting, but I did feel horrible but I pushed through it.    Sunday still nauseous, just feeling not my self..... I awoke on Monday morning and I was 100% fine!"

943275 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Chills, fever (101), muscle aches, fatigue, headache x36 hours. Passed out x1, without warning- lost consciousness >1min. Hit head, went to ED.

943276 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AL 62.0 62 F head ache . weak . cramp legs.  fatigue

943278 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 TX 25.0 25 F Error: Shoulder Joint Injury (prolonged pain, tingling, etc.)

943280 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 42.0 42 F URTICARIA, ERITHEMA

943281 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 FL 68.0 68 F Fever, diarrhea, chills, and headache

943282 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NH 61.0 61 F I got fairly standard injection site reaction  (soreness,  a little deltoid swelling ,  and a 1.5" harder,  red area) the first 3 days, which I didn't report as I expected it.  After 3 days it went away and I was surprised the tenderness went away so quickly as it can last longer with a flu shot. It stayed this way (injection site normal) for 4 days. One week after the shot I started to get an injection site reaction again and this time it is worse; red area is expanding, and is hotter and swollen,  I took some morning and night pictures over the last 1.5 days.

943283 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 MA 26.0 26 F Arm soreness starting approximately 4 hours after injection until approximately 72 hours after injection.  Mild injection site itching for the same period of time.

943284 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 IL 57.0 57 F Adverse effect from the first shot was extremely tired and fatigued. Second shot migraine headache, fatigued, body aches, nausea, pain throughout whole body.

943285 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 24.0 24 F 10 days after the vaccine there is a large red circle surrounding the area where I got it. It is mildly itchy.

943286 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 KY 65.0 65 F Fatigue,headache, chills lasting about 36 hours

943287 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 IL 27.0 27 F Heat, bruise like patch (possible rash) below injection site, edema around injection site. Personally feel it is localized cellulitis.

943288 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 KS 29.0 29 F increased heart rate around 123 beats per min usually runs 57, vomiting,headache

943289 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TX 54.0 54 M Fever and chills started at 1:00 AM the next morning

943290 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 WI 38.0 38 F 1/12: 12:01am: Shaking chills, body pain, headache, nausea, faint, skin sensitivity, pain at injection site left arm. Temp 98.6 1/12: 0600am: Shaking chills, cold sweat, faint, nausea, headache, body pain, fatigue, skin sensitivity, pain injection site. 1/12: 0630am: Same as above, Temp 100.9, took Ibuprofen 3 tabs. 1/12: 0730am: Less of all symptoms, ate food. 1/12: 12:30pm: Headache, body aches and pains, weakness, fatigue, nausea, skin sensitivity, pain at injection site.  1/12: 1:12pm: Temp 99.5.  took ibuprofen 3 tabs.  1/12: 2:15pm-3:40pm: Breakthrough body aches, pains, headache, skin sensitivity, pain at injection site. 1/12: 7:40pm: Body aches, tired. Temp 98.3. took Ibuprofen 3 tabs. 1/13: 0800: Slept well, no further pain medication, no further side effects except mild soreness at injection site. 1/24: 0800: no soreness to injection site.

943291 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 TX 25.0 25 F Error: Shoulder Joint Injury (prolonged pain, tingling, etc.)

943292 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 FL 54.0 54 F Fever, headache, and chills

943293 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 KS 45.0 45 F Associate reported to Employee Health on 01/13/2021 that she experienced a rash on her arms and legs on 01/08/2021.  Patient reported that the rash was present after her first vaccination on 12/18/2020, but she did not report her reaction to Employee Health. After her second dose of COVID19 vaccine the rash re-appeared and spread from her legs to her arms.  Employee Health encouraged her to follow up with her medical provider.  Rash was still present as of 01-13-21.

943294 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MN 49.0 49 F Lymphadenopathy of left axillary area

943295 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 MA 29.0 29 F About 12 hours after receiving the second dose of the COVID 19 Vaccine (1/9/21), I had sudden onset of fever, chills, nausea, headache, and fatigue. The fever, chills, nausea lasted for about 36 hours from onset, and notable headache and fatigue lasted for about 2.5- 3 days after onset of symptoms. They resolved by the evening of 1/12/2021.

943296 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 ME 41.0 41 F Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Medium, Systemic: Fever-Medium, Systemic: Felt itchy all over body, no visible hives, flushed-Medium; symptoms lasted for 1 day

943297 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IL 25.0 25 F 6:30pm last night I started feeling nauseous and started to have diarrhea. I laid down in bed about 8pm was still feeling nauseous then I got up at 1:30am and was in so much pain. My whole body has been hurting and aching. I have a temperature of 99.5. Overall I still feel nauseous hot and in pain.

943298 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 CT 43.0 43 F Localized rash over the injection site (Left arm deltoid area). Began with erythematous papules that coalesced into a wheal. Itchy, red, warm to touch. Resolved in about 3 days. Took Claritin 10mg daily.

943299 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 AL 59.0 59 M left arm pain fever over 101 chills nausea

943300 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 66.0 66 F Swollen red, hot to touch injection site

943301 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 FL 56.0 56 F Pt here for eval of redness on left arm after Covid vaccine. Pt reports that initially, the area was itching and yesterday, it became warm and red. No fever Objective 56 year old female in no apparent distress. Physical Exam GENERAL: Well appearing and well nourished, in no apparent distress. SKIN: Left deltoid noted for indurated area ~ 4 x 6 cm. Area is warm to touch and firm. It is well circumscribed with sharp borders. No streaking. No flucutance. Vital Signs: Last 24 Hours Date/Time Blood Pressure (mm/ Hg) BP Position/ Site Heart Rate Resp Temp C Temp F SPO2% O2 Device Blood Sugar (mg/ dL) Pain Score Wt - kg Wt - lbs/ozs 01/13/2021 14:14 148/86 Sitting/R Arm 74 17 36.2 C 97.1 102.24 kg 225.40 lbs Lab Results: Last 24 Hours: No Labs Available Assessment Vaccine reaction Cellulitis Problem List Pain in left foot Plan Keflex 500 mg QID Diflucan 150 mg Mupirocin ointment. Return if symptoms worsen. Medications given this visit: Ordered & Completed Meds Table: No Current Medications Available Discharge Medications: Discharge Medications Estradiol 0.1MG/24HR Transdermal Patch, Extended Release(Estradiol 0.1MG/24HR Transdermal Patch, Extended Release) Ibuprofen 800MG Oral Tablet(Ibuprofen 800MG Oral Tablet) Synthroid 112MCG Oral Tablet(Synthroid 112MCG Oral Tablet) amLODIPine besylate-valsartan 5MG-160MG Oral Tablet(amLODIPine besylate-valsartan 5MG-160MG Oral Tablet) traMADol HCl 50MG Oral Tablet(traMADol HCl 50MG Oral Tablet) Keflex 500MG Oral Capsule(Keflex 500MG Oral Capsule) Diflucan 150MG Oral Tablet(Diflucan 150MG Oral Tablet) Mupirocin 2% Topical application Ointment(Mupirocin 2% Topical application Ointment)

943302 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 FL 32.0 32 F Axillary tenderness in left axilla and swollen supraclavicular lymph node on the left side

943303 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 40.0 40 F I noticed a knot later on that evening at  the injection site and arm became really sore. Woke up with chills and fever during the night. When I got up to get ready for work I had chills, nausea , body aches , headache and a fever. Just took my temp at 8:30 am and its 101.5

943304 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 GA 54.0 54 F On Thursday, I noticed bilateral redness on my arms on the inner aspect of elbow. I thought it was chapped skin or from a too-hot shower.  On Friday afternoon, the redness was more pronounced and it had spread to the bicep/ tricep area. It looked like a viral rash and the reddest part was still the inner aspect of the elbow. There was no itching or pain.  I treated it with Aquaphor, steroid cream, and Benadryl at night.  It was mostly resolved on Sunday although the skin is still very rough.

943305 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 KY 32.0 32 F PATIENT REPORTED FEELING OF IMPENDING DOOM. PATIENT WAS THEN TRANSPORTED PER WHEELCHAIR TO ER. PATIENT WAS FEELING FLUSHED, SHAKY AND ANXIOUS UPON ARRIVAL TO ER.

943306 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 IL 27.0 27 M Fever, uncontrolled convulsions, rapid cycling of body temperature for roughly 48 hours, migraine, intense body pain and lethargy, inability to sleep, no appetite

943307 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 KY 17.0 17 F Systemic: Seizure-Severe

943308 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 24.0 24 F Sore arm day of, painful at injection sight/slightly swollen day after, 2 day after still painful at injection sight/in muscle, visibly swollen and possibly discoloration

943309 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MA 24.0 24 F Got the COVID vaccine(1st dose) on 01/12/2021. Had Benadryl with it due to previous allergic reactions. Later that night, I had nauseous. Slept for 10-12 hours. Woke up fine, had no issues or symptoms. Later on as the day progressed, around noon-1pm, I noticed I had started to get a headache and some dizziness. Daily headaches and vertigo are normal for me, currently seeing a neurologist for this, but I realized that this was getting worse from the daily headaches and vertigo that affects me. Took 2 Excedrin extra strength migraine relief to no relief.

943310 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 55.0 55 F Day of vaccine 1/12/21-started having pain down all left arm and body aches with headache and nauseated.  Day 2-1/13/21-still having pain in left arm and body aches, headache and nausea, now having sharp pains in left shoulder radiating around to scapular area with limited ROM-soreness and stiffness. Day 3-1/14/21-no symptoms at all only mild soreness at injection site.

943311 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 52.0 52 F headache, neckache, body aches traveling down from neck to shoulder blades, to back then to hips/buttocks, fatigue, fever 101.5, chills, weakness, dizziness upon getting up or turning head, nausea, severe belching, eye ache and burn, pain at injection site, unable to lift arm past 75degress  Progressive symptoms developed over the course of the day 1/13/2021, peaking 3-11pm.  1/14/2021 most symptoms subsiding, but still weak and tired. Can lift arm to about 110degrees, continued pain and stiffness at injection site

943312 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 RI 66.0 66 M On 01-07-2021 and about 12 hours later I started to feel ill, had muscle aches, shivers, fever of 100 degrees. I also had a nasty headache with a sore throat for about 36 hours. I took Acetaminophen and Ibuprofen and rested in bed. On the second day my symptoms started to improve and the rash I had at the injection site on my left arm started to get smaller and started to improve in appearance.

943313 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 25.0 25 F Body aches, chills, extreme fatigue, fever of 101.0, chest pressure and sore throat. Treatment include Tylenol with no improvement.

943314 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AL 40.0 40 F Patient developed intense itching covering entire body within 30 minutes of injection. Patient consulted via text with physician from her office (works in pediatric office) and advised to take Benadryl as there was no rash, swelling, or shortness of breath. Within 30 minutes of Benadryl being taken patient experienced relief from the intense itching, however when it came time for a repeat dose of Benadryl patient was experiencing the intense itching again. This continued through the next morning. Patient is in fact still experiencing itching - however not as intense as last night. Patient continues to take Benadryl and it continues to provide relief - no other symptoms are presenting  at this time.

943315 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 WI 49.0 49 F SM presents today for second dose of Pfizer vaccine at 0724 13 mins post injection SM states she began feeling her throat was scratchy, mouth tasted metallic and a flushed felling over her entire body.  SM attached to VS machine.  Initial set of vitals were HR 77 bpm, spo2 100% on RA, and left arm blood pressure 158/84.

943316 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AL 60.0 60 F sort arm- severe headache-extreme chills.

943317 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 PR 31.0 31 F TWO DAYS OF SINTOMOS,PAIN INJECTION SITE, HEADACHE,MUSCULAR PAIN,FEVER,ABDOMINAL PAIN, DIARREA,SUETING AND INFLAMATION OF THE GANGLIOS.

943318 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 56.0 56 F Chest palpitations and fast heart rate (99); rested and symptoms decreased

943319 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 VA 31.0 31 F Continued Headache, dizziness, swollen lymph nodes, fatigue, chills, body aches

943320 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 NY 85.0 85 F possible abscess formation at injection site- redness/ warmth/ swelling/ tenderness. Cool compress, NSAID, PPI,  oral Antibiotic

943321 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 OH 31.0 31 F Left axillary lymph node painful and swollen (status: improving in size and tenderness)

943322 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Low-grade fever, bodyaches, slight headache

943323 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 MN 32.0 32 F Immediately complained of feeling hot, tingly, anxious, shaky.  Noted to have elevated blood pressure and pulse.  Symptoms continued for one hour.  Patient was seen in the Emergency Department for monitoring and discharged to home.

943324 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 KY 50.0 50 M ok directly after...about 1800 on the 12th...started to experience chills, body aches, lethargy, low grade fever and injection site pain(to be expected)

943325 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 IN 33.0 33 F PATIENT GIVEN FIRST DOSE OF MODERNA VACCINE 1/11/2021 . SHE DEVELOPED PAIN IN RIGHT DELTOID.  ON THE NEXT DAY, SHE DEVELOPED LOW GRADE FEVER, FATIGUE, BODY ACHES, HEADACHE.  LATER ON 1/12/2021 PATIENT BEGAN TO NOTICE PAIN IN RIGHT AXILLA.  SHE HAS SINCE DEVELOPED RIGHT AXILLARY LYMPHADENOPATHY

943326 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AR 33.0 33 F headache, muscle aches

943327 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 PA 39.0 39 M Chills, Fever, Vomitting, Headache, Muscle and Joint Pain, Fatigue, Rapid Heart Rate

943328 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MA 29.0 29 F Red, warm to touch, raised area, slightly swollen and itchy on left arm where injection was given.

943329 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 VA 34.0 34 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  3in x 2in size inflammation around the injection site, patient reports slight irritation and injection site is warm to touch and tender

943330 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OH 48.0 48 F 5:05PM "FEELS LIKE HEART IS RACING." DENIES ANY SHORTNESS OF BREATH, DIFFICULTY BREATHING,N/V, CHEST PAIN, DIFFICULTY SWALLOWING, SWELLING OF LIPS OR TONGUE. ALERT,ORIENTED, PINK W/D, RESP REGULAR WITH EASE. NO RASH OR HIVES NOTED.  5:25PM ALL SYMPTOMS HAVE RESOLVED PT STATES "I THINK I WAS JUAT ANXIOUS ABOUT GETTING THE SHOT".

943331 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Upon reviewing the list of possible allergies related to the Pfizer vaccine components, found out that employee was allergic to Paclitaxel.   Pt administered second dose Pfizer vaccine at 7:06 AM.  Pt was talking on the phone, speech was normal. Upon consultation, Benadryl was given prophylactically at 7:15 AM.  The following vital signs prior to administration of Benadryl BP 128, 78, RR 16, HR 72, SpO2 98%. Pt stayed for 50 minutes post- Benadryl and remained in no distress.

943332 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Dry mouth and Diarrhea

943333 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 60.0 60 F Patient received her first dose of COVID-19 vaccine at 9:27 am. Around 9:40, the patient complained of head tingling and body itchiness.

943334 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NY 26.0 26 F fever of 101.5, bodyaches, chills after vaccination

943335 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 AL 39.0 39 F Significant burning during injection- resolved 1 minute after injection 2 hours post injection subdermal linear hyperpigmentation at injection site- still present 01/14/21- no treatments

943336 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MI 73.0 73 M Fatigue, headache muscle and joint pain, some chills and heat as if you had the flu. Some rash like red dots on skin in torso area. Injection site very painful all day after shot along with the effects above.

943337 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 WI 27.0 27 F Patient reported having a rash/itching hands and feet about 2days after the vaccine. Took Benadryl 4 times a day and resolved two days later. was told to contact primary care physician before getting the second dose

943338 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 WI 45.0 45 F Softball size redden, raise, warm to touch, and itchy around injection site right upper arm

943339 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 TX 33.0 33 M Fever, Chills, body aches & skin sensitivity starting 22 hours post second dose of Pfizer's Covid-19 vaccine. Symptoms resolved in 5 hours with continued use of Tylenol. Sore arm persists 3 days later.

943340 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 59.0 59 F Injection site pain/soreness, body ache.

943341 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MO 66.0 66 F Systemic: pt said "room is moving," all vitals fine, inject site fine, no redness normal warmth, no pain discomfort. Dizzness rechecked in 15 minutes and gone.-Mild
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943342 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 PA 46.0 46 F Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Medium, Systemic: Fever-Medium, Systemic: Felt itchy all over body, no visible hives, flushed-Medium; symptoms lasted 0 days

943343 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Individual received the vaccine via buttocks

943344 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 VA 80.0 80 F Vertigo while in bed early in the morning.

943345 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MI 58.0 58 F Within minutes of receiving first COVID vaccine, patient  experienced a feeling of warmth, lightheadedness  and elevated blood pressure of 210/110.  BP down to 170/100 at the time of leaving appointment (20 minutes after shot). The next day she felt nausea, Ha, body aches and burning sensation down the arm of the injection.

943346 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA.  The first day was a sore arm at injection site. Day 2: sore are  and myalgia. Day 3: nausea, fatigue, diarrhea. Day 4: nausea, fatigue, diarrhea, voice became raspy and horse needed constant clearing and congestion. Day 5: nausea, fatigue and congestion. Day 6: nausea, fatigue and congestion.

943347 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 PA 49.0 49 F blurry vision 1st day.  asthma attack 1st night inhaler worked. next morning.  Massive severe headache (almost as bad as the spinal headache from my 1st child) , chills, fatigue, nausea.  Called PCP and he gave me Tylenol with codeine for the headache and a prednisone for the asthma even though it was under control.

943348 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 KY 32.0 32 F Fevers, shortness of breath, chills, exhaustion, cough, headache. Arm soreness at injection site.

943349 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Due to lack of data for Asian-descent - I hope this data is helpful to Moderna and CDC. Light adverse side effects right after the vaccine was administered. Remained under supervision for 45 minutes longer instead of 15 min. Within 5 mins, heat rose up to my head causing dizziness & head spin. Then loss of smell lasting for 10 min or a bit longer, then tongue tied hard / swollen for 3 hrs and lasting mildly 1 day after. Severe dehydration. Did not monitor heart beat due to severe fatigue. Took blood pressure rising and falling like roller coaster 2x. I stop and learned to relax and sleep throughout the day to calm the nervous system and the slight fever. Other normal aching pains as pre-described side effects. No nausea, vomiting, no rash as of 1 day after and no difficult breathing. Occasional and short loss of smell carried after 1st day.

943350 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MD 32.0 32 F Mild tingling on the right side of her mouth and face that started shortly after receiving the vaccination. Symptoms were less intense and lasted for a shorter period of time than after the first injection.

943351 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IL 68.0 68 M 5 minutes after the vaccination was given, patient developed soft swelling periorbital area, mostly under the eye.  No other symptoms. Swelling decreased after 1/2 hour. No other adverse effects.

943352 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 WI 57.0 57 F Client formed a blister on lip approximately 1.5 hours after vaccination was given and a second fluid filled blister on the lip the next day.  No additional reactions after this point.

943354 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 WA 51.0 51 M Right after the vaccine I just had a slight head ache. I had pretty typical symptoms. Around 8pm my arm got to 8/10 pain. I have waves of Tachycardia and nausea. I had pretty bad diarrhea the first day and second day, this was also a side effect from the Celexa. The Tachycardia was going up to 130-140 .  Very much flu like symptoms, heart pounding, head pounding and very light headed. I was having trouble controlling BP when I stood up.  I felt feverish, I kept checking my temp but it was normal.  This went on for two day, I wasn't able to eat or drink liquids. I ended up going and getting a Covid test on Tuesday morning, I was feeling somewhat ok. Then in the evening all my same symptoms came back.  I spoke with a Dr. who informed me I was probably dehydrated. I almost went into the Emergency Room because my high heart rate and thought I was having a heart attack. I didn't due to high volume of Covid in the ER. I have a follow up meeting with my PA before my second dose to come up with a strategy.  The left side of my face started to get numb and the left side of neck. My neck started to get still and went to my jaw.

943355 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NY 47.0 47 F felt light headed and clammy, has had this happen when having injections in the past

943356 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 33.0 33 M TREMORS

943357 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 FL 35.0 35 M swollen lymph nodes in armpit on right arm

943358 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 MO 54.0 54 F 48 hours of fever up to 102 degrees.  Severe headache, fatigue and bodyaches.  Nausea and severe arm pain radiating to neck.  Took tylenol and tramadol for 36 hours and then symptoms began to subside.  By the third day post vaccine, all symptoms except for fatigue resolved.

943359 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 KS 38.0 38 F Unprovoked seizure (clonic tonic) 13 days later, requiring hospitalization and testing Y Y 2

943360 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 VA 60.0 60 F Day 1 Severe headache (tylenol), Day 2 and 3 Sore left arm and general myalgias (ibuprofen),  Day 4 Fatigue, headache, chest pain, severe nausea, abdominal pain, lack of appetite, myalgias (rest and fluids) Day 7 Severe watery diarrhea, nausea, low grade temp, headache, abdominal cramping, sore throat, myalgias (fluids, immodium, tylenol)

943361 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 52.0 52 F Received 2nd dose Pfizer lot EL0142 on 1-13-2021 on right arm.  Has body aches, joint pain, muscle ache, head ache, fatigue, and arm pain.

943363 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 KS 93.0 93 F within 24 hours- Large "golf ball size" lump. Hard, hot to touch, red from injection site down to elbow. after 36 hours swelling had gone down, redness had moved all the way from the injection site to wrist. No pain noted, skin temperature was back to normal.

943364 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 AL 61.0 61 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe, Systemic: Fainting, Systemic: Pharmacist submitting: unable to determine if anaphalaxis or panic attack, patient experienced facial weakness, chest tightening, tremmors, inability to breathe, and fainting within 10 min of administ

943365 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 IN 40.0 40 F Low grade fever (99.8-100.2), headache, fatigue, and soreness at injection site

943366 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 PR 46.0 46 F TWO DAYS OF SINTOMES, PAIN INJECION SITE, HEADACHE, MUSCULAR PAIN, SWELLING IN INJECTION SITE, INCHING ON INJECTION SITE AND REDNESS.

943369 01/03/2021 01/14/2021 OR 54.0 54 F RED SPOTS ON LEGS.    Doesn't itch or hurt.  Just there.

943370 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 MD 40.0 40 F Itchiness in groin and armpit, leading to increased itchiness accompanied by raised and cluster of hives at groin area

943371 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CT 38.0 38 F Day one, about 6 hours after vaccine, extreme tiredness, slur speech, slow movement, vertigo,  sore arm.  Day two, extreme tiredness, headache, nausea , sore arm.

943372 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 28.0 28 M headache, eye pressure, nausea diarrhea, achy, generalized body aches. Treatment include Tylenol with no improvement and Naproxen 220 mg with mild improvement.

943373 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 GA 64.0 64 M Systemic: reported existing cellulitis was exacerbated; symptoms lasted 0 days

943375 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 28.0 28 F Developed soreness and pain at the injection site about 30 minutes after injection. After a couple hours, the pain became unbearable, and she had an ED physician look at her arm. She had limited use of her arm on Monday 1/11 and Tuesday 1/12. Wednesday 1/13 her arm started to feel better and she could lift it. She went to her PCP and he said the injection site looked higher than it should have been. Today 1/14 she still has sharp pain with movement and limited range of motion.

943376 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 KS 42.0 42 F Development of petechial rash to lower extremities, abdomen and L arm

943377 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 25.0 25 F Experienced fatigue, headache, body chills, body sweats, muscle pain (back and neck), some nausea from 8PM day of administration-current (9:30 AM 1/14/2021); Sore arm at injection site.

943378 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 LA 74.0 74 F Rash from knees to chest with itching,.Relieved by taking Benadryl 50 mg; still some itching 12 hours after Benadryl but has improved "75%" according to patient. Rash has resolved.

943379 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MI 50.0 50 F at site of injection, arm has a red patch on the skin

943380 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 KS 50.0 50 M Anaphylactic reaction - swollen lips, dizziness, flushing, rapid heart rate

943381 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MI 72.0 72 F Systemic: Described as floaties in the eye

943382 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 39.0 39 M Body aches and general fatigue

943383 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 MD 46.0 46 F Starting on 1/11/21 she developed a rash over her entire body with some areas of hives. This got worse the following day. The rash is still present though the itching has improved.

943384 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MO 68.0 68 F Top of arm injected is red and warm.  Some very slight pain.

943385 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TX 41.0 41 F sore arm on the same day , fatigue, next day woke up with swollen lymph nodes on my right arm same place where injection was given , still sore and pain full to touch and headaches .

943386 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 VA 38.0 38 F Treated by NP attending vaccine event.  HPI: Abnormal sensation in throat approx. 15 min after receiving  Moderna novel coronavirus vaccine. Denies SOB, wheezes, tongue swelling. No n/v/d, no abdominal cramping, no weakness, no faintness.  History of similar reaction to multiple medications.  In the past when she has had this throat sensation in reaction to a medication or food, she takes 12.5 mg of oral Benadryl and finds the reaction stops or progresses to hives to posterior knees and thighs, she typically takes more Benadryl and Zantac and the reaction ceases. One episode of anaphylaxis to oral sulfa. Hx hives reaction to one injectable for RA, cannot recall the name. No hx of anaphylaxis to injectable medications. Also reports remote history of severe episodes of hives of unknown origin over a 3 week period about 10-12 years ago; her provider speculated they were stress induced.  ROS: otherwise negative.  PE: Constitutional  - No acute distress. Speaks in full and lengthy sentences without difficulty. ENT: No oropharyngeal edema. Voice clear. No drooling. Airway patent.  Neck: Supple, no LAD, no masses, no torticollis.  Respiratory: CTAB, no increased WOB.  Cardiac: HRRR, no murmur.  A/P: Adverse rxn to vaccination, hx multiple food and drug allergies. Administer diphenhydramine 12.5 mg as she usually takes. Continue monitoring for extended period. Further intervention as needed, EM care if condition deteriorates.  Report to VAERS.  0918 - diphenydramine 12.5 mg oral administered. 0930 ? reports less fullness sensation in throat.  0935 ? reports abnormal sensation is completely resolved. Lungs CTAB, no increased WOB. No hives, no n/v/d, no faintness. No oropharyngeal edema.  0940 ? patient now questioning if she has reacted to the orange Juicy Juice she drank; she has never had one before.  1020 ? continues to be asymptomatic. Lungs CTAB, no increased WOB. No hives, no n/v/d, no faintness. No oropharyngeal edema. Discussed the importance of PCP follow up to be advised on whether or not a 2nd vaccine is prudent, she plans to seek this guidance. She may opt to rec the 2nd injection at the health department if her PCP advises it is safe, has been information on how to make an appointment there. Encouraged to seek re-evaluation for new symptoms.

943387 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MD 62.0 62 F Pt developed facial itching 15 minutes after  Moderna  Covid  vaccine injection.. Benadryl 25 mg capsule  given po per order Dr. Will be observed x 30 more minutes. 9am C/O oral itching, examined again by Dr.  No SOB or difficulty breathing, 9:15am Tx to AUC per DR.  Was given Benadryl, Solumedrol and Pepcid. To be discharged home with EpiPen

943388 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Itching, rash, redness and slight swelling approximately 3" long and 1.5" wide that developed on 10th day after vaccination (including the day of vaccination). I have smallpox scar on the same arm which got red, elevated and very itchy. All symptoms subsided overnight but returned in the morning. Lingering soreness and weakness of the left arm.

943389 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 87.0 87 M 4 hours after injection I became very tired followed by severe abdominal pain, cramping. and chills. No Fever. Blood pressure elevation. Pain was slightly relieved by burping and passing wind. After 3 hours of these symptoms I Called EMS, who checked and could find no other cause other than reaction to the injection. I took pepcid, gas pills and additional blood pressure pill but had no relief. After EMS visit I took Tylenol and was up for hours before finally falling asleep. Awoke this morning with no cramping but still very tender in abdominal area. Additionally I had a muscle cramp in my upper thigh this morning

943390 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MO 54.0 54 F Fever of 101 degrees, severe headache, fatigue and bodyaches.  Chills and nausea.  Severe right arm pain.  Took tylenol and tramadol for pain and fever.

943391 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Patient developed rash approximately 24 hours after receiving the vaccine.  Rash was on chest, face, and back. Lasted for about a week, but has improved.  Itched the whole time.

943392 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 NY 45.0 45 M 2 days after shot I had mild itching on the left arm at the injection side, burning and tingling up and down that arm into my finger tips, facial tingling (neuralgia) and mild itchiness and redness on both cheeks. No rash, hives, or scratching, just mild itchy skin. These symptoms are not frequent, and have not existed prior to the injection.

943393 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Date of symptom onset - ?1/13/21 midday  Symptoms - ?EE reports she felt pretty tired of the day after receiving her 2nd dose of the vaccine.  EE reports when she woke up this am she started feeling generalized body aches, chills, ?clammy? and HA.  EE reports + congestion and runny nose.  EE denies fever but has been taking Tylenol round the clock since yesterday per EE.  Last dose of Tylenol taken at 18:30 (1/13) 1000 mg.  At time of call temperature 99.6.  EE reports her husband called while at work this am and 7- month old son with cough and fever at home.   Last day of work and shift - ?currently at work  Home remedies? -   see ?symptoms? Any improvement? - mild Recommendation? After completing algorithm with EE, EE meets criteria to be taken off of work and to be scheduled for testing.  EE educated to notify manager of need to leave work at this time and to contact EH command center for assistance with testing.  EE provided with phone number of EH command center.  EE encouraged to continue to monitor symptoms and to contact EH vaccine support line with further questions or concerns.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

943394 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OR 29.0 29 F Body aches Headache Tired Metallic taste in mouth

943395 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 OR 40.0 40 F I have swelling and redness at injection site that started 1 week after administration.  I did not have any redness and swelling after the injection and it is about 3 inches round red and swollen

943396 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 39.0 39 M Body Aches and general fatigue

943398 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 NY 26.0 26 F 7 days post injection patient developed redness/hives at injection site with some itching and pain as well as warmth to the touch. Lasted for 2 days, has since resolved. Scheduled for dose #2 01/28/2021.

943399 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 KS 49.0 49 F Progress Notes Cosign Needed Expand All Collapse All     1/14/2021    Date:  1/14/2021                                                                                               Subjective 49 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her first dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   She was given the Moderna vaccination in the left deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience headache.  She denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, throat tightness, hoarseness, stridor, itching, lightheadedness, dizziness, facial swelling, lip swelling and tongue swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to abdominal pain, blood pressure abnormality , chest pain, collapse, drooling, hypotension, increased swelling, rapid progression of symptoms, respiratory distress with none, skin changes, tongue swelling and vomiting.   Headache:  Bilateral across the forehead; 7/10, dull and pressure, similar to a migraine which she has not had for a while.  She usually treats it with Excedrin Migraine.  She did not eat breakfast today and was heading to work before this happened.     ALLERGY REVIEW OF SYSTEMS   Previous Reactions: none reported    Objective    Vitals Vitals:   01/14/21 0839 01/14/21 0853 BP: 129/78 (!) 140/84 BP Location:   Right arm Patient Position:   Sitting Cuff Size:   Large Adult Pulse: 85 84 SpO2: 96% 96%     Physical Exam Vitals signs reviewed.  Constitutional:      Appearance: She is obese.  HENT:     Head: Normocephalic.     Nose: Nose normal.  Eyes:     Pupils: Pupils are equal, round, and reactive to light.  Neck:     Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion.  Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Normal rate and regular rhythm.     Pulses: Normal pulses.     Heart sounds: Normal heart sounds.  Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal.     Breath sounds: Normal breath sounds.  Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion.  Skin:    General: Skin is warm and dry.  Neurological:     General: No focal deficit present.     Mental Status: She is alert and oriented to person, place, and time.  Psychiatric:        Mood and Affect: Mood normal.        Behavior: Behavior normal.        Thought Content: Thought content normal.        Judgment: Judgment normal.         Assessment/Plan  Treatment included: peanut butter, water, crackers. Follow up response to treatment: good.  Headache unchanged. Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP.           1/14/2021 9:05 AM

943400 12/20/2020 01/14/2021 GA 61.0 61 F Systemic: reported she developed cellulitis; symptoms lasted 0 days

943401 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 IL 91.0 91 F Error: Wrong Patient (documentation in EMR)

943402 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 0 F Pain; swelling; hardness; redness 0.0

943403 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 38.0 38 M About 15 minutes after vaccination, employee started to feel tingling and burning sensation in elbow and wrist.  He stated he felt like he was having a reaction.  No issues with throat, no shortness of breath but did feel dizzy.  Was assisted to the ground and eventually was taken to local ED.

943405 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MO 33.0 33 F Tingling in extremities

943406 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MI 26.0 26 M approximately 12 hours after administration of 2nd dose, fever to 101F, rigors, diffuse myalgias - lasted approximately 24 hours

943407 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 KY 39.0 39 F Runny nose, fast spike in temperature to 103 by 10:30pm day of vaccination, vomiting, wracking chills, body aches.

943408 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CO 73.0 73 M fatigue, muscle pain, joint pain, chills

943410 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MD 44.0 44 F Swelling on left armpit and neck.

943411 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Started getting dizzy on my way home from work around 6pm, when I got home I was feeling nauseous. Went to the bathroom and had diarrhea and then began to vomit. My temp spikes to 102.6. Had a restless night but by the next evening I was fine, no issues or fever.

943412 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 30.0 30 M headache, body chills, aches, rash, itching

943413 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MD 35.0 35 F rash (itchy bumps) at injection site only

943414 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 IL 91.0 91 F Error: Wrong Patient (documentation in EMR)

943416 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 SD 40.0 40 F Became pale, clammy, uncontrolled shaking (seizure like)

943417 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 PR 32.0 32 F PAIN ON INJECTION SITE, HEADACHE,TIRED,MUSCULAR PAIN, CHILLS, SWELLING ON INJECTION SITE, NAUSIA, FEELING BAD, INCHING ON INJECTION SITE. ONE DAY OF SINTOMES.

943418 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 GA 79.0 79 F Systemic: staff reports confusion, extreme lethargy; symptoms lasted 0 days

943419 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Generalized rash occurred approximately 2 hours after receiving Moderna vaccine.  Complaints of headache and mouth discomfort.

943421 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 IN 59.0 59 F Migraine, body aches, fever, nausea lasted for 18 hours

943423 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NC 30.0 30 F Adverse event contacted by V-safe was that I was unable to perform my job duties the day after the vaccine. Symptoms included left arm pain, back pain, aches/chills starting at midnight on 1/6/21 into 1/7/21. Headache lasted all day, slept intermittently all day, low energy and extreme fatigue. Was 13 weeks pregnant at the time of the vaccine.

943424 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 FL 66.0 66 F Migraine

943425 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 35.0 35 F Upon 10 or so minutes post-injection: Pain-muscular at injection site Pain down right side of arm Hot, swetting Nausea Numbness full body *Wet wash cloth received for forehead. Numbness hands, fingers, toes, tongue Cold and chills  *Received Benadryl  Ambulance to ED: Blood pressure spike  Shaking  Right jaw pain Now zero left pain   At ED: Vitals okay  *Received Pepcid and  Something under the tongue for nausea  Dry mouth Dry throat  Toes return to normal  Right jaw and neck and head pain *Practiced jaw exercises.  Still very cold. Less shaking, more intermittent like waves  Tongue and roof of mouth tingly Right quad pain  *Received Blanket and now warm  No headache pain.  Right injection site muscular pain.   Discharged from hospital

943426 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WI 34.0 34 F Hypotension 91/71 with orthostatic hypotension <80 SBP ( my BP cuff doesn?t read lower than that). Near syncope at 0615. Loss of vision, tinnitus, lowered to the ground and followed by nausea and sweating. Resolved in minutes. Continue to be dizzy today with clammy and dizzy upon standing

943427 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 CA 25.0 25 F itchy hive like rash over injection area

943429 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MO 30.0 30 F Dizzy, tingling in left arm, chest tightness and heaviness, tongue feels weird

943430 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 TX 66.0 66 F 01/07/2021--Fever 102,  Fatigue, Muscle aches, Joint Pain 01/08/2021-Symptoms subside 01/11/2021-Moderate itching at injection site

943431 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 KY 81.0 81 M Erythema measuring 7.5x5cm.  underlying induration measuring 6cm at widest point.

943432 01/13/2020 01/14/2021 WV 66.0 66 F RESIDENT BEGAN VOMITING AND BECAME UNRESPONSIVE AT 12PM.

943433 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AR 24.0 24 F headache, fatique

943436 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 OH 66.0 66 F second day after receiving vaccine I was fairly sick.  Then I was fine.  5 days after receiving vaccine (yesterday 1/13/2021) I started developing Bell's palsy

943437 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 54.0 54 F Headache, low grade fever, body aches, fatigue

943438 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 TX 32.0 32 M chills, low grade fever, body aches and hives over five days

943439 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 62.0 62 F Chest tightness, dizziness, "jittery"

943440 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 OK 36.0 36 F Delayed Injection site reaction- started with redness, itching, warm to touch and swelling about 8 days after vaccination. Still red no longer swollen or warm to touch at 2 weeks post vaccination.

943441 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MN 45.0 45 F Slight body aches, diarrhea and mild headache

943443 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NV 24.0 25 M Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe

943444 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Swelling in arm just below and to the right of injection site. Swelling is very red/warm to the touch. The area has remained the same since 1/7/21 and has not increased or decreased in size. However the itch/burn feeling continues to increase daily. I do not plan to seek medical attention for this side effect unless the swelling is still present by dose #2. Im showing no other negative symptoms.

943445 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 WI 44.0 44 F Myalgia in arm of vaccination on day 0 of vaccine. Then with severe headache, myalgias, joint pain, upset stomach for 2 days after vaccine.

943446 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IL 52.0 52 F I got the shot at 10AM on Tues Jan 5, by 5PM had severe headache took Tylenol and it helped.  Had severe headache off and on thru the weekend till Jan 12th.   That night Jan 5th after the shot or next morning at Wed Jan 6 at 2AM - I got up out of bed and was severely dizzy, had to use the wall to walk to bathroom, felt nausea.  Woke up Wed still severly  dizzy all day and thru the weekend.  On Jan 12th till today Jan 14 I am still moderately very dizzy.

943447 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 CT 55.0 55 M Hands and arm dermatitis rash 3 weeks after vaccination, possibly a delayed reaction to vaccine.  Has topical steroid cream to apply to dermatitis sites from doctor staff member visited as well as zyrtec tablet for allergies once a day. Dermatitis sites have pruritus and are red and raised patchy rash areas. Large patch on left hand, small "spot" like raised red bumps on arms and right hand - diffuse, not many bumps.

943449 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 63.0 63 M About an hour later, slight headache. Around 2am on 1/12, woke up with hip joint pain. On 1/13 slight injection site pain and continued hip pain, and around 11am had slight nausea that went away. 1/14 still have hip pain.

943450 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F Itching all over, beginning to develop hives

943451 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 TN 32.0 32 F ~36 hours post-shot woke up in middle of night with migraine, chills and nausea. Took Excedrin, naproxen and Zofran and was able to fall back asleep in about 2 hours.

943452 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 TX 53.0 53 F Immediate reaction "feeling strange numbness in body", light headache. Monitored for 15 minutes symptoms increased and dizziness, headache severe, chills, trembling, fever 103., feeling very warm, could hardly walk and speak. Tylenol dose - some relief. Hospital ER visit, IV treatment, Tylenol 800mg - adverse events determined to be related to vaccine per ER doctor, under observation in ER until next day. Continued extreme fatigue. Next day, F/U with PCP , 2nd dose not recommended by PCP due to adverse events. Headache still continue for patient and weakness and fatigue. Tylenol for relief.

943453 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 35.0 35 F Upon 10 or so minutes post injection: Pain muscular at injection site, expected this.  Pain down right side of arm Hot, swetting Nausea Numbness full body *Wet wash cloth received for forehead. Numbness hands fingers toes tongue Cold and chills  *Received Benadryl  Ambulance to ED: Blood pressure spike  Shaking  Right jaw pain Now zero left pain   At ED: Vitals okay  *Received Pepcid and  Something under the tongue for nausea  Dry mouth Dry throat  Toes return to normal  Right jaw and neck and head pain *Practiced self-prompted jaw exercises.  Still very cold. Less shaking, more intermittent like waves  Tongue and roof of mouth tingly Right quad pain  *Received Blanket and now warm  No headache pain.  Right injection site muscular pain.   Discharged from hospital

943455 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 28.0 28 F Symptoms - ? Patient reports at 02:00 + fever of 106 (1000 mg Tylenol taken at 03:00) and + fever of 104 at 08:00 (1000 mg Tylenol taken at 08:15), + chills. Last day of work and shift - unknown Home remedies? -   see ?symptoms? for narrative Any improvement? - mild Recommendation? Patient educated to continue to monitor her symptoms and to contact EH vaccine support line with further questions and concerns.  Patient educated to continue to rotate Tylenol and motrin as indicated in the Medical Directive provided by employer and to notify her manager she will be unable to report to work until she is fever free for 24 hours without the use of an antipyretic.  Patient educated to continue to manage per Employer Illness in the Workplace Policy.  Patient verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

943456 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IN 59.0 59 M 2-3 hour episode of shaking chills

943457 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 WI 23.0 23 F Developed swollen lymph node. Rash at injection site

943458 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Night sweats, chills and shaking (violently at times), low-grade fever, body aches, severe pain at injection site lasting 3 days,  slight shortness of breath at times, elevated heart rate, lethargy, headache.

943460 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 WI 23.0 23 F Systemic: tingling tongue, feeling like tongue was bigger, feels weird to swallow-Medium; symptoms lasted 1 day

943461 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OH 43.0 43 F 04:30PM PT STATES "LIPS ARE TINGLING, HEAD ITCHES". DENIES SHORTNESS OF BREATH, TROUBLE BREATHING, SWELLING OF LIPS/TONGUE, OR DIFFICULTY SWALLOWING. ALERT, ORIENTED, PINK, W/D, RESP REGULAR WITH EASE. NO RASH OR HIVES NOTED. 05:00PM ALL SYMPTOMS HAVE RESOLVED.

943462 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MI 87.0 87 F Low grade temperature & emesis within the following 24 hours of receiving vaccination.

943463 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 PA 61.0 61 F Red rash in the shape of an oval 5 by 3 inches around the site of injection. Not raised. Patient did not notice erythema until two weeks after shot. Patient also experience transient sore arm and fatigue.

943464 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MD 48.0 48 F Day 7 after vaccine developed 14 cm indurated, red and itchy area at site.  It started the morning of Day 7 and increased over the day.

943466 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 48.0 48 F 1-12-2021 Cough, runny nose 1-13-2021 sore throat

943467 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 43.0 43 F patient became dizzy, nauseas and developed a migraine. She had similar reaction with prednisone. Admits to episode of vomiting

943468 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 NY 67.0 67 F Systemic: light headedness

943469 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 TX 40.0 40 F LYMPH NODES SWOLLEN UNDER ARM  UNDER ARM SORE AND TENDER TO TOUCH  NO TREATMENT,  1 WEEK LATER CONTINUES TO BE SORE BUT SWELLING AND PAIN  HAS DECREASED DAY BY DAY

943470 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 OK 47.0 47 F A  week later have swelling, redness, itching and tenderness to the vaccine site

943472 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NC 73.0 73 M Syncope due to orthostatic hypotension-antihypertensive discontinued  and oral fluids pushed for 24 hours with resolution in symptoms within 48 hours.

943475 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 AZ 23.0 23 F Several hours after vaccine, I started developing fatigue, chills, a low grade fever, and inability to sleep due to severity of chills. I also experienced headaches, arm soreness and dizziness. The next day my left arm hurt more than the night before, and I had a fever off and on from 8am to 12pm. No additional symptoms after 5pm the next day 12/31/2020.

943478 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 KY 31.0 31 F Cold chills Sweating Low grade fever Nauseated  Body aches and pains Lethargic  Drowsy Swelling-injection site

943479 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Soreness at injection site the day after vaccine administered. Subsided 2 days after.  6 days later tenderness and slight swelling in left axillary lymph node.

943481 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 PR 61.0 61 F Moderate to severe fatigue, headache, fever, chills, malaise

943482 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 26.0 26 F Employee received Moderna COVID vaccine on 12/24/2020. On 01/01/21, she developed cough, fever, neck pain, and HA. COVID PCR was negative on 01/02/2021. On 01/06/2021, she was evaluated in ED, and a lumbar puncture was consistent with aseptic meningitis. She received no medical treatment and was released to home. Did follow -up via telemed visit with PCP.

943483 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 TX 25.0 25 M Pruritis on left lateral upper arm around area of vaccination beginning 1/11/21. 14.5 x 7 cm erythematous, targetoid rash on left lateral upper arm at injection site and extending down arm, first noticed 1/14/21.

943484 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 35.0 35 F Upon 10 or so minutes post-injection: Pain-muscular at injection site Pain down right side of arm Hot, swetting Nausea  Numbness full body *Wet wash cloth received for forehead Numbness hands fingers toes tongue Cold and chills  *Received Benadryl  Ambulance to ED: Blood pressure spike  Shaking  Right jaw pain  Now zero left pain   At ED: Vitals okay  *Received Pepcid and  Something under the tongue for nausea  Dry mouth Dry throat  Toes return to normal  Right jaw and neck and head pain *Practiced self-prompted jaw exercises.  Still very cold. Less shaking, more intermittent like waves  Tongue and roof of mouth tingly Right quad pain  *Received Blanket and now warm  No headache pain.  Right injection site muscular pain.    Discharged from hospital.

943486 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 WI 20.0 20 F Muscle aches, headache, and chills for the first 48 hours. After 48 hours, these symptoms ended but rash appeared.

943487 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 PA 49.0 49 F Received my first dose of Moderna Vaccine on 1/5/2021.  No symptoms until the morning of 1/11/2021 when I noticed an enlarged lymph node on the left side of my neck.  Was sore to touch.  1/13/2021 experienced redness and swelling on my left arm at the injection site.  The area is about the size of an orange.   No other symptoms at this time.

943488 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 48.0 48 F 1-12-2021 Cough, runny nose 1-13-2021 sore throat

943490 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CO 38.0 38 F 7cm well-circumscribed, raised, erythematous, confluent, itching rash arose at site of left deltoid inject, approximately 6 days after inject, continuing 9 days after injection when observed in clinic. No respiratory symptoms, started treatment with diphenhydramine today for Type IV hypersensitivity reaction.

943491 08/20/1953 01/14/2021 GA 0 F Received inject in right arm at 10:27am, and at 10pm she started feeling tightness in left cheek bone area and then left arm starting feeling like it was falling asleep and today as of 8am she was experiencing numbness in her left side of her body from cheek down to left leg. Pt has no plans to visit a doctor, recommended to see one immediately.0.0

943492 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 OH 40.0 40 F Thick skin peeling from left palm. Woke day 8 with joint pain, body aches, fatigue. Bruise pain still present at injection site.

943493 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WI 28.0 28 F Patient began itching on chest and showing hives on upper arms. Patient then was learing throat, coughing, tingling in the tongue. Itchiness progressed down arms, as did hives. EMS arrived and administered 0.3 mg Epi IM and IV Benadryl. Vitals obtained.

943495 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 WI 43.0 43 F Sneezing, whole body itching, throat itching and erythema to injection site throughout the day.

943496 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IN 33.0 33 M Left arm pain that began around 5pm. Chills and headache started around 7pm. Low grade fever, hot flashes and cold chills persistent all night.

943497 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IN 62.0 62 F Knot in arm, very sore arm, severe headache, fatigue, chills, fever, nauseous  all on first night after shot.  All gone by next morning with the exception of the headache, which is not as severe now.

943498 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WA 68.0 68 F .3After receiving the vaccine, being monitored for 15 minutes the patient returned home.  At approximately 1530  she called clinic concerned  about a  rash, redness and itching on left arm.  On arrival to the clinic she was found to have erythematous macules on her upper inner arm staring to extend down her left arm.  She also had a large red macule on upper inner right arm and some small areas under her eyes, all that were itchy.   There was no throat swelling, wheezing, SOB or chest pain.   She was given 60 mg of prednisone and 50 mg of diphenhydramine orally and observed for 30 minutes.  Her rash intensity reduced and the itching stopped.  Advised she should not receive second dose of vaccine
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943500 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 35.0 35 M Within 1 hour of receiving vaccine patient complained of metal taste in his mouth, palpitations, fatigue, skin pruritus and rash. He went to the emergency room and was treated with Benadryl and steroids. The following morning he continued to have skin pruritus and developed a few skin lesions. He was also fatigued and had some shortness of breath with exertion. He had Allegra in the home so he was encouraged to take it and  also had been prescribed Benadryl which he could take as needed.

943501 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 WA 36.0 36 F Symptoms started approximately 16 hours after receiving the vaccine. Body aches all over including breast, under arms, legs, feet stomach.  Horrible headache that did improve with tylenol and ibuprofen taken at the same time. Body shakes and can't control body temperature.  Felt freezing cold but skin was very hot to the touch (according to my husband). Then, I started sweating and felt really hot and couldn't cool down.  Felt nauseous but no vomiting.    Could not sleep but felt very tired.  Today is now 48 hours after vaccine and body aches are gone but I am still extremely fatigued.

943502 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MI 87.0 87 F 24 hours following vaccination resident experienced emesis X1 & low grade fever.

943504 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 WI 74.0 74 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe; symptoms lasted 1 day

943505 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 FL 69.0 69 F Patient stated she developed a blister around the size of a quarter on her right dorsal foot and ultimately ended up with all over pruritus and urticaria. states that it was pretty much head to toe.  She utilized high-dose Benadryl and topical cortisone and after stated resolution

943506 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MD 39.0 39 F Shingles under R breast Valtrex 1g tid x 7 days

943507 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 PA 78.0 78 F Resident, , initially started on the 11th with mental status changes.  She was unable to follow directions, pocketing food, all new for her.  She was sent toHospital ( and she was sent back with orders to monitor and increase fluid intakes.  On 1/13/2021 was found seizing and was again transferred to hospital where she was admitted with a seizure diagnosis which is a new diagnosis for her.Y

943510 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 PR 33.0 33 F Patient reports that after vaccine administration she presented redness in the injection site, arm pain, and induration. Patient refers that she applied ice on the area and took Panadol.

943511 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 NY 39.0 39 M Chills and weakness lasting for 48 hours.

943513 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CO 61.0 61 F Fever to 102 F.  Chills.  Total body aches.  Severe headache.  Nausea.  All began around midnight, 16 hours post-shot.  Worsened throughout the night and began to diminish about 8 hours later.  After about 12 hours had only slight fever, more manageable headache, was achy all over and fatigued.  Back to baseline 36 hours after onset of symptoms.

943514 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AL 93.0 93 M No energy, could hardly get out of bed, can?t hardly move legs

943515 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 PR 44.0 44 M SHORTNESS OF BREATH 30 MINUTES AFTER VACCINATION

943516 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 AL 72.0 72 M Redness noted around injection site approx. 1 hour after administration. Next morning a couple of red streaks noted & Cold compress applied. Resident on scheduled Benadryl. Today, redness extends to elbow. PRN Benadryl given.

943518 12/19/2020 01/14/2021 NC 28.0 28 F Developed a rash around my neck and swollen eyes (thought to be poison ivy) on 1/3/2021. Since that time, the rash has spread to my back, abdomen, chest, neck, ears. It appears to be urticaria and is extremely itchy. I completed a steroid taper early on and the rash is no loner affecting my face. I am taking daily antihistamines and using hydrocortisone cream for the itching. The rash continues to spread and is made worse with scratching.  I am unsure if this is related to the vaccine, but this has never happened before and I have no known allergies. I got the second vaccine on 1/8/2021 (at the time the rash was improving and I thought it to be poison ivy).

943519 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 45.0 45 F Headache, dizziness, fatigue, and night sweats, and slight nausea. I took Aleve for the headache, it did help.

943520 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NV 53.0 54 F Systemic: Vomiting

943521 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IN 37.0 37 F Extreme fatigue Headaches  Swollen lymph node left armpit size of soft ball very sore

943523 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MD 46.0 46 F 8 days from the date of injection, my arm again became sore to touch at the injection site.  At the same time, I also developed a red area (about 2 inches wide) at the injection site, which is warm to touch.  This is accompanied by a mild dull ache throughout my left arm.   This started yesterday (the 8th day since receiving the vaccine) and is still present today (9th day since vaccine)

943524 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 GA 43.0 43 F fast heart rate (135), nausea, diarrhea, chills, fever 101.3

943525 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 66.0 66 F Body Aches Back aches chest tightness

943526 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Symptoms - ? EE reports at approximately 2:00 pm she began feeling tired and so fatigued she left work.  EE reports at time of call still fatigued, with muscle weakness and joint pain.  EE denies fever.  EE denies COVID-19 exposure without proper PPE and recent travel. Last day of work and shift - ? yesterday Home remedies? -   rest Any improvement? - mild Recommendation?   EE reports she called off of work today due to feeling unwell.  EE encouraged to continue to monitor her symptoms and to contact the vaccine support line for further questions or concerns.  EE educated to continue to manage per Illness in the Workplace Policy.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

943528 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NE 34.0 34 F left lower leg pain

943529 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 62.0 62 F I had to leave work as I was achy, fatigued and had a headache

943532 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Received 1st vaccine 1/5/21. Arm was tender. Around midnight 1/6/21 my arm was very painful to the touch, move, awful. 24 hours later just sore. On 1/7/2021 I started to feel short of breath and run down. Sinus infection symptoms. I was sent home from work to get a COVID swab. That evening I lost my taste and began to feel achey. Negative test on 1/10/21. Saw urgent care on 1/9/21 for Covid swab and visit. He diagnosed viral and was sure I was positive. On 1/11/21 my energy returned and I wasn?t achey. Congestion and cough. By 1/13/21 felt fine other than lingering wet cough. This morning, 1/14/21 I noticed my arm itched and looked at it and I?ve got a small red rash around the injection sight and tenderness on palpation.

943535 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Muscle aches, joint pain, headache, nausea, weakness. Lasted ~24 hours.

943537 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TX 46.0 46 M I started having fever chills, fever and headache combined, as well as fatigue.

943538 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 GA 35.0 35 M On 1/11/21 At 4:30pm I started with Chills/Shivers. At 7:30pm the body pains and headache started with fever. That lasted through the night.  On 1/12/21 the fever stopped but body pains and headache still persists all day. On 1/13/21 woke up at 7am. No headache but still a bit of body pain till about 8pm. After 8pm I was about to get out of bed and move freely.

943539 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CT 38.0 38 F At site of injection, itching, swelling, redness, warmth redness and warmth was in a 8 cm diameter continued and looked worse on day 8 (01/13/21) sought medical attention on 01/14/21 to rule out cellulitis, dr believes it to be localized adverse reaction to injection site area beginning to look better on day 9 (01/14/21)

943541 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 FL 49.0 49 F Day after redness, hot and large lump.   Benedryl and Tylenol taken.   Few days later, continued redness.  Tylenol taken Day 7  redness subsided but injection site still warm, itchy and sore Day 14 no more redness but injection site still warm and itchy Day 15, injection site still warm and itchy.  Today a red ring about an inch around the entire injection site appeared.

943543 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 TX 38.0 38 F On 12/28/2020 at 1930 I had a throbbing HA, nausea, chills, no appetite, body aches, extreme fatigue and low grade fever. Temp was 99.4-100.3. 1 gram of Tylenol was taken that evening, to relieve HA pain. Zofran 4 mg ODT was also taken for nausea. The following morning,  I felt extremely fatigued and had a persistent headache that was not consistently responsive to OTC meds. I developed a fever on 12/29/2020 in the evening. Low grade and ranging 99.3-100.6. Along with fever, my s/s were extreme fatigue, no appetite, headache, body aches, chills. On 12/30/2020, I spiked a Tmax of 101.0 around 11 am. Again, the same s/s were there. I went home from work early.  Same s/s and low grade fever persisted past 7 days, so I called my PCP as well as the Pharmacy where I received the vaccine. On the 10th day after vaccination, I notified my Infectious Disease Dr. He advised me to wait 6 months to 1 year to receive the second injection. He stated that my s/s were likely vaccine related and would go away with time. Fever persists through every day for the month of January 2021, with exact same symptoms. Started to notice Shortness of breath with activity, occasional sharp pain in chest. Presented to ER on 01/09/2021 with chest pain and shortness of breath. Labs revealed Acute Kidney Injury and Transaminitis. Cardiac work-up was performed, all tests negative. I was hypotensive. MD recommended I either get transferred to hospital, or stay in ER for min 23 hours observation for monitoring of kidney function and blood pressure. I received 2 L of Normal Saline. BP eventually began to rise with SBP above 90 and DBP above 40. (Normal BP range for me is 120/60-70's. Baseline Creatinine is 0.9. Discharged from ER per patient request, after second Creatinine level came down to 1.5. MD advised patient to not return to work for the next 2 business days. Spoke with PCP on 1/11/2021 in AM, and informed him of the events over the weekend. Also informed him that I am still febrile with same symptoms as reported previously. Was told I could not return to work until I was fever free. Was fever free for about 12 hours, until evening of 1/12/2021. MD not allow patient to RTW.

943544 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 ID 55.0 55 F Chest pains that have been on and off.

943546 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 43.0 43 F I developed a spotty rash on my face  and ankle Wednesday afternoon. By the evening, it had spread to my hands and arms. I woke up in the middle of the night and my hands,face,scalp,ears,wrists knees and ankles were covered by a raised blotchy painful , itchy rash. I took a. Claritin, famotadine and a Benadryl with some minor relief.  I have not had a formal eval yet.

943548 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IL 44.0 44 F Error: Diluent Administered Instead of Vaccine; symptoms lasted 0 days

943550 11/01/2020 01/14/2021 CA F loss of consciousness; felt flush; felt hot / felt warm; This case was reported by a pharmacist via call center representative and described the occurrence of loss of consciousness in a adult female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   In November 2020, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix. In November 2020, 1 day after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced loss of consciousness (serious criteria GSK medically significant), flushing and feeling hot. On an unknown date, the outcome of the loss of consciousness, flushing and feeling hot were unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the loss of consciousness, flushing and feeling hot to be related to Shingrix.  Additional details were reported as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported. The patient experienced loss of consciousness, felt warm, felt hot, and felt flush the next day, one day after the first dose of Shingrix (unknown day in November 2020). Consented to follow up.

943552 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MN 43.0 43 F Patient complains of fever, chills, body aches, headache and fatigue

943556 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 IL 63.0 63 F Fever of 100.1, chills, body aches (Lower half of body only), headache, extreme fatigue. Missed work. Started at 4 am, about 18 hrs after vaccine given. Lasted 24 hrs.

943562 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IL 75.0 75 F fatigue, chills, slight nausea, dizziness

943565 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 TX 48.0 48 F A week after (1/6/21) the injection the injection the site became itchy.  The next morning (1/7/21) the right arm developed a red area raised  in the shape of a square. It was itchy, hot , hard and sore. After Motrin the symptoms improved but was still there. Symptoms persisted until 1/10/21.  On 1/11/21 the redness was traveling down her upper arm and was hot.  At the moment it is still red and hot but is not painful.

943570 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 TX 59.0 59 F 1/12/21 around 10:00 reports having nausea, abdominal cramping, weakness, and uncontrolled shaking of hands, chills and present at this time 1/14/21

943573 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 UT 52.0 52 F Over-sleeping on 1/7/21.  Fell asleep @ 5 pm 1/7/21 and slept until 10 am 1/8/21 Insomnia 1/8, 1/9, 1/10 - average 2-4 hours each night Fever of 100.3 on 1/11 from 12 pm till 5 pm

943575 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 OK 28.0 28 F 1/13/21 Noon, very itchy injection site pea size knot. Today 1/14/21  knot increased sized to half dollar coin size, very red, hot to touch, itchy and painful.

943576 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NV 56.0 56 F Systemic: Nausea

943577 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Previous report filed 12/23. On 12/25 I woke up with rash on face, neck, arms, and chest. Itchy. Took Benadryl. Went away. On 12/27 I have another bout of palpitations that lasted 30 mins with heart rate at 130s at rest with dizziness and lightheaded ness.

943578 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 WV 59.0 59 F Multiple red, itchy spots on hands and feet

943582 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 PA 37.0 37 M Headaches, Fatigue

943583 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IL 24.0 24 F Diluent Administered Instead of Vaccine; symptoms lasted 0 days

943584 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 ID 63.0 63 F headache and body aches

943585 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MO 31.0 31 F Extreme lockjaw unable to barely talk or chew

943587 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 CA 23.0 23 M Soreness at injection sight for about 4 days.

943588 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 FL 69.0 69 F Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine  sore arm, severe chills the night after the vaccine administered,

943589 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 PA 44.0 44 F I received my second dose of the Covid vaccine on 1/12 at 11:00am.  At 2:00pm I noticed one large hive on my right cheek.  I did not have any other symptoms or any other hives that I noted on my body.

943591 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 33.0 33 M Low grade fever, whole body aches, severe fatigue that lasted at least 48 hrs

943592 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 38.0 38 F Patient presented for her second Pfizer vaccine January 11, 2021.  She waited her 15 minutes and started to pull away when she noticed that she was beginning to get warm.  She looked in her car mirror and noticed a rash on her neck and chest.  She then pulled back around to let us know of her reaction.  Vital signs checked.  BP was 122/68.  HR was 97.  Sp02 was 99% on RA.  She denied any SOB.  At 1657 she was given Benadryl 25 mg po that she swallowed without any difficulties.  She reported that she began to feel better.  Rash started to look better.  Patient will wait another 15 minutes to make sure that her symptoms resolve.  Patient is A0x4.  She is talking without difficulty.

943593 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 PR 33.0 33 F 33 Y/O FEMALE PATIENT WHO REFERS TACHYCARDIA 30 MINUTES AFTER COVID VACCINE, B/P 141/92,HR 87BPM SAT 100%, RESP 21 BPM, PATIENT IS PLACE ON CARDIAC MONITORING  PER 30 MINUTES, LEAD II HR 81, SINUS RHYTUM. PATIENT WAS DISCHARGE HOME, FEELING WELL NO TACHICARDIA, HEADACHE , NAUSEA OR VOMITING.

943595 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NV 56.0 56 F Systemic: Nausea

943596 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 OH 47.0 47 F 7 days after vaccine, R arm around injection site became acutely itchy and red, blotchy.  over next 4 hrs, itchy rash spread to R shoulder, chest, neck and R cheek.

943597 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Forehead tingling neck tingling swollen lymph node same arm as the injection Injection site was swollen, red and warm to touch

943598 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 GA 65.0 65 F Arm soreness noted on Jan. 5. On Jan. 11 I was sneezing a lot with a runny nose. This last for 24 hrs. On the 12th I noticed a raised area in the injection site. I took an Advil .  On the 13th my arm started getting hard near the injection site with some redness. On that day I took a Benadryl once and Advil BID. Today the arm is very hard, red and is warm to the touch. My temp is 100.2. I took 80 mg ASA and a hour later took an Advil.  I reported all my Sx w/ Moderna. They recommended that I call my PMD for Tx. I contacted my PMD and the health department for treatment and they referred me to CDC. No treatment was suggested or given

943600 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 NY 32.0 32 F Patient woke with right sided facial droop, right-sided mouth numbness and whole tongue numbness, and two days of right ear pain. Also, erythematous rash on left arm lasting 5-6 days. CT head unremarkable. MRI brain underway.

943602 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Fever, sore throat, chills, congestion, cough, nausea, muscle aches, tachycardia. Treatment: Tylenol with no improvement Outcome: referred for COVID testing

943603 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 CT 45.0 45 F Spontaneous bloody nose day after vaccine. Not severe in nature but have never experienced a spontaneous bloody nose. Resolved fairly quickly.

943604 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 IL 49.0 49 F hives from neck to thighs, itchy, aches all over

943605 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 MN 43.0 43 F We have an employee who was vaccinated with Pfizer on 12/28/20. That evening she developed a rash on her arms that progressed to her legs and torso. The rash it itchy and burns. She still has the rash today. The next day after vaccination she experienced headache and aching that subsided within 3 days. This employee has a history of Lupus and breaking out in a rash is not uncommon for her, it is actually sort of common. When asked if this is the same sort of rash she experiences after too much sun exposure or stress (due to the Lupus) she says she would describe it as the same. She did miss one day of work due to the headache, aching, and just being miserable with the rash on top of it. She did not experience hives, trouble breathing, or swelling.

943607 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 LA 58.0 58 F Systemic: Exhaustion-Severe, Systemic: Fever-Severe, Systemic: patient experienced fogginess, drowsiness and confusion. was sent to the ER-Severe; symptoms lasted 0 days

943608 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 NH 44.0 44 F it started off with a light fever / then turned into a red mark on my arm! is now larger then the original day

943609 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 ID 54.0 54 M Soreness at the injection site and sore throat

943610 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 ME 20.0 20 F EE reports, started to be nauseous overnight, 1/12 into 1/13.   1/13 10 am, chest heaviness, SOB, anxiety, unable to function at work  1/13/2021, to Urgent Care, prescribed zofran for nausea.  Was asked to contact her PCP regarding her HR 130,  EE was on buprion and abruptly stopped taking it for 2 weeks without PCP recommendation, "I thought I didn't need it anymore".  EE reported to OHN on 1/13, she restarted the med and took her first dose on 1/12 and her second one on 1/13.   Covid results negative

943611 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MD 58.0 58 F She noted 6-8 hours of arthralgias that resolved on their own.

943612 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Patient with fevers, chills a few days after vaccine. Additionally reporting lower GI bleeding with no prior history. Patient received clearance for second vaccine from GI provider and undergoing further work-up for bleeding. Lab work demonstrating some decrease in platelets as well. Bleeding controlled after a few days.

943613 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 KY 31.0 31 F Sore arm day 2-3 post does. Day 5 post dose, severe Axillary lymphatic pain on injection arm. Still persisting and radiating into arm day 8. Also, breastfeeding and day 8 (post vaccine) experiencing possible  clogged duct on injection side as well (related?).

943614 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 AR 51.0 51 F Day 7 post vaccine, woke with vertigo, nausea and double vision prior to my alarm going off at 5:30am, told my husband that I did not feel right and it felt like something was wrong with me. I asked him to send a message to work that I was not feeling well and would not be in. I was not able to see my phone clearly as I had double vision.  I went back to sleep to try to get relief, woke up and called out to husband for help and he said I was just making groaning noises but I know in my head I was saying please help me as I could not move my right side and I was not sleeping or having a dream. At approximately 9:30am my husband kept telling me someone was trying to text me and needed a response. I tried to get up and still could not move my right side. He helped me sit up and I could not use my right arm and hand. He helped me get some clothes on and took me to the ED. When we arrived I still could not use my right hand and my arm still felt weak. The weakness resolved within a couple of hours and I got the strength back in my hand.   I did have some concern that my TIA type symptoms could possibly be related to vaccine but it was just a thought until I received my second dose. 3 hours post vaccine my face became numb and tingly. It remained that way until I went to sleep. This is why I am reporting this incident.Y 1

943615 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 31.0 31 F she did not disclose any allergies prior to injection. about 10 minutes after the injection, patient c/o dizziness lightheaded feeling flush, she stood up, fanned herself with paperwork, then layed down flat on strecther, noted red blotches on her upper chest, and diaphoretic, removed her facemask. RNs decided to take her into the ER. wheeled her there in wheelchair.  on the way, patient states she may have had a reaction to penicillin in the past. ER  nurses and doctor assessed pt,  according to chart she had several episodes of lightheaded/flushed feelings. given crackers and juice because she had not eaten breakfast. Benadryl po 50mg given. d/c back to work as occupational therapist at hospital outpatient clinic.

943616 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 ME 20.0 20 F EE reports, started to be nauseous overnight, 1/12 into 1/13.   1/13 10 am, chest heaviness, SOB, anxiety, unable to function at work  1/13/2021, to Urgent Care, prescribed zofran for nausea.  Was asked to contact her PCP regarding her HR 130,  EE was on buprion and abruptly stopped taking it for 2 weeks without PCP recommendation, "I thought I didn't need it anymore".  EE reported to OHN on 1/13, she restarted the med and took her first dose on 1/12 and her second one on 1/13.   Covid results negative

943617 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 VA 35.0 35 M body ache, sore/tender around injection site, nausea

943618 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IN 64.0 64 M Injection site pain, headache, muscle pain, feeling unwell, tiredness

943619 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 OK 68.0 68 F Patient received her first dose of Moderna vaccine on 1.12.2021. Approximately 4 hours post-vaccination she reports being suddenly weak, confused, and sweaty. She is a retired RN, took her HR, which was 108 (patient reports it is normally in the 50-60's) and BP was 123/57 (normally higher in the 130/70-80 range). Patient does report she had difficulty speaking and may have had difficulty breathing. Patient took 2 baby aspirins "in fear that it may have been her heart." Patient states that it took around 1 hour for the "episode" to pass. Patient states that she did not seek emergency care in fear of catching COVID. Instructed patient to call PCP to ask about appropriateness to receive 2nd vaccine. Patient states that she will and will request an epipen from her PCP as well. Patient encouraged to seek emergency care if a similar situation arises again.

943620 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NM 28.0 28 M Systemic: Lightheaded, tingling in limbs

943621 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 MN 43.0 43 F We have an employee who was vaccinated with Pfizer on 12/28/20. That evening she developed a rash on her arms that progressed to her legs and torso. The rash it itchy and burns. She still has the rash today. The next day after vaccination she experienced headache and aching that subsided within 3 days. This employee has a history of Lupus and breaking out in a rash is not uncommon for her, it is actually sort of common. When asked if this is the same sort of rash she experiences after too much sun exposure or stress (due to the Lupus) she says she would describe it as the same. She did miss one day of work due to the headache, aching, and just being miserable with the rash on top of it. She did not experience hives, trouble breathing, or swelling.

943622 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 ID 54.0 54 M Soreness at the injection site and sore throat.

943623 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NY 45.0 45 F " I woke up with red blotches on my arm around the injection site. It was very itchy and hot. Throughout the day it became more red and itchy. This morning I woke up and my upper arm is very red and hot.   The redness and swelling spread through my entire upper arm the next day, much more then 2-5cm. It was hot, itchy, swollen and painful to the touch. I had a virtual urgent care visit yesterday due to the worsening condition. I was diagnosed with right arm cellulitis and prescribed antibiotics for 7 days.

943625 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 PA 35.0 35 U C/o dizziness and tingling throughout body. Bp 144/88 at 1608. States this is above her normal trend. Then c/o of increased dizziness when turning head. Taken to er for eval at 1612

943626 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Fever 100.8, right arm soreness and fatigue. Treatment: Tylenol. Outcome: mild improvement

943627 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Systemic: heart rate went up to 170bpm, felt hot, bp 160/80, came down to 109 bpm-Mild; symptoms lasted 1 day

943628 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 LA 22.0 22 F redness, swelling, and rash that lasted about 7 days.  Redness persists.

943629 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 WA 64.0 64 F Injection site redness, swelling, and itching which did not occur until day 8 post injection.

943630 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 50.0 50 F Shortness of breath, chest tightness, throat itching, ear closing and itching developed 4 hours after vaccine dose. Treated with inhaler, Claritin, Zyrtec and Benadryl. Symptoms reoccurred every 4 hours x3 and then resolved.

943631 12/26/2020 01/14/2021 TX 40.0 40 F About 6 hrs after I got it I started having a severe headache (the worst I ever had) and I laid down and went to sleep. Woke up in the middle of the night with chills, severe arm pain and my temp was 100.1F, I went back to bed and next day no energy, I stayed in bed most of the day. A shower would take all my energy. No taste I had appetite though. The only thing I could taste was salt, no flavor. Nauseous for the next few days, general malaise. 3/4 days I could only stand crackers and ginger ale. Thursday night I started having taste again. I went to the Drive Thru clinic and they tested me for Flu strand A and B and covid and all negative. The following week I got tested again and it came back negative as well.

943633 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 IN 37.0 37 F headaches, body aches, cough, lower energy, poor sleep took ibuprofen and/or tylenol for the first 24 hours to reduce symptoms of aches (alternated every 4 hours).  took two days for symptoms to reduce completely

943635 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 30.0 30 F Arm soreness, fatigue, and mild body aches that started the day after vaccination and lasted about a day.   About 1 week later, developed underarm pain - possible related to lymphadenopathy? though no palpable lymph nodes, and mild itching at the injection site. Itching lasted less than a day. Underarm pain lasted 4-5 days.

943636 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CO 25.0 25 F Vasovagal syncope (loss of consciousness) Tonic seizure (tensing and twitching of arms) Irregular heartbeat (per EKG) Extremely low blood pressure  I received the vaccine at a public health pop-up, drive through clinic for first responders - I accessed the vaccine through my employer as a first responder. The vaccine was administered to my left arm without complication at approximately 1:00pm (my scheduled appointment). I proceeded to the area designated for patients to be observed after receiving the vaccine and was asked to wait 15 minutes. I recall getting to the observation area then telling my spouse I felt unwell - after the event he notified me that I told him I was about to pass out and asked him to get medical help. I lost consciousness approximately 5-10 minutes following the vaccine. My husband reported that after losing consciousness I seemed to have a minor seizure, as evidenced by my head jerking and my arms and fingers "tensing and curling up".  I was sitting in the passenger seat of my car at this time, so I suffered no fall or fall related injury. Public health officials and EMT responded. They indicated to my spouse that I had experienced a vasovagal syncope episode and that I had "gone tonic"/ had a "tonic seizure".  They took my blood pressure, which was very low (I don't recall exactly but it was 80 over something). They also took my blood sugar among other things that I do not recall.  I was given oxygen and put into an ambulance. I was shaking, so they wrapped me in blankets. I believe they may have done an EKG and placed a blood pressure cuff while I was in the ambulance, but I do not recall any specifics about this. The EMT also drew my blood, placed an IV, and administered IV fluids while I was in the ambulance. I was taken by ambulance to the emergency department

943637 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IA 29.0 29 M Nurse administered 1ml of Moderna vaccine instead of 0.5 ml of vaccine.  Patient reports tiredness and a sore arm morning of 1/14/2021

943639 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NY 30.0 30 M Headache and fever of 102.2F

943640 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Systemic: Chills, Systemic: Headache, Systemic: dizziness, bitterness in taste in mouth, shaky, hands cold to touch, high heart rate - 120, BP 154/89

943641 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 OR 41.0 41 M Mildly sore injection site for 24 hrs post. Pressure headache with sore neck for up to 24 hrs post inj.

943642 01/03/2021 01/14/2021 FL 73.0 73 F On the 9th day after vaccination, my left arm started itching in the early evening  (Jan. 12).  Next morning, Jan. 13, I noticed that there was a large, round area at the injection site (size of a tennis ball) that was red.  It no longer itched.  Later, I put cold compress on site.  Did not appear to be swollen.  But it was very warm to touch. I called primary doctor and am still waiting for call back.  On Jan. 14, upon waking, the redness had diminished in intensity, but not in size.  Still warm, but not as warm.  By mid-day, redness decreased more, still warm, but appears to be going away.  No other symptoms or side effects.

943643 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 ME 60.0 60 F Sore arm at injection site

943644 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 IL 86.0 86 F Error: Wrong Patient (documentation in EMR); symptoms lasted 0 days

943645 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 IN 40.0 40 F nausea, body aches, and fever

943647 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MN 44.0 44 F Previously stable ulcerative colitis flared up 5 days after covid 19 Pfizer vaccine dose 2.

943648 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 53.0 53 F headache, chills, body ache

943649 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CT 59.0 59 F Low grade fever, body aches, chills

943650 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 FL 41.0 41 M Severe scapular pain that progressed to severe deltoid pain. and that developed to elbow pain over the course of 3 days. Resulting in left index finger numbness and tingling. Still experiencing numbness and tingling and mild pain.

943651 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 VA 25.0 25 F At first directly after vaccination, I had soreness at the injection site. I took 2 Tylenol pills about 45 minutes after vaccination. I then began feeling lightheaded and dizzy about 2 hours after vaccination. Shortly after I became feverish with chills. I then took 2 Ibuprofen and fever/chills subsided, however lightheadedness continued but improved slightly.

943652 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MA 61.0 61 F SEVERE joint and body aches, shaking chills, fever treatment Tylenol and Advil Outcome resolved in approximately 12 hours

943654 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 OR 79.0 79 M Systemic: SOB, difficulty breathing, chest pain, Error: Wrong Patient (documentation in EMR); symptoms lasted 0 days

943655 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Error: Diluent Administered Instead of Vaccine

943656 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 WA 64.0 64 F Injection site redness, swelling, and itching that began 8 days after vaccine

943657 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 37.0 37 F At 4 days post vaccine lymph nodes in left axilla became swollen and painful which led eventually to both sides, fatigue,  headache, at 7 days injection site became red swollen and itchy

943658 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 FL 24.0 24 F Swelling of the lymph node in left supraclavicular area Hives around neck area

943659 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MD 55.0 55 F Beginning Wednesday 01/13/2021 first thing in the morning, around 6:00am, I noticed soreness in the lymph nodes under the arm where the injection was given.  The soreness extends down to the lower inner portion of my arm and persist today although it has lessened slightly.

943660 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IN 31.0 31 M I had soreness around my arm of injection site for about 3  days.    I also wanted to let you all know that I had a sore throat that started the day after my first dose.  Sore throat started off as mild but later got worse by the 2nd day.  I also experienced a mild grade fever, headaches, and chills which went away in a couple of days.  HOWEVER, today (1-14-2021) I decided to rule out the possibility of me having COVID.  So I got tested for covid and I was tested positive via the RT-PCR at a local urgent care facility.    So with that being said I am not quite sure if the sore throat, mild grade fever, headaches, and chills were part because of the vaccine dose (first dose)  or it could have been from  experiencing covid symptoms.    Treatment I used were drinking LOTS of water, Tylenolol and Advil, Cephacol lozenges,  and sleep.

943661 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Moderate pain at injection site lasting 2 days

943662 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 FL 68.0 68 F Severe abdominal cramps moving up towards diaphragm. Complete exhaustion.  Nausea

943663 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 49.0 49 F 15 minutes after im shot, patient experienced itchy feeling and then flushed face  patient was administered diphenhydramine 25mg orally and observed . No additional side effects occurred

943664 12/15/2020 01/14/2021 LA 46.0 46 F dyspnea for 3 hours occurring 24 hours subsequent to vaccine

943665 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 KY 44.0 44 M Patient developed redness and hot to touch area 5 1/2 inch by 3 inch area on L deltoid 2 weeks after moderna  COVID vaccine. No other complaints voiced.

943666 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F Occipital neuralgia on same side as vaccine administered; muscle pain entire body; fever; joint pain; fatigue

943667 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 TX 43.0 43 F Per patient report on follow-up: admitted to hospital following initial vaccine on 12/29 with N/V and severe HA. Patient placed on Morphine for pain, now resolved. Admission occurred outside of hospital system providing initial vaccine. Y

943668 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CA 28.0 28 F flu like symptoms burning sensation on the right side of the head injection site elbow has a red circular raised area, almost the size of her fist slightly itchy

943669 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TN 35.0 35 F Associate reports Fever, headache, and sweating that began on 1/13/21, and fatigue, dizziness, "heavy head", tachycardia, and hypertension starting on 1/14/21. Advised to seek medical treatment.

943670 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WI 25.0 25 F Patient reported feeling like it was difficult to keep her eyes open, like they were starting to get swollen. She also reported feeling chest heaviness. She denied shortness of breath.  Patient back into clinic with these symptoms about 1250pm.  We gave her 20mL of Benadryl per our standing order. This RN took her BP 112/72, P 96 02 98%. Patient denied clamminess, denied being too hot or cold, denied feeling anxiety. Denied feeling anxious before the vaccine, denied having reactions to medications or vaccines in the past. By 1305 patient reported she was able to fully open her eyes, and felt her side effects were improving.

943671 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 43.0 43 F Patient received vaccination on 1/13/2021 ~11:30 AM, developed a rash to left breast the same day around 8 pm may have lasted an hour.  Applied Hydrocortisone and went to sleep before 9 pm.  Rash resolved.

943672 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 CO 46.0 46 M Experienced fatigue, headache and chills throughout day on 1/11/21.  These symptoms ended by 1/12/21.  On 1/14/21, I woke with very strong headache but no other symptoms.

943673 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NC 54.0 54 F Pain at injection site for 2-3 days following injection. On day 8 developed headache, muscle aches, stuffy nose, fever up ton101.6 and fatigue

943674 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 SC 16.0 16 F Error: Wrong Vaccine Formulation  (ex. different manufact. initial and booster)

943675 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 OH 67.0 67 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine: My left arm was very sore starting in the evening of 1/6/2021. This soreness got worse over the next 2 days and then tapered off over the weekend.  On 1/11/2021, I started having pain in my left axillary region.  This pain increased into 1/12/2021.  Also, on 1/12, my left upper arm started hurting.  On 1/13, I still had pain in my left axillary region, and thespian in my left upper arm worsened.  Also, on 1/13 my left upper arm started itching.  Around 5pm on 1/13, I had a chance to look at my left upper arm and there was a large reddened area to my left upper arm which included the vaccine injection site.  This area was warm to touch.  About 5:30pm, I took 25mg of Benadryl.  I took another 25mg Benadryl at 11pm.  This morning (1/14), the redness is fading to the area on my left upper arm though itching remains.  There is slight pain to the area.  The pain to the left axillary region is much better-barely noticeable.  I reported this event to County Health Department and to my primary physician.

943676 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Pt reports sinus pressure like headache along with fatigue, and upset stomach within 40 mins of vaccine administration. Also pt reported dry cough that started at night, which she stated could be allergies.

943677 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NY 33.0 33 F About 30 minutes after the shot I developed bumps on the back of my tongue. It felt like something was stuck in the back of my throat like a popcorn kernel.  When I arrived home I took Benadryl. I also felt some leg pains and took some tylenol before bed. When I woke up the bumps on my tongue were gone, however I now felt dizzy and "off". I ended up going into work where I was given a negitve Covid test. Around 9:00am I started getting head to toe body aches and a headache. I felt exhausted and I didnt feel right. I ended up going home at 11:45. From 11:45-5:30pm, the muscle aches, headache, back/side/stomach cramps, and fatigue got worse. My temp ranged from 99.3-100.1 with Aleve and Ibuprofen in me.  I ended up going to sleep around 10pm where I had night sweats, and weird dreams. I woke up in the morning today 1/14 feeling like I had a slight headache, but for the most part I felt back to normal. I currently do not have any symptoms at 11:36am.

943678 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IN 51.0 51 F lymph node swelling in left axilla, left clavicle, left throat, painful some general swelling to left face, possible inner ear swelling, it just feels tight in the ear, watery eye left
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943679 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 53.0 53 F dizzy, nauseous, tired that lasted 24 hours- missed a day of work

943680 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MN 53.0 53 F 15 hours after the vaccine was received I started to experience a migraine-like headache, nausea and muscle aches.

943681 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 UT 80.0 80 F rapid heart rate starting when she got the shot, nausea and fever 99.8 around 5 pm.  Symptoms gone by about 10 pm.  She took her heart medication as ordered and felt better by bedtime.

943682 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 TX 60.0 60 M per patient report: broke out with generalized rash with itching 4 hours following initial vaccine, took diphenhydramine and issue was resolved, rash lasted x3 days

943683 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IN 63.0 63 F Initially muscle soreness at injection site. At 12 hours headache began. During the night body aches and restless sleep, bad dreams. Next day headache, significant fatigue and body aches. Emotional feelings like I wanted to fry ( I am not a crier). 2 Nd night restless sleep, bad dreams, headache. Next day brain fog and significant dizziness and vertigo.

943684 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NM 55.0 55 F Patient experienced scratch throat and minnimal shortness of breath.

943685 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OH 71.0 71 F PT. REPORTED A BRIEF EPISODE OF "LIGHTHEADINESS, AND TACHYCARDIA" EMS ON SCENE EVALUATED PT.  PT. REPORTS ALL SYMPTOMS RESOLVED WITHIN MINUTES, PT. ABC'S INTACT, WITH NORMAL WOB, LUNGS CLEAR, PT. SYMPTOM FREE,AND DENIES CHEST PAIN OR SOB.  PT. NOT TRANSPORTED, PT. REMAINED IN OBSERVATION FOR FULL 30 MINUTES D/T HX. OF ALLERGIES, PT. DENIES HX. OF ANAPHYLAXIS.

943686 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 LA 43.0 43 F Patient started feeling shaky and felt weak, said chest felt heavy and felt like her heart was  beating fast. She also said that arms and feet felt "tingly". Patient felt this immediately after injection upon standing. Patient was escorted to chair for assessment. She was given water and pulse was normal. Patient said that she was feeling a bit better after a couple of minutes but then started experiencing chest heaviness and shakiness again. Patient alert, oriented, pulse normal, respirations normal. ER called and nurse came to clinic for assessment. Pulse was still normal upon his assessment but offered to take patient to ER via wheelchair for further assessment and patient agreed. Patient left clinic at approximately 8:55am to go to ER.

943687 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MI 66.0 66 F Day following: severe body aches, chills and fever and slight nausea.  The second day following injection felt a bit better but that evening night sweats and third day following quite nauseated.

943688 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 PR 45.0 45 F 45 y/o FEMALE WHO REFERED NAUSEAS AFTER COVID VACCINATION 30 MINUTES BEFORE. B/P 144/87, SAT 100%, RESP FRE. 16 PER MINUTE. PATIENT WAS DICHARGE HOME AT 2:40 PM SAME DAY. FOLLOW UP WITH PRIMARY CARE MD PATIENT STATED SHE WAS FEELING WELL N O NAUSEAS AT TIME OF DISCHARGE.

943689 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Pt reports sinus pressure like headache along with fatigue, and upset stomach within 40 mins of vaccine administration. Also pt reported dry cough that started at night, which she stated could be allergies.

943690 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 FL 69.0 69 F There is a large red circle on my upper left arm where the injection was given.  It has been there for several days.  No pain or other secondary issues with the arm - just the red circle.

943691 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IA 59.0 59 F Systemic: Tongue fissures and stomatitis

943692 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NY 46.0 46 M I was diagnosed with shingles 4 days after the vaccine

943693 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NH 47.0 47 F right sided headache, brain fog, muscle pain, chills, fever, nausea, arm swelling & pain, arm swelling & pain, cramping in the pelvis & toes, weakness, and discomfort all over my body for about 36 hours then subsided to achy all over, headache, fatigue for about 12 more hours. After 48 hours feel better. Little headache and arm swelling & tenderness

943694 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 TN 50.0 50 F 102.6 fever; headache; body ache treated with tylenol fever went down to 100.9 with Tylenol and broke at 3:30 pm (approx 12 hours after onset)

943695 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NY 25.0 25 F Rash and redness on arm at injection site l arm, welt 5 in ring around injection site has developed and warm  to touch, pain in arm pit ? this has resolved

943696 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Severe rigors, body aches, chest pain, shortness of breath, sore throat, palpitations/tachycardia, hypotension, extreme fatigue, fever up to 101.6 AFTER two acetaminophen 500mg and one aspirin 81mg dosing. Symptom onset about 22 hours after first dose and continue to linger. Fever duration 12 hours with rigors. Mild diarrhea today.  Previously had the live coronavirus on 10/31/20 and recovered with very mild symptoms of headache and fatigue. Vaccine symptoms were severe in comparison.

943697 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MA 50.0 50 M "Pt found lying on the ground next to vehicle. Pt received the vaccine just 5 minutes ago, then suddenly began experiencing hot flashes. Pt claims hot flashes are familiar to him where he will need to lay down; hence why he is now. Pt to stretcher without incident."

943698 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TN 85.0 85 F She awakened in the middle of the night feeling much pain in arm where injection was. Felt like she would throw up but couldn't move from the bed. Felt like her face was drawn and tight. This morning, she has been very shaky, sounds like some congestion in her chest (cough), very tired, very dry mouth. She is never sick, so this is alarming to her and to me.

943700 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MD 25.0 25 F pain and swelling at injection site, headache, diarrhea, muscle and joint achy, chills. Took Ibuprofen for pain

943701 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 38.0 38 F Sever sore arm at injection site and to move arm, body aches, and fatigue.

943702 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 NJ 57.0 57 F LATER THAT DAY PT STATES SHE STARTED EXPERIENCING INCREASED SOB, FATIGUE , HEADACHE, AND MENTAL FOG. THE SOB DID RESOLVE AND SHE WAS NOT SEEN IN ED

943703 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 50.0 50 M Moderate severe headache, chills, muscle aches and muscle spasms/cramps.  Severe enough to keep me in bed the following day.

943704 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 PA 64.0 64 F Injection site pain; headache; fever 102; chills; muschle & joint pain; face pain; sinus congestion; chest tightness by day 3- increased swelling of arm with redness; hot to touch; increased pain radiating to under arm.

943705 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Fever, chills, body aches, nausea, headache

943706 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 CO 77.0 77 M Around 8pm the injection site started to get sore. I was moderately sore for approximately 48 hours. About one week after receiving the vaccine, around January 6, the injection site started to get itchy.  Not continuously itchy but now and then.  There were no marks on my arm at all at the injection site at any time.

943707 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Pt reports sinus pressure like headache along with fatigue, and upset stomach within 40 mins of vaccine administration. Also pt reported dry cough that started at night, which she stated could be allergies.

943708 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 OH 15.0 15 M Error: Wrong Patient (documentation in EMR)

943709 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NC 66.0 66 F 6:30 am 1/13/21: swelling in right axilla, headache, body aches, soreness at injection site 4:pm 1/13/21:  temp 99.8, chills, selling and redness in right axilla extending to right breast, body aches, severe headache 6:30 am 1/14/21: afebrile,  moderate body aches and headache, increased swelling and redness in right axilla extending to right breast Called PCP office.  Told to continue Tylenol and use ice packs

943710 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Patient felt dizzy 30 minutes post vaccination. Rested for an additional 15 minutes and felt better

943711 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 OR 79.0 79 M Systemic: SOB, difficulty breathing, chest pain, symptoms lasted 0 days.

943712 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 67.0 67 F Temperature , chills, body aches, headache Took 1 Tylenol,Symptoms improved . Only a light headache is left .

943713 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 34.0 34 F I started experiencing soreness to left arm about 1-2 hours after injection but nothing else. I went to bed around 11pm. Then I was woken up in the night around 3am violently shaking, teeth shattering and unable to even stand straight from shaking so bad. I felt like I was freezing but skin was hot to touch. I didn't have a thermometer to take temperature at that time because it was in another family member's room. I felt nauseated as well. I took 600mg ibuprofen and tried to lay back down. At 3:59am my aunt woke and brought the thermometer downstairs. I could tell the ibuprofen was working some and fever was less as the shaking had calmed. I was able to check my temperature and it was 100.8F (an hour after the ibuprofen). I still took 100mg tylenol at that time.  As of this morning (after 7am) I am sore all over, tired and have a headache, temp 99.2F.

943714 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 PA 48.0 48 F Injection given 1/4/2021. reaction started on 1/12/2021 around 4:30 p.m.- noticed itching in area where injection was given. Later that evening noticed a large swollen  red area where injection had been given that was itchy. Called site where vaccination was given- was told to see general physician if symptoms continue or spread. Spoke w/ a dermatologist who recommended taking antihistamine and apply hydrocortisone to area. Also noticed on 1/13/2021 that hands felt slightly swollen and lips felt swollen and hurt. After starting antihistamine lips and hands felt better. 1/14/2021 called family physician- told to continue with antihistamine and hydrocortisone and to call if does not clear up or spreads.

943715 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MI 34.0 34 F about 5 minutes after vaccine administered, patient reported right hand feeling  numb and pain at injection site.  30 minutes  after injection she felt dizzy.  Symptoms decreased and she was returned to work after 45 minutes of monitoring.  Later felt "palpitations" and lightheaded--she went to ED approximately 10 pm for evaluation

943716 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 50.0 50 M 5 hours after receiving vaccine, patient developed throat swelling. Treated with PO Tylenol and Benadryl. Swelling resolved by 1/11/2021.

943717 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WA 35.0 35 F Emergency department course: Patient lists an allergy to doxylamine and so she was not given Benadryl.  She was medicated with Pepcid and Solu-Medrol.  She did develop itching while in the emergency department however no rash.  She is observed.  On reexam after treatment is feeling better is ready for discharge home.  She will follow-up with her primary care provider.  She is given prescription for prednisone.  She will take Pepcid for the next week.  Return the ER for any persistent worsening symptoms or any other concerns.  She is agreeable with the plan.  Questions were answered.

943718 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NM 16.0 16 M Patient is 16 years of age.  The vaccine is only authorized for patients 18 y/o and above.

943719 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 FL 26.0 26 F Two days following administration of vaccine, there was a small, oval shaped redness at injection site about the size of index finger. However, the following day that redness resolved/barely noticeable. Yesterday (1/13/21), I noticed while showering in the morning a huge hard lump on my upper Left arm with circular redness the a little smaller than palm of my hands. The red area grew hotter throughout the day and started to swell. I applied Benadryl gel and took 2 Benadryl 25 mg each in the evening. I tried icing the area as a well. This morning, the hardness and redness are both there. No improvement but it has not worsened either. I tried going to UrgentCare to have it checked out, but was turned away because they didn?t want to be responsible for treating this. I contacted my hospital that gave me this vaccine and they directed me to another clinic, which I may or may not be able to go to because it is a little far from my location. I will continue icing, applying the gel cream, and take a Benadryl   Of note, I had no prior COVID exposure. Following any vaccine, I usually get minor fever/chill (like with Flu shot) which happened with Moderna vaccine as well. But that subsided by the next evening. No fever/chills since then. I also had the commonly reported arm soreness for few days. I have pictures of how the swelling and redness looked like throughout all this as well.

943720 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Facial numbness,  face turned red elevated BP

943721 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MD 74.0 74 M Error: Wrong Patient (documentation in EMR)

943722 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 CA 28.0 28 M Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe, Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Medium, Systemic: Minor Rash/Itching/Shakiness on left side, followed by trouble breathing; symptoms lasted 1 day

943723 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 39.0 39 M 2nd dose for COVID vaccine. Woke up around 2:30am with fever (101), severe chills, insomnia, and moderate headache. Was not able to sleep until 9am. Fever and chills subsided by 1pm on 1/12/21. Missed work due to symptoms. Mild fatigue the rest of the day. Mild headache has been present for the last couple of days including today (1/14/21).

943724 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 OH 41.0 41 F A day after the shot I was in the shower and started experiencing exhaustion and shortness of breath. I also had tachycardia. I proceeded not to feel well they?re very next day. Then on Friday I was dizzy and a coworker said that I was flushed and I wasn?t feeling well. I proceeded to go see patients and while examining a patient I became very dizzy and lightheaded while bent over and almost passed out when I came up.. at that time I decided to leave work and go to my PCP. Orthostatic?s were positive and EKG showed normal sinus rhythm and an echo is ordered. Echo was normal. Throughout the week I continued to have tachycardia and shortness of breath with any type of exertion. I left work this morning and was tested for Covid because of my symptoms.

943725 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MI 45.0 45 M Fever 95.7-99.5   Chills with repeated shaking  Hot flashes  Fatigue Diahrea Muscle and body aches Abdominal pain  All symptoms lasting 6 days

943726 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 TX 46.0 46 F flush, rash to face, trunk, and generalized to bilateral lower extremities , intense  itchiness, throat itchiness  and was given Benadryl 25mg IM and took 20 -30 minutes to relieves the itching and hives subsided gradually

943727 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 LA 46.0 46 F Symptoms started at 0100 (11hr post vaccination)  Severe headache, myalgias, arthralgias, fever 101, fatigue, facial swelling (eyes and nose), blurred vision  Symptoms lasted for 48 hours and did not respond to IBU, Toradol, or Tylenol. Headache was the worst that I have ever experienced- missed 2 days of work  Symptoms resolved in the morning on 01/14/2020

943728 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 ID 53.0 53 F Soreness at injection site.

943729 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 69.0 69 F Was watched for 30 minutes, felt a little funny, but left the site after 30 minutes was up. got barely down the road and had to pull over. Felt Flushed and hot around neck area and thought I might faint. Felt a slight lump in throat. Drove back to fair ground site and asked to be looked at. Symptons did not get worse and started to ease as Paramedics on site took blood pressure& cardiogram. Cardio was good and blood pressure was 178/81.  Flushing disappeared, lump in throat 98% better. Refused further treatment and drove home,  Was OK thereafter.

943730 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 65.0 65 M Patient stated he felt tachycardic post vaccination. Vitals were done HR was 119 BPM, rested and HR was 110 BPM, Family stated he has cardiac history, he felt better  and left with his family.

943731 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OH 41.0 41 F Moderna covid 19 vaccine EUA   10 minutes post vaccine administration I experienced severe nausea, vomiting and loss of consciousness temporarily. I did not require an epi pen but did require anti histamines

943732 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 MI 23.0 23 F Having numbness and tingling in lower extremities since Tuesday as well. Reports no injury that she is aware of. Did have her Covid vaccine on Tuesday, not sure if the symptoms are related.)

943733 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Symptoms - ? EE reports around 5:00 PM began with arm soreness near injection site, at 8:00 PM +lower back pain, 10:00 PM + body aches and chills, midnight:  temp 99.6. Last day of work and shift - ? unsure, EE reported did not work yesterday or today; next scheduled shift tmw Home remedies? -   Tylenol 500 mg at midnight and 0600 on 1/14/21 Any improvement? ? mild improvement Recommendation? EE encouraged to continue to monitor her symptoms and to contact the vaccine support line for further questions or concerns.  EE encouraged to rotate Tylenol 500 mg and motrin 400 mg q3h for body aches, EE verbalized back understanding.  EE educated to continue to manage per TCH Illness in the Workplace Policy.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

943734 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CT 93.0 93 F Systemic: Generalized Body Aches -Medium, Systemic: Nausea-Medium, Systemic: Light-headedness and difficulty breathing-Medium

943735 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 OR 68.0 68 M Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Medium; symptoms lasted 1 day

943736 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 PA 59.0 59 F The patient developed swelling of left jawline and L side of lips that began 12-14 hours after injection. She denies any other symptoms. Denies itching or pain of area. Denies swelling of tongue or throat. Denies shortness of breath. Was seen by her PCP and symptoms were attributed to angioedema due to ACEi medication.

943737 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Swelling and redness at site that started on 12/30/2030. Approximately 7 days later, right upper arm continues to be swollen, red, warm and itchy.

943738 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 IL 24.0 24 F Severe back pain, severe piercing head ache, profuse, uncontrolled vomiting after anything enters stomach including water.  1L IV fluids, Zofran, Toradol for pain.  Relief of most symptoms excluding headache.

943739 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 WI 30.0 30 M right sided upper arm swelling, slight redness, firm beneath injection site, with "tightness" from elbow to the shoulder with ROM/ movement

943740 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MD 41.0 41 F Vaccine on 1/12/2020. Pt reports minor dizziness after vaccine that subsided. No other associated anaphylactic type rx within 30-60 min after initial vaccine admin. Today 1/14/2021 woke up with right sided HA and now has swelling to her right upper lip. Took Xyzal and symptoms improved. There is no associated hives, rash, trouble breathing or swallowing.

943741 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 OR 71.0 71 M Patient reports no symptoms until 1/8/21 at which time a rash developed along with fatigue and fevers.  Patient was seen in ED 1/8 and 1/11/21.  Was admitted 1/11/21 with Concern for STevens Johnson and sepsis.  Patient subsequently developed full body macular rash and mucosal lesions.  Fevers to 102-104.Y Y 3

943742 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IA 21.0 21 F Head ache, tiredness, fever, shortness of breath, elevated heart rate, pain at injection site

943744 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 OR 51.0 51 F I had arm pain as expected that started a couple hours after my vaccination. I used ice and ibuprofen to help and after a few days it got better and then went away. On Sunday, day 8, the muscle felt very weak and like I had pulled or injured it to the point that it hurt and felt very weak when I lifted my arm up and away from my body.

943745 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 PA 53.0 53 F large red rash-like area (hot to touch) appeared 9 days after 1st dose of vaccine

943746 01/14/2021 U After vaccination, clieast was ovbserved for 15 minutes without symptoms. She elected to stay longers as she began to develop itching around head and tingling on upper arm that was vaccinated. HR was normal. BP was normal, and pulse oxygenation was 99%. EMS arrived and gave IV Benadryl.  10 minutes later she was feeling better and refused transport to hospital.

943747 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 44.0 44 F Reported lip numbness, weird feeling in throat shortly after vaccine (past 15 min. observation period).  Lips remain numb today, the morning after. Also fever and body aches.

943748 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 AZ 36.0 36 F 1/7/2021-CURRENT: I started  feeling very fatigue & headache.   1/13/2021-CURRENT:Rash on the vaccine area, very red & sore on area.  Still feeling very tired & fatigue.

943749 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 AK 36.0 36 F anal mucosal herpes outbreak 2 days after vaccine.  she has a hx of HSV but never had outbreak in this location

943750 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 TX 26.0 26 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. I have a growing red spot on my arm that itches. It is developing a red ring around it. It is itchy, but doesn't hurt. It only gets swollen if I itch it and it also gets hot when I itch it. I went and saw my doctor and she prescribed me a topical steroid cream. I have been feeling lightheaded, fatigued and dizzy. That started Thursday January 7.

943751 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 NC 66.0 66 M Systemic: Non-specific reaction occured approximately 1 hour post-vaccination. Patient unable to provide clear answers regarding symptoms; symptoms lasted 0 days

943752 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 KS 59.0 59 F Day  1 very slight swelling of arm and immediate bruising. Day  2 faint nausea and mild headache with bruising much darker.  Day 6 migraine headache and bruising starting to fade. Day 7 still had migraine headache. Axillary of same side of  body as shot became mildly  tender starting in the a.m. Day 8 still had migraine, axillary still tender, by evening arm began to swell, become bright red and itchy. Redness was located just below bruise and was 2 inches across and 3 inches down.  Later that night I began to have seizures without warning interspersed with waves of dizziness. Day9 (today) I have fatigue and dizziness.  As the day progresses the dizziness is getting better.  The fatigue  is exhausting.

943753 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CO 74.0 74 F Site of injection r arm, scalding, extreme itchiness.  No rash, no swelling , no welt.  R shoulder joint pain

943754 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Mild

943755 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 VA 51.0 51 F Fever of 100.3 chills headache body aches extremely sore arm

943756 01/03/2021 01/14/2021 MD 45.0 45 F Seven days exactly after receiving the dose, skin on neck broke out in rash. Approximately, 8 hours later, the rash increased area and redness. One percent cortisone was applied.  The next day, raised plaques developed, itchiness, and more redness. Zantac and one benedryl were taken with no relief the next morning. The rash was popping up on the facial skin with little bumps. Benedryl topical cream was applied to neck which decreased the rash on the neck. Claritan was taken at night. The next morning, the face was affected with rash and bumps, the eyes were swollen, red, and itchy. the lips were swollen and burning around the lip line, the tongue was slightly swollen and canker sore on the right side of the tongue. The patient went to employee health for eval. The NP ordered the patient to go to the ED to seek medical attention.

943757 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 UT 24.0 24 F Swelling and redness on the left deltoid 7 days after vaccination

943758 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 37.0 37 F About an hour after the vaccine I began having GI upset with diarrhea.  Eight hours after receiving vaccine my arm had some swelling and pain at the injection site and I developed a fever with body aches.

943759 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 IA 58.0 58 F Reported redness, swelling and pain at injection site, diarrhea and light headedness1/5/21. Evaluated in ED and hospitalized for neurological symptoms that started 1/8/21. Y

943760 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 TX 33.0 33 F SECOND VAERS SUBMISSION ON SAME PATIENT: Patient received first Moderna vaccine on 12.30.20 and reports injection site reaction x 1 day. 9 days later (1/8/21) patient reports that the injection site reaction (redness and itchness) reappeared. As of 1.11, the patient is only still experiencing itchiness at the injection site. Patient did not seek medical care. UPDATE: 1.11 - patient reports rash on legs, underarms, stomach - very itchy. Went to the ER on 1.13.21 due to rash. ER gave prednisone, IV pepcid, and IV benadryl. Dispensed 2 weeks worth of oral prednisone. 1.14 rash is not completely gone, but has dramatically improved.

943761 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 56.0 56 M first signs of a headache and body aches started on 12 Jan about 10:00 am and persisted into next day. At 0200 on 13 Jan suffered from headache, body aches, temperature of 99.8, chills.   Evening of 13 Jan at about 2000 rash was discovered across front of torso from armpits to bellybutton on the front plane.

943762 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 IN 52.0 52 M Muscle pain and weakness in left leg.

943763 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 33.0 33 M After 24 hours post vaccination, I experienced flu symptoms that include mild fever , chills , back and joint pain. The fever and chills lasted for only few hours but the joint and back pain lasted for 48 hours. At the time of these symptoms no medical intervention was required.

943764 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 NC 66.0 66 M Systemic: Non-specific reaction occured approximately 1 hour post-vaccination. Patient unable to provide clear answers regarding symptoms; symptoms lasted 0 days

943765 12/19/2020 01/14/2021 NC 42.0 42 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine  We are reporting a WRONG ROUTE vaccine administration error, NOT an adverse drug reaction.  This occurred at hospital at the vaccine clinic for vaccinating co-workers. The co-worker is a nurse and  received first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine 12/19 2020. She reported that the vaccination was given in her right arm, but was administered via subcutaneous route instead of IM. The immunization record shows "IM" as the route administered.  Co-worker was concerned about efficacy of the vaccine via SQ route. Physician was made aware and inquired about recommendations for how to proceed.  She received the second dose on 1/9/2021 in left arm via IM route.  Co-worker did report minor injection site issue - sore, small lump, red, but this is not being reported as an adverse drug reaction; this report is for the wrong route vaccine administration error]

943766 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 27.0 27 F Right sided facial rash and itching  and bilateral eye swelling developed 1 hour vaccine administration. Treated with Benadryl, Naproxen and Claritin. Itching resolved on 1/11/2021 and eye swelling and rash resolved on 1/12/2021

943767 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IL 53.0 53 F moderate throat swelling and dizziness within 10 minutes post injection; benydril and pepcid helped then 3-4 hours later worse throat swelling (swallowing difficulty moderate) and dizziness plus itchy hives whole body (9-10 spots), moderate swollen lips, and fatigue and the injection site pain followed by benydril and pepcid again that helped; woke with throat swelling and lips swollen (but better than yesterday) and yes injection site pain worse....concerned about getting dose 2 and not sure if this is considered a "severe" reaction.

943768 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 ME 31.0 31 F Noticed 8 days after injection, a new soreness around injection site the evening of 1/13/2021.  Upon discovery, there was a large flat red rash around the injection site about the size of a tennis ball and blotchy. There was minor growth the following morning but is not as red. Monitoring growth and redness for the next couple of days.

943769 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NE 36.0 36 F rash/hives in all of face, parts of chest, back of neck and part of back  ER treated patient with Benedryl, prednisone and pepcic

943771 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MI 29.0 29 F I received my second dose of the vaccine at 03:00pm on 1/12/21. I noticed around 06:00pm that I started feeling a little tired and some pain around the injection site. I had anticipated this as I felt similar symptoms from the first dose of the vaccine. I took a nap and woke up around 09:00pm feeling some of the worst body aches I had felt in a long time. My arm that I received my vaccine in was painful and warm to the touch. I felt dehydrated as well so I drank a pedialyte, took OTC Tylenol extra strength, and laid down again. Around 07:00am on 1/13/21, I still felt achy, sweaty, and felt pain in the arm that I recieved the vaccine in. I went into my bathroom, and noticed two small red and raised areas around the injection site. I took pictures of the site, and continued to closely monitor through out the day. I ended up calling in sick to work on 1/13/21. It is now around 12:00pm on 1/14/21, and I woke up with a pounding headache, muscle aches, dehydration, nausea, and low energy. I feel like I am hungover or have the flu, and am planning on calling in sick to work again. I reported my symptoms to my staffing department at my workplace on 1/13/21 and wanted to file a report here as well.

943772 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CT 50.0 50 F On 1/13, my right underarm/gland started to ache.  On 1/14, I woke up and my gland/underarm was noticably swollen and sore.  After 6 hours, it is still swollen and sore and now the left underarm is starting to become mildly sore.  I do not have any other COVID symptoms: no fever, taste is normal, no cough, no respiratory nor GI symptoms.

943773 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MT 74.0 74 M Fever unwell feeling

943774 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 IN 49.0 49 F 1 week after shot after initial arm pain reaction was gone...arm swelling redness burning itching, headache and diarrhea

943775 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 VA 52.0 52 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe, Systemic: Nausea-Medium, Systemic: Fainting-Medium

943776 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 TX 37.0 37 F 20 minutes after vaccine administration, client reported swollen lips and facial flushing. Client seen and cleared by EMS

943777 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 NC 66.0 66 M Systemic: Non-specific reaction occurred appoximately 1 hour post-vaccination. Pt unable to provide clear answers when questioned and appeared to be in distress. BP was 100/78, HR in mid-70s, and blood glucose; symptoms lasted 0 days

943778 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 28.0 28 F 2nd vaccine on Tuesday.  Wednesday started to have symptom: fatigue, chill and fever.  Today 12/14/2021 only fatigue.

943779 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 PA 36.0 36 F Fever, body aches,, chills

943780 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MT 44.0 44 F Headache

943781 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 KY 39.0 39 F Red, swollen, burning, hurts to move arm. Swelling spot keeps growing.

943782 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OH 33.0 33 F "MODERNA COVID-19 VACCINE  PATIENT VOLUNTARILY RECEIVED MODERNA COVID-19 VACCINE TODAY AT 0957, AND IMMEDIATE ANXIETY DRIVEN NEAR SYNCOPAL EPISODE.  OBSERVED SYMPTOMS OF HYPERVENTILATING, FLUSH.  PATIENT REPORTED FEELING IMPENMDING DOOM, DIZZY, INCREASED HEART RATE, FLUSH, AND STATED SHE "IS GOING TO PASS OUT"   EMS FLAGGED TO STATION 6.  FIRST RESPONDER  EMS DID EVALUATE AND ASSESS PATIENT FOR 15 MINUTES.   DOCUMENTED ACTIONS: ORTHOSTATIC VITAL SIGNS BLOOD SUGAR NEURO ASSESSMENT VACCINE SITE ASSESSMENT WNO S/S OF REACTINO QUICK VERBAL H&P

943783 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 28.0 28 M Fever, chills, mild but persistent headache, loss of appetite.

943784 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 TX 46.0 46 F following initial vaccine 12/28, got extremely bloated with joint tightness, fluid overload, inflammation, overall discomfort, back pain which radiated to the front of the chest lasting x3 days, took Tylenol. now resolved

943785 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 RI 42.0 42 M Painful, itchy rash over dorsal aspects of hand/fingers. Worse with heat. Some vasculitis/intraepithelial bleeding

943786 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 LA 46.0 46 F Site: Itching at Injection Site-Mild, Site: Redness at Injection Site-Mild, Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Mild, Systemic: severe itching

943787 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 52.0 52 F At approximately 11:45pm on 1/13/2021 I experienced chills.  My teeth were chattering and my body shook because I was so cold.  This lasted for about 30 minutes.  No fever and no other symptoms.   Morning of 1/14/2021 my head feels heavy.  Otherwise, no other symptoms.

943788 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 UT 24.0 24 F Redness and swelling at the site of the injection that started 6 days after

943789 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MT 65.0 65 F Fever , body aches, shortness of breathe, headache

943790 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 NC 59.0 59 M Systemic: Pt developed symptoms approximately 20 minutes post-vaccination. Pt reported feeling a headache, numbness, and feeling hungry. Pt had elevated HR approximately 110 and O2 sat in high 90s. BP in 130s/8; symptoms lasted 0 days

943791 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 OK 63.0 63 F I had blurry vision on 12/27/2020. When I looked at grid the lines were a little wavy. I contacted my ophthalmologist macular hole in the left eye. I had surgery to repair a week ago Tuesday. I am home recovering.  I have a follow up appointment on next week.

943792 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 IL 45.0 45 M headaches - starting Jan 6th and persisting but less intense joint pain - starting Jan 6th and persisting but less intense Rash on arms, legs, thorax - erythematous, raised, vesicular in places and mildly pruritic - Jan 10 and persisting

943793 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 SD 26.0 26 F Neck and facial hives with swelling.  Face was red and hot to tough. Benadryl taken-symptoms resolved by am

943794 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 52.0 52 F Redness, swelling and sore at injection site

943796 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AR 24.0 24 F HEADACHE, FATIQUE

943797 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 PR 33.0 33 F Weakness, diarrhea, dizziness, chills, and pain in the vaccinated arm

943798 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 PA 39.0 39 M developed lower abdominal pain the day after receiving vaccine and he feels like his abdomen is twisting.

943801 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 GA 37.0 37 F PATIENT HAD ACUTE ONSET PROSTRATION STRIDER, CHEMOSIS AND ALTERED MENTAL STATUS. ADMINISTERED EPIPEN, AND THEN ORAL BENADRYL, PREDNISONE

943802 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 TX 55.0 55 F Burning sensation in throat, coughing, Sunday 1/10 redness, swelling and itching at site  Txt: Antihistamine tylenol

943804 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IN 29.0 29 F nausea migraine unable to move left arm lethargy

943805 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 WI 16.0 16 F Error: Booster Given Too Early

943806 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 ME 56.0 56 F 10:00 - Shot, felt like I was given a  drink of metal, instant headache.   11:30  Felt Nauseous and very tired, got home around 2:30. Had pain in left hip, left hand fingers cramped up, feet especially toes cramped up, felt sweaty and had cold sweats - started around 1:00. Continued all evening.  Woke up with headache, which still had on 1/6 when reporting of reaction. Small amount of tin taste, pain in left arm, especially in back of shoulder, diarrhea when woke up.

943807 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 NM 36.0 36 F Systemic: Chills-Mild, Systemic: Fainting-Medium, Systemic: clammy, dizzy, tingling in ears, O2 sat ok,temp ok; symptoms lasted 0 days

943808 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MT 43.0 43 F Body aches, fever, headache, nausea

943809 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 45.0 45 F Hives occured 15 mins after vaccination Patient took diphenhydramine 25 mg

943810 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 TX 78.0 78 F following initial vaccine 12/30, pt had skin irritation directly around the injection site, itiching and states redness has now grown 2" wide x 4" long, spoke with PCP who advised to apply benedryl cream to site, pt has done so.

943811 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CT 54.0 54 F sore arm, headache,fuzzy head,  neck pain, body aches, insomnia, tiredness, and  just not feeling well

943812 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 27.0 27 F The morning after getting the 2nd COVID-19 vaccination, I walked to work and started to feel more fatigued than usual within about 40 minutes after starting to walk from my apartment at 0600. I had a hard time staying awake, started to become flushed and feeling feverish at 0700 at work, and began to develop a headache and nausea around 0745. I went to sick call on my ship after realizing I couldn't power through the symptoms around 0800, and my Senior Chief  mentioned earlier in the report) sent me home with motrin, tylenol, and mucinex for any congestion that may come up. Today (14JAN21) I seem to be a little more active and have an easier time staying awake, the headache and nausea have dissipated completely. However, I am still feeling more fatigued than I have been lately, and I began to feel flushed and feverish again around the same time in the morning.

943813 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 MO 41.0 41 F Approximately 5 minutes after receiving the vaccine, pt reported feeling light-headed and a sensation that her heart was racing .  Slightly elevated BP returned to baseline by 1436.

943814 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NY 25.0 25 F vaccinated at Hospital on 1/12/2021.  According to patients father she developed stomach pains, constant vomiting, sweating which started at  approx. 4am. She arrived at Medical center at approx. 7:20 stating she had been vomiting since 4am.  Attempted PO fluids while in ED. Uncontrolled nausea persisted despite medication. Admitted to Hospital for observation for uncontrolled nausea. IV fluids givenY
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943815 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MT 73.0 73 M Vertigo

943816 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 NV 56.0 56 F Patient reported "Felt like my throat was closing." No other reported symptoms. She notified the Nursing Supervisor who in turn notified Dr.  She was prescribed Benadryl 25 mg PO and an EpiPen. She took the Benadryl at 11:50 AM and reported a reduction in symptoms within 5 minutes. No reported sequelae. She did not need to take the EpiPen. She is not sure if anxiety contributed to the event as she was aware that an allergic reaction was possible. She reported a severe allergic reaction to dogs in the past.

943818 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 CA 56.0 56 M Error: Wrong Dose of Vaccine - Too High

943819 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 OR 46.0 46 F On January 4th i was sitting down eating my lunch and when I was done and went to get up I couldn't put weight on my left foot. Felt like i sprained it. The pain was there for two and a half days and suddenly it went away and i was ok. Now this past sunday January 10th my period came, 15 days earlier, and is really bad. I have to change pads like every two hours because of the amount of blood coming down and is still going on today. It has never lasted this long and I have not bleed this much for this long either.

943820 12/15/2020 01/14/2021 NM 42.0 42 F Flare of hidradenitis suppurativa in the left axilla, groin, labia and abdomen at once.  Two of the abscesses became infected with warmth around the site and causing extreme pain. General malaise was felt as well.

943821 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 PA 34.0 34 F Weakness, muscle aches, headache, nausea, Had same reaction after 1st dose. More severe after 2nd dose but improving.

943822 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 OK 81.0 81 M FACIAL SWELLING, RASH, ITICHING OF EYES & FACE.  STARTED 3 DAYS AFTER INJECTION. METHYLPREDNISOLONE 4MG TABLETS GIVEN.

943823 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MO 22.0 22 F Approximately 10 minutes after receiving injection, patient reports feeling tightness in her throat. Benadryl 25mg po given & taken to ED via WC.

943824 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 MA 43.0 43 F Patient reports that 5 hours after her first dose of the moderna covid vaccine she noted itching on her abdomen. The itching then turned into a itchy red rash on the abdomen and back. The rash has lasted 3 weeks but is resolving slowly.

943825 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 80.0 80 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Mild, Systemic: trouble breathing, wheezing; symptoms lasted 1 day

943826 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AR 24.0 24 F Headache, fatique

943827 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 WI 36.0 36 F 2 days ago noticed redness and itching at the injection site of left upper arm.  Some tenderness to left axillary lymph node area.  No swelling in the lymph node.  Area outlined and being monitored.  No noticeable lump on the arm.

943828 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NY 54.0 54 F "On 1/5/21, I was febrile (101.9) with severe body aches, weakness and dead arm.  Symptoms were present for 4 consecutive days.  On 1/9/21, all symptoms subsided, afebrile.  "

943829 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 TX 39.0 39 F vacc 12/30, pt states she broke out into generalized truncal rash which has now resolved, pt states it was severe, called PCP, was prescribed steroids, went to PCP, states burning and itching was awful, is hesitant to get booster

943830 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 WA 40.0 40 F This is more of a side effect but that occurred after the v-safe check in dates of 5 days and is in regards to a new vaccine, so wanted to report it, as I am the second person at my work reporting this. Warm, red, itchy, tender area near injection site that popped up on 1/13, over a week after the vaccine given. There was some injection site tenderness and arm pain for 1-2 days after vaccine that cleared up and then this new new spot popped up about 9 days post vaccine. It is still present today 1/14 but smaller area seems to be red. Provider at my work reports a similar issue for her at one week post vaccine. If it gets worse, I will be seen for it.

943831 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 AL 44.0 44 F Severe soreness, redness, bruising, swelling to injection site that started the day after vaccine was administered.  Diagnosed with cellulitis and treated with antibiotics.  Also fever up to 104.2 that stared about 26 hours after vaccine was administered with eyes burning, chills, extreme fatigue,  clear runny nose and some cough. Body aches. Fever up and down for 9 days with fatigue and body aches.

943832 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Fever (99.7) body aches, HA, mild diarrhea, fatigue started midnight, symptoms improved with Tylenol.

943833 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NY 26.0 26 F localized swelling, warmth,redness and tenderness at site. Soreness within armpit. Treating with Ice and routine NSAIDS

943834 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 PA 22.0 22 F While driving home, I felt very tachycardic. I assessed pulse as being 165 and returned to the vaccination clinic. By the time I returned, felt dizzy and nauseated. Medical command was contacted who advised for paramedics on site to administer 50 mg of Benadryl IV as well as 4 mg of Zofran and an IV fluid bolus. Those treatments were executed, the tachycardia resolved and the  I felt better. I was transported to the Hospital for further evaluation and treatment as a precaution.

943835 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 TX 74.0 74 M 20 hours after injection patient reported myalgia and fever to 100.5 with dizziness and fatigue lasting until started to clear by 2000 that evening and totally resolved by next morning. Symptoms did not recure and he is "normal" feeling now (1/14/21). Complete ROS is negative including gi, respiratory, derm,

943836 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MO 31 F Approximately 30 minutes after receiving injection, patient began to c/o itching to (B)UE, chest, and neck. Visible hives to (L) forearm. Denies further symptoms. Benadryl 25mg po. Patient declined further treatment.

943837 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MA 32.0 32 F Approximately 5 days after administration at 6 weeks pregnant, I began bleeding. The following day (6 days after administration) miscarriage was confirmed via ultrasound

943838 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 WI 34.0 34 F PT REPORTED TODAY THAT AREA OF INJECTION SITE IS RED WITH A LUMP APPROXIMATELY 1" X 1" UNDER THE SKIN, AREA IS SLIGHTLY PAINFUL AND IS ITCHY JUST AT THE SITE. DENIES ANY RESPIRATORY SYMPTOMS. ALSO C/O SORENESS IN RIGHT ARMPIT NEAR AREA OF LYMPH NODES. NO OTHER SYMPTOMS. ADVISED HER TO CONTACT HER PRIMARY DOCTOR FOR INSTRUCTIONS, THEY ADVISED SHE GET EVALUATED TODAY AND IS CURRENTLY BEING SEEN.

943839 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 RI 36.0 36 F Patient began developing hives from breast down to knees, radiating to her rear.  Rash was extremely itchy, especially around pelvis.  Around 7pm, Pt vomited once.

943840 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 39.0 39 F After taking the vaccine, the next day, I cut my finger while making a salad and I bleed for a long time.  It was like 3 1/2 hrs my finger bleed.  It seemed unusual but nothing I couldn't handle or out of control.  I just wish they had informed me so I would have taken extra care when handling the knife.  I'm not sure if this was related to the vaccine but I had never bleed that long before so I wanted to report it as a potential side effect.  I still think benefits of vaccine outweigh risk involved with vaccine so I am glad to have had the shot.

943841 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 TN 55.0 65 F Burning, itching, painful rash over back, stomach and groin.  Rash and swelling in hands and ankles

943843 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NC 66.0 66 F Note:   Took Tylenol 1000 mg before injection and every 4-6 hrs since injection 1/11/21 9:00 pm, soreness at injection site   1/12/21 6:30 am, soreness at injection site, slight swelling in right axilla 1/13/21:6:30 am, soreness at injection site, moderate swelling in right axilla, headache, body aches 1/13/21 4:00 pm, temp 99.8, soreness at injection site, increased swelling and redness in right axilla extending to right breast, severe headache. body aches, fatigue 1/14/21 6:30 am, afebrile, increased swelling and redness right axilla extending to right breast, headache, body aches.   1/14/21  10:00 am, Called PCP office.  Told to take Tylenol and use ice at axilla, and report to CDC

943845 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 35.0 35 F Pt received vaccine dose in left deltoid on 12/31/2021 Developed warm extremity demarcated rash which continued to spread across left upper extremity on 1/10/2021

943846 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 FL 32.0 32 F complained of tongue swelling and numbness

943847 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 PR 32.0 32 F PAIN ON INJECTION SITE,HEADACHE ,TIRED MUSCULAR PAIN,CHILLES,SWELLING AREA OF INYECCTION,FEELING BAD, AND INCHING IN INJECITION AREA.

943848 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Muscle pain in neck (only on left side) started about an hour after vaccine.   After a few hours I started having pain on inspirational breathing on left side which progressively got worse over night.    breathing became painful, (only on left side) and on the advice of the on call doctor I went to the emergency room where x-rays, Cat scan and blood work, EKG, BP was done.   They determined it was muscle pain  as all test came back normal.

943849 12/20/2020 01/14/2021 AZ 54.0 54 F Developed sweating and chills with headache around 3:00 am. Got up at my usual time 5:30 am to use the bathroom and get dressed but felt nauseous with headache. Went to wash my hands and then walked back to bedroom but had syncopal episode along the way lacerating  my lower lip and injuring my knees. Still unable to extend knee due to injury  with pain and swelling

943851 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Low back pain on Day 2, got progressively worse through Day 14, then began receding.  Day 7, injection site became red, inflamed to about a 6" radius with pain to the touch. Day 8 and Day 9, radius expanded and redness and swelling wrapped around the arm.  Pain and stiffness radiated up through shoulder and neck and lower back pain was intense days 7, 8 & 9.

943852 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 PA 49.0 49 F 1/12 had complaints of congestion, headache, stomach ache, chills and her right arm at the injection was very painful. She medicated herself with Tylenol on 1/13/21

943853 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CA 76.0 76 M Shortness of Breath

943854 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Fever, body aches, HA mild diarrhea , fatigue . Tylenol with improvement.

943855 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 TX 40.0 40 F 8 days after vaccine developed cellulitis out of the blue with no abrasions or bites. Not sure if it is related but I have never experienced this before.

943856 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 44.0 44 M Starting having headaches 2 hrs after 1st vaccination. Took Tylenol and it helped but headaches continued till 7-8pm.

943857 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MT 44.0 44 F chills, body aches, fatigue

943858 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 NC 18.0 19 F Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Medium, Systemic: Exhaustion-Mild, Systemic: Fever-Medium, Systemic: Generalized Body Aches -Severe, Systemic: Headache-Severe; symptoms lasted 1 day

943859 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 FL 54.0 54 F next page

943860 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CO 36.0 36 F Swollen injection site with higher temperature and swollen surrounding lymph nodes in arm and underarm

943861 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 PA 68.0 68 M Weakness, Muscle aches, headache and nausea

943862 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NE 53.0 53 F Fever 103, chills, intense body aches, headache.

943863 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Chills, low grade fever, injection site soreness, fatigue and muscle aches

943864 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IN 43.0 43 F headache, chills, fever, sore arm, fatigue

943865 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 ME 56.0 56 F 10:00 - Patient said the Shot felt like she was given a drink of metal and got an instant headache.   11:30 Felt nauseous and very tired.  Got home around 2:30. Had pain in left hip, left hand fingers cramped up, feet especially toes cramped up, felt sweaty and had cold sweats. This started around 1:00 pm and continued all evening. Woke up with diarrhea and headache - said  still had headache when reporting the reaction. Still had small amount of tin taste and left arm hurting especially in back of the shoulder.

943866 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CO 77.0 77 M Within 30 sec post injection, patient moved his head back and closed his eyes as the NP was putting syringe into sharps.  Another RN also witnessed this as well as his wife who said "he does this".   NP rubbed his arm and called out his name twice while the RN got the EMS from another room.  As EMS arrived (2:36?), pt opened his eyes, was oriented to PPT, had vitals at 159/102, and was offered to be taken to hospital to be further evaluated but declined.  Pt was talking and walking with cane into the observation wait area  within 10 min.  He waited for at least 45' where EMS monitored him and retook vitals before being sent home with wife and driver.   Wife and Pt stated he had a visit with a new PCP Monday 1/11/21 thus was instructed to follow-up about this event of possible Petite Mal seizure at that visit.

943867 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 IL 49.0 49 F -Right hand & forearm numbness/within 10 minutes of vaccine -Fever, Bodyacheeks, headackes, -Pain on the right side - Jaw, neck & right -Lyphnote under the right arm is swollen. -Neck & under armpit pain because of this -The night after getting the 2nd vaccine Covid I started getting chills, fever of 102+ Extreme body ackes -Right arm armpit lymph nodes swollen the size of my fist -Right side of my neck also swollen -The Right lower back hurts as well -From 1 to 10 is an 8 acute pain

943868 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 GA 66.0 66 M Developed pulmonary embolism in right lung one week after vaccination. Sharp pain on right side when breathing. Treated with IV Apixaban while inpatient for 2 days, oral Apixaban 5 mg, 2 tabs twice daily 1/5/21-1/11/21, then one 5 mg tab twice a day. Pain has subsided as of 1/14/21.Y 2

943869 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 36.0 36 F redness at injection site, swollen eyelid, congestion, chest tightness all started 8 days after vaccine. prior to this, there was no redness at the injection site or facial welling or other nasal/chest symptoms. reported on v-safe program daily for one week, then v-safe stopped allowing reporting. other than this, only other symptoms were arm soreness for 12 hours and a bump at injection site for 48 hours. Again, redness and facial swelling started 8 days post vaccination. 5 weeks pregnant at time of vaccine.

943870 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 GA 67.0 67 F Redness and hotness to face.  Given 25mg Benadryl PO at site, given additional 25mg Benadryl PO to take if issues persisted.

943871 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MA 38.0 38 F My left arm hurts when being used or when doing range of motion.

943872 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 NY 62.0 62 F INCREASED  REDNESS HARD   ITCHY  HOT TO TOUGH AT INJECTION SITE

943873 12/15/2020 01/14/2021 NM 42.0 42 F autoimmune hidradentitis suppurative flare on multiple sights including left axilla, right lower abdomen, right labia and  right medial thigh.

943874 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MI 21.0 21 F Headache began first.  Then started to feel warm and nauseous around 8:45am.  Came to clinic at 9am (nearly 2.5 hours after vaccination).  Given gingerale and laid down.  Began to feel better.  Following walk trial, returned to work.

943875 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 SD 36.0 36 F Tingling to top lip, urticaria which was systemic

943876 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 WV 56.0 56 F The patient received the vaccine at 11:36am.  One to two minutes after injection, she began feeling like her heart was racing and short of breath. She was diaphoretic, had a notable tremor and reported anxiety as well. Patient was transported to the Emergency Department where the patient was monitored.  Ultimately, patient felt better, with a normal EKG.  Patients states this reaction felt similar to anxiety attacks she has had in the past.  ED Physician felt this was likely an anxiety attack.  Patient remained stable throughout ED course and was discharged from the ED in stable condition.

943877 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MT 38.0 38 F Headache, body aches, fatigue

943878 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 43.0 43 F Right sided chest pain and shortness of breath 2 hours after vaccine administration. Patient was examined in ER. CT of chest  showed "questionable minimal small airway inflammation in upper lobes".  Patient was discharged from ER home with Methocarbamol 750mg PO Q12 hours as needed.

943879 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 TX 40.0 40 F The patient received the first dose of Moderna Covid vaccine at their place of work on 12/22. They had no complaints after initial vaccination. On the morning of 12/23 the patient experienced light headedness, diaphoresis, tunnel vision, low blood pressure of unspecified and what could be described as a near-syncopal event. Patient states they did not lose consciousness or fall during this event. Patient then called EMS and was taken to ED by which time symptoms had mostly resolved. Still had complaints of general fatigue and arm pain. Patient received no medications and was supervised for 2-4 hours before being discharged. Of note patient previously had COVID in June and was hospitalized for 6 days, the patients pulmonary function remained stable during that admission.

943880 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 22.0 22 F Headache  Body aches  Fever

943881 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OR 54.0 M Patient developed fever and chills to 101 at 0200 on 1/14/21.  Headache and neckache.

943882 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 MA 20.0 20 M Systemic: Chills-Medium, Systemic: BLOOD PRESSURE WAS AT LEAST 150/90, HEART RATE WAS UP TO 100 BY THE TIME PARAMEDIC SHOWED UP; symptoms lasted 1 day

943883 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F Chills, fever, headache, myalgia

943884 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 VA 28.0 28 F reported generalized uriticaria

943885 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 OK 72.0 72 F 4 days after the injection, I felt weary when I woke up that morning.  By 10:00 AM, I had a moderate headache that lasted the rest of the day even though I did take some Ibuprofen.  5 days after, I was extremely fatigued but able to go to work and do my daily activities but went to sleep soon after dinner.  6 days after was a repeat of the extreme fatigue but I did get through my day and went to sleep early.  Day 7, I woke up feeling great and have not had any other symptoms.

943886 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Pfizer Vaccine First dose - 12/19/2020 Mild soreness to arm, fatigue Second dose  - 1/8/2021 AM of 1/10/2021 had small patch of hives on ankle, took zyrtec resolved 1/11/2021 felt ok no symptoms 1/11 to 1/12 night  "woke up and had massive allergic reaction everywhere - patches of redness on leg, arms, belly, back, face-sparing" -- took zyrtec and the reaction improved somewhat. Was in clinic so went up stairs and spoke to our dermatologist who thought this was likely reaction to vaccine. Prednisone RX given but has not taken. Takes 1-2 zyrtec daily.  Spoke to me on the phone 1/12 at night, increased zyrtec to 4 pills daily, added pepcid and decided to speak today. Did not take atarax or benadryl bc she was on call. Improves with triamcinolone    Presents today with worsening rash, she will upload pics in Epic. Areas of urticarial patches from yesterday now have left non blanching purple rash/bruising. More urticarial plaques today. No angioedema. Feels hot has not take temperature. No joint pain or swelling. No oral or vaginal mucosal involvement.  No issues with respiration generally but maybe a little tight. >75% BSA involved    Allergy history  - chronic rhinitis, no known triggers or patterns No history of asthma, eczema, food allergy or drug allergies

943887 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 WA 21.0 21 F body aches, chills, headache, and temp 100.6 for the first 24 hours. I rotated tylenol and ibuprofen and slept. I currently still have a headache and chills. I am very cold but sweating, today is 48 hours after.

943888 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 MT 60.0 60 M 5 hours post vaccination broke out with a hive on my face, felt lightheaded and heavy in the chest but not short of breath.  went to bed around 10 that evening and slept well. felt fine the next morning, hive stayed for about 2 days.

943890 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 FL 51.0 51 M scratching in throat and itching

943892 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MS 61.0 61 F Several hours after receiving vaccine(1/12/21) I showered and went to bed. Woke up around midnight shivering. Couldn't go back to sleep. Had tingling (spidery) feeling and took temp. 102.4. Started Tylenol every 4 hrs. Stayed home from work folling day. Fever through next evning. Return to work 1/14/21.

943893 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 TX 42.0 42 M In the afternoon - pain in right shoulder; within a couple of days: lost of taste, fever, chills, shortness of breath, diarrhea . Tested for Covid 27th of December and was positive. Was on steroids and antibiotics and vitamins; and  still on steriods and breathing treatments and still haven't gone back to work.

943894 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MD 63.0 63 F one week following the vaccine, 1/11/2021 I noticed pain and swelling and itching on my left arm surrounding the injection site. The area was reddish and raised, - about  3 inches by 5 inches and was hot to the touch, itchy and sore.  It kept me awake at night. I was seen by my primary doctor the next day 1/12/2021 and he said to apply a Benadryl cream to ease the itching and report back if I spiked a fever. I started using the Benadryl cream that evening of the  12th and the pain and itching has been gradually decreasing. The shade of pink is lighter today  1/14 and swelling is mostly gone but skin is still hot to the touch and Im still putting on the Benadryl cream 2x/day. I have not had a fever and have no other symptoms.

943895 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 56.0 56 F Nausea stomach cramping

943896 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NC 36.0 36 F About 15 min after receiving the vaccine I started feeling flush and nauseated Vitals taken and bp and pulse was a little elevated about 10 min later I started having redness on my chest and neck vitals bp even higher and pulse as well I was then feeling dizzy and hard to swallow Epi was administered and EMS called

943898 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 SC 41.0 41 F Site: Bruising at Injection Site-Medium, Site: Pain at Injection Site-Severe, Site: Redness at Injection Site-Severe, Site: Swelling at Injection Site-Medium

943899 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Date of symptom onset ? 1/14/21?  Symptoms - ? EE reports she woke up at 06:30 with body aches, mild headache and back pain.  EE reports she took 400 mg motrin at 0700 and came to work.  EE reports around 09:00 worsening HA and nausea.  EE took her temp (99.1) and took 1000 mg Tylenol.  EE advised by manager to call vaccine support line for recommendations.   Last day of work and shift - ? EE currently at work Home remedies? ? see ?symptoms? for narrative Any improvement? - mild Recommendation? EE encouraged to continue to monitor her symptoms and to contact the vaccine support line for further questions or concerns.  EE denies covid-19 exposure without proper PPE and denies travel.  EE does not meet criteria to be COVID tested at this time.  EE educated to continue to manage per TCH Illness in the Workplace Policy and to notify manager if she needs to leave work today.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

943900 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MT 58.0 58 F Arm soreness, headache , body aches, dizzy, ears ringing

943901 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 LA 75.0 75 M Fever 100.1F, Nausea, Body Aches, and Chills on 1/13.2021.  Nausea lasted 3 hours given Zofran 4mg .  1/14/2021  no longer nauseated no other symptoms at this time.

943902 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 OR 55.0 55 F Erysipelas left deltoid

943904 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 PA 59.0 59 F Patient developed itching and rash on bilateral arms, experienced flushing on arms, trunk, neck and face almost 1 hour after receiving first dose of Moderna COVID vaccine.  Patient took 25 mg of diphenhydramine orally, rash subsided and flushing decreased after about 20-30 minutes.  No other complaints.  Patient stabilized.  No issues with breathing, vital signs stable.

943905 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 WA 29.0 29 F At one am the night following receiving the injection I woke up with severe pain in my left arm where I received the injection. The pin radiated from elbow to shoulder. I had severe chills, vomiting, and uncontrollable shaking. I had body aches, headaches, and fatigue for the following two days from onset of symptoms. I had a confirmed case of Covid-19 on 9/8/2020 and my symptoms from the injection were at points more server than my symptoms from Covid.

943908 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 25.0 25 F At 0400 woke up with tachycardia HR 120-140s, Chest pain when deep breathing, SOB, Chills, Hypotension. Went to ER. Was tested negative COVID and CXR negative. Currently 2 days after initial reaction- still having SOB/ Chest pain/ Tachy when exerting 100-120s.

943909 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 LA 41.0 41 M Moderna covid-19 vaccine EUA

943911 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IL 30.0 30 F At 4:10 I awoke with pruritus and when i looked at my arms and I developed hives on my bilateral  forearms and bilateral hip area.  I felt itchy all over.  When I stood up, I felt palpitations and started to feel as if I was going to pass out.  I sat down and I started to tremor and felt like it was hard to catch my breath.  I took an antihistamine and took a puff of albuterol.  I felt a lot better. At 10 AM in the morning, the hives have improved but i still feel some pruritus.

943912 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 SD 41.0 41 F 1/11 Tacycardia (136), Fatigue, 101 degree F temp at 3am 1/12 HR 110 Fatigue

943913 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 37.0 37 F "Just wanted to pass along that after my second dose on 1/12/21 I experienced the following. 15 minutes post vaccine, my tongue went numb for approximately 30 minutes, then it resolved. 6 hours post vaccine I became very dizzy and flushed and began to feel achy. The following morning I felt well enough to come into work but then felt increasingly weak, achy, and tired and had to go home at 12pm. All side effects were resolved by 5pm. "

943914 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NY 25.0 25 F Very sore arm for 4 days, could not lift it for 2 days Headache/migraine starting same day as vaccine and ending 4 days later Nausea starting same day as vaccine, would come and go up until 4 days later  Ibuprofen 800 was taken once a day to help with headache

943915 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 AZ 30.0 30 F Joint pain and headaches. Also full body raised bumps (non pruritic, non pustular).  Headaches resolved in about 1 week, joint pain and bumps have lasted a couple weeks now.

943916 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 GA 71.0 71 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine Patient came to clinic stating he was positive for COVID back in December and received his first vaccine on 01/08/2021.  He states that evening he became ill as if he had COVID ag ain with complaints of fever, fatigue, chilling, aching vomitting and headache.  This last through Saturday night.  He felt much better on Sunday but is still very fatigued even today.  (01/14/2021).  He is concerned about taking the 2nd vaccine.

943917 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MT 43.0 43 F Swollen lymph nodes

943918 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OR 52.0 52 F Patient noted sudden onset this morning (1/14/21 at 8:30am) of full body flat, red itchy rash. Patient called in, will take benadryl.

943919 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 WA 65.0 65 M Two days after receiving the second dose I experienced numbness and weakness in my right hand, especially the pinky finger. The numbness has improved, but the weakness and decreased range of motion hasn't improved.

943920 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 MN 25.0 25 F Systemic: patient complained of mouth swelling and shortness of breath-Medium; symptoms lasted 1 day

943921 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 CO 54.0 54 F I just wanted to inform you of my reaction that I had with my Covid Vaccine #2: (all resolved within 24-48 hours ~ except the Right Axillary Lymph Node Swelling and Pain ~ This is still currently present, please let me know if you want me to let you know when this last symptom/reaction resolves?)   Fatigue Sore Right Arm (injection) Chills Fever Headache Cough Right Axillary Lymph Node Swelling and Pain

943922 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Fever up to 102 onset 24 hours after vaccine, continued currently now approaching 48h since vaccine.  Treated with acetaminophen and ibuprofen with relief, but still remain febrile.

943923 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 ME 58.0 58 F It?s been 7 days since vaccine and am still experiencing the following symptoms: severe headache, severe fatigue, body aches.  I previously that week I had a slight headache.  About 1 hour after the vaccine , I developed a bad head ache, extreme fatigue, body aches and slept 20 hours a day for 3 days ,and continued to have all the above symptoms at time of filling out this form but less severe.

943924 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 PA 60.0 60 F Almost 24 hours after receiving the vaccine, patient developed rash on arms and back.  She hadn't changed any laundry detergent or soap recently, so attributed it to receiving vaccine the day prior.  She did not want to take any diphenhydramine as she had to work that day, so she used hydrocortisone cream on the rash which subsided and decreased itching within a few hours.  The rash subsequently resolved that day.  No other symptoms reported, vital signs stable.

943926 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 SD 88.0 88 M 1-9-2021  @ 1:45 AM Chills temp 98.4f.  4AM "I can't getup"  helped to BR sat on commode while I prepared a cath and then assisted to cath while sitting. warm to touch temp 102.4f. " I need something to eat".  I brought a glass of milk and his monitor BS 113 drank 1/2 cup of milk and helped back to bed. complained of nausea-no emesis. 4:35 temp 99.4f " I think I can sleep now" 8:36AM  98.8 T sleeping.  9:45AM  ate 1/2 bowl cereal 10 U insulin, 1/2 cup coffee 1 glass water with medications.  10:15 resting in chair 98 t.   10:51PM  97.8  BS 228  28 u long acting Woosey most of day ate poorly "not hungry" 2 glasses of water during day.  no other problem

943927 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 GA 38.0 38 F 1/11:motrin 800mg  1 hr prior to injection.  minor pain at injection site. no redness or swelling noted. 1/12: still minor soreness at injection site but around bed time , I noticed pain in my armpit and swelling( fluid filled area) around possible lymph node. Palpable lymph node along left clavicle with similar fluid filled swelling. Took motrin throughout the day and 50 mg of benadryl at bedtime. 1/13: Left arm pit still swollen. more tender with movement. While at work i put hot compress in my arm pit to help with the pain and shortly after i noticed my left arm had bright red streaks from my arm pit to my wrist. It also was very mottled looking. My arm felt tight/heavy  or kind of like a pinched nerve feeling.. I took motrin throughout the day for soreness and took benadryl at bedtime. I place ice pack under my arm during the evening as well.  1/14: Swelling remains in the armpit. Tenderness is getting better. Similar swelling around clavicle . Still taking motrin for inflammation and using ice pack under my arm.

943928 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TX 37.0 37 F body aches, chills, nausea, headache, fatigue, took Tylenol

943929 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IN 60.0 60 F Injection site soreness moderate level of discomfort. Chills/flush/legs and feet cramping. Lasted from 9 pm to 2 am. 5 days later cold symptoms started that progressed to fever , chills,coughing,diarrhea. CoVid test  swab Tuesday Jan 12,with positive result on Jan 14.

943930 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 SD 39.0 39 M Tongue and lip numbness and tingling.  Itchy on both arms Took Benadryl, resolved

943931 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 GA 69.0 69 M Systemic: Rash (other than injection site), Systemic: Rash Hives

943932 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CO 25.0 25 F Client has a history of vaso-vagal reactions to blood draws and vaccinations. Post vaccination she was seated in the passenger seat in vaccine pod observation lot and felt like she "was going to pass out". Her husband got the attention of the paramedic overseeing the area. She did not become unresponsive at any time but became very pale. Her BP was 80/40 when initially checked. EMS was call and she was shortly thereafter taken to a local ED via non emergent transport. Her husband had driven her to the pod site and did not receive a vaccination.  She was discharged home yesterday.

943934 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MT 50.0 50 F body aches, nausea

943935 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 VA 79.0 79 M More than half of the dose leaked out around the luer lock while I was injecting the vaccine.  Syringe and needle were stuck but not completely tightened, which I saw when I looked later.  After discussing with manager and doctor on call, re-administered 0.5ml dose.

943936 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 36.0 36 F Tiredness and fatigue the day after the vaccine, felt better the day after. Starting four to five days after the vaccine experienced dizziness and vertigo, dyspepsia and prolonged fatigue (sleeping 9+ hours). Has not resolved.

943937 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 73.0 73 M none

943938 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 NY 84.0 84 M Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe; symptoms lasted 0 days

943939 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 52.0 52 F During post vaccine monitoring after patient received initial COVID vaccine patient reported feeling tightness in her chest and feeling harder to breath. Pt reports that this has occurred in the past with other allergic reactions. VS assessed 136/74, HR 105, SPO2 97. Pt transferred to ER for continued monitoring. Patient given dexamethasone, diphenhydramine, famotidine, ipratropium, and ondansetron

943940 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 VA 66.0 66 F Red pruritic round macular rash, approx 4cm in diameter, around vaccine injection site that appeared 7d after vaccine administration.

943941 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 GA 69.0 69 M Systemic: Rash (other than injection site), Systemic: Rash Hives

943942 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Nausea , chills, fever & headache

943943 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NH 30.0 30 F Patient began feeling dizzy and nauseous about 2 minutes after vaccine administration. She couldn?t stand without falling.  911 was called and she was taken to the nearest hospital

943944 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MT 24.0 24 F Body aches, Fever, Nausea

943945 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NC 43.0 43 F I was fine the day of the vaccination.  I started feeling bad overnight - got a headache and arm got sore.  When I woke up in the morning to get ready for work I felt very weak.  I walked into my bathroom and lost conciousness.  I woke up on the floor and had hit my forehead on the tile floor.  I was confused when I got up, and proceeded to get into the shower.  I then passed out again in the shower and hit the back of my head against the shower wall.  My husband found me as I woke up on the shower floor.  He called my doctor and took me to the emergency department on doctors advice.

943946 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Initial injection area hurt for 2 days.  Began feeling overall sluggish, upset stomach, nausea and flu like symptoms.  Next day the symptoms progressively got worse to include chills, body aches and joint pain and headaches, sluggish and no energy.  Had to leave work early due to feeling tired, no energy and went home slept rest of day throughout night, unable to eat.  Symptoms stayed the same throughout a Friday Jan 8th still with chills, aches, joint pain and headaches, nausea started to subside finally ate some soup and drank liquids , again was sluggish no energy still and went to bed early.  Saturday January 9ththe headaches subsided and I started to feel better... Saturday January 9ththe headaches subsided and I started to feel better, but still did not feel like myself, all over less aches and pains but still not feeling well, still tired and Sunday the same but was able to have an appetite.  Monday went into work still not 100% but was able to function.  Started feeling like myself by wednesday 1/13.

943947 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 VA 43.0 43 F reported uriticaria and lip/tongue tingling. po benadryl administered.

943948 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Within 5 minutes I felt severe tightness pressure in lungs area & chest. It has been 24 hours and I?m still feeling the same.

943949 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 NY 65.0 65 M 18 hours after injection: shaking chills, sweats, headache, sinus pain and fatigue laste 12 hours (the last 5 of which i slept through) -all gone after 12 hours with no remnant symptoms

943950 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MI 63.0 63 F Arm swelled and real hot.  Went down after 5 days.  Now a rash has developed in injection site and itches terribly.  Don't know if I should get second dose.  Very tired.

943951 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 40.0 40 F Day 1: Hives and welts started on lower buttocks down thighs. Day 2: diffuse rash on stomach and arms. Pt took Allegra Q12 with hydrocortisone cream topical, also started medrol pack- symptoms improved. Completed medrol on 1/12/21. On 1/13/21 hives started appearing. 1/14/21 generalized hives again.

943952 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 MA 63.0 63 F itchy( at site), hard, hot and  red golfball sized lump at injection site followed by area of redness approximately 4"x5"  around the injection site lasting 4 days.

943953 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IL 61.0 61 F First two days very sore arm, similar to tetanus shot.  Yesterday and today (days 3-4) I have had slight nausea, mild diarrhea and decrease appetite.  A little more tired also.

943954 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Error: Wrong Patient (documentation in EMR); symptoms lasted 0 days

943955 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OK 65.0 65 M None stated.

943956 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MT 51.0 51 F Chills, Arm Sore
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943958 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 OR 51.0 51 F Swelling on left neck chest collarbone. Swollen lymph nodes. Redness pain. Only on left side. Left arm was injection site. Malaise. Have appt today 1/14/2021 at 230 at doctor's office.

943959 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AR 33.0 33 F headache, arm swollen, can't move arm, can't get out of bed she is in so much pain

943960 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 FL 52.0 52 F Complaint of sore arm

943962 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NV 42.0 42 F Systemic: dizzy and bp high 149/95

943963 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MN 41.0 41 F Chills, fever of 100, nasal congestion

943964 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Positional vertigo and headache leading to vomiting lasting 9hrs total. I took meclizine, Tylenol, and Zofran 4hrs into symptoms which helped stop the progression.

943965 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 IN 83.0 83 F About 10 min after vaccination, patient began to experience a faint headache.  During assessment, patient noted a history of similar headaches with no mental variation.  Vital signs within normal limits.  Symptoms improved

943966 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 UT 26.0 26 F I was just overly fatigued.  I slept for 24 hours.  I didn't feel achy or anything else.

943967 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 RI 38.0 38 F Soreness at the injection site, arm pain, headache and full body chills

943968 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 IN 24.0 24 F I experienced extreme fatigue, muscle aches, headache, fever and upset stomach that lasted 2 days.

943969 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Systemic: SUPRACLAVICULAR LYMPH NODES; symptoms lasted 0 days

943971 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 PA 43.0 43 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine About a day after I received the shot I had redness, soreness and swollen at the injection site, that went away about 2-3 days later.  Then about 8 days after the shot the redness and swollen came back in the same area it is also itchy

943972 07/09/2002 01/14/2021 IA 0 F Adverse event happened on 1/13/21 - headache, fatigue, loss of appetite 0.0

943973 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MI 48.0 48 F On 01-06-2021 at 1:30am I had severe joint pain and as the day progressed I continued with pain. I also had a low grade fever of 99.5 F along with  muscle aches and headaches.  the next day I had extreme fatigue and developed a rash on my torso ( trunk). On 01-08-2021 the rash started to go away and my symptoms also began to resolve.

943974 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 58.0 58 F Diarrhea started 10hrs. after injection but  5 days latter was nauseous and vomiting for only 90 minutes on 2 consecutive days.  Had a negative COVID test.  Diarrhea lasted for over 1 week.

943975 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 26.0 26 F Fever, Chills, Nausea w/o vomiting, Muscle Aches, Headache, and elevated blood sugars.

943976 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 44.0 44 F constant pain in right underarm, swollen gland, sharp shooting pain in right underarm that goes toward right breast and up to the right side on neck.  pretty painful.

943977 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 PR 43.0 43 M HEADACHE,FEVER,DIZZINESS,IRRITATE EYES.

943978 12/20/2020 01/14/2021 RI 38.0 38 F Soreness at the injection site, arm pain

943979 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NV 33.0 33 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine  On 1/12/2021  in the late afternoon/evening I developed arm pain at the injection site like I did on day 1 and 2. Then the next morning, 1/13/2021, I woke up with what looked like welts on my upper left arm. They were tender, red and hard/lumpy. A few hours later I had a slight rash on my lower left fore arm (closer to my wrist). The rash has gone away, bit the redness on my upper arm is still there and is warm to touch. It's a little tender still, but not hard feeling.

943980 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NV 42.0 42 F Systemic: dizzy and bp high 149/95

943981 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 IL 26.0 26 F Hives and rash on sites of injection and other parts of body

943982 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Injection site red, hot, swollen, itchy and hard Lymph nodes swollen

943983 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MT 64.0 64 F headache, body aches

943986 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Fever, chills, body aches, headache.  Injection site is red and inflamed.   It is also swollen and a hard lump.

943987 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WI 90.0 90 F Caretaker at Facility contacted me to tell me that this morning, patients left arm is red and raised all the way to the elbow and very painful. Patient gets scheduled ibuprofen for arthritis which is helping.  She has had no other problems with other vaccinations including flu shot Fall 2020. Denies SOB, swollen tongue or throat, or rash/red areas anywhere else on body. Wondering if getting vaccine 3-1/2 months after getting COVID may be reason she is reacting. Caretaker anticipates she will recover just fine but is concerned about giving 2nd shot of series.

943988 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 56.0 56 F Had flushing and warm   BP elevated to 158/98 pulse 68 for 30 min and resolved on own

943989 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 34.0 34 M Symptoms ? EE reports he received his 2nd dose and reported to work from 11:00 PM shift.  EE reports pain at this injection site with shoulder pain that worsened as his shift went on.  EE reports pain as ?stabbing and sharp.?  EE reports he suffers from severe anxiety and takes medication for his anxiety.  EE reporting nausea at time of call but EE attributing to his anxiety as he often feels nauseated when he is anxious.  ?  Last day of work and shift - ? 1/13 Home remedies? -   acetaminophen at 11:15 am (1/14/21) Any improvement? ? mild improvement Recommendation? EE encouraged to continue to monitor his symptoms and to contact the vaccine support line for further questions or concerns.  EE encouraged to apply cold compress to injection site and neck and to rotate Tylenol and motrin q3h using dosing as instructed in Medical Directive.   EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

943990 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AR 20.0 20 F fever, body aches

943992 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NC 28.0 28 F Systemic: Fainting-Medium, Systemic: Seizure-Medium; symptoms lasted 0 days

943993 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Started feeling tired on day 7 after receiving vaccine. Then it progressed to headache, body aches, fever, chills, and sinus drainage.

943996 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OK 39.0 39 F pt was given vaccine at an off site location but had reaction of high bp, fast heart rate, dizziness, presyncope, and throat numbness that occurred about an hour after the vaccine. the other reactions occurred 20 min after vaccine.

943997 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 60.0 60 F Received 2nd dose Pfizer lot EL0142 in right arm on 1-13-2021.  Employee is experiencing body aches and cramping all over.

943998 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MT 55.0 55 F Fatigue, Headache, Body aches

943999 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CO 29.0 29 F 5.5cm red, swollen, warm spot - started out as 2cm on 7am 1/13/21; by 10am 1/14/21 the area has grown to 5.5 cm.  Additionally, severe headache with medication and fatigue as expected.

944000 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NV 34.0 34 F Systemic: dizzy, tachycardic (132), bp high 137/88

944001 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 FL 51.0 51 M temp (100.3) chills, body ache, headache

944002 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 FL 69.0 69 M Low grade fever

944003 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 CA 29.0 29 M I felt palpitations around 10-12 minutes after the 1st Pfizer dose was given, and asked the Doctor to take my vital signs. I had an elevated blood pressure reading and the doctor told me stay in the monitoring area. My blood pressure was taken two more times and was increasing each time. My Blood Pressure went up to 168/98, and was told to lay down on the gurney. When I tried to get up from my seat I became extremely dizzy and sat back down. They put me on a wheelchair to transfer me onto the gurney. As I was laying down I experienced waves of diaphoresis, dizziness, headaches. My head felt cloudy and just lightheaded. I was being monitored for 1 1/2 hour before I was picked up to go home. I continued to have these symptoms for the rest of the night along with arm soreness on the site that I was injected on. I did not experience the same symptoms the next day, but I did have a lingering headache till Saturday (12/26/2020) afternoon.

944005 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 WA 52.0 52 F FEVER 101 , BODY ACHES, FATIGUE AND CHILLS FOR 3 DAYS. I HAD COVID 6 MONTHS AGO IN AUGUST 2020 - FELT LIKE I HAD COVID AGAIN.

944006 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 45.0 45 F c/o foreign sensation in throat immediately after COVID-19 vaccine administered. no signs of airway, breathing or circulation complications. Diphenhydramine 25mg  given with resolution of symptom & pt discharged home.

944007 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 VA 24.0 24 F Stomach Cramps 1/11 Started at Approximately 2:00pm  until 1/12  Diarrhea a Couple of Times starting 1/11  Dizziness  1/11 11:00pm-12:00am  Dizziness 1/12 10:00am-10:45am  Headache, Scratchy Throat and Sore Throat  1/11-1/13 Intense Body Aches and Fever of 101 Degrees Fahrenheit Started Approximately  4:00am 1/12 (At this point I started taking Tylenol Cold and Flu. Did make most of my symptoms less severe while it was in my system. Was able to get fever down eventually that day due to Tylenol Cold and Flu and this medication helped make my body aches less severe throughout that day.)   This was my second dose of this vaccine. When I received the first dose, I experienced all of these symptoms except for fevering.

944008 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 PA 29.0 29 F Left axillary lymphadenopathy and deltoid muscle soreness

944010 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 TX 86.0 86 F Client does not speak English, daughter translated. Daughter stated client was experiencing tingling in the left arm. Daughter also stated client also experiences tingling since having surgery last year. Client was seen & cleared by EMS

944011 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CA 20.0 20 F 35 minutes post vaccine, felt light-headed, dizzy, itchy throat, tingly body.  O2 @ 2 L NC, lay down, drank water. VS monitored- stable VS. 18:45 continue with symptoms, throat scratchy, face swelling- Benadryl 25 mg PO. By 19:30 she was improved and discharged home to mom. 1/8/21- work up a bit dizzy, nausea. 1/11/21-still with nausea, dizzy- Referred to manager to complete assessment for COVID symptoms. 1/14/21- Per PMD, getting COVID tested, quarantine for 10 days.

944012 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 TN 48.0 48 F Patchy red rash extending to forearm

944013 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 70.0 70 F Within a few minutes of being vaccinated, the patient began to experience a sensation of heavy headedness as well as some visual compromise.  Vital signs within normal limits.

944014 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 56.0 56 F approximately 20 hours after vaccine woke with generalized myalgia.  Throughout the day began to feel weaker and getting confused.  C/O legs weighing 500 pounds and leg weakness with difficulty walking.  Intermittent chills.

944015 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 PA 35.0 35 F Recipient vaccinated on 12/28/20. On 1/7/2021 the injection site became red, tender, and burning, and the skin was hot to touch.  Patient is being treated with Cephalexin 500mg QID x 7 days for suspected cellulitis.

944016 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 GA 71.0 71 F Tingling around lips.  Feeling weird

944017 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 AL 60.0 60 F The day after the vaccine I experienced headache, body aches, chills and weakness. Please note that I did not have a severe case of Covid, very mild. The reaction to the vaccine was much worse than the actual virus for me. I felt better the next day.

944018 12/20/2020 01/14/2021 45.0 45 F 15 minutes after vaccine administration, patient presented to EC complaining of chest pressure, palpitations, lightheadedness and feeling faint. Patient's symptoms resolved by 4:15pm. Patient was prescribed Benadryl 50mg PO and PEPCID 40mg PO. Patient discharged from EC home at 6pm.

944019 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NM 27.0 27 F Systemic: Asthma Attack resulting in treatment at Urgent; symptoms lasted 5 days

944020 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MT 26.0 26 F Fever and Body Aches

944021 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 51.0 51 F "This patient received the Moderna Vaccine yesterday. She was recently hospitalized for COVID 19 bilateral pneumonia. I saw her in office yesterday and she was doing much better. She got the vaccine and started having severe abdominal cramps and diarrhea around 1 AM this morning.  The diarrhea and abdominal cramps have subsided since then but she has also been having a fever of as high as 103 Fahrenheit.  She has been taking scheduled Tylenol which was able to knock it down to 100.6.  I have recently also added on ibuprofen to help her reduce her temperature.

944022 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 CA 40.0 40 M Dose 1 was given to me on 12/30/20. Arm was sore at injection site x2 days which was fine. On 1/12/21 I experienced SOB/labored breathing for approximately 24 hours. O2 sat did not go below 95%. HR was between 80 and 105 for approximately four hours (75 is a typical resting heart rate). No history of asthma, but I felt how people with asthma describe difficulty breathing. Given the length of time between the dose and the SOB, I don't know if it's related to the vaccine. But I am submitting this just in case you end up with other, similar reports. Thank you.

944023 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AR 41.0 41 F hives, fatique

944024 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MO 31.0 31 F 1104 a.m. felt shaky, lightheaded, funny feeling in her chest; moved to 30 min observation status;  1105 a.m. BP 142/92, P 128, Resp 18, SpO2 99%; A&O x 3; skin cool and clammy; resp/lungs clear and unlabored; EMS called; Moved to gurney; juice given.  Pt has hx of Hashimoto's  1110 a.m. BP 136/100, P 100, R 18, SpO2 91%; A&O x 3; skin cool and dry; remains shaky; resps unlabored; EMS arrived; Care handed off to emergency crew and taken to hospital.

944025 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Positional vertigo and headache leading to vomiting. I  took Tylenol,  meclizine,  and Zofran 4hrs into the symptoms.  This helped stop progression of the symptoms.

944026 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 FL 47.0 47 F Chills/fever, muscle and joint pains

944027 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 33.0 33 F First day: Sore arm at injection site Second Day: Whole Body Aches, Fatigue and later in the evening sore right underarm(OTC's used and alleviated symptoms) Third Day: Swollen underarm on the Right side that is painful to the touch(OTC's used, Hot/Cold compresses with little relief)

944028 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NE 49.0 49 F needles and pins in hands, red on fire feeling hands

944029 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NV 26.0 26 F Systemic: shaky, weak, tachycardic, gave O2, pt has heart issues already

944030 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MT 26.0 26 F Body aches and Fever

944031 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Fatigue on the same day of the vaccine and the next day. Left arm soreness for about 2-3 days after the vaccine.

944032 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 PR 56.0 56 F PAIN INJECION AREA, SWELLING INJECTION AREA,INCHING.

944033 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 FL 88.0 88 F Error: Booster Given Too Early; symptoms lasted 0 days

944034 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 CO 22.0 22 F Received vax 12/22; 12/23-12/27 dizziness, light headed, fatigue, swollen left arm, left arm tender/warm to touch/red, muscle of injection site swell to x3 of size; 12/27-12/28 muscle/joint pain (felt unbearable to stand), hips/hands/feet/knees achy, hands swollen and hurt to grasp, red bumps appeared that were itchy, painful and turned into a rash over hands; 12/28 noticed same rash from fingers appearing on toes. 1/4 noticed a had lump in my arm; possibly swollen lymph nodes. Muscular/Joint pain has subsided however I still have the rash and my hands are swollen in the mornings/evenings, spots are painful and still have the lump in my arm. I was prescribed a topical steroid by PCP and has the rash is still there.

944035 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Patient presented with some anxiety prior to vaccination. Reported no adverse events to past vaccines. About 20 min after vaccination, patient notified staff of itching and pain to her throat. Vital signs normal - slight tachycardia and hypertensive. Discharged to ED.

944036 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 PA 65.0 65 M 2 days after being vaccinated stared with headache, nausea, and abdominal discomfort.

944037 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 TN 51.0 51 F Felt hot and flushed

944038 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 41.0 41 F Approximately 10 hours post injection, she started to feel left sided weakness/slight pain, headache, dull neck pain that extended all the way down to my left foot and left arm soreness. She noticed facial droop on the left side at which case, she decided to sleep it off. When she woke up the following morning, She still had a slight droop but not as noticeable.  Symptoms disappeared approximately 24 -30 hours post injection.

944039 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Raised red, itchy, warm swelling at site of injection.

944040 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 LA 52.0 52 F Generalized itching onset after 10 minutes post-vaccination. Benadryl 50 mg PO and Pepcid 20 mg PO taken; symptoms improved. 12-18 hours later, noted moderate swelling of lips. Benadryl 50 mg PO repeated; symptoms improved.

944041 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 IN 55.0 55 F Bilateral lower arm urticaria-(below elbow to and including writs.)red, welts, severe itching, required 10mg prednisone for 3 days to stop itching. Lasted 4 days. Also Left arm pain, 4 days. Fatigue and subjective fever.

944042 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IL 18.0 18 F Rash and itchiness started at around 10 PM on 1/7/2021. Rash described as "traveling across chest" and similar to what happens when she takes prednisone. Stated she has not taken prednisone for over a year. Client stated that rash did not appear anywhere else on her body. Itchiness was experienced on chest and arms only.  Client also stated symptoms of fatigue, muscle weakness,  and "super sore arm" that lasted from day of vaccination until 1/10/2021. Client also reported a headache that lasted 2 day after vaccination. She contacted her provider on 1/7/2021 and, per provider's instruction, took 1 tablet of Benadryl. Client was unsure of dosage of Benadryl. On the morning of  1/8/2021 she took a second tablet of Benadryl and reported that her rash resolved after the second dose of Benadryl. Her itchiness resolved the morning of 1/9/2021. Stated that her Doctor did not specify a diagnosis but did state to hold off on the second dose of this vaccine.

944043 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 WA 46.0 46 F The next morning 1-5-2021 I woke with left arm pain. By 4 pm (approximately 24 hours after injection) I had diffuse muscle and joint pain. The next morning  (post day 2) 1-6-2021 I woke feeling exhausted and could not get out of bed.  After sleeping 3 hours I weighted 1.5 lbs less.

944044 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 KS 31.0 31 F At approximately 7:55PM, patient developed near syncopal episode, "I felt like I was going to pass out". Patient became nauseated and shaky. This lasted for approximately 10-15 minutes. For the next several hours the patient was light headed/ dizzy. The patient also felt short of breath, more so with activity.  At around 9PM, the patient took diphenhydramine 50mg x 1 and acetaminophen 1000mg x1. The patient then laid down for the evening and awoke around 10 AM feeling much better.

944045 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 AK 37.0 37 M Painful lump, 3-4 cm in diameter, under left axilla similar in texture to a lipoma. appears non fluid filled, no erythema. pain to touch.

944046 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 49.0 49 F Exactly 7 days later at the injection site, my arm was swollen, red, itchy and warm.

944047 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MT 25.0 25 F Headache, Fever, Fatigue

944048 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 62.0 62 F 0944 C/O NAUSEA, WARM SENSATION (OVERALL), TACHYCARDIA, LIGHTHEADEDNESS, SL. SHORTNESS OF BREATH.  EMS ON SITE.  VS:  168/71, p:  58; 97%  O2 SAT R.A.; 0954:  BP:  168/71, P:  58,  98% 02 SAT R.A. 1015:  LEFT AND WENT TO HOSPITAL. ALERT, ORIENTED

944049 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 AL 81.0 81 M 99.6 Fever, chills, general malaise

944050 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NV 56.0 56 F Systemic: pt diagnosed with sirva per urgent care md

944051 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 TX 62.0 62 F Eleven (11) days after receiving the first dose of the Moderna Vaccine, My upper left arm showed signs of a rash.  I've been keeping an eye on it and showed my arm to my doctor on Wednesday, January 13 2021.  At that time Dr.  stated that it was a reaction to the Moderna Vaccine.  As of today (1/14/2021), the rash appears to be spreading across my upper left arm.  I am applying icepacks in the evening at home.

944054 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Vaccine administered 1/11 at Bushwick vaccine hub. Nurse administering vaccine noted injection was "difficult to push." Five hours post vaccine began to feel severe pain in left arm. Pain worsened overnight. 36 hours later unable to use arm due to pain and numbness noted in fingertips of left hand.  Went to emergency room, both nurse and doctor assessed area and could see injection site and noted it was inappropriate - not into the deltoid rather into my shoulder joint. Discharged with pain medication. This AM (1/14) left shoulder pain still significant.

944056 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MO 20.0 20 M Systemic: Vomiting, Systemic: Panic Attack; symptoms lasted 0 days

944059 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 CA 47.0 47 F About 4 hours after vaccine - started to have a headache: 3 out of 10; took a couple of Motrin (200 mg) and rest; 4 hours later - headache worsened (not migraine though); hot flashes- took blood pressure : 137/85 (my usual is 110/80 - normal) and took another motrin and hydrated. 21:00 pm QR Code - CDC Info number - 800 number called them(doctor was out of town)-called again the next day, as I was concerned about  @hypertension. Blood pressure second day: (150/90 went up to) ; CDC couldn't give medical advice - if it gets worse go see DR; on second day got up to 160/100 - took another Motrin and rested. Stayed in bed for two days. Third day at 4:00 am - no headache that third morning - blood pressure was back to normal. Headache came and went for next five days on different side of head.

944063 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TX 66.0 66 M After vaccination, pt. returned home and later had nausea and vomiting.  The next evening he also had diarrhea.  Pt. reported to hospital today and is currently being treated for n/v and diarrhea.

944065 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MS 74.0 74 M Chills, low grade fever 32 hours post vaccine. This lasted 4-5 hours. Sore muscles, flu like feeling.

944068 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MD 29.0 29 F Patient reported itchy hive rash on chest that went on the back of neck

944070 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 51.0 51 M At approximately 0906 staff immediately began to cough and c/o itchy throat, and itching throughout the body.  O2 given at 3 L via nasal cannula. 0910 Cetirizine 10 mg PO. 0915 Benadryl 50 mg given PO.

944072 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TN 31.0 31 F Nausea, upset stomach body aches and soreness

944075 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AR 25.0 25 F head ache and muscle aches

944081 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 AL 44.0 44 F The day after recieving the shot I woke up with chills, Ache , fever. Temp. was 101.0, took tylenol. The next morning I felt a heaviness in my chest. Patient continue to experience aches, chills and fever.

944083 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Chills, nausea, vomiting, headache, neck pain. Improving.

944084 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 DE 36.0 36 F Vaccinated Thursday morning, later in the evening felt achy and had a fever. Headache for 2 days. Sat morning 1/9/21 woke up with left arm weakness and numbness which went up to her face. Had an MRI completed which showed a new small right paritial ischemic stroke.

944085 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MT 27.0 27 F Body Aches, Headaches

944086 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 CA 60.0 60 M On 01/05/21: Numbness, pins and needles, tingling to the right side of body: arm, legs, torso, hands, feet, face, tongue, lips. Arms felt like it was going to explode. If standing on two feet, cannot feel right foot on ground.  On 01/13/21: - Cannot feel texture or sense of touch from elbow to fingers and from knee down to toes.

944089 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 VA 44.0 44 F quarter-sized area of redness, pain, and swelling at the injection site

944092 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 PR 40.0 40 F In the early morning around 3:00 a.m. presented swelling in the eyes, numbness of the tongue, swollen mouth and tingling in the face. where it took a Benadryl at the time.

944094 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 KY 60.0 60 F Systemic: Fainting-Medium; symptoms lasted 0 days

944134 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 HI 56.0 56 F 56 yo female from pharmacy presented to the observation room at ~1116 after receiving COVID vaccine.  She reports feeling weakness and dizziness.  She states she fellt sensation to her neck immediately after she got the vaccine.  Pt appears very anxious.  Provided cold pack behind her neck and vital signs taken 152/90 with HR 98 O2 SAT 98%.  Pt then taken to the gurney to lay down.  Pt continued to feel weak with short of breath, tingling finger tips.  100% NR mask provided, Dr notified and arrived immediately.  vital signs taken every 5-10 min with b/p trending down within 20 minutes.  Pt states felt better around 1150.  Attempted to sit up but states felt weak again. Pt felt anxious and wanted to speak to her husband, Medic, called husband and was able to speak to him. Pt continues to feel weak. Continue to monitor and comfort provided. Discussed with medical team that patient need to be sent to the ER for further observation.  911 called at 1215 and arrived within few minutes, report given to EMS.  Patient transferred to ER at 1230 via gurney. 1117: 152/90,HR 103, O2 sat 98% 1121: 144/72, HR 89, O2 SAT 99%-applied O2 100% non rebreather mask 1126: 153/88, HR 80 1142: 160/92, HR 85, O2 SAT 100% 1147: 147/85, HR 77, O2 SAT 100% 1152: 136/85, HR 70, 02 SAT 100% 1202: 133/81, HR 68, 02 SAT 99%

944163 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 PR 40.0 F uncontrolled chills that lasted for an hour; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 40-year-old non-pregnant female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number E5168/expiration date unknown), dose number 2 intramuscularly on 07Jan2021 10:30 at a single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The vaccine was administered in a Public Health Clinic facility. No other vaccine was received within 4 weeks. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and was not tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. Medical history included diabetic and high blood pressure. Historical vaccine included dose 1 of BNT162B2 (lot number EK5730) on 17Dec2020 for immunisation. Concomitant medications included unspecified routine diabetic care meds. On 08Jan2021 03:50, the patient experienced uncontrolled chills that lasted for an hour. She received 2 Advil liquid gels for the event. The outcome of the event was Recovered/Resolved With Sequel. The event was assessed as non-serious.

944165 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AR 30.0 30 F Temp of 101.5, nauseous, fatigue, body aches, dry heaving

944166 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MI 17.0 17 F Booster Given Too Early

944167 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 LA 45.0 45 F Redness noted to site within 12 hours; over 2 days time developed into cellulitis (diagnosed per ultrasound on 1/13/21). No treatment required at this time, MD office will continue to monitor.

944169 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 DE 59.0 59 M altered mental status, hypoxic, fever 39.3,  agitated Y Y 15

944171 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NY 37.0 37 F 1/11-arm soreness, feeling of warmth in head and neck 1/12 Elevated heart rate, SOB, dizziness, body aches 1/13-elevated heart rate, SOB, dizziness--slightly better than 1/12 1/13-symptoms subsided

944173 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 WI 26.0 26 F PATIENT NOTICED REDNESS AND A LUMP OVER THE INJECTION SITE, EXPERIENCED SOME PAIN IN UPPER ARM THAT IS IMPROVING, MAIN COMPLAINT IS ITCHINESS. USED NSAID, COLD COMPRESS AND BENDADRYL WITH EFFECTIVENESS IN DECREASING SYMTPOMS. REDNESS BORDERS MARKED ON 1/13/2021, TODAY REDNESS IS SIGNIFICANTLY DECREASED AND PT REPORTS A DECREASE IN ITCHING AND PAIN. PATIENT WAS ADVISED TO CALL HER PHYSICIAN FOR ANY FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS TO WHICH SHE DID, AT THIS TIME WILL CONTINUE TO MONITOR AND WILL CALL PHYSICIAN BACK IF SYMPTOMS GET WORSE.

944175 01/14/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

944176 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Fever, chills, headache, malaise. Resolved.

944177 01/14/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

944178 01/14/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

944179 01/14/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

944180 01/14/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

944181 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 37.0 37 F At approximately 1405, nursing reported that the patient stated that she had "confusion/disorientation, headache, difficulty speaking, dizziness, right arm briefly going numb. Soreness at her joint. Vitals: T 99.4 temporal, R 16, P 102, SpO2 99% RA, BP right wrist 184/129 BP left wrist 153/106. Monitored by the facility medical director.  No treatment required.  Symptoms resolved.

944182 01/14/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

944183 01/14/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

944184 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 PA 56.0 56 F 15 min after injection, site became swollen to size of golf ball and hot to touch. Swelling went down over the next hour. Site was painful and arm had limited mobility for two days. Exactly one week post injection, site became itchy swollen and covered in hives.

944185 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 F Staff member presented to Hospital to inform of probable reaction to COVID-19 Vaccine.  Has generalizes red, raised, itchy rash to her body...Employee health nurse observed rash area to exposed skin areas of neck and arms.  Denies any SOB/dyspnea/throat or tongue swelling. States rash has been present for about 5 days. States has history of delayed rash response to various meds and vaccines where she needs to take Benadryl and sometimes steroids. Has been completed CDC daily questionnaire since about day 4 post vaccination.

944186 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 MD 40.0 40 F red, itchy swollen and warm at injection site

944187 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 GA 32.0 F Anxiety.  Observed 30minutes B/P 130/86@ 10:18AM.  No worsening of condition.

944188 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Dizziness and nausea within 2 mins of the vaccine. Dizziness went away after 10 mins but nausea has remained for over 24hours.

944189 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 TN 44.0 44 M I experienced a fast heartbeat at about 10 minutes after the shot. I did a few deep inhale/exhale repetitions to calm it down. I think this lasted less than 1 minute. I did not have other symptoms.

944190 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Chest pain, anxiety and numbness to right hand x 10 minutes

944191 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 OH 15.0 15 F Wrong Dose of Vaccine - Too High; symptoms lasted 0 days

944192 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 63.0 63 F 20 hrs after injection, I started sweating, felt very nauseated, chills and headache. It only lasted 5 minutes

944193 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Shooting chest pains, delirium, dry mouth/throat with mild difficulty swallowing, severe weakness, severe fatigue, sweating.
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944194 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AR 34.0 34 F fever

944196 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Beginning feeling tingle on the tonged, 10-20 sec. Soreness at the inj site. 2hrs later tired.  Little nausea. 1/14/21 bad nausea, cold hot sweats, flu like symptoms. Nasal congestion and fatigue. Symptoms are trickling in not all at once.

944197 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MT 58.0 58 F Body Aches, Headache, Sore Arm, Diarrhea

944198 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NC 32.0 32 F Really  high fever of 103.5 for 2 days, headach, very bad muscle pain, fever chills, and my arm that the shot was in felt a burning sinsation.

944199 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 82.0 82 F Error: Wrong Dose of Vaccine - Too High

944200 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CO 60.0 F flushing/ felt feverish and it was not a rash, she just felt flushed; hot/ felt really hot; soreness in the arm; little headache; experiencing tingling in hands and feet (mostly in feet); experiencing tingling in hands and feet (mostly in feet) and they feel cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 60-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231) via unspecified route on left upper arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization on 05Jan2021, 12:30pm at 60-year-old. Medical history included: ongoing diabetes type 2; ongoing gout; went through menopause 10 years ago (2011). She had pulmonary emboli 3 years ago (2018) and had some scar tissue but not on oxygen though she did get short of breath. No relevant family medical history. The only reactions she has ever had was 15 years ago (2006), she had a CAT scan and experienced hives the next day due to the contrast medium. She thought it had since been changed as she had had it twice since then and was given diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) but experienced nothing again. Concomitant medication included: ongoing dulaglutide (TRULICITY) for diabetes type 2 and ongoing oral medication (unspecified) for gout. No additional vaccines administered on same date of BNT162B2. The patient previously took first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685) single dose for COVID-19 immunization on 19Dec2020 around 12pm and 2 pm. The patient previously got the flu shot (unspecified) every year, 3 years ago (in 2018) she got the shingles vaccine and had also had the pneumonia vaccine (in 2018) but never experienced anything from those products. The patient previously took allopurinol for pulmonary emboli and had had no reoccurrence. She took warfarin for short of breath. The patient had flushing on 05Jan2021, she was hot and turned red like a cherry. She had an episode where she felt really hot like hot flashes or almost like she was flushed. Her face was red as beet and her arm and hands were red, this lasted about an hour and she took ibuprofen (ADVIL) for it. It seemed to be resolved but had come and gone through the night. She was up checking on her puppies so that was how she noticed. She had taken her temperature and it had been 97.6-98.1 which was normal for her, but she was still getting the hot flashes and flushing. She felt feverish and it was not a rash, she just felt flushed. After the vaccine, the patient reported soreness in the arm on 05Jan2021. The patient was experiencing tingling in hands and feet (mostly in feet) on 05Jan2021 and they feel cold. Tingling started about 45 minutes to an hour after the dose. The first time lasted 3-4 hours and then went away. It came back in the middle of the night for a couple hours and then again this morning. This morning it had been going on for 2-3 hours and was still going on right now; it started about 6:30am-7am. They feel cold but her feet were really cold. She had socks and slippers on, but they didn't seem to get warm. She went on to explain that her hands and feet have profusion. During this she had checked her pulse ox (oximetry) related to her cold hands and it had been 92-95% (on unknown date) which was good. She had also checked her pedal pulses even though they were cold, and a little they were a little on white side, they blanch although might be a little slow but nothing alarming. The patient had a little headache on 05Jan2021. Other than that, the patient felt fine. No emergency room or physician office visited. No relevant tests. Action taken for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Outcome of the events flushing, hot/ felt really hot, soreness in the arm, tingling in hands and feet (mostly in feet) and they feel cold was not resolved; outcome of the other events was unknown. Causality assessment between the Pfizer product (BNT162B2) and the events (tingling, flushing, soreness in the arm) per the reporter was reported as related.

944201 01/14/2021 CA U a positive Covid test after receiving their first dose; a positive Covid test after receiving their first dose; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: No adverse effect. Upon receipt of follow-up information on 06Jan2021, this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable other healthcare professional (student pharmacist) and a contactable pharmacist reported that a patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Reporter that works at a hospital pharmacy called about a patient that received their first dosage of COVID-19 vaccine who had a positive COVID test on an unspecified date after receiving their first dose of the vaccine. They wanted to know hoe to proceed and if they needed the second dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

944202 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Vacccinated at 9:30am. On 1/12/2021 7:30am started with flush face, nausea, dizzy, fever, headache and chills

944203 12/01/2020 01/14/2021 NY 31.0 F covid a week after the1st dose of the vaccine. When to get the 2nd dose?/tested positive for COVID; covid a week after the1st dose of the vaccine. When to get the 2nd dose?/tested positive for COVID; body aches; fever; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A 31-year-old female patient (healthcare worker) received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose in Dec2020 (9 days before 07Jan2021) for Covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received the 1st dose of the COVID vaccine 9 days before 07Jan2021 and got a headache afterward in Dec2020. After 6 days, in Jan2021 the patient had a worse headache, body aches, and fever. She was swabbed for COVID on 06Jan2021 and tested positive. The reporter wanted to know what to do about the 2nd dose. The outcome of events was unknown. A product complaint was filed.  information about lot and batch number was requested.

944204 12/19/2020 01/14/2021 CA 47.0 F tested positive for covid/headache, ever, cough, diarrhea; tested positive for covid/headache, ever, cough, diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer Sponsored Program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A 47-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730, expiration date: 20Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 16:15 at left arm, at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included hysterectomy in 2010, pulmonary Embolism in 2010, gallbladder removed on an unknown date. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received 1st dose 19Dec2020, she was supposed to get her second dose, but tested positive for covid. She thought she had side effects after vaccine, she began with a headache, fever a week later and thought they were from the vaccine, but then her sister-in-law was positive for COVID, her sister-in-law passed away from covid virus. Then the patient, her mom, and husband tested positive for COVID. She tested positive for COVID on 27Dec2020. She developed symptoms of COVID on 27Dec2020. It was exactly one week after receiving the first dose. It was also reported that she got tested on the 30th (as reported) and received results on 31Dec2020 that she was positive. After she got sick she has taken Mucinex. Day eleven, she is doing ok, but has a little cough. No more fever. Sometimes she has diarrhea but today no diarrhea. The patient asked if she can get her second dose of the covid vaccine on day 24. The outcome of the events was recovering.

944205 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 IN 49.0 49 M Swollen left arm pit, achy feeling and headache

944206 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 CA 54.0 54 M 1. Within 24 hrs post vaccination 1/5/2021 severe headache, malaise symptoms.   2. 1/8/2021 onset of  severe back pain. 3. 1/13/2021 severe back pain continued, unrelieved by NSAIDS and Acetaminophen. 4. 1/14/2021  non-traumatic rhabdomyolysis possibly due to COVID-19 vaccine diagnosis. Diagnosis was made in hospital Emergency Department.

944207 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MI 61.0 F chills; body aches; cold; fever; pain at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored Program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable consumer (patient herself) reported that a 61-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Patient had a history of COVID in Nov2020. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) (for twenty some years), bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN) (for about a year), naltrexone (for about a year), all from an unspecified date and ongoing.  The patient got the vaccine yesterday (06Jan2021). Patient experienced chills, body aches, cold, fever, and pain at the injection site started at 10 am on 07Jan2021. The fever has went up a little since this morning, but everything else has stayed the same. Her fever was 100.6 degrees Fahrenheit now. Earlier this morning it was 99.3 degrees Fahrenheit. Outcome of events were not recovered.

944208 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 FL 43.0 F arm is red, warm, and itchy; arm is red, warm, and itchy; arm is red, warm, and itchy; Chest tightness; bitter taste in her mouth; funny feeling; arm was hurting; swelling; patient thinks the vaccine was given to her subcutaneously instead of intramuscularly; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (reporting for herself).  A 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EK9231), subcutaneously in the left arm on 05Jan2021 15:00 at 0.3 mL, single for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history was not reported.  Concomitant medication included an unspecified multivitamin, taken at one tablet daily by mouth for supplementation therapy.  The patient previously took the flu vaccine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) in 2016 for immunization and experienced chest tightness, which she took diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL).  The patient experienced arm is red, warm, and itchy on 05Jan2021, which was reported as being medically significant.   On 05Jan2021, the patient experienced chest tightness, bitter taste in her mouth, funny feeling, arm was hurting, swelling and patient thinks the vaccine was given to her subcutaneously instead of intramuscularly.  On 06Jan2021, the patient experienced arm is red, warm, and itchy was reported as worsened.  The outcome of arm is red, warm, and itchy, chest tightness and arm is red, warm, and itchy was reported as worsened was not recovered and of bitter taste in her mouth, funny feeling, arm was hurting, swelling and patient thinks the vaccine was given to her subcutaneously instead of intramuscularly was unknown.  The reporter assessed the relatedness to the event, arm is red, warm, and itchy to the Covid-19 Vaccine as related; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the possible contribution of suspect BNT162B2 to the events pruritus, erythema and feeling hot cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

944209 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MD 48.0 48 F After she left the vaccine site she began feeling lightheaded. She was wheeled back to the clinic, given a dose of epi, and IV fluids. Her BP was elevated. EMS was called and she was transported to the ED, released several hours later.

944210 01/03/2021 01/14/2021 MA 34.0 F The patient had an ongoing medical history of Crohn's disease/Concomitant medication included vedolizumab (ENTYVIO) for Crohn's disease; shortness of breath; difficulty swallowing; fever; headache; nausea; she was feeling as if her throat was closing; Chest tightness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for a patient.  A 34-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (COIVD-19 Vaccine) , via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included Crohn's disease from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, COVID-19 in 2020 to an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  Concomitant medication included vedolizumab (ENTYVIO) for Crohn's disease.  The reporter is a physician who is reporting and AE for a patient who received the vaccine and subsequently developed symptoms including short of breath, fever, headache, nausea, difficulty swallowing with seriousness criteria of Medically significant on 03Jan2021. The patient self-medicated with benadryl and symptoms resolved briefly but then went to urgent care with re-occurring symptoms and was prescribed prednisone. Caller states the patient's symptoms have resolved. She is calling to get more information to determine if the patient should receive the second dose. The reporter further stated that she has a patient who received her first shot, clarified as the COVID-19 Vaccine. About an hour and 45 minutes later, the patient had shortness of breath and then later had a fever, headache and nausea. It was later that night when the patient had a fever. The patient had difficulty swallowing which worsen; she was feeling as if her throat was closing. The patient is a nurse, so she self medicated with Benadryl. After taking the Benadryl, the patient was better in the early morning. When the doctor's office opened, the patient called and was having similar symptoms, clarified as all the symptoms mentioned above. The patient went to the urgent care where she received more Benadryl and was started on prednisone. Caller did not know the dose of prednisone the patient had received. After that, the patient started feeling better. The patient's second dose of the COVID19 Vaccine is due around 24 to 26Jan2021. The patient has not called the doctor/caller back. The caller assumes that the patient has recovered but could not be certain. Caller added that the patient also experienced chest tightness when she was having shortness of breath. The patient's fever was 101 on 03Jan2021. The patient was not drooling with her difficulty swallowing. Caller stated that the patient had a positive COVID test earlier, she thinks it was maybe 3 to 4 months ago (in 2020). The patient has not received another COVID test since she received the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine to the caller's knowledge. Reporting physician is an internal medicine physician. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported short of breath, fever, headache, nausea, difficulty swallowing, throat closing, chest tightness, and the administration of COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, based on the plausible temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

944211 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NY 42.0 F reported hoarseness in the voice; itching and burning sensation around the throat; shortness of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This 42-year-old female nurse (patient) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 17:00 at single dose in the right arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient had anaplasias to penicillin and COVID. The concomitant medications was none. The patient experienced hoarseness in the voice on 07Jan2021, itching and burning sensation around the throat in Jan2021. She had shortness of breath in Jan2021 related to COVID-19 infection. She has  had COVID already so she isn't worried about that but wants to know if it is related to the vaccine or not, if this is something she needs to be aware of. The event started and gradually was getting worse. She had her inhaler from when she had COVID. The patient clarified she has also had some shortness of breath but this has been going on since having COVID. She did try the inhaler for the hoarseness and shortness of breath she had. She has been interment shortness of breath since having COVID and she is being tested for lung damage. The inhaler didn't change the hoarseness or shortness of breath. The product used was salbutamol (ALBUTEROL), Lot: PK0358, Expiry: Jun2022, NDC: 0093317431. She has had no reactions to vaccines previously, she had no vaccines on the day of or in the previous 4 weeks. She has not been to the doctor or ER related to the event. The outcome of the event hoarseness in the voice was not recovered. The outcome of other events was unknown.

944212 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 76.0 76 M Two seizures of Left arm shaking and non-responsiveness with urinary voiding and post-ictal state the day after vaccination

944213 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 F She had only planned on her arm being sore; head cold/she has a really bad headcold; swollen eye; runny eye; sneezing; runny nose; ear infection; low grade fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported for self that the female patient of unknown age received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via unknown route of administration on 05Jan2021 around 09:00 am at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient would like to know what the duration of reported side effects she's experiencing since getting vaccine will be. Symptoms experiencing are : head cold, swollen eye, runny eye, sneezing, runny nose, feels like she has ear infection, low grade fever. Symptoms have been going on for 3 days. This X-ray Technician is the patient. She reported starting afternoon of 05Jan2021 she had onset of: feels like she has a really bad head cold; swollen eye; runny eye; runny nose; sneezing; feels like she has an ear infection; low grade fever. She asked what the expected duration of these side effects is, how long she is going to be sick with these. She had only planned on her arm being sore. This has not been just a little, these events have been really bad. Further described Low grade fever as just like 99.6. She has been doing Tylenol and Bayer Aspirin. When she had the Flu vaccine she felt kind of tired for a day; like a little cold; sneezing for a day. The outcome of the event She had only planned on her arm being sore was unknown. The outcome of the other events was not recovered.   Information on the LOT/Batch number has been requested.

944214 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 IL 53.0 F Hypereosinophilia (31%) asymptomatic; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient herself). A 53-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 17Dec2020 16:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included type 2 diabetes mellitus and penicillin allergies. The patient was not pregnant. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced hypereosinophilia (31%) asymptomatic on an unspecified date. It was unknown if treatment was given as a result of the event. Clinical outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

944215 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 MD 37.0 37 F swollen, red warm at injection site

944216 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 CA 42.0 F headache; injection site is itchy and swelled up; injection site is itchy and swelled up; But this one turned red; can't lift her arm it's heavy and painful; can't lift her arm it's heavy and painful; shortness of breath; palpitation; Dizziness, lightheaded/ feeling dizzy; Uneasiness; hands are so cold; nauseous; This is spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. This 42-year-old female patient (No pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via Intramuscular on Left arm on 29Dec2020 17:00 PM on left arm at single dose (Lot # EL1284) for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included None. No Allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications included ascorbic acid, bioflavonoids nos, hesperidin, malpighia glabra, rosa canina, rutoside (VITAMIN C), collagen, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), cynara cardunculus, malus spp. vinegar extract, taraxacum officinale (APPLE CIDER). No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient experienced Dizziness, lightheaded, palpitation, uneasyness, shortness of breath on 29Dec2020 17:15 pm. Then when the patient drove home, she felt so uneasy and hands are so cold, nauseous and feeling dizzy on 29Dec2020 17:15 pm. Felt the same way in the house for a good 2 hours after the vaccination. Drank water and didn't sleep right away. Tried to monitor herself. After that day the patient felt better but with bouts of headache and dizziness every now and then. The injection site was itchy and swelled up. But it went down if didn't scratch it. The patient didn't have allergies to any medications. But this one turned red. And the next day after the vaccination (30Dec2020) the patient can't lift her arm it's heavy and painful. Then pain went away. But now it was the itchiness in the site that bothered her. But the patient didn't scratch it. So it didn't swell up as much. Prior to vaccination, was the patient did not diagnose with COVID-19. Lab data on 07Jan2021 Nasal Swab post vaccination for Covid 19: result was pending. No treatments received for the events. Outcome of the events Dizziness, lightheaded/ feeling dizzy, palpitation, Uneasiness, shortness of breath, hands are so cold, nauseous was recovering. Outcome of the event pain in arm was recovered. Outcome of other events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the dizziness, lightheaded, palpitation, shortness of breath and other reported events due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including chest x-ray, EKG and chemistry panel, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

944217 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Chills, headache, diarrhea, nausea

944218 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 F trouble breathing; She had bad pain in her chest; Her oxygen saturation dropped to 92 and it is usually 98 or 100; not been feeling well; A fast heartbeat 5-10 minutes after initial dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (dental assistant) reporting for self. This female patient with unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously had reactions with the flu shot in the past for immunisation and she only was able to take the vegan version of the flu shot due to the egg content in the regular version of the flu shot. She also stated not being able to take the flu shot in the arm, leg, hip etc. Patient stated she was scheduled to take her second dose of vaccine tomorrow. She received the first dose on 22Dec2020. She stated she was in the ER on Monday for 5 hours because she was unable to see her primary care physician because his office was filled with patients with Covid and they could not provide her with guidance. She stated after receiving the first dose of vaccine she had not been feeling well ever since. Stated she had had trouble breathing and this took her by surprise. She had bad pain in her chest and a fast heartbeat 5-10 minutes after initial dose (on 22Dec2020). Her oxygen saturation dropped to 92 and it was usually 98 or 100. She stated something inhibited her ability to breathe and this scared her because she was healthy prior to the vaccine and never been in hospital and wasn't born in the hospital. She stated the condition she was diagnosed with will take 6-12 months for her to recover from and go back to normal. She stated during her ER room visit there were a lot of tests done. She would like to know if she should receive the second dose of the vaccine. The outcome of events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the dyspnea, chest pain, oxygen saturation decreased and other reported events  due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including chest x-ray, arterial blood gas and pulmonary function tests, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications. This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

944219 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MN 90.0 90 M On 1/12/20 resident woke up and was not able to stand in the E-Z stand. E-Z lift was needed. In addition he needed assistance with eating. At that time VS were stable, equal hand grasp noted, and no further concerns. Around 3pm resident became flaccid on the left side of his face and speech became mumbled. Hand grasp was equal at that time and VS were stable, but B/P was elevated compared to previous recordings earlier in the day. Family did not want him sent to the hospital and asked for comfort cares. Hospice referral obtained and he will be admitted to hospice in the near future. Resident's left side of face has improved within the last 48 hours. He remains total assist with all cares.Y

944220 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 50.0 F having gas/bloating since receiving the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient).  A 50-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at 10:30 AM at a single dose on the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was vaccinated in the nursing home/senior living facility. The patient was not administered any other vaccine in four weeks. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine (manufacturer unknown), vitamin d (manufacturer unknown), zinc (manufacturer unknown), Claritin (unspecified generic name) and unspecified vitamins. The patient previously took amoxicillin and experienced allergies. It was reported that the patient has been having gas/bloating since receiving the vaccine on 07Jan2021 at 16:00 (reported as 4:00 PM). The patient received over the counter gas medicine as treatment for the adverse event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event was not recovered.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

944221 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 CT 27.0 27 F 7 days after initial IM injection--pain, pruritus, redness and warmth of left deltoid. Area felt indurated on palpation. Resolved after 2 days. Highly localized to injection site.

944222 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 MS 42.0 F Felt like a sticky film was in my throat and I could not swallow nor get any air in.; Felt like a sticky film was in my throat and I could not swallow nor get any air in.; Woke up from a deep sleep diaphoretic and unable to breathe; I felt weak and had tightness in my chest; I felt weak and had tightness in my chest; diaphoretic; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 42-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number=Ek5730 and expiry date unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 30Dec2020 14:30 at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included herpes zoster from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, drug hypersensitivity from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included hctz (HCTZ) and valaciclovir hydrochloride (VALTREX). The patient previously took levaquin and experienced drug hypersensitivity, percocet [oxycodone hydrochloride;paracetamol] and experienced drug hypersensitivity and influenza vaccine. On 02Jan2021, the patient woke up from a deep sleep diaphoretic and unable to breathe. She felt like a sticky film was in my throat and I could not swallow nor get any air in. It took over an hour to clear my airway enough to feel like I was getting a good breath and I felt weak and had tightness in my chest for 2 days after also. The outcome of the events felt like a sticky film was in my throat, could not swallow and unable to breathe were recovering while other events were unknown.

944223 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 PA 53.0 53 F the reaction began about 45 minutes after Moderna vaccine. I began to notice tingling in my hands and feet first. My right foot felt a little stiff when picking it up from the gas to the break while driving home. I noticed shortly after I arrived home itching and tingling all over and more pronounced picking, burning, numbness in my mouth(tongue and chin), hands and feet,  No rash, no shortness of breath. I took a Benadryl hoping just a mild reaction that would clear up. Next morning my feet and hands woke me up from the tingling and cramping. Other symptoms off and on were spasms in my feet and pain in index and middle fingers when touching cold. I called my doctor on Monday morning to get in for an appointment after I was awakened with some cramping in my calves and was more concerned. Was told if it worsened or I had any SOB or weakness in extremities to go to the ER. My reflexes were checked and normal and no weakness in my muscles. No other tests done at that time. The symptoms persist with buzzing feeling in them off and on, feeling of stiffness and stabbing feeling on occasion, no more cramps in calves. It remains mostly ankles to feet but some numbness to below knees. Hands, no further than wrist, along with chin and tongue remain numb and tingling at times.

944224 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 UT 32.0 F Soreness at injection site; Soreness radiated down to elbow and thumb/Joint pain; Soreness radiated down to elbow and thumb; Intense body aches; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other nurse (patient). A 32-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162b2 (Lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration at right arm on 04Jan2021 13:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included birth control. Concomitant medication included probiotics, ethinylestradiol, norethisterone acetate (JUNEL) for birth control. The patient experienced soreness at injection site on 04Jan2021 18:00; soreness radiated down to elbow and thumb, Intense body aches, joint pain, chills on 04Jan2021. The patient received the treatment Acetaminophen 1000mg every 6 hours and Ibuprofen 400mg for events. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering.

944225 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 21.0 21 F Had previous non- anaphylactic reaction with 1st dose of Pfizer vaccine.  Consulted her physician and was encouraged to get the 2nd dose.  Within 5 minutes of 2nd dose vaccination, patient experienced numbness and tingling in the face.  Vital signs within normal linits, but worsening paresthesias.  Sent to ED.  O2 sat in ED 99%.  No shortness of breath.  Noted with scattered hives to torso.  Given Benadryl and famotidine and improved.

944226 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 PA F Headache, T-max 102 F, fever lasted 48 hours, did not go below 100 despite antipyretics. Body aches/rigors, loss of appetite.; Headache, T-max 102 F, fever lasted 48 hours, did not go below 100 despite antipyretics. Body aches/rigors, loss of appetite.; Headache, T-max 102 F, fever lasted 48 hours, did not go below 100 despite antipyretics. Body aches/rigors, loss of appetite.; Headache, T-max 102 F, fever lasted 48 hours, did not go below 100 despite antipyretics. Body aches/rigors, loss of appetite.; Headache, T-max 102 F, fever lasted 48 hours, did not go below 100 despite antipyretics. Body aches/rigors, loss of appetite.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 36-year-old non-pregnant female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration (anatomical location: left arm) on 29Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies to sulfa. Concomitant medication included diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). The patient previously took levofloxacin (LEVOQUIN) and minocycline and experienced allergies. The patient experienced headache, body aches/rigors, loss of appetite and T-max 102 F (fever lasted 48 hours, did not go below 100 despite antipyretics) on 30Dec2020. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 102 fahrenheit then 100 fahrenheit on unspecified dates. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of fever. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.

944227 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Itchy,swollen, hot to touch injection site

944228 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 VA 35.0 F headaches for rest of day; severe dizziness; chest palpitations; extreme muscle weakness; projectile vomiting- all x15 minutes; fever of 101.1; general fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 35-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK4176), intramuscular on 06Jan2021 14:30 at single dose at left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included anxiety, osteoarthritis from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. No known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications in two weeks included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), paracetamol (TYLENOL), ibuprofen. Patient previously received first dose of bnt162b2 (Batch/lot number: EH9899) intramuscular on 16Dec2020 14:45 at single dose at right arm for covid-19 immunization. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced severe dizziness, chest palpitations, extreme muscle weakness, projectile vomiting- all x15 minutes, followed by fever of 101.1 after paracetamol, general fatigue, headaches for rest of day from 07Jan2021 08:30 am with outcome of recovering. Patient didn't receive treatment for events. The adverse events resulted in neither doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, nor emergency room/department or urgent care. The report is considered as non-serious.

944229 01/14/2021 U develops symptomatic covid; develops symptomatic covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician received via a Pfizer sales representative. This physician reported similar events for two patients. This is the first of two reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not provided) solution for injection, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient developed symptomatic Covid on an unspecified date. The patient received dose #1 of a Covid-19 vaccine and contracted Covid-19 prior to dose #2. The patient underwent lab test which included Covid-19 test in which he/she developed a symptomatic Covid-19 on an unknown date. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate. ,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021014755 Same reporter/drug/event, different patient

944230 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Slight dizziness 20-25 mins after, achy arm (about 1 and 1/2 days)  and minor headaches for about half day

944231 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 GA 23.0 F flushed; hives; tongue felt "thick"; the lump in my throat feels bigger; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable pharmacist. A 23-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 22Dec2020 (at the age of 23-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included: allergies to medications, food, or other products (unspecified). It was unknown if the patient was pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. It was unknown if the patient received any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 22Dec2020, approximately 8 minutes after vaccine administration, the patient began feeling flushed. She reported to the observation area, and the registered nurse noted hives on her left neck (22Dec2020). The patient was brought back for closer monitoring. The doctor evaluated the patient. Vital signs were monitored every 5 minutes (22Dec2020). The patient was given 50 mg diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) orally. Some improvement was noted in hives; however, the patient began to state her tongue felt "thick" and "the lump in my throat feels bigger" (both on 22Dec2020). Per doctor, 0.3 mg epinephrine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) given intramuscularly with rapid improvement in hives. The patient reported feeling some improvement as well. The patient was taken to the emergency department for ongoing observation. The patient was released from emergency department after observation. The clinical outcome of flushed, hives, tongue felt "thick", and "the lump in my throat feels bigger" was recovered on an unspecified date.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the events flushing, urticaria, tong disorder, sensation of foreign body are possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

944232 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 TN 44.0 44 F Later that evening on the 23rd I began having chills which lasted for about an hour. The next day I lost my sense of smell which lasted about 1.5 week and my arm was sore, heavy and red at the injection site.  The soreness and the feeling of heaviness ended the next day but the redness stayed for about 5 days and changed to a bruise which then stayed for about 1 another week.  On the 29th I was given a COVID-19 test which came back positive. I noticed when I lay flat I cough alot but when I prop myself up I dont.

944233 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 36.0 F Itchy on her right arm and upper right torso area; Dizzy and lightheaded; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 36-year-old-female patient (non-pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: ELO140), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm, on 06Jan2021 at 08:30, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included allergies to gluten and penicillin (PCN). There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took cefaclor (CECLOR) and experienced allergies. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the patient's workplace clinic. The first dose was given at 08:30 on 06Jan2021. A few minutes after, the patient became dizzy and lightheaded for what seemed like a minute or two and then she was fine for the remainder of her 15-minute observation. Around 17:00 that day, the patient became itchy on her right arm and upper right torso area, no rash or swelling was noted. Itching subsided around 20:00 - almost 12 hours post-vaccine. The events were considered non-serious. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient recovered from the events on 06Jan2021 ("Itchy on her right arm and upper right torso area" at 20:00).

944234 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MN 56.0 F soreness at injection site by the end of day; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other HCP (patient).  This 56 year-old female reported for herself and received dose one of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EK9231 and Expiration date were not reported) on 05Jan2021 15:00 (at the age of 56-years) as single dose, unspecified route,  left arm  for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included known allergy to latex, wheat intolerance, and seasonal allergies, and hypothyroidism. The patient was not pregnant at the time of the vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications include levothyroxine (LEVOTHYROXINE), colecalciferol (VIT D3), ascorbic acid, copper, tocopheryl acetate, xantofyl, zinc (OCUVIT) and zinc (ZINC). Since the vaccination, the patient has not tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2. On 05Jan2021 at 21:00 AM the patient experienced soreness at injection site by the end of day.  The patient did not received treatment as a result of the event.  The outcome of soreness at injection site by the end of day was recovered with sequele.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

944235 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 GA M fevers; night sweats; aphthous ulcers in his mouth; difficulty eating; difficulty eating and talking; This is a spontaneous report from a pharmacist.  This adult male patient of unspecified age (18-64 Years) received dose one of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EL0142 and Expiration date was not reported) on 22Dec2020 15:15 (at unspecified age) as single dose, unspecified route for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was not reported. Prior to vaccination, it was unknown if the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medications were not reported.  Since the vaccination, it was unknown if the patient has tested for COVID-19. It was unknown if the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2. On 25Dec2020 began having fevers, night sweats, and aphthous ulcers in his mouth so severe that he has difficulty eating and talking. It was unknown if the patient received treatment as a result of the events.  Lab data included Covid swab on 28Dec2020 which was negative. The outcome of event fevers was unknown, night sweats was unknown, and aphthous ulcers in his mouth so severe was unknown, he has difficulty eating was unknown and difficulty talking was unknown.

944236 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 MI 43.0 43 M New onset seizure approximately 20 hours post vaccination

944237 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 NC U very mild tightening of my throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on 17Dec2020.  Two and a half (2 1/2) hours post inoculation in Dec2020, patient experienced very mild tightening of throat that was resolved with Children's liquid Benadryl. Due to the contraindications/precautions from the agency, patient's agency refused to give patient the 2nd vaccine. Patient's reaction was extremely mild. Patient stated "I'm looking for a clinical trial that would like to investigate ways to minimize adverse reactions upon receiving the 2nd dose of this vaccine (i.e. pre-medicate with Benadryl a certain amount of time prior to the vaccine or etc)". Outcome of the event was resolved on an unspecified date.  Information on the LOT/Batch number has been requested.

944238 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 46.0 46 M Error: Wrong Patient (documentation in EMR); symptoms lasted 0 days

944239 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MO 55.0 F Egg sized lymphadenopathy under right arm 36 hours after 2D injection; flu symptoms; joint aches; muscle and joint aches; arm pain; arm pain and swelling; 1st dose of BNT162B2 on 17Dec2020 15:45/ 2nd dose on 06Jan2021 14:30; 1st dose of BNT162B2 on 17Dec2020 15:45/ 2nd dose on 06Jan2021 14:30; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received 2nd dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 06Jan2021 14:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included mild hypertension and arthritis. The patient was not pregnant. No Covid prior vaccination, no Covid tested post vaccination. No known allergies. Concomitant medication included estradiol, norethisterone acetate (COMBIPATCH), meloxicam, propanol. The patient previously received 1st dose of BNT162B2 in left arm on 17Dec2020 15:45 for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced egg sized lymphadenopathy under right arm 36 hours after 2D injection (08Jan2021 03:00), after flu symptoms of muscle and joint aches, arm pain and swelling at 20 hours (07Jan2021 12:00). No treatment received for the events. The outcome of events was not recovered. This case was reported as non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association and the drug's known safety profile, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of lymphadenopathy. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

944240 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MA 58.0 58 M Tingling sensation, flu like symptoms, chest pain, sore throat, tiredness.  ER visit for chest pains, labs and testing done, heart attack ruled out.  Patient reported that symptoms were result of Covid Vaccine side effects. Onset of symptoms began on 1/11/21, ER visit on 1/13/21 for chest pains, returned home on 1/13/21 after tests were completed.  Patient reports feeling better.

944241 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 SC 87.0 87 M Systemic: Nausea, Systemic: Vomiting, Systemic: shortness of breath, increased Heartrate, pulse ox fell to 88-93-Normal 95%, orthostatic hypotension

944242 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 TN 33.0 F mild right sided tear through swelling where dermal filler has been used; mild right sided tear through swelling where dermal filler has been used; received BNT162B2; first dose on 18Dec2020 15:00 and second dose on 06Jan2021 20:45; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 33-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EH9899 and expiry date unknown) via unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 20:45 at left arm for Covid-19 immunization in a workplace clinic. Medical history included covid prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications was none. Historical vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number EJ1685) on 18Dec2020 15:00 at right arm for Covid-19 immunization. On 08Jan2021 18:30, the patient experienced mild right sided tear through swelling where dermal filler has been used. The patient was not covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events mild right sided tear through swelling where dermal filler has been used was recovering. The reporter considered the event non-serious; which did not result in death, not life threatening, did not cause/prolong hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating and no congenital anomaly/birth defect.

944243 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 48.0 48 F Facial Flushing, face tingling, tongue swelling, appx 5' after injection.  transferred to ED & tx with  Benadryl, Pepcid. solumedrol IV. : with sx resolution  - observed for 4 hrs in ED & d/cd

944244 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 OH 54.0 F She was wiped out the next day with aches and pains still.; tired; brain fog; started to get cold; shake/her hands were shaking so hard; they took her temperature and it was 100/her fever went to 101/temperature had gone to 102.6; heart rate was elevated at 100/heart rate was 110/heart rate went to the high 120s; headache; backache; nauseated; chest was hurting; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: Invalid for unspecified adverse event. Upon receipt of follow-up information on 08Jan2021, this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 54-year-old female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in deltoid left on 29Dec2020 07:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing sleep apnoea (diagnosed about 3-4 years ago, wear her CPAP religiously), Hashimoto's hypothyroid, and chronic low vitamin d (lack of sunlight). Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) from 2016 and ongoing for Hashimoto's hypothyroid, ergocalciferol (VIT D) from 2018 for chronic low vitamin d; lack of sunlight (She did not take it religiously, but was supposed to take it everyday). At 10:30 AM (29Dec2020), she started to get cold and shake. She thought that this was insane and it was in her head. It became so severe she could not use her computer her hands were shaking so hard. She went back up to where they were giving vaccines, they took her temperature and it was 100. It had been normal the morning before she got the vaccine. Her heart rate was elevated at 100. They put a blanket on her and said they wanted to watch her for 15 minutes. In that time her fever went to 101 and her heart rate was 110. They took her to the ER. She was there for 5 hours. Her heart rate went to the high 120s. They did a 12 lead EKG. Her temperature had gone to 102.6, which was the highest. They gave her a liter of Normal Saline. She also had a headache, backache, and felt nauseated. The liter of fluid helped, no doubt. She was not admitted. She was wiped out the next day (30Dec2020) with aches and pains still. Their concern was they said they did not give her epinephrine because her heart was too high. She had no breathing issues. Just extreme cold. At one point she had woke up in the ER (29 or 30Dec2020) and her chest was hurting, she knows from her heart rate being too fast. She was so cold. She had on 6 blankets. The next day (30Dec2020) she still had the aches and pains, she was tired, and had brain fog. It all went away on 30Dec2020. She had nothing after that. What scared her was the heart rhythm. The ER doctor says its not great, but felt that getting the second dose was better than her having COVID. The Electrophysiologist she saw, said she was unsure if she should get the second dose. The hospital said that for this next dose, they would give her the injection, wait 15 minutes, then send her home, expecting that she would have the same thing happen. When after the first dose, she was in the ER on a 12 lead EKG with an intravenous (IV). She had no arm pain the whole time. The reporter assessed all events related. She felt fine prior, walking in to get the vaccine. But she was much better the next day and recovered completely. She was just worried about the second dose. The outcome of events was recovered on 30Dec2020.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association and the drug's known safety profile, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of the reported events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

944245 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 AL 41.0 F I had a swollen lymph node approximately the size of a baseball that developed under my left armpit; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 41-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose on BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number EJ1685), intramuscular in the left arm on 18Dec2020 10:00 AM (at the age of 41-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included that the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to the vaccination. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient did not receive other medication in the two weeks prior to the vaccination. On 19Dec2020 14:00 PM, the patient experienced a swollen lymph node approximately the size of a baseball that developed under her left armpit. It took about 5 days to completely resolve. The patient did not receive any treatment for the event. The patient had not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The outcome of the event, swollen lymph node, was recovered, in Dec2020.

944246 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 57.0 M Moderate pain in left arm around injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician, the patient. A 57-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 07Jan2021 17:00 (at the age of 57-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension and allergy to penicillin. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included lisinopril. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. On 07Jan2021 23:00, the patient experienced moderate pain in left arm around injection site. The patient did not receive any treatment for the event. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event, moderate pain in left arm around injection site, was recovering.

944247 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 MD 53.0 53 F swollen, warm itchy knot at injection site lasting 3 days

944248 01/14/2021 CT M cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for himself. A male patient of an unspecified age (reported as "aged 64") received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: not provided),  via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension and borderline diabetes. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient called on 08Jan2021 after receiving second dose on 07Jan2021. He is concerned he has not had a single side effect from the second vaccine. Patient reported that a doctor said "if you get side effects its good because you're body is building antibodies". Patient's toddler daughter had a cold that he caught between the two immunizations. Patient stated that he felt well yesterday during immunization and could honestly answer the questionnaire that he was not ill. Patient asked if he should have antibody testing done two weeks after his second dose to check his immunity. Outcome of the event was recovered on an unspecified date.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

944249 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 24.0 F Sore arm; a low grade fever of 100; Body aches; chills; runny nose; sneezing; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A 24-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) solution for injection in the left arm on 06Jan2021 at 12:00 (at the age of 24-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Medical history included prior to vaccination the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 on an unknown date. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 on an unknown date. On 07Jan2021, the patient experienced sore arm, had a low grade fever of 100, body aches, chills, runny nose, and sneezing. The outcome of the events sore arm, had a low grade fever of 100, body aches, chills, runny nose, and sneezing was unknown. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

944250 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 35.0 35 F Dizziness, headache

944251 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 TX 34.0 F swollen lymph nodes to left arm pit; headache; fatigue; severe neck pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health care professional (nurse), the patient.   A 34-years-old non-pregnant female patient (nurse) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: eha899), in the left arm on 06-JAN-2021 12:00 as a single dose, for COVID-19 vaccination.  The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was a Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. Medical history included covid-19 (prior to vaccination) from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient had no known allergies. Concomitant medication included duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA), omeprazole (PROTONIX [OMEPRAZOLE]). On 07-JAN-2021 05:00, The patient experienced swollen lymph nodes to left arm pit, headache, fatigue, severe neck pain..  No treatment was  given for the event. . No other vaccines were given within 4 weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of swollen lymph nodes to left arm pit,  headache, fatigue and severe neck pain.was not recovered.

944252 12/16/2020 01/14/2021 FL 64.0 M Myocardial Infarction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other healthcare professional (patient). A 64-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Batch/lot number: 20201216-1), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 08:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization, vaccine location provided as Left arm.  Medical history included arthritis and sulfa allergy. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced myocardial infarction on 19Dec2020 23:00. The patient was hospitalized for myocardial infarction for 3 days. The patient underwent lab test which included Covid test via Nasal Swab post vaccination on 20Dec2020 with test result Negative. Therapeutic measure Cardiac cath procedure was taken as a result of myocardial infarction. The outcome of the event was recovering. This case was reported as Serious with seriousness criteria hospitalization.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported myocardial infarction and the administration of COVID-19 vaccine, BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association.  However, more information is required, such as the complete medical history, clinical course, for the Company to make a more meaningful causality assessment.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.Y 3

944253 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 TX 72.0 72 F About 4inches down from the injection site. There was bruising all the way down to my elbow. Very sore to the touch Purplish Red. I spoke to my MD CNA and she stated that it should be OK by the time I get my next shot. Eveyday The bruise is getting better but it is not 100% gone

944254 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 AL 50.0 F Fever of 102; Body aches; Chills; Confusion; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). A 50-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number: EKS730 and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 05Jan2021 09:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient has no medical history. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and did not take any other medication within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 06Jan2021 02:00, the patient experienced fever of 102, body aches, chills, confusion, and headache. Treatment was not provided in response to the events. The outcome of the events was recovering. The patient assessed the events as non-serious. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

944255 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 UT 25.0 F Rash over all over body, started at neck.; itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. A 25-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL3246, expiry date: unknown), intramuscular on 06Jan2021 15:15 at single dose (Left arm) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Facility type vaccine was Clinic/Facility. The patient experienced rash over all over body, started at neck and also complained of itching on 06Jan2021 15:30. Patient denied breathing difficulties. EMTs arrived and gave client oxygen and Benadryl. AE resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care. It was unknown if patient had COVID prior vaccination. The patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of rash over all over body, started at neck and itching. The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on the close temporal association, the Company considers the events rash and pruritus are possibly related to vaccination with BNT162B2. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

944256 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Upon arising at 7AM I had tunnel vision. Just a little headache that morning. By 1:30pm I was chilling and could not get warm. Fever reached 101 degrees.  I took 2 Tylenol every 4 hours.  While I had a fever, I could not seem to drink enough water. I consumed about 90 ounces of water from 2pm til 9pm. The fever and chills became less prevalent by 9pm. Continued the Tylenol through 7AM the morning of 1/12/21. My chills were gone and I had no fever by then.

944257 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 CA 41.0 F took a rapid test and it came up positive; took a rapid test and it came up positive; fever 100.8; coughing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself). A 41-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, reported as Pfizer covid19 el1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 14:30 in left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included asthma and arthritis. Concomitant medication included ibuprofen and paracetamol (TYLENOL). The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in public health clinic/ veterans administration facility. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19. Patient got the vaccine on Wednesday 30Dec2020, and by Saturday (02Jan2021 22:30) she started with a little coughing that increase on Monday (04Jan2021), Monday afternoon she had fever 100.8. She thought she was experiencing side effects and reported to her supervisor and didn't work the 2 next days. She when back to work on Thursday (07Jan2021), she was sent to a covid clinic and took a rapid test and it came up positive.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal swab (rapid antigen testing - SARS-CoV-2): positive on 07Jan2021. The events were reported as non-serious. No treatment was received for the events. Outcome of events were recovering.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

944258 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 WA 28.0 28 F Fever, chills, tiredness, headache, face feels swollen/punched in face

944259 01/14/2021 AZ 53.0 F diebities; overweight; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 53-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date t a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included 'dibeities'. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced 'diebities' and was overweight on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

944260 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 NM 59.0 F wanted to sleep; eyes being weak and hurting; eyes being weak and hurting; sore throat; tiredness; headache, muscle spasms in abdomen; headache, muscle spasms in my abdomen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) (patient). A 59-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 at a single dose in left arm for COVID-19 protection. Medical history included ongoing type 2 diabetes mellitus (diagnosed about 18 or 19 years ago), COVID-19 previously and did not have side effects like this (the patient had COVID 19 last month and did not feel this bad at all. Patient was asymptomatic). Concomitant medication included ongoing liraglutide (VICTOZA), ongoing insulin detemir (LEVEMIR), both started about 2 or 3 years ago for diabetes Type 2. She received the product vial workplace policy, so it was not specifically prescribed to her. The patient received the first dose of the vaccine on 02Jan2021, and starting on 06Jan2021, she started with headaches, and muscle spasms all over her abdomen and back. Headaches was reported as worsened. The headache will not go away and even with Tylenol it still lingers. Muscle spasms all over her abdomen and back was reported as worsened. Her eyes were weak and hurting, started on 08Jan2021. She was so tired, she wanted to sleep. The tiredness, started on 06Jan2021, and it is like in the morning she is okay, but then during the day she just got worse and worse and worse. Her sore throat starting 07Jan2021 night, and this morning it was really bad. Throat was very sore was reported as worsened. She received no other vaccines on the same day at the COVID vaccine. The patient was wondering if those are side effects of the vaccine, because the patient had COVID-19 previously and did not have side effects like this. This is a non-serious report. The outcome of event eyes being weak and hurting, and wanted to sleep was unknown, outcome of the other events was not resolved.

944261 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe, Systemic: Headache-Medium, Systemic: Nausea-Medium, Systemic: Vomiting-Medium; symptoms lasted 1 day

944262 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 MN 49.0 49 F Right arm numbness occurred within the 15 minute waiting period. It did not start immediately with the injection but rather 5 minutes after. Lasted about 3 minutes before completely resolving. The right arm numbness returned on 01/01/2021 and persisted through 01/03/2021. Went away and returned on 01/06/2021 then migrated to the left arm. Waxes and wanes and added numbness to bilateral lower legs and feet. Improved with less frequency by 01/14/2021.

944263 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 LA 62.0 F was afraid; she was nervous; vomiting; Fatigue; felt chills/chill became a bone chill, and she was freezing; felt chills/chill became a bone chill, and she was freezing; randomly felt miserable/she felt like her body was purging/feeling "blah"; she wasn't really eating; Feeling sick; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 62-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in her right upper arm on 22Dec2020 16:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Vaccination Facility Type is hospital  and which was not a facility. Medical history included type 2 diabetes mellitus from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing and it was maybe 10 years ago that she was diagnosed, and she was treated for her diabetes. There were no concomitant medications. There was no history of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine (within 4 weeks) or additional vaccines administered on Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect. The patient received the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine 22Dec2020 and is due for her second dose this upcoming Tuesday, 12Jan2021. She asked if it would be safe to receive the second dose at a different time, due to personal plans. She said after she received the first dose of the COVID-19 Vaccine on 22Dec2020, she was feeling sick in Dec2020. She said she had vomiting, chills, and randomly felt miserable, fatigue from 23Dec2020. She said she was nervous about getting the second dose of the COVID-19 Vaccine on Tuesday, 12Jan2021. She said she had plans around that time period and she was afraid she was going to be sick after she receives the second COVID-19 Vaccine dose. She asked if the second COVID-19 Vaccine dose had to be administered in the timeframe that was scheduled. The patient reported she felt chilled when she woke up the next morning, 23Dec2020. She said at first she thought she felt chilled because it was cold outside. She said after she arrived at work on 23Dec2020, the chill became a bone chill, and she was freezing. She said she realized the chill was not a normal cold feeling. She said by mid-morning on 23Dec2020, she began to vomit, and went home and went to bed. She said she got sick 2 more times that day. She said she went to work on Thursday, 24Dec2020, and randomly got sick. She said she wasn't really eating at that point (Dec2020), so it was not like she got sick before or after she ate something. She said she continued to get randomly sick through holiday, 25Dec2020. She said she felt like her body was purging. She said she was feeling "blah", but she was not bedridden or out of commission. She said she had no fever that she knew of. She said her symptoms resolved right after holiday, clarifying she started to feel like herself, saying she felt good. The patient declined any treatment and reported she didn't think her symptoms were that severe, though her family wanted her to go to the doctor. There was nothing had changed in her routine prior to receiving the first dose of the COVID-19 Vaccine. Reported she had blood work every 4 months, and her last blood work was probably done in Oct2020 or Nov2020. The events did not require a visit to emergency room or physician office. The outcome of the event feeling sick, she wasn't really eating,  were resolved in Dec2020, outcome of fatigue, felt chills/chill became a bone chill, and she was freezing were resolved on 23Dec2020, outcome of vomiting, randomly felt miserable/she felt like her body was purging/feeling "blah" were resolved on 25Dec2020, outcome of fear and nervous were unknown.

944264 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 45.0 M Received the first dose of the COVID Vaccine on 29Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID on 08Jan2021; Received the first dose of the COVID Vaccine on 29Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID on 08Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer.  A 45-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received the first dose of the COVID Vaccine on 29Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID (Nasal Swab) on 08Jan2021. The outcome of the event was not recovered.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

944266 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 OH 68.0 68 F Woke up at 11/132021 4:30AM with fever (101.4), injection site pain and chills. Took Tylenol. Later in morning experience nausea and vomiting for "a couple hours".  Fatigued throughout day. Reports feeling better 1/14/2021.  Spoke to Dr (PCP) he has recommended getting 2nd dose when she is able

944267 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 VA F 12/31-mild facial weakness left forehead, left cheek/smile asymmetry.; 12/30-headache, left ear pain, left face pain/continued numbness tingling; 12/30-headache, left ear pain, left face pain/continued numbness tingling; 12/30-headache, left ear pain, left face pain/continued numbness tingling; 12/30-headache, left ear pain, left face pain/continued numbness tingling; 12/29-+fatigue, SOB, left sided lowback pain - severe; 12/29-+fatigue, SOB, left sided lowback pain - severe; 12/29-+fatigue, SOB, left sided lowback pain - severe; 19:00- chills, myalgias, cold sensation of b/l feet; 19:00- chills; 19:00- chills, myalgias; At 16:00- palpitations; At 16:00- palpitations, chest tightness; At 12:00 (within 4 hrs) began experiencing L sided facial and Left foot numbness/tingling and left hand.; Reported to health care provider, began steroids for early onset bell's palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient).  An adult female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number EL1284 via intramuscular in left arm on 28Dec2020 08:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included Crohns, asthma, migraine, GERD (gastrooesophageal reflux disease), Known Allergies: pyridium. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not have COVID tested post vaccination and did not have COVID prior vaccination. Concomitant medication included mesalazine (PENTASA), famotidine (PEPCID), paracetamol (TYLENOL), calcium phosphate, colecalciferol (VITAFUSION CALCIUM), ascorbic acid, biotin, calcium, choline bitartrate, chromium, copper, folic acid, inositol, iodine, iron, magnesium, manganese, molybdenum, nicotinamide, pantothenic acid, phosphorus, potassium, pyridoxine, retinol, riboflavin, selenium, thiamine, tocopherol, vitamin b12 nos, vitamin d nos, zinc (MULTIVITAMIN) , biotin, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D). Reported Event: on 28Dec2020 at 12:00 (within 4 hrs) began experiencing L sided facial and Left foot numbness/tingling and left hand. At 16:00- palpitations, chest tightness. 19:00- chills, myalgias, cold sensation of b/l feet. 12/29-+fatigue, SOB, left sided low back pain - severe. 12/30-headache, left ear pain, left face pain/continued numbness tingling. 12/31-mild facial weakness left forehead, left cheek/smile asymmetry. Reported to health care provider, began steroids for early onset bell's palsy. On 08Jan2021 continue to have paresthesia of my left face, left hand, left foot, headache, mild left facial weakness/altered sensation. The events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient received treatment received for the adverse events on 01Jan2021. The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of bell's palsy /facial paresis cannot be fully excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate

944269 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CA F Bell's palsy; Loss of taste; Can not close one eye, no muscle movement on one side of the face.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  An adult female (not pregnant) patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular in left arm on 05Jan2021 15:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  There were no medical history or concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not have COVID tested post vaccination and did not have COVID prior vaccination. The patient had no known allergies. The patient experienced Half face paralysis, Bell's palsy. Loss of taste. Can not close one eye, no muscle movement on one side of the face. All on 08Jan2021 14:30 with outcome of unknown. No treatment was received.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of Half face paralysis/Bell's palsy cannot be fully excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate

944270 12/16/2020 01/14/2021 MA 58.0 M He collapsed with left sided hemiparesis; Stroke; Rt basal ganglia hemorrhage w/ edema and mass effect.; Rt basal ganglia hemorrhage w/ edema and mass effect.; Low platelets, 114; His bp as high as 200s/100; Hand weakness; Myalgia; Fever; Severe fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 58-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer BioNTech COVID vaccine), intramuscularly on 16Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension with reported med noncompliance in the last few months due to stress. Concomitant medication included hypertension medications in two weeks. The patient was presumed neg covid status prior to vaccine. He worked as a Pulm/critical care physician. He reported fever, myalgia, fatigue on 16Dec2020. Next day (17Dec2020), he took off from work due to his symptoms. The following day (18Dec2020), he came to work. He c/o ongoing severe fatigue & hand weakness in am. Staff noted him to be evaluating his hands during clinic. At 12:15, he collapsed with left sided hemiparesis. The reporter had suspicion for stroke. He was transported to the Emergency Room (ER), head CT showed Rt basal ganglia hemorrhage w/ edema and mass effect. Labs notable for Low platelets, 114 (unknown baseline) on 18Dec2020, normal coags on an unspecified date. BP recorded as 179/101, but it was noted in trauma room his bp as high as 200s/100. He had a history of hypertension with reported med noncompliance in the last few months due to stress. Patient was transferred for further care. Full course was unknown but had rebleed there with low plts. Adverse event (he collapsed with left sided hemiparesis) resulted in hospitalization (22 days), life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event), disability/incapacitating or permanent damage. Treatment was received for adverse events. Results of tests and procedures for investigation of the patient: on 18Dec2020, Nasal Swab test: negative. The outcome of events was not recovered.   Unknown if any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient was not tested for COVID-19.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Collapsed with left sided hemiparesis/suspicion for stroke are as consequences of basal ganglia hemorrhage with edema, which is caused by worsening of hypertension.  Low platelet also contributes to brain hemorrhage. All these serious events are unrelated to the vaccine use.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y Y 22

944271 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 PA 35.0 35 M arm pain and swelling initially then subsided over the next 7 days/  day 7 arm became swollen / red and itchy arm pain and swelling came back after 7 days

944272 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 TX 35.0 F Sore throat, severe chest tightness and pressure, very hard to breathe in, more than 30 minutes after covid vaccine, dizziness, headache, lightheadedness; severe chest tightness and pressure; very hard to breathe in, more than 30 minutes after covid vaccine; Dizziness /lightheadedness; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 35-year-old female (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 09Jan2021 10:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a hospital. The patient's medical history included migraines, asthma, diabetes, sleep apnea, low immune system, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), depression, panic attacks, insomnia, borderline personality disorder, and known allergies to medications, food, or other product (10 total). Concomitant medications included adult tetanus vaccine on 04Jan2021 received at right arm, for immunization (within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine); first dose of botulinum toxin type a (BOTOX) on 06Jan2021 at single (31 shots in 7 muscle groups) for migraines (within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine); and clindamycin antibiotic for infection in finger (took within in two weeks). The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 09Jan2021 11:00, the patient experienced sore throat, severe chest tightness and pressure, very hard to breathe in, more than 30 minutes after COVID vaccine, "dizziness/lightheadedness", and headache. The above mentioned events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care visit, and patient received breathing treatment, oxygen for over an hour for these events. The outcome of the events was unknown. The reporter considered the events as non-serious.

944274 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 WA 37.0 37 F 1/13 Histamine reaction: sore, itchy, red, warm, swollen. distal injection site. 3 inches wide and 4 long. including a small ring around the injection site. Also a histamine reaction on my R cheek ~ 1cm. 1/14 1000 new spot medial to original site  1inx1in red, swollen, warm. Marginal reduction in 1st reaction site and face reaction. 25mg Benadryl 1/13 2300.

944275 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MI 72.0 M complete hearing loss at the right ear, 5 hours post injection, continued till now 3 days past injection, not resolved yet prior to report; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 72-years-old male patient started to receive bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) Lot number# ek9231 intramuscularly on 06Jan2021 12:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Anatomical Location: Arm Right. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered: Hospital. Medical history included diabetes mellitus, hypertension. The patient did not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication included alprazolam (AZOR [ALPRAZOLAM]), metformin hydrochloride, sitagliptin phosphate monohydrate (JANUMET [METFORMIN HYDROCHLORIDE;SITAGLIPTIN PHOSPHATE MONOHYDRATE]), atorvastatin calcium (LIPITOR [ATORVASTATIN CALCIUM]). The patient on 06Jan2021 18:00 reported complete hearing loss at the right ear, 5 hours post injection, continued till now 3 days past injection, not resolved yet prior to report. The action taken was not applicable.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported hearing loss cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

944276 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 WV 34.0 34 F red, swollen, warm at injection site

944277 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 HI 45.0 F Allergic reaction to vaccine; tingling to upper lip and face; tingling to upper lip and face; red rash on bilateral forearms; Patient developed Bell's Palsy 2-3 days later; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 45-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at 14:30 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included mitral valve prolapse from an unknown date, and allergies: Cephalosporins and nut (peanut derived). Concomitant medication included epinephrine (EPIPEN) 0.3MG/0.3ML, fluticasone propionate 50MCG/ACT nasal spray. On 23Dec2020 at 14:45, the patient experienced allergic reaction to vaccine, tingling to upper lip and face, red rash on bilateral forearms. Reactions resolved with no treatment. The patient developed Bell's Palsy 2-3 days later in Dec2020. Currently being treated with high dose steroids and acyclovir. All events required emergency room visit and physician office visit. All events were reported as non-serious by reporter. The outcome of event Bell's Palsy was not resolved, outcome of other events was resolved on an unspecified date. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and it was unknown if the patient has been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.

944278 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 OH 66.0 66 M On Jan 11, 21 immediately after the vaccine I felt my heart wad high. Then after an hour I felt dizzy for couple hours.  At night on the same day, I had chills, temperature 101 F.  Had Tylenol.  Next day on January 12, 21 felt feverish, body pain, tired and lost some food taste.  So slept all day.  Same later in the evening started coughing.  January 13 and 14, 21 felt tired and dizzy when I stand up.  Had cough syrup and today it has improved.  However, still feel dizzy but hope to recover gradually.  Daughter is listed as my doctor.  She is my daughter. She watches me but she is not my official physician.

944279 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 NH 27.0 F fever and chills; fever and chills; blood pressure was low, about 90/50; did not feel well; syncope episode; unconscious; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional.  A 27-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 08Jan2021 at 12:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization; received at a nursing home/senior living facility. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Medical history included COVID-19 from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. No known allergies. Concomitant medications included unspecified birth control taken for an unspecified indication from an unknown date to an unknown date; within two weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced the following events and outcomes: syncope episode in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, unconscious in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, fever and chills on 09Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, blood pressure was low, about 90/50  on 09Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, did not feel well in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown; all of which were assessed as medically significant. The clinical course was reported as follows: the fever and chills began about one hour after vaccination (as reported). About 18 hours after the vaccination, the patient was getting up to take more paracetamol (TYLENOL) and did not feel well. The patient had a syncope episode in the bathroom (no issues as she sat on the floor before hand). The patient was unconscious for about 1-2 minutes. The patient's blood pressure several minutes later was low, about 90/50; however, the patient took the blood pressure measurement herself, so it may not have been exactly accurate. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included blood pressure measurement: low, about 90/50 on 09Jan2021.  Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of fever. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of all reported serious events cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

944280 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 IL 25.0 F Heart rate shot up to 170 with numbness of feet.; Heart rate shot up to 170 with numbness of feet.; Chest pain; feeling like I was going to vomit and faint; feeling like I was going to vomit and faint; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 25-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at 11:45 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunization. There was no medical history. Concomitant medication included valaciclovir hydrochloride (VALTREX), topiramate (TOPAMAX), lamotrigine (LAMICTAL), duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA), ziprasidone hydrochloride (GEODON). On 06Jan2021 at 12:30, The patient experienced heart rate shot up to 170 with numbness of feet, started to feel chest pain, and feeling like she was going to vomit and faint. The events required emergency room visit and were reported as serious per hospitalization. Heart rate at the hospital was 135-140 where two EKG were done and fluids were given. An x-ray of the heart was done and blood work was completed. The patient didn't receive treatment for the events. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The outcome of the events was resolved in Jan2021.   Information on batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: There is a reasonable possibility that the event "feeling like she was going to vomit" was related to BNT162b2 based on known drug safety profile. Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the other reported serious events with BNT 162b2 can not be completely excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

944281 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 VA 32.0 32 F half dollar sized area of itching, erythema, and swelling at the injection site

944283 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 IL 34.0 F Saturday had. Sweating. Chills. Headache. Nausea.; Saturday had. Sweating. Chills. Headache. Nausea.; Saturday had. Sweating. Chills. Headache. Nausea.; Saturday had. Sweating. Chills. Headache. Nausea.; Sunday had emergency appendectomy for actuate appendicitis.; Friday at 3pm, the patient had numbness and tingling to left hand, lips and throat; Friday at 3pm, the patient had numbness and tingling to left hand, lips and throat; Friday at 3pm, the patient had numbness and tingling to left hand, lips and throat; Friday at 3pm, the patient had numbness and tingling to left hand, lips and throat; Friday at 3pm, the patient had numbness and tingling to left hand, lips and throat; Friday at 3pm, the patient had numbness and tingling to left hand, lips and throat; Post surgery had allergic reaction unknown reason with head to toe rash; Post surgery had allergic reaction unknown reason with head to toe rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 34-year-old female patient (pregnant: No) received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via intramuscular (lot number: EL1283) on left arm on 08Jan2021 at 6:30 AM at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The relevant medical history included celiac, anemia, known allergies: Sulfa and Gluten. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received first dose of BNT162B2 via intramuscular (lot number: Ek5730) on left leg on 18Dec2020 at 11:00 AM at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient previously took Codeine, fish oil and experienced allergies. Friday at 3pm, the patient had numbness and tingling to left hand, lips and throat. On Saturday the patient had sweating, chills, headache, nausea. On Sunday had emergency appendectomy for actuate appendicitis. Post surgery had allergic reaction unknown reason with head to toe rash. It was also reported that the adverse event started on 08Jan2021 at 03: 15 PM (as reported). The patient had 1-day hospitalization. The patient received treatment for the events. The adverse events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care. The events were reported as serious due to life threatening and hospitalization. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events. Medications administered during appendectomy may confound reactions experienced post-surgery. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y Y 1

944284 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 AL 28.0 28 M my lips started to swell about 24hrs after the shot i took some Benadryl and the swelling went down

944285 01/14/2021 F passing out sensation; heart palpitations; sweating; diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's boyfriend). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter reported that symptoms were related to the use of Covid 19 vaccine. The patient received the first dose on 15Jan (as reported) and the day after developed sweating, passing out sensation, heart palpitations and this morning on 11Jan2021 when she woke up she had the same symptoms plus diarrhea. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot number/batch number was requested.

944286 01/14/2021 AZ F severe hypertension (190/100); flushing tachycardia; flushing tachycardia; blurred vision in the left eye; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional reporting for self. This 65-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing underlying HTN (hypertension). Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced AE following administration of first dose of vaccine of including: severe hypertension (190/100), flushing tachycardia, and blurred vision in the left eye.  These symptoms started 20minutes after administration. The patient stated her PCP thought that she had underlying hypertension and had since started her on medications. She was looking for guidance with regard to receiving the second dose.  The outcome of events was unknown.    Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The administration of BNT162B2 might have played a contributory role in triggering the onset of serious event hypertension worsened, considering the plausible temporal relationship.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate

944287 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 MO 66.0 M he was in AFIB for about 3 hours after receiving his first dose of the COVID19 Vaccine; he noticed the rest of the day, right up to going to bed that he felt cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 66-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot Number: EL1284) at arm, left upper, via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 06:15 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included atrial fibrillation (Afib) formally diagnosed around Jan2020. There were no concomitant medications. The patient reported he got the COVID-19 Vaccine at 06:15 on 29Dec2020 and had to sit for 15 minutes afterwards before he could leave. He said everything was fine, and he walked out to the hospital lobby, and was speaking with a work associate for 10 minutes before he headed to his car. When he got ready to leave, he got in his car, and started his car. He started driving home, and realized he was in AFIB. He did have an AFIB issue. His AFIB has been pretty well controlled for a year now, as long as, he didn't do something stupid. He had a moderately aggressive run of AFIB. He said his "smart" watch told him his heart rate was 117. His normal heart rate is around 60-70. He was in AFIB for about 3 hours. His typical runs of AFIB are considerably shorter. He only had a total of 2 episodes of AFIB in the last year. His prior AFIB episodes would have been about 4-5 minutes. The last time he had AFIB that lasted any length of time was when he was hospitalized for AFIB around Jan2020. He said at that time, he was hospitalized overnight for observation. He received medication during the hospitalization and his AFIB broke. He didn't remember what medications were given to him during the hospitalization. He said he had flutters before that hospitalization, but the flutters were always gone after a few minutes, so he never sought treatment because there would be nothing to treat. The patient reported he noticed the rest of the day on 29Dec2020, right up to going to bed that he felt cold. His house wasn't cold, and he didn't have a fever. He said the cold feeling went away during the night while he was sleeping. He said the cold feeling easily lasted for a 12 hours. He said the cold feeling could have been something else. The outcome of "he was in afib for about 3 hours after receiving his first dose of the covid19 vaccine" was recovered on 29Dec2020; of "he noticed the rest of the day, right up to going to bed that he felt cold" was recovered on 30Dec2020.Y

944288 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 37.0 37 U fever chill, body ache, dizziness

944289 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 22.0 F she was diagnosed with bilateral deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE); she was diagnosed with bilateral deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 22-year-old female patient received 2nd dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 06Jan2021 13:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included allergy to all fish, and clots. The patient was not pregnant. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (lot numer: EH9899) in left arm on 16Dec2020 13:45 for COVID-19 immunisation and experienced left sided lower back pain on 20Dec2020. No other vaccine received in four weeks. It was reported that the patient had the first covid vaccine on 16Dec2020 and on 20Dec2020 started with left sided lower back pain and then received the second on 06Jan2021 and then on 09Jan2021 11:00 her legs became blue and swollen and she was diagnosed with bilateral deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE). The patient otherwise healthy and had never had covid. Other than the clots, she had no other health issues. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal swab: negative on 09Jan2021. Events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or urgent care, hospitalization, and life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event), hospitalized for 2 days (in Jan2021). Adverse event treatment: heparin drip and xarelto at home. Recovered with lasting effects on an unspecified date of Jan2020. This case was reported as serious, serious criteria was life threatening, caused/prolonged hospitalization.; Sender's Comments: The underlying risk factors/predisposing condition of thrombotic diathesis have been assessed to have played a contributory role toward the events.Y Y 2

944290 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 KS 62.0 62 F On day 7, the injection site ITCHED a lot for about 36 hours and was red, mesuring about 4 cm diameter area.  No pain.

944291 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 CA 38.0 38 F 12 hours after vaccine Fever, chills, muscle pain, joint pain lasting 14 hours. followed by tightness in chest lasting 14 hours. Dry cough lasting 5 hours. Swollen lymph nodes on injection side arm pit lasted 48 hours.  Tender abdomen, nausea started at 24 hour mark and lasted about 18 hours. Fatigue lasted 72 hours post vaccine.

944292 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Vertigo, blurred vision and HA

944293 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 PA 36.0 36 F First 24-48 hours: Riggers, 102 temp, myalgias, fatigue, tachycardia 2-4 days: Diarrhea, low grade temps, myalgias, fatigue and tachycardia  Day 6: new onset of hives all over body, in addition to fatigue and diarrhea

944294 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CO 23.0 23 F Systemic: Abdominal Pain-Medium, Systemic: Nausea-Medium, Systemic: Vomiting-Medium, Systemic: Dizziness-Medium

944295 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 MN 40.0 40 F Saw doctor on January 11, 2021 for raised skin on arm where vaccine was injected, looks like hives, still not feeling well, joint pain localized on left side of upper body. Started Prednisone prescription.

944296 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 PA 53.0 53 F the reaction began about 45 minutes after Moderna vaccine. I began to notice tingling in my hands and feet first. My right foot felt a little stiff when picking it up from the gas to the break while driving home. I noticed shortly after I arrived home itching and tingling all over and more pronounced picking, burning, numbness in my mouth(tongue and chin), hands and feet,  No rash, no shortness of breath. I took a Benadryl hoping just a mild reaction that would clear up. Next morning my feet and hands woke me up from the tingling and cramping. Other symptoms off and on were spasms in my feet and pain in index and middle fingers when touching cold. I called my doctor on Monday morning to get in for an appointment after I was awakened with some cramping in my calves and was more concerned. Was told if it worsened or I had any SOB or weakness in extremities to go to the ER. My reflexes were checked and normal and no weakness in my muscles. No other tests done at that time. The symptoms persist with buzzing feeling in them off and on, feeling of stiffness and stabbing feeling on occasion, no more cramps in calves. It remains mostly ankles to feet but some numbness to below knees. Hands, no further than wrist, along with chin and tongue remain numb and tingling at times.

944297 01/20/2021 01/14/2021 55.0 55 F Patient developed chest pain 5 minutes after vaccine administration. Patient was transferred to the EC and was given ASA, EKG (WNL), chest x-ray (negative) IV fluids and then DC home.

944298 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 MO 56.0 56 F A week later I felt tenderness on my clavicle and discovered a swollen left supraclavicular lymph node still there and tender a week later

944299 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MA 61.0 61 M L HAND DORSAL ASPECT WITH TINGLING AFTER 10 MIN. Resolved in 5 minutes.

944300 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CO 41.0 41 F Initial arm pain for 3 days, along with fatigue for 4 days, headache for 7 days. At 8 days, noticed a red, warm, and tender oblong shaped spot around the injection site, which has remained for last two days. Pain is different than initial muscle soreness from injection and feels more superficial to the skin. Reported to occupational health nurse and am monitoring for increased size, warmth, pain, or streaking.

944301 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MI 36.0 36 F Delayed itching at site - a week later

944302 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MS 57.0 57 M Low grade fever 99.6 , Headache, body aches, chills, nausea for approx. 28 hrs

944303 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 PA 40.0 40 F Memory loss, severe chills, sever muscle/joint pain, tingling throughout body, intractable vomiting. Unable to walk due to pain and weakness for 24 hrs

944304 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 OH 25.0 25 F Fever next day; no treatment; fever resolved in one day Sore arm; Ibuprofen

944305 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WI 44.0 44 F 5 minutes later - perfuse sweating, entire body hot, dizzy, elevated pulse and BP 147, heart palpitations; drank a juice & some water 10 minutes later - sweats/chills, still dizzy, BP decreasing 135, agitated 20 minutes later - still sweating,/chills, head clearing, heart palpitations subsiding,  Tired, legs/body very heavy.  Dizzy when walking, told to rest longer 30 minutes - still sweating/chills, could only walk short distance with heavy legs and dizziness, told to rest longer 40 minutes - massive headache, slight dizziness, continued leg heaviness. nausea, light sensitive, very itchy arm. Did not feel better until 11:30 PM that night Woke in the morning with just a sore arm, runny nose and an over-all fatigue, a little cough

944306 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Body and muscle aches from 6 pm- 12 am  Arm of injection was painful and level of pain increased from 4 pm -9 pm 2 extra strength (500 mg each) Tylenol were taken at 8 pm   At approximately 5:25 am, I began to get body chills and felt very cold which was consistent with a flu symptom and fell asleep.  I woke up at 8:15 am and felt much better.

944307 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Employee stated that she experienced a panic attack while on duty the same day she received the vaccine - approximately 12 hours after administration.  She has a history of panic attacks, especially when she is fatigued - which she states she was that day.  She also reported that her friends brought her a double expreso coffee approximately 1 1/2 hours before attack.  She went to the ED where she was released home.

944308 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 MD 30.0 30 F hives on chest around ears to back of neck with itching

944309 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F I had a fever of 100.9 and 100.8 on two separate occasions, headache, body aches, chills, sore throat. Lasted 24 hours. I took Tylenol. After 24 hours, I felt better. However, I do still have lingering joint pain on/off and sometimes headaches.

944310 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NH 38.0 38 F I got the shot at 7 am. Nausea started at 8 am the day of the shot. That night my arm was sore and i got a headache/tiredness. Nausea, tiredness and headaches are still going on a week later. On Monday the 11th i noticed that it felt like i had a cyst under my arm but im later told it could be my lymphoid that could be swollen. I've also have had muscle weakness and fatigue since a few days after the shot.

944311 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OH 30.0 30 F Immediately after vaccine had an increase in blood pressure, nausea, light headed. Afterwards continued to have bad headache.

944312 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 23.0 23 F Within 8 minutes of vaccination, the patient began to experience tachycardia with heart rate 130s.  This steadily improved over 5 minutes.  About 10 minutes later, patient  reported unilateral paresthesias.  Taken to ED for observation.   No shortness of breath.  Noted with a patchy rash to right shoulder extending to right side of neck and face.  Given Benadryl 25 mg IV, famotidine 20 mg IV and solumedrol 125 mg IV.  Rash resolved.

944313 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 TX 53.0 53 F client reported feeling dizzy approximately 5 minutes after receiving the vaccine

944314 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Soreness at the injection site, Headache. Treatment: Tylenol, Outcome: No improvement.

944316 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Blurred visions, vertigo and HA

944317 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 SC 67.0 67 F Systemic: Slowly falling to the floor (felt dizzy) 15 mins after vaccine/ vitals stable called EMS/ patient recently discharge hospitalized for a fall previously

944318 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 IN 29.0 29 F 10 days post with still very red, warm spot around the  injection site. Has gotten larger and more red over last 4 days

944319 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Reported chills, shaking cold sweats throughout  the whole night, fever of 102F, body aches and abdominal pain.

944320 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 ID 72.0 72 F Patient had COVID-19 in August 2020. Patient experienced HA, febrile, chills, sore arm

944321 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Persistent Nausea  Cough, post nasal drip Mild Headache, Neck and body ache, fatigue

944322 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 66.0 66 F chills, shaking, headache, neck ache, joint pain, nausea, vomiting

944323 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Same day as vaccination ee had comiting, diarrhea, nausea, severe headache lasted for 10 days.

944324 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 45.0 45 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA - I woke up in the middle of the night sweating, and felt tired the next morning with slight brain fog. Otherwise, I felt fine.

944325 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 GA 32.0 F Anxiety.  Observed 30 minutes.  B/P 130/86 @ 10:18AM.   No worsening of condition. Disposition: Stable

944326 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MA 45.0 45 F patient reported lightheadedness and leg heaviness.  BP 153/102, HR 110-120, O2 100%. Patient was transferred to ER via stretcher.

944327 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 84.0 84 F Pain on Left  side, just below the 12th rib on the back part of body. Fever was 99.6 at 1:30pm 1/14/21. Feeling chills. Body aches. Arms felt sore.

944328 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 KY 75.0 75 F Hives began at 1:00am on 01-14-2021. Hives on hands, arms, axilla, anterior trunk and upper legs. Hives are warm to touch and pt. complains of moderate itching. Seen by MD on 01-14-2021. Was advised to take Benadryl 25mg every 4 hours as needed for itching.
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944329 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 WV 61.0 61 F warm, swollen, red pain around injection site

944330 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 TX 53.0 53 F reports feeling dizzy approximately 5 minutes after receiving vaccine

944331 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 48.0 48 F About 10 minutes after vaccination, patient began to experience heightened anxiety with no other symptoms.  Evaluated by a paramedic on staff and symptoms quickly resolved.

944332 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 PA 59.0 59 F Fever, chills, headache, major joint pain (hips, shoulders, knees, elbows, ankles), generalized weakness

944333 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AR 33.0 33 F Patient reports tingling and loss of sensation in left arm approximately 5 minutes after receiving injection in left arm. Deltoid placement verified with second RPH. Manual blood pressure recorded at 09:30am 174/120. Second manual blood pressure recorded at 10am 168/120.  Patient states that she has the ability to flex hand and all muscles in arm, just cannot feel arm and feels tightness in muscle. No reported breathing issues, no heart rate elevation or issues.  Patient reports no prior vaccine problems even as a child.

944334 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 64.0 64 F patient states she had pain immediately following vaccine which radiated to bilateral shoulders into posterior neck into posterior head and left side of face pain and tingling. Pt. has been taking tylenol every 6 hours since reaction. Pt. states that she has been in contact with her pcp who told her to continue to take tylenol. 230 am pt 1/14/21 woke up with nausea, throat burning, bilateral ear burning sensation and redness. Pt. took 4 mg zofran and 25 mg benadryl . Patient states that when she woke back up at 830 am her nausea, throat burning, bilateral burning sensation and redness to ears resolved. Pt. states that her bilateral shoulders, posterior neck, posterior head, and left side of face is still tingling .

944335 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NC 43.0 43 F "Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine EUA" No problems the day of the vaccine.  Overnight I developed a sore arm, chills, and headache, which I expected.  The next morning I got up to get ready for work and I passed out, hitting my forehead on the tile floor very hard.  I woke up on the floor, then got in shower and immediately passed out again, hitting the back of my head on shower wall.  My husband found me sitting on shower floor still groggy.  He called primary care provider, who said to take me to emergency department.  He took me to emergency department.

944336 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MA 63.0 63 M Chills, fatigue, headache, injection site soreness

944337 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 IL 52.0 52 F apple size lymph node arm pit of immunized arm after 2nd dose

944338 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MO 28.0 28 F 1/11/2021 9:00pm - injection site arm sore, body aches, fever up to 100.8 degrees Fahrenheit, chills, and headache.  1/12/2021 8:00am - severe body aches, fever up to 101.0 degrees Fahrenheit after takingTylenol  and chills.  1/12/2021 6:00pm - fever 100.6 degrees Fahrenheit after taking Tylenol, shortness of breath, and deep dry cough.  1/13/2021 11:00am -shortness of breath, deep dry cough worsening with tachycardia. Went to urgent care diagnosed with upper respiratory infection due to second covid vaccine reaction prescribed prednisone.

944340 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 46.0 46 F On Tuesday, January 12 at 1:30pm I felt the onset of chills, body aches, headache, fever, and  nausea. Additionally, the area where the vaccine was administered (left upper arm) was tender to the touch and red. On the same day, at 5:00pm all symptoms were at an extreme level where I had to lie down to rest, however, the pain of the body aches, headache, and chills made it difficult to rest (sleep) On the morning of Wednesday, January 13 and throughout the day all symptoms were still at an extreme level making it difficult to function (unable to get out of bed, no appetite to eat due to the nausea,  unable to sleep due to the headache, extreme discomfort) these symptoms continued on this level throughout the morning, into the afternoon and into the evening On the morning of Thursday, January 14 all symptoms with the exception of the nausea and headache had subsided The headache and nausea subsided by 11am on Thursday, January 14. I am now feeling better and could eat and function.

944341 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 ME 63.0 63 F Hives and egg bump that formed around the shot area.

944342 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NY 46.0 46 F fever above 100, Bone muscle pain on a scale   7/10, injection   site pain and burning  9/10,  dizziness, slight headache and decreased appetite

944344 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NY 63.0 63 F arm slightly red the next day & a  little itchy.  Seem to clear up & on day 7 on 1/11  arm was very red & itchy as well as swollen. Used Benadryl ointment & took a claritin  to help with allergic type reaction.  Today arm much worse.  Red swollen & warm to touch.  Does not apprear to be infected

944345 12/26/2020 01/14/2021 RI 35.0 35 F About 11:30 while at working all of the sudden my  peripheral vision became black, my bp  raised to 180/120 and I was sent to the ER (Hospital) for monitoring.  After some time it leveled out and I was released home to rest. That night and the next day I had a migrane, felt sluggish and really couldnt do anything.  I took tylenol and motrin to help with the pain.

944346 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 MD 26.0 26 F Tongue tingling, no other sx : treated with PO Benadryl, sx resolved.  Observed 30' : no sequala

944347 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MN 40.0 40 F Fever, chills, body aches, headache, redness, swelling and hot to touch at injection site. Ibuprofen after vaccine given.  No problem until following day, late morning.  Ibuprofen and tylenol alternating.  Swelling and redness at injection site have increased daily.

944348 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 RI 35.0 35 F Voiced s/s of itching @ 1232pm.  Voices s/s to L side of face.  Slight redness noted bilateral cheeks and L ear.  Continued to c/o  s/s @ 1238 no relief.  Benadryl 25mg given @ 1238. Redness still remains to area, heat also noted to L ear.  Remains in observation @ 1238.  Remains to have slight redness to areas.  Denies any other s/s of distress.  Left observation @ 1308.  Voices allergies of Peanuts,Tree Nuts, Latex, Melons, and Bananas.  Does have chronic illness's of Asthma, and Seasonal Allergies.

944349 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MO 23.0 23 F Employee here with COVID vaccination reaction received vaccination in left upper arm deltoid area. Noticed 01/13/21 that the area was, red, swollen, warm to the touch, itching. Area in clinic measures 9 X 5.5cm and outlined in ink. Explained conservative measures including cool compresses, and if approved by PCP OTC IUB, OTC antihistamines. Explained signs of cellulitis and if the area worsens to seek further care with either PCP or urgent care. Employee verbalizes understanding and agrees with plan.

944350 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 KS 71.0 71 M Cold chills throughout my whole body all night long, Getting up to urinate at least 15 times during the night on the evening of the shot. The next day I was tired and slept for the most part of the day, then that night I woke up twice with a wet bed from sweating. No appetite either day. I am feeling  better today but still a bit weak.

944351 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 PA 20.0 20 F Systemic: Headache, Systemic: Nausea, Systemic: tinnitus, sweating, shortness of breath

944352 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CO 51.0 51 F Extreme fatigue, body aches, intermittent chills and headaches for 30 hours

944353 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IL 40.0 40 M Administration at 2:00pm; At 2:15, patient complained of nausea and became diaphoretic.  He was placed in a supine position and provided a moist cloth for his forehead; vital signs and blood pressure remained stable.  He was provided a snack and dishcarge d to home at 2:50pm

944354 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IN 45.0 45 F Patient called our office( family Dr)  and reported reaction of nausea continuing on Friday 1/8/2021 from Covid vaccine that she received on Tuesday - is a healthcare provider (patient supplied lot number today so provider could report reaction.) This was patients 2nd vaccine. States the afternoon that she received dose, had trouble breathing, itching. Took Benadryl and resolved. however nausea continued. MD prescribed Zofran for patient to resolve.

944355 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 44.0 44 F "my tongue got sore (not swelling), and had a cold sweat and nauseated feeling, anxious."  c/o mild soreness to back of tongue.  sent for obs.  took zyrtec, tylenol prior to getting vaccine.  eupneic, a/ox4, skin w/d.  no distress"    Blood pressur 160/91

944356 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NY 59.0 59 F initially mild edema around injection site palpable starting the 2nd day. Soreness disappeared after the 3rd day(not the event I am reporting, just history). On day 7, itchiness at injection site and possibly other areas related on upper torso left side, still apparent on day 8 and today, day 9. no soreness at injection site but is slightly still indurated .

944357 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 48.0 48 F About 10 minutes after vaccination, patient began to experience heightened anxiety with no other symptoms.  Evaluated by a paramedic on staff and symptom quickly resolved.

944358 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Fever, Chills, Extreme Fatigue, Lymph node pain, Headache, Blisters on palms of hands and fingers, Sloughing off of skin inside mouth

944359 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 MO 37.0 37 F Dec 28- sudden extreme fatigue, raised red hard hot whelp on arm approximately 1 1/2 inch x 2 inch, sore arm, headache, arm bruise dime size Dec 29- raised red hard hot whelp on arm approximately 1 1/2 inch x 2 inch, arm bruise nickel sized, arm sore, headache, needed extra sleep Dec 30- raised red hard hot whelp on arm approximately 2 inch x 3 inch, arm sore, arm bruise nickel sized, needed extra sleep. Dec 31- raised red hard hot whelp on arm approximately 2 inch x 3 inch, needed extra sleep Jan 1- red spot remains on arm approximately 2 inch x 3 inch but is no longer raised, hot or hard Jan 2- red spot remains on arm approximately 2 inch x 3 inch Jan 3- red spot remains on arm approximately 2 inch x 3 inch is now very itchy, mildly sore throat with waking up quickly resolved Jan 4- red spot remains on arm very itchy and again is hot, hard and raised approximately 2 inch x 3 inch, mildly sore throat with waking up quickly resolved Jan 5- red spot remains hot, hard, raised, very itchy approximately 2 inch x 3 inch. Jan 6- red raised outline remains of red spot no longer hard but still a little warm, mildly itchy, extreme fatigue (went to bed at 7pm, normally stay up until 10-11) Jan 7- red raised outline remains of red spot no other symptoms Jan 8- all symptoms resolved Jan 9- all symptoms resolved Jan 10- all symptoms resolved

944360 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 SC 34.0 34 F After the vaccine was administered the patient sat in the waiting room for less than 5 minutes and then felt a fast HR, she felt hot and was worried that she was going to faint. She also felt shaking in her hands and her arms felt heavy.   She came back to the nurse that had administered her vaccine at 1:10pm where her oxygen level was monitored and she was given a cold cloth and water to drink. This lasted for about 20 minutes. Her oxygen level was monitored (~97%), her BP was checked at 1:45pm and it was 125/90. Her hotness, elevated HR, and shakes went away. At 2:00pm her BP was checked again and it was 139/96 and then again at 2:05pm where it was 132/90.   The patient stated that she felt fine and normal by now and also said that she had a BP cuff at work and at home and said that she would monitor it. All 3 of 3 follow up options discussed with patient: virtual care, the CDC, and/or 911 depending on her condition. The patient left at 2:15pm and patient was called 1 hour later for follow up.  On the follow-up call the patient stated that she was feeling fine and that her BP was 126/90. She said she would continue to monitor her BP and follow-up with virtual health if it wasn't back to normal by tomorrow.

944362 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 50.0 50 F bad headache(9) for at least 3hrs my head still hurts (5) all day and today.... nausea joint pain  chills

944363 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 PA 20.0 20 F Systemic: Headache, Systemic: Nausea, Systemic: tinnitus, sweating, shortness of breath

944364 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 WI 31.0 31 F Woke up at 4:30 am with severe arm pain.  Advil and Tylenol took along with ice pack.  Pain improved with movement in morning on Tuesday.  At noon, fatigue, body aches, and temp of 99.6.  Took more Advil and Tylenol with symptoms improving.  7pm on Tuesday symptoms returned with increased severity: headache, body aches, fatigue, temp 100.5.  More Advil and Tylenol taken.  Fatigued on Wednesday and feeling better on Thursday with mild fatigue.

944366 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 PR 28.0 28 M HEADACHE,MUSCULAR PAIN, CHILLS, FEVER

944367 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 MD 43.0 43 F day 6:  developed left axillary tenderness resolved by day 9 day 8:  developed rash at injection site--warm, raised, slightly itchy. resolved in 48 hours (by day 10)

944368 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CO 34.0 34 F after receiving the vaccine, I sat for 15 mins in my car. I left and about 5 mins on the road I started my reaction. My left side of my throat  swelled and I was having trouble swallowing. My lungs started to feel pressure and I became pale. I felt as if my blood pressure when down.

944369 12/26/2020 01/14/2021 CO 43.0 U tried, achy, bump on arm, stuffed up

944370 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MA 30.0 30 F Nausea; given ginger ale; observed 30 minutes; discharge w/ resolution

944371 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 GA 74.0 M Anxiety, unusual taste in mouth.  Observed 30minutes.  No worsening of condition. B/P 150/84@10:10  which is normal for patient (per patient). Disposition:  Stable

944373 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 PA 32.0 32 F Pt received vaccine felt fine right after , then got over come with a warming sensation then later with a burning in her throat.  Pt was given IM benadryl 50mg and continues to be monitored she is feeling better but still having an all over warm sensation.

944374 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 ID 60.0 60 F Within 15 min of admin; pt reported feeling super drowsy and complained of Headache. She was given water and Acetaminophen, 25mg of Diphenhydramine. BP 140/64 Pulse 74 01/14/2021

944375 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 58.0 58 F Moderna COVID -19 Vaccine EUA

944376 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 PA 52.0 52 F PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID 19 VACCINE EVA Soreness in arm, up neck and into face/temple/cheek and jaw on injection side.  Face /cheek feels sore, swollen and numb- coming from neck, into face, up to temple/forehand, into cheek and jawline.  Is this possible Bells Palsy ?

944378 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 NC 36.0 36 F Scattered hives on torso, bilateral arms/hands, neck and legs

944379 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 54.0 54 F Cellulitis at injection site. Gotten worse. 1/11/21 measured site. 70x80mm. Itching around site.

944380 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 VT 54.0 54 F sore arm, flank pain, nausea, fatigue

944390 01/03/2021 01/14/2021 OR 49.0 49 F No pain at injection site after administered until 8 hours post at which time injection site became very painful and swollen as well as feeling like I had COVID all over again with shortness of breath, severe body ache/fatigue/pain, nausea, abdominal cramping, diarrhea, loss of smell and taste, severe headache, chills/and sweating. These symptoms lasted 3 days. Afebrile throughout.

944391 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 TX 28.0 28 M Myalgia, fatigue day 0 and day 1 Red, blanching rash on front trunk, back, and neck on day 2

944393 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 72.0 72 F Patient experienced a "taste" in her mouth and a feeling of swelling at the back of her mouth/top of her throat.

944394 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 44.0 44 M Shivers, cold sweats, and body ache. Treatment: none. Outcome: mild improvement

944396 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 CA 41.0 41 F My lymph nodes were very swollen on my right arm. I also developed headaches, fatigue and body aches. Consulted with my PCP who suggested a mammogram and an ultrasound. Both done at Hospital. It shows lymph nodes are swollen and a follow up appointment has been schedule for 3 months. If they are still swollen a biopsy will be made.

944397 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 36.0 36 F Itchy, swollen, red, and warm hive about 3 inches in diameter at the injection site.

944399 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 IL 57.0 57 F shingles to lower back after 2nd dose

944400 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MT 51.0 51 F After approx. 10 minutes I had a headache and my glands in my throat started to give me a sore throat sensation.  I was asked to stay for 15 minutes more of monitoring, my tongue started to feel thick in the back of my throat and I was able to swallow normally.   At that time, they walked me down to the ER for continued monitoring.  Additional symptoms in the ER included itchy stomach and pain in my teeth.  They gave me Benadryl in an I.V. and that helped most of the symptoms to subside.  I left the ER approximately 3 hours after the vaccine was administered.  Today I have a slight headache, runny nose, very sore arm and my tongue is itchy off and on.

944402 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 65.0 65 M observed for 30 min, flushing and/ or skin edema. Given 25mg Benadryl pill, felt better

944403 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 55.0 55 F Incorrect site for vaccination.  No known reactions.

944405 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MA 62.0 62 F WARM FEELING IN CHEST AND THROAT DENIES ANY DIFFICULY SWALLOWING. HAPPENED 5 MINUTES AFTER INJECT. BP RANGING 140/60, O2 100. OBSERVED FOR 25  MINUTES. SYMPTONS REMAINS THE SAME SENT TO ER FOR FURTHER OBSERVATION.

944407 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 MO 72.0 72 F injection given in right arm, given too low for IM, more probably subq. Knot in arm for 4 days, plus red, hot to touch, continues to have area which is darker in color than normal. Additionally, two days after injection had fever, chills and fatigue.

944409 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MN 45.0 45 F Systemic: Chills-Mild, Systemic: tingling in fingers-Mild; symptoms lasted 0 days

944412 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Lightheaded, body aches. Resolved

944414 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 TX 77.0 77 F had a sever/sever head/chest cold on Monday following the shot given on Friday was on Z-pack and Mucinex--seems to be working

944415 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CO 26.0 26 F Diarrhea, bad rash/welts that is spreading, tired, lathargic, loss of appetite, excessive sweating and chills.

944416 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 57.0 57 F THE PATIENT RECEIVED THEIR 2ND DOSE AND WAS OBSERVED FOR THE REQUIRED 15 MINS WITHOUT INCIDENT. IT WASN'T UNTIL THE PATIENT WAS HOME, ABOUT 11 HOURS POST VACCINATION, THAT THEY REPORTED SWELLING & ITCHINESS AT THE INJECTION SITE, SWOLLEN, TINGLY LIPS AND SWELLING UNDER THE EYES. THE PATIENT REPORTED TAKING BENADRYL, WHICH EFFECTIVELY RESOLVED THE REPORTED SIGNS & SYMPTOMS.

944418 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 MO 63.0 63 F Generalized itching, redness of arm.

944419 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IA 53.0 53 F Systemic: Nausea, Systemic: Vomiting, Systemic: shortness of breath

944420 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Injection site pain, body aches, joint pain,  Improving.

944422 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Immediately after being vaccinated became short of breath, arm red and warm neck red

944423 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 KY 29.0 29 F Patient received first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccination last evening. This morning, she awoke and went to the bathroom at approx 0700 and noticed the red, raised rash throughout her lower extremities. She further noticed the same pattern distributed throughout her entire body including scalp. She endorses only very  mild to no  pruritis and denies associated pain. She does endorse mild chills and malaise noticed last PM following the shot. In addition, at her office visit this morning, she had a low grade fever of 100.2 measured. She given ibuprofen in clinic, as well as recommended ibuprofen, acetaminophen and prescribed famotidine,  loratadine, and diphenhydramine for her symptoms and instructed to follow back up at the clinic tomorrow. Photos were taken of the rash and sent by patient to appropriate contact.

944425 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IL 66.0 66 F Arm sore 1/6-1/7. It went away. 1/13 when I woke up my arm was very sore with a lump and very warm to touch. Felt like it was burning. 1/14 Still have some pain but it has gotten better I took 3 Advil for pain. Arm is still warm to touch. Feels slightly itchy as well.

944426 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 CA 72.0 72 M Left knee pain lasting less than one day

944428 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 FL 33.0 33 M Low grade temp, body aches, and fatigued.

944429 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MI 39.0 39 F H/A head is pounding, Chills shivering, took hours to warm up, nausea, 102.4temp,  took Tylenol. This AM still have H/A, sore arm, 98.8 temp. Pain in right upper arm.

944431 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IL 50.0 50 F Adminsitration of vaccine at 8:40am; At 8:53; experienced dizziness and diaphoresis.  Placed in supine position and provided a wet cloth for her forehead.  Vital signs and blood pressure remained stable. She was provided a snack and discharged home.

944432 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IL 28.0 28 F facial filler swelling with pain 1 week after vaccination

944433 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 48.0 48 F Vision change in left eye; a little blurry in left eye

944435 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Dizziness

944437 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Rash on left arm, close to injection site.  However, this happened one week after receiving the Modern vaccine.

944438 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 SC 74.0 74 F PATIENT REPORTED SEVERE ARM PAIN AND PAIN IN RIGHT EYE

944441 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IN 30.0 30 F Sore arm days 1-3, chills day 2, headache days 3-7, rash and swelling at injection site day 7.

944442 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MA 63.0 63 F 30 seconds of near syncope

944443 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IL 50.0 50 F Adminsitration of vaccine at 8:40am; At 8:53; experienced dizziness and diaphoresis.  Placed in supine position and provided a wet cloth for her forehead.  Vital signs and blood pressure remained stable. She was provided a snack and discharged home.

944444 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AR 58.0 58 F vomiting

944445 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Low grade fever, chills, body aches, headache

944447 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 CA 43.0 41 F My lymph nodes were very swollen after receiving the vaccine. I also developed headaches and body aches, and fatigue. The result of my mammogram and ultrasound confirm the swollen lymph nodes. If they are still the same in 3  months we will schedule a biopsy.

944448 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 VA 48.0 48 F One week after receiving the first COVID vaccine, I went and got my weekly allergy shot at my allergy clinic.  I did not have an adverse reaction (no swelling, redness) at the allergy injection site in my right arm; however, the place where I received my COVID vaccine (in my left arm) became swollen, warm,  and itched.

944449 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 VT 54.0 54 F On 1/8  patient complained of arm pain at injection site, flank pain, nausea, and fatigue

944450 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MA 26.0 26 F Per pt, sx onset began at 1520 with pruritus/hives of the scalp. She was in the post vaccine observation area at this time. At 1530, EE returned to vaccination room to alert staff of her reaction. Upon hearing her new onset cough, an assessment was performed immediately. Reported tingling and swelling of her lips, cough, minor difficulty breathing with mask on, facial flushing and feeling hot, and severe pruritus, especially on the scalp.   50 mg IM Benadryl administered and was taken to ED via wheelchair which is 7 minutes away.  Epi Pen administered in ED and admitted overnight for observation d/t irregular HR and ST depression on monitor.Y Y 2

944451 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 IN 49.0 49 M Was working on a shower door and i got dizzy, called my wife (She's a RN) because i didn't feel good.  She came in and said it looked like i had a stroke.  She called 911 and i was taken to ER

944452 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 WY 38.0 38 F Severe diarrhea started about 10 hours after vaccine. Sore arm, fatigue, muscle aches started about 6 hours after vaccine. 4-5 days after the vaccine I developed axillary lymphadenopathy that is still present after 5 days.

944453 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 UT 52.0 52 F I received the Pfizer #EL3246 Vaccine, exp 4/30/2021 on Jan 12, 2021 through the Health Department and developed severe facial swelling, primarily around the right eye. The left eye has slight swelling.  Please note: I had a previous reaction to Tetanus many years ago that included swelling. In addition, I have had headaches and  gastrointestinal symptoms.

944454 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 83.0 83 F Systemic: Facial Flushing (Resolved after 20 mins); symptoms lasted 0 days

944455 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NY 54.0 54 F One week following my 1st vaccination, on Monday January 11, I developed small red bumps at the injection site, which turned into one big, itchy welt by the end of that same day. I visited my PCP the next afternoon, on Tuesday, January 12th. He said it was not a systemic reaction but a localized reaction to the vaccine and prescribed a 5-day Medrol pack and Hydroxyzine. I was also experiencing episodes of anxiety beginning 2 days following my injection, on Wednesday, January 6 th. The redness is subsiding at this time - approximately 50% improvement; some itchiness persists if I don't take the hydroxyzine regularly (I don't because I have to work and it makes me very sleepy). Anxiety is improved, as well.

944456 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 WA 27.0 27 F Pt. received vaccine at 1520.  At 1530 pt. started with itching, burning pain and patchy erythema without urticaria.  No dyspnea, angioemdema or wheezing.  Pt. also experienced mild anxiety with O2 sat at 99, pulse 90 and BP 120/84.  At 1535 50 mg diphenhydramine given IM in R deltoid and ice pack applied to L shoulder.  At 1550 pulse 90, O2 sat 99%, BP 130/90, respirations unlabored and pt. reported mild dizziness, but not feeling like fainting.  At 1615 itching reduced, pt.'s primary care provider, contacted and situation was reported to triage nurse and on-call provider.  Provider advised pt. okay to go home if responding to the diphenhydramine.

944457 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NC 52.0 52 F received vaccine on 1/5/2021,  on 1/12/2021 noted swelling  and tenderness in left axilla. On 1/13/2021 noted entire jaw was itchy. on 1/14/2021 noted entire face was Hot, red and swollen.  I am the provider that gave the injection,  I saw Pt on 1/14/2021 and noted her entire face, ears, neck, and chest had erythema and edema.

944458 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MN 39.0 39 F Metallic taste in mouth x 5-10 minutes after receiving vaccine, treated with oral benadryl, tingling in lips and tongue, Solumedrol IM given and transported via ambulance to ED.  Lung sounds and vital signs within normal throughout, no rashes.

944459 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 29.0 29 F -swollen tongue , unable to swallow , able to breath Tx - antihistamines and steroids.

944460 01/03/2021 01/14/2021 TX 33.0 33 F some itch and pain at site initally, then 10 days later large (3cm) raised erythematous plaque

944461 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 MD 30.0 30 F within 15': flushed, nauseated, throat swelling. dizzy., tachycardia  Transferred to ED:  treated with Benadryl. solumedrol. sx resolved. Observed for 4 hrs. d/cd to home

944462 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 GA 53.0 53 F 1/4/21 within 4 hours after receiving vaccine sole of right foot in the arch area began to itch.  Morning of 1/5/21 sole of left foot in arch area began to itch.  Upon a visual check a red rash is present approximately 1.5"-2" in diameter on the soles of both feet in the arch area.  1/6/21 blisters formed in rash area of the right foot.  On 1/8/21 upon patient visiting her dermatologist, the rash was ruled out as not being caused by a bacterial infection or fungal infection.  Dermatologist prescribed an antihistamine oral medication and a steroid cream. 1/9/21 patients reports burning and itching increased and she used a frozen foot roller to treat the burning and itching.  1/10/21 Patient states that itching and burning  subsided and discontinued use of steroid cream.   Patient continues to take oral antihistamine (Hydroxyzine HCL 25mg) prescribed by dermatologist . Patient reports there have been no changes in soaps or detergents being used and no changes in behavior prior to vaccination and therefore, patient and doctor can, but without certainty, conclude that the rash is a result of the COVID-19 vaccination.  1/11/21 patient took pictures of rash and are available for viewing.  As of 1/14/21 rash still present but itching has stopped. This event is a non-severe adverse event.  Patient is scheduled to receive second dose of vaccination on 1/25/21.  Patient has been advised to take antihistamine prior to receiving second dose of vaccination and  again 12 hours following the 2nd dose of vaccination.

944465 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IA 46.0 46 F Systemic: Nausea, Systemic: Vomiting, Systemic: shortness of breath

944467 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 86.0 86 F Systemic: High blood pressure and dizziness, did not recover, BP reading of 240/97 by ambulance, awaiting more information. Event may be independent of vaccine, patient has history of highb blood pressure -Severe; symptoms lasted 0 days

944469 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 PR 43.0 43 F Chest tightness, bradycardia, sandy eye sensation and dry mouth

944470 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IL 22.0 22 F chest pain, red face ,fever, shortness of breath

944472 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 NJ 39.0 39 F Fever; chills; SOB; pain while taking a deep breath; swelling/itchiness left arm; swollen lymph nodes on left side under arm; generalized weakness

944473 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 NY 48.0 48 F Reported heart rate of 108, a week of paresthesias. Symptoms resolved

944474 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 VT 63.0 63 F arm red and sore approx 10 cm in diameter

944475 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 22.0 22 F Patient had onset of shortness of breath, chest tightness, elevated heart, diaphoresis.

944476 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 SC 41.0 41 F swollen lip

944477 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 75.0 75 F Patient given vaccine. Within 5 minutes husband said she?s having another spasm.  She was being monitored for 15 minutes after the injection.  After the spasm  it appeared to. become a seizure and  passed out for 5 minutes .  Husband said she missed her medicine and needed her carbidopa/levodopa. 911 arrived and administered oxygen and took to the hospital.

944478 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MD 23.0 23 F Patient reports numbness in distal part of left arm and 2 fingers post vaccination.  Observed patient for 15 minutes. Patient stated numbness was dissipating prior to departure. Advised patient to follow up with doctor.

944479 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WA 49.0 49 F Anaphylactic reaction requiring EpiPen 0.3, Benadryl IM and transport to Emergency Department per EMS.

944480 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TX 59.0 59 F Abscess  and  surrounding skin infection localized to the right face/neck  region that initially began as a "pimple" that patient popped two weeks ago with resolution. Post Moderna vaccination, patient noted swelling to the same area where she popped her pimple

944482 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 PA 53.0 53 F 7 days after receiving the shot developed a hard painful red lump at injection site . Lump and pain subsided next day but still have a large red swollen and warm to touch area around injection sight approximately    5 x5 in.  in size

944483 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IA 26.0 26 F Systemic: Nausea, Systemic: shortness of breath

944484 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 VT 41.0 41 F Site: Itching at Injection Site-Mild, Site: Redness at Injection Site-Mild, Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Mild; symptoms lasted 0 days

944485 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 FL 61.0 61 F Swelling and redness has steadily increased  the past week right deltoid.  Throbbing, localized cellulitis. Very hot to touch. No fever. I feel otherwise fine. No hives, fatigue.

944486 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 31.0 31 M Patient experienced fogginess, slightly elevated BP (142/82) for several hours. Discharged at 12:07 once symptoms were resolved, went home for the day to rest.

944488 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 CA 44.0 44 M Both eyes started twitching that day a bit after 5pm.  They still continue to twitch every so often.

944489 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 VA 50.0 50 M Feverish feeling and chills with myalgias and weakness at 4am on 12/18/2020. Took 800mg advil and 1000mg tylenol. Felt perfect by 7 am. Despite this, fearing covid, I did not go to work, was rapid trsted covid negative that day and pcr tested that day retirning negative 2 days later.   Days later I began to have vague nagging chest pain with occasional sharp chest pain over my heart. I had what I would describe as chest tightness in addition in which it felt hard for me to expand my chest fully like pressure without being short of breath. This would last at most several minutes and perhaps occurred three or four times over a seven day period. Throughout this. I could exercise with no chest pain no increasing shortness of breath, including a PR on Peloton and two hours of tennis without cardiac symptoms. Yesterday, my smart internist heard a split S2 heart sound as I lay on my left side and held my breath; the EKG showed a depressed PR interval ad some ST elevstions consistent with pericarditis, which I am treating with motrin.   I assume this is a viral pericarditis. I had two types of Covid tests during that time period. My second dose of the vaccine was January 8. The feverish feeling occurred before dose 2, as did some of the chest oains  and tightness.

944490 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Large reddened area expanding/covering most of left arm. Measured 90mm wide and 170mm long on upper outer left arm on 1/4/21. Outer edges were darker then inner area. Entire area had a purple hue. On Day 2(1/5/21) the size of the area had gone down, though the outer edges had gotten darker and the inside of the rash appeared as though it may bruise. By Day 3(1/6/21), the rash had disappeared completely.

944491 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CA 31.0 31 F injection site is red, warm, swollen, had induration, and feels itchy

944493 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 AR 38.0 38 F Moderna-Covid -19 vaccine EUA  I started with scalp itching really bad, then swollen lymph nodes, the rash that spread over entire body and hoarseness in voice and moldy sore throat

944494 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 FL 22.0 22 M Large red circle rash (4 inches in diameter) appearing at site of injection. Appeared 6 days after shot

944495 12/16/2020 01/14/2021 PR 39.0 39 F CHILLS, FEVER, AND CONGESTION.

944496 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 MD 22.0 22 F within 15', developed tongue swelling, dizziness, palpitations.  Transferred to ED & treated with steroids, Benadryl, Pepcid.  Observed in ED for  6 hrs, then d/c to home 7 will f/u with PCP re: EKG changes

944497 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TX 59.0 59 F Abscess formation and surrounding skin infection associated with  drainage , worsening in the last 2 days post Moderna vaccine.

944499 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MO 33.0 33 F Fatigue, muscle soreness throughout body, headache

944500 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WI 48.0 48 F Systemic: Patient complained of swelling around the eyes, She presented with increased blood pressure and pulse. Patient was given two doses of benadryl with no response. 911 was called due to high BP

944501 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 NE 42.0 42 F Patient reported severe pain in injection site waking her at 4 am morning after vaccination.  She c/o "frozen shoulder" requiring her to see her PCP who has prescribed 8 day course of steroids and physical therapy.   This information was provided to the institution who provided the injection 9 days after vaccine was administered.
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944502 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 PR 43.0 43 F chest tightness, bradycardia, sandy eye sensation, dry mouth

944503 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CT 61.0 F Fever of 102/103,  pain, tenderness, redness, hardness,swelling at injection site, fatigue, headache, muscle pain, joint pain, overall itchy ness and swelling, chills, stomachache, numb fingers

944506 05/28/2015 01/14/2021 TX U occipital lobe stroke; postherpetic neuralgia; vision problems and balance issues; vision problems and balance issues; herpes zoster; This initial spontaneous report was received from a lawyer on 08-JAN-2021, regarding a case in litigation and refers to a currently 72-year-old patient of unknown gender. The patient's pertinent medical history, concurrent conditions or concomitant medications were not reported.  On 28-MAY-2015, the patient was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (lot# and dosage regimen information was not provided) for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions.  On an unknown date, the patient was treated for a provider for the following injuries: herpes zoster, postherpetic neuralgia, occipital lobe stroke, vision problems and balance issues.  At the time of the report, the outcome of cerebrovascular accident, herpes zoster, balance disorder, visual impairment and post herpetic neuralgia was unknown. The reporter considered that herpes zoster, postherpetic neuralgia, occipital lobe stroke, vision problems and balance issues were related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  Upon internal review, occipital lobe stroke was considered to be medically significant.

944507 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 NV 46.0 46 M Loss of vision; Possible lowgrade central retinal occlusion; retinal venous dilation; Decreased vision; Unexplained Retinal Hemorrhages; A spontaneous report was received from an ophthalmologist retinal specialist concerning a 46-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine and developed loss of vision, decreased vision, unexplained retinal hemorrhages, retinal venous dilation, and possible low grade central retinal occlusion.     The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 23 Dec 2020, approximately four days prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A) intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 27 Dec 2020, the patient experienced decreased vision.  On 29 Dec 2020, the physician examined the patient. There was some retinal hemorrhage, venous dilation, and possible low grade central retinal occlusion. Lab work was requested by the physician and results were pending. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the events, loss of vision, decreased vision, unexplained retinal hemorrhages, retinal venous dilation, and possible low grade central retinal occlusion were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a  46 year old male patient. The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced a serious, unexpected event of loss of vision, unexplained retinal hemorrhages, retinal venous dilation, and possible low grade  central retinal occlusion. The event occurred 4 days after first dose of the mRNA-1273. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of mRNA-1273 and the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded. Additional information are required for further assessment.

944508 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 FL 56.0 56 F Anaphylactic shock; feeling some stuff in my throat; A spontaneous report was received from a 56-year-old, female nurse, who was also the patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced anaphylactic shock and feeling some stuff in my throat.   The patient's medical history included having general allergies. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.    On 28 Dec 2020, immediately prior to the onset of symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 28 Dec 2020, while the vaccination needle was being pulled out of the patient's arm, the patient experienced anaphylactic shock. Two epinephrine injections were used within ten minutes of the reaction. The patient continued to take steroids due to her still feeling some stuff in her throat at the time of reporting. Treatment for the events included two epinephrine injections and steroids.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event, anaphylactic shock, was unknown. The event, feeling some stuff in my throat, was considered not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 56-year-old female patient with medical history of unspecified allergies requiring Epi-pen,  who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 025J20A), and who experienced a serious unlisted event of Anaphylactic shock and a non-serious unlisted event of Oropharyngeal discomfort immediately following vaccination.  Very limited information regarding the events has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.  The patient's history of general allergies requiring Epi-pen remain as confounders.

944509 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 OH 40.0 40 F Vaccine was administered in shoulder and seemed kind of high; shot felt strange going in; can't move or lift arm at all; Nicked nerve; left shoulder much lower than the right; level of pain was a 10 out of 10 a few hours later; A spontaneous report was received from a 40-year-old, female consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the events, vaccine was administered in should and seemed kind of high, shot felt strange going in, can't move or lift arm at all, nicked nerve, left shoulder much lower than the right, and level of pain was 10 out of 10 a few hours later.    The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use reported included vitamins, bupropion and trazadone.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot # 039K20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient reported that the vaccine was administered in her left shoulder but that it seemed kind of high.  The patient mentioned to the nurse giving her the vaccine that it felt strange going in and that it did not feel like a normal injection. A few hours later, she stated that her pain level was 10/10.    On 30 Dec 2020, she followed up with her primary physician and was instructed to go to urgent care the next day if she did not feel any better.    On 31 Dec 2020, patient reported that she literally could not move or lift her left arm at all and had to use her right arm to lift it due to the pain.  She also stated that her left shoulder was much lower than the right.  On that same day, she went to an orthopedic urgent care where she was told that the vaccine had potentially nicked a nerve causing the issues in her arm.  However, without an MRI, the urgent care was unable to provide a definitive diagnosis. The patient was prescribed steroids and was told that she could not be referred for an MRI until the nerve became less agitated and inflamed once the steroids took effect, in approximately one week. Treatment for the event included oral steroids.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the events, vaccine was administered in should and seemed kind of high, shot felt strange going in, can't move or lift arm at all, nicked nerve, left shoulder much lower than the right, and level of pain was 10 out of 10 a few hours later, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 40-year-old female patient who experienced the events of vaccine was administered in should and seemed kind of high, shot felt strange going in, can't move or lift arm at all, nicked nerve, left shoulder much lower than the right, and level of pain was 10 out of 10 a few hours later. The event of shot felt strange going in occurred on the same day when the product was administered, and the events of can't move or lift arm at all, nicked nerve, left shoulder much lower than the right, and level of pain was 10 out of 10 a few hours later occurred within 2 days following administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273, Lot #039K20A. Based on the limited available information, a definitive assessment with regards to a drug: event-causal association cannot be provided at this time. However, due to the temporal association between the onset of the event and the administration of the drug, a causal relationship cannot be excluded. Hence, the events of shot felt strange going in, can't move or lift arm at all, nicked nerve, left shoulder much lower than the right, and level of pain was 10 out of 10 a few hours later are assessed as possibly related to mRNA-1273. The event of vaccine was administered in should and seemed kind of high is a procedural issue and assessed as not applicable.

944510 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 NV 50.0 50 F Symptoms like an allergic reaction; Flu like symptoms; Tiredness in her muscles; Shortness of breath (she feels it in her chest); Skin is itchy and feels as if she had a rash; A spontaneous report was received from a 50 year-old female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine and experienced flu like symptoms, symptoms like an allergic reaction, tiredness in her muscles, shortness of breath (she feels it in her chest), and skin is itchy and feels as if she had a rash.    The patient's medical history included allergies. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 30 Dec 2020, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (batch number 025J20-2A) intramuscularly for COVID-19 for infection prophylaxis.  On 30 Dec 2020, the patient received her first dose of the vaccine and later in the day she presented flu like symptoms and symptoms like an allergic reaction. She also reported she felt tiredness in her muscles, shortness of breath (she feels it in her chest), her skin is itchy and feels as if she had a rash but she didn't have a rash. No treatment information was reported.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the events, symptoms like an allergic reaction, tiredness in her muscles, shortness of breath (she feels it in her chest), and skin is itchy and feels as if she had a rash, was considered not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 50 year old female patient with medical history of allergies, who experienced a serious unexpected event of Hypersensitivity and NS unexpected events of Influenza like illness, Muscular weakness, Dyspnoea, and Pruritus. The events occurred on the same day when the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (batch number 025J20-2A). Very limited information regarding the events has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

944511 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 PA 49.0 F Body ache; fatigue; Weakness; Abdominal noises; Sick to her stomach/super sick stomach; Not feeling good; awful stomach ache; could not eat/she can't eat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself. A 49-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech, lot# EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration, on 30Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing overweight. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced sick to her stomach/super sick stomach on 03Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, not feeling good on 03Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, awful stomach ache on 03Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, could not eat/she can't eat on 03Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, body ache on 07Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, fatigue on 07Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, weakness on 07Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, abdominal noises on 07Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 virus test: unknown on 05Jan2021. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of sick to her stomach/super sick stomach (nausea) and included treatment with Pepto-Bismol.

944512 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 IL 39.0 F felt kind of tired; Tested positive for COVID after receiving the first dose of the COVID Vaccine; Tested positive for COVID after receiving the first dose of the COVID Vaccine; slight fever; body aches; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable nurse (the patient) reported that a 39-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730) via unspecified route of administration on the left arm/shoulder on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included gained weight since the pandemic started. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  Patient received first dose of the vaccine. She had symptoms right after she got the vaccine the next day, on 23Dec2020. She had a slight fever, body aches, and a headache, which she never gets. She had these for about 2-3 days, they lingered around, and kicked back up around 26Dec2020/27Dec2020. She also felt kind of tired. She got covid 19 infection tested on 02Jan2021 and the results came back positive on 03Jan2021. Patient was calling to report this and see what to do about the second dose. She was supposed to get her second dose next Tuesday. The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

944513 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 UT 48.0 F Shingles outbreak 5 days after vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 48-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EL0140), intramuscular on 22Dec2020 at single dose on the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took morphine and experienced allergies. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the hospital.  The patient experienced shingles outbreak 5 days after vaccination on 27Dec2020. The event was assessed as non-serious. Acyclovir pills were given as treatment. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. It was also reported that "Did the adverse event result in any of the following?: Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit". Outcome of the event was not recovered.

944516 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 AR 25.0 M Felt like a fever; super hot; nauseous; GI issues; fatigued; Arm was sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional reporting for himself. A 25-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number EK9231/expiration date: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on 07Jan2021 12:30 PM (at the age of 25 years old) as a single dose in the right arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Relevant medical history included known allergies to sulfa antibiotics. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication (other medications taken in two weeks) included lisdexamfetamine mesilate (VYVANSE) 20 mg once daily, and paroxetine hydrochloride (PAXIL) 20 mg once daily. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number EJ1685/expiration date: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, on 19Dec2020 04:00 PM (at the age of 25 years old) as a single dose in the right arm for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the second dose of COVID vaccine (except for the first dose of BNT162B2). On 07Jan2021, the patient's arm was sore at night. The patient woke up in the morning on 08Jan2021 at 03:00 AM morning and was super hot. He reported that it felt like a fever. The patient also felt super fatigued, nauseous and had gastrointestinal (GI) issues. The patient drank water and took 400 mg of ibuprofen. The patient reported that this did not happen during the first dose. The patient reported that he felt fine at 09:00 AM on 08Jan2021. Treatment for these events included 400 mg of ibuprofen. The outcome of the events arm was sore, was super hot, felt like a fever, fatigued, nauseous, and GI issues was recovered on 08Jan2021 at 09:00 AM. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

944517 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 44.0 43 F Myalgia chills, fatigue, syncope vs seizure 43 yo employee falt fatigue on 12/24 and again on 12/25/20. The patients husband reports she was walking down the stairs, seemed "off" and missed the step/slid on step injuring both feet/ankles. Pt got up and was able to stand for a few minutes. Husband reports that he than sat her on the steps-few minutes later she had syncope with convulsions vs seizure. Per his report this lasted over a minute, she stopped breathing and was unresponsive. He reports she was confused while he was on the phone with 911 operator (3 minutes). Patient was taken to Health Center for work up. The head CT, labs, X-rays, EKG were unremarkable. Followed up her physician Dr. and was referred to neurologist. She had a MRI without contrast which was unremarkable and is scheduled to undergo a sleep deprived EEG. She is undergoing physical therapy at this time for injury to bilateral feet/ankles.

944519 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 FL 62.0 F Body aches; fever; chills; diarrhea; headache; joint pain; nausea; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). This 62--year-old female HCP reported for herself received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number/expiration date: unknown), via intramuscular route of administration, on 07Jan2021at 02:00 PM (at the age of 62 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization at hospital facility. Relevant medical history included chronic Fatigue. The patient have known allergies to Sulfa. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included liothyronine sodium (T3), levothyroxine sodium (T4), progesterone, estradiol, estriol (BIESTROGEN), testosterone, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), calcium, zinc sulfate (XINC), ascorbic acid (Vitamin C), magnesium. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number/expiration date: unknown) on 17Dec2020 at 10:30 AM (at the age of 62 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 07Jan2021 at 10:00 PM, after the second dose, the patient experienced body aches, fever, chills, diarrhea, headache, joint pain, nausea, fatigue. No treatment was received for the events body aches, fever, chills, diarrhea, headache, joint pain, nausea, fatigue. The outcome of the events body aches, fever, chills, diarrhea, headache, joint pain, nausea, fatigue was recovering. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.     The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

944520 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 FL 74.0 F very weak and sleepy; very weak and sleepy; Vomiting; Shivers; had gotten sick; Pain injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 74-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot EL3246, expiry date not reported), intramuscular on 05Jan2021 13:30 at a single dose in the upper left arm for COVID-19 prophylaxis. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. Patient had no prior vaccinations (within 4 weeks). Patient asked if there was any contraindication to getting the second dose. Patient reported having vomiting and shivers the day after receiving the vaccine as well as pain at injection site which was reportedly now resolved. Patient was calling about the Covid-19 vaccine and reported that she received the vaccine this past Tuesday 05Jan2021. She said that she was very sick the next day (06Jan2021). She said that 5 people went with her to get the vaccine and she was the only one who had gotten sick. Patient clarified that she had vomiting throughout the day the next day after receiving the vaccine. She also reported that she had shivers for hours and hours. She said that she had blankets and quilts on her and she could not stop shivering. She said that when she went to the doctor, the doctor thought it was because of the vaccine. Patient wanted to know if she should she take the second shot and if these will happen to her again or not and asked if there are any contraindications. She said that the vomiting started in the morning around 10:00 on 06Jan2021. It lasted a couple of hours until about 13:00 06Jan2021. She said that the shivers were bad, and she had big time shivering and there was nothing she could do to stop the shivering. The shivering lasted from 10:00 06Jan2021 until about 5-6 in the evening 06Jan2021. As the day progressed the pain where they gave her the shot was very bad on 05Jan2021. She said that she had pain at the injection site (pain injection site) on 05Jan2021. She said that it only hurts now if she touches the area. She said that the site previously it hurt without touching it. Patient was very weak and sleepy the next day. She said that she felt very weak and sleepy on 07Jan2021. She said that it lasted throughout the entirety of the day and she fell asleep and felt better today (at the time of the report). She said that today she felt fine. The events did not require emergency room visit but events required physician's office visit. The events were reported as not serious. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events weak and sleepy.  The patient recovered from vomiting on 06Jan2021 13:00, from shivers on 06Jan2021, from weak and sleepy on 07Jan2021. The patient was recovering from pain injection site. The outcome of the event sick was unknown.

944522 01/14/2021 F experienced soreness in her arm; experienced being achy like she was having the flu; experienced being achy like she was having the flu; fever; palpitation; shortness of breath; nausea; her eyes were burning; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at 8AM at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient did not feel anything until 5PM. At 5PM, she experienced soreness in her arm until the next day at 6:30PM or 7PM. At this time, she also experienced being achy like she was having the flu. In addition to that, she also experienced having fever, palpitation, shortness of breath, nausea, and her eyes were burning. That night, she took 2 paracetamol (TYLENOL) and got up fine. Outcome of all events was recovered on unspecified date.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

944523 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 AL 32.0 F injection site pain; tiredness; headache; muscle pain; chills; nausea; feeling unwell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). This 32--year-old female pharmacist reported for herself received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number: EK9231/expiration date: unknown), via intramuscular route of administration, on 06Jan2021 at 09:30 AM (at the age of 32 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization at hospital facility. Relevant medical history was not provided. The patient did not have any known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN XR) 300mg daily, levothyroxine 25mcg QAM and prenatal vitamin one-a-day. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EH9899/expiration date: unknown) on 16Dec2020 at 09:30 AM (at the age of 32 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 06Jan2021 at 09:00 PM, after the second dose, the patient experienced injection site pain, tiredness, headache, muscle pain, chills, nausea, feeling unwell. Treatment was received for the events injection site pain, tiredness, headache, muscle pain, chills, nausea, feeling unwell included Acetaminophen 1000mg Q6Hrs. The outcome of the events injection site pain, tiredness, headache, muscle pain, chills, nausea, feeling unwell was unknown. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

944524 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 LA 23.0 F feeling lightheaded; dizzy; nauseous; diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from an Other Healthcare Professional, the patient. A 23-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: unknown),  dose 1 , single dose via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 07Jan2021 at 03:45 PM (at the age of 23 years-old) for COVID-19 vaccination.  There was no relevant medical history. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any concomitant medications. The patient did not receive  any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 08Jan2021 at 05:00 AM, the patient woke up feeling lightheaded, dizzy, nauseous and experienced diarrhea. The report was reported as non-serious. The patient was not treated for feeling lightheaded, dizzy, nauseous and experienced diarrhea. The clinical outcome of feeling lightheaded, dizzy, nauseous and experienced diarrhea was recovered.  It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.   Information on the Lot/Batch Number has been requested.

944525 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 OH U received the first dose of the vaccine on 21Dec2020 and tested positive for Covid-19; received the first dose of the vaccine on 21Dec2020 and tested positive for Covid-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date was not provided) via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of the vaccine on 21Dec2020 and tested positive for covid-19 on 07Jan2021. The patient was isolated for 10 days. Outcome of event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

944526 12/20/2020 01/14/2021 TN 57.0 F COVID virus/on 29Dec2020 tested positive/symptoms of cough, chills, lost of taste and smell; COVID virus/on 29Dec2020 tested positive/symptoms of cough, chills, lost of taste and smell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient).  A 57-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number EJ1685, expiration date: 31Mar2021), intramuscularly on 20Dec2020 17:43 at left deltoid, at single dose for vaccination. Medical history included asthma and diabetes. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received the first dose of vaccine on 20Dec2020. On 22Dec2020 she was exposed to Covid, on 28Dec2020 developed symptoms of cough, chills, lost of taste and smell, she had onset of COVID virus symptoms on 28Dec2020 with positive COVID result from COVID nasal swab test performed on 29Dec2020. She has already completed her Bamlanivimab infusion therapy to treat COVID virus on 31Dec2020. Her 2nd dose is due on 10Jan2020 and she wanted information on the use of antibody therapy with the Covid-19 vaccine. She asked if she should still get the second dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine as scheduled on 10Jan2021 relative to these events. She reported she still has COVID symptoms which have improved, but the symptoms she can't taste or smell are ongoing and persistent. Seriousness criteria: she thought it was serious but she was not injured or anything with it; she thought event was offset it by taking some medication and the Bamlanivimab infusion. In addition to Bamlanivimab infusion for treatment of the COVID virus she was also prescribed Azithromycin for 5 days started on 29Dec2020 which she completed; and Prednisone for 7 days started on 29Dec2020 which she stopped after 5 days of therapy because she did not like how it made her feel. The outcome of the event was recovering. Event relatedness between Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine and COVID virus was unrelated.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

944527 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 NY M Body aches; Low grade fever; Headache; Nausea; An elevated heart rate; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were unknown) via an unspecified route of administration, on 07Jan2021, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received COVID-19 vaccine yesterday (07Jan2021). Ten hours later, he noticed body aches, low grade fever, headache, nausea, and an elevated heart rate. He is concerned on how long these symptoms last. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

944528 12/01/2020 01/14/2021 F facial twitching on the left side of the face which started with her lip which lasted for a couple of hours and moved to her left cheek the next day. These were resolved until she noticed left lower eyelid twitching last Sunday night; left lower eyelid twitching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported to have received the first dose of the vaccine almost 3 weeks ago and it will be exactly 3 weeks on Monday. Last week on possibly Friday (Jan2021), she noticed facial twitching on the left side of the face which started with her lip which lasted for a couple of hours and moved to her left cheek the next day. These were resolved until she noticed left lower eyelid twitching last Sunday night which had happened about 30 times with durations of about 4 seconds until now since Sunday. She is asking if this was reported and if she was to proceed with 2nd dose. The patient recovered from facial twitching on the left side of the face which started with her lip which lasted for a couple of hours and moved to her left cheek while did not recover from left lower eyelid twitching.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

944529 01/14/2021 F a little fuzzy in the head; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. A 71 year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: unknown), dose 1 , single dose via an unspecified route of administration on an unknown date for COVID-19 vaccination. She is due to get the next dose on 27Jan2021. Relevant medical history was unknown. On an unknown date, the patient  was "a little fuzzy in the head" no other side effects reported, no injection sight pain. She carries an (epinephrine (EpiPen). The clinical outcome of fuzzy in the head  was unknown.    Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.

944530 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 49.0 M Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A 49-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), second dose on 08Jan2021 (lot number: EK9231) and first dose on 19Dec2020 (lot number: EN9899); both via unspecified route of administration at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient experienced headache on 08Jan2021. The patient did not receive treatment for the adverse event. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 test: negative on 17Dec2020. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

944531 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 MD 54.0 F Metallic taste for about 1 1/2 hrs immediately following the injection.  It did go away.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 54-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on her left arm on 31Dec2020 at 10:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient had allergies to medications, food and other products; all unspecified. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. No vaccines received within 4 weeks prior to COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) which was received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced metallic taste for about 1 1/2 hrs (hours) immediately following the injection on 31Dec2020 at 10:45. It did go away. The patient did not receive treatment for the adverse event. Outcome of the event was recovered on unspecified date.

944532 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NY 35.0 F Chills; low-grade fever (100.9 at highest); muscle aches; weakness; diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other Health Care Professional (HCP).  A 35-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot number and expiration date unknown), intramuscularly, on 05Jan2021 (at the age of 35-years old) at an unspecified dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included Thalassaemia from an unknown date and COVID-19 on an unknown date. The patient's historical vaccines included the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number EK5730) on 17Dec2020 (at the age of 35-years-old) at unspecified dose in the left arm for COVID vaccination.The patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was administered the vaccine in the hospital. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to vaccination the patient had been diagnosed with COVID-19 on an unknown date. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccinations. On 05Jan2021 at 23:30 the patient experienced chills, low-grade fever (100.9), muscle aches, weakness and diarrhea. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of the events was reported as recovered on an unspecified date in Jan2021. It was also reported that since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

944533 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NY 28.0 F Chills; Dizziness; Soreness at injection site; Fatigue; Muscle aches; Headache; TMJ aching (joint pain); Mild back pain on injection side; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (the patient).  A 28-year-old female patient the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number EL3246, expiration date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at 08:45 (at the age of 28 years old) at an unspecified dose in the right arm for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included COVID-19 on an unspecified date, allergy to Penicillin and seasonal allergy from unknown dates.The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was administered the vaccine in the hospital. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 (date not specified) The patient's historical vaccines include the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE lot number EK5730, expiration date unknown) on 15Dec2020 at 3:00 PM (at the age of 28 years old) at an unspecified dose in the left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient was tested for COVID-19 after the first vaccination in the form of a nasal swab test on 24Dec2020 which was negative. Concomitant medication included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), biotin (BIOTIN), bifidobacterium infantis, lactobacillus acidophilus (PROBIOTIC). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient reports having experienced a headache five (5) hours post the second vaccine, soreness at injection site, fatigue and muscle aches eight (8) hours post the second vaccine, chills and dizziness twelve (12) hours post the second vaccine, and TMJ aching and mild back pain on injection side twenty-four to forty-eight (24-48) hours post the second vaccine. Treatment was received for the events and included acetaminophen and ibuprofen.The clinical outcome of the events headache, vaccination site soreness, fatigue, muscle aches, chills, dizziness, joint aching and back pain was reported as recovered on an unspecified date in Jan2021.  It is unknown if the patient has been tested for COVID-19 since the second vaccination.

944534 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CA 46.0 M Arthralgia; Rigors; Severe headache; Severe myalgia; Nausea; Sore throat; Fever; first dose on 18Dec2020, second dose on 07Jan2021; first dose on 18Dec2020, second dose on 07Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician reported for himself.  A 46-year-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 09:00 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included carotid dissection. Patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 18Dec2020 17:00 for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not have COVID tested post vaccination and did not have COVID prior vaccination. The patient had no known allergies. Concomitant medication included atorvastatin, acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN). The patient experienced arthralgia, rigors, severe headache, severe myalgia, nausea, sore throat, fever all on 07Jan2021 20:00 with outcome of recovering. No treatment was received. Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

944535 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 CA 36.0 M pain on eye movement; high fever; joint/muscle ache; joint/muscle ache; headache; nausea; unable to sleep; shivered most of the night unable to feel warm; shivered most of the night unable to feel warm; First dose: 18Dec2020 10:00 AM; second dose: 04Jan2021 11:45 AM; First dose: 18Dec2020 10:00 AM; second dose: 04Jan2021 11:45 AM; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient himself). A 36-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EH9899), via intramuscular on 04Jan2021 11:45 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included allergies: allergy to certain sunblock. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number EH9899) for covid-19 immunization on 18Dec2020 10:00 AM in left arm via intramuscular. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Roughly 12hrs after second vaccine (05Jan2021), patient had high fever, and accompanying symptoms such as joint/muscle ache, headache, nausea. Fever was severe enough, patient was unable to sleep and shivered most of the night unable to feel warm, patient was also unable to check temperature due to status of severe symptoms. Upon waking in the early morning, fever was better, symptoms of headache/nausea/joint/muscle ache persisted rest of day. Fever was around 101 rest of day time. By second day (05Jan2021 12:00 am), fever subsided, residual mild headache and pain on eye movement remained for another day. Eye pain on movement persisted for 4 days after fever. The patient took ibuprofen 200mg for high fever, joint/muscle ache, headache. Events were assessed as non-serious. Outcome of these events were recovering.

944536 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MO 24.0 F Extreme fatigue; cold chills; fever; vomiting; abdominal pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient) reported that a 24-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899, expiration date: not reported) on 17Dec2020 at 09:00 on the right arm then received the second dose on 07Jan2021 at 09:00 on the left arm both via an unspecified route of administration at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was reported as none. The patient was not pregnant. The patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 07Jan2021 17:00, the patient experienced extreme fatigue, cold chills, fever, vomiting and abdominal pain. No treatment was received for the reported events. The outcome of the events was recovering. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot number was already obtained.

944537 01/14/2021 VA 53.0 F plantar fasciitis pain disappeared; hit hard as if flu; teeth are particularly sensitive to cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 53-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), second dose via intramuscular route on her left arm on 06Jan2021 (lot number: EL1823) at 15:45, and first dose via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date; both at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypothyroidism and tooth recession. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine. The patient previously took amoxicillin and experienced allergies. The patient's plantar fasciitis pain disappeared so she thought that her body was too busy responding to vaccine. She was hit hard as if flu. One notable side effect was that teeth were particularly sensitive to cold. She used Sensodyne for periodontal recession and they were really, really uncomfortable to cold. All occurred on 07Jan2021 at 15:00. Outcome of the events was unknown.

944538 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 MI 46.0 F Headache; Left arm pain near injection site; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A 46-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on her left arm on 28Dec2020 at 12:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension, migraine, polycystic ovaries (PCOS) and allergies to wasp venom and dust mites. The patient was not pregnant at the time of the vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 28Dec2020 at 15:45, the patient experienced mild left arm pain near injection site that lasted a few hours, severe fatigue which started 3 hours post injection and lasted for 4 hours; and moderate headache which started on 29Dec2020 (duration 3 days). The patient did not receive treatment for the adverse events. The patient recovered from the events.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

944539 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NY 57.0 F Aches; Chills; menstrual like cramps (but post menopausal); Fatigue; Eye burning; low grade temp; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 57-year-old female patient received the second dose of  bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 16:45 at a single dose on right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included, lactose intolerance. Concomitant medication included acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN (E.C.), probiotics (PROBIOTICS), clarithromycin (MACROBID [CLARITHROMYCIN]), ibuprofen (MOTRIN [IBUPROFEN]), paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient previously took Parafon Forte and experienced allergies. The patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: ek5730) on 17Dec2020 17:15 at a single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced aches, chills, menstrual like cramps, fatigue, eye burning, and low grade temp on 07Jan2021 15:00. The outcome of the events was recovering. The events were assessed as non-serious. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was Hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

944541 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MO 34.0 F Headache; dizziness; body aches; mild fever; chills; extreme fatigue; soreness at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 34-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the second dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at 10:45 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies to penicillin. Concomitant medication included ethinylestradiol, etonogestrel (NUVARING), levothyroxine, desvenlafaxine succinate (PRISTIQ). The patient previously received the first dose bnt162b2 (Batch/lot number: EK5730) on 17Dec2020 at 15:00 in left arm for COVID-19 immunization at age of 33 years old. The patient experienced headache, dizziness, body aches, mild fever, chills, extreme fatigue, and soreness at injection site on 07Jan2021 at 23:00. All events were reported as non-serious by reporter. The patient didn't receive treatment for the events. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The outcome of all the events was resolved in Jan2021.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

944542 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 LA 66.0 F Aching in arms & legs; After 2nd vaccine felt like I had the flu; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 66-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), first dose on 15Dec2020 15:00 (lot EH9899, expiry date not reported) in the left arm, then second dose on 05Jan2021 (lot EL0142, expiry date not reported); both via an unspecified route of administration at a single dose as COVID vaccine. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient had other medications (unspecified) in the two weeks prior to vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. On 06Jan2021 02:00, the patient experienced aching in arms and legs, and reported that after 2nd vaccine felt like patient had the flu. The patient did not receive any treatments for the events reported. The events were reported as not serious (did not result in death, not life-threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating and not a congenital anomaly/birth defect). The patient recovered from the events aching in arms and legs and felt like patient had the flu in Jan2021.

944543 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CA 32.0 F chills; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 32-years-old female patient started to receive the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), on 07JAN2021 11:00 (at the age of 32-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient previously had BNT162B2 dose 1 for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had been experiencing chills and fever after she received the second dose of the Covid-19 vaccine on 07Jan2021 11:00AM. The symptoms started on 08Jan2021 around 3:00AM, she's still experiencing these symptoms and she took acetaminophen (TYLENOL) to lessen symptoms.  Outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on batch/lot number requested.

944544 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 NY 57.0 F exhausted/Exhausted like she could just lay down and go to sleep; Exhausted like she could just lay down and go to sleep; freezing cold; slightly nauseous; not feel as zippy as she normally do; Arm hurting a little; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself, a dental hygienist) via Medical Information team. A 57-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number: EK5730, expiration date: Mar2021, NDC number was unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm (also reported as upper shoulder) on 07Jan2021 at 11:30 30 at a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient had no medical history. There were no concomitant medications. The patient reported she was feeling exhausted, freezing cold, slightly nauseous, and did "not feel as zippy as she normally do" on 08Jan2021. She wanted these effects recorded, and would like to know if they were normal, and would they happen to the same or higher intensity with the second dose. The patient further reported she had no adverse reaction on 07Jan2021 other than her arm hurting a little. Starting on 08Jan2021, she had felt exhausted like she could just lay down and go to sleep, freezing cold, and slightly nauseous. She had been reading and was sure or was guessing this was normal, but wanted to verify that. She was not running a fever as of yet. Every time she tried to get up, she just laid back down. She felt fairly decent when she woke up, these events started later at the time of the report on 08Jan2021. She would not say these events were life threatening, but the CDC patient vaccine record card said to call to report any adverse events. She was scheduled for a second dose on 28Jan2021 and at this time did not plan to change dosing unless event worsening would occur. The patient had the vaccination, because she was always coming into contact with people with COVID at work. The patient had no investigation assessment. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious. The patient was recovering from the event "arm hurting a little," she was not recovered from the events "exhausted/exhausted like she could just lay down and go to sleep, freezing cold, and slightly nauseous," while the outcome of the event "not feel as zippy as she normally do" was unknown.

944545 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 M positive COVID-19 test; positive COVID-19 test; positive COVID-19 test; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A around 50-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The physician reported that he knew the patient got the vaccine on 22Dec2020. On 02Jan2021, he tested positive to COVID-19. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (tested positive for COVID-19) with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.

944546 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MD 77.0 F I already have some muscle pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 77-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0142, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 09:30 at single dose on right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient reported that she received the first dose of the vaccine yesterday (Thursday, 07Jan2021) and is scheduled to have the 2nd dose on 28Jan2021. She is asking if she should delay her Aerobics class the next day after the 28th because she knows that there are flu like symptoms that are associated with the 2nd dose of the vaccine. The patient stated, "What are the side effects after the 2nd dose? I already have some muscle pain." The patient also denied having any problems or symptoms after yesterday's shot (as reported, pending clarification). No other vaccine received that day and none in the 4 weeks prior. Not had any problems with the vaccines in past. When looking for name of vaccine states it was the one from Pfizer that was frozen, 170 degrees below zero. Mentions she is not a flu vaccine person and did not know if that matters. The adverse event did not require a visit to the Emergency Room or Physician Office. No relevant tests done. The outcome of the event was unknown.

944547 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 OK 56.0 F ENTIRE body hurts. Joints, muscles; ENTIRE body hurts. Joints, muscles; ENTIRE body hurts. Joints, muscles; headache; Minimal pain at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 56-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL3248; expiry date: unknown) intramuscular (left arm) on 07Jan2021 at 15:30, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included hypertension (HTN), hypothyroid, and early pulmonary HTN. Concomitant medications were not reported. Historical vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EH9899) intramuscular (left arm) on 17Dec2020 at 15:15 for COVID-19 immunization. The patient previously received bactroban ointment and experienced allergies. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. On 08Jan2021, at 5:00 a.m. the patient's entire body hurts, including joints and muscles and also had severe headache and minimal pain injection site (less sore than first shot). Patient confirmed that she did not have any of these symptoms with the first dose. Patient took ibuprofen but did not seem to help. Patient is a registered nurse working in a small, rural hospital. Outcome of the events headache and minimal pain at injection site was unknown, while for the remaining events was not recovered. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination.

944549 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AR 44.0 44 F vomiting, migraine

944550 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 WI 48.0 48 F severe fatigue day of vaccine, next day 1/7 also headache and general feeling unwell and arm pain at site of injection. Fatigue and headache-stabbing pain R side of head continue. Head pain increased overnight 1/12.  Rash on forehead started 1/10 or 1/11, eye pain.  1/13 went to urgent care and diagnosed with  shingles.  Today rash continues,eye worse, severe pain on R side of head mostly in front of and around R ear into jaw and neck. Started on Valtrex

944551 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Headache,dizziness, sob, chest pain, nausea, vomiting, fever, muscle and joint pain.

944552 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 DE 27.0 27 M Starting at 2200 on 1/12/21, I began experiencing fever (101.9F), chills, body aches, and headache. The fever broke at around 0600 on 1/13/21, but the headache and body aches persisted until about 1200 on 1/13/21 when I took Ibuprofen.

944554 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 ME 37.0 37 M Rapid heart rate, severe sweating, inability to breathe, narrowing vision, fainting, anxiety

944555 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 WA 51.0 51 F First episode ocular migraine- flashing zig zag shapes in right eye lasting about 30 minutes. Still groggy next morning.

944556 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 VT 45.0 45 F red, itchy spot at injection site 9 days after vaccine given

944557 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Arm soreness

944558 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 DE 32.0 32 U Patient states: Eight days after injection patient seen that she had a red hive like circle around injection site. Patient states NO fever, pain, irritation, cough, or discomfort.

944559 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AL 57.0 57 F Patient had slight throat tightness, dry cough and flushed.  Benadryl 25 mg given by mouth. Observed for 30 min and all symptoms resolved.

944561 05/25/1965 01/14/2021 MD 0 F Received COVID vaccine and within 15 mins had numbness of lips, shaking and flushed cheeks 0.0

944562 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 61.0 61 F feeling flushed, palpitations and sore throat 5 minutes after administration

944563 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CA 60.0 60 F Woke up 1/14 in am  and L deltoid area itchy. Noted localized pinkish/red rash measuring about 40 mm x 95 mm in circumference. No noticeable swelling present. Applying hydrocortisone area to site and will monitor.

944564 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 NY 62.0 62 F Had headache, fatigue , muscle aches arm and body. muscle aches upper chest and legs, chills, nausea,dry mouth,loss of appetite. I was tested on 1/6/21 result positive for covid. was prescribed azithtromycin 500mg , 1 tablet per day for 7 days. I took tylenol for pain and quarantined since then.

944565 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 CT 41.0 41 F One week after injection; Left arm swollen, rash, extreme arm pain and arm felt as if it was burning.  Entire body was itching, developed sore throat, headache, fatigue, night sweats and chills for approximately 48 hours.

944566 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 TX 78.0 78 M C/O  itching "all over".  No rash  or respiratory symptoms reported or observed. Pepcid 20mg po and Benedryl 50mg IM X 1 dose. Symptoms resolved within 15 minutes. Pt. discharged home with driver.

944567 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 KY 39.0 39 F One week to the day of receiving vaccine(1/13/21) I woke up with a large red hive-type spot near injection site.  The spot was hot to the touch and slightly swollen.  My arm ached and felt heavy.   The next day (1/14/21) the red hive-type spot had doubled in size.  The spot is still hot to the touch and my arm is still achy.  I spoke with a nurse at the health department and she recommended I report the symptoms here and follow up with my doctor.  I left a message for my doctor but have not heard back.  The day of my injection (1/6/21) the only side effect I had was a sore arm.  No other symptoms until 1/13/21.

944568 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 SD 49.0 49 F Resident had immediate elevation of heart rate with discharge heart rate after 15 min monitoring of 135 bpm.

944569 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 59.0 59 F Awoke at 3 am on 1/14/2021 with eye pain and swelling , at 6:30 am eye swelling in right eye was more prominent, rinsed eyes with cold water  multiple times. Swelling still exists 1/14/2021 at 1315, (time of typing this information).  Seeing slight improvement.

944571 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Rash and redness around injection site Arm soreness Chills Fever

944572 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 WI 34.0 34 F Injection site reaction of 6 cm on the right deltoid. Developed 7-8 days after immunization. Subjective swelling in the right axilla, but not noted on exam. No other systemic symptoms.

944573 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 KS 25.0 25 F Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Mild

944574 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 AL 38.0 38 F SYMPTOMS BEGAN THE DAY AFTER VACCINATION.  STARTED WITH NUMBNESS AND TINGLING IN RIGHT FOOT.  PAIN IN SAME AREA THAT DAY.  WEAKNESS OF ARCH IN FOOT.  SAME SYMPTOMS CONTINUED UNTIL 01/14/21.  ON 01/14, BOTH RIGHT AND LEFT FEET, ANKLES, LEGS (ABOVE THE KNEE DOWN).  THESE SYMPTOMS SPECIFICALLY INCLUDE TINGLING, PRICKLY, SLIGHT NUMBNESS.  CONDITION GETS BETTER AND WORSE FOR NO REASON.  ESSENTIALLY FEELS LIKE LEGS ARE WAKING UP AFTER THEY HAVE FALLEN ASLEEP.  ALSO HAS THE SAME SYMPTOMS IN BOTH ARMS (ELBOW DOWN) AND HANDS.  HANDS FEEL VERY COLD.  SAME SYMPTOMS IN RIGHT SIDE OF FACE INCLUDING EAR.  NO SEVERE PAIN PRESENT.  NOT TAKEN ANY ACTION TO RESOLVE AS OF YET.

944575 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 UT 61.0 61 F One week after injection   Hives , swelling , warm to touch at injection site   Next date increased redness increased size    Virtual appointment with Heath care provider   Dx allergic reaction   Recommend hydrocortisone cream to site.

944576 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 36.0 36 M Pt states while waiting the 15 min post vaccine, he felt that he was getting sleepy/drowzy

944577 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 MD 32.0 32 F within 15 minutes developed dysphagia, tongue tingling. : transferred to ED  : Observed for 4 hrs and d'cd to home

944578 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 PR 27.0 27 F Chills, headache,  general ache for 1 day. Lymphadenopathy for 3 days.

944579 01/03/2021 01/14/2021 FL 68.0 68 F Tufts of my hair came out by the handful - first time in my life I have experienced ANY hair loss!  It is still ongoing and I am worried it will result in permanent baldness.

944580 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 MA 45.0 45 F She self-reports having "SVT" (patient is a nurse) and feeling flushed and itchy. She resolved this and then almost two weeks later she a large area of erythema, swelling and itching over the vaccine site with axillary pain and itching.  She had been taking some OTC antihistamine with some relief. She was advised not to take the second shot. This was at her appointment on 1/12/2021.

944581 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 VT 52.0 52 F 4 cm of redness at injection site 14 days after vaccine

944582 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 35.0 35 F cellulitis (redness, warmth, swelling, and pain) at injection area

944583 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 VA 24.0 24 F Rash appeared one week later below the site of injection. It got swollen the next day, was very warm and the swelling went down the day after, but the rash kept growing for the next 2 days until it was 3-4 inches in diameter. It has slowly been going away a week after the rash first started.

944584 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 VA 47.0 47 F Patient developed tachycardia to 170s and BP 160/100, headache, lightheaded, some difficulty breathing/shortness of breath but pt states it may be associated with the mask.

944585 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Large pink circle (2.5 inch diameter)  developed 6 or 7 days post injection.

944586 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 29.0 29 F THE PATIENT RECEIVED HER 1ST DOSE OF THE COVID-19 VACCINE AND WAS OBSERVED BY MATHER STAFF FOR THE REQUIRED 15 MINUTES WITHOUT INCIDENT. SHORTLY AFTER LEAVING THE VACCINATION POD THE PATIENT BELIEVED TO BE HAVING A REACTION TO THE VACCINE AND PRESENTED AT MATHER EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT FOR EVALUATION. A SCATTERED RASH TO HER RIGHT FOREARM, RIGHT FACE & CHEST WERE NOTED BY THE CARE PROVIDERS. THE PATIENT RECEIVED BENADRYL 50MG BY MOUTH X 1, WHICH EFFECTIVELY RESOLVED THE SIGNS & SYMPTOMS.

944587 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Immediately after vaccine pt experienced chest tightening and tingling to arms and hands. This has persisted on and off until current.

944588 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Mild headache upon waking up, progressively worsening throughout the day, mild lightheadedness, chills, low-grade fever, and  brain fog began at approx. 10:00 AM and gradually worsened as day progressed. Symptoms completely resolved as of 8:00 AM 1/10/2021.

944589 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 OH 27.0 27 F Fever 101.0 F for two days, chills, extreme fatigue, shortness of breath

944590 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 65.0 65 F Swelling and redness down to elbow from injection site.

944591 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AR 64.0 64 F fever, chills, muscle aches, irregular heart rate

944592 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MD 53.0 53 M Patient stated that he felt light headed right after he got the shot when he got up. Vitals taken,  gave water.  Patient stated he feels much better and left at 1045.

944593 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 WI 41.0 41 F Extremely enlarged lymph nodes along axillary and clavicle. Elevated CBC counts. Appeared 8 days post injection. Remaining enlarged still a week later. Fatigue as well.

944594 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CT 22.0 22 F Systemic: HR as high as 160. Respiratory rate of 22. "Heavy feeling in chest" Pale color of skin-Medium; symptoms lasted 1 day

944596 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 NY 19.0 19 F Patient complained of a mild headache which started on 01/11/2021.

944597 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 OK 40.0 40 F onset 01/12/21 at approximately 1:00pm began with report of aching, muscle aches, feverish feeling with chills.  Went home at that time.  Later that day around 4:00pm developed worsening fever/chills, body aches, nausea.  Temp reported 101.8 oral.  01/12/21 around 6:00pm developed vomiting, muscle weakness, fatigue, joint aches, knee pain.  During the night reported night sweats.  AM 01/13/21 reported temp of 102.5 and new onset of skin sensitivity with touch to include clothing, water with bathing  and continued symptoms of all symtpoms reported above.  01/14/21 continues with muscle weakness, body aches, fatigue, chills without temp, new onset of axillary pain right arm and reported chest tightness that began on 01/13/21.  Denies difficultly with breathing, just chest tightness.  Symptoms are improving each day, just reports lingering today, 01/14/21.

944598 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IA 29.0 29 F 1 week history of significantly worsened (previously present "low back strain" lower back pain that had become radicular to both LE and associated with progressively worsening bilateral LE weakness, paresthesias since COVID vaccination last week. see continuation for HPI and assessment/plan from office note 1/13/21  HPI from OV dated 1/13/21  She had presented initially in December 2020 for her annual physical, and we evaluated some low back pain that that time, felt to be a sprain/strain resulting from a fall in the shower earlier December which was aggravated significantly by lifting/transferring a patient at the SNF she works for as a nurse. Presentation at that time was rather benign, no imaging obtained, pt was placed on leave from work for 1 week to avoid the heavy lifting and likely aggravation of back pain, and rx including diclofenac and cyclobenzaprine. She did not FU in the office, but returned to work at SNF a week after I saw her for the back pain. She states she had improved enough to feel like she could go back to work but wasn't 100% without back pain yet. At no time was comp mentioned at the visit in December. She did tell her employer about the injury and was off of work for a week and was encouraged to seek comp. We were never notified.    Yesterday 1/12 she followed up in the office for the back pain and was found to have much more severe pain, now radicular to both LE (pain intensity worse on right), with new neurologic impairment including objective weakness bilateral LE (R>L), sensation disturbance bilateral LE (R>L). Xray of lumbar spine obtained in clinic, this was essentially unremarkable, non-acute.  Pt was sent for stat MRI of the lumbar spine. MRI last night revealed no findings to explain her severe symptoms - she has mild symmetric disc bulging at L5-S1  nd mild bilateral facet arthropathy with patent canal and foramina, and a mild nonspecific  "STIR signal abnormality" within the soft tissues abutting the left lateral aspect of the L5 spinous processes felt to be small and nonspecific. I did discuss the case and the imaging with the radiologist and he feels this is unlikely to be the source of her back pain/radicular symptoms. No obvious signs of apparent discitis or any signficant soft tissue abnormality.    Pt contacted last night with initial "normal" results of MRI as formal results were pending - hydrocodone was sent to her pharmacy for pain relief overnight. Pt received 60mg toradol in the office yesterday during her visit. Pt noted significant improvement in her back pain, bilateral leg pain about 30 minuts after that injection. She continued to have pain in the evening but went to sleep. She woke at 3am unable to roll over due to weakness and pain - her sister gave her a hydrocodone and she went back to sleep' she woke this morning feeling much better; today, she has less severe low back pain, less severe right lower leg radicular pain, NO pain radiating into the left LE, lessening of the weakness in her right LE, lessening of paresthesia reported in the right LE (now isolated just to the heel), resolution of the weakness in the left LE, resolution of the tingling of the left knee. Other than the toradol and one dose of hydrocodone, no other medications were given, no other treatments given since presentation yesterday.   Upon further questioning, patient does reveal that she received the 1st of 2 COVID-19 vaccinations (pfizer) last week. She received the vaccination at work at nursing home on 1/7/21. She had some relatively quick onset nausea and dizziness within an hour of the injection, but that resolved. She recalls feeling like her low back pain, bilateral lower leg pain, leg weakness and paresthesias all intensified sometime either Wednesday 1/6/21 or 1/7/21, but more obviously worsened over the weekend 1/9 and 1/10. Along with the lower extremity symptoms, she does admit today that she experienced soreness in bilateral upper arms starting the day following the vaccine administration, with left arm/shoulder still feeling sore and tender to the touch now. She also developed some altered sensation of the right thumb and index fingers the day following vaccination (1/8/21) and this has been persistent/unchanged. She is right handed. No prior issues with right hand/fingers. Other than the altered sensation, she denies pain, swelling, or notable weakness. She is right handed, and really hasn't done much with her right hand over the past week since she hasn't been working. Patient denies having significant headache, fever, chills, diaphoresis, fatigue, rashes/injection site erythema since the covid vaccination. She was not told to sign up for or told about the V-safe program and hadn't thought to report her symptoms to work or think to be concerned regarding possible vaccine SE. Pt denies prior hx of low back pain, neurologic symptoms including weakness/paresthesias, previous allergy to or adverse reaction to vaccination or injectable medications. She has a history of latent TB(fully treated) but is otherwise in good health.  After gathering much further detailed information/history today from patient, review of chart including the MRI results and xray results from yesterday, my prior OV note, and discussion with radiologist today regarding her MRI - I Discussed with patient and her sister that I believe what is becoming more apparent to me now is that she is likely suffering from an adverse event associated with the COVID-19 vaccination she received on 1/7/21 through her workplace. I'm unable to define this for certain, but I suspect that she developed the progressive worsening of low back pain, development of radicular pain and bilateral LE weakness and paresthesias about 1-2 days following the vaccination administration. She has had notable and rather surprising improvement in both subjective and objective findings  Today as compared to yesterday. Only intervention was toradol 60mg IM and one dose of hydrocodone, she had already been taking diclofenac or ibuprofen so I believe the only explanation for the improvement over the past 24 hours is the fact that she is gradually having resolution of the temporary paraparesis, neuralgia, paresthesia brought on by the recent COVID-19 vaccination. I believe she truly had injury to the low back in December, initial injury at home but had improvmenet and then significant worsening/exacerbation when transferring a resident at work. Her presentation following that was consistent with a strain/sprain of the lumbar spine. This was treated appropriately with rest, activity modification, stretching, NSAID, and muscle relaxers. She returned to work w/o restriction likely earlier than she should have but I believe the covid vaccination is likely what caused her condition to so significantly decline; Its also possible that her physically demanding job requiring lifting/transferring/standing for prolonged periods of time on top of an only partially resolved low back strain had aggravated her low back condition.    plan from OV dated 1/13/21 Given the improvement since yesterday, I recommended obtaining some labs looking for any sign of alternative explanation including infectious etiology or autoimmune/
inflammatory condition, however will hold on further imaging as would be the plan, specifically EMG of the bilateral LEs. Explained to patient that I'm hopeful with continued rest and time, her symptoms (weakness, tingling/numbness, radicular back pain) will completely resolve. She may need some eventual PT for the disc bulge in the lumbar spine and lumbar strain that is likely still lingering. Will contact pt with any change in care plan based on the laboratory findings. I would like to closely follow her, and make sure her symptoms continue to slowly improve /resolve. If at any point she develops worsening symptoms again or any new neurologic signs/symptoms (and we discussed what emergency signs/symptoms would be) then she needs to be in touch with me right away. I will work on reporting this suspected adverse covid vaccine reaction to VAERS / possibly also CDC and see if they have any additional input/suggestions for monitoring/treatment.    For pain control, pt may continue with the diclofenac OR ibuprofen, and the hydrococone/APAP as needed for breakthrough severe pain uncontrolled with the NSAID. I have advised pt to remain off of work at this time, resting at home avoiding lots of physical activity as she continues to heal. Suspect will have her follow up in clinic sometime next week for repeat evaluation/examination depending on VAERS/CDC recommendations and of course the lab results and any updated condition reports from the patient in the interim. Will want to make sure she has full resolution of the paresis and adequate resolution of her back pain/radicular pain prior to returning to work, even in a limited capacity. I am informed today that there is light duty available and will keep that in mind. Pt to be contacted regarding follow up. Encouraged to call with questions/concerns/updates. Pt was very thankful for the care.

944599 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 OH 44.0 44 F Injection site was hard, red, swollen,  and painful.

944600 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Developed chest tightening immediately after vaccine which persists

944601 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Monday, 1/11/2021 (8:30a):        2nd dose administered ? I felt fine the rest of the day and when going to bed. Overnight, I started to experience chills followed by extreme perspiration and weakness to the point that I struggled to open a bottle of water I had by my bed.  Tuesday, 1/12/2021:                       Headache, weak and tired but attempted to work.  I had to leave shortly after arriving because my symptoms were becoming progressively worse to the point I almost passed out from standing.  Upon arriving home, I started to experience nausea and vomiting x 3. Intense chills followed by the extreme perspiration still existed.  Most of these symptoms subsided by 9:30p that evening.  Wednesday, 1/13/2021:                Intense headache, weakness and dizziness.  Of note, my left underarm/armpit (the arm where the vaccine was administered) is sensitive to touch.

944602 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 UT 57.0 57 F Left arm very sore-4 hours after injection.  Woke up 1/13/2021 nauseous, and very cold.  Through the day at work I was very cold, headache, had body aches, had a hard time breathing, and very exhausted.  On 1/13/2021 came home from work at 5:30pm and went straight to bed.  Very cold, shivering.  later I had a fever of 103.  I took 800 mg of Ibuprofen.  During the night I was cold and had the sweats on and off.  Today. 1/14/2021 I feel fine.  Just a little tired and my arm is still very sore.  I was diagnosed with Covid-19 on 7/24/2020.

944603 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 29.0 29 M I started out with a stuffy nose and then soon it became a full on cold with runny nose, sneezing, coughing, and tightness in chest.

944604 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 35.0 35 F Woke up with a very sore arm.  About 10 am Migraine started  11 am  Tired "feeling out of it" Noon - Short of breath  Currently 12:30 Muscle soreness in shoulders, migraine worse, heavy chest

944605 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Arm soreness, unable to sleep, patient is hypoglycemic - felt like having an episode, dizziness, patient loss consciousness for about 2 min, spouse called 911, patient had food then milk and ham, patient was pale, sweating, hands cramping, dizzy, shaking. Paramedics checked BP 118/76, sugar levels back up and oxygenation normal. Patient refused offer for transport to ER. Doctor visit in the AM ? EKG test: normal. Doctor requested for F/U prior to receiving 2nd COVID19 vaccination. Doctor unable to determine cause of low blood pressure that caused patient to faint. Previous TB test 20 years of age, 1988, caused fainting spell- blood pressure dropped and sugar levels for patient in the past. Patient today 1/14/21 is feeling foggy, dizzy, and fatigue blood pressure is still low, arm still sore.

944606 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CT 27.0 27 F Systemic: Light headedness and dizziness-Medium

944607 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 WY 32.0 32 F Beginning Saturday morning, I began to experience hives, coming and going throughout the day. There were 2 significant episodes on Saturday, one Sunday morning, two throughout the day on Monday. Beginning Tuesday morning, I experienced hives that continued throughout the day. Starting around 1:00 pm, they moved from a more localized area on my upper trunk to covering my entire body, head to toe. I became hypotensive (lowest was 90/60), tachycardic (pulse rate ranging from 100-125), low grade temperature (100.4), noticed a tingling feeling in my lips, a new onset sore throat, and ringing in my ears. My pulse ox remained stable, no oxygen required. I took a claritin chewable approximately 10 minutes after onset of worsening symptoms, then 50 mg of benadryl 3 hours later.  I have continued to take 25 mg of benadryl BID since Tuesday and have remained without any new onset of hives. No medical admissions were required, although I do work in a medical clinic and close observation was available for me.  Only symptom remaining is fatigue, unsure if this is related to benadryl usage or remaining vaccine reaction.

944608 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 NY 59.0 59 F Vaccine Hurt as injected... Injection site red  Later that evening I discovered a painful welt .. The redness expanded all over my arm Alot of inflammation  99.5 Temp Chills  Steroids for 7 days

944609 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 75.0 75 M He died nine hours later.

944610 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 CA 38.0 38 M Significant fatigue (couldn't remain sitting), malaise, and chills that progressed to diaphoresis after taking acetaminophen which helped the symptoms resolve on 12/31/2020.  The symptoms returned the evening of 01/01/2021 after eating and resolved with the same treatment.  They lasted about 1.5 hours. On 01/04/2021 had an episode of significant fatigue in the evening that resolved on 01/05/2021 after waking up.

944611 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MI 80.0 80 F CoVid -19 vaccine given at 1 pm.  At 1:15 pm patient calling for help.  Assisted by staff.  Symptoms reported  "tongue feel little tingling."  Given Benadryl 25 mg p.o..  No difficulty swallowing,  No difficulty breathing,  No rashes or any symptoms presented.  Immediate relief felt after being observed for 5 min.    Stated " imagining thing"  "nervous"  "completely normal now."

944612 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 46.0 46 F Exanthema on fingers and lower back w pruritis on all of trunk

944613 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MN 33.0 33 F Woke up the morning following vaccination and had swollen lymph nodes in the armpit of the left arm.  Unable/painful to extend arm or move arm above head.  Symptoms improved with Ibuprofen for about 6 hours and then would return.  Each morning (the last 2)the symptoms have been just as severe as the first morning requiring Ibuprofen.

944614 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 MD 60.0 60 F angioedema within 15' : tongue swelling, difficulty talking, increased BP :  transferred to ED & tx with H1, H2  with sx resolution . Observed 6 hrs and d/c to home

944615 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Body aches, Headache; Treatment: Ibuprofen, Outcome: Complete resolution of symptoms

944616 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 AR 61.0 61 F POSITIVE COVID TEST

944618 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 OK 37.0 37 F Patient received her first dose of Pfizer vaccine on 1.8.2021. When receiving the vaccine, the patient reports that her left cheek went numb. Patient reports the feeling came back the next day. Patient reports extreme soreness, to the point of not being able to use her arm. She also reports "excruciating" pain on her entire right side of the body that radiated into her knees and hips. Patient was seen by her PCP on 1.11.21. Patient was prescribed a steroid at the time. On 1/14, the patient returned back to work and describes her pain as tolerable now.

944619 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 40.0 40 F approximately 6 days after immunization patient developed a red warm nodule at injection site that over 2 days became more tender, firm and larger

944620 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 PA 64.0 64 F 45 min after injection face became red and flushed and headache began,  redness left in about 4 hours, headache still remains 24 hours later but mild. joints ache for 24 hours and neck slightly stiff after about 12 hours

944621 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 TX 71.0 71 F Site swelling, redness, and bruising.  Not painful to the touch.

944622 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NC 42.0 42 F 09:45 states is starting to itch on her right time  (leg , arm then Back)  no redness was noted at this time.  0950 itching now to chest and scalp , again no redness.  10:15  states her throat is feeling itchy   States  does have an epi pen at home be "just didn't think about bring it"  ER was notified that we were bring her for evaluation ; she was able to take few steps to the wheelchair , taken to our ER report given to the nurse.

944623 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 47.0 47 F Patient describes fever, chills, bone pain and body ache

944624 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 IA 59.0 59 F This am right deltoid, injection site firm and warm to touch.  This is 10 days after injection.  Area is approximately 3 cm in diameter.  Fine non raised rash is present to both forearms.  Headache present.  Right neck lymph node with slight swelling and is tender to the touch.  Very tired today.  Had no concerns up until today.

944625 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 OK 34.0 34 F Flushed, itching, rash over arms, trunk, Felt shaky

944626 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AR 27.0 27 F Fever, bodyaches, chills, headache and fatigue

944627 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Lump on back of head day of injection that she spoke to hematologist about and thought to be lymphadenopathy (now resolved), then 1 week after injection on 1/13 has developed itching and redness at injection site that she has applied topical benadryl cream for.

944628 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 WA 29.0 29 F I woke up with a rash on my stomach that were very itchy. They spread to chest, arm pit, forarm &  inner thighs.

944629 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Swollen Lymph node in arm pit that has not subsided as of today 1/14/2021

944630 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MD 57.0 57 F This individual stated that she felt light headed right after she got her vaccine, she also stated that she was fasting and did not eat or had a drink today. Vitals were taken, apple juice was given, and she stated that she felt better and left  at 1:18pm.

944631 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NH 50.0 50 F Swollen lymph node warmth area fever pain

944632 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CT 36.0 36 F fever, chills, aches pain, headache

944633 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Two days after my vaccine I noticed some pain in my low back and in my left hand and left foot. I also had one night where I woke up and had soaked through my blankets with sweat. Otherwise, felt fine. On January 7th I noticed that the injection site was suddenly very red and swollen and a dull ache had returned. On the 8th the redness was more filled in and less bright, still swollen and painful. I tried to go paddle boarding and all of my muscles were very weak and I got dizzy and nauseated. I felt like my body was full of lactic acid and that my muscles would not work properly. I took 600mg of ibuprofen and 50mg of Benadryl and got in bed and slept. On the 9th, the redness was almost gone, swelling still visible and muscles very weak, along with a strange tight feeling in my neck and head. My left toes went totally numb. I mainly stayed in bed and slept until the 12th when a precautionary COVID test was negative and I was able to get lab work drawn. I tried biking 2 blocks and felt that my muscles were a little stronger, however my joints felt very fragile and I was short of breath. On the 13th I got some tingling in my left foot and toes went completely numb on 2 occasions. Today, (14th) I do not have the lactic acid feel, however I am very tired and continue to have the head and neck tightness.

944634 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 WI 67.0 67 F Left hand in thumb area and Left wrist  patient reported a twinge feeling and was very warm.  Blood pressure was 126/80, pulse ox 95 and pulse 73.  Gave patient H2O and patient sat another 15 minutes.  Left with no more symptoms and vital signs were 120/78, pulse ox 94 and pulse 75

944635 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 VA 41.0 41 F Initially redness, swelling, pain and itching at the injection site.  Cleared up by end of day the following Monday (1/11/2021) leaving just a bruise.  Starting the morning of 1/13/2021, I woke up feeling nauseous and had a headache by mid day.   All day injection site was itching again.  Woke up morning of 1/14/2021 and injection site is red, swollen, itching and painful again (looks like it did the morning after I received the shot).  Feeling nauseous again this morning and have a persistent headache again today.

944636 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 67.0 67 F 5 min post injection- nauseous for a few minutes 9 hrs post injection-  severe stomach pain and                 sudden onset vomiting lasting for several hours. Chills and  malaise throughout next day.

944637 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 OH 37.0 37 F Tachycardia, palpitations, lightheadedness/near syncope, and numbness/tingling to tongue and lips 10 minutes after receiving vaccine. All symptoms resolved in about 15 minutes with the exception of  numbness/tingling to tongue and lips which lasted 3 hours. Symptoms resolved on their own without treatment/medication other than lying flat with feet up and drinking a bottle of water. I was assessed by medical professionals at the vaccine clinic which was located inside of the hospital. I consulted with an ED physician but did not require any additional treatment.

944638 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 MD 51.0 51 F Within 15' developed sensation of dysphagia, lip swelling, facial swelling : transferred to ED  where sx resolved spontaneously. Observed for 4 hrs then d/c to home

944639 12/24/2019 01/14/2021 VT 44.0 44 F headache, "feels foggy", feels like having problems swallowing, increased secretions  - continued for week plus after injection took benadryl on 1/6 with good relief of symptoms

944640 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 WA 36.0 36 F One week after vaccine went for first run since vaccine. Later that evening injection site itching, red, with hives beginning. Increased in severity that night and remained for a couple of days, affected area measuring 4" x 3". Unsure if running was a factor but only correlating event. If relevant - run was 30minutes with HR in peak-zone for 19min and cardio-zone for 8min - max HR during run 188. If relevant - did not have this reaction immediately after vaccination - had only experienced mild-moderate soreness and mild redness at site for 1-3 days.

944642 12/26/2020 01/14/2021 NM 61 F 10 minutes after vaccination my left arm started tingling and my left hand started getting stiff. My blood pressure was 144/100. The EMS arrived and they completed an EKG and waited for my pressure to come down. I did not go to the hospital.

944643 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 FL 34.0 34 F 12/23 at 0658 vaccine was administered. 12/23 approx 12 hrs later moderate soreness of left deltoid.  12/24 moderate soreness of left deltoid, moderated itching at injection site. sit also raised warm and red approx. 4cm tall and 6cm wide. (25mg po benadryl and hydrocortisone cream applied to site) 12/25 sever soreness and itching at site. site size did not change. (25mg po benadryl and hydrocortisone cream applied to site) 12/26 moderate soreness, severe itching (hydrocortisone cream applied to site) site size did not change, less warm to touch 12/27 moderate soreness and severe itching. hydrocortisone cream applied to site, site size did not change, color mostly back to normal 12/28 mild soreness (all dissipated by evening) moderate, sporadic itching (hydrocrtisone only applied once) 12/29 no soreness mild itching no medication needed 12/30 all symptoms resolved.

944644 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AR 45.0 45 F Headache, fatigue, body aches, nausea, vomiting  Started Monday, January 11, 2021around 3:45pm
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944645 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MO 55.0 55 F I began to experience a dry throat about 10 minutes after injection - I attributed it to needing a drink. My throat then felt a bit warm and I thought this was due to thirst as well. I left the monitoring area. I was walking to my vehicle and began to feel more of a warm sensation in my throat and not into my upper chest. About 5 minutes after this took place my face became flush and began tingling and feeling sunburned and tight - I looked in the mirror and my cheeks and nose and chin were red and felt extremely warm - I did not have facial swelling that i noticed buy my face felt tingly and like it was sunburned - my eye felt puffy but did not look puffy enough to notice in the mirror. Approximately 30-35 minutes after the immunization,  I took 50mg of Benadryl and 1300mg of Tylenol. I felt my symptoms begin to improve  about 25-30 minutes after taking the medication - my throat and chest were not as warm.  the facial flushing lasted about an hour or hour and a half.   The morning after my immunization I did have a scratchy throat - I did not take any further medication - by the afternoon - this is almost gone - still just a little scratchy.

944646 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 35.0 35 F Fatigued about 8 pm last night Woke up groggy  10 am - migraine started  11 am - shortness of breath and fatigued (out of it really bad) Noon - heaviness in the chest  12:45 (current time) Aches in my shoulders, Migraine in my right temple area, short of breath, chest burning, head feels heavy to my neck.  Similar symptoms to when I had Covid in the end of October.

944647 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NH 74.0 74 F Patient came in to receive her first dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on 01/05/2021. While the needle was in her arm and the nurse was applying pressure to the syringe the vaccine started to leak out of Pt's arm. Patient was worried that she did not receive her entire first dose of the vaccine. It was reported to the Pharmacy and to, Director of Nursing. It was determined that Pt should receive a second first dose on 1/13/2021.

944648 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Developed itchiness, redness, and hard spot that was warm to touch at injection site and below as well as muscle pain in the arm as if she had been punched in the arm, first instance of this began over 1 week after injection. Seen in convenient care clinic and prescribed 7 day course of doxycyline for concern of possible abscess.

944649 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 TX 33.0 33 F 1/7/2021 @ 5:00 a.m. patient woke up and couldn't move her right side (neck, arm and leg).  Sister helped dress her and drove her to the hospital.  During the ride the hospital the patient had 2 seizures and a 3rd seizure in the ER at the hospital.  Patient states she has never had multiple, back to back seizures before.  States she hasn't had a seizure for 2 years. EEG was done. Was released from the hospital on 1/9/2021 and to have outpatient MRI of head, shoulder, c-spine.  Does not have full range of motion of right neck, and arm, hand and fingers and is painful. 1/14/2021 - full release back to work on 1/14/2021.Y 2

944650 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 WI 43.0 43 F redness, swelling, pain, muscle weakness, tightness at injection site - started on 1/13/2021 afternoon, Plan: Claritin or Allegra during the day the next several days and also can add Benadryl at bedtime.  Elevate, apply ice pack.  Ibuprofen 600 mg three times daily with food.

944651 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 VT 26.0 26 M Approximately, 25 minutes after vaccine administration the patient verbalized feeling dizzy. He was transferred from a chair to a nearby cot with feet elevated. The ER was notified and an EpiPen was on standby. Vital signs were: BP 155/69, O2 saturation 100%, and HR 125. Vitals were rechecked 5 min later and HR came down to 76. Dizziness still persisted and he complained of his hands feeling weak but grip strength was noted to be equal bilaterally. There was no indication for EpiPen so it was not used. Patient preference was to be transported to the ER for additional follow-up. In the ER vital signs continued to be monitored and patient was given 1 liter sodium chloride 0.9% fluid bolus after which the patient reported feeling much better. Patient was discharged from the ER.

944652 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 53.0 53 F 13 minutes post vaccination (while still being observed) this person began to experience some nausea and weakness. She was assisted to move from chair to an available bed where her blood pressure (154/94), pulse (73) and Sp02 (90% on RA) were collected. 5 minutes later her BP had increased to 166/100, HR was 68 and Sp02 was 91% on RA. EMS was activated at 1005am and assessed this person and eventually transported her to the ER for observation/follow up with a provider. She was observed and sent home and advised to receive the second dose of this series as scheduled. When I spoke to the person she reported that she had no reservations about 2nd dose and would return as scheduled.

944653 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IN 29.0 29 F On 1/14/2021 at 0630am, I noticed my armpits were bright red, with no raised rash, and warm to the touch. There is a sensation of warmth and feeling "full" in this area. At this time, no treatment has been taken as it is not uncomfortable. It is 1:45pm, and all symptoms are still present. The warmth sensation has slightly increased throughout the day. I have had bouts of chills throughout the day, but no fever or headache.

944654 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 NY 42.0 42 F the worse asthma attack in the last 34 yrs. (that I can remember). It isnow1/14/21 ,I'm still having reactive airway issues, despite .eing prescribed Albuterol nebulizer treatment & Prednisone taper 40mg taper down over 10 days.

944655 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 TX 44.0 44 F 12/23/20 - RECEIVED 1ST DOSE OF COVID-19 VACCINE IN AM FROM EMPLOYEE HEALTH CLINIC 12/24/20 EVENING -  ACUTE ONSET OFSYMPTOMS HIGH FEVERS >101 - 103 F, SEVERE CONSTANT HEADACHES (PAIN SCALE AT 10), BODY ACHES, NAUSEA, FATIGUE, DIMISHED TASTE AND SMELL AND DIARRHEA SYMPTOMS CONTINUED TILL 1/7/2021 - SLOWLY IMPROVING

944656 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 ME 37.0 37 M Severe sweating, rapid heart rate, blurring vision, dizziness, shortness of breath,  near syncopy

944657 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 54.0 54 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Hand went numb the day of the injection, improved within half hour after injection. 1/10/21  Headache, 1/12/21

944658 12/26/2020 01/14/2021 NM 61.0 61 F 10 minutes after getting vaccination my left arm tingling and then started going numb and then my hand started stiffinging. I was dizzy and my Bp went up to 144/100. it spiked to 168/107. EMs was called and they completed and EKG and monitoired my bp until it came down. I did not go to the ED

944660 01/03/2021 01/14/2021 MD 43.0 43 F within 10' of injection , developed Wheezing, flushing and lip/ facial swelling. Transferred to ED and treated with epinephrine, Benadryl and albuterol. Po Benadryl and Pepcid. Sx resolved and remined in ED for 6 hrs observation. D/c'd to home

944661 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 49.0 49 F c/o numbness at site of injection. Numbness from left deltoid distally to left hand. No other symptoms noted. Monitored for 30 minutes.

944662 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Arm was sore and hard immediately after injection. Night of the injection, chills and body aches. No other symptoms noticed until 1/7/2021. It was noticed that my arm was swollen, with welt like redness. It felt hard and itchy, which went away by 1/11/2021.

944663 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 KY 67.0 67 F Resident had been monitored and had shown no signs or symptoms of any kind until 2 pm on 1/14/2021. Resident was found in the floor of her room. She had fallen and was having a seizure, temperature was 99.7F and Oxygen saturation was 82%. Y

944664 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OH 37.0 37 F Prior to vaccine administration she did state she had an allergy to the preservative in flu vaccines. Patient came up to staff at 1400 and stated she had a headache. She also felt like her joints were also tight. She then also mentioned that her throat was sore and that had been occurring for about 15 minutes but she was trying to wait and see. Asked if she should just take benadryl. Advised that I could not advise that and would recommend seeing a physician. Walked her to the emergency department at 14:01.

944665 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 NE 40.0 40 F Currently 32 weeks pregnant, delivery date of March 14,2021. The next morning I had a sore arm  that lasted 2 days. A couple days of fatigue. I had on episode of vomiting, I believe it was the 12/31 or 1/1/.

944666 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Arm pain and headache within a couple hours of vaccine.  Body shivers at 11:15pm-12:15am.  Woke up at 5:15am and was dizzy, lightheaded, nauseated and really bad headache.  Very lethargic also.  I took Motrin and went back to sleep, when I woke up I was no longer dizzy and nauseated but I still have the headache and lethargy and arm pain.

944667 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 GA 65.0 65 F High blood pressure , it went up to 153/96 last night. Before the shot it was 124/84

944668 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OH 57.0 57 F Developed headache 1 1/2 hours after vaccination similar to sinus pressure. Two hours after vaccination began feeling itchy including her tongue. She took 50mg of Benadryl which helped within 45 minutes. Headache  dissipated by 1:30pm.

944669 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Patient developed hives and nausea, history of anaphylaxis in the past, she took her own Benadryl 50mg PO and EMS was activated, car left at site

944670 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NY 41.0 41 M " 15mins after vaccine I felt dizzy with Pounding   head" VS monitored 150/99 HR 80 o2 sat 97% RR 15. Seen by Dr. EKG done repeat VS148/96 HR 83  O2 Sat 97%  RR18

944671 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IN 41.0 41 M Slight fever, cold sweats, chills

944672 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NH 26.0 26 F Patient developed large, oval shaped red area around vaccine site 9 days after receiving first dose of Moderna covid vaccine. Low suspicion for allergic or local reaction given time frame. Treated for possible cellulitis with Keflex.

944673 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 LA 35.0 35 M Started with tingling of the tongue and itchiness of the arms. I took 50mg of Benadryl immediately, but then progressed to hives all over on my, arms, trunk, eyes, ears, and scalp, and legs. Went to the emergency room in case it got worse or obstructed my breathing. In the ER continued to have itching and extreme redness of my arms, with some swelling of my arms as well. About an hour later the Benadryl began working and received prednisone and Pepcid. Stayed in the ER for another hour and my symptoms mostly resolved. Was prescribed 3 days of 40mg prednisone and given an epipen. Have not had issues since then.

944674 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AR 50.0 50 M 2nd vaccine received at 0930 1/13  Around 1300: 1/13-1/14  Body aches, chills, headache, nausea/vomiting

944675 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 TX 82.0 82 M Heart rate went from a normal rate to 144-150. At same time I took a serious cold and achy joints and muscles. Doctor has me taking Digoxin, Diltiazem and Eliquis to try and bring the heart rate down.

944676 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Deep itch at the injection site (itch was inside the arm at the injection site, deep/strong itch), started 30-45 min after injection. and lasted about an hour

944677 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NY 37.0 37 F 6 days later developed a cellulitis in Vacination site on Left Deltoid. Treated with Augmentin 875mg BID and warm soaks TID.

944678 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 52.0 52 M Day three developed papular rash on both forearms mild. Rash has progressed to confluent macularpapular rash.  Itchy.  Isolated to forearms and now hands.  No rash anywhere else.  No other systemic signs of symptoms.

944679 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MD 29.0 29 F This person stated that she felt light headed about 15 minutes post her vaccine. V/S checked, gave apple juice and rested a little longer. The person stated that she feels better and left at 1:18pm.

944680 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AK 22.0 22 F Customer rec'd first dose of COVID-19 vaccine approximately 18:07 and transferred to post vaccine observation. At 18:20 customer reports feeling nauseated with rapid onset occipital headache radiating into eyes at 7/10. She reports feeling "sweaty" and is flushed in appearance. Customer moved to ante room, closer to emergency supplies. Customer denies feeling SOB, difficulty breathing or tongue/throat swelling. O2 sat monitor not reading to due nail polish. BP 160/105, HR 88 (RRR) R 20 (unlabored). Lungs CTA. History of hypertension when pregnant but does not take medications at this time. History of kidney stones and "stuff." Customer accepts BENADRYL 50mg PO at 18:28. Customer monitored at site. Customer downplays symptoms and is a difficult historian. Does not wish to lay down. States "I'll be fine" and wishes to drive home to lay down. Customer given snack and water. Reports ongoing nausea with blurry eyes. Continues to rub her neck and shrug her shoulders up and appears quite uncomfortable. She reports history of significant nausea post flu shot which resolved within a couple of hours. Denies history of migraines. Denies known allergies and has never been given epinephrine. She denies taking any medications prior to receiving this vaccine. Reports heaviness in eyes and photophobia. TYLENOL 1000mg PO given at 19:00. Customer again begins flushing, feeling nauseated and diaphoretic. Admits to her symptoms worsening. She reports feeling like she wants to pass out and throw up. Continues to deny respiratory symptoms. BP 135/78, HR 86, RR 18. Denies decrease in headache "feels like I can't even hold my head up. It hurts so bad." She becomes tearful and is agreeable to transfer to ED for further work up and evaluation. Customer gives verbal consent to share medical information with mother, who is given ED phone number for follow up. Customer escorted via wheelchair by RN staff member. Handoff report given to, ED physician. Customer is aware that this information will be shared with her PCP Team for follow up. Recommend consult prior to next vaccine appointment to discuss post vaccine course and discuss risks/benefits and/or pre-treatments prior to next vaccine.

944681 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 66.0 66 F Beginning on day eight post immunization I developed swelling, redness, warmth and itching below the injection site

944682 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 IL 45.0 45 F Recieved the vaccine at 4:30pm; at 4:40, injection site became very itchy; Associate was advised to take Benedryl p.o.; discharged home.  No signs of visible distress following administration and prior to discharge

944683 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 62.0 62 M tired, fatigue and temperature of 101.4 at 2:15pm on Jan 14, 2021

944684 01/03/2021 01/14/2021 HI 61.0 61 F facial pain nerves

944685 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 37.0 37 F Headache, 101.4 fever, chills and achy sensation

944686 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 IL 45.0 45 F Recieved the vaccine at 4:30pm; at 4:40, injection site became very itchy; Associate was advised to take Benedryl p.o.; discharged home.  No signs of visible distress following administration and prior to discharge

944687 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 PR 34.0 34 F 12/31/2020Asthma Wheezing. 1/3/2021  Increase severity for chocolate allergies. Haven?t improve  Fatigue and tiredness 1/3-1/5/2021

944688 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MI 36.0 36 F My first dose of COVID vaccine I didn't have any symptoms (1st dose: 12/23/20). Received 2nd dose at 0800 on 1/12/21. First symptom was on 1/12 at 2000 when I had a headache and malaise so I went to bed early. Woke up at 0200 on 1/13 with nausea, body aches and chills. My temp felt fever-ish (100.4 via temporal scan). So I took Tylenol and Pepto to go back to sleep. Same symptoms carried throughout the morning of 1/13. By noon 1/13 = my L arm where the injection had occurred was swollen, painful and hard to move. That evening I had a presyncopal event where I felt flushed and nearly passed out. My L arm continued to hurt but the swelling moved down into my lymph nodes where lymphadenopathy continues to be a problem until now.

944689 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Body aches, Headache. Treatment: Ibuprofen, Outcome: Complete resolution of symptoms after taking Ibuprofen

944690 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 OK 41.0 41 F 01/08/21 reported around 3:30pm sick to stomach, 01/09/21 04:00am noted redness to right arm at injection site.

944691 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 PR 30.0 30 F Next day arm soreness, red at injection site. Symptoms resolved by 1/6/21. On 1/8/21 new at injection site inflammation, redness,  itching,  hot to touch. Pt went to Hospital ER1/10/21 to seek medical diagnosis cellulitis in arm;  treatment medication and cream. Symptoms not resolved but improving

944692 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 FL 39.0 39 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EAU Red, itchy, swollen, raised patch over the injection site.  Extended approximately 2-3" around the injection

944693 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 VA 31.0 31 F Fever (100.7 F),  fatigue, joint pain, muscle aches, chills, headache, nausea

944694 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Lymph node swelling to right axillary with pain that radiates to the right breast, down the right arm, and around the back to the right shoulder blade. Pain limited daily activity to the right arm. Pain decreased for about 12 hours and then the pain returned again around 06:00, Thursday 1/14/2021 with lymph node larger than previous day. Area is tender and painful with every day movements. Will consult with primary health care provider if pain/swelling does not improve or gets worse.

944695 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 76.0 76 M Bloody nose out of nostril never before bled

944696 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 VT 24.0 24 M TEMP 100.2  headache- arthralgia after about 6 hours

944697 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MD 54.0 54 F About 15-20 minutes after vaccination, the patient began to feel chest heaviness and chest tightness. She then felt like she had postnasal drip and her throat began to feel like it was closing. She was short of breath until Epi pen was administered. She did not notice any swelling.

944698 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 HI 59.0 59 M During post-vaccination monitoring, the employee verbalized complaints of a "heavy chest" and "chest tightening." Vital signs were taken at 7:15 AM: BP 169/96 mmHg, HR 78 bpm, 99% O2. Employee reports this feeling has "happened in the past" and that he takes medication. Employee monitoring continued, was offered PO fluids. Vital signs at 7:35: 171/96 mmHg, HR 74, 98% O2. At time of second vital signs (7:35) employee reported resolution of chest tightness. He believes it was stress-induced (on the job stress). He reports chest pain occasionally a which he manages with  "distraction." Saw his PCP 2 months ago for hypertension.

944699 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 SD 29.0 29 F 1238 staff member received vaccine, 1245: staff member reported feeling dizzy with vital signs taken: bp-155/97, P-77, O2@98%, R-16.   Reported to pharmacist who adm. vaccine, staff member was given water and told to stick around an additional 15 min for monitoring. 1257: Pharmacist rechecks staff member and notices Blotchy redness to her neck and chest,  does not report signs of itchiness but does feel warm,  window opened nearby,  cont. to monitor staff member, 1320: staff member reports she feels better. 1309:  staff member rechecked by pharmacist,

944700 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 PA 77.0 77 M leg cramps, BL until 1/13/21, shoulder cramps BL, head felt like it was puffed up, rash started 1/11/21 which was was on the back on the neck, front side had rash but not itchy, rash still on neck, not itchy today 1/14

944701 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 VA 44.0 44 F Lymphadenopathy of right axillary lymph nodes.

944702 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 OH 64.0 64 F 1st dose rec'd 1/4/21. Mild soreness at injection site.  Slight headache.   A week later, increased soreness at injection site, entire upper third portion of my  arm was red, warm to the touch, sometimes itchy.  Arm felt tight and firm.  Slight headache which advil seemed to manage throughout the day.   1/12/21 woke with jaw pain, neck pain in back of neck on both sides, headache, temp of 99.2.  Took advil.  Two hours later all those symptoms were gone and did not return.  I have felt fine ever since. Arm is no longer sore, but redness still present, though seems to be lessening.

944703 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AL 31.0 31 F Patient complained of pain at the injection site (right deltoid), decreased range of motion to right arm, slight amount of swelling to injection site. Lasted 4-5 days.

944704 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Pt reports being awake but unable to speak, move arms/hands, and arms/hands contracted to core.  This lasted for approximately 5 minutes.

944705 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 IN 59.0 59 F Patient began to experience neck pain on the same side she received her injection along with tightness and stiffness. Patient also experienced pressure, popping and burning in and around bilateral ears. Patient expressed she felt hot, and had a headache. Patient verbalized she had a lot of allergies to environmental substances.

944706 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 WI 59.0 59 F Day after shortness of breath ER and gave a breathing  treat, blood  pressure and sweating , Ebrudarol breathing and ,  magnesium and fluids.

944707 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Redness, swelling and severe itching to injection site. Numbness and tingling to mouth,lips, gums and toung and severe headache 8 days after injection was given.

944708 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 HI 34.0 34 M fever 100.2, body aches, chills

944709 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Anaphylaxis, hives, given epinephrine and 50mg Benadryl, EMS and fire department called

944710 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TN 21.0 21 M per report via email - patient receive COVID vaccine during staff clinic in the AM.  During the evening patient started to feel sick.  symptoms included: nausea/vomiting, uncontrollable jerk like seizures, very disoriented, respirations ragged and rapid.  Family called 911 taken via ambulance to local ER.  per report patient received IV fluids, medicine to treat nausea/vomiting and meds to "get his respirations under control".  patient sent home and is now resting.

944711 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 GA 53.0 53 F 1/4/21 within 4 hours of patient receiving 1st dose COVID-19 vaccination, itching began on sole of right foot in arch area.  Morning of 1/5/21 itching began on sole of left foot in arch area.  Patient look at both feet and noticed a red rash on soles of both feet in arch area approximately 1.5" - 2" in diameter.  1/6/21 blisters developed on right foot in rash area.  1/8/21 patient went to dermatologist; the dermatologist ruled out bacterial and fungal infections.  Dermatologist prescribed a topical steroid lotion and an oral antihistamine (Hydroxyzine HCL 25mg).  1/9/21 patient reported severe burning and itching of both feet and self-treated with a frozen foot roller which successfully subsided the burning and itching.  1/10/21 discontinued use of steroid lotion.  Continues to take oral antihistamine.  1/11/21 blisters are gone but rash is deep red and still exists as of today without itching or burning.

944712 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 AZ 55.0 55 F about an hour and a half after the injection I noticed my heart was beating very fast and hard.  it was waking me up at night due to the pounding.   It has remained this way since i have had the injection on Dec 30, 2020.

944713 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MN 46.0 46 F Received  vaccine 1/13 at noon.  Woke up with a migraine level headache about 3am along with a fever of 101.6.  My right arm is very sore/tender.  I have generalized aches.

944715 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 PA 77.0 77 M leg cramps BL, shoulder cramps BL, head felt like it wa puffed up, rash started 1/11 around neck, back and front itchy

944716 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 TX 62.0 62 F Soreness in the arm , sore throat Mild fever, Pain at the injection site. Headache that

944717 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 PA 39.0 39 M Received call from patient on 1/14/2021.  He stated he developed shingles 2 days after receiving the vaccine.  Rash is on R thorax and under the arm. He saw his PCP and was started on Acyclovir.  The lesions are crusted

944718 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 TX 67.0 67 F small redness the first day and soreness then on day #9 developed itching and swelling - warm to touch

944719 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AK 27.0 27 F Itchy throat and dizzy, observed for an hour, given 50mg PO Benadryl

944720 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 48.0 48 F knot developed behind left ear, swelling and redness in lower part of face; confusion and cognition issues; dizziness

944721 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TN 47.0 47 F redness, warm to touch, slight swelling at injection site 48 hrs post injection red rash on neck and upper chest  48 hrs post injection fever 100, body aches, joint pain, and weakness 24-48 hrs post injection

944722 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 PA 42.0 42 F Tingling and numbness on the left side especially the fingers and toes(1/13/21). Burning sensation (1/13/21)on the left armpit and later on axillary lymph edema(1/14/21)and heaviness of the arm.  Itching and joint pain on left arm. Muscle pain ,cold and injection site pain since the evening of 1/12/21.

944723 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 TX 62.0 62 F Sore Throat , Fatigue, Chills, Pain at the injection site, headache

944724 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MI 23.0 23 F The day after my injection on 1/13/2021 I started getting body aches and a headaches. I also had a fever of 100. I called off of work that night . The next morning I woke up and felt normal and called they told me to fill this form out since it was a reaction and I was free to return to work.

944725 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 WI 43.0 43 F She received her first dose of Covid vaccine on 1/6/2021.  She noted almost immediately she had redness and swelling surrounding the injection area.  It improved somewhat over the next couple of days and then over the last 24 hours she has developed worsening pain, redness, swelling near injection site as well as generalized arthralgias.  Plan: Claritin or Allegra during the day the next several days and also can add Benadryl at bedtime.  Elevate, apply ice pack.  Ibuprofen 600 mg three times daily with food.  Area of erythema marked out with a surgical maker to monitor.

944726 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MD 42.0 42 F Starting at 8 pm on 1/12/21 she began experiencing chills, headache, fever, muscle pain, injection site pain. The symptoms continued until 9 am on 1/14/21 and have now completely resolve. T Max was 102.4 (tympanic).

944727 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 MI 48.0 48 F Bilateral mild facial numbness.  Intermittent.  No weakness.

944728 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Pain at the injection site. That night and next day I  felt fatigue and slept most of the day. I had no appetite and had nausea that would come and go.  Decreased exercise for a couple days after. The following Monday I still had some fatigue but felt tired and low level nausea and not really hungry, There were waves when I felt like I was coming down with something.  I felt tired enough that I went home early from a shift and tested for Covid. Test came back negative.

944729 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 OH 27.0 27 F My arm was sore and tender for the first day after receiving my first dose of the vaccine, which was expected. There was no redness at the time and no other symptoms. About 7 or 8 days after receiving the first dose, the area around the injection site became red and warm and the redness continued to spread over the next day. I will be trying an antihistamine to see if this resolves the redness/warmness, and will see a doctor if it does not resolve over the next day or two. Otherwise, I have no other symptoms and feel fine.

944730 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MA 63.0 63 F Experienced redness, swelling, hot to the touch extended to the elbow crease within a week of receiving the vaccine. Dx and tx with cellulitis by urgent care.

944731 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 KY 42.0 42 M Received phone call from Clinic stating the patient was seen today for a rash (hives) from waist down, worse on back and legs that started yesterday on 1/13/2021.  No other symptoms.  Denied any shortness of breath, fever, cough, etc..

944733 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 OH 35.0 35 F On 1/8/21 evening (around 6 PM), I began to notice a few small (less than 4 inches in diameter), patchy, red, warm, raised, itchy spots on my posterior neck, abdomen, and left arm. By 9 PM, I had itchy redness across my entire chest. I went to sleep. The next morning, it had seemed to clear up slightly. By 4-6 PM 1/9/21, the rash had increased to cover my entire abdomen, with itchiness and redness. I contacted my supervisor at the hospital and also utilized telehealth to discuss the situation with a physician. He advised me to take Benadryl and issued a prescription for prednisone to clear the rash. He also advised me to take an allergy medication such as Claritin the next morning. I took Benadryl and although the redness stayed, the itchy sensation greatly decreased. I went to sleep roughly 3-4 hours after Benadryl administration (around 11-12 PM). I also went to the hospital for a COVID-19 test that evening on the recommendation of my employer. at 1:30 AM on 1/10/21, I woke to find the rash had covered 90 percent of my body (every part of me except for my face) and I was exceedingly itchy. I took an additional dose of Benadryl and fell back asleep. I woke at 8:30 AM 1/10/21 and the rash was entirely gone. I felt slightly itchy, so I took one additional dose of Benadryl. I have not had any additional doses of Benadryl, redness/rash, or itchiness since that time. I have overall felt well otherwise. I have not had a fever, cough, or shortness of breath. I have perhaps been slightly more tired than usual. I received notification of a negative COVID-19 test at 9:30 PM on 1/11/21. I returned to work the next day. I saw my family practitioner on 1/13/21 just to discuss her thoughts on what had happened (again, at this point I had no rash) and she advised I report my situation to VAERS.

944734 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MD 29.0 29 F This individual stated that she felt light headed right 15 minutes after her shot. The person stated that she didn't eat enough this morning as she normally would, she exercised and not had enough fluid.  Vitals were taken, apple juice was given, and she stated that she felt better and left  at 1:18pm.

944735 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 WI 44.0 44 F Per patient report: On 1/1/2021 she started to have a fever, HA, ear pain, neck pain (back of neck), and muscle aches in upper back.  This continued through the weekend.   On Wednesday, 1/6/2021, she saw a provider for ear pain, chest pain (radiating to right arm).  She was not prescribed/given treatment regimen.  On Thursday, 1/7/2021, night, she started to have vomiting diarrhea, and chest pain.  On Friday, 1/8/2021, she went in to be seen for chest pain and r/o PE.  States she has a history of PE and had a CT performed, no clots found.   EE states does not have vomiting and diarrhea from 1/13/2021 for the first time since the start of this symptoms.  Continues to have GI issues: decreased appetite and upset stomach.  Also states she feels very fatigued.

944736 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 33.0 33 M Patient reports lightheadedness, fatigue, chills, hot flashes, sore throat, loss of appetite, light cough and nausea when consuming food or water

944737 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 TX 33.0 33 M Soon after vaccination in left deltoid, "the injection site began to swell, was red, hot to touch and painful; swelling went down in 2-3 days. On day 5 after injection, the site began to swell again, was red and hot and itchy.  It all went away on the January 9 - 10th weekend."

944738 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 OR 51.0 51 F Severe headache middle of night first night accompanied by nausea  Moderate headache next 48 hrs Fatigue Aches first 24 hrs  more unusual reaction => starting on day 2, hives/rash over most of the body for <24hrs

944739 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 KY 36.0 36 F Employee received vaccine. Within minutes she had red blotches and a rash on neck and down trunk area and coughing/shortness of breath. Employee was administered liquid benedryl for the minor allergic reaction.

944740 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 PA 40.0 40 F Rash inside both elbows, and on back of legs. Left side is worse then right side. I had the shot on my left side. Very itchy and feels scaly. Slightly raised small red bumbs.

944741 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 CT 52.0 52 F None stated.

944742 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MD 31.0 31 M Blurred vision, lightheadedness

944743 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 WA 49.0 49 F Red raised rash  to right upper arm about 8 inches long by 3 inches wide,  irregular in shape, hot to touch, not itchy.  After about 4 days of rash being present, it is still present but less pronounced.

944744 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 VT 63.0 63 F Delayed over a week later redness at the injection site.  About the size of a dime.

944745 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 VA 41.0 41 F Redness, swelling, and warm to the touch area measuring 3.5cm around the injection site 1 week after first dose. Slight itching at times but no pain or limited Range of motion to the arm.

944746 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 NY 63.0 63 F delayed injection site reaction :  reddish, elevated rash, itching , discomfort as if another shot had been given, measured 1- 1/2 inches by 2- 3/4 inches and it has stayed the same size.  Woke up with it on 1/11, the 9th day after injection.  Today is 1/14 and it is improving, but still present, less red, less painful, less itchy. Used a small amount of topical Betamethasone on 1/11 and 1/12.

944747 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Achy, feeling cold, headache, TMAX 99.8.  No treatment and no improvement. Outcome: Will continue to monitor symptoms.

944748 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NY 63.0 63 F Fever, chills, weakness, fatigue

944749 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MI 38.0 38 F Tingling (pins and needles) in bilateral hands, lasted approximately 24 hours, now improving but not resolved No treatment yet

944750 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 HI 55.0 55 F fatigue, nausea, generalized feeling "junk"

944751 12/26/2020 01/14/2021 IN 30.0 30 F Migraine, stiff neck, and body aches

944752 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Patient at  mass vaccination site and being monitored in 30 minute area in her car after Moderna vaccine. History of allergies with anaphalaxis to Bee, sodium nitrate and sulfa.  At approximately 10 minutes the 15 minutes later had onset of rash and tightness of her throat. Over the next 15 minutes developed a rash on her chest. Given Benadryl 50 milligrams 25 minutes after her vaccine immediate when rash began. EpiPen about 30 minutes after her vaccine due to increasing symptoms of chest tightness without any improvement. Patient with stable vital signs. Blood pressure 157 sats 97 pulse is 104. Chest clear bilaterally. Able to talk and answer questions.  Paramedics called prior to Epipen and they arrived before next dose due. At their arrival they took over care and gave second Epi and transported to the hospital.

944754 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MA 54.0 54 F TEMP  LOSS SENSE OF TASTE  BODY ACHES, MUSCLE CRAMPS, FATIGUE SEVERE HEADACHE DIZZINESS LIGHT HEADED

944755 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WI 59.0 59 F Sweating and chills and coughing running noise, and over fatigue .  Fever of 102.

944756 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 VA 42.0 42 F Received the second dose of the COVID vaccine on 1/8/2021.  She had some side effects including injection site soreness, chills, and fatigue over the weekend following the vaccine. The fatigue has been present all week and got worse last night (1/13). Her temperature has been fairly normal since the second dose, but today (1/14), her temperature went up to 100.1 and has been fluctuating throughout the day, staying mostly at about 99.4.  States she does not feel sick, but reports feeling "off."  Reporting the symptoms because it feels like they are continuing well after receiving the vaccine. Also reports that her arm was a little itchy over the weekend around the area where she received the injection

944757 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 OH 27.0 27 F My arm was sore and tender for the first day after receiving the first dose of the vaccine. I had no other symptoms at the time. About 7 to 8 days after the first dose of the vaccine, my arm became red and warm at the injection site, and the redness continued to spread over the next day or two. I still have no other symptoms and feel fine overall. I will try an antihistamine to see if that resolves the redness and will see a physician if no improvement in a day or two.

944759 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 WA 50.0 50 F On Jan 13th I started developing soreness, redness, and  the area around the  injection site is raised. Today, Jan 14th  it continues to be red, raised, and slightly itchy, and warm to the touch.

944760 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 AL 33.0 33 F lymph node edema left collar bone

944761 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IN 64.0 64 F 1/9/21 & 1/10/21 Body ache, dizziness, fatigue, nausea. No fever

944762 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OH 35.0 35 F During the night I started to get achy. By morning, I was hot, then cold all day long. nausea. severe muscle aches, skin hurt, hurt to breathe because my ribcage hurt. severe pain in neck and spine. Fatigue. Arm pain from the injection. I took Advil and it helped but I had to take it every 3 hours during the day. When the Advil wore off, the symptoms returned.

944763 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Diarrhea

944764 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 IL 23.0 23 F Per MD Vasodilation reaction occurred, could of been anything.

944765 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 PA 35.0 35 F On 1-13-21, I experienced a severely swollen, red, and warm area, approximately 3 inches in diameter at the injection site. My axillary lymph nodes were very swollen and painful. I also had a headache and felt a lot of fatigue and body aches.  I also had some paresthesia in my hand that would come and go randomly.

944766 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NC 44.0 44 F Redness. Swelling, warm to touch

944767 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 MO 46.0 46 F Itchy, rash within 5 minutes of injection  - given Pepcid, prednisone, benedryl  and also a prescription for epipen   Took prednisone, benedryl and Pepcid for a few days and notified PCP

944768 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Pain on vaccinated area, redness, itching a day after vaccine given. Headache one week after vaccine given, Diarrhea 13 days after vaccination.

944769 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 FL 67.0 F Bad Headache, in eyes, forehead, back of neck on right, joint pain in left hip through left waisted, stuffy runny nose, pain in center of stomach, last 15 hrs of nausea

944770 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 VA 39.0 39 F Itching and burning day #1 Itching, redness, small bump day #3 Day #7 and #8 large 4"x3" area of induration/erythema/puritis/warmth. Very hot, hard, and itchy. Also, intermittant headache, fatigue, runny nose, sneezing.

944771 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 TX 62.0 62 F Soreness at the injection site. Chills, sore throat. slight fever. headache

944772 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 47.0 47 F I was a little itchy and took a Benadryl

944774 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 KY 58.0 58 F Employee had irritated skin and rash extending down her trunk area and sides. Employee took liquid benedryl for the minor allergic reaction.

944775 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 TN 37.0 37 F Itching red rash that is painful and warm to touch. Benadryl cream placed for itching, followed by hydrocortisone cream and advil.

944776 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AL 65.0 65 M Pain at injection site, chills, fever, extreme fatigue, sleepy, and confusion

944777 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 PA 42.0 42 F Large urticarial rash on left bicep where I had received the injection 8 days previously.  Itching resolved within an hour, rash resolved over next 48-72 hours

944779 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 CA 38.0 38 M 3 hours debilitating fatigue, malaise, chills - resolved with acetaminophen on 1/31, returned on the first in the evening after eating and resolved with the same medication, 01/04 episode of debilitating fatigue, resolved on 01/05 without meds

944780 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MD 23.0 23 F Near syncopal episode 1-2 minutes after vaccine. Patient was transported to ED
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944781 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 48.0 48 F I experienced brain fog and slight disorientation. Similar to how I have felt in the past with a high fever except I had no fever with this experience. The symptoms lessened as the day proceeded and by the next day were gone.  No treatment needed and so far, no additional symptoms.

944782 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 KY 72.0 72 M on 1/14/21 patients HR 155 at 0800 per patient's home pulse ox device. arrived at ER, HR 148 at 1130. Continued to stay up even after 2 doses of 10mg iv push Cardizem and one dose of 30mg Cardizem. Cardizem drip started, heparin drip started, patient admitted to hospitalY

944784 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Fever 103 Tylenol able to control fevers. Dizziness when standing headache and cough.  Fever lasted 48 hours, Dizziness and cough lasted 1 day longer

944785 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 54.0 54 M When i woke up in morning to go for pee, I start feeling dizziness, so I set on the toilet seat for pee. I don't know what happen and I was lying on the floor with my front head hitting the floor, My wife was  trying to revive me . I tried to get up but could not walk to my room and laid down back again on carpet floor, one minute later I tried again but could not gather the courage to laid on the bed and again laid on the bed room floor carpet. My wife gave me water and sprite to drink. I start feeling better and after 10 minutes later i could go to bed for rest.  I called my doctor at 9:00AM for the appointment and visited doctor at 2:00PM. he checked and took tests and EKG but  all the results came out to be fine.

944786 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NY 67.0 67 F When I received the vaccine I had only a mild response, a bit of soreness only, that went away in 24 hours. Then on day 7 post immunization I developed a reaction at the injection site.  There was a large (3 inch by 2 inch) raised reddish/pink area that was hard to the touch and warm.  It itched slightly.  It lasted 3 days and now it is starting to resolve.

944787 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 TX 33.0 33 M Patient was given the vaccine in the left deltoid on 12/30/2020 and soon after on the same day,  the site began to swell, get hot with erythema and was very painful.  The swelling went down 2-3 days later.  On day 5 after vaccination, the injection site got swollen, red, hot  and itchy.  The injection site issue resolved by the January 9th/10th weekend with no other issues.  He never had a fever.

944788 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 SD 45.0 45 F On Jan 5,2021 at 0800 fell down in parking lot due to slippery ice

944789 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F Received vaccine at 8:20am on 1/13/2021.  At 5pm had tachycardia HR up to 150-160.  Resting HR 120-130. Work up in ER F/U with Primary in 1-2 days.

944790 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AR 24.0 24 F Symptoms began 1/14 0730: fever 100.7

944791 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Fatigued, nausea, chills

944792 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MI 34.0 34 F On 1/13 (9 days post vaccine), I developed a red/swollen area at injection site. Swollen enough to cause nerve pain down arm. PCP states type Iv allergic reaction. Area is around 3inch by 3 inch.   Initially on day of vaccine I did have redness and pain at injection site but it subsided within 72 hours. During first 72 hours, I also had headache and fatigue.

944793 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MA 57.0 57 F Patient had injection site pain/arm pain. Progressed to difficulty lifting arm. Did not improve within 48 hours.

944794 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 OK 32.0 32 F 01/09/21  woke up with Mirgraine, nausea, dizziness with standing and reports inability to eat, flush feeling, night sweats,  body aches, tired, fatigue, lymph node tenderness under both arms and arm at injection site was red and swollen about the size of a baseball.  Slept most of the day and still did not feel well when woke up later in the day and called into work evening of 01/09/21.  Reports when she woke up the morning of 01/10/21 felt great.

944795 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 24.0 24 F called to Car after vaccine due to patient not feeling well. Quick history obtained: No pmh. Not pregnant per patient. nly allergy to milk. No history of anaphylaxis. She received vaccine at 5:42. Felt lightheaded and dizzy about 5 to 10 minutes after the vaccine. She noted chest tightness and tachycardia symptoms. We transported her via gurney to our observation area. She looked sleepy and had trouble arousing her. Blood pressure is 140/80, heart rate was in the 90s to 100s. Breath sound decreased bilaterally. No lip swelling. No rash. She noted throat felt uncomfortable.  Suspect anaphalxis reaction given rapid decline in status while talking with her. epic pen at bedside immediately and then due to increasing heart rate and complaints of chest discomfort gave her epipen times one. Paramedics were called prior to decision for Epipen.  She noted after a minute or two her chest felt better. Monitored her and blood pressure remains stable 140/80's, heart rate initially increase to 110 and then back down to 100 about 5 minutes after the first dose. Second dose of EPI readied as Paramedics not on site yet. At about 8 minutes from EPipen dose her heart rate increase to 160 and she noted additional symptoms of chest tightness again and re-gave a second Epinephrine pen. She was more somnolent but protecting airway. Oxygen was added 2 liters after second epi pen. Her sats dropped right around second epi pen to 94% but about 2-3 minutes later back to 98%. Paramedics arrived 5 minutes after 2nd epi dose and care was transferred to them. She was transported in stable condition.   Once paramedics arrived it was determined that they got a level 3 request which was not as urgent and this should have been a level 1.  We reviewed how this happened and they note that our site was listed as a level 3 site due to having staff on hand.  We were advised to ask for LEVEL 1 paramedics in futures.  This was communicated to all Medical staff as well as the Physician of the day orientation.

944796 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 SD 60.0 60 M SOB,A-FIB.  ER admission.

944798 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 FL 67.0 67 F Redness; swelling, itching, tenderness approximately five days after injection

944799 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 OH 54.0 54 F Got first Covid vaccine on 12/31/20.  That night ran a fever>101 and had a headache.  Stated she felt fine after about 10am the next morning and did not have a fever.  On Saturday 1/2/21 she developed a rash on her trunk and arms that itched.  On Sunday 1/3/2021 she developed petechiae on her trunk.  States the rash lasted 2-3 days and they remain on her trunk dark red.  On Sunday 1/10/21 she developed a rash again on her trunk and arms that itched a little and some new petechiae on her trunk.  States she had no other symptoms.

944800 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 SD 96.0 96 F Event- Hives all over body Treatment- Medrol Dose Pack, Benadryl, Singular and labs Outcomes- itching has subsided, hives still present at this time

944801 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 GA 43.0 43 M Minor itching on face, lower back, arms, legs, and belly. Elevated heart rate ranging from 80-95bpm. I took a Zyrtec to help with symptoms at 2:00pm. It did help reduce some of the symptoms. It is presently 3:23pm and some of the itching has subsided but my heart rate is still in the 80s.

944802 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 TN 58.0 58 M Engorged lymph node in armpit of arm received vaccination. Node was the size of a baseball for 4 days.  Mild Flu like symptoms during sleep hours night following vaccine

944803 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 WA 50.0 50 F On Jan 13th I developed around the injection site the following symptoms: soreness, redness, raised bump, slight itchiness, and its warm to the touch. All of my symptoms have continued the next day, Jan 14th.

944804 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 RI 47.0 47 F Voiced tingling to throat/tightness in face.  Discoloration noted to face/neck/chest.  Red in color.  Voices s/s of reaction to previous dose (swollen tongue).  Initial compliant begin @ 1248, entered observation @ 1242.  Benadryl 25mg was given @ 1249.  S/S, relieved around 1305.  Voices no other s/s of distress.  Cold compress also applied to help alleviate s/s.  Denies SOB or trouble breathing.  Voices allergies to Aspirin, Morphine, Phenergan, Erythromycin.  Left observation @ 1310.

944805 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Muscle Aches, cramping, nausea, vomiting, fever, swelling x 1 day

944807 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 FL 77.0 77 M Arm was sore starting approximately 4 hours. after the shot. I usually set thermostat to 68, but got so cold last night i pushed it up to 74 and added a blanket. Around 4:00 I woke up to go to the bathroom. Problems similar to Cirpro. Did not have control over direction I was walking.. Had to rock back and forth to sit up so I could get out of bed. I estimate this was a 3-5 minute ordeal. Drank some Powerade and went back to bed. I had gone to bed just before midnight. Slept till 10:30 because maid was coming at 11. I was totally unstable. When she saw me she immediately made me sit in a recliner. Said my face was pale and my eyes were blood shot. I would have fainted within seconds.

944808 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 25.0 25 F I received my vaccine around 12:45pm. They had me go to waiting room and wait for 10 mins. I sat down and was waiting for a few minutes when I started to get dizzy. I looked up and told the lady checking people in ?hey I?m getting really dizzy can I lay down? she said yes come in the room. When I stood up my heart started beating really fast. I sat on the table and my chest started feeling tight and heavy. There were 2 ladies in the room at this point so I asked one of them if they had an epipen on hand just in case. My throat wasn?t swelling but it was getting harder to breath from the tightness in my chest. She said they didn?t have an epipen and would have to call emergency services if I needed one. I told her I didn?t know what was going on, that I didn?t need one yet but she should probably call emergency services if they can?t do anything to help me. (ER is right across the street) my symptoms went away shortly after they called. But came on a couple more times but much milder over the next 30 minutes or so. The EMT gave me Benadryl and the ER ran some tests.

944809 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Nose bleed x 2 on 1/13/21. Fever 100.5, HA, Body aches, stomach pain, tachycardia. Treatment Ibuprofen and Tylenol outcome: Mild improvement.

944810 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 AL 39.0 39 F delayed site reaction. On post-vaccination day 9, the vaccination site became red, warm, edematous, and painful.

944811 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 IN 40.0 40 F Swollen lymph nodes in left armpit and tender to touch.

944812 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 VA 50.0 50 F symptoms started about 20 hours after vaccine- extreme muscle aches and joint pain to the point movement of any kind was unbearable. Extreme chills, headache, nausea - I took Advil and Tylenol every 4 hours and nothing eased the pain. After all day of suffering I started to vomit and have severe chest and stomach pain and went to local ER.

944813 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 AR 30.0 30 F 1 week after injection, the patient noticed whelps and redness only at the injection site.  Her skin was very itchy and red.  The patient took oral diphenhydramine and applied topical hydrocortisone.  By the next morning, the whelps were gone but the arm was still red and feverish.

944814 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NH 42.0 42 F First day painful arm Second and third day nausea and diarrhea  Fatigue all days 7th day painful swollen left collarbone lymph node 7th day left side of face numbness 8th day tripeled size of lymph node swelling 4x4 inches and left side of face is totally numb

944815 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F 12 HOURS AFTER INJECTION, SEVERE JOINT PAIN, FLUSHING, LOW GRADE FEVER AND WEAKNESS. LASTED UNTIL 24 HOURS AFTER THE VACCINATION AND THEN JUST TIREDNESS AND SLIGHT MYALGIAS FOR FURTHER 12 HOURS.

944816 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 KS 36.0 36 M The night of the injection started with severe fatigue and a severe sore throat, the next day I woke up with a sore throat so bad I could not swallow. I gargled salt water, and took some allergy medications including Benadryl and the sore throat went away later that day. The extreme fatigue continued and late during the day following and into the third day started extreme muscle and joint pain, and intestinal upset. On Monday 1/11/2021 I had also spiked a fever which only lasted for the day. These as of today 1/14/2021 have yet to go away as well as the extreme fatigue. The major one the made me call into the agency who had me start this report was that I lost my sense of smell and some sense of taste. I had been diagnosed with COVID in late June of 2020 and one of the first symptoms was the loss of taste and smell.

944817 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 NV 49.0 49 F Lt. deltoid area swollen, red, hard and warm to touch. Treatment and outcome unknown at this time.

944818 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Swelling in my lips, blisters on my lips, and severe itchiness on and around lips.  Lasted for 48 hrs until I finally got some prednisone.  Symptoms are now declining, but still there.

944819 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 33.0 33 F Fever, painful arm, severe headache, chills, muscle aches, initial nausea

944820 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Nausea and vomiting about 12 hours after injection. Followed by fevers, body aches, sinus headache, and fatigue for about 30 hours. Post 3 days after injection all finger tips have been cold, red, numbness, and tingling. Now post 5 days after injection finger tips have improved but still red, cold and difficult to get warm.

944821 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MO 22.0 22 F Patient developed hives ~24 hours post-second dose.

944822 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 61.0 61 M lower legs red prickly itchy rash , dryness.

944823 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MI 48.0 48 F 7 days after injection, injection site began itching and swelling it was painful and warm to the touch and its border was expanding by the evening of the 8th day i realized what i was experiencing wasn?t normal and sought medical treatment that evening.    also noticed swollen lymph nodes under my left arm and at inside of elbow.

944824 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 SD 33.0 33 F Allergic reaction in the form of hives on the underside of both arms, near the armpit.

944825 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 71.0 71 F Left arm sore  following initial  injection on  01/01/21 ,  took Tylenol and discomfort passed by  next day.  Nine (9) days later a  red rash appeared, with itching and  soreness.  Rash  and soreness slowly diminishing  6 days later.  Is it normal to have a delayed reaction?

944826 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 37.0 37 F I developed a lump just above my collar bone.

944827 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 WI 48.0 48 F Pt injected at 1210.Alerted staff at clinic her complaints of not "feeling well" Some itchiness on roof of mouth and tongue. Mettalic tase in her mouth. Skin was warm and dry. Pulse was between 110-120. Pulse ox 99. Bp 140/?.  Client reports history of anxiety and did feel anxious. C/O feeling "funny" Stated some disorientation that she could not explain. After monitoring patient for 30 minutes symptoms did not subside, EMS called and client was transferred to local hospital. Client was encouraged by EMS to use her epi pen , but client refused. Benadryl was offered by clinic staff, she refused as well because she stated she has taken her Claritin.

944828 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IN 39 M Received second dose of Pfizer vaccine on 1/7/21.  (first dose lot EK5730, second dose EK9231).  After second dose, caregiver had muscle aches, body chills and HA for about 36 hours after.  These had generally resolved by 1/10/21.  On 1/11/21, caregiver awoke with intense pain in Left hand/thumb and not able to grip with  left hand.  This pain has waxed and waned over the last 3 days, with some improvement, but not resolution of the symptoms.  The pain has radiated up  left arm to my shoulder, but is mostly focused in the thumb/wrist area.  Caregiver have had no acute injury to this location and no change in activity level.  Both of vaccine injections were in the Left Delt.

944829 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 NH 46.0 46 F Vaccine was not administered in the deltoid.  I was administered approximately 5.5 inches below the shoulder in the left arm.  The day after vaccination, the arm was painful, red, hot, hard, and swollen.  Over subsequent days, the red area increased and became itchy while remaining red, hot, hard and swollen.  The red area was a well-defined circle 10cm circle.  The skin temperature of the area was between 101-104 degrees F.   The redness and swelling resolved on day 5-6, then on day 7 (January 6) I awoke with severe nausea and my left arm was again hot, swollen, red, and itchy.  This lasted for two days.    The arm has returned to normal, except for intermittent itching that occurs sporadically, not associated with redness or edema.

944830 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Please note:  I had documented symptomatic COVID19 infection March 2020.  Recovered fully without long term symptoms.  SARS-COV2 Ab testing was positive on 12/6/20 Dose #1 Vaccine was received 12/22/20 at 3:30pm - on 12/23 I woke up at 5:30am with fever, body aches and fatigue - fever went up to 103F and I spent the day in bed - symptoms resolved approximately 12hr later (around 5:30pm) I then felt fine until 1/2/21 (10 days later) when I awakened with fever, generalized body aches and fatigue - this time fever was lower to 100.4.  I again spent much of the day in bed and symptoms resolved after 8 hrs

944831 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 MO 27.0 27 F 12/23/2020: 2 hr after injection, patient noted swollen lymph nodes, nausea, room spinning (motion sickness-like) sx. Stayed home from work that day and slept. 12/24/2020: "typical injection site pain" 12/30/2020: injection site hot, itchy, welts 12/31/2020: area of welts doubled in size to entire upper left arm; throat starting to close upY

944833 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 RI 47.0 47 F Voiced tingling to throat/tightness in face.  Discoloration noted to face/neck/chest.  Red in color.  Voices s/s of reaction to previous dose (swollen tongue).  Initial compliant begin @ 1248, entered observation @ 1242.  Benadryl 25mg was given @ 1249.  S/S, relieved around 1305.  Voices no other s/s of distress.  Cold compress also applied to help alleviate s/s.  Denies SOB or trouble breathing.  Voices allergies to Aspirin, Morphine, Phenergan, Erythromycin.  Left observation @ 1310.

944834 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IN 84.0 84 F Chest Pain, Nitro given and sent to ER for treatment and eval.

944835 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 MO 34.0 34 F R facial numbness with inability to fully open R eye onset 1/13/21. Seen in urgent care, Dx Bell's Palsy, treated with steroids.

944836 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 TX 35.0 35 M 1. Fatigue, prolonged - started within several hours of administration and lasting in duration of 2-3 days. Alleviated with rest. 2. Muscle pain, administration site (R deltoid) - moderate pain started within several hours of administration but has reduced to mild discomfort after day 3.

944837 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 SD 46.0 46 M Patient seen in ER at Hospital on January 3rd.  Patient felt his throat was swelling shut and had a sore throat. Hospital diagnosed patient with uvulitis.  Patient last ate around 7PM the night before.  No URI, no fever, no headache, no cough.  They did a CXR which was negative and rapid strep that was negative.  Patient was given a shot of steroids, Benadryl and told to follow up at IHS.

944838 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 CO 42.0 42 F 1 day after receiving vaccine, redness, tenderness, and swelling developed at vaccine site which resolved 48 hrs later. Then  8 days later, the vaccine site became red, swollen, and painful with a hard bump.  I was seen by my primary care office whom diagnosed cellulitis at the injection site and was placed on Azithromycin 250mg x 6 days and Prednisone 5mg taper for 10days.  24hrs after starting the medications, the redness and pain at the injection site started improving and after 96 hrs on medications, all symptoms had resolved. Vital signs remained stable throughout the entire event.

944839 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AR 33.0 33 F Patient reported tingling and loss of sensation in left arm approximately 5 minutes after receiving the immunization. Manual blood pressure recorded at 9:30am 174/120mmHg. Deltoid placement verified by other RPH. Second manual blood pressure recorded at 10am 168/120mmHg. Patient was able to flex hand and all muscles in arm but they could not feel and felt a tightness in the muscle. No breathing issues reported, no heart rate issues reported. Patient reports no prior adverse vaccination history even as a child.

944840 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 17.0 17 M Error: Wrong Vaccine Formulation  (ex. different

944841 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 NE 44.0 44 F I had a runny nose on Tuesday 22nd, then got a headache that afternoon (took Tylenol). When I got home from work I ran a low grade fever 100.9. I called my work and they set me up for a covid test in the morning. Ended up testing positive in the morning.

944842 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 75.0 75 F after 6 hrs injection of 2nd dose, left arm was swollen  felt tender.  That night, I feel chilled; not feeling very good.  Next day same prblem especially chilled; went to bed under blanket to warm up  Its now 12:36 next day, no improvement

944843 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Patient describes hives, burning in skin like a Niacin feeling and also reports fever. A little nauseated

944844 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 49.0 49 F The next morning I began to ache a lot so I took some Advil. Then I began to run a fever about  an hour later. 100 deg. I went home from work at lunchtime because I started to feel like I had the flu. Body aches, really tired and fever. I went to bed around 3pm and I?m still in bed today. 1/15/21 Severe body aches, very tired no energy, fever has gone, but massive headaches now.  I had an antibody blood test the week before and I still have them. I had Covid back in Feb/March 2020 and lost my smell and taste as a result.

944845 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 OK 30.0 30 M received vaccine 01/08/21, reported around 02:00PM 01/09/21, onset of chills, muscle aches, fever, did not take temps, flushed feeling, headache, injection site pain, general weakness, fatigue, unable to get up due to weakness.  Around 01/09/21 at midnight reported started feeling better. 01/12/21 reports repeat of symptoms like on 01/09/21, however not as bad and did throw up, reported body sweats on this day and only lasted about 4 hours.

944846 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 VA 32.0 32 F Following receiving second dose of COVID-19 vaccine, vaccinated individual had the following reactions 12 hours post-dose: chills, body aches, joint aches. The next morning upon waking to get ready for work, she had nausea and was very light-headed and pale, resulting in a missed day at work.

944849 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MO 46.0 46 F Achy joints and bones, low grade fever 99.9, chills, feeling of needles pricking my skin- Tuesday around 1130am- went home from work and took ibuprofen. stayed home from work Wednesday- started to taper off pre immunization medication of benedryl, Pepcid, and prednisone on Wednesday afternoon. Wednesday night noticed using my inhaler. Little more- I took Half dose of prednisone. Had to do nebulizer  treatment later that night.  Thursday morning woke up wheezing took another prednisone and used rescue inhaler.  Went to work and wheezing didn?t get any better, but didn?t get any worse. Took another prednisone and sent home to do nebulizer.  Continued to rest and monitor asthma-   Notified PCP of what was going on- advised to continue Pepcid, benedryl and prednisone for a few more days and advise of any issues.

944850 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 WI 88.0 88 M fatigue, stayed in bed most of day after vaccination and during therapy oxygen sats dropped to 82 % on Room air, needed to start oxygen, HR 101, R 36, mild non productive cough, mild SOB, T 99.5   Oxygen administered at 2 liters from 1/7 at 220 pm til 1/8 0930 off oxygen sats 95%, guaifenisin 5 ml given 1/7/21 at bedtime _history of taking this in evening already GNP updated and ordered labs and CXR and oxygen via email/phone communication  Back to baseline 1/8 by mid morning, oxygen off and performing in therapy per prior (1/6 level and has since shown steady improvement in therapy as expected with rehab stay.

944851 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 FL 39.0 39 F I received my vaccine

944852 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NC 61.0 61 F Fever, muscle weakness, muscle pain

944853 11/30/2020 01/14/2021 OH 34.0 34 M Lost mobility in arm. Still in physical therapy.

944854 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 CO 44.0 44 F Patient reported feeling dizzy and lightheaded. Vitals listed below:    1214 - 122/68; 97%; 74; 16 1219 - 110/66; 96%; 74; 18 1225 - 115/63; 96%; 75; 18  Patient was given water/juice and was discharged home in stable condition

944855 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 ME 29.0 29 M Dizziness (patient also reported intermittent dizziness prior to receiving the vaccine

944856 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 WA 39.0 39 F Facial flushing occurred within 45 minutes of injection-resolved after about 12 hours.  Dizziness, spinning and nausea occurred within 48 hours of injection-resolved within 5 hours Localized redness, warmth and itching noticed at injection site on 1/9/21-not resolved New area of redness and warmth on left arm noticed on 1/13/21-not resolved Additional new areas of redness and warmth on left arm  noticed on 1/14/21-not resolved

944857 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 FL 80.0 80 F Patient presented herself to LPN slurring words and 'not herself'. Upon evaluation, patient denied drinking alcohol, knew she was not able to speak correctly and visibly frustrated .  With great difficulty she was able to communicate that she had a headache and was slightly dizzy.  Failed FAST and does have a history of CVAs.  EMS called and patient was taken to ER where they admitted her for observation post Stroke.    Per the hosp nurse, patient received tPA treatment and will be moved to step-down unit when a bed is available.Y

944858 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 FL 90.0 90 F 178/80   Dizziness

944859 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 MD 33.0 33 F I received my first dose on 12-21-2020 and at night I had a high fever, tachycardia, tremors. I also had joint pain, myalgia.

944860 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MA 63.0 63 M Headache Elevated  temperature  Chills Joint pain

944861 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Severe body shaking and jerking, uncontrollable teeth chattering, feeling of complete exhaustion and felt like I was freezing...I could not get warm. Lasted for 8 hours.

944862 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 45.0 45 F shortness of breath, cough, sore throat, chest pain, myalgia, arm soreness, sweats, hot flashes, nausea, skin burning sensation, facial swelling

944863 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 IN 22.0 22 F Headache- immediately after injection Nausea- 1pm Fatigue-1pm Injection site pain -9 am Dizziness-2pm Fever-2 pm

944864 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 38.0 38 F pain and swelling at injection site, muscle stiffness approximately 3 days

944865 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 NV 43.0 43 F Left upper arm became red, hard and tender to touch ~ 24 hours after vaccination

944866 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MD 58.0 58 M Starting the day after the vaccine he noticed tingling on the roof of his mouth and a lump.

944867 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 VA 79.0 79 F diarrhea

944868 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 IL 23.0 23 F Before injection patient was very nervous and did not eat breakfast. 3 minutes after injection patient complained of blurred vision and dizziness. BP 88/50, HR 54, O2 92%, pale in color, patient started to shake and have seizure activity only lasting a few seconds. 3 person assist to lie flat on the floor, rolled to left side. Patient was non-verbal at this time. 911 was called. At 9:11 AM EMS arrived and patient was responding at that time, patient transferred to the hospital. After hospital visit staff reported back the doctor felt it was an anxiety response rather than a vaccine reaction.

944869 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 MI 46.0 46 F redness, swelling, pain at injection site

944870 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 MD 26.0 26 F 15' after vaccine, developed " tingling in throat" and felt anxious : transferred to ED for E &M. sx resolved upon arrival,  observed for 3 hrs and left AMA

944871 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MI 48.0 48 F itching, swelling, pain, warm to the touch and expanding border.   left arm -swollen lymph nodes under arm (painful) and at inside of elbow (just swelling)

944872 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 41.0 41 F Pt Complained of numbness/tingling around  the mouth . Red rash . Tenderness on the injection site/lower arm for 5 days.

944873 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AL 52.0 52 F FELT WEIRD, FELT "OUT OF BODY EXPER"

944874 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 45.0 45 F My armpit had pain and swelling.  I have hives on the R side of my body

944875 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Left deltoid soreness  day after and continuing for a couple days. Tiredness 24-48 post vaccine.  Vaccine site started noticeably itchy about 5 to 6 days after. Site always had a smaller red elongated "stripe" at the site of injection. A couple days later it became more  inflamed, red and larger, with distinct lines in the shape of an oval. Still very itchy and warm.

944876 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 GA 73.0 73 F pain tenderness at injection site; chills; muscle pain; sinus congestion and drainage causing a cough

944877 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NE 88.0 88 F EVENING OF 1/13/21, DEVELOPED FEVER OF 100.2, THREW UP, AND WAS THIRSTY.

944878 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MI 54.0 54 M Localized erythema to left deltoid. Size is irregular shape circle 3 inch diameter. No itching, and no other symptoms.

944879 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 57.0 57 F Had vaccine at Pharmacy yesterday, 01/13/21, felt fine. Next day, 01/14/21, woke up with headache, back pain. Called Doctor office, the doctor said go to Urgent Care if symptoms get worse.

944880 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NC 37.0 37 F Beginning 15 hours after vaccine: vomiting (multiple episodes over 6 hour period); fever 101F; chills; aches all over body; nausea; diarrhea (multiple episodes over 12 hour period); headache; sweating.

944881 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MA 37.0 37 F 1/13-malaise, mild headache, chills, joint pain, body aches, low grade temp (99.7) 1/14 worsening exhaustion, body aches, head/neck pain, chills, afebrile.

944882 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 GA 56.0 56 F Severe cold chills

944883 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 NC 49.0 49 M Diarrhea, bloating and severe abdominal tenderness that lasted one week

944884 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 PR 32.0 32 F Awoke with arm pain in AM and rash at injection site at 6PM, pt sought medical treatment at  ER Health Service, Attending Dr stated allergic reaction to vaccine, topical cream prescribed, symptoms have resolved some redness still at injection site

944885 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CO 52.0 52 F Nausea, headache, body aches and pains, fever of 100.7 orally and chills, chest pain,  feeling of burning at surgical scar site, malaise starting around 18 hours post injection and lasting about 14 hours. Minimal to zero relief with Ibuprophen, or Acetaminophen. No medical treatment required.  Headache continues to persist but chronic headaches are part of normal history.

944886 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 87.0 87 M Error: Booster Given Too Early

944887 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 LA 53.0 53 F Within 5 minutes of shot, diarrhea and severe stomach cramps, sensitive to light and sound 5:30pm chills, temp 97.8  7:00pm warm shower 7:15pm diarrhea, shortness of breath, sweat dripping down body, dizzy, nauseated  7:45pm cool compresses on head and neck, clams, shortness of breath, still dizzy, weakened began shacking. 7:55pm. Dressed by husband and put in bed. Temperature 90.0 8:00pm 3 blankets on me, gloves on, socks and slippers on and heating pads to ankles and feet, still dizzy and shacking. no circulation to hand or feet. no capillary refill. 8:30pm Called nurse on Call who stayed on the phone with me for 45 minutes, two Advil taken. Trying to eat crackers and hydrate. 8:45pm. feeling blood flowing to hands but not feet. 9:45pm gloves off hands and heavy blanket off, toes still ice cold.10:15pm Up to bathroom with husbands help, no strength. Urinated, no more diarrhea. Stomach still making a lot of noise. Still sensitive to light and sound, feeling to toes, still dizzy.11:30pm Feeling more like myself. Just exhausted. Slept off and on throughout the night and hydrated and up to urinate on my own without assistance. Jan. 14, 2021 , 10:00am- Sitting up in bed. Very tired. Drinking water. 12:00 noon able to eat an egg and avocado sandwich

944888 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 WI 48.0 48 F Client reported to clinic staff at 12:20 that she wasn't feeling right. Client was placed supine on cot. Skin warm a nd dry , BP 140/? P 110-120. C/O itchiness on roof of mouth and tongue. No apparent respiratory distress. Pulse ox 98. C/O of some disorientation. No loss of consciousness. Patient monitored for 30 minutes, no worsening of symptoms. EMS called as symptoms still persisted, Client took Claritin at 11:30 as instructed by MD. Benadryl offered, client was refusing that as well.

944889 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WI 43.0 43 F Two hours after being vaccinated I got a terrible headache and nose bleed

944890 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 67.0 67 M Patient has not had an adverse event; however he received 1.0ml instead of the 0.5ml dosage.

944891 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 MD 73.0 73 F Approximately 3 hours after the vaccination, she noticed her left eye was itching and swollen

944892 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 NJ 30.0 30 F Heather reports:  "redness and bumps to my face, down my neck, and down my left arm (that is the arm that I got the vaccine).  I took Claritan at facility and Benadryl at home.  The rash burned badly and was extremely itchy."  Heather stated that the symptoms resolved after taking the Benadryl.

944893 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MA 35.0 35 F Numbness, tingling in R arm distal to injection site. Swelling at injection site. Restricted movement due to pain.

944894 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 OH 39.0 39 F 9am 1/12/21 started low grade temp which lasted 24 hours.  Late night 1/12/21 started with headache and body aches lasting through to  1/14/21. 1/14/21 nauseous and fatigue.

944895 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AK 61.0 61 F At time of shot, maybe 3 mins after, rush of hotness through entire body and severe nausea. Passed after about 4 mins then occurred a second time lasting for about 5 mins. Rested for about 45 mins before I felt well enough to drive. All better after about 2 hours.Next day, tired, sweaty, nauseous, lightheaded when standing.

944896 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 TX 29.0 29 F 1/5/2021 @ 4:15 p.m. received vaccination.  1/5/2021 @ 6:30 p.m.  had episode of dizziness, and nausea lasting 2 1/2 hours, then felt flushed.  Was tired and fatigued for a day or so and her injection arm was sore for 2 days.

944897 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 FL 44.0 44 F red raised area with itching and swollen area approx 10cm x 8cm

944898 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MA 33.0 33 F Headache, fatigue and aches

944899 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MN 40.0 40 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA, I don't know if this is a direct result of the vaccine but I started experiencing symptoms of a UTI in the middle of the night (frequent urge to urinate, pain when urinating).    Symptoms continued but weren't as intense the following day.

944900 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 24.0 24 F LARGE RASH AT INJECTION SITE, REQUIRING MD OFFICE VISIT

944901 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 MD 23.0 23 F after 10', felt short of breath and anxious.  Transferred to ED:  sx resolved after arrival/. No intervention - Observation for 4 hrs

944902 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MD 35.0 35 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA   I got the COVID Vaccine on Jan 6th and yesterday (Jan 13th)  I notice that my vaccine site has a hard lump (the size of 2 quarters laying side by side) and is itchy. When I scratch it, it hurts a bit. Internet search says that a lump may occur shortly after vaccination, but there isn?t anything that mentions a lump days after getting vaccinated or the itching.

944903 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 KS 36.0 36 M The evening of the vaccine it started with severe fatigue and a sore throat. The next morning I woke up with a sore throat so bad that I could hardly swallow which continued through the evening then went away. I treated it with salt water rinses and Benadryl. Over the next several days the severe fatigue continued but severe muscle and joint pain as well as intestinal upset began. On Monday 1/11 I had spiked a fever which only lasted for that day. On Tuesday night I began to vomit and on Wednesday 1/13 I had lost my sense of smell and most of my sense of taste. At this point I contacted the CDC which had me complete this form in addition to the V-Safe reports I had been doing daily and encouraged me to see my primary care. In late June of 2020 I had COVID and one of the first symptoms was loosing my sense of smell and taste completely.

944904 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CO 44.0 44 F With second COVID vaccine, patient experienced flushing, dizziness, lightheadedness, and diaphoresis. Patient was given water/juice and was discharged in stable condition home.

944905 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 MD 73.0 73 F about 3 hours after vaccination she began experiencing left eye itching and swelling

944906 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 87.0 87 M Error: Booster Given Too Early

944907 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Vertigo 24 hours

944908 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 OH 53.0 53 F a few hours after I realized my cheeks, nose, chin and neck were sunburnt.  I fell asleep for the night and woke up with body aches, neck stiffness, arm and neck sore.  Went to urgent care and given prednisone.  Sweating during night on sunday and started itching on chest, head and face plus headache, and   night sweats  Went to test for COVID Monday morning, negative result.  Yesterday the back of my neck started hurting and it burns like fire.  Peers said my neck is red and rash like.  I am hurting right now and burning in back of neck, no breathing problems.

944909 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 TX 29.0 29 F LEFT AXILA PAIN/DISCOMFORT - PATIENT BELIEVES TO BE LYMPH NODE, IT HAS BEEN SINCE VACCINATION ONLY ON SIDE OF SHOT

944910 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 MO 49.0 49 F On 24 I had sinus and watery eyes. I went to ER because I was congested and coughing.

944911 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OH 53.0 53 F Approximately 1-2 minutes after injection patient says she  felt hot her hands went numb and she felt a thickening in her tongue and throat

944912 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 KY 31.0 31 F I am 16 days post first Moderna injection and I currently still have swollen and tender lymph nodes under my right arm pit, around the back of my right upper arm and into my upper back.   The day after the vaccine I felt feverish, had severe fatigue, muscle aches and headache.  Those symptoms lasted approx 10-12 hours and I have no longer experienced them.  I noticed the pain in my arm pit and swelling the following day and it has continued.

944913 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CO 54.0 54 F Approximately 20 hours after the vaccine I woke up very confused.  I was dizzy.  I had a very poor sense of balance and could only  walk by holding onto walls.  This resolved after  approximately 10 hours

944914 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 TN 58.0 58 F At 10pm the day of receiving 1st vaccine, I could not raise my arm, hard cough, and nasal drainage.  I took Tylenol and placed a therma pack on raised vaccination site.  I currently have a 2cm hard raised area on my lt arm that was measured by  employee health nurse.

944915 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 KY 23.0 23 M muscle soreness near midnight after injection. Fatigue the day after.
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944916 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 RI 66.0 66 F Entered observation @ 1258.  Around 1322, voiced her "lips" felt swollen.  No swelling noticed when pt showed this nurse her lips.  Around 1328 voiced "tightness in throat".  Benadryl 25mg given.  Around 1340, voiced Benadryl did alleviate s/s.  Voiced no s/s of any other distress nor trouble breathing.  Left observation @ 1344.

944917 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AL 46.0 46 M LOSS OF HEARING, TUNNEL VISION, HOT, HEART PALPATIONS, ELEVATED HEART RATE, SWEATING

944918 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Left upper arm swelling Left facial swelling Neck pain Headache General fatigue Left leg ache Site pain

944919 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 35.0 35 F LARGE RASH WITH INCREASED SURFACE TEMPERATURE

944920 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MI 64.0 64 M Patient feeling over heated and felt like black out after getting vaccine.

944921 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Injection site reaction to left shoulder with swelling, redness and warmth to touch after the 8th day of administration of Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine.

944922 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AL 39.0 39 F Started 5 minutes after injection with a bad salty metallic taste in mouth, then wave of heat and lightheadedness. Sweaty and flushed, nauseated, felt like I was going to faint, then tachycardia and shortness of breath. Nurses told me this was a normal reaction, took my vital signs, and watched for everything to return back to normal, and told me I could report experience to VAERS. Most of it went away within 10 minutes of onset. I still felt a little dizzy and lightheaded and weak for a couple of hours, and had short spurts of tachycardia the rest of the evening.

944923 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CO 33.0 33 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Medium; symptoms lasted 1 day

944924 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 37.0 37 F swollen upper lip, numb mouth

944925 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 RI 31.0 30 M Patient became weak/lightheaded, pale, diaphoretic approximately 10 minutes post vaccination.  Full set of vitals obtained.  Patient was hypotensive and bradycardic.  Rescue called to scene.  Symptoms resolved in rescue and patient refused transport against medical advisement.

944927 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 78.0 78 F Arm was a little swollen. About 26 hours after injection, had weakness in her legs. Had a little sniffle. This morning woke up about 4:30 a.m., has some nausea but did not vomit. Had some lightheadedness. Has had vertigo in the past.

944928 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 KS 91.0 91 F nausea, elevated BP, low O2

944929 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 WA 35.0 35 M ? right arm/shoulder pain, c-spine stiffness, headache, body aches.  After 2nd dose same sx and nausea, dizzy, blurred vision and most concerned about right scapula feeling ?weak? and intermittent right arm ?paresthesia?

944930 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NM 53.0 53 F Fatigue, headache, moderate nausea, muscle aches, joint aches, pain at and around site of injection, took two tylenol migraine pills after 3 hours (7pm on 1.12) and again after 14 hours (9am 1.13) along with promethazine for nausea and at 24 hours (7pm on 1.13). Symptoms all diminished; now after 51 hours (1.14 2pm) only mild headache and fatigue remain.

944931 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 FL 80.0 80 F nausea, dizzy, loss of balance ,small amount of vomiting: for most of the day (approximately 12 hours) no treatment: subsided the following day, 1/13/2021

944932 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 GA 56.0 56 F 1/11/21 Severe cold chills, sore arm 1/12/21 stuffy nose, congestion, sore arm still, cough 1/13/21 I'm better, sneezing, stuffy nose, sneezing 1/14/21 no sense of taste or smell, congested, nose running, severe headache, tested positive for covid!!

944933 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Approximately one week after receiving 1st dose I developed cellulitis.  It was sore the day after as expected and had a couple of itchy days but nothing that I thought was abnormal.  It started on Tuesday, 1/12/21 as a small outbreak of hives/welts (with intense burning and itching) at the injection site and progressed by doubling and possibly tripling in size over the course of the next couple of days.  It produced a red, swollen and warm spot on my arm at the injection site.  On 1/14/21, I saw my Primary Care physician and was prescribed an antibiotic for treatment.

944934 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 WI 32.0 32 F I was vaccinated on 01/07/2021.  I did have some significant side effects including fever, headache, extremely painful left arm at injection site, hives that the injection site that lasted approximately 4 hours and were resolved with Benadryl and ibuprofen., nausea and significant fatigue.  The pain in the arm after injection was not at the injection site but several inches below the injection site.  On 01/13/21 I developed a raised, red, painful rash below the injection site on the left arm but at the site where the severe pain was.  This is also being investigated by Infectious Disease.

944935 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CO 82.0 82 F After receiving first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, patient began to experience pruritus of lips and fingers. Patient's symptoms resolved within 5 minutes and was discharged home in stable condition.

944936 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AL 46.0 46 M LOSS OF HEARING, HEART PALPATATIONS, TUNNEL VISION

944937 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 22.0 22 F fever, diarrhea, nausea, chills. called in sick to work 2 days.

944938 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 MD 37.0 37 F after 10 minutes developed sensation of throat swelling, tongue tingling and facial flushing: transferred to ED: no intervention, observed for 3 hrs & d/cd

944939 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 OK 76.0 76 F Within about 2 days a round red sore appeared on my left arm just below my elbow.  Each day it became more sore and inflamed.  Within one week it became filled with puss, erupted, bled and now seems to be filling with puss again.  Now, within the last 2-3 days the injection site has suddenly developed a large red patch of mildly itchy irritation surrounding the site, with one or two other small patches starting to appear nearby.  During the last few days I have also notice a dull pain coming and going in my left arm.  Using my cell phone, I have taken photos of the sore in 3 stages and of the red injection area.  Those photos could be submitted to my doctor or this office, via text, if helpful.

944940 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 OH 40.0 40 F redness swelling warmth and shoulder pain with movement. redness 10 cm x 8 cm

944941 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 GA 28.0 28 F Chills, sweating, throbbing headache, terrible body aches, fatigue, malaise, sore left arm

944942 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 IL 58.0 58 F Subject has localized skin reaction following the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine.  Patient received vaccine at 10:07 on 1/4/21.  Subject states reaction of red, warm, patch, itchy skin started on 1/12/21 at vaccine site.  Vaccine was delivered to left arm.  Patient states she may have had hives as well.

944943 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CO 71.0 71 F Systemic: Fainting; symptoms lasted 1 day

944945 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 44.0 44 F Had inflammation and severe joint pain.

944947 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 RI 66.0 66 F Entered observation @ 1258.  Around 1322, voiced her "lips" felt swollen.  No swelling noticed when pt showed this nurse her lips.  Around 1328 voiced "tightness in throat".  Benadryl 25mg given.  Around 1340, voiced Benadryl did alleviate s/s.  Voiced no s/s of any other distress nor trouble breathing.  Left observation @ 1344.

944948 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 LA 78.0 78 F EXTREME LETHERGY, NAUSEA, FATIGUE, WEAKNESS, ELEVATED TEMP, ELEVATED HEARTRATE, SENT TO THE HOSPITAL FOR EVALUATION, FLUIDS ADMINISTERED AND MONITORED, THEN RETURNED TO FACILITY

944949 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CO 48.0 48 F Seizure,numbness on whole right side,back pain, face droop,extreme fatigue,dizziness,headache,pain in shoulder

944950 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 WI 45.0 45 F Fever @103 average, chills, headache, fatigue for  Tuesday 1/12. Upon waking 1/13 low grade fever, went away before returning in the afternoon 99.8, felt tired, took a nap. Woke up from nap @1600 feeling like nothing ever happened. Today, woke up feeling great.   Am actually pleased that I had this reaction. Was told by employer to complete this form. My immune system is working.  Actually feel bad for doing this report, because I don't want the anti vaccine community to take this report the wrong way.

944951 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 67.0 67 M Patient did not have an adverse event.  Patient received wrong dose (1ml  instead of 0.5ml).

944953 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 31.0 31 M Body aches, fever 101.1. No treatment. outcome mild improvement repeat temp 100.4

944954 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 OH 22.0 22 F Rash, body aches, fever (103 F). Symptomatic for 36 hours when left work to go to ER for treatment.  Treated at Health Center. Given Solu-Medrol, tylenol, two liters of saline, toradol, and benadryl.

944955 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 HI 92.0 92 F 1/8/2021- 1/12/2021-  complaints of intermittent L thigh pain 1/8/2021- Moderna Vaccine given 1/12/2021-  continued c/o pain to Left hip/thigh, Rash noted to L inner thigh/groin. 1/13/2021- VS: 97.1-69-18-110/70-SpO2 97% on RA. Notified PCP regarding rashes/lesions with vesicles to left inner thigh and left posterior leg and left lower back. With orders to start on contact/droplet precautions.  Famciclyclovir 500 mg tab PO QD x 7 days. Dx. Shingles.   1/13/2021- Medical director advised reporting to VAERS.

944956 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 42.0 42 F body ache, headache. called in sick to work.

944957 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 FL 74.0 74 F After we left(approx. 30 min. later) My tongue felt a little swollen, my lips felt a little swollen and my nose felt numb. The symptoms lasted approx. 1-3 hrs. Mild, no tx sought. The injection site was moderately sore, but dissapaited the next day, by 1PM.

944958 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 CA 36.0 36 F 12/28 vaccination. little after 15 minutes, started to feel faint . 2 liter nasal canula, ekg, bp, pulsox. BP was 150/110. Taccycardia.  Rushed to ER; felt like 'weighted blanket'/'moving thru molasses'/'out of body' experience - 'felt like body hijacked'; people asking questions, but i could not respond. 2 hours 'frozen'. I could hear small sounds from far away, I could hear like it was up close. Driving home until the next day, I felt electrical surges behind the left eye /brain region.  *stayed in ED for obstervation

944959 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 GA 44.0 44 F Left arm soreness 24 hours post injection (minimal) that improved within 48 hours.  Supraclavicular lymph node (left side- mildly tender), left sided neck pain, and left forearm tenderness that began almost 72 hours post vaccine.  No fever.  No other symptoms

944960 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 WI 24.0 24 F Patient given 1st dose of Pfizer vaccine to right deltoid by vaccinator on 1/14/2021 at 1322. At 1325 patient reports the following symptoms: shaky and also visibly noted shaking of bilateral hands, reports verbally not feeling nervous beforehand of vaccine or needle, throat felt closed at first after vaccinated but then felt improved, states throat felt different, feels heart beat fast and then not. Reported to nurse, writer and once assessed: alert and oriented to person place and time, speech clear, patient sitting at the time, oxygen saturation 98% on room air, pulse varies from 98 to 118. Gave 1 capsule of 25mg Benadryl orally and 911 called. EMS arrived and they evaluated patient, left clinic with EMS at 1410. Writer called ED RN and gave report. Patient left sitting in a wheelchair.

944961 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 CO 48.0 48 F Vaccine was received on 12/31.  A rash began on 01/06 on the chest, stomach and back as well as at the injection site.  Since, rash also spread to arm and legs. Unclear from notes if patient received further escalation of care of if the rash resolved on its own.

944962 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 PA 35.0 35 M body muscle aches, chills, bloody nose, fatigue, fever 100.2 f, headache, ears tingling which started on 1/13/21 at 4 pm. Pt. states that he still has symptoms despite taking tylenol. nose stopped bleeding after ten  minutes.

944963 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 87.0 87 F Site: Bruising at Injection Site-Medium, Site: Pain at Injection Site-Medium, Site: Swelling at Injection Site-Medium

944964 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 32.0 32 F I started feeling weakness, headache and muscle aches on 1/12 the day of 2nd dose of covid vaccine. On 1/13 I started feeling dizziness, headache and nausea that lasted until now (1/14).

944965 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 OR 42.0 42 F Dose #2 given at day 14.

944966 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MA 41.0 41 F Patient developed loss of taste, fever 100.1, shivering , muscle ache and weakness within 24 hours after second dose.

944967 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Left axila pain/discomfort, patient believes to be lymph note, began after the vaccination and has continued for a week

944968 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 51.0 51 F fever, body ache, malaise. called in sick to work.

944969 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 GA 59.0 59 M RASH TO LEFT ARM

944970 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NY 56.0 56 F Needle was not tightly screwed to syringe, therefor as the nurse attempted administer the vaccine it started to leak out. No adverse reaction to patient.

944971 01/13/2020 01/14/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Headache, chills, fever, body aches, shivering, fatigue

944972 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 TX 54.0 54 F On day 1 I had a bad taste in my mouth with nausea and flushing, the later I had moderate fatigue and muscle aches.  That night I had severe left arm soreness to the point where I needed a narcotic, I had some at home. The pain woke me up. The next day I was more tired and had a stomach ache and more fatigue, left arm sore took Tylenol, fluids and did not call my doctor. Went to bed with a narcotic. Sunday into Monday 1/9 -1/10 I had severe diarrhea and could not eat, sore throat, muscle aches, decreased left arm soreness.  Full relief by Thursday.

944974 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NC 61.0 61 F Patient called the pharmacy and reported that 2 days ago (01/12/21) around 1pm she felt itchy on her left arm at the injection site. She felt the area, and it was very itchy after her shower.  On  01/13/21 the area felt more puffy and was red, felt hard.  She showed the nurse at her work, and they applied ice packs.  She used iced overnight and Tylenol. On 01/14/21 she reports that it's feeling better and the swelling is going down now.  The warmness is also decreasing.

944976 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Pt returned to drive up area 30 mn post vaccination. She initially had no symptoms and left the triage area as she was driving, she noted her lips felt"funny" and had "bumps" developing so she drove back to the site.  Initial NP evaluation after she was transported to observation area.    VS: 127/97, 108, 99%  HEENT: small papules notes on intra oral buccal mucosa and lower lip.  Lungs CTA  CV: reg   Benadryl 25 mg po givben at 1858  Re evaluation: 1915:  VS: 135/93, 87, 99%  PT cont to c/o "feels like a need to clear my throat"  HEENT: No increase in papules oropharyngx wnl  Benadryl 25 mg po given at 1915.  Re evaluation: 1940  VS: 150/98, 118, 99%  PT now with increased c/o needing to clear throat. On examination. Now noted with edema on the left side of oropharyngx. Also noted with redness on hard palate.  Doctor present agreed to Epi pen injection  ALS ambulanced called.

944977 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 TX 47.0 47 M 3 hours post vaccine- soreness of arm 3-24 hours: fatigue and sore arm 24-48 hours- sore arm 4 days post vaccine-5 days and counting-Nausea, Vomiting, Chills, Sweats, Diarrhea, Cramps

944978 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CA 44.0 44 F six days after the 1st dose of vaccine administration pt developed a left arm pain, radiating to the arm pit and left breast, the injection site with big red hives.

944979 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OH 35.0 35 F Employee came up at 14:00 stated she had a headache. Also said her joints ached. She then also said her throat was sore and that it had been for last 15 minutes and she was trying to wait it out. Asked if she should just go home and take benadryl. I advised that I could not make that determination and would prefer she get checked out. Walked her to the emergency room.  She was in no distress and was checked into the ED.

944980 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 FL 40.0 40 F SWOLLEN UPPER RIGHT ARM AND  REDNESS.. PAIN ON THE ARMPITS ( LYMPNODES)  ALL THE WAY TO SHOULDER..

944981 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 31.0 31 F headache, fever, home early from work.

944982 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MI 29.0 29 F Patient experienced light headedness, diaphoresis, stated "i could see black spots in my eyes," but did not loose consciousness.  She stated that she may have not eaten enough for lunch and has a fast metabolism that may have contributed to her symptoms.  Patient transported from hospital vaccine center to hospital ED for further evaluation.

944983 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 CA 43.0 43 F 8 DAYS AFTER VACCINATION MY RIGHT ARM STARTED ITCHING AT THE INJECTION SITE AROUND 4PM ON 01/02/2021; LATER THAT NIGHT MY RIGHT ARM BECAME VERY HOT, ITCHY, RED AND SWOLLEN.  ON 01/13/2021 I WAS AT WORK AND SPK TO A CO-WORKER WHO SUGGEST SOME ICE.  I PUT AN ICE COMPRESS ON AREA, WENT TO THE URGENT CARE @ 8AM WAS THAN DX'D WITH "CELLULITIS". THE DR. PRESCRIBED 500 MG CEPHALEXIN; 1 CAPSULE, 3X'S A DAY.

944984 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 IA 48.0 48 F Patient was given the Covid 19 vaccine and was being monitored following vaccination. Within 15 minutes her upper lip started to swell and redness in the face.  Blood pressure was monitored and was high ( around 230/110). Pulse ox was put on her finger. Oxygen levels were stable. Gave patient two benedryl tablets.  No throat closing or trouble breathing. Patient went with wife to ER.  From what I am told, patient given steroids in the hospital. She was released a few hours later and is at home now. Patient is currently stable at home.

944985 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 VA 52.0 52 F Individual initially felt fine after receiving the vaccine with just sore arm. 24-hours later on 12/29 around noon she started feeling tachycardic (resting heart rate was 107-125 bpm).  She vomited and felt anxious.  Developed fever of 101.8 and was very achy.  Day 2: low grade fever treated with ibuprofen.  Day 3: fever free but dizzy feeling.  Day 4: symptoms resolved.  Of note, patient was 30 days out from having had COVID-19 at the time of vaccination.  Patient states her course of COVID was "serious" but did not require hospitalization.

944986 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OR 52.0 52 F next day developed flat, red, itchy rash. no other symptoms

944987 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OK 61.0 61 M headache, chills, injection site pain, feeling unwell, difficulty breathing, dizziness, weakness and imbalance

944988 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 PA 58.0 58 F swelling, redness, warmth

944989 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 NH 27.0 27 F Fever, chills, nausea, light sensitivity, sound sensitivity, headache, dizziness, cold sweats, dry mouth all  lasting over 36 hours.

944990 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MN 34.0 34 F Headache, fever, chills, nausea, drenching sweat, extreme body aches,  fatigue. Swollen clavicle and axillary lymph nodes bilateral.

944991 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 31.0 31 F headache, fever, home early from work.

944992 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 38.0 38 M Received vaccine on 1/4/2021 at 15:15 hours.  A few minutes after the shot, I felt a warm wave come over me , kind of felt like passing out but didn't, heart started racing and hands became clammy/shaky.  I sat down and after a few minutes it passed so I went back to work.  On 1/5/2021 I started to become slightly dizzy with a mild headache lasting all day.  On 1/6/2021 dizziness and slight headache persisted with slightly blurred vision.  On 1/7/2021 I felt slightly better in the morning but as the day went on the dizziness returned with slight headache and blurry vision.  At approximately 16:00 hours I was speaking with my NP,  and went over my symptoms.  She suggested getting my blood pressure taken.  It registered at 154/115.  I called my PCP and I was able to be seen the same day.  I was given clonidine and it came down but on morning of 1/8/2021 it was back up getting as high as 160/120.  Called my PCP back and he prescribed Olmesartan.  It seems to have stabilized my BP but he is unsure why the vaccine has caused this and why it is persisting.

944993 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 NC 67.0 67 F Pt called on 01/13/2021 to report a reaction from the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. Pt states she received the vaccine on 12/28/20, but that the reaction did not happen until 01/07/2021. Pt reports redness around injections site, with slight swelling, itching and a rash. Pt was evaluated by PCP, and was prescribed oral, and topical benadryl. Pt states PCP has advised her not to get 2nd dose of Moderna due to rash spreading 1inch below injection site and reaction did not appear until 10 days post injection. Pt report that the TDAP vaccine caused the same reaction in the past,but s/s started the next day with the TDAP vaccine.

944994 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NH 57.0 57 F Timeline of Events  1017 Vaccine Administered, Left Deltoid (30 observation period)  1042 Symptoms Onset (Scratchy throat, swollen lip)  1042 HR taken - 92bpm  1043 BP taken - 130/90  1045 Received 20mL of Benadryl   1046 Pt reports continued strange taste, scratchy throat, tingling in upper lip; Temp taken - 98.1 *F  1057 Ambulance was called; BP retaken - 128/84; HR retaken - 112bpm  1100 HR retaken - 92bpm  1102 Ambulance arrived  1115 Pt assessed by PLY-EMT and was cleared/released to return home with improvement of symptoms  Additional information for Item 18:   Administered 50mg Benadryl, EMS activated, Monitored by EMS for additional 30 minutes, declined EMS transport.

944995 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 23.0 23 M fever, nausea, aches, pains. called in sick to work.

944996 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 ND 57.0 57 F Chills starting at 2am, sweats, fever, weakness, extreme nausea, headache, backache, tingling fingers Came to Clinic for outpatient IV's around 1030am... of fluid (LR), Doxycycline, Zofran, Tylenol, Toradol, Fentanyl....went home around 4pm feeling better.  The headache finally went away Friday sometime (1/8/21)...  weakness is getting better

944997 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Headache; body aches; didn't feel good; joint pain and muscle aches and fatigue; Lasted about 24 hours exactly. Then felt fine after that.  Pregnant: June 21, 2021; noneventful

944999 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Patient received covid-19 vaccine @ 1217 per site. Came to EH approx. at 1230pm.  States she was lightheaded 1st, then headache, feels like someone is pressing down on head and neck- temples and note- feels like a band around head. Pain is 2/10, progessed to 6/10. States muscles are starting to get sore around trapezius region. Stated she had feeling of euphoria initially,  BP 128/76, HR 66, 98% RA.  Nausea, but no emesis. Metallic taste to mouth- pins and needles when drinking water.

945000 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 KY 45.0 45 F On 1/13/21 extreme fatigue- sleeping 4 to 5 hours at a time, swollen gland on right side 1/14/21 nausea, headache, dizziness,  fever-100.7, muscle ache, swollen gland still

945001 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 CA 40.0 40 M Per reporter: "I received the COVID vaccine on 12/29/2020 (first dose). The first couple days I had a really sore left arm, but didn?t feel any ?side effects? until about Wednesday, 1/6 (about a week later). I remember waking up to a sore left side of my upper body. The left side of my neck, chest, arm, and lymph node (under my left arm) felt weird. It was until about Saturday night, 1/9, that I felt my left under arm lymph node noticeably swollen. I had a bad headache and loss of energy, and overall feeling unwell. No fever or night sweats to report. I was absent from work on 1/11 and 1/12, as a result.  1/13 was my first day back and feel better. The swollen left lymph node is no longer present, but still slightly tired. I did not seek Medical Care for my symptoms.

945002 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 MD 29.0 29 F after injection, had syncopal episode with very low BP 60/30's - regained consciousness immediately and given 1 liter IV fluids: transferred to ED for further E&M.  Labs, EKG.  no further intervention. Observed for 3 hrs and d/c to home

945003 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 KS 61.0 61 F The day after receiving my arm was extremely sore on day 4-1/6/21 I noted swollen mandibular lymph nodes tender to the touch These were resolves 1/12/21 On 1/11/21 I noted a red patch with a few small bumps approx. 3"x1" at inj. site.  I had my husband take a picture on 1/12/21. This continues to be red and I continue to have arm pain and it is hard to use arm. I am doing ROM several times a day. Have used ice and ibuprofen for pain.

945004 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 32.0 32 F On 1/12 I started feeling weak, tired, sore on the injection site. On 1/13 I started feeling dizzy and I?m having headache and nausea and I still feel those symptoms now.

945005 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WI 36.0 36 F Nausea and dizziness. Gave me meclizine for vertigo

945006 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 VA 36.0 36 F fever, aches, lymphadenopathy, severe headache

945007 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 HI 67.0 67 F Low grade fever, severe headache, chills, malaise

945008 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 VA 36.0 36 F The night after receiving the vaccine (approximately 17 hours post-dose), I got up to use the restroom.  While washing my hands I became extremely dizzy, hot and nauseous.  While bending over to open the toilet (so that I could vomit) I ended up passing out.  I woke up on the floor of my bathroom (with my head against the wall), somewhat disoriented, shortly thereafter (exact timeframe that I was "down" is unknown).  I tried to get up and get back to bed but became extremely dizzy and hot again - this time bringing myself back down to the floor.  I laid there for an unknown amount of time before feeling like I could try to move again.  Once I felt a little better I crawled back to bed and laid down.  I believe I was out of bed for a total of 15-20 minutes.  I had no further dizzy/hot/nauseous episodes after that, however for the remainder of that day I felt exhausted, had a mild headache and felt like I couldn't get warm.  I did not take my temperature.  At about the 48-hr mark post-vaccination I was feeling back to normal other than a slight headache.

945009 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 DC 26.0 26 M Shot given at 1330, rash was noticed at 1340, 50mg of Benadryl was given in the right arm IM. Rash began to fade around 1415. Lung sounds were evaluated after Benadryl was given and were clear, itching began behind the ear, rash covered neck back and chest, face was red, blood pressure and pulse were elevated with highest reported at 146/95 lowest at 126/84 at time of release, and tingling of the tongue. Sent to urgent care clinic and received 60mg Prednisone PO, the prescribed 20mg tablets of Prednisone and 25mg tablets Atarax PO PRN. No anaphylactic response reported.

945010 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 PA 49.0 49 F About 5mins after she received the vaccine she had a flushed sensation over whole body followed by dizziness and then trouble swallowing.  Approximately 2hrs after vaccine the reaction subsided but then developed a rash over whole body.  The rash lasted until late evening and then started to subside.  She took  Zyrtec and Motrin by that point.  She has an immunologist involved in the care of her asthma. He recommended she carry an EPI PEN.  We do not recommend she proceed with the second vaccine.

945011 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 NJ 63.0 63 F Developed DVT in left leg around January 9. Developed pain, redness and swelling in left calf

945012 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 CO 28.0 28 F one week after the vaccine I developed an approximately 6 cm x 6 cm red, warm, itchy local skin reaction at the injection site

945013 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 34.0 34 M fever, headache, diarrhea, nausea, chills. called in sick to work.

945014 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 25.0 25 F Hives within 30 minutes of injection.Resolved

945015 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 RI 58.0 58 F Pt voiced metallic taste in mouth and lips tingling.  Voiced initial compliant @ 1350.  Left observation @ 1415, denies any s/s of distress not trouble w/ SOB or breathing.

945016 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 36.0 36 M Dizziness, Throat discomfort. Itchy and "closing up"

945017 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 UT 75.0 75 M Deviated Septum requiring Surgery on January 13.

945018 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 WI 25.0 25 F started out as a lump on the injection site. it was hot and lumpy and itched very much.  Then the next day it disappeared and a bigger lump and rash started lower than the injection site. extremely tired, feeling exhausted, very light headed and feel weak.  All 7-9 days afer initial vaccine.

945019 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MN 68.0 F Most concerning was dizziness to the point of almost fainting. This happened 2 times. Once on the first day after injection and once on the second day after injection. Other S.C. were fatigue, muscle aches, chills, indigestion and sore arm. No fever noted.

945020 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 ID 44.0 44 F Swelling and tightness of the neck and under the tongue that began acutely 25 hours after injection was given on the same side as injection site.

945021 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Day 1-3: erythema at injection site, approximately quarter-sized area; discomfort with movement or if touched; managed pain with OTC Tylenol as needed Day 7: supraclavicular lymph node swelling on left side; discomfort with lymph node affected; managed pain with OTC Tylenol as needed Day 8: continued swelling and discomfort with lymph nodes on left neck/clavicle area, stable and similar to Day 7; new development of whelp at injection site, approximately quarter-sized - localized itching at the area of erythema

945022 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 28.0 28 F About 27 hours after my vaccine (at about 9 pm on 01/12) I began having 8-10/10 chest pain. Mostly burning sharp pain, but some restricting tight pain as well, radiating to my back mostly. It would be relieved for maybe 10 minutes at a time but then flare back up for about 5 hours. I went to the emergency room, where they did a cardiac work up including blood work and EKG, vitals and a chest X-ray, all which were unremarkable. At about 0200 am on 01/13, the pain subsided. Previous to the chest pain, during the morning and afternoon of 01/12, I had a low grade fever (99.9 F), an intense headache, and fatigue. 01/14/21 sore swollen lymph node under L arm.

945023 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 NY 54.0 54 F The first day I had a weird headache . Three days later I felt like I could go into chills and had low grade fever of 99.6/99.7, feeling like I didn't feel right.  I had terrible cramping in my abdomen and had diarrhea  twice . My employer sent me to the ER to test for Covid, Flu, RSV. By the 22nd I was feeling fine about 5-6 days later.

945024 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MA 62.0 62 F Patient reports a rash at injection site that was first noticed today.  Reports tender to touch and mild pruritus.  Reports rash is localized to right upper arm and extends about 1 inch from injection site. Reports she felt a little "agitated" a couple of days post vaccination but cut down on coffee and issue resolved. Patient stated 2 days ago on Tuesday started feeling tired with cough and wheezing (denies asthma history).   RN informed patient that respiratory symptoms are not a side effect of the vaccine and she should call her primary care doctor for an evaluation and testing for COVID-19 infection.

945025 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 26.0 26 F About 16 hours after second dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccination: - Fever of 101-102F - Chills - Body aches - Joint aches - Headache  About 40 hours after time of vaccine: - Fainting spells x2 (shakiness, blurry vision, ringing in ears, loss of balance)

945026 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 VA 22.0 22 M pt received vaccine at 1137 in left deltoid IM, started having acute right gluteal pain approximately 3-4 hours later after getting undressed.  pain to put pressure on the buttocks, hurts to bear weight/transition from sit to stand.  did not have this pain prior to the vaccine, did not do activity today to aggravate the gluteus, does not have a hx of this type of pain.

945027 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IN 21.0 21 F Headache Sore arm Sore armpit Chills Body aches Nausea Vomiting  Duration 5 hours.  Zofran and Advil/tylenol were taken.

945028 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 65.0 65 M Patient did not have any adverse events.  Patient was administered wrong dose of medication (received 1ml instead of 0.5ml)

945029 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 16.0 16 M The patient is 16 years old and received the Moderna vaccine. The patient's mother was contacted immediately after this event was noted approximately 30 minutes after the patient received the vaccination. The mother verbalizes knowing that they were aware of the age requirement but felt due to his physical built of 200lbs and that he should be able to receive the vaccine. The patient not experiencing any adverse reactions as of the last phone call inquiry by this nurse at 4:20 pm. Mother was instructed to seek medical attention for any adverse reactions, she verbalized understanding. Follow up call will be placed to the mother tomorrow,

945030 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 RI 15.0 15 M Patient was given Moderna vaccine at 15 years old accidentally, which is less than the minimum age in the EUA. Patient was supposed to receive Pfizer vaccine, although he still would have been too young for that as well. Patient is a volunteer at hospital where this occurred. There were no adverse effects other them arm soreness

945031 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 AR 27.0 27 M None stated.

945035 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 22.0 22 F fever, headache. called in sick to work.

945036 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 MD 29.0 29 F immediately after receiving injection ,  became unresponsive with  severe drop in BP.  - quickly regained consciousness   given IV fluids and transferred to ED. EKG and chemistry normal. - No further intervention in ED. Observed for 3 hrs and d/c home

945037 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 SD 57.0 57 F About 25 minutes after vaccination patient reported itchy nose and throat.  Tightening of airway also reported with difficulty swallowing.  50mg diphenhydramine administered and symptom resolution reported by patient 10 minutes after medications.

945038 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 WI 42.0 42 F Vaccination given 1314 and sent to waiting room for monitoring.  Began to have itching at 1325. PO benadryl administered.   Then with throat swelling. Epinephrine administered by EMS/Fire at 1:32pm: 0.5mg IM right arm.   1342 improving  1350 itching/throat swelling returning while EMS/Fire on phone with medical director.   1352 second dose of epinephrine administered by De Pere EMS/Fire: 0.5mg IM left arm  Medical Director on site for evaluation. Client given option to transport to hospital or stay for monitoring with EMS/Dr.  Condition improving, chose to stay for monitoring.   Client improved and up walking halls   1513 Client cleared to be released home via private transportY

945039 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OK 43.0 43 F AT 28 MINUTES PATIENT BECAME ITCHY, BENADRYL 25MG GIVEN, T-98, 125/81, 85, MONITORED ADDITIONAL 15 MINUTES. 0851- CONTINUES C/O ITCHING, ESPECIALLY FACE, NO OTHER SYMPTOMS REPORTED. T- 98.3, 130/88, 80. 0900 25MG BENADRYL 0909 CONTNIUED C/O ITCHING. 0926 REDDENED SKIN AREAS ON HANDS AND FOREARMS, OCCASIONAL SOB WHEN TAKING A DEEP BREATH.

945040 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CT 24.0 24 F 1/13/2021 night of vaccine I started getting mild body aches and mild soreness of my right arm at the injection site.  1/14/2021 morning: chills, body aches, low grade fever. Afternoon/evening of 1/14/2021: more severe body aches, allodynia all over, shakes, low grade fever on and off (100.9), headache, some mild nausea at times.

945041 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 21.0 21 M fever, muscle pain. called in sick to work.

945042 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 WA 21.0 21 F Approx. 1.5 hours after vaccination she returned to the COVID site and reported HA, L arm numbness. The RN noted "A/O, VSS, site w/o redness, L arm swollen, can move arm. pulse strong, cap refill WNL, skin W&D. Reports nausea, released with dad to home." Pt was recommended to go to the ED or urgent care with any worsening symptoms, home with family.

945043 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MA 68.0 68 M large irritation to skin to upper right arm. An area that is approximately 10 cm x 10 cm is red and inflammed

945044 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 FL 54.0 54 F Low grade fever off and on ever since the night she had the vaccine and is still having fever, chills, body aches, bone pain as well as leg pain.

945045 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 LA 87.0 87 M EXTREME LETHERGY, NAUSEA, REFUSING TO EAT OR DRINK, ELEVATED HEARTRATE, FATIGUE, ELEVATED TEMP Y

945046 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 55.0 55 F Patient received Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA (1st dose) at 0825 and at 0828 had numbness and tingling at tip of her tongue and lower lip. She was given Benadryl 25 mg by an RN at 0830 and slight nausea started. Numbness started to go away at 0903. RN at the clinic had the patient remain for 15 min beyond the 30 min wait for additional watching.

945047 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Nausea & lightheaded, client seen & cleared by EMS; low blood glucose

945048 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 TX 60.0 60 F 1/13/2021 left arm injection site is raised, red and warm to touch about the size of a quarter coin. Still raised today, 1/14/2021.

945049 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Individual received the vaccine in the buttocks

945050 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 65.0 65 M Patient did not have an adverse event.  Patient was administered the wrong dose (received 1ml instead of 0.5ml).

945051 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 36.0 36 F fever, chills, nausea. called in sick to work.

945052 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 IA 47.0 47 F Fever, chills, dizziness, headache. Fever on and off from 1/9/21 through 1/14/21. Fever, chills, muscle ache 1/9/21 through 1/14/21. Severe headache/migraine from 1/11/21 to present (still have).

945053 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 PA 28.0 28 M On the 8th day, I unconsciously started rubbing and scratching my arm over two layers of clothing. I quickly realized what I was doing and the location of the reaction. I took of my clothes and noticed redness, swelling, and localized Hives around the injection site.  The reaction was about 2 inches by 2 inches in a circle directly at the injection site. This reaction lasted about an hour before swelling and hives dissipated. Redness is still active 2 hours prior as I am writing this.

945054 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MS 36.0 36 F Chills, Dizziness, Scratchy sore throat, difficult to swallow, numb tongue, malaise
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945055 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 29.0 29 F "reaction". called in sick to work.

945056 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 PA 59.0 59 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Chills Nausea Headache Fever - 101.6 Tiredness Took Tylenol, stayed out of work 1 day and rested

945057 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 71.0 71 F Patient presented to the COVID clinic today January 14, 2020 for her first COVID-19 vaccine.  She was given 0.3 mls of the vaccine IM in the left deltoid.at 2:40 pm.  She pulled around to the observation area and at 2:45 she reported that she was experiencing her lips tingling along with chest pressure and SOB.  Spo2 was 96% on RA.  Oxygen applied via face mask at 4 L..  Sp02 then went up to 99%.  At 2:50 BP was 122/80.   At this time she reports that the chest pressure has subsided but that she was still experiencing some fuzziness in her eyes.  She denies any itching.  At 2:53 she reports that her lips are not as numb but that she still has some fizziness.  At 2:58 she reports that she feels "real tired" and that she is not as "fuzzy headed".  Patient continued to improve.  At 3:09 oxygen was removed.  Sp02 stayed at 98%.   After observing patient for several minutes she was found to be in stable condition to leave the observation unit.  She was agreeable to this plan.  She will notify her PCP with any further symptoms.

945058 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 42.0 42 M Pt complained of "warm rush feeling" similar to after first dose. No reports of pain or shortness of breath, dizziness, rash, or itchiness. VS monitored, BP initially 196/106, resolved to 137/94 upon recheck. HR 90s- 120 sinus rhythm. PO fluids and supine position for one hour until resolution of symptoms. Discharged and advised to follow up with primary care and allergist as needed. Safety maintained.

945059 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 FL 65.0 65 M rash provider has blood work broke out over arms on Tues 1/5 and spread to entire body within 24 hrs thereafter. exremely itchy and fatigued since symptoms arose.

945060 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MN 37.0 37 F On 1/9 had cold sore outbreak on right lower lip (not new).  On 1/11 at 0730 started having changes in hearing mostly in right ear (never happened before) Also started having headache and red/swollen area below right eye. Uncertain of all related to cold sore or possible vaccine side effect?? Never had other symptoms with cold sore outbreak

945061 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 MD 40.0 40 F developed severe headache and tongue tingling 10' after injection: transferred to ED. sx resolved upon arrival to ED. no further intervention. - observed for 4 hrs, d/c to home

945062 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MT 51.0 51 F Hot flash, dizziness, nausea, cold chills, headache. Right side of body numbness and tingling, no sensation of hot/cold.

945063 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 TX 76.0 76 M On tenth day, woke up with large red, itchy rash around vaccination site.  Applied an ointment with cortisone in it.  Not a major problem. Later in the evening, started  seriously itching about the neck and face; got worse with time; no sleep that night; continued all next day; doctor prescribed a six day series of steroidal pills; it SEEMS, after 16-18 hours that the itching is easing..

945064 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Sudden diphoresis, flush feeling in face, elevated BP, throat tightening and swelling.  Taken to ED for evaluation

945065 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OH 55.0 55 F Patient got her shot around 11:15am and around 11:45am started feeling itchy down the arm of injection (left) and itchy in the mouth and numb in the tongue. Came to report to me (lead RPh for clinic) at 11:50am. I spoke with another staff member to get patient 50mg of benadryl. While I waited for the medicine, I inspected the patients arm, face and inside the mouth. No redness, swelling, hives or other signs/symptoms of allergic reaction. Arm looked normal, no discoloration. Same with face and inside mouth. Patient took 50mg Benadryl at 12pm. Patient also stated having sinus issues currently (before vaccination) and has had off/on reactions with flu shot and other vaccines, mainly itching in the arm that was injected and swelling at the injection site (grapefruit size). Patient reported feeling itchiness gone at 12:10pm but still having some numb tongue. By 12:23pm, patient reported feeling completely better and no more numbness in the tongue.

945066 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 IL 30.0 30 F Quickly after receiving vaccine patient began feeling lightheaded/dizzy then progressed to nauseated and feeling the need to vomit. Patients temperature increased slightly to 99.4.  Placed a cool washrag on neck and gave Diphenhydramine 25mg at 12:15pm (patient stated had Benadryl at 6am at home before coming to work). Patients blood pressure was taken by parent who is a nurse at Woodridge 122/86.  At 12:57pm patients temperature returned to 97.4 and patient was improving. Patients parent gave Zofran for the nausea/vomiting feeling at 1pm. Patient was feeling better but still dizzy and patients parent took the patient home at 1:18pm.

945068 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 ID 87.0 87 F Less than 10 minutes after administration patient complained of itching on shoulder/neck of injection arm (left.) 50mg Benadryl administered @12:09pm and by 12:15pm patient stated she was feeling better.

945069 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 VA 47.0 47 F HEADACHE FEVER BODY ACHES NOT ABLE TO USE ARM, RAPID HEARTBEAT, DIARRHEA

945070 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 41.0 41 F within 10 minutes of vaccination, patient c/o feeling warm and nausea.  symptoms progressed over forty minutes to include hypertension, nape of neck "fullness", weakness, and tingling hands.  HR in '70's initially then progressed to tachycardia in 130's.  EMS called for ED transport.

945071 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Sore arm around 1300. Fatigue around 1600. Chills at 2300, relieved by 2 tabs tyelenol. Woke up at 300 next morning in hot sweat. Next day 1/12, body tension from chills precious night- relieved by advil. fatigue from poor nights sleep.

945072 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 WI 39.0 39 F No concerns following the vaccine, however 7-8 days after administration started itching and noticed a large raised reddened area, warm to the touch.

945073 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 65.0 65 M Patient did not have any adverse events.  Patient received the wrong dose of medication (was administered 1ml instead of 0.5ml).

945074 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WA 23.0 23 F Increased swelling, pain, and redness at vaccine site. Raised and hot, irritated by clothing.

945075 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MA 45.0 47 F 3 AM this morning woke up with pain and swelling at injection site. States, "It's a little bit red. I have been putting ice. I could not sleep on it."  8AM: Nausea started. No vomitting able to hold down fluids and solid foods  1PM: Dizziness-- states,  "When you don't sleep for two days in a row, you just want to close your eyes."

945076 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 20.0 20 M Vomiting, cough, diarrhea No treatment. Improving from earlier in the day.

945077 12/16/2020 01/14/2021 NV 37.0 37 F I had vertigo, unsteady gate, nausea, vomitting, difficulty with visual tracking.

945078 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 LA 79.0 79 F EXTREME LETHERGY, ELEVATED HEARTRATE, ELEVATED FEVER, NAUSEA, FATIGUE

945079 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 AR 62.0 62 F Got first dose around 3pm Jan 12. Foot cramp around 10:30pm. Took magnesium. On Jan 13, Brief dizzy spell 7am (a few seconds); minute long dizzy spell around 3pm, another around 3:15, then a 2-hour long dizzy spell beginning around 3:30pm. Queasy till 9 pm, but no vomiting. Foot cramp again, so I got up and drank more water and took magnesium. Felt steadier.

945080 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 FL 48.0 48 U My right arm is red, swollen, warm to the touch, and itches.

945081 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 NV 49.0 49 F Last Saturday I started scratching my right arm. The itching and irritation continued and when I checked there was a red circular area at the injection site that increasing got larger, inflamed, warm feeling. I took Zytrec and placed an ice pack. The next morning the site continued to feel worse and there was a second red circular area near the first site that felt itchy, swollen, and painful. Today the area is still redden and warm over 85% of my upper right arm surface area however the swelling appears to be going down since taking Benadryl daily and MD prescribed Augmentin.

945082 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 NJ 63.0 63 F received Maderna shot on 12/30/20 then one week later on 1/6/21 developed an allergic reaction on and near the injection site.   rash faded in a few days but did not resolve fully.  went to Occupational Medicine dept for exam and prescription to treat rash

945083 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Received vaccine approx 4:25pm.  At approx 4:50pm, while driving home, I started to feel "off", like something was wrong. Part of my tongue started to feel a bit tingly and itchy. I arrived home approx 5 minutes later, and took Diphenhydramine 50mg po. Parts of my tongue still felt tingly and itchy, and the right side towards the back was starting to feel a little swollen. I decided to have EMS bring me to the hospital in case I was having an allergic reaction. EMS arrived to my house at approx 5:15pm. My BP was significantly elevated (160's/90's - I am usually 110's/60's), and I was tachycardic at approx 100-105bpm (I am usually 70-80bpm). I had started to feel like the back of my throat was tightening a little bit. I did not have wheezing or severe difficulty breathing, or generalized itching, hives, or flushing. Once on the ambulance my throat was feeling tighter, so they administered Epinephrine 0.3mg IM,  inserted an IV, and administered Dexamethasone 10mg IV. After a few minutes the tightness in my throat was gone and I was feeling more back to normal.  BP and HR began to slowly trend down (BP 130's/80'sjust prior to arrival to hospital). I was seen by Nursing and a Provider shortly after arrival to the ED.  My BP was still elevated (140's/90's) and HR was approx 90bpm. Provider stated that my posterior pharynx was not swollen. I was observed in the ED for approx 2.5 hours, and was discharged to home with instructions to take Diphenhydramine as needed and follow-up with my PCP within two days. BP and HR had normalized prior to discharge. They did not do any labs or tests (12-lead EKG was done by EMS en-route). The following day (today) I am tired and have a slight headache and occasional slight nausea but otherwise feel ok.

945084 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 25.0 25 F Hives within 30 minutes of injection. Resolved.

945085 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 NE 35.0 35 F GI upset, diarrhea, migraine, body aches, injection site red and swollen for two days.

945086 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MN 18.0 18 F Patient was screened and identified allergy to PCN. Covid Vaccine administered without incident.  Nurse did insist client stay in area for 30 minutes due to history of PCN allergy.  After about 10 minutes, client returned with complaint of itching, flushing in face and hyperventilating. LPH assisted and laid patient down and elevated her legs. Pulse was 200 and breathing difficulties increased.  EPI 0.5 given IM in thigh by nurse.  Patient felt significantly better after one dose of EPI and breathing was almost back to normal.  Patient transported by EMS.

945087 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Patient is a 44 Y female who presents reporting facial flushing and tongue soreness and dryness immediately after getting her first dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine at 1030 this morning.  26 minutes later the symptoms are followed by cold sweats.  She feels much better now, does not now, did not have shortness of breath, nausea, vomiting, wheezing, change in voice, difficulty swallowing.  Patient reports the symptoms are similar to but much milder than the symptoms she gets during rituximab infusion for her myasthenia gravis.  Patient notes that she took Zyrtec and acetaminophen at 9:00 as premedication.  Prior to this patient had been well, no fevers, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, chest pain, shortness of breath, cough, sore throat, urinary problems, or other problems.   Patient did not receive any additional therapy in the ED.  She was observed for 2 hours in the ED and was subsequently discharged home.

945088 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 32.0 32 F Pt was given dose 1 at 14:35. Upon checking with pt at 14:45, pt head in hands, rocking, and shaking. Pt was helped to back room, at that point, unstable, held by staff, taken by wheel chair to exam room. Pt was given benadryl, zofran, solu medrol, and epi. 911 was called, and pt was taken to local hospital.

945089 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 MD 26.0 26 F 10 ' after vaccine, developed roof mouth tingling , dizziness , tachycardia and Left arm tingling .

945090 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 PA 28.0 28 F Day after vaccine : mild shortness of breath, sensation of swelling in my throat/neck area. Took Benadryl 50mg before bedtime.  2 days after vaccine: woke up with voice changes, coughing/choking with speaking. Used epipen once, felt full relief for about 1-2 hours. Trouble speaking again. Then went to ER, had epipen again twice, over two hours, Benadryl 50IV and Pepcid and steroids. Sitting in the ER now debating admission. Likely being admitted., home epipen are too expensive to treat q2h by myself.Y

945091 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Tinnitus RT ear and  light  headache

945092 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 TX 81.0 81 F Patient came in today for initial dose of COVID-19 Vaccination. Patient has denied exposure to COVID-19 and denies any sign and symptoms of COVID-19 (loss of smell, taste, cough, fever, fatigue and body aches) in last 14 days. After administration of injection patient reported" tightness in the neck area, compromised breathing, numbness and tingling on the face, and high Blood Pressure of 180/100, and Pulse of 110 bpms.  Patient reported allergic reaction has occurred within first 10 minutes of the post vaccination during the observation period. She denies any known allergies to food, drugs, and prior vaccination. Attending Physician and Vaccination Coordinator called the Paramedics (911) immediately. Paramedics has arrived within first 5 minutes at the vaccination site. As per Paramedics the Patient Blood pressure was high (180/110), Oxygen Saturation was dropping fast from 99% to 92%. Paramedics notified Patient that they will be administrating BENADRYL (IV) in route to the hospital. The Follow up call has been made to the Patient Husband name and as per Husband she is doing well and has been discharged from the Hospital. Patient Husband has been advised to make follow up appointment with their personal PCP and discuss precaution to take second shot.

945093 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 57.0 57 F On 01/13/21, I received the first dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. I was fine at work. When I woke up the next morning on 01/14/21 at 8:00 am, I had headache, back pain, fever. The doctor, told me to rest and if symptoms get worse to go to Urgent Care.

945094 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 55.0 55 F Within 10 minutes of receiving the shot, I felt dizzy, light-headed, weak, tongue swollen and numb - those side effects went away 4-5 hours later, but were replaced by severe body aches, fatigue, chills, freezing/shaking/fever, severe headache; in addition to the side effects previously listed 8 hours after the shot I developed congestion, lots of sneezing for 4 hours; The body aches, fatigue, chills, freezing/shaking/fever, severe headache has continued and is continuing, on and off - mostly on, for the past 48 hours.

945095 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 FL 61.0 60 F Pt received vaccine at 0730 on 1/11/2021. She developed fever, chill, body aches and headache at midnight the same day. The following day shew had a fever a high as 103. She continued to feel fatigued, achy, headache, slightly nauseated and weak. Her symptoms improved over the course of the last 2 days. She is fever free today

945096 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 TX 67.0 67 F 2 weeks after receiving the vaccine I developed a reaction in the spot of vaccination.  There is redness, heat, and itching.

945097 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AL 38.0 38 F Experienced numbness and tingling to left side of face and arm.

945099 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Dec 24 felt light headed and loss of appetite, Dec 25, fever 103 and chills, Dec 26 Team member Covid hub had me do a Covid test, negative result, continue high fever, no appetite, chills and body ache, Health Hub contacted me daily with app to review symptoms, Dec 27-29 continued symptoms, unable to eat and little bit of water intake, Dec 29 appointment made with Health Urgent Care, received text from Urgent Care cancelling appointment and instructed to take sips of water and Tylenol that I was having an immune reaction to vaccine. Dec 29 virtual appointment with PCP continued symptoms, Dec 31 repeat of COVID swab along with Flu swab both negative, Jan 2-3 hospital admission for abnormal labs, jaundice, dehydration, Sodium/Potassium and Magnesium boluses given, and work up for infectious process was negative. Discharged to home Jan 3 with low grade fever, dry mouth, dry eyes, nausea, body ache and continued loss of appetite. Jan 4-7 continued worsening jaundice and appetite with low grade fever, GI Clinic consulted at Health Clinic, PCP in daily contact, repeat liver function labs on Jan 8 showed worsening labs. Jan 9-12 afebrile, started Ursodiol, low appetite better energy, continue dry mouth, GI appointment Jan 12 with plan to repeat liver functions on Jan 15, jaundice improved and able to eat liquids. No Tylenol or antipyretic taken since Jan 3 due to liver function tests.Y 2

945101 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 WI 41.0 41 F No concerns following vaccine until 7-8 days later when it started to itch, had a large reddened area at the injection site, warm to the touch, hard and tender. Also had swollen lymph nodes on left side of neck. Reported her whole left side felt "heavy." Spoke with her provider and was prescribed prednisone and diagnosed virtually with serum sickness level 3.

945102 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NY 50.0 50 F None stated.

945103 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 SD 42.0 42 F 1700 felt increase in HR (120), warm feeling, B/P 132/80  Upper chest and facial cheeks along with ears flushed 1715 nausea, no vomiting, light headedness, mouth dry, tolerated apple jice and crackers 1830 felt normal

945104 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NY 52.0 52 F extreme fatigue, joint pain, red very large and swollen injection site.

945105 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CT 30.0 30 F 8 days post vaccination I developed a localized reaction at the injection site. The area was erythematous, warm to the touch, and swollen. It is not painful, no drainage or other symptoms of infection. I went to my PCP who said it looked like a localized reaction to vaccine. She suggested ice to reduce swelling and Benadryl and Motrin as needed. She prescribed me cephalexin 500 mg if symptoms do not improve or worsen.

945106 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TN 44.0 44 F Flushed, light headed, increased blood pressure

945107 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IL 54.0 54 F Chills, headache, chest pains, vomiting. Went to Occupation health doctor and was tested for COVID, it was positive.

945108 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 68.0 68 M Patient did not have any adverse events.  Patient was administered the wrong dose (received 1ml instead of 0.5ml).

945109 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 FL 31.0 31 M Headache, treated with acetaminophen 750 mg, asa 250 mg, caffeine 65 mg, ibuprofen 800 mg, fluids, headache lessened in severity

945110 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 GA 82.0 82 F Extreme Lethargy

945111 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IL 59.0 59 F Exactly one week after the vaccination I woke up with redness, swelling and itching  all around the injection  site (approx. about 4"-5" in diameter)

945112 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 CA 58.0 58 F 40 min. injection - 200/100 - blood pressure - and was sent to ER to get follow up and was there for 90 min, until it was 156/99. And they released me. 10  days of very high blood pressure and headaches. Just started coming down (Blood Pressure) the day before yesterday. 98/72 now. Primary Care doctor - Telemed appt-  had advised me to wait it out a little and now it's down. Feel better now. DIdn't take anything to treat it. Just rested.  Only worked 1/2 of day of  work- and not a full 8 hr shift on my scheduled shifts. But going back now full time. Blood type RH Negative.

945113 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 37.0 37 F The Lot # was not clear for the caller. 2hrs after inj, itchy at neck and lower torso. Then later the other side of body was itchy. 10:30pm kept feeling like something was crawling on her. Kept getting up to see if something was crawling on her. No rash no hives. Took 1 Benadryl at 10:00pm.  Today little itching behind thigh and on arm and lower neck.

945114 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Slight fatigue today, took a rapid test at work and it was positive

945115 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 45.0 45 M Reported feeling light headed unwell and weak post vaccine, difficulty breathing and chills , hands were cold and clamy. DId not pass out, was alert and oriented at all time, took vitals until EMS arrived. Once EMS arrived and he was feeling better he declined to be transported to hospital. Left with wife who took him home.

945116 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NY 43.0 43 F I felt dizzy as soon as I got the vaccine. My heart rate increased but nothing to worry about. It took me at least 30 min to feel myself. That afternoon I felt L hip pinching pains and joints pain. A week later I had sudden vertigo , unable to walk normally with no tinnitus or loss of hearing . I took meclizine 50 mg and it helped. It?s already day 5 , vertigo has subsided , I still don?t feel myself but I am able to go around, drive and move. I only feel dizzy at times and feel vertigo when laying down

945117 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 HI 62.0 62 F site pain

945119 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Rash around injections site, anterior upper chest wall rash, tachycardia (HR 120-150), numbness in hands, SOB, dizziness, nausea. Treated with Xyzal and prednisone

945120 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Patient reports mild body aches, cold sweats and fatigue. Also a mild sore throat and slight headache

945121 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 RI 44.0 44 F Voiced metallic taste/nausea.  Inintal compliant began @ 1340.  Left observation @ 1400.  Denies any other s/s of distress.  No SOB/Trouble breathing as well.

945122 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MT 27.0 27 F Received the vaccine at 1600 on 13 Jan 2021. At approximately 0700 on 14 Jan 2021, I noticed redness and swelling directly below injection site. It was tender to the touch but painless otherwise. At approximately 1400, the swelling began to burn without touching, causing discomfort and pain. Moving my arm causes pain at swollen area.

945123 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 UT 29.0 29 F Wave of what felt like was an adrenaline rush and then chest tightness. When getting up to stand felt as if I was going to fall down.  Nurse there took HR & BP. HR was about 110. BP was normal range. Self resolved within 15 min.

945124 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NE 39.0 39 F Contract employee reports approximately 25 minutes after receiving her second covid vaccination she began to experience mild numbness in and slightly below her right ear. She reports her hearing sounding "muffled" in her right ear. This employee was monitored for a total of 60 minutes in the observation area and reports no worsening of symptoms at the 60 minute mark and felt comfortable leaving the location. She reports having similar symptoms with the first Covid vaccination she received but denies reporting it to Employee Health department or submitting a  report herself. She does state she reported the symptoms on the daily check-ins.

945125 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Site pain, headache, muscle pain, nausea, dizziness, tired, fever (99.6). No treatment.. Symptoms resolved in 24 hours.

945126 01/14/2021 CA 51.0 F I had a fever of 101.6 and chills, body aches and headache. It ran for 4 days.  I went back to work on 12/28/2020. I received dose 2 on 01/12/2021.

945127 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MN 94.0 94 F Person received vaccine at approximately 2:00 pm on 1/13/21.  Person has been on hospice but had been able to talk/communication.  The evening of 1/13/21 person declined to where they would no longer wake up and/or respond.  Restricted to bed.  We are unsure if this decline is just a progression of her disease or is a reaction to the COVID-19 vaccine received.

945128 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MI 43.0 43 F Patient states that she had immediate pain after injection into her left deltoid region.  The pain started to go down her left arm.  She also had some radiation into her left trapezius region.  She then started to feel somewhat flushed in her ears and her face felt tingly.  She denies any shortness of breath or difficulty breathing or swallowing.  Denies any chest pain.  They observed her for 30 minutes but symptoms persisted and they directed her to the emergency department for further management.  Patient continues to deny any difficulty breathing or swallowing.  She has no swelling of the face or mouth.  No history of anaphylactic reaction She received diphenhydamine 25mg IV x 1, Famotidine 20mg IV x1 and Methylprednisolone 125mg IV x1. Patient stabilized and released after symptoms improved Presented to ER at 1340 Discharged from ER 1634

945129 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 FL 71.0 71 F I woke in the middle of the night feeling achy and took a Tylenol.  Felt feverish all day and took two more doses of Tylenol.  Feverish enough that I stayed in bed all day.  No headache next day still a feverish with chills but seem to sweat  little and t goes away.  Much better the third day.

945131 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 72.0 72 M Patient did not have any adverse events.  Patient received the wrong dose of medication (administered 1ml instead of 0.5ml).

945132 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IN 30.0 30 F I believe that I now have a Shoulder Injury Related to Vaccine Administration from receiving the COVID-19 vaccine too high in my arm.  As it was being administered, I noticed that it took longer than usual for the nurse to get the contents of the vaccine into my arm, but I didn't think anything of it at the time.  I have never had a reaction to any vaccine and only the most mild tenderness if I would directly touch the injection site from a previous vaccine.  By mid-afternoon on 01/12/2021, I noticed that my arm was feeling sore.  I looked up the dosage of the Moderna Vaccine since it seemed like it took so long and I thought it might have just been a higher dose than something like the annual flu shot.  By the time I went to bed around 10pm, I could hardly move my shoulder/arm at all.  It was very difficult to get comfortable in bed that night, and I slept terribly because of the pain.  The next day, it was continued intense pain so I took Ibuprofen every few hours throughout the day, but it didn't seem to help.  After another restless night of sleep where my shoulder was throbbing even if I wasn't moving, I decided to contact my PCP.  They completed a virtual visit at 10:00am on 01/14/2021 and prescribed Prednisone for 5 days.  I picked it up on the same date and took the first dose around 11:45am, and as of 5:00pm on 01/14/2021 when I am writing this, I continue to have significant shoulder pain and limited range of motion.

945133 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IL 59.0 59 F Developed chest pressure 8.5 hours after vaccine, unrelieved after 3 hours, went to ED, elevated troponin, EKG changes. Admitted to hospital low grade fever next day Y 2

945134 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IN 30.0 30 F Large red area around injection site

945135 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MO 30.0 30 F Pt was having heart palpitations, chest tightness, throat tightness. Pt was sent to ER for further evaluation.

945136 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Fever, fatigue, headache

945137 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 54.0 54 F At time of injection, patient reported salty taste in mouth. Several minutes later, pt reported feeling tingling at the back of tongue. No swelling identified. VS stable throughout 30 min observation, all symptoms resolved at discharge.

945138 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 PA 59.0 59 F About 10-20  minutes after receiving the vaccine, patient she started having a sensation of tongue swelling. Patient was treated with an IM injection of epinephrine and  then transported down to the emergency department. Upon arrival  to the ED, she felt markedly improved with no symptoms other than some mild nausea.  Patient was treated with steroids and ondansetron.

945139 12/16/2020 01/14/2021 CA 50.0 50 F I had a fever of 101.6 and chills.

945140 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 32.0 32 F Upon injection I experienced immediate pain throughout the entire vaccine, which I did not experience with the first dose. I had inflammation around the deltoid muscle and the following day I had pain and soreness that traveled up my trapezius muscle into my neck with some slight neck stiffness and a large lump over my collar bone on that side at the base of my neck. The lump is quite painful to even gentle touch. I also have pain at the site with movement of my left arm, which was the injection site.

945142 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 18.0 18 F Itching, brief shortness of breath.  No wheezing.  No hives or rash.  Shortness of breath immediately subsided.  Itching subsided after 40 min.

945143 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MA 48.0 48 M Shaking chills for approximately 12 hours beginning  at 21:00 on 1/13.  Lethargy beginning approx. 10:30 on 1/14. Nausea beginning 14:00 on 1/14 continuing as of this report (17:00 on 1/14)

945144 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 MT 26.0 26 M Patient woke up 3 days later with hives all over his body.  Patient complains of severe itching on his legs and moderate itching over the rest of his body.  Patient did no go to the Emergency room because he denies having any other symptoms or doing anything different such as changing soaps/detergents and has not eaten anything different.

945145 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IA 41.0 41 F Pt came to the COVID vaccination clinic today to receive her first dose of the Pfizer vaccine: EL3246. Pt states "I am very nervous about getting this".  Pt brought a co-worker with her for support. Pt has "MS and Anxiety". Pt received her vaccine without any difficulty. While sitting for her observation time after the vaccine she began having some "tingling of her tongue and face feels hot".  Pt denies any breathing difficulty. Pt states "I am not sure if this is from my anxiety or a reaction".  Pt is drinking water with honey. Gave her some fresh water and monitored.  Checked on her a couple minutes later. She was in the chair and then up to walk and was concerned "my legs are feeling tingly and a little cold".  When asked if she ever takes BENADRYL for her previous medication reactions Pt states "yes".  I asked her if she has someone who can drive her home and she made arrangements for her co-worker to take her. Gave Pt BENADRYL 25 mg po one for potential reaction symptoms at 15:05. Moved Pt to a quieter place to monitor and observe. Gave her a warm blanket and some juice. Vitals at 15:18:  BP= 116/68, HR=80 Resp rate 16-18.   Pt is alert, oriented and states "feeling a little better".  Tingling sensation is "leaving".  Pt denies any respiratory symptoms. Monitored by RN. Pt set up with telephone call with Employee Health Provider, PAC.  Determined this is most likely symptoms caused by her anxiety.  Pt left ambulatory with her co-worker and symptoms were resolved.

945146 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Short term memory loss, Severe fatigue, Chills, Mild HA, Depression - lasted 5 hours and was gone.

945147 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 GA 42.0 42 M States had a syncope event shortly after 2nd COVID vaccine.  Vaccine administered approximately 10am then about 40-45 minutes later had a syncope episode and fell from a standing position.

945148 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 25.0 25 F Pain under armpit with big lump. Painful to touch and when uses of force or movement

945149 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OK 66.0 66 F Within 15 minutes of administration the person stated that she was having lite headedness.  Person was refusing any assessment or care and wanted to go outside to take her face covering off.  After going outside the person seemed to be feeling less lite headed, but do to language barrier the person was hard to understand.  An assessment was attempted but person refused any care.

945150 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NY 33.0 33 F patient developed pain at the injection site (left upper deltoid) which worsened over the course of a week.  9 days later she is barely able to move her shoulder

945151 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 74.0 74 M Patient presented to the COVID clinic today January 14, 2020 for his first COVID-19 vaccine.  He  was given 0.3 mls of the vaccine IM in the left deltoid.at 2:40 pm.  He pulled around to the observation area and at 3:12 pm.   He reported that he was experiencing tightness in his chest, dizziness and SOB.  Sp02 was 97% on RA.  HR was 57.  Oxygen applied via non-rebreather mask at 6L .  Sp02 went up to 100%.  At 3:05 patient reports that his chest tightness was feeling better and reported that it was easier to breathe.  He denies any numbness or dizziness.  Sp02 was 98% at this time.  BP was 138/84.  At 3:12 patient reports that the tightness in his chest has subsided and that he was "feeling better".  Sp02 was turned off.  After observing patient for several minutes she was found to be in stable condition to leave the observation unit.  He was agreeable to this plan.  He will notify her PCP with any further symptoms.

945152 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 54.0 54 F Axilla lymph node swelling of the vaccinated arm. Swelling began the day after vaccination.  Reported to Employee Health 2 days after vaccination and area measured 70mm at that time.  No tenderness noted to palpation.  Patient is taking ibuprofen.  Encouraged to follow with PCP if swelling continues.

945153 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 WA 41.0 41 F Severe aches, chills, headache, stomach cramps, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, sweats, eye pain, fatigue, skin sensitivity. Treated with Tylenol and CBD lotion. Mostly resolved within 36 hours of onset.

945154 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 49.0 49 F Patient describes nausea, fatigue and headache. Also has arm soreness, but very mild

945155 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 PA 43.0 43 F Soreness and swelling at injection site. Chills at about 34 hours post-injection. Fever (100.5) at about 34 hours post-injection.

945156 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TN 77.0 77 F The patient did not have a reaction. The patient was given her first dose on 12-29-2020 and inadvertently given the 2nd dose 1-13-2021. The patient was monitored >20 min with no complications.

945157 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CO 32.0 32 F Employee called the nurse line reported adverse reaction to second covid vaccine. Caller received vaccine at 1330 and started to have vision changes bilaterally of halos around vision lasting for 10 minutes at a time and a slight headache

945158 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 72.0 72 M Patient did not have any adverse events.  Patient was administered the wrong dose of medication (he received 1ml instead of 0.5ml).

945159 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 IN 59.0 59 F On day 1 - 2 I had "normal" reaction of sore arm, and some redness.  On day 3, reaction went away.  On day 8, I woke up with a rash on my arm (surrounding the injection site).  As the day went on, I experienced redness, warmth, and swelling in the same area.  Today is Day 10  and I am still experiencing the redness, warmth, and swelling.  I am taking Benadryl to try and alleviate symptoms.  No fever is experienced.

945160 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 MD 68.0 68 F 10 minutes after vaccine, developed chest tightness with SOB. (has asthma) ; sx persisted after additional 15 ' and transferred to ED.  Given albuterol nebulizer, sx resolved.  EKG wnl -  observed for 2 hrs. d/c  to home

945161 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 PA 54.0 54 F Headache; Chills

945162 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 ID 61.0 61 F Chills, nausea, vomiting, body aches, headache, fatigue for 48 hours

945163 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CT 36.0 36 F severe muscle aches all over, severe chills with no fever, headache, nausea, fatigue, Severe symptoms lasted until about 4 am 12/14/2021. All symptoms are still active just not severe

945165 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IL 57.0 57 F Diarrhea, fatigue, body aches, and fever.

945166 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 33.0 33 F symptoms started on 01/13/21 : tinnitus in rt ear  and light headache

945167 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 FL 80.0 80 F Itchy arm, lumpy, hard at the inj site, rash, inflamed, pink color. All is gone but the pink color.

945168 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Localized reaction - chemo-cellulitis

945169 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 PA 28.0 28 F Rash at injection site, swelling, tenderness, fever,chills, migraine

945170 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 SD 60.0 60 F Patient experienced low O2 saturations (88-90%) and shortness of breath on 1/7/21 in the evening that improved with benadryl.  Continued shortness of breath on 1/8 and 1/9/21 and reported to Urgent Care on 1/9/21.  Was diagnosed with allergic reaction.

945171 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Patient reported L arm swelling, redness and rash at injection site.  Upon exam-  Eruption - Unclear diagnosis, could be related to COVID-19 vaccine-advised pt to report this as a potential side effect. Could also be an allergic reaction to the avocado she had prior to the eruption. Will start prednisone 40 mg once daily x 5 days.

945172 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 TX 40.0 40 F pain on vaccination site, rash and itching  a day after administration of COVID vaccine was given. A week after patient presents with headache and diarrhea.

945173 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OK 39.0 39 F "heart racing"  "dizziness" "blurred vision"

945174 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 OK 31.0 31 F 01/08/21 received the vaccination, am of 01/09/21 woke up with headache, body aches, chills, took Excedrin and ibuprofen, worked all day and by the end of the shift started feeling worse.  Symptoms to include : shaky, felt like she was freezing to death but no fever at this point, skin felt like it was on fire,  Around 8:00pm temp of 100PO at this time took 1000mg Tylenol and when she had got the shower skin was very sensitive to the water and felt like it was hot, but the water was not,   by 10:00 pm temp of 103, felt shaky, achy all over, dizziness/nausea, muscle weakness, fatigue.  Went to bed that night, had night sweats during the night. 01/10/21 got up around 4:30am to get ready for work, continued with severe muscle weakness, shaky, headache, got in shower and fell from being so weak and tired.  Gradually through the day got better, had went back to bed that morning and slept almost all day and by 3:00pm -4:00pm was feeling much better.

945175 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WA 36.0 36 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Chills, joint pain, muscle pain, fatigue, headache, nausea Pain so bad at night, I could not sleep until around 4 am after taking ibuprofen. Woke back up to pain (chills, joint and muscle pain, headache) at 6am. Uncomfortable throughout today (1/14/21).  Not so bad as to go to hospital, but wanted to share side effects give them the limited data on this new vaccine.

945176 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 CA 33.0 M got COVID vaccine doses on 12/18/20 and 1/8/21. My wife tested (+) for COVID on 1/4/21, so I stayed home for about a week to take care of her. I went back to work on 1/13/21, tested (+) for COVID at work (I work at a hospital). Was sent home for quarantine.   I had no symptoms.

945177 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Sore arm fatigue numbness in face, under eye and check couldn't feel temperature on the left side of her mouth hip pain

945178 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 32.0 32 F Facial flushing and heart palpitations after first dose of vaccination lasting approximately 2 weeks.   Palpitations onset approx  5 minutes after receiving second dose of medication.

945179 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 48.0 48 F headache, tiredness, extreme pain at injection site

945180 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 OK 66.0 66 F One week and 1 day after the vaccination  my arm started to itch at the injection side.  I thought I might have gotten a bug bite.  When I awoke the next morning (Jan. 14) it was still itching and I had a large area which is reddened and bumpy.  It does not hurt.  I went to our local Health Department and had a nurse take a look and she and another nurse had not seen this reaction before but indicated I should report it to you.  It  is approximately 3 inches long and 2 inches wide.  They also advised me to take Benadryl and Ibuprofen.

945181 01/14/2021 AZ 87.0 M None stated.

945182 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 OR 30.0 30 F Itching, facial tightness, flushing, throat changes. Was given Epi x 1, Bendaryl x 1 and Hospital Rapid Response called and she was brought to ED. At ED, evaluation done, pt stable, felt to be likely anxiety/panic attack as cause of symptoms, and low likelihood of anaphylaxis. Pt was given rx for Epi pen to keep on hand just in case.

945183 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 CO 80.0 80 F Patient presented to urgent care clinic approximately 24 hours after receiving the Moderna Covid-19 vaccine with complaints of fever and myalgia. She had mild confusion with the fever which resolved after acetaminophen. However, due to the confusion, she received an extensive work-up in clinic for other causes of altered mental status.

945184 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MN 21.0 21 M Fatigue - Presented 12 hours after and persistent for 2 days.  Diarrhea- Presented 12 hours after and resolved after 24 hours. Severe muscle aches- Presented 4 hours after and persisted for 2 days.  Numbness in face- Presented 12 hours after and resolved 32 hours after.  Numbness in injection arm- Presented 2 hours after and resolved after 24 hours.  Swollen lymph nodes- Presented day after and still unresolved.  Headache -Presented 12 hours after and persisted for 24 hours.  Chills- Presented 4 hours after and persisted for 24 hours.   No medical treatment by provider. At home treatment with NSAID?s and rest.

945185 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 HI 58.0 58 F Heart  Palpatations started first lasted about 15 minutes, then sore throat, congestion, body aches and severe fatigue, injection site pain and chills.

945186 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IL 42.0 42 F Pain to arm Unable to raise arm above her head

945187 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 OR 28.0 28 F Possible delayed injection-site reaction appeared 7 days after receiving first dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine (IM injection received 1/05/2021, reaction occurred 1/12/2021-1/14/2021). No unusual symptoms noted in the first 6 days following the first dose, aside from minor pain normally associated with vaccine injections. On day 7 (1/12),  I noticed a red, slightly inflamed circle expanding out from the injection site to about 2 inches diameter.  The site was was slightly painful and hot to the touch (almost like a moderate sunburn), and grew about a half-inch over day 8 (1/13) before starting to dissipate on 1/14/2021. No other associated symptoms.

945188 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 23.0 23 M Patient was found unconscious and smelling salts were used. He did return to consciousness. Reported feeling nauseous and dizzy. Vital signs were taken by EMS. Escorted to ambulance for observation, vital signs were retaken. Decision was made to transport to ED.

945189 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 WI 54.0 54 F At 4:00 pm on Saturday 1/2/2021, onset of L scapular pain, L chest discomfort and pain with inspiration. Presented to the Emergency Department for cardiac work up and discharged home. Follow up with personal provider on Monday 1/4/2021.  Continued to have musculoskelatal and chest wall pain through Wednesday 1/6/2021.

945190 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 51.0 51 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA
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945191 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Patient received Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine at 18:50. She started to have itchiness and redness at site of injection and to her bilateral upper extremities (BUE) (arms, hands) at 19:00. RN who administered the vaccine notified another RN in the clinic to assess the patient and noted redness and hives were visible. Patient complained of itching to BUE and more redness than usual to her eczema. Pharmacist and RN in the clinic gave the patient her first Benadryl 25 mg at 19:15. Patient stated at 19:30 that she would like a second dose of Benadryl as her symptoms were not worsening but not getting better, second dose of Benadryl 25mg given at 19:36. After the second dose, patient stated that her symptoms were not getting worse and that she would like to go home - patient was watched for 1 hour after vaccine administration. A friend came to pick her up at 20:03 and the clinic RNs informed the patient to call Occupational Health or go to ED/ Urgent care if symptoms worsened - patient confirmed understanding.

945192 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TN 54.0 54 F Chills, Headache, Fatigue, Injection Site Soreness (Shot 2 Only)

945193 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MO 58.0 58 F Patient returned about 50 minutes after injection with at broken blood vessel in right eye.  Patient stated she had a sharp head ache pain for about 5 seconds and then it went away.  Patient became aware of the red eye by co-worker.   She returned to the vaccination immunizer pharmacist to ask about her eye.  I followed up with taking patient blood pressure which was 135/63.  Patient did not complain of any other side effects.  Patient self reported of having history of anxiety and also she did not wait the full 15 minutes before returning to work.

945194 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MN 55.0 55 F states she developed back pain unable to move, pain mid back shoulder blades and small headache intermittently; unable to sleep; feeling better at time of notification

945195 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 TN 29.0 29 F I had fever around 100.1F, nausea, chills, sweats, a really bad headache and the worst part was neck pain/ back pain/ pain between my shoulder blades, it kept hurting so bad that I was shaking. I took Tylenol and Ibuprofen, and it took me 3 hours until I could have some relief and feel asleep. Chills fever and body aches I had for 3 days and it reached 100.7 on Christmas day. By Saturday no more fever but the pains were still there. Sunday I was fatigued and all those days I had pretty bad night sweats (about 5 nights). My nausea was so bad that one of the doctors I work with prescribed me some Phenergan that I took Christmas eve and day to help me be able to hold something in my stomach.

945196 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 OH 36.0 36 F Severe dizziness - about 13-15 min after receiving vaccine. Laid down and one of the doctors took blood pressure. Top number was 139. Headache; low grade fever. Extreme fatigue. - All of those symptoms for about 3 days - pretty much bed bound. Took Tylenol and Ibuprofen.

945197 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 ME 54.0 54 F Severe migraine headache with nausea and fatigue lasting for 3 days

945198 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AL 42.0 42 F Warmth fling rush from shoulders up through neck to top of head Muffled hearing Felt faint  Blood pressure drop

945199 12/16/2020 01/14/2021 NV 56.0 56 M 12/16 vaccine 24 hours later, experienced diarrhea, chills, myalgia, HA, swollen/sore injections site.  Felt 'out of it'. Bedridden for 24 hours.  *noticed the 2nd dose was the same batch, same lot #; 1/6/2021 2nd vaccination; zero side effects

945201 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 IN 45.0 45 F Fever, Body aches, Chills.

945202 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 IL 48.0 48 F Within a couple of minutes my heart started racing and my lips and tongue was also tingling. My arm where I got the shot was also tingling. For a few seconds I felt nauseous but that quickly passed. There was no swelling, no rash,  and I never had any breathing problems. I was monitored for almost an hour. My heart rate  returned to normal.

945203 01/30/2020 01/14/2021 HI 51.0 51 F 1/2/2021 - Went for mammogram. Abnormal reading on left breast 1/8/2021- Follow up mammogram. Left breast dense tissue. Had ultrasound- lymph node under left armpit, 6mm. Will have ultrasound again in 6-8 weeks, Employee's MD stated that if the lymph node is reduces in size - then it is probably due to the covid shot.

945204 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 WA 23.0 23 F n/a

945205 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Itching of skin or arms, torso, legs.  No hives or rash.  Lasted 36 hours

945206 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 KS 32.0 32 F No issues at first, but around 4pm I started getting hives on my chest. Very red and bumpy. I'm not having any difficulty breathing, so I think I'm fine.

945207 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OR 48.0 48 F Employee is self-reported COVID "long hauler" with hx of HTN. Vaccine #1 given at 9:05am. Experienced lightheadedness, nausea, bilateral hand tingling, hypertension after administration of her first COVID vaccination. No airway involvement. No rash, chest pain or SOB.  Patient states that she thinks she had COVID in March though she tested negative. Patient has never had prior vaccine reaction. She was taken to ED, given PEPCID IV and liter of LR. Her vitals were stable throughout and she felt back to baseline and was released to go home after about 2 hrs.

945208 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 54.0 54 M Patient complained of headache and nausea, then dizziness/lightheadedness. All symptoms resolved except a fast heart rate. Increased wait time after vaccine. Only complaint remaining was increased heart rate. Heart rate retaken. Patient insisted on driving himself him. Patient called chief nurse upon arrival and did make it home safely.

945209 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 OH 19.0 19 F My arm was extremely sore and red with a large bump..it then get better starting January 13 2021 I noticed the bump and red spot coming back it is now very large and swollen itchy and sore i have a headache and am very fatigue a week after

945210 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 IL 45.0 45 F 1. Dec. 30, 2020- Headaches for about 24hrs after 1st COVID-19 injection, treated w/ 500 mg of Ibuprofen at 1:00 am, reduced/eliminated headaches by Dec. 31, 2020 3:00 p.m.   2. Jan. 01, 2021- Woke up/laying down when the dizziness/room spinning began lasting about 10 seconds. Dizzy/spinning episodes continued from 01/01/2021-01/05/2021 (decreasing in episodes on 01/04/2021- 01/05/2021). The dizzy/spinning episodes would happen randomly when I first woke up, through out the day/night, about 6-7 times a day, and lasting  about 10 seconds. A few times I felt like I would faint. Treated with rest, sleep, drinking water, and took off work for 1 week due to the danger of driving or going outside the home.  3. I would randomly wake up with hot sweats and nausea from 01/01/2021-04/01/2021, treated by drinking water, and resting.  4. I experienced the general feeling of being unwell, fatigue, and foggy mind that lasted about a week after the 1st COVID-19 vaccination. Treated with rest and was off work for 1 week.

945211 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 IL 48.0 48 F Fatigue, sore arm,  nipples on both breast became sensitive and painful

945212 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Staff began to feel under the weather the evening when vaccine was administered.

945213 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CO 41.0 41 F I  was approached by a person in the center at approx 1000 stating she had an employee that received their first COVID vaccine and was not feeling well. I went over to find the employee sitting in the person's office in a chair. She was able to tell me she received her first COVID vaccine approx 30 mins ago. She stated she stayed there for the 15 mins after the vaccine with no reaction. She is now having ringing in her ears, feeling lightheaded, hot, nauseaus, and "I feel like I am in a cloud." She denies allergies or past hx of vaccine reactions. Denies hx of anaphylaxis. She denied any sob or chest pain. Employee was holding her head. She stated she had only had some coffee and juice today and was feeling hot. BP was taken and was 112/90 and she is not tachy and no resp distress observed. Patient was able to speak to me in full complete sentences initially. Another person came over and the employee was asked if she could stand and walk. Employee stated she felt she could stand and walk and when she did this she had to hold onto something to avoid falling and she was sat back down. Emergency services was called and employees speech was slow and almost slurred at times. Emergency services arrived and transported employee.

945215 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 CA 31.0 31 F large erythematous dusky lesion day after vaccine with skin breakdown 10 days later

945216 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 KY 38.0 38 F Fever of 101.5° f, headache, chills, body ache, joint pain, inner ear pain in both ears and swollen painful lymph node around collarbone on left side. Collarbone areas are visibly different due to swelling. Most symptoms resolved within 36 hours of second dose of Pfizer vaccine. However, swollen lymph node in left clavicle area has continued to get more painful and swollen. Will seek medical treatment if this does not resolve.

945217 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 OH 36.0 36 F Severe dizziness - 13 -15 min; Doctor took my blood pressure and blood sugar and vitals right away - top number of BP was 139;  headache; fever; low grade fever; nausea and severe fatigue - 3 bedridden. Took Tylenol and Ibuprofen.

945218 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 NY 27.0 27 F 18 hours after receiving vaccine woke up with eyes extra watery/ discharge/ dryness around eyes  4 days after receiving vaccine (1/14) woke up with intense eye left eye irritation, swollen, discharge, extra watery, inflamed

945219 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 HI 54.0 54 F Site pain; Shoulder pain

945220 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 30.0 30 F Patient reported noticing throat closing up. Has had previous anaphylactic reactions in the past, and had epi-pen on site. EMTs evaluated, vital signs taken, and patient was transported to emergency room.

945221 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MI 32.0 32 F Chills, body aches, headache, and fatigue starting about 12 hours after the vaccine. The chills resolved quickly (within 24 hours), but the headache, body aches, and fatigue have continued through today (one week after receiving the vaccine).  Ibuprofen has been the only treatment.  The symptoms temporarily improve after taking ibuprofen and then return.  I have not been able to exercise since receiving the vaccine and I missed one day of work (1/12/21). I have no history of adverse reactions to any other vaccines and I had no adverse reaction to the first dose. I work as a Clinical Nurse Leader on a Critical Care floor.  One of my directors suggested I submit a VAERS.

945223 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 OR 27.0 27 M Received vaccine on Sun, 1/10, felt fine initially. On Tues, 2 days later, first noticed rash and hives to chest and back. He took Benadryl on Tues and Weds with some relief. He reported no SOB, no diff breathing, no throat itching, no chest tightness. He is a Cook on the tray line, very hot environment, may be related to the heat/sweating from the location where he works. He went to urgent care on 1/13, was given allergy medication and told to use Benzoyl Peroxide soap wash. He states the hives look better as of Thurs, 1/14. He was not seen by Occupational health, but did review case with employee via phone. He gave consent to have the reaction discussed with Allergy and he has completead a WSIRS with supervisor already.

945224 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CA 40.0 40 F 5 days after vaccination, I woke up to two swollen eyelids and some swelling under the eye. with itchy hands, fingers and palms and elbows. No visible insect/spider bites, not itchy, no moisture or discomfort with both eyes. No known changes in diet, only change that occurred was new use of an Eyeshadow/makeup place on both eyelids. Swelling in eyes lasted 3 days with gradual decrease in swelling, itchy palms, hands and elbows persistent for those three days, Benadryl helped ease itch.

945225 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 NY 20.0 20 F The injection site is red and itchy

945226 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 OR 50.0 50 F 10 days out from vaccine, developed redness and warmth at the injection site.  No pain, no other concerns.  Just weird this long out from the vaccine.  Redness and warmth is there today.

945227 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MA 62.0 62 F Almost immediately after the injection, I noticed a metallic taste. It was mild enough that it did not interfere with the taste of foods or drinks. It was noticeable whenever I had not had anything by mouth for a while. This lasted for 2 to 3, maybe 4, days.  Soreness at the injection site, and stiffness of the arm, began the evening after the injection.  Warming applications and moving the arm relieved these symptoms.  They were gone the next day.

945228 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MS 61.0 61 F I'm very tired I have to make myself get out of bed, sleeping a lot, and the roof of my mouth is raw

945230 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 IL 46.0 46 F pt within 1 week of having covid vaccination had a subclavicular lymph node start swelling. she is seeing me 1 wk later and she states it has grown. it is 1cm  unknown if this is vaccine related or not but due to timing, felt it should be reported

945231 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 51.0 51 M 10:00 - Patient still at shot table. States he felt lightheaded. Color pale. Encouraged to deep breathe, mask removed. States he feels like he is going to pass out. RN (clinic manager) at patient's side. Two additional nurses at patient's side. 10:12- Patient did not lose consciousness. Was able to stand with assist and moved to w/c. Patient taken to private observation accompanied per nursing and EMT. Pt. taken outside for fresh air.  HR 130 strong and regular. Unable to obtain BP due morbid obesity. RN recommended to patient to receive second dose of Moderna in a private clinic to be closely monitored and supine. 10:17 - Patient recovered. Declined ambulance. Patient stood, no lightheadedness/vertigo. Patient chose to ambulate to private vehicle, accompanied by wife.

945232 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 WA 29.0 29 M Generalized Hives started 2 days after the vaccine. I never had any allergic reactions before. The rash did not respond to anti histamine medications. I started to take methylprednisolone tablets by today which seems to help a bit.

945233 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Onset 12 hours after injection of alternating fever and chills, nausea, vomiting, myalgias, arthralgia, and headache.

945234 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AL 62.0 62 M During the monitoring period, patient began complaining of a headache. Tylenol was offered and given, 1000mg po.  Patient was monitored an additional 30 minutes when he stated he was feeling better and was ready to leave.

945235 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 45.0 45 M Patient complained of lightheadedness and elevated heart rate. Vital signs taken. No further complaint of headache after 10 minutes, heart rate had slowed. Increased wait time and patient left on own accord.

945236 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 VA 28.0 28 F 8 days later appearance of a large raised red area on site of injection that grew larger over the course of several days. Spot was very hot, itchy and painful and patient advised had muscle/join aches in legs and a migraine. Went to patient first and was diagnosed with cellulitis of the injection site.

945237 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 TX 43.0 43 F PT FEELING WEAK. HAS NOT HAD NOTHING TO EAT SINCE BREAKFAST. BP 130/80 PULSE 105, O2SATS% 99

945238 12/17/2020 01/14/2021 IL 36.0 36 M I developed severe abdominal pain 3 days after injection that turned out to be pancreatitis Y 4

945239 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 64.0 64 F Swollen tongue, itchy, hive everywhere. neck, back, abdomen, thigh.

945240 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Symptoms:Redness, swelling, numbness itching.  Started 1/14/21 at 4:00pm  Treatment: monitoring while taking Benadryl and ibuprofen.

945242 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Staff complained of malaise, headaches, fatigue, feeling  clammy, sweating, and that skin felt sensitive the evening of when the vaccine was administered.

945243 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 OH 26.0 26 F I had my vaccine on 1/5/2021 and the 2 days after I had a lot of pain in my arm and fatigue which are all things I expected and they were over by Saturday 1/9. Now starting today 1/14 the area is red again and is very itchy

945244 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NY 56.0 56 F Redness, itchiness and hardness at site of vaccine

945245 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 45.0 45 F Fever, pain in the shot place, bodyaches and fatigue  and also the site of the shot is swollen and red

945246 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 IA 77.0 77 F hives most notably on my legs & lower abdomen, progressing today to my face, arms, chest & shoulders

945248 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NE 48.0 48 F I had itching and large fist size hive and swelling at injection site 5 hours after injection.  Arm pain for 2 days then everything went away and you could not see any rash or anything.  Then 9 days later, hive reappears and swelling.  Cortisone cream applied. The Vsafe health checks had stopped so wasn't able to follow up.

945249 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CA 32.0 32 F 01/07/2021- Following injection, site pain radiating to hand/fingers. Resolved 01/08/2021. 01/07/2021 - Headaches, intermittent still. 01/07/2021 - Neck Pain - Left Side, intermittent still. 01/08/2021 - Pain Left Index Finger/Tightness, Resolved 01/08/2021 evening. 01/08/2021 - Left Hip Pain, Intermittent/Ongoing. 01/08/2021 - Left Side Face Numbness/Tingling at 4PM.  No paralysis. Bell's Palsy ruled out.  Continues as of 01/14/2021. 01/08/2021 - Left Side Mouth Numb, cannot feel pain/temperature when eating/drinking. Tongue Numb. Resolved 01/12/2021. 01/08/2021 - Slight Nausea, Resolved 01/09/2021. 01/08/2021 - Feeling of swollen throat, or something in throat, Resolved 01/10/2021.

945250 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 27.0 27 F Dizziness, anxiety, HTN

945251 12/26/2020 01/14/2021 UT 52.0 52 F Tenderness and burning sensation on tongue. Metallic taste

945252 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 KS 54.0 54 F Patient presents at the ER 1 hour after having Moderna COVID vaccine with chest tightness with shortness of air.  She was having wheezing and difficulty swallowing, but no rash. Alprazolam 0.25mg, Duoneb x2, prednisone 20mg, Epinephrine 1mg/ml IM, Patient leaves ER at 11:19am

945254 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 NM 47.0 47 F intense itching on  back, neck, & scalp- muscle aches, headache, fatigue. EMS gave me double shot of Benadryl. via IV in right arm. I went home and slept for 3 hours. Woke up Right hand swollen and painful, muscle aches, headache, itching

945255 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 CA 61.0 61 M Patient received the vaccine, and waited 30 minutes, due to history of allergies.  After the vaccine, he walked to his car, and he felt flushed and facial tightness.  He was driven home, took Benadryl, and then a 1.5 hour nap.  When he woke up all symptoms had resolved and he has not had any symptoms since.

945256 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 41.0 41 F Patient reported tingling and swelling in both hands, subtle, observed for 40 mins, at which point symptoms fully resolved.

945257 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IL 72.0 72 F developed a red, raised, itchy area 3 inches by 5 inches at injection site 8 days after receiving the vaccine. Area less red and itchy at this time.

945258 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 HI 37.0 37 F 1/11/2021 - stomach pain, headache, exhaustion, arm pain 1/12/2021- fever 100.0 and diarrhea for 3 days Took ibuprofen

945260 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OH 57.0 57 F Heart racing, nausea, migraines headache, fever

945261 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Patient received her first dose of the Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA at 1850. She then noted itchiness and redness at site of injection and to bilateral upper extremities (BUE) (arms, hands) at 1900. The RN who administered the vaccine notified another RN in the clinic to assess the patient and noted redness and hives were visible. Patient complained of itching to BUE and more redness than usual to her eczema. A pharmacist and RN in the clinic gave the patient her first Benadryl 25mg at 1915 for the itching and hives. Patient stated at 1930 that she would like second dose of Benadryl with symptoms not worsening but not getting better, second dose of Benadryl 25 mg was given at 1936. As symptoms were not getting worse after second dose of Benadryl, patient stated that she would like to go home. Patient was watched in the clinic for ~1 hr after receiving her vaccine. Friend came to pick up the patient at 2003 and the RN in the clinic informed the patient to call or go to ED/ Urgent care if symptoms worsened - patient expressed understanding.

945262 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 PA 51.0 51 F About 24 hours after 1st vaccine noticed mild red skin rash across stomach and back. Back is slightly itchy, while stomach rash is not.  Still evident 48 hours later.

945263 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 36.0 36 F Headache, arm pain, fever

945264 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 WY 26.0 26 M Within the first hour patient advised it felt like was was bruised up. Really tender. After about 6 hours patient advised stomach started to feel upset. And 12 hours after the shot advised started to get a fever. Patients body was really warm. Patient stated had a migraine of a headache and body felt really sore and weak. Patient got diarrhea. The chills as well. After about 24 hours and up to 32 hours the only thing left was a headache.

945265 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NY 42.0 42 M fever developed and increased to 101.5 within an hour, the next 36 hours I experience continued fever over 101 that was reduced by 1000 mg of Tylenol, severe muscular body aches, general weakness, and persistent headache localized behind the eyes. The symptoms sided over the last 12 hours of the 36 hours mentioned. A very light state of feeling tired persisted another 24 hrs as well as a slightly elevated temperature (1-1.5 degrees). I was positive for  Covid in March of 2019 for a total of 6 weeks. The first two weeks were the most intense. This felt like a scaled down version of those two weeks. I never required hospitalization or supplemental oxygen in March.

945266 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Chills, muscle aches. Resolved

945267 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 TX 36.0 36 M Had severe reaction to the vaccine not necessarily adverse events but still wanted to report it. I am a physician who likely had contracted COVID in 04/2020 and has been suffering long COVID sx since. No significant reaction to dose 1 of the Pfizer vaccine other than sore arm. 2nd dose within 12 hours had severe rigors, severe chills, then fever to 39.6 the first night (took 1 dose of tylenol and 1 of advil after), temp of 38-39 the next 12 hours, and then the 2nd night had a fever high of 41.4 degrees (took another tylenol). Had sweats the entire night after and defervesced after. Day 3-5 mostly involve myalgia, nausea, anorexia, malaise, chills, HA, and mild SOB. Took about 1 week to "recover" to my long COVID baseline after the 2nd dose of vaccine. Still having a bit worse SOB now compared to prior to 2nd dose but unsure if it has to do with the vaccine at this point. Had tested for positive anti-spike protein ab (likely from the 1st dose) the morning of my 2nd dose of vaccine.

945269 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CT 25.0 25 F Dry, flaky and swollen rash on face. Left cheek, right cheek and right side bridge of nose, and under chin on left side. I noticed it on 1/12/21 and it got progressively worse by 1/14/21.

945270 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 53.0 53 M chills, body aches, fatigue

945271 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NH 56.0 56 F patient was extremely dizzy and nauseous after receiving vaccine. stated room was spinning. after 15 minutes and having a glass of water she felt better

945272 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 CA 30.0 30 M Patient received vaccine, waited 30 minutes and left.  He reports he was fine until about 7 pm when he began to have significant chills and diaphoresis.  This resolved overnight, he felt a little "weak" the next day.  Was able to come to work.  Was afebrile.  Reports he is back to normal.

945273 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 VA 38.0 38 F Woke up at five a.m. nauseous, migraine. Tried to eat something. Felt like morning sickness. (No way I'm preggo- tubes removed). Vomit 6:45am, chills, joint pain, muscle ache fatigue, headache, nausea all day. Bridge of nose hurts, ears hurt throat hurts feels like drainage. No fever. Greenish color to my face. Heating pad, rest, water, Advil 4:30 pm and hot bath.

945274 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NC 95.0 95 F Shortly after being vaccinated patient started vomiting. Staff was able to help her and stop vomiting. Later she started vomiting again. Vomit was black and was also passing black stool. This was reported by director of FACILITY.

945275 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 VA 22.0 22 F 9:28 C/O numb tongue, itchy head and face. Self administered Children's Liquid Benadryl 10 ml 9:34 PO2 99%, P 109/86 repeat, BP 139/74  9:36 PO2 99%, P 85 BP 159/89 9:39 Itchy face/head 10:13 Ok stable

945276 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 83.0 83 F Shortness of breath for 10 mins, self resolved

945277 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 48.0 48 M Pt. was sitting during observation period, became lightheaded. Did not say anything to staff. Pt. fell over out of chair and hit head on the ground. Pt. became responsive approx 1min after staff was at patient side. Pt. was rolled over and became A&O x 3

945278 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 43.0 43 F Employee received 2nd dose of Pfizer vaccine. After about 13 minutes, patient returned to vaccination station with complaints of itching and mild hives noted to left forearm. Benadryl 50mg po dispensed at 1345.  Pulse Ox: 94%, HR: 70.  Pt stated Pulse ox normally runs at this level due to hx of asthma.  Itching continued to progress up left arm and down left leg. Denied any reaction after first dose.  Vaccine Clinic staff notified.  Pt escorted by staff to convenient care at 1353.

945279 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F Patient reported feeling itchy all over. She reported no hives or rash and no difficulty breathing. Patient was given 2 tablets of Diphenhydramine 25mg. The patient remained in the pharmacy for 30 minutes following the injection.  She reported feeling better and no further itching before leaving the pharmacy.  I called to follow up with the patient the same evening and she reported she was doing better and had no additional itching after leaving the pharmacy.

945280 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Rash at injection site

945281 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 50.0 50 F Two days after first vaccine, patient states that she experienced lymphadenopathy of left armpit. Resolved without treatment after a week.

945282 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 CA 32.0 32 F One week after I was vaccinated, my partially breast fed infant daughter (DOB 10/02/2020) died in her sleep on 11/28/2020. The cause of death is not known. I am reporting her death here because of the relative proximity of my vaccination and her death.

945284 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CT 45.0 45 M I experienced tachycardia, almost lost consciousness in the early morning of 1/13/21. I had to call 911. When EMT's arrived about 10 minutes, my heart rate went down to 100bpm. I decided not to go to hospital and just continue observation. I still have a feeling of increased nervousness and palpitation in my chest today.

945285 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 30.0 30 F Fatigue, Nausea, Arm soreness  Currently pregnant: EDD 08/20/2021

945286 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AR 37.0 37 F body aches and chills 1/14 all day

945287 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 CO 28.0 28 M First day - tired; 2nd day chills ,coughing , congestion ,and headache, super exhausted; little fever 99. Mucinex DM and Tylenol.  Tested positive for COVID on December 29th 2020 and quarantined. Symptoms lasted that whole week - 6-7 days.

945288 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Felt very tired the evening of my 2nd dose of Covid vaccine.  Woke early the next morning (01/08/21) with a high fever, chills, body aches, fatigue.  Fever broke around midnight that night and I felt back to normal around noon the next day.  Overall, I felt unwell for about 48 hours, and very sick for about 18 hours.  I did not medicate for sx as we were advised by the hospital against NSAIDS to maximize antibody production.

945289 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 TX 57.0 57 F I had fatigue, headache, pain, weakness and I was so miserable decided to go to ER on (12/24/20) and then was transferred to hospital admitted  (12/25/20) one day - discharged on 12/26/20 at night Y 1

945290 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IL 35.0 35 F Overnight on 1/13 into 1/14 patient woke up feeling unwell and had a fever and a very sore arm where the vaccine was given.  The site of administration is red, burning, tender, and warm to the touch.  No more fever today.

945292 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IN 49.0 49 F Fever of 102, chills, headache, body aches, nausea, sweats, lasting from 12 midnight until about 1-2 pm the next day. The symptoms were severe enough I could not work and 800 mg of ibuprofen did not take fever down enough to work or help much with the myalgia. Symptoms improved after about 14-16 hours of onset.

945293 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MN 34.0 34 F Staff had large area of redness, warmth, swelling and pain at the injection site on the left upper arm.  She was diagnosed with cellulitis at the injection site and was prescribed antibiotics, and told to also take ibprofen and benadryl.

945294 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 FL 36.0 36 F Approximately 12 hours after receiving the booster dose, she awoke feeling extremely ill and nauseous, roused me to say so, and then immediately became unresponsive and pulseless. She was admitted to hospital for cardiac work up, and all diagnostic tests have found her heart to be normal in structure and function. Cardiology believes she experienced a vasovagal syncope with asystole. She remains hospitalized at this time for initiation of sotalol therapy; she was diagnosed with frequent PVCs approximately 1 year ago.

945296 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 OR 45.0 45 F Severe headache, nausea and fever only marginally relieved with Benadryl, Zofran, Tramadol, Pepcid, Tylenol. Symptom onset evening of 12.29 and increasing over the next several hours, finally beginning to resolve around noon on 1.1.21. Patient was in contact with her Oncologist who is recommending second dose with additional prophylaxis. Not evaluated in person.

945297 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WI 57.0 57 F First shot of Moderna vaccine.  Had the shot and waited around 35 minutes and I felt fine.  I left and was a few minutes down the street and my lips started going numb. I turned around and went back to the hospital where the shot was administered and they had me see the emergency room doctor.  My throat did not start closing, my lips just were numb.  I have had serious reactions before and they start with the lips usually so I was concerned.  My blood pressure was high as well as my pulse.  The doctor gave me prednisone and benadryl and I was feeling good after 15 minutes.  I was in the ER 45 minutes to an hour and then was released with a script to take prednisone and benadryl for the next 4 days.and to come back if I got worse.  I never got a rash or anything else, just the numb lips and increase in blood pressure.  I did have a bit of a headache as well.  I am at work now (the next day) and feeling fine.  I did speak to my doctor and she did advise me not to get the second shot in the vaccine series. .

945299 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 AL 52.0 52 M Fever, body ache, headache.

945300 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NY 75.0 75 M Patient c/o chills, body ache, generalized weakness after vaccination. On 01/12/21, patient's symptom improved, only soreness at the injection site.

945301 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 PA 21.0 21 F 5 minutes after getting the vaccine- arm went numb and tingly. Persisted for 9 hours afterwards.

945302 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AL 39.0 39 F A few minutes into monitoring patient stated she was getting a migraine. Asked patient if she had her medication with her and she did not. Patient stated she did pre-medicate with Tylenol prior to coming to clinic. Patient was offered water and ibuprofen was offered and given - 800mg po. Patients lights were dimmed and we monitored for additional reactions. Patient was monitored a total of 53 minutes when she said she was feeling a little better and was ok to leave. Patient reported she would follow up with her physician if needed. Instructed to register with the v-safe website to report any additional reactions.

945303 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 VA 60.0 60 M Back and neck stiffness, trouble swallowing, tongue thickness, facial twitch, and shortness of breathe.

945305 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 IL 22.0 22 M 5 minutes after vaccine patient complained of dizziness and became diaphoretic, pale, and clammy. BP 74/48, HR 42 bpm, O2 92%. Water and snacks were given. At 10 minutes post vaccine HR was 52 bpm and O2 was 96%, patient is alert. At 15 minutes post vaccine BP was 90/50, O2 99%, HR 86 bpm and very talkative, states he is feeling better.

945306 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MO 36.0 36 F Fever of 104.2 off and on, muscle aches, nausea, headache

945307 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 ME 48.0 48 F Bell?s palsy, treatment prednisone and acyclovir, outcome unknown

945308 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 52.0 52 F IM  given@ 9;00am and  at 9;08 am  pt. begin to c/o palpitaions. VS taken R 22 P70 BP 154/112  sats 99% pt. states has Hx . HTN and she says took her BP medication this morning. VS re-check at 9:15 am BP 153/102 HR 66 Sat 99% R20. Pt states feels better now , denies any more symptoms.

945309 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TN 43.0 43 F Low grade fever, chills, headache, muscle aches and dizzy

945310 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Productive cough, sore throat, myalgia, fatigue, hives at injection site

945311 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 AZ 63.0 63 F When I got home from my hike the next day of vaccination I felt my heart going crazy I had high blood pressure 160/100 it stayed like that for the next 3 days but the next day I felt my whole body pounding I was shaky I had to go to urgent care. Then for the next week I was feeling very fatigue & short of breath lasted for about a week.

945312 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MD 43.0 43 F I developed Hives all over my torso, legs, head, back and mouth

945313 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MA 55.0 55 F Felt like vaccine was injected into subacromial space left arm/shoulder. Began having shoulder soreness and pain, progressing as afternoon and evening progressed 1/4/21. Had difficulty sleeping with frequent interruptions due to shoulder pain on 1/4/21 and 1/5/21. Unable to lift arm to shoulder height due to pain, difficulty and pain to reach faucet, get dressed, shower, overall functional use LUE with modifications required. Treated with over-the-counter ibuprofen 2-3x/day with temporary decrease in pain intensity. Iced shoulder twice. Symptoms began to improve during night 1/6/21 with improved sleeping tolerance. Steady decrease in symptoms 1/7/21 and 1/8/21 with pain with certain movements shoulder only.

945314 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CO 36.0 36 F Fatigue, GI upset, and Headache for 3-4 days post second vaccine

945315 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 TX 67.0 67 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine day after injection noticed some soreness and puffiness at the injection site and a red area right below the sight the size of a silver dollar that was warm to the touch.  On 1/13/21 the red area was larger (2 1/2 inches by 2 1/2 inches) was still warm to the touch and felt hard.

945316 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 78.0 78 M Patient has not had any adverse events. Patient was administered the wrong dose of medication (received 1ml instead of 0.5mg).

945317 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 68.0 68 F 1) Ice cold toes & feet, sweat in toe area of socks 2) confusion, 3) chills

945318 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 FL 89.0 89 F BP down to 60/50

945319 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 NC 62.0 62 F Soreness of the site then was sick 6 days later positive for COVID -19.  Fatage

945320 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 OK 56.0 56 M H/A chills, fever, malaise, then migraines. Then 1-2 migraine  H/A every day.  No H/A for the past 36 hours.  Went to see pcp.

945321 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 HI 58.0 58 F Left arm still has red blotchy itchy patch at injection site. No other symptoms

945322 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 23.0 23 F 7 days after vaccine, body ache and headache, temperature of 99.4 which is higher than my typical temp.

945323 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 75.0 75 F Pain in arm and blurry eye vision

945324 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 24.0 24 F localized rash on left shoulder: no fluctuance, induration, tender to touch, measures 6x2.5cm, erythema with central 9 days after vaccination

945325 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MN 25.0 25 F Patient felt warm. Patient's face + chest became pink and blotchy 15 minutes after administration. Patient received 2 25 mg oral capsules of Benadryl.  Oxygen level 99.1. -Pulse 90.  Monitored patient for 30 more minutes + she felt improved. She then discharged.

945326 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 FL 50.0 30 F Fatigue/headache/body malaise one hour after 2nd dose of COVID 19 vaccine.  Now c/o (L) arm pain radiating to (L) elbow/(L) leg pain/dizziness/diaphoresis weakness to (L) lower extremity.

945327 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NY 23.0 23 F Pt has a rash (6x7cm oval area of erythema noted (R) deltoid no absEss or depot) 01/13/2021

945328 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MO 40.0 40 F My arm hurt after shot. Next day it still hurt. On Friday I had two red circle's on my arm. One where shot was given the other 1/2 inch below it. It was very red & had heat in it, and hurt to touch, move and swollen. 1/12 - (L) arm pain from shoulder to elbow felt "heavy" - (L) hand tingling 1/14 - redness continue to be present

945329 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 TN 61.0 61 F Pt reports only soreness the day after receiving the Covid 19 vaccine, however reports on day 11 after receiving the vaccine redness to injection site with an area size of her palm, itching, and a rash at the injection site. Pt reports that her PCP gave her a steroid injection today.

945330 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MO 44.0 44 F Chills, Bodyaches fever 101.8, headaches, swollen aRm with redness and heat fRom 1-7-2021 - 1-8-2021 1-8-2021 to 1-13-2021 - headaches + swollen arm with Redness and heat. 1-12-2021 - Present itching at vaccine site headache

945331 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 AK 49.0 50 F Experciening Body Jerks, Fatigue, heahaches and chills. Sensativity at injection site in both left and right arm. Nausea < 15 minutes after injection - 1 hour later shaking & persistent jerks - Numbness both hands about 1 hour - EXTRAPARAMIDAL symptoms (EPS)

945332 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NY 59.0 59 F Inflammatory response 8 days post injection

945333 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 42.0 42 F On 01/13/2021 woke up feeling weak, chills and felt heat all over my body. On 01/14/2021 got an allergic reaction my whole body got a rash.
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945334 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 TN 42.0 42 F Exactly 15 hrs post injection I woke with uncontrollable shakes, fever 101.6, vomit x4, nausea, Bone pain especially neck, lower back and hips, headache and congestion.

945335 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 TN 55.0 55 F Saturday 1/9/21:  Saturday around noon I started having nausea and internal heat through out my body, sleep interruption  and cold sweats during the night.  Sunday 1/10/21: the same as Saturday. Sunday  around noon I had internal heat through out my body, sleep interruption and cold sweats Monday 1/11/21 afternoon I developed a headache and pain in the left side of my neck around 5 pm I started dry heaving at work and on the drive home I started vomiting uncontrollably. The vomiting went on for quite some time after I got home, the vomit had a fowl taste and smell of sulfa. The Next morning Tuesday 1/12/21 : I still felt nauseous but no vomiting. I had fatigue, headache and lack of apatite, the same on Wednesday 1/13/21 and Thursday 1/14/21. Thursday 1/14/21 I have felt malaise and lack of energy still no appetite.

945336 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 WI 74.0 74 M Staff reported that he wasn't being himself. He was leaning more towards the right. Had symptoms similar to Bell's Palsy, some right sided facial droop, right eyelid drooping. On CT right maxillary sinusitis, ventriculomegaly. Y 2

945337 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 NY 57.0 57 U 9 minutes post vaccination pt c/o scratchy throat feeling of Fullness in throat. She was given Benedryl 25mg po - 15 minutes later she still felt a lesser feeling of Fullness 3:59 she was given 25mg of Benedryl again by 4:15pm she felt better still scratchy. On 1/11/21 she reported to PCP - No symptoms

945338 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AL 57.0 57 F tingling to face, tongue and lips; lightheaded; no swelling; hr normal; observed extra 30 minutes; given water& crackers - lightheadedness subsided but states is itching all over; offered to call 911 - refused. stated is going to primary care physician. total observation 45 min

945339 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 78.0 78 F During 15 minutes post observation period, patient c/o mild posterior headache and neck pain. BP 166/103, HR 124, SaO2 99%. Pt taking HCTZ antihypertensive but missed medication today.  Patient received IV hydration at treatment center.

945340 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 WA 30.0 30 F THREE MINIUTES AFTER RECIVING THE VACCINE: RASH & TINGLING ON BACK  25 MINIUTES AFTER VACCINE: TOUNGE NUMBNESS IN THE MIDDLE SENT TO ED VIA EMS FOR TOUNGE NUMBNESS & SWELLING, PULSATING, HEADACHE, AND VERTIGO

945341 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NY 32.0 32 F Lips tingling, throat swelling within 2-3 min of being administered

945342 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 25.0 25 F DEVELOPED HIVES SEVERAL HOURS AFTER SECOND DOSE, SHE STATED SHE DEVELOPED HIVES AFTER SHE RECEIVED HER FIRST DOSE AS WELL. SHE SELF TREATED WITH ANTIHYSTAMINE. TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE SHE DID NOT REQUIRE ANY FURTHER TREATMENT.

945343 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 94.0 94 F Nurse:  the resident received her vaccine at 09:25 am and immediately began to feel cold. This nurse was notified at 0945 at which time the resident complained of nausea and dizziness. The resident was also emotional, confused and experiencing high blood pressure (170/78) .

945344 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 WA 19.0 19 F 19 year old female reaction to Covid 19 vac; she is alert and orientated; complaining of rash, difficulty breathing, dizzy, lump in throat, headache, nausea, cough.  1 dose of Benadryl 25 mg  given at 1430.  Patient states she is medical fragile and has a HX of epilepsy. EMS called at 1500 evaluation mild allergic rxn will transport to hospital for further evaluation.

945347 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 AR 58.0 58 F woke 15 hours after vaccine with temp 101.5 and body aches. symptom subsided in 8 hrs

945348 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MI 37.0 37 F Fever (100), body aches, headache, chills, fatigue

945349 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 OH 62.0 62 M Abdominal pain, Abdominal distention, severe acid reflux, awake until 4 am with severe abdominal pain,

945350 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 WI 24.0 24 F Light arm pain began an hour and half after injection. The following day, arm pain was increased  preventing movement of above shoulder, but not preventing  daily actives and not pain medication used. Skin raised around injection sight. Throughout that day increased tiredness and  fatigue was experienced but did not prevent from completing work at  the office. Two days after injection, arm pain remained the same as the day before and some tiredness experienced.  Skin red and raised in a 2in radius around injection site. Third day after injection, arm pain reduced, redness gone away.  No pain by the fifth day.  7 days after injection, skin is still raised around injection site, redness returned and is now itchy, and increased tiredness.

945351 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 OR 59.0 59 F Fever to 104 from day 5 to day 14 and continuing after vaccination.  No other symptoms other than mild fatigue

945352 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 71.0 71 F Body aches, fever, nausea, chills, vomiting, join pain, fatigue

945353 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Patient received her 2nd dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine: At approximately 18:00 by RN. Patient walked out of the vaccination room after her 15 minutes observation period and did not complain of any symptoms. She walked to the main entrance and notified a clinic manager at the check-in desk that she was experiencing "chest pain." Clinic RNs came to observe and assess the patient. The patient communicated with no displays of distress. When asked what type of chest pain, she stated "heaviness pressing on her chest, localized on the left side and on the upper chest area." Patient denied pain radiating down arm and denied jaw pain. Patient denied SOB and had no signs and symptoms of respiratory distress. She was escorted to the ED via wheelchair at 18:33. The ED note states that symptoms were most likely related to anxiety (patient mentioned she was anxious about receiving her second dose) and as patient reported symptoms completely resolved, she was discharged home from the ED at 19:01.

945354 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CT 30.0 30 F 8 days after injection I experienced slight itching/mild cellulitis near injection site for a few hours. Currently 17 hours after initial episode I have a mild cellulitis without pain/itching/burning/etc. Only blotchy/redness near injection site.

945355 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 PA 27.0 27 F ONE DAY AFTER 1/9/21 VACCINE DOSE, DEVELOPED ARTHRITIS AND ARTHRALGIA OF MP JOIN- IMPROVFED 1/13/21 2-3 DAYS AFTER VACCINE DEVELOPED A TRUNCAL ERYTHEMATOUD MACULAR RASH, NOT PRURITIC, IN TRUNK ARMS AND FACE.  AS OF 1/4/21 RASH PERISTS FATIGUE SINCE VACCINE BENADRYL NOT HELPFUL

945356 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Delayed reaction, itch and redness at site 8 days after vaccine was administered.

945357 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OR 47.0 47 M 2-3 min after vaccination he started feeling tingling in the right side of his face. About one minute later he felt like he could not get a full breath and he felt the need to run away. We connected a heart monitor, did serial vital signs, listen to lung sounds. He symptoms seem to worsen. He did not have hives, his lungs were clear. His HR was normal but his B/P was elevated. We started and IV and gave him 25 mg mg of IV Benadryl. We contacted Dr. via phone. He talked to the patient and he agreed with our assessment and treatment.  He began feeling better about 10 min after the Benadryl and he symptoms cleared by 30 min after Benadryl. We kept him on the heart monitor for 1 hour.  He reported he felt fine and back to normal when he left to go home. He refused ambulance transport to the hospital. All reports will be filled out by me.

945358 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 CO 63.0 63 F Achy, Dizzy , light headed , vomiting , diarrhea , No energy  1 week later was diagnosed with COVID

945359 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 69.0 69 F After the initial injection (1/11), there was just soreness at the site and no other problems.  The next morning (1/12), I woke with severe vertigo and ensuing nausea.  I couldn't focus my eyes on any one point because everything seemed to quiver.  The nausea was like motion sickness.  I couldn't walk without stumbling.  Since this was the first time I've ever experienced vertigo, it was concerning.  I consulted my sister who is an RN who recommended the Epley Maneuver.  It helped only a little, but I resigned to returning to bed to sleep to avoid the symptoms.  The next day (1/13), I woke with vertigo again.  It was not as bad as the first day, but prevented my activities (walking around the house, driving, working).  Today (1/14) I woke feeling slightly queasy, but can function, but not work.  If the resolution continues on this trajectory, I should be okay tomorrow, I hope.

945360 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Fatigue, body aches, nausea, chills. Improving.

945362 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OH 17.0 17 M MODERNA COVID-19 VACCINE EUA HOSPITAL CONTRACT EMPLOYEE (AGE 17) WAS SCHEDULED, AND SUBSEQUENTLY WAS ADMINISTERED THE MODERNA COVID-19 VACCINE. NO ADVERSE REACTION NOTED TO VACCINE, BUT ADMINISTRATION ERROR DUE TO AGE OF PATIENT.

945363 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 WI 47.0 47 F PATIENT WITH KNOWN HISTORY OF SEVERE ALLERGIES PRESENTED TO RECIEVE COVID-19 VACCINE AFTER RECIEVING CLEARANCE FROM HER PCP. DUE TO HISTORY OF ANAPHYLAXIS PATIENT MONITORED BY PROVIDER AFTER ADMINSITRATION OF VACCINE. WITHIN 20-30 MINS OF ADMINISTERING VACCINE PATIENT DEVELOPED COUGH AND COLOR CHANGE IN EXTREMETIES. PATIENT TRANSPORTED DOWN TO ED FOR FURTHER EVALUATION.

945364 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 23.0 23 F REdness on both arms and chest

945365 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IN 85.0 85 F Diahrhea, muscle aches

945366 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 LA 38.0 38 F Severe arm pain, fever over 102°, headache

945367 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OH 32.0 32 F Chest pain, numbness in face, arm pain, numbness in arm

945368 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 MT 61.0 61 U Joint Pain

945369 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 WA 52.0 52 F NO REPORTED SYMPTOMS, BUT DUE TO RECENT COMPLICATED MEDICAL HISTORY REQUESTED ADDITIONAL TIME TO BE OBSERVED AFTER RECEIVING THE VACCINE.

945370 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NV 42.0 42 F Patient reports soreness to the arm, she has a lymph nodes  are the size of a "golf ball". This is on the right side. No other findings

945371 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 TX 53.0 53 F employee presented to the ER with fever , chills and Headaches ,Vomiting  and cough

945372 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 47.0 47 F Tongue started tingling at 9 minutes, then sensation moved to throat, wheezing and tongue swelling Benadryl, inhaler, epi pen, steroids Approximately at 12 hours later developed painful blisters with black dots, tongue white, and painful. Food tastes differently metallically

945373 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MO 35.0 35 F Approximately 10 minutes after receiving the vaccine the patient became clammy and light headed. VS were stable and patient stayed an extra 30 minutes until she started feeling better. With follow up call, patient stated that she has headache, nausea and fatigue

945375 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 TN 64.0 64 F about 20 minutes later, cheeks felt flushed and turned bright red, slight itching around the face and upper body

945376 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 OH 39.0 39 F High Fever, chills, fatigue, headache, dizziness, body aches and loss of appatite.  Felt like I had COVID19 all over again (tested positive on 11/18/2020).

945377 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 45.0 45 M A day after the vaccine, I experienced hot flashes, dizziness, low grade fever (99.4) and headache. Also on the second day, continued to experience headache.

945378 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 WI 28.0 28 F Similar to an injection site reaction that didn't appear until over a week after receiving the vaccination. Large raised, red circle around the injection site that is very itchy.

945379 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 VA 38.0 38 F Violent/severe shaking and chills for 4 hours, inability to get warm, severe headache for 18+ hours which did not respond to acetaminophen or ibuprofen, severe body and joint pain for 18+ hours, followed by mild fever for 4 hours, fatigue, nausea.

945380 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 NC 37.0 37 F Shortness of breath Chest pain Ongoing since Y 1

945381 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CT 76.0 76 M Fever 101, chills, sore throat, constipation

945382 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 IA 33.0 33 F blotchy red rash at base of left neck - persistent - didn't resolve; 1/12/21 - same area became itchy, raised and coalesced

945383 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 27.0 27 F Employee blacked out, started feeling dizzy, sweating, and elevated heart rate

945384 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 ID 58.0 58 F Patient received vaccination, and approximately 3-4 hours after receiving the vaccination started to have localized erythema, swelling, and tenderness to left deltoid.  Treatment course includes rest, ice,  and ibuprofen.  Patient was seen in the clinic 1/14/2021.  Patient will have a repeat follow-up appointment 1/19/2021.

945385 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 PA 29.0 29 F Person giving the injection gave it in the back of my arm, almost as if she was giving a sq injection. They used the 1in needle so I think she got into my tricep but it was nowhere near my deltoid. I have injection site soreness which is why I think she even got to the muscle but I have none of the classic immune reaction symptoms. I wanted it on record in case it was not thoroughly absorbed and then I wouldn't be covered. I figured with this being so new every mistake matters. I'm going to try and get an antigen test in 2-3 weeks.

945386 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 OH 58.0 58 F No symptoms other than minor sore for a day.  Otherwise I have been fine since the vaccination.

945387 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 33.0 33 F Client reported she felt tingling sensation in lips and also reported felling like her lips were beginning to swell.  Had history of use of epi pen for allergies approx 12.:14 reportedly felt flushed.  No difficulty with breathing.  Benadryl  50 mg elixer given.  Observed an additional 15-20 minutes.  Client reported feeling better within 20 minutes and all symptoms resolved.  Case's boyfriend was also recieving vaccination that day.  Client was advised not to drive home since administration of antihistimane.  Departed with boyfriend. Also advised to call medical provider to inform of side effects. Instructed may take benadryl 50 mg po q 6 hours if needed and call 911 if symptoms worsen.  Contacted client 6:30 today.  She reported she notified physician.  Symptoms resolved except for slight soreness at injection site.

945388 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 MA 34.0 34 F I had heart palpitations  and headache started at about 11 am. I didn't say anything for about an hour to see if they passed. At noon, I asked to be evaluated. They did an EKG. Normal. Took Ibuprofen and Tylenol . Sent me home to rest for the day. Slept 2:30 pm to 6 am the next day. The symptoms were resolved when I awoke.

945389 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CO 46.0 46 F Arm developed bright red rectangular area around injection site. Sore for a few days. Extremely hot to the touch and swollen. Seemed to improve after 5 days with less swelling and pain. At day 8, redness increased again, hard lump in arm with itching.

945390 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 24.0 24 F my normal heart rate is about 57-63 and my heart rate the morning after my vaccine, about 24 hours later, was 98. I was going for a regular follow up visit with my doctor, i was very sleepy, not anxious, my heart rate should have been with in normal limits. its currently 4:43 pm the same day and my heart rate is in the low 90s.

945391 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 18.0 18 M The patient inadvertently received their second shot in the serious early. The patient singed up for the wrong day for their second shot. Despite multiple checks the patient was able to receive his vaccine.

945392 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 RI 29.0 29 F Within the first few minutes I have a weird taste in my mouth. It went away after a couple minutes. The day after getting the first dose (1/7/21) I felt like I was getting that flu all day. Went away day after that (1/8/21). On 1/14/2021 I noticed hives all around the injection site as well as a faded bruise.

945393 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 RI 41.0 41 F Reappearance of injection site erythema with induration  and mild pruritus 9 days post vaccination. Localized injection site erythema was present almost immediately after injection lasting 72 hrs, associated with pain and increased warmth, self resolved only to reappear 6 days later without any apparent trigger, not associated with pain.

945394 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 56.0 56 F PATIENT HAS SWOLLEN, RED FACE, HEADACHE, INCREASE BLOOD PRESSURE, INCREASE HEART RATE, TROUBLE BREATHING AFTER 2 HOURS OF ADMINISTRATION OF VACCINE. PATIENT WENT TO THE ER AND GOT EPIPEN AND ORAL BENADRYL AND ORAL ATIVAN. PATIENT IS RECOVERING NOW.

945395 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 41.0 41 F 2 minutes after receiving it I felt warmth sensation to deltoid followed by a weird taste in mouth and weird sensation in back of throat then hot flush sensation in upper abdomen slight but not really nauseated felt it it if I was going to faint but I didn?t then I felt numbness in upper left arm that progressed to left forearm and hand and some in left lower leg towards the anterior medial side I still feel it three hours after vaccine but much less

945396 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 WI 40.0 40 F Cellulitis

945397 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 GA 49.0 49 F 1st dose 12/21/20 with no reported side effects.  3:00pm c/o blurred vision BP 180/110 neck and chest tightness headache  5:30pm BP 172/109 tachycardia and SOB nausea  BP still 185/107 so went to prompt care who sent via ambulance to ER.  Given nitro, fluids and morphine.  Sent home. Next morning BP 188/118 and 213/122.  C/o body aches temp 99 and loss of smell and taste. Saw primary care provider 1/14/21. Added Lisinopril and increased current betablocker and said was vaccine reaction. BP there 209/122 pulse 126.  PCP did not test for COVID. Reports she did Binax test herself after visit and was negative

945398 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Fever Chills Cellulitis (seen by OBGYN) Fatigue Headache

945399 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 IN 81.0 81 F After the vaccine was administered , she stared and said "I feel really tired."  Then she looked at this vaccinator and said "You better keep an eye on me."  She continued to ask if she should feel tired, ask questions, speak coherently, move all extremities.  BP 110/80.  No respiratory distress noted.  Skin dry.  No diaphoresis.  Color pale.  Patient's daughter was present.  She stated that her mother sometimes liked to seek attention.  Patient taken to medical area for monitoring.  Monitored by nursing staff for 30 minutes.  symptoms resolved per patient and family member.

945400 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 OK 71.0 71 F fatigue, diarrhea, stomach cramps, nausea, pain in joints especially in knees, muscle pain

945401 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 WA 51.0 51 F received my shot at 8:15 am, within approximately  45min I felt a very slight heaviness to my breathing something similar to allergy season belreathing, and a slight headache on my rr temple. This was nothing that stopped me or slowed me down that day.   At approx 10:30pm I awoke from a deep sleep with SHARP chest pains, at 11pm chills, 1am fever and discomfort, 2am muscle aches.  I slept on my left side to keep blood circulating to my heart which seemed to ease some of my discomfort. My first night was rough. I awoke Thurs (12/24) with a swollen left foot and leg. some rt leg pain, joint pain in my left knee. I pushed myself to get up and move and go about my day. Friday, I still had a little left foot foot swelling and pain, knee pain, but kept pushing. The handout says if symptoms persist for longer than 24-48 to seek medical care, I have not.  Friday, (12/25/20)was Christmas and much of the day was non eventful. At approx 530pm. I felt a bulging not in the center of my chest which was tender to the touch. This concerned me. I gently messaged the area, rested a bit but continued to move up and down the stairs. That discomfort and the bulge decreased within a few hours.   Saturday, (12/26) 4:am and I have notice much of the swelling in my foot and legs has decreased, however, I now have bruising. The sore arm is gone, and I am hopefully, all is well. I forgot to mention, I have had intermittent persistent cough with slight sob, something similar to the start of allergy season, but it is brief. I have been coughing at night. I have a history of whooping cough. And gastric bypass.

945403 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AK 60.0 60 F Patient came into Maniilaq Public Health Clinic for 1st dose of COVID-19 Vaccine. Patient completed COVID-19 vaccine screening checklist for contraindications. Patient checked that she is allergic to peanuts with a reaction of mouth swelling and rash. Patient reports she takes gabapentin for neuropathy. Medical provider MD onsite, reviewed risks with patient, she made an educated decision to receive the vaccine. Patient received Moderna Lot # O11J20A in left deltoid administered by, RN at 0935. Patient observed in clinic for 15 minutes after vaccine given. No reactions reported at that time. Patient left clinic with husband but returned to clinic at 1030, reporting she had a hoarse cough and her throat felt tingly. MD assessed patient?s airway, and lung sounds.  RN obtained vital signs at 1045: temp 99.1 tympanic, BP 147/87, respiratory rate of 23, heart rate 72, O2 sats 100% on RA. Per MD verbal order with supervision and guidance from J pharmacist, RN administered diphenhydramine 50mg/ml 1 ml in L. deltoid at 1050. Patient takes carvedilol for hypertension, reports she did not take this medication today. Pharmacist, RN, and MD in agreement to give medication closest to region of where reaction may have started from. Vital signs at 1103: 98.9F, 142/93, heart rate 72, O2 sats 100% and resp rate 22, slightly shallow breaths, though patient reports she is feeling some slight relief. 1109 per pharmacist request and with Drs approval/agreement, RN gave patient famotidine 20 mg tabs (2 tabs) oral. Patient tolerated well. 1120 vitals signs: 98.6F tympanic, BP 138/76, heart rate 74, O2 sats 98% and Respiratory rate 19. Patient reports she is feeling better at that time, RN observed patient?s shallow breathing getting to be less frequent and seemingly patient looked more comfortable. Patient having a conversation with pharmacist, no difficulty speaking, breathing, but voice does sound hoarse. Vital signs at 1140: 21 respiratory rate, 99.1 F tympanic, BP 123/88, 72 heart rate, and 98% O2 on RA. PHN listened to lungs and assessed breathing, lung sounds clear, patient reports she feels better though not completely back to normal. MD came in to assess patient, reports her exam is normal, cleared patient to go home and rest with strict instructions to go to the ER if symptoms of allergic reaction come back, get worse, or change. MD encouraged patient to reach out to allergist for further guidance on getting the 2nd dose of the vaccine. Patient escorted out of clinic by husband and RN.

945404 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MI 51.0 51 F Itchy tingling sensation in mouth and throat, hives on torso and spreading, itchy eyes and inside ears, swollen lymph nodes in neck and groin area

945405 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 VA 39.0 39 F Asthmatic reaction- breathing issues going on for upwards of 1 week. Completely out of breath and burning sensation when trying to breath. Severe sore throat Numb left had day of injection

945407 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 FL 76.0 76 F Very red around site about1x3 inches very itchy for about 8 days. No pain just pink and red next to that small black and blue mark

945408 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Fever (99.2F), chills, body aches, and fatigue the day of vaccination. Persistent left shoulder (site of vaccination administration) soreness and fatigue 10 days post-vaccination.

945409 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 22.0 22 F Hives on chest and neck within 10 minutes of vaccine.

945410 12/26/2020 01/14/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Suddenly realized when talking I was only using half my mouth.

945411 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OK 66.0 66 F Sore arm, couldn't lift arm this morning. Inj site is painful. The whole muscle is sore. When she got up she need to eat immediately because she felt like she would pass out. Had to go back and lay down. The head temples hurt.  Cheeks feel very hot, flu like symptoms. No fever.

945412 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WA 64.0 64 M Resident received Pneumococcal Vaccine at dialysis center today, after receiving Covid-19 vaccine yesterday at the nursing home facility.

945413 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NM 21.0 21 M Client called around 4pm today 1/14/21 to report he was at work and started feeling dizzy, has headache, and blurry vision. He had received 1st COVID vaccine around 11 am today 1/14/21. Advised to seek medical care w/PCP as soon as possible or go to ER. Advised not to drive or stay alone. He stated someone was with him to help out. Verbalized understanding of seeking medical care.

945414 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 NV 51.0 51 F Bone pain all over for 15 min and then to the lower legs, constant 12/23 1AM, at 0530 goes to ER , given morphine, Valium,zofran, dexamethasone and norco and discharge home.  No relief with med.  lower feet noted trace of swelling,  jaw pain and epigastric discomfort.  Leg pain subside after 3 days but with muscular pain esp the upper arms.  Extreme fatigue and mild tenderness on the back of head.  It?s been 3 weeks now and I have the fatigue, epigastric discomfort, loss 10 lbs of wt. muscle easily get sore.

945415 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MT 50.0 50 F "I have had a headache and been fatigued for about 4 days along with what feels like cramps in my arms and legs. My arm is red and lumped up but not as bad as it was second day. Also having cold chills as well."

945416 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 VT 35.0 35 F Chills, diaphoresis, fever, congestion, shortness of breath, chest pain, nausea, back pain, headaches, tachycardia

945417 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 TX 62.0 62 M Nausea , Left Arm Pain, Nervous

945418 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OH 26.0 26 F Chills, fever of 100.8, headache, throwing up, body aches and stiffening, lethargic, trouble breathing/coughing.

945419 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 MD 32.0 32 F A few minutes after injection slight headache, around 16 minutes or so- warmth/ache/almost numb pain from injection site side (shoulder, neck, jaw, behind ear, completely R sided). Very strange pain.   The headache resolved. The above pain persisted for 48 hours , with upper arm soreness (expected), and R neck pain /soreness for two days. The R jaw/ear pain (almost a numb/ache) mild after 3-4 days

945420 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Patient reported to vaccinator  that she does have Vagal responses when receiving vaccinations and or injections of any kind.  Emergency medical assistance on standby. Patient placed in wheelchair, then in supine position for recovery, fluids offered and accepted.  After 15 min patient assisted to seated position then returned to wheelchair and transported to observation area.

945421 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 HI 49.0 49 F Severe itching then hives to chest, arms and face after 45 minutes from injection. Brought to emergency room and given Benadryl 25mg p.o.

945422 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 38.0 38 F Palpitations started the night of the injection and have continued. Right arm erythema, redness.  10 days post injection site remains sore, itchy, and raised.

945424 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 GA 28.0 28 F 1/12/21 6:30AM - swollen lymph node on left side of throat (same side as vaccine) + headache 11:30AM - (temp 98.8F) extreme tiredness and chills 7:00PM - full body muscle aches+ chills  1/13/21 6:50AM - (temp 98.8F) left side throat lymph nodes more swollen, headache.  10:00AM (temp 98.0F) + malaise and body aches 4:15PM (temp 100.8F) + nausea and headache 6:30PM took one acetaminophen  7:00PM (temp 99.5F)_ tiredness, malaise, sore throat 10:15PM (temp 100.7F) tiredness, achey, feverish, nauseous   1/14/21 12:30AM (temp 102.1) 3:50AM (temp 102.2) + nausea then vomiting for about 10 minutes 8:45AM (temp 97.2) 10:35AM (temp 98.7) + sore throat 11:30AM (temp 99.9) 1:30PM (temp 100.1) 4:45PM (temp 100.9) + sore throat and malaise 6:30PM (temp 102.2) + coughing

945425 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OK 68.0 68 F Wheezing  and coughing

945426 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 54.0 54 M 2 inch x 2 inch red, raised area

945427 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Covid positive

945428 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 28.0 28 F I received the second dose of the Pfizer vaccine on 1/8/2021. The following day I had mild hives on my neck and thigh creases, I attributed it from sweating, hives went away after taking Claritin. The evening of 1/11/2021 I had 1 glass of wine and subsequently broke out into hives all over my chest and neck, took Benadryl that night. In the morning of 1/12/2021 the hives had worsened. I started Prednisone 40mg, Claritin, Pepcid 20mg in the AM and Prednisone 20mg, Benadryl, Pepcid 20mg at night. The following day the hives had mostly resolved and I only took the OTC medications. In the afternoon of 1/13/2021 I rode my stationary bike. After the ride I had broke into hives again on my chest and neck and where my headband sat. I then took Prednisone 40mg, Benadryl 25mg, Pepcid 20mg. Hives have mostly resolved today 1/14/2021, still have the sensation of itchiness. Never had throat closing or shortness of breath.

945429 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 20.0 20 F I received the vaccine on 12/22 and I experienced a sinus infection on 12/24. I made an appointment with my PCP and was tested me for flu and strep. Both came back negative. I was prescribed clindamycin and sudogest. My sinus infection resolved within a week.

945430 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MD 34.0 34 F itching, redness, swelling and hotness at the injection site that appeared exactly one week after injection lasting 2+ days.

945431 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NY 58.0 58 M January 12-13 felt slight flu symptoms and chills  January 14 redness, blotchy area at injection site. 4cm×4cm

945432 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 21.0 21 F Fatigue, headache

945433 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CA 67.0 67 M Fever to 100.4 on day 1 after vaccine, to 101.9 on day 3 after vaccine. Acute kidney injury (creatinine rose from 1.73 to 2.43) requiring hospitalization. Y 7

945434 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 37.0 37 F Client started to see redness and swelling around injection site. Small amount of itchiness.  She said it a little painful to the touch and warm.

945435 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 FL 32.0 32 F body aches headaches fever of 101.2 fatigue tiredness tachycardia reached 152 leg pain light vaginal spotting (not near my expected period dates)

945436 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 37.0 36 F Extremely itchy eyes and face with some swelling within 30 minutes of vaccination.  Last for about 2 hours

945437 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 38.0 38 F Felt a "rush" sensation and BP was elevated.  Although this alone does not meet the criteria for VAERS reporting, it occurred from the same LOT as 3 other rapid responses we had in the span of 2 hours in our vaccination clinic.

945438 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IL 56.0 56 F Began feeling extreme fatigue and injection site soreness around 7:00PM on 1/13 and went to bed very early for me at 8:15 PM.  When I awoke at 5:00 AM my head felt foggy, I had chills, and headache.  I took extra strength Tylenol at 6:00 AM with relief of headache, but returned to bed from 9:00 AM to noon due to fatigue, muscle aches and chills.  I have continued to have fatigue, headache, muscle aches, and chills throughout the day (1/14/21). I also developed a fever of 100.6 at 5:00 PM.  Second dose of tylenol has reduced my temp to 99.5, but I continue to feel fatigued with headache.  The current time is 6:15 PM on 1/14.

945439 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MN 27.0 27 F Headaches, heart palpitations, dizziness, fatigue, weakness, lightheaded, and seeing dark spots (date/time of onset symptoms 1/13/2021 at 3:00PM)  Headaches, heart palpitations, dizziness, fatigue, weakness, lightheaded, swollen lymph nodes, and hard to swallow ( date/time of onset symptoms 1/13/2021 at 4pm and still ongoing).

945440 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IN 40.0 40 F Hives, red swollen itchy bumps on left ankle foot and mid leg. Various hives and pumps that would pop up on hands and elbows, and right foot that would itch and come and go, but the bumps on the left leg wont go away. I have taken benadryl (2 adult tablets each night), hydrocortisone cream, alcohol rub, and still hasn't gone away a week later. Headache for 7 days. A little dizziness.

945441 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OR 57.0 57 F Pt received covid vaccination (per pt, Pfizer vaccine) at a non-KP affiliated clinic. Within 10 min, pt reports sore, pruritic throat, hoarse voice, difficulty breathing. Pt administered her own EpiPen and received a nebulizer treatment before transfer to ED. At ED, minimal residual symptoms but received prednisone and prn diphenhydramine.

945443 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NC 47.0 47 F Swelling just under injection site with rash, redness and hot to the touch. Also a knot in neck on the same side as the injection site.

945444 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F 1/7/2021 @1600 nausea lasted 2hr 1/8/2021 @ 0200 body aches & chills lasted off & on & continues presently. Woke up 1/9/2021 @0400 with headache & severe body aches & chills lasted 2hr Currently: body aches, chills, exhaustion (these symptoms come & go since 2nd injection)

945445 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 AZ 42.0 42 F Injection site pain that lasted about three days, day one was the worst. Fever of 100.5F, muscle pain, chills, and joint pain on the third day and lasted around six hours. Loss of appetite and nausea lasted about a week. Tiredness and headache lasted almost two weeks.

945446 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 FL 57.0 57 M Ipsilateral facial neuritis (Facial dysesthesias in the temporal, buccal, and mandibular branches with orbicularis oculi and orbicularis oris fasciculations).   Never developed true Bell's Palsy.  Symptoms persisted for less than 48 hours and then dissipated.  Only occurred on right side (ipsilateral to injection site)  Submandibular and anterior cervical adenopathy that developed within 24 hours of injection.  One week later adenopathy PERSISTS and has not yet abated.  No other illness to explain adenopathy.

945447 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MI 48.0 48 F H/A, low grade fever up to 100.0, chills, muscle and body aches, pain at site, pain in front underarm area of affected side. Symptoms have lasted from about 10 hours after the dose and are continuing now (82 hours after the dose)

945448 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 ID 44.0 44 F Severe abdominal cramping, nausea, fever, malaise, body aches, fatigue

945449 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IN 30.0 30 F Numbness of the left arm below the elbow including the hand (same arm as injection) that started a couple minutes after the injection and lasted for about 20 to 30 minutes. Full feeling returned and no other numbness experienced since.

945450 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 NC 68.0 68 F Ten minutes after the vaccine was administered, I began to taste it in the back of my mouth, a metallic-type taste and felt tingling around my mouth. I had been sitting in the post-vaccine observation area during this time looking at my telephone. I approached the nurse's desk and reported what I was experiencing and was taken to another room where I was put in a wheelchair and vital signs were taken. By now I think I became very anxious and fearful and my heart felt like it was pounding at 104. My BP went to 188/79 which is high for me and I felt SOB. I truly think the VS symptoms were related to anxiety, but I continued to have the taste in my mouth and my tongue felt like sandpaper. I was given 50 mg BENADRYL and observed for 30 minutes.  After that amount of time, I felt better and safe to leave the hospital.  Today, 1/14/2021, I have felt excessive tiredness and mentally dazed with diarrhea.  No temperature, slight nausea this morning, and no vomiting. My left arm is only moderately sore. Now, at 7:30 pm I am feeling better and feel that I can work tomorrow.  Honestly do not know if it was an adverse reaction or excessive anxiety. I do not have anxiety disorder.

945451 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Day 8 developed itchy, red, quarter sized red mark at vaccine site.  Itching was deeper, not on surface.  Day 9 redness is larger in size, more itchy, there is a knot and it's sore.  Also has woken up sweaty past 3 days but denies fever.

945452 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CO 39.0 39 F After second dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, patient experienced flushing/hot, dizziness, and lightheadedness. Patient was given water/juice. Patient was instructed to wait an additional 15 minutes for observation but declined and left against medical advice

945453 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 WI 59.0 59 F R temporal headache. Decreased intensity now but still present

945454 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 55.0 55 F REDNESS, SWELLING, PAIN, HEAT AT INJECTION SITE

945455 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 37.0 37 U numbness tingly from arm to fingers.

945456 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Pt c/o "funny feeling in tongue" swelling, feels like her throat is closing. Swollen neck.

945457 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MD 41.0 41 F Swollen Lip and left side of face  Headache - left side is worse closer to face than head  Taking Benedryl for swelling and ibuprofen so pain on left side head/face

945458 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 PA 28.0 28 F Red, warm bump at injection site

945459 12/26/2020 01/14/2021 NJ 47.0 47 F 12 hours after receiving the vaccine (at 11:00pm on Saturday), I woke with nausea, stomach pains and the chills. I was up the remainder of the night. By morning I had a bad headache and terrible body/muscle aches. I was unable to report to work that day. By midafternoon, the nausea and stomach pains subsided, all other symptoms remained along with then getting a 100.5 fever. I was taking Tylenol every 4 hours since 1am and keeping hydrated. By midnight I was exhausted and was finally able to sleep. I woke the following morning with a dull headache and just felt achy. I felt much better by that evening (now Monday). Tuesday morning I woke with discomfort to my left armpit and clavicle area. I then noticed swelling, the areas felt ?lumpy? and were very tender to touch. That lasted about 2 days.

945460 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F Employee had same reaction as Dose # 1 despite pre-medicating with Benadryl and having a consult with an Allergist. Dizziness, Lightheaded, Tongue and Facial Tingling

945461 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 41.0 41 F 1600 hrs. Stated throat burning and felt like it was closing up, hot flashes, ears ringing, and warm.  Vitals monitored every 15 minutes with first set being within range with the exception of elevated BP at 150/90.  Benadryl 25 mg given PO.  Sitting in chair, able to answer all questions with no apparent distress in speaking.  Continued symptoms above at 1630 administered an additional 25mg benadryl PO .  Alert and oriented, able to call spouse for a ride home.  Due to continued symptoms rapid response team was called for evaluation and took over care to be transferred to ER for further monitoring and evaluation.

945463 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Fist day on 12/24/20 when I got the vaccine about 30min after I started feeling a lot of chills & nauseas on the second day on 12/25/2020 my arm was swollen on the area of the injection It was affecting the movement of my arm. Then on 12/26/2020 around 3am I got a horrible pain that started in the front on my abdominal then it went to the back from my neck & my spine all the way to my butt I was like paralyzed due to the pain. I felt like they where squeezing my bones.  We had to call the ambulance because I could not move by the time I got to the hospital the pain was gone but my whole body was sore because of the pain I went through.

945464 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 IN 41.0 41 F Large swollen gland on left  side of neck.  Sore gland.in left armpit area.

945465 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 54.0 54 F Chills 2 hours  Headache 36hours Body aches 36 hours

945466 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 ME 49.0 49 F I suffered severe migraine to the point of severe pain unlike any migraine I have ever had, drooping of eye and pain in neck and blurry vision, Went to dr she said I have Bella palsy that could be due to vaccine

945467 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AK 46.0 46 F Immediately following injection patient complaining of severe pain at injection site. Patient ranks pain at 6/10. This nurse observes patient  acting concerned and moderately distressed. During 15 minutes observation time, patient states that pain is decreasing. Appx 1-2 hours after injection this nurse followed up with patient. Patient states that arm is still rather painful, with pain radiating all the way down to the finger tips.

945468 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 MI 44.0 44 F Approximately 28 hours post injection I developed profuse sweating that lasted all night (approximately 8 hours).  I do not normally sweat in my sleep.  I did not check my temperature.  I had a brief moment of chills lasting <5 minutes at 10pm.  I did not feel like I was febrile.  I did not take any medication for any side effects.

945469 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 39.0 39 F Tingling, lightheaded, SOB, diaphoretic.  Administered 50 IM Benadryl and symptoms were not resolving. Called EMS for transport to ED.

945470 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 53.0 53 F The side effects started early morning the day after the vaccine with body aches chills and tiredness and also a light headache.  Very similar symptoms to COVID 19.

945471 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CO 40.0 40 F After second dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, patient reported tingling sensation that started in her feet and traveled up her legs. Patient refused PO benadryl but took  Cetirizine 10 mg PO X 1. Patient was instructed to wait for 30 minutes of observation. At that time, the patient reported that the tingling sensation remained. The patient was offered to be taken to the emergency department, but decided to leave against medical advice.
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945472 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 MI 27.0 27 M 3 hours after vaccine: beginning of body aches, arm soreness at injection site  10 hours after vaccine: severe body aches especially in lower back and buttocks, pounding headache, skin sensitivity and chills  Over night:  inability to sleep, tossing and turning, unknown fever but skin felt very hot with all past symptoms  0430 next day (1/11):  nausea, dizziness, pounding headache, severe body aches and sensitivity but no chills   36 hours after vaccine: uncomfortable body aches are still present, most of symptoms have resolved  48 hours after vaccine:  body aches are slightly noticeable but resolve during the day

945473 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 IA 39.0 39 F 1/10/21 patient woke up with Right arm pit pain.  The general right arm discomfort increased and on Monday 1/11 noticed R arm tender to touch in the shower.  1/12 noted increased redness and burning cessation to the right arm. R deltoid are -  Reddened measuring  9cm X 5.5cm. complaing of pain radiating down the right arm and also across her chest. Noted lymph nodes in right arm and right side of neck enlarged and painful. Difficult to lift right arm above head.  NO fever or shortness of breath. Evaluated by nurse and referred to primary care provider or urgent care. Decided to go to the ED for treatment.   ED provider ordered Benedryl, Zortec, Ibprophen.  Instructed to continue antihistamine.   1/14/21 arm and neck still sore but less than previous day.

945474 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 GA 77.0 77 M Given Moderna COvVID-19 vaccine during vaccine event at facility.  EMS was called 24 hours later for patient c/o nausea, vomiting and headache.  EMS note reports they were told patient vomited black tarry fluids yesterday and again that morning.  Patient confused but has history of dementia. BP 127/88 126/88 Pulse 96-100  EMS placed patient on oxygen via nasal canula and monitor. Transported to ER.   No further info on outcome available.

945475 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 34.0 34 M headache, chills, fever aching body

945476 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 24.0 24 F Rash, hives localized below injection site. Presented about 1h after immunization. Pt took antihistamine cold compress and improved after

945477 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 TX 47.0 47 F A week after the vaccine the injection site became red. The following day (today) it is a large, red, raised and itchy.

945478 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 43.0 43 F Approximately 5 minutes post vaccine pt notes increased saliva production an diaphoresis.. No oral swelling, no vomiting, no AB pain , no rash , no sob.  Glucose 63.  After po food and fluids, pt at baseline.  Monitored  x60 minutes.  At baseline prior to dc.

945479 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 TN 55.0 55 F Not  adverse.  Side effects.  Instant pain in arm upon injection.  All of the typical side effects listed plus a large rash on arm.  Symptoms happened over a course of three days.  Day 1, tiredness and headache.  Day 2 feverish, tireness, day 3 upset stomach and loose stool and later on large rash on arm.  Day 4 rash has spreaded some and still exists.  Slightly raised and slightly itchy, tender to the touch.

945480 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Broke out in a rash on left arm, then also on right arm and on both thighs

945481 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OH 32.0 32 F Low grade fever, Body aches, Nausea, Dizziness, weakness, lethargic.

945482 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Neck hurting, tongue swelling and numbness, ear and face swelling and hot to touch. Benadryl,2 epi pen shots,steroids

945483 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 60.0 60 F Employee states she felt  dizzy, lightheaded, palpitations and like her blood pressure was elevated. Vitals signs WNL, monitored  for 60 minutes.

945484 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 WV 29.0 29 F Dizziness, headache, tightness of chest, hives, itching. Signs became apparent an hour to hour and a half of vaccine. Took antihistamine making tightness of chest and itching subside. Followed up with my doctor that Wednesday.

945485 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 WI 26.0 26 F Patient reported feeling like her heart was racing approximately 5 minutes after receiving the injection and feeling dizzy as well.  Heart rate and blood pressure were elevated with normal pulse ox. After approximately an hour pulse ox remained normal, but heart rate and blood pressure remained elevated.  Patient was referred to emergency department for further evaluation.

945486 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 NC 36.0 36 F arm red warm and swollen at site

945487 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NY 59.0 59 M upset stomach, fatigue

945488 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 67.0 67 F Within 15 minutes after the shot left upper arms and forearm felt cold; followed by neck (left side) feeling cold; patient began to have a headache and left lower jaw felt numb. This was also experienced on lip & cheek. Patient was coherent. not dizzy. Patient was being checked on and stayed to about 2:40 PM when patient could feel the numbness subsiding. At 5:40 PM. Patient has a little numbness and a headache on left side of the head. Patient shot was administered on left arm.

945489 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MA 47.0 47 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Left arm rash developed on Day 8 ( Wednesday, January 13, 2021). I noticed the rash when I got home from work at 7:00pm. Rash is mildly itchy around border. I continue with left arm rash on Day 9 (Thursday, January 14, 2021)   Rash is red and hard and mildly itchy around border.

945490 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F Swollen and painful joints in knuckles, wrists and elbows starting day 10 and still continue using now on day 12.

945491 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 IN 36.0 36 F Shoulder pain, inability to move upper left arm

945492 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 40.0 40 F Patient describes gastro problems, body aches  and headache, lymph nodes are swollen and slight nausea

945493 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OR 29.0 29 M At around 1:30 in the morning, i became really weak, achey, had the chills, some nausea, a minor headache, a slight sore throat, and  minor eye pain like they were dry. Though i I felt terrible, the most concerning side effect was that my skin felt like it was extremely raw in patches all over my body where if my sheets lightly touched one of those ?patches?, it would be very painful. However, there was no rash or discoloration from what I could tell. I also had strange painful sensations at the ends of my toes but were different in quality relative to the hypersensitive/raw painful sensations on my skin. The adverse events kept me awake for hours but when I finally got to sleep and woke up the next morning.  I only had chills, weakness, and acheyness which were much less in severity than those early morning hours. It is now 4:45 pm and the only adverse effect I am still feeling is the fatigue. Also, I forgot to mention it on the medication portion but I had taken 400 mg of ibuprofen about 15 minutes before receiving that second dose.

945494 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Patient reported no contraindications at the time of prescreening  and received vaccine around 1.35pm. Around 1.38pm, patient reported of feeling dizzy, BP was taken 110/71 mmHg, at 1.46pm BP was 96/67 mmHg, at 1.57pm BP was 109/73 mmHg. After drinking water patient reported of feeling much better.

945495 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CO 45.0 45 M Chills, aches, fever max 100.3 post second dose Pfizer COVID vaccine. Patient was followed up with on 1/8/2021 and the patient stated that his symptoms had resolved. No further escalation of care.

945496 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Patient experienced rash shortly after administration.  Felt hot. Patient took zyrtec.  Was having a little bit of difficulty breathing.  Symptoms except rash resolved after 30 minutes of observation.  Patient discharged home from the vaccination clinic.

945497 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Flush, dizzy. NIBP 182/114 @ 1028. 223/112 @ 1031.  HR 91 initially, shot up to 114. No c/o SOB, sats 100% on RA. Pt taken to ED immediately.

945498 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 50.0 50 F sensation of lump in throat which began 60 min following vaccination, without progression of symptoms

945499 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 OR 57.0 57 F This staff member, with a known history of severe allergies and history of anaphylaxis, experienced tightness in chest and cough starting about 15 minutes after receiving the covid vaccine. Tightness in chest continued to worsen and she was administered her own Epi pen at 10:42AM. EMS was called and she was transported to the emergency department for further observation.

945500 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 VA 55.0 55 F Severe chills, aches, fever, soreness, fatigue, mild headache onset 2 am

945501 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 PA 36.0 36 F 8 days after shot, circular raised welt on arm, very itchy, warm to touch, at injection site.

945502 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 NV 32.0 32 F For 4 hours post vaccine administration, I experienced the following: Acid reflux flare Fatigue Mild headache General feeling of being unwell

945503 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 UT 25.0 25 F Fever, body aches, headache, painful at injection site.

945504 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 36.0 36 F After first vaccine i experienced fatigue, body aches, headache and nausea for 2 days and injection site pain for two weeks. After second Vaccine given at 9:55am. tingling of feet for about 20 mins, 30 mins after the vaccine. Two hours later fatigue, body aches, headache and nausea began. At 0030 1/12/2021 I woke up with severe chills and left chest pain, temp was 101.6 and heart rate was 160. I began to see black and chest pain was severe feeling like i was having a heart atack and was going to pass out so i called 911. I then began to get short of breath and got numbess on my legs, left arm and left side of neck. Chest pressure/pain radiated to left arm and neck. I was taken by the ambulance to hospital. Arrived around 0130. My heart rate sustained at 140s in the ER so I was admitted at 0530 am. My D Dimer was a bit elevated as well as my lactic so I was given a bolus of fluids plus maintenance. I had a CXR done, CTA chest(negative for PE), UA, Labs, entire cardiac workup including an ECHO during my admission. I also began to have loose stools and wrist joint pain. MY heart rate sustained at 125-147 for about 30 hours. Fevers on and off. After everthing was negative we determined this was secondary to the covid 19 vaccine. I was discharged 1/13/2021 at around 1:30 pm. My heart rate is still not at baseline which is 87-90. I'm 100-130 and still get very fatigued with a simple slow walking. Still having tachycardia, fevers, body aches, joint wrist pain, chest discomfort and headaches. My potassium was 3.0 at discharge so will be needing labs in a week. Also bruised a little different than I usually do with lab draws so keeping an eye on them and will be checking my platelets again in a week. Ive been taking tylenol for my fever and pain and ativan for any anxiety when my heart rate goes up. (treatment during  hospital stay was normal saline bolus, nomal saline maintenance fluids at 150 cc/hr, tylenol, ativan, ice packs, rest)Y 2

945505 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 NC 23.0 23 F Rash consisting of hives or small red bumps suddenly appeared on upper body (arms, chest, upper back) the morning of 12/26/20. Rash continued to spread to lower back and stomach over the next few days with the left arm being the most affected area. Facial redness and swelling occurred however breathing was never affected.  Benadryl did not provide much relief. Visited an urgent care which classified it as an allergic reaction and started 5 day course of prednisone on 12/28/2020. Symptoms resolved upon completion of the prednisone. Total duration of symptoms was approximately one week. I had not used any new skin products or eaten any foods new to my diet and nothing else comes to mind as a potential contributing factor.

945506 01/10/2021 01/14/2021 28.0 28 F same day: pain at injection site next day: headache, fatigue, paint at injection site, muscle aches 2 days after: no symptoms

945507 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 MA 30.0 30 F Beyond the expected adverse symptoms I had (chills, headache, lots of pain at injection site) The longest and most unpleasant adverse event has been tenderness and pain of my armpit - of the arm where I was injected with vaccine. I do not feel any swelling of lymph nodes. Its been almost 7 days and this symptom has persisted. The area feels very sensitive and tender. The way I move my arm or hand causes pain of my armpit as well.

945508 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 IA 32.0 32 F 1/2/2021 1125 reported tingling of tongue and lips.  Reported top lip was swollen.

945509 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 TX 36.0 36 F 12 Mins after vaccination numbness, tingling hands radiated to arms, hot flash in chest, EMT O2 stat monitor heart rate increased to 135, numbness and tingling in tongue, EMT stated pt red in chest and ears as well. Bad feeling, of something going wrong, not right. Pt was told to drive to ambulance with EMT after ae subsized. After pt arrived to ambulance, pt had second ae with same symptoms, loss coconsciousness in car, heart rate  145, O2 85-86. Pt states was informed by EMT pt was asking to be taken to ER while in car during second ae. Pt was then transferred to stretcher in ambulance heart rate and O2 began to stabilize, BP 110/8?. Pt states while being asked questions from EMT in ambulance on route to hospital, pt thoughts couldn't process, trouble with speech and could not talk and  only kept repeating "4" to EMT's however pt understood in "her head" she was speaking and answering questions coherently and in complete sentences. Pt was treated in ER, Epipen not given and received treatment with IV Pepcid and Benadryl and then discharged. At home, same day after discharge, later 6:19PM walking around heart rate 127, sitting 114 O2 stat 97%, laying down heart 88 O2 Stat 96%.  12/30, 12/31, 01/01 severe arm pain, unable to lift, severe fatigue and headache' 01/02 symptoms resolved. 01/03 " large lump" appeared on left clavicle-lymph node, tender to touch; lump has increased in size, severe pain and has not resolved. 01/04 f/u with PCP -- severe pain traveled to neck and base of neck.  lumps appeared on neck and base of neck also this day  US for clavicle collar bone - swollen lymph nodes not infected -- results swollen; blood pressure 142/102. elevated this day. Today, 1/14 swollen lymph on cervical collar bone still present, no pain. Pt having troubled turning neck to left, feels like whiplash.   Med Center ER visit

945510 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 TX 70.0 70 F Had a lot of swelling at injection site for 3 days then the swelling went away but on 1-7-21 she developed more swelling and site was warm to touch, by 1-8-20 it was extremely swollen so she went to urgent care and was treated with antibiotic and Benadryl. The doctor referred to her reaction as a "drug eruption."

945511 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 AR 45.0 45 F Bumpy itchy rash the began with a few bumps on right thigh 4 days ago and has progressed to bumpy itchy rash covering entire leg hip to ankle bilaterally

945512 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 71.0 71 F felt a little dizzy after sitting for 30 min. much better after moving around

945513 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 26.0 26 M Pt. states he received vaccine at 1450 and started feeling symptoms at 1505.  States itchy sensation, no hives on back, neck, left arm, left leg, down to foot. No rash/hives.  At apprx. 1515 144/73, afebrile, 76, 99% on room air. At 1525 bp 134/80, HR 70, 98% room air.  Presents only 1 raised red area behind right ear.  Employee Health RN assessed skin and no rash, irritation, hives, or redness present.  Pt. was ok to return to work after receiving 125 mg of oral diphenhydramine.

945514 12/23/2020 01/14/2021 KS 51.0 51 F Started with slight headache with shot. The next day started to become tired and irritable progressing that evening to hand/leg twitches and couldn't sleep. Morning of second day had congested sinuses, occasional sneezing, slight fever, cold hands and feet, fatigue, trouble breathing with a tight chest feeling, and light-headed.

945515 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AK 81.0 81 F Swollen to 1 and a half times normal, not red; "like a big pad on top", severe pain in left arm.  Nausea but it passed; feels weak and slept 6 extra hours today.  Joint pain in shoulders and legs. No fever.

945516 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 FL 39.0 39 F Extreme tenderness, aching and redness like a sunburn around injection site as well as above and below.

945517 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 61.0 61 F About 30 minutes after taking the vaccine, when I was driving home, my face got very hot and red. I also started feeling lightheaded like I might faint. I pull over into a parking lot and had a family member come get me to drive me home. I was extremely thirsty and drank a lot of water at home. Eventually, my redness went away and my face did not feel as hot.  I did feel other more typical symptoms too such as painful arm, and flu like symptoms. I am mainly concerned about the reaction I had when driving home since it was similar to what happens when I take cortisone or Doxycycline.  I am needing information as to whether it is safe for me to take my second dose of the covid vaccine.

945518 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 30.0 30 M Patient reports somnolence in the first 24 hours.  Injection site pain for about 1 week after injection.  Also had pain in his right forearm from day 3-14 after vaccine.  Lastly - reported that his right tricep muscle was twitching.  This also started on day 3 after the vaccine.  Still occurring intermittently on day 15 post vaccine.

945519 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 MI 39.0 39 F Hives on neck and face, diarrhea, stomach cramps, nausea, loss of appetite, headache, injection site pain, injection site itching

945520 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 73.0 73 F Nausea, diarrhea and weakness lasting approximately 12 hours

945521 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 OH 35.0 35 M Swollen lymph node on left clavicle that is extremely tender.

945522 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 OH 24.0 24 F Dizziness, vertigo, loss of balance, nausea, vomiting lasting 5+ days

945523 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Received vaccine on 1/8/21. Arm was not sore at first, but has been warm to touch and hard since early after vaccine. Also noted swollen lymph nodes on right side - which is same side she received vaccine.  Could move arm without problem. Last night during bath on 1/13/21, could feel more tender and noted it was red and swollen and warm to touch - like it had a fever..

945524 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 NY 28.0 28 F Site reaction. Red and swollen. Reaction went away 3 days later but has just returned 7 days post injection

945525 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Patient went to the clinic on Friday, January 8th, to receive the COVID-19 vaccine. The nurse allegedly administered the vaccine in the patients shoulder joint and not in the muscle. Patient is currently experiencing extreme pain. She is unable to move her arm.

945526 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 52.0 52 M Fever, joint pain, weakness. Pain at the injection site.

945527 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 23.0 23 F immediately felt dizzy, heart racing, brain fog... upon getting home began vomiting and was very nauseous and dizzy... this morning can barely lift arm

945528 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 TX 76.0 76 M Began having a local reaction.  Spread to current size of  6 in by 4 in.  Warm to touch, area swollen.  Has not progressed in size over past two day.  Somewhat sore, very itchy.  No other symptoms except for the local reaction.

945529 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 TX 77.0 77 M not much sore ness from the shot at all.  on the 1-11-2021 I felt a little flue like symptoms. head ace, low temp 97degres, aches in shoulders, small lymph node under left arm solen ,  I went to bed and the next morning it was gone. Tonight I feel a little of the aches.  not bad but wanted you to know.   Im ready for the next shot on the 1-28-2021.

945530 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OK 72.0 72 F Provider preparing vaccine diluted it using a smaller volume of diluent (1.5mL) than recommended (1.8mL).  She injected 0.3 mL as indicated.  Pt. was observed for 15 minutes and reported no adverse reaction.  Consultation with Pfizer Safety Reporting revealed that this volume dilution would produce a concentration within the therapeutic range.

945531 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WI 25.0 25 F Left armpit swollen and hard around lymph node developed approximately 21 hrs after vaccine administration. Hurts with movement and no movement. Took 1000mg of Tylenol at onset of symptoms and 400 mg of ibuprofen 3 hours later with no symptomatic improvement.  Around the same time, severe left ear pain that is sharp and stapping developed

945532 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 TN 41.0 41 F Same night that I got the vaccine I got a headache and on the second day I started getting nauseas I was aching I had a fever 102.8 I had chills, body aches, my muscles where hurting, I also felt the pins & needles on my feet everything lasted about 36hrs. The headache lasted about 3 days.

945534 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Patient started feeling tingling sensation on her throat and numbness on her lips. BLS activated. Patient received 0.3 mg IM of epi and 50 mg IM of Benadryl. 1408: 163/92 HR 102 02sat 100% on room air. Patient denies SOB. Pt awake and alert. 1412: 144/80 98 100% RA. Patient stated that throat feels better post meds with tingling on the lips.  Tx to the ED

945535 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 81.0 81 F Chills early AM Dizziness Evening Lethargic All day

945536 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 34.0 34 F tongue swelling , hot flash > benadryl 50 mg

945537 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 OR 37.0 37 F Acute arm pain to the point that I was unable to use the arm without significant pain. I braced the arm to my stomach like wearing a sling. It was significant until 1/13/21. I was unable to do any task that required engagement of those arm muscles. I also had fatigue (2 to 3 naps a day) and loss of appetite. I missed 2 days of work 2 days after vaccine. I took 600 mg to 800 mg of ibuprofen and used an icepack.

945538 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 52.0 52 F Member felt nauseous and vomited.  Felt better within 30 minute obs, vitals checked

945539 12/01/2020 01/14/2021 VA 61.0 60 F Hives on the injected arm 10 days after the vaccination.

945540 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AL 37.0 37 F I had vaccine on 1/13/2021 around 11:30 am. I felt fine that day other than some soreness at the injection site. on 1/14/2021  I woke up about 6:00 am  with my lip very swollen. I read about people with lip fillers having a similar reaction with the moderna vaccine, however I have no lip fillers. I took Benadryl and the swelling improved, however it is not completely better.

945541 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 MD 58.0 58 F STARTED TODAY WITH RASH ON MY NECK, WHICH GOT PROGRESSIVELY WORSE THROUGH THE DAY  RASH STARTED EARLY MORNING AROUND 1030 AM   GOT SOME FACIAL FLUSHING, BUT NO FEVERS

945542 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 28.0 28 F Patient became dizzy with prickly sensation on back. No skin changes, no oral swelling, no shortness of breath, no difficulty swallowing. Tolerated PO food and fluids, returned to baseline prior to DC.

945543 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 IL 65.0 65 F Awoke on 1/8/21, about 18 hours after injection with body aches and aching joints persisting for the rest of the day, taking ibuprofen every four hours. 1/9/21 I woke with moderate itching of scalp, body aches continue. Throughout the day I had large itching whelps at different places on my body.  At 11:00am my temperature was 100.5, at which time I also had moderated chills for about an hour. I took ibuprofen and tylenol and benadryl at 4 hour intervals.  after the chills stopped (about an hour) symptoms began to calm down.  Sunday I woke with no symptoms at all.

945544 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 GA 32.0 32 F Got the 1st dose of Covid vaccine on 1/8/21.  Left arm was sore  and have a swollen lump but it is a common reaction.  Left arm stop hurting after 1 day but the lump is still there.  On 1/12/21,  I start noticing my underarm starting to hurt.  I thought I pulled a muscle or maybe a swollen lymph node. Did a self examination no swollen lymph so I thought it was a pull muscle. Been taking Advil twice a day but now it is the 1/14/21 underarm still hurt and the lump on the left arm is still there and slightly swollen now. Still taking Advil twice a day due to left underarm pain.

945545 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CT 23.0 23 F 1/13/2021 7pm: nausea headache  runny nose  730pm-7am: throwing up  headache  runny nose  1/14/2021 8am -3pm nausea, minor headace,stuffy/runny nose 4pm-7pm throwing up, headache sore throat runny nose exhaustion loss of apatite trouble breathing

945546 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OK 67.0 67 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Provider preparing vaccine diluted it using a smaller volume of diluent (1.5mL) than recommended (1.8mL).  She injected 0.3 mL as indicated.  Pt. was observed for 15 minutes and reported no adverse reaction.  Consultation with Pfizer Safety Reporting revealed that this volume dilution would produce a concentration within the therapeutic range.

945547 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 OH 27.0 27 F Fatigue, nausea, vomiting, headache, swelling and redness and injection site

945548 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 50.0 50 F 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine I felt like I was going to faint and then called out somone?s name and she came and caught me as I fainted. They called for Rapid Response Team.   They put me on a stretcher, asked what happened, and took some vital signs - I was tachycardic, BP was 184/108 pulse ox 97 and they also saw nystagmus only in my left eye which I?ve never had before.

945549 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MN 42.0 42 F Patient developed tight feeling in throat, difficulty swallowing, diaphoretic, clammy skin and facial swelling around eyes.

945550 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Difficulties breathing within 5 minutes of getting the vaccine, Lightheaded, fast heartbeat, pain on the arm of injection. Within 1 hour: headache, tiredness, swelling on the site of the injection.

945551 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 OK 69.0 69 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Provider preparing vaccine diluted it using a smaller volume of diluent (1.5mL) than recommended (1.8mL).  She injected 0.3 mL as indicated.  Pt. was observed for 15 minutes and reported no adverse reaction.  Consultation with Pfizer Safety Reporting revealed that this volume dilution would produce a concentration within the therapeutic range.

945552 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Swollen face, wheezing

945553 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Except for mild soreness in arm, felt perfectly fine for f, s and sun.Then,  Awoke at 3 AM dizzy, difficulty balancing, severe vomiting and diarrhea. Felt like food poisoning with a horrible hangover. I felt like I wanted to die. For 90 min, My head was on the toilet seat or agsainst the floor. No one else in my house got sick snd we all ate the same meal. Couldn?t hold my head up. Felt terrible next day, vomiting had stopped, but diarrhea and dizziness/ lightheaded persisted. Missed  full day of work on mon, 1/2 day on tues. I?m 90%better, but still with residual lightheadness snd feel off balance  when I move my head or change position quickly.  Had covid back in March - no respiratory sxs, just HA, congestion, sore throat, snd no sense of taste or smell for 6 weeks

945554 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MO 47.0 47 F Lymph Node on my  right side by my coller bone had swollen went to PCP, PCP sent me to have a ultra sound done, then a CT scan , then got sent  to a oncologist, that referred me to a surgeon which I see on 01/18/2021 to get a biopsy/remove it and send it off to pathology all happened in one week,

945555 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 NC 54.0 54 F My left shoulder was moderately sore for about 3 days after the injection.  The soreness didn't interfere with activities but did interfere with  my sleep.  Other than that I had no immediate reaction.  However, early on day 7 (01/11), I developed itching at the injection site and as the day progressed I developed redness, irritation, hotness, and continued itching.  It began as a small area about the circumference of a golf ball and spread, over the course of the day, to about the size of a grapefruit.  The symptoms lasted about 2 days (01/11-12).  By the evening of day 9 (01/13), hives began to appear, mostly on my arms and legs, with minimal bumps also on my torso and neck.  I'm submitting this report on the evening of day 10 and the hives are still present.  The hives itch and are easily irritated.

945556 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Patient experiences L posterior elbow urticaria and L arm and lower extremities swelling. No facial swelling. No drooling. Able to speak in full sentences.

945557 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 19.0 19 M HEIGHTENED BLOOD PRESSURE AND HEART RATE, ALTERED MENTAL STATUS. EMS REQUESTED AND AIDED TRANSPORTED TO MEDICAL CENTER.

945558 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 51.0 51 F About 20 minutes after receiving vaccine, back sides of tongue with swelling, hives and rash on face, chest.  received Benadryl 25 mg, and epi -taken to ER rec?d additional benadryl, steroid, Pepcid and fluids-monitored and able to go home. Continued Benadryl at home and steroids.  30 hours after vaccine  had severe nausea and vomitting that resolved after a couple of hours.  Left arm extremely sore. Day 3 after vaccine felt much better. Followed up with PCP and will not get the 2nd dose.

945559 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 TX 53.0 53 F The day of the vaccine I was very sore for three days. On day 8th I got a really bad reaction. Redness, itchy and burning sensation.

945560 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 FL 65.0 65 M Redness, swelling and pain at the injection site that subsided after 5 days.  Redness and swelling returned at at day 8 following the initial injection and are still present at day 14.

945561 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CO 48.0 48 F Post injection x 5 min. sitting in chair, friend stated pt. was having a reaction, nurse was notified, pt. stated "I am having a seizure",  pt. was placed on floor,  MD on site for clinic  examined pt. Pt. responded  to base line and placed on chair. Water provided.  After observation, MD stated pt.  to  call her PCP and was able to go home with friend.

945563 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 49.0 49 F heart palpitations and tachycardia, mild resolved within 9 hours of administration; after that, fever and myalgia x 6 hours; next day, general myalgia only

945565 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MO 41.0 41 F Extreme hot flash that felt like needles all over the body, knees  felt like they were on fire, lips and tounge were  tingling, bad taste in mouth, elevated blood pressure and heart rate, and dizzy.  Dissipated after about 30 minutes, and left a headache.

945566 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MS 29.0 29 F Redness after injection for 3 days, sore arm Cellulitis diagnosed 1/14/2021

945567 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 CA 21.0 21 F 1/11/2021- noticed red erythematous, itchy severely  rash to Left forearm. Improved with otc antihistamines 1/11/2021- received 3 additional vaccines from PCP - MMR, Tdap and HPV- later that same evening rash developed to left arm where one vaccine provided our of 3. Resolved by 1/12/2021.

945568 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 LA 33.0 33 F Approx 15 mins post vaccination began having chills, slight dizziness. Continued.  Approx 2hr post vaccination began having chest tightness. Approx 8hrs post vaccination began having intense joint/bone and muscle pain , rapid heart rate, shortness of breath at times. All of these symptoms continued until 1/14/21 until approx 8am. Still experiencing slight dizziness and headache.

945570 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 AL 71.0 71 F Started with itching at injection site in the evening one week post injection. Today with erythemic, slightly raised area approximately 2 cm, circular. Extreme itching. Until this, no issues beyond a sore arm the first two days.

945571 12/21/2020 01/14/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine   Patient described immediate jaw clenching/tightness within first 10 minutes after vaccine, that only now subsided about 72-80 hrs later.  Along with this severe body aches, soreness, chills.

945572 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 KS 70.0 70 F 01/08/21: Fatigue in the evening (no specific time given) 01/09/21: around noon trunk of body felt like it was in a vice squeezing, headache, nausea, sore throat, chills, and extreme fatigue that lasted a solid 5 hours. Patient reports taking 2 tablets of 200mg ibuprofen and symptoms eased up leaving her extremely tired.  Patient reports taking 2 650mg tablets of acetaminophen around noon with no relief. 01/10/21: soreness in the arm of the injection 01/11/21: fatigue, body cramps (occasionally) decreased appetite, numbness in arm of injection

945573 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 75.0 75 F 1/12: Nausea, mild vomiting (reflux), pain at injections site 1/13: More pain at injection site, nausea, mild vomiting, fever 99.7F, headache, sleeplessness 1/14: Less pain, no more nausea or fever

945574 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MD 50.0 50 F Rash at injection site developed after 9 days. Itchy and red area about the size of a half dollar.

945575 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 MO 60.0 60 F Raised area at the site of the injection (swollen) and itching. Started today, 1-14-21

945576 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Patient arrived for her appointment around 1:05 pm. She received the vaccine after reviewing the pre-vaccination questions. She received her vaccination without incident around 1:10pm and waited in her car for the prescribed 15 minutes. Around 1:20, she honked her horn, indicating she was experiencing something not normal. Nurse responded immediately. When nurse got to the car, patient appeared anxious and diaphoretic. Nurse took her BP and pulse. Her first reading was 160/104 with a heart rate of 104. Client was now calm and had caught her breath by 1:22pm. Patient said she had this happen before when she was pregnant years ago. She said she was light-headed and had tingling feet. Patient stated she had not taken medication and had no known medical conditions. Her BP was taken again at 1:25, and it was 158/92 with a heart rate of 72. The nurse monitored these tests again at 1:30, and the BP went to 144/84 and heart rate was still 72. Client said she was able to drive and return to work. She said she worked 10 minutes away. Our nurse recommended she call work to tell them she was coming. The client was no longer in any distress according to our nurses observation.

945579 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Soreness, redness/inflammation

945580 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 IN 82.0 82 F Pt started feeling short of breath about 20 minutes after vaccine was administered. Husband honked horn from parking lot as instructed if any adverse reactions. Initial assessment: pt SOB, flushed, able to communicate, calm. 911 called and paramedics on scence in 1 minutes (we were at Firehouse for vaccine clinic). BP 179/68, HR 88, RR 28, Ox 99%. After monitoring, paramedics cleared patient to go home. Patient started feeling better after a few minutes of paramedics arriving. Encouraged by them to take Benadryl/Tylenol for any effects and to call 911 if she started to feel SOB again or had any other concerning symptoms. Husband and pt both verbalized understanding.

945581 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IL 72.0 72 F on 1/12/21 I woke up with  a 3 inch by 5 inch red, raised, itchy rash at site of injection.  Noted on 1/14/21 rash less red and itchy, no decrease in size.

945582 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Supraclavicular lymphadenopathy three days after vaccine.  Bilateral upper arm arthralgia six days after vaccine. Severe fatigue and nausea 16 days after vaccine.

945583 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 23.0 23 F Fever 101.7, chills, body aches, headache,

945584 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 27.0 27 M At 11:00 PM awoke with severe full body chills and subjective fever that lasted about an hour. Woke again at 1:30 AM drenched in sweat with pounding frontal headache and eye aches, got up to use restroom and had vasovagal syncope while standing in front of the toilet.

945585 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 49.0 49 F left arm swollen and 2.5 cm X 4 cm redness at injection site. Patient stated, "it started swelling yesterday, and it was warm to tough." No worsening symptoms noted. patient was given instructions about comfort measures, and was advised to seek medical interventions if symptoms worsens or failures to resolve.

945586 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 IL 31.0 31 F Swelling, redness and tenderness, warmth to the area that is spreading, started on 5th day after the injection

945587 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 TN 30.0 30 F Bp 190/150. Sever nausea puking feeling faint. Exhausted

945588 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 NY 61.0 61 F For 2 days I had a huge welt on vaccine site. Then, on day 5, I developed low grade fever, cough, pain and soreness in muscles.

945589 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 TX 50.0 50 F One(1) hive on the right side of face, hair & ear itchiness, client seen & cleared by EMS

945590 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NH 56.0 56 F "Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine "  I, the client sitting 5 minutes after receiving vaccine began to feel dizzy and drank the provided bottled water.   The dizziness lasted for 2 hours.  Within 10 minutues I also started having numbness and tingling from my right elbow to my hand, anterior and posterior.  This continued throughout the day.  After being observed by staff, after 30 minutes I was given Benadryl  tablet25 mg by mouth.  The adverse event has also been reported to my manager and employee health.

945591 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 PA 26.0 26 F Soreness of injection site about 10 hours after injection time lasting about 2 days.  5 days after, severe pain in the underarm area 6 days after, severe pain in the underarm area in addition to pins and needles running from armpit to finger tips, sore neck and a runny nose began.

945592 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AK 42.0 42 F Patient came into Public Health Clinic for 1st dose of COVID-19 Vaccine. Patient completed COVID-19 vaccine screening checklist for contraindications. Patient reported that she had a penicillin allergy-hives and had a reaction to an unknown agent that caused eye and lip swelling. Form reviewed by Dr who verbally screened risks for patient. Patient made educated decision to get vaccine knowing risks of allergic response. Patient received Moderna Lot # O11J20A in left deltoid administered by Indigo RN. Patient observed in clinic for 15 minutes after vaccine given. No reactions reported at that time. Patient waited longer due to significant other also receiving the vaccine and having to wait for observation. At 1054 patient reported to pharmacist of her lips feeling tingly and her tongue feeling heavy. She reported to, RN and informed Dr. of patient's status. Upon physical assessment of oral mucosa, no tongue swelling, throat soreness, redness or swelling noted on physical exam, vessels under bottom lip looked slightly dilated. Patients lips also within normal limits, no swelling noted. Vital signs of 98.3F tympanic, O2 sats 100% on room air, heart rate 91, respiratory rate 16. BP R. arm 164/104, L. arm 165/112, manual on R. arm 164/98. Patient states she took hydrochlorothiazide for BP at 12:30, right before coming into clinic. Patient still feeling like her lips are tingly and tongue is heavy, Per Dr. would prefer to assess patient in the ER. Instructed patient to go to Health Center ER with husband for further assessment. Per chart review from ED, Pt monitored in ED for 1 hr. without recurrence or development of symptoms. She states that she feels normal and is ok with going home. Return precautions discussed. No interventions.

945593 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 83.0 83 M none

945594 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 GA 35.0 35 F Progressively worsening chills, myalgias, headache, fatigue peaking at 24 hours post vaccine. All mild. Did not need medication.

945596 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CT 41.0 41 F Anaphylaxis- throat tightness , nausea , rash , pruritis , chest tightness, wheezing . 9-11 called epinephrine x 2 , decade on , IV Benadryl , duo-nebs, famotidine, admission to icu high dose prednisone , nebulizers , zofran , duo-neb nebulizers Y Y 3

945597 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 VA 55.0 55 F During the early morning following my second Covid vaccination, I started having fever and chills, muscle aches, and a headache. I woke up about 230 am and my stomach was hurting.  I thought I would have to have a bm in a little while but was able to go back to sleep.  About an hour and a half later, I again woke up with stomach pain, maybe some bloating.  I decided to go into the bathroom and I sat on the floor beside the toilet and began vomiting.  I vomited 5 times and had one dry heave.  The vomitus was clear in color, thin with some small pieces of food.  I had felt very hot before vomiting, but was unable to check my temperature due tp nausea and vomiting.  I checked my temperature a little while later and it was 100.2 F.  I was able to go back to sleep for a while and kept checking temperature during the day.  It was between 99.1 and 99.8 for most of the day.

945598 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MI 38.0 38 F Within 10 minutes of receiving the vaccine, my heart began to race and I became very warm and sweaty. I was brought into another room for monitoring and my heart rate was above 100. After some breathing exercises, it came back down to the high 70s for a few minutes but then increased again into the 90s, at one point it was 113. My chest and throat then began to feel tight and I began sweating again. My face also felt funny on my right cheek. At that point I was first given 25 mg of benedryl then epinephrine. I was then taken to the emergency room via ambulance and was observed for approximately an hour. I was given an additional 25 mg of benedryl and discharged at 4:55pm. I was diagnosed with an allergic reaction and prescribed 25 mg of benedryl every 6 hours over the next 24 hours. The following morning, I experienced a hot flash with profuse sweating followed by chills. I was very tired and felt feverish throughout the day on 1/12 and stayed home from work. On 1/13 I still felt tired but was able to work. Today I feel mostly normal but still occasionally have had heart palpitations.

945599 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 NY 29.0 29 F Local allergic reaction started overnight after first dose on 1/7/21. Noticed on  morning of 1/8/21 that skin at injection site was itchy and a rash had broken out.  By the next day, 1/9/21, the rash had grown larger, extremely red, and was hot to the touch. Drew a circle around the rash to monitor growth, took a Benadryl. By afternoon of 1/10/21, rash appeared to have grown slightly larger, but significantly less red and temperature and swelling had reduced. Seemed to be gone by 1/11/21. Tonight, 1/14/21, around 6:30pm, I noticed that the skin was itchy at the injection site again, and that a rash had begun to break out once more. Will continue to monitor it.

945600 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Patient experienced severe body aches, chills, numbness in both hands, stomach ache/nausea, Left side of face swollen.

945602 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 WA 44.0 44 F 20 seconds post vaccine: Flush and dizziness 5 mins post vaccine: tingling tongue, flush, dizziness 15 min post vaccine: symptoms as above, tingling below knee to feet 30 min post vaccine: symptoms as above, facial/jaw tingling/felt swollen, ears hot/swollen  -- took diphenhydramine 25mg 45 min post vaccine: tongue and face started to feel better, tingling moved to back of throat with  mild difficulty swallowing 60 - 90 min post vaccine: took another 25 mg diphenhydramine and 10mg claritin.  Symptoms started to subside 3 hours post vaccine

945605 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CO 73.0 73 M Hives, rash began the day after injection.

945606 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MN 48.0 48 F Anaphylactic reaction with EpiPen administration in vaccination clinic, followed by Rapid Response Team initiation and  immediate transport to Emergency Room.

945607 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AK 77.0 77 M Increased temp of 99.2F oral, extreme fatigue, lethargy, episode of incontinence, hallucinations beginning in the morning and has continued through the day.

945608 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 NJ 26.0 26 F Swelling and itchiness appeared after 6 days of injection with size about 5cm diameter, now it has been two days since the reaction and the size almost doubled with heat.

945609 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MT 65.0 65 F Itchy in area of injection. Warm to touch. Checked in mirror. Swollen hive-like, bright red area. Took 25 mg Benadryl. Almost 24 hours later redness has diminished, swelling remains and still warm to touch.

945610 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 OH 58.0 58 F January 8th and 9th I experienced shooting pain at the injection site of the vaccine. It felt like the neuropathy pain that I have with my feet. I held the arm tight and applied an ice pack and slept with the ice pack as it started about 7pm. The next evening the shooting pain started again. I used an ice pack and took Zyrtec.  The only other issue I had was itching at the site which started on the 6th and ithed for about 3 days. I notified Dr via pt portal tonight.
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945611 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 NY 43.0 43 F L arm redness, itchy rash, started on 1/13/21 in the late afternoon, still red and itchy today 1/14/21

945612 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 22.0 22 F Hives

945613 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 WA 29.0 29 M Severe chills the evening of vaccination. Uncontrollable chills lasting 10pm 1/5 to 2:30am 1/6. General fatigue and weakness 1/6. Severe muscle spasms 1/7.   Ongoing headaches, head pressure, mental ?fog? noticed 1/8 and continuing through when report was filed. Fog makes simple tasks seem very difficult. Seems always present, but sometimes much worse than others. Some facial numbness/tingling  when head pressure is severe.

945615 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AK 35.0 35 F The patient had received her first dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine (lot number EL 1283, exp 4/30/2021) and about an hour later, she began to experience chest tightness and throat tightness.  She took her albuterol inhaler, but did not feel better, and proceeded to go to the ER. She has a history of asthma, but regards it as mild and only takes albuterol as needed.  She denies having any cutaneous, gastrointestinal, or cardiovascular symptoms.  At the ER, she was administered diphenhydramine and corticosteroids--she began to subjectively feel better.  She denied a history of allergic reactions to medications or vaccines, and denied a history of anaphylaxis.  She was not taking any medications on the day of her reaction, and was at her baseline health.  She had no vaccines within the past 14 days.

945616 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AK 52.0 52 F After vaccination, patient started to experience trouble breathing within 2 and a half minutes. I injected the patient with 1 Epipen and patient started feeling better. Emergency services soon came and brought her away. At that time patient was alert and had no difficulty breathing.

945617 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MA 63.0 63 M Head ache, Chill, Fever (100.4 to 100.80), Body ache, Light burning eyes, loss test for 2 days. Took Tylenol x2 (500mg) for 2 days.

945618 01/09/2021 01/14/2021 PA 27.0 27 F Multiple swollen lymph nodes in supraclavicular and axillary region. Pain has worsened over post two days, and patient is starting to lose active mobility of arm.

945619 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 51.0 51 F Sudden onset of splitting headache with nausea, chills

945620 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 VA 35.0 35 F 1/4 - Tylanol  at night arm was achy and mild swollen  1/5 Ice 1/6 - achyness started to resolve but injection site started to get firm and itchy . Took Tylano again and ice  1/6-1/13 no change  1/12 contacted hospital nurse who recommended OTC Hydrocortizon  1/13 applied hydrocortizon cream at night 1/14 itchyness slightly resovling and injection site still mild swollen

945621 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 CO 61.0 61 F Fever, Full body muscle and organ pain for 12 hours, pain on a  8 on a scale of 1-10.

945622 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 AL 29.0 29 F Sunday (12/27/20) at 8pm began having chills/low grade fever which persisted through the night keeping me awake. Ranged from 99-101.7. Fever was gone by 9am the next day and no symptoms following other than mild sore throat. Uncertain if it was a virus. Tested negative for covid.

945623 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 PR 52.0 52 F I got the vaccine at 10:30 am  2:00 pm - diarrhea?s  4:00pm- vomiting   Friday - Day was ok  Saturday 1 - 1:00pm - 4:00pm Fever and body aches  I take 2 caplets of Topcare  health Extra Strength Acetaminophen 500mg   Sunday - stomach and back pain. Headache and dizziness

945624 12/26/2020 01/14/2021 AZ 36.0 36 F Swollen left axillary lymph nodes. Tender and mildly swollen x6 days begining at day 5 post vaccination.

945625 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 MI 49.0 49 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Patient states she began experiencing a Lupus flare the day following vaccination and continues with symptoms to present

945626 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 KY 45.0 45 F I received the shot at 2 o?clock. By 2:05 my tongue and the back of my throat started tingling and burning like it had been scolded. It was reported after 30 minutes.  25 mg of Benadryl was given PO at 2:35. I started to develop a cough and was clearing my throat but had no difficulty breathing. At 3:05 another 25mg of Benadryl po was given. I was monitored until 4:30 PM. I was sent home. By 630 the sensation had started to increase again. I took 25 mg of Benadryl PO again. By 7 PM I was not having any relief so I spoke with my physician and he advised me to take 25 mg of Benadryl PO and the first row of a steroid dose pack. By midnight the symptoms had started to reoccur. I took another 50 mg of Benadryl. I finished the medrol dose pack on Wednesday, January 13th but still have the raw sensation on my tongue.

945627 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 30.0 30 F Fever, chills, muscle aches, joint pain, back pain, vomitting, nausea

945628 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IN 56.0 56 F Temp 99.6, headache, body & muscle aches, nausea, eye pain, injection site pain radiating into neck and arm

945630 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Fatigue, headache, muscle aches, thirst, congestion

945631 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 NE 68.0 68 F Nausea, vomiting and diarrhea.   Clear liquid diet.  Rest.  No work for two days.   When lab returned normal,  Lomotil taken for the diarrhea on 12/29/2020.

945632 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CO 32.0 32 F I developed an oval shaped rash that was itchy and burning around the site of the shot (a week after receiving it). A day later and I still have it but it?s getting better.

945633 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CO 55.0 55 F Awakened severe shortness of breath, chills, muscle shakiness and pain, nausea, vomiting

945634 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 HI 35.0 35 M Patient under-dosed for second vaccine shot. Called Pfizer for advice. They did not have official guidance on this specific scenario, but discussed bringing the patient who was under-dosed back to clinic to receive the balance of their full dose (full dose = 30mcg).  Patient brought back to clinic and received full dose.

945635 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Left sided chest pain and difficulty breathing approximately 5 minutes after vaccination.

945636 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 TN 54.0 54 M About an hour after receiving the Moderna shot, I became extremely dizzy. It felt like cold water surged through my body from my fingertips to the tips of my toes. It lasted about one minute.   I thought someone should know.

945637 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 LA 72.0 72 F 9 days later! I have a red, itchy, urticarial reaction at the site of the  vaccine injection  - left arm. No problem before that.

945638 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 LA 48.0 48 F Head ache and sharp shooting pains in head neck  and jaw  every day since vaccine only on left side of head  comes and goes all day.  No relief from otc pain meds

945639 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 31.0 31 F I woke up the morning of 01/12/2021 unable to turn my head to the left. Any quick or sudden movement to the right was extremely painful. I took Tylenol 500mg and used Bengay cream on my neck with no relief. I saw my doctor at 0945 that morning. He prescribed Norco, flexeril, and diclofenac. By 1/13/2021 I was able to turn my head ¾ of the way to the left but still have pain. By today, 01/14/2021, I am able to almost completely turn my head but there is still pain, however it is improving and I have increased range of motion.

945640 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 47.0 47 M patient was up all night after vaccine with high fever and chills, went to ER due to symptoms and was admitted to hospital overnight for observation. He said his temperature hit 107. Was released from hospital and resting . Was COVID + previously where he had to be hospitalized .

945641 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 FL 70.0 70 M 1/14/2021. Around 1:00 a.m.  fever. (100.4), body aches, injection site soreness, weakness, aggravation of foot neuropathy causing shooting pain, fatigue, loss of appetite

945643 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 21.0 21 F Patient felt light headed/faint and flushed. (self reports history of fainting with shots/vaccines)   BP 78/41  HR 67  sat 100. Encouraged to lay supine, however, patient requested to sit with head between knees as this helped in the past.  Cold back to back of neck. No SOB or trouble swallowing. Patient alert and conversant. Observed x 30 mins and all symptoms resolved.  Repeat BP 108/78  HR 85 sat 100

945644 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 TX 46.0 46 F Headaches, extreme fatigue

945645 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 MN 37.0 37 F Swelling & redness around eyes Lasted 3 hours, then went away

945646 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IL 16.0 16 M Vaccination occurred on 1/12 at 13:00. A few hours after the vaccination, I experienced muscle pain in the vaccinated arm.  1/13: I had trouble sleeping; left arm was in immense pain.  07:00: experiencing arm soreness, muscle pain, nausea, hot flashes; temperature = 99.5 08:20: experiencing arm soreness, muscle pain, hot flashes, chills, sensitivity to light; temperature = 100.6. Took 650mg acetaminophen. 09:00: experiencing arm soreness, muscle pain, sensitivity to light; temperature = 100.8 10:30: experiencing arm soreness, muscle pain; temperature = 99.2 11:15: experiencing arm soreness, muscle pain; temperature = 99.0 12:20: experiencing arm soreness, muscle pain; temperature = 98.0 Extremely fatigued; took nap (13:00-17:00) 17:00: experiencing arm soreness, muscle pain, headache; temperature = 99.3 18:00: experiencing arm soreness, muscle pain, headache; temperature = 99.2. Took 650mg acetaminophen. 19:00: experiencing arm soreness, muscle pain, headache; temperature = 100.8 20:00: experiencing arm soreness, muscle pain; temperature = 98.3 21:00: experiencing arm soreness, muscle pain; temperature = 100.6 21:30: experiencing arm soreness, muscle pain; temperature = 99.2 22:20: experiencing arm soreness, muscle pain; temperature = 100.1. Took 400mg Ibuprofen.  1/14: 07:00: woke up experiencing pain at the injection site, neck pain, headache. These events continued throughout the day. No temperature over 99.5. 18:30: Took 650mg acetaminophen for headache.

945647 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MD 62.0 62 F She received her covid vaccine at 1:14pm and within approximately 10 minutes of the vaccine her face became flushed.  She also noted tingling in bilateral upper and lower extremities.

945648 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Rigors, fever , body pain, chills, diaphoresis, fatigue, weakness .lymphadenopathy left axilla

945649 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 20.0 20 M L arm injection site immediately with localized swelling and some redness ~ 2 to 3  cm in diameter. No other symptoms or complaints.  Monitored x 30 minutes.  Swelling and redness resolved after ~ 15 mins.

945650 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 VA 62.0 62 M New onset atrial fibrillation occurred 56 hours after receiving the vaccine. No prior history. Seen in emergency department on  1/13/2021 and underwent pharmacologic/medical cardioversion and cardiology consultation.

945651 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MD 51.0 51 F Redness, itching, swelling and swollen axillary lymphnodes.

945652 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 28.0 28 F The patient was anxious, diaphoretic, nauseous, pale, and cold. Complained of palpitations and was laid flat of the floor, with feet elevated. Patient "not feeling well". Poor tolerated sitting up - recurrence of ill appearance and nausea. Blood glucose 91, BP readings - 133/71, 174/91, 149/76. HR 97, Sats 100%.

945653 12/24/2020 01/14/2021 CA 50.0 50 M Swollen lymph nodes in right arm pit. Opposite to the injection side only.

945654 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 HI 62.0 62 F Patient under-dosed for section vaccine shot. Pfizer consulted and suggested that patient be brought back in to receive balance of their full dose (full dose = 30mcg).  Patient came back to clinic to receive balance of full dose.

945655 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 TX 33.0 33 M No reaction post vaccination? I only historically had gotten a total of 4 flu vaccines. 24 hours after Moderna I had b/l dorsal foot tingling that I didn?t really pay any mind to, then by the next day it spread to L hand (4th-5th digit) overt weakness and paresthesias and a cool/numb feeling to my R thumb. Similar symptoms to L 5th toe and R great toe. As days progressed it got more diffuse and extended up to mid-calf that was very mild... eventually by day 10 it dissipated, thank god.  To add I also experienced L facial dull pain and the distal portion of my tounge felt like I burnt it (lasted 5 -7 days)

945656 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 AR 48.0 48 M Break out of hives covering about 80% of body

945657 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 SD 30.0 30 F Left axillary lymphadenopathy

945658 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 SD 35.0 35 F Ocular pruritus and periorbital edema

945659 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 21.0 21 F Days 1-4 unable to lift right arm  Night 2 fatigue, body aches, headache, sore throat Day 7 right armpit pain

945660 01/02/2021 01/14/2021 IL 38.0 38 F Milks swelling of throat

945661 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 OK 19.0 19 F Rash all over face, chest, neck, and back which is continually getting worse. The rash is warm to the touch and is beginning to itch.

945662 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Approximately 20 minutes after the shot I became dizzy and nauseous. Followed my my upper lip and nose tingling and then the whole face tingling and numb feeling as if I had gotten a novacaine shot.  This has continued all night but is currently more on my left side of face and down left forearm tingling/numb.

945663 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Less than an hour after the shot, i had a sore arm, headache and slight sensitivity to light. I took 975mg of Tylenol when I got home in the evening. But 12 hrs later after the vaccine shot, i woke up with severe body aches, chills, headache. Then i took another 975mg Tylenol but 3 hours later I started having fever that?s on and off. My fever even went up to 102.5F and the headache is very bad that is not relieved by Tylenol.

945664 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TN 36.0 36 F Headache, Nausea, Dizziness, Face tingling, Fatigue, Throat discomfort 5-10mins after injection. Was given Benadryl, Zofran, & Tylenol.  All symptoms other than Headache & fatigue subsided within 24hrs. Pain at injection site appeared the next morning with continuing headache & fatigue.

945665 12/27/2020 01/14/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA: 01/02/2021:Woke up with left arm feeling like it was about to go numb. Able to do normal activities throughout the day. 01/03/2021: Woke up with left arm still feeling weird and pain in the left armpit. If I put my fingertips in the middle of my armpit it hurt, sharp pain. I could not feel any lumps. I felt 2 lymph nodes swollen: above left clavicle and bottom of left neck. The lymph node above the left clavicle hurt with pressure.  Pain in both areas subsided by 01/06/2021 evening. Lymph node swelling has gone down but I can still feel them.

945666 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 IL 24.0 24 F 16 hours after injection: moderate injection site pain, severe fatigue/disorientation, mild nausea, moderate headache

945667 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 CT 31.0 31 F 7 days after the first dose, I developed hives around the vaccination site. It was erythematous and tender to palpation. 24 hours later, the hives had resolved, but the erythema and tenderness persisted. By 48 hours, there were petechiae that had developed as well, but the erythema did not progress beyond the marked border from the previous days. Symptoms slowly resolved over the next 5 days (total 7 days).

945668 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 SC 22.0 22 M I started feeling achy around 9:00 pm and felt like I was going to get more ill. I took some Tylenol in hopes it would help but it got worse throughout the night. During the night, I couldn?t hardly sleep due to feeling really hot and achy. I felt like I had a fever but did not have a thermometer to check it. When I woke up this morning, I noticed I had a knot on my clavicle which I believe it to be a swollen supraclavicular lymph node. I was unable to go to my internship today due to feeling ill but I am feeling better now after sleep and medication.

945669 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MD 34.0 34 F Patient developed urticaria and flushing of the face and neck, "scratchy throat", rapid heart rate - with onset approximately 15 minutes after the Moderna vaccine was administered.  Patient was given epinephrine (1:1,000) 0.5 mg IM and diphenhydramine 25 mg IM.  Patient was transported to the closest ED, where she reports she was given famotidine, additional diphenhydramine, and solumedrol, then monitored for 4 hours.  She reports being discharged from the ED after approximately 4 hours of observation.

945671 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 AK 58.0 58 F Two days after taking the vaccination, the skin on the palms of my hands started peeling off.  I have a Stevens-Johnson's Syndrome reaction to certain antibiotics.  This experience was less severe but very similar in appearance.

945672 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 WA 44.0 44 F Tingling & numbness in my tongue, lips, and face.

945673 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 TX 72.0 72 M Although the information form to be completed to get the vaccination stated that a patient should not take the vaccine if they had tested positive for Covid 19 within the past 90 days.  (I tested positive on 12/22/20 with symptoms  starting 12/19/2020 and quarantined with a back-to-work date of 12/29/20.  The nurse entering the patient data told me I could take the vaccine since I had not been hospitalized or given plasma.  My initial Covid 19 symptoms were diarrhea for two days, mild confusion (couldn't remember an often used password, and weakness.  I had a very mild case.    after the injections I had: Fever of 102.2 for first two days Redness at injection site 2 inches by 3 inches, swollen, pain if pressed; but did not ache, area hot to the touch .  This lasted 7 days.   Felt a low level of disorientation for a second several times.  Bright lights tended to be a factor is causing that to happen..  Made me react to steady myself for just a second.

945675 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Rash/hives at injection site

945676 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CO 40.0 40 F Day of vaccine- headache, very sore arm. 7 days later- redness on shoulder, very itchy on injection site and torso( mostly back), bruise, pain at injection site with painful lump under injection site.

945677 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 GA 49.0 49 F 1/6/21 bruising on under arm (not injection site) .  1/7/21 inflammed and painful left axilla and neck. Continues to be sore 1/14/21.  1/14/21 reddened , hardened, inflammed and painful/burning sensation to area on left upper arm and radiating into forearm/wrist

945679 12/18/2020 01/14/2021 CA 54.0 54 F c/o dizziness, SOB, hives, "flushed"

945681 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 NY 53.0 53 F Received the first dose of the vaccine on Dec 30, 2020 which was a Wed. By that Sat night I was very itchy. On Sunday I had hives on my upper legs, stomach, buttocks and my ears were swollen and purple.  went to urgent care 1/2/2021. Gave me prednisone 40mg for 5 days and triamcinolone cream.

945682 12/20/2020 01/14/2021 WA 28.0 28 F I got the COVID Pfizer vaccine and experienced warmth in my chest with the first vaccine. It went away after one day and was tolerable. I also developed a lump under my right armpit with the first dose that slowly went away. It was painful, but the pain was tolerable. With the second vaccine, I also got the chest warmth and chest pressure for 2 days. I did not seek help as it was also tolerable. I also developed the lump under my armpit with the 2nd dose, this time I still have it and it is more painful and bigger. I have been taking naproxen for the pain.

945683 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 ME 27.0 27 F Fever 99.8F, body aches, fatigue

945685 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 VA 34.0 34 F Body aches, swelling at the injection site, headache, fatigue, and trouble maintaining temperature. All symptoms subsided within 48 hrs except for the swelling at the injection site.

945686 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 IL 42.0 42 F Difficulty Breathing, Facial Swelling

945687 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 30.0 30 F Upper arm soreness and dizziness both started 5.5 hours after receiving vaccine.

945688 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 IL 35.0 35 F Modern COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Symptom: headache to right right side of head around temple area- started roughly 9:25pm 35 mins later and still accruing.

945689 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 IN 27.0 27 F When I received my first dose of the Pfizer COVID shot I had no issues. When I received the second dose I had the vaccine injected and then I got up and walked to the monitoring room where we sit for 15 minutes. Immediately upon sitting down in that room I felt very woozy, lightheaded, and my heart was beating out of my chest. I checked my pulse on my smart watch and it was in the 80s but my resting HR is normally in the 60s or 70s. I got nervous at that point so I took some deep breaths and tried to relax and my symptoms improved within a minute. I sat for the remainder of the monitoring period and right at my 15 minute mark all of my symptoms returned. HR in the 100s, lightheaded like I was going to pass out, chest heaviness, and shortness of breath. I alerted the nurse in the monitoring room and she took my BP and HR and they have me a bottle of water. My throat felt a little weird too and I was worried that it was starting to close up, but I was able to swallow  water normally. I remained in the monitoring room for about 15 more minutes and at that point my symptoms mostly resolved and I felt well enough to leave. For the next approx 48 hours I have had some mild- moderate chest heaviness. More worse in the initial 24-36 hours after the vaccination.

945690 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 NV 73.0 73 M Patient presented to ED on 1/14/2021 with CC of rash throughout body after receiving COVID vaccine 3 days ago, now with red itchy rash to face, arms, back, and torso. No difficulty breathing, no chest pain. RASH: full body; dry, itchy, red; moderate severity; gradual onset; constant; worsening; new; relieved by nothing; worsened by nothing; no treatment tried. No abdominal pain, diarrhea, fatigue, fever, headache, nausea, periorbital edema, shortness of breath, tongue swelling, vomiting, or wheezing.  Patient treated with diphenhydramine 25mg PO x1 in ED with improvement. Discharged back to assisted living with prescription for diphenhydramine PO. Final diagnosis: T50.Z95A vaccine reaction, initial encounter, COVID 19; L28.2 pruritic rash. Discharged home in STABLE condition.

945691 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Severe axillary, supraclavicular, and ant cervical lymph node swelling on left.  Left hand and facial numbness. Stroke w/u in ER with CT angio and perfusion and brain MRI with w/o gad all normal, labs normal. Sensory deficit resolved in 24hrs.  Lymphadenopathy still severe at present.

945692 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Rapid heart rate Started at 10:00pm day of injection, and continues still. Visit to primary MD, Specialist and labs for bloodwork

946132 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 83.0 83 M CC:  shakiness made pt felt as though pt was about to faint or blackout but didn't actually happen.  per nurse report, it was how pt felt but didn't actually happen so pt was fine when the nurse checked back again after an hour later.

946133 01/01/2021 01/14/2021 CA 43.0 43 F 8hrs Post vaccine- Fatigue/mild chills/ leg aches 12hrs Post vaccine-Vertigo/nausea lasted 24hrs  54hrs post vaccine-Pounding Migraine that lasted 24hrs  Pain at injection arm 24 hrs post vaccine.

946134 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 43.0 43 M Approximately 30 minutes after the vaccination, I felt a sensation (pressure in my ears and tingling throughout my body), then I could feel my heart start to race. My best estimate as the fast heartbeat last for between 60-120 seconds. I experienced the tingling feeling one more time, about 15 minutes later.

946135 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 CA 57.0 57 F Was taking Plavix for prevention of stroke.  Initial examination lungs CTA, flushed, edema of lips and tongue. Uvula not deviated. Pt moved to observation area.  Initial vitals:   BP: 136/89, HR 99, 87% O2 on initial read, but when repositioned it was 91% at 14:42     EMS notified and first injection 3mg Epi pen injection given at 14:45;   911 called. Symptoms improved, but shortly after returned. Second epi injection at 14:56. BP: 136/89, HR 104, RR 18, 98% O2 at 14:55. Second epinephrine 3mg injection given at 15:00. BP 148/85, HR 91 at 15:00. EMS arrived and she was taken to Hospital at 15:03

946136 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Itching  Redness  Bulge At the inoculation site

946137 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 CA 17.0 17 M Red rash appeared in both arms from shoulders to almost the elbows.  No itching. Nurse gave Benadryl & Pepcid to slow symptoms.  Rash went away within half an hour. No other symptoms.

946138 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 TX 66.0 66 M Just wanted to touch basis regarding side effects to the Moderna vaccination.  I received the first vaccine yesterday evening, today I have experienced a low grade fever, tiredness, chills, weakness and a headache.  BP was 129/67 this AM. I understand these are some typical symptoms but thought it would be good to communicate.  Unfortunately the test samples were low in this ethnicity, low in senior citizens, and kidney disease is not listed.  Only a very small percentage had two extenuating conditions; while I have diabetes, CKD, hypertension/previous heart related disease.  I understand that the second vaccination could present even more severe side effects.  Any thoughts?

946139 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 SC 37.0 37 F 1) The morning after the vaccine, I lost my ability to taste. It is still gone 6 days post vaccine. 2) Yesterday, day 5 post vaccine, I began having a pain behind my jaw/beneath my ears bilaterally. I took ibuprofen for this, but it didn?t seem to help much.

946140 01/07/2021 01/14/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Swollen armpit on left side closest to chest. Painful to touch and move and has yet to decrease in size.  Will see urgent care this weekend if I can get in.

946141 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 IN 83.0 83 F Moderna COVID-19  Vaccine  At 2 PM I went blind in my left eye. Went to emergency room at Hospital Was told I have Blood clot in my eye causing the blindness and Ophthamologist says it will probably be permanent

946142 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IL 32.0 32 F Pain, severe itching, redness >10mm on the 8th day post vaccination

946144 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 AL 39.0 39 F Within 30 minutes of receiving the vaccine, I started getting a tingling sensation in my lips and cheeks. It lasted approximately one hour. Felt tired the rest of the day. I awoke at around 2am the next morning with diarrhea, extreme chills and bodyaches, and a headache. My right arm was very sore, but I expected that. I went back to bed and awoke for work at 6am. My injection site was red, puffy, and heat to the touch. My body ached as if I had a bad case of the flu. The next morning, I awoke with nausea and vomiting. It lasted until around 9am.  The aches have eased up, but I remain very tired and my injection site is still very red, puffy, and warm to the touch. It feels as if there are knots under the skin.

946146 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 30.0 30 F Puffy eyes, weird feeling in mouth and possibly throat

946147 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 CA 22.0 22 F Incorrect second dosing was given, pt should have received Pfizer as a second dose but inadvertently received Moderna.

946148 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Golf ball size red circle at injection site. Raised, hot, and hard to the touch.

946149 01/12/2021 01/14/2021 NY 26.0 26 F 45 min after vaccination I got the chills. Throughout the night (within a few hours of vaccine) I had chills and extreme soreness to arm. Next morning I woke up with chills, terrible headache/migraine, high fever up to 103.3, cough, aches, neck and back pain, nausea, and vomited one time. No Tylenol or Motrin would break my fever all day long.

946150 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 59.0 58 M Fatigue, sore arm, headache, chest pain (intense heartbeat), malaise

946151 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 UT 26.0 26 F 4:30pm on 1/13/21 my arm started to get sore, but not bad, just normal vaccine sore. Then by the next day it had gotten worse and throughout the day it just kept getting worse and spread to the left side of my chest. I can't lift my arm and most movement hurts.

946152 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 IL 27.0 27 M Around 7 pm I started feeling really anxious. I checked my HR on my smart watch and it said that around 12pm my HR was 157bpm which was right after getting the vaccine when I started walking home. My  resting HR is usually 47-52bpm. I am a very active person. I have been waking up in the middle of the night multiple times in night sweats and it feels like my heart is contracting very hard. I notice that my HR jumps up right when I start to be more active, but more than normal. On the 11th my average walking HR was 140. Today at work my HR was 134 at the highest around 9am and the lowest was 56bpm around 7am when I was getting ready for work. Additionally to the increased HR I have SOB when I walk and talk. I did have a sore arm as well the first day, but nothing more than any other injection I have had before.

946348 01/11/2021 01/14/2021 MN 85.0 85 F Lump to injection site. Redness to Left arm 8 cm x 12 cm 1/13/21 Redness spreads 12cm x 14cm 1/14/21 Bright red spots, fragmented developed. Area is warm to touch. Body temp 97.8 degrees F Patient's son, has set up an appointment with primary MD to be seen

946898 01/13/2021 01/14/2021 KS 40.0 40 M About 1 minute after receiving vaccine, pt fainted while on the way to recovery area. Pt was standing in entryway when he started to fall down but was caught on the way down by a nurse. While on the floor the pt was asked his name and responded with correct answer, EMS was called and then pt was placed in wheelchair and transferred to cot after. the BP and pulse was taken (63/46, pulse 51) Glucose gel was provided orally. EMS arrived shortly after BP was take but pt refused stating that he was feeling better and he waited out the remainder of his recovery time laying in cot with no other incidents.

946899 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 MO 32.0 32 U Client was sitted in the chair and started rolling his eyes stretching his feet and twitching like he was having a seizure. Was helped on the floor gained consciousness. Stood up and sat on the wheelchair wheeled to the cot area and was place on the cot. V/P 133/96 HR - 54 - 78 O2Sat 97% B/S - 111 glucose gel EMS was called Client was stable Had lost conciousness and disoriented when he woke up. Client started he felt light headed and had vision event

947218 01/04/2021 01/14/2021 97.0 96 M INJECTION SITE SWELLING

947220 12/28/2020 01/14/2021 GA 68.0 68 F Stomach (Abdominal pain); Nausea, headache, feverish, but no temp; minor Body aches. Began around 9:00 A.M. (2 hrs After injection). Nausea & other symtoms gone by A.M. 12-29-20.

947221 12/22/2020 01/14/2021 OH 45.0 45 F chest tightness - heaviness   light head facial swelling-hurting       dizzy severe left arm pain to fingers  range of motion lost.                coughing more astma - using inhaler more on daily rash on face - chest - pain to touch

947222 01/14/2021 NH F Good Evening, I have attached the VAERS form that I had trouble uploading to the VAERS.  I have also quoted it below because the tablets we have on site will not allow me to type in those areas of the PDF.  The adverse reaction occurred around 12:45 pm on 01/06/2021.  Symptoms ceased within 3 hours after visit.  On follow up, she said her symptoms felt like indigestion and anxiety.  Thank you for your time and understanding. The note is as follows, Vaccine recipient came to the vaccination site at 12:45.  She informed us of her medical history. She had one instance of anaphylactic shock as a baby. She has not had a reaction since. She has an allergy to latex, and two others that are no longer viewable in database. No one on site has access to her file now that she has successfully been vaccinated,  so the following history was obtained  from patient verbally.  I did verify that she is not allergic to polyethylene glycol.  Recipient has taken miralax before with no reaction.  This morning before arrival,  recipient took her normal dose of levothyroxine,  and mesalamine.  She also took one lorazepam before her appointment to treat the anxiety she was feeling leading up to her vaccination. She ate a normal amount for her,  including nuts,  crackers and three 16 oz bottles of water. Before her injection,  medic reviewed all medical history and allergies.  We discussed risks,  and  the expected positive outcome of getting the moderna vaccine.  She verbalized her anxiety,  but attested that she very much wanted the vaccine.  After vaccination,  recipient was speaking clearly, feeling okay,  and she was instructed to wait for 30 minutes of observation.  She told personnel on site that she was having chest pain.  She pointed to her sternum describing a 3/10 pain that felt like pressure.  She said it radiated to her right breast.  She said it felt like indigestion,  and she took 1 dose of her own pepsid in her car while she was waiting her 30 minute period.  Vitals:  SPO2 98%,  pulse 55 bpm steady,  strong. She was offered EMS,  and she declined.  Medical staff recommended calling her pcp ASAP and scheduling a virtual urgent care visit to mitigate her COVID concerns in hospital settings.  Patient then said that she felt ready to go home,  and she was advised to lay with her feet up, sip water,  eat crackers,  and use ice or head to alleviate pain and reduce anxiety.  Recipient felt confident in heading home.  Patient information listed below.

947396 01/14/2021 66.0 F Dizziness Narrative: employee said her heart was low, so she laid on the floor C/o sweaty, diziness, lying on floor felt better. PMH of vascular response, taking beta blocker had juice felt better. Vss. 115/76 bp pulse 65. Recheck b/p 103/69 65 pulse, 101/68 pulse 69 oxygen sats room aire were 100. initial pulse was 43 b/p 115/76. Resolved after rest elevated legs, and fluids. Employee left about after and hour walking well, with no further c/o symptoms all seemed to resolved She was instructed to go the emergency room any further symptoms. She verbalized back the plan.

947408 12/30/2020 01/14/2021 62.0 61 F Myalgia & NauseaVomiting

947643 01/06/2021 01/14/2021 ME 46.0 46 F 1/6/21 injection site discomfort, which lasted approximately 2-3 days. 1/13/21 injection site redness, itchy, hard, warm to touch - no change in symptoms at this time and no worsening symptoms, monitoring

947646 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 IA 57.0 57 F tingling and numbness in Right hand (5 min) sweating and anxiety felt foggy 20 min.

947648 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 MN 52.0 52 M Pt. with dizziness, then Afib with RVR, then massive cerebral hemorrhage  Pt. non oriented & unable to give history - History provided by S.O and daughter Y Y

948039 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 AZ 59.0 59 F rash, "burning" to throat, skin, anxiety Pt got vaccine at 1430, was monitored x30 min. She left hospital to go eat then started drive home. Pt turned around & came back to hospital after symptoms began at 1515.

948053 01/14/2021 01/14/2021 NY 60.0 60 F Upper lip feeling numb/numbness resolving  @ 925 AM vs 138/77 P 66 O2 sat 100% RA

948059 12/29/2020 01/14/2021 MS 53.0 52 F Pt noted rash on (L) knee, progressed to both thighs, lower back and both arms. Now also on bith arms, upper back and ears, and both legs. Very itchy.

948063 12/31/2020 01/14/2021 MI 31.0 31 F Initially - localized discomfort. Redness days after - swelling at sign of injection, fatigue, strong stomach pain on 1-6-21 further discomfort and swelling two inches distal of injection site.

951175 01/08/2021 01/14/2021 RI 64.0 64 F Bilateral Axilla, dominant on vaccinated arm rash, itch Redness, Swelling

963168 01/05/2021 01/14/2021 80.0 79 M shaking, altered consciousness Narrative:  One day after pt received his first covid vaccine, pt experienced upper extremity shaking leading to ED visit and subsequent hospitalization with concern for seizure. Examination and labs were not consistent with seizure. He had features of lewy body disease and parkinsonism. Labs were significant for leukocytosis, but pt had no other signs/symptoms of infection or findings to indicate a source of infection. Pt referred to Neurology.Y

945738 01/15/2021 PR U Chills; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician via a Pfizer sales representative. A patient of unspecified age and gender received her second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as Covid 19 vaccine/ Covid Vaccine; unknown lot number and expiration date), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient had the first dose on an unspecified date for covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced chills and fever after second dose of Covid 19 vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

945754 01/15/2021 IL M suspected vaccination failure; HBV; Cytomegalovirus; Aspergillus fumigatus; cough; wheezing; shortness of breath; intermittent chills; Possible bronchitis; influenza A; fever; productive cough/progressive cough; brain abscesses; brain lesions; nausea; This case was reported in a literature article and described the occurrence of suspected vaccination failure in a 54-year-old male patient who received Hepatitis B vaccine for prophylaxis.   Co-suspect products included maraviroc unknown (batch number UNK, expiry date unknown) for hiv infection, dolutegravir unknown (batch number UNK, expiry date unknown) for hiv infection, darunavir unknown (batch number UNK, expiry date unknown) for hiv infection and ritonavir unknown (batch number UNK, expiry date unknown) for hiv infection.   The patient's past medical history included smoker. Concurrent medical conditions included acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (HIV-1 approximately 25 years prior, his CD4 count was 12 cells/mm3).   On an unknown date, the patient received Hepatitis B vaccine, maraviroc at an unknown dose and frequency, dolutegravir at an unknown dose and frequency, darunavir at an unknown dose and frequency and ritonavir at an unknown dose and frequency. On an unknown date, unknown after receiving Hepatitis B vaccine and not applicable after starting maraviroc and dolutegravir, the patient experienced vaccination failure (serious criteria hospitalization and GSK medically significant), hepatitis b (serious criteria hospitalization and GSK medically significant), cytomegalovirus infection (serious criteria hospitalization and GSK medically significant), aspergillus fumigatus infection (serious criteria hospitalization and GSK medically significant), cough (serious criteria hospitalization), wheezing (serious criteria hospitalization), shortness of breath (serious criteria hospitalization), chills (serious criteria hospitalization), bronchitis (serious criteria hospitalization), influenza a virus infection (serious criteria hospitalization), fever (serious criteria hospitalization), productive cough (serious criteria hospitalization), brain abscess (serious criteria GSK medically significant), brain lesion and nausea. The patient was treated with levofloxacin, sulfamethoxazole + trimethoprim (Trimethoprim-Sulfamethoxazole), prednisone, piperacillin + tazobactam (Piperacillin-Tazobactam), vancomycin, voriconazole, micafungin and emtricitabine + tenofovir. The action taken with maraviroc was unknown. The action taken with dolutegravir was unknown. The action taken with darunavir was unknown. The action taken with ritonavir was unknown. On an unknown date, the outcome of the vaccination failure, hepatitis b, cytomegalovirus infection, aspergillus fumigatus infection, cough, wheezing, shortness of breath, chills, bronchitis, influenza a virus infection, fever, productive cough, brain abscess, brain lesion and nausea were unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the vaccination failure, hepatitis b, cytomegalovirus infection, aspergillus fumigatus infection, cough, wheezing, shortness of breath, chills, bronchitis, influenza a virus infection, fever, productive cough, brain abscess and brain lesion to be related to Hepatitis B vaccine. The reporter considered the nausea to be related to maraviroc and dolutegravir.  Additional details were provided as follows: This was reported in a literature article and described the suspected vaccination failure, in a male patient aged 54-year-old, who was vaccinated with unspecified Hepatitis B vaccine (manufacturer unknown) for prophylaxis.  The patient was a man with a history of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). At the time of initial diagnosis of HIV-1 approximately 25 years prior, his CD4 count was 12 cells/mm3. The patient had poor adherence to antiretroviral therapy (ART). The patient reported stopping his ART (maraviroc, dolutegravir, darunavir, and ritonavir) for approximately 4 months prior to presentation due to nausea, but he had restarted again two months prior to admission. Social history was significant for smoking. The patient worked as a nurse in a prison facility for several years. The patient was in a monogamous relationship with 1 male partner. The patient had 4 dogs and 1 pet cat. No information on patient family history was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received unspecified hepatitis B vaccine (administration route and site unspecified, dosage unknown; batch number not provided). The age at vaccination was not reported. Since 2009, the patient had positive surface antibody titers noted.  On an unknown date, an unknown time after vaccination, the patient experienced cough, wheezing, shortness of breath, and intermittent chills. The patient was evaluated in the emergency department and was given trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole for possible bronchitis. The patient symptoms did not improve, and presented again after 1 week at which time he was tested positive for influenza A. When symptoms still persisted, the patient was then started on prednisone and levofloxacin 1 week later. The patient had some relief from his symptoms but soon after his fevers recurred with productive cough and shortness of breath. The patient was therefore admitted and noted to have a fever of 102F. Piperacillin-tazobactam and vancomycin were started in addition to trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole for broad empiric treatment. The patient left against medical advice on day 3, only to be readmitted to the hospital after cell free DNA (cfDNA) testing of plasma returned positive for Aspergillus fumigatus, HBV, and Cytomegalovirus (CMV) within 72 hours of specimen collection. On an unknown date, the patient presented with progressive cough, wheezing, shortness of breath, and intermittent chills for 1 month. Computed tomography (CT) of the chest was done which showed a left lower lobe 4 centimeter necrotic cavitary mass-like consolidation with thickened irregular walls, shaggy inner linings and septations, ground glass halo, as well as pericavitary irregular nodules and consolidations. The appearance of the cavity was consistent with angioinvasive aspergillosis. cfDNA next generation sequencing (NGS) was sent and revealed the presence of Aspergillus fumigatus, HBV, and cytomegalovirus (CMV). Aspergillus fumigatus was detected at 242 DNA molecules per microliter (MPM; reference level less than 10) and CMV level was 378 MPM. DNA sequencing detected HBV, but MPM was not reported as there is no environmental control for this virus. A sputum fungal culture eventually returned positive for heavy Aspergillus fumigatus after approximately 2 weeks, with a voriconazole MIC of 0.5 ug/mL. Levels of Serum Tests at presentation Aspergillus Galactomannan was 0.660 (ref range less than 0.5), Beta-d Glucan was more than 500 pg/mL ref range less than 80 pg/ml). Histoplasma urine antigen testing was negative. Serum CMV PCR testing showed a low-level viremia of 256 IU/ml. Repeat HBV testing demonstrated positive surface antigen, loss of surface antibody, positive core antibody, and positive E antigen. Hep B DNA was more than 1000,000,000 IU/mL, which along 
with elevated liver enzymes (aspartate aminotransferase (AST) of 55 U/L; alanine amino transferase (ALT) was 73 U/L) suggested active infection. The patient was admitted and during this admission, the patient was noted to have a CD4 count of 76 cells/mm3 with undetectable HIV viral load. Four months prior, the patient CD4 count was 379 cells/mm3. A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain was done due to concern for central nervous system involvement. It showed 8, scattered, small nodular rim-enhancing lesions in bilateral cerebral and cerebellar hemisphere. Lumbar puncture was performed that showed total nucleated cell count of 2 with 88% neutrophils on differential. Cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF) glucose was 42 mg/dl, protein level was 28.9 mg/dl, and no growth of fungus was noted from CSF culture. Toxoplasma IgG and IgM were negative. Given the overall clinical picture, these brain lesions were consistent with brain abscesses due to disseminated aspergillosis from the lungs. CMV infection was assessed to be a result of reactivation in the setting of immunodeficiency, and not likely a contributing cause of lung or brain infection. A repeat chest x-ray 2 weeks after discharge showed improvement in bilateral consolidations. Repeat serum aspergillus antigen level in 1 month was undetectable. During follow up, 4 months later, Levels of Serum Tests showed Aspergillus Galactomannan was less than 0.50, Beta-d Glucan was 63 pg/mL, Hep B DNA was 541000 IU/mL and alanine amino transferase (ALT) was 49 U/L. HBV DNA PCR repeated after 4 months was 5.75 log IU/ml, and the CD4 count improved to 265 cells/mm3. CT scan of the chest was done 6 months after starting treatment and showed regression of the irregular cavitary consolidation within the superior segment of the left lung. The case was considered as suspected vaccination failure being time to onset and dosing schedule unknown. The case was considered as serious due to suspected vaccination failure and hospitalization. Treatment included: Given the result of cfDNA NGS, along with imaging and history suggestive of invasive aspergillosis of the lungs and brain,  the patient's treatment was changed to voriconazole given as a loading dose of 6 mg/kg every 12 hours intravenously (IV) and then continued at 4 mg/kg every 12 hours after the initial 2 loading doses. Micafungin was added for synergy with voriconazole. He was switched to oral voriconazole 200 mg twice daily after 2 weeks of IV treatment with plans to continue treatment for at least 12 months. The patient was also started on emtricitabine-tenofovir treatment for HBV infection. Antiretroviral therapy was resumed with maraviroc, dolutegravir, darunavir, and ritonavir.  The authors commented "NGS of cfDNA has another advantage of detecting co-infections. Our patient, who reported prior immunization to HBV with documented protective titers, tested positive for this virus as an incidental finding. Subsequently, HBV DNA detected in the blood by PCR and elevated liver transaminases confirmed active infection. The patient's HBV infection could be explained by the loss of immune response from initial vaccination with subsequent exposure in the setting of lowered CD4 count off of ART. This case highlights that the HBV co-infection could have been missed if the focus was on obtaining bronchoscopy-guided tissue sampling due to high suspicion of invasive aspergillosis on presentation. There is, therefore, potential utility of using NGS of cfDNA to rapidly diagnose multiple co-infections in severely immunocompromised patients without the need for invasive diagnostic procedures. In this case, the patient benefited from early Hepatitis B treatment because of this test. Frequently, this test can detect DNA viruses, such as CMV and herpes simplex virus 1, which could be present in the blood of immunocompromised hosts without clinical manifestations indicative of active disease to warrant directed treatment. Our case reflected that as well; the patient improved with ART and did not need directed CMV treatment. It is also possible that infections in certain organ systems may result in lower levels of pathogen cfDNA, reducing the sensitivity of the test. Thus, the clinical utility of plasma cfDNA testing should be assessed for usefulness on a case-by-case basis and needs to be interpreted cautiously within the clinical context". The authors concluded "Plasma NGS testing of cfDNA has been helpful in diagnosing invasive fungal infections, including Rhizopus, Scedosporium, and Aspergillus.6 In order to maximize sensitivity, it is best if this test is sent early and prior to initiating antimicrobial therapy. The advantage of the test is that it is non-invasive and can potentially help with pathogen identification with results available within 72 hours. This may provide significant diagnostic value even if sent after initiation of empiric antimicrobial therapy. Another advantage is its capacity to detect co-infections, which is important in immunocompromised patients who can present with multiple opportunistic infections as well as reactivation of prior infections, as seen in our patient. Several limitations of NGS should be kept in mind. At this time, more research is needed to determine the appropriate Plasma NGS testing of cfDNA has been helpful in diagnosing invasive fungal infections, including Rhizopus, Scedosporium, and Aspergillus.6 In order to maximize sensitivity, it is best if this test is sent early and prior to initiating antimicrobial therapy. The advantage of the test is that it is non-invasive and can potentially help with pathogen identification with results available within 72 hours. This may provide significant diagnostic value even if sent after initiation of empiric antimicrobial therapy. Another advantage is its capacity to detect co-infections, which is important in immunocompromised patients who can present with multiple opportunistic infections as well as reactivation of prior infections, as seen in our patient. Several limitations of NGS should be kept in mind. At this time, more research is needed to determine the appropriate." This article is not available for regulatory submission due to copyright restriction.
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945755 01/15/2021 14.0 F Stiff Person Syndrome; right internuclear ophthalmoplegia; dysmetria in left more than right hands; Stiff Person Syndrome Phenotype as Progressive Encephalomyelitis with Rigidity and Myoclonus; horizontal double vision; upper back tightness and spams; upper back tightness and spams; left shoulder/arm stiffness; dysarthria; impaired saccades on right gaze; downbeat nystagmus; torso rigidity; spasticity in the hands and arms; bradykinesia; hyperreflexia; impaired fine finger movements and foot tapping; Stiff Person Syndrome Phenotype as Progressive Encephalomyelitis with Rigidity and Myoclonus; This case was reported in a literature article and described the occurrence of stiff person syndrome in a 14-year-old female patient who received HPV 16-18 (HPV vaccine) for prophylaxis.   Concurrent medical conditions included autoimmune thyroiditis and type i diabetes mellitus.   On an unknown date, the patient received HPV vaccine. On an unknown date, 3 months after receiving HPV vaccine, the patient experienced stiff person syndrome (serious criteria GSK medically significant), ophthalmoplegia (serious criteria GSK medically significant), dysmetria (serious criteria GSK medically significant), encephalomyelitis (serious criteria GSK medically significant), double vision, tightness of back muscles, spasms, limbs stiffness, dysarthria, saccadic eye movement, nystagmus, rigidity, spasticity, bradykinesia, hyperreflexia, movement disorder and myoclonus. The subject was treated with immunoglobulins nos (Intravenous Immunoglobulin), baclofen and benzodiazepine, nos (Benzodiazepines). On an unknown date, the outcome of the stiff person syndrome, ophthalmoplegia, dysmetria, encephalomyelitis, double vision, tightness of back muscles, spasms, limbs stiffness, dysarthria, saccadic eye movement, nystagmus, rigidity, spasticity, bradykinesia, hyperreflexia, movement disorder and myoclonus were unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the stiff person syndrome, ophthalmoplegia, dysmetria, encephalomyelitis, double vision, tightness of back muscles, spasms, limbs stiffness, dysarthria, saccadic eye movement, nystagmus, rigidity, spasticity, bradykinesia, hyperreflexia, movement disorder and myoclonus to be related to HPV vaccine.  Additional details were provided as follows: This case was reported in a literature article and described the occurrence of Stiff Person Syndrome in a 14.8 years old female patient, who was vaccinated with unspecified Human Papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine (manufacturer unknown) for prophylaxis.  The patient was a part of the study that aimed was to characterize the spectrum of clinical features and examination findings in pediatric-onset stiff person syndrome. [In this study, medical records were reviewed for all patients treated for stiff person syndrome with symptom onset in childhood at a tertiary medical center between March 2001 and February 2019. Cases were included if they met clinical criteria for stiff person syndrome (SPS) based on an adapted Dalakas Criteria and if SPS symptom onset occurred before age 18 years]. The patient was woman. The patient had personal history of autoimmunity as autoimmune thyroiditis, Diabetes mellitus type 1. The patient had no family History of autoimmunity. No information on patient's concurrent condition or concomitant medication was provided. On an unspecified date, 3 months before symptom onset, the patient received unspecified Human Papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine (administration route and site unspecified, dosage unknown; batch number not provided). On an unspecified date, between March 2001 and February 2019, an unknown period after the vaccination, the patient had initial presentation to center as horizontal double vision; upper back tightness and spasms; left shoulder/arm stiffness. Time to diagnosis from Symptom Onset was 6.5 years. Exam findings at initial presentation to center was dysarthria; right internuclear ophthalmoplegia; impaired saccades on right gaze; downbeat nystagmus; torso rigidity; spasticity in the hands and arms; bradykinesia; hyperreflexia; dysmetria in left more than right hands; impaired fine finger movements and foot tapping. At the age of 21.3 years, the patient was diagnosed to Stiff Person Syndrome Phenotype as Progressive Encephalomyelitis with Rigidity and Myoclonus. Serum Anti-glutamate decarboxylase 65 (GAD65) antibody titers was 89856 IU/ml (normal less than or equal to 1 IU/ml). Serum anti-amphiphysin antibodies was negative. Serum Anti-Glycine receptor (GlyR) Antibodies was not performed. CSF white blood cell count was unknown (normal 6-7/uL). CSF Protein was unknown (normal 15-60 mg/dL). More than 2 oligoclonal bands unique to CSF was unknown. CSF Anti-GAD65 antibody titers was positive (titer unknown) (normal less than 0.02 nmol/L). Electromyography (EMG) was normal. Immunotherapy received or currently receiving was intravenous immunoglobulin. Relevant symptomatic treatments received or currently receiving was Baclofen, benzodiazepines. Modified Rankin Scale (mRS) score at Most Recent Visit was 4. Timed 25 foot walk test at most recent visit was wheel-chair bound. [Within the study period, 186 patients with SPS were seen. Fifteen patients (8%) had symptom onset in childhood, of whom 11 (73%) were female and 13 (87%) were a specific ethnicity. The median age of symptom onset was 14.8 years (range 8.4 to 16.9 years), and the median latency from symptom onset to diagnosis was 6.2 years (range 0.4 to 15.0 years). Nine individuals (60%) were not diagnosed until adulthood, despite symptom onset occurring during childhood. Twelve individuals met criteria for classic SPS and three for progressive encephalomyelitis with rigidity and myoclonus (PERM). Individuals had a median total of four of the 12 symptoms and examination findings assessed (range 2 to 8), and 13 individuals (87%) had three or more reported features. Of the 15 individuals who met inclusion criteria, 11 (73%) were female and 13 (87%) were a specific ethnicity. Median age at symptom onset was 14.8 years (range 8.4 to 16.9), and median latency from symptom onset to diagnosis was 6.2 years (range 0.4 to 15.0). Nine individuals (60%) were not diagnosed until adulthood. The most common presenting features were painful spasms (n = 12, 80%), hyper-reflexia (n = 11, 73%), axial rigidity (n = 9, 60%), lower extremity rigidity or spasticity (n = 8, 53%), gait abnormalities (n = 6, 40%), and hyperlordosis (n = 6, 40%). Other noted features included anxiety (n = 5, 33%), dysautonomia (n = 3, 20%), and cranial neuropathies (n = 3, 20%; e.g., ptosis, double vision, nystagmus, and eye movement abnormalities). Personal (n = 9, 60%) and family history (n = 9, 60%) of autoimmune conditions was common. Serum antiglutamate decarboxylase 65 antibodies were found in 13 individuals (87%). Nearly all individuals received immunotherapy (n = 14, 93%), symptomatic medications (n = 15, 100%), and non-pharmacologic therapies (n = 14, 93%). However, most had persistent physical limitations, particularly impaired walking (n = 
7, 47%) and inability to carry out previous activities (n = 14, 93%). Eight individuals (53%) reported having possible triggering events within one to three months of symptom onset. These events included a preceding infection (Ehrlichia along with Lyme disease-related Bell's Palsy and mononucleosis in one individual each), vaccination against human papillomavirus (in two individuals), concussion (in one individual), head trauma related to a motor vehicle accident (in one individual), and stressful life event (parents' divorce and familial financial stress in one individual each). Personal history (n = 9, 60%) and first-degree relative family history (n = 9, 60%) of autoimmune disease were commonly seen. Thirteen individuals (87%) had positive serum anti-GAD65 antibody titers (median 3183 IU/mL, range 1.2 to 184,320 IU/mL; normal less than or equal to 1 IU/mL) at the time of first evaluation in center, three of whom were on immunotherapy for concurrent autoimmune disease at that time. No individual had detected anti-amphiphysin antibodies, one individual had anti-GlyR antibodies, and one individual had both anti-GAD65 and anti-GlyR antibodies. Seven individuals (64%) underwent lumbar punctures; three individuals (43%) had pleocytosis (6 to 17/mL), one individual (14%) demonstrated oligoclonal bands unique to the cerebrospinal fluid, and all three individuals who had cerebrospinal fluid anti-GAD65 antibody testing were positive (more than 0.02 nmol/L). Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) oligoclonal band testing was either unknown or not performed (n = 2) or not present (n = 1) in the three individuals with detected CSF anti-GAD65 antibodies. All individuals had electromyography, and five individuals (36%) had abnormal results: continuous muscle fiber activity at rest, or cocontraction of agonist and antagonist muscles, or combination of these findings. Nearly all individuals received immunotherapy (n = 14, 93%), symptomatic medications (n = 15, 100%), and a variety of non-pharmacologic therapies (n = 14, 93%), reporting most favorable responses to a combination of interventions. At the most recent clinic visit mRS score, which assigns scores to motor disability from 0 (no symptoms) to 6 (dead), was assessed (median 12.2 years from symptom onset, range 1.03 to 27.6 years). Individual scores ranged from 1 to 4 with a median score of 3. An increased number of symptoms and neurological examination abnormalities was seen in individuals with higher mRS scores. None of the individuals with more than four symptoms and signs had an mRS score of less than 3. Three individuals (20%) were wheelchair-dependent, and two (13%) required walker or unilateral cane. T25FW test results were available for nine individuals]. The outcome of the event was not reported. The author commented, "In this study, we demonstrated a wide spectrum of both typical and less commonly seen features in individuals with pediatric onset SPS. Delay in diagnosis, whether secondary to unrecognized symptoms or limited knowledge of the disease by clinicians, appears to be common, as diagnosis is often delayed until adulthood, at which point disability accrual is frequently seen. Although SPS is a rare neurological disease, recognition and initiation of treatment is critical to addressing patients' symptoms and may enable improved outcomes and quality of life. Therefore such delays in diagnosis may be even more problematic in children with SPS, where functional impairment during a time of ongoing neurological and social development may have a profound impact on long term well-being and functionality. In our cohort, nearly two of three individuals did not receive a diagnosis of SPS until adulthood despite symptom onset in childhood, and median latency from symptom onset to diagnosis was more than six years. Although most children with SPS present with a similar clinical phenotype to adults with SPS, other clinical features were identified in our series. The most common presenting symptoms and examination findings were painful spasms, hyperreflexia, axial rigidity, and lower extremity rigidity and spasticity. Other features seen include gait abnormalities, hyperlordosis, dysautonomia, anxiety, and cranial neuropathies. The presence of such symptoms should therefore not discount consideration of SPS in children, especially because the full spectrum of associated signs and symptoms continues to expand. Personal and family history of autoimmune diseases was common; hence, it is important for clinicians to be aware of common comorbid autoimmune conditions and monitor their development over time. Diagnostic evaluation can aid in making the diagnosis of SPS in children, as most individuals in our series had positive anti-GAD65 antibody titers in the setting of a classic clinical phenotype. Individuals received a combination of immunotherapy as well as symptomatic pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic therapy. Nearly all described physical limitations and were unable to carry out previous activities. In our cohort, compared with individuals with the classic phenotype, those with PERM phenotypically have different presentations because of brainstem involvement, cortical involvement, and likely overall more body regions involved. Clinical presentation along with particular examination findings may help distinguish these phenotypes. In addition, the time to diagnosis appears shorter and the mRS score slightly greater in individuals with PERM phenotype compared with those with classic phenotype. The main limitations of this study and others dealing with rare conditions are (1) small sample size, (2) lack of prognostic biomarkers of disease severity or progression, and (3) treatment approaches that are not uniform and often involve a multimodal approach, leading to difficulty in understanding effects of individual treatments. Future collaborative studies will help to minimize these limitations and further our understanding of pathophysiology, optimal evaluation and management, and outcomes in this potentially debilitating disease." The author concluded, "This study describes our center's experience with pediatric onset SPS with the goal of increasing provider awareness of this debilitating but treatable disease. Collaborative studies in the future would help to further our understanding of the pathophysiology, ideal approach for the evaluation and management, and outcomes of this potentially debilitating disease." This is 1 of the 2 valid cases reported in the same literature article.  Upon SERM review Please downgrade the ‘As determined causality was updated ' from 'unknown ‘ to ‘No' for the event  Stiff person syndrome, Ophthalmoplegia, Dysmetria, Encephalomyelitis, Diplopia, Muscle tightness, Muscle spasms, Musculoskeletal stiffness, Dysarthria, Saccadic eye movement, Nystagmus, Muscle rigidity, Muscle spasticity, Bradykinesia, Hyperreflexia, Movement disorder and Myoclonus due to ‘alternate explanation'; Sender's Comments:  US-GLAXOSMITHKLINE-US2021GSK007042:same reporter

945757 01/15/2021 F Hypercalcemia; multiple myeloma; flu-like symptoms; myalgia; This case was reported in a literature article and described the occurrence of hypercalcemia in a 65-year-old female patient who received Flu unspecified (Influenza vaccine) for prophylaxis.  On an unknown date, the patient received Influenza vaccine. On an unknown date, less than a week after receiving Influenza vaccine, the patient experienced hypercalcemia (serious criteria hospitalization), multiple myeloma (serious criteria hospitalization and GSK medically significant), influenza-like symptoms (serious criteria hospitalization) and myalgia (serious criteria hospitalization). The patient was treated with rehydration fluid (nos) (Crystalloids), diuretics nos (Loop Diuretic (Nos)), calcitonin, pamidronic acid (Pamidronate), hemodialysis dialysate solution, bortezomib, lenalidomide, dexamethasone and zoledronic acid. On an unknown date, the outcome of the hypercalcemia, multiple myeloma, influenza-like symptoms and myalgia were recovered/resolved.   The reporter considered the hypercalcemia, multiple myeloma, influenza-like symptoms and myalgia to be related to Influenza vaccine.  Additional details were provided as follows: This case was reported in a literature article and described the occurrence of hypercalcemia in a 65-years old female patient, who was vaccinated with unspecified inactivated influenza vaccine (manufacturer unknown) for prophylaxis.  No information on patient's medical history, family history, concurrent condition or concomitant medication was provided. On an unspecified date, 5 days prior to presentation, the patient received unspecified inactivated influenza vaccine (administration route and site unspecified, dosage unknown; batch number not provided). The age of vaccination was not provided but it could be 64 years or 65 years.  On an unspecified date, an unknown period after the vaccination, the patient presented with subjective myalgias lasting 2 days. Vital signs were stable. Complete Blood Count (CBC) and basic metabolic panel (BMP) were unremarkable. Serum calcium was 10.8 mg/dl. The patient was discharged on supportive therapy. The patient presented a day later with persistent flu-like symptoms. Labs revealed serum calcium being above 22 mg/dl, normal renal function, total protein, albumin, ACE levels; clear UA with no albuminuria; low PTH and 1, 25-(OH)2-Vitamin D3 levels; elevated PTHrP & viscosity levels. 24-hour urine collection revealed proteinuria (550 mg). Peripheral blood smear revealed rouleaux formation. Computed tomography (CT) scans of the chest, abdomen and pelvis revealed no obvious malignancy. Quantitative immunoglobulins revealed elevated IgA (2415 mg/dl), and concurrent suppression of IgG and IgM levels. Quantitative serum light chain measurement revealed normal levels of kappa and lambda, with an elevated Kappa: Lambda ratio of 2:1. Serum Protein Electrophoresis (SPEP), Urine Protein Electrophoresis (UPEP), and serum immunofixation revealed IgA-Kappa multiple myeloma (MM). Given her severe-symptomatic hypercalcemia, the patient was treated with aggressive intravenous crystalloids, loop diuretics, calcitonin, pamidronate, and hemodialysis. The patient's calcium subsequently normalized to 10.1 mg/dl. Bone-marrow biopsy revealed intracytoplasmic kappa-restricted monoclonal plasma cells that occupied 40% of the marrow. Bone survey was negative for lytic lesions. The patient was started on bortezomib, lenalidomide, dexamethasone and monthly zoledronic acid; and the patient had not attained remission from myeloma yet. This case has been considered as serious due to hospitalization. The author commented, "Multiple myeloma (MM) is characterized by the neoplastic proliferation of immunoglobulin-producing plasma cells. Several cytokines, including IL-1, IL-6 and TNF-beta, derived from myeloma cells are thought to accelerate osteoclastic bone resorption and cause hypercalcemia through a paracrine mechanism. Our case is unique in that the patient initially had a normal serum calcium level that had increased rapidly to over 22 mg/dl within a period of 24 hours, had no renal failure or any bone involvement; and had a normal quantitative serum light chain measurement. It is theorized that the inactivated influenza vaccine given prior to presentation unmasked an atypical presentation of MM. This may be attributed to a vaccination induced cytokine storm, especially IL-6 mediated, that may be the key in the pathophysiology of hypercalcemia related to MM." This article corresponding to this case is not available for regulatory submission due to copyright restriction.Y

945758 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 F some of the liquid aerosolized and shot up and out; Syringe somewhat exploded; needle may not have been on all the way; A spontaneous report was received from a man concerning his wife, a female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced incorrect dose administered, syringe issue, and product administration error.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 30 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. During the administration, the reporter stated that when the nurse pushed the needle into the patient's muscle, the syringe somewhat exploded and some of the liquid aerosolized and shot up and out. The reporter stated that the nurse and pharmacist present during vaccine administration thought the needle may not have been on all the way which caused the issue. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the events, incorrect dose administered, syringe issue, and product administration error were considered resolved on 30 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Incorrect dose administered, Syringe issue, and Product administration error without any associated adverse events.

945759 12/31/2020 01/15/2021 16.0 F COVID-19 vaccine to a 16 year old; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 16-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) resulting in the event, COVID-19 vaccine to a 16 year old.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not reported.   On 31 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported. The reporter stated, the patient would like to receive dose two to complete the vaccine series.    The event, COVID-19 vaccine to a 16 year old, was considered resolved on 31 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 16-year-old, female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot-# and expiration date -unknown), reporting an unexpected event of drug administered to patient of inappropriate age. The event is assessed as not related to Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine.

945760 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945761 12/29/2020 01/15/2021 27 F Redness and swelling at the injection site; Redness and swelling at the injection site; Given in her lower arm in her tricep area and possibly given subcutaneously; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse who was a 27-year old, female patient who received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine and experienced given in her lower arm in her tricep area and possibly given subcutaneously and redness and swelling at the injection site.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A) subcutaneously in her lower arm tricep area for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29 Dec 2020, during vaccine administration, the patient noticed the vaccine was not being administered in her deltoid, but instead possibly subcutaneously in her lower arm, in the tricep area. She was unsure of the needle size as she did not see if at the time of vaccination. She reported experiencing injection site redness and swelling, which she typically experiences when getting the flu vaccine. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The event, given in her lower arm in her tricep area and possibly given subcutaneously, was considered resolved on 29 Dec 2020. The outcome of the events, redness and swelling at the injection site, was not reported.   The reported assessed the events, redness and swelling at the injection site, as related to study drug.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 27-year old, female subject, who experienced a non-serious event of injection site redness, injection site swelling, and wrong route of administration. The event of injection site redness, injection site swelling was expected, and wrong route of administration was unexpected. The events occurred one day after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 026L20a. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

945762 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 WA 55.0 55 F vaccine leaked out of patient's arm after administration; A spontaneous report  was received from a healthcare professional concerning a 55-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, vaccine leaked out of patient's arm after administration.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not reported.  On 30 Dec 2020 the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 037K20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 30 Dec 2020 some of the vaccine went into the patient's arm and then leaked back out.  The health care professional estimated the leakage amount to be about two drops or 0.1 mL. The patient had no other adverse events or reactions. Treatment information was not provided.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, vaccine leaked out of patient's arm after administration, was considered resolved on 30 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273, lot # Lot #037K20A. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incorrect dose administered.

945763 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 SD U Vaccination potentially administered below the deltoid muscle; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, vaccination potentially administered below the deltoid muscle.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported   On 28 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot #025J20-2A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 28 Dec 2020, a nurse administered the vaccine to the patient. Later, the nurse questioned whether it was given in the deltoid, or inadvertently administered slightly below the deltoid muscle. The patient reported no symptoms and no treatment was provided for the event.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The outcome of the event, vaccine potentially administered below the deltoid muscle, was considered resolved on 28 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of Product administered at inappropriate site for mRNA-1273, Lot #025J20-2A.  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of Product administered at inappropriate site.

945764 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 MA 44 F Product leaked out and dripped down her arm; Product leaked out and dripped down her arm; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare facility staff member  who was a 44-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the product leaked out and dripped down her arm.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided.   On 30 Dec 2020, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 0011J20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 30 Dec 2020, some of the product leaked out of the syringe and dripped down the patient's arm during vaccination. She denied experiencing any side effects. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events, product leaked out and dripped down her arm, was not provided.   The outcome of the events, product leaked out and dripped down her arm, was considered recovered on 30 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered and exposure via skin contact for mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 0011J20A). There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

945765 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 VA U Syringe leaked and the patient did not receive full dose; Vaccine leaked on patient or nurse's skin; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the events, the syringe leaked and the patient did not receive full dose, and the vaccine leaked on the patient or nurse's skin.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 30 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 30 Dec 2020, the pharmacist called to report that when they vaccinated the patient, the syringe leaked and the patient did not receive the full dose. The pharmacist stated that they are not sure if the vaccine leaked on the patient or on the nurse's skin. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The events, the syringe leaked and the patient did not receive full dose and the vaccine leaked on the patient or nurse's skin, were considered resolved on 30 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Incorrect dose administered and Exposure via skin contact without any associated adverse events.

945766 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 TN 66.0 66 F Some of the vaccine leaked out of the arm, like 2 drop; A spontaneous report was received from a non-health professional concerning a 66-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced some of the vaccine leaked out of the arm.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 30 Dec 2020, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot number: 011J20A) intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 30 Dec 2020, during vaccine administration, some of the vaccine leaked out of the patient's arm. She estimates leakage of approximately 2 drops. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the event, some of the vaccine leaked out of the arm, was considered resolved on 30 DEC 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 66-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), reporting Incorrect dose administered without any associated adverse events.

945767 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 IA 60.0 60 F Vaccine leaked out while being administered; A spontaneous report was received from a 60-year-old, female nurse, who was also the patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced vaccine leaked out while being administered.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not reported.  On 30 Dec 2020, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A) intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 30 Dec 2020, the vaccine leaked out while being administered. There was a puddle on the floor about the size of a quarter. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was unknown.   The event, vaccine leaked out while being administered, was considered resolved on 30 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A).  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

945768 12/29/2020 01/15/2021 U Inadvertent administration of Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine to a 17 year old patient; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 17-year-old patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced inadvertent administration of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine to a 17 year old patient.   The patient's medical history and concomitant product use were not provided.  On 29-Dec-2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 29-Dec-2020, the 17-year-old patient received the vaccine.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome of the event, inadvertent administration of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine to a 17 year old patient, was considered recovered on 29 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 17-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product administered to patient of inappropriate age without any associated adverse events.

945769 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 17.0 U Gave vaccine to a 17 year old; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare facility staff member concerning a 17-year-old patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) resulting in the event, gave vaccine to a 17 year old.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 30 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 30 Dec 2020, the healthcare staff member reported the Moderna COVID vaccine was given to a 17 year old patient. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, gave vaccine to a 17 year old, was considered resolved on 30 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age.

945770 12/31/2020 01/15/2021 NV 22.0 F Fainting; Dizziness; Body ache; Joint pain; A spontaneous report was received from a 22-year-old female consumer, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced dizziness, fainting, joint pain, and body aches.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 31 Dec 2020 at 13:30, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.     On 31 Dec 2020, after vaccine administration, the patient experienced dizziness, fainting, joint pain, and body aches. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome for the events, dizziness, fainting, joint pain, and body aches, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 22 year-old, female patient, who experienced events of dizziness, fainting, joint pain, and body aches. The events occurred on the same day after the first dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are assessed as possibly related.

945771 01/15/2021 F some of the vaccine leaked out and only got about 0.3 ml dose; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and some of the vaccine leaked out and she estimates she only got about 0.3 ml dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   Nurse called to report she had a patient who received the mRNA-1273 vaccine and stated some of the vaccine leaked out and she estimated she only got about a 0.3 mL dose. Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The event, some of the vaccine leaked out and she estimates she only got about 0.3 ml dose, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient of unreported age. The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of incomplete dose administered as some vaccine leaked out (only about 0.3ml dose given to patient). The event occurred on an unknown date during administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273. The sponsor considered the event as not related to mRNA-1273.
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945772 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 IL 36.0 36 F some of the dose gushed down/ran down her arm and lost some of it; some of the dose gushed down/ran down her arm and lost some of it; Soreness in the right arm at injection site; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer, who was a 36-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced some of the dose gushed down/ran down her arm and lost some of it and soreness in the right arm at injection site.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not reported.   On 30 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A) intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 30 Dec 2020, during vaccine administration, some of the vaccine dose gushed down/ran down the patient's arm and some of the dose was lost. On the same day, the patient began experiencing soreness in her right arm, at the injection site.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The event, some of the dose gushed down/ran down her arm and lost some of it, was considered resolved on 30 Dec 2020. The outcome of the event, soreness in the right arm at injection site, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 36 year old, female,  patient. The patient's medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of inappropriate dose administration as some of the dose gushed down her arm and lost some of it. The patient also experienced an expected event of soreness at the injection site. The events occurred on 30 Dec 2020 during the administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273.  The sponsor considered the event, soreness at the injection site as related to mRNA-1273. Pain at the site of injection is listed on the company's fact sheet for the healthcare providers. The sponsor considered the event of inappropriate dose administration and exposure via skin (as some of the dose gushed down the arm) as not related to mRNA-1273.

945773 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 RI 44.0 44 F Vaccine administered from vial which had been punctured for more than 6 hours; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 44-year old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) from a vial which had been punctured for more than 6 hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 30 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for COVID-19 infection prophylaxis.  On 30 Dec 2020, between 8:00-11:00 am, the patient was administered a vaccine dose from a vial that had been punctured on 29 Dec 2020 at 6:00 pm. No adverse events were reported. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, administered vaccine from vial which has been punctured for more than 6 hours, was considered resolved on 30 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns the 44-year old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273)  from a vial ,which had been punctured for more than 6 hours. On 30 Dec 2020, between 8:00-11:00 am, the patient was administered a vaccine dose from a vial that had been punctured on 29 Dec 2020 at 6:00 pm. No adverse events were reported. Reported event is unlisted for COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and causality assessment was assessed as not applicable.

945774 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 IL 17.0 17 F 17-Year-old patient was vaccinated; Sore arm; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 17-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine and experienced sore arm and 17-year-old patient was vaccinated.  The patient's medical history was not provided.  No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 30 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The vaccine was administered at a University's campus.  On 30 Dec 2020, the patient, a medical assistant, received the vaccine and did not inform the vaccinator of her age until after the vaccine was given. The patient experienced a sore arm after receiving the vaccine. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the event, 17-year-old patient was vaccinated, was resolved on 30 Dec 2020. The outcome of the event, sore arm, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 17 year old, female, patient.  The patient's medical history is not provided. The event occurred on 30 Dec 2020 during administration of the first dose of the mRNA-1273, lot # 026L20A. This report refers to an unexpected event of administration of mRNA-1273 to patient of inappropriate age (17 year old). The patient had an expected event of pain in arm during the injection.   The sponsor considered the event of vaccine administration to patient of inappropriate age as not related to mRNA-1273. The event of pain in arm is related to mRNA-1273 as 'pain at the site of injection' is the listed event on the company's fact sheet for the healthcare providers.

945775 01/15/2021 F Very serious reaction 12 minutes later; A spontaneous report was received from a female consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced a very serious reaction 12 minutes later.   The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant product use was not reported.   On an unknown date, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unknown date, within 12 minutes of vaccine administration, the patient experienced a very serious reaction. The patient was taken to the emergency room (ER) via emergency medical services (EMS). No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome for the event, very serious reaction 12 minutes later, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns an female, who experienced a serious unexpected event of vaccination complication. The event occurred approximately 12 minutes after first dose of mRNA-1273, (Lot# unknown) administration. There is no information available regarding medical history and concomitant medications. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

945776 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945777 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945778 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945779 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945780 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945781 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945782 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945783 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945784 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945785 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945786 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945787 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945788 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945789 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945790 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945791 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945792 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945793 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945794 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945795 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945796 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945797 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945798 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945799 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945800 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945801 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945802 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945803 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range. The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945804 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945805 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945806 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945807 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945808 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945809 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945810 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945811 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945812 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945813 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945814 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945815 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945816 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945817 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945818 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945819 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945820 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945821 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945822 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945823 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945824 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945825 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945826 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945827 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945828 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945829 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945830 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945831 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945832 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945833 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945834 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945835 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945836 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945837 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945838 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945839 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945840 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945841 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945842 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945843 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945844 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945845 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945846 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945847 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945848 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945849 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945850 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945851 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945852 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945853 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945854 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945855 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945856 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945857 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945858 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945859 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945860 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945861 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945862 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945863 01/15/2021 NM U A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range. The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported. On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided. Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported. The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945864 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945865 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945866 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945867 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945868 01/15/2021 NM U A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range. The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported. On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided. Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported. The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945869 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945870 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945871 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945872 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945873 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945874 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945875 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945876 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945877 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945878 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945879 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945880 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945881 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945882 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945883 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945884 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945885 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945886 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945887 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report (United States) was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945888 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945889 01/15/2021 NM U A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range. The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported. On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided. Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported. The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945890 01/15/2021 NM U A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range. The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported. On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided. Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported. The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945891 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945892 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range. The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945893 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945894 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945895 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945896 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

945897 12/23/2020 01/15/2021 CA 37 F Did not receive a full dose; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 37-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and did not receive the full dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided/unknown by the reporter.  On 23 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 025J202A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The nurse reported that a possible administration error may have occurred because she did not screw on the hub properly. The patient did not receive a full dose. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided/unknown.   The event, patient did not receive the full dose, was considered resolved on 23 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 37-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 025J202A), reporting did not receive a full dose without any associated adverse events.

945898 01/01/2021 01/15/2021 NY 17.0 U Person who first dose of Moderna vaccine...was a 17 year old; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 17-year-old consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and was at an inappropriate age at vaccine administration.                           The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 01 Jan 2021 prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.     On 01 JAN 2021, a 17-year-old patient was given the vaccine and is outside the lower age limit for Moderna's mRNA-1273 vaccine. No adverse events were reported.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The event, inappropriate age at vaccine administration, was considered resolved on 01 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 17 year old patient.  The patient's medical history is not provided.  The event occurred on 01 Jan 2021 during administration of the first dose of the mRNA-1273. This report refers to a case of medication error where mRNA-1273  has been administered to the patient of inappropriate age.  There were no reported adverse  reaction associated with this case.

945899 01/02/2021 01/15/2021 TX 65.0 65 F Loss of range of motion; Can't sleep; Pain at the injection site; Vaccine was given in the left deltoid bursa instead of the deltoid muscle; A spontaneous report was received from a 65 year-old, female physician, who is also the patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced vaccine was given in the left deltoid bursa instead of the deltoid muscle, loss of range of motion, can't sleep, and pain at the injection site. The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 02 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011L20A) intramurally in the left deltoid bursa for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. On 02 Jan 2021, the patient reported she had been given the vaccine in the wrong location. The vaccine was given in the left deltoid bursa instead of the deltoid muscle. The patient was also experiencing loss of range of motion, pain at the injection site, and she also can't sleep. Treatment information was not provided. Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was unknown. The event vaccine was given in the left deltoid bursa instead of the deltoid muscle was considered resolved on 02 Jan 2021. The events loss of range of motion, can't sleep, and pain at the injection site were considered not recovered/not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of 65 year old female patient who experienced non-serious unexpected events of vaccine was given in the left deltoid bursa instead of the deltoid muscle for mRNA-1273, lot #  011L20A. The patient experienced loss of range of motion, pain at the injection site, and can't sleep. Onset latency was not provided.  De-challenge and re-challenge are not applicable. Based on the information provided the events of vaccine was given in the left deltoid bursa instead of the deltoid muscle, loss of range of motion and can't sleep are assessed as unlikely related to mRNA-1273 as this is due to product administration error. The event of pain at the injection site is included in the known safety profile of the vaccine, hence a causal association cannot be excluded.

945900 12/31/2020 01/15/2021 F Anaphylactic shock; A spontaneous report was received from a female consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine and experienced anaphylactic shock.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.   On 31 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 31 Dec 2020, after vaccine administration, the patient experienced anaphylactic shock and was taken to the hospital. No treatment information was provided.  On 01 Jan 2021, the patient reported feeling much better.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, anayphylactic shock, was considered resolved on 01 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient with unknown medical history, who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), and who experienced the serious unlisted event of anaphylactic shock. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the event on the day of vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event was considered possibly related to the vaccine.
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945901 12/31/2020 01/15/2021 NY F Needle fell off of the cartridge; Couple of drops of vaccine fell onto elbow; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional, who was also a female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine, and experienced needle fell off the cartridge, and couple drops of vaccine fell onto her elbow.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 31 Dec 2020, 0 hours prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 31 Dec 2020, during vaccine administration, the patient reported the needle fell off the cartridge when the nurse was injecting the vaccine, and a couple drops of vaccine fell onto her elbow. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The events, needle fell off the cartridge, and couple drops of vaccine fell onto her elbow, were considered resolved on 31 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient of an unknown age. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not provided. The patient experienced a non serious event of needle fell off the cartridge, and couple of drops of vaccine fell onto her elbow. The event occurred on the same day as the first dose of the mRNA-1273. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Additional information is required for further assessment.

945902 01/01/2021 01/15/2021 F Vaccine given to 16 year old; A spontaneous report  was received from a pharmacist concerning a 16-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) resulting in the event, vaccine given to a 16 year old.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 1 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 1 Jan 2021, vaccine was given to a 16-year-old, per the pharmacist. The patient had no reported adverse reactions. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccine given to 16 year old, was considered resolved on 1 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age for mRNA-1273.   There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

945903 01/02/2020 01/15/2021 IN 53 F Some of the dose squirted out on her; A spontaneous report was received from a health care professional, concerning a 54-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced incomplete dose administered.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 02 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number unknown) intramuscularly, in right arm, for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 02 Jan 2021, the patient stated that some of the dose squirted out on her.  No treatment information was reported.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, incomplete dose administered, was considered resolved on 02 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incorrect dose administered.

945904 12/24/2020 01/15/2021 NY F 16 year old was inadvertently given the Moderna COVID 19 vaccine; A spontaneous report (United States) was received from a pharmacist concerning a 16-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) resulting in the event, 16 year old received vaccine. The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 24 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 025J20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated that the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine was inadvertently given to the patient by one of their staff with the consent of the parent. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was unknown.   The event, 16 year old received vaccine, was considered resolved on 24 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age for mRNA-1273, lot # 025J20A. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age.

945905 12/31/2020 01/15/2021 MT 29.0 29 F Achy neck; Stiff neck; Monocyte was high; Diarrhea; Passed out; Very dizzy; Chills; Headache; Fatigue; Walking across a room takes breath out; Lightheaded; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer, who was a 29-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the events, passed out, very dizzy, lightheaded, fatigue, walking across a room takes breath out, headache, chills, diarrhea, monocyte was high, and stiff and achy neck.   The patient's medical history was not provided.  Concomitant product use included acetylsalicylic acid.  On 31 Dec 2020, approximately one day prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  During the morning hours of 01 Jan 2021, the patient passed out, felt dizzy, lightheaded, fatigued, had a headache, and chills. The patient reported that walking across a room took the breath out of her.    On 02 Jan 2021 the patient experienced diarrhea in the evening.   On 03 Jan 2021 the patient presented to the emergency room but was not admitted. Her monocyte count was high, but other lab results were normal.  Her headache was treated with anti-migraine medication intravenously.  She stated she was still experiencing dizziness and her neck was still achy and stiff.  No additional treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome of the events, passed out, lightheaded, fatigue, walking across a room takes breath out, headache, chills, diarrhea, and monocyte was high, was unknown.  The events, dizziness and stiff and achy neck, were considered not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 29-year-old female patient  with unknown medical history, who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 0371C20A), and who experienced the serious unlisted event of Syncope, the non-serious listed events of diarrhea, chills, headache, and fatigue, and the non-serious unlisted events of Dizziness, Monocyte count increased, Musculoskeletal stiffness, Dizziness (lightheadedness), Neck pain, and Dyspnoea.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events on the day after vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.  The events may be explained by an undiagnosed viral illness based on the constellation of symptoms and elevated monocyte count.

945906 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 MD 34.0 F Muscle pain, joint pain, body ache, headache, head pressure, and intermittent dizziness/vertigo; Muscle pain, joint pain, body ache, headache, head pressure, and intermittent dizziness/vertigo; Muscle pain, joint pain, body ache, headache, head pressure, and intermittent dizziness/vertigo; Muscle pain, joint pain, body ache, headache, head pressure, and intermittent dizziness/vertigo; Muscle pain, joint pain, body ache, headache, head pressure, and intermittent dizziness/vertigo; Muscle pain, joint pain, body ache, headache, head pressure, and intermittent dizziness/vertigo; Muscle pain, joint pain, body ache, headache, head pressure, and intermittent dizziness/vertigo; This is a spontaneous report from other health professional. A 34-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: EJ1686, via an unspecified route of administration from 06Jan2021 11:00 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included Sulfa sensitivity (but allergy not confirmed). Historical vaccine included BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number: EH9899, from  18Dec2020 for covid-19 immunization (1st dose). Concomitant medication included lisdexamfetamine mesilate (VYVANSE) and drospirenone, ethinylestradiol (OCELLA), drospirenone, ethinylestradiol (YASMIN).  On 06Jan2021 12:00, the patient experienced muscle pain, joint pain, body ache, headache, head pressure, and intermittent dizziness/vertigo. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures on 26Aug2020 which included Nasal Swab/ Covid test with negative result; then on 18Dec2020, COVID Antibody Test and COVID Antibody Test both with negative results. The outcome of event was not recovered. No treatment was received/required due to the events.   No follow-up attempts possible. No further information expected. Information on the batch number has been obtained.

945907 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 NY 37.0 F Tiredness; headache; muscle pain; fever; feeling unwell; nausea; joints pain; injection site swelling/redness; injection site swelling/redness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 37-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE),Batch/lot number: EK9231, intramuscular in the right arm, from 07Jan2021 07:45 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. On 08Jan2021 02:30, the patient experienced tiredness, headache, muscle pain, fever, feeling unwell, nausea, joints pain and injection site swelling/redness. The outcome of events was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts possible. No further information expected. Information on the batch number has been obtained.

945908 01/15/2021 F Very tiny bit of a headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age started received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization, alprazolam (XANAX), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date to an unspecified date at an unspecified dosage regimen for an unspecified indication. Medical history included headache from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing (known to have headaches since her husband passed away in May2020). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine 2 hours (as reported) and experienced very tiny bit of a headache on an unspecified date. The action taken in response to the event for alprazolam was unknown. The patient inquired if they can take ibuprofen. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

945909 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 CO 62.0 F Left sided facial neuropathy, cheek, nose, ear and tingling lips; Left sided facial neuropathy, cheek, nose, ear and tingling lips; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP.  A 62-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot EL3246, intramuscularly on 05Jan2021 16:00 at single dose  for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included arthritis (degenerative arthritis). There were no concomitant medications. Anatomical Location: Arm Left  Facility location: Hospital. The patient did not eceived any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced left sided facial neuropathy, cheek, nose, ear and tingling lips on 05Jan2021 16:45 with outcome of not recovered. The action taken was not applicable. No treatment received; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported events due to temporal association. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators as appropriate.

945910 12/19/2020 01/15/2021 WA M felt a little bit dizzy; lightheaded; a little clammy; had tingling in the legs; general malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician, the patient. A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), Lot number: EK5730 & Expiry: 31Mar2021, via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 (at an unspecified age) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included severe allergic reaction to a plant, reported as 23 years ago, and he has not had any other type of allergic reaction and hasn't had any reactions to any vaccine. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 19Dec2020, reported as within 10 minutes of receiving the vaccine, the patient felt a little bit dizzy, lightheaded, a little clammy, and had tingling in the legs, all of which went away quickly afterwards, within 5 minutes.  The patient also had the typical side effects after receiving the vaccine such as general malaise for 24 hours. He had felt fine ever since then. The patient was supposed to receive his second dose "tonight or tomorrow morning" and queried whether there was any guidance on pre-medicating with diphenhydramine (BENADRYL). The clinical outcome of the events felt a little bit dizzy, lightheaded, a little clammy, had tingling in the legs, and general malaise were resolved on Dec2020.

945911 12/24/2020 01/15/2021 TX 48.0 F Had COVID infection 10 days after the getting the vaccine; Had COVID infection 10 days after the getting the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 48-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EK5730), intramuscular in right arm on 24Dec2020 09:00 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to Covid vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with Covid-19 prior to vaccination. Patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Physician would like to know if her patient can receive second dose of vaccine. Patient received vaccine 10 days ago. On 05Jan2021, the patient had Covid infection 10 days after the getting the vaccine. No treatment was received for the event. Patient tested positive for Covid after receiving vaccine. The patient underwent lab test  which included nasal swab: positive on 04Jan2021. The outcome of the event was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported COVID 19 infection based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 10 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

945912 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 IL 51.0 F Fever; chills; muscle aches; headache; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This 51--year-old female nurse reported for herself received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number: EL1283/expiration date: unknown), via unknown route of administration, on 07Jan2021at 12:00 PM (at the age of 51 years old) as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization at workplace clinic. Relevant medical history included chronic Fatigue. The patient have known allergies to penicillin (PCN). Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included ferrous sulfate 65 mg, daily. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EJ1685/expiration date: unknown) on 17Dec2020 at 01:00 PM (at the age of 51 years old) as a single dose in the left arm via unknown route of administration for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 08Jan2021 at 12:00 AM, after the second dose, the patient experienced fever, chills, muscle aches, headache, fatigue. No treatment was received for the events fever, chills, muscle aches, headache, fatigue. The outcome of the events fever, chills, muscle aches, headache, fatigue was unknown. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

945913 12/18/2020 01/15/2021 NC 47.0 F Lightheaded; flushed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 47-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on 18Dec2020 (Batch/lot number: EJ1685) at a single dose on left arm, and received the second dose, intramuscular on 08Jan2021 (Batch/lot number: EK9231) at a single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced lightheaded and flushed on an unspecified date. Treatment not received for the adverse events. The outcome of the events was recovering. The events were assessed as non-serious. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was Hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

945914 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 CA 62.0 F chills; fever; intense body pain all over; headache; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 62-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3249), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 17:30 in right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypopituitarism from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EJ1685), on 18Dec2020 10:45 in left arm at single dose. Concomitant medication included second dose of varicella zoster vaccine rge (cho) (SHINGRIX) for immunization, hydrocortisone acetate (CORTEF), levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), desmopressin acetate (DDAVP), simvastatin, estrogens conjugated, medroxyprogesterone acetate (PREMPRO) and losartan potassium (LO). On 06Jan2021 08:00, the patient experienced chills, fever, intense body pain all over, headache and nausea. No treatment was given to the patient for the events. The patient recovered from the events in Jan2021. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the hospital. The patient received SHINGRIX within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The events were considered non serious as it did not result in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect.

945915 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 NE M Pain at injection site; Transient fever; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An adult male patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at a single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at a single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced pain at injection site, transient fever, and chills on 06Jan2021. No treatment received for adverse events. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test result = Negative on Dec2020.  The outcome of the events was recovering. The events were assessed as non-serious. It was unknown if patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. List of any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination was also unknown Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19 on Dec2020, result was negative.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

945916 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 TX 27.0 F Significant painful lymphadenopathy in the R axilla; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 27-year-old female patient received the the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot:EL3248), intramuscularly in the right arm, on 06Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient has no medical history. The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medications included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC [CETIRIZINE HYDROCHLORIDE]) and OCP.  The patient experienced significant painful lymphadenopathy in the right axilla on 07Jan2021 20:00 with outcome of not recovered. The outcome of the event was not recovered. The patient did not receive treatment for the event. The patient did not have Covid prior to vaccination. The patient has not been tested for Covid post-vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.

945917 01/15/2021 F Caller received the first dose of covid 19 vaccine and tested positive for covid.; Caller received the first dose of covid 19 vaccine and tested positive for covid.; Caller received the first dose of covid 19 vaccine and tested positive for covid.; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable other health professional (patient) reported that a female (age: 22; unit: not reported) patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of COVID 19 vaccine and tested positive for COVID on an unspecified date. She was under quarantine and wanted to know when and if she should get the second dose. Due date for second dose is 11Jan2021. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid-19: positive on an unspecified date. The outcome of event was unknown.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (Covid-19 test positive) with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.

945918 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 F had her 1st dose of Covid vaccine yesterday and started experiencing all expected side effects today including lost of smell and taste/ Rapid PCR Test which came back positive; had her 1st dose of Covid vaccine yesterday and started experiencing all expected side effects today including lost of smell and taste/ Rapid PCR Test which came back positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had her 1st dose of COVID vaccine yesterday, 07Jan2021 and started experiencing all expected side effects today (08Jan2021) including loss of smell and taste. She also had a Rapid PCR test done today which came back positive. She wanted to know if this could be a false positive result from the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

945919 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 M he "feels heated up, on the inside" from the waist up; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (spouse). An-82-year-old male patient received bnt162b2  (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. In Jan 2021, the patient experienced he "feels heated up, on the inside" from the waist up. The patient did not report fever.  The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on lot number/batch number was requested.

945920 12/19/2020 01/15/2021 FL 44.0 F Right arm pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 44-year-old non-pregnant female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: Eh9899), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on19Dec2020 10:30 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient has no relevant medical history. Patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 19 December 2020, the patient experienced right arm pain. No treatment was given for the event. The outcome of the event was recovered. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.

945921 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 NV 48.0 M chills; tonsillitis/tonsils were inflamed; uvulitis/uvula were inflamed; body malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 48-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), lot number: EH9899, then intramuscular on left arm from 06Jan2021 08:15 to 06Jan2021 08:15 as SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included eczema.  Historical Vaccine includes: first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 16Dec2020 09:15. Concomitant medication included halobetasol propionate 0.05% ointment. On 07Jan2021, experienced body malaise (after 24 hours of receiving vaccine). On 08Jan2021, the patient experienced uvulitis, tonsillitis (after 48 hours of receiving the vaccine). The patient suddenly woke up from sleep feeling something was in his throat. Looked in the mirror and my uvula & tonsils were inflamed. On 08Jan2021, 08:00am, the patient experienced chills. No other symptoms accompanying the swelling of tonsils, uvula. The patient underwent nasal swab, L UMIRADX SARS-COV-2 AG test on 21Dec2020 with negative result. The outcome of the events was recovering at the time of the report. No treatment was given for the events.

945922 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 AL 37.0 F Fever max of 104; Body aches; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration; first dose (lot EH9899) on 16Dec2020 19:00 (07:00 P.M.) and then the second dose (lot EJ1685) on 06Jan2021 08:00 A.M.; both at a single dose on the left arm as COVID vaccine. Medical history included hypertension; known allergies to sulfa, milk, and iv contrast. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had known allergies to doxycycline, morphine, oxycodone hydrochloride/oxycodone terephthalate/paracetamol (TYLOX), and ceftriaxone sodium (ROCEPHIN). The patient experienced fever max of 104 with Motrin and Tylenol 2 days, body aches, fatigue, all on 06Jan2021 19:00 that were assessed as non-serious in which did not result in death, not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. The events resulted to a doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. She was vaccinated in a hospital (facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered). She did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and did not receive any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. She was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. She had been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination in which lab data included nasal swab Send off pending results and rapid test was negative, both on 08Jan2021. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of fever max of 104 while treatment was not received for the rest of events. The outcome of the events was recovering.

945923 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 NM 38.0 F dry, tight, scratchy throat; dry, tight, scratchy throat; dry, tight, scratchy throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 38-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EL0142) intramuscular on 06Jan2021 18:15 (06:15 PM) at a single dose for COVID vaccine. Medical history included anxiety; known allergies to latex, penicillin, wheat, gluten. Concomitant medications were not reported. It was unknown if the patient was pregnant at the time of vaccination. It was unknown if the patient received other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and there were no documented other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient was vaccinated in a hospital (facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered). On 06Jan2021 18:15, the patient complained of dry, tight, scratchy throat after receiving vaccine; assessed as non-serious in which did not result in death, not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. The patient was monitored and instructed to monitor at home. Treatment was not received for the events. It was unknown if she was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and also unknown if she had COVID-19 tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was unknown.

945924 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 GA 29.0 F body aches; Nausea; vomiting; fatigue; headache; lymphadenopathy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 29-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 07Jan2021 08:00 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history included ankylosing spondylitis, migraine, anxiety, and insomnia. Concomitant medications included fluvoxamine (FLUVOXAMINE), and adalimumab (ADALIMUMAB). The patient previously received the first dose of PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE (lot/batch number: EJ1685) via unknown route of administration on the left arm on 17Dec2020 17:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. On 07Jan2021 18:00, the patient experienced Nausea, vomiting, fatigue, headache, lymphadenopathy, and body aches. Prior to vaccination the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events.  The patient recovered from the events in Jan2021.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

945925 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 PA 38.0 F sore throat; Fatigue; fever; injection site soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 38-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number/expiration date: unknown), via uknown route of administration, on 06Jan2021 at 11:15 AM (at the age of 38 years old) as a single dose in the right arm for COVID-19 immunization at hospital facility. Relevant medical history included anxiety and depression. The patient has known allergies to sulfa drugs. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications were not provided. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 06Jan2021 evening, the patient experienced injection site soreness at 6:30 PM, fatigue and fever at 7:30 PM. Fatigue and fever were gone by morning. Injection site soreness faded every day. On 08Jan2021, the patient experienced sore throat. No treatment was received for the events injection site soreness, fatigue, fever and sore throat. The outcome of the events injection site soreness, fatigue, fever and sore throat was recovering. The patient was not pregnant at time of vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19 via COVID test Nasal Swab on 08Jan2021 with pending result.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

945926 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 SC 53.0 F Chills; body ache; headache; insomnia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 53-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), intramuscular on the right arm on 07Jan2021 16:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included depression. Patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medication included duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA).  The patient experienced chills, body ache, headache, insomnia on 08Jan2021 02:00. Outcome of the events was not recovered. No treatment was given for the adverse events. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested since the vaccination. Information of lot/batch number has been requested.

945927 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 IN 21.0 F chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient. A 21-year old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), Lot number: EL0142, intramuscularly in the left deltoid on 06Jan2021 at 08:00 (at the age of 21-years-old) at 0.3 "mg" as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included birth control use and obesity. Concomitant medications included ongoing ethinylestradiol/norgestimate (SPRINTEC) tablet for birth control. The patient did not receive any vaccinations within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient previously took methylphenidate hydrochloride (CONCERTA) 27 mg and experienced lack of appetite and was still having sleepiness (insomnia she guessed) and therefore was dropped to 18 mg and still had side effects; as well as guanfacine. On 07Jan2021 at 21:00, the patient experienced chills. She thought it was just her mom's house being cold, but she had a little bit of a chill all day today (08Jan2021). She didn't have a fever. The last time she took her temperature it was 98.5 degrees Fahrenheit, which was normal for her. The caller stated she did have a slower metabolism when it came to medication. She didn't know 100% if she hadn't been exposed to COVID, as she worked in healthcare and worked last on Monday. The event, chills, did not prompt an emergency room or physician office visit. The caller was worried if this was a normal side effect of the vaccine or if she was getting sick with COVID. She would go through with the COVID test she had scheduled for "tomorrow morning" as she was still experiencing side effects. The chills stayed the same or were a little worse. The clinical outcome of chills was not resolved.

945928 12/17/2020 01/15/2021 OH 33.0 F With first shot just body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 33-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EH9899), intramuscular in right arm on 17Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included depression. Patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO). Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient experienced with first shot just body aches on an unspecified date. No treatment was received for the adverse event. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event was recovered.

945929 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 NM 45.0 F Patient complained of left arm pain radiating to jaw and temples radiating to neck pain after injection; Patient complained of left arm pain radiating to jaw and temples radiating to neck pain after injection; Patient complained of left arm pain radiating to jaw and temples radiating to neck pain after injection; Patient complained of left arm pain radiating to jaw and temples radiating to neck pain after injection; This is a spontaneous report form a contactable physician. A 45-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number: EL0142, expiry date: not reported) intramuscular, on 07Jan2021 07:30 AM on Arm Left at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. COVID-19 vaccine was administered at a hospital. Medical history was not reported. It was unknown if patient was pregnant at the time of vaccination. She did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was unknown if the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 08Jan2021 07:30 AM, the patient complained of left arm pain radiating to jaw and temples radiating to neck pain after injection. Treatment was not received for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was unknown.

945930 01/15/2021 38.0 M right sided facial tingling after receiving his first vaccination/ numbness and tingling lasted approx. 3 days; right sided facial tingling after receiving his first vaccination/ numbness and tingling lasted approx. 3 days; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional. A 38-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot/batch number not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in right deltoid muscle on an unspecified date at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, patient was seen at the COVID Vaccine Clinic today for his second dose of the COVID 19 vaccination (Lot number: EK9231). He denied any history of previous adverse reactions to other vaccines but does note he had tingling to the right side of his face after his first dose that lasted 3 days. He was given the Pfizer vaccination in the right deltoid muscle. During his 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience tingling to right side of face. Patient states he had right sided facial tingling after receiving his first vaccination but was not evaluated in the medical bay. He states the numbness and tingling lasted approx. 3 days. Denied weakness in right sided facial muscles at that time. Stable to go home and follow up with PCP. The outcome of the events was recovered.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information regarding lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

945931 12/20/2020 01/15/2021 CA 59.0 F muscle soreness at greater injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 59-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number=EJ1685), intramuscular in left arm on 20Dec2020 16:00 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetes and hypertension. Patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Patient has no allergies to medications, food or other products. The patient's concomitant medications included prescribed medication (unspecified). The patient experienced muscle soreness at greater injection site on 21Dec2020 at 06:00 AM. No treatment was received for the adverse event. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event was recovered.

945932 12/31/2020 01/15/2021 27.0 F A series of several bumps have turned into sores inside of her mouth/ located on the right side of mouth inside the gum of her back bottom teeth and now turning into clusters of blisters; A series of several bumps have turned into sores inside of her mouth/ located on the right side of mouth inside the gum of her back bottom teeth and now turning into clusters of blisters; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 27-year-old female patient  received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EJ1686), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 31Dec2020 at 02:45 PM at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included Covid-19. Prior to vaccination, patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 05Jan2021 at 05:45 PM, the patient experienced series of several bumps have turned into sores inside of her mouth. They are located on the right side of her mouth inside the gum of her back bottom teeth. They are now turning into clusters of blisters. It was unknown whether treatment was received for the adverse events. Since the vaccination, patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

945933 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 CA 63.0 F mid-grade fever with a temperature of 100.4 degrees F. The temperature peaked 101.4 degrees F last night.; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 63-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 28Dec2020 11:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included asthma, sulfur/sulfameds allergies, and iodine dye allergies. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications included estradiol (ESTROGEN), progesterone, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), allergy shots, and multivitamin. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 04Jan2021 18:00, the patient experienced chills and were continuing today. She was experiencing a mid-grade fever with a temperature of 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit on 04Jan2021. The temperature peaked 101.4 degrees Fahrenheit last night (07Jan2021). The adverse events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included rapid nasal pharyngeal COVID test which showed unknown results on 07Jan2021. Outcome of the events was not recovered. The events were considered non-serious by the reporter.

945934 01/01/2021 01/15/2021 M It felt like a viral meningitis; arm soreness; feel some tension; migraine headache; body started shaking; chills/Rigors; temperature 104; I had sensitivity that I never had; headache; photophobia; Sinophobia; paresthesia/tingling sensation along my upper extremity; I felt like I was freezing; I didn't feel comfortable; vertigo; nausea; hard time to focus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient himself). A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  He didn't have any allergies. He was in good health, no underlying issue. He never had a surgery. In Jan2021, patient got the vaccine last night around. It started with arm soreness. Around 10:00 am he started to feel some tension, migraine headache. Around 11:00 he felt his body started shaking. He had chills, rigors and temperature 104. For 5-6 hours he had sensitivity that he never had. Patient had a headache, photophobia, sinophobia, paresthesia and tingling sensation along his upper extremity. he felt like he was freezing. He didn't feel comfortable. It resolved afterwards, he felt no weakness, no facial paralysis. It felt like a viral meningitis. He also had vertigo, nausea and hard time to focus. Outcome of events were unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the event viral meningitis with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

945935 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 NM 40.0 F Anxiety; Headache; Seeing stars; Chest tightness; Hand tremor; SOB; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 40-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EL1284; Expiration date was not reported), intramuscularly on the left arm on 06Jan2021 (10:15) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history included migraines; heart murmur with surgery; grand mal seizure that has resolved; and contrast dye allergy. Concomitant medications included sumatriptan and norethindrone [norethisterone]. The patient previously took phenytoin, iodine, terconazole, tramadol and cetirizine; and had allergies with these medications. On 06Jan2021 (10:15), the patient was seeing stars; had chest tightness; hand tremor; and shortness of breath (SOB). The patient was referred to the Urgent Care Clinic due to these events. On 06Jan2021 (12:30), at the Urgent Clare Clinic, the patient had anxiety and headache. The patient had received acetaminophen, diphenhydramine, ibuprofen and water as treatment for the events, 'seeing stars', 'chest tightness', 'hand tremor' and 'shortness of breath'; and was provided with education on managing anxiety. The outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021 for 'seeing stars', 'chest tightness', 'hand tremor' and 'shortness of breath'; and was unknown for 'headache' and 'anxiety'. The patient did not have COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and was not tested post-vaccination.

945936 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 OR 64.0 M Facial tingling, itching and redness; Facial tingling, itching and redness; Facial tingling, itching and redness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 64-year-old male patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), intramuscular in the right arm on 08Jan2021 10:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included mild adrenal insufficiency. Concomitant medication included hydrocortisone to 06Jan2021. The patient previously took lidocaine and experienced allergies to lidocaine and first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient experienced facial tingling, itching and redness on 08Jan2021 10:45. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of facial tingling, itching and redness and included treatment with self administered chlorpheniramine 12 mg. Outcome of the events was recovered on Jan2021. The events were considered non-serious by the reporter.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

945937 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 FL M Fever 101; Headaches; Bodyaches; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. An adult male patient started to receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number Ek4231), via an unspecified route of administration from 06Jan2021 09:00 to 06Jan2021 09:00 at a single dose for an unspecified indication. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient took the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE on 16Dec2020. It was reported that the patient experienced Fever 101, Headaches, Bodyaches and Fatigue on 06Jan2021. The patient took Tylenol as treatment. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date in Jan2021.

945938 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 24.0 F nausea; headache; palpitation; chills; Fatigued; took my temperature orally and ran a fever of 101.7; first dose of bnt162b2 on 18Dec2020 at 12:30 PM, second dose on 05Jan2021 at 16:00; first dose of bnt162b2 on 18Dec2020 at 12:30 PM, second dose on 05Jan2021 at 16:00; soreness/body aches; initially had injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 24-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0142), intramuscularly on 05Jan2021 at 16:00 on Left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. Medical history included Atopic Dermatitis and had Known allergies with Nickel, Cobalt, Dust Mites, Grass pollen. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications reported as no. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1685) intramuscularly on 18Dec2020 at 12:30 PM on Left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization at age of 24-year-old. The patient initially had injection site pain and soreness on 05Jan2021. On 06Jan2021 she went to work and was fatigued with body aches, nausea, headache, palpitation and chills during her shift at 07:00 AM. She came home and took her temperature orally and ran a fever of 101.7 that evening on 06Jan2021. She took acetaminophen and managed to lower the fever. As of today 08Jan2021, current complaints were fatigue, body aches, and a headache. Since the vaccination, patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of event fever included acetaminophen. The outcome of the events fatigue, body aches and headache was not recovered; outcome of event Fever was recovered on 08Jan2021; outcome of the other events was unknown. The report was reported as non-serious, with seriousness criteria-Results in death: No; Life threatening: No; Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No; Disabling/Incapacitating: No; Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.

945939 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 CA 46.0 F Redness and swelling on injection site; Redness and swelling on injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A 46-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL3246), intramuscular in the left arm on 06Jan2021 15:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included colecalciferol (VITAMIN D) and Estro-Aid. The patient previously took the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Ek5730), intramuscular in the right arm on 17Dec2020 at the age of 46-year-old for COVID-19 immunization and experienced mild cough. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 07Jan2021 20:00, the patient experienced redness and swelling on injection site. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was recovering. The events were considered non-serious by the reporter.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

945940 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 OK 41.0 F Nausea; dizziness; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: El1283), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 08Jan2021 08:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included migraine and seasonal allergies. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient have no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications included melatonin and levocetirizine dihydrochloride (XYZAL). The patient previously took the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Eh9899), intramuscular in the left arm on 18Dec2020 at the age of 41-year-old for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 08Jan2021 09:30, the patient experienced nausea, dizziness, fever. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was not recovered. The events were considered non-serious by the reporter.

945941 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 WA 27.0 M injection site pain; tiredness; headache; muscle pain; chills; joint pain; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional(patient). A 27 years old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EK9231) via Intramuscular on 06Jan2021 18:00 at single dose in the arm left for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 07Jan2021 04:00 PM, the patient experienced injection site pain, tiredness, headache, muscle pain, chills, joint pain and fever. The patient did not receive any treatment. Outcome of events was recovering.

945942 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 F I have latent TB and am diagnosed with herpes 1 and 2; I have latent TB and am diagnosed with herpes 1 and 2; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Patient had the first dose of the vaccine on 11Jan2021 and she/he had pre-existing conditions. A long time ago, she/he had 2 tachycardia episodes and was sensitive to epinephrine. Patient had latent TB and was diagnosed with herpes 1 and 2 in Jan2021. Outcome of events were unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the events "latent PTB and Herpes 1 and 2" with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

945943 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 MA 66.0 F Flu-like symptoms; lethargy; athralgias; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable consumer. A 66-year-old female patient received her second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 07Jan2021 08:00, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization, in the hospital. Medical history included Meniere's disease and penicillin allergy. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient had no other medications in two weeks. Historical vaccine included the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 17Dec2020, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced flu-like symptoms, lethargy, athralgias and fatigue on 08Jan2021 at 21:45. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

945944 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 45.0 F significant muscle aches; chills; joint pain; Neck pain with headache that night; Neck pain with headache that night; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional. A 45-year-old non-pregnant female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as COVID 19 vaccine; unknown lot number and expiration date), intramuscular right arm on 06Jan2021 14:00 [02:00 PM] at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. Medical history included breast cancer and had covid-19 prior vaccination. The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medication included tamoxifen (TAMOXIFEN). The patient has not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient received her most recent COVID-19 vaccine in a hospital. The patient experienced neck pain with headache that night (06Jan2021 22:00 [10:00 PM]) then next day (07Jan2020), significant muscle aches and chills with joint pain for another day and a half. The events were considered as non-serious. It was unknown if treatment was received. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about Lot/Batch could not be obtained. No further information is expected.

945945 12/18/2020 01/15/2021 TX 37.0 F Fever (T-Max was 100.9); body aches; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm, on 18Dec2020 at 10:30 (at the age of 37-years-old) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID-19 (prior to vaccination). The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other mediations within two weeks of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient experienced fever (temperature maximum (T-Max) was 100.9), body aches, and fatigue on 18Dec2020 at 13:30. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures, which included body temperature: T-Max of 100.9 on 18Dec2020 and nasal swab: negative on 04Jan2021. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of fever (T-Max was 100.9), body aches, and fatigue was recovered on 19Dec2020 at 22:30.

945946 12/17/2020 01/15/2021 CA 46.0 F Mild cough after 1 week of vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse. A 46-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730) intramuscular (anatomical location: arm right) from 17Dec2020 07:45 to 17Dec2020 07:45, single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history was reported as none. Concomitant medication included ergocalciferol (VIT D). On 23Dec2020 at 08:00, The patient experienced mild cough after 1 week of vaccine. The patient did not received any treatment for the event. Outcome of the event was recovering.    No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

945947 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 49.0 F Soreness at injection sight; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 49-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: 40113/ej1686), via an unspecified route of administration (anatomical location: left arm) from 04Jan2021 14:30 to 04Jan2021 14:30 at SINGLE DOSE for an COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included diabetes, asthma and overweight. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 04Jan2021, the patient experienced soreness at injection sight. Outcome of the event was unknown.

945948 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 KY 45.0 F Headache, pain at injection site, nasal congestion, nasal pain.; Headache, pain at injection site, nasal congestion, nasal pain.; Headache, pain at injection site, nasal congestion, nasal pain.; Headache, pain at injection site, nasal congestion, nasal pain.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional. A 45-year-old female received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), first dose (lot number: EH9899); via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 14:00 at single dose at arm left; second dose (lot number: EK9231) via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 00:45 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma, chronic back pain, Allergies to medications, food, or other products: Avocado. Concomitant medications included fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA), celecoxib (CELEBREX), pregabalin (LYRICA), triamcinolone acetonide (NASACORT), omeprazole. On 08Jan2021 09:00, the patient experienced Headache, pain at injection site, nasal congestion, nasal pain. The events were assessed as non-serious. There was no treatment received for the events. The outcome of the events was recovering.

945949 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 MA 25.0 F Glands in throat swelling after eating, possibly of new food that she ate. However with the throat swelling she also had tongue itchiness; Glands in throat swelling after eating, possibly of new food that she ate. However with the throat swelling she also had tongue itchiness; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 25-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration (anatomical location: arm left) from 08Jan2021 12:30 to 08Jan2021 12:30 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included OCD, anxiety, depression and Known Allergies: Mushrooms. Concomitant medication included fluvoxamine maleate (LUVOX), trazodone, clonidine, diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) and melatonin. The patient previously took cogentin and experienced known allergies. The patient had first vaccination with bnt162b2 from 21Dec2020 to 21Dec2020 for covid-19 immunisation. On 08Jan2021 at 16:00, the patient stated that she had glands in throat swelling after eating, possibly of new food that she ate. however with the throat swelling she also had tongue itchiness and the patient had headache. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of tongue pruritus and pharyngeal swelling included Benadryl. The patient did not received any treatment for the event headache. Outcome of the events tongue pruritus and pharyngeal swelling was recovered on an unspecified date in Jan2021 while outcome of the event headache was unknown.   Information Requested on Lot/ Batch number.

945950 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 NJ F Chills; Fever; Cough; Ear pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (medical assistant and patient herself). A 34-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number and Expiration Date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on 04Jan2021, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received BNT162B2 vaccine last Monday (04Jan2021). However, the patient started having symptoms of chills, fever, cough, and ear pain today (08Jan2021). The patient already did the rapid test twice, but tested negative on both tests. The patient wanted to know if it is normal to experience these symptoms even if it has been 5 days already since she received the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot number and expiration date for the suspect product will be requested in follow-up attempts.

945951 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 WI 64.0 F chills; extremely painful injection site and was unable to lift affected arm over head easily; extremely painful injection site and was unable to lift affected arm over head easily.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 64-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), intramuscular (anatomical location: arm left) from 07Jan2021 18:00 to 07Jan2021 18:00 at SINGLE DOSE for an unspecified indication. Medical history included known allergies: PCN. There were no concomitant medications. On 08Jan2021 at 12:00, The patient experienced extremely painful injection site and was unable to lift affected arm over head easily and then chills. The patient did not received any treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was recovering.

945952 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 MI 41.0 F Painful , very enlarged lymph nodes in right Axilla, Collarbone area, right side of neck and right breast. Extremely painful and swollen. Started approx 26 hours after injection - came on suddenly; Painful , very enlarged lymph nodes in right Axilla, Collarbone area, right side of neck and right breast. Extremely painful and swollen. Started approx 26 hours after injection - came on suddenly; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 41-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration (anatomical location: arm right) from 07Jan2021 14:00 to 07Jan2021 14:00 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypertension, pancreatitis, If-covid-prior-vaccination: Yes and allergies sulfa meds. Concomitant medication included paracetamol (TYLENOL) and metoprolol. The patient previously took codeine for allergies. The patient had first vaccine of BNT162B2 from 18Dec2020 to 18Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization. On 08Jan2021 at 16:30, the patient had painful, very enlarged lymph nodes in right axilla, collarbone area, right side of neck and right breast. extremely painful and swollen. Started approx 26 hours after injection - came on suddenly. Outcome of the events was not recovered.

945953 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 OR 43.0 F Insomnia; Racing thoughts; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself). A 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection; batch/lot number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 05Jan2021 at 13:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered at the hospital. Relevant medical history included chronic migraines, high blood pressure, and known allergies to tree nuts. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 05Jan2021 at 16:00, the patient experienced insomnia and racing thoughts, which were assessed as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for the adverse events (AE). The patient recovered from both the events on an unspecified date in Jan2021.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

945954 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 25.0 F Headache; fever; chills; shaking; underarm swelling; arm pain; muscles pain; fatigue; lighheadness; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Other Health Professional (patient).  A 25-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccineation) received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 07Jan2021 12:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a hospital. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) for COVID-19 immunization on an unspecified date at a hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and had not been tested for CPVOD-19 since the vaccination. On 08Jan2021 01:00, the patient experienced headache, fever, "chills/shaking", underarm swelling, arm pain, muscles pain, fatigue, and "lighheadness". The above mentioned events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was recovering. The reporter considered the events as non-serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

945955 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 MI 34.0 F Lightheaded; Tachycardia; Blotchy rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 34-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number: Ek9231, expiration date was unknown), intramuscularly on the left arm on 08Jan2021 (at 11:00 PM as reported; pending clarification) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered at the hospital. Relevant medical history included that the patient had known allergies to medications, food, or other products, but was not specified. Concomitant medications included ascorbic acid (VITAMIN C), ergocalciferol (VITAMIN D), curcuma longa (TURMERIC) as supplement, and an unspecified multivitamin. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 08Jan2021 (at 11:15 AM as reported; pending clarification), the patient experienced lightheaded, tachycardia, and blotchy rash, which resulted in an emergency room/department or urgent care visit. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of lightheaded, tachycardia, and blotchy rash, which included diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) and steroid. The patient was recovering from all the events.

945956 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 WI 57.0 F difficulty breathing and stridor; difficulty breathing and stridor; noises on inspiration; dizziness; headache; sore throat; Anaphylaxis developed within 2 hours of injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient).  A 57-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration in arm left on 08Jan2021 09:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included Idiopathic Angioedema, Hypothyroidism. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not have COVID tested post vaccination and did not have COVID prior vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  Reported Event: Anaphylaxis developed within 2 hours of injection. 9:00 am injection;  9:05 am Developed sore throat, 9:20 am Developed dizziness and headache, 10:00 am developed noises on inspiration, 10:20 am Presented to Emergency Services, 10:40 am IV (intravenous) diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) and dexamethasone (DECADRON), 10:45 am difficulty breathing and stridor, 11:00 am intramuscular Epinephrine, 11:10 am Racemic Epi Nebulizer, 11:20 am Breathing improved, 14:00 Discharged home. The adverse events result in Emergency room/department or urgent care. The outcome of all the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of anaphylaxis reactions considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  The underlying predisposing condition included Idiopathic Angioedema. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

945957 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 NC 52.0 F Nauseous; threw up a little; she keeps falling down, has had 3 falls; hit her head; she has a huge bump on her face that is very painful; she cannot walk straight or without assistance anymore; Vertigo; Weakness in the muscles; a little arm soreness; Body aches; Chills; Could not sleep; Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 52-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine), Batch/lot number: EK9231, Expiry Date: 31Mar2021, via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 09:00 at single dose in deltoid right for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included heart attack from Jul2019. Concomitant medication included diltiazem from 2019 and ongoing at 120mg tablet taken daily for abnormal heart rhythm she did not know of until had heart attack, acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN) from 2019 and ongoing at 81 mg tablet taken daily for heart attack. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunisation; she got the Flu vaccine every year and got shingles vaccine in Mar2020 for immunization. She did totally fine after receiving Flu vaccines and the Shingles vaccine. She had no side effects from the Flu vaccines except maybe a little arm soreness; she had arm soreness for a couple of days after the shingles vaccine; maybe a slight fever and took it easy. This Emergency Room Nurse (patient) received her second dose of Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine on 06Jan2021 around 9:00am. She went back to work, worked around 6-8 more hours that day and was fine. She went home and around 8-10 hours after she got the second dose on the evening of 06Jan2021 she had a little arm soreness and body aches. Last night all night she had chills; she could not sleep; fever. This morning: 07Jan2021 she was so nauseous that she got up and tried to get to the bathroom where she threw up a little. She reported as of 07Jan2021 she kept falling down: She fell in the bathroom this morning first when she was trying to get to the bathroom to throw up; During the second fall she was going on the stairs and fell, and hit her head; she had a huge bump on her face that was very painful now that she thought was from that second fall; and she had the third fall this evening; she cannot walk straight or without assistance anymore, she had been on the couch all day. She has had vertigo all day and weakness in the muscles. Chills was described as unbearable, heavy chills that she could not control. Fever: Temperature of 102-102.4 degrees Fahrenheit. The high fever hit around 3:00am on 07Jan2021. When her high fever hit around 3:00am she thought she would go to the emergency room but she did not want to scare her family so she stayed home and tried to pull through it. Today she took a Tylenol after she threw up this morning just to get through the day. Since she cannot walk without assistance or walk straight today that's the only lingering symptom that really worries her; she may go to the emergency room tonight if she did not get any better. She just did not want to scare her family and the emergency room was another copay cost so she really did not want to go to the emergency room at her workplace; but she may go there tonight and be kept overnight under observation. Prior to taking this second dose of Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine she was completely fine. She expected to have body aches, chills and fever; but she never thought the Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine would put her into a place where she is falling like this with the nausea and vertigo; she has never in her life had vertigo or falling like this. She reported she had no other vaccinations on the same date as Pfizer BioNTech Vaccine second dose. Has had no other vaccines in the recent past. She had never felt like this before with any other vaccines; she had never felt so weak in her muscles and never fallen down like this with any other vaccines. Seriousness criteria and outcome of all events unknown. The reporter considered all events were related to Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine.

945958 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 OK F Rash over trunk of my body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 56-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 06Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient have no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC). The patient previously took the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), intramuscular in the left arm on 16Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 08Jan2021, the patient experienced rash over trunk of her body. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of rash over trunk of her body and included treatment with diphenhydramine (BENADRYL). Outcome of the event was recovering. The event was considered non-serious by the reporter.

945959 01/15/2021 F shortness of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself) via Medical Information team. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot/batch number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported a side effect on the COVID-19 vaccine. On an unspecified date, she experienced shortness of breath within 24 hours and asked if it was an expected side effect or if she should consult her healthcare provider (HCP). The patient considered the event as non-serious. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

945960 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 F not feeling well; headache; nausea; joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself) via Medical Information team. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot/batch number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not a healthcare professional (HCP), but she works in a healthcare facility. She had received the COVID-19 vaccine on 07Jan2021 and she was not feeling well on an unspecified date. The patient was also asking what could she take for the headache, nausea, and joint pain on an unspecified date. She also asked if her regular doctor would answer her concerns considering she had been given the vaccine at the hospital. The outcome of the events "not feeling well, headache, nausea, and joint pain" was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

945961 01/15/2021 F flu like symptoms; right arm pit (hard and itching) swollen; right arm pit (hard and itching) swollen; fever; swollen lymph; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age (reported as 45, unit unknown) received the first dose ofBNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient had question about getting 2nd vaccination/dose. At end of Oct2020/beginning of Nov2020, she was positive for COVID. After a month and 1/2 after COVID19, she got the vaccine. After first vaccination, 18 hours later patient had the flu like symptoms and right arm pit (hard and itching) swollen. She had fever, swollen lymph nodes at 10 or 11 O'clock. Patient had chills, fever, flu like symptoms. 18 days after, the lump was there. Outcome of the events was unknown. Patient was asking if it was okay to get the 2nd shot.  Information of lot/batch number has been requested.

945962 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 F temperature of 99.3F, 98.3F, 99.2F, 99.7F; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself). A female patient of an unspecified age received his first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On Tuesday (05Jan2021), she woke up with a temperature of 99.3F. On Thursday (07Jan2021) evening, she had a temperature of 98.3F, then she took Tylenol and her temperature was back to normal which she noted that her temperature is 97.6F. Yesterday (08Jan2021) at 6pm, she had a temperature of 99.2F and she took Tylenol at 10PM and her temperature was 98.3F. Her temperature today (09Jan2021) was 99.7F and she didn't take Tylenol. The outcome of event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch has been requested.

945963 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 AR 37.0 F Chills; Night Sweats; Body Aches; Dizziness; Headache; fatigue; weakness; joint pain; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health care professional, the patient.  A 37-years-old non-pregnant female patient (health care professional) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number:  EK9231),  in the right arm on 30Dec2020 13:00  as a single dose,  for COVID-19 vaccination.  The vaccine was administered at a Pharmacy or Drug Store. Medical History include drug allergy to sulfa. Concomitant medication included Microgestin, Biotin and Prenatal Vitamin. No other vaccines were given within 4 weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 31Dec2020 , the patient experienced Chills, Night Sweats, Body Aches, Dizziness, Headache, fatigue, weakness, joint pain, nausea. No treatment was received given for the event. The clinical outcome of Chills, Night Sweats, Body Aches, Dizziness, Headache, fatigue, weakness, joint pain, nausea was recovering.

945964 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 MI 59.0 M chills; muscle ache/muscle pain about 10 hours after injection; headache; Dose Number: 2, Date of start of drug: 08Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable physician (who is also the patient). A 59-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: ek9231), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 08Jan2021 12:00, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization, in the hospital. Medical history included polymyalgia rheumatica. The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medication included methotrexate and folic acid. Historical vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: el0140), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 22Dec2020 at 11:00, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced chills, muscle ache, headache, and muscle pain about 10 hours after injection on 08Jan2021 at 22:00. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events chills, muscle ache/muscle pain about 10 hours after injection and headache was recovering.

945965 12/18/2020 01/15/2021 IL 28.0 F headache; arm pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 28-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 09:30 at a single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome. Concomitant medication included spironolactone and metoprolol. The patient experienced headache and arm pain on an unspecified date after first dose (reported as "First dose: headache, arm pain"). No treatment received for adverse events. The outcome of the events was recovering. The events were assessed as non-serious. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.

945966 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 CA 41.0 F Inject site pain; muscle/joint pain; muscle/joint pain; fever with temperature of 99-100.6 [units unspecified]; under arm lymph node pain; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 41-year-old non-pregnant female patient received her second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as COVID-19 vaccine; lot number: EL1284; expiration date: unknown), intramuscular left arm on 08Jan2021 08:45 AM at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. Medical history included asthma, allergies, high blood pressure and gastric sleeve. Concomitant medication included albuterol [salbutamol] (ALBUTEROL [SALBUTAMOL]), beclometasone dipropionate (QVAR), mometasone furoate (FLONASE), aminobenzoic acid, calcium pantothenate, cyanocobalamin, nicotinamide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, riboflavin, thiamine hydrochloride (B-COMPLEX), cyanocobalamin (B-12), colecalciferol (D) and macrogol 3350 (MIRALAX). The patient previously took vancomycin but had allergies. The patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as COVID-19 vaccine; lot number: EK5730; expiration date: unknown) intramuscular left arm on 18Dec2020 07:45 AM at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient received the most recent COVID-19 vaccine in a hospital. The patient experienced inject site pain, muscle/joint pain, fever with temperature of 99-100.6 [units unspecified], under arm lymph node pain and headache on 09Jan2021 23:30. The events were considered as non-serious. The treatment the patient received for the adverse event were acetaminophen (TYLENOL), fluids, ice packs and magnesium. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included temperature was 99-100.6 [units unspecified] on 09Jan2021. The outcome of the events was recovering.

945967 12/21/2020 01/15/2021 IN 30.0 F Mild pain at injection site and runny nose/sneezing day after vaccine; Mild pain at injection site and runny nose/sneezing day after vaccine; Mild pain at injection site and runny nose/sneezing day after vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient herself). A 30-year-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as COVID 19 brand Pfizer, lot Ej1685), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 21Dec2020 12:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included allergy to PCN (rash to PCN as a child). No other vaccine in four weeks prior to Covid-19 vaccine. No Covid-19 prior to vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced mild pain at injection site and runny nose/sneezing day after vaccine (22Dec2020). No treatment was given to the patient. The outcome of events was recovered.

945968 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 53.0 F Chills; Body ache; Fatigue; redness and hot about 1-3 inches below injection site; redness and hot about 1-3 inches below injection site; patient received the second dose in less than 21 days from  the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. A 53-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EJ0142), intramuscular in the left arm on 05Jan2021 at 08:00 AM (at the age of 53-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 intramuscular on 19Dec2020 at 19:00 PM, lot number: EJ1685 at the age of 53-year-old for COVID-19 immunization in the left arm. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the second vaccination (except the first vaccination). On 05Jan2021 at 22:00 PM  the patient experienced chills, body ache, fatigue, redness and hot about 1-3 inches below injection site. The patient took Motrin for chills, body ache, fatigue, redness and hot about 1-3 inches below injection site. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcomes of the chills, body ache, fatigue, redness and hot about 1-3 inches below injection site was not recovered.

945969 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 F Headache; Blood pressure went up; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age (reported as "Age 85: Unit Unknown") received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received first dose of COVID-19 vaccine on Wednesday 06Jan2021 and reported that on Friday 08Jan2021, she had a headache and blood pressure went up. Patient asked if these are side effects of the vaccine. Patient stated that someone saw on internet that high blood pressure can be from vaccine. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

945970 01/15/2021 U Receives dose #1 of the covid vaccine and contracts covid prior to dose #2; Receives dose #1 of the covid vaccine and contracts covid prior to dose #2; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician via Pfizer sales representative. This physician reported similar events for two patients. This is 2nd of two reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not provided) solution for injection, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that patient received dose #1 of the COVID vaccine and contracts COVID prior to dose #2 on an unspecified date. The patient underwent lab test which included Covid-19 test in which he/she tested positive on an unknown date. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate. ,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021012928 Same reporter/drug/event, different patient

945971 12/29/2020 01/15/2021 F Itchy head, which progressed to other parts of the body in the following days; Bumps all over body; Some discomfort with breathing when taking a deep breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (relative). A female patient of an unspecified age (reported as "Pt age: 25", unit: unknown) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 31Dec2020, patient experienced itchy head, which progressed to other parts of the body in the following days. The patient also experienced bumps all over body and some discomfort with breathing when taking a deep breath. Outcome of the events was not recovered (reported as "ongoing").  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

945972 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 AZ 38.0 F My heart rate, I was like in AFib; very high fever of 103; dizzy, light headed; arms sore; exhausted like an extreme fatigue; palpitations; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 38-year-old female patient received the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at 38-years-old at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included blood clotting disorder from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  The patient experienced the following events and outcomes: my heart rate, I was like in AFib (medically significant) on 31Dec2020 with outcome of recovering, very high fever of 103 (non-serious) on 31Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, dizzy, light headed (non-serious) on 31Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, arms sore (non-serious) on 31Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, exhausted like an extreme fatigue (non-serious) on 31Dec2020 with outcome of not recovered, palpitations (non-serious) on 31Dec2020 with outcome of not recovered.  The clinical course was reported as follows: The patient stated, "the day after the shot I got a very high fever of 103. I was dizzy, lightheaded. My heart rate I was like in AFib, it was going from 60s to 50s all over the place. And this was the next day after the vaccination. That evening nothing my arms was just sore. But the next day all of these side effects just started in and even still today I just feel so exhausted like an extreme fatigue and I am still getting like palpitations." The patient stated, "So I went to urgent care and they check my vitals and stuff and when they wanted me to send me to the hospital. But I told them I will get a ride and I go by myself just because I didn't want, capable of an ambulance ride and I ended up just going home because I couldn't get a hold up anybody. So, I came home and took my blood thinner medication because I do have blood clotting disorder."  In regard to the outcomes of the events, the patient stated, "I am not experiencing all of them still definitely my heart is much better. I am still getting palpitations but nothing near how it was that first day. I am experiencing extreme fatigue."

945973 01/15/2021 M mild headache/splitting headache; soreness/muscle soreness in the posterior chain (shoulder, back, traps); lack of of energy; "like having too much to drink and achy" and is currently ramping up; "like having too much to drink and achy" and is currently ramping up; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient).  An adult male patient of an unspecified age (Age: 28; Unit: Unknown) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date to an unspecified date as SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Historical vaccine includes first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 23Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization and the patient experienced mild headache and soreness, muscle soreness in the posterior chain (shoulder, back, traps), splitting headache, lack of energy.  Upon receiving second dose of the vaccine, the patient experienced  same symptoms, mild headache and soreness, muscle soreness in the posterior chain (shoulder, back, traps), splitting headache, lack of energy, and additionally stated "like having too much to drink and achy" and is currently ramping up. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

945974 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 PA 24.0 F Profusely sweat; Body aches; Chills; Get hives on my face and chest; Had a low grade fever. 100.2 F; Dose Number:1/ Date of start of drug: 21Dec2020/ Dose Number:2/ Date of start of drug: 08Jan2021; Dose Number:1/ Date of start of drug: 21Dec2020/ Dose Number:2/ Date of start of drug: 08Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 24-year-old female patient received her second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: ELO140), intramuscularly on left arm at 20:00 on 08Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included cefalexin monohydrate (LEXIPRON), lisdexamfetamine mesilate (VYVANSE) and medication for birth control. The patient previously took Keflex and experienced drug allergy, first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: BLO140), intramuscularly on left arm at 06:00 AM on 21Dec2021 for COVID-19 immunization. An hour after the vaccination at 21:00 on 08Jan2021, the patient started to profusely sweat and get body aches and chills. The patient then started to get hives on her face and chest. The patient took Tylenol and Benadryl which helped the hives. The patient also had a low grade fever 100.2 F. The events were reported as non-serious. The outcome of events sweating, generalized aching, chills, hives and low grade fever was recovering. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19; Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

945975 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 33.0 F Chills; fatigue; muscle aches so bad it made me cry; muscle aches so bad it made me cry; pain everywhere even clothes against my skin hurt/it was all I could do to physically get to bed, which hurt with every step; temp of 99.7; malaise; profound sleepiness; Arm pain at injection site; Arm pain at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician reported for herself. A 33-years-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284), intramuscular at Left arm on 08Jan2021 09:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Medical history included reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient historic vaccine included the first dose of BNT162B2 on 18Dec2020 08:00 AM intramuscular at Left arm for covid-19 immunization. The patient experienced Chills, fatigue, muscle aches so bad it made her cry, pain everywhere even clothes against her skin hurt, temperature of 99.7, malaise, profound sleepiness, and it was all she could do to physically get to bed, which hurt with every step. Arm pain at injection site for 2 days now, could not sleep on that side, adverse event start date was provided as 08Jan2021 09:00 AM. No treatment received for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

945976 01/10/2021 01/15/2021 F Dizziness; Tired; Weakness; Not feeling good; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration, on 10Jan2021 at 11:00, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included vertigo-like dizziness (gets dizzy sometimes, every now and then). The patient's concomitant medication included dimenhydrinate (DRAMAMINE) for vertigo-like dizziness. The patient had the COVID-19 shot this morning at 11 o'clock (10Jan2021), it's been 8 hours now. The patient was asking if it was safe to take anything or could she take dimenhydrinate. It's been 8 hours since the patient had the vaccine and she only wanted to know if she can take dimenhydrinate because she was having dizziness around 7:30 PM. The patient was tired and did not want to hold, so warm call transfer was not attempted. The patient was about to call her pharmacist as soon as she was referred back to her healthcare professional and disconnected before she was offered the survey. Further that day, the patient reported that she was fine - meaning she had no reaction except felt dizzy around 7:30 or so (around 8 hours after administration). The patient looked at one of the complications and it could be dizziness and weakness, but she just felt a little dizzy and she gets like that sometime. That day (10Jan2021), the patient checked her blood pressure and blood sugar and they were both fine. The patient was just wondering if she could take the half of dimenhydrinate (reason of call). On paraphrasing the concern, the patient reported that she gets dizzy (vertigo-like dizziness) sometimes and she never takes a whole dimenhydrinate; she takes half of one and for this instance, the patient thought she would take half but she wanted to talk to Pfizer medical information first. In response to further questions, the patient stated that 8-10 minutes, she was not feeling good - patient can't do that (answering questions) and just needed some help. Limited information was available over the call as the patient was not willing to proceed with the questions. The events were considered non-serious. The outcome of the events was unknown.

945977 12/21/2020 01/15/2021 UT 21.0 F There was only mild discomfort with the first dose.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient herself). A 21-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 21Dec2020 11:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications included aminobenzoic acid, biotin, choline bitartrate, cyanocobalamin, folic acid, inositol, iodine, iron, nicotinamide, pantothenic acid, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol acetate, riboflavin, thiamine hydrochloride, zinc (HAIRVITE), and ethinylestradiol, ferrous fumarate, norethisterone acetate (LO LOESTRIN FE). The patient experienced that there was only mild discomfort with the first dose on Dec2020. No therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the event. Clinical outcome of the event was unknown.

945978 12/18/2020 01/15/2021 NY 35.0 F 1st - minimal pain right deltoid area at vaccination site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself). A 35-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Flo140, expiry date: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 18Dec2020 12:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypothyroidism. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine, vitamin c (ascorbic acid) (VITAMIN C), and colecalciferol (VITAMIN D). The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient experienced 1st - minimal pain right deltoid area at vaccination site on an unspecified date. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: negative on 27Dec2020. Clinical outcome of the event was unknown.

945979 12/23/2020 01/15/2021 TX 30.0 F Itchiness, hives, wilts, abdominal pain; Itchiness, hives, wilts, abdominal pain; Itchiness, hives, wilts, abdominal pain; Itchiness, hives, wilts, abdominal pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 30-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number unknown unable to locate or read the details) via an unspecified route of administration at Left arm on 23Dec2020 14:15 at single dose covid-19 immunization. Facility type vaccine was Hospital. No known allergies and no other medical history. Concomitant medication included ascorbic acid, calcium pantothenate, cyanocobalamin, ergocalciferol, nicotinamide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol palmitate, riboflavin, thiamine mononitrate (PRENATAL VITAMINS), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D). No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient experienced itchiness, hives, wilts, abdominal pain on 01Jan2021 23:45. The events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No covid prior vaccination and covid was not tested post vaccination. Treatment Benadryl was received for the events. The outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021.  Information about lot/batch number request.

945980 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 UT 21.0 F Headache; body aches; joint pain; chills; fever; general malaise; dental pain; soreness at injection site; pain; Loose stools; Stomach upset; Dose Number:1/ Date of start of drug: 21Dec2020/ Dose Number:2/ Date of start of drug: 07Jan2021; Dose Number:1/ Date of start of drug: 21Dec2020/ Dose Number:2/ Date of start of drug: 07Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other healthcare professional (patient). A 21-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number=EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm at 09:45 AM on 07Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history reported as none. Concomitant medication included ethinylestradiol, ferrous fumarate, norethisterone acetate (LO LOESTRIN FE) and Women's Daily Multivitamin, Hair Vits. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number=EL0140), on right arm at 11:30 AM on 21Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization and experienced only mild discomfort. The patient experienced headache, body aches, joint pain, chills, fever, general malaise, dental pain, pain and soreness at injection site, loose stools, and stomach upset at 21:30 on 07Jan2021. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for events. The outcome of events was not recovered. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19; Since the vaccination, the had not patient been tested for COVID-19.

945981 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 NY 42.0 F Extreme Headache; chills; sore throat; water eyes; runny nose; tiredness; entire body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for herself. A 42-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular at left arm on 06Jan2021 14:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. Medical history included prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced extreme Headache, chills, sore throat, water eyes, runny nose, tiredness entire body aches on 07Jan2021. No treatment was received for the events. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19, the patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid-19 test/Nasal Swab: negative on 05Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown. Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

945982 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 HI 27.0 F arm soreness (minor) day after; Headache (minor) day of; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 27-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1618; expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration (left arm), on 07Jan2021 at 12:15, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient has no known allergies (NKA). Concomitant medications included ascorbic acid, betacarotene, calcium sulfate, colecalciferol, cyanocobalamin, ferrous fumarate, folic acid, nicotinamide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol acetate, riboflavin, thiamine mononitrate, tocopheryl acetate, zinc oxide (PRENATAL VITAMINS [ASCORBIC ACID;BETACAROTENE;CALCIUM SULFATE;COLECALCIFEROL;CYANOCOBALAMIN;FERROUS FUMARATE;FOLIC ACID;NICOTINAMIDE;PYRIDOXINE HYDROCHLORIDE;RETINOL ACETATE;RIBOFLAVIN;THIAMINE MONONITRATE;TOCOPHERYL ACETATE;ZINC OXIDE]), naproxen sodium (NAPROSYN). It was unknown if the patient is pregnant at the of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. On 07Jan2021, at 13:00, the patient experienced headache (minor) day of. The patient experienced arm soreness (minor) day after (08Jan2021). The patient received naproxen as treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was recovered.

945983 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 23.0 F Fever; nausea; body aches; sore throat; cough; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (reported for herself). A 23-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL 142), intramuscular on 07Jan2021 at single dose at right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies: Penicillin, diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Facility type Vaccine was Doctor's office/urgent care. The patient experienced Fever, nausea, body aches, sore throat, cough, headache on 09Jan2021. No treatment received for the adverse events. The events were non-serious per the reporter. Since the vaccination, the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

945984 12/21/2020 01/15/2021 TX 51.0 F Slight allergic reaction; itchiness immediately after the injection in the injection area; itchiness spread to parts of patients body like the back of her throat and tongue; itchiness spread to parts of the patients body like the back of their throat and tongue; itching to the area of the leg, the face, the head; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). The 51-year-old patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were unknown) intramuscular (upper left arm), on 21Dec2020, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization/ prophylaxis. Relevant medical history included root canal. The patient has no concomitant medications. The patient previously took thimerosal (preservative) and experienced allergy. Patient knows the vaccine is preservative free. The patient received the first dose on 21Dec2020. She had a slight allergic reaction where she experienced itchiness immediately after the injection in the injection area (itching in the arm) and the itchiness spread to parts of her body like the back of her throat, tongue, area of the leg, the face, the head. She took three Benadryl as treatment for these events. The patient recovered completely that same evening (on 21Dec2020) before she went to bed around 10 or 11 that night after her third Benadryl. She was due to go back to get her second dose between 11Jan2021 and 13Jan2021, next week. She is concerned about getting the second dose since she had somewhat of a reaction with the first dose. She had to have a root canal and she was taking an antibiotic which she clarifies as a Z-pack, azithromycin. States her last antibiotic pill is due to be taken on Monday, 11Jan2021. She was asking if she can get the second dose. She is also concerned about how she may react to the 2nd dose of the vaccine while taking Azithromycin. They were informed at work that the 2nd dose of the vaccine should be administered between days 21 and 23 after the first one. Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

945985 01/15/2021 F blurry vision; double vision; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported same events for two patients. This is first of two reports. A 7 decades old female patient received bnt162b2, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced blurry vision, double vision on an unspecified date. The reporter told that her elderly aunt and uncle (ages 60+ and 80+) received the Pfizer vaccine and experienced blurry vision and double vision. The outcome of events was resolving.   Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021015734 same reporter/drug/AE with different patient

945986 12/17/2020 01/15/2021 OK 56.0 F sore/pain injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 56-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EH9899; expiry date: unknown) intramuscular (left arm) on 17Dec2020 at 15:15, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included hypertension (HTN), hypothyroid, and early pulmonary HTN. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received bactroban ointment and experienced allergies. Patient is a registered nurse working in a small, rural hospital. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced sore/pain injection site. Outcome of the event was unknown. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination.

945987 01/15/2021 M Blurry vision; double vision; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 2 patients. This is 2nd of 2 reports. A 9-decade-old (80+) male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter reported her elderly uncle experienced blurry vision and double vision on an unspecified date with outcome of recovering. Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021015730 same reporter/drug/AE with different patient.

945988 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 NC 46.0 F Left arm went total numb for over 72 hours; Red and swollen all the way up to the shoulder; Red and swollen all the way up to the shoulder; Red and swollen all the way up to the shoulder; Tighten in chest; Weakness; dizziness; Slept for over 24 hours; Nausea; vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other Health Professional (HCP) (patient). A 46-year-old non-pregnant female patient received her second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Ek9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 14:30 at single dose in her left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included dermatitis contact and asthma. The patient had allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient previously received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Ek5730) at single dose in her left arm on 17Dec2020 14:30 for covid-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced feft arm went total numb for over 72 hours, red and swollen all the way up to the shoulder, tighten in chest, weakness and dizziness, slept for over 24 hours, nausea and vomiting on 08Jan2021 04:30. The events result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient received prednisone 100 mg to treat these events. The outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021.

945989 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 CA 52.0 F Woke up with moderate fatigue, nausea, more severe arm pain than day before; Woke up with moderate fatigue, nausea, more severe arm pain than day before; Felt sweaty/chills, neck lymph glands tender; Felt sweaty/chills, neck lymph glands tender; neck lymph glands tender; Moderate arm pain that night; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 52-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Batch/lot number: EL1284), intramuscularly on 04Jan2021 16:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Anatomical Located at Arm Right. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication which the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination included colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), tocopherol (VITAMIN E), magnesium, ibuprofen, paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient previously took amoxicillin and experienced allergy.  Prior to vaccination, the patient did not diagnose with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient was not tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced Moderate arm pain that night on 04Jan2021 19:00 and woke up with moderate fatigue, nausea, more severe arm pain than day before on 05Jan2021. At 23 hours post injection on 05Jan2021, the patient also felt sweaty/chills, neck lymph glands tender. All symptoms gone at 48 hrs post injection. The patient did not receive any treatment for the reported events. The outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021. This case reported as non-serious.

945990 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 TX 30.0 F When the patient got sick she got a rash that didn't itch all over her body; Chills; aching; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). A 30-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 06:45 AM at left arm, at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history was none. Known allergies was no. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, unknown lot number and expiration date), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 06:30 AM at left arm, at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient experienced chills, aching and fever 10 hours later at 08Jan2021 18:30. When the patient got sick she got a rash that didn't itch all over her body and it happened 24 hours after the vaccine, on 09Jan2021. No treatment was received for all events. The outcome of the events was recovering. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No seriousness criteria: no Results in death, no Life threatening, no Caused/prolonged hospitalization, no Disabling/Incapacitating, no Congenital anomaly/birth defect.  Information on lot number/batch number was requested.

945991 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 MO 28.0 F Fever 100.4, full body aches, chills, injection site soreness, weakness, dizziness, nausea, low back pain; Fever 100.4, full body aches, chills, injection site soreness, weakness, dizziness, nausea, low back pain; Fever 100.4, full body aches, chills, injection site soreness, weakness, dizziness, nausea, low back pain; Fever 100.4, full body aches, chills, injection site soreness, weakness, dizziness, nausea, low back pain; Fever 100.4, full body aches, chills, injection site soreness, weakness, dizziness, nausea, low back pain; Fever 100.4, full body aches, chills, injection site soreness, weakness, dizziness, nausea, low back pain; Fever 100.4, full body aches, chills, injection site soreness, weakness, dizziness, nausea, low back pain; Fever 100.4, full body aches, chills, injection site soreness, weakness, dizziness, nausea, low back pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other-HCP (patient). A 28-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EJ1686), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 13:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was left arm and it was the second dose. Patient is not pregnant. The facility type vaccine was hospital. Patient took the first dose of BNT162B2 on 17Dec2021 13:45 (lot number EK5730) at arm left for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included famotidine and birth control. The known allergies included Cefzil. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination nor tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced Fever 100.4, full body aches, chills, injection site soreness, weakness, dizziness, nausea, low back pain on 08Jan2021 00:15 with outcome of recovering. Patient didn't receive treatment for the adverse events. The events were reported as non-serious.

945992 12/19/2020 01/15/2021 48.0 F Body, muscle and joint pain; Body, muscle and joint pain; Body, muscle and joint pain; Chills; Tired; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional. A 48-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 19Dec2020 (13:00) (Lot number: EK5730; Expiration date was not reported) and the second dose on 07Jan2021 (07:00) (Lot number: EL0140; Expiration date was not reported), both intramuscularly on the left arm at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history included sulfa allergy. Concomitant medications included colecalciferol (VITA D) and magnesium sulfate (MG). On 07Jan2021 (19:30), the patient had body, muscle and joint pain; chills; and tired. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The patient's COVID test was negative on an unspecified date. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and had not been tested since the vaccination. The outcome of the events, 'body, muscle and joint pain', 'chills' and 'tired', was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

945993 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 IL 40.0 F Swollen and painful lymph nodes under arms; Swollen and painful lymph nodes under arms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 40-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL3248; expiry date: unknown) via intramuscular route in the left arm, on 07Jan2021 at 14:00, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included anxiety, depression, hypothyroid, and hypertension. The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine, escitalopram, paracetamol (TYLENOL), ibuprofen, and marijuana. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685) intramuscular route in the left arm, on 18Dec2020 at 13:00, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. On 08Jan2021, at 21:00, the patient experienced swollen and painful lymph nodes under arms. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was not recovered. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination.

945994 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 NY 37.0 M muscle aches; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient. A 37-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot Ek9231) solution for injection in the left arm on 07Jan2021 at 18:15 (at the age of 37-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included unspecified vitamins. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 08Jan2021 at 20:00, the patient experienced muscle aches and headache. No treatment was provided for the events muscle aches and headache. The outcome of the events muscle aches and headache was not recovered. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

945995 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 OH 31.0 F Chills, shaking, body aches, fever up to 101.4, vomiting Began about 12 hours after administration of shot. Lasted approximately 10 hours; Chills, shaking, body aches, fever up to 101.4, vomiting Began about 12 hours after administration of shot. Lasted approximately 10 hours; Chills, shaking, body aches, fever up to 101.4, vomiting Began about 12 hours after administration of shot. Lasted approximately 10 hours; Chills, shaking, body aches, fever up to 101.4, vomiting Began about 12 hours after administration of shot. Lasted approximately 10 hours; Chills, shaking, body aches, fever up to 101.4, vomiting Began about 12 hours after administration of shot. Lasted approximately 10 hours; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional (patient).  A 31-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) second dose on 07Jan2021 09:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history included known allergies: Sulfa drugs and known allergies: latex sensitivity. The patient's concomitant medication included spironolactone, bifidobacterium lactis (PROBIOTIC [BIFIDOBACTERIUM LACTIS]), and multi vitamin. The patient previously took BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), for covid-19 immunisation first dose on 17Dec2020, Vaccine location Left arm, lot number EH9899. On 07Jan2021 10:00 PM, the patient experienced Chills, shaking, body aches, fever up to 101.4, vomiting Began about 12 hours after administration of shot. Lasted approximately 10 hours. The patient did not received treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in Hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not tested positive for covid post vaccination.

945996 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 63.0 F malaise; headache; low grade fever; dizziness; overall body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 63-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided as unable to locate or read the details), intramuscularly on 08Jan2021 at 10:30 AM on Left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization in hospital. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided) intramuscularly on 18Dec2020 at 10:15 AM on Left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization at age of 63-year-old. Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced malaise, headache, low grade fever, dizziness, overall body aches on 08Jan2021 at 19:00. Since the vaccination, patient had not been tested for COVID-19. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was recovering. The report was reported as non-serious, with seriousness criteria-Results in death: No; Life threatening: No; Caused/prolonged hospitalization: No; Disabling/Incapacitating: No; Congenital anomaly/birth defect: No.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

945997 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 TX 43.0 F Palm-sized discoloration around injection site; arm was very sore; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A 43-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 12:00 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hay fever, asthma, various allergies and high blood pressure from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included progesterone, metformin, atorvastatin and metoprolol. On 05Jan202115:00, the patient experienced palm-sized discoloration around injection site and arm was very sore for two days. No treatment was given to the patient for the events. The patient recovered from the events on unspecified date. The patient underwent laboratory test which includes nasal swab: negative on 07Jan2021. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The events were considered non serious as it did not result in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch cannot be obtained.

945998 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 WI 59.0 M After my second vaccine, I have developed a dry cough/I have had the cough for 24 hours so far; at the same time I experienced the more typical symptoms (mild fatigue, malaise, muscle aches, fever of 100.0 orally); at the same time I experienced the more typical symptoms (mild fatigue, malaise, muscle aches, fever of 100.0 orally); at the same time I experienced the more typical symptoms (mild fatigue, malaise, muscle aches, fever of 100.0 orally); at the same time I experienced the more typical symptoms (mild fatigue, malaise, muscle aches, fever of 100.0 orally); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 59-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via Intramuscular at single dose in the right arm, first dose (lot: EK5730) on 17Dec2020 11:30 am, second dose (lot EL0142) on 07Jan2021 18:00, both for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. Concomitant medications were not reported. After his second vaccine, on 08Jan2021, he has developed a dry cough at the same time he experienced the more typical symptoms (mild fatigue, malaise, muscle aches, fever of 100.0 orally). He has no known exposure to Covid 19 in the last few weeks. He has had the cough for 24 hours so far. The patient did not receive any treatment. Outcome of events was recovering.

945999 12/17/2020 01/15/2021 PA 50.0 F Funky lightheadedness; Normal tinnitus got louder and oscillating up and down; Sinus headache; Vertigo; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A 50-year-old female (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EK5730), intramuscular at arm right on 17Dec2020 13:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a Workplace clinic. The patient's medical history was reported as none. No known drug allergies. Concomitant medication (received within 2 weeks of vaccination) included ergocalciferol (VIT D). The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. It was reported that while getting first dose, patient experienced instant "funky lightheadedness, vertigo. Normal tinnitus got louder and oscillating up and down. Next day after first dose (18Dec2020), patient had sinus headache and vertigo, took meclizine and went back to bed. Felt fine when she woke up. The outcome of the events sinus headache and vertigo was recovered on an unspecified date, for the rest of events was unknown. The reporter consider the evens as non-serious.

946000 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 NC 55.0 F flu-like symptoms; dizziness; heavy feet; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist reporting for herself. A 55-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: ek9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 13:45 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies to cherries and hazelnuts amd Hashimoto's thyroiditis from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing; h/o possible GBS (Guillain-Barre syndrome) from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing post influenza vaccine in 2016. Concomitant medication included fish oil, minerals nos, quercetin, thioctic acid, vitamins (EMERGEN-C) and multivitamins. On 08Jan2021, the patient experienced flu-like symptoms and bouts of dizziness, and a feeling of "heavy feet" 24 hours post administration of BNT162B2. No treatment was given to the patient for the events. The outcome of the events was unknown. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The events were considered non serious as it did not result in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect.

946002 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 41.0 F Swollen painful lymph nodes left armpit; Swollen painful lymph nodes left armpit; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 41-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 08:00 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included sulfa allergy from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included buspirone hydrochloride (BUSPAR), lamotrigine (SUBVENITE) and quetiapine fumarate (SEROQUEL). The patient previously took amoxicillin and experienced allergies and received first dose of BNT162B2. The patient experienced swollen painful lymph nodes left armpit on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The events was considered non serious as it did not result in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

946003 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 61.0 F trouble lifting things like my tea kettle; lot of pain in right elbow; bad neck and shoulder pain; bad neck and shoulder pain; sore right arm similar to after a tetanus shot; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient).  A 61-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), Lot number: EL1284, intramuscular on right arm from 05Jan2021 09:45 to 05Jan2021 09:45 as single dose (first dose) for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included none.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 05Jan2021 at 03:00pm, the patient experienced sore right arm similar to after a tetanus shot. On 06Jan2021, the pain in upper arm gone but by afternoon but the patient got bad neck and shoulder pain on right side that she treated with heat and Advil. On 07Jan201, neck pain still present and by late afternoon, the patient got a lot of pain in right elbow. On 08Jan2021, the patient still have the neck to shoulder pain in addition to the right elbow pain. It feels like she sprained her elbow and was having trouble lifting things like my tea kettle. The outcome of the event sore right arm/pain in upper arm was recovered on 06Jan2021; having trouble lifting things like my tea kettle was unknown; while the other events were not recovered. Treatment has been given for the event bad neck and shoulder pain. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.   No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

946004 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 MN 22.0 F Rash around entire neck; Swollen lymph nodes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 22-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231) solution for injection, intramuscular on left arm on 06Jan2021 12:00 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included scoliosis, sport-induced asthma, and seasonal allergies. Concomitant medications included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC [CETIRIZINE HYDROCHLORIDE]), ibuprofen (IBUPROFEN), and meclozine hydrochloride (BONINE). The patient experienced rash around entire neck and swollen lymph nodes, both on 09Jan2021 06:00. No treatment received. The events were reported as non-serious. Patient was not diagnosed with Covid-19 prior to vaccination. Patient has not tested for Covid-19 since the vaccination. Outcome of the event was not recovered.    No follow-up activities are needed. No further information is expected.

946005 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 WI 50.0 F I woke about 3 am and had paresthesia of my fingers on my right hand. Thumb, index, middle and ring fingers. I Thought that I had slept in my hand wrong.; The discomfort at injection site woke me again last night and had the same feeling. It has remained after waking this morning; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 50-year-old female patient received her second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK 7530) solution for injection, via an unspecified route of administration on right arm on 08Jan2021 13:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as none. The patient has no allergies to food, medications, or other products. The patient was not pregnant. Patient had the first dose of BNT162B2 on 18Dec2020 (lot number: EK 7530). Concomitant medications included multivitamins [vitamins nos] (MULTIVITAMINS [VITAMINS NOS]), ascorbic acid, biotin, folic acid, iodine, pantothenic acid, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol, vitamin b12 nos, vitamin d nos, vitamin e nos, zinc (CENTRUM MULTIGUMMIES), and melatonin at 1.5 mg, daily. The patient reported that on 09Jan2021, she woke about 3 am and had paresthesia of her fingers on her right hand, thumb, index, middle and ring fingers. She thought that she had slept in her hand wrong. The discomfort at injection site woke her again last night (09Jan2021) and had the same feeling. It has remained after waking this morning. No treatment was given. The patient was not diagnosed with Covid-19 prior to vaccination and has not been tested for Covid-19 since vaccination. Outcome of the events was not recovered.  No follow-up activities are needed. No further information is expected.

946006 12/15/2020 01/15/2021 27.0 F hives after first shot; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 27-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) solution for injection, via an unspecified route of administration, the first dose on 15Dec2020 (lot number: EH9899) at a single dose, then the second dose on 08Jan2021 (lot number: EK9231) at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant. The patient experienced hives after first shot on 15Dec2020. No treatment received. Outcome of the event was recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

946007 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 NY 35.0 F Sore throat; congested; 2nd dose - lethargic for 24 hours.; intense muscle and joint pain for about 48 hours from proximal kneels to neck (hurt to move, shoulder flexibility pain free range 0-30 degrees, couldn't lay on right arm).; intense muscle and joint pain for about 48 hours from proximal kneels to neck (hurt to move, shoulder flexibility pain free range 0-30 degrees, couldn't lay on right arm).; first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 18Dec2020/ second dose of BNT162B2 on 06Jan2021; first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 18Dec2020/ second dose of BNT162B2 on 06Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received her second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Ek9231, expiration date 30Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration on right arm at 08:30 AM on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypothyroid. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine, vitamin c [ascorbic acid] (VITAMIN C [ASCORBIC ACID]), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D) and multivitamin. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient received her first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization and experienced minimal pain right deltoid area. For the second dose, the patient experienced lethargic for 24 hours, intense muscle and joint pain for about 48 hours from proximal kneels to neck (hurt to move, shoulder flexibility pain free range 0-30 degrees, couldn't lay on right arm). Took Tylenol to decrease muscle and joint pain, which helped. Day 4 post vaccine on 10Jan2021, slight sore throat, congested, but muscle and joint pain generally resolved. It was only day 4. The outcome of events muscle pain and joint pain was recovered on 10Jan2021, the outcome of reset events was not recovered. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19; Since the vaccination, the had not patient been tested for COVID-19.

946008 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 MA 34.0 F fever; chills/Shivering; pelvic pain; nausea; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 34-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 06Jan2021 15:15 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history was reported as none.  Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE (lot/batch number: not provided) via unknown route of administration on the left arm on 20Dec2020 16:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. On 07Jan2021 04:00, the patient had fever, chills/shivering, pelvic pain, headache, and nausea symptoms resolved next day (08Jan2021). Prior to vaccination the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events.    Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

946009 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 OH 47.0 F Change is related to sense of smell.  Sweet aromas are not the same, the perception of sweeter aromas is altered.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 47-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140) solution for injection, via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 28Dec2020 12:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included allergy to echinacea. The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medications included vitamin b complex and glucosamine. The patient reported that a change was related to sense of smell. Sweet aromas were not the same, the perception of sweeter aromas was altered on 31Dec2020. No treatment was received. The patient underwent nasal swab and tested negative on 06Jan2021. Outcome of the event was not recovered.  No follow-up activities are needed. No further information is expected.

946010 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 PA 29.0 F Myalgia; Chills; Nausea; Joint pain; Headache; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable pharmacist (patient herself). A 29-year-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 06Jan2021 18:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number: EL0140, expiry date not reported) in the right arm on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. On 07Jan2021 at 02:00, the patient experienced myalgia, chills, nausea, joint pain, headache and fatigue. No therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the events. Clinical outcome of the events was recovered on 08Jan2021 at 02:00.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

946011 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 MA 22.0 F fever; chills; muscle aches; This is a spontaneous report form a contactable other healthcare professional (Other HCP) reporting for herself. A 22-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number: EK9231, expiry date: not reported) via an unspecified route of administration, on 07Jan2021 on Arm Left at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. COVID-19 vaccine was administered at a hospital. Medical history was not reported. The patient has no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. She did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient had undergone Nasal Swab tests on 08Nov2020 and 05Dec2020, both with negative results. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number: EK5730, expiry date: not reported) via an unspecified route of administration, on 17Dec2020 03:30 PM on Arm Right at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization (at the age of 22-year-old). On 08Jan2021 02:45 AM, the patient had a fever, chills and muscle aches in the middle of the night into the morning of the following day. Treatment was not received for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was recovering.

946012 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 PA 31.0 M headache; terrible body aches; feels so bad; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 31-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number and expiry date unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at a SINGLE DOSE then via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 07Jan2021, the patient took the second vaccine and feels so bad (headache, terrible body aches) and had to go home from work. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about Lot/batch number has been requested.

946013 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 MA 24.0 F About 1 hr after vaccination, started to feel nauseous and bad headache, increased over 3 hr, felt "brain fuzzy" after  1 hr.; About 1 hr after vaccination, started to feel nauseous and bad headache, increased over 3 hr, felt "brain fuzzy" after  1 hr.; About 1 hr after vaccination, started to feel nauseous and bad headache, increased over 3 hr, felt "brain fuzzy" after  1 hr.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 24-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK4176; expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration (left arm), on 08Jan2021 at 12:30, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included atopic dermatitis, allergy to latex, nitrile, nickel, mint, mango, eggplant, tomatoes, coconut, some specific blue pigments. Concomitant medications included dupilumab (DUPIXENT), fluoxetine (FLUOXETINE), ibuprofen (IBUPROFEN), and vitamin D3). The patient previously received dexamethasone and experienced allergies. Historical vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date: unknown) in the left arm, on 18Dec2020 at 12:00, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. On 21Dec2020, the patient showed a negative nasal swab. On 08Jan2021, at 13:30, about 1 hour after vaccination, patient started to feel nauseous, experienced bad headache which increased over 3 hours, and felt "brain fuzzy" after 1 hour. Three hours after onset, patient took Tylenol 1000 mg and Dramamine as treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was recovering. The patient underwent PCR test post vaccination with an unknown result.

946014 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 OK 32.0 F Hot injection site; sore arm; swollen  lip; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP). A 32-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 08Jan2021 07:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Medical history reported as none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient's historic vaccine included Other Pfizer vaccine on 18Dec2020. The patient experienced hot injection site, sore arm, swollen lip, nausea on 09Jan2021 15:00. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of events included Benadryl. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering. Information on Lot/ Batch number has been requested.

946015 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 IL 37.0 F Swollen Lymph node - just above left mid-subclavian (vaccination was administered in left upper arm); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. A 37-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: EL1283, via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 06Jan2021 17:30 at a SINGLE DOSE and (lot number:EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 16Dec2020 19:15 at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypertension from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  Concomitant medication included colecalciferol (VITAMIN D [COLECALCIFEROL]), hydrochlorothiazide, valsartan (VALSARTAN & HCTZ). The patient experienced swollen lymph node - just above left mid-subclavian (vaccination was administered in left upper arm) on 07Jan2021 09:00 with outcome of not recovered.

946016 01/15/2021 VA F Muscle aches; Dizziness; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 25-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received the first and second doses of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number and Expiration Date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on an unspecified date, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in a military base. On 02Jan2021, the patient experienced muscle aches, dizziness, and nausea. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient was recovering from the events.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

946017 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 NC 43.0 F Rash on chest and back - light red, mildly itchy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional. A 43-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection; lot number: EJ1685), intramuscular on 06Jan2021 at single dose at arm right for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Multiple Sclerosis, hypertension, depression/anxiety, chronic sinusitis. Concomitant medications included dimethyl fumarate (TECFIDERA), gabapentin, buspirone hydrochloride (BUSPAR), fluoxetine hydrochloride (PROZAC), losartan, fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA), and montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR). The patient previously took benazepril and has Known allergies: Benazepril. On 08Jan2021, the patient experienced Rash on chest and back - light red, mildly itchy.  The events were assessed as non-serious. The patient did not receive treatment for the adverse event. The adverse event resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The outcome of the event was unknown.

946018 12/17/2020 01/15/2021 CA F received the vaccine on 17Dec2020 the next dose is today but during this time she was positive for covid; received the vaccine on 17Dec2020 the next dose is today but during this time she was positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect. A contactable nurse reported for herself, a female patient of an unspecified age who received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that patient received the vaccine on 17Dec2020, the next dose is today (07Jan2021) but during this time she was positive for covid since an unspecified date. She was asking if she would take the second vaccine or if she needed to be revaccinated with the first dose. She was also asking what should she do. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (positive for COVID) with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.

946020 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 OR 40.0 F Fever to 99.8; muscle aches; Headache; sore arm for days; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse. A 40-year-old female patient started to receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration from 28Dec2020 12:00 to 28Dec2020 12:00 at a single dose for an unspecified indication. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient previously took chlorhexidine and experienced allergies. The patient experienced Fever to 99.8 body, muscle aches, Headache and sore arm for days, felt like being punched repeatedly in the arm; all on 28Dec2020. The outcome of the event was recovered on unspecified dates.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

946021 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 CA 22.0 F fever (101.5º); chills; muscle aches; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 22-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EL1284), intramuscularly on 07Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was right arm and it was the second dose. The facility type vaccine was hospital. Patient Intramuscularly received the first dose of BNT162B2 on 17Dec2020 (lot number EH9899) at arm left. Patient is not pregnant. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination nor tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced fever (101.5º), chills, muscle aches, nausea on 08Jan2021 with outcome of recovered in Jan2021. Patient didn't receive treatment for the adverse events. The events were reported as non-serious.

946024 12/31/2020 01/15/2021 41.0 F Fatigue; Dry mouth; Low grade fever; Chills; Headache; Itchy rash at injection site; Itchy rash at injection site; Soreness at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 12:45 at left arm, at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history known allergies: penicillin, chocolate from an unknown date. Concomitant medication included acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN) and Birth control pills. The patient previously took erythromycin and known allergies: Erythromycin. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient experienced fatigue, dry mouth, low grade fever, chills, headache, itchy rash at injection site, soreness at injection site on 31Dec2020 15:00. No treatment was received for all events. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No seriousness criteria: no Results in death, no Life threatening, no Caused/prolonged hospitalization, no Disabling/Incapacitating, no Congenital anomaly/birth defect.  No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

946025 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 MI 26.0 F low grade fever, 99 degrees Fahrenheit starting the day following injection, lasting 1 day; Fatigue, moderate, lasting 1 day; Headache, moderate, lasting 1 day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 26-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number and expiration date unknown) at the hospital, via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced fatigue, moderate, lasting 1 day, headache, moderate, lasting 1 day, and low grade fever, 99 degrees Fahrenheit starting the day following injection, lasting 1 day. The events were considered as non-serious. No treatment was received for the events. It was unknown if patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. It was also unknown if patient has been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The events recovered on 29Dec2020.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

946030 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 55.0 F nausea; vomiting; chills; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, lot no: EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at 10:30 AM on the left arm at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included allergies to sulfa. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, lot no: EJ1685) on 21Dec2020 at 10:00 AM on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. The patient was not administered any other vaccine in four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced nausea, vomiting, chills and headache on 07Jan2021 at 11:45 PM. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was recovering. The events were reported to be non-serious.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

946031 01/15/2021 U bad headache; dizzy; weak; tired; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient who is a doctor had a bad headache, was dizzy, weak and tired after receiving the vaccine on an unknown date in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

946032 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 PA 50.0 F funky lightheadedness; weird feelings in head; tinnitus was noticeably oscillated up and down; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 50-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: FK4176), intramuscularly on 07Jan2021 at 13:30 at a single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as none. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient previously took BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EK5730), intramuscularly on 17Dec2020 at 13:30 on the right arm for COVID-19 immunization and experienced funky lightheadedness, vertigo, normal tinnitus got louder and oscillating up and down, and sinus headache. Concomitant medication included colecalciferol (VITAMIN D). On 07Jan2021 at 13:30 (as reported), patient experienced funky lightheadedness, weird feelings in head, and tinnitus was noticeably oscillated up and down. The events were assessed as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovered on 07Jan2021 at 15:30.

946036 01/09/2021 01/15/2021 MI 56.0 F Chills; Insomnia; soreness at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional reporting for herself. A 56-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 12:15 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included chronic sinusitis from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. There were no concomitant medications. On 09Jan2021 12:45, the patient experienced chills, insomnia and soreness at injection site. No treatment was given to the patient for the events. The outcome of the events was recovering. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the Public Health Clinic/Veterans Administration facility. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The events was considered non serious as it did not result in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and had no congenital anomaly/birth defect.

946038 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 PA 41.0 M High fever; chills; sweats; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 41-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (Lot/batch number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at single dose in the left arm for an unspecified indication. Medical history included high blood pressure and allergy to coconut. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN) and experienced allergies. Historical vaccine includes BNT162B2 received via intramuscular on 11Dec2020 14:00 ("also reported as 12Dec2020 14:00) at single dose (first dose) in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. On 09Jan2021 07:00, the patient experienced high fever, chills and sweats. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination and did not receive other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The vaccine was given in the Hospital. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information regarding lot/batch number has been requested.

946039 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 FL 69.0 F Itchy rash/ hives  neck area, trunk; Itchy rash/ hives  neck area, trunk; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) reported that a 69-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3246, expiration date: not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 08Jan2021 11:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included psoriasis and allergies to Penicillin; both from unknown dates. The patient was not pregnant. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine and rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR) taken from unspecified dates for unspecified indications. On 08Jan2021, the patient experienced itchy rash/hives neck area, trunk with outcome of recovering. As treatment, patient received Benedryl (as reported). Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot number was already obtained.

946043 01/15/2021 F pain under her arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself. A female patient of unspecified age received the second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient received the second dose of the vaccine and noticed that the pain under her arm is still there. It started on Saturday 09Jan2021, and she was wondering how long that will persist. Outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

946044 01/15/2021 F slight swelling on the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself. A female patient of unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had taken both doses of the Pfizer covid vaccine and did not experience any side effects like everybody else. She stated that she is concerned since everyone she had talked to who received the vaccine experienced some kind of side effects (fever, chills, body ache) and was wondering if the vaccine might not be working. She only experienced slight swelling on the first dose. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.
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946045 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 DE F headache; fatigue; diarrhea; swollen arm; red spot on her arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the 2nd dose of the vaccine on 08Jan2021 and has had symptoms of headache, fatigue, diarrhea, swollen arm and a red spot on her arm. She is asking how long do these side effects usually last. Events outcome was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

946046 12/17/2020 01/15/2021 KS 61.0 F received first dose of bnt162b2/ symptoms started on the 26th (26Dec2020) but did not test positive until the 29th (29Dec2020); received first dose of bnt162b2/ symptoms started on the 26th (26Dec2020) but did not test positive until the 29th (29Dec2020); This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program via a contactable nurse (patient). A 61-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot/batch number: VAC0002881; expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation. Patient's medical history included hypothyroidism and osteoporosis from unknown dates, both ongoing. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine for hypothyroidism and alendronate sodium (FOSAMAX) for osteoporosis. Patient reported that her symptoms started on the 26th (26Dec2020) but did not test positive until the 29th (29Dec2020). Patient further stated "She received the first dose of Pfizer vaccine last 17Dec (17Dec2020) and 26Dec she was positive with COVID (later clarified of tested positive on 29Dec2020) because of someone else, it seems that it has been transferred, the virus has been transferred to her and then after a few days she got fully recovered, no symptoms, just fully recovered. She is just asking if she really need the second dose of vaccine if she is fully recovered right now." It was reported that patient did not receive treatment for the event. Laboratory test included COVID-19 virus test on 29Dec2020 with positive result. Outcome of the event was recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

946049 01/01/2021 01/15/2021 F coldness; numbness with  extremities; sore throat; congested; shortness of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician (patient). A 31-years-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), on unknown date in Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and the concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the second dose of the covid vaccine on Friday. The patient had coldness, numbness with extremities within 2 hours. She was not sure if it was just in her head. Saturday she had sore throat, was congested and had some shortness of breath. "Today" the patient was still congested and still with some shortness of breath, the patient wanted know if she should get tested for covid. The events were assessed non-serious. The was outcome was unknown.    No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

946051 01/09/2021 01/15/2021 F flu-like symptoms; body aches; low grade fever; didn't have the energy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. This female Nurse reported for herself received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 10:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient woke up at midnight with flu-like symptoms and she was still having them in Jan2021. The body aches and low grade fever are the worst in Jan2021, enough that she called out of work. The patient just didn't have the energy in Jan2021. The outcome of didn't have the energy was unknown. The outcome of other events was not recovered.  Information on the Lot/Batch Number has been requested.

946054 01/09/2021 01/15/2021 F headache; muscle pain in the neck and back; cough; sneezing; dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got first dose of the vaccine this Saturday and is experiencing headache and muscle pain in the neck and back (main concerns), as well as cough, sneezing (starting to go away), and dizziness; all on Jan2021. She wants to know how long these will last. She was wondering if she can take Tylenol for these symptoms. Event outcome of sneezing was recovering, while for others was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

946055 01/15/2021 F a 13 week pregnant patient who received the first shot of the vaccine; lymphadenopathy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician via medical information team. A 13-week pregnant female patient of an unspecified age received first shot of BNT162B2 (PFIZER BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date at single dose, for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Reporter was asking for any recommendations regarding the 2nd dose for a 13-week pregnant patient who received the first shot of the vaccine and developed lymphadenopathy a week after the 1st dose. She told that her gynecologist allowed her and gave her a note to take the 1st dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

946060 01/15/2021 LA U patient was last in the presence of a family member on Saturday (unspecified date) who two days later developed chills and fever and was diagnosed with the virus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation. Patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that patient was given the COVID vaccine at work on an unspecified date and was due to take part two of the vaccine on Monday (unspecified date). However, it was reported that patient was last in the presence of a family member on Saturday (unspecified date) who two days later developed chills and fever and was diagnosed with the virus. Patient stated, "So, like I said two days after I left visiting this family member they developed it. I have no symptoms do I still take the vaccine on Monday as I am due to take it, part two of the vaccine?" Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

946061 01/15/2021 U Tested positive for Covid, 10 days after receiving the vaccine; Tested positive for Covid, 10 days after receiving the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender started to receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive for COVID on an unspecified date 10 days after receiving the vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid test: positive on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  The information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

946062 01/15/2021 U arm hurt; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program. A contactable consumer reported that a patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On unspecified date, the patient experienced arm hurt after getting it. Outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about Lot/batch has been requested.

946064 12/23/2020 01/15/2021 F swollen lymph nodes and headache after the first dose; swollen lymph nodes and headache after the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient) from a Pfizer Sponsored Program Pfizer First Connect.  A 27-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced swollen lymph nodes and headache on Dec2020. The patient outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.

946070 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 IN F part of her trunk from the chest down started "itching really bad", and she developed hives; part of her trunk from the chest down started "itching really bad", and she developed hives; she still has a fine rash across the abdomen; there as 6 or 7 little macular spots; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for self. This female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 05Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. She had her first dose of the vaccine last Tuesday 05Jan2021. When at home in Jan2021, part of her trunk from the chest down started "itching really bad", and she developed hives. She took Benadryl, and the itching stopped, but she still has a fine rash across the abdomen, and the hives are still there as 6 or 7 little macular spots. Treatments for the events. Outcome of the event part of her trunk from the chest down started "itching really bad" was recovered in Jan2021. Outcome of the event hives, she still has a fine rash across the abdomen, there as 6 or 7 little macular spots was not recovered.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

946071 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 FL 75.0 F feeling fatigue; "just not herself, out of whack in her body"; diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 75-year-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine; unknown lot number and expiration date), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she received the Covid 19 vaccine on 07Jan2021 then the day after (08Jan2021), she began feeling fatigue, "just not herself, out of whack in her body", and diarrhea. The patient reported that she was fine now. She inquired if those were normal. The outcome of the events was recovered on Jan2021.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

946072 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 FL M coughs once in a while, may be a nervous cough every 40 min; voice hoarse; tested positive for Covid-19; tested positive for Covid-19; didn't feel well at all; bad headache; dry cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer who reported for himself, a 70-year-old male patient who received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated that he received the first dose of the Pfizer-BioNtech Covid-19 vaccine on Wednesday, 06Jan2021, and on that day he had no problem. On Thursday, 07Jan2021, he started experiencing dry cough. On Friday, 08Jan2021, he didn't feel well at all and had a bad headache. On Saturday, 09Jan2021, he felt better but he tested positive for Covid-19. Today, 11Jan2021, he stated he feels good, he coughs once in a while, may be a nervous cough every 40 min. He had not experienced fever or chills, he breathes well, he can hold his breath for 5-10 seconds, no chest pain or congestion, but his voice was hoarse. Patient wanted to know if this has been reported before, and wanted to know how long should he test himself again for Covid-19. The events were reported as non-serious. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number is requested.

946073 01/15/2021 F diarrhea; I had fatigue and weakness; I had fatigue and weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) received via Medical Information Team.  A 44-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included coeliac disease from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient reported: "after having the second vaccine, I had fatigue and weakness; the weakness was much greater it seems than what would be considered a normal reaction. I have bad diarrhea and I had to miss work". The patient outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on lot number/batch number was requested.

946074 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 46.0 F headache; chills; muscle & joint pain; muscle & joint pain; some GI Symptoms (nausea and diarrhea); some GI Symptoms (nausea and diarrhea); injections site soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist reported for self. This 46-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) for covid-19 immunisation. She experienced injections site soreness on the day 07Jan2021 then resolved. The next day (08Jan2021) experienced headache, chills, muscle & joint pain, and some GI Symptoms (nausea and diarrhea). Outcome of the event injections site soreness was recovered. Outcome of other events was unknown.  Information on batch/lot number was requested.

946075 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 MI F legs and feet did hurt; Muscle aches are not from flu like; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for self. This (Age-44, unit-unknown) female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included fatigue, she felt fatigue every Friday. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated she got her 2nd vaccine on 08Jan2021, stated "I haven't experienced any side effects, does that mean the vaccine isn't working? " Patient had little fatigue, and stated it's the same fatigue she felt every Friday baseline fatigue. Her legs and feet did hurt, but she had been walking from one end of the hospital to the other. Muscle aches were not from flu like. The outcome of events was unknown.    Information about Lot/batch number has been requested.

946079 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 U This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (Lot number and expiry date were unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took shingles shot (unspecified medication) about 3 or 4 years ago for immunization. The patient stated "I got the Pfizer Vaccine last Wednesday (30Dec2020), then now that "I am in bed" and four days later (Jan2021) my rib cage started hurting on the left side, the side I got the shot on. I went to the doctor and she thought I was starting to have shingles or Intercostal neuritis. I just wondered if the shot could cause you to have shingles." The patient also stated, "I had the shingles shot (unspecified medication) about 3 or 4 years ago. The doctor thought I might have shingles or Intercostal neuritis which is infection in between the ribs." Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

946080 12/26/2020 01/15/2021 CA F I was exposed to Covid-19 4 days after and tested + 9 days after dose #1; I was exposed to Covid-19 4 days after and tested + 9 days after dose #1; I was exposed to Covid-19 4 days after and tested + 9 days after dose #1; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable female nurse (patient) via Pfizer sponsored program.  A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) on 26Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient was exposed to Covid-19 4 days after on 30Dec2020 and tested + 9 days after dose #1 on 04Jan2021.  The outcome of events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event of positive for corona virus infection for the lack of efficacy of the vaccine. However, based on the mechanism of action of the vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine is given. Case will be reevaluated based on follow-up information

946082 12/01/2020 01/15/2021 51.0 F positive for covid19; positive for covid19; got or felt sick; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reported for self and consumer. This 51-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. As soon as patient got vaccine she got or felt sick  in Dec2020 and had the test and finds out she was positive, so she stays home two weeks and doesn't have no symptom at all and wants to know when has to take a test. The day after the patient developed symptoms thought it was the vaccine, but the symptoms continued for 2-3 days, the 3rd day the patient got herself tested. The patient was positive for covid19 at the time had the shot/ as soon as she got vaccinated she became positive. The patient hasn't had any symptoms for the past 2 weeks. The patient was scheduled to get retested. The patient was scheduled for 2nd dose of vaccine. The patient asked if there are any risks since developed covid the day after getting the vaccine. What if miss today. The patient wanted to know time after having no symptoms past two weeks, when she has to take a test. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Test positive for covid19 found as soon as following the vaccination, no adequate effect of the suspect vaccine thus could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.

946084 01/15/2021 M I've got the 1st dose of vaccine and then unfortunately, in the interim, I started feeling sick and tested positive for Covid.; I've got the 1st dose of vaccine and then unfortunately, in the interim, I started feeling sick and tested positive for Covid.; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, received from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not provided) solution for injection, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported he got the 1st dose of the vaccine and then unfortunately, in the interim, he started feeling sick and tested positive for Covid. The patient underwent Covid test and resulted positive on an unknown date. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up activities are needed. No further information is expected.

946085 01/15/2021 U 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 13 patients. This is 12th of 13 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021018407 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient

946086 12/23/2020 01/15/2021 CA 35.0 F Positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; Positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, from a contactable nurse (patient). A 35-year-old female patient (weight 55.79 kg, height 160 cm) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, Lot. EK5730) intramuscularly, in the left deltoid, at single dose, on 23Dec2020 at 12:30, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the BNT162B2 vaccine. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were none. On 25Dec2020, the patient felt extremely tired (fatigue). On 28Dec2020, the patient had headache and minor cough noticed. On 29Dec2020, the patient experienced back pain and she said that it felt like sunburn soreness more than anything else. She said that she literally slept 3 days in a row (29Dec2020, 30Dec2020, and 31Dec2020).  On 31Dec2020, the patient lost her sense of smell and developed dizziness. On 01Jan2021, the patient experienced nausea and lost her sense of taste. COVID-19 virus test was found positive on 01Jan2021.The patient recovered from back pain, sunburn and sleepy on 31Dec2020, recovered from tiredness on 01Jan2021, recovered from nausea and dizziness on 06Jan2021. Clinical outcome of the events, smell loss, cough, headache, and loss of taste was recovering. Final clinical outcome of positive COVID-19 test with symptoms was unknown at time of this report. The case was assessed as serious (medically significant). She is scheduled to get 2nd dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine) on 13Jan2021 and is wanting to know if she is supposed to get it.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

946087 01/09/2021 01/15/2021 CT 35.0 F Chills, myalgia, axillary lymphadenopathy; Chills, myalgia, axillary lymphadenopathy; Chills, myalgia, axillary lymphadenopathy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. A 35-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration (anatomical location: arm right) from 09Jan2021 to 09Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was reported as none. The patient had first vaccine on 18Dec2020 to 18Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 09Jan2021, the patient experienced chills, myalgia, axillary lymphadenopathy. The patient did not received any treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was recovering.

946089 01/15/2021 NJ U Received Covid vaccine and tested positive for Covid 10 days after; Received Covid vaccine and tested positive for Covid 10 days after; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received COVID vaccine and tested positive for COVID, 10 days after on an unspecified date. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: positive on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

946091 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 GA 94.0 F soreness in her arm at the injection site in the left arm; bruising at injection site; injection site that is red and hot; itching and redness at injection site; itching and redness at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 94-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (Lot/batch number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration from 30Dec2020 to 30Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient stated that she got the Covid vaccine a week ago on Wednesday, 30Dec2020, 9 days ago, stated she did not seem to have any problems or side effects after, then she felt some soreness in her arm at the injection site in the left arm. States that last night on 07Jan2021, she woke up itching and redness at injection site and when she looked at her arm this morning, there is a really bad 2 1/2 to 3 inches at the injection site that is red and hot. Also she experienced bruising at injection site. She wants to know if this is a common thing. The outcome of the event "bruising at injection site" was recovering; for events Vaccination site pruritus and Vaccination site erythema was recovered on unknown dates; while unknown for the other events.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

946092 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 IL 46.0 F sleeping all day; pain at the injection site to left arm; Fever; Headache; legs hurting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 46-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 07Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient previously took the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on Dec2020 (reported as three weeks ago from 07Jan2021) for COVID-19 immunization and she was fine. The patient got the second COVID vaccine on 07Jan2021 afternoon. The pain at the injection site to left arm started on 07Jan2021 20:00. On 07Jan2021, in the middle of the night, the fever, headache, and legs hurting started. She has been sleeping all day on 08Jan2021 and she does not do this normally. Outcome of the sleeping all day was unknown, of the headache was recovering, of the pain at the injection site to left arm was recovered on 07Jan2021, of the legs hurting and fever was recovered on 08Jan2021.

946096 12/16/2020 01/15/2021 NJ 22.0 F started with left sided lower back pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 22-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 16Dec2020 13:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies for All fish. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had the first covid vaccine on 16Dec2020 and on 20Dec2020 started with left sided lower back pain. The event resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care, Hospitalization (2 days), Life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event). The patient received the Heparin drip and xarelto at home for the event. The patient was not pregnant. The patient received the covid test post vaccination on 09Jan2021. Test type was Nasal Swab. The result was negative. The outcome of the event was recovered with sequel on unspecified date.; Sender's Comments: From the information provided it is unclear what is the nature of the reported event and what are the reasons that have put the subject at immediate risk of death. The event is considered possibly related to the suspect product based on the positive temporal association.Y Y 2

946098 01/09/2021 01/15/2021 MD 44.0 F throat closing up; struggled the breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 44-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: Pfizer EL 3302), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 07:30 am at single dose at left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetes, high blood pressure, allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, patient has not been tested for COVID-19. On 10Jan2021 14:30, patient woke up with throat closing up and struggled the breath. Patient immediately drank a dose of diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). Patient did that two more time in the evening of 10Jan2021. Patient called the doctor in the morning. Events were considered serious per life-threatening. The adverse events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event). Patient received treatment liquid diphenhydramine hydrochloride, epinephrine (EPI-PEN) for events. Outcome of events was recovered in Jan2021.Y

946103 01/09/2021 01/15/2021 IL 46.0 F chills; body aches; fever; flu like symptoms; headache; was drenched in sweat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 46-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162b2 (lot: EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration in left deltoid on 09Jan2021 15:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma from Dec2019 and ongoing, insomnia, hypertension. Concomitant medication included ongoing hydrochlorothiazide, metoprolol tartrate (LOPRESSOR HCT) for Hypertension. The patient previously took lopressor and experienced edema. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162b2 (Lot number: EK5730), intramuscularly in right deltoid at single dose on 19Dec2020 for covid-19 immunization. The patient experienced fever, chills, flu like symptoms, headache all day long on 10Jan2021. The above events were reported as serious as medical significant. No nausea or diarrhea. She had chills and was drenched in sweat on 10Jan2021. She woke up at 10:30 am with chills, body aches on 10Jan2021. Last night at 10 pm she finally fell asleep. She woke up this morning (11Jan2021) and felt fine. The outcome of the event sweating was unknown, other events was recovered on 11Jan2021.; Sender's Comments: Based on a close temporal relationship there is a reasonable possibility of an association between the events and the product. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

946104 12/18/2020 01/15/2021 OH 57.0 F she had a stiff neck; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 57-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. Patient received the first dose of vaccine on 18Dec2020 and reported that she had a stiff neck for two days. The outcome of the event was recovered on 20Dec2020.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

946107 01/15/2021 NJ U High platelets; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. This healthcare professional reported similar events for two patients. This is second of two reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number and Expiration Date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The physician (through the healthcare professional) would like to know if the company had any reports of thrombocytosis post vaccination. The physician had seen two patients who had high platelets after the vaccine on an unspecified date. There is no reported platelet value for this patient. The healthcare professional has no information on the patient since the physician only asked her to call. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot number and expiration date for the suspect product will be requested in follow-up attempts.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021017585 Same reporter, product, and event; different patient

946153 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 CO 36.0 36 F Woke up with sore left arm and headache. As day progressed headache continued and had several episodes of feeling hot, sweaty, and nauseous. At approximately 8 pm I had another episode of feeling unwell. I sat down on couch and had a seizure. Arms went straight out from body, legs got tense, loud noise  from mouth, then was slumped over on couch. Husband got me to the pickup and drove me to the emergency room.

946154 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 FL 67.0 67 M Very minor swelling of my nose along with some redness.  No pain or shortness of breath.  Symptoms dissipated with 24 hours.

946156 01/09/2021 01/15/2021 OR 26.0 26 F Severe nausea, with vomiting, which started approximately 9 hours after the injection. This also included body aches, chills, mild fever, and dizziness. Vomiting lasted for approximately 2 hours, but nausea persisted for approximately 2 days. A significant migraine occurred approximately 6 hours after the injection, and lasted approximately 6 hours.

946157 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 43.0 43 F Called to see pt in drive up lane 7 min post vaccination. She immediately felt after the vaccination, numbness and tingling in L face on the buccal side and her L arm. She felt like her L side of the face and eyelids were swelling. She was agitated and worried.  Past medical history of breast cancer and axillary swelling.  Initial examination lungs CTA, regular tachycardia.  Pt moved to observation area.  Initial vitals:   BP: 154/82, HR 129, 97% O2  Benadryl 25 mg po given at 10:25am   EMS notified and first injection 3mg Epi pen injection given at 10:41am;   911 called. BP 154/82, 136, RR 20, O2 sat 99% 10:43am. Second epinephrine 3mg injection given at 10:44am. BP 162/84, HR 131, RR 22, O2 sat 100% at 10:49am. At 10:49am, she suddenly was short of breath, general mailais, delayed ear swelling, and was put on a stretcher and 10L non rebreather. She was brought to Medical Ctr at 10:54.

946158 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 MS 47.0 47 F Debilitating lower back pain beginning mid-morning on the day following the vaccine administration. It came on quite suddenly.  I left work early due to the pain. It feels like a deep twisting pain that seems to decrease strength in the back area.

946159 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 MO 25.0 25 F Rash about 3 inches in size. Noticed after it started itching. Itches occasionally, then goes away. Started a week after first dose of vaccine. Currently on day 2 of the rash. Tried Zyrtec, Benadryl, and Hydrocortisone ointment with some itching relief, but rash hasn?t decreased in size or has gone away yet.

946160 12/20/2020 01/15/2021 CA 33.0 33 F 12/20: 10 mins after the injection my arm started hurting so I was moving it around and suddenly a felt a tickle in my throat, swallowed and felt like I swallowed the wrong way and was coughing to the point of feeling like I was going to vomit. Per everyone around I was bright red and I looked weird. The ER nurse said my heart rate was 125 and my systolic BP was elevated at 130s (normally in the 110s). After sitting for 45 mins heart rate was back to 60s. Still felt like I was in a fog but felt ok. Once I walked to my car I felt alot of nausea again and was on and off the rest of the day.  In the middle of the night I woke up short of breath laying on my back had to lay on my side.  12/21. I was moving pavers and got short of breath. Checked my heart rate and it was 100. O2 sat was 99%. If I sat and didn't move I was fine as soon as I started moving it started again. Also felt nauseating all day. I was having a hard time concentrating and my husband was getting frustrated that I wasn't understanding what he was saying. My left arm hurt really bad all day  12/22 By the afternoon felt more normal except my arm still hurting really bad.  12/26 was shoveling dirty and suddenly my arm where I got the injection started hurts and I got very nauseated again.  On 12/29 the cdc called me because I did the vsafe program. They were wondering if I was actually going to get the second vaccination because they said my reaction is a severe reaction.  12/30 my arm started itching had chills and temp right after  1/1 rapid test was negative for covid  1/2 pcr was negative

946161 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 TX 0 F Headache day of vaccine, itchy skin and hives developed on arms and legs day after vaccine, lasting 2 days. Swollen, painful  lymph node in armpit started the day after vaccine and continues to present, nearly a week post-injection. 0.0

946162 01/02/2021 01/15/2021 WA 29.0 29 M Onset of severe pompholyx and uriticaria on hands and feet. Prescribed famotidine, prednisone and hydroxyzine.   Pompholyx on hands developed into blisters 4 days after onset of symptoms

946163 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 HI 38.0 38 F Im having sime pretty aggressive chills and nausea

946164 12/11/2020 01/15/2021 TX 23.0 23 F Vaccines received in series on 12/11/20 and 1/11/21. Three days before due date for second COVID vaccine, started severely itching and experiencing hive-like rash all over body, especially to hands and head; mostly relieved by benadryl but wore off every 6 hours. Contacted PCP (listed in form) who suggested taking zyrtec and using a moisturizing lotion. This helped for the day of receiving the vaccine. Thinking it was something unrelated due to the time elapsed from the vaccine, despite no changes in consumption or products/environment encountered, I went ahead and got the second vaccine. Day 1 after vaccine, I experienced the usually reported side effects, including slightly elevated temp, chills, and body aches. Itching and hives continued but not as noticeable due to other side effects. The next morning, hives and itching were significantly worse; any time I scratched (or something touched my skin more than lightly), large, red welps would nearly immediately develop, and often had raised bumps within the irritations. To date, this is continued, slightly relieved by allergy medications, but not entirely and must be taken around the clock or severe symptoms will begin again.

946165 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 41.0 41 F Staff had 2nd vaccine yesterday 01/13/2021 at 11:20.  At night 3 am woke up with bodyache, lower back pain, fever 103, could not sleep.  Took Tylenol.  Today at 12 noon staff feels chill, fever 102.  Now ok.  W

946166 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 33.0 33 M Vaccine at 8:30am in the morning.  Around 4 pm started feel warm, weakness.  Took Tylenol 1000 mg.  Helped a little bit.  Today still having bodyache and chills.

946167 01/09/2021 01/15/2021 43.0 43 M 2nd vaccine on Saturday.  Sunday, burning feet, leg, thigh.  Went to ER to check if it was cause by diabetes, was told its probably not Gulliam Barre. Still having the symptoms.  Worsen when laying down, better with movement.

946168 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 47.0 47 M In the evening 01/12/2021 started having bodyache, fatigue, chill 99.8.  Took sick day yesterday and slept most of the time.  Feeling fine today.

946169 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 44.0 44 F 01/11/2021: Same day at 8 pm started to have body ache, headache, a little fever 100.1 and very tired. Took Tylenol.  Got up next day at 12:30 a lot better.  Today ok but not 100%.

946170 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 37.0 37 F Disclosure: I do not have a severe side effect- I want to report this do it can help science. Hope it helps.    Minor adverse event - 1. Bull's eye Rash on the vaccine site. I have taken a photo if ever needed. 2. Swollen lymph nodes.  I wanted to emphasize on the bull's eye rash which started after 5 days after vaccination. it's itchy and swollen. No pain or other discomfort.  I never noticed lymph nodes  before the peculiar rash.  I am overall health and has no other contra indications.

946171 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 LA 41.0 41 F *Rash ,whelps  and swelling on bilateral arms from the shoulder area to hands.  *Rash ,whelps  and swelling on bilateral legs from upper thighs down to feet *Severe Itching  Received the vaccination on Wednesday, January 6, 2021. Symptoms started on Saturday, January 9, 2021 around 1pm.  Symptoms intensified as the days went by. Went to Urgent Care on Monday, January 11, 2021.

946172 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 MI 54.0 54 F Lymphadenopathy under left clavicle 2 days post injection.  Also had minor headache 1 day post vaccination which resolved by day 2. No medical treatment needed at this time.

946173 01/03/2021 01/15/2021 CA 28.0 28 F covid: vaccination clinic S: At 1557 patient c/o tongue swelling and itchiness. Given 25mg PO benadryl at 1557   O: Patient alert and oriented, airway patent.   BP 129/88 HR 74 O2 98%   1617 Repeat O2 sat 98% HR 59. Patient c/o persistent tongue swelling.    A/P: 28 F with history of nut allergy with tongue swelling after Pfizer vaccine. EMS notified 1620. Patient evaluated by EMS and declined further treatment by EMS and stated that she would walk over to ED for further evaluation.    Further return to ED precautions discussed with patient.

946175 12/23/2020 01/15/2021 MD 62.0 62 F As per Emergency Dept note of 23 Dec 2020:  "Syncope, related to getting the vaccine. Normal ECG, no evidence of arrhythmia, normal H/H, no evidence of ACS, CHF clinically. Normal nonfocal exam. Symptoms resolved. Home with reassurance."  As per follow-up note of 04 Jan 2021: "62yo female s/p first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine on 12/23/2020 who experienced syncope, hypertension (200/100) within minutes after receiving the vaccine. She was then transported to the ED where she was given IV fluids, anti-emetic and discharged a few hours later. She reports the onset of fever, chills, anorexia, malaise, and emesis 4 hours after receiving the vaccine. The malaise, chills and anorexia persisted for 4 days at which point she started feeling better. COVID test was reportedly negative. She wants to decline 2nd dose of vaccine."

946176 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 CO 32.0 32 M 12 hour post-vaccination- shivering and body aches 20 hours post-vaccination- angioedema/tongue swelling

946177 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 WA 35.0 35 F Large red circle around site with large swelling and pain

946178 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 CA 59.0 59 F 59 y/o female experienced right distal arm and hand paresthesias about 10-15 minutes after receiving the Moderna Covid-19 vaccine in the same arm.  She stated that this was atingling and burning sensation and indicated the dorsal hand, middle three fingers with some lesser extension on he palmar side of same.  After a few minutes more she noted this in a circular palmar zone and along the radial aspect of the wrist, extending about 3 inches up the radial aspect of the arm from the wrist.  She laater on questioning of other symptoms stated that she had a mild pain in the mid right abdomen and a mild pain under the left eye / lower lid.  She was monitored for an hour. No "treatment" was given.  She was allowed to proceed home and was instructed to inform her primary care provider.

946179 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 PA 42.0 42 F I felt very heavy (especially my limbs) and had a slight headache on Thursday (the day after receiving the vaccine).  This feeling continued into Friday morning when I nearly passed out (blacked out and collapsed for a split second) as I was crouched position for approximately 10 minutes at work.  I felt dizzy and slow moving for the next several hours.  My blood pressure was rated as normal, blood oxygen normal, and pulse slightly low by a nurse on staff who took my vitals after the episode.   My temperature, which had been 97.8 prior to the event that morning (typical for me) was elevated during this time to 100.2 and returned to normal after approximately 4 hours without medication.  I was fatigued, so I slept for approximately 4-5 hours that afternoon and began feeling better the following day (Saturday).

946180 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Lightheaded  briefly at about 15 minutes. Lips tingling and red, chest and neck hot and very flushed at about 25 minutes. Feeling winded at about 30 minutes, lips very slightly blue-ish. Vitals were all normal and no treatment was given. Approx six hours later I experienced a "lump in my throat" for about two to three hours - took Benadryl, which resolved it. Also around five or six hours later ordinary side effects began - fatigue, aches, headache, sore arm. These all resolved by the following morning.

946181 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 OK 40.0 40 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Facial numbness and tingling beginning aproximately 40-45 minutes after injection. Resolved approximately 2-3 hours later.

946182 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Itchy dermatitis.

946183 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 ND 37.0 37 F ~10pm, tickle in throat ~ Midnight  dry cratchy cough related to tickle in throat ~10pm, itchy wrists, bilaterally, progressed to back of neck, insides of arms, lower legs, tops of feet, upper chest, under breasts, and splotchy face. ~10-midnight - rash  in all same areas of itchiness

946184 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Rash/hives, itching, fever, body aches Treating with Motion and Benadryl Fever and body aches resolved after 24 hrs Rash/hives and itching continue

946185 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NC 79.0 79 M Dizzy,  Motion  imbalance

946186 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 MN 31.0 31 F I developed atypical chest pain 3 days after the shot. Chest pain that was sharp as intermittent and has been on going since 9/8/21.

946187 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 MD 28.0 28 F Severe atm soreness, headache 2 hours after. Watery eyes and fatigue 6 hours later.

946188 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 OH 23.0 23 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Extreme tiredness: sleeping 12+ hours and still feeling like I have not slept Migraine: I do get chronic migraines so I am unsure 100% if the migraine is related to the vaccine or not Fever: under 100.0°F Night sweats Chills

946189 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 OH 29.0 29 F 1/7/21 PM sore left arm at injection sight  1/10/21 PM severe congestion, headache, sinus pressure   1/11/21 AM severe headache, vertigo, shortness of breath, cough  1/11/21 AM went to get covid test due to being symptomatic,  tested positive.   I had a negative weekly (required by work) test done on 1/5/21 prior to getting vaccine.

946190 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 WA 37.0 37 M Redness, swelling, hot, itchiness still present after 8 days. Urgent Care provider started me on oral Keflex. Very swollen lymph nodes to left axilla and near left clavicle. Moderate to severe shoulder pain. Unable to sleep on my left side. Inflammation to left shoulder.

946191 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 CA 44.0 44 F 1/8/2021 soreness/pain at the injection site, fever, muscle ache, malaise, headache. Tylenol 1000mg was taken around the clock every 6 hours. It helps with the fever and also for the headache. 1/9/2021 woke up at 4:00 am with vertigo plus the above side effects. In addition to the Tylenol, I had taken dramamine in the morning and had been taking Meclizine 25-50 mg for the dizziness/vertigo. I also had done epley maneuver to help get rid of the vertigo since I am more dizzy turning on my right side and thinks that it is positional vertigo. 1/13/2021 still dizzy and taking Meclizine because it helps for the dizziness. I don't have anymore fever, the pain at the injection site is now mild, still moderate pain for the headache, some body aches but not as much as before. I had gone to the urgent care at this point to be seen since the vertigo is still there since Saturday 1/9 and it is now Wednesday 1/13. The doctor at the urgent care told me to continue taking Meclizine, hydrate and rest for a total of one week since the onset of the vertigo.

946192 01/02/2021 01/15/2021 OR 55.0 55 F None stated.

946193 12/31/2020 01/15/2021 CO 30.0 30 F Large area of redness (2.5x4.5"), heat , swelling to R arm occurring 7 days after injection until 14 day following injection

946195 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 AK 28.0 28 F Fatigue/drowsiness , body aches,  mild loss of taste

946197 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 IN 59.0 59 F I received 2nd injection of Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine at 1015AM on 1-12-21 and was doing great. I had taken one 325mg Tylenol and one  200mg Ibuprofen approximately 60 minutes prior to receiving vaccine (which is what I did prior to the first vaccine). I was doing great initially following the vaccine. I took another 325mg Tylenol and 200mg Ibuprofen when I went to bed at 2000  1-12-21. At 0300 1-13-21 I woke up feeling nauseated and when attempting to turn over to my right side I moaned loudly because I could not hardly move my left arm. My husband was woken and turned on the bedroom light and we noted a 3 inch bruise and large knot on my left deltoid at the injection site. He told me that I felt warm. I took my temperature that was 101.2 degrees. I took 650mg Tylenol and that time. At 0500 1-13-21 I was having chills, muscle and joint aches. I could not fully close my hands into a grip. My "brain" hurt, not a headache but literally it hurt to move my head. I would occasionally get a sharp pain in the front and back of my head. My temperature went to its highest at approximately 1500 1-13-21 to 102.5 degrees. I continued to offset Tylenol with Ibuprofen throughout the day. At 2000 1-13-21 my temperature was 101.8 and began to trend downward.  I went to bed and when I woke up on 1-14-21 I felt 100% better with just a little fatigue from the inability to sleep the day prior.

946198 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 WY 57.0 57 F Rash about the size of a lemon, itching, and slight swelling around site of injection beginning a week after the injection, as well as swollen gland in armpit and soreness in upper arm.

946199 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 OR 31.0 31 M nausea and vomiting and angioedema with mild tongue swelling

946200 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 NE 42.0 42 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Started to feel ill around 8pm 1/11. Woke up with nausea and headache around 10am 1/12. Cough and fever developed by 4pm 1/12, cough was mild and fever never exceeded 101 degrees Fahrenheit. Also experienced fatigue and body aches. Nausea successfully treated with promethazine. All symptoms dissipated significantly or gone altogether around 1am 1/13.

946201 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 NY 23.0 23 F day of vaccine 1/7: @ 10pm I started experiencing  sore arm at injection site, and body aches. 1/8-1/10: low grade fever (100), and fatigue. 1/11-1/12: headache w/ severe pain in front left side of head when doing any type of physical activity, small amount of numbness in left side of face and ears hurt.  1/13-1/14: sore throat.

946202 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 AZ 35.0 35 F Itchy arm for 1 week following first covid vaccine (Moderna) with no redness.  8 days following vaccine, large, red and hot area appeared on same arm as vaccine, lasting longer than 1 week.

946203 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Hot flashes, extreme nausea with no relief from medication

946204 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 49.0 49 M Diarrhea, chills, myalgias, malaise; Tmax 99.8. Diarrhea about twice/day.

946205 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 PA 38.0 38 F Six days after, I started being  awakened by the pain of my lips swelling to 3xs their size, tongue slightly swollen and throat possibly.  I took a Benedryl or Claritin and Advil.  Eight  hours after the 1st vaccine, I experienced severe aches and pain, fatigue lasting almost 72hrs. Even the joints of fingers aches but the pain in my lymph node in my left armpit felt like someone hit me with a baseball bat (injection was in left arm).

946206 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 NH 34.0 34 M Shingles on the right side of my face. Symptoms include cold sores, mouth sores, severe tooth pain, some pain in my eye, no serious issues with the nerves of my right eye. Put on Valtrex. As of today, 1/15 still have symptoms but am improving.

946207 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 PA 34.0 34 F Day of shot took prophylactic ibu and took as well Tuesday am. By Tuesday at 2-3 pm 1 day post shot-  felt poor (similar to first shot- headache, tired). By 4 pm felt like getting fever. Finished shift got home by 5 o'clock fever 101.  Restarted ibu laid down. By 12 pm terrible chills sweats fever now up to 102.8.  By Wednesday morning at 101. Went back down to normal by afternoon but still felt very tired with splitting headache. By 4 fever returned almost at 101. Thursday fever free without meds. Today (Friday) fever free without meds- just tired.

946208 12/24/2020 01/15/2021 NY 65.0 65 F Migraine headache

946209 01/10/2021 01/15/2021 OR 31.0 31 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Chills/temp 38 (starting 2200 1/10-1/12) Moderate nausea (1/10-still present as of 1/15) Mild-mod headache (1/11-1/13) Tachycardia (at rest 105-138 1/10-1/13) Moderate muscle/joint pain - same side as injection from shoulder/collar bone into neck (1/11-still present as of 1/15) Moderate-severe fatigue (1/10-1/14)  Dizziness (1/12-1/14)   Used ibuprofen and Bengay for soreness w/ mild/fair effect.

946210 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 FL 69.0 69 F After receiving the vaccine client verbalized light headedness and dizziness.  Client was evaluated by onsite paramedics and symptoms resolved within mins.  Client was released to go home at 11:05 am per Fire Rescue.

946211 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 FL 95.0 95 F After receiving the COVID-19 vaccine, the client verbalized lightheadedness.  Client was evaluated by onsite Fire Rescue.  Client symptoms resolved within 15 mins. Client was released to go home at 2:34 pm by Fire Rescue.

946212 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 WA 36.0 36 F Left arm was sore on 01/13 Diarrhea started on 01/14, along with nausea

946213 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 FL 67.0 67 F Pt verbalized feeling flush on the face (red cheeks), she was evaluated by paramedics and released home at 1:20 pm feeling better.

946214 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 FL 95.0 95 F the morning after her vaccine, her daughter noticed a rash on her left hip with red blisters. Noted Sat 1/9/2021. She was seen in my office on 1/13/2021 and I diagnosed her with shingles. Rash had spread over the 4 days to a dermatomal distribution from left mid back around to left mid abdomen. She had received the Zostavax vaccine in 2007.

946215 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 FL 78.0 78 F After receiving the COVID0-19 vaccine, client verbalized facial tingling.  Client was evaluated by onsite paramedics and released at 4:56 pm to go home

946217 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 FL 44.0 44 F Pt reported feeling ill after returning from lunch, visibly shaking, heart racing, sweating, feeling like something catching in her throat, numbness in fingertips and lips.  Placed in supine position with legs elevated,  administered Benedryl 25mg IM at 1359.  BP 148/96, HR 118, O2 sat 98%.  Dr. in room, checked mouth and throat - noticed redness but no swelling.  Used alcohol under nose, pt did not feel any better and was reporting that she felt like she was spinning.  @1416  BP 140/90 Blood glucose check, 116, HR 101., O2 sat 99%.  Pt observed and remained in supine position.  @1441, pt reported feeling better, BP 128/79, HR 88, skin warm and dry. Assisted to a standing position.  Reported spinning had stopped and was able to ambulate.  Pt sent home to rest with instructions to call if worsening or call EMS.

946218 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 48.0 48 F Sévère arthralgia, not able to walk. Facial paresthésie.  Extreme fatigue, chills and fever

946219 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 MD 40.0 40 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Starting two days after injection: headache, sore throat, cough, exhaustion, some intestinal cramping

946220 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 WI 35.0 35 F 1/12-day after injection, PT started getting red swollen sore arm. Also had headache that wasn't relieved by excedrin. 1/13/- progressing redness and warmth to arm, outlined, fatigued, felt warm and sweaty, 99.9 tympanic temperature, sought medical care at local Urgent Care. Diagnosed as post injection irritation.  1/14, fatigue increased, directed by employer to get covid test

946221 12/29/2020 01/15/2021 NE 30.0 30 F Urticarial rash, itching, swelling, pain and redness at injection site

946222 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 NE 60.0 60 F By 9 pm I had fever 100, body aches, chills, soreness at injection site, headache, mild chest tightness, mild dry cough, nausea. The next morning fever was 101. Symptoms continued through next 24hours but were manageable with Tylenol and ibuprofen. The next morning mild headache remained. It should be noted that I did have covid19 on November 10.

946223 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 PA 52.0 52 F onset same day of vaccine, c/o chills, no fever, pain in hips and legs and low BP 80/52

946224 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 OH 44.0 44 F 5 days after injection my right shoulder area at site of injection started itching. The next day there was a swollen red like rash. VERY itchy and caused some aching in arm. Currently happening now. I put hydrocortizone on site to relieve itching but, it did not work.

946226 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 OH 33.0 33 F Chills, rigors, diaphoresis, low grade fever

946227 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 IN 37.0 37 F Red ring around shot site on left arm, diameter of about two inches. Skin area inside ring is reddish.

946228 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 VT 66.0 66 F Pain, dysesthesia left ear and jaw and left side of tongue.  No visible abnormalities left face and ear.  She indicates her lips (bilateral, upper and lower) had become swollen the day after her 2nd immunization 1/12/21, the lip swelling resolved when I saw her 1/14/21

946229 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 RI 27.0 27 F New onset of redness and warmth of LUE, denies pain.  Skin with blanching, erythematous, edematous.  Diagnosed with cellulitis and treated with antibiotics.

946230 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 LA 54.0 54 F Fever 100.4, headache, nausea, body aches, right arm soreness

946231 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 MA 101.0 101 F Left upper extremity red, warm swollen.

946232 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 PA 24.0 24 F When I woke up the next morning, my blood sugar had dropped. I did not have a glucometer to measure my blood sugar, by I almost had an episode of syncope at approximately 7:00 am.

946233 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Extreme chills with body shaking for 6 hours, fever, sore throat, nausea, excruciating headache, extremely high resting heart rate (over 100-usually under 60)

946234 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 FL 28.0 28 F Oval, round shape red rash about 3 inches in diameter at injection site 1 week after administration. Smaller size rash was present for days 1 and 2 after administration with soreness, and then went away. Now, 1 week after administration, this larger rash reappeared. It is hot to the touch and itchy, arm is sore again after no soreness for 5 days.

946235 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 MI 46.0 46 F Low grade fever, muscle aches, fatigue, nausea, headache hours 17 - 29 post vaccine.  Still continuing to have headache, as well as fatigue and shortness of breath with activity.

946237 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 MA 65.0 65 F red swollen arm

946238 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 PA 34.0 34 F Very fatigued; Slight headache; Dizziness

946240 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Signs and symptoms started at 22:30pm which was 13 hours after injection .   22:30pm  1/13/21  - muscle aches  - chills  - severe headache  - extreme fatigue  - runny nose   0600 am  1/14/21 - Nausea  - Vomiting  - Sweats occurred  - Fever 102 with Tylenol  - Extreme fatigue   12:00pm on 1/14/21  - Muscle aches - Fatigue  - headache  - Runny nose  - sweats  - fever 100.1 Witt ibuprofen   18:00pm 1/14/21  - muscle aches  - chills  - fever 99.8 with Tylenol  - extreme Fatigue  - Nausea kicked back in   22:00 pm 1/14/21 - chills  - Nausea  - body aches  - fever 99.6 with Tylenol   05:15am 1/15/21  - woke up in chills  - fever 100.2 took some more Tylenol with ibuprofen  - muscle aches  - headache  - fatigue  - runny nose    08:00am 1/15/21 - Sweats  - fever 99.1  - body aches  - Fatigue  - Runny nose

946241 01/09/2021 01/15/2021 OH 25.0 25 F Headache, fatigue, sore throat, swollen left axillary lymph nodes and swollen lymph nodes on the left side of the neck.

946242 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 IN 45.0 45 M Vaccine was administered to patient in his room at 12:50pm.  After the patient finished his lunch in his room he was wheeled out to the nursing station for observation.  at 1:30pm the nurse wheeled patient into our working/set up area and stated that patient is having a vaccine reaction.  I observed that his lips were noticeably swollen.  I asked patient to stick out his tongue, it also was noticeably swollen.  Only the tip of his tongue extended about 1/2 inch past his lips.  I administered 0.3mg of Epinephrine via and epi-pen into his right thigh and instructed the nursing staff to call 911.  Patient improved markedly over the next 10 minutes when Fire Department EMT's arrived.  Nursing staff monitored his  blood pressure, heart rate and pulse  and oxygen sat.  heart rate was elevated somewhat likely due to epi , BP was 121/73, pulse steady and ox sat good.  Fire Department transported patient to a nearby ER for further evaluation and treatment if necessary.

946243 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 PA 62.0 62 F On the evening of the vaccine day, recipient woke up with Fever, Chills, Body aches, and Fatigue. Called off of work.

946244 12/29/2020 01/15/2021 PA 46.0 46 F Abdominal pain, headache, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, rash on left chest, red, round warm area above injection site

946245 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 MA 37.0 37 F Dizziness, extreme fatigue ,  headache , runny nose.    Dizziness subsided after laying down for an hour. Still having extreme fatigue, stuffy nose, and headache

946246 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 TX 20.0 20 F itchy eyes, ears hot and facial flushing/rash

946247 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 NY 71.0 71 F nausea fatique headache sleeping 20 hrs per day

946248 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 RI 65.0 65 F Reported pain, swelling, and erythema LUE at injection site. Exam revealed blanching erythemic patch with diffuse borders.  Advised follow up with PCP for assessment.

946250 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 MI 47.0 47 F The first night of the shot I had severe pain in both arms and could not sleep. The first 3 days I felt tired and chilled, without fever. After the third day, symptoms subsided and I was back to normal activity. On the 7th day following the vaccine, I began having pain in the armpit of the left side. It was painful to have pressure on the area and to raise the arm overhead. It progressed on the the 8th day with increased pain and tenderness to touch. On the 9th day, I had severe pain with palpation and could feel a lump in the armpit. I have no redness, heat, or rash in the area. I went to my physician with concern because I have had a double mastectomy two years ago.

946251 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 MI 44.0 44 F Pain in Left side of Neck. Hives, redness and swelling of Neck and Face.

946252 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 NC 90.0 90 M he developed pretty severe raynauds within days of getting the vaccine.  Of note the patient actually had COVID in July

946253 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 44.0 44 F Redness around the injection site approximately the size of a half dollar. Also, a knot at the injection site.

946255 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 MI 35.0 35 M Itchy hands and palms lasted for 3 days. Rash on both left and right upper arms not by the injection site.  On 1/14 the right half of my lower lip swelled up and would continue to do so until 1/15 around about 0730 after taking a benadryl.   Symptoms and issues seem to happen sporadically without a pattern or warning.

946256 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 OH 40.0 40 F Awoke at 3 am with severe chills, diaphoresis, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and headache. Syncope episode within that hour. Worsening full body joint and muscular pain which became severe by 8am lasting until around 7pm. Able at this time to tolerate 400 mg ibuprofen without vomiting and gain control of pain level. Continued, more mild headache, body ache, fatigue, presyncope and diaphoresis lasting until following day.

946257 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 FL 41.0 41 F One week after receiving the first Moderna vaccine , the injection site became warm to the touch and painful. I also experienced night sweats. The pain slowly went away about a day later.  I took ibuprofen for the pain.

946258 12/31/2020 01/15/2021 NC 52.0 52 F THAT EVENING BETWEEN 10-11 PM HAD A GRAND MAL SEIZURE AND WAS UNRESPONSIVE. TAKEN TO ER WHERE BLOOD WORK WAS DONE AND CT SCAN. SENT HOME AROUND 6:30 AM ON JAN 1ST. (I DO NOT REMEMBER MUCH JUST WHAT MY FAMILY HAD TOLD ME) . I DO REMEMBER BEING SEVERLY SICK WITH VOMITING IN THE ER. CURRENTLY FOLLOWING UP WITH MY FAMILY MD AND HAVE MRI AND EEG TESTS SCHECULED WITHIN THE NEXT COUPLE OF WEEKS.Y

946260 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 OH 34.0 34 F 1/14/21- 6am - migraine, dizziness, nausea 1/14/21 - 9am - chills, body aches Lasted all day into 1/15/21 1/15/21 - 6am -mild headache and body aches, seems to be getting better

946262 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 GA 48.0 48 F "Strange" tongue sensation began approximately 10 minutes following vaccination. 5 minutes later, tongue swelling and difficulty swallowing began. Patient appeared flushed as well. 911 was called. One dose of Epipen was administered into right thigh, followed by 50mg of Benadryl injected into left deltoid. EMS arrived shortly after and took patient to hospital. She was given steroids, monitored, and discharged with a prescription for a Medrol dosepak.
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946263 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Feels numbness left arm after vaccination given, no pain. Vital signs stable throughout. Evaluated by Dr. vitals stable after 15 minutes, advised to inform MD if condition worsens.

946264 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 MN 32.0 32 F Swollen lymph node under right arm, injection site red, warm, raised and hard. very painful at site.

946265 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 MA 39.0 39 F Patient initially c/o itchiness of bilateral arms,legs,upper chest,scalp with fine raised reddened rash noted on upper chest only. Patient also felt increase warmth. 142/92 HR 100, alert and oriented x3, speaking clearly. Benadryl 25 elixier given, tolerted well. NKDA noted. Handed off to parametics, continued to observe patient. Patient feeling better and has refused transport to hospital. Discharged from facility at 1300, driving self in stable condition.

946266 12/23/2020 01/15/2021 FL 33.0 33 M Hives discovered on upper trunk and appendages later in the evening when showering.  Patient stated mild itching throughout the day, but did not think hives were occurring. Patient stated he took Diphenhydramine 25 mg and slept in which the reaction resolved the morning after when he woke up.

946267 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 NY 32.0 32 F Raised rash like bug bite. Itching, redness, warmth

946268 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 IN 37.0 37 F Sore Arm, Achy, Tired, Fever; some symptoms started about one hour after injection and lasted for approx. 36 hrs.

946269 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 48.0 48 F Vomiting Diarrhea Muscle pain nausea headache

946270 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 FL 66.0 66 M localized muscle pain at injection site

946271 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 MA 27.0 27 M Uncontrollable tremors, flopping around like a fish out of water, head pressure, like my head was a balloon and it was being inflated. Temporary paralysis, felt like a magnet was pulling me down. dizziness, light sensitivity, no appetite, blurred vision.   It really sucked......

946272 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 MA 35.0 35 F STARTING TO NOT FEEL WELL AFTER WALKING OUT OF THE BUILDING WITH A UPSET STOMACH, THEN THROUGH OUT THE DAY I STARTED TO GET A HEADACHE AND MY ARM WAS STARTING TO HURT ALSO, THE NEXT DAY I WOKE UP WITH MY BODY HURTING AND FEELING SICK TO MY STOMACH. IT TOOK ANOTHER DAY FOR ME TO FEEL BACK TO MYSELF.

946273 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NY 56.0 56 F Throat swelling

946274 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 PR 42.0 42 M Chills, muscle pain, body aches, nausea, loss of appetite, diarrhea, tenesmus.

946275 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 TX 29.0 29 M Chills, Fever, Body Aches, 5:30 AM, Tylenol

946276 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 GA 48.0 48 F Patient reported "strange" tongue sensation 10 minutes post-vaccine. 5 minutes later tongue swelling and difficulty swallowing began. Patient appeared flushed. 911 was called. Epipen administered into right thigh, followed by 50mg benadryl injected into left deltoid. EMS arrived and took patient to hospital where she was given steroids and watched for an hour or so. She was discharged with a prescription for a medrol dosepak.

946278 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NY 60.0 60 F Sore arm at injection site, chills, headache, low fever

946279 12/29/2020 01/15/2021 MO 36.0 36 F Headache within 15 minutes; fatigue 2-3 hours later, soreness at injection site for 2-3 days

946280 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Body Aches (mostly low back and leg), chills, fever (100.7), headache. (A given..Injection site soreness) Symptoms resolved by the next day with ibuprofen.

946281 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 MA 37.0 37 F Employee complained of heat/ flush, tingling feeling and twitching of tongue 15 minutes after receiving vaccine. Resolved after 50mg Benadryl

946282 01/02/2021 01/15/2021 PA 58.0 58 F Within 10-12 hours after vaccine administration, Pain/burning in left arm and severe body/muscle aches (8/10 on pain scale). Headache (4/10). Fatigue. Temperature 100.1. Took Ibuprofen and Tylenol 1st through 5th day. Temperature was under 99.0 by 4th day. Above side effects were bearable with Ibuprofen by 4th day and only arm soreness by 5th day. **Of note, I was diagnosed with COVID on September 11, 2020 and had since recovered.

946283 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 MA 40.0 40 F Circular rash appeared on 1/12 with induration - tender. 1 day later, became itchy.

946284 12/31/2020 01/15/2021 CT 52.0 52 F One week later experienced itching, tingling, swelling, and redness at injection site.

946285 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NC 51.0 51 M General malaise and body aches.

946286 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 33.0 33 M 3-4 days after injection developed lip and front 1/4-1/2 tongue swelling.  Denies difficulty breathing, etc.  Took no medications.  Lasted approximately 24 hours.    This repeated on day 6-7 post vaccine administration and lasted 12-13 hours.  2 weeks post the vaccine these symptoms repeated and lasted only 2-3 hours.Denies any new medications, foods,etc.  Did not seek any treatment at the time.

946287 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 FL 67.0 67 F Rapid Heart Beat, dull headache

946288 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 MA 41.0 41 F The evening of the vaccination, I experienced rapid heart rate but only for a minute or less.  The following day, I was fatigued and had arm pain.  A few days later, the injection site was itchy and warm to touch.  This lasted until day 8.

946290 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 VA 26.0 26 F 24hrs after shot felt fine I til about  30hrs then felt lightheaded, dizzy, and nauseous. Vomited once. The next day (~42hrs after shot) spiked fever 101.2 and continued to feel dizzy but less nauseous. Took 800mg Motrin at 5am on 1/15/21

946291 12/24/2020 01/15/2021 KY 44.0 44 F I had a very sore arm for 2 days.  I was mildly nauseated for a few hours until I ate supper.

946292 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 AL 57.0 57 F 1/13/21 4:00PM arm pain, advil for relief. Next day 1/14/21 04:30 AM dizzy, chills, fever temp 99.8,  hives on stomach, neck tightness all day. All symptoms have resolved today 1/15/2021, hives still present some

946294 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 MI 31.0 31 F 1/14, 2 pm - soreness in left arm and itching at injection site 1/14 evening - gradually increasing fatigue and chills 1/14-15 overnight - fatigue, chills, headache, body aches all worsening, fever up to 101 degrees at 6:30 am All symptoms persisting at this time (1/15, 9 am), fever 100.2

946295 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 MA 25.0 25 F Fever as high as 103.5, massive pain in that right arm, and aches in my head, neck, and lower back, chills, and sweats, dry cough.

946296 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 WA 31.0 31 F Painful lump in my underarm , moving but painful lympnode , not under the skin.No abcess no redness on the surface.

946298 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 MD 17.0 17 F 17 y/o receiving vaccine for 18 and older.

946299 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 UT 48.0 48 F Nausea, headache, malaise, extreme injection site pain

946300 12/23/2020 01/15/2021 MO 28.0 28 F PLEASE NOTE: The patient verbally reported this event to me on 01/14/2021. The event occurred 12/23/2020.  Seizure approximately 5-6 hours after receiving the vaccine. Repeat seizures approximately 30 and 54 hours post vaccination. Please note, the patient states she  is a newly diagnosed epileptic. She claimed her neurologist recently adjusted her seizure medications as well prior to the vaccination.

946301 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 IN 45.0 45 F Lump and pain with rash noted 10 days after Injection. Itchy and hot to touch

946302 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 UT 21.0 21 F Racing Heart Rate

946303 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 PA 58.0 58 M headache. routes it as a 3 on 1-10 scale

946304 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 PA 49.0 49 F night of shot and following 2 days: moderate tenderness and noticeable swelling in right deltoid but no redness.and slight increase in sinus mucus.   Up to current day, 1/15/2021, I have developed dull pain right shoulder joint and also noticed area of redness on right deltoid with continued visible swelling in the area/s of redness.  (three visible areas of swelling/redness in triangular pattern with top of triangle being the actual injection location)

946305 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 AZ 43.0 43 M 101 degree fever, headache

946306 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 PA 64.0 64 F 8 days after vaccine developed swelling,redness and warmth at injection site Resolving with application of  heat.

946307 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 TX 67.0 67 M Soreness in vaccinated arm, red area at soreness site

946308 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 VA 48.0 48 F Chills, borderline rigors lasting 4 hours followed by temp of 102 (checked at 2am), took 1 GM of Tylenol, decreased to 101 after 2 hours of taking Tylenol.  Afeb at (6am 1/13/21) but increase temp again to 100.9 at 11am took 1GM of Tylenol, temp down after ~ 1 hour.  Nausea and severe headache evening of 1/12/21 starting around ~ 9 pm.  Nausea and severe headache lasted until 5m on 1/13/21,  nausea resolved, headache improved but continued until 11 am on 1/14/21.  Fatigue severe 1/13/21, improved but continued 1/14/2021, resolved by ~ 6pm on 1/14/201.  Pain in axilla and groin bilaterally evening of 1/12/2021, resolved by 5am on 1/13/2021, no adenopathy.  Muscle pains 1/12 until mid morning 1/13/021

946309 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 GA 41.0 41 F Dizzy at work around 4pm. Tightness in chest worked its way down to stomach - felling queasy and sick to the stomach. When driving  home from work, she instantly felt really hot and had a lot of flushing that felt like a hot flash. Hot all over. Had to pull over and take off layers of clothes. Sat with the air on in the car. Burning sensation when she got home felt like brillo pad  was used on face. Burning sensation on cheek all the way down to chin. Face was really on fire. Today, the burning sensation have gotten better, but her cheeks still have prickly, tight sensation. Headache at 8pm yesterday when she was trying to go to bed at the back of the head. Felt like a lot of pressure.

946310 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 MD 53.0 53 F headache, muscle pain, fever (100.2), nausea, chills, joint pain

946311 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 MD 17.0 17 F Received vaccine at 17 y/o. No reactions.

946312 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 MA 31.0 31 M Had a sore shoulder right after reviving vaccine.  Soreness was at about 2/10 to begin with.  Between 9 and 10 pm that night pain increased to about 7/10.  Still had 7/10 soreness the next morning along with a low grade fever around 100 F

946313 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 SC 43.0 43 F A week following covid vaccine my left arm started to have a severe burning sensation, turned bright red at about a 3 inch diameter, was hot to the touch, and the skin itself itches and burned at the same time. I contacted Doctors CAre and they prescribed me to use warm compresses and started me on Bactrim DS twice daily x 7 days. I also took ibuprofen for the swelling and pain.

946314 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 MD 56.0 56 F Ache all over. Sugar is 389. Headache

946315 01/03/2021 01/15/2021 IL 61.0 61 F Fever up to 101.9, body aches, headache for 24 hours

946316 12/23/2020 01/15/2021 KY 54.0 53 F After the injection I had a severe erythema redness to my right arm. I also had soreness and swelling to the right arm. I had a fever of 102F. I had  severe malaise and body aches as well as headaches.

946317 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 MA 51.0 51 F On the 1/11/2021 I noted a discoloration to the outer left axilla area- resembling bruising, and a round, flat rash like area.  I have swelling to my left axilla, with 3 points of pain with palpation within it.  I also have tenderness in my left breast closest to my axilla.

946318 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 PA 55.0 55 M PT developed shortness of breath and slight tingling.  Sat and drank juice and symptoms resolved after 30 minutes

946319 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 IL 30.0 30 F rash/hives on right arm

946320 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 HI 38.0 38 F Racing hearr, shaking, body aches, head hurts so bad i cant walk, sore throat

946321 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 MI 26.0 26 F 12 hours after administration, woken up from sleep by tingling, throbbing in lower legs. Described as a nerve and muscle ache/throb, or "growing pains"/RLS symptoms. Put on compression socks which helped, but still too uncomfortable to sleep. Was able to sleep after taking ibuprofen 800mg and drinking water. 6 hours after the ibuprofen was administered, pain returned in lower legs as well as neck/ears  with body temperature swings (cold, teeth chattering to sweating uncontrollably in a few minutes). After 1 hour of trying to sleep but failing, put compression socks back on. Temperature rose to 100-100.2 F, chills causing whole body to shake under multiple blankets. Tingling/muscle pains extremely uncomfortable and unable to rest, took another ibuprofen 800mg and water and was able to sleep. Tingling and muscle pains have continued as soon as ibuprofen wears off and come back more intense each time, most notably in the lower legs and near ears/neck and elbow of arm administered in (similar to "tennis elbow," assumed to be provoked by inflammation, happened with first dose).

946322 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 OH 36.0 36 F On 1/13/21 I noticed some tingling in my feet and hands. This has continued and worsened - I have constant "pins and needles" sensations in both feet and it is extending up to my knees. It's also in both hands and extending up my arms. Last night it was up to elbows, now it's going above my elbows. It doesn't go away. I was unable to sleep well because of the sensations. I'm also starting to feel tingling in my back and shoulders. I called my doctor and he said to fill out this form and report the ER if my symptoms don't improve over the weekend.

946323 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 OH 21.0 21 F 10 hours after second dose: headache, chills, body aches, and muscle soreness.   20 hours after second dose: all previous symptoms, in addition to low-grade fever, nausea, and vomiting.

946324 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 IL 33.0 33 M Severe pain in left shoulder (9/10). Feels very similar to the pain I felt post-op in my right shoulder after my rotator cuff surgery.  Cannot sleep for extended periods of time.

946325 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 TX 48.0 48 F low grade fever, sore right arm, headache, loose stool

946326 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 MI 44.0 44 F Large, warm, red hive, size of entire arm directly surrounding injection site.

946327 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 PR 38.0 38 M On 1/14/2020 at 6:00 PM feels face, eyes, mouth, and nose swollen. He took one Benadryl 25 MG, then at 5:00 PM at the moment he feels well. This is notified to the Medical Director.

946328 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 FL 73.0 73 F 3-4?raised red itchy hive on upper FORWARD side of arm close to shoulder. Subsided and then returned. Still there.

946329 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 OH 33.0 33 F I developed some itching at the vaccine site on 1/13/2021 and developed redness, warmth, swelling and increased itch at the site of injection on 1/14/2021. This continues to persist today on 1/15/2021. This required OTC hydrocortisone cream; this relieved the itch but has not lessened inflammation.

946331 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 FL 67.0 67 F Fever, muscle aches, lethargy

946333 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 FL 53.0 53 F Headache, muscle/body aches, fever, chest pain, nausea, and Tachycardia.

946334 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 38.0 38 M bad cold chills & burning hot at the same time. bad headache

946337 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 LA 67.0 67 F Vertigo started after lying down the same night of getting the vaccine.  Vertigo continued every night and was accompanied by nystamus upon waking each morning.  Symptoms continued for the first several hours after awakening then would gradually get better and was much lighter during the day.  Would return every night and next morning and this continued for the next 7 days.   My head felt like it was in a fog and it seemed harder to think.  It was also very sinus like.  No nasal congestion, no post nasal drip, no cough, but my head felt thick and full.  I had headaches which I never get.  I took my blood pressure to be sure and it was normal.  I took Claritin (without the D), Flonase alone and then also Dymista, did the Neti pot, and took Ibuprofen.  Headache got better but still had the head fog.  Today is post vaccine day 8 and I finally woke up this morning feeling better.  Hope it lasts but I answered "Unknown" to Item 20 below because it's too soon to tell.

946338 01/15/2021 KS U anaphylactic reaction; Product origin unknown; This spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist  and refers to a patient of unknown age and gender. The patient's concurrent conditions, medical history, concomitant medications, drugs reactions or allergies were not provided.  On an unknown date, (reported as 5-10 years ago), the patient was vaccinated with pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent)(PNEUMOVAX23)(dose, strength, frequency, lot # and expiration date were not provided) for prophylaxis. The reporter stated that it could have been also pneumococcal 13v conj vaccine (crm197)(PREVNAR 13). On an unknown date, the patient experienced anaphylactic reaction. The outcome of anaphylactic reaction and product origin unknown was unknown.     The causal relationship between anaphylactic reaction and pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent)(PNEUMOVAX23) was not provided.  Upon internal review, the event of anaphylactic reaction was considered to be medically significant.

946339 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 WI 51.0 51 F Patient felt a sense of fullness and tingling in throat shortly after vaccination (10 minutes), and was transferred to urgent care for closer monitoring.  She did not experience any dyspnea, and vital signs remained stable until she was cleared to discharge.  No other complications noted during the 2 hours patient was observed in urgent care.

946342 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 MA 24.0 24 F Severe pain at site of injection - 1 hour after injection  Malaise - 6 hours after injection Nausea and vomiting - onset- 22hours after injection

946345 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 FL 53.0 53 F Headache, muscle/body aches, fever, chest pain, nausea, and tachycardia

946347 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 AR 53.0 53 F Body aches, chills, fever  24 hours

946349 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 IN 60.0 60 F Swollen lymph node 1/13/2021 Red swollen skin area at vaccination site ~ 2.5" X 3.5"

946350 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 AL 50.0 50 M Severe nausea/vomiting, weakness, extreme dizziness, headache, fever 102.3, chills, talking delirious.

946351 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 TX 30.0 30 M In the evening after getting the shot, I started getting chills and became more sensitive to cold temperatures.  Many of joints became stiff, some of which made a cracking sound when I flexed them.  Several muscles in my arms, legs and back felt sore and weak.  After a restless night of sleep, the cold sensitivity is all but gone.  Some of my joints and muscles are still a little stiff and sore, but I'm sure they'll be better by the next morning.

946352 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Head felt heavy/full/tingly starting about 6 pm on day of vaccination, fell asleep around 9:30 pm and woke up about 11 pm with left arm pain, very fatigued. Went back to sleep and woke up around 4 am with fever up to 100.6F, headache, muscle aches, joint pain, and extreme fatigue. My left axilla was swollen with arm pain to mid left chest and back, and my axillary lymph node was painful and swollen to about the size of a large grape. I took 440 mg of Aleve around 8:30 when the fever did not subside. The fever broke and did not return. I slept most of the day and was unable to work. My left axillary lymph node is still palpable as of today, 1/15.

946353 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 FL 35.0 35 M Maybe 1 minute after receiving the vaccine I began to have a syncopal episode, the nurse practitioner thought that since I was heavy I began to have a vasovagal reaction.  From there they asked me to sit with the others waiting 15 minutes to make sure they were ok to leave. As I sat the symptoms would come and go, as if in a pattern, and then return.  The longer I sat there the more the symptoms began to grow, after sitting for an hour they decided to send me to the ER. At this time I was experiencing nausea, vomiting, sweating, I was itchy, I could not stop coughing, it was difficult to breath, and I had the worse headache.  When I got to the ER they gave me drugs to reverse the allergic reaction and told me they would watch me for a while. In the next 4 hours all of the symptoms started again and I had to get another round of the reaction drugs, I ended up going through this process 4 times before I was safe enough to go home the next day.  The provider that saw me and admitted me did not do any blood work or labs, they simply provided me with the reaction drugs when needed and my home medications.Y 1

946356 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 HI 38.0 38 F Nausea, racing heart, shakey, migraine, sore throat

946358 01/09/2021 01/15/2021 28.0 28 F swelling x 3 days and pain/tenderness of the L axilla with no palpable lymphadenopathy x 6 days. No treatments given. Outcome: continue to have mild tenderness, swelling has decreased.

946359 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 FL 32.0 32 F Rash on left upper thigh and right side of neck. body ache, headache, and stuffy nose.

946360 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Intense Headache, neck ache, body ache, fever. Missed work (01/14/21) neck ache, body ache, moderate headache (01/15/21).

946362 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Presyncope.

946363 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 PA 35.0 35 F chest tightness red rash around mouth body aches swollen lymph node on right side side of neck

946364 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 CT 36.0 36 M Fatigue and chills occurring from 9:30 pm (shot taken at 7:00 am) until about 9:00 am the next morning.

946365 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 FL 36.0 36 F Tachycardia HR 111 with itchy throat 25mg of Benadryl po given made pt wait 30 minutes instead of 15 minutes

946366 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Left arm swelling, redness, induration, warmth, pain at injection site. Several days after. Treated with Keflex.

946367 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Headaches and full body aches x 2 days, chills and fever two nights in a row

946368 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NY 26.0 26 M Fever with 101.9 axillary temperature. Took 1g of Acetaminophen and 200mg Ibuprofen. Resolved within 8 hours.

946369 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 IL 57.0 57 F Hives appeared to neck  upper chest bilateral arms    Benadryl given orally (25mg)      Within 30 minutes Hives decreased

946371 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 54.0 54 F Reports received covid vaccine on 1/14/2021 - developed left upper arm pain and "cold" feeling. Describes pain as severe and aching. Noticed redness to left distal arm. No fever or chills. No weakness. Grip strong. radial and ulnar pulse 2+. CRT < 3 seconds. Ecchymotic area noted extending from proximal radial region to distal radius. Denies dyspnea. Advised to go to ED - accompanied by on site pharmacist.

946372 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Migraines, I have never had a migraine before in my life. I have had headaches before but never a migraine. I had a migraine on Saturday and Sunday for a short amount of time. On Thursday, 1/14/2021, I had a bad migraine, had to go home from work. Woke up on Friday 1/15/2021 with the migraine still. They are lasting longer and getting worse.

946373 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 CO 57.0 57 M I became  dizzy and heart racing after 2 minutes of receiving  this vaccine.  I had a pulse oximetry. My heart rate was 132 (my normal is around 60). I told the  RN was having a reaction. I had brought my liquid benadryl in case I might have a reaction due to my severe food allergies. I immediately drank 50 mg of benadryl.  In 2 to 3 minutes my heart rate came down and I felt better. I was able to leave and drive home. I am an RN myself so I knew how to manage this situation.

946374 01/10/2021 01/15/2021 NY 43.0 43 F 15 minutes after receiving vaccine started with tingling down the right arm. 30 minutes tingling in face, lips, and tongue. She was sent to the ER from the COVID clinic.

946375 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 MI 40.0 40 F Woke up with a hot, swollen red rash on injection site. The rash is around 3 inches in diameter. I have some pain going down my arm. I did not have an adverse reaction until this morning. The only side effect was normal soreness in the injection site until I woke up this morning.   My forehead temp is higher than usual. I temp in each day for work and my temp typically is around 97.4. This morning I temped in at 98.9 and them we temped my injection site and the temp was 101.1.

946376 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 MS 42.0 42 F Severe body aches ,sever headache ,neck pain ,stiffness in neck ,muscle pain ,chills ,fatigue ,Fever ,nausea, small rash at around injection site and burning when rash appeared.

946377 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 47.0 47 M Pulse dropped to 30. Low pressure too. Brachycardia.  Lost consciousness. Did not seem to be Vasovagal. Saline IV. Blurred vision. Very. Strange. Girl friend said I seemed catatonic for about 5-10 seconds. Cold sweat. Dizziness. Immediate Symptoms lasted about an hour. Injection site very sore 10 hours later. Body pains.

946378 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F 1/13  10:30am - 2:30pm   Extreme Chills 1/13   2:30pm - 1/14 5:00am   Fever (102.7 at the high point) Shortness of Breath, Increased Heart Rate, Lower Blood Oxygen Levels (down to 92%), Cough 1/14   5:00am - 7:00am  Chills 1/14   7:00am - 11:00am  Fever, Shortness of Breath, Increased Heart Rate, Lower Blood Oxygen Levels, Cough 1/14   2:00pm - 3:00pm  Chills 1/14   3:00pm - 5:00pm  Fever, Shortness of Breath, Increased Heart Rate, Lower Blood Oxygen Levels, Cough

946379 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 MI 71.0 71 F Headache, vomiting, chills, dizziness 24 hour bed rest and Tylenol 1/15/2021, still light headed and slightly dizzy

946380 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 PR 49.0 49 F PT presents with respiratory difficulty, anxiety.

946381 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 MA 59.0 59 M Fever to 103. Sinus Tachycardia to 124.

946382 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 LA 38.0 38 F My entire arm is painful and there is now a knot under my left arm pit that is tender and there is rash also under the same arm pit.

946383 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 57.0 57 F Local swelling without redness at injection site; rest and told to contact provider if elevates.

946385 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 AR 23.0 23 F Headache, sore throat, fever (100.5)

946386 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 VA 52.0 52 F light headed, fever, nausea, head ache, trouble breathing

946387 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NY 43.0 43 F Fever of 102.2, chills, headache, body aches, nausea, fatigue.

946388 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 WV 59.0 59 F About 2 min after receiving injection, I felt an intense flushing feeling all over, it felt as if my blood had turned into lava. About a minute after that I felt a "tickle" in my throat. The same sensation I felt  when I had my reaction to Gadolinium.  I tried to swallow, and it was a little difficult. I did NOT feel short of breath. I tried to calm down by doing slow concentrated breathing. I continued to take small sips of water to gauge my swallowing ability. After about 2-3 minutes, the flushing sensation subsided, and swallowing started to improve.  I had brought my Epinephrine pen with me.  About 1-2 min after the flushing sensation had subsided,, it came back and my swallowing ability got much worse, to the point I couldn't  swallow a small sip. I was breathing well, and did NOT feel short of breath, but gave myself my Epinephrine injection at that time. A Rapid Response was called at that time, my vitals signs taken, an IV inserted, 911 called. O2 sats were fine mid 90's, heart rate was mid 80's, BP was elevated,  I don't remember the exact systolic 170-180, but my diastolic was 116. It took the ambulance approximately 10-15 min to arrive. By the time the ambulance arrived, I was feeling close to my baseline and my BP was improving.  I was seen by the ER MD, and feeling fairly well, my throat still felt a tiny bit tight, but no difficulties swallowing.  The plan was to complete  treatment with IV steroids, Benadryl, and Pepcid, then be observed for a few more hours. This was approximately around 16:30. Not more than 5 min after MD left my room, I got the flushing feeling, and throat closing feeling again. While the medications were being prepared these  symptoms increased, ( I could still breath adequately and vital signs were still  OK.  It took about 10 minutes after meds were given for symptoms to begin to subside ( No epi given) I was observed until 21:30 then discharged. I am taking 50 mg daily x 3 days, 25mg Benadryl q 8hrs x 3 days, and 20mg Pepcid bid x 3 days. I feel fine , no further episodes

946389 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 NC 38.0 38 F 24 hours post vaccine began to experience injection site reaction. Localized tissue reaction including swelling at site, 8cm redness (continues to grow 48 hours post vaccine administration)

946390 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 ME 63.0 63 F While waiting and sitting for 15 minutes Felt fatigued and weak - told the nurse and was told it would pass, continued to feel fatigue and sore on the arm until 1/13. On 1/5 Left side was tingly & numb - had a lump at injection site, felt different sized lumps in the big lump. Went to Dr. office On 1/5. 1/6 was getting worse - very hot to the touch, itchy and painful. Saw Dr. on 1/6 gave antibiotic. Finished anitbiotic 1/13. Went for follow up on 1/8 Dr. said was 90% sure it was Moderna allergic reaction. Advised not to take second injection.

946391 12/27/2020 01/15/2021 TX 23.0 23 F nasal congestion, reflux, vomiting, sore throat, chest congestion, cough, HA

946392 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 SD 40.0 40 F Body aches, fatigue, chills

946393 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Demarcated redness to vaccine site, pain for 3-4 days post vaccine to injection site, headache 3-4 days post vaccine, severe fatigue 5 days post vaccine.

946394 12/31/2020 01/15/2021 WY 64.0 64 F 7 days after vaccination my arm became red, itchy and slightly swollen at site for 2 days, then completely resolved

946395 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 AR 59.0 59 F Diarrhea, chills on 1/12/21 - 1/14/21. Symptoms have stopped. On injection site there is a half dollar size red area which is hot to the touch with hardness or a knot at injection site. tHIS IS STILL PRESENT.

946396 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 35.0 35 F 7 days after injection, injection site became bright red, itchy, hot to the touch, swollen with a hard lump under the skin and the redness began to spread over  upper arm.  Took Zyrtec, Benadryl (2 doses over a 5 hr time frame), topical hydrocortisone (x2) and placed ice on the area the evening of 1/13. The morning of 1/14 the redness had spread, area was still hot to the touch, itchy. Took Zyrtec the morning of 1/14. The evening of 1/14, iced area and took Benadryl. The morning of 1/15 redness beginning to fade- area did not spread, took Zyrtec.

946397 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Swelling, redness, pain at injection site 7 days after injection. No side effects between date of injection (1/7/21) and date of symptom onset (1/14/21). Symptoms are mild to moderate covering the entire upper left arm and shoulder.

946398 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Pt started with itchiness in her arm 7 days post-vaccination on 1/13 while she was still in bed.  Later that morning, when she started getting ready for the day, she noticed the arm was warm, red, tender, and itchy in the right deltoid.  The redness enlarged a little from the original, site, but pt really did not see much of a change.  The day after, she mentioned it to the DCHS here, who was advised by our Medical Director, who advised her to try Benedryl before bed.  Pt took 50 mg of oral Benedryl.  This morning, the arm appears much better.  Only a slight redness off to the side, no warmth or tenderness.  Pt advised to continue to take Benedryl q hs until done and dose before next injection.  Pt stated understanding,

946399 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 NY 34.0 34 F SITE BECAME RED, HOT ITCHING AND SWOLLEN ON 1/14/2021, 8 DAYS FOLLOWING INJECTION.  THERE WAS SOME MILD SITE SORENESS THE DAY AFTER INJECTION WHICH RESOLVED, UNTIL THE 8TH DAY.

946400 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 IN 50.0 50 F The next day after !st vaccine (1/7/21) I had a red, swollen, hot area at the injection site. That lasted 2 days and went away. On 1/13/21 in the evening, the swelling, redness and heat came  back at the injection site and is still present.

946401 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 MD 52.0 52 F Severe burning in injection site immediately.  Severe headache starting 3-5 hours since vaccination.  Still experiencing as of 1/15/2021. On 1/14/2021 experienced throbbing under ear to jaw bone.

946402 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 AZ 47.0 47 F Intense headache, stomach upset, tired, sore throat

946403 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 71.0 71 M Moderate to severe pain in Right arm and redness on injection site

946404 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 NC 60.0 60 F Swelling, itching, redness, warm to touch right arm, starting 8 days after injection

946405 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Fever, shivers, nausea fatigue. Treatment: Tylenol outcome: complete resolution of symptoms.

946406 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 WI 26.0 26 F I got my vaccine at 5:15pm on 1/14/2021. At 5:20pm on 1/14/2021 my heart started racing. My heart rate went up to 124 beats per minute. I was having flushing, tingling through my whole body. My blood pressure went up to 139/96. I was having itching and blotchiness on my chest, neck, left arm and thighs.This lasted for 3 hours with my heart rate going up and down. I was sent to the ER by the nurses who gave my vaccine. There they gave me Benadryl. 2 tablets of 25mg each. This helped and I was sent home.

946407 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Sore arm, headache, body aches, exhaustion

946408 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 TX 29.0 29 F - SORENESS AT INJECTION SITE FOR THE FIRST 2 DAYS AFTER VACCINATION - 7 DAYS AFTER VACCINATION, INJECTION SITE IS SWELLING, ITCHING, SORENESS AND WARM TO TOUCH. SELF ADMINISTERED 2 IBUPROFEN AND 1 DIPHENHYDRAMINE ON 01/14/21. - 01/15/2021 NO ITCHING. DELTOID MUSCLE STILL SWOLLEN AND PAINFUL

946409 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 MD 58.0 58 F Woke up with swelling of upper lip Friday morning, 3 days after receiving shot. Also experiencing fatigue and headsches.

946410 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 PA 45.0 45 F Received vaccine 1/13/21 at 10:30 am. Felt fine all day. Woke up next day 1/14/21  at 5 AM with fever 101.0, body aches, dizziness, fatigue enlarged lymph node at left axilla, same side as shot, mild nausea, and a sore left arm. Felt sick for about 12 hours with these symptoms, fever resolved slowly with ibuprofen. Symptoms mostly resolved in 24 hours, except I still have an enlarged lymph node - left axilla with throbbing pain. No fever.

946411 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 IL 42.0 42 F 2" x 4" raised, red, indurated, itchy, warm to touch, welt at injection site.
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946412 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Large knot, about the size of a golf ball. Painful, red, and warm to the touch. Redness has increased from 24 hours to 48 hours. Loss of smell temporarily on day of vaccine.  Headache and fatigue for 48 hours.

946413 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 AR 30.0 40 F Headache, nausea and vomiting.  Sleep and Ibupofen

946414 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 TX 25.0 25 F Symptoms: Woke up around 07:30 feeling off balanced, warming more than usual per EE (did not take temp) and HA.  EE took temp at 09:30 (99.6) and again at 14:00 (99.9), EE did not take antipyretics.  EE reports later in the day temp of 98.6.  EE reports at time of call pain at injection site and mild swelling to lymph nodes under L axilla. Last day of work and shift - 1.13.21. Home remedies: Rest. Any improvement: Mild improvement. Recommendation: EE encouraged to take ibuprofen as outlined in the Medical Directive and to apply a cold compress to injection site.  EE encouraged to continue to monitor her symptoms and to contact the Vaccine support line with additional questions and concerns.  EE reports she called out of work yesterday and today.  EE educated to manage her according to the Illness in the Workplace policy.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

946415 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 PA 42.0 42 F Several minutes after administering vaccine, PT reported nausea and dizziness.  Vital signs were within Normal limits and PT recovered after drinking juice and eating crackers

946416 12/19/2020 01/15/2021 OH 58.0 58 M A couple days after the vaccination I had headache, myalgia, fever,  chills and lost my sense of smell.  And on 12/26 I tested positive for COVID-19 after the vaccination.

946417 01/02/2021 01/15/2021 NH 36.0 36 F The concern is that the injection was administered subcutaneous and not intermuscular. The injection site is approximately 10 inches below acromion, far lower than deltoid muscle. The injection site appears anterior even missing the triceps. I have been evaluated by a doctor who is unable to confirm accurate placement of vaccine and could not speak to efficacy if in fact vaccine has been administered subcutaneously. Does series need to be restarted? It should also be noted that I did not experience a reaction at site of injection until post day 8 - which is concerning for slower absorption (subcutaneous administration).

946418 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 WI 54.0 54 F Fever 101.5. Body aches, chills, severe headache and eye pain, foggy head and forgetfulness, nausea. This started 8 hours after injection and lasted for 24 hours. Extreme exhaustion followed the next 24 hours. Severely blood shot eyes developed during first 24 hours and remains still after 78 hours. Still having brain fog after 78 hours.

946419 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 MA 67.0 67 F Baseball size red swelling on injection site after 6th day of injection. Warm to touch.

946420 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 MD 50.0 50 M "Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine  Small rash around injection.  Rash blistered and is itchy.

946421 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 IN 66.0 66 F Fatigue, body aches 1/12-13/21 and extreme nausea on 1/14/21.

946422 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 AZ 27.0 27 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine: rash at site of injection (upper arm red and swollen)

946423 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Tachycardia, Tachypnea, achy joints, feeling febrile but no fever, near syncope, anxiety, redness and hard at injection site 2 days late

946424 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 UT 22.0 22 F Shortly after receiving vaccine patient began experiencing dizziness, nausea, fatigue and headaches. Later that night started coughing and then woke up the next morning with a sore throat.

946425 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 IL 42.0 42 F I started to get sore arm 5 hours after getting the vaccine.  I also started to develop a fever to 101 the night vaccine was given in addition this has gone on for 2 days.  I have cold chills, aches, slight headache.  I wasn't able to go to work the next day.

946426 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 MA 71.0 71 M Increased lethargy on 1/14/21 at 9pm, Vital signs-106/66, Heart rate-112, temp 98.2; Sent to ER for eval admitted with fever. Y

946427 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 PA 77.0 77 F About 4 hours after vaccination, I started with itchy eyes, then mild swelling of upper and lower eyelids, which lasted about 2 hours. I also experienced itching of head, face, neck, upper trunk and arms from about 1:30 pm, for 4 or 5 hours, without any visible rash.

946428 12/29/2020 01/15/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Pt received her COVID vaccine 12/29, denies any initial reactions to vaccine, but over the past 5-6 days it is tender, deep joint pain, light red circular area surrounding the injection site, reports area only itches when it is touched but otherwise no, denies any fevers, n/v/d, headache

946429 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 AR 43.0 43 M FEVER OF 102 (1/12-1/14), BODY ACHES, PAIN AT INJECTION SITE, JOINT PAIN (LOCKED UP), HEADACHE, NECK PAIN

946430 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 MD 50.0 50 M Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine  Rash near injection site, itchy and blistered

946431 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 MD 34.0 34 F Pt started with significant arm and axillary swelling 2 days after the injection 1/13/21. No redness/induration at injection site. No itching. Reported facial and b/l hand swelling, but not noted on day of evaluation 1/15/21 Reports ongoing cough, intermittent temps of 99 and nasal congestion additionally

946432 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 35.0 35 F Patient reports that she received her second vaccination for COVID 19 (Pfizer) and was feeling well initially but after 10-15 minutes stood up and got acutely dizzy. Denies any associated pain, nausea, palpitations, sob. Feels perfectly well at time of my evaluation: all symptoms resolved and patient is requesting to be discharged to go to work.

946433 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 OR 43.0 43 F 6cm x 5cm red, swollen, hot and painful area around injection site. Axillary lymph nodes are swollen.  Continued for greater than 9 days.  Treatment included warm and cold compress.

946434 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 PA 35.0 35 F She experienced swollen lymph nodes in the subscapular region on the same side of the injection

946435 12/31/2020 01/15/2021 FL 67.0 67 F Looking better this morning but started with redness, swelling, and warmth that spread over the course of 3+ days since Tuesday am, 12 days after vaccination.

946436 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 NE 55.0 55 F Developed shingles on left side of spine on mid/lower back area. 1.5 inch x .5 inch. I have a history of shingles in 2011.  I received the 2 dose shingles vaccine in 2019. I received my second Pfizer dose on 1/11. Developed fatigue and muscle aches on 1/12, then slight headache, muscle weakness, myalgia's and arthralgia  on 11/13.  Morning of 11/14, woke up and noticed a sore spot/blister on my lower/mid back area.  Slowly became more painful (burning sensation).  No injury to area or any other reason for blister and pain. 11/15, realized it was shingles.

946438 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 CT 37.0 37 F Local injection site reaction. Hot, red, swollen, itchy. Reaction site area 2.5 inch circumference. Application of ice and Benadryl cream, anti inflammatory medication

946439 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 AR 37.0 37 F 101.1 fever, chills, headache, bodyache, nauseous, can't sleep, neck hurts, bruised up left arm, tired, lower back hurts, joints in both knees hurt.  All started at 1 am this morning.  Has lasted for 8 hours so far

946440 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 PA 42.0 42 F Swelling red tender and very itchy.

946441 12/16/2020 01/15/2021 55.0 55 F Patient received Covid vaccine dose #1 on 12/16/2021. Patient came to work on 12/17/2021 at 6:30am and noted rash on neck, left arm, legs, and back. Patient was given Benadryl, Claritin, and Solumedrol.  Patient was admitted for 23 hours observation. Patient was discharged home on Claritin for 7 days.

946442 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 23.0 23 F erythema developed 6 days after administration of vaccine at vaccine administration site. no other signs/symptoms at the time.

946443 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 AL 35.0 35 M 2nd dose: Diarrhea, sneezing, coughing, headache. Diarrhea has not resolved; all other symptoms have resolved   1st dose: no ae to report

946444 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Severe chills, fever tmax 101.2, body aches

946445 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 VA 51.0 51 F Reactions: Injection site pain Injection site swelling Injection site redness Sever fatigue Swelling face/eyes Muscle pain - legs Muscle weakness - legs New onset hypertension Dizziness

946446 01/09/2021 01/15/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Injection given IM in patient's  L  deltoid. EUA distributed to patient per CDC regulations.  Lot # 011J20A Manufactured by Moderna  Patient filled out COVID 19 Immunization Screening and Consent Form.                   Pt presented to clinic 1/9/2021 for first dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. 10-12 mins post vaccine pt began to feel warm/dizzy. Pt experienced a brief episode of syncope, shortly after pt regained consciousness , and then experienced 1 episode of emesis Pt was alert, reported hx of vasovagal type sx's, She was given juice, took Midodrine, and given IV Sodium Chloride 0.9% VSS Pt then reported feeling fast heart rate, EKG done w/ NSR Pt began to experience body tremors, HR 109, BP WNL EpiPen administered at 10:58 a.m.  per provider's order Pt reports subjective tongue swelling , Second dose of Epi given 11:08a.m. Pt transported to Hospital via ambulance

946447 01/02/2021 01/15/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Fatigue, low grade fever, chills, nausea,  body aches, unusual sence of taste. Sx resolved on their own after 3 days.

946448 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 62.0 62 F Received the vaccine on Jan 4 2021. Sore left arm for two days and nothing more. Woke up on Jan 13 2021 with itching, redness and swelling at the site of the injection. The irritation continues. It is not worse but not better either. Have also had headache for two days for which Tylenol has helped. No fever.

946449 12/23/2020 01/15/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Large red hive to left arm , itching , warm to touch . Some pain/discomfort to under arm which radiated to left breast

946450 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 TX 55.0 55 F Red hot spot at injection site, rash across upper third of back.

946451 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 NC 44.0 44 F Sore arm that subsided after 2 days. But after 1 week, suddenly developed a red, swollen lump at the injection site.

946452 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 PA 28.0 28 F Large circular rash/welt appeared near injection site pain s/p 7 days after injection. Also, continued joint pain and fatigue (10 days out from vaccine today).

946453 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 43.0 43 F Patient experienced chest tightness after her first COVID vaccine dose.  Pt reported similar reactions to vaccines in the past.

946454 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 WI 46.0 46 F Received Covid 19 vaccination 01/06/20201, noticed rash on arms and upper thighs 01/07/2021. Felt fullness in chest(like something is stuck). While in clinic the following day, healthcare provider present,  vitals were checked. Pulse consistently 120's.All other vitals were with in normal limits . APNP looked over skin to confirm rash was only on arms and upper legs. Patient submitted Adverse Event Report and took Zyrtec, rash cleared in two days. Business Health notified/contacted, Dr. advised patient to wait 30 minutes after 2nd vaccination for COVID-19.

946455 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 VT 37.0 37 F At 2000 on 1/13/21, I started to experience intense ache at the injection site, which by 2200 progressed to myalgias in my back, especially lower back, neck, and right arm. At 2300,  I started to have fever/chills, up to 39 C orally. This only partially responded to Tylenol. I was not able to sleep.  At 2:30 am I noticed an unusual headache, 8/10, as well as bilateral eye pain on Moving eyes side to side as well as sensitivity to light. Headache was mostly frontal, which came and went every few minutes  until exactly 11:38 am on 1/14/2021, when the fever and myalgias very suddenly got significantly better. Almost exactly 24 hrs to the minute after injection. On 1/15/2021, I still have significant pain in my left arm, swelling, redness and, now, itching at the injection site. My lower back still hurts.

946456 11/20/2020 01/15/2021 MN 39.0 39 F The day after her flu shot had: Warm, swelling and tenderness at injection site hives on trunk and bilat arms eye swelling lip swelling  scratchy throat  She was treated in the ED with Zantac, Benedryl and epinephrine IV drip  Hospitalized for 26 hours Y 1

946457 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NY 56.0 56 F headache  body aches arm soreness

946458 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 WI 33.0 33 F Light red, hard and warm to the touch medium size circle around injection site

946460 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 62.0 62 F 2nd dose next day had nausea in am since subsided. chills muscle aches and swelling soreness at arm site present @ this time.

946461 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 NY 60.0 60 F Redness, swelling, itching, burning approximately 3 inches round at injection site

946462 12/29/2020 01/15/2021 CO 25.0 25 M Redness, swelling, and itching at injection site

946463 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 PA 61.0 61 M Same day of vaccine, recipient developed a headache and nausea which resolved within a few days

946464 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 AZ 27.0 27 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA: allergic reaction at site of injection (upper left arm red and swollen)

946465 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 IN 60.0 60 M Fever up to 101.1,  2 days after vaccine administration, chills, headaches, moderate to severe body aches and pains, especially to elbow and knee joints. I am now in day 3 and still having low grade fever with continued headache, body aches and pains.

946466 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 MS 36.0 36 F Pain and swelling of injection site ongoing now for 8 days. Red, indurated, painful lump on upper left arm, pain radiates to left breast.  Family provider is treating it as cellulitis with oral antibiotics.  Lump measures 4 cm x 4 cm on day #8

946467 01/09/2021 01/15/2021 IN 34.0 34 M I received my shot at 3:30 PM on 01/09/21.  I felt very tired on 01/12/21 before that went away that evening.  I began feeling dizzy and nauseus around 8:00 PM Monday, 01/11/21, and again periodically on 01/12/21.  The dizzy and nausea feeling continued consistently throughout 01/12/21 and 01/13/21.  I went to my primary care provider on 01/12/21 who gave me medication to help with nausea and dizziness.  She chalked it up to anxiety.  I became more worried on the evening of 01/13/21 and went to the ER.  The ER doctor stated it could be a reaction to the vaccine, inflammation in the ear/calcium buildup in the ear, or just my anxiety.  I do want to note I was nervous about getting this shot and have a history of having trouble distinguishing between true issues I am having and issues caused by my anxiety.  As of today, 01/15/21, I took Methazine which seems to have helped the dizziness, but not completely.  I am not currently nauseus.

946468 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 AZ 54.0 54 F WITHIN  MONITORING TIME PERIOD, PT. COMPLAINED OF INJECTION SITE ITCHINESS AND OVERALL BODY HIVES.  NO OTHER COMPLAINTS.  EMS ON SITE.

946469 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 CO 72.0 72 F Abdominal cramping, belly ache, nausea, diarrhea, headache in the night.  Queasy in the morning.  Sluggish.  Bland diet - rest.  It seems to be resolving.

946470 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 MO 33.0 33 F Approximately 10 hours after injection patient began to experience a burning sensation of their skin, numbness and tingling of tip of tongue and fatigue. The burning sensation and numbness and tingling of tongue subsided within 1-2 hours on own, fatigue resolved on own within 48 hours.

946471 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 TX 44.0 44 M Symptoms - ? EE reports he woke up with chills and cold sweats, EE reports he didn?t feel like he had a fever, but no thermometer at his house.  EE reports he bought a thermometer later in the day and temp was 98.7.  Friday am, feelings of generalized achiness. Last day of work and shift - ? Monday Home remedies? -   rest Any improvement? - mild Recommendation? EE encouraged to take ibuprofen as outlined in the Medical Directive.  EE encouraged to continue to monitor his symptoms and to contact the Vaccine support line with additional questions and concerns.  EE reports he is not feeling well and is scheduled to work today.  EE educated to manage his RTW according to the Illness in the Workplace policy.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions at this time.

946472 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 IA 34.0 34 F Hives at injection site and hives on lips started one hour after injection. Patient took 25mg of PO Benadryl. , Headache and dizziness developed shortly after. Around 6pm muscle aches, bone pain and flushed checks started. Patient took 600mg ibuprofen for discomfort.  Muscle aches and weakness continued through night into the next day.

946474 01/02/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 48.0 48 F day 1- no side effects Day 2- low grade temp, very sore arm, red, swollen, chills, felt lethargic, woke up in wet clothes from sweat, headache, runny nose Day 3- sore arem, red and swollen, warm to touch, felt lethargic day 3-  arm just red and warm to touch. big red circle where shot was given day 4- sitting down and out of nowhere a sharp pain felt in back by neck and shoulders. could not move my neck. arm still a   little red but not warm to touch. swelling went down.  (went to ER on day 4. blood work and xrays were negative for anything. was given muscle relaxer.) day 5 sore muscles but on muscle relaxer to help day 6 until day 10 - just fatigue and sore muscles/joint pain but tolerable.

946475 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 AZ 28.0 28 F Thursday night started with body aches, shot area started to hurt. The next morning woke up hot and sweaty with a headache and body aches

946476 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 IL 48.0 48 F "the next day (1/8/21) i started with a low grade temp, it never got over 100.2, now i still have extreme fatigue.  My arm was sore for a couple of days only.  The first vaccine was on 12/17/20 and i had 11 days of nausea afterwards"

946477 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 FL 61.0 61 M headache, left sided weakness, nausea and fatigue

946478 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 38.0 38 F Developed a fever of 101 12 hours post vaccine administration along with other symptoms. Took Tylenol at 03:20 am with improvement in symptoms. Fever up 100.7 persisted after Tylenol wore off along with myalgias. No other symptoms beyond what was listed. Employee Health was contacted. chills, fatigue, fever, headache, injection site pain and new or worsened muscle pain

946479 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 UT 41.0 41 F hives on neck, injection site

946480 12/31/2020 01/15/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Soreness at the injection site x2 days Headache x1day Right eye upper lid (spasms/weakness, feels as if my upper lid gets stuck, lasting only a few seconds, not painful and doesn't affect my vision). It occurs intermittently throughout the day and began approx. 2 hours after receiving the injection.

946481 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 TX 52.0 52 M After 15 minute wait period, left vaccination site. Reports felt "like I couldn't breathe and nauseated but I went home". Started feeling "burning on left side of head and neck".  He called the prescribing doctor and was referred to emergency room by prescribing doctor.

946482 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Raised, reddened, severe itching that has not resolved even with prescription strength 2.5% hydrocortisone applications at site of injection that was noticed on day 7 after injection. On days 1-2 or days 1-3 soreness and pain were noted, but these had resolved.

946483 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 52.0 52 F Sores on inside of lips, burning tingling lips

946484 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 NY 29.0 29 F received moderna vacc. fever, chill, body ache, rash, hive

946485 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 AR 34.0 34 F Lymph node on right side of neck became swollen and sore after 2nd dose of covid  vaccination. Was noticed 2 days after vaccination and is still current on  day 4.

946486 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 34.0 34 F approximately 3 hours after 2nd dose of vaccine developed body aches, chills, malaise.  Next day these symptoms persisted and also developed nausea/stomach ache and mild tachycardia.  Chills, injection site pain, malaise

946487 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 FL 32.0 32 F cervical swollen lymph nodes. Very hard time even with ROM and dysphagia.

946488 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 IL 42.0 42 F I started getting arm pain 5 hours after vaccine.  I also developed cold chills, fever (101F) and slight headache.

946489 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 41.0 41 M Patient was nervous/diaphoretic upon arrival to vaccine appointment. Patient received vaccine, was brought to observation area and seated, and within one minute patient lost consciousness and fell to ground from seated position. Patient was log rolled and opened his eyes and responded to name calling immediately after fall. V/S were taken, loaded onto stretcher. MD took HR, was in 40s. Initial full set of vitals 09:10 BP 115/70, HR 66, o2sat  99%.  Laid reverse trendelenburg in stretched. Physician on site and EMS was immediately called. Patient was diaphoretic and responsive/speaking. 09:13 121/55, HR 62, O2sat 98%. 09:17 120/57, HR 78, O2sat 98%, 09:25 118/68, HR 69, O2Sat 96%. At 9:31 patient left for ED with EMS.  Of note, patient reported after the fact that he has history of nervousness/anxiety with needles.

946490 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 NY 25.0 25 M 14 minutes post vaccination i began to have a rapid heart, trembling hands, feeling like I?m about to pass out. I informed The nurse  and she had me lay down. I had Tachycardia, systolic BP in the 170 range, and 98% O2. I was Transferred to the ER and during transfer my chest began feeling mildly tight. An EKG was done and it came back clean. I was observed and monitored for several hours and eventually the symptoms subsided. This all occurred for roughly 2 hours.

946491 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 41.0 41 F Received second Pfizer vaccine on 1/13 at 7pm. Woke with headache and injection site pain on 1/14. As day progressed, fatigue, joint pain, mm aches increased.  Fatigue, headache, injection site pain and swelling, new or worsened joint and muscle pain

946492 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 OH 37.0 37 F Swelling, pain, redness, hot to touch at injection site 4 days after vaccine.

946493 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NY 44.0 44 M Was perfectly normal until I laid down for bed.  Got very dizzy and took blood pressure with a cuff and it reported 95/47.  Hypotension, shakiness and mild nausea.  I've never had this symptom in my life and have taken 3mg melatonin before bed for years.  (3mg, not 4mg as reported on the previous page).  I was back to normal after ~10 minutes and woke up perfectly normal. Also, minor shoulder pain.

946494 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 TN 53.0 53 F 5 minutes after receiving the vaccine approximately 1305, patient has flushed face, tingling in face and throat, tongue feels tingly and numb at approximately 10 minutes after shot. These symptons last one hour. At 1400, pt. feels more flushed and faint. She sits down and calls nurse at the hospital for help. Nurse advises to take benadryl. Patient takes 50 mg of Benadryl and within 15 minutes, she feels better. Later on at 1900, the tingling and numbness starts again on face and in throat. Patient takes 2 benadryl tablets again and was better in 15 minutes. Patient states had no other problems.

946495 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 24.0 24 F Persistent Posterior headache at base of skull and neck pain, fatigue

946496 12/24/2020 01/15/2021 MI 39.0 39 M Intermittent weakness of hands and legs. Intermittent numbness of arms and legs. Fasiculations predominately of bilateral gastrocnemius region, but also in other muscle groups. Has persisted for >10 days now.

946497 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 GA 69.0 69 F 11:00AM constant sneezing 4-5 hours, then  chills  and headache, loss of appetite; at night fever, intense night sweating, body aches, nausea, shoulder pain. Weakness next day in AM.   All symptoms have  resolved today, injection site redness only.

946498 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 IN 58.0 58 F Intense shivering that lasted for about 1/2 hr, though I was not cold and did not have a fever.  Afterwards, muscles ached  all over body.   Took 200mg of ibuprofen and felt better but not entirely back to normal.  Malaise continued next day.

946499 12/17/2020 01/15/2021 50.0 50 U Patient received Covid Vaccine Dose #1 on 12/17/2020. Patient noted rash on neck and upper chest, arms, and abdominal area 1 hour after vaccine administered. Patient felt faint and developed strong chills. Patient was taken to emergency center and was given Benadryl 50mg PO. Patient was discharged at 12:30pm and instructed to take Benadryl 25mg every 4-6 hours PRN.

946500 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NY 92.0 92 F Patient stated she felt like she had water behind her eyes post vaccination

946501 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 NY 40.0 40 F Rash on left forearm/itching/throat itching/ heart rate fast/left hand itching

946502 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 MA 37.0 37 F vaccine administered at 2:36 PM, at 2:43 PM complained of burning sensation on the right side of her head. BP 120/60. at 2:55PM c/o increased flushing feeling, Benadryl 50 mg PO liquid given, and 1o mg cetirizine given PO. BP-90/58. at 2:58 PM c/o feeling worse, Epipen administered, rapid response called, ambulance contacted. at 3:01 BP 120/50 . transported to hospital.

946503 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 KY 85.0 85 F Resident has severe itching on her upper extremities with scattered areas of redness. Resident continues to have mild itching.

946504 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 IN 41.0 41 F Redness, heat at injection site

946505 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 48.0 48 F Within 24 hrs of injection, I had chills and headaches, no fever; these went away after 24 hrs, then my injection site on my L arm was swollen and red the following day after injection, my arm was sore. On the 13th of Jan, I was at work from 7am-7pm and my arm was even more swollen, sore, itchy and reddish, no fever, I was still able to work, but my L axillary area was sore the whole day. I went home and took a shower and noticed that my L armpit was swollen, like the size of a tennis ball! No redness, no fevers but sore and discomforting due to the swelling.

946506 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 NY 48.0 48 M Fatigue starting at 22:00 Impaired night vision starting at 0500 1/9/22 Rigors starting at 0500 1/9/21 Neuropathy in the hands starting at 0500 1/9/21

946508 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 NC 69.0 69 M Mild disorientation, balance, impaired thought process.

946509 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 IA 56.0 56 F patient stated she had a red rash from her neck down her chest and a little on her stomach like what happens when she takes Keflex. She said it lasted 2 days.  No treatment that I am aware.

946510 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 PA 29.0 29 M Mild redness and mild itchiness at injection site. Also, slight feeling of swelling/firmness compared to contra-lateral side.

946511 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 PR 49.0 49 F FOUR DAYS OF SINTOMES, DIZZINESS,WEAK, PAIN INJECTION SITE,HEADACHE,TIRED,MUSCULAR PAIN, CHILLS, PAIN JOINTS,FEVER,NAUSEATE,FEELING BAD.

946512 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 WV 41.0 41 F See Page 2 - all in 1 place

946513 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 GA 36.0 36 F 9:00pm at first my right arm started itching but then it spread to my whole body itching. No rash or hives. No closing of airway. Took 1 Benadryl at about 11:00pm. Woke up in the morning with sore arm but no more itching.

946514 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 MO 34.0 34 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA injection site pain, minor nausea, minor headache starting 4 hours after vaccine administration injection site pain, fatigue, worsening headache, body aches (muscle pain), chills, worsening nausea starting approximately 30 hours after vaccine administration

946515 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 PA 58.0 58 F Severe headache, nausea, fatigue, bodyaches. Unable to work that day after receiving vaccine

946516 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 GA 69.0 69 F Top of arm where shot waas administered has developed an itchy rash, is swollen, and hot to the touch.

946517 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 TX 17.0 17 F (MODERNA COVID 19 VACCINE EUA)   Unknown, tried contacting patient back multiple times but was unsuccessful

946518 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 TX 59.0 59 M Received 2nd COVID Pfizer vaccine on 1/11/21 and 2 days later noted rash to bilateral arms that progressed to entire body (not hands/feet) within 12 hours.  Did itch.  Denies fever, myalgia, arthralgia, headaches, sob, swelling or any other systemic symptom.  Is self treating with oral benadryl - has not sought medical care with HCP.

946519 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 TX 26.0 26 F Continual Elevated heart rate

946520 12/18/2020 01/15/2021 IL 56.0 56 F "within 1 hour I was exhausted, Friday night and Saturday I had severe back aches, chills, fatigue. By Sunday I felt better"

946521 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NY 37.0 37 F patient had tingling in left injection site down to her leg.

946522 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 IL 25.0 25 F Fever, chills, body aches, and arm soreness lasting a little over eighteen hours. Symptoms subsided with Tylenol within twenty four hours.

946523 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Injection site has tenderness and a little swelling in the same arm of the injection, swelling and redness continuing a week after the shot has been given.  It is super itchy around the injection site as well and I feel like my entire left side is swollen (arm and leg all the way to my ankle feels swollen)

946524 12/23/2020 01/15/2021 IL 31.0 31 F Body aches, chills, feverish, fatigue, sneezing started on evening of 12/23. 12/24 - loss of taste, body aches but improved, sneezing. 12/25-cough, severe nasal and sinus congestion, no smell or taste, sneezing. 12/26-congestion, no smell and improved taste, achy, scratchy throat. Sought medical advise on 12/26 primarily due to congestion and scratchy throat.

946525 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 AZ 45.0 45 F High Palpitations for the day.

946526 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 GA 34.0 34 F Developed low grade fever (99.3F), fatigue, aches, headache around 6pm on 01/13/2020.  Treated with OTC Aleve. All resolved within 12 hours except the fatigue. Also noticed painful axillary lymph node swelling on 01/13/2020 upon waking at 6:30am. Treating with OTC Aleve.

946527 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 IL 56.0 56 F "Felt great until 36 hours after shot. It just hit suddenly, felt exhausted, chills and body aches. Very bad from midnight to 230am.  Got up a 6am with a very bad headache, at 9am I took tylenol.  I got up at noon and felt great until midnight that night, same symptoms but much less severe.  had fever/chills, no body aches.  when i got up at 7am i had a headache but not as bad as previous."

946528 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 MI 62.0 62 F Vaccine administered at 8:43am; t 8:58, Associate complained that her lips felt tingly. Associate was provided Benedryl 25mg po at 9:05 am; associate verbalized relief of tingling symptoms at 9:30; Assoc was released to home; Vital signs were taken; BP 137/80, 97% Spo2, Heart rate 80; vital signs were obtained after Benedryl administered.

946529 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 NC 23.0 23 F She took the first dose today and apparently had a rapid heart beat after the vaccine (140 bpm).

946530 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 MI 62.0 62 F Vaccine administered at 8:43am; t 8:58, Associate complained that her lips felt tingly. Associate was provided Benedryl 25mg po at 9:05 am; associate verbalized relief of tingling symptoms at 9:30; Assoc was released to home; Vital signs were taken; BP 137/80, 97% Spo2, Heart rate 80; vital signs were obtained after Benedryl administered.

946531 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Reported fever of 102F and shortness of breath on exertion

946532 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 PR 26.0 26 F Symptoms starts 9am with headache. For 3 times panadol q 4 hours 500mg.  At 8pm start fever (40.2 C), nauseas, dizzines, shaking chills and lost smell. Vomiting starts at 9:25 pm end 2:00 am. 01/08/2021 at 2:26 am visit Emergency Room, in clinic fainted and present high blood pressure 155/99. In hospital medication administred: Zofran, pepcid, .45 NSS and Phenergan IM at 01-08-2021.

946533 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 CT 51.0 51 F I had Maderna,  At shot I got dizzy and sweaty, only lasted about 5 minutes, next day just itchy and soar, it gradually got more swollen, hard and red.  Nurse at work told me to complete this form.

946534 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 NE 26.0 26 F Redness, tender and warm to touch at injection site, redness streaking down to inner side of right arm. Noticed redness and tenderness on day 2. Day 3 has slightly more redness surrounding injection site, 2 inch in diameter circular redness, and increased redness down arm. On day 3, the red streak is approximately 1 inch in width and 3 inches in length.

946535 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 PR 39.0 39 F CHILLS,FEVER AND ANXIUS.

946537 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 PA 59.0 59 M Myalgias, fatigue, chills for 48 hours, left axillary lymphadenopathy unresolved at 72 hours

946538 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 AR 37.0 37 M Body aches and fatigue lasting approximately 24 hours

946539 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 GA 35.0 35 F Nausea, headache and congestion

946541 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 SC 26.0 26 M I developed flu like symptoms the morning after receiving the first round of the moderna vaccine. I had chills, was weak, but did not show an elevated temperature. I felt like I had the flu until I took some I ibuprofen.

946542 01/10/2021 01/15/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Patient developed angioedema of her eyelids after COVID-19 vaccination.  She received her Covid vaccine on 1/10/2021 at 11:30 AM.  She received the Pfizer vaccine.  She works at a nursing home.  She had some fatigue and tiredness during the day but woke up on the second day without any symptoms.  On 1/30/2021, she developed bilateral eyelid swelling.  The swelling is mild to moderate intensity involving the upper and lower eyelids bilaterally with a prickly burning sensation associated with pruritus.  The reaction lasted less than a day and resolved without any skin desquamation, scarring or bruising.  She denies any hives anywhere else.  She does not have a large local reaction at the injection site.  She denies respiratory complaints, GI symptoms, lightheadedness, loss of consciousness, wheezing, swelling of her throat or other symptoms consistent with anaphylaxis.  She used Benadryl with significant improvement.   She had a significant reaction after influenza vaccination consisting of swelling of her face and her eyelids with development of dry patches bilaterally within 2 days, resolving with skin desquamation.  The reaction lasted for 1 week.  She received her influenza vaccination in October 20, 2020.   She was seen in our office in 2012 for bilateral eyelid angioedema with associated urticaria shortly after swimming in the pool.  She was given oral antihistamines ?Zyrtec once daily? with significant improvement as well as prevention of this reaction.  She has not had this reaction  for more than 6 years.

946543 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 CT 59.0 59 F Approximately 5 hours after receiving the vaccine(2pm est) this writer noticed a slight cough, similar to post nasal drip and soreness at injection site. Approximately 3 hours later, injection site much more soreness, unusual for this writer comparing to previous vaccinations. When taking of the face mask, this writer experienced a feeling of "relief" in face, such as a removal of an "Ace" bandage from an ankle strain. Face was symmetrical, but felt swollen. At approx. 8pm, this writer felt "cold" unusual since this writer is going through menopause. This writer proceeded to add a sweatshirt to warm up, then added a jacket then a blanket and began to have noticeable chills, but didn't feel "sick" as one would with such pronounced trembling, chills. This writer had a low grade fever, abnormal. At approx. 9pm this writer noticed that left side of face was less swollen and now an asymmetrical appearance was evident in this writer's face. this writer decided to take Tylenol 1000mg po and Benadryl 25mg po. At approx. 10pm, all symptoms were gone, no swelling in face noted, no cough/post nasal drip , chills, with the ability to raise arm of injection site with little discomfort. *NOTE, this writer had facial fillers and Botox injections place 8/3/20 and swelling was noted at these areas. Next day, no side effects noted, arm tender at injection site if touched.

946544 12/23/2020 01/15/2021 NH 43.0 43 F About 12 hrs after the vaccination I woke up with unbelieveable shakes and chills like tremors with a 102 temp which I could not get to break until about 12/27 with the use of tylenol. I had to change clothes several times because I kept sweating it out but it kept returning.  I was extremely nauseous, fatigued and severly tired for about 2 weeks.  And now neuropathy has developed in the bottom of my feet it feels as if prickles are at the bottom of my feet still to this day.  I got tested for COVID-19 and was negative. I visited the Urgent Care is where I got the test performed at

946545 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Tiredness, Body aches, Headache, Chills started 1/14 at 1500 . I am still having symptoms today.

946546 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 VA 46.0 46 F achy, chills, swollen lymph node, tired, headache
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946549 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 MA 59.0 59 F On 1/8 she took her 2nd dose of Pfizer vaccine around 3 PM. She went home in the evening and started sweating. She passed out. Her daughter was at home and she took her to the nearest hospital. Her BP was 60/34 and she had a temp of 100.3F on 1/8 during hospital admission. Her K was low. She received lot of fluids. She called our office on 1/10 and during the f/u she was still in the hospital. On 1/10 she has a temp of 98.4F and BP of 109/61. But she still has dizziness, nausea, anorexia and mild cough (Former smoker). COVID-19 test was done on 1/9, its negative. Dx was dehydration. Discharged from the hospital on 1/11, feels better but is tired. Will follow up with PCP on 1/16/21.Y 4

946550 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 IN 22.0 22 F Headache, nausea, increased HR and RR, vomiting, fever, chills, night sweats

946551 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 TN 34.0 34 F Starting about 12 hours after vaccine I had the expected symptoms of body aches, chills, headache, nausea and low grade temps. At ~ 0500 on 1/14/21 (~18 hrs after vaccine), I woke up as I was in SVT. I was not able to convert myself and had to go to ED for treatment. HR was 232 upon arrival to ED. Prior to administering adenosine, SVT resolved on own. SVT episode lasted ~2hrs.  I have not had a prolonged SVT episode since ablation in 2016. ER doc mentioned that perhaps fever/ illness from vaccine lowered my threshold for going into SVT.

946552 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 VA 67.0 67 M Patient reported a fever of 102.8 around 3 am after receiving the vaccine yesterday.  Feeling overall badly.

946553 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NM 26.0 26 F anaphylaxis by lethargy, nausea, vomiting, palpitations, funny feeling in chest, swollen lips Y

946554 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 NV 61.0 61 F Started with a bad headache then got worse.  I worked until 11:30pm the day of the vaccine.   Woke up at 5:30 am with chills and body aches. Took off work.  Fever spiked at about noon the day following the vaccine to 100.1  Tylenol then Ibuprofen was taken. By 6:30 am the next morning (today )all symptoms seem to be gone.  I think it may be important to know that I was sick with covid 19 in April/May of 2020 for almost 3 weeks

946555 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 KY 37.0 37 M Headache and dizziness began 1 hour after injection and lasted for 30 minutes.  8 days after injection, redness/swelling/itching/lumps developed at injection site. Axillary lymph node swelling in arm injection was given.

946556 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 NC 23.0 23 F She took the first dose today and apparently had a rapid heart beat after the vaccine (140 bpm).

946557 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 AR 36.0 36 F Patient reports that approximately one hour after receiving the second dose of the vaccine she began to feel fatigued. The following morning, at 6:30 a.m., she awoke with orbital edema, chest tightness, and an itchy throat. The patient sought emergent care at Emergency Center and received Solumedrol IV, Benadryl IV, and 1 Liter of Normal Saline IV. The patient reports almost immediate relief after receiving medication.

946558 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 FL 41.0 41 F Day 1: Fever of 103, tremors, severe body and muscular pain. Shortness of breath. Unable to get out of bed for the entire day, severe headaches through the entire day Day 2: fever of 101, shortness of breath, severe headache, entire left arm in pain

946559 12/23/2020 01/15/2021 PA 30.0 30 F No symptoms following vaccination #1. Vaccination #2 received 1/13/21-no symptoms on 1/13/21.  On 1/14/20 pt reports fever 101.6, chills, body/muscle aches. These symptoms improved during day on 1/14/21. Pt reports evening of 1/14/2021 she began feeling like her skin hurt, burning feeling. On 1/15/2021, pt woke to hives across chest, abdomen, axillas, underside of arms and lateral torsos, scalp and posterior neck. Pt reports hives are present in area of painful skin the day prior. Pt reports hive were not initially itchy, but are at time of evaluation. Pt provided with care instructions for urticaria/hives, benadryl & OTC Allergy tablet instructions.  She was also provided for s/s to watch-worsening hives, swelling,

946560 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 PA 51.0 51 M Recipient was seen one day after the 2nd dose of vaccine was received and complained of Headache, Swollen lymph node, and Chills

946561 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 TN 54.0 54 F I waited for 30 minutes; I walked to my car and didn't feel well; I thought maybe I was hungry I ate 1/2 banana and drank some water. I started to drive home.  It felt like a huge cold railroad spike was being driven up the top of my shoulder to my neck, it was a cold sensation anteriorly and posteriorly on my neck.  Then my face (left side) started to go numb, it started just about the top of my left ear and went all the way to my lips. It stopped midline.  It felt like a dental block.  I could still swallow and breathe.  I started shaking, felt nausea, my upper esophageal sphincter started to spasm.  I kept checking my tongue and airway to see if I should pull over and call 911.  I drove to the ER.  My left side of face was numb, I was trembling, tremoring.  They gave me small dose of IV Bendadryl (12.5 mg) and Pepcid, I slowly started to feel better and the feeling came back to my face moving from midline lip to cheek.  It still felt "funny" but much better.  I was in the ER for around 2 hours. I have had more tremoring since my vaccine in my neck and hand (I do have primary essential tremors but it is tremoring much more now) and more neck pain (could be due to the increased tremors)

946563 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 KY 74.0 74 F Resident had severe confusion. She thought she was in another state and that we were all strangers. She has a decrease in her appetite and an increase in thirst. She complained of low back pain with aches all over her body. She also stated that she had very vivid dreams. this is not at all the typical behavior that we have seen in her. Previous labs were checked and all were within normal range.

946564 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 ID 27.0 27 F Throat felt funny, chest felt warm, pulse increased. Antihistamine taken. Vitals monitored - O2, BP, HR for 30 min. Returned to work with a friend after.

946565 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Swelling at injection site, knot under surface of skin, redness, arm/muscle pain, headaches, fatigue

946566 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Received vaccine at 3p.  At 9p started feeling nauseated with stomach cramping.  At midnight started vomiting .  After few hours it slowed down and then started vomiting again most of the day on 1/14.  Unable to keep anything down.  As of 1/15 was feeling better

946567 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 NY 34.0 34 F I had headache after 4-5 hr of injection and sore arm until next day. After that I was not having symptoms but one week later I got a late reaction at the site of injection. It is swollen red hard and itchy and inflamed. So I went to Dr. and she has suggested me to take Motrin and use cold ice pack. So I took a Motrin yesterday and today. I had a reaction where I had BCG vaccination in the childhood.

946568 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 MI 30.0 30 F Extremely sore arm started next day, fever of 99.7, body aches, chills

946569 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 MI 27.0 27 F Body aches, chills, joint pain, night sweats

946570 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 MA 67.0 67 F received Pfizer vaccine on 1/11/2021 in Right arm at 9:40 am.  Awoke at 12 midnight unable to herself out of bed, needed to wake husband for assistance due to employee being unable to use Right arm.   Developed headache, chills, sweats, joint pain Stated "it felt like I was hit by a bus"  felt like I got beat up.    Wednesday Headache was gone, R arm swollen, lymph nodes at axilla and R neck large as grapes, painful. No appetite, effort to move .Arm was swollen and reddened at injection site.

946571 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NY 58.0 58 F 8 days later a large hive and redness appeared at the injection site. Itchy. I took a Benadryl and the hive flattened but it is still  red and itchy

946572 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 KS 47.0 47 F Mild reaction- Injection site became red and slightly swollen a few hours after it was given.  Approx 24 hours after it was received it was still red at the injection site and became itchy. Slightly warm to touch.  Symptoms still present 36 hours after initial injection.

946573 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 TX 52.0 52 M pt reports high fever and TIA symptoms. the day after the vaccine

946574 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 NY 32.0 32 F 5 days after getting dose 1 I developed some pain (not severe) in my right armpit (same side of vaccination arm). Felt like a swollen lymph node although I could not palpate anything nor see anything externally. Pain self resolved in 3 days. No other symptoms.

946575 12/21/2020 01/15/2021 SC 53.0 53 F Joint pain .   Inflammation in knee Headache nausea vomiting

946576 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 IL 62.0 62 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Fever-100.3, body aches, headache, fatigue, Arm soreness

946577 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 TX 68.0 68 F irritation of eyes bilaterally, redness to cheeks and forehead

946578 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 IL 42.0 42 F Symptoms started next day with tiredness, low grade temp of 99 and over all not feeling well. Continued into Saturday. Sunday, Monday and most of Tuesday felt normal. Tuesday evening started to fell worse and Wednesday 1.13.21, 6 days after shot, headache, nauseous, very tired, could not go to work. Called Doctors office and spoke to two different nurses who advised these were normal reactions although maybe delayed.  By end of day headache and nausea were gone but still felt unwell. 1.14.21 well enough to work, mostly normal. Took blood pressure and it was elevated by 20 points! BP is still elevated on 1.15.21.

946579 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 AZ 46.0 46 F headache, nausea, pain in upper stomach area

946580 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 MD 50.0 50 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine  Rash near injection site.  Rash blistered and is itchy.

946581 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 MI 31.0 31 F Injection site pain appeared right after vaccine administration. Pain became more severe the next day and it lasted for a total of three days(1/8~1/10) The next day of vaccination(1/9), I have symptoms of low grade fever, chills, fatigue, mild  body aches, headache, vomiting feeling. However, these symptoms only lasted for one day.

946582 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 TX 59.0 59 F Pt reported she had nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, fever102.0, chills, injection site pain, body aches at approximately midnight.  This nurse requested patient report to ER as soon as possible.  Admit to ER at approx 1810.  Labs ordered, zofran 8mg administered IVP per physician orders, Tylenol 1G administered, IV fluids given at time of visit.  Pt released at 11 p.m.

946584 12/18/2020 01/15/2021 IN 31.0 F 4 documented fevers. One fever a week for 4 weeks for approximately 2-3 hours each time. Temperature max 102.3. went away without medication. Body aches and chills with fever but went away after fever was gone.

946585 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 WI 56.0 56 F She reports symptoms of dizziness. Patient rates her dizziness at 1 (1-10 scale), her dizziness does not change with position or activity. She reports "I only have a little dizziness, nothing else". She reports she her contacts are in place and her vision is unchanged. She questioned if this was in her head because someone she knows had dizziness after her COVID vaccine". Speech and behavior normal. ? Injection time 0814 Observation time 0814-0853 ? Treatment/intervention - Patient stayed in observation area >30 minutes, drank 480 ml of water while resting. Patient denied need for further evaluation. Husband is driving her home (this was pre-planned prior to injection).

946586 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 PA 38.0 38 F I had swelling, redness and soreness for the 1st 3 days after getting the vaccine but went away. Yesterday, 1/14/21(9days after receiving the vaccine), I noticed that my arm was itching where I received the vaccine and when I looked it was all red and swollen. Not having any pain and have had no other reactions to the vaccine. I am scheduled February 2nd for my 2nd vaccine. Will it be okay to receive it?

946587 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 TX 25.0 25 F chills, fever 100.6, headache and chest tightness, denies shortness of breath and cough. Treatment include: Tylenol, patient has history of asthma and report using her inhaler daily.  She denies chest congestion. Outcome: chills, fever resolved,  report residual headache and continued chest tightness recommend to follow-up with primary care doctor- currently working

946588 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 TX 47.0 47 F itching then rash developed at injection site 1 week post injection

946589 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 TX 31.0 31 M Right side of my face felt odd. Areas affected were close to my mouth, around my cheek bone and around my eye. The areas mentions felt something like tense/heavy. This lasted a about 4 to 5 days.  I had soreness in my lower back as well. This lasted two days.

946590 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 NY 50.0 50 F A few minutes after the vaccine was administered, she developed tingling in the back of her head.  A few mintues later she developed tachycardia (she did not wait the 15 minutes she was supposed to wait before moving).  Her heart was racing in the 120s. About 15 minutes after the injection, she started having a tingling sensation in her left face. About an hour (maybe two hours) after the shot, she developed a heaviness in her leg on the left.  She was able to move it, but it felt heavy.   Pt continues to report intermittent heaviness, weakness and paresthesia on L side of face and in L upper and lower extremities x10days

946591 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 OH 31.0 31 F I experienced pain at the injection site that lasted approximately 3 days. I also experienced body aches, fatigue, and diarrhea that lasted approximately 36 hours.

946592 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 44.0 44 M right arm became red and swollen and painful. Right arm redness/rash spread to triceps. Denies treatment. Patient states that it resolved on 01/14/21.

946593 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 KS 47.0 47 F Notes 1/14/2021                                                                                              Subjective 47 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her first dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   She was given the Moderna vaccination in the left deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience lightheadedness and syncope.  She denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, throat tightness, hoarseness, stridor, itching, lightheadedness, dizziness, facial swelling, lip swelling and tongue swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to abdominal pain, blood pressure abnormality , chest pain, collapse, drooling, hypotension, increased swelling, rapid progression of symptoms, respiratory distress with dyspnea, skin changes, tongue swelling and vomiting.     ALLERGY REVIEW OF SYSTEMS   Previous Reactions: Patient states that she has a hx of vaso-vagal symptoms with blood draws.    Objective    Vitals Vitals:   01/14/21 1128 01/14/21 1141 01/14/21 1204 01/14/21 1229 BP: 118/65 123/71 130/72 121/77 Pulse: 71 66 65 92 SpO2: 97% 98% 99% 100%     Orthostatic Vitals at 1147a Sitting B/P: 127/71 Sitting Pulse: 70 Standing B/P: 113/62 Standing Pulse: 83     Blood Sugar 103 collected at 1119     Physical Exam Vitals signs reviewed.  Constitutional:      Appearance: Normal appearance.     Comments: Alert but drowsy  HENT:     Head: Normocephalic and atraumatic.     Nose: Nose normal.  Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Normal rate and regular rhythm.     Pulses: Normal pulses.     Heart sounds: Normal heart sounds.  Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal.     Breath sounds: Normal breath sounds.  Abdominal:     Palpations: Abdomen is soft.  Musculoskeletal: Normal range of motion.  Skin:    General: Skin is warm.     Capillary Refill: Capillary refill takes less than 2 seconds.  Psychiatric:        Mood and Affect: Mood normal.        Behavior: Behavior normal.        Thought Content: Thought content normal.        Judgment: Judgment normal.         Assessment/Plan  Treatment included: water, cold packs, granoloa bar. Follow up response to treatment: good. Fully alert Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP.            1/14/2021 12:31 PM

946594 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 NE 54.0 54 F Complete loss of smell, loss of taste other than sweet/sour/salty/bitter (no flavor)

946595 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 AL 47.0 47 F Pt reports lip swelling starting roughly 18 hours post vaccine.

946596 12/24/2020 01/15/2021 TX 50.0 50 M Developed arm soreness, headaches and some chills over the few days after vaccine, which then resolved.  Approximately 2 weeks after vaccination, noticed that goiter had returned and developed difficulty sleeping and constipation.  Goiter lasted for approximately 8 days and then began to improve on its own.  Consulted with my endocrinologist, who felt that it might be a transient thyroiditis due to having had the immunization

946597 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 MI 48.0 48 F Extreme fatigue, strong headache, pain on injection site, muscle pain all over the body

946598 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 MA 61.0 61 F Received Covid  vaccine on 01/12/21. Late that afternoon, developed fever, chills, headache, body aches, and fatigue, lasted throughout the day on 01/13/21.

946599 12/31/2020 01/15/2021 NY 29.0 29 F Fever 102.3F

946600 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 WV 46.0 46 M woke up in the middle of the night; shivering; shaking; feverish, general malaise; muscle aches and pains; headache.  Lasted about 36 hours.  Patient took ibuprofen; acetaminophen.

946601 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 OR 44.0 44 F Redness around injection site the size of a quarter. About 2" below injection site another circular redness began as a quarter size at Day 7 and grew to 10x the size of a quarter by day 10. Also itching like a bug bite.

946602 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 IA 36.0 36 F Redness, swelling, erythema, axillary and breast pain

946603 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 TX 33.0 33 F 7 days after injection, I developed a large red, warm, raised area area around the injection site (Hive like).  It was approximately 2-3 inches in diameter. It did slightly itch.  It resolved in 2 days, but now appears more bruise-like.  Also significant fatigue around that time with a headache.

946604 12/31/2020 01/15/2021 29.0 29 F Next day after vaccine administered, developed an area of redness, warmth, swelling at the injection site. Worsened over a period of a couple days & increased in size. Resolved for a few days. Then symptoms returned.

946605 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Patient felt dizzy post vaccination. rested for additional 15 minutes and felt better

946606 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 31.0 31 F Edema, warm to touch, redness, mild discomfort at injection site with swollen lymph node axilla  area of left  arm.  No treatment at this time.

946607 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 IL 17.0 17 M Moderna vaccine administered off label to 17 year old.

946608 12/22/2020 01/15/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Heart palp. started about hour after inj. BP was up and down. Pulse was very high.  Tired, stomach cramps.

946610 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 IN 29.0 29 M Significant headache, body fatigue, and diarrhea.  I took tylonel and watched my diet, symptoms are for most part gone as of this moment.

946611 01/10/2021 01/15/2021 22.0 22 F Fever of 104.3 Fahrenheit, chills, body aches, headache, soreness at injection site.

946613 01/10/2021 01/15/2021 FL 51.0 51 F 2nd dose: chills, fever 100., body aches, flu like symptoms. 1/13/21 injection site redness, swollen as a rock, hot to touch and sore. 1/15/21 injection site redness, swollen as a rock, hot to touch and sore; skin temp taken 100.0 at injection site, localized in area, not feeling well, weakness, neck stiffness, headaches Midrin taken for intense headache. Pt has been resting all week, off work returned today no fever.    1st dose: no ae to report

946614 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 FL 24.0 24 F Body aches and fatigue treated with Tylenol and rest

946615 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 F muscle spasm in back and went to arms and legs throughout the day twitching

946616 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 60.0 60 F About 15 minutes after injection c/o mild tingling to lips. No other symptoms. VSS (BP 103/68, O2 99%, RR 17, HR 68). no wheezing, SOB, swelling, chest pain, dizziness, abd pain, NV. about 15 minutes later, lip tingling improved but began c/o generalized urticaria with mild erythema to left upper chest.   patient well appearing at that time, A&Ox3, no increased WOB, SOB, hives, facial swelling, facial redness. Patient reports she experienced same urticaria about 24-48 hours after 1st COVID vaccine dose, treated at home with po benadryl with improvement. Placed on continuous monitoring and administered 25 mg Benadryl po with improvement in symptoms. About 30 min after benadryl administration symptoms resolved. Offered ER evaluation to which patient declined. She works within hospital and agrees to seek emergency medical care should symptoms return or worsen. can continue to take benadryl at home and monitor closely.

946617 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 IL 55.0 55 F left side sore throat, symptoms started 2 days after vaccine received.

946618 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 FL 41.0 41 F I was really tired and not hungry.  Went to bed and at 4am I woke up burning up hot and took off my shirt and threw up with diarrhea the rest of the night and half the next day...then it was just diarrhea, loss of appetite and I slept all day the next day missing work.  Feel better today Friday 1/15/21.

946619 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 IL 42.0 42 F Red blotchy rash to face and chest

946620 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 OH 46.0 46 F I immediately had pain at the injection site, it did bleed enough to fill a bandaid and over the next two days was very sore and painful and red. The next morning I had a lot of swelling severe heat radiating from the injection site, severe redness and pain. this lasted until Saturday when it appeared to have ben gone, no more redness, nothing.  The following Tuesday morning  January 12th when I woke up I had a terrible headache, body aches sore throat, by noon, I had an itch on my arm where the vaccine was given and discovered severe swelling, itchiness, redness and extreme heat coming off the site all worse than the prior week. I went to urgent care that evening after work and was given prednisone, antibiotics and was told to also take Benadryl. The diagnosis was cellulitis and was also rapid tested for covid which was negative. Physician found me wheezing,  slightly enlarged lymp nodes, a stuffy nose and I was told to get retested if the symptoms don't improve. I have no headache today but am very groggy still and have a sore throat. The arm is still red, still warm and still has little blisters in the center which is new. I am taking meds as prescribed.

946621 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 MI 28.0 28 F Headache, body aches, nausea, chills, fever - 48 hours

946622 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 CT 56.0 56 F Mental confusion,shakes, foggy brain , things did not make sense to me, driving confusion

946623 12/22/2020 01/15/2021 CO 27.0 27 F She received the Moderna COVID vaccine on 12/22/2020. She had no initial problems with the vaccine. Had a little soreness in the arm of the injection, but otherwise fine. Today, she has noticed itching and redness around the injection site. Located on the left shoulder.

946624 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 GA 53.0 53 F Staff member reports body aches, malaise, and diarrhea to the point of dehydration

946625 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 58.0 58 M Minor soreness in left upper arm

946626 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 GA 42.0 42 F Patient received Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine without any immediate complication on 1/14/21approx 1455, was then escorted to observation area for a 30 minute observation time. Pt had previously had a known reaction to contrast media.  Approximately 5 -8 minutes into observation, pt had one audible cough.  Nurse asked patient if this was a new onset cough. The patient stated she would try to "manage" cough. Pt escorted to bay for monitoring. Pt developed shortness of breath and wheezing rapidly. Rapid response team called and local 9-11 also called. Pt received albuterol nebulizer treatment, placed on O2 at 8L. O2 sat 99%, HR 115-120. Respiratory therapy assisted and Rapid Response Team monitored pt while waiting for EMS.  Physician order to give Epinephrine 0.3 mg IM in right deltoid, given as directed at approx 1515. Second epinephrine 0.3 mg IM given approx 1530-1535.  HR 144, O2 sat 99%. Patient transported to local ER, pt intubated approx 1927.Y

946627 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 ME 33.0 33 F Tachycardia (Heart rate 134-160), flushing, reporting facial tingling. Resolved spontaneously after 45 minutes observation with no  interventions

946628 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 TX 34.0 34 M Approximately two hours after receiving the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine, the patient complained of shortness of breath, feeling flushed, throat burning, tongue swelling and numbness, elevated heart rate, diaphoresis, dry mouth, weakness, and reddened skin. Patient was still in the facility where he received the vaccine and was immediately taken to the Emergency Department. The patient received Pepcid 20 mg by mouth, Benadryl 25 mg by mouth, and Predisone 40 mg by mouth.

946629 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 NE 61.0 61 F DEVELOPED SORE ARM THAT LASTED 1 DAY. ALSO HAD BAD FATIGUE AND HEAD PAIN LASTING UNTIL MORNING OF 1/10/21.

946630 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 30.0 30 F Redness, warmth, and swelling at injection site 8 days post injection.  Increased swelling, warmth, and itchiness day 10 post injection.

946631 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 AZ 27.0 27 M Patient developed full body, pruritic rash 4 days after vaccine given; no new soaps, detergents, food, medications

946632 01/10/2021 01/15/2021 TX 32.0 32 M 01/11/21: MOnday: Chills, feverish, headache, bodyache 01/12/21:Tuesday: Chills, fever (99.9), bodyache 01/13/21:Wednesday: chills, feverish, bodyache 01/14/21: Thursday: Hives all over body, itchy, Chills, feverish. Went to clinic. abbot now test done. NEgative for corona virus. allegra and benadryl taken.  01/15/21: Friday: Hives

946633 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 KS 62.0 62 F 62 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her first dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines.   She was given the Pfizer vaccination in the left deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience funny taste in her mouth (somewhat metallic like).  She denied rash, hives, welts, difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing, wheezing, throat tightness, hoarseness, stridor, itching, lightheadedness, dizziness, facial swelling, lip swelling and tongue swelling.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to abdominal pain, blood pressure abnormality , chest pain, collapse, drooling, hypotension, increased swelling, rapid progression of symptoms, respiratory distress, skin changes, tongue swelling and vomiting.       ALLERGY REVIEW OF SYSTEMS   Previous Reactions: This is patient's first vaccine (Pfizer). Does report previous reaction to influenza vaccine many years ago, states it caused her to get really sick.     Objective    Vitals Vitals:   01/15/21 0932 BP: (!) 145/83 Pulse: 76 SpO2: 98%     Physical Exam Constitutional:      General: She is not in acute distress.    Appearance: Normal appearance. She is not ill-appearing or diaphoretic.  Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Normal rate.  Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal. No respiratory distress.  Neurological:     Mental Status: She is alert.          Assessment/Plan  Treatment included: antihistamines. Follow up response to treatment: good. Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP.   Patient doing well upon discharge. Reports some improvement in change in taste prior to discharge/leaving. She was escorted out via wheelchair only due to reports of difficulty ambulating long distances due to being disabled but is otherwise at baseline.

946634 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 WA 48.0 48 M Headache - migraine

946636 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 58.0 58 F vomiting, headache, nausea, joint pain. called in sick to work.

946638 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 49.0 49 F fever, chills, body ache, joint pain.

946639 12/19/2020 01/15/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Toothache across the entire lower jaw, which lasted for about 12 hours. Treated with ibuprofen.

946640 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F swollen red face, hot red ears, patches of red on stomach and back. Reaction subsided slowly after the consumption of allergy medication.

946645 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 24.0 24 F I experienced extreme pain in my left upper arm at not only site of injection but, down to my elbow and up into my neck. I had swelling and site was hot to touch. I also had a mild headache.

946646 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 TX 39.0 39 F 2ns shot -- headache that started shortly after the shot that worsened and was not alleviated with tylenol. headache lasted about 1.5 days. chills started at about 3 am on 1/13/2021 and lasted for about 1 day. body aches lasted for one day on 1/13. fatigue started on 1/13 and lasted through 1/14. painful left axillary lymph node swelling starting on 1/13 and continuing to present day.  1st shot -- sore arm, painful left axillary lymph node swelling

946650 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 MT 42.0 42 F Pt felt constriction in back of throat ,tongue within 5 min of receiving shot. "It felt like a tight turtle neck was around my neck". She felt like she had a elevated HR.  This was followed by a feeling of being flushed and her whole body was itchey. Para-medics attended her and noted Elevated heart rate, and BP. O2 sats were good. No epinephrine was given. She went home and took some Benadril.

946654 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 CO 40.0 40 F Rash/irritated skin one week after injection. Warm to touch, skin feels tight. Slight itch.

946656 12/29/2020 01/15/2021 AZ 55.0 55 F Very swollen lymph nodes under L arm, torso, and L breast; still present as of 1/11

946657 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 LA 49.0 49 F Employee received the first vaccine on 12/18 with no problems. Developed "sinus symptoms" which began on Dec 28, was rapid tested on 12/30 and read as positive. Did well and was due to come back to work when received the second dose of Pfizer vaccine on 1/6.  She was symptomatic at the time. The day following the second vaccine, developed temperature, body aches and generalized malaise.  Has been out of work since that time. Did see nurse practitioner on Wednesday.

946658 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 MO 41.0 41 F hot flash and rapid heartrate

946661 12/26/2020 01/15/2021 MI 55.0 55 F Urticaria over body

946663 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 NY 61.0 61 F Received the 2nd vaccine at 10am on 1/11/21 intramuscular in the right arm. At 3pm on the same day, I had a painful swolle lymph node on left side of neck. That same evening I developed pain, swelling, in my right armpit radiating to the right upper breast and down my right arm with a swollen lymph node under the right arm pit. The pain was about a number 7 on a scale of 1 to 10. The pain and swelling still persist today on 1/15/2021 Still painful, especially to touch. Still radiating down the arm. Lymph node still swollen The pain is about a 2 on a scale of 1 to 10

946673 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 TX 40.0 40 F HA, fatigue, pain at the injection site and nausea. Treatment include: Tylenol, hydration  and tums the next day. Outcome complete resolution of symptoms on day 3.

946676 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 IL 57.0 57 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA was received at 13:45 on 1/13/21 at Medical Center on right shoulder. Right arm started to  be tender the next day 1/14/21. Motrin 600mg was taken orally and symptoms subsided. Fever, headache and general malaise continued to next day 1/15/21. Right shoulder and arm became more painful on 1/15/21 with hardness at injection site and swelling of lymph node under right axillary. Tenderness extending from outside upper right shoulder to right armpit area and right chest area.

946684 12/23/2020 01/15/2021 GA 29.0 29 F Had covid exposure 1/9/2021, sore throat 1/11/2021, muscle aches/chest pressure/runny nose/sore throat 1/13/2021, positive Covid test 1/13/2021.

946692 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 44.0 44 M vomiting, diarrhea, cramps. called in sick to work.

946694 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Tooth pain across the entire lower jaw that lasted for about 18 hours. Treated with ibuprofen.

946698 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 CA 37.0 37 M I recognized about 24 hours after my 1st COVID vaccine I had hives spanning flank to flank, across my abdomen, as high as my arms pits and low as my waistline.

946700 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 TN 29.0 29 F Injection site soreness,  Fever 101, body aches - both aches and fever lessened with Tylenol

946706 10/14/2020 01/15/2021 NY U syncope; I've experienced right eye pain; right arm muscle / right leg muscle / pain; right arm / right leg / joint pain; Fatigue; Swelling at injection site; leakage to injection site.; Rhinitis; insomnia; coughing,; dizziness; This case was reported by a nurse and described the occurrence of syncope in a adult patient who received Flu Seasonal QIV Dresden (Fluarix Tetra 2020-2021 season) for prophylaxis.   Co-suspect products included flu seasonal qiv dresden pre-filled syringe device (Fluarix Tetra Pre-Filled Syringe Device) injection syringe for prophylaxis.   On 14th October 2020, the patient received Fluarix Tetra 2020-2021 season and Fluarix Tetra Pre-Filled Syringe Device. On 14th October 2020, less than a day after receiving Fluarix Tetra 2020-2021 season and Fluarix Tetra Pre-Filled Syringe Device, the patient experienced syncope (serious criteria GSK medically significant), eye pain, muscle pain, joint pain, fatigue, injection site swelling, injection site leaking, rhinitis, insomnia, cough and dizziness. The patient was treated with paracetamol (Acetaminophen) and ibuprofen. On an unknown date, the outcome of the syncope, eye pain, muscle pain, joint pain, fatigue, injection site swelling, injection site leaking, rhinitis, insomnia, cough and dizziness were unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the syncope, eye pain, muscle pain, joint pain, fatigue, injection site swelling, injection site leaking, rhinitis, insomnia, cough and dizziness to be related to Fluarix Tetra 2020-2021 season and Fluarix Tetra Pre-Filled Syringe Device.   This report is made by GSK without prejudice and does not imply any admission or liability for the incident or its consequences.  Additional details were provided as follows: The patient age group was not reported but it was captured as per qualification (nurse) of the patient. The age at vaccination was not reported. The nurse reported that, he or she experienced right eye pain, right arm muscle and joint pain, right leg muscle, joint pain, fatigue, swelling at injection site, leakage to injection site, rhinitis, insomnia, coughing, syncope and dizziness. The reporter had all these lovely things didn't have before this flu shot.

946708 01/15/2021 GA F anaphylactic reaction; This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative and described the occurrence of anaphylactic reaction in a female patient who received Flu Seasonal QIV Dresden (Fluarix Tetra 2019-2020 season) for prophylaxis.   Co-suspect products included flu seasonal qiv dresden pre-filled syringe device (Fluarix Tetra Pre-Filled Syringe Device) injection syringe for prophylaxis.   On an unknown date, the patient received Fluarix Tetra 2019-2020 season and Fluarix Tetra Pre-Filled Syringe Device. On an unknown date, less than a year after receiving Fluarix Tetra 2019-2020 season and Fluarix Tetra Pre-Filled Syringe Device, the patient experienced anaphylactic reaction (serious criteria GSK medically significant). On an unknown date, the outcome of the anaphylactic reaction was recovered/resolved.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the anaphylactic reaction to be related to Fluarix Tetra 2019-2020 season and Fluarix Tetra Pre-Filled Syringe Device. This report is made by GSK without prejudice and does not imply any admission or liability for the incident or its consequences.  Additional details were reported as follows: The case was reported by patient's parent. The age at vaccination was not reported. The patient received Flarix vaccine in fall of 2019 and had an anaphylactic reaction. The reporter did not consent to follow-up. This case was linked with case US2020AMR229295, reported by same reporter.

946709 12/26/2020 01/15/2021 NY 72.0 72 F tingling sensation side of jaw; tingling sensation inside the mouth; tingling sensation inside toungue; blood pressure went up; pulse went up; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse who was also a 72 years old, female patient who experienced the serious events of a tingling sensation in the side of her jaw, inside her mouth, and tongue, and also had an increase in blood pressure and pulse rate.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided/unknown by the reporter.   On 26 Dec 2020, approximately 5 minutes prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 039K20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The patient reported she received the Moderna vaccine on 26 Dec 2020 and after 5 minutes, she experienced tingling in the side of her jaw, inside of her mouth, and tongue. She described it as "like getting a Novocain injection." She was rushed to the ER and then suddenly her blood pressure and pulse went up. A CT scan of the brain was performed, and per the patient, symptoms were somehow resolved. She was advised by her primary care physician that she cannot get the second dose of the vaccine based on her reactions. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The events, tingling sensation in the side of her jaw, inside her mouth, and tongue, and had an increase in blood pressure and pulse rate were considered resolved on 26 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 72 years old, female subject, who experienced a serious unexpected event of jaw disorder, paraesthesia, paraesthesia oral, and non-serious unexpected event of blood pressure increased and heart rate increased. All the events occurred after 5 mins of mRNA-1273 (Lot# 039K20A) vaccine administration. The subject was treated in ER (details not provided). Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

946714 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 FL 68.0 68 F Moderna Vaccine          Much higher blood pressure than normal beginning 1/10/21 thru 1/14/21.   Headaches and fatigue 1/10/21-1/13/21.

946727 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 MI 64.0 64 F Injection site sore, with redness, warmth, and swelling. Continued to expand in size becoming at least 2 inch firm lump. Remains red, warm to touch. Itching began on 1/14/21. Took Benadryl 25 and Aleve 200 on 1/14/21 at 2130. Some symptom abatement in am of 1/15/21. Some decrease in swelling. Remains hot, red and itchy. Applied hydrocortisone cream and notified PCP.

946732 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Rash, swollen tongue and 2 seizures.  Admitted to hospital with diagnosis of seizure and allergic reaction., Y

946740 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 MD 42.0 42 F Swollen lymphnode approx 1 inch in diameter with swelling around the node approximately 2 inches in diameter.  Pain. Was directed by my PCP,s walk-in clinic to report.

946749 01/09/2021 01/15/2021 FL 91.0 91 F 7:00PM fatigued, burning up fever 100., ibuprofen/tylenol dose; Sunday afternoon nausea, loss control of body, anxious, feeling of fainting, unable to move-paralyzed, pressed button for medical help, ambulance arrived, pt transported to ER -- 102. temp ambulance, RN at hosp temp 98., pt was shaky, 8:30PM erratic heartbeat per admitting doctor - pt admitted. Pt PCP/Cardiologist contacted, kept on heart monitor, pt discharged Monday afternoon. 1/14/21 chest pain, nausea, 102. fever.  symptomsY

946759 12/18/2020 01/15/2021 PA 64.0 64 F a few hrs. after receiving the vaccine patient had swelling to bilateral hands and feet. patient also developed weakness, fatigue and had chills unknown if she had fever  Patient was seen by family MD after a few days of swelling

946760 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 TX 69.0 69 F The patient reports that the following morning, January 13th, after receiving the second dose of the vaccine, at the injection site, her arm was red, swollen, inflammed, and had peeling skin around it. Additionally, she reports that at the injection site, it was firm/hard, hot, painful, and itching. The patient saw FNP, on January 14th, and was administered an IM dose of cortisone, and prescriptions for Keflex and a Medrol dose pack. The patient was instructed to return to Doctor's office on January 15th to allow her to observe the site again.

946764 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 VT 36.0 36 F I had body aches, low grade fever and headaches.

946765 12/22/2020 01/15/2021 PA 60.0 60 F fatigue muscle aches and stiffness

946778 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 PA 27.0 27 F Patient experienced tightness to the left arm, felt the need to take deeper breaths, chest heaviness, nasal stuffiness, bilateral hands tight and swollen, redness/blotchiness to bilateral upper extremities, itchy skin, nausea.

946780 12/04/2020 01/15/2021 FL 33.0 33 F #Right parietal/temporal subarachnoid hemorrhage and right intra-axial hemorrhage  CT brain (1/12/21): Right parietal intra-axial hemorrhage toward the convexity measuring 2.3 x 1.1 x 1.7 cm with decompression into the subarachnoid space, mild right predominantly temporal and parietal subarachnoid hemorrhage is seen with minimal associated hemorrhage along the tentorium. Mild diffuse right cerebral sulcal effacement with minimal leftward midline shift measuring 2.5 mm. #Dural sinus thrombosis  CTA head (1/11/21): Increased density within the superior sagittal sinus, inferior  sagittal sinus, and transverse sinuses on noncontrasted images  with no flow seen on postcontrast sequences consistent with  venous sinus thrombosis #Left sided weakness 2/2 above #Recent jaw alignment procedureY

946791 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 PA 50.0 50 F 3" inch raised bump at site of injection 7 days later

946812 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 MA 34.0 34 F Covid19 second vaccination adverse reaction: Received vaccination at 0815am Tuesday 1/12. By 6pm, onset of rigors/chills, body aches, generalized malaise, fatigue, headache which lasted until Wednesday 1/13 ~11:30pm (only x1 low grade fever 99.2 ~6pm Wednesday). Thursday 1/14 called out sick from work residual exhaustion/fatigue and minor headache, body aches dissipated. Able to return to work Friday 1/15.

946819 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Patient developed headache and nausea on 1-11-2021. She was hospitalized on 1-14-2021 at Hospital. Found to have dural sinus thrombosis of the superior sagittal and right transverse/sigmoid sinus on MRV brain.  Currently admitted to ICU at Hospital, getting injectable blood thinners.  Neurology and hematology have been consulted.Y 1

946837 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 IL 33.0 33 F Estimate due date:  07/13/2021 I had arm soreness it started that evening, but next morning I had severe morning sickness, nausea and vomiting, fatigue started 12/24 at night. The morning sickness and fatigue continued for about 2 days after the vaccine. I started to feel better in my pregnancy and then after the vaccine and it all came back. It lasted 3 days and I took the Zofran and felt fine.

946900 12/18/2020 01/15/2021 PA 43.0 43 F Hospital Course:    Patient is a 43 y.o. female patient who originally presented to the hospital on 1/3/2021 due to  Left lower extremity pain and swelling.  Patient found to have extensive DVT of left lower extremity and started on heparin drip.  Vascular was consulted and recommended thrombolysis.  Patient was also seen by IR who took patient for thrombectomy and left iliac stent placement on 01/05/2021.  Patient tolerated procedure well.  Patient was transitioned from heparin drip to Eliquis upon discharge.  Patient given vascular follow-up as well as Hematology follow-up.Y 3

946914 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 MS 36.0 36 F I noticed the day after the injection that the site was covered by a large red circle, the area was very hard, like a large knot and sore. The soreness wore off by the second day but the area is still covered in a large red circle, hard and hot to the touch. I have not received any treatment.

946943 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 KY 42.0 42 F Hospitalization 4 days: High temperatures above 103.5, body aches, sweating, chills, shivering, dizzy, nauseous, apathetic, diarrhea, early onset septic, elevated white blood count, celluloses,  high blood pressure, and tenderness in arms. Y 4

946978 12/29/2020 01/15/2021 FL 49.0 49 M Onset of shortness of breath and cough on 1/3 that progressively got worse. Clinical diagnosis of pneumonia without fever was made, patient started azithromycin on 1/5 and albuterol treatments every 4-6 hrs. Initially he improved, but then worsened.  chest xray on 1/6 was negative for pneumonia, PCR covid test was negative, albuterol treatment did not bring much relief. He started respiratory distress on 1/10 and was taken by car to the local ER where another covid test was negative and chest CT revealed multiple bilateral pulmonary emboli. The leg US revealed blood clots in both of his legs. He had an emergency catheter-delivered thrombolysis and was discharged home from the ICU on 1/12 on oral anticoagulants. He is gradually improving, but very weak. He tires easily and gets a drop in oxygen to 90- 93%, as well as an increase in the heart rate to 120  when walking less than half a mile. He runs out of breath with exertion.Y Y 3

947019 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 AZ 32.0 32 F Patient developed a hoarsenss of voice and tightness of throat and flushed feeling immediately following vaccination. Epi Pen was administered and 50 mg Benadryl given p.o., EMS transport to ED after administration of solumedrol 125 mg - received Pepcid and Zofran and NS IV in the ED.  Discharged from ED with prednisone 40 mg daily x 4 day with Epi Pen prescription.Y

947096 12/19/2020 01/15/2021 TX 30.0 30 F 15 weeks pregnant, due date 7/4/21. Fourth pregnancies one two year old, two miscarriage's. My left arm became super tender, I woke up with significant joint pain in my right knee. I almost couldn't walk, it was chronic pain when I tried to walk. It lasted about 24 hours and went away.  I did inform  my OB.

947153 12/29/2020 01/15/2021 OH 25.0 25 F I am currently 8 weeks and 1 day pregnant. Wednesday evening after 24 hours after the vaccine i developed redness and swelling at th injection site. I developed a low fever of 101.1F and had chills. By the  next morning your symptoms were relieved.  I did get diagnosed last Tuesday with Covid which was one week after the Moderna vaccine. A few days after I got diagnosed with Covid, the swelling returned at the injection site.   As of today I have no redness or swelling anymore at the injection site.

947210 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 FL 75.0 75 F 5mm after VAX HTN BP 160's-170's, fatigue flushing, decreased vision, lightheaded, can't focus vision. Later arthralgias, fatigue. Sx improved after 4 hrs, Resolved after 48hrs. EMT eval recommended ER eval, but pt declined, went home instead.

947211 12/24/2020 01/15/2021 KY 38.0 38 F (L) arm immobile 25-96 hrs after vaccine. fatigue, SOB, HA, diarrhea, Heart rate fluctuations
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947213 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 IN 76.0 76 M morning of 01/13/2021 awakened with early Bell's Palsy on right side

947215 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 MA 57.0 57 F 9 days after receiving injection pt developed 8 x 8 cm redness, tenderness Induration below the injection site (L) deltoid

947216 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 NY 69.0 69 F No immediate adverse effects noted on 1/13/21. Patient was tired on the morning of 1-14-21.Her pulse was noted to be 106 at approx. 7:30am. She had a 10 minute tonic clonis seizure at approx. 8:15am. She was post ictal until 10:30 am. After the seizure, her O2 was 90% and she was noted to have a temp of 100.4. She was also very tired and confused.She went to ER by ambulance approx. 8:45am and they did a CT, Labs and a urine analysis. No significant findings reported. She returned to the residence at 4:37pm on 1-14-21 and was on vitals every 4 hours. Her vitals have returned to baseline.

947217 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 CA 65.0 65 F 2 days after - sore arm 1 week later - bumpy/lump formed - redness (spreading) - itchy

947219 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 51.0 51 F Left upper arm at injection site red, hard, warm swollen

947389 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 ME 20.0 20 F rash "all over"

947458 01/15/2021 NM U Vaccine was stored at -20 Degrees F so outside of the Temperature range; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) that was stored at -20 degrees F, so outside of the temperature range.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The reporter stated the COVID-19 vaccine was stored at -20 degrees Fahrenheit; outside of the recommended temperature range. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine that was stored at -20 degrees F so outside of the temperature range, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product storage error without any associated adverse events.

947461 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 NY 32.0 32 F - hot at injection and upper arm. - itching - red (red circle) - swollen

947464 12/22/2020 01/15/2021 AZ 50.0 F Abdominal discomfort; Abdominal pain; Lightheaded/Dizzy; Having trouble taking deep breaths/couldn't breath; Sweating; Hyperventilating; Developed blotchy skin; Shaking; Headache; Vomited; A spontaneous report (United States) was received from a health care professional concerning a 50-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced abdominal discomfort, abdominal pain, lightheaded/dizzy, having trouble taking deep breaths/couldn't breathe, sweating, hyperventilating, developed blotchy skin, shaking, headache, and vomited.   The patient's medical history included current conditions of mild osteopenia, gastroesophageal reflux disease, anemia, and allergic reaction (anaphylaxis) to metoclopramide. Concomitant products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included cefixime, ibuprofen, omeprazole, estradiol, and hydrocodone bitartrate, paracetamol.     On 22 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011J20A) in their left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 22 Dec 2020, the patient told a medical assistant in the waiting area that she felt ill to her stomach and she was having trouble taking deep breaths. The patient was found in a nearby bathroom sitting on the floor. She had vomited, reported she was lightheaded, couldn't breath, was shaking, had abdominal discomfort, and was sweating. It was attempted to move the patient to a wheelchair, but she did not respond well to the transfer. The patient reported the symptoms worsening: headache, abdominal pain, and developed blotch skin, hyperventilating, and was dizzy. A code blue was called and the patient was given a 0.5mg Epinephrine injection. The patient was sent to the emergency room. Treatment for the event included 0.5mg Epinepherine injection, famotidine, ondansetron HCl, prednisone 60mg, and lorazepam 1mg intravenously.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The events abdominal discomfort, abdominal pain, lightheaded/dizzy, having trouble taking deep breaths/couldn't breathe, sweating, hyperventilating, developed blotchy skin, shaking, headache, and vomited were considered not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 50 year old female patient with medical history of mild osteopenia, gastroesophageal reflux disease, anemia, and allergic reaction (anaphylaxis) to metoclopramide, who experienced events of Abdominal discomfort, Abdominal pain, Dizziness, Dyspnoea, Hyperhidrosis, Hyperventilation, Rash macular, Tremor, Headache, and Vomiting following their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011J20A). The patient was found ill in the waiting room after leaving clinic prior to completing 15 minute observation time. Very limited information regarding the events has been provided at this time. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y

947466 01/15/2021 KY F Like an anaphylactic reaction; Tested positive for Covid 19; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) experienced the events, tested positive for COVID-19 and like an anaphylactic reaction.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, approximately one day prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unknown date, the next day following vaccine administration, the patient began to experience increased pulse, acceleration in her heart beat, difficulty breathing, and other symptoms like an anaphylactic reaction. The patient also tested positive for COVID-19, although she was asymptomatic prior to receiving the mRNA-1273 vaccine. Treatment for the event included intramuscular Benadryl.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The events, tested positive for COVID-19 and like an anaphylactic reaction, were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient with unknown medical history, who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown),  and who experienced the serious unlisted event of Anaphylactic reaction and the non-serious unlisted event of SARS-CoV-2 test positive. Very limited information regarding this event of anaphylactic reaction has been provided at this time.  Based on improvement of symptoms after treatment with Benadryl and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event on the day following vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded making the event of anaphylactic reaction possibly related to the vaccine.  Based on the latency of infection with SARS-CoV-2 prior to testing positive for the virus, the temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event tested positive for COVID-19 on the day following vaccination, the event is assessed as unlikely related to mRNA-1273.

947467 01/02/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Allergic reaction; Rash on the left side of face; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer, who was a 56-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the events, allergic reaction and rash on the left side of face.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included hydroxychloroquine.  On 02 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 02 Jan 2021, within a few minutes of vaccine administration, the patient developed an allergic reaction. She had a rash on the left side of her face that was still ongoing. Treatment for the event included 50mg diphenhydramine.     Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was unknown. The patient inquired whether she should get the second dose or not, since she was scheduled for second dose on 30 Jan 2021.  The outcome of the events, allergic reaction and rash on the left side of face, was considered not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: Company comment: This case concerns a 56-year-old female patient, who experienced unexpected events of allergic reaction and rash on the left side of her face. The event occurred on the same day within a few minutes after the administration of the first dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine administered.  De-challenge and re-challenge were not applicable. Based on the strong temporal association between the use of the product and the start of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

947472 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 NH 74.0 F it hard to inject; some came out and squirted down her arm; some came out and squirted down her arm; he did not get the full 0.3mL dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 74-year-old-female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EK9231) via Intramuscular on 05Jan2021 13:00 at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included COPD and high cholesterol. Concomitant medications included Symbicort for COPD. Patient took COVID vaccine (Verbatim) since precaution as frontline healthcare worker. On Tuesday, she received the first dose of the Pfizer COVID Vaccine. The nurse who was injecting found it hard to inject, and at the end of the injection, it came back and squirted down her arm. It was a decent amount. She is unable to say if she got 0.1ml, 0.2ml, but she certainly did not get full 0.3ml. The hospital said they are just going to go ahead and give her the second dose, but she wanted to call and find out what would be the safest thing. Would it be best to receive another dose or go ahead with the second dose or get a third dose. She is due in 2 1/2 weeks to get second dose. She also has COPD and is a little more concerned than if she were 25 years old. There was no prescriber provided. When asked about other medications, she stated she has a list of medications, but did not think they were relevant. She was diagnosed with COPD last year and had a series of test. Reporter seriousness for "it came back and squirted down her arm" is medically significant. Outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.

947477 12/23/2020 01/15/2021 F positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received her first dose on 23Dec2020 and was subsequently exposed at work to the virus and became symptomatic and tested positive on 31Dec2020. Her next scheduled dose is on Sunday, they may have to reschedule. The patient queried on how long should they delay the next dose. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: positive on 31Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of suspected Covid-19 infection and suspected LOE due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

947480 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 NC 22.0 F fainting spell; almost passed out; dizzy spells; weak; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself). A 22-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 in right upper arm shoulder area at single dose for prevent covid. Medical history included ongoing acne. Concomitant medication included doxycycline from 2020 (taking it 6 months ago) and ongoing for acne. Patient stated that she got the Covid vaccine yesterday 07Jan2021 and almost passed out in her kitchen after a couple hours. Patient stated got in shower had dizzy spells and was weak 07Jan2021, she felt better now. Patient stated that she was a small girl of 105 pounds and the dose could have made her sick. She wanted to make sure she did not need to go and be seen. Patent had another spell in shower this morning and stated that the fainting spell and feeling weak started at 9:00 yesterday evening on 07Jan2021. Outcome of dizzy spells was recovering, and outcome of other events were unknown.

947481 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 CA 66.0 F Body chills; fever that went up to 100.4 degrees F.; fatigue; excess mucus; bone pain 10/10; muscle pain 8/10; other vaccine same date vaccine date 05Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). A 66-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included DM type 2, hypertension (HTN), fibromyalgia, chronic asthma, Covid prior vaccination, No Allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Other vaccine same date included other vaccine same date product was Pfizer, other vaccine same date vaccine date 05Jan2021. On 06Jan2021, the patient experienced Body chills, fever that went up to 100.4 degrees F., bone pain 10/10, muscle pain 8/10, fatigue and excess mucus. No treatment received for the adverse events Body chills, fever that went up to 100.4 degrees F., bone pain 10/10, muscle pain 8/10, fatigue and excess mucus. The events were non-serious per the reporter. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events Body chills, fever that went up to 100.4 degrees F., bone pain 10/10, muscle pain 8/10, fatigue and excess mucus was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about Lot/Batch cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of bone and muscle pain cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

947488 12/23/2020 01/15/2021 NJ 64.0 F burning of the tongue; Difficulty in breathing; headaches; Pressure in the chest area; nausea; dizziness; fast heartbeat; tiredness; Had a hard time swallowing at night from the dryness; bitter taste; her mouth went completely dry; patient received 0.45 mL, single dose (225mcg) of PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 64-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 15:00 at 0.45 mL, single dose (225mcg) at left arm to prevent COVID. Medical history included a bout of dry mouth about 7 years ago, no other relevant medical history (including any illness at time of vaccination). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. There's no adverse events following prior vaccinations. Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. From the time she got the vaccine her mouth went completely dry on 23Dec2020 and she kept thinking it would go away and she still had it. Event was reported as serious per medically significant. Had a hard time swallowing at night from the dryness. Patient had the bitter taste was also on 23Dec2020, but it went away. It lasted about 5-6 hours. Then after that the dry mouth started right after. It is tolerable but she still had it. Mentioned she had a bout of dry mouth about 7 years ago and it did go away, but she never got a diagnosis for it. Patient thought that something underlying may have triggered it again. Patient also experienced burning of the tongue, tiredness, headaches, pressure in the chest area similar to difficulty in breathing, nausea, dizziness, and a fast heartbeat on unspecified date. Outcome of event dry mouth was not recovered, outcome of event bitter taste was recovered on unspecified date in Dec2020, outcome of other events was unknown. No family medical history relevant to adverse events. No relevant tests. No history of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. The adverse events resulted in neither doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, nor emergency room/department or urgent care.   Relatedness of Pfizer BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine with dry mouth and bitter taste per primary source reporter with method of assessment of global Introspection was related. Reporter seriousness for event bitter taste was not serious.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of dry mouth cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

947493 01/01/2021 01/15/2021 18.0 F throat tightness; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional (HCP). An 18-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EK9231) via an unspecified route of administration on Jan2021 at a single dose in the left deltoid muscle for COVID 19 vaccination. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient denied any history of previous adverse reactions to vaccines and denied reaction to her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) for COVID 19 vaccination on an unspecified date. The patient was seen at a COVID vaccine clinic today for her second dose of the COVID 19 vaccination. She was given the Pfizer vaccination in the left deltoid muscle. During her 15-minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience throat tightness on Jan2021. Treatment included: Benadryl 25mg po (orally) and Solumedrol 125mg IM. The event did not result in death, not life threatening, did not caused/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. The outcome of the event was unknown.     No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch has been obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of throat tightness cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship. Sever allergic reaction is the known risk for the product.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

947499 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 CA F blood pressure skyrocketed, it was 175/110/Very high blood pressure; almost falling down; Severe fatigue; Dizzy/dizziness; Bad headache/severe headache; Neck pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (reporting for herself).  An adult female patient (over the age for 60) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in an unspecified deltoid on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced dizzy/dizziness, bad headache/severe headache, neck pain on 28Dec2020 and almost falling down, blood pressure skyrocketed (175/110)/very high blood pressure and severe fatigue on 29Dec2020 10:00.  Clinical details were reported as follows: After the vaccine the patient was there waiting for 20 minutes and when she got in her car, after about an hour after the patient was really dizzy and was driving and was going to get in the next lane and thank God did not get in an accident. The patient parked and called her family to come pick her up. She had a bad headache, neck pain and dizziness that lasted for an hour. Finally, they came in and took me home.  The patient slept for 7 hours. 9 hours after, the headache, neck pain, and dizziness were gone. The next day at 10:00 at work the patient almost fell down and one of the coworkers held her. The patients blood pressure skyrocketed, it was 175/110 and the patient was very dizzy again had severe fatigue.  Her blood pressure was high for about 2 hours and slowly came down, but the fatigue lasted for almost a week and it slowly got better. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included blood pressure measurement: 175/110   on 29Dec2020 skyrocketed/very high.  The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.    The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the possible contribution of suspect BNT162B2 to the event blood pressure increased cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

947500 12/21/2020 01/15/2021 F exposed to my sister/she did not know she had Covid/I tested positive with Covid test; exposed to my sister/she did not know she had Covid/I tested positive with Covid test; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient).  This female patient of unspecified age reported for herself that she received dose one of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number and Expiration date were not reported) on 21Dec2020 00:00 (at unspecified age) as single dose, unspecified route, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The Patient received the vaccine on 21Dec2020 and was exposed to her sister on 22Dec2020 she did not know she had Covid. Patient tested positive with Covid test on 26Dec2020. Patient is scheduled to get second dose 11Jan2021. Lab data included a positive Covid test on 26Dec2020. The outcome of exposed to my sister/she did not know she had Covid/I tested positive with Covid test was unknown.  The lot number for the vaccine BNT162B2 was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available. Efficacy of suspect drug however, is documented 7 days after second dose. Patient has received only the 1st dose.

947501 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 TN 50.0 F old scar that I forgot that I have there, it just swelled up really bad; The injection site looked like "a small pox vaccine," in which appear red and scabby with a blue dot in the middle; The injection site looked like "a small pox vaccine," in which appear red and scabby with a blue dot in the middle; The injection site looked like "a small pox vaccine," in which appear red and scabby with a blue dot in the middle; The injection site looked like "a small pox vaccine," in which appear red and scabby with a blue dot in the middle; Injection site began to itch; Injection site soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 50-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0142 (also reported as EL0140, pending clarification), expiry date: 03Mar2021 (also reported as 31Mar2021, pending clarification), intramuscular on the right arm on 08Jan2021 06:30 at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included heartburn, hot flashes, Grave's disease (father also has Grave's disease), had a thyroidectomy in Dec2015, menopause, weight loss, and appetite control, allergies, compromised immune status (brother and father side with autoimmune), respiratory illness, genetic/chromosomal abnormalities, endocrine abnormalities (including diabetes) and obesity, and diabetes type 2 diagnosed in 2019 (both parents and brother also with diabetes). Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) in Dec2015 for Grave's disease and had a thyroidectomy, esomeprazole sodium (NEXIUM [ESOMEPRAZOLE SODIUM]) on 02Jan2021 for heartburn, phentermine for weight loss and appetite control, estradiol on 02Jan2021 for hot flashes and menopause, medroxyprogesterone acetate (PROVERA) on 02Jan2021 for hot flashes and menopause, prednisone for unexplained whelps (pending clarification), and cimicifuga racemosa (also reported as black cohosh) for hot flashes. The patient previously took metformin and experienced GI upset (she quit taking metformin/it was causing GI upset because they increased dose/current dose is 1,000mg twice daily increased from 500 mg twice daily) and generic levothyroxine sodium and experienced feels like crap. The patient had no previous history of immunization with the Pfizer vaccine. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the bnt162b2. No prior vaccinations within four weeks. The patient wanted to know if she can receive the second dose of the Covid vaccine after experiencing adverse events. On 08Jan2021, the patient experienced some injection site soreness, in which she took TYLENOL for. Around 14:30, she noticed that the injection site began to itch. Around 16:00, the injection site looked like "a small pox vaccine," in which appear red and scabby with a blue dot in the middle. The patient also reported, "scar that I have on my arm, it is not a reaction, it is an old scar that I forgot that I have there, it just swelled up really bad." Event injection site looked like a smallpox vaccine was assessed as serious-other medically important condition. No emergency room or physician's office required. Therapeutic measure was taken as a result of injection site soreness. Outcome of the event injection site looked like a smallpox vaccine was not recovered. Outcome of the events injection site soreness, injection site began to itch, vaccination site erythema, vaccination site scab, vaccination site discoloration, and old scar that I forgot that I have there, it just swelled up really bad was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the possible contribution of suspect BNT162B2 to the event vaccination site discomfort cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

947506 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 PA 44.0 F Dizzy; headaches; flu feeling; side effects she had were like the COVID symptoms she had, like the chills and everything; lethargic feeling; weak; Nausea; the whole left side of her body went numb including even her vagina; left side of her body was so numb and weird and tingly feeling/left leg went numb; whole left side of face swelled up; left eye turned red; pressure in head; felt like someone squeezing her eyeball out; eye went black/left eye looked bruised/blackness around the eyes; whole face went numb/left side of face slightly numb; bells palsy; allergic reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 44-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in arm left on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included cutaneous t-cell lymphoma from 2017 and ongoing, ongoing cholesterol, ongoing thyroid, covid-19 from Nov2020 to an unknown date not ongoing (lasted about 1-1.5 months; she did not have any breathing problems) and blood cancer. Concomitant medication included bexarotene ongoing for cutaneous T-cell lymphoma, rosuvastatin ongoing for cholesterol, levothyroxine ongoing for thyriod. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID 19: positive in Nov2020, found out tested positive around holiday. Clinical course: onset about 26 hours after administered the first dose; onset as soon as she got back to work next day: 06Jan2021. The side effects were at their worst for at least 24-48 hours. Further described as all side effects occurred only on left side of her body: whole left side of face swelled up on 06Jan2021; left eye turned red on 06Jan2021; whole face went numb/left side of face slightly numb on 05Jan2021; eye went black/left eye looked bruised on 05Jan2021; pressure in head on 06Jan2021; felt like someone squeezing her eyeball out on 06Jan2021, within the first 24-48 hours, her 'left leg went numb'. She called to talk to physician and nurse who advised her to take Benadryl; which she did take and the Benadryl stopped the side effects; but she could not take a lot of Benadryl or anything because she was at work. She stayed at work because at least there were healthcare professionals, adults in case she passed out; at home she has 7 young children and is also raising her grandchild. The side effects did not completely go away. The arm thing was normal; The next day she was at work and had the swelling on left side of face; blackness around the eyes; arriving home she had headaches on 07Jan2021 and then her leg went numb for like 20 mins; the whole left side of her body went numb including even her vagina; left side of her body was so numb and weird and tingly feeling that she started panicking because she was driving on 06Jan2021. She calmed herself down thinking it's only the left side; you can drive with your right side to get home and be fine. It was more like left side of her body was asleep, tingling, she has never had that happen before. Everything else like the headache, flu feeling was about 48 hours later (on 07Jan2021). She had COVID already back in Nov2020 for about 1-1.5 months; the next side effects she had were like the COVID symptoms she had, like the chills and everything on 06Jan2021. She had the lethargic feeling again, her head was hurting, she felt extremely weak on 06Jan2021. Patient also felt nausea on 06Jan2021, Dizzy on 08Jan2021. Another doctor said it sounded like the side effects she experienced with the vaccine sounded like allergic reaction or Bell's palsy. Patient was asking the doctor if she could get like an Epi-pen or prescription Benadryl or something because she is afraid to get the second dose of Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine and not have something to respond to side effects with. The outcome of event whole face went numb/left side of face slightly numb was recovered on 07Jan2021, for headaches was recovering, chills and nausea was recovered on 08Jan2021. Outcome of other events was unknown. Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

947507 01/15/2021 F felt like she had Covid; felt like she had Covid; stomach cramps; chills; aches; not feeling good; temp was around 101- 101.6/fever 102; Icy hot sensation; lethargy; arm was red and swollen; arm was red and swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included covid-19 from Jul2020. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got her injection on Tuesday (specified date unknown) at 3pm. Felt good but then woke up with stomach cramps. She went to work and at around 1pm she started having chills, aches and not feeling good at 4:30 pm her temp was around 101- 101.6 so she took Tylenol went to bed. She woke up with fever 102 and felt like she had Covid all over again reporting that she had covid in Jul. Having what she has heard described as "Icy hot sensation" and lethargy and not feeling good with chills aches. Then on Thursday her arm was red and swollen with the redness expanding swelling and her fever was going back up. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, the local reactions and flu like symptoms following vaccination with BNT162B2 are more likely attributed to the vaccine use.  Further information like diagnostic detection of virus genetic material or virus protein antigen needed for meaningful medical assessment on protective effects with the vaccine.

947511 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 NY 54.0 F convulsive chills, fever- (high); convulsive chills; fever- (high); all of my muscles and joints were flaring in extreme pain; all of my muscles and joints were flaring in extreme pain; I could NOT move my vaccine  arm more than 3 inches and my whole body hurt; my vision was extremely blurry; When I tried to walk, it was slow; achy/whole body hurt; tired, and took a nap; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 54-year-old female patient (no pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0142) via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 05Jan2021 11:00 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included having Covid the 3rd week in Mar2020, Positive for Antibodies in early May2020. Fairly sick but not emergency situation "Long haulers" covid symptoms that continued through Nov2020. Patient still had skin pain. Other medical history included hashimoto's. Past drug event included known allergy to codeine. The patient's concomitant medications included 25 mg of Levothyroxine in two weeks. No other vaccine in four weeks. On 05Jan2021 at 12:30, patient felt achy, tired, and took a nap. By 2:00ish. The patient's vision was extremely blurry and continued for 2 days. At 05Jan2021 8 pm- 6 hours later of convulsive chills, fever- (high) and all of her muscles and joints were flaring in extreme pain. Patient could not move vaccine arm more than 3 inches and whole body hurt as if she had been hit by a train. When patient tried to walk, it was slow. Patient groped walls for support. Patient had a televisit with a doctor friend who said this was not a normal side effect and go to emergency room (ER). Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Covid test post vaccination included nasal swab, Covid -19 diagnostic on 08Jan2021 with pending result. No treatment received for events. The outcome of convulsive chills fever was unknown. The outcome of other events was recovered in Jan2021.

947518 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 OR 34.0 F tunnel vision; experienced a sudden onset of vertigo; presyncope; My hands became cold and numb; My hands became cold and numb; fatigue; sore arm, leg/thigh aching; sniffles; sore throat; brief dry cough; slight headache; neck ache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 34-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on 05Jan2021 at 12:30 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included Mild ADHD/ADD. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Approximately 5 minutes after receiving vaccination, she was standing in the observation room (where they had all of them stay for at least 15 minutes to ensure no severe reactions) and experienced a sudden onset of vertigo, tunnel vision and pre-syncope. Her hands became cold and numb and she was trying to talk to another staff member who was arranging/scheduling her second vaccination dose at the same time when this event occurred, but it subsided quickly and she started to feel normal again. All these events occurred at 12:45 on 05Jan2021. She reported this event right away and they had her stay in the room longer. She was stable at that point but experienced these symptoms again but very mildly twice more while she walked back to her car to go home. Other side effects on 05Jan2021 that started in the evening and for the following 2-3 days included fatigue, sore arm, leg/thigh aching, sniffles/sore throat, brief dry cough and slight headache/neck ache. Very mild and tolerable symptoms. All events were reported as non-serious by reporter. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and the patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The outcome of all events was resolved in Jan2021.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

947528 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 MA F Experienced vasovagal syncope after standing, resulting in fall; Experienced vasovagal syncope after standing, resulting in fall; Awoke with severe chills; nausea; body/muscle aches; body/muscle aches; left arm pain; extreme thirst; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 44-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 14:30 in left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization. There was no medical history and concomitant medications. Allergies to medications, food, or other products was no. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in hospital. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 09Jan2021 01:30 am, patient woke with severe chills, nausea, body/muscle aches, left arm pain, nausea, extreme thirst. Patient experienced vasovagal syncope after standing, resulting in fall. Worst symptoms were lasted about 30 minutes, muscle aches and fatigue continue about 16 hours later. All events were reported as non-serious. No treatment was received for these events. Outcome of all events were recovering.

947532 12/18/2020 01/15/2021 AL 36.0 M foggy minded; on first vaccine it made him feel a little sluggish; tired; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 36-year-old male patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), intramuscular from 18Dec2020 to 18Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included ADHD.  Concomitant medication included amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate, dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL) and escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO). On an unspecified date, the patient stated that on first vaccine, it made him feel a little sluggish, tired and foggy minded. Outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for event mental dullness. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

947549 12/30/2020 01/15/2021 CA 40.0 F partial complex seizure; I lost muscle tone and collapsed; severe LUE weakness; severe pain; aura; I lost muscle tone and collapsed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional (HCP) reporting for herself. A 40-year-old female not pregnant patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the Left arm on 30Dec2020 h 05:00 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation, lot number: EH9899. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Medical history included epilepsy (well controlled with medications) and she was allergic to phenytoin (DILANTIN). Concomitant medications in two weeks prior to the vaccination included carbamazepine, lamotrigine (LAMICTAL) and fluoxetine. It was reported that on 31Dec2020 h 14:00 (also reported as approximately 22 hours after vaccine) patient experienced severe left upper extremity (LUE) weakness and severe pain. She then experienced an aura and had a partial complex seizure. Patient lost muscle tone and collapsed. The episode lasted approximately 1.5 minutes, no treatment was given. Patient was tested for Covid post vaccination, she underwent Covid-19 PCR Test (Nasal Swab) on 04Jan2021 and on 07Jan2021, both with negative results. She also underwent a Covid-19 PCR Test on unknown unknown date in Jan2021 with unknown results. Patient recovered on 31Dec2020 from the events.; Sender's Comments: There is not a reasonable possibility that the reported events were related to the suspect product event most likely due to patient underlying contributory factors.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators as appropriate.

947550 12/18/2020 01/15/2021 ID 29.0 F spontaneous rupture of membranes at 36-0 weeks; Pregnant at the time of vaccination?: Yes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. This physician reported information for both mother and fetus/baby. This is the maternal report. A 29-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular (left arm) on 18Dec2020 and 08Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included cold sores, no active cold sore at time of labor. On an unspecified date, it was reported that a healthy 29-year-old G1P0 with good prenatal care and no pregnancy complications who had spontaneous rupture of membranes at 36-0 weeks, one day after her second Pfizer CoVid vaccine (09Jan2021). She felt well after her vaccine and had no symptoms today. The mother reported she became pregnant while taking BNT162B2. The patient takes prenatal vitamins. The mother was 33 Weeks pregnant at the onset of the event. The mother was due to deliver on 06Feb2021. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of premature rupture of membranes. The outcome of the event was recovering.  Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported event of spontaneous rupture of membranes due to temporal relationship.  However, the reported event may possibly represent intercurrent medical condition in this patient.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

947552 12/20/2020 01/15/2021 CA 47.0 F Within 15 minutes, I began feeling dry throat; Within 15 minutes, I began feeling dry throat, then itching, then it felt like I had a lump inside my throat.; it felt like I had a lump inside my throat.; Then I began to have difficulty swallowing my saliva.; difficulty breathing; very groggy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 47-year-old female patient received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL0140), intramuscular in left arm on 20Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Vaccination was administered in a hospital. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Medical history included hypertension, overweight, and known allergies to bee stings and hair dye. The patient's concomitant medication included multivitamins. On 20Dec2020, within 15 minutes, the patient began feeling dry throat, then itching, then it felt like she had a lump inside her throat. Then she began to have difficulty swallowing her saliva. And then the lump inside her throat started to feel larger and larger. By this time, the doctor had already injected the patient with Epipen and the pharmacist injected her with Solumedrol and she still felt as if she was having difficulty breathing and then she was taken to ER and she really can't remember too much after that. The patient was very groggy and then was discharged from ED about 9:30 pm. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unknown date. Treatment for the events included epinephrine, methylprednisolone, diphenhydramine. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of feeling dry throat, itching, felt like having lump inside her throat, having difficulty swallowing saliva, difficulty breathing and very groggy cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  Severe allergic reaction is the known risk for the product. The underlying predisposing condition of allergies to multiple materials may put the patient at high risk of anaphylactic reactions. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

947553 01/09/2021 01/15/2021 CO 26.0 F significant swelling to lymph nodes under armpit of injection side (L arm); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 26-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 09Jan2021 08:00 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization at a hospital.  Medical history included asthma, food allergy with peanuts and pine nuts. No known medication allergy. The concomitant medications included albuterol and unspecified multivitamin. The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899) at the left arm on 19Dec2020 08:00. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and was not tested for it since the vaccination. The patient was not pregnant. On 10Jan2021 16:00, the patient noted significant swelling to lymph nodes under armpit of injection side, swelling in the left armpit lymph nodes began approximately 32 hours after injection. Swelling measuring approximately size of a ping pong ball. At time of this reporting (approximately 40 hours post-injection) lymph node swelling still persists, with no change in size. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The patient has not recovered from the events.   No follow-up attempts are needed. No further information expected.

947557 12/16/2020 01/15/2021 TX 40.0 F Patient was tested for Covid post vaccination/ Covid test on 28Dec2020 and resulted positive; Patient was tested for Covid post vaccination/ Covid test on 28Dec2020 and resulted positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 40-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK7530) solution for injection, intramuscular on left arm on 16Dec2020 12:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant. It was reported that patient was tested for Covid post vaccination. Nasal swab for Covid test was done on 28Dec2020 and resulted positive. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.

947559 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 WI 33.0 F had a metallic taste; turned to swollen tongue; hives around chest and neck; difficult to breathe; tachycardia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (Patient). A 33-year-old non-pregnant female received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number=EL 3248), via an unspecified route of administration at right arm on 07Jan2021 16:15 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine was administered at hospital. Known allergies included cyclobenzaprine and dairy latex. Concomitant medication included amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate, dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL) 10 mg, gabapentin 300 mg, venlafaxine 150 mg. No other vaccine in four weeks. Three minutes after vaccination the patient had a metallic taste, turned to swollen tongue, hives around chest and neck, difficult to breathe, and tachycardia on 07Jan2021 16:18. The events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment received included Epinephrine, methylprednisolone sodium succinate (SOLU-ME dork) and famotidine (PEPCID) also diphenhydramine HCl (BENADRYL). The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for events metallic taste, swollen tongue, hives, difficulty breathing and tachycardia. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

947572 01/15/2021 U tested (COVID-19 virus test) positive after receiving first dose of vaccine; tested (COVID-19 virus test) positive after receiving first dose of vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date not provided) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  It was reported that patient tested (COVID-19 virus test) positive after receiving first dose of vaccine. It was also reported that they are looking for administration recommendations following receipt of monoclonal antibodies and interval information. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information of the lot number/batch number was requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported event and suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

947573 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 FL F really extreme high blood pressure (202/104); feeling very sick; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 04Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included strokes and bleeding disorder (gene that makes blood clot). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced really extreme high blood pressure (202/104) and feeling very sick on an unspecified date. The clinical course was reported as: The patient received the vaccine on 04Jan2021 and experienced a lot of side effects, the most concerning of which was really extreme high blood pressure. The patient went to the emergency room (ER) on an unspecified date and her blood pressure was 202/104 on an unspecified date. The patient stated that she had been very sick and in bed for days. The patient had a follow-up appointment with her doctor on the day of the report. The clinical outcome of really extreme high blood pressure (202/104) and feeling very sick was unknown.   The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and has been requested during follow up.

947589 12/21/2020 01/15/2021 NY 64.0 F tested positive for COVID; tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 64-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730, expiration date: 31Mar2021), via intramuscular on 21Dec2020 at 0.3 mL single in left deltoid for preventative. Medical history included she only had one kidney from 25Feb2020. There were no concomitant medications. It was reported that the patient was supposed (was scheduled) to get her second dose today (11Jan2021) but this past weekend she tested positive for COVID on 09Jan2021. The patient wanted to know if it would affect getting the second dose of the vaccine. The patient supposed to be quarantining right now and she was not symptomatic. On 09Jan2021 she found out she was positive for covid. The outcome of the event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported event and suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

947593 01/15/2021 M he is infected with COVID-19; he is infected with COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient called to find out if there should be a delay in the second dose because he was infected with COVID-19 on an unspecified date. His second dose was scheduled on 13Jan2021 and he was wondering if he should continue in 2 days. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.

947594 12/21/2020 01/15/2021 F she had a little bleed in the blood vessel of her left eye; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A female patient of unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient asking if bleeding of the eye was an adverse reaction to bnt162b2. Patient received the Covid vaccine on 21Dec2020 and on the 27Dec2020, she had a little bleed in the blood vessel of her left eye. She was supposed to get the second vaccine today (11Jan2021) at 12:30. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported event cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

947595 12/25/2020 01/15/2021 60.0 M got the first dose of the vaccine and on 25Dec2020, he started getting symptoms of possible covid; got the first dose of the vaccine and on 25Dec2020, he started getting symptoms of possible covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A 7-decade-old (65 years or 66 years) male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 25Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The stated, "my uncle got the first dose of the vaccine and on 25Dec2020, he started getting symptoms of possible Covid. He got tested for covid today (11Jan2021). He's supposed to get the second dose on 15Jan2021. If he is positive for covid, what does that mean for his second dose?  If he is positive, and waits for quarantine, then he wouldn't be able to get the second dose until day 36."  The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the Lot/Batch Number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported event and suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

947602 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 F On (Dated) tested positive for Covid; On (Dated) tested positive for Covid; On (Dated) tested positive for Covid; Felt run down; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (HCP). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose (first dose) for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got her first dose on 28Dec2020 and on 07Jan2021, she felt run down so she decided to get tested for COVID. On 09Jan2021, she tested positive for COVID. Her second dose is due 18Jan2021 and she needed to know if it is ok for her to get her second dose. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: positive on 09Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (tested positive for COVID) with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.

947603 12/29/2020 01/15/2021 M Caller tested positive on 05Jan2021.; Caller tested positive on 05Jan2021.; Caller tested positive on 05Jan2021.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient received the first dose of the COVID 19 vaccine on 29Dec2020, second dose is due on 20Jan2021. Patient tested positive on 05Jan2021. Patient wanted to know if he should get the second shot and if he chooses to wait the 90 days, would he need to start over. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: positive on 05Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (tested positive) with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.

947609 01/15/2021 U 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 13 patients. This is second of 13 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021018407 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient

947611 01/15/2021 U 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 13 patients. This is third of 13 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021018407 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient

947612 01/15/2021 U 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 13 patients. This is fourth of 13 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021018407 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient.

947613 01/15/2021 U 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 13 patients. This is fifth of 13 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021018407 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient.

947614 01/15/2021 U 13 People, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; 13 People, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 13 patients. This is 6th of 13 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021018407 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient.

947615 01/15/2021 U 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 13 patients. This is 7th of 13 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021018407

947616 01/15/2021 U 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 13 patients. This is 8th of 13 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021018407

947617 01/15/2021 U 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 13 patients. This is 9th of 13 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021018407 : same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient.

947618 01/15/2021 U 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 13 patients. This is tenth of 13 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021018407 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient

947619 01/15/2021 U 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 13 patients. This is 11th of 13 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021018407 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient

947620 01/15/2021 U 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 13 patient. This is the 13th of 13 report.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, batch/lot number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week. on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021018407 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient

947622 12/29/2020 01/15/2021 F She tested positive for Covid-19 a week later after receiving the first dose of the vaccine; She tested positive for Covid-19 a week later after receiving the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs) received from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot/batch number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient took the first dose of Covid-19 vaccine on 29Dec2020. She tested positive for Covid-19 a week later after receiving the first dose of the vaccine. She is scheduled to get the second dose on 19Jan2021 and she was asking what to do. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

947625 12/21/2020 01/15/2021 CA F tested positive for COVID; tested positive for COVID/fatigue, headache, body aches again; allergies were flaring up; Coughing; congestion; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable nurse (female) reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2, via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced tested positive for covid on 31Dec2020, coughing, congestion, body aches on 24Dec2020, fatigue, headache, allergies were flaring up on 28Dec2020. The caller got her first COVID-19 injection on 21Dec2020. She didn't have symptoms until 2 days after the vaccine. She then experienced coughing, congestion, body aches, but no fever. Then the next day, she felt fine. On 28Dec2020, she thought her allergies were flaring up. She started to feel fatigue, headache, body aches again. She went and got tested for the virus. She tested positive on 31Dec2020. Caller was due for a second vaccine on 11Jan2021. She was to remain in quarantine until 10Jan2021. Caller wanted to know should she get her second shot on 11Jan2021 or should she wait. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid-19: positive on 31Dec2020. The outcome of events for tested positive for covid, fatigue, headache and allergies were flaring up was unknown, for other events was resolving.  No further information was obtained. Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the events drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events.

947637 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 GA M short of breath; aching so bad again; was still short of breath, getting worse, aching so bad again; choking; got as cold as ice; throat was real swollen; started itching terribly; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 73-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EK4176), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 single for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included hypertension and had 4 heart attacks. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient just had the Covid 19 Vaccine first shot. After the shot he went to the dining room to get some lunch. He was reading since 'calculative'. He started itching terribly. Onset date for started itching terribly was reported as 06Jan2021. He got as cold as ice. He started getting real short of breath, he was choking but he managed to get them out of his throat. His throat was real swollen and choked. He went back to the clinic and the Nurse took him straight to the emergency room. He was there in his wheelchair freeze in and crawling himself, struggling to breathe for almost 25 minutes before the Nurse finally came in and helped him get him on the stretcher. She took his time, she got the IV started and gave him a steroid a shot and Benadryl. He did not know the dosage and some capsules. He did not know why the capsules and he was still struggling for a while but he found day tough for about an hour. When he came too he was still short of breath, getting worse, aching so bad again. He was struggling to breathe, he was still having some breathing problem, some choking and aching. The events was still short of breath, getting worse, aching so bad again were serious as hospitalization. Laboratory work: Work was normal. The COVID Test was negative. The outcome of events short of breath and started itching terribly was not recovered while for other events were unknown.Y

947639 01/15/2021 OK U dehydration; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse.   A patient of unknown age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. After vaccination on an unknown date, the patient went to ER and was diagnosed with dehydration. Patient was hydrated and recovered.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

947667 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 VA 37.0 37 F Received vaccine in left deltoid  within minute felt throat tighten self administered personal epi pen. Y 3

947687 12/24/2020 01/15/2021 MD 52.0 52 F I had no side effects after my vaccine on 12/24/20 until 1/8/21. On Friday, 1/8/21 at 830pm I began with severe abdominal pain, low grade fever, nausea and loss of appetite. My abdominal pain persisted and worsened over the next 24-36hours. I presented to the ER on Sunday, January 10, 2021 at 8am with severe right lower quadrant pain, pelvic pain, nausea and low grade fever. I was promptly diagnosed with appendicitis and taken to the OR at approximately 2pm on the same day.  In the OR my appendix was gangrenous, there was pus in the pelvic area nd fluid in my peritoneum. My appendix was not ruptured. My appendix was removed as well as part of the omentum. I remained in the hospital on IV Metronidazole and Ciprofloxacin for 2 days and was discharged on 1/13/21 at 9pm. I am continuing to recvoer at home on the same 2 antibiotics in oral form. I have a JP drain that is still in place. Of note I had two negative COVID 19 tests on 1/9/21 and 1/10/21. Both were PCR tests.Y Y 3

947718 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 TX 24.0 24 F Tingling and throat swelling to Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Y

947816 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 VA 56.0 56 F mild rhabdomyolysis presentation and lymphopenia and thrombocytopenia Y

947860 12/18/2020 01/15/2021 AR 48.0 F positive for Covid; positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient).  A 48-years-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EH9899, expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in right deltoid, on 18Dec2020 07:15 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included ongoing hypothyroidism and hysterectomy. Concomitant medications included estradiol (taking after hysterectomy) and levothyroxine for hypothyroidism, both ongoing. The patient has no any other vaccinations within four weeks prior to the first administration date of the suspect vaccine. The patient stated that she received the Covid vaccine mid- Dec2020. She stated she was supposed to receive the 2nd dose 2 days ago, 06Jan2021. On 03Jan2021, she started feeling bad the day before testing positive, went to urgent care to be tested, thought she had the flu.  She tested positive for Covid on Monday 04Jan2021, so she has been in quarantine. She was unable to receive her 2nd dose because she was in quarantine. She wanted to know if it's ok to delay the second dose or if she needs to re-start the series. The reporter assessed the event relatedness was unknown, patient stated that she doesn't know the causality, she has not been in contact with anyone that was known to be positive, but she is a healthcare worker who sees multiple patients a day, so one of them could have been asymptomatic. Outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available.

947867 12/17/2020 01/15/2021 M received first dose of bnt162b2/by the 3rd (03Jan2021), he was diagnosed as covid positive; received first dose of bnt162b2/by the 3rd (03Jan2021), he was diagnosed as covid positive; patient lost his sense of smell and taste; patient lost his sense of smell and taste; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation. Patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported he needs advice on the second dose of the vaccine. Patient stated he is an ER nurse and received the first dose of the vaccine on 17Dec2020. On 31Dec2020, patient lost his sense of smell and taste and by the 3rd (03Jan2021), he was diagnosed as covid positive. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid test: positive on 03Jan2021. The patient is asking how safe it is to get the second dose now and if there's a time period that he should wait so that he can get the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  Further information like diagnostic detection of virus genetic material or virus protein antigen needed for meaningful medical assessment.

947888 12/19/2020 01/15/2021 F she tested positive for COVID-19 on Monday 27Dec2020; she tested positive for COVID-19 on Monday 27Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A female patient of an unspecified age received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at single dose, for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was scheduled for her second dose today 09Jan2021. However, she tested positive for COVID-19 on Monday, 27Dec2020. She stated that she has still some of the symptoms of COVID-19 even though she has been declared fit to work. She was asking if she could take the second dose today.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported event "she tested positive for COVID-19".

947952 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 31.0 31 F -Developed redness of left arm 5 hours after vaccine administration. -Rash under (L) breast developed next day. -Redness/Warmth @ injection site noted to be lower (L) deltoid

947976 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 NC 70.0 M Headache, body aches, cough - began 1/10/21 - 3 day s/p Pfizer 1st dose vaccine WAS NOT TESTED for COVID - his dr said not necessary - "his wife had it, he had it!"

947982 01/15/2021 U guillain barre syndrome; Initial information regarding an unsolicited valid serious courtesy case received from a pharmacist via Pfizer Pharmaceuticals (Reference number: 2021003640) on 06-Jan-2021.  This case involved an adult patient of an unknown gender who experienced Guillain Barre syndrome, after receiving influenza vaccine.  Medical history, medical treatment(s), vaccination(s), concomitant medication(s) and family history were not provided.  On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect influenza vaccine (other details unknown) produced by unknown manufacturer (lot number and expiry date were not reported) via an unknown route in an unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date (unknown latency), the pharmacist asked information on Pfizer coronavirus infectious disease (COVID-19) vaccine. Pharmacist asked if Pfizer coronavirus infectious disease (COVID-19) vaccine could be administered to any person who had a positive history of developing Guillain Barre Syndrome after receiving an influenza vaccine (Guillain Barre syndrome).  Final diagnosis was Guillain Barre syndrome.  No relevant laboratory details were provided.  The event of Guillain Barre syndrome was assessed as medically significant as per the important medical event list.  It was not reported if the patient received a corrective treatment.  Outcome of the event of Guillain Barre syndrome was reported as unknown.  There will be no information available on the batch number for this case.; Sender's Comments: This case involved an adult patient of an unknown gender who presented with Guillain Barre syndrome after receiving influenza vaccine (produced by unknown manufacturer). Time to onset is unknown. Although, medical history, comorbidities, concomitant medications, additional information on investigations ruling out other etiologies would be needed for complete assessment of the case. Based upon the reported information, the role of the vaccine cannot be assessed.

947992 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 CA 41.0 41 F About 10 minutes after getting my vaccine I noticed the roof of my mouth itching as well as my tongue and back of my throat.  I waited to see if it would go away and then a couple minutes later noticed my lips started itching and swelling and from there it just got worse.  I told the nurse practitioner that I think I was having a reaction, she had me take a seat told her my entire mouth throat & lips felt swollen and itching and she looked and said it was full blown anaphylaxis reaction.  Administered EpiPen, benadryl and called ambulance where they took me to medial emergency department.Y

948001 12/29/2020 01/15/2021 30.0 29 F chest pressure, SOB, scratchy throat, light headedness, hoarse voice 12/29 - about 15 min after receiving the vaccine employee reported mild chest pressure/pain, hoarse voice, SOB, light-headedness, and scratchy throat. (She was given the vaccine in the ED because of a history of anaphylaxis with taking antibiotics). Her physical examination and vital signs were normal. No evidence of swelling to lips, tongue or throat. No treatment was required. Employee was observed for 4 hours and discharged to home. She was diagnosed with a minor allergic reaction.

948004 12/26/2020 01/15/2021 48.0 47 F Agitation, Headache, Abdominal cramps, pain at injection site Narrative: Patient received Covid vaccine on 12/27. Noted myalgias in the middle of the night. The following morning she awoke with abdominal cramps, headache, pain at injection site, tachycardia and anxiety. Seen in ED, given IV fluids and Rocephin.

948009 01/15/2021 38.0 F BlurredVision, Dizziness, NauseaVomiting & HYPOtension Narrative: Patient had nausea and dizziness within one minute of vaccine. BP was relatively low when we checked it in clinic and the patient was sent to the ED.

948013 12/29/2020 01/15/2021 40.0 39 F perioral, numbness/tingling Employee reports peri-oral numbness/tingling 15 mins after vaccine administration. Employee immediately escorted to ED for airway evaluation. On arrival to ED, all VSS. No airway compromise. Given 50mg PO benadryl and 10mg PO zyrtec and then d/c'd home.

948022 12/21/2020 01/15/2021 41.0 40 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, HYPERtension, employee stated after receiving vaccine had body aches, joint aches, photophobia, headaches, fever, hypertension Narrative:  Employee stated H/A, body aches, joint aches, photopobia, fever, hypertension BP 170/100, employee sent to to ER due to elevated b/p. denies any other symptoms.

948024 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 60.0 59 M Headache, Diarrhea, Malaise, lightheaded

948030 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 39.0 38 F Headache lump in throat, difficulty swallowing Narrative: Patient reported with a lump in the throat and difficulty swallowing. EPI administered

948035 01/15/2021 70.0 M Dizziness, Tachypnea, NauseaVomiting, HYPERtension, no other events occured Narrative:  Employee c/o dizziness and nausea after 15 minutes of sitting, and then using the restroom. Sits back down and vs obtained. b/p 212/128 manual and machine. pulse and o2 normal. Patient continues to feel poorly, wants to lie down. Patient tachypneic, with some SOB. Has high b/p baseline, but says he took his b/p meds this AM. Hasn't had reaction to vaccines previously. Epi administered and 911 called, as patient agrees to this. A&O,pleasant and anxious. Transport to hospital for eval with paramedics.

948080 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 AK 72.0 72 F Error with diluent, sterile water used

948082 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 KS 39.0 39 F Patient had just recovered from COVID and ended quarantine on 1/1/21. On 1/4/21, she received the first COVID vaccination. While driving home on 1/6/21, she experienced an MI diagnosed in the emergency room 30 minutes later. She was admitted to the hospital and underwent a heart catheterization and received a STENT. She had previous cardiogenic shock in 2003.Y 2

948089 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 AK 76.0 76 F Error with diluent, sterile water used

948097 01/07/2021 01/15/2021 MD 33.0 33 F 6 cm area of redness + induration + itchy at site

948112 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 TX 39.0 39 M Vaccine to R deltoid numbness & tingling to L arm. Face & neck felt tingly. Hands cold. BP 170/130 @ 315 150/102 @ 3:40 P92->P 83 O2 100% Has slightly elevated BP regularly normal 140/90. Has a BP cuff @ home Alert & oriented. Talkative. Eye contact Normal Gait & Movement

948118 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA Received communication that patient experienced a stroke and received alteplase at a non-facility (Medical Center)  5 days after receiving COVID-19 vaccination. Y

948124 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 OH 80.0 81 F 24Hr, 01/09/2021-post vaccine found in room on floor- very shaky and SOB, again later the same day-incontinent urine, confused, pain in extremities with movement, sent out to hospital. returned same evening. 01/12/2021- difficulty communicating, confused- sent out to hospital, returned same day. 01/15/2021- symptoms improved

948162 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 OH 91.0 91 F 01/11/2021- Found lying on bed in apartment, incontinent, lethargic, unable to respond to questions, unable to do hand grasps. sent to hospital. 01/14/2021- remains in hospital- confusion and disorientation continues, poor verbal skills, limited ability to feed self, out of bed to sit in chair. uncertain of return to facility status.Y

948171 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 OH 69.0 69 M 01-09-2021  Very confused, nauseous, sweating profusely. sent to hospital- admitted with encephalitis, severe cognition decline. 01-13-2021 still in hospital, cognition Improved. Y

948194 12/23/2020 01/15/2021 IA 32.0 32 F 6:00 am on 24th - checked temp. wanting to make sure it wasn't high and it was 99.1 and I decided to take one capsule of Tylenol extra Strength. Took on empty stomach and felt nauseated and went and vomited. No other reactions other than fatigue and low appetite and sore arm the rest of the day. Ate less that day and so did get nausea off and on during the day - but not as severe and no more vomiting. 25th - everything resolved.  6/16/21 - estimated date of delivery. 1st pregnancy. Has been a normal pregnancy.

948206 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 PA 35.0 35 F Initially headache and body aches. Within 24 hours developed chest pain, dyspnea on exertion and shortness of breath.   Patient still currently hospitalized. Y 2

948210 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Left arm swelling, redness, induration, warmth, pain at injection site. several days after. Treated with Keflex

948224 01/01/2021 01/15/2021 AK 70.0 70 F Error with diluent, sterile water used

948243 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 64.0 64 F Observed in her room having seizure activity and unresponsive to stimuli. BP of 200/120, oxygen level dropped to 86%,  HR was 116. She was transferred from Hospital A and later transferred to Hospital B and placed on a ventilator. This remains her current statusY Y

948285 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 MS 50.0 50 F We (myself and 2 other pharmacists) were conducting a COVID-19 vaccine clinic. The patient is on staff at the clinic and came in for her 1st dose of the Pfizer/BioNTech COVID vaccine. 10 minutes post-vaccination, patient started experiencing SOB, tingling fingers and face, and swelling of her lips and tongue. She moved herself outside to cooler air and then sent someone back inside to ask us for help. I ran outside with an EpiPen and immediately noted her pulse of 158 on her watch and she appeared to be experiencing an anaphylactic reaction. Patient stated she did not want to use the EpiPen but wanted to try chewing Benadryl instead first. I asked the staff for a blood pressure monitor and pulse oximeter. The 1st readings, approximately 12 minutes after vaccination, were HR 158, BP 155/105, and pulse ox 97%. Patient stated the Benadryl was working and her swelling was decreasing. The patient was not having trouble breathing at the time. I continued monitoring vitals and talking with the patient and approximately 20 minutes post-vaccination, she was improving (BP down to 134/80 and HR 120) but agreed we should call 911. She decided she wanted to move inside and lie down. I escorted her with support to a bed. Her vitals then increased again to BP 152/95 and HR 133 and her lips and tongue started swelling again. The patient appeared to be more labored in breathing then but still refused the EpiPen. Roughly 5 minutes after lying down, the medics showed up and took over and I went back to the vaccination area. I learned later that the patient refused to go to the hospital and after more observation was eventually allowed to leave with a friend/coworker driving her home.Y

948292 01/12/2021 01/15/2021 IL 57.0 57 F Patient was at work on 1/15/21 after having received the vaccine on 1/12/21.  She complained of being diaphoretic and her heart rate was 156.  She was taken to Hospital.  She is being admitted to hospital and has reported that her heart rate is 122 and she has a temperature of 99.4 and elevated lactic acid levels.Y

948362 12/22/2020 01/15/2021 MA 53.0 53 F Sore arm right away; developed a lump above my left clavicle that was initially the size of half an inch in diameter - round; felt like a cyst. Had our dr check it out. My dr wanted to see me .Found  It was lymph node that was activated. No treatment. Very sore; whole region around the lymph node really sore and tender to the touch  Had a hard time lifting arm up because it would slide under my clavicle and it really hurt. . Now it is down to the size of a pea. can still feel it  but the pain has subsided. My doctor has seen 12 people so far who has had that reaction.

948380 01/04/2021 01/15/2021 29 F 1/5/2021 0718 Pt received 2nd COVID vaccine 1/4/21. Oral temp 100.6, near syncope, muscle aches and head aches. Per EMS NSR, denies SOB, and chest pain. 500 ml bolus received in route. In ED, Pt c/o nausea. Pt anxious, sweating and uncomfortable. 0855 Pt resting comfortably, reports decease in pain/body aches 4/10. 1043 Discharge disposition: home.  Accompanied By: self.  Mode:  walk. --HospitalY

948471 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 WA 50.0 50 F 5-6 HOURS AFTER VACCINATION.  CONVULSIONS/SEIZURE, HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE, INCREASED HEART RATE, Y

948502 12/28/2020 01/15/2021 CT 87.0 87 M Severe pain at injection site with some swelling, lethargy, and fever to 101.6 degrees F the day after the injection. He was given acetaminophen, which reduced fever to normal. Low grade fever (99-100 degrees F) two days after vaccine.  On the third day after vaccine, on 12/31, he became confused and anxious. Temperature was 104.8 degrees F. He was given acetaminophen and oral hydration overnight. He continued to have a fever to 102 on the following day and was taken to the ED. He was COVID-positive and admitted to the hospital for treatment of COVID-19.Y 10

949405 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 PA 66.0 66 F Initially started as shortness of breath followed by fevers, aches, muscle cramps.  Ultimately ended up in the hospital with hypoxemia, pleural effusions.  Laboratory values showed evidence of acute renal insufficiency, eosinophilia.  Physical exam consistent with pulmonary edema and lower extremity macular rash.  Entire presentation concerning for DRESS syndromeY

949487 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 TX 16.0 16 F Patient is 16 years old and pregnant. She received one dose of the Moderna COVID19  vaccine.  She has not called the clinic to complain of any side effects. This report is being made because the patient is under the age limit to receive the vaccine at this time.

949555 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 NY 71.0 71 M Received Pfizer vaccine, first dose on Wed. 01/13/21 between 12 and 1 P.M.  Thurs. 01/14/21  in the afternoon he began to note that he had  difficultly walking.  Went to bed when he woke up at  5:48 A.M.  he  reported he had ataxia.  Patient reported having to walk in tiny steps to stay upright.  He went to the emergency room.  Had CT scan  of head and found blood clots.  MRI performed.  Stroke found in right PCA territory, but no loss in strength in left lower extremity.  Sensation and vision intact.  Strength in all four extremities is 5 out of 5.Y 3

949562 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Tightness in upper chest: Blood Sugar=66 Gave Apple juice and crackers, Blood Sugar=67  5min after juice/crackers; then blood sugar decreased back to 66;

949611 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 CA 49.0 49 F At 6 days after my second COVID-19 Pfizer vaccine (first dose given 12/17/20), I had acute onset of chest pain and shortness of breath prompting a trip to the Emergency Department.  A chest CT Angio to rule out pulmonary embolus was done and negative for pulmonary embolus. My EKG showed some mild ST changes and a troponin I level was elevated at 0.08 (normal 0.04). Subsequent troponin levels 90 minutes apart showed a rising troponin at 0.18 and 0.38. An echocardiogram was performed which showed regional wall motion abnormalities consistent with Takotsubo cardiomyopathy and an ejection fraction of 45%. I was then taken to cardiac catheterization lab for coronary angiograms which were normal. My LV angiogram was consistent with Takotsubo cardiomyopathy and my LVEDP was elevated. I was started on a beta blocker and sent home the following day.Y Y 1

949678 01/13/2021 01/15/2021 69.0 0 M None stated. 0.0

949691 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NJ 57.0 57 M Anaphylaxis Y

949724 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 WI 62.0 62 F Pt had 3 vessel CABG on 1/14/21 after presenting to ED with chest pain on 1/9/21.  Pt is critically ill following OR after cardiogenic shock, bleeding.  Requiring inotropes and Impella. Y Y 7

949728 12/22/2020 01/15/2021 MO 52.0 52 F vertigo nausea / vomiting diarrhea low-grade fever pain at injection site Y 6

949729 12/23/2020 01/15/2021 NC 29.0 29 F Miscarriage. Expected due date in August 2021. No prior pregnancy history.

949732 12/20/2020 01/15/2021 RI 63.0 63 F Bells Palsy 1st injection on 12/20/21 symptoms started 1/7/21,  2nd dose on 1/10/21 immediate numbness in mouth and tightness in throat which triggered bells palsy symptoms immediately Y 2

949761 01/15/2021 01/15/2021 NC 49.0 49 F Patient information was reviewed. Patient was asked if they ever had any form of severe reaction to anything they had had in the past. Patient did not state yes to anything other than having a reaction that was managed at home to shellfish as a child. They stated their throat had swollen as a child during the event. Patient was told that it was an anaphylactic reaction and shouldn't have been managed at home as a child by nurse and should have been taken to the hospital. Patient was told they would be monitored for 30 minutes after receiving the vaccine. Within 2-3 minutes after receiving the vaccine the patient reported tingling or burning around the site of injections. Within 5 minutes they stated to be feeling tired and that their arm had felt numb. After this the patient began starring into the distance and was unresponsive. Called for help and advice by turning around as patient had syncoped. Got nurses and other team members attention and had an epi-pen ready just in case it was needed. Patient began having notable distress with respiration and administed an epi-pen. Advised for a nurse to call EMS for patient and crash cart/oxygen was also obtaine dby the facility. Oxygen was required. Patient was not responsive after the first dose and was given a second as they remained un-alert with notable distress. The patient became alert a while after receiving the second shot and not long after that the EMS arrived to the event.Y

950174 01/05/2021 01/15/2021 CA 57.0 57 F Bell's Palsy

950175 01/06/2021 01/15/2021 CA 38.0 38 F 2000 - neck pain, headache 2200 - mild body aches 0235 - severe chills, muscle/joint pain, headache. 0600 - fever 102.5F tympanic, took Tylenol 1000 mg + ice packs 0730 - temp 101.9 F; headache severe w/ nausea 0800 - took ibuprofen 600 mg; fatigue, took nap 0930 - temp 100.4 F 1400 - headache continues but much less severe; temp 99.0 F

950176 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 AK 77.0 77 M Error with diluent, sterile water used

950177 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 AK 72.0 72 M Error with diluent, sterile water used

950178 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 AK 73.0 73 M Error with diluent, sterile water used

950179 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 AK 93.0 93 F Error with diluent, sterile water used

950180 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 AK 81 F Error with diluent, sterile water used

950181 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 AK 79 M Error in diluent, sterile water used

950182 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 AK 81.0 81 F Error with diluent, sterile water used

950183 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 AK 82.0 82 F Error with diluent, sterile water used

950184 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 AK 68.0 68 M Error with diluent, Sterile water used

950185 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 AK 74.0 74 F Error with diluent, sterile water used

950186 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 AK 68.0 68 M Error with diluent, sterile water used

950187 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 AK 71.0 71 M Error with diluent, sterile water used

950188 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 AK 69.0 69 M Error with diluent, sterile water used

950258 01/15/2021 WA 35.0 F Itching, Facial Numbness, warm to touch, swollen, lymphanitis

950271 01/14/2021 01/15/2021 NY 39.0 39 M pt reports one hour post vaccination, episodes of diaphoresis. Resolved W/I 5 minutes. V/S taken at 1030 WNL BP - 121/85 SpO2 - 98% HR - 90 RR 18

967751 01/11/2021 01/15/2021 83.0 82 M injection site pain Narrative: Y

967752 01/08/2021 01/15/2021 79.0 78 M Narrative: Y

949826 01/12/2021 01/16/2021 CA 85.0 85 F Resident reported loose stool, not feeling well, resident complaint of lost taste. Hospitalization on 01/14/2020. Y 1

949835 01/12/2021 01/16/2021 CA 69.0 69 F Vomiting Y 1

949941 12/28/2020 01/16/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Per husband, was in usual state of health on the AM of 1/10/20, AOx3 able to perform all I/ADLs. At around 2:30pm that day was complaining of chills and generalized malaise. Then at ~9:30pm when husband returned home from work found patient diaphoretic, confused (stating things like "not now, I want to go to lake"), and complaining of chills and weakness. Unable to provide any additional hx regarding other sx.   Initially presented to ED, where mental status had deteriorated to AOx0, unable to respond to verbal commands. Initial vitals notable for T102.6F (unclear other vitals). Patient is now AOx0 most concerning for encephalopathy.Y Y

949967 01/04/2021 01/16/2021 CA 68.0 68 F Throbbing head ache, difficulty breathing, lips numbness, chest discomfort, upper back, lower legs, fingers tingling/numbness, high blood pressure 148/83, underarm sweating, feels weak Y
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950021 01/02/2021 01/16/2021 IN 64.0 64 M Nausea with emesis, headache, upper abdominal pain. Y

950066 01/07/2021 01/16/2021 NE 65.0 65 M Right arm weakness 2 hrs after vaccine and then right leg weakness later that evening Y 3

950111 01/15/2021 01/16/2021 HI 59.0 59 F anaphalactic  shock reaction, epi injection by hospital emergency staff at vaccine site, emergency room admission . We were very lucky vaccine site was Hospital  was concerned that this might happen as patient had a previous anaphalactic shock by  antibiotic injection few years agoY

950118 01/07/2021 01/16/2021 TN 38.0 38 M Right thumb joint pain.  I can't hold unto things in my right hand that requires me using pressure from my thumb.  Pain is a 9/10 when holding, grabbing, or using the thumb in any way.  When not using the thumb there is no pain at all.   I work out everyday and I am no longer to lift weights using my right hand because of the excruciating pain when I try to.

950132 12/22/2020 01/16/2021 NY 58.0 58 M Patient had COVID-19 infection April 2020, ataxia and myoclonus developed, treated with IVIG and steroids at that time. June 2020 had full recovery after PT. Pt received Pfizer COVID-19 dose 1 on 12/22/20 and developed similar symptoms to above on 1/7/2021. Ataxia and tremor on examination, no myoclonus at this time.Y

950255 01/08/2021 01/16/2021 CO 32.0 32 F None stated. 01/13/2021 Y

950256 01/14/2021 01/16/2021 AK 90.0 90 M developed low grade fever later same evening then going to 102.5 by 4pm next day.

950387 01/14/2021 01/16/2021 VA 39.0 39 F Swollen tongue and sob with decreased swallow Y Y 1

950397 01/07/2021 01/16/2021 PR 36.0 36 F Dizziness, nausea, and weakness. Later, around 3pm, I fainted (syncope) and I totally lost consciousness. I hit my head hard and many parts of the body.

950406 01/05/2021 01/16/2021 NY 31.0 31 F Redness, pain, warmth, burning at injection site and pain in left arm starting 11 days after receiving vaccine

950414 01/15/2021 01/16/2021 NV 27.0 27 F Vaccinated at 8:55am, Per Nurse Practitioner note patient started experiencing itching upper chest, medicated with Benadryl P.O., started with throat itching, medicated with Benadryl IM,  EPI IM, EMS called, placed on O2, diminished breath sounds bases, slight  stridor, EPI IM,  Solumedrol IM,  EMS transported to local ED.  Patient called NP later in day and said she was admitted to the hospital.Y

950470 01/13/2021 01/16/2021 PR 34.0 34 F Tiredness, Weakness, Sleepiness.

950482 01/15/2021 01/16/2021 IA 93.0 93 F ADVERSE REACTION REPORTED AS TEMPERATURE OF 100.0, CONFUSION, AND VERTIGO.  PATIENT WAS TAKEN TO HOSPITAL, UNAWARE OF CURRENT STATUS, TREATMENTS, OR OUTCOME. Y

950562 12/22/2020 01/16/2021 GA 36.0 36 F 9 days after vaccine, I had a miscarriage. I was 5 weeks pregnant at that time. I had confirmation lab test 2 weeks prior of pregnancy and had labs with bhcg lower at time of bleeding to confirm miscarriage

950571 01/11/2021 01/16/2021 HI 32.0 32 F Pregnancy history: early pregnancy, 5 weeks. Symptoms included pain at injection site, mild muscle aches, and fatigue. Symptoms starting about 12 hours after shot. 500mg tylenol taken twice.

950611 01/08/2021 01/16/2021 PA 47.0 47 F After vaccination on 1.8.21 felt fatigue, metallic taste, and intermittent tingling. on 1.15.21 at approximately 8 am developed occipital headache (4/10 pain) inability to move right upper or lower extremities and slurred speech. No evidence of  intracranial hemorrhage on CT. Patient administered Alteplase and transferred to higher level of careY

950640 12/29/2020 01/16/2021 AL 34.0 34 F Day 1-3 after the dose flu like symptoms  Day 3-7 swelling in lymph nodes on left side of body (baseball sized) took ibuprofen and Tylenol  Day 8 angioedema, anaphylaxis. Received epi subq, IVP 50mg Benadryl, Pepcid 20mg IVP, liter of NS   Day  9 raised red rash all over body and face still going on   Day 16- present: severe joint pain and fever, unable to obtain any reliefY

950665 01/14/2021 01/16/2021 74.0 73 M None stated.

950666 01/11/2021 01/16/2021 NY 41.0 41 U Cough, dizzy, chest pain, bone pain.

950743 12/28/2020 01/16/2021 NY 49.0 49 M Muscle Spas; Weakness in both limbs. Pressured speech Y 1

950759 01/06/2021 01/16/2021 IL 63.0 63 F Pounding headache, heart racing to over 145 bps, chest burning and tightness and hard to breath. I was taken to the Emergency Room at Hospital immediately. Reaction occurred within 30 minutes of the injection. An EKG was administered. I was prescribed  prednisone and Benadryl. I was diagnosed with Anaphylaxis.Y

950787 01/09/2021 01/16/2021 FL 73.0 73 M Patient had slow progression of kidney disease but since vaccine had unexpected  acute kidney failure. He had to have dialysis and may need biopsy of kidney to confirm if he needs lifelong dialysis. He is still being hospitalized. Y Y

950840 01/05/2021 01/16/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Numbness and tingling sensations in both hands and sometimes radiating up my forearms, more severe in right hand and right thumb; these symptoms still didn?t go away since 1/11

950911 01/15/2021 01/16/2021 CA 41.0 41 M After 2nd dose in the afternoon at 2:30pm pt collapse in the unit V/S was high blood sugar was high. Pt was held over at work for 16 hours. Shot was given at 6:45am. Paramedics was called. Sent to ER. Y 1

951232 12/23/2020 01/16/2021 CA 60.0 60 M Severe Nausea experienced 8 hours after the IM injection Treated with Zofran, Omeprazole, Diphenhydramine and Pepto-Bismol

951317 01/12/2021 01/16/2021 33.0 32 F Headache, Myalgia, NauseaVomiting, Tachycardia, Fatigue Narrative:

951318 01/06/2021 01/16/2021 57.0 56 M Myalgia fatigue, chills

951319 01/09/2021 01/16/2021 F neuraliga starting 12 hrs p 2nd dose, durating 24 hours

951320 01/16/2021 01/16/2021 44.0 43 F Myalgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, fatigue Narrative:

951321 01/16/2021 01/16/2021 67.0 66 F Headache, Myalgia, fatigue

951322 01/16/2021 01/16/2021 49.0 48 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever,  Fatigue Narrative: missed work 1/14/21

951323 01/16/2021 01/16/2021 44.0 43 F Headache, Myalgia, Fever, NauseaVomiting, fatigue, sore arm Narrative: missed work 1/8/2021

967744 12/24/2020 01/16/2021 53.0 52 M diagnosed with Covid-19 2 days after receiving the vaccine although retrospectively he noted that symptoms started 1-2 prior to vaccine Narrative: still on oxygen at this time. Unknown if this will be permanent Y 4

967745 12/24/2020 01/16/2021 54.0 53 M AcuteTubularNecrosis Narrative: Was hospitalized on 1/13/21 and discharged on 1/15/21. Given IV fluids. Y 3

967746 01/12/2021 01/16/2021 97.0 96 M Narrative: Y

967748 01/13/2021 01/16/2021 83.0 82 M Narrative: Y

967750 01/08/2021 01/16/2021 73.0 72 F Facial numbness Narrative: Y

950926 12/30/2020 01/17/2021 FL 72.0 72 M Remarkable Myalgia of extremities and back, interfering with rolling or sitting. Spasmodic twitching of upper extremities, These resulted in Hospitalization. Y 2

950966 12/22/2020 01/17/2021 34.0 34 M On 1/9/2021 started to have Postural Orthostatic Tachycardia  Syndrome and PVCs associated with SOB and chest tightness and not recovered yet. Y

950980 12/22/2020 01/17/2021 FL 50.0 50 F On January 14, 2021, I noticed generalized petechiae all over my body.  I went to seek medical care and was found to have platelet count of 2.  I was hospitalized for idiopathic thrombocytopenic purapura.  I was given platelets which increased my platelets to 4.  Next day, given IVIG dose.  Also receiving 4 doses of decadron.  Day after IVIG, platelets to 20.  I am still in the hospital getting treatment today.Y Y 4

951043 01/02/2021 01/17/2021 CT 38.0 38 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Patient has tested positive for Covid 19 as of 1/10/2021, when he was hospitalized. Patient's wife had been rushed to the ER previously, and they discovered she was Covid positive when she was admitted. Patient immediately notified public health and was being restricted and followed up with. During his quarantine, he started developing symptoms (08Jan2021). On 10 Jan, he was rushed to the ER and diagnosed with pneumonia due to Covid. He was also experiencing painful stomach cramps, low oxygen saturations and fluctuations in blood pressure. He spent 3 days inpatient in the Covid wing then was discharged to resume resting at home. Our provider immediately reached out to the member and checked in with them. At this time, the patient's only real complaint is lack of energy or getting winded when doing projects around the house. Patient will isolate at home and monitor his symptoms. Public health and the provider will follow up with the member and her family periodically to ensure recovery.Y 3

951104 01/06/2021 01/17/2021 KS 22.0 22 F allergic reaction- skin rash , throat itching. patient visited the ER and was given episode and steroids but returned because symptoms were not improving. She was hospitalized on 1/11 for this reason Y 4

951153 12/29/2020 01/17/2021 OH 36.0 36 F 12/29/2020 Vaccination 12-13 minutes later started left arm was tight and sore. Wasn't feeling right; hot, hives, rash at injection site up neck and face; tightness in throat; tachychardic, BP increase.  I took benadryl and Pepcid . Sat for another 30-45 min. Palpitations, heaviness. Transported to ER. IV and medications.  Stayed till 1:30, went home, and then came that evening. 5:00 that same night, hives, chest pressure, burning sensation, 'didn't feel right', anxious. Benadryl. Tachychardic; admitted to  hospital that evening. Stayed in house admission till the 12/31/2020.  Went back to admission in house, 1/3/2021 - 1/4/2021. Two hospital admissions.Y 4

951164 01/09/2021 01/17/2021 PR 49.0 49 F I had a red rash in the injection site, the next day my arm was painful, and was unable to lift it, it went away and today January the 17 of 2021 it came back. It feels warmth, and no pain.

951165 01/14/2021 01/17/2021 WV 48.0 48 F Approximately 28 hours after vaccine, I began to feel tingling in my right eye Approximately 12 hours after that, my face started drooping and was numb so I went to ER.  Today is Sunday, and the numbness and drooping was called Bells Palsy at the hospital. Y 1

951249 01/16/2021 01/17/2021 DE 67.0 57 F lightheaded

951257 01/15/2021 01/17/2021 ND 63.0 63 F Injection given without unusual pain, but appeared to be at higher site than usual for other vaccinations patient has received.  No immediate reactions.  No redness or swelling at injection site.  Approximately 3 hours later with restriction of abduction of left arm, which became worse over 24 hours.  No numbnness, pain 4-5/10 diffusely over deltoid and in acromium, posterior suprascapular area..  Able to passively move arm, treated with topical Voltaren gel, Naproxyn 500 x 1 dose.  D2 with increased ROM, but still restricted.

951276 01/13/2021 01/17/2021 PA 79.0 79 M New onset leukopenia/neutropenia with fever, unclear if related to vaccination, but temporally occurred the day after receiving 1st dose. No labs immediately prior to vaccination, so leukopenia may have preceded vaccine. No other new medications to explain neutropenia. Off chemotherapy since 8/2020. Possible relapsed disease though no other evidence in support of this as remainder of CBC stable.Y 3

951283 01/12/2021 01/17/2021 FL 81.0 81 M Shortness of breath, Congestive heart failure, Afib Y 5

951354 12/23/2020 01/17/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Patient presented with diffuse petechiae, easy bruising and oral bruises. She has a history of stable ITP with her last required infusion of IVIG 12 years prior during pregnancy and monitors her CBC every 6 months. Her baseline platelet count is ~50-60k. She received treatment with dexamethasone 40 mg IVPB x 3 doses and IVIG 95 grams (1 gram/kg) IVPB x 2 doses.Y 5

951379 01/11/2021 01/17/2021 NJ 57.0 57 M 3 days after receiving the first dose of the vaccine on 12/21/2020, experienced flu-like symptoms that lasted 24 hours. About 17 hours after receiving the second does on 1/11/2021, flu-like symptoms reoccurred.  The following day (1/13/2021) severe chills, and difficulty breathing occurred. Patient was admitted to Medical Center, where blood work, EKG, and oxygen were given and ordered. After overnight observation, the patient was discharged and informed that he had a severe reaction due to the Pfizer vaccine for Covid-19. As of 1/17/2021, patient still recovering and feeling generally weak and tired without much appetite.Y 2

951412 01/12/2021 01/17/2021 UT 86.0 86 M Vaccine was administered on 1/12/21 at Memory Care. On 1/15/21 at 12:30 he developed slurred speech at his facility and slumped to his left side. Out of concern for stroke he was sent by ambulance to Hospital. There he was found to have no evidence of stroke on MRI or CT angiogram. He was admitted to the hospital due to fever and  elevated inflammatory markers (ferritin, CRP) and transaminases. He was found to have a positive SARS-CoV-2 PCR and IgG. His symptoms resolved the following morning and may have represented a TIA. He had many markers consistent with COVID-19 and his CT pulmonary angiogram did show ground glass opacities but no pulmonary embolism. It was difficult to assess if this was a reinfection with COVID-19, persistent PCR positivity from November, or an adverse event to the vaccine.Y 3

951424 12/27/2020 01/17/2021 NV 33.0 33 F 12/27 vaccination woke up, I felt lethargic, nauseous, very sore arm (couldn't lift arm) Have felt this way with flu shot; 'semi - normal' to have this type of reaction  I felt better by 3PM the next day 3rd pregnancy;

951482 01/13/2021 01/17/2021 WI 23.0 23 F I received the dose at 1:45 pm on 1/13/2021 at Medical Center. Almost 1 hour post vaccine I started to feel a lump in my throat, as the minutes passed my throat started to feel tighter and fight and flight mode kicked in.  It was hard to swallow, my tongue was swelling and I called EMS at 2:40 pm 1/13/2021.  EMS noticed hives on my chest and left arm where I got the first dose of Moderna.  I received epinephrine IM and IV benadryl in the ambulance.  I was sinus tachycardic with heart rate in the 140s oxygen was 99% room air, lungs clear..  I was taken to ER where I was on observation for 2 hours. I was discharged around 5:10 pm on 1/13/2021.  On my car ride home around 5:40pm I again started to feel my throat tighten, tongue swell, and heart race.  I called EMS again, and was treated with IV benadryl, and epinephrine IM.  I was taken to Medical Center where I was given IV solu-medrol and got blood taken and a pregnancy test done.  My potassium was 3.1 and I took 2 potassium tablets to supplement.  My EKG was normal sinus tach, oxygen 100% room air, blood pressure 140s/90s and got down to 120/80s.  I was transported to another Medical Center for overnight observation because first Medical Center was full.Y 1

951522 01/14/2021 01/17/2021 AK 61.0 61 F Ventricular fibrillation- Code blue Y 1

951557 01/15/2021 01/17/2021 ID 73.0 73 M Initially he noticed some soreness in the left arm but it progressed overnight and now had increased weakness and difficulty standing or walking.  Because of his symptoms he was brought into the emergency room for evaluation.  They confirmed fairly significant weakness where he requires assistance to get in and out of his chair and bed.  Laboratory testing was unremarkable as per cause of his weakness as well as his diagnostic tests were negative.  This point is felt that he may be having an adverse reaction to the Covid vaccine where he had an active Covid infection just over a month ago.  He is being admitted to the hospital for strengthening monitoring and further evaluation. He was brought into the hospital and treated with steroids and supportive care as well as continuation of his home medical regimen.  After a good night sleep he actually looked better in the morning with less tiredness and drooping of his facial expressions.  He also is able to walk with therapy with what they described as adequate for return to living at his independent living center.Y 1

951560 12/19/2020 01/17/2021 FL 33.0 33 M Severe Right sided chest pain, right sided muscle spasms and difficulty breathing two weeks after vaccine was administered Diagnosis of bilateral pulmonary embolism was made on presentation to ER. No personal or family history of clots in arteries or deep veins or any risk factors in patient.  Received heparin drip, pain medications, muscle relaxants inpatient. Pain progressively improved over days. Was discharged after 6 days on admission. Was discharged on oral anticoagulant (Rivaroxaban aka xarelto)Y Y 6

951572 01/15/2021 01/17/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Developed dizziness and nausea within 90minutes of vaccine; then developed tingling, and flushing of my skin. Then rapid heart rate and chest tightness by 2.5hrs post vaccine. I went to urgent Care and they thought it was an allergic reaction (BP 182/90, HR 82) and gave me 125mg solumedrol and Benadryl intramuscularly which caused worsened dizziness and a racing heart which caused me to collapse and they gave me a epi pen and called 911. I was transferred to ER and they completed EKG which was normal and monitored vitals for a few hours and I was released. I continue to remain extremely dizzy and nauseated 2days after the vaccine.Y

951583 01/05/2021 01/17/2021 FL 71 F After administration of Moderna COVID vaccine to left arm. patient reported itchy throat and tingling from left arm to back of neck.

951604 01/11/2021 01/17/2021 MN 63.0 63 F 2.5 hours after receiving vaccine, I started getting dizzy and vomiting. I vomited 6 or 7 times. I was so dizzy I couldn't open my eyes without getting sick. We called ER and explained that we thought I was having a reaction to the vaccine, and their response was they had never heard of that type of reaction. I was sick all night, called my primary Dr in the am and they told me to go to ER. We had to call ambulance to take me there because I was so sick and couldn't open my eyes without having to vomit. Room spun in circles. My arrival at ER, they did MRI, EKG, blood work. My blood pressure was very high, so they connected me to a heart monitor. I had low Magnesium due to vomiting so much.  I was treated with Valium and anti-vert medication and fluids. I stayed overnight in hospital- had PT Jan 13th  for DX of Vertigo. Then referred to Outpatient PT for Vertigo.  Dr's felt it was a "coincident" that I got Vertigo shortly after vaccine, and strongly felt it was not related.  . Today is Jan 17th, and I am still dizzy, but feeling better. I have an appointment with my primary Jan 18th and not sure if I should take the 2nd dose. That is the question.Y 2

951659 01/05/2021 01/17/2021 IN 30.0 30 M Acute Appendicitis Y 1

951689 01/15/2021 01/17/2021 29.0 29 F 29yo female patient reports feeling her throat tingling and closing sensation in her throat with a metallic taste and diaphoretic approximately 3 minutes after receiving vaccine.  She did not report these sensations until about 15min after injection.  EMS assist was immediately called and pt was brought into one of the patient rooms.  She was given Epipen injection approx. 20min after injection and EMS arrived to transport patient down to ER within 1-2 minutes after Epipen administered. Patient was monitored in ER and recovered wellY

951720 12/28/2020 01/17/2021 MS 66.0 66 F rash on the arm and side of my body where the injection was given.   i took some Benadryl    on 01/14/2021 the rash came back and the injection spot became really warm and harden. i took Benadryl again it went away. the rash came back 01/16/2021 and i took more Benadryl and the itcing stop. isaw a few red spots on my arm today bot no itching.

951738 12/26/2020 01/17/2021 WA 29.0 29 F lymphadenopathy on left side (starting in axillary and progressing to supraclavicular and eventually neck as well.  swollen and extremely tender) in addition to normal side effects of chills, fatigue. also was having irregular heart rhythm (reason for hospitalization) do not know if the heart rhythms are related to the vaccine or not, onset was a few days after vaccination (ER 12/30/2020, then another hospital 1/1-1/2). but the hospitalization below is referring to the heart rhythm not the lymphadenopathy.Y 1

953018 01/15/2021 01/17/2021 OH 54.0 54 F pt felt ringing in ears after vaccine, feels heart pounding 1056 AM BP 160/97 HR 68 "similar to hot flash 1058 AM BP 145/96 HR 69 talking, alert, oriented, skin warm and dry, denies feeling dizzy 1102 AM 143/96 HR 69 sipping water, skin warm & dry 1104 AM 137/93 HR 74 talking with nurse 1108 AM 139/94 HR 72 skin warm & dry 1112 142/89 HR 74 feeling better, no ringing in ears, skin warm & dry, states husband at home to be w/her

953194 12/30/2020 01/17/2021 WV 81.0 F "Casirivimab (part of Regeneron mAbs) under Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)" On 12-30-2020 at 17:01, Dr. was notified by medical personnel that 42 people who went to the vaccination site for those 80 years and above, inadvertently received 0.5 mL Regeneron antibody instead of Moderna vaccine by the nurse vaccinator. During the call, determined that it was the REGN10933 component which is casirivimab 300 mg/2.5 single-dose vials were in a box instead of Moderna vaccine. Mistake was noticed when the pharmacist vaccinators at three other vaccination locations that evening called the center to report they received incorrect vials. Upon notification, alerts went to other sites receiving vaccine and the error was identified. At the original storage site, vials of casirivimab and vials of Moderna vaccine were stored side by side in the refrigerator as both require refrigeration. It should be notified that the box of casirivimab was shipped separately from the rest of the Regenerol mAbs product without notification; therefore, arrival of this box was not anticipated. When the people came to pick up the vaccine, vials of both drugs were taken for re-distribution to vaccination site locations. It should be noted that the shipping boxes used for both drugs are identical on the outside; the packing list inside the box identifies box contents. The boxes for the vaccine inside the shipping boxes are marked. The labels for both of the Regeneron mAbs drugs (casirivimab and imdevirmab) are poorly label for identification having letters and numbers instead of the drug name on the vials: vials do say 2.5 mL. The Moderna vial does not list total volume of contents but rather (10 doses of 0.5 mL per dose). Both drug vials have a red top.

953201 12/31/2020 01/17/2021 WI 33.0 M I was diagnosed with COVID-19 on 12/7/2020. My course of symptoms lasted 16 days, meaning I started feeling healthy again on 12/23/20. I am a pharmacist with a healthcare system and they have been offering the Pfizer/Biontech COVID-19 vaccine for essential associates. I received by first dose of vaccine on 12/31/20. On 1/1/20 I woke up with very noticeable muscle aches and fairly profound lethargy, which last 18-20 hours. I was not able to do much on 1/1/21 because of the way I was feeling. I'm not sure if this reaction is normal for patients who receive their COVID-19 vaccine close to their illness/infection with COVID-19, which is why I'm reporting this to the FDA.

953252 12/31/2020 01/17/2021 75 F Patient reported a mild headache after receiving the Moderna COVID vaccine in the Right Deltoid. patient's vitals stable.

953253 12/30/2020 01/17/2021 FL 72 F Upon receiving Moderna COVID vaccine, patient became light headed and hypertensive ( BP 200/100).

953254 12/28/2020 01/17/2021 F [pfizer covid 19 vaccine] treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA):pfizer covid 19 vaccine administration  12/28/2020 0830 left deltoid. At 1200 (within 4 hrs) began experiencing L sided facial and Left foot numbness/tingling and left hand. At 1600- palpitations, chest tightness.  1900-chills, myalgia, cold sensation of b/l feet. 12/20-+fatigue, SOB, left sided low back pain - severe 12/30-headache, left ear pain, left face pain/continued numbness tingling 12/31-mild facial weakness left forehead, left cheek/smile asymmetry. Reported to health care provider, began steroid for early onset bell's palsy. Today is 1/8/2021 continue to have paresthesia of my left face, left hand, left foot, headache, mild left facial weakness/altered sensation Use Authorization(EUA):

953255 12/21/2020 01/17/2021 CA 74 M I received the Pfizer vaccine on 12/21/20 without adverse events other than soreness in deltoid. On 12/31/20 I began to notice pain, redness and swelling in second toe on R foot from base of toe to base of nail. I initially thought it was gout and self medicated with ibuprofen 400 mg BID x 1 day on 01/01/21 with some improvement. I did not take anything on 01/02/21 and woke up on 01/03/21 with return of swelling, redness and pain. I took another 400 mg of ibuprofen and it felt better but after examining the toe, I questioned whether I had developed pernio (COVID toe).

953256 01/17/2021 MD U Five (5) vials of Moderna COVID vaccine (NDC:80777-0273-99 (5010700] Lot#011J20A) that was supposed to contain (10) doses per vial contained only (9) doses. Facility received 250, 5ML (10) dose vials in a shipment received 12/22/2020. At onset of vaccinations, the Immunization Clinic noted five of the vials did not contain the appropriate amount of vaccine as stated per the manufacturer. No adverse impact. No mission degradation. Quality Report is submitted to address this discrepancy on current and future vaccine shipments.

954163 12/28/2020 01/17/2021 36 F Swelling/redness/itchiness at injection site 1week after dose #1 of Moderna vaccine

954164 01/04/2021 01/17/2021 NE 30.0 F Emergency Use Authorization (EUA): injection Hard red swelling painful at injection site and migraine headache

954166 12/31/2020 01/17/2021 NY 44.0 F Received Moderna COVID vaccine 12/31/20, 3 days later noticed generalized joint pain all over. Day 4 noticed both knees were red and tender and could palpate pockets of fluid. Had bilateral ankle and foot pain, right ankle swollen. Overnight 1/5-1/6/21 was in severe pain and unable to sleep, very difficult to walk on ankles and feet, stairs were very painful. Motrin relieved symptoms to where able to walk more comfortably but generalized achiness and tenderness to ankles and knees remain.

954167 01/03/2021 01/17/2021 AZ F This is a report about me. I received my Covid vaccine on Sunday after my hospital shift (it was first dose of the Pfizer vaccine). Other than some muscle soreness, which I expected, I started experiencing numbness and tingling in the arm that received the shot (my left arm). It is now 4 days later, and the numbness/ tingling is not any better. I don't know if this is a frequent side effect that will go away in time, but it is very concerning to me.

954168 12/31/2020 01/17/2021 AR F Anaphylaxis after Covid 19 vaccine #1. Pfizer Lot # EH9899 Y

954169 10/19/2020 01/17/2021 OH 53.0 F I was given the Fluzone Quad vaccine in left arm on 10 19 2020. This injection is suppose to be given intramuscularly. It was given in errant location and as a result a permanent 2.5in diameter and 0.5in deep soft tissue defect resulted by the 4th post-injection day and remains unchanged.

954173 01/06/2021 01/17/2021 FL 50.0 F Person received final shot of Covid vaccine by Moderna today at 11:05am, then experienced dizziness 5 minutes after. Her blood pressure was 191/92 with HR of 94 at 11:20 am, then retaken at 11:40AM with values of BP=163/77 and HR of 95. SHe also experienced rash at injection site and in chest/breasts.

954174 12/19/2020 01/17/2021 IN 53.0 F I received the Covid vaccine. The injection itself was without any issues. However, 6-7 hours later, my entire upper arm began aching-pain from my trapezius down to my elbow. This continued throughout the weekend and then Monday, my index and middle finger began tingling (as if asleep). This symptom has never subsided. I am noting pain in each of the major joints of my arm-shoulder, elbow and wrist. I have tired trigger injections in my trapezius, ibuprofen, muscle relaxers, heat, exercises, a steroid burst-all without relief of symptoms. I am able to move my arm and I do have strength in the extremity. I have seen a specialist in physical medicine and rehabilitation. What I believe may have triggered this reaction is that in October I had a radial and ulnar tunnel release in the same extremity. I wonder whether the medication has affected the nerves that had been manipulated during surgery. I am wondering if anyone participating gin the trial had recent surgery was well? if so, did they note any complication after receiving the vaccine. Any help you can give would be appreciated. Thanks you for your time.

954175 01/05/2021 01/17/2021 FL 71 F After administration of Moderna COVID vaccine to left arm, patient reported itchy throat and tingling from left arm to back of neck.

954904 01/17/2021 F After injection , c/o itchlness to site.

954926 01/17/2021 CA M 6 hours after receiving 2nd dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine I began experiencing palpitations. Using mobile device it appears to be PACS. Sustained.

954938 01/05/2021 01/17/2021 TX 57.0 F pt said he had a rash that developed under her breasts an hour after receiving the vaccine. pt took Benadryl and went to sleep. Rash was there still when she woke up and she also had flu-like symptoms

954950 12/28/2020 01/17/2021 58 F The patient received the vaccine on 12/28/2020 around 2:45pm. She reported a headache the next morning which turned into body aches and a cough. She was sent home and advised to call occupation health.

954952 01/03/2021 01/17/2021 AZ 46.0 F This is a report about me. I received my Covid vaccine on Sunday after my hospital shift (if was first dose of the Pfizer vaccine). Other than some muscle soreness, which I expected, I started experiencing numbness and tingling in the arm that received the shot (my left arm). It is now 4 days later, and the numbness/tingling is not any better. I don't know if this is a frequent side effect that will go away in time, but it is very concerning to me.

954958 12/28/2020 01/17/2021 58 F The patient received the vaccine on 12/28/2020 around 2:45pm. She reported a headache the next morning which turned into body aches and a cough. She was sent home and advised to call occupational health.

955027 12/30/2020 01/17/2021 FL 72 F Upon receiving Moderna COVID vaccine, patient became light headed and hypertensive ( BP 200/100).

955032 01/12/2021 01/17/2021 MN 33 M [Pfizer COVID Vaccine] treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): Pfizer Covid Vaccine- substantial lymphedema under armpit of injected arm. Dose of vaccine #2 on 1/12/2021. armpit sore to touch and patient experienced 6 lb weight gain from edema

955042 01/09/2021 01/17/2021 TX M Standard side effect, it seems, just reporting for tracking. EXTREME tiredness/lethargy 36-72 hours after Pfizer Bion Tech vaccine dose 2. No other side effects, did not require any medical treatment, self-resolved with time.

955056 12/30/2020 01/17/2021 CA 55.0 F I received the first COVID vaccine from Pfizer. At first I experienced only mild side effects such as headache and fatigue and dizziness. That night I awake with severe stabbing abdominal pain. I couldn't sleep much of the night due to pain. The pain continued until the following day. I had to take the day off work due to fatigue and pan. I have a couple of autoimmune diseases and I surmised this is why the vaccine affected me in this way

955087 12/30/2020 01/17/2021 CA F I received the first COVID vaccine from Pfizer. At first I experienced only mild side effects such as headache and fatigue and dizziness. That night I awoke with severe stabbing abdominal pain. I couldn't sleep much of the night due to pain. The pain continued until the following day. I had to take the day off work due to fatigue and pain. I have a couple of autoimmune diseases and I surmised this is why the vaccine affected me in this way.

955097 01/04/2021 01/17/2021 IA 47 F mRNA-1273 treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): Patient received first dose of Moderna Covid vaccine at about 10:30 on 1/4/21. Experienced body aches and low grade fever throughout the night of 1/4/21 and continued with body aches most of day on 1/5/21. Felt fine again morning of 1/6/21.

955109 01/02/2021 01/17/2021 NJ 56 F COVID-19 vaccine: patient experienced swelling of lips, tongue, and itchy throat after receiving vaccine. One dose of EpiPen was administered, Medical Emergency Response Team was called and patient was taken to ED.

955124 01/06/2021 01/17/2021 OR 36 F First dose of the Moderna Vaccine: I got an optic nerve meningioma this summer and I've had a horrible migraine with accompanying nausea since I got the vaccine. It is not the 13th and I feel horrible. Moderna Batch 039K20A

955137 01/04/2021 01/17/2021 IA 51 F mRNA-1273 treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): After getting the Covid vaccine 1/4, I developed a tingling, skin of numb area on my left upper lip 1/5 and it continues today, 1/6. Also had some diarrhea and left sided abd pain for 2 days but seems to be resolving today.

955156 01/17/2021 U Covid vaccination, Clinic: The involved Nurse was attempting to dilute vial of Pfizer vaccine with needle and syringe, some amount of saline went into vial, the rest squirted out of syringe outside of vial.

955168 01/05/2021 01/17/2021 KS 42.0 F Woke up to severe itching at injection site almost exactly a week after the injection for the moderna covid 19 vaccine. THe itching kept me awake for an hour and has cause pain and itching throughout today with need for benadryl Lot H02SJ20-2A. Dose was administered on 1/5/2021. I put in random expiration date because I did not have access to that information

955172 01/17/2021 MD 77.0 F Severe pain deep in left buttocks hip area. Began 01/14/21 am and continuing Now. Taking Aleve every 12 hours for some relief Pfizer COVID Vaccination on 01/13/21 at 7:27 am at medical center. Vaccination in right arm. I am 77.5 years old. Is there a drug interaction between Valtrex and the COVID vaccine?? I take Valtrex daily. Help

955173 12/31/2020 01/17/2021 AR F Anaphylaxis after Covid 19 vaccine #1. Pfizer Lot # EH9899 Y

955183 01/17/2021 F After injection , c/o itchiness to site.

955186 01/06/2021 01/17/2021 CO 50.0 M [BioNTech COVID-19] treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA):BioNTech Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccination. Two vaccinations given. Mild arm tenderness associated with 1st dose. Second dose administered 20 days after 1st dose resulted in adverse effects (AE) approximately 40-43 hours after 2nd dose was administered. AEs involved nausea, malaise, flu-like symptoms, mild fever, chills, body aches, gastritis and diarrhea. AEs lasted approximately 4-5 hours. Fatigue lingered for approx. 12 hours. Patient felt normal upon awakening next morning with no additional or lingering AEs to report since experiencing AEs from 2nd dose of BioNTech vaccine. 650mg acetaminophen was taken during 2nd dose experience with AEs. Acetaminophen did alleviate severity of symptoms slightly. Patient had loss of appetite due to AEs experienced. Patient was able to consume water without complications. No mental effects only tiredness from symptoms were experienced.

955224 01/06/2021 01/17/2021 FL 50.0 F Person received first shot of COVID vaccine by Moderna today at 11:05am, then experienced dizziness 5 minutes after. Her blood pressure was at 191/92 with HR of 94 at 11:20am, then retaken at 11:40AM with values of BP=163/77 and HR of 95. SHe also experienced rash at injection site and in chest/breasts.

955237 01/13/2021 01/17/2021 CT 62 F Experienced mild chest pressure within minutes of second dose of Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine I am still experiencing mild (2/10) chest pressure over 12 hours after vaccine (from 8:30 am - 10:40 pm). No other symptoms.

955238 01/05/2021 01/17/2021 TX 57.0 F pt said she had a rash that developed under her breasts an hour after receiving the vaccine. pt took Benadryl and went to sleep. Rash was there still when she woke up and she also had flu-like symptoms

955248 01/17/2021 38.0 F Covid vx Pfizer Swollen lymph nodes under arm on the same side as injection site. Fatigue, nausea, chills, body aches, fever

955364 01/04/2020 01/17/2021 NE 30.0 F Emergency Use Authorization (EUA): Injection Hard red swelling painful at injection site and migraine headache

955370 12/28/2020 01/17/2021 36 F Swelling/redness/itchiness at injection site 1week after dose #1 of Moderna vaccine

955380 01/17/2021 FL M COVID-19 Vaccine treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): Dizziness, Palpitations, Fatigue, Cold like Symptoms.

955396 01/08/2021 01/17/2021 54 F Pfizer name] treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): Second dose receive 1/8/21 at 9 am - by 11 pm severe chills and am 1/9 substantial headache and body aches. Feel like I was hit by bus. Significant nasal congestion noted/

955420 01/17/2021 U FDA/CDER/OSE Follow-up for FAERS Case EUA Casirivimab given to 44 patients instead of intended COVID-19 vaccine. Follow up with reporter on 04Jan2021 revealed that 44 patients, ages 77 to 97 years received casirivimab 0.5 mL intramuscularly instead of the intended Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on December 30. Of the 44 patients, 38 were vaccinated on December 31. At 48-hour follow up on Jan 1, 31 reported no adverse events. Of the 13 patients reporting an adverse event, most (n=9) reported arm soreness. The contributing factors/cause Included: Wholesaler shipping boxes for the vaccine and monoclonal antibodies look identical. Hospital was supposed to receive 216 vials of casirivimab and 216 vials of imdevimab, but received a partial shipment of casirivimab. The wholesaler sent a 2nd shipping box of casirivimab that was not expected. Staffing shortages at the hospital. Vials stored next to each other in the refrigerator. Picked up the "red top" vials and delivered them to multiple vaccination sites. Four sites received both casirivimab and Moderna COVID-19 vaccine in the same delivery, of which one site inadvertently administered the casirivimab to 44 patients instead of the intended Moderna vaccine. The Regeneron EUA products "are poorly labeled for identification having letter and numbers instead of the drug name on the vials". "Both drug vials have a red top"

955435 01/17/2021 MD 88.0 F Follow up to FAERS 18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. No AEs reported at 48-hr follow up Patient received for 3 weeks to get the COVID vaccine 01/05/2021

958328 01/17/2021 MD U Moderna Vaccine while drawing up vaccinations black floater in the vial

958340 01/17/2021 MD U Moderna Vaccine while drawing up vaccinations black floater in the vial

958352 01/17/2021 U My mom works for the Health Department in outpatient clinics. They have been administering the Pfizer vaccine at their clinics and local long term care facilities. The first day my mom was vaccinating, her boss told her to dilute vials with 1.9mL of diluent to get 6-7 vaccines from one vial (they vaccinated >250 people that day). The next day my mom was given a sheet with the correct instructions from Pfizer that say to dilute with 1.8mL to obtain 5 doses/vial. She told her boss that she would only do what the sheet says and dilute correctly but her boss was telling all the nurses to dilute with 1.9mL and get 6-7 doses/vial. My mom talked to me and I told her to report it. She let her boss's boss know and I guess the big boss decided what the boss was doing was an ok practice. Apparently they called around to other nearby places and they were all saying that even when they added 1.8mL they would frequently get 6 doses out of a vial. These are the places.

958361 01/17/2021 MD U Moderna Vaccine while drawing up vaccinations black floater in the vial

958531 01/17/2021 MD M Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  At 48-hr follow up, patient reported arm soreness.  Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958545 01/17/2021 MD M Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up revealed patient experienced arm soreness. Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958560 01/17/2021 MD M Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  At 48-hr follow up, patient reported soreness to arm, fever of 99.9 and high blood pressure.  Wife thought he was anxious.  Follow up 2 hrs later and next morning, he reported he was "fine'.  Received COVID vaccine on December 31

958561 01/17/2021 MD M Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  At 48-hr follow up, patient reported arm soreness.  Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958562 01/17/2021 MD 80.0 F Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up revealed patient experienced little bit of arm soreness. Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958563 01/17/2021 MD F Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't reveal any AEs. Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958610 01/17/2021 MD 90.0 F Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. At 48-hr follow-up, patient reported arm soreness. Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31 01/05/2021

958622 01/17/2021 MD 80.0 F Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimeb instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up revealed arm soreness Patient received COVID vaccine December 31

958632 01/17/2021 MD M Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  At 48-hr follow up, patient reported arm soreness.  Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958635 01/17/2021 MD F Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  At 48-hr follow up, patient reported runny nose.  Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958644 01/17/2021 MD M Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  At 48-hr follow up revealed patient experienced Headache.  Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958651 01/17/2021 MD F Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  At 48-hr follow up, patient reported arm soreness.  Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958662 12/30/2020 01/17/2021 MD 92.0 M Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. At follow up on Jan 4, patient reported having shortness of breath and fast heart rate (has pacemaker). Will see provider this week. Not yet scheduled to receive COVID 19 vaccine
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958672 01/17/2021 MD F Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958682 01/17/2021 MD M Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31.

958694 01/17/2021 MD 77.0 F Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31.

958705 01/17/2021 MD M Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient  Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31.

958712 01/17/2021 MD 79.0 F Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31.

958718 01/17/2021 MD M Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958722 01/17/2021 MD F Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31.

958726 01/17/2021 MD 85.0 M Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958731 01/17/2021 MD M Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958733 01/17/2021 MD M Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient  Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958739 01/17/2021 MD F Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31.

958744 01/17/2021 MD M Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958747 01/17/2021 MD M Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  At 48-hr follow up, patient reported arm soreness. Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958756 01/17/2021 MD F Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow revealed patient experienced little bit of arm soreness. Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958759 01/17/2021 MD F Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958763 12/31/2020 01/17/2021 MD 90.0 F Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  At 48-hr follow up. patient reported arm soreness.  Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31.

958786 01/17/2021 MD M Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958787 01/17/2021 MD 60.0 F Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up revealed arm soreness Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958788 01/17/2021 MD M Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958789 01/17/2021 MD 80.0 M Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  At 48-hour follow up, patient reported Soreness to arm, fever of 99.9 and high blood pressure.  Wife thought he was anxious.  Follow up 2 hrs later and next morning, he reported he was "fine". Received COVID vaccine on December 31

958790 01/17/2021 MD F Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958791 01/17/2021 MD M Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up revealed patient experienced arm soreness. Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958792 01/17/2021 MD F Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958793 01/17/2021 MD F Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958794 01/17/2021 MD 83.0 F Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient received COVID vaccine December 31

958795 01/17/2021 MD M Follow up: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  At 48-hr follow up, patient reported arm soreness.  Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958796 01/17/2021 MD 81.0 M Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958797 01/17/2021 MD 81.0 M Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958798 01/17/2021 MD 81.0 M Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958800 01/17/2021 MD 87.0 M Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958802 01/17/2021 MD 81.0 F Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

958803 01/17/2021 MD 93.0 M Follow up to FAERS 18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31 01/05/2021

960782 01/17/2021 MD 83.0 F Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

960783 01/17/2021 MD 87.0 F Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. At 48-hr follow up, patient reported arm soreness. Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

960784 01/17/2021 MD 82.0 M Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

960785 01/17/2021 MD 65.0 F Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

960786 01/17/2021 MD 92.0 F Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

960787 01/17/2021 MD 81.0 M Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

960788 01/17/2021 MD 81.0 F Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

960791 01/17/2021 MD 87.0 F Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31.

960798 01/17/2021 MD 81.0 M Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

960800 01/17/2021 MD 85.0 M Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine. 48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

960811 01/17/2021 MD 87.0 M Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31

951799 12/29/2020 01/18/2021 MO 56.0 56 F The patient received her first Moderna COVID-19 vaccination on 12/29/2020.  However the patient was diagnosed with a positive COVID-19 test on January 4, 2021.  Patient complained of nausea, vomiting, back pain, and sharp chest pain.     On January 13, the patient presented to the emergency department again with shortness of breath and sharp, stabbing left-sided chest pain radiating to her back and right side. Initial work up ruled out cardiac etiologies. CTA chest demonstrated COVID-19 pneumonia.    The patient complained of bilateral lower extremity weakness which had been progressing since her COVID-19 vaccination, per patient report.  However, during her hospitalization the patient's bilateral lower extremity weakness began to accelerate.  On the 13th, the patient was able to ambulate to and from the bathroom herself.  Then on January 14 the patient required maximum assistance. Neurology was consulted and work up initiated for suspected possible Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS) secondary to recent COVID-19 infection.    On January 15, 2021, the patient became obtunded and unable to protect airway.  She was emergently intubated for acute hypercapnic respiratory failure secondary to GBS. Neurology started GBS treatment with IVIG. Patient also developed NSTEMI and Takotsubo cardiomyopathy. Patient remains critically ill requiring mechanical ventilation.Y Y

951817 01/13/2021 01/18/2021 HI 43.0 43 M The day after receiving the second vaccination, I began to have mild intermittent abdominal pain2-3/10.  The pain gradually increased, became more intense, and more constant.  Mild fever and chills started happening, and I took Ibuprofen.  By about 4 days after the vaccine, the abdominal pain was severe enough that I had some difficulty walking and I couldn?t sleep at night.  Pain was 6-8/10.  I went to the ER, and CT scan with IV contrast showed 18 mm appendicitis.  I underwent laparoscopic surgery and it was found to be perforated.  It was removed.  I am currently recovering in the hospital.  I received the vaccine as a health care provider at my hospital, specifically I am a practicing pediatrician physician for over 10 years.Y Y 3

951887 01/01/2016 01/18/2021 MN F Guillain-Barre syndrome; other zoster-related conditions; Information has been received from an attorney regarding a case in litigation, concerning a female patient of unknown age. The patient's pertinent medical history, concurrent conditions, drug reactions/allergies and concomitant medications were not provided.  In on about 01-JAN-2016, the patient received a dose of Zoster Vaccine Live (ZOSTAVAX) (dosage, route, anatomical location, lot # and expiration date were not provided) for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions, at a clinic.   On unspecified date, the patient was treated by healthcare providers for Guillain-Barre Syndrome and other zoster-related conditions (Ill-defined disorder). As a direct and proximate result of patient's use of the vaccine, she had and would continue to suffer ongoing injuries, including but not limited to medical care and treatment for these injuries, medical losses and costs include care for hospitalization, monitoring treatment, medications and supplies. At the time of the report, the patient was not recovered from the adverse events. The reporter considered Guillain-Barre Syndrome and zoster-related conditions to be related to Zoster Vaccine Live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine.   Upon internal review, the event of Guillain-Barre syndrome was considered medically significant.Y

951888 12/17/2013 01/18/2021 CA U herpes zoster, postherpetic neuralgia, and vision problems.; herpes zoster, postherpetic neuralgia, and vision problems.; herpes zoster, postherpetic neuralgia, and vision problems.; This initial spontaneous report was received from a lawyer on 11-JAN-2021, regarding a case in litigation and refers to a patient of unknown age and gender. The patient's pertinent medical history, concurrent conditions or concomitant medications were not reported. On 17-DEC-2013, the patient was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) for its intended purpose: the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster) (no additional dosage regimen information was provided). After receiving the vaccine, on an unknown date, the patient experienced herpes zoster, postherpetic neuralgia and vision problems. As a result of these symptoms, the patient was treated by medical providers and at the time of the report was still under their care. As a direct and proximate result of vaccination, the patient's symptoms have resulted in physical limitations not present prior to using the product. The patient also experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of their condition. The patient sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further as a tragic consequence of vaccination, the patient suffered serious, progressive, permanent and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life and physical impairment and injury.  The reporter considered that herpes zoster, postherpetic neuralgia and vision problems were related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX). The reporter considered this case as serious due to patient's disabling conditions.

951889 01/18/2021 TX U hearing loss; This initial spontaneous report was received from a lawyer on 11-JAN-2021, regarding a case in litigation and refers to a patient of unknown age. The patient's pertinent medical history, concurrent conditions and concomitant medications were not reported. In or around 2017, the patient was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dosage regimen information was not reported) for its intended purpose: the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster). Shortly after receiving the vaccine, the patient suffered hearing loss. As a direct and proximate result of vaccination, the patient's symptoms have resulted in physical limitations not present to using the product. The patient also experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of his condition. The patient sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further as a tragic consequence of vaccination, the patient suffered serious, progressive, permanent and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life and physical impairment and injury.  At the time of the report, the outcome of deafness was as not recovered. The reporter considered deafness to be related to Zoster Vaccine Live (ZOSTAVAX). The reporter considered this case as serious due to patient's disabling conditions. Upon internal review, deafness was considered to be medically significant.

951964 12/30/2020 01/18/2021 GA 45.0 45 M Part of face a little paralyzed; Part of face numb; Chills; Tiredness; A spontaneous report was received from a health care professional, who was a 45 year-old patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced chills, tiredness, part of face numb, and part of face a little paralyzed.   The patient's medical history included type 1 diabetes. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 30 Dec 2020, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 30 Dec 2020, the evening after vaccine administration, the patient experienced chills and tiredness.  On 31 Dec 2020 the patient woke up with his face numb and a little paralyzed. At the time of reporting, the patient mentioned that the numbness and paralysis on his face had been like that for various days and was still ongoing. Treatment for the event was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the events, chills and tiredness, was unknown. The outcome of the events, part of face numb and part of face a little paralyzed, was considered not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 45 year old male patient with medical history of type I diabetes, who experienced a serious unexpected event of Facial paralysis, a NS unexpected event of Hypoaesthesia, and NS expected events of Chills and Fatigue. The events of Chills and Fatigue occurred on the same day when the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273. The events of Facial paralysis and Hypoaesthesia occurred the next day of administration of mRNA-1273. Very limited information regarding the events has been provided at this time. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

951965 12/31/2020 01/18/2021 84.0 84 M Muscle pull; A spontaneous report was received from a physician, concerning an 84-year-old patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced muscle pull.   The patient's medical history was not provided.  Concomitant medications included blood thinners.  On 31 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 31 Dec 2020, on the same day of vaccine administration, the patient experienced severe pain in the arm, shoulder, and front of his chest into his back. He was taken to the emergency room (ER) where he was diagnosed with a muscle pull and was admitted to the hospital for one night. Treatment for the event included 500mg paracetamol. At the time of the report, the patient was still experiencing symptoms.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, muscle pull, was considered not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: Company comment: This case concerns an 84-year-old male patient, who experienced unexpected serious event of muscle pull. The event occurred 1 days after the administration of the first and only dose of the Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273). Based on the known cause for muscle pull which is mostly due to an overstretched or torn muscle, the event is assessed as unlikely related to mRNA-1273 administration.Y 2

951972 01/08/2021 01/18/2021 KY 69.0 F I felt quite sick, like I had the flu; became very lightheaded and dizzy; passed out; felt quite sick; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 69-year-old non-pregnant female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at 12:30 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included R.A.D., osteopenia, migraine with aura, the patient had previously suffered episodes of vasal vagal syncopy when she got the flu or other severe illnesses, and the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medication included atenolol, atorvastatin, azelastine, and fluticasone. The patient previously took gramicidin, neomycin sulfate, polymyxin b sulfate (NEOSPORIN) and experienced allergies. The morning after receiving the vaccine, she felt quite sick, like she had the flu. When she got up from bed and went to the bathroom to urinate, she became very lightheaded and dizzy. She attempted to return to bed, but passed out on the bedroom floor before she could get to the bed, and seized while she was unconscious. Once she came to, she was helped to bed and, after about 90 minutes, felt much better, and got up, and ate food and had coffee. All events occurred at 07:30 AM on 09Jan2021. All events were reported as non-serious by reporter. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The outcome of the events was resolved in Jan2021.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

951973 01/08/2021 01/18/2021 VA 30.0 F Blacked out; Fainted; Felt very unwell; Nauseous; Chills; Fell; Knocked out, hit her nose, started to bleed; Humongous scar on her nose; In her hand there's a rash with different dots/red; She has petechiae/rash on the forearm; hit her face; knocked out, hit her nose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. This physician reported that a 30-year-old female patient (daughter) received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced blacked out, fainted, felt very unwell, nauseous, chills, fell, knocked out, hit her nose, started to bleed, humongous scar on her nose, in her hand there's a rash with different dots/red, she has petechiae/rash on the forearm, all on an unspecified date in Jan2021. The Caller wanted information on side effects specifically looking at platelet or clotting or bleeding issues. Her daughter, (female, age 29 date of birth) received the 2nd dose of Pfizer vaccine, received it at the (State name), last night. She felt very unwell, nauseous, chills, and then blacked out, fell, knocked out, hit her nose, started to bleed; fainted and hit her face, didn't stop bleeding for 2 hours. There's a humongous scar on her nose. It took 2 hours to stop bleeding. She's going to urgent care today. Her daughter was healthy, yesterday was 2nd dose. In her hand, there's a rash with different dots/red. She has petechiae/rash on the forearm. Thankfully it (bleeding) did stop. The outcome of events for 'knocked out, hit her nose, started to bleed' was resolved on an unspecified date, for other events was unknown. The case was reported as non-serious.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based solely on a chronological association a causal relationship between events blacked out  and fainted and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), cannot be completely excluded. The case will be reevaluated should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

951979 01/07/2021 01/18/2021 IN 30.0 F fist dose on 21Dec2020, second dose on 07Jan2021; pain and stiffness radiating from injection site all the way down arm,into breast, and middle of back; pain and stiffness radiating from injection site all the way down arm,into breast, and middle of back; pain and stiffness radiating from injection site all the way down arm,into breast, and middle of back; Started having chills; Severe headache; collapsed on the way back to bathroom and was unable to get up for about 20 minutes; tachycardia; extremely fatigued entire day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist who reported for herself. A 30-year-old female patient received her second dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer/ BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine, lot number Ej1685) at a single dose at 09:45 AM 07Jan2021 at left arm for Covid-19 immunization in a hospital. The patient had her first dose of Pifzer Covid-19 vaccine on 21Dec2020 at 12:00 PM at left arm, and experienced very mild reactions which included mild pain at injection site and runny nose/sneezing day after vaccine. The paitent had a medical hisotry of rash to penicillin as a child. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to her first dose of Pfizer COVID vaccine. In the evening of second vaccine (around 17:00), pain and stiffness radiated from injection site all the way down arm, into breast, and middle of back. She started having chills. Around 10 hours after dose chills became somewhat violent despite being under 4 blankets. Severe headache also started. In the middle of the night to go to bathroom, she collapsed on the way back and was unable to get up for about 20 minutes. She also suffered from tachycardia overnight. her baseline heart rate runs in 60s- 70s, but was in 110s-120s (based on Apple Watch monitoring). Day after vaccine, she was extremely fatigue entire day and spent all but a few hours in bed. Arm pain mostly gone. Headache was very strong and persistent through the day. On second night chills not as bad but still occurred overnight. HR still elevated in 80s overnight. Morning of day 2 still had headache and fatigue. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The outcome of collapse and unable to get up for 20minutes, pain and stiffness radiating from injection site all the way down arm,into breast, and middle of back was resolved, chills and tachycardia was resolving, headache, fatigue was not resolved. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The reporter considered that the events was non-serious.; Sender's Comments: Based on a chronological temporal association and known BNT162B2 vaccine safety profile, causality between events fainting, violent chills and severe headache and BNT162B2 ((Pfizer/ BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine) cannot be completely excluded. The case will be reevaluated should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

951992 01/09/2021 01/18/2021 VA F anaphylactic reaction/anaphylaxis; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program from a contactable pharmacist. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer BioNTech COVID vaccine, lot number: EK4176), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 at 0.3 mL, single (standard like 0.3ml by injection once to deltoid, side unknown) to prevent from getting COVID. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced anaphylactic reaction/anaphylaxis on 09Jan2021. Clinical course: The patient got the vaccine while waiting to go into the watch room, to be watched for a few minutes, and she experienced anaphylactic reaction/anaphylaxis, she went down, they gave her an Epinephrine, she didn't respond to the first dose, a second dose was given in the arm where the vaccine was given, then she was picked up by an ambulance. Agent stated the caller has been on hold for almost an hour. Caller clarifies dose was given in the arm, it occurred on Saturday with the same lot. Saturday and it went away on Saturday, the patient was worried about it coming back, thus why she asked about Epinephrine pen, the patient was taken to the hospital, and given Epinephrine a couple more times, and it resolved eventually, the patient was not admitted, she went to the Emergency Department. It could have required hospitalization but would most likely say life threatening had she not been treated. Reporter seriousness for anaphylaxis is life threatening. The outcome of event was recovered on 09Jan2021.  Relatedness of bnt162b2 to reaction anaphylaxis is related for primary source.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset anaphylactic reaction/anaphylaxis cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

952025 01/18/2021 AZ 67.0 M developed symptoms for Covid/tested positive after receiving the vaccine; developed symptoms for Covid/tested positive after receiving the vaccine; developed symptoms for Covid/tested positive after receiving the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient) and a consumer (patient's spouse). A 67-year-old male patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number: EH9899; expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The physician had a question. As a patient, he received the first dose of Pfizer BioNTech vaccine and on an unspecified date, two days later, he developed symptoms for Covid and tested positive after receiving the vaccine. He stated this had nothing to do with vaccine but had to do with the timing. He wanted to know if should take or delay vaccine. He is doing fine now. His second dose is coming up next week. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (he developed symptoms for COVID and tested positive) with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.

952028 01/18/2021 NJ U got the first vaccine and then tested positive for the virus; got the first vaccine and then tested positive for the virus/fairly sick; This is a spontaneous report from Pfizer-sponsored Program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable physician reported similar events for two patients. This is the first of two reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter is a cardiologist. He is inquiring about the COVID-19 vaccine. He had several patients (pending clarification) who got the first vaccine and then tested positive for the virus. He is asking when can they get the second dose after testing positive. He had two patients that are fairly sick now. He has had patients who have monochromal antibodies (pending clarification). He is asking when they can get the vaccine after that treatment. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021022171 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient

952029 01/18/2021 NJ U got the first vaccine and then tested positive for the virus; got the first vaccine and then tested positive for the virus/fairly sick now; This is a spontaneous report from Pfizer-sponsored Program. A contactable physician reported similar events for two patients. This is the second of two reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter is a cardiologist. He is inquiring about the COVID-19 vaccine. He had several patients (pending clarification) who got the first vaccine and then tested positive for the virus. He is asking when can they get the second dose after testing positive. He had two patients that are fairly sick now. He has had patients who have monochromal antibodies (pending clarification). He is asking when they can get the vaccine after that treatment. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021022153 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient

952051 10/19/2020 01/18/2021 VA 19.0 19 F postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome; experienced symptoms of syncope; Collapse; Heart palpitations; Dizziness; Initial information regarding an unsolicited valid serious case received from the other healthcare professional via phone at call center (Reference number: US-SANOFI-00426245) on 12-Jan-2021.  This case involved a 19-year old female patient who experienced postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome, after receiving INFLUENZA QUADRIVAL A-B MULTIDOSE VACCINE PRESERVED (FLUZONE).  Medical history, medical treatment(s), vaccination(s) and family history were not provided.  Patient received no concomitant medications.  On 19-Oct-2020, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA QUADRIVAL A-B MULTIDOSE VACCINE PRESERVED 0.5 mL multi-dose vial (lot number: UJ477AB, expiry date: 30-Jun-2021) via an unknown route in the right deltoid for prophylactic vaccination.  On 22-Oct-2020, 3 days following the suspect product vaccinations, the patient experienced symptoms of syncope, collapse (Fall), heart palpitations (Palpitations), and dizziness. Reporter that the patient had visited the emergency room. After being symptomatic for a while, the patient was seen at the reporting primary care practice on 12-Nov-2020, where an electrocardiogram was performed, which was abnormal. Patient was referred to a neurologist on 11-Dec-2020, Doctor who suspected postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome (POTS), and the patient was referred to Genetics on 21-Dec-2020.   On 21-Dec-2020, 2 months 2 days following the suspect product vaccinations, at genetics, patient underwent a tilt table test, which confirmed postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome (POTS). Patient had a follow-up appointment with neurologist on 28-Dec-2020.   Final diagnosis was postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome.  The event of postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome associated with accompanying symptoms of syncope, palpitations, dizziness and fall were assessed as important medical event as the accompanying symptom of syncope was assessed as medically significant as per important medical event list.  It was not reported if the patient received a corrective treatment.  Outcome of the event of postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome with its accompanying symptoms was unknown.  The neurologist and other members of the patient's healthcare team believe that the patients POTS was related to the Fluzone vaccine the patient received.; Sender's Comments: This case involved a 19-year old female patient who presented with postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome (POTS) accompanied with symptoms of fall, dizziness, syncope and palpitations three days (although  diagnosed on a later date) following INFLUENZA QUADRIVAL A-B MULTIDOSE VACCINE PRESERVED (FLUZONE). Time to onset is compatible. Although, medical history, comorbidities, concomitant medications, additional information on investigations ruling out other etiologies would be needed for complete assessment of the case. Based upon the reported information, the role of the vaccine cannot be assessed.

952098 01/13/2021 01/18/2021 33.0 33 F The day following vaccination, the patient experienced nausea/vomiting, shortness of breath, followed by extremity paresthesia, and increased heart rate. The patient went to the emergency room and was assigned an overnight admission for a potential post-vaccination adverse event. Patient was discharged the following day.Y 1

952101 01/14/2021 01/18/2021 19.0 19 F The day of vaccination, the patient presented to the emergency room with a complaint of dizziness and syncope. Reported that she became dizzy, presyncopal feelings, and had a witnessed syncopal event. The patient stated she does have vasovagal syncopal events after blood draws in the past. The patient was assigned an overnight admission for a potential post-vaccination adverse event, new onset atrial fibrillation, dehydration, and syncope. Patient was discharged the following day.Y 1

952235 12/28/2020 01/18/2021 MS 65.0 65 F nausea and vomiting  possible cause of diabetic ketoacidosis and svt Y Y 4

952248 08/24/2015 01/18/2021 NY U stroke; Bells palsy; postherpetic neuralgia; herpes zoster; This spontaneous report was received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation and refers to a patient (pt) of unknown age and gender. The pt's concurrent conditions, medical history an concomitant medications were not reported.  On 24-AUG-2015, the pt was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) in a pharmacy (exact dose, site and route of administration, lot# and expiration date were not reported) for the long term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions. Subsequently, on an unknown date, the pt was treated for the following injuries, resulting from zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) use: herpes zoster, post herpetic neuralgia, Bell's palsy and stroke.  The outcome of the events was unknown. The relatedness between the events and zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) was reported as related.  Upon internal review, the events of Bell's palsy and stroke were determined to be medically significant.

952256 01/18/2021 AZ M has a history of skin cancer / did a biopsy showed squamous cancer / left leg in two areas had cancer; was diagnosed with Prurigo or PRN / his left leg in two areas and right leg have Prurigo; experienced atopic dermatitis / did a biopsy showed atopic dermatitis; 5 bumps on both his legs and arms / bump on his belly; itchy welts; itches; he has really rough skin; bumps are crusty; This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative and described the occurrence of skin cancer in a elderly male patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingles vaccine) for prophylaxis.   Concurrent medical conditions included rheumatoid arthritis.   On an unknown date, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingles vaccine. On an unknown date, less than 6 months after receiving Shingles vaccine, the patient experienced skin cancer (serious criteria GSK medically significant), prurigo, atopic dermatitis, local swelling, urticaria, pruritus, skin rough and crust. The patient was treated with topical steroid nos (Steroid Cream) and antibiotics nos (Oral Antibiotic (Drug Name Unknown)). On an unknown date, the outcome of the skin cancer, prurigo, atopic dermatitis, local swelling, urticaria, pruritus, skin rough and crust were unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the skin cancer, prurigo, atopic dermatitis, local swelling, urticaria, pruritus, skin rough and crust to be related to Shingles vaccine.  Additional details were provided as follows: The patient reported for himself. The age at vaccination was not reported but could be 79 or 80 years. Between July to November 2020, the patient received 1st dose of Shingles vaccine and a week after the vaccination, the patient experienced atopic dermatitis and was diagnosed with Prurigo or PRN. The patient could not 100 percent confirm that he received the Shingrix because he did not have the lot number, but he believed that it was not Zostavax because his vaccine required 2 doses. The patient claimed that he had 5 bumps on both his legs and arms that were itchy welts and bump on his belly. From last year patient had skin cancer, they did a biopsy on his legs and it showed squamous cancer and atopic dermatitis and it keeps getting worse. The patient stated that when they did the biopsy, his left leg in two areas had cancer and Prurigo but his right leg did not show cancer, but it did have Prurigo. The patient claimed that the condition spreads as he itches it and he had really rough skin. The patient was given steroid cream but that did not help him, so he took an oral antibiotic from a previous diagnosis. The patient reported that his bumps are crusty. The patient reported that he was scheduled to get the 2nd dose on 15th January 2021. The reporter consented to follow-up.

952301 01/11/2021 01/18/2021 CA 19.0 19 M Jan 11-vaccination day.  On Jan 14, in afternoon had tinnitus and muffled hearing that went away.    The next morning Jan15, complete sudden hearing loss on left ear.   Tinnitus and muffled hearing that has not went away.

952318 01/11/2021 01/18/2021 MD 49.0 49 F Patient experienced abdominal pain on January 12th. She reported having a headache and joint pain as well. Her temperature was 103.5. On January 14th the patient was admitted for acute appendicitis with perforation, localized peritonitis, and gangrene. Patient was discharged on January 16th post appendectomy.Y 3

952328 01/08/2021 01/18/2021 MA 40.0 40 F Patient received Moderna Covid vaccine on Friday evening 1/8/21.  She awoke Saturday am around 2AM with a severe headache.  She also developed a fever during the day.  She did not seek treatment until Sunday and went to Hospital ED.  She was treated and released same day.  She went back to hospital on Monday as she felt worse and she was admitted at that time and treated for a bloodstream infection and meningitis.  We are not sure it was caused by the vaccine.  She consulted her PCP and her PCP feels it may be more coincidental given her medical HX.Y 3

952331 12/22/2020 01/18/2021 TX 56.0 56 F A few days after the vaccine I began to have a cough about mid morning which changed to SOB.  Covid test on 12/27 which was neg. I went to work on 12/28 but woke up 12/29 with a low grade fever and felt like my throat was on fire.   so on the 29th I went and got a Strep and flu test which were negative.  I was feeling so bad so on the 6th of Jan do I went to the stand alone ER and got a chest xray and CT scan which revealed I did have pnemonia.  I went back home  but was feeling worse and was taken to and admitted in hospital for 2 days.  Initially I was admitted into the COVID unit but never was diagnosed COVID positive so I was moved off the COVID unit.  I was given albuterol pills to try to help with the symptoms but didnt work causing me to have to be admitted and was given several doses of steorid and other antibioics and had to use O2 at night because my stats kept falling.Y 2

952371 01/16/2021 01/18/2021 IN 80.0 80 F Patient reported to the emergency room from fever and shortness of breath the day after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine. Patient was found to have a UTI and possible sepsis. Unknown if truly related to COVID vaccine. Y 2

952469 01/06/2021 01/18/2021 MI 57.0 57 F Severe fatigue, Headache frontal and temporal, dizziness/vertigo, tinnitus,

952473 01/13/2021 01/18/2021 TX 77.0 77 F Chills, shaking so badly could not stand up to drive home from office, headache, ache over entire body. In bed for 2 days.

952478 01/15/2021 01/18/2021 NH 33.0 33 F Pt is 33 yo female with h/o multiple drug allergies , including allergy to benadryl. She has received first dose of COVID vaccine made by Phfizer at 3:45. She reports about 10 minutes after the vaccination she started feeling tingling in her lips, throat and prickly sensation on her chest and feeling "off". Felt dizzy, developed small hives on her chest. She was attended to immediately at the vaccine site and our team was called to white code. Pt was sitting on the floor, alert , breathing comfortably. Her BP was 151/84, HR 90, O2 Sats 100%. Her lungs were clear the whole time, no wheezing, no difficulty swallowing or talking.  Patient received 125 mg of IV solumedrol and 20 mg of pepcid in vaccination room, she felt the same, still breathing comfotably, speaking full sentences, hives faiding away. She was transported to Urgent Care clinic on wheelchair. Pt kept her EpiPen by her site the whole time but refused to used it, states she is afraid to use it and wants to hold off or get it in ER if necessary. About 16:30 patient reported her tingling, prickly sensation  In her chest is getting worse, developed sensation of lump in her throat, able to swallow and breath without problems, lungs exam clear. Again recommended to give Epipen but patient again refused as she feels very anxious about getting new medicine. She was able to speak full sentences and breathing well, O2 Sats 100% the whole time, she repetitively refused EpiPen. EMS called and patient transported to ER, ER notified. Pt left in stable condition.Y

952483 01/11/2021 01/18/2021 SC 59.0 59 F On 01/13/2021 at about 11pm I began having pain in both arms and across my chest. Also nausea and vomiting. At midnight I went to the Emergency room and was diagnosed with a heart attack, underwent emergency catheterization and stent placement. I had complete occlusion of the right coronary arteryY Y 3

952489 01/13/2021 01/18/2021 MI 39.0 39 M Patient is 39-year-old male with no significant past medical history who works at long-term care facility.  He received COVID-19 vaccine on 1/13/2021 and immediately developed numbness and tingling in the area of injection which was the left shoulder.  Over the next 15 to 30 minutes numbness and tingling expanded to the left side of his body including face arm and leg and the left side of his trunk.  He began to feel foggy and had some slurred speech.  He presented to the Emergency Room and tests were performed to rule out a stroke.  The patient denies any other symptoms such as fever chills myalgias.  He did not have any weakness of the extremities.  He did not have any speech disturbances or visual disturbances.  This morning on examination he states his symptoms are much better.  He still has some residual numbness in his leg and arm.  Facial numbness is almost all gone.  As of 1/18/2021, residual numbness and tingling is only in his left ring and pinky finger.Y 3

952497 12/19/2020 01/18/2021 IL 40.0 40 M Patient with PMH of depression and GERD who presented 1/8 with constipation, abdominal discomfort and worsening dyspnea. Symptoms began around 12/29. COVID vaccine 12/19. Previously quite active, marathon runner, gained some weight over last couple years but was still in good enough shape to complete 10K in New Orleans in early February. In late February, had a flu-like illness, as did one of his friends from church. 2020 was hard on him - weight gain, decreased activity, stress, overall deconditioning. No issues apart from sore arm after COVID vaccine 12/19 but then starting getting abdominal fullness/discomfort around 12/29, which steadily worsened, also develop worsening dyspnea on slight exertion. No known sick contacts.. Work-up notable for pericardial effusion, pleural effusions. Echo with severe diffuse LV hypokinesis, concern raised for myocarditis. COVID PCR negative, serology negative. RVP negative. . Concern raised that COVID vaccine may have played a role in myocarditis. He was found to have the following conditions Acute heart failure with reduced EF NYHA FC II,  non-ischemic cardiomyopathy. Myocarditis appears subacute per MRI hypertension obesity small pericardial effusion- asysmptomatic no pericarditis suspected obstructive sleep apnea.   .Started on the following medications. Continue Carvedilol 12.5mg BID, Farxiga 5mg daily, Digoxin 0.125mg daily, Entresto 97-103mg BID, and Spironolactone 25mg daily.   Per MD note.  While it remains uncertain, team is doubtful COVID vaccine played a role in his cardiac issues. Given the MRI findings are not acute, more likely that the cardiac insult occurred weeks to months ago - potentially in the setting of the February 2020 illness. Perhaps his "deconditioning" in 2020 was related to worsening cardiac function. Nevertheless, will hold on 2nd COVID vaccine dose given absence of a clear explanation for his myocarditis. conversation with team will continue to determine if candidate for second covid vaccine. If consensus is that myocarditis pre-dated vaccine, might be able to proceed with dose 2 of vaccine.Y 5

952515 05/01/2019 01/18/2021 TX M Sore throat with excessive saliva / diagnosed with Epiglottitis; excessive saliva; Tuesday had a sore throat / received IM anti-biotic / Thursday still had a very bad sore throat; This case was reported by a nurse via sales rep and described the occurrence of epiglottitis in a 68-year-old male patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   The patient's past medical history included shingles.   In May 2019, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix .5 ml. In May 2019, 1 day after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced sore throat. On an unknown date, the patient experienced epiglottitis (serious criteria hospitalization and GSK medically significant) and saliva secretion excessive. The patient was treated with antibiotics nos (Antibiotic (Details Unknown)). On an unknown date, the outcome of the epiglottitis, sore throat and saliva secretion excessive were recovered/resolved.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the epiglottitis, sore throat and saliva secretion excessive to be related to Shingrix.  Additional details were provided as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported.  The patient received Shingrix .5ml dose on a Monday around May 2019. The next day on Tuesday, this patient had a sore throat, on Wednesday he received an IM anti-biotic, on Thursday still had a very bad sore throat with excessive saliva so went to hospital and diagnosed with Epiglottitis. This patient's condition eventually resolved with no further issues. The patient never received a second Shingrix immunization. Supposedly this patient did experience a case of Shingles the year before he received the Shingrix vaccine.  This nurse wanted to know if the patient could receive a COVID vaccine. The reporter did not know if there was any causal relationship with the vaccine so she never reported.Y

952518 12/01/2020 01/18/2021 NJ 60.0 60 F diagnosed with breast cancer / right breast / 2 cm. in size; received the injection / hurt / as being bit by a Jersey mosquito; This case was reported by a consumer via call center representative and described the occurrence of breast cancer in a 60-year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   On 1st December 2020, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix. On an unknown date, less than 2 months after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced breast cancer (serious criteria GSK medically significant) and injection site pain. On an unknown date, the outcome of the breast cancer and injection site pain were unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the breast cancer and injection site pain to be related to Shingrix.  Additional details were provided as follows: The patient reported that she received her first dose of Shingrix and she was diagnosed with breast cancer around the same time. The patient could not recall the exact date of her diagnosis and she couldn't confirm if the diagnosis occurred before or after the vaccination.  The patient claimed that the breast cancer was in her right breast and was 2 cm. in size.   The patient planned to undergo chemotherapy. She also reported that when she received the injection, it hurt which she described as being bit by a mosquito. The reporter consented to follow up.

952519 01/02/2021 01/18/2021 TN 48.0 48 F Body aches; Fever 99.8F; Chills; Entire left arm muscle is in pain on movement; Choking in the throat; Facial Flush; Blurred vision; Dizziness; Confusion; I had no emotions; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 48-years old, female patient who received Moderna's Covid-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced choking, flushing, vision blurred, dizziness, confusional state, emotional disorder, body aches, pyrexia, chills and limb discomfort.  The patient's medical history included migraines and a hysterectomy. Products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included sumatriptan, naratriptan hydrochloride, and galconezumab.  On 02 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025L20A) in the left deltoid intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   A pharmacist called stating she received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 02 Jan 2021 at 9:45am in her left deltoid. Immediately after receiving the vaccine, she had facial flushing, blurred vision, dizziness, confusion and choking in the throat that lasted 20 minutes. After a few hours, she stated confusion would come and go, and she had no emotions. The next morning, the confusion was gone. On 03 Jan 2021, she reported having body aches and a fever of 99.8 degrees Fahrenheit. She reported chills, body aches, and a lot of pain in the left arm. If she tried to move her left arm, the entire muscle in the left arm hurt.  Treatment for the events included acetaminophen and an antihistamine.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was withdrawn.   The events, choking, flushing, vision blurred, were considered resolved on 02 Jan 2021. The events, confusional state, emotional disorder, and dizziness, were considered resolved on 03 Jan 2021. The events, body aches, pyrexia, chills, and limb discomfort, were not considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 48 year old female patient with medical history of migraines, who experienced a serious unexpected event of Choking, non-serious unexpected events of Flushing, Vision blurred, Dizziness, Confusional state, Emotional disorder, Pain, and Limb discomfort, and non-serious expected events of Pyrexia and Chills. The events of Choking, Flushing, Vision blurred, Dizziness, and Confusional state occurred immediately after administration of their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025L20A). The event of Emotional disorder occurred on the same day when the patient received mRNA-1273. The events of Pain, Pyrexia, Chills, and Limb discomfort occurred on the next day of mRNA-1273 administration. Very limited information regarding the events has been provided at this time. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

952523 01/18/2021 M Vascular dementia; Had a reaction; This spontaneous case was received on 06-Jan-2021 from a pharmacist via Health Authority (reference number: SEQW21-00057) with additional information received on the same date (reference number: SEQW21-00058) (being processed together) and concerned an elderly, male patient. At the time of this report, the patient was an 84-year-old.    The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.    On an unknown date in 2018, the patient was vaccinated with Fluad (TIV) (influenza vaccine, inactivated influenza virus surface antigen (subunit), egg-derived, mf59, dose: 0.5 ml, route of administration and anatomical location: not reported) for flu prophylaxis. The batch number was not reported.    On an unspecified date in 2018, unknown amount of time after receiving Fluad (TIV), the patient had a reaction at that point, but the reporter did not know what kind of reaction.   On an unknown date, the patient was diagnosed with vascular dementia that got worse and was now in a nursing home.    The reporter did not provide causality assessment. The reporter stated patient was diagnosed with vascular dementia, but they were not sure if this was related to the vaccine.   At the time of initial reporting on 06-Jan-2021, the patient had not recovered from the event of vascular dementia.   The outcome of event 'adverse reaction' was not reported.   The event of vascular dementia was considered to be medically significant by a Physician within Seqirus' Pharmacovigilance and Risk Management Department.  Company comment: A 84-year-old male patient experienced adverse reaction unknown amount of time after administration of Fluad (TIV). Vascular dementia was diagnosed on an unknown date. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Causality is unassessable for both events due to low narrative data.; Reporter's Comments: The reporter stated patient was diagnosed with dementia, but they were not sure if this was related to the vaccine.; Sender's Comments: A 84-year-old male patient experienced adverse reaction unknown amount of time after administration of Fluad (TIV). Vascular dementia was diagnosed on an unknown date. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Causality is unassessable for both events due to low narrative data.

952524 10/24/2020 01/18/2021 AZ 75.0 F Blood pressure: 219/173, 186/97; Don't feel well- palpitation, cold and hurt around neck; Don't feel well- palpitation, cold and hurt around neck; Don't feel well- palpitation, cold and hurt around neck; Swelling 2r:1 inch right a way as the needle out; Don't feel well- palpitation, cold and hurt around neck; This spontaneous case was retrieved on 06-Jan-2021 from Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) (reference number: 900434-1), reported by other health professional and concerned a 75-year-old female patient.  The patient's concurrent conditions included hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, osteoporosis. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  On 24-Oct-2020, the patient was vaccinated with Fluad Quadrivalent vaccine (influenza vaccine, inactivated influenza virus surface antigen (subunit), egg-derived, mf59; dose reported as one, route of administration: intramuscular, anatomical location: left arm and indication: not reported). The batch number reported was 279820.  On the same day, after receiving Fluad Quadrivalent, the patient developed swelling '2r' (as reported):1 inch, right away as the needle was out. After around 10 minutes, the patient did not feel well, had palpitation, was cold and hurt around the neck. Pharmacist gave two tablets of Benadryl (diphenhydramine hydrochloride) at dose of 25 mg by mouth. The blood pressure was monitored: 219/173 - 70 and five minutes after 186/97 - 70 (units were not reported). The patient asked to call 911. No further details were provided.   On an unspecified date in 2020, the patient recovered from all events.  The reporter did not provide a causality assessment.  The event of 'hypertension' was considered to be medically significant by a Physician within Seqirus' Pharmacovigilance and Risk Management Department.  Company comment: A 75-year-old patient was vaccinated with Fluad Quadrivalent. On the same day, after receiving Fluad Quadrivalent, the patient developed hypertension, palpitations, swelling, neck pain, malaise, vaccination site swelling and feeling cold. The patient's concurrent conditions included hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, osteoporosis. Causality was highly confounded for hypertension and palpitations, cannot be totally excluded due to plausible chronology. Causal role of the suspect vaccine is unassessable for hypertension and palpitations, due to lack of information regarding concomitant medications and treatment compliance. Causal role of the suspect vaccine is assessed as possibly related for swelling, neck pain, malaise, vaccination site swelling and feeling cold.; Sender's Comments: A 75-year-old patient was vaccinated with Fluad Quadrivalent. On the same day, after receiving Fluad Quadrivalent, the patient developed hypertension, palpitations, swelling, neck pain, malaise, vaccination site swelling and feeling cold. The patient's concurrent conditions included hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, osteoporosis. Causality was highly confounded for hypertension and palpitations, cannot be totally excluded due to plausible chronology. Causal role of the suspect vaccine is unassessable for hypertension and palpitations, due to lack of information regarding concomitant medications and treatment compliance. Causal role of the suspect vaccine is assessed as possibly related for swelling, neck pain, malaise, vaccination site swelling and feeling cold.

952653 01/07/2021 01/18/2021 IA 65.0 65 F PATIENT RECEIVED VACCINE 1/7/21 AT 1000. THE NEXT DAY, PATIENT PRESENTS TO ER ON 1/13/21 WITH COMPLAINTS OF PALPITATIONS AND DIZZINESS OCCURING SINCE HER FIRST DOSE OF VACCINE.  "The patient states she has had these episodes for the last 6 days and they started when she got her COVID vaccine. The patient states she has had numerous episodes over the last 6 days of this that lasts between 2 and 4 hours. The patient can feel her heart fluttering and she gets a little dizzy with it. The patient has not had any nausea, shortness of breath or chest pain with these episodes however. The patient has not had any prior episodes of this. The patient takes no regular medications apart from vitamins."  PATIENT WAS DIAGNOSED WITH NEW FOUND A. FIB WITH RVR. ADMITTED TO HOSPITAL FOR OBSERVATION. PATIENT RETURNED TO NORMAL SINUS RHYTHM THE NEXT DAY AFTER INITIATING DILTIAZEM AND ELIQUIS.Y 2

952671 12/22/2020 01/18/2021 IA 39.0 39 F EDD July 4, 2021  January 15th baby no longer had a heartbeat after two previous visits confirming heartbeat and EDD. Y

952677 01/07/2021 01/18/2021 NY 60.0 60 M DVT in right leg 4 days after injection, severe pain in thigh/calf, difficulty walking  Placed on Xarelto 15mg 2X daily for 21 days and then 20mg daily for 9 days. Next Doctor visit is 1/26/2021 at 9:00am Next scheduled Covid 19 vaccine is scheduled for 2/5/2021 at 7:15amY

952689 12/28/2020 01/18/2021 TN 64.0 64 F After I received the vaccine went home rested temp went up one time 99.0. The next day woke up heart was pounding check my BP 150/80 laid back down. I woke up around 5pm my BP had elevated to 160 (don't remember diastolic reading) pulse rate normal limits. I informed my spouse of what was happening called 911. At the hospital checked vitals, EKG, CT Scan, Chest X-ray, Blood work and  Potassium was low took 2 Potassium pills. I went back home on 12/31 returned to work did fine that day. On New Years day everything started back again discomfort went back to ER. I felt like force in my chest the doctor collected my information and I was placed on a low dose BP medication until I return to my PCP, cardiologist(stress test). I followed up with PCP via Telehealth about my BP concerns, my dosage was increased to 25 mg and due to my symptoms I was placed on leave from work 2 wks. I also have a appointment scheduled with Neurologist.Y 2

952707 01/14/2021 01/18/2021 NH 38.0 38 M Anaphylaxis (urticaria, tongue swelling, subjective difficulty breathing) starting approx. 24hrs first moderna dose. No prior episodes of anaphylaxis/allergic rxn. Treated with Benadryl 100mg PO (prior to arrival, pt administered), famotidine 20mg IV, Epinepherine 0.3mg IM. Monitored in ED, complete resolution of symptoms, discharged home.Y

952782 01/09/2021 01/18/2021 IL 29.0 29 F Patient presented to ED with complaint of chest pain, radiating down left arm, not relieved with Tums.  Symptoms started at 0530 1/12/2020.  Patient presented to ED b/c of strong family history of CAD, with father having MI in his 50s. Y Y 1

952803 01/15/2021 01/18/2021 FL 47.0 47 F I was vaccinated at 3:30pm .  At 5:27pm while driving home i felt a cold sensation in the back of my neck and back of my throat which began spreading to the back of my head . My heart felt as if I was startled by something.  I looked at my smart watch and my heart rate was 145.  I began trembling and having abdominal cramping . The back of my head felt like I had swelling or collection of fluid.  I opened my windows and began taking slow deep breaths to bring down my heart rate . It took quite a while to get it below 100. I felt as if I was going to pass out.  After deep breathing for what felt like atleasr 15 to 20 minutes , my pulse came down and I closed my windows . As soon as my body warmed back up in the car , the symptoms returned and my heart rate went back up to 130s , 140s . I had to keep my windows down and deep breathe the entire way home which took an hour . My body was trembling.  When I got home I felt as if I was too week to get out of the car . I still felt that startled feeling in my heart and was afraid of what could happen next . My lips and face were swollen.  My lips were also slightly itchy. I called 911 for help . By the time they arrived my vital signs had stabilized but I still had swelling in my face and lips . My EKG , vital signs and oxygen levels checked out normal so I did not go to the ER. That night I took benadryl and Tylenol.  Day 2 post vaccine the collection of fluid or swelling in the back of my head had now spread to the top . That night I had the feeling that my throat was swelling do I took benadryl and Tylenol and my face and lips were still slightly swollen . Day 3 post vaccine I woke up with slightly blurry vision. The swelling in my head now feels like it has encompassed my entire head and have a slight headache.  I went to the urgent care requesting an MRI of the head and an epi pen . I was given Medrol dose pack , an RX for epi pen for emergencies and advised to continue benadryl and Tylenol.  Day 4 post vaccine,  slight headache continues. Slightly blurry visionY

952852 12/29/2020 01/18/2021 NJ 37.0 37 M 12/29/2020 Vaccination. Within minutes blurry vision, dizzy, tx to stretcher. EXTREME HA, coughing, sensitivity to light. EPI pen in ER. I fell asleep. Woke up, don't remember much. Admitted to hospital. Chest pains started within 2 hours, SOB, HA. Admitted for 2 nights, 3 days. Discharged home. Still having SOB and referred to Pulmonologist. Waiting on appt.  *did NOT have problems before this vaccine.  I was fine. Now i am completely different person, I have to monitor my walking, etc.Y 3

952872 01/04/2021 01/18/2021 IL 80.0 80 M 80YO male who htn, cva, epilepsy, ckd, cerebral avm s/p repair, cad s/p cab, cva (left sided hemiplegia) , hx of prostate cancer recent admission for pna on abx presents to ED on 1/11 with dizziness, hypoxia. CT with Bilateral PE  "Large bilateral pulmonary artery emboli in the right and left main pulmonary artery extending into the right and left main pulmonary artery branches bilaterally. Findings are associated with right-sided heart strain." "Patchy alveolar airspace disease within the lungs highly suspicious for COVID pneumonia" Covid negative. Patients wife recovered from Covid-19 infection within last month. Patent thus far has tested negative. Doppler lower extremity revealed Acute occlusive vein thrombosis of the entire course of the gastrocnemius vein and soleal vein. Patient received covid vaccine on 1/4/21. Patient has several risk factors for clot - age, previous CVA, hx of prostate cancer. Also had positive covid exposure though tested negativeY 8

953064 12/24/2020 01/18/2021 PA F hives on her face; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (physician assistant). A 42-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration, on 24Dec2020 as a single dose (reported as 0.3) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history or concomitant medications. The patient experienced hives on her face in Dec2020, which was reported as medically significant. It was reported that within 24 hours of vaccination, the patient had hives for 48 hours. The event was reported as a moderate systemic reaction. The clinical outcome of hives on her face was recovered in Dec2020.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the event hives on her face is possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

953065 01/07/2021 01/18/2021 MN 29.0 F a low grade fever; cough; doesn't feel very well; feeling yucky; soreness in the arm where vaccine was given; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (reporting for herself).  A 29-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE solution for injection, bacth/lot no: EK9231 while expiry date was unknown), intramuscular on left deltoid on 07Jan2021 16:45 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization.  There were no medical history and concomitant medications reported. Patient has no prior vaccination within 4 weeks.The patient got her first dose of the  COVID 19 vaccine yesterday (07Jan2021) from her employer.  She started "feeling yucky" today (08Jan2021) around noon with a low grade fever,and developed a cough that was not persistent. Patient has soreness in the arm where vaccine was given. She was asking what should she do about it? Outcome of the events low grade fever, cough, feeling unwell, feeling abnormal were not recovered while vaccination site pain was unknown. The events low grade fever, cough, feeling unwell were considered serious medically significant and related to vaccine.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the events fever, cough and malaise are possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

953067 01/08/2021 01/18/2021 CA 34.0 F generalized weakness; flushing; my BP is high; dose 1 start date 19Dec2020; dose 2 start date 8Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 34-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL3246), intramuscular in left arm on 08Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included chronic HTN and allergies to baclofen and statins. The patient's concomitant medications were unspecified medications taken for hypertension. The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 on 19Dec2020 via intramuscular in left arm, lot EL0140. On 08Jan2021, the patient was brought into ER as code MET. Patient was receiving her second vaccine for COVID-19 when she experienced generalized weakness and flushing. She stated that she knew her BP was high. Endorses hx chronic HTN, reports she took all three medications this AM. The patient denied any headache, new visual change, CP, SOB, or focal weakness. The events recovered on an unknown date in Jan2021. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. No treatment was received for the events.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the events asthenia, flushing and hypertension are possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

953069 12/22/2020 01/18/2021 GA 55.0 F Profuse watery vaginal bleeding 12 hrs after injection. Bleeding lasted approximately six hours. After first injection and vaginal bleeding, gynecology exam completed for abnormalities; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine), intramuscular in the left arm on 22Dec2020 at 16:00 at a single dose; and the second dose via intramuscular in the left arm on 08Jan2021 at 08:00 at a single dose as COVID-19 vaccine. Medical history included a known latex allergy and previous spontaneous cerebral artery dissection x 3 ( nonspecific connective tissue disease). The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination and did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to the vaccination and was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. Concomitant medications (reported as other medications within two weeks of vaccination) included estrogens conjugated (PREMARIN), micronized progesterone, colecalciferol (Vitamin D), folic acid (FOLATE), and diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). On 23Dec2020, the patient experienced profuse watery vaginal bleeding 12 hours after the injection. The bleeding lasted approximately six hours. After the first injection and vaginal bleeding, a gynecology exam was completed for abnormalities. Previously diagnosed uterine fibroids present and some free fluid in the pelvis by ultrasound. Bleeding resolved by the end of post-vaccine day 1. After the second vaccine, heavy vaginal bleeding started 10 hours after a injection. It was reported that the adverse event result in a doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Treatment for the event involved removal of the IUD. Outcome of the event was recovering. The case was reported as non-serious (did not result in death, was not life-threatening, did not cause/prolong hospitalization, was not disabling/incapacitating, and did not result to any congenital anomaly/birth defect).  Information about the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: There is reasonable possibility that the event vaginal hemorrhage is related to suspect drug BNT162B2 based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and the onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

953070 12/23/2020 01/18/2021 IL 36.0 F few enlarged and abnormal lymph nodes believed to be reactive in nature; patient was pregnant at the time of vaccination; large mass appeared in right axilla; mass was painful to touch; large mass appeared in right axilla; mass was painful to touch; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (COVID 19, brand: Pfizer) lot no: EJ1685, via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 23Dec2020 07:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in a hospital. The patient had no relevant medical history and no known allergies. The patient was pregnant at the time of vaccination, last menstrual date was on 05Oct2020, delivery date will be on 12Jun2021, gestation period: 11.  Concomitant medication includes daily multivitamin. The patient did not receive other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and was not tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On 30Dec2020 04:00 am, 7 days after vaccine (as reported), a large mass appeared in right axilla. The mass was painful to touch. Overnight mass more than doubled in size on 31Dec2020 the mass took up her entire arm pit, went to immediate care and was given antibiotics. The mass decreased in size but has not gone away. She followed up with primary care. She had bloodwork and ultrasound of axilla and right breast. Blood work was normal. Ultrasound showed a few enlarged and abnormal lymph nodes believed to be reactive in nature. Largest lymph node as of 08Dec2020 2.5 x 0.9 x 2.2 cm. The events were reported as non-serious. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit and emergency room/department or urgent care. Outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

953072 01/08/2021 01/18/2021 RI 29.0 F Syncopal event; Nausea; Vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 29-year-old female received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number:EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 08Jan2021 12:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported.  Concomitant medication included influenza vaccine (INFLUENZA VACCINE) on 13Dec2020. The patient previously took first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899) on 18Dec2021 12:15. The patient experienced syncopal event, nausea and vomiting on 09Jan2021 05:00. The patient received no treatment. The outcome of the events was recovering.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the event syncope is possibly related to suspect drug BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

953074 01/07/2021 01/18/2021 AL 33.0 F allergic reaction; large red itchy rash on her neck / chest area; trembling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 33-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unspecified route of administration (lot number: EL1283) in the arm right on 07Jan2021 09:00; at single doses for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies: latex. Concomitant medications included magnesium oxide (MAG OXIDE) at 200 mg, daily (every day) and cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC) at 10 mg, daily (every day); and toprolol at 25 mg, every day (pending clarification for the drug). The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 on 17Dec2020 (lot number: EK5730) for COVID-19 immunization. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination; and has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. Within the 15-minute observation period on 07Jan2021, the patient developed a large red itchy rash on her neck and chest area; she stated she felt fine but was observed trembling. She was transported to ED (emergency department, 5 min transport). She was treated with diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) at 25mg IV X1 (intravenous), and methylprednisolone (SOLUMEDROL) at 60mg IV X1 and famotidine 20mg IV X 1. Patient diagnosis was allergic reaction on 07Jan2021. Patient improved after treatment and was discharged (after being in Emergency room/department or urgent care) as she was observed from 09:11 until 10:33. Final outcome of the events was all recovered on unspecified date.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the allergic reaction, rash erythematous and trembling are possibly related to suspect BNT62B2 administration.The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

953077 12/23/2020 01/18/2021 IL 42.0 F couldn't differentiate the tingling in hands and feet from shot or from that; sharp pain jolt behind eyes/eyes hurt; icreamed; Her hand eye coordination was off as well and she wasn't able to be accurate on keyboard and her cursive was off; Whole body still weak; sharp pain jolt behind eyes, left one in particular so bad she screamed and the nerves went all the way to finger tips; Twitching of face when do certain movements; brain zaps and brain buzzing began; numbness to right side of face to neck/made its way to left side; Horrible headache; fatigue; felt pressure behind her right eye; felt in a fog; forgetful mid conversation; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). A 42-year-old female patient (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, EL0140), intramuscular on 23Dec2020 08:00 at single dose at right arm for COVID-19 immunization; prednisone via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date to an unspecified date (for 4 days) at 50 mg for an unspecified indication. Medical history included Known allergis: latex, contrast dye. Concomitant medication included the first dose of influenza vaccine (FLU) on 30Nov2020 at single dose at right arm for immunization. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. The patient received other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was reported that Day 1: on 23Dec2020 08:15, the patient felt pressure behind her right eye after shot, felt in a fog, forgetful mid conversation. Day 2. (24Dec2020) Horrible headache started, fatigue. Day 3 (25Dec2020) brain zaps and brain buzzing began, headache, fatigue, numbness to right side of face to neck. By day 5 (27Dec2020) made its way to left side. Twitching of face when do certain movements. Her Dr gave her Prednisone and she took 50 mg for 4 days and stopped because she couldn't differentiate the tingling in hands and feet from shot or from that. Still brain zaps, newest issue sharp pain jolt behind eyes, left one in particular so bad she screamed and the nerves went all the way to finger tips. Her hand eye coordination was off as well and she wasn't able to be accurate on keyboard and her cursive was off. Whole body still weak, eyes hurt. Head a lot better than a day ago but still having buzzing and twitching. Today was day 18. She was awaiting an MRI with contrast on Friday hoping it got moved sooner as she was scared to what was going on. The adverse events result in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit and Emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment received for the adverse events included CT/MRI/Optic Nerve Scan/Pain Shot/Meds for Zaps. The events were non-serious per the reporter. Prior to vaccination, the patient wasn't diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Nasal Swab: negative on 28Dec2020. The action taken in response to the events for prednisone was permanently withdrawn on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events reported as not recovered.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of all these reported serious events might not be fully excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

953078 12/31/2020 01/18/2021 TX 55.0 F Heart fluttering; chest pressure; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number: EK5730; expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm at hospital on 31Dec2020 10:00 at at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies with sulfa. The patient is not pregnant. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took clarithromycin (BIAXIN), metronidazole benzoate (FLAGYL), and sulfamethoxazole, trimethoprim (BACTRIM), and all but experienced allergies (reported as "known allergies: Biaxin, Flagyl, sulfa, Bactrim"). No COVID prior to vaccination and no COVID tested post vaccination. The patient experienced heart fluttering and chest pressure on 04Jan2021. There was no treatment received for the reported events. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: A causal relationship between the reported heart fluttering and the use of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be completely excluded due to temporal relationship.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

953080 01/08/2021 01/18/2021 NC 26.0 F Tachycardia up to 150 resting; Nausea; Vomiting; Diarrhea; Headache; Migraine; Body aches; Chills; Fever up to 102; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This 26-year-old female patient (pregnant: no) received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: EL3248), intramuscular on 08Jan2021 at 07:45 AM at single dose on right arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included anxiety and depression. No known allergies. Concomitant medication included fluoxetine hydrochloride (PROZAC), bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), diphenhydramine hydrochloride (ZZZQUIL). No other-vaccine-in-four weeks. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), intramuscular on 22Dec2020 at 08:00 PM on right arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient experienced tachycardia up to 150 resting, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, headache, migraine, body aches, chills and fever up to 102. Symptom onset around 7PM on 08Jan2021 and stopped around 12PM 09Jan2021 except for headache which was still persisting as of 9PM 09Jan2021. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of headache was not recovered. The outcome of other events was recovered on 09Jan2021 at 12PM. The patient did not have COVID-prior-vaccination. The patient did not have COVID tested post vaccination.; Sender's Comments: The reported tachycardia was probably related to the use of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) due to temporal relationship.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

953081 01/06/2021 01/18/2021 CA 24.0 M Bell's palsy onset within 48 hours of second vaccine, R side of face; First dose of vaccine on 20Dec2020 and second dose received on 06Jan2021; First dose of vaccine on 20Dec2020 and second dose received on 06Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional reporting for himself from a Pfizer sponsored program. A 24-year-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number EJ1686) via an unspecified route of administration, on 06Jan2021 at 11:30am on left arm, single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none. The patient had no known allergies. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks and no other medications in two weeks. The patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number EL0140) at right arm on 20Dec2020 10:30am for COVID-19 immunization. On 08Jan2021 at 12:00pm, the patient experienced facial droop 2 days after taking the 2nd dose of the vaccine. The patient went to the hospital for doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care and were advised to take Valtrex and Prednisone and told its Bell's palsy. Bell's palsy onset within 48 hours of second vaccine, R side of face. Wanted to confirm if there will be a problem once they take these drugs since the paient have just received the vaccine recently or wanted to know if the new medications prescribed will affect the vaccine's effectivity. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination and was not tested for COVID post vaccination. Outcome of the event Bell's palsy was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Facial droop/ Bell's palsy occurred 2 days after taking the 2nd dose of the BNT162B2 vaccine, a possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the event onset thus might not be fully excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

953083 12/28/2020 01/18/2021 AZ 37.0 F 7 days later diagnosed with pneumonia; 3 days after developed hives on my stomach and arm; felt tired; confused; unwell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Ek5730), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 28Dec2020 12:00PM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at hospital facility. Medical history included Hashimotos disease. The patient had no known allergies and has not had COVID prior to vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she felt tired and confused and unwell on day of injection, 28Dec2020. After three days (31Dec2020), she developed hives on her stomach and arm and seven days later (04Jan2021), she was diagnosed with pneumonia and continued to have hives all over her legs and arms to this day. The patient was treated with antibiotics for pneumonia. She underwent Covid test/ Nasal swab post vaccination on 09Jan2021, pending result. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: The reported pneumonia was more likely an intercurrent disease, and unlikely causally related to the use of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE).  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

953084 01/08/2021 01/18/2021 MO 28.0 F difficult breathing; Pain on the chest; Not being able to move my upper neither lower body; itchiness all over my body; unconscious; Headaches; major anxiety; depression; very light-headed; weak; almost faint; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 28-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 08Jan2021 12:00 at single dose on Left arm for COVID-19 immunisation.  Facility type vaccine was Hospital. Medical history was none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient experienced Not being able to move my upper neither lower body, Headaches, major anxiety, and depression, unconscious, very light-headed, weak, almost faint, Pain on the chest, difficult breathing, itchiness all over my body on 08Jan2021. AEs resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care, Hospitalization. Received injected fluids as treatment. The outcome was Not Recovered. No COVID prior vaccination. No COVID tested post vaccination.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a close temporal association, a causal relationship between reported events and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

953086 12/19/2020 01/18/2021 TN 31.0 F I had a very early miscarriage at five weeks; I had a very early miscarriage at five weeks; I had a very early miscarriage at five weeks; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient). A 31-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 first dose of (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJI685) intramuscular at arm right on 19Dec2020 06:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Facility type vaccine was hospital. Medical history was none. The patient had no known allergies or other medical history. There were no concomitant medications. No other vaccine in four weeks and no other medications in two weeks. The patient experienced a very early miscarriage at five weeks on 01Jan2021. The event result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment received. The outcome of the event miscarriage was recovered in Jan2021. No covid prior vaccination and no covid tested post vaccination.; Sender's Comments: All pregnancies have a risk of birth defect, loss, or other adverse outcomes. The data on BNT162B2 administered to pregnant women is insufficient to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

953087 12/01/2020 01/18/2021 PA 24.0 F almost pass out; Chills; nausea; diarrhea; abdominal pain; clammy; elevated heart rate; dizzy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's parent). A 24-year-old female patient (pregnant: No) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231) via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on an unspecified date in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The relevant medical history included asthma, migraines and anxiety all from an unspecified date. Concomitant medications included ethinylestradiol, etonogestrel (NUVARING), topiramate (TOPAMAX), verapamil and sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT). The patient experienced chills, nausea, diarrhea, abdominal pain, clammy, elevated heart rate, almost pass out, dizzy, all on 05Jan2021. The patient had no treatment for the events. No covid prior vaccination. The patient underwent lab test included heart rate showed elevated on 05Jan2021, Nasal Swab showed negative on 06Jan2021. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

953089 01/05/2021 01/18/2021 TN 21.0 F Rash on lower legs similar to that seen with Thrombocytopenia.; Rash on lower legs similar to that seen with Thrombocytopenia.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 21-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Lot number= EJ1686), via an unspecified route of administration at Left arm on 05Jan2021 10:00 AM at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced rash on lower legs similar to that seen with thrombocytopenia on 09Jan2021 at time of 12:00 PM. No treatment received for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect drug on reported thrombocytopenia cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

953090 01/07/2021 01/18/2021 AZ 41.0 F Fatigued; Sore in her throat; Lost her voice (hoarse); Reddish nose; Intermittent coughs; she went to work to a COVID unit which she usually didn't do; described her symptoms as a chest cold; Feeling strange like coming down; swelling and soreness in the injection site for a day or two; swelling and soreness in the injection site for a day or two; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for self. This 41-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number unknown) via unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 13:30 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not provided. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number unknown) for COVID-19 immunization on an unspecified date. On 07Jan2021 after second dose vaccination, the patient started experiencing swelling and soreness in the injection site for a day or two. On 08Jan2021 the next day, she went to work to a COVID unit which she usually didn't do. On 08Jan2021 the next day after her shift at 15:00 PM, she started feeling strange like coming down. On 09Jan2021, she felt totally fatigued. The symptom that bothered her the most is the sore in her throat which has gone 10Jan2021, she said she lost her voice (hoarse). She was also experiencing a reddish nose and intermittent coughs. She described her symptoms as a chest cold.  The patient also stated she didn't have fever or chills. She's afraid she might be sick. The outcome of event the sore in her throat was resolved on 10Jan2021. The outcome of other events was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported chest cold cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

953092 12/23/2020 01/18/2021 WY 48.0 F tingling sensation in right eye and mid cheek area,Unable to wink, or scrunch right eye; muscles on the right side of my face were noticeably weaker; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  This 48-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot # EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration, on 23Dec2020 at 04:00 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was right arm.  The patient was vaccinated at Public Health Clinic/Veterans Administration facility, age at vaccination was 48-years-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. Medical history included gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD). Known allergies included levofloxacin (LEVOFLOXACIN), pethidine hydrochloride (DEMEROL), phenobarbital, cefalexin monohydrate (KEFLEX), charithromycin (BIAXIN). Concomitant medications included dexlansoprazole (DEXILANT), estradiol, phentermine, ergocalciferol (VIT D), calcium. The patient was not tested for covid prior or post vaccination.  On 23Dec2020 at 04:45 PM, after leaving the clinic, the patient felt tingling sensation in right eye and mid cheek area. Within 1.5 hours, muscles on the right side of her face were noticeably weaker. Unable to wink, or scrunch right eye. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, and emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient was treated with prednisone. Outcome was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on a close temporal relationship causality between events "tingling sensation in right eye and mid cheek area" and "muscles on the right side of her face were noticeably weaker" and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

953093 01/05/2021 01/18/2021 AR 79.0 F She is still freezing to death; Sick as a dog; Fever; Chills; cannot eat and have no appetite; nauseous; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 79-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (also reported as Pfizer Covid vaccine, lot number: EK4176), intramuscular into left arm on 05Jan2021 16:00 at single dose indicated as presentation because she is a nurse/Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included Type 2 Diabetes, about 2 years ago in 2019 in which she takes metformin 1,000mg twice daily. Concomitant medication included metformin on unspecified date at 1,000mg twice daily for Type 2 Diabetes. There was no history of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine nor there were additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer Covid vaccine. The patient received the Pfizer COVID vaccine last Tuesday and since 06Jan2021 at 06:00, she has been sick as a dog. She is running a fever, has chills, can't eat and has no appetite because she is nauseous; all on 06Jan2021 at 06:00. This is the third day of it.  She would like to know what she can she do. She said that it all started Wednesday morning when she got up. It just gets worse every day.  It looks like it would get better by now, but it hasn't.  She never runs a temperature, but she has now (unspecified date).  She is still freezing to death on unspecified date. She usually has a good appetite.  Even the thought of food makes her sick. She further reported that she has had nothing but chills, fever, and nausea and states it will not go away. She is treating it with ibuprofen. She confirms she already talked to a nurse in this department to report this and she was transferred to see what she could do and states they never answered. This is her first dose and she does not know if she should get the second dose. The patient can't calm down since she has been sick since last Wednesday. She stated that she needed some help because she is so sick. She was suggested to call again calling Pfizer medical information department. She stated that she had called back three times, but there is no such number. The events sick as a dog, fever, chills, can't eat and has no appetite, and nauseous were considered serious (Other medically important condition). The outcome of the events sick as a dog, fever, chills, can't eat and has no appetite, and nauseous was not recovered, and the outcome of the remaining event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be completed based on known safety profile and a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

953095 01/06/2021 01/18/2021 MA 49.0 F palms of my hands were bright red; very warm flush feeling; nausea; swelling of the throat; rash on my arms and abdomen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 49-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899 and expiration date not provided), intramuscular in the left arm on 06Jan2021 16:00 (at the age of 49 years old) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included psoriasis, microscopic colitis, allergies to shellfish, and coconut. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took estrogen patch, etanercept (ENBREL) and sulfamethoxazole, trimethoprim (BACTRIM) and experienced allergies to all. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and did not take any other medications with 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. On 06Jan2021 16:15, the patient experienced a very warm flush feeling, nausea started and by 15 minutes, she had swelling of the throat and rash on her arms and abdomen and the palms of her hands were bright red. The events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care visit. The patient was treated with diphenhydramine hcl (BENADRYL), steroids (unspecified), famotidine (PEPCID) and ondansetron (ZOFRAN) in response to the events. The patient assessed the events as non-serious. The outcome of the events was recovered with sequel on an unspecified date in Jan2021. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

953097 01/18/2021 F glaucoma; This is spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date unknown) via unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first shot and was scheduled to receive the second dose on 27Jan2021 however, she has an eye surgery for glaucoma scheduled on 22Jan2021 and 25Jan2021. The patient wanted to know if she re-schedule the eye surgery. The outcome of the event glaucoma was unknown.  Follow-up activities are possible, information on the batch number has been requested.

953098 01/10/2021 01/18/2021 F Stevens Johnson Syndrome; rash was starting to peel; developed a rash all over her neck/ the rash has spread to face eyes, cheek; developed a rash all over her neck, "looks like its peeling and taut"; developed a rash all over her neck, "looks like its peeling and taut"; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age (Age: 48, Unit unknown) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 10Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included she had an allergic reaction to sulfa and developed Stevens Johnson syndrome from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced Stevens Johnson Syndrome, developed a rash all over her neck/ the rash has spread to face eyes, cheek; "looks like its peeling and taut"; and the rash was starting to peel, all in Jan2021. The patient received 1st dose of vaccine on 10Jan2021, developed a rash all over her neck, "looks like its peeling and taut". She had an allergic reaction to sulfa and developed Stevens Johnson syndrome, this looks similar to that (Experience of Stevens Johnson Syndrome). The patient was asking if she did take the steroid dose pack from her dermatologist for the skin rash will it prohibit her from taking the second dose of the vaccine. She called yesterday and reported a rash after receiving the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine. She stated that she went to her Dermatologist this morning because the rash has spread to face eyes, cheek and the rash was starting to peel. She stated that the dermatologist wanted to know if it was safe to treat her with a prednisone dose pack after receiving the vaccine. Her rash was worsening so she went to her dermatologist for treatment. She was asking if she should get the second dose. The outcome of events for developed a rash all over her neck/ the rash has spread to face eyes, cheek was not resolved, for other events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of suspect Stevens Johnson Syndrome presented as skin reactions cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship.  Severe allergic reaction is the known risk for the vaccine. The underlying predisposing condition of an allergic reaction to sulfa developed Stevens Johnson syndrome may put the patient at high risk of the similar occurrence. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate

953099 01/06/2021 01/18/2021 MI 31.0 F following day around 7pm lip swelling; tongue tingling; body hives; chills; After first dose of Covid vaccine face flushing; increased HR about 45 mins. went away on its own; hours later left eye swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 31-years-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 15:00 at single dose on Left arm for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included Known allergies: Shellfish, IV contrast dye, Penicillin. There were no concomitant medications. No other vaccine in four weeks. No other medications in two weeks. The patient experienced after first dose of covid vaccine face flushing; increased hr about 45 mins. went away on its own since 06Jan2021 16:00; hours later left eye swollen on 06Jan2021; following day around 7pm lip swelling, tongue tingling, body hives, chills on 07Jan2021 19:00. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included heart rate: increased on Jan2021. Ae resulted in: Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care. Ae treatment: Steroids, IV fluids, Benadryl. No COVID prior vaccination. No COVID tested post vaccinate. This report was reported non-serious. The event outcome of increased hr about 45 mins. went away on its own was recovered on 06Jan2021 16:45, outcome of other events were not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the serious events are possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

953101 01/07/2021 01/18/2021 WV 91.0 F kidneys weren't acting/kidney issues; not having the feeling to urinate; Light-headed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (reported for herself). A 91-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number: EL3248; expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 07Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included high blood pressure and blood thinner. Concomitant medication included apixaban (ELIQUIS) for blood thinner. The patient is asking if there were any reports of adverse events with kidneys and the vaccine. She received the 1st shot last Thursday (07Jan2021) and told that yesterday (10Jan2021), she had an episode where kidneys weren't acting. She also mentioned that she is on a blood thinner, ELIQUIS. She is due to receive the 2nd shot on 28Jan2021. She said that she wouldn't want to receive the 2nd dose if this was related to her adverse reaction. The issue with the kidney started after on 10Jan2021, yesterday she was really having problems, she went to church then came home by that time she would have to go to the bathroom, but she did not go, she ended up cooking dinner which was 3 hours later, she was noticing that she was not urinating. She drank some Gatorade and that made it little better, she is wondering if it's a side effect. On 10Jan2021, when she noticed the kidney issues, she did not know for certain if it started before that, she didn't pay attention. Also, yesterday (10Jan2021), she got sick in which she had to grab the counter, she felt bad, she wasn't dizzy, but felt light-headed. The symptom of not having the feeling to urinate had improved a little today but she is concerned and wanted to know if this was a side effect. Her being light-headed only occurred on 10Jan2021, it was a onetime occurrence yesterday. However, she was also just sitting around, laying around, after that yesterday. The outcome of the event 'light-headed' was unknown; while outcome of other events was recovering.

953102 01/10/2021 01/18/2021 GA 42.0 F difficulty thinking; Extreme fatigue; dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 42-year-old female patient received her second dose of BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 10Jan2021 11:15 at single dose at Arm Right for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included hypothyroidism, thyroid cancer, hypertension from an unknown date and ongoing, Known allergies: Latex, aluminium, nickel.The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medication included gabapentin, propranolol, levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), and pantoprazole. The patient has previously received her first dose of BNT162B2 on 20Dec2020 08:45 PM  for COVID-19 immunisation at Arm left. There was no any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.The patient experienced difficulty thinking, extreme fatigue and dizziness resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. All the events occurred on 11Jan2021 09:00 with outcome of recovering. No treatment was received. Prior to vaccination the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.The events were considered as non-serious.     Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the mental impairment and other reported events due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

953105 01/09/2021 01/18/2021 VA U concern for injection to the subcutaneous tissue/concerned about improper administration/patient has a mark where you can see the vaccine and it's higher up where you expect it to be; induration at the injection site; felt induration was moving down his/her arm/can feel it migrated down her arm, 7 inches below injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK4176), subcutaneous (reported as injection to the subcutaneous tissue to deltoid) on 09Jan2021 at 0.3 mL, single to prevent from getting COVID. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization. On 09Jan2021, within a couple hours after, the patient experienced induration at the injection site. The patient felt induration was moving down his/her arm with concern for injection to the subcutaneous tissue. The patient can feel it migrated down his/her arm, 7 inches below injection site. The reporter assessed that the causality was yes for the suspect drug and the patient was concerned about improper administration. The reporter was unsure if it is administration or vaccine, the patient has a mark where you can see the vaccine and it's higher up where you expect it to be. Outcome of the vaccination site induration and induration was not recovered. The events were considered medically significant by the reporter.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information a causal relationship between reported events induration at the injection site / induration and incorrect route (subcutaneous) of BNT162B2 vaccine administration cannot be excluded. The case will be reevaluated should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

953107 01/04/2021 01/18/2021 36.0 F Slight left sided facial weakness/droop 4 days post vaccination; Slight left sided facial weakness/droop 4 days post vaccination; Tingling in injected arm and facial tingling in cheeks/lips same day of vaccination/Tingling to lower extremities; Tingling in injected arm and facial tingling in cheeks/lips same day of vaccination; Tingling in injected arm and facial tingling in cheeks/lips same day of vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself).  A 36-year-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as COVID 19 brand Pfizer, lot EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 04Jan2021 13:00 at single dose, for Covid-19 immunisation. The vaccine was given in a Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. Medical history was none. No known drug allergies. No other vaccine in four weeks. No Covid-19 prior vaccination. Concomitant medication included naproxen sodium (ALEVE). The patient experienced tingling in injected arm and facial tingling in cheeks/lips same day of vaccination (04Jan2021). Tingling to lower extremities the day after vaccination (still continuing). Slight left sided facial weakness/droop 4 days post vaccination (04Jan2021). Tingling to left arm continuing on and off. No treatment reported. On 04Jan2021, she was negative to PCR covid test post vaccination. She went to the Emergency room/department or urgent care. The outcome of events was not recovered.

953109 01/08/2021 01/18/2021 AL 36.0 M slurring speech; rash around his neck and upper chest; his earlobes were bright red, as was his nose; mouth was dry; nose was dry; dry throat; almost "drunk"; Only abnormal finding was BP 159/94; This is a spontaneous report from contactable pharmacist. A 36-year-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number=EL1283 and Expiration Date unknown) via Intramuscular on 08Jan2021 11:25 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history was reported toradol made him feel lightheaded and foggy (similar to his first Pfizer BioNTech covid vaccine), Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). History vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number =EK5730 and Expiration Date unknown) via Intramuscular on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Patient did report that on first vaccine it made him feel a little sluggish, tired and foggy minded. The concomitant medications were reported as amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate, dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (Adderall XR) at 25mg twice a day (BID) and escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO) oral (PO) at 10mg every day. No other vaccine in four weeks. Patient was vaccinated at 11:25. Patient was observed for 30 minutes. Pharmacist checked on patient at 17 minutes after vaccination - he was fine able to communicate and showed no signs of distress. Pharmacist came back and checked on patient at 25 minutes after vaccination (11:50)  and patient was slurring speech, had developed rash around his neck and upper chest, his earlobes were bright red, as was his nose - mouth was dry, reported dry throat - no visible swelling of the lips or tongue. Patient was transported to ED (2 min) Home meds: Adderall XR 25mg BID [Twice a day], Lexapro 10mg Q [every]PM. Only abnormal finding was BP 159/94 - after initial workup patient was noted to be almost "drunk" as reported by Emergency Room (ER Doc). Patient was offered diphenhydramine declined several times but eventually agreed. Approx 30 min after diphenhydramine patient fully recovered and stated "I'm back". The second dose reaction was much more exaggerated and lasted much longer. No COVID prior vaccination and no COVID tested post vaccination. The adverse event result in Emergency room/department or urgent care. The outcome of events was recovered in Jan2021 after treatment was given.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, all events are possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

953110 01/18/2021 NY U SOB; leukocytosis; acute onset of fever (101.2); CXR = bilateral vascular congestion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An elderly NH resident patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on an unspecified date, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date the patient experienced shortness of breath (SOB), leukocytosis (17,800), acute onset of fever (101.2), bilateral vascular congestion. The patient was admitted with acute onset of fever (101.2), leukocytosis (17,800, no eosinophilia) and SOB, all beginning 3-4 hours after BNT162B2 administration. CXR showed bilateral vascular congestion. No facial or SQ edema. No evidence of myocardial damage or CHF based on BNP and troponin, respectively. The patient was treated with brief (3 days) pulse of methylprednisolone sodium succinate (SOLUMEDROL) with improvement. Chalking it up to acute capillary leak syndrome 2^2 vaccine. The final events outcome was unknown. Information on lot/batch number has been requested.Y

953111 12/30/2020 01/18/2021 F Blood in stool; Fever; Night sweats; Chills; Ache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for herself. An adult (reported as 30-something year old) female patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration, on 30Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history was none. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced blood in stool in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, chills on 31Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, ache on 31Dec2020 with outcome of unknown, fever in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, night sweats in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. The patient reported that 24 hours after vaccination she experienced chills and aches, and after the 24 hours experienced some significant fevers that wouldn't break and chills. Then, after about 2 hours, the fever would break and come back and it was like a cycle. Also had night sweats and blood in her stools after that.  The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The female patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) on 30Dec2020, and experienced blood in stool in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown.  The information available is limited, and case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

953208 01/16/2021 01/18/2021 FL 81.0 81 M Heart rate slowed significantly down to 32bpm Tightness in chest, trouble breathing Elevated blood pressure Y 1

953249 01/12/2021 01/18/2021 TN 37.0 37 F injection site  became red & swollen, the size of  a softball.  Employee  started having seizure like symptoms on 1/14/21 and was admitted to hospital.  DC from hospital on 1/16/21 and on 1/17/21 started having seizures again and readmitted back to hospital.  Employee has no history of seizures.Y 5

953333 01/12/2021 01/18/2021 81.0 81 M patient began with vomiting and diarrhea the day after administration, leading to bowel and urine incontinence. patient was hospitalized on 01/16/20 with sepsis. no origin discovered yet. still waiting on blood/urine/stool cultures. Y Y 3

953357 01/16/2021 01/18/2021 IA 86.0 86 F Resident had seizure like activity that was about 30 minutes in duration where her upper/lower extremities were shaking uncontrollably. Resident had to be admitted into hospital for observation. Y 2

953394 01/13/2021 01/18/2021 MA 76.0 76 M blistering rash - bullous pemphigoid, steroids, admitted to hospital pending further evaluation. Y

953397 01/18/2021 U 1day after vaccine,developed severe headache & later blister in head officially Shingle . Then decreased platelet count fatally to 29(ITP).now hospitalized getting treatment. Y Y 4

953402 01/15/2021 01/18/2021 ND 45.0 45 F Was feeling anxious right after vaccine given. Laid in cot for a short time, then stated her throat felt like it was closing. Y

953404 01/09/2021 01/18/2021 FL 70.0 70 M Severe rash. Platelets drop to almost needing transfusion Y Y 1

953470 01/16/2021 01/18/2021 VA 85.0 85 F 1252 Resident rang with complaints of chest pain and shortness of breath.  BP 126/70, Temp 97.5, pulse 72, resp. 20, O2 sats on room air 90%.  While awaiting transport complained of increasing shortness of breath.  Resident transported to Community Hospital via Ambulance with 3L O2 .  Resident placed on ventilator and transported to Medical CenterY

953549 04/01/2018 01/18/2021 NM M shingles (herpes zoster); Information has been received from a lawyer, regarding a case in litigation, and refers to a male patient (pt) of unknown age. No information about the pt's medical history, concurrent conditions or concomitant medications was provided. In or around April 2018, the pt was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dose, route of administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiration date were not provided) for routine health maintenance and for its intended purpose: the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster). On an unknown date, shortly after receiving zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt suffered shingles. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt's symptoms had resulted in physical limitations not present prior to using the suspect vaccine. The pt also experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of his condition. As a result of the manufacture, marketing, advertising, promotion, distribution and/or sale of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further, as a tragic consequence, the pt suffered serious, progressive, permanent, and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. As a direct and proximate result, the pt had suffered and incurred damages, including medical expenses; the loss of accumulations; and other economic and non-economic damages. The outcome of the event was considered to be not recovered/not resolved. The reporter considered the event of herpes zoster to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  The event of herpes zoster was considered to be disabling.

953552 11/01/2015 01/18/2021 OH U shingles and other zoster-related conditions; shingles and other zoster-related conditions; This initial spontaneous report was received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation and refers to a patient of unknown age and gender. No information was provided regarding medical history, concurrent conditions, or concomitant medications. On 01-NOV-2015, the patient was vaccinated (inoculated) with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (lot#, expiration date, dose, dose# and route not specified) for long-term prevention of shingles and zoster related conditions (prophylaxis). Subsequently, the patient was treated by a healthcare provider for shingles and other zoster-related conditions. As a direct and proximate result of the patient's use of the vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine, the patient had and will continue suffer ongoing injuries, including but not limited  to: mental and physical pain and suffering; medical care and treatment for these injuries; significant medical and related expenses as a result of these injuries, including but not limited to medical losses and cost included care for hospitalization, physician care, monitoring, treatment, medications, and supplies: diminished capacity for the enjoyment of life; diminished quality of life; increased risk of premature death, aggravation of preexisting conditions and activation of latent conditions; and other losses and damages; and will continue to suffered such losses, and damages in the future. The outcome of the event s was not provided. Therefore, the causality for the event was related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).Y
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953557 12/30/2020 01/18/2021 MN 18.0 18 M Myocarditis; A spontaneous report was received from a physician, concerning a 18-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced myocarditis.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 30 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot number: 037K20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 31 Dec 2020, within 24 hours of vaccine administration, the patient develop symptoms of myocarditis and was admitted to the hospital. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome for the event, myocarditis, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns an 18-year-old, male, who experienced a serious unexpected event of myocarditis. The event occurred approximately 2 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, Lot# 037K20A administration. No information available regarding medical history and concomitant medications. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y

953587 01/06/2021 01/18/2021 NJ 55.0 M severe body aches; severe chills; night sweats; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient). A 55-year-old male patient received the second dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at 12:00 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose bnt162b2 in Dec2020 three weeks ago at 12:00 noon in the left arm for covid-19 immunization and experienced mild pain at the injection site which lasted two days and then was gone. The patient experienced severe body aches, severe chills, night sweats, and fatigue on 07Jan2021. Event details: The patient reported that he received the first dose of the Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine three weeks ago at 12:00 noon in the left arm. He did not know the exact date. After the first dose there was mild pain at the injection site which lasted two days and then was gone. He received the second dose of the Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine on 06Jan2021 at 12:00 noon in the left arm. He noticed 12 hours later severe body aches, severe chills, and night sweats. He also felt fatigue. Everything had mostly resolved except for the night sweats and they were still pretty severe. All events were reported as serious by reporter per medically significant. The outcome of event night sweats was not resolved, outcome of other events was resolved on 10Jan2021.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported severe body aches, severe chills, fatigue and night sweats, and the administration of the COVID 19 vaccine, bnt162b2, based on the reasonable temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

953589 12/21/2020 01/18/2021 68.0 F eosinophil count is 12.2%; Congestion; rhinitis; Cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 68-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot/batch number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient who is an MD received the COVID vaccine on 21Dec2020. She quickly developed rhinitis, cough, and congestion which have persisted. Her eosinophil count is 12.2%. She received a Medrol pack, but it did not relieve her symptoms. She has delayed her second injection for now. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

953592 01/08/2021 01/18/2021 SC 36.0 F Facial paralysis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself).  A 36-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (COVID-19 Vaccine by Pfizer, lot EK9231, expiry date was not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for Covid-19 immunisation (to prevent the COVID). Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced facial paralysis on the left side of her face upon waking up on 09Jan2021. The outcome of event was not recovered.

953596 01/18/2021 U Congestion in my lungs; I am coughing up junk; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date was not reported) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced congestion in lungs and was reportedly coughing up "junk" on an unspecified date. It was also reported that the patient woke up this morning with a pretty bad side effect. Outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

953598 01/08/2021 01/18/2021 FL 29.0 F Started to have symptoms and fainted; Hit her nose and has a scar now; She blacked out; hit her nose, got the scar in the nose, …she was bleeding from  that scar; hit her nose, got the scar in the nose, …she was bleeding from  that scar; She started to feel unwell; Chills; Nausea; Rash in her arm; She had little red in her bumps; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 29-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Solution for injection, batch/lot no. and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on arm on unspecified date at a single dose (2nd dose) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Physician stated, "she had no medical conditions, she was in very good you know very like standing with herself." Patient had her 1st dose of Covid vaccine on unspecified date for COVID-19 immunization. Physician (reporter) stated, "I am the parent of someone who got the COVID dose, the second dose yesterday. I am very concerned because my daughter yesterday (08Jan2021) started to have symptoms and fainted at 4:00 in the morning and hit her nose and has a scar now. She had her second dose yesterday (pending clarification), after the second dose last night she started to feel unwell, getting chills, nausea and when she got up to go to the bathroom, she fainted, she blacked out. She lives alone, she is an adult, she hit her nose, got the scar in the nose, and the bleeding wouldn't stop, she was bleeding from that scar. She told me it took two hours for bleeding to stop from that scar." When asked when the events started, Physician stated, "Last night (08Jan2021), at 4:00 am she took the shot during the day while she was at work. She said, she started to getting chills and then she was nauseated." When asked if patient was still experiencing the event, the parent reported no as patient was just resting. Also stated, "She didn't take any treatment but she said she took Tylenol." Physician further added, "I am concerned, we are going to be taking her to the urgent care now but I am concerned about what is going on with platelets and all of that because of what had happened, last night the bleeding wouldn't stop for two hours and she was alone at the night and weekends. She said, she had to lay down and then her dad is there now because he is closer, he is going to be taking care of the urgent care but I want Pfizer to know what my daughter has gone through last night after she took this second dose." Physician further added, "she is having a rash in her arm, she had little red in her bumps as well. I want her to go get checked up as soon as possible in urgent care." Patient was taking some Ibuprofen (later clarified that patient took Tylenol as treatment). She was not taking any other medication. Outcome of the events was unknown.   Information Requested on Lot/ Batch number.; Sender's Comments: The reported faint was most likely due to an accident, and less likely causally related to the use of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE).  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

953601 01/18/2021 F Respiratory complications; This spontaneous case was received on 07-Jan-2021 from other non-health professional (consumer) via Health Authority (reference number: SEQW21-00081) and concerned an adult, female patient. At the time of this report, the patient was a 39-year-old.    The patient's concurrent conditions included severe asthma and brain tumor that was not cancerous. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.     On an unknown date in 2018, reported as both 13-Oct-2018 and mid Monday, the patient was vaccinated with Afluria Quadrivalent (influenza vaccine, dose: 0.5 ml, route of administration and anatomical location: not reported) for influenza prophylaxis. The batch number reported was YF41408, expiration date: 30-Jun-2019.    On the same day in the night, after receiving Afluria Quadrivalent, the experienced severe respiratory complications, so she went to the emergency room and was hospitalized. The patient did not exactly remember the treatment measures, but she usually got anything respiratory related, steroid injections, nebulizer, and oxygen.   On an unspecifed date in 2018, a week after the admission, the patient was discharged. She did not remember the admission or the discharge date. The patient stated that since then she had not received any influenza vaccine, but now she was trying to figure out if she will have the same reaction to COVID-19 vaccine.  The outcome of event was not reported.   The reporter did not provide causality assessment.   The event of 'respiratory disorder NOS' was considered serious due to seriousness criteria of hospitalization.  Company comment:The patient developed respiratory disorder (reported as severe respiratory complications) on the same day after vaccination with the suspect product, Afluria Quadrivalent. Chronology is plausible. Causality was confounded by patient's medical history of severe asthma. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Since the event was not specified, at this moment causal relationship is assessed as unassessable due to lack of information regarding event characteristics.; Sender's Comments: The patient developed respiratory disorder (reported as severe respiratory complications) on the same day after vaccination with the suspect product, Afluria Quadrivalent. Chronology is plausible. Causality was confounded by patient's medical history of severe asthma. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Since the event was not specified, at this moment causal relationship is assessed as unassessable due to lack of information regarding event characteristics.Y 7

953630 01/17/2021 01/18/2021 CA 49.0 49 U 1) Skin rash over 80% of my body including, face and lips; started to change my voice sound and started to compromise my airways. 2) Uncontrollable shakes, but not sure if this was related to Covid-19 itself.  Was given steroids via injection into my blood stream, within minutes the shakes stopped and within 2 hours the rash was gone.Y

953671 12/22/2020 01/18/2021 MO 63.0 63 F 12/22 Vaccine 12/23 ER. Admitted to hospital for 7 days. Dr stated was due to fluid. Radiology stated no fluid present. Couldn't breath. Pulmonologist put on 2nd inhaler. Coughing a lot. Not able to walk more then 6 steps without stopping to catch breath.  *Has had 2nd vaccination on 1/13/2020Y 7

953720 01/12/2021 01/18/2021 MO 63.0 63 F 1/12 vaccination 1/13  swelling and pain at injection site.  Admitted for 4 days. Y 4

953774 01/14/2021 01/18/2021 PA 35.0 35 F Couple hours after the vaccine, experienced elevated temperature, difficulty taking full deep breathes (attributed to fatigue). Temperature improved but fatigue and shortness of breathe continued until 1/16/21.  a bilater arm rash occurred and employee went to  the Emergency Department for an assessment.  At this time, she was having chest tightness, shortness of breathe.  Lab - troponins elevated.  Other labs - within normal limits. Admitted to hospital for observation and discharged next day.    Today, during cardiac follow-up appt, was having decreased oxygen saturation levels, increased pulse rate.  Admitted again today for obsevation with cncern of acute endocarditis.Y 2

953790 01/18/2021 01/18/2021 NY 36.0 36 F 1 hour post injection patient returned with redness and borderline hives in her left arm, chest, neck and face. She complained of feeling very hot and with mental confusion. We administered 50 mg of diphenhydramine, and 15 minutes later sent her to the ED. At the ED they diagnosed her with a minor anaphylaxis reaction, gave her methylprednisolone and epinephrine.Y

953794 12/30/2020 01/18/2021 NE 23.0 23 F Individual felt fine except a sore arm until 1/5/2021 legs became weak and dizziness and light headed and did t" feel well" and passed out.  had general muscle weakness and went to ER.  She was given fluid for possible dehydration and went home and weakness increase and went back to ER and was admitted to hospital for testing.Y 2

953874 12/18/2020 01/18/2021 LA 43.0 43 M 12/20/2020 12/21/2020  Notices lymneos  above left clavicle swollen and hard, bruising at the sight location of  left arm.  Several weeks and present at the second shot .

953882 01/10/2021 01/18/2021 WA 29.0 29 M ventricular fibrillation cardiac arrest.  Witnessed collapse.  Bystander CPR performed.  Paramedics performed ACLS with defibrillation x 6 before ROSC Y

953888 12/22/2020 01/18/2021 TX 34.0 34 M PVCs with compensatory pauses, postural orthostatic hypotension associated with chest tightness, shortness of breath, dizziness and blurry vision Y Y 1

953909 11/03/2020 01/18/2021 MO 15.0 15 F Headaches for 1 and a half weeks prior to visit with primary care provider on 12/16/2020. Started petechiae on lips on 12/14/2020, headache, nausea, chills, low grade fever of 99.9. 12/15/20 petechiae spread to legs and large spots in her mouth. Took her into PCP for rash, now spread to entire body except lower arms, hands and bottoms of feet. PCP sent her to Emergency Room. Emergency Room ran CBC and plateletes were Zero. COVID-19 results for antigen and antibody both negative.  Admitted to hospital with Thrombocytopenia; Acute ITP. Received IVIG treatements with low response. Then started on IV high dose Methylprednisone -  released with 26,000 platelets on 12/21/2020.Y 6

953926 01/07/2021 01/18/2021 NC 74.0 74 M Seizure Y 1

953997 01/18/2021 01/18/2021 GA 23.0 23 F WITHIN 30 SECONDS OF RECEIVING VACCINE PATIENT STATED THAT SHE DID NOT FEEL WELL. HER FACE BECAME FLUSHED. HER LIPS BECAME NUMB AND HER TONGUE AND THROAT STARTED SWELLING. AN EPIPEN WAS ADMINISTERED AND 911 CALLED. AFTER THE EPIPEN SYMPTOMS BEGAN TO RESOLVE. EMS CHECKED HER OUT AND SHE REFUSED TRANSPORT.Y

954001 12/31/2020 01/18/2021 CO 40.0 40 F Received dose 1 of vaccine and on day of and day after of vaccine administration experienced headache, chills, fatigue. and body aches--all flu like symptoms  pregnancy info not avl from report filed.

954036 12/30/2020 01/18/2021 WV 30.0 30 F Fatigued for the rest of the day and following day, causing me to take multiple naps and was not able to complete some normal daily activities. Mild headache in the afternoon/evening on day of vaccine. Approximately 10 weeks pregnant at time of vaccine.

954097 01/15/2021 01/18/2021 WI 65.0 65 F Chief Complaint: low blood pressure, tachycardia, SOB after last Friday's Covid shot.  Pt. meeting SIRS criteria with elevated lactate, WBCs, and tachycardia.  Given fluid bolus and IV ABX.

954154 01/17/2021 01/18/2021 TX 45.0 45 F 8 hours after vaccine severe injection site pain/swelling, severe body aches, 101.0 temp.  16 hours after vaccine woke up from sleeping with flushed skin, facial swelling, and throat swelling. I immediately took 100mg of Benadryl and went to hospital emergency room.  Approximately 30-40 minutes later symptoms started to lessen.  Once at the ER, at the same time symptoms began to resolve, I was given PO Solumedrol and Pepcid.  I was monitored and then discharged with RX for prednisone, and EPIPEN (to use if needed).  No other issues with allergic reaction.  Mild injection site soreness, mild body aches, 99.3 temp persist at 36 hours post injection.Y

954265 01/13/2021 01/18/2021 DE 27.0 27 F Received shot Wednesday night, developed arm soreness and mild flu like symptoms on left side of my body and facial paresthesias on the left side of my face. Twelve hours later, after waking up those same symptoms were only on the right side of my body. Friday morning, mostly normal physically just with some overall fatigue. Friday afternoon I started to get hives on my chest and overnight into Saturday they were on my lower back, sides, and legs. I took 50 mg of Benadryl every 6-12 hours until Monday mid-day when Benadryl was not helping reduce the hives and so I had full body hives. I did try an drugstore cortisone cream which did not help.  Sought treatment at an urgent care as I was feeling anxious and could not control the itching. I and was diagnosed with likely allergic reaction to the covid-19 vaccine.Y

955262 01/11/2021 01/18/2021 CT 69.0 69 F 01/12/2021  12:00 P.M. started feeling tired and legs were hurting. Got worse in the next 4 hours. Around 4:00 P.M left work body ached so bad could hardly lift legs into car. By 6:PM ran a 100° Temp and head ache and bad body aches. By morning 01/13/2021 felt fine.

955279 01/06/2021 01/18/2021 RI 53.0 53 F None stated.

955286 12/24/2020 01/18/2021 OH 53 F 4 days after immunization pt had headache, vertigo, nausea, chills, sweats, swollen glands, blurred vision  . Pt's records attached  .

955317 01/18/2021 39.0 F reaction to Pfizer vaccine 39 y.o. female who presents with adverse reaction to receiving the COVID vaccine. Patient described urticaria around her mouth, forehead, and anterior neck.  She received IM epinephrine from staff at vaccination center (Occupational Health).  She described significant improvement in her hives and urticaria.  She denies ever having experienced any difficulty breathing or swallowing.  She is otherwise in her usual state of health. Patient was discharged home with a prescription for diphenhydramine (25mg oral) and EPINEPHrine 0.3 mg/0.3 mL injection auto-injector. Possible link to vaccine could not be ruled out but the absence of systemic reaction is re-assuring. Tryptase was 5.4 ug/l (within normal limits). Other Labs are unremarkable. Pt was discharged home after observing for at least 2 hrs and she was advised to follow up with occupational health.

955333 01/18/2021 46.0 F Pt presented to ED with allergic reaction after receiving Pfizer Covid vaccine itching, swelling in right upper lips, slight tingle Patient received the Pfizer vaccine and developed right upper lips swelling plus pruritus within a span of approximately 45 minutes. After presenting to the ED, she was found to be hemodynamically stable with no further complaint in regards to pain, fever, nausea/vomiting, rash or other systemic responses. Airway appeared to be intact. Patient had a tryptase lab drawn (4ug/l which was within normal limits). Patient had a distant history of hives although the med/agency was unknown. No other signs of allergic reaction.  Speaking in a clear voice. Maintaining good oxygen saturation. less likely anaphylaxis. Given 50 mg of Benadryl in triage. Pt Observed for 3 hours after the vaccine for progression of the swelling.  Patient continued to do well and was sent home with follow up occupation health regarding recommendations regarding the second dose in 3 weeks. Given the limited nature of exam findings, mild form of vaccine reaction could not be ruled out. However, the cause of her symptoms could also be due to other factors including food (no detailed history on this).

955348 01/18/2021 44.0 F Patient had Pfizer vaccine and came in with Mild urticaria and hives after receiving COVID vaccine Mild urticaria and hives after receiving COVID vaccine, with no signs of anaphylaxis or shock and no indication for medication administration (e.g. epinephrine, diphenhydramine). Symptoms spontaneously resolved.  Tryptase level was 6.7 ug/l (within normal limit). Patient discharged in stable condition. Further follow up showed that patient is feeling fine after allergic reaction. Plan is underway to schedule for the second vaccine, although they have tentatively told her that she will get her second dose in the allergy clinic. Possible this was due to the vaccine given the proximity of timing and adverse event but since the second dose will be given in allergy clinic, the pt will be monitored closely.

955404 01/04/2021 01/18/2021 NJ 57.0 57 F Immediately post vaccine with Covid -19 shot, noted severe pain to arm.  Vaccine administered to tricep area. Six days post vaccination, noted a lump to injection site. Skin was hot and itchy and sensitive. DX: Cellulitis. Treatment: Duricef 500mg po bid for 10 days. Supportive care.

955405 01/05/2021 01/18/2021 NJ 47.0 47 F Vaccination on 1/5/21. Developed redness and swelling and itching to injection site on 1/12/2021. Took Benadryl and applied topical hydrocortisone to area on 1/12/21.  Seen in clinic on 1/13/21. DX Cellulitis. Started on Duricef 1/13/2021 and advised on supportive care.

955406 01/14/2021 01/18/2021 AZ 71.0 71 M -Trouble walking - low grade fever - Cant lift arms up  - Bodyaches - Tremors   - Weakness. 01/15/2021 Y

955407 01/12/2021 01/18/2021 OH 47.0 47 F lymph nodes swelling left side neck, clavicle area, left arm pit

955441 01/06/2021 01/18/2021 SC 44.0 44 F 1" circle red spot appeared at injection site 12 days after injection, no itching or pain. Irregular edges 01/18/2021

955448 12/23/2020 01/18/2021 CA 60.0 60 M Covid Moderna administered 12/23/20, 2 PM 15 min later, tingling lower left face. Numbness inc 1-2 hrs, tingling down to left arm (IM site). Resolved in 2 days 01/06/2021

955456 01/06/2021 01/18/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Received Covid-19 vaccination 01/06/2021. Starting on 01/11/201, developed redness, swelling, and soreness to the site.  Seen in clinic on 1/14/21. 8x8 cm red, raised, swollen and warm area to LT lower deltoid. DX: cellulitis.  Started on Duricef.  Elevate arm, apply warm compresses.  Return in one week for re-evaluation.

955507 01/15/2021 01/18/2021 CO 52.0 52 F Fatigue at onset followed by arm pain at injection site. Headache, chills, brain fog. Site redness and pain. loss of appetite & nausea. Symptoms lasted 2 days. Arm redness and mild pain persist today

955571 01/08/2021 01/18/2021 NJ 54.0 54 F Covid-19 vaccination administered 01/08/2021. Developed redness to LT upper arm on 1/17/21. Noted area of ecchymosis to LT upper arm and forearm on 1/18/21. Seen in clinic on 1/18/21. L upper arm there is a 7x6 cm area of red minimally raised area in the deltoid with increased warmth. There is an other area of redness in the Biceps  12x5cm .All these areas are surrounded by Ecchymosis. The Ecchymosis is extending to the lateral Flexor aspect of the forearm. Non tender. DX: Cellulitis.  Duricef and warm compresses. Return to clinic in five days for re-evaluation.

955612 01/07/2021 01/18/2021 OR 54.0 54 F 2" diameter red circle below injection site While waiting the 15min, experienced itchy feeling. Itchy areas in legs and arms. Not all the time, usually at night. A area not designated to one limb or area at any one time. Some times I have to scratch so much that I am causing scratch marks on my skin, if not breaking the skin slightly. Hard, swollen injection site for approximately 48-96 hours, has since gone away. Reaction similar to annual flu vaccine. The itchiness/side effects are not usual for ANY vaccines I've received as an adult 18+yrs of age.  Below box area does not allow me to add:various OTC vitamins / multi vitamin Vaccine given by County Health Department.

955627 01/12/2020 01/18/2021 TX 53.0 52 F Hx Covid infection Had Covid vaccine #1 - no problems Within 1 hr after Covid vaccine #2 progressed to SOB, pruritis throat tickle TxT-ed self with Benadrl but symptoms persisted Went to ED txt with Bendryl, prednisone, zyrtec.

955755 01/05/2021 01/18/2021 TX 51.0 U Rash 50% body develops 12 days after 2nd. Had no rxn at time of injection Txt: Antihistamines steroids

955764 12/31/2020 01/18/2021 CO 40.0 40 F - My fingers are tingling - I can't grab anything or type very well 12/31/2020

955765 01/07/2021 01/18/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Left arm started to swell 8 days after vaccine - pruritis hot, & some axillary swelling & small nodules - increased swelling dramatically in 24hrs; spread to under the arm. 8 inches L x 8" width 01/18/2021

955766 01/12/2021 01/18/2021 KS 70.0 70 F This patient was administered 1.0ml of the COVID19 Moderna Vaccine instead of the recommended dosage of .5ml. All other procedures were followed correctly. After this event occurred, the patient was monitored and no adverse reactions were observed.

955767 01/12/2021 01/18/2021 KS 62.0 64 F This patient was administered 1.0ml of the COVID19 Moderna Vaccine instead of the recommended dosage of .5ml. All other procedures were followed correctly. After this event occurred, the patient was monitored and no adverse reactions were observed.

955768 01/12/2021 01/18/2021 KS 70.0 70 M This patient was administered 1.0ml of the COVID19 Moderna Vaccine instead of the recommended dosage of .5ml. All other procedures were followed correctly. After this event occurred, the patient was monitored and no adverse reactions were observed.

955769 01/07/2021 01/18/2021 WA 27.0 27 F Injection site redness & swelling

955770 01/07/2021 01/18/2021 WA 27.0 27 F Fatigue Headache Pain at injection site fatigue Muscle pain

955771 01/08/2021 01/18/2021 WA 51.0 51 F Chills Fever Headache Injection site redness & pain

955773 01/08/2021 01/18/2021 WA 27.0 27 F None stated.

955774 01/12/2021 01/18/2021 KS 64.0 64 F This patient was administered 1.0ml of the COVID19 Moderna Vaccine instead of the recommended dosage of .5ml. All other procedures were followed correctly. After this event occurred, the patient was monitored and no adverse reactions were observed.

955775 12/31/2020 01/18/2021 WA 53.0 53 U Injection site pain & swelling & redness.

955777 12/31/2020 01/18/2021 WA 38.0 38 F Injection site redness

955780 01/06/2021 01/18/2021 WA 32.0 32 F Fatigue Pain at injection site Fever Headache Joint pain Malaise Musclepain Dry Throat

957038 01/06/2021 01/18/2021 WA 63.0 63 F Rash at injection site

957039 01/08/2021 01/18/2021 WA 33.0 33 F chills fatigue Fever Headach Nausea Pain at injection site

957040 12/30/2020 01/18/2021 WA 64.0 64 F injection site redness and swelling

957041 12/24/2020 01/18/2021 WA 45.0 45 F joint pain Muscle pain pain at injection site

957042 12/29/2020 01/18/2021 WA 34.0 34 F Pain at injection site  nausea

957043 12/29/2020 01/18/2021 OR 37.0 37 F Nausea Pain at injection sit.

957044 12/29/2020 01/18/2021 OR 28.0 28 F Headache Injection site redness Injection site swelling Pain at injection site

957045 12/29/2020 01/18/2021 WA 44 M Headache, Pain at injection site Diarrhea

957046 12/29/2020 01/18/2021 WA 32.0 32 M Injection site swelling, redness, hardness, itching

957047 01/07/2021 01/18/2021 WA 57.0 57 M Muscle pain Pain at injection site

957048 12/31/2020 01/18/2021 WA 23.0 23 F Chills Fatigue Fever Headache injection site redness swelling Pain Joint pain Muscle pain Nausea

957049 01/14/2021 01/18/2021 WA 49.0 49 F Chills Fatigue Pain & swelling at injection site

957939 01/08/2021 01/18/2021 WA 48.0 48 F Headache Nausea Injection site redness

954295 01/19/2021 NY F immobility; swelling; insomnia; hives around the injection site; More pain than the average vaccines; This spontaneous report  was received from a consumer referring to his wife a 58-year-old female patient.. Patient's concurrent conditions included cancer and allergy to sulfur based medications. Concomitant medications included, atorvastatin calcium (LIPITOR) and semaglutide (OZEMPIC). Information regarding  patient's historical conditions was not provided.   On an unspecified date in 2020 (reported as "roughly a month ago"),  the patient was vaccinated with pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent)(PNEUMOVAX23), 1 dosage form in the right arm, to prevent pneumonia  (prophylaxis) (strength, administration route, lot number and expiration date were not provided).       On 01-DEC-2020 (reported as "6 weeks ago"),  the patient experienced Immobility (paralysis), more pain than the average vaccine caused, swelling, insomnia and then she developed hives around the injection site. No treatment was given for the events, and a blood work was performed.   The outcome of the events was reported as recovered/resolved.     The reporter considered the events to be related to Pneumococcal Vaccine, Polyvalent (23-valent)(PNEUMOVAX23).  Upon internal review, Immobility was determined to be a medically significant event.

954305 12/21/2020 01/19/2021 TX 64.0 F She woke up soaking wet. She had sweats kind of.; Tested positive for COVID; Tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable nurse (patient herself) reported that a 64-year-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EK5730, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the upper left arm on 21Dec2020 17:00 at SINGLE DOSE for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing hypertension (blood pressure high). She was a former smoker, a teenage smoker. She has not smoked since the age of 19 years old. Concomitant medication included amlodipine for high blood pressure. The patient informed that she was vaccinated on 21Dec2020. On 05Jan2021, she had a positive COVID Test and she was wondering when she should have the second dose of the COVID Vaccine. She thought initially she just had a cold. She took the COVID test as a precaution. It started out with a stuffy nose. She had a congested cough, upper airway cough, nothing deep in the lungs. She had a low grade fever. It was like 99.9. It was possible it was higher, but she had taken Ibuprofen at night. She woke up soaking wet. She had sweats kind of. Her temperature however never registered a true fever if a fever  was considered 100.4. She was not really having body aches any more unusual than one would have for a 64 year old. She has a very mild sore throat. Her stuffy nose had improved, it's still there slightly, but not like it was the first few days. The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Test positive for covid19 found 14 day following the first dose of COVID-19 vaccination, bnt162b2, no adequate effect of the suspect vaccine thus could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.

954308 12/18/2020 01/19/2021 IL 43.0 F received the first dose of vaccine in a hospital on 18Dec2020/tested positive for COVID on 01Jan2021; received the first dose of vaccine in a hospital on 18Dec2020/tested positive for COVID on 01Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) via Pfizer-sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect. A 43-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, Lot number: EK5730, expiration 31Mar2021) , via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 18Dec2020 at 15:00, at 0.3 mL, single, for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none.  The patient received the first dose of vaccine in a hospital on 18Dec2020 at 15:00 as she works in emergency room and tested positive for COVID on 01Jan2021. The patient stated that the second dose is scheduled this afternoon (08Jan2021) and wants to know if she should proceed with the vaccine. The patient is looking for guidance on whether or not to get the second dose or wait. The patient has been directed to receive second COVID vaccine. No additional vaccines administered on the same date. The event required a visit to urgent care. The patient did not have prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. No events prior to vaccination. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID 19: positive on 01Jan2021. Outcome of the events was unknown.  The event was assessed as serious (medically significant). The event "Tested positive for COVID" was assessed as unrelated to COVID vaccine as her husband was COVID positive before her.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available.

954311 12/23/2020 01/19/2021 PA F She reported being exposed to her husband, who tested positive for COVID, and that she tested positive following her first vaccine dose; She reported being exposed to her husband, who tested positive for COVID, and that she tested positive following her first vaccine dose; She reported being exposed to her husband, who tested positive for COVID, and that she tested positive following her first vaccine dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable female nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Solution for injection, batch/lot no. and expiry date unspecified) via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was asking if it is safe to get the second dose of the vaccine after being exposed to or having COVID? She reported being exposed to her husband (on an unspecified date), who tested positive for COVID, and that she tested positive following her first vaccine dose. She got her Covid-19 vaccine on the 23Dec2020 and tested positive for Covid-19 on the 28Dec2020. She was scheduled to get the next dose on Wednesday and wants to know if she should still get it.  Outcome of the events drug ineffective, COVID-19 and Exposure to COVID-19 was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 23Dec2020, and COVID-19 test positive on 28Dec2020.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID test was likely associated with being exposed to her husband, who had COVID-19.  Further information is needed for full medical assessment.

954314 12/19/2020 01/19/2021 LA 53.0 F She had sniffles and post nasal drip; Got first dose then went to (Entertainment complex name) and contracted COVID/tested positive after getting the 1st dose; Tested positive after getting the 1st dose; She returned home with sniffles, fatigue, and no taste/She had sniffles and post nasal drip; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) via Pfizer-sponsored program: IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A 53-year-old female patient received first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730, exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 for given since patient works with COVID patients (COVID-19 immunisation). The patient had no relevant medical history. There were no concomitant medications. Nurse called asking if she can get the 2nd dose of the vaccine 6 days after the 21st day. She tested positive on 05Jan2021 after getting the 1st dose and was still in quarantine. The nurse works at a hospital. She received her first dose of the COVID-19 Vaccine on 19Dec2020, and afterwards donated blood on the same day. She got the vaccine through her place of work. She said when she donated blood on 19Dec2020, her blood was tested for the COVID-19 Virus antibodies, and her blood was negative for the virus antibodies. She lives about 30 mins from work, so she thought she would get both done in the same day. She gave blood right before she got the vaccine. She gave the blood then went and got the Vaccine. She said on 26Dec2020 she went to Entertainment complex as it was her vacation. Her and her family went for 4 days. On 30Dec2020 she returned home with sniffles, fatigue, and no taste. She said she tested positive for the COVID-19 Virus on 05Jan2021. On 30Dec2020 they got back, and on 02Jan2021 she had sniffles and post nasal drip. On 03Jan2021 she did not wanna get out of bed. She was profoundly fatigued. She also lost her smell. She had to go back to work on 07Jan2021, but did not want to go back in unless she was sure she was okay because she works with babies. She had no other symptoms after 03Jan2021, except no smell and no taste. She got tested for COVID and was positive on 05Jan2021 (also reported as 06Jan2021 [pending clarification]). Her and her husband were both positive, but her kids were not. The weird thing was she also on 06Jan2021 got her results back from giving blood and she was negative for COVID on 19Dec2020 prior to getting the vaccine. Caller clarifies that her COVID test was a nasal swab. Patient thought her age may have contributed to her feelings of fatigue. She had indicated she worked in either a hospital NICU or nursery, and that is why she had to quarantine for 14 days. She probably would not have even gotten tested for COVID if she was not a nurse and did not know that losing taste and smell were a sign. She feels fine. She said she was scheduled for her second dose of the COVID-19 Vaccine on 12Jan2021. She said she was now in quarantine for 14 days due to testing positive for the COVID-19 Virus, and her quarantine period ends on 14Jan2021. Since now she is in quarantine, she will miss her second dose which was supposed to be on 12Jan2021. She said she rescheduled her second dose of the COVID-19 Vaccine to 18Jan2021, which was 6 days later than when she was supposed to receive the 2nd COVID-19 Vaccine dose. She asked if getting the dose 6 days late was okay. The events were considered as non-serious by the reporter. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

954315 12/17/2020 01/19/2021 SC 48.0 M tested positive for COVID; tested positive for COVID; achiness; Chills; not feeling well; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable consumer (patient's wife) reported similar events for four patients. This is the first of four reports.    A 48-year-old male patient received his first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose, for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received the vaccine last 17Dec2020. The following day, 18Dec2020, he was not feeling well. Clarified those side effects as achiness and chills. He had been working so hard and thought initially were getting side effects from the COVID Vaccine. He was tested positive for COVID on 22Dec2020. He was in bed basically until 31Dec2020. His wife wants to know if he should get the second dose. The outcome of events was recovered.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021019513 same drug, similar events, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021019535 same drug, similar events, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021019534 same drug, similar events, different patient

954321 12/18/2020 01/19/2021 IL 31.0 F tested positive for SARS-COV-2; tested positive for SARS-COV-2; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect, received from a contactable nurse (patient). A 31-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for an unspecified indication. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received first dose of vaccine on 18Dec2020 and tested positive for SARS-COV-2 20Dec2020. She reported "las major symptom" on 27Dec2020 and asked if it was okay to take the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Positive SARS-COV-2 came back 2 days following the vaccine use is compatible with COVID 19 infection.  No adequate effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.

954325 01/05/2021 01/19/2021 CA 48.0 M Fevers; Chills; he is suspecting that he got infected with the Covid-19 though he already received the 1st dose; he is suspecting that he got infected with the Covid-19 though he already received the 1st dose; Body aches; Patient suspected that he has gotten infected also from his spouse; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 48-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 (Tuesday) at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient reported body aches developing the evening of receiving the vaccine, and it has persisted for three days. Patient started to get the chills on Wednesday (06Jan2021). Patient said his wife has been tested positive after he took the 1st dose and he is suspecting that he got infected with the Covid-19 though he already received the 1st dose. Patient thought that he may have been infected by his spouse. He got the vaccine on Tuesday and on Wednesday had fever and chills and still has them. Stated that his spouse lost her sense of smell and taste and tested positive for Covid on Wednesday. Patient stated that this was the day after he received his vaccine. Patient suspected that he has gotten infected also from his spouse and was not aware when he got the vaccine. Stated that now that he is having expected side effects of fever and chills. The outcome events was not recovered. This case was reported as non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The subject received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 05Jan2021, and suspected got COVID-19 infection via exposure to COVID-19 living with his wife, who lost her sense of smell and taste and tested positive for COVID on 06Jan2021.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Further information is needed for full medical assessment.

954331 12/30/2020 01/19/2021 TN 59.0 F exposed to her 6 month old grand daughter who was positive; tested and received a positive test result, without symptoms.; tested and received a positive test result, without symptoms.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 59-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration at the right arm on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included high blood pressure from 2001 and ongoing. There were no concomitant medications. Patient had the flu, shingles and pneumonia vaccines and a booster for MMR in the past 6 months. Patient was exposed to COVID-19 on 01Jan2021. Patient was tested on 07Jan2021 and received a positive test result on 08Jan2021. Patient does not have any symptoms. She was exposed to her 6 month old grand daughter who was positive. The doctor said he thinks it was a false positive. Outcome of the events was unknown.

954348 12/29/2020 01/19/2021 M Tested positive for the Covid virus; Tested positive for the Covid virus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received the first dose of the vaccine on 29Dec2020 and four days ago, he tested positive for the Covid virus (02Jan2021). The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Test positive for the Covid virus found 4 day following the vaccination, no adequate effect of the suspect vaccine thus could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.

954353 01/19/2021 F the symptoms as "having Covid all over again"; the symptoms as "having Covid all over again"; headache; nausea; severe joint and body pain; body pain; coughing; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included covid-19 from an unknown date. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient just got the Covid vaccine and was experiencing side effects. She described the symptoms as "having Covid all over again", mentioned headache, nausea, severe joint and body pain, coughing and fever on an unknown date. Want to see how long these side effects last. The outcome of the events was unknown. Information regarding lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded. Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection is needed for meaningful medical assessment.

954354 12/18/2020 01/19/2021 F caller was rushed to the emergency room and was tested positive for COVID-19; caller was rushed to the emergency room and was tested positive for COVID-19; caller became symptomatic and experienced headaches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient received the first dose on 18Dec2020 and is scheduled for the second dose today, 09Jan2021. However, on 24Dec2020, she became symptomatic and experienced headaches. On Saturday, she was rushed to the emergency room and was tested positive for COVID-19. Her physician told her that she could get the COVID-19 vaccine if she has no symptoms anymore. She wanted to know the guidance per Pfizer. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included SARS-COV-2 test: positive on 09Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.

954362 01/19/2021 F got a positive test on 31Dec2020. Her 2nd dose is due on Wed and she is currently symptomatic.; got a positive test on 31Dec2020. Her 2nd dose is due on Wed and she is currently symptomatic.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via Pfizer-sponsored program . A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 31Dec2020, the patient got a positive test. Her 2nd dose was due on wed and she was currently symptomatic. Patent would to know if she should get second dose on her scheduled date even though she still was feeling unwell. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

954372 12/01/2020 01/19/2021 CA F COVID test result as positive; COVID test result as positive; Chills; Body aches; Headache; Weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 46-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, Lot number: 49899, unknown expiration), intramuscular in right arm, in Dec2020 at 09:00 AM, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included asthma, hypothyroid, and interstitial cystitis.  The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medication included influenza vaccine in right arm (lot number: US47SAA) on 08Dec2020 for immunization. Patient also received other unspecified medication within two weeks of vaccination. COVID-19 vaccine was administered in a hospital. On 23Dec2020 at 01:30 AM, the patient woke up with chills, body aches, headache and weakness. On 31Dec2020, the patient had nasal swab for COVID with COVID test result as positive post vaccination. Patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  The patient did not have COVID prior to vaccination.  The patient received ibuprofen for the events chills, body aches, headache and weakness. The patient recovered from the events chills, body aches, headache and weakness on unspecified date; while unknown outcome for the remaining events.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 23Dec2020, and nasal swab for COVID-19 test positive on 31Dec2020.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID likely represents the pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  Further information is needed for full medical assessment.

954392 01/06/2021 01/19/2021 F maybe she could have COVID too; maybe she could have COVID too; a rash on her leg; some shortness of breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 72-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient received her first dose of COVID-19 vaccine on Wednesday, 06Jan2021 and today, on 09Jan2021, the patient started having a rash on her leg, some shortness of breath. She used an asthma inhaler. She experienced some of the symptoms before Wednesday. The reporter was concerned that maybe the patient could have COVID, too. The reporter heard that with COVID, sometimes rashes and/or shortness of breath can come, too. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

954398 01/05/2021 01/19/2021 NY 39.0 F severe headache behind the eyes; Initially extreme fatigue; started to have shortness of breath; muscle aches; cough; second dose on 05Jan2021 08:30; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 39-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number: EL3246), intramuscularly on 05Jan2021 08:30 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies: latex and asthma. Patient did not have COVID prior vaccination. Concomitant medications included sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), drospirenone/ethinylestradiol (YASMIN), melatonin, and ibuprofen (MOTRIN). Patient previously took montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR) and experienced allergy. Patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number: EK5730), intramuscularly on 18Dec2020 09:00 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Patient experienced initially extreme fatigue, then muscle ached all within 12-24 hours, severe headache behind the eyes. Then when thought was getting better, she started to have shortness of breath, worsening fatigue, and cough; all on 05Jan2021 12:00. These events were resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. COVID was tested post vaccination. COVID test type post vaccination was nasal swab. COVID test name post vaccination was COVID 19 nasopharyngeal swan. COVID test date was on 08Jan2021. Test result was pending. Treatment received included nebulizer treatment, and steroid course. Patient was not recovered from these events.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal relationship and known product safety profile, causality between events severe headache and extreme fatigue and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

954426 12/29/2020 01/19/2021 IL 43.0 F Hospitalized for stroke on 31Dec two days after vaccine.; sudden loss of hearing to right ear; dizzy and lightheaded/severe dizziness/felt like fainting; difficulty breathing; vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), (Lot number: EL1285) via intramuscular route on 29Dec2020 14:30 at single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included anxiety. No known allergies. Concomitant medications were not reported. Patient was not pregnant. Facility type vaccine was Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. No other vaccine received in four weeks. Patient hospitalized for stroke on 31Dec2020 two days after vaccine (Days of hospitalization: 4). Day of vaccine-6 hours after patient had dizzy and lightheaded for about 45 min then went away. On 31Dec2020 at 19:15 had sudden loss of hearing to right ear and severe dizziness, difficulty breathing, vomiting, and felt like fainting. Paramedics were called-sent to ER, had CTA which showed partial blockage and received TPA. Treatment included TPA, fluids, medications, hospital stay, outpatient follow ups, physical therapy. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior to vaccination. Patient has been tested for COVID post vaccination. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Nasal Swab: Negative and Pixel: Negative on 08Jan2021. Outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported events including stroke, dizzy/lightheaded/felt like fainting, difficulty breathing, vomiting, and sudden loss of hearing to right, and the administration of the COVID-19 vaccine, BNT162B2. More information regarding the patient's underlying medical conditions, relevant lab tests would be helpful for the Company to make a more meaningful causality assessment.Y 4

954434 12/22/2020 01/19/2021 NC 63.0 F fever 102 F; headache; chills; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reported for herself. A 63-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose on 22Dec2020 14:30 and the second dose single dose (lot number=EK9231) on 09Jan2021 19:15 for COVID-19 immunization. Vaccine location=Left arm, dose number 1 and dose number 2. Facility-type-vaccine: Hospital. Medical history included asthma. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 10Jan2021 at 14:00 the patient experienced headache with outcome of not recovered, fever 102 °F with outcome of not recovered, chills with outcome of not recovered and body aches with outcome of not recovered. The action taken was not applicable.  Tylenol was received as therapeutic measures for fever.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal association and known product safety profile, a causal relationship between reported events and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

954442 12/28/2020 01/19/2021 KY 47.0 47 F Developed chest tightness around right side of chest into back and SOB 50.5 hours after vaccination. Went to local ER and found to have a right lower lobe pulmonary embolism.  Treated with Xarelto and sent home with outpatient follow up. Y

954451 01/08/2021 01/19/2021 OR 38.0 M Temperature spike to 104.6; received first dose of bnt162b2 on 20Dec2020 and second dose on 08Jan2021 13:15; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 38-year-old male patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on the left arm on 08Jan2021 13:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included prediabetic kidney disease. Concomitant medications included salmo salar oil (OMEGA-3 [SALMO SALAR OIL]), lisinopril, furosemide, escitalopram, and rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR). The patient is reported to have received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 20Dec2020 15:45, on the left arm, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no prior Covid vaccination. The patient was not tested for Covid post vaccination. The patient had no known allergies. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. It was reported that the patient received first dose of bnt162b2 on 20Dec2020 and second dose on 08Jan2021 13:15. On 09Jan2021 at 04:30, the patient experienced temperature spike to 104.6, brought down with TYLENOL to hover around 101.0 to 102.0 for 24 hours, normal after that. The patient called a nurse who instructed to go the emergency room/physician office visit. Outcome of the event Temperature spike to 104.6 was recovered on unspecified date in Jan2021.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

954454 01/19/2021 CT F tested positive for COVID; tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer.  A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient who is a nurse visited last weekend in the reporter's home for a few hours was advised that she tested positive for COVID today (unspecified date) and her family as well. She was vaccinated recently with the Pfizer vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

954465 12/01/2020 01/19/2021 OK M I tested positive for COVID 8 days after my first dose.; I tested positive for COVID 8 days after my first dose.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 55-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got his first dose of Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine 21 days ago in Dec2020. He mentioned that he tested positive for COVID 8 days after his first dose in Dec2020. He stated that he got the second dose yesterday (unspecified date) and queried if should he not have gotten it. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Lot/batch number has been requested.

954466 01/08/2021 01/19/2021 PA 34.0 34 F 9th: cold (?fever?), restless, body aches (especially headache, neck pain, bilateral knee pain), nausea, vomiting 10th: profound fatigue, hives, intermittent vertigo 11-17th: vertigo, mild headache and neck pain, nausea, vomiting 18th-current: vertigo, nausea, vomiting *Hospitalized from 17-18th, diagnosed with vestibular neuritis secondary to the vaccineY 1

954470 01/02/2021 01/19/2021 GA M positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect. A contactable 39-year-old male healthcare professional reported to have received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 02Jan2021, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date in Jan2021, after the first dose of vaccine, the patient felt sick at some point, so he took a rapid test which came back positive. He stated that the test if testing the antigens (as reported). Antibody testing was not currently recommended to assess for immunity to COVID-19 following Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccination. Events outcome was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.

954471 01/19/2021 U 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 13 patients. This is first of 13 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that 13 people, who were applied the vaccine previously, were corona positive after a week on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021018408 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021018409 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021018410 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021018411 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021018412 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021018413 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021018414 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021018415 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021018416 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021018417 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021018418 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021018419 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021018410 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021018412 same reporter, similar suspect drug and event; different patient.

954476 01/19/2021 FL U After getting the first shot and the patient test positive for Corona virus; After getting the first shot and the patient test positive/perhaps positive; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable pharmacist reported that a patient of unspecified age and gender started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, first dose on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. A pharmacist in a hospital wanted to know if after getting the first shot and the patient test positive for Corona virus, how long do they have to wait to get the second? A colleague is perhaps positive. He doesn't know if they got tested. Outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported event and BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

954479 12/29/2020 01/19/2021 CA 51.0 F Tested positive for COVID; Tested positive for COVID; Phlegm in throat; Cough; Runny nose; cold; Sneezing; Body aches; Nausea; Chills; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 51-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 14:50 at single dose at right arm for covid-19 immunization. No additional vaccines administered on the same date. Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Medical history included ongoing migraine. Concomitant medication included acetylsalicylic acid, caffeine, paracetamol (EXCEDRIN EXTRA STRENGTH) for migraine, patient had been alternating this with paracetamol (TYLENOL) while she has been recovering. She clarified the symptoms she experienced as the same day she got the vaccine that evening she had a headache on 29Dec2020. It eventually became a migraine and she left work early. On 30Dec2020 she had body aches, little nausea, and chills. On 31Dec2020, she had more chills, a runny nose, she felt like she was coming down with a cold. She was sneezing, had more chills, more body aches. On 01Jan2021 she felt like she noticed she had phlegm in her throat, but she did not have any pain. The phlegm was causing her to cough more. She had a runny nose the next morning as well. She did the rapid test for COVID on 02Jan2021 evening, and it was positive. She had a headache almost every day. The body aches had pretty much worn off. Runny nose and sneezing resolved in Jan2021. Phlegm in throat confirmed with no pain. This also resolved, as well as coughing. Outcome of event tested positive for COVID was unknown, outcome of event headache was not recovered. outcome of event nausea was recovered on 07Jan2021, event chills was recovered on 08Jan2021, outcome of other events was recovered on unspecified date in Jan2021. The adverse events resulted in neither doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, nor emergency room/department or urgent care.  Information of lot/batch number has been requested.

954482 01/19/2021 NC M Positive COVID test; Positive COVID test; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's wife). This consumer reported similar events for 2 patients. This is the 2nd of 2 reports.  A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was an Odontist and received COVID vaccine on Monday. He was scheduled to have a cath done on Thursday, but that was not happening now. The patient has positive COVID test. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021013678 same reporter/drug, similar event, different patient

954486 12/29/2020 01/19/2021 AZ 51.0 F Her stomach is still weirded out/sour stomach; feeling sick; arm pain; She was sick to her stomach; kidneys were hurting; body aches; tested positive; tested positive; The arm wasn't swollen it was just burning.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 51-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL1284) via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history was none.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  At first, she thought she was having a reaction, but then she started feeling sick so she got tested. She was positive so she wasn't having a reaction. She was scared from the pain of COVID. She experienced sickness. Her stomach was still weirded out. She did experience arm pain from the vaccine. Her doctor told her it was fine that it needed to air out. She left the bandage on too long.  She didn't have a prescribing doctor. She received the vaccine on the 29Dec2020. She tested positive 02Jan2020. The arm wasn't swollen it was just burning. She was sick to her stomach when she got the stomach. The sick to the stomach lasted maybe two days, but then she got COVID. The burning was around the arm. It wasn't that bad. It lasted for a day. It started the day she got the shot (on the 29Dec2020). On 07Jan2021, she went to the hospital because her kidneys were hurting. The doctor said her kidneys were good. They did labs which were good. She was still going through body aches. She was told she was currently in the worst part of the virus. She still had a sour stomach going on from the virus as well. The outcome of the body aches and sour stomach was not recovered, for other events was unknown.

954489 01/05/2021 01/19/2021 TN 27.0 F tested positive after receiving the vaccine; tested positive after receiving the vaccine; she did not think symptoms were related to COVID like leg pain. She noticed that it was a lot worst; she did not think symptoms were related to COVID like leg pain. She noticed that it was a lot worst; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself).  A 27-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Solution for injection, batch/lot no. EH9899 and expiry date Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 on her left arm at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included leg pain. There was no reported concomitant medications. On an unspecified date, patient received COVID vaccine. She stated that she was symptomatic during the vaccine and somewhere after confirmed that she was COVID-positive. She wanted to know if there are any health concerns with getting the vaccine while COVID positive. She added that this was her first dose. she did not think symptoms were related to COVID like leg pain. She noticed that it was a lot worst but did not think that it was a symptom. She stated that she does not recall the first time ever that she had leg pain but stated that the leg pain was really bad the night before the vaccine. She added that she was isolated until 14Jan2021. Outcome of the events drug ineffective, COVID-19 virus test positive and leg pain were unknown.; Sender's Comments: Leg pain is considered intercurrent and unrelated to suspect BNT162B2.

954495 01/19/2021 CT F COVID-19 or flu-like symptoms following COVID-19 vaccination/COVID-19 results were to be positive; COVID-19 or flu-like symptoms following COVID-19 vaccination/COVID-19 results were to be positive; COVID-19 or flu-like symptoms following COVID-19 vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP. A 61-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On unspecified date, COVID-19 or flu-like symptoms following COVID-19 vaccination was reported for the patient. COVID-19 results were to be positive on unspecified date. Changing diet to vegan was reported. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

954497 01/19/2021 U contracted COVID two days after receiving vaccine; contracted COVID two days after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient got their first dose of the COVID vaccination. The patient contracted COVID on an unspecified date two days after receiving the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch could not be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported event and suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

954511 01/19/2021 F tested positive for covid; tested positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer Connect.  A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient works for a hospital. Said had 1st dose of vaccine. Had tested positive for covid on an unspecified date and is under quarantine. The patient would like to know when she should get 2nd dose. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: positive on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/Batch number has been requested.

954512 01/19/2021 SC U got sick and tested positive with COVID; got sick and tested positive with COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via Pfizer Sponsored Pfizer First Connect. A contactable consumer reported similar events for four patients. This is second of four reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient got sick and tested positive with covid on an unspecified date. It was further reported that patient who received the COVID vaccine, tested positive for COVID, and experienced side effects afterwards. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021013589 same drug, similar events, different patient

954514 01/19/2021 SC U got sick and tested positive with COVID; got sick and tested positive with COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via Pfizer Sponsored Pfizer First Connect. A contactable consumer reported similar events for four patients. This is fourth of four reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got sick and tested positive with covid on an unspecified date and experienced side effects afterwards. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021013589 same drug, similar events, different patient

954515 01/19/2021 SC U got sick and tested positive with COVID after getting the first dose of the COVID vaccine; got sick and tested positive with COVID after getting the first dose of the COVID vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer received from Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. This consumer reported similar events for four patients. This is 3rd of four reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got sick and tested positive with COVID after getting the first dose of the COVID vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021013589 same reporter, same product, similar events, different patient.

954520 01/19/2021 CA F caller tested positive on covid a week after taking the 1st dose of vaccine; caller tested positive on covid a week after taking the 1st dose of vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect.   A female patient of an unspecified age received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose on an unspecified date for Covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history was and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient was tested positive for Covid a week after taking the 1st dose of vaccine on an unspecified date. The outcome of events was unknown. Patient wanted to know if she can get the second dose.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

954536 12/22/2020 01/19/2021 WA M COVID-19 virus test positive; COVID-19 virus test positive; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program "Pfizer First Connect" from a contactable consumer reporting for himself. A male patient of an unspecified age received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration, on 22Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced COVID-19 virus test positive on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. It was reported that the patient was scheduled to get his second dose on 12Jan2021, however between 22Dec2020 and 12Jan2021 the patient experienced the adverse event.  The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

954540 12/20/2020 01/19/2021 F Got the first dose and was contracted with COVID; Got the first dose and was contracted with COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was contracted with covid on an unspecified date in Dec2020 (27Dec2020 or 28Dec2020) with outcome of unknown.    Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

954541 01/19/2021 CO F throat swelling; headache; Pain; little bit of chills; GI upset; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 48-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot: EK9231, expiry: 30Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at 0.3 mL, single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 on an unknown date for covid-19 immunization and experienced pain at the injection site. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced head ache, throat swelling, gastrointestinal (GI) upset, pain, and little bit of chills (don't believe to have had fever). It was clarified that the event took place after use of product. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The information in this report is limited, and does not allow a full medically meaningful assessment of the case.   Considering temporal relationship, a causal relationship between the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) and the reported events including throat swelling cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

954560 01/19/2021 U five employees in a nursing home have gotten the first dose of the vaccine, and then tested positive for COVID; five employees in a nursing home have gotten the first dose of the vaccine, and then tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for five patients. This is the first of five reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number and expiry date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that five employees in a nursing home have gotten the first dose of the vaccine, and then tested positive for COVID on an unspecified date. They would like to know if they still get the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of Covid-19 virus test positive and  suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021021909 Same reporter/ drug/ event for different patients.;US-PFIZER INC-2021021910 Same reporter/ drug/ event for different patients.;US-PFIZER INC-2021021911 Same reporter/ drug/ event for different patients.;US-PFIZER INC-2021021912 Same reporter/ drug/ event for different patients.

954561 01/19/2021 U five employees in a nursing home have gotten the first dose of the vaccine, and then tested positive for COVID; five employees in a nursing home have gotten the first dose of the vaccine, and then tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for 5 patients. This is the second of five reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number and expiry date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that five employees in a nursing home have gotten the first dose of the vaccine, and then tested positive for COVID on an unspecified date. They would like to know if they still get the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021021881 Same reporter/ drug/ event for different patients

954563 01/19/2021 U five employees in a nursing home have gotten the first dose of the vaccine, and then tested positive for COVID; five employees in a nursing home have gotten the first dose of the vaccine, and then tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for five patients. This is the third of five reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number and expiry date: not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that five employees in a nursing home have gotten the first dose of the vaccine, and then tested positive for COVID on an unspecified date. They would like to know if they still get the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021021881 Same reporter/ drug/ event for different patients.

954568 01/19/2021 U five employees in a nursing home have gotten the first dose of the vaccine, and then tested positive for COVID; five employees in a nursing home have gotten the first dose of the vaccine, and then tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for five patients. This is the fourth of five reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number and expiry date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that five employees in a nursing home have gotten the first dose of the vaccine, and then tested positive for COVID on an unspecified date. They would like to know if they still get the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021021881 Same reporter/ drug/ event  for different patients

954569 01/19/2021 F five employees in a nursing home have gotten the first dose of the vaccine, and then tested positive for COVID; five employees in a nursing home have gotten the first dose of the vaccine, and then tested positive for COVID; she had felt weird; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for five patients. This is the fifth of five reports. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; batch/lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The nurse reported on behalf of her sister (patient). It was reported that the patient called right before Christmas and she had gotten the Pfizer COVID Vaccine. She reported that she had felt weird and had side effects to the vaccine. The patient works in a nursing home type thing, and she said she has had people who have gotten the first dose of the vaccine, and then tested positive for COVID. The patient called to ask the reporter if they should still get the second dose. The only other details that her sister (patient) provided her was that this has happened with several people; 5 employees and several or 9 patients. She is unsure if she said several patients or 9 patients, but there were 5 employees. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021021881 Same reporter/ drug/ event for different patients.

954576 01/07/2021 01/19/2021 AR 44.0 F Diarrhea; nausea and vomiting; nausea and vomiting; rash on her right arm, like a hive or whelp; Fever; Headache; really sore right arm; right arm felt numb; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 44-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer COVD 19 vaccine), lot number: EL0142, via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 17:00 at single dose in right arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included blood pressure abnormal, had a cough from having COVID 19 on 16Dec2020, cough was ongoing and unknown for COVID-19. Concomitant medication included amlodipine from an unspecified date (taking for 2 years) and ongoing at 10mg once daily by mouth for blood pressure abnormal. No other vaccines were administered on same date and no prior vaccinations (within 4 weeks). Registered nurse (patient) was calling regarding Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine. Reported she received the first dose last Wednesday 07Jan2021 17:00 in the right arm. Reported she noticed the next day (08Jan2021) fever and a headache. On 08Jan2021, Friday she had a really sore right arm and her right arm felt numb. On 09Jan2021, Saturday, she experienced nausea and vomiting and also noticed a rash on her right arm, like a hive or whelp. On 10Jan2021 Sunday, again with the fever, nausea, vomiting and she had diarrhea. Today she stated she woke up a new woman. She feels felt with no fever and her arm was better. She still had a cough from having COVID 19 on 16Dec2020. Stated she was used to coughing.  Added she treated the fever with Tylenol 1000mg. Stated she didn't remember exactly but she took a little everyday starting on Thursday the day after the vaccine. Stated she was unsure if she would have the next dose. The events didn't require a visit to physician office or emergency room. The outcome of fever was recovered on 10Jan2021, of Headache, sore arm, rash on right arm, nausea and vomiting was recovered on 11Jan2021, of arm numb was recovered on 09Jan2021, of diarrhea was recovering. Serious criteria for fever was reported as yes, medical significant, for Headache, sore arm, arm numb and Diarrhea was non-serious, for rash on right arm, nausea and vomiting was unspecified.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the event fever is possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

954585 12/01/2020 01/19/2021 U COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient develop Covid-19 diagnosed by PCR about may be six or seven days after received the vaccine. The patient recovered from the event.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

954604 01/19/2021 AZ U after the patient got vaccinated his relative tested positive; after the patient got vaccinated his relative tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program . A contactable nurse (relative of the patient) reported for a patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (also reported as Pfizer Covid-19 Vaccine, lot no. and expiry date was not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The nurse called in because his relative got the 1st dose of vaccine but after the patient got vaccinated his relative tested positive on unspecified date. The nurse called in if the patient can take the 2nd dose of vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) but after the patient got vaccinated his relative tested positive on unspecified date.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.

954611 12/22/2020 01/19/2021 NY M Tested positive for COVID; Tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received his first dose on 22Dec2020 then, nine days later, on 31Dec2020, he tested positive for COVID. He is scheduled for his second dose on 12Jan2021. However, he is still out of work. He called to see if he could get his second dose a couple of days later or does it have to be exactly 3 weeks from the first shot and if it is okay to go a little longer. During the call, he stated he just wanted his question answered about the second shot, if can he wait a little longer. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Follow-up attempts are completed. The following information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported event and suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

954619 12/20/2020 01/19/2021 U Got my Covid vaccine on the 20th and then I came back positive for Covid last week; Got my Covid vaccine on the 20th and then I came back positive for Covid last week; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A patient of unspecified age and gender started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  It was reported that the patient got the COVID vaccine on the 20th (20Dec2020) and then came back positive for COVID on an unspecified in Jan2021 (reported as last week), then tested negative on 08Jan2021 and was due for vaccine on 09Jan2021. It was asked if the patient will be able to get the vaccine. The outcome of the events was recovered on 08Jan2021.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

954620 01/04/2021 01/19/2021 KY U diagnosed with Covid; diagnosed with Covid; This is a spontaneous report from contactable other healthcare professional via a Pfizer sales representative. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date was not reported) via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient received the vaccine on 04Jan2021 and was diagnosed with COVID on 07Jan2021. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Although, BNT162B2 vaccine immunogenicity is not in full effect after short time (3 days in this case) from the first dose administration, a causal relationship between event "diagnosed with COVID" (coded to Drug ineffective / COVID-19) and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded.

954629 12/28/2020 01/19/2021 U Patient received 1st dose on 28Dec and presented symptoms on 05Jan; Patient received 1st dose on 28Dec and presented symptoms on 05Jan; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist reporting for self via Pfizer field representative (Field Medical Director). A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number and expiry date not reported) on 28Dec2020 via an unspecified route of administration for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient presented COVID-19 symptoms on 05Jan2021. No lab tests reported. The outcome of the event was unknown. Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 28Dec2020, and patient presented COVID-19 symptoms on 05Jan2021.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, patient's COVID-19 symptoms on 05Jan2021 likely represents a pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  Further information is needed for full medical assessment.

954668 01/09/2021 01/19/2021 M This morning he is diabetic. His sugar it was elevated, it was up to 300 which is he said much higher than normal; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A male patient of unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. He has his first dose of the COVID Vaccine yesterday and this morning he is diabetic. When he woke up this morning to test his sugar it was elevated, it was up to 300 which is he said much higher than normal and wants to know if that would be a symptom. Outcome of event was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

954679 01/19/2021 F Alzheimer's diease from 40 year's of flu vaccines; Initial information received on 06-Jan-2021 regarding an unsolicited valid serious case received from a consumer/non-healthcare professional .  This case involves Adult female patient (unspecified age) who had alzheimer's diease from 40 year's of flu vaccines (dementia allzheimer's type), while she received vaccine INFLUENZA VACCINE.  The medical treatment(s), vaccination(s) and family history were not provided. The patient had no medication details and reason for taking the medicine, medical history, concomitant disease or risk factor.   On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer (lot number and expiry date not reported) via unknown route in unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient developed a serious alzheimer's diease from 40 year's of flu vaccines (dementia alzheimer's type) unknown latency following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE. This event was assessed as medically significant.  There were no lab data and results available.  It was not reported if the patient received a corrective treatment.  At the time of reporting, the outcome of event was not recovered.  Information on lot number was requested for this case.; Sender's Comments: This case concerns a female patient (unspecified age) who had dementia alzheimer's type after vaccination with INFLUENZA VACCINEs over 40 years. The time to onset is unknown. The patient had no reported medical history, concomitant disease or risk factor at the time of vaccination. There were no lab data/results available excluding other predisposing etiologies for complete assessment of the case. Based upon the reported information, the role of the suspect vaccinations cannot be assessed.

954694 01/19/2021 NY M shingles; This initial spontaneous report was received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation and refers to a male patient of unknown age. No information was provided regarding medical history, concurrent conditions, or concomitant medications.  In or around 2013, the patient was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (lot#, expiration date, dose, strength, dose# and route not specified) for routine health maintenance and for its intended purpose: the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster). Shortly after receiving zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine, the patient suffered shingles. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine, the patient's symptoms had resulted in physical limitations not present prior to using zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX). The patient also experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of her condition. As a result of the manufacture, marketing, advertising, promotion, distribution and/or sale of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further, the patient suffered serious, progressive, permanent, and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient had suffered and incurred damages, including medical expenses; the loss of accumulations; and other economic and non-economic damages. The outcome of the event of shingles was considered to be not recovered and causal relationship was assessed as related.   The lawyer considered the event of shingles to be disability.

954720 01/16/2021 01/19/2021 MD 41.0 41 M 1/16/21, Covid vaccine injection at 12:09 PM Minute 1: dizzy and light headed (like drinking a beer on an empty stomach) Minute 10: Nausea Minutes 23-25: Neck tightness (like doing unsupported crunches and holding my head up) Minute 27: Inability to swallow and inability to speak EMS on site administered EpiPen auto-injection to left thigh, immediate improvement in symptoms Transport to hospital via ambulance Hospital monitored me for several hours and discharged same dayY

954723 01/15/2021 01/19/2021 NY 56.0 56 F itching, hives, short of breath, numbness and tingling to lips with hives to bottom. headache. Y

954804 01/08/2021 01/19/2021 MA 48.0 48 F Started with severe chills, body aches and feverish. The. Slight leg pain which worsened with time , swelling on the right leg calf, warm to touch and difficulty breathing. Got hospitalized on 1/16 21 with multiple clots in my right leg and clot in the lung. Still in the hospital now.Y Y 4

954837 12/22/2020 01/19/2021 MA 20.0 20 F Caller  state that first vaccine 12/22 caused fever 100.0, fatigued, muscle aches, pain in arm pit on the vaccinated arm.. Caller went to doctor diagnosed with swollen lymph nodes lasting 12 days. Second Vaccine 1/12 caused high fever, headache, muscle aches and fatigue. Caller used Tylenol and went to be tested for corvid and results were negative. Caller stated that she still does have some numbness in the hand with the swollen lymph nodes. Caller completed vaers report over phone.

954943 01/07/2021 01/19/2021 GA 88.0 88 F Aphasia, ,right-sided weakness and garbled speech Y 2

954996 01/16/2021 01/19/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Had severe body aches m, fever, headache, progressed into dizziness and "foggy memory", started to have some chest pain. Felt as if I was intoxicated, lasted the whole day. Woke up the next morning and still felt "out of it" and weak but thought it would get better, went to work (im a nurse). Started having continous vomiting, shortness of breath and chest pain at work. As well as severe tremors. I was taken to the hospital, given fluids and my QT was prolonged with my heart which i have never had before . Was given iv magnesium and waited for my heart rhythm to improve. Was told not to take anymore of my prescribed medications or nausea medications and follow up with my pcp the next day. Im still feeling horrible, nausea, body aches, low grade fever and I am 72 hours out. Now I have huge hospital bill to pay, can't work currently because I still feel bad and my heart has a weird rhythm. Hoping this helps as if this was what I was expecting I would have never got it.Y 1
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955012 01/14/2021 01/19/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Pt complained at ED of Headache, Nausea, SOB, felt like had been running. Pt in AFIB started on cardizem admitted to hospital 1/15 discharged 1/17 Y 2

955052 12/31/2020 01/19/2021 MD 85.0 85 F Patient tested positive for COVID 19 on Jan 5th 2021 Patient was admitted to the hospital January 9th for pneumonia due to COVID Y 5

955096 01/01/2021 01/19/2021 KY 50.0 50 F Acute liver injury requiring transplant evaluation and acute kidney injury Y Y 2

955179 01/02/2021 01/19/2021 TN 79.0 79 F Two days after her shot, she was sitting down working on her computer paying bills. She became nauseas and dizzy and then fainted.  She hit the tile floor.

955194 12/21/2020 01/19/2021 OK 60.0 60 F Lot number for the first dose was EK5730. After receiving the 2nd dose on the 01/11/2021 went to lunch and in the evening started feeling nausea and was throwing and abdominal pain. Went to work sick Tuesday and Wednesday low grade fever, nausea and abdominal pain, wasn't eating was to sick to eat. Thursday early morning hours the pain was unbearable so she went to the ER and the cat scan.  It was determined that she had appendicitis  and they removed my appendix same day. Feels so much better now.Y 1

955231 01/12/2021 01/19/2021 CO 89.0 89 M After receiving Moderna vaccine, pt became increasingly tired, withdrawn, and confused, refusing to walk at home.  He has begun to have mild memory changes after suspected COVID illness (covid testing negative) in November, but daughter of patient, with whom he lives, states that his memory and orientation now significantly changed- he seems to have forgotten the last "3 years" of memory.  Presented to ER 1/16/21 as she checked his O2 and found him to be hypoxic in 60s. He is being treated for possible CAP with underlying perviously undiagnosed ILD vs post-covid lung changes (per pulmonology), and his energy and ability to walk have returned but memory is significantly impaired, confabulating and oriented only to self despite good oxygenation on 5L O2 by NC.Y 3

955247 01/14/2021 01/19/2021 NY 74.0 74 F About 22 hours after the shot, I had a mini stroke that required going to the emergency room by ambulance.  I was transported that evening to the stroke  division that same evening for further evaluation, tests and care.  I have never had a mini stroke before this.The doctors said it may have been from the vaccination, or it may not have been precipitated by it.  They said they don't have enough information on the Moderna vaccine to make that call.Y 3

955306 12/30/2020 01/19/2021 SD 40.0 40 M Received vaccination on 12/30/2020, had positive Covid test result on 1/6/2021, was hospitalized with respiratory issues on 1/11/2021, and discharged home from the hospital on 1/18/2021 Y 7

955374 01/14/2021 01/19/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Felt tachycardia immediately, thought she was anxious. After 35-45 minutes she felt like she was having a hard time swallowing which progressed to tongue swelling, all taste buds popped up and sore, hives on face & neck, reddened face. Itchy neck and face. Took double dose of Atarax and went to bed. Felt extremely fatigued unsure if double dose of Atarax. Woke with swelling all over body. Woke up feeling heaviness as if she had "sumo wrestler" on her body. 24 hours post vaccine heaviness started to lift but felt as if she had a vise on her lungs. Continuing to take Atarax every 6 hours per MD order.Y

955432 01/10/2021 01/19/2021 PA 33.0 33 F I had vaginal bleeding and receive a Ultra sound. Which I had a miscarriage.  My estimated delivery was August 25,2021.

955434 12/23/2020 01/19/2021 NC 50.0 50 F I got flushed and hot, I got very nauseous.  I thought I was going to vomit and dizzy and laid on bathroom floor. I then got up and laid on bed and got headaches and chills.

955467 01/13/2021 01/19/2021 46.0 46 F Patient had received second Pfizer vaccination after no reported issues with the first dose.  Patient was observed post vaccination without incident and released.  Patient developed wheezing and attempted to treat with her albuterol inhaler but did not improve.  patient presented to the ED approximately 2 hours after vaccination and was admitted for respiratory failure and placed on BiPAP for a brief period of time.  patient has known history of Asthma Exacerbation requiring hospitalization and intubations.  D/C diagnosis Asthma ExacerbationY 4

955475 01/18/2021 01/19/2021 NY 72.0 72 F Blood blisters around the mouth (inside cheeks and tongue).  Tiny bruises in the arms and legs Worsening of previous skin rashes

955478 01/15/2021 01/19/2021 NC 81.0 81 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe; symptoms lasted 1 day Y

955491 01/15/2021 01/19/2021 NC 48.0 48 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe, Systemic: Seizure-Severe Y

955516 12/29/2020 01/19/2021 WI 64.0 64 F Temp of 104.5, hospitalization Y

955565 01/07/2021 01/19/2021 OH 19.0 19 F One week after the shot  (1-14-2021) Patient (19 y.o.)reported side pain and appeared constipated, Laxatives given along with Tylenol, on further assessment  Patient was noted to have left leg redness and abdominal fullness.   Dr. was updated  and we had orders for close monitoring, the next day when she got up, her leg appeared better, and she had passed a small BM, but by lunch she had developed significant pain and edema in her left leg, and the color of her leg was reddened again.  She was sent to the emergency room with  her symptoms.   She was admitted back to our facility  yesterday, her diagnoses included Acute provoked left external illiac, femoral, popliteal, and peroneal DVT.  Elevated Factor II levels, Elevated APC resistant, May-Thurner Syndrome, history of developmental disabilities, fecal impaction and urinary retention - suspected related to her fecal impaction.  Vascular surgery was consulted,  and pt. was  started on a heparin drip, and mechanical thrombectomy was needed for both legs due to multiple clots.  She was started on Eliquis and Plavix, and thigh high compression stockings were ordered, ace wraps being used until these are supplied.  Her Fecal impaction was addressed also and the urinary retention resolved.Y Y 3

955656 12/31/2020 01/19/2021 NH 30.0 30 F Woke Up on Thursday and arm was swollen about half dollar sign amount at the  injection site.. Tissue underneath the skin was harder Area was raised about a quarter of an inch  Red and itchy  Vomited  Estimated date if delivery - 07/31/2021

955754 02/01/2016 01/19/2021 TN F neuropathy; Information has been received from a lawyer, regarding a case in litigation and refers to a female patient (pt) of unknown age. No information about the pt's medical history, concurrent conditions or concomitant medications was provided. In or around February 2016, the pt was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dose, route of administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiration date were not provided) for routine health maintenance and for its intended purpose: the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster). On an unknown date, shortly after receiving zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt suffered neuropathy. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt's symptoms had resulted in physical limitations not present prior to using the suspect vaccine. The pt also experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of her condition. As a result of the manufacture, marketing, advertising, promotion, distribution and/or sale of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further, as a tragic consequence, the pt suffered serious, progressive, permanent, and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. As a direct and proximate result, the pt had suffered and incurred damages, including medical expenses; the loss of accumulations; and other economic and non-economic damages. The outcome of the event was considered to be not recovered/not resolved. The reporter considered the event of neuropathy to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  The event of neuropathy was considered to be disabling.  Upon internal review, the event of neuropathy was determined to be medically significant.

955758 01/19/2021 F right sided weakness with numbness from her face down her entire body; right sided weakness with numbness from her face down her entire body; right sided weakness with numbness from her face down her entire body; bad headache; pain at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age (reported as 41 unknown unit) received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient wanted to know how long side effects last after receiving the first dose of the Covid vaccine. The patient received first dose of Covid vaccine on Thursday (unspecified date) and reported side effects. She reported side effects of right sided weakness with numbness from her face down her entire body. She describes the feeling as if she's been "shot up with novocaine on the right side of her body." She was also experiencing a really bad headache and pain at the injection site. She reported that the side effects do not seem to be wearing off. She wanted to know if this has been reported as a common side effect. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

955759 01/08/2021 01/19/2021 27.0 F Severe headache from 12-36h post administration impairing ability to perform ADLs with inability to turn head from side to side or to change positions without lancing temporal pain and a/w photophobia; Severe headache from 12-36h post administration impairing ability to perform ADLs with inability to turn head from side to side or to change positions without lancing temporal pain and a/w photophobia; Severe malaise; Severe headache from 12-36h post administration impairing ability to perform ADLs with inability to turn head from side to side or to change positions without lancing temporal pain and a/w photophobia; loss of appetite; Transient dysgeusia; Mild nausea; Pleuritic chest pain; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician. This 27-year-old female physician (patient) reported that she received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number=E15249), via unspecified route at left arm on 08Jan2021 07:30 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none. Concomitant medication was not reported. The historical vaccine included the first dose of BNT162B2 for COVID-19 immunization. Facility type of vaccine was hospital. No other vaccine in four weeks. No Covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination. On 08Jan2021 06:00 PM, patient experienced severe headache from 12-36h post administration (as reported), impairing ability to perform ADLs with inability to turn head from side to side or to change positions without lancing temporal pain and a/w photophobia (nearly meningeal signs); mild nausea; pleuritic chest pain; severe malaise; transient dysgeusia; loss of appetite. Treatment for events included initially NSAIDs until had difficulty tolerating was received. Outcome of events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the possible contribution of suspect BNT162B2 to the events cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

955760 12/31/2020 01/19/2021 25.0 F tachycardia; shortness of breath; elevated blood pressure 165/90; tired; stomach upset; felt unwell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient).  A 25-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced on 04Jan2021 felt unwell, tired, stomach upset (it continued all week) and on 07Jan2021 tachycardia and shortness of breath. Clinical course: she was feeling very like short of breath and her heart racing, had elevated blood pressure 165/90, usually it was normal. The patient was sent to the emergency room (ER) and got worked up, she had a complete blood panel, everything came back normal; she had a chest X-Ray and 2 bags of fluid, then the patient was discharged. The patient outcome of the events was recovered.   The information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

955761 12/24/2020 01/19/2021 PA 35.0 F started having a lot of left eye pain/he diagnosed her with Scleritis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) a Nurse Practitioner, who reported for herself.  A 35-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Batch/lot number: EJ1685 also reported as ES1685), intramuscular in left deltoid on 24Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing anxiety diagnosed years ago, maybe when she was 23. Concomitant medication included ongoing celecoxib (CELEXA) for anxiety started about a year, or year and a half ago. She did not take other vaccines on the same day as the COVID vaccine. She had no recent labs. On 02Jan2021 the patient experienced scleritis. Event was described as follows: patient got her first COVID vaccine on 24Dec2020 and on 02Jan2021 she started having a lot of left eye pain. She went to her Ophthalmologist and he diagnosed her with Scleritis. She had no history of anything with her eyes or any vascular or autoimmune issues; no eye disorder history or rheumatology history. Patient is due to get her second dose of the vaccine on 14Jan2021, and she spoke with her primary care doctor and her ophthalmologist, and neither of them have any answer on if she should get the second dose or not, they did not have much guidance for her as this was such a new product. Patient reported that scleritis was persisting, but it has improved and she was on Prednisone eye drops. Event scleritis was considered serious as Medically significant because of what it is and what it can do, but this was not a severe case (as reported). Final outcome of scleritis was recovering.; Sender's Comments: The reported scleritis was more likely an intercurrent disease, and less likely causally related to the use of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE).  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

955762 12/31/2020 01/19/2021 MI 65.0 F Appendicitis; Vomiting; Nausea; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A consumer reported that her 65-year-old mother received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number Unknown), into the arm at single dose on 31Dec2020  for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not have any medical history and did not receive any concomitant products.  On 31Dec2020 the same evening of vaccination, the patient experienced vomiting, nausea and chills  that were considered flu like. On 03Jan2021 or 04Jan2021 her appendix ruptured. She entered emergency room on 07Jan2021 and was diagnosed with appendicitis. She was admitted to hospital on 07Jan2021. She has been given hospital care for past four days. She will have surgery in 6 weeks to repair and right now they are cleaning ruptured area. Her care team is wondering if she should get second dosage. The patient is currently hospitalized. The patient recovered from the event vomiting on 31Dec2020, recovered from the events Nausea and Chills on 07Jan2021 and was Recovering from the appendicitis.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.Y

955868 12/23/2020 01/19/2021 NH 53.0 53 F Cellulitis; the injection site became red; the injection site became swollen; the injection site became hot; it was itchy; hives at the injection site; The PA felt like a contaminated injection needle caused the reaction; Raised hives across the whole injection area; A spontaneous report was received from a 53-year-old female healthcare professional, who was also the patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced cellulitis, the injection site became red, the injection site became swollen, the injection site became hot, it was itchy, hives at the injection site, the PA felt like a contaminated injection needle caused the reaction, and raised hives across the whole injection area.   The patient's medical history was not provided.  No concomitant medications were reported.  On 23 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20A) intramuscularly in the left bicep for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 24 Dec 2020, one day after vaccination, the injection site of the patient became swollen, red, and hot.    On 28 Dec 2020, the symptoms started to fade.    On 29 Dec 2020, the patient was itchy and experienced hives at the injection site.    On 31 Dec 2020, the patient went to urgent care with raised hives across the whole injection area.  The Physician's Assistant at the urgent care felt that it was cellulitis caused by a contaminated injection needle and treated the patient with cefalexin. Within 24 hours of treatment, the event resolved.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events cellulitis, the injection site became red, the injection site became swollen, the injection site became hot, it was itchy, hives at the injection site, the PA felt like a contaminated injection needle caused the reaction, and raised hives across the whole injection area was considered resolved on 01 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: Company comment: This case concerns a 53-year-old female patient, who experienced a serious event of Cellulitis and non-serious events of Injection site erythema, Injection site swelling, Injection site warmth, Injection site pruritus, Injection site urticaria (onset date of 29DEC2020), Exposure via contaminated device, Injection site reaction, and Injection site urticaria (onset date of 31DEC2020). The events of Injection site erythema, Injection site swelling, and Injection site warmth occurred on the next day of administration of their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20A). The events of Injection site pruritus, Injection site urticaria (onset 29DEC2020), and Cellulitis occurred 6 days after mRNA-1273 administration. The event of Injection site urticaria (onset 31DEC2020) occurred 8 days after mRNA-1273 administration. Treatment with antibiotics was performed with positive therapeutic response. The events of Exposure via contaminated device and Injection site reaction were considered to occur on the same day of mRNA-1273 administration by the healthcare worker. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events of Cellulitis, Injection site erythema, Injection site swelling, Injection site warmth, Injection site pruritus, Injection site urticaria (onset date of 29DEC2020), Injection site reaction, and Injection site urticaria (onset date of 31DEC2020), a causal relationship cannot be excluded.  Causality of the event of Exposure via contaminated device is assessed as Not applicable, because the event is a procedural issue.

955869 01/04/2021 01/19/2021 NC 63.0 F Bell's Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 63-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine, Batch/lot number: ELD14D, via an unspecified route of administration, in left side of arm, on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included early breast cancer from 2017 and ongoing. Concomitant medication included tamoxifen citrate 20 mg tablet by mouth once daily from 2017 and ongoing for breast cancer (cancer pill, she has to be on it for 5 years). The patient received the vaccine as she is "with fire department, thought she needed to take it, she had early breast cancer, is around lots of people". On 09Jan2021 the patient was diagnosed with Bell's palsy, assessed as medically significant and in Jan2021 she experienced earache (she thought it was an earache, but it was more than that, but it made her ear hurt, and she has no infection), her mouth was drawled a little, further detailed as numbness and "the eye, it is messing with it, when she is trying to see out of it, she can see, but it's blurry like" and, "where the ear thing is", on the back of the lymph node was real sore and her face was kind of puffy, which is the reason she went to the doctor. The patient had to go to her doctor, he told her she had a reaction to the shot, he called it Bell's Palsy, and said to let Pfizer know. Her doctor gave her something to take for mouth drawled/numbness, which is supposed to help, and she has to go back in a week. The event Bell's palsy outcome was unknown at the time of the report.

955871 01/06/2021 01/19/2021 WI 61.0 F Doesn't feel like eating; Fever; Chills/ Chilled; Nausea; Severe Headache/Dull headache/Frontal headache; Fatigue; Body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient).  This 61-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EJ1686), via intramuscular, on 06Jan2021 (at 14:30) at single dose at left deltoid for COVID-19 immunisation, administered at hospital. Age at vaccination is 61-year-old.  Historical vaccine included Diphtheria and Tetanus vaccine (intramuscular, at single dose) on 15Dec2020 for immunization; and Shingles vaccine (intramuscular, at single dose) on 15Dec2020 for varicella immunization. Relevant medical history included usual tenderness. No relevant concomitant medications were provided.  On 07Jan2021, she woke up at 2:00 in the morning, she had a high temperature, she was chilled, she had a severe headache, nausea, fatigue, and body aches. She got up and took ibuprofen (ADVIL). She was basically in bed, she had to cancel all her appointments in the morning, she just laid in bed and the following afternoon her fever broke at about 4:30 in the afternoon then she just had a low grade temperature and a dull headache, nausea through the next day, Friday the 08Jan2021. She still has a very dull headache and just not right, kind of like a flu bug. She had no fever; she had not had any fever after Friday afternoon or Saturday. Fever started at 2 in the morning 07Jan2021 and she experienced the chills until after fever broke. Fever went above 102 degrees. She still had a little of the nausea, she just didn't feel like eating. She still had the dull headache. The nausea and headache have improved when compared to how it was on the 07Jan2021. She was back to work now she just has a dull frontal headache. The reporting nurse assessed all the events, except of 'Doesn't feel like eating', serious for disability. She stated she may have had usual tenderness but nothing like this. The patient had recovered from the event fever on 08Jan2021 and from the event 'chills/chilled' on 07Jan2021; the patient was recovering from 'nausea' and 'severe Headache/Dull headache/Frontal headache', while the outcome of the remaining events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A possible contribution role of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) to the onset of the reported events cannot be excluded due to temporal relationship.  It is worth noting that patient had other vaccines not far ago, including Diphtheria and Tetanus vaccine and Shingles vaccine on 15Dec2020 for immunization.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

955872 01/19/2021 U throat and tongue started to feel weird and tight/throat got to the point of so swollen and itchy I couldn't swallow; throat and tongue started to feel weird and tight/throat got to the point of so swollen and itchy I couldn't swallow; throat and tongue started to feel weird and tight/throat got to the point of so swollen and itchy I couldn't swallow; throat and tongue started to feel weird and tight/throat got to the point of so swollen and itchy I couldn't swallow; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program Corporate (Pfizer) Social Media Platforms.   This patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose on an unspecified date for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unspecified date, the patient experienced throat and tongue started to feel weird and tight/throat got to the point of so swollen and itchy I couldn't swallow. The patient condition was life threatening. The patient described the events as follows: 40 min after injection my throat and tongue started to feel weird and tight. Pharmacy at my work hospital  gave me 25 mg Benadryl and 650mg Tylenol. At about 1 hr 45 min after injection my throat got to the point of so swollen and itchy I couldn't  swallow. I went to nearest  emergency room hospital they  administered Decadron orally, Pepcid  P.O. (orally), and Toradol via IM (Intramuscular). The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

955874 12/23/2020 01/19/2021 FL 62.0 M Have a cut in my leg which is very unusual; Saw a big cut in my feet; I was bleeding from somewhere; It was quite a lot of blood drawing out of my body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 62-year-old male patient started to receive single dose of BNT162B2 (Solution for injection, batch/lot number and exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 09:00 for COVID-19 immunization; and adalimumab (HUMIRA), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date at unspecified dose (injection every other month) for arthritis. Medical history included arthritis, blood pressure (abnormal), and blood cholesterol (abnormal). Concomitant medication included rosuvastatin for blood cholesterol, olmesartan medoxomil, metoprolol succinate (TOPROL XL), and vitamins: ascorbic acid, ergocalciferol, nicotinamide, retinol, riboflavin, thiamine hydrochloride. Patient stated, "The reason I am calling, I have just a concern that something happened to me. I did not pay much attention but now I have read the news one doctor died after getting this COVID Vaccine (Further details were not available over the call) I have a small incident happened to me the day after I received my first dose of the COVID Vaccine. I just wanted to get some information. You know what happened the next day night, in the evening I was taking a shower and all of sudden I was bleeding from somewhere. Lot of blood was coming out while I was toweling my body out. I couldn't find out where the blood is coming from. I checked, it's not from my urine, not from my rectum but it was quite a lot of blood drawing out of my body. Immediately, I called my wife into bathroom, then I squeezed my body then the bleeding stops. It was on 24Dec2020. You know my kids were at home. I don't want them to find it. The bleeding stopped and everything went away. Then I thought maybe it is something related to my GI. I went to my GI doctor yesterday to have a checkup, they don't know anything either but I am due for my second dose for next week Wednesday. Now I had this news about thrombocytopenia on this doctor died (Clarification unknown). So I am just afraid if there is anything related this. Do you have any explanation on how I bleed and where it bleed? It was lot of bleeding even my towel was full of blood." Patient wanted to see if anybody else had similar experience or if he get the second dose and he get the complication again. Patient was a medical technologist. He was doing ultrasounds. He was working in a pediatric hospital. Patient was not prescribed/recommended vaccination. "Nobody recommended it. During my hospital. I am healthcare professional. So everybody in my hospital. I just went there and get it. I didn't ask my doctor." Patient added, "You know everything I read about this case and then you know, I have a cut in my leg which is very unusual. I have never seen that. I don't know how it happened. You know all of sudden oneday I wake up and I saw a big cut in my feet also. So, I am just afraid (onset date not reported)." The action taken in response to the events for adalimumab was unknown. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.

955876 01/13/2021 01/19/2021 PA 52.0 F Possible Bells Palsy; Arm/neck soreness; Arm/neck soreness/ neck are painful; travel up neck to side of face/around temple/ Side of head/face/cheeks/jaw; travel up neck to side of face/around temple/ Side of head/face/cheeks/jaw; travel up neck to side of face/around temple/ Side of head/face/cheeks/jaw; Feel numb; Sore-all on same side as injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 52-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine, lot number: EL3246) , via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 17:00 at single dose on left arm for covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history was not reported.  Concomitant medication included fluticasone propionate (FLONASE), pantoprazole.  The patient experienced arm/neck soreness, travel up neck to side of face/around temple; side of head/face/cheeks/jaw, neck are painful, feel numb, and sore-all on same side as injection; and possible Bells Palsy on 14Jan2021 02:00. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

955882 12/31/2020 01/19/2021 ID 25.0 F allergy; Short of breath; Tachycardia/my heartrate was like 140 - 150; Blood pressure was like 165 over 114/my blood pressure just like skyrocketed; Upset stomach; Tired; Started to feel not very good/not feeling like wonderful/overall sickness; Muscle ache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 25-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: EL014 (can't really tell), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergy and heartburn. Concomitant medication included omeprazole for heartburn, cetirizine hydrochloride (off-brand for Zyrtec) as allergy medicine and a birth control medicine. Consumer stated, she just was calling this number because she didn't necessarily know if she had an adverse reaction or a symptom. She just wanted to report it and see if maybe you had any insight if this has happened to anybody else. Consumer further stated, she had an adverse reaction where she had to go to the emergency room. So, she didn't know if it was from the Vaccine or not because her reaction was very delayed. She got her vaccine on 31Dec2020, New Year's Eve and then starting on Monday after the vaccine on 04Jan2021. She started to feel not very good, it was mostly just like overall sickness, just as muscle aches, tired, having upset stomach so that was after 4 days. Patient had allergy from an unspecified date. And then on 07Jan2021, a week after she got the vaccine, she had signs of tachycardia and her blood pressure just like skyrocketed, her blood pressure was like 165 over a 114 and her heartrate was like 140 - 150. And she worked in healthcare, which was why she was one of the first ones to get the vaccine and she went to the ER and got worked up and they couldn't find, nothing was abnormal with her labs or blood work. She even had a chest X-ray and they couldn't find anything and they just gave her fluids and sent her home. And she was home now and still not feeling like wonderful, she felt better though but she just wanted to report that and see if there was any correlation. She didn't really know because it was so delayed, a week later. So she just wanted to report it. Consumer further stated, she forget to tell one thing, she was also short of breath on 07Jan2021. So that was why they had sent her to ER because of Tachycardia, shortness of breath and her blood pressure was really high. They didn't give her any medicine they just gave two big bags of fluid and then they discharged her. Consumer stated, she was scheduled to have her second one, she thought it was 14Jan2021. She wanted to know if she should get the second one. Consumer stated, when she went into the ER she had a lot of lab work. She didn't even know what all they did but a lot like, blood panels, she checked everything was there, that was on Thursday, last week, 07Jan2021. Consumer stated no treatment was received for the events. Outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

955911 01/15/2021 01/19/2021 NC 40.0 40 F Approximately 3 days after my injection I began experience severe tremors Ib bilateral arms, bilateral legs, head, and vocal cord tremors as well as blurry vision and memory impairment. Unfortunately, the symptoms don't seem to be improving. My MD prescribed metoprolol, which I will begin today.

955945 01/14/2021 01/19/2021 MA 53.0 53 F a couple hours after the vaccine, I experienced a bit of rapid heart rate, which resolved after a few minutes. The following day around 3 pm I began to have chills and felt like I had the raid heart rate again.  By 5 pm I was beginning to feel really bad, I was freezing, chills and my heart rate was now extremely fast, I was having trouble speaking complete sentences, my husband drove me to the emergency department.  I had a very high heart rate and high fever, I was admitted and in the hospital until Sunday afternoon. The diagnosis was pneumonia,  I don't really believe this, as I felt fine and had  no symptoms prior to the onset of the fever.Y Y 3

955966 01/05/2021 01/19/2021 OH 31.0 31 F Anaphylaxis less than two hours after vaccination. I had no symptoms immediately after vaccine however did develop symptoms within one minute of completing a run. Developed b/l hand swelling and tingling, diffuse hives and itching, tachycardia, elevated blood pressure, lips tingling and swelling which required emergency room visit and EpiPen, IV fluids, Benadryl and IV steroids. This is similar to previous reactions I have had to running previously. Symptoms resolved within one hour after treatment in ED.Y

955968 01/14/2021 01/19/2021 TX 61.0 61 F Severe headaches, vomiting, dehydration, shortness of breath ... led to trip to Emergency Room at Hospital on 1/16/21 at 10:45 am; diagnosis for treatment was Diabetic Ketoacidosis (DKA);  patient was admitted to ICU to address critical fluid and electrolyte imbalances , headaches, body aches, dehydration, nausea, shortness of breath.  DKA is medical emergency.Y Y 4

955979 01/12/2021 01/19/2021 LA 57.0 57 M Pt brought to the ER with SVT.  He was given 2 doses of adenosine by EMT's.  Pt was found to have hypomagnesemia and hypophosphatemia in the ER.  He was admitted for observation and evaluated by Cardiology. He remained stable with NSR during admission.  Pt has a follow up appt with Cardiology EP clinic on 2/18/21.Y 1

956011 01/07/2021 01/19/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Woke up feeling achy, chills,  Feverish Low grade fever Estimated date of delivery 08/25/2021

956023 12/29/2020 01/19/2021 51.0 51 F Fatigue, wheezing, soreness, palpitations Y

956075 01/12/2021 01/19/2021 CA 38.0 38 F 38 year old female - healthy with no significant past medical history. Morning of 1/15/21, pt woke up with difficulty speaking  (would be talking and then unable to articulate words which were replaced by grunting sounds) and tingling to her face. No changes to breathing, no numbness/tingling to extremities, equal facial symmetry. Slow onset of symptoms. Pt went to the ED, where she received a CT, MRI (inconclusive reading), lab work reported as normal per pt, EKG and chest x-ray. Symptoms self resolved while in the ED, however MD staff wanted to admit patient for 24 hours of observation and to complete an echocardiogram. Pt left AMA the evening of 1/15/21 due to resolution of symptoms and wanting to follow up with her cardiologist for the echocardiogram. Pt told by MD staff symptoms were likely caused by either TIA, possible reaction to vaccine or migraine presentation (no report of headaches/auras). Plan was to have patient on blood thinners x 30 days then baby Aspirin thereafter. Pt still needing to follow up with PCP and cardiologist for further work up.Y 1

956165 01/16/2021 01/19/2021 FL 80.0 80 M Received vaccine on 1/16/21, on 1/17/21 started with coughing, white phlegm, SOB and on 1/18/21 developed fever to 101 and increased need for oxygen.  Home requirement increased from 3L O2 to 6L O2. On 1/18/21 presented to hospital. Quickly defervesced with steroids and cefepime. Possible post-obstructive pneumonia vs immune response to vaccination.Y

956178 01/08/2021 01/19/2021 PR 43.0 43 M Patient could not open and close hand after the first day of vaccination. On the third day his arm turned purple and could not be moved and was numb. A week and a half after vaccine, arm hurt and was numb.  Patient was hospitalized. Y 2

956260 01/07/2021 01/19/2021 ID 29.0 29 F Pregnancy history: 27 weeks at time of injection, history of a significant subchorionic hematoma at 12.5 weeks, vaginal bleeding at that time. Two more episodes of light spotting (dark in color) over the next week and a half. Then no more vaginal bleeding. Growth ultrasound showed no concerns other than healing SCH, nothing indicated for follow up or concern.  Date of delivery: 4/7/21. No birth weight yet, still pregnant. Baby was measuring at 25th percentile for weight at 20 week ultrasound.  Adverse events: strong, shooting pains felt in area of cervix extending upward. Irregular (every hour or half hour) increasing in frequency (around 6:00 I had four within ten minutes). Throughout the day after getting my vaccine I purposefully stated physically low key. No exercise or long walking etc. At 6:00 when the pains came more frequently I stopped reading to my daughter and laid down, drank more water, electrolytes, took a topical progesterone 90mg vaginally, two more acetaminophen (had taken 2 of these 20 minutes after injection) and napped. Next morning uterus/cervix felt tender with some cramping especially when lifting and holding leg up (to put pant leg on). Did not go to work, laid down most of the day. By end of day feeling less tender.

956263 01/14/2021 01/19/2021 TX 30.0 30 F I received the vaccination on 1/14 and started to get an itching sensation that night - nothing noticeably or concern and was able to go to sleep. The next morning I was very itchy and red and started to break out in hives that started to get worse and spread through my body. I took Benadryl throughout the day and at night to help my sleep. On Saturday morning my eyes were swollen and red, I had severe hives all over my body and had to go to the ER for some type of relief. This was immediately after I woke up, the right side of my body was extremely hot and I went to the restroom and looked in the mirror and didn't recognize myself. At the ER, they put me on Prednisone - to take 2 tablets for 3 days, Famotidine - taking 1 tab, 2 times a day for 5 days, and Benadryl, 1 tab, 3X a day until the symptoms subside - It is currently 1/19 and my skin will start to heat up, primarily in my hands and start to itch, but no more hives or anything severe.  I am currently pregnant with my first child, due date 7/7/2021. I have had no previous pregnancies, miscarriages, or abortions.

956311 12/30/2020 01/19/2021 WI 50.0 50 M Received fist Moderna Vaccine 12/30/2020. 01/07/2021 Started with bil leg numbness and weakness. By 1/15/2021 numbness constant both legs. Electric shock sensation at times down spine to feet. Weakness both legs started 1/18/2021. Neurologic injury being worked up for transverse myelith.

956345 01/05/2021 01/19/2021 CO 51.0 51 F 9 to 36 hours. Lymphnode swelling , pain left axilla. Fever,  chills ,muscle aches, brain fog.  1 week post Facial paralysis, fatigue,  vocal cord weakness, feeling of unwell.

956348 01/17/2021 01/19/2021 VT 81.0 81 M Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe

956438 10/31/2020 01/19/2021 OH 14.0 14 F Flu vaccine. 10/31/20 - known Mast Cell Activation Syndrome Hives started later that evening. Over the course of the next week some difficulty breathing felt to be an issue with her vocal cords and/or throat. Admitted to hosp 11/6/20 Y 1

956493 01/08/2021 01/19/2021 MA 40.0 40 F I had two am Jan 9, chills, aches, low grade temperature. That lasted about 24 hours. Malaise -  extreme  -lasted the same amount of time. I took Tylenol twice.

956504 01/16/2021 01/19/2021 FL 27.0 27 F 27-year-old female with past medical history of anxiety, allergic to shellfish, presented for COVID-19 vaccination, developed shortness of breath after COVID-19 Moderna injection, felt lightheadedness and noted with cyanosis as per nursing, received epinephrine injection and transferred to ED. In ED she received solumedrol, benadryl and pepcid. Vitals in the ER  Revealed tachycardia HR 95-105 , Sat 96% on room air not in distress. Patient was admitted for further observationY Y 1

956506 01/12/2021 01/19/2021 NJ 34.0 34 M 1. Shaking 2. Whole body tingling  3. Left arm tense (injection was provided in right arm) 4. Felt clammy  Walked over to hospital attached to the facility and was discharged the same day. All symptoms resolved. Y 1

956527 01/15/2021 01/19/2021 MO 37.0 37 F Patient called this nurse stating she had an allergic reaction to COVID vaccination given on Friday 1/15/21. States she felt fine for the 15 minutes post immunization, was on her way home and started feeling dizzy, short of breath, chest heavy, throat felt full "like a ball in it". She came back to clinic which was closed but sat in the parking lot for a while. While in parking lot trying to figure out what to do, her symptoms lessened. She got home safely but started to feel jittery/shaky and her BP was very high (couldnt remember exact number). She then went to urgent care where they told her she was having an allergic reaction and given a pill of something and steroid for 6 days. Went home from urgent care and BP still high but got better at bedtime. Saturday she had a "really bad headache and just layed around all day. I was not able to function at all."  Sunday she still had a headache and added muscle aches. Monday she started feeling "a lot better" until 8 PM when she was walking around doing her nightly routine and started to feel a wave of dizziness, throat felt funny so she sat down and took her BP with result of 207/131. Says this reaction felt worse than Friday's reaction so she went to ER where she was again told she was having an allergic reaction and the steroid given to her at Urgent Care was not helping and to stop taking them. Given Benadryl in the waiting room, had labs and EKG which came back "normal", and given a different med Vistaril to take with any future symptoms. Was also told to NOT take the second dose of COVID vaccination. Says she has not had to take the Vistaril yet and has not had any sign of reaction today so far. Said she did report the initial headache on the V-safe app.Y

956543 01/16/2021 01/19/2021 PA 55.0 55 F Sweating, severe dizziness, Chest pain Heart palpitations, Cold/numb arms hands, Hypertension Y

956570 01/06/2021 01/19/2021 OK 36.0 36 F Anaphylactic Y 2

956578 01/10/2021 01/19/2021 LA 74.0 74 F At approximately 4pm on Jan 11, 2021, I began to have hard chills and fever that reached 104.9. I was admitted to ICU at the Hospital. My blood pressure dropped to dangerous levels. I was diagnosed with sepsis and the doctors determined it was caused by the vaccine.Y Y 3

956589 12/24/2020 01/19/2021 KY 59.0 59 F Tingling in arm

956597 01/18/2021 01/19/2021 AL 90.0 90 F Pulmonary Edema, fever, nausea, vomiting Y Y

956615 01/09/2021 01/19/2021 NY 78.0 78 F Two days after my wife received the moderna  vaccine she showered significant cognitive impairment and memory loss . She cannot recall words and is experiencing delirium. Both her internist and her neurologist are convinced it was the result of the vaccine e. She had a complete Nueromosych evaluation done two months ago snd the results were completed normal.  I want you to be aware of this snd if it does not resolve I may sue the federal government and moderna. Thanks a llot

956627 01/08/2021 01/19/2021 NJ 34.0 34 M Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine. Vaccine recipient reported on 1/19/2021 that they received the Moderna Vaccine on 1/8/2021. The following week on 1/15/2021, they reported while driving, their area around their right eye became numb and they began to have blurry vision. The numbness spread to around their face/mouth. They pulled over and their spouse drove him to the hospital. Roughly 20 minutes after the initial symptoms, they developed chest pain and patient reported that the ED noted an abnormality on their EKG. The patient had to be admitted overnight for observation. The patient reported that on 1/18/2021, they still had mild chest pain and facial numbness remains around the right eye, left mouth/cheek area, and tongue. They did develop fever and a headache. The patient reported that on 1/19/2021, they are waiting on results, additional testing, and further follow-up appointment with their provider.Y 1

956642 01/09/2021 01/19/2021 CO 44.0 44 F Visited Provider appx 500 pm 1.14.2021   DVT - left calf  -  2 clots via ultrasound    on Eliquis now Y

956680 12/28/2020 01/19/2021 CT 63.0 63 M Lacunar infarct (CVA) of right thalamus Y 1

956709 01/08/2021 01/19/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Patient developed symptoms of Guillain-Barre syndrome on January 15, 2021 and was admitted the Hospital. She was diagnosed and eventually required ICU level care and has been treated with plasmapheresis. She is currently still in the ICU but is stable.Y Y 4

956778 01/07/2021 01/19/2021 NJ 50.0 50 M Hypoglycemia(40mg/dL) and required ICU admission. Y

956819 01/19/2021 01/19/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Fullness of Throat and angioedema.

956836 01/18/2021 01/19/2021 CA 75.0 75 M "Patient states that he received the Covid vaccine today on left arm. Immediately after receiving it, felt his left arm went numb, then felt his lips on the left side going numb. Sensation progressed to his whole face, and down his neck, and back down to the whole left arm. He states that he even felt his truncal area, kidney, and part of his right foot  going numb. States that he went to the ER for further evaluation, and while waiting there for about an hour, the sensation resolved. He denies any tingling or painful sensation. Does not think he was weak at the time."Y 1

956870 01/02/2021 01/19/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Tachycardia, Shortness of breath, headache, dizzyness, weakness, chills, nausea, fever Y Y 1

956915 01/07/2021 01/19/2021 CA 37.0 37 F "Wheal and flare" rash at vaccination site approx 8 days

956926 10/13/2020 01/19/2021 OH 53.0 53 F Within hours of getting the flu shot, the following occurred: Severe pain in upper arm where flu shot was given Loss of Motion - Cannot lift or move my arm without severe sharp stabbing pain Burning ? constantly on fire Feels like an axe is slicing deep into the bone from the front Feels like a jagged rock with pressure slicing from the outer side to inside of my arm  Cannot rotate hand/forearm unless I keep elbow at my side Cannot do normal activities Cannot pull, push, lift objects or twist arm  without pain Cannot remove clothes without severe pain Night time - Cannot sleep well due to arm burning, pressure, pain etc.

956943 01/13/2021 01/19/2021 NC 54.0 54 F dose given 1/13/21, patient hospitalized with high blood sugar, hyperkalemia, hypernatremia on 1/15/21 after being lethargic with shallow breathing. Patient still hospitalized as of 1/19/21 and diagnosed with Diabetes Y

956956 01/07/2021 01/19/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Severe dissociative event (psychotic break) beginning <72hr after administration of vaccine, and continuing another 48 hours before resolution.  Patient has no prior adverse psychiatric history.  Transported to local ER on Monday 11th upon worsening of condition.  Administered Haldol in the ER as a sedative after becoming combative during dissociative state.  Patient woke up Tuesday the 12th with recurrent, but significantly diminished, dissociation, which had largely resolved by late Tuesday.  Patient transported to Mental Health on a 5150. Released Friday the 15th around noon. No recurrent symptoms since.Y 3

956957 01/18/2021 01/19/2021 TN 88.0 88 F Resident reported she didn't feel well. She started running a fever of 103.  Resident complained her stomach and genitals were burning and pain in her legs. Resident has been vomiting today and diarrhea.  EMS was called and resident transported to Hospital today 1/19/21 Y

956965 01/08/2021 01/19/2021 VA 32.0 32 F Around 9 pm, my arm became more sore and started radiating into my shoulder and I had chills.  I had a low-grade fever and I had slight SOB. Not sure if it was due to vaccine or the fact that I'm big and pregnant. The next more I was extremely sore all over. I also experienced major fatigue and a headache. I just rested and felt better afterwards and it went away.

957061 12/23/2020 01/19/2021 OH 39.0 39 F Pt is 39 y/o female. Pt is casual RN for ED. Pt received COVID-19 vaccination here on the 23rd of December. Pt began feeling weak on the 17th of January. On the 18, Pt began experiencing numbness and tingling in hands and feet. Pt has been seen at facility and her PCP prior to coming to ED. Pt PCP called me and told me she is concerned that the Pt might have Guillain Barre syndrome and referred her here. Pt now c/o numbness and tingling from feet to mid abdomen and numbness/tingling up entire arm. IV was established and labs drawn, CT Head normal. Pt to IR for LP for definitive Dx of Guillain Berre. Pt admitted to room 202. Director of ED notified.Y 1

957091 01/14/2021 01/19/2021 NC 72.0 72 M COVID-19 Vaccine Y Y 2

957147 12/29/2020 01/19/2021 NY 56.0 56 M Excruciating abdominal pain, left arm pain, chest pain.  Gangrenous appendicitis requiring emergency surgery and followed by admission for complicated acute abdomen. Y 14

957159 12/29/2020 01/19/2021 NJ 65.0 65 M Resident experienced chest pain the evening he received the vaccine and requested to go to the hospital as he stated his "chest is pounding". Y

957171 01/08/2021 01/19/2021 NJ 45.0 45 F 24 hours after the vaccine administration, patient began experiencing respiratory (asthma) symptoms.   She was treated with nubulizer treatment and albuterol HFA inhaler. Y

957227 01/08/2021 01/19/2021 CA 63.0 63 M Hypotension, Prolonged seizure with bowel incontinence, cough, weakness and delirium, resulting in 911 transport and admission to hospital for intubation and mechanical ventilation for acute respiratory hypoxia. Y 10

957249 01/15/2021 01/19/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Sunday evening developed lower pelvic pressure which continued to Tuesday. Called my OB MFM office and was instructed to come in for a check up. I am currently 18wks 4 days (was exactly 18 weeks on date I received  dose 2).  At the OB MFM  clinic I was discovered to have a shortened cervix of 2cm. I did not have this occur in my prior term pregnancy.  Although there may be no causal link I felt it important to report as there may be an association with the vaccine and  cervical length/risk of preterm delivery.

957282 12/28/2020 01/19/2021 TX 62.0 62 M Appendicitis Y Y 1

959927 01/19/2021 01/19/2021 78.0 77 M short of breath Narrative: patient complained of shortness of breath prior to getting covid vaccine, patient and wife stating it was his norm. After vaccine he complained of increasing shortness of breath, and hypoxic with bluish nail beds, lips, and greyish in color. Applied O2 via mask, and nail beds, lips, and facial color returned, sent patient to local ER for treatment and evaluation.Y

957333 12/18/2020 01/20/2021 NC F received first dose of COVID vaccine on 18Dec2020 and tested positive on 30Dec2020; received first dose of COVID vaccine on 18Dec2020 and tested positive on 30Dec2020; she had a 5 day migraine after the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (lot number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at first single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received first dose of COVID vaccine on 18Dec2020 and tested positive on 30Dec2020. The patient stated her isolation will be over the day that she was to receive her second dose. The patient stated that she had a 5-day migraine after the first dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.  Follow-up (06Jan2021): New information received in response to query via mail includes confirmation of the primary reporter's last name.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection needed for meaningful medical assessment.

957339 08/19/2014 01/20/2021 MA M Patient suffered many black occasional flash dots, flashes and floaters in his left eye and went for an urgent eye exam. Plaintiff was diagnosed with posterior vitreous detachment, vitreous hemorrhage, and retinal tear of the left eye.; Patient suffered many black occasional flash dots, flashes and floaters in his left eye and went for an urgent eye exam. Plaintiff was diagnosed with posterior vitreous detachment, vitreous hemorrhage, and retinal tear of the left eye.; Patient suffered many black occasional flash dots, flashes and floaters in his left eye and went for an urgent eye exam. Plaintiff was diagnosed with posterior vitreous detachment, vitreous hemorrhage, and retinal tear of the left eye.|1; Information has been received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation concerning a male patient of unknown age. The patient's medical history, concurrent conditions and concomitant medication use were not provided.   On or around 19-AUG-2014, the patient was vaccinated with a dose of zoster vaccine live(ZOSTAVAX) (anatomical location, administration route, lot number and expiration date were not reported) for routine health maintenance and for its intended purpose: the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster). On an unspecified date, shortly after receiving the vaccine, the patient suffered many black occasional flash dots, flashes and floaters in his left eye and went for an urgent eye exam. Later, the patient was diagnosed with posterior vitreous detachment, vitreous hemorrhage, and retinal tear of the left eye. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccination, the patient's symptoms have resulted in physical limitations not present prior to using zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine, mental an emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of his condition; the patient sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Patient suffered serious, progressive, permanent, and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment, and injury. At the time of the report, the outcome of posterior vitreous detachment, vitreous hemorrhage, and retinal tear of the left eye was not recovered. The reporter considered the posterior vitreous detachment, vitreous hemorrhage, and retinal tear of the left eye to be related to Zoster Vaccine Live (ZOSTAVAX). The events of posterior vitreous detachment, vitreous hemorrhage, and retinal tear of the left eye were considered to be disabling. Upon internal review, the posterior vitreous detachment, vitreous hemorrhage, and retinal tear of the left eye were considered as medically significant event.

957340 02/01/2016 01/20/2021 AL M post-herpetic neuralgia; skin lesions developed on his head and forehead; This initial spontaneous report was received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation referring to a male patient (pt) of unknown age. Information regarding current condition, historical condition or concomitant medication was not reported. In or around February 2016, the pt was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dose, strength, route, batch/lot# and expiration date were unknown) for routine health maintenance and for its intended purpose: the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster). On an unknown date, subsequent to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) being administered, the pt developed skin lesions on his head and forehead, and this resulted in post-herpetic neuralgia in his upper body, particularly the shoulders, that also persisted to the present. The pt first learned of the link between zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) and injuries such those from which he (also reported as she, conflicting information) suffered, on or about 22-DEC-2018, when a friend shared information found on website. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine, the pt's symptoms had resulted in physical limitations not presented prior to using the product. The pt also experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of his condition. As a result of the manufacture, marketing, advertising, promotion, distribution and/or sale of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further, as a tragic consequence of the company's wrongful conduct, the pt suffered serious, progressive, permanent, and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. As a direct and proximate result, the pt had suffered and incurred damages, including medical expenses; the loss of accumulations; and other economic and non-economic damages. The outcome of the events was considered as not recovered. The causality between the events and zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) was considered as related.   Skin lesions and post-herpetic neuralgia were considered as disabling.

957341 01/20/2021 IA U Some of the fluids squirted out and the individual did not receive the full dose of the vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and some of the fluids squirted out and the individual did not receive the full dose of the vaccine.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, the pharmacist administered the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine to her coworker and during vaccine administration, some of the fluids squirted out and the individual did not received the full dose. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The event, some of the fluids squirted out and the individual did not receive the full dose of the vaccine, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incorrect dose administered.

957342 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 29.0 M Vaccine leaked out at injection site; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacy intern concerning a 29 year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine(mRNA-1273)  and experienced the events, vaccine leaked out at injection site and possible error in administration of the vaccine.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 04 Jan 2021, the patient removed the bandage placed over the injection site and reported clear liquid underneath the bandage. The reporter states that the vaccine leaked out at the injection site and a lot of the vaccine got out. The reporter states this may be due to error in the administration of the vaccine.  No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The events, vaccine leaked out at injection site and possible error in administration of the vaccine, were considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 29 year old, male patient.  The patient's medical history is not provided.  The patient experienced the unexpected event of administration of incomplete dose (vaccine leaked out at injection site) after  the administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273 on 4 Jan 2021.

957343 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 OK 66 F Administered with less than optimal dose (0.45 mL); A spontaneous report was received from pharmacist concerning a 66-years old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273), and who experienced incomplete dose administered.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on 5 Jan 2021 (Lot number 039K20-2A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. During the administration, the pharmacist did not push the plunger correctly all the way, and the patient did not receive the full dose. After measuring what was left in the barrel of the syringe, they estimated that the patient received only 0.45 mL of the vaccine instead of 0.5 ml.  No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, incomplete dose administered, was considered resolved on 5 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This is a report of 66-year-old female patient, who was administered less than optimal dose (0.45 mL) (incomplete dose administered) mRNA-1273, lot # 039K20-2A. There were no reported adverse events associated with this case of incomplete dose administered

957344 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 OK 70 F O.45ml of Vaccine Was Administered; A spontaneous report was received from pharmacist concerning a 70-years old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273), and who experienced incomplete dose administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on 5 Jan 2021 (Lot number 039K20-2A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. During the administration, the pharmacist did not push the plunger correctly all the way, and the patient did not receive the full dose. After measuring what was left in the barrel of the syringe, they estimated that the patient received only 0.45 mL of the vaccine instead of 0.5 mL.  No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, incomplete dose administered, was considered resolved on 5 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 70 year old, female patient.  The patient's medical history is not provided.  The patient experienced the unexpected event of administration of incorrect dose (0.45 mL of the vaccine instead of 0.5 mL) of the first dose of the mRNA-1273 (Lot number 039K20-2A) on 5 Jan 2021.  There was no reported adverse reaction associated with this case.

957345 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 OR F Anaphylactic reaction; A spontaneous report was received from a physician, who was a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced anaphylactic reaction.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 04 Jan 2021, after vaccination, the patient experienced anaphylactic reaction. No treatment information for the event was reported.  The Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.  The outcome for the event, anaphylactic reaction, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient with unknown medical history, who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), and who experienced a serious event of anaphylactic reaction. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the event on the day of vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event was considered possibly related to the vaccine.

957346 01/20/2021 NE U Vaccine administed to a 17 year old; A spontaneous report was received from a Certified in Public Health (CPH) concerning a 17-years old patient who was received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and who experienced the event, product administered to patient of inappropriate age.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on an unknown date, intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 05 Jan 2021, the CPH reported that one of their local hospitals administered a dose of Moderna vaccine in error to the 17-years old patient.   No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, product administered to patient of inappropriate age, was resolved on unknown date.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 17-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product administered to patient of inappropriate age without any associated adverse events.

957347 01/20/2021 GA U Administered dose from punctured vial left out at room temperature for over 9 hours; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273), and who was administered dose from punctured vial left out at room temperature for over 9 hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 05 Jan 2021, a pharmacist reported that the facility's clinic administered a dose of the vaccine to a patient from a punctured vial that was left out at room temperature for 9 hours. The pharmacist was unable to provide any information about the patient or vial. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, administered dose from punctured vial left out at room temperature for over 9 hours, was considered resolved on an unknown date.   The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event, administered dose from punctured vial left out at room temperature for over 9 hours.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of a patient administered dose from punctured vial left out at room temperature for over 9 hours (Expired product administered) for mRNA-1273. Lot #  was not provided. There were no reported adverse events associated with this case of administered dose from punctured vial left out at room temperature for over 9 hours

957348 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 GA M Administered Vaccine that was a punctured vial and stored at room temperature for more than 6 hours; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered a vaccine from a punctured vial stored at room temperature for more than 6 hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 05 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026020A) intramuscularly in the right deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 05 Jan 2021, a pharmacist administered the vaccine to the patient from a vial that had been previously punctured and stored at room temperature for a total of 18 hours. The patient reported no adverse reactions. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered a vaccine from a punctured vial stored at room temperature for more than 6 hours, was considered resolved on 05 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

957349 01/20/2021 NY U Syringe leaked and not sure how much Vaccine was administered; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient of unknown age who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced syringe leaked and not sure how much vaccine was administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 05 Jan 2021, a pharmacist reported that liquid leaked out of a syringe while the nurse was injecting and is not sure how much of the vaccine was applied to the patient. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The event, syringe leaked and not sure how much vaccine was administered, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown, reporting syringe leaked  and not sure how much vaccine was administered without any associated adverse events.

957350 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 NH 49.0 49 M Vaccine leaked out of the deltoid muscle; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a 49-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and vaccine leaked out of the deltoid muscle.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 05 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 05 Jan 2021, the patient received the mRNA-1273 vaccine using a one inch needle. Right after administration, the vaccine leaked out of the deltoid muscle of the patient's arm. The patient's vaccinator thought the patient received half the dose. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The event, vaccine leaked out of the deltoid muscle, was considered resolved on 05 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273, lot # 039K20A. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incorrect dose administered.

957351 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 KY F Vaccine injected subcutaneously; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a female consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine subcutaneously, instead of intramuscularly (IM) on her arm.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 05 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.     On 05 Jan 2021, a patient was administered mRNA-1273 subcutaneously in her arm, instead of IM.  There was no report of adverse event experienced by the patient. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The event, vaccine given to a patient subcutaneously instead of IM, was considered resolved on 05 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of a female consumer who received Moderna's COVID 19 vaccine subcutaneously, instead of intramuscularly (IM) on her arm for mRNA-1273. The vaccine lot number was not provided. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of female consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine subcutaneously, instead of intramuscularly on her arm.

957352 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

957353 12/01/2020 01/20/2021 NY 17.0 U 17 year old administered vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 17-year-old consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and was at an inappropriate age at vaccine administration.                           The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 29 or 30 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.     On 29 or 30 Dec 2020, a 17-year-old patient was given the vaccine and is outside the lower age limit for Moderna's mRNA-1273 vaccine. No adverse events were reported.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The event, inappropriate age at vaccine administration, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of 17- year-old patient who was administered vaccine outside the lower age limit for Moderna's mRNA-1273 vaccine, lot # unknown, Exp. unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of vaccine and is outside the lower age limit for Moderna's mRNA-1273 vaccine.

957354 01/20/2021 KY U Freezer dropped down to -16.8 degree Fahrenheit; Freezer dropped down to -16.8 degree F and the vaccine was administered.; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine) mRNA-1273 and experienced product storage error and product administration error.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 28-Dec-2020, the supply of vaccine was received by the nurse's facility. Following receipt, the freezer the vaccine was stored in dropped down to -16.8 degrees Fahrenheit for an unknown amount of time.  On an unknown date, prior to the medical error, the patients received one of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 039K20A, expiration date 20 Jun 2021) intramuscularly in an unknown injection site for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The patient was administered with the improperly stored product and experienced product administration error.  No adverse events were reported.   Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken in response to the event was not provided.   The outcome of the event was resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of Product storage error  for mRNA-1273, lot # 039K20A. There were no reported adverse events associated with this case of Product storage error.

957355 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 GA 61.0 61 F Trouble breathing; Nauseated; Heart Palpitations; Hot, felt flush; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 61 year-old female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the events, hot, felt flushed, heart palpitations, nauseated and trouble breathing.   The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included myocardial infarction. Concomitant medications reported included sertraline hydrochloride.    On 30 Dec 2020, approximately 20 minutes prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 30 Dec 2020, the patient was walked to the waiting room to wait 15-20 minutes following vaccination. At 3:50 pm the patient began to feel hot and flushed. The patient started having heart palpitations and felt nauseated. The patient was assisted by a nurse and approximately 20 minutes later, patient reported feeling better. The patient was instructed to wait another 30 minutes before leaving the clinic. At 4:30 pm, the patient stated that she was not feeling well, reporting heart palpitations, flushing and trouble breathing. Patient was taken to the hospital via emergency medical services at 4:43pm. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events,  hot, felt flushed, heart palpitations, nauseated, and trouble breathing, was unknown..; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 61 year old, female patient, with medical history of Myocardial Infarction, who experienced a serious, unexpected events of hot flush, heart palpitations, nausea and trouble breathing.  The event occurred 20 minutes after administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011J20A). Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of mRNA-1273 and the onset of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y

957356 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 PA U Dose was adminstered outside of the 6 hour timeframe from the first puncture of the vial; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare facility administrator concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 (mRNA-1273) Vaccine and experienced expired product administered.    The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 30 Dec 2020, a vial containing Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine was thawed, and the vial was punctured. Afterwards, the vial was placed back into refrigeration overnight.  On 31 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection from the same vial. The dose given was outside of the six-hour timeframe from the first puncture of the vial.  Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event, expired product administered, was not provided.   The event, expired product administered, was considered recovered/resolved on 31 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender. The patient's medical history is not provided.  The event occurred 31 Dec 2020 during administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273. This report refers to a case of out of specification product use where, mRNA-1273 was given outside of the 6 hour timeframe from the first puncture of the vial.

957357 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 TN 93.0 93 F Osats down to 80; Pulse upwards of 130; A spontaneous report was received from a health care professional, concerning a 93-year-old, female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced Osats down to 80 and pulse upwards of 130.   The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included hypertension and heart disease. Concomitant product use was not provided.    On 05 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 037K20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 05 Jan 2021, around 20 minutes after vaccination, the patient's oxygen saturation was down to 80 and she had a pulse upwards of 130. The patient was given 3-4 L of oxygen, but did not respond, so, epinephrine was administered. Emergency medical services (EMS) was called. The patient's oxygen saturation was around 90 with pulse ranging from 80-120 after EMS arrived.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was unknown.  The outcome of the events, Osats down to 80 and pulse upwards of 130, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 93 year-old, female patient with medical history of hypertension and heart disease, who experienced events of oxygen saturation decreased and heart rate increased. The events occurred approximately 20 minutes after the first and last dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are assessed as possibly related.

957358 01/20/2021 AR U patient receiving 2 doses of the Moderna vaccine on the same day; A report was received from a physician concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced incorrect dose administered.   The patient's medical history and relevant concomitant medications were not reported.   On an unknown date the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The patient received a second dose of vaccine the same day.  No adverse events were observed. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the event, incorrect dose administered, was resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting that patient received two doses of vaccine on the same day without any associated adverse events.

957359 01/20/2021 F Severe allergic reaction; Dizziness; Made her dysfunctional; A spontaneous report was received from a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine and experienced severe allergic reaction and dizziness.  The patient's reported medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for COVID-19 for infection prophylaxis.  On an unknown date, the patient had a severe allergic reaction and reported that she had dizziness that made her dysfunctional. Treatment for the events was not reported.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the events, severe allergic reaction and dizziness, was considered not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female subject with who experienced serious unexpected events of hypersensitivity and dizziness. The event occurred an unspecified time after the first dose of mRNA-1273. Based on the current available information, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

957360 12/23/2020 01/20/2021 NY F Cellulitis in arm; Given into fatty part of the arm not the muscle; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and it was given to her in the fatty part of the arm, not the muscle and developed cellulitis in her arm .   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not reported.   On 23 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 23 Dec 2020, the reporter thinks that the patient was given the vaccine into the fatty part of her arm, not the muscle part.   On an unknown date, after vaccine administration, the patient developed cellulitis in her arm.  It was massive, red, and itchy. It started small and now 6-8 inches. Lot and expiration date unknown. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided .   The outcome of the event, cellulitis in arm, was not reported. The outcome of the event, given into fatty part of the arm, not the muscle, was considered resolved on 23 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect route of product administration for mRNA-1273 and concerns a female patient (unknown age), who experienced the event of cellulitis in her arm. The event occurred on an unknown date after a dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current limited available information and possible temporal association between the use of the product and the start of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is assessed as possibly related.

957380 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 IL 28.0 M Pain at injection site; high persistent fever; Chills; Nausea; Severe headache; Diffuse aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 28-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EL1284), intramuscularly in the left arm, on 08Jan2021 at 16:45 (at the age of 28-years-old) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient had no known allergies. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 22Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient experienced pain at injection site, high persistent fever, chills, nausea, severe headache, and diffuse aches on 09Jan2021 at 06:00. The events were reported as non-serious. The events were reported to have started 12 hours after vaccination. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of pain at injection site, high persistent fever, chills, nausea, severe headache, and diffuse aches was recovered in Jan2021. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

957385 12/28/2020 01/20/2021 F tested positive after 1st dose; tested positive after 1st dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. This nurse reported similar events for 2 patients: this is the first of two reports. This 39-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 28Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unknown date, the patient tested positive after first dose. Outcome was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, it is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021021888 same reporter/drug/AE, different patient.

957388 12/28/2020 01/20/2021 M Between then and now I tested positive; Between then and now I tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot/batch number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated, "I have taken the vaccine (1st dose) on 28Dec2020 at the hospital. Between then and now I tested positive on the 04Jan2021, the hospital sent me home for 2 weeks. The 2nd part of the vaccine is coming up, it isn't until the 18Jan2021." The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

957409 12/28/2020 01/20/2021 NY 47.0 M R axillary tenderness/lymphadenopathy persisting, now 2 weeks post vaccination; R axillary tenderness/lymphadenopathy persisting, now 2 weeks post vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient).  A 47-years-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 28Dec2020 12:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced r axillary tenderness/lymphadenopathy persisting, now 2 weeks post vaccination on 29Dec2020 with outcome of recovering. The patient was not treated due to the events. The patient underwent nasal swab covid test on 04Jan2021 and was negative. The patient did not experienced covid prior to vaccination.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

957411 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 33.0 F Full body myalgia; fatigue; diaphoresis; fever; Left upper arm edema and pain/tenderness.; Left upper arm edema and pain/tenderness.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself.  A 33-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Lot number EK9231 via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 11:00 at SINGLE DOSE  for covid-19 immunisation. Vaccine location: left arm, dose number 2, facility type vaccine: hospital. Historical Vaccine bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) Lot number EL0140  on 21Dec2020 14:45  vaccine location left arm, dose number 1, facility type vaccine: hospital. The patient medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications.   The patient experienced left upper arm edema and pain/tenderness onset within 3 hours of receiving the 2nd dose of the vaccine. In addition: full body myalgia, fatigue, diaphoresis and fever. Symptom duration was about 12 hours. Symptoms were relieve with Tylenol and Ibuprofen. The action taken was not applicable.

957416 12/16/2020 01/20/2021 TX 40.0 F Hypertensive Emergency (BP 219/114) with no previous blood pressure issues; Radiating chest pain, left arm pain; jaw pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other Health Professional (patient). A 40-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EX5170), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 15:00 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included symptomatic PVC's (Premature ventricular contractions), tachycardia, bradycardia, CVA (cerebrovascular accident) from 2018 to an unknown date, asthma and rhythm. Concomitant medication included flecainide, spironolactone, metoprolol for rhythm. The patient had known allergies included hydrocodone bitartrate, paracetamol (VICODIN), eletriptan and adhesive. Prior vaccination, the patient had no covid. On 22Dec2020 18:00, the patient experienced hypertensive Emergency (BP 219/114) with no previous blood pressure issues. Radiating chest pain, left arm pain, and jaw pain. Admitted to the hospital where an echocardiogram and angiogram was performed showing clear coronary arteries and no hypertensive remodeling of the heart. Issue has been ongoing since, despite interventions. The events result in emergency room/department or urgent care and hospitalization from an unspecified date for 1 day. The patient received the treatment for the events included frequent nitroglycerin, hydralazine and metoprolol. The patient underwent curative-SARS-Cov-2 Assay RT-PCR on 01Jan2021 with negative result. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, contributory role of BNT162B2 ((PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE,) to event "hypertensive emergency (BP 219/114) with no previous blood pressure issues" cannot be excluded. The events chest pain and pain in jaw are attributed to underlying medical conditions and assessed unrelated. BNT162B2 ((PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE,). The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 1

957428 12/17/2020 01/20/2021 MO F having symptoms, tested covid+(positive); having symptoms, tested covid+(positive); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  This 57-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unknown route, on 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. No relevant medical history and concomitant medications were provided. The patient started having symptoms on 23Dec2020 and she was tested for COVID 19 on 27Dec2020 and resulted positive. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021015240 Same patient/reporter, 2nd dose of drug, different AE

957429 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 CO 26.0 F My hip feels sore and achy, but I only feel slight spasms when I put weight on it.; With the second dose I woke up the next morning feeling very fatigued; dry cough; dizziness/slight dizziness; an aching headache that felt heavy (4/10 pain)/slight headache (2/10 pain); muscle spasms in my hips, knees, shoulders, and jaw (7/10 pain).; muscle spasms in my hips, knees, shoulders, and jaw (7/10 pain).; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). This 26-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received the second single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot EL1284) on 08Jan2021 at 16:45, in left arm, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included GERD, IBS, gastritis, asthma, anxiety/depression. The patient had known allergies to penicillin, cefalexin monohydrate (KEFLEX), lactose. The first dose of BNT162B2 vaccine (lot EH 9899) was given on 18Dec2020 at 16:00, in left arm and the patient experienced a sore throat for 3 hours, mild difficulty breathing, mild fever (99.1), fatigue and throbbing headache (6/10 pain). No other vaccine was given in 4 weeks. Concomitant medications included albuterol, pantoprazole, fluoxetine, cholestyramine. After the second dose of vaccine, the patient woke up on 09Jan2021 at 06:30 feeling very fatigued with a dry cough, dizziness, an aching headache that felt heavy (4/10 pain). Later in the day she started having muscle spasms in her hips, knees, shoulders and jaw (7/10 pain). These spasms felt like someone was stabbing her with an electric knife. Over the day the spasms settled into her right hip and knee. Paracetamol (TYLENOL) helped managing the pain and sleep helped the pain getting better. On 10Jan2021 the patient woke up with a slight headache (2/10 pain) and slight dizziness. Her hip felt sore and achy, but she only felt slight spasms when she put weight on it. The events were resolving at the time of report.

957432 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 IL 35.0 F body aches; fatigue; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself.  A 35-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 08Jan2021 14:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Medical history included Seasonal allergies. Concomitant medications included omeprazole and Multivitamin. The patient historic vaccine included the first dose of BNT162B2 received on 18Dec2020 07:30 AM at Left arm for covid-19 immunization, 1st dose symptoms started about 4hrs after: Nausea, body aches, fatigue, severe headache-all lasting 3-4 days. The patient experienced on and off headaches, body aches, fatigue all starting around 18-20 hours post second injection on 09Jan2021 and lasting less than 48 hours. No treatment received for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unknown date in Jan2021.

957441 12/26/2020 01/20/2021 CA U tested + 9 days after dose #1; tested + 9 days after dose #1; exposed to Covid-19 four  days after vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable patient. A patient of unknown age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 26Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient was exposed to Covid-19 four  days after vaccination and tested positive (+) nine days after dose 1 on 04Jan2021. The patient would like the advice for receiving the second dose. Outcome was unknown. Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

957449 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 MO 56.0 F I'm exposed you know I do the testing at my office at school; Loss of taste; Loss of smell; Sneezing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).   This 56-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot # not clarified, Expiry Date 30Apr2021) intramuscular at single dose in the deltoid on 08Jan2021 15:00 for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medications included unspecified several drugs. On 08Jan2021 22:00, the patient experienced loss of taste, loss of smell, sneezing with outcome of unknown. No treatment required. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: negative on 09Jan2021.   Nurse stated: "I just wanted to know the Covid Vaccine would it have given me that symptoms I mean obviously I'm exposed you know I do the testing at my office at school." When probed for causality, Nurse stated, "No, I don't think it would be from the vaccine, probably you know just exposure."  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

957450 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 U Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient reported that got second dose of bnt162b2 yesterday (09Jan2021) and now the patient had fever in Jan2021, patient wanted to know if its okay to take paracetamol (TYLENOL) or fever reducer or no. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

957453 01/20/2021 TX F Fever all the way up to 103.9.; Vomiting; My head hurt uncontrolled like it's excruciating pain in my head; Chills; Severe body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient had no relevant medical history. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported she got the vaccine shot on Monday (unspecified date) and since Thursday night she had severe body aches. She have had the fever all the way up to 103.9. She have had fever for three days straight now (at reporting time). She had body aches, had been vomiting, head hurt uncontrolled like it's excruciating pain in head. She have chills. As treatment, the patient had taken Tylenol 500 mg, Ibuprofen is 200, NyQuil, Theraflu. The reporter stated, "I am a 'line person' (not clarified), I am a first responder." The patient wanted to know if for these symptoms it was recommended going to the doctor. Fever had not resolved, while outcome of other events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

957454 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 LA 82.0 M I still have uncomfortable feeling in my arm/I was finally able to raise it above my head, my left arm, after two days but it was not comfortable to do it, it was painful; I have severe pain in my arm/it started hurting and then it continued to get worse and worse and it was severe; It was the worst pain I have ever had and I could not move my arm; It continued to get worse and that night I went to bed and I cannot sleep, it hurts so bad/I could not sleep on the right side or on a left side; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 82-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date was not provided), via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) first dose on 30Dec2020 10:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated that I had the vaccine back a week and half ago on 30Dec2020 and was due to get the booster this month and wanted to report severe pain arm for two days. The patient stated that he had many vaccine (Unspecified Vaccine) over the years and have never had anything that hurts so bad after about six hours. The patient just wanted to know that was that normal. Consumer further stated, "I took the vaccine about 10:30 in the morning and about four hours later, it started getting sore but that thing was normal you know some vaccines (Unspecified Vaccine) do that but along with that it started hurting about four hours after the vaccine and it continued to get worse and that night I went to bed and I cannot sleep, it hurts so bad. The patient even have thoughts about getting up and go in to the emergency room. It was the worst pain I have ever had and I could not move my arm. I could not sleep on the right side or on a left side and all I did was take Tylenol as prescribed and that helped a little bit but not much but I did not go to the emergency room, I am not going to do that but I felt like it because it hurts so bad but I made it through the night and next day it continued to hurt really bad. I just keep taking Tylenol every four hours and that continued for two days and then finally I was able to raise my arm up above my head without little pain, it was discomfort, but it was not hurting so bad." The patient stated that the event started about two hours later it started, it started hurting and then it continued to get worse and worse and it was severe, that is the reason why I am calling that it was severe. I wanted a shot or morphine to relieve myself that how bad it was." (no clarified further). The patient stated that the vaccine was given in my left arm only about one inch below the top of my shoulder which I think that might have been the problem, I don't know if you can answer that or not but I have never received the vaccine or shot anywhere near that area, it is always three or four inches down in my muscle, on my arm either on left or right, this was given in my left arm but this was given almost in my joint I am wondering if that would cause pain." The patient stated it was given only one inch below the tip above shoulder may be that is causing so much pain." The patient just wanted to report the severe pain, that was for two whole days and then it was subsided and it lasted for four days and I still have uncomfortable feeling in my arm. I was finally able to raise it above my head, my left arm, after two days but it was not comfortable to do it, it was painful." The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

957455 01/20/2021 U Fever; My body is aching so bad; I can't walk; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 second dose on unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient was having reaction to the vaccine, patient had fever, body was aching so bad, can't walk, going to the bathroom is so painful. Patient feel like need to go to the emergency room or don't know. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

957458 01/01/2021 01/20/2021 U Spot on arm where I got the vaccine probably 4 days ago is continuing to increase in size and is red, swollen and hard; it's huge and it's purple and red and it feels like bee sting, it feels like an allergic reaction; purple and red; continuing to increase in size and it is red and swollen and hard now; Made me really, really sick like bedridden for 2 days; Spot on arm where I got the vaccine probably 4 days ago is continuing to increase in size and is red, swollen and hard; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). An unknown age and gender patient received BNT162B2 (lot# unknown) on Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drug were not reported. Patient stated, "I just have a question, my Pfizer COVID Vaccine made me really, really sick like bedridden for 2 days which I am finding out is probably normal. But the spot on my arm where I got the vaccine, it was probably 4 days ago that I got it and it's continuing to increase in size and it is red and swollen and hard now. Like I am a Nurse Practitioner, this is not like a normal injection site reaction, it's huge and it's purple and red and it feels like bee sting, it feels like an allergic reaction, should I be concerned, do I need to go to the hospital?" Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

957459 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 TN 82.0 F I have felt horrible; Every bone in my body ached except my eyebrows and eyelashes; I am so weak I have no energy; I can hardly walk; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 82-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history included autoimmune disease and "bad back", both from an unknown date and ongoing. The patient's concomitant medication included prednisone for autoimmune disease and tramadol 75 mg daily for back pain. On an unspecified date, the patient reported that: "I felt horrible, every bone in my body ached except my eyebrows and eyelashes, I am just wiped out when does this go away, I am so weak I have no energy, I can hardly walk". The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included blood test: unknown result, on an unspecified date. The patient outcome of the events was unknown.   The information on the batch number has been requested.

957460 01/20/2021 U Have some swelling in my lymph node and one of my armpits and it is like going down the side of my body now; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (Patient). A patient of an unknown age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on unknown date (reported as the other day) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization, lot number: EK9231. Medical history and concomitant medications were not provided. Patient stated that had some swelling in lymph node and one of armpits and it was like going down the side of patient's body at the time of the report. Patient wanted to know if this was a normal side effect or if was needed to see a doctor. Outcome of the event was unknown.

957461 12/21/2020 01/20/2021 AR 42.0 F Tested positive for Covid/had the (Covid) infection; Tested positive for Covid/had the (Covid) infection; Swollen lymph nodes under my right arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This 42-year-old female nurse (patient) reported for herself that she received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot#: nurse stated she thought she had a lot# it looked like EK5703), via unspecified route at right deltoid on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included blood pressure (patient had taken blood pressure medicine but hadn't taking currently because her blood pressure was being controlled). Concomitant medications included unspecified vitamins. Patient was tested positive for Covid on the 29Dec2020. She stated she didn't know about causality, she was saying no but she did have swollen lymph nodes under the right arm before getting sick (Dec2020), now she thought that might get from her vaccination but in her understanding she could get it from Covid so, she couldn't answer that, she tested positive, she didn't think it's from vaccination but her concern was because she had got the vaccination the first one then had the (Covid) infection and right now she should get the second one or not. Regarding treatment, patient stated she was taking methylprednisolone sodium succinate (SOLU-MEDROL) and salbutamol (ALBUTEROL) inhaler, taking over the counter Vitamin D3, Zinc and Vitamin C and acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN). Patient reported she did go to the physician office/ emergency room. Outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the mechanism of action of BNT162B2 vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine was given (8 days in this case). However, a causal relationship between events "Tested positive for Covid/had the (Covid) infection" (coded to Drug ineffective / COVID-19) and  swollen lymph nodes and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded.The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

957462 01/20/2021 RI F my first one I had a lot of pain in my arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 49-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was reported as none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that when she received the first dose of BNT162B2, she had a lot of pain in her arm on an unspecified date. Outcome of event was unknown.  Information on the lot/Batch number has been requested.

957464 01/20/2021 F congestion and runny nose; congestion and runny nose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (reporting for herself). This consumer reported similar events for two patients (herself and her husband). This is the first of two reports. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced congestion and runny nose on an unspecified date. The clinical outcome of congestion and runny nose was unknown.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and has been requested during follow-up.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021042601 same drug/events/reporter, different patient

957467 07/05/2011 01/20/2021 PA 60.0 U loss of vision in left eye; herpes zoster; Information has been received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation referring to a patient (pt) of unknown age and gender. Information about concurrent condition, medical history and concomitant medication was not reported. On or about 05-JUL-2011 at the age of approximately 60 years old, the pt was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (strength, dose, lot#, expiration date and route unknown) for long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions. Subsequently, the pt was treated by a health care provider (reported as provider) for the following injuries resulting from zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) use: herpes zoster and loss of vision in left eye. The outcome of the events was not reported.   Upon internal review, loss of vision in left eye was determined to be medically significant.

957502 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 WA 22.0 22 F At last observation check for patient so about 2:45pm, 15min after receiving her dose 2 COVID19 vaccine she complained of feeling lightheaded. The observer recommended additional monitoring and contacted their lead. At this time ARNP arrived to further evaluate. Pulse ox obtained: 99% and HR 110's trending down as patient took some sips of water and reported feeling better. Vitals @ 3:00pm: SaO2: 97%, HR 99. Vitals @ 3:02pm: Sa02:99%, HR 86. Vitals @ 3:04: SaO2: 99%, HR 86. At 3:09 while patient being observed 1:1, she began to c/o itching on her hands, she was scratching them and her chest. Noted exanthem like reaction to tops of hands and chest. Assessed this could be early signs of allergic reaction, post-observation monitor lead (ARNP) initiated internal response. Activating site supervisor, site safety officer and scribe to the scene.  Observation lead discussed clinical picture to patient and obtained consent to administer epi pen x1 @ 3:14pm. Epi 0.3mg administered IM to left thigh. At the time of administration 911 was notified. Vitals obtained: SaO2: 99%. HR: 99, BP: 138/78. Epi was tolerated well & itching improved. At 3:20pm BLS ambulance arrived. Patient was evaluated and briefed on what is anticipated when someone receives an EpiPen. Notified that medics were in route as that is the EMS protocol when Epi is administered. Upon arrival of medics patient was feeling anxious but symptoms improving. She declined EMS transport, signing their AMA paperwork. Patient accompanied by boyfriend who drove. Our immunization clinic involved many licensed providers, because we had an ER physician who was willing to pop over and evaluate her

957503 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 CA 43.0 43 F 11 days after my vaccine a large red bumpy circle appeared on the injection site.

957504 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 51.0 51 F delayed (11 days) redness/rash on right arm that has continued growing in size. Hot to the touch, slight pain and itching

957505 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 ID 27.0 27 F Pain in injection site for three days - pain has decreased over the three day period Fatigue and body aches day after injection  Headaches for three days after injection. Mostly dull but consistent headaches those days except for the second evening after injection was sever headache on left side of head that felt like a migraine- I do not usually get headaches and never a migraine
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957506 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 29.0 29 M Today I felt extremely fatigued. Could not move my left arm very much. Pretty bad chills and a fever of 101

957510 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Local allergic reaction with redness pain itching swelling and burning for over 24 hours at site of injection as time progressed reaction has grown larger to about 2 inches diameter

957511 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 26.0 26 M Patient reports localized redness around injection site that resolved within 12 hours. He then developed localized redness and minor swelling expanding around injection site (6cm at widest diameter) 8 days following injection (19 Jan 2021) with warmth over erythematous area, consistent with local delayed type reaction. No hives, drainage, pain or any associated systemic symptoms. Rash has persisted unchanged for 36h at the time of initial evaluation.

957512 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Isolated redness, itching, swelling and radiating heat from injection site 7 days post injection

957513 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 TX 24.0 24 F Severe nausea- unable to eat. Noticed around 30 minutes after the vaccine was given, and did not subside until the next day. Slept for 10.5 hours and woke up with minimal/moderate nausea that disappeared by about 24 hours after injection.

957514 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 CO 74.0 74 F "burning sensation" in plantar aspect of feet and generalized paresthesia that began 2 days following vaccination.  Placed on trial of gabapentin. Has follow up visit with PCP on 1/20/21.

957516 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CA 91.0 91 F Resident reported feeling unusual and fuzzy/Frequent Urination. Resident started antibiotic for Urinary Track Infection

957517 12/26/2020 01/20/2021 CO 38.0 38 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA 10 minutes after receiving vaccine throat began tingling and I noticed my heart rate was 164 on my apple watch.  Notified nursed overseeing the monitoring.  Nurses began hooking my up to monitoring equipment. Heart rate came down to 120.  Nurses noticed flushing in face and blotchiness on arms. After an additional 15 minutes of monitoring, flushing was still present as well as throat tingling (just tingling, no swelling), so nurses sent me to the ER for further monitoring.  Upon arrival to ER temperature was 100.2 F. (Temperature before vaccine was 97 F, no fevers recorded after ER visit).  In ER fluids and zofran were given and was released after two hours of monitoring.  In the evening I experienced moderate pain in the left arm (very painful to lift arm above shoulder level) that lasted about 24 hours.  I also had a mild to moderate headache that lasted about 24 hours, beginning the evening of the vaccine.   I also experienced mild to moderate nausea that began the day of the vaccine (Saturday, 12/26) and was on and off through Wednesday, 12/30.

957518 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 CO 52.0 52 M Post vaccination, patient complained of " Intense itchiness/ tingling" at the sight of injection.  Pt denied  any other symptoms and confirmed  only itching tingling at site. about 3X3 area around site.  After examination, no redness/swelling/ hives present. Monitored patient, instructed him to stay for a total of 30 minutes post vaccination.  Patient stated that itchiness dissipated about 10 minutes after vaccination. Reviewed normal side effects of vaccination with client and when to call a health care provider.

957519 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 CA 58.0 58 F temp 101.6 fatigue N & V lasted approx 36 hours

957520 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 WA 48.0 48 F Starting on the 18th, I noticed the area was suddenly itchy and when I looked at it, there was a large red oval area surrounding the injection site with raised welts.  Without any treatment until that evening, the itchiness faded and the welts went away.  Hydrocortisone was applied in the later evening.  On the 19th, the area is still red and covers a large part of the upper arm with some slight itching occasionally

957521 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 CO 32.0 32 F Headache x5 days, hives, sore throat, stomach cramps, nausea, vomiting, fatigue, diarrhea, body aches, fever. All symptoms lasted 5 days.  Motrin and Tylenol, Benadryl and anti nausea.

957522 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 TX 34.0 34 F I had tingling in my face. Its on and off and has been going on since the day of the vaccine. Its sometimes on the right side of my face then goes away but mostly its on my lips/mouth area. the tingling comes and goes. Its wierd.

957523 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 CA 37.0 37 F One week after vaccine my arm below the injection site broke out in a circular  bumpy red rash that itches.

957526 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 36.0 36 F The following day @1:30pm on 1/18/21 I started feeling achy like I had a fever, chills, pains in my body all through the night. This morning on 1/20/21 I had a horrible migraine that lasted till 3:30pm. All the symptoms went away by 4:30pm

957527 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 OH 61.0 61 U 1/6/2021-vaccine @ 1506. Within an hour, felt nausea, headache, and horrible taste. In approximately 24 hours, felt very ill.  Slept 4 hours.  Woke with over 101 temp, chills, slight cough, and previous symptoms.  By 3 am, fever up past 102 with body aches as well as the previous symptoms.  Slept 2 1/2 days.  Fever finally gone 1/10/2021. Headache finally subsided 1/13/2021. Nausea subsided 1/14/2021.  Slight cough still  lingering.   One great note, my Covid-hands seemed to have possibly cleared.  The swelling in my knuckles & palms of both hands seems to have disappeared after the vaccine!

957529 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 ID 76.0 76 M About 8pm I began t experience total body itching.  At 11pm the itching was too much to allow for sleep.  I took two Gabapintin 300mg.  At 4AM I went to sleep.  I contactedmy dermatologist.  He suggested the vaccine may have started a Grover's response.  He asked that I add Zyrtec (over the counter) to my meds.  He asked that I continue hydrating my skin with Vanicream cream.  I folllowed his advice.  The itching stopped on Sunday.  I continued with the Zyrtec but stopped the Gabapintin.   Today, Tuesday, I am having muscle tightening, especially in my legs.

957530 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 NY 24.0 24 F body aches, chills, fever and vomiting

957531 12/24/2020 01/20/2021 CT 73.0 73 F On day 8 my arm became red from my injection site to just above my elbow. It was itchy and sore and somewhat swollen.  A surgeon friend recommended doxycycline because he thought it was cellulitis.  And I took Benadryl 50mg.  I took Doxy and Benadryl at night and in the AM.  I took the Benadryl 2 hours prior to the Doxy and it was looking less red before I even took the Doxy.  After consulting with my own doctor in the AM, she advised me to stop the doxy and the benadryl and let nature take it's course.  he redness subsided with 4 days and it was much less itchy.  It was still a bit sore but that resolved within a week.  I did not see the doctor in her office.  I sent her a picture of my arm and we talked on the phone.

957533 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 IA 35.0 35 F She reported to start to feel unwell around 9 pam - achey, tired, sore right arm & feverish.  11 pm Temp 102, by midnight was 104.  She took a bath and tylenol around 1 am and temp only fell to 102.  Woke the next am and was again 104.  Breathing was fine.  Friday 1/15/2021 by 2 pm she was still having fevers to 103.6 and was in contact with the experts she is seeing.  I did not hear back again until 10 am Saturday 1/16/2021 when the fever had finally gone and she was still with right arm pain and a little headache. As of today 1/19/2021 other than her symtpoms for which she is seeing specialty care, she is back to baseline.

957534 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 MD 42.0 42 F Intense chills onset about 12h after vaccine and lasted for 3-4 hours, with a max temp of 101.2  that lasted around another 20 hours. Muscle aches, weakness, fatigue and decreased appetite for duration of fever. Took excedrin for severe headache once fever broke. Symptoms completely resolved 12h later, after sleeping.

957538 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 RI 28.0 28 F After receiving the vaccine I felt HOT, JUST NOT RIGHT.  IT WAS ABOUT 30 MINUTES DRIVING HOME WHEN MY THROAT SWELLED UP. DIFFICULT DRINKING,  MY BODY BECAME VERY ITCHY. I PULLED OVER TOOK A BENADRYL.  MADE IT HOME AND TOOK 2 MORE BENADRYL. FOLLOWING DAY I FELT SO DIZZY, WEAK STILL ITCHY WITH SWOLLEN THROAT I TOOK 2 MORE BENADRYL THAN ABOUT 2PM I HAD TO WAKE UP TO PICK MY DAUGHTER FROM SCHOOL JUST FROM WALKING DOWN THE STAIRS I BECAME SO DIZZY, MT FACE WAS FLUSHED. HAD NO CHOICE BUT TO CALL AN AMBULANCE AT THE HOSPITAL THEY GVE ME A EPIPEN FEW HOURS LATER SENT HOME. 3 DAYS STRAIGHT MY THROAT STILL SWOLLEN, FATIGUE JUST NOT MYSELF. BUT I CANNOT SEEM TO GET ANY HELP.  MY PRIMARY CARE DOCTOR DOESNT KNOW ANYTHING SHE IS CONSTANTLY GOOGLING EVERYTHING.  I CANNOT TRUST WHAT SHE SAYS AS SHE DOES NOT SEEM VERY EDUCATED.  I NEED A NEW pCp . WELL ANYWAY I NEED TO KNOW WHAT I AM ALLERGIC TO AND IF IT IS SAFE TO GET THE SECOND VACCINE. ALSO HOW LONG ARE THESE SYMPTOMS SUPPOSE TO LAST BECAUSE I NEED TO GET BACK TO MY DAILY ACTIVIES AND WORK BUT DOING BASIC CHORES ETC WIPES ME RIGHT OUT. I NEED GUIDANCE ASAP

957539 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 58.0 58 F I TAKE ZYRTEC DAILY FOR ALLERGIES AND OUR CAT.  01-14, 7 DAYS AFTER VACCINE, AT INJECTION SITE, ITCHY AND 2 SMALL RED MARKS. IN THE MORNING, IT WAS A RED PATCH ABOUT 1 INCH WIDE AND 2 INCHES LONG.  OVER THE WEEKEND, IT CONTINUED TO GET LARGER.  01-19 I SAW PCP IT WAS ABOUT 4 INCHES WIDE AND 5 INCHES LONG.  SAME DAY MET WITH MEDICAL CENTER'S CORPORATE CARE.  BOTH ADVISED ME TO SEE AN ALLERGIST AND STAY ON THE ZYRTEC.  I HAVE AN APPOINTMENT FOR THE ALLERGIST ON 02-02-21 AND TO SEE IF I'LL BE CLEARED FOR MY SECOND INJECTION DOSE ON 02-04-21

957541 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 CO 66.0 66 F fever aches and pains dizzy headache lasted about 24 hours

957542 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 OR 18.0 18 M High fever of 102.5 that couldn't go down with ibuprofen or acetaminophen, achy joints, lethargic, loss of taste and smell.

957543 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 AR 56.0 56 F Approximately 15 minutes after injection, I began to experience chest tightness and labored breathing  similar to the early onset of an asthma attack. The rescue inhaler helped reduce the effects but did not fully eliminate them. The Symbicort Inhaler also helped with breathing but not chest tightness. Although not severe, effects continued to linger 10 hours after injection.

957544 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 23.0 23 M Pt reported to clinic for 1x left axillary lymph node enlargement secondary to COVID-19 vaccination, pain 7/10 and swelling the size of a ping pong ball.  No anaphylaxis. Pt reported to clinic on 20 Jan 2021, 5 days after swelling presented.

957546 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 HI 61.0 61 F Slightly sore left deltoid, cleared up in a few days.  16 hours after shot, experienced the dramatic sensation of tilting while sitting on a couch.  Had I been driving, this would likely have caused an accident.  This is the first time I have ever experienced this feeling.  There were 2 or 3 other episodes of feeling like I was falling.  2 of this happened while lying down.  They were sudden sensations that made me gasp.  Spent most of 1 week in bed with fatigue, vertigo, and 2 times vomiting.  Vomiting occurred day 2 post vaccine.  Fatigue was continuous for about a week.  At day 16 now, certain movements still illicit vertigo.  All vertigo symptoms have lasted under 1 minute. However, some have been back to back, such as after repositioning multiple times in bed.  Ears have felt very full for almost 2 weeks.  Certain head positions or movements, still illicit sensations of the room moving.  There was no specific headache, but my head did not feel good for about 2 weeks.  There was no fever, but there was chilling one night, a couple of days after the vaccine.  I don't know if getting 2nd vaccine is wise.

957547 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 VA 50.0 50 F immediately after injection I began to sweat. then about 2 hours post injection, I began feeling nauses and close to vomiting. bad headache with Dizziness with light making the headache worse, I also would have intermittent chills then feel flush like my face was  burning.   I could not turn my head to fast I would get very Dizzy and more nauses.  If I kept in one position in a semi supine state I felt ok not great but could tolerate it.  I also had to keep the bright lights out of my  eyes.

957548 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 CA 64.0 64 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA At about 8 pm the day following my vaccination; I started to experience sharp needle-like pain at the site of injection (left arm).  It was brief.  Immediately following that pain, the fingers on my left hand went numb and I couldn't feel them -- particularly my pinky and ring fingers.  I could move my fingers but they were numb.  I did not have a fever. This lasted about 2 hours.  I iced the site of injection, kept my hand above my shoulder and massaged my fingers for the duration (about 2 hours).  When this first occurred my heart was racing -- but that might have been because it scared me.  I feel fine today.

957549 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 WI 26.0 26 M Headache, fever of 101.2, body aches, chills, fatigue. Lasted one day.

957550 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 72.0 72 F Local reaction at injection site with pruritis, edema, & erythema.  L upper arm w/ erythematous macular rash. 3.5 x 3" in total size. Slightly firm portion 1 x 3/4 x 3".

957552 12/29/2020 01/20/2021 78.0 78 F Local injection site reaction: erythema, edema, pain.  4" x 3.5" Erythematous macular lesion @ L upper arm Firm/ edematous region: 3x 2.5" & superior portion of lesion

957554 04/03/1982 01/20/2021 SC 38.0 0 F Increasing redness, heat and swelling, similar to cellulitis in appearance, occurred 7 days post vaccination. In a span of 48 hrs, redness and swelling had increased past two circles drawn to mark spread. (pictures available upon request) 0.0

957555 10/02/1982 01/20/2021 NY 38.0 M I am a registered  nurse at  hospital.  On 12/25,   seven days after  receiving the  shot  I started to get right lower leg pain and I kept complaining about it till New Years Day. I had no symptoms of a DVT.  I triaged on 1/1/21 and the doctors  ordered  labs/imaging  and the results were  as followed: D-Dimer  biomarker  (+) , Ultrasound of the Rt lower leg ( - ) ,  CTA showed a PE (segmental right upper lobe pulmonary artery consistent with pulmonary embolus). I  was discharged on  Xarelto and advised to follow  up with a hematologist. On 1/5/2021,  I went to hematology and they did a whole bunch of labs. I was sent to get a  ultrasound   of the leg because the pain persist and they found  a clot hidden by my soleus. The plan is to continue on the Xarelto for 6 months. Come back in 3 weeks to scan my leg again and get my lab results.  On 1/12/2021, I received the 2nd shot of the Pfizer vaccination.Y

957557 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 27.0 27 F PRURITIS AND ERYTHEMA AROUND THE INJECTION SITE.

957558 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 DC 74.0 74 F Nausea, hot flash type of feeling, cold sweat, chills, fatigue

957559 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 28.0 28 F REDNESS AND ITCHING AT SITE

957560 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 58.0 58 F BODYACHES AND HEADACHE 48HRS POST VACCINE

957561 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 48.0 48 F pt c/o localized reaction after COVID Vaccine 9 days ago on 5 Jan 2021 on L Deltoid. 1 day after the vaccination pt felt tired that improved within 24hrs. started to develop rash with itchiness on the site x 2 days ago, getting bigger in size

957563 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Baseball size redness, feels very hot, itchy and firm to touch on injection site, on day 8 since the vaccination

957564 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 19.0 19 M HA, FEVER, CHILLS, BODYACHES

957565 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 CA 55.0 55 F nausea vomiting diarrhea

957566 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 51.0 51 F Pt received COVID vaccine on Jan. 7. Pt c/o sob on 11 January. Pt states she had an itch near the place of vaccine injection  starting today. Pt able to talk in full sentences w/o stopping. Pt able to take temp w/o issue.

957567 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 CA 23.0 23 F Swollen axillary lymph nodes in vaccination arm

957570 12/23/2020 01/20/2021 GA 46.0 46 F I began itching at the nape of my neck then all over my trunk and arms.  I became hoarse, had visible muscle spasms, and my teeth began to chatter uncontrollably.

957571 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 SC 59.0 59 F TEMPERATURE OF 100.7, BODY ACHES, EYES STINGING AND DRY, HEADACHE

957573 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 29.0 29 F Site was sore after vaccination for 2 days. 6 days after vaccination on 18Jan, patient started experiencing urticaria, redness, and edema around localized injection site. 6.5x4.5cm. Patient states redness/swelling has not increased. Patient tried cocoa butter and lotion to prevent itching, both topicals were ineffective. Patient applied topicals around injection site, to avoid direct application to injection point.

957574 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 29.0 29 F Warmth, erythema, and swelling to a half dollar on right arm where vaccine was administered occurred x4 days after injection, By day 8 (15 Jan 2021)  swelling resolved to a quarter size but had accompanying itching.  Itching is still ongoing as of today 20 Jan 2021.  Used betamethasone cream which helps somewhat with itching

957575 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 OR 34.0 34 F Headache with nausea and vomiting Injection site pain

957576 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 PA 30.0 30 F On day 7 - started with rash on left arm, itchy and red, hot, left arm tenderness Day 8 - rash spreading, tender, hot, some edema, itchiness now into neck as well. Also axillary tenderness/adenopathy Day 9 - some resolution to pain in left arm, rash less red but more diffuse. Less itchy Day 10 - pain in left arm, swelling and tenderness at rash. More itchiness at night Day 11 - tender and warm, more diffuse rash that seems to be reabsorbing - less red, more itchy

957578 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 OH 27.0 27 F Fever, body aches, fatigue, sensitive to touch, headache

957579 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 36.0 36 F bruising on legs, body very easily- ex) bruising from wearing  jeans

957580 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 MI 34.0 34 M Headache, dizziness, chills, weakness, muscle aches as well as injection site swelling and pain

957581 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 NC 26.0 26 F At 1 AM on 1/19/21, I awoke with chills, a fever of 101, neck pain, muscle pain, joint pain, and a severe headache. This persisted throughout the night and I did not sleep. Took 1000 mg of Acetaminophen at 5:30 and slept until 7 AM. By 8 AM, my temperature was back down to 98 F. Took 500 mg of Acetaminophen at 10 AM with food. Headache, muscle pain, and joint pain persisted. Moderate to severe chest pain began 15 mins after eating at 4 PM. Waited 30 mins to see if it resolved; it did not. Went to the urgent care. Chest x-ray and EKG was performed, no issues found. Was diagnosed with costochondritis and was given a steroid shot and ibuprofen,  which reduced the pain significantly within 30 mins later.

957582 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 LA 39.0 39 F Day 2 broke out in hives and headache  Day 3- starting feeling extremely fatigue  Day started feeling sore, legs hurt, and muscle aches  Today Day 9 legs still sore and muscle aches, and fatigue   Taking Benadryl at night for itching due to hives and Tylenol for soreness and muscle aches

957583 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 37.0 37 F Started off getting very itchy, then hives developed, and I turned red, I became very hot...24 hours later I had flu like symptoms along with a blistering rash on my neck, face and scalp..with a few spots on my chest and back. These started to heal 5 days after injection, then started to resurface. On Day 3 I started getting short of breath and intermittent chest pains accompanied by a heart rate ranging from 110 to 126. I developed a severe headache and fatigue.

957585 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 MA 38.0 38 F Around 6pm my arm starting getting sore. All night it hurt really badly and kept me awake. I took Tylenol around 3am and that helped. When I woke up the day after I had a HUGE lump on my arm at the injection site. It looked like a golf ball. It was red and hot. It stayed this way for about 3 more days and finally started to go down. The red mark at the injection spot remained though and continued hurting until about day 9 after the shot. Then it started getting itchy but remained red. I am now over 2 weeks post shot and the red mark is still slightly there but not very visible and the pain and itchiness has gone away.

957586 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 NY 31.0 31 F Have tachycardia to 120s when I stand with palpitations. When sitting normal heart rate. Currently being evaluated by cardiologist

957588 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 CA 30.0 30 F 30yo female with no documented allergies received COVID-19 Pfizer BioNTech vaccination, dose#1.  Patient c/o feeling warm, blotchy across her face and chest.  Stated she was really nervous about receiving the vaccine. Monitored for 45 minutes under direct observation of clinic staff.  Initial SBP 156 and decreased to 120/80s.  Denies nausea, drinking water. Remained on 100% RA. Blotches appear less bright. Asked to go back to work. No dizziness, ambulated to door without problems. Discharged to self and returned to work.

957592 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 VA 42.0 42 F I had localalized pain after the injection, but yesterday (6 days post receiving the Moderna shot) I developed a large lump at the injection site. It is raised, tender to the touch, warm to the touch and itchy.

957593 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 PA 45.0 45 F Chills, lower back ache within 15 mins of 2nd dose, fever of 102, achy, chills, sweat, joint pain at 2am (approx 14 hrs after injection), took 1000mg ibuprofen w water, sleep. Woke up w L eye swelling (have photos), appears L sinus inflamed, more ibuprofen. Effects continued into Sunday, relieved w ibuprofen, swelling of eye went down. Remained tired and achy throughout Monday 01/18 and Tuesday 01/19, woke up Wednesday 01/20 w L sinus stuffiness and "full" feeling, feels like a 1 sided sinus infection.

957594 01/01/2021 01/20/2021 IL 61.0 61 F Fatigue, heart palpitations, weakness in the legs, dizziness when standing/walking, & mild sweating at times. Duration has been since the shot. FYI: I was experience stress and lethargy prior to getting vaccine. I got a Covid-19 test on 1/14/20 suspecting possible Covid-19. The test was Negative. After receiving the vaccination, the symptoms I was experiencing previously worsened.

957595 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 MA 33.0 33 M The adverse events were injection site pain, nausea, headache. I took Ibuprofen 800 mg before bed and all symptoms have resolved besides the injection site pain.

957596 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 NH 41.0 41 F One day after vaccination the area became swollen and red then resolved within 48 hours completely then returned again 7 days post vaccination with larger, red, hot , itchy area

957597 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 45.0 45 M Swollen and painful lymph nodes in left armpit. Swelling lasted 2 days. Pain lasted 3 days. Symptoms were treated with Tylenol, Advil, and propping left arm up with a pillow to prevent pressure on under arm area.

957598 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 MI 80.0 80 M Rash on lower extremities burning, itching, and painful

957599 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 VA 54.0 54 F Sore right arm where I received the shot. Swelling and soreness in my shoulder. Sore neck.

957601 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 MA 37.0 37 F 20 hours post vaccination (dose 1 of the Moderna COVID 19 vaccine), I woke up feeling soreness in my left arm which is the injection site. I started feeling dizzy, a buzzing in my ears and broke into a sweat. I tried to stand up and walk over to my bed, but lost my balance and collapsed for about 5 seconds. Once I regained consciousness I stopped sweating, rested for a bit and then was able to resume normal function (drinking water, coffee, something sugary).

957603 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 CA 39.0 39 F 39yo female with no documented allergies c/o being dizzy post vaccination with COVID19 Pfizer BioNTech vaccine dose #1.  No supportive treatment nor antidote given. Continued to state that she has mild pressure to her head. Ambulated without problem discharged to self.

957604 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 PR 53.0 53 F EPIGASTRIC AREA PAIN NAUSEA CHILLS

957605 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 FL 32.0 32 F 6 hours after stomach pain, fever, body aches, chills, 12 hours vomiting, fever, chills, welt below site hard as rock and painful 24 hours pain, body aches, intermittent fever, stomach pain, kidney pain unable to maintain hydration brown urine

957606 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 FL 35.0 35 F Rash. Day 6 post vaccine.  Received Prednisone, dexamethasone, Benadryl, famotidine.  Rash continuing to worsen at day 11

957608 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 PA 61.0 61 F Larm pain, low grade temp to 100.2, mild headache

957610 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 IN 60.0 60 F NO EVENTS UNTIL 1-19-2021.  INJECTION SITE BEGAN ITCHING.  WOKE UP 1-20-2021 WITH ARM ACHY, SWOLLEN, RED, FEVERISH, ITCHY

957611 12/23/2020 01/20/2021 WV 21.0 21 F Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, clammy feeling, sweats, headache The nausea lasted for about four days and I was prescribed zofran which didn?t really help at all I was even given it through IV which did not help

957612 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 CA 37.0 37 F 37yo female with PMH HTN and allergy to pencillin (hives) had no reported reaction to dose #1 of COVID-19 Pfizer BioNTech dose #1.  Post vaccination with dose #2, patient c/o feeling warm, flushed, and appeared anxious stating "This is the way I get." No supportive treatment nor antidote given. Patient states she feels better. Under observation by clinic team members. Ambulated to door without assistance with no c/o dizziness. Discharged to self.

957613 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 NY 56.0 56 F fever extensive muscle and bone pains headache soreness at injection site lack of appetite chills

957614 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 MI 50.0 50 F After 30 minutes had tingling in lips, swelling n cheeks, slight rash on her chest and some chest tightness.  Within an hour felt abdominal gassiness and burping

957615 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 FL 75.0 75 M 1/19/21 at 3:20 pm client's wife or partner,  came to POD concerned about client who was unable to get up from toilet on 1/18  at 10p and fell.  911 was called and he was evaluated and remained at home.  Today he is unable to get out of bed.  She has to feed him in bed and he is using a urinal in bed.  (POD Mgr.), and I, CA-L, RN, were present and advised to contact client's PCP and have client evaluated by 911 because change in status. voiced understanding.  Later called and spoke to  who stated she is awaiting a call from Dr.

957616 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 WV 42.0 42 F When went from sitting to standing position noticed pain/numbness  on bottom of left foot.  When went to walk, pain shot up through foot with each step, making it difficult to walk.  This lasted for approximately 35 feet before resolving.

957617 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 MI 39.0 39 F Unrelenting headache for 12 days

957618 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 MS 31.0 31 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Diarrhea started approx 8-9 pm Went to bed around 1030 pm - woke up with muscle and joint aches

957619 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 NY 37.0 37 M After 10 days i developed rash and allergies on my hands and other ramdon parts of my body

957620 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 VT 26.0 26 M Patient expressed fear of needles before injection. After injection, suffered syncopal episode, taken to hospital Emergency Room for evaluation. Discharged shortly after.

957621 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 TX 94.0 94 M sinus pressure and drainage  pt given rx for flonase nasal spray

957622 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 VA 50.0 50 M sore arm aches in joints cold chill for less then an hour

957623 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 30.0 30 F Fatigue with first 24 arms, arm soreness 8 days later developed red patch at injection site- skin slightly raised and warm to the touch. Was a red blotch not itchy, not relieved by allergy medication. Resolved within 24 hrs

957625 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 IL 28.0 28 F Deep muscle aches. Migraine headaches. Skin pain (hurts to be touched, anywhere, no just injection site)

957626 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 48.0 48 F Beginning around 1830 19 Jan 2021, I began to have pain and achiness in my left arm.  Not at the ejection site, but further down my arm.  With a pain threshold of 1-10 I would give it a 4 When I awoke on 20 Jan 2021 my body was aching, especially the trunk of my body.  I also am having fatigue and a general feeling of being unwell.  My head has a feeling of 'spaciness' and it's hard to concentrate.

957627 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 OH 38.0 38 F I received the vaccine on 1/15/21. I was 12 weeks and 4 days pregnant. My cell free DNA testing was normal that week and it was a boy. My ultrasound 4 days prior was normal too. On 1/19/21 the baby did not have a heartbeat. My EDD was 7/26/21

957629 12/29/2020 01/20/2021 IL 58.0 58 F Abcess developed under the armpit of the vaccinated arm. Abcess had to be lanced and packed for several days. Clindamycin 300 mg taken 3 times daily for 7 days

957630 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Swollen face, redness in face, numbness in entire face,  (took Benadryl and felt numb for about an hour) on and off numbness/tingling in arms/legs, muscle/joint pain, chills, nausea, dizziness, fatigue, migraine (all still continued today)

957631 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 RI 64.0 64 F snored all night so loudly that it kept waking me up got up in the am, had coffee and then back to bed until 1 pm and contifnued to snore nonstop as during the nighttime very unusual for me, never snore like this and never sleep during the day

957633 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 MI 48.0 48 F My arm has a red circle about the size of a silver dollar or bigger at injection site and my skin feels warm to touch in that spot. This symptom did not show up until several days after injection. I have had no pain with my arm but red spot/ warmth not going away and it's been a couple wks since I had the first shot .

957636 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 OH 41.0 41 F (SEVERE VERTIGO)     Day after injection, Swollen lymph node in armpit on injection side, went away after 3 days.   5 days after Lymph Node swelled back up even worse along with severe Vertigo.  Going on day 4 of everything spinning .

957637 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 OH 51.0 51 F Fever up to 102.8, large area left arm firm painful and warm, Bell's Palsy, body aches, terrible headache X 3 days

957638 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 FL 24.0 24 F Fever and chills

957640 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 MA 41.0 41 F Arm was sore for a couple of days and small bruise. Pain had subside and I was feeling zero pain on my arm, for the past 4 days.  Last night I felt an extreme itch around the site of injection and this morning pain is back. Skin feels slightly hard to the touch and tight when I move my arm around.

957641 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 NC 34.0 34 F Rash on left arm at injection site, developed 8 days after vaccine shot

957642 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 43.0 43 F headache and ringing of both ears for over a week

957643 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 IL 44.0 44 F Diarrhea started in the afternoon the day after the first dose. Bowel movements have been loose continuously and  mild cramping at times. Diet/medications/vitamins have not changed. Tried adding yogurt to diet for good bacteria in the gut. It may helped for the day, but then stools are loose again.

957644 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 CT 57.0 57 F 1:19 @ 4 opm - nausea, dizzy, numbness , fatigue, increased blood pressure  Heart racing Went to hospital  as l 1/19 @ 8 Pm went to ED , EKG and blood work done for heart all were negative

957645 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 NC 67.0 67 F I was fine on the day of the shot and fine during the following day 1/17 but became dizzy during the night and the morning of 1/18.  I felt better on Tuesday, 1/19 but awoke on Wednesday 1/20 feeling dizzy again and still am at this point.

957646 01/03/2021 01/20/2021 CT 63.0 63 F Awoke 3:30 am next day(approx. 13 hours post injection)from sound sleep with strange feeling in my tongue. Felt swollen, but dont think it was, burning sensation on lateral borders and tip of tongue,extremely dry mouth.  Felt as though it had also been burned, and had a few white spots on tip, reddened borders on lateral aspects also, very scallopededges. Note I do have a fissured tongue but this reaction was unlike any I had ever had from eating certain foods that trigger any tongue response, and had not eaten anything night before to trigger this. Lasted a few days and progressively felt normal after 3-4 days.

957647 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 OH 65.0 65 F Ten days out from injection I developed a hot, red area at the injection site of about 3" with arm soreness (not quite as bad as after injection).  Two days from first noticing this it is still there, unchanged.    The day after the injection my arm was red, hot, hard and swollen with an area about  5".  This lasted for about 4 days.

957648 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 GA 38.0 38 F I received the vaccine on 01/11/2021.  I had pain at the injection site that lasted two days.  On 01/18/2021, at the injection site area, my arm became red, slightly swollen, and slightly itchy.  The area is approximately 4 inches by 3 inches.   I still have the symptoms  at the time of this reporting (01/20/2021).

957649 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 MA 28.0 28 F Severe soreness (cannot lift arm), chills, fever, achiness

957650 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 VA 77.0 77 F Pain in arm ... moderate/sever nausea ... fatigue ... aches.  The nausea came on within a few hours of the shot. I have just awakened the next day and am still nauseated. Hard to keep down required morning medication taken with water.

957651 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Began noticing itchiness of the hands arms and shoulder on the morning of 1/16. Itchiness has continued on since 1/16 intermittently. On 1/19 it was noticed that injection site was red,  slightly raised and warm. On 1/19 I also noticed that the armpit of the vaccinated arm felt very sore and tender to touch. On 1/20 that soreness has spread down to elbow and redness has remained at injection site.

957652 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 PA 47.0 47 F fever, sweats, body aches, headache, watery eyes fever sweats started at 3:30 am. Body aches 5:00am along with headache and constant watery eyes. Difficulty taking deep breaths due to muscle soreness in back and ribs

957653 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 VA 25.0 25 F -fever that began about 12 hours after the shot, got up to 103 degrees F, achey teeth, severe headache  -took aleve and helped reduce the fever and aches after 12 hours

957654 12/29/2020 01/20/2021 FL 49.0 49 M Individual stated, "felt small bump on my left underarm, which is the same arm I received vaccination".

957655 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 PR 47.0 47 F HEADACHE,CHILLS AND SWELLING INJECTION SITE.

957656 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 NY 57.0 57 F The day after I got the shot (which was Sunday 1/10/21) I had very bad stiffness in my body. I felt like I was 100 years old, but on Monday 1/11/21 I was fine. This only lasted 1 day. ALSO, one week later, the injection site got swollen, red and itchy. (this was Saturday 1/16/21). This seems to be better now (meaning today 1/20/21). Other than that, I am fine. I did not need to see a doctor for these side effects.

957657 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 KY 30.0 30 F 8 days after the vaccine there was a welt under my skin 3 inches long that was sore. The next day the welt turned red and began to itch. Two days later the welt, pain, and itch went away. Today is day 13 and I still have a large red mark on my arm where the injection site is.

957658 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 MS 70.0 70 F sore right arm, took Motrin

957659 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 26.0 26 F I had slight dizziness for 20 minutes a half hour after the injection. But that's not the issue. When the lady gave me the injection, it felt like she wiggled it around in my arm. The injection itself was surprisingly painful. My arm hurt at first like I was punched in the arm on the first day (much like a flu vaccine). But then it got SIGNIFICANTLY worse the next day. I was in excruciating pain in my left upper arm where I received the vaccine. I had limited arm mobility and any movement caused agony. I couldn't sleep from the pain. I wasn't able to do my normal activities. The pain started to subside after 4 days, but had since started to get worse again. I'm in a constant state of pain. It's now impacting my mental health. I can move my arm, but not without a lot of pain.

957660 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 26.0 26 F Had chest tightness for 2 days after the vaccine, which went away on day 3. Then on day 4 a dull chest discomfort started again which I have had every since (now on day 8 post vaccine).  When i woke up on day 8 post vaccine I noticed left deltoid swelling and tenderness in the arm that I received the vaccine a week ago. I only had arm swelling for 1-2 days post vaccine and then another onset on day 8 (1/20/21). Also have some left armpit tenderness 3 days ago.

957661 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CA 78.0 78 F Received injection on 1.12.  Felt fine.  On Jan. 18 my left arm began to throb and a painful rash appeared.  2 days later it is still there.  Concerned about taking 2nd injection.

957662 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Left axillary lymph nodes swollen and very sore

957663 12/24/2020 01/20/2021 PA 24.0 24 F Got COVID vaccine dose #1 around 0740-0745, waited the 15 minutes then was driving home from hospital, throat felt a radiating warmth from the inside, hard to swallow, heart was racing, felt light headed and shakey. Pulled over and called EMS at exactly 0816. Symptoms subsided after 20 minutes. EMS took vitals but did not get transported to hospital.

957664 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 KY 27.0 27 F After the injection, I did not notice any signs or symptoms. Around 10:30-11 PM I noticed I was starting to feel itchy. I did not think anything of it and continued to lay in bed scratching. When I got up an hour later to use the restroom, I noticed hives all over my forearm, on my leg, and sides. I did not notice anything concerning with the injection site. I did not have any trouble breathing, I just took a Benadryl. The morning of 1/20 around 8:30 AM I noticed I am starting to feel slightly itchy again. My arm (injection site) is red and very painful.

957665 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 OR 48.0 48 F On day 8 after vaccine, localized swelling , redness, pain and itching  at injection site that is starting to resolve after 2 days

957666 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 ME 38.0 38 M Patient had a syncopal event during 15minute observation period.  He was laid down to the floor with cool compresses and recovered without further treatment.

957667 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 VA 36.0 36 F 11 hours after the second Pfizer Covid dose I started experiencing fatigue, mental cloudiness, and neck pain. Around 18 hours post vaccine I had sever body aches, headaches, and chills. I have had to take extra strength Tylenol and Motrin to combat the symptoms.

957668 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 IN 51.0 51 F redness, swelling at injection site

957669 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 MI 57.0 57 F I received my vaccine at noon and after a couple of hours I had severe muscle pain in both legs. I was very fatigued the rest of the day and had a headache. During the night I had chills and was dizzy. My temp was only 99.1 but I felt awful. I still had a temp this morning (day 2)  No dizziness but I do have an awful headache and my arm is very sore where I received the injection.

957670 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 NY 58.0 58 F A mild rash appeared near my injection site 8 days after my injection-followed by sinus headache and  mild itchy skin all over (no rash or hives at all) for a few days. I have very sensitive skin and the shirt I had on seemed to irritate the area that day. I had no redness or any other symptoms-aside from some soreness the day after I got my vaccine. Not sure if it is necessary to report this as I did not require me to seek any medical assistance or had any disruption in my daily activities but thought it could help to share my information given the newness of the vaccine and evoloving experiences. Thank you.
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957671 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 KS 20.0 20 F Respiratory illness including sore throat, sinus pain, congestion, cough, fever, and fatigue beginning 5 days post vaccination.

957672 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 GA 51.0 51 F Patient noted that she experienced the expected soreness and flu-like symptoms following the injection. However, two days later, the left side of her neck (subclavicle) was swollen and "on fire." She went to her PCP who ordered an ultrasound. This revealed "aggravated lymph nodes." She called our office on 1/19/21 asking us to report this adverse event since we had given her the vaccine.

957673 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 ME 64.0 64 F Worsening diarrhea at onset followed by significant fatigue, weakness, and vibratory sensation in arms and legs Exam on 19 Jan 2021 revealed hyperreflexia and slightly spastic gait concerning for transverse meylitis

957674 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Extreme Tiredness x2 days Very Nauseous x2 days Sinus Headache

957675 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 WI 33.0 33 F COVID-19 vaccine given high on the arm, outside of true deltoid site. Patient noted immediate significant pain at the injection site. Ibuprofen helped. Patient contacted her employee health staff and her PCP related to concerns for risk for possible should joint damage and questions about efficacy if the vaccine was placed outside of the deltoid. Pt was able to supply pictures for her PCP to review. At this time, there is no further information on if the patient had any ongoing pain. However, the patient did not re-contact her PCP which is reassuring.

957676 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 MA 51.0 51 F Redness, swelling, pain, warm to the touch, itching at the injection site 8 days after injection was administered

957677 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 PR 31.0 31 F 6 DAYS OF SINTOMES MUSCULAR PAIN,FEVER , SWELLING ON SHOULDER,LIMITED IN MOVIEMENT ON THE ARM  AFTER THE FOUTH DAY SINTOMES ARE MILD, SWELLING WENT DOWN.

957678 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 PA 54.0 54 F 3:00 arm began to swell with pain down whole arm, pain has resolved some. 1/19/2021 temp 99.-- couple hrs later 100. then 105., temp has been constant at 104.; today temp 105. and has a headache. Has f/u scheduled with PCP. Fatigue, tiredness

957680 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 36.0 36 F Developed symptoms the evening after vaccine administered. Sx included: nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, weakness, body aches, headache,  decreased appetite. Symptoms significantly improved after 3-4 days

957681 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 MI 33.0 33 F Large Swollen, red, tender lump. Getting larger every day.

957682 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 OH 39.0 39 F Got my 1st covid vaccine around 9:30 am 1-18-21. Shot was administered with no issue, waited my 15 minutes and went home. Was feeling a little tired throughout the day and around 9 pm noticed I was starting to notice some mild flu skin, body aches and headache.  Went to bed around 10 and had slight shivering but figured it was maybe just a low grade fever and covered up with another blanket.  Within 20 minutes I had full blown rigors. My husband had me take a hot shower thinking it might help but it did not. I had uncontrollable shaking for a couple hours then finally fell asleep (I did wake myself up once from shaking). I woke up at 4 am no longer shaking but I had a terrible headache,  my whole body ached and I was wet with sweat. My muscles and joints were so sore I barely was able to walk to the bathroom then went back to sleep. Woke up around 6 (had to get kids up for achool) but I couldn't so had my husband get them ready. He brought me some acetaminophen and I slept until 11am. Got up and still had body aches and headache but not as bad as in the night. Slept on and off all through the day 1-19-21 taking acetaminophen 2 more times for headache and sore body. Went to bed around 10 pm and woke up back to normal 1-20-21

957683 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 52.0 52 M Swelling in the left axillary area

957684 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 MA 26.0 26 F Nausea, joint pain, headache, fatigue

957685 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 NE 24.0 24 F Injection site reaction one week later, bright red swollen, tender

957686 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 55.0 55 F Chills, headache 1/19/2021 Motrin Chills, temp 100.3 1/20/2021 Tylenol

957687 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 28.0 28 F FEVER, PAIN OF THE LEFT SIDE OF THE STOMACH, CHILLS. TOOK TYLENOL EXTRA STRENGTH TO RELIEVE SYMPTOMS.

957688 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 IA 34.0 34 F 8 days post injection I started to have swelling and redness at my injection site. I noticed this while in the shower in the morning. The redness and swelling continued to grow and site became warm to touch.

957689 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 ME 28.0 28 M Patient became faint, had vomiting for approx. 1 hour

957690 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 LA 73.0 73 M Patient reported redness, warmth, & raised spot around injection site occurring 10 days after vaccination.

957691 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 PA 40.0 40 F Patient presented for evaluation of an episode of chest tightness and possible allergic reaction after receiving the Pfizer vaccination for COVID-19. Patient reports that she initially did well but while she was waiting the 15 minutes of observation after the vaccine she began to note intermittent chest tightness as well as feeling like her heart was racing. This may have represented an allergic reaction although she did not require any medication to treat it.

957692 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 PA 62.0 62 M About eight hours after the injection, I noticed some hearing impairment in my left ear.  Sounds are muffled, almost as if I have water trapped in the ear canal.  I noticed this right before I went to bed, and the hearing loss is still present and similar in magnitude this morning.  There is no pain, and the hearing in my right ear seems to be normal, although I can't rule out some slight loss on that side.  Aside from a slightly sore arm at the injection site, I've had no other side effects (e.g., no fever) from the vaccination.

957694 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 OH 42.0 42 F Large red rash approx. 4in x 3in at injection site 2 weeks post vaccine; rash started within 1 hour of injection and continually got larger as the days progressed

957695 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 MD 40.0 40 F Right sided top lip swelling with tingling across the top lip

957696 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NY 38.0 38 F I've had very vivid dreams since my 1st Moderna dose. There is no information regarding this side effect and guidance on when it will go away. This is very concerning to me because this is a new vaccine.

957697 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 CT 53.0 53 F Vaccinated 1-7-21 adverse reaction began 1-16-21 with redness, pain, itching of right upper arm.  I tried Benadryl and Cortisone cream with no improvement.  The redness began spreading around upper arm.  I saw PCP 1-19-21 who prescribed Keflex tid for 7 days for what he believed was either a cellulitis or staph infection.

957698 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 43.0 43 F HEADACHE AND CHILLS. TOOK MOTRIN 200 MG @ 12PM 1/13/2021 TYLENOL 500 MG @ 9PM 1/13/2021

957700 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 26.0 26 F I had been lying down for 1-2 hours. When I got up, I suddenly became lightheaded and nauseous. I had to sit on the floor to steady myself. I became extremely sweaty with chills and my entire left arm (side of injection) became numb and tingly. The episode lasted approximately 20 minutes, and I was symptom-free within an hour. I never fainted or vomited.

957701 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Body aches, nausea, diarrhea, fatigue started day 4 post vaccine. No treatment at this time. Does not interfere with ADL.

957702 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 NY 65.0 65 M Patient complained he felt tachycardic (HR was 74 BPM) he stayed for enhanced observation and stated he felt better HR was 64 BPM

957703 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 MI 50.0 50 F Patient had same symptoms as she did after her first shot: tachycardia, flushed face, feeling ill.  She was observed for 30 minutes and felt better.  Symptoms resolving.

957704 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 PA 27.0 27 F muscle pain from injection site has remained but improved from the day before, slight headache which improved after sleep, severe chills - multiple blankets used including heating blanket used which improved after sleep

957705 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 NY 25.0 25 M I felt pain in my left arm beginning at 9:00 PM on the night I received the vaccine (01/18/2021).  At the time of this writing, my pain has not disappeared but is reducing as anticipated.  Throughout the day of 01/19/2021, I experienced symptoms of a mild fever and proceeded to nap at 5:15 PM.  At 7:30 PM, I was experiencing body chills and felt more defined effects of the fever.  I proceeded to take two Acetaminophen pills by 8:00 PM and my symptoms subsided later into the night.  At the time of this writing, I am only experiencing light headaches (I think) and reduced arm pain.  I believe my fever/body chill symptoms are no longer affecting me.

957706 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 PA 37.0 37 F Day 8 developed raised, red, itchy circular shaped rash (erythema)  at injection site. Lasted 3 days (day 8-10). Day 11 mostly resolved, only slightly red. Day 12 resolved. Day 13 (today) developed wider red circular rash, I can feel that it's present but not itchy.

957710 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 MN 22.0 22 F Vomiting stomach bile at 10am, 10:30am, 11:10am, 11:30am, 12pm, and 12:50pm. No nausea present. Drowsiness, partly due to vomiting.

957711 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 PA 35.0 35 F As the injection day wore on, my arm increased in soreness. By 9:00 pm on day of injection, I was unable to lift or move my arm, due to the pain. For 2 days after the injection, I was unable to perform many activities becuase I could not lift or move my arm. By 11:30 pm on Saturday 1/16, I started to be able to lift and move my arm, a tiny bit. On Sunday the 17th, I was able to lift my arm to shoulder height, but still had a great deal of pain. The pain started to lessen throughout the day on Sunday. When I woke up Monday morning, I was able to use my arm, but it felt "dead" (like when you sleep on a limb wrong). This feeling continued through Tuesday, and Tuesday evening. Tuesday evening, into Wednesday the 20th, it feels like there is a tennis ball in my arm pit - when my arm is in normal position. When my axillary lymph nodes were felt, there is no swelling, but a greater amount of pain.

957712 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Patient complained of dizziness 15 minutes post vaccination

957714 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 PR 37.0 37 F Chills, Body ache, Headache, Dizziness, Fever.

957716 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 NC 51.0 51 F TEAM MEMBER RECEIVED DOSE OF VACCINE AT 1228.  AT 1239 PATIENT BEGAN EXPERIENCING A MEATALLIC TASTE IN MOUTH FOLLOWED BY GENERALIZED ITCHING, ANXIETY, SHORTNESS OF BREATH.  PER VACCINE ADVERSE EVENT PROTOCOL PATIENT WAS GIVEN EPINEPHRINE AND BENADRYL 50MG.  EMERGENCY RAPID RESPONSE WAS INITIATED.  OXYGEN WAS APPLIED AT 2L. PATIENT TACHYCARDIC AT 120 WITH BP 80/60, O2 SATS 98%.  UPON ARRIVAL OF THE EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROVIDER, SOLUMEDROL 125MG  WAS ORDERED AND ADMINISTERED.  PATIENT WAS TRANSPORTED TO THE EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT AT 1250 FOR ADDITIONAL MONITORING AND TREATMENT.   PATIENT RECEIVED ADDITIONAL SOLUMEDRON 125MG, PEPCID 20 AND BENADRYL 25 MG IN THE ED.

957717 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 60.0 60 F Within 5 minutes of getting injected, felt heat over entire body, from top of head to toes, heart rate increased.  Nurses came over and took VS.  BP 180/100, P128,  Throat scratchy and hard to swallow.  Monitored continuously and had epinephrine ready but didn't inject as about 10 minutes later symptoms started to subside.  Stayed in hospital for longer period (unsure of exact time) and then went home.  Over the next 2 days, felt listless, weak and no appetite.

957718 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 AL 73.0 73 M Five weeks between doses; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was a 73 year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID -19 Vaccine, which the vaccine doses had been scheduled five weeks between doses.  The patient's medical history included idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, hypothyroidism, cholesterol, and diabetes. Concomitant medications included an unspecified calcium carbonate, nintedanib esilate, levothyroxine sodium, metformin, and an unspecified medication for cholesterol.     The patient received his first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number 011L20A) on 30 Dec 2020 intramuscularly in his upper arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 07 Jan 2021, the patient scheduled his second of the two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID -19 infection for 13 Feb 2021 (45 days post first dose). The subject was advised that the COVID -19 vaccine series should be given one month apart for the vaccine to work and help protect against COVID -19.  Treatment for the event included not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event(s) was not provided.   The outcome of the event was considered resolved on 07 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 73-year-old male patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011L20A), reporting Inappropriate schedule of product administration without any associated adverse events.

957719 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 PA 82.0 82 F Last evening I experienced severe itching at the injection site, I applied a benedryl lotion to the injection site, but no relief.  I took a 20mg benedryl and went to bed.  I woke up this morning with severe itching and a red arm at the injection site.   Prior to yesterday and todays reaction, I did not experience anything except a sore arm. It is 9:00am, I  am waiting to see how I feel, if it becomes necessary to contact my Dr. ????time will tell.

957720 12/23/2020 01/20/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Tinnitus, hearing loss in left ear started on 12/31/2020 and has not resolved.  Vertigo and vomiting started on 1/12/2020 with a duration of approximately 48 hours then resolved.

957721 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 FL 34.0 34 F Significant swelling and pain of lymph tissue in underarm of injection site

957722 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 OH 66.0 66 F new scattered red areas on left upper outer arm 13 days after injection

957723 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 PA 36.0 36 F Symptoms include flushed/itchy face, red patches on face, numb tongue, no fever

957724 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 55.0 55 F Injection site soreness

957725 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 VA 41.0 41 F Left Arm very sore for 3 days after shot Fatigue for a fees days after Hives/ bumps on both sides of body- fingers, hands and only left elbow Brain fog

957726 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 FL 75.0 75 F o Patient reported mild headache after receiving Moderna vaccine. Vital signs taken BP 114/44 P 90 R 17 o2 sat on room air 97%. Bottle of water given to patient. Patient stated "I feel fine,just have a small headache". Retook BP 105/40 P 92. Relayed to patient to the need to go to walkin. Patient refused Contacted Nurse manager, nurse manager consulted with Walkin provider. Dr recommended patient go to ER to receive IV fluids. Patient refused stated she is feeling better. Two more water bottles given to patient. Waited 15 minutes, retook vital signs 123/70 P 83 R 17 o2 sat 98% . Patient reported she is feeling better. Transported patient to car. Advised patient to go to the nearest ER if she experiencing any chest pain, dizziness, severe headache, SOB. Patient verbalized understanding and had no further questions. Patient declined to have further evaluation. Unclear etiology of patient's symptoms.

957727 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 TX 50.0 50 F First 3 days injection site red tender swollen and itchy. On day seven woke up to teeth chattering chills and severe vomiting  and rapid heart rate followed by 4 days of headaches and face tender to touch. Injection site still red fever swollen and itchy on day 13. Went to Emergency Room.

957728 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 GA 67.0 67 M Fever (99) headache, joint aches. Similar to mild flu.

957731 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 VA 35.0 35 F Onset of chills and fever to 101.5 about 11 hours after injection. Responded well to OTC Acetaminophen. 18 hours later, chills, fatigue and temperature returned, responded to Acetaminophen. Persistent night sweats for 5 consecutive nights.

957732 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 WI 58.0 58 F swollen axillary lymph nodes, minor red rash around injection site, small 3 cm by 3 cm lump at injection site, body aches, all symptoms are currently improving

957734 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 19.0 19 F Fatigue, chills, body ache, fever, and diarrhea

957735 12/21/2020 01/20/2021 IN 50.0 50 F Had fever, chills, vomiting, diarrhea fatigue starting 12/22 fever stop 12/23 other symptoms stayed until 12/26. 12/27 started with fever again symptoms came back and was tested12/28 and 12/29, 12/29 was negative 12/28 was positive 1/12 pneumonia

957736 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 NY 75.0 75 M Patient felt tightness across chest. Recovery nurse checked vitals and monitored for 30 minutes. Vitals checked again, WNL both times. Chest tightness dissipated and resolved, according to patient. Patient discharged to home.

957738 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F WOKE UP WITH CHILLS AND FEVER (103) AT 3AM. TOOK TYLENOL

957739 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Deep muscle pain, right arm for over 24 hours, resolved with Aleve 440 mg x 2.  Right axillary/breast tenderness beginning 36 hours after injection.  Mental sluggishness beginning about 12 hours after injection, resolved with sleep.

957740 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 MA 31.0 31 F Sudden, new raised 2"X3" raised red mark.

957741 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 59.0 59 F Extreme fatigue for5 days

957742 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 NH 47.0 47 F On day 7 my left arm became very itchy and as the day progressed I developed a large painful, hot, hard, red area that grew to cover most of my upper arm. Day 8 I was seen by a PA who diagnosed me with Cellulitis and prescribed me a 10 day regimen of Doxycycline. I also developed a sudden headache and shakiness/weakness. Today is Day 12 and all that is visible is a darker area around the injection site that is smaller than the original area but is no longer hot, red or hardened and is still sensitive. I am still taking the Doxycycline as of today.

957743 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 NH 32.0 32 F Just some hives at the site of injection and itching

957744 09/15/2020 01/20/2021 59.0 59 F Patient lost vision in the left eye and was treated for optic neuritis. Patient still has vision loss in the left eye Y 10

957745 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 MA 63.0 63 F Developed  approximately  3 in by 3 in circular, red, raised rash on my right deltoid , right below the injection site. Red, itchy and warm. Slightly swollen.

957747 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Fever, then 1/19/21 at 10:00am metallic taste in mouth followed by severe fatigue and body aches and back spasms

957748 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 34.0 34 M Fever, rigors, chills lasting 12 hours managed with Tylenol, arthalgias and myalgias lasting 36 hours

957749 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Patient sent to express care via w/c after receiving 1st dose of Covid-19 vaccine due to complaints of dizziness and elevated BP readings.  Staff nurse  reports patients BP was elevated and c/o dizziness  voiced. Dr and NP notified of patient's vital and status. Blood pressure readings were 200/100. Patient was taken to the ED for further care.  BP monitored every 15 minutes x 1 hour and EKG performed.  Patient sent to ER via w/c escorted per nurse due to elevated BP.

957750 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 KY 49.0 49 F swelling to the injection site (edematous, warm and erythematous) Treatment: Antibiotic : Keflex Outcome: Monitoring

957751 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Fever, chills, fatigue, muscle aches, nausea, headache  all day on 1/19/20. Called the virtual hub to report symptoms and I am scheduled for a covid test today at 1 to be safe.

957752 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 MN 54.0 54 F Swelling to armpit on side of injection, low grade fever persisting

957753 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 IN 43.0 43 F During the night had uncontrollable chills, diarrhea, fever that started at 99.6 and jumped to 102.4. Muscle aches mostly to lower back. Felt like back was crushing

957754 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Patient complaint of "warm feeling" in chest and feeling anxious. Nurse checked vitals, monitored for 15 minutes and check vitals again. Vital signs within normal limits. Patient stated warmth in chest completely resolved. Patient monitored for 30 minutes total, the discharged to home.

957755 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 TX 66.0 66 F Fever 99.4, chills, aches

957756 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Severe chills that last hours, fever of 101.1, full body aches, sore throat, exhaustion.

957759 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 MN 39.0 39 F sore arm, chills, low grade fever, body aches, fatigue

957760 12/23/2020 01/20/2021 WV 26.0 26 F pain and swelling at the injection site for a week and a half. Tiredness, headache, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, nausea, vomiting, dizzy, and fever of 104.00

957762 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 NY 25.0 25 F Hives rash all over chest, stomach, and arms. Started about 3 hours after vaccine. They were big, red, hot blotchy spots.  Also developed a fever, along with extreme body aches and chills.  Hives lasted for about 2 hours. Fever was gone by this morning. Muscle aches and fatigue have continued into this morning.

957763 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 IA 29.0 29 M Client was administer 2nd dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine at 1:32pm.  Client reported has "sore arm from first dose", but denied any other issues from 1st dose.  At 1:44pm, client reported was feeling flushed and slightly dizzy/light headed.  Client appeared flushed, clammy and was slightly confused.  Client was sitting in chair and was assisted to the floor and clinical assist code was called.  VS were: BP: 149/84 and pulse ox was 97% on RA.  Initially, HR was in the low 30's, but after lying down, came up to 86 and stayed in the 80-90's during assist.  Client began to report chest tightness and feeling foggy and remained slightly confused and at times speech was garbled.  Client denies sensation of throat closing and denied shortness of breath.  Client was assisted to a cot and transported by ER staff and MD to the ER for evaluation.Y

957764 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 MD 50.0 50 F 7 days after injection I started having pains under my left breast. This morning (9 days after injection) my left arm in swollen, red, hot to the touch and hard where the injection was.

957765 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 NY 45.0 45 F Patient reports feeling lightheaded initially. She expressed that her face and lips were tingling. Her injection site on her left deltoid was red as well as her chest. She was sitting down and drinking water. We asked her to lie down onto a bed. Her head felt foggy she stated. She received one dose of Diphenhydramine 50mg IM one time dose. She has improved after receiving the dose.

957767 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 TX 72.0 72 M Pt developed Blurred vision- was seen by Dr on 01/18/2021 and given eye exam.

957768 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 OH 27.0 27 F Eight days following vaccine, large localized cellulitis type reaction. Gradually increased in size of 2 in diameter to 6.5 in diameter over 72 hours. Painful, red, hot to touch, and hard. Keflex and steroids given which subsided pain and hardness. Still red and warm to touch on day 15.

957769 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 ID 17.0 17 F body aches, nausea, vomiting, and chills

957771 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 MI 61.0 61 F mild tingling of lips after injection - within 1st hour. Fever-   up to 101.6 degrees- noticable after 15 hours of the vaccine Chills- off and on after about 15 hours of vaccine Body aches and pains/ fatigue Headache- severe

957772 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 69.0 69 F Patient developed angioedema 15 min after receiving vaccine, swelling located to the lips and lower jaw

957773 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NY 37.0 37 F only had a sore arm and bruise @ site of vaccination for the first week.  Yesterday started with red area, itching and hot to the touch @ IM vaccine site left arm

957774 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 OH 47.0 47 F Woke up at 1am with fever of 103 and unable to get out of bed due to muscle weakness. Continued with fever and chills until 7pm. Had a throbbing headache from 2pm until midnight. Severe muscle weakness and bone pain. No appetite at all. Next day still weak and sore but fever gone and about 75% better.

957775 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F ACHINESS AND HEADACHE- A LITTLE OVER 24 HRS STARTING THE NIGHT VACCINE WAS RECEIVED. RASH ON NEC, CHEST, UPPER BACK AND STOMACH STARTING 2ND DAY AFTER VACCINE. LASTED A LITTLE LESS THAN 24 HRS. TOOK TYLENOL AND MOTRIN

957776 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 CT 42.0 42 F About 20 min after receiving my Covid 19 vaccine, I left Hospital and began to feel numb in my throat, my lower face, and the tops of my shoulders. I had reduced sensation, but also felt as though I had no muscle control with movement. Examples of this are when I tried to flex my head forward as if in a nodding motion, or to elevate my shoulders like a shrug, or clench my jaw like when chewing. These were all extremely difficult and I felt as though I had no awareness of if I was even moving these parts of my body whatsoever when I tried to voluntarily do so. It was very strange and also upsetting. I also began to have blurred vision; it was difficult to focus or see properly, such as when you visit the eye doctor and they dilate your pupils and everything seems blurry and out of focus for a period of time afterwards. This all lasted for about exactly 1 hour post.  I did not seek medical attention for this as it did not worsen. I never had any difficulty breathing. It then completely went away.

957778 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 39.0 39 F Minor rash on trunk of body and itching last two days. Lortadine 10 Mg every 24 hours last two days.

957783 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 33.0 33 F 1. mild burning at the site when vaccine administered, 4 seconds. tingling on side of body where injection was given, noted at 4:30 pm and was on and off throughout night.  2. Day after vaccine with "lazy feeling" on the side of vaccine. Full ROM, all extremities moving equally, no gross motor deficit noted

957784 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 TX 22.0 22 F Dates 1/1 - 1/4 experienced arm soreness and pain Dates 1/6-1/11: 1/6 experienced onset of soreness and tenderness around L axillary lymph node. 1/7 lymph node began swelling up. 1/8-1/10 experienced swelling and tenderness of lymph node, fatigue, GI upset including abdominal pain and diarrhea, and general malaise, along with redness and itching where the injection site was the week prior. Every symptom except the swollen lymph node faded after 1/11, and the lymph node has gradually and steadily decreased in size up to today. It is still slightly swollen.

957785 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 KS 29.0 29 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. After about 12 hours of injection, extreme chills unrelieved by heat application started which extended to about 30 hours after injection. Chest pain (sometimes sharp, sometimes a fluttering/tickling feeling) with heart rate up to low 100's, weakness, full body aches, coughing, and general side effects for approximately 36 hours. Symptoms able to be resolved on own after 36 hours of injection. Altered sense of smell only remaining symptom at time of this entry.

957787 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 IL 61.0 61 F Tingling in left face check..legs very weak .. congestion..very tired for 4 days

957788 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 47.0 47 F Fever of 103, severe chills, body aches, joint pain, weakness, cough, headache, sore throat

957789 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 WV 80.0 80 F Patient phone the office on 01-20-2021 to report that has had increasing nausea since 01-18-2021

957790 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 FL 86.0 86 F Noticed a red rash on her left arm the day after vaccine. Did not look again until 8 days later and noticed the reddened area  got bigger. Has tried putting ice on it, as my daughter recommended her to do 2 days ago in 15 minutes intervals 3 times a day. Slowly fading now since been placing ice on it.   Spoke to my doctor yesterday who recommended her to call VAERS and make a report and then call back and make an appointment to get checked out once I spoke with you (VAERS).

957792 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 MN 32.0 32 F Just left arm soreness, just wanted to let you know I was 9 weeks pregnant when I got the vaccine, EDD is 8/3/2021, I knowingly got the vaccine, but wanted to let you know for tracking purposes.

957793 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 26.0 26 F sore arm for a day

957795 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 OH 47.0 47 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA On the evening of 1/19/21 I noticed my arm in the area of my vaccine was sore to the touch.   As the evening progressed,  my shoulder joint became sore and got worse throughout the evening and became very sore to lift my arm.  This morning it is still very sore, and now my neck feels ?stiff? and also it?s tender to move.

957797 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 77.0 77 M Patient complained of Nausea and dizziness on following evening and and vomited few times after that and symptoms were relieved after that.  on January 19th , about 80 hours after the vaccination patient complained of being very weak and lost strength to move which lasted for about 30 minutes and family called ambulance.  They checked  vitals. They were okay.  After that patient felt better and went to rest.

957798 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 49.0 49 F Tongue swelling, throat and chest tightness

957800 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 FL 82.0 82 M Night terrors, vivid, confusing, and terrifying dreams.  Animals, bugs, etc. Occurs everynight since vaccine at about 4 AM

957802 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 NH 52.0 52 F Patient received first COVID vaccination dose without any allergic reaction. However, due to patient's nut and penicillin allergy she met criteria for a 30 minute observation period following both doses. With her 2nd COVID dose, no allergic symptoms developed within the 30 minutes observation period and she was released from the clinic. After leaving the vaccination clinic she presented to the Emergency Department with rash/flushing of her face and developing hives. She was not short of breath and was not developing throat tightness but she was given 1 dose of epinephrine 0.3 mg intramuscular. Her allergy symptoms quickly resolved.

957803 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 TX 60.0 60 F Fever (101), chills, body aches and headache started approximately 20 hours after the dose was given. Acetaminophen taken.  Fever and chills resolved by next day;  mild body aches persisting next day.

957804 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 FL 68.0 68 F Severe L arm pain, L face tingling, numbness, and warm to touch including eye area and eye swelling

957805 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 48.0 48 F Fever , t max 101.8- started 20 hours after vaccine, lasted over 24 hours. Minor symptoms of chills and headache and myalgia

957806 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 PR 37.0 37 M Pain on axillary region and swelling of ganglia on left supraclavicular region. Pain scale 7/10. Symptoms started 1/19/2021.

957807 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 64.0 64 F Approximately 10 minutes after receiving 2nd dose of Moderna vaccine, pt c/o flushing, dizziness, heart "racing", and itchiness to left hand; VS taken; physician notified.

957809 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 43.0 43 F Patient received vaccine. Patient in monitoring area and started complaining of not feeling well and becoming nauseated. Rapid Response called. VS taken and doctors arrived. Determined patient did not need further treatment and just to monitor patient for another 15 minutes before patient left. Patient alert and talking, and states she is feeling better.

957811 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 23.0 23 F Diarrhea, nausea, extreme fatigue, chills, fever, body aches, weakness.

957812 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 GA 72.0 72 F Patient called on 1/19/21 and stated that she starting to fill soreness at the injection site later that afternoon on 1/15/2021.  She also  stated that she notice a red line going down her arm and warmness at the site. She told her daughter and her daughter told her to call us so she called 1/19/2021.  She stated that the redness was almost flesh color today and that it was still a little warm but nothing that she can't handle. Advised to use a warm compress on the arm for soreness and to call her medical doctor to see if he would like to prescribe any antihistamine. Also advised to ask medical doctor do she needs to take a second dose.

957813 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 OH 31.0 31 F The vaccine itself was well tolerated with just some injection site pain and minor body aches the next day. Then, last night I took miralax and had an allergic reaction to it. I have taken miralax in the past and I have tolerated it well. This is my first time taking miralax since the Covid vaccine and I suspect it is related since there is polyethylene glycol in the vaccine. About 10 minutes after taking the miralax (in water) I had chest and throat tightness, rash on my chest and face, severe facial flushing, and itching. After that began to resolve I had chills, rigors, and aches in every joint. I had not eaten or consumed anything else and had no exposure to any other potential allergens.

957814 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 WI 46.0 46 F Area of vaccination became red and lump at site of injection.  Resolved on own.

957815 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 GA 67.0 67 F Became light headed within approx 5 min. It got worse and walking to observation room felt faint. Pulse rate elevated but attendant said not "critically high." Breathing was normal. After about 20 minutes I started feeling better. Oddly, while sitting in observation room, my sinuses cleared up, and I detected an odd taste at the back of my throat. Developed  frontal headache about same time; took acetaminophen and it went away after 12 hours.

957816 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 IL 30.0 30 F approximately 10 minutes after she received her vaccine she became dizzy,  shaky, diaphoretic, couldn't stand up, pallor, hot flashes through entire body, speech slightly slurred.  50mg PO benadryl given, and took her to ED to be seen, as symptoms did not improve.    She is  approximately 9 weeks pregnant.    ED gave her: Diphenhydramine 25mg IV once Famotidine 20mg IV once Methylprednisolone Sodium Succinate 125mg IV once Onedansteron 4mg PO once  Symptoms improved, Discharged home stable Instructed to follow up with her OB and PCP 1/20/21.

957817 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 ID 56.0 56 F pain, swelling, redness, lump on arm at the sight of injection lasting for days

957819 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 PA 65.0 65 F Fever 100.6 Chills Joint aches Headache

957820 01/03/2021 01/20/2021 WA 44.0 44 F Rash, pain, itching to left upper arm. She had soreness on the site of infection after few days.  It feels hard and very itchy. Applied ice with mild relief of symptoms.

957821 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 MO 42.0 42 F Red swollen arm hot to the touch at site of injection it is day 9 and still there, maybe worse.

957823 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IA 57.0 57 F Extreme weakness. Not enough strength to walk or lift head. Went to emergency room for evaluation. Was given a ketorolac injection to help ease pain. Had a negative COVID-19 test. After roughly 3 hours in the ER, strength had mostly recovered and she was discharged.

957824 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 AL 35.0 35 F Patient called reporting  "brain zaps".  Also complained of fever up to 102.5, vomiting , diarrhea, thirst, confusion, chills, dizziness, and body aches.  Patient states that started a couple hours after vaccine but by 5:30 pm CST on 1-19-20 all symptoms had subsided.  Patient denies COVID in past or being in contact with anyone with COVID.

957825 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 56.0 56 F Reaction site pain and muscle aches

957826 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 CO 50.0 50 F On the 9th day after vaccination injection site became itchy, hive like, inflamed, hard and swollen.

957827 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 PA 35.0 35 F Developed large red lump on arm with injection site, 9 days out from injection still red, hot and swollen, itchy as well.

957829 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 AR 31.0 31 F tachycardia, dizziness increase BP. Lasted around 90 Minutes

957830 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 MI 36.0 36 F more than 30 min after vaccine I felt light headed, weak, nauseous, and tingles in my legs and hands and jaw

957831 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 37.0 37 F 37y female with history of anxiety disorder who presents to ED with chief complaint of feeling shaky, hot, and racing heart after receiving 1st dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. Patient reports receiving injection, subsequently walking to the check out line and suddenly feeling hot, tremulous, and tachy. She endorses tingling and numbness in bilateral upper extremities, diaphoresis, heart palpitations, and blurry vision. She denies HA, n/v chest pain, SOB, hemoptysis, syncope, loss of consciousness, bowel incontinence, and bladder incontinence, HR improved, patient left ED with no concerns

957832 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 NY 46.0 46 F She received her 1st dose of the Moderna vaccine on 1/12/2021 in her left deltoid.  She had typical pain and swelling for a couple days after, which resolved, no other side effects or symptoms.  She developed redness and swelling at the injection site approx 5 days after vaccination, which has become increasingly itchy and burning, which woke her from sleep last night.  Denies any fever/body aches/chills, no pain at the injection site.  She has tried ice packs, which helped with the itching.  She takes Zyrtec daily for environmental allergies.  Denies any previous reactions to any vaccines.  She does have an allergy to contrast dye and latex.

957833 01/12/2020 01/20/2021 TX 56.0 56 F Injection site red, warm and with significant swelling
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957834 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 VT 48.0 48 M Patient experienced difficulty swallowing 45 minutes following 1st dose (12/21/20 Pfizer Lot#EH9899 NDC#59267-1000-1).  No treatment needed, resolved on its own.  Patient would like to receive 2nd dose despite prior reaction.  Physician on -site providing oversight of 2nd dose administration and post administration observations.

957836 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 DE 26.0 26 F 1/19 4:30 PM- extreme body soreness (especially injection site/left arm), headache, chills, and felt like I had a fever (with no fever). 1/19 8:00 PM- Hallucinations began (with eyes closed and open) - started seeing unfamiliar people (faces and outlines), black and white strobing along with seeing pure red light at certain points, I could not control the hallucinations, extreme paranoia (like I was being controlled and watched), physical symptoms magically went away; however, I had pressure in my head that did not hurt like a headache. I was talking to people that were not there. I felt completely out of control. The only thing that helped was forcing myself to focus on the TV, which was extremely difficult. Symptoms started to die down around 3 AM, but did not go away. I slept for 4 hours.  1/20 8 AM- felt like and still feel like I am not in reality, I feel disassociated with my body (like its not mine), slightly out of control of my thoughts, I see subtle black and white flashing like last night but not as intense, paranoia like last night/not as intense, cant concentrate.

957837 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 52.0 52 M sore arm, body aches

957839 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 OH 51.0 51 F Red, warm "hot spot" on skin, approximately 4 inches wide and 4 inches long located on anterior, upper, bicep on the right arm with irregular borders. Took a week to fade almost completely, but came back two days later and is still there. Does not itch and has not gotten larger.

957840 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 NY 45.0 45 F swelling of left eye on Friday 1/15/21 took Benadryl and came down by next morning.  Sunday 1/17/21 swelling of upper lip took Benadryl and it went away on its own a few hours later.  Random hives all over body all weekend From 1/15/21 to 1/18/21.  Generalized itchy feeling of skin.

957841 12/01/2020 01/20/2021 IA 60.0 60 F EXTREME STIFFNESS PAIN IN RIGHT HIP, LOWER BACK, PAIN SHOOTING DOWN LEG.   RECEIVED 2 PAIN INJECTIONS, MUSCLE RELAXATION PILLS, AND PAIN MEDS. DAY AFTER INJECTION, AND ALSO AGAIN 2 WEEKS LATER

957842 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 51.0 51 M Headache, body aches and chills

957843 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 30.0 30 F diarrhea

957844 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Patient received Moderna COVID vaccine IM to left arm. Patient reports tingling sensation to left arm radiating to the back of neck. Patient stated she waited the 30 minutes and began to feel like her throat was itchy. Patient denies SOB, dizziness, chest pain or severe headache. Vital signs taken BP 186/91 P 79 o2 sat 97% on room air. Retook patient VS BP 177/82 P 82 o2 sat 98% on room air. Patient transported via wheelchair to Walkin Clinic for further evaluation. Patient transported via wheelchair to Walkin Clinic for further evaluation. Report given to healthcare worker, ARNP, advised patient to be  evaluated for further treatment.

957845 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 TX 43.0 43 M General fatigue x 72 hours, nausea without vomiting x 48 hours, diarrhea x 48 hours, body aches x 48 hours, lightheadedness/dizziness x 72 hours, fever > 100F x 24 hours, conservative treatment at home - returned to baseline at 4 dats post vaccine.

957847 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 TX 67.0 67 F Raised swollen red knot at site of injection accompanied by severe itching at site over past 3 days after vaccination received one week ago.

957848 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 58.0 58 F Fatigue, headache, fever (99.9- 100.9), body aches Fatigue started 5 hours after receiving vaccine; Fever, body aches  & headache started  about 8- 10 hours after receiving vaccine. Lasted until 36 hours after receiving vaccine

957850 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 IL 33.0 33 F I have developed four hive-like areas around my injection. They itch, but I do not have any other symptoms.

957852 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 UT 42.0 42 F Small hives around neck, face, tingling in lips.

957856 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 TX 43.0 43 M General fatigue x 72 hours, nausea without vomiting x 48 hours, diarrhea x 48 hours, body aches x 48 hours, lightheadedness/dizziness x 72 hours, fever > 100F x 24 hours, conservative treatment at home-returned to baseline at 4 days post vaccine.

957857 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 GA 45.0 45 F Patient reported on 01/19/2021 that she was having a possible adverse event to our office. The vaccine coordinator spoke to the patient and she stated that her arm was still swollen, warm to touch, itching, and painful at injection site. The vaccine coordinator advised if pt has taken any medication for the symptoms and she stated that she took Ibuprofen x2-3 days after injection without relief. Pt. states that symptoms started later after the vaccine administration on 01/14/2021 and are still current. The vaccine coordinator but pt. on the schedule to see the provider the same day. Pt. was seen on 01/19/2021 and was dx with Cellulitis to L arm and treated with a rx of Bactrim DS, bid, x10 days.

957858 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 NY 29.0 29 F On January 19, one week after I got the vaccine, the area of vaccination got swollen, red, and was in pain. I took ibuprofen and used an ice pack to bring down the swelling. On January 20, the swelling got down but there is still redness and slight pain when I lift my arm. I will call my primary care doctor today to get more information.

957860 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 49.0 49 F "I received the Pfizer Covid vaccine Wed afternoon around 4pm. Thursday morning around 9:30 I started with severe pain in my left leg. The pain worsened through the day and my leg began swelling. No other symptoms at all. This morning my leg was twice the size of my right leg so I went to the ER. I live in so I'm at ED. I have a massive blood clot running the the length of my leg - from my thigh to my ankle. I'm very lucky I got here so fast! I?m a very healthy 49 year old with no history of DVT or blood clots so they dug further to find out why. A cat scan showed I have a congenital condition called May Thurner Syndrome. I?m so relieved to have an answer and it?s fixable! The vascular doctors are not 100% convinced that?s not all that was going on as I was born with the syndrome and I?ve gone this long without a clot. So they are doing lots of labs to see if anything else shows up. This is where we are at. I?m being admitted to take care of the clot."

957861 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 VA 48.0 48 F Approximately 7 hours after receiving the second dose of COVID-19 vaccine, reporter noted lightheadedness, dizziness, mild intermittent aches and neck pain.  Approximately 12-13 hours post dose, reporter developed serious systemic aches and pains, uncontrollable shaking, chills, nausea, vomiting, and developed a fever of up to 103.1.   These more severe symptoms lasted approximately 3 hours and were treated with acetaminophen and ibuprofen only.

957862 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Hot arm immediately after and soreness Itching started  Jan 16th noticed swelling , redness and hot to the touch on injection site today jan 20th 8 a.m.

957863 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 SD 29.0 29 F Fatigue, congestion, headache, sinus pressure, pruritis/erythema/welting below injection site measuring 7.6cm x 4.5cm

957864 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 MN 69.0 69 F pruritis at injection site

957865 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 MI 67.0 67 F Pt woke up with tongue swelling morning following her vaccine.  Was admitted for angioedema. Y 1

957868 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 RI 54.0 54 F Swelling in my face. I went to the ER on Saturday Morning 1/16/2021 at 10;30 am. I was put on Prednisone  and sent home. The swelling was due to too many antibodies in my system.

957869 05/27/1959 01/20/2021 FL 0 F After getting this vaccine I was feeling dizzy , having headache ,tachycardia,  fatigue,  and body aches during 4 days 0.0

957870 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 PA 24.0 24 F On day 7 after receiving the vaccine, I noticed a small itchy lump in the muscle about 2 inches below the injection site.  I tried to rub the lump out slightly.  Throughout the day and the next, the skin became red and itchy and spread to a circle that is about 3in by 3 in.  Last night, I took ibuprofen and Benadryl.  The redness decreased slightly in the morning but has come back over the past few hours.  It is still itchy.  There is no longer a lump.

957872 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 FL 66.0 66 M Patient was present in clinic for Covid 19 vaccine, first dose. Patient completed Covid 19 consent form stating he had a confirmed diagnosis of Covid 19 days in the last 90 days. Patient was allowed to receive vaccine. After vaccination, while documenting on his medical record, mistake was discovered. Upon review of the record, noted patient tested positive for COVID 19 on 12/17/2020. On 12/30/2020 patient presented to clinic for the COVID 19 vaccination; he completed the facility's COVID vaccination consent form and the COVID Moderna vaccine screening form.  12/31/2020 @ 1304 Order placed for vaccine LPN and signed off by Dr.

957873 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IL 49.0 49 F Began feeling a constricting feeling in my throat, as if something were stuck in my throat at 11:30 am, drank lots of water, then took 50 mg of Benadryl, symptoms stopped at about 4pm. My injection site became red, swollen, hard and itchy, looks like I have cellulitis. This continues to be same.

957874 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NY 80.0 80 F Inoculation site red ( 1 1/2 X 3) mildly swollen , very itchy Reaction subsided and has resurfaced this. AM

957875 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 68.0 68 F 1/15 -  HAD SLIGHT HEADACHE AND BODY ACHES IN LATE EVENING AND CHILLS AND TEMP 100.1 AT 10PM. 1/16- 6AM HEADACHE; 10AM TEMP 100.2 WITH BODY ACHES AND VERY TIRED; 12 NOON VOMITED; 3PM TEMP 101.2. BODY ACHES, TIRED AND CHILLS. HAD SMALL AMT OF BLOOD IN STOOL (STOPPED ADVIL); 5PM TEMP 100.1 1/17 - 10AM TEMP 99; 11AM TEMP 98 AND REMAINED AFEBRILE WITH HEADACHE. 1/15 2:40PM- ADVIL 200MG+TYLENOL 500MG; 9:30PM 400MG ADVIL 1/16 6AM ADVID 400MG; 3PM TYLENOL 500MG 2 TABS 1/17 7AM TYLENOL 500MG 2 TABS

957876 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 PA 43.0 43 F Swelling, redness and pain in the left arm, started 1/20/21, 9 days post-injection. Nausea, stomach pain started 1/20/21. Sty in eye plus sinus pressure and drainage started 1/19/2021 in the afternoon.

957877 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 NY 70.0 70 M Pain at Injection site, Fever, tiredness/lethargy.

957879 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 26.0 26 F within 24 hours the injection site became red, painful and swollen. I ran a fever and had body aches. Then I broke out in hives and had tightness in my chest. I then took 50mg of benadryl and it helped with the hives.

957880 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 IN 35.0 35 F received my 2nd shot at 9:24 AM on 01/17/21, Symptoms started 1/17/2021 @ 10:30 PM chills, muscles pain, fatigue, headache, fever, arm soreness around injection site as well as swollenness, symptoms subsided as of 01/19/21 around 11:30, 12 noonish

957889 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 WI 27.0 27 F Patient reports whole arm is swollen, red, itchy, and hot to the touch at vaccination site.

957890 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 IL 43.0 43 F At 8:30 AM, the patient received the vaccine in her left arm. At around 8:43, she complained of feeling dizzy and notified our vaccine administrators. She started to show facial redness and by 8:45 AM she had hives on her neck which radiated down to her chest. At that time, we administered benadryl 50 mg orally x 1. Took some vitals (Pulse ox = 98%; HR 92; BP 160/102). Then, wheeled her to emergency room for further monitoring.

957892 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Fatigue, headache, dizziness, body aches on same day Two days later chest pains, joint pains

957894 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 AL 50.0 50 F SWELLING AND REDNESS TO LEFT ARM @ INJECTION SITE

957895 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 54.0 54 F On evening of my injection (12/30/20), within 15 to 30 minutes post injection I had tingling in my lips and anterior/distal 1/2 of my tongue, medicinal taste in mouth, slight loss of taste, and mild lightheadedness that resolved overnight. On the next day, noticed about a 3 inch wide (across) and 1 inch long (head to toe) redness with a hard lump in my left arm/where the injection site was. Redness and hardness took about 3-4 days to resolve and my arm had a deep itch to it as the redness resolved. On 01/06/21 arm redness returned with the itching  with some itching of my face and head but resolved in a couple of days.

957896 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 FL 65.0 65 F Late onset ..day 8 after injection..localized site reaction so far with redness size of tennis ball and severe itching.

957898 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Fever, lethargy, pain in arm around injection site, headache

957900 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 67.0 67 F o Patient received covid vaccine at approximately 11:45. She then stated she felt very weak as if she is about to pass out. Also stated that she felt her pulse and her heart was racing. Patient's vitals taken 11:47- BP 191/90, HR 110, O2-99%. Patient took a dose of her home medication DGL (dyglicyride licorice). She states this medication relieves her anxiety and calms her stomach. Patients vitals taken again 11:58 187/80, HR 93 )2-99%. Patient denies any pain. Informed patient that she will be taken to the ED for closer monitoring. Patient verbalized understanding. Patient later stated that she forgot to take her potassium tablet today. I informed her that if she is going to take her potassium pill to please notify the ED nurse and the amount of potassium taken. She verbalized understanding. Patient escorted to the ED via wheelchair in stable condition.

957903 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 WV 51.0 51 F immediate massive headache, bad taste/metal-pepper about 15 mins after shot, fatigue Saturday morning 1.9.21; foggy mind body aches Symptoms subsided Tuesday morning 1.12.21

957904 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 49.0 49 M mild headache skin hypersensitivity generalized aches mild fatigue right deltoid muscle soreness

957905 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Itching, redness, swelling, bruising at the injection site.   Rash on the stomach, back, thighs, and hips, nausea, diarrhea, headache

957906 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 KY 17.0 17 M None. Patient is 17 years old and received Moderna vaccine . Will moniter for reactions.

957908 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 AL 17.0 17 F pt is a health care provider and desired the vaccine due to her job . 17 years old. When she was called she was told she needed to rtc for second dose after her 18 year birthday. She reported a fever fo 101, sore arm and body aches. Discussed comfort measures today.

957909 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 25.0 25 F I woke up the morning after getting the vaccine feeling total body soreness. I took 3 ibuprofen in the morning. Later in the day at work, I felt shivers, lightheaded, and dizzy. I took my temperature 3 times and it was 99.5, 100.7, and 100.2 degrees Fahrenheit. I felt feverish for the rest of the night. I woke up on 1/20/2021 without a fever.

957910 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 CA 71.0 71 F Day 2 woke up very  sore arm & generally felt like I had the flu.  Stayed in bed all day.  Day two very swollen eyes and one side of my mouth was very swollen.  Again felt like the flu.  Eyes hurt if I blinked hard.  Day 3 eyes still swollen but getting better.  one side of mouth very swollen.  Less achy

957912 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 23.0 23 M fever, chills and fatigue 12 days after vaccine, lightheadedness and mild chest discomfort of day 21. did not receive second dose yet. unclear if related.   Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA

957917 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CA 48.0 48 M Pt received vaccine after reporting an allergy to cats.  It was decided to place pt on a 30 minute observation period.  About 20 minutes after receiving the vaccine, pt c/o "tickle in throat" which progressed to "feeling like something is stuck in my throat when I swallow".  EMT on site evaluated pt.  SPO2 was 99% on RA, RR- WNL, lungs clear to auscultation, and pt was able to carry on a normal conversation.  Pt continued to c/o "feeling like something is stuck in my throat" and "restrictions when swallowing".  No s/s of distress noted.  Offered pt 50 mg of Benadryl per protocol, but informed pt that he would need to have someone come to drive him home.  Pt refused Benadryl, stating that he didn't have anyone to drive him home.  PHN called Dr. , pt's PMD to see if Dr. wanted to see the pt in his office. Dr. stated to send pt to Hospital ER for evaluation.  Pt informed of order from Dr. Sent to ER.

957918 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 40.0 40 F Initial symptoms on the evening of dose were just really sore arm, swelling of lymph nodes in underarm and body aches.  Overnight I was restless and unable to sleep well, body aches and hot and then chilled and cold.  By morning my arm was so sore and swollen it was difficult to move it, continued with all over body aches, fatigue to the point of unable to sit up, no fever but alternated chills/cold and hot/sweat.  I did take ibuprofen every 4-6 hours throughout the day.  This is the same type of reaction I had to tetanus when a teen.

957919 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 CO 33.0 33 M Sore arm from 11 Jan improved until 18 Jan when it became sore again. Developed a rash 18 Jan that has slowly spread from site of injection (left arm). Rash is warm to the touch and itchy. Have experienced elevated temperatures at night but unsure if this is due to a reaction of the shot.

957920 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 GA 43.0 43 M On Monday, February 18th, around 08:25 in the morning, I noticed an itchy rash broke out around the back of my neck. I attempted to treat the rash with Triamcinolone Acetonide Cream USP, 0.5%. On Tuesday, February 19th, I noticed the rash had spread from the back of my neck to the front and down and across my chest. The rash also began appearing on the sides of my face and above my eyebrows.

957921 01/20/2020 01/20/2021 AZ 79.0 79 M None stated.

957923 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 VA 57.0 57 F On the next day i started feeling  like allergy symptoms come on, had a terrible headache and started coughing. I also had a runny nose uncontrollably and was coughing as well which lasted four days then eventually it stopped.  I started to feel better as the days went by.

957924 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 73.0 74 F Patient received Moderna vaccine IM to left deltoid. 10:20 AM Patient reported dizziness and nausea. Patient denies any chest pain, SOB, severe headache. BP 107/89 P 80 o2 sat 97% on room air. Patient transported via wheel chair to Walkin Clinic for further evaluation. Patient transported via wheel chair to Walkin Clinic for further evaluation and treatment.

957926 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 IL 43.0 43 F received the vaccine at 8:30 am. At 8:43 am, she reported to the vaccine administrators that she was feeling dizzy. Staff noticed some facial redness. At 8:45 am, she started having hives on her neck which radiated down to her chest. At that time, we administered benadryl 50mg PO x 1. Vitals were taken (pulse ox = 98%; HR 92; and BP 160/102). Patient was wheeled to emergency department after that.

957927 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Sore arm- could not raise arm above shoulder, 106 fever, muscle/joint/body aches for 3 days, seen in ER after 24 hours of symptoms.  Fatigue for 1 week post vaccination.

957928 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 PA 23.0 23 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Raised around injection site, itching/redness

957929 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 MN 55.0 55 F I received the shot at approximately 5 pm and my arm was almost instantly sore. About 3 hours later starting getting pain behind my left eye and left side of my face felt numb. I had a headache until Tues. and arm pain is pretty much gone today (wed). I was extremely fatigued on Tues but less so today. The numbness in my face is pretty much gone today too. I did let my doctor know at my physical on Monday.

957930 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 24.0 24 M Left shoulder soreness - still present Chills - approximately 5 hours Severe body aches - approximately 12 hours

957932 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 NC 42.0 42 F fever

957935 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 KS 56.0 56 M High fever, headache, body aches, chills

957936 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 48.0 48 F Chills, Muscle and joint pain, Loss of Appetite, Extreme fatigue, headache and fever (up to 103.5 even when on Advil). Had low grade fever up till 4 days after vaccine  Fatigue has persisted a week later

957937 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Chills, low grade fever, joint pain, fatigue, lasting about 10 hours

957940 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 42.0 43 F PERSISTENT BODY ACHES, HEADACHES AND CHILLS LASTING FROM AROUDN MIDNIGHT THROUGH MOSST OF THE FOLLOWING DAY, EASING OFF IN THE EVENING. TEMP AS HIGH AS 99.3. HEATING PAD TO LOWER BACK, ONE EXTRA STRENGTH  TYLENOL TAKE ~4 HRS AFTER ONSET OF SYMPTOMS.

957941 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 78.0 78 F Loratadine histamine for allergic reaction And RX for hydrocodone 2.5%

957942 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 GA 38.0 38 F Sore, swollen arm at injection site (12hrs post injection) Nausea, diarrhea (14hrs post injection) ended 36hrs post injection Chills, sweating, fever (14hrs post injection) ended 48hrs post injection Body and joint aches and inflammation (14hrs post injection) ended 55hrs post injection

957943 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 AR 35.0 35 F Patient reported within 5 minutes of injection arm was tingling and numb and felt it was beginning to swell.  Patient was given dose of oral benadryl and monitored for additional 15 minutes. Patient started to complain of stomach pain and heaviness in chest. Was sent to ER where she complained of difficulty swallowing, increased heaviness in chest, and arm tingling. Patient reported ER gave her a dose of a steroid. She was released to pharmacy with prescriptions for EpiPen and steroids.

957944 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 TX 72.0 72 M 6 hours after injection I started itching all over, turning red, had a rash, my chest got tight, no difficulty breathing. I went to sleep and woke up very hot, some sweating. Had to get out from under the cover, cooled off in a few minutes. Eyes are burning, some redness, rash like on arms.

957945 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 AL 21.0 21 F Received vaccine on 1/12/21. On 1/19/21, I woke up to a red splotchy rash on my left arm where I received the vaccine. I put cortisone cream on it, and that night I noticed it is now raised and more red. It does not itch or hurt.

957946 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 NE 38.0 38 F day after felt "strange".  Waves of hot flashes that targeted mainly my face, literally dripping sweat. Mild nausea.  Mild aches. Little out of it feeling.  This was pretty much done by 1/1/21. 1/7/21 one week and a day after injection, injection site became raised, hard, inflamed looking  and was itchy. Site was visibly red and raised and had approximate 3 in diameter.  Previously mentioned symptoms began again (waves of hot flashes, nausea, aches).  This lasted at least until bedtime.  Next day, 1/8/21 felt better and injection site, though still hard and red, reduced down to size of quarter.  No further symptoms BUT injection site now as of 1/20/21 still looks like a quarter sized bruise.

957947 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 TX 33.0 33 F rash at the injection site, some swelling, redness, itch and skin warm to touch.  Used pain reliever, benedryll and ice pack to relieve symptoms

957948 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 FL 77.0 77 F dry cough, chills, sweating, fatigue, headache, pulse ox lower than normal

957949 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 28.0 28 F One week after receiving the first dose of the Moderna COVID vaccine my upper arm developed an oval shaped rash around the vaccine injection site.  The next day it had grown in size and was itching.

957954 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Patient was instructed to be monitored for 30 mins due to prior allergic reactions. The patient complained of throat itchiness around 25mins into observation.

957955 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 IN 60.0 60 M MODERATE BODY ACHES

957956 12/22/2020 01/20/2021 NM 30.0 30 M Patient only received half the dose on lot EJ1685. Pfizer was called and advised it was okay to administer a full dose which lot was EL1284 @1821

957957 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 UT 55.0 55 F Redness at injection site  on Jan 11 and over 2 days has increased in size extending from shoulder to antecubital fossa

957959 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 80.0 80 F None stated.

957961 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 TX 64.0 64 M Pt complained of fever and body aches

957963 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 KS 54.0 54 F Patient states that the day after she received the vaccine she felt exhausted, had a sore arm where the vaccine was administered, a headache, neck stiffness, and an asthma exacerbation. Patient states that she also had numbness and tingling along the same path that she experienced when she was diagnosed with shingles a few years ago. Patient states that this path started in her lower left abdomen, traveled into the left side of her face, and down her neck into her left shoulder.

957964 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 NC 61.0 61 F Joint pain (all joints felt like they were on fire - different than usual arthritis pain - could barely walk or hold a cup of water due to pain), significant fatigue (barely able to get out of bed) recurrence, brain fog recurrence, headache , muscle pain, I felt almost like I did when I had COVID - starting to subside now 4 days after vaccination

957967 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 UT 65.0 65 F I took Advil the first two days because people had been complaining about a headache, once I stopped my left arm felt strange and the next morning I woke up with swollen lymph glands and it progressively got worse.  Went to the doctors when they opened on Tuesday January 19 and he confirmed I was have an autoimmune response to shot and gave me medication to help with the swelling.  It has been one week and I feel worse every day since the shot not better.

957968 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 OH 51.0 51 F Metalic taste in mouth briefly

957969 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 NH 29.0 29 F Delayed local reaction on day 6-7 of redness, Induration, itching, mild tenderness at site of injection. Redness about 4cmX5cm.  18 weeks pregnant  Due date: 6/23/21

957970 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 FL 83.0 83 F Pink and itchy area over vaccination site with minimal tenderness per pt. Pt stated, she went to her provider.

957973 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 MI 81.0 81 U Syncope with trembling

957976 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 IL 29.0 29 F 1 week after injection I started to experience redness, itching, and swelling around the injection site. It is thought to be a delayed allergic reaction.

957977 01/01/2021 01/20/2021 IN 27.0 27 M Fever, body aches and chills, vomiting

957979 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 FL 45.0 45 F Acute arm pain, fever 99.9 F, body aches, headache.

957980 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 MO 76.0 76 F One week after receiving the vaccine shot, my left upper arm from should down began to itch.  Slight red, under the skin 'rash' could barely be seen.  The individual spots did not seem to be the specific irritant.  The arm around the shoulder was somewhat achy and tight feeling.  I was able to sleep through the night after rubbing on Sarno-anti itch lotion.  Could not get comfortable on my left side, with the shoulder area hurting.

957983 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 CA 65.0 65 F Initially kind of soreness in right arm, (left handed). Sunday, head started hurting, started having body aches, stomach ache.  Then it moved to both arms, and entire body, nauseous.  By Monday, really getting worse and at night extremely uncomfortable and not wanting to get up in the morning.  Tuesday, off work and still having symptoms throughout the day.  Went to the chiropractor and stated she was tight.  Also got PT and said the same thing, she was very tight in her muscles.  Today, Wednesday she's feeling better.   Called employee health and notified them.

957984 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 OH 26.0 26 F Injection Muscle Site Reaction: Swollen hard induration/lump, Redness and Itching still a week later.

957985 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 WY 33.0 33 F Rash at injection site. Ichy. Raised bumps. Irritated.

957987 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 OH 27.0 27 F Approximately 12 hours after vaccine dose: fever that lasted for 48 hours, fatigue, and extreme swelling of lymph nodes in throat, armpit, and groin. Swelling in lymph nodes of arm that received vaccine was so severe that I could not let my arm rest down by my side without throbbing pain. Pain went away after about 48-72 hours but swelling persisted for 1 week.

957988 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 PA 26.0 26 M Developed quarter sized lumps on his arms that are red and itch.  Temp:  100.8F

957990 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 WI 59.0 59 F Patient/employee reported concern that her 2nd covid-19 vaccine was placed very low on her upper arm. Pictures were supplied to employee health. No usual pain or other side effects were reported by the patient.

957991 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 77.0 77 M HIGH FEVER LEG NUMBNESS

957992 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 KY 33.0 33 F Patient vaccinated at 14 weeks pregnant; due 7/5/2021. Approximately one week following injection, patient developed an itchy, raised rash at the injection site. The rash persisted for 5 days, then resolved.

957993 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Soreness in arm the day after administration

957995 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 RI 70.0 70 F rash initially to legs now systemic.

957997 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 IN 83.0 83 F TEMP OF 100.2  AX

957999 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 35.0 35 F Sore arm and headache.

958001 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 NY 93.0 93 M 2 hrs after vaccination, not feeling well,  pt requested to be taken to ER. Per Spouse pt grabbing constantly to R side arm underneath armpit, pain. Pt discharged, next 2 days pt consistently sleeping  only 1 meal. Extreme tiredness and pain in R side underneath armpit continues. Per Spouse pt is "no where near alert as he used to be". Per Spouse pt fell to floor 1/19/2021 couldn't stand or walk, did not hit head or injury self. Spouse took pt to bed, pt has been in bed sleeping consistenly since then.

958002 12/16/2020 01/20/2021 VA 43.0 43 F painfully sore left arm beginning the evening of the shot and continuing for 3 days.  Pain radiated from elbow up to neck and caused limited range of motion light headed,  headache, severe muscle ache every joint  lasting 3 days rash on torso at day 3 not itchy but red

958005 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F diffuse itchy hives

958006 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 MO 58.0 58 F On the third day after vaccination, I had hives on my vaccination arm, across my chest and stomach.   On the fourth day after vaccination, I woke up with hives across my stomach. On the sixth day after vaccination, I had hives again on my vaccination arm.

958008 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 NY 75.0 75 F No sure it is adverse however all people I know who got vaccine  no similar reaction Inflammation reddened area at injection site localized reaction Redness is beginning to subside

958009 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 24.0 24 F Day 5 - developed soreness in left armpit. Tender to touch & move. Quarter size welt at injection site, itchy, hot, red & hard.  Day 6 - armpit still painful & injection site redness, etc had increased & doubled in size  Day 7 - still experiencing armpit pain & injection site is reaction is larger  Day 8 - armpit still sore,  injection site is now measuring 3 x 3.5 inches. Still hot, red, itchy & hard

958010 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 PA 26.0 26 F The day after vaccination, redness, swelling and pain onset for 4 days.  By the 5th day it had subsided and my arm looked completely normal.  On the 6th day I developed a patchy redness at the injection site.   (today is the 6th day)

958012 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 MO 61.0 61 F Rapid heart Rate that began about 12 hours after the injection.  Heart rate of 123 all night and went to ER next morning after calling Nurse on Call system.  I was admitted and the Dr ordered bag after bag of fluids to and kept me in the unit overnight for observation.  Did may hear tests (EKG, ECHO STRESS,CTA chest) and results all came back good.  I was released on 1/19/21 at 2pm  and my hear rate is back to normal (82 bpm).Y 2

958013 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 IL 55.0 55 F Grapefruit size knot at injection site. with a bullseye. Can see where the needle went in. Very itchy

958016 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 MA 56.0 56 F Patient received dose 1 of Moderna covid-19 vaccine in L deltoid. approx. 15 minutes after receiving vaccine while in observation area patient reported right 4th finger numbness and swelling in addition to nausea and dizziness, denies difficulty breathing/no facial swelling noted. Pt also reporting L ear numbness. Allergy MD on call paged & pt taken to ED for observation.

958018 01/01/2021 01/20/2021 FL 74.0 74 F Large red itchy patch on upper arm. That came On tenth day. Today is  twelfth day. Patch still there but half the size.

958021 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 31.0 31 F High fever 101.9 began the evening when I got my shot and as of an hour ago just came under the 100 mark. I?ve been taking Tylenol every 4-6 hours to combat high fever but it wasn?t going down. I had chills with the fever, so bad that my body was shaking. Fever stayed in the 101 range from Monday evening until Wednesday morning. Extreme shoulder pain radiating from left to right on Monday evening - lasted into the early morning on Tuesday. Chest tightness with R shoulder pain Tuesday afternoon from roughly 130p-315p. It subsided and so I did not seek medical attention. I?ve also had a severe migraine the entire time since getting my shot, but haven?t taken my Ubrelvy as I wasn?t sure how my body would react.

958023 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 MT 40.0 40 F Ongoing treatment for vertigo

958024 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 56.0 56 M patient experienced a delayed local reaction. approx 9 days after vaccination patient experienced local redness, warmth, and mild pain in the area of injection. she did not have local reaction immediately post vaccination,  it was delayed by about 9 days per patient. she did not take any medication to treat and she reported resolution approx 3 days later.

958025 12/29/2020 01/20/2021 WA 36.0 36 M Headache 30 minutes after injection. Fatigue and muscle aches within 5 hours that lasted 24 hours. Chills 10 hours after injection that lasted 24 hours.

958027 12/28/2020 01/20/2021 43.0 42 M dx of viral gastroenteritis

958028 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 47.0 47 M moderate sized oval shaped red patch (2 inch diameter) with slight itchiness, inflammation and stiffness.

958030 12/24/2020 01/20/2021 40.0 40 F Pins and needles at injection site and neck, feeling warm, throat tightness, dizziness Benadryl IM, IV Fluids, Solumedrol, Monitoring Discharged with  tapering prescription of Predisone and Zyrtec

958032 12/29/2020 01/20/2021 MA 18.0 18 F Erythema multiforme minor with skin lesions on hands and feet starting 10 days after receiving the vaccine followed by hip, knee and lower back pain

958033 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 OH 56.0 56 F I received the Moderna vaccine on Jan 8. I had some soreness in my arm for a couple days. Then about 4- 5 days in, I developed a large local reaction with redness, pain, hot to touch, and itching. This persisted and worsened over the ensuing week. The itching was pretty severe and the area was very hot to touch and painful. On Saturday, I developed some tongue itchiness- very strange sensation. I treated it with some Benadryl and Ibuprofen with some relief but not resolution.

958036 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 FL 36.0 36 M Felt flue like symptoms (drowsy, tired, aches, hot and cold)  the evening of the day after getting the vaccine.

958038 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Swelling, tender to touch.  Redness around injection shot. Slightly itchy.

958039 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 MO 70.0 70 F Received 1st vaccine on 12/30/2020. Had the usual redness and hard area around the injection site. On 01/11/2020 started having increased pain around the site  as well as redness. Also noted that the redness, edema and increased warm to touch started to spread on 01/12/2021 and 01/13/2021. Used ice because of the pain which also helped to decrease the redness and warmth. Started to improve by 01/14/2021. The spread of the redness, edema was 9 inches by 3 inches.

958040 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 MA 47.0 47 F Vaccine was on a thursday migraine level  headache that started about 4 hours after the vaccine followed by extreme vertigo for 12 hours where i could not move my head  with out nausea and vomiting  then it started to improve but lasted moderately throughout the next day ( friday) Fever total body pain - like sever flu symptoms, fatigue etc the injection site was very red and hot for 10 days and remains slightly itchy. Headache and fatigue did not resolve until late sunday night and virtigo was resolved 100% sunday am
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958041 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NY 58.0 58 F 103.6 fever, headache, chills, pain in arm for 24 hours

958042 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 VA 43.0 43 F near syncope w/in 30 min. of vaccine- taken to ER immediately monitored, EKG,  and kept for observation increased heart rate, light headed, orthostatic after vaccine continued w/ rapid heart rate, light headed and orthostatic for 3 days day 2 severe body aches, chills, fatigue and headache,, arm pain only at injection site, swollen lymph nodes- Tylenol taken but barely touched pain day 3 still joint aches and headache, fatigue and chills, slight arm pain only at injection site, swollen lymph nodes- Tylenol and rest day 4 felt better, rash began on torso and spread to arms, groin , neck,  swollen lymph nodes day 4 rash which began to itch lasting day 4,5,6,7,8- took Benadryl so I could sleep, swollen lymph nodes Continue w/ intermittent chills, body aches, headache  and light headed for day s 4,5,6,7,8 Continue w/ swollen lymph nodes under left and right arm and today is day 14

958043 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 NE 47.0 47 M About 12-15 hours after my shot I started to feel general malaise.  By 6am on 1/16, I had a bad headache and felt nauseous, and dizzy. These feelings lasted until 10pm on 1/16/21, and then I went to bed and felt better in the morning.  I was barely able to get out of bed that day (1/16) because of how sick I felt.  Besides the sick feeling,  I had bad pain at the injection site, and had a 3cm x 3cm raised red lump at the injection site.  This stayed painful for 48-60 hours, then the swelling subsided and was left with a bruise.

958044 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 NY 48.0 48 F After the vaccine, the left arm was sore, whole body felt fatigue, and slight back ache. Took tylenol 2-times a day for 2 days. After about a week from getting the vaccine, left was itchy at the vaccine site and coin sized red rash developed. At first I did not relate it as a reaction to the vaccine. But as the rash got little bigger I took zyrtec on 1/16/2021 & 1/18/2021 and benadryl on 1/19/2021 & 1/20/2021. Now the redness/ rash seems to have spread. It looks like a red oval outline (no redness in the center), size of the palm, and the site feels slightly warm to touch.

958045 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 AR 80.0 80 M considerable itching, formation of one hive (2" x 1" x 1/4 ") located 4" below injection site. Hive went away after 2 days. Itching continued for 3 days.  Injection site very hot for 3 days.  Blood glucose elevated two days.  No treatment, just observation.,  Epinephrine on hand in case of greater reaction.

958047 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 AL 22.0 22 F Problems with speech , numbness to right side of body , fever , shortness of breath , shaking/jerking on right side

958048 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 PA 39.0 39 F within 15 minutes of receiving the vaccine I started to become itchy.  My face started itching. I left the clinic without saying anything by the time I got home from the clinic another 10 minutes I was itchy all over and my throat started to feel funny.  I immediately took Benadryl  I went to urgent care where they said it was an allergic reaction but did not give me steroids. I continued to itch and have a weird feeling in my throat I then went to my family Dr. where I had hives, extreme itching and they prescribed me steroids.  I did my first round of steroids where I seemed to be getting better.  I finished the steroids and within a day I was back to having hives as well as extreme itching and a very itchy throat again.  Later that day I went to the ER and was put on a second round of steroids., I have finished the 2nd round, I am still itchy not terribly though as of now.

958050 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 PA 67.0 67 F rash all over entire body and anxiety

958051 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 OH 23.0 23 M Headache lasting 2 days, fever reaching 100.3 lasting 1 day, chills, body aches.

958052 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 ND 34.0 34 F 01/20/2021: Telephone call from patient. States that her left arm is red, swollen with a lump, and warm to the touch. States it started that evening  after her Moderna vaccination. States that the swelling, redness and warmth is getting worse.  Has tried cold packs and Tylenol with no relief.  Instructed to call her Health Care Provider.

958054 01/02/2021 01/20/2021 CT 25.0 25 F Extreme fatigue since getting shot - effecting ability to work

958056 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 NY 31.0 31 F Employee stated the day she received her last vaccination and acknowledged it had been 28 days. After submitting to NYSIIS we noticed that she was incorrect and it had only been 15 days since her 1st dose. (1st Dose given on 1/4/21). No adverse reactions at this time just error.

958057 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 PR 40.0 40 F On January 4 at 2:00 pm I suddenly started to bleed from the nose from the left nostril and then from both. The event lasted more than 35 minutes so I had to go to the ER. The diagnosis was Epistaxis. I was discharged because at the time of the medical evaluation I removed a large clot from my mouth and the bleeding stopped.  Appointment with primary physician for diagnosis and appointment with ENT was ordered. On January 5 at 4:15 am I had another episode of nasal bleeding lasting 25 min. After removing a clot through the mouth, the bleeding stopped. At 4:00 pm I presented Epistaxis again so I had to return to the Emergency Room. I was reevaluated and the instruction was to visit the ENT and Afrin prescription for three days and Claritin D q 12 hrs PRN. From January 6 to 9, I began to eliminate a serous-bloody vaginal discharge. That began with the elimination of a clot and progressively diminished day by day.  January 11, 2021, the ENT evaluated me and indicated that it did not observe polyps or anatomical problems. I had not previously prolonged nosebleeds. Previously two minor episodes happened to me, a year ago that resolved in less than 7 minutes. I didn't have a cold or any other symptoms.  I want to raise the flag because it was a strange event that occurred after the vaccination and that I had not experienced before in that way.My next dose is January 29, 2021. I am awaiting clot test results

958058 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 GA 68.0 68 U 5 minutes following injection patient complaint of dizziness, hands and feet tingling, blurry vision. Patient was flush, diaphoretic. VS 144/74 HR 61 (10:00am) 10:07 BP 144/77 HR 60- Pt reports palpitations, legs shaking (trembling). 10:09 Diphenhydramine 25mg administered to LD IM. No adverse reactions noted. 10:15 VS BP 144/77, HR 61- patient states he is "feeling better". 10:30 BP 127/72 HR 61 Patient remained in clinic until 11:00 am. He was escorted to his home by family. Instructed to seek emergency medical attention for any adverse reactions at home.

958059 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 VA 40.0 40 F About 20 minutes after shot  a little dizzy, arms and legs tingly. Subsided, but tingling in arms returned about an hour later, though not as severe

958060 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 TX 65.0 65 F Late on the 7th day after the vaccine (Sunday, Jan 17) my arm a bit below the vaccine site started to itch.  I get skin itching sometimes and put  prescription Ultravate lotion on it.  The next morning (Jan 18) it itched more and the Ultravate did not to relieve it, so I put hydrocortisone cream on it and that made the itching stop.  The area that itched was about the size of a golf ball and was red. I put hydrocortisone cream on Jan 19 once in the morning and at night.  Today, Jan 20 when I woke up the area is red and about 4" long and 3" across, mostly below the injection site. It itches some. I don't have a primary care physician.

958061 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F 1/7/21: MODERATE BODY ACHES AND MILD JOINT PAIN. 1/8/21 MORNING: SEVERE BODY ACHE, CHILLS, JOINT PAIN, LOW GRADE FEVER (99.8) AND SEVERE HEADACHE. SWOLLEN FACE AND ARM PAIN. 1/8 NIGHT: HIGH GRADE FEVER (101.4). 1/10: HIGH GRADE FEVER (101.3 REACHING HIGHEST OF 102.9). SEVERE BODY ACHES, CLUSTER HEADACHE/MIGRAINE, JOINT PAIN. CILLS, COLD SEATS, LOSS OF APPETITIE, NAUSEA. SWOLLEN FACE AND ARM PAIN. 1/11 MORNING: LOW GRADE FEVER, MODERATE BODY ACHES, CHILLS AND COLD SWEATS, NAUSEA (STRONGER), LOSS OF APPETITE AND STOMACH ACHE, DIARRHEA, AND ARM PAIN. 1/11 AFTERNOON AND NIGHT: MODERATE STOMACH ACHE, NAUSEA. 1/12: STILL MILD NAUSEA AND LOSS OF APPETITE, ARM PAIN. TOOK IBUPROFEN, TYLENOL.

958062 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 MD 39.0 39 F Patient had some shortness of breath@ 10:30am , 10 minutes after receiving vaccination, pulse=88, blood pressure=118/80.  Patient rested on cot with feet elevated x 10 minutes and had 1 bottle of water, patient reports having come straight from working night shift and di not have much water while working, patient reported feeling better after 10 minutes, pulse=84, blood pressure =130/80 while sitting up at 10:45am, patient requests to go home and reported she no longer had any shortness of breath or other concerns at this time.  Patient left clinic at 10:55am.

958063 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 NY 72.0 72 F Patient describes at the site of injection the following symptoms: tenderness, black and blue discoloration (like a bruise but no history of trauma to arm since vaccine injection), site feels hard but not warm.

958064 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 PA 63.0 63 F Injection date-1/11/21  adverse event started 1/19/2021.  left upper arm itching intensely, hot and red. itching stopped on its own. 1/20/21-left upper arm still red with small amount of swelling around injection site and pain around the site.  no treatment as I didn't have any Benadryl. Message left on primary provider at 10:22 am I have not heard back from provider yet as I fill out this form, therefore, not able to answer item 21 below

958066 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 TX 64.0 64 F fever weakness

958067 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 TX 70.0 70 F 01/10/2021 (2nd day after injection) - flu like fatigue, muscle and joints pain (last about one week),   01/10/2021 -  swelling and pain at the injection site last about a week 01/17/2021 - injection site swelling enlarged  with skin etching, this is still exist after 12 days

958068 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 VA 28.0 28 F Began experiencing a rash about 3 inches in diameter on Left Arm below injection site about 7 days after first dose of Moderna COVID vaccine.  Rash itches and has grown in size over the last 2-3 days.

958070 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 TX 26.0 26 F fever of 101.5, chills, body aches, severe neck and back pain, local redness

958071 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 TX 65.0 0 F patient came to our clinic complaining of "vaccine reaction" after receiving covid vaccine at another clinic. stated "it bled and bled" and receiving shot in left deltoid. pt appeared to have small hematoma and mild localized cellulitis. patient denied any type of allergic or immune reaction to vaccine contents.0.0

958074 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 KS 37.0 37 F patient reports body aches and chill on 1/20/2021 that started at 5:30 am

958077 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 MN 38.0 38 F Moderate redness, swelling, and pain at the injection site for the first 2-3 days that resolved (along with mild fever and myalgias).  Then 1 week later, on 1/15 I woke up with a very large red, hot, itchy patch on my left biceps around my injection site.  It is not as bright now, but still very large (larger than my palm) and intermittently itchy.  It will be 2 weeks from my injection tomorrow.  I am concerned about whether or not to get the second dose as I am afraid this was some sort of allergic reaction and I read that many people experience more significant adverse reactions to the second dose.  I did check in with a health care provider at my clinic and she only suggested ice and Tylenol, which provided relief of itchiness, but no improvement.  I also notified Moderna.  No one seems to know for sure if I should receive the second dose.

958078 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 PA 45.0 45 F Neck pain Head pressure Dizzy Nauseous Very Fatigue Very sore site (R) arm

958089 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 CT M Dose went down the arm rather than in the arm; Dose went down the arm rather than in the arm; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and the dose went down the arm, rather than in the arm.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 06 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 06 Jan 2021, the patient was administered the vaccine with a malfunctioning needle that caused the dose to drip down the patient's arm, rather than in the arm. The patient might not have received the full dose. No treatment information was reported.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The event, dose went down the arm, rather than in the arm, was considered resolved on 06 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting malfunctioning needle and dose went down the arm  rather than in the arm without any associated adverse events.

958090 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 MN F 17-year-old female received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccination; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 17-years old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced product administered to patient of inappropriate age.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided/unknown by the reporter.  On 06 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot/Batch number unknown) intramuscularly in the deltoid (unspecified) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced product administered to patient of inappropriate age. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided/unknown.   The outcome of the event, product administered to patient of inappropriate age, was resolved on 06 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 17-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product administered to patient of inappropriate age without any associated adverse events.

958091 01/20/2021 NC M received partial dose; Needle not attached to the hub; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and received partial dose.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications have not been provided.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, the patient received a partial dose of the vaccine, the needle was not attached and some leaked out.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was unknown.  The event, partial dose received, was considered recovered/resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of inappropriate dose administered and needle issue for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of inappropriate dose administered and needle issue.

958092 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 NC 16.0 16 F Vaccine to someone who was less than 18 years old.; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional (HCP) concerning a 16-year-old, female consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced product administered to patient of inappropriate age.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 06 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced product administered to patient of inappropriate age.  No side effects were reported. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The event, vaccine given to a patient less than 18-years-old, was considered resolved on 06 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age for mRNA-1273, lot # 011J20A. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age.

958093 01/20/2021 MI 50.0 M Possibly given into the lower part of the deltoid muscle; Local redness; Pain and tenderness; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a 50-year-old, male consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced local redness, pain, tenderness and was possibly given the vaccination in the wrong spot.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  Prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 in the lower part of the deltoid muscle intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.     The date of the vaccine was not reported. However, the healthcare professional (HCP) reported the vaccine was given incorrectly and in the wrong spot. The patient, also, developed local redness, pain and tenderness. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The event outcome of the vaccination being possibly given in the wrong spot was considered resolved. The outcome of the events, local redness, pain and tenderness, were not reported.    The reporter's assessment of causality for the events was not provided.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 50-year old, male patient. The patient's medical history was not provided. The patient who experienced an expected  event of injection site pain, injection site erythema and an unexpected event of product administered at inappropriate site. The event occurred on an unknown date, after administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of mRNA-1273 and the start of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

958094 01/02/2021 01/20/2021 IL 23 F SIRVA (Shoulder Injury Related to Vaccine Administration); It was injected where her shoulder joint is instead of the deltoid; She had zero range of motion in her arm; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse who was also a 23-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced incorrect route of product administration, injection site movement impaired, and shoulder injury related to vaccine administration.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 02 Jan 2021, immediately prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (LOT number 026LA20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The vaccine was injected where her shoulder joint was instead of the deltoid, and the patient experienced incorrect route of product administration.  For the first 36 hours following vaccine administration, the patient reported zero range of motion in her arm. She began to regain some function after that. She was under the care of a shoulder specialist who took x-rays, prescribed a methylprednisolone dose pack, and diagnosed her with shoulder injury related to vaccine administration (SIRVA). She was not able to work. Additional treatment for the event included ibuprofen and acetaminophen.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcomes of the events were not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 23-years-old, female, who experienced a non-serious unexpected events of shoulder injury related to vaccine administration, incorrect route of product administration, and injection site movement impairment. The event of incorrect route of product administration occurred same day after the firs dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot# 026L20A) administration. There was no reported AE associated with incorrect route of product administration. The event of shoulder injury related to vaccine administration and injection site movement impairment occurred on an unspecified date after the first dose of mRNA-1273 administration. The treatment medications included Medrol Dose Pak, Ibuprofen and Tylenol. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

958104 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Chest Pain arm became red

958106 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 GA 62.0 62 F injection site pain, arm hurts, head-ace, throwing up, body aches, fever of 101.8

958107 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 PA 29.0 29 F fever, chills, body aches, dizziness, nausea

958109 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 39.0 39 F I received the Moderna vaccination around 10:00am. It was confirmed that it was okay to get the vaccine being that I tested positive for Covid on 12/23/20. Around 19:00 I started to get cold and by midnight I was shivering uncontrollably, I had a fever and had a massive headache. I alternated ibuprofren and Tylenol which did not work. I was only able to sleep from midnight to about 3:00am. The entire day I was shivering with a massive headache. It hurt so bad that I wanted to cry but it hurt worse when I did cry. My highest fever was 101 degrees. My fever broke around 19:00 on 01/05/2021 but the massive headache and body aches lasted the entire week. I felt like I was "hit by a bus" and my entire top part of my arm was in pain . I was seen by a doctor  at HS on Thursday the 7th to have my medical condition documented. My arm felt better by then. She had me take off the rest of the week and to return to work on the 11th. I finally started to feel somewhat better by the 9th

958116 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 FL 57.0 57 F Patient received Pfizer COVID vaccine on 12/23/20. On 1/13/2021, patient was scheduled to receive 2nd dose of Pfizer vaccine, but received Moderna vaccine. location is a drive through vaccine clinic and was giving both vaccines on this date due to supply and logistics. On days when both vaccines are given, there are individuals assigned to each vaccine for check-in, vaccinator and scheduler. Color cards of green/red (Moderna) and orange/blue (Pfizer) along with face sheet are placed on the windshields to communicate which vaccine is to be administered. Unclear if incorrect color was assigned to vehicle or if vaccinator did not perform safety checks with color cards and face sheet.

958119 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 CA 38.0 38 F About 7 minutes after receiving the vaccine she starting her numbness and tingling of the mouth and lips and swelling of upper lips. NP gave her epinephrine at 3:19 and called 911 and patient was transported to ER (I think Hospital patient will know more). NP did follow  up  with patient later that 4:42 PM and patient said she was feeling better and received Benadryl and Solumedro.    **follow up with patient for missing information as reporter does not have access to it**

958120 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 NY 57.0 57 F I felt fine the day of the vaccine. However, The  next day I was extremely tired. The next day I went to the Doctor and texted positive for covid with a rapied test. I also Had a PCR test which was neg. for covid.  Im currently being treated for a sinus infection.

958122 01/14/2020 01/20/2021 KY 35.0 35 M Elevated temperature of 101.7, weakness, and lethargy on 01/15/2021 Treated with 400 mg Ibuprofen Q6 hours, temperature down to 100.1 Temperature spiked to 101.3 on morning of 01/16/2021 Treated with 500mg Tylenol  All symptoms resolved completely 01/17/2021

958123 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 NY 49.0 49 F I have a horrible headache, I had a fever last night, unsure how high, I was just shaking and freezing under blankets in bed during the middle of the night.  My arm is also very sore, which i expected.

958125 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 NY 62.0 62 F Patient developed deep arm pain soon after vaccine that persisted for multiple days.  Days after vaccine, arm became red and warm  This has persisted to today (1/20).  Has not worsened.

958126 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 TX 55.0 55 M fever chills

958127 12/23/2020 01/20/2021 NC 44.0 44 M chills that night and slight headache, then next morning had two occurrences of hot flashes and headache till 12 noon

958128 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 LA 36.0 36 M 2nd dose of COVID vaccine received approx 0800 on 1/19/21, felt healthy throughout the day. Began to feel flu like symptoms approx 1800 on the evening of 1/19/21. Symptoms worsened through the night rapidly, beginning with uncontrollable chills/shivering, body aches, restless, slight vertigo, weakness/fatigue. At approx 0100 the morning of 1/20/21, blacked out while in the bathroom of which awoken and found myself disoriented, weak, and on the ground (no injuries noted as i must have eased myself down).  I was able to hydrate afterwards and tolerate eating some dry cereal to help with the weakness. Symptoms began to dissipate while an intense headache continued throughout the night and even through the daytime. The time is now 1020 on the day of 1/20/21 and i still have quite the headache but all other symptoms seem to be relieved at this time.

958129 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 IL 60.0 60 F Moderna Vaccine- first injection One week after the vaccine was injected, developed a raised, red, itchy rash on right shoulder in the area where the vaccine was given.   Rash was localized- no other symptoms symptoms improving two days later

958133 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 CA 81.0 81 F Patient states that the night of her vaccine she felt feverish, and had extreme shortness of breath for about 5-6 hours, and she has been exhausted ever since.  She states there has been a few days she has not even been able to get out of bed.

958136 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 OH 59.0 59 F swollen lymph glands under right arm, breast, collar bone , neck pain lasting >11 days

958137 10/30/2020 01/20/2021 NY 43.0 43 M Developed hives a few hours after shot, with swollen lips that progressed into the evening on the 30th.  Worse on the 31st, went to urgent care given IV cortisone and pepcid symptoms resolved, discharged in the early afternoon, 2 hours after dc symptoms returned to cover face with lump in throat.  911 contact and taken by ambulance to Medical Center ER, admitted over night and discharged on 11/1 to home still with full body hives.  11/2 had consults with primary MD and allergist MD, given regimen of predisone taper 60 mg over 10 days along with pepcid, zyrtec .  Full body hives began to resolve of 11/3, returned to work on 11/4, intermittant hives persisted on/off for 4 weeks, currently still taking pepcid and zyrtec.Y 1

958140 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 PA 60.0 60 F Redness and swelling around injection site

958141 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 CA 23.0 23 F Numbness of the left arm, mainly fingertips within the first 10 min. after vaccine was given.

958142 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 33.0 33 F On 1/15 around 6pm, I began to feel extremely fatigued (about 27 hours after my initial injection).  I began to feel severe flu-like symptoms (hot/cold chills, sensitive skin, headache, dry/scratchy throat, fever dreams) which persisted for several hours during the night. The next day (1/16), the fatigue, headache, and chills persisted (although the chills decreased). I took Dayquil before noon and that seemed to help with the symptoms, and Nyquil at night so I was able to sleep. By the following morning, I still had a mild headache and fatigue but continued to improve. I felt normal again on 1/18.   I also had stiffness, swelling, and soreness at the injection site for 3-4 days.

958144 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 GA 70.0 70 F 2" wide slightly red streak at injections reached top of shoulder and then down to humours sight.  Had slight low grade fever 99 with chills all day long

958145 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 AR 86.0 86 M cold sweats in middle at night from upper part of body. So much  that has to change in the middle of the night.

958149 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 NY 61.0 61 F After 24 hours after injection woke with a severe ear ache, swollen glands and sore throat on the Right side only. Took ibuprofen for pain/inflammation for two days, called Primary care for appt. to see if I had an ear infection or red throat.  Was seen by Dr. four days after vaccine, was told that ears were clear and throat looked good.  Lymph nodes in neck seemed swollen.

958151 12/28/2020 01/20/2021 FL 57.0 57 F I was diagnosed with cellulitis on my Left Arm and placed on antibiotics which resulted in a yeast infection and a return visit to urgent care and placed on an antifungal medication.  Due to my low grade fever and symptoms of fatigue underwent a covid 19 screen test which was negative

958152 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 KS 37.0 37 F Patient reports Body Aches, Chills that started at 5:30 am on 01/20/2021

958155 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 CT 31.0 31 F I received the vaccine on January 8th, with no adverse events beside arm pain which subsided after 2 days. On January 16th, I noticed that my arm began to ache again. Then on January 17th, I developed redness, warmth, and swelling, which has continued to expand down my arm. I reported this to employee health, who recommended I report to this site, was not allowing me to self report.

958156 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 MA 39.0 39 F itching/burning on back/head, weakness, tired, dizziness

958157 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 MS 81.0 81 F Approx. 1/10/21 --R arm, red little knot itching few days after then resolved. 1/19/21 R arm, large red very itchy area, deeper red area in injection site, very warm touch.

958158 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 PA 21.0 21 F Skin has raised in a thick, red, itchy ring, about 5 inches in diameter

958161 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 WY 31.0 31 F Swelling, redness, Hives, burning and itchy. took Benadryl and within 20 min hives were gone.

958162 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 SC 73.0 73 F Extreme diarehha and vomiting,, including dry heaves from 2:30 am to 7:30 am.  Pain in lower abdomen.  I am a very active, healthy female.  I work out at a gym 3-4 times a week with aerobics, weight training and pilates.

958165 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 VA 23.0 23 M SM developed influenza-like illness with Fever, chills, myalgias, and HA 5 days  s/p dose 1 of Moderna Vaccine.  Pt previously infected with COVID 19 and diagnosed 12 days prior to vaccine administration

958167 12/24/2020 01/20/2021 MA 29.0 29 F I received Moderna COVID vaccine at 1200pm on 12/24/2020 At about 0300 on 12/25/20, I awoke from sleeping with palpitations and a heart rate of about 140. Increased heart rate of 120-150 continued for a couple of hours with minimal dizziness. About 5am, I had a bought of sudden explosive, watery stool. This continued 3 more times in the am, at times having incontinence. (This has never occurred before.) By 10 am, those symptoms had stopped. Only residual side effects were a headache and sore arm. On 12/31, it was noticed that I had hives on my abdomen and back. They were not itchy and I am unsure how long they had been there for; referred to allergy

958169 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CT 34.0 34 F Developed painful, erythematous lump at vaccination site 7 days after administration. Possible delayed-type hypersensitivity reaction.

958171 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 TX 28.0 28 M Rash on left upper arm that formed 6 days following injection. Rash is itchy and did not go away with Benadryl. It has lasted 4 days already.

958175 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 NY 71.0 71 F Approximately after 20 minutes after vaccine  administration, my  throat felt numb and i could not swallow my saliva, no acute breathing difficulty  , I could not swallow water , I  was very anxious and went back to facility I got vaccine , The attending doctor administered Benadryl I 50 mg IM , and then EPI 0.3 mg . EMT was called , and  ED at Hospital i was attended , and Solumedrol 1.25 mg was administered IV and Pepsid for GERD , i also had,   I was observed for a few HRs and skript for Prednisone and Benadryl was issued.  I was then feeling better,Y 1

958176 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 NE 89.0 89 F Was not communicated on her admission that patient had a prior vaccine and so was given the 2nd dose of  the Vaccine 14 days after 1st dose.   No adverse outcomes at this time.

958177 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 PA 29.0 29 F The day of my first vaccination, I got a painful red lump at the injection site and it was warm to touch. Today is 1/20/21 and I'm still experiencing the same reaction- it hasn't gone away,  the red lump is less swollen and warm to touch. I also experienced moderate fatigue and weakness, constant headache, and loss of smell and I'm still experiencing these symptoms.

958179 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 PA 44.0 44 F Painful cervical lymphadenopathy

958187 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Arm swollen raised up and hard, very red and very very hot to touch and arm very painful along with shoulder pain and and scapula very painful

958190 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 GA 66.0 66 M Numbness and tingling facial area

958191 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 MT 43.0 43 F Intense itching, developed into hives.

958194 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 OK 76.0 76 F chills, diarrhea, fatigue and not feeling well

958201 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 NC 70.0 70 F Patient has a raised pink area in the circumference of three inches around the injection site.  This has continued to be red even after a week.

958204 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 FL 44.0 44 M At 2 am on 1/1/21, sudden onset severe left calf muscular cramping which resolved in about a minute.  Soreness persisted for 4 days. No preceding activity peformed to have caused this. Same evening, insomnia, uncomfortable abdominal bloating, vivid dreams, and ?light? night sweats primarily affecting lower extremities. This also lasted for about 4-5 days. On 1/6/21, 7 days post injection, woke up in morning completely drenched from a night sweat. Things improved in days to come although a certain subtle feeling of hyperalertness has persisted.    On Tuesday 1/12, began with a mild to moderate bifrontal headache. Fortunately, I do not typically get headaches. Tylenol and sleep relieved but headache returned on Wednesday evening and persisted through late afternoon Friday 1/15 possibly lateralizing slightly to the right. Saturday morning 1/16, no headache, but sudden onset of focal right lower neck tenderness situated around the thyroid/sternocleidomastoid region. No throat pain, sneezing, coughing. This progressively got worse throughout the day and particularly at night(8-9/10 pain scale) with discomfort on swallowing and with radiation to right subdmandibular region and right ear. Some temperature imbalance overnight and last few nights with slight night sweats. Not feeling feverish.   Neck pain has persisted since then to today 1/20/21 and steadily improved. 2 separate Ibuprofen doses have appeared to help.   ENT to be seen today.

958205 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 23.0 23 F Swelling, itchiness, pain at the injection site beginning on day 7. Hot to the touch. Red. Progressive expanding of red, hot area. "went from semicircle lump to big half dome".  Axillary lymphadenopathy on affected (L) side. Chills at night 01.19 into 01.20. Seeking medical care with PCP on 01.20.

958206 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 VA 29.0 29 F Client was given an injection with a syringe and the vaccinator later realized after the client had left the building that the vial did not contain COVID-19 vaccine. The vaccinator was greater than 80 percent sure that she administered the dose without the vaccine in the syringe. She brought the problem to the clinic supervisor?s attention when it seemed that the vaccinator assistant was opening up syringes and placing them in the same bin as the vaccinator?s pre-drawn syringes. Both contacted the CDC to get guidance on whether the client can be administered the vaccine as a Dose 1. The CDC was seeking further guidance on the issue. Both contacted the client that evening and explained that it was very likely that the client did not receive COVID-19 in the syringe. The client voiced understanding. It was determined by Dr. that vaccinator would contact the client once per day to check signs and symptoms to help determine if the client may have received the vaccine. It was believed that 24 or more hours of soreness at the site may lead one to believe that she did receive the vaccine. Vaccinator monitored the client for three days following the vaccine and found that the client had not signs or symptoms following the vaccine. 1/16/2021 CDC responded by saying that there is no guidance on this issue but that the client should receive the vaccine, as Dose 2, 28 days from the initial administration. The earliest date would be Saturday, February 6, 2021. Vaccinator contacted the client and explained the guidance. The client voiced understanding. Vaccinator will monitor the Dose 2 to see if there are signs and symptoms following the vaccination. The results may give us more understanding of whether the client received COVID-19 in the first dose according to her signs and symptoms following the second dose.

958207 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 TN 17.0 17 F Error: Wrong Patient (documentation in EMR)

958208 12/28/2020 01/20/2021 TX 69.0 69 F My arm was a little sore after the vaccination but no other symptoms.  And on 12/30 I woke up with a sever fever, vomiting and diarreah.  Went to the ER and was diagnosed with CHF because my feet were so swollen and was given lasix and released.  I continued to feel bad so on that Sunday 1/3  I went back to the hospital and was admitted and tested positive for COVID-19. I spent from Sun-Wed in the hospitalY 3

958209 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 MT 43.0 43 F Intense full body itch which developed into hives.

958211 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Rash injection site -- large, long in size, rash began 1/17 with  itching warm to touch inflamed Neosporin cream used bump on R shoulder and in between breast. Body feels sensitive with itchiness   Pt since 1/19 has been taking taking keflex antibiotic

958214 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 TX 44.0 44 F Terrible joint pain in hands, feet sine I woke up the next morning after the vaccine

958216 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 NY 48.0 48 F On the morning of 1/16/2021 patient noted itching and erythema at the injection site, right arm. As of today, 1/20/21 itching has subsided and redness  and warmth to touch decreased.

958218 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 CA 21.0 21 F started with tachycardia and palpitations, reports "increased respiratory rate".  Patient later developed "shaking", generalized body aches, headache and fatigue.  Mild nausea.  Today has low grade fever 100.1, thinking feels "not clear", fatigue, body aches and nausea

958219 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 MA 64.0 64 F Experienced swelling in ankles, feet, legs and knees beginning Friday evening 1/15/20.   Trying to determine if this is a covid vaccine reaction.  Last dose of nasal spray was Saturday evening, 01/16/20.  Since then, swelling is slowly resolving.  Reports symptoms to Hospital.  Getting Covid tested again today.

958220 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Sore, painful, about 40 in. in diameter, red, swollen, itchy

958223 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 FL 73.0 73 F severe diarrhea about 36 hours after dose. Resolved with imodium

958224 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 CO 41.0 41 F Pain in armpit area began 6 days after vaccine. Worsened pain on day 7. Cannot palpate a specific swollen lymph node, slight general swelling in the area.

958227 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Arm raised and swollen and hard, red and very hot, painful arm shoulder and scapula

958229 12/21/2020 01/20/2021 MO 60.0 60 M 8 to 10 hours after injection joints throughout my body became very sore, a few days later knuckle on right hand swollen and very sore, i thought it was just coincidental, I did  see my Doctor a few days later because the over the counter pain meds were not being very effective, he gave me toradol and told me i could take 10 mg prednisone in am for three days that i had on hand, eventually I got better, i then got my second dose and I had a repeat of the joint pain and swelling of my knuckles on the right hand, this to was better after 3 or four days after using the same treatment, I never felt that it was life threatening but thought I should report it, my joints are still sore but they are debilitating and i am improving each day.

958230 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 OH 38.0 38 F Six days after receiving the Moderna COVID vaccine, my arm started to itch near the injection site. When I looked at it, it was red and swollen. Over the course of the next two days, the redness dulled to pink but the size spread and it is now slightly smaller than the palm of my hand.   I will mention that 4 years ago, I received rabies vaccines in that arm. I had mucositis from it, and still have it residually when I get a cold and my immune system kicks in.  I have had flu shots since then without problems, but I was stung by a bee two years ago and had a very similar reaction to this COVID vaccine at the site of the bee sting. I don't know if I have some sort of different immune response to things due to the rabies vaccines.

958233 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 FL 39.0 39 F day after 2nd injection increased fatigue, arm soreness and shortness of breath overnight requiring rescue inhaler. Fatigue and general malaise continued x 7 days with intermittent shortness of breath requiring use of rescue inhaler. (Prior to vaccine inhaler used 3/year post vaccine requiring inhaler 2x per day). Increased post nasal drip with shortness of breath at night 02-03am each night and head congestion ear fullness during day requiring rest increased benadryl and decongestant use.

958234 01/01/2021 01/20/2021 TX 63.0 63 F Red size of a salonpas,  very itchy, warm to touch, bit swollen.  Itch started Monday 18Jan. getting bigger.

958235 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 MS 57.0 57 F Pt found unresponsive at home, respiratory distress. Had reported nausea and vointing for two days prior to admit which started 1/15. Acute metabolic encephalopathy and acute renal failure  Currently at time of this report still in critical care Y Y

958237 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 TX 68.0 68 F There is a large red spot on her arm where she received the vaccine.  Its been 2 weeks and the red spot is still on her arm.  She states that there is no pain....redness just still there.

958241 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 CA 46.0 46 F same  day felt soreness and pain at injection site, feels hot to touch and redness, itchy, swollen

958242 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 77.0 77 F itching and large warm to touch red circle around vaccination site

958243 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 PA 39.0 39 F left axilla pain for 3 days. resolving without treatment.

958246 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 OK 76.0 76 F severe fatigue, diarrhea,

958248 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 MN 17.0 17 F No adverse event, just submitting because someone called and said the MIIC let them know that pt was under 18.  She is staff at the facility we serve and her underage status was not noticed at the time.  However, since she is so close, and patient age with regard to this vaccine can be thought to be arbitrary (even if pt age <18 wasn't studied), common sense indicates pt has no increased danger of adverse effects, and further, should receive the 2nd dose on schedule even if before 18 years of age.

958250 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 CO 77.0 77 F Itching  and red surrounding injection site.  Started 1 week after receiving shot.  Continuing since then.

958251 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 IL 55.0 55 F A red line in the form of a circle has appeared around the injection site - circle has appeared larger over time.  The injection site is warm to the touch and at one point was raised slightly.

958252 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 SC 30.0 30 F Symptoms started 30 minutes after injection: Shortness of breath, chest tightness and pressure, difficulty breathing, throat tightness, all over body pain, nausea and vomiting, extreme diarrhea, stomach cramps

958253 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 CA 32.0 32 F ON 1/15/21 person complained of headache, muscle aches, extreme fatigue, and had fever of 102F x 2 days.

958255 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NC 44.0 44 F PMH  Vaccine 1/11/21 1/14/21 edema, pain, 6/10, more severe if laying on left side,l lymphadenopathy  Left axilla area with one node the size of a tangerine. When Motrin was taken for pain, Size of lymph node edema would somewhat decrease,  and then increase hours later. Symptoms have continued for 7 days . No other complaints

958258 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 CA 54.0 54 F After 5 minutes of receiving the vaccine, felt numbness of tongue & also metal taste & smell.   At 9:05 am Benadryl 50 mg PO given.  Patient was monitored until 9:36 am. Tongue remained numb, not worse, went back to work, continued to self monitor. Repeat own dose Benadryl 50 mg  at 4:45 PM. Metal taste resolved in 24 hour post vaccine. Tongue numbness resolved in 48 hours post vaccine.

958259 12/29/2020 01/20/2021 NJ 46.0 46 M Patient became light headed after receiving vaccine. Patient states same happens with bloodwork and injections. Patient sat in chair leaning over with cold pack on neck. Patient was able to sit up and felt better after 10 minutes.

958261 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 CT 23.0 23 F Pain in arm for two days after injection. Pain subsided after two days, then pain started again 7 days after injection date.

958263 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 GA 46.0 46 F I have had a headache since injection was given on the day of I did have. Diarrhea the day of. And also neck stiffness for three days after vaccine

958264 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 AR 37.0 37 F Patient had local skin site reaction 12ish days post vaccination.

958267 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 NY 67.0 67 F Headache, stomach ache, myalgias

958268 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 TX 67.0 67 F 1.  My fingertips were numb, all day on the day after I received the vaccine, and for a while on day two 2.  Inside my mouth and lips was very irritated and red

958270 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 57.0 57 M Sore arm where shot was in Minister for 2 days.

958271 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 OH 62.0 62 M Patient with intellectual disability received his vaccine on 1-7-2021 in his right deltoid.  On 1-11-2021 it was noted that he was developing a rash on his right ear/cheek area and a raised red rash near the sight of his vaccine by the attending nurse on 1-12-2021. is unable to verbalize his symptoms, an anatomical diagram was completed by his nurse on 1-12-2021, noting continued redness on the right side of his face and his right upper arm.  Photos were also taken to archive this.  His PCP was notified and an order was received to give a dose of diphenhydramine at approximately 1:30 PM on 1-12-2021. By 1-15-2021, the arm and facial redness had resolved per patients nursing notes.

958273 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 KY 57.0 57 F 15 minutes after initial injection, dizziness and dry mouth began.  Lasted approximately one hour.  3 hours after injection, broke out with rash and began itching, throat became tight.  I called my PCP who suggested a solumedrol injection along with Benadryl.  I choose to take 20 mg Zyrtec and call 911 if respiratory effect declined.  Had extreme lethargy all day.  Presently, short of breath, aches and such similar to side effects mentioned.

958276 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 GA 18.0 18 F Received the Moderna Vaccine at 1549.  Presented to the ED at 1635 with c/o localized swelling, lip swelling with right facial swelling.

958277 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Three days after vaccination pt had a red spot with itching at injection site.

958280 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 WI 61.0 61 F Patient developed pain in the arm a few hours after the injection.  Pain significantly worsened over the rest of the day to the point that she could not move the arm for 2-3 days.  Symptoms then improved for a few days, but have worsened again in the last 48 hours.  No swelling or erythema.

958281 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 OR 34.0 34 M Arm was sore the first day and injection site was red for 5 days and went down on day 8 I woke up and injection site was red and hot to the touch. It has now gone down but a bruise looks like it is forming and still a little red.

958282 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 NY 46.0 46 F Reports feeling a little achy the next day but unsure if had encountered a viral infection prior to the vaccine administration. Developed rash to neck, upper chest/back lateral and between breasts

958283 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 GA 38.0 38 F Patient received vaccination at 7:35pm, and about 10 minutes later, the patient reported burning in her throat, and a feeling of lumpiness in her throat. The patient was administered Benadryl 50mg po as one dose.  Symptoms improved within 30 minutes. No other side effects reported or observed.

958285 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 40.0 40 F Headache, extreme fatigue, nasal congestion, soreness at injection site, brain fog.

958290 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Headache, Body Aches, Chills, Fever, Lethargy - Approx. 48 hours duration

958291 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 MI 38.0 38 F Fever, chills, weakness. Pain, redness, swelling, hard and hot to the touch at injection site. Pain in injection site got increasingly worse throughout the day. By about 10 pm of the night of injection (Friday) fever and chills set in and lasted throughout the night and the next day. Symptoms decreased with the help of Motrin 600 mg but came back after the Motrin wore off. By late Sunday night symptoms were almost fully gone.

958292 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 PA 56.0 56 F I am experiencing localized inflammation around the injection site that is raised and itchy, red and hot. It is red at the cite and a raise circle around the injection site. It has grown in the days since it has began.  It started like a 1 inch redness and is now about 3 inches.  It appears to continue to get larger.  The course of it began around the 18th of January and 3 or 4 days later it remains and is getting bigger.  I have a low grade fever of 99 but no aches or any other discomfort.
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958293 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 MN 35.0 35 M Error: Wrong Dose of Vaccine - Too Low

958295 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 GA 38.0 38 F Patient received vaccination at 7:35pm. 10 minutes later, patient reports burning in throat and a feeling of lumpiness in throat. Patient was given Benadryl 50mg orally as one dose. Symptoms improved within 30 minutes. No other side effects reported or observed.

958296 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 PA 56.0 56 F Rash and Itching of upper left arm

958299 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 KY 42.0 42 F APPROXIMATELY 8 MINUTES AFTER RECEIVING MODERNA #2 VACCINATION, CLIENT DEVELOPED DIZZINESS, SHORTNESS OF AIR,  PERIPHERAL TREMORS/NUMBNESS.  CLIENT BECAME PALE AND DIAPHORETIC.  CLIENT STILL ALERT AND ORIENTED X3.  BENADRYL 25 MG ORAL GIVEN FOLLOWED IMMEDIATELY WITH EPI PEN ADULT DOSE @ 10:56 AM.  VITAL SIGNS @ 10:54 WITH BP: 146/72, P: 131, REPIRATIONS 30, SKIN PALE/DIPHORETIC PRIOR TO ADMINISTRATION OF EPI.  2ND SET VITAL SIGNS @ 11:00 150/74, P: 119, R: 30 SKIN PINKINING/IMPROVING DIAPHORESIS STILL REPORTS PERIHERAL NUMBNESS/VISUAL PERIPHERAL TREMORS STILL PRESENT/REDUCED. 3RD SET VITAL @ 11:13 AM BP:136/68, P: 100, R: 26 REPORTS HER TONGUE FEELS THICK.  TRANSFERRED TO ER FOR CONTINUATION OF CARE @ 11:20 AM VIA WHEEL CHAIR.

958301 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 NY 66.0 66 F Received vaccination @ 11:19 am 11:32 am noted red blotchiness on (L) neck by observer, pt denied SOB itchiness, lightedheadeness, nausea given Claritin 10mg tab orally observation extended to 30 min blotchiness resolved, no further symptoms

958303 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 KY 60.0 60 F Pt was seen @ urgent care on 1/14/2021 after vaccine @ 1:30 PM that same day. She reported that ~ 45 mins after receiving the vaccine her lips began tingling & burning. She did 0 have any swelling or SOA.

958304 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 MD 83.0 F Follow up to FAERS18694343: Patient received casirivimab instead of intended COVID vaccine.  48-hr follow up didn't identify AEs. Patient received COVID vaccine on December 31.

958312 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 34.0 34 F ~ 6 hrs after vaccination, headache started ~18 hrs after vaccination, still had headache and also felt malaise ~24 hrs after vaccination, still had headache and malaise, and started feeling total body aches/soreness ~36 hrs after vaccination, all other symptoms resolved but now had swollen and tender lymph node under R arm. Approaching 48 hrs from vaccination and the swollen lymph node has not resolved.  Of note - I am currently breastfeeding.  I did not have any decrease in my breastmilk supply and noted no changes in my infant either.

958313 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 46.0 46 F Patient felt dizzy and weak approximately 20 minutes after vaccination and passed out when walking out of the clinic. Patient given one round of Epi and offered supplemental oxygen.  Patient was monitored after resolution of symptoms and released to home care.

958316 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 52.0 52 F Client was instructed to wait for 15 minutes after vaccine. At 1725 client reported that felt itchy all over. Client was assessed by EMT and RN. Client denied any trouble breathing, itchy throat but indicated that her entire body was itchy, client was scratching all over. Her blood pressure was 140/68, client declined EMS services and indicated that she does not wish to go to the hospital. She indicates that she had a previous similar episode in the past after taking amoxicillin for an ear infection.  Client was advise to purchase Benadryl, she indicates that medication makes her sleepy and she is driving. She was asked to stay another 15 minutes and was monitor in case of worsening symptoms. Client remains in the same state and indicates that she will be okay to drive and wishes to leave the facility.  Client verbalizes understanding that if she was to feel worst to starts to have trouble breathing she is to call 911.

958318 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 CT 84.0 84 M At 4am this morning woke up with headache, chills, nausea, slight fever, joint pain, muscle pain.   Had COVID and bacteria pneumonia back in October   Spoke with doctor this morning and said the symptoms were not unexpected. Doctor encouraged to file VAERS report.

958321 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 59.0 59 M Rash, itching left are (same arm as vaccine). spread for 2-3 days then subsided

958324 12/23/2020 01/20/2021 AZ 53.0 53 F Around 7:00 pm I started to get sick and my body started to hurt. Joints hurt. Tried to take Tylenol - it didn't take it away -  maybe slowed it down but then it came back. Thursday morning - I woke up really sick - joints hurt, hot and feverish and I called ambulance. My temp was over 100 degrees. They took me to ER. They took my temp there and it was 101.6. The Dr. requested morphine and I was given that for the pain. They observed me for awhile and sent me home with Tylenol with Codeine (300 mg). The morphine helped and I came home and I went to sleep and the next day my pain was not as bad as it was the day before. I was able to start moving around even though I was still achy. By third day I was feeling better. By fourth day, I was doing a lot better and the pain had gone back down. Felt shortness of breath when I first got symptoms and was using my inhaler. My shortness of breath lasted a little longer - for about a week. Had a Telehealth visit with doctor to refill meds if I needed it.

958325 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 TN 44.0 44 F 1. Pain and numbness from hands to shoulder of left arm 10 minutes after injection; numbness lasted for @ 6 hours. Pain lasted for 3.5 days. On a scale of 1-10 (10 being the most), pain level in arm was consistently at a level 7. 2. Fatigue beginning  18 hours after injection and lasted for 3 days. 3. Chills beginning 10-12 hours after injection and lasted for 2 days.

958326 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 AR 33.0 33 F Headache and nausea at 0730 on 1/20. Had to leave work.

958327 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 FL 55.0 55 M Headache and stoke Y

958332 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 OK 38.0 38 F Moderna Covid-19 vaccine EUA  Bell's Palsy

958333 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 40.0 40 F One week post vaccination patient developed Covid-like symptoms including fever, fatigue and headache along with redness, swelling and pain at injection site. No side effects in the 2 days immediately post-vaccination except for a slightly sore arm. Patient did go in for a Covid test 1 week post vaccination and was confirmed negative.

958334 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 CA 32.0 32 M 3 days after getting vaccination I was fatigued and not able to complete all of my things, took vitamin C and rested, day 4 woke up in sweat, today day 5 red itchy hives on palms but no other symptoms

958335 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 MA 34.0 34 U Pt presented to COVID vaccine clinic today and developed a reaction after receiving the vaccination. Pt received the Moderna vaccine.    Denies allergies or hx of anaphylaxis.    Pt reported immediate flushing sensation, tingling of the tongue, and dizziness after receiving vaccination. Pt was slightly diaphoretic.  VS immediately following vaccination:  HR: 90 O2: 100% BP: 125/74  Pt denied SOB, difficulty swallowing, chest tightness, nausea, rash, itchiness at this time. No visible swelling.    Flushing, tongue tingling, and dizziness started to resolve after laying down for 15 minutes but then quickly returned and worsened. Pt also then developed nausea, ?tongue thickness?, difficulty breathing, and tingling shooting down her arms and legs.  HR: 87 O2: 99% 129/77 Code Blue called.  Epi Pen injector (one dose) administered at 0951.  ED code team arrived and transported patient to ED for further workup and observation.  Paged Allergy

958336 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 CA 38.0 38 F A week after vaccination two quarter size rashes appeared on injection side. The rashes were with pruritus.

958337 01/01/2021 01/20/2021 IL 72.0 72 F Fever, aches,arm red warm sore for 4 days

958339 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 MA 26.0 26 F Pt was given 2nd dose too early at vaccination clinic.  First dose was given on 1/4/21 and patient came for 2nd dose on 1/20/21.  Vaccine was administered before nurse administering vaccine checked pt's vaccine card

958341 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 NY 59.0 59 F Patient received second dose of Moderna COVID vaccine on 1/15/21, developed headache and fever on 1/16/21 which resolved without treatment within 24 hours.

958342 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 WI 42.0 42 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  chills, fever 101.4, body aches, headache, stiff neck, fatigue

958344 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 NY 38.0 38 F back ache, gentle burning and tingling sensation across the back, feels small bumps on back, chills, fatigue, upset stomach

958345 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 IL 53.0 53 F 9 days after receiving   first dose of the Moderna Vaccine left arm was itchy and a rash broke out at injection and just below it.

958348 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 FL 22.0 22 F Systemic: Nausea-Mild, Systemic: Vomiting-Mild, Systemic: Fainting-Mild, Systemic: Visual disturbance ("blue spots," "dark visual waves")

958349 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 CA 42.0 42 M No allergic reaction. 12 hours after shot,  I started to have a sore arm and painful when rubbed.  24 hours after shot,  It hurts to move my arm, a little worse than getting the flu shots.

958351 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 NY F Pruritic rash on left upper arm that started on 1/18/2021. Pain intermittent. Rash about six inches below injection site medio-lateral with mild erythema, slightly warmer than surrounding area, non tender.

958353 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 OH 85.0 85 F Patients heart rate went to 91 and she felt palpitations. They lasted for a few seconds and resolved on their own. Heart rate went down to 71.

958354 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 TX 63.0 63 F Patient received the vaccine on 1/8/21. On Saturday 1/9/21, she was feeling tired, headache, body aches and right eye and mouth started drooping.  Patient was able to see Dr on 1/13/21, where she was diagnosed with Bells Palsy. The doctor gave a Toradol shot for the headache and was prescribed Valacyclovir 1 gram and Prednisone 10 MG. Patient was feeling worse went to  Urgent Care on 1/14/21, where they did blood work and checked for Covid and Flu. On Friday 1/15/21. she started vomitng and feeling more weak and went to ER, where they also did blood work and checked for Covid and the Flu.

958356 12/26/2020 01/20/2021 SD 44.0 44 F The first day had narcolepsy symptoms  would fall a sleep immediately,  lasted for week , random rashes and head aches was migraines, bad rash. Went to the hospital due to migraines.

958357 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 MD 40.0 40 F 8 days after the vaccine, I woke up with my arm hurting. The injection site was red, hot, swollen and it was itchy.

958358 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 FL 68.0 68 F Large rectangular patch 4 1/2 inches wide and 5 1/4 inches long reddened area at the original injection site. I was ill from 1/15 to 1/17 with fever, severe headache, and severe body aches. Fever broke on the morning of 1/17 and patch or reddened skin at the original injection site. It itches and is warm and tender to the touch at this time 1/20 (Wed).

958360 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 OR 44.0 44 F Swollen red hot lump that itches, lump developed day after the injection and has not gotten better

958364 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 CA 64.0 64 M Severe pain in left arm now 48 hrs after shot. Fever on 2 consecutive nights - bedding and pillows soaking wet. No appetite - headaches.

958366 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 NH 37.0 37 F Rash on face one day.  Dizziness. Injection site pain, Muscle pain all over, Charlie horse from 1/12/2021 - 1/14/2021. Chills, Joint pain, Hot flashes 1/13/2021, and Nausea.

958368 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NM 58.0 58 F After the injection I experienced soreness at the site. Within that same period I started having a lot of muscle pain in my arm, shoulder and neck that I attributed to exercise. Yesterday, the area around the injection site began itching, became swollen and a light rash developed. Today, the itching has gone away, but the injection site is still swollen and and I have muscular pain at the injection site, and on the upper part of my back and the lower part of my neck on my right side.  My husband is a physician so he has examined the site and is monitoring it.

958369 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 45.0 45 F Pt received vaccine.  She was being observed for 15 min after injection.  About 5 minutes into her observation time, she alerted the nurse that she was not feeling well.  Nurse went over to talk to her and pt started to seem wobbly in seat.  Pt then fainted and once on the ground, she started having a seizure.  Epipen 0.3mg was administered and 911 was called.  Pt stopped seizing upon receiving epinephrine.  Paramedics and ambulance arrived and pt was taken to the ED.

958370 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 WY 36.0 36 F elevated pulse (>100) and headache immediately following vaccine. redness, burning and swelling at vaccine site with in 10 minutes of administration. 25 mg oral Benadryl taken at that time. at 29 minutes pulse was over 120, full body shaking, respirations were elevated but shaky so unable to determine rate. temp was 100.1. bp was 152/92. redness and hives present on neck chest abdomen and arms. pulse reached 130 so epi-pen self administered to right thigh. within 2 minutes shaking was improving, pulse was dropping. rash and hives still present. 125mg solumedrol given IM in left glut. refused iv due to known adhesive allergy. within 5 minutes rash was improving. pulse was back down into high 70s. bp return to 120's/80's temp had returned to 99.0. another 25mg benadryl given orally. continued to monitor vitals over next 30 minutes and then was allowed to ambulate under supervision. at 1 hour went home to rest in care of family member. later that evening fever did return to 101.5. took tylenol ibuprofen and another dose of benadryl. temp returned to normal again. next day still having pain and swelling in injection arm and low fever returns when unmedicated.

958371 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 CT 41.0 41 F Severe headache, nausea and cold sensation occurred within a few hours of receiving the vaccine.  Arm discomfort and fatigue quickly followed.  Low grade fever noted approximately 8 hours post vaccine.   I took acetaminophen.  Headache, fatigue, and fever/chills resolved within about 48 hours.  Nausea and arm discomfort persisted for about 5 days.   After approximately 48 hours, I noted vision changes, blurry up-close vision.  This change might have occurred sooner, but it was not until this time that I felt well enough to really read.  The change in vision led me to seek further evaluation in the emergency room on 1/16/2021.

958372 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 FL 57.0 57 F swollen , itching , cellulitis upper arm

958373 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 PA 58.0 58 M Developed a 3 inch x 4 inch rash at the injection site that was red, tender, and warm to the touch. Physical exam only.

958376 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 CA 27.0 27 F This was my first dose of Moderna: around 5 pm the same day I was experiencing fatigue and mild achiness. The next morning I woke up and couldn't move my head or neck from debilitating pain. I was not able to sit or stand on my own, and I could not walk more than a few steps without needing to sit down and rest. Severe upper back, neck and head pain for 3 days. Some intermittent irregular heartbeat, chest tightness as well. I lost 8 pounds (123lbs to 115lbs) in two days.

958377 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 39.0 39 F Patient received vaccine on 1/4/21-started having hard chills, and fever and severe-massive headache. Patient took Tylenol and Motrin with No relief. Only slept for about 2-3 hours.  Fever of 101. On day 2-1/5/21-still having fever as high as 101, finally broke at about 5-6 pm, still having massive headache and body aches.  Very painful left arm all the way down to fingers. On both day 3 and 4, 1/6 and 1/7/21-still having massive headache and body aches no further fever or chills. Patient had doctor visit on 1/7/21 and doctor gave patient out of work note and not to return to work until 1/11/21-off for 2-3 days.  Patient is Not going to get the 2nd vaccine-patient will refuse vaccine.

958378 12/24/2020 01/20/2021 TX 56.0 56 F Report having "chest pain, headache, and feeling cold" since receiving vaccine.

958379 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 OH 59.0 59 F RASH DEVELOPED 1 WEEK AFTER FIRST DOSE

958380 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 PA 49.0 49 F First few days there was a bubble at injection site. A week later the bubble started to go away. The site is red, painful, warm to touch. My eyelids were swollen this morning.  I have had a sore throat for days. Not sure if it's related.

958383 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 IN 70.0 70 F 36 hours after vaccination - rapid irregular heartbeat of 160 lasting for several hours

958384 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 36.0 36 F Headache, chills,dizzy , vaccination side sore, I feel cold but at the same time I'm feeling warm from the inside, I also feel like when you suffer from sinus pain around my eyes

958386 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 50.0 30 F Received on 1-4-21 - Area became red right away. Became progressively worse & by day 6 she saw her PMD for cellulitis (L) arm. Completed a course of Augmentin.

958388 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 MN 90.0 90 M 01/05/21 resident received first step covid vaccine. 1/12/21: presented with increased lethargy, weakness, poor appetite and loose stools. Weight lose noted, recent adjustments made with prescribed diuretic medication. Symptoms have since improved, MD followed during change in status.

958389 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 AR 82.0 82 F Stroke-like symptoms approximately 2-3 hours after receiving shot (aphasia), BP bottomed out, was transported by EMS and is currently on a ventilator in hospital. CT scan clear; MRI pending. Y 2

958390 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 OH 56.0 56 F headache, 102 fever, body aches, nausea

958394 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 FL 47.0 47 F I have flu like symptoms starting around 5 AM cheering on for about three days including severe shortness of breath nausea and diarrhea and mild utacira

958396 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 MA 34.0 34 F Pt presented to COVID vaccine clinic today and developed a reaction after receiving the vaccination. Pt received the Moderna vaccine.    Denies allergies or hx of anaphylaxis.    Pt reported immediate flushing sensation, tingling of the tongue, and dizziness after receiving vaccination. Pt was slightly diaphoretic.  VS immediately following vaccination:  HR: 90 O2: 100% BP: 125/74  Pt denied SOB, difficulty swallowing, chest tightness, nausea, rash, itchiness at this time. No visible swelling.    Flushing, tongue tingling, and dizziness started to resolve after laying down for 15 minutes but then quickly returned and worsened. Pt also then developed nausea, ?tongue thickness?, difficulty breathing, and tingling shooting down her arms and legs.  HR: 87 O2: 99% 129/77 Code Blue called.  Epi Pen injector (one dose) administered at 0951.  ED code team arrived and transported patient to ED for further workup and observation.  Paged Allergy

958398 12/26/2020 01/20/2021 AZ 74.0 74 M The next morning I felt chills, really cold, my arm never hurt at all. I was freezing. I had no energy. Very lethargic, with a blanket around me. Never had a fever. All of a sudden, around 2:30PM all dissipated, it was all gone and I was fine. A week later I called my PCP because the symptoms came back - the lethargy. He suggested me to go to the ER. I went and could barely write my name on the sign in sheet at the hospital. They did 5 COVID tests and 4 of them were negative. I was at the ER for 3 days and finally was admitted and stayed for 11 days.  I was sent home with oxygen and my levels are finally getting back to 92/93.  I can't walk at this time. I lost 17 lbs and if I try to walk my lungs shut down. ( I went to the ER n 01/07 and was discharged on the 17th - I was also at the ER the week before when they tested me and it kept coming back negative) My pulmonary MDY 11

958399 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 TX 35.0 35 F DEVELOP REDNESS AND PAIN AT INJECTION SITE.  TREATING W/COMPRESSES,NSAIDS

958400 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 MA 42.0 42 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA arm discomfort day 2-4, painful axillary lymphadenopathy day 10-12

958401 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 WA 24.0 24 F Initial 3 days: Tiredness, head ache. 7 days later: Itchy at injection site and redness/a hard-ish bump at injection site. Lymph node under left armpit feels tender for 3 days.

958405 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 PA 45.0 45 F Red firmness at injection site, itchy and warm to the touch. two inch radius around arm. Patient self-medicated with anti-histamine and ibuprofen. subsided after 24-72  hours

958407 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 MA 41.0 41 M Congestion and loss of smell 48 hours after vaccination

958408 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 MA 32.0 32 F Some fatigue 2 days prior to site reaction.   Site reaction started with itchiness, now a raised red area, hot to the touch.   No fever with reaction.

958409 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 CO 62.0 62 F on day 7   (1/14/21)my arm was warm, red and swollen .  Continued to be  swollen, red and warm till 1/17/21.  I took Benadryl  on the 14,15,16, and 17th.   after the 17th  Arm area is fine.

958411 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Severe swelling, heat, and pruritis, with circumferential redness centered at the vaccine site but affecting the majority of the brachium. Progressed overnight in size and severity and has since remained overall static with the redness and swelling extending in the dependent directions (medial and distal).

958414 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 29.0 29 F Had fatigue, headache, muscle aches, chills , and nausea from 01/08/2021 to 01/10/2021 to where I could not perform daily functions.

958415 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 OH 30.0 30 F FLU LIKE SYMPTOMS FOR 2 WEEKS

958416 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 MD 34.0 34 F Main concern was my baby's heartrate.. after receiving about 48 hours the baby heart rate was down..  the heart rate was down to 10.. I was sent home with close monitoring and after a few days the baby's heartrate finally was normal. I am told that I cannot get the second dose until after I give birth .  My estimated date of delivery is February 8th 2021 I had flu like symptoms ,

958417 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 WA 46.0 46 F Delayed injection site reaction. Began about one week after immunization. 9 cm of redness, swelling and irritation. Itchy and puffy.

958419 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 VA 26.0 26 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  I received my first dose of the vaccine on Friday, January 15th. My arm was a little sore that day and the next, but it really wasn't that bad. Late on Saturday, January 16th I noticed a rash around my neckline/collar bone area that was on both sides, but more prominent on the right. The rash was red with many bumps that were not raised and were not fluid filled or blistering. The next day, Sunday (17th) the rash seemed to worsen but stay localized to that area. Monday morning (18th) I woke up with a tender right armpit indicating to me that I have a swollen lymph node. I noticed later that morning that the rash had spread bilaterally to my biceps and chest. Today is Wednesday the 20th, and while the rash looks slightly better around my neckline, the rash has now spread all over my breasts, abdomen, and a little bit to my hips. The right arm pit continues to be tender today.  I took Benadryl (25 mg) Sunday night (17th) and applied hydrocortisone cream to the rash when it was just along my neckline.

958421 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 CA 38.0 38 F 1/15/21: Via fax, client stated on 01/14/2021 @ 12:30 PM she noticed tingling/burning with red raised rash at injection site and surrounding area.  Client stated her skin feels tight and is hot to touch.  Per client she put a cold compress on the area which seemed to help ease the burning sensation.  01/19/21 @4:41 spoke with client who stated the redness has spread and is warm to touch to entire left upper arm.  Client agreed to seek medical attention for left upper arm. RN

958422 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 PA 43.0 43 F high fever, body aches, dizziness, shooting pains from hips to feet, joint pain,  bad headache, abdominal pain, and right arm at injection site very hot and hard, also right under arm to elbow very tender  was unable to even touch own skin it was very painful  severe sx's for 25 hours, still having achy joints, light headache, and back and neck pain

958423 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 GA 35.0 35 F Approximately 6 hours after vaccination, I developed generalized malaise with significant pain in right arm (injection site), neck and back.  Over the subsequent 2-4  hours, I developed fever to 102.5 with shaking chills with ongoing myalgias and arthralgias (knees, hips).  I took some acetaminophen and fever eventually broke.  Still feeling weak, achy and fatigued but better.

958424 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Blurred vision, pain in arm/shoulder, and felt like she was in a fog - not knowing how to even do [her] job.  Later in the evening she started to feel very dizzy and vomited.  Will take OTC acetaminophen as directed to help with symptoms and rest.

958425 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 TX 55.0 55 F JANUARY 17, 2021 - RASH AROUND INJECTION AREA, FEVER, BODY ACHES, HEAD ACHE JANUARY 20, 2021 - RASH STILL AROUND INJECTION AREA, BUT NO FEVER,  BODY ACHES OR HEAD ACHE

958428 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 NY 41.0 41 F injection site was a red circle, itchy, hot to touch

958429 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 NV 47.0 47 F On the eight day after I received the Moderna Vaccine, the injection site (left arm) started to develop rashes and was very itchy that lasted for 7 days.

958430 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 37.0 37 F Dizziness. Mild injection pain, redness and swelling, muscle pain.,  Nausea, fatigued, Headache, joint pain, Hot Flashes ,

958431 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 OH 32.0 32 F HEADACHE 2-3 HOURS AFTER INJECTION

958432 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 FL 73.0 73 F One week after the vaccine my upper arm started to itch.  By the next morning I had a rash on the upper arm with insane itching.  The second ay the itching has dissipated, but the arm is now sore at the injection site and the rash has spread.  The rash is not as red.as it was on 1/19/21.   I have been taking an antihistamine and rubbing hydrocortisone cream on the rash.

958433 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 79.0 79 M PATIENT EXPERIENCED HEADACHE, MUSCLE ACHES, SWEATING, JOINT PAIN, LOSS OF BOFILY FUNCTION THAT REQUIRED EMT SERVICES.

958437 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 CA 43.0 43 M Received Moderna for second dose and Pfizer for 1st dose

958439 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 42.0 42 M Metallic taste in mouth, resolved after a couple hours.

958440 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 UT 24.0 24 F She reports that on 01/17/2021 she developed hives at the injection site and itching.  The hives has not spread but she then developed a different looking red rash on both hands that is itchy, started on 01/19/2021.

958442 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 FL 73.0 73 F Fatigue, generalized aching, Mild- moderate right side sore throat and slight soreness back and swelling back of  roof of mouth and tenderness neck glands unilaterally. Difficult/painfulswallowing -takes considerable  effort to swallow.

958444 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 OH 32.0 32 F HEADACHE 2-3 HOURS POST VACCINE

958445 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 NY 51.0 51 F 1 week following administration, painful, tender, swollen lymph node in right armpit (same side as site of vaccination) not previously noted

958446 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 AK 30.0 30 M Patient believed to have a vasovagal reaction/syncopal episode. He was monitored by EMT before leaving clinic.

958447 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 WI 67.0 67 F Injection at 3:25 Pm. Waited 40 min and left.  At 6 Pm my throat was closing up and breathing was shallow.   Took 2  Benedryl caplets  and in approx 20 minutes things started to get  better.   At 9:30 Pm I took 1 more Benedryl caplet.   Also left arm is sore at injection site.

958448 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 NY 69.0 69 F Very Bad Chills ACHY very Tired Headache waves of nausea630 pm 1/19/1951 till present

958449 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CA 60.0 60 F Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine EUA Mild swelling and soreness for several days at the injection site.  No other symptoms.  Facility administering the vaccine insisted we report any side effect, even one this minor.

958451 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 PA 61.0 61 F One week after patient noticed swelling, redness, soreness, and itchiness at injection site. Redness 5 inch diameter at injection site. Redness is still present at site of injections but soreness and itchiness as subsided. Patient took Claritin and Advil and applied ice

958452 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Rash in stomach and back

958453 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 52.0 52 F Redness that occurred one week later and lasted one week

958456 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CA 58.0 58 F One week after in Vaccine injection, the injection site became sore, red and swelling with a ?tingling sensation? in my left hand.  While the soreness, redness and swelling are  persistent, the tingling sensation comes and goes.

958458 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 VT 37.0 37 F Moderna Covid-19 Vaccination EAU

958459 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 VA 45.0 45 F squeezing chest pain and some dyspnea after receiving her first Covid-19 vaccination

958461 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 NC 46.0 46 F After initial vaccine the arm was sore on Saturday, January 16th.  Upon waking up Sunday morning January 17th her arm arm felt like a tooth ache, throbbing. As the day went on her arm began to tingle and then her fingers and hand (left) went numb.  She called her PC who suggested she reach out to the vaccine provider and report to them her reaction.  Today, January 18th it is better but the tingling and numbness comes and goes.  It seems to get worse when using arm. She did report that she has high blood pressure, was on medication but no longer taking.

958463 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 LA 87.0 87 F ON JANUARY 19, 2021 THE RESIDENT WOKE FEELING "ACHES AND PAINS ALL OVER HER BODY" . SHE DID NOT TAKE HER TEMPERATURE SO SHE'S NOT SURE SHE HAS A FEVER. RESIDENT STATES THAT SHE CONTINUED TO WORSEN THROUGH OUT THE DAY AND FELT "REALLY BAD" LAST NIGHT. THIS MORNING, JANUARY 20,2021 SHE WOKE FEELING "A LITTLE BETTER".  HER  PULSE OX WAS 94 ON ROOM AIR, PULSE 71 BPM, TEMP 98.3. SHE WAS ALERT AND COULD ANSWER ALL MY QUESTIONS. SHE DID STATE THAT SINCE THIS MORNING SHE WAS "FEELING BETTER AS THE DAY GOES ON" SHE HAS OXYGEN IN HER APARTMENT FOR HER COPD SO SHE STARTED USING THAT  SINCE HER O2 LEVEL WAS LOW.. I WILL CONTINUE TO FOLLOW UP WITH HER THIS AFTERNOON. ON A SIDE NOTE SHE STATED THAT HER ARM WAS SORE FROM THE INJECTION.

958464 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 46.0 46 F Rash at site and joint pain and stiffness in hands and wrists.  Lasted 3 days, severe, problems typing, using hands.  Slowly resolving.

958465 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 NE 38.0 38 F at minute 3 after receiving vaccine, a weird sensation started at the top of my head and went to my feet, 5 minutes later happened again. then felt like I was going pass out.  BP was elevated, heart racing slightly. after about 15 minutes face around eyes started tingling off and on, throat was tingling 2 separate times but didn't last long. body started feeling very heavy and lost all movement from my waist down in both legs. tingling eventually went away. was able to finally start walking about 3 and 1/2 hours after was given the vaccine

958467 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Soreness, fatigued, fever, chills, sweats, Took Tylenol,Swollen lymph nodes, enlarged, was positive with covid

958468 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 25.0 25 F Fever-t-103, facial swelling, tongue tingling. Started 1/16/21- next day after vaccination, treated with Benadryl. Seen in ER- given prednisone.

958470 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 LA 45.0 45 F Started with HA/fever/fatigue and body aches on date of vaccine on 1/5/21. Also had shakes,and had numbness loss of feeling to leg leg. Was admitted to Hospital for 5days.  Had intermittnet seizure type episodes. Has had labs and  imaging tests that have been neg Under the care of the A Neuro Group. MRI scheduled for 1/20/21.  As of 1/20/21 feeling better but still weak.Y 5

958471 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 OH 38.0 38 F HEADACHE DAY AFTER VACCINE ALONF WITH FATIGUE, CHILLS, BODY ACHES, NO FEVER, MISSED 1 DAY OF WORK.

958474 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 CA 25.0 25 F PT began shaking immediately after vaccine administration. RN stayed in room with Pt to monitor symptoms. Ten minutes later, Pt reported feeling dizzy. She was placed in a recumbent position on the exam twith legs elevated and vital signs were obtained, they were within normal limits. Pt then reported that it felt like she had something in the right side of her throat - she declined epinephrine injection. RN and LVN stayed at bedside. Pt then stated that both sides of her throat felt blocked and gave consent for epinephrine injection. RN administered 0.3 mg epinephrine and activated EMS. Vitals signs, breathing and circulation monitored closely until EMS arrival. Pt was transported by ambulance to the hospital emergency department for evaluation.

958475 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 OH 41.0 41 F Temp max 101.8, left axilla lymph node swelling and pain, left clavicular lymph node swelling and pain, headache, chills, body aches. lasting from 0100 1/19/2021until 0900 1/20/2021

958477 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 OH 38.0 38 F MISSED 1 DAY OF WORK DUE TO HEADACHE, FATIGUE, CHILLS AND BODY ACHES.

958478 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 FL 49.0 49 M Injection administered on 1/4/21 and was given in upper left shoulder joint opposed to the deltoid muscle. I completely removed my shirt to assure proper placement.  Common soreness to shot experienced next two days after administration, however soreness felt in shoulder joint rather than muscle. Pain re-occurred on 1/12/21 and has not been totally relieved despite the usage of anti-inflammatory medication eg. Ibuprofen 400mg,  Tylenol 500mg along with Ibuprofen for soreness. The worst pain I experience is when I go to sleep being prematurely awaken by aching and throbbing to my affected area. Again, not being any discomfort to muscle but rather left shoulder joint pain where sometimes I am discouraged from raising my left arm to my side. It does not bother me so much to raise my left arm towards my front. I have been working through my discomfort while being very careful not to aggravating it further. My concern comes from the fact that it has not completely gone away after the extended time frame and becomes more intense in the evening.

958480 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 NY 69.0 69 F next day ran high temperature above 102 for 24 hours, hot and cold flashes

958482 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 NY 40.0 40 F headache and nausea approx. 2 hours after injection.  used ibuprofen.

958485 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 CT 52.0 52 F Arm extremely sore, malaise and fatigue, muscle aches -  X2 days

958487 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 ME 31.0 31 F Estimated due date:  07/16/2021 About 5 hours after the vaccine my arm started to hurt and I started having all body aches and chills, never had a fever.  Very fatigued. At night I threw up and about 2AM I woke up drenched in sweat and I did not take my temperature. I woke up around 7AM and I had a migraine for about 2/3 hours - pounding headache. I took Tylenol, My body was really achy and my arm was like it was dead. General malaise, fatigue, it felt like I had a hangover, from my pounding headache. I threw up once again in the afternoon. Not sure if pregnancy related or the vaccine. Sunday morning I started feeling a little better. Saturday I felt horrible.

958490 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CA 60.0 60 F Sore arm swelling at injection site

958492 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 30.0 30 F Large, red, swollen welt on injection site. Raised skin and pink coloring, circular shape surrounding injection site. Warm to the touch. On and off itching. Does not interfere with mobility, no pain, but seems to be spreading slowly.

958493 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 CA 31.0 31 M Nauseas, Dizziness

958495 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CA 55.0 55 F left shoulder 6x4cm redness, itching, and pain

958496 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 MA 34.0 34 F The symptoms began 20-25 min after administration of the vaccine.  The symptoms were: Chest tightness and dizziness that is moving up to her throat - similar to shellfish allergy reaction. Vitals all stable. No rash, no wheezing on exam, no facial or tongue edema.  Sent to ED for treatment. Did not get epinephrine.

958497 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NV 25.0 25 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  1/11/2021: Received vaccine at around 1400 1/15/2021: 0830-0930 exposed to covid positive patient within 6 feet, both wearing masks in anatomy lab with HEPA filters present  1/17/2021: Completed PCR test. Received negative results.  1/18/2021: Rash at site of injection that migrated to chest 1/19/2021: Rash resolved by 5 cm local erythema at site of injection, warm to touch 1/19/2021: Took motrin 400 mg and Benadryl 25mg and will monitor

958500 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 FL 69.0 69 F first reaction about 4 1/2 hours after injection.. fine powdery itchy rash on breasts pectoral area and ribs.  approx 30 hours after injection sudden onset fatigue, extreme pain in injection arm, uncontrolable chills, low grade fever,headache. approx 44 hours later still headache, muscle pain subsided, powdery itchy rash returned.. over chest , pectoral area , and itchy eyes and head..

958501 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 VA 32.0 F Client was pregnant at time of vaccination. She had consulted with 2 OBGYNS that are following her concerning if she should receive the covid vaccine. They both stated yes. She received her 1st covid vaccination to her left deltiod between 12pm - 1300 on 1/14/21. She did not experience any complications or feel any side effects immediately after vaccination. She was monitored by nursing staff for over 30 min to be prudent. On 1/16/21 the Sat following vaccination she began experiencing cramping in her stomach and began to bleed vaginally. She consulted w her OBGYN and was monitored. She miscarried on 1/19/21.

958502 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Patient began itching in both arms approximately 13 minutes after receiving the injection. The itching worsened and urticaria developed on her right wrist, left upper arm. She was given 50mg benadryl and monitored. Itching resolved and she was taken home by a co-worker. She was advised to follow up with her

958504 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 40.0 40 F 1 week post injection, injection site became itchy, red, hot, swollen. The redness spread & got larger throughout the day. Determined to be a cellulitis.  Required antibiotics.

958506 12/29/2020 01/20/2021 30.0 30 F Heart palpitations starting 24 hours after vaccine was given

958507 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 OH 43.0 43 M 1/15/21 vaccine 10:00am 5:00 pm hives itching, chills, diarrhea, chest tightness "took Childs allergy medicine - had no Benadryl in house" 1/20/21 still has hives and itching

958509 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Fainting, dizziness and weakness, trembling, BP 168/129. HR 145 Y

958511 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 MN 49.0 49 F chest heaviness, slight hives noted to face, states she "feels funny". She was given 25mg of Benadryl po and sent to emergency dept where she was given prednisone, pepcid and benadryl. She said the symptoms subsided slightly but after 24 hours she still is "feeling funny".

958514 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Within 1 minute of vaccine administration = immediate flush of heat, dizziness, weakness, blood pressure elevation.  Treatment = apple juice, water, monitoring blood pressure.  Better in 2 hours.
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958516 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 74.0 74 F Syncope x2

958519 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 FL 40.0 40 F Woke up 1/20/21 with chills but no fever, increased heart rate of 99 when my normal is 68, dehydration, headache,  fatigue, body aches, injection site pain, nausea after eating oatmeal and coffee.

958520 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 AK 58.0 58 F Mild pain & mild pressure on left side of chest

958521 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 GA 76.0 76 F Reported symptom onset 11:09 of tingling outer lip area and tip of tongue. VS: BP 146/82, pulse 57, Resp 16 at 11:09. Administered 20ml Diphenhydramine Elixer by mouth at 11:16. Reports tingling resolved on tongue and "mostly gone" from lips. Alert after incident, accompanied home by husband.

958528 11/04/2014 01/20/2021 AZ 59.0 59 F upper respiratory infection, slowly getting worse and worse; Severe outbreak of genital herpes/herpesoutbreak/8-9 genital herpes; The reaction reported as it was not allergy. It was respiratory and central nervous system related; afraid of covid 19 vaccine because herpes goes wild; fatigue; Croupy pneumonia / Upper respiratory tract infection; recevied wrong vaccine / getting too high of a strain for my system; This spontaneous report was reciefed from a 59-year-old female patient via Pfizer. No information regarding the patient's medical history, drug reactions or allergies was provided. Her concomitant medications included echinacea. The patient's concurrent conditions included genital herps (reported as "usually have one lesion when not under vaccination").  On 04-NOV-2014, the patient was vaccinated with the first dose of Pneumococcal Vaccine, Polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23) instead of pneumococcal 13v conj vaccine (CRM197) (PREVENAR 13) in the right arm ("rt arm") for "build up her immune system" (prophylaxis)(exact dose, lot #, expiration date and route of administration were not reported).  She stated "feeling great day of shot", "worked at store that day with no problems". The patent also reported "getting too high of a strain for my system", which "could have been bad" and "what dose not kill you makes you stronger". On 07-NOV-2014 (reported as 3 days after shot), she experienced croupy pneumonia (pneumonia) (also reported as the reaction respiratory related), which was described as "croupy" and "damp". On approximately 11-NOV-2014 (reported as 1 week after shot)(also reported as in November 2016), she had severe outbreak of genital herpes reported as 8-9 lesions, which was getting worse and worse. On an unspecified date the patient was hospitalized but no details were provided. It was reported that the patient was home treated (also reported as selfcare). She took echinacea and she was putting camphor, eucalyptus oil and menthol on his chest for a month. She was eating hot chicken soup and she often was going naturopathic. The patient did not go back to doctor. On an unspecified date in December 2014, the patient recovered from pneumonia (reported as it lasted one month). On an unspecified date, the patient had fatigue. On an unknown date, she also experienced upper respiratory infection (also reported as the reaction respiratory related), which was slowly getting worse and worse and on an unspecified date required hospitalization. It was additionally reported that the reaction, which the patient experienced was respiratory related but also central nervous system related (central nervous system disorder). The patient reported that it felt like she had the immune system "panic attack". Her nerves "were worried about her immune system. The patient would like to know if new "mRNA Covid-19 shot" would give her 8-9 herpes lesions also? She was afraid of that as "herpes goes wild" (Fear of disease). The patient also reported that she was on no medications by doctor since November 2016 after than gynecologist gave her acyclovir for herpes outbreak as needed. She believed, she tried to get a refill from gynecologist for acyclovir "to try to mange severe out break" in November 2016. It was reported that on an unspecified date, the patient also recovered from the events of genital herpes and upper respiratory tract infection (reported as "fine now"). The outcome of the events of fatigue, nervou system disroder and fear of disese was unknown.  The causality assessment between the events and the suspect vaccine was not provided.  Upon internal review, the event of pneumonia was determined to be medically significant.; Sender's Comments:  US-PFIZER INC- 2020461144:Y

958533 03/11/2011 01/20/2021 AL 61.0 61 F Shingles/ a bad case of shingles; Injection site reaction described as a red, swollen, itchy rash; Injection site reaction described as red; Injection site reaction described as swollen; Information has been received from a pharmacist concerning a 61 year old female patient with drug reaction to betadyne, amitryptiline, hydrocodone, lorazepam (ATIVAN), clonazepam (KLONOPIN), mirtazapine (MSD), tetracycline and blue dye allergy who on 11-MAR-2011 was vaccinated with a single dose of zoster vaccine live (Oka/Merck), 0.65ml, subcutaneous. (Lot number not reported).  The pharmacist reported that on 11-MAR-2011 the patient developed an injection site reaction described as a red, swollen, itchy rash in the evening following administration of the vaccine. The rash spread down the rest of the arm, down the hand and into the fingers during the next day, and it continued unabated to the present day. The pharmacist reported that the patient had a pre-planned hospital admission to an unspecified facility, for an unspecified surgical procedure, at an unspecified time during the week following the vaccination; she also reported that the hospital admission was not related to the vaccination. The patient sought medical attention by visiting unspecified physician. The pharmacist reported that patient's physician had sent off samples for unspecified lab work to determine if the patient had developed a case of shingles. Diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) and diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) cream were given as a treatment for the experience.   At the time of the report, the patient had not recovered.   Follow up information has been received from the pharmacist reporting that the 61 year old female patient was still having active break outs with swelling and itching. Her physician (name unspecified) confirmed that she had shingles by doing an unspecified test (previously reported).   At the time of the report, the patient had not recovered.   Follow up information has been received from the doctor of pharmacy reporting that the white 61 year old female patient with drug allergy to acetaminophen (+) propoxyphene napsylate (DARVOCET), amitriptyline, clonazepam (KLONOPIN), hydrocodone, blue dye, lorazepam (ATIVAN), mirtazapine (REMERON), povidone-iodine (BETADINE) and tetracycline, who on 11-MAR-2011 was vaccinated in her right arm, with the first dose of zoster vaccine live (Oka/Merck) (Lot number 669533/1383Z) at 18:30 p.m in a pharmacy with private funds. On 11-MAR-2011 at 19:00 the patient experienced swelling/redness at injection site. It was reported that later, the patient experienced swelling, redness and itching on entire arm lasted over a month with continued side effects-confirmed active shingles. At the time of the report, the patient had not recovered from active shingles.   Follow-up information has been received on 15-JAN-2021 from a lawyer, regarding a case in litigation and refers to a 61-year-old female patient. On or around 11-MAR-2011, the patient was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine for routine health maintenance and for the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster). On an unknown date, shortly after receiving the vaccine, she suffered a bad case of the shingles. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine, the patient's symptoms resulted in physical limitations not present prior to using the product. She also experiences mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of her condition. As a result of the manufacture, marketing, advertising, promotion, distribution and/or sale of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further, as a tragic consequence, she suffered serious, progressive, permanent, and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. As a direct and proximate result, the patient suffered and incurred damages, including medical expenses; the loss of accumulations; and other economic and non-economic damages. The outcome of shingles was considered to be not recovered.  The event was considered to be disabling.

958534 01/20/2021 F 17 year old received the Moderna vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 17-years old, female patient who was received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced product administered to patient of inappropriate age.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced product administered to patient of inappropriate age.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, product administered to patient of inappropriate age, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 17 year old, female patient, who received  the first dose of the mRNA-1273 on an unknown date. The patient's medical history is not provided.  This report refers to a case of medication error where mRNA-1273 has been administered to the patient of inappropriate age.

958535 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 FL 17.0 F Vaccine administered to a 17 year old; A spontaneous report was received from a health care professional concerning a 17-year-old, female, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) resulting in the event, vaccine administered to a 17-year-old.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 06 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20E) intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 06 Jan 2021, the 17-year-old patient was vaccinated. The patient was 10 days away from turning 18. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, vaccine administered to a 17-year-old, was considered resolved on 06 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 17 year old femaile subject with who experienced a non serious unexpected event inappropriate age at vaccine administration. There were no reported AEs associated with this event of inappropriate age at vaccine administration.

958536 01/20/2021 F Received vaccine in leg; Injection site bled a little when receiving the injection; A spontaneous report was received from a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced it bled a little when receiving the injection and vaccine was given on the leg.  The patient's medical history included history of breast cancer. No concomitant medications were reported.  On an unknown date, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: unknown) injection unknown route for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. While receiving the vaccine, the patient experienced it bled a little when receiving the injection and vaccine was given on the leg. The reporter stated that the vaccine was administered on her leg as she could not receive it on her arm due to her history with breast cancer. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The events, it bled a little when receiving the injection and vaccine was given on the leg, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administered at inappropriate site (vaccine was given on the leg (unknown route)) for mRNA-1273 and concerns a female patient (unknown age) with history of breast cancer, who experienced the event of injection site hemorrhage. The event occurred at an unknown time after the first and only dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current limited available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event of injection site hemorrhage is assessed as possibly related.  In addition, the patient did not provide contact information for follow up.

958537 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 UT F Vaccinator poked her very hard (she felt like it hit the bone); Arm  was very sore; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a female patient who received Moderna's Covid-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced product administration error and pain in extremity.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on 06 Jan 2021 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The health care provided called to report she had received the Moderna vaccine on 06 Jan 2021 and the vaccinator poked her very hard (she felt like it hit bone). She feels that the injection was improperly administered. Her arm was very sore after.   Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The event, product administration error, was considered resolved on 06 Jan 2021. The out come of the event, pain in arm, is considered unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient, who, experienced a non-serious unexpected events of product administration error and a non-serious expected event of pain in extremity. There was no AEs associated with product administration error. However, the event of pain in extremity occurred the same day after mRNA-1273 (Lot# unknown) administration. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

958538 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 OR 57.0 M Syringe cracked and administered 0.4 mL dose; Syringe cracked and administered 0.4 mL dose; A spontaneous report was received from pharmacist concerning a 57 year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced an event where the syringe cracked and administered 0.4 milliliter of dose.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 04 Jan 2021, while the patient was being administered the vaccine, the syringe cracked and only 0.4 milliliters of the dose was given. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, syringe cracked and administered 0.4 milliliter, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of 57 year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine  mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A) expiration date unknown, who while  being administered the vaccine, the syringe cracked and only 0.4 milliliters of the dose was given. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of  the patient was being administered the vaccine, the syringe cracked and only 0.4 milliliters of the dose was given.

958539 01/20/2021 65.0 M Serum ejected out from syringe bottom, don't know how much was injected; Pt over 65 yrs. intradermal; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning 65-year-old male consumer, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and the serum ejected out from syringe bottom. The patient was also administered the vaccine intradermally.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On a date that was not reported, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 0112L20A) intradermally for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.     During, preparation of the of mRNA-1273 vaccine some of the serum ejected out from syringe bottom. The amount of serum lost is unknown, that same syringe was used to vaccinate the patient. The healthcare professional is unsure how much vaccine was injected. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The outcome of the event, serum ejected out from syringe bottom and administered the vaccine intradermally, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered and incorrect route of product administration (Intradermal) for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

958540 01/20/2021 NH U Vaccine administered to 17 year old patient; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare facility staff member concerning a 17-years old patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced product administered to patient of inappropriate age.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced product administered to patient of inappropriate age. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, product administered to patient of inappropriate age, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 17-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product administered to patient of inappropriate age without any associated adverse events.

958541 01/20/2021 OH U Patient administered 1 ml of the vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a patient who received Moderna's Covid-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced incorrect dose administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 011L20A) on for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   A healthcare provider called stating that 1 mL of the vaccine was administered to a patient as the patient's first dose instead of the 0.5 mL. The healthcare provider did not know which arm the vaccine was administered.  Treatment for the event was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The event, incorrect dose administered, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

958542 12/24/2020 01/20/2021 MA 22.0 22 F Vial was thawed from frozen in about 5 mins; A spontaneous report was received from a health care professional who was a 22-year-old, female, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and the vial was thawed from frozen in about five minutes.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 24 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 24 Dec 2020, during vaccine administration, the patient noticed that the vaccinator would thaw the frozen vial using their hands and periodically checking to see if it had thawed. The patient printed out the vaccine instructions and noticed the vaccinator had not followed the thawing process. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vial was thawed from frozen in about five minutes, was considered resolved on 24 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of Product preparation error for mRNA-1273, lot # 026L20A, in which a 22 year old female received vaccine that was thawed in vaccinators hands over five minute time period.  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of Product preparation error.

958543 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 OH M Vaccine leaked down the patient's arm, received only 3/4 of the dose; Vaccine leaked down the patient's arm, received only 3/4 of the dose; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a male patient who received Moderna's Covid-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced incorrect dose administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on 06 Jan 2021 in the deltoid intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 06 Jan 2021, a pharmacist called to report a nurse administered the Moderna Covid-19 vaccine to a male patient today. The male patient received the first dose of the vaccine today in the deltoid muscle of unknown arm and the vaccine leaked down the patient's arm. The nurse that administered the vaccine thinks that the patient might have received only 3/4 of the dose.   Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The event, incorrect dose administered, was considered resolved on 06 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of male patient who experienced vaccine leaked down the patient's arm, received only 3/4 of the dose (incomplete dose administered) for mRNA-1273, lot # and expiration date unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of vaccine leaked down the patient's arm, received only 3/4 of the dose.

958544 01/20/2021 RI U Likely gave a patient a partial dose, liquid was dripping out on the patients arm; the needle became disconnected and liquid was dripping out on the patient's arm; A spontaneous report was received from a health care professional concerning a patient (unknown age and gender) who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced partial dose given and device use issue.   The patient's medical history was not provided.  Concomitant medication were not provided.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in an unknown injection site for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, during administration, the needle became disconnected from the syringe and liquid was dripping out on the patient's arm. It was reported that the patient likely received a partial dose. Treatment for the events was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was unknown.   The outcome of the event is considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered and device use issue for mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown). There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incorrect dose administered and device use issue.

958546 01/20/2021 U Vaccinator hit a vein instead of the muscle; Blood shot out at the injection site; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced blood shooting out at the injection site and vaccinator hit a vein instead of the muscle.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, the patient was administered the vaccine and immediately after, blood shot out onto the patient's leg. The reporter assumed the vaccinator hit a vein instead of a muscle. No treatment information was provided.  The events, blood shot out at the injection site and vaccinator hit a vein instead of the muscle, were considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect route of product administration for mRNA-1273 and concerns a patient (age and gender unknown), who experienced the event of injection site hemorrhage. The event occurred the same day after the first and only dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current available information and the event was likely due to incorrect route of administration, the event is assessed as unlikely related to mRNA-1273 vaccine.

958547 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 PA 36.0 F Vaccine Administered from A Punctured Vial Beyond the 6 Hour limit; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 36 year old, female patient who received Moderna's Covid-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced vaccine administered from a punctured vial beyond the 6 hour limit.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273  on 31 Dec 2020 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 31 Dec 2020, the patient received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine in the unknown arm on 31 Dec 2020 from a vial that was used beyond the 6 hour limit. The vial was first punctured on 30 Dec 2020.   Treatment for the event was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The event, experienced vaccine administered from a punctured vial beyond the 6 hour limit, was considered resolved on 31 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of a 36-year old female consumer who received Moderna's COVID 19 and experienced vaccine administered from a punctured vial beyond the 6-hour limit. The vaccine lot number and the consumer's medical history were not provided.  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of female consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced vaccine administered from a punctured vial beyond the 6-hour limit.

958548 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 PA 60.0 F Administered Punctured Vial Beyond 6 hours; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 60 year old, female patient who received Moderna's Covid-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced administration from a punctured vial beyond 6 hours.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on 31 Dec 2020 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 31 Dec 2020, the patient received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine in the unknown arm on 31 Dec 2020 from a vial that was used beyond the 6 hour limit. The vial was first punctured on 30 Dec 2020.  Treatment for the event was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The event, experienced administered punctured vial beyond 6 hours, was considered resolved on 31 Dec 2020.  The reporter did not provide an assessment of the event, out of specification product use.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 60 year old female subject who experienced a nonserious unexpected event of out of specification product use.  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use.

958549 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 LA F Vial was shaken vigorously before she received the vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was a female patient who was received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced out of specification product use.   The patient's medical history was not provided.  Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   Prior to the administration of the vaccine, the vial was vigorously shaken.  The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on 07 Jan 2021 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. Because the dose was administered from the vial that had been vigorously shaken, the patient experienced out of specification product use.  Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event, product preparation error, was not provided.   The event, out of specification product use, was considered recovered/resolved on 07 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of Out of specification product use for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

958550 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 NY M A male patient under the age of 18 was administered Moderna's COVID-19 vaccination; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a male patient under the age of 18 who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) resulting in the event, a male patient under the age of 18 was administered Moderna's COVID-19 vaccination.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 4 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 7 Jan 2021, the nurse reported the Moderna COVID vaccine was given to a patient under the age of 18. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, a male patient under the age of 18 was administered Moderna's COVID-19 vaccination, was considered resolved on 4 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male subject under the age of 18 who experienced a non-serious unexpected event of Inappropriate age at vaccine administration.  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of Inappropriate age at vaccine administration.

958551 01/20/2021 NY 49.0 F Liquid was running down the subject's arm while they were injecting the vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 49-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine, and liquid was running down the patient's arm while they were injecting the vaccine.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not provided.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number 039K20A) on 07 Jan 2021 intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, liquid was running down the patient's arm while the vaccine was being injected.  The nurse was unsure why this had occurred.  Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with the drug in response to the event was not applicable.   The outcome of the event was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273 (lot # 039K20A). There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incorrect dose administered.

958552 01/20/2021 CA U Person under the age of 18 was administered the vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a pediatric patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) resulting in the event, person under the age of 18 was administered the vaccine.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unknown date, a patient under the age of 18 was administered the vaccine. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the event,  person under the age of 18 was administered the vaccine, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient  under the age of 18 years and of unknown gender.  The patient's medical history is not provided.  The event occurred on an unknown date, where the patient was administered the first dose of the mRNA-1273. This report refers to a case of medication error where mRNA-1273 has been administered to the patient of inappropriate age.

958553 01/20/2021 NE U Patient received some of the vaccine but not the entire 0.5 ml dose; Vanish point needle sent in the ancillary box malfunctioned; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse practitioner concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and the vanish point needle sent in the ancillary box malfunctioned and the patient received some of the vaccine but not the entire 0.5ml dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, during vaccine administration, the vanish point needle sent in the ancillary box malfunctioned and retracted too soon. The patient received some of the vaccine but not the entire 0.5ml dose.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was unknown.  The events, vanish point needle sent in the ancillary box malfunctioned and the patient received some of the vaccine but not the entire 0.5ml dose, were considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered and device malfunction for mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown). There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incorrect dose administered and device malfunction.

958554 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 CA 12.0 U Immunized at age 12; Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning an 12-year-old patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the events, immunized at age 12 and administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received a vaccine dose of mRNA-1273 that had been left at room temperature more than 12 hours. It was originally thought that the freezer which stored the mRNA-1273 vaccine died on 04 Jan 2021 at 2am, so vaccine administration occurred up until 2pm. After checking freezer temperature logs, it was discovered the freezer had died at 1:11am. Treatment for the events was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The events, immunized at age 12 and administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours, were considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: Company comment: This report refers to a case of 12- year-old patient who was administered vaccine outside the lower age limit for Moderna's mRNA-1273 vaccine,  and received a vaccine dose that had been left at room temperature more than 12 hours (lot # unknown, Exp. unknown). There were no reported AEs associated with this case of vaccine and is outside the lower age limit for Moderna's mRNA-1273 vaccine and  vaccine dose of mRNA-1273 that had been left at room temperature more than 12 hours.

958555 12/23/2020 01/20/2021 NE 17.0 17 M Administered Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine to a 17 year old patient; Sore arm; A spontaneous report was received from a health professional concerning a 17-years-old male consumer who was administered Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) at 17-years-old and developed a sore arm.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 23 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.     On 23 Dec 2020, the patient received the vaccine at 17 years of age. After he received the vaccination, he developed a sore arm. Per source document, patient and patient's father reported experiencing a slight sore arm for a short duration. No other ongoing symptoms reported. No treatment information was reported.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The outcome for the event, sore arm, was not provided. The outcome for the event, administered Moderna COVID-19 vaccine at 17-years-old, was resolved on 23 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 17-year old,  male patient. The patient's medical history was not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of product administered to inappropriate age and possibly related event of soreness of arm. The event occurred on 23 Dec 2020 after the patient received the first dose of  mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A). Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

958556 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 OK 44.0 44 F because the needle was not secured to the syringe 0.1-0.2mL of the dose leaked from the syringe; 0.1-0.2mL of the dose leaked from the syringe; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 44-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and not a complete dose administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 06 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025G20-2A, Exp. date: 25 Feb 2021) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The nurse reported that while administering, the needle was not secured to the syringe and believes 0.1-0.2mL of the dose leaked from the syringe. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, not a complete dose administered, was considered resolved on 06 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: Company comment: This report refers to a case of 44- year-old female patient who experienced event of some dose 0.1-0.2mL of the dose leaked from the syringe for mRNA-1273, lot # 025G20-2A, Exp. date: 25 Feb 2021. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of dose leaked from the syringe.

958557 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 17 M We gave the vaccine to a 17 year old; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare facility staff member concerning a 17-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and who experienced product administered to patient of inappropriate age.   The patient's medical history was benign.  Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (LOT number unknown) on 07 Jan 2021 intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced product administered to patient of inappropriate age.   Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event, product administered to patient of inappropriate age, was not provided.   The event, product administered to patient of inappropriate age, was considered resolved on 07 Jan 2021.  The reporter did not provide a causality assessment for the event, product administered to patient of inappropriate age.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of 17- year-old female patient who experienced non-serious unexpected event of gave the vaccine to a 17-year-old by mistake (product administered to patient of inappropriate age) for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown, Exp date-unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of gave the vaccine to a 17-year-old by mistake.

958558 01/20/2021 IL F Health department gave 16 year old the Moderna 18+ vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a 16-years-old female healthcare facility staff member who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) resulting in the event, product administered to patient of inappropriate age.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an undisclosed date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced product administered to patient of inappropriate age.  No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The event, product administered to patient of inappropriate age, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of 16- year-old female patient who experienced non-serious unexpected event of health department gave 16-year-old the Moderna 18+ vaccine (product administered to patient of inappropriate age) for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown, Exp date-unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of health department gave 16-year-old the Moderna 18+ vaccine.

958559 01/20/2021 F stroke (cerebrovascular accident); Initial information was received on 07-Jan-2021 regarding an unsolicited valid serious case from a consumer/non-health care professional.  This case involves a female patient (age unspecified) who had a stroke (cerebrovascular accident), after she received INFLUENZA VACCINE.  Medical history, concomitant medications, past vaccinations and family history were not reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer (batch number and expiry date not reported) via an unknown route in unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient developed serious stroke (cerebrovascular accident) in less than a month following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE. This event was assessed as medically significant.  It is unknown if the patient experienced any additional symptoms/events.   There were no lab data/results available.  It was not reported if the patient received a corrective treatment.  At the time of report, the outcome of event was unknown.  The information on batch number was requested; Sender's Comments: This case concerns a female patient (age unspecified) who experienced cerebrovascular accident in less than a month after vaccination with INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer. Information regarding medical history, condition at the time of vaccination and lab data excluding other predisposing etiologies would be needed for complete assessment of the case. Based upon the reported information, the role of the vaccine cannot be assessed.

958564 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 PA 82.0 82 M Fever last night 99.6

958566 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 NY 60.0 60 F Fatigue, Chills, Sweats, body aches, nausea.

958567 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 32.0 32 F left deltoid with rash size 10 cm x 10 cm, hot, itchy, red and is getting larger in size since 01/11/21 at 06:30 pm. Denies pain.

958570 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 NC 50.0 50 F Went to bed on 1/6/2021 and woke up in middle of night with severe chills and nausea.  Got out of bed at 6 am on 1/7/2021 with temp of 102.8 , very sore left arm that was swollen,  severe headache,  and body aches and fatigue.  Symptoms continued all day.  Was able to get temp down to 101 with Tylenol and ibuprofen but it would return to 102 once med wore off.  Headache all day with out relief.  Used Ice pack on left arm to relieve swelling and pain.  Symptoms continued on 1/8/2021 with temp up to 101.8, severe HA, sore and swollen arm, body aches and fatigue.  Low grade temp on 1/9/2021 of 100.5, headache, sore arm with less swelling, less body aches and less fatigue.  No temp on 1/10/2021 but headache and sore arm continued.  Headache resolved by 1/11/2021.  Sore arm lessened every day.  It is still slightly sore only with palpation.

958571 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 WA 50.0 50 M HEADACHE, NAUSEA. HAD TO LEAVE WORK TO RECOVER AT HOME.

958572 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 FL 44.0 44 F Nausea, headache, diarrhea.  Symptoms less day after. Laid in bed with lots of rest and water

958573 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 NY 71.0 71 F Chills, bodyaches, tiredness  Symptoms started at 10 pm after receiving the shot at 1:30pm Took 2 tylenol at 10 am the day after the injection and syptoms slowly began to subside felt much better by 3PM

958577 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 OH 42.0 42 F Jan 8 vaccine night: left arm pain that resolved next day Day 6 post-vaccine: severe left arm and left axillary pain  Day 8: arm swelling, injection site localized erythema < 1 inch. Arm firm with significant pain  Day 9: injection site urticaria like rash spreading approximately 3 inches wide, persistent arm swelling and firmness with significant axillary pain and tenderness  Day 10: cutaneous patch of erythema observed on left upper chest near axilla with warmth and persistent arm and axillary symptoms  Day 11: coalesced cutaneous discoloration upper left chest and axillary region with persistent arm and axillary pain  Day 12-13: cutaneous changes very slowly fading and arm pain improving, axillary pain persistent

958578 12/28/2020 01/20/2021 TN 44.0 44 F noticed very light pink color on the upper arm where the injection was one week after. The next morning (day 8), it was more noticeable, about 3 x 4 cm. No itching or warmth, maybe a little swollen. Gone the next morning (Jan 6).

958579 12/19/2020 01/20/2021 GA 41.0 41 F "Pfizer-Bio-Tech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA" Physician contacted staff in regards to an individual who received the Covid-19 Vaccine on 12/19/2020. The individual reported sand paper face rash and full swollen face that started 3 days after receiving the vaccine (1/1/2021). Individual reported that she had Botox and facial fillers on 12/15/2020. This event was an unwitnessed by the staff at County Health Department. The event was reported to Epidemiologist.

958581 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 MD 34.0 34 F When asked how she was doing she reported that her "heart rate was fast".  Asked if she wanted to lie down, she said "yes" and was walked to the designated cot.  Her blood pressure was 124/90.  She also reported not eating all morning.  She laid down for about 45 minutes and was provided a bottle of water; a snack (crackers) was offered but she refused.  She left for home feeling better.

958582 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 NY 40.0 40 F headache from 2 pm 18th of January to evening 19th of January, fever,  pain in the left arm until 20th of January.  I did not take any medicine, just took a rest home.

958584 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 WA 29.0 29 F Approximately 1 week post dose, I woke up with significant skin redness around the injection site about 1 inch wide by 3 inches long. I did not experience any injection site skin reactions prior to this, just muscle pain in that shoulder for a couple days after the dose. The redness faded away within 24 hours.

958585 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 MN 19.0 19 F Approximately 15-20 minutes after vaccination patient developed weakness in her limbs.  BP and glucose were normal.  Approximately 10 minutes after the onset of symptoms the patient developed bright red rash on the face, increased breath rate, and swelling of the lips and tongue.  She was having difficulty talking due to shortness of breath and swelling in the tongue.  911 was called and epinephrine 0.3mg IM was administered as well as diphenhydramine 100mg orally.  Her rash improved fairly quickly, swelling went down a small amount.  She stated breathing still felt labored and she was feeling like her heart was racing but she was also tired (likely due to medications administered).  She was still having difficulty talking, taking short breaths between almost each word.  Paramedics arrived approximately 12 minutes after epinephrine was administered.  They attempted to walk her to the ambulance per her request, however she was unable to feel her legs.  She was placed on a stretcher and into the ambulance.  The patient stated she was given additional epinephrine in the ambulance as her condition had worsened by the time they got her in there.  She was taken to the ER and given additional diphenhydramine and was observed until approximately midnight, when she said she was discharged.  Follow up was completed the following day, and she had improved dramatically.  She was still feeling a bit weak, but no longer had any issues breathing.

958591 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Five minutes after receiving the first dose of the Moderna vaccine, reported an acute headache. had vital signs monitored and was watched for 30 minutes for any additional reactions, then released to return home. She stated that the headache lasted for two days.

958593 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 TN 63.0 63 F erythema, swelling, tenderness, small blisters in proximity to injection site.

958595 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 FL 71.0 71 F 20 minutes after vaccine rash on face and bilateral arms. **Pt states still has rosey cheeks and chin**

958598 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CA 60.0 60 F Sore arm Swelling at injection site

958599 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 CA 63.0 63 F Injection site through elbow felt like arthritis Constant aching pain

958603 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Twenty four hours after the vaccine developed chills, fever, nausea with vomiting severe fatigue with dizziness, joint pains, headache for 28 hours.

958604 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 FL 66.0 66 F My throat started constricting air passage and it was hard to breathe in air through my mouth.  I went to the emergency room and was given an IV of steroids, Benadryl and pepsin.  They watched me for 2 hours and discharged me with prescriptions for steroids and Benadryl and pepsin.

958606 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 CT 65.0 65 F On the 8th day following receipt of vaccine I noticed a non-itchy "hive-like" rash at the injection site.  On the 9th day the redness increased.  Prior to this, on the day I received the vaccine,  I experienced soreness for 24 hours at the site of vaccine and a bit of nausea several hours later.

958607 12/28/2020 01/20/2021 MS 38.0 38 F I started running a  low grade fever immediately after vaccination. Severe head aches and gastro symptoms started 2 weeks later. I still currently have a low grade fever.   I treated with OTC medications.

958608 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 WI 76.0 76 F Nausea and vomiting on 1/16/21 early morning and then noted at 9PM  with hives to back and neck area-has been afebrile, 1/17/21 temp=99.7 continues with nausea and hives, 1/18/21 Hives continue.

958611 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 32.0 32 F injection site red and irritated

958612 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 73.0 73 M I lost the ability to get out of bed or a chair, balance so I could not walk.  Lasted about 15 hours.  May have something to do with detrol.

958613 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Jan. 16, 2021 i started noticing redness on the injection site. Then Jan. 19, 2021 was when I noticed that the redness grew bigger, it felt itchy, sore, tender and warm to touch.  I took Benadryl and Tylenol for it. No changes

958614 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 76.0 76 F weak/sleepy

958618 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 DE 57.0 57 F felt hot, sweaty and shaky.

958619 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 MT 82.0 82 F Itchy arm at injection site

958623 12/29/2020 01/20/2021 MA 54.0 54 F atient presented to COVID vaccine clinic today and developed an allergic reaction after receiving the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. Pt reports hx of allergies to sulfa and cat dander. Denies any allergies to PEG or vaccines. Denies any hx of anaphylaxis. Ten minutes after vaccine administration pt reported chest tightness, mild SOB, mild dizziness and a sensation of a ?cotton ball? in her throat. Pt reported throat sensation similar to her cat dander allergy. Pt developed slight swelling and tingline of the lower lip. Denied difficulty swallowing or nausea. HR 78. Pt placed on 2 L of O2 for SOB. Epi pen and albuterol inhaler present. Code Blue called & ED code team arrived and transported patient to ED for further workup.

958625 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 27.0 27 F Injection site red irritated

958627 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 CA 17.0 17 M A 17yo was scheduled for vaccination via invite link shared with his parent's dental office. His parents signed consent for him to receive the vaccine and the patient was able to slip in through the system unnoticed. Pt has not reported any side effects or adverse outcomes to us.

958630 12/23/2020 01/20/2021 TX 36.0 36 F I started feeling really sick on Christmas evening, lots of cough, productive cough. My lymph nodes on my left were very sore, I also had a sore throat, body chills, joint pain, mainly in my hands and fingers, extreme fatigue and it lasted through Wednesday and Thursday. My cough got really bad and I had to start on an albuterol nebulizer because of my cough/wheezing.

958633 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 64.0 64 F Unknown....waiting for vaccine

958634 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 FL 61.0 61 F On 1.7.21 my arm began to hurt by that evening my arm began to swell.  On 1.8.21 it had swollen significantly and had extreme pain. About day six it started to feel a bit better.  A week and a half later it still had a large hard knot at the injection site by 1.16.21 it started to itch. On 1.17.21 it began to itch really bad and swell  and get hard again, that evening I used topical Benadryl and hydrocortisone which made the itch dissipate slightly.   On 1.20. the swelling is noticeable from six feet away and can be seen popping up under my shirt sleeve.  I made an appointment with a doctor for 1.21.21.

958636 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 TX 71.0 71 F lightheaded, tingling on the feet, seen & cleared by EMS. B/P 140/69, P-79

958637 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 MA 40.0 40 F Coppery taste and itchiness/redness on face and torso. No hives or rash. Happened about 75-90 minutes after injection. Took Benadryl after speaking with RN at office.

958638 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 NV 34.0 34 F Extreme pain in shoulder socket. Cannot move arm without pain. Frozen shoulder in some areas.  Pain in constant and does not subside with any Advil or cold compress.  My doctor prescribed a pain patch which is not helping at all, as well as  ibprofein 800 which is also not working. Made an appointment with  an orthopedic surgeon since pain is not going away and is getting worse.

958642 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 VA 25.0 25 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  48 hours of fever, chills, fatigue, aches, nausea.  48+ hours of arm pain, swelling, stiffness, and immobility. I still cannot lift my left arm past 90 degrees from my side. I can not reach across or behind my body with my left arm. I cannot lift any significant weight using my left shoulder.

958643 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Tingly Tongue

958645 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 WY 84.0 84 F Vomiting, head ache, weakness

958648 12/23/2020 01/20/2021 NJ 40.0 40 F -RIGHT ARM SORENESS:  lasting ~2/3 days; Ibuprofen taken ~7 hours after administration -RIGORS: lasting ~1hr, 7 hours post-injection (400mg ibuprofen taken beforehand) -NAUSEA: lasting ~1hr, 7 hours post-injection -FEVER: 100.4; lasting 1 day occurring ~7 hours post-injection

958650 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F On day 8, woke up with an itch at injection site. As the went on, it became larger, redder and hot to the touch. Accompanied by headache, congestion, sneezing and fatigue and fever. On day 9 & 10 the site grew larger and was swollen, with slight fever. I am now on day 14 and the area is still present but getting less red, less swollen and no fever

958652 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 TN 60.0 60 M 20 MINUTES AFTER INJECTION CLIENT COMPLAINED OF VISUAL DISTURBANCES.  HE STATES THE WHITE TRUCK PARKED NEXT TO HIM APPEARED PINK FOR A SPLIT SECOND THEN RETURNED BACK TO LOOKING WHITE.  CALLED EMS PER PROTOCOL  MANUAL B/P 220/90, PATIENT THEN ALSO COMPLAINED OF CHEST PAIN/TIGHTNESS. ASA 325MG WAS GIVEN TO PATIENT PER PROTOCOL AND 4 L OXYGEN VIA NC. PATIENT WAS TRANSPORTED VIA EMS TO HOSPITAL.

958653 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 NY 63.0 63 F right arm numbness/ acute flushing chest neck face ears/ shakey/ slight sob

958654 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 39.0 39 F Patient received Vaccine and during observation period began starring forward and not responding to staff.  Patient was taken to the emergency room and evaluated and noted to have a flat affect and general weakness.  Patient did not loos consciousness or have any signs of distress. Was admitted to the hospital and noted that she had been in out of country for a week (possibly had cosmetic surgery)Y 2

958656 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 64.0 64 F Lip tingling 5 minutes after injection Metallic taste and headache 8 hours after vaccine: increase in lips tingling, peri-orbital tingling, throat itching, burning, roof of mouth burning, decreased swallow sensation, heart palpitations, fatigue 1/13 Fatigue, weakness, decreased swallow sensation, phone call with physician 1/14 Fatigue, weak, decreased swallow sensation, heart palpitations 1/15 Diarrhea, weakness, fatigue, decreased swallow sensation, phone call with physician's office 1/16-1/18 Weakness, fatigue, decreased swallow sensation

958657 12/29/2020 01/20/2021 TX 52.0 52 F Severe Headaches , Fatigue, Muscle pain , Joint Pain  Two days after there was tightness to my chest, I had to use my inhaler ... Headache lasted for a few days, I had diarrhea..  White blood count was off Vitamin D was low

958658 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 CT 56.0 56 F Client and L reported a hive like area on her neck and upper arm and a feeling of unwellness. Vital Signs O2 sat 97% Pulse 75 BP 120/80,repeat vitals x2 pulse76 O2 sat 98% BP 130/80. Redness on throat and arms much less. Client reports small itchy rash on legs.at 1 :30 PM. Client is awake, ,alert oriented,and eating lunch. She feels better.

958660 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 OK 78.0 78 F At 9:00 PM started with chills for about an hour, headache, stomach hurt, lost appetite and food and water did not taste good just like when she had COVID, which was 10/13/20.  Couldn't sleep either.  Just took OTC medicine.  Now feeling better about 10:30-11:00 this morning, but still does not have an appetite.

958661 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 WI 28.0 28 F Starting at 10:00 AM the next day after being vaccinated I started to get the chills, headache, and extremely fatigued. I checked my temperature and it was 101.3.  The temperature continued into the next morning but did break by Friday.  On Thursday the injection site was very swollen to size of golf ball.  It was hot to the touch. The swelling has gone down but on 1/19/21 the injection spot had hives and was very itchy.  There are no hives as of today 1/20/21.

958663 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 CA 41.0 41 F 8 days after receiving vaccine, she developed redness, induration, pain, and ithcing at injection site. over 2-3 days she also developed left arm edema, parasthesia, fluid retention across trunk and thighs, loose stools, hyperactive bowel sounds, 2 hives on left upper arm, and left breast swelling (increased about 25%).

958664 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Hives about 3 hours after injection. Appeared on chest first then stomach and arms and neck

958666 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 MO 65.0 65 M STARTED 1.5 HOURS AFTER VACCINATION. BURNING AT SITE. TRAVELED UP SHOULDER, NECK, CHECK, AROUND EAR, SIDE OF HEAD, AND EYE. AREA BURNING THEN WENT NUMB AND LOST SENSE OF HEARING IN THAT EAR. HEARING RETURNED WITHIN 24 HOURS. AREA STILL NUMB. NEVER HAD FEVER OR OTHER SYMPTOMS. OTHERWISE FEELS FINE. PT STATES SYSTEMS IMPROVED EXCEPT SKIN IS STILL NUMB TO THE TOUCH. REACTION REPORTED BY PATIENT'S SPOUSE TODAY 1/20/21 AT 11:58 AM IN PERSON AT THE CCHD.

958667 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 OH 33.0 33 M Roughly 12 hours after the dose, had severe muscle pain and chills. Woke up following morning (1/20) with a 101 degree fever. Took Tylenol 1,000 mg x1 and fever subsided.

958668 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 TX 30.0 30 F lightheaded, seen & cleared by EMS; B/P 150/90, P- 96

958670 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Soreness in lymph node in armpit on side where shot was given, began on 1/17/21, continued to 1/20/21. Swelling and hive like rash on site of injection (size of a quarter), appeared on 1/20/21. Claritin taken in response to hives.

958671 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 OH 26.0 26 F 01/19/2021 case presents with injection site pain one week after injection, with a low-grade fever of 100.3. Case has no prior reactions to other immunizations. Case is not pregnant, nor possessing any prior comorbities. Patient will be following with her GP at 2 for further evaluation.

958673 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 MI 63.0 63 F My first dose of Covid 19 by Moderna was given on Tuesday, January 12 at about 12:15 PM.  My arm felt fine except it felt bruised at the injection site the next morning.  A day or 2 later it was a bit red and warm but went away after a couple days.  Today, 8 days after the injection, the site is inflamed.  It is red, warm, and about 3- 4 inches in diameter.  It has more discomfort today than it has in the past week although I still have mobility in my arm.

958675 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 MA 53.0 53 F SWELLING IN LEFT ARM A FEW DAYS LATER AFTER THE SHOT.   ARM GOT REALLY RED AND HOT.   I WENT TO THE URGENT CARE AND WAS DIAGNOSE WITH CELLUTIS.   I WAS GIVEN AN ANTIBIOTIC FOR 10 DAYS STARTING 1/15/21.   I AM STILL TAKING THE ANTIBIOTIC AND IT IS GETTING BETTER.

958676 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 CA 84.0 84 M Heart beat 100-103,  Headache, Temperature 102.3,  Muscle aches,  extremely weak, needed help walking,  fell down and needed help getting up

958677 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 WI 70.0 70 F No reaction yet, but patient is less than 90 days since last plasma infusion for COVID19 treatment.  She states she feels fine but it is only 51 days since her last infusion.

958678 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 ND 75.0 75 F Severe diarrhea and nausea and fatigue starting the day after vaccination.  The side effects lasted approximately 6 hours.

958684 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 WV 44.0 44 M "Tingly feeling all over, feels like pins and needles all through my body"  within 5 minutes of receiving vaccine.   Staff member with constant observation, no further adverse event.  Approximately 15 minutes post vaccine, symptoms were gone.  Staff member observed for full 30 minutes.

958685 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 VA 53.0 53 F Moderna Covid 19- Vaccine EUA   Right arm redness, swelling, induration and pruritus

958689 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 WA 41.0 41 F Redness with hives itching and heat and soreness in deltoid are of left arm  started 1 week after injection. Started approx. 1pm in the afternoon.  No current treatment started.

958690 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 ME 40.0 40 F Fever and chills. Fever 101.5. Fatigue

958692 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 CA 64.0 64 F VOMITING, NAUSEA, HEADACHE

958693 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 NM 17.0 17 M ON 01/15/2021, WAS PLACED ON THE COVID VACCINE SCHEDULE. WE HAD ?NO SHOWS? DURING THE CLINIC WHICH WARRANTED ADDITIONAL PATIENTS/ EMPLOYEES BEING PLACED ON THE SCHEDULE THE SAME DAY. WAS CHECKED IN BY THE PSR. I INSTRUCTED HIM TO BE SEATED IN THE WAITING ROOM WHERE HE WAS TO RECEIVE HIS VACCINE. I ASKED PATIENT TO VERIFY HIS NAME AND DATE OF BIRTH FOR THE PURPOSES OF ?DOUBLE IDENTIFICATION?. UNFORTUNATELY, I DID NOT RECOGNIZE THAT HE WAS UNDER THE AGE OF 18, AS I WAS WORKING UNDER THE UNDERSTANDING THAT ONLY ADULTS WERE BEING PLACED ON THE SCHEDULE FOR COVID VACCINE. DURING THE VACCINE CLINIC I AM NOT ACCESSING PATIENT CHARTS IN ECW, WHERE THE AGE OF THE PATIENT IS CLEARLY VISIBLE IN THE CHART. I DISCOVERED THIS MISTAKE ON 01/18/2021 WHILE WORKING FROM HOME. I HAPPENED TO BE REVIEWING THE SCHEDULE FROM 01/15/2021 AND DISCOVERED THE PATIENTS AGE. I IMMEDIATELY REACHED OUT TO MY SUPERVISOR.

958697 12/29/2020 01/20/2021 MA 45.0 45 F REPORTED TINGLING, NO OTHER S/S, OBSERVED X30 MINS

958698 01/03/2021 01/20/2021 WA 27.0 27 F Around 10pm on Tuesday I started to have severe neck pain, headache, fatigue. I ended up going to the emergency room after my shift but due to the physicians recommendations I deferred the lumbar puncture while there. Later Thursday night, the neck pain continued, and I started having fevers with a max of 102.1 so I returned to the ER the following day for the lumbar puncture. I was admitted to the hospital for aseptic meningitis.Y 1

958699 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 MD 32.0 32 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Slightly itchy rash around the injection slight, 7 days after receiving shot. Rash is approx.  the size of a credit card and only around the injection site.

958701 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 CA 36.0 36 F The morning after getting the vaccine patient developed itchiness on her hands and scalp, then patient started to develop a rash on hand with in the hour that spread to her back. She also developed a cough and chest tightness with wheezing. Patient went to urgent care in the afternoon where they prescribed Atarax three times a day as needed.

958702 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 CA 38.0 38 F -swelling and redness to injection site -exaggerated L arm pain -paresthesias to L side of body next day -ongoing fatigue

958704 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 CA 71.0 71 M 24 hours after receiving he dose, i experienced sever headaches, nausea,  dizziness, and sever pain in lower body. Tis lasted just under 30 minutes then all symptoms ended.

958706 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 NY 77.0 77 F Redness and itching below injection site

958710 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 NE 79.0 79 F Abdominal cramping Diarrhea  Nausea & vomiting Light headed & dizziness

958711 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 29.0 29 M headache, nausea, body aches, fatigue

958713 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 MO 65.0 65 M 1.5 HOURS AFTER VACCINATION BURNING BEGAN AT SITE AND TRAVELS UP SHOULDER, NECK CHEEK, EAR, SIDE OF HEAD AND AROUND EYE. WENT NUMB. LOST HEARING FOR ABOUT 10 HOURS. AREA IS STILL NUMB TO THE TOUCH BUT HEARING IT FULLY RETURNED. NEVER RAN FEVER. NO OTHER SYMPTOMS. STATES FEELS FINE OTHERWISE.

958714 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Developed swollen painful lymph node in left clavicle area/neck. Determined by doctor to be due to vaccine 8 days prior.

958715 12/24/2020 01/20/2021 63.0 63 M Rash on arm of injection  and neck problems Date of Onset: approximately 10 days ago: 01/10/2021 -reported due to late onset rash

958717 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IA 18.0 18 F patient was shaky and laid on the floor for 20 minutes after with feet elevated. patient had no further issues.

958719 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 VA 20.0 20 F Received vaccine afternoon of 1/19/21. Before going to bed that night, began to have fever and nausea. As of this afternoon (1p) only having  fever, no nausea.

958720 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 IA 39.0 39 M Received the first dose on 12/22/2020, which was associated with left arm soreness. Received 2nd dose on 01/19/2021 afternoon. Experienced self-limited mild tingling sensation and pruritus in the lower back for 2 hours.  No rash. Next AM, experiencing right arm soreness, tenderness, mild chills, and mild discomfort in the long bones. No fever or rash.

958721 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 CA 47.0 47 M Friday 2-8-21 was the injection at 2:30 pm left arm was sore 15 minutes after injection, started noticing symptoms Saturday morning 1am massive headache took Motrin which helped. Flu like symptoms started around 9:30 am took Motrin again around noon on Saturday. Saturday night 8:30 pm started to get cold shivers until 1am woke up to massive headache took Motrin. Fell back to sleep about 2 am started to sweat and get hot. Woke up around 7:30 all was better except left armpit limp node was swollen to a tennis ball sized football shape lump which lasted for 5 days. Sunday 2-10-21 night started feeling an overwhelming since of anxiety of past, day 12 still working through the anxiety. Taking natural  medications ( calming tea, Melatonin to help sleep) Have a prescription for Diazepam for flying have taken small doses to help sleep occasionally. Cut out evening coffee, drinking alcohol. Have been drinking more water.

958723 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 UT 24.0 24 M 24 year old male who had his COVID vaccination 08:00 yesterday. By last night about 22:00, he start an upset stomach. He has thrown up twice. 4-5 episodes diarrhea. Body aches. No fever. Little bit of scratchy throat but no itching or difficulty swallowing. No skin rash. Left arm where he got shot is sore but is not red or swollen. He has not taken anything for this. He is concerned he is reacting to the COVID vaccination. Patient describes symptom is mild-to-moderate. But just concerned so he came in. No known infectious exposure.  He is active duty and works as security at the front gate. Air Force is vaccinating all their essential personnel.  Allergies/ Adverse Reactions:  No Known Drug Allergies Allergy (Verified 01/15/21 03:38)

958727 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 MD 33.0 33 M Patient felt "a rush" come over him & becamed faint & fell to floor as was being assisted to bed. Pale. BP108/84, P75. States he has anxiety to new things, especially shots,  & also had not eaten since 5pm yesterday.  Drank 2 juices & rested.  Reported feeling better.  Accompanied via wheelchair to pick-up ride.

958728 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 CT 58.0 58 F 10 cm x 4 cm, raised, red, hot, painful, rash . It started as two, round, red, raised areas that progressed over 18 hours to the previously mentioned dimensions. I took Tylenol, Benadryl and applied ice compresses. Day 2+ arm remains the same.

958729 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 MN 26.0 26 F Staff complained of low grade fever, nausea, headache and sore throat

958730 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 PA 66.0 66 F Inoculation pain and inflammation Day 3: Low grade fever 99.7 and achiness, resolved in less than 12 hours Day 5: Low grade fever 99.3 and achiness, resolved in 4 hours

958734 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 CA 62.0 62 F Hi,  I was vaccinated with the Moderna vaccine (1st administration) on 1/13/21. I have had persistent and very significant swelling since that day and it has not abated as of today, 1/20/21. The reason for this report is that I believe the swelling is not typical axillary swelling which I believe would be right under the arm where the lymph nodes are; rather it is located lower down and much farther away from where the lymph nodes are under my arm. It is a large swelling that is located to the side of my chest on the same side of the body as my vaccinated arm (which was my left arm).   I have not checked fever but do not think I have any. I do have headache as of today. Can you advise on whether this swelling is a typical reaction and whether there are any steps I should take at this time ?  Thanks very much,

958735 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 TX 32.0 32 M Vaccinated at 10:13 am - complained of a rapid heart beat in his chest at 10:30 am. Vitals obtained - tachycardic and hypertensive. EKG obtained - ST abnormality was identified & he complained of chest heaviness at 1050 . 911 was called. IV obtained to the right AC, Normal saline fluids initiated, oxygen via nasal cannula applied, 325 mg of ASA and 0.4 mg SL nitro given. Vaccine recipient was transferred to local ER.

958736 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 GA 58.0 57 M Aphthous ulcer of mouth, swelling of hands and eyelids, fatigue, nausea Treatment: Triamcinolone acetonide 0.1% dental paste, ondansetron HCL 4mg, prednisone 20 mg

958737 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 PA 37.0 37 F Moderna Vaccine. No immediate reaction. 1/13/21 I noticed there was still a sizable lump at the injection site. Called our Employee Health hotline and they advised to apply heat and massage the area. 1/14/21, I applied heat and massaged the area and within a few hours the injection site started to get red and increase in size, and my eyes began to itch and swell. Took a Benadryl and in the morning there was more swelling in my face. Went to the dr, they couldn't confirm if was or wasn't vaccine related, and advised to continue taking Benadryl and apply cool compress if arm was painful. Swelling continued on 1/15 and 1/16. Arm still has a large spot, it is less red in color now, there is still slight heat at the injection site. I have been taking at least 1 Benadryl for the last 7 days now.

958738 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 NV 77.0 77 F Lightheaded nausea swelling headache chills itching. Swelling continues spreading around injection site and is hard as a tick. Sensation of stinging

958743 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 NC 69.0 69 F Patient is a 69 y.o. female with history of multiple medical problems as indicated below including rheumatoid arthritis.  She is a non-smoker.  She tells me she has "a heart condition" and is followed by a cardiologist. She tells me she was in her usual state of health and took her COVID-19 first vaccine today.  Approximately 30 seconds later she noted chest tightness/burning that has been constant.  It is rated 9/10 at maximum and improved to 5/10 after about 10 to 15 minutes.  She also states, "my eyes feel funny.  I feel cold.  I am dizzy." She endorses palpitations and dyspnea. She denies any abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, fevers, diaphoresis, headache, cough, rash, or syncope. She does have a history of seafood allergies and had similar reactions after eating seafood. She tells me 3 years ago after a flu shot she fainted.  She tells me the past 2 years after her flu shot she had nausea or vomiting. She tells me she fell yesterday and hurt her hip but she did not hit her head.  No LOC. She tells me she takes baby aspirin nightly. Family history: Mom and dad both died at age 82 from lung cancer.  They both had heart disease.   She was sent back from the vaccination area to urgent care to be evaluated after her reaction to the COVID-19 vaccine.

958746 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Patient describes this is her 2nd dose and she is experiencing Joint pain, Arm numbness, range of motion in lifting her arm, very fatigued and also reports headache and  her blood suger shot up to the 300 range, patient is an insulin dependent diabetic and this is her main concern.
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958748 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 FL 66.0 66 M A reddened swelling with pain

958749 12/23/2020 01/20/2021 MA 25.0 25 F woke w/ arm pain the following day which resolved, 12/28 arm pain, swollen, gland axillary/post neck, eval PCP; inc redness by 1/1/21, seen in ED, RX for cellulitis

958751 12/23/2020 01/20/2021 HI 39.0 39 F Time I got shot - within 2 hours; arm sore; body aches - by five hour mark I knew something wrong. Extremely fatigued. 7:00 Pm had a fever. Slept a long time - so much pain in body aches that I was crying into the 24th. "Like I want to die" body aches. I took Tylenol for pain and fever. Had these symptoms until I went to Dec 27 went to URGENT CARE. Had to take a COVID test  and Flu test - negative. Continued to have symptoms until New Year's Eve. Urgent care just said to keep taking Tylenol. Fatigue and weak still for 14 days. Was also getting Vertigo - 7 days into it and it lasted a week - off and on.

958753 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 FL 53.0 53 M Swelling, redness and  itching but symptoms subsided after a few days.

958754 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F 7 Days after the shot I woke up with a quarter size red bump at the injection site it was very itchy but not warm to touch. Treated topically with Benadryl spray for hours later extremely itchy treated topically with Cortizone cream red and area has increased in size to about 6? x 4?

958755 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Pt was 18 weeks pregnant at the time of the vaccine. Second pregnancy. Pt is a physician.  Pregnancy was entirely normal up to that time. On 1/18/2021, she began to have heavy vaginal bleeding probably due to a placental abruption and subsequently delivered  at 18 weeks.  Baby was stillborn. Ultrasound done 1/15/2021 normal.  Lethal event for the fetus.  The patient did well.Y Y 1

958757 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 ID 40.0 40 F mild swelling of the left hand initially, then mild swelling of the right hand,

958762 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 NY 33.0 33 F 33M with pmh GERD, no known hx allergies, p/w sob after receiving IM epi at clinic. Pt received covid vaccine and was having anxiety - told the provider she was SOB so she was given epi and started having more anxiety so she was brought to the ED. Upon arrival, patient agitated tachy to 120s, screaming, flailing her arms,

958764 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 CA 51.0 51 F 1/13/21: Via email, client stated on 01/13/2021 @ 5:45 AM she noticed the injection site on left upper arm was red and hot aprox. 3" x 2" in size, and was very itchy with some soreness.  01/20/21 @ 10:30 AM spoke with client who stated the redness faded but there was a red streak running down the upper arm with warmness to site. Client stated she had a phone appointment on 1/15/21 with PCP who told her to monitor the site.  Client stated on 1/16/21 the redness or warmth to site was resolved. RN

958767 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CA 49.0 49 F One week after receiving the vaccine, I awoke at 4am to severe pain, swelling, and stiffness at the injection site.  By 7am I was feeling nauseous, lightheaded and my arm was very stiff, itchy and swollen at the injection site.  I took Zyrtec D thinking that this was a delayed allergic response to the vaccine.  By 10am the symptoms were worsening and my lymph nodes in my left underarm and in my neck were swollen.  I called my physician who had me add another dose of Zyrtec and Motrin.  These symptoms worsened over the course of the day including tingling in my left arm and hand, numbness in my arm and hand until approximately 730pm when I was finally able to eat something and keep it down.  I went to bed exhausted, still with stiff upper arm and feeling general malaise.  I awoke this morning (1/20/21) at 6:45am and my arm is still stiff and swollen.  Other symptoms are resolving and I have been able to eat.

958768 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Dizziness, Feeling Hot, flushed. Treatment ice pack.

958771 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 CO 39.0 39 F Rash on body, treated with Benadryl

958772 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 NY 78.0 78 M day after injection noticed approx 1/2 inch diameter hard lump at site oozing clear liquid. Has since almost disappeared but leaving small longitudinal scab.

958776 01/01/2021 01/20/2021 FL 59.0 59 F Chills muscle pain  Headache  Nausea Sore throat  Tylenol protonix

958778 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 IL 44.0 44 F About 8 days after receiving the vaccine the injection site is red, swollen and tender. It was not at all for the first week when I would have expected it. Going on day 3 of the discomfort.

958783 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 FL 36.0 36 F arm after 9 days started getting red spots, next day was one big red swollen site

958784 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 NC 41.0 41 F Received vaccine 1/13/21. 1/19/21 discovered bright red, hot to touch, slightly raised, itchy rash below the injection site. The site is approximately the size of a post it note.  Reported rash to nurse the morning of 1/20/21. Per my employer I was sent to Fastmed for further evaluation and treatment. Given a 5 day course of prednisone.

958838 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 PR 36.0 F sinus arrhythmia; Night sweats; Heart rate low; Dyskinesia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).   This 36-year-old female patient the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular at single dose in the left arm on 07Jan2021 10:00 for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypotension, rheumatoid arthritis, asthma. Concomitant medication included clonazepam, methylprednisolone. On 07Jan2021 21:00, the patient experienced sinus arrhythmia, night sweats, heart rate low, dyskinesia, all with outcome of recovered with sequelae. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events included Inderal 10mg. The events were assessed as congenital anomaly. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

958839 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 PA U Administered a vaccine that has been refrozen; Vaccine vial punctured for more than 6 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from a healthcare facility administrator concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 (mRNA-1273) Vaccine and experienced expired product administered.    The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 30 Dec 2020, a vial containing Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine was thawed, and the vial was punctured. Afterwards, the vial was placed back into refrigeration overnight.  On 31 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection from the same vial. The dose given was outside of the six-hour timeframe from the first puncture of the vial, and the patient experienced expired product administered.  Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event, expired product administered, was not provided.   The event, expired product administered, was considered recovered/resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and out of specification product use for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and out of specification product use.

958840 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 CA 28.0 M postural dizziness; dyspnea; paresthesia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician. This Physician reported for a 28-year-old male patient received 2nd dose of BNT162B2 Intramuscular on 10Jan2021 07:30 on Left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drug were not reported. No other-vaccine-in-four weeks. No other-medications-in-two weeks. Historical Vaccine was first dose of BNT162B2 on an unspecific date. Patient experienced Moderate reaction: postural dizziness, dyspnea, and paresthesia on 10Jan2021 09:00 AM that resolved with H1 and H2 antagonists and IV hydration. AE-resulted-in Emergency room/department or urgent care. Outcome of the event was recovered. No covid-prior-vaccination. No covid-tested-post-vaccination.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation between vaccination and onset of events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

958841 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 PA 65.0 F passed out; dizzy; hit the ground; nausea; pain at injection site; fever; chills; tired; severe headache; vomiting x 2; cold; experienced orthostatic hypotension; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP.    A 65-years-old female patient started to receive bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot # EK9231) vaccine  , intramuscular in the left arm  on 07Jan2021 11:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  Medical history included rubber sensitivity (Latex).  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.   On 09Jan2021 12:00 the patient experienced orthostatic hypotension , passed out  with outcome of recovered , dizzy  with outcome of recovered , hit the ground  with outcome of recovered. These events were considered serious because medically significant. On 09Jan2021 12:00 the patient also experienced the following non serious events: nausea   with outcome of recovered , pain at injection site with outcome of recovered , fever with outcome of recovered , chills  with outcome of recovered , tired with outcome of recovered , severe headache on  with outcome of recovered , vomiting twice   with outcome of recovered , cold  with outcome of recovered.    The reporter stated the patient  attempted to get out of bed and she passed and hit the floor. Caller states she think she may have experienced orthostatic hypotension. Caller stated if she had stayed in bed she probably would not have fallen. Her husband found her laying in vomit The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 99.6 fahrenheit on  unknown date.; Sender's Comments: Based on a chronological temporal association a causal relationship between events orthostatic hypotension , passed out  dizzy and  falling down and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

958842 01/20/2021 AZ F Several back operations of stimulator in the back and in pain management; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Consumer. This adult female Consumer(patient) reported that:  An adult female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose on an unspecified date for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. No known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient was not pregnant a time of vaccination. The patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the BNT162B2 vaccine. The patient had not experienced Covid-19 prior to vaccination.  The patient experienced several back operations of stimulator in the back and in pain management on an unspecified date, resulted in disability or permanent damage. Post the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

958843 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 WA 58.0 F I began to pass out and yelled for my husband, he said when he came in I was sitting on the toilet with my head back, eyes rolling back not responsive.; I had my 2nd vaccine at work early Sat the 9th and felt increasingly worse all day; I woke up at midnight and felt extreme malaise; I was covered in sweat; vomited; I checked my temp and it was 99.7°F; sore; I think I had either a seizure or a vasovagal response.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).   This 58-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot  EJ1685 or FJ1685), intramuscular at single dose in the left arm on 09Jan2021 06:00 for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included atrial fibrillation on unknown date (1 episode), allergic to Keflex. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot  EJ1685 or FJ1685), intramuscular in the left arm on 22Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunisation.  On 10Jan2021 01:00 AM, the patient experienced: I began to pass out and yelled for my husband, he said when he came in i was sitting on the toilet with my head back, eyes rolling back not responsive (loss of consciousness) (medically significant), I had my 2nd vaccine at work early sat the 9th and felt increasingly worse all day (feeling abnormal), Iwoke up at midnight and felt extreme malaise (malaise), I was covered in sweat (hyperhidrosis), vomited (vomiting), I checked my temp and it was 99.7°F (pyrexia), sore (pain), I think I had either a seizure or a vasovagal response (seizure). No treatment required. The outcome of the events was recovered.   The events were described as follows: I am healthy RN with no active medical problems. I had my 2nd vaccine at work early Sat the 9th and felt increasingly worse all day, I expected this so was not alarmed and went to bed around 10pm. I woke up at midnight and felt extreme malaise and went to the bathroom in case I might vomit, etc. and I tried to have a BM. I began to pass out and yelled for my husband, he said when he came in I was sitting on the toilet with my head back, eyes rolling back not responsive. He yelled at me for about 10 seconds and I came to, I was covered in sweat. I asked him to walk me back to the bedroom where I again passed out, fell to the floor and hit the bed, then was unresponsive again for about 10 seconds then came to again and vomited. After this I felt completely relieved of my malaise. I checked my temp and it was 99.7°F. After this I was sore but otherwise completely okay, the next day I had a temp of 99.5°F. Today I am back to normal. I think I had either a seizure or a vasovagal response. The vaccine was administered at Hospital Facility. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.; Sender's Comments: Based on the close temporal relationship, the association between the event "began to pass out" with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

958844 12/16/2020 01/20/2021 MT 46.0 F suddenly lost mobility of left arm; Continue paresthesia and proprioreceptive deficits of left arm; Continue paresthesia and proprioreceptive deficits of left arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This 46-year-old female patient received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot EK5730) intramuscular, in right arm, on 16Dec2020 at 14:00, for COVID-19 immunization. No other vaccine was given in 4 weeks. Medical history included hypothyroidism, migraine headaches, IBS and COVID-19 (on an unspecified date prior to vaccination). Past drug history included allergy to morphine. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID). On 23Dec2020 at 09:30 the patient experienced suddenly lost mobility of left arm, continue paresthesia and proprioreceptive deficits of left arm. She was transported to the ER and was admitted to hospital for 2 days. CT of brain X3, MRI of brain X2, MRI of C-spine and Brachioplexus were performed with unknown results. The patient was not tested for COVID19 after vaccination. The events resulted in: Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or urgent care, hospitalization, disability or permanent damage. No treatment was administered. The events had not yet resolved.; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the events " lost mobility of left arm, continue paresthesia and proprioceptive deficits of left arm" with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 2

958845 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 CA 59.0 M thrombocytopenia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). A 59-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in arm left on 04Jan2021 13:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history was none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not have COVID tested post vaccination and did not have COVID prior vaccination. The patient experienced thrombocytopenia on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. It was reported he had thrombocytopenia but did not experience any side effects. Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported thrombocytopenia cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

958861 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Evening of 1/19/2021 - began to feel tenderness and swelling at left axillary at the lymph area Morning of 1/20/2021 - swelling and tenderness at supraclavicular lymphs and neck region

958862 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 IL 55.0 55 F on 1/12 started body aches and chills, took Tylenol and felt better, Wednesday felt short beat and irregular and heart beat not regular. checked pulse and it was irregular, that night 9-9:30  I went to ER close to house and pulse and heart rate abnormal after 2 hours went home and advised to contact cardiologist, he said to come in Thursday and the irregular beats were off and on atrial flutter, on Friday I came home and went back to hospital and got the shot cardio version or ablation to revert the rhythm and because the rhythm was back and forth I was observed until released on 1/19/21. Surgery was in 2017 and never had problems and they stated heart was compromised and maybe this is your reaction to the vaccine.Y 5

958863 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 NC 53.0 53 F coughing, hoarseness, nausea, and bloating stomach

958864 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 MO 61.0 61 M Freezing to death, chills, sweating. hurting everywhere so bad, and really bad headache, nausea, chest pain, lowered his blood pressure, sore muscles, extreme tiredness, ambulance picked him up and was in the ER all day giving him fluids,  took about 2-3 days before he started feeling better. The whites of his eyes are still red.

958867 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 IL 25.0 25 F approximately 30 minutes after shot, experienced hot flash and my uvula swelled up and throat turned red. Difficulty swallowing occurred, but nothing life threatening. Called nurse from clinic.

958868 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 AL 74.0 74 F Typical expected side effects but were very SEVERE and UNable to function normally- headache, fatigue, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, Dizziness, Chills, Cold Sweats, Pain and soreness especially in lower back, and throat hurt when swallow.  These persisted for 7+ days.  The abnormal side effects included Yellow Vision that persisted for around 2 days, eyes felt hot, and heart rate shot up to 175 and then would drop to 70's.  Went to doctor on 1/14/2021 and was found to have A-fib.  had previously received a heart evaluation in 8/2020 and did not show any signs of this nor any signs on reading prior with an Apple watch.  A-Fib is persisting and heart rate continues to be elevated and shoot up often even with Metapropol.  As of this report on 1/20/2021 the heart rate is still varying from 80-150 and it normally runs around 50-60, has always been low.  Blood pressure also dropped precipitously during this event and was as low as 80/50 so blood pressure medicines were discontinued to try and stabilize.

958870 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 VA 29.0 29 F Circular area of erythema on right upper arm. Just started today. Has some mild erythema in patches above the area. Says it itches.

958871 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F 7 days later quarter size lump at injection site initially quarter size now 4x6 in size

958872 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 MO 31.0 31 F Initial soreness in arm/fatigue. Tuesday through Thursday intense night sweats. Wednesday night a rash appeared on my left side. Thursday morning the rash became more prominent and started to hurt. Friday to now (1/20/21) pain from shingles rash and extreme headache/fatigue. Occasional nausea. Shingles was diagnosed Monday night at an Urgent care facility. I have been taking Valtrex since Monday (1/18/21).

958873 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 PA 49.0 49 F Dizziness Nausea Vomiting Rash

958876 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 OH 46.0 46 F pain at injection site, headache, muscle cramps and pain, joint pain, nausea, chills all started about 8 hours after the injection and are still ongoing.

958878 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 OH 26.0 26 F Two locations of bruising without any known cause. Bruising on left forearm, circumference of approx. 2 inches.  Bruising on left ankle and on top of left foot with no known cause. Forearm bruise noticed on day after vaccine, Foot bruising noticed on Monday , 3 days after vaccine. No known causes for either of these,  pain associated with forearm  site. Also the night of injection chills and severe left arm pain was experienced.

958880 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 MO 46.0 46 F WIDESPREAD REDNESS AND ITCHING; HIVES ON BACK

958885 01/03/2021 01/20/2021 TX 48.0 48 F The patient was seen in my office on 1/19/21 with complaint of heavy vaginal bleeding.  A CBC was obtained which revealed an H/H of 12.2/36.1 and a platelet count of 1 (not 1K, but 1 platelet!) and this was confirmed on smear review.  She was immediately sent to the Hospital ED and repeat CBC confirmed the critically low platelet count.  She is currently hospitalized and she has received platelet transfusions but her platelet count is still critically low.  She is also receiving steroids and immunoglobulin and is under the care of MD (Heme/Onc)Y Y

958887 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 CA 55.0 55 M sore/hurting at site since vaccination, fever 1/19/2021, chills 1/19/2021

958888 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 35.0 35 F swelling, tingling, rash and pain at the injection site

958889 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 GA 50.0 50 M Severe Chills and Rigors for 24 hrs not responsive to Acetaminophen or Ibuprofen, Incapacitating HA for 24 hrs unable to perform daily duties and required prescribed narcotics for relief; HA improved to manageable level at hour 25 and lasted for additional 18 hrs; Body aches, dizziness, mild nausea also present

958890 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 CA 67.0 67 F Per Dr: Patient complained of lip and tongue swelling at 13:!6 after receiving Moderna vaccine. BP 167/102 and HR 94, O2 98%. No SOB, no pruritus, no rash. Given Benadryl 25mg at 13:19 with prompt improvement. Symptoms started to recur and second dose of Benadryl 25mg given at 13:29. Patient comfortable until 13:35 when she looked less comfortable, complained of difficulty swallowing, looked anxious and uncomfortable.  Continued to progress but denied SOB.  BP 214/116 HR 109. Epi-pen given x 1 at 13:43 - concern that episode pen did not deploy. Epi given again at 13:45. BP 187/95, HR 121, O2 sat 100%. Patient subsequently improved with less anxiousness, less difficulty swallowing.  Patient transported to UTC at 14:05.  Lot 042L20A

958892 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 CA 38.0 38 M 4 hours after injection hives on arms torso, legs. called manufacturer and took Zyrtec and Benadryl . Today called Dr. and was advised to take Benadryl until hives go away. right they are not as raised  just looks like rash that itches.

958893 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 NV 43.0 43 F Fever, chills, clammy, moderate body aches, nausea, mild headache

958894 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 HI 19.0 19 F 01/16/2021 1210 Per Vaccinator, "While injecting the vaccine, there was resistance when inserting the plunger.  Pushed plunger down until the end of the syringe.  When pulling out, additional fluid exited arm and syringe. Full dose not delivered.  Needle is not retracted.  Syringe and needle capped.  Plunger in down position."  01/19/2021 Follow-up phone call to individual who reported feeling well without any side effects (aside from the expected minor achy left arm) to report.  Individual advised to inform her primary health care provider for any changes in health status post-vaccination and to report the partial dose with the manufacturer's lot number.

958895 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 MI 17.0 17 F Patient was under the age allowed to vaccinate

958897 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 MA 74.0 74 F Patient reports when she is lying down within 3 days of being vaccinated a feeling of "head floating" and "feeling dizzy". This subsides as the day goes on and gets better until late night.  Patient reports this has been ongoing since the 3 day. She will follow-up with PCP for further testing and evaluation.

958899 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 CA 55.0 55 M sore/hurt at vaccination site, fever, chills

958900 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 CA 71.0 71 F Injection not in deltoid muscle much lower. Reactions- sore arm, redness for two days

958902 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 TX 21.0 21 F At 11:30pm (10 hours after receiving the vaccine), I was having chills and could not stop shaking for about 1.5 hours. I struggled sleeping regardless of being tired. This morning I woke up with body aches, tension headache, stomach ache and a 101.4 fever.

958903 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 FL 41.0 41 F 3-4 days after vaccine noticed lymphadenopathy in right axilla, same side vaccine was given.  Pain was about 3-4/10. Did not attribute to vaccine then 1/18/2021 5 days later swelling and itching at injection site.  No warmth to touch.  Now day 7 and still with pain in axilla and swelling arm still present.

958904 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 NY 24.0 24 F Noticed swelling and redness 8 days after dose.  Itching at injection site as well.  Redness is improving, rash it new, and swollen.

958905 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 WI 37.0 37 F Day 1: sore arm Day 2: sore arm Day 6: entire upper arm was red, hot, sore, extremely itchy; took benadryl Day 7: more localized to injection site with about a 3" diameter, hard/hot/red/itchy. Went to PCP, started me on antibiotice incase it was cellulitis, continued benadryl Day 8: spreading from day 7 so PCP started me on 2nd antibiotic, continuing benadryl. still spreading by the end of the day Day 9: spreading continued; not hard, still hot, itchy, red. taking 2 antibiotics and benadryl Day 10: not spreading anymore, had to stop 1 antibiotic due to nausea while on it. continued the other antibiotic and benadryl Day 11: redness is pretty much gone, not hard, not really sore, still slightly itch. Can't take benadryl during the day, still taking 1 antibiotic.  Day 12: taking 1 antibiotic and no benadryl during the day. it is slightly itchy but doesn't hurt, not hot, not red, not swollen, but it feels like something is there. I don't know how to explain it.

958907 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 MI 66.0 66 F adverse reaction to the COVID-19 vaccine.  She states that she got the motor in a vaccine approximately 1.5 hours prior to arriving to clinic.  As she was driving home, she felt that her bottom lip on the right side was becoming mildly swollen as well as having the sensation that her throat was closing up.  She has been able to breathe comfortably and swallow without difficulty.  She states that currently her throat feels ?thick.?  She also states that she has a ?flushed? sensation.  Has had adverse reaction in the past to the the 2nd shingles vaccine.  Denies any adverse reaction at the injection site.  No recent dietary/medication changes.  Denies fever/chills, syncopal episode, severe shortness of breath, numbness/tingling in the extremities or muscular weakness.

958911 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 IN 43.0 43 F 8 mins after receiving first dose, I became very dizzy, my heart rate increased and I started sweating.  I never passed out and remained sitting.  The episode lasted 1-2 minutes.  I did not need assistance.    Then 2 -3 hours later I had the exact same episode and reported it to the downtown clinic and they only urged me to self monitor or report to ER if needed.  Those were the only 2 episodes.    My blood pressure was elevated that afternoon but was very low for 3 days and I did not take my atenolol for those days.

958913 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 MN 61.0 61 M Resident became lethargic, general weakness outside baseline, unable to walk, bumbled speech. Elevated HR and Temp of 105.2F Y Y 4

958916 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 54.0 54 F On day eight after vaccine I awoke to find my left deltoid stiff, red, warm and swollen. These symptoms continued for two days.

958917 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 MA 46.0 46 F On 1/9 noticed 2 medium size hives on right lower area near elbow, 1/10 additional hives on left lower area near elbow. Over the next few days several more hives appears on bilateral forearms. On 1/16 both arms were covered with hives that were itchy. On 1/17 both arms and legs covered with hives that were itchy. 1/18 went to PCP as hives increased in number and size and were itchy. Started on prednisone for allergic reaction

958919 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 KY 38.0 38 F Patient called to report headache beginning 1 hour after vaccination followed by lips, tongue and right side of face numb and tingling.  Advised patient to go to ER department for further evaluation.

958920 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 NY 72.0 72 F Patient entered monitoring area at 9:26 am.  She had been pre-medicated with Benadryl 50 mg 30 minutes before vaccine administration due to hx of anaphylatic reactions to medications in past.  Patient had also taken her routine Allegra 180 mg this morning.  At 9:36 am patient c/o itching in the neck & arm areas, some redness present.  Patient denied SOB, wheezing, lip/tongue swelling or light headedness or  abd. pain.  O2 sats 97%, pulse 72.  Patient given Zyrtec 10 mg at 9:45 am and at 9:55 am itching improved, O2 sat at 98%, B/P=163/99, pulse 72 and patient states feeling much better.  Given famotidine 20 mg and VS 179/76, pulse 68, O2 sat 96% and states feeling betted.  One hour post injection, patient feels safe

958921 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 CO 48.0 48 F This may be a duplicate report, as primary care notes state the process has been initiated. However, out of an abundance of caution, and as the facility the event was reported to, I wanted to enter this report for completeness due to the unusual events. Patient received 1st dose of moderna covid vaccine at an outside facility and (per patient) had a seizure at that site immediately following the injection (history of seizures due to past meningitis, no seizures in past 3 months per patient). No medications were given, 911 was not called, patient not instructed to go to ED (per patient). Patient went home. Once home, patient reported "stroke like symptoms" on her right side (weakness and inability to close right eye for 30 minutes, numbness in R thigh and heel). Then weakness moved to left side (numbness/tingling in L hand and eye, numbness in L lower leg) along with some swelling to face/tongue. Had back pain but no chest pain or difficulty breathing.  Extreme dizziness. No additional seizures. The next day she called our nursing line to report these symptoms and was instructed to go to the ED and also scheduled a visit with primary care provider the next morning. Patient stated she was feeling better and apparently did not go to the ED, instead choosing to see PCP next morning. On presentation to PCP, injection site was red and swollen, itching and swelling in hands, itching in bottom of feet, widespread joint pain. No visible rash, no dysphagia, no difficulty breathing. Other symptoms had largely resolved. Patient was prescribed benadryl (no steroids due to allergy to prednisone), cold compresses for injection site and sent home with instructions to go to ED if symptoms reappeared. Also recommended making an appointment with a neurologist for additional follow up as patient currently does not see a neurologist for seizures and is treating with CBD/THC only.

958922 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 33.0 33 F Around 2 inch large rash on left arm where shot was given. Itchy sensation, redness, pains on applying pressure on vaccine shot area.

958923 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 27.0 27 F throbbing arm pain, lasted for 36 hours, used Advil as needed.

958926 01/03/2021 01/20/2021 RI 56.0 56 F Patient developed right facial numbness and facial droop on 1/7/21. She came to the TMH ED and was admitted. She was afebrile; neurologic exam was consistent with a peripheral facial palsy on the right. Y 2

958928 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 VA 69.0 69 F Red rash appeared on upper arm, itchy. Second day rash lessened.

958929 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 34.0 34 F 24 hours after the shot I had minor redness and swelling near the injection site which went away with in 24 hours. 8 days after the injection I had more severe swelling and redness about the width of a soft ball, the area was also warm to the touch and felt hard. With in 6 hours of the second reaction the swelling had decreased to about half of what it was from the time I had noticed it. By the next day the swelling was gone and the area was no longer hard and by the thrid day the redness had completely gone away.

958930 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 GA 57.0 57 F QUARTER SIZE INDURATION--RED , ITCHY, WARM

958931 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Reported nose bleed,fever, chills, enlarged lymph node

958933 12/29/2020 01/20/2021 AS 63.0 63 F Headaches started 01/08/2021 and would come and go during the day.  The last two days not as much.

958934 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 GA 82.0 82 M MODERNA COVID-19 VACCINE EUA  Patient reports approximately 24 hours after receiving vaccine , he came in from a doctor's appointment and remembers opening the door and then woke up in the floor and there was blood on the floor. Patient had no other adverse reactions other than soreness in his arm. No follow-up treatment required per patient.

958936 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Hives at injection site 8 days after vaccine was administered. Redness and slight irritation remained at site for an additional week before clearing up.

958937 12/29/2020 01/20/2021 AS 63.0 63 F Headaches started 01/08/2021 and would come and go during the day.  The last two days not as much.

958938 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 PA 71.0 71 F After 15 minutes I had tightness in my chest, headache, and felt my senses were hypersensitive (visual, focus);  felt "speedy".   I checked my pulse and it was normal (80)

958939 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 MI 50.0 50 M Left eye swelling and red, itchy, tearing, blurry, warm.

958942 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NY 28.0 28 F no side effects after shot other than sore arm until 8 days later when the injection site became red, warm and a little swollen. Appears less red today than yesterday but still warm and swollen. No other symptoms and feeling healthy otherwise.

958943 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NY 62.0 62 F Day 8 after vaccine, the injection site was swollen, firm, and itchy.  By Day 9, itching is gone, but swelling and firmness remain. No color change. In the weeks prior to the vaccination, I had been experiencing muscular pain in my back which was treated by acupuncture. After the vaccination, the muscle pain returned and continues.

958944 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 FL 49.0 49 F Redness around the site and only notice after she took the collegen

958945 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 WA 50.0 50 F tried to use a cream Dr prescribed for hemrrhoids, had to have them surgically cut, drained of blood clotts, sent home. went back to urgent care 4 day later still in a lot of pain, was given a surgical consult, waiting for a appointment. Rash Dr prescribed prednisone and topical cream 2x daily on rash, still having rash issues spreading.

958949 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 IA 49.0 49 F Extreme fatigue Moderate pain in the injection arm Moderate to severe headache.  Still there even after ibuprofen. Mild nausea only lasted about an hour about 6 hours post injection.  Body aches treated with ibuprofen  and rest

958951 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 OR 27.0 27 F I had fatigue and body aches after about 2 hours following the injection. I also had severe muscle and joint pain in the arm I received the injection in for about 2 days following the injection. I could not sleep on my arm, had difficulty lifting it over my head, and still experience some tenderness when I rub my upper arm.  I have never experienced this much pain following a vaccination in my entire life.

958952 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 PA 71.0 71 F Cough  dysponea  fever

958957 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 MD 50.0 50 F patient says she feels sleepy, denies other symptoms. patient rested on cot x 15 min, BP= 100/70, p=100,  patient alert and oriented but report she had TBI 2years ago.

958960 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 CA 46.0 46 F One week post-vaccine injection, sharp pains began on and off on the left side of my face. These moved from cheek to jaw to lip to left eye and at the nasal base. There was also stabbing pain in the left eye.  I thought this was due to just being tired from long days at work, but I was also aware it might have been related to the vaccine. Therefore, I took 1600 mg of acyclovir I had on hand to prevent occasional cold sores and went to sleep. The following day, unfortunately, these sharp pains persisted on and off throughout the day. I retook acyclovir and went to work. I reported this to my PCP, and she thought it was unrelated to the vaccine. I spoke with surgeons in my of?ce, and after examination, they both clearly said it was a reaction in my 5th cranial nerve. They both recommended prednisone or methylprednisolone, but my PCP didn't agree, and therefore, I did not receive a prescription for prednisone. I retook acyclovir, and by the following afternoon of  Friday, January 15, I was no longer experiencing sharp pains on the left side of my face.

958961 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 UT 68.0 68 M Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine EUA  Developed uncontrolled spasms of the muscles in left hand. Effects lasted intermittently for approximately 72 hrs.

958962 12/31/2020 01/20/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Hives and itchiness at injection site 8 days after initial immunization. Redness with splotchy appearance and slight irritation remained for 7 days after initial hives.

958965 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 NY 72.0 72 F Itchy a with raised hives at injection site .  Started 8 days after injection. 1/18. called MD and has been taking Benadryl.  Now seeking advise of an Allergist before taking 2nd dose.

958966 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 58.0 58 F ONE WEEK LATER RASH APPEARED AT SITE OF INJECTION.  SWELLING AT INJECTION SITE.

958969 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 WA 44.0 44 F Erythematous itchy maculo-papular rash that appeared 10 days after vaccine on trunk and spread up to neck and down to thighs. I am a physician and am treating myself with cetirizine, prednisone 40 mg daily, and topical steroids.

958970 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 NY 39.0 39 M Itchy rash on trunk, legs, arms

958974 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 TX 55.0 55 M Indurated with erythema and warm to touch, Keflex 500mg TID q7 days with an ice pack and IBU/Tylenol for pain and inflammation

958975 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 MI 51.0 51 F reports about 15-30 minutes after receiving the moderna covid-19 vaccine, she noticed some shortness of breath.  She reports this continued for about 4 days post-vaccination.  She is already prescribed an inhaler and utilized it, but notes, usually with her asthma she feels relief after utilizing her inhaler. states that she did not notice relief from this dyspnea with her inhaler for the 4 days.

958979 12/28/2020 01/20/2021 NY 42.0 42 F 20 minutes after shot whole nose went numb and left arm and hand were tingly - last 2-3 days 2 hours later both facial cheeks went numb and tingly- lasted 2-3 days 4 hours later bad headache lasted 4 days diarrhea on day 2 severe nausea day of shot and 2 days to follow

958980 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Did have chills, body aches, joint pains, fever 101.5, pain into left shoulder blade, and lightheaded. Heart rate increased from 125 to 140 (not within 15 min of vaccination during monitoring period).  Symptoms lasted 36 hrs.

958981 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 MS 25.0 25 F redness and swelling at injection site. feverish and swelling has gotten bigger as the day goes it becomes the size of a quarter. Now it is burning and soreness.

958983 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 OH 28.0 28 F hives at site, fever, swollen and red

958985 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 FL 69.0 69 F About one week after the injection,  my arm developed a red  patch, about 3 inches long by 1-1/2 inches wide. The patch is itchy and feels slightly hard.  There are also several bumps or pimple- like spots.

958986 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Developed mild lip and ear swelling (R>L) and mild redness of upper chest about 10min after receiving vaccine. VS table.   Given 50mg IM Benadryl., within 15 min symptoms resolved. Did c/o mild nausea and drowsiness afterwards. Developed hoarse voice which she stated was a common reaction she has after exposure to allergens due to her "reactive ariway disease."  Monitored for 30 min; no further symptom developed, VS remain normal.  Left with husband; ED precautions given.  Lot# 042L20A Moderna

958988 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 NH 36.0 36 F Erythema & pruritis on head, trunk and arms. Tingling on tongue, no visible angioedema. No hives. Epinepherine 0.3mg IM given.

958989 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 OR 38.0 37 F Redness,  swelling at the site,  lump size of a tennis ball, pain, edema, and hard to the  touch.  Received steroid injection.

958993 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 FL 51.0 51 F Headache and vomiting

958994 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 ME 34.0 34 F Lightheaded, monitored for 30 mins and discharged with symptom resolution

958995 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 DE 43.0 43 F Delayed reaction 8 days later large round patch at injection site, hot to touch and burning, itching.  Progressively getting worse . Seeking Treatment now.

958996 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 OH 48.0 48 F 13:45 Pt c/o nausea, shaking, and clammy.  BP 150/88, HR 74, RR 201, SO2 98% T:98 Pt reports eating prior.  Water given to pt.  First COVID19 dose administered 12/23/2020.  Pt. reports having no reaction to 1st dose. 13:55 BP 142/80, faint 14:04 Pt. reports nausea resolved.  Denies feeling shaking/clammy.  Pt. reports having a co-worker bring her to the vaccination site.   14:08 BP 140/74, HR 68, SO2 99% RA, Pt reports her normal BP ranges 110-115/70-80s.  Pt left vaccination site at 14:14.  Dr. notified of above at 14:20, encouraged pt.to call PCP.  Educated Pt. to contract her PCP prior to her leaving vaccination site.

958997 12/23/2020 01/20/2021 MO 52.0 52 F 12:00 noon my arm was super sore and swollen and I could barely raise it. By the evening on the 24th I was super tired. Christmas , the 25th,I was really fatigued. 26th, I was very fatigued and no energy - like I almost had the flu. 27th - the same - couldn't get out of bed. 28th -  started getting a dry, hacky cough and then it went away. 29th - tried to go to work and I didn't feel good at all and I just wasn't feeling myself. Had brain fog. Went to work - things that I know that Know wasn't there because of brain fog. Felt really like flu symptoms that night. 30th - body aches; headache and eyes felt like pressure behind them. Sent me to COVID and it was positive - was out 2 weeks from work. Went to back to work last week - but I still had shortness of breath, brain fog and fatigue and cough on Moday the11th; super tired still and I kept pushing myself to try to work and by Friday, 15th, I was just done. Exhausted. 16th - still having fatigue and 17th I thought I felt better when I woke up but still had my shortness of breath, cough and brain fog. At 2:00 pm I started feeling dizzy and faint like. I ate and within 20-30 min after food started throwing up, pounding headache. Every time I started trying to drink I would throw up. Monday, 18th, I went to work and I noticed whenever I moved around I was dizzy and short of breath and I couldn't eat or I would throw up. So slept the rest of the day. About 4:pm on Monday I thought I was going to pass out. 02 level at 86. Heartrate - Palpitations at 130. It was bouncing. Hving chest pressure, dizzy, pounding heart - 02 86 and  Heartrate145. ER at 5:00 pm at Medical Ctr. Nausea medicine: Phenergan and Zofran. Did IV to hydrate me as I was dehydrated. Gave me Pepsid. I was a direct admit. They kept giving me hydration and nausea med and med for headaches and cardio workup - cardio came back normal. Severe lung inflammation. Was in the hospital until evening of 19th.Y 2

958999 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CO 76.0 76 F Day 1-3: Fatigue, sore arm Day 4-6: None Day 7-9: Injection site red, swollen and hot, fatigue, vertigo, dizziness, weakness, facial swelling---experiencing now.

959004 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 OR 46.0 46 F On 1/14/ 2021 @ aprox 6pm, the injection site suddenly began burning sensation and had a raised white ring around a red hot center. It began as the size of Suzanne b Anthony coin.  Over the course of a few hours the white rind turned I to a larger knot/lump the size of a silver dollar. I began feeling feverish and the entire arm ached. The itch was intense so I used topical anti itch cream in an attempt to subdue the sensation. It helped slightly. I also began oral antihistamines and a fever reducer , following protocol as if I had been stung by a bee/wasp and experience a similar reaction.  On 01/15/2021  in the am I decided to report my reaction via the V-safe app that was given in the pamphlet at the time of the drivethru clinic. It allowed me to set up my profile and make an initial report, however after an hour had passed my arm had continued to swell, itch, and become painful to use and I was unable to continue my daily activities. The swelling had a strange bruising appearance aprx 4inch in size  so I tried to report it to the app. At that point the app would not allow me to report and just kept sending sign in codes that would allow anything. Over the course of the next few days the app kept sending codes but would not allow for anymore updated reporting.  I decided to email our health department who had provided the drive thru vaccinations on 1/7/2021 and 1/8/2021. Thats was 1/14/2021. On 1/16/2021 a reply was finally received with only instructions to contact my person primary care physican. I do not have health care. health Department did send a link to this reporting form.  Today 1/20/2021 the redness and swelling have subsided leaving a faint 6inch discoloration under the skin. The shoulder joint and elbow joint ache dully and the bicep muscle spasms at times of use. Physically I feel better at the time of this statement. I did take a couple of pictures at the beginning of the reaction of the affected area/arm.  Others in our area on these same dates gave experienced delayed reactions to different degrees as well.

959006 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 KY 30.0 30 F I received the shot on 1/6/21 and had soreness and a red spot at the injection site for the first 3 days. The red spot persisted, then on Sunday 1/10 the red spot became hot, itchy, and raised. There was a quarter sized red circle around the injection site, and then a larger and lighter red spot around that about 4 inches in diameter. This bigger irregular circle lasted through Friday 1/15 when it began to be less hot, itchy, and red. The quarter sized red spot around the injection site is still there as of today 1/20/21 though is mostly faded.

959008 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 NY 62.0 62 F Associate went to ER with arm pain, redness and swelling around the injection site.  Diagnosed with cellulitis.  Was unable to lift her arm up fully for days.  Seen by PMD and ER.  Treated with antibiotics

959009 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 OH 28.0 28 F fever, hives, swelling and redness at site

959011 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 29.0 29 F Pt. states that she is unable to adduct/abduct or lift arm above shoulder and extreme pain when moving arm and weakness in right hand. Tylenol/ibuprofen/heat has not helped.

959012 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 KY 72.0 72 F Severe Headache, fatigue

959013 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 IN 69.0 69 F Rash, redness, heat and some swelling at injection site.

959014 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 WI 61.0 61 F Starting on 1/15, Severe headache, vomiting x3 days, hives all over body for 3 days. Injection site arm very itchy.

959015 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 MA 62.0 62 F Pt entered observation @ 1315.  Patient c/o itching BL hands/wrist @ 1340. Benadryl 25mg was given @ 1340.  V/S Obtained.  BP-166/103, P-82, R-24, O2-97%.  Still continued to voice s/s of itching @ 1407.  Remains in observation @ present time.  V/S also retaken @ 1407.  BP-140/93, P-84, R-18, O2-97%.  States Benadryl 25mg had alleviated some of the s/s as well.  Pt voices no s/s of itching @ 1423, left observation @ 1424.

959016 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 TX 66.0 66 F swelling on outside of earlobes anti helix. forming bulges on ears. moving upward, chills.slight headache, sharp pains in stomach,

959017 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 VT 41.0 41 F Patient got her 2nd dose of Pfizer covid vaccine on 1/8.  On 1/11 she had intermittent chest pain that lasted a few days and started to notice small purpura rash on left breast.  She didn't think much of it but noticed the same type of rash on her pant line and then right thigh.  On 1/15 she called Occupational Health who advised her to go straight to the ED.Y Y 2

959018 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 MD 37.0 37 F 12:45pm: Pt c/o lightheaded, stated visual disturbances, skin color pale, and diaphoretic about 15-20 minutes after receiving the COVID 19 vaccine.  Juice given. B/P 60/30 and pt.'s head placed between her knees. Pt transported via W/C to the cot and placed in supine position. 12:50pm: Pt stated she felt better with improvement in skin color noted B/P  102/70. 1pm: Pt states she continues to feel better B/P 106/70. Pt discharged from post-vaccination site via  W/C with her husband (driver). Pt instructed to call her PCP to report this event.

959019 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 PA 30.0 30 F Patient was in Observation area.  Witnessed by RN fainting and sliding to floor.  Other RNS and Paramedic immediately at her side.  Initially groggy but came alert and oriented quickly.  Initially Bradycardic and hypotensive.  IV started and  immediate improvement. History of vasovagal episode with blood draws.  Denied injuries or discomfort. Sent by ambulance

959020 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 69.0 69 M severe chills, headache, fever, heart trouble, muscle aches, eye pain and joint pain.

959023 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CO 76.0 76 F Day 1-3: Sore arm, fatigue Day 4-6: Normal Day 7-present: Injection site is red, swollen and hot, fatigue, dizziness, vertigo, weakness

959024 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 GA 27.0 27 F Fatigue and intermittent weakness

959025 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 IL 30.0 30 F Moderate pain at the injection site lasted ~36 hours after shot. Six days after vaccine was given, I experienced an enlarged lymph node on the left side base of my neck. The lymph node was about the size of a dime, firm, and tender to the touch. Minimal armpit pain was experienced (similar to an ingrown hair), except there wasn't an ingrown hair. On the 7th day, about  15 hours after noticing the enlarged lymph node, swelling and tenderness has reduced, but has not disappeared completely.

959026 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 MO 41.0 41 M Sweating,  increased heart rate,

959031 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 FL 78.0 78 F I got the shot on Monday 1/11/2021, had a slight fever on the 12th and couldn't raise my arm higher then my shoulder. On the 13th my arm was fine. Then I didn't worry about till the 01/18/2021 in the evening and it felt warm and it was a big patch of red (looked like a rash) about 3 inches long and 2 inches wide like a oval shape. On Tuesday 01/19/2021 I called my doctor,  spoke with nurse what was going on. Doctor told her to put cold compresses on the site 15 minutes on and then 15 minutes off and take Tylenol as needed. The area is still warm and the redness area is still there.    Did go to local grocery store and spoke with pharmacist who advised her to contact VAERS.

959033 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 VA 82.0 82 F Patient received injection of Covid 19 vaccine - needle was not attached securely and vaccine ran down patients arm -patient didnot receive full dose of vaccine . Medical director for Health Dept. was on site. 2nd dose was administered after discussing with patient. Patient was monitored for 30 minutes after receiving the second dose for any adverse reactions .Patient didnot have any adverse reaction. She was called 01/19/2020 and 01/20/2020 and reported no adverse reactions.

959035 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 WA 29.0 29 M Low grade headache started at 19:30 Jan 6 and has continued through Jan 7. Tenderness at injection site, shoulder hurts to move and arm is sore down to elbow (feels bruised and weak).  Nausea at between 17:30 & 20:15 Jan 6. Mild joint paint. Not all joints just the ones that normally hurt when I get sick. Overall feeling tired and low energy.  Jan 7 - Jan 8: Redness at injection site and some minor swelling.

959038 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 MN 47.0 47 F Approximately 2 weeks after vaccination, an injection site reaction occurred. Arm swelling, skin is bright red, hot. Symptoms have persisted for 20 hours at this time. Some itching, "numb" feeling when touched.

959039 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 MD 51.0 51 F On the 8th day after vaccine I developed a red itchy rash at site of infection. On 9th day (today) the rash has doubled in size and is still itchy.
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959040 12/29/2020 01/20/2021 NY 44.0 44 F The employee was vaccinated with her first dose on 12/29/20 in the am. By the evening she had a headache. By Wednesday(12/30/20) morning, the headache was severe and lasted until Saturday(1/2/21) morning. Friday(1/1/21) the headache was so severe she almost went to the emergency room. She also reported that Friday she vomited frequently. That Saturday, she noticed the whole right side of her face was numb and tingling, was uncomfortable but not painful, "like when your foot falls asleep." As of Sunday(1/3/21) morning, all the symptoms had resolved all together she believes.

959042 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 CO 52.0 52 F 4 days after vaccination (01/15/2021) client stated she was having armpit soreness without swollen lymph nodes.  This morning (01/20/2021) when she woke up she had a 1 inch red circle around injection site, swollen and warm to touch.  Advised client to seek medical care either by PCP or Urgent Care.

959043 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 CA 41.0 41 F The day after the injection, the injection site became red for approximately three days.  After three days the redness began to disappear.  On the morning of the 8th day, a large red rash developed at the injection site.  Over 24-hours the rash has grown and become warm to the touch and swollen.   The rash is itchy.  At this time the rash is approximately  2.5-3 inches in diameter.

959044 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 VA 48.0 48 M 3 days following injection, pt developed severe vertigo, headache, bilateral eye pain, weakness.  Pt advised to rest, hydrate and use APAP and/or ibuprofen for headache.  Pt declined in-person evaluation.  Symptoms improved within 24 hours.

959045 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 OH 47.0 47 F Arm started itching at injection site and a red "welt" developed on 1/19/21, Itching not as bad 1/20/21 but still has a red welt

959048 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 NC 39.0 39 F Pt received vaccine and was fine for the 15 minutes after then developed numbness & tingling in right side of face & arm & top of hand. Lower body not affected. No treatment, BP was 103/75 & HR 83. PT had no other issues.

959050 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 TX 65.0 65 F After 8 days my arm started hurting. It has red welts on it and feels hot. Today is day 10 and it?s redder than before.

959054 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 NY 64.0 64 F Swollen red arm - cellulitis 10 days after vaccination

959055 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 OK 69.0 69 F Rash all over my back. Almost looked like little bug bites or shingles, but they were neither.

959056 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 LA 58.0 58 F RASH ON INSIDE CORNER OF RIGHT EYE SPREADING OVER BRIDGE OF NOSE TO LEFT EYE. EMPLOYEE DENIES ITCHING, BURNING, OR PAIN.

959058 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 PA 65.0 65 F The day following the vaccination, developed high blood pressure and tachycardia.

959059 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 MI 17.0 17 F No adverse reactions.  The patient is underage and was not supposed to receive the shot until turning 18.  We were advised to give the second dose after the patient turns 18 per the CDC.

959061 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 MA 23.0 23 F Elevated temp of 100.0,  increased from 99.0, Upper Back Pain, Soreness of left arm (vaccine inj site).  Started around 7 am today.  OTC med for elevated temp, recheck temp in 4 hours, if no relief by 6 pm, notify PCP.   If symptoms continue to worsen, notify PCP.

959069 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 WA 33.0 33 F Itchy rash at injection site with 6 inch swelling

959070 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Cellulitis on 1/20/2021

959075 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 64.0 64 M patient states he felt fine the day he received the vaccine, but at 0500 on 1/15/2021 he was woken out of his sleep having difficulty breathing. He estimates this episode lasted 30 seconds- 1 minute. he drank a sip of water thinking that would help. He then had a second more severe episode that lasted about 2 minutes. "I could not breathe, it felt like I was under water". H stated that after the episodes he felt jittery and very fatigued the rest of the day.  He stated that the second episode was the worst he had ever had and thought he was going to pass out. He is a nonsmoker with NKDA. He does have asthma. He is on an inhaler and has a rescue inhaler. He stated that his last episode was 3-4 months ago, but these episodes were different. " It was a bigger fight to breathe".  On 1/18/2021  at 2100  He had another episode that lasted 1-2 minutes. He used his inhaler, and improved. He was weak and dizzy after this episode and was unable to go to work.

959076 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 TX 44.0 44 M reports development of right arm redness and swellling related to covid vaccine administration. On 1/16/21, he reports having fatigue and body aches. On 1/17/21, he reported right arm redness, swelling, and warmth which increased throughout the day. He took 800 mg of Ibuprofen and ultimately sought care at a local emergency department, and was prescribed two oral antibiotics. stated the emergency room provider diagnosed the condition as cellulitis and informed patient the condition is a known side effect of vaccines. As of this writing, patient reports a decrease in redness/tenderness and no pain.

959077 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 OR 25.0 25 F Chill, fatigue, headache, muscle pain, pain at injection site

959080 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 GA 28.0 28 F Chills, fever, loss of appetite, Bell?s palsy , headaches

959082 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 TX 35.0 35 M After 5 minutes having the vaccine, felt flushing, dizziness, weakness, tongue numbness, heart rate increased, scratchy throat. Lasted for about two minutes, then went away. Then started to shiver which lasted about 10 minutes.

959084 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 CA 72.0 72 F Patient reported feeling like she had a pinching nerve pain on the left side of her neck/shoulder. BP: 193/107; 226/130; 187/110. Patient was transported to the Emergency room following EMS assessment.

959087 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Patient states when she woke up the next morning and went to the bathroom she got a feeling like she was about to pass out so she states that she sat down on the bathroom floor to avoid passing out. She then states that her husband told her that her head slowly fell back and she started shaking and her eyes remained open. She also states that her husband said he was shaking her and lightly tapping her face until she gained back consciousness but shortly after she did it again. She states her husband said it didn't last long but she does not remember passing out or what she believes was a small seizure episode. She states that after her reactions resided she went to see her doctor and he took her vitals, did some blood work, and tested her for COVID and the Flu. Patient also states that having the reaction she developed a bad headache while waiting in the doctors office. States that on Saturday her headache wasn't as bad as on Friday and on Sunday she developed sharp, stabbing pains to the right side of her head that is not constant but comes and goes every now and then. Patient states her and her husband came across a fox news article that stated the vaccine she received is in question and believes that could be part of the reason for her adverse reactions. Patient states that she still doesn't feel normal but her doctor told her to give it a few more days for symptoms to subside.

959089 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 NY 34.0 34 F 7 days after receiving the first dose of the Moderna Covid19 vaccine, I experienced a quarter sized rash just left of the injection site on my left arm. The rash was red, circular, slightly raised and was itchy. By the next day, the rash had grown in size to about 5 inches long by 3 inches wide, in a more oval shape and continued to itch. By the third day, the rash size was consistent with the day before except that it no longer itched. Today (1/20), the redness remains and the size remains consistent, still does not itch.

959090 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 OR 31.0 31 F Jan 4, 2021 received shot at work in morning around 11:00 am- felt fine at work all day. Around 7:00 that night began to have back pain, fever reached up to 102 around 2:00 am and took Tylenol. Felt very weak, headache, difficulty walking and decreased balance. On Jan 5, 2021 still had back ache and headache. On Jan 6, 2021 I felt better and began to have abdominal pain after eating dinner. I assumed it may be because of eating more then I had in past few days and did not attribute to much but the pain gradually increased to a strange burning/pressure across my upper abdomen that night. Very nauseous and ran low grade fever (99.45). Next morning I had less diffuse pain and could localize it to right lower quadrant.Y 1

959092 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 MD 29.0 29 F Dizzy, vision blurry.  BP140/98 P118.  Rest, juice. Felt better, called contact for pick-up. BP119/98, P95 @1:10pm.  Feeling better but still feels slight dizziness. Transported via w/chair to ride w/brother.

959093 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 ME 42.0 42 F About 8 minutes into my 15 minute observation time after receiving my first COVID vaccine, my tongue started tingling.  The observation nurse gave be a Benadryl and water.  within the next minutes my whole body started tingling, I felt nauseas, and felt like I was going to pass out. The nurse laid me on the ground.  I asked her to take my BP and pulse.  For me it was high 145/98.  My pulse was also reported t be high.  I was able to swallow and breath.  I continued to have waves up and down my whole body of tingling, nasusea and cold sweats.  The nurse called my husband to come.  I was able to sit up after about 20 minutes.  The waves of feeling sick continued for about an hour.  After having some food and drink about 2 hours later I was able to drive home.  I was exhausted, nauseous, and had a headache the next 2 days.  I am concerned to get my second vaccine.

959094 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 WI 58.0 58 F Left arm is itching, swollen, and burning

959096 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 TX 74.0 74 F Sweeling at the injection site

959098 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 TX 65.0 65 F On day 8 I developed a rash with pain at the injection site. It is hot. It has spread on gotten bigger since. Today is day 10.

959099 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 PA 80.0 80 F Seven days after innoculation left arm in area of innoculation started to itch and a mild rash appeared.  Purchased hydrocortisone cream 1%  day after itching started (today).

959100 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 33.0 33 F I recently had COVID-19 in December, but I was cleared to receive the vaccine by a member of the COVID vaccine clinic. The day after I received the vaccine I had a fluctuating fever of 101 F, body aches, fatigue, chills, nausea, and I vomited once. My arm was also very sore, but there was not swelling or redness at the site of injection. The side effects abated the next day, and I felt completely normal by Monday the 18th.

959102 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 NE 30.0 30 F About 6-7 days after vaccine administration noticed arm was erythematous and itchy over area where vaccine was administered. Also noted slight bump under the skin in same area.

959104 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 IL 35.0 35 F Warm, red, bumpy, and itchy rash at injection site about 3 inches in diameter.  This showed up about 8 days after receiving the first dose.  Before that, I had no issues other than the expected tenderness at injection site which lasted about a day.

959105 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NV 66.0 66 F Sore arm first couple of days.  Then everything was fine.  Itching began at the site of injection 6 days after.  Itching continuing.  Light red area around injection site approximately 2 1/2" X 3".  Area is not noticeably swollen or inflamed.  Injection site is slightly sensitive.  No other symptoms.

959106 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 OR 44.0 44 F developed a localized itchy erythematic maculopapular rash to injection site 8 days after vaccine administration. Now rash is spreading outward.  About 10cm across. no other symptoms

959110 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  A 4.5 cm itchy, red, warm rash noticed at about 5:30 pm on 1/19/21. The rash is located 2cm below the vaccine injection site on the left deltoid. The rash has not spread but continues to be bothersome.

959112 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 DE 53.0 53 F Employee given Pfizer for Dose #2 instead of Moderna. Error.  No adverse reaction.

959113 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Since that day I have experienced dizziness, pain in the arm, swollen lymph nodes both sides of the neck and under arms and lot of nausea.. I also had severe body ache for 4 days after the shot. Dizziness gets worse if I walk faster.

959114 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 OR 30.0 30 F I received my first dose of the vaccine. I felt fine when I waited the 15 minutes after receiving it. Then about 5 minutes after leaving, I felt weak as if I was about to faint. Once I got to Peds, I felt even more weak. I could barely sit up. Nurse advised me to go back. Once I got there I was still feeling weak. I was sent home. The rest of the evening I was still feeling weak and as if I was about to get a headache, The next day (1/8), I felt muscle aches and tiredness. It hurt to even walk. As well my arm where I received the vaccine was sore and hurt to move.

959115 01/02/2021 01/20/2021 FL 34.0 34 F Tinnitus started in right ear within hour after receiving first vaccination but resolved within a couple of day. Within 24 hours of receiving second vaccination had muffled hearing, Jan 3, 2021. Symptoms were ignored thinking they would resolve. When symptoms persisted and evaluated patient was noted to have a severe right sided low frequency hearing loss with poor word recognition score.  Patient was started on high dose steroids with partial recovery of symptoms.

959117 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 VA 34.0 34 F Hyperglycemia (>200) beginning at onset of other side effects (low grade fever, chills, body aches) at around 8hrs after vaccine (1/16 @ 2000hrs). Hyperglycemia persisting past other effects (which lasted ~24hrs) and now at day 4 of persistent BGL >200, with periods of >300. BGL is typically well maintained (most recent A1C was 6.3%).

959119 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 GA 18.0 18 F Within 30 minutes of receiving the vaccine her face swollen up. She was transported to ER. Her sister took her. They treated with an allergic reaction with steroids and Benadryl.  She came home after being treated.     Today - she starting having body aches and  a fever.

959120 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 31.0 31 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Swollen Left Eyelid 1st day and on 2nd day Right Eye Swollen as well

959121 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Painful lump, swelling, rash/hives at injection site 8th day after getting shot. Spot is getting progressively painful.

959123 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NY 33.0 33 F On 1/18/21, exactly one week after injection, the injection site became swollen, red, and very itchy. I developed a rash across my upper chest and back. The rash was also itchy. The next day, on 1/29/21, a lymph node above my left collarbone swelled to the size of a walnut.

959125 12/29/2020 01/20/2021 KY 76.0 76 F Employee received vaccine on 12/29/2020, was diagnosed with COVID-19 on 1/12/2021, had ED visit, received the Bamlanivimab infusion, returned to the ED on 1/16/2021, was admitted with dehydration, currently remains inpatient receiving Remdesivir infusion. Y 5

959126 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 PA 43.0 43 F soreness, tenderness, turning to swelling, welted, hot to touch, red spreading into a wider circle

959128 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 NY 50.0 50 F My upper left arm has a red butterfly shaped outline about 6 inches wide

959129 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 HI 81.0 81 F 1/5/21 PT was vaccinated. 1/16/21 arm became red/itchy/swollen at vaccination site.

959131 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 OR 29.0 29 F My symptoms started on 1/12/21 and lasted through 1/13/21. My highest temp. was 102.5 F.

959132 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 FL 65.0 65 F tingling in left arm. injection was in left arm.  the tingling is constant.

959133 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 WI 36.0 36 F Arm is red, swollen, and hot to the touch since she had her vaccine.

959134 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IN 28.0 28 F 01/19/21 6am- intense pain at injection site and small blue bruise.  10am- body aches began, upset stomach, swollen tonsils, scratchy throat, very tired, unable to move right arm without pain and very tender to the touch.   12pm- worsened all symptoms listed above 4pm- body aches starting to get better, still experiencing intense arm pain and scratchy throat 9pm- headache began. Took 600mg ibuprofen and went to bed  01/20/21 6:30 am- woke up with a headache, right arm feeling much better but still some discomfort. 9:30am- headache. Took 800mg ibuprofen  1:00 pm- all symptoms have subsided

959141 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 NY 52.0 52 F Moderna Covid-19 vaccine EUA Soreness at the injection site, body aches, chills, fatigue Treated effectively with ibuprofen

959142 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 CT 83.0 83 F Patient received first dose of Moderna vaccine today at 2:20pm. She was asked to wait in observation area for 30 minutes which went without incident. At 3:10pm husband came into clinic to notify staff was feeling unwell. Recipient was found in car to be alert and oriented X3 but complaining of scratchy throat with difficulty swallowing and  10/10 headache. VS at 3:15pm were HR 78 BP 142/84 and O2 SAT 97% RA.  Patient able to verbalize her condition and able to follow instructions. Denies dizziness or loss of consiousness. Denied nausea, vomiting. Epinephrine on hand but not administered as patient declined and patient was responding to commands appropriately. 911 called and assessed patient at scene. After being assessed in ambulance, patient declined being transported to hospital and signed release with ambulance staff.

959144 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 27.0 27 F Idiopathic intracranial HTN - IIH Y 2

959146 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 GA 86.0 86 F Not only did I get a reaction on the 17th but also the same reaction today on Jan 20th.  Fever of 101.3 Cold, and tired.  Took 2 tylenol and 2 pm and will take 2 more at 8 PM

959148 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Delayed induration and induration at injection site. Started 72 hours after vaccine continuing at least till day 9. Likely DTH/ Type IV reaction

959149 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 HI 24.0 24 F 9:55 am Participant, while waiting in the post-vax area, asked area monitor for water.  She stated that she felt warm.  Complained of lightheadedness.  No nausea, difficulty breathing.  Monitor provided her a bottle of water and asked EMS who was on standby in the area to take her blood pressure (115/67, pulse 72).  10:30 participant informed EMS that she felt fine and EMS offered to wheel her to her friend's car.  PHN briefly met participant and she stated, "I'm feeling fine."

959150 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 OR 26.0 26 F Light headed, rash on arm that vaccine was administered too

959152 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 HI 32.0 32 F 11:15 am Participant was sitting in post-vaccination monitoring area.  She raised her hand and complained of lightheadedness.  Monitor offered her bottled water.  She stated she had eaten breakfast.  No other complaints.  BP 140/80, pulse 90, RR 16.  No signs or symptoms of distress.  She was able to walk 10 feet  forward and back to her chair without difficulty.  She stated she will continue to sit until she feels ready.   11:36 am stated she felt okay and proceeded to the exit.

959153 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 SC 41.0 41 F I woke up the morning after I received vaccine with positional vertigo. I have had it once before, about 10 years ago, but it was after a sinus infection. I have no congestion, no ear issues. It has now been almost a week, and the vertigo persists. It is especially worse when I go to bed and when I get up too fast.

959155 12/28/2020 01/20/2021 SD 69.0 69 M Fever Stomach ache Loss of Appetit Cold stuffy nose  Difficulty breathing         Lasted about  24 hours with acceptation of the stuffy nose (Cold)

959156 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 PA 39.0 39 F Around 12 hrs later, I started feeling general fatigue, chills, no fever and achy all over.  Didn't sleep well. I didn't take any meds since I'm pregnant. Symptoms peaked around 26 hours after vaccine. I slept almost all day. A very deep sleep. I started to feel a little better gradually. At 36 hours, I was completely back to normal. I am currently 31 weeks. I was 29 when I received the vaccine.  Even with everything I experienced, I would do it again.

959157 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 MD 33.0 33 F Headache on right side; feels increased heart beat; dizziness, feeling of blacking out, stuffiness, cold sweat. BP118/80.   Improved over time but still some right headache & eyes "tired" @1:10pm @pick-up by husband. Transported to car via wheelchair.

959158 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 FL 65.0 65 F arm numbness. tingling sensation in total arm.

959160 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 29.0 29 F Unrelenting headache, chills, nausea, body aches, fever of 101.3F. Onset 14 hours after vaccine. Fever 20 hours after. Relieved with Tylenol and Motrin, ice packs.

959162 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 NY 69.0 69 F Arm/shoulder pain, nausea, sweating, chills, headache

959164 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 NY 72.0 72 F Itchy rash with raised hives noted 1/15/2021 at injection site. This was 8+ days after receiving vaccine.

959168 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 TN 32.0 32 F PT REPORTS THAT SHE WHEN SHE WOKE UP FOR WORK ON THE MORNING OF FRIDAY 1/15/2021 AT 6:30 AM TO GET READY FOR WORK SHE HAD HIVES ON HER CHEST, FACE AND BACK. SHE WENT ON TO WORK AND SHE SHOWED THE SCHOOL NURSE. THE NURSE GAVE HER A BENADRYL AND SHE WENT HOME. SHE SAID AFTER SHE HAD GOTTEN HOME SHE TOOK A 2ND BENADRYL  AND LAID  DOWN. WHEN SHE HAD WOKEN UP THE HIVES WERE GONE. LATER THAT NIGHT SHE NOTICED THAT SHE HAD RED BUMPS ALL OVER HER FACE. SATURDAY MORNING WHEN SHE WOKE UP SHE REPORTS SHE HAD HUNDREDS OF BUMPS THAT HAD SPREAD TO HER SHOULDERS, BACK AND CHEST.

959170 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 OR 48.0 48 F Arm tenderness and mobility, cannot move arm above her waist.

959171 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Right arm injection site red/blotchy. Arm swelled. Hot to touch. Swelling spread to forearm over night less than 24 hours from onset of symptoms.  Infection seen. Treated with antibiotics and allergy medications. Steroids. 1 week follow up

959172 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 WA 22.0 22 F Right after the vaccine was administered, my shoulder was swollen and very painful. I was amenable to move my arm. Those symptoms subsidized after 2 days. A week after the vaccine (1/19/2021), a lump appeared on my shoulder where the injection was done. The area is red, itchy and warm. Those symptoms have been observed for 2 days now.

959173 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 CA 72.0 72 F Day after injection--complaint of: Headache, chills, pain in injected arm, thirst, tired.

959174 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 IL 38.0 38 F Severe headache almost one month

959176 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NY 40.0 40 F BURNING, ITCHING, RASH ON AND AROUND INJECTION SITE.

959178 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 OR 42.0 42 F Apart from initial reaction, I experienced a delayed localized reaction 6 days subsequent to receiving vaccine. Reaction was at injection site. Raised red area, muscle soreness extending up into axillary and down through inner elbow into middle digits. Muscle weakness also experienced.

959184 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 OH 33.0 33 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Skin around injection site and upper arm red and warm to touch, also slightly painful

959187 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 OK 41.0 41 F Monitored patient for 15 minutes without reaction. She left the clinic and on her drive home started having numbness in lips and face,only L side, noticed small lump in L side of throat. On arrival at Seminole ED she received a "steroid injection" and was instructed by medical professional to take a oral Benadryl once she was home. She was alone and driving herself. No other treatment or extended observations necessary.

959189 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IA 26.0 26 F Migraine, bump the size of golf ball and redness at injection sight

959191 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 FL 28.0 28 F Redness, swelling, itchiness, and rigid muscle at vaccination site. Lasting over 7 days.

959193 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 MA 45.0 45 F joint pain headache fatigue low grade fever vertigo brain fog  starting several hours after vaccination, lasting for 36 hours.

959195 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 KY 33.0 33 F employee received vaccine 1/5/2021, presented to the ED on 1/6/2021 for c/o right side abdominal pain, fever, chills, loose stools, nausea.  Was treated for constipation and UTI, received Sulfa DS, Polyethylene glycol, naproxen.  1/20/2020 patient to PCP with patient reporting tachycardia, SOB, cough and felt horrible after receiving the COVID vaccine 2 weeks ago, woke up on 1/20/2020 with rash around both eyes, red patchy areas that are itchy and dry

959196 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 NY 33.0 33 F For three days after vaccine I had severe pain at injection site and swelling (left arm). Two nights after injection I had body chills.  One week and one day after injection (1/19/2021) I developed 6x7inch red swelling, with irregular border at injection site. The area was itchy and very hot to the touch. No pain on palpation and no fever. I also experienced pain under my left arm pit. The next day (1/20/2021) the swelling has gotten larger with same symptoms.

959197 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 GA 65.0 65 F Pt c/o numbness and tingling in hands and legs within 15 minutes after receiving the Moderna, covid-19 vaccine. B/P 187/77 at 10:29, 190/72 at 10:37, 189/76 10:42, 199/78 @ 10:50am, 187/69 @ 11:00 am. Instructed pt to f/u with PCP regarding b/p. Released to sister to home.

959200 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 ND 37.0 37 F Patient felt "funny" feeling in her chest. Cheeks flushed. Patient stood by window for cool air continued to have warm feeling in her chest. Patient began to feel trouble swallowing. O2 99% on room air. Epinephrine given, Solumedrol given. Trouble swallowing and warm feeling in chest resolved after 15 minutes

959202 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 MD 49.0 49 F C/O nausea, Dizziness, stated that she was about to find. The client was helped to floor, head flat, and leg elevated. The patient was alert and oriented, Vital signs were stable. VS: BP:105:68, 66 Reg, RR:18.  The mucosa was pink. Juice and water given, observed for 45 minutes.  sent home with boyfriend with instruction to F/U with PCP if symptoms persist and call 911 if symptoms worsen

959203 12/25/2020 01/20/2021 FL 78.0 78 F arm itching with rash over injection site-2 or 3 inch in size

959204 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 MA 36.0 36 F Pt. began to feel "funny" Chest felt "cold" Ears felt "cold" Back of throat "cold" EMT assessed as well as RN BP 180/80 she was given water and her husband drove her to their local hospital to be checked out at 1:15

959209 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 CT 42.0 42 F 8 days after receiving vaccine developed pain and redness and swelling at injection site.

959212 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F Thursday 1/6/21 body aches, fever, chills Fri, Sat, Sun- Vomiting and diarrhea. Low blood pressure (average 70/40 Went to  ER Sunday for hydration and low BP Wednesday 1/20/21 diarrhea x 25 episodes while at work, Sent home at 3:30pm. Body aches, chills, sever abdominal pain.Y

959217 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 NE 16.0 16 M No adverse events. The vaccine was administered in an error to the patient who is 16 year old.

959219 12/28/2020 01/20/2021 MA 21.0 21 F telephone call -itchy arm, neck, ED visit, RX benadryl, released after 1 hr, no resp/thrt, allergy consult; Incident rpt: -  I had received the vaccine around 4:45pm and was there for the 15 min of observation then went off to the floor I was floated to. Next around 6.40-6:45pm I started feeling chills and felt extremely itchy on my arm (the one I received the vaccine) my neck, and my eyes felt so itchy and puffed up. Then, the charge nurse sent me down to the ED because I was experiencing an allergic reaction; is advised to get second vaccine in allergist office

959221 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 76.0 76 F Extreme pain in arm (not just sore) and body aches, as if run over by a truck, chills (could not get warm), worst headache I can ever remember having, felt like ice picks thru my head, sensitive to light and noise, lasted from 2:00am until approx. 9:00pm on 1/19.

959223 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 TX 76.0 76 F Approximately 5 minutes post-vaccination patient called for staff saying she felt lightheaded.  Staff arrived and moved patient to floor,  head supported by patient's jacket.  We placed her feet above head (in a chair).  Upon questioning patient about her history with vaccines, patient stated she had had a similar reaction with blood draws, but not with a vaccine.  Patient also stated she is borderline diabetic and had only eaten a small bowl of cereal this morning and not had lunch yet.  Patient stated she was feeling better, we sat her up and she drank a bottle of orange juice.  Patient monitored for another 15 minutes, felt well and was escorted to her to her apartment and she claimed she felt well.  Patient instructed to call her PCP, 911, or go to the nearest emergency emergency room for any additional issues.

959224 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 CO 29.0 29 F 29-year-old female presented to the ED with complaints of nausea, vomiting, and fever. She received the COVID-19 vaccine yesterday. Initially, she felt well but around midnight she started having chills, fevers, and nausea/vomiting. She also complains of a headache with associated photophobia, with a headache described as a diffuse constant ache. She denies any abdominal pain or diarrhea. She denies any cough or cold symptoms. Prior to the onset of her symptoms around midnight, she felt fine.Y 1

959225 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NC 47.0 47 F 8 days after vaccine, I started feeling very fatigued.  My arm developed a rash, itching and some soreness at the injection site.  Rash is also hot to the touch.

959227 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 GA 92.0 92 F States got nauseated/vomited 24 hours after the vaccine  Client went to her primary physician to be checked out on 1/20/21 at 1:00pm with her son who reported her adverse reaction to her doctor and the health department.

959229 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 CA 65.0 65 F Chest Pain, High fever, chills, high blood pressure, high pulse, headache, weakness, stomach pain

959230 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 FL 68.0 68 F Bell?s Palsy left side face/ swelling in head/ brain Tele. Dr instructions antiviral if continues and visit in person

959231 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 52.0 52 M Fever 102.2 Paroxysmal Rigors Myalgia Fatigue (Lack of Lymphadenitis in affected arm this time)  (Previously diagnosed with COVID-19 in July, 2020, Had active antibodies IgG and IgM at time of first vaccine done in December, 2020)

959233 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 NY 53.0 53 F Urticaria and angioedema starting within 3 minutes of the vaccine treated at hospital.

959234 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NC 88.0 88 F red and swollen at site, warm to touch.

959236 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 FL 73.0 73 F First just arm pain then a few days later hot red and swollen at injection site. It is 2 weeks today and it has not gone away

959239 12/27/2020 01/20/2021 OR 40.0 40 F raised bump at injection site 1 week after vaccination

959241 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 OK 56.0 56 F Headache, nausea, dizziness and joint pain that started about noon 1/20/21.  Took some Advil and laid down,  headache has resolved, not feeling nauseous but still having joint pain in hands with stiffness, knuckles, and knee  pain and hips.

959242 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 CA 26.0 26 F fever 103, hives on face , neck , back and chest,, dry throat , mild sob, mild lightheadedness

959243 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NC 47.0 47 F fatigue, redness, hotness, itching and soreness at injection site 8 days after vaccination

959244 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 CT 26.0 26 F Injection site reaction - soreness, swelling, redness Headache, chills, fatigue

959245 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 TX 52.0 52 F After day 1 my arm developed a half dollar sized red circle which was warm to the touch - circle continued to get larger a little bit each day and was itchy but resolved and cleared up by 1/10/21 - on 1/13/21, the redness returned and the itching returned and spread drastically over my upper arm and was swollen and hot to the touch.  I went to my PCP and she determined that I had cellulitis due to bacterial skin infection over the injection site.  Another doctor was brought in that confirmed the diagnosis.  i was given a 7 day prescription of Bactrim and the arm started to clear up within 2 days of starting the antibiotic.

959248 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 CO 53.0 53 F Pt received dose #1 of Moderna COVID vaccine 1/18/21 Vaccine Clinic. 1/19/21 presented to urgent care for conjunctivitis. Per note "I discussed this may be a side effect of the vaccine or could truly be unrelated. I did discuss she should call the maternal [sic] hotline to discuss the symptoms." Per provider, potential vaccine reaction. Entered by PSS for tracking.

959253 01/16/2021 01/20/2021 34.0 34 F Vaccine Saturday morning, arm hurt later that day. Almost exactly 24 hours after vaccine on Sunday: sore throat, aches, fatigue in middle of the day, rested. Monday felt better in the morning, felt a little more tired than usual. Did a weight training work out, that afternoon started feeling funky and tired. Tuesday: felt sick, not as much as on Sunday, laid low.

959254 01/02/2021 01/20/2021 OR 40.0 40 F itchy throat, next day chills at night woke with fever itchy throat, terrible  r lung pain; lung pain still continues to occur throughout the day.  Hurting when she breaths or exhales, runny nose. Sought treatment Urgent Care

959257 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 MA 38.0 38 F The day of,  had arm soreness and fatigue, but had resolved after 4 days. However, after 10 days, had developed fatigue, tender lymph nodes in the axilla, and erythematous hive on the left arm where the vaccination was that resolved over the course of 4-5 days.

959258 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 CO 56.0 56 M On 1/9 and 1/10 had diarrhea plus headache and nausea.  On 1/13 felt dizzy with continued headache.  Called PCP on 1/11 and 1/13 and received medication for nausea and ibuprofen for headache.  Felt better by 1/15 but was advised by PCP not to return to work until1/18.  I request name of physician several days ago but he has not communicated that information.  His PCP is strongly advising receiving second dose but wants to pre-medicate.

959259 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 CA 77.0 77 F 5 minutes after vaccination started to feel "Funny" and "Distant".  Treated with PO juice.  Feeling continued x30 minutes, sent to Urgent Care and diagnosed with anxiety

959261 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 MA 56.0 56 F Patient received vaccine @ 1735, after receiving vaccine patient reported "feeling funny" & tingling to lips.  After 5 minutes of receiving vaccine patient then reported "feeling worse" & having a tightness to throat, Code Blue called, code cart & epi present. VSS, O2 sat 100%, BP 176/116, HR 88 bpm. ED code team arrived, patient stable and transported patient to ED via wheelchair for further evaluation.

959265 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Circular rash around injection site Warm to touch

959267 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 52.0 52 M received vaccine at 1300 on the Monday the 18th. At 0100 on the 19th side effects of fever 100.2, fatigue, taking Tylenol and Motrin to control fever. Adverse event is not as serve as the first dose. Symptoms are still occurring as of today.     I did have COVID in July, in December when I got the first dose I did still have antibodies in the body.

959268 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 PA 80.0 80 F Got sick this morning, vomiting with some dry heaving.

959270 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 57.0 57 F Painful joints started at 430PM 1/14/21 started in hands and progressed to entire body. By 630 PM I was in bed with muscle aches, chills, headache, nausea, extreme fatigue, slept 12 hours. Got up 1/15/21 in AM still no relief felt heart palpitations and some dyspnea on exertion with noted drops in pulse ox levels. SpO2 fluctuated from high 90s, then hovered in low 90s and had intermittent irregular drops to as low as 84%. Went to Urgent care at Primary's recommendation, O2 91%, CXR negative, Covid PCR done. SpO2 increased to 96% on ambulation, sent home.  Symptoms resolved 1/16 except for O2 drops. Covid negative report 1/17/21. SpO2 still fluctuating, Primary called 1/18/21 referred me to ER r/o PE. DDimer drawn, slightly elevated, CTA done negative for clot, discharged home.

959271 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 IL 56.0 56 F Recieved injection on Wednesday, 1/6/2021.  On Friday, 1/15/2021 woke up with a small red area on arm near injection site.  Each day rash increased in size.  On Wednesday, 1/20/2021 seen by provider and given steroid injection.  Size of rash had increased to 4 inches by 6 inches, red, raised rash.

959274 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 CA 31.0 31 F After receiving her first Moderna vaccine dose the patient became light-headed and laid down on the floor. Patient was monitored and felt better after approximately ten minutes. No treatment required.

959277 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 MN 31.0 31 M Shortness of breathe and throat swelling.  One dose of Epi pen administered and paramedics came and vitals were good. Taken to hospital for observation.

959278 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 MD F Mild dizziness & feeling of warmth. BP110/78.   Drank water & rested in chair.  Symptoms resolved & patient left ambulatory @9:30am accompanied by spouse.

959279 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 35.0 35 F patient reported right side throat pain, burning and pressure to right side of throat and ear.

959281 01/20/2012 01/20/2021 NC 66.0 57 F Per report of FNP, pt complained of swelling  of tongue, no acute respiratory distress at 3:16 pm,  pulse 104, O2 Sat 98%. Pt took Benadryl 50 mg. At 03:17 pm pulse 87, O2 Sat 99 %. At 3:27 pm pulse  82, O2 Sat 95 %.  At 3:32 pm pt was instructed  by  FNP to take Epi pen at home and call 911, if there is no improvement. Pt was discharged in stable condition per report of  FNP. RN.

959288 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 GA 71.0 71 F pt c/o tingling in left hand and fingers. Benadryl 50mg po given to patient, b/p 122/70, pulse 55 @ 4:24, b/p checked x 4 times, every 5 minutes, b/p and pulse remained around 120-130/70-77 pulse remains in the high 50's. Pt was released to husband to return home. Encouraged to f/u with PCP about event. Telephone call to pt around 6:45, pt states she was doing well, still had tingling in left hand and fingers. Denied any other symptoms.

959289 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 MN 31.0 31 F Same night had chills and fatigue, next morning hot/sweaty for hours, sore arm better by Sunday night. Mon/Tues itchy throat with random dry cough, if try to hold back watery eyes and/or runny nose. Wednesday red patches hives on face/neck.
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959292 12/28/2020 01/20/2021 CT 76.0 76 F Arm went stiff for two or three days and it was very painful and ache , bruise at injection site  for weeks no rash.

959293 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 MD 68.0 68 F Sudden Sensorineural Hearing Loss in left ear. Symptoms began Friday evening Jan. 8, 2021. Sounded like muffled sound in my ear, water running, ringing. Then on Saturday Jan.9, 2021 my left ear felt like it had to pop and I felt my hearing was impaired.  By Sunday evening Jan. 10, 2021, I could barely hear out of my left ear. I called MD immediately Monday morning, Jan. 11, 2021 and was seen that afternoon. I was examined and had a hearing test. I was diagnosed with SSHL and started treatment of a series of steroid injections directly into my eardrum to save my hearing immediately. I have had 2 injections and hearing test since then. The doctors feel this was a side effect of the COVID vaccine due to my compromised immune system, but not an allergic reaction, but a side effect. I had the same condition about 15 years ago from a virus.

959294 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 35.0 35 F patient reported sore throat, burning and pressure to right side of throat and right ear.

959295 12/23/2020 01/20/2021 TX 46.0 46 F 5 day post vaccine, I woke up in the AM and my arm was 'asleep.' It was very numb and tingling. I thought I had slept on it wrong. I disregarded then the next day, I had a large (size of softball) red area below the injection site. I also was experiencing serious tingling and numbness in that arm. Called employee health but went to my PCP.

959296 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 CA 39.0 39 M After vaccination, complained of headache, fatigue and nausea with mild jaw tingling.  Attended to with supportive care by onsite paramedic and RN.  Safely discharged home after 20 minutes.

959297 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 NE 47.0 47 F Painful arm for 2 days.  On day 3 and 4, sick with headache, bodyaches, general tiredness.   Day 6 back to normal.  Day 7-8 pain in left arm deeper muscle or tissue than shot area.  Day 11 or 12 noticed itchiness in the area and redness and slight swelling about the size of a softball.  Still on day 14, red, itchy and slightly raised.

959298 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 UT 40.0 40 F I was vaccinated on 12-30 after 4 pm.  By 3:30 on 12-31 my neck quickly swelled up, my throat becoming sore, glands swollen, headache, and fatigue were my first symptoms. An unusual symptom occurred from day 2-6. My facial skin did not hurt unless I applied pressure. When I applied pressure it felt bruised and highly sensitive but didn't hurt unless pressure was applied.  I also developed a small sore along my gum line on the bottom right front of my mouth.  Both of these symptoms disappeared after day 6. 7-8 days after receiving the vaccine my neck, jaw and shoulders became extremely stiff, including a runny nose. This symptom has persisted and is the worst of all symptoms (jaw and neck stiffness and sore throat). On day 12 in addition to the ongoing sore throat,  and stiffness in my neck and jaw I developed white spots on my right tonsil.  3 days after the white spots disappeared, but the red sore throat is current. On day 20, I developed 2 more sores on the right side of my mouth. One on the bottom gum line and one on the top right gum line (this feels like a canker sore). Today I have a slight earache in my right ear.   NOTE: I tested positive to COVID June 2020. I ended up taking 1 month off work due to persistent symptoms. I still cannot properly smell and taste, and I can smell water.  Occasionally, the brain fog from COVID comes up but that is more rare.

959299 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Initially for the first 3 days my arm hurt and was unable to do simple tasks.   Developed a delayed reaction to the vaccine 12 days after receiving  it.  Developed a rash that is approxiamently 3.5 inches wide by  5 inches in length.  It is dark in color and raised as well as itchy.  I am also experiencing tingling in my tongue and lips as well as feeling that my tongue is slightly swollen as well as my throat.   The rash is warm to the touch and slightly sensitive to touch as well, and is  giving off heat.  It has gotten slightly larger in the past 2 days.  I DO NOT have a fever. Monday evening started taking Allegra.  It helps to keep the reaction I am having in my mouth and the itchiness for about 12 hours

959300 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 OH 25.0 25 F numbness/ tingling in arm and hand in which shot was given

959302 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 CA 60.0 60 F This last weekend, 01/16/2021 I woke to a sore arm below the injection site in my left arm. As the day went on, the area started getting hot and itchy, and has lasted through today. It is not as red, or sore, but still is itchy. I have been applying Cortizone-10 to the area and has helped, and also took an allergy pill. The area affected is the muscle and skin in the bicep area.

959305 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 NY 41.0 41 F On Thursday,  January 14th at approximately 7PM at night, noticed left arm was red, swollen, and hot to touch at the injection site. Called doctor January 15, and was seen in doctors office at 11AM.   Doctor stated that it was cellulitis and prescribed Cephalexin 500 mg/ 3 times per day until finished.  Still taking the antibiotic.  Spoke to another woman at employment who had the vaccine the same day , 15 minutes before me.

959306 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 FL 81.0 81 F Within a few hours after the injection, there was mild to moderate pain and tenderness that lasted about 24 hours.  On day 9 post injection, I noticed a reddened skin area about 3"x2.5" at the injection site with some mild swelling.

959308 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 74.0 74 M Pt reports a pruritc rash that is getting better. Suspect an allergic reaction to to the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. The reaction is Urticaria.

959309 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 RI 35.0 35 F Entered observation @ 1501.  Pt c/o itching to throat and face @ 1523.  Patient walked over to stretcher in the clinic.  Benadryl 25mg was given po.  V/S @ 1526 139/53, P-100, R-18. O2-93%.  V/S @ 1530 BP-137/77, P-103, R-18, O2-98%.  1537 pt talking, alert, and oriented.  BP-125/75, R-18, P-101, O2-99%.  Remained in observation.  Alert and responsive.  V/S @ 1544 BP-131/77, P-85, O2-100% R-18.  Continued to voice no s/s of itching to throat nor face.  V/S checked again @ 1553, BP-101/81, P-81, R-18, O2-100%.  Pt states that she feels fine.  Walked short distance in clinic after sitting up and on side of the bed for a couple of minutes.  Left observation @ 1605.

959310 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 RI 69.0 69 F I started with itchiness at the injection site.  Prior to this I had a lump and soreness to the touch  but no redness or itchiness. When I got home from work  on 1.19.2021 I noticed a large red  patch which was hot to the touch.  During the day my arm where I received the injection became very itchy.  During the day I also was extremely tired and had developed a headache and felt like I may be getting a cold.  I also had a neckache.  I still have those symptoms.   I received my vaccine on 1.06.2021.

959311 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 TX 41.0 41 F On 1/15/2021 awoke to 11x11cm area of painful erythema at injection site, and feverish to touch. Erythema and pain starting to resolve on 1/20/2021, but still visible redness around the injection site.

959313 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 OR 58.0 58 M sore arm, headache, whole arm intense itching, hives and swelling (had to remove all rings)

959315 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 IA 60.0 60 F severe joint pain

959316 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 MT 22.0 22 F Headache, Fatigue, Injection Site Pain

959317 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 MA 34.0 34 F Headaches, Arm Pain, Armpit Glands Sore/Swollen, Injection Site Red/Painful/Raised

959319 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CT 41.0 41 F Body aches, head aches, chills, nausea, vomiting, 103+ fever ( comes and go)  for 4 days

959320 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 WA 74.0 74 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Slight dizziness and fatigue one hour after shot, lasting 30 minutes Very mild soreness around site of vaccine, starting several hours after shot and still noticeable two days later

959323 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 IA 48.0 48 F Lump, red, warm to the touch

959324 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 KS 58.0 58 F developed redness, swelling,,,soreness, in arm where the vaccine was given a week later. Warm to touch

959325 12/28/2020 01/20/2021 OR 30.0 30 F Left Arm pain and redness, extending to neck and sternum, Treated with antibiotics.

959330 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Received first dose of Moderna vaccine in left deltoid. went to car with family and began vomiting. No SOB with chest issues. Called 911. Gave one aspirin per 911 call. Pulse  in normal limits. Patient did not get transported to ED via ambulance.

959332 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 SC 94.0 94 F Bruise/knot/warmth at the injection site. Cool compress/massage.

959334 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Day 2-4 soreness, tired, chills, severe fatigue. Day 7 Swelling and pain in arm pit area. Felt like I had a golf ball in under my arm pit. Felt like a pinch nerve by my neck , resolved nu day 14.

959337 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F Vaccine recipient received vaccine on 1/8/2021. She reported that on 1/15/2021 around 3-4 pm noticed that she had left eye weakness. Over the weekend 1/16/2021 ? 1/17/2021, she noticed that the left eye weakness/droop was more pronounced when she was tired. On 1/18/2021 she went to see a neurology specialist and had an MRI done. Vaccine recipient reported that the MRI findings were normal. On 1/18/2021 she developed a migraine and took propranolol and Aleve. She is waiting on pending blood work and results.

959338 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 CO 63.0 63 M Within 45 minutes, started feeling flushed, lightheaded and a little dizzy.

959341 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 52.0 52 F Swelling of lymph nodes in right neck and axilla within one week of vaccine, rash on right arm and neck 2-3 weeks after vaccine

959342 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 MA 57.0 57 F Soreness/Pain in the injection site and not able to lift the arm for almost 75 hours.

959344 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 CA 34.0 34 F After vaccination, complained of tingling on lips and tongue.  Legs felt heavy; fatigued.  Treated with PO Benadryl and observed by onsite RN and paramedic- much improved.  Follow-up call to patient 24 hours later and she is feeling much better.

959348 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 IL 48.0 48 F Left arm moderate pain, mild swelling, severe headache, fever 101.6, chills, fatigue, muscle aches and joint pain.  Treatment- alternate acetaminophen and ibuprofen - reduce chills, fever and severe headache. Muscle aches, fatigue and joint pain remain

959350 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 MT 25.0 25 F Fever

959351 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 WA 55.0 55 M Within 24 hours, patient reported uncontrolled blood glucose levels above 200. Patient previously had blood glucose within normal limits and was well controlled for some time. These elevated blood glucose levels lasted approximately one week. He had no other dietary/medication changes during this timeframe. The only change was that he received the vaccine.  He also experienced headache, fatigue and severe injection site pain, peaking at 24 hours post injection.

959353 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 45.0 45 F 6 days after vaccine she developed recurrent soreness in the arm where she got the shot and hives on her legs.  These resolved within 24 hours without intervention.

959354 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 TX 64.0 64 F 1/19/2021- Sore left arm at injection site 1/20/2021- Fever (100.2), aches, chills, strong headache, occasional nausea

959355 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 41.0 41 F tingling tongue immediately after but checked by medics and nothing serious. told to take an antihistamine. later that eve itchy eves and the next day a bad mood and my tongue peeled a little, briefly.  all pretty mild though.

959357 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 TX 23.0 23 F Staff member reported symptoms started 5 hours after receiving her vaccination on 1/19/2021. She reported fever 102.1F took 1,000mg Tylenol and temperate went down 99F. Currently 98F without medication. She also headache, body aches and chills and continues to feel symptoms but headache is improved.

959358 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 CA 76.0 76 F On January 18th at 1:00 am, I had a fever, headache, and horrible body aches in every joint and part of my body.  I had Covid in June 2020, and 10 days prior to the test on the 17th, I was tested for antibodies, and I still had them 6 months later.  Presently, my fever has subsided, headache persist, and my aches are not as bad.

959359 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Delayed anaphylaxis after receiving the vaccine. Symptoms including hives, shortness of breath, and felt like her throat was closing. Her initial symptoms included hives which began 6 hours after receiving the vaccine. This eventually progressed to anaphylaxis and she went to the ED 2 days later.

959362 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 CO 88.0 88 M Day 8 after injection icing and redness

959363 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 CA 23.0 23 F 6 days later I noticed a rash around my injection site. The rash started getting much worse and became very red and my arm had hives all around the injection site. It burns and is very swollen. The rash has gotten bigger on my upper left arm.

959367 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 NY 41.0 0 F Patient was vaccinated and within 10 minutes bilateral hands started swelling, chest tightness as well. Patient took 100mg benadryl po and within 15 minutes swelling decreased. Speaking with patient at 1654 patient denies any symptoms and hand swelling and chest tightness are completely gone.0.0

959372 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 NY 27.0 27 F injection site itchiness, persistent at least a week after injection. 12 days after shot, noticed red raised skin around the area of injection (like hives), and skin temperature of the area was significantly warmer than the rest of skin. Other than arm soreness the day after injeciton, no other side effects noticed.

959374 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 TX 31.0 31 F pt stated she started having body aches, headache, chills same day after vax. 3 days after vax pt started having extreme back muscle spasms.  4 days after vax pt had crushing feeling and sensation in back. 5 days after vax pt is not able to touch spot where she had her epidural and started having electrical shocking sensations down her back.  pt visited a message therapist that said her back was inflamed and to see a chiropractor which did an adjustment and was told to keep back iced.  pt has kept her PCP informed w/ symptoms so Dr. ordered her an MRI.  Results did not show any reason to have electrical shocks so  pt was told to take ibuprofen and keep back iced. On 1/19 pt is still having electrical shocks and stated she feels like her nerves are going haywire.  Pt said her skin feels like bugs are crawling on her.  Pt is in a lot of pain and was told to get a referral to see a neurologist in a week if not any better.

959396 01/18/2021 01/20/2021 MN 79.0 79 F 1/19/21:  ER visit for evaluation 1/20/21:  Hospital admit due to increased confusion and possible sepsis. Principle Problem listed: Systemic inflammatory response syndrome (sirs) of non-infectious origin without acute organ dysfunction; Acute encephalopathy SIRS likely due to COVID-19 vaccine but no current evidence of acute infection. Her acute encephalopathy is likely due to her SIRS response in the elderly and does not require acute intervention other than support.Y 1

959400 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 IA 38.0 38 F 12 hours after vaccination began experiencing fever, chills, body aches, slight head ache - lasted around 12 hours Had slight pain above eye prior to getting vaccination Saw PCP on 01/08/2021 due to eye pain - had CT scan for possible aneurysm, found 2 spots on brain, thought patient had shingles On 01/10/2021 shingles rash appearedY Y 6

959401 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 OK 36.0 36 M I was having episodes of dyspnea and non productive cough starting from 1/1/2021. On 1/13/2021 I experienced severe dyspnea and had loss of consciousness for 5 seconds and was found down.  I was rushed to the hospital and diagnosed with multiple pulmonary embolus  (about 9) which was treated with direct TPA via catheterization. I then recovered in the ICU and transitioned to oral anticoagulation and discharged home on 1/15/2021.Y Y 3

959413 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 WA 74.0 74 F recurring chills, coming and going about 1 or 2 per minute fatigue muscular discomfort throughout body, especially in upper arms, both sides

959417 01/20/2021 U Anaphylaxis Allergic reaction COVID-19 vaccine: dizziness, vomiting and shortness of breath.  Received vaccine and about 5/10 minutes later developed symptoms of chest tightness shortness of breath wheezing.  Arrived to ED at 1156 and discharged at 1507.  Given epi IM Solu-Medrol, Pepcid, Benadryl, albuterol.Y

959418 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 CA 42.0 42 F reportedly became ill after she received her COVID-19 vaccine 4 days ago. She developed myalgia and other flu-like symptoms and was followed by SOB in the last 24 hours. She also developed some headache and palpitations with heart rate in the 130s so she went to our ER yesterday and was sent home after she was stabilized. Patient however continued feeling poorly and claims pleurisy and pleurisy further worsened associated with dry cough hence the decision to come back to our ER where she presented febrile, tachypneic and tachycardic. Workups done showed mild hypokalemia, hypoalbuminemia and hypocalcemia. respiratory symptoms found to be related to lung nodule. Pt. also noted to have redness, erythema and itching on Right arm, site of vaccination.

959420 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 VA 38.0 38 F Severe symptoms ? red skin/hives from neck to elbows, swollen tongue and throat, dizzy and rapid hearbeat  I got the vaccine at 4:09PM on 1/14 at School.  At about 4:15PM I began to feel very shaky, heart was racing/rapid heart beat and very dizzy.  From here the details are somewhat blurry till after the ambulance arrived and I received the EPI ? PEN. I walked over to a volunteer, I held her arm, I felt like I was too dizzy to stand so I asked to sit down.  She walked me back to my car where I sat down and a wheelchair came. Some one arrived and took my blood pressure. My throat and tongue became swollen and it was very difficult to swallow.  The volunteer kept asking me questions and then the ambulance arrived.  Once in the ambulance, they gave me an EPI-PEN, steroids, Benadryl and IV.  They took me to the ER where I was monitored for several hours.

959422 01/15/2021 01/20/2021 MD 57.0 57 F sever  bruising, swelling starting1/15, followed by bilateral transient severe head ache 1/16,17, and 18, followed by crushing headache and BLURRED VISION and DOUBLE VISION 1/19/21 upon waking. Went to ER - ruled out stroke and tumor. Given Dilauded, prenizone and Benydryl. Today, 1/20 headache and double vision was crushing upon waking for several hours. After taking a Dilauded and 2 prednizone pills, pain subsided. As of 5:09 pm, hadache nearly gone, blurred vision resolved, but double vision still present. Brusing and sweeling still visible.

959427 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 OK 81.0 81 F Rash to face, daughter called with information, stated she was going to give her benedryl

959453 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 29.0 29 M Patient was given Pfizer as a first vaccination, then given Moderna inadvertently for the second vaccination.   Patient had no symptoms immediately after vaccination.

959466 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 MT 31.0 31 F Fever, Body Aches, Vomiting

959468 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 AR 45.0 45 F 1/17/2021  2:00pm Vaccine administered, abiding by the CDC and ADH guidelines for safe distancing and masks. Looked at injection site and it looked normal, just a little red dot where the needle was directed to administer the vaccine. 7:00pm arm started to itch at injection site. Looked at site and it was a large red spot, warm to touch and had a large knot under the red injection site. Itching continued through the night isolated primarily to my upper extremities (arms, chest, face) region. Did not take Xyzal that night for fear of some type of interaction.  1/18/2021  6:00am awoke to more facial itching and took a shower. Noticed red splotches in the T zone of the face. More isolated around my eye lids, a section on my forehead, on the right side of the bridge of my nose, and my laugh lines on my face from the bottom of the nostrils down both sides of my mouth to my chin. Arm was sore, which I had expected and the spot was more red than the previous day, still warm to touch, and knot was still present.  7:30am Got to work and my took a 1/2 tablet of Xyzal since I can't function on a whole dose of that or Benadryl for a work day.  Itching subsided for about 4 hours.  1:00pm Took another 1/2 tablet of Xyzal. Lasted another 4 hours. 6:00pm Itching was back bad enough I took my normal nightly dose of 1 Xyzal table. It seemed to help until morning. Massaged knot on arm and tried to help lessen the soreness of the area. It was tender to touch, but not painful. 1/19/2021  5:30am Awoke to itching, spot still red, knot gone down compared to previous day. Took shower. Noticed that heat seems to bring out the redness in my face and makes the itching start again. Hot showers were not helping apparently.  7:00am Took 1/2 Xyzal, since itching was continuing. Lasted again for about 4 hours. 12:00pm Took 1/2 Xyzal and lasted an additional 4 hours. Thought the itching should be going away. 6:30pm Took normal dosage of Xyzal. Knot still present but not as prominent as previous days. Injection site still red.  1/20/2021 7:30am Went to local PCP for medical opinion and assistance. He gave me a steroid shot and gave me a Prednisne DosPak with a total of 21 steroid tablets to start administering  on 1/21/2021. Was advised to not take the second booster of the Moderna Vaccine and to see advice as to the recommend course for vaccination of Covid-19  since I had an allergic reaction to the vaccine.

959549 01/02/2021 01/20/2021 MO 58.0 58 F 1/4/21- Patient stated she had tenderness on the back of her left lower leg with redness then 1/8/21 started to have shortness of breath and made a doctor's appointment for 1/13/21.  Seen by provider on 1/13/21 and was sent to ED and admitted to the hospital [ICU] with NSTEMI, acute deep, occlusive venous thrombosis left femoral vein and saddle embolus of pulmonary artery.  Transferred to another acute care hospital for removal of thrombosis. Patient started on Eliqus and no intervention for removal of the thrombosis.Y Y 5

959605 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 AZ 45.0 45 M Appendicitis, presenting as periumbilical tenderness  at onset (26 hrs after vaccine admin) migrating to RLQ approx 20hrs later (46hrs after vaccine admin) accompanied by fever, chills, sweats, and nausea. Presented to ER  that evening and CT confirmed appendicitis (52hrs after vaccine admin). Surgery following day laparoscopic appendectomy (69hrs after vaccine admin). Recovery and clinical improvement over next 8hrs (77hrs after vaccine admin). Discharged following day (96hrs after vaccine admin)Y 2

959614 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 WI 38.0 38 F Patient describes a tingling in her tongue, this is the same reaction she gets with exposure to her other allergens including: grapes, blueberries, and dust. The patient was given 50mg Benadryl and monitored for 1.5 hours. The patient did not report a gradual lessening of symptoms. Patient will be released with instructions for self monitoring and emergency planning if the symptoms get worse. She has had no history of EPI usage for an allergic reaction. She has gone for the

959615 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 RI 53.0 53 M STARTING 48 hrs LATER PAIN RT HIP. THEN WEAKNESS RT LEG ONLY. LED TO 9 FALLS OVER THREE DAY PERIOD. IMPROVED AS OF 1/20/21 HEADACHE ON NIGHT ON VACCINE ONLY.

959616 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 CO 41.0 41 F developed tender lymph nodes in neck and above (L) clavicle 1/9/2021 - palpable on exam as shotty Lymphadenopathy anterior cervical with slight rash at injection site

959617 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 CA 75.0 75 M On 01/14/2021 patient developed fever and chills and had right leg pain similiar to previous episodes of leg infection, right lower extremity showed mild soft tissue swelling. Chest X-ray showed bilateral perihilar vascular congestion which was new since prior study. Patient's temperature was 40.12 C and blood pressure 193/85. Patient was admitted to Hospital at that time.Y 6

959618 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Patient reports numbness & tingling with a heavy arm 10 minutes post vaccination. V/S taken WNL. BP-126/92, HR 80, SPO2 98%, RR-18. Patient given electrolytes for rehydration. Patient reports suffering from medical PTSD of 15 years ago. Pt observed for additional 15 minutes. Pt discharged at 1705. BP 126/92 HR 80 O2 Sat -98% Pt reports tingling & numb in (R) fingertips, arms heavy 5lb.

959619 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 WA 44.0 44 F Day 10 large lump appeared / not painful red, hot to touch, & itchy

959620 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 OK 79.0 79 F Eleven hours after receiving COVID vaccine, client started experiencing stroke-like symptoms legs/arm weakness, couldn't speak, shortness of breath, and throat swelling. Hospital ruled out acute stroke but could not entirely exclude a cerebellar stroke due to her dizziness with vertigo and nystagmus (per hospital report). Client was in hospital 2.5 days, per hospitalist. note-all work up including MRI and tte were negative for acute findings- symptoms have resolved. Hospitalist noted symptoms may be worse following second shot. Spoke with client 1/19/21 and she reported feeling weak and tired only.Y

959621 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 MO 34.0 34 F Patient stated begin 24 hours after initial vaccination experienced fatigue and headache which continued to worsen resulting in inability to function and sleep continuously. Developed Diarrhea 4 days after vaccination. Begin vomiting on Monday 1-18-21. Went to Urgent Care and had a COVID test which came back Negative on 1-20-21 Will see primary care physician this Friday 1-22-21. Still experience Diarrhea, fatigue, headaches and nausea as of 1-20-21. Patient been instructed to rest, drink plenty of fluids and treat symptoms until to be seen by primary care provider

959622 12/28/2020 01/20/2021 MT 34.0 34 F sore arm 1st day felt like a bruise 3rd day - welt size of band aid 4th day - ballsized hard/red/hot lump ?afraid about infection 8th as it resolved she became fatigued/"body drawing! body aches no fever

959623 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 IN 17.0 17 M Vaccine was administered outside the FDA approved age range. There were no adverse events/reactions.

959624 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 IN 17.0 17 F Vaccine was administered outside the FDA approved age range. There were no adverse events/reactions.

959658 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 TX 56 F Woke up at 4:30 A.M 1/19/2021 Rt. Arm feeling heavy, swollen, red, and hot.

959665 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 MD 89.0 89 F 3 days post = tremors; 4 days post= pneumonia; 6 days post= hospitalized Y

959672 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 NY 65.0 65 F Felt hot; chest tightness; nausea; metallic taste in her mouth

959710 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 MD 82.0 82 F Patient unresponsive post vaccine. Taken to hospital. Please contact facility for full Report. Y

959715 01/19/2021 01/20/2021 CT 27.0 27 F I took Benadryl before this dose per my allergist. About 3 minutes after the dose I felt a little light headed and dizzy that shortly resolved. About 10 minutes after that, I became light headed and dizzy again along with chest tightness, palpitations and an itchy throat. My heart rate was in the 110s. My symptoms would be on and off. I received more Benadryl in the ED with no resolution. I then was given an epi pen and prednisone. After this the itchy throat and light headedness resolved. I was observed in the ED for a total of 4 hours. I was discharged with 4 days of prednisone and 2 days of Benadryl.

959746 12/30/2020 01/20/2021 ID 43.0 43 F Started itching within (left arm) 15 minutes. THey said I was fine and to go back to work. About an hour later, I started breaking out in hives and whole body itching. I went back in and they gave me to full strength Benadryl and it was not helping and my BP was 190/140 (stroke level) and they tried to bring that down. About 10:15 my face was starting to swell and I was short of breath and 10:30 they took me to ER - and gave me Cortisol shot. And IV fluids. And I was in ER for two hours. They wrote me a prescription for six days for 2 prednisone for every day for one week. The PA saw me at the ER and he prescribed. I went home but couldn't drive home because I couldn't see straight so got a ride home. They tested my O2 levels before they left me. Oxygen was 96. My blood pressure was down to 140/95 - so it was down but still elevated. I still had facial swelling for 3 days. But after three or four days it resolved the face swelling. Had a weakness from the shot and still itching but nothing like it was that day still after the four days.  Dr. told me I couldn't get second dose. It was an anaphalactic reaction. Dr - prescribed me an EpiPen in case I have another bad reaction to anything.Y

959760 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 FL 50.0 50 F Fever, Chills, body aches, headaches

959791 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 WV 50.0 50 F Swelling all over her body, ear popping all the time, hands and feet are numb, torso swollen and numb, face swollen and red. Taking steroids for four days. Went to hospital. Then went to other facility. Y

959835 01/11/2021 01/20/2021 OK 69.0 69 F Patient advises that she had developed injection site soreness on the night of her injection. The next day, she started with symptoms of generally feeling unwell and headache. She also reports that several days after the vaccine, she had some shortness of breath, dizziness, and weakness but did not seek medical care. Patient states she had fatigue, muscle pain, chills, sweating, and runny nose on 1/15/2021. On 1/18/2021, patient complains of headache. COVID test was ordered and patient was advised to go to Urgent Care for exam if she felt she needed to see a doctor. COVID test resulted negative.

959844 01/13/2021 01/20/2021 LA 43.0 43 F Patient stated that she received the 2nd dose of the Pfizer vaccine on 1/13/2021. At 5:00 am on 1/14/2021, she noticed her right eye was swollen and red. Patient also complains of a headache. Patient took Benadryl and Ibuprofen without resolution of symptoms. Denied any problems with breathing or swallowing. Patient advised to see PCP or go to Urgent Care.

959857 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 PA 63.0 63 F CVA the following day Patient had vaccine on 1/14/21 and was admitted to the hospital 1/15/21. Y

959858 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 MI 59.0 59 F Patient received Covid 19 injection on 1/5/2021. On 1/6/2021 she had frequent urination, was diagnosed with UTI. Later at 6 - 7 pm she was having lighte headed, sweaty. Went to ER / diagnosed with New Onset Afib.

959859 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 GA 69.0 69 F Pt reports Choking sensation: sore throat "constricting" onset 1523hrs. VS 128/74, puls 77. No other symptoms observed. Administered 20ml Oral Diphenhydramine. Maintained observation and VS assessment through 1553hrs. Pt reported sore throat but no constricting in throat post Benedryl. Directed to PCP to see allergist before next dose.

959860 01/12/2021 01/20/2021 GA 79.0 79 F Pt reports symptom onset 2:04 of palpitations and throat "slightly tight". States she has a pacemaker and "just wanted to make sure everything is OK" Observed drinking ice water without difficulty. VS 163/81, pults 64, respirations 16. Observed x 20 minutes, VS remained stable. Pt states "sensation" has resolved. Advised to call 911 if symptoms worsen. Released to husband's care.

959861 12/22/2020 01/20/2021 AZ 63.0 63 M C6-C7 epidural abscess, bacteremia with MSSA. IV antibiotics via PICC upon hospital discharge Y 6

959890 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 MI 27.0 27 F Scratchy throat. Sore throat. Tightness of chest. Labored respirations,  elevated temp.

959928 01/20/2021 01/20/2021 50.0 49 F Agitation, BlurredVision, Confusion, Anaphylaxis, UrticariaPruritus, Syncope, Pt experienced reaction three days PRIOR to first vaccine - event documentation only. Narrative: Pt has history of likely environmental allergies resulting in 4-5 mild reactions annually. Has seen allergist-immunologist in the community and has epi-pens, ranitidine and diphenhydramine. Had reaction three days PRIOR to first covid vaccine dose. She did NOT experience any untoward reaction to either dose of vaccine.Y 1

959933 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Vaccine was administered very high, presumably in the joint space, rather than the deltoid. Patient experienced intense pain in the entire shoulder area for 24 hours following administration. After initial 24 hours, pain remained more localized in the joint itself. Pain is intensified when moving out of the neutral position.

959938 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 58.0 58 M significant facial/lip angioedema first noted ~20 hours post vaccination, leading to intubation in ED due to concern for airway protection.  extubated and discharged in 2 days Y 2

959960 12/28/2020 01/20/2021 IL 41.0 41 F Admitted in Hospital for Anaphylaxis. Y 1

959993 01/17/2021 01/20/2021 IN 69.0 69 F Noticed small area of burning sensation at right side of wrist and the vein there was very enlarged and sticking out.

960001 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 LA 70.0 70 F Patient came to ED at 1600 with right upper lip swelling and finger swelling after getting covid vaccine earlier. Angioedema of lips, initial encounter; History of allergic reaction; Lip swelling; Vaccination side effects, initial encounter. Pt has history of rheumatoid arthritis. Was treated & discharged home on 1/12/21Y

960006 01/07/2021 01/20/2021 81.0 81 M Slurred speech started morning of 1/8 and patient went to ED after dialysis appointment. Admitted for TIA (transient ischemic attack). Discharged home on 1/10 with follow up appts with Neurology. Y

960013 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 67.0 67 F Presented to ED 1/12 with primary complaint of Fatigue starting that AM. Being treated for Stage IV Sacral Decubitus Ulcer w/ possible osteomyelitis, Still admitted Y

960018 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 73.0 73 M Pt reported difficulty in swallowing and wife noticed left-sided facial droop morning of 1/10. Patient admitted for concerns of TIA.  Symptoms resolved prior to hospitalization.  Patient had MRI brain without contrast of the find evidence of acute infarct.  Neurology recommended treatment patient has TIA and having dual anti-platelet therapy for 21 days followed by monotherapy of Plavix for stroke prevention.   Patient was stable discharge to home 1/12/21Y

960023 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 WI 50.0 50 M Patient was receiving dialysis and had low grade fevers on the morning on 1/15/2021. Patient was sent to the hospital's emergency room and was found to have a temperature of 103. The patient also had mental status changes. It is unsure what caused the mental status changes and fevers.Y

960025 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 85.0 85 F Pt presented to ED with Left facial numbness and concern for stroke. Observed over night. MRI brain negative for acute process. Stable at baseline neuro status 1/10/21, discharged home. Y

960031 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 71.0 71 M Pt Rec'd Covid vaccine and injection in Lt eye for macular degeneration. Monday 1/11 slurring speech/jumbled words since dinner, went to bed, wife states improved from last night but still difficult clearly communicating. Also reports difficulty writing. Came to ED and admitted for stroke evaluation. Stable for discharge home 1/13 with neurology follow up visits.Y

960037 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 71.0 71 M Pt presented to ED 1/12 complaining of shortness of breath and nonproductive cough which onset approximately 8 days ago. Tested positive for COVID. Remains admitted for management of COVID. Y

960038 01/06/2021 01/20/2021 78.0 78 M Stated since Xmas he has not feeling well after a family gathering. His wife in hospital for Covid-19 pneumonia. He reports for about 1 week, his SOB worsen, not eating well at all for the past 3 days. Which prompt him to visit the ED. Admitted to Hopital for Dehydration; Dyspnea; Pneumonia due to COVID-19 virus; COVID+ 1/10/21; still admittedY

960040 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 81.0 81 M Chest pain; LBBB (left bundle branch block); NSTEMI (non-ST elevated myocardial infarction); angioplasty & bypass done 1/11/21; discharged home 1/12/21 with referral to radiation oncology and f/u with interventional cardiology. Y

960044 01/05/2021 01/20/2021 70.0 70 M Patient with multiple co-morbidities including Gastroesophageal cancer presented to the ER after he spiked a fever of 100.8 F. Admitted with concern for drain displacement and fever on 1/7/21. The patient remained afebrile overnight. Imaging was evaluated by IR and the fluid collection was deemed to minimal to warrant intervention. Surgery evaluated the patient and concluded that no acute intervention was necessary. It is most likely that the patient's fever was a reaction to administration of the COVID-19 vaccine.  The patient was deemed stable for discharge on 1/8 and sent home on 5-day course of antibiotics.Y

960047 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 71.0 71 F Pt admitted to hospital on 1/4 with epigastric abd pain and tested positive for COVID. Discharged to recover at home on 1/6. Presented to different hospital 1/12 with progressive SOB. Remains admitted, being treated for Acute on chronic respiratory failure with hypoxia due to COVID-19 pneumonia.Y

960486 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 94.0 94 F admitted to hospital 1/11/2020 with Acute respiratory failure with hypoxemia; Iron deficiency; SOB (shortness of breath); Symptomatic anemia; still admitted Y

960489 01/09/2021 01/20/2021 99.0 99 F presented to the ED with substernal chest pain with right to left side radiation and continuous waxing and waning right sided abdominal pain with back radiation consistent with previous episode of acute cholecystitis; still admitted Y

960500 01/04/2021 01/20/2021 80.0 80 M Hypoxia; Shortness of breath; Viral pneumonia; COVID-19; Weakness. COVID+ 1/7; Pt had Telephone encounter 1/1 reporting mild symptoms (fever, cough). Possibly infected prior to vaccination; still admitted Y

960502 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 80.0 80 M Re-admitted to hospital 1/10/21 for Pneumonia, physical deconditioning; still admitted Y

960512 01/01/2021 01/20/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Shortness of breath panic attacks dizzy diarrhea pneumonia. Tingling in fingers and toes . Agitated muscle pain burning in the muscle of where the shot was located in my left side brace and chest Y

960832 01/14/2021 01/20/2021 OR 44.0 44 M Inject (L) shoulder - (L) facial then R facial swelly. No oral involvement.

961888 01/10/2021 01/20/2021 OK 24.0 24 F woke up @ 1 am with severe chills fever of 99.9 @ 0700 chills @ 0830 fever @ 1200 chills @ 1400 fever @ 1700 headache from 10 - 1900 all symptoms resolved by 2100

962098 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 AK 65.0 65 F Shot on 1/8/21, Arm Sx started 1/16/21, pt seen 1/19 and arm still has large pink area. No fluctuance. Arm slightly warm, no pain with motion. Pt does not have systemic signs.

962110 01/08/2021 01/20/2021 NH 49.0 49 F Approximately 5 hours after receiving my 2nd Pfizer Covid shot, I started to get diffuse abdominal pain & back aching. Seen in the ED 1/8/20 - Negative US, Normal labs - returned to ED 12 hours after D/C for worsening abdominal pain. 1/9/21 - CT showed Appendiciticitis Y 2

960226 01/21/2021 SC F Rare type of cancer; Blood titer had 'gone a little bit berserk' with a blood titer of '3000' / Caller reports most recent ''blood shingles titers" 3060; Paralyzed/glued to floor; This spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning to herself, who was a female patient of unknown age. No information regarding the patient's pertinent medical history, historical drugs, drug reactions, allergies, concurrent conditions or concomitant therapies was provided.         On an unspecified date in 2007, the patient was vaccinated with a dose of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) for prophylaxis (formulation, strength, dose, vaccination scheme, route of administration, anatomical site of vaccination, lot number and  expiration date were not provided) on recommendation from two oncologists, one internist, and one allergist.  On an unspecified date in 2007, within 8 days of receiving the mentioned vaccine,  the patient became 'paralyzed/glued to floor' which had happened in 15 to 20 minutes intervals. At event time, blood titer was determined by healthcare professional (HCP) to be 4.3 (unspecified units).              In Autumn 2020 (reported as ''last fall''), HCP drew blood at which time blood titer had 'gone a little bit berserk' with a blood titer of '3000' (unspecified units) (viral titre increased).  On an unspecified date (reported as ''most recent''), a blood shingles titers' result of 3060 (unspecified units) was reported (per caller, normal would be 160 (unspecified units) (viral titre increased).  On an unspecified date, patient experienced a rare type of cancer (neoplasm malignant). It was reported that, on an unknown date, patient was being treated with an unknown medication from an unknown manufacturer and patient was seeing a specialist for rare cancer treatment.  It was also reported that, HCP had recommended patient receive unknown COVID-19 vaccine on unknown, future date.   At the time of the report, the outcome of neoplasm malignant, viral titre increased and paralysis was unknown.  The causal relationship between all the events and zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) was not reported.  Upon internal review, neoplasm malignant and paralysis were considered serious due to medically significant criteria.

960228 03/01/2011 01/21/2021 AR U shingles; neuropathy; Information has been received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation referring to a patient (pt) of unknown age or gender. The pt's concurrent conditions, medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. In or around March 2011, the pt was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dosage regimen, route of administration, anatomical location, lot number and expiration date were not provided) for its intended purpose, the prevention of shingles. Shortly after being vaccinated, the pt suffered shingles (herpes zoster) and neuropathy (neuropathy peripheral). As a direct and proximate result of the pt's use of the defective zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt's symptoms resulted in physical limitations not present prior to using the company's product. The pt also experiences mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of her condition. As a result of the manufacture, marketing, advertising, promotion, distribution and/or sale of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further, as a tragic consequence of the company's wrongful conduct, the pt suffered serious, progressive, permanent, and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. As a direct and proximate result of company's conduct, the pt has suffered and incurred damages, including medical expenses; the loss of accumulations; and other economic and non-economic damages. The outcome of the claimed events was not recovered, and causal relationship was reported as related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  The reporter considered herpes zoster and neuropathy peripheral to be disabling events.  Upon internal review, neuropathy peripheral was determined to be medically significant event.

960304 01/21/2021 NC F patient tested positive for COVID-19; patient tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (reporting for herself), via a Pfizer sponsored program.  A 58-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unspecified date, the patient tested positive for COVID-19.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19: positive on an unspecified date.  The outcome of the event was unknown.    The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

960309 01/06/2021 01/21/2021 F patient received the second dose of the vaccine on 06Jan2021 and tested positive for the COVID virus 09Jan2021; patient received the second dose of the vaccine on 06Jan2021 and tested positive for the COVID virus 09Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age ((Age: 50; Unit: Unknown; as reported) received the second dose of the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received the second dose of the vaccine on 06Jan2021 and tested positive for the COVID virus 09Jan2021 (medically significant). The clinical course was reported as follows: The patient received the second dose of the vaccine on 06Jan2021 and tested positive for the COVID virus on 09Jan2021. The patient stated that she had signs and symptoms and had exposure to the COVID virus. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 virus test: positive on 09Jan2021.  The clinical outcome of the events: drug ineffective and COVID-19 virus test positive, was unknown.  The batch/lot numbers for the vaccine, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, were not provided and will be requested during follow up.

960315 12/31/2020 01/21/2021 PA F received the Vaccine on 31Dec and on 04Jan was tested positive; received the Vaccine on 31Dec and on 04Jan was tested positive; Low-grade fever; slight loss of smell and taste; slight loss of smell and taste; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Consumer. A 60-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient received the Vaccine on 31Dec2020 and on 04Jan2021 was tested positive prior to having surgery. Minimal symptoms. Low-grade fever, slight loss of smell and taste. Outcome of events was recovering.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

960323 12/22/2020 01/21/2021 U Patient tested positive for COVID after first dose; Patient tested positive for COVID after first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer reported that a patient of an unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number/expiration date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 22-Dec-2020 (19 days before 10-Jan-2021)  at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient tested positive for COVID after first dose. Reporter would like to know how he should proceed for second dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

960367 12/22/2020 01/21/2021 NY F positive Covid test the day before second dose of vaccine; positive Covid test the day before second dose of vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, by  contactable physician reported for herself.  This 38-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot # EK5730), intramuscular at single dose in the left deltoid on 22Dec2020 11:00 for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced positive Covid test the day before second dose of vaccine on 11Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered. On an unspecified date, she can't smell or taste and has some shortness of breath on exertion with outcome of unknown. No further treatments given. Did not have any antibody testing recently and had history of negative antibodies prior to everything, receiving the first vaccine. The vaccine was administered at Hospital Facility. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.  The patient received first vaccine on 22Dec2020 and went for Covid testing on Saturday, 09Jan2021. Found out results were positive on 11Jan2021. She was scheduled to have the second Covid vaccine on 12Jan2021. Patient  then asks if there is a problem with her getting the second dose vaccine 10 days later than originally scheduled due to her results.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded for reported "positive Covid test the day before second dose of vaccine".

960368 12/21/2020 01/21/2021 CA 33.0 F lymphadenopathy at her bilateral axilla.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). This pharmacist reported similar events for 2 patients. This is the first report out of 2 patients. Only this case is serious, medically significant.  A 33-year-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EK5730, expiry date: 31Mar2021, NDC number: 59267-1000-1), intramuscular in the left deltoid on 21Dec2020 17:32 at 0.3ml single, for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced lymphadenopathy at her bilateral axilla and got worse on 07Jan2021. She reported that it was painful and swollen. The events was reported as serious medically significant. She wanted to know if she should have the 2nd dose of the vaccine. The outcome of the event was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported lymphadenopathy cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate. ,Linked Report(s) : 2021025446 same reporter and drug/similar event/different patients

960369 12/28/2020 01/21/2021 SC F a mild anaphylactic reaction; tongue numbness/lips and tongue started to get numb; throat swelling; she was getting a migraine; she was flushed and her head got sick, and she got congested; she was flushed and her head got sick, and she got congested; she was flushed and her head got sick, and she got congested; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient).   This female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot # EK5730, Expiry Date Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose in the left arm on 28Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included allergies to beestings. There were no concomitant medications. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced a mild anaphylactic reaction, tongue numbness, she was getting a migraine, throat swelling, she was flushed and her head got sick, and she got congested. No treatment required. The outcome of the events was recovered. The events were described as follows: Patient stated that she took the first dose of the Pfizer vaccine on 28Dec2020. She had an immediate reaction where she was thinking that she was getting a migraine; those symptoms included that the room got loud, she was flushed and her head got sick, and she got congested. She works at a hospital, and she got the vaccine at that hospital where she works. She waited the standard 15 minutes after the injection and then she walked back to her office. After 25 minutes had passed after getting the vaccine, her lips and tongue started to get numb and she could feel like her throat was starting to swell. Se did not take Benadryl, although in hindsight, she should have. She does have allergies to beestings, but the people administering the product did not know that. The primary care physician said that he did not think that she should take the second dose.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of mild anaphylactic reactions cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  Severe allergic reaction is the known risk for the product. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

960401 12/22/2020 01/21/2021 F after sleeping with her neck completely craned; paresthesia in the fingers of her left hand/right paresthesia on the sole of her foot; shock-like symptoms in both hands; Fever; Malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 on 22Dec2020 first dose at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. She had the first vaccination on 22Dec2020. Caller states she had a fever, malaise for 2 days afterwards (24Dec2020). Around Day 4 (26Dec2020), she developed paresthesia in the fingers of her left hand and stimulation in her left hand, there was quite a lot of involvement with her hand. She also developed right paresthesia on the sole of her foot which lasted a couple of days. She states she has never experienced the hand thing completely, for such an extensive time. She has experienced stuff before, but milder. She has never had paresthesia in 2 different places. It seems she was experiencing shock-like symptoms in both hands, that lasted about a week. She did have a neurologic assessment, just as exam, not a testing. But, she confirms the testing was fine. She experienced re-occurring paresthesia in her left hand this morning, but it was after sleeping with her neck completely craned. Caller stated she doesn't know if its vaccine related. Also, her second vaccine is due this week and she doesn't want it be worse. The outcome of event shock-like symptoms in both hands was recovered on 02Jan2021. The outcome of event paresthesia in the fingers of her left hand/right paresthesia on the sole of her foot was recovered. The outcome of other events was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported "shock-like symptoms" cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

960407 01/03/2021 01/21/2021 TX 69.0 F anterior cervical fusion; Headache; tested positive for COVID-19; tested positive for COVID-19; muscle aches; Loss of taste; Loss of smell; Nausea; sore arm; Tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 69-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), Lot  EJ1686, intramuscular in right deltoid on 03Jan2021 11:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing essential tremor started in her 50's.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient did not receive other vaccine within four weeks.  On 03Jan2021 the patient experienced sore arm and tiredness.  On 07Jan2021 the patient experienced anterior cervical fusion and was hospitalized from 07Jan2021 to 09Jan2021. On 08Jan2021 the patient experienced nausea. On 09Jan2021 the patient experienced muscle aches, loss of taste and loss of smell. On unknown date the patient experienced headache. The patient was tested positive to COVID-19 on 11Jan2021. The patient did not visit Physician Office or Emergency Room. Laboratory data included COVID-19 Rapid Test positive on 11Jan2021. The outcome of the events tested positive for COVID-19, and anterior cervical fusion was unknown. The outcome of the events sore arm, tiredness, nausea, muscle aches, headache was resolving. The outcome of the events loss of taste, loss of smell was not resolved.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 03Jan2021, and COVID-19 test positive on 11Jan2021.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID likely represents a pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  This 69-year-old female had medical history of ongoing essential tremor started in her 50's.  The reported anterior cervical fusion was most likely due to concurrent disease, and unlikely causally related to the vaccine of BNT162B2.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 2

960409 01/09/2021 01/21/2021 F flushing/ facial flushing; Hives; felt warm; short of breath/ audibly gasping for air; wheeze; throat tightening; throat got so swollen and itchy; throat got so swollen and itchy; could not swallow; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Corporate (Pfizer) Social Media Platforms. A non-contactable consumer reported that a 40-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included food severe allergic reaction to influenza vaccine with eggs preservative. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took influenza vaccine and experienced severe allergic reaction to the eggs preservative. The patient received BNT162B2 vaccine and informed of prior history of severe allergic reaction to influenza vaccine with eggs preservative. She has previously received flu vaccine without egg without problem. Due to her prior history of severe allergic reaction/ anaphylaxis to another vaccine, in this case flu vaccine with eggs, it was noted to proceed with caution. She was told that the vaccination could be differed until more information became available but opted to proceed with receiving the vaccine and be observed for 30 minutes. The patient developed throat tightening approximately 20 minutes after vaccination. She received EpiPen within one minute of symptoms and was sent to the emergency room immediately in a wheel chair by Nursing staff. She was evaluated in the emergency department and was hemodynamically stable. She was given IV Benadryl and was stable throughout observation. The patient then reported that 40 minutes after injection, her throat and tongue started to feel weird and tight. The pharmacy at her work hospital gave her 25 mg Benadryl and 650mg Tylenol. At about 1 hour 45 minute after injection, her throat got so swollen and itchy to the point that she could not swallow. She went to the nearest emergency room hospital and they administered decadron and Pepcid orally, and Toradol intramuscularly. On an unspecified date, the patient also reported that 5 minutes after the vaccine administration, she developed flushing, hives, felt warm and eventually short of breath. She started to wheeze and was wheeled into the emergency room with complaint of "cannot breathe, while holding throat and thrashing with facial flushness noted." She took two Benadryl and had several epinephrine shots. She was discharged from the emergency room but later that day, she started to feel short of breath again. In the emergency department, she was audibly gasping for air, however had no wheezing, had a normal saturation and normal blood pressure. She had taken another dose of her EpiPen intramuscularly and diphenhydramine 50mg by mouth prior to coming. She was then admitted to the hospital for further observation. While on the floor, she started to feel short of breath again (about 9am on 18Dec2020), which required an "RRT." The patient received another dose of diphenhydramine IV, methylprednisolone 125mg IV and several doses of IM epinephrine and also required oxygen. She was than transferred to an ICU for further care. Outcome of the events was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible, information about batch number cannot be obtained.Y Y

960410 01/08/2021 01/21/2021 MI 36.0 F Severe Allergic response; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 36-year-old female nurse reported that she received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number unknown), intramuscular at single dose into the left arm on 08Jan2021 at 12:00 PM administered at hospital for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had received the first dose of BNT162B2 intramuscular into left arm on 21Dec2020 at 02:30 PM into left arm. Concomitant drug included Lovenox. Medical history included factor five Leiden and allergy to shellfish. On 08Jan2021 at  01:00 PM the patient experienced a severe allergic response. The patient received two shots of epi pen, round the clock IV steroids, pepcid and Benadryl and was admitted into the hospital. Duration of hospitalization reported as 6. The adverse event resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of anaphylactic reaction cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  Severe allergic reaction is the known risk for the product. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 6

960413 12/23/2020 01/21/2021 46.0 F COVID test/ tested positive; COVID test/ tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 46-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Lot Number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced COVID test/ tested positive on 29Dec2020, chills, body aches on 25Dec2020. She was supposed to get the second dose of the COVID Vaccine at the time of this report. She got the first dose on 23Dec2020 and after 2 days got chills and body aches. She took a COVID test swab on 29Dec2020. Then she tested positive on 31Dec2020. She was asymptomatic besides chills and body aches. She was in Isolation for 14 days and is done. She was wondering if she could take the second dose. Caller was a nursing assistant. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test swab: positive on 29Dec2020. The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (COVID test swab positive) with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

960419 12/31/2020 01/21/2021 OK 55.0 F Shortness of breath; Headache; Tinnitus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician.  A 55-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included type 2 diabetes mellitus, hypertension, gastroesophageal reflux disease and asthma, all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Known allergies reported: drug intolerances with nausea/vomiting to Opiates, TRULICITY, sulfa antibiotics. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The vaccine was administered at Hospital Facility.  It was unknown If other vaccine were administered in four weeks. The patient did not experience COVID prior vaccination. The patient was tested for COVID post vaccination on 01Jan2021 and was negative. On 31Dec2020 within minutes of vaccination the patient experienced shortness of breath, headache and tinnitus. The events required visit to Physician Office and Emergency Room. The patient was admitted to hospital for 7 days. Therapeutic measures taken as a result of the events included epinephrine without benefit, prednisone course but tinnitus remained about 12 days since vaccination, corticosteroids, and H1 and H2 antagonists.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test post vaccination (Nasal Swab) on 01Jan2021 with negative result. The outcome of the events was recovered with sequelae. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events dyspnea, headache and tinnitus cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 7
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960435 12/18/2020 01/21/2021 TX 39.0 F Internal brain bleeding 10 days after 1st dose covid vaccine; Brain damage; confused; suffering memory loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient). This 39-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) intramuscular on 18Dec2020 14:30 at single dose (lot number: EJ1685) for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient experienced internal brain bleeding and brain damage on 30Dec2020 07:30 after 1st dose covid vaccine. Brain surgery received on 29Dec2020. Events were still recovering. Patient was confused and suffering memory loss on 30Dec2020 07:30. Events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care, Hospitalization, Prolongation of existing hospitalization (vaccine received during existing hospitalization), Life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event), disability or permanent damage. Days for hospitalization was 16. The patient received treatment for events as brain surgery due to internal brain bleeding. The patient was not pregnant. The patient had no COVID prior vaccination, no COVID tested post vaccination. Outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: The reported internal brain bleeding and brain damage with confused and memory loss more likely represented intercurrent disease, and less likely causally related to 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE). The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y Y 16

960436 01/06/2021 01/21/2021 NM M The patient had Hemolytic Anemia with symptoms starting within the first 24 hours of vaccine administration.; The first dose received on 18Dec2020 and the second dose received on 06Jan2021; The first dose received on 18Dec2020 and the second dose received on 06Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported for a 37-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization on 06Jan2021. Relevant history and concomitant drugs were unknown. The patient previously received the first dose of  BNT162B2 on 18Dec2020 for  COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks of vaccination. No known allergies. The patient had Hemolytic Anemia with symptoms starting within the first 24 hours of vaccine administration on 06Jan2021. The patient had emergency room visit and physician office visit. No treatment was received (as reported).  Outcome of event was unknown. The event was assessed as serious with serious criteria: Life-threatening, disability.    Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.Y

960438 01/14/2021 01/21/2021 OH M Patient suffered cardiac arrest, though most likely result of illicit substance use; patient had been feeling unwell with nausea and GI discomfort after receiving the vaccine 36 hours prior to; patient had been feeling unwell with nausea and GI discomfort after receiving the vaccine 36 hours prior to; patient had been feeling unwell with nausea and GI discomfort after receiving the vaccine 36 hours prior to; Patient suffered cardiac arrest, though most likely result of illicit substance use; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 33-years-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot unknown), intramuscular on 14Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient suffered cardiac arrest 17Jan2021 11:15, though most likely result of illicit substance use since Jan2021, though patient had been feeling unwell with nausea and GI discomfort on 15Jan2021 23:15 after receiving the vaccine 36 hours prior to his arrest. The events were serious due to Life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event) and Disability or permanent damage. The patient had no COVID prior vaccination. COVID test type post vaccination=Nasal Swab on16Jan2021, test result was Negative. COVID test name post vaccination=Roche Cobas. The event outcome was not recovered. No treatment was received to events.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information on lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between bnt162b2 and the events cardiac arrest, substance abuse, abdominal discomfort, malaise and nausea cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

960439 01/15/2021 01/21/2021 MI 30.0 F Cardiac event; Paralysis; Fever; Numbness; Chest Pains; Dizziness; Weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 30-years-old female patient started to receive first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in Left arm on 15Jan2021 14:15 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. The patient was not pregnant. Medical history included tachycardia, Pre-ventricular contractions, allergies to Latex, covid-19 (reported as covid prior vaccination: Yes).  Concomitant medication included metoprolol and multivitamin. No other vaccine received in four weeks.  On 15Jan2021 14:30, the patient experienced chest pains, dizziness, weakness. On 15Jan2021 18:20, the patient experienced cardiac event, paralysis, fever, numbness, chest pains. The events resulted in: [Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care, Life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event)]. Treatment received for the events. No covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering. Information on batch/lot number was requested.Y

960448 01/21/2021 TX 50.0 F positive COVID-19 test; positive COVID-19 test; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 50-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, first dose on an unspecified date and second dose on 06Jan2021 (at the age of 50-years-old), at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included blood pressure high, high cholesterol, and sugar. Concomitant medications included rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR), amlodipine besilate, olmesartan medoxomil (AZOR), metformin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) taken for sugar, and escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO). The patient experienced positive COVID-19 test on 09Jan2021. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 test: positive on 09Jan2021. The patient did not receive any treatment for the event. The clinical outcome of positive COVID-19 test was unknown.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and has been requested during follow up.

960453 12/01/2020 01/21/2021 M Tested positive for COVID; Tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A male patient  of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient tested positive for COVID in Jan2021.  Details were as follows: the patient received the vaccine in Dec2020 (reported as about 14 days or 15 days ago),  and then he tested positive for COVID in Jan2021. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the event.  On 09Jan2021, he went and got the monoclonic infusion. The outcome of tested positive for COVID was unknown.   The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.

960458 12/21/2020 01/21/2021 U Broken blood vessel in eye; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose on 21Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunisation.   The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced broken blood vessel in eye on 27Dec2020. The outcome of events was unknown. The reporter considered there was not a reasonable possibility that the event broken blood vessel in eye was related to the vaccine.  He was supposed to get second dose, but he did not know whether to get itor not.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: There is not a reasonable possibility that event broken blood vessel in eye is related to BNT162B2.  The event is most likely intercurrent medical condition.

960468 08/01/2019 01/21/2021 CA 58.0 56 F diagnosed with cancer after the first dose; patient received her first dose of Shingrix in August of 2019; This case was reported by a pharmacist via call center representative and described the occurrence of cancer in a 58-year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   Co-suspect products included Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   In August 2019, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix. On an unknown date, the patient received the 2nd dose of Shingrix. On an unknown date, less than 2 years after receiving Shingrix and not applicable after receiving Shingrix, the patient experienced cancer (serious criteria GSK medically significant) and incomplete course of vaccination. On an unknown date, the outcome of the cancer and incomplete course of vaccination were unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the cancer to be related to Shingrix.  Additional details were provided as follows: The age at vaccination was not reported. The reporter stated that, the patient receoved 1st dose of Shingrix and some point after vaccination diagnosed with cancer. Till the time of reporting, the patient did not receive 2nd dose, which led to incomplete course of vaccination. This case was linked with case US2020202323, reported by same reporter.; Sender's Comments:  US-GLAXOSMITHKLINE-US2020202323:same reporter

960535 01/21/2021 CA U Asthma attack within 60 minutes,  dry throat immediately after vaccination, stuffy nose, short of breath, abdominal pain and diarrhea headache within 12 hours, temp of 101.3, chills, weakness and fatigue for 24 hours.   GI symptoms stopped after 4 days.  Wheezing, SOB, fatigue, headache continue until now (2 weeks post vaccine).  I've been put on prednisone, multiple inhalers, and had a cortisone injection.   The lower I get on the prednisone,  the weaker and more fatigued I feel.  I've missed work for 2 weeks now.  Cannot fulfill my job duties with this weakness, fatigue, lightheaded and dizziness.   I am on disability for now.

960557 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 SD 20.0 20 F Extreme headache, fever of 102-103 degrees farenheight, dizziness, syncopal episode at work, transferred to ER, heart rate 160s-180s, hypertensive emergency blood pressures 160s/90s. Today 1/20/2021 approx 1700. Y

960580 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 NV 71.0 71 M Ventricular tachycardia resulting in cardiac arrest Y

960600 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 UT 57.0 57 M The patient received the second dose of the Moderna vaccine at the Health Department. The patient experienced a rapid onset of a dry mouth and throat, followed by a restricted airway and elevated blood pressure. The patient was given 2 x 25 mg pf Benadryl, however, due to rapid restriction of the airway .05 of epinephrine was administered by injection. The symptoms subsided slightly. A second injection of .05 mg was administered. The patient was observed and released with instructions to contact his primary care physician.Y

960714 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Pt received vaccine and developed HA with left hemianopsia, left upper ext and left lower ext weakness. Stroke Code activated at clinic where she works CT head neg TPA administered, transferred to ED for CTA and stroke care CTA neg  MRI pending but clinically improvedY Y

960796 03/07/2015 01/21/2021 TN 60.0 60 M Loss of concentration; small shingles outbreak/ persistent painful blistering rash on top of his head in his hair, on his face and in his ear/ diagnosed as herpes zoster; ears started "feeling funny"/ persistent painful blistering rash on top of his head in his hair, on his face and in his ear; The vaccine did not prevent shingles, but rather caused patient to contract a persistent strain of herpes zoster; persistent painful blistering rash on top of his head in his hair, on his face and in his ear/ diagnosed as postherpetic neuralgia; This spontaneous report was received from a patient's wife and pharmacist and refers to 60-year-old (also reported as 56-year-old, conflicting information) male patient. The patient's concurrent condition included unspecified heart disease. The patient had no drug reactions or allergies. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.   On 07-MAR-2015 (also reported as on Saturday), the patient was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vial 19400 plaque-forming unit (PFU), lot # K016326, expiry date 24-DEC-2015 (dose, route of administration, application site were not reported) for the prevention of shingles/ vaccination/ to prevent shingles.   On 08-MAR-2015 (reported as the day after getting zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), also reported as by Sunday afternoon), his ears started "feeling funny". On the same day, he also experienced headache and shooting pains accompanied by a burning sensation, all of which occurred on his face without rash and redness. The patient had shooting pains, tingling and numbness on the left side of his face and had. The pharmacist believed it was a small shingles outbreak. The patient's wife reported that he developed shingles in the left side of his face. The patient contacted pharmacist due to the event. It was reported that he went to his physician and was given an unspecified steroid shot and a dose of steroids in pills due to shingles. The patient stated that he felt that the vaccine gave him shingles. There was no treatment given for the events. The outcome of shingles was reported as not recovered. The outcome of remaining events was not reported.  The patient considered the shingles to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX). The relatedness between ears started "feeling funny" and zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) was not provided.  Follow up information has been received on 18-OCT-2019 from a lawyer, regarding a case in litigation and refers to a male patient. On an unknown date, the patient was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) for routine health maintenance and for the prevention of shingles. The vaccine did not prevent shingles, but rather caused patient to contract a persistent strain of herpes zoster accompanied by pain. On an unknown date (reported as shortly after receiving vaccine), the patient developed a persistent painful blistering rash on top of his head in his hair, on his face and in his ear. In response to these symptoms, he presented to a physician, where he was diagnosed with herpes zoster and postherpetic neuralgia and remained under their care. As a result, the patient had suffered and would continue to suffer significant medical expenses, pain and suffering, and other damages. The outcome of the events was considered to be not recovered. The reporter considered the events to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  Follow up information has been received on 18-JAN-2021 from a lawyer via a Plaintiff Fact Sheet, regarding a case in litigation and refers to a 60-year-old male patient (pt). The pt never smoked or used tobacco products. He was diagnosed with chickenpox in approximately 1964, at the age of approximately 9 or 10 years old. He was never vaccinated with chickenpox vaccine. On 07-MAR-2015, the pt was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) in left arm, by a pharmacist at a pharmacy. The pt claimed to suffer following physical injuries caused by zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX): shingles (herpes zoster) and postherpetic neuralgia (PHN). The pt suffered from pain which led to loss of concentration, loss of work. He had severe pain on the side of his face, head, neck and in his ear. The pt first became aware of the injuries as initially he noticed the pain at night of 07-MAR-2015, but the following day 08-MAR-2015 it got much worse. He first became aware of the injuries as within hours he began to experience pain in his hair, face and ear. It was painful to touch. The following day he broke out in bumps and sores in his hair, side of his face and ear. He was diagnosed with shingles and postherpetic neuralgia (PHN) by a physician in approximately March 2015. On an unknown date in March 2015, he was prescribed unspecified medication for nerve pain by a physician (could not recall name of medication). On an unknown date in March 2015, he communicated with a physician about whether the injuries were related to or caused by zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX). He reported that he saw provider for shingles treatment and discussed injury. He stated that he did not know if any test to determine if the rash following vaccination with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) was wild type or vaccine strain varicella zoster virus was ever performed by a healthcare provider. He was never told by any healthcare provider that he had vaccine strain varicella zoster virus. The pt claimed that zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) did not cause or aggravate any psychiatric/ psychological conditions other than pain, suffering and emotional distress, for which treatment was sought from a healthcare provider. The pt filed for social security due to retirement in 2019, which was granted. In the 7 years preceding his zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccination to the present, the pt received inpatient or outpatient care from his primary care physician (PCP) (2005 to present). In the 7 years preceding zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) to the present, the pt required hospitalization or recurrent medical care and treatment or medication due to high cholesterol (2005 to present) and high blood pressure (2010 to present). In the 7 years preceding zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) to the present, the pt's prescription medications taken on a regular basis included: rosuvastatin for high cholesterol (2005 to present) and metoprolol for high blood pressure (2010 to present). The outcome of the events was not provided. The reporter considered the events to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  Follow up information has been received on 18-JAN-2021 from pharmacy records, regarding case in litigation. On 07-MAR-2015, the pt was dispensed zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) 19400 PFU injection, quantity 1.  Upon internal review, the event of herpes zoster in his ear was considered to be medically significant.  It has been determined that cases # US-009507513-1503USA005428 and US-009507513-1503USA012042 are a duplicate case of case # US-009507513-1503USA004588. Therefore cases # US-009507513-1503USA005428 and US-009507513-1503USA012042 are being deleted from our files and the cases are consolidated into case # 
US-009507513-1503USA004588.

960828 01/21/2021 F anaphylactic reaction to DPT vaccine made with horse serum; Initial information regarding an unsolicited valid serious case received from non-healthcare professional (consumer) from Pfizer (Reference number: 2021013116) on 11-Jan-2021.  This case involved a female patient aged an approximately 3 to 4 year at around years 1964 or 1966 who experienced anaphylactic reaction (Anaphylactic reaction) to DIPHTHERIA, TETANUS AND NOS PERTUSSIS VACCINE made with horse serum.  Medical history, medical treatment(s), vaccination(s), concomitant medication(s) and family history were not provided.  On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect DIPHTHERIA, TETANUS AND NOS PERTUSSIS VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer (lot number and expiry date were not reported) via an unknown route in an unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, it was reported that the patient developed a serious anaphylactic reaction to DIPHTHERIA, TETANUS AND NOS PERTUSSIS VACCINE made with horse serum (Anaphylactic reaction).  No relevant laboratory details were provided.  The event of anaphylactic reaction was assessed as medically significant as per important medical event list.  It was not reported if the patient received a corrective treatment.  Outcome of the event of anaphylactic reaction was unknown.  There will be no information available on the batch number for this case.; Sender's Comments: This case involves an approximately 3 to 4 year old female patient who presented with anaphylactic reaction after receiving DIPHTHERIA, TETANUS AND NOS PERTUSSIS VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer. Time to onset is unknown. Although, medical history, comorbidities, concomitant medications, additional information on investigations ruling out other etiologies would be needed for complete assessment of the case. Based upon the reported information, the role of the vaccine cannot be assessed.

960837 01/19/2021 01/21/2021 NC 33.0 33 F G2P1; 19 weeks pregnant; employee felt dizzy and lightheaded after receiving her vaccine.  employee given water and Cheez-Its and reported feeling much better.

960854 01/18/2021 01/21/2021 FL 35.0 35 F Currently 9weeks pregnant with expected due date Aug 21 21.  OB office was contacted about reaction and they will continue to monitor during my pregnancy but as of now no signs of harm.  Adverse reaction started with minor muscle aches  then about 12hr after I started with a fever/ chills that got very severe during the night. Finally around 1am/2am the fever started to break.  I took Tyenol 500mg every 4 to 6 hours x 5 doses in the 24hr period.

960874 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 OH 24.0 24 M Patient became nauseated at 11pm 1/20/21 and fever of 101, passed out in bathroom dry heaving and woke up at 4am, Heartrate 182, short of breath, continuous vomiting, called EMS, was given zofran on route to ER, upon arrival to ER heartrate reduced to 130's, patient reports being given toradol and IV Fluids, and was released. Patient reports fever range of 101-103.Y

960922 01/07/2021 01/21/2021 NH 93.0 93 F On 01/19/2021 patient was observed to have a slight right facial droop and slight slurred speech, hand grips were equal, pupils equal and reactive, she had difficulty moving her right leg. 911 activated due to possible CVA, admitted to the hospital , a MRI was done to rule out a stroke. Readmitted 1/20/21 with the diagnosis of probable Bell's Palsey. The patient is stable medically at this time. Facial droop remains at this time, she is able to swallow without difficulty.Y 1

960925 01/12/2021 01/21/2021 VA 67.0 67 F She began to have twitching on the day of vaccine 1/12/2021 but does have a history of seizures secondary to cancer, low grade temp of 99.4 for which she was given tylenol. After the tylenol her fever broke but the lip twitch persisted and her body began to twitch intermittently.  She continued to have the twitching throughout the evening and then became unresponsive. She was sent out EMS to our local hospital. She was admitted and returned from the hosptial on 1/19/2021 and state she feels fine. New Diagnosis of Metabolic EncephalopathyY 5

960987 01/06/2021 01/21/2021 GA 80.0 80 F HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE AND DROP IN O2 SAT Y 7

961055 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 TX 47.0 47 M Pt started having dizziness, increased HR, extremities became pale, BP increased to 170/94, HR 144 30 mins after injection. Pt tolerated first vaccine s difficulty, sxs continued and BP and HR fluctuated off and on for 1hr. Pt was given an EPI pen, Solumedrol 125mg, Zyrtec (refused benadryl) , and Pepcid 20mg during the episode. HR and BP continued to increase - EMS was called and pt was take to the ED and released ~10pm at night to home.Y

961126 01/19/2021 01/21/2021 WV 27.0 27 F I woke up at 4am to my heart racing. I am a nurse so I checked my pulse and it was 126. I tried to bear down at home to decrease my heart rate but it continued to climb to 164 so after an hour of sustained Hr 126-164 I went to the emergency room where I had SVT. They did a valsalva maneuver 3 times and that made my heart rate go down to the 130s. It was then sinus tachycardia and stayed 120s-130s until about noon. Upon discharge at 3:30pm my resting heart rate was still 105 but it was determined to be a vaccine reaction as all other tests were normal.Y 1

961168 01/19/2021 01/21/2021 AR 27.0 27 F She is 11 weeks pregnant  EE received 2nd covid vaccine on 1/19 at 0727 and began having s/s 1/20 at 1400: HA, body aches, chills, fatigue.

961170 01/16/2021 01/21/2021 TX 41.0 41 F 41 years 6 month old female with history of thyroid problem. Pregnant 19 weeks. NKDA. G9PA. Meds-Thyroid medication and prenatal vitamins. Patient received COVID-19 vaccine at 10:30AM. 3 minutes later in post vaccine observation area she complained of tingling/numbness in both arms and legs. No loss of strength or weakness. She was anxious and nervous before the vaccine.  10:40AM: BP 170/90 rechecked at 168/90. No shortness of breath, no chest pain, color: pink, lungs clear to auscultation. 10:44AM: BP 160/88 HR-119 O2 Sat-99%. No shortness of breath, stridor. Tachycardia. Color: pink 11:05AM: BP 140/90 HR-109 O2 Sat-98%. Lungs clear to auscultation. HR Tachycardia 11:12AM: BP 138/86 HR-113 O2 Sat-98% Patient informed me that she was nervous and anxious before the vaccine administration Taken by medic to emergency room.

961179 01/05/2021 01/21/2021 TX 82.0 82 F Seizure like episode on 1/12/21, one week after vaccine, last 1.5 hours, consisting of both eyes twitching and clenching/spasm of right hand and arm.  EMS called.  BP normal.   Continuing weakness of right arm and right leg, which was side weakened by stroke.  Could no longer stand or walk on right leg.  Some slurring of speech. Some confusion.  Went to hospital 1/14.  No evidence of stroke or current seizure.  Considered problem to be mild UTI, started antiobiotics, rapid improvement.  Discharged 1/17. Woke up 1/18 with aphasia.  Went to urgent care, sent immediately to hospital.  Doctors found no evidence of stroke or seizure.  Consider problem to be due to inflammation, caused by mild UTI (which was cleared by antibiotics) or perhaps due to inflammation caused by Covid vaccination.  The inflammation reinitiated the symptoms of her stroke, although she never had expressive aphasia prior to this, only word-finding problems, which had been resolved.Y 3

961200 01/14/2021 01/21/2021 FL 58.0 58 F anaphylaxis - treatment ED / ICU epinephrine, famotidine, methylprednisolone Y 1

961281 12/19/2020 01/21/2021 MI 44.0 F near syncope; Sinus Tachycardia; Hypothyroidism; tested positive for Covid 19; tested positive for Covid 19; lost weight; No sense of taste or smell; No sense of taste or smell; losing hair; heart rate started increasing; high blood pressure; Increased cough; Sleepy; tired; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient) through the Medical Information Team and Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A 44-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL0140), intramuscularly on the arm on 19Dec2020 11:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included tachycardia and stroke from 2019 and diabetes mellitus diagnosed in summer of 2020 and ongoing. Family medical history included father had type 2 diabetes. Concomitant medication included metformin hydrochloride, sitagliptin (JANUMET) for diabetes. The patient previously took regular flu shot and had body aches; it did not happen at the year of report but in years past she did have it. The patient took the COVID vaccine for precaution as she was a healthcare worker/paramedic and stated there was no prescriber. She received the vaccination at a health department facility, not a military facility. She had no previous immunizations and no additional vaccines were administered on the same date as COVID-19 vaccine. The patient received her first dose of COVID-19 vaccine on 19Dec2020 and after nine days, she tested positive for COVID-19 on 30Dec2020 and had an inpatient hospital stay. She mentioned she was so happy that she did not have any symptoms for those days. She stated that she got the shot on the 19th and later that evening was when she started having symptoms. She tried to sleep and it woke her up, she felt sleepy, tired and experienced headache on 19Dec2020 20:00 to 21:00. On 28Dec2020 23:00, she had an increased cough. She initially had increased cough from wearing mask and was having post nasal drip, then she got wet cough and that was when she decided to get tested. She went back and forth on dates; stated she was confused with the dates because of being in the hospital, it had been a while and the dates were all meshing in together. Her specimen was collected and they did the test on 29Dec2020 then found out that she tested positive for COVID virus with a COVID test nasal swab on 30Dec2020 17:30. She mentioned she lost weight after she got COVID, had no sense of taste or smell on unspecified dates. She did not know if it was related to her thyroid but she started losing hair and her heart rate started increasing on Monday, so they took her off all her meds and said the COVID was doing crazy things to the body. She had to go on Carvedilol for the sinus tachycardia and had high blood pressure now. This was all new after she tested positive. She has had bouts of tachycardia before and did have a heart monitor as she had a stroke last year. So those have never been persistent or symptomatic. If she did have a high heart rate, it always went down. This one was symptomatic. She did fine the whole week after the shot, just had that little bit of sleepiness, was tired, and had a headache. The patient reported near syncope with sinus tachycardia due to COVID-19 and hypothyroidism on 08Jan2021 14:30 to 15:00, which required hospitalization from 08Jan2021 to 10Jan2021 (2 days). ER or physician's office was required. She never went to the ER for the vaccination, it was just for the near syncope with sinus tachycardia due to COVID-19 and hypothyroidism that she went and was then admitted to hospital. She just got out of the hospital the day before report (10Jan2021), was there for two days and was still recovering. She was supposed to receive her second vaccination on the day of report however her doctor did not know if she should get the second dose due to double antibodies. She did not ask if she still had the virus or it went away. She has not been to work in two weeks. Outcome of the events tested positive for COVID virus was not recovered; near syncope with sinus tachycardia due to COVID-19 and hypothyroidism was recovered with sequel; sleepy, tired and headache was recovering; while the remaining events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 2

961282 12/29/2020 01/21/2021 MA 49.0 F Felt like a restless leg or blood clot but not as severe.; Felt like a restless leg or blood clot but not as severe.; Left below knee pain and discomfort. Some to the right leg as well.; Left below knee pain and discomfort. Some to the right leg as well.; Checked back of leg for warmth or bruising lasted day 2 and day 3.; Checked back of leg for warmth or bruising lasted day 2 and day 3.; Did feel some discomfort to left arm as a result of the shot in left arm, tender and could feel when holding arm up some discomfort; This is a spontaneous report from a  contactable  nurse reporting for herself.    A 49-years-old female patient started to receive bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot: ECO142) vaccine , intramuscular in the left arm on 29Dec2020 15:45 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  Medical history included hypertension, anaemia, blood cholesterol increased , depression, food allergy (whey casium)  (taking doxepin for it with relief).  Concomitant medication included doxepin (DOXEPIN), metoprolol (METOPROLOL), calcium ascorbate (VITAMIN C [CALCIUM ASCORBATE]), tocopherol (VITAMIN E [TOCOPHEROL]), cyanocobalamin (VITAMIN B-12) , atorvastatin (ATORVASTATIN), sertraline (SERTRALINE).   The patient experienced felt like a restless leg or blood clot but not as severe.  on 30Dec2020 07:00 with outcome of recovered , left below knee pain and discomfort. some to the right leg as well. on 30Dec2020 07:00 with outcome of recovered , checked back of leg for warmth or bruising lasted day 2 and day 3.  on 30Dec2020 07:00 with outcome of recovered , did feel some discomfort to left arm as a result of the shot in left arm, tender and could feel when holding arm up some discomfort  on 30Dec2020 07:00 with outcome of recovered.  The event blood clot was considered serious (Important Medical Event). Course of the events The patient reported left below knee pain and discomfort. Some to the right leg as well. She checked back of leg for warmth or bruising lasted day 2 and day 3. She felt like a restless leg or blood clot but not as severe. She felt better to stand instead of sitting. Did feel some discomfort to left arm as a result of the shot in left arm, tender and could feel when holding arm up some discomfort. No shortness of breath, no nausea, no dizziness, no increased fatigue (baseline - not enough sleep - working 3 jobs).; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported leg thrombosis cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

961283 01/21/2021 U heart complications; brain complications; Initial information received on 12-Jan-2021 regarding an unsolicited valid serious case received from a consumer or non-healthcare professional.  This case involves patient (unknown demographics) who experienced serious heart complications (cardiac disorder) and brain complications (nervous system disorder), when received vaccine INFLUENZA USP TRIVAL A-B HIGH DOSE SUBVIRION VACCINE [FLUZONE HIGH DOSE].  The patient's past medical treatment, vaccination, concomitant medication and family history were not provided.   It is unknown if the patient had any medical history, concomitant disease or risk factor.  On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA USP TRIVAL A-B HIGH DOSE SUBVIRION VACCINE (lot number not reported) via an unknown route at an unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On 20-Sep-2020, the patient who do not expect to survive after development of serious heart complications (cardiac disorder) and brain complications (nervous system disorder) (unknown latency) following the administration of INFLUENZA USP TRIVAL A-B HIGH DOSE SUBVIRION VACCINE.   These events were assessed as medically significant and life-threatening and was leading to disability.   The patient was hospitalized for these events.  It is unknown if the patient experienced any additional symptoms or events.   Medication details and reason for taking the medicine was not provided   It is unknown if there were lab data or results available  It was not reported if the patient received a corrective treatment.  On 24-Nov-2020, the patient recovered from both the events.; Sender's Comments: A patient (unknown demographics) presented with cardiac disorder and nervous system disorder following the vaccination with FLUZONE HIGH DOSE. Time to onset is unknown. Medical history, concomitant medication, precise final diagnosis and lab data ruling out alternative etiologies would be needed for complete assessment of the case. Based upon the reported information, role the vaccine cannot be assessed.Y Y

961349 01/08/2021 01/21/2021 TN 23.0 23 F Pt's injection was given into the bony prominence at acromion process . Pt reported immediate entire arm went numb immediately with immediate pain. She went back home to Ohio and was seen on 1/10 given a Medrol dose pack and sling. Instructed to rest and Ice the area. Initially the pain seem to improve after steroids, After finishing steroids and returning to work pain and limited ROM has continued to increase. Reports pain at injection site that becomes sharp and worse with certain movements Her fingertips feel like pens & needles.

961479 01/07/2021 01/21/2021 FL 55.0 F several fainting spells because of everything going on; elevated HR in the 130's; Uncontrollable chills; fever of 102.8; pain all over my body; intractable vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 55-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot EL0140, via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 07Jan2021 10:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included covid-19 on an unknown date prior vaccination. There were not known allergies. Covid was not tested post vaccination. Concomitant medication included vitamin D; vitamin E.  On 08Jan2021 at 02:00 the patient experienced several fainting spells because of everything going on, uncontrollable chills, fever of 102.8, pain all over the body, elevated heart rate in the 130's, and intractable vomiting. The patient was not treated for the events. The outcome of the events was resolved in Jan2021.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, all events are reasonably related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

961489 01/11/2021 01/21/2021 MI 37.0 37 F Lupus flare, intractable pain, chest pain; patient received prolonged infusion of ketamine Y 2

961499 01/05/2021 01/21/2021 OH 36.0 36 M Severe thrombocytopenia platelet count of 1. Y Y 1

961501 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 MN 43.0 43 M After the required wait period of 15 minutes I started to drive back home which is 77 miles from the hospital that administered the vaccination.  Around 15 minutes down the road I started feeling like something was caught in my throat and was coughing a little.  At that time I decided to turn around and go back to the hospital.  I took an oral Benadryl 25mg and decided to wait in my car and see if it was something else.  After 30-45 minutes I took a drink of water and realized I was having trouble swallowing.  I then preceded into the ER and was admitted immediately.    In the ER, they started an IV, administered Benadryl, methylprednisolone and a bag of saline.  The physician discussed with me and we agreed to hold the Epinephrine to see how I reacted to the previous medications.  I was then monitored for a couple hours then released with a prescription of Prednisone 60mg for 5 days and an EpiPen.    One day out, no new symptoms besides injection site pain.Y

961503 01/12/2021 01/21/2021 MD 34.0 34 F I am a resident physician/ employee at the Hospital. I developed acute perforated appendicitis 56 hours after receiving the 2nd dose of Pfizer COVID vaccine. I received the vaccine on 1/12/21 and developed symptoms of epigastric pain and vomiting on 1/14/21. On 1/15/21, I developed fever and right lower quadrant pain that was sustained. I  presented to the Hospital Emergency Department on 1/17/21 and was diagnosed with acute perforated appendicitis by CT with contrast. I underwent emergency appendectomy at The Hospital on 1/17/21 and was hospitalized from 1/17/21-1/19/21.Y Y 3

961533 01/12/2021 01/21/2021 AR 46.0 46 F Patient developed one singular area of urticaria approximately one hour after the vaccination and then developed an anaphylactoid reaction 3 days later including widespread urticaria and chest tightness.  She took OTC antihistamines and recovered 6 days after the vaccine.Y

961587 01/21/2021 01/21/2021 MA 20.0 20 F Anaphylactic Reaction.  Treatment with Epinephrine, Benadryl, Solumedrol, Albuterol and Atrobent

961589 01/13/2021 01/21/2021 NC 80.0 80 M Patient reports intermittent left land paresthesias lasting about 10 minutes with a glove distribution just in the hand initially on 1/16/21.  On 1/18/21, patient had symptoms lasting about 4 hours and could not pick up objects.  By the time he came to the ER for this, symptoms had resolved.  On Tues, 1/19, patient went skeet shooting and experienced an episode of numbness involving the entire left arm from shoulder to fingertips, involuntary hand movements, and left cheek twitching.  These symptoms lasted about 10 minutes.  Patient also reported dysarthria, slurred speech, strange sensation on left side of face, and facial asymmetry.   His wife reports his voice was a whisper and patient's left arm was dangling at his side.  Reports voice feeling weak along with these symptoms.Y 2

961599 01/05/2021 01/21/2021 AR 40.0 40 F started having asthma attacks (chest pain and Shortness of breath  with wheezing) on friday  01/15/2021 Didnt get any better over weekend.  was taking inhaler every 3-4 hours.  Monday was tested for covid which was negative.  body aches and fatigue began over weekend.  asthma progressively got worse.  On 01/20 had to visit dr office, my neck was swollen on both sides, injection site had a raised large area that extended from my shoulder to my elbow.  Up until yesterday, you could not even tell where I had the shot.  Now there is still a raised area and you can tell exactly where i recieved it.Y

961679 12/21/2020 01/21/2021 GA 59.0 59 F I received the Covid vaccine on December 21. On December 30, I woke up and was unable to maintain my balance. I developed very severe migraine headaches and was hospitalized. I still have not regained my balance. I have had a couple of courses of prednisone and migraine medication. My neurologist is setting up IV I G transfusions feeling that I?m having an auto immune response to the vaccine.Y 4

961703 01/21/2021 01/21/2021 AZ 31.0 31 F Received vaccination in left deltoid, within a few minutes arm started feeling numb and tingling distal to vaccination site.  She describes it feeling like she slept on it wrong.  It is beginning to feel better with time.

961839 01/05/2021 01/21/2021 NY 41.0 F tingling in her right arm; I woke up on Monday very tired; she had symptoms of bells palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This 41-year-old female (no pregnant) patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1686) on 05Jan2021 10:15AM at Upper Left Arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drug were not reported. She said she got Botox injections in her forehead, as well as, a little bit by each eye, a little less than 3 weeks prior to receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. She clarified she believes she was injected with only 50cc's of a Botox 100mg vial. She said she does not have the Botox NDC, Lot, and Expiration Date from the Botox that was injected into her forehead and eye areas approximately 3 weeks earlier. Patient got the 1st shot of covid vaccine on 05Jan2021. On Monday she had symptoms of bells palsy and wanted clinic trials result for it. Reported her Bell's Palsy symptoms started on Monday, 11Jan2021, and she was formally diagnosed with Bell's Palsy in the right side of her face in the Emergency Room on 12Jan2021 was reported as worsened. She said the doctor told her the Bells Palsy could worsen before it improves. She said the doctors ruled out a stroke and diagnosed her with Bells Palsy. Stated she has tingling in her right arm that comes and goes on 12Jan2021. She doesn't have the right arm tingling all the time. Event details: On Saturday, 09Jan and Sunday 10Jan my right eye began to twitch from time to time. I woke up on Monday very tired and my eyes were swollen and I had bags under my eyes. I felt a little off but went to work. In the middle of the day my right eye began hurting with a burning sensation. I thought I needed to change my contact lenses. The following day, Tuesday 12Jan. I woke up and noticed that I can't fully close my right eye. I felt tired again and my eyes had bags under them. I went to work and felt like not myself. Around 10am, I ate cereal and noticed that I was chewing funny. At 1:30 pm I felt tingling around my right lip and at 4pm I noticed that smile is off and that I was not able to smile fully with my right side. That was when I went to the Emergency Room. She said she was given 3 Prednisone 20mg pills while she was at the hospital yesterday, as well as, a prescription for Prednisone 20mg tablets. She said she is to take 3 Prednisone 20mg tablets per day for 6 days. She clarified once she finishes the Prednisone 20mg prescription, she will have taken 7 days of Prednisone 20mg tablets. She stated the Prednisone 20mg tablets were dispensed in a pharmacy vial, and she does not have the NDC, Lot and Expiration Date. She said she also received a prescription for Valacyclovir 1gm tablets. She said she is to take 1 Valacyclovir 1gm tablet, three times a day, for 7 days. She said the Valacyclovir 1gm tablets are dispensed in a pharmacy bottle, and she doesn't have the Valacyclovir 1gm NDC, Lot and Expiration Date. She said she doesn't want to get the second COVID-19 Vaccine dose now. No Covid prior vaccination. Covid tested post vaccination (Nasal Swab): Yes- Negative. Outcome of reaction/event at the time of last observation was Not Recovered/Not Resolved.  Follow-up attempts are completed. No further information is expected.

961840 01/09/2021 01/21/2021 GA 41.0 F hand was hurting so bad/feeling more pain in her hands; hurting down into her breast; feeling weakness; joint hurting; fever; chills; whole body aches; restless; joints and muscles were hurting; She saw really bad redness and it was increasing in size; It was swollen and warm to touch; It was swollen and warm to touch; she has had horrible feelings; inappropriate schedule of vaccine administered (first dose on 21Dec2020, second dose on 09Jan2021); inappropriate schedule of vaccine administered (first dose on 21Dec2020, second dose on 09Jan2021); Cellulitis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient).   A 41-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date unknown) on 09Jan2021 at 10:30 a.m. at single dose via an unspecified route of administration for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medication were not reported. The patient received first dose on 21Dec2020 (lot number: EJ1685) on left Arm. Patient received second dose of the Pfizer COVID19 Vaccine on 09Jan2021 at 10:30 a.m. and until 11 that night she had no symptoms.  She started feeling weakness and joint hurting. After midnight she had fever, chills, and whole body aches. She was restless. All her joints and muscles were hurting. The chills were really bad. She was taking Motrin 200mg and she took three pills at the time, so she took high dose kind of. It didn't get better until Monday, 11Jan2021, at around 1:00PM. It was She stayed home. She has heard from so many people that the second dose gives this kind of symptoms. She was already prepared with the medication. She knew the symptoms would get better. She didn't just right away go to the doctor. For two days she was running all the symptoms. Patient commented also that the last two days she has had horrible feelings. She didn't pay attention to the arm. With any shot, pain is normal. She was getting better with the other symptoms, but was feeling more pain in her hands. She saw really bad redness and it was increasing in size. It was spreading. When moving her arm, it was radiating under the arm and to the side of her breast. Then she felt really bad and came to work. She showed it to her friend and it was spreading and hurting. It was swollen and warm to touch. She went to Urgent Care downstairs. On 12Jan2021 at 10:50AM she went to Urgent Care and was diagnosed with cellulitis in left upper arm.  Antibiotics were prescribed as treatment. She informed took vitamins. At the time of the reporting event outcome was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162BB2 on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

961841 01/11/2021 01/21/2021 FL 83.0 F had trouble breathing; toung was greatly swolen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) reported that an 83-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3246, expiration date: not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 11Jan2021 09:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included very mild chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) from an unknown date. Concomitant medications included sertraline, temazepam, levothyroxine and pravastatin. It was reported that on 11Jan2021, the patient had injection at 9:30 am then at 6 pm, had trouble breathing and tongue was greatly swollen (reported as "toung was greatly swolen"). The patient called ambulance and went to emergency room/department or urgent care. As treatment, the patient received saline IV, banophen and prednisone. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

961842 01/11/2021 01/21/2021 VT 40.0 F temperature elevated (99.8, 101.8, 101); at the injection site (upper left deltoid) she was experiencing very small redness and a sharp shooting pain; at the injection site (upper left deltoid) she was experiencing very small redness and a sharp shooting pain; She is very achy; shooting pain all the way down from her left upper deltoid to her middle and ring finger on left hand; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This 40-year-old female patient received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot EJ1686) intramuscular, in left deltoid, on 11Jan2021 at 10 AM, COVID-19 immunization. Prior vaccinations (within 4 weeks) or on the same day: none. Medical history included ongoing asthma diagnosed at childhood, ongoing diabetes diagnosed in her twenties, she was overweight, about 7 or 8 years ago she ended up having cellulitis due to the nurse not using aseptic technique but not due to a vaccine, she was diagnosed with COVID on 18Dec2020 (she was off quarantine as of 28Dec2020, going back to work on 31Dec2020). When she was diagnosed with COVID, it caused an asthma exacerbation and she needed a 5-day oral burst of 40 mg prednisone. Concomitant medications were none. On 11Jan2021 the patient experienced temperature elevated, at the injection site (upper left deltoid) she was experiencing very small redness and a sharp shooting pain and she was very achy. Her temperature started last night (11Jan2021), temperature was 99.8. She tried to hydrate. She also had a temperature at 6 AM on 12Jan2021 morning. On 12Jan2021 she had temperature of 101.8 and this was after taking antipyretics 6 hours before. Then, on 12Jan2021, her temperature was 101. She was on the phone with her primary care provider and she was told to take more antipyretics. She just took more antipyretics. She stated it felt almost like they hit a nerve when administering the vaccine since she was experiencing shooting pain all the way down from her left upper deltoid to her middle and ring finger on left hand. She believed, based on anatomy, that there were nerves going right there. She knew she was overweight but her upper arms were not that bad. She tried to take a shower to cool herself down. She received the vaccine through pharmacy since she was working at a long term care facility around COVID. Pharmacist came to the long term care facility where she works to administer the vaccine. The events did not require ER visit. Relevant tests: none. Fever outcome was unknown. The other events had not yet resolved. Sharp shooting pain came and went. The reporter considered all the events serious as medically significant and related to BNT162B2 vaccine.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

961843 01/07/2021 01/21/2021 VA 52.0 F Heart attack / she had a MI / diagnosed as a NSTEMI; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). This 52-year-old female patient received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) in left arm, on 07Jan2021, for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history included autoimmune thyroiditis (Hashimoto's thyroiditis) from 1998 and vitiligo from 1988. She was overweight. She had really no other risk factors. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 08Jan2021 the patient experienced heart attack and she had a MI, then a cardiac catherization that was normal and a normal echo as well. She said it was diagnosed as a NSTEMI and not a large MI, the smaller version. These events required hospitalization from 08Jan2021 to 12Jan2021. MI occurred after she finished clinic and she was not standing or doing anything, just sitting and she had chest pain. Her office was right next to the ER, so she received treatment within an hour and they were able to help her. She said that her hospital couldn't do a cardiac cath, so on 11Jan2021 they moved her to an hospital which was another treatment facility. When she had her MI they gave her acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN) and sublingual nitroglycerin. They tested her troponin and did an EKG which was abnormal on an unspecified date in Jan2021. On 08Jan2021 troponin was increased. When they treated her with nitroglycerin and Aspirin, two hours later her EKG was normal and her troponin came down overnight on 09Jan2021, which was when they said for sure that she had a heart attack. The patient said it was very scary to have a heart attack, but thankfully there was not a lot of damage done and she was able to get treatment quickly. She did not think the event was disabling since they did not see much damage to her heart muscle, it was a near miss kind of thing. She said it was life changing in that she will now be on medication forever, she will be on at least a baby Aspirin and probably something like a statin for the rest of her life. She was recovering, it was unknown what the lasting effects may be, she felt normal but tired from her hospital stay. Heart attack resolved on 08Jan2021.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the event acute myocardial infarction cannot be excluded. The contributory role of the patient age and background of obesity cannot be excluded as well. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 4

961844 01/06/2021 01/21/2021 TX 97.0 F Every time my mother blows her nose or coughs up phlegm there is a lot of blood; Every time my mother blows her nose or coughs up phlegm there is a lot of blood; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's daughter). A 97-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization, lot number: EL0142. Medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none. Patient's daughter reported severe problems with the vaccine. Every time patient blows her nose or coughs up phlegm there is a lot of blood, onset date unknown. No treatment received for the events. Outcome of the events was unknown.

961846 01/19/2021 01/21/2021 77.0 76 M Narrative: 1/20/21 Vomited x3 nonbilious and was found to have a fever (100.4 degrees F). Pt reports fullness, saying his belly feels hard. on exam abd distended / tympanic abdomen, decreased bowel sounds. Trafered from clinic to acute care to r/o acute abdomen. 1/19 vaccine given 1/17 - abdomen visibly rounded, patient looks uncomfortable. Patient denied pain x 3, reports feeling full. Abdomen is soft, nontender. Normoactive bowel sounds x 4 - scheduled to receive enema on 1/18. 1/16: noted to have a distended stomach, positive bowels sounds denied pain or discomfort. Ate 50% of dinner, During pm care abdomen noted to be more distended than at the start of shift. - txed with suppository Patient has BM. PMH includes dementia, hypothyroidism, dysphagia, ataxia, drug-induced tremor, schizoaffective disorder, chonic constipation, anemia, bipolar, HLY

961876 01/05/2021 01/21/2021 45.0 F Covid Vaccine given on 1/5. Headaches started within two hours. Fatigue and headache next two days. Followed by leg weakness in both legs and uncontrollable tremors in my entire body. I was hospitalized for 5 days. I am still having headaches and shakes all over my body with major weakness all over.Y

961879 01/13/2021 01/21/2021 TX 81.0 M My 81-year-old father, and my brother received the first dose of the Pfizer covid vaccine at the  Hospital  on Wednesday January 13, 2021. Within a couple of minutes of them returning home, my father collapsed. As it turns out, he'd had a silent heart attack. He is still in the medical center area Hospital this morning. A cardiologist who was filling in for my father's primary cardiologist thought maybe my father had a blockage and might have needed a stent. But when Dr. performed a cardiac catheterization,  he only found a little plaque. Medical personnel are not too sure what caused the heart attack. My was very dehydrated when he was admitted, and he has underlying health conditions including diabetes, high blood pressure, dementia and a history of blood clots. Those are just a few of his health issues. His primary cardiologist, Dr is back in town. He plans to see if my father has AFib before they release him. I believe Dr. an internist at Hospital,  said my father's INR on admitting was 1.2. My father's hematologist, Dr.,  had told us to let the person administering the vaccine know that my father is on blood thinners. I was not present when my father and brother received the vaccine, but I assume my brother passed that information on to them.Y

961882 12/21/2020 01/21/2021 NV 28.0 F Sars-CoV-2 vaccine (pPp treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): pfizer Received COVID-19 Vaccine at 10:45 AM.  After 10 minutes post administration, while being monitored began feeling nauseated and c/o some dizziness. Denies allergies or prior events with vaccination. A& O x3, pale, diaphoretic, weak radial pulse, cool w/ delayed cap refill. Preferred to sit with her head lowered rather than supine. VS noted and cool cloths provided. Stated she ate a little this AM, BP and pulse normally low for her and currently on menstrual cycle. Advised to stay additional 15 min. VS rechecked w/o change in symptoms. Agreed to lay supine, color improved and symptoms resolved. Declined calling MERT or 911 unless she had a change in her condition. Moved to sitting position, tolerated well asymptomatic. Stood became symptomatic, returned to sitting upright in chair. Continued dizziness, pale and nausea, A&O x3. Agreed to be seen in ER, departed in wheel chair with RN (Adult ER) to be evaluated. Time B/P Pulse Resp Position Notes 10:55 98/59 59 16 Sitting/Chair Pale, cool extremities, vertigo;  additional monitoring 11:00 89/56 66 14 Sitting/Chair Pale, vertigo- moved to supine position 11:05 98/65 60 12 Supine Symptoms improving 11:12 103/70 76 16 Sitting Symptoms resolved 11:18 Sitting Stand, symptoms returned- changed to sitting to w/c Departed Vaccine Clinic area at 11:20 A&O x3, pale, intermittent dizziness in wheel chair to Adult ER. Charge Nurse notified.Y

962035 01/01/2015 01/21/2021 PA U hearing loss; zoster-related conditions; Information has been received regarding a case in litigation, from a lawyer, concerning a patient of unknown age and gender. The patient's medical history, concurrent conditions and concomitant medications were not reported.     On 01-JAN-2015, the patient was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live(ZOSTAVAX), for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions (prophylaxis) (strength, anatomical location, dose, route of administration, lot # and expiration date were not provided). On an unknown date, the patient experienced hearing loss and other zoster-related conditions. On an unknown date, the patient was treated by a health care provider for hearing loss and other zoster-related conditions. As a direct and proximate result of patient's use of the zoster vaccine live(ZOSTAVAX) vaccine, patient had and would continue to suffer ongoing injuries, including but not limited to: mental and physical pain and suffering; medical care and treatment for these injuries; significant medical and related expenses as a result of these injuries, including but not limited to medical losses and costs include care for hospitalization (on unspecified dates), physician care, monitoring, treatment, medications, and supplies. At the time of report, the patient was not recovered from hearing loss and other zoster-related conditions. The reporter considered the adverse events to be related to Zoster Vaccine Live(ZOSTAVAX).  Upon internal review, the hearing loss was considered as medically significant event.Y

962036 01/21/2021 FL M idiosyncratic myocarditis; This spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist on behalf of his son, a 19 year old male patient. the patient's pertinent medical history, concurrent conditions or concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unknown date (also reported as "in the past"), the patient was vaccinated with hpv rl1 6 11 16 18 31 33 45 52 58 vlp vaccine (yeast) (GARDASIL 9) for prophylaxis (additional dosage regimen information was not reported).  On an unknown date (also reported as "within 3 weeks of GARDASIL 9"), the patient had pain in the chest. Then, he was admitted to ICU for 4 days and was diagnosed with myocarditis. It was mentioned that the physicians could not pinpoint what virus could have be lead to myocarditis, but it was diagnosed as idiosyncratic. Due to unknown reasons.  The patient was under care of an immunologist for unknown reasons and would have an unknown lab work done for immunology related reasons.  At the time of the report, the outcome of myocarditis was unknown. No causality assessment was provided.  Upon internal review, myocarditis was considered to be medically significant.Y 4

962045 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 NC 91.0 91 M erythematous rash on face and chest. no itching or any other symptoms

962091 01/21/2021 NY F I became aware that my sister was exposed to and tested positive for COVID (I assume at work as she is a nurse) after she had received the initial dose of the COVID-19 Pfizer vaccine; I became aware that my sister was exposed to and tested positive for COVID (I assume at work as she is a nurse) after she had received the initial dose of the COVID-19 Pfizer vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 32-year-old female patient received first single dose of BNT162B2 (Manufacturer: Pfizer, solution for injection, batch/lot number and exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date for COVID -19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient was not pregnant. Patient had no prior COVID vaccination. The reporter became aware that her sister was exposed to and tested positive for COVID (she assumed at work as she was a nurse) on Jan2021 after she had received the initial dose of the COVID-19 Pfizer vaccine. She was not sure when the exposure took place, but it had been about 3 weeks since she received the first dose. Patient was tested post vaccination. The outcome of events was recovering.   No follow up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available.

962093 01/08/2021 01/21/2021 NC 44.0 F approx 34 hours after vaccine awoke unable to breath. symptoms consistent with laryngospasm. symptoms lasted approx 2 minutes; approx 34 hours after vaccine awoke unable to breath. symptoms consistent with laryngospasm. symptoms lasted approx 2 minutes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 44-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot ek9231) on 08Jan2021 03.00 pm intramuscular in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included RA, spondylitis, GERD, known allergies to sulfa, penicillin, cefalexin monohydrate (KEFLEX), sulfamethoxazole, trimethoprim (BACTRIM), adalimumab (HUMIRA), ankylosis. Concomitant medications included acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN), omeprazole, loratadine (CLARITIN) and infliximab (RENFLEXIS). First dose of BNT162B2 was administered on 21Dec2020 11:00 am (lot ek5730) intramuscular in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Approx 34 hours after vaccine (also reported as 03Jan2021) awoke unable to breath. Symptoms consistent with laryngospasm, symptoms lasted approx 2 minutes. No treatment provided. No COVID test performed prior or after vaccination.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of unable to breath/ Laryngospasm cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship.  Severe allergic reaction is the known risk for the product. The underlying predisposing condition of allergies to multiple materials may put the patient at high risk of allergic reaction to vaccine.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

962094 12/28/2020 01/21/2021 CA 61.0 M tested positive on 06Jan2021/Came positive for COVID; I am concerned because I am positive; tested positive on 06Jan2021/Came positive for COVID; I am concerned because I am positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 61-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899, expiry date Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetes. There were no concomitant medications. The patient got the vaccination on 28Dec2020. He have been testing every day. The patient got a tested on Sunday, 03Jan2021 and was negative. He was negative on Monday, 04Jan2021  different Company. He went back on Tuesday, 05Jan2021, different Company and was negative. On Wednesday, 06Jan2021, he was tested positive, then on Thursday, 07Jan2021, he was tested negative. He wanted to know if he can continue to get the second vaccination shot 18Jan2021 or not?. The patient did not received any treatment for the event and he just stayed at home. The patient had a lab work last Sep2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.

962095 12/22/2020 01/21/2021 CA 36.0 M contracted COVID after the first dose; contracted COVID after the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 36-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 vaccine. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient contracted COVID after the first dose on an unspecified date. He has question about the second dose. He had his first dose on 22Dec2020. He contracted COVID in-between doses. His second dose was due today. He wanted to know if he should receive it today or what was the safety issue. He asked if was it safe to get the second dose of his COVID vaccine if he had COVID? Lab data included COVID-19 positive on an unspecified date. The outcome of 'contracted COVID after the first dose' was unknown.   Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.

962117 12/22/2020 01/21/2021 F COVID-19; COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (reporting for herself).  A 36-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  There was no medical history and no concomitant medications.  The patient experienced COVID-19 on 28Dec2020, which was reported as being medically significant.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal swab test: positive on 29Dec2020.  Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the event and included treatment with bamlanivimab on 30Dec2020.  The outcome of COVID-19 was recovered on 07Jan2021.  The causality was reported as no (unrelated); Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the reported drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.

962123 01/21/2021 F positive COVID-19 test; positive COVID-19 test; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) received via Medical Information Team.  A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received the first dose then tested positive for the COVID-19 virus, on an unspecified date. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included SARS-COV-2 test: positive. The patient outcome of the event was unknown.    The information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID-19 virus test positive and suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship. There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

962131 01/21/2021 F fever and malaise 1st couple of days after her COVID vaccine.; fever and malaise 1st couple of days after her COVID vaccine.; On day 3-10, experienced 'paresthesia felt like polyneuropathy in hand, right foot, muscles, felt like shooting electric shocks in both hands. It felt like she had been applying 'pressure on nerves'; On day 3-10, experienced 'paresthesia felt like polyneuropathy in hand, right foot, muscles, felt like shooting electric shocks in both hands. It felt like she had been applying 'pressure on nerves'; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included COVID-19 from Feb2020. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported fever and malaise 1st couple of days after her COVID vaccine. On day 3-10, she experienced 'paresthesia, felt like polyneuropathy in her hand, right foot, muscles, felt like shooting electric shocks in both hands. It felt like she had been applying 'pressure on nerves'. Has since resolved completely. She has seen a neurologist who performed a general physical exam and it appeared normal. Also, she notified or asked Nursing occupational health. She had a history of COVID last Feb2020. She was asking if there are any recommendation if she should get the 2nd dose of the COVID vaccine. The events had resolved.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the event polyneuropathy cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

962140 12/30/2020 01/21/2021 WA 36.0 F treated as panic attack; having difficulty getting thoughts together; My arms were very numb and tingly; My arms were very numb and tingly; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, lot number: EK5730, unknown lot number), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 30Dec2020 at 09:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included prior history of panic attacks, HPV, and known allergies to pets and pollen.  Concomitant medications included naproxen sodium (ALEVE), cyclobenzaprine, and aspirin. The patient was vaccinated in a hospital on 30Dec2020 at 09:30. The early morning of 06Jan2021 at 03:15 AM, the patient woke up with very alarming symptoms.  She woke up very suddenly and was having difficulty getting thoughts together, her arms were very numb and tingly. She has had panic attacks before, and this did not feel like anything she had experienced. The events resulted in emergency room (ER)/department or urgent care visit. In ER, the patient treated as panic attack, no testing done. The patient was treated for the events. The patient did not have COVID prior to vaccination and the patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination. The patient did not have other vaccine in four weeks. The patient recovered from the events in Jan2021.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

962144 01/21/2021 F 10 days after receiving vaccine patient tested positive for covid via nasal swab; 10 days after receiving vaccine patient tested positive for covid via nasal swab; Mild cold symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A female patient of an unspecified age received her first dose of BNT162B2 (lot no. and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received first dose of vaccine, and 10 days after receiving vaccine patient tested positive for covid via nasal swab on unspecified date. The patient also experienced mild cold symptoms on unspecified date. The physician would like to know if his patient should receive second dose or if any literature supports second dose after getting covid in between dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

962164 12/29/2020 01/21/2021 IN 63.0 F Bells Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient).   A 63-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Lot # EL1284) intramuscular at single dose at left arm on 29Dec2020 16:30 for Covid-19 immunisation, administered at hospital.  Medical history included hypertension, thyroid disorder, high cholesterol, fibromyalgia, allergy to sulfur drugs and codeine. The patient was not pregnant. The patient had not experienced Covid-19 prior vaccination. The patient previously took codeine and experienced drug hypersensitivity. The patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the BNT162B2 vaccine.  The patient experienced bells palsy on 11Jan2021. The event resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care. The event bells palsy has been treated with steroids. Post vaccination, the patient has been not tested for COVID-19. The outcome of event was recovering.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of bells palsy cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate

962165 01/05/2021 01/21/2021 PA 56.0 M Felt brain fatigue; Felt very hungry before dinner; On 07Jan, after breakfast I suddenly felt tired, so took a nap; During the whole day I took three naps; Had sore arm; Between 15-30 min after injection, I felt light arrhythmia twice and I tried to do deeper breath to control it. About 1.5 hours after injection, in between my pull-up exercises I felt light arrhythmia; his legs were shaking which had never happened before; This is a spontaneous report from a  contactable consumer reporting for himself.  A 56-years-old male patient  received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot # EL0140) vaccine , in the right arm on 05Jan2021 16:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced light arrhythmia  on 05Jan2021 16:30 with outcome of recovered , his legs were shaking which had never happened before on 05Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, had sore arm  on 06Jan2021 with outcome of recovered; felt brain fatigue  on 07Jan2021 with outcome of recovered ,  , felt very hungry before dinner  on 07Jan2021 with outcome of recovered , on 07Jan, after breakfast  felt tired, so took a nap  on 07Jan2021 with outcome of recovered , during the whole day i took three naps  on 07Jan2021 with outcome of recovered.   Course of the event: Between 15-30 min after injection, the patient felt light arrhythmia twice and  tried to do deeper breath to control it. About 1.5 hours after injection, in between his pull-up exercises he felt light arrhythmia 2-3 times, and after doing the third set of pull-ups his legs were shaking which had never happened before.  Next morning the patient  woke up a couple hours later than his normal time. Noting that the night before he went to bed one hour earlier for no reason. When semi-waking up, he had a strong arrhythmia, followed by a couple more light ones. In the past arrhythmia did occur to him when he was very stressed or very tired, but had not have it for a few years.  The patient had sore arm but tolerable. On 07Jan2021, after breakfast the patient suddenly felt tired, so took a nap. During the whole day he took three naps, which he had never done before. No arrhythmia though. The patient felt brain fatigue, but physically no problem. He felt very hungry before dinner, same as the day before, but not in other days.

962167 01/02/2021 01/21/2021 NY 59.0 F she tested positive for the covid virus; she tested positive for the covid virus; her arm barely hurt (injection site); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 59-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot/batch number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in the arm on 02Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient received her first Pfizer covid vaccine dose on 02Jan2021. She gets tested regularly at work. On 04Jan2021, she tested positive for the Covid virus. She had a headache, not feeling great on Friday, after she was diagnosed with the Covid virus, but no symptoms before. No side effects from vaccine, other than her arm barely hurt (injection site) in Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

962169 12/22/2020 01/21/2021 M Clotting event; Fibrin D dimer high; chest pains; Little injection site soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for himself. A male patient of an unspecified age received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer -BioNTech), via an unspecified route of administration in the arm, on 22Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced fibrin d dimer high in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, clotting event on 03Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, chest pains on 03Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, little injection site soreness on 22Dec2020 with outcome of unknown. The events fibrin D dimer high and clotting event caused patient's hospitalization in Jan2021. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included fibrin d dimer: high in Jan2021. The patient was vaccinated on 22Dec2020 close to the evening and had a normal response with a little soreness in the arm at the injection site. Then on 03Jan2021, he reported to be having chest pains that he never had before and went to the emergency department (ED) due to a clotting event. Upon blood work, they discovered that his D-dimer was elevated and was really high for his age. He mentioned that he had no history and no issues with this whatsoever before. He received the 2nd dose on 11Jan2021.   The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.Y

962179 01/05/2021 01/21/2021 AL 78.0 M bleeding from the penis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse.  A 78-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot EL0142, via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 05Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included fracture displacement on 23Dec2020, atrial fibrillation, non-hodgkin's lymphoma, post surgical ortho care, semen bleeding, from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, Covid positive on 06Nov2020 (he was Covid positive before and didn't want to get it again and give it to his wife). There were no concomitant medications.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid test positive on 06Nov2020. The patient experienced bleeding from the penis on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.  Nurse wanted to know if there is information about interactions between blood thinners and the vaccine.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the event penile haemorrhage cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. Of note, semen bleeding was reported as medical history and no concomitant medications were reported; hence, the role of other possible medical conditions or medications cannot be ruled out. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

962181 12/23/2020 01/21/2021 CA 63.0 M rash; developed symptoms of covid on 27Dec / on 30Dec2020 he tested positive for the virus / cough; developed symptoms of covid on 27Dec / on 30Dec2020 he tested positive for the virus / cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).   A 63-year-old male patient received the 1st does of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose left upper arm on 23Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunisation, administered at hospital.  Medical history included ongoing hypertension that began maybe 10 years before and still ongoing, controlled with medication. No family medical history relevant to the events. The concomitant medications included paracetamol (TYLENOL). History of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect was none. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the suspect. The patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the BNT162B2 vaccine. He has not had reactions to any other vaccines. On 30Dec2020 he tested positive for Covid. His symptoms of covid started 27Dec2020 in the evening sometime probably around 7pm. He experienced cough in Dec2020. No visit to physician office was required. On the 06Jan2021 he went to the emergency room but that was because he was concerned about rash he developed. He thought it was due to the Tylenol he was taking. Relevant tests performed in Ja2021 included: blood work and chest X-ray did when he went in for the rash and they were was fine. He was treated with steroid injection for the rash. The rash cleared up in the next couple days. As of 12Jan2021 the only thing he has cough but he coughs anyway. He still had a cough but it was not atypical for him to have a cough. He was scheduled to receive his second dose on 13Jan2021. He no longer had any Covid symptoms and wanted to know if he could still get the second dose as scheduled. The outcome of event tested positive for the virus and not recovered was unknown, of coughs was not recovered. A Product Complaint was filed.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

962182 01/07/2021 01/21/2021 TN 47.0 M nausea; vomiting; Mild headache; arm was hurting/Left arm soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for himself. A 47-years-old male patient received the second dose of  bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot # EJ1686) vaccine  , intramuscular in the left deltoid on 07Jan2021 11:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history was not reported.  There were no concomitant medications.  Previously on 17Dec2020 the patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 vaccine. The patient experienced nausea and vomiting  on 10Jan2021 23:59 with outcome of recovered , mild headache on 07Jan2021 20:30 with outcome of recovered , arm was hurting/left arm soreness  on 07Jan2021 20:30 with outcome of recovered.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 antibody test: negative   on 20Nov2020. Nausea and vomiting were considered Important Medical Events.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between bnt162b2 and the events nausea and vomiting  cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

962184 01/11/2021 01/21/2021 CA 41.0 F Really bad headache; Really itchy/itching in her upper body and in legs, like a  rash; Rash/itching in her upper body and in legs, like a  rash; Mottled skin; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable  nurse reporting for herself  A 41-years-old female patient  received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot #EL3249) vaccine , in the left arm  on 11Jan2021 13:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history was not reported.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient experienced really bad headache  on 12Jan2021 with outcome of unknown , really itchy/itching in her upper body and in legs, like a  rash  on 12Jan2021 with outcome of unknown , mottled skin on 12Jan2021 with outcome of unknown.  Unknown treatment was given for really bad headache  The reported events were considered Important Medical Events.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between bnt162b2 and the events headache, pruritus, rash and livedo reticularis cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

962186 12/22/2020 01/21/2021 F tested positive after 1st dose; tested positive after 1st dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. This nurse reported similar events for 2 patients. This is the second of two reports.   This Nurse reported for a 65-year-old female patient (Mother) received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. There was no medical history and no concomitant medications. Mother received 1st dose on 22Dec2020, tested positive for covid-19 infection after 1st dose. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of Covid-19 virus test positive and suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021015122 same reporter/drug/AE, different patient.

962189 01/12/2021 01/21/2021 MO 25.0 F Loss of consciousness; Muscle aches; Headache; Nausea; Vomiting; Dose1 26Dec2020, dose 2 12Jan2021; Dose1 26Dec2020, dose 2 12Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 25-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on the right arm second dose on 12Jan2021 12:15 at a single dose (lot number: EK4176) and intramuscular on the right arm first dose on 26Dec2020 10:15 at a single dose (lot number: EL1284) for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included asthma. Concomitant medication included Women's multivitamin within two weeks of vaccination. The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products; was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at a hospital facility. On 13Jan2021 03:30, the patient experienced muscle aches, headache, nausea, vomiting and loss of consciousness. Treatment was not received for the events. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of the events was recovering.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

962192 01/21/2021 OH M The patient that contracted COVID, 19 days after the first dose; The patient that contracted COVID, 19 days after the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable physician reporter for himself. A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient that contracted COVID 19 days after the first dose and want to know what guidance offer for that situation. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of Covid-19  and suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

962197 12/31/2020 01/21/2021 AZ 56.0 M allergy; I have had additional swelling around my upper body including my right eye and right upper quadrant, right ribs.; I have had additional swelling around my upper body including my right eye and right upper quadrant, right ribs.; I have had additional swelling around my upper body including my right eye and right upper quadrant, right ribs.; my Tongue started swelling; both hands started swelling; Foot swelling including the ankle; Foot swelling including the ankle; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp reported for himself. A 56-year-old male patient receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: bh9899), intramuscular on 31Dec2020 13:30 in left arm at single dose (first dose) for COVID-19 immunization. There were no concomitant medications and medical history. After a day of the vaccine which was giving on Thursday 31Dec2020, patient started experiencing sided effects of his foot swelling including the ankle. On Sunday (03Jan2021), both hands started swelling, Monday (04Jan2021) morning his tongue started swelling and went to his doctor. He administered a steroid and prescribed an Epinephrine pen just in case it got worse and was also prescribed additional medicines for his allergy. Since he had had additional swelling around his upper body including his right eye and right upper quadrant, right ribs. AE treatment including steroid injection, hydroxyzine HCL 25 mg, Methylprednisolone 4 mg. AE resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No other vaccine in four weeks and no other medications in two weeks. There was no COVID tested post vaccination and COVID prior vaccination. The outcomes of events were resolved with sequel.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the possible contribution of suspect BNT162B2 to the events cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

962204 01/08/2021 01/21/2021 WI F shortness of breath (SOB) with hyperventilation; shortness of breath (SOB) with hyperventilation; Lightheaded; red blotching on face and neck; appeared shaky; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. An adult female patient (pregnant unknown) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 for first dose at single dose (lot number: EL1283) for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced lightheaded, shortness of breath (SOB) with hyperventilation on 08Jan2021. She was laying on the floor and appeared shaky with red blotching on face and neck on 08Jan2021. Medical response called. Anaphylaxis medication given epinephrine (adult) IM outer thigh. Patient was placed on stretcher and taken to emergency room (ER). Patient also received Diphenhydramine and Famotidine. The events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. It was unknown if covid prior vaccination and if covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the possible contribution of suspect BNT162b2 to the events cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

962222 12/18/2020 01/21/2021 39.0 F Hearing loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse Anesthetist (patient).  A 39-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Batch/lot number: EL0140) on 18Dec2020 at single dose in the left deltoid for COVID-19 immunization.Medical history included ongoing anaemia. There were no concomitant medications. On 06Jan2021 at 16:00 the patient experienced hearing loss, serious as medically significant. Patient had no problems with her ears before hand. On 06Jan2021 around 4 PM, she was just walking in the store, with no loud music or anything, and all of a sudden her hearing in her left ear went lost and muffled. On 07Jan2021 she went to the Otolaryngologist (ENT doctor) to get her ears checked. They said no it looked perfectly fine. They did an audiogram and hearing test on 07Jan2021 and there was a 20% hearing loss. She had no idea what it was from. She took no other medications. She had anemia but that was it. She was wondering if hearing loss has been reported with the vaccine either in the studies or recently. She researched it, and with the COVID virus itself, back in Jul2020 and Oct2020, people reported hearing loss. So she went and had a COVID test in Jan2021 and it was negative. Patient stated it was very scary and weird. Event treatment included high dose oral steroids to see if it can be treated and the ENT doctor was also giving her steroid shots in the ear. She was due to see him again in Jan2021. The outcome of the event Hearing loss was not recovered.  Patient also clarified that she did continue with her second dose of the vaccine on 08Jan2021. She had asked the ENT doctor his opinions on still getting the second dose, and he recommended it. The second dose of the vaccine was given on 08Jan2021 (lot EL3302, EXP: May2021) at single dose in the left deltoid for COVID-19 immunization.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported hearing loss cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

962224 01/21/2021 U got vaccinated for the Covid-19 Vaccine but tested positive after that; got vaccinated for the Covid-19 Vaccine but tested positive after that; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable consumer reported that a patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; lot/batch number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter stated that someone she knew who got vaccinated for the Covid-19 Vaccine but tested positive after that. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

962272 12/18/2020 01/21/2021 TX 45.0 F Short of breath; Chest pain; Heart above 120s; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 45-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), intramuscular on 18Dec2020 at 20:00 at a single dose at the left arm in the hospital for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension. Patient was not pregnant at time of report. The patient previously took excedrin [acetylsalicylic acid;caffeine;paracetamol;salicylamide] and experienced allergies. Concomitant medication included Tejocote root. The patient experienced heart above 120s, short of breath, fatigue, and chest pain, all on 21Dec2020 at 13:00. Patient went to a doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit for the events. The patient received treatment which included Tylenol as needed for the events. Tested for Covid twice since the vaccination; Covid test post vaccination - Nasal Swab on 30Dec2020 and on unknown date, both with negative results. Cardiologist consult was pending. Outcome of the events was reported as not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The 45-year-old female patient had medical history included hypertension, and was on concomitant medication.  The reported events short of breath and chest pain were more likely due to underlying disease, and less likely causally related to first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2).  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

962275 01/01/2021 01/21/2021 OH M tested positive with the covid-19 after getting the first dose; tested positive with the covid-19 after getting the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for himself from a Pfizer sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect. A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number and expiry date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration, on Jan2021, single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced cough, runny nose and tested positive with the covid-19 after getting the first dose of the covid-19 in Jan2021. He asked if he should still get the second dose three weeks after the first one.  Information on the lot/batch number was requested.

962294 01/04/2021 01/21/2021 AL 35.0 F Acute liver injury; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.   A 35-year-old female non-pregnant patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine) intramuscularly, in the right arm, at single dose, on 04Jan2021 at 11:00 AM, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the BNT162B2 vaccine. Relevant medical history included hypertension and drug hypersensitivity to amoxicillin; clavulanic acid (AUGMENTIN). Concomitant medications included labetalol; ascorbic acid, betacarotene, calcium sulfate, colecalciferol, cyanocobalamin, ferrous fumarate, folic acid, nicotinamide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol acetate, riboflavin, thiamine mononitrate, tocopheryl acetate, zinc oxide (PRENATAL VITAMINS) and cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC). On 10Jan2021, at 12:00 AM, the patient experienced acute liver injury and hospitalization was required (duration of hospitalization: 1 day). Treatment was received (supportive care for acute liver injury). Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19 (Nasal Swab) on 17Jan2021. Covid test result: negative. The adverse event was assessed as serious (Hospitalization, Life threatening illness). Clinical outcome of the adverse event was unknown at time of this report.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The information currently provided is too limited to make a meaningful medical assessment hence, the events are conservatively assessed as related to the suspect drug BNT162B2 until further information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y Y 1

962310 01/21/2021 U rheumatoid arthritis; inflammation; pain in joints; allergic reaction to flu vaacine; Initial information was received on 12-Jan-2021 regarding an unsolicited valid serious case from consumer/ non-health care professional.  This case involves a patient of unknown age who experienced rheumatoid arthritis, allergic reaction to flu vaccine (hypersensitivity), inflammation and pain in joints (arthralgia), while the patient received INFLUENZA VACCINE.  Medical history, past medical treatment, vaccination, family history and concomitant medication were not reported.  Concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer (batch number and expiration date were not reported)  via unknown route in unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient experienced rheumatoid arthritis with inflammation and pain in joints (arthralgia) and allergic reaction to flu vaccine (hypersensitivity) (latency: unknown) following administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE.  The events rheumatoid arthritis, inflammation and arthralgia were assessed as medically significant.  No laboratory data was reported.  The patient was taking XELJANZ XR (TOFACITINIB CITRATE) 11 mg once daily via oral route for rheumatoid arthritis since AUG-2020.  It was not reported if the patient received any corrective treatment for hypersensitivity.  On an unknown date, the patient recovered from inflammation and arthralgia (reported as symptoms of rheumatoid arthritis, inflammation and arthralgia finally resolved).  At the time of report, outcome of rheumatoid arthritis and hypersensitivity were unknown.  Information on the batch number was requested.; Sender's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age who had rheumatoid arthritis, allergic reaction, inflammation and pain in joints after vaccination with INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer. The time to onset was unknown. However, patient's laboratory data, concomitant medications ruling out alternate etiologies were not reported. Based upon the reported information, the role of an individual vaccine cannot be assessed.

962355 01/13/2021 01/21/2021 KY 66.0 66 F Patient presented with worsening fatigue and shortness of air that began Friday(1/15/21) after receiving COVID 19 vaccination. She has also had nausea, vomiting, and diffuse abdominal pain since that time. Patient has had a cough for last five days. Patient admitted to ICU for care on 1/17/2021.Y

962360 01/12/2021 01/21/2021 75.0 75 M Admitted to hospital 1/14/21 with Fever; Hypoxia; Pneumonia due to COVID-19 virus;  COVID+1/14/21. Discharged home 1/18/21 Y

962382 01/13/2021 01/21/2021 78.0 78 F Admitted to hospital 1/14/2021 with acute mental status changes, hypoxia, pneumonia (previous positive COVID 12/18/2020)  ICU 1/14/2021-1/16/2021, currently hospitalized PCU level of care Y

962463 01/19/2021 01/21/2021 MI 79.0 79 M a history of Parkinson's who presented with generalized weakness as well as urinary frequency. Patient had a history of prior COVID 19 infection in 10/2020, was hospitalized.  He had the first dose of COVID vaccine 1/19 and after that, he developed fever, increasing weakness and was unable to get out of a chair and therefore presented to the ED.Y

962567 12/28/2020 01/21/2021 OR 41.0 41 F Employee received first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine on 12/28/20.  Per Employee's manager: Patient began experiencing symptoms of neuropathy and was admitted to the hospital as an inpatient on 1/18/21.  Informed from neurologist that most likely Guillain-Barré syndrome resulted from vaccine and instructed to not receive 2nd dose of vaccine at this time.Y 3

962590 01/19/2021 01/21/2021 OR 67.0 67 F Pt presented to the ER 1/21/21 for a syncopal episode, approximately 36 hours after injection. She reported fatigue and dizziness the evening of 1/20/21, then had a syncopal episode and incontinence of diarrhea at that time. She also had hypotension that was corrected with IVF, lowest BP was 60/45 at 0200 on 1/21/21.Y 1

962598 01/12/2021 01/21/2021 MS 77.0 77 M After vaccination, could not sleep , hallucinations, didn't sleep until Friday night which he seemed to get a little better. Tuesday morning, he could not feed or dress himself. Went to see his PCP.  He went to hospital for CT Scan. If he worsens, take him to the ER. Has appointment to see his Neurologist on Feb. 4.Y

962647 01/18/2021 01/21/2021 CO 72.0 72 F worked up in ED at Medical Center (location where vaccine was administered) for fatigue, dizziness, tachycardia. Received IVF. Elevated WBC, possibly sepsis & UTI rather than vaccine reaction. Patient transferred to another Hospital for admission. Y

962678 01/12/2021 01/21/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Developed hydrops of gallbaldder and acute cholecystitis 12 hours after vaccination with no history of gallbladder disease prior to this. I was 26 weeks 5 days pregnant with EDD 04/15/2021 Y 3

962722 01/18/2021 01/21/2021 KS 61.0 61 M Hypoxia, left sided weakness, seizures, transferred to Emergency Room. Y Y 3

962765 01/07/2021 01/21/2021 MN 59.0 59 M 3 days after vaccine, second dose given on day 16, developed ascending paresthesia, no weakness, up to abd from LEs and to elbows on BUE Y 4

962783 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 NV 30.0 30 F "history of multiple allergic type reactions in the past is presenting for itching and the feeling of hoarse voice after receiving the first Covid vaccine.  Here, she is slightly tachycardic, but her oxygen level is good, her lungs are clear.  She has no urticaria, she has no stridor or wheezing.  She does not wish to receive epinephrine because she has had such bad effects from it in the past, and is agreeable to Solu-Medrol and Benadryl.  She took Pepcid prior to having her injection.  Her friend who is with her recommends that she has a history of severe events like this in the past, and she usually does better after breathing treatment.  However, patient states that she often ends up on BIPAP" PER ED MD NOTEY

962851 01/15/2021 01/21/2021 91.0 91 F presented to the ED 1/5/21 with syncope 1 hour after receiving COVID vaccine found to have acute hypoxic resp failure at rest.  Per family patient's pulse ox low with exertion at baseline for the past couple of months, but she always recovers to above 90%.   She was discharged home with home health with oxygen 1/19/21Y

962921 01/07/2021 01/21/2021 CO 38.0 38 F I have myalgia and vomitting. I am currently pregnant but am due to take medication this weekend to stimulate cramping. I have had 4 healthy pregnancies without complications.

962952 01/10/2021 01/21/2021 OR 29.0 29 F Miscarriage

962980 01/07/2021 01/21/2021 MD 63.0 63 M admitted to shady grove hospital for ITP(immune mediated thrombocytopenia) plts were 1 on admission have not responded to typical ITP therapies, platelets still 4 today after 4 days in hospital workup shows ITP no other risk factors or history of itp or autoimmunityY Y 4

962983 01/15/2021 01/21/2021 79.0 79 F She received her first COVID vaccine 1/15.  She tested positive for COVID 1/17 in outpatient clinic. Presented to ED 1/18 with a chief complaint of fatigue. admitted to Hospital Medicine for treatment of COVID-19 viral infection and was treated with supportive care. She was enrolled in the COVID-19 Home Symptom Monitoring program & discharged home 1/20/21Y

963003 12/28/2020 01/21/2021 OR 42.0 42 F Acute Bell's Palsy right side occurring on 1/16/2021, total right sides facial palsy involving eyelid, mouth, decreased salivary secretion, facial, ear, mastoid pain.   Started prednisone 60mg daily and Acyclovir 400mg po 5x/day on 1/17/2020 x 1 week course.  No improvement since onset.

963019 01/06/2021 01/21/2021 NV 39.0 39 F Minor arm swelling & hardness day after vaccine, which resolved. Sx returned and progressively worsened on 1/13/21. Was admitted to hospital on 1/15/21 and remains under treatment. Y 6

963039 01/10/2021 01/21/2021 82.0 82 F Pt brought to ER 1/11/21 & noted to be hypoxic. Patient has been increasingly fatigued for the past several days but with no fever. COVID+ 1/11/21. Treated with remdisivir and discharged home 1/15/21 Y

963090 01/21/2021 01/21/2021 VA 33.0 33 F Patient experienced lip and tongue swelling within 30 minutes of receiving vaccine. Given 25 mg diphenhydramine with no improvement, began having tightening of throat and worsened tongue swelling. Received 3 total doses of IM epinephrine before admission to hospital. Received another dose of IM epinephrine in the ED in addition to methylprednisolone 125 mg, famotidine, and diphenhydramine. Symptoms resolved, no airway edema observed on laryngoscopy. Admitted to medical ICU for observation overnight. Around 12:00 PM the following day, patient again experienced what she described as tongue swelling and lip tingling. Given another dose of IM epinephrine, dexamethasone 10 mg, famotidine, and diphenhydramine. Symptoms resolved.Y Y

963136 01/19/2021 01/21/2021 KS 75.0 75 F Patient had COVID diagnosed and treated as outpatient on 12/24.  She developed SOB with the infection and this persisted afterwards and did not resolve.  She received first dose of Moderna vaccine and next day had fevers, myalgias, shortness of breath and hypoxia. She is now admitted to our facility with bilateral diffuse ground glass opacities and is severly hypoxic on high flow nasal cannula.  She also has hemoptysis. procalcitonin is negative; BNP is normal; troponin normal.Y Y 2

963137 12/29/2020 01/21/2021 TN 67.0 67 F Patient received vaccine and 2 days later suffered a CVA Y

963140 01/18/2021 01/21/2021 AL 20.0 20 M Anaphylactic shock, my throat started to close and couldn?t breathe Y Y 1

963213 01/18/2021 01/21/2021 CA 30.0 30 M Patient had 4 hours of chest pain 3 days after vaccine.  EKG showed STEMI.  Troponin elevated at 4.8.  Patient sent for cardiac catheterization and results pending.  At this time suspect myocarditis, but STEMI not yet excluded Y

963225 01/18/2021 01/21/2021 MI 39.0 39 F I received my second covid 19 vaccine on 1/18/21.  I was 7 weeks pregnant at that time.  About 14 hours after receiving the injection, I developed a fever of 100.4 accompanied by feeling unwell like I had the flu.  Symptoms included local pain at the injection site, chills, malaise, headache, joint pains and fever with temp max of 102.6 at about 26 hours post vaccine.  Tylenol 1000mg taken.  Then I slept until the next morning.  Symptoms improved by 36 hours post vaccine.  Afebrile but feeling tired following throughout the next day.

963243 01/05/2021 01/21/2021 AZ 78.0 78 M had first of his COVID-19 vaccines 1/5/2021 and tested positive for COVID-19 on 1/10/2021 Y

963267 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 CO 44.0 44 F Anaphylaxis, angioedema. Unresponsive to epinepherine, steroids. Patient required intubation, mechanical ventilation, and ICU admission. Patient started on high dose steroids, BID IV famotidine, nebulizer therapy, with improvement in symptoms. Pt still in ICU at time of this submission.Y Y 2

963274 01/21/2021 01/21/2021 CO 44.0 44 F Anaphylactic reaction, initially unresponsive to IM epinepherine, IV famotidine, IV steroids. Symptoms worsened, requiring intubation, mechanical ventilation, ICU admission Y Y 2

963313 01/12/2021 01/21/2021 MA 62.0 62 F Fevers as high as 105.1F , severe chills, headaches, body aches, nausea, severe fatigue Y Y 3

963331 01/20/2021 01/21/2021 ND 76.0 76 M WOKE UP AT 0700 THIS AM WITH BODY ACHES, NAUSEA/VOMITING, CHILLS, DIZZINESS, WEAK, TEMP 102.  ADMITTED 1/21/2021 INPATIENT. IV NS @ 100ML/HOUR, ZOFRAN 4MG IV, LOVENOX 40MG, SOLUMEDROL 125MG IV. Y

963352 12/29/2020 01/21/2021 TX 29.0 29 F Heart Palpitations , Nausea , headache, arm hurting  No appetite Chest Pain  A lot of mild reactions  Pulse was over 100 Y 1

963369 01/21/2021 01/21/2021 MN 60.0 60 M sx: felt hot, tingling at corners of mouth, dry mouth s: lungs cta b/l, upper airway cta b/l, no uvular swelling, no rash tx: benadryl 50 mg PO x 1, monitoring outcome: 911 called, pt monitored, ambulance cancelled, monitored in clinic, condition improved/resolved, discharged home with epi pen and instructions to call 911 if airway irritation develops.

963383 12/24/2020 01/21/2021 UT 30.0 30 F Fever of 100.3 x 3 days, systemic hives daily and continues as of today 1/21/21. Used an Epipen over the weekend due to face and mouth swelling. Been to Dr several times since 12/24/20. Prednisone and antihistamines given with minimal relief. Patient has missed several days of work due to  systemic swelling and hives covering her entire body.Y

963456 01/21/2021 01/21/2021 OK 50.0 50 F Itching and throat felt tight and like was closing, blood pressure was about 186/70 Y

963493 01/19/2021 01/21/2021 MO 25.0 25 F 1 1/2 hours after receiving COVID-19 booster vaccination developed a non-progressive, constant throbbing headache [moderate to severe intensity] and associated with nausea, emesis[x1], photophobia, rotational vertigo, generalized malaise, fever 102.1 and lumbar bilateral pain.  Came to the ED and was admitted to the hospital 1/20/21 for pain control.Y 2

963554 01/21/2021 01/21/2021 AZ 25.0 25 F nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, palpitations and SOB. 911 was called to facility per doctors request patient transported to Hospital. Y 1

963582 01/05/2021 01/21/2021 NV 62.0 62 F Started with itching and rash at injection site. Went away in 2 days. Next day palm of hands and soles of feet became very itchy. Then progressed to whole body itching. Unable to sleep for two nights. Went to urgent care next morning. Was prescribed hydroxyzine 25mg. Itching went away that night and was able to sleep. Next day bilateral hands had numbness and tingling and general dizziness so stopped taking hydroxyzine. Went to family practitioner and was prescribed methylprednisolone dose pack. After starting steroids, by 2nd day (today - 1-21-21), hands continued n/t. Bilateral feet developed n/t. Dizziness continues when standing but goes away when sitting. Balance and gait are unsteady. Difficulty walking from weakness, balance issues, and dizziness.

963587 01/12/2021 01/21/2021 AK 40.0 40 M Chest pains, trouble breathing . Diagnosis: Non ST segment elevation myocardial infarction Y Y 3

963588 12/20/2020 01/21/2021 OH 63.0 63 F Guillain-Barre syndrome was ultimately diagnosed Following information was described by patient:  Typical symptoms started during the night of the vaccination on 12/20/21 as sore arm that became to move,  then gradually the symptoms became worse and she developed a rash, nausea,  and generally didn't feel well.  She eventually went to the hospital on 12/31/20, at which point she was treated for her symptoms and released.  By 1/7/21 she felt absolutely awful, she managed to get herself into a vehicle to leave the house to be medically evaluated but by the time she arrived she couldn't get out of the car, she reports her BP was 185/135 and she couldn't walk.  At the ER they did a lumbar puncture and that's the last thing she remembers until Monday 1/18/21.  At some point was admitted to ICU paralyzed with what was diagnosed as Guillain-Barre syndrome and she said they weren't sure she would make it.  She is now alert and making a slow recovery now at a rehab facility and called the pharmacy today to report the incident to us now that she is able to speak again.Y Y

963973 01/16/2021 01/21/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Vaccine administered 1/16 in left deltoid- low grade temperature to 99.5, malaise, fatigue, dizziness, arm pain 7 hours post administration. 1/17- large axillary lymphadenopathy with continued fatigue 1/18- fatigue 1/19- supraclavicular and cervical lymphadenopathy bilaterally with mild sore throat and rhinorreah  1/20- lymphadenopathy improved.  Temp to 99.9.  Developed  periumbilical and right lower quadrant pain 1/21- abdominal pain worsened.  CT abdomen/pelvis with acute appendicitis for which I went to the OR for an appendectomy.Y 2

963993 01/01/2021 01/21/2021 NC 78.0 78 F Increase pulse; increase B/P;  headache;  light headed; unsteady lasting from 1/11/21-1/20/21.

964048 01/14/2021 01/21/2021 CA 33.0 33 F At 15 min lips began to double in size, by 30 min unable to swallow, medical personal quickly reacted and gave me a shot of steroids and shot of antihistamine. Stabilized and left.  Within 24 hours severe vomiting, by 1/16 hives on face, sensitivity to light, migraine, more vomiting. Spoke with dr got prednisone, continued vomiting, 1/19 spoke to PCP Got higher dose of steroids for hives and 8 mg zofran.  1/20-1/22 developed butterfly rash on face similar to lupus. Prescribed more steroids and Ativan to sleep. Follow up scheduled for two weeks

963731 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963732 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963733 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.
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963734 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963735 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963736 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963737 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963738 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963739 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963740 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963741 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963742 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963743 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963744 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963745 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963746 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963747 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963748 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963749 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963750 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963751 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963752 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963753 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963754 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963755 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963756 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963757 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963758 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963759 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963760 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963761 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963762 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963763 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963764 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963765 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963766 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963767 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963768 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963769 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963770 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963771 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963772 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963773 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963774 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963775 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963776 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963777 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963778 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963779 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963780 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963781 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963782 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963783 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963784 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963785 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963786 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963787 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963788 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963789 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963790 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963791 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963792 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963793 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963794 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963795 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963796 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963797 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963798 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963799 01/22/2021 WA U administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The nurse reported the patient received the vaccine from a freezer kept between -15°F and -25°F. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, administered vaccine that was not stored in the recommended temperature, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error and product administration error for mRNA-1273, Lot# unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error and product administration error.

963800 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 TX 23.0 23 F Anaphylactic reaction; A spontaneous report was received from a 23-year-old, female consumer who was also a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced anaphylactic reaction.   The patient's medical history included allergy to amoxicillin. Concomitant medications reported included gabapentin, escitalopram oxalate, and montelukast sodium.  On 04 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 05 Jan 2021, within 24 hours of vaccination, the patient experienced anaphylactic reaction. Treatment for the event included Diphenhydramine.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.  The outcome of the event, anaphylactic reaction, was considered resolved on 06 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 23 year old female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of Anaphylactic reaction. Event occurred apparently within 24 hrs. after first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot# 011L20A) vaccine administration. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

963801 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 83.0 83 F Blooded stools; Eyes are a little bit itchy; Right eye swollen; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was an 83-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced blooded stools, eyes are a little bit itchy, and right eye swollen.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications reported included magnesium.  On 04 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J00/NA) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On the evening of 04 Jan 2021, the patient experienced blooded stools, eyes are a little bit itchy, and right eye swollen. The patient reported having blooded stools that were not diarrhea, but had occurred three or four times. Treatment for the events included non specified allergy medicine for the eyes.  On 06 Jan 2021, the patient reported feeling better in regard to the blooded stools and was unsure if it was actually blood or not in her stools and she had ate spicy and red food.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The event, blooded stools, was considered resolved. The outcome for the events, eyes are a little bit itchy and right eye swollen was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns an 83-year-old female patient with unknown medical history, who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 025J00/NA), and who experienced the unlisted serious event of Haematochezia and the unlisted non-serious events of Eye pruritus and Eye swelling.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event on the day of vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded making the events possibly related to the vaccine.

963802 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 FL 68.0 68 F Fainted; Did not feel well; Hit head; A little pain in arm; A spontaneous report was received from a 68-year-old female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the events, fainted, hit head, did not feel well, and a little pain in arm.    The patient's medical history was not provided. Relevant concomitant medications reported included ezetimibe, atorvastatin, and atenolol.   On 04 Jan 2021 at 9:00 am, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 06 Jan 2021, the patient reported that she took the vaccine on 04 Jan 2021 and she did not feel anything after but a little pain in her arm.   On 05 Jan 2021 around 7:00 pm, the patient went to her fridge for a drink and told her husband she did not feel very well, and then fainted. The patient reported that she hit her head and has never fainted before. No treatment information was reported.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome for the events, fainted, hit head, did not feel well, and a little pain in arm, were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 68-year-old female patient  with unknown medical history, who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), and who experienced the serious unlisted event of Syncope, the non-serious listed event of Pain in extremity, and the non-serious unlisted events of Head injury and Malaise.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events on the day after vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.

963803 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 KS U Intentionally received two doses of vaccine back to back; Intentionally received two doses of vaccine back to back; A spontaneous report  was received from a healthcare professional concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and intentionally received two doses of vaccine back to back.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 4 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 7 Jan 2021, the patient received a second dose of mRNA-1273. The patient intentionally received the two doses of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine back to back. No treatment information was provided. No other adverse event was reported.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, intentionally received two doses of vaccine back to back, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of inappropriate schedule of product administration and intentional product use issue for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

963804 01/22/2021 TX U Plunger broke loose and vaccine leaked while administering; Given less or more of the dose; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a patient who received Moderna's Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced syringe issue and incorrect dose administered by device.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection, and during the administration of the vaccine, the plunger broke loose, and the vaccine leaked out. The patient was likely given less than a full dose.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The events, syringe issue and incorrect dose administered by device, were considered resolved on unknown date.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of syringe issue and incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

963805 01/22/2021 NH U 0.1ml instead of 0.5ml dose given; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and had 0.1ml instead of 0.5ml dose given.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20A) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unknown date, during vaccine administration, the patient was given a 0.1 milliliters (ml) dose of vaccine instead of 0.5 ml. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, 0.1ml instead of 0.5ml dose given, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273 (lot # 039K20A). There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incorrect dose administered.

963806 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 OK 82.0 82 F Only a third of the vaccine was given; Patient felt liquid dripping on her right arm; The needle messed up; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was a 82-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and the needle messed up, the patient felt liquid dripping on her right arm, and only a third of the vaccine was given.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 06 Jan 2021 the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A) intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 06 Jan 2021, during vaccine administration, the needle messed up and the patient felt liquid dripping on her right arm. The patient was given only one third of the vaccine. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The events, needle messed up, the patient felt liquid dripping on her right arm, and only a third of the vaccine was given, were considered resolved on 06 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered, exposure via skin contact and needle issue for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

963807 01/01/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 64 F tingling in figures of both arms on and off; injection given to her is little lower and not properly in muscle; Headache; A spontaneous report was received from a dentist concerning a 64-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced headache, tingling in fingers of both arms, and injection given to her is little lower and not properly in muscle.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medication included rosuvastatin calcium.  On 01 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. On the same day, the patient experienced headache, tingling in fingers of both arms, and injection given to her is little lower and not properly in muscle. The treatment information included paracetamol and ibuprofen.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The event, injection given to her is little lower and not properly in muscle, was considered resolved on 01 Jan 2021. The outcome for the events, headache and tingling in figured of both arms, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns 64-year-old, female, who experienced the non-serious unexpected events of paraesthesia, a non-serious expected event of headache and incorrect route of product administration for mRNA-1273 (Lot# 011L20A). The events of paraesthesia and headache occurred 1 day after the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot# 011L20A). There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incorrect route of product administration. The treatment details were not provided. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events (paraesthesia and headache), a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

963808 12/31/2020 01/22/2021 TX M received dose 1 of the Moderna vaccine past the 6 hr used-by time; A spontaneous report was received from a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and received dose 1 of the Moderna vaccine past the 6 hour used-by time.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 31 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 025L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 31 Dec 2020, the patient stated that he received 1 dose of the vaccine past the 6 hour used-by time. He stated that his dose of the vaccine was administered 48 hours after the bottle was opened on 29 Dec 2020.  No treatment information was reported.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, received dose 1 of the Moderna vaccine past the 6 hour used-by time, was considered resolved on 31 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 025L20A), reporting Out of specification product use without any associated adverse events.

963809 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 AZ M Vaccine injected into shoulder joint; A spontaneous report was received from a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and the vaccine was injected into shoulder joint.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 30 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 30 Dec 2020, during vaccine administration, the vaccine was injected into the patient's shoulder joint instead of the muscle. Treatment for the event was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The event, vaccine injected into shoulder joint, was considered resolved on 30 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect route of product administration for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

963810 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 MI 51 F We think an empty syringe was administered to a patient; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 51-years old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) who experienced empty syringe administered to patient.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 08 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 025L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The pharmacist reported that they thought an empty syringe was administered to the patient. They wanted to administer a confirmed dose to the patient, so a second dose was administered.   No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, empty syringe administered to patient, was resolved on 08 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of 51- year-old female patient who experienced non-serious unexpected event of empty syringe was administered to the patient (Product dose omission in error). There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product dose omission in error.

963811 01/22/2021 NJ F Received first dose of moderna vaccine but it was administered 1 cm below the deltoid muscle; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a female patient who was received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and who experienced received first dose of Moderna vaccine but it was administered 1 cm below the deltoid muscle.   The patient's medical history was not provided.  Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on an undisclosed date intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced product administered at inappropriate site when the vaccine was administered one centimeter below the deltoid by a medical student.   Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event, received first dose of Moderna vaccine but it was administered 1 cm below the deltoid muscle, was not provided.   The event, received first dose of Moderna vaccine but it was administered 1 cm below the deltoid muscle, was considered recovered/resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect route of product administration for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

963812 12/29/2020 01/22/2021 NC 44.0 44 F Left arm cellulitis; Multiple other bumps going down her arm; Itchiness on her left arm close to the vaccination site; One big welt approximately the size of a nickel; A spontaneous report was received from a 44 year-old, female health care professional, who was also the patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced left arm cellulitis, multiple other bumps going down her arm, itchiness on her left arm close to the vaccination site, and one big welt approximately the size of a nickel.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided.    On 29 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A) in their left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On the morning of 06 Jan 2021, the patient felt itchiness on her left arm close to the vaccination site. The patient had one big welt approximately the size of a nickel, with multiple other bumps going down her arm. The patient took a diphenhydramine hydrochloride, and her symptoms were improving. The bumps going down her arm were resolving, but not fully resolved. Later, the patient noted that she had experienced cellulitis on her left arm starting eight days after vaccination (06 Jan 2021). She received an injection of triamcinolone acetonide on 11 Jan 2021 that helped with the cellulitis's noticeability.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was unknown.  The outcome of the event cellulitis was unknown. The events multiple other bumps going down her arm, itchiness on her left arm close to the vaccination site, and one big welt approximately the size of a nickel, were considered recovering/resolving.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 44- year old, female, healthcare professional.  The patient's medical history was not provided. The patient experienced a serious  event of cellulitis, injection site pruritis, vaccination site inflammation and papules. The event occurred 9 days after first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A).  Vaccination site inflammation is listed on the factsheet and is related to mRNA. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

963813 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 TX 16.0 16 F Moderna vaccine given to a 16 year old; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a female 16 year old patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) resulting in the event, vaccine given to a 16 year old.    The patient's reported medical history included severe intellectual disabilities. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 7 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 7 Jan 2021, the nurse reported the Moderna COVID vaccine was given to a 16 year old female patient. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccine given to 16 year old, was considered resolved on 7 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 16-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 037K20A), reporting Product administered to patient of inappropriate age without any associated adverse events.

963814 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 FL 56 F Felt a sudden rush of weird sensation that went from her feet to her head; Face went beat red; Face started to swell; Couldn't speak; Blood pressure went from 120/70 to 210/107; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse, who was also a 56-years-old, female patient, who received Moderna's Covid-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced a sudden rush of a weird sensation that went from her feet to her head, face went beat red, face started to swell, couldn't speak, and blood pressure went from 120/70 to 210/107.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided.  On 05 Jan 2021, fifteen minutes prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The patient reported she felt a sudden rush of a weird sensation that went from her feet to her head, and her face went beat red and started to swell. She could not speak. Her blood pressure went from 120/70 to 210/107. Treatment included diphenhydramine, intravenous fluids, and famotidine. Within 15 to 20 minutes after treatment was given, the patient reported that all the symptoms went down (blood pressure, swelling, and the rushed feeling she experienced).   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The events, a sudden rush of a weird sensation that went from her feet to her head, face went beat red, face started to swell, couldn't speak, blood pressure went from 120/70 to 210/107, were considered resolved on 05 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a nurse who is 56- year old, female patient, who experienced a serious, unexpected event of feeling abnormal, erythema, swelling of face, aphasia and increased blood pressure.The event occurred on 05 Jan 2021, fifteen minutes after receiving the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A). Treatment for the event included diphenhydramine, intravenous fluids, and famotidine. The patient's medical history was not provided. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A) and the start of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

963815 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 FL 68.0 68 F fainted; a little pain in arm; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 68-years-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced fainting and pain in her arm.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 04 Jan 2021, at approximately 09:00am, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.    On 04 Jan 2021, after receiving the vaccine, the patient felt a little pain in her arm. On 05 Jan 2021, at approximately 19:00 the patient fainted after standing up. She hit her head on the floor and had a small bump on her head. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The outcome of the events, fainting and pain in her arm, were considered unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 68-year-old female subject with who experienced a serious,  unexpected event of fainting and pain her arm. Her medical history and con meds were not provided. The fainting event occurred 1 day after the first dose of the mRNA-1273 study medication administration, after patient stood up, fainted, and hit her head on the floor and sustained a small bump on her head. Treatment for this event was not provided. Very limited information regarding the fainting event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

963816 12/24/2020 01/22/2021 NJ F Facial weakness - palsy; A spontaneous report report was received from a physician concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273)"  and developed facial weakness - palsy.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on 24 Dec 2020 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 24 Dec 2020, the patient received the vaccine and a week later on an unknown date had developed chronical complication, facial weakness – palsy. Treatment information included prednisone.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was unknown.  The outcome of the event, facial weakness - palsy, was resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient with medical history not provided, who developed a serious unexpected event of facial paralysis. The event occurred approximately 2 weeks after first dose of the mRNA-1273 (Lot# unknown). The patient was treated with prednisone and the event was resolved. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

963817 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963818 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report (United States) was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963819 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963820 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963821 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963822 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963823 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963824 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963825 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963826 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963827 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021. Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963828 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963829 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963830 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963831 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963832 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963833 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963834 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963835 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963836 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963837 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963838 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963839 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963840 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963841 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963842 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963843 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963844 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963845 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963846 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963847 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963848 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963849 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963850 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963851 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963852 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963853 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report (United States) was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963854 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963855 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963856 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963857 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963858 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963859 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963860 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963861 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963862 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.
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963863 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963864 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963865 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963866 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963867 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963868 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963869 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963870 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963871 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963872 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963873 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963874 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963875 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963876 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963877 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963878 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963879 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963880 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963881 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963882 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963883 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963884 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963885 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963886 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963887 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963888 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963889 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963890 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963891 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963892 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963893 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963894 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963895 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963896 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963897 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 50.0 F severe headache; Muscle aches; Chills; feeling tired and rundown; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP)(patient). A 50-year-old female patient received 1 dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) intramuscular on right arm single dose for COVID-19 immunization on 07Jan2021, 12:00PM, at 50-year-old. Medical history included: asthma. Known allergies reported as: Latex, penicillin. Concomitant medication was not reported. No other vaccine received in four weeks. The patient did not have COVID prior vaccination. The patient had muscle aches, chills, severe headache, feeling tired and rundown; all on 08Jan2021, 04:00 am. No treatment received. The patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination. Action taken for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Outcome of the event was resolving.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal association and known product safety profile, a causal relationship between event severe headache and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be completely excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

963898 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 44.0 F woke up with left sided chest pain and thought she may be having an MI; Injection received in left arm, resulting in extreme left side pain and soreness; woke up with left sided chest pain and thought she may be having an MI; Left upper body continues to be sore, not only at injection site but also left axillary area; Left arm is still warm although vaccine was received 72 hours ago; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A 44-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 08Jan2021 07:45 AM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient has no known allergies. Patient was not pregnant. Patient has no COVID-19 prior to vaccination. No other vaccines was given in four weeks. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EJ1685) given in the left arm on 21Dec2020 at 02:00PM for COVID-19 immunization. On 09Jan2021 at 03:00 PM, the patient experienced injection received in left arm, resulting in extreme left side pain and soreness. She woke up with left sided chest pain and thought she may be having an MI. Left upper body continues to be sore, not only at injection site but also left axillary area. This pain was not noted with her first vaccination. Left arm was still warm although vaccine was received 72 hours ago. This was not noted with her first vaccination. No treatment was given for the reported events. Patient was not tested for Covid post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on the close temporal relationship, the association between the event myocardial infarction with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

963899 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 M bladder infection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's spouse). A 65-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was scheduled to get his second dose on 16Jan2021 (reported as "this coming Saturday"), but in the meantime the patient came down with a bladder infection and was taking Cipro 250 mg twice a day. He started on 09Jan2021 (reported as the past Saturday night) and finishes on 7am on 16Jan2021 Saturday, the day of the second vaccine. The reporter did not know if the patient should take it that day or wait or move the vaccine a few days out. He would still be in the 19-23 day (window). The reporter didn't know if it would fight off the COVID vaccine. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

963900 12/19/2020 01/22/2021 F received the Covid vaccine 19Dec2020/then became Covid positive; exposed to Covid/Covid positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) vaccine, via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history  and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received the covid vaccine on 19Dec2020 /then became covid positive. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Sars-Cov-2 test: positive on  unknown date.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

963901 12/19/2020 01/22/2021 VA 50.0 F Severe burning sensation in mid-abdominal, nausea, chronic diarrhea every 2-3 day since 1st dose and daily since 2nd dose on 09Jan2021; Severe burning sensation in mid-abdominal, nausea, chronic diarrhea every 2-3 day since 1st dose and daily since 2nd dose on 09Jan2021; Severe burning sensation in mid-abdominal, nausea, chronic diarrhea every 2-3 day since 1st dose and daily since 2nd dose on 09Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 50-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EK5730; expiration date not provided), intramuscular (anatomical location: arm left) on 19Dec2020 at single dose, then second dose intramuscular (anatomical location: not provided) on 09Jan2021 (lot number and expiration date not provided) at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Patient is not pregnant. Medical history was reported as none. Concomitant medications included sumatriptan, escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), and ascorbic acid, betacarotene, biotin, capsicum annuum fruit, colecalciferol, collagen marine, curcuma longa, cysteine hydrochloride, equisetum arvense, fallopia japonica, hyaluronic acid, iodine, keratin, lysine, methionine, piper nigrum, selenium, serenoa repens, tocotrienols nos, withania somnifera, zinc (NUTRAFOL), also reported as Woman's Balance. The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks. The patient has no known allergies. The patient has no COVID prior vaccination. On 27Dec2020, the patient experienced severe burning sensation in mid-abdominal, nausea, and chronic diarrhea every 2-3 day since 1st dose and daily since 2nd dose on 09Jan2021. It was reported that the events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. It was reported that patient received anti-nausea prescription and loperamide (IMODIUM AD) as treatment for the events. Patient was not COVID tested post vaccination. Outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

963903 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA 57.0 F received the first dose of vaccine/tested positive for COVID-19; received the first dose of vaccine/tested positive for COVID-19; irritable all day; the sun had been bothering her eyes as she was driving, it was some eye sensitivity going on.; eyes were also hurting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 57-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL1284; expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she received the first dose of the vaccine on 04Jan2021 and yesterday (11Jan2021) she tested positive for COVID-19. Patient would like to know if she should follow-up for the second dose of the vaccine on 25Jan2021. Patient mentioned that maybe she should follow up with the second dose. It was also reported that the patient wanted to know if the vaccine could have given her COVID-19 and tested positive. Patient further clarified it to be the Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine. Patient mentioned she is a caregiver and received the vaccine on last Monday (04Jan2021). On Friday (08Jan2021), the patient started to notice she was getting headaches. The headache started in the morning. Patient realized she was irritable all day and as a caregiver, this is not an attitude to have. Patient did not feel great that day. Patient also realized that the sun had been bothering her eyes as she was driving, it was some eye sensitivity going on. That night patient got home and was able to eat, but the next day on Saturday (09Jan2021), she did not have any sense of taste or smell. Patient had lost her sense of taste and smell. Patient realized this when she woke up at 6 am for coffee and could not taste or smell it. Patient was calling to find out if there was any way one could get Coronavirus only after the first shot and if she still needs to go and get her follow-up vaccine on 25Jan2021. Patient stated she forgot the name of her HCP. Patient also mentioned she has chest pressure. Patient noticed it about an hour ago, later stated it was like 11 something. It comes and goes. Patient mentioned that it was like shortness of breath. Patient would breathe in a little bit and it will bring the chest pressure back down. Patient would also walk around a bit to get the blood pumping back through. Patient also added, that due to these symptoms, she's locked off in a different room away from her husband. Patient stated they are both quarantining since her husband was exposed too and has not had the shot yet. Patient's eyes were also hurting, but that is due to the headache. Patient also stated that her eyes hurting has gone away. Patient will be getting to get a Coronovirus  test done later today. When probed for the time of vaccination, patient that she was not sure. She knew she had to wait 30 minutes under observation because she had allergies. Patient initially stated that she would guess she received the vaccine thirty minutes prior to 3:55. Patient later clarified and stated it was possibly 2 something when she got it. Patient tested positive for COVID-19 on 11Jan2021 (COVID-19 virus test positive). Outcome of the event 'eyes were also hurting' was recovered, while unknown for the remaining events.

963904 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 27.0 F Neuropraxia of Left Arm; A PHASE 1/2/3, PLACEBO-CONTROLLED, RANDOMIZED, OBSERVER-BLIND, DOSE-FINDING STUDY TO EVALUATE THE SAFETY, TOLERABILITY, IMMUNOGENICITY, AND EFFICACY OF SARS-COV-2 RNA VACCINE CANDIDATES AGAINST COVID-19 IN HEALTHY INDIVIDUALS  This is a report from an interventional study source for Protocol C4591001 sponsored by BioNTech, managed and reported by Pfizer on the sponsor's behalf. The subject is in open-label phase of the study when the event occurred.  A 27-year-old female with a medical history of seasonal allergies (Mar2006 and ongoing not taking any medications to treat) who received the first dose of blinded therapy (BNT162;PLACEBO) (dose 1) on 14Aug2020 at 10:34, second dose of blinded therapy (BNT162;PLACEBO) (dose 2) on 04Sep2020 at 09:27. The first dose of BNT162B2 (dose 3) on 23Dec2020 at 09:25, and the second dose of BNT162B2 (dose 4) on 11Jan2021 at 09:48. All intramuscularly in the left deltoid as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Concomitant medications included ethinyl-estradiol/norethisterone acetate (LOESTRIN) for birth control from May2014 and ongoing. There was no family medical history relevant to AE and no concomitant vaccine administered on the same date of investigational vaccine or other prior vaccine within four weeks.  The subject experienced neuropraxia of left arm on 11Jan2021 at 09:51 considered an important medical event requiring a visit to physician office.  The clinical course was the following: At 9:51, 3 minutes after receiving the second dose of BNT162B2 in left deltoid, the subject complained of left arm numbness and tingling starting at elbow and extending to fingers, weakness, and a weak grip in that hand. She also reported a decreased range of motion on the left side including her arm, shoulder joint, elbow, wrist, and metacarpophalangeal. Subject was afebrile with a normal vascular exam, no bruising, capillary refill time was less than 3 seconds. No antipyretic medication was administered. The investigator requested the subject to return to site the following day. On 12Jan2021, the investigator noted some improvement to symptoms but the subject was unable to return to work for several days after event. An appointment was scheduled with a neurologist for 13Jan2021. The action taken with BNT162B2 for the event was not applicable. The clinical outcome of the event was recovering.   The investigator considered there was a reasonable possibility that the event neuropraxia of left arm was related to the second dose of BNT162B2 (dose 4) and clinical trial procedure (vaccination administration in the left deltoid, investigator did consider the location was appropriate), but unrelated to first and second dose of blinded therapy (BNT162;PLACEBO), first dose of BNT162B2 (dose 3) or concomitant medications. Per investigator, it was not likely that the event was related to the investigational product (IP) itself, however, that could not be 100% determined until neurologist had evaluated the subject.; Sender's Comments: The event "Nerve Injury" is unlisted in the Single Reference Safety Document (SRSD) of the Investigational Product therapy vaccine (BNT162B2).  There is a reasonable possibility for the event "Nerve Injury" to be related to the procedure of vaccine (BNT162B2) administration (needle trauma) rather than to the product administered. The event would not be considered a unique response to this specific vaccine (BNT162B2). The case will be reassessed upon reception of neurological advice.  Pfizer's safety database was reviewed for cases reporting PF-07302048 or blinded therapy through 31-DEC-2020 for adverse events encoding to MedDRA (v.23.1J) Preferred Term(s) of Nerve injury. Review of the database for the PT Nerve injury had the following results: 0 serious clinical trial cases and 1 non-clinical trial case.  The impacts of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product and on the conduct of the study is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committee and Investigators, as appropriate.

963905 12/17/2020 01/22/2021 NJ 27.0 F tested positive for covid; tested positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer (patients mother) reported for a 27-year-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 17Dec2020 at single dose, for Covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included was sick 4-5 days in Feb2020 or Mar2020. There were no concomitant medications. After the 1st dose, the patient had fatigue after the 3rd day. After a week she felt like she had loose motions in other words diarrhea. She lost her smell and taste both (thought it was 27Dec2020). She got herself tested and it was positive. She tested positive on 28Dec2020. The outcome of event was unknown.

963906 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 46.0 F Hypothermia 95.7 - 96.1F; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 46-year-old non-pregnant female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EJ1685/expiration date) via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 10:00 at a single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included negative PCR nasal swab on 15Dec2020. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine in a hospital. She did not receive other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to COVID vaccine. She was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior vaccination and was tested for COVID-19 since vaccination (PCR, unknown result). The patient experienced Hypothermia 95.7 - 96.1F and chills on 12Jan2021. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the event was recovered. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of  hypothermia and chills  due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate

963907 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 58.0 F This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (Patient). A 58-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Batch/lot number provided as: LAB-1451-0.7), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 14:30 at single dose in Left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included covid-19 from Mar2020 to an unknown date (the patient was sick with the COVID and was super tired). There were no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were none (there were no other medications received in two weeks). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced Itching more in the arm in the shot area, extreme joint pain, bones pain, headache, first 2 days dizziness, tiredness extreme, a little cough which all started from 06Jan2021 14:30. The patient also had pain on 2nd and 3rd day (onset date: 07Jan2021). The patient experienced heart beat fast everyday which started from 06Jan2021 14:30. The patient still had her left arm itching and hot as of 11Jan2021 but better with other side effects. Event onset date for her left arm hot was in Jan2021. No treatment received for the adverse events Itching more in the arm in the shot area, extreme joint pain, bones pain, headache, dizziness, tiredness extreme, a little cough, pain, heart beat fast, left arm hot. The patient stated she got the vaccine on Wednesday (06Jan2021) and after that she was feeling this thing but she was thinking was because of the Normal Saline, but in a little bit in the night she was very tired, super tired. Next day on 07Jan2021 she was to getting pain in her bones, very hard on her leg like when she was sick with the COVID last. The next day on 08Jan2021, she was having pain in her joints and her bones and muscles and she got the pain in her arm where she got the vaccine and was red and was like a big bump in her arm there. And next day she thought it was a Sunday morning on 10Jan2021, she had a little red, she had like redness in her face and itchy all her arms. So, and the patient feel very tired, super tired like when she was sick with this COVID-19 last March. She felt much better on 10Jan2021, the pain was a little less and her arm was much better and still itchy. The patient underwent lab test which included heart beat: fast on an unknown date. The outcome of events heart beat fast, got the pain in arm where the patient got the vaccine and was red and was like a big bump in her arm there and Redness of face, pain in muscles was unknown, the outcome of event itchy all her arms was not recovered, the outcome of the other events was recovering. This case reported as non-serious.

963908 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 CA 43.0 F swelling in her lymph nodes on the right side/ neck; soreness on the side of my face; Discomfort; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 43-year-old female patient received one dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3249) via unspecified route single dose for protection from COVID-19 2 o' clock or 3 yesterday (09Jan2020), at 43-year-old. Medical history included: multiple sclerosis. Concomitant medication included: sertraline 50 mg once daily at night; antidepressant (unspecified). The patient previously took glatiramer acetate (COPAXONE) once for multiple sclerosis and amantadine, was allergic to both. The patient didn't notice soreness on the side of her face, was probably from the vaccine started yesterday (09Jan2020). The patient was doing fine but then noticing was getting swelling in her lymph nodes on the right side. The patient did not notice the swelling, but she noticed the discomfort first last night (09Jan2020), '9th, 10 pm' (not clarified further). The patient thought that it was a 'pimple' (not further clarified) there. And then later today (10Jan2020), or just maybe an hour ago, when she felt that on her neck, she found lymph nodes swollen. So far, no treatment was taken. No lab work done. Action taken for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Outcome of the events was resolved.

963909 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 VA 46.0 F allergic reaction; patient was experiencing being flushed; fast heart rate; she wasn't feeling well a few minutes after receiving it; her throat felt thick; had trouble swallowing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP and pharmacist. A 46-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162b2 (lot: EL3247, Expiry Date: May2021), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 15Jan2021 at 0.3 mL, single for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included food allergic. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced allergic reaction on 15Jan2021. The patient alerted she wasn't feeling well a few minutes after receiving vaccine. The patient was experiencing being flushed, had a fast heart rate, and her heart rate kept increasing over time, despite two benadryl, the patient had allergic reactions in the past due to food, so the patient knew what it felt like, so could expect it, so the patient spoke up soon, and the Epipen was given 28-30 minutes later, and after that, the patient said her throat felt thick and she had trouble swallowing, so was taken to the hospital. The patient seemed to be getting worse, after time, after the Epipen. The patient was most likely admitted to the hospital. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of reported events cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

963910 12/01/2020 01/22/2021 F She was tested positive even though she got the vaccine; She was tested positive even though she got the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report received from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable nurse reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (reported as COVID-19 Vaccine, Batch/lot number: Unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The Nurse was calling on behalf of the patient, the patient got Covid test back in Dec2020 and in last week of Dec2020 she received a positive Covid test. So she got the Covid vaccine back in Dec2020 and then a couple of weeks later which was last week of Dec2020 she got a Covid test and then she was tested positive even though she got the vaccine. The event outcome was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, a causal relationship between event "tested positive even though she got the vaccine" (coded to Drug ineffective / SARS-CoV-2 test positive) and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded.

963912 01/22/2021 F vertigo; runny nose; headache; joint pain; extreme fatigue; Initial information was received on 14-Jan-2021 regarding an unsolicited valid serious case received from a other health professional in United States.  This case involved a 42 year old female patient who experienced vertigo, runny nose (rhinorrhoea), headache, joint pain (arthralgia) and extreme fatigue  (fatigue), while she received INFLUENZA VACCINE.  The patient's medical history, medical treatment(s), vaccination(s), concomitant medication (s) and family history were not provided.   On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer lot number and expiration date not reported via unknown route at unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient experienced vertigo, runny nose (rhinorrhoea), headache, joint pain (arthralgia) and extreme fatigue  (fatigue), unknown latency following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE.   Seriousness criteria for all event was assessed as medically significant as per reporter.  No relevant laboratory data was reported.   It was not reported if the patient received a corrective treatment.  The event outcome was reported as not resolved for all the events.  There will be no information available on the batch number for this case.; Sender's Comments: This case concerns an 42 year old female patient who experienced vertigo, runny nose, headache, joint pain and extreme fatigue after vaccination with INFLUENZA VACCINE from unknown manufacturer. The time to onset is unknown. Moreover, concomitant medications, patient's medical condition at time of vaccination and laboratory tests ruling out alternate etiologies were not reported. Based upon the reported information, the role of vaccine cannot be assessed.

963913 01/22/2021 F her last flu shot, got made her sick; Initial information was received on 14-Jan-2021 regarding an unsolicited valid serious case received from a consumer.  This case involved a 74 year old female patient for whom her last flu shot, got made her sick (illness) was reported, while she received INFLUENZA VACCINE.  The patient's medical history, medical treatment(s), vaccination(s), concomitant medication (s) and family history were not provided.  At the time of the event, the patient had ongoing Pulmonary arterial hypertension.  On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer lot number and expiration date not reported via unknown route at unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient for whom her last flu shot, got made her sick (illness) was reported, unknown latency following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE.   The patient was hospitalized (caused or prolinged) for this event.  No relevant laboratory data was reported.   It was not reported if the patient received a corrective treatment.  The event outcome was reported as unknown.  There will be no information available on the batch number for this case.; Sender's Comments: This case concerns an 74 years old female patient who reported sickness after vaccination with INFLUENZA VACCINE from unknown manufacturer. The time to onset is unknown. At the time of event the patient had ongoing pulmonary arterial hypertension. Moreover, concomitant medications and laboratory tests ruling out alternate etiologies were not reported. Based upon the reported information, the role of vaccine cannot be assessed.Y

963951 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963952 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963953 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963954 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963955 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963956 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963957 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963958 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963959 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963960 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963961 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

963962 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964054 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Fever the for two days after with injection site soreness that progressed to muscle insertion site. Then 6 days later mild fever again with marked axillary lymph node swelling and soreness around. Swelling took 2.5 days to resolve.

964055 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 ME 46.0 46 F Initially sore arm at injection site. Approx 24 hrs later arm still sore but also red, swollen and warm to touch in 1 and 1/2? diameter circle around injection site. still warm red swollen 3.5 days after injection.

964056 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 NV 22.0 22 F 1/14/2021 2am-chills & body aches 4am- chills & body aches 9am- body aches/fatigue  11am- slight chills/body aches/fatigue 12am-2pm- body aches/fatigue 2pm- nauseous/body aches/fatigue 4pm- vomiting/body aches/fatigue 6pm-7am- nauseous/body aches/fatigue/headache 1/15/2021 7am-12pm- fatigue 6pm-9am- nauseous/fatigue  9am-9pm- nauseous/fatigue  1/16/2021  7am-9pm: nauseous/fatigue  1/17/2020  no symptoms

964057 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 CA 92.0 92 F Approximately 15 minutes after receiving the vaccination the patient began to feel a tightness in the throat and difficulty speaking with a sense of anxiety and fright.  The EMT and paramedic summoned me and after arriving at the observation area  and ascertaining the patient's symptoms i asked the medic to administer the .3ml of epinephrine via EpiPen which he then did. Responding paramedics then arrived and took over assessment and treatment of the patient.  An ambulance had previously been called and the patient remained stable with slight improvement in the sense that she became less anxious and frightened.  She exhibited no urticaria or angioedema.  Vital signs included initial B/P of 183/95 with improvement to 176/76 and 99% pulse ox .  Patient was transported to hospital and per daughter was released about 2 hours later.

964058 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 NY 57.0 57 M About 3 days later started getting not headaches but a sharp pain in and around left temple region.  Pain is sharp, like a stab, but first 2-3 days of the pain, it last a few seconds to a few minutes and nothing for the day, occasionally I might have the incident 2-3 times in a day.  But today 01/21/2021, the pain around 4pm, lasted longer, about 2 hours but on and off, not constant. At midnight, the pain seems to have stopped.

964059 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 CA 53.0 53 F body aches,fever,chills,headach

964060 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 OR 24.0 24 F 15 hours after vaccine administration pt experienced sore arm, body aches, feeling feverish (did not check temp) and feeling generally quite unwell. This improved approximately 11 hours after it started. 12 hours later she noted cola colored urine. Was evaluated today and urine improving in color and now a light pink color. Urine positive for protein and blood. Menses did finish a few days ago. CBC, CMP, ESR results pending.

964061 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 37.0 37 M Pt had sudden onset abdominal pain necessitating visit to emergency room.  He was diagnosed with gallbladder attack.  He did not have previous history of gallbladder disease but US imaging did show thickened gallbladder.   He was treated with zofran, morphine and IV fluids and discharged home.  2 days later  he had diarrhea x 24 hours (day 4 after shot)

964062 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 42.0 42 F Reports: feeling flushed and anxious, "didn't hydrate enough prior to vaccine" vitals obtained / stable, po hydration, rest, monitor x 30 minutes symptoms improve/ subside released from facility to home

964063 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 ID 40.0 40 F 8 days after injection, injection site got red, hot, inflamed. I wasn't sure what was going on so I went to Immediate Care on 01/12/21 where they put me on antibiotics and an antihistamine. I followed up with primary care on 01/15/21. By then my arm was almost back to normal. He told me to stop taking the antibiotics and antihistamines and report the reaction. I did as instructed and by 01/17/21 the redness, warmth and swelling had returned. I restarted the antihistamines and my arm has gone back down to normal.

964065 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 WA 63.0 63 F As I was sitting at my computer and suddenly I could barely keep my eyes open, I was so tired I couldn't lift my arms and once I closed my eyes, I could not muster the strength to open them.  I felt like I was going to faint and then I got nauseated and I knew I was going to throw up. With my husband's help, I did manage to get to the bathroom (about 6 steps away).  I threw up and immediately sat down in the nearest chair.  I threw up a second time into a vessel after that.  I then got a massive headache and chills.  I could barely walk with assistance up the stairs to go to bed.  I have never been more fatigued.  After going to bed, I slept all night and woke the next day still fatigued, but nothing like the night before.  I was able to work, even though I felt really tired.  I did not have much of an appetite all day and two days later, I still feel fatigued.

964066 12/29/2020 01/22/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Left axillary lymphadenopathy. Tender. Gradually improved over 10-14 days. Still single enlarged but non-tender mobile lymph node on date of report (1/21/2021)

964067 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 41.0 41 F Fever, body aches, fatigue - all lasting 12 hours, then resolved. Also having cellulitis to injection site, started with adverse symptoms, still having & redness is getting larger now (55 hours after injection)

964068 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 NM 27.0 27 F Headache with sensitivity to sound and chills, Ibuprofen 400 mg q6 hours for 24 hours

964069 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 AL 56.0 56 F Swelling to upper ridge of top lip, irritation to outer upper gum, and numbness to tip of tongue and itching.  I took Benadryl to help control symptoms.

964070 01/17/2021 01/22/2021 RI 31.0 31 F Hi, I actually not sure if the couse of my problem was couse by the Vaccine given to me on January 17 2021. At the time of the injection given to me I was pregnant don't know how long because I just had found out about it. I took the injection because I wanted to be safe for the health of my baby and my family..am just curious about the side effect of this covi19 vaccine. On January 19 I started seen some spot of blood at first I thought it was nothing to worried about but then around 8am I that day I saw that I was bleeding more and more not a crazy bleeding but I ended  up at the emergency room on January 19 around 3:45pm. To find out that I was having a miscarriage..so now I don't know if this was couse by the injection or not. Am just worried that these is a side effect of this injection and nobody knows about it.  Please reply  me back I want to know more I already have both covi19 vaccine.

964071 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 UT 31.0 31 F A week following the vaccine my deltoid where I received the vaccine all of a sudden swelled up extremely large and red, to the point my arm and hand feel a bit numb. I had no reaction to the vaccine at all for a whole week and then all of a sudden today it swelled out out of nowhere.

964072 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NH 20.0 20 F Nausea, dazed, eyesight weird, tired, stomach ache, stiff,

964073 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 CA 39.0 39 F ABOUT 6 DAYS AFTER RECEIVING MY COVID19 VACCINATION. I STARTED TO DEVELOPED MOUTH BLISTERS OR COLD SORES. THEY WOULD GO AWAY AND RETURN DAYS LATER ON OTHER PART OF THE MOUTH. THIS HAPPENED ABOUT 3 TIMES AND THE LAST TIME WAS ON TUESDAY 1/19/21 WHERE I DEVELOPED A HUGE PAINFUL LUMP UNDER MY JAW BY THE EVENING. I DON'T USUALLY SUFFER FROM MOUTH BLISTERS. I HAVE ONLY DEVELOPED THEM 3 TO 5 TIMES IN MY ENTIRE LIFETIME. I MADE AN APPOINTMENT WITH MY PRIMARY DOCTOR, WHO CONFIRMED THAT THE LUMP WAS A SWOLLEN LYMPH NODE, IT WAS HUGE, THE SIZE OF A GOLF BALL. SHE DID A PHYSICAL ON ME TO CHECK IF I WAS SICK AND HAD NO OTHER SYMPTOMS ASIDE FROM THE MOUTH BLISTERS AND THE HUGE LYMPH NODE.

964074 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MI 41.0 41 F Nausea/severe night sweats/ fever /headache resolved over night with the exception of nausea

964075 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 CA 56.0 56 M Swelling, redness, itchy,  sore

964076 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 CA 25.0 25 F My face became numb and tingly as if I was at the dentist and got a shot to numb my gums and it was wearing off . My whole face felt this way. For at least about 1-2 hours.   Additionally at about 9:00pm to the next morning 1/20/21 I began to get pain in my armpit I examined using my fingers and felt it sesintive to touch and consulted with a physician who said my lymph nodes must be swollen as a response.

964077 12/23/2020 01/22/2021 CA 50.0 50 F On 1/16/21 I felt numbness on my left face and abnormality in taste. Went to Kaiser Downey Urgent care. Diagnosed with Bell's palsy. Covid test done with negative result.

964078 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 NV 75.0 75 F Angioedema without urticaria, systemic;since receiving vaccine

964079 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 IN 65.0 65 F Nausea on 1/19.  Awoke on 1/20 with extreme muscle aches and fatigue, more nausea in evening, fatigue,.  Got up on 1/21 still slightly achy but headache all day.       Slept a great deal and took advil.

964080 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 UT 26.0 26 F I developed a rash on my left arm about an inch below the injection site on January 18th 2021, 11 days after receiving the first dose of the covid vaccine. It was about the size of a nickel and the next day it grew to the size of about an inch tall and two inches wide. It was warm to the touch and splotchy. The next day it grew to about the size of the diameter of a sofa can and started itching. I had gone to the doctor the second day of the rash and they suggested that I get a covid test, which came back negative, and to put heat on it and some antibiotic ointment on it and watch it. I called the doctor the next day because it grew and was now itchy. I also had an itchy mouth. The doctor suggested that I take an antihistamine twice a day for 7 days to see if that helps. I started this last night, January 20 2021. Today is the 4th day, the rash has not grown and is no longer itchy and my mouth is no longer itchy.

964081 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 TX 79.0 79 M Slight itching and redness on vaccination site

964082 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Two grand mal seizures and went unconscious. Prior to seizures felt very lethargic.

964083 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 TX 35.0 35 F Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, severe body aches, chills, fatigue, headache, cough, difficulty taking a deep breath, extreme soreness at injection site (obviously)

964085 01/10/2021 01/22/2021 WA 38.0 38 F Delayed reaction:  severe Headache, fatigue (day 8). Started at noon and felt fine the next morning

964086 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 CA 58.0 58 F delayed rash after a week of injection. itchiness and hotness but no other concerns.

964087 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 CA 32.0 32 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA The evening of the day the vaccine was received I started feeling flushed, low grade fever, chills, sweats, severe headache, dizzy, nauseous and extreme fatigue. This continued for 3 days and on the 3rd day I developed a tickle cough that progressed. I?m now on day 6 and the extreme fatigue, cough, cold sweats and chills have continued consistently.

964088 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Extreme nausea,  vomiting, diarrhea,  chills, temperature,  body aches, neck pain, headaches, lowered pulse. They lasted 4 days.

964090 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 WA 53.0 53 F Headache that last two days.  Severe chills that started day three and have continued for nine days.  Nausea, diarrhea, abdominal pain, body aches, increased joint pain, increased inflammation, and increased fatigue that started day two and has  continued for nine days.

964091 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Circumscribed pruritis, swelling, discomfort at vaccination site

964092 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 CA 21.0 21 F Moderate pain at injection site for over 48 hours Vomiting, chills, shakes, sweats the whole night after the vaccine.   Moderate Inguinal pain began on 2nd day after vaccine.  Full body aches began a few hours after the vaccine and continue on.  Moderate chest pain and tightness ongoing since the day of the vaccine.  Severe decreased appetite ongoing since vaccine.  Severe fatigue since vaccine and continues.

964093 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 KS 48.0 48 F Slight fever that lasted about 4-6 hours.  Congestion and slight cough for about 6 hours Arm and shoulder felt fine for several hours. Suddenly my arm felt extremely sore and heavy. The pain was severe for about 8-10 hours before subsiding.

964094 12/29/2020 01/22/2021 31.0 31 M feeling warm/nauseated/dizzy. Pt reports right shoulder sore.

964095 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 OR 53.0 53 F Area of shot swollen, red, skin feels warm and itchy.None

964096 12/31/2020 01/22/2021 WA 32.0 32 F A large rash developed on left arm at the site of vaccine six days later (01/06/2021) following first dose of Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine (12/31/2020). The rash was warm to the touch, itchy, inflamed and pink. Hydrocortisone was initially applied to the rash on day one and day two. No improvement had been noted with hydrocortisone. The rash resolved about seven days later (01/13/2021).

964097 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 HI 51.0 51 F None stated.

964098 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 CA 67.0 67 F Mild but persistent headache

964099 01/22/2021 CA 51.0 F Fever, chills, headache, fatigue

964100 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 MT 25.0 25 F Achiness especially in back and knees, pain like nerve pain in fingers, nausea, loss of appetite, fatigue, brain fog, diarrhea, low grade fever up to 101.4, trouble sleeping overnight after getting the vaccine the evening before. The symptoms lasted all day on 01/20/2021, the day after I got the vaccine, all better the following day on 01/21/2021.

964101 01/03/2021 01/22/2021 OR 37.0 37 F Severe vertigo and nausea, requiring hospitalization x2 days Y 2

964102 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Unilateral left armpit lymphadenopathy

964103 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 MD 77.0 77 F The morning of 1/20/21, I awoke with a very itchy, moderately reddened upper left arm.  Reddened, itchy area 3 inches X 5 inches, on outer aspect of L arm in Deltoid area.  I was given the vaccination injection within this same area.  The symptoms were worse Th. 1/21.  Called Dr.  He believes it is an allergic reaction.  Discomfort continues.  Only relieved by cold compress, ice pack.

964104 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 FL 86.0 86 F Red rash, itching day 2 and 3  (1/15 and 1/16) Red rash, itching, and swelling 1/20, 1/21, 1,22 continuing. Swelling is getting hard and worse

964105 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 CA 27.0 27 F -Sore arm thirty minutes postinjection. Lasting approximately 72 hours -Mild headache 24 hours later, lasting only one day -Period stopped after injection and began again approximately 72 hours later

964106 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 IN 45.0 45 F Muscle cramps, fever, nausea,  chills,  headache , Pain in armpit  Treated with Tylenol, ibuprofen , and mucinex cold and flu

964107 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NV 49.0 49 F Within about 15 min my heart rate started going up.. it has been running 120-130 since I got it.  I feel short of breath.  I have pounding in my chest.  I got dizzy after a bath and almost fell.  I am very well hydrated I have drank at least 2 liters of water.  I can?t get rid of my headache or body aches.  I have taking ibuprofen , Pepcid , zomig for my headache which didn?t help , 600 mg of gabapentin, 20 of prednisone .. I feel like I can?t get enough air.

964108 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Extreme shoulder pain in and around injection site, nausea, vomiting, body aches, fever, chills, headache.  Felt as though nurse either struck the bone or I could go into anaphylaxis at time of injection. Began flu like symptoms approximately 2 hours after injection.  Heavy (almost drove myself to the hospital) began 18 hours after injection. Ended approximately 35 hours later.

964109 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 CA 47.0 47 F On January 20th my left deltoid had a well-defined red, hot horseshoe-shaped area (seemed to follow the outline of my deltoid) that was very warm to touch and also very itchy.

964110 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 PA 31.0 31 F induration to injection site  approximately 2 cm x 2 cm;  with blanchable erythema; no heat no fluctuance no streaking; skin intact

964111 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 AK 68.0 68 F On the 20th of January, eight days after I received the vaccine, the site of the injection became itchy, it developed into a large (2 inches in diameter) welt. It is warm and swollen. I just noted it yesterday, today it is still red, swollen and itchy.

964112 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 UT 36.0 36 F I received the Covid-19 vaccine on 01/20/2021 and had tingling/slight numbness in my left arm (injection arm). Later in the evening I had the same feeling in my left leg and in my cheeks, lips, tongue and teeth. I felt like I had been numbed at the dentist, but was coming out of the numbness. It was like when the numbness is mostly gone and you're left with that tingling sensation, and your face feels puffy. It was basically that feeling in my face, left leg, and left arm. Those sensations are mostly gone today (the second day following), but not quite.

964113 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 KS 38.0 38 M fever to 105 degrees, chills, muscle pain, nausea, vomiting. Took 1000mg Tylenol.  Within 6 hours symptoms. were gone.  States he felt good the next day, and back to work fine the following day.

964114 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 VA 36.0 36 F 9 Days after the vaccine I developed edema, heat, rash, itching and pain radiating down the arm I received the injection in.  Rash is painful, spreading.

964115 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 KS 57.0 57 F awakened with swollen lymph nodes lt. axilla extending to lt. breast.  reported a large lump in her armpit. States had a mild headache relieved by Tylenol.  States had some chills intermittent for 24 hrs, no fever. Swollen lymph nodes resolved within 48 hrs. no  treatment needed.

964116 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 63.0 63 F Diarrhea, nausea, abdominal discomfort, injection sight was very sore.  Anti- diarrhea over the count medication taken.  Bed rest for 2  days.

964117 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 CA 74.0 74 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA.  About 15 minutes after the shot, felt slight difficulty in breathing. It's more of a discomfort than pain. Stayed in the pharmacy for about 45 minutes. Felt the breathing difficulty going away so decided to drive home. The breathing difficulty came back when I reached home (a 5-minute drive).  Feel asleep; woke up after about an hour and the breathing difficulty is completely gone. Have not felt it again until this report date (1/22/21 1:16am).

964118 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 63.0 63 F Body aches, very sore injection site, tired feeling, nausea, slight headache.  I had the chills, couldn?t get warm.  Got worse during the night.  Couldn?t go to work the next day due to body aches, arm soreness, extreme tiredness.   Slept almost  all day 1-19-21.  Spiked low grade fever during the night.  Worked 1-20-21, but extremely sleepy.  Injection site got hot and red.    Slept 12 hours that night.  Went to work 1-21-21 feeling good, just still a little arm soreness.

964119 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 CA 37.0 37 F 01/15/2021 - fever, fatigue, chills - ibuprofen taken about 7pm, fever reduced 01/15/2021 - large, red bump at injection site - nothing taken on that day - bump eventually receded to what looked like a bruise and did not hurt or itch about 01/20/2021 - large, red, warm bump (welt) with smaller bumps on top of welt returned at injection site and has persisted through 01/21/2021 and 01/22/2021 - 75 mg of Benadryl taken each evening with slight to no relief. Unable to take Benadryl during the day due to work.

964120 01/22/2021 FL U Injection site itching, intense enough that I had to itch with palm of hand. About 5 mins later a raised ring appeared at injection site with two pimple like bumps. I rubbed the site with rubbing alcohol. Went to bed, itching subsided and raised bump went down

964121 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 HI 47 F redness at the injection site includes down part,bumpimg /swollen ,presence of ecchymosis and heavy

964122 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 TX 77.0 77 M sudden onset of chills

964124 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 OH 46.0 46 F 1 day after general body fatigue and weakness, headache, neck pain and soreness at injection site. Lasted 24 hours.  8 days after and currently,  2 inch long by 1 inch wide red, warm raised painful area at injection site

964125 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 OH 44.0 44 F Woke up the next morning after receiving the vaccine, and felt horrible.  Fever 101, aches, chills.  Was only out of bed for a couple of minutes, knew that something was not right, and then I passed out on the floor for at least 15 minutes.
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964126 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 18.0 18 F 18 y/o F w/ nausea, chills/sweets and headache starting at 1800 same day of vaccine was given. pt was given SIQ chit, Tylenol and told to remain home until symptoms resolved. current outcome of symptoms is unknown.

964127 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 OK 57.0 57 F Bell's palsy - left

964128 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Syncope

964130 01/10/2021 01/22/2021 MA 57.0 57 F swollen glands and joint pain lasting since day after vaccination until now

964131 12/31/2020 01/22/2021 49.0 49 F Developed fatigue/tiredness which has been ongoing up until this time. Also, on 01/09/21 developed redness, swelling and warmth to injection site approximately 4-5 inches around site which lasted 2 days.

964132 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 PA 55.0 55 M Two and half hour after the shot on the 20th of january at 1:20 PM  by 3:30 PM  I felt a very unusual sensation ... I had a contrast cat scan before with dye and right after i was injected with the dye I felt inside heat or burning sensation ..two and half hours after the vaccine I had the same exact sensation inner heat and pain in my right side where the liver is or golbladder . Also lympho gland pain under the left arm injection site area  my temp at all time was 98.6 to 99.4 never passed that number.. on january 22nd early in the morning I woke up and all these symptoms are gone the inner heat , pain in the injection site and pain liver area all gone . I had to report this because it is unexpected and unusual reaction .... but i am fine now my temp is 98.4 normal

964133 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 45.0 45 F severe pain at injection site as well as swelling  and severe pain in axillary lymph nodes of the left arm where the injection was received.

964134 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 PR 25.0 25 F Pain at injection site (moderate) - acetaminophen every 6hr Headaches (mild) Chills (mild)

964135 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 TX 45.0 45 F tingling in the hands, increased heart rate

964136 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 23.0 23 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever and pain in the left deltoid arm.

964137 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 PA 56.0 56 F At 330 this morning I woke up with body aches, lymph glands in neck swollen and sore throat

964138 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 NY 25.0 25 F I started to notice on Tuesday, January 19th, that there was a red bump on my arm. It looked more like a mosquito bite to me and was not bigger than a quarter. It didn?t feel itchy but I thought nothing of it. I noticed when I got home it was twice as big but I still felt no pain. It appeared that my arm was also swollen. The following day on Wednesday, it has grown in size again covering my arm, maybe the size of four quarters. Throughout the day it felt a bit hot, especially when I touched it. It did not feel itchy and I didn?t feel any pain. I felt a bit tired this day so I?m not sure if it was because of it. The redness has gone down today (Friday, January 22nd) however the mark is still big and in the shape of a square now. The outer part of the mark is more red and raised up, like it has a red border.

964139 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 MA 56.0 56 F Injection site pain, headache, nausea, fatigue

964140 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 TX 30.0 30 M tingling in the throat, seen & cleared by EMS; B/P-151/94, P-88

964141 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 PR 44.0 44 F I experienced shivers, fever, headache, vomiting the first day, second and third day shivers and fever, headache.

964142 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Headache, chills, body aches and fever

964143 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 46.0 46 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever, acute diarrhea and pain in the left deltoid arm.

964144 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 VA 36.0 36 F Feeling febrile, headache, severe body aches, fatigue, joint pain and weakness in arm shot was given (lasted the longest)

964145 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 MP 62.0 62 F A little over 12 hours after receiving my 2nd dose at 8:42 am, I woke up at approximately 11:15 pm to find that my tongue and throat were swelling. I immediately took 1 25mg benadryl and went to the Emergency Room (ER). After many questions and examination of my mouth. I was given another benadryl, prednisone, and famotidine. I waited and was observed for approximately 2.5 hours in the ER. At that time it was obvious that the medication was effective and I was comfortable leaving the ER to return home. I had prescriptions for more prednisone and famotidine to take for 5 days. On Wednesday, I felt well enough to go to work at my school, though I did light duty. On Thursday, I was also at school and also attended a physical therapy session and exercise class. I talked at length with my PT about my experience and she could tell that I was feeling good (presumably from the prednisone) and cautioned me about not overdoing things during exercise. I felt like my tongue was beginning to swell and the PT mentioned that my words sounded a bit funny (she was the only one to comment on this). I then went to dinner at my daughters house and began to feel tired from the benadryl. Upon arriving home and getting ready for bed, my husband and I both noticed how flushed my chest and face had become during the day. My throat and tongue were still somewhat swollen and my throat was beginning to hurt. During the day on Thursday, I had registered with the local  Covid information website and had received an email stating that I should feel free to call the triage phone number if I needed. At approximately 9:45 pm I called and talked with a nurse who urged me to return to the ER because of the flushing and continued swelling. In the ER I was seen by a different doctor who was concerned not so much about the swelling, but about the white streaks in my throat and had me swabbed for strep throat. That test was negative. He said he had read my chart from Tuesday night and felt that the medication that had been prescribed was appropriate and that he didn't feel anything needed to be changed. He asked about how bad my throat felt and wrote a prescription for Magic Mouthwash and I asked for an EpiPen, which he also prescribed. We arrived home at approximately 12:00 am, but it was still difficult to lie down and sleep. I had already decided that I would not go to school on Friday and stay home and rest. I needed to pick up my prescriptions when the pharmacy opened and I ran a few other errands while I was out, but returned home and slept most of the afternoon. I have not been very energetic this evening, but decided that I wanted to get this form filled out. At approximately 10:00 PM on Friday evening, I hope that I am able to sleep better than I have the last several nights.

964146 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 WI 40.0 40 F Migraine with auroras

964147 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 56.0 56 F Patient reports general malaise and headache

964148 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 TX 48.0 48 M left testicular epidydimitis

964149 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 35.0 35 F Shortly after receiving the second dose Moderna vaccine, patient experienced nausea and dizziness.  Her vitals were stable.  She was alert and oriented but appeared to be weak and mildly uncomfortable.  She was observed for almost 30 minutes with resolution of the nausea but remained weak, dizzy and then started to c/o of facial numbness "like I got novocaine."  She stated it was her whole face including lips and tongue.  She remained alert talking in full sentences.  +facial symmetry, no obvious facial or tongue swelling.  Vitals remained stable.  At that time it was decided to transport her to the ED for continued evaluation.  She was brought from the outpatient vaccine clinic to the ED via wheelchair without incident.

964150 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 NY 45.0 45 F The day after, I had a sore arm. This was much better by the following day. However, one week later, the are started to tingle in the spot of the injection. Later it became itchy, a pink circle formed around it,, and it swelled up. I am writing this the next day after this delayed reaction started, and it is not resolved, although it seems to be improving slightly. I will see my doctor tomorrow if it persists.

964151 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NH 43.0 43 F Fever- 100.5 degrees, moderate chills, diarrhea, back pain especially near left scapula (injection was on left upper arm). Symptoms lasted 24 hours

964152 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 MD 36.0 36 F 1/15/21: site pain in the afternoon, ~3p 1/16/21: site pain; fatigue  in the afternoon ~1p 1/17/21: extreme fatigue and extreme cold ~10:45am. Extreme cold was inability to warm up inside the home. Dressed in pants, socks, longsleeve shirt, winter hat, feather down vest, turned on fireplace and when took a nap slept with all of that plus 3 blankets. Extreme cold symptoms did not subside until 5p that day.

964154 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 47.0 47 F Patient reports headache and high blood pressure

964155 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 69.0 69 M Dizziness - labs and CT head pending

964156 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 ME 59.0 59 F Bilateral arms affected, painful and had limited movement.

964157 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 IN 71.0 71 F Very tired after vaccination.  Went to sleep about 8 PM Sat 1/16 and slept most of the next 4 days.  Stomach  was queasy.  Unable to drink coffee.  Tried to push fluids and tried to just eat bland foods.  Would wake up sporadically but was unable to awaken enough to watch an entire TV show. Pretty lethargic and brain fog.  Was able to wake up a little more on Wed 1/20 but still had the queasy stomach.  Started getting Headache and Eye pain and severe upper leg  and lower back burning & cramping, I tried taking tylenol which helped a little.  By Thursday  the pain was worse.  I was still tired  only walking helped the pain. It got worse if I sat down and extremely bad if I laid down to try to sleep. It's Friday morning & I am planning to go to med check this AM.  Symptoms still ongoing

964158 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 ME 59.0 59 F Bilateral arms affected, painful and had limited movement.

964159 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 30.0 30 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever and pain in the left deltoid arm.

964160 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 ME 59.0 59 F Bilateral arms affected, painful and had limited movement.

964161 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 MI 94.0 94 M Extreme fatigue, been in bed for 2 days, from top of head to the middle of chest extreme pain, can't move neck,

964162 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 NH 32.0 32 F Started with a headache which ended up lasting for >48 hrs. Treated w/alternating tylenol and ibuprofen. Then came intense fatigue and malaise w/body and muscle aches. Lastly, swollen lymph nodes in armpit on arm of injection site and arm pain.

964163 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 NY 85.0 85 F over 1 week later started mild itching and redness on site

964164 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 32.0 32 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever and pain in the R+ deltoid arm.

964165 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Approximately 3 hours after the injection, a cough with wheezing began.  This worsened over the course of 15 minutes which began to increase the labor of breathing.  Fortunately, I had a left over albuterol inhaler (pro air respiclick) from a respiratory illness a few years ago.  Administered 2 metered doses with near immediate resolution.  No further symptom recurrence.

964166 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 OH 30.0 30 F Fever up to 101.4 degrees F- fever persistent for >48 hours Muscle aches Left axillary lymphadenopathy/pain Headache Neck pain Nausea Chills/Sweats Injection site pain

964167 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Immediately afterwards developed L-sided facial weakness/numbness, stiff neck, BUE/BLE paresthesia, sensation of feeling hot (T 99 F). Was observed for 2 hours, given Benadryl. No longer feeling paresthesia or hot, but still has mild L-sided facial weakness, stiff neck, and in past 2-3 days having dizziness upon awakening, resolves after a few minutes. No dysphagia. Never had facial droop. BP 119/80. Spoke w/physician 2 days ago about her symptoms and was reassured they're due to vaccine.

964168 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 CT 61.0 61 F Severe headache dizzy neausea abdominal pain large rash horrible pain injection sight loss of left arm hand use

964169 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 23.0 23 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever and pain in the R+ deltoid arm.

964170 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 MD 52.0 52 F 2 days past vaccination shoulder pain started. Pain is burning and sharp in nature and radiate from the top of the shoulder to occasionally near the back shoulder blade. Range of motion is affected as it is painful to reach backwards or straight out laterally. Taking 800 mg of Ibuprofen every 6-8 hours to help ease burning sensation. Not always completely helps.

964171 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 OH 35.0 35 F Cellulitis upper left arm

964172 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NY 26.0 26 F After my first dose on 12/23 I began have heart palpitations while working out from 12/23-1/1 while working out with then gradually getting more frequent throughout the week. I just got my second dose on 1/21 and on 1/22 I had my first heart palpitation while putting on my socks. I can?t feel my radial pulse and my heart pounds out of my chest.

964173 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 MI 36.0 36 M Fatigue in the afternoon following the vaccine administration.  Fever (101f); body aches, chills, headache upon waking up from sleep at 0100 on 1/22/2021.  Treatment- rest, hydration, Motrin, Tylenol

964175 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 MI 43.0 43 F Dizziness, lightheadedness, sweating, blurry vision, nausea immediately following injection. Later that day/evening patient developed rheumatoid arthritis flair up that resolved over the course of two days and use of prescription medications (diphenhydramine and  prednisone).   Patient has a long standing history of rheumatoid arthritis.

964176 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 43.0 43 M The Patient reports general malaise, fever and pain in the R+ deltoid arm.

964177 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 CT 92.0 92 F Vasal vagal syncope

964178 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MN 40.0 40 F Body ache headache stiff neck stomach pain nausea vomiting arm swelling

964179 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 52.0 52 F Headache, nausea ,body aches and fever 100.2. Resolved with Tylenol and rest

964181 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 PR 82.0 82 F Swelling of the legs and pruritus

964182 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 IN 35.0 35 M Fever, myalgias, diarrhea, nausea, orthostatic hypotension, dyspnea, anorexia, HA, cough

964183 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 IN 46.0 46 M Non-pulsatile, constant headache in bilateral temporal areas of head that radiate into neck and trapezius muscles bilaterally - also feel pressure being the eyes when the headache is bad.  Bending over to pick things up definitely makes all this worse.

964184 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 ME 60.0 60 F 5 days post injection noticed heaviness of her left jaw, quivering of her left jaw, discomfort and pain around her left ear (in front of her ear) and droopiness of the face in general with difficulties closing left eyelid.  The symptoms were familiar to her from her previous attacks.  She denies double vision, swallowing difficulties, confusion, or focal weakness otherwise.  She denies lesions involving vesicles or herpetic lesions (she sometimes has a cold sore on the other side of the mouth but not now) The patient visited the emergency room on 15 January 2021 and was diagnosed with recurrent Bell's palsy, given a pulse steroid treatment for 5 days which she completed yesterday.  The patient reports no significant alleviation of the symptoms which are persisting more than a week now.  A similar pattern occurred in her previous attack years ago.  Her main discomfort is that of pain in general discomfort on the left side of the face, triggered by brushing her teeth and other activities There has been no recent brain imaging  The patient did not develop chills, fever, or other viral-like syndrome after the injection

964185 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 DE 32.0 32 F Nausea, vomiting, headache, fever 102, chills, bodyaches, neck pain, dizziness

964186 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 FL 57.0 57 M Fever, sweats, body aches, head ache, no appetite, very tired

964187 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 VA 36.0 36 F Soreness of arm started 01/13/21 Runny nose started 01/14/21 Sinus infection developed 01/15/21 Went to doctor and started antibiotics on 01/18/21

964188 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Reported fever 101.0F, chills, fatigue, and muscle aches.

964189 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 FL 38.0 38 F Fatigue began appx 24 hours after 1st vaccination.  Cold like symptoms (runny nose, post-nasal drip, sore throat) began appx 3 days after vaccination.  No fever, no body aches or shortness of breath.

964190 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 FL 46.0 46 F Headache and fatigue Monday night, got up went to work Tuesday, arm painful, swollen armpit, body aches, leg cramps, achy body muscles all over, by noon start temp rising took Tylenol, chills,  7pm  fever 99.6 , 8pm  101.2 called in sick Wednesday fever 99.6, by 3pm felt better notified employer

964191 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 45.0 45 F Patient received vaccines, and after receiving vaccine she began to experience palpations every 15-20 minutes. Patient denied any other symptoms and had no pain or discomfort.

964192 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 KS 61.0 61 F severe headache, chills, sweats and fever over 100 for 10 hours, brief period of vomiting, headache and slight temperature continued for another 8 hours

964193 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 PA 59.0 59 F FEVER MAX 102,BODY AND JOINT ACHES,HEADACHE

964194 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 MN 41.0 41 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  An all over headache started around 8 pm on 1/19/2021, then every single joint in my body started to hurt and ache, low grade fever of 100 degrees, fatigue, and ear ache in the left ear and continued until 1/21/2021.  Headache and fatigue is on going today 1/22/2021.

964195 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 78.0 78 F Itching, small bump (hive size), redness at site of injection  Moderna COVTD-19 Vaccine EUA

964196 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 36.0 36 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever and pain in the left deltoid arm.

964197 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 VA 23.0 23 F Injection site soreness/muscle pain - ongoing soreness Tiredness - general tiredness/fatigue Headache - started morning after vaccination Chills - lasted a couple hours before fever started Fever - started after chills subsided Chest pain - lasted a couple hours simultaneously with chills

964198 01/17/2021 01/22/2021 TN 41.0 41 F White ulcers (3) under right side of tongue. Developed approximately 24 hours after vaccine, and were at maximum size and ulceration 48 hours after vaccine.  At 96 hours, nearly resolved with over the counter topical treatment.

964199 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Reported chest tightness, muscle aches, and fever 101.3

964200 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 PA 61.0 61 F I was at work yesterday morning and began to feel shaky. Progressed to both hands trembling; legs feeling weak and wobbly. Could not perform my work duties. Progressed to Rigors. Lasted at least 3 hrs in it's severest form. Now, 24 hrs later I still have some hand tremors, and legs are weak. Shoulder, knees, hips achy. I'm very fatigued.  Right arm soreness @ injection site. All events were reported. I was sent home from work, had to be driven home. I rested, slept and hydrated the remainder of the day. Did not go to work today.

964201 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 MD 45.0 45 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA

964202 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 OH 24.0 24 F 1 week later I had a severe Gran Mal seizure

964203 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 38.0 38 M No symptoms at time of vaccination and I only noticed the slight inflammation / bump in my left arm when I was going to bed on 1/21/2021. No pain, a little swelling (feels harder than normal tissue), and its slightly red.

964204 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 OH 28.0 28 F Body Aches, Chills, Sweats, Migraine, light sensitivity

964206 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 AR 29.0 29 F chills, severe body aches, upset stomach, fatigue

964207 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 GA 69.0 69 F Patient complained of red rash across the chest that started approximately 24 hours after receiving the vaccine. She noted no other changes in lifestyle, eating, etc.

964208 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CT 50.0 50 M chills, muscle aches/pains

964209 12/31/2020 01/22/2021 AZ 55.0 55 F Took claritin 10 mg at 0600 am that morning, took a second dose of claritin at 1230pm and hour before injection of Moderna Covid 19 vaccine.  50 minutes after the injection throat started feeling tight and increased in pressure, swallowing reflexively increased, no shortness of breath. Took 25 mg benadryl and Proair inhaler. Feeling of throat tightness started to relieve within 20 minutes. No further problem with the throat tightness after that. Asthma flared slightly after injection but controlled with routine asthma meds.

964210 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 ME 33.0 33 F On 1/19/21 I received my SECOND dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. 1/20/21 at around 0300, started with restless leg feeling and headache, nausea (dry heaved). At this time I took two Tylenol & two Advil with a Ketorolac. The restless leg continued into full body aches, head to toe. Headache to migraine (this varied from on the top of my head to my left temple). These symptoms were consistent throughout the day, with severe fatigue. 1000 of 1/20/21 I was feeling chills and again nausea (again dry heaves). I drank ginger ale for the nausea, but I had no appetite till 1400. 1100 I took four more Tylenol. The aches subsided towards evening, however the headache in my left temple remained for the rest of the night. At 0500 on 1/21/21 I took more Tylenol and woke up later without the headache and body aches. However fatigue did linger with some back pain throughout the day. On the morning of 1/21/21 I did notice a lump and redness at injection site, as well as being painful to the touch.

964211 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 MI 45.0 45 F Redness and itching at injection sight

964212 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NY 46.0 46 F Hives all over torso especially middle of body.  Large bumps and very red and itchy by the time I got home...(1 hour later?) Took Benadryl dose and by 8pm hives on backs of knees and between thighs...blotchy itchy and red. Woke at 430am to same symptoms but less redness and bumps on torso

964213 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 PA 67.0 67 F Sore arm chills fever Starting 8 hrs. after injection and into next day

964214 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 67.0 67 F 1/7 6:30PM TO 1/8 1PM: ARM PAIN FLU-LIKE SYMPTOMS CHILLS, HEADACHE, BODY ACHES WEAKNESS TOOK TYLENOL

964216 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 59.0 59 F Site of shot is itchy red and swollen. No pain.  No wheezing, no other symptoms. It started last 24 hours

964217 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 AL 55.0 55 F SORE THROAT, CONGESTION, FUNNY FEELING IN CHEST (UNSURE HOW TO DESCRIBE), TEMP 99-100, MILD ACHINESS

964218 12/23/2020 01/22/2021 IA 59.0 59 F Pt received dose 1 of Pfizer vaccine on 12/23/2020. Starting 1/4/2021, pt develped numbness and tingling of left arm, cheek, and tongue lasting 1.5-2 minutes. Numbness starts in elbow and radiates up and down arm. These episodes happen at various times thorughout the day. Sometimes her arm feels heavy. Has had an episode involving lip numbness that affected her seaking. Sometimes gets hot flashes lasting a few seconds. She contacted PCP to re-establish care on 1/11/21 after about 2 weeks of consistent, infrequent episodes. Never experienced this before.  On 1/14 pt had an in person visit where she was evaluated by PCP. At ambulatory visit, BP 174/96. Other vital signs normal. Upper extremity exam: wrist (left, Phalen's test positive, Tinel test positive, no deformity, no crepitus), wrist (right, normal range of motion, Phalen's test negative, Tinel test negative), hand grips 5/5  bicep 5/5 tricep 5/5. Differential diagnosis: TIA, carpal tunnel syndrome, transient neurological event, shingles, hypertensive urgency. Anxiety could be component as well. Pt started ASA 81 mg QD and amodipine 5 mg QD. Plan to get carotid Dopplers to rule out TIA/stroke. Consider MRI in the future.  1/16/21: Pt developed left arm/leg numbness and tingling 0530 and reported to ED with stroke-like symptoms. During this encounter, pt states that she experiences these 1-3 minute episodes of tingling/numbness every hour or so (initially only had 1-2 per day, became more frequent in days immediately preceding 1/16). Pt reports not being able to stand that morning due to weakness in lower extremeties, though the symptoms resolved after sitting down. The patient denies any weakness to the right side, along with any family hx of stroke or headache. She takes omeprazole, amlodipine, and a baby aspirin daily. She does not currently follow up with a neurologist. The patient had lab work done yesterday and also recently had a US of her carotid artery which was unremarkable. She denies any weakness, numbness, or tingling currently. There are no other concerns at this time. The onset was 3 weeks ago. The course/duration of symptoms is worsening and episodic: lasting 3 minutes and with a frequency of every hour. Location: Left face, left upper extremity, left lower extremity. The character of symptoms is weakness, tingling and numbness. SBP 182/86. Temp 97.6 F. CT head ngative, bloodwork unremarkable, chest X-ray negative. Pt admitted for MRI of brain and C-spine.  1/17/21: Hospital notes note that symptoms apear to worsen when pt is stressed or she talks about it. MRI of brain w/ and w/o contrast completed and unremarkable. Pt declined C-spine MRI with and without contrast. Pt discharged.  1/19/21: Pt presented to outpt ambulatory appointment to follow up with worsening episodes of tingling in left arm/leg, numbness and tingling in mouth - is now effecting balance. Considering testing for other diseases such as syphilis, Lyme disease, multiple sclerosis, Guillaine-Barre. Priority status on referral to neurologist.Y 2

964219 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 50.0 50 F Slight sporadic muscle spasms in upper arm where the injection was given.

964220 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Became Febrile at 7pm in the evening the day I received the vaccine. Took 400mg Motrin and felt better. Became febrile again at 4:30am the next morning after receiving the vaccine. Took 400mg Motrin and felt better. No other side effects to report after that,

964222 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 GA 28.0 28 F Fatigue starting around 6 PM on 1/20, chills shortly after.  Extreme chills until about 2:30 AM on 01/21. Dizziness/feeling like blacking out around 5 AM on 01/21. Fatigue/headaches all of 01/21.

964223 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 PA 60.0 60 F INJECTION 1===back ache, heat from waist down to top of knees, no fever INJECTION 2===rash on top of both legs-  no fever

964224 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 PA 54.0 54 F beginning 1-20, started to experience mild itching at injection site. itch increased 1-21. today, site is extremely itchy, mildly swelled with an approx 2" area of inflammation @ site and pinhole where injection was given is visible. Area hot to touch and painful

964225 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 GA 26.0 26 F 8 days after vaccine I developed  a large, swollen, red, itchy rash that continues to increase in size

964226 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 PA 43.0 43 M small dime size rash on right inside wrist continuing to get worse and itch

964227 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 56.0 56 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever and pain in the left deltoid arm.

964228 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 PA 32.0 32 F Muscle soreness, severe headache the morning after vaccine about 11 hours after. Joint/muscle aches began about 5 hours later. Started noticing left a Dillard pain not long after that. Very enlarged left ancillary lymph node noticed around 6pm. Painful with and without touch. Visibly enlarged. Feels about baseball size. Slight enlargement in right axilla but no associated pain or discomfort. Still present next day

964229 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 KY 27.0 27 F Chills, headaches, bodyaches, difficulty breathing, diarrhea

964230 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 GA 39.0 39 F 8 days post-first dose of Modern COVID-19 Vaccine EUA, my arm started itching at the injection site. Today, day 9, the itching is stronger and the injection site is warm to the touch. I called  the clinic and was advised to alternate heat and ice and to take Tylenol. Hopefully I can begin doing that soon.

964231 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 53.0 53 F Body Aches, took Tylenol, recovered an hour later.

964232 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 ME 33.0 33 F Fever Cold Chills Cold Sweats Heavy Head Headache Tired   Lasted 3 days. I Drank lots of fluid, Slept a lot and took Tylenol

964233 01/10/2021 01/22/2021 TN 82.0 82 F I had cancer last year- completed treatment but still being monitored.

964234 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 VA 28.0 28 F Began with joint pain, then chills, then fever, abd cramping and diarrhea - better after 24 hours

964235 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 61.0 61 F Soreness at injection site, headache, chills, body aches Symptoms started about 11 am and increased in severity over the next 24 hours.

964237 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MA 26.0 26 M Couldn't sleep night after shot, chills, body aches, light fever symptoms throughout the day, upper arm ache (minor)

964238 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 38.0 38 F significant axillary lymphadenopathy/swelling x 3 days

964239 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 NY 55.0 55 F 4 hours after receiving vaccine pt developed pruritic rash on arms and legs. Treated initially with Claritin without relief so then took Benadryl.  The following day the rash persisted so took Zyrtec.  Also was prescribed triamcinolone cream.  The rash resolved after the second day.

964241 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 CT 54.0 54 F Eight days later swelling, redness, hot welt like rash at injection site. Seems to be getting bigger. About 4 inches in diameter.

964242 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 37.0 37 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever and pain in the R+ deltoid arm.

964243 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 PR 56.0 56 F VOMITS, HEADEACH, PAIN IN THE LEFT ARM, WEAKNESS

964244 01/03/2021 01/22/2021 NC 47.0 47 F 30 minutes after first dose I felt hot/nauseous which lasted a few minutes and went away. The next day had neck pain, nasal congestion, and runny nose. On 1/5/2021 I still had the same symptoms and throat felt like it was swelling and my ears started to hurt. 1/6/2021, had diarrhea. 1/8/2021 was short of breath w/ heart palpitations. 1/11/2021, face swelling on left side, continued having aforementioned symptoms. Eyes started burning and were itchy/dry and watering. 1/15/2021, saw provider and was diagnosed w/ bells palsy and started on steroids

964245 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 PA 30.0 30 F 8 days later red circular rash appeared at injection site, site feels hard under skin, now on day 9 the red area appeared bigger

964246 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 25.0 25 F On the following day of vaccine employee started to experience body aches, headaches, and chest tightness.

964247 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NY 49.0 49 F I received my second dose Wednesday (1/20/21) about 10:50. Within 90 minutes to two hours I developed a headache, metallic taste and dryness in my mouth, and mild nausea. Thursday 1/21/21 I came to work feeling tired, achy, sluggish and nausea, loss of appetite.  Later in the afternoon increasing tiredness, chills, and continued nausea. Moderna Covid-19 vaccine EUA I left early about 2:00.   That evening I developed a fever about 101.  Took some Tylenol.  Fever broke about 2am (1/22/21).  extensive sweating. Woke up feeling much better today.(1/22/21) Still not much of an appetite. A little shaky, mild chills/sweating.

964248 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 PA 39.0 39 F Tingling in lips, cheeks and forehead

964249 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 PA 65.0 65 M Red welts that sting and burn only on my right hip

964250 12/31/2020 01/22/2021 MD 50.0 50 F Vaccine site redness, itching and pain extending from top of shoulder down to just below the elbow joint.

964252 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 AR 28.0 28 F Headache, body ache and congestion

964254 12/31/2020 01/22/2021 WI 44.0 44 M Moderna - left sided severe neck pain starting 1/8/2021 developing into shingles pustules appearing on left temporal and occiptal scalp progressing to left anterior neck.  Started on Valtrex 1g 3x/day plus oral prednisone 20 mg bid for 5 days.  Currently still have scalp tingling/pain.

964255 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 GA 58.0 58 F On January 6th the patient started noticing itching, redness and warm to the touch at the injection site. On the 7th the patient noticed a large knot and swelling at the injection site. Swelling was gone after approximately 24 hours.

964256 12/29/2020 01/22/2021 PA 58.0 58 F Patient developed congested cough, severe body aches and arm soreness. Completed COVID test on 1/8/2021. Results negative. Dx with Bronchitis

964257 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Severe itch and rash throughout trunk on body and upper right collar bone area. Redness and painful itching. Occurring 4+ days. Treatment to take benadryl at night and claritin during the day

964259 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 FL 65.0 65 F fever 4 days later and diarrhea

964260 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 GA 66.0 66 M Immediately felt the vaccine ? pain in arm site,  headache and nausea.  Muscle aches and a slight tightness in chest about 12 hours later. Three days later (now) still have headache, muscle aches and an uncomfortable feeling in chest, although no chest pain.

964261 01/01/2021 01/22/2021 MI 29.0 28 F 12 hour post vaccination starts shaving chills and mild myalgias. Took Tylenol with low grade temps. Overnight worsening myalgias, febrile to 101, nausea, headache despite Tylenol.

964262 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 29.0 29 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever and pain in the R+ deltoid arm.

964263 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 GA 36.0 36 M Chills and fatigue started roughly 8-9 hours after receiving vaccine. Insomnia that first night. Developed a fever early Wednesday morning, fever range 100-102 F and lasted until Thursday morning around 1000. Chills and joint aches accompanied the fever. Symptoms resolved completely on Thursday aside from some residual fatigue which is likely just 2/2 poor sleep the last few days.

964264 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 TN 37.0 37 F Redness, swelling (softball-sized), hot to the touch, itching, pain, skin is very hard, gravely skin texture

964265 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 NY 79.0 79 F starting yesterday a very large red blotch showed up   maybe two inches at the injection site. put cortisone on it. very red yesterday. this morning it appears to be light but now i have a smaller one about an inch above the 1st spot. non painful, and doesnt itch

964266 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 IL 50.0 50 F Two weeks later my arm at the injection site is hot, red, and blotchy over a large area. I am occasionally also having pain in the other arm.
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964267 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 MI 57.0 57 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Rash patch on both sides of neck, rash on both sides of upper chest (size of an orange), rash on inside of upper arms. Started 1/9/2021 Rash patch on inside and top of right forearm. Started 1/13/2021. Rash patch on left side of lower back. Started 1/15/2021. Treatment tried without relief - Zyrtec, Benadryl, Hydrocortisone Cream, Atarax, Triamcinolone Cream.

964269 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 PA 54.0 54 F Dose 1:   Sore arm for 3 days Dose 2:  Shot at 8:00am,  wrist tingling/numb right after, arm felt hot and sore around 11:00am.  4:00pm very tired and sore.  8:00pm cold, uncontrolled trembling,  about 4:00am woke up soaked with sweat.  achy all over.  Weakness, dizziness when I got up, took about 10 steps and needed to sit down and rest, a little nauseous,  headache.   Ate lunch at 11:00am, around 12:00 started to feel a little better.  Went to bed early, still not feeling well.   Symptoms resolved by  morning.  Symptoms in my opinion were moderate to severe.  I cant believe how hard it hit me.....

964270 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 MD 60.0 60 F CELLULITIS TO RIGHT ARM, GIVEN 1/8,

964271 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 TX 44.0 44 F fatigue, headache, muscle pain, joint pain, chills, nausea, and fever

964272 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 AL 49.0 49 F Flu like symptoms, lasted 48 hours.  Now, a week later, I have pain, swelling, heat at injection site.

964273 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 29.0 29 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever and pain in the R + deltoid arm.

964274 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 MO 34.0 34 F On Tuesday, 11/19 about 10 pm, I started feeling some discomfort in my left breast.  The next morning, I was fatigued, had a headache, and woke up with an elevated basal body temperature (I'm normally between 96.0 and 97.5 in the mornings, but ran at 98.2. Not a fever, but enough for me to think it was odd), and some discomfort in my left breast.  By the afternoon, part of my breast was red and warm to the touch.  My temperature was still in the normal range at 98.7 (I checked since I work in a hospital and wanted to make sure I reported any illness quickly).  I went to the ambulatory care center and was diagnosed with mastitis of the left breast and prescribed cephalexin 500 mg capsule QID x10.  After 7 doses, I am feeling better and the tenderness, discoloration, and warmth are gone.

964275 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Rash and soreness at the site of injection beginning eight days after vaccine administration

964276 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 NC 41.0 41 F Had jaw pain and swelling beginning 1/17/21, went to PCP 1/18/21 and she noted bulging ear drum but no real redness and said it could be an ear infection. (Did not have ear pain). Prescribed cefdinir and hydrocodone. Pain and swelling to the jaw worsened and then on 1/21/21 had spread to the neck and chin. PCP suggested I report to the ER where he did a CT scan and lab work. Lab work was wnl scan showed swelling to the lymph nodes. Diagnosed with lymphadenitis. Given a single does of steroids and told to continue the antibiotics to test any infection I might have.

964277 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 MD 30.0 30 F Delayed reaction - Rash at the injection site 8 days after the first dose.

964278 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 KY 38.0 38 F Severe, unrelenting, disabling muscle spasms in left lower back under rib cage into left abdominal muscles.  Lasted three and a half days until prescribed steroid and muscle relaxer.  The injection is the only change in routine, the only different variable.

964279 12/23/2020 01/22/2021 WV 36.0 36 F 8 days after the vaccine, her arm broke out with swelling and was hot to the touch.  It had a very red, itchy ring around the site of the shot. Did not take anything or put anything on it. Did not let her doctor know.  About 3 days later, it went away.   Got the second shot on day 28 (1/20/21).

964280 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 CA 49.0 49 F At 0847 patient reported numbness to face, lips, and throat. No SOB nor difficulty breathing. Denied pain.  No antidote nor supportive treatment given. After ~40 minutes of observation, minimal numbness and no SOB. Patient left clinic.

964281 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 FL 22.0 22 F Rash around injection site. Appeared after I scratched my arm in that area. I felt a sharp pain and then approximately 30 min after scratching I noticed a circular (ring) rash around the injection site. The rash did not itch or hurt.

964282 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 IN 83.0 83 F Reports developed redness, swelling and itchiness at injection site. Onset was 1 week after she received the vaccine. Referred to her PCP for evaluation.

964283 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 KS 24.0 24 M 12 hours after shot i developed server head and body aches

964284 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 MD 54.0 54 F 30 minutes after injection - neck and chest felt hot and itchy, resolved after several hours. The next day felt increased fatigue. 2 days later fever 100.2, headache, nausea, chills. Day 3-4 twitching left side of face.

964285 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 WV 33.0 33 F Had normal reactions after the vaccine - swelling, itching, redness, and a knot.  It seemed to go away over about 7 days following the shot.  On day 8, it was itchy.  Then, it felt that the knot had enlarged.  It became warm to touch and a little red (not much).  It is not painful like it was after the injection.  It has not resolved, but it just started yesterday.  It is less red today, but it is about the same.

964286 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 39.0 39 F I noticed the night of 1/21/2021 that my arm was itchy. Looking at it there was a red raised bump at the injection site that had not previously been there. Since having the vaccine the only other effect I had was arm soreness the day of and day after the shot.

964287 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 OH 47.0 47 F Patient states initially had a small bump at injection site then reports 8 days later noticed redness at injection site that has continued to grow larger in diameter. Patient denies any nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, itchy throat or difficulty breathing. Patient advised to report reaction to the Vaccine Hotline and also to her family doctor. Patient verbalizes understanding.

964288 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 FL 65.0 65 F 3-inch diameter redness around injection site with itching.  3-inch long irregular redness  on arm toward the body from injection site near underarm with slight pain when touched.   Slight pain in underarm near redness when touched.

964289 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 CT 41.0 41 F Swollen lymph node in the left (arm of injection) armpit/chest for several days

964290 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 MA 35.0 35 F severe body aches, low grade fever, extreme fatigue

964291 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MI 70.0 70 F Within an hour after injection, my face, around my mouth,  felt a tingling and slightly numb.  Inside of mouth felt strange.  I did not have trouble breathing or swallowing.  Symptoms gradually went away and later in the day I had a headache.

964292 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NH 58.0 58 F injection site pain, cold chills, headache, body aches, fever of 100.4, nasua, lethargic, feeling unwell

964293 01/10/2021 01/22/2021 TX 64.0 64 F I received the 1st dose of the Moderna vaccine on January 10, 2021 and had no reaction.  On January 18, 2021, I noticed a big red circular spot around the injection site (left arm).  It was warm, raised, and felt like a burning sensation.  Everyday after January 18, 2021, it has slowly gone down and not as red.  As of today, January 22, 2021, it has now disappeared.

964294 01/17/2021 01/22/2021 CO 71.0 71 F 20 minutes after the injection my face around my right eye and down ward started to swell and tingle.  within the hour it went away.

964295 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 MD 41.0 41 F Approximately 5-6 minutes after receiving the injection, I felt palpitations and my heart racing. I thought it was anxiety due to receiving the vaccine (though I had never had symptoms like that ever before), so I started deep breathing to try to calm down.  It continued to worsen but then stopped after approximately 2 - 3 minutes after deep breathing. I did not check my pulse during the episode but it felt like a regular rhythm, just elevated rate.  No medical attention or treatment was needed.  My heart rate was elevated for approximately 20-30 minutes afterwards (around 100bpm; my baseline is in the 70s).  During the episode, it felt much higher than 100bpm. I have had no further symptoms since then.

964296 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 27.0 27 M BEGINNING AROUND NOON TIME BEGAN EXPERIENCING MINOR TO MODERATE FATIGUE. BY 7PM, MODERATE BODY ACHES AND MODERATE FATIGUE. BY 11PM, CHILLD, SIGNIFICANT BODY ACHES AND SIGNIFICANT FATIGUE. FRIDAY 1/15, CHILLS, BODY ACHES, FATIGUE, CHILLS, NO FEVER, MILD HEADACHE. SATURDAY 1/16, ONLY MILD SYMPTOMS AND OCCASIONAL MILD FATIGUE WITH HEAVY EXERTION. 1/17, NO NOTICEABLE SYMPTOMS. REST, NO MEDICATIONS.

964297 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 PA 30.0 30 F Fatigue and  left arm soreness for 48 hours afterwards which resolved. Left arm swelling, redness, itching that started a week after the injection and has been going on for 60 hours now. Also, fatigue and sore throat that started 1/21/21 in the evening.

964298 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 OH 55.0 55 F I got my vaccine at 3pm, I felt fine the entire afternoon, somewhere around 6 r 7 pm my arm hurt it was sore. It was not red, it was not swollen, it was just sore. I decided to take a bath, and went to bed. Felt tired and my arm was sore but it was mild, around 8 or 9 o'clock.  I went to bed at 8 or 9 o'clock and woke up around 2 or 3 in the morning and arm was very sore, would call it moderate. I took 500 Tylenol and 200 ibuprofen together.  Throughout the night my head hurt and i tried to go back to sleep. at 5 in the morning my head was excruciating, I would it an 8. My arm was very sore, I would give it an 8. My body hurt really bad so i give that an 8. so I'm thinking ok this is what you get when you get a vaccine so I went back to bed. from 5-8 am  tossed and turned. at 8 o'clock i got up and was very wobbly and weak and had chills. I checked my temp and it was 101.5. I went down stairs but had to take one stairs at a time because I was so weak, I went to kitchen because I was so thirsty. I tried to fix some ice water and lemon but it spilled. Went back upstairs because I had so many chills. I called my job at the Clinic but all they had was a voicemail. My face hurts my jaw hurts and my neck on the side where they gave me the shot, my right side. I was trying to put something in my stomach but I could only eat a few sunflower seeds. My body head and arm hurts so bad, moving is excruciating. I felt great all week and yesterday.

964299 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 VA 28.0 28 M Tenderness at injection site lasting ~36 hours Noted weakness and loss in dexterity in hand Feeling of swelling in hand Pins and needles sensation in full arm and extending through fingers

964300 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 45.0 45 F Fever >102.0 F for 7 hours Starting at 19:30  19Jan2021 Fever 100-101.5 F for 29hrs starting 02:30 20Jan2021 End date 05:30 21Jan2021  Muscle aches and bone pain start19:30,  19Jan2021  resolved  23:00 20Jan2021  Severe headache starting at 19:30  19Jan2021 resolved 11:00,  21Jan2021 mild cough starting at 19:30  19Jan2021  resolved 01:00 22Jan2021-   Only treatment for all symptoms was rest and oral hydration

964301 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 ME 57.0 57 F At the site of injection, started feeling a stinging sensation, then turned red and itching. It is about the size of a half dollar and splotchy.  Warm to the touch, slightly swollen and palpable. Severe edema, making fluid medication not working.

964303 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Fever of 102, myalgia, extreme fatigue lasting 36 hours

964304 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 MN 29.0 29 M 9 days after injection, subject developed a localized, prominent red rash around the injection site approximately 3-4 inches in diameter. No/minimal swelling, no pain, and no itching. Rash has persisted without improvement for ~12 hours. Subject experienced moderate arm soreness from approximately 3-30 hours after injection (i.e. more severe than most other vaccines previously received), but has had no symptoms in the intervening period and has not been febrile.

964305 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 48.0 48 F I woke up around 12:30 in the morning on the 21st of January with a headache and I took 600mg Advil.  I went back to bed and was restless and still had the same pain, so I took 975mg Tylenol. I continued to feel poorly and pain was increasing, so I used Maxalt x 2 without any relief.  I became nauseated and diaphoretic with increasing pain in my head.  I woke my husband to take me to the ER for relief.  My pain was 8 and all vital signs normal.  1 liter of Saline, Toradol 30mg IV and Zofran got the headache to a 3. I did follow up with my doctor later that day for further eval.  I have not had a headache that bad in 17 years.

964323 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964324 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964325 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964326 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964327 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964328 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964329 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964330 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964331 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964332 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964333 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964334 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964335 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964336 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964337 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964338 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964339 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964340 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 43.0 43 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever and pain in the left deltoid arm.

964342 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Temps 101-102.5, headache, body aches, lasted 18-20h, treated w ibuprofen and rest

964343 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 MA 69.0 69 F An approximately 4 inch x 2 inch warm, itchy, red raised red welt appeared at site of injection 7 days after dose given.   I was evaluated at a local acute care facility, and prescribed a methylprednisolone taper.  Other than some brief right arm discomfort, no other symptoms were noted.

964344 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 KY 20.0 20 M Vomiting/dry heaving past hour

964345 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 MI 57.0 57 F Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine EUA Rash patch on both sides of neck, both sides of upper chest (size of orange), inside of upper arms. Started 1/9/2021. Rash patch on inside and top of right forearm. Started 1/13/2021. Rash patch on lower left side of back. Started 1/15/2021. Treatments tried-no relief -  Zyrtec, Benadryl, Hydrocortisone Cream, Atarax, Triamcinolone Cream.

964346 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 CT 40.0 40 F swelling, redness, itching at/around injection site - mild but onset was one week after receiving vaccine

964347 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CO 62.0 62 F Pain in left upper arm @ 7/10 with tenderness in lymph area, "brain fog", fatigue, dizziness

964348 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 KY 66.0 66 F A total of 5 Migraines in a 3 week period, starting the day following receiving the vaccine.  Normally have 1 every 1-2 yrs.  Migraines have subsided now.  Appointment with medical provider on 1/29/21

964349 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 MO 15.0 15 M Vaccine given to someone less than 16 years of age.

964351 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 UT 47.0 47 F I had the Moderna shot last evening. At first, just a sore arm and slight headache.  Started feeling worse 12 hours later. Main complains: Diarrhea, feeling faint - so much so, I laid down three times and crawled so as not to pass out, chills

964352 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 IA 45.0 45 F nausea (gagging), headache, fatigue, feeling hot (no fever).  Symptoms started the same evening I received the shot, am now on day 4 and symptoms have eased up, but still present.

964353 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 VA 19.0 19 M I got the injection at 3:35pm on 1/20 in my left arm. Within the first 30 minutes, my shoulder around the injection site was incredibly sore, my left elbow had a lot of joint pain, and my left thumb and index fingers went numb within the first 30 minutes, I woke up at 8:00am on 1/21 and noticed that I had a light headache, felt extremely groggy, and was experiencing an uncomfortable amount of muscular and joint pain. I went to work at 9:00 and on the drive there, I began to feel dizzy and I felt as if when I turned my head, my vision would lag behind and take a second to process my surroundings. By 10:00, my muscular and joint pains were significantly amplified, my headaches were increasing in frequency and amplitude. I also began to have the chills, followed by periods of radiating heat from my body. Coworkers told me I looked very flushed, however, I never developed a fever. By 11:00, the muscular and joint pains, coupled with the headaches forced me to sit down and I almost broke down into tears. There were three sperate times where I began to get very lightheaded and thought I was going to pass out ( I did not). I went home at noon and noticed that my muscles felt like they were on fire. I took Tylenol and Advil whenever I could, which helped to reduce the symptoms.  we had dinner at 7:00, however, I had no appetite, without eating since noon. On 1/22, I woke up at 8:30 with a pounding headache, muscular and joint pains still there, however reduced, and the same groggy feeling. This morning, I also noticed that I had a very sharp stomach pain in my abdomen. I also woke up with a severe nosebleed, which is extremely uncommon for me.

964354 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 56.0 56 M INJECTION SITE SORENESS/ LIGHT SENSITIVITY/ FATIGUE/ SLIGHT HEADACHE REST; NAPROXIN

964355 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 30.0 30 M First shot was in my right arm on 12/30/2020, I only experienced minor pain in my right arm the next day around the injection site.   Second shot was in my right arm on 01/20/2021, the next day I experienced a minor fever, minor body aches, a headache, and tiredness. These symptoms lasted approximately 12 hours. These symptoms matched what co-workers and friends had also experienced.

964356 12/29/2020 01/22/2021 NC 49.0 49 F Rash, pain,swelling at site, hypertension and fever for several days

964357 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 FL 75.0 75 F Does not have the lot number. Is a daily smoker. When I got home an hour later my arm was sore so I put ice on it then I started getting nauseous and lightheaded. All day Wednesday nauseous and lightheaded. Yesterday (Thursday) I was feeling a little better and today I am feeling a little better still feeling the same symptoms just not as bad.

964358 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 GA 85.0 85 F LADY SAYS WITHIN A HOUR OF VACCINATION SHE EXPERIENCED NUMBNESS IN THE EAR AND PAIN IN HER JAW (TOOTHACHE TYPE PAIN). SHE ALSO HAD THE SORENESS IN THE ARM FOR 3 DAYS. ALL SYMPTOMS HAPPENED ON HER LEFT SIDE (INJECTION SIDE).

964359 12/18/2020 01/22/2021 PR 56.0 56 M Burning sensation, difficult to swallow, dizziness, redness in the chest, deep pain in the puncture area, iron flavor,

964360 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MI 33.0 33 F Body aches, chills, possible fever (temperature not actually taken) On night of administration lasting through second day, or day after vaccination administration

964361 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 IL 39.0 39 F eight days after vaccine woke up with red raised patch going from injection site down arm just a skinny stripe. It was hot to touch. Felt like i got stung by a bee. Today it is still red, slight less hot and swollen. Have not taken any medications.

964362 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 NH 30.0 30 F Red splotchy rash from neck to tailbone and also from chest to waist, not raised but warm to the touch and intermittently itchy. Discovered at 5:30pm on 1/21, front rash has diminished as of 8am 1/22 but is still present. No fever

964363 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 KY 58.0 58 F 8 days after vaccine, the vaccine site began with a itchy rash on 01/21/21,  it has since become hot, red circle about 2 inch in diameter, swollen.

964365 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 PA 21.0 21 F Severe nausea and vomiting, body aches and joint aches, chills, sweating, fatigue. Lasted about 24 hours. I slept for a total of 16 hours the day after getting the vaccine and could not do daily activities. I took Tylenol and drank fluids.

964366 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 31.0 31 F got vaccine last 01/12/2021, first Moderna dose, was fine but L arm hurt at injection site; then, on either 1/13 or 01/14 morning (cannot remember), she woke up with a feeling of pressure "right in the middle of my chest". It has been consistently present since then, no pain.

964367 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 FL 77.0 77 M Notice minor sensitivity when touch injection site.  Some swelling and slight redness around the injection site and site is warm.  I am also aware of slight itching feeling.  I do not have fever.  None of these are severe but rather I am aware of them and wonder if I should still experience them since I received the first dose on 1/7/2021.  Do I need to be concerned or contact my primary physician?

964368 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 NH 34.0 34 M Rash and swollen right arm

964369 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MN 38.0 38 F Neck Pain, throbbing headache, muscle pain everywhere

964370 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 NY 61.0 61 F Extreme arm pain--feels like arm is broken.   Also feels like an air pocket in ear on the side of the vaccine.

964372 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 CT 42.0 42 F THE PATIENT DESCRIBED SYMPTOMS OF FEVER ( UPTO 102, FOR WHICH SHE TOOK TYLENOL, AND IT RESOLVED. SHE DESCRIBED,VOMITTING

964373 01/01/2021 01/22/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Received the vaccine at 9:30.am on Wednesday.  By noon on Thursday,felt soreness in arm. By 6pm, I felt a heaviness in every muscle- had to go to bed. Took Advil and had a good nights rest. Woke up the next morning, feeling better but I started feeling fatigued and achy by noon. I had to leave my job and went home and slept for 3 hours. Had dinner but had to go back to bed due to fatigue. Took Advil and Tylenol and feeling better  on Friday morning.

964374 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NM 42.0 42 M Complete COVID symptoms again. Hard time breathing, fever and body aches

964375 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 WA 76.0 76 M Low grade temperature of 101.2 dealt with by taking aspirins. Overall body ache dealt with by aspirins. Extreme pain in area of left arm/shoulder where the vaccine was given. Arm severely ached for 48 hours in any position, was very tender/painful to touch, and difficult to use or move. I'm pretty tough where pain is concerned with past injuries (broken leg in 17 pieces, severely sprained ankles, broken ribs, broken tail bone from horse accident. This vaccination arm pain was right up there with the worst.

964376 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 AZ 48.0 48 M 8 minutes after the vaccine i satrt to experience some tingling to my left earlobe. It then radiated to my left jaw line where i felt an onset of numbness. the numbness hten radited to my left shoulder all the way down to my left extrremity digits. atthat time i waived over a nurse who waived a physician who check my radial pulse, pulse was noted in the 70's. At that time the physician  asked a EMT perofrmed four evalautions of my BP and my BP was reading syttolically between was 140-150 and my datolics was reading 110-115. Throughout that time the numbness was still to my left side of my face and shoulder and arm and to myfingers. This was only localized to those two areas.  At that time it was requested for me to go to the hospital to seek medical attention. I deferrred to going home to check my BP and at that time i was running 150/100.  The numbness was still present and mu thought process my body was stressed out. I then took a nice cold shower with breathing techniques. I did orthastatics on myself. I then followed with my PCP the next day and she ordered bunch of labs, CRP, triponents, CBC, bubble study and chest x-ray and EKG. ALl the testes were deemed to be negative.  My systolics were 120/80 when i saw my PCP, however i was recommedned to take the whole week off and was recommended to go back to work after the new year.  After five days the numbness went away to my digits went away but not to my face.  My grips were equal. I had no Bal palsy nor stroke.  The numbness sill persisted up till day 9 and the umbness to the face went away.

964377 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 PA 28.0 28 M Within 2 hours intense pain at vaccination site out of proportion to injection Within 5 hours, malaise and generalized body aches  Within 12 hours chills, rigors, headache All symptoms resolved within 18 hours post injection

964379 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Tongue was numb for 3 hours. Then base of tongue  and throat were tingling and cold.

964380 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 PA 68.0 68 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA Had some arm soreness in day following vaccination but went away quickly.  Last evening (just over one week later), had itching sensation at vaccination site.  This morning, noticed that the site was red (circular area) and tender.

964381 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 NC 24.0 24 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Received vaccine IM on Left arm on 1/16/21 at 6:30 pm. On 1/22/21, woke up with a swollen, tender and painful armpit that is hard to move.

964383 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 23.0 23 F Raised swelling at injection site, hot to the touch. Moderate pain when moving arm

964385 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MN 49.0 49 F Nothing bad.  Minor body aches, most pain was in my lower back.  Took Advil and Aleve.  The meds keep the body aches tolerable.

964386 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 KY 31.0 31 F Pain in left arm pit, swollen lymph nodes

964387 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 TX 72.0 72 F Initially, first two days, site of injection was sore, but no swelling or redness.   Soreness went away and injection site could not be found. 5 days after the shot was administered,, my arm started getting sore and I felt achy.  The 6th day, symptoms got worse, achy and chills, but no fever that I am aware of.  7th day, symptoms persisted but not as bad, except that my arm had swollen up and turned red all the way to my elbow and felt  like a large hard knot.  Today, I am not as achy or chilled, but my arm is still hot, red, and swollen .  The redness is below the injection site, although the injections site looks like a little red pimple, whereas earlier, I couldn't even find it.

964388 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 VA 50.0 50 F Approximately 15 hours after vaccine, she noticed chills, fever up to 100.6, severe headache, fatigue and nausea. About a day later she noted lightheadedness. About 1 days later she noticed soreness at the injection site and sensitivity to cold.

964389 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 NH 57.0 57 F erythema, edema, HD, fatigue , left upper arm discomfort, tx for cellulitis as a precaution - doxy

964392 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 GA 69.0 69 M Patient reports itchiness, warmth, swelling and redness that is present from Left deltoid (injection site) to left elbow.

964393 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 PA 26.0 26 F Recipient awoke the day after the vaccine with fever, nausea, vomiting, and fatique.

964394 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 PA 29.0 29 F Chills, fever of 100.5-101 degrees, sweats, congestion, headache that came and went for about 24 hours

964396 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Severe body aches, fever (101.5), malaise, fatigue.  Patient was advised to take ibuprofen for 24-48 hours.

964397 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 MA 31.0 31 F 1/08/21 Strong chills at approximately 10PM night of vaccination 1/09/21 Bad headache upon waking the next morning (around 8AM) that lasted for approximately 1.5 hours 1/11/21 Mild redness, itching, and swelling on fingers. Did not realize this was due to vaccine initially. Swelling has gone down but mild symptoms persist as of today 1/22/21. Just went to the dermatologist where he suspected a reaction to the vaccine as symptoms appear consistent with "COVID toes". I have never had a reaction to a vaccine before or any allergic reactions

964398 01/19/2012 01/22/2021 MO 27.0 18 M Started shaking uncontrollably Fever got up of 105.6 Was unable to speak

964399 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 37.0 37 M Strong Headache, Strong Body Aches, Pain while urinating, heavy congestion and discharge, pain in various areas of my body which moved throughout the day (jaw, arm, etc), upset stomach

964402 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 IN 44.0 44 M Red bumps (looked like chicken pox) all over front of stomach. Very itchy

964403 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 NE 32.0 32 F Moderna COVID-10 Vaccine EUA. 7 days after my first dose of the vaccine I developed a red rash around the injection site. The rash was approx. 4 inches long and 3 inches wide. Last night after I noticed the rash, I took allergy medication. Today it has improved somewhat, but has not gone away.

964404 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 57.0 57 F One week after receiving her first Moderna dose, pt noticed that she had a 4cm welt on her left arm. This went away after 48 hours.

964405 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 31.0 31 F severe muscle aches, joint pain, headache

964408 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 PA 26.0 26 F Warm erythematous non-pruritic 38mm x 63mm patch on  anteriolateral aspect of left deltoid. First noticed this morning (1/22/21)

964409 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 58.0 58 F First day, severe headache within ten minutes of receiving shot.  Nausea within half an hour. Vomiting within an hour. Chills and fatigue.  Sore arm. Slept and vomited most of the day.  Second day, moderate headache,  sore arm, fatigue,  nausea-no vomiting.

964410 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 IN 30.0 30 F extremely decreased blood flow (temperature) in extremities. Core far above normal temperature ( normally 96.8, currently 100.8). Sweating. Shaking due to cold extremities. Migraine. Pain in lower back (kidney area), chronic and achey. Joint pain in legs/ hips. Nausea constantly.  Feeling of overall pain and discomfort. exhaustion.

964411 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NY 40.0 40 F The evening after receiving vaccine, patient reported significant body aches, chills, headache, nausea, diarrhea, and low grade fever (up to 101, but controlled below 99 with Tylenol). Continued throughout the next day, and into the 3rd day. Patient was then evaluated, and ruled out for COVID infection.

964412 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 40.0 40 F 5PM - SORE ARM (UNABLE TO LIFT) 4AM - CHILLS 2PM - FEVER 101.2 TOOK TYLENOL

964413 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 TX 79.0 79 F 6:13 pm - 9 pm   Extreme shooting pain, right shoulder, clavicle and neck causing my arm to jerk and sometimes my body spasmed. Pain was intermittent, coming and going but taking my breath away. I called CVS about aspirin and took 5 Baby Bayer aspirins. Pain went away at around 9 pm. Never returned. NO  other adverse effects  Surprising result is diminished pain in knees! When it gets cold, rainy, my knees have been extremely painful so I'd have to lift myself up from sitting but since then the pain is at 1 to 2 on the scale rather than 10 ! It sounds strange but it has happened and that's why I felt I needed to report this.  Rainy days this week with no debilitating pain and I waited to report this for a week since the pain usually began days before.

964415 01/16/2020 01/22/2021 CO 26.0 26 F Two days after the shot in Colorado I began to develop a rash on my right arm at the injection site.  I had flown back to North Carolina where I am on a student rotation at a hospital the day after the vaccine (Sunday 1/17).  Since then (Monday 1/18) the rash has expanded to my entire upper arm and is continuing to extend downwards.  I had swelling for about a day but that went away.  I had some swollen lymph nodes in my axilla and neck but they are no longer swollen.  Now my arm remains extremely itching and red.  I went to the ED this evening and they gave me IV Solumedrol, Pepcid, and famotidine.  The rash went away except for outside of a line of demarcation we made earlier in the day.  This morning I woke up with an intense itching in the arm.  I rubbed my hand over it (didn?t itch it) and the redness  came right back.  It is continuing to expand down my arm.

964416 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 37.0 37 M Nausea vomiting cold chills fever weakness dizziness onset was 3 hrs after vaccine and the symptoms stopped 24 hrs later

964417 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Sore Left arm with pain radiating down Left arm upon initial injection. Stiffness and pain Left shoulder for two days with decreased range of motion. Initial improvement 01/15/21 with reoccurrence of pain on motion and stiffness on 01/18/21

964419 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 55.0 55 F Extreme cold chills, body aches and trouble breathing

964421 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 45.0 45 F On the evening of the 11th day post first vaccine, the area around the injection site became swollen, red and hot to the touch.  Over the course of the next several days, the infection spread from top of arm to elbow.  Diagnosis from PCP was cellulitis/bacterial infection and is being treated with antibiotics.

964422 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NC 43.0 43 F 1125-EE received vaccine; 1135-EE reported numbness in their hand post vaccine.  1140-EE given a snack and water. 1145-EE reported resolution of symptoms 1200-EE departs vaccine clinic with complete resolution of symptoms

964423 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 OR 41.0 41 M 41 y old M with post vaccine had a mild reaction had a low grade fever 99.5 x 8-10 hours occurred 6 days ago then resolved and a sore arm that resolved

964424 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NY 58.0 58 F Patient felt dizzy post vaccine, extra rest time and patient felt better, VS were taken and they were WNL

964426 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 AR 71.0 71 F After 2 days initial pain swelling  of injection site right arm only, and fatigue resolved   there  was  recurrence of itching rash erythema tenderness measuring 8x5 cm  at injection site area of right arm on 01/21/2021.    No fever.

964427 01/17/2021 01/22/2021 NY 51.0 51 F At 1 am I woke up shivering but had no fever, terrible body aches and a headache My arm was beat red, sore and warm to the touch

964429 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 OH 48.0 48 M EXTREME TIREDNESS, CHILLS, THIRST LASTING 12 HOURS

964432 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 PA 62.0 62 F Nine days after the Injection I am now developing redness hardness and itchiness at the site

964433 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Over the  weekend of Jan. 9-10 I had a headache and chills, but no fever. After that everything was fine until the evening of Wednesday Jan. 20th when I got very itchy all over my body.  Then in the morning Thursday Jan. 21st I noticed a small rash at the injection site that hadn't been there the night before. over the next two days the rash increased in size.

964434 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 GA 73.0 73 F I became very weak following my vaccine. My arm where the injection was inserted had a strange feeling. It took me about 1 hour before I felt able to drive myself home. Nurses gave me 2 bottles of water and took my blood pressure. It was 150/84 higher than normal for me.

964437 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 49.0 49 F Was vaccinated in the evening of the 19th and symptoms started around 3pm the next day. All over body aches, severe right ankle/heel pain, headache, fever 101, chills, sweats. 1/22/2021  left axillary lymph node swelling and soreness.
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964438 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 GA 89.0 89 F Patient reports itchiness, redness, warmth, and swelling that extends from Left Deltoid (injection site) to left elbow.

964439 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 TX 40.0 40 F headache, dizzy, Nausea; symptoms began with a headache about 4.5 hours after injection.  increased throughout the afternoon/evening.  Feeling ok 48 hours after injection

964440 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 CO 30.0 30 F Facial swelling, rash, difficulty breathing, tingling in face, tachycardia, dizziness, fever,   Treatment: Epinephrine, clartitin, steroids

964441 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 25.0 25 F HEADACHES OVER THE WEEKEND AFTER RECEIVING 2ND DOSE VACCINE

964444 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 FL 43.0 43 F swollen red, hot to touch, arm and neck pain ? resolved

964445 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 IL 27.0 27 F Swollen and warm bump at injection side that developed into a large bright red, tender rash all over my deltoid

964449 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NC 43.0 43 F 1125-EE recieves vaccine 1135-EE reports numbness to hands 1140-EE given snack and water and observed 1150-EE reporting a complete resolution of symptoms 1215-EE departs vaccine clinic

964451 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 VA 50.0 50 F The clinent reported that one week after being vaccinated the injection site became red, hot to the touch, sore, and swollen.  She also reported rhinorrhea.

964452 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MA 52.0 52 F Employee started feeling very anxious and light headed. She was evaluated by EMT. She was tachycardic and hypertensive but was severely anxious as she has a lot going on in life right now and has been anxious all day. EMT offered to drive her to the hospital but she refused and thinks it is due to anxiety. Employee was told if she still feels heart rate and blood pressure are high later today she should call primary care doctor or go to hospital. She left after about 45 mins of being evaluated feeling better but still anxious. Heart rate 119 and blood pressure 150/90.

964453 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 IL 47.0 47 F On day 8 after injection, site of injection became swollen, warm, tender and itchy.  Redness became worse overnight and continues to spread down my arm on day 9.  Started on Keflex on day 9.  On day 10, redness continues to spread and site still hard, warm and tender.

964454 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Patient received the vaccine on 1/7/21 Developed a 6 inch long in width and diameter rash around the injection site on 1/21/21 that is now hot to touch

964455 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 OK 58.0 58 F Morning after vaccination noticed rash of small red areas and blisters on bilateral upper arms. Thursday rash had spread to legs, back, and neck. Pruritic rash that is tender to touch. Diarrhea began Thursday, 4-5 episodes in 1 day. Fatigue also began Thursday. Has tried 25mg benadryl on Wednesday and Thursday with no relief. No fever.

964456 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 OH 31.0 31 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Fever, Headache, Chills, body convulsions, delirium, confusion, severe fatigue, dyspnea on exertion.  Symptoms persisted for about 30 hours.  Following recovery of acute symptoms, persistent chest pain is present and is worsened with exertion.  Mild soreness is present at the injection site over 1 week later, but is mild and has no significant erythema indicative of allergic response.

964459 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 WI 61.0 61 F Swollen, red, itchy, hives at and around injection site and hives go down my arm toward my elbow. I called Bellin Hospital a nurse called me back. She suggested benadryl and hydrochortisone. She advised if anything changed or if the itching got too bad to call them back.

964460 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 FL 73.0 73 M Sometime within 12 hours from receiving vaccine he had a stroke.  He was taken to the emergency room on January 16, 2021 and tests were performed and he was transferred to Hospital on January 17, 2021.   A MRI was performed on January 17, 2021 and showed that he had suffered a stroke. He was put on blood thinners and sent home on January 18, 2021.  He had an appointment with MD on January 19, 2021. He has appointments with speech therapist, cardiologist and neurologist.Y 3

964461 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Patient stated they felt hazy, and had chest pain 3/10, has asthma history. Used inhaled and after ~15 minutes patient stated he felt better and was discharged.

964465 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 PA 51.0 51 M I received shot in left arm.  I began getting sore in injection area which I expected.  At around 630 in the evening, I began to feel a sharp pain going down my left arm from middle of shoulder to the hand.  This especially happened when I raised my arm.  I kept my left arm down to side trying to slowly move it during the day.  I contact Hot line for Hospital and explained issues.  They described certain reasons but said that I could take Motrin.  I began taking Motrin every 4 hours.  The next day I was able to raise arm about half way. The pain became a dull and aching from shoulder to hand. I continue to take Motrin.

964466 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 TX 40.0 40 M Numbness in left arm. Person left under his own will after 10 minutes of further observation

964467 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 DE 74.0 74 F Chills, body aches, headache, low fever, nausea, vomiting, stomach pain

964469 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 TN 46.0 46 F Fever and chills for 3 days, injection site was swollen to the size of a baseball and was also bright red with heat emanating from the site for 5 days - still have a discolored area that looks like a bruise in the injection site, body aches and headache for 5 days - self treated with rest and tylenol and Benadryl

964470 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 TN 76.0 76 F PATIENT RECEIVED 1ST DOSE OF MODERNA AT 9:10 AM.  AT 940 SHE REPORTED TO THE MONITOR THAT SHE HAD A TINY SHARP PAIN TO LEFT SIDE OF CHEST THAT CAME AND LEFT QUICKLY.  SHE STATES THIS PAIN HAPPENED 4 TIMES DURING HER MONITORING TIME.  SHE STATES SHE HAS THIS TIME PAIN FROM TIME TO TIME.  SHE STATES NO MORE PAIN AFTER THOSE 4 EPISODES.

964471 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 OH 38.0 38 F Left arm pain began on Thurs. 1/7/21, approximately 30 minutes after vaccine.  Severe headache and pain radiating to left side of neck began approximately 22 hours after vaccine (around 2pm on 1/8/21) and left arm pain worsened.  On 1/9/21, unable to get out of bed-felt like I had been drugged- severe HA, fatigue, and left side of neck soreness.  Felt slightly better on 1/10/21 and 1/11/21, however stil unable to get out of bed due to severe HA and fatigue.  On morning of 1/12/21, fatigue relieved and severe HA relieved around 1pm.  Since 1/12/21, Severe HA, left arm tightness and left neck soreness has continued intermittently.  This is a HA I have never experienced before.  Yesterday, on 1/21/21, I had a severe HA all day at work and when I went home, I had to lie down the rest of the day/evening d/t severe HA, fatigue and left neck tightness.  I was unable to do daily chores and help my children with their homework.  I also woke up this morning with the same severe HA and left neck soreness/tightness.  I do feel this HA is from the vaccine as I have never experienced this type of HA prior to receiving the vaccine and I am not someone who gets HA's often.    I know the vaccine was given too high, as I give vaccines often for my career, and I am wondering if that has anything to do with my neck pain.  I did bleed a lot with the injection (do not think it went into my muscle) and am wondering if that has anything to do with my adverse reaction.  I am fearful these severe HA's will continue and I am extremely hesitant to receive my second dose!

964472 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NY 65.0 65 F Back pain worsened with fatigue, slight cough, nausea, loss of taste and headache.

964474 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 28.0 28 M Pt reported itching at injection site the day after receiving the vaccination, did not initially notice a rash.  Later that day he noticed an erythematous, micropapular, pruritic, blotchy rash in the flexural creases of bilateral elbows.  Rash then spread to bilateral groin region and behind posterior aspect of left knee.  Pt denies a history of eczema or psoriasis.  No new hygiene products correlating with onset of rash.  No other vaccinations around time of COVID-19 vaccination.  No anaphylactic reaction.  Has never had a reaction to any other vaccine in the past.

964477 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 NY 26.0 26 M For first week after injection, only symptom was mild pain in the arm. After 7 days, injection site became very swollen, hard, itchy, red, and hot. Swelling and hardness went down after 2 days. Rash and occasional itching persists. It is now 13 days after the injection

964478 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 54.0 54 F Delayed reaction in day 7 itchiness, redness, swelling and hives due to scratching.

964479 12/23/2020 01/22/2021 CT 26.0 26 F Swollen lymph node, limp at injection site, non irritating rash

964480 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 GA 68.0 68 F One week to the day after injection, developed injection site redness, itching and some "thickness" to the feel noted about 8 pm.   Took 650 mg of Tylenol and applied a cold pack.   On morning of Jan 22, applied cold pack again.  Area affected after those twelve hours is approximately 7 cm by 4cm.     Discomfort is minimal but no such reaction has ever occurred before with a vaccination.

964481 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 TX 95.0 95 F Patient skin around the injection site began to itch about 48 hours after her vaccination.  She says it is a mild itch, but seems to have increased over time.  The skin appears a bit red in that area, but seems to be relatively smooth.

964483 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 FL 31.0 31 M 12/28 sx of runny nose and body aches. Missed work 12/29, set up for testing 1/3 (Negative test 1/6/21 - SC)

964486 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 MN 35.0 35 M Body Aches, Chills, Fatigue

964490 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 FL 36.0 36 F Immediately after vaccine arm was Painful sore arm 1st 3 days.  Soreness went away. After that my arm started feeling slightly itchy for a few days right when I had my shot.  1/21/21  arm swollen and itchy with a red rash.  I took Benadryl and put cortisone on area.

964494 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 TX 64.0 64 F tingling, itching on the left arm, seen & cleared by EMS, B/P 153/103, P 86, O2 sat-99%

964495 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 NC 90.0 90 F Seizure-like activity. Started on Keppra Y 2

964496 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CO 32.0 32 F 4 hours after receiving vaccine, I was replacing a door handle, and thought I had moved my arm in such a way that it had subluxed at the GH joint. The acute, immediate pain in the joint and inability to move my shoulder were surprising. It took me a few minutes to realize this was likely a reaction to the shot. The joint pain migrated to my elbow, wrist, hand, and left side of my neck, and those joints were all cracking for about 2 days. My left shoulder is still experiencing discomfort and cracking frequently when I move that arm.

964497 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Nine days after receiving the vaccine I developed a rash around the site of the injection.  It is oval in shape, about 5 inches long, inflamed and itching.  It seems to improve and then increase.  I have used over the counter lotions to ease the itching, but I am now in day 6

964498 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 AL 75.0 75 M Around 7 minutes after receiving COVID19 injection, patient started experiencing adverse reactions: throat closure sensation, cool,  skin,clammy, bradycardia . Adrernalin 0.3mg was adminstered @ 2:39pm. EMS was on scene at 0241. Patient transferred @ 3:06 TO ER at Hospital.

964499 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 ME 74.0 74 F Patient developed mild lightheadedness, tight feeling in chest and anxiety while she was driving home after her 15 min observation period. No rash, wheezing, itching. On return to the clinic she appeared mildly anxious. BP 160/75 pulse 65, regular. Lungs clear. No rash or urticaria. 15 mins later her symptoms remained very mild and bp 130/70 and hr 60. At 25 mins of observation she felt symptoms had improved and she was well enough to travel home.

964500 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MS 72.0 72 M I began feeling feverish about 12 hours after the vaccination.  Fever went above 101 deg, at times for about 24 hours.  I took one 650 mg Acetaminophen at 0330 the following morning to reduce the fever and continued taking this at 6 hour intervals until 1/22 (today).  Also I had a headache, sore muscles and symptoms similar to the flu during this entire period.  During the first night just before taking the Acetaminophen my pulse was up to 104 bpm.  It went down during the following day to about 84 and is now at 72 bpm (9am/Jan22); my normal pulse is usually between 58 and 64 bpm.

964502 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 IN 61.0 61 F Pt reported she had a Moderna Covid -19 vaccine on 01/09/21 at Hospital at 2: 40 pm. Pt is c/o her eyelids swelling in the last 3 days, sob this morning. Pt has ST pain constantly today that is not worse with swallowing. + fatigue since yesterday.

964506 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 MA 47.0 47 F Red circle about 4? in diameter developed around injection site approximately 10 days after shot.    It is warm and itchy but not bumpy

964507 01/01/2021 01/22/2021 IN 51.0 51 F Fever chills body aches

964510 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 FL 70.0 70 F Aches and pain all over body, Headache, fatigue and joint pain. Just  happened.

964511 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 FL 30.0 30 F Tingling down arm after shot

964512 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 WI 31.0 31 F Approx 30 minutes after vaccination --Sensation dryness, need to clear throat, tickly feeling later felt short of breath. Evaluated in Emergency Dept-Epinephrine, Benadryl, Dexamethasone.  Discharged home to use Benadryl as needed.

964515 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 NC 93.0 93 F Does not have lot number. About an hour after getting the vaccine started with fast heart beat, felt like my heart was like "boom boom boom" and was really loud, sweating, weakness, runny nose.  Symptoms since then  have been on and off and steady for 5 hours today. Today it feels like my heart is in down in my lungs.

964517 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 IN 30.0 30 F chest pain fever of 102.0, sore throat, headache, dizziness, weakness tiredness

964518 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 47 F Gave covid19 vaccination, at approximately 1015am and went and sat in the vaccination waiting area. At approximately 1025 patient reported that she was feeling like her heart rate was racing and she felt dizzy. RN and NP started to monitor patient in the waiting area. On the monitor, patient's HR was 144 while sitting. patient admitted to feeling nervous/ anxious prior to getting vaccine and stated she also had a allergy to Contrast. NP continued to monitor vitals every 5-10 min. patient's symptoms started to improve. Pharmacist identified a possible correlation with an ingredient in contrast and the vaccine and a rapid response was called. Rapid team gave patient Benadryl and patient was monitored in the clinic for approximately 1 hour with continued improving symptoms. Husband, was called to give her a ride home.

964519 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 NY 73.0 73 M Pain, welling, redness, warmth, and rash at injection site which spread down the forearm approx 8 inches length and 4 inches in width

964520 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 PA 35.0 35 F extreme fatigue, body aches, painful, swollen lymph nodes, headache - dissipated after about 24 hours, completely gone after 48 hours.

964523 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 MD 58.0 58 F Chills, nausea, loss of appetite, low-grade fever, muscle aches, fatigue

964525 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MA 29.0 29 F Pt describes "can't get a breath in" Warm, dizzy, SOB, light headed, shaky  Assessed by AMR and transported to ED  Pt stated that she did not have any reaction to the first dose of the Moderna vaccine Pt stated that she was tested for COVID last week. Result was negative Y

964529 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 61.0 61 F Had when I woke up at 6 am set on Jan 22, 2021 still ongoing  Sore throat, severe headache, nausea, muscle ache, light headness, dizzy. January 22, 2021 temp 100.1 tympanic

964532 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 TX 61.0 61 F developed fever, chills, malaise lasting 6-8 hrs.  Also developed sensitivity  tenderness, swelling in cheeks where cosmetic filler injected in November 2020

964533 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MD 46.0 46 F Client complained of felling dizzy after the 15 minutes post vaccination. Client was helped to a flat position, legs were elevated. Client remained alert and oriented x 3, no SOB or chest pain reported. Vital signs were stable. Rested for another 30 minutes, water was given. Client reported feeling better afterwards. She was picked up by her father. We recommended client to call PCP if symptoms persist and call 911 if Symptoms worsen.

964535 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NC 49.0 49 F 1122-Patient received vaccine 1135-Patient reported feeling numbness in hands 1138-Patient given snack and water 1150-Patient reported feeling much better; EE observed at vaccine clinic 1230-Patient departed vaccine clinic reporting a resolution of symptoms

964536 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 VT 70.0 70 F Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine 7 days after(Jan 21)  receiving 1st vaccine injection (Jan 14) I developed a line of red itchy bumps from the injection site. Went from injection point downward and then curved around it in a letter "C" shaped line.

964538 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 TX 75.0 75 F On observation after vaccine, patient reported swelling in her mouth and lips.  Patient took 2 benadryl 25mg  and stated she felt better. Advised patient to go to ER and patient refused.  Asked patient to stay for extended observation. About 30 min later, patient stated she was coughing and feeling slight tightness in her chest. At this point, patient was agreeable to go to the ER and patient was taken.

964540 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 NC 82.0 82 F Possible Todd's Paralysis. h/o L craniotomy for meningioma. s/sx stroke ruled out, aphasia and R hemiparesis. Started on Keppra Y 3

964542 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 PR 43.0 43 F A mammogram is performed and the results showed left axillary lymph nodes with mild cortical thickening

964543 12/23/2020 01/22/2021 CO 52.0 52 F 12/23/2020 VACCINE 12/26TH EVENING FATIGUE, ARM PAIN AT INJECTION SITE, ENDED UP WITH BIG RED SPOT BELOW RIGHT COLLARBONE AND BRUISE ON 12/29; PAINFUL.  12/28 WOKE WITH BILATERAL EXTREME SWOLLEN LYMPHNODES. SEVERE IMMUNE REACTION. ZERO FEVER. ABDOMINAL PAIN. DIARRHEA (WEEK LATER) SAW DOCTOR FOR LYMPNODES VIA TELEHEALTH. HAD IMMUNE RESPONSE TO THE VACCINE; IBUPROFREN, ICE, AND PROB 'COMPROMISED'.  SYMPTOMS WENT ON FOR 14 DAYS. SOUGHT CARE AT URGENT CARE FOR ABDOMINAL PAIN.  DR WANTED CAT SCAN, CONCERNED WITH LYMPHNODES. PAIN WENT AWAY AND I DIDN'T FEEL NEEDED TO DO.

964546 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 MS 56.0 56 F Severe body aches, headache, low grade temp, diarrhea, fatigue Took Tyleno and Advil

964548 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NC 76.0 76 M The patient tells me that he had Covid in December, received his Covid vaccine yesterday and felt fine all day yesterday.  This morning he awoke with a fever and reportedly coughing a lot.  He reports the cough is productive of some phlegm.  No hemoptysis.  He describes it as moderate to severe.  Nothing specific seems to make it better.  He does report that he commonly has a cough but that worsened

964550 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 FL 81.0 81 M Vomiting- 3 times since 5 AM

964552 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 NY 68.0 68 F Minor reaction on the first day that went away. On the 7th day the injection site is red (2 inch diameter), a little swollen, slight itching.

964553 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 OH 82.0 82 F After about 10 mins i started to get headache, dizzy,. Got pale. Was put on cot. had heart palpitation felt cold and shaky. After about an hr and half i started to get back to normal. When i got up i started to walk funny. I was able to drive home. took  Tylenol when i got home.  ate a little soup. laid down and fell asleep. when i woke up a couple hrs later i still had a headache. took another tylenol.

964554 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 MS 64.0 64 F Day 8 following vaccine developed localized reaction at injection site; hard red itchy lump approx 3" diameter.

964556 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 38.0 38 F pain at the site of injection. Headache, shivering, severe muscle pain and tenderness to touch all over the body. My symptoms started same day night 1/15/21 and continued through out the next day 1/16/21, I completely recovered on 1/17/21 morning. I did take Advil and Tylenol continuously.

964557 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 VT 49.0 49 M I started to get the chills around dinner time, then when I went to bed, I experienced severe chills, perfuse sweating, bad headache and intense arm pain at the site of the injection.  The symptoms lasted all night and were improved in the morning but not fully resolved.

964558 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 NY 72.0 72 F HEADACHE, CHILLS, WEAK VOMITING,

964560 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 UT 38.0 38 F Moderna COVID-19 vaccine EUA  Injection Site began to redden and swell days after injection. A reddish circle Initially was about the size of a nickel, now has grown to the size of a baseball over the last 10 days.

964562 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 KY 38.0 38 F 38 yo female who is a nurse who works in an outpatient surgery center calls today complaining of redness, tenderness and warmth of her COVID 19 vaccination site. she says she got the vaccine on 1-6-21. she says she didn't notice anything with regards to her left deltoid (injection site) until this afternoon when changing out of her scrubs she leaned on that side and had pain. she says she then saw a 2 inch diameter area of redness around the vaccination site.

964563 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 FL 42.0 42 F Day 1 small welt that has continued to grow in size and wrap around entire upper arm.  Painful and itching.  Continues to spread despite zyrtec and cold compresses.  Other symptoms:  Starting morning after with Fevers (101-102 range),chills, body aches, swollen lymph nodes, headache, night sweats and day sweats and fatigue.  Continue with these symptoms on day 3.

964564 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 TX 65.0 65 F Client presented stating she felt like her heart was racing. Initial pulse 120 S/R. Talked for a few minutes and client stated no itching or shortness of breath. After 5 minutes pulse 86 S/R. After 10 minutes 78 S/R. Client stated normal resting HR of 65. She takes 12.5 HCTZ PO daily.

964565 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MN 49.0 49 M 12-13 hours after injection: muscle aches, headache, extreme fatigue, chills & upset stomach. 30 hours after injection: muscle aches, headache, extreme fatigue, chills, upset stomach & fever of 101. Symptoms are subsiding 40 hours after injection.

964566 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 AL 91.0 91 F Red splotches over body, some itching

964570 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 IA 35.0 35 F Dizziness, aphasia with pulse drop to 30s. went to ED and found to be in ventricular bigeminy without cause found. had heart monitor put on Jan 11-13 which showed SVT 38% of the time.  I was on a heart monitor in the summer because I had issues with PVC after the birth of my child in July and I was in PVC 7% of the time then.   I am planning on taking the second covid vaccine but am uncertain if I should premedicate with something beforehand

964573 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 VA 16.0 16 F Client attended a POD held at the School, where the Moderna COVID-19 vaccines were being administered to group. She received the vaccine without event and after she left, it was noted that she is 16 years old and does not meet the minimum age requirement of 18 years for the Moderna vaccine. Client?s father was immediately contacted when the error was realized and informed about it. CDC has been contacted regarding the incident and we are awaiting their response. 1/16/2021 CDC responded by saying that there was no harm in giving the vaccine, but when she turns 18 her next dose would be counted as Dose 2.

964574 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 FL 46.0 46 F I developed Chills, low grade temp, muscle aches, headache, fatigue that started the first night of the second dose vaccine (Wednesday) and lasted throughout the night. I took Tylenol at 2 am. Woke up at 6 am with headache, nausea, body aches and fatigue. I medicated throughout the second day (Thursday) with Tylenol. I experienced the same symptoms on night two (Thursday), but lesser degree. I Woke up on day 3 (Friday) feeling sluggish but no headache, no chills, no fever. Just an overall feeling of tiredness however, feeling much better.

964576 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 PA 49.0 49 F One week post vaccine administration, the site has erythema (east/west in orientation, about 2.5" in diameter), warm to the touch and tender.  Tenderness started 1/21/21 but I didn't not look at it until this morning and saw the change in color and temperature of skin.

964577 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CT 31.0 31 F Face, Neck, Lips,  Tongue went numb for 1.5 hours.

964589 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NY 78.0 78 M About 30 hours later (next day), noted his Apple watch showed HR to be around 120's, he was essentially asymptomatic. Waited for 1 hr, spoke with colleague, where a decision was made to bring him to ED for monitoring. Had overnight stay in ED with spontaneous resolution of his tachycardia, elevated BP and had in hospital work up and discharged at 0920 hrs on 01/22/21.

964594 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 64.0 64 F Started with a severe HA the day after with extremely sore and hot arm.  Progressed to weakness and flu-like symptoms with low grade fever of 101.  Was off work for 2 days unable to hardly get out of bed.  Then on day 2 post vaccine, started with lower abd pain, sharp and continuous.  Day 3 post vaccine, feeling much better but not 100%, Stomach pains continue.

964595 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 NC 93.0 93 F About an hour after receiving the vaccine my heart starting beating really hard and loud. You sweating, weakness and runny nose. The symptoms have been on and off since then. But the last 5 hours they have been steady. It feels like my heart is in my lungs.   I do have a pacemaker and my Doctor just prescribed Lasix for swelling in my legs. I have not received it in the mail yet.  Does not have the lot number.

964598 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MN 86.0 86 F At approx 5:13pm on 1/21/2021, change in status with being unresponsive to conversation, Face flushed, taken no food for fluids for the day. T-101.5-102.3 pulse 88-100 02 sat 86%. Unable to take anything orally. Dr updated with request to be evaled in ER. Admitted  to rule out UTI, Covid test was negative, continued high temp, WBC count high.Y

964599 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 MA 28.0 28 F C/o lightheadedness, frontal headache 4/10,numbness/tingling of left fingers only, bilateral lower extremities heaviness mild from hips down to feet, "states I just feel off".  Ambulated  short distance to parametics handoff. BP 132/64 HR 70,O2 98%, alert and  oriented x3, denies itchiness,hives, difficulty swallowing. Vitals remaining stable over 45 minutes of evaluating, with numbness in left hand subsided, H/A remains at 4/10, able to stand with remaining heaviness. Patient has declined transport to the ED, although has called for ride home(awaiting).

964601 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 CT 42.0 42 F Patient   began to have itching on her legs, which spread to the rest of her body as a macular red rash, she received Epi 0.3mg, Prednisolone 45mg po, Benadryl 50mg po, Famotidine 40mg po. Patient was monitored with BP, HR, RR, pulse ox, all normal with increased BP and HR after Epi administered. She was placed supine with legs elevated above the height of the hear.  Pt was anxious so oxygen was administered by nasal cannula at 4 liters per minute.  Within the 15 minutes after meds were given, pt had periorbital edema, a "strange " taste in her mouth as well  pressure in her chest and the rash did not abate but progressed to her face. EMS came and took pt to ED by ambulance.

964604 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 CT 49.0 49 F At 2 a.m. on January 10th, I woke up with a high pitched ringing  sound in my head. The sound was constant and disrupts my sleep significantly. It is always present but not as noticeable during the day when there is noise in the surrounding area, however, my job requires a lot of report writing and for that I work in silence. Therefore, the ringing sound is very distracting and makes it hard to focus. I saw my general practitioner, on January 14th at 4:15 p.m.. She cleaned out my right ear and started me on a 6-day steroid. She did not clean out the left ear because it did not appear to have any wax buildup. I began taking the steroid on Saturday January 16th. The ringing is still there but it does seem to be more on my left side than my right now. I went to an ent specialist on January 19th who checked my hearing and said there was no hearing loss. Her recommendations were to call her in a week and if ringing doesn't go away, she will try another steroid. As of today, the ringing is still present and I have finished the course of steroid.

964606 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 TX 65.0 65 F Became lightheaded within 30 minutes.  Developed stomach cramps and diarrhea  and chills through the night.  The next day had a headache  and muscle aches in her legs.  Vaccination site was also very sore, feverish and had a small lump .  Symptoms were much better within 2 days.

964608 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 TX 65.0 65 F Client presented stating she felt like her heart was racing. Initial pulse 120 S/R. Talked for a few minutes and client stated no itching or shortness of breath. After 5 minutes pulse 86 S/R. After 10 minutes pulse 78 S/R. Client stated normal resting heart rate of 65. She takes 12.5mg HCTZ PO daily.

964609 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 FL 48.0 48 F About 4 hours after receiving my shot, I could not raise my arm to my waist.  My arm was useless.  I started taking 800mg ibuprofen twice daily starting the evening of the 8th until the afternoon of the 10th.  My arm appeared to be getting better.  By the 12th, I would say I was about 85%, still having pain upon raising my arm and using it in most circumstances - muscle weakness as well.  By the 15th, the full uselessness of my arm returned just like it was 4 hours after vaccine administration.  I again started 800mg ibuprofen twice daily through the weekend of the 17th. Again, there was gradual improvement.  It's now been 2 weeks since vaccine administration and my arm is still only about 80% functional, and always with some pain or discomfort.  I cannot take off my shirt over my head, for example. I will say the nurse who gave me the vaccination gave it way too high so this is definitely a shoulder injury, but I cannot say as to whether it is from her administration technique or the vaccine itself.  I have never had a reaction like this, ever, and I get vaccines every year.

964612 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 64.0 64 M Patient arrived for booster of Pfizer vaccine. Given Moderna instead. Patient PCP notified and follow-up to be conducted.

964613 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 38.0 38 F On day 8 post vaccination, I started to develop a rash around the injections site. I was itchy, warm, raised, and red. It was not a perfect circle. Today is day 9, and the affected area has become larger.

964614 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 MI 68.0 68 F Described local reaction as "red, raised, and itchy." Treated with "steroidal cream."

964616 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 CO 70.0 70 M Fever of 102.6 for approximately 12 hours; Body aches; Headache; Low energy; No appetite;

964618 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 NY 78.0 78 F extreme exhaustion at 10 Wed. night. Upon awakening around 7 AM Thurs. morning, severe vertigo.  Had to crawl because of room spinning.  This continued all day and abated around 6 PM.  Left me feeling tired, and still tired on Fri. AM

964619 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 MN 37.0 37 F First dose Pfizer COVID vaccine given 1/6/21 and second dose given at 16 days 1/22/21.

964621 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 34.0 34 F *Vomiting and diarrhea by 4:30pm *Headache by 6:30 *Fever of 101.3 by 10:00 continued until 4:00am on January 22 *Extreme fatigue for 24 hours *muscle pain and weakness for 24 hours

964624 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 ME 59.0 59 F Headache, body aches, exhaustion, slight chills with no fever. Lasted until sometime in the late night of 1/21.

964625 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 ME 52.0 52 F Localized reaction-- 2 sites left deltoid region. Site 1- 2 cm x 0.5 cm, Site 2- 9 cm x 2 cm- erythema, warmth, upper arm swelling 1.5 cm greater on left side (non-dominant). Tx- cool compresses, hydrocortisone ointment, NSAIDS

964626 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 FL 59.0 59 F 2 days after, complaining of chills, nausea, no appetite and significant weight loss of 10#.

964628 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Overnight after receiving 2nd dose of vaccine, patient developed intense body aches, joint pain in larger joints, and chills. Also very vivid dreams, headache and intermittent nausea, but no vomiting. R upper arm at injection site is very tender, but no redness or warmth.  Ibuprofen helped with the aches and chills.   Unsure of exact temp, as thermometer just reads ?low? (think the battery needs to be replaced).   Pt rested, increased fluids, and used anti-pyretics as needed to recover. Symptoms subsided after 24 hours.

964630 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 OH 54.0 54 F Nausea, headache, fatigue, diarrhea, body aches. Lasted for 5 days. I had to miss work. I looked on website to see if this was a side effect, but none of these symptoms were listed. A couple of coworkers had the same symptoms with time frame

964632 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Headache/congestion nausea diarrhea body aches bone ache extreme fatigue very painful arm At  injection site

964633 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NY 44.0 44 F Patient stated she felt dizzy, and was slightly hypertensive (150/85 mm/Hg & 158/90 mm/Hg) She denied shortness of breath or chest pain and the dizziness subsided

964635 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 OR 37.0 37 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Rash below vaccine site - oval shape, center clear, red slightly raised rim, slightly warm. No pain, itching. No other symptoms. First noticed 1/21/2021.

964637 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 PA 47.0 47 F severe myalgias from days 10-13 post-injection.

964638 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 PR 44.0 44 F Seven days after my 1st dose, I developed a large red swollen area at the injection site. The swelling was about 3 inches x 3 inches. It was red, hot to the touch, firm, and made my arm very sore. I took one dose of Bendaryl. The next day, it was less firm and not as swollen, but it was still hot to the touch, and the red color began to spread into a larger patch. It was also itchy. I took two doses of Advil. Today, it is much less swollen, but is still hot to the touch and a large red patch. I have taken ibuprofen to help with the achiness.

964639 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 KY 59.0 59 F Chills, nausea, headache

964643 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 46.0 46 F Temp of 102 took Tylenol stated to go down them Spikes again 24 hours later back to 102 took more Tylenol and has finally gone below 100 Hives  on chest back behind knees back of legs and bottom of feet.  Stated in one spot and progresses thought out the day and night. Took Benadryl and put Benadryl cream on  has calmed down after several doses of Benadryl

964644 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IA 39.0 39 F Sore arm and nickel sized red 'dot' started same day as injection. soreness has lessened since the date of the vaccine, red 'dot' has remained. Mild dizziness the following morning for about 2 or 3 hours.

964645 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 FL 76.0 0 F Client received the vaccine on 1/8/21.  The arm was sore until 1/16/21 when it became red and tender to touch. Was still red and tender when she reported the reaction to the health department. 0.0

964646 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Chills, body aches, headache, light headed, hot flashes. Lasted 24 hours

964648 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 FL 31.0 31 F Large swollen area surrounding injection site appeared 6 days after vaccine was administered.  The area is also red, warm to touch, and itchy.

964651 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 IN 68.0 68 F Chills, fever to 100.7, mild nausea, malaise, fatigue all resolving in 24 hours. A transient light rash (hives) noted at bedtime 48 hours after injection, totally resolving by morning. Not sure this were real adverse advents,but very happy to have had a robust reaction indicating it's working! !!

964652 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 PA 25.0 25 M Headache, fever between 100-101 degrees F, rash on both arms, body fatigue, itchy throat

964655 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 75.0 75 M slight fever, chills, , sore muscles, slight head ache, fatigue

964656 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 PA 39.0 39 F Moderate burning on right leg from mid thigh to ankle. Difficult to have clothing or sheets touching.  Lasted about 8 to 10 days. Resolved. Mild Numbness in lips for a week. Resolved. Previous lip fillers used fyi within the last 18 months.  Extreme brain fog and fatigue that lasted about 8 to 10 days. Worst of it was over after five days.  Visual distortion in left eye that lasted 2 minutes on Jan 3rd. Small circular area rolled around in Visual field. Not painful and Resolved.  UTI around 1/10 assuming unrelated.

964657 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 WV 47.0 47 F Swollen, red, sore arm from shoulder to the elbow beginning Friday 1/15/21. Physician recommended Benadryl 25 mg every 6 hours.

964660 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 SC 73.0 73 M FEVER -99.1; MINOR ACHINESS; SLIGHT FATIGUE

964661 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Patient states having headache added an additional 15 minutes to observation

964663 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 37.0 37 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever and pain in the R+ deltoid arm.

964664 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 MD 64.0 64 F c/o dizziness after receiving vaccine. Given PO fluids and crackers. Felt better and d/c'ed home.

964666 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 AL 73.0 73 F Patient suffered stroke morning after vaccine.

964668 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 FL 73.0 73 F One week later had redness, slight swelling and slight itching at injection site in one place about the size of 3 quarters and one small place above that about the size of a Lima  bean. Was same size, but less itchy the following day. I can?t be 100% sure it was not from an insect bite, but looked more like hives.

964670 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 OH 65.0 65 F One week after receiving first dose, developed intense itching and redness at area of and surrounding injection site. First time woke me from sleep around 1 AM(?), so unsure how long it lasted.  I forgot about it until it started again. Intense itching started again around 11 AM lasted about 1-1.5 hours. This was first time I looked at it and the area was blotchy, slightly red (~ 5 cm)and there were some urticaria and an underlying rash. Slight redness remained all day. Itching returned several times that day but did not last as long. Hydrocortisone cream helped. It is still present as of today,  but is resolving with intermittent redness and itching.

964672 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 SD 85.0 85 F Within 5 mins of vaccination the patient reported tingling tongue and mouth. Headache beginning about 11:16 am

964674 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NC 67.0 67 M Immediately started getting rapid heart beat, difficulty breathing, dizziness.  Half an hour later got chest pain, mental confusion and slurring of speech.  Had to sit for over 30 minutes.  Is allergic to Epinephrine so not able to give Epi Pen.  Just had observation.   It lasted a little over an hour, but was still dizzy.  On 1/21/21 felt horrible, felt like he was getting sick, but has now recovered fully from the event.

964675 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 PA 48.0 48 F Rash and itching starting 8 days after vaccine was given across chest, upper inner arm, posterior knees/thighs
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964677 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 TX 41.0 41 F vaccine site soreness very thirsty chills body aches diarrhea fever 101.4 acid burning feeling in stomach

964678 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NY 73.0 73 F Pt had Moderna Vaccine.  Pt verbalized lip tingling sensation, followed by throat swelling and fainting and grunting with inspiration.  Was not able to obtain BP at the time.  Epinephrine 0.1 mcg x 2 was given 3-5 minutes apart.  Pt responded well.  Was alert, and verbally responsive. Pt also received Benadryl 50 mg IM, Famotidine 20 mg, and Solumedrol 40 mg.  Pt was taken by Paramedics to Emergency department for continued management.  Pt was advised to not take second dose of Moderna Vaccine.

964679 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 MA 38.0 38 F Hard, red, painful, warm lump at injection site that is progressively getting larger since receiving vaccine. Started as a small light red bump when vaccine was giving but over the last 48-72 hours has grown, became warm, darker red color.   Sensitivity and swelling in Armpit started within the last 24 hours

964680 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 TX 71.0 71 M Strong reaction(not moderate). High fever, labored breathing, vomiting, headache. Could not stand. Lasted about 12 hours and then started to feel better.

964682 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 AL 41.0 41 F 1/5- I woke at 11:00 p.m. with a horrible headache, nauseous, and could not go back to sleep.  1/6- I had horrible migraine like headache, nauseous, felt sluggish, weak, hot. That night I was having sever night sweats, running fever, headache, nauseous. Could not sleep.  1/7- I could not go to work same symptoms continued. Migraine type headache, nauseous, weak, overall feeling horrible.  1/8- Still had headache but other symptoms were getting better.  1/9- Started feeling back to normal.

964683 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 37.0 37 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever and pain in the R+ deltoid arm.

964684 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 MN 39.0 39 F Experienced normal pain after first receiving the shot which was gone by day three. On day eight, a rash began to appear in the area right below the shot. It expanded and defined itself overnight. Mild itching  and some pain returning. Treatment of Advil and ice packs will be used.

964685 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 NY 77.0 77 M Patient reported redness that began to spread down arm towards elbow. Patient consulted w/ PCP and was prescribed oral antibiotics.

964686 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 PR 37.0 37 F Dolor de Pecho  (Chest Pain). Dolor e inflamacion area izquierda del cuello (Neck Pain/ Inflammation).  A small bump is noticeable and palpable at neck (left side).   Visit Emergency Room and received medications for pain ( Ketorolac ) and muscle relaxant  (Orphenadrine).

964687 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 IA 39.0 39 F Swelling and pain to right deltoid (injection site). Swelling to right Axillary described as "size of baseball". Swelling and pain radiated to right side of neck. Pain radiated to mid sternum, right side of chest, down right arm. Intermittent numbness and tingling to right arm, may include entire arm or sections of right arm. Moving from sit to stand, pain in right side groin area. Pain overall rated at 5/10. Right axillary pain 7/10. 01/22/2021, pain has "significantly improved",  numbness resolved on 01/20/2020, tingling continues at this time. Overall rated pain currently 3/10, continues in all sites listed above. Visited PCP on 01/20/2021, prescribed 800mg 3 times daily for pain. Recommended to follow up Public Health or CDC. PCP had no further guidance for future vaccinations, client would need to make that decision independently. PCP recommended follow up if symptoms continue or worsen.

964690 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 TX 25.0 25 F 1855 BP 125/86 HR-86 O2 Sat 99% on room air. Patient reported numbness in left arm to wrist and on left side of mouth. Numbness remained localized throughout 30 minute extended monitoring. Lungs CTA, Cap refill <3 sec, AOx4, 0/10 pain, no tingling sensation. No loss of taste/smell.  Pt reports similar numbness as a first sign of migraines. Patient has fainted during blood draw 1 year ago.  1920 No improvement in numbness, provided snacks and water during monitoring. No swelling, denies dizziness, no weakness in arm or generalized weakness reported. No redness, no inflammation at injection site on inspection. Airway clear, no difficulty breathing. Skin pink, arm to touch WNL. Patient responsive to pin prick sensation and deep pressure in left arm. Motor functions WNL on assessment. No edema.   1934 Patient stable, will end extended monitoring. Patient will visit urgent care if symptoms do not improve or worsen. All s/s will be reported in v-safe app.

964692 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 ME 24.0 24 F Fever, chills, migrane, tiredness

964693 12/31/2020 01/22/2021 MN 29.0 29 F Swollen axillary lymph node in left arm size of a plum.

964697 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Thursday/Friday of vaccination pt reports soreness in arm, Saturday/Sunday reported "flu-like symptoms" Patient reports redness at injection on 1/21/2021 and has doubled in size today 1/22/2021 (referred to PCP)

964698 12/29/2020 01/22/2021 MA 34.0 34 F I woke up with a tender, sore and swollen right supraclavicular lymph node. Tenderness and soreness resolved after about 2 days but it has continued to be palpable/ swollen to present time.

964700 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 KS 34.0 34 F Arm pain at injection site, chills and back pain. Patient took Tylenol and Ibuprofen and was better within 24 hours

964701 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 CA 50.0 50 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA

964703 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 76.0 76 M Eight days after initial injection, I noticed an oval-shaped rash about 1.5 x 3 inches over the injection site.  It itches moderately.  No fever, headache or soreness to report.  Rash continues today.

964706 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 KY 41.0 41 F Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine EUA Chills, joint pain, headache, palpitations (ekg from Watch showed PVC's- I am Cardiology nurse) that lasted approx 12 hours

964708 01/02/2021 01/22/2021 IN 56.0 56 M I noticed within 3 or 4 days, that the location of the shot on my left shoulder developed a noticeable indent in my shoulder muscle.   The indent is only about the size of a dime, however, there is a visible recession in the muscle where the injection occurred.  I am unsure how quickly the indent occurred, but I noticed it maybe 4 days later.   It is as if the muscle below the injection shot dissolved away and just left a hollow indent about a millimeter or two in depth. I did report this to the injection site nurses upon getting my second follow up vaccine. They verbalized easily being able to notice the indentation from 5 feet away.

964709 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 62.0 62 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever and pain in the R+ deltoid arm.

964710 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NM 39.0 39 M woke up in the middle of the night with fever, chills, nausea, body aches, diarrhea

964711 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 NV 40.0 40 F 1.6.2021 AT 945 PATIENT REPORTED "FEELING HOT" AND "TONGUE TINGLING"  PATIENT REFUSED EPINEPHRINE AND BENADRYL. PATIENT ACCEPTED ICE PACKS AND WAS TAKEN TO MEDICAL CENTER BY EMS.

964712 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 VA 48.0 48 F headache: over 24 hours, took Ibuprofen and Tylenol, low grade fever: off and on for about 5 hours, took ibuprofen and tylenol, chills and fatigue:  about 16 hours, slept and rested as much as possible

964713 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 PR 38.0 38 F Diarrea

964714 12/26/2020 01/22/2021 CO 27.0 27 F One week after administration, developed area locally at injection site of redness, induration, itching and mild swelling. Also felt itching over rest of body but never developed rash. Lasted about 48 hours then disappeared.

964715 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 55.0 55 F Acute onset of more severe vertigo at 0100 the night after receiving vaccine. Slowly resolving when she sent me a message to report at 0719. Pt has a hx of BPPV but previously had been management.

964717 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NV 26.0 26 M RECEIVED SECOND DOSE OF MODERNA COVID VACCINE; ON 21JAN21 @ 1800 HRS, SYMPTOM ONSET INCLUDES FEVER, MUSCLE ACHES, MUSCLE SORENESS (BOTH BODILY AND AROUND THE SITE INJECTION), TENSION HEADACHE, AND CHILLS/SHIVERS  SYMPTOMS RESOLVED OVERNIGHT. RESIDUAL SYMPTOMS INCLUDE SLIGHT FEVER, SLIGHT HEADACHE, AND SLIGHT CHILLS THE NEXT DAY

964721 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 MS 38.0 38 F Pt broke out in hives the night of receiving the vaccine then continue to have symptoms for over 12 days following the injection

964722 12/23/2020 01/22/2021 PA 55.0 55 F Vomiting , high fevers 101 degrees Fahrenheit

964725 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 FL 53.0 53 F Swelling, pain and itching at injection site (3"x2")  Started a few hrs after injection and still persists

964727 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 MD 54.0 54 F Pt called the office stating she had received the first dose of Moderna's COVID vaccine around 0830. Pt called at 0941, c/o band-like headache with significant pain, a metallic taste in her mouth, and feeling like parts of her mouth were numb similar to when she has dental work done and is numbed with lidocaine.

964731 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NY 30.0 30 F Sharp shooting pain from neck to head which resulted in loss of consciousness. 10 hours after incident head and neck pain continues, is less in severity.

964733 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 ID 59.0 59 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA - Developed a rash around the injection site on the left arm.  Also noticing some slight swelling in the area around the rash.  This rash developed 9 days after the vaccination.

964735 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MO 73.0 73 F 11:48.  Patient received vaccination at 11:45.  In observation area, she reports to RN she has developed Blotchy red spots on her arms and her face feels hot. Patient moved to treatment area.  She is exhibiting erythemic macular anular areas to the inner aspects of both forearms measuring approximately 2-4 inches in size.  There is no elevation of the reddened area.  No hives, rash or itching noted.  Denies shortness of breath.  Lung sounds are clear bilaterally.  Heart rate is 78 BPM, Resp. Rate 16/min.  B/P 178/100, Pulse ox 97% on room air.  12:53 Recheck vital signs:  B/P 170/96, Pulse 76 BPM, RR  16/min, Pulse ox 94% RA.  She denies SOB.  Redness and blotchy appearing area's persist. Noted redness to palms of hands.  Patient states they do not feel tight or swollen.  Will continue to monitor.  It does not appear that this reaction is anaphylactic in nature.  Continues to have clear breath sounds through all lung fields.  Denies any sensations of tightness or swelling to throat, tongue, lips or eye lids. 13:15:  B/P 160/96.  Pulse 77, RR 16 Pulse ox 97% on Room Air  Patient states she is feeling better.  Redness appears to be fading slightly. Will continue to monitor 13:55:  B/P 154/86. Pulse 77, RR 16 Pulse ox 97% on Room Air.  Blotches faded.  Palms of hands returned to flesh tone. Denies any SOB, swelling to face, lips, tongue. 14:00:  Patient states she feel fine.  She does have a friend here who will driver her home.  She will come back later for her car as a matter of precaution.  Pt states she will take OTC Benadryl at home.  Recommend no more than 25 mg by mouth every 4-6 hours for next 24 hours.  If she starts have a return of symptoms or worsening symptoms, she is instructed to call 911 and go to the nearest emergency room.  Patient verbalizes agreement.  Leaves ambulatory, in satisfactory condition accompanied by friend.

964736 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 49.0 49 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA     My underarm, shoulder and inner bicep became sore 5 days after vaccination, and remains sore 1 week later.   I became swollen at the injection site 8 days after vaccination and the swollen area has turned red and is warm to touch.

964737 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 TX 16.0 16 M This event is a vaccination administration error due to patient's age as opposed to what the suggested appropriate age range is.

964738 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 CO 58.0 58 F chest pain that resolved after 2 nights, SOB , fatigue

964740 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 MD 36.0 36 F 1st day got soreness and redness and headache, headache went away by next day redness increased but went down by day 3.  On day 6 headache returned and had chills and lowgrade fever (ranged from 99-100).  Day 7 redness on arm returned by headache and fever subsided. Going to dr this afternoon.

964741 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Started with a headache about 6 hours after the vaccine which has lasted 9+ days, Right arm with swelling and redness that did not start until 8 days after vaccine administration, joint pain and fatigue

964742 12/23/2020 01/22/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Began menses the morning of 12/23 prior to receiving vaccine. Had my vaccine and menses became unusually heavy, with more cramps than usual lasting a full 8 days when normally my cycle is 2-3 days total. This has never happened to me before. Also, had headaches daily (frontal, ache) for 4 days beginning on day two or three.

964743 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 35.0 35 F Patient broke out in rash down arm following vaccination.  Arm was red, itching, and swollen at injection site.

964745 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 KY 40.0 40 F pt stated that she woke up w/ chills, body aches, flu like symptoms, entire body has muscle soreness , swelling and hot to ouch on the injection site, and swollen lymph nodes.

964746 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 OR 50.0 50 M Fever up to 101.7 ° F briefly, muscle and body aches, slight nausea, headache. took DayQuil to combat symptoms and helped. Symptoms totally gone by 1/22/21.

964747 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 PA 40.0 40 F on 1/8/21 approximately 14 hours after being vaccinated developed rash, itching,lump under arm, muscle weakness.

964748 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 62.0 62 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever and pain in the R+ deltoid arm.

964749 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 59.0 59 F fever managed by ibuprofen; high of 99.9

964750 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CA 76.0 76 F Pt well until approximately 2:55am when she passed out in bathroom according to her husband. Pt was diaphoretic. Denied dyspnea, chest pain, fever, redness, or difficulty breathing.    Patient:  Age:  76 Years  Additional information for Item 18:  Date/Time:  01/22/21 03:19   Time of my initial contact with patient:  0319   Mode of Arrival:  Ambulance   Private Medical Doctor:   Triage Narrative:  Pt. bib medics from home after near syncopal event in bathroom, lowered herself ot the ground, no LOC/trauma. BP on medic arrival was 86/50 HR in 50s, improved to 100/68 w/ lying down and 250ml bolus. Received 1st covid vax today, has felt weak w/ diarrhea since then. Denies pain, skin pale/w/d, AxOx3, resp e/u.       Chief Complaint:  Syncope/Near syncope   History of Present Illness:  This is a 76-year-old female with history of CAD status post remote PCI, previous CVA on Plavix, hysterectomy, migraines who presents ER today for a syncopal event.  Patient was given her first dose of Covid vaccine earlier today, per patient's primary doctor found in prior to arrival she had been very hesitant because she was concerned for triggering migraines, this was clear with her neurologist that she was pretreated with Benadryl, she states that she initially felt fine after vaccine administration, she states however later in the evening she developed 4 episodes of loose watery bowel movements and crampy abdominal pain, she states she was feeling tired and so she laid down to go to bed, she states that she woke up feeling as if she had to have another diarrheal episode, she reports that when she stood up and went to the bathroom she was not feeling well, she reports feeling very lightheaded while on the toilet and trying to have a bowel movement, she attempted to stand up however felt acutely lightheaded, she states that she sat back down the toilet and slumped down and woke up on the ground.  She denies any pain other than her abdominal pain and a sensation that she has had further bowel movements.  Per EMS patient was noted to be hypotensive on arrival 86/50 with heart rate in the 50s, this improved with laying flat on the gurney and given a 250 cc bolus.  Patient has been seen in the past for syncopal events with postural changing.  She denies any new medication changes, she states that she had been drinking water throughout the day but has had a poor appetite no dysuria frequency urgency no headache head injury neck pain back pain new numbness tingling or weakness in arms or legs no difficulty with speech  Problem List & Past Medical/Surgical History:  CAD (coronary artery disease)                                                Dysuria                                                                      Hysterectomy                                                                 Migraine                                                                     Potential stroke                                                             Stent                                                                         Family History:  No related illness  Social History:  The patient does not smoke tobacco or abuse alcohol.    Allergies:   Imitrex  morphine (Nausea)  shellfish  traMADol   Medications:  Available Med List Reviewed   Review of Systems:  All other systems reviewed and are negative except per HPI     Physical Exam:    Vital Signs  BP: 151/93 mmHg   Temp (Oral): 36.4 DegC ( 97.5 DegF)   HR: 73 bpm   Resp: 18 br/min   SpO2: 97 %  GENERAL:  Patient appears well developed, well nourished.  HEENT:  Normocephalic and atraumatic. EOMI. No scleral icterus.  Airway is patent  NECK:  Supple Trachea is midline.  No midline tenderness full range of motion without pain or discomfort  RESP: Lungs are clear to auscultation bilaterally. No wheezing, rhonchi, rales  CARDIOVASCULAR:  Regular rate and rhythm 2+ radial and DP pulses symmetric bilaterally  GASTROINTESTINAL:  Abdomen is soft, mild diffuse tenderness and nondistended. No rebound, no guarding. No pulsatile mass appreciated.  BACK: No CVA or spinal midline tenderness to palpation  MUSCULOSKELETAL:  No clubbing, cyanosis, or edema.  No calf tenderness to palpation.  SKIN:  Warm and dry.  No external evidence of trauma  NEURO: The patient is alert and oriented x3, not confused. Speech not slurred. Normal facial symmetry. No subjective facial numbness. No vision changes. EOMI. Upper and lower extremitites with 5/5 strength globally. Normal sensation noted over all extremities. No subjective dizziness. Finger-to-nose testing normal. Normal gait.  PSYCHIATRIC:  Alert and appropriate.  Test Results:  Labs Results  01/22/21 03:38       134 L 102 9                109        4.2 23 0.6        01/22/21 03:38        12.9         9.6   355         37.8              01/22/21 05:20    Cardiac Studies          Troponin-HS  <2.0         01/22/21 03:38    Hematology          WBC  9.6       HGB  12.9       HCT  37.8       PLT  355       MCV  94       RBC  4.03       MCH  32       MCHC  34.2       RDW  13.1       MPV  6.1 L       Neutrophils  55       Lymphocytes  34       Monocytes  8       Eosinophils  2       Basophils  1       Neut Absolute  5.2       Lymph Absolute  3.3       Mono Absolute  0.8       Eos Absolute  0.2       Baso Absolute  0.1     Cardiac Studies          Troponin-HS  <2.0     Chemistry          Calcium Lvl  8.1 L       Anion Gap  9       Sodium Lvl  134 L       Potassium Lvl  4.2       Chloride  102       CO2  23       Glucose Lvl  109       BUN  9       Creatinine  0.6       Alk Phos  75       ALT  13       AST  15       Bili Total  0.4       Total Protein  5.8 L       Albumin Lvl  3.5       LAB >60       LAB >60         01/22/21 03:17    Chemistry          Gluc POC  106        Gluc POC    106   (01/22/21 03:17)         Diagnostic Results  Preliminary CT head reveals no acute intracranial abnormality  Preliminary CT abdomen pelvis revealed no acute intracranial abnormality other than hiatal hernia  Chest x-ray is negative for acute pulmonary pathology   EKG Results  EKG obtained at 0323 interpreted by me reveals normal sinus rhythm, patient has diffuse T wave flattening which appears similar to previous no STEMI, no ectopy no heart block no WPW Brugada prolonged QTC  Emergency Department Course and Procedures:  Medications, IV's and Blood Products Ordered  Sodium Chloride 0.9% (Sodium Chloride 0.9% Bolus)  1,000 mL once IV Bolus, Reason for Infusion = Abnormal fluid losses    Other Orders  Nursing to Initiate Saline lock Insertion Careset (Stat)  Oxygen Therapy (Titrate for SaO2 > 95%)   Reexamination/Reevaluation:  Critical Care Note  The high probability of sudden, clinically significant deterioration in the patient's condition required the highest level of my preparedness to intervene urgently.   Critical care was necessary to treat or prevent imminent or life-threatening deterioration of the following conditions: cardiac failure, circulatory failure, CNS failure or compromise, dehydration, hepatic failure, endocrine crisis, metabolic crisis, renal failure, sepsis, respiratory failure, shock, toxidrome and trauma.  I provided critical care services requiring my management in the following manner: chart data review, documentation time, medication orders and management, re-evaluations, vital signs assessments and reviewing monitor data, and ordering and reviewing lab tests.  Aggregate Critical care time was 30 minutes.  
My time did not include minutes spent treating any other patient simultaneously or on activities that did not directly contribute to the patient's treatment.  It did not include time spent performing other reported procedures.  Medical Decision Making:  This is a 76-year-old female who presented ER today for evaluation of syncope.  Patient was reportedly mildly hypotensive which improved with IV fluids.  I suspect that patient had dehydration given 4 episodes of large watery stools.  Patient had no recent antibiotic use and has no C. difficile risk factors, suspect this may be related to her Covid vaccine, she had no evidence to suggest anaphylactic shock, patient felt better after IV fluid bolus was able to ambulate around the emergency department without lightheadedness or near syncope.  She had troponins x2 which were negative, her EKG was nonischemic and there was no evidence of ectopy or arrhythmia.  Patient did have syncope and fell onto her side, she denies discrete head injury although patient is anticoagulated, CT head was obtained to rule out intracranial hemorrhage given the syncopal event.  Patient CT abd/pelvix was negative for obvious cause of patient's abdominal tenderness may be related to her diarrheal illness patient will be prescribed Bentyl.  She will call her primary care doctor in the morning to arrange close follow-up.  She understands need for aggressive oral hydration at home.  She will have low threshold to return should she develop lightheadedness syncope chest pain shortness of breath palpitations worsening abdominal pain bloody or dark stools any new or concerning symptoms.  The patient presented to the emergency department with potentially life or limb-threatening symptoms.      After my history, examination, and workup have decided that the patient is stable.    My impression is that they are safe to go home at this time.  I have reviewed ED return precautions with the patient. They understand to return if they are concerned for any reason.   They will follow-up with their PCP in 1-2 days.        Impression:  Syncope, hypotension–improved, dehydration  Plan:   Discharge   Follow Up    Within: 1-2 days    Comments: Please call your doctor in the morning to arrange follow-up with your primary care doctor in the next 24 hours.  Please stay well-hydrated and eat regular meals.  Please take Bentyl as needed for abdominal cramping with diarrhea.  Please return to the ER if you develop worsening abdominal pain, feelings of lightheadedness passing out any new or concerning symptoms.    Patient Education  Syncope, Easy-to-Read  Diarrhea, Adult    Discharge Meds  dicyclomine  10 mg 1 cap, PO, QID, 20 cap  Referral for suspected pre-hypertension or hypertension was given.           Please note: Unless specifically stated, all procedures mentioned, tests done and medications given were performed/interpreted by the emergency physician, or were under the direct supervision of the emergency physician.  This ED Note was completed using voice-recognition transcription and may contain inadvertent errors.  Additional information for Item 9:

964752 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 NY 62.0 62 F After 2 day arm soreness  about a week later got a rash with redness and itchy about an inch down from injection site. Dermatologist said an allergic reaction to put muciprine ? On it. It feels a little better after  2 applications

964753 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 92.0 92 F Resident present with new onset fever, cough, and muscle aches. Assessment performed with V/S: T- 100.5, BP- 152/80, 78, 20, 96% RA,. Primary care provider notified. Ordered to give PRN acetaminophen 500 mg. No complications noted. Medication effective. Will continue to monitor

964754 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 TX 42.0 42 F 10 mins after receiving the vaccine, my right hand started to swell a bit and had pain in the wrist and I got the injection in my left arm. Them I went to urinate and it was painful that continued until this morning. My body became itchy all over my blood pressure was 184/107. I was having heart palpitations. I got queasy and didn't feel well. I was given benadryl and zolfran. My blood pressure went down to 151/92 after a bit then after an hour I was still itchy, blood pressure was 133/ 84 but then my throat left side tried to hurt and I Felt like something was stuck in my throat. I waited another 30 thirty mins and left. My left side of throat hurts a little and my left hand still hurts and a little itchy

964755 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 TN 33.0 33 F Severe arm pain, worse than the first shot, tender to even the touch.  Fevers the next day, severe drowsiness, headache, stomach cramps and intermittent nausea.

964757 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 42.0 42 M Severe chills, shaking, pain in right hip, ribs, headache, fever 101.3, body aches

964758 12/29/2020 01/22/2021 NC 49.0 49 F Rash pain swelling @ injection site, Hypertension, fever over 100 for several days

964759 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 CA 49.0 49 F CHILLS, FEVER, HEADACHE, BODY ACHES FROM 1AM ON 1/15/20 UNTIL 9PM 1/15/20  REST, TYLENOL AND MOTRIN

964761 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 NY 30.0 30 F 1/19/2021 developed mild chills, sore throat & itchy arm at injection site, no fever; able to perform normal daily tasks & work. 1/20/2021 chills worsened & developed headache, arm not as itchy, no fever; able to perform normal daily tasks & work. 1/21/2021 rash developed at injection site spanning the arm about 3 inches wide and 2 inches long, red, itchy, & injection site a bit swollen, eyes puffy & watery, chills continued, congestion started, headache worsened, body aches; able to perform normal daily tasks & work most of the day; developed low grade fever around 3pm 100F, ibuprofen and benadryl then 101F at 7pm, another dose of 400mg ibuprofen temp stable at 100F through the night. 1/22/2021 fever seemed to have broken through the night 98.4F morning then 100.7F at 10:30am , congestion worsened, headache & body aches continued; unable to perform daily tasks or work.

964763 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 MA 64.0 64 F Initial arm soreness resolved after two days but a week later redness, itchiness and slight hardness noted at the injection site. Redness and itching increased the next day but not the hardness.

964765 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 35.0 35 F Complained of redness, swelling, and itching at injection site.  Arm was warm to touch.

964767 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 PA 42.0 42 F After vaccine injection today patient developed sluggish responses, unsteady gait, metaAllic taste, and "heavy head". Responses were delayed. Reports she was hospitalized in 2019 related to a flu vaccine reaction. Also reports she had an anaphylactic reaction to an allergy injection previously. Taken to exam room and assessed by  CRNP. After 30 minutes patient complained of tingling in her lips and hives around her nose and mouth. Hives noted right side of nose and right side of mouth. Denies any increase sob. Initial vs 133/80, 88 O2sat100%. After 30 minutes vs 124/80 85 and O2sat 93%. Continued to deny increase sob. Reported her head was no longer "heavy". On advice of Provider, Patient was sent to ER for further evaluation.

964768 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MN 30.0 30 F Received shot at 0610. Started feeling cruddy around 1600 w/ severe headache, neck pain, and shoulder pain, with overall malaise. Symptoms intensified at 2000 with severe rigors until ~0400 accompanied by body aches. Intermittent fevers experienced during that time as well. Next day, general malaise and severe body aches until ~1500; then subsided to mild headache and mild malaise. Post vaccine day #2 left with mild malaise, all other symptoms subsided.

964769 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 FL 49.0 49 F Extreme chills, muscle pain/body aches, joint pain, nausea, vomiting, dizziness, fatigue, weakness.

964770 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 41.0 41 F Rash developed in L upper arm on day 9, in a few hours turned into stable site with induration, erythema,  warmth to touch and skin sensitivity. No systemic symptoms as of now, day 10.

964775 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 CT 59.0 59 M 12/30 almost immediately increase HR to 100, Increase BP 165/95, CP, light headed. Monitored for an hour. symptoms resolved within 45 minutes.

964777 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 49.0 49 F CHILLS, BODY ACHE. INJECTION SITE SORENESS.

964778 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 WI 34.0 34 F Patient presented for her 2nd covid shot.  Writer was present for prior reaction to first shot.  Injection given at 8:30am.   8:35 Pt reported coldness moving down the left arm 8:40 Feeling the same 8:45 right side of mouth and tongue is tingly.  Reports some start of chest heaviness.  Rates it a 3 8:50 chest heaviness increased to a 5.  Patient agreeable to go to ED.   In ED, patient given epinephrine, IV Benadryl, IV Pepcid.

964783 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 PR 34.0 34 F Felt like a electric shock at the moment of vaccination. On the next day, extreme weakness, severe body pain, and dizziness. Felt like she was going to pass out in the bathroom so she called her husband to assist her. Stayed 1 day in bed. Didn't received treatment.

964784 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 58.0 58 M COVID-19 Vaccine EUA

964785 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 NC 33.0 33 F VACCINE SITE REACTION DESCRIBED BY ERYTHEMA, SWELLING, HEAT AND ITCHING THAT DID NOT BEGIN TILL 8 DAYS AFTER ADMINISTRATION.

964786 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 PA 60.0 60 F Approximately 21 hours after receiving woke up and was unable to move left arm, shoulder, neck.

964787 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 PA 39.0 39 F Legs extremely weak and felt like muscles were not functioning well. Knees were buckling while standing. Started about 4 hours after vaccination. Resolved by morning but fatigue continued. It was the exact same sensation felt last March and led to me not being able to get off couch for three weeks. Couldn't get covid testing until weeks after symptoms started and tested negative in March.   Numbness in lips. Lower lip>upper. Started 2 days later. Resolved after gradually improving after 10 days. Fyi had lip injection/filler within the last 2 years. Moderate burning in Rt leg that started the Friday after the vaccine. No redness or edema. Resolved after 10 days.   Severe brain fog and fatigue and buzzing sensation in head. Much worse than baseline. Buzzing sensation was new. Slept all weekend. Improved to baseline after 14 or so days. Had sharp stabbing pains in the back of my head 7 days after the vaccine. Resolved after 3 to 5 days. Never had these sensations before. No history of headaches.  Went to PCP regarding leg pain, worsening brain fog and fatigue from baseline and unequal pupils that had previously resolved about 2 years prior. Pupils were unequal sizes when I woke up on 1/2.  Pupils now back to frequently being different sizes. No diagnosis made with previous episodes that had resolved. Maybe it was reactivated?  Also had visual distortions in left eye that were new on 1/3 that lasted two minutes. No pain associated with this.  Resolved.   Feel close to baseline now but hesitant to get second dose for these reasons.

964788 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 33.0 33 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever and pain in the R+ deltoid arm.

964789 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Fatigue, headache, nausea. Improved.

964791 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 TX 55.0 55 F Cellulitis, with induration and heat on inspection and palpation.

964793 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Patient describes severe burning at the time of injection, severe pain immediately following the injection and for 5 days following injection. Also describes metallic taste in mouth almost immediately followed by a sore throat. Fever, chills, extreme sweats, nausea, dizzy spells, and headache also reported.  Patient states could not move arm for 5 days following vaccination. Also reports that symptoms were so severe she was in bed for 4 days.

964794 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 WA 69.0 69 F One week after receiving the Moderna COVID vaccine I developed a red itchy area around the injection site.  It was approximately 6 in long and 3 in. wide in an oval shape.  I called the health care facility where I received the vaccine and was told to draw a line around the site, take Benadryl and watch for worsening.   I took two Benadryl tablets that day.  The site did not increase in size so I used only one Benadryl tablet on 1-20-21 and Benadryl cream on the site.  The redness did not subside until 1-21-21 when I used 3 Benadryl tablets throughout the day.  The redness is fairly faint on 1-22-21 but still itches when rubbed.  The evening of 1-21-21 I develop a butterfly redness on my face in the evening following a glass of wine which is not usual for me.  Not sure if it is related.

964796 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 IL 46.0 46 F My left arm has been constantly sore non stop since I woke up yesterday more than 2 weeks after getting the vaccine. There was initial soreness that I expected but its more than 2 weeks past now and now I do not want to receive my 2nd dose on 1-26

964797 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 OH 80.0 80 F Fever 101.1, fatigue, headache..  It feltjust like Covid all over again,  I was in bed for twenty-four hours.  I had three extra. Strength tylenol during that time.my

964798 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 NY 50.0 50 F On same day, felt swelling around injection site.  Progressed with systemic side effects of dizziness, fatigue, headache.  Lasted about 1 week.  Now improved.

964799 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 NM 37.0 37 F No symptoms until 8 days after shot was given. Symptom includes at site of injection and around the injected area, swelling, redness, inflamed, rash/hive like, at point of injection raised pimple like sympton

964800 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 53.0 53 F All symptoms were present from 1/15/2021-1/16/2021.  Migraine: I took 1000 mg Tylenol every 8 hours; helped minimally, Cold pack. I continued to have a headache and migraine.  Fatigue: nothing helped. Joint pain: Severe pain all joints including wrist and finger joints. I took Ibuprofen every 8 hours. Hot pads to joints. Fever: low grade, see Tylenol above. Skin sensitivity: Sharp pain when I touched the skin over my joints, esp my hips.

964802 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 FL 33.0 33 F SWOLLEN LYMPH NODE IN R ARMPIT (MODERATE, ONGOING) FEVER (MILD, REDUCED WITH TYLENOL) HEADACHE (MODERATE, ONGOING) STOMACH UPSET (MILD, INTERMITTENT)

964803 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 KS 59.0 59 F fever, body aches, headache, fatigue, pain at injection site, strange smell like gasoline,

964804 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 MA 47.0 47 F Day after vaccine on 1/13 soreness of LA, dizzy, fatigue, by Saturday felt much better. On January 21 day 8 Left arm became swollen, hard and had a  burning sensation.  No treatment.

964805 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 OH 44.0 44 M Shivering, chills, fever, body aches, sweating, tiredness, and sore shoulder at injection site.  Treated with Ibuprofen 600mg every 6 hours staggered with Tylenol 1000mg every 6 hours for 48 hours after vaccination.  Symptoms resolved within 48 hours after vaccination.

964807 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 MN 52.0 52 F after the first vaccine shot my muscles started aching with general fatigue. this lasted about a day and felt like it came and went very quickly. the injection site was still hard and edematous after about 2 weeks.  After the second vaccine I became slightly achy the same day I got the shot but pre-emptively took ibuprofen, which worked well.  it wasn't until the day after my shot (towards the end of my work day) that I became incredibly fatigued and muscles ached.  Later in the evening I developed a sore throat and slight cough, I did not take my temperature but felt I had a slight temperature increase.  the 2nd and 3rd day post shot I was incredibly fatigued with a slight sore throat.  by 4th day post shot I was feeling back to my normal self.

964808 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 WI 34.0 34 F Patient presented for her 2nd covid shot.  Writer was present for prior reaction to first shot.  Injection given at 8:30am.   8:35 Pt reported coldness moving down the left arm 8:40 Feeling the same 8:45 right side of mouth and tongue is tingly.  Reports some start of chest heaviness.  Rates it a 3 8:50 chest heaviness increased to a 5.  Patient agreeable to go to ED.   In ED, patient given epinephrine, IV Benadryl, IV Pepcid.

964812 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 OK 62.0 62 F 12/31/2020 - About 3 was nauseated until 7:30 PM - Tried to rest then was fine. 1/6/2021 - About 12Am - Had aches & pain felt like I was getting sick. Took some tylenol and went to sleep. Was fine in the morning.

964818 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 38.0 38 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever and pain in the R+ deltoid arm.

964820 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 WI 23.0 23 M Headache, lasting over 12 hours. No medication taken. Nausea, for 2 hours on the night of the 21st Vomited once the morning of the 22nd. Injection site pain, started several hours after administration, ongoing 16 hours later. High Temperature. 101.3 the morning of the 22nd. 103.0 at 10:00am

964822 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 NH 46.0 45 F 8 days later large red welt at injection site.  Welt hot to touch, tender and itchy.  Shortly after chest and throat itchy/scratchy feeling.  Progressed to throat swelling and difficulty swallowing.

964826 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 TX 26.0 26 M The next day after receiving the COVID vaccine, patient woke up about 11:30 with 101.o temperature, vomiting, dizziness, ringing in ears, headache and soreness at injection site.  All symptoms except arm soreness resolved in about 1 hour.  Pt experienced fatigue for the remainder of the day.

964827 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964831 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964832 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964833 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964834 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 CA 55.0 55 F Minor body aches noted on 1/8/21, more severe back pain on 1/9/21, also swelling & redness under left knee. On 1/12/21 PCP diagnosed shingles on back & skin infection on left leg. Treated with Valtrex 1 Gm PO TID x 10 days, Bactrim , one tab PO BID

964835 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964836 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964837 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 MS 58.0 58 F Patient had blotches and whelps on the arm where the injection was given.  Patients hands became sweaty and arm started itching.

964838 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964839 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964840 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964841 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 TX 39.0 39 M Cellulitis and induration with erythema and warmth.  Keflex 500mg TID q 7 days PO

964842 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964843 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964845 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964846 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 CO 77.0 77 F Red swollen arm.  Temperature up to 101-8 Terible headache. Today is the third day of not feeling well.

964847 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964848 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964849 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964850 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Hard heart beat, but not racing heart beat within the first half hour and lasted until the early hours of the next morning. Metallic taste in back of throat that started within the first half hour and lasted until the next day. Muscle cramps and spasms throughout the first night from feet up to neck. Throbbing/pulsing pain in left arm (injection arm) from finger tips to neck. Intense pain started a couple hours after injection until the early hours of the following morning. Extreme fatigue, light headed, nausea started about 24 hours later and still experiencing two days later. (feels like a bad flu without the congestion or cough)

964851 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964852 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964853 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964854 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964855 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 MI 38.0 38 F fever like symptoms where I was very hot and then very cold; rash at the site of injetion

964856 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964857 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964858 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 UT 54.0 54 F The following morning I was experiencing swelling in that arm along with  significant pain and tenderness. That lasted 48 hours, followed by swelling and tenderness in the armpit of the same arm. Along with bouts of intestinal pain throughout the following two days.

964859 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

964860 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 PA 56.0 56 F Approximately 3 days after vaccination developed rash and itching on left side of back.

964861 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 MN 49.0 49 F raised red area at injection site 7 days after injection. Grew to size of tennis ball. Severe joint pain. Observe area for injection.

964862 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 PA 56.0 56 F 10 minutes after receiving vaccine, developed itchy throat, headache, and shortness of breath. Took albuterol around 20 minutes after receiving vaccine with almost complete resolution of symptoms.

964863 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 IL 46.0 46 F pt stated she had aurora with her vision and after that aurora subsided she developed a migraine.

964866 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 NC 42.0 42 F Patient reported metallic taste in her mouth. Resolved after 15 minutes

964867 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IL 42.0 42 F I woke up with a throbbing eye that was burning. I had hives on my eyelid which was halfway swollen shut yesterday. Today the hives are still there but  its not swollen shut, the throbbing is gone, the itching is gone its just the hives.

964868 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 UT 19.0 19 F COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Raised rash around area of injection, itchy. Showed up 6 days after vaccination. Has not spread.

964869 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 WV 47.0 47 F Swollen, red, sore arm from shoulder to the elbow beginning Friday 1/15/21. Physician recommended Benadryl 25 mg every 6 hours.

964870 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 TX 46.0 46 F APPROXIMATELY 15 MINUTES AFTER INJECTION, RECIPIENT BECAME EXTREMELY NAUSEA DIAPHORETIC DIZZY WITH CHEST PAIN. RECIPIENT WAS SENT TO ER AND SEEN BE PHYSICIAN.  EKG, BNP, CARDIAC ENZYMES, CBC, CMP, D DIMER ORDERED. RECIPIENT RECEIVED 1 LITER BOLUS OF NORMAL SALINE IV, AND ATIVAN 1 MG IV GIVEN. RECIPIENT WAS DISCHARGED HOME AND RETURNED TO WORK THE FOLLOWING DAY.
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964871 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 NH 49.0 49 F Circular rash developed near injection site one week after vaccine.

964872 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 MI 21.0 21 M Patient was seen in my office on 1/15/21 due to a reaction from the  covid. Reports that "3 of the reserve doctors were running a covid vaccine clinic and were giving the injections themselves." He reports that he "received the first dose/shot in his left arm then about an hour later received the second dose/shot in his right arm." This happened on Saturday 1/9/21 in the evening and he reports his symptoms started late Sunday night/early Monday morning and were significant by later in the day Monday 1/11/21; he reports he had severe headaches, dizziness, nausea/vomiting, numbness and tingling in both arms from injections sites to forearms, "felt like he was going to die." He is unsure if he had a fever because he did not check it. He reports his symptoms improved on Wednesday and "were pretty much gone by Thursday." At his appointment on with me on Friday 1/15/21 he had no symptoms and his physical exam was normal. No injection site irritation and normal neuro exam. He reports he "notified the reserve doctors about his reaction and symptoms and was told at that time that he was given the vaccine incorrectly because both doses were given at once instead of a few weeks apart." He reports his comrades that also had the vaccine given incorrectly on Saturday "were also really sick" but states that "by Sunday the doctors realized their mistake and were giving the doses correctly just one at a time."

964873 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 MD 47.0 47 M 2cm morbilliform/urticarial rash started evening of injection.  Rash progressed over next 3 weeks to involve the entire left arm, forearm with slight extenion superior into axilla and chest.  Week 3.5 skin on other parts of body (behind knees, groin) was pruritic with small but no progressiv rash.     Treated with oral antihistamines, topical anesthetic lotion and topical steroids.  Rash persists at week 4

964874 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 ME 50.0 50 F Localized erythema, urticarial plaque. Measured 6 cm x 6 cm 10 days post vaccination Supportive care- cool compresses, NSAIDS, hydrocortisone

964877 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 OR 45.0 45 F Hive like reaction near the injection site, started 10 days post injection. Mild symptoms of warmth, erythema, tenderness, swelling upon waking the morning of 1/18/2021. Mild fever and headache, and flaring of asthma symptoms also noted. Erythematous area has spread/worsened every day since onset.  Seems to decrease with use of benadryl, not to Claritin or Zyrtec. Ice packs reduce discomfort. Today is day 5 of reaction and it does not seem to be resolving.  I have been in contact with my doctor's office 2 times since onset.

964878 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 PA 49.0 49 F Woke up in the morning 0f 1/21/20 at 6:00am and my arm was so sore that I could not raise it above my head.  My husband had to help me get my sweater and coat on. Within a half hour,  body aches and a headache developed.  I took 1000mg of Tylenol at 7:00 am.  That took away all symptoms and most of the arm soreness.  Around 11:30 am, the symptoms resurfaced.  I had all the original symptoms plus chills and tiredness.  Felt like I had a fever but when I took temperature it was normal.   As the day went on symptoms worsened and I had a 102.5 temperature at 3:00.    I took another 1000mg of Tylenol but it took several hours for fever to break and other symptoms to subside.  The fever and other symptoms did not return. When I awoke on January 22nd, I had a headache and some nausea.  I took Motrin for the headache and that did help with the headache

964879 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 MT 58.0 58 F Fever, Nausea, Headache

964880 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 33.0 33 M The Patient reports general malaise, fever, acute diarrhea and pain in the left deltoid arm.

964881 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Headache, nausea, dizziness, super tiredness, EXTREMELY painful left arm

964882 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 IL 33.0 33 F 1 week after my injection I developed a approximate baseball size circle at my injection sight with mild warmth and tenderness and swelling. I had axillary lymph node swelling, neck muscle soreness, fatigue, and frontal and temporal headache. I still have a red circular area at my injection sight but it is gradually improving (4 days out from redness occurring). The symptoms seemed worse than the initial reaction the first few days after my injection. I am a health care provider and have taken photos daily but have not gone for an office visit at this time.

964883 12/22/2020 01/22/2021 IA 27.0 27 F Headache, tiredness, nausea, bodyaches

964884 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 UT 48.0 48 F Redness, swelling, and itching at the injection site 8 days after injection

964889 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F Patient felt adverse effects after receiving vaccination. Approximately two hours after her vaccination, patient felt a radiating pain on lower right back down the right leg to the point where she could not walk. She used an ice pack and took an OTC pain medication (she could not remember name of) as well as an old gabapentin prescription later in the night. She states she could not walk from the pain all night. Her left knee experienced pain as well but for a shorter period of time. The next morning she can walk and feels it is improving, but there is still pain.

964891 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 CA 61.0 61 F pruritus and rash at injection site on day 4 after administration, spreading and persistent after 2 days

964896 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 52.0 52 M rash, dyspnea

964897 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 TX 72.0 72 F Rash to upper and lower abdomen. Took daily allergy meds at home. Patient did not go to hospital or doctors office

964898 01/10/2021 01/22/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Morning after vaccine, noticed redness around injection site.  Also felt arm pain, fever, and fatigue.  Rash around site worsened on day 2 as systemic side effects improved. Arm continued to ache.  Rash continued on day 3 but pain subsided.  Itching occurred at site.  After a week, swelling around site subsided but rash has continued. Ring formed around site at around week.

964899 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 PA 61.0 61 F red, circular rash.   a little warm to the touch.  but that's it.  no other symptoms yet.

964901 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 PA 38.0 38 M Same day as being vaccinated employee states tingling, hardness, burning, and bruising at site

964903 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 33.0 33 M The Patient reports general malaise, fever, acute diarrhea and pain in the left deltoid arm.

964905 12/24/2020 01/22/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Oral sores/ulcers

964906 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 DE 39.0 39 F Day 1 after vaccine- Around injection site- Red, round, raised, firm, hot, itchy area approx 5-6cm.  Day 2- area larger, otherwise unchanged.  Day 3- symptoms less significant, and gradually decreased until completely gone 1/17.  Day 8- Itching at injection site- return of the red, round, raised, firm, hot area, approx 4-5cm.  Day 9- area increased to 6-7cm, otherwise unchanged.  Day 10- Redness and itching decreased, size unchanged.

964908 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 MI 63.0 63 F vaccination site pain, hand paralyzed, flu like symptoms, weakness, sore throat, overall unwell feeling

964909 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 CT 36.0 36 M Arm throbbing, chills, uncontrollably shaking and convulsions, migrane headache, body aches, muscle aches, hurts to breathe, walk, eat, etc. numbing of limbs, unable to open and close hands, extremely tired and lethargic

964911 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 GA 39.0 39 F Injection site red  4cm in diameter.  Outer edge red, area warm to touch.  Patient states fogginess feeling after injection.

964916 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NC 78.0 78 M Chills, low grade fever (99.5), fatigue,  some joint pain

964917 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IA 28.0 28 F Currently 17 weeks pregnant. Horrible headache, dizeness, vomiting, body aches, extreme fatigue

964918 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 IN 30.0 30 F Fever

964919 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 WI 38.0 38 F Auxiliary pain and swelling under left arm.  Pain started 1/19 and disrupted patient's sleep.  She has been taking 1000 mg of Tylenol bid and icing and applying heat to area for comfort.  Patient report improvement in pain on 1/22.   Patient also reported low-grade fever in days after getting vaccine.  Patient has appointment with PCP next week for follow-up

964920 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MI 61.0 61 M After 12 + hours I felt a headache (like a sinus headache),  In addition I experienced fatigue, light headedness, and mild sense of nausea.  It felt like I had Covid again, but to a lesser degree.

964921 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 VA 35.0 35 F Itching, hot rash developed around site of injection one week after receiving vaccine , remained and spread out over 4 days

964924 01/10/2021 01/22/2021 MD 58.0 58 F The injection site became very red and swollen and hard for at least 4 days, then it became tender and itchy, and it continues to be red, and slightly inflamed and itchy.

964925 12/23/2020 01/22/2021 MO 66.0 66 F Employee experienced headache, muscle pain, chills, and injection site pain

964926 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 AL 39.0 39 F Patient knew from previous reactions that she should be  cautious and had contacted shot givers ahead of time with concerns. She was advised to pre-treat with Benadryl 50mg and  famotidine 40mg before the vaccination. Pt. had no immediate reactions and continued to be symptom free for 3+ hours after vaccination. At onset, she experiencing soreness in her mouth that then extended to a "full" feeling in her face and difficulty swallowing due to a sensation of swelling in her throat. She called a colleague who advised to take  more Benadryl  and ready and Epi-Pen. She kept Epi-Pen on standby but never administered it, she did take another 25mg of Benadryl which made her feel better after another 20-30 minutes. She monitored through the evening at her home, slept overnight and is back at work this morning with no more symptoms and only a sore arm near the injection site.

964927 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 MD 67.0 67 F 12 hrs after injection started having fever. 4 hours later vomiting, couldn't stop gaging. laid on the floor 5 hours dizzy. daughter gave her Tylenol and some coke. was able to keep some crackers down.  for 24 hours stayed on light diet to not vomit. by two days later started to turn the corner. but since Sunday the 17th i have had a light fever and slight nausea. Tuesday 1/19/2020 I started to get bumps on hand and arm and on chin. they come and go. today 01/22/2020 still have fever and few bumps on hand and arm still.  have had diarrhea a few times.

964928 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 PA 38.0 38 F Several hours after being vaccinated complained of left arm and underarm throbbing. The next day woke up with tingling fingers and swollen hand

964929 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IL 60.0 60 F extremely sore arm muscle and lump, headache treatment - motrin

964933 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 FL 72.0 72 F No issues after vaccine other than arm slightly sore similar to symptoms after a flu shot......Eight days after shot, breathing issue; thought might be anxiety issue (have not had that in over two years) or the fact that had not taken Advair for one week (meds to be delivered; however, have not experienced a breathing issue like this in years......went to be and woke up next morning with blotchy red spot by site of vaccine which had not been there before and it felt like a "bump" when pressure applied to the site.  January 22nd area on arm still red; am using hydrocortisone cream, no pain or discomfort

964934 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 FL 68.0 68 F redness, swelling itching and rash local to injection site only

964935 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 MD 43.0 43 M Severe joint pain.  Started in hands, fingers, wrist day one.  Day 2 ankles. Day 3 extended to shoulders.

964936 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 KY 45.0 45 F Initially pain in left limb, soreness in left arm, redness, swelling, pruritus at injection site; 9 days post vaccination (today) pain and soreness gone, but redness, pruritus, swelling at injection site persists; palpable area of swelling at injection site approximately 2" diameter, warm to touch; achiness at site

964939 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 PA 60.0 60 F I originally reported this as an allergic reaction. However, the following day upon closer observation it began to look more like an infection under my skin. I am mediately applied Neosporin over the entire area and it began to bleed from a small scabbed area under the injection mark. After bleeding for a minute or two it turned from dark red to light pink and the swelling went down.

964941 12/29/2020 01/22/2021 CO 65.0 65 F Lump on arm about 2 inches below the injection site. The area was very red and had a couple of blisters. This showed up the day after the vaccine and stayed there for several days. It went away, then came back 10 days later.

964942 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 TN 32.0 32 F I had redness and warm ness and some swelling at injection site about 7 to 8 hours after vaccine. That is when I first noticed it. I thought it would go away in a few days, but there is still a red area and itchiness where the vaccine was administered 2 weeks later. I have let a health care provider at a walk in clinic look at it and he said it was just a histamine reaction and that it was odd to have lasted so long, but he thought it was okay and just take time to go away. I have taken Claritin and Benadryl once a day. I am breastfeeding so I do not want to take a lot of an anti-histamine.

964945 01/22/2021 FL U 13 days after receiving the 1st dose of Moderna COVID vaccine my arm started itching at the injection site.  The next day my arm was very red and hot at the injection site.  Went to my primary care physician this morning and was given antibiotics.   I was the second person in my Dr office to have this exact same reaction. it measured 6x6..

964946 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Fatigue, dry cough, and moderate to severe injection site tenderness/soreness at injection site ~5 hours after injection; progressed to chills, body aches, fever, and severe injection site pain (R deltoid) restricting movement and use of limb overnight into morning.

964947 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 WY 41.0 41 F Near Syncope, lymphadenopathy, decreased urine output, elevated D-Dimer

964948 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 KS 32.0 32 F 1/9 - headache, fatigue, chills, low grade fever lasting 12 hours 1/10 - headache and neck pain - still experiencing. Tylenol/ibuprofen not helping. 1/14- contacted clinic to report side effects, they recommended I get tested for COVID 1/15 - COVID test negative. Saw PCP, prescribed meds to help headache, provides slight relief. 1/22- still experiencing headache and neck pain

964950 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NY 44.0 44 F Patient complained of feeling dizzy, no shortness of breath or no chest pain were noted. After enhanced observation dizziness resolved and she was discharged

964951 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 AR 68.0 68 F LOSS OF TASTE, HA

964954 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 WA 48.0 48 F Rash and swelling by injection site

964955 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 MA 58.0 58 F 12/28 /2021 heach ache 12/29/2021  low grade fever of 100 12/30 joints 12/31/2021 low grade fever and joint pains and 01/01/2021 fever to 100.  joints had hips, knees and ankle ache pain and weakness and stiff on medication  Meloxicam 15 mg daily  for a week

964957 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 ME 68.0 68 F Headache, chills, fever, fatigue

964959 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 51.0 51 F Staff had her 2nd vaccine yesterday at 2:25 pm.  Middle of the night started chill, bodyache, no fever.  Now still having chill.  Took day off today.

964961 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NC 43.0 43 F Headache 1 hour post, injection site pain 6 hours post, fever chills sweating that night

964963 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 40.0 40 F 2nd vaccine yesterday 01/20/21.  This morning at 1 am started to have headache and this morning 6:30 started mild bodyache.  They are mild but not go away by taking medicine (alleve)

964965 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 WI 18.0 18 F Developed a fever of 102.4, reported chills, pounding headache and muscle aches. Also stated she would randomly gag.

964969 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 VA 57.0 57 F 25 -30 min after injection  my cheeks turned red and I felt  flushed/hot. Around 3pm I was very nauseated and feverish feeling but temp was 98.8

964970 12/29/2020 01/22/2021 IA 37.0 37 F numbness heaviness that started in my legs and spread up into my buttocks.  The following days it spread into may arms and  abdominal area including my head. Numbness feeling. I could still walk and had good strength, but was falling  and light headed.

964971 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 AL 47.0 47 F patient received the vaccine at 3:20 pm and was sitting in the observation waiting area for 7-8 minutes per pt when she started feeling like her tongue was swelling and her throat was tight, patient states she was jittery and felt like something was crawling up her legs. after assessment of the patient epinephrine and Benadryl were given both IM to pt and EMS was called and pt was transported, pt was stable at transport. EMS arrived at 3:42pm.

964972 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 NY 64.0 64 F Shortness of breath - 7days and counting.  Doctor and Urgent Care refused to treat due to ignorance about vaccine reactions. Exacerbated inflammation left shoulder joint

964973 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 FL 54.0 54 M Petechial hemorrhages, ITP, Platelets extremely low, Borderline dizziness on sudden movements

964974 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 TX 42.0 42 M Patient express felt a sudden dizzy spell and lightheaded, post 8mins. of administration of the shot, and began to feel anxious/concern. Patient verbalized is Diabetic at this time -non-fasting, at home self -accu-check with a reading of 107, am medication dose taken. Also notified, had trouble sleeping and was nervous because was debating to take the COVID shot.  Patient was escorted to an examination room for close monitoring. Denies any other chronic or acute medical condition. Patient ambulating with normal gait. Good general appearance -V/S: BP 128/82, P 92, R 14 non-labored with O2Sats 98%, administered O2 @ 2L x 15 minutes. 9:40am -Patient express that the mentioned symptoms -have subsided. Patient was given instructions and recommendations before discharge. Reassurance given, patient verbalized understanding.   Dizzyness Lightheaded Headache

964979 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 TX 48.0 48 F I had typical reactions after vaccine for 3 days (chills, foggy/on and off again headache, extreme lethargy,  aches from arm to shoulders to other arm, sleeplessness (insomnia) for 2 days, soreness in injection site). No fever.  My concern is today is TEN days after vaccine injection and my injection site has a round redness and hardness at the injection site. About 1 inch in diameter. It's itchy off and on but no pain. It's hard, red, round, and the skin of it is raised similar to like a hive. I don't know if this is normal.  Especially because it's 10 days out from initial injection. I'm due back for 2nd injection on Feb 9th.

964981 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 PA 68.0 68 M Woke up at 4:00 am with chills for approximately 2 hours on 22Jan2021 Headache and fever ranging from 100.3 to 100.7  Tylenol 650mg taken this morning

964982 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 IL 27.0 27 F redness and swollen arm in the area of the shot 6 days post vaccination. No treatment.

964983 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 ME 43.0 43 F PCP call

964984 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MN 57.0 57 M High fever (101.3), chills, generalized muscle pains, pain in large joints (hips, shoulders), headache, tight neck muscles, nausea, inability to sleep

964987 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 KS 49.0 49 F Headaches started at 6am 1/20/2021 patient took Ibuprofen 800mg at 7am and 1pm. patient reports slight headache on 1/21/2021 at 7am. she took Ibuprofen 800mg. still had a slight headache on 1/22/21 at 7am and took more Ibuprofen 800mg.

964988 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 CA 39.0 39 F 8 days later on 1/21/21 rash started developing on left arm at injection site. Arm is sore, red, bumpy, indurated, and itchy. Rash is getting bigger the next morning.

964989 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 PA 46.0 46 F Swelling of my whole right bicep, pain radiating from my shoulder to my wrist on the same side limiting movement. Severe fatigue lasting nearly 2 days. Mild joint pain in my left arm, hips and knees. Dull headache.  No fever but I did have chills. All symptoms were resolved in about 2 days.

964991 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Big rash few inches below the injection site that?s itchy.  Throbbing Headache for a few days

964992 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NH 26.0 26 F At 0200 approx 10 hours after my vaccine I spiked a fever of 101. I had been taking Tylenol every 6-8 hours in hopes to avoid this. Later that morning I was light headed, fatigued, sore throat, nausea. The fever continued to increase. By 2200 that day my fever was 104.7 and that was with Tylenol on board. I also iced my groins and axillary areas to help cool my body. Today is the second day out from the vaccine and I have recovered from the fevers. My fever early this morning was still 102.5 but has since passed and I am normothermic. I am very fatigued with some chest pains.

964993 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 GA 72.0 72 F In the evening following administration, patient reported experiencing tingling sensation in left side of face

964994 01/03/2021 01/22/2021 FL 71.0 71 M 1-03-2021dose at 9:30 arm pain 6:00 pm went to bed 11:00 woke up around 5:00 with significant breathing problems. Did not improve with albuterol. called 911 and was taken to the hospital ER. Loss of memory for 4-5 hours. don't know what happenedY Y 4

964997 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 WY 88.0 88 M SUBCONJUNTIVAL HEMORRHAGE OF LEFT EYE

964998 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 AL 47.0 47 F patient received the vaccine @ 3:20 pm while she was waiting in the observation waiting area after 7-8 minutes she started feeling like her tongue was swelling and her throat was tight, patient states she felt jittery and like something was crawling up her legs. after assessment of the patient epinephrine and Benadryl were given IM per protocol and EMS was notified. Anniston EMS arrived @ 342 and pt was transported to local ER, pt stable at time of transport.

964999 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 24.0 24 F Approximately 9 minutes after patient's vaccination she had a vasovagal episode and passed out for approximately 10-15 seconds.  Patient hit her head when she fell to the floor.  Patient placed on gurney and vitals were taken.  Denied any respiratory issues.  Complaining of nausea.  Patient had worked her first night shift and came after her shift to receive her injection.  Patient had stated she was very tired and was closing her eyes while she was waiting after her injection.  Patient had no recollection of passing out.  Complaining of head and neck pain.  BP 98/55, HR 55, 100% O2 sat on room air.  Patient transported to Emergency Department talking to staff.

965000 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 CT 46.0 46 F 9 days after injection 2inx2in red circular area showed up that is warm to the touch but not painful

965004 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 KY 56.0 56 F First day, 11 Jan, a large raised red bump on arm, approximately 2X2 inches.  Very itchy and hot to the touch.  Eventually the large bump went down and redness went to pink.  The bump and redness went away by 15 Jan.  Yesterday, 21 Jan,  the bump returned, red, very itchy and hot to the touch, approximately 2X2 inches.  Today, 22 Jan, the bump is much larger, a deeper red, heat penetrating though shirt sleeve and itchy.  My arm is not sore and I feel well.  I do not have a fever.  No discharge from the injection site.

965005 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 OH 84.0 84 F Vial of vaccine was diluted with only 0.8 ml.

965006 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 86.0 86 F headache, right and left upper arm muscle ache, no appetite or energy  lasted 24 hours

965007 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 WV 76.0 76 M Patient Began experiencing shakiness, tremor, feeling of ?rush? approximately 15 minutes after the vaccination. He was immediately assessed by EMS crew. Blood pressure 156/72 initially. Pulse is 64, respirations 20. He said he had a tight feeling in the neck and felt flushed. Oxygen saturation was 99%. Patient was given 25 mg oral Benadryl after five minutes of symptoms. He continued to be monitored. His symptoms improved mildly, But he continued to complain of a rush like sensation. It was recommended that the patient be transported to the hospital for at least six hours of monitoring. The patient declined and signed an AMA form. Patient monitored for a total of 45 minutes before allowed to be escorted out of the building with his wife, with instructions to present to the ER mediately if any symptoms worsen or did not improve within the next five hours.

965008 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 LA 50.0 50 F Prior to vaccine, patient was very anxious about receiving vaccine.  Vaccine administered 1:30. Patient displayed signs of anxiety until 1:35 Patient was monitored via PulseOx at 1:36 BP:190/105. Decision was made by pharmacist to administer Epipen and Benadryl 50mg at 1:36. The patient was advised to use deep and controlled breathing exercises. Vitals returned to more normal values (150/100) at 1:40 Patient remained seated for another 30 minutes as vitals continued to normalize (BP 140/100 HR 79) Patient felt better and remined on property for another hour and was advised by the staff to go home for the day. We followed up with the patient 2 hours after the incedent and she reported that her blood pressure returned to normal and she felt better. Patient was advised to follow up with health care provider and report the incedent

965010 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 ME 17.0 17 F Client was 17 years and 10 months old at time of vaccination

965011 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 NC 48.0 48 F The first dose of the Moderna Covid vaccine was Injected on 01/13/2021 with no issues. On the 8th day after the first dose, the injection site on the left arm was swollen, itchy, red with a burning sensation. Employer sent me to Urgent Care about the side effect and other people in the facility had experienced similar issues. The doctor prescribed a steroid and cream. A recheck of the area will be done in two days

965012 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 MD 42.0 42 F Inflammation and itchiness around injection site appeared 10 days post dose 1. Lasted for 2days.

965013 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 NY 27.0 27 F Rash on injection sight of injection 8 days after the shot. Red spots on hands and feet. Itching on all of these sights.

965014 12/29/2020 01/22/2021 VA 37.0 37 F left axilla pain intermittently and left breast pain intermittently lasting even 3 weeks after injection.

965016 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NY 73.0 73 M 2 days post injection. Redness, itchiness and swelling at injection site. The "blotch" is about 2 inches round.

965017 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 MS 72.0 72 F Had a nose bleed. Patient didn't know if related or not. Does not normally have nose bleed.  She contacted her local GP and they were going to keep a watch on it.  At the time of discussing it with her, it had resolved. Continuation page would not allow typing so.... 9. Vitamin b12

965020 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 NY 77.0 77 F Patient reported redness at injection site. Patient consulted with PCP and was prescribed oral antibiotics.

965021 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 CA 43.0 43 F seven days after administration the vaccine injection site started itching and developed a raised, erythematous quality to it. It expanded from 1 to 3 inches within 24 hours and subsided over several days. No systemic findings. treated with benadryl orally and topical allergy cream.

965025 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 OH 29.0 29 M Fever, sweats, chills, headache, fatigue, insomnia, injection site pain  Used Tylenol and Ibuprofen to control temperature and headaches.  I did have Covid in the beginning of August 2020

965027 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NY 37.0 37 M headache, body aches, chills, and 102 fever. Swollen lymph node under ear

965030 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 MA 27.0 27 M Intense pain on side of injection, wide spread muscle pain and joint ache, head ache, nausea

965031 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 IA 35.0 35 F Patient developed sharp shooting pain and redness around the injection site that required an urgent care visit.

965032 12/24/2020 01/22/2021 FL 65.0 65 F Severe degree of Lymphedema of left axilla and deeper lymph nodes of right  side of chest

965033 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 OH 74.0 74 F All information in this description are according to a narrative report submitted by Emergency Management in post vaccine observation area of Covid Vaccine event. Patient reported experiencing chest heaviness post vaccination approx. 10:10am.  patient relayed she had a history of syncope arrythmia and other cardovascular problems.  was relocated to a private room an placed in Semi Fowler's position and attended to by a task force Registered Nurse.  Registered Nurse took BP and Pulse and reported values of BP 181/64 and pulse rate of 49.  Patient declined EMS transport for further evaluation and said her "chest discomfort was lifting."  Narrative submitted by Emergency Management Observant  notes no nasal flaring or rash/uticaria. Patient did relate that it was slightly difficult to catch her breath.  RN from strike team and EMS personnel continued attending to the patient.  Narrative states she refused transport and "after a short wait was ready to leave."  Narrative further states "Patient further related she was feeling better and was encouraged to seek out medical attention by her cardiologist. Patient ambulated out of County Health Department without assistance."

965035 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 PA 41.0 41 F Approximately 7 days after being vaccinated developed itching at vaccination site

965036 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 VT 62.0 62 F I have had a headache daily since getting the shot and I have a large red mark that is a little warm to the touch around the shot area.

965038 01/01/2021 01/22/2021 IN 40.0 40 F Injection 1-muscle soreness for about 8 hrs at site and headache for a couple days.   Injection 2- muscle soreness at site, migraine that evening, and severe neck pain. Muscle pain in neck and shoulders for a few days causing ha?s in the evenings.

965039 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 DE 34.0 34 U Approximately 18 hours after the vaccine was administered patient experience arthralgias, fatigue, nausea and a rapid onset of fever with rigors with a t-max of 102. Patient remained febrile for approximately 18 hours after presentation of symptoms in which patient's fever resolved and symptoms improved. Patient did require to take sick leave during time of experiencing symptoms. Patient medicated with ibuprofen and acetaminophen as well as hydrated. No other treatments were required.

965041 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 GA 46.0 46 F Per patient event occurred after leaving the pharmacy and going grocery shopping.  Per patient report felt like it was more difficult to swallow when sipping her sweet tea and  that her throat may have been swollen.  Patient reported upon this realization that she then examined her face in a mirror to realize that her "left gland," on the side of her face, was swollen looking.  She reported going home and taking 2 Benadryl's and feeling better after about an hour.  Patient reported not having any more adverse events since that incident.

965044 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 MN 41.0 41 F Dose 1 - GI effects only (abdominal pain, diarrhea) the day after the vaccine Dose 2 - Fever (101 degrees), chills, body aches, headache; starting the day after the vaccine and improved/resolved on the 21st.  New reaction starting 1/21/21 at the injection site (presumed cellulitis, as site was hot, hard, and red).  Was seen by acute/urgent care at Olmsted Medical Center and they recommended icing it every 4 hours, watch it for 2 days and marked the margins.

965045 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 WA 61.0 61 F Patient received COVID-19 Moderna. She waited at the clinic site for approximately 20 minutes after  administration. She left approximately ten minutes later felt her face get hot. She noticed her face was  flushing. She noticed tachycardia and some chest tightness while driving. She continued on her errands  and began feeling better by 4PM. She reports she did not feel completely better until approximately  8PM.

965046 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 NH 26.0 26 F Rash at and around injection site 7 days after receiving. Faint arm pain also returned.  Headache and more than usual tiredness for 7 days after first dose

965047 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 NE 57.0 57 F At  12:00pm I experienced chills, shakiness at work and kept working throughout the day. I asked my supervisor if I could leave work bit earlier because I did not feel well.  I went to the break room, sat down when I started feeling lightheaded and passed out in a chair. I had a syncope.  Under my right and left arm, my lymph nsodes felt inflamed  and the ER doctor said they were not inflamed but upon palpation were tender.  I was put on oxygen, my BP was extremely low.  My BP resumed to come back up within a few minutes.   At this time Iam still having trouble with my lungs, Iam on an albuterol inhaler as needed.  I had a folllowup with my PCP on 01-13-21, she extended treatment for Azithromax and  continue with Albuterol inhaler.

965052 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 45.0 45 M Sore arm 3 hr mark General fatigue around 6 hr Fever started about 11 1/2 hours up to 103.5F Chills headache nausea shakes. Took 440 Aleve @ 12 hr mark and 50 mg Benadryl at 15 hr Resolved at 17 hr mark.

965053 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 VA 38.0 38 M My arm was sore after administration, which occurred at approximately 8:15. At 3:00 that same afternoon, I began running a fever, which ranged anywhere from  99.8 - 102.6 over the next few days. I experienced body aches, fatigue, chills, nausea and vomiting (one episode), and headaches. I did receive a COVID (Rapid and PCR) and Flu test on the following Monday, all of which came back negative. On the 21 and 22 I woke up without a fever, but within approximately 3 hours of waking up my fever would return. Fever was treated with a rotation of acetaminophen and ibuprofen with success, however, it never dropped the fever below 99.0.

965055 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 PA 31.0 31 F After being vaccinated developed dizziness.

965057 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 FL 29.0 29 F sore throat stated nervous

965058 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 FL 62.0 62 F The following morning after receiving the vaccine you work around 6AM my arm was really sore and my husband had to help me get dressed for work. I went to work and let my supervisor know my arm really sore. I left the office to go do my regular patrolling and started noticing that I had a really bad headache,  and I went and got something to eat. I ate some cereal and I got nauseated and I kept getting some chills. I went back to the office to do some paperwork and when I tried to walk it hurt. I told my coworker told me to get get something warm on my stomach, I tried to it but it made it nauseated. I ended up leaving work early and going home laid down  and have felt bad since. I can't not laid flat down as it uncomfortable, I propped myself up the bed. I have been up since 4am and have not been able to sleep since. I called the place where I received the vaccine at and they referred me to file a VAERS report. Had COVID in November 2020.

965059 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 WI 41.0 41 F Patient states that 4 hours after the vaccine she developed a rash to her chest. She states that it went away. Denied any SOB, throat swelling

965060 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 FL 69.0 69 M ears and face turned red and were hot. Lips swelled and throat was scratchy.

965063 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 OR 42.0 42 F Receiver second Pfizer shot on January 20 2021 and that night at 01:30 January 21,2021 I woke up with a rapid heart rate extreme headache and a fever of 102 I had shortness of breath and was taken to hospital. The ER performed a work up and my main complaint was my heart was hurting really bad I felt like my left carotid artery was swollen or  occludedY 1

965064 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 CA 30.0 30 F I developed a rash at the site of injection, about 2 inches in diameter. The skin looks slightly raised, is red and warm to the touch. No itching.

965066 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 NC 76.0 76 F Eight days after the Covid injection, I had intense itching at the injection site.  Upon investigating, I had a huge welt 2 1/2 inches in diameter that itched obsessively.  The center of the welt was a white spot that was probably the injection site.  Several peripheral red spots were evident, probably from the intense itching.  I had noticed no issues in the days leading up to the 8th day.

965067 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 OH 24.0 24 F 1/20 1:30pm: 2nd dose Moderna vaccine received  1/20 9:00pm: fatigue, malaise, chills, headache, body aches 1/20 10:00pm: brief 5 second hallucination upon waking up from sleep 1/21 3:30am: recommended dosage of Dayquil taken (this was the only time medication was taken) 1/21 5:30am: fainted and blacked out for 5-10 seconds after standing for 5-10 minutes (face flushed and started twitching, felt nauseous, managed to sit down on the ground first before blacking out.)  1/21 5:35am: stood back up, fainted and blacked out again for 5-10 seconds (was able to sit down again before blacking out. After regaining vision: started sweating, lips and hands were tingling, and vision was blurry.) 1/21 3:00pm: symptoms subsided and no additional fainting or blacking out occurred  Patient has never experienced adverse side effects to vaccines (including common vaccines as well as travel vaccines such as yellow fever, typhoid, first dose of COVID-19 vaccine, etc.) - only chills for 1 hour after an influenza vaccine one time.  Patient has no medical history of blacking out or fainting, even when taking Dayquil in the past.

965068 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 CA 62.0 62 F Headache after few mins. of Covid vaccination; followed by severe body aches & soreness at injection site. Took Tylenol & ice pack applied to injection site; helped  reduced pain. Feeling better now.

965069 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 TX 78.0 78 M Dizziness and Nausea starting 01/17/2021 thru today 1/22. Some days stronger than others, with today being very minor and hopefully over.  I am prone to motion sickness and these symptoms are very similiar, even to the point of looking up to see the horizon and getting some relief. Took some Meclizine with mixed results.

965070 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NY 50.0 50 F About 4:30pm  started getting headache, next day still had headache, chills, tired

965071 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CT 79.0 79 F pt stated her right leg has swelling and hardness in between knee and groin area (middle of leg). Pt stated it was itchy when it started to swell but has subsided.

965072 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 VA 76.0 76 F On date of vacation 1/14/21, I had no reaction other than a slightly sore left arm which was better the next day and I had no other symptoms until today.  Today 1/22/21, 8 days later, I woke up with my left arm sore at the vaccine site and when I looked, I found a bright red circle about 2" in diameter around the site.  It is not hot to touch or sore - just a little itchy.  Since the vaccination I have used no ointments or lotions on my arm, have done the same exercise each day, and have had no bump or accident to my arm.

965073 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NY 24.0 24 F Very firm swelling and redness at the injection site. redness extends from shoulder to elbow. Nausea, some vomiting. Fever 102, headache, shortness of breath, fatigue, Blood oxygen reading of 95, Body chills, Vertigo

965074 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 VA 37.0 37 F Large nodule right deltoid - 8 days later after getting vaccine Scattered macular rash right arm - 8 days later Body aches -10 days later  Advised ice to site and Benadryl 50 mg every 6 hours on 1/20/21 Spoke to patient via phone, rash slightly better and lump smaller but felt worse with body aches, chills. Prescribed Azithromycin 250 mg  for 5 days.

965075 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 DC 71.0 71 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA The day following the vaccination I experienced very slight flu-like symptoms: headache, muscle aches, low fever (99°). The symptoms improved in the next days.

965078 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 PA 59.0 59 F Severe Vertigo two days after X2 low grade fever day two days after severe deep tissue muscle pain 5 days after and persists after 2 weeks,  itchiness at injection site lingering two weeks after

965079 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 VT 64.0 64 F Day of shot mild discomfort at injection site, mild headache over right eye.  On 3rd day noted sudden  right eye discomfort ( like something was in it) eye unusually dry Over next 24 hours both eyes affected , very dry I then noted slight difficulty with  blowing and sucking which continues to present.  These were subtle symptoms,  no facial droop noted  I tried to report it via the V- Safe site but it wasn't included in any of the symptoms listed so the app did not accept
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965082 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 CA 67.0 67 F Urticaria and swelling at the site of my smallpox vaccination 25mm with induration. The injection site is 1.5 mm below this and is also mildly erythematous.  The area is mildly tender. VSS.

965083 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 NH 62.0 62 F 1 week status post Moderna covid vaccine administration, patient developed itching at the site. She scratched the area, which led to an raised egg sized lump to develop at the injection site 2 days ago. It only itches intermittently now and feels tender as if she just received the vaccine.

965085 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 MS 63.0 63 F Right arm pain Headache,sore throat,abdominal pain,muscle aches extreme fatigue. Eyes aching severe headaches.

965087 12/23/2020 01/22/2021 FL 57.0 57 F tongue tingling, flushing feeling/warmth, abnormal/rapid heart beat

965088 01/10/2021 01/22/2021 PA 47.0 47 F swollen red welt irregular left arm right where i got shot 15 days after

965089 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 MS 46.0 46 F reports fever 102.7,  headache, nausea, body aches, metallic taste

965090 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 MA 24.0 24 M Developed fever less than 24 hours after vaccination. Fever resolved on 01/21/2021 @ time of office visit. He was having symptoms at time of office visit. The symptoms were chills, headache, nausea,lack of appetite,light headiness,congestion & dizziness.

965091 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 FL 62.0 62 F I woke up the next morning after receiving the vaccination and could not move my arm. My husband had to help me , I go to get dressed for work. I went to work and let my supervisor know that my arm was really sore. I went out to do my patrol and noticed a headache. I thought I needed to eat some I tried to eat some cereal. I became nauseous. I went back to the office to do some paperwork and when I tried to walk it was painful I told my coworker who suggested I need something warm on my stomach. I tired that but was to nauseous. I ended up leaving work and coming home and laid. I have cannot lay flat as it is uncomfortable and have myself propped up in bed. I have been unable to sleep since then. I previously had COVID in November 2020

965096 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PA 33.0 33 F About three days after I received my first dose of the vaccine I began to feel symptoms similar to those described as side effects on the Moderna Covid 19 Fact Sheet. I was short of breath and as the day progressed I experienced what felt like irritation on the right side of my chest (mild pain in my lungs even when I was not taking deep breaths). My throat and nasal passages were irritated as well. I could tell that my tonsils (yes I still have them) were swollen. I was dizzy even when I was seated and I had a mild fever. The feeling of being disoriented came and went.   These symptoms started around 7 am and continued through the day, off and on at first, then worsening in the evening after 4-4:30p. After I took some Advil the symptoms went away but then returned maybe 45-60mins later. The symptoms finally subsided around 8p. I woke this morning with no symptoms whatsoever.   I wanted to make you all aware because I was told the first dose had no side effects and if we did experience them they were supposed to happen immediately or the next day.

965098 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NV 37.0 37 F Shortness of breath lasted about a minute.  Recipient took her mask off and felt better within a minute.

965100 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 TX 61.0 61 F Chills, very high fever of 101.7, headache, arm very sore, fatigue, could not function, had to go to bed.  It started the day after the vaccine, and I was sick all day and all night, woke up the next day with no fever.

965101 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 NC 82.0 82 M On 1/20/21 developed a rash with whelps at the injection site, measured 4 1/2 inches long and 2 1/2 inches wide. Hot to the touch. Itching. As of 1/22/2021, still has itching but is improving with cold packs and topical Benadryl as recommended (phone call) by his health care provider's office. He was instructed to notify the health department.

965102 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Fever Chills Body aches Headache Axilla swollen and sore Site injection soreness

965103 01/17/2021 01/22/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Swollen lymph nodes arm pit. Same side as injection

965106 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 VT 59.0 59 F 1/6 Fatigue, diffuse slight buzzing  skin arms, legs torso with mild nausea /anorexia, frontal headache  1/7 Severe fatigue but Insomnia. Difficulty concentrating. Diffuse myalgias/arthralgias in every muscle and joint, large & small, even fingers & toes. Nausea, anorexia, vomiting. Hot and cold chills, temp 96.7 pilo-erection.  Severe mid-line low back pain L1-L2. Severe headache across low-forehead (just above eyebrows) to bilat temples to bilat cheek bones to maxillary incisors and canine teeth. Severe bilat eye pain (hurt to move or to touch eyes, but no photophobia or visual changes). Red-rimmed eyes. Facial pallor. Tender swollen left deltoid (left arm circumf 1" > Rt arm). Tender Left Axillary adenopathy.  1/8/2021 - 1/10/2021 Sx remained severe 1/9/2021 - 1/17/2021 Gradual improvement in Sx w/decreased but persistent muscle/joint pain, mid-line low back pain, severe fatigue,  anorexia, difficulty concentrating, anoexia and occasional vomiting.  1/18 - 1/22 Recurrent nausea w/ inc vomiting, increasing fatigue, increasing myalgias/arthragias, recurrent frontal/facial pain and eye pain, marked increase in mid-line low back pain, recurrent facial pallor and re-rimmed eyes.

965108 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 FL 89.0 89 F Pt got second dose of Pfizer after unremarkable first dose. 2 hours later at home developed garbled speech and confusion. Taken to ED and evaluated for acute stroke, TPA given. CT was not definitive. Weakness was R>L. Pt confusion worsened a bit into evening of day of event, but by the following morning pt had returned to baseline. Is an independent 89 yo who otherwise lives at home alone and is highly functioning.  Pt did have a recent kyphoploasty and SI joint injection (perhaps with steroids/lidocaine).  Currently patient hospitalized, expected discharge soon, only complaint is tingling in fingers.... we believe this may have been coincidental, but due to time course are reporting here.Y 2

965114 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 27.0 27 F dizziness

965117 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 77.0 77 F Wednesday and Thursday: headache, low grade fever,  chills, fatigue, slight nausea, very sore arm. Arm still very sore and red today on Friday.

965118 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Sore arm down to hand and armpit. Big red spot on my arm where injection was given. Keeps getting bigger with time. Itchy as well

965119 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 NY 43.0 43 F hot to touch, swollen, red and very itchy

965121 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 SC 59.0 59 F Fever, headache, fatigue, nausea,  chills all lasted 36 to 48 hours.  Fatigue still after 48 hrs.

965123 02/28/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 64.0 64 F None stated.

965124 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 ME 40.0 40 F Large red hot painful swollen site, large oval on upper left arm and shoulder. Swollen armpit and neck glands on same side.

965127 12/26/2020 01/22/2021 TN 42.0 42 F Reported immediate headache, face flushing, nausea-reported no symptoms to staff-returned to work-felt bad and went home. Reported throat swelling and went to ER. Later symptoms worsened and returned to ER-decreased blood pressure, chilling, fever, rattling in chest. Saw MD yesterday and is being treated for bronchitis resulting from COVID-19 vaccine. Has been advised not to complete series.

965128 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 IA 44.0 44 F Sore arm, fever, chills, aches, heart racing. Lasted for about 48 hours.

965129 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 KY 41.0 41 F Hot to touch throughout the right arm, red and swollen. Inflamed the entire from and half of the back of the arm  for the entire time and this is day 10, So red, hot to touch, skin raised about the width of 3-4 dollar sized coins.

965133 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 WY 81.0 81 F Client called office and reported a rash at injection side that was just noticed on 01/22/2021.  Vaccine was given on 01/14/2021.  Client reports that the rash is itchy and red.  Denies blisters or s/s of infection.  I advised her to notify her PCP and seek treatment if indicated.  She also reported eating an egg on 01/21/2021- She states that she doesn't eat eggs often and has not had any problems with them in the past.

965134 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 48.0 48 F Patient had either lot # 032L20A or  lot # 013L20A -  Were unable to provide provider with the lot number patient received at the time of the VAERS vaccine report. Patient said she felt like she was having panic feeling and that her breathing was shallow.  Patient denied nausea, vomiting, dizziness, chest pain, headache, itching, rash, throat swelling, troubles swallowing or talking.  Patient said she did not take her medications. Vitals were done , normal SaO2, initial pulse 102 that then resolved and in 90's and then 86.  BP elevated 173/103, then 172/99, then 167/98.

965135 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 NV 50.0 50 M Lightheaded, dizziness, sweaty, palpitations and nausea lasted for a few minutes.  At 08:05 am; Temp= 36.6 C, BP= 127/83, HR= 103, RR= 18, O2 Sats RA= 97%; at 0845: Temp= 36.6 C, BP= 116/82, HR= 106, RR= 18, O2 Sats RA= 98%

965136 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 DC 69.0 69 F 20x14 cm red blotchy indurated eruption at site but did not occur until a week post injection.  No fever or adenopathy.   Treated by local hydrocortisone cream. The next day less red but no other changes. Seems like typical local reaction but was slower to emerge than I found in the literature

965137 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 CA 30.0 30 M On the night of the 20th, I experienced a mild headache and minor left arm soreness. I went to bed at 9:30pm and woke up at 2:00am unable to move my left arm due to severe pain, a pounding headache, chills, body aches, fatigue and minor nasal congestion. I couldn't go back to sleep the remainder of the night due to the pain. All symptoms persisted the morning and afternoon of the 21st as well. The severe arm pain subsided but I still struggled to lift my arm past 90 degrees without intense pain. I went to bed on the 21st unable to rest on my left shoulder due to the pain and woke up the 22nd with most symptoms gone except for a minor headache and moderate soreness in the left arm.

965138 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 TX 68.0 68 F Rash around injection site developed one week after vaccine

965140 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 VA 68.0 68 F My right arm in and below the deltoid area became red, hot, swollen, and itchy 24 hours after my Moderna Vaccine # 2.    I also  developed body aches and temperature of 99.3. Reddened area on arm progressively worsened so I went to my PCP who prescribed cortisone ointment and antibiotics.  I have an allergy to steroids so she could not prescribe those

965143 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 PA 78.0 78 F Following vaccination patient reported "shakiness all over" and general weakness. VS 122/88, 75, 94% saturation. After 15 minutes symptoms resolved

965144 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 OR 17.0 17 F Too young of age to administer the vaccine .

965145 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 OH 27.0 27 F Large raised red circle in area of injection site, as well as smaller rash/hive marks appearing on other limbs, that appeared 9 days after injection. Also consistent nausea, and severe headache that covers whole right side of head, as well as severe pressure behind right eye. Also sudden fatigue and muscle aches. Red circle is warm and painful to touch.

965146 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 CA 48.0 48 F 8 days after vaccine developed red, warm,  itchy rash at injection site.  treating with topical hydrocortisone

965147 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 FL 27.0 27 F 3 inch by 2 inch red patch on vaccine arm, hot to the touch

965150 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 FL 86.0 86 M Swelling and redness in and around injection site, and itchiness.  Symptoms appeared approximately 16 days after vaccine administered.  Initial reaction to injection consisted of swelling, some redness, and tenderness which lasted about 3 days after the vaccination, then, no symptoms until those reported above.

965151 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 TX 23.0 23 M I had no strength in my left arm as well as severe soreness. I also had fatigue, body aches and chills and a 103 fever

965155 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Body Aches, stomach upset, fatigue,  whole arm pain

965157 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 VA 40.0 40 F Extreme fatigue, muscle aches, chills, soreness at injection site, loss of appetite, unable to participate daily activities for 24 hours.

965158 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Bump on vaccine area and red

965159 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 CA 75.0 75 F 1 week after injection experiencing itching, followed 1 day later by swelling, slight redness, and discomfort.

965161 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 FL 67.0 67 F Round red spot appeared 11 days after injection  at injection site. Approximately the size of a quarter.  Itched occasionally.  Faded by  today, 1/22/20121 but still visible.

965167 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 MA 51.0 51 F Vaccine given on 1/14/21.  In the early AM of 1/21/21, I noticed in my left upper arm a lump and redness.  It was itchy as well.  During the day, the redness and size of the lump increased.  On 1/22/21 on waking up, the lump size had about doubled in size.  It continues to be red but itchiness has decreased.

965170 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CO 41.0 41 F 101.3 fever, arm pain extending from the site of vaccination to neck, chills, strong headache, body aches, leg pain

965171 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 ID 39.0 39 F Post 5hrs- warm, hard, raised, red patch 2? diameter, went away after two days.  Day7(01/20/2021) am woke up itching injection sight, resulted in welts and redness, raised, hard, warm spot 2? in diameter again.  Day 8- am woke up to same but increased size to 4? oblong shape. By midday it had grown to 11cm by 9 cm. Went to see Dr, he recommend continue Allegra at 180mg/day, no fever or signs of infection.  Day9- am same, still itchy, red and warm, 13cm long. Taking Allegra and still in contact with physician, still no fever or signs of infection.  (Today)

965172 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NC 26.0 26 F Systemic: Headache-Medium, Systemic: DIZZINESS & HOT FLASHES-Medium

965173 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 ME 46.0 46 F Had immediate swelling at injection site with bleeding, requiring compression. She then developed flushing on her neck and patchy, non raised, non itchy rash on right upper arm near site of injection.  The hard area at the site of the injection did not change.  She experienced  no respiratory symptoms. Bp 130/60, pulse 60 bpm. Observed for 60 minutes post injection with no further worsening of findings or symptoms.

965174 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 NC 76.0 76 F Eight days after the Covid Moderna injection, I had intense itching at the injection site.  Upon investigating, I had a huge welt 2 1/2 inches in diameter that itched obsessively.  The center of the welt was a white spot that was probably the injection site.  Several peripheral red spots were evident, probably from the intense itching.  I had noticed no issues in the days leading up to the 8th day.  I have only put aloe gel on the site.  Ready to report to my Primary.

965175 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 GA 71.0 71 F Patient had COVID vaccine on 1/16/21 - has been having fevers, fatigue, chills headaches and lightheadness - sometimes she feels like she is going to pass out - nausea - She had a negative Covid test on 1/18/21

965176 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 KS 52.0 52 F Approximately 7 days after the injection - a rash developed at the injections sight.  Small area at first but second day a patch upto 6+inches - patchy, red, and itchy

965177 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 PA 30.0 30 F Redness, warmth and swelling to injection site radiating down left arm starting 3 days post vaccine administration. Seen by PCP, diagnosed with cellulitis and placed on Keflex. Symptoms have resolved.

965178 12/26/2020 01/22/2021 TN 42.0 42 F Reports headache ,face  flushing, throat swelling, nausea, rattling in chest,chilling.

965180 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 NY 34.0 34 M Skin rashes on the right ventral forearm that appeared the following morning after vaccine administration.

965184 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 TN 35.0 35 F Severe body aches, leg cramps, fever, fatigue.  2-3? swollen, red, warm to touch area at the injection site.  Tingling in the left arm.

965185 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 TX 43.0 43 M after the 2nd vaccine dose at 1000am i statred to get chills and fvere of 100.2 at 6oopm. After self medicating with Motrin and Nyquil fever went down to 99.6 by the time i woke up at 600am on January 21 2021 but i still had the chills. On January 22 2021 at 600am all symptoms' was gone with a temp of 97.5.

965186 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 IA 43.0 43 F at 15 mins post injection started to get extremely hot from Right side to left. Then like half of my body was cut head to toe in half and the left side of my body went numb and tingly. I could barely move my extremeties. Tounge began to burn like a 9volt battery was being held on it. I was taken to the ER and was told I had a rash on my chest neck and chin. I was treated with Epi IM, Benedryl, famotdine, then had epi again because my tounge felt fat and like a 9volt battery again. Epi went IV second does and had extreme pain with that. Had IV tylenol . Along with IV fluids. For the next 5 days I have had pain in my right harm , shoulder , neck into my head to the tip of my nose. The first 4 days were so bad that I could barely move and would get nauseated and throw up if I moved just right. each day the pains in my right arm,shoulder, neck and head did get better by about 25 percent each day. You could feel it getting better with each day I woke up.  I was also having ear pain that seemed to be worse on 1/19/21. A PA checked my ears and said they were clear.Today, 1/22/21 is the first day I have been able to turn my head without being so sore and feeling nauseated. I was also very fatigued until today, 1/22/21. My hips and lower body are sore today and upper body seems to be less sore by 75%. I still am numb at times in my feet and fingers but can turn my head a lot better today.Y

965189 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 OH 73.0 73 F January 21, 2021 at 2am severe right arm pain going down arm into fingers and up into shoulder blade. Painful to touch vaccine site.  No problem with first dose.  5am severe chills and body aches more so on right side of body than left.    lasted throughout day becoming worse again at 6PM until 1:30am January 22, 2021.   No further chills or body aches since then. Did take 2 doses of Extra Strength Tylenol

965190 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NC 26.0 26 F Systemic: Headache-Medium, Systemic: DIZZINESS & HOT FLASHES-Medium

965191 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 AL 62.0 62 F Had headache, fatigue, brain fog for 3 days also very sore arm. On day 8 after the vaccine my arm became red with an area the size of a silver dollar , below the injection site. My lymph nodes under my arm were swollen and sore and also lymph nodes above my clavicle on the right. I still feel fatigued and I have a full feeling around the area of my right upper abdomen ( liver), I dont have a gallbladder. Otherwise, I am OK. Just wondering about the 2nd dose. Lymph node still slightly swollen above clavicle.

965193 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 CO 33.0 33 F I woke up lightheaded. I had dizzy spells throughout the entire day, starting at 6AM. I went into work late and at work I got so dizzy, I saw spots and had to rest my head for 20 minutes. This continued into the evening. If I was moving around too much, I got lightheaded. I have had continuous headaches since the 12 hours after the injection on 1/20. Around 4PM on 1/21, my chest started to feel tight. My chest has continued to feel tight since. Drinking water has seemed to help and I was actually able to sleep through the night last night. The first evening, I woke up every hour or so. Throughout the day on 1/21 I had the chills and hot flashes. I was achy all day. As far as my arm goes, it is a little sore now, but the tetanus shot was worse for soreness. Immediately after the shot, I had a shooting pain/numbness go down my left arm to my fingertips. That went away in a few hours. My shoulder/arm throbbed throughout the first night. I have had little abdominal pain in the evenings before bed.

965194 01/22/2021 U Symptoms started approximately 30 minutes after administering the vaccine.  She first had a runny nose around 12:15 pm and then a cough started.  Shortly after her eyes became red and then had shortness of breath and tightness in her chest.  Her pulse (~168 bpm) was taken around 12:30 and an EpiPen was given 1:34 pm.  She was observed for the next 4 hours.  Her vitals were taken every 15 minutes for the first hour following the epipen.  After the Epipen she was given Loratadine 10mg, then a snack and water to take 10 mg prednisone and 20 mg omeprazole.   After 3 pm she started to cough again and her vitals were taken every 5 minutes. She was released at 4:30 pm, and took another 10 mg Prednisone before leaving.

965197 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 NM 59.0 59 F On 1/22/21 at 6:30 pm both arms from shoulder to hands felt numb, mostly in the back of the arms.   I tried to pick up a spoon  with my right hand and my fingers would not wrap around the spoon or anything.   I could touch my thumb to pointer finger but other fingers turned inward like a cramp but did not hurt.  Could not feel my right hand.  This lasted about 1 1/2 minutes.  My arms were tingling for about 25-30 minutes.  Called my heart doctor and he told me to get to hospital.  When I arrived at about 7:05 pm I told them I had a COVID vaccine 2 days prior.  They preformed and EKG, a CT scan and a chest x-ray, did blood work, took a urine sample and everything came back normal.  They said it was probably a side effect of the COVID vaccine, sent me home and told me to take 2 Benadryl when I got home.  Also to take Ibuprofen for pain if I had any.  My hands, especially my right still feels a little tingle at 10:28 am on 1/22/2021.

965198 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 62.0 62 F Slightly scratchy throat and heart started racing for a few seconds.  Recorded heart rate was noted at 83 bpm.

965201 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 CA 24.0 24 F STOOD UP TO CLOSE OFFICE DOOR AND STARTED LOOSING VISION AND FEELING LIGHT HEADED AND THEN BROKE OUT WITH COLD SWEAT. HEARING WAS FADING AND SAT BACK DOWN, BODY TINGLING AND LOOSING FEELING IN ARMS AND LEGS, FELT LIKE FAINTING. ELEVATED LEGS AND DRANK WATER. FEELING BETTER AFTER 10MIN OR SO. THE FOLLOWING DAY C/O PAIN IN INJECTION SITE ONLY.

965202 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 GA 40.0 40 F Injection site pain for 3 days, headaches for 3 days, muscle pain starting 2 days after and ongoing, same arm armpit swelling and pain in lymph nodes 2 days after and ongoing

965203 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 FL 65.0 65 F 7 days following the injection - injection site began to itch, become painful, swell, red  at site and a hard lump began to form

965204 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 AS 69.0 69 F One week after receiving my COVID 19 vaccine I developed a red itchy area around the injection site (6 in. by 3 in. oval.  I called the injection site facility and they told me to draw a line around the redness, take Benadryl and watch for worsening.  I took 2 Benadryl that day. On day 2 (1-20-21) the redness had not increaed so I used 1 Benadryl and then Benadryl cream. On day 3 (1-21-21) the redness was still there so I took 3 Benedryl throughout the day and the redness faded.  The evening of the third day I developed a butterfly redness on my face after drinking wine which is not a normal reaction for me and took a Benadryl tablet.  1-22-21  Redness mostly gone but still a little itchy.

965205 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 NY 69.0 69 F I developed a rash at the injection site 8 days following the injection. Approximately 2 by 3 inches in size, slightly warm,  minimal irritation. Applied a topical steroid only once. Gradually fading.

965207 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 77.0 77 F left upper arm has a rash and swelling and pain

965209 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 62.0 62 M Pt admitted with a STEMI three days after vaccination with pzifer COVID-19 vaccine. Short time (<2hr) between symptoms onset and medical care. PCI on 1/14. Acute subtotal occlusion of proximal LAD and severe diffuse disease extending to distal LAD.  Two DES to LAD (99% occluded) but RCA 50% and OMI1 60-65% also stenosed. Echo cardiogram 1/15. Pt noted to have severe wall motion abnormalities (severe hypokinesis of anterolateral and anteroseptal wall; akinesis of mid to distal anterior wall extending to the apex and distal inferior wall ) on echo. EF 30-35%. Received life vest on discharge.Y Y 3

965210 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 TX 74.0 74 F nausea, some dizziness, increased fatigue

965211 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MA 58.0 58 F At 16 hrs post second vaccine I started to develop fevers, chills body aches and light headedness. At 17 hr post vaccine I had a near syncopal episode, HR 120, temp 101.2 temporal artery scanner.  Took Tylenol, 650mg at 1245 am 1/21/2021, and q 6 hrs x 4. I was at work at the hospital and completed by shift went home and drove back to hospital for ACLS recent. I was back at my home by 1:30pm 1/21/2021. I had fever, chills, diaphoresis and palms. cont Tylenol. I woke up several times in night with fevers, chills. Woke up at 0620am 1/22/2021 and felt ok, fevers gone, chills gone but I then had bilateral periorbital edema and a raise red rash above and below where the injection site is. It is hot red and itchy. I took Benadryl 25mg po x 1 without relief of the rash but the periorbital edema resolved.

965212 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MD 52.0 52 F Vaccine was administered around 4-pm into right arm and bleeding occurred after administration.  Around 3 am, I awoke with chills and low grade fever.  Tmax 103.8F, chills, pressure headache, neck/back pain, and fatigue that lasted ~30 hours.  Still have mild pressure headache with mild back/neck pain and weakness.

965214 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 TN 37.0 37 F Patient received Moderna Covid-19 vaccine on 01/14/21. Patient revealed symptoms of red, warm, firm nodule left deltoid on 01/21/21. Patient also complained of itching at injection site. Referred to PCP for treatment.

965216 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 OH 20.0 20 F Patient was due for the 2nd dose of Pfizer. Pfizer doses were being given in a different room. Patient received a dose of Moderna for 2nd dose instead of Pfizer.  Patient experienced no adverse effects at the time and no adverse effects as of 1/22/21 besides a sore arm. Patient was made aware of error.

965218 01/10/2021 01/22/2021 MA 24.0 24 F Exactly 7 days post vaccine, the injection site started to swell and turn very red and hot to the touch. Over the course of a few days it was getting worse, starting to mimic cellulitis. I went to the ER on the 8th day, was treated with a course Cephalexin. On the 10th day it continued to spread, I went back to the ER and was taken off antibiotics. It is now day 12 and the swelling has subsided, it is no longer hot to the touch. Some redness remains as well as itchiness. Topical creams (hydrocortisone) seem to relieve itch.

965219 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 GA 69.0 69 M Fever (102.5°), aches & headache. Reduced within 8 hours with Tylenol and Advil.

965220 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 50.0 50 F right lower quadrant itching, hyperthermia

965221 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 OR 71.0 71 M Upon waking at about 7a.m. on 1/1/21,  I stood up and stepped with the right leg; as the left leg followed I experienced acute pain in the left hip joint and the leg buckled under weight. I hobbled/hopped to the hall as the pain moved predominately to the left calf as I leaned on the wall for support rubbing both thigh and calf and yelling to my wife.Over a few minutes, I regained mobility and have not experienced that since. I have had discomfort(sharp aching) in the left hip joint and left calf while sleeping on my right side. I continue to have a numbing/tingling from the injection site down to my left elbow as well as down the left side of my leg. There's a general feeling of "weakness" in my upper left arm. I've reported this to our Infection Control Nurse (who administered the vaccination) anecdotally after waiting a few weeks to see if things went away. Her advisement was to go ahead and report in to VAERS.

965224 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 WA 59.0 59 M Pt was given 1.0  mL of vaccine rather than .5 mL.

965225 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 TN 36.0 36 F Swollen reaction at injection site. Red, swollen, hot to touch. Chills, aches & fever.

965226 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 AR 56.0 56 F I developed a sudden onset of heart palpitations and went to the ER to find I was in Atrial Fib with RVR. Heart rate 166 upon arrival to the ED. Y Y 2

965227 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Headache, dizziness, chills from about 1.5 hours after vaccine and through the following day. Headache & chills through the first night. By late the next morning the headache was going away

965229 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 IL 30.0 30 F rash upper chest area and both shoulders, no itching,

965230 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 PA 59.0 59 F Patient became dizzy.  Gave water.  Dizziness continued and increased.  Placed supine with legs elevated.  Tachycardic and tachypneic.  Called emergency response team.  Team came and evaluated patient.  Placed on litter and transferred to emergency room.

965231 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 OH 84.0 84 F fever of 101, feels lethargic and no energy

965233 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 PA 30.0 30 F Redness, warmth and tenderness to left arm, left axilla and left shoulder starting 3 days after Covid vaccination. EE reports redness radiated down left arm. Was seen by PCP, diagnosed with cellulitis and prescribed Keflex. Symptoms have now resolved. EE reports concerns that injection may have been administered too low .

965235 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 OR 53.0 53 F Pain all over body, aches, nauseous for 2 days, arm where shot was injected was painful for two days and could barely move it. Headache, stiff neck and high fever that lasted a day. Fatigue lasting into 3rd day of getting shot.

965238 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 CO 52.0 52 F Bad Headache, back pain, joint pain, sensitive to touch and light, pain at injection sight, mild nausea for about 24 hours. Headache and fatigue the 2nd 24 hours

965239 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 AL 78.0 78 F fatigued and tired, sore arm within a day.  On day 8-9 very large red area and swelling from below injection site to elbow, itching and very uncomfortable.

965241 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 CT 62.0 62 F hi, I had tingling a few hours after receiving the first does of the modern vaccine, mostly in my chin, tongue and lips. I have since then had on and off nueropothy, from severe numbness and tingling throughout my entire body and head, to mild tingling, some of it being so severe, that I could not sleep. My general practioner has advised that I do not get the booster.

965245 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 ME 46.0 46 F The patient had immediate swelling at the injection site associated with bleeding from the puncture site. She the developed flushing around her neck and a splotchy, flat, non-urticarial rash on her right upper arm.  No respiratory symptoms and no wheezing. BP 130/60, pulse 60 bpm. She was observed for 60 mins after the injection and had no further signs or symptoms

965246 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 IN 79.0 79 M Chills 6 hours Headache I4 hours Fever 100.8  4 hours Dizzyness 6 hours High Pulse  101 High blood pressure 164-89  6 hours

965247 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 45.0 45 F 3 hours after administration of the moderna vaccine to my left arm, decrease and pain on mobility of left arm, no redness or swelling at injection site,  by the next morning on 1/21/21 mobility and pain increased, unable to raise hand and abduction was very limited, As of today symptoms remain the same no improvement  noted.

965249 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 IL 66.0 66 F Right shoulder swelling, no pain, apparent on day 8; no medication taken,  patient gives  pain scale of 1/10.

965250 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 MD 53.0 53 F General irritability and swelling and erythema of injection site. Area was warm to touch and resolved in 2-3 days. This swelling started on day 7 after vaccine. After the swelling resolved I developed another pruritic  irregular Erythema multiforme type rash which is now fading.

965251 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 49.0 49 M Severe Headache, lack of sleep, feverish, shriving, Joint pain and nausea, lack of motivation

965252 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 22.0 22 F Fatigue, Head ache, loss of appetite, back pain, some muscle pain in the upper back and arms. Took an Ibuprofen, which appears to be dulling the pain.

965259 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 WI 27.0 27 F The day of my arm was very sore and did not want to lift more than halfway up. The following day, I woke up with a very sore arm. By about 2pm I had body aches and a small fever. The second day, I was headachy with a sore arm.   the third day, Sunday, my arm was no longer sore, but my armpit hurt to move. At first it felt like a bra poke, but it would not go away. Monday and Tuesday, the irritant was high, but not painful. I believe this to be from a swollen lymph node. It currently feels like someone left a marble under my armpit.

965260 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 77.0 77 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Weakness in knees which lasted approximately 2 to 3 seconds.  Almost feel before sitting down

965261 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 KY 38.0 38 F At 1:00 am started nausea, then vomiting x8, diarrheax3, body aches, headaches, fever 101.4.   .  she has taken Zofran, Tylenol today.

965262 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 FL 58 F Fever/Headache/flu like symptoms/muscle pain-weakness/difficulty walking/cough

965263 12/21/2020 01/22/2021 TN 37.0 37 F On 12/27 feet started feeling like pins sticking in then numbness & cold non stop. This sensation gradually moved up to the waistline area. Then total numbness, heaviness in legs, making it difficult to walk. There is also a raised, red rash that burns. Her symptoms are not better.Y 5

965265 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 KS 36.0 36 F 1 week after vaccine, my left arm started itching and now has a large red rash about the size of a tennis ball at the injection site.  This spot also feels warm and the skin is slightly raised.  I drew a circle around the rash to track growth and within 10 minutes it continued to spread outside of the line by about 1/4 inch.

965268 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 MD 32.0 32 F Five minutes after injection, felt warmth/flushing spread from top of body down to toes and had trouble breathing.  Symptoms subsided within one to two minutes.  Did not need medication for symptoms to resolve.

965269 12/31/2020 01/22/2021 OR 71.0 71 M Upon waking on 1/1/21 I stepped with my right leg, as the left leg followed it buckled along with acute pain in the hip joint and along the calf. I hobbled/hopped to the hall calling out to my wife and  slid along the wall to the floor rubbing my leg and calf. After a few minutes I regained mobility and have not had that same experience. I have hadintervals of sharp aching in the hip joint and calf while sleeping on my right side. I continue to experience a numbness/tingling from the injection site to my elbow as well as along my left leg and a general weakness in my left arm. After waiting a few weeks to see if things would change,I reported it anecdotally to our Infection Control Nurse and she advised me to report to VAERS.

965271 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Hive like rash at the injection site 8 days after injection. Rash is tender and warm to the touch and shoulder is a little sore. No fever and no other symptoms.

965274 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 KS 62.0 62 F fever of 99.8 at 6 am the morning after the 2nd dose, subsided on it's own the same day, general fatigue for about 16 hours

965278 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 OH 56.0 56 F Progressive Redness, swelling, itching and tenderness at injection site (worse at 1 week post injection).  Increasing body aches and neck stiffness.

965279 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 49.0 49 M Symptoms: Severe chills, sweating, extreme fatigue, headache, bizarre dreams, restlessness, and wheezing.  Treatment by doctor: Rest, albuterol, acetaminophen and ibuprofen.  Outcome: Symptoms diminished 80% after 48 hours.

965280 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 CO 77.0 77 M 1/17/21 midnight-fever as high as 103.8, chills, sweats, mental confusing, imbalance, weakness, COVID like symptoms (PT tested positive for COVID 11/21/20, patient had to take 2 aspirin to help with side effects.   Present-sweating, chills, fever, ibuprofen/Tylenol rotated as needed

965282 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 OK 40.0 40 F By the end of the first hour after receiving the vaccine in my left arm (injection arm) I could not raise my arm any higher than halfway between my side and shoulder-level - probably a 45 degree angle.  There was also a huge lump at the injection site that was really warm - way warmer than usual.  It lasted approx. 4 days.   I also had a 4 day migraine and was really sleepy.   Since the injection, I haven't slept through the night and I take a prescription sleeping medication.   I just dealt with all of it; it wasn't severe enough to warrant a Dr's office visit.

965289 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 TX 67.0 67 M Adverse event to vaccine was a sore arm.

965293 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 MD 34.0 54 F Reported dizziness, burning at injection site  5 mins after injection.  VS stable, laid down for 10 mins.  Dizziness subsided.

965294 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 WA 36.0 36 F She started feeling nauseated 1/19/21, had three episodes of emesis and a headache.  She also began to feel itchy and then later that evening, developed large red welts on the upper body.  1/20/21 was seen again for rash spreading from her head to thighs

965295 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 VA 32.0 32 F Rash on arm. Slightly itchy. No treament or outcomes to report.

965296 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 WA 74.0 74 M I had intense muscle soreness in hips and legs and chills/shaking that lasted for 30-40 minutes.  After the episode was over, I was OK

965297 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Chills, pain at injection site, body aches, tiredness

965298 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 OH 56.0 56 M shaking chills, fevers to 101, myalgias, headaches lasting for 18 hours

965299 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 CT 43.0 43 F huge welt on side of arm 8 days after the injection. itchy tender and burning session on arm still have welt after 2 days. no need to go to hospital or clinic

965300 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 CO 77.0 77 M 1/17/21 midnight-fever as high as 103.8, chills, sweats, mental confusing, imbalance, weakenss, COVID like symptoms (PT tested positive for COVID 11/21/20, patinet had to take 2 asprinin to help with side effects. Present-sweating, chills, fever, ibuprofen/tylenol rotated as needed

965301 01/01/2021 01/22/2021 OH 33.0 33 F fever, shortness of breath, muscle aches, tingling of all extremities, difficulty walking (due to muscle aches), nausea

965302 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IL 43.0 43 F Moderna  COVID-19  Vaccine EUA  Severe headache, Vomiting, Temp of 103.2, Fatigue, Diareha, horrible chills, no energy, Day 3 now, I've missed 3 days of work and will be off at least 2 more due to high temp and feeling so horrible

965303 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 FL 70.0 70 M BELLS PALSEY RIGHT SIDE OF FACE DROPPED Y 1

965304 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MS 47.0 47 M None stated.

965307 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 OH 58.0 58 F HEADACHE, ALL OVER BODY ACHES ESPECIALLY IN THE FEET!
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965308 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 55.0 55 F Reports on 1/6/2021 got  Moderna COVID 19 vaccine left upper arm and noticed on 1/16/2021 left upper arm swollen, red, itchy and tender to touch.

965309 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MD 49.0 49 M Sore area around injection site, irregular temperature, severe fatigue - fatigue lasted the equivalent of two days with the next full day after injection being the worst.  The day after the injection fatigue was debilitating requiring sleeping or resting for most of the day and night. Half way through the second day after the injection fatigue is still present though significantly improved. The Item 21 box for Doctor visit has been checked as I will meet with my primary care provider as soon as possible and have already discussed it with my employer's health department.

965311 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 70.0 70 F after 10 mins after  shot , throat started closing up, voice changed became raspy, difficult to talk, arm slightly sore. Lasted about 20 minutes. Nurse name her drink water a take a cough drop. When i got home for a couple of hours i was itchy  in my throat area. Spoke to my Dr, advised to just take Benadryl. and keep an eye on it. Advised me not to get the 2nd injection.

965314 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 IL 42.0 42 F 1 week after receiving first injection,  arm just below injection site is red, warm to the touch and has an itch. Red area has grown in size over past 2 days

965317 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 CA 66.0 66 F Itching and slight redness started on 1/21 and is more noticeable today, Friday. One week after receiving the injection. No other symptoms.

965322 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 GA 77.0 77 F ABO UT  THREE DAYS AFTER THE SHOT I STARTING ITCHING ,BUT I DIDNT SEE THE RASH UNTIL FIVE DAYS AFTER THE SHOT  MY DAUGHTER HAS A PICTURE ON HER PHONE .

965323 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Sudden onset of expressive aphasia the next morning (0915)  after vaccination. Went to emergency room and diagnosed with stroke. Y 5

965324 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 83.0 83 F Patient has a rash on her LA after 10 days from getting her COVID-19 vaccine. It was itchy and after lots of scratching the arm became red. Patient used  HC cream, Benadryl and ointment . Better now.

965327 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Second dose of Moderna Covid-19 vaccine was administered on day 21, prior to the indicated day 24 or later. Patient has experienced no unexpected adverse events at time of report.

965331 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 ME 61.0 61 M lightheadedness, headache, aches in the legs post-vaccination which improved with rest food and hydration

965333 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 PR 43.0 43 F The Patient reports general malaise, fever, acute diarrhea and pain in the R+ deltoid arm.

965337 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 WA 43.0 43 M Appearance of spontaneous circular epidermal ulcerative lesion 4cm adjacent to injection site.  Lesion is 1cm in diameter, limited to upper/superficial  layers of epidermis, oozing serous fluid. Lesion was noticed approximately 26 hours after second vaccine dose was administered. Area of erythema surrounding lesion present.  Urticaria present.

965341 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Itching and redness around and below the injection site also slight swelling in same area. No treatment. Still occurring. Started 9 days after injection. Also not sure if related to vaccine but get slightly winded in daily activities. Started a day after vaccine and still occurring. No treatment

965342 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 PA 37.0 37 F I felt instantaneous numbness/tingling from the injection site down to the fingers in my left hand upon receiving the vaccine around 3:40 p.m. During the 15 minute wait period, the numbness persisted. The nurses on staff said that several other people had reported the same. Within about 30-40 minutes after leaving the clinic, I also had bilateral facial numbness and tingling lips. The arm and facial numbness lasted for about 5 hours and lessened right before I went to bed and this morning only my arm hurts (normal vaccine site pain).

965344 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 WA 85.0 85 F Pt was given incorrect dose; 1.0 mL instead of 0.5 mL of vaccine.

965345 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 KS 61.0 61 F On day 10, developed red, raised, itchy rash on shoulder of injection site. Approximately, 3" x 4". Treated with topical hydrocortisone cream. Resolved by day 12.

965347 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 IN 31.0 31 F blurred vision, will check with optometrist

965348 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 GA 68.0 68 F Area of injection turned red 2-3 inch diameter and itches. Been putting aquaphor cream on the area. Started treatment yesterday and it looks the same. Not itching quit as much but still is itchy.

965349 01/17/2021 01/22/2021 VA 77.0 77 M Next day (1/18) noticed three small rash spots on inside upper right thigh. Wasn't sure if related. Since then more rash spots have occurred on upper right thigh and across lower back.

965350 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 NM 39.0 39 F I had arm soreness about three hours after that was progressively worse the first three days then started going away. On the fourth day and I woke up sneezing and could not stop. I had a lot of nasal congestion and a low grade fever (100.8), I also had a lot of fatigue. I had a little bit of a cough as well. This all lasted for about five days.  I also got a Covid test and that came back negative.

965352 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 KS 34 M At approximately 1350, patient reported feeling anxious. Upon assessment, pt was pale, diaphoretic and shaky. At approximately 1340, he c/o chest pain and SOA. RRT called. Pt reports that he took 0.5 mg Ativan right after he received the injection (1340). 1359 - Pt no longer pale, diaphoretic. 1351 - 160/100 HR 103 (R) 1352 -163/90 HR 96 (L) 1356 - 145/93 HR 96 (L) 1359 - 140/88 HR 90 (L) 1400 - Pt denies chest pain, SOA, palpitations. Reports that he does not need to be seen in ED for further treatment.

965354 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 GA 65.0 65 F 1st covid vaccine 1-13-2021-left arm-one day after injection slight redness/irritation/itching and small amount of bruising, all but bruise resolved within a day, since Wednesday 1-20-2021 left upper arm has been itching, small bruise at injection site remains, reported swelling to left upper arm as well, took benadryl last night, reports a cold pack does help with sxs, no fever, no body aches, no respiratory sxs, no lip/tongue numbness or tingling noted. known HTN, elevated in office, no acute s/s, reports typical to elevate in providers office

965365 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 CA 85.0 85 U Pt was waking 1/21/21 and legs calapsed. Lowered to ground by relative and taken home. Remained alert and po c/o pain. Currently @ 230pm able to walk. Daughter seeking follow up. Vaccine give at a covid 19 vaccination clinic. given by the county

965467 01/22/2021 F passed out; almost like a seizure; fainted; saw sparks; pain of back; my whole body shook/shaking from cold; shaking from cold; teeth chattered; pain in the back of my head; This spontaneous report was received from a 88-year-old female patient. Her pertinent medical history, concomitant medications and drug reactions or allergies were unknown. Her concurrent condition included an unknown condition that she did not want to disclose (ill-defined disorder).  On an unknown date, the patient was vaccinated with pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23) injection 0.5 milliliter (route of administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiration date were not reported) for prevention of pneumonia. On an unknown date, the patient experienced "a severe reaction" to pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23), described as follows: immediately after receiving the vaccination the patient got up, saw sparks and fainted. She was put in a room where she had pain in the back of her head and small of her back, and she passed out. The patient's granddaughter picked her up in a car and the patient's body shook and her teeth chattered. She was put under three blankets for about three hours before it wore off. The patient's daughter "looked it up" and said she might have sore arms and chills but the patient reported she had none of that. The patient reported she never fainted before and it was almost like a seizure, she was shaking from cold so bad. On an unknown date (reported as 10 days later), she had bloodwork performed and it was all good. The patient's doctor did not know why the patient reacted this way but she is now afraid to take the COVID shot. The patient seemed confused by questions and repeated symptoms twice. She stated that the blood work was taken for another condition but did not want to disclose that condition. The patient did not seek medical attention. The outcome of the events was reported as recovered.  The patient assessed the events as related to pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23).  Upon internal review the events of fainted, passed out and almost like a seizure were assessed as medically significant.

965469 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 DE 17.0 17 M 17-year-old was administered the vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a 17-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273), resulting in the event, 17-year-old was administered the vaccine.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not reported.  On 06 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 012L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 06 Jan 2021, the mRNA-1273 vaccine was administered to a 17-year-old. Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The event, 17-year-old was administered the vaccine, was considered resolved on 06 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 17 year old, male patient.  The patient's medical history is not provided.  The event occurred on 06 Jan 2021, during administration of the first dose of the mRNA-1273(Lot number: 012L20A). This report refers to a case of medication error where mRNA-1273 has been administered to the patient of inappropriate age.

965470 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965471 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965472 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965473 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965474 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965475 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965476 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965477 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965478 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965479 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965480 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965481 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965482 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965483 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965484 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965485 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965486 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965487 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965488 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965489 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965490 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965491 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965492 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965493 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965494 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965495 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965496 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965497 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965498 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965499 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965500 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965501 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965502 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965503 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965504 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965505 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965506 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965507 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965508 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965509 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965510 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965511 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965512 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965513 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965514 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965515 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965516 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965517 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965518 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965519 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965520 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965521 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965522 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965523 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965524 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965525 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965526 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965527 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965528 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965529 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965530 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965531 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965532 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965533 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965534 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965535 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965536 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965537 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965538 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965539 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965540 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965541 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965542 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965543 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965544 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965545 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965546 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

965549 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 NY 68.0 M Rash in the face that is itchy symmetric and bilateral; Rash in the face that is itchy symmetric and bilateral; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  A 68-years-old male patient received first dose bnt162b2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, Batch/lot number: EK5730) in Left arm, intramuscular on 06Jan2021 around 11:00 at SINGLE DOSE to prevent COVID, famotidine, oral from an unspecified date and ongoing at 40 mg, 2x/day for gastritis .  Medical history included gastritis, ongoing diabetes (diagnosed 3 years ago), ongoing hyperparathyroidism (diagnosed many, many years ago), ongoing sjogren's syndrome (diagnosed recently this year), gout from 2010 and ongoing , coronary atherosclerosis from Nov2020 and ongoing, ongoing chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (diagnosed many years ago), asthma from 2020 and ongoing , sleep apnoea from 2019 and ongoing, crohn's disease from 1981 and ongoing, and abdominal pain. The patient's concomitant medications included ongoing ASPIRIN [ACETYLSALICYLIC ACID] (reported he takes aspirin everyday and the aspirin causes him to have some abdominal pain).   The patient was administered with the first dose of the vaccine on 06Jan2021 and after that he developed a rash in the face that was itchy symmetric and bilateral on 08Jan2021. The rash was bilateral and symmetrical. The event was reported serious due to medically significant. Upon transfer, the caller clarifies he did not take steroids for the rash. A few days prior to receiving the COVID-19 vaccine, he started taking a new oral medication. So, he doesn't know if the rash is from the new medication or the vaccine, but he decided to call and report this event just in case. He clarifies the name of the new medication was famotidine. Today (12Jan2021) was the first day it was much better. Caller confirmed he did not take any steroids, the only medication he took was an antihistamine for the management of the symptoms. The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: The reported rash in the face that was itchy symmetric and bilateral occurred two days after the first dose of COVID 19 Vaccine, BNT162B2.  Based on the plausible temporal association, the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported events and the administration of the suspect.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

965550 12/17/2020 01/22/2021 MN 61.0 M Bell's Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp.    A 61-years-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot # EH9899), intramuscular in the right arm  on 17Dec2020 10:15 at single dose  for Covid-19 immunisation .  Medical history included lung neoplasm malignant , adenocarcinoma from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  Concomitant medication included duloxetine (DULOXETINE), levetiracetam (LEVETIRACETAM), omeprazole (OMEPRAZOLE), olanzapine (OLANZAPINE), hydromorphone (HYDROMORPHONE) , fentanyl (FENTANYL PATCH), bisacodyl (BISACODYL).  The patient experienced Bell's palsy  on 02Jan2021 with outcome of recovered.   The patient had to be treated in Emergency room/department or urgent care; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of Bell's palsy cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

965551 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 MN 22.0 F dizziness then syncope; dizziness then syncope; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP.  A 22-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on 11Jan2021 14:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included situational anxiety, known allergies_penicillin.  Concomitant medication included colecalciferol (VITAMIN D [COLECALCIFEROL]). The patient previously took amoxicillin;clavulanic acid (AUGMENTIN) and moxifloxacin and experienced allergies.  The patient experienced dizziness then syncope on 12Jan2021 05:45. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included electrocardiogram: unknown results, laboratory test: unknown results.  Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of dizziness then syncope. The outcome of the events was resolving.   Information on batch/lot number was requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the event syncope is possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

965552 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 FL F Swelling and Neuropathy in left extremities; Highest fever 103.5/febrile; Severe Nausea Vomiting; Severe Nausea Vomiting; Swelling and Neuropathy in left extremities; Vertigo; Severe migraine headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 43-years-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot_number=EL1284), intramuscular on 11Jan2021 15:00 at single dose on Left arm for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included Hyperlipidemia, Mild Obesity (Treating with Medication), and Known- allergies: Strawberries - CT contrast, shellfish, iodine. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Concomitant medication included liraglutide (SAXENDA) and Medication for Mild Obesity. The patient historically received first dose of bnt162b2 for covid-19 immunisation. Details: (product=Covid 19, brand=Pfizer, lot_number=EH9899, administration_date=22Dec2020, administration_time=12:00 PM, administrator_route=Intramuscular, vaccine_location=Left arm, dose_number=1). After received second dose, the patient reported adverse-event included: Highest fever 103.5 - Severe Nausea Vomiting, Swelling and Neuropathy in left extremities, vertigo and severe migraine headache - continued to be febrile an additional 36hrs from injection time. Adverse-event-start-date: 11Jan2021. Adverse-event-start-time: 11:30 PM. Required medical management of nausea/vomiting with ondansetron 4mg; oxycodone 10mg for migraine. AE-resulted-in: [Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit]. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: Highest fever 103.5. The event outcome was recovering. This reported was reported as non-serious. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of the reported events. The impacts of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

965553 12/23/2020 01/22/2021 NY M acute appendicitis; nausea; belly bloating; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Lot Number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose or covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of the vaccine on 23Dec2020 and on 10Jan2021 (as reported) was admitted for acute appendicitis with abdominal complaints 2-3 days prior. His second dose was scheduled today (13Jan2021) but had not yet taken it due to this AE. He was looking for information on age range and timeframe of appendicitis reports related to covid. General concern was whether he can still take the shot today. Additionally, physician reported that around the 06Jan2021 he started experiencing nausea and belly bloating. On 09Jan2021 (as reported) he was admitted with very acute appendicitis and had to have surgery in the OR. He just got home yesterday (12Jan2021). It seemed to him that the appendicitis occurred too close to receive the vaccine for him not have to consider that it could have been a vaccine related issue for him. He was pretty sick from this and he was happy that he was back home. He was asking if it was safe for him to take the second vaccine given what happened with the first dose. The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the event appendicitis with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 3

965554 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 CO 46.0 F Full body numbness, able to feel pressure, no pain. Dizziness, burning rush sensations scattered settled in right side of head neck chest arm and back, feel of passing out with standing up or sitting; Full body numbness, able to feel pressure, no pain. Dizziness, burning rush sensations scattered settled in right side of head neck chest arm and back, feel of passing out with standing up or sitting; Full body numbness, able to feel pressure, no pain. Dizziness, burning rush sensations scattered settled in right side of head neck chest arm and back, feel of passing out with standing up or sitting; Full body numbness, able to feel pressure, no pain. Dizziness, burning rush sensations scattered settled in right side of head neck chest arm and back, feel of passing out with standing up or sitting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP.  A 46-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via intramuscularly on 28Dec2020 10:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Vaccine location: Left arm, dose number: 1, facility type vaccine: hospital. Medical history included viral asthma, hypertension, mild depression, anaphylaxis to Bee Stings, vertebral artery dissection with brainstem injury and covid-19 (If covid prior vaccination: Yes). Concomitant medication included acetylsalicylic acid (ASPRIN), metoprolol (METOPROLOL), omeprazole (PROTONIX [OMEPRAZOLE]), hydrochlorothiazide (HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE), bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN). The patient previously took erythromycin and experienced drug hypersensitivity and fentanyl and experienced drug hypersensitivity. On 11Jan2021 02:00 the patient developed "full body numbness, able to feel pressure, no pain. Dizziness, burning rush sensations scattered settled in right side of head neck chest arm and back, feel of passing out with standing up or sitting up". The patient was taken to emergency room (ER) /department or urgent care. In the ER all labs and CT with and without contrast clear, but was unable to find any other reason for the event. No treatment received. The events outcome is recovering. The action taken was not applicable.

965555 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 WI F dizziness; leg heaviness; feeling hot; tremors; feeling hot with heavy feeling in chest; lost consciousness; This is spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. An adult female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 28Dec2020 at 11:45, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 28Dec2020, 20 minutes post vaccination, the patient reported dizziness. The patient was sitting in chair with head down with no improvement. When assisting patient to lie down, she lost consciousness. Patient's head and neck were supported so she did not hit head. The patient recovered consciousness and was alert and oriented with c/o leg heaviness and feeling hot. The patient denied difficulty breathing and chest heaviness. No rash noted. She lost consciousness a second time while lying flat. When she recovered consciousness, she was alert and oriented but had c/o leg heaviness, tremors and feeling hot with heavy feeling in chest. No rash noted. Blood pressure: 135/84, pulse: 70, O2 saturation: 99-100. Medical alert was called and the patient was transported to ED. Lost consciousness resolved on an unknown date. The other events outcome was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the possible contribution of suspect BNT162B2 to the event loss of consciousness cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

965556 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 VA F 3 near syncopal episodes; Arm soreness at injection site; Chills; muscle aches; This is Spontaneous report from a contactable Other Healthcare Professional reported for herself. A 49-years-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), Lot number=EL1283 via intramuscularly on 12Jan2021 10:30 at single dose Vaccine location: Right arm for covid-19 immunisation ,facility type vaccine: hospital. Medical history included hypertension and the first dose of BNT162B2 Lot number=EK5730 in Dec2020 10:00 Intramuscular, Vaccine location Right arm Facility type vaccine Hospital. Concomitant medication included hydrochlorothiazide (HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE) and multi-vitamin. On 12Jan2021 22:00 the patient experienced 3 near syncopal episodes, arm soreness at injection site, chills and muscle aches. No treatment received. The event outcome was recovered and action taken is not applicable.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the possible contribution of suspect BNT162B2 to the event near syncope cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

965557 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 58.0 M upper bicep pain/soreness around upper part of bicep; tendonitis; lymphadenopathy; sore deltoid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Healthcare Professional (patient).  This 58-years-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot # EI0142, expiry date Mar2021), intramuscular once to the left deltoid, on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Age at vaccination was 58-years-old. Medical history was none. Concomitant medications included an antihypertensive medication taking for several years. On 28Dec2020 the patient experienced side effects including sore deltoid (lasted for 2 days, Dec2020), and on 01Jan2021 the patient experienced upper bicep pain which he felt 5 days later (his friend said it may be lymphadenopathy).  The caller had the COVID vaccine on 28Dec2020, and from 28Dec2020 he had a sore deltoid for a couple days, but then almost a week later developed, he thought it was tendonitis, it was the upper part of his bicep, really he could not extend his arm all the way, it was so painful in that area, and it's still somewhat painful, but better. The sore deltoid was pretty much after the shot and into the next 48 hours, that went away, then he noticed this soreness around the upper part of his bicep, not until, probably, maybe 5 days later, on 01Jan2021. He was chatting with someone, who mentioned soreness in the underarm area, that person felt it was lymph nodes, so maybe, there is possibility, caller thought this was muscle pain, as it hurts when he tried to extend his arm, it does not hurt when sitting here, but when he extends, especially over his head, it is really quite painful but it's lessened, he thought it was a tendonitis, but it could be the lymph nodes active or enlarged, he is not sure, he has never noticed lymph node pain, so he never knew what it was.  Causality for soreness around upper part of bicep was reported as yes. He is pretty sure, since he has not done anything that aggravated that muscle, he can't think of anything, and it is in the general vicinity of the injection. States he is on an antihypertensive medication, but has been taking it for several years. He doesn't want to go through a report for the person he spoke to, who mentioned soreness in the underarm area, but it is interesting: the caller told him that had soreness, caller knows he also did report it, he reported it to Pfizer, actually he doesn't know if it was Pfizer or Moderna, but he reported it to whichever company, and said he thought was inflamed lymph nodes, so that was the first time he thought it was not muscle, but maybe the lymph node's reaction to vaccine, he has never experienced this kind of discomfort, he could not straighten his arm, as he would straighten the pain was at the upper insertion at the bicep, so that is where he came to this conclusion, his preliminary conclusions, he never thought it would persist this long. He thought, as time went by, it would be better tomorrow, and it has gotten better, but has not gone away.  Sore deltoid was reported as non-serious while soreness around upper part of bicep was reported as serious medically significant because it has persisted for so long, he would have not expected it to keep going on, but it is almost going on two weeks. Outcome of the event soreness around upper part of bicep, lymphadenopathy, and tendonitis was not recovered while the outcome of the sore deltoid was recovered in Dec2020. His second dose is scheduled tomorrow (14Jan2021) and wants to know if he can still take it.; Sender's Comments: There is a reasonable possibility that the events myalgia and lymphadenopathy were related to BNT162b2 based on known drug safety profile. Based on the close temporal relationship, the association between the event tendonitis with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

965558 12/20/2020 01/22/2021 WI 29.0 F Miscarriage; pregnant patient received the vaccine; pregnant patient received the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This pregnant 29-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot number EK5730), intramuscular at single dose in the left arm on 20Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included none. Concomitant medication included venlafaxine. The patient experienced miscarriage (medically significant) on 09Jan2021 with outcome of recovering. Treatment unknown. The event required a visit to the emergency room. The patient was pregnant while taking BNT162B2. The patient was 4 weeks pregnant at the onset of the event. Patient last menstrual period date was 27Nov2020. The pregnancy due to deliver was on 03Sep2021. The vaccine was administered at Workplace Clinic. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. She received the second dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number EL0142), intramuscular in the left arm on 13Jan2021.; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the event miscarriage with BNT162b2 can not be complete excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

965559 12/18/2020 01/22/2021 CA 40.0 F I begin to lose consciousness; I felt lightheaded; My face and ears got red and I begin to feel warm; My face and ears got red and I begin to feel warm; Then My whole body felt really weird; my lips went numb; Afterwards for approximately 4 hours I could barely talk or open my eyes; Afterwards for approximately 4 hours I could barely talk or open my eyes; I got red rash on my neck and chest; I felt so weak, I could not move my body!; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP reporting for herself.   A 40-years-old female patient received the second dose bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) vaccine , intramuscular in the left arm on  18Dec2020 12:15 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history  and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unknown date the patient received the first dose of the vaccine. The patient experienced  got red rash on my neck and chest  on 18Dec2020 12:15 with outcome of recovering ,  felt lightheaded  on 18Dec2020 12:15 with outcome of recovering ,  face and ears got red and  begin to feel warm  on 18Dec2020 12:15 with outcome of recovering , then  whole body felt really weird  on 18Dec2020 12:15 with outcome of recovering ,  lips went numb  on 18Dec2020 12:15 with outcome of recovering ,  begin to lose consciousness  on 18Dec2020 12:15 with outcome of recovering , afterwards for approximately 4 hours  could barely talk or open my eyes  on 18Dec2020 12:15 with outcome of recovering , felt so weak,  could not move my body on 18Dec2020 12:15 with outcome of recovering.  The patient was hospitalized for one day for all the reported events.   The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: negative   on 18Dec2020  .   The patient received Epipen injection, steroids, saline & Benadryl as treatment for the reported events.  Information on the Lot/Batch Number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the reported events are possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 1

965560 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 54.0 F Low grade fever; Headache; Stomach ache; body ache; metallic taste in mouth; sore arm at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 54-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EKQ231), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 11Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. On 11Jan2021, patient experienced metallic taste in mouth, which was reported as worsened and sore arm at injection site. On 12Jan2021within about an hour after vaccination, the patient experienced lowgrade fever that was slowly going up, headache, stomach ache, & body ache. The patient has not recovered from the events.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the reported events are possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration in this patient. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

965562 01/22/2021 IL F Oxygen Saturations dropped to 80%; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  An adult female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL0140, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID-19 (covid prior to vaccination: yes) from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced oxygen saturations dropped to 80% (The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included oxygen saturation: 80% (dropped to 80%) on 08Jan2021. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the event which included treatment with the use of oxygen. The patient recovered from the event on an unspecified date.; Sender's Comments: The reported event of oxygen saturation 80% was most likely due to COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and unrelated to the BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE). The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

965563 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 43.0 M coughing quite a bit; seizure; his whole body feels sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's mother). A 43-year-old male patient received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot EL3248) in right deltoid, on 11Jan2021 around 10:30, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient was in high risk group, was living in senior facility and was disabled. Medical history included also ongoing hydrocephalus diagnosed when he was less than a year old, ongoing shunt (the first one when he was 11 months old, has had multiple revisions since then, the last in 2017), vagal nerve stimulator implantation ongoing from 2003 (for epilepsy; has had multiple since then, last one in 2015), ongoing hemiparesis since he was a baby and epilepsy (he was taking epilepsy drugs but it was well controlled). Concomitant medications included oxcarbazepine (TRILEPTAL) ongoing from 2000, at 1800 mg daily (600 mg in the morning and 1200 mg at night), for epilepsy and levetiracetam (KEPPRA XR) ongoing from 2000, at 1500 mg twice daily (in the morning and at night), for epilepsy. He was on prior medications to these, since he was young. Over the years he has changed to newer and better medications. On 11Jan2021 around 8-9 PM the patient experienced seizure. The patient has not had a grand mal seizure in over 5 years. On an unspecified date in Jan2021, after the vaccine, his whole body felt sore. He was unsure if it was from the seizure or the vaccine. The reporter also noticed that the patient had been coughing quite a bit on 12Jan2021 morning. Events outcomes were unknown.

965566 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 CA 49.0 49 F About 8 days after getting the vaccine, the injection site started to itch and swell up. The area swelled up is about 2 inches long, about 1.5 inches across.  I've used hydrocortisone on it. It does not look as red as it initially did and not itching as much, but it has not gone away.

965567 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 CA 81.0 81 F Itchy red  area around injection  site on right arm.

965568 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 GA 69.0 69 F 3 days of fever 102?-104?, severe body aches and weakness, loss of appetite, extreme fatigue, no loss of taste, no burning sinuses, no cough

965569 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 49.0 49 M Nausea, dizziness, diaphoresis

965570 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 TX 66.0 66 F Headache and arm hurt in PM on day of shot 1/21/2021 Headache, muscle and joint pain, fatigue on 1/22/2021

965572 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 MN 40.0 40 F Itchiness began on 1/21/21 at injection site as well as pin prick itchy sensation on both legs. Large rash at injection site (mainly below actual injection site) began on 1/22/21- pink in color, warm

965573 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 CA 55.0 55 F Rash on arm > 1 week, at vaccine site

965574 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 NM 71.0 71 F Itchy, red, inflamed, hot rash just below injection site...expanded from dime-sized on first day it appeared (1/15/21) to approximately 4 inches in diameter within 48 hours...disappeared within 5 days.

965575 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 TX 65.0 65 M tingling, dizziness, lightheaded, vertigo; seen & cleared by EMS. B/P-193/112, blood glucose- 226. Client declined further evaluation @ emergency room as recommended by EMS.

965576 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 MA 67.0 67 F Patient began to feel flushed. No other complaints. The patient refused medical treatment or transport.

965577 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CT 41.0 41 F Pt received vaccine and was cleared for discharge after 15 minute evaluation. Pt left clinic site and saw a friend and sat down to speak to this person for a few minutes. During this interaction, the pt began to feel unwell and apparently fainted. The nurse gave oxygen and alerted EMS. Vital signs were assessed and were stable; the pt regained alertness rapidly prior to her disposition by ambulance for emergency evaluation.

965578 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NY 71.0 71 F Provider was sick requiring her to call out.  Weakness resulting in inability to move/tremendous headache/body and bone aches/internal aches/diaphoretic periodically  Pain and today swelling at injection sight

965580 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 KY 35.0 35 F Extreme fatigue, nausea, fever to 104 degrees, headache, rigors
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965581 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 MD 53.0 53 F Day 1-2 Mild soreness at injection site Day 7-9- significant swelling, erythema, tenderness and warmth to touch at injection site accompanied by generalized irritability Day 12-13 New pruritic serpiginous rash at injection site

965584 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 DE 22.0 22 M developed red area on upper left arm 8 days after initial dose of moderna covid 19 vaccine. Area covers most of the deltoid. warm to touch, swollen and itching. area outlined with a marker. 50 mg benadryl taken approximately 10 hours after symptoms started. Today (9 days after injection) the marked area has not gotten any larger. It is not as red or warm to touch and no itching. Marked area is still "pink"

965585 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Fever and severe headache

965588 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 KY 30.0 30 F Itchy legs and flushed face

965589 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 WA 73.0 73 M Pt was provided with incorrect dose of vaccine. Was given 1.0 mL rather than 0.5 mL.

965592 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 PA 48.0 48 F Patient had delayed reaction to the vaccine, after approximately 5 minutes after receiving vaccine she began reporting feeling light-headed, woozy, tingling in her tongue, hands, and finger tips. 50 mg of Benadryl adminstered after 30 minutes. Called 911. Patient then transported to Hospital.

965594 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 CA 60.0 60 F After sitting  for about 10 minutes, I noticed my tongue was swelling up in the back of my throat. I noticed my airway was narrowed and tongue felt very tight, but I was still able to breath. I told the man at the doorway assigned to help people find a seat after their shots. He said, "We all have different reactions," brought me water, and I drank it.  After another 10 minutes, the symptoms were the same, not better not worse. After 10 more minutes the symptoms were better. And after another 10 minutes, I left.  When I made it back to my car, I noticed tightening across my forehead. This developed into a frontal lobe headache which continued off and on for the next 3 days. Also noted for the next 2 days was waking with swollen lips, face and extremities, and occasional ringing in the ears lasting 1-2 hours.

965598 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 CA 80.0 80 M it seemed to exacerbate my eye itch and produced copious watering of my eyes . ..

965603 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 TX 50.0 50 F The day after vaccination I woke with a fever of 100.8 and my arm has been hurting and I have been getting headaches. I also have body aches. I have been coughing and I have been taking Delsym to  calm the cough.

965609 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F I experienced what felt like an electric headache that lasted four days, chills, flu-like cold symptoms, congestion, and shortness of breath. Today is day six, and I am still under the weather.

965611 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 CA 55.0 55 F Awful Rash, hives, itching, began about 10 days after the vaccine

965612 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 OH 60.0 60 F 5 hours after the shingles vaccine on 1/14/21 I could not form words and it was extremely difficult to speak. The wrong word came out. I felt dizzy and out of it. This lasted for 2-3 hours. The next day it was much better but I still feel that problem a little bit. Secondly, I felt tingling in my head, arms and legs since then, slowly waning.

965613 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 TX 68.0 68 F No problems at all for 11 days. Then red and warm at injection site and slight headache. Nothing major just delayed.

965615 01/17/2021 01/22/2021 CA 32.0 32 F I have got skin redness and rash on my neck and chest on top of other expected symptoms.

965616 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 KY 31.0 31 M Pounding persistent headache, severe fatigue and body aches, amplified pain such as having back pain or intense heart burn. Difficult to even move around. Some nausea, did not eat all for 24 hours.

965617 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CA 44.0 44 M Body aches, stomach aches, diarrhea.

965618 12/31/2020 01/22/2021 ID 54.0 54 F 15 minutes after injection, felt hot ears, itching throughout body and scalp.  No SOB.  Took 50 mg diphenhydramine 40 min post vaccine.  Symptoms subsided over next 4 hours.

965619 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 63.0 63 M At the end of patient's monitoring after the covid-19 vaccine, patient said he felt like his heart rate was fast subjective feeling.  Medical provider and nurse assessed patient.  Patient had normal heart rate 60-64 rate, regular rate and rhythm on exam, normal sao2 94-95%,  elevated blood pressure 153/103,  174/92,  160/109,  153/93,  170/86.

965620 01/22/2021 FL 47.0 F 10 post injection I developed extreme itching/hives at injection site.

965621 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 GA 80.0 80 F Received Moderna shot at 2PM on January 12,2021.  On January 21 around 10AM my upper left arm was itching.  upon further investigation of the area I noticed a good size red oval patch on my upper left arm located approximately 1 inch above the site of my Moderna injection site.  It was slightly itchy and was hot to the touch.  I had no fever and felt perfectly fine.  The area was not sore.  I applied an anti-itch cream and placed an inquiry with my personal doctor.  His office sent a response this morning advising me to notify the provider.  There was no information on my COVID-19 Vaccination Record Card of who to notify and I could not get through to them on their phone which is constantly busy with people calling for appointments.  I did see info saying to report adverse reactions on line at vaers.hhs.gov which is what I am doing.  My concern is whether or not I should get the second shot.

965622 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NH 54.0 54 F fever as high as 101.5, chills, severe headache, exhausted, started 6 pm and lasted through the night. fever broke in am but headache continued through the day after along with exhaustion.

965623 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 FL 68.0 68 M Patient received the dose and sat down for 15 minutes. After 15 minutes he got up and looked to buy something on one of the aisle when he fell down, he was on his knees. The pharmacist got out there set him on a chair, looked for any injuries and asked him if his breathing was ok. He said everything was fine, and that he just tripped over his flip-flops. The other pharmacist called 911 while I stayed with the patient. He was fully aware of what was happening and he didn't present any signs of an allergic reaction. EMT showed up after 5 minutes and talked to him for 2 minutes, and told him he was ok to leave.

965625 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 CA 40.0 40 F On 1/21/21, 2"X2" red area noted on left arm,  below the vaccination site. It is warm and itchy. No pain, good ROM to left arm.  Apply ice and took acetaminophen.

965626 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 TX 63.0 63 F dizziness, lightheaded, panic attack; seen & cleared by EMS. B/P-184/98, P-79; repeat B/P-165/94 and client took own anxiety medication, Klonopin as directed by EMS.

965627 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 TX 50.0 50 F I woke up this morning with a fever of 100.8, the fever has since away. I have had body aches, headache.  and coughing spells. I  have been taking over the counter Delsym to control the coughing.

965628 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 KS 41.0 41 F Body aches, fatigue, headache, low back pain, low grade fever, nausea, severe left arm pain, cough, runny nose

965629 01/10/2021 01/22/2021 FL 91.0 91 F 1/10/21 Moderna received, 1/21/21 pt.'s arm started itching/redness

965631 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NV 24.0 24 F headache, fatigue, body aches, chills on and off on 1/21/21 starting around 2:30pm.  Headache, fatigue, body aches, chills consistently on 1/22/21 starting at 3:00am-current.  Did not seek treatment or take medications.

965634 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 WY 87.0 87 F 1840 NSG staff notified that resident had fallen and was unable to get up. Upon arrival to resident, resident was lying on her right side outside of her room. Resident was severely diaphoretic and unable to state what had occurred. Resident had a blue tinge to her lips, wheezing bilaterally, equal strength bilaterally and very weak. BP 143/74, HR 66, 02 80%, temperature unable to read temporally due to diaphoresis. respirations equal and labored at 22 breaths per minute. EMS called. RN and CNA staff stayed with resident while waiting for arrival of EMS. During this time, son called resident's phone and he was updated of the situation. Upon EMS arrival at 1700, resident was regaining orientation and was no longer diaphoretic. EMS bs was 143. 02 placed on resident by EMS with 12 lead to be done on transport. EMS left with resident at approximately 1907. SJH ED called and given report to RN. DON notified.Y Y 7

965635 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IA 38.0 38 F All over red skin and burning sensation, tachycardia to 165 bpm and near syncope.  Next day fever, body aches, chills and headache.

965636 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 SC 37.0 37 M Severe injection site swelling 4 hours after until 21-Jan 15:00 Severe body aches and overall malaise 19-Jan 12:00 until 21-Jan 22:00 Migraine headaches 20-Jan until 22-Jan

965639 12/29/2020 01/22/2021 MA 28.0 28 F day 7 after vaccine (1/5/20), about 6p in the evening, site of injection became sore again. mild redness and hard, kind of indurated (2x2 inches in area). little bit swollen, raised. no systemic issues, all localized to site. i applied heat and took zyrtec -- mostly resolved the next morning. totally resolved 2 days later.

965640 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Fever, sight pain

965643 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 TX 50.0 50 F ELEVATED HEART RATE - NORM 60-75 BPM, WENT UP TO 115 - 120 BPM AND STAYED THERE FOR ABOUT 5 - 6 HOURS; SWELLING OF FACE, LIPS

965644 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 TX 30.0 30 M body aches, low grade fever, slight headache and slight dizziness

965645 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 CA 43.0 43 F after a week a red raised and elevated bump showed up around the injection site, was also itchy

965646 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 OH 43.0 43 F next day woke up with severe body aches, chills, headache, low-grade fever

965647 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 VA 61.0 61 F After I received my shot I was waiting  the required 15 minutes when my throat became scratchy, thinking nothing about I left and while driving I notice I was having trouble swallowing and my mouth was dry. However, I could breathe easily so I just remained to relax and slowly swallowing my salia over and over again. Once home took a benedryl and was able to drink water without any problems. My throat is still somewhat scratchy after 2 hours.

965648 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 TN 27.0 27 M Patient was at his residence. self reported sore arm muscle from injection. was in hot tub, unknown amount of time. got out to check his temperature and fell and hit head on floor. unknown amount of time unresponsive. witnessed seizure activity/ severe muscle cramping post fall en route to ED and also in ED. Possible diagnosis: new onset seizures, rule out rhabdomylosis

965649 01/17/2021 01/22/2021 NY 85.0 85 F Evening of injection, tongue started bothering her with little bumps.  Lower inside lower lip had bumps on it.  Took Benadryl.  During the week Wednesday, left eyelid was swollen, and then before going to bed both were swollen.  Seem to have gotten better.  Went to the doctor and advised to not take the 2nd vaccine.  Has had light headedness and dizziness since the day after the vaccine, still having some symptoms.

965650 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 FL 65.0 65 F Rednees pain and swelling at the injection site, 10 days after the shot.

965651 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 VA 39.0 39 F (Moderna) adverse reaction: 100 x 75cm raised rash around injection sight(Rt) burning then numbness, tingling  in right arm.  treatment: ice sight, prednisone, zyrtec

965654 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NY 65.0 65 F I experienced  flulike symptoms, chills, body aches about 12 hours after vaccine was given to me.  I took some pain reliever and felt better about 24 hours after vaccine was administered. I did not go a doctor, as I felt much better the next day. This was at home and not at the facility.

965655 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 OH 50.0 50 F Day 8-red, raised, sore , hot, itchy 3in x3in bump at injection site. Ringing in left ear, extreme dizziness, headache, diarrhea, nausea and vomiting. Swollen tongue. Today is day  14- faded outline of big red area on arm, ringing in ears, dizziness and nausea, headaches.

965656 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CA 54.0 54 M Fever, Chills

965658 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NC 0.33 0 F Patient presented to Ed with rhythmic movements concerning for seizure. Seizure was witnessed by providers. Given versed, fosphenytoin. Lumbar puncture done and started on antibiotics. Placed on EEG. 0.4 Y

965665 12/27/2020 01/22/2021 WA 38.0 38 M Itchy red warm rash and swelling, noted just over a week after immunization at site of shot. Lasted 3 days. Improved with antihistamines.

965666 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  pain at injection site and surrounding area approx 15 hrs after injection (lasted 48 hrs) low grade fever approx 24 hrs after injection (lasted 24 hrs) body aches approx 24 hrs after injection (lasted 24 hrs) swollen lymph nodes in armpit on injection side approx 36 hrs after injection

965667 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 31.0 31 F 7 days post first dose, injection site is inflamed, red and hot to the touch, radiating out from the injection site. Other symptoms are: headache, fatigue, nausea and 'feeling hot'. No fever at this time.

965668 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 VA 52.0 52 F Rash at injection site 1 week after shot.

965670 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NH 60.0 60 F Pain in injection site. Headache Chills Low grade temp 99.8 Overall tiredness

965671 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 SD 50.0 50 F Fever, Chills, headache >36 hours, neck pain, bone/joint pain, back pain, nausea, lack of appetite.

965674 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Fever, body aches, headache

965675 01/17/2021 01/22/2021 61.0 61 F left arm and shoulder paresthesia

965676 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 TX 30.0 30 M body aches, low grade fever, dizziness and slight headache.

965678 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 MO 33.0 33 F patient reports severe swelling at injection site

965679 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 NV 34.0 34 F Dizziness and tingling.  Vitals; 08:08 am: BP=149/108, O2 SAT RA= 98%, HR= 87; 08:15 am: BP=158/90, O2 SAT RA= 98%, HR= 89; 08:22 am BP=158/79, O2 SAT RA= 96%, HR= 88

965681 01/10/2021 01/22/2021 NY 55.0 55 F on day 12 after receiving round one of vaccine, I woke to find injection site very swollen, very red and hot to the touch. It also had a burning sensation and was itchy.  I monitored it throughout the day and took a anti-histamine later that evening. The following day the redness had spread further down the arm but overall less hot to the touch and no longer burning or itchy.

965682 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 35.0 35 F The patient was monitored for 15 minutes post vaccination with no issues. However on the drive home, she noticed some numbness of her right face as well as drooping on her eyelids. The patient came back to the hospital where she received her vaccine and checked into the ED. Physician's differential included Bell's Palsy vs CVA/TIA. The patient was discharged with prednisone 20mg daily for 7 days.Y 1

965683 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 WA 67.0 67 F lump on side of whole left side of face, face was swollen and hot  Parotiditis

965684 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 UT 40.0 40 F site became red/itchy/swollen/indurated. Symptoms progressed with ibuprofen, cold pack. PCP gave rx for oral steroids and antibiotic course.

965686 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 29.0 29 F Intially pain at site, muscle aches, fatigue, headache, chills; but a week later a rash that is spreading outward from the injection site.

965688 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Body aches, chills, mild headache

965689 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 GA 71.0 71 F Brief pain at injection site, tingling a bit later. Very sore arm the next day and for four days, now eight days later it is warm, hard and itchy.  It is not getting better. I am very worried.

965690 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 PA 45.0 45 F First started with diarrhea then a fever of 101.4. The diarrhea stopped but there was uncontrollable chills/shivering. My fever went up to 103.9.

965691 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 WA 35.0 35 F A red round rash the size of a grapefruit below injection site.

965692 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 AK 68.0 68 F red and sore right arm with a burning sensation also feels firm as swollen. I have neuropathy in my right side thigh and it seems to hurt constantly now.

965693 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 NY 67.0 67 F large red spot covering vaccination area, muscle pain in whole arm. 10 days post vaccination.

965694 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 PA 55.0 55 M Absolutely zero events until day 8. Injection site was itchy, and red. Then noticed the size about a tennis ball in diameter red, and hard. Pushing on that area you could tell it was much harder than areas around it. I am using benadryl cream. First day reporting. Hope it clears up.

965695 12/23/2020 01/22/2021 SD 33.0 33 M first dose: 12/23/2020 - generalized body ache, headache, low grade fever, chills for 3 days until 12/26/2020 2nd dose: 01/20/2020 - low grade fever and chills

965697 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 59.0 58 F Large reddened and warm/hot to touch area the covid vaccine injection site. Soft ball size.

965699 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 CA 65.0 65 F New onset cough, fatigue, headache lasted over a week so far.  Injection site soreness was expected; would not have reported except for severity of other symptoms.

965700 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 KS 62.0 62 F 3-4cm Wheal formation (raised, warm erythema) x 14 days

965701 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 CO 63.0 63 M Event:  Horrific night sweats Time:  Each of 5 nights after first vaccination, each event was less severe than prior event Description:  Awoke at night after injection (12-14 hours after injection) totally drenched in sweat and needed to towel off to get rid of sweat.  No other symptoms except for mildly sore arm.  Had only one episode.  During the next 5 nights had similar events, but each was less severe than the previous event. I have had occasional mild night sweats associated with Zoloft in the past, but these in association with the vaccine were orders of magnitude  more severe

965702 12/23/2020 01/22/2021 SD 29.0 29 M ?Moderna COVID-19 vaccine EUA?  Sore Muscle

965705 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 MO 45.0 45 F patient reports severe swelling at injection site

965708 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 KS 45.0 45 F Fever, body aches, fatigue,   No meds taken

965709 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 NV 34.0 34 F Dizziness and tingling.  0808 am: BP=149/108, O2 SAT RA= 98%, 0815 am: HR= 87; BP=158/90, O2 SAT RA= 98%, HR= 89; BP=149/108, O2 SAT RA= 98%, HR= 87; 0822 am: BP=158/79, O2 SAT RA= 96%, HR= 88

965710 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 OH 53.0 53 F Individual felt numbness in her lips and around mouth approximately 10 minutes after injection. She did not alert any medical/ public health personnel and stayed in the monitoring area for 30 minutes. She states the symptoms subsided and thought she was just "anxious". Later in the afternoon, individual felt like she had a "bad case of the flu", nausea and fatigue-symptoms resolved the next day.

965712 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 MI 64.0 64 F Fever and chills, entire upper left arm was red and hot with a large welt around the injection area

965713 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 WI 59.0 58 F Has large warm/hot to touch redden area around the covid vaccine site.

965715 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 FL 57.0 57 F viral cardiomyopathy, myopericarditis, weakness, chest pains Y Y 3

965717 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 IL 30.0 30 F At injection side, large red circular patch. The site itches and is inflamed. Inflammation is bad enough you can see the difference between the right and left arm.

965718 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Constant intense itching to palms hands and feet. Red spots to palms of hands. Red rash to upper left back near shoulder, scattered red, itchy bumps to body. This was in addition to expected side effects of fever over 101, weakness, dizziness, nausea, chills,  and redness, swelling, pain. and heat to left arm above the elbow.

965722 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 UT 35.0 35 F Severe difficulty breathing and a tight throat

965723 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 VA 26.0 26 F Started having slight soreness in the vaccinated armpit/lymph nodes region about 48 hours ago. Has slowly gotten a bit worse over time. No visible swelling, only pain. Taking Advil to alleviate symptoms; no other issues.

965724 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 MA 29.0 29 F Anaphylaxis treated at Tufts Medical Center -Full body hives on 1/21- treated w Benadryl, Claritin, Famotidine  -1/22 woke up with lip swelling, throat itching, lip tingling- came to ER on this date for evaluation, given epinephrine IM, Benadryl IV, fluids IV, prednisone PO

965727 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 MO 45.0 45 F severe swelling at injection site

965728 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MS 57.0 57 M Pt has red itchy and burning skin with peeling on abdomen and back. Stated headache, joint pain, and fatigue.

965729 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Bruise at injection site immediately,  fatigue and  muscle aches on 1/21/2021.  - resolved as of 1/22/2021  slight blotchy/redness 1 inch below injection site starting on 1/21  redness grew to 3 inch diameter circle on 1/22- warm to the touch, not itchy

965732 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Soreness, swelling, red rash in upper left arm where vaccine was administered

965733 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 WV 57.0 57 F Redness swelling, extremely hot,  Dr put on Bactrim 800 mg 2 xd daily and Zyrtec started these mess on 01/22/2021.If not cleared up in 7 days to come back.

965735 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 SD 41.0 41 F Covid-19 Vaccine EUA; Severe pain and swelling of the injection sight and entire arm. Could barely walk the next morning as all extremities felt heavy and very weak. Required assistance from bathroom due to not being able to stand due to weakness and pain. Nausea present as well as dizziness. No fever but was very sweaty. Very fatigued. Took Motrin every 6 hours to help with pain. Second day after vaccination- left arm is still sore with swelling extending down into hand. Large bump at injection site as well as slight redness. Fatigue is still present. Still taking ibuprofen every 6 hours.

965740 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 IA 40.0 40 F I had arm soreness initially following the shot. Now 11 days post vaccine, I continue to have left bicep soreness and I have developed intermittent benign muscle fasciculations when my arm is at rest.

965742 01/22/2021 CO 55.0 F After about 24 hours of receiving the 2nd dose, I had a terrible headache, muscle aches, extreme fatigue.

965743 12/26/2020 01/22/2021 TX 44.0 44 F Within 24-72 hours after my vaccine, I had soreness to the injection site. The headaches are not related to the Moderna injection.

965745 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 TN 20.0 20 M Rash all over chest, torso, neck, face From 1:00 pm on 1-15-21 and woke up at 8:00 am on 1-16-21 and rash was gone.  Took tylenol and benedryl before bed on 1-15-21

965746 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 35.0 35 F 1 week after, the injection site is now hot to the touch, bright reddish/dark reddish, itchy,  and achy/still some residual soreness in the area. I hadn?t noticed it all week besides for the immediate 1-2 days post injection so it is odd that it just started happening today and the only location on my body is at the injection site.

965747 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 VA 87.0 86 F The day after injection I noticed a small red spot at injection site (01/12/21). On 01/22/21 around 9:00 am, I noticed a red area about 2 x 5 inches in size on the arm of the injection site (left).  It is slightly warm to the touch.  I called my doctor's office on 01/22/21, and they recommened putting a warm compress on it.

965749 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 35.0 35 F aggressive itching, redness, soreness and swelling on the site of the injection.  Also, very warm.

965750 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 VA 29.0 29 F Tightening in chest, rapid heartbeat, tightening in throat, hives at injection site

965752 01/17/2021 01/22/2021 39.0 39 F tachycardia, palpitations, tingling, scratchy throat

965753 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 23.0 23 F Acute Angioedema.  Treated with multiple rounds of epinephrine, solumedrol, diphenhydramine, famotidine.  Admitted to the ICU for continued monitoring and treatment.  ICU time 42 hours. Y Y 2

965755 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 WA 50.0 50 F Patient called the pharmacy to inform us of her side effects. She stated that after the vaccine she had the regular sore arm, muscle aches and pain, swelling and redness at injection site, diarrhea and headache (72 hours). The swelling at injection site didn't go down until day 6.  On day 7 it came back worse than it started and the patient went into her doctor and they decided it may be a delayed reaction response. At last time of contact patient was going into doctor office again thinking she may need to start antibiotics as it may be cellulitis. The injection site was very far back on the deltoid and MD thinks it may have gone into the soft tissue instead of the muscle.

965757 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 AK 47.0 47 M 01/18/2021-Patient became short of breath with c/o throat tightness and difficulty speaking 30min post vaccine. Given  epi 0.3mg subcutaneous,  Benadryl 50mg by mouth, placed on cardiac monitor for 4 hours with mild tachycardia post epi. Solu medrol 125mg given IV.  Sent home and then returned 38 hours later with c/o epigastric pain, nausea, vomiting and weakness.  Sent to Medical CenterY 4

965759 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 TX 70.0 70 M pt stated the day of the injection he started having pain in neck, knees, ankles, and shoulders.  Pt stated he started having joint pain and bronchial tube pain along w/ headache and slight fever and then congestion started that lasted through the night and next day.  Pt contacted PCP which told him to go the ER if symptoms did not subside.

965761 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 40.0 40 M 4 inch rash at injection site.  does not hurt or itch.  I noticed it on the 8th day after vaccination date.

965763 12/23/2020 01/22/2021 NE 40.0 40 F Developed persistent wet productive cough, Lung sounds crackles in LLL

965764 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CT 77.0 77 F chills, fever (more than 24 hours, 100.5-101.5F, ) body pain, weakness, fast pulse Feel very sick. No treatment.

965766 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 CO 29.0 29 F Directly after receiving the dose, began to sweat significantly. This subsided for a couple of hours. As the day went on, I began to experience a headache with sever fatigue. Later in the evening, began to have significant body aches, chills, nausea and what felt like a fever. Body hurt so much that it made it difficult to sleep. By next morning, all symptoms had subsided; however, felt weak and tired.

965767 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Cellulitis. Tx with Cephalexin 500mg QID x 7d beginning 1/20/21

965768 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 IA 28.0 28 F I got the vaccine on 1/15/2021 felt fine afterwards. A little sore arm Saturday morning but nothing too crazy. Starting 1/21 the site started to itch, & kept getting worse. I noticed morning of 1/22 it was welted, all red, bumpy & warm to touch. I notified the lady who gave it to me & she said I could be having an Immune reaction to it. Advised to take an allergy pill. Ended up around 1130a taking 1 Zyrtec. Welting went down, now its almost like a spotty rash, still warm to touch.

965769 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 FL 78.0 78 M Patient is extremely comprised due to a kidney transplant 7.5 years ago. The first day patient just had a sore arm. The next the day the 14th had chills, shaking then to bone pain and muscle pain and headache over a period about 4 or 5 days. Then patient started with very bad diarrhea, it was uncontrolled multiple times a day, about 3 days, he was getting dehydrated and muscle weakness. Patient went to the hospital 1/20/2021 and was admitted and the doctors are still trying to determine the cause of the diarrhea.   Patient is extremely dehydrated and is still has the diarrhea. Patient is right now is hallucinating due to being so dehydrated. A stool culture has been preformed.Y 3

965770 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 NY 62.0 62 F Raised red area below injecton site approx size 4x3 warm to touch,puritis

965775 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 OR 42.0 42 F 1 week after injection developed 3"x2" red raised and itchy hive at injection site

965778 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 FL 47.0 47 F 1 week after receiving the vaccine, i developed redness, hot to the touch, and swelling at the vaccine site

965779 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Redness at injection site lasted 7 days until 1/19/21 resolved,  then appeared red again on 1/21/21, after scratching the site.  Took over the counter antihistamine and iced site to reduce swelling.

965781 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 MO 52.0 52 F patient reports severe swelling at injection site

965784 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 KS 45.0 45 F Fever Headache fatigue started 1/15/2021 at 7:30am

965785 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 CO 49.0 49 F Only sore arm initially.  1/16/21 she developed redness heat and swelling at site. no fever. treated with ice  and ibuprofen. she takes zyrtec daily for allergies. condition improved by time of evaluation 1/22/2021- fading redness, no heat

965788 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 MN 22.0 22 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA I had gotten the these three red, circle marks on my left arm, below and diagonal from the injection site on Wednesday, 01/20/2021. On the 21st I noticed these three red circles grew to where they merged into one large spot. I drew a pen line around the spot to monitor the growth. Today, 22nd, I noticed it grew past the pen line. I have drawn another pen line around the new growth and will continue to supervise it. No itching, pain. A little heat from it.

965789 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 OR 30.0 30 M Hot flashes, itching/tickling sensation in throat, coughing, facial flushing.   Resolved within minutes.   Throat tickle returned a few hours later.

965791 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CO 41.0 41 F Malaise, severe generalized body aches especially around knees hips, jaw,ankles,  headache, nausea, chills, fever up to 101.4. Severe heartburn.  Taking dayquil 30 ml q4 hrs with 2 ibuprofen tablets q6 hrs with famotadine in AM.

965792 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 IL 44.0 44 F Blotchy skin, cold and clammy, fatigue, vomiting.

965793 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 NY 38.0 38 F Soreness in arm for 4 days following the injection (beginning within a few hours of the injection), headache for one day, fatigue for four days (through the present), brain fogginess, and starting three days after, hives and throat tightness. Still going on.

965796 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 37.0 37 F itchy scalp, back, neck; palpitations; lightheaded

965798 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 OH 84.0 84 F throat felt funny, she said it felt strange to swallow and that her head felt funny. Administered 25mg Benadryl and gave patient water.

965799 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 67.0 67 F I woke up today, 1/22/2021, with an extremely itchy left arm. I also woke up 1 hour after the alarm went off, and was still lethargic. The source of the itch is a 1.5" rash just below the vaccination site on my left arm.  The rash appears over a hard or swollen bump that is the same size as the rash.   I may also have a rash on my left neck because it itches, but I can't see or feel it.

965801 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 FL 62.0 62 M 1/14 vaccine, code blue in hospital 1/15, discharged 1/20 Y 5
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965803 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 IL 81.0 81 F the night of vaccine Started feeling bad all over about 7 pm aching and chills all over. went to bed early because i felt so bad a little nauseous. about an hr later i got up and threw  up. i took 1 tsp of pepto, before i threw up and after.  I only weight 89 pounds so i feel like it affected me differently.  the next day (today) had nausea when i woke up but am starting to feel a little better. able to keep down a little yogart.

965805 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 TX 73.0 73 M soreness more than normal and a slight rash about 2 inches in diameter

965806 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Two areas of Redness, Swellling and slight heat but no pain or itching. One of 1/2" on injection site and another of 1 1/2" @ 2" below. No systemic symptoms

965809 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 IL 59.0 59 F patient reports being ill and having an arm reaction

965810 01/10/2021 01/22/2021 PA 56.0 56 F received vaccination on 1/10/21 on 1/11/21 developed bright red rash with swelling and arm soreness.  All symptoms started to go away on 1/13/21.  On 1/16/21 injection site on left arm became very itchy and bright red rash appeared again.  Site was swollen and arm pain was worse than first time.  Not debilitating but my shoulder and elbow were sore this time.  On 1/22 rash is not as red but still there.  Arm soreness is still there also

965811 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 MD 44.0 44 F initial red swelling around injection site, about 2" diameter . Went away in about 5 days return about a week later. Warm to the touch but no longer raised

965812 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MN 86.0 86 F Tenant developed nausea/vomiting in the middle of the night after vaccination. The next day she continued with GI upset, fever, and body aches. Toward the afternoon with Tylenol she appeared to be feeling better. At around 6pm she had sudden onset shortness of breath and respiratory distress. Nebulizer was given without improvement, O2 sats were in the 70's and 80's. Tenant was transported to the hospital via ambulanceY

965813 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Itching since the vaccination day and rash appeared 9 days after the vaccine (1/21/2021) and getting bigger.

965814 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 NV 55.0 55 F Rash at vaccination site appeared on 01/18/21

965815 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Repeated Headaches treated with tylenol. Began 4 days post shot and continues.   Shortness of breath (not explained by other activity) upon waking each morning. Also began 4 days post injection.  Use of albuterol inhaler provides little relief. Symptom comes and goes

965816 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 CT 50.0 50 F Beginning the evening of the 8th day after receiving the vaccine my arm began to feel sore and tender in the area of the injection. Upon waking on the 9th day after the vaccination, the arm was red, warm, tender to touch, sore and itchy in a roundish area at the injection site. This has now continued for two days without resolving.

965817 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 PA 28.0 28 F Lightheadiness, facial flushing, heaviness of head, tired.

965819 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 WA 39.0 39 F Red solid rash around injection site that is growing over time. Current size 4.5inches x 5.5inches. Itchy, swollen, hot skin. Headache lasting from 1/13 to present time. Urgent care appintment on 1/21 prescribed 50mg benadryl and triamcinolone acetonide 0.1% ointment  twice daily. Follow up appointment 1/23 by 3pm.

965822 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 TX 48.0 48 F . On Friday 1/8/21, Pt was vaccinated with Moderna first dose in the left deltoid muscle.  No immediate issues/complications. Beginning Tuesday 1/19/21 (eleven days post-vaccine), she reports noticing itching in the injection site; no rash or other symptoms (e.g. temperature elevation, shortness of breath, wheezing, swelling, hives). Today 1/20/21 her arm has a noticeable ?rash? type reaction. She reports continued itching but no particular pain or tenderness. No visible pustules but the area is reddened and very slightly warm but not ?hot-to-touch?.  At about 4:15 pm, the affected area measured approximately 2 ¼ inches (5.5 cm) wide by 2 ½ inches (6.5 cm) long.   1/21/20, Pt reported taking oral diphenhydramine overnight /1/20/21) with reduced itching/swelling but again today notes return of redness, swelling and warm to touch. Pt reports about 3 years ago having a "tetanus" booster ? had a reaction of the entire upper arm with swelling, redness and hot-to touch.  No reported anaphylaxis. Based on consultation with the regional medical director, and the Infectious Disease Specialist, they will defer providing the second dose of Moderna.  Pt has been referred to her private health care provider with a recommendation to consider referral to an infectious disease practitioner for any future COVID-19 vaccine administration.

965823 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 WA 50.0 50 F Patient called the pharmacy to report adverse events a week after it started. She stated the normal possible listed side effects of diarrhea/headache for 72 hours but said he redness, swelling tender at the injection site seemed pretty extreme and lasted 6 days.  On day 7 it actually came back worse than the first time so she went into her doctors office. Her doctor was thinking that she was having a delayed reaction response and they marked the area and was told to come back if it got any worse.  Last note I heard from the patient is that it did get worse and she was going back in to possibly get antibiotics. The doctor was thinking possible cellulitis due to the injection site.  The injection site was very far back on the deltoid and the MD stated she thought the vaccine was in the soft tissue vs being in the muscle.

965825 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 NY 39.0 39 M ON 01/18/2021, 6 DAYS AFTER INJECTION ON 01/12/2021, I BEGAN TO DEVELOPE AN ITCHY, RED RASH AROUND THE INJECTION SITE ON MY LEFT ARM.  AS OF THIS DAY IT CONTINUES TO GAIN IN SIZE, ALTHOUGH BECOMING LESS RED IN COLOR TOWARDS THE CENTER.  AS OF THIS DATE, IT MEASURES APPROX. 5" L X 3"W.   DOCTORS PRESCRIBED Z-PACK IN CASE OF INFECTION, PREDNISONE, DESOXIMETASONE USP CREAM, AND BENADRYL REGIMENT.

965828 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 KS 61.0 61 F Pt reported previous adverse reaction to an antibiotic that she recalls giving her hives.  Due to this we observed her for 30 minutes following administration of vaccine.  About 25 minutes into her observation period she began developing hives on her forearms and wasn't feeling her normal self.  She denied any respiratory symptoms but was continuously clearing her throat and when asked if she normally did that, she stated that she did not.  Decision was made to take vital signs and administer 50mg of IM Diphenhydramine.  She was agreeable to this plan .  After administering Diphenhydramine, we continued to monitor her vitals and had her stay another 45 minutes for observation.  Hives resolved and vital signs remained within normal limits.  Patient was education on allergic  reactions and she to seek medical care.  Patient verbalized understanding and felt  back to her normal self.

965833 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 KS 55.0 55 F Foggy eye site, Migraine.  patient took Tylenol Ibuprofen and Advil Cold/Sinus

965834 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 SC 53.0 53 M Approximately 1-2 hours after the dose, I developed a hoarse voice without sore throat, and a painful lump at the injection site.   Beginning approximately 6 hours after the dose, I developed headache, fatigue, myalgias, abdominal pain, nausea, anorexia, orchialgia,  fever, chills, sweats.   These symptoms lasted approximately 36 hours.

965835 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 FL 42.0 42 F Vaccine 1/4 Left arm, ED visit 1/5 due to dizziness, light headed, chills, HA, fever went up to 102.0, almost passed out; oxygen given, HR rate went up to 230, started to have convulsions, o2 sats down, RR 70, given ativan for convulsions; Follow up with Care Spot 1/; MMI 1/13

965838 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 72.0 72 M Chills- 15 hours Headache- 15 hours- Tylenol  Muscle aches- 24 hours Sweats after chills- 4 hours

965841 01/01/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 40.0 40 F N/A

965842 12/31/2020 01/22/2021 CT 43.0 43 M Patient received a dose of COVID vaccine MODERNA on 12/31/20 at Medical Center facility.  9 days later on 1/8/2021 patient received a dose of COVID vaccine.  At that time, patient did not disclose he had a previous dose of COVID vaccine. at another facility.  Pt received on 1/8/21 Lot # EL0142  Intramuscular in Left deltoid.

965844 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 60.0 60 M TEMP 99.1F , BODY ACHES, HOT FLASHES, CHILLS

965845 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Slight dizziness and feeling little weak in both the arms/hands within 5min of injection and lasted about 5min

965846 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 VA 90.0 90 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Itchy red rash on upper arm below injection site, appearing 7 days after injection. Now day 11, it contunes to spread.

965847 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 UT 26.0 26 F 1 week after receiving the dose, I had a reaction near the injection site on my right shoulder.  There is redness, swelling, itchiness, and it is warm to the touch.

965848 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CA 75.0 75 M Patient contacted our team at 1709. Patient had covid vaccine at 1630 (Moderna lot# 025J20-2A) and complained he had elevated heart rate since the vaccine.  Patient states has history of AFib, high blood pressure and takes multiple meds. 3-lead ekg placed on patient. Patient stated he was supposed to see MD today but didn't want to miss his vaccine. Patient has allergies to Iodine, Haldol. Home Medications: Lasix, Niacin, Xaralto, Oxybutyroin (BP), Coreg (BP), Zolpidem. Vitals @ 1710: BP 162/92, HR 84, RR 20, SP02 97 Vitals @ 1720: 160/113, HR 98, RR 20, SP02 97 Patient released home.

965850 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Two areas of redness, swelling and slight heat, one of 1/2" on the injection site and another @ 2" below of 1 1/2" diameter. No pain. No itching. No systemic symptoms

965851 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 OR 51.0 51 F 30 minutes after receiving injection, developed swollen, itchy eyes. Swelling still present but reduced as of 01/22/2021. OTC antihistamines helping.

965852 01/01/2021 01/22/2021 WA 79.0 79 F All joints sore and swelling,   nausea,  tired, headaches.

965853 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 MN 82.0 82 F Called at 8 am this morning to inform me of a reaction to her COVID vaccine. She received the vaccine on Tuesday, 1/19/21. The next day she noted the back of her tongue on the R side was swollen. On Thurs, 1/21/21, she reports she woke up with the back of her tongue swollen on both sides such that she had some trouble speaking and needed to be very careful with chewing so she would not bite her tongue. She stated she also had drippy sinuses and an earache which then woke her up several times during the night last night. Today she reports the tongue swelling is only to the back R side of her tongue. She continues to have ear pain. She states she had not reported the symptoms to anyone before her call because she had not felt the symptoms were life-threatening. I asked her if she had taken any benedryl, and she stated the only medication she had taken was her analgesic herbal supplement. She states she has never had a vaccination reaction in the past. I advised her to call her PCP and be seen, which she was able to do. After she was seen, she called and stated while the clinician was looking at her tongue, it started to have shooting pains when she moved it to the right. The clinician stated her tongue and throat were not visibly swollen, noted no swollen lymph nodes, and noted no ear abnormalities.

965854 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 CA 81.0 81 U The first at 7am on 1/18/2021 and then today 1/19/2021 at 4am. Daughter says that per ppts husband, ppt woke up screaming in rage saying that she is going to die. Patient scratches herself, cried and sounds if she is in agony. The daughter wonders if it is a possible side effect from Covid vaccine ppt received on 1/13/2021. Per daughter, ppts husband would like to speak with Dr to discuss what has been going on and possible treatment needed. Patient states that she does not remember and states that she is going "crazy." Empirical escitalopram is added. Patient states that husband is reported to have positive COVID 19 test. Quarantine instruction is given.

965855 12/29/2020 01/22/2021 AZ 58.0 58 F 12/29/2020 - Moderna COVID 19 Vaccine #1 administered 1/7/2021 - Right ear pain, worsening over 7 days and not responsive to antibiotics 1/14/2021 - Right facial palsy; negative brain MRI w/w/o 1/21/2021 - Diagnosis of Ramsay Hunt syndrome by neurology

965861 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 CA 45.0 45 M Hard lump forming at injection site 8 days after vaccine.  Red rash forming that is itchy.   Rash currently at 2 inches circular.  Injection warm to touch.

965864 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CA 80.0 80 F Patient complained of swelling and felling hot.  ECG done; Afib Benadryl 25 mg po given at 1530.  BP 132/80 O2 sat 96% RR 15 HR 84 - 110 irregular Pt released home.

965865 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 KS 51.0 51 F Headache, body aches last for 1 day.

965867 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NM 31.0 31 F I woke up  at 0330 with chills and my injection site arm swollen and my lymph nodes under the same arm swollen. I can barley put my arm down.

965869 12/24/2020 01/22/2021 OH 37.0 37 F Fever to 102.9, rigors, joint pain, nausea lasting 24 hrs

965872 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 GA 68.0 68 M Started last night, been having sinus problems. Took NyQuil. Had upset stomach.

965873 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 TX 80.0 80 F 5 cm redness and itching to the injection site.

965874 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 68.0 68 F Slight redness x 2 days after vaccination, then fully resolved.  Today on 1/22/21 (8 days after vaccination) I have a reddened, raised area around the site of the shot.  Not painful.  I just noticed this today so it has not yet resolved.

965875 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 TN 41.0 41 M Cold chills  along with a fever of 102.8. Severe headaches and body aches.  Immediately started hydrating with water  and Gatorade. Took tylenol for headaches and body aches.  This lasted 2 full days intense and eased on the 3rd day.

965877 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CA 78.0 78 M Patient had tingling in lips and fingers.  Benadryl 25 mg po given at 1021.   1021: BP 144/74 HR 58 RR 12 O2 sat 100%  1038: BP 144/68 HR 58 RR 15 O2 sat 99%  Pt released home.

965878 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 DE 50.0 50 F unknown Y 1

965879 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 CA 34.0 34 F 0931 patient received vaccination within 60 second she verbalized  sensation to the right side  body; chest itchy, felt throat closing Ice pack provided 1950 pt states throat feels better, not as constricted ; hot under mask area only;  denied itching  1000 patient reports the feels "perfectly normal" ER precautions provided for follow-up if symptoms return

965880 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Redness around injection site, hot to touch, swollen, and itchiness.

965882 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 CT 63.0 63 F Felt burning right after vaccination was administered, 7 days later area started itching, and a larger size round area of  induration and with erythema

965883 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 CA 49.0 49 F A  red , 3 inch circumstance around site of injection, itching and hot.

965884 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 OH 36.0 36 F Delayed redness of the injection site with slight swelling and itching, warm to touch

965885 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 MO 47.0 47 F patient reported being ill after receiving vaccination

965888 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Around the hour of 1:42 pm, complained of lightheaded and tingling in her right arm. On assessment, oriented; no sign of respiratory distress was noted. BP 145/97, O2 sat 98%, Pulse 90. She gave a history of hypertension, taking blood pressure medication. She admitted her blood pressure reading runs high. The client was monitored closely. At 2:00, the client remains stable, BP 142/90, O2 sat 99%, Pulse 84. The client verbalized the lightheaded and tingling in her right arm has resolved. The client left the facility at 2:05 with no other complaint.

965889 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 FL 89.0 89 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  About 8-10 hours after my wife and I first noticed that my left (vaccinated) arm was sore. Within a few hours, my left hand began to tingle and my right leg felt stiff. I experienced a loss of balance that made walking difficult.  For the next 24 hours I became very fatigued. But two days after the vaccination, I have begun to regain my strength.

965891 12/29/2020 01/22/2021 CT 35.0 35 F I started getting what seemed like eczema on my right hip crease. Then a few days later, the left hip crease. And a week later between my breasts. the rash was and raised but about an inch or so.  It is itchy and burns a little.

965892 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 NV 24.0 24 M Dizziness lasting a few minutes.  Vitals; 12:42 pm: BP= 123/75, HR= 70, O2 sats RA= 97%. Temp= 36.3 C, RR=18; 13:13 pm: BP= 135/81, HR= 63, O2 sats RA= 98%. Temp= 35.7 C, RR=18

965894 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 KS 27.0 27 F patient reports left arm itching/rash/raised area at injection site. Patient reports axillary lymph nodes swollen that started at 6am this morning 1/21/2021

965898 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 FL 69.0 69 F Rash  with itching to both arms and on right thigh.  Slight tingling on face/lower lip.  injection of methylprednisolone sod. in office.   Rx for prednisone 20 mg twice a day oral for 5 days.  Pepcid 20mg twice daily and Benadryl 25mg at bedtime for next 3-5 days or until Rash improves.

965899 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 MD 28.0 28 M Arm itchy and some redness and darker red spots

965902 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 IN 77.0 77 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA   Mild rash on both fore arms very itchy just using anti itch lotion which relives the itch temporally

965904 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 33.0 33 F localized erythema and swelling of right deltoid at injection site

965909 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 33.0 33 F erythema and swelling at injection site

965912 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 ND 20.0 20 F At about 7:00 p.m. on 1/21, I began to feel chills and feverish. I checked my temperature and it was at 99.8. By the time I went to bed around 11:00 p.m. my temperature was 100.6. When I woke up on 1/22 around 6:30 a.m., my temperature was 100.3. I blacked out as I was walking to the bathroom and feel very nauseous. Whenever I stand up for more than a few minutes, I feel like I am going to black out again.

965914 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 PA 38.0 38 F Acute abdominal pain= acute appendicitis Y 1

965917 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 33.0 33 F erythema and swelling of injection site

965920 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 NY 69.0 69 F hives at site of injection, appeared 8 days after injection - no treatment at this time per patient request

965921 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Client immediately got a metallic burning in her mouth.  Within two days she had thrush.  Her physician ordered a "Miracle wash" for her thrush.  It took about 2 weeks for that to disappear.  On 01/21/2021 she woke up with a horrible burning on her tongue.  She also developed a huge egg shaped rash at the injection site on 01/19/2021.

965924 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 PA 33.0 33 F Approximately 20 minutes after I received the Moderna vaccine, my body began to heat up and my tongue swelled and got heavy, I started to feel dizzy.  This lasted for approximately 3 minutes.

965927 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 KY 72.0 72 F Turned red after 6 days and burning

965930 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 58.0 58 M Headache and temperature nausea

965932 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 NV 59.0 59 M Dizziness.  Vitals: 12:42 pm: BP= 123/75, HR= 70, O2 sats RA= 97%. Temp= 36.3 C, RR=18; 13:13 pm: BP= 135/81, HR= 63, O2 sats RA= 98%. Temp= 35.7 C, RR=18

965933 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Injection site has turned into red hive-like bump, approximately 1.5-2 in. in diameter, and is incredibly itchy. There has been minor itchiness since time of injection (1/14/21, 2:30 pm), nothing major. Starting 1/21/21 approximatelt 5:30-6:00 pm, noticed the injection site is now large red bump and has remained there and itchy.

965934 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 AL 75.0 75 F After the shot, I went home and felt fine.  I did some housework (cleaning) for about thirty minutes, then sat to rest .  Shortly thereafter, I began feeling pain in my left arm.  The pain became more severe as the day progressed until it was very severe and movement of my arm was limited.  The pain progressed throughout the night and also moved into my shoulder.  I got very little sleep even after taking Tylenol and trying heat and  ice applications.  Now, on the third day I am still having pain and am unable to lift my arm or move it outward without severe pain.  I am definitely hindered in my movement and use of left arm.  This is disturbing as I am an artist and need both arms to do my work.

965935 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 PA 35.0 35 F During the day on 01/17/21 noticed slight itching at injection site. Later on in the day, approximately 5pm, noticed small red patch at injection site with raised bumps, very itchy. Took photographs to document and emailed chief medical officer. In the morning on 01/18/21 red patch continued to itch and became more circular in shape. Completed telehealth session and physician stated it may be a delayed immune response to the vaccine. Prescribed hydrocortisone cream and antibiotic and stated I should also take antihistamine. Same day relayed this to the CMO and immediate supervisor. As of today, 01/19/21 after taking Zyrtec & applying cream, no change in size, itching subdued.

965937 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MS 46.0 46 F Body aches, joint pain, low grade fever, fatigue

965942 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 PA 31.0 31 F I received the vaccine at approximately 10:45a, I then went next door to be monitored for 15 minutes. Within a few minutes, I began to feel dizzy and lightheaded. I waited out the 15 minutes and went back to my office. When I got into my office I still felt lightheaded and I informed my supervisor. I explained to him that I was going to try and eat something and drink some water and I would feel better. I went into my office and continued to work for the next hour. After that hour, I began to feel very dizzy and "out of it" as I almost didn't know where I was at. I went to speak to my supervisor and I sat down in his office where I almost fainted. He took me back to my office where I sat with another co-worker. Duri time, I continued to feel light headed, although it came in waves. My husband drove me home, I showered, ate something and was feeling better. Around 6:00p, I began to feel lightheaded again and began to experience body aches, hot and cold flashes that would come in waves. Saturday morning, I woke up feeling better, but around 10:00a I began to experience the same symptoms. I laid down for a few hours that would get up and attempt tasks around the house, then I would  ended up back in bed at 6:00p with the same symptoms again. I did meet virtually with a doctor and she explained to me to wait it out. On Monday, I met with my pcp and she informed me of the same, that these symptoms would eventually go away. Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, the only symptom that remained was the dizziness. At times, I still will feel dizzy for instance Saturday morning I woke up and felt pretty dizzy throughout the day.

965943 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 GA 41.0 41 F Shoulders , arm and neck pain , lymphadenopathy supra clavicular area.

965944 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 OR 56.0 56 F After 8 days developed hard, painful lump and rash at injection site.

965945 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 PA 30.0 30 M 1/20/21 at 5:00pm injection site (right arm) became swollen and tender. Pain moved down to elbow and into hand. Pain caused difficulty sleeping. Awoke 1/21/21 5:00am and noticed pain moved into right armpit. Through morning pain moved into right side of chest, around lymph node area of under-arm. Swelling and tenderness persisted. At 1:00pm on 1/21/21 pain had not subsided which prompted concern and evaluation at Emergency Room.  Ultrasound performed with no significant findings.   As of 1/22/21 at 8:11am swelling and some tenderness persist.

965946 11/14/2020 01/22/2021 WV 44.0 44 F LOCALIZED RED IRRATATED AREA AT INJECTION SITE THAT FLARED A WEEK POST INJECTION  - 24 HOURS AFTER HAVING HAD A TETANUS SHOT IN OTHER ARM.

965948 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 PA 43.0 43 F Started as two small welts, swollen, warm to touch, itchy. Throughout the day the welts increased in size and the itchiness increased. The welts started as the size of a quarter and is currently about 6 inches by 2 and is raised, still warm to touch and sore. The injection site also became red. Upper left arm is tender. Was advised to notify PCP and proceed with second dose, take Zyrtek 10 days prior to 2nd dose and continue to montior.

965949 12/29/2020 01/22/2021 WA 50.0 50 F severe induration and erythema lasting 3 weeks.  then at week 2 became infected and required treatment for cellulitis

965950 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 SD 51.0 51 F Patient reported that she was fine right after the shot; then on 1/21/2021 at 3:00am she work up with chills and body aches. Hour later she was nauseated and vomited. She reports that she had joint pain of all the joints of it being 6-7 took Tylenol 1000mg for this. She developed a low grade fever of 100 being the highest. Continued to have pain and chills thorough out the day-

965951 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 TN 67.0 67 F very superficial reddish  erythema like patches of one inch or more around ankle joint both sides medial & lateral   no other complaint at locally or other

965952 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 GA 67.0 67 F about 7 hours after injection, the site was sore and tingling. Throughput the evening, the tingling sensation progressed up the left side of my neck and my ear.  My ear felt similar s to Novacaine wearing off after a dental visit. During the night my throat got a similar sensation and created the need to try coughing it out. By 24 hours after the injection I was tired, with sore joints and muscle aches. By 36 hours I was still sleeping it off and at 48 hours I feel pretty well back to normal.

965953 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Cellulitis Injected on 11Jan2021 19Jan2021 1800 arm became red, hot, itchy and swollen 20Jan2021 Doctor looked at it and said it was cellulitis and put me on Keflex 3 times a day for 4 days

965955 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 OH 69.0 69 F 1-20-2021 at 9:00pm i started getting cold, woke up the next day entire body and head aching. as day progressed it got worse, i could barely move and i had a temperature of 100.9. felt as bad in one day as i did with covid. by 6:00 am the next day i was find except for pain where i got the shot.

965959 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Began feeling hot and cold/feverish with full body chills 11:30pm 1/21, continued to 1/22 hot and cold with chills.

965961 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 TN 81.0 81 F Left base of deltoid oblong circle 9cmX 6.5cm area of redness, sl swelling, warm.  no tenderness at this time. Onset 1/21/2021.  Today 1/22/21 slightly larger than yesterday - still denies pain.  Treated with ice pack TID and elevation of left arm.  Will continue to monitor

965963 01/15/2021 01/22/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Patient Started having fatigue the day of vaccination. Then the next day started running fever 100.9 @ 7pm took motrin 600mg . Fever broke during the middle of the night. Patient started having redness , itching, welps and swelling of the left arm(from the site to just above the elbow). This started on 1/18/21 and has continued until the present time but is starting to decrease.

965964 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 OR 56.0 56 F Does not have the lot number. The next day had soreness at the injection site, crescent shaped welt at the site about 3 inches long and 1 inch wide and a hard a lump that lasted for days.  Warmness lasted for at least 3-4 days. About the 3rd day it start to itch, I thought it started to go away. I felt like the lump went away. Today I noticed the crescent shape is still there, it feels warm again and the lump is back.

965965 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 WI 38.0 38 F Left arm has been sore since vaccine injection and got better until day 8 when the arm became sore and warm to touch. On day 10 a red rash appeared on the arm around the injection site

965968 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 MO 34.0 34 F patient reports being ill following vaccination

965969 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 PR 46.0 46 F Headache  Muscular Pain Nauseas Joint pain Congestion  Cough  Since the first day and still today

965972 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 OK 30.0 30 M Patient experienced red, raised, puritic rash on left wrist and lower forearm while waiting for the 15 minute observation period.

965973 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 CA 49.0 49 M Received injection on 1/12/21. On Sat 1/16/21,  woke up with hives  that got progressively worse throughout end of the day.  Sought treatment at Emergency Room and was treated with cortisone and Benadryl.

965974 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 SD 51.0 51 F Patient reported that she was fine right after the shot; then on 1/21/2021 at 3:00am she work up with chills and body aches. Hour later she was nauseated and vomited. She reports that she had joint pain of all the joints of it being 6-7 took Tylenol 1000mg for this. She developed a low grade fever of 100 being the highest. Continued to have pain and chills thorough out the day

965975 01/11/2021 01/22/2021 MA 44.0 44 F Received vaccine at PD on 1/11/21 in left upper arm. Noted bubble on surface of skin that evening,. Noted red patch at injection site on 1/19/21. Seen at Doctors on 1/20/21 with 5x5 Erythema  patch on left upper arm.  Itching at site, no pain. Some fatigue noted after injection. Advised observation and to report back any side effects or further adverse reactions.

965980 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 AR 38.0 38 M Fatigue Headache Nausea Chills Dizziness

965983 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 MD 49.0 49 F The injection was very painful it took along time for her to push. I assumed the vaccine was cold and about 2 hours later started having increasing pain which progressed over two days. I was unable to move my right shoulder. I got an MRI exam on12-30-2020. I went to the orthopedic surgeon, and he said the nurse had given me the injection too high on my shoulder and it traversed my rotator cuff.  (I believe it was the technique not anything related to the injection. I will be getting my second dose 01-25-2021.

965984 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 66.0 66 F n/a

965990 01/09/2021 01/22/2021 AL 75.0 75 F Developed a 10 mm local reaction at the injection site that was first pruritic ,  then warm and mildly tender increasing to the size of a tennis ball over 24 hours. At that point , subcutaneous reaction was hard, indurrated , mildly painful to touch  to touch and covered by erythema  like a giant local reaction to an allergy shot. Skin over the site remained erythematous and pruritic. I treated with high potency topical steroids as there was was limited pain, no fluctuance or pointing and no fever by thermometer. The reaction decresed in size over 5  dayof topical steroid use.

965993 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 MS 46.0 46 F Fever, body aches, nausea, fatigued, increased heart rate, chills, sweating

965995 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 FL 69.0 69 F Fine until 1/22/21. Noticed a pinkish red circle  at the site. of injection .No raised bump or any other markings. A bit warm but not hot to the touch.

965996 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 CO 40.0 40 F Localized rash approximately 6 cm x 4 cm at injection site of redness, swelling, itching, pain, hives. Did not treat but will use an antihistamine if worsens.

965999 01/07/2021 01/22/2021 CA 35.0 35 F During morning pill line on 01-15-21, this patient showed me a bruise on the arm where she received her covid shot. The arm was warm in comparison to the other arm, and was visibly raised. She mentioned that the warmth she felt was bothersome.I checked her arm again Saturday morning, and it was again raised, and warm.    On 01-17-21, the bulging raise on her arm is still there, but she has not experienced any uncomfortable warm feeling.   This resolved on 01-19-21. Patient was seen by provider who examined her and prescribed ibuprofen 600mg

966001 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 TN 50.0 50 F Good afternoon patient wanted me to inform you of a couple of symptoms I have been experiencing, the injection was in my right arm and since then my entire arm has felt like it is asleep.  also the right side of my neck has more stiffness and pain than usual.  pain in my neck is nothing new due to my motorcycle accident long ago however since the injection it has gotten worse.

966002 01/01/2021 01/22/2021 AR 47.0 47 F 1/19/2021  8:53 am - got the vaccine 10:00 am - my lips became numb, then the tip of my tongue, tip of my nose, my chin, my forehead, then my cheeks; bp was 172/98 and heart was palpitating; took a Pepcid and benedryl 11:00 am - went to ER to be monitored 4:00 pm - the back of my throat starting tingling and becoming numb; I took Pepcid and benedryl  10:00 pm - took another Pepcid and benedryl   1/20/2021 6:30 am - I took a Pepcid and benedryl.  1:25 pm - headache, my chin, tip of my nose, left cheek, forehead is numb; I took a Pepcid and benedryl 10:15 pm - bottom lip started getting numb  1/21/2021 8:50 am - bottom lip is tingling, tongue is numb, cheeks are tingling; I took a benedryl and Pepcid   1/22/2021 11:00 am - numbness in my cheeks, chin, eyebrows 11:50 am - headache 1:50 pm - numbness in the tip of my nose and moves to cheeks, chin, lips, forehead

966003 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 LA 71.0 71 M Experience fever 0f 101.7 and took two Tylenol tablets.  Experiencing joint and muscle pain along with some dizziness

966005 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 65.0 65 F Vaccine recipient stated that she believes the vaccine was not administered the correct route and was administered subcutaneously rather than intramuscularly.  Vaccine was administered on 1/20/21. Recipient reported that she began to develop redness and a lump under the skin where she claims vaccination occurred on 1/21/21.

966006 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 TN 81.0 81 F Red oblong circled area at base of deltoid muscle area.  area is red, warm and slightly swollen. non tender.  slightly larger today than yesterday.  area size is 9cm x 6.5 cm  Treated with ICE pack TID and elevation of left arm.  Will continue to monitor

966008 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 AZ 60.0 60 M Felt like a wasp sting at injection, very euphoric 8 minutes later and began the sweats, face is flushed and full feeling and medium headache

966009 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 MD 49.0 49 F The injection was painful and took her awhile to push in and bout 2 hours later i started having pain which progressed over the next 2 days. I was unable to move my shoulder and I received an MRI on 12-30-2020 and saw an orthopedic surgeon on 12-31-2020 who said it was injected too high and went into my rotator cuff and into my tendon.

966013 01/05/2021 01/22/2021 WA 73.0 73 M Reported on 01/06/21 at 2:00am felt nauseated. By  8:00 felt feverish, temperature was 99.0 F.  By 10:00 am symptoms had not resolved.  Went to  ER for evaluation.

966015 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 IL 33.0 33 F Patient felt severe pain at injection site immediately after receiving vaccine.   Within 15 min her arm was hot, red and mildly swollen and severely painful.  During observation period patient felt "high" lightheaded, with blurry vision.  She stated she had not eaten anything since breakfast.  She was given a granola bar and orange juice.  Her symptoms seemed to improve after snack.  After a short persio (10 min) she stated her symptoms returned (lightheaded, "high" ) we called 911 and gave epinephrine 0.5mg IM, diphenhydramine 50mg IM, and diphenhydramine 25mg orally.   Ambulance transported her to ER for assessment.

966017 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 IL 48.0 48 F I recevied the vaccine at 3:00 4:30 I started to itch  5:15 I got home and I noticed that my neck and chest was red and I noticed a rash .. The rash was across  my neck, shoulder and breast area Took Benadryl which helped a little Later that evening I had a rapid heart rate that lasted an hour .. Hot flashes , I was very nauseas. I could not sleep the next day the rash was still there but no itching  I discovered the knots on my lymph nodes they were swollen and red.. I noticed sharp  pain in my neck as well.

966020 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 VI 49.0 49 F Hives. Not itchy. Comes and goes. Hives will appear at night and leave in the morning. Area hives appear is on forehead and back left shoulder.

966022 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 MA 85.0 85 F PATIENT RECEIVED THE SECOND COVID-19 VACCINE DOSE ON 01/18/2021 THROUGH A PHARMACY CLINIC THAT CAME TO THE FACILITY.  THE FOLLOWING DAY SHE HAD  CHANGE IN MENTAL STATUS AND HYPOXIA.    LATHARGY WITH OXYGEN SATURATION OF 84%.    DEHYDRATIONY 3

966028 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 MI 39.0 39 F Petechial rash

966079 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 MO 25.0 25 F PT stated she felt funny. Began assessment. PT lost pulse, began CPR. PT regained pulse, was transferred via EMS to hospital Y

966091 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 PR 44.0 44 F At 7 days after the first dose, I had itching in the injection site, it became red and swollen, it formed a little hard ball without pain. By the next day the redness started to disappear and went away, but the inflammation lasted around 5 days, in the mornings was more swollen and then in the afternoon was less swollen. I took antibiotic since I noticed the symptoms for 6 days.

966094 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 VA 31.0 31 F Mild-to moderate sore throat; started about 24 hours after the vaccine and lasted for about 24 hours. I didn't have to take any medication for it and didn't have to call out work. Was a lot more more fatigued that day of the sore throat.  Pregnancy- Sept 6, 2021; normal; low risk pregnancy

966099 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 GA 43.0 43 F lump under injection site that is 5cm round.  It's irritated, hard and warm to touch.

966102 01/13/2021 01/22/2021 GA 43.0 43 F lump under injection site that is 5cm round.  It's irritated, hard and warm to touch.

966142 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 WA 57.0 57 M HPI from ED: 57-year-old male with history of reactive airway disease, T2DM, OSA presenting with shortness of breath.  Patient states 2 days ago, he had to take his dog to the vet, and they accidentally ran away; he had to run "full tilt" to catch it, which caused him to become acutely short of breath.  Since then, he has had worsening difficulty breathing with any type of exertion, progressing today to dyspnea at rest.  He has been using albuterol several times per day (3-4 times today), as well as his BiPAP machine that he uses for OSA, during the day without relief.  Denies chest pain, though he has chest tightness associated with difficulty breathing.  History of similar difficulty breathing with exertion during the winter, but never this bad; has not been hospitalized or intubated for RAD.  Got his second COVID vaccine 3 days ago, after which he had fevers, now resolved.  Denies recent antibiotics; no history of COPD, slight cough today, not productive of sputum, no hemoptysis.  Reports a month of right leg swelling; has a history of prior right knee surgeries; no posterior calf pain, no acute changes; no history of VTE, no history of cancer, no hemoptysis, no recent procedures/surgeries/immobilizations.Y 2

966175 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 DC 74.0 74 F Developed H/A 30 minutes after Vaccine. Took tylenol  and felt better in 30 minutes.

966177 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 CO 31.0 31 F Fatigue, Myalgias, Speech Difficulty, and Numbness, left facial weakness Y 2

966183 01/19/2021 01/22/2021 IN 29.0 29 F I received the vaccine on 1/19/2021 at my place of employment. Upon getting the vaccine approx 30 minutes after receiving i became very itcy, and my lips were burning/tingling. The itching continued to get worse, forming red rash on my chest. I called my MD at this point. I was told to take benadryl and to go to er if it became worse. I took benadryl. the itching continued for 2 days. i also experienced pain at injection site, headache, nausea, diarrhea, extreme fatigue, muscle soreness. on 2nd day after vaccine i woke up and my muscles continued to be very sore. like i had just completed a marathon. I also have this sensation that started with the increased muscle pain. The only way i can explain it is that it feels like how a TENS unit feels, but its coming from the inside. especially in my back and thighs. this continues. i feel like i could just start shaking at any time. i cannot sleep but i am so tired. i was seen at dr today and i was told to report this to you guys. this sensation has not went away and has actually cause my muscles to spasming. MD said the vaccine effected my muscles and possibly neurologically as well.

966195 12/21/2020 01/22/2021 VA 21.0 21 M Patient admitted to hospital for progressive bilateral lower extremity weakness, sensory changes and inability to ambulate. Neuroimaging with significant degenerative disc disease with disc protrusions throughout the lumbar spine, greatest L3-L4, and with severe central stenosis. Question of radiculopathy vs peripheral neuropathy at admission, but no acute findings such as cauda equina syndrome. EMG consistent with atypical variant of GBS--acute motor sensory axonal neuropathy.Y

966203 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 NY 73.0 73 M Patient called today, 1/22/2021 stating he woke up this morning with abdominal cramps, nausea, and vomited 3 times.  Has improved since morning.  Instructed to drink  clear fluids sparingly to see if can tolerate  and to keep hydrated, rest and call if continues to persist or go to the ER.
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966204 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 NY 74.0 74 F pain, tenderness of left arm since 01/15/2021. Rash with swelling and hardness in three areas appeared on 01/18/2021. The 3 rash areas and hardness became one on 01/21/2021. Severe itching of area at night. Big rash with hardness persists today.

966224 11/30/1983 01/22/2021 NE 0 F Received Vaccine on 1/8/2021.  Reported on 1/19/2021 that on 1/16/2021 developed hives, heart racing, dizziness.  Called 911. had an anaphylactic shock.  had o2 and steroid treatment.  She feels better now and would like to return to work. 0.0 Y

966232 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 MN 25.0 25 F Began having nausea, body aches and pains and the chills around 10am 1/19. Was unable to eat anything without emesis for 36 hours.

966255 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NY 75.0 75 F After receiving vaccine patient started to feel hot and face turning red. She reported feeling like she was tight in the chest and throat was swelling. She said she had an epi pen with her. I asked her if she thought it was time to administer and call 911 she said yes. We proceeded. She said her throat was feeling a little better but chest was tight and she was having a dry cough. Ambulance took her to hospital. I called her around Noon the next day to check in on her and she said she was in hospital still being monitored. Was advised not to get second dose of vaccine from hospital.Y

966295 12/31/2020 01/22/2021 AR 30.0 30 F 30 yr old getting vaccinated as an employee of hospital.  Within minutes of vaccination, developed tingling in mouth, swelling of tongue, rash on arms and chest (rest of body not examined in room).  GIven epi and brought to ER.  BP within normal range, exact number not available.  In ER given Benadryl and Pepcid, other medications not recollected.  Admitted for observation into hospital for one night, discharged next day and doing well.Y 1

966306 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 SD 67.0 67 M Hives, Skin turned red, and face turned red in warm, over span of 1 hour from vaccination time. Starting to have Shortness of breath and chest felt tight prior to being transported to Emergency room.

966333 01/20/2021 01/22/2021 IN 79.0 79 M falling out of his wheelchair and having altered levels of consciousness every since receiving his COVID vaccine 2 days ago. Admitted with multiple pelvic fractures from fall and NSTEMI with elevated trop Y

966360 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 MD 30.0 30 F 1 hour after receipt of booster vaccine, developed pruritis and difficulty breathing, throat tightness; Stridor evident in the ED, hypotension requiring epinephrine injections and eventual infusion. Y Y

966379 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 TX 51.0 51 F When I woke up the next morning I suffered from stomach pain .. Rushed to the hospital for an emergency surgery  Diagnosed with Acute pancreatitis and had to have my Gallbladder removed  Gal bladder was 13CM big  Currently on Antibiotics Y 6

966398 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 NJ 21.0 21 F Patient began to have hives and required epinephrine and then 3.5 hours later required the same treatment and admission for further monitoring. Y 1

966399 12/28/2020 01/22/2021 MT 49.0 49 M severe tinnitus and loss of hearing as some tones.  persistent since day after vaccination and continuing through time of reporting to VAERS.

966449 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 NY 54.0 54 F hypoxia to 30%, only improved to 82% on Nonrebreather at 100%, intubated for hypoxic respiratory failure Y

966515 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 MN 60.0 60 M confused, hypertensive, very pale and sweaty 6 minutes after receiving vaccine. Y

966530 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 TX 95.0 95 F She began exhibiting seizure like activity, admitted to hospital and observation and since has returned to  the facility. Y

966556 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 IL 56.0 56 F Patient received vaccine on 1/6.  Patient started not feeling well on 1/8 in the evening.  On 1/9 patient had several abdominal pain, nausea, and vomiting.  She was taken to the emergency room where she was admitted to the hospital with a small bowel obstruction. Y 5

966606 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 27.0 27 F Heart rate elevated to 150 and above, shortness of breath. Went to emergency room. Admitted with blood clot in lung. Previously had COVID in 2020, and we are unsure if this is related to previous illness. Y

966645 12/30/2020 01/22/2021 TX 41.0 41 F 12/4/2020. Received Vaccine on 12/30/2020. Feeling unwell with abdomen cramping on 12/31 and 1/1. Positive urine pregnancy test on 1/2/2021. Borderline blood HCG level by doctor's office. It was determined eventually to be chemical pregnancy by the doctor.

966670 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 WI 83.0 83 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Pt found unresponsive with seizure at her skilled nursing facility.  Pt had first dose of vaccine earlier in the afternoon prior to being found unresponsive and seizing. Y

966779 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CT 27.0 27 F Approx 3 -5 minutes after vaccine -redness and hives on both arms, chest, and face. Approximately 10 minutes after vaccine- cough, shortness of breath, tongue itchy, lips swelling. Epi pen in L thigh, 50 mg benedryl IM in R deltoid. Brought to emergency room, 1 liter normal saline, pepcid, solu-medrol, 25mg benadryl IV. D/c to home around noon. 1/22/2020- secondary anaphylactic reaction at 945am. Epi pen to r thigh, 50mg PO benadryl, 20mg prednisone. Drove to hospital ER received 1 liter of normal saline, pepcid, 25mg benadryl IV, 40mg prednisone. D/C at 3pm on prednisone taper.Y

966801 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 CA 55.0 55 F Aprox 8-10 hrs after vaccine chills/ rigors, extreme fatigue, body aches, abd pain at Crohns hotspots:  @ 12hrs temp 102.6 F: @ 15hrs Oxygen desaturation 89-90%, weakness, extreme fatigue Seen at ED aprox 6PM on 1/9/21: CBC, chem panel, CT abd, CXR Continued to have low sats and was admitted to hospital on 1/10/21 adverse reaction to vaccine, Reactive airway, asthma excerbation discharged on 1/12/21Y 2

966828 01/16/2021 01/22/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Acute sensory-motor neuropathy symptoms. Appears consistent with a mild Gullian Barre Syndrome

966845 12/22/2020 01/22/2021 MI 35.0 35 M 24 hr after vaccine, I had fatigue and generalized body aches and left arm pain at site of injection. I took tylenol.  Those stopped by the second day morning (day after vaccine). However, in the second morning ( day after vaccine) I started having pain on left side of neck and on Trapezius muscle on left shoulder blade - and had that pain for three more days. Range of motion for neck restricted for three days. All symptoms improved after four days. I took Lidocaine patch and Tylenol for neck and shoulder blade pain.

966874 01/14/2021 01/22/2021 MI 35.0 35 M 24 hrs after vaccine started having fatigue and feverish for one day - I took Tylenol and Motrin. Was feeling better the day after the symptoms started.

966887 12/24/2020 01/22/2021 IA 31.0 31 F Miscarried at 7.5 weeks between vaccination #1 and #2. I do not believe the vaccine was a cause, however, it was recommended to report just in case.  This was a second pregnancy, first miscarriage.  EDD was 9-1-2021.  First pregnancy was uncomplicated. Pregnancy tests were negative prior to receiving the first vaccine and then turned positive on 12-29-2020 (5 days after getting first vaccine.)

966895 01/06/2021 01/22/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Employee developed severe left upper extremity pain immediately after she received the COVID Pfizer vaccinedose #2 on left arm on 1/6/2021 at 11:15 am.  The pain persisted and increased in intensity despite the use of topical and oral anti inflammatory medications.  She was evaluated by an orthopedist on 1/18/2021 who performed various imaging studies and diagnosed the acute condition as left subacromial bursitis and tendinitis secondary to vaccine infiltration in the left shoulder bursa.  The employee informed employee health director on 1/20/2021 and evaluated on same day.  On physical exam, she had marked tenderness on the left arm at site of injection and moderate decrease range of motion of the left shoulder. She has been prescribed physical therapy sessions of left shoulder for eight weeks and is continued on daily analgesics. SARSCov-2 Ab IgG test done on 1/20/2021 is negative She will follow up with her orthopedist for further diagnostic tests and treatment.

966929 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 MN 35.0 35 F Second vaccine 1/8/21: 10 hours post vaccine there was a 103 degree fever for 30 hours with sharp 9/10 muscle pain and partial awareness to time place and location. Fatigue and pain and nauseas and weakness continued up until day 5. At day 5 8pm: loss of sensation in feet and legs, unable to ambulate, day 6: hospitalized for 7 days. Currently in inpatient acute rehab to re learn how to walk. Sharp painful neuropathy ongoing.Y 6

966954 01/22/2021 01/22/2021 PA 38.0 38 F Itching, chest tightness, SOB, tingling lips, loss of voice. Administered 100mg of benadryl within 5 min of symptom onset followed by Epi Pen with call to 911. Paramedics transported to ED. Patient was admitted with anaphylaxis.  Used Adverse Event  Emergency Policy. Y

966976 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 CA 30.0 30 M Vaccine given at 3:15pm. Pt in observation area, had sudden onset stridor/wheezing and difficulty breathing at 3:28pm.  Pt placed in a wheelchair and taken immediately into hospital ED department, arrived in ED at 3:29pm.  Pt in sinus tach with O2 SAT 83% on RA, placed on O2 without change, intubated successfully x1 at 1550 and placed on 100% FiO2. Orogastric tube and foley catheter placed.  Medications given: Decadron 10mg IV, Benadryl 50mg IV, Pepcid 20mg IV, Epinephrine (0.1%) 0.3ml SQ, Epinephrine IV infusion initiated at 0.05mcg/kg/min, Rocuronium 90mgIV, Etomidate 30mg IV, Racepinephrine (2.25%) 1.5ml inhalation x2, Propofol 5mcg/kg/min IV infusion, NS 0.9% x 1 liter IV, Potassium Chloride 20mEq, Versed 2mg IV.  Pt had own Epipen which was noted by ED MD as being used in ED. Pt admitted to CCU, extubated within 2-3 hours per pt request (per CCU RN) and placed on BiPAP.  BiPAP weaned overnight and patient on room air by morning with SATs in the upper 90's.  Weaning of Epinephrine infusion in progress.  Projected outcome: pt to be discharged tomorrow (1/23/21) from CCU to home (per CCU RN).Y 3

966991 12/22/2020 01/22/2021 CA 81.0 81 M One week after first Covid vaccine I was diagnosed with atrial fibrillation. Needed treatment. Four hours after second Covid vaccine atrial fibrillation recurred Y Y 6

967071 01/04/2021 01/22/2021 MA 81.0 81 F severe back and leg pain, paresthesias bilaterally Y

967091 01/08/2021 01/22/2021 MO 61.0 61 M Within 8 hours of the vaccine I was experiencing a right sided headache, sharp shooting; aches; fatigue and mucousy diarrhea. The right sided headache continued for days. On Saturday evening Jan 16th it became the worst headache of my life. Like a fool I didn't go to ER until Monday morning when I developed left handed weakness. I was visiting my son and presented to the Medical Center ER where I was diagnosed with an acute sub-dural brain bleed and airlifted to Specialized Hospital. Was admitted to the Neuro-Neurosurgery Unit.Y

967214 01/21/2021 01/22/2021 WI 88.0 88 F Within 1/2 hour of vaccination the patient was dizzy and was having a hard time remaining upright, additionally the patient was less alert and oriented. Patient was observed for a few minutes and then ambulance was called. Patient was transported via EMS within an hour of being vaccinated to local hospital. Patient was found to have has had major stroke and is presently in ICU and not expected to make it.Y 2

967632 01/18/2021 01/22/2021 HI 87.0 87 F Respiratory distress Hypertension Y

967753 01/12/2021 01/22/2021 88.0 87 U lightheadedness, generalized weakness (inability to ambulate), decreased appetite Narrative:  Pt is currently hospitalized on oxygen being treated for COVID-19 (remdesivir, dexamethasone and Lasix)

967274 01/01/2021 01/23/2021 NY 27.0 26 F I was pregnant and my baby died two days after I took it and I got really sick Y Y 2

967286 01/13/2021 01/23/2021 CA 44.0 44 M s/p vaccination with 2nd Covid Vaccine dose, developed low grade viral type illness with fevers up to 102 with myalgias, fatigue. Began to recover, teh awoke in the morning of 1/16/20 wtih crushing, substernal chest pain. Presented to the emergency department. Was admitted to he hospital  -  diagnosed with myopericarditis. Stayed in the hospital one night, and discharged the next day.Y 1

967326 12/26/2020 01/23/2021 FL 49.0 49 F 20 minutes post injection- generalized redness of skin,  felt hot and flushed. 25 minutes - tachycardia heart rate. Went from 60?s to 120?s. 30 minutes- difficulty swallowing and hypoxia @ 90

967327 01/22/2021 01/23/2021 CO 81.0 81 M EMS brought patient to ED stating patient was bright red and tachypneic with oxygen saturation  of 81-82% on RA. Failed on CPAP. Given Benadryl 50mg IVP, Solumedrol 125mg IVP, 0.3mg of IM Epi  and a duoneb with no relief. Was RSI'd and intubated and transported to the ED.Y Y

967477 01/20/2021 01/23/2021 TN 42.0 42 F Day 1. Fatigue. Sleepiness. Loss of appetite  Day 2. Muscle aches. Headache. Chills. Loss of appetite.   Episode of severe abdominal pain, chest pain, right shoulder pain, shortness of breath, syncope, diaphoresis, vomiting  Day 3. Fatigue. Headache. Chest pain.Y

967498 01/01/2021 01/23/2021 CA 24.0 24 F Severe shoulder pain, limited mobility, arm weakness still from the first day of injection (1/14) to now (1/23). Can?t adduct arm or move it side to side with out a lot of pain. If I do a wrong movement I will end up in 10/10 pain with severe aches.

967521 01/11/2021 01/23/2021 MA 39.0 39 F Sever abdominal pain that started 1/21 at 9pm. Persisted overnight. Went to ER at 930am on 1/22. Diagnosed with appendicitis. Appendectomy surgery performed around 7pm on 1/22/21. Y Y 1

967529 01/15/2021 01/23/2021 PA 44.0 44 F At 6:45AM on 1/19/21 patient developed numbness and tingling on right side of body which progressed to right hemiparesis and right-sided facial droop.  Brought to ED by EMS and worked up for stroke. Found to have acute infarct on MRI and treated with dual antiplatelet therapy.Y 2

967560 01/20/2021 01/23/2021 OH 88.0 88 M within 15 min of receiving Covid-19 Moderna vaccine pt  C/O:  chest pain and heart palpitations.  Vitals 100/60 P: 80 Regular.   Learned later from family member that patient was taken to hospital and admitted. Y

967588 01/18/2021 01/23/2021 NY 76.0 76 F fever up to 103, chills, aches, malaise, abd pain, vomiting, went to the ER had IVF abnormal labs, + non st elevation MI Y 3

967589 01/22/2021 01/23/2021 NY 54.0 54 F patient immediately got short of breath and hypoxic requiring intubation Y Y 2

967643 01/07/2021 01/23/2021 NY 31.0 31 F After I had the 2nd dose of the Pfizer, my left arm was numb and couldn?t drive but I was able to live with it until the 4th day, during working period I suddenly felt dizzy and nauseous, went to throw up, dizziness was intense then I fell off my chair and was rushed to the Emergency for treatment, was treated for vertigo and given Meclizine to reduce the dizziness and nausea. Till date the dizziness wouldn?t go away.Y

967681 01/08/2021 01/23/2021 TX 38.0 38 M I am a physician myself and would like to report the following adverse event:  - 2nd dose of Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine received on 1/8/21 - 1/9/21 Had body aches, chills, no fever, fatigue - relieved with Tylenol and ibuprofen and all resolved by 1/10.  - On the night of 1/12/21, after an intense gym workout, I was unable to lay flat in bed. I had sudden onset SOB, chest tightness, audible upper airway wheezing. Symptoms persisted and worsened through the night prompting me to drive to the Emergency Dept.Y 2

967802 01/21/2021 01/23/2021 MA 58.0 58 M Chest pain, leading to STEMI Y Y

967816 01/23/2021 IA 65.0 F Enable to make sleep headaches ,GI,elevated temp.and extreme fatigue ,rapid heartbeat Y 2

967821 01/21/2021 01/23/2021 NC 25.0 25 F Full right side paralyzed, facial pain, shooting body pain Y 2

967897 01/22/2021 01/23/2021 MA 30.0 30 F Elevated temperature, chills, fatigue, muscle/joint pain, headache, sore arm. 17 weeks pregnant- estimated due date 7/03/2021.

967969 01/13/2021 01/23/2021 MI 85.0 85 M cerebral hemorrhage and left sided paralysis of the body Y Y 5

968006 01/02/2021 01/23/2021 CT 41.0 41 F Miscarriage on 01/03/21  (due date 08/08/21) 2 previous pregnancies with live births (2006,2010)

968026 01/21/2021 01/23/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Patient states he started having sudden onset of left facial droop, left-sided arm and leg 15 minutes prior to arrival on 1/23 while driving. Pt got the Moderna vaccine second dose 2 days ago (1/21). Patient denies any history of stroke, DVT, PE. tPA was administered. Found to have clot in the Right MCA territory and taken for mechanical thrombectomy to remove the clot. Patient remains hospitalized and further workup is going.Y Y

968043 01/21/2021 01/23/2021 GA 81.0 81 M Severe confusion, encephalopathy, later in the day had a fever. Y 2

968103 01/21/2021 01/23/2021 OR 77.0 77 F admitted with pancreatitis. Y

968136 01/07/2021 01/23/2021 CO 53.0 53 M I developed  double vision about 36 hours after 2nd COVID19 vaccine. I saw my ophthalmologist after 2 weeks of symptoms and he diagnosed a Left 6th Cranial Nerve Palsy resulting in diplopia.

968276 12/17/2020 01/23/2021 FL 58.0 58 M Left lower extremity sciatica came on gradually beginning Dec 31, 2020.  Symptoms worsened requiring hospitalization on January 11, 2021.  MR Lumbar spine demonstrated a stable mild disc bulge left paracentral at L5S1 unchanged from 2013. Y 2

968309 01/02/2021 01/23/2021 CO 66.0 66 F Vomiting /headache/numbNess and tingling in all four extremities/ hyponatremia Y Y 1

968320 01/23/2021 01/23/2021 CA 74.0 74 F Result type: ED Note   Result date: February 13, 2019 20:29 PST   Result status: Auth (Verified)   Result Title/Subject: ED Note   Performed By/Author: MD on February 13, 2019 20:37 PST   Verified By: MD on February 13, 2019 20:37 PST    Patient Age:  72 Years    Gender: Female  Date/Time:  02/06/19 13:25      Time of my initial contact with patient:  Patient was seen at 1327   Mode of Arrival:  POV/Walk-in     Triage Narrative:  PT BROUGHT TO ED FROM PT SESSION VIA GURNEY WITH C/O SPASTIC MOVEMENTS OF ARMS LEGS. PER EMPLOYEE IN PT; THIS EPISODE LASTED 1 HR 15 MINUTES.. PT'S SPOUSE AT BEDSIDE. SEIZURE PADS PLACED ON BED RAILS, PT AWAKE, ALERT, ORIENTED, DR AT BEDSIDE. PT STATES SHE HAD A COLONOSCOPY YESTERDAY.         Chief Complaint:  Involuntary movement   History of Present Illness:  This is a 72-year-old unfortunate female who has been suffering a series of episodes of movement disorder like choreoathetoid spastic events she was being evaluated in the hospital and started having 1 of these episodes and was brought into the emergency room with concerns of a possible seizure certainly patient was quite awake and alert knowing that she could not inhibit these upper and lower extremity spastic type of movements she can that the rectum patient did not seem to be too upset by them and seemed to be some events that she has suffered through multiple times her husband is at the bedside patient has already been evaluated by neuro neurology and has been referred to a motor disorder department.  Both the patient and his and her husband do not want to initiate a complete workup has been done several times in the emergency room just wanted to see if we could help her with some Ativan and they are already pending a scheduled appointment this is a sick specifically patient denies any headache any chest pain any palpitations no history of trauma or fever  Problem List & Past Medical/Surgical History:  Acid reflux                                                                  Asthma                                                                       Brain aneurysm                                                               Chronic pain                                                                 Ex-smoker                                                                    Movement disorder                                                            Thyroid disease                                                                  Family History:  Family history is significant for the absence of any motor disorders  Social History:  Patient states no history of tobacco use  Patient specifically denies any previous use ofDrugs or previous trauma  Allergies:   Dilantin (Rash)  codeine (Acute vomiting, Rash, ITCHING)  fentaNYL (Shortness of breath)  morphine (vomiting, itching)  opioid-like analgesics (Rash)  tetanus toxoids (Edema, fever)  traMADol (itchy)   Medications:  Available Med List Reviewed   Review of Systems:  All other systems reviewed and are negative except per HPI     Physical Exam:  Vital Signs  BP: 177/85 mmHg   Temp (Temporal): 36.3 DegC ( 97.3 DegF)   HR: 80 bpm   Resp: 18 br/min   SpO2: 100 %  [Patient is alert, cooperative, no acute distress] Vital signs as noted HEENT: [Normocephalic, atraumatic, pupils were equal and reactive to light, extraocular movements movements are intact, neck is supple, no thyromegaly] RESP: [Respiratory rate normal is noted,  patient is breathing  comfortably in no acute distress, with no adventitious breath sounds. specifically no wheezing no rhonchi no rales] CV: [Regular rate and heart rate noted,  patient has no S3, no gallop, perfusion confirmed normal] GI: [Patient's abdomen is soft nontender, no rebound, no guarding] Neuro: [GCS of 15,  mentation is normal, thought content and processes intact, motor and sensory both upper and lower extremities normal.] Skin: [Good color and normall  capillary refill, no rash] MS:[Patient exhibits a spastic type of upper and lower extremity movements which seem to be having no rhythmical sequence she continues being alert and oriented throughout these episodes they seem to subside after a few minutes and with no obvious precipitant begin again  Test Results:  Labs Results    Laboratory and workup and imaging was refused by the patient as they have had that several times      Diagnostic Results  Imaging Studies Reviewed      Emergency Department Course and Procedures:  Medications, IV's and Blood Products Ordered  LORazepam (Ativan)  1 mg = 1 tab once PO     Critical care patient underwent a critical care observation irrespective of any procedures during her stay in the emergency room a total duration of approximately 42 minutes with concerns of her safety and her neurological status to protected from injury and to monitor her cardiovascular respiratory and neurological organs        Medical Decision Making:  And reexaminations patient spastic events seem to subside only slightly this is a 72-year-old female presents with a motor disorder of unclear etiology already extensive ER and internal medicine workups has already seen neurology I did speak with the neurologist of the patient tonight to ascertain if there was anything other than Ativan that I could attempt and to also ascertain that she did have a follow-up with her referral motor disorder specialist  Impression:  Choreoathetotic movements of unclear etiology  Plan:   Discharge  Discharge   Follow Up  Follow up with primary care provider  Within: 3-5 days    Comments: Return to ER for any concern     Referral for suspected pre-hypertension or hypertension was given.        MD     Please note: Unless specifically stated, all procedures mentioned, tests done and medications given were performed/interpreted by the emergency physician, or were under the direct supervision of the emergency physician.Y

968326 01/21/2021 01/23/2021 WI 84.0 84 F Patient was dizzy and slight disorientation after getting vaccine and was observed on site until 1/22 then she was sent to hospital for stroke like symptoms and is scheduled to return to facility on 1/23. Y 1

968341 01/22/2021 01/23/2021 NC 74.0 74 M 24 hours after presentation patient had developed high fevers 104.  He presented to the emergency department with symptoms of severe sepsis and respiratory distress.  He was intubated, suffered cardiac arrest with return of spontaneous circulation, requiring vasopressors.Y Y

968354 01/08/2021 01/23/2021 FL 80.0 80 M Acute Gastrointestinal Bleeding per rectum with massive bloody diarrhea, transfer to Emergency room by EMS with IV placement and fluid resuscitation, vital signs unstable, emergency assessment and massive transfusion over next 4 hours of 4 units of PRBC and 2 units platelets, dual 16 gauge IV's, intrarterial line.  ER Summary available and can be scanned and sent.  Low HgB, Low platelets in 60 k range and multiple consultants and diagnositcsY Y 6

968364 01/11/2021 01/23/2021 WA 61.0 61 M Pulmonary embolus developed 8 days after second injection.  No previous history of vascular events.  No known risk factors. Y Y 1

968483 01/08/2021 01/24/2021 IA 49.0 49 F Within 20 minutes I experienced extreme shortness of breath that continued throughout the weekend and into the following week.  Within 36 hours I developed a "rash" that was later diagnosed as petechiae. Labs were ordered immediately and my platelet level was 66,000. The hematologist that was consulted with had me report to the emergency room for further tests. I was informed not to injure myself in anyway with a count that low or I could hemorrhage and die.Y

968526 01/04/2021 01/24/2021 NY 63.0 63 M Change in taste (not loss of) in food, coffee, and alcohol.  Foggy sensation in head.  Increase in metabolism leading to being warm all the time ( no sweating).  Two weeks after second vaccine and while experiencing the above symptoms, I had sudden palpitations with a rapid ventricular response ( 186 beats per minute), severe light headedness, ambulance transport to hospital leading to admission for two days.  This has never happened to me or any family members before.  Discharged from hospital after 2 days in normal rhythm.  Also at this time, taste has returned to normal and foggy feeling has improved.Y 2

968586 01/19/2021 01/24/2021 PA 58.0 58 F On Jan 22  I had fever, body aches and headache. Woke up on Jan23 and felt fine, no symptoms.  At around 2:30 on Jan 23 I had an argument with someone and felt my heart race for a minute and then chest pain radiating to my back. Went to the hospital at 7pm and was being ruled out for an MI.Y 2

968620 01/22/2021 01/24/2021 IL 24.0 24 F After about 1 hour and 15 minutes, I began to feel my throat swelling, difficulty to swallow, nausea, hot flashes, my heart racing, a rash on my chest, and my tongue tingly. Y

968633 01/07/2021 01/24/2021 MN 48.0 48 F chest tightness, cough, runny nose, nausea, dizzy, red chest, high pitch voice, difficulty speaking.  anaphylaxis EKG monitoring, IVF, IM Epinephrine, IV Benadryl, IV Pepcid, Albuterol dual neb,  CXR, Labs  sent home after 6 1/2 hours of treatment and monitoring. Sent home with Epi penY

968648 01/21/2021 01/24/2021 MI 75.0 75 F Cardiac Arrest Acute pulmonary edema Y Y

968649 01/16/2021 01/24/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Was 7 weeks pregnant, due Aug 30, nothing adverse happening to pregnancy. Shortly after that shot i had a sore arm and left armpit lymph nodes for a few days. I noticed yesterday, a week after the shot, the lymph nodes were still a little sore. Then yesterday afternoon, my left shoulder started itching like crazy at the injection site, lasting for a couple hours. I looked and it was red where it itched, like three splotches the size of quarters but not very defined. This morning it is red over a larger swath, like a palm and a half on my shoulder. Feels sore and slightly hard under the skin, rather than itchy.

968652 01/21/2021 01/24/2021 AL 40.0 40 F Angioedema- swelling to left upper lip, sensation of tightness in throat, no visible edema of tongue or posterior pharynx, no difficulty breathing, wheezing, or stridor Y

968674 07/10/2014 01/24/2021 IA 0.33 0 M Apneaic seizures. First noticed on 7/18/2014. Then had another 3 days later, was admitted to er and diagnosed with epilepsy on 8/26/2014. 0.4 Y 8

968687 01/20/2021 01/24/2021 23.0 23 M Acute myopericarditis Chest pain developed 24 hours after vaccine administration. Presented to emergency department 48 hours after vaccine administration. Symptoms resolved after an additional 24 hours (72 hrs after vaccine) with administration of ibuprofen three times daily.Y 2

968701 01/18/2021 01/24/2021 SC 58.0 58 M CHEST PAIN Y 6

968804 01/08/2021 01/24/2021 SC 57.0 57 M Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA I have sciatic and have had a rhyzotomy on my right side. On 15 Jan, exactly one week after receiving the vaccine, I began to get back and leg aches from my sciatica, but on my left side.  I immediately began my routine (exercise) and back brace which usually stop the pain. Over the next two day, the symptoms got worse to the point of extreme pain in my back and all down my left leg.  This resulted in a trip to the emergency room on 17 January.  I have since had an appointment with my pain specialist, and an MRI.  We are awaiting results from the MRI.  The pain has not lessened, and pain medication are only mildly effective. The pain being in my left side make since as the Rhyzotomy had been done on my right side.  I am concerned the vaccine may have cause tissue or nerve swelling. Pain is still intense to the point of immobility and difficulty sleeping.

968842 01/13/2021 01/24/2021 IL 25.0 25 F headache (severe), SB, shaking, diaphoresis, lightheadedness Y

968847 01/20/2021 01/24/2021 MT 82.0 82 F Pancreatitis, unclear origin Y

968866 01/24/2021 01/24/2021 ID 35.0 35 F patient walked into the post vaccination site. was sitting in chair states, "I am hot and thirsty" . Patient then went limp in chair. when called by name she woke up then lost consciousness. Patient was placed in a W/C brought into med room to lay down. pt awake and breathing VS taken. drinking water. Vs continued to be monitored .  Patient states, " I  am really lightheaded and do not feel well'. Rapid response called, patient taken to ER. on a gurney with 2 nurses.  Husband was notified, and updated.

968950 01/21/2021 01/24/2021 FL 69.0 69 F I became weak and thought I was going to faint. I called the medical professional over and they brought me into a staged area for triage. My blood pressure was 171/ 104 or 114. I had chest pain. The EMT did and EKG, listened to my heart, and started an IV. The ambulance was called and I was transported by ambulance to the hospital. At the hospital another EKG was taken, blood pressure and blood work. Repeated blood work was taken. I was admitted to the hospital due to elevation of tyoponin level and chest pain. The following day 1/22/21 I saw my PCP and he thought it was related to the vaccine and recommended a cardiologist for the increased levels of tyoponin and chest pain.  The cardiologist performed another EKG< more blood work and performed a cardiac catheterization and a ECO. Both were normal. Prior to that I was given a nitro pill as my chest pain was between a 7 and a 8; a few minutes later the nurse asked about my pain level and it was a 3-4. I was given another nitro pill and shortly after I felt extremely faint and my blood pressure was 56/32. I was immediately given a bolus of saline IV . The chest pain continued through the day. The following day, I had no further chest pain, my tyoponin levels returned to normal and I was released from the hospital.Y Y 2

968972 01/20/2021 01/24/2021 MI 76.0 76 M Right eye Central Retinal Artery Occlusion resulting in blindness in right eye.  Sight lost suddenly.  Hospitalized for stroke assessment. Y 1

969026 01/08/2021 01/24/2021 KY 31.0 31 F Experienced severe redness about 2.5-3? in diameter around vaccination administration site Area was very swollen, warm to the touch, tough, and incredibly painful which caused me to have difficulty moving my arm/using my arm in general and limited my normal daily activities for 4 total days. Pain, swelling, redness, and toughness began to dissipate around Day 5 and was markedly improved by Day 8 when I completely returned to normal activities.  Additionally, the first day after the vaccination, I experienced muscle aches/pains and severe generalized fatigue that almost made me call out from work. This fatigue and muscle pain was very strong for ~72 hours after the vaccination. However, I was still able to go to work, though my productivity was not the same given the amount of fatigue I experienced and the inability to utilize my right arm to the same degree I would during a normal work day.

969036 01/23/2021 01/24/2021 CA 71.0 71 M Patient with known recent diagnosis of terminal hepatocellular carcinoma and necrotizing myositis on prednisone, within 2 hours after vaccine experienced vomiting and chest pain, on CT abdomen/pelvis in ED found to have bleeding from known hepatocellular carcinoma leading to hemoperitoneum treated with embolization of left hepatic artery and left gastric artery - given known underlying HCC, this is unlikely to be related to COVID vaccine.Y

969093 01/05/2021 01/24/2021 AZ 80.0 80 F Pt received vaccine and within 72 hrs developed a stroke. Low platelet count. Endocarditis. Emboli to liver, spleen, kidney. Y Y

969123 01/08/2021 01/24/2021 TX 54.0 54 F severe lymphadenopathy left clavicular large nodule about an inch protruding. More large nodes picked up on CT scan and ulstrasound.scans and work up done at Hospital and CT report said suspicious for cancer. Ultrasound doctor  decided against biopsy and diagnosed that it was a severe COVID19 vaccine reaction since the nodes were found three days after vaccination, same side of body as vaccine was given, the left side.Y

969203 01/19/2021 01/24/2021 NV 26.0 26 F I suffer chronically with Cyclic Vomiting Syndrome and this vaccine caused a so far 5 day long episode of vomiting. Symptoms are extreme nausea and vomiting, diarrhea and severe fatigue as well as muscle aches. Y 2

969610 01/18/2021 01/24/2021 UT 79.0 79 M Uncertain if this was the Pfizer or Moderna COVID vaccine, patient doesnt remember. He thinks he got it at pharmacy. Patient is a 79 year old man with COPD on chronic 3LPM oxygen who developed chills, myalgias and trouble breathing about 18-24 hours after his first dose of COVID vaccine. He held out for a week outside the hospital before coming in to be admitted on 1/24/2021. Found to have increased oxygen requirements to 6LPM and new bilateral left lower lobe and right lower lobe pulmonary opacities, L side worse than R. Patient is afebrile, tachypneic, and mildly tachycardic with normal blood pressure. Imaging consistent with multifocal pneumonia. Patients labs are significant for elevated white count to 13, with neutrophil predominance, normal absolute lymphocyte count. Basic metabolic panel unremarkable. Influenza A and B PCR are negative, Cepheid SARS-COV2 PCR was negative. Troponin BNP and EKG are normal. Patient was admitted to the ICU on 1/24/2021 and started on rocephin and azithromycin for community acquired pneumonia. He was also treated with duoneb inhalers and IV methylprednisolone, though it's not clear to me he was in COPD exacerbation with wheezing while he was in the ER. He is currently still only a few hours into his hospital stay and is in stable condition, though still requiring 6LPM O2 up from his baseline of 3LPM.Y Y 1

973800 01/22/2021 01/24/2021 70.0 69 M Narrative: Y

969588 12/20/2015 01/25/2021 CA U other zoster-related conditions; shingles; Information has been received from a lawyer, regarding a case in litigation, and refers to a patient (pt) of unknown age and gender. No information about the pt's medical history, concurrent conditions or concomitant medications was provided. On 20-DEC-2015, the pt was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dose, route of administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiration date were not provided) as prescribed and/or administered by a pharmacist at a pharmacy for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions. On unknown dates, subsequent to the pt's zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) inoculation, the pt was treated by healthcare providers, including but not limited to a physician assistant at a clinic, for shingles, and other zoster-related conditions. As a direct and proximate result of the pt's use of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt had and would continue suffer ongoing injuries, including but not limited to: mental and physical pain and suffering; medical care and treatment for these injuries; significant medical and related expenses as a result of these injuries, including but not limited to medical losses and costs include care for hospitalization, physician care, monitoring, treatment, medications, and supplies; diminished capacity for the enjoyment of life; diminished quality of life; increased risk of premature death, aggravation of preexisting conditions and activation of latent conditions; and other losses and damages; and would continue to suffer such losses, and damages in the future. The outcome of the events was considered to be not recovered/not resolved. The reporter considered the events of shingles, and other zoster-related conditions to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).Y

969589 09/25/2012 01/25/2021 FL U other zoster-related conditions; shingles; Information has been received from a lawyer, regarding a case in litigation, and refers to a patient (pt) of unknown age and gender. No information about the pt's medical history, concurrent conditions or concomitant medications was provided. On 25-SEP-2012, the pt was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dose, route of administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiration date were not provided) as prescribed and/or administered by a pharmacist at a pharmacy for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions. On unknown dates, subsequent to the pt's zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) inoculation, the pt was treated by healthcare providers, including but not limited to a physician, for shingles, and other zoster-related conditions. As a direct and proximate result of the pt's use of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt had and would continue suffer ongoing injuries, including but not limited to: mental and physical pain and suffering; medical care and treatment for these injuries; significant medical and related expenses as a result of these injuries, including but not limited to medical losses and costs include care for hospitalization, physician care, monitoring, treatment, medications, and supplies; diminished capacity for the enjoyment of life; diminished quality of life; increased risk of premature death, aggravation of preexisting conditions and activation of latent conditions; and other losses and damages; and would continue to suffer such losses, and damages in the future. The outcome of the events was considered to be not recovered/not resolved. The reporter considered the events of shingles, and other zoster-related conditions to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).Y

969590 01/01/2013 01/25/2021 WA U reoccurring shingles affecting his right eye; postherpetic neuralgia; diagnosed with recurrent shingles; This spontaneous report was received from a lawyer, referring to a patient of unknown age. The patient's relevant medical history, drug reactions/allergies and concomitant medication were not reported. In or around 01-JAN-2013, the patient was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live(ZOSTAVAX) for routine health maintenance and for its intended purpose: the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster) (strength, route, dosage schedule, lot number and expiration date were not reported). On an unknown date, shortly after receiving the vaccine, the patient suffered reoccurring shingles affecting his right eye and the right side of the face and head (ophthalmic herpes zoster). Plaintiff was diagnosed with recurrent shingles at various times and postherpetic neuralgia.   As a direct and proximate result the patient experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of his condition, severe, incurable and permanent personal injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment, and injury.  The events were assessed as disabling and ophthalmic herpes zoster was considered as medically significant.

969592 01/25/2021 NC U shingles; other zoster-related conditions; This initial spontaneous report was received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation and refers to a patient of unspecified age and gender. Information about the patient's concurrent condition, concomitant medication or medical history was not provided. In 2016 the patient was prescribed and/or administered by a healthcare provider with zoster vaccine live(ZOSTAVAX) (strength, dose, route, lot # and expiration date were not reported) for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions. On an unspecified date (reported as subsequent to the vaccination), the patient was treated by healthcare providers for shingles, and other zoster-related conditions. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live(ZOSTAVAX) vaccine, patient has and will continue suffer ongoing injuries, including but not limited to: mental and physical pain and suffering; medical care and treatment for these injuries; significant medical and related expenses as a result of these injuries, including but not limited to medical losses and costs include care for hospitalization, physician care, monitoring, treatment, medications, and supplies; diminished capacity for the enjoyment of life; diminished quality of life; increased risk of premature death, aggravation of preexisting conditions and activation of latent conditions; and other losses and damages; and will continue to suffer such losses, and damages in the future. The outcome of the events was not provided. The reporter considered both events to be related to zoster vaccine live(ZOSTAVAX).Y

969593 01/25/2021 MA U shingles; other zoster-related conditions; This initial spontaneous report was received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation and refers to a patient of unspecified age and gender. Information about the patient's concurrent condition, concomitant medication or medical history was not provided. In 2015 the patient was prescribed and/or administered by a healthcare provider with zoster vaccine live(ZOSTAVAX) (strength, dose, route, lot # and expiration date were not reported) for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions. On an unspecified date (reported as subsequent to the vaccination), the patient was treated by a physician for shingles, and other zoster-related conditions. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live(ZOSTAVAX) vaccine, patient has and will continue suffer ongoing injuries, including but not limited to: mental and physical pain and suffering; medical care and treatment for these injuries; significant medical and related expenses as a result of these injuries, including but not limited to medical losses and costs include care for hospitalization, physician care, monitoring, treatment, medications, and supplies; diminished capacity for the enjoyment of life; diminished quality of life; increased risk of premature death, aggravation of preexisting conditions and activation of latent conditions; and other losses and damages; and will continue to suffer such losses, and damages in the future. The outcome of the events was not provided. The reporter considered both events to be related to zoster vaccine live(ZOSTAVAX).Y

969602 06/01/2011 01/25/2021 MD 66.0 65 F pneumonia; This spontaneous report was received from a lawyer referring to a 66-year-old female patient. Drug reactions/allergies and concomitant medication were not reported.  In June 2011, the patient was vaccinated with pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (manufacturer unknown) for prophylaxis (strength, route, dosage schedule, lot number and expiration date were not reported).        On an unknown date, 3 days after vaccination, the patient experienced pneumonia.    The outcome of pneumonia was unknown.   The reporter considered pneumonia to be a side effect of vaccination.  Upon internal review, pneumonia was considered a medically significant event.   Subsequently the patient was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live(ZOSTAVAX) and experienced shingles, ophthalmic herpes zoster, hearing loss, severe ringing in ears, right hand tremors, panic attacks, bad eyesight, severe loss of vision, anxiety, depression and adjustment disorder (captured in MARRS 2003USA007338).; Sender's Comments:  US-009507513-2003USA007338:

969609 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969611 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969612 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969614 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969615 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 OR F High Troponin Levels; Felt dizzy; Chest felt tight; Mitral valve filling defect; Difficulty breathing; Concern of anaphylaxis; Passed out unconscious; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning an approximately 28-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the events, felt dizzy, chest felt tight, difficulty breathing, passed out unconscious, concern of anaphylaxis, non-ST segment elevation myocardial infraction, high troponin levels, and mitral valve filing defect.  The patient's medical history as provided by the reporter included a history of anxiety. Concomitant medication use included sertraline, buspirone, acyclovir, propranolol, hydroxyzine and lorazepam for unknown indications.  On 04 Jan 2020, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011L20A, Exp. date: 03 Jul 2021) intramuscularly, in her left deltoid, for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 04 Jan 2020, a couple of minutes after receiving the vaccine, the patient experienced dizziness, chest felt tight, difficulty breathing, and she passed out unconscious. Due to concern of anaphylaxis, while the patient was still unconscious, she was treated with epinephrine followed by intramuscular injection of cetirizine hydrochloride. In addition, ammonia salt was used. The patient woke up briefly and passed back out. Emergency medical services (EMS) arrived and almost had to intubate the patient. The patient stayed overnight in the hospital due to lab values indicating non-ST segment elevation myocardial infraction, high troponin levels, and a mitral valve filing defect. It was noted that the patient has never had an allergy to anything, including the excipients in the Moderna vaccine. In addition, the patient had no history of loss of consciousness or anaphylaxis. Relevant laboratory tests conducted included an echocardiogram which found no issues with cardiac function and noted a mitral valve filling defect.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the events, felt dizzy, chest felt tight, difficulty breathing, passed out unconscious, concern of anaphylaxis, non-ST segment elevation myocardial infraction, high troponin levels, and mitral valve filing defect was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 28 year old female patient with medical history anxiety who experienced Concern of anaphylaxis , high troponin levels, dizziness, chest discomfort, difficulty breathing, loss of consciousness and Mitral valve filling defect  same day after administration of the first and only dose of the mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011L20A, Exp. date: 03 Jul 2021).  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the reported events and the absence of any other etiology factors, a causal association cannot be excluded.Y Y

969617 12/31/2020 01/25/2021 NJ 42.0 42 F Extremely fatigued; Tightness in sternum; Bilateral leg weakness; Difficulty in walking; Atelectasis; Anaphylactic shock; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was a 42-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced anaphylactic shock, extreme fatigue, tightness in sternum, atelectasis, extreme bilateral leg weakness, and difficulty walking.   The patient's medical history included allergy to shellfish, bee sting, and mushrooms. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 31 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 31 Dec 2020, five minutes after receiving the vaccine, the patient experienced anaphylactic shock. Some of the symptoms experienced included chest tightness, difficulty breathing, throat swelling, and weakness. The patient was transported to the hospital by the emergency medical services (EMS). Treatment for the event included epinephrine several times.   On 01 Jan 2021, the patient experienced extreme fatigue, tightness in sternum, and weakness at home. She returned to the hospital where she was admitted. It was noted that a computed tomography (CT) scan revealed atelectasis. The patient also experienced extreme bilateral leg weakness and difficulty walking. The patient was advised to be placed in a nursing home/rehabilitation center.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome for the events, anaphylactic shock, extreme fatigue, tightness in sternum, atelectasis, extreme bilateral leg weakness, and difficulty walking, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 42- year old, female patient with medical history of allergy to shellfish, bee sting and mushrooms, who experienced a serious, unexpected event of anaphylactic shock, chest discomfort, muscular weakness, gait disturbance, fatigue, and atelectasis. The event of anaphylactic shock occurred 5 minutes after first dose of the mRNA-1273. The event of chest discomfort, muscular weakness, gait disturbance, fatigue, and atelectasis occurred 2 days after first dose of the mRNA-1273. The treatment included epinephrine. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded..Y

969618 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 IL 56 F Pericarditis; Severe chest pain; A spontaneous report was received from a 56 year-old, female consumer, who was also the patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced pericarditis and severe chest pain.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 30 Dec 2020, approximately five days prior to the onset of symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 0011JZ0A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 04 Jan 2021, the patient went to the emergency room due to severe chest pain.   On 05 Jan 2021, the patient went to see the cardiologist and was diagnosed with pericarditis. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome of the events, pericarditis and severe chest pain, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 56 year old, female patient. The patient's medical history was not provided. The patient experienced a serious, unexpected event of pericarditis and severe chest pain. The event of severe chest pain occurred 5 days and the event of pericarditis occurred after 6 days after first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 0011JZ0A). Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the mRNA-1273 and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

969620 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 MA 54.0 54 F Cellulitis had spread across the top of her arm; warm to touch; itchy; Chills; red blotch on arm; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse who was an 54-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced chills, itchy, red blotch on arm, warm to touch, and cellulitis spread across the top of her arm.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 28 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 05 Jan 2021, the patient woke up experiencing chills, was itchy, and had a red blotch on her arm that was warm to touch.   On 06 Jan 2021, the patient reported the cellulitis had spread across the top of her arm. Treatment for the event included cefalexin.  On 07 Jan 2021, the patient reported that the redness was still there, but it was getting better and had not spread.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The events, chills, itchy, red blotch on arm, warm to touch, and cellulitis spread across the top of her arm, were considered resolving.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 54 year-old, female patient, who experienced events of chills, itchy, red blotch on arm, warm to touch, and cellulitis spread across the top of her arm. The events of chills, itchy, red blotch on arm, warm to touch occurred 9 days after the first dose and the event of cellulitis occurred 10 days after the first dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are assessed as possibly related.

969621 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 NC 79.0 79 F Passed out; Felt weak; Sweaty; Could not walk; Arm still sore at the left arm injection site; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer, who was an 80-year-old patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and passed out, felt weak, sweaty, couldn't walk, and arm still sore at the left arm injection site.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not reported.  On 05 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 05 Jan 2021, the patient woke up real sweaty at 3 am. She got up and went to the bathroom and passed out. The patient reported that she fell on the commode then got to the floor because she felt weak and could not walk. Once she regained her strength, she returned to bed.   On 07 Jan 2021, the patient reported that her arm was still sore at the injection site and continued to feel weak. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The events, passed out, sweaty, and couldn't walk were considered resolved on 06 Jan 2021. The outcome of the events, felt weak and arm still sore at the left arm injection site, were considered not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns an 80-year-old female patient  with unknown medical history, who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), and who experienced the serious unlisted event of Loss of consciousness, the non-serious listed event of Injection site pain, and the non-serious unlisted events of Asthenia, Hyperhidrosis, and Gait disturbance.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events on the day after vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.

969623 12/26/2020 01/25/2021 TX 30 F Cellulitis; Warmth; A lot of redness; Swelling in the arm right at the area where I had it injected; Enlarged lymph noes; Arm soreness; A spontaneous report was received from a physical therapist, who was also a 30-years old female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed arm soreness, injection site redness, injection site warmth, injection site swelling, cellulitis, and enlarged lymph nodes.   The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.   On 26 Dec 2020, the same day as the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in her left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 26 Dec 2020, the patient experienced arm soreness.    On 01 Jan 2021, she experienced swollen lymph nodes.    On 02 Jan 2021, she experienced redness, warmth, and swelling at the injection site.  She was diagnosed with cellulitis.  Treatment included clindamycin.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events, arm soreness, swollen lymph nodes, redness, warmth, and swelling at the injection site, were not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 30-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), and who experienced the serious unlisted event of cellulitis, the non-serious listed events of lymphadenopathy, injection site erythema, injection site swelling, and arm soreness, and the non-serious unlisted event of injection site warmth.  Based on the current available information and the temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of events at the site of vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.

969624 12/23/2020 01/25/2021 NY 70.0 70 F Injection site redness; Cellulitis at the injection site; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist, concerning a 70-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced cellulitis at the injection site and injection site redness.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 23 Dec 2020 the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unknown date, the patient experienced redness at the injection site.  On 05 Jan 2021, twelve days after vaccination, the patient experienced cellulitis at the injection site and had to consult at an urgent care. Treatment for the event included amoxicillin/clavulanante.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the events, cellulitis at the injection site and injection site redness, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 70 year-old, female patient, who experienced events of cellulitis at the injection site and injection site redness. The event of cellulitis occurred 14 days after the first and last dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. The event of injection site redness occurred after the first dose of vaccine on an unknown date. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are assessed as possibly related.

969627 01/25/2021 U Administer vaccine to the patient immediately from the fridge she doesn't put it at the room temprature; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and experienced administer vaccine to the patient immediately from the fridge, not at room temperature.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   Prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   A nurse called to report vaccine administered to patient immediately from the fridge, not at room temperature.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered vaccine to the patient immediately from the fridge, not room temperature, was considered resolved.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event, incorrect dose administered.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use.

969629 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 39.0 39 F Not sure whether received full dose; Vaccinated way too high; Bleeding a lot; Extreme pain in her arm; Can't lift her arm; A spontaneous report was received from a 39-year-old, female nurse, who was also a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and who experienced not sure if she received the full dose, vaccination site too high next to her shoulder bone, bleeding at injection site and extreme pain in her arm that she was not able to lift her arm.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 08 JAN 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 012L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 08 JAN 2021, the patient experienced not sure if she received the full dose, vaccination site too high next to her shoulder bone, bleeding at injection site and extreme pain in her arm that she was not able to lift arm.  Treatment for the events included ibuprofen.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the events, not sure if she received the full dose and vaccination site was too high next to her shoulder bone were resolved on 08 Jan 2021. The  outcomes of the events, bleeding at injection site and extreme pain in her arm that she was not able to lift her arm, were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a case a 39-year-old patient who experienced events of incorrect dose administration, vaccination site too high next to her shoulder bone, bleeding at injection site and extreme pain in her arm that she was not able to lift her arm for mRNA-127 (Lot number 012L20A, Exp date-unknown). Based on temporal the information provided and the absence of any other etiology factors a causal association between the events of bleeding at injection site and extreme pain in her arm that she was not able to lift her arm and vaccine administration cannot be excluded. The other events of vaccinated way too high and incomplete dose administered are assessed as not applicable

969630 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 GA U Normal flu-like symptoms; Soreness in their arms; Vaccinated 18 hours after puncture of the vial; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a patient who received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced product storage error, normal flu-like symptoms, and pain in arm.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 07 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 07 Jan 2021, the patient was vaccinated with a product that was outside of the 6-hour window from when the vial was punctured. The patient also experienced normal flu-like symptoms and arm soreness.    No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event product storage error was considered recovered/resolved on 07 Jan 2021.  The outcome of the events flu-like symptoms and pain in arm was unknown.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the events product storage error, flu-like symptoms, and pain in arm..; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient, who experienced non-serious unexpected events of out of specification product use, influenza like illness and pain in extremity. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use. The event of, influenza like illness and pain in extremity occurred on an unspecified date after mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown) administration. The treatment details were not provided. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

969632 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 WI 23.0 23 F Chest hurting; Breathing becomes painful; Tingling sensation on her tongue and says that it feels bigger than normal; Tingling sensation on her tongue and says that it feels bigger than normal; Feeling cold; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a 23-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced chest hurting, breathing became painful, tingling tongue, tongue discomfort, feeling cold.   The patient's medical history was not provided.  No concomitant medications were provided.  On 09 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot Number: 012L20A) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 09 Jan 2021, the patient experienced a tingling sensation on her tongue and felt that it was bigger than normal.  She was given Diphenhydramine as an intervention.  The patient started to feel cold.  After 20 minutes, breathing became painful and her chest was hurting.  The patient was given epinephrine and was transported to the hospital for continued monitoring.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events, chest hurting, breathing became painful, tingling tongue, tongue discomfort, feeling cold, was considered were not recovered/resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 23-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 012L20A), and who experienced the serious unlisted events of Chest pain and Painful respiration and the non-serious unlisted events of tingling tongue, tongue discomfort, and feeling cold.  Patient was treated with Benadryl and EpiPen prior to being transferred to hospital.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between vaccination and the onset of events on the day of vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.

969633 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 CA 16 F Vaccine administerred to a 16-year-old; Sore arm; Slight dizziness; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 16-year-old, female patient, who received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and vaccine was administered to a 16-year-old, who experienced a sore arm and slight dizziness.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 09 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 09 Jan 2021, the pharmacist called to report that they administered the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine to a 16-year-old patient. On 10 Jan 2021, upon following up, the patient reported that she experienced a sore arm and slight dizziness beginning 09 Jan 2021 and that these events had resolved on 10 Jan 2021.  No treatment information was provided.  The event vaccine administered to a 16-year-old was resolved on 09 Jan 2021.  The events sore arm and slight dizziness were resolved on 10 Jan 2021.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the events.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 16-year old, female patient.  The patient's medical history is not provided.  The event occurred on 09 Jan 2021, during administration of the first dose of the mRNA-1273. This report refers to a case of medication error where mRNA-1273 has been administered to the patient of inappropriate age.  The patient experienced a sore arm and slight dizziness after the injection for a day. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

969634 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 FL 66 F Soft lump; Felt some of the vaccine drop down my arm; She thinks she got the injection sub-Q; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 66-year old, female patient was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and the patient felt some of the vaccine drip down her arm and she thinks got the injection sub-Q because the administrator used a small needle and she bunched it up instead of holding it taut, and the patient experienced soft lump.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 09 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (011J20A) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 09 Jan 2021, the patient felt some of the vaccine drip down her arm during administration. The reporter believes the injection was given subcutaneously because the administrator used a small needle and pinched the skin rather than holding it taut. After injection, the patient had a soft lump.   No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The events injection given subcutaneously and some of the vaccine dripped down her arm, were considered resolved. The outcome of the event soft lump was unknown.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 66-year old female subject (medical history not provided) who experienced a non-serious event of injection site lump. The event occurred the same day after first dose of the vaccine (lot #: 001J20A) medication administration. The subject also felt that she was injected with the vaccine subcutaneously (incorrect route of product administration) and felt some of the vaccine drips down her arm (incomplete dose administered), but with no reported AEs. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event of injection site lump, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

969638 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 NH U Unsure if the injection was intramuscular or subcutaneous; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a patient, who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and the patient was unsure if the injection was intramuscular (IM) or subcutaneous (SQ).   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 08-Jan-2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: unknown) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 08-Jan-2021, the patient received the vaccine by injection but was unsure if the injection was IM or SQ. The patient was concerned about administration error. The patient had no known symptoms.  No known treatments were reported.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, patient was unsure if the injection was IM or SQ, was resolved on 08-Jan-2021.  The reporter did not provide a causality assessment of the event.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect route of product administration for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

969639 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U 800 doses were affected, about 800 have been given to patients.; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) given to 800 patients after possible temperature excursion.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were provided.  On 04 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the event(s), the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received a vaccine dose that thawed out of the recommended temperature range.   No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event product storage error was considered recovered/resolved on 04 Jan 2021.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event product storage error.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown.  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error.

969640 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 IN 17 M Inadvertently administered the vaccine to a 16 year old individual; A report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 16-year old male patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and inadvertently administered the vaccine to a 16 year old individual.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 09 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the right deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 09 Jan 2021, the patient, who was 16 at the time, received the first dose of vaccine. The vaccinating pharmacist did not realize until after the fact. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event inadvertently administered the vaccine to a 16 year old individual was considered resolved on 09 Jan 2021.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age.

969642 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

969643 12/23/2020 01/25/2021 CA U Given the moderna vaccine sooner than scheduled; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and received the vaccine sooner than scheduled.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 05-Jan-2021, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The reporter reported that the patient received vaccine sooner than scheduled. The first dose was administered on 23-Dec-2020 and the second dose on 05 Jan 2021.   No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The event inappropriate schedule of product administration was considered resolved on 05 Jan 2021.  The reporter did not provide an assessment of the event inappropriate schedule of product administration.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of Inappropriate schedule of product administration for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of Inappropriate schedule of product administration.

969644 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 TX F A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 17-year-old female patient who was the pediatric patient received vaccine and the patient experienced light headache.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (LOT# 037K20A) on 07-Jan-2021 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   Patient's mother reported that her 17-year-old daughter received the Moderna vaccine on 07-Jan-2021.  She stated that the provider of the clinic where her daughter was vaccinated was unaware of the patient's age.  She also stated that since the clinic had become aware of the patient's age, the second dose of the vaccine would not be administered to the patient unless she was enrolled in the clinical trial.  Additionally, the patient's mother reported that following the vaccine, the only side effect experienced by the patient was a headache.    No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The event pediatric patient received vaccine was considered resolved.  The outcome of the event light headache was not reported.   The reporter did not provide a causality assessment of the events pediatric patient received vaccine and a light headache.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 17 year old, female patient, who experienced non-serious unexpected events of product administered to patient of inappropriate age and a non-serious expected event of headache. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age for mRNA-1273 (lot # 037K20A). The event of headache occurred on an unspecified date after mRNA-1273 (lot # 037K20A) administration. The treatment details were not provided. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

969646 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 80.0 80 M Weak; Collapsed; Delirium; Night sweats; Chills; Discomfort; Did not sleep at all that night; A spontaneous report was received from a physician, who was also an 80-year-old, male, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced, chills, discomfort, night sweats, did not sleep at all, delirium, collapsed, and felt weak.   The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included type II diabetes, diabetic neuropathy, heart failure, acid reflux, and urinary retention. Concomitant medications included metformin, gabapentin, furosemide, spironolactone, omeprazole, and tamsulosin.   On 06 Jan 2021, hours prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On the evening of 06 Jan 2021, hours after vaccination, the patient began feeling chills and discomfort. Overnight he began to experience night sweats and did not sleep at all.   During the night on 07 Jan 2021, the patient experienced night sweats and had delirium. When he tried to get out of bed, he collapsed. No treatment information was provided.   On 11 Jan 2021 and 12 Jan 2021, the patient began to feel better. He no longer had night sweats or delirium. He returned to his exercise routine at about 50 percent of what he normally did although he continued to feel weak.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided, although the patient reported he was not sure if he would take the second dose.  The outcome for the events, night sweats and delirium, was considered resolved. The outcome for the events, chills, discomfort, did not sleep at all, and collapsed, was considered resolving. The event, weak, was considered not resolved.  The reporter assessed the events, chills, discomfort, night sweats, did not sleep at all, delirium, collapsed, and weak, as related to Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine due to feeling well before the vaccine and feeling more or less disabled after receiving it.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 80-year-old, male subject with medical history of type II diabetes and diabetic neuropathy, who experienced a serious unexpected event of delirium and non-serious unexpected event of asthenia, discomfort, insomnia, fall, and night sweats, and non-serious expected event of chills. The event of discomfort, insomnia, chills and night sweats occurred 1 day; the event of delirium, and fall occurred 2 days and asthenia occurred 6 days after mRNA-1273 administration.  The subject was on metformin for diabetes ty II and gabapentin for diabetic neuropathy, Lasix and spironolactone for heart failure, omeprazole for acid reflux and Flomax for urinary retention. Treatment details not provided. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

969649 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 MA 41.0 41 M Administered vaccine more than 6 hours after vial was punctured; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 41-year-old, male, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced the event, administered vaccine more than 6 hours after vial was punctured.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 07 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 07 Jan 2021, the mRNA-1273 vaccine vial had been punctured at 08:30 AM and then the vaccine was administered to the patient eight hours later at 4:30 PM.  The patient experienced no symptoms in regards to the event. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The event, administered vaccine more than 6 hours after vial was punctured, was considered resolved on 07 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use.

969651 12/31/2020 01/25/2021 VA 22 F extremely itchy, swelling at the injection site; my skin around the injection site was shiny; extremely itchy, swelling at the injection site; Red at the injection site; Drawn out skin reaction and could be cellulitis; left side lymph nodes around the clavicle were inflamed and large; pain at the injection site; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional who was also a 22-years old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 (mRNA-1273) developed pain, itching, swelling, redness and discoloration at the injection site, swollen lymph nodes, and possible cellulitis.     The patient's medical history and relevant concomitant medications were not reported.   On 31 Dec 2020, the same day as the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced injection site pain.  On undisclosed dates over the next week, the patient experienced swollen lymph nodes and itching, swelling, and redness at the injection site. She also experienced shiny skin at the injection site.  On 06 Jan 2021, her lymph nodes became inflamed and she went to Urgent Care, who sent her to the emergency room with symptoms of a possible aneurysm.  She was not admitted to the hospital and on 07 Jan 2021 she returned to Urgent Care where a physician diagnosed possible cellulitis and prescribed antibiotics.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the events pain, itching, swelling, redness and discoloration at the injection site, swollen lymph nodes, and possible cellulitis were not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 22-year old, female patient, who is a healthcare professional.  The patient's medical history and relevant concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced event of injection site pain, swelling, erythema, pruritis, lymphadenopathy,  injection site skin discoloration and cellulitis. The event started on undisclosed date after receiving the first dose of mRNA-1273 on 31 Dec 2020.The event of lymphadenopathy occurred 7 days after first dose of mRNA-1273. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

969652 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 OH 31.0 31 M Some of the vaccine leaked; Revaccinated in right arm with a partial dose; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was a 31-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced dose leakage and possible overdose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 06 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 06 Jan 2021, during administration, some of the vaccine leaked (original site of injection was his left arm). In other to make up for the dose that leaked out, he was revaccinated in his right arm with a partial dose. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the events, dose leakage and possible overdose, was considered resolved on 06 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: The case concerns 31-year-old, male patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced vaccine leak after the first dose. In other to make up for the dose that leaked out, he was revaccinated in his other arm with a partial dose. There were no reported AEs associated with this case and the case is unlisted and causality was assessed as not applicable.

969653 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 TX 32 M Passed out; Feeling funny, that his insides were cold; Heart rate low; A spontaneous report was received from a 32-years-old male patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and reported felt funny, his insides were cold, low heart rate, and passed out.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on an undisclosed date.  On 08 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of events, the patient received their second dose of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: unknown) intramuscularly in his left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. Afterwards, he felt funny, his insides were cold, and he passed out. His smartwatch reported that his heart rate was low. He said now he was feeling better.  No treatment information was provided.  The patient received both scheduled doses of mRNA-1273 prior to the events; therefore, action taken with the drug in response to the events is not applicable.   The outcome of the events, felt funny, his insides were cold, low heart rate, and passed out, were recovered on 08 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 32 year old male patient who experienced serious events of Loss of consciousness and Chills and a non-serious event of Heart rate decreased following their second dose of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: unknown). Very limited information regarding the events has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

969655 01/25/2021 M Anaphylactic reaction; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced an anaphylactic reaction.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, after vaccine administration, the patient had an anaphylactic reaction. The patient reported he was "all smooth" now, and would not be receiving the second dose. Treatment for the event included epinephrine.  The second dose of mRNA-1273 was discontinued in response to the event.  The event, anaphylactic reaction, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male patient who experienced a serious unexpected event of anaphylaxis. The event occurred on an unspecified date after first dose mRNA-1273 (Lot# unknown) administration. The subject's concomitant medication was not provided. The event was treated with epinephrine. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

969656 01/25/2021 NJ 16.0 U Gave vaccine to a 16 year old; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 16-year-old patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) resulting in the event,  gave vaccine to a 16-year-old.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, a pharmacist gave the mRNA-1273 vaccine to a 16-year-old patient. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome for the event, gave vaccine to a 16-year-old was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age specification product use for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown.  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age.

969658 12/01/2020 01/25/2021 F Cellulitis; Intense itching; Redness; Swelling; Arm soreness; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced events of arm soreness, intense itching, redness, swelling and cellulitis.  The patient's medical history included allergy to several drug allergies. No concomitant medications were reported.  On an unknown date of Dec 2020, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. On the same day, the patient experienced arm soreness.   On an unknown date of Jan 2021, the patient experienced intense itching, redness and swelling. The patient reported that she went to her doctor and was diagnosed with cellulitis. The treatment information for the events included clindamycin.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome for the events, arm soreness, intense itching, redness, swelling and cellulitis was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient with medical history of several drug allergies, who experienced events of arm  soreness, intense itching, redness, swelling and cellulitis.  The events of arm soreness, intense itching, redness, swelling  occurred on the same day after the first and last dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. The event of cellulitis was reported approximately 10 days after the first and last dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are assessed as possibly related.

969659 12/31/2020 01/25/2021 CT 30.0 30 F Cellulitis around injection site; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional, who is a 30-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced cellulitis around injection site.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not reported.  On 31 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011J20A), intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 31 Dec 2020, a couple of hours after vaccination, the patient experienced cellulitis around the injection site. Her arm was hot and so painful that even when her clothes lightly touched or slid down on the injection site, she felt excruciating pain. She visited five different urgent cares but was rejected because the event was not considered high risk. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, cellulitis around injection site, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 30 year old, female who experienced a serious unexpected event of cellulitis. The event occurred same day after first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot# 011J20A) administration. The subject concomitant and treatment medications were not provided. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

969660 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 FL M Swelling in the face; Rashes all over body; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced swelling in the face and rashes all over his body.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 04 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 07 Jan 2021, the patient was hospitalized due to swelling in the face and rashes all over his body. Treatment for the events included epinephrine.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome for the events, swelling in the face and rashes all over his body, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male patient (unknown age), who experienced events of swelling in the face and rashes all over his body.  The events occurred 4 days after the first and only dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current limited available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are assessed as possibly related.Y

969662 01/25/2021 F cellulitis, infection under the skin; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the serious event of cellulitis.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were reported.  On an unknown date, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, the patient experienced cellulitis, infection under the skin. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome for the event, cellulitis was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient with who experienced a serious unexpected event of Cellulitis.  The event occurred at an unspecified time after first dose of mRNA-1273.  Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time and a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

969663 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 TX 56.0 56 M Feels like onset of pneumonia; Congested; Coughing; Chest is heavy; Increased BP 161/97; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was a 56-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine, and who experienced feels like onset of pneumonia, congested, coughing, chest is heavy and increased BP 161/97.   The patient's medical history included post-traumatic stress disorder, depression and asthma.  Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 07-Jan-2021, approximately one day prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 07-Jan-2021 the patient received the Moderna vaccine. On an unknown date, he reported that he felt as if pneumonia was setting in.  He stated that he was congested, coughing and had chest heaviness.  Additionally, he stated that his blood pressure was elevated to 161/97.    Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events, feels like onset of pneumonia, congested, coughing, chest is heavy and increased BP 161/97, was not provided.   The outcome of the events, feels like onset of pneumonia, congested, coughing, chest is heavy and increased BP 161/97, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a case of a 56-year-old female patient with medical history of post-traumatic stress disorder, depression and asthma, who experienced events of feels like onset of pneumonia, congested, coughing, heavy chest and increased BP 161/97 after the administration of the first and only dose of mRNA-127 (Lot number unknown, Exp date-unknown). Based on temporal the information provided and the absence of any other etiology factors a causal association between the events and vaccine administration cannot be excluded. However, the patient has history of asthma and post-traumatic stress disorder which are confounding factors.
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969665 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 IN F Seizure x 10 with pain internally; Shaking uncontrollably from head to toe; Joint pain; Body aches/Crying in pain; Tongue started having spasms like crazy jumping like heartbeat; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced body aches, tongue spasms, joint pains, seizures, and tremors.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not reported.  On 04 JAN 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: unknown) intramuscularly in left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient experienced body aches and tongue started having spasms that was explained as like crazy jumping like heartbeat. On 06 Jan 2021, she experienced joint pain. On 07 Jan 2021 at 8:00 AM, she experienced seizure times 10 with pain internally and convulsion, and she shook uncontrollably from head to toe and cried in pain. Her husband reported that her seizure-like symptoms were lessened during sleep. He took his wife to emergency room where blood test and urinalysis were performed but no significant findings were found. The patient was transferred to a different hospital's emergency room and was given lorazepam in the ambulance. At the hospital, the same tests were repeated with the same results. The patient was notified that there were no findings from the blood test, and no viruses were evident. The patient was given diphenhydramine at the hospital. The patient was advised to see a neurologist.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the events, body aches, tongue spasms, joint pains, seizures, and tremors, were not recovered.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient who experienced serious unexpected events of Seizure, Pain, and Tremor, a non-serious unexpected event of Tongue spasm, and a non-serious expected event of Arthralgia. The events of Pain and Tongue spasm occurred on the same day when the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: unknown). The event of Arthralgia occurred 3 days after the administration of mRNA-1273. The events of Seizure and Tremor occurred 4 days after the administration of mRNA-1273. Very limited information regarding the events has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

969666 01/25/2021 TX U Vaccine dose was less than 0.5ml; Vaccine dose as it was given to a patient squirted out from the needle; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and the vaccine dose was less than 0.5ml and vaccine dose as it was given to a patient squirted out from the needle.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, the vaccine was being administered to the patient, the vaccine squirted out from the needle and the patient only received the left over dose from the needle. The patient received less than 0.5 ml of the Moderna Covid-19 vaccine.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The events, vaccine dose was less than 0.5ml and vaccine dose as it was given to a patient squirted out from the needle , were considered resolved on unknown date.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknow age and gender, who experienced an unexpected event of inappropriate dose administered (less than 0.5ml was given) and vaccine squirted out of needle. The event occurred on an unknown date during the administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273(Lot number: 025J20A). This report refers to a case of Product administration error and inappropriate dose administered for mRNA-1273(Lot number: 025J20A).

969667 12/31/2020 01/25/2021 F Itching at site; Swelling at the site; Had some leak; A spontaneous report was received from a female consumer consume who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced vaccine leak and then developed some itching and swelling at the site.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 31 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 31 Dec 2020, patient experienced some of the vaccine leaked. On 8 Jan 2021, the patient developed some itching and swelling at vaccine site. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event, experienced vaccine leak was considered resolved on 31 Dec 2020. The outcome of the events, then developed some itching and swelling at the site, were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: a)~The case concerns female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced vaccine leak after the first dose. Additionally, eight days after the first dose patient experienced non serious, related events of itching and swelling at injection site. Swelling at injection site is listed, however itching is unlisted. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.  Causality assessment for vaccine leak was assessed as not applicable.

969669 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 AR 48.0 48 F Lightheaded; Dizzy in both eyes; Pressure surrounding left eye; Blood pressure went really high; A spontaneous report was received from a 48-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the events, lightheaded, dizzy in both eyes, pressure surrounding left eye, and blood pressure went really high.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not reported.  On 07 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in her left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 07 Jan 2021, minutes after vaccination, the patient felt lightheaded, dizzy in both eyes, a pressure surrounding her left eye, and her blood pressure went really high. She was then sent to the emergency room and was advised to see a cardiologist. The patient was discharged from the hospital without any medication. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the events, lightheaded, dizzy in both eyes, pressure surrounding left eye, and blood pressure went really high, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 48 year old, female who experienced a serious unexpected event of dizziness, dizzy, ocular discomfort and blood pressure increased. The event occurred same day after first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot# unknown) administration. The subject concomitant and treatment medications were not provided. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

969670 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 NY M Think it was not administered properly; Arm pain in the injection site; Joint pain in the injection site; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced arm and joint pain at the injection site and doesn't think vaccine was administered properly.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported  On 09 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The patient reported that he received the Moderna Covid-19 vaccine on 09 Jan 2021. Per the patient, the vaccine was administered 2 inches higher than the usual intramuscular injection site. He reported that 16 hours later he was having arm pain and joint pain at the injection site. He did not believe that it was administered properly and that it is not injected into the muscle, but in the versa space. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The out come of the event, vaccine not administered properly is considered resolved on 09 Jan 2021. The outcome of the events arm and joint pain at the injection is considered unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male patient, who experienced a non-serious expected event of injection site pain, injection site joint pain and a non-serious unexpected event of product administered at inappropriate site. There were no reported AEs associated with product administered at inappropriate site. The events of injection site pain, injection site joint pain occurred same day after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. No treatment was administered for the events. The event of product administered at inappropriate site was assessed as not-applicable. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events- injection site pain and injection site joint pain, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

969671 12/22/2020 01/25/2021 29.0 29 F muscle aches

969672 12/31/2020 01/25/2021 CT 46 F Cellulitis of the left arm; Blisters; Left deltoid was super itchy; Barely slept; Intermittent flushing; Horrible headache; Felt exhausted; Body aches; Chills; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 46-years old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) experienced cellulitis, chills, body aches, headache, flushing, exhaustion, itching at the injection site, trouble sleeping, and blisters.   The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included shingles, hysterectomy, acid reflux, and allergies to penicillin and sulfonamides. Relevant concomitant medications included estrogen patch.   On 31 Dec 2020, the same day as the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The patient developed pain in her left arm on 31 Dec 2020, which she treated with ice.  On 01 Jan 2021 she had chills, temperature of 100 degrees Fahrenheit (F), body aches, headache, and intermittent flushing.  She felt exhausted and her left deltoid became itchy, red, and there was a knot at the injection site.  On 07 Jan 2021 the injection site became more red, hot, painful, and itchy and she had a temperature of 99.4 F.  On 07 Jan 2021 at approximately 8:00 PM she presented to the emergency room where she was prescribed cefalexin.  On 08 Jan 2021 she applied ice and elevated the affected area.  On 09 Jan 2021 she developed bumps around the injection site that developed into blisters that began to weep.  On 11 Jan 2021 her temperature was 99.4 F.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the events cellulitis, chills, exhaustion, itching at the injection site, had trouble sleeping, and blisters were not reported. The outcome for the event, headache, was considered recovered/resolved on 03 Jan 2021. The outcome for the event, body aches, was considered recovered/resolved on 04 Jan 2021. The outcome for the event, flushing, was considered recovered/resolved on 07 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 46-year-old female subject with medical history of shingles, hysterectomy, acid reflux, and allergies to penicillin and sulfonamides, who experienced a serious, unexpected event of cellulitis, and nonseries events of flushing, injection site pruritus and blister, insomnia, headache, fatigue, myalgia and chills. These events occurred within 1 week after the first dose of the mRNA-1273 study medication administration. Treatment for these events included cefalexin, with no reported outcome for the events of cellulitis, chills, exhaustion, itching at the injection site, insomnia, and blisters. The outcome of the events headaches, body aches, and flushing are reported as recovered/resolved. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

969673 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 SC 17.0 17 F 17 years and a half got the first shot; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 17-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and 17 years and a half got the first shot.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 07 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, 17 years and a half got the first shot, was considered resolved on 07 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 17-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 025J20A), reporting Product administered to patient of inappropriate age without any associated adverse events.

969674 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 TN 44.0 44 M 10 minutes after vaccination, I was waiting in my car per instructions and began to feel extremely light headed and dizzy/faint.  I began to sweat a little and have minor tachycardia.  I never went back into the clinic but instead leaned the seat of my car back and those symptoms went away after about 30 minutes.  I never experienced any symptoms after that.

969675 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 67.0 67 F Mild cellulitis; Headache; Sore arm; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced a sore arm, headache, and mild cellulitis.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications reported included calcium and memantine hydrochloride.   On 28 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 28 Dec 2020, after receiving the vaccine, the patient had a sore arm for 2-3 days. She was worried that she would get a headache so she took ibuprofen.   On 03 Jan 2021, the patient had a low-grade headache but it was not a migraine. She took acetaminophen and ibuprofen but it did not help.   On 04 Jan 2021, the patient's arm was a bit sore.   On 05 Jan 2021, the patient's headache went away but she felt she had mild cellulitis. Her arm felt a little bit warm at the injection site, it was also swollen and red. These symptoms persisted for about 2 days and then began to get better. Treatment for the events included ibuprofen, acetaminophen and icing.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The event, mild cellulitis, was considered resolving. The event, headache, was resolved on 05 Jan 2021. The outcome of the event, sore arm, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 67year old, female patient who experienced a serious unexpected event of cellulitis, and non-serious expected event of pain in extremity and headache. The event of pain in extremity occurred same day after first dose mRNA-1273 (Lot# 026L20A) administration. The event of headache occurred after 7 days and cellulitis occurred 9 days after mRNA-1273 (Lot# 026L20A) administration. The subject's concomitant medication included calcium and Biomentin. The treatment medications were included Tylenol, Advil and icing. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

969676 12/26/2020 01/25/2021 WA M Cellulitis; Upset stomach; Mild muscle aches; Fatigue; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a male patient, who was also the patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced mild muscle aches, fatigue, cellulitis, and upset stomach.  The patient's medical history was not provided.  Concomitant medications were not reported.  On 26 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for the prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 27 Dec 2020, the patient experienced mild muscle aches felt fatigued for a few days.  One week later, the injection site was red, swollen, hot to the touch and looked like cellulitis.  The redness grew significantly, and he also had an upset stomach.  The symptoms resolved.  Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken for the event was not reported.  The events, mild muscle aches, fatigue, cellulitis, and upset stomach, were considered recovered/resolved on an unknown date.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male patient, who experienced the serious unexpected events of cellulitis, a non-serious unexpected event of abdominal discomfort and non-serious expected event of myalgia and fatigue. The event of myalgia and fatigue occurred after 2 days after the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot# unknown). The date of onset for cellulitis and abdominal discomfort was not provided. The treatment details were not provided. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

969677 12/31/2020 01/25/2021 NH 59 F A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was a 59-years old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and who experienced the serious adverse event of cellulite at the injection site and local pain at the injection site.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 31 Dec 2021, approximately one week prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 039K20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 07 Jan 2021, the patient had local pain at the site of the injection.   On 08 Jan 2021, she visited a healthcare provided who diagnosed cellulite at the injection site. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events, cellulite at the injection site and injection site pain, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a case of a 59-year-old female patient who experienced events of local pain at the site of the injection and event of cellulite at the injection site  8 days after the administration of the first and only dose of mRNA-127 (Lot number 039K20A, Exp date-unknown). Based on temporal the information provided and the absence of any other etiology factors, a causal association between both events and vaccine administration cannot be excluded.

969678 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 OK 66.0 66 F Fever over 100, chills, body aches, extreme sleepiness,  headache, sore arm, joint pain

969679 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969680 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969681 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 33.0 33 F muscle aches, headache, fever 100.4, fatigue

969682 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969683 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969684 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969685 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 WA 34.0 34 F Left hand numbness and tingling within a couple of hours of vaccine. About 8 hours after vaccine severe shoulder/neck pain on left side. Both symptoms resolved within 24 hours. Otherwise felt lethargic and nauseous for about 48 hours. All side effects disappeared within 48 hours and were somewhat alleviated with acetaminophen. No medical treatment was needed.

969686 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969687 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969688 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 48.0 48 F approximately 5 minutes after vaccine administration, reported headache and nausea.  Brief chest discomfort.  No respiratory symptoms, REsolved after 30 minutes and discharged to home.

969689 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969690 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969691 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969693 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969694 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969695 12/31/2020 01/25/2021 WA 56.0 56 F Swollen throat glands + sore throat, beginning January 1, 2021 through January  7, 2021. Stiff and sore right shoulder and neck (muscular and joint pain), mid-January through present. Multiple Canker Sores on lower lip, January 22 through present.

969696 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969697 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969698 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969700 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969701 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969702 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 49.0 49 M runny nose, symptoms occurred 14 hours post vaccine, reaction site pain, nausea, fever 100.5, muscle aches, chills, abdominal pain, fatigue, joint pain and headche

969703 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969704 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969705 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969706 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 CA 35.0 35 F First 3 days after injection on 1/14/21, there was soreness and slight swelling with a bit of redness. It went away after 3 days and no other symptoms. 10 days later, small rash consisting of lots of red spots near site of injection. Day 11, the red bumps are no longer visible but a large singular pink rash that's elevated and localized to the injection site with some itchiness, arm fatigue and warmth.

969707 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969708 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969709 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 51.0 51 F pain at site, joint pain, headache, fever and nausea

969710 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969711 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969712 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969713 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 36.0 36 F Rash at injection arm and trunk on that side of body, congestion and fatigue, chills and headaches

969714 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969715 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969716 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Itching on injection site, itching on same side arm and neck. A couple days later noticed a sort of hive surrounding injection site.

969717 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969718 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969719 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969720 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 VA 75.0 75 F Very red, swollen arm about 3x3 inches with a few red dots

969721 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969722 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969723 01/01/2021 01/25/2021 68.0 68 F sever rash, swelling, and pain at the injection site 2-3 days after vaccination.

969724 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969725 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969726 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Pain in arm, bright red spot and hard like a bump/lump at injection site.

969727 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969728 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969729 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969730 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 CA 72.0 72 F leg aches, chills, joint pain, malaise started on 3rd day after injection.  Today is day 8 after injection & still have malaise and nausea. Had headache yesterday and day before. Also woke up at 3AM yesterday and day before in a cold sweat. Some leg ache today as well. Have been taking 2 extra strength Tylenol every 6 hrs which sometimes gives relief but not always.

969731 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969732 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969733 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 36.0 36 F headache, fatigue, muscle aches and nausea

969734 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969735 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969736 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969737 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 WI 35.0 35 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA After receiving the vaccine, I felt my throat swell up a bit, which caused me to slightly panic during the 15 minute observational period; however, it went away after approximately 5 minutes. I initially wasn't convinced it had anything to do with the vaccine. Later that day, I went into work for third shift. At approximately 1:30 am (approx 11 hrs. after the vaccine), I began to feel very ill. I developed flu like symptoms and a headache, which caused me to leave work. I continued having flu symptoms, chills, nausea, body aches, and a very severe migraine on and off until I woke up on  01-22-20 at approximately 6:00 am. At this time, the migraine had subsided and I just had some minor body aches,, which over the next 24 hrs. also went away. The migraine should be noted as debilitating to the point I was dizzy, my mind was foggy, but worst of all, the pain was so bad I was constantly nauseous and my eyes were regularly watering.   I never was tested for COVID-19; however, I believe my family had potentially had the virus in October. My wife and I exhibited many of the signs and symptoms of the virus, including my wife losing taste and smell for an extended period of time.

969738 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969739 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969740 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Persistent itching, redness, and swelling.  Left armpit pain and swelling.  Body aches and fatigue.

969741 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969742 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion. The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported. On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature. On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM. On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM. On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion. No treatment information was provided. Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported. The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969743 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969744 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 39.0 39 M swollen lymph nodes, fever of 103, malaise

969745 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969746 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969747 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969748 12/01/2020 01/25/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Lymphadenopathy of left axillary on the side of injection

969749 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969750 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969751 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 UT 43.0 43 F I don't know if this was from the vaccine but it has been abnormal for me. Three days after the vaccine I got a cold sore. I took acyclovir and it subsided. Two days later I got another cold sore in the same location. That was very different. Usually when I take acyclovir it clears up very well. I took acyclovir again.  Then today (1/24) I have another cold sore, this time in a different location.  I have not had excessive stress or bad sleep which can sometimes trigger cold sores for me.  I have never had multiple in a week. I will get one cold sore every 6 months or so on average. I wondered if it is due to an immune response from the vaccine.  Also, I have some large cancer sores inside my mouth.   (I had arm pain for three days after the vaccine  and some fatigue the day after)

969752 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969753 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969754 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969755 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Sudden severe swelling, heat, redness at injection site 1 week after injection. Joint and muscular pain in left arm (side of injection).

969756 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969757 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969758 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 23.0 23 F Fever, headache, muscle aches and chills

969759 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969760 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969761 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969762 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 CA 78.0 78 M Injection site soreness, headache, fever to 101 F, myalgia, fatigue Duration of symptoms 18 hours Back to normal 48 hours after injection

969763 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969764 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969765 01/01/2021 01/25/2021 NY 22.0 22 F Cough, shortness of breath wheezing

969766 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report \ was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969767 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969768 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969769 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 CA 23.0 23 F Tiresome and some chips

969770 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969771 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969772 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 WI 45.0 45 F hard lump and red spot the size of a half dollar coin at injection site

969773 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969774 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969775 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969776 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 IL 35.0 35 F Within 10 minutes of receiving the vaccine on 01/22/21, slight tickle in back of throat, wave came over me, heart rate increased to 118, nauseous, chest slightly tight, light headed; heart rate regulated (about 70-72 bpm) and chest felt okay then body went tingly from arms to legs with some light headedness. Oxygen fine the whole time; heart rate regulated after the beginning and no fever - feeling a bit better within 1 hour. Headache started that night and lasted until midnight the next day. Very tired the whole next day until about 5:30pm.

969777 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969778 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969779 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969780 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 WA 32.0 32 F fever of 99.6 fahrenheit, moderate headache, fatigue, malaise

969781 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969782 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969783 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 WA 43.0 43 M Received the vaccine on January 22, 2021 at approximately 14:30 hours. Started feeling muscle soreness in the left arm later that night. I woke up on January 23rd, 2021 at approximately 0800 hours and felt general soreness in my muscles and joints. By 0900 hours, joint pain was much worse as it hurt just to stand. At approximately 1130 hours, I started feeling chills. I wore two layers of sweatshirts and sweatpants plus blankets. I could not get warm. By approximately 1300 hours, I had a low grade fever of 100.3 - 100.6. I went to bed at approximately 2200 hours, woke up at approximately 1030 hours  on Sunday the 24th, 2021 and had no longer felt the pain, chills or fever.

969784 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969785 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969786 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969787 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA 32.0 32 F I had a delayed reaction with a red and itchy rash at site of injection about 7 days later. It was also warm to the touch. It  resolved 2 days later. I also had a very low grade fever that was also delayed (I believe it was 4 days later which was momentary and resolved after an hour). No other side effects.

969788 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969789 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969790 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 CA 55.0 55 F small rash at injection site on 7th day, with severe itchiness radiating all the way down the arm to hand, the rash quadrupled in size by next day, with continued severe itchiness radiating all the way down to hand, and rash  still large and severe itchiness on 9th day. There is still pain at injection site and a sensation of warm with mild swelling. Treated with hydrocortisone crème and Neosporim but no real benefit from those treatments.

969791 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969792 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969793 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 OR 28.0 28 F 4 days after getting the first Moderna shot, I developed an intense headache that has lasted for 10 hours.

969794 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969795 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969796 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.
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969797 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 FL 33.0 33 F Facial tingling 30 minutes post injection, facial swelling and flushing at 12 hours post injection, fever (99.0 F-101.0 F), chills, body aches, and shivering starting at 16 hours post injection and continuing for 48 hours post injection, headache and neck ache from 48-72 hours post injection.

969798 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969799 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969800 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 LA 27.0 27 F within minutes after my shot, I started to have difficulty swallowing. i was monitored for 30 minutes at the vaccine site before being escorted to the medical observation area. While in the medical observation area I tried to take a sip of water but could not swallow it. At that moment I began having a tight feeling in my chest. I began to hyperventilate followed by difficulty breathing or talking. This was accompanied by feelings of impending doom, and uncontrollable trembling and inability to concentrate on what the medical observation area Doctor was saying. The time from the drink of water until I was able to breathe, speak, and concentrate normally was about 20 minutes. Tightness in my chest has improved but not fully recovered. General malaise and headache have developed.

969801 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969802 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969803 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969804 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 TX 55.0 55 F The day after vaccine I started to have a burning, stinging skin reaction on right side of torso. Thinking it was hives, I applied cortisone cream and took Zyrtec. This continued through following week. I went to my personal physician and was diagnosed with shingles though I never had any outward rash or blisters.  Just skin sensitivity . I was prescribed  triamcinolone acetonide cream 0.5% which I have been applying twice daily. I have not had an outbreak but have had minimal internal pain that feels like strained or pulled muscle in the same area.

969805 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969806 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969807 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 CA 60.0 60 F Itchy, redness, hot

969808 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969809 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969810 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969811 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Delayed symptom about a week later where I woke up with an itchy red bump at the injection site. Today is day 3 and it's been red, itchy, and a hard lump.

969812 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969813 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969814 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 HI 28.0 28 F Covid Vaxx #2  1/20 0815 - shot 12:15 - sore arm 1600 - mild aches and fatigue 1800 - 2cm nodule and redness at injection site 2015 - moderate aches and fatigue, feel like fever is coming 98.2 2130 - severe aches and fatigue, feels like flu 99.2 fever and chills 2300 - can?t sleep, extremely uncomfortable 100.5  1/21 0030 - hot, more uncomfortable and exhausted, need sleep 101.0 took 600mg Advil 0500 - slept ~4 hours, woke up uncomfortable again, temp 99.5 with chills 0730 - woke up hot and uncomfortable, temp 100.0 0930 - woke up hot and uncomfortable, headache and chest tightness, severe back pain, temp 100.5, took Tylenol and ate sandwich 1130 - woke up, hungry, still uncomfortable but okay, temp 98.5 1355 - sudden severe chest pain 1455 - showered and laid down, chest pain subsided, took nap temp 98.5 1610 - woke up hot achy and uncomfortable, temp 101.0 1630 - took Tylenol 2145 - sudden severe chest pain, went to bed, no fever 2330 - chest pain subsided, haven?t slept yet  1/22 0200 - slept for an hour or two, woke up slightly warm, temp 99.7 0500 - woke up sweating, feeling slightly better, temp 98.7 0900 - No more fevers after this point, injection site swollen and raised ~5 cm circle, red and hot to touch, itchy Benadryl helps  1/23 99% better, only symptoms left are injection site soreness and itchiness, and intermittent right sided neck pain relieved with ibuprofen

969815 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969816 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969817 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969818 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 NV 22.0 22 F Bells Palsy on right side.

969819 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969820 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969821 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 CA 78.0 78 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA; moderate fatigue, very mild fever, moderate sore arm centered on injection site, beginning about 18 hours post vaccination. Resolved spontaneously within a day and a half after onset of symptoms.

969822 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969823 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969824 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969825 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Redness around injection site upon waking up, redness spread across chest.

969826 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969827 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969828 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 CA 35.0 35 F On day10, 01/22/2021 about 3pm I went to touch my arm and it felt sore. When I got home from work, I noticed what looked like 3 round/oval shaped redness and swelling spots that were warm to touch on my arm, I applied Benadryl cream and that helped decrease. The next day the three spots had became one and was the size of a tennis ball; it was red, a little swollen and warm to touch. The following day (today 01/24/2021) the the redness and swelling had grown about 6 inches wide and 5 inches in height; I took Benadryl 25 mg po and within 30 minutes then swelling and redness had began to decrease, warm to touch was still there and it began to get a little itchy but very manageable, I applied benadryl cream and that seemed to help a little, but when cream wore off it began to get a little itchy, but still very manageable; I did not reapply the cream.  No pain or discomfort at the area of concern on any days above.

969829 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969830 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969831 12/21/2020 01/25/2021 HI 44.0 44 F A few days after receiving the first Pfizer Covid 19 vaccine I have an insidious mark running down my right forearm.  I initially thought it was a bruise but don't recall hitting my arm in such a violent way to create this big purple mark on my arm.  After weeks-the mark is still there and is not fading.  I've also been getting short flashes of headaches that I don't recall experiencing in the past.

969832 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969833 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969834 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 26.0 26 F Patient developed wheal - like reaction at injection site the evening of receiving the vaccine.  Not tender to touch.  Not warm to touch.  Approximate size of 4.5cm in length and 5.5cm in height.  No other systemic symptoms.

969835 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969836 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 WI 44.0 44 F The day after the first shot, I got a severe headache and felt very tired.  I don't normally get headaches or feel tired, but I was aware that they can be side effects of the vaccine.  I have trigeminal neuralgia type II, which causes facial pain headaches, but this was not that type of headache.  Since getting the first shot, I have had at least 5 trigeminal neuralgia headaches when I normally only have 1 per month if that.  I take Amitriptyline 150 mg nightly to regulate my trigeminal neuralgia and have not had any changes to my dosage or medication in several years.  I am concerned because I read (unfortunately after having the shot) that PEG's are in the vaccine and also in Amitriptyline and am wondering if the vaccine has caused my trigeminal neuralgia flare ups.  It has taken me several years to finally find the right medication to regulate my trigeminal neuralgia, and I am hoping the vaccine hasn't set me back.  I had been hesitant to have the vaccine, but I work in an emergency department and felt obligated to do so.  I wish I had consulted my neurologist or another health care provider of mine before having the shot.  I am due for my second shot on 1/28/21, and I will still have it.

969837 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969838 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969839 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 WA 53.0 53 M Onset of hemmoragic oral bullae after eating  very hot cheese toast 1-20-2021  Widely scattered petechiae lower and upper extremeties 1-21-2021 Extensive petechaie lower extremities and a few on trunk face 1-22-2021 CBC in ER showed severe thrombocytomenia with platelets less than 2000 1-22-2021 Admitteed and treated with Decadron 40 mg IV, and IVIG infusions once daily Jan. 23rd and 24th 2021 Hepatiitis pannel negative EBV negative, COVID Nasopharengeal negative, splenic U/S upper limit of normal but unchanged on comparison with old imaging. With treatment platlets increased to 65,000, Discharged from hospital.  IVIG discontinued Oral decadron 40mg will continue for 2 days with CBC hematology f/u in 36 hoursY Y

969840 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969841 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969842 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Despite not having any abnormal reactions immediately following the vaccine (except for pain at site of injection, muscle aches, chills - which went away after 3 days), a week after the vaccine, I noticed that my left arm was hard around the injection, and a bit itchy. I massaged it a bit, and it started hurting - that night, I woke up from the pain, and had to take ibuprofen to sleep (probably 4/10). The area of also warm, red, and swollen, so I iced it, which made the pain better. This went on all of Friday as well - I took some Benadryl, and that seemed to make it better (or it might have just made me sleepy enough that I didn't notice, I'm not sure). I measured the area of redness at 8.5cm at longest diameter. Saturday, the pain was mostly gone, but the skin remained red and itchy, although the redness was a bit faded. Some small bumps appeared, however. There was also a second area of redness and pruritus measuring 4.5cm that was located a bit more upwards on the arm than the original area of redness. Sunday, the redness in both areas continued to fade, but the bumps were noticeable and more itchy than before. The hardness seems to have resolved almost completely, although the area is still a bit sore when massaged.

969843 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969844 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969845 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969846 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 38.0 38 F received Covid19 vaccine on 14JAN2021 Left arm. States that the injection site was painful for 2 days after the injection. Denies SOB, fever, face and mouth swelling. She complains of itchiness and redness around the injection site. She tried to avoid scratching the area by taking OTC Zrytec and applied topical cream, Cortizone 10 to alleviate the itchiness but didn't work. She was told by her dermatologist in the past that she has a skin sensitivity and tends to react easily to new things. She denies changes on her diet, clothing, lotion, and medication. Left arm injection site redness, warm to touch,size14cmX10cm, zero drainage, skin intact. BP 119/82,HR100, RR14, TEMP 98.6. O2Sat 99%

969847 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969848 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969849 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969850 12/17/2020 01/25/2021 CA 59.0 59 F 12/18/20 abdominal pain, resembling gas pain, severe, lasted about two minutes

969851 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969852 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969853 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 CA 59.0 59 F Severe abdominal pain, resembling gas pain, intermittent over two minutes

969854 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969855 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969856 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969857 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Very tired, aches, fever of 101 degrees F for 24 hours.  In 48 hours all symptoms were gone.

969858 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969859 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969860 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969861 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 TN 52.0 52 F A lot of pain at site, can?t lift arm, had to ice, take pain medicine. fever 2 degrees higher than my normal, aches, pains, chills, didn?t sleep all night, headache.

969862 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969863 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969864 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969865 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969866 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969867 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969868 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969869 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969870 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969871 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969872 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969873 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969874 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969875 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969876 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969877 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969878 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969879 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969880 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969881 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969882 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969883 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969884 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969885 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969886 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969887 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969888 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969889 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969890 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969891 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969892 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969893 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969894 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969895 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969896 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969897 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969898 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969899 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969900 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969901 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969902 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969903 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969904 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969905 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969906 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969907 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969908 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969909 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969910 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969911 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969912 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969913 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969914 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969915 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969916 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969917 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969918 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969919 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969920 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969921 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969922 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969923 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969924 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969925 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.
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969926 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969927 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969928 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969929 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969930 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969931 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969932 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969933 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969934 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969935 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969936 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969937 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969938 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969939 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969940 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969941 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969942 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969943 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969944 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969945 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969946 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969947 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969948 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969949 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969950 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969951 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969952 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969953 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969954 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969955 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969956 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969957 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969958 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969959 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969960 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969961 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969962 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969963 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969964 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969965 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969966 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969967 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969968 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969969 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969970 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969971 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969972 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969973 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969974 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969975 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969976 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969977 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969978 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969979 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969980 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969981 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969982 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969983 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969984 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969985 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969986 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969987 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969988 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969989 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969990 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969991 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969992 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969993 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969994 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969995 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969996 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969997 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969998 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

969999 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970000 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970001 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970002 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970003 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970004 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970005 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970006 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970007 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970008 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970009 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970010 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970011 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970012 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970013 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970014 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970015 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970016 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970017 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970018 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970019 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA U Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; Vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion; A spontaneous report  was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, the nurse reported a shipment was received. The vial arrived frozen and was placed in a freezer at recommended temperature.   On 02 Jan 2021, the freezer had failed, and the temperature alarm system did not alert anyone. It was noted that the freezer temperature at 5:50 AM was -5 degrees Celsius (C), at 7:50 AM the freezer was a 1.5 C. It remained between from 9.7 C at 12:51 PM then went to 8.3 C at 1:51 PM then down to -8.7 C at 2:51 PM.  On 03 Jan 2021 8:45 PM, the freezer returned to its normal temperature of -20.9 C, -1 C then went to 5.5 C at 11:56 PM.  On 04 Jan 2021, the temperature climbed to 19.4 C. On the same day, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A, 025L20A, or 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced vaccination with vial that might have had a temperature excursion  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccinated with vial that might have had a temperature excursion, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use, product temperature excursion issue, and product storage error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970020 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 TX U received dose 1 of the Moderna vaccine past the 6 hr used-by time; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and received dose 1 of the Moderna vaccine past the 6 hour used-by time.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 30 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 025L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 30 Dec 2020, the nurse reported that the patient received 1 dose of the vaccine past the 6 hour used-by time. The nurse stated that the dose of the vaccine was administered 24 hours after the bottle was opened on 29 Dec 2020.  No treatment information was reported.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, received dose 1 of the Moderna vaccine past the 6 hour used-by time, was considered resolved on 30 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use for mRNA-1273, lot # 025L20A.  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use.

970021 01/01/2021 01/25/2021 TX U received dose 1 of the Moderna vaccine past the 6 hr used-by time; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and received dose 1 of the Moderna vaccine past the 6 hour used-by time.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 01 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 01 Jan 2021, the nurse reported that the patient received 1 dose of the vaccine past the 6 hour used-by time. The nurse stated that the dose of the vaccine was administered 72 hours after the bottle was opened on 29 Dec 2020.  No treatment information was reported.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, received dose 1 of the Moderna vaccine past the 6 hour used-by time, was considered resolved on 01 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use for mRNA-1273, lot # 025L20A.  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use.

970022 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 GA U Normal flu-like symptoms; Soreness in their arms; Vaccinated 18 hours after puncture of the vial; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a patient who received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced product storage error, normal flu-like symptoms, and pain in arm.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 07 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 07 Jan 2021, the patient was vaccinated with a product that was outside of the 6-hour window from when the vial was punctured. The patient also experienced normal flu-like symptoms and arm soreness.    No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event product storage error was considered recovered/resolved on 07 Jan 2021.  The outcome of the events flu-like symptoms and pain in arm was unknown.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the events product storage error, flu-like symptoms, and pain in arm..; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient, who experienced non-serious unexpected events of out of specification product use, influenza like illness and pain in extremity. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use. The event of, influenza like illness and pain in extremity occurred on an unspecified date after mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown) administration. The treatment details were not provided. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

970023 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 GA U Normal flu-like symptoms; Soreness in their arms; Vaccinated 18 hours after puncture of the vial; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a patient who received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced product storage error, normal flu-like symptoms, and pain in arm.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 07 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 07 Jan 2021, the patient was vaccinated with a product that was outside of the 6-hour window from when the vial was punctured. The patient also experienced normal flu-like symptoms and arm soreness.    No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event product storage error was considered recovered/resolved on 07 Jan 2021.  The outcome of the events flu-like symptoms and pain in arm was unknown.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the events product storage error, flu-like symptoms, and pain in arm..; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient, who experienced non-serious unexpected events of out of specification product use, influenza like illness and pain in extremity. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use. The event of, influenza like illness and pain in extremity occurred on an unspecified date after mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown) administration. The treatment details were not provided. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

970024 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 GA U Normal flu-like symptoms; Soreness in their arms; Vaccinated 18 hours after puncture of the vial; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a patient who received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced product storage error, normal flu-like symptoms, and pain in arm.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 07 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 07 Jan 2021, the patient was vaccinated with a product that was outside of the 6-hour window from when the vial was punctured. The patient also experienced normal flu-like symptoms and arm soreness.    No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event product storage error was considered recovered/resolved on 07 Jan 2021.  The outcome of the events flu-like symptoms and pain in arm was unknown.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the events product storage error, flu-like symptoms, and pain in arm..; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient, who experienced non-serious unexpected events of out of specification product use, influenza like illness and pain in extremity. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use. The event of, influenza like illness and pain in extremity occurred on an unspecified date after mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown) administration. The treatment details were not provided. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

970025 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 GA U Normal flu-like symptoms; Soreness in their arms; Vaccinated 18 hours after puncture of the vial; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a patient who received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced product storage error, normal flu-like symptoms, and pain in arm.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 07 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 07 Jan 2021, the patient was vaccinated with a product that was outside of the 6-hour window from when the vial was punctured. The patient also experienced normal flu-like symptoms and arm soreness.    No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event product storage error was considered recovered/resolved on 07 Jan 2021.  The outcome of the events flu-like symptoms and pain in arm was unknown.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the events product storage error, flu-like symptoms, and pain in arm..; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient, who experienced non-serious unexpected events of out of specification product use, influenza like illness and pain in extremity. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use. The event of, influenza like illness and pain in extremity occurred on an unspecified date after mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown) administration. The treatment details were not provided. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

970026 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 GA U Normal flu-like symptoms; Soreness in their arms; Vaccinated 18 hours after puncture of the vial; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a patient who received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced product storage error, normal flu-like symptoms, and pain in arm.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 07 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 07 Jan 2021, the patient was vaccinated with a product that was outside of the 6-hour window from when the vial was punctured. The patient also experienced normal flu-like symptoms and arm soreness.    No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event product storage error was considered recovered/resolved on 07 Jan 2021.  The outcome of the events flu-like symptoms and pain in arm was unknown.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the events product storage error, flu-like symptoms, and pain in arm..; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient, who experienced non-serious unexpected events of out of specification product use, influenza like illness and pain in extremity. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use. The event of, influenza like illness and pain in extremity occurred on an unspecified date after mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown) administration. The treatment details were not provided. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

970027 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 GA U Normal flu-like symptoms; Soreness in their arms; Vaccinated 18 hours after puncture of the vial; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a patient who received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced product storage error, normal flu-like symptoms, and pain in arm.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 07 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 07 Jan 2021, the patient was vaccinated with a product that was outside of the 6-hour window from when the vial was punctured. The patient also experienced normal flu-like symptoms and arm soreness.    No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event product storage error was considered recovered/resolved on 07 Jan 2021.  The outcome of the events flu-like symptoms and pain in arm was unknown.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the events product storage error, flu-like symptoms, and pain in arm..; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient, who experienced non-serious unexpected events of out of specification product use, influenza like illness and pain in extremity. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use. The event of, influenza like illness and pain in extremity occurred on an unspecified date after mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown) administration. The treatment details were not provided. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

970028 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 GA U Normal flu-like symptoms; Soreness in their arms; Vaccinated 18 hours after puncture of the vial; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a patient who received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced product storage error, normal flu-like symptoms, and pain in arm.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 07 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 07 Jan 2021, the patient was vaccinated with a product that was outside of the 6-hour window from when the vial was punctured. The patient also experienced normal flu-like symptoms and arm soreness.    No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event product storage error was considered recovered/resolved on 07 Jan 2021.  The outcome of the events flu-like symptoms and pain in arm was unknown.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the events product storage error, flu-like symptoms, and pain in arm..; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient, who experienced non-serious unexpected events of out of specification product use, influenza like illness and pain in extremity. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use. The event of, influenza like illness and pain in extremity occurred on an unspecified date after mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown) administration. The treatment details were not provided. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

970029 01/03/2021 01/25/2021 WI 51.0 F short of breath; lightheaded, dizzy, like pre-syncope as I felt like I could pass out but did not do so; lightheaded, dizzy, like pre-syncope as I felt like I could pass out but did not do so; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 51-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL1284; expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm, on 03Jan2021 at 10:00, at a single dose, for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies (unspecified). The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in a doctor's office/urgent care. The patient experienced 3 "waves" or what her many coworkers were describing as "whooshes". The first two occurred minutes apart approximately 4-5 minutes post vaccine-last less than one minute each. The 3rd wave occurred after lunch approximately 3 hours later-lasted approximately 2 hours but not as intense as the first times. The patient further described the symptoms as "felt like a rush" (unspecified) experienced when receiving epinephrine. She was short of breath, lightheaded, dizzy, like pre-syncope as she felt like she could pass out but did not do so. The events occurred on 03Jan2021. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The patient recovered from the events on an unspecified date. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination.

970030 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 FL 67.0 F yesterday I got a really, really bad headache, that I still have; sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 67-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 06Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included lung condition, sarcoidosis, immune system problems, ongoing headache and migraines. Concomitant medication included topiramate for headache and to ward off migraines. States it is in a white bottle, but a pharmacy bottle from (Pharmacy name). She provides discard after 18May2021. Now clarifies it is Topiramate, the generic, 50 mg, it helps ward off migraines. She sees a neurologist for this, not by her internist, she sees the internist who prescribes it twice a year, actually, it is so her headaches don't turn into a migraine, this is just a worse headache, she doesn't know what this is from, hopefully it will just get better. The patient previously took codeine and experienced drug allergy. It was reported that she received the first dose of the vaccine on Wednesday, 06Jan2021. Patient reported that "she's a headache person and gets them all the time." Per the reporter, late yesterday on 10Jan2021, she got a really, really bad headache, that she still have. Could this be vaccine related this far out? The only thing she got right after the vaccine was a sore arm. It's not debilitating (the headache). She is going through a few stressful situations with a friend and her son going through a divorce. She do have a lung condition that's now in remission. She was being followed by a pulmonologist and she is taking something. She is allergic to codeine. She will continue to take Tylenol and will continue to just deal with it." She said that her husband believes the current headache is related to stress. It was further reported that she got the vaccine last Wednesday, on 06Jan2021, she is a headache person, she gets headaches all the time, and takes Topamax (later clarified as the generic, topiramate) on a daily basis, but yesterday on 10Jan2021, late afternoon, she got a really really bad headache, that is still there today, but she didn't get it right after the vaccine, she wondered is that related, or would she have gotten it right away, the headache? States it is not horrible bad, it's just a bad headache, she still wants the second vaccine, and she doesn't want this to interfere, she has a lot of medical conditions, this is why she was afraid to call. Her husband doesn't think this has to do with the vaccine, but she felt like, let her just call. She still has it (headache), she is a headache person, it got better then she got it again, and it also could be stress related, she has been dealing with a few things: she has a friend giving stress, her son is going through a divorce. But she did not get it right after the vaccine, the vaccine was early Wednesday, which is why her husband doesn't think it has to so with anything. Also, she has a lung problem, and thank god she is in remission, she has sarcoidosis, and she has immune system problems, so she has medical reasons. But the issues most important are the lung. She is having blood work done tomorrow, so it has nothing to do with it. States this is good to tell about the stress: she has a friend, a toxic friend, she lives in (State Name), the friend lives in (City Name), and she is a negative person, and she is ending a longstanding friendship, which is not like her, so that is weighing on her mind, and that is, could be, adding to it, and even hurts a little, that's stress, but since she had the vaccine, she thought to call and see. She can definitely get the second dose, right? This report doesn't affect her getting the second dose? After reviewing the call recording, there is no mention of the friend getting the vaccine. The reporter said her friend is giving her stress, and in regards to the statement "weighing on her mind, and that is, could be, adding to it, and even hurts a little, that's stress, but since she had the vaccine", the reporter was referring to herself. Additionally, the statement "But she did not get it right after the vaccine, the vaccine was early Wednesday" the reporter was also referring to herself. The outcome of the event 'headache' was not recovered while unknown for the other event.

970031 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 OK 72.0 M sweats; it is affecting his equilibrium; he staggers around like he is drunk; chills; fever usually less than a 100 [units unspecified]; heart rate goes up to 112-115; stomach muscle hurts; head is foggy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 72-year-old male patient received his first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE and also reported as Covid-19 vaccine; lot number: EL0142; expiration date: unknown), intramuscular left arm on 07Jan2021 09:15 at a single dose for covid-19 prophylaxis. Medical history included ongoing diabetic since 2020. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any vaccination within the last 4 weeks. The patient mentioned that he got his first shot of the Covid-19 vaccine last week, Thursday (07Jan2021) in a mobile set up clinic in a gymnasium. He reported that every night after midnight, he gets the chills and runs a fever until he sweats and his fever breaks. He said that his fever was usually less than a 100 [units unspecified] and his heart rate goes up between 112-115 [units unspecified]. He also reported that his stomach muscles hurt really bad like he has been doing sit-ups. He said that his head is always foggy, and it is affecting his equilibrium and said that he staggers around like he is drunk. The patient further stated that all of his symptoms started on 07Jan2021. He said that he gets the chills and the fever at the same time. He said that his wife would take his temperature and it would show his temperature and heart rate. He said that this will start around midnight. He said that his symptoms will start around midnight every night. He said that his next dose is supposed to be the 28Jan2021. The patient inquired as to how long he will experience this or persist. The adverse events did not require an emergency room or physician's office visit. The outcome of the events affecting his equilibrium, sweats and staggers around like he is drunk were unknown while the outcome of the other events was not recovered.

970032 12/22/2020 01/25/2021 LA 41.0 F Throat, ears and nose itching; Nose running; Throat tightening; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 41-year-old non-pregnant female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EK5730/expiration date) dose number 1 via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 17:00 at a single dose on the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergy to NSAIDs. The patient previously took buproprion and experienced allergies. No other vaccine was received within 4 weeks. Concomitant medications included sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), lisdexamfetamine mesilate (VYVANSE), and clarithromycin (CLARITIN). The patient experienced throat, ears and nose itching, nose running, and throat tightening on 23Dec2020 01:00. The patient received Benedryl and Prevacid taken at home for the events. The outcome of the events was recovered.

970033 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 PA 29.0 F Body aches; chills; nausea; headache; arm pain; fatigue; received second dose of BNT162B2 on 09Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 29-year-old female patient received second single dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer, solution for injection, batch/lot number and exp date not reported), intramuscular (left arm) on 09Jan2021 11:00 for COVID-19 immunization. Facility type vaccine: Hospital. Medical history included migraines. The patient was not pregnant. There were no concomitant medications. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. No other medication within two weeks. The patient previously took acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN) wherein patient had known allergies and anaphylaxis. The patient received the first single dose of BNT162B2 on 22Dec2020 15:00, Intramuscular (left arm). The patient received second dose of BNT162B2 on 09Jan2021 11:00. The patient experienced body aches, chills, nausea, headache, arm pain, and fatigue on 09Jan2021 21:00 (09:00 pm). The patient did not have COVID prior vaccination. Patient was not Covid tested post vaccination. Treatment for AE included paracetamol (TYLENOL) OTC every 4 hours x 24 hours. The patient recovered from the events body aches, chills, nausea, headache, arm pain, and fatigue on an unspecified date in Jan2021.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

970034 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 IL 62.0 F Brain fog; headache; Muscle spasm at injection site; Severe fatigue; joint pain; Driving difficult; Swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 62-year-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3249, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 08Jan2021 16:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included latex allergy. Concomitant medications included ibuprofen and paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number: Ek5730, expiry date not reported) in the right arm on 18Dec2020 15:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. On 08Jan2021 at 18:00, the patient experienced brain fog, headache, muscle spasm at injection site, severe fatigue, joint pain, driving difficult and swelling. It was unknown if treatment was received for the adverse events. Clinical outcome of the events was not recovered.

970035 12/15/2020 01/25/2021 FL 55.0 M tested positive for COVID-19 per COVID-19 PCR test; tested positive for COVID-19 per COVID-19 PCR test; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect, received from a contactable consumer (patient). A 55-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Dec2020 at a single dose (left arm) for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient was given no new medications or received no other vaccines at that time. The patient was due to get the second dose of the vaccine last 04Jan2021 but was cancelled since he had tested positive for COVID-19 per COVID-19 PCR test on 02Jan2021. He wanted to know if he can get the second dose later than 21 days. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

970036 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 WI 47.0 F right eye shut/she couldn't open the right eye, it was glued shut completely; right eye red/ right Eye being Red; mucus from throat, clear mucus; Right eye weeping; Right eye pink; She was super congested/she couldn't breathe through the nose; barely being able to sleep; Right eye itching/Left eye itching; red and swollen eyes/right eye swollen; itchy throat/itching of the throat/scratching in the throat; runny nose, clear mucous (post nasal drip); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 47-years-old female patient received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) in Left arm, via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included Sinus infection, Kidney stones, pink eye when she was a kid. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. She reports the following side effects: itchy, red and swollen eyes, itchy throat, runny nose, clear mucous (post nasal drip). The patient experienced Right eye itching, red and swollen eyes/right eye swollen, Right eye pink on 08Jan2021 with outcome recovering, right eye shut on 09Jan2021 with outcome of received on 09Jan2021, itching throat, mucus from throat, clear mucus, Right eye weeping on 08Jan2021 with outcome of recovered/resolved with sequel on 11Jan2021, Left eye itching on 08Jan2021 with outcome of recovered on 09Jan2021, runny nose, clear mucous (post nasal drip) on 08Jan2021 with outcome of recovered on 11Jan2021, right eye red/ right Eye being Red on 09Jan2021 with outcome of recovered on 09Jan2021. The patient got her First shot on Thursday morning at 7:30AM, then on Friday night 08Jan2021 at 7 in the evening her right eye was itching and weeping, it felt like something was in the eye but there wasn't. The right eye was swelling as well on Friday. On Friday the itching of the throat started.  She is also having scratchiness in the throat. Her eye is scratchy also. When she woke up Saturday 09Jan2021 she couldn't open the right eye, it was glued shut completely and red. When she was a kid, in the past she has had pink eye, and there was green stuff coming out the eye but this was not like previously. She had to pull the eye lids apart, maybe this is viral.  With her throat, she has had sinus infection in the past before in which she couldn't breath out of the nose, but with this she is experiencing Mucus that is clear and thin from the throat. Her left eye itching started Friday night, but it was only slight itchiness and by Saturday the left eye was normal. She is purely doing this report to help, in case other people have this happen. Early today, she did use a Neti pot and it did help a little, she has had horrible sinus infections in the past but this is not it. In the past, once you get a sinus infection you are prone to getting them, thankfully she has not had one in a few years, she would get thick crap in the sinuses, in this case her eye was draining going into her nose, therefore making her have a runny nose, and she also had scratching in the throat. She is breathing clearly through the nose. Itching in the right eye was ongoing but less intense. Right Eye Swollen: She was looking at mirror hates looking at herself but the eyelid was back to normal, however the white part of eye is still swollen. Right eye being Shut: It is open now, that was a one day occurrence. Itching in the throat: She noticed that today at noon around 1 is when she last had it, it is 5% still there where she feels something. Mucus from Throat: She used the Neti pot a couple hours ago, at about 1:30 PM. Since then she has had some drainage but it is 95% better. Her Right Eye ball is still pink looking like as if she was hung over. The Left eyeball is white. Right Eye Weeping: She left work because her right eye was weeping so much, going into her nose, and she is running at work, she has glasses, goggles, face shield, and so she cant wipe the liquid. She came home and iced her eye which helped. Right Eye Pink: On Saturday the right eye was red. Right now it is pink, like an eye lash is in the eye. The right Eye being Red was only for Saturday, like sclerosis, it was red and swollen. The left eye was swollen, but it is better now from this morning. She was super congested on Friday (08Jan2021), barely being able to sleep, she couldn't breathe through the nose. Weird, she barely slept but it wasn't a sinus infection. She couldn't sleep because of nose running and the eye running then Saturday into Sunday she was able to sleep with eye running. The runny nose got better with the neti pot. She is schedule for the 2nd dose on 28Jan2021. The outcome of other events was unknown. Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.

970037 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 VA 64.0 F bloodshot left eye; injection site soreness/injection site soreness of L arm; Lack of energy; (time) confusion; lightheadedness; headache/slight headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, reporting for herself. A 64-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection lot number: EL1284), intramuscularly on the left arm on 05Jan2021 18:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included received immunotherapy injections for environmental allergies from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included diltiazem, spironolactone, trazodone, lorazepam, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), zinc and fish oil. On 05Jan2021, the patient received Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine and experienced (time) confusion, and lightheadedness within one hour of receiving. Later that evening, the patient experienced headache. On 06Jan2021, the patient experienced injection site soreness x 2 days, continued with slight headache, lack of energy. On 08Jan2021, resolved injection site soreness of left arm, continue with slight headache. On 11Jan2021, The patient woke up with bloodshot left eye after having had headaches x 5 days which began the same evening of receiving the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. Blood pressure was 125/80. No headache or eye pain. BP was 128/89 on 10Jan2021, 11 PM. No headache. BP was 120/80 on 11Jan2021, 10 AM. The patient had never had a bloodshot eye before. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Blood pressure:125/80 mmHg on an unspecified date, 128/89 mmHg on 10Jan2021 and 120/80 mmHg on 11Jan2021. The outcome of the event injection site soreness/injection site soreness of L arm was recovered on 08Jan2021 while the outcome of all other events was unknown.

970038 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 TN 26.0 F Dose Number:1/ Date of start of drug:22Dec2020 / Dose Number:2/ Date of start of drug: 08Jan2021; Serious chills to the point of physical shaking; serious chills to the point of physical shaking; Nausea; Vomiting; Dry heaving; Significant body aches, especially pronounced in lower back region occurred; Significant body aches, especially pronounced in lower back region occurred; Headache; Having sweats; Possible fever (didn't have thermometer to accurately verify this though); My average HR is usually 70's. For about 36 hours, it ran 100-130's; Dehydration; Feeling fatigued/Excessive fatigue; Had some general arm soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 26-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, Lot number: EJ 1686, unknown expiration), intramuscular in right arm on 08Jan2021 at 13:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in a hospital.  The patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EJ 1685, unknown expiration) via intramuscular in right arm on 22Dec2020 at 12:30 PM for COVID-19 immunization in a hospital. Concomitant medications included ibuprofen (MOTRIN) as needed and unspecified birth control. The patient has no known allergies. The patient started feeling fatigued about 1900 hours (07:00 PM) on 08Jan2021 and only had some general arm soreness. She woke up on 09Jan2021, with serious chills to the point of physical shaking; nausea started soon after and around 0300, began vomiting and dry heaving. The patient also experienced significant body aches, especially pronounced in lower back region occurred. Headache also present at this time (09Jan2021). She began having sweats and possible fever (didn't have thermometer to accurately verify this though). The patient's average HR is usually 70s. For about 36 hours (09Jan2021), it ran 100-130s. Vomiting episodes continued and for all of 09Jan2021, the patient did absolutely nothing. The patient described her body ached like it had been beaten by a baseball bat. On 10Jan2021, her HR at rest back in 70s, but with minimal exertion, will go to 110-120s. She had to call out of work from 11Jan2021 and 12Jan2021 due to continued nausea, dehydration and excessive fatigue. The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks.  The patient did not have COVID prior to vaccination and was not tested for COVID post vaccination. The patient's symptoms still persisting at the time she is reporting this event. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The outcome of the event "having sweats" was unknown, while the patient is recovering for the remaining events.; Sender's Comments: The reported serious chill was likely related to the BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) due to plausible temporal relationship and known safety profile of this product.

970039 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 IL 36.0 M Lightheaded; Fogginess in head; Fluid behind ears; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 36-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 28Dec2020 08:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient experienced lightheaded, fogginess in head, and fluid behind ears with no infection on 05Jan2021 19:00. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the adverse events and included treatment with methylprednisolone dose pack. Outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

970040 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 CA 68.0 M Now have ecchymosis on R Lower extremity, measuring 10x15cm. Area not warm to touch; Malaise; Headache; Fever; Stomach upset started 10 Jan (expected these effects.); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 68-year-old male patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot EL3240, expiration date unspecified), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 00:30 at single dose (left arm) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient took the first dose of bnt162b2 on 18Dec2020, at 12:00pm, left arm (lot EJ1685) for COVID-19 immunization. On 10Jan2021, at 12:00, the patient experienced malaise, headache, fever, and stomach upset. On an unspecified date, the patient now have ecchymosis on right lower extremity, measuring 10x15cm. Area was not warm to touch. There were no therapy for the events. There were no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient had no Covid prior to vaccination but was Covid tested post vaccinated.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal swab which was negative on 04Jan2021 post vaccination. Outcome of events was not recovered.

970041 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 MI 52.0 F Shaking/shivering violently for 2 hours; Shaking/shivering violently for 2 hours; Bad headache; Muscle aches; Fever finally broke at 3pm on the next day 17 hours after symptoms began; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient) reported that a 52-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3246), intramuscular on the left arm on 09Jan2021 at 11:00, single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), intramuscular on the left arm on 22Dec2020 at 11:00 for COVID-19 immunization. On 09Jan2021, the patient had shot at 11am with no reaction then at 10pm when started shaking/shivering violently for 2 hours and then developed very bad headache, muscle aches. The patient's fever up to 101 then the fever finally broke at 3pm on the next day (10Jan2021) 17 hours after symptoms began. As treatment, patient took Tylenol and Excedrin for headache, muscles aches and fever. No treatment was reported for the events shaking/shivering. The outcome of the event fever was recovered on 10Jan2021 15:00 while the rest of the events was recovered on Jan2021.

970046 01/25/2021 CA U numbness in half of my body/starting by facial nerve then upper limb going back to face and eyes area/felt numbness in different areas including chest; numbness in half of my body/starting by facial nerve then upper limb going back to face and eyes area; felt numbness in different areas including chest and throat (it was itchy); felt numbness in different areas including chest and throat (it was itchy); felt numbness in different areas including chest and throat (it was itchy), by lips as well were itchy.; felt numbness in different areas including chest and throat (it was itchy), by lips as well were itchy.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient) reported that a patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got numbness in half of his/her body, starting by facial nerve then upper limb going back to face and eyes area, which decreased over one hour, then he/she felt numbness in different areas including chest and throat (it was itchy), by lips as well were itchy. Numbness stayed for two days. The patient asked what he/she should do to take his/her second dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

970047 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 TX 61.0 F Enlarged, sore lymph node right mid clavicle. 0.8mm; sore lymph node right mid clavicle. 0.8mm; This is Spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient).  A 61-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), Lot EL1238, intramuscular in arm right on 09Jan2021 13:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 on 19Dec2020 at 10:00 AM,  lot number: EH9899, Intramuscular in arm left for covid-19 immunisation. The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks. The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient did not have covid prior vaccination, and she was not tested for covid post vaccination. There were not known allergies. Concomitant medication included acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN), and colecalciferol (VITAMIN D).  The patient experienced enlarged, sore lymph node right mid clavicle. 0.8mm on 11Jan2021 18:00. The patient did not receive treatment. The outcome was not recovered.

970048 12/19/2020 01/25/2021 IL 59.0 F muscle spasms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 59-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection) via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 for the first dose (lot number and expiry date unknown), and on 09Jan2021 for the second dose (lot number: E11685, expiry date: May2021) both at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got her first shot on 19Dec2020 and had some muscle spasms on Dec2020, but it was gone after two (2) days. On Saturday (09Jan2021), she got her second shot and she was in a giant muscle spasm from head to toe. It was like a whole-body Charlie horse that won't quit, and it hurts. It started three (3) hours after the shot and is not going away. It hurts and worked her up. The patient called to ask what she can request to treat the muscle spasm; a muscle relaxer? Patient didn't want to take anything that will counteract the vaccine. The event was reported as Non-serious. The patient recovered from muscle spasms on an unspecified date in Dec2020.  information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

970049 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 GA 56.0 F had a knot on her arm where the shot was administered; where the shot was administered that was itching; where the shot was administered that was redness; where the shot was administered that was swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself). A 56-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on left arm, via unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included she was exposed to Covid from a patient she was working with that came back positive on 05Jan2021 which exposed to Covid was prior to taking the shot. Concomitant medications were reported as none. Reporter stated that she came in last week and took Pfizer shot. Stated before the shot that she was exposed to Covid from a patient she was working with that came back positive. Wanted to know if she took Covid test would it come back positive automatically. Wanted to know if she was allowed to take the Covid test. She had on all of her PPE gear and N95 mask. She screened the patient but the patient had a mask on, she worked in dental, for a time period he that the patient had his mask off for a short time period. Stated that this was for the Pfizer Covid 19 shot, it was her first shot and she would take the second shot on 26Jan. Reporter was a dental assistant and calling on behalf of herself. Stated that she had a knot on her arm where the shot was administered that was swelling, red and itching on 06Jan2021. Stated that the knot was almost not there. Later stated that the knot was gone Saturday 09Jan. The outcome of event "where the shot was administered that was itching" was resolving while outcome of other events were resolved on 09Jan2021.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

970050 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 57.0 F Daily headaches; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer.   A 57-year-old female patient received the 2nd dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Lot # EK9231) at single dose at left arm on 05Jan2021 for Covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included long QT syndrome, depression, anxiety. The patient had not experienced Covid-19 prior vaccination. Concomitant medication included duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA), nadolol (NADOLOL), doxycycline (ORACEA). The patient previously took bacitracin and experienced allergy. Patient vaccine history included the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Lot # EH9899) at single dose at left arm on 15Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunisation, administered at hospital. The patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the BNT162B2 vaccine.  The patient experienced daily headaches on 06Jan2021. No treatment received. Covid was not tested post vaccination. The outcome of event was not recovered.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No furhter information is expected.

970051 12/22/2020 01/25/2021 MD 49.0 F Rash on face that looked like she broke out in pimples; Rash on face that looked like she broke out in pimples; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).   A 49-year-old non pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, Lot. EH9899) in the left arm, on 22Dec2020 at 09:00, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the BNT162B2 vaccine. Relevant medical history included hypothyroidism. No known allergies. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) and bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN). On 24Dec2020, the patient experienced rash on face that looked like she broke out in pimples. No treatment was received. The patient recovered from the adverse event on an unspecified date. The patient had not experienced Covid-19 prior vaccination. Post the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

970052 12/21/2020 01/25/2021 NM 25.0 F joint pain; muscle fatigue; chills; headache; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient herself). A 25-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 21Dec2020 16:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient is vaccinated in a hospital facility. Medical history included Nail-patella syndrome. Concomitant medications included ethinylestradiol, levonorgestrel (LESSINA) and escitalopram. The patient previously had known allergies with amoxicillin. First dose came with moderate muscle fatigue and joint pain, chills, headache, and fatigue. Events occurred on 28Dec2020, 7 days post vaccination. The patient did not receive any treatment for the reported events. The outcome of the events was recovering.

970053 12/23/2020 01/25/2021 F tested positive for Covid, loss of smell, fatigue, congestion and she was coughing for a few days; tested positive for Covid, loss of smell, fatigue, congestion and she was coughing for a few days; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist for self. This 39-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL0140, Expiration Date 31Mar2021) via unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant mediations not provided. The pharmacist got her first dose on 23Dec2020. On 01Jan2021, the patient developed symptoms: loss of smell, fatigue, congestion and she was coughing for a few days. She tested positive for COVID on 04Jan2021. She was cleared to go back to work and is mostly symptom free except for the loss of smell.  She is supposed to get her second vaccine tomorrow on 13Jan2021. The pharmacist asked if she can get it. The outcome of event was resolving.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.

970054 12/21/2020 01/25/2021 NY 23.0 F she tested positive for COVID; PCR test that was positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 23-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730, Expiry Date of COVID 19 vaccine: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included thyroid taken out. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) from Sep2019 and ongoing for thyroid taken out. On 05Jan2021, she tested positive for COVID. Her workplace told her to get the 2nd vaccine, she was due for the second dose on 11Jan2021, she needed to wait 10 days after the onset of symptoms to get it. Then, the health department called her and told her that with the Pfizer vaccine the caller needed to wait 90 days to get the second dose. She was scheduled this upcoming Friday to get the second dose so she was trying to figure out what to do. The reporter didn't have a prescribing doctor. She got the vaccine at work. She began to have Sars-Cov-2 symptoms 01Jan2021. Then on 02Jan2021, she had a rapid test that was negative. So on 05Jan2021 she had a PCR test that was positive. Her department was prioritized to get the vaccine. The outcome of events was unknown.

970055 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 MI 42.0 F shoulder and joint pain; stiffness in joints and shoulder; stiffness in joints and shoulder; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp.  A 42-year-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection; lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at single dose at left upper arm for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The first dose of the vaccine BNT162B2 was administered on 19Dec2020 at 42 years old.  Caller stated she received the 2nd dose yesterday of the covid vaccine and experienced shoulder and joint pain, and this morning she has stiffness in joints and shoulder. The patient reported that last night, her shoulder joint started hurting but it was mild. This morning, it is very painful. Caller was looking at where the medication was injected on her, and she thinks the product may have been injection too high on her arm, like it was directly under the acromion process, and she is concerned the product may have been injected directly into her shoulder joint, instead of into the muscle. She thinks that injection was given to her too high, it may went to the joint not the muscle. Caller confirmed that she had no other vaccines on the same day as her COVID vaccine. The outcome of the event shoulder and joint pain was unknown while not recovered for the other events.   Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

970056 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 IN 45.0 F office pocus revealed a 2.5 cm lymph node; 36 hours after second shot I developed marked swelling and pain in my left axilla./Swelling persists into day 3.; 36 hours after second shot I developed marked swelling and pain in my left axilla./Swelling persists into day 3.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reported for herself.   This 45-year-old female patient started the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot # EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose on 09Jan2021 14:30  for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included anxiety. Concomitant medication included ethinylestradiol, norethisterone acetate (MICROGESTIN), cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC [CETIRIZINE HYDROCHLORIDE]), montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D [COLECALCIFEROL]), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO). Previously the patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot # EK5730), in the left arm on 19Dec2020 02:15 PM for covid-19 immunisation. On 11Jan2021 02:30, the patient experienced that office POCUS revealed a 2.5 cm lymph node, 36 hours after second shot I developed marked swelling and pain in my left axilla. Swelling persists into day 3. The outcome of the events was recovering. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included ultrasound scan: 2.5 cm lymph node on 11Jan2021 (Office POCUS  revealed a 2.5 cm lymph node).   Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events included Naproxen. The vaccine was administered at Hospital Facility. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.

970058 12/24/2020 01/25/2021 47.0 F Had pain underneath arm; Then whole lymph nodes were swollen up until her armpit; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP (patient). A 47-years-old female patient received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced side effects after she got her 1st dose last 24Dec2020. On 26Dec2020, she had pain underneath arm and then whole lymph nodes were swollen up until her armpit 2 days after receiving the vaccine. Her 2nd dose is scheduled this Thursday and wants to know if she should get it. The outcome of the events was unknown. Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

970059 01/25/2021 F Headache; Real fatigued; Muscle pain; Joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number and expiration date were not reported) at a single dose, with route of administration and therapy date unspecified, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, after the first dose of vaccination, the patient had headache; was real fatigued; had muscle pain; and joint pain. The outcome of the events, 'headache', 'fatigued', 'muscle pain' and 'joint pain', was unknown. The patient was asking if the side effects will be worse after the second dose, and if she should get the second dose.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.
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970060 12/29/2020 01/25/2021 F swelling of the eyelids; itching of the eyes; body aches; runny nose; generalized fatigue and tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. This female Nurse reported for herself that:  A female patient of an unspecified age received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose on 29Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history included high rheumatoid factors diagnosed in 2020 taking Plaquenil for over a year with occasional steroid use for bad flare ups. The concomitant medications included Plaquenil for over a year for high rheumatoid factors increased, steroids occasionally for bad flare ups.  On 29Dec2020 the patient experienced swelling of the eyelids, itching of the eyes, body aches, runny nose, generalized fatigue and tiredness that lasted about 2 weeks. She was feeling better, body aches, runny nose, and fatigue were resolved on 09Jan2021, but her eyes are still a little but itchy with her eyelids not as swollen anymore. The outcome of swelling of the eyelids, itching of the eyes was unknown, of body aches, runny nose, generalized fatigue and tiredness was recovered. She was asking if it would still be okay for her to take the 2nd dose after her experienced side effects. She was due for the 2nd dose on 19Jan2021  Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.

970061 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 MD 63.0 F lost muscle capacity of her arm/cannot lift a gallon of milk in the fridge/Right arm lost muscle capacity; headache; terrible pain in her right elbow; joint discomfort; feeling achy in her right arm and all over; feeling achy in her right arm and all over; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 63-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 14:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included hypothyroidism, cholesterol. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine, atorvastatin.  Patient on the line calling about the COVID 19 Vaccine on Wednesday in her right arm. Her right arm lost muscle capacity, she cannot lift, she cannot even lift a gallon of milk in the fridge. This has improved, but she still cannot use it normally. Thursday she was feeling achy; Friday she had a headache. Later that day she had the most terrible pain in her right elbow. It was excruciating pain. The next morning pain subsided. However, she does not have her full arm strength back yet. She confirmed she is a HCP. She also added, she works at the hospital. It is like a centralized monitoring system where she watches monitors connected to the care unit and since she has background as a HCP she alerts the nurses when there is an issue. She clarified her right arm lost muscle capacity was noticed on Friday 08Jan2021. She got the vaccine on 06Jan2021 and was able to drive home and it was fine. The next day, 07Jan2021 she was achy, like flu like, with joint discomfort that she normally does not have even though she is getting older. She was feeling achy in her right arm and all over. The achiness all over resolved Thursday or Friday. She confirmed she has recovered completely. On Friday 08Jan2021 she had a headache that would just not go away. The headache was not in the front, back, or above eyes so she knows it was not sinuses. The headache lasted all day. Stated by the next morning the headache was gone. Her head is fine. She confirmed she has recovered completely. She later added, even though she is getting older and forgets things. No additional details provided. She was supposed to go to work on Friday, but she was not quite miserable, but she just could not bring herself to go into work. She called out because of the headache and the arm pain had started to kick in. The outcome of the event Muscle weakness upper limb was resolving, joint discomfort was unknown, while the outcome of the other events was resolved in Jan2021.

970062 12/21/2020 01/25/2021 AZ 40.0 M positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (hcp). This hcp reported the same events for 2 patients. This is the first of two reports.  A 40-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), intramuscular on 21Dec2020 at a single dose on left deltoid for COVID-19 immunization. There were no relevant medical history and no concomitant medications. The patient reported to have received the vaccine 3 weeks ago and was scheduled to receive the vaccine yesterday (11Jan2021) but tested positive last Saturday 09Jan2021. He mentioned that he had subsequent symptoms of COVID on 01Jan2021. He and his significant other (S/O) got tested last 05Jan2021. He got a negative result while his S/O got a positive result. He had symptoms throughout the week until he confirmed positive last Saturday. As of this report, he is still in quarantine and is experiencing residual congestion and tiredness. He asked when he should schedule to receive the vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 test: negative   on 05Jan2021, and then positive on 09Jan2021. The patient has not recovered from the events.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, a causal relationship between event positive "COVID-19 test with symptoms" (coded to coded to Drug ineffective / COVID-19) and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be excluded.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021030850 same drug/events/reporter, different patients

970063 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 FL 26.0 F Fever, chills, night sweats, fatigue, headache; Fever, chills, night sweats, fatigue, headache; Fever, chills, night sweats, fatigue, headache; Fever, chills, night sweats, fatigue, headache; Fever, chills, night sweats, fatigue, headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 26-year-old female patient received single dose of BNT162B2 (Solution for injection, batch/lot number and exp date not reported), intramuscular (vaccine location: Left arm) on 11Jan2021 09:30 for COVID-19 immunization. Facility type vaccine: Hospital. The patient had no medical history. The patient was not pregnant. The patient had no known allergies. The patient's had no concomitant medications. There had been no other vaccine in four weeks. There were no other medications in two weeks. The patient had no prior covid vaccination. The patient experienced fever, chills, night sweats, fatigue, and headache on 11Jan2021 22:00. The patient has not been tested for covid post vaccination. No treatment was provided. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

970064 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 MA 46.0 F fever/had a 100.1 degree fever/temperature over 100.1; Sore ARM/Injection site; Headaches/massive headache; eye pressure/Pressure in eyes; Body aches; Muscle spasms/Cramping; tired/tiredness/fatigue/feeling rundown; hot and cold chills; tremors; coughing; chest pain; swelling; unable to work; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This 46-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EK9231), via intramuscular on 06Jan2021 09:45 at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included asthma, arthritis and COVID-19. No known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number EH9899) on 16Dec2020 09:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Facility type vaccine was workplace clinic. Patient was not pregnant. No other vaccine received in four weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hasn't been tested for COVID-19. Patient was a PCT Patient Care Technician. Patient had not been feeling well/sick on 06Jan2021 since receiving her second vaccine dose. Patient said she was unable to work, and was still feeling sick. Patient experienced massive headaches, pressure in eyes, body aches, sore arm/injection site, muscle spasms/cramping, tired/tiredness/fatigue/feeling rundown, hot and cold/chills on 06Jan2021 11:00. These adverse events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Patient stated she had reactions coughing, chest pain, swelling, tremors in Jan2021. Patient said she couldn't bend without having a muscle spam. Patient clarified if she tries to wipe herself after she goes to the bathroom, she has muscle cramping. Patient clarified if she tries to turnover in bed, she has charley horses everywhere. Patient reported walking hurts from having so many charley horses. Patient said the headache seemed like it was progressing. Patient was feeling rundown and tired. Patient reported she had hot and cold chills over the weekend. Something didn't feel right on 11Jan2021, so she took her temperature and she had a 100.1 degree fever. Patient clarified she did not check her temperature prior to 11Jan2021. Patient reported she has been taking ibuprofen 800mg to maintain herself as treatment. She said she took some of the ibuprofen 800mg over the weekend, and then decided to take her temperature on 11Jan2021, and that was when she discovered she had a fever. Reported the ibuprofen 800mg was a prescription from her doctor and was dispensed in an amber pharmacy bottle. Patient stated she had lab work for, because of COVID her lungs has been messed up but before she had the shot she was doing pretty good. So, she would be getting tested periodically for her lungs and all that because she had COVID at one time. Patient stated the doctors gave her prednisone and antibiotics as treatment. For antibiotics name, Patient stated amoxycillin she believed it was and the doctors gave her another pill start with a M for swelling. Patient stated her doctor did said it had nothing to do with concomitant medication and other medication conditions. The doctor said it had to do with having the shot. Treatment for adverse events (headaches, pressure in eyes, body aches, sore arm/injection site, muscle spasms, cramping, tired, fatigue, temperature over 100.1, hot and cold/chills) included penicillin, amoxicillin, prednisone. Outcome of massive headaches, pressure in eyes, body aches, sore arm/injection site, muscle spasms/cramping, tired/fatigue, temperature over 100.1, hot and cold/chills were not recovered, outcome of other events was unknown.

970065 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 M having a bad taste in his mouth; terrible gastric reflux; heartburn; tired; sickly; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer received via Medical Information Team.  A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient reported he felt tired and sickly. On 11Jan2021, he started having a bad taste in his mouth and terrible gastric reflux and heartburn. Medication did help the reflux, but "the bad taste was still in mouth". The patient outcome of " tired and sickly" was recovered on 11Jan2021, the outcome of gastric reflux and heartburn was recovering and the outcome of "the bad taste" was not recovered.  The information on the batch number has been requested.

970066 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 28.0 F sore arm at the injection site; I then woke up with a headache and had a fever with chills. Max temp was 100.7. Temperature maintained 100.2-100.4 for majority of day and decreased to 99.6 that night; I then woke up with a headache and had a fever with chills. Max temp was 100.7. Temperature maintained 100.2-100.4 for majority of day and decreased to 99.6 that night; I then woke up with a headache and had a fever with chills. Max temp was 100.7. Temperature maintained 100.2-100.4 for majority of day and decreased to 99.6 that night; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A 28-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Solution for injection, lot no. EK9231) , via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had her 1st dose on 16Dec2020 (lot no: EH9899) administered on left arm. Patient was not pregnant.  The patient has no COVID prior vaccination.  On 07Jan2021, patient stated "I had a sore arm at the injection site. I then woke up with a headache and had a fever with chills. Max temp was 100.7. Temperature maintained 100.2- 100.4 for majority of day and decreased to 99.6 that night. It only lasted the day after being vaccinated" The patient recovered on unspecified date from all of the events. The patient has not tested COVID on post vaccination.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

970067 12/31/2020 01/25/2021 NY 44.0 F Couldn't walk; Terrible body aches; Every joint was aching; Mild, headache; Cold with chills; Cold with chills/ Was shivering; Fever; Sweating all night; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 44-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number and expiry date unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 10:02 at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included tuberculosis from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took BCG vaccine. The patient received Pfizer COVID Vaccine on 31Dec2020. On 04Jan2021, the patient got a couple of symptoms and started with a mild headache, not sharp pain and she took Tylenol. After she showered when she came home from work, she got chills. She took a couple more Tylenol, but doesn't know when. When she went to bed, she sweated all night and still feel cold with chills and was sweating all night. She didn't really check temperature, but knew she had a fever. On 05Jan2021, she woke up and felt like someone had hit her from her head to toes and every joint was aching, terrible body aches and couldn't walk. She went to emergency room on 05Jan2021 and thought she may have been exposed a couple of days before. She was working with patients who had COVID. She had a rapid COVID test that was negative and came home and symptoms continued. Today was the first day she was feeling a little better. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: negative on an unspecified date. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of mild, headache, cold with chills, cold with chills/ was shivering, fever, sweating all night , couldn't walk, terrible body aches, every joint was aching. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information was requested on Lot/ Batch number.

970068 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 TX M Tested positive with COVID/ diagnosed with Covid-19; Tested positive with COVID/ diagnosed with Covid-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 53-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) intramuscular in right deltoid on 04Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 prophylaxis in a hospital at the age of 52 years old. Medical history included ongoing type 2 diabetes mellitus diagnosed 13 years ago (unspecified date).  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that he has worked with more COVID patients and is making exposure much manageable. He is not sure if the first dose of the COVID vaccine shot is helping him. The patient is a paramedic and got the first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine 8 days ago and yesterday was diagnosed with the COVID virus. He was tested positive with COVID. The patient wanted to know if it safe to get the second dose or does he have to wait. He said that he was diagnosed with Covid-19 about 20:00 last night 11Jan2021. He said that last night, 11Jan2021, he had a horrible fever. He felt so bad last night that he can't remember much about last night. He stated that the vaccine works. His medical director said that that evidence shows that even with 1 dose if you get the Covid virus, the effects are a lot less. He said that the effects of COVID that he is experiencing are very mild except when the fever spikes. He said that the fevers started early Friday evening (08Jan2021). He said that they started out mild and hit him pretty good on Sunday (11Jan2021). He said that the fever came on midday Sunday and midday yesterday at 15:00, it showed up with a vengeance. He went from normal to 100.3 in a matter of about 5 seconds. He stated that the fevers are off and on. He stated that when his back starts to hurt he knows he is running a fever. Outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

970069 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 F arm hurt only a little bit; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer(patient). A 66-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) , via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was 66 years old and went to the stadium name yesterday on 11Jan2021 and there were 1000's of people there. The patient got her first dose of the vaccine and they gave her an appointment card for the first of February. The patient was fine by the way, her arm hurt only a little bit in Jan2021. She went back to that vaccine assistant thing to make an appointment. It was a computerized system for making an appointment. It generates a QR code. But she was not sure that she had an appointment for her second dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested

970070 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 AL 50.0 F Itching and redness on head, itching on arms and torso.; Itching and redness on head, itching on arms and torso.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient).  A 50-years-old female patient received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 09:00 at SINGLE DOSE at Left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient was not pregnant. Medical history included hypertension.  Concomitant medication in two weeks included omeprazole (PRILOSEC [OMEPRAZOLE]), doxycycline and otc vitamins. The patient previously took oxycodone hydrochloride/oxycodone terephthalate/paracetamol (PERCOCET) and experienced drug allergies. On 12Jan2021 10:00, the patient experienced itching and redness on head, itching on arms and torso. No treatment received for the events. No covid prior vaccination and no covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was not recovered. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

970071 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 MD 45.0 M Motion sickness, and fatigue started about 11am; Motion sickness, and fatigue started about 11am / slept for 3 hours woke to just severe fatigue; Headache started about 6 hours after, progressively worsening about 12hrs; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This 45-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot number EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose in the left arm on 11Jan2021 14:00 to for Covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included was none. Concomitant medication included fluticasone propionate and multi vitamin. The patient experienced headache started about 6 hours after, progressively worsening about 12hrs on 11Jan2021 20:00, motion sickness, and fatigue started about 11am on 12Jan2021. Completely wiped out by noon and had to lay down could not work slept for 3 hours woke to just severe fatigue, slight headache no nausea. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of headache included Advil but no help. No treatment received for the other events. The vaccine was administered at Workplace clinic. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.

970072 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 TX 53.0 F Near complete loss of taste and smell.; Near complete loss of taste and smell.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 53-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 08Jan2021 at 10:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history included anxiety and depression, both from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  The patient's concomitant medication included lamotrigine, fluoxetine, rheum rhaponticum root (ESTROVERA) and gabapentin. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration at right arm on 22Dec2020 at 10:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. On 11Jan2021 at 14:30, the patient experienced near complete loss of taste and smell. The patient underwent lab tests and procedure which included SARS-COV-2 antibody test (Nasal swab): negative on 11Jan2021. The patient outcome of the events was not recovered.

970073 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 TN 72.0 F COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient), then received from a Pfizer-sponsored program (Pfizer First Connect). This consumer reported similar events for two patients. This is the first of two reports. A 72 years old female patient received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot EL0142) on 05Jan2021, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. On 08Jan2021 the patient was tested positive for COVID 19. Events outcome was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021026991 same reporter/drug/AE, different patient

970074 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 AK 40.0 M increased body odor/still start to smell bad a few hours after showering, even when not sweating; COVID test result: Positive (08Jan2021); COVID test result: Positive (08Jan2021); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 40-years-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 08Jan2021 at 13:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was not reported. Concomitant medications in two weeks included ascorbic acid (VIT C), ascorbic acid, biotin, colecalciferol, cyanocobalamin, dl-alpha tocopheryl acetate, folic acid, pantothenic acid, potassium iodide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol, sodium selenate, zinc sulfate (CENTRUM MULTIGUMMIES MEN). The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient had no COVID prior vaccination; tested on 03Jan2021 with the results pending. On 08Jan2021, the patient has tested positive via nasal swab post vaccination. On 09Jan2021, the patient experienced increased body odor. The patient had resorted to showering twice a day, and still start to smell bad a few hours after showering, even when not sweating. No treatment was administered for the event "increased body odor/still start to smell bad a few hours after showering, even when not sweating". The event "increased body odor/still start to smell bad a few hours after showering, even when not sweating" had not resolved, while the outcome of the rest of the events was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

970075 12/22/2020 01/25/2021 F patient received the first dose on her left deltoid (arm was a little sore on an unspecified date); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A 35-year-old female patient (reported as 30-40 years old) received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on the left deltoid on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for an COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose on her left deltoid (arm was a little sore on an unspecified date). Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

970076 01/02/2021 01/25/2021 F Shingles; sores and pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP (patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history included ongoing lupus erythematosus. Concomitant medication included belimumab (BENLYSTA), intravenous from an unspecified date (after the vaccine) at unspecified dosage for systemic lupus erythematosus. The patient experienced shingles, sores and pain on 06Jan2021 with outcome of unknown.  The action taken for belimumab was unknown. She would like to know if her first dose of the vaccine was still effective and if she should receive her second dose of the vaccine on 23Jan2021.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

970077 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 MO 29.0 F Hives; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 29-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EL0142; Expiration date was not reported) on 30Dec2020 (09:30) at a single dose on the left arm, with route of administration unspecified, for COVID-19 immunization at the hospital. Medical history included asthma, gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) and allergy to sulfa drugs. Concomitant medication included omeprazole. On 06Jan2021 (20:00), the patient had hives. The hives was further reported to have occurred in two instances: first was 14 days after receiving the vaccine, and the second was 17 days after vaccination (pending clarification on event onset date). The patient did not receive any treatment for the reported event. The outcome of the event, hives, was recovered in Jan2021. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to the vaccination, and was not tested post-vaccination.

970078 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 TN 57.0 F Drug ineffective; Positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer for herslf.  A 57-years-old female patient started to receive bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot # EL1284) vaccine , intramuscular in the right arm  on 30Dec2020 10:30 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history was not reported.  There were no concomitant medications.   Since 03Jan2021, the patient has been sick.  Her fever started out at 99.7 degrees Fahrenheit with a terrible cough and then it just kept getting worse. This weekend it was 102.7 degrees Fahrenheit all weekend. Her cough improved. She took some Delsyn one day. The cough improved but is not gone away.  Headaches started on day 4 or 5. Lot of pressure in forehead and eyes. Fever kept going up day after day been up to 101.2°F and then up 102.7°F all weekend. Then she just felt weak all weekend. Just walking to bathroom is short of . Yesterday fever was 101.5°F and she went to doctor and they did a rapid COVID test and it came back positive. Slept a lot more this weekend. Done nothing but slept. She did not think it would make her this sick. only vomited once. she is supposed to get second dose on Saturday. She is  afraid to get second. The patient also reported the following information: Fever 08:30 Terrible Cough 08:30 Headache 10:00 Weakness 12:00 Shortness of breath when walking 12:00 Increased sleepiness 12:00 Positive for Covid 09:21 Diarrhea 08:00 Vomiting 14:00  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 99.7 Fahrenheit; 102.7 Fahrenheit;  101.2 Fahrenheit  then up 102.7 Fahrenheit ; 101.5 Fahrenheit.  Sars-cov-2 test: positive   on 11Jan2021  .  Further information has been requested

970079 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 NC 23.0 F injection site redness, swelling, lump, itching; injection site redness, swelling, lump, itching; injection site redness, swelling, lump, itching; injection site redness, swelling, lump, itching; First dose of BNT162B2 on 22Dec2020 15:00 PM, second dose of BNT162B2 on 07Jan2021 08:00; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) (patient). A 23-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on right arm on 07Jan2021 08:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included known allergies to adhesive. Concomitant medication included duloxetine, ethinylestradiol, levonorgestrel (AMETHYST), bupropion, tizanidine. There was no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient had no COVID prior vaccination. The patient had not COVID tested post vaccination. The patient previously took prochlorperazine maleate (COMPAZINE) and experienced allergies; tramadol and experienced allergies. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 on right arm on 22Dec2020 15:00 PM for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced injection site redness, swelling, lump, itching on 07Jan2021 22:00 with outcome of recovering. No treatment was received for the events (injection site redness, swelling, lump, itching). The patient also had first dose of BNT162B2 on 22Dec2020 15:00 PM, second dose of BNT162B2 on 07Jan2021 08:00.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

970080 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 25.0 M Got vaccine 5 days ago (1/7), fever since 11Jan; Second dose on day 24; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist reporting for himself. A 25-years-old male patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) vaccine, in the left arm on 07Jan2021 18:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history was not reported.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient received the first dose of BNT vaccine on 14Dec2020. The patient  got vaccine 5 days ago (1/7), fever since 11Jan  on 11Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered. The patient received the second dose on day 24.   The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 100.3°F   on 12Jan2021.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

970081 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 70.0 F She feels a little bit of chills and weakness; She feels a little bit of chills and weakness; Cold and hot feeling on [her] body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This 70-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient experienced delayed symptoms after the first injection of the COVID-19 vaccine, received on 06Jan2021. Patient explained feeling fine the first three days post injection, and later on 09Jan2021 having "chills" and weakness. She then described her experience as "cold and hot feeling on her body". She felt good, her breathing was okay. Her oxygen and everything was okay. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

970082 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 WA 26.0 F Nerve pain from right upper arm to fingers; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 26-year-old female patient received the second single dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine) at 11:00AM 12Jan2021 at right arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The first dose was received on 23Dec2020 10:30 AM at right arm. The patient had no medical history, no known allergies and had no Covid-19 before vaccination. The patient had not received other medications in two weeks and no vaccine received in four weeks. At 11:15 AM after the second dose, the patient experienced nerve pain from right upper arm to fingers. Pain was with usage of hand and fingers. Patient had not received treatment for the event. The patient had not tested after vaccination. The event was resolving at the time of reporting.  The reporter considered that the event was non-serious.   No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on lot number, batch number could not be obtained.

970083 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 NY 57.0 F Tingling and numb tongue and lips; Tingling and numb tongue and lips; loss of sensation to my right entire side from the back of my head, face and down to my right foot, which included my back scapular region and both right extremities; sore tender lymph nodes under right arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 57-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration at right arm on 08Jan2021 14:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID-19 prior vaccination. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine. The patient previously took essential oils and experienced known allergies. The patient experienced tingling and numb tongue and lips, loss of sensation to her right entire side from the back of her head, face and down to her right foot, which included her back scapular region and both right extremities. Also, sore tender lymph nodes under right arm. All events started from 08Jan2021. This has been going on for 4 days as of 12Jan2021. No other vaccine in four weeks. Covid test done post vaccination: nasal swab on 12Jan2021, pending result. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

970084 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 VA 52.0 F My face felt hot; face and lip were slightly swollen; face and lip were slightly swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 52-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Ek4176) via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 12Jan2021 17:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID prior vaccination. Concomitant medication included unspecified medications. The patient previously took hydrocodone bitartrate paracetamol (VICODIN) and experienced known allergies. After approximately 45 minutes after vaccination, her face felt hot and her face and lip were slightly swollen from 12Jan2021 18:00. No treatment received. No other vaccine in four weeks. No COVID tested done post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering.

970085 01/25/2021 M right hand weakness (no sensory loss) in a multi-focal distribution (radial, ulnar) - C8. Sensation and reflexes intact; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A male patient of unspecified age (Cardiologist) received 2 single doses of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on unspecified dates, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. During the next four days after the second vaccine dose, since an unspecified date, the patient developed right hand weakness (no sensory loss) in a multi-focal distribution (radial, ulnar) - C8. Sensation and reflexes were intact. MRI of the cervical spine was unrevealing. EMG/NCV study was being scheduled. Event outcome was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

970086 12/20/2020 01/25/2021 WA 42.0 F My menstrual cycle has always been regular, this time around it came 8 days late; but now I've been spotting bright red blood for 5 days after my period; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). The 42-years-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number: EH9899), intramuscular on left arm on 20Dec2020 19:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks. No Covid prior vaccination, No Covid tested post vaccination, No Known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported "My menstrual cycle has always been regular, this time around it came 8 days late, which didn't concern me, but now I've been spotting bright red blood for 5 days after my period, which NEVER happens. My tubes are tied so I shouldn't be pregnant." The event was onset on 07Jan2021. No treatment received. The patient did not recover from the event.  No follow-up attempts possible. No further information expected.

970087 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 MO 30.0 F Fever; Myalgias; Arthralgias; Costovertebral angle tenderness; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable physician. A 30-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received the second single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) intramuscular, in left arm, on 11Jan2021 at 18:45, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient received the first vaccine dose on 21Dec2020 at 16:00, intramuscular, in right arm, for COVID-19 immunization. No other vaccine was given in 4 weeks. The patient's medical history was none. The patient had no COVID before vaccination. Concomitant medication included drospirenone, ethinylestradiol betadex clathrate (YAZ). On 12Jan2021 at 13:00 the patient experienced fever, myalgias, arthralgias, costovertebral angle tenderness and fatigue. COVID was not tested after vaccination. No treatment was given. The events were resolving.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

970088 12/18/2020 01/25/2021 NY 32.0 M the patient had headaches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician(patient). A 32-year-old male patient received first dose BNT162B2 (lot number EK5730) , via an unspecified route of administration at Arm Left on 18Dec2020 09:00 at the 32 years old at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The medical history was not reported. The patient was not Allergic to medications, food, or other products. There were none concomitant medications. Following the first COVID vaccine dose on 18Dec2020, the patient had headaches that started on the third day 21Dec2020 and ended on the tenth day on 28Dec2020. The patient received medication as treatment for the adverse event. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2. The patient did not receive any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures, which included Nasal Swab on 10Jan2021 Negative. The outcome of the event was recovered.

970089 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 OK 18.0 F Fever; chills; headache; joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse(patient). A 18-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2, intramuscular at Arm Left on 11Jan2021 14:00 at the 18 years old at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.   On 11Jan2021 17:00 the patient experienced Fever, chills, headache and joint pain.There was no treatment received for the adverse events. The patient had no covid prior vaccination. There was no covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was Not recovered.   Information about Lot/Batch has been requested.

970090 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 50.0 M 100.4 F temperature; swollen lymph node in armpit of injection arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 50-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration at right arm on 11Jan2021 at 07:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 11Jan2021 at 23:30, The patient experienced 100.4 F temperature and swollen lymph node in armpit of injection arm. The patient outcome of the events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

970091 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 VA 24.0 F Throwing up; body ache; feeling feverish; sweating; chills; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other Healthcare Professional (HCP, patient).   This 24-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE Lot # EK4176), intramuscular, on 12Jan2021 at 05:45 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was right arm. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. Medical history included anemia, possible COVID in Mar2020, obgyn related health conditions. Historical vaccine included first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE Lot # EL1284), intramuscular left arm, on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Age at vaccination was 24 years old for both doses. Concomitant medications were unknown. On 13Jan2021 at 04:00 AM, the patient experienced throwing up, body ache, feeling feverish, sweating, chills, headache. No treatment was received for the event. Outcome was recovering.

970092 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 M Loss of sense of taste and smell; Loss of sense of taste and smell; High pressure feeling in his nose; Injection site pain; Muscle soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Other HCP. A 23 year old male patient received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine) lot number not reported, via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan20201 11:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 11Jan2021 the patient experienced, within half hour from vaccine administration, injection site pain and muscle soreness both with outcome of unknown. On 13Jan2021 he experienced loss of sense of taste and smell, mixed with high pressure feeling in his nose with outcome of unknown. The patient reported that "with loss of taste and smell, what is my next step, do I stay home, do I go back to work, what do I do. My work wants to know if I can come back or not. I also know someone that I work with that had a metallic taste in his mouth". The action taken was not applicable.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

970093 12/22/2020 01/25/2021 F Tested positive after taking the 1st dose; Tested positive after taking the 1st dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician via a Pfizer-sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive after taking the 1st dose and about to get the 2nd dose on 12Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded for reported "test positive after taking the 1st dose".

970094 12/22/2020 01/25/2021 M he was tested positive 9 days later; he was tested positive 9 days later; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A non-contactable consumer (patient) reported that a male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got his 1st dose of Covid-19 Vaccine last 22Dec2020. He said that he has tested positive 9 days later which was on 31Dec2020. He was asking if he could get the 2nd dose of vaccine tomorrow or should he wait for the scheduled vaccine which was 3 weeks later, since he mentioned that it has been 12 days since he was tested positive. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

970095 01/25/2021 SC M The patient had his initial shot of the Pfizer COVID Vaccine, then tested positive for COVID-19; The patient had his initial shot of the Pfizer COVID Vaccine, then tested positive for COVID-19; He and his work partner both work up feeling awful the next day with all the side effects that can possible happen; Their arms killed them for about a day; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect from a contactable consumer. A male patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on arm on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had his initial shot of the Pfizer COVID Vaccine, then tested positive for COVID-19. It was reported the patient and his work partner both work up feeling awful the next day with all the side effects that can be possible happen. His work partner he was speaking of also tested positive as well. As the patient work partner woke up with 103 fever, so the patient got tested because of him, since they shared a station for 24 hours. The other symptoms they experienced were that they felt like they got shot in the arm. Their arms killed them for about a day. The outcome of the event was unknown. Lot and batch number has been requested.

970096 01/01/2021 01/25/2021 WI 62.0 F joint pain; bad back spasms in the middle of the back radiating up through right should to right arm; Sweating; arm pain; she couldn't do anything with her right hand. She "couldn't open a soda can, the next morning couldn't get socks on, hand wouldn't work, and had a difficult time writing or typing".; arm shoulder blade rib cage are sore; arm shoulder blade rib cage are sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient, healthcare tech in the ER). A 62-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included spondylosis. Concomitant medications were not reported. patient calls today to report symptoms following administration of the covid vaccine. Caller reports that she got the vaccine on Friday. Reports that on Saturday she started to have joint pain everywhere on Sunday she felt a little better. Reports that on Monday she got up and had really bad back spasms in the middle of the back radiating up through right should to right arm. She went to work, only worked for 2 hours and then checked into the ED. They did an EKG because she was sweating and was with arm pain. They did X-rays and gave her steroids and gave her a pain shot stating it didn't do anything, states they put her on steroids to come home with, muscle relaxers to stop spams. Reports that on Monday night she couldn't do anything with her right hand. She couldn't open a soda can, the next morning couldn't get socks on, hand wouldn't work, and had a difficult time writing or typing. The spasms won't stop, everything; arm shoulder blade rib cage was sore. Went back to the ER on Tuesday, they did a thoracic and cervical MRI, nothing looked different or wrong. they told her to stay on steroids and keep taking muscle relaxers, with ibuprofen and Tylenol. She also asks, what should her do, and if her history of spondylosis triggering this reaction. Patient was recovering from joint pain, was not recovered from bad back spasms in the middle of the back radiating up through right should to right arm and arm shoulder blade rib cage are sore. Outcome of the events was unknown. Identification of the case safety report serious was No.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

970097 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 CA F has some soreness in the arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of unknown age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 11Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got her shot yesterday (11Jan2021) and had some soreness in the arm but that was it. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/Batch number has been requested.

970098 12/21/2020 01/25/2021 CA 46.0 F wet and cold sensation on chest; she would have a heard time falling asleep or get no sleep at all that night; Breast discomfort/describes the breast discomfort as a contracting feeling of encapsulation; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 46-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EH9899) injection intramuscularly in right arm on 21Dec2020 around 11:00 am at a single dose of COVID-19 immunization. Vaccination facility type was at medical center. Relevant medical history included acne, migraine, and chronic neck and upper back pain; all were ongoing, and breast implant, tennis elbow in left arm and she had the flu shot in Oct but she never got any reaction. She thought a side effect of spironolactone. Concomitant medications included rizatriptan benzoate (MAXALT, strength: 5mg, tablet) at 5mg tablet as needed for migraine, naproxen sodium (ALEVE, strength: 500mg, tablet) at 500 mg tablet, one tablet as needed for pain, and spironolactone (strength: 5mg tablet) (if her skin was breaking out she will take two tablets that night and if her face was not bad she will take one tablet) from Aug2020 for acne, breaking out; all were ongoing. History of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect (or patient age at first and subsequent immunizations if dates of birth or immunizations are not available) was reported as none. Additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect was reported as none. Prior vaccinations within 4 weeks and AE(s) following prior vaccinations were reported as none. On 26Dec2020 she started feeling breast discomfort. She described the breast discomfort as a contracting feeling of encapsulation, reported it kept her up at night, she would have a heard time falling asleep or get no sleep at all that night. Her breast comfort started to lessen. The patient was breast discomfort or tenderness but she did not experience any breast discomfort till after she got the covid vaccine. She stated the breast discomfort was like a feeling that something was crawling inside, states it is like creepy crawlers. She also experienced a wet and cold sensation on her chest on 29Dec2020 and was still occurring once in a while, intermittently. At first it was just on the left breast, and the next night she felt the sensation across her chest, it felt like she spilled water and felt wet but it was not wt. She felt it while she was bed. She had breast implants. Last week she contacted her primary care doctor and she was sent to get a mammogram and ultrasound. She went to have the mammogram and ultrasound on Friday 08Jan2021 and everything was fine. She was thinking what she was experiencing was from the vaccine. The patient declined any treatment. No emergency room and no physician office required for the events. The outcome of event breast discomfort was resolving, of wet and cold sensation on chest was unknown.

970099 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 GA 77.0 M sore arm/soreness in the arm; a little swelling, slight swelling/there was a little swelling where it was injected; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This reporter reported similar events for two patients. This is 1st of 2 reports.   A 77-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER- BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at left arm, via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 12:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing diabetes mellitus. Family Medical History was None. The patient previously had pneumonia shot that he had a pretty bad reaction to one time. It was hard to explain, he had sloughing to the skin on the left arm. Under the left arm was hanging down about 3-4 inches. There was some fluid of some sort. He went to the clinic and they gave him something and it went away and he was told not to get another one. It was about 8-9 years ago. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced sore arm and a little swelling, slight swelling on 11Jan2021. The patient noticed the soreness in the arm about 2-3 hours after getting the shot, but it was getting better, but there was a little swelling where it was injected. There was slight swelling, but not much. The outcome of event "sore arm/soreness in the arm" was unknown; of event "a little swelling, slight swelling/there was a little swelling where it was injected" was not recovered.   Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021026404 same reporter/product, different patient.

970100 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 GA 77.0 F Sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's husband). This reporter reported similar events for two patients. This is 2nd of 2 reports. A 77-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER- BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 11Jan2021 12:00 PM at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Patient's medical History and family medical history was none. No additional vaccines administered on same date of COVID vaccine. No other vaccines were received within 4 weeks prior to the first administration date of COVID vaccine. The patient's concomitant medications were none.The patient got the Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine yesterday and had sore arm on12Jan2021. The patient's soreness in arm didn't start until this morning, 24 hours later. It's not a real big problem for her and it's getting better and almost gone. The outcome of the event was recovering.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021026388 same reporter/product/Event, different patient.

970101 12/21/2020 01/25/2021 IL 41.0 F enlarged supraclavical lymph node enlargement on same side as vaccine dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot 5730, expiration date unspecified), intramuscular on 21Dec2020 13:30 at single dose (left arm) for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had no known allergies. On an unspecified date, after initial dose, the patient experienced enlarged supraclavical lymph node enlargement on same side as vaccine dose 24 hours later and lasted 17 days. There was no treatment for the event. The patient did not have Covid prior vaccination and was not Covid tested post vaccination. The patient had no other vaccine in 4 weeks and no other medications in 2 weeks. Outcome of event was recovering.

970102 01/10/2021 01/25/2021 ME 58.0 F Dizziness; Diarrhea; She was not feeling well; Had a body temperature of 99 degrees Fahrenheit; Had gastrointestinal issues; Nausea; Had allover muscle aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for herself. A 58-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 10Jan2021 10:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing hypothyroidism for the last 15 years. The patient's concomitant medications included ascorbic acid, biotin, calcium, chromium, colecalciferol, copper, folic acid, iodine, iron, magnesium, malpighia glabra fruit, manganese, molybdenum, nicotinamide, pantothenic acid, phytomenadione, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol, riboflavin, selenium, vitamin b1 nos, vitamin b12 nos, vitamin e nos, zinc (MULTIVITAMIN ACTIVE WOMAN) and cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC ALLERGY). The patient experienced dizziness that was bad the following morning, 11Jan2021. She said the dizziness was so bad, she had to have her husband take her to a dentist appointment because she did not feel safe driving. She said she was not feeling well, and was surprised her dentist even saw her that day. She said the dizziness resolved later that day by 7:00PM. Feeling Unwell Treatment: Reported she took 3 Equate brand Ibuprofen 200mg tablets (600mg dose) twice on 11Jan2021. Reported she didn't have a fever, but had a body temperature of 99 degrees Fahrenheit, saying her body temperature usually doesn't run that high. Reported she had gastrointestinal issues. She said she woke up yesterday, 11Jan2021, and was feeling bad. She said her symptoms hit all at once. She clarified she had diarrhea and nausea. She said the diarrhea remains as of this morning, 12Jan2021. She said as soon as she eats, the diarrhea is there. She said she is drinking PowerAde to keep her electrolytes going, but the diarrhea is wiping her out. She said she felt like she was hit by a Mack truck, or has a bad hangover. She said the nausea is gone, clarifying the nausea resolved this morning, 12Jan2021, upon waking up. Diarrhea Treatment: Reported she tried a generic Imodium, saying she took 2 generic Imodium tablets, and the generic Imodium didn't do anything. Reported she had allover muscle aches that started on 11Jan2021. She said her muscle aches improved, and she only has muscle aches remaining in her intestinal tract. Reported she told her doctor she felt horrible and was taking Ibuprofen for muscle pains and a slight fever. Outcome of event dizziness, Nausea was recovered, of Diarrhea was not recovered, of muscle aches was recovering, of others was unknown.

970103 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 NV 65.0 F Blurred vision; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse for self. A 65-year-old female patient received second shot of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration on Right deltoid on 12Jan2021 12:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. Patient received first bnt162b2 on unknown date. Concomitant medication included apixaban (ELIQUIS). The patient experienced blurred vision on 13Jan2021 morning. Was holding something and couldn't read it. Wears contacts and usually has sharp vision. Had to keep adjusting and holding what she was looking at. Outcome of event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported event of  blurred vision due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

970104 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 CT 86.0 F throwing up; Sweating; Lightheaded; the patient can barely speak to her/she just whispered it; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An 86-year-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EC9231, expiry date Apr2021), intramuscular in the left arm on 09Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included COVID-19 from 13Apr2020 and she got a plasma donation, in Apr2020 because she was not in good shape when she had COVID. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number and expiry date not reported) on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The reporter said that the patient's doctor told her to still get the COVID vaccine and on 10Jan2021, she had been throwing up, sweating, and lightheaded and these were the side effects with the second dose. The caller stated that no one else had side effects like these. It was reported that the patient had no other family and the reporter felt really bad for the patient and wanted to get her some sort of information. The patient said that she was feeling a little better than she did last night, but she was laying in bed. The patient's symptoms started yesterday 10Jan2021, the next day after receiving the vaccine. The reporter said that the patient can barely speak to her. She said that the patient said that she was feeling a little better, but she just whispered it. The reporter asked if it was because the patient had antibodies. Clinical outcome of the events was unknown.

970105 01/25/2021 FL U typical arm swelling; headache; tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 17 patients. This is the eleventh (11th) of the seventeen (17) reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (lot number and expiry date were not provided) via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter stated that multiple friends (unspecified) had the regular side effect of soreness in the arm on an unknown date. They all got the vaccine shot in the village and all had the typical arm swelling, headache, and tiredness on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021018227 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

970106 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 TN 79.0 M positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's wife). This consumer reported similar events for two patients. This is the second of two reports.  A 79 years old male patient received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot EL0142) on 05Jan2021, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. On 11Jan2021 the patient was tested positive for COVID 19. He was sick before then but did not get tested until 11Jan2021. Events outcome was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 05Jan2021, and COVID-19 test positive on 11Jan2021.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID likely represents the pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use. He was sick before then but did not get tested until 11Jan2021.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021021527 same reporter/drug/AE, different patient

970107 01/25/2021 CA 43.0 F arm was inflamed, and so swollen; arm was inflamed, and so swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient had a reaction after the vaccine. The first vaccine her arm was inflamed, and so swollen, she couldn't move it. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

970108 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 F severe headache; felt really tired; got up in the middle of the night; muscle aches; her temperature rose to 99.9°F; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself .   This female patient of an unspecified age received the second dose of  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose on 11Jan2021 for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced severe headache, felt really tired, got up in the middle of the night, muscle aches, her temperature rose to 99.9°F, all in Jan2021 with outcome of recovered on an unspecified date in Jan2021. The events were described as follows: She had the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 11Jan2021. Twelve hours later, she had a severe headache and felt really tired. She also got up in the middle of the night and laid on the floor for a while. She had muscle aches and her temperature rose to 99.9°F. All came back to normal after a lot of water and plenty of rest.   Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

970109 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 PA 55.0 F viral pinkeye; cold sores covering lips and skin around mouth; symptoms of urinary tract infection (UTI); Chills; elevated temp 99 degrees,/elevated temp 101.4 degrees,; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional (patient). A 55-year-old non-pregnant female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 08Jan2021 12:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The vaccine was administered at hospital. Medical history included migraine headaches. The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included vitamin d3 and sumatriptan. No other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 12:45 PM at Left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization. On 09Jan2021, the patient had chills and elevated temperature of 99 degrees; on 10Jan2021, the patient had chills and elevated temperature of 101.4 degrees, symptoms of urinary tract infection (UTI); on 11Jan2021, the patient was prescribed cephalexin for UTI; on 12Jan2021, the patient had cold sores covering lips and skin around mouth; on 13Jan2021, the patient was prescribed antiviral for cold sores, the patient was developed and diagnosed with viral pinkeye, prescribed steroid eye drops. The adverse event result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovering.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

970110 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 IL 52.0 M 4 days after vaccine, developed shingles, left thorax; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient). A 52-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: ek9321), on 08Jan2021 at 13:00 at single dose intramuscular in left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. No other vaccine was given within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was vaccinated at hospital. Historical vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), on 18Dec2020 at 13:00 at single dose intramuscular in right arm. Medical history included gastrooesophageal reflux disease and palpitations. The patient had no known allergies. Concomitant medications included famotidine (PEPCID), and metoprolol. On 12Jan2021 at 13:00, four days after vaccine, the patient developed shingles, left thorax. The event resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Treatment for the event included Valacyclovir. The event was resolving at the time of the report. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, she has not been tested for COVID-19.

970111 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 MO 46.0 F chills; extreme fatigue; fever of 102.9 for 12 hours; body aches; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) who reported for herself A 46-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE: Lot EL1284) intramuscular in Left arm on 11Jan2021 at 18:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Hashimoto's Thyroiditis, endometriosis, polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS). Known allergies to latex, and past drug allergy to levothyroxine and armour thyroid. The patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot EH9899) on 21Dec2020 at 18:00 intramuscular in Left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  On 12Jan2021, within 24 hours of her second COVID-19 vaccination, the patient started with chills, then fever of 102.9 for 12 hours, extreme fatigue and body aches, when fever broke the headache started. She was feeling better by the following morning, so it was approximately 24 hours of symptoms that started approximately 24 hours after the 2nd vaccine. The final outcome of the events was reported as recovered on 13Jan2021, without treatment administration.

970112 01/25/2021 F hives; This is a spontaneous report from a Contactable nurse reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient wanted to know recommendations for receiving the second dose after having a possible reaction from the first dose. She developed hives 5 days after receiving the vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

970113 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 NM 25.0 F Headache; Muscle soreness/ muscle soreness and knots; Muscle soreness/ muscle soreness and knots; Severe joint pain; Muscle tightness; Chest pain; Moderate chills; Exhaustion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) (patient). A 25-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EL3248) via an unspecified route of administration on right arm on 11Jan2021 06:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included nail patella syndrome. Concomitant medication included ethinylestradiol, levonorgestrel (LESSINA), escitalopram. There was no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient had not COVID prior vaccination. The patient had not COVID tested post vaccination. The patient previously took amoxicillin and experienced allergies. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Brand: Pfizer, Lot number: EH9899) on right arm on 21Dec2020 16:00 PM for COVID-19 immunisation. First dose came with moderate muscle fatigue and joint pain, chills, headache and fatigue.  Events occurred 7 days post vaccination. Second dose had almost immediate side effects beginning post vaccination beginning with headache, then muscle soreness. Followed by severe joint pain and muscle tightness, including chest pain. Moderate chills. Exhaustion. Both instances were elevated with ibuprofen, water, and a night's rest. Upon waking after second dose side effects, muscle soreness and knots probably from muscle tightness night before. A muscle relaxant might have helped. All events started from 11Jan2021 17:00. No treatment received for muscle tightness and muscle disorder, treatment was received for the other remain events. The outcome of the event was recovering.

970114 12/17/2020 01/25/2021 CO 44.0 F very low grade fever; it was 99.5 degrees Fahrenheit; getting a GI cold; Arm pain; General fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, reporting for herself. A 44-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Vaccination was done in a hospital. Medical history included celiac disease from 2011 and ongoing (very well controlled, she eats gluten-free. This is an autoimmune disease, but she is not immunocompromised like they ask with the Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine. She is typically very healthy) and irritable bowel syndrome from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. There were no concomitant medications. It was reported that following the first dose, she just experienced arm pain and general fatigue, just the basics. Arm pain and general fatigue with first dose she described as she did not really have a negative effect from; just the basics what everyone was saying. She did not feel anything when the first dose was injected; she did not have any issues until about 3 hours later that day on 17Dec2020 when she had onset of arm pain and general fatigue where she just felt tired for a few days; nothing big; she was able to work after the first dose; she just took ibuprofen for the first 2 days and the arm pain went away. She also mentioned that before getting the second dose of the vaccine she had a very low grade fever; it was 99.5 degrees Fahrenheit but she felt fine. Her stomach she was kind of having a little issue with loose stools for a few days before the second dose of the vaccine. She had celiac disease and a history of irritable bowel syndrome; and her uncle died on 02Jan2021 so she blamed the symptoms going on stress due to that. She does not know if maybe she was getting a GI cold at that time, the symptoms were a little mild before getting the second dose of the vaccine, she never felt sick or anything like that. She told the doctor about these symptoms during her appointment on 06Jan2021. Seriousness criteria of very low grade fever and a little issue with loose stools unknown. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 99.5 degrees fahrenheit on an unspecified date and COVID-19 test: negative on 06Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown. The reporter assessed the events arm pain and general fatigue as related to BNT162B2.

970115 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 NC 82.0 M Swollen lip; Hives near the groin area; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's daughter).  An 82-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EL3246), via an unknown route of administration, at single dose on 12Jan2021 for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included gout and sinuses. The patient did not have relevant concomitant medications.On 12Jan2021, after vaccination, the patient had swollen lips and he thinks like hives on his thought near his groin, on the upper inside of his thighs on both sides, like hives, with swelling but not a rash. She said her father put hydrocortisone cream on his thighs and they were getting better. She said the lip swelling had not gone down, he took an allergy pill for that, he did not apply cream to his lips. She clarified that the hydrocortisone cream was brand Equate 1% Hyrdocortisone Maximum Strength Cream (UPC 319162ET4, Batch: 8JT0419, and EXP Aug2021). She reported that the allergy pill was generic Equate Allergy Relief (UPC: Unknown, LOT P121359, EXP Aug2022). The patient was recovering from the events.

970116 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 MN 42.0 F Numbness to the left side of my face from the bottom of my eye to the middle of my neck; headache; metal taste in my mouth; some soreness at the site; diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient).  A 42-years-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), intramuscular in the right arm on 08Jan2021 12:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation at doctor's office/urgent care. Medical history was none. Concomitant medication included losartan (unknown manufacturer). On 09Jan2021 at 04:00 the patient experienced numbness to the left side of her face from the bottom of her eye to the middle of her neck, headache, metal taste in her mouth, some soreness at the site and diarrhea with outcome of not recovered. The events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care visit. The patient underwent sars-cov-2 test: negative on 11Jan2021, and computerised tomogram and magnetic resonance imaging with unknown results on unknown date.  Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.

970117 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 CA 47.0 F 2030 arm became quite sore/remaining symptom slight soreness at injection site; 1700 achiness in upper back and neck; 1700 achiness in upper back and neck; 1200 extreme fatigue/tiredness became more pronounced; On day of 2nd shot:1100 dizziness and slight headache; On day of 2nd shot:1100 dizziness and slight headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Healthcare Professional reporting for herself. A 47-years-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine, Lot # EL3246, via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at 08:30, at 47-years of age, at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Historical vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine (Lot # EL0140) in left arm on 22Dec2020 at 08:30 am; medical history included food allergy including fish, shellfish, seafood of all types and corn, gastrooesophageal reflux disease, an unspecified neoplasm malignant, Vertical Sleeve gastrectomy (VSG) and neuropathy peripheral, all from an unknown date. Concomitant medication included amlodipine, pantoprazole, cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), zinc and magnesium. The patient was vaccinated in Hospital and she was not pregnant when she received the vaccine. On 12Jan2021, day of 2nd vaccine shot, at 11:00 the patient experienced dizziness and slight headache, at 12:00 she experienced extreme fatigue, at 17:00 she suffered from achiness in upper back and neck, at 20:30 her arm became quite sore; on 13Jan2021 all symptoms continued and tiredness became more pronounced and, on 14Jan2021, the only remaining symptoms were slight soreness at injection site and some achiness in upper back. All other symptoms had resolved. No treatment was received for the reported events. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 after vaccination. At the time of the report the events dizziness, slight headache, extreme fatigue/tiredness became more pronounced had resolved and the events soreness at injection site and achiness in upper back were recovering.

970118 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 CA 29.0 M Numbness to both legs; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). This 29-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot # EL1283), intramuscular, on 13Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was right arm.  Age at vaccination was 29-years-old. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. On 13Jan2021 at 09:00 PM, the patient experienced numbness to both legs, went to sleep and when he woke up both legs were completely numb. This had never happened to him before, so he assumes it's attributable to the vaccine. The event was reported as non-serious. No treatment was received for the event. Outcome was not recovered.

970119 12/22/2020 01/25/2021 FL 24.0 F Describe the adverse event(s), treatment, and outcome(s), if any: (symptoms, signs, time course, etc.)  This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable nurse (patient) reported that a 24-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE Solution for injection, lot number: EH9899, expiration date: 31Mar2021) on the left deltoid intramuscularly on 22Dec2020 08:24 at a single dose (30mcg/0.3mL) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history. There were no concomitant medications. The patient reported she took the first Pfizer Covid-19 shot and is scheduled to take the second one today 12Jan2021. She had nausea and diarrhea and wanted to know if it's okay to go take the second vaccine, Pfizer Covid-19. The nausea and vomiting started on 11Jan2021 and she also had a headache, but the headache has resolved on 12Jan2021. She felt like crap. Nausea and diarrhea were reported as worsened. No other vaccines given at that time with the first dose. No vaccines 4 weeks prior. Received this vaccine at her workplace and they were very efficient and very quick. Did have a flu shot 30Oct2020. Provides flu shot Lot number of 33BN3 and expiry of 30Jun2021, left deltoid. Never had any problems with previous vaccines. No relevant tests done. No known allergies. Outcome of the event headache was resolved on 12Jan2021; nausea aggravated, and diarrhea aggravated were not recovered and unknown for the other events.

970120 01/25/2021 CA M patient received his first dose of covid-19 vaccine and tested positive.; patient received his first dose of covid-19 vaccine and tested positive.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient himself).  A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Solution for injection, lot no. and expiry date were not reported) , via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unspecified date, patient received his first dose of covid-19 vaccine and tested positive.  He will be getting the 2nd dose due today and wanted to know if it's still recommended. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information of lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, it is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

970121 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 PA 50.0 F Severe headache with sharp pains in neck and head; sharp pains in neck; severe muscle and joint pains entire body from feet to hands; severe muscle and joint pains entire body from feet to hands; mild chills; fatigue; mild nausea; temperature 101.7; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for herself. A 50-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EL0140), on 12Jan2021 at 12:30 at single dose intramuscular in left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient was vaccinated at hospital. Age at vaccination was 50 years. No other vaccine was given within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Historical vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL0140) on 22Dec2020 at 12:45PM, at single dose intramuscular in left arm. Medical history included Long QT syndrome, chronic pain, and depression. The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medications included metoprolol, bupropion, fluoxetine, omeprazole, pregabalin (LYRICA), cyanocobalamin (VITAMIN B-12), vitamin D3. On 12Jan2021 at 08:30PM the patient experienced severe headache, with sharp pains in neck and head; severe muscle and joint pains entire body from feet to hands; mild chills, temperature 101.7; fatigue, mild nausea. The patient received the following treatments for the events: treatment medications (Metaxalone, Vicodin, Lyrica) and OTC meds (Tylenol, Advil, Aleve, vitamin B-12 & D3). The events resolved on an unspecified date. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, she has not been tested for COVID-19.

970122 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 U So far just arm soreness; This is a spontaneous report received from a non-contactable consumer (patient). This patient of unspecified age and gender received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 08Jan2021, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Since an unspecified date in Jan2021 the patient experienced so far just arm soreness. Event outcome was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

970123 01/25/2021 F numbing a little on her face; redness on her eyes; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Her face was numbing a little on her face and there was redness on her eyes. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

970124 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 NY 35.0 F Swelling in left arm on injection site has now become hard and itchy.; Swelling in left arm on injection site has now become hard and itchy.; Swelling in left arm on injection site has now become hard and itchy.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Lot number EL3249, on 08Jan2021 15:30 at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was not reported. Concomitant medications were none. The patient has no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient had no Other medications in two weeks. The patient had no covid prior vaccination. The patient had no covid tested post vaccination. The patient had no Known allergies. The patient had Swelling in left arm on injection site had now become hard and itchy on 09Jan2021. No treatment was received for all events. The outcome of the events was not resolved.

970125 12/29/2020 01/25/2021 PA 33.0 F Myalgias; Arthralgias; Pain at injection site; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 33-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 29Dec2020 08:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included celiacs disease, dermatitis herpetiformis, melanoma in situ, known allergies: Gluten, and COVID prior vaccination. Concomitant medication included ascorbic acid, betacarotene, calcium sulfate, colecalciferol, cyanocobalamin, ferrous fumarate, folic acid, nicotinamide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol acetate, riboflavin, thiamine mononitrate, tocopheryl acetate, zinc oxide (PRENATAL VITAMINS). Patient experienced myalgias, arthralgias, headache, and pain at injection site on 30Dec2020 00:00. No treatment was received for these events. Outcome of the events was not resolved.

970126 12/26/2020 01/25/2021 MD 48.0 F positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect.  A 48-years-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 26Dec2020 08:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation at hospital. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient came down with covid symptoms on 31Dec2020. On 04Jan021 she saw doctor and tested positive for covid. The outcome of the events was recovering. On 24Dec2020 the patient underwent Covid rapid testing and was negative, on 04Jan2021 it was positive. Was given an antibiotic, Doxycycline Hyclate 100mg to take twice daily on 04Jan2021. The patient wanted to know the time frame to take the second dose or/and if it was okay to proceed with the second dose.

970127 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 MA F Muscle aches; chills; nausea; vomiting; diarrhea; sweating; fever to 101.2; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This 37-year old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot number EK4176), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 15:15 at single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was none. No known allergies. No other medications received in two weeks. The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number: EK5730) on 20Dec2020 15:15 at single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Patient was not pregnant. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hasn't been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced muscle aches, chills, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, sweating, fever to 101.2, headache on 10Jan2021 02:00. No treatment received. Outcome of the events was recovering.

970128 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 WI 35.0 F Body aches, headache and fever up to 104.1 degrees taken orally.; Body aches, headache and fever up to 104.1 degrees taken orally.; Body aches, headache and fever up to 104.1 degrees taken orally.; This is a spontaneous report from a non contactable nurse.  A 35-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number EK5730), intramuscular on 11Jan2021 07:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included Allergies, anxiety, depression.  Concomitant medication included sertraline, cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC [CETIRIZINE HYDROCHLORIDE]). The patient previously took minocycline and experienced drug hypersensitivity. The patient received 1st dose of bnt162b2 on 21Dec2020 10:00 AM Intramuscular at Left arm.  The patient experienced Body aches, headache and fever up to 104.1 degrees taken orally. The outcome of the events was resolving.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

970129 01/10/2021 01/25/2021 TN 38.0 M Joint pain (left leg); Fever up to 38.9 Centigrade; Chills; Myalgia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 38-year old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, Lot. el3302) intramuscularly, in the right arm, at single dose, on 10Jan2021, at 09:45 AM, for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history included asthma and known allergies to penicillin, and diphtheria vaccine. Concomitant medications were unknown. The patient had not received any other vaccines within 2 and 4 weeks prior to the BNT162B2 vaccine. The patient previously, on 20Dec2020 at 10:00, received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, Lot. el3302) intramuscularly, in the right arm, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. On 10Jan2021, 09:00 PM, the patient experienced fever up to 38.9 Centigrade, chills, myalgia and joint pain (left leg). The patient was treated with Tylenol. COVID was not tested prior and post vaccination. The patient recovered from the events on an unspecified date, in Jan2021.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

970130 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 IL 19.0 F headaches; Confusion; Fever; muscle aches all over; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 19-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, LOT#: EL0140), intramuscular in upper left arm on 11Jan2021 around noon at second single dose for preventative. Medical history included ongoing attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD, diagnosed when she was 14 or 15 years old), ongoing anxiety (Diagnosed when she was 16 years old), depression. Concomitant medication included ongoing methylphenidate (has been taking for about 4 or 5 years) for ADHD, to help focus and keeps her sane, ongoing primidone (has been taking less than a year) for hand tremors, ongoing fluvoxamine maleate (taking for about 4 years) for anxiety depression. The patient previously took first dose BNT162B2 on 21Dec2020 around noon, intramuscular injection in upper left arm for preventative (Lot: EJ1685). No other prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. No AE following prior vaccinations. The patient got the second dose yesterday (reported on 12Jan2021) around noon and she was experiencing not so great side effects. The biggest thing was headaches that were pretty debilitating. She was experiencing confusion and muscle aches all over. Stated that all the side effects started around the same time around 9 pm last night. The patient reported that her fever was down a bit so she was a little bit more coherent. Fever was slightly improved at 101.5. The patient took a few medicines for ADHD or anxiety and was wondering if they could have interacted with the vaccine. The events did not require a visit to emergency room and physician office. The patient reported her headache with medication was slightly better, but consistently the same. Treatment for headache inclued Ibuprofen. Outcome of event headache and fever was recovering, of event muscle aches all over was not recovered, of event confusion was unknown.

970131 12/01/2020 01/25/2021 IL M The arm that was injected was sore for 1-2 days then went away; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A male patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on arm on Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that he received the Pfizer Covid19 vaccine about 2 weeks ago, and the arm that was injected was sore for 1-2 days then went away. He feel fine now, reported no other adverse events, intended to get his second shot, and does not wish to be further contacted. The outcome of the event was recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible: information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

970132 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 NC F itching down the side of her face; allergic reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 at first single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Consumer said she had a question, she got the COVID vaccine 09Jan2021, this past Saturday, and yesterday (11Jan2021) she started itching on her face around her eye and below her left eye and down the side of her face, itching bad. She said it is like an allergic reaction. Caller said she took Benadryl but it was not helping, she was trying not to rub it. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

970133 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 MI 56.0 M Tiredness; Joint pain in right arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 56-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 10:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.  Concomitant medication included guaifenesin (MUCINEX), ergocalciferol (VITAMIN D [ERGOCALCIFEROL]), fish oil (OMEGA 3 FISH OIL [FISH OIL]).  The patient experienced Tiredness and joint pain in right arm on 12Jan2021 17:30 with outcome of recovering.

970134 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 PA 57.0 M felt feverish and a little achy; felt feverish and a little achy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's brother). A 57-years-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at left arm at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. historical vaccine included first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 21Dec2020 at left arm for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient felt feverish and a little achy. No treatment received for the events. No COVID prior vaccination, no COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering. Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.

970135 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 KS 36.0 F her spot on chest is now hives on chest, back, arms, and at injection site.; her spot on chest is now hives on chest, back, arms, and at injection site.; her chest had a red spot; vivid dreams; restlessness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse.    A 36-years-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot# EK9231) vaccine , intramuscular in the left arm  on 11Jan2021 08:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  Medical history included drug hypersensitivity to azithromycin, morphine and sulfa.  Concomitant medication included levothyroxine (LEVOTHYROXINE), liothyronine (LIOTHYRONINE), abaloparatide (TYMLOS).  The patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 vaccine on 21Dec2020 .  The patient experienced her chest had a red spot  on 11Jan2021 10:00 with outcome of unknown , vivid dreams on 11Jan2021 with outcome of unknown , restlessness on 11Jan2021 with outcome of unknown , her spot on chest is now hives on chest, back, arms, and at injection site on 12Jan2021 14:00 with outcome of unknown.  The patient received cetirizine (ZYRTEC) and acetaminophen (TYLENOL) as treatment of rash. Further information has been requested.

970136 01/25/2021 M Site tenderness; Feeling light headed; Flu-like symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 36-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 on an unspecified date for COVID-19 immunization and experienced site tenderness, arm felt sore and heavy. The patient stated apart from site tenderness which was pretty much the same from the first dose, he was feeling light headed, flu-like symptoms. He had not checked his temperature though, maybe he should do that when he got back from break. He heard a lot of terrible stories from their second dose so yeah, be cautious about it. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

970137 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 MI F dose of the COVID vaccine she was just given on 11Jan2021 was given too high; She was experiencing shoulder and joint pain; She was experiencing shoulder and joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored call center, by a contactable consumer (patient).  This female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose in the left deltoid on 11Jan2021 for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was experiencing shoulder and joint pain  on an unspecified date in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. The patient stated that she was concerned that dose of the COVID vaccine she was just given on 11Jan2021 was given too high, underneath the shoulder bone. She had questions on the efficacy of the product given.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

970138 01/25/2021 VA U fever; chills; body aches; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician via a sales srepresentative. This Physician reported similar events for 3 patients. This is report 2 of 3.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced fever, chills, body aches and headache for about 24 hours. Events took place after receiving BNT162B2. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021034918 Same drug and event, Different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021034920 Same drug, Different patient and event

970140 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 TN 52.0 F fever/102.3 temperature; headache; achy all over; Within 3 minutes had tingling pins in mouth tongue and throat; Within 3 minutes had tingling pins in mouth tongue and throat; had hard time breathing; O2 sat were at 91; i had High BP 148/92; severe fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). This 52-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number=EJ1686), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 07:00 at single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), asthma, depression, irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), known allergies included bacitracin, penicillin, levofloxacin (LEVAQUIN), metronidazole (FLAGYL), oseltamivir phosphate (TAMIFLU), Bees, Hornets. Patient took other medications in two weeks. No other vaccine received in four weeks. Patient was not pregnant. Facility type vaccine was hospital. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hasn't been tested for COVID-19. On 05Jan2021 07:03, within 3 minutes patient had tingling pins in mouth tongue and throat, had hard time breathing. The nurses gave her 50 mg of diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). The doctors checked her O2 sat were at 91, and she had High BP 148/92. After 40 minutes (05Jan2021 07:43) after the medication her symptoms seem to go away and she could breath better. She went home and went to bed because she work night shift. She got the vaccine when she got off work, then about six hours later (05Jan2021 13:00) she had bad headache and achy all over, 12 hours later (05Jan2021 19:00) she had 102.3 temperature and took paracetamol (TYLENOL) every 4 hours and fever finally broke 26 hours later (06Jan2021 21:00). She continued to have a headache for about 5 days and severe fatigue. Adverse event resulted in life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event). Patient was recovered with lasting effects.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported  life threatening events including tingling pins in mouth tongue and throat, had hard time breathing, PO2 decreased, blood pressure increased, bad headache, achy all over, fever, and severe fatigue, and the administration of the COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, considering the plausible temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.Y

970141 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 PA F runny nose; sneezing; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer reported for herself that a female patient of an unspecified age received first dose BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the first dose of the covid-19 vaccine yesterday on 12Jan2021 and she was currently experiencing runny nose and she continuously sneezing in Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

970142 01/25/2021 U middle finger turned purple, it felt pins and needles, felt like there was like a tourniquet around the base of my finger/it turned red/swelled; middle finger turned purple, it felt pins and needles, felt like there was like a tourniquet around the base of my finger/it turned red/swelled; middle finger turned purple, it felt pins and needles, felt like there was like a tourniquet around the base of my finger/it turned red/swelled; middle finger turned purple, it felt pins and needles, felt like there was like a tourniquet around the base of my finger/it turned red/swelled; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced, "My middle finger turned purple, it felt pins and needles, felt like there was like a tourniquet around the base of my finger and then it turned red, then it swelled and then it turned purple and it stayed purple for two days. Then it went away for the most part and then yesterday it came back as a blue circle in the middle of my finger. " The patient went to the doctor, "I asked them to check my platelets or whatever and I haven't gotten the results yet and then which I am assuming they are okay I hope so that. And then I also I have called back this morning to just say it turned blue in the middle last night it was like in a circle of my finger in the middle segments between the two joints on the middle finger on the right hand it just turned blue like in a circle I don't know how to describe it just a small circle, way smaller than a dime like almost like I would say a quarter of a dime. So, I was just wondering has anyone had any vascular issues after getting the vaccine." Outcome of all the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

970143 01/25/2021 TX F Severe joint pain; Wrist pain; Knee and elbow pain; Knee and elbow pain; Raised rash on hands and shin; Raised rash on hands and shin; Raised rash on hands and shin; condition has not improved and seems to be getting worse; Patient is currently breastfeeding; Patient is currently breastfeeding; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Health Care Professional. A 30-year-old female patient who is currently breastfeeding received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine) at single dose, on an unspecified date, for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. On an unspecified date, 3 weeks after the vaccination, the patient experienced severe joint pain, wrist pain, knee and elbow pain (10 out of 10 knee and elbow pain), raised rash on hands and shin. Bloodwork were done in order to clarify that there were no underlying conditions, but patient stated pain was still severe a couple days later. Patient initially went to the emergency room thinking it was bladder infection and mastitis and that was not the case since her condition did not improve and seem to be getting worse. The patient did not recover from the events at time of this report.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021037719 Parent/fetus cases

970144 12/23/2020 01/25/2021 GA 52.0 M sick; With the first dose he got tired and had malaise, and body aches for two days; With the first dose he got tired and had malaise, and body aches for two days; With the first dose he got tired and had malaise, and body aches for two days; felt warmth in the arm; hot flash; just got really hot; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient himself).  This 52-year-old male received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number ELO140), via an unknown route, on 23Dec2020 (at 06:00 AM), at single dose in the left upper arm on 23Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization, administered at hospital. The patient had COVID-19 from 17Jul2020 to 14Aug2020 for which he was not hospitalized but he was pretty sick and had circulations issues; he had a little of numbing and tingling in his left three fingers after COVID virus. The patient clarified left three fingers as his middle finger, index finger, and ring finger. He had numbing and tingling in his toes as well. Relevant concomitant medications included ubidecarenone (COQ-10), rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR OD), monascus purpureus (RED YEAST RICE PLUS), and acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN). With the first dose he got tired and had malaise, and body aches for two days: He got the vaccine after working that night (He works in the intensive care unit). He got it at 6:00 AM. He felt warmth in the arm. It went all the way down the left arm. He got a hot flash. He stayed there for 15 minutes and was fine, but just got really hot. He finished his shift and didn't have any other reactions. He went to sleep and woke up in the afternoon on the 23Dec2020 and went to work. He didn't feel anything at that time. He was working six or seven days in a row. When he was working that night was when he started feeling body aches and fatigue. He didn't even put two and two together that it was from the vaccine. He felt like he needed to take something. His body temp was normally 97 and when he checked it was 98. He took a little ibuprofen (MOTRIN) and felt a lot better after taking it. He slept when he got home and had body aches and fatigue for a couple of days. He cancelled going away for a couple of days. By noon on 25Dec2020 he was feeling like he was getting back to normal. He continued to lay around all day and didn't do much. He was sick with the first and was expecting to be more sick with this one. He wanted to give himself an extra day before he had to go back to work. The patient had recovered from the event 'with the first dose he got tired and had malaise, and body aches for two days' on 25Dec2020 while the outcome of the remaining events was unknown.

970145 12/22/2020 01/25/2021 36.0 F Arm pain at injection site; Runny nose; Lightheaded; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician, the patient.  A 36-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 22Dec2020 (at the age of 36-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history was not reported. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient experienced arm pain at injection site, runny nose, and lightheaded. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcomes of arm pain at injection site, runny nose, and lightheaded were unknown.    No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot number cannot be obtained.

970146 01/25/2021 WA 39.0 U Red, swollen and warm face, left side; Red, swollen and warm face, left side; Red, swollen and warm face, left side; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse and a contactable physician.  A 39-year-old patient of an unspecified gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular at left arm on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included anxiety, depression, cough, pain, paranasal sinus congestion, infection, hypertension, diarrhea, nausea and vomiting, constipation, type 2 diabetes mellitus, skin rash, erythema of skin, anemia, muscle spasm, asthma, hypercholesterolemia, allergy disorder, acute otitis media, gastroesophageal reflux disease, intellectual disability, acne vulgaris, otitis media, hypersensitivity condition, bacterial infection, dental disease, infective otitis externa, generalized ache or pain, allergies to cotton and thistle, each from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications included paracetamol (TYLENOL), atorvastatin, cetirizine, cyclobenzaprine, esomeprazole magnesium (ESOMEPRA), ferrous sulfate, lisinopril, loperamide, metformin, venlafaxine, all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. On 14Jan2021 at 10:15, the patient experienced red, swollen and warm face, left side. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events and included treatment with BENADRYL. The patient outcome of the events was recovering.   The information on the batch number has been requested.

970147 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 MN 64.0 F rash all over her stomach; a little pain at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 64-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at 15:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 13Jan2021, the patient experienced rash all over her stomach (7 hours after vaccination) and a little pain at injection site. The patient outcome of the events was unknown.   The information on the batch number has been requested.

970148 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 NC 31.0 F Headache; myalgia; nausea; diarrhea; second dose received on 14Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician.  A 31-year-old female Physician (patient) reported that received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number unknown), intramuscular at single dose into the left arm on 13Jan2021 at 01:15 PM for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had received the first dose on 13Dec2020 at 01:15 PM Intramuscular in Left arm. Medical history included migraines. On 14Jan2021 at 12:00 PM, the patient experienced headache, myalgia, nausea and diarrhea.  The patient was not Covid tested post vaccination. At the time of reporting the patient was recovering  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

970149 12/01/2020 01/25/2021 CO 35.0 F headache; fever to 101F; chills; body aches; congestion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. This physician reported for a 35-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 01Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included diagnosed with COVID on 10Jul2020 and 11 weeks of prolonged illness. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient with no significant risk factors except for a BMI of 34. On day 33 (13Aug2020) post diagnosis she was PCR and IgG positive. On 01Dec2020, patient had the first Pfizer Covid vaccine dose. The first 2-5 days (Dec2020) were described as very bad, fever to 101F, chills, headache, body aches, congestion. The week after she was somewhat better but didn't feel better until day 9 post vaccination. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

970150 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 CA 29.0 F got a shot of vaccine today but after that she tested positive; got a shot of vaccine today but after that she tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for self via Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A 29-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient already got a shot of vaccine today but after that she tested positive on 11Jan2021. Outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: No effect of the suspect vaccine BNT162B2 could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/ disease due to the very short time lag. Instead, the positive test represents the pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use. Further information like confirmative COVID 19 nucleic acid/ PCR test together with any associated symptoms are needed for full medical assessment.

970151 12/31/2020 01/25/2021 FL 32.0 M I tested positive yesterday for Covid 19; I tested positive yesterday for Covid 19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP (patient). A 32-years-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EH9899) , via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history reported as none.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient tested positive for covid 19 on 09Jan2021. No treatment for the events.  The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded for reported "tested positive for Covid 19".

970152 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 PA U Nausea; Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number unknown) via unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant mediations were not reported. This patient experienced fever and nausea on unspecified date in Jan2021. The outcome of events was not provided.   Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

970153 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 MA 60.0 F Pain through whole body and tremoring; Pain through whole body and tremoring/ whole body was sore; Things started looking funny/ Funny feeling in her ears; Deaf and couldn't hear; Leg cramps in both legs and toes curled out/ muscle spasming; Dizzy; nauseous; Threw up twice; Bruise at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 60-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Batch/lot number: EL3246) via an unspecified route of administration on the arm left on 05Jan2021 around 12:00 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient used to get legs cramps when she was pregnant with her twins, but it was only one leg. The patient stated she delivered six children, was in car accidents, and had surgeries. And the patient stated the pain from the COVID-19 Vaccine was beyond any other pain she has experienced. The patient needed glasses to read patient card. And stated her eyesight was going. The patient was pretty healthy. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had no prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. And the patient did not receive additional vaccines on same date that administered BNT162B2. The patient experienced deaf and couldn't hear on 06Jan2021 09:00, leg cramps in both legs and toes curled out on 05Jan2021 19:00, dizzy on 05Jan2021, nauseous on 05Jan2021, threw up twice on 05Jan2021, things started looking funny on 06Jan2021 09:00, pain through whole body and tremoring on 06Jan2021 10:00, bruise at injection site on Jan2021. All the events (except for event bruise at injection site) were reported as seriousness as life threatening. Clinical course: the patient worked nightshift. Laid down that afternoon to take a nap and got up around 10:00. Around 05Jan2021 19:00 PM had sever leg cramps in both legs where her toes were curled out. Leg cramps after vaccine wouldn't go away and it was in both legs. Just wouldn't go away. Around 05Jan2021 21:00 PM it went away. The patient was dizzy, nauseous, and threw up twice on the night of 05Jan2021, and going into 06Jan2021. The patient went to the couch in the hotel room and started going deaf. She couldn't hear anything on 06Jan2021 around 09: 00 AM. Things started looking funny on 06Jan2021 around 09: 00 AM. Woke up at 09:35. Hour after that there was pain through her whole body and everything was hurting at 10:00 AM on 06Jan2021. The patient was tremoring at 10:00 AM on 06Jan2021. Couldn't reach the phone to dial 9-11. Thought she was going to die. Last until about noon and then started to go away. Doesn't know if it is safe to take the second vaccine. Doesn't know if these are thing that should have happened to her. She started to get real concerned. Went into hotel room and started feeling dizzy again. Stopped haring things. Funny feeling in her ears. Was seeing things, got dizzy, and everything got dark. Everything lasted until 12:00 PM on 06Jan2021. Everything was good now. The patient had a bruise where injection was in Jan2021. Stated it was nothing compared to what she went through. Woke up around 10:00 AM. Then went back to sleep and got up around 18:00 PM. She felt fine. Her whole body was sore from the muscle spasming. The outcome of the event bruise at injection site was unknown, of the event leg cramps in both legs and toes curled out was recovered around 05Jan2021 21:00, the outcome of other remain events was recovered on 06Jan2021 12:00.  The reporter considered (method of assessment: Global Introspection) that all the events were related to BNT162B2.; Sender's Comments: All the reported events were possibly related to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), due to temporal relationship. However, it is worth noting that the 60-year-old female patient had car accidents history and had surgeries. All the events started when she worked nightshift, including leg cramps in both legs and toes curled out, nauseous, threw up twice, pain through whole body, tremoring and transient deafness. Patient did not get rest after vaccination may a risk factor to the onset of the events.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

970154 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 LA F Felt bad; Not feeling well; tested positive for COVID; Diagnosed with Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (Patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. This female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient took the COVID-19 vaccine last Tuesday on the 05Jan2021, after she took it she felt bad in that evening, she was not feeling well. Patient tested COVID positive and diagnosed with COVID on an unspecified date in Jan2021. Patient inquired that can she still get the second dose that was supposed to have on 26th. The outcome of event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

970155 12/23/2020 01/25/2021 TX 53.0 F my first covid vaccine caused tingly lips; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Health Professional reporting for herself. A 53-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number not provided, expiry date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm at single dose on 23Dec2020 at 15:30 for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had allergy to codeine. Concomitant medications included metformin, atorvastatin, vortioxetine hydrobromide (TRINTELLIX), insulin glargine/lixisenatide (SOLIQUA). The patient reported that her first dose of the vaccine caused tingly lips. Onset date and outcome of the event were not reported.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

970156 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 IL 74.0 F Developed hives on my face, on my head, on top of my back and they also itch in addition to the all over itching; headaches; Pain around my face, my left arm; Developed severe itching from head to toe; I was running a temperature of 102; I could not even sit on the side of bed without falling to one side or the other or falling backwards so very weak and unable to move; I could not even sit on the side of bed without falling to one side or the other or falling backwards so very weak and unable to move; Appetite lost; Chills; soreness more than usual from the shot; Soreness in my arm, my neck; Soreness in my arm, my neck/ pain around her face, her left arm; I got stiff neck, my back, my lower back; Massive weakness; Confusion; terrible sleepiness; Diarrhea; I still don't feel good; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 74-year-old female patient received her second single dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine, lot EL3248, expiration Apr2021) at 6:00AM on 07Jan2021 for Covid-19 immunization. The patient had her first dose on 19Dec2020 and had side effects from it but very few. The patient was worked at COVID rooms to clean rooms in hospital as a housekeeper and so her exposer to the hospital made her in first group to get the vaccine. Medical history included allergies (had anaphylactic shock from Amoxicillin and from Tylenol, she cannot take Tylenol), anxiety, and high blood pressure. Concomitant medications included acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN) on regular basis, bisoprolol fumarate, loratadine (CLARITIN) for allergies, escitalopram for anxiety, mometasone furoate (FLONASE) for allergies, losartan, magnesium, omeprazole, and triamterene. On the first day (07Jan2021) she had soreness more than usual from the shot, soreness in her arm, her neck. She got stiff neck, back, lower back. She had gotten the shot at 6 am, then worked at that time and by the time she got home at noon, she had massive weakness, some confusion, terrible sleepiness and by evening, she developed diarrhea. On the second day (08Jan2021) the pain increased the weakness increased, and she was running a temperature of 102. She could not even sit on the side of bed without falling to one side or the other or falling backwards so very weak and unable to move pretty much. She could not eat and lost appetite, and she developed the chills on that evening. On the third day (09Jan2021) she was running a temperature of 101 so it had gone down. She still had headaches, and pain around her face, her left arm and developed severe itching from head to toe, and on the next day (10Jan2021) she developed hives on her face, on her head, on top of her back and they also itch in addition to the all over itching. The temperature was gone, she had no temperature when she developed the hives. At the report day, she stated that she had not gone back to work as she broke out in the horrible hives and she still did not feel good. Only cold ice packs on the hives/ itching and no more treatment received for the events. The fever and itching resolved on 10Jan2021, and outcome of all other events was unknown.

970157 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 TX F Body aches; Chills; temperature was up to a 101; pains/she said she can't even move because it hurt; Fatigue; Felt horrible/felt very bad; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician.  A female patient of an unspecified age received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER- BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at single dose for COVID prevention. Medical history included breast cancer, rheumatoid arthritis. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient said that she felt horrible, she had body ache, pains and chills and that was just horrible. she felt very bad you know body aches and chills. She was a doctor, she wasn't even able to go to the work. She was not going to go to work tomorrow and her temperature was up to a 101 and she said she can't even move because it hurt when she move. Body aches, chills, fever, fatigue, she just said she just felt horrible. She did have some blood work done about three weeks ago from her oncologist. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021044872 Same reporter, same drug, different patient

970158 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 MO F temperature was up to a 101 / fever; she could not even move because it hurt when she moved; felt very bad / Feels horrible; Body ache; Chills; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient).  A 55-year-old female patient of an unspecified age received the 2nd dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose on 11Jan2021 for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On 11Jan2021 night she felt very bad with body aches and chills but then on 12Jan2021 she was not even able to go to the work. She was not going to go to work on 13Jan2021 and her temperature was up to a 101 and she could not even move because it hurt when she moved. Body aches, chills, fever, fatigue, she just said she just feels horrible. She took two Ibuprofen maybe 200 mg, so probably total of 400 mg of Ibuprofen. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

970159 01/25/2021 U Fever; body ache; Miserable; Tired; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported same events for 2 patients. This is 2nd of 2 report. A patient of unknown age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had fever, body ache, couldn't even lay in bed, the patient was miserable. The patient was tired. The outcome of all the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021044957 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.

970160 01/25/2021 MO 56.0 F Systemic rash all over the back, chest, stomach and thighs; Some spots on arms and legs; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 56-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history was none.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient stated, "I got my first dose yesterday at 4:30 and then everything was fine and then at about 10:30 that night, I got a systemic rash all over my back, my chest, my stomach and my thighs and there were some spots on my arms and my legs. So, I went ahead and had took some Benadryl and I just monitored the rash and made sure it wasn't going to my face, or my eyes or my throat. I never had any difficulty in breathing or anything but it definitely was a reaction to something that was in the vaccine." Treatment: Consumer stated, "I took Benadryl last night. It was a capsule, 25 mg. Indication: Consumer stated, "I work at a hospital and right now the hospital that I work at is not requiring that we get it but they just advised that we should. But they left it to us if we want to get it or not and they said that they just have the first doses available." The outcome of the events was unknown.

970164 01/25/2021 F sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at singled dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced sore arm on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. The patient took ibuprofen after the first dose. She took 800mg of ibuprofen right before the second dose since her arm was sore.  No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about batch/lot number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

970165 01/25/2021 F Felt dizzy; Her BP shot up high; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable Nurse. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient felt dizzy and her BP shot up high. The outcome of the events was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

970166 12/17/2020 01/25/2021 NC 48.0 F Acute pancreatitis with sepsis; Acute pancreatitis with sepsis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist, the patient.  A 48-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at 15:00 (at the age of 48-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included penicillin allergy. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medications included fexofenadine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN).  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced acute pancreatitis with sepsis, which were reported as serious for hospitalization and being life threatening. The patient had gone to the emergency room due to the event and was hospitalized for a total of 6 days.  On 29Dec2020 and 31Dec2020, the patient had COVID-19 nasal swabs performed and both results were negative. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of acute pancreatitis with sepsis and included gall bladder removal. The clinical outcome of acute pancreatitis with sepsis was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the events pancreatitis with sepsis with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y Y 6

970167 01/25/2021 U severe pain; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer (pharmacy intern) reported similar events for 2 patients. This is 1st of 2 reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose on an unspecified date for Covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced severe pain (not specified) on an unspecified date. The action outcome of event was unknown.  Information on lot/batch has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021057811 same reporter, different patient

970170 01/25/2021 M still ill after the double dose flu shot; ill; Initial information was received on 16-Jan-2021 regarding an unsolicited valid serious case received from a consumer  This case involved adult male patient who was still ill after the double dose flu shot (illness) and ill (malaise), while he received INFLUENZA VACCINE.  The patient's medical history, medical treatment(s), vaccination(s), concomitant medication (s) and family history were not provided.   On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer lot number and expiration date not reported via unknown route at unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient was still ill after the double dose flu shot (illness) and ill (malaise), unknown latency following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE.   The patient was hospitalized (caused or prolonged) for this event.  No relevant laboratory data was reported.   It was not reported if the patient received a corrective treatment.  The event outcome was reported as unknown for both the events.  There will be no information available on the batch number for this case.; Sender's Comments: This case concerns adult male patient who was still ill after the double dose flu shot and ill after vaccination with INFLUENZA VACCINE. It was unknown if the time to onset was compatible. However, concomitant medications,  patient's medical condition and laboratory tests ruling out alternate etiologies. Moreover, vaccination preceded the events. Based upon the reported information, the role of vaccine cannot be assessed.Y

970180 11/15/2016 01/25/2021 WI M acute respiratory distress syndrome/ acute respiratory failure with hypoxia; pneumonia of the lower lobe; This spontaneous report has been received from a lawyer, regarding a case in litigation and refers to a male patient of unknown age. His concurrent conditions, medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On or about 15-NOV-2016, the patient was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine (dose, route of administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiry date were not provided) for routine health maintenance and the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster). On an unknown date, shortly after receiving zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient suffered acute respiratory distress syndrome, requiring hospitalization and intubation. He remained hospitalized for 16 days and was diagnosed with acute respiratory failure with hypoxia and pneumonia of the lower lobe. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine, the patient's symptoms resulted in physical limitations not present prior to vaccination. He also experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of his condition. As a result of the manufacture, marketing, advertising, promotion, distribution and/or sale of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further, as a tragic consequence, he suffered serious, progressive, permanent, and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. As a direct and proximate result, the patient suffered and incurred damages, including medical expenses; the loss of accumulations; and other economic and non-economic damages. The outcome of the events was considered to be not recovered. The reporter considered the events to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  The events of pneumonia of the lower lobe and acute respiratory distress syndrome/ acute respiratory failure with hypoxia were determined to be disabling.  Upon internal review, the events of pneumonia of lower lobe and acute respiratory distress syndrome/ acute respiratory failure with hypoxia were considered to be medically significant.Y 16

970181 10/18/2017 01/25/2021 MI M bilateral hearing loss; postherpetic neuralgia; intrinsic eczema; herpes zoster; This spontaneous report has been received from a lawyer, regarding a case in litigation and refers to a male patient of unknown age. The patient's concurrent conditions, medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On or around 18-OCT-2017, the patient was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine (dose, route of administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiry date were not provided) for routine health maintenance and for the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster). On an unknown, date shortly after receiving zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient suffered shingles rashes on his lower back and mid left back, muscular lower back pain and loss of hearing. He was diagnosed with herpes zoster, postherpetic neuralgia, intrinsic eczema and bilateral hearing loss. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine, the patient's symptoms resulted in physical limitations not present prior to using the vaccine. He also experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of his condition. As a result of the manufacture, marketing, advertising, promotion, distribution and/or sale of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further, as a tragic consequence, he suffered serious, progressive, permanent, and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment, and injury. As a direct and proximate result, the patient suffered and incurred damages, including medical expenses; the loss of accumulations; and other economic and non-economic damages. The outcome of the events was considered to be not recovered. The reporter considered the events to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).   The events were determined to be disabling.  Upon internal review, the event of bilateral hearing loss was considered to be medically significant.

970184 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 FL U Vaccine got on the nurse who administered vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 58-year-old nurse, who administered the Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and the vaccine got on the nurse who administered the vaccine.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 11 Jan 2021, the nurse administered the vaccine to a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011L20A) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 11 Jan 2021, as the nurse was administering the vaccine to a patient, the hub of the syringe came off while in the patient's arm and some of the vaccine got on the nurse.   No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, vaccine got on the nurse who administered vaccine, was resolved on 11 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of Accidental exposure to product for COVID -19 vaccine( mRNA-1273), lot # 011L20A. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of Accidental exposure to product COVID -19 vaccine( mRNA-1273).

970185 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 FL 60 M Needle came out of the syringe whlie applying vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a 59 year old male patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and experienced the needle came out of the syringe while applying vaccine.   The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included diabetes. Concomitant medications reported included two diabetes medications and HMG COA reductase inhibitor.  On 11-Jan-2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011L02A) intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 11-Jan-2021, the needle came out of the syringe while applying vaccine and it came off in the patient's arm. It is unknown how much of the vaccine the patient received but reports there was a lot of liquid on his pants and arm.   No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The event, needle came out of the syringe while applying vaccine was considered recovered on 11-Jan-2021.  The reporter did not provide a causality assessment of the event needle came out of the syringe while applying vaccine.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of  incorrect dose administered  for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown.  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of Incorrect dose administered. Reported event is unlisted for mRNA-1273  and causality was assessed as not applicable.

970186 01/25/2021 NY U Vial was punctured more than 6 hours before administration; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) from a vial that was punctured more than 6 hours before administration.    The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medication use was not provided by the reporter.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On the unknown date, the vial used for the patient's vaccine had been punctured for more than 6 hours before administration. No treatments were administered for the event.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The outcome of the event, vial was punctured more than 6 hours before administration, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of patient of unknown age who received the first dose of the vaccine from a  vial that had been punctured for more than 6 hours before administration of mRNA-1273 (Lot# unknown). There were no reported AEs associated with this event of "the vial used for the patient's vaccine was punctured more than 6 hours before administration."

970187 01/25/2021 OH U 1 ml of vaccine administered; A spontaneous report was received from a health care professional concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced 1 ml of vaccine was administered.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The patient received a 1 ml dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, instead of 0.5 ml, during their first dose.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, 1 ml of vaccine was administered, was considered resolved on unknown date.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incorrect dose administered.

970188 01/02/2021 01/25/2021 66.0 66 F Redness at injection site; Tenderness at injection site; Might have gotten the vaccine subcutaneously; Itching at the injection site; Hard injection site; A spontaneous report w was received from a nurse concerning herself, a 66-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and might have received the vaccine subcutaneously and experienced itching at the injection site itching, redness, a hard injection site and tenderness at the injection site.  The patient's medical history included an allergy (unknown) and high blood pressure. Concomitant medications included cetirizine, famotidine, losartan, folic acid, calcium, ascorbic acid, and cyanocobalamin.   On 02-Jan-2021, a few hours prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 025L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   A few hours after receiving the vaccine, the patient started to feel itching at the injection site. Later that same night, she developed redness and the injection site became hard and a little tender. The following day the reaction was worse and lasted for four days By 06-Jan-2021 the reaction was gone but appeared again and lasted until 11-Jan-2021. She also mentioned that the needle used for the injection was 25-gauge needle so she believed she may have received the vaccine subcutaneously.   Treatment for the events included hydrocortisone cream.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The outcomes of the event, might have received the vaccine subcutaneously, was resolved on 02 Jan 2021. The events, itching at the injection site itching, redness, a hard injection site and tenderness at the injection site, were considered resolved on 11 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 66-year-old, female patient, with history of allergy and hypertension, who experienced a non-serious unexpected event of incorrect route of product administration, injection site pruritus, injection site induration, non-serious expected events of, injection site erythema and injection site pain. There was no AEs associated with incorrect route of product administration. The events of, injection site pruritus, injection site induration, injection site erythema, and injection site pain, occurred 1 day (same day) after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 025L20A. Treatment included cortisone cream. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events (injection site pruritus, injection site induration, injection site erythema, injection site pain), a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

970189 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 VA 31 F Vial punctured 24 hours or even 48 hours prior to being adminstered; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse who was also a 31-years-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine and who experienced the event, vial punctured 24 or even 48 hours prior to being administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medication use was not provided by the reporter.  The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 vaccine (Lot 039K20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection on 06 Jan 2021. The patient noted that the vial was punctured for 24-48 hours before the vaccine content was administered to her.  Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.  The outcome of the event, vial punctured 24 or even 48 hours prior to being administered, was considered resolved on 06 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 31-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 039K20A), reporting Out of specification product use without any associated adverse events.

970190 01/25/2021 M flu; pneumonia; chronic sinus infection; Initial information received on 16-Jan-2021 regarding an unsolicited valid serious social media case received from a consumer.  This case involves male patient who experienced flu (influenza), Pneumonia, chronic sinus infection (chronic sinusitis), while he received vaccine INFLUENZA VACCINE.  The patient's medical history, medical treatment(s), vaccination(s) and family history were not provided.  Concomitant medications were unknown.  On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE produced by unknown manufacturer lot number not reported via unknown route in unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient developed a serious flu (influenza), Pneumonia, chronic sinus infection (chronic sinusitis)  (Unknown latency) following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE. Pneumonia was assessed as medically significant as per important medical event list. The patient was hospitalized for these events.  Relevant laboratory data was not reported.  It was not reported if the patient received a corrective treatment.  The outcome was reported as Unknown for all events.  There will be no information available on the batch number for this case.; Sender's Comments: This case involves male patient of unknown age who experienced flu (influenza), Pneumonia, chronic sinus infection (chronic sinusitis), while he received vaccine INFLUENZA VACCINE from unknown manufacturer. The time to onset is also unknown. There is, moreover, no information regarding patient's medical history, condition at time of vaccination and lab tests ruling out alternate etiologies. Based upon the reported information, the role of suspect vaccine cannot be assessed.Y

970192 01/25/2021 PA 4.0 U childhood leukemia; Initial information regarding an unsolicited valid serious case was received from a pharmacist (Reference number- 00434394) and transmitted to Sanofi on 18-Jan-2021.  This case involves a 4-year-old patient (unknown gender) who experienced childhood leukemia (leukaemia), while the patient received DIPHTHERIA/TETANUS/5 HYBRID AC PERTUSSIS/IPV(MRC5)/HIB(PRP/T) VACCINE [PENTACEL].  Medical history, past medical treatment, family history and concomitant medication were not reported.  The patients past vaccination included HIB vaccine for prophylactic vaccination (reported as preiously received a full series of Haemophilus influenzae type b (Hib) vaccine).  On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect DIPHTHERIA/TETANUS/5 HYBRID AC PERTUSSIS/IPV(MRC5)/HIB(PRP/T) VACCINE (batch number and expiration date were not reported) via unknown route and unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient experienced childhood leukemia (leukaemia) (latency: unknown) following the administration of DIPHTHERIA/TETANUS/5 HYBRID AC PERTUSSIS/IPV(MRC5)/HIB(PRP/T) VACCINE. This event was assessed as medically significant.  The reporter asked if Pentacel had ever been implicated as a potential cause of childhood leukemia and any side effects were anticipated if a 4-year-old patient received one dose of Pentacel after previously receiving a full series of HIB vaccine.  No laboratory data was reported.  It was not reported if the patient received any corrective treatment.  Outcome of the events was reported as unknown.  Information about batch number requested.; Sender's Comments: Sanofi company comment on 22-Jan-2021: This case concerns a 04-year-old patient who experienced leukaemia after vaccination with PENTACEL. The time to onset is compatible. Further information regarding medical condition at the time of vaccination, previous vaccinations and laboratory investigations excluding alternative etiologies is needed for complete assessment of the case. Based upon the reported information, the role of an individual vaccine cannot be assessed.

970193 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 OR 34.0 34 F I am 10.5 weeks pregnant, was about 9 weeks at time of vaccination. I was experiencing lots of nausea and body aches before vaccine, as well as morning sickness. Friday, the day after the vaccine, I had a splitting migraine with dizziness and nausea from Friday to Monday afternoon. The pregnancy symptoms stopped as well, and i have an appointment on Feb 5th for a checkup with my doctor to check the baby.

970194 01/20/2020 01/25/2021 IL 90.0 90 F redness/swelling /irritation  to upper arm- MD treating with ABT Levaquin x 7 days

970195 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 FL 67.0 67 M Patient verbalized cold chill after receiving the vaccine.  Patient was evaluated by onsite HCP and released home 11:49 am.

970196 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 FL 54.0 54 M Client verbalized feeling dizzy and nauseous after receiving the vaccine.  Client was evaluated.  Client was hydrated and place in a cool environment until resolved.  Client was cleared at 2:57 pm.

970197 01/03/2021 01/25/2021 CA 24.0 24 F Received shot at 3/4 PM, left arm started hurting at 6 AM and throat felt extremely parched. At 10 o'clock started dry coughing periodically throughout the day. Symptoms disappeared 2 days after receiving the COVID injection.

970198 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 GA 21.0 21 M First day I was lightheaded, dizzy, sore all over, weak and had the chills. The second day i had severe chest pain and trouble breathing, I went to the ER and was admitted into the hospital because of this. After an EKG it was found that I had Myocarditis. To treat it they gave me an IV for the pain, then I was prescribed ibuprofen and 2 other meds for the inflammation around my heart.Y 3

970199 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 NY 25.0 25 M A week After  received the vaccine ,on Saturday 1/23/2021 I notice swelling and redness on the injection site and it was itchy. I did not take anything to treat, the next day I went to the emergency room and the gave me ibuprofen and claritin. but other then the swelling and the redness I seem to be fine no fever no other significant symptoms

970200 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 GA 53.0 53 F Severe diarrhea,  severe vomiting ,  severe headaches and chills

970201 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 MI 45.0 45 F sore arm day 1 headache started on 1/7 and have progressively gotten worse.   1/20 did virtual visit with PCP and was started on Flexeril and 800mg motrin.  No relief from either.  Stopped Motrin 1/22 and was prescribed Prednisone 30mg x 3 days, 20mg x 3 days and 10mg x 3 days.  Headaches have become almost constant at this point.

970202 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 NY 53.0 53 F From 12 Jan to the current date of Jan 25 I have had an intense headache.  The headache varies from severe to bearable, but has not cleared up.

970203 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 45.0 45 F I took the first dose of the Covid vaccine Saturday, Sunday I woke up with pain in my injection arm, the worse headache ever, feeling nauseous and my body was so sore. Throughout the day I felt weak, sleepy and got light headed and went to bed. I had no appetite but I was very thirsty. I didn?t eat Sunday. Today (Monday) I woke up with those same issues and more. I have a sore throat it feels tight, I?m dizzy and just feel sick all around and still have no appetite but I?m thirsty and my finger tingle.

970204 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 54.0 54 F I stayed for 15 minutes after injection, then when in my car driving home I felt mild swelling in my throat. No other symptoms at that time. Symptoms resolved by that afternoon when I woke up to go to work. The Next day 24 hours after injection I had Severe allergic reaction after eating. Hives, significant throat swelling, sneezing, eyes and face swelling. I took Fexofenadine, Benadryl, Prednisone and went to the doctor where I got an injection on Steroids and more oral Prednisone.

970205 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 OK 61.0 61 F Malaise, High Blood pressure, fainting, tachycardia, thready pulse, facial drooping, chest discomfort, disoriented, feeling a sense of impending doom.

970206 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 FL 82.0 82 M Patient's wife stated that patient had been feeling weak and dizzy prior to administration of vaccine.  During observation patient's wife informed medic that patient was feeling dizzy.  Patient was taken to medic area.  Vital signs as follows 63/49, pulse 112   O2 97%           BS 146.Y
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970207 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 VA 64.0 64 F One week following injection, I experienced a rash on my upper left arm around the injection site.  This rash began small, and is now an oval about 4" by 2."  It is itchy and red.  This appears to be the only reaction, so far.

970208 12/29/2020 01/25/2021 KS 44.0 44 F Sore arm starting around 1300hrs.  Approximately 1830hrs, felt like I couldn't get warm, took temperature and was at 100.1.  Went to bed and then start with serious chills and uncontrollable shivering.  By 1930hrs, temperature was 102.2.  Took two Extra Strength Tylenol around 2000hrs, shivering stopped about 30 minutes later and I fell asleep.  Woke up the next morning feeling tired, but without fever.  Felt fine by the end of the day.

970210 09/28/2017 01/25/2021 PA 63 F experienced deliria; left arm swelled up; experienced a fever; This spontaneous report was received from a 63-year-old female patient regarding herself. The patient's concomitant medications, pertinent medical history and drug reactions/allergies was not provided. The patient's concurrent condition included immune system disorder and asthma.  On 28-SEP-2017, the patient was vaccinated with pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23) 0.5 milliliter in left arm (lot#, expiry date, strength, frequency were not reported) for prophylaxis. On an unknown date, the patient started therapy with mometasone furoate (ASMANEX TWISTHALER) (lot#, expiry date, strength, frequency and indication were not reported). On 28-SEP-2017 (also reported as later that evening), the patient's left arm swelled up (peripheral swelling), she experienced deliria (delirium) and fever (pyrexia). On an unknown date in 2017, symptoms caused the patient to get hospitalized for the 10 days. The patient felt like she was out of it. The pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent) (PNEUMOVAX23) was not available for retrieval. It was unable to arrange retrieval of mometasone furoate (ASMANEX TWISTHALER). Action taken with respect to mometasone furoate (ASMANEX TWISTHALER) was unknown. The outcome of peripheral swelling, delirium and pyrexia was reported as recovered. Causality assessment was not reported.  Upon internal review, the event of delirium was determined to be medically significant. combinationproductreport: Yes; brandname: ASMANEX TWISTHALER INHALER (DEVICE); commondevicename: mometasone furoate; productcode: KCO; devicetype: NASAL SPRAY, ENT DELIVERY (KCO); manufacturername: Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp.; deviceage and unit: 0 ; malfunction: Unknown; deviceusage: Unknown; reasonfornoneval: 81 Other; labeledsingleusedevice: No; mdcpreportability: No; mdcpreprationale: Case information does not suggest a causal association with the device or device constituent

970213 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 MD U Subcutaneous injection over the left triceps; Area became red and devleoped an immune response; Area became red and devleoped an immune response; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced a subcutaneous injection over the left triceps and the area became red and developed an immune response.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not provided by the reporter.   On 05 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 by subcutaneous injection in the left triceps prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 05 Jan 2021, the patient's injection site became red and developed an immune response which resolved in 24 hours. No treatment information was provided for the events.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The events, subcutaneous injection over the left triceps, was considered resolved on 05 Jan 2021. The events, area became red and developed an immune response, were considered resolved on 06 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown) and who experienced Subcutaneous injection over the left triceps with and associated non-serious and expected event of Area became red and developed an immune response. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is considered possibly related to the vaccine.

970214 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 TX 62.0 62 F After the vaccines lost temperature they were administered; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 62-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 11 Jan 2021, a refrigerator in a vaccine clinic lost power and rose up to room temperature overnight. At approximately 9 p.m., the vaccines inside the refrigerator reached room temperature.   On 12 Jan 2021, after the vaccine lost temperature, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered, was considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 62-year old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A), from a vial that had reached room temperature.

970215 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 TX 65.0 65 F After the vaccines lost temperature they were administered; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a 65-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 11 Jan 2021, a refrigerator in a vaccine clinic lost power and rose up to room temperature overnight. At approximately 9 p.m., the vaccines inside the refrigerator reached room temperature.  On 12 Jan 2021, after the vaccine lost temperature, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered, was considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product storage error for mRNA-1273, lot # 027L20A. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product storage error.; Sender's Comments:  MOD-2021-003111: MOD-2021-003090: MOD-2021-003082:

970216 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 TX 67.0 67 M After the vaccines lost temperature they were administered; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse practitioner concerning a 67-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 11 Jan 2021, a refrigerator in a vaccine clinic lost power and rose up to room temperature overnight. At approximately 9 p.m., the vaccines inside the refrigerator reached room temperature.   On 12 Jan 2021, after the vaccine lost temperature, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered, was considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 67-year-old, male patient, who experienced an unexpected event of vaccine administered after they lost temperature.  This report refers to a case of out of specification product use for mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A). There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use.

970217 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 TX 70.0 70 F After the vaccines lost temperature they were administered; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a White, 70-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 11 Jan 2021, a refrigerator in a vaccine clinic lost power and rose up to room temperature overnight. At approximately 9 p.m., the vaccines inside the refrigerator reached room temperature.  On 12 Jan 2021, after the vaccine lost temperature, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered, was considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of out of specification product use for mRNA-1273, lot # 027L20A. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use.

970218 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 TX 76 F After the vaccines lost temperature they were administered; A spontaneous report  was received from a healthcare facility staff member concerning a White, 76-year-old female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 11 Jan 2021, a refrigerator in a vaccine clinic lost power and rose up to room temperature overnight. At approximately 9 p.m., the vaccines inside the refrigerator reached room temperature.  On 12 Jan 2021, after the vaccine lost temperature, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, experienced vaccine administered after vaccine lost temperature, was considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of a 76-year-old male patient who experienced non-serious of after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered. (Out of specification product use) for mRNA-1273, lot # 027L20A), Exp date-unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of Incomplete dose administered

970219 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 TX 70.0 70 M After the vaccines lost temperature they were administered; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse practitioner concerning a 70-year-old, White, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 11 Jan 2021, a refrigerator in a vaccine clinic lost power and rose up to room temperature overnight. At approximately 9 p.m., the vaccines inside the refrigerator reached room temperature.   On 12 Jan 2021, after the vaccine lost temperature, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered, was considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 70-year-old, male patient, who experienced an unexpected event of vaccine administered after they lost temperature.  This report refers to a case of out of specification product use for mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A). There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use.

970220 01/25/2021 FL U Received the 1st dose of Moderna vaccine subcutaneously; A spontaneous report was received from a HCP concerning a patient who received Moderna's Covid-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the 1st dose of Moderna vaccine subcutaneously.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided.  The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on an unknown date subcutaneously for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, a patient received the 1st dose of Moderna vaccine subcutaneously. Treatment for the event was not provided.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The event, received the 1st dose of Moderna vaccine subcutaneously, were considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect route of product administration error for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

970221 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 GA U 16 years old patient received 1st dose of moderna vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a 16-year-old patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and they gave first dose to a patient 16-years-old.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on 07-Jan-2021 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The reporter reported that the patient received the Moderna vaccine on 07-Jan-2021. He stated that the patient was 16-years-old. No adverse reactions were reported.   No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The event they gave first dose to a patient 16-years-old was considered resolved on 07-Jan-2021.    The reporter did not provide a causality assessment for the event they gave first dose to a patient 16-years-old.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of 16- year-old patient who experienced non-serious unexpected event of first dose to a patient 16-years-old (product administered to patient of inappropriate age) for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown, Exp date-unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age.

970222 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 FL 73 F While receiving the injection something dribbled down her arm.She thinks she did not receive the dose in it's entirety; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 73-year-old, female patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program  and while receiving the injection something dribbled down her arm.. She thinks she did not receive the dose in it's entirety[Incorrect dose administered].   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 09-Jan-2021, immediately prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot # 011L20A) intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   During the administration of the vaccine, the patient reported that she felt something dribble down her arm and she believes she did not receive the dose in its entirety. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The outcome of the event was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of 73- year-old female patient who experienced non-serious unexpected event of vaccine  she felt something dribble down her arm and she believes she did not receive the dose in its entirety(Incomplete dose administered) for mRNA-1273, lot # 011L20A), Exp date-unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of Incomplete dose administered.

970223 01/10/2021 01/25/2021 RI 15 M 15 year old volunteer was vaccinated; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a 16-year-old male patient (also reported as 15 year old volunteer) who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and was vaccinated.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were provided.  On 10 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 in his right deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and the mother is upset. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event inappropriate age at vaccine administration was resolved on 10 Jan 2021.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

970224 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 MI 17 F Administered the Moderna Covid-19 vaccine to a 17-year-old patient; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 17 year old male patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273).  The patient's medical history was not reported.Concomitant medications were not reported.   On 11 Jan 2021 the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot number: 026L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection at the age of 17. The patient did not showed any adverse reactions.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported .   The event, administered Moderna Covid- 19 vaccine to a 17-year old was considered resolved on 11 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age (vaccine was administrated for 17-years old patient) for mRNA-1273, lot # 026L20A.  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age. The reported event is unlisted and company causality was assessed s not applicable.

970225 12/31/2020 01/25/2021 MD 62 M injected in his joint; Horrible pain; This spontaneous report was received from a physician, who was also a 62-year-old male patient, who received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced injected in his joint and horrible pain.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not reported. The facility where the vaccine was given was not provided.  On 31 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for COVID-19 prophylaxis. He believed he was injected in his joint instead of the muscle of his left arm. He was in "horrible pain" and went to see his physician. Treatment for the event included a steroid shot, ibuprofen, and paracetamol for pain.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome of the event, horrible pain, was not reported. The outcome of the event, injected in his joint, was resolved on 31 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of a 62-year-old male patient who experienced non-serious of injected in his joint (Vaccine administered at inappropriate site) and horrible pain for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown), Exp date unknown. Injection site pain is consistent with the known safety profile of the vaccine, hence, based on the information provided, a causal association between the administration of the vaccine and the event of horrible pain cannot be excluded.  The event of injected in his joint is assessed as not applicable.

970226 01/25/2021 OH U 1 ml of vaccine administered; A spontaneous report was received from a health care professional concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced 1 ml of vaccine was administered.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The patient received a 1 ml dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, instead of 0.5 ml, during their first dose.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, 1 ml of vaccine was administered, was considered resolved on unknown date.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incorrect dose administered.

970227 01/25/2021 OH U 1 ml of vaccine administered; A spontaneous report was received from a health care professional concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced 1 ml of vaccine was administered.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The patient received a 1 ml dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, instead of 0.5 ml, during their first dose.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, 1 ml of vaccine was administered, was considered resolved on unknown date.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incorrect dose administered.

970228 01/25/2021 OH U 1 ml of vaccine administered; A spontaneous report was received from a health care professional concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced 1 ml of vaccine was administered.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The patient received a 1 ml dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, instead of 0.5 ml, during their first dose.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, 1 ml of vaccine was administered, was considered resolved on unknown date.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incorrect dose administered.

970230 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 MD 56.0 56 F Sudden intense itching on back of left leg, right at/below back of knee. It felt hot and it swelled. Next morning it was pink and still itched but not as bad. I took pictures.  The following evening I also took pictures. By then it was a dark red, looked like a bruise and followed the shape of my vein.

970231 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 MD 65.0 65 F Arm sore for several days.   about a week later 4" redness and very itchy started has not stopped yet.

970232 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 OK 61.0 61 F 12  hours after shot Headache, stomach upset, fever 100.6, body aches x 36 hours

970233 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Fever 103, sharp shooting pains down legs and arms, nausea, vomiting, migraine

970234 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 VA 24.0 24 F Dull chronic stomach pain (center upper abdomen to left upper abdomen) that is aggravated by eating and drinking including swallowing saliva. Has been going on since 11 pm of date of vaccine (2-3 days).  I tried ibuprofen on the first day but it did not help.

970235 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 PR 59.0 59 F PAIN INJECTION SITE, HEADACHE, CHILLS,PAIN ON JOINTS, TIRED,FEVER BODY PAIN. SINTOMES FOR 3 DAYS.

970236 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 28.0 28 F Very sore arm the following day (difficulty using and lifting) and tired.  Then two days later work up with headache and nausea.

970237 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 WV 67.0 67 F 1-21-2021 vaccinated #2 light headed dizzy - must has passed out during night getting upt o bathroom work up in am with bloody sheets and pillow - went ot ED for staples for laceration on head.

970238 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 MD 62.0 62 F Had vaccine at 3:21 pm Started itching at 4:05 pm- eye lids, scalp, bottom of foot, face felt tight- no respiratory issues. Took Benadryl with moderate relief. Area was red and sore about the size of a ping pong ball area. Area cleared on 121/2021. On 1/22/2021 area of vaccine became red, hard and itching. I took Benadryl with no change. Called provider on 1/23/2021 and was seen virtually.  Area is now between 6-7 cm . Advised to apply ice, topical steroid cream and marked the area,. Prescription for Bactrim was given incase symptoms increased. This helped some on 1/24/2021 in PM area increased , I had general malaise and a stiff neck with joint pain. I started the prescribed Bactrim-for questionable cellulitis.  provider recommended I not receive the second dose

970239 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 NC 86.0 86 F Nausea, diarrhea, tired  moderna COVID-19 vaccine EUA

970240 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 PR 63.0 63 F PAIN ON SHOULDER  IN NECK SWELLING GANGLIOS. SINTOMES FOUR DAYS.

970241 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 VA 58.0 58 F Usual: aches, pain at site, headache Unusual:  fever >103, gross hematuria (no history of UTIs or kidney stones)

970242 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Individual was one of the vaccinator and wanted her 2nd dose. She is giving out Pfizer vaccine in her room, unfortunately, she needs the moderna vaccine second dose. She asked me to give her dose now as there was no one in her line. I administered the Pfizer 0.3ml to her and after giving her, she told me that she needed moderna, however she did not tell me and I should have looked at her chart first. She knew she was moderna but did not verbalized this until later.

970243 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 PR 41.0 41 M A week after the injection, it was red, swollen, itchy around the injection site  (left arm)

970244 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 VA 49.0 49 F Itchiness, growing red rash Benedryl, Ice compress rash  continues to cover more of left arm

970245 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 VA 29.0 29 F 1/22/21, the day after the I received the vaccine I started to have chills, body aches, low grade fever, headache, nausea, lack of appetite, and arm pain in the right arm. This lasted for two days. On day 3 I began to feel dizzy and have extreme low back pain and stomach pain with nausea with again lack of appetite. By this time the body aches and arm pain went away but I still have a headache. Now on day 4 the low back pain has gone away but still I have a headache and lack of appetite and nausea.

970246 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 IN 52.0 52 F body aches, low grade fever - total duration approx 36 hrs

970247 12/22/2020 01/25/2021 NH 58.0 58 M injection site ache, mild

970248 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 NY 41.0 41 M 2 hours after administration of vaccine, patient reported shortness of breath, abdominal pain, and difficulty swallowing. Patient returned to the clinic where he was given supplemental oxygen via nasal cannula and EpiPen. Oxygen removed and vitals stable. Due to EpiPen administration and continued feeling of throat swelling, patient sent to ER via EMS. Patient given 1L NS and Solumedrol IV. Discharged home in stable condition from the ER.

970249 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 OH 37.0 37 F On 1/20/21 approximately 8 hours after vaccine noticed redness, tenderness distal to injection site or right deltoid IM. Redness, tender/painful to touch increased over next 48 hours with area increasing in size. By Monday, less red, more pink and diffuse. Still tender to touch and painful it is now almost itch like feeling. I took 5 Zyrtec pills and a Pepcid through the course of 12 hrs. on Saturday as well as iced the red area. Only other treatment to date was putting hydrocortisone cream on it Sunday night. Plan on seeing either urgent care or Dermatologist today, 1/25. I have pictures but am unable to attach them. I can email them if someone will email me with the proper address.

970250 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 ME 51.0 51 F Raised red rash blotches surrounded injection site. Warm to touch. Fading after24 hours. Very light but still detectable after36 hours.

970251 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 GA 72.0 72 F Itching at injection site that started on 1/24 - one week after injection

970252 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 CT 61.0 61 F Nose bleed never ever do i get nose bleeds 19 hours after vaccine very odd This was my second vaccine nothing happened with the first one

970253 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 58.0 58 F Slight swollen lips, hive like rash on legs, Nausea and vomiting: all went away with in 24 hours severe vertigo with this for 2 days, vertigo is still happening on 3rd day but has lessened did not seek medical attention: took benadryl 1st day only and it took care of the symptoms except vertigo Started Meclizine 25 mg over the counter on day2 and it makes vertigo tolerable but still persitant at this point

970254 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 TX 41.0 41 F There is a 4" by 5" raised red patch around the injection site. The patch presents with a higher temperature than the rest of the arm, is raised, as well as causes itching.

970255 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 NH 58.0 58 M aches, fatigue - flu-like symptoms for 2.5 days

970257 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 62.0 62 F Conjunctival hemorrhage encompassing 2/3 of right eye; examined by ophthalmologist; resolving now; no loss of vision or any other problem

970258 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 NM 70.0 70 F Rash 7 days after injection. It's hot and itchy

970259 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Day after initial shot my arm became sore, red, hot, swollen and hard.  This was in addition to other side effects.  This subsided after 4-5 days. On day 9 after injection my arm became red, and hot again at the injection site.  It was not as inflamed as the initial injection reaction, however very noticeable.  On day 10 I woke at night with vertigo as well.  I was able to fall back asleep after about an hour, and when I woke the next morning the vertigo has subsided. My arm had redness on and off for about 5 more days, seeming to get worse after my shower.  The redness has now subsided completely, however it looks as though I have a minor "bruise" under my skin at the injection site.

970260 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 IN 22.0 22 F Got my 2nd does thursday afternoon, Friday I had a fever of 101.3, chills, headache,  very weak and tired. I took tylenol and was feeling better on Saturday. Woke up Sunday with a sore throat, red/swollen and this has lingered into today (Monday), throat feeling worse.

970261 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 TX 63.0 63 M On Saturday 01/23/2021 morning when I got out of bed I experienced difficulty maintaining my balance. I had to use a wall to be able to stand. I did not fall. I stumbled into the bathroom, still unsteady. I urinated sitting down, still feeling unsteady, head spinning. I took my blood pressure 130/70, which is normal. Was feeling steadier. Was able to walk down stairs to ground floor of home. Still not felling normal, but steady on my feet. After eating breakfast, no additional symptoms through day. I had not consumed any alcoholic beverages over the past week. When I went to bed Sat night, lying in bed I was light headed. Sunday morning same problems. I performed some vehicle maintenance and would get down on the ground. Head would start spinning, everything would return to normal once standing. At bedtime same feelings when lying down in bed. Monday morning (today) same problems.

970262 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 TX 32.0 32 F On day 10 after the first Moderna injection, injection site became swollen, red, and itchy. It was around 3x2.5 inches across and hot and painful to the touch. Today is day 12 and the injection site still looks the same.

970263 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 NY 72.0 72 F On 1/23/21 one week after vaccine administration-itching at injection site, redness (approx. 2 inches in diameter), stiffness in upper arm. Redness is somewhat less today, 1/25, but occasional itching and stiffness still occur.

970264 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 MD 80.0 80 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA My mother got a nose bleed around 9pm after taking her medications that evening. The bleed was not significant and stoped fast. No medical help was sought.

970265 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 PR 59.0 59 F Rash on the Face

970266 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 VA 55.0 55 F severe nausea and headache followed by 3 episodes of vomiting .  onset 24 hours after vaccine.  Vomiting over period of 15 hours.  Severe body aches, lethargy, no appetite and overall weakness for 2 days .

970267 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 TX 66.0 66 F 01/15/2021 had constant headache for 2 days. On 1/22/2021, had itching and developed rash/redness around injection site.

970268 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 MI 37.0 37 M For three days after the vaccine I would alternate between chills and hot flashes. I also had body aches all over. I was lethargic, just drained of energy. I did not have a fever at anytime. Three days after the vaccine I developed a scratchy throat and cough.

970269 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 38.0 38 F Sore arm at injection site muscle starting a few hours of injection on 1/16/21, resolved within 24 hours. As of 1/24 I noticed small lump and a hive like rash in the general vicinity of the injection site. Rash has grown since first noting merging two "hives" into one large one.

970270 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 32.0 32 F Chills, headache, Fever upto 102.2 degree F, generalized weakness and body ache.

970271 01/01/2021 01/25/2021 TX 39.0 39 F No side effects from first vaccine except soreness to site. This time around I was too lethargic for three days to get out of bed. I had a rash around site that progressed up to the right side of my face and also right side of my lower back the following day. The rash was also accompanied by blotches and is still there only on the side of the injection. I had metallic taste for on and off the first 2-3 days. I am feeling a bit better, well enough to work today. Still very fatigued. On Thursday I also had a 102 fever that Motrin and Tylenol didn't help me at all at night. I finally stopped sweating yesterday. The blotches are now improving . Only thing that remains is the fatigue.

970272 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 NY 48.0 48 F 22 hours after receiving second vaccine started to feel achy. 27 hours after vaccine was extremely achy and very very cold. Cold continued yet was covered in sweat. By about 30 hours after vaccine had terrible headache, chills, sweating, and still body aches. Woke up next morning still with the same symptoms. As the day went on side effects started to subside except the headache and now had no appetite. Still three days after vaccine was taking ibuprofen for headache. By fourth day all symptoms were gone.

970273 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 PA 22.0 22 F Patient experienced chills, aches,  low grade fever and was very fatigued.

970274 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 NY 38.0 38 F temp of 100.4, chills, diarrhea, muscle aches, runny nose--symptoms resolved 1/20, also had a covid exposure so will get tested in 5-7 days post exposure

970275 12/26/2020 01/25/2021 VT 65.0 65 F Systemic Grade 3 reactions of injection site pain-heat-swelling, systemic body pain (skin, muscle, joint), fever for 36 hours 100.6, chills, fatigue, nausea, lasting for 3 days overall. Unable to function or work. My reactions were more severe in comparison to 10 colleagues vaccinated at the same time. Resolved by day 4, except left arm pain, which lasted 4 weeks.

970276 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 NY 41.0 41 F I began feeling a sore, scratchy throat, a headache and localized redness and swelling at the injection site about 6 hours after receiving my vaccine. The next morning, about 18 hours after receiving the vaccine the injection site redness had extended to about 2" and had become painful. At about 22 hours after injection I began having a significant headache, chills, elevated temperature of 100 degrees, body aches, exhaustion  and overall unwell feeling. This feeling persisted through the remainder of the day. By  46 hours post vaccination the redness and swelling had grown to about 3" and now had a strong red center, was hot and hard to the touch.  I was still having chills, temperature stayed around 99 degrees, still felt tired and had headache.  At about 66 hours post injection I have sinus congestion and the swelling and redness at the injection site is about 3 1/2"  and swelling without redness now  extends about 2" past the redness down my arm.

970277 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 PA 47.0 47 F Patient experienced body aches and chills - She was unable to work one shift.

970278 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 OH 47.0 47 F Shortly after vaccine was administered - patient states within minutes - she states she felt tickling in her throat and noticed heart rate was elevated "upwards of 110" per Apple Watch and not a normal resting heart rate per patient; also reports she became light headed. States nasal congestion, rhinorrhea, and post-nasal drainage worsened almost immediately as well. After that, patient took Benadryl that evening. 1/24- light headed the next day as well as dizzy; started to develop fatigue, headache, arm soreness. Reports she also had a "weird vibrating" in the back of her throat and had to lay down entire day. Developed "drenched sweats" that evening.  On 1/24 developed GI symptoms, tactile fever, sweats, chills and increased fatigue that has worsened today (1/25). No fever has developed.

970279 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Fever spike to 102, muscle pain at injection site and all over left side of the body. The fever started at night on 1/21/21 and spiked over 100 around 7am the next day (1/22/21). The fever broke around 5 pm on 1/22/21 after taking Tylenol (2 tablets every 6 hours started around 9am on 1/22). My temperature dropped to 98.9 around 5pm on 1/22; Continued drinking fluids and took another dose of Tylenol before bed at 12:30am. Woke up with no fever the next day (1/23) however muscle pain on the left side of the body is still present.

970280 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 VA 17.0 17 F Patient has not reported any adverse events from vaccination at the moment. She was administered a dose of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine which is currently only approved for 18 yo and up. On day of inoculation, patient and her mother did not cite a reaction.

970281 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 MD 25.0 25 F Pt had some chest discomfort and muscle aches with first vaccine. We premedicated her with Motrin for second vaccine  Within 1 hr of second vaccine she started to have chills, body aches and vomiting.  We treated her with Zofran and pain relievers. She was getting better but 3 days later 1/24 started to have pressure feeling on her chest.  Concern for pericarditis and sent her to the ER.

970282 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 PA 36.0 36 F itchy, warm, and red area approximately 2-3 inches in size near injection site

970283 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 FL 72.0 72 F one week after shot I woke up to redness, swelling and itching with some pain around the site of the injection

970284 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 KY 29.0 29 F Mild Shortness of breath for about 24hrs. Swollen lip from about 4:15pm into next morning until about 8:00 am. Sore throat for about 24 hrs. All treated with Benadryl from home.

970286 12/29/2020 01/25/2021 FL 48.0 48 M Hands and feet turn blue periodically and all extremities have a "cold" sensation at all times.  Dr appointment being made this week of Jan 25th and reported to HCP at healthcare facility.

970287 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 AR 42.0 42 F reports that on 1/21 she received 2nd dose of Covid vaccine. Went to work Friday 1/25--started having chills, body aches, HA. On Saturday,- fever and chills, body aches, HA. Reports on Sunday she felt slightly better, but still some s/s. Today 1/25: reports she feels flushed and HA still present.

970288 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 IN 38.0 38 F About 5-6 days after vaccine injection on 1/15/21, I developed a rash, itching, and pain on the same arm as my injection. It is also warm to the touch. I went to Urgent Care and they think it is cellulitis from the vaccine. I am on Bactrim DS to see if it will help. My blood pressure was low as well, not sure if it's related but usually by pressure is fine. I had cupping done at the chiropractor on 1/22 on my neck and back, symptoms started later that evening. Not sure if is is a coincidence or not.

970289 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 VT 84.0 84 F Right deltoid has cyst like area at injection site. It is raised, fluid filled, warm to the touch, and about 2.5inch in diameter. No pain.

970290 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 WV 29.0 29 M A severe rash had appeared all over my body, from head to toe.

970291 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 58.0 58 F Rash started 1/20/2021 at 9 p.m.  Took 2 Benadryl and 1 Zyrtec.  1/21/2021 skin irritated but no hives and left arm and armpit very sore took Benadryl at night for itchy skin and 1 Advil for pain at night.  1/22/2021 felt better except left arm very sore so took 1 Advil two times in afternoon and evening.  1/23/2021 Felt perfectly fine until 9 p.m. when hives covered torso back and front.  Began Pepcid, Benadryl and Zyrtec.  1/24/2021 Hives not as red but still present and itchy.  Continued Pepcid (1 every 12 hours), Benadryl (1 every 6 hours) and Zyrtec (1 per day).  1/24/2021  Hives improved not as red but irritated and itchy.  Place towels with Domboro solution on affected area to help with rash and itching.  Spoke to doctor.  Advised to continue medicine as used yesterday and to call at 5 p.m. if not improved.

970292 01/01/2021 01/25/2021 IN 70.0 70 F Severe aches all over & tired all day.

970293 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 PA 34.0 34 M He experienced chills, muscle shakes, and GI upset.

970294 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 WV 42.0 42 F I developed a rash that I noticed on Friday(15th)  evening. It became worse as the weekend continued. On Tuesday I started on a steroid and as of the 25th I still have the rash. I discontinued my antibiotic on the 19th in case it was part of the problem. I am still taking benadryl.

970295 12/19/2020 01/25/2021 PR 43.0 43 F The patient reported fever, blister at the site of administration which lasted a week, the site of administration felt hard and hot to the touch, pain in the arm where the vaccine was administered, nausea, vomit, headache and a rash through the body. The patient was prescribed Cefadroxil 500mg.

970296 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 SC 39.0 39 F Recieved the 2nd dose of Covid on  1/21/2021 at 8am the symptoms started that night around  9pm. Fatigue, achy, and nausea. Wake up at 11pm with fever 104.8, ears pounding, dizziness, swollen elbow and hand pain on same arm of injection. Fever over the next 24hrs went to 105.9. Nausea  and extreme jaw pain and joint pain. fever resolved after 26hrs. Still having dizziness, arm around injection site is warm to touch, swollen, and joint painful. headache and neck pain still. treating with motrin and tylenol that was started 26hrs after the injection.

970297 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 PA 36.0 36 F She experienced a migraine

970298 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 VA 29.0 29 F Tight chest, difficulty breathing.

970299 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 NY 48.0 48 F Vertigo for 3 hours intermittently, then nausea and mild dizziness from 7am- 5pm

970300 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 FL 33.0 33 F Pain, tenderness, redness, and swelling at the injection site 9 days after 1/15/21 shot after the initial pain had resolved. Several hours after the arm pain, fatigue, mild fever, and chills started.

970301 12/31/2020 01/25/2021 PA 55.0 55 F Patient woke up om 1/7/2021 and noted lump on middle of left collar bone with pain in left arm

970302 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 NC 75.0 75 F Red scratchy, watery eyes with some discharge

970304 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 VT 65.0 65 F Grade 3 systemic reactions, much worse than the first time. Injection site (right arm) pain, swelling. Overall body pain, skin, muscle joint, Fever up to 101.6 for 36 hours, now running 99.5 on day 2 post injection, nausea, diarrhea, gas, bloating, dizziness, weakness, fainting, fatigue. Unable to function or to work.   Symptoms are again substantially worse than 10 other individuals vaccinated at the same time for dose 2.   I suspect my reactions may be dose to weight dependent. I am a very small adult, 4'9", 123 pounds. There may be cause to consider smaller doses for smaller people. That would also allow more doses to be available for the population.   I am a healthcare professional. Many lay people would probably not have been willing to take a second dose at this level of reaction.

970305 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 PA 32.0 32 F Lymph node swelling in left axilla, pain in lymph node,  left shoulder pain, left scapula pain and still continuing.  This has been going on for 5 days.  At the time of report, still having the same symptoms.

970306 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 GA 23.0 23 F severe body aches, fever, headache, fatigue and week. Administered spot welped up and was red and warm to touch

970307 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 NY 43.0 43 F Received vaccine at 4pm.  Woke at 1:30 on 1/23 with headache .  At 4pm aches settled in.  At 9am fever of 101 started along with Hyper skin sensitivity and eye sensitivity and chills.  Aches turned into actual pain in my thighs and calves. It literally felt like I was hit with a baseball bat in my thighs.   Fever kept climbing all day to 103.9 at 3pm. Even though I was alternating Advil and Tylenol. During afternoon and evening I had extreme dizziness. Fever, chills, fatigue, hypersensitive skin and to sunlight with my eyes have persisted for another 24 hours. I am now snd 65 hours post vaccine and I?m still running fever 100-102. With fatigue and body aches.

970308 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 LA 32.0 32 F 24 hours felt like I was very lethargic and tired. 48 hours felt similar. 60 hours after felt nauseous and light headed

970309 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 CT 30.0 30 F Patient is breastfeeding her 5 month old son. Two nights after her 1st Moderna dose, he had violent vomiting, diarrhea, body rash, and hematuria.

970310 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 VA 26.0 26 F Fatigue for two days after receiving vaccine, Headache during physical exertion for two days after receiving vaccine.

970312 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 28.0 28 F rash, welts, & itching

970313 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 PA 44.0 44 F She ran a fever (101 degrees) with chills Friday night into Saturday. Also had a headache, fatigue, and joint & muscle pain. The fever broke early Saturday morning but the headache, pains & fatigue continued throughout Saturday. She felt better by Sunday, just a little fatigue but attribute that to the poor sleep from Friday & Saturday.

970314 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 FL 86.0 86 F Red bumpy rash with extreme itching and slight swelling for 2 days until I dosed with Benedryl.  After dosing every 4 hours for 2 days, it subsided.   Will call my doctor today!

970316 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 MN 25.0 25 F I sat at the hospital for 15 mins after my vaccine shot and was ok. However minutes after I got in my vehicle and started driving, I started to experience hot flashes and a migraine. I had to pull over because I was unable to drive myself. Later in the evening, I continued to have hot flashes and started having chills. My fever became 100.6. I?ve taken Tylenol and ibuprofen as recommended but it hasn?t relieved any of the side effects. After trying to sleep, I woke up with a burning sensation in my stomach. I vomited and have had abdominal pain, aches in muscles and soreness at the injection site.

970317 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 KY 56.0 56 F severe nausea, chills, sweats, ache in every joint, severe fatique, i have had shingles and the neuropathy started from that was acting , my scalp was sore and couldn't brush hair, muscle cramps. I took ibprofen and didn't go to hospital. it lasted from Friday night til Sunday  and i continue to have some fatique

970318 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 OH 23.0 23 F vomiting, chills, myalgia, fatigue, headache

970319 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 PA 47.0 47 F Left arm is swollen, hot, red, and itchy.  Very tender and hurts to move.

970320 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 FL 63.0 63 F Two days after shot had throbbing pains in arm and 4 days later  it got worse and started to travel to left side. through my left arm, spinal cord, left side and shoulder blade.  went on for a little over two and half weeks. so severe i had to miss work.  the last thing i had vibration in left arm like it went to sleep and started to wake up. have been dealing with this since then. it happens randomly through out the day. Still have pain in the upper arm and cant lay on my left arm for more then a few minutes. and it is swollen at the injection site

970321 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 IL 49.0 49 F Headache, nausea and muscle aches

970322 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 NC 33.0 33 F Inflammed lymph nodes in the arm that it was injected, moderate pain, unable to sleep, weakness in my arm.  Duration 4 days and still unsolved.

970323 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 29.0 29 F Dose 1 received 12/23/20 - had mild symptoms of fatigue and headache on 12/24/20. Dose 2 received 1/14/21. Initial symptoms of mild/dull dental pain started on 1/19/20. on 1/21/21 and 1/22/21 started getting EXTREME right-sided oral/facial nerve pain/spasms that migrated to head that occurred intermittently every 30-60 min and lasted 2-5 min at a time in the evening. Saw dentist on 1/22/21 to check for issues with teeth, no dental issues were found on exam and on xray. Symptoms similar to trigeminal neuralgia/ bells palsy. Called Teledoc on 1/22 who suspected bell's palsy and prescribed prednisone 50 mg po qday x 5. Nerve pain attacks went always after first dose of prednisone. Currently still left with mild dull right-sided pain.

970324 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 PA 68.0 68 F Patient is a 68yo female with a PMH s/f of osteoarthritis, CHF, TIA with right limb weakness and aphasia and HTN presenting with a 1 week history of bilateral upper and lower extremity pain, stiffness and weakness. Patient states that she received the Pfizer COVID vaccine on 1/14 last week at pharmacy. At the time of inoculation, she did not experience any symptoms and went home after the 15 minute waiting period. The next day, she developed a generalized headache that started in her neck and continued over her head. She states that this continued to get worse throughout the day and on Saturday, she woke up and described a constant, 10/10, dull-aching pain that started at her neck/back of head and extended down to her shoulders to the tips of her fingers. She also stated that she had the same pain starting around her groin extending down to her knees and ankles. Patient initially tried taking Tylenol and ibuprofen to treat the pain, and said that those treatments normally work for her osteoarthritis, but that her pain did not improve afterwards.  In addition to the pain, she also states that she developed worsening weakness to the point where she could not walk around her home. She stated that she thought moving around and being active had helped her fight through the pain and tolerate it, but that laying down and resting actually seemed to make it worse.  With her symptoms worsening and her inability to walk, she decided to come to the hospital to get further treatment. She denied ever having an adverse reaction to other vaccines she has received previously. She receives the flu vaccine every year, and received measles, polio and other childhood vaccinations that she could not recall. She was diagnosed with polymyalgia rheumatica and started on 20mg prednisone daily. She had a remarkable response to the steroids and her symptoms resolved within 24 hours. She was discharged on her 3rd day of admission.   On ROS, she denies fevers, chills, night sweats, SOB, changes to vision, eye pain, cough, chest pain, sputum production, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, dysuria or hematuria. She affirmed weight loss, headache, neck stiffness, dizziness, lightheadedness, muscle stiffness/pain, reduced ROM, and urinary urgency and incontinence.Y 3

970326 12/26/2020 01/25/2021 NY 34.0 34 M Myalgias, nausea, otitis, rigors, chills, subjective fevers, headache began 12 hours after, resolved within an additional 12 hours

970327 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 CO 81.0 81 M Per MD & RN notes from Emergency Dept Records:  "Of note, patient received first COVID vaccine two days ago 1/14/21 and has had chills, sweats, and malaise over the past 24-48 hours." Pt also reports "not drinking enough water" leading to dizziness & syncopal episodes x3, with T-spine compression fractures secondary to at least one of these falls.  Denies loss of consciousness, headache, vision changes, tinnitus, Nausea/vomiting, numbness/tingling/weakness in extremeties except for brief feeling of knees "giving out" just prior to falls. Pt admitted to Medical Ctr on 1/16/2021, w/ T7, T9 & T11 fractures, & comorbidities. Planned discharge for 1/25/2021.Y 9

970328 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 TN 36.0 36 M 12h post vaccination: headache, chills, flush/pruritus, malaise, fatigue, arm soreness (acetaminophen, antihistamine, hot shower, sleep) 24h post vaccination: symptoms resolved except malaise and headache (acetaminophen) 48h post vaccination: symptoms resolved ~10 days post vaccination: maculopapular rash on R flank ~14 days post vaccination: maculopapular rash spread to entire torso and bilateral upper extremities

970329 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 GA 68.0 68 M skin rash, light and no pain

970330 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 NY 47.0 47 F Post COVID vaccine patient complained of light-headedness and fatigue. She was hydrated and her Vitals were taken. She soon felt better

970339 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 MI 73.0 73 F some of the vaccine leaked down her arm; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a 73-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced incorrect dose administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided.  On 13-Jan-2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 012L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 13-Jan-2021, the patient received a partial dose of the vaccine because some of it leaked down the patient's arm.   No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The event, incorrect dose administered, was considered resolved on 13-Jan-2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 73 year old female patient who experienced a non-serious unexpected event of  Incorrect dose administered of mRNA-1273 vaccine.

970340 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 KY 17 F Patient under 18 years of age has been vaccinated; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 17-year-old patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273).  The patient's medical history and relevant concomitant medications were not reported.   On 11 Jan 2021 the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot number 025J20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.The patient was underage at the time the vaccine was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The outcome of the event was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age (vaccine was administrated for 17-years old patient) for mRNA-1273, lot # 026L20A.  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age. The reported event is unlisted and company causality was assessed s not applicable.

970341 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 KS 62 F Received 1ml as oppose to 0.5 ml of the vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a health care professional concerning a 60-years-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and reported that patient received 1 milliliter (ml) of vaccine instead of usual 0.5ml dose.  The patient's medical history included diabetes mellites. Concomitant medications were not reported.  On 12 JAN 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A) intramuscularly in her right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 12 JAN 2021, the patient received first dose of vaccine and reported that patient received 1ml of vaccine instead of usual 0.5ml dose.   No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the event, patient received 1ml of vaccine instead of usual 0.5ml dose, was considered recovered.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered (patient received 1 milliliter (ml) of vaccine instead of usual 0.5ml dose) for mRNA-1273, lot # 025J20-2A  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incorrect dose administered. The reported event is unlisted and company causality was assessed s not applicable.

970342 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 NY U There was a spill and a patient may not have received the full dose; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, there was a spill and a patient may not have received the full dose.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided.  On 12 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 12 Jan 2021, during vaccine administration, there was a spill and the patient did not received the full dose. Treatment for the event was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The event, there was a spill and a patient may not have received the full dose, was considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a case of a patient who experienced a non-serious event of there was a spill and a patient may not have received the full dose (Incomplete dose administered) for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown), Exp date unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of there was a spill and a patient may not have received the full dose.

970343 01/25/2021 PA U Full dose not administered to patient; The needle came loose from the syringe; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and experienced the needle came loose from the syringe and the full dose was not administered to the patient.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The reporter reported that, the needle came loose from the syringe and the patient did not receive the full dose.  She wanted to know if the patient should receive another dose.   No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The events, the needle came loose from the syringe and the full dose was not administered, was considered resolved.  The reporter did not provide a causality assessment of the events, the needle came loose from the syringe and the full dose was not administered.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting The needle came loose from the syringe and The patient did not receive the full dose without any associated adverse events.

970344 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 UT 56 F She felt something dripping from the spot of injection; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 56-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and felt something dripping from the spot of injection  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 12 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: Unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. After receiving the vaccine, she felt something dripping from the spot of injection. The patient noted it was a clear liquid. The vaccinator placed a bandage on the spot afterwards. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, felt something dripping from the spot of injection, was considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

970345 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 FL M Not getting full dose; A report was received from a physician concerning a male patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and vaccine spilled on her and the dentist's pants and not getting full dose.   The patient's medical history and relevant concomitant medications were not reported.   On 11-Jan-2021, at the same time as the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   When the nurse went to administer the vaccine dose, the needle fell off of the syringe and some vaccine spilled on the patient's pants. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event the needle fell off of the vaccine syringe was resolved.  Reporter causality for the events was not provided.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of male patient who experienced non-serious unexpected event of the needle fell off of the syringe and some vaccine spilled on the patient's pants. (Incomplete dose administered) for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown), Exp date-unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of Incomplete dose administered.

970346 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 OH 78 M Syringe leaking in the vaccination area, he didn't feel anything going in; Syringe leak; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer 78-year-old, male patient concerning a patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and the syringe leaking in the vaccination area.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 13-Jan-2021, Prior to the onset of the event, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  During his injection the syringe was leaking at the vaccination area. There was vaccine dripping down his arm and a puddle that formed on his chair.  He reported that he didn't feel anything going in.  No treatment information was provided.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event incorrect dose administered was unknown.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered and syringe leak for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

970347 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 U 0.4 ml dose received; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning an unidentified patient who who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and 0.4 ml dose received.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 14 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The reporter stated that 30 patients received 0.4ml dose, instead of 0.5ml, all from the same lot number.   No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, 0.4 ml dose received, was considered resolved on 14 Jan 2021.  The reporter did not provide a causality assessment of the event.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of Incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of Incorrect dose administered.

970348 01/25/2021 U Dose 1 and dose 2 were administered 7 days apart; A spontaneous report was received from a health care professional concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and resulting in the event of inappropriate schedule of product administration.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unspecified date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unspecified date the patient received the vaccine and stated that he did not receive any vaccinations in the last four weeks, but the nurse coordinator reported that the patient was in another rehab facility and did receive the COVID vaccine and dose 1 and 2 were administered 7 days apart instead of 28 days interval.   No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event inappropriate schedule of product administration were considered resolved.  The reporter did not provide a causality assessment of the event.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of inappropriate schedule of product administration for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

970352 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 ME 40.0 40 F Racing heart, Fatigue, diarrhea, nasuea

970353 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 WI 58.0 58 F Headache, cough ,wheezing, stomach pain

970354 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 WV 33.0 33 F Slight soreness initially.   Itching and soreness on left arm and left back/shoulder.  Soreness in mid back left side. Lasted 3 days.  6 days later swollen and sore lymph nodes under left arm began.  1 Week later slight soreness at injection site occurred but felt like 2nd or 3rd day after receiving initial vaccine.  Slight Soreness on left side back shoulder and neck occurred on 9th day after receiving vaccine.

970355 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 VA 54.0 54 F Experienced arm soreness, headache, joints aching and severe chills all which subsided within 48 hours.  Injection site redness slightly larger than golf ball and hot to touch with some itches around the area. Redness is improved on 1/24/2021 after administration of max strength cortizone 10 ointment.  It's not gone but better.

970356 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 FL 67.0 67 F Malasia, weakness, fever at times 100.6, chills, diarrhea
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970357 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 MN 34.0 34 F Phantom smells. A few days ago smelled nail polish remover, then smelled burnt toast a day or two later.

970358 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 48.0 48 F 1/9/21 swollen left cervical and supraclavicular lymph nodes 1/12/21 blunt effusion left knee with subsequent development of Baker's cyst, swollen bilateral axillary lymph nodes 1/25/21 worsening of left knee pain, swollen left calf

970359 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 NY 59.0 59 F 13 days after receiving the injection my left arm at the site of the injection became very hot and red.  The red patch is about the size of a lemon and seems to be spreading.  I experienced no symptoms like this until today.  The only symptoms previously was a sore arm for a couple of days and some mild fatigue immediately following the injection.

970360 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 FL 38.0 38 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Received vaccine dose #2 at 14:10 on 1/20/21. Left work around 4pm, exercised from 4:30pm-5:30pm. During exercise, started to feel chills/hot flashes. Arm was also sore. Arm soreness progressed throughout evening. Took acetaminophen preventatively at 1800 and again at 2200 before going to bed. Woke up with chills and arm soreness at 0400 1/21/21. Took more acetaminophen and went back to sleep until 0515. Got up, went to work at hospital pharmacy at 0700. Had arm soreness, full body aches, nausea, and chills that worsened upon movement at that time. Left work at 1130 due to progression in symptoms. Went home, napped on and off. Developed fever around 1600 (to 100.4 F), chills continued, nausea continued, aches continued. Fever increased to 101.3 around 1830 that evening. Went to bed around 2100, taking more acetaminophen at that time. Completely soaked sheets and shirt with sweat by 2200, fever appeared to break, then return. Awoke around 0300 1/22/21 with full body chills to the point of teeth chattering, got up, called out for work, took more acetaminophen, returned to bed. Continued to have bed soaking sweats until around 0500. Intractable headache upon waking at 0600 - could not remain vertical. Also transitioned from chills to full body sweats without fever. Sweats resolved around 0800. Took acetaminophen every 6 hours 1/22/21. Headache did not resolve until 1/23/21 upon waking at 0730.

970361 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 TN 78.0 78 F Ached Badly for 5-7 days   stopped 17

970362 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 OH 42.0 42 F Initially, the patient stated she felt like she was "on fire" and was lightheaded.  Walked back to clinic with assistance x 2 and placed supine with feet elevated.  No wheezing, no swelling of tongue or other oral structures, no hives, generalized mild erythema right upper arm near injection site.  Sensation of feeling "on fire" resolved relatively quickly once supine.  Patient took 25 mg Benadryl orally that she had brought with her per her physician's direction "just in case" although she has not had any prior reaction to vaccines.  As a child she had substantial erythema at site of bee stings that she "outgrew".  No further feelings of dizziness.  Walked to the vehicle, friend driving patient back to work.

970363 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Within 24 hours of getting my 2nd COVID vaccine, I began to feel weak and achy. My neck and face got really hot while the rest of my body stayed cold. A small headache began to turn into a migraine. During the night, my body began to hurt beyond achy causing me to toss and turn. When I woke up in the morning, I couldn't stand even the littlest of pressure placed on my body. For example, my cat jumped on my leg and it felt like someone wacked me with a baseball bat because of how sensitive my body was. The only treatment used for myself during this time was Tylenol. It helped with the head aches. Overall, it took me about three nights to actually feel ok again.

970364 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 NY 30.0 30 F Patient felt light headed and nauseous post vaccine

970365 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 IN 58.0 58 F 24 hours post vaccine developed heavy fatigue, chills, body aches, headache, and weakness for 8 hours, then slight headache and weakness continued an additional 12 hours.

970366 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 GA 42.0 42 F Chills, Fever (101.5F) lasted for 10-12 hours, pain at injection site, painful arm from elbow to shoulder, red swelling at injection site and hot to the touch, fatigue, and minor body aches.  Pain at injection site started first at around 4pm on the day of the 2nd dose(Th). I woke the next morning (Fri) with arm pain and a little tired. Later that day around 4pm the fatigue, chills and fever started. Fever hit 101.5F overnight and then the fever broke by the morning (Sat). I felt a little tired on Sat, but all that remained as pain, redness and the feeling of a knot at the injection site (improved from Fri). Today (Mon) the knot still remains and the pain is gone. Slight pink around injection site, but much better.

970367 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 IN 69.0 69 F Had slight swelling, rash & feeling of being flushed first three days after receiving the vaccine. On Thursday, January 21 found arm starting to ache with large lump, and a great deal of swelling. Friday, January 22 had large red rash 3 inches in diameter, which became larger hour by hour. Saw my primary physicia and she was unsure what was happening. We agreed to monitor the arm and call if it got worse or I had other symptoms. The following two days found the red rash becoming more of a bulls eye. The outer ring was red with the inner bulls eye brown, same coloring as a birthmark. The upper arm continues to ache, but swelling is down and today, Monday, January 25, it is still discolored, but brown rather than red.

970368 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 IN 69.0 69 F Had slight swelling, rash & feeling of being flushed first three days after receiving the vaccine. On Thursday, January 21 found arm starting to ache with large lump, and a great deal of swelling. Friday, January 22 had large red rash 3 inches in diameter, which became larger hour by hour. Saw my primary physician and she was unsure what was happening. We agreed to monitor the arm and call if it got worse or I had other symptoms. The following two days found the red rash becoming more of a bulls eye. The outer ring was red with the inner bulls eye brown, same coloring as a birthmark. The upper arm continues to ache, but swelling is down and today, Monday, January 25, it is still discolored, but brown rather than red.

970369 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 NC 54.0 54 F patient developed itching throughout her body approximately 25 minutes after administration. She was observed for 15 minutes. No hives developed.  This itching came and went

970370 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 NY 51.0 51 F Within 5 minutes, throat closing and generalized itchiness, tongue swelling, joint ache, skin on fire, short of breath. 2 doses of PO Benadryl at clinic, transferred to ED where she received epinephrine and 4 days of prednisone and allergy consult.  Nausea began evening of 1/21/21 with headache. Fever 100.6 began 1/22/21. Headache and nausea still remain, not fully recovered.Y

970371 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 PA 33.0 33 F Developed severe body aches, chest pain and shortness of breath. High fever, reaching 103.3. Fever and symptoms lasted 72 hours with little relief with Tylenol or Ibuprofen. I called into PCP and he stated that because I recently had COVID, my immune response to the vaccine was exaggerated.

970372 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 NH 49.0 49 F 24-36 hours after first dose I developed a raised, rash that was red and some areas raised but flesh color, and itchy.  The rash was up and down both arms, neck, small area on abdomen and upper legs.  No other symptoms involved.

970373 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 62.0 62 F minutes after injection started reacting with, palpitations, shortness of air and nausea. went to Ed and received IM epi\listed vaccine as allergy

970374 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 NY 85.0 85 F Shooting pains in legs, weakness, fever (101.3) headache, cough

970375 01/01/2021 01/25/2021 MI 67.0 67 F Extreme tired, aching and pain, headache and sinus but not as bad as when I had covid.

970376 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 49.0 49 F 4:55 patient in general observation, itching back and back of right arm. Ambulated without difficulty to private observation area. Per exam, noted red flat rash on right back area directly behind under arm. Mild red rash on upper back of right arm. Patient states site is very itchy. Denies throat itching. No SOB noted. BP 140/80; HR 71; O2 98% on r/a.  4:59 patient accompanied by husband and will be transported home per husband. Benadryl 25 mg PO given (dosed per patient), drank 4 oz water with med without difficulty swallowing. BBS CTA, no stridor noted. Ice packs given for comfort.  5:10 states ice is relieving itching, redness decreasing. HR 75; O2 99%  5:15, discharged ambulatory with husband to private vehicle. Husband driving.

970377 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 PR 37.0 37 M Headache, chills, fever type symptoms, nausea and vomit.

970378 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Headache, bone pain, fatigue, body aches were present when I woke Sunday morning I slept 28 hours and awoke Monday morning still having a severe headache. Headache responds minimally to ibuprofen.

970379 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 36.0 36 F Fever, body aches, diarrhea, lethargic, cold sweats.

970380 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 59.0 59 F Chills, sore arm at site. Fatigue, chills body aches

970381 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 34.0 34 F I got my vaccine around noon on 1/23 and woke up 1/24 with chills, body aches, and was fatigued. I took ibuprofen- 2  separate doses that day- which helped. I felt that all these symptoms had completely resolved by about 7pm on 1/24.

970382 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 TX 42.0 42 F I CANNOT STOP HAVING PAIN ON MY MUSCLES / HIPS/LEGS /FOOT (I DO NORMALY SUFFER OF PAIN DO TO MY HISTORY OF BACK PAIN, BUT NOT DAILY, SINCE I GOT THE VACCINE I HAVE NOT GOTEN A DAY W/ OUT PAIN.

970383 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 FL 31.0 31 F Lightheadness, tachycardia (110s), cold clammy hands, hypertensive (149/95), set in within 5-10 minutes of vaccine. Chills 10 minutes later. Treated with Benadryl, water and snack. Remained at clinic x2 hours until symptoms resolved.  Premedicated prior to vaccine with ibuprofen at 7:25am 400mg to avoid chills etc anticipated with the second dose.

970384 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 NY 89.0 89 F Aside from black and blue by injection, she developed a large red area around the shot

970385 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 KS 23.0 23 F Day 2: Soreness, Body aches, fatigue, red ring around injection site, injection site was hard Day 3-5: Fatigue - soreness and all other symptoms quit Day  9:  redness around injection site returned and grew, headache, fatigue

970386 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 NY 33.0 33 F post vaccine pt felt Left ear pain and swelling, then itching developed. PO diphenhydramine was administered and no relief was given. Patient was brought to ED for further work/up

970387 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 PA 78.0 78 M Large lump on left arm at injection site. Redness and skin feels rough. Slight itch.  Unsure if related, but have itcy skin under jaw in neck area for about a week.

970388 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 WV 47.0 47 F Intense pruritic episode 4 hours post vaccine. Slight swelling in face. Lasted approx 24 hours per patient.

970389 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 FL 41.0 41 M 12 hrs after vaccine experienced typical adverse side effects of arm pain, fatigue, headache, myalgias and arthralgias. 24hrs after vaccination the initial symptoms persisted and also developed urticarial macular exanthem from scalp to waist along with decreased urine output, joint swelling, edema, Had intermittent tachycardia.  Symptoms lasted for 72 hours.

970390 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 33.0 33 F 3 hours after shot arm that shot was given in became unuable due to pain.  9 hours after shot experienced intense body aches, fever of 100.0 and fatigue.  Was unable to sleep.  Had fever for 24 hours.  48 hours after shot side effects have improved but still fatigued and feel out of it. Arm pain has mostly subsided.

970391 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 PA 47.0 47 F hives occurred approx. 7pm on 1/20/21, used hydrocortisone cream with resolution.  On 1/21/21 new hives appeared, used hydrocortisone cream - itching stopped.  On 1/22/21 2 more new hives used hydrocortisone cream with resolution.

970392 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 AR 59.0 59 F soreness at injection site x 2 days,  bruising, and edema at site of injection x ~ 1 week, Diarrhea x 5-8 days, colon pain/inflammation x 3-4 days, indigestion/chest heaviness continue til yesterday not as bad worse the first 3 to 8 days, now briefly during day

970393 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 32.0 32 F Dizziness

970394 01/01/2021 01/25/2021 FL 77.0 77 F After one week, my left arm became red at the shot site. It was swollen, and itchy.  This lasted for a couple days.

970395 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 MA 30.0 30 F headache, chills, body aches, temperature, fatigue, night sweats, 3 days

970396 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 TX 69.0 69 F Area approximately 3" x 1" slightly red at injection site. Warm to the touch and slightly itchy. After 3 days area remains pretty much the same and showing slight decrease in redness.

970398 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 FL 65.0 65 M Left side of face paralysis. Unable to close left eye or move any muscles on left side of face , and pain behind left ear .   Diagnosed by family practitioner as Bells Palsy

970399 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 PR 37.0 37 M Headache, chills, fever, nausea and vomit

970400 01/02/2021 01/25/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Terrible migraine about an hour after my first injection lasting through the night. After 24 hours, no headache.

970402 12/29/2020 01/25/2021 SD 41.0 41 F After 15 min I walked to my car. In car felt NUMB LIPS, FAST HEARTRATE, over the next 3 hours I felt EXTREME DIZZINESS, LIGHTHEADED , CONFUSION, THROAT SWELLING, NAUSEA,  FOGGINESS, FLUSHED, WEAKNESS and TIRED. I felt like I might die, yet I couldnt do anything to get help because I was out of it.  At the first signs I sent my Doctor a message that said "Got my shot today. Have extreme dizxziness., fast heart rae,, num blips, fogginess. Lump in throat .  Is this normal feel hotl? They sent me back a phone number for covid. I called the number and asked for help, they told me the symptoms of the covid shot, not the reaction. They did not offer help.

970404 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 FL 87.0 87 F The caller has a hard time seeing so I am not 100% sure that she read the lot number correctly to me.  My arm hurt me really bad and my armpit hurt really bad. This started a couple of hours after receiving the injection. This lasted about 2 days. I noticed the red spots (bright red and flat) about noon on Friday. They are still there and have not changed since then.

970405 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 MA 24.0 24 F On day 1 I woke up in the morning with all the typical symptoms of the vaccine. However, I noticed a burn like rash developed on only the arm where I received the vaccine. It would flare up from time to time and lasted about a week. Before reaching out to the clinic and providers, I was taking Benadryl nightly. I then used a steroid cream, which eventually helped resolve the issue. The rash was not like normal. It was not a red hive. It was a white cluster of hives that looked like blisters.

970406 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 MA 74.0 74 M Headache, chills and temperature 101.7

970408 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 IA 41.0 41 F Second Vaccine Issue 1/19/2021    Vaccine admin 1015am – Left Gluteal. 1/20/2021   AM fatigue and low back ache.  Some swelling and discomfort at injection site.  No Redness. 1200 Increased fatigue and general malaise  1430 Onset of nausea and headache  1445 Vasospasm of hands due to Raynaud's and Sjogrens.  Chills and shivering  1515 Fever 99.8. Vasospasm continued.  Joint aching and generalized pain  1545 Vasospasm resolved.  Ibuprofen 600mg.  Vasospasm lasted 1 hour 15 min.    1745 Fever 100.1. Tylenol 1000mg.   Joint pain and back pain increased.    1845 Fever 102.7  2100 Temp 100.0  2200 Temp 99.0.  Joint pain and back pain decreased.

970409 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 55.0 55 F Extremely week, extreme muscle pain, temp over 100 degrees farenheit

970410 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 TX 16.0 16 F Nausea causing vomiting 15 hours after injection

970411 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 53.0 53 F T(max) 100.7 body aches chills headache  and fatigue

970414 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 MA 29.0 29 F Patient started vomiting and feeling light headed at some point during the 15 minute observation period following immunization. Patient received vaccine at approximately 9:15am and started vomiting. Pharmacists came to observation room and at 9:38 patient's blood pressure was 138/96 HR-74, at 9:43 132/87 HR-66. At this point vomiting had resolved and patient was sipping water. She remained under observation for approximately 15 additional minutes with no additional symptoms. Patient reporting feeling better at that time.

970415 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 UT 45.0 45 F infection occurred at the injection site 8 days after the injection; I needed to take antibiotics to cure it up

970417 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 MN 51.0 51 F started tingling on the right cheek on 1/22/2021, then it progressed to the right upper and lower lip, outside and inside, lateral eye corner of the eye and upper and lower eye lids, and then right ear fullness, pressure, ringing feeling.

970418 12/22/2020 01/25/2021 NJ 40.0 40 M Small patch of hair loss on scalp within several days of vaccine.

970420 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 OK 79.0 79 M Ran a temperature of 100.0 one day post vaccination. No signs or symptoms and no fever since.

970421 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 IN 73.0 73 F left side of face numb, tingling, redness initially bu gone as of time of call 1/21.  Told her to cont to monitor and get evaluated if did not go away in 24 hours or got worse

970422 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 32.0 32 F Itching, hives, sore throat - treated with 50 mg diphenhydramine

970423 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Fainting, blacking out, less than 15 seconds at a time. Has occurred twice now. Once on Saturday night 1/23/2021, and once this morning 1/25/2021 at 8:40am.

970425 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 33.0 33 F At 8pm I felt tried and went to bed- starting at 9pm I began having shivers and could not get warm. My temperature  was 102, then  my fever rose to 104.5 for most of the night. I did not sleep because my body was shaking and shivering. My body ached all over, especially my lower back. It felt like a very bad flu. My fever continued onto the next day and stayed around 103.7. I slept most of the day- had to call out of work. Tuesday morning my fever was gone and I went to work then went home because my fever spiked again to 101 about mid day. I slept all day and took Tylenol. By Wednesday my Fever was gone but I was still very lethargic. Thursday I felt fine.

970426 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 VA 44.0 44 F Swollen, tender gland in left armpit Welt and rash at injection site

970427 01/01/2021 01/25/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Sick at my stomach, hallucinations, bodyaches,

970429 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 MI 35.0 35 M Felt headache and light headed at 230 am. Went to use reset room and felt a cold spell and dizzy. Ended up passing out and regained consciousness as I was falling head first down stairs.

970430 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 TX 40.0 40 F Lymph Nodes under armpit extremely swollen and painful. Unable to lift arm completely without pain

970431 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 IL 35.0 35 F Fatigue, irregular menstrual cycle, early perimenopause symptoms

970432 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 TX 72.0 72 F About 25 - 35 minutes after receiving the vaccine at a vaccine Clinic, I felt a metal taste in my mouth and my lips and my lower cheek area started tingling.  I got worried and went to an urgent care clinic where they thought that it was a minor reaction.   I went home and had breakfast and felt much better within 2 hours.  Have felt fine since.  Had a sore arm for one day, no redness, or swelling.

970433 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 AL 24.0 24 F Anaphylactic reaction that developed at 12:30 am on night of receiving dose.

970434 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Raised red rash covering upper, lower trunk, back, stomache and legs.

970435 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 33.0 33 F Body aches, chills

970436 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 35.0 35 M Body aches, headache, slight chills.

970437 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 NC 31.0 31 F Bilateral petichial rash and blisters on dorsal aspect of hands between thumb and index finger

970438 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 NY 45.0 45 F Redness, swelling itching and pain near injection site for 5 days after first dose on 1/12. Took childrens benedryl on night of 1/14 and 1/20 due to severe itching. As of 1/25, dark spot near injection site, no swelling and occasional  mild itching. Appointment to see doctor on 1/26.

970439 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 FL 37.0 37 M Patient described reaction as lightheadness, jittery, warm/flushed,  hypertensive, set in within 15 minutes of vaccine. Treated with Benadryl, water and snack. Remained at clinic x2 hours until symptoms resolved.  Premedicated prior to vaccine with ibuprofen 400mg at 7:30am to avoid  side effects anticipated with the second dose. ?

970441 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Nausea, body aches, chills, headache

970442 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 PA 22.0 22 F I was born in another country so I received the BCG vaccine. I have a little scar on my arm from when I got the vaccine. After getting the Covid vaccine, I noticed that my BCG vaccine scar was red, raised, and hard. It looked like a little induration.

970443 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 NC 65.0 65 F SLIGHT SKIN RASH

970444 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 FL 80.0 80 F Itchy rash on upper body  and lower extremities  one week following injection

970446 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 FL 71.0 71 F After receiving the first shot on Monday,  I developed a headache and double vision on Tuesday night. I consulted an ophthalmologist and I am awaiting the scheduling of an MRI. He could find no physical problem with either eye. The double vision persists. I realize this may be purely coincidental and unrelated to the vaccine, but I felt I should report it.

970447 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 NH 36.0 36 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Friday morning after receiving the shot I could not stand up straight I was so achy I had a headache and was nauseous. I did dry heave over the toilet several times in the morning. Saturday my symptoms subsided. I wasn't as achy and could stand up straight. I was nauseous and had a headache. By Sunday I was only nauseous.

970448 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 GA 70.0 70 F From day 1 my blood glucose dropped significantly.  The first night my BG was in the 40's or read Low on my meter.  This is day 10 and I am still having low bg during the night.  I normally take 72 units of Tresiba in the am.  I have dropped to 54 units to stop the low BG   I am handling this but think that I should have been warned about the low BG when the vaccine was given.

970449 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 45.0 45 F 5:05 patient in general observation area. C/O roof of mouth and gums being numb. Is flushed. Transported to private observation area via w/c to outside area. Accompanied by Dr. and EMT on site. 5:13 BP 190/120 taken per Dr.. HR 112; O2 97% on room air. Patient accompanied by mother. Mother is driving personal vehicle. Patient speaking to Dr. without SOB noted. Flushing in face subsiding. States cool air helps. Admits to having some anxiety issues.  5:14 Per Dr. directions, Benadryl liquid 50 mg (20 mL) given PO followed with water. No difficulty swallowing.  o5:20 BP 160/110 HR 101 O2 98%  r/a - no SOB noted Color now pink. Patient states numbness sensation is decreasing  5:23 BP 150/100; HR 97; O2 sat 98% on r/a. Continues to experience decreasing numbness in mouth/lips  5:25 Patient states numbness gone.  Patient released per Dr. with directions for patient to contact physician and f/u with BP. Patient states she is able to monitor own BP and that her mother is an RN. Dr. instructed patient to call 911 or go to ED if BP problems persist, develops any other symptoms, or if numbness returns. Patient taken via w/c to personal vehicle, accompanied by her mother.

970450 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 VA 49.0 49 F Moderna COVID-19 vaccine EUA. On day 9 after receiving the vaccine I noticed a large bullseye on my left arm in the location that the shot was given with heaviness and tiredness in the muscle. The previous day I felt a little tired and run down with slight runny nose and sneezing.

970451 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 TN 78.0 78 F began to ache 2 pm of day of vacination, could not sleep. shooting   pain ears, hands, head, much worse than 1st shot

970453 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 PA 40.0 40 F Red site injection,  swelling, headache, Nausea, stiff/sore muscles.

970454 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 KY 34.0 34 F dizziness, headache, bitter taste in mouth, nausea, vomiting

970455 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 TX 85.0 85 M Last night 01/24/2021 broke out in red bump that itch on my knee and legs and on my arms, on my hips and butt all the way down back of  my legs.  Called EMS and was given Benadryl and thats it.

970456 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 LA 37.0 37 F Rash developed at injection site 2 weeks later; will not receive final dose

970457 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 OK 69.0 69 M Patient complains of increased Shortness of Breath. States the cause is the vaccine.

970458 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 30.0 30 F Fatigue, slight temperature, aches, pressure on bladder, chills

970459 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 GA 74.0 74 M Labored breathing, numbness, then tingling at left side of face, blurred vision left eye, stabbing pain left ear.

970460 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 CO 50.0 50 F Shot on Tuesday, on Wednesday developed fever of 104, body aches, extreme fatigue.  Treated with cold compresses & Tylenol.  Fever of 102 on Thursday with Tylenol, sore/body aches, on Friday down to 99;9 , fever gone on Saturday, body aches gone

970461 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 32.0 32 F received 2nd covid19 vaccine around 8:10am, by around 5pm same day started with chills, headache and by early next morning had a fever of 100.1 F,  dizziness.  Sunday around mid afternoon fever broke and still had headache.  Tylenol and Aleve were alternated.  Headache finally was minimal on Monday.

970462 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 52.0 52 M General weakness and mild body aches for two days, minimal injection site soreness for three days, mild sneezing/runny nose for two weeks.

970463 01/10/2021 01/25/2021 TX 25.0 25 M Fatigue, pain at injection sight, left cervical and axillary lymphadenopathy, muscle aches

970464 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 IL 29.0 29 F 1//22 Received the shot in the early morning. Sore arm later in the day.  1/23 Sore arm, sore swollen armpit lymph node that's palpable. Fatigue.  1/24 sore arm and still a sore swollen armpit lymph node.  1/25 sore arm, sore swollen armpit lymph node and fever

970465 12/23/2020 01/25/2021 73.0 73 F Left arm pain, redness & swelling at injection site

970466 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 MI 76.0 76 M Marked involuntary movements, of whole body and especially left arm and leg.  Loss of ability to communicate and feed himself.  Vomited medication.

970467 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 SC 49.0 49 F I had the first dose on Friday afternoon and on Monday morning when I woke up it feels like my face has been sunburned. It is red and slightly puffy. No new skin products or foods. No difficulty breathing or other symptoms. I am also a nurse practitioner.

970468 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 FL 69.0 69 M Diarrhea

970469 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 IN 81.0 81 M Extreme chills lasting approx 2 hours Nausea briefly Fatigue  ongoing

970470 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 53.0 53 F 20 mins after the injection, my BP increased to 193/113 ( no h/o HTN), pulse was 134, flushing and a rash across my chest, headache, nausea, numbness/tingling in both hands and lightheaded.

970471 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 IA 25.0 25 F My arm started to hurt at the injection site at about 7PM.  It hurt to touch and put pressure on it.  I woke up around 1AM on the 31st feeling cold and went back to sleep, but I couldn't lay on the arm that had the injection due to the pain in my muscle.  I woke up again at 3AM with chills, cold sweats, and body aches; it felt like I had a fever but I don't own a thermometer so I can't say for sure.  Later in the day on the 31st, I did not have an appetite and when I tried to eat, I experienced nausea.  Even the slightest touch to the injection site caused pain and I couldn't raise that arm.  My fatigue, aches, loss of appetite, nausea, and chills lasted until January 1st.  The pain in my arm lasted for another week or so before I could lay on it or touch it.  To this day, if I scratch the injection site or accidentally bump into it in the exact spot I received the shot, it will cause pain that I did not experience before.

970472 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F 1. Pain in arm at injection site that begin approximately 4 hours after injection. Gone approximately 36 hours after shot.  2. Most concerning adverse event is sensitivity and intermittent tingling on the left side of my body, including fingers, palm, toes, and bottom of foot. Currently (1.25.2021), five (5) days after shot, am still experiencing these symptoms. When I scratch my finger nail to the tip of fingers, the skin of the fingertips on my left hand feels thicker than than the ones on my right. They are less sensitive. This did not occur before the vaccination shot.   3. Occasional "pressure" in the head in the first couple of days, but would not describe it as pain or headache.

970473 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 CT 46.0 46 F Approximately 5-10 minutes after 1st dose of vaccine, patient complained of feeling sweaty, nauseous, and not feeling right. She was tachycardic and bradycardic soon after. She was transported to the ED for evaluation. She endorsed lightheadedness, chest pain, and trouble swallowing upon ED triage. She was given diphenydramine 25mg PO x 1 dose and observed for ~2.5 hours prior to discharge.

970474 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 MI 45.0 45 F About 25 min after receiving the vaccine, I noticed a little tingling on my lips and my cheeks and my face felt heavy. I looked myself in the mirror, my face, cheeks and neck became very red like beet red and warm to the touch. I returned to the vaccine site and they observed me but the symptoms worsened, my eyes started getting puffy/ my cheeks started getting purple instead of red, and they sent me to the ER. At the ER they continued to monitor me and gave me IV Benadryl and IV Pepcid and IV steroids and said I had a delayed case of hives. Once I had all the IV medication the swelling went down and the hives on my arms and my back went away, the redness in my face and neck stayed until next day and I noticed after taking a warm shower the next day the redness returned on other parts of my body. I took a Benadryl. About after 2 days it was all resolved.

970475 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 ID 51.0 51 F I started with sore throat,feeling like it was swelling and no difficulty breathing around 5pm. At 7 pm started exp chills, fever 101.9, the highest it got over next 2 days 100.5. The pain in my legs cause me to not be able to walk and severe headache. Due to the pain in my legs exp bruises in both legs of calf muscles. I felt as if I had Covid therefore I went to the doctor 4 days.

970476 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 IN 59.0 59 F On 1/18/21, 20minutes after receiving the shot,  I started having numbness and tingling in my right arm, all the way down to my finger tips.  it lasted for 10-20 minutes then slowly improved.  This also happened after the first shot  but I didn't think much about it because it only lasted for 3-5 minutes was mild and it was mostly just tingling.

970477 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Arm pain and sleepiness day of vaccine, then next day chest pain and SOB.  Went to ED--chest CT clear and labs WNL  Chest pain and SOB still lingering for multiple days.  Denies hx of covid infection.  Says ED did not swab for active Covid 19 infection.

970478 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 GA 49.0 49 F I have only had the first Moderna dose. I did not have any immediate reaction to it other than some soreness at the injection site.  One week after receiving my first vaccine dose, I noticed a red, hot, itchy circular area around the injection site (about 2 inches in diameter).  I notified my doctor. I am taking 2 benadryl at night, and Allegra during the day.  Reddish area grew slightly in size over the next 2 days, then started to diminish.  It is still slightly pink, but improving.

970479 12/22/2020 01/25/2021 NY 33.0 33 M 33M, patient denies PMH p/w uvula and L tonsil swelling (laying on top of tongue), soreness, and difficulty breathing since waking up the morning of 12/23/2020; sob now resolved; swelling unchanged; patient stated he got COVID vaccine 12/22/2020.  No other complaints.   Received diphenydramine, famotidine, epinephrine and dexamethasone.  Patient admitted to the ED on 01/24/2021 with similar reaction  after receiving second COVID-vaccine shot.

970480 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 TX 56.0 56 F chills, body aches, fever with a tmax of 101.3 started the next day.  Treatment none, resolved by day 3. Aleve was taken after symptoms resolved. Outcome: Complete resolution of symptoms, did not interfere with ADL's.

970481 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 AL 42.0 42 F The next day I had a low grade fever of 99.9, body aches, and chills.  My left arm was significantly sore all day, pain from my shoulder to elbow and into my armpit/chest.  On Wednesday, Jan 20th, I noticed a red mark, oval in shape, about 4 inches from the injections site that became warm to touch.  During Wednesday and Thursday, the red mark got larger, wrapping around the outside of my arm and slightly swelled.  It is still warm to touch but not as red today (Monday 1/25). I have applied ice to it twice a day for 20 minutes at a time.

970482 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 TX 70.0 70 M fatigue, headache,muscle pain,joint pain chills, nausea

970483 01/15/2020 01/25/2021 MS 49.0 49 F Took the shot on a Friday, 1/15/2021 and felt fine on Saturday and Sunday. Woke up Monday with a low grade fever and sore throat. Ran fever for two days.  Head congestion and started coughing on as well but not certain when that started.  As of 1/25, I'm still congested with a sore throat my temp is 97.7.

970484 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 TX 77.0 77 F Redness and swelling in site of injection still present 10 days after shot.  My arm was sore for a couple of days as expected, no other symptoms following the shot. I began experiencing a headache January 24th and woke during the night sweating. No temperature last night or today.

970485 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Noticed a week later. At injection site and surrounding area round red raised/bump size of quarter hive looking , painful, warm - whole arm painful as well and underneath armpit . Otherwise no other on my body . ER doctor treating it for cellulitis prescribed antibiotics and Tylenol and discharge

970486 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 60.0 60 F Fever, Headache, Chills,  Vomiting

970487 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 VA 41.0 41 F The area where I got the shot started itching. Then it developed a bump that looked like a large mosquito bite. Over the course of 3 hours it swelled into a lump the size of a baseball that was itchy, red, and hot. I put ice on it and the swelling went down overnight. It proceeded to get hot and itchy the next day and I went to urgent care. The redness preceded to spread in a diagonal area toward my bicep and got better over the next 4 days with ice.

970488 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 IN 80.0 80 F severe diarrhea

970489 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 GA 70.0 70 F PVC and tachycardia on ECG occurring within 30 minutes post injection. Metoprolol succinate ER 25 mg prescribed.  Patient remained 96-99% O2 with HR 100-106. Patient discharged home in stable condition.

970490 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Miscarriage

970491 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 MO 54.0 54 F Headache, Injection site pain, Tiredness, Joint pain, Chills

970492 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 MN 62.0 62 F Itching, redness, swelling at injection site 8 days after injection.

970493 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 NC 50.0 50 F 1st vaccine - hypertension, tachycardia, full body tingling, lightheaded - resolved after 60 minutes of observation 2nd vaccine - within 2 minutes, similar symptoms started but gradually intensified. Additionally, had chest pressure, throat dryness, sensation of needing to breath faster (but not shortness of breath), presyncope, full body shaking (rigors) and hand numbness. Code medic called and wheeled down to ER. Symptoms (all of them) came in waves and intensified further in ER. Given IV solumedrol, benadryl and famotidine. Within a minute of IV meds, all symptoms resolved and felt fine for 15 minutes. The symptoms then returned in similar waves but with less intensity and further apart.

970494 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 TN 24.0 24 F I received the vaccine around 9:00am on 1/22/2021, and around 7:30pm, I began running a low grade fever of 99.1 which is pretty high compared to my normal body temperature. I also experienced muscle soreness and chills. After taking Tylenol, the symptoms subsided. Around 3:15am on 1/23/2021, I woke up with a 101.2 degree fever along with more intense muscle soreness, chills, and light-headedness. I felt slightly nauseous and had a headache. I took Tylenol again to lower the fever. When I woke up around 8:00am, the symptoms were gone except for lingering fatigue.

970496 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 PA 30.0 30 M Allergic Reaction to shellfish, never had allergic reaction to anything before

970497 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 46.0 46 F Itching bilateral hands, feeling warm for 2-3mins, anxiety, flushed ,Headache received  Benadryl 25mg orally  and chest tightness and heaviness received 2nd dose  Benadryl 25mg . EMS /cardiac monitored and was transferred  to a Hospital.

970498 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 ND 65.0 65 F Headache, chills, body aches.  Tylenol, ibuprofen and Benadryl    Felt better after 24 hours

970499 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 OH 58.0 58 M About an hour after he received his vaccine, he experienced tachycardia, tremors that lasted about an hour, his hands and face turned red, he experienced mental fogginess, and his vision "went out" for a short time. He ate a little bit of food, took some food, went home and rested and his symptoms calmed down. The next day (Saturday) he just felt fatigued. He did say that he had not ate breakfast before receiving his vaccine. He also spoke with a family member who is a doctor but did not actually go to a doctor's office/clinic.
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970500 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 MO 46.0 46 F on Jan 9-11 experienced significant muscle fatigue Jan 12-17 body aches, headache requiring over the counter NSAID for some relief Jan. 18 to present, mild symptoms of headache, muscle fatigue persist although not as severe

970501 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 IN 77.0 77 F While waiting 15 min. following vaccine administration in clinic waiting room per clinic protocol, pt. began experiencing numbness and tingling in arm where vaccine was administered. Symptoms went down patient's arm into hand/fingers. Pt. declined need for medical attention at the hospital and reported she just wanted to return home. Encouraged pt. to call HCP with any further symptoms or worsening of numbness/tingling. Pt. left clinic. Follow-up phone call made to patient in afternoon at approx. 1520 (01/21/2021). Pt. reported that symptoms had resolved at time of follow-up phone call and denied further need for medical attention.

970502 12/23/2020 01/25/2021 TX 55.0 55 M joint Pain

970504 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 24.0 24 F Bell?s palsy in left side of face  Pain and tightness from under injection site to forehead Burning pain in left nostril when breathing in that travels up into left eye to left eyebrow

970505 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 MD 50.0 50 F I received the Moderna injection on 1/15/21, had some sligh arm soreness, last week I noticed a small raised area at injection site, arm was a little sore, then on last week on 1/20-21/21 my arm injection site was larger warm to touch. no discolorations. on 2/24/21 injection site is itching and burning.

970506 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 27.0 27 M Fever, fatigue, nausea, diarrhea

970507 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 ND 52.0 52 F Body aches, headache, nausea.  Tylenol, ibuprofen and Benadryl.  Lasted 24 hours

970508 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 ND 39.0 39 F Local reaction at injection site: Rash.

970509 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 NC 59.0 59 F First day:chills, sore throat, nausea, fatigue, H/A starting about 2 pm Second day: fatigue, less nausea, chills, H/A Third day: Extreme fatigue and Fever 100.9 oral

970510 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 MI 27.0 27 F Pityriasis rosea

970511 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 FL 57.0 56 F In the first 24 hours I had chills and mild muscle aches like I was coming done with the flu. ( no big deal I knew that) It after the 24 hours that the injection site and below the site became warm and red. Felt like a case of cellulitis the size of a peice of toast. It?s 4 days out and it?s finally subsiding.

970512 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 34.0 34 F muscle aches, back pains,  and chills

970513 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 MN 41.0 41 F Notice rash at injection site on 1/25/21

970514 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 IN 71.0 71 F The second day in the evening my arm was sore. and you took Excedrin to relieve the pain lasted about 24 hours and gradually started started to go away and get less and less over the next few days.  At that time there was no redness. Last night the 01/24/2021 it is itchy, pink and warm to the touch. This morning it is still that way.   *Called the physician this morning and is waiting for a call back

970515 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 NY 24.0 24 F Severe aches and pains in muscles and joints; three days after second dose these symptoms persisted with burning sensation in lower abdomen and numbness/limpness in right leg; could not move right leg and had tingling sensation when touched on right calf/thigh. Y 1

970516 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 IL 69.0 69 F Red rash on torso, neck, upper arms, and  thighs, fairly itchy,  No treatment, cleared up in 10 days.

970517 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 MI 55.0 55 M fever, chills, nausea, headache, bodyache;  about 48 hours post vaccine developed full body rash/itchy.  The rash is not uncommon for me when I have a fever.  I had postive Covid on November 10 - 2.5 weeks of fever, chills, bodyache, zero energy.   It is Monday at 10:00 am and still have symptom/side effect of no energy, bodyache.  Fever appears to have subsided.  Fever was 101 and 101.5

970519 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 TX 61.0 61 F Heat at injection site with widening red ring around it. Today about 3? around

970544 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 IN 51.0 51 F 01/04/21  @ 0930 1st dose given. 01/04/21@1600 feeling as though coming down with something - temp 99 .  01/04/21 @ 2000 Chills, body aches, sore throat and mild arm pain temp  100.7 took 2 Tylenol 5oomg PO.  01/05/21 @ 0130 awoke to feeling of increased body aches, chills , nausea  temp 101.8. Continued having symptoms  for the next  36 hours with highest fever reaching 102. Which caused loss of work.  Treated with Tylenol / bedrest . Arm pain lasted 5 days and radiated to the shoulder. Used cold clothes and moved arm frequently. Please note I had covid-19  in october 2020

970545 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 NY 47.0 47 F injection site has become red, swollen and hot.

970546 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 35.0 35 M Sore throat, minor fever, body aches and chills

970547 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 26.0 26 M 1/12 Sat soreness left side of neck, felt nodule middle and above left collar bone, size of an M&M, firm feels the same from Sat to today Tuesday muscle aches went away after 24 hours

970548 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 VT 42.0 42 F 12/23/20 1st dose: very sore arm at injection site 1/14/21 2nd dose (lot: EJ1686): sore arm at injection site, extreme fatigue, high fever (103), shaking, muscle/body aches, nausea

970550 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 MA 30.0 30 M Large rash formed on Left arm, slightly distal to injection site. Started about 16 hours after 2nd dose of vaccine, expanded/worsened 36-48 hours after second vaccine dose. Non-tender, non-pruritic, blanching rash, similar to a sunburn.

970551 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 LA 70.0 70 F starting on 18th feeling bad no energy, didn't wanna get out of bed arm still sore on 21st upper left arm was swollen and hot had red streaks started moving down the elbow very painful  called doctor on morning of 22 nd spoke to nurse they advised to seek medical attention. CBC done, no cellultitis indicated so gave prednisone 10mg 1 twice a day for 5 days, pepcid ac 20mg 1 tablet twice a day for 7 days, benadryl 25mg as needed for itching.  diagnosed allergy unspecified to initial encounter t78.40xa-uncomplicated

970552 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 IL 44.0 44 M Pain around injection site which went away after a few days. Headache, aches and chills lasting over a week. Decreased appetite. Tickle feeling in throat.

970554 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 GA 54.0 54 F Symptoms began  with nausea,  vomiting and diarrhea during the night of  vaccination, next morning and during that day I had joint pain, headache, nausea, vomiting, fever,  and chills.  My lymph nodes in the same arm of the injection are swollen and tender to the touch and continue to be today (5 days after injection).

970555 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 NY 24.0 24 F I experienced a temperature, vomiting, nausea, headaches, body aches.

970556 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 MA 27.0 27 F employee reports receipt of COVID-19 vaccine dose #2 on Thursday 1/21/21.  C/o left thigh problem. Reports the following day post vaccination (Friday) had injection site pain, eyes were burning at work and general malaise.  Reports she took tylenol and went home early due to symptoms. Reports fever up to 106.6 F Friday night which resolved the following morning. Now concerned about left thigh problem.  States she woke up Saturday morning and when got out of bed left thigh was "off".  States feeling like she is not able to walk normal since then, feels like she's "limping".  Denies any falls.   Patient also concerned about late menses. States she was scheduled to get it on 1/20/21 and wonders if this is vaccine related.

970557 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 TX 43.0 43 F The second day arm was red and hot but seemed to be getting better the next day. On Friday January 22 I woke up that morning my arm was 100.3 when I put the thermometer on it, red swollen about lemon size and VERY itchy. 1-23-21 go larger so I called my Doctor. She prescribed Keflex. I started the antibiotic on 1-24. On 01-24 and today 1-25 it has grown to grapefruit in size. Still very hot but not as itchy.  I did notice on 1-23 when running my finger across i felt little tiny bumps.

970559 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 CA 83.0 83 F About 2  hours started to feel sick to her stomach.  All of a sudden felt heart pounding and racing.  Could hear her heart pounding and racing really fast.  Laid down and after 45 minutes to an hour was still racing, so laid back down and when got up the 2nd time her heart was still beating fast but not as bad as when it first happened.  Gradually the symptoms subsided.  Not having problems now.  Did not feel very good Saturday or Sunday, but today is feeling fine.  The first day was the worst.

970560 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 SC 80.0 80 M Chills, low grade fever, diherra

970561 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 26.0 26 M 1/12 Sat soreness left side of neck, felt nodule middle and above left collar bone, size of an M&M

970563 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 FL 69.0 69 F On January 5,2021 I received first Moderna vaccine in my left arm. On January 18,2021 I noticed the injection site had become red, warm, raised with tiny welts and very itchy  The area was about 3 inches  Given steroid cream from dermotologist   I am concerned to receive second vaccine please advise

970564 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 SC 53.0 53 F pain at injection site- 24 hours warmth at injection site- 24 hours fatigue- 24 hours

970565 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IL 22.0 22 F feverish, chills, headache, and body aches for one day

970567 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 PA 49.0 49 F 8 days after injection, I started to have itching at the site...within a few minutes of that, I started to have discomfort at the site and surrounding area...within half an hour, my upper back started to ache between shoulder blades and the site swelled up and became red and warm and more painful.  About an hour from the itching, I began to experience a headache.  The symptoms all lasted about 12 hours except the swelling which lasted about 36 hours.  I did take Tylenol, Advil, and Benadryl the evening of the reaction.

970568 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 MN 62.0 62 M Got COVID shot about 10am Friday and started to feel sick about 6pm. Tiredness, headache, muscle pain, fever, nausea. Rough night and still had symptoms all day Sat 1/23/21. By Sunday morning only headache remained, mild compared to day before. Now Monday, and still have light headache and tired.

970569 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 KY 42.0 42 F Severe headache (worse than a normal migraine) Nausea Diarrhea

970571 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 TX 42.0 42 F 1-21-21  0200-Widespread body aches, soreness at injection site, shortness of breath 1-21-21 0630-Fever, severe body aches, joint pain, back and neck pain, pain at injection site, shortness of breath, tiredness 1-21-21 1100-Fever, severe body aches, joint pain, back and neck pain, loss of appetite, pain at injection site, shortness of breath, tiredness 1-21-21 1700-Fever, widespread body aches, loss of appetite, pain at injection site, shortness of breath, tiredness 1-22-21 0630 Fever, body aches, shortness of breath, tiredness 1-22-21 1200 Low back pain, tiredness, shortness of breath 1-23-21 0800 Tiredness, low back pain, shortness of breath 1-24-21 0800 Tiredness, shortness of breath 1-25-21 0600 Tiredness, shortness of breath

970572 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 GA 37.0 37 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA. Approximately 11 hours after receiving the vaccine I developed mild chills, body aches, headache, and fever to 100.9F (temp checked about 14 hours after vaccine was given). I was able to sleep at and was afebrile the following day. My left arm (where the vaccine was given) was also sore for about 2-3 days. (After the first Moderna COVID vaccine my left arm was sore more so than for any other vaccine for about 24 hours). Of note, this is the first time I've had a fever in my adult life, despite extensive travel to developing countries and working in hospital settings.

970573 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 SC 77.0 77 F Entire left side of my bod y, from head to foot,  became numb and tingly very suddenly.  I called 911 to make certain I was not experiencing a stroke. EMT assured me I was not. This was Saturday night.  It is now Monday morning, January 25, and the numbness has not gone away.

970574 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 LA 70.0 70 F started with a knot and pain in her injection site and redness. Fever appeared 12 hours after injection, never higher than 100.1 F. The redness has continued since, but the fever has subsided. She has taken tylenol, benadryl and applied hydrocortisone cream to the area.

970575 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 67.0 67 F fever (100.4 - 100.9). chills, achy joints, fatigue, nausea

970576 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 TX 77.0 77 F a 2 inch red round circular rash about 2 inches below injection site. Appeared about 10 days after injection. no itching & rash seems to be disappearing about 3 days after it was noticed. No fever or body aches noticed.

970577 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 66.0 66 F ?Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA blurry vision next day and headache, but had slightly abnormal eye exam by eye doctor so could be primary ophthalmologic issue. also seen by neurology and normal CT scan of head

970578 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 PR 71.0 71 F Vaccine day-jan 8 ,21  arm felt heavy, next day small headache.  Jan 18,21 woke with round red , hot, hard and slightly raised area.  The area turned redder, hotter and bigger as days passed. Pain in arm and area of welt.  Jan 25 -21  area less red , same size and still warm. Tenderness on area and some heaviness  in arm but less.

970579 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 44.0 44 F Chills

970580 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Reported tightening in throat, stridor, Fever of 100.3F, headache and myalgia. Symptoms managed with zantac, benadryl, tylenol and motrin

970581 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 ND 31.0 31 F Fatigue, headache, nausea

970582 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 52.0 52 F Went to receive my second shot on 1/23/2021 by mistake instead of scheduled appt 1/30/2021.  Provider informed me I was there on the wrong day but told me she would fit me in so I would not have to come back.  After receiving the 2nd dose and waiting the 15 minutes, I realized that the time between shots were 14 days instead of 21.  The HCP was contacted and was to reach out to vaccine provider. 1/23/2021 = date of receiving shot = no symptoms 1/24/2021 = 3:10 am woke with 102.1 fever, sore arm, body aches, and my skin hurt.  Woke again at 8:00am with fever of 101.3 and the same symptoms.  Alternated Tylenol and Ibuprofen every 2 yours.  Fever went away around 10:00am but  went still had body  and skin aches and tired. 1/25/2021 = woke with no fever, but arm still hurt and so does the gland in my armpit.  Still have body & skin aches.  I am tired and I feel slightly off.  My eyes are very tired.

970583 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 NY 26.0 26 F 0/24/2021: vaccination site a little itchy. Had a migraine at 6pm advil didn?t help. Threw up. Exceeding migraine helped. (Not 100% sure if this is related to the covid vaccine as I have had migraines in the past) 01/25/2021, a week after the vaccination, woke up with vaccination site red, hot, swollen and itchy. Was itchy the previous day but not as severe. Swelling and redness not going down with  ice pack. The red circle around the vaccine site is about 2 inches. I am monitoring if it gets bigger.

970584 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 WI 44.0 44 F Woke up from sleep at 3:02am (13hrs post injection) Severe headache (most prominent at base of neck, behind eyes, and top of head) throbbing pain. Hurt to move eyes. Photosensitivity (eyes must remain shut at all times) Nausea, fever (102.3), sweats, chills Severe body aches (most prominent in lower back, hips, and legs/knees) Tylenol/ibuprofen alternating (reduced pain down to 4/10) 1st applied ice to lower back and surrounded head. This allowed me to sleep for almost 4 hours. Then applied heat to lower back.  Continued to drink normally and eat bland diet These symptoms lasted all day. Around 11:30pm on 1/25 symptoms resolved with the exception of a headache requiring ice packs again throughout the night and tylenol.  9:22am today, still mild headache and get dizzy or a vertigo feeling if I change position too quickly or rotate my head too quickly

970585 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 TN 39.0 39 F Warm, red, raised rash at injection site. 3.5'x4.5'

970586 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 TN 50.0 50 F Approx. 2 hours following vaccination, experienced severe swelling of her tongue and tingling and numbness of her lips. She also experienced numbness in her face bilaterally. She took 25mg of Benadryl and within 30 minutes the numbness had improved and the swelling of her tongue had improved. She did not experience difficulty breathing or swelling of her throat. Approximately 7 hrs following vaccination, symptoms were much improved and by morning all symptoms had resolved. However, on 1-23-21, mild numbness has once again developed in her lower lip.  She does admit to frequent numbness related to her MS but not usually located in facial area.

970587 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Injection site was on left deltoid. Within hours experienced significant soreness on arm, left flank and left breast. Severe swelling and joint pain at left knee and hives down left leg calf. Significant rash and swelling of both eyelids and allover body soreness.

970588 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 MI 89.0 89 F Patient developed rash 24-36 hours after vaccination received to L deltoid, started on arms and has spread over body. 48 hours after vaccination patient reported painful swallowing due to swollen lymph nodes. Patient has been monitored at home by daughter, given tylenol as needed for discomfort, denies worsening symptoms at time of reporting to this clinic 1/25/21 10:00 am. Daughter denies need for evaluation at ED or office visit at this time, continuing to monitor. Discussed reporting any new or worsening s/s and seeking emergency medical treatment.

970589 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Burning sensation to right arm 5 minutes after vaccine administration. Patient experienced dizziness, headache, weakness to bilateral extremities, and elevated BP and heart rate 10 minutes after administration. Patient laid down on exam table supine with both feet elevated for 30 minutes. Symptoms still not resolved and patient was unable to stand up without being dizzy. 25mg Benadryl given PO.   One hour after vaccine administration, patient started to have chills with weakness, headache, and dizziness. Patient was transported to ER.

970590 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 OH 39.0 39 F Nausea, vomiting, headache, fatigue, malaise, sore arm, aches muscles

970591 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 NV 62.0 62 F Extreme Headache,  chills, extreme  body aches, felt like fever, body sweats.

970592 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 TX 39.0 39 F nausea, headache, body aches, joint and bone pain, chest pain, back pain, chills, fever, non-stop shaking, flushing, night sweats

970593 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 TN 75.0 75 M This morning at about 745am we were about to begin our dialysis treatment and my husband had to blow his nose and when he did there was blood in the tissue, so I got him more tissue and there was more blood in the tissue. I then got a cold compress and had him lay back with feet up and put cold compress on his nose and a small ice bag on his forehead and for a little bit when I took the tissue from left nostril that is where the blood was coming form and i saw that there was clotted blood.  After changing the cold compress on his head the nosebleed began to subside and he continue to sit with his head back but when he sat up after about a half hour it started to bleed again out of the left nostril and that is what he has began experiencing. whenever he sits up it begins again it begins but no clotted blood.

970594 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 NY 30.0 30 F redness where the shot was adminstered, hot to the touch hard when you touch it itchy at sight

970595 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 TX 26.0 26 F I noticed the day after my injection that my arm was very hot and swelling. I put ice packs on it but that only helped with the itchiness. As days have gone on its gotten larger a little larger than orange. It very red, swollen,itchy and HOT. Called my Doctor on the 23rd and she prescribed me bactrim. At this time not much change.

970596 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 39.0 39 F Left arm urticaria starting 01/20/2021. Patient seen on 01/25/2021, only remaining symptom was puritis at the vaccine site. Pt treated with topical steroids.

970597 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 OH 53.0 53 F Received first vaccine injection Monday 1/11/2021 left arm, on Sunday 1/24 (15 days after injection) woke with injection site redness approximately  3" across by 5" long, with itching. No fever, felt tired the day before - Saturday 1/23 and slept all day. Went to local Urgent Care, received Dexamethasonesodium phos 10 mg/ml injection and a prescription for Methylprednisolone 4 mg dose pack.  COVID test negative. Slept all day. Today Monday 1/25 site redness is almost gone, little itching, no fever.

970598 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 MO 43.0 43 M Metallic taste in mouth and unusual sensation in posterior pharynx (1st and 2nd vaccination courses)within 15 minutes post IM injection. Approximately 4.5 hours post IM injection (2nd vaccination) again unusual taste in mouth with swelling of posterior pharynx. Swelling not relieved by 20 mg prednisone X , Benadryl 50 mg and Pepcid 40 mg. Second dose of prednison 20 mg alleviated throat symptoms.  Approximately 24 hour post IM injection (2nd vaccination), subject felt itchy, especially the eyes. Subsequant dose of Zyrtec and Pepcid alleviated symptoms within one hour.

970599 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Circular rash on left shoulder around injection site. This occurred 10 days after Moderna vaccine was received. Rash began to fade the next day. Primary Doctor was notified the following day and he suggested taking 50mg of Bendryl prior to receiving 2nd dose of vaccine.

970600 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 30.0 30 F pain at site, fatigue , chills and headache

970601 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 53.0 53 F Immediately after the injection had  a weird tingling sensation in the back of my throat.  Asked for water was able to swallow.  They offered me Benadryl I was afraid to take because I wanted to go back to work, took Claritin 10mg po then approximately 30 mins later I, felt warm flush throughout body starting at left side of arm moving to feet and  continued to feel the tingling feeling in throat and redness and itchy feeling on left side of abdomen.  I was given 50 mg Benadryl po and sent to the ER. I received 60 mg of steriods and Medrol dose pack. The hot red flushed feeling and itching on abdomen was present until Saturday afternoon.  Saturday also experience fever 101., shaking chills and itchy throat.  Remain on Medrol dose pack and taking Claritin 10mg every day..

970602 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 CO 27.0 27 F 5 minutes after vaccine, patient experienced flushing of chest, neck and face followed by urticaria.  Tachycardia and hypertension with feeling of impending doom.  Responded to Benadryl 50mg IV, Famotidine 20mg IV and Solumderol 40mg IV.  Symptoms lasted approximately 1 hour after they started. Rx for prednisone taper and famotidine to continue for next week as well as OTC Zyrtec 20mg BID.

970603 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 NC 85.0 85 F Thursday morning at 5:00 started having chills, started running a fever 101 to 102 all day, arm was swollen and real red, shoulder and neck pain, started sneezing, and eyes were watering, had weakness in legs,  Friday the fever  remained in the 90s. As of today, 01/25/2021 no fever, just arm pain and swelling and red. have taken some Ibuprofen every four hours

970604 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 MI 30.0 30 M c/o itching in mouth and throat. Flushing noted in face. Benadryl 50 mg IM given in Right deltoid at 1002. Now 1026 with no progression and no improvement MOVE team called

970606 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 IL 35.0 35 F Approximately 30 minutes after administration, patient reported coldness of hands and feet, light-headedness, and dizziness. Patient appeared pale. Patient moved to private area, laid flat, excess clothing removed, and offered juice and crackers. Patient reported a "strange feeling" in tongue and a "lump in throat", however voiced that she did not want epinephrine administration. Monitored closely for approximately 45 minutes. Vital signs remained stable and patient reported feeling in tongue/throat improving and returning to normal. Patient reported improved condition. Patient did not wish for ambulance transport to a health care facility. Patient discharged at approximately 10:45 am in company of a family member. Encouraged to seek medical advice from personal healthcare provider. Patient followed up with the next day via telephone, 1/22/21. Patient again reported improved condition and phone evaluation from her physician.

970607 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 MI 48.0 48 F Itching, hives, swelling and erythema that started on day #8 post Moderna Covid-19 vaccine.  The itching/hives started directly at the injection site and spread down arm/neck/abdomen.

970608 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Muscle soreness in left arm and upper shoulder starting evening of injection continuing through 3rd day. Fever/chills, headache starting the next day, 1/24/21  8am through 5am 1/25/21.

970609 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IL 86.0 86 M Patient received covid vaccination on 1/23 and after vaccination, when attempting to schedule second dose, it was identified that patient had received monoclonal antibodies on 12/24. Patient is not currently having symptoms  at this time.  He is doing well and his second dose of vaccine will not be administered until early April after his is 90 days past Bam treatment.

970610 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 MN 52.0 52 F Nausea, body aches, headache, malaise and swollen lymph nodes under arm and down side (same as side of shot).  Tylenol, ibuprofen and Benadryl.  Lasted 48 hours.

970611 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 GA 67.0 67 F Day after (JAN 14) vaccination injection area had  some  swelling, redness and sore to the touch / almost all symptoms were gone by next day  Day 4  (JAN 17) til present time there is some itching   Day 8 (JAN 21) in addition to itching my arm was red, warm and swollen Day 11 (JAN 24) my arm is red, warm and swollen from injection area down to elbow / still some soreness

970612 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 TX 29.0 29 F PATIENT REPORTS CHILLS, FEVER, BODY ACHES, SHORTNESS OF BREATH BEGINNING 12 HOURS POST VACCINE #2

970613 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 MT 41.0 41 F The injections site was small and red with a golfball site bump on day 2, by day 4 the large bump was gone. The injection site started getting more red swollen and larger. It is currently the size of a softball.

970614 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 54.0 54 M fever, chills and headache

970616 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Red, hard, warm over injection site

970617 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 31.0 31 M fever

970619 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 NH 63.0 63 F Excruciating headache, vomiting, lethargic, shivers, shakes, fever

970620 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 NY 26.0 26 M Acute Optic neuritis bilaterally, initial symptoms started 24 hours after injection, became severe a week after injection (lost sight in left eye). I was admitted to the hospital 1/19/21 and given 1000mg of Prednisone daily from 19th to the 22nd. Y 4

970621 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 77.0 77 F within 45 minutes my face turned bright red and felt very warm lasted for a day and a half otherwise felt fine

970622 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 LA 74.0 74 F itching and redness of arm below the injection site starting 8 days after injection. told patient to take an oral Benadryl and also use Benadryl cream

970623 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 ND 56.0 56 F body aches, headache, fatigue.  Tylenol, ibuprofen, and Benadryl

970624 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 SC 77.0 77 F Saturday evening 1/23/21 after vaccine, just all of a sudden from one moment to the next, left hand was very tingly and tight feeling and could not move very easily.  A few minutes later her lip from the center left was also tingling, and then spread to entire left side of her body from head to feet, like her left side feel asleep that tingly feeling and numbness.  Began to be worried, called 9-1-1 and the EMT reassured her that she was not having a stroke, and told her that they had heard of it before.  Still today, Monday 1/25/21, particularly in her left hand which she is not able to use very much.  Did take Ibuprofen but nothing else.

970625 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 OR 56.0 56 F Did okay in the first hour, no issues.   Began to get mild muscle cramps in side of face, jaw, down both sides of neck, upper left shoulder with finger and upper right foot tingling, left wrist tightness, and itching in both armpits, upper inner arms and upper back and irritability while driving home. Went to Urgent Care. All seemed to resolve except itching, muscle pain, irritability. Itching started in legs. Was given shot of Benadryl and oral Prednisone which helped. Woke up with nausea, headache, fever, abdominal pain, muscle aches, but no itchiness. No continued irritability. Feel dehydrated now. Have had fluids. Still very dry. Headache is worse. Having some trouble getting enough  fluids  in. Will keep trying and call physician next.

970626 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 NY 46.0 46 F Swelling at site of injection, rash as site of injection that spread from day 7 to day 8, itchiness at site of injection, heat production t site of injection.

970627 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 29.0 29 F Fatigue, chills, headache and muscle aches

970628 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 OH 51.0 51 F Moderna COVID-19  Vaccine EUA  right arm developed a ?hot spot?, about four days after my first Moderna COVID shot. It fades, then comes back.

970630 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Chills, fever and muscle aches for 24 hours, I took tylenol and motrin

970631 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 GA 30.0 30 F 2 or 3 days post vaccine noticed gum swelling behind top front tooth. Went to the dentist on 1/13 found no cause of symptoms via x-ray or visual inspection. Messaged Primary Care Doctor on 1/19 explaining symptoms with no resolution. Did explain this happened post vaccine. Treatment recommended was ibuprofen 600mg 3X's a day. I managed symptoms with ibuprofen but returned back to the dentist on 1/22 since I could not go without the ibuprofen. They visually see no immediate cause, but decided to make mouth guards to see if grinding at night is causing the issue, other possible problem would be I still have my wisdom teeth.  Primary Care Dr. suggested I report this in case it was vaccine related since there is no real way to know for sure.

970632 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 75.0 75 F Foggy--increased monitoring for 25 minutes.

970633 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 MN 56.0 56 F fever , chills, headache , body aches, fogginess  Missed work x 1 day

970634 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 TN 50.0 50 F Approx  2 hrs following vaccination, experienced severe swelling of her tongue and tingling and numbness of her lips. She also experienced numbness in her face bilaterally. She took 25mg of  Benadryl and within 30 minutes the numbness had improved and the swelling of her tongue had improved. She did not experience difficulty breathing or swelling of her throat.

970635 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Swelling, redness to about 1.5 inches by 1 inch. Warm to touch. Sometimes itches

970636 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 29.0 29 F Fatigue, chills, headache and muscle aches

970638 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 PA 29.0 29 F 1/23/21 10 AM-got out of shower and noticed left arm injection site was red and swollen and noticed it started to spread. Pt. states that  the size of her arm swelling and redness is about the size of dollar bill and spreading. Pt. states that her left arm is really itchy. Pt.  states that she started experiencing chest tightness on 1/18/21. She was seen by her cardiologist and echo was performed and reportedly normal. Pt. states that her chest tightness is still present and is going to make appt with pcp to have chest tightness evaluated. Pt. denies taking anything for her symptoms.

970639 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 NY 56.0 56 M Severe pain that has extended from injection site to chest and shoulder--went to ED for the pain.  Unable to contact employee to get more information.

970640 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 TX 69.0 69 F Moderna COVID?19 vaccine EUA. On day 8 bright red area, hot to the touch, covering deltoid with hives, itching and swelling. Continues even 3 days later. Using 1% hydrocortisone cream to handle itching.

970641 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 NY 56.0 56 F less than 24 hours after vaccine developed tachycardia which broke, no fever at that time noted, 24 hours after injection developed rigors and temperatures greater than 104 for going on 48 hours.  Severe severe joint pain and arm swelling a injection site with lymph node swelling.

970642 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 25.0 25 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA,  - headache - chills - fever - swollen lymph nodes (sore throat)

970643 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 PA 64.0 64 F About 3 hours before bedtime she started having decreased sensation of her left hand.  Involved her entire left hand from the wrist down.  By morning, her numbness had resolved entirely.

970644 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 49.0 49 F Swollen lymph node/gland w/ tenderness in the left arm Pitt

970645 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 MD 22.0 22 F 6:40: complains of tingling 5 mins after shot, continued for 15 mins on and off; informed MD; stayed another 15 mins for observation, developed a rash on arm; received 25 mg IM of Benadryl.  Symptoms resolved by 1855.

970646 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 GA 53.0 53 F First day after does I felt fine. A little soreness at injection site. But overall fine. Did yard work all weekend kind Sat and Sunday. Went to work on Monday was fine. Came home did peloton 45 min and then did more yard work with my husband.  That night I became extremely sore and tired went to bed at 9 pm.  That next day would be Tuesday the 19th I was tired all morning very low energy.  Then by 130pm it hit me like a ton of bricks, extreme fatigue and chills. Drove myself home, almost did not think I could drive the entire way  home ( about a 20 min ride). Made it home went straight to bed, body ache, chills, fever101.6 and smashing headache. Called out of work for Wed Jan 20th. I am an RN at an outpatient orthopedic facility. I have not missed a work day in 9 years. I exercise 6-7 days per week. I am never sick! I continue to run fever until Thursday pm.  No fever on Friday the  22nd. Just continue with extreme fatigue, smashing headache and dizziness. I decide by Sunday January 24th to go get tested for COVID  and did a rapid test and it came back negative.  I was told to report my adverse reaction. Today I feel better, first day I have not woken up with a headache. Have developed a slight headache not as bad.  Continue with the fatigue.  I would like to report this and have someone contact me. I do not know what to do about the second does! This has hit me so hard. Thank you!

970647 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 MD 46.0 46 F redness, swelling, pain within 24 hours of injection. Swelling & pain subsided with in 2 days. Raised red mark (approx. 2 inches around was present for almost 2 weeks. Raised mark has subsided, but still faint redness.

970648 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 CA 58.0 58 M 100F fever from 2pm - 6pm. 98F at bedtime. Normal temperature in the morn upon awaking at 6:30am.

970649 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 MD 22.0 22 F 6:40: complains of tingling 5 mins after shot, continued for 15 mins on and off; informed MD; stayed another 15 mins for observation, developed a rash on arm; received 25 mg IM of Benadryl.  Symptoms resolved by 1855.

970650 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 FL 40.0 40 F Patient experienced welt , warm area of vaccine and large reaction on injection sit the following morning after the vaccine was given. She was started on a daily dose of Allegra in the am Pecid around lunch time and Xyzal at night symptoms started to get worse around the fourth day after injection her local reaction increased in size it became about the size of a large orange it became a welt and was very hot to touch. She was applying cold compress as instructed and started applying one percent hydrocortisone cream with no relief. Throughout the following week she noticed when she forgot to take her antistamine at night she could not stop coughing and was sneezing and clearing her throat and the vaccine area had become extremely itchy and had flared up in size and warmness she took flonase nasal spray, 40mg of prednisone and took xyzal to help with the symptoms. She immediately reported the reaction to MD this am.

970651 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 IA 51.0 51 F Hives - treated with Benadryl oral and epinephrine 1:1000, 0.5 mg IM. After 10 minutes, she had significant improvement in her symptoms, though some persistent urticaria yet (they are fading more anteriorly than posteriorly). This dose was repeated with essential resolution of her symptoms.

970652 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 42.0 42 F Vaccine recipient received vaccine on 1/21/2021. Approximately 5 minutes after receiving the vaccination developed scratchy throat, hoarseness, and a rash over entire body. Patient self-medicated with diphenhydramine, cimetidine, and a steroid from her own emergency kit.  She was sent to the emergency department and she was given an additional diphenhydramine 25 mg and epinephrine 0.3 mg. She has a history of adverse reactions to vaccines in the past. In the ED when she was reexamined her condition improved and she was discharged to home.

970653 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Following the 1st dose- arm soreness and pain at injection side. 2nd dose- axilla pain on the right, flu like symptoms, headache, joint pain followed by migraine headache on day 3 post second dose. On Saturday day 4 hives, itching all over the body. Treated with oTC Benadryl 50mg q 6hrs. On day 5 the rash was more severe. Contacted PCP and was prescribed prednisone 20mg daily. Day 6- today, rash slightly improved but still present and itchy. Feeling weak and dizzy.

970654 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 NH 31.0 31 F Day after injection on 1/13/21 Left arm became "looked like  bee sting" red, swollen, sore, hardened area at injection site, day 2 c/o itchiness.

970655 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 53.0 53 M Jaw pain it?s random for 5 days

970656 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 38.0 38 F extreme back pain, paralysis down arms

970657 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 MD 43.0 43 F Large elliptical rash, raised and itchy, developed 1 inch below injection site.

970658 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 FL 62.0 62 M On January 18, 2021, I experienced extreme weakness of both legs to the extent that I was unable to stand.  I experienced an exacerbation of baseline numbness over many areas of my body. I had an elevated resting heart rate of over 108 bpm.  I was transported by ambulance to that afternoon. I was admitted in the early morning hours of January 19, 2021. I was diagnosed with, "Exacerbation of multiple sclerosis; SIRS (systematic inflammatory response syndrome). I was given multiple intravenous antibiotics.  I had a CAT scan.  I had a chest x-ray.  I had many blood tests.  The adverse event resolved on its own.  I was discharged January 16, 2021.Y 2

970659 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 OH 54.0 54 F Started to get hives on my right hand/knuckles, behind my right ear and on the ear/had them on my neck.  Also,  had a headache.

970660 01/10/2021 01/25/2021 IN 60.0 60 F pt stated she is agitated, brain is foggy, severe bone pain, joint pain, right arm completely swollen (this symptom subsided after a little over a week), muscle weakness, both hands are extremely weak,  has excruciating pain in left arm and limited range of motion, intensified neuropathy.

970661 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 AL 54.0 54 F Extreme pain with swelling of left upper arm at injection site. Pain and swelling continues down arm to hand. Started 1/20/2021 and continues to worsen. Pain unbearable.

970662 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 MI 55.0 55 F I had vaccine at 8:30 and 11 i started having palpitations and chest pressure and light headed and diaphoretic while i was at work. i continued to work and didn't go home until close to 4pm, i thought it would go away like the first time but it didn't, i went home and laid down and took a zanax and it didn't go away. the next morning i went to the ER and they put me on a telemetry monitor and i was having bigeminy and palpitations and i thought my heart was going to come out of my chest and was hurting they gave me 4mg of morphine, 2 hrs they gave me more morphine, i was nauseated they gave me Zofran then it finally subsided later but till had bigeminy and chest pressure, they admitted me and i stayed overnight. i had the PVC and bigeminy slowed down i had an echo and it was normal the potassium was low and they gave me kedar, i was still ight headed and nauseated they gave me Zofran prn it was 4-5 doses they gave me IV fluid, my fever with up to 100.4, i was not really eating that 24 hrs because i was afraid to throw up. the doctor gave me meds to take home to manage light symptoms . i went home and felt tired and had more palpitations when i move around too much and I'm still having issues today.  i have not gone back to work since the vaccination and have an appointment with cardiologist 2:pm tomorrow and today I will see my PCP at 1pm. I have not recovered and still having issues and very tired.Y 1

970663 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 58.0 58 F 9:20 Feeling Itchy Heart rate 80  Blood pressure 112/68  9:30 symptoms better, apple juice given 9:37 heart rate 80  blood pressure 108|68 symptoms have stopped 9:40 No rash, hives or difficulty breathing.  Works at hospital to inform supervisor for any further problems

970664 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 PR 34.0 34 M after 7 days of received the 1 dose irritation start to show up at up left arm, pain in joints and itching

970665 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 FL 69.0 69 F Approximately one week after receiving the vaccine my upper arm started to itch quite a bit. Now, although it doesn't itch too much, the upper arm is covered in what appears to be a red rash.
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970666 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 NY 29.0 29 F I received the COVID Vaccine yesterday (1/24/21) around 12:10pm. I experienced no effects while waiting the allotted 30 minutes. The next morning, January 25th 2021, I started to experience arm soreness and blurry vision. The blurry vision is worse in my left eye. My vision has not improved after waking up, taking a shower and putting saline drops in both eyes. The best way to describe the sensation is hazy, blurry and sometimes double vision.

970667 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 FL 57.0 57 F Supraclavicular lymphadenopathy

970668 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 PA 53.0 53 F Abdomoinal Pain, Nausea and vomiting, body aches and fatigue.

970669 12/24/2020 01/25/2021 MA 29.0 29 F I  was about due to start menstruation around the time of dose 1. I have not menstruated since  late november/early december at this point in time. There is no possibility of this delay in menstruation being  pregnancy related. I have no  other known GYN issues.

970670 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 GA 81.0 81 F patient states that initially she had no issued other than a sore arm. 11 days after she received the vaccine the arm she received the vaccine in stated to itch. Patient states that she had been taking  Benadryl but arm is still itching. patient states that arm is red but that she doesn't notice an actual rash. Advised patient to contact her primary care doctor to notify him of reaction and for his recommendation of how she needs to treat it. Patient voiced understanding.

970671 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 PA 32.0 32 M Chills, Headache, Body Aches, Fatigue occurred around 5PM.  Fever (103) began around 7:30PM.

970672 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 50.0 50 F Employee c/o of itchy throat within 15 minutes of vaccine administration. Employee was observed a total of 45 minutes. After 45 minutes, states throat itchiness is gone. No other symptoms noted. Vital signs = BP 141/86, HR= 72, Puls Ox = 99%

970673 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 RI 77.0 77 F About 10 minutes after receiving the vaccine, I was sitting in a well organized waiting area I started feeling flames in my throat. My throat was literally on fire. I raised my hand as I was instructed to do. I asked for water, they brought me a bottle water, I started to drink it. My throat was having a difficult time swallowing. They brought me over to nursing area. I went into this area and the nurses were there. They made me take my mask off, they took my blood pressure was way lower then normal (110/30). Then they gave me 50MG Benadryl. They called EMS and I refused to go. I had to wait at the clinic until the Benadryl took effect. The "flame" feeling began to lessen. When I got home I took another dose of Benadryl.  The "flame" feeling went away but then I was left with a sore throat for the rest of the night and the following morning. It felt like there was an actual fire in my throat that the Benadryl put out but then it felt as if the after effects of a burn in my throat.    I do have a call in to my primary care provider and still waiting for a call back.

970674 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 OH 45.0 45 F Immediately after receipt of the vaccine, I experienced significant arm pain that lasted about three - four days. This was not concerning because I also have arm pain when I receive the flu shot. Nearly a week after the injection, I noticed my arm was warm and I also had a rash that was contained to the upper part of my arm. This lasted about two days and then it became itchy as the rash went away. It was not significant enough to seek medical treatment, although I did report it to employee health as directed and they advised over the counter remedies.

970675 01/01/2021 01/25/2021 GA 66.0 65 F Distortion  in hearing. Feeling of clogged ears. Sounds are amplified

970676 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 MS 34.0 34 F Big red welt on arm at injection site that started the day I got the shot. Hot to the touch. I took Claritin during the day and Benadryl hat night. It grew overnight and was the size of a tennis ball the next day. It was hard and hot to the touch. Over the course of the weekend it grew to the size of a softball and was tender, hard, red and hot to the touch. It is currently still red and itches. It is not as hard and it is still big. I did take Benadryl every night to try and calm it down. I also iced my shoulder.

970677 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 CA 44.0 0 F Left arm redness and swelling. Nine days after vaccine given 0.0

970678 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 CT 78.0 78 F Pt received her first dose of COVID19 vaccine on 1/13/2021 at the health department clinic. Pt then called the health department on 1/19/2021 stating once she got home her bottom lip swelled up and so did her eye lids. On 1/19/2021 the pt reported she could not speak with me (RN) further as she was about to go on a zoom meeting with her allergist to discuss the event. RN asked pt to call the LHD back.  1/20/2021 RN called pt to discuss further, pt stated she is in the grocery store and cannot speak. RN asked pt what the allergist recommended. Pt stated the allergist recommended getting the 2nd dose of the vaccine however with additional pre-medications. Pt stated she could not speak with RN further and would call me back.  1/25/2021 - pt did not call clinic back. RN called pt to get more details on the event. Pt reported her allergist would like her to get the 2nd injection in the hospital, while taking Singulair the night before and Zyrtec and Benadryl the day of. RN advised the pt her allergic reaction is a contraindication to receiving the 2nd dose per CDC guidelines. Pt verbalized understanding and will discuss with her allergist further.  Pt also mentioned possible allergy to Polysorbate during call on 1/25/2021 however she reports because she tolerates Miralax on a regular basis her allergist does not believe it to be a true allergy. Pt did not mention this in VAMS. I was not the vaccinator.

970679 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 CO 35.0 35 F Right facial numbness from cheek to jaw line.  Weakness to jaw.  Symptoms lasted 9 hrs and then reoccurred 9 days later.

970680 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 MN 78.0 78 F nausea, chills, leg aches.  Tylenol, ibuprofen and Benadryl.  Lasted 48 hours

970681 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Tiredness, chills, headache, body aches, loss of appetite, vomiting

970682 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 68.0 68 M 01/19/2021  developed chest pain, shortness of breath and fever 100.8.  Went to ER and was diagnosed with acute pericarditis

970683 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 GA 49.0 49 F Approximately 1 week after receiving the vaccine I started to have a 50 cent size red rash that since has improved but is still visible.

970684 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 AL 77.0 77 M Weak, dizziness, painful

970685 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 37.0 37 F injection site pain and swelling - 8 hours post injection and continued through time of form submission (1/25)  Fever and chills - 12 hours post injection and continued through time of form submission (1/25) fever has been up to 100.6 and Tylenol has been taken to help.

970686 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 FL 52.0 52 F Received vaccine afternoon of 1/20.  I am a hospital pharmacist and expected potential adverse reaction on 2nd vaccine based on moderna studies.  I felt fatigued that evening and was starting to get a headache, so took 2 extra strength Tylenol and went to bed.  Woke 1/21 with a headache, took 2 extra strength tylenol that morning.  At noon, developed fever of 100F, chills, and worsening headache.  Fever did not break until around 2am the following morning.  Headache remained until 1/22 afternoon, then subsided.

970687 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 PA 35.0 34 F 1/14/21 Developed aching to my left underarm/armpit area while at rest.  Aching has been ongoing and intermittent.  1/17/21 Developed left ear "fullness".  On 1/20/21 went to GYN for exam, explained left underarm pain, told that my breast exam appeared normal, but she questioned if my left ear fullness and left under arm pain were related.  1/21/21 Left Ear "fullness" began to radiated causing left temporal pressure, spreading across forehead.  Pressure developed behind both eyes.  Sudden onset of dizziness occurred.  Went to urgent care where they said I had swollen lymph nodes and believed I was having a auto immune response to something.  Told I received the vaccine on 1/7/21, they said the symptoms could be related to the vaccine.  1/22/21 Notice I would occasionally feel like I had a "lump or pressure" to the side of my throat.   As of present I am continuing to have Left  Ear "fullness", left underarm aching, and bilateral eye pressure has bee intermittent yet ongoing.

970688 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 NH 31.0 31 F On 1/13 the day after the injection her left arm became swollen, hard, red like a bee sting and itchy.

970689 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 WI 36.0 36 F NUMBNESS AND TINGLING ON LEFT LEG. IT STARTED ON LEFT HIP AND WENT DOWN TO LEFT FOOT.

970690 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 VA 64.0 64 F Approximately 4 days after my first vaccine dose I experienced tinnitus in my ears, especially the left one. It is a loud, high pitched hissing noise. I have had tinnitus before but not this loud. It has persisted to this date.

970691 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 ID 62.0 62 F "Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA".   Fever - 101.4, chills, headache, nausea, aches.  Arm extremely sore.  Fever lasted a few hours, other symptoms lasted over 2 days from start.

970692 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 FL 70.0 70 F 8 inch welt, red, swollen,itchy

970693 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 SD 87.0 87 F The patient received her 1st Pfizer Covid 19 vaccine then within approximately 10 minutes she started complaining of shortness of breath and stated she "needed oxygen for my heart failure".  I then directed her son to wheel her back to a room and the charge nurse grabbed the Oxygen for us.  We took a pulse on room air and she was bouncing around 84-85%.    At this point she began to have uncontrolled jerking movements in her neck, upper and lower extremities.  She was talking during these and never lost consciousness.  When the shaking started I had the nurse call 911 to get EMS on the way.    She then had her O2 by nasal canula placed and it was turned up to 6L to start until O2 came up to 98%.  We then slowly turned town to 3L and maintained SpO2 around 97%.  Involuntary muscle jerking continued although it was a little less severe.  EMS came and transferred her to the ER.

970694 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 KY 67.0 67 F Arm started hurting , felt tired, had chills, head aches and body aches last  for 36 hours,  went to work and work got worse at work and workplace sent  home.

970695 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 WV 43.0 43 F Red rash under site of shot. Warm to the touch.

970696 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 CO 34.0 34 M 12 hours post injection of first vaccine, 103 Fahrenheit temperature, chills, shakes.

970697 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 GA 62.0 62 F Received vaccine at 9:45 AM and advised due to anaphylactic reaction in the past due to bee stings, advised to stay 30 minutes.  At 10:03 AM husband stated wife was not feeling well.  10"05 called EMS.  Blood pressure 197/88, chills, heart racing, and SOB.  10:10 ambulance here.  Checked out patient and at 10:22 EMS dismissed patient.  Vitals 140/98, HR 88, and Pulse Ox 97%.

970698 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 ME 35.0 35 F The day of my 2nd vaccination, I felt a heavy pressure being forced down on myself. It started as a weakness that begun in my left arm. I felt I had unequal strength and my arm felt numb. This begun minutes after my injection. Soon after the sensation went to my whole body. I had difficulty moving from the chair to a wheelchair. I was moved to a treatment bed and layer down in the supine position. I felt extremely weak and hot. After an hour I was released home. The evening of my injection, I started to become extremely tired. My appetite disappeared and all I wanted to do was go to bed. While sleeping I was awoken due to an heating issue inside the home.  I woke up, tried to eat something, but had no desire to. I went back to bed, after taking some Tylenol. My body was starting to ache. While in bed, I begun to experience severe muscle spasms, cramps, etc. These caused me to cry. I began experience extreme changes in temperature. I went from hot to cold quickly. My mouth became very dry, and the weakness persisted. I began to experience severe pain at the injection site that radiated down into my armpit and left breast and my left shoulder blade. I could barely lift my arm. It feels as though the muscle is very ridge, hard and I have point tenderness. I continued to experience severe fatigue and after waking up this morning around 10am or so, I felt extremely hot. My temperature is reading 100.1 Tympanic. I've taken Motrin this time as I have been alternating between the two pain relievers.

970699 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 62.0 62 F neck pain  that ran up to head

970700 01/01/2021 01/25/2021 TX 55.0 55 M About 3 pm on the 21st my arm started to ache, when Ibwoke up on Friday morning my entire arm was sore, the pain persisted all day and Friday evening the pain went into my entire arm to my hand and also to my chest and upper left back and neck.

970701 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 TN 61.0 61 F Large red rash around injection site.  Also mild itchiness and warm to the touch.

970703 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 PA 45.0 45 F She had her second vaccine on 1/20/21 in her right arm. She noticed chills but no fever. She had body aches. Swelling in arm pits. Tightness in right chest and back. She did a lot of driving and arm went numb, but gone now she is home. Swelling in arm still there.

970704 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 50.0 50 F Headache,  nausea, fever, chills, and body aches 2 days for fever and chills. This is the third for headache

970705 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 ME 45.0 45 F began as a headache which worsened to pinpoint pupils, eye lid droop and numbness and tingling to face

970706 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 34.0 34 F I got covid  4 days later on 01/23/2021 late at night

970707 01/24/2020 01/25/2021 AZ 45.0 45 F Very sore deltoid.

970708 12/29/2020 01/25/2021 KY 49.0 49 M DEVELOPED COUGH, SORE THROAT, HEAD CONGESTION, AND EYES BURNING 1/5/21 (DAY 7 AFTER VACCINATION), ALSO HAD +ANTIGEN TEST 1/5/21, +PCR 1/7/21.

970709 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 MD 27.0 27 M 5 mins after injection, loss consciousness, was lowered to floor, complained of dizziness and look confused prior to passing out.  Hx of passing out after vaccine.   When regaining consciousness, appeared confused.  Unconscious for approx 1 min; Evaluated by MD. 835: 129/63, O2: 98% 8:37: Transferred to stretcher; BP: 97/50, O2: 98% 8:43: BP: 122/75, O2: 98%, awake, alert, monitoring continued; denied SOB  8:53: 120/80, O2: 98%, patient reports feeling beter Observation ended at 8:54

970710 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 GA 52.0 52 M 6 episodes of syncope two days after vaccination resulting in hospital admission for what may be an autonomic dysfunction Y Y 1

970711 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 MS 60.0 60 F HA, extreme body aches especially in joints, loss of appetite x 2 days followed by fatigue

970712 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 69.0 69 F Chills, fever, aching. Fever measured by me with oral thermometer, 101.  Next day 1/22 better, temp 99.5. All well by 1/23.  Of course, arm hurt, now  5 days later it is just itchy.

970713 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 VA 64.0 64 F Pain/deep pain in the chest, hypertension, SOB.  Was seen at Hospital ER where they did lab work, EKG, and CXR.  Employee's symptoms resolved while in the hospital and employee was realeased home and back to full duty.

970714 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 PA 41.0 41 F On 1/15/21, I had numbness and tingling, pain and burning in extremities.  Went to the ER, had MRI, had lumbar puncture, symptoms assessed, blood work and diagnosed with Guillian Barre. Y 5

970715 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 MN 69.0 69 M Itchy all over body, puffy feeling eyes. Started on 1/23/21 and still occurring as of 1/25/21. Encouraged to call his provider.

970716 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 OH 44.0 44 M Tingling and pins and needles in left arm and hand immediately vaccine.

970717 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 PA 56.0 56 F CELLULITIS IN ARM WITH SEVERE ITCHING AND SWELLING

970718 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 AL 46.0 46 F redness on my right arm- soreness and tender to touch. light headed- slightly dizzy.

970719 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 PA 48.0 48 F Fever 102, + covid test 2 weeks ago, Body aches, chills, fatigue, headache, BOB, sweats, Soreness at injection site.

970720 12/26/2020 01/25/2021 FL 35.0 35 F I developed a rash about 6 inches long and 3 inches wide (long oval). The first rash developed 6 days after vaccination and went away about 5 days later. The second vaccination was this past Saturday and the rash developed the following day and is worsening at this time (which is the trajectory of the last rash before it healed). I also experienced cold extremeties about 2 weeks after the first dose.

970721 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 MI 45.0 45 F Symptoms started 6-10 hours after receiving my second vaccine dose. Symptoms included, malaise, headache,  body aches and fatique. Symptoms resolved after approximately 30-36 hours.

970724 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 KY 91.0 91 M Pt received 1st Moderna covid vaccine Wednesday  1/20/21. Pt's daughter reports pt is having hallucinations and hip pain starting 1/23/21. Pt has not been seen by PCP in ~2 years for baseline comparison. Daughter reports pt is doing somewhat better as of 1/25/21. Working to get pt seen for follow-up by provider.

970725 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 57.0 57 M Fever, chills, arm soreness, vertigo

970726 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 TX 40.0 40 F beginning around 8pm on 1/20/21 (day of vaccine), chills. woke up around 2am on 1/21/21 with nausea, feeling warm -- temp of 100.7; chills, fever, and nausea all morning of 1/21/21; fever and chills continued through 1/22/21 around 11am. Treated with Tylenol and Zofran.   On 1/22/21 noticed lymph node swelling on arm where vaccine given. Neuropathy 1/22/21. Treated wtih ibuprofen 600mg TID. Lymph node remains swollen as of 1/25/21. Lymph node is hard.

970727 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 WA 71.0 71 M moderate injection site pain, fatigue, headache, muscle pain, joint pain, chills, mild nausea, mild fever. All symptoms started about 18 hrs. after injection and resolved by about 30 hrs. after injection.

970728 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 NY 31.0 31 F 101 fever (w/tylenol), chills, body aches, fatigue, chest tightness and chest pain(only for 1 hour)--all resolved in 48 hours

970729 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 PA 48.0 48 F Fever, body aches, SOB, fatigue, sweats, Injection site soreness.. Was Covid + 2 weeks prior to vaccine.

970730 12/29/2020 01/25/2021 ND 22.0 22 F Within one half hour of receiving the vaccine. Patient became puritic all over and developed a rash to her back. Patient took Benadryl and symptoms were relieved by 1630 of the same day.

970731 12/31/2020 01/25/2021 AZ 56.0 56 M fatigue, fever, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, weakness

970734 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 85.0 85 F Redness, pain, and swelling throughout entire upper left arm around injection site. Icing area 3 times per day for 10 minutes. Physician notified. Redness remains today, 1/25/21.

970737 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 FL 51.0 51 F 7 days after vaccine, 1/20/2021 shot site red, itchy, and raised.  1/21/2021 entire shoulder swollen, itchy, hot to the touch. Began antihistamine and anti-inflammatories. 1/22/2021 area still hot to the touch, spread past previous borders but not as swollen. The nurse, returned call and asked me to report as an adverse reaction and ask for protocols.  Left message but have not gotten a response.  Antihistamine and anti-inflammatory continued to present, 1/25/2021, area still red and warm to the touch, progressed around bicep area,

970739 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 PA 73.0 73 M Everything started Saturday morning 1/23/2021. headache, hand so cold, nausea, upset stomach, chest pain, weak,  called the ambulance. was told blood pressure was really high and put warm blankets on me , couldn't eat anything.  was able to eat something yesterday. (sunday)

970743 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 FL 60.0 60 M High Fever, Chills, Shaking, Body Aches

970746 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 WV 63.0 63 F Extreme bone pain, joint pain, hand pain, skin tenderness, headache, nasal stuffiness, chills.  Extreme pain lasted from 0140- 0500, but continued with  the skin tenderness, chills, headache and joint pain.  Took Tylenol.  Got up once and thought I would pass out.  Started resting some around 7am.  Drank plenty of fluids.  Drained all day.  Saturday morning headache, nasal congestion, joint pain, hard to get out of bed.  Drained all day.  Sunday feeling better, but lethargic.  Monday back to work.

970749 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 PA 45.0 45 F She had her second vaccine on 1/20/21 in her right arm. She noticed chills but no fever. She had body aches. Swelling in arm pits. Tightness in right chest and back. She did a lot of driving and arm went numb, but gone now she is home. Swelling in arm still there.

970752 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 CA 77.0 77 F Nausea and violent vomiting for 2 hours.   Upper back and neck pain for 36 hours.  Chills and shaking for 12 hours.  Urine is now colorless instead of yellow-orange.  I have had no treatment.  Urine remains colorless, but other symptoms are almost resolved.

970769 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 IA 29 M Pain at the site of injection; Received a double dose (1mL); A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was an 29-year-old, male patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and received a double dose (1ml) and the patient experienced pain at the site of injection.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 13-Jan-2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 041L20A) intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. On the same day, the patient stated that he received a double dose (1ml) and experienced pain at the site of injection.   No treatment was administered.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The event, received a double dose (1ml), was considered resolved on 13-Jan-2021. The outcome for the event, pain at the site of injection was not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 29-year-old, male patient, who experienced a non-serious, unexpected event of extra dose administered and a non-serious expected event of injection site pain. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of extra dose administered. However, the event of injection site pain occurred same day after the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 041L20A) administration. The event of extra dose administered was assessed as not-applicable. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event  injection site pain, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

970770 01/25/2021 FL U Patient got 0.4mL of the Moderna dose; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning an unidentified patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and patient got 0.4mL of the Moderna dose, instead of the 0.5mL.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. On the same day, the patient got 0.4mL of the Moderna dose, instead of the 0.5mL. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, patient got 0.4mL of the Moderna dose, instead of the 0.5mL, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Incorrect dose administered without any associated adverse events.

970772 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 WI 91 M received second dose at day 15; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 91-year-old male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and received 2nd dose at day 15.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 28 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 12 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A, Exp. date: 28 Jun 2021) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The pharmacist reported that the patient received their 2nd dose 15 days after the 1st dose instead of on day 28 which was the recommended return vaccination date. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome of the event, received 2nd dose at day 15 was considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of Inappropriate schedule of product administration for mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A). There were no reported AEs associated with this case of Inappropriate schedule of product administration.

970773 01/25/2021 U 16 year old employee inadvertently was given the Moderna product; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 16-year-old, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273).  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The pharmacist stated that a 16-year-old employee inadvertently was given the Moderna product. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, 16-year-old employee inadvertently was given the Moderna product, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of 16-year-old employee inadvertently was given the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of  "16-year-old employee inadvertently was given the Moderna product".

970774 01/25/2021 TN U Vaccine administered subcutaneously; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and resulting in the event of received vaccine subcutaneously.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unspecified date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: unknown) subcutaneously for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unspecified date the patient received the vaccine subcutaneously.    No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event received vaccine subcutaneously was considered resolved.  The reporter did not provide a causality assessment of the event.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of  incorrect route of product administration (subcutaneously instead of intramuscularly) for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown.  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incorrect route of product administration. Reported event is unlisted for mRNA-1273  and causality was assessed as not applicable.

970775 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 TX 68 M Patient was injected in his left arm - medial location in front of elbow; Redness at injection site; A spontaneous report was received from a health care professional concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and resulting in the event of received vaccine on medial location of left arm two fingers above the elbow and experienced redness at the site of injection.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not reported.  On 12-Jan-2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: unknown) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 12-Jan-2021, the patient received vaccine on medial location of left arm two fingers above the elbowand experienced redness at the site of injection.    No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events were not reported.  The event patient was injected in his left arm - medial location in front of elbow was resolved. The outcome of the event redness at the site of injection was unknown.  The reporter did not provide a causality assessment of the events.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administered at inappropriate site for mRNA-1273 and concerns a male patient (age unknown), who experienced the event of injection site erythema. The event occurred approximately the same day after the first and only dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is assessed as possibly related.

970776 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 OR M Syringe leaked and only part of the first dose was administered; Syringe leaked; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a male patient of unknown age who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program who received only part of the first dose due to the syringe leaking.     The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medication use was not provided by the reporter.   On 14-Jan-2021, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 021L20A) intramuscularly in an unknown injection site for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The consumer reported that during administration, product leaked from the syringe and sprayed on his arm. He estimates that he only received 0.25 mL of the dose.   Treatment for the event was not provided.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the event was resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a male patient of unknown age who received only part of the first dose due to the syringe leaking for product mRNA-1273 (Lot 021L20A). There were no reported AEs associated with this case of only part of the first dose due to the syringe leaking.

970777 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 OR 33 F Some of vaccine dripped on patient's arm; A spontaneous report was received from a health care professional concerning a 33-years old female patient, who received the Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and some of vaccine dripped on patient's arm (Incorrect dose administered).  There were no medical history concomitant medications provided by the reporter.  On 16-Jan-2021, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 vaccine (Lot number: 025J20-2A) intramuscularly in the right arm for COVID-19 infection prophylaxis.   The HCP stated that, while the vaccine was being administered to the patient, a good amount of the vaccine dripped down her arm because the needle was retracted too quickly. No other adverse event was reported, and the patient provided consent for follow-up. No treatment information was provided for the event.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event some of vaccine dripped on patient's arm (Incorrect dose administered) was considered recovered on 16-Jan-2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 33 year old female patient who experienced a non-serious unexpected event of Incorrect dose administered of the mRNA-1273 vaccine.

970778 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 CA M All of the liquid ran (dripping) down his arm and fingers; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and resulting in the event, all the liquid ran (dripping off) down his arms and fingers.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not reported.  On 07-Jan-2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: unknown) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 07-Jan-2021, the patient received the vaccine and all the liquid ran (dripping off) down his arms and fingers.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event all the liquid ran (dripping off) down his arms and fingers was considered resolved.  The reporter did not provide a causality assessment of the event.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

970779 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 SC 89 F Vaccine given subcutaneously; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning an 89-year old, female patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and vaccine was administered subcutaneously.  The patient's medical history was not provided. The patient current conditions included ulcers and high blood pressure. Concomitant medications was not specified.  On 18-Jan-2021, approximately 0 days prior to the onset of the event, the patient received a dose of mRNA-1273 subcutaneously for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 18-Jan-2021, the patient received the vaccine subcutaneously. The reporter noticed from a picture that it was not administered intramuscularly.   No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event vaccine administered subcutaneously was considered resolved on 18 Jan 2021.  The reporter did not provide a causality assessment of the event incorrect route of product administration.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect route of product administration for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

970783 10/07/2020 01/25/2021 70.0 F Transverse myelitis; Non-stop pain in the spinal area/back pain; Inflammation of the nerves going into spine and spinal cord; Loss of mobility and speaking; Loss of mobility and speaking; Could not walk; Body tremors; This spontaneous case was received on 11-Jan-2021 from other non-health professional (consumer) via regulatory authority (reference number: SEQW21-00125) with additional information received on 12-Jan-2021 (being processed together) and concerned a 70-year-old female patient.  The patient's relevant medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medication included lovastatin, used for an unreported indication.  On 07-Oct-2020, the patient was vaccinated with adjuvanted Fluad Quadrivalent (influenza vaccine, inactivated influenza virus surface antigen (subunit), egg-derived, mf59, dose, route of administration, indication and anatomical location: not reported). The batch number reported was 279813, the expiry date: 30-Jun-2021.   On 09-Nov-2020, one month and two days after receiving Fluad Quadrivalent, the patient experienced severe back pains which became more painful as the day went on. That evening, she was taken to hospital and admitted. The patient had severe inflammation of the nerves going into the spine and spinal cord. She was diagnosed with transverse myelitis and was treated with three large steroid infusion at dose of 1000 mg each during the course of week.   On 14-Nov-2020, the patient was discharged from the hospital.  On an unspecified date in Nov-2020, the following week as reported, things did not improve, and a repeat of the steroid treatments was conducted.  On an unspecified date in 2020, things became even worse. She could not walk; the intense pain was causing severe body tremors and speech was impacted.    On 05-Dec-2020, the patient was admitted to another hospital. The specialist did not agree with the previous diagnosis but had not been able to identify the cause or remedy for what she was going throw. Countless tests have been performed, trying to determine the cause but nothing had been found yet. The tests included magnetic resonance imaging (MRIs), computed tomography (Cat Scans), positron emission tomography (Pet) scan, spinal taps, blood tests, electroencephalogram (EEG) and electromyography (EMG), and the results were not reported.   On 18-Dec-2020, the patient was discharged from the hospital.  On an unspecified day, the patient was treated with medications (meds) that had controlled the pain to a manageable level and the patient was going to physical therapy. The patient had a long way to go to get back to normal.  At the time of initial reporting on 11-Jan-2021, the patient had not recovered from the events.  The reporter did not provide causality assessment.  The event of 'myelitis transverse' was considered serious due to the criterion of hospitalisation and medical significance, while the other events were considered serious due to hospitalisation.  Company comment: A 70-year-old female patient experienced myelitis transverse, back pain, mobility decreased, aphasia, gait inability, tremor and neuritis one month and two days after administration of Fluad Quadrivalent. The patient performed series of tests including magnetic resonance imaging (MRIs), computed tomography (Cat Scans), positron emission tomography (Pet) scan, spinal taps, blood tests, electroencephalogram (EEG) and electromyography (EMG), however the results were not reported. The patient's relevant medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included lovastatin, used for an unreported indication. Causality is assessed as possibly related for all events due to biological, chronological plausibility and lack of confounding factors.; Sender's Comments: A 70-year-old female patient experienced myelitis transverse, back pain, mobility decreased, aphasia, gait inability, tremor and neuritis one month and two days after administration of Fluad Quadrivalent. The patient performed series of tests including magnetic resonance imaging (MRIs), computed tomography (Cat Scans), positron emission tomography (Pet) scan, spinal taps, blood tests, electroencephalogram (EEG) and electromyography (EMG), however the results were not reported. The patient's relevant medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included lovastatin, used for an unreported indication. Causality is assessed as possibly related for all events due to biological, chronological plausibility and lack of confounding factors.Y 5

970785 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 60.0 60 F 12 hours after injection uncontrollable shaking with chills, severe headache and body aches. Hours later turned into  sweating/heat. Mild upset stomach throughout.  Soreness/brusing at injection site.  After 18 hours headache persisted with mild body aches and upset stomach. Still soreness /brusing at injection site. 24 hours after injection very mild backache. No headache. Soreness at injection site. No other issues.

970786 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 IA 58.0 58 F Patient presented to ED shortly after vaccination. Reported throat swelling, became nauseous, and was gagging on her saliva. Posterior oropharynx edema was noted. Treated with epinephrine, methylprednisolone, diphenhydramine, and famotidine. Was observed for several hours and discharged in stable condition.

970787 12/17/2020 01/25/2021 NY 52.0 52 M Upper back pain which progressed to severe neck pain and headaches, fatigue, mild nausea, all of the symptoms tended to get wax and wean for the next 2 weeks.

970788 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 WI 38.0 38 M Patient developed some chest tightness and hypertension approximately an hour after receiving second vaccination.  No evidence of pharyngeal swelling.  Patient was treated with diphenhydramine 50 mg and methylprednisolone 125 mg.  He was discharged without further complications.

970789 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 82.0 82 F Resident reports that her arm is swollen a lot from vaccine. Pain also present.  No treatment at this time.

970790 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 NY 43.0 43 F The area where the shot was administered is itchy, red and slightly swollen.

970791 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 OH 30.0 30 F Developed large red rash covering majority of upper left arm. Rash was itchy & hot to the touch. Rash appeared 1 week after first dose of Moderna COVID vaccine.

970792 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 MD 80.0 80 M 1:32 Shivering and fatigue, chills; BP: 132/35, O2: 97%, HR: 70, Temp: 98.4, Med team alerted; Non-verbal at baseline, hands cold, wearing gloves; (Given warm compress for hands) 1:43: Back to baseline per family, BP: 131/54, MAP: 67, continued observation 1:50: Observation ended, left with 2 family members

970793 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 ME 38.0 38 M Thursday muscle / body aches with fatigue. Friday rash and my eye. Still having fatigue off and on.

970794 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 FL 23.0 23 F 1/8/21 evening: arm swelling (baseball-size circumference surrounding vaccination site), onset of fatigue 1/9/21 morning: onset of dehydration, worsening of arm soreness (limited ROM) 1/9/21 evening: fever--onset near 10PM (unsure of highest temp. Temp after 400 mg ibuprofen: 99.6 F. Fever broke after 3AM.), body aches (mild-moderate in both arms, all fingers, back, and both knee 1/10/21 evening: shortness of breath/coughing fits (required use of inhaler--3 puffs with symptom onset. Mild shortness of breath for remainder of day w/o need for inhaler), mild altered taste (only lasted approx.2-3 hours) 1/11/21: onset of arm itchiness surrounding site of vaccination, frequent urination (at least every hour) 1/12/21: worsening of arm itchiness (itches from shoulder to elbow), ROM improving at this point but still painful to touch 1/13/21 morning: worsening of dehydration (back pain, headaches, muscle cramps), arm itchiness improving at this point 1/13/21 evening: urination frequency returning to normal, back aches (from dehydration, less severe than morning), headaches continuing (less pain with ibuprofin, but on/off pain still present), nausea improving at this point 1/13-1/14: late start to menstrual cycle 1/14/21: most symptoms improving at this point, headaches and nausea still mild 1/19/21: first full day with no nausea 1/21/21: first full day with no headaches 1/22/21: symptom-free

970795 12/23/2020 01/25/2021 NH 36.0 36 F I woke up from sleep the morning of 12/30/2020 with a very itchy left arm in the area of my injection.   After about 15-30 minutes I was able to fall back asleep.   When I woke up at 6am to get ready for work it felt much better.   Around 9-10am the itchiness returned worsening over time.  At this time I noticed that it was red, hot, and firm in addition to the itchiness.   The application of an ice pack and taking some Claritin seemed to help.     Eventually the itchiness subsided for a number of hours but returned that evening around 7pm.  I took some Benadryl, applied another ice pack, and went to bed.  The next day it felt significantly better, and the area that was previously bright red was now much less red and much less raised.   The itchiness lingered intermittently but not nearly as bad as the day before.   The total duration or symptoms seemed to last for about a day and a half.

970796 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 FL 57.0 57 F Immediately felt numbness and tingling in arm and fingers

970797 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 AR 52.0 52 F headache, fever, chills, body aches, nausea

970798 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 TX 48.0 48 F 23 Jan-Saturday-severe Headaches Sunday-24th Jan-Left under arm-swollen lymph nodes 25th Jan -Severe HA, site of injection-left deltoid-swollen-swollen behind neck-lymph nodes-she said Motrin-HELPS

970799 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 MT 51.0 51 M severe: chills, ague, fever, organ pain, migraines, random systemic muscle tremors, fatigue, tachycardia, sudden loss of blood pressure, near syncopy.

970801 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 23.0 23 F Fatigue (2 hours after injection, lasting until following Monday) Fever (11pm the night of the injection, 101.2 at its highest, fever broke around 5am the following morning but returned Sunday night and hit a high of 100.8) Body aches Chest fluttering (the night of the injection) High heart rate Nausea (the night of the injection)  Swollen lymph nodes in left armpit (Sunday evening) Headache

970802 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 CO 71.0 71 F Day of:  MILD discomfort at injection site.  Day 2 sore arm no redness...pretty sore all day.  Days 3-13 nothing of note. Day 14 awoke with discomfort. Upper arm was slightly swollen, hot to the touch, and redness that spanned about 6-8 inches long and about 4-5 " wide.   Today, Day 15 post injection (if injection day is day 1) less red, less swollen, less heat, less discomfort.   Also.  PERHAPS TOTALLY UNRELATED...after I had been awake for awhile I had a dizzy spell and felt like I might faint but I didn't.  Wearing my O2 ring:  currently 98% 02 and HR around 70 -75% but I'm typing and moving around.

970803 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 66.0 66 F Resident reports arm is very swollen and painful. Encouraged her to ice the area

970805 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 IL 32.0 32 M Fever of 102 Migraine,  with ringing in the ears, kind of like a tinnitus Joint aches, especially in arthritic joints  Muscle aches  Recovered from fevers and migraine and muscle aches, I have arthritis in me knees and left shoulder, those joints are still very painful, like walking on rice (2 days after side effects)

970806 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 TX 11.0 11 F No adverse event was reported by the patient.

970807 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 WI 52.0 52 M Patient began experiencing flushing and tingling sensation in throat/lips about 30 minutes after receiving 2nd dose of COVID vaccine.  Patient felt as though throat may have been closing so he administered an epi pen to himself. As no immediate relief patient administered a second epi pen which provided relief. Approximately one hour after vaccination patient felt back to normal and chose to leave the clinic with instructions to report to emergency room if symptoms began to return.

970808 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 TX 38.0 38 F Report redness and itchy at the injection along with swelling of the left supraclavicular lymph nodes.  Treatment-none. Outcome- itchiness resolved, redness improved-mild and lymph node swelling is improving.  Does not interfere with ADL.

970809 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 TX 45.0 45 F Thursday 1st day sore arm, 3pm Friday; my arm hurt, I couldn't stay awake-exhausted, I slept 3 hours and woke with a fever 100.3 treated with Tylenol. Saturday, fever 100.0 most the day and was tired. Sunday felt better. Today better.

970810 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 21.0 21 F Mild fever, headache, and tiredness in the morning  Took Advil  Improved within 24 hours

970811 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 72.0 72 F chills, low grade fever, aches, pain in arm, slight nausea, headache started about 12 hours after receiving shot  lessening after about 48 hours

970812 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 IL 28.0 28 M Fatigue, following by chills, fever, sweating, shivering, headache. Felt like vomiting, but didn't. Slight pain at injection site. Fatigue and headache lasted about 3 days. Fever lasted about 24-36 hours. Missed 2 days of work.

970813 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 VA 48.0 48 F Increased blood pressure, light headed, nausea.  Symptoms resolved in the ER and employee was able to return to full duty.

970814 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 CA 52.0 52 F Bilateral ear pain.  Treated with a course of Augmentin, Mucinex, Sudafed.  No relief.  Now on a 12 day course of Prednisone

970815 12/31/2020 01/25/2021 FL 25.0 25 F Cold sore 1 days following vaccine, mild swelling of lymph nodes on jaw and neck non-tender. severe lymphadenopathy of neck, tender beginning  on 1/20/21. General fatigue, feverish, and sore throat.   Antibiotics started on 1/23/21.  Decrease tenderness of lymph nodes on 1/24/21

970817 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 NY 41.0 41 F following the 1st dose on 12/29/2020- soreness and swelling at injection site followinf the 2nd dose on 1/19/2021- swelling and pain at injection side, right axilla severe pain, flu like symptoms, nausea, headache. migrane developed on day 3, on day 4 hives and pruritus all over the body, swelling of hands and feet, on day 5 the symptoms worsened despite medicating with OTC benadryl 50mg every 6hrs. Contacted PCP and was prescribed prednisone 20mg daily with some improvement. day 6- today rash still present, pruritus present, weakness, dizziness, shaky. unable to work or drive.

970818 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 CT 88.0 88 M 30 minute "hot flash"

970819 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 WA 75.0 75 F I had Moderna vacinne 1/14 , shot #1. First few days had redness on are two places by day five all redness was gone . yesterday ( which was day 10) the redness returned. still two seperate spots and raised "rash " warmer than other areas on arm, no fever or other simptons.This morning the two areas are connected and hot and i can feel that they are there. These have returned larger and now connected ....they were gone for 6 daus.

970820 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 88.0 88 F Resident stated, "I vomited real bad this morning. She said it was a lot and she has never thrown up like that before". Resident felt better by that evening.

970821 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 PA 37.0 37 F The skin at the injection site has become red, creating a large circle about 2 inches in diameter and warm to the touch.

970822 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 KY 49.0 49 F 9:50 AM   Received the vaccine in right arm  10:00 AM Headache with flushed feeling  10:20 AM Very dry mouth, very sleepy, quite unsettling  10:30 AM Progressively getting weaker, high blood pressure (checked by nurse),  feeling alarmingly strange  10:50 AM Needed assistance walking, very weak & unstable with awkward    muscle movements, head felt numb as if brain was on fire, (Nurse advised husband to pick me up)  Husband stated speech was slurred over the phone  11:00 AM Worsened slurred speech, tongue feels swollen, lips feel numb, teeth feel weird,                 very lethargic, can?t get muscles to react properly, thoughts jumbled  11:30 AM Husband had to help me sit up, go to the bathroom & feed me; gave Benadryl &  Ibuprofen, so cold, completely useless, motor   11:45 AM Crunched on celery in chicken salad & it felt like someone dropped a brick on my head, trying to open mount with inaccuracies either way too wide or not wide enough, hard to control movements  12:00 PM Teeth feel like they are numb, I keep clicking them together to feel that they are still in my mouth, lips are numb & I keep smacking my lips together to try to feel them, tongue feels way too big for my mouth  1:00 PM -  So tired, feel like I?ve run a marathon, very thirsty, ringing in the ears 3:00 PM  4:00 PM Hungry, thirsty, am able to sit up without much assistance, was able to feed myself, still splitting headache, thoughts more coherent, movements more accurate, tongue, teeth & mouth do not feel as numb  6:30 PM I am able to walk to the bathroom by myself & sit in a warm bath.

970824 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 ID 35.0 35 F I have had ongoing fatigue, headaches, waves of nausea, dry mouth. It is still ongoing more than 2 weeks out.  I am unable to exercise.  I sometimes have to get back in bed later in the day because of fatigue.

970825 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 MT 37.0 37 F Chills, Headache, Body Aches, Injection site pain

970826 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 PA 44.0 44 F Fever, chills, sweats, headache, tooth pain, skin sensitivity, finger locking in left arm (short duration), slight lymph node enlargement in neck, tiredness, aches and discomfort, "flu-like"  lasted approx. 30 hours

970828 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 CA 67.0 67 F 11 days post injection.  Redness at injection site 3 inches in diameter, red bumps within redness area, area warmer that surrounding skin, occasional itching.

970829 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Maculopapular rash presented on neck and jaw approximately 6 hours following vaccination. Slightly pruritic, no other symptoms noted. Resolving at the time of this report, following hydrocortisone cream application - approximate duration of 48 hours.

970830 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 60.0 61 F 7 hours after the injection, I broke out in hives in my torso.  Over the next 2 days, it has spread to my whole body.  I am taking Benadryl to try to relieve the itching.

970831 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Arm pain and loss of motor function

970832 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 MA 75.0 75 F headache,nausea,diarrhea,arm swelling. fatigue

970833 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 IL 60.0 60 F fever greater than 102 degrees F chills fatigue body aches nausea swelling, redness and pain at injection sight

970834 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 UT 54.0 54 F Patient had her second dose of Covid Vaccine.. She has hx of anaphylaxis, so she took bendryl 50 mg before bed last night and then took 10 mg Zyrtec before getting the shot. She states about 15 mins after administration she began to have numbness and tingling of her hands, forearms, lower legs, neck, face and lips. She came to ER was monitored for a few hours, about 3 hours post administration while in ER her voice became more hoarse and she noticed edema under her eyes bilaterally. Pt was given 25 mg IV bindery and remained under observation for another 1.5 before being DC. She maintained airway the entire time, VSS and AOX4;

970835 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 103.0 103 M Patient reports that he felt "woozy" or dizzy a little bit after getting the injection. This was short lived and no further side effects.

970836 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 MD 47.0 47 F started to have rash, ithcy, pain around injection area one week after the shot. tried otc antihistamine, itchy improved, but still have redness, swelling and pain. ,

970837 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 MT 55.0 55 F Diarrhea and Vomiting
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970838 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 CA 26.0 26 F 8 days post vaccine I got a cellulitis infection where vaccine was administered, which needed antibiotics to treat

970839 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 CA 54.0 54 F Nine days after the vaccine was administered I developed red patches around the vaccine shot area on my left arm.  Today, 10 days after the vaccine, my left side of the face is slightly swollen and tender to touch.

970841 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 MD 50.0 50 M 1:28: BP: 168/99, HR: 117, O2:98%, felt different 1:30: Complaint of throat tightning, BP: 169/99; HR: 110, O2:98%, Med team alerted 1:34: Benadryl 25 mg, IM to right thigh 1:35: BP: 150/88, HR: 100, O2: 97% 1:40: MD report symptoms throat tighning after vaccine, no rash, no hives, talking fine, no change in voice, symptoms mild, no swelling of tongue, lips, or pharynx, pt refused epinephrine, improved over a few mins. Plan send to ED for continued observation; transferred at 1:43

970842 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 FL 27.0 27 F delayed rash at injection site about a week later (non painful but growing in size); migraine/tiredness/arm soreness day after vaccine

970843 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 GA 54.0 54 F Fever, body aches, lump on arm, nausea, headache less than 24 hours, treated with meds

970844 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 PA 64.0 64 F delayed reaction 9 days later with swelling at injection site - red, elevated, itchy, hot. The size of the palm of my hand

970845 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 ME 50.0 50 F Approximately 10 minutes following vaccination patient stated she is "itchy." Hives were observed on her neck and chest.  Patient denied shortness of breath, chest pain, or other allergic reactions.  Patient was observed for an additional 15 minutes and advised through medical control that self-monitoring was appropriate. Next day: hives progressed to face and eyes, "puffed out pretty bad." Visited personal doctor and was prescribed prednisone and hydroxyx.

970846 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 FL 76.0 76 F Late in the day of the shot on 01/21/2021, site on arm began to hurt and got worse in the increasing 2 days. Red very warm rash began at the injection site and spread to the size of a soft ball.  Today, 01/25, the site is still red and swollen but not as poinful. Temperature is normal.      Along with the affected infection site from 01/21, had a series of fevers ranging from 99.9 - 100.9. Usual body temperature is 97.6. Along with this,   severe body aches, fatigue, malaise, deep depression and bed stay for 2 1/2 days.  Took Tylenol. Today, 01/25/21  at 11:27AM, temperature is 98.3.

970847 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 CA 43.0 43 F patient had fever of 2 days between 100.9-101.4. tylenol was given with some relief but temp went back up again. patient had muscle aches and joint pains. pain at the injection site. tylenol was given with some relief.  patient had severe fatigue for 2 days.

970848 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 CT 44.0 44 F 1 pm was vaccine admin time on Wed (1/20). By 8 pm, her arm was very sore & with significant fatigue. 1am that night, awoke with chills, fever (102), generalized muscle aches. By midday Thursday, these symptoms began to dissipate slightly and she developed a h/a.  Friday, fever, chills, h/a were gone & nausea and abdominal pain started. No vomiting or diarrhea occurred.  By SAturday evening, nausea improved but upper legs became tremulous and weak.  Weak, tremulous legs have continued and persist up until today (monday, 1/25).

970849 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 OK 89.0 89 M Redness and swelling at the injection site.

970850 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 NC 28.0 28 F Severe shaking about 12 hours after injection. Started as shivering and turned into full body convulsions lasting just over an hour. Bundling up in blankets did not help as shaking intensified. Only other side effect was a sore arm at injection site.

970851 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 MO 49.0 49 F itching, redness, all extremities and back "chest feels hot" diaphoretic VS @ 1818 103 HR, 198/125, 98% room air 50mg Benadryl administered PO @1818 VS @ 1838 93 HR, 175/116, 97% room air 1850 symptoms unresolved and increasing in intensity, increasingly diaphoretic. I wanted to send her to ED but she refused and walked out stating she would take a pepcid and self-medicate. I instructed her to call EMS if her symptoms do not resolve or she develops new symptoms. She verbalized understanding and left at 1851.

970852 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 PA 25.0 25 F Adverse event-directly after receiving the vaccination, it felt as if I was having a serious allergic reaction as I had just consumed tree nuts or dates (for which I am most allergic)-my throat felt super funny and itchy-my chest got tight-was working harder to breath-got a rash that covered my hands and arms-felt dizzy/light headed and weak Treatment-Benadryl (IV 9:18pm given) and pepcid (10:28pm given) Outcome-benadryl was able to stop the allergic reaction and took about 36 hours to fully recover with continued allergy medication and one more dose of benadryl the next day

970853 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 PA 47.0 47 F Soreness and swelling of underarm.

970854 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Woke up at 3:30am having a hard time breathing . Temp was 103. oxygen level was 71 . used my nebulizer twice within an hour and half. used my symbicort at two puffs. my oxygen level got up to 85 within 2hours.my temp came down to 99.5 within an hour. had a slight sore throat.

970855 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 TX 75.0 75 F During monitoring period post Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, patient significant head pain with decline vital signs. Emergency services was called and arrived onsite for assistance. Patient monitored and refused to transfer to ER.

970856 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 WA 41.0 41 F Left arm numbness in thumb, wrist, and upper arm. Left arm weakness and achiness.  Treated with ibuprofen; tylenol; ice to neck, shoulder and wrist; range of motion exercises; heat for muscle relaxation; rest.  Decreased pain and ache with rest.

970857 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 MT 58.0 58 F Left side of face numb, Sore arm, Shortness of breathe

970858 12/29/2020 01/25/2021 MO 23.0 23 F Employee experienced temperature of 102.0; never got below 100.0. Nausea and vomiting, HR not below 104 while just laying around.

970859 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 VA 34.0 34 F Red rash, hypertension, tachycardia.  Symptoms resolved and patient was returned to work the next day.  She did have some mild itching for a couple days following the vaccine.

970860 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 TX 60.0 60 F Arm started getting sore on Saturday, by Saturday so sore could not lay on that side, Sunday woke up and was extremely tire, started running a low grade fever( did not have a thermometer) by Sunday night I was was running higher temp it seemed and then in the middle of the night I statrted sweating. Woke up on Monday feeling much better, still tiered than usual  . How ever no temp and injection site is not as sore,

970862 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 27.0 27 F Started with severe low back pain on 1/20/21 with no reported injury or trauma.  Pain is constant and severe 7-10/10.  No urinary symptoms.  No prior hx of back injury or chronic pain.  Has not improved in the last 5 days with ice, heat or ibuprofen.

970863 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 CA 51.0 51 F itchy red rash at injection site

970864 12/22/2020 01/25/2021 MO 34.0 34 F Patient visited physician on 12/30/2020 due to an allergic reaction to the COVID vaccine. Patient has large red area, that is swollen, and puffy the size of a grapefruit, it is also hot and itchy. Lymph nodes in underarm of left arm and swollen and painful. Physician prescribed steroids. Redness continues to grow.

970865 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 FL 68.0 68 M light headed, head spinning, could not keep balance ,falling down ,especially getting up out of bed, and after every time a sat  down

970866 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Left arm pain leading to chest wall pain with pmhx of angina. 6/10 pain radiating to left neck, SOB.

970867 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 ND 53.0 53 F *Patient had covid November 28, tested positive Nov 30* Day 1 after vaccine: Arm swelling, lymph node swelling in injection arm, Missed work Thursday and Friday due to Fatigue, Nauseous/vomited x 1, light headed/dizziness, shaking chills, decreased appetite, dry sensitive skin and red/itchy rash on neck, trunk, and face this went through day 3 and decreased severity overtime.   Day 3 cough, tightness in  chest when taking a deep breath, took Mucinex-D to relieve symptoms

970868 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 NY 43.0 43 F Exactly a week later I have a rash at injection site and the rash area is swollen. It?s itchy but not sore.

970869 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 ID 72.0 72 M Itchy left arm, redness, swelling under left arm, painful and tender. Still sore and swollen today 01/25/2021.

970870 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 FL 73.0 73 F Pt had a rash appear one day after the vaccine that lasted 4 days. Rash reappeared in the same spot 2 weeks later.

970871 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 TN 29.0 29 F Severe injection site pain that began around 2 hours and went into the evening, severe in the evening and night. Light soreness continued over the next day. 3 hours after receiving the 2nd vaccine, nausea, loss of appetite and general 'unwell' feeling began. Nausea, fatigue, loss of appetite, headache continued the rest of the first day. Symptoms impacted ability to work, went home early from work.   Day 2: splitting headache, migraine, sinus pressure, joint pain which began in hips then spread to elbows, ankles, knees; muscle pain began in left calf then spread to shin. Injection site soreness was not severely painful any longer, mild pain. Loss of appetite continued. Nausea decreased, and no longer present by afternoon of day 2. Fatigue, increased sleep, sinus pressure in eyes, and cold chills persisted.  Day 3: Migraine was present still upon waking and continued for whole day; loss of appetite remained but improved by late afternoon on day 3. Joint and muscle pain continued for duration of day 3. Fatigue continued. Increased need for sleep most noticeable today. For the first time, ibuprofen was taken for symptoms after receiving the vaccine almost 50 hour prior.   Day 4: was able to return to work for the first time. Headache continued throughout day, nausea in the evening.   Day 5: Headache continued but went away.   Day 6 and Day 7, mild headache.

970872 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 VA 43.0 43 M Within 4 hours of receiving second dose of MOderna Covid 19 vaccine, patient began experiencing tinnitus b/l. Since then  , now 6 days later, symptoms have not changed, slightly worse in right ear. On exam, some long-standing sclerosis b/l, otherwise PE was neg.

970873 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Body aches and joint pain increased over the day. Had a fever and no appetite. Shortness of breath.

970874 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 MI 28.0 28 F Very painful in the area where I got the shot. I usually have a little pain at the site of the injection but this was WAY worse which resulted in me icing the area and taking Ibuprofen. I also could not apply any pressure on the site so I had to make sure I only slept on my right side overnight. The intensity of the pain was MUCH better the next day, and today (2 days later) it is very bearable.  I also experienced lethargy the first evening after receiving the vaccine, but that went away the next day.  On the second evening since receiving the vaccine, I started to experience body chills and some minor body aches. I felt a sense of general malaise that I often experience when sick.

970875 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 CA 51.0 51 F itchy red rash

970876 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 MS 41.0 41 F Developed severe red hot rash form chin to chest while in 15 minute monitoring.  Post Vaccination EMS on site.  Administered IV and IV Diphendramine.  Transported to Medical center ER.  ER administered Solu Medrol & Pepcid.

970877 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 OH 86.0 86 F Diarrhea, Nausea, Arm pain: redness, fatigue. MD contacted.  Tylenol given. Symptoms improved. "Fine now"

970878 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 NY 58.0 58 F I have big red area on my arm, its red and warm, its 2inches by 3inches. It started the next day and has gotten much bigger since then.  I had a low grade fever, felt, weak and that happened the 2nd day and then went away. I have lymph node under my armpit that is swollen  and appeared in the last two days.

970879 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 UT 46.0 46 F I had anxiety, headache, muscle aches, fever, dizziness, nautious, shaking really bad and my eyes were hurting and burning really bad.

970880 12/23/2020 01/25/2021 WI 58.0 58 F And pain in my arm and went into  into my elbow down into the palm of my hand on the right side . The side I had my shot. It was painful when the shot was administered. Arm is very sore.

970881 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 PA 54.0 54 F Body aches, chills, fatigue ,fever, SOB. sweats, joint pain.

970884 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 PA 66.0 66 M Received the first dose of the Pfizer Covid 19 Vaccine on Monday 01/18/2021, On Wednesday and Thursday of that week, I felt weak, Friday and Saturday I felt fine. But , Saturday Evening I started coughing with FLU like systems... low grade fever , coughing and body aches. On Sunday morning @ 11:40AM...I went to get a COVID Test. Waiting on the results. I don't know what to do about the 2nd shot on February 5th.... if the results are positive. Thanks you.

970885 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 NC 35.0 35 F Received vaccine Friday afternoon. By Saturday morning, one large "blister" appeared on my left forearm, By Saturday evening, 3 more smaller blisters appeared on my left hand. They are itchy and painful. I also had some itching at the vaccine site but it abated quickly.

970886 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 78.0 78 F In my 11th day after taking the Moderna Covit vaccine, a red, warm and puffy spot 2" x 3" appeared in the left arm near where the vaccination shot was given. Checked with Pharmacist who explained possible one of the reactions to the vaccine.  Recommended observation and report to doctor is spot stays longer than 24 hours or get larger with additional symptoms.

970887 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 59.0 59 F Body aches (approximately 36-40 hours), low grade fever (under 100 degrees) & chills (approximately 36-40 hours). This am feeling back to normal.

970888 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 ME 49.0 49 M Possible Bell's Palsy on right side of face- affecting mouth and cheek

970889 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 CA 65.0 65 F upper arm swollen, very red where injection was done and warm to the touch.  Swelling went down and red color turned brown. then on 01/24/2021, arm again became swollen and very red and warm to the touch.

970890 12/29/2020 01/25/2021 MO 64.0 64 F Employee received vaccine at 10am, by 8pm that evening employee experienced achiness, tiredness, had headache, joint ache, fever, cramping, can't sleep, no appetite.

970891 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 54.0 54 F Severe myalgias, headache, neck pain and stiffness, chills, tactile fever, large rash at injection site (persistent on day 4).

970893 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 SC 49.0 49 F sore throat, body aches, fatigue, then SOB, wheezing, chills, shaking, loss of taste and smell, weakness, tachycardia, hypertension, and finally hypoxia requiring bipap

970894 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 MI 35.0 35 F Within 10 minutes I was numb with a hot, tingly sensation from my left knee up to my neck and my left wrist up my arm to my neck. Then I felt like I had been hit in the head with a bat, but the pain migrated from side to side in my head. It was a very strange feeling. The hot, tingly numbness lasted about 45 minutes to an hour, the headache began to subside after 2 hours. The next day I had a little raised redness and the injection site and a bad headache, but was otherwise fine. At the vaccination site they strongly advised I go to the ER, which I did. I have no history of vaccine reaction.

970895 12/24/2020 01/25/2021 MO 59.0 59 F Patient had issue with inject side pain, muscle pain, joint pain, redness, going on 3 days at time of call (12/27/2020)

970896 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 40.0 40 M Started with body weakness, pain, joint pain, headache, and feeling feverish the same night of the vaccination. This continued until about noon on 1/24/21.

970897 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 TX 64.0 64 F On the 6th day 1/16 , I ran a fever in the evening along with a rash that appeared on my left buttocks and underneath my left upper leg areas and along my private area, a harsh burning intense pain and rash developed. it has been diagnosed as shingles. I have never had shingles before and therefore did not know what was happening , if this was a reaction to vaccine or another cause as to why i was experiencing this issue.

970898 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 SD 65.0 65 M On Friday 1/22/21 9:30 pm patient reports sudden onset of visual changes such as double vision with vertigo. He presented to Hospital to the emergency room. Treatment CT (negative) -blood work then transferred to healthcare facility via ambulance where he had an MRI (negative) and a CTA (negative). He was diagnosed with Lateral Sixth Nerve Palsy. He was intructed to follow with ophthamalogy and neurology and priamry care providers.

970899 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 39.0 39 M Gross hematuria.

970900 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 FL 54.0 54 F scratchy throat at 45 mins post injection. Patient was placed in a 30 min post vaccine observation window. No issues at the site. Patient went home. Approximately 45 mins after vaccine administration, called with symptoms. Advised to take Benadryl . Patient with no improvement. I was contacted by patient at 1803 she went to the hospital and was treated for an allergic reaction. Discharged at 1844 with rx for Epi-Pen.

970901 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 WA 83.0 83 M After a week passed, site developed small swelling and strong itch.

970903 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 GA 51.0 51 F Lips: tingling, numbness. Tongue: tingling. Throat closing up, itching. Voice: hoarse, shortness of breath

970904 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 OK 41.0 41 F Approx 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine she started c/o lip abd facial itching. She was given Benadryl 50mg Im to L Deltoid. She said within 5 minutes she was feeling better already. She called a friend that is a nurse practicioner to come and pick her up. no other problems noted

970905 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 OH 24.0 24 F dizziness, headache, diarrhea, arm redness, faitgue. Used Ibuprofen and iced arm. Reports being fine now.

970906 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 NY 32.0 32 F Rashes and itching of the skin by breast, stomach, arms and hands. Headaches, chills, Body aches and fatigue.

970907 12/29/2020 01/25/2021 MO 49.0 49 M Patient experienced arm soreness, as the day went on experienced chills, fever of 99-100, body aches.

970908 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Day of vaccine: extremely sore arm at injection site that lasted until Sunday evening.  It was extremely painful to lift my arm x 2 days. after vaccine Day 1:  woke up with tiredness and severe fatigue that lasted until that evening. after vaccine  Day 1: developed a headache that turned into a 2 day migraine that was treated with Imitrex and resolved after vaccine Day 2: fatigued but felt ok except for migraine symptoms. Imitrex resolved

970910 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 CO 61.0 61 F VACCINATED W FIRST MODERNA ON 1/13. LOT# 025J20-2A. REPORTS ARMS SORENESS STARTED ON 1/20. RN REPORTS ON 1/22, SHE HAD ARM SORENESS AND SLIGHT REDENNED NON RAISED AREA AT SITE OF INJECTION. MEASURED 1"X1?. INSTRUCTIONS TO REPORT SYMPTOMS IF REDNESS IS EXPANDING. ON 1/25 ? NO REDNESS AT INJECTION SITE, BUT IS SWOLLEN. BELOW INJECTION SITE, REDNESS NOW MEASURES 2.5X 2.5 INCHES. RECOMMEND COOL MOIST WASH CLOTH, MOVE ARM, FOLLOW UP W/ PCP (CELLULITIS CONCERN).

970911 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 PA 20.0 20 F Pt received vaccine ~9am.  Was not observed to initially have any s/s of reaction.  ~1045am patient went in to restroom, was dizzy/flush.  Vaccine clinic staff were alerted, who them laid the patient on the ground and elevated feet.  Staff felt for a pulse and found one.  Patient was awake, but slow to respond to commands.  Patient was transferred to the ED for evaluation where they were given diphenhydramine 25mg IV once, famotidine 20mg IV once, and methylprednisolone 125mg IV once.

970912 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 CO 74.0 74 F Received #1 Moderna.  The next day, very very soar arm that was injected.  Fever at 100.3, Aches.

970913 12/22/2020 01/25/2021 MO 31.0 31 F Employee experienced swelling in lymph nodes, pretty painful along sternum.

970915 12/23/2020 01/25/2021 MO 42.0 42 F Employee had hard knot appear at injection site 20 12/26/2020, experienced headache, tiredness, dizziness, and weakness for 4 days.

970916 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 46.0 46 M Sunday, Jan 24th 2:22 am - woke to violent, uncontrollable chills/shivers - lasted for 8 minutes before stopping. Severe migraine-level headache.  6:30 am - thoracic muscle pain/soreness, occasional chills continued, axillary temp 100.4 F. 17:35 pm - repeat episode of violent chills/shivering - lasted for 5 minutes, severe headache continued, axillary temp 101.8 F. Monday, Jan 25th 3:30 - woke with continued severe headache and mild chills. Axillary temp 100 F.

970917 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 54.0 54 F Started with fatigue, headache, muscle pain, joint pain, and chills in the morning on 1/23/21. This resolved on 1/24/21

970918 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 CT 28.0 28 F Extreme fatigue, sore throat, headaches

970919 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 IL 56.0 56 F 2 hrs after vaccine began to feel chills, did not have good appetite and didn't eat lunch. Started feeling lightheaded 3 hrs post vaccine. Able to stay at work until 4pm, went home, felt lightheaded, ate a meal and felt somewhat better.  Got up around 9:30pm, was on feet for a couple of minutes, went to kitchen and reached for a plate on top of the refrigerator.  Had presyncopal aura, then fainted.  Apparently fell on buttocks, which are sore.  No other symptoms.  Constitutional symptoms have resolved. Evaluated in ED today.

970920 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 39.0 39 F chills, fever (highest 102.8), body aches onset around 1am (approx 16 hrs after receiving dose); woke up around 5am and fever had come down; by the time I awoke again at 11am I felt very tired but all other symptoms had resolved

970921 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 TX 24.0 24 F Itchy, Red Rash forming in a circle shape the size of an egg just below the injection site on the left arm. The rash is a different temperature than the rest of the surrounding skin and breaks into hives only when I itch it. No treatments have been attempted, but pharmacy recommended Anti-histamine or cortisol cream.

970922 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 GA 81.0 81 F PT NOTIFIED PHARMACY OF REDNESS/SWELLING/WARM TO TOUCH 10 DAYS POST IMMUNIZATION

970923 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 IN 83.0 83 M PT stated he got the COVID vaccine then the next day the rash appeared.

970925 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 MO 40.0 40 F Body aches on day 2 - relieved by ibuprofen. Headache also relieved by ibuprofen. Beginning about 24 hours after the vaccine I have developed pain in the joints of my fingers that do not seem to be responsive to pain medications. Certain movements are more painful than others and seems to be worse on my right hand. Vaccine administered at 1730 on 1/20. Within 4 hours body aches and HA developed. 24 hours after joint pain started.

970926 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 GA 26.0 26 M fever - did not take temperature just felt warm.   Generalized achiness.

970927 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 65.0 65 F Chills, body aches, and temperature of 100.2 beginning the evening on 1/23/21. All resolved by morning on 1/24/21.

970929 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 FL 34.0 34 F A miscarriage was determined on 1/18/2021. There is no history of miscarriages.

970932 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 MO 47.0 47 F Per employee visit to Employee Health: Fever up to 103 degrees F. Tachycardia 130 bpm. Chest pain, SOB. Body aches. Developed blisters on gum and on tongue. Was concerned had COVID-19 so went to get tested. Resulted negative.

970933 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 PA 29.0 29 F "When I was leaving for work on Thursday 1/14 (8 days post vaccine) I noticed my arm was sore and heavy, almost like I got the vaccine all over again. When I got to work, I looked at my arm and it was very swollen, red, warm, firm, and itchy. By Sunday 1/17, I started to see progress with the swelling, warmth and redness.  It is still mildly itchy. Please note, when I got the vaccine on 1/06/21, I had the normal side effects of arm soreness, fatigue, mild muscle aches and a mild headache; all of these symptoms were gone by Friday 1/08/21. I saw [vaccine administrator] and she instructed me to use ice and hydrocortisone cream.  I iced it for 4 days and there was no change until day 4 (Sunday). I also used Aleve during this time as well. I saw my PCP on Monday 1/18 and she told me to continue the current treatment of ice and Alieve and to update her on Wednesday 1/20."

970934 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 KS 45.0 45 F Very sore arm the day of injection into the next day, lump, red, hot to touch at injection site.  Tired

970935 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 37.0 37 F Pt began having swelling and discomfort in R axillae. Felt that there were palpable lymph nodes; after palpating she experienced numbness and burning pain across R breast and around R upper arm

970936 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 CA 21.0 21 F Chills, fatigue

970937 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 CT 25.0 25 F I got the vaccination 1/23/21 and after 15 minutes I left. Later that night I was feeling a little off and thought it wasn't a big deal. Went to sleep woke up with 101 fever, body ached pain, and chills. Took ibuprofen and felt a little better. Then noticed the spot on arm got bigger and mother drew border, then this morning no fever but feeling uncomfortable joint pain and now the spot is bigger than the border. I went to the urgent care today 1/25/2021 after reading CDC recommendation and was diagnosed with cellulitis and was prescribed penicillin.

970938 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 FL 71.0 71 F After 10 days the shot area swelled and turned red.  The area has gotten bigger every day since then.  It is a dull ache. No throb, not hot, only hurts with a grab.  The area on January 25, 2021 is approximately 5 inches by 3 inches.

970939 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 MN 43.0 43 F Sore arm noted day of vaccine. Following day noted fatigue, dizziness, nausea, chills,  body aches, headache. Most symptoms subsided the next day, headaches and dizziness continue daily one week later.

970940 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 CO 40.0 40 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA: Two days after receiving vaccination patient presents to the emergency department for a near syncopal episode. Since vaccination patient reports fever (up to 101 degrees Fahrenheit), chills, hight headedness, headhache, and myalgias. In the emergency department vitals stable and within normal ranges, including temperature 36.5 degrees Celsius. No rash, hives, or shortness of breath noted. Patient administered intravenous fluids with symptom improvement. Discharged home stable.

970941 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Localized reaction: Within 6 hours of the injection a warm, red, itchy welt appeared at the injection site. It was the size of a quarter with a lump under the skin about the size of a half dollar. Within 24 hours, both the welt and the lump doubled in size.  Side Effects: Within 2 hours of the vaccine a headache developed.  Within 4 hours of the vaccine fatigue set-in.  24 hours after receiving the vaccine, fatigue continued.  34 hours after receiving the vaccine, in addition to the continued fatigue, shortness of breath, dyspnea upon exertion started a long with mild throat soreness, nausea, muscle/body aches and joint pain.  50 hours after receiving the vaccine all side effects subsided except for soreness at the site of the injection and shortness of breath/dyspnea.  72 hours after receiving the vaccine there is still soreness at the site of the injection as well as shortness of breath.

970942 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 47.0 47 F soreness in right arm at injection site for 3 days could move arm with no problem.  Had redness at injection site for a week after injection then no issues. After the 1st injection, I had a burst of energy and felt great for a week.  Heard this from others of the same effect.  NO migraines at all and no mild headaches.   Interesting that I am hearing the same effect with energy in Type O blood types.  Curious as to why?

970943 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 VA 22.0 22 F Syncopal episodes X 4 on 1/23 - transferred to ed  - admitted  Fever chills aches on 1/22/21 pm Y 3

970944 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 AL 35.0 35 F approximately 45- an hour after the injection I had some rapid heart rate and shortness of breath. Around lunch I had a hard time swallowing  with more shortness of breath and rapid heart beat .  My arm became increasingly  sore throughout the day with a swollen lump protruding from my sleeve. That afternoon around 5 pm when I got home from work I decided to take off my shirt to look , a red rash had begun to form up my arm into my left  shoulder.  I applied ice and took Ibuprofen 800 mg . The next morning I awoke to a very swollen arm with a large knot at the injection site. I hurt from the injection site all the way up to my neck. The Rash and pain continued for a couple more days into the weekend. I consult my physician and was told to continue Benadryl and Zyrtec.  One week after receiving the vaccination I did not feel well and was sent to the CRNP for employee health. I had muscle aches, body aches, low grade temp, sinus pressure, tired, sore throat. I was given a covid, flu A&B test which all came back negative. Over the next  two weeks I have experienced extreme fatigue, random low grade temps, muscle aches , sore throat, and neck soreness.

970945 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 NY 62.0 62 F Rash 5mins after COVID 2 administration

970946 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 78.0 78 M At 5:00 AM Sunday morning, extreme pain, achy all over, headache, aching all the way down legs, back, neck.  Almost like having the COVID virus.  Rolled out of bed, could not stand up or hardly walk to the bathroom.  Felt very faint, had to hold onto wall.  Was very sweaty, running temperature, cold sweats.  Just kept getting worse and thought about going to the ER and then decided to put it off until talking to somebody.  Called 2-1-1 and the lady told her that it was part of the side-effects to it.  She told her to call her doctor, and they were not in on the weekend.  This morning, the doctor called and asked if she had Corona, his other doctor retired and got this one the first of January.  Took 3 months to recover from the COVID and was on antibiotics, and told her because he have antibodies.  Feeling better, still having some achiness.

970947 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 MS 52.0 52 F numbness/tingling in right hand, progressed to chin and up face, 24 hours later only numbness remained on the left side of face. No sweiing, no drooping, no loss of taste, no loss of chewing ability, no loss in eye site.

970948 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 AL 45.0 45 F woke up with fever,  leg cramps, severe headache, body aches , arm very warm to touch 4 days after still, arm soreness at injection site  felt like I covid all over again

970949 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 TX 24.0 24 F I had left arm pain and swelling for 3 days following the injection. By the 20th symptoms were more tolerable and mild, the 22nd I had Bell?s palsy and left side paralysis and had to go to the ER. Now I?m on antiviral medication.

970950 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Numbness to injection site  L Deltoid , Numbness radiates down to left forearm

970951 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 29.0 29 F severe headache, Muscle/body aches, severe Fatigue

970952 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 CA 28.0 28 F WOKEN UP BY SEVERE ARM PAIN APPROXIMATELY 12 HOURS AFTER INJECTION.  PAIN DID NOT CHANGE ENTIRE NEXT DAY. SLIGHTLY BETTER SECOND DAY AFTER, HOWEVER I WENT TO WRING OUT A WASHCLOTH IN THE AFTERNOON AND EXPERIENCED EXTREME HORRIBLE PAIN THAT RADIATED IN MY LEFT WRIST.  I HAVE NEVER FELT A PAIN LIKE THAT, I WAS AFRAID SOMETHING WAS REALLY WRONG.  IT SLOWLY SUBSIDED, AND SINCE THEN I HAVE BEEN CAREFUL WITH HOW I USE  MY WRIST AND ARM, BUT IT IS STILL SOMEWHAT PAINFUL AND DOESN'T FEEL RIGHT.  I AM AFRAID I WILL FEEL THAT PAIN AGAIN IF I MOVE/PUSH/LIFT ANYTHING IN A CERTAIN WAY.

970953 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 55.0 55 M Patient developed a temperature of 102.9 orally at 5:30 pm.  MD notified, APAP 650mg po administered. Temp at 9:00 pm 99.4.  Patient also had poor appetite

970954 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 CO 40.0 40 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA: Two days after receiving vaccination patient presents to the emegency department for a near syncopal episode. Since vaccination patient reports fever (up to 101 degrees Fahrenheit), chills, light headedness, headache, and myalgias. In the emergency department vitals stable and within normal ranges including temperature 36.5 degrees Celsius. No rash, hives, or shortness of breath noted or reported. Patient adminsitered fluids with symptom improvement. Discharged to home stable.

970955 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 PA 55.0 55 F Vaccine administered 5 days before recommended time frame.

970956 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 NY 70.0 70 F tightening of chest

970957 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 NC 65.0 65 F On 1/25/21 when patient came for second dose of COVID19 vaccine, patient complained the arm she received the 12/28/20 COVID19 vaccine in continues to be sore.  Soreness started 12/29/20 and was very sore through 12/30/20.  Despite 28 days since first vaccine dose, patient indicates she still has arm soreness, although less than the initial two days following the first dose.

970959 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 TX 55.0 55 F Extreme itching after 24 hours had passed from receiving the vaccine. 3 full days of extreme itching, then went to Care Now.

970960 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 IN 82.0 82 M Adverse Event - High temperature, too weak to stand and walk, confused Treatment - Taken to hospital by ambulance - hospital treatment unsure ( 1 over night stay) Outcomes - continued pain in his neck, ?fuzzy? head, and dizzy 11 days after vaccine Y 1

970961 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 42.0 42 M About 72 hours after receiving the vaccination i was shivering uncontrollably on and off, breaking out in sweats on and off. Once i would start to feel better after sleeping 4-6 hours. I get out of bed thinking I was better, then another hour or so later the symptoms were back, so I would go back to bed shivering uncontrollably off and on again, sweating and uncomfortable until falling back to sleep.. This lasted for about 48 hours, which started 72 after receiving my vaccination.  No adverse symptoms the first 2 days following the vaccination. I got vaccinated on Tuesday, 1/19/21 - symptoms started Friday, 1/22/21 - Saturday, 1/23/21.  Sunday, 1/24/21 I finally felt normal again.

970962 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 MT 83.0 83 F Patient within 10 minutes experienced nausea, lightheadedness, and dizziness. Patient went to ED. received hydration and ondansetron 4 mg. Discharged from ED.

970964 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 61.0 61 F Chills. Fever. Nausea. Vomiting. Fainted

970965 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 CA 34.0 34 F Area of shot is puffy and red and itchy, hives have appeared on my left and right arm around my elbow and are spreading to hands and fingers

970966 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 FL 53.0 53 M Fever 100.8F oral, body aches. Rest, Thera-Flu, OTC Flu RX. Felt better Sunday 1/23 and "normal" Monday 1/25.

970967 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 IN 68.0 68 F The only reaction I had with the first vaccine on 12/18/20  was fatigue the second day following the vaccination.  12/18/20.   On 12/2820  I developed a deep cough and a temperature of 100.6.  I tested positive for Covid.    I quarantined for 10 days and was ill for approximately 5 of those days.  I contacted my pulmonologist who researched the data and determined if I was afebrile and did not have body aches and was feeling ok I could take 2nd vaccine.  If not I should wait a week.  Since I was not experiencing S&S of Covid and felt fine I took 2nd vaccine on 1/8/2021.   Late the night of the injection 1/8/2021  I developed a deep consistant cough, a temp of 100.2, chills, headache, and fatigue.   By the second day my temp was 99.8 , cough was unchanged and fatigue was unrelenting.  My temp continued to decrease with time until I was afebrile the week of the 18th.  By the 22nd  the fatigue was much improved and the cough was not as persistent. Today, 1/25/2021  my only complaint is the deep cough .

970968 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Body aches, fatigue, dizziness, brain fog.

970969 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 40.0 40 F One week post vaccination, developed angioedema of left eye, experienced hives over entire body, tongue itching, scratchy throat, tachycardia

970970 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 OR 35.0 35 F Swollen Tongue or Throat Nausea/Vomiting Headache Fatigue Dizziness Muscle aches Weakness  Localized pain and swelling at injection site

970971 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 TX 67.0 67 F Stomach pains.  no pains during the day of the injection but I woke  up at  2 AM with extreme stomach cramps. for  3 days. Fourth day I had no cramps but   I experienced  dizziness and could not keep my balance

970973 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 KS 38.0 38 F Approx. eight hours after administration, pt experienced intense fatigue and body aches, which worsened throughout the next eight hours.  Headache and loss of appetite were intermittent over the course of the next 24 hours.

970974 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 CO 45.0 45 F I have a huge red, swollen mass in my right arm around the shot site.  It is going on Day 4 and it is hot and burns.

970975 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 DC 71.0 71 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Nonstop ringing in ears started about 2 days after vaccine

970977 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 MD 75.0 75 F The day after receiving the vaccine, I had fatigue, vomiting, low grade fever,  headache, chills and my arm was hurting like heck. The next day I felt better besides just feeling tired. I am feeling a lot better today but still feeling tired.   Around the 23 of November 2020 I had COVID-19

970978 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 60.0 60 F Immediate swelling and soreness at injection site. After 3 hours soreness spread to elbow and neck. I was tired and muscle hurt, and a little dizzy for the next few days. Third day after injection, had an adverse event, severe dizziness and disorientation. Almost lost consciousness several times, but did not.  Mental thought process was affected. Had sensation of not receiving enough oxygen. Severe diarrhea and sick to my stomach, sinus congestion. Episode lasted several hours, next 24 hours was dizzy, weak, and soreness of arm. Had another slight episode of dizziness, sinus congestion, tiredness, and chills on day 11 after the vaccine.

970979 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 PA 42.0 42 F No initial symptoms other than a sore arm when i got my second shot on 1/8. On 1/21/21 started with hives, uticaria, and mild angioedema that has not yet subsided despite having received treatment. was told it could be a late reaction and that i should report it.

970980 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 34.0 34 M Severe muscle pain fever of 101 in ability to move joints legs hands. Headache nausua

970981 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 CA 54.0 54 F erythema 30 mm X 70 mm. Itchy. no fever, no respiratory problems.

970982 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 MS 48.0 48 M Burning and tingling in bilat. Arms hands and fingers and to a much lesser degree. Bilat lower extremities
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970983 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 RI 41.0 41 F Employee became dizzy after vaccine administration. Employee was laid down with an ice pack at the back of her neck and monitored. Her heart rate was 75 and her POX was 99%. She immediately felt better.

970984 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 CA 77.0 77 F swelling, erythema and pruritis 2 weeks afte rinfection

970985 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 CA 68.0 68 F I began experiencing itching at the injection site day 6 post vaccination, which I assumed was not unexpected. However, I subsequently began experiencing intense itching at night first on my left forearm and anterior left thigh and the next night on both anterior thighs, at which time  I also noted welts and redness over the surface as well. Both nights I took Benadryl to good effect and have not noticed itching or rash during the daytime.

970986 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 KS 60.0 60 F Received vaccine 1/6/2021; immediate redness and pain in injection site. Continued, along with itching, for 2-3 days, then was mostly gone except a warmth and slight discoloration (pink, not red). Began to feel fatigue within the next week. Then, around 1/17 or 18, the heat, pain, itching, and redness returned, along with a painful swelling on the left side  bottom of my mouth, and on the left side bottom of my tongue.  I'd been told someone I knew had pain as well, and was prescribed Benadryl, so I took the over-the-counter type as directed, and within the second dose (after 4 hours), the pain and swelling receded in my mouth and on my arm. Within a day, I had no more mouth pain, and the arm feels better, although it's still pink, itchy, and warm.

970987 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 AK 29.0 29 M 12/28 vaccination 12/29 24 hours later, started fatigued, chills, developed into fever. Couldn't eat. Temp was close 100.2 but didn't last long. 99 temp by 3am. By morning it was down to 98. Did not take any medications. HA ,fatigue symptoms lasted  a couple days.  12/30 Went to urgent care.  COVID; negative  12/31 vaccine follow up and return to work

970988 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 NM 81.0 81 F slight temp elevation, severe hip joint pain extending into 3rd day -- first the left hip, then the right hip by 2nd day; also muscle aches in left arm and leg.

970989 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 OH 51.0 51 F Night after vaccine had chills, nausea, body aches, and shortness of breath.  Was better on evening of 1/22/2021 and was OK on 1/23/2021.

970990 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 NY 83.0 83 M 48 hours after vaccination the patient had a severe erythematous rash over his entire body sparing only his face and mucous membranes. It blanched but not raised. It was extremely itchy but without sob, fever, joint pain, facial swelling, trouble talking or swallowing

970991 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 OH 80.0 80 M Received the vaccine 1/19/21.  On 1/20/21, states hurt all over - generalized aches and pains, nausea, diarrhea. Did not get out of bed all day. Denies any chills. Subsided over the next 2 days and was gone by Friday.  All s/s gone by Saturday.  Also c/o arm soreness at injection site for the same time frame.

970992 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 TN 47.0 47 F On night on vaccination (01/22/2021), experienced headache, fever, chills, nausea, and vomiting. On 01/23/2021, experienced same symptoms plus dizziness and muscle aches. Vomiting subsided on 01/24/2021 at 3:00pm. Muscle aches subsided on 01/25/2021 at 10:00am. Other symptoms persist. Nausea, fatigue, and dizziness are severe.

970993 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 60.0 60 F Headache, Nausea, Body aches, Chills

970994 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 OH 63.0 63 F Injection site pain, tiredness, headache , muscle pain, chill, joint pain, nausea, feeling unwell, swollen lymph nodes, difficulty breathing, swelling of face, fast hearbeat, bad rash , dizziness and weakness, intestinal pain. All symptoms lasted 18 days. Was given prescription medication for symptoms by primary care doctor.

970995 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 91.0 91 M Experienced chills starting about 3 hours after the shot , followed by a low grade fever ( 100.5 to 100.9 ) throughout the night . Fever down to normal by noon the 24th of Jan . Loss of energy on day 2 and 3 following the shot

970996 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 NC 59.0 59 M I am the medical director: I have been having tinnitus ever since waking up the day after the vaccine.  I had the expected side effects Chills, aches, headache but was not expecting the tinnitus and thought initially it would resolve with the other symptoms but it has not.  It is a constant high pitched tone.  I was not exposed to anything else that day.  No loud noises and have no symptoms other illness.  This is the first time I have experienced this. It doesn't seem to be in one ear or the other, It is just there , constantly.  I did not go to a doctor because I am one and know nothing can be done.

970997 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Localized Petechiae around injection site 3 days after receiving vaccine.  Redness, swelling, warmth, & itching on Day 7 1/24/2021 in the evening around 7:50pm PST. Took Benadryl 25mg 1 tablet.  Less itching & swelling, but mild redness spreading but still localized on Day 8. Ice pack applied x 20min. Still monitoring. Overall symptoms are mild.

970998 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 MD 38.0 38 M Less than 48 hours after shot developed shingles in left ear.

970999 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 NY 36.0 36 F Moderna COVID-19 vaccine EUA: weakness, bodyaches, headache, 102.4 fever, chills, sob, upper chest pain and extreme Thirsty. Symptoms lasted 3 days

971000 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 MI 30.0 30 F I was having chest pains that woke me up with dull achy chest pains on my left side. I tried to wait it out for a  couple of hours and nothing improved so I went to the ER 12/31/20 and they did EKG and other tests. They medicated me with Ibuprofen and sent me home. The next day I had to go again because the pains were worse. At the ER at 01/01/2021 they redid the same tests and all came back normal. I still feel the chest pains not as strong they come and go. I had them yesterday but not today. My PCP does not know what to do and prescribed me XANAX to keep me from getting stressed and making it to come back. My employer suggested doing a COVID test but I had not had a chance to go and have it done yet.

971001 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 KS 37.0 37 F Around 7 pm on Feb 22 I started feeling very fatigued and I had some body aches. I decided to go to bed early to try to sleep it off. About 5 am on Feb 23 I was woken up by a splitting headache. I also felt feverish and had the chills. My head hurt so bad, worse than any migraine I had ever had. I got out of bed to take some ibuprofen and could hardly even walk my body hurt so bad. I took the ibuprofen and went back to bed until about 8 am. When I woke up at 8 I felt okay other than a slight headache that lasted until about 7 pm when I took another dose of ibuprofen.

971002 12/18/2020 01/25/2021 TX 65.0 65 F BY the evening I developed a headache and had serve  pain for about 5 days in the middle of my back. After that my nose got stocked up and I ended up getting Covid.

971003 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 OR 38.0 38 F Itchy, red, inflammation at injection site, roughly baseball sized

971004 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 71.0 71 M Sudden headache, nausea, BP 160/90  seated, lightheaded, reddened.  2 episodes, lasting about an hour each. BP  returned to normal between episodes. Slight fever. Muscle aches and even foot discomfort  Sore arm. Arm and hand swelling and redness starting the night of the 24th, remaining today, Jan. 25, 2021

971005 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 PA 62.0 62 F Worsening inflammation/dermatitis 10 days following Moderna Covid-19 vaccine injection.  First mild/moderate pain  around injection site a couple days after injection (2.5 X 4 cm).  By day 10 post-injection the inflammation and aching (mild-moderate) sensation increased.  Inflammation around injection site expanded to 8 X 6.5 cm..  Sought medical care at this point and given diagnosis of unspecified dermatitis.  Have been prescribed antibiotic cefadroxyl 1 GM tablet - 1 day and Medrol Dosepack 6-day course.  Treatment starting 1/25/2021. Suspect possible cellulitis, and poor location of injection (back of right arm not positioned in deltoid muscle.)

971006 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 ME 43.0 43 F Swollen, red, hot to touch, rash that spread.  Diagnosed with Cellulitis, prescribed antibiotics.

971007 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 KS 32.0 32 F FRIDAY 1/22/21- 2:30pm headache started, 3pm started feeling really tired, by 6pm started feeling achy - arm was super warm to touch and hurt a lot, went to be early due to extreme exhaustion and malaise around 9pm Saturday - woke at 4am to extreme body aches - had to move to couch to stay sitting up to be able to sleep; all day felt horrible body aches, fever, chills (was super hot but also freezing at the same time), skin felt hot to touch- almost painful, extreme fatigue, joint pain - worst in knees and shoulders, hurt to walk, had a little cough, migraine (I'd rate pain around a 10/10) Saturday night into Sunday morning - woke several times drenched in sweat, got up to use bathroom, would be freezing to the point of shaking, then 30 mins later sweating under the covers but still so cold. Continued though out night. Sunday - same symptoms but less painful (rate it around a 9/10) - went to store to get groceries with husband around 8:30pm and almost passed out, super weak and felt like puking - not sure if it was just the mask making it hard to breathe. Monday - woke drenched in sweat but not as bad as over the weekend, still achy but not as bad, headache, arm is still super sore and enlarged, hot to touch, fatigue, malaise - but able to go to work (pain down to 6/10, so definitely better than before)

971008 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 IL 57.0 57 F Nausea, diarrhea, chills

971009 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Swollen  and painful right armpit

971010 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 NY 29.0 29 F Was not feeling well shortly after receiving  1st dose on 1/6/21. Went to primary care doctor on 1/7/21. Still not feeling well later on 1/7/21, went to ED. Felt dizzy, heart racing. Tachycardic 130's-140's

971011 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 NC 75.0 75 M woke up around 2 AM with pain in essentially every joint.    I took 525 mg  Tylenol and was able to sleep after a while.  The pain was completed gone in less than 12 hours.  Other than sore arm for the first two days after the injection,  the joint pain was all I experienced.  It did not interfere with normal activity other than a few hours sleep.

971012 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 TX 81.0 81 F rash 2 weeks after vaccination. red/erythematous, itching. Tx: OTC antihistamine and cold compresses. Outlined area to monitor progression

971014 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 NY 47.0 47 F ON THE MORNING OF 01/22/2021 PT WOKE UP AND HAD RIGHT SIDED FACIAL DROOPING. PT DID NOT TELL ANYONE UNTIL THE MORNING OF 01/25 AND WAS SEEN BY HER PRIMARY. PT PRESENTED TO PRIMARY VISIT WITH RIGHT SIDED FACIAL DROOPING, PT ABLE TO OPEN AND CLOSE RIGHT EYE, TONGUE GOES TO LEFT SIDE, NO SWALLOWING ISSUES.

971015 09/01/2020 01/25/2021 MD 56.0 56 F Patient has limited mobility of arm and believes it is a result of the vaccination.

971016 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 VA 48.0 48 F Sudden onset nausea, profuse sweating, pale, tingling hands and felt like would lose consciousness approx 1.25-1.5 hours after injection. around 12:10 pm or so.    Removed excess clothing, put head between legs and turned on fan.  Symptoms improved within 15 minutes.  Headache later Saturday evening.  Face hot and flushed and bad headache around 6pm Sunday evening.  Face hot and flushed still Monday 1/25 in am but is getting a little better (I think) at the time of report.

971017 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 VA 44.0 44 F Chills/Fever Body Aches Fatique Injection Site soreness (could barely move arm)

971018 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 FL 54.0 54 M Following 2nd dose: Left chest swelling approx 7 inches in diameter near left axilla. Lymphadenopathy and tenderness of the left axilla. Back pain, "sand paper" skin with urticaria.   Following 1st dose: back ache and urticaria x 2 weeks

971019 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Decreased range of motion and pain same day as administration. Pain resolves after 1 week. 3 weeks post administration, range of motion is still decreased and weakness in that arm. Patient referred to specialized medicine.

971020 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 GA 42.0 42 F Day 1: Severe headaches, severe dizziness  Day 3: heart palpations, continued h/a Day 6: rash at injection site, continued palpations Day 7: baseball sized rash at injection site, right arm/chest swelling, palpations  Day8: severe dizziness, headaches,  and continuing rash Day 10: acute rash face and neck, continued palpations

971021 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 CT 75.0 75 F I began feeling deeply fatigued and achy about six hours after the vaccination and went to bed.  The aches and fatigue continued the next day and evening and, additionally, I had a swelling in my left wrist of the arm that I had the shot in.  That swelling was painful; it  was about an inch across and looked like it contained fluid.  All those symptoms continued for two more days and then the swelling began to subside and is now gone..  Today, the morning of the fifth day after the vaccination, I awoke at 3 a.m. with severe body aches, took two Tylenol and eventually was able to sleep again.  I am feeling better but very, very tired and have some bodyaches and headache but not as severe.

971022 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 NH 49.0 49 F fever, chills, body muscle pain and headache

971023 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 TX 42.0 42 F 40 hours after getting the vaccine, I was very dizzy getting up off the floor. I didn?t notice any dizziness upon waking, during 30 minutes on the stationary bike, but only got dizzy after laying down on my back for stretches. I wasn?t able to stand right away. After a few minutes sitting, I stood and couldn?t walk a straight line. My head was spinning. I had 40-50 oz of water already that morning, Apple Watch said sinus rhythm, heart BPM was up to 111 during exercise and down to 88 2 minutes after exercise. I didn?t push myself during the workout, it was a normal or easier workout than usual. When I called the HCP hotline and they asked for this information and also: head injury, no. Numbness on face, tingling on hands/legs, no. They recommended I go to an ER if I still had symptoms, but by the time I was done with the call, I wasn?t dizzy. I could bend over without symptoms and was walking straight.

971024 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 UT 45.0 45 M Patient reports that on 01/24/2021 he woke up with a sore arm.  He reports that he has decreased range of motion and decreased strength in that arm. He denies redness, swelling or visible injury but feels like there is a bruise in his shoulder.

971025 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 OR 43.0 43 F I received an instant headache, my left arm swelled and was painful from my shoulder down to my hand. Later in the day i became extremely tired, had pain in my neck. The next day i was still very tired, arm pain, headache, body aches, vomiting. Day 4 i am still very tired with body aches.

971026 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 AK 84.0 84 F 8th of January got shot. achy right arm and swollen for week. 24th took shower whole shot area was red with rash. could see mark where needle went in. felt tired and arm ached.

971027 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 VA 54.0 54 F Pt reported "tightness" in chest and stumbled then collapsed on stairs near exit.  Pt was beginning to lose consciousness.  RN administered two doses of  0.3mg EPI Pen three minutes apart.  Pt became more alert and reported improvement in respiratory status.  EMS transported patient to hospital.

971028 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 FL 55.0 55 F Sudden onset of pain in injection site, radiating to neck.  Decreased range of motion without severe pain.  Arm is extremely heavy and unable to be moved very much. Increased with movement and palpation.  Unable to work.

971029 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 46.0 46 M Vaccine recipient experienced a bit of headache, nausea and vomiting after vaccination on 1/19/2021. On 1/22/2021, he started having palpitations and also mentioned that his blood pressure was really high.

971030 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 OR 41.0 41 F 1/21/21:  Immediate swelling at injection site, hot to touch and arm soreness 1/22/21:  I woke up at 7:30am with a sore throat and right ear pain.  This is typical for me when I am starting to fight something off.  I was managing okay until around 1pm when I started to low grade fever at 99.8.  By around 4pm, my body was really starting to ache and I was getting chills.  After the training, I took some Thera Flu, but I couldn?t really move from the couch to the bed because my body was so sore.  My fever fluctuated between high 99?s to low 100?s.  I felt like I got hit by a truck.  I managed to fall asleep around 8:00pm and was able to sleep until 1:00am.  I took more Thera Flu, water, and was able to fall back to sleep at 3:00ish am. 1/23/21:  I woke again at 11:00am and my aching was still there but not nearly as bad as the previous day but now I felt heavy congestion in my head and chest.  I also had sneezing, and a stuffy then runny nose off and on throughout the day.  I was also very, very tired and had no energy to do anything but lay there.  Today is when the diarrhea started 1/24/21:  Body aches at this point are still tolerable but I?m sore.  My arm injection site is bruising and starting to itch and still slightly warm to the touch.  I have sneezing, a dry cough, and an off and on runny nose and diarrhea  1/25/21:  Body aches are mild today, dry cough is here, post nasal drip mucus I am assuming as well.  All I want to do is sleep.  I?m so tired.  No diarrhea today so far but I haven?t had anything to eat yet.

971032 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 WA 59.0 59 F Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea

971033 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 FL 50.0 50 M Scratchy throat and post nasal drip developed within 15 mins of vaccine administration. VS remained stable. 1700 Diphenydramine 25mg IM administered. 1723 Epineprine 1 mg  IM administered.  Patient monitored, VS remained stable. Symptoms improved. Patient discharges at 1743. Patient was driven home.

971034 01/25/2021 U ON Jan 16 complained of lightheadedness then felt better after supper and nap. Next day ok On Jan 22 did not get up, had stroke, taken by ambulance to hospital and transferred to medical facility. Y Y 4

971035 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 CA 55.0 55 F Her arm is sore and swollen. Chills, Body aches down her spine, 99.5 temperature. She feels the vaccine is causing depression.

971036 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 AL 80.0 80 M The patient woke up at 0100 on 01/24/2021 reporting shortness of breath, expiratory wheezing, shaking with chills, subjective fever. The patient was seen in the Emergency Department and admitted with a dx of COPD exacerbation. The patient improved nicely after bronchodilators, antibiotic therapy and steroid therapy. The patient was discharged on 01/25/2020 prior to noon.Y 1

971037 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 FL 67.0 67 F When she came home started getting really cold around 5:30 pm yesterday.  Started having chills all night and slept with winter coat on.  Started getting sick to her stomach all evening, started throwing up last night beginning at 11:00 PM, throwing up bile.  Today having fever of 101, didn't take anything for it, but down to 100 now.  Took 2 Tums and had such achy joints and sat down in a chair and could not get up from the chair.  Took some Tylenol and that helped, but freezing cold.  Didn't sleep all night.  Has not notified her doctor of the symptoms, just calling us.

971038 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 TX 55.0 55 F I had serve tenderness and redness at the site I had dizziness, headache, feeling, tired, I felt like I had flu, chills, nausea, stomach cramps, muscle pain, joint pain.  I had some insomnia.  I had this for about 3-4 days after. I started feeling better on Saturday and got the vaccine on a Tuesday. I spoke to my Dr. about it and we decided to take Tylenol and a lot of baths.

971039 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 IA 59.0 59 F hives started 30 minutes after vaccine administered,  then she started feeling  wheezy and tongue thickness.  Rapid response team notified.  Epinephrine given and patient transported to ER

971040 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 KS 45.0 45 F Woke up at 2:30 am on 1/23/21 with fever of 100.8, chills, and headache.  I monitored my temperature and it peaked at  101.5 at 5:00am on 1/23/21.   I took two Tylenol and my fever started to go down, but it was still elevated between 99 and 100 degrees until around noon.  The chills and headache persisted until around 6:00 pm that day.  That night and the next day, I was fine - no temperature, chills or headache.

971041 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 MI 31.0 31 F Right after vaccination patient felt warm, rash started to appear and had intense itching about 10 minutes in to the event. She had premedicated with Benadryl 12.5mg along with Zyrtec. After itching started she was given an additional 12.5 mg of Benadryl. She was monitored for >30 minutes with improvement of symptoms. Rash still present but she said no longer has itching and that she knew her body well and that she was fine to leave. She stated that her mother was in the car waiting for her since she knew that she might have this type of reaction. We had a long discussion about going to the ER but she said she has Benadryl on her if needed and knew when she needed to get to an ER in terms of symptomatology. We also discussed option of having next dose with an allergist. She would like to call her allergist to discuss options but feels comfortable getting 2nd dose knowing how she reacted this time.

971043 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 NC 89.0 89 M Developed pain on right side including arm down into hand and right shoulder.

971045 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 CA 80.0 80 M Sore shoulder for 3 days.

971046 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 PR 25.0 25 F Weakness and paresthesia on the arm where the vaccine was administered

971047 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 OR 29.0 29 F was feeling fine at home until a few minutes I got to work, Feeling off/weird

971048 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 DE 78.0 78 F 1/21  Significant itching at injection site.  Refrained from touching. By evening progressed to small area of redness and swelling. 1/22  Much larger area, rosy red, swelling and felt hot.  Applied ice.  Area affected continued to spread. 1/25 Presently extends from shoulder to arm pit, but not under arm.  About size of  very large orange.  Tender, but not painful.  Very itchy, still red, hot feeling, and puffy. Hopeful it is safe to receive 2nd dose around 2/14/2021

971049 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 PA 63.0 63 F Rash all over body.  extreme swelling at injection site 8 days after injection Treatment  Benadryl.  outcome ongoing

971050 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 MD 80.0 80 F Subject: COVID-19 Vaccine I received my COVID-19 vaccine (right arm)  on January 24, 2021 at 2 pm. The purpose of this note is to let you know that on Saturday 1/23 i started having sharping (icepick) pains in my head -right side, behind ear and the pains are continuing today 1/25/2021.

971052 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 GA 29.0 29 M Patient complained of dizziness and facial flushing. Recovered spontaneously.

971054 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Within one hour of receiving the shot, I felt a hot burning sensation going through my body and the burning continued on in the back of my head for the next hour. Ever since the shot I have had numbness on and off in my extremities and in my face.

971056 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 DE 70.0 70 M A FEW HOURS AFTER RECEIVING MY VACCINE YESTERDAY 1/24/21, I RECEIVED AN EMAIL FROM CDC TELLING ME THAT MY APPOINTMENT IS CANCELLED. I CANT REACH ANYONE BY PHONE SO MY ONLY OPTION IS THIS FORM. MY CONCERN IS THAT IF CDC THINKS MY APPOINTMENT WAS CANCELLED, THEN I WILL NOT GET NOTICE WHEN MY IMPORTANT 2ND VACCINATION WILL BE AVAILABLE TO ME. THANK YOU.

971058 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 WI 57.0 57 F Approximately 48 hrs. after 1st dose on 1/22/21, body aches, especially the back muscles and nausea. Also headache.

971061 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 PA 65.0 65 F Palm size area rash at injection site 8 days after injection. Itchy, raised, red and warm. Still active today but appears to be diminishing. Ice pack applied.

971063 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 WI 98.0 98 F Difficulty walking/standing

971064 01/17/2021 01/25/2021 OR 56.0 56 F Moderna COVID-19 vaccine EUA  Raised,  red, itchy rash at vaccine injection site. Lasting more than 24 hours; subsiding after use of  OTC anti-histamine

971065 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 AK 60.0 60 F itchy, hive and hard and swollen

971068 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 51.0 51 F Swelling above upper lip where I have derma filler. Very minor but still noticeable the day after the vaccine injection.

971069 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 KS 49.0 49 F 1st dose was on 12/22/2020-day of injection left shoulder pain for 3-4 days then left armpit pain for 3-4 days along with a headache.  2nd dose was on 1/22/2021 at 945am-day of injection right shoulder pain still having , second day after armpit pain and still have, day of injection at approx. 730pm chills, arms and leg muscle so painful you could not touch them for approx. 14-16 hours then was better and came back next night but not as painful and now gone, Headache started approx. 730pm day of injection and has continued and still have, muscles that normal hurt are 10 fold more painful since injection but are finally starting to easy up, fever of 100.9 night of injection only,

971071 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 MI 78.0 78 F Patient developed  generalized hives  starting 2 dys after her shot  with worsening of her generalized hives thru the 2 dys afterward

971072 12/31/2020 01/25/2021 MO 48.0 48 M Approximately 30 minutes after injection, client began to experience shortness of breath,  nausea, vomiting, hives on face and chest,  tightness in chest and severe anxiety attack.

971073 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 VA 45.0 45 F My arm had a red circular area around the injection site and was painful as if I had been punched, the day of and the day after I got the vaccine on the 16th of January.  This faded and went away.  Saturday January 23, I noticed my arm had a hive like rash around the injection site and it itched.  As the day progressed the itch grew worse so I put aquaphor on it in the event my skin was dry.  Sunday I woke up and my arm had a red circle around the injection site with a raised portion almost as if half a hard boiled egg was under my skin on top of my muscle.  The redness comes and goes. I am guessing from clothing irritation? The swelling is down a bit after I took a Benadryl.

971074 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Fatigue, nausea, diarrhea, chest pain

971075 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 PA 42.0 42 F itching and the sensation of shortness of breath on vaccination date of 1/13/21.

971077 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 CO 83.0 83 F Patient received 1st dose moderna vaccination and shortly after c/o feeling light headed, tingling in legs, dizzy. BP 200's/60's. ED called via radio, take to ED via WC.  Pt received care in ED.

971078 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 CA 36.0 36 F 7 days after first moderna dose I developed a warm, itchy sensation in my left deltoid - this was in the middle of the night and I kept waking up uncomfortable. When I woke up Saturday morning my deltoid was red and swollen, the muscle was still hot and now starting to ache instead of itch. Throughout Saturday the aching intensified to about a 6/10. Then it radiated into my left armpit and feeling of pain like a hard small ball in my armpit. I went to urgent care, the doctor was not sure if it was delayed allergic reaction or cellulitis so he started me on Bactrim. I have now taken one day of Bactrim - seems to be improving but still have sensation in my armpit/lymphnode.

971079 12/29/2020 01/25/2021 MI 48.0 48 F Began with waking to chills and incredible urge to pee.  Emptying bladder and urinating were very painful accompanied by pink tinge.  The "chills" were incredibly violent and by body was contracting involuntarily in to the fetal position, coming in waves every few seconds.  Chills lasted 3 hours.  Fever came on just after chills started. The fever of 101.9 lasted with the chills then I had a low grade fever of 99.1, until about 4pm on 12/30/20.  Every joint in my body felt like they were on fire for about an hour, and then the pain moved to my spine.  Tingling all over my body lasted 2 days (felt like when your foot falls asleep and is waking up).  2 weeks after vaccine, face tingling and chin numbness, and still continues, as does the painful bladder and urnination

971080 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 NV 70.0 70 F After injection on 01/16/2021, within 2 days all soreness had dissapted along with swelling and redness.  On 01/24/2021 roughly at 04:45 A.M., I began to chill/shiver.  The injection site on my right arm had become hot to the touch, peppered with red blotches, swollen and began to hurt again.  I did take 1000mg of Tylenol for discomfort.  I felt flushed, but no fever to speak of, rather lethargic.  Today, 01/25/2021, the injection site is one large reddened, hot, swollen area about a size 3x4 inches.  At this time, I have not visited my physician or any Urgent Care.

971082 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 CA 50.0 50 F headache muscle pain chill   fever fatigue bloody nose when blew nose

971084 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 AR 57.0 57 F Patient states rash began to appear on Monday following the vaccine.  It started on neck, went down arms, back, and some on chest.    After steroid shot, patient has since been experiences hives along with intense burning and itching.

971085 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 NH 40.0 40 F Right arm injection site pain/swelling/red circle. Right Axillary lymph node swelling in arm injected. Headache, tiredness, muscle pain, chills, fever- T max. 101.8, feeling unwell.

971086 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 CA 37.0 37 M Onset of soreness one week after administration. Soreness was more severe than after initial injection (soreness after initial injection lasted for one day). Soreness lasted 2 days. Shoulder is red and itchy. No other issues with any other parts or systems, localized entirely to left shoulder.

971088 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 FL 68.0 68 M Blood pressure spike to 180/110 within 15 minutes of being administered first dose of Pfizer Covid-19 Vaccine on 1/21/21. Observed by attending physician while resting reclined with head elevated. Provided hydration (water). Elevated blood pressure began to decline within 30 minutes thereafter. Was able to drive home. Have since been suffering with mild to moderate sinus headaches and stiffness in the joints of my hands/fingers on both left and right hands. Ears occasionally clogged. Taking Tylenol and Flonase.

971091 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 CA 32.0 32 M Joint pain, fatigue

971092 02/05/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 56.0 56 M N/A

971094 12/19/2020 01/25/2021 33.0 33 M Vaccine received 12/19, began to feel ill later that evening.  Nightsweats and emesis.  With confusions and hallucinations.  Admitted to the hospital 12/21-12/27/20 for encephalitis. Y

971096 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 VA 33.0 33 F Local allergic type symptoms on my upper left arm: redness, itchy, a bit painful, firm/swollen, and warm. This lasted for about 48 hours. I also felt a little "off" systemically- no fever but I was a bit lethargic and dizzy. I took benadryl (either 25 or 50mg) at night before bed and this did not help the first night, but it helped immensely almost immediately the 2nd night I took it, and then the next morning it had pretty much gone away.

971097 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 CA 40.0 40 F 5 minutes after I the vaccination I got light headed and heart palpations were felt in my throat, elevated BP of 148/92  which continued to increase to 159/109 which then  Rapid Response was called in and I was transported to ER for about 4hrs.  2 EKGs - done 1st showed PVC, and Cardiac labs were drawn and was continued monitoring with elevated BP.  About 3hrs later ,the 2nd EKG was done which looked better and I was released.  I was advised I could return back to work on 1/1 but I still felt bad and had continued palpations and wasnt able to go bk to wk until 1/5.  I did return to work on 1/5 and at 1:30am I got up and felt lightheaded and the palpations returned.  I went to healthcare facility and got my bp taken which was 174/92 so I went to the ER.  I was given presnisone  and within the next 45min the palpations began to lessen and BP began to decrease. I was also prescribed a 7day course of predinsone and removed from work until 1/9.  I had a virtual visit on 1/7 with my physician in which I showed her the injection site which was still very red, painful and bruised so she prescribed Bactrim and Benedryl causing her to further remove me from work until 1/14.  I had a in person follow up appt on 1/14 which by that time all symptoms had subsided. My BP was back normal at 97/72 and my arm symptoms had subsided as well.  An in office EKG was done which was normal.  But from 1/6-1/14 the heart palpation and elevated BP remained.  Although I will say they did lessened throughtout that time it was extremely hard on me during that time frame .

971099 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 MN 57.0 57 F Patient called Occ Health Office on 1/21 and was advised to be seen by HCP given the length of time that had passed since she received the vaccine.  She was seen in urgent care.  Notes from that encounter states, "...presents for swollen lymph nodes x 3 days, received second covid vaccine on 1/13/21 and had dental procedure that day, just finished bactrim. Physical exam as above; non-toxic, well-appearing, afebrile in NAD. Cervical adenopathy present along with L>R inguinal lymphadenopathy, bilateral inguinal lymphadenopathy. She has received the second covid vaccination and this seems consistent with post vaccination adenopathy. No dental abscess/infection or evidence of tonsillar exudates to suggest strep pharyngitis. Upon discussion with ED staff physician, she reports she has been working excessively and feels fatigued. She was encouraged to take the day off of work today and was given a work note. Encouraged PCP follow up to ensure improvement in symptoms.  The ER research team was contacted and will chart review and follow up regarding adenopathy after second covid vaccine. Reviewed return to ED precautions. In ED labs were drawn, EE was given Ibuprofen and advised to follow up with PCP is symptoms persist or worsen.

971100 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 IN 71.0 71 F Muscle in lower area of throat started to feel slightly tight. Could still breath and swallow. Several staff members checked on me. Blood pressure top number was 175, ten minutes later it dropped to 155. Staff member stated my pulse was elevated. Although, I only felt the slight tightness in my throat. My oxygen level stayed at 98. They had me stay for an hour and then I went home. By then the tightness started to lessen. After an hour or two the feeling was total gone. My blood pressure had gone back to normal when I checked it at home. The next day at 2 pm [13 hours later] I had a temperature of 99.1, had the chills yet felt warm, started a slight headache and became very tired. At 2 am in the morning everything was over. I woke at my normal time and felt great. Have been doing well ever since.

971102 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 WA 31.0 31 F Itchy, hot, red circle formed around injection site over a week post injection.

971103 12/18/2020 01/25/2021 AR 53.0 53 F My arm was red, swollen, hot to touch and swelled up about 1 inch around the injection site. I still have about a pea size knot there.  It doesn't bother me unless I bump that spot.

971105 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 GA 57.0 57 M 01/21/21 achy joints, chills, 01/22/21 fever 101.5, achy joints, fatigue, pain and tingling in both feet and toes 01/23/21 fatigue, pain and tingling in both feet and toes,, both lower leg achy 01/24/21 and 01/25/21 pain and tingling in both feet and toes

971106 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 PR 39.0 39 M Strong headache and tiredness

971108 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 RI 53.0 53 F Pt received vaccination thru employer.  Approximately 10 days later, she developed erythema nodosum of the legs.

971109 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 40.0 40 F Diarrhea, stomach cramps, vomiting

971111 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 76.0 76 F Chills, Body aches for 24 hours

971112 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 41.0 41 F Site reaction 1 week later after no initial reaction. Extensive redness and swelling. Radiating heat and slowly increasing is size of area. Super sore to move and touch. Slight itch to area

971117 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Two days following dose one of Moderna vaccine, patient loss consciousness due to buildup of CO2. Upon arrival at ED, it was discovered that patient was taking antibiotics for UTI, and was nonadherent with antibiotic regimen or breathing treatment for underlying COPD. Patient was intubated but has since recovered.Y Y 3

971121 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 MO 19.0 19 M Patient Complained of heart racing, chest pain and felt like his blood pressure was up. Patient was taken to the ER and returned to work in approx 2 hours and then sent home for feeling faint. fine the next day

971124 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 28.0 28 M Left ear has gone mostly numb post-vaccination 1/24/21. When I tilt my head right I also feel a somewhat nerve shooting that goes up the ear, but is not painful. No loss in hearing is noticeable.

971125 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 CT 73.0 73 F Bilateral Tinnitus of the ears, no treatment.

971129 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 CA 30.0 21 F 1/21/2021 - around 8pm the injection site (left arm) felt hot and itchy. I didn't notice until later that the injection site appeared red and swollen.  1/22/2021 - injection site was red but did not feel itchy. The redness seemed to go down. My body felt tired. Called medical advise line around 7/8pm. Nurse recommended I go to Urgent Care. Urgent cares in my network and in my area were closed, so I went to urgent care in nearby location. Was seen right away by physician. HCP informed me that I developed cellulitis at the site of injection. She ordered and administered antibiotics via IV and prescribed sulfamethoxazole, triamcinolone, and hibiclens.

971133 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 TX 46.0 46 F Chills lasting approximately 1-2 hours, headache and fatigue last approximately 12 hours

971134 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 68.0 68 F Sever e pain in my sinuses and in my head. Congestion in my sinuses. Vomiting from 11:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. my body was wrenching from nothing to throw up. Chills. No fever all of the mucus was clear. I've used hot compresses for my sinuses and cold compresses nothing helped. I took Mucinex DM and two Aleve about 6:00 a.m. and started to have some relief from the pain in my head.

971135 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 VA 29.0 29 F Residual moderate pain and tenderness at deltoid site with tingling and radiation down to left arm. 3 weeks post injection.

971141 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 NV 45.0 45 F Patient stated she felt clammy.  At 1013 am: BP= 117/75, O2 Sats RA= 100%, HR= 120, Temp= 35.8; at 10:45 am BP= 128/84,  O2 Sats RA= 198%, HR= 88, Temp= 35.8.  After about 30 minutes, patient stated they felt fine and left the facility

971143 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 FL 31.0 31 F While being observed in waiting area, patient reported that she felt as if she was going to pass out.  Patient was then lowered to the ground by 2 medics as patient briefly passed out.  Patient was taken to medic area where she informed that she often has syncopal episodes.

971146 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 LA 41.0 41 F Shortness of breath and chills/fatigue onset night of vaccination; no treatment sought or received; alleviated naturally by 1/21/2021

971147 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 CO 75.0 75 M 2 days after my shot I had to go to ER suffering from irregular heart beat caused by Atrial flutter with rapid ventricular response(CMS/HCC). Treated with metoprolol tartrate and heart rate returned to normal. Spent approximately 3 hours in ER.

971152 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 68.0 68 F chills,diarrhea,body,aches,no appetize

971157 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 29.0 29 M Lymphadenopathy in left axilla starting approximately 6 hours after vaccine and lasting for about 3 days. Self-limiting, Tylenol used for symptom control/pain

971160 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 MI 39.0 39 F CELLULITIS TO ARM ,TREATED WITH KEFLEX

971162 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 CA 55.0 55 F Bell's palsy

971164 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 CA 54.0 54 M Caregiver received vaccine dose at 0900 and about 1100 he described feeling numb all over and dizzy. Caregiver was taken to St Joseph Hospital via EMS.

971173 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 WI 45.0 45 F Nausea, "crawling skin", achy muscles/joints, only lasted until 1/24 at around 8:00pm.

971174 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 CA 41.0 41 F At 1:12 pm, RRT was called and 4 RNs responded to the scene. Stethoscope, pulse ox, and emergency kit brought to scene. Client reports feeling pins and needles in the back of her head. She feels that her tongue and neck are swollen but as assessed, they were not swollen. She also reports feeling tingling in her tongue and neck. She was AAOx4, in no acute distress, no SOB noted. Skin and lip color normal, cap refill <3 seconds. Heart and lung sounds normal. Vitals: BP: 128/80, HR: 90, O2: 99% on RA, RR: 18. She did not report any pain. EMS was not called at this time. It was decided by RRT team that client can be monitored for an additional 30 minutes. RN stayed with client throughout 30-minute monitoring period. RN stated that during monitoring period, client was fine but kept reporting that she felt a lump in her throat. Husband talking with RN revealed that client is not diagnosed with anxiety but does have it. At the end of her 30-minute monitoring period at 1:40 pm, RRT was called again. RN already with client and client reported that she felt tingling everywhere again all over her body and felt like she could not breathe. Additionally, she had that feeling of being embarrassed with the sudden rush of heat throughout her body. Additional RN's arrived to scene at 1:41 pm. Upon assessment, she was not SOB but had rapid breathing associated with anxiousness and nervousness, which she reported. RN noticed client's hands and arms were shaking and client stated it was because she was nervous. Client speaking in full sentences. At this point, RRT RNs decided that client needs 911 assistance which was activated by Fire Chief on site. RNs also assessed that client's tongue was swollen again. Heart and lungs sounds were normal. Vitals at 1:49 pm: HR: 102, BP: 144/70, O2: 95%, RR: 21. At this point, on the basis of the symptoms she was experiencing, RN's decided to administer Benadryl 50 mg IM that was in the emergency kit. When the decision was made, client was asked if it was okay to administer Benadryl IM. She was explained the purpose of Benadryl, the side effects, and risks and benefits. Client consented to receiving Benadryl IM. Benadryl 50 mg IM administered to RA by RN at 13:51. By 13:53, her tongue was not swollen anymore. At 13:58, she was not SOB anymore, talking in full sentences, no acute distress, tingling stopped. By 13:59, the same symptoms of tingling throughout her body, feeling a sudden heat rush throughout her body started again. HR: 65, RR: 21, O2 95%. At 14:01, EMS arrives, truck number 341, vitals stable on their end. At 14:04, client decided to go to RUHS via ambulance. One of the paramedics stated that client's hands were "cold as ice". At 14:07, report was given to paramedics/ambulance and client was in the ambulance. Care assumed by ambulance/paramedics.

971177 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 22.0 22 F Patient experienced syncope on the night of 1/24, hours after receiving the second dose of the Pfizer COVID vaccination. Patient reported feeling "hot and clammy", claimed her blood pressure dropped, and she fainted. She presented to the ER and was released the same night. Upon follow-up on 1/25 patient reports she has recovered from her fainting episode but feels tired, achy, and generally unwell; these side effects are to be expected following the 2nd dose of the Pfizer COVID vaccine.

971179 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 NY 42.0 42 F Second round of vaccine at 7:20am. On Jan 6, 2021. By 4pm, I felt achy and low grade fever. By 6pm I had temperature of. 101.8. Achy, body/joints, headache. About 11pm I had a temp of 102.8. All the same symptoms, slightly heavy chest with breathing but not problematic. Very tired and no energy.The symptoms 36 hrs. Medication to help reduce fever did not work.  After 36 hours I felt better except I still had no energy, and I had a migraine that lasted approximately 5 days ( lasted through Sunday January 10, 2021)  I am a white female with red hair.

971181 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 MO 21.0 21 F Dizziness and feeling faint, nausea and vomiting, chilling and headache. Better the next day.

971182 12/18/2020 01/25/2021 OH 64.0 64 F ran low grade fever 12/19/2020 ,12/20/2020 Fever, fatigue  12/22/2020 sever diarrhea , 12/26/2020 feeling worse and worse and  tested on 12/26/2020  on 12/28-29/2020 shortness of breath and admitted on 12/31/2020

971185 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 60.0 60 F Patient got Moderna as dose 1, inadvertently given Pfizer for dose 2.

971189 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 OH 36.0 36 F Day of vaccine: headache, sore arm. Day 2: migraine, eyes sore to touch, burning, extremely sensitive to light, dizzy, extremely tired. Day 3: headache, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, dizzy, resting heat rate above 100, exhaustion. Day 4: shaky, dizzy, nauseous, resting heat rate not below 100 for several hours, heart palpitations, heart beating very hard at times, exhaustion.

971190 01/24/2020 01/25/2021 VA 51.0 51 M On Friday, I had the second vaccine covid 19, at 9;00 am at the left shoulder and after 12hours at 10:00 I started to feel the symptoms was light fever ,chills, headaches, body aches.  Symptoms that was high concern: shortness of breath, vision discomfort due to the light, high blood pressure, extremities(hand and feet)  swelling accelerated pulse ,chest pressure.  This lasted on an off proximally 3 to 4 hours.  Saturday  afternoon at 3pm  once again heart rate went up and pulse  lasted 1 hour .The entire Saturday was feel the primary symptoms with  chest pain .  Today Monday  I woke up with pain at the left clavicle bone and found a lump that hurts and radiates to the chest and increasing in size .
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971197 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 AK 69.0 69 M Patient developed unilateral facial paresthesia, only in V2 nerve distribution on the left, waxing and waning starting 1 week after receiving the vaccine and persisting through 1/25.  Presented to the ED due to concern over TIA of other neurologic issue. No trauma. No other neurologic complaints whatsoever. Other than decreased sensation to light touch in above area, normal exam including normal neuro exam.

971198 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 CT 80.0 80 F waves of heat in hands, arms, chest up into head . 3x per day. feel tired and naesous afterwards. still happening after one week

971199 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 FL 31.0 31 F While being observed in waiting area, patient reported that she felt as if she was going to pass out.  Patient was then lowered to the ground by 2 medics in which patient  briefly passed out.  Patient was taken to medic area where she informed that she ofter has syncopal episodes.

971201 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 IN 61.0 F Extremely lethargic  Swelling in vaccinated arm  Pain in vaccinated arm Body aches Headache Congestion

971202 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 NY 61.0 61 F Pt received dose 2 of 2 dose series of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccination at 1200 on 1/25/2021. At 1220, pt. reported "tingly feeling on tongue" and swelling of lips. NP notified and assessed pt. Benadryl advised, but pt. refused 50 mg of IM Benadryl because it has cholinergic effect, leading to agitation, tachycardia, racing thoughts. Pt. advised to stay under observation until symptoms resolved fully. At 13:02, at time of filling out form, pt. reported symptoms had decreased, denies tingling of tongue.

971203 12/18/2020 01/25/2021 AR 53.0 53 F VACCINE 1: SWELLING, REDNESS AT INJECTION SITE, KNOT UP TO APPROX 1 INCH DIAMETER ALL THE WAY AROUND INJECTION  (SITLL HAVE PEA SIZED KNOT AT INJECTION SITE) VACCINE 2: SWELING, REDNESS AT INJECTION SITE

971210 01/29/2020 01/25/2021 KY 64.0 63 F 8 days post vaccines - Redness, swelling Rash, itching at injection site Y

971214 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 MI 50.0 50 F Administration error: received 2nd dose early, 15th day post 1st vaccine. 1st dose on 12/28/2020

971215 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Chills and dizziness for about 3 days after the shot, no medical  treatment required but plenty of bed rest and hot liquid.

971216 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 30.0 30 F Covid-19 vaccine administered 1/6/21. Injection site swelling, redness and itching started on 01/14/21. Seen in clinic on 1/15/21. 4x4 cm area of swelling and mild redness noted. DX: mild reaction allergy. Conservative treatment: Elevate arm. Apply warm compresses to the upper arm 4 times a dat 20 mins at a time. Return to clinic in five days for re-evaluation.

971220 12/22/2020 01/25/2021 CA 35.0 35 F On the 26th, I had a sore throat that persisted, cough and loss of voice.  I was out of work for about 5 days.

971221 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 86.0 86 F Fever of 103+F, weakness, difficulty walking, joint soreness...patient rested and was given tylenol doses of 975mg 2X

971224 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 TN 39.0 39 F Muscle aches and joint aches, headache, fever of 100.1, chills and lethargic from 11pm Friday the 22nd until Sunday morning of the 24th then tired for the rest of Sunday. 100 percent better by Monday, January 24th, 2021. Took ibuprofen (600mg) and acetaminophen (100g) three times a day which brought fever down to 99.7 but did not do much for aches.

971226 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 OH 25.0 25 F Patient began coughing intermittently and then began having difficulty breathing. Was clutching counter and had significant wheeze with each breath. No swelling observed in face but breathing difficulties were significant and concerning. Gave patient one epipen dose in left upper leg. Patient's breathing improved but then was not responding well and appeared to be losing consciousness. Had staff call 911 and EMTs arrived. They gave patient IM diphenhydramine in left upper arm and took patient to ER.

971230 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 MI 32.0 32 F CELLULITIS TREATED WITH KEFLEX

971235 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 OK 25.0 25 M Fatigue around 8 pm  High fever (exact temp unknown) and chills from about 9 pm to 1:30 am  Tired and fatigued the following day  No effects after the second day

971240 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 NC 94.0 94 F over about an hour increasingly achy, arm pain, fever, nausea, high blood pressure, lower lip numb (sometimes a sign of a TIA), some confusion (sometimes the sign of a TIA) The severe nausea came in waves, lasted a couple of hours and cleared by Midnight before she went to sleep.

971243 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 FL 57.0 57 F Thirteen hours after second does of Moderna Covid - 19 vaccine I experienced fever (low-grade 100.6),  chills, headache, body aches, joint pain, nausea with vomiting.  These symptoms lasted for approximately 7 hours.  Headache, body aches, fatigue and tightness in my chest (with some shortness of breath at times) continued for  48 hours after injection of the vaccine.  Of course, significant arm pain at injection site is present as well.

971245 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 TN 78.0 78 F From the very beginning it has itched.  By the next day red or swollen, no pain.  Ignored it but the redness started to spread on the arm, started feeling firmer, decide to see doctor.  Saw him on 1/22/21, who felt like some of the bacteria got under the skin and put her on Benadryl and Doxycycline.  It's a lot lighter as far as redness, and not as firm but redness is spreading 4-5" across the arm.

971246 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 AK 23.0 23 F welts/hives on the arm where vaccination given

971249 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 MO 50.0 50 M Patient reports around 11 pm 12/20/2021 began having flu like symptoms, still lingering today, 1/21/20221. Injection site pain, joint pain, muscle pain, drowsiness.

971253 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 73.0 73 M Woke up day after injection with chills and fever of 99.7.  Experienced body achiness and general  malaise with fever increasing 100.7 by afternoon.  Took two Tylenol tablets successfully lower fever.  By 9:00 pm that evening felt much better, but "wrung-out" after this  reaction.   Following day, feeling much better but some linering malaise. Looks like I am going to pull through OK.??

971256 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 PA 50.0 50 F Although I'm 50 and age-wise, due to have hot flashes, I had not had them in months, especially since I started losing weight from May 2020 through September 2020.  (total of 20lbs). A few days after getting 1st dose the hot flashes have been relentless; Internal hot flashes literally every 5-10m, daily, consistently throughout the day, even as I fill out this report. Not sure if the dose has anything to do with this starting up again, but I wanted to report it just in case some others report it.  I do not take anything for the flashes. I just seek some form of air conditioning such as a fan. However, the flashes are very annoying as I even get them while sleeping and it interrupts my rest. No sweating though.

971258 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 37.0 37 F Skin rash with red, raised and warm site

971260 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 AL 82.0 82 M Woke up with Nausea and vomiting all day 4 days later.  Took Zofran for the vomiting.  Also had a migraine and fatigue. Resolved in approx 8 hours

971261 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 MD 76.0 76 M Chills and body aches

971262 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 TX 65.0 65 F Injection site reaction: Warm to the touch Red circle (rash) 2 1/1 inch diamter Slight swelling Bruise                   Ongoing and getting worse at 12th day after injection

971264 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 23.0 F throat felt like it was closing up; had issues swallowing; it feels like her throat will close up and open up; felt dizzy; shaky; nauseous; extremely tired; had a strong headache; It's like she is having allergy and hay fever type symptoms; It's like she is having allergy and hay fever type symptoms; The lymph nodes in her neck feel like they are swollen, it feels like she has a big lump in the middle and sides of her throat.; feels like she has a big lump in the middle and sides of her throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 23-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot no: EL1283, via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported she got the Covid vaccine on Saturday, 09Jan2021, and immediately her throat felt like it was closing up, she was instantly reacting to the vaccine. Since then, she has had issues swallowing; it feels like her throat will close up and open up.  She also felt dizzy, shaky, nauseous, extremely tired, and had a strong headache. She stated that diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) helps a lot with the throat symptoms and as long as she takes it, she feels almost normal but as soon as it is out of her system, it starts again.  It's like she is having allergy and hay fever type symptoms.  The lymph nodes in her neck feel like they are swollen, it feels like she has a big lump in the middle and sides of her throat.  She just came back from the emergency room and they gave her diphenhydramine. She wanted to know if she should she get the second vaccine. Outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and throat tightness cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

971265 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 FL 60.0 60 M Herpes Zoster Right forehead, eyelid to up above hair line.

971266 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 IN 88.0 88 F arm started to itch about midnight,   next day it was slightly pink,  arm felt warm, put neosporin on area,  stayed itching for about three days and it is still slightly pink  as of today (21/25/21) with two  spots of  darker pink at top and below pinkness and covered about a 3" area.

971268 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 SC 64.0 F Hives on shoulder, face and arms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 64-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot: EK9231, expiry: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 12:45 at a single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Vaccine was administered on a hospital. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. Medical history included polycythemia vera, diabetic, bronchiectasis and allergies to penicillin and yellow dye #5. The patient was not tested for Covid prior and post vaccination. Concomitant medications included zolpidem tartrate (AMBIEN), empagliflozin (JARDIANCE), montelukast and albuterol [salbutamol] (ALBUTEROL [SALBUTAMOL]).  The patient previously took acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN) and ibuprofen (MOTRIN) and experienced allergies to both. The patient experienced hives on shoulder, face and arms on 12Jan2021 13:15. The patient had an emergency room/department or urgent care visit. The event was treated with Epi Pen, steroids and Benadryl. The outcome of the event was recovered on Jan2021.

971270 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 MD 65.0 65 M Severe shivering lasted several hours Passive urination Giddiness

971271 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 NY 74.0 F received 3 shots of COVID vaccine; almost "like fell asleep". She was hardly open her eyes this morning/couldn't eat dinner because people couldn't wake her up; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's husband).  A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history was not reported.  Concomitant medications were not specified (reported the patient was taking bunch of medications, but the reporter did not know exactly what they were). Historical vaccine included first dose bnt162b2 on 24Dec2020 and second dose bnt162b2 on 11Jan2021, both for COVID-19 vaccination. She didn't have any side effect from the first shot or the second shot. The patient received 3 shots of COVID vaccine, received 1st dose of vaccine on 24Dec2020, 2nd dose on 11Jan2021. Then inadvertently given another dose yesterday, on 12Jan2021.  Immediately after the 3rd dose of vaccine, the patient almost "like fell asleep". She was hardly open her eyes this morning. The patient was in a nursing home. The nursing home staff was finding it difficult to feed her now. The patient couldn't eat dinner because people couldn't wake her up. The patient just had the COVID test, no other lab test. The outcome of the events was unknown. Information of lot/batch number has been requested.

971272 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 NY 25.0 F Nausea; diarrhea; vomiting/Throwing up; Hot and sweaty from head to toe; Hot and sweaty from head to toe; Fainted in the bathroom; Chills and could not stay warm; could not stay warm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 25-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 12Jan2021 (reported as yesterday) around 11 AM as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization, lot number: EL0140 3-4. Medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none. First vaccine dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) was administered on unknown date via an unspecified route of administration for COVID-19 immunization lot number: EL0140. Patient stated that she experienced side effects such as vomiting, diarrhea, fainting while going to the bathroom 14 hours after receiving her second shot of the Covid vaccine. She wanted to know if these were normal side effects and if she should seek medical attention. Patient reported the side effects that she had from the second dose of the Pfizer COVID Vaccine. She has gotten no answers regarding the side effects and she wanted to speak with someone about it. She got the second dose on 12Jan2021 (reported as yesterday) around 11 AM. She felt pretty normal. By 5 PM she got chills and could not stay warm. She thought it was normal. Then over night she got really nauseous, had diarrhea and was throwing up. She was hot and sweaty from head to toe. She tried to get up afterwards and fainted in the bathroom. She was reading what the pharmacy gave her for mild to moderate side effects, and none of what she experienced are listed on there. She also stated that nausea started around 1 AM this morning. It has persisted and is intermittent. Diarrhea occurred a little after 1 AM she got up to pee. Then went back to bed. Then about 10 minutes later had to go to the bathroom, and it started then. It is still occurring this morning. It last happened around 9 AM. She has not eaten anything new. Throwing up Lasted for about 15 minutes and fainted occurred one time. Patient recovered from chills and could not stay warm on 12Jan2021, she recovered from throwing up, hot and sweaty from head to toe and fainted in the bathroom on 13Jan2021, she had not recovered from nausea, diarrhea.

971273 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 MO 56.0 56 F Patient reports very bad sore throat and low grade fever.

971274 12/22/2020 01/25/2021 MA 49.0 F positive for Covid; positive for Covid; pneumonia; fever; This is spontaneous report from the Pfizer sponsored program, IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs) via a contactable nurse (patient). A 49-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EKS730), via an unspecified route of administration in deltoid left on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. Patient received the first dose of the vaccine on 22Dec2020 and a week later she was tested positive for COVID on 29Dec2020. She was due for the second dose the day before the time of the report. She was concerned about the immune system before getting the second dose. She got a significant pneumonia on 29Dec2020 with COVID infection that her coworkers did not get and she was worried about the condition of her lungs and getting the second dose of the vaccine. She had done her research and read what the CDC said about waiting longer for the second dose. Patient had a fever on 26Dec2020, 4 days after getting the vaccine, she was scheduled to get the second dose on 12Jan2021, but she did not go in, since she couldn't get straight answers from anyone about the second dose, her question was: when could she get the second dose?  Patient was feeling better, she didn't get a repeat chest X-ray, but she felt, like she didn't have fevers, she felt like much better. Her fevers started 4 days after the vaccine on 26Dec2020, and lasted 5 days, maybe 2 days into the antibiotics it stopped. She had recovered completely from fevers. Stated her first test, she tested negative, on 27Dec2020, then tested positive on 29Dec2020. She had no test since then, since one could shed the virus for months, and she didn't feel the need to retest, she was past the point on quarantine. Lab data included Chest X-ray: Pneumonia on 29Dec2020, COVID 19: Negative on 27Dec2020, COVID 19: Positive on 29Dec2020. Outcome of event fever was resolved, and of other events was unknown. Causality: She couldn't say for sure no, but she questioned if put her in a more vulnerable state.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded for reported "positive for Covid" and pneumonia. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

971275 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 WI 62.0 F BP at 179/99; Tongue felt tingly; felt a tight sensation in her throat; Temp elevated at 99; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. A 62-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EZ9231), intramuscular in left arm on 13Jan2021 10:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Vaccination was done in a hospital. The patient had no covid-19 prior to vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 on an unknown date COVID-19 immunization. On 13Jan2021 10:15, the patient experienced tongue felt tingly, felt a tight sensation in her throat, temp elevated at 99, BP at 179/99, and HR 62. No hives, no wheezing, and no angioedema. The events recovered on an unknown date in Jan2021. The patient received Benadryl 50 mg as treatment and had ice pack behind neck, laid down for 30 mins. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the possible contribution of suspect BNT162B2 to the event blood pressure increased cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

971276 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 MO F Bell's Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional. A female patient of an unspecified age (age: 34; unit: unknown) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced bell's palsy in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. The patient who received first dose of vaccine on Saturday and woke up this morning with Bell's Palsy as confirmed by urgent care. She is wondering about the clinical trial participants and if she can receive the second dose.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between bnt162b2 and the event facial paralysis cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

971277 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 CA 68.0 68 F Notice a small one inch red swollen hot circle around the injection site 6 days after injection with headache, nausea, no fever. and two days after that i see it is now about 3 inches in size  on my arm, still hot and swollen and itches.  Still not running fever. Nausea still there but not as bad.

971278 01/25/2021 U Developed Bell's Palsy after their first dose of Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter asked if a patient developed Bell's Palsy after their first dose of Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine, should they receive their second dose; if there was any evidence that another episode of Bell's Palsy or any other adverse neurological outcome may recur if a patient receives their 2nd dose; if Should this patient receive an alternative mRNA based vaccine for their booster dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of bells palsy cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

971279 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 CA 42.0 42 F 8 days later red circle around the site of the shot. Minor puffiness. Looked better next morning

971280 12/15/2020 01/25/2021 42.0 F left arm pain, sharp, stabbing, weak, painful to move.; increase ear and teeth pain including left jaw; face swelling including eyes; left ear and teeth pain; left ear and teeth pain; drooping of right side of face at mouth/neurology visit diagnosed with bells palsy reoccurrence related to vaccine; drooping of right side of face at mouth/neurology visit diagnosed with bells palsy reoccurrence related to vaccine; numbness/swelling to left side of face/some numbness and tingling intermittent left arm; numbness/swelling to left side of face; some numbness and tingling intermittent left arm; Left neck stiffnes and pain; Left neck stiffnes and pain; Left arm pain; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 42-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscularly on 15Dec2020 15:45 at left arm, at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included facial paralysis from 2010, ongoing chronic migraine, Known allergies was None. Concomitant medication included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC ALLERGY); ibuprofen; paracetamol (TYLENOL); ascorbic acid, biotin, calcium pantothenate, cyanocobalamin, folic acid, nicotinic acid, pyridoxine hydrochloride, riboflavin, thiamine hydrochloride, tocopheryl acetate (MULTIVITAMIN). The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient experienced left arm pain day of vaccine lasting through the week from 23Dec2020 06:00. Headache everyday after. On 28Dec2020 the patient noted numbness/swelling to left side of face, some numbness and tingling intermittent left arm. Left neck stiffness and pain. On 31Dec2020 increased left neck pain 10/10 and noted drooping of right side of face at mouth, left ear and teeth pain. On 02Jan2021 face swelling including eyes, increase ear and teeth pain including left jaw. Headache and neck pain continued. On 05Jan2021 Virtual visit with NNP started AbX and steroids (possible bells palsy flair up) and dentist visit no issues with teeth. On 08Jan2021 neurology visit diagnosed with bells palsy reoccurrence related to vaccine. Throughout the week increased numbness, tingling, and pain to left arm. With intermittent sciatic type pain to left leg. her whole left side had felt different since the vaccine. Constant left arm numbness, tingling, and pain since 09Jan2021. Minimal relief from headaches pain from 8 to 5. On 13Jan2021 10/10 left arm pain, sharp, stabbing, weak, painful to move. Treatment Steroids, pain meds, and MRI scheduled were received. All events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The outcome of the event headache was recovering, the outcome of the other events was not recovered. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the facial paralysis recurrence is possibly related to suspect BNT162b2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

971281 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 OK 65.0 65 F 1.  swelling, redness, heat, itching at injection site. Lasting 10 days.  Peak discomfort at day 8.  Hard lump, hot to touch, red,  strong itch.  Was 3 inches by two inches. The arm is now back to normal.  .2. Day 8.  Woke at roughly midnight with extreme heat and burning in all toes.  Quite painful.  Very unusual, as I have never experienced anything like this before.  When pain and burning became overwhelming I took Tylenol.  It helped and I was able to sleep.   The next morning the pain and burning were gone but my toes were, and continue to be quite numb, as is the area of my feet that surrounds my toes.  I can't fully feel my socks, shoes, sheets, etc.  It feel like I have cotton stuffed in my shoes.  It is hard for me to related the level of heat, burning and pain that happened.  I felt like I could melt a block of ice with my feet.  It was severe. I marked "disability or permanent damage" below because I don't know if the nerves in my feet will return to normal.

971282 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 HI 56.0 F significant dissociation; developed hot flashes in sternum; anxiety; dizziness and light headedness; muscle weakness/lower leg feel shaky and weak and tingly; depersonalization; shakey/lower leg feel shaky and weak and tingly; mild nausea; arm pain; The caller would touch her hand but couldn't feel her hands, it was like they weren't hers; lower leg feel shaky and weak and tingly; hand on that same side was painful, but not unbearable, just uncomfortable; emotional; tearful; felt completely overwhelmed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 56-Year-old female consumer (patient) reported that she received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1686), via unspecified route at left upper arm on 12Jan2021 about 9:15am at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Vaccination facility type was hospital. Medical history and concomitant drugs were not reported. Weight: 175-180 lbs. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect vaccine. No prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. Past drug included rivaroxaban (XARELTO) been using the product more than 10 years and never had a problem with it, she didn't think that was related to her experience. Patient received first vaccine yesterday 12Jan2021. 45 minutes after receiving vaccine (12Jan2021 10 AM), she developed hot flashes in sternum (flushing sensation in her sternum or upper chest area. It was like when she had a dye injected), anxiety, dizziness/ light headedness, muscle weakness, significant dissociation, depersonalization, shakey, mild nausea, arm pain. The patient explained that this was why she was in the MRI scanner (Jan2021). This came a couple of times yesterday and had not been experienced this today (13Jan2021). It (dizziness) was ongoing and sporadic and had happened couple times yesterday and today. There were a few hours yesterday 12Jan2021 where she felt like herself but then it all started again last night. The patient reported feeling disassociated from her body, this was within about 20 minutes of the flushing and went in and out of being more or less alarming. She stated she felt disconnecting from where she was and space she was in, mentally. She knew where she was but could feel no connection to where she was or her body. The patient would touch her hand but couldn't feel her hands, it was like they weren't hers. This was during the half hour of the events occurring. She had mild nausea, this started not long after the flushing and it came and went a little bit but it was not too troublesome. The patient felt disconnect from her body and had shakiness like her lower leg feel shaky and weak and tingly. This happened on and off since the episodes started. The patient reported she slept great and had a few hours yesterday where she felt good. Her arm was tender, this might have been yesterday but she thought it was this morning and was only tender to touch. The hand on that same side was painful, but not unbearable, just uncomfortable. The patient apologized for being emotional and tearful. She felt completely overwhelmed. She couldn't believe that she put herself in this position and she was perfectly fine before the shot. She did contact her doctor. No AE required a visit to emergency room/ physician office. There had been no treatment, she didn't know what to do. She remarked she was not going back for the second dose. Outcome of event dizziness was not recovered, and the rest of events was unknown.

971283 12/15/2020 01/25/2021 TX 32.0 M everything was muffled and he had constant ringing in the ears; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 32-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at left deltoid on 15Dec2020 at single dose as his first dose, via an unspecified route of administration at left deltoid on 06Jan2021 at single dose as his second dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history reported as none. There included unspecified medications and stopped several of them a week ago on 05Jan2021. The patient was having a side effect that popped up out of the middle of nowhere, and he went through his meds, and he wanted to see if anyone else was having these issues. The patient was having ringing in both ears that happened late Dec2020, and in the beginning of Jan2021, and he had both rounds, he was an RN (registered nurse) at a hospital, and the ringing had gotten louder, and the only thing, medication, drug, that he took PO, over the counter, the only thing that correlates was it happened after both vaccines, later clarified as COVID vaccines. Right before the second dose, it was really really loud, and then he got the second dose, and over the last 1.5 weeks, the ringing has gotten worse in both ears, so he called his primary care, who referred him to ENT (ear, nose and throat), and he saw ENT, and to look in the ear, he said it was the nerve, he didn't know what triggered it in both ears, he said it was usually only in one ear if it's a viral thing, so it's uncommon in both ears, and the doctor asked if he was on medication, and the caller stopped several of them a week ago on 05Jan2021, that would cause it, but it had gotten worse. The patient didn't know etiology or how the vaccine worked, but he tested for COVID and it was negative, and his doctor was asking him if he experienced this any other time, told him to stop medications, and it's gotten worse, asked him if he was on any recreational drugs, he was on no new meds, he was a nurse, and works in ICU, and basically didn't know where it come from, but suddenly, everything was muffled and he had constant ringing in the ears. COVID test was about 2 weeks ago, the rapid was negative, then the PCR was negative. The outcome of event was recovering.

971284 06/29/1979 01/25/2021 CA 41.0 U had chills, non stop shaking for 2 hours, very disturbing. Vomiting, fever, chills with headache.

971285 01/01/2021 01/25/2021 MN 42.0 F Faint; Shaking; Febrile; Rigors; light-headed; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A 42-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient previously took the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and unknown if there is any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and unknown if the patient had been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. On Jan2021, the patient experienced faint, shaking, febrile for around 36 hours, rigors, and light-headed. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was recovered on Jan2021. The events were considered non-serious by the reporter.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

971286 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 IL 62.0 F Unable to get out of bed: She is so sleepy and has no energy; Wiped out of energy; lots of flatulence; Chills; Joint pain; Lower GI symptoms; she is also feeling cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 62-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, LOT#: GL3248 (Caller said that the G may be an E.)), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 07Jan2021 at second single dose for working with cancer patients. Medical history included ongoing diabetic and ongoing hyperthyroidism, both diagnosed about 6 years ago and were under control. There were no concomitant medications. Historical vaccine included BNT162B2 on 18Dec2020 for working with cancer patients (First dose, lot number: EJ1685, injection in the left arm). On 11Jan2021 the patient had chills, joint pain, and lower GI symptoms. Her lower GI symptoms included diarrhea. Then caller clarified that it was not diarrhea but the urge to go. The stools were solid. She also had lots of flatulence. She was also wiped out of energy, around like 2 PM on 11Jan2021 she went up a flight of stairs and was so exhausted. The patient is a nurse. She was in her office that day and had to literally lay on the floor because she was so wiped out of energy. She left work early and went to bed. Then the next day 12Jan2021, she was unable to get out of bed the whole day. She is so sleepy and has no energy. She went to bed last night at 08:30, but is still so sleepy. Today she is feeling better, but still had lower GI symptoms. She was also feeling cold, which she normally is always hot. She was having to put 5 blankets on her. Outcome of the event chills was recovered on 12Jan2021, of events joint pain, lower GI symptoms, wiped out of energy, unable to get out of bed was recovering, of events flatulence and feeling cold was unknown. The reporter considered the event chills, joint pain, lower GI symptoms, wiped out of energy, unable to get out of bed as serious (disability) and related to BNT162B2.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported chills, joint pain, lower GI symptoms, wiped out of energy, unable to get out of bed and the administration of the COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, given the plausible temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

971287 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 TN 64.0 F forceful beat feeling in her chest/she was really uncomfortable in her chest, the force was the most uncomfortable at this point; seemed like UTI symptoms were coming back; felt really wiped out and worn down/tired; anxiety; racing/ pounding in chest; potassium was a little low; elevated blood pressure; arm a little bit sore; 99.1 degrees Fahrenheit fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 64-year-old female patient received 1st dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EJ1685), via intramuscular on 28Dec2020 07:15 at single dose on deltoid left for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included hepatitis C which cleared in 2016, hysterectomy was done in 2004 or 2005, cyst removed from breast long ago, ongoing arthritis in left knee, urinary tract infection was treated in Nov2020. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. She received the first vaccine on 28Dec2020. She did fine that day. She came home and laid down and rested. Her temperature went up to 99.1 degrees Fahrenheit but was resolved that same day/night. Early in the morning on 29Dec2020, around 3:30 a.m., she woke up and had a racing/pounding feeling in her chest. She took her blood pressure and it was 158/86, heart rate (HR) was 83. She felt really funny. She hadn't been diagnosed with high blood pressure before, so this was high for her. She took her blood pressure again about an hour later and it was 165/95, HR 73. She took it again about an hour later and her blood pressure read 180/98, HR 77. Her heart rate stayed in the normal range, but the force felt really strong. She did go to the emergency room around 5:00 am on 29Dec2020. She told them what she was experiencing and that she had received the COVID-19 vaccine. About the time she got to the hospital, her blood pressure was starting to come down. An EKG was done and they drew bloodwork. Her potassium came back a little low-they didn't tell her how low or what her level was. She was given 2 potassium tablets which did help. She confirms she doesn't have any NDC, Lot number or expiration date for the potassium she was given. It was given to her at the hospital. She was also given a sheet to monitor her salt intake, which she already does that. She confirmed she was not admitted into the hospital, she was discharged from the Emergency Room. She felt pretty good. She didn't go to work that Wednesday, 30Dec2020, but she went to work on Thursday, 31Dec2020. On 01Jan2021, the same thing happened to her again. She had elevated blood pressure, forceful beat. She went back to the ER early in the morning, around 5:00 am, on 01Jan2021. Her pulse stayed within normal range, but she had such a forceful beat. She informed them that she was really uncomfortable in her chest, the force was the most uncomfortable at this point. They wanted to make sure she wasn't have a stroke or heart attack, so they did their normal procedures to rule this out. They did 2 EKG's, 2 sets of labs, Chest X-ray, CAT scan and everything came back normal. She had a discussion with the physician that saw her about what she was experiencing and the physician was asking her about having anxiety. Caller explains she has never really had problems with anxiety before, but she can't say she hasn't had it. Being around COVID patients and getting the shot, sometimes anxiety can be there. The physician wanted her to try a low dose of Hydrochlorothiazide 12.5mg. She was to only to take a half dose by mouth, if her top number (systolic blood pressure) was between 140-160. Caller clarifies when she means half of a dose, the dose equals 12.5mg. She was instructed to take this 12.5mg dose until she saw her PCP. So, she did this and called her PCP and wasn't able to get an appointment to speak with a provider until the following Wednesday, 06Jan2021. She did a tele visit with her provider and let her know what had happened and that the half of the pill will only bring her top number (systolic blood pressure) to 130's-140's. Caller states she was used to her top number (systolic) being maybe in the 120's, low 130's. Her doctor increased her dose to 25mg. She was prescribed to take 25mg, tablet, by mouth, once a day. She confirmed she still checks her blood pressure before she takes the medicine. Caller verifies she has 2 bottles, one being the 12.5mg dose and the second being the 25mg dose. With the 12.5mg bottle, she sees refills and the date 05Jan2022. Caller clarifies both bottles are dispensed in pharmacy vials with no NDC, Lot number or expiry date. About a month prior to all of this and receiving the COVID-19 vaccine, clarified as Nov2020, she was treated for a UTI. During that time, her blood pressure went up a little and kind of bounced around a little bit, but came back down. Then, she got the COVID-19 shot. She initially felt fine but later on by the time she got a chance to do the tele visit with her PCP, she was telling her about her previous UTI, and the provider put her on Cipro because it seemed like her UTI symptoms were coming back. Caller verifies she doesn't have any NDC, Lot number or expiration for the Cipro. She already took of all of that. She went to the ER for the third time on 08Jan2021 because she again felt the forceful beat feeling in her chest. She explained she felt really wiped out and worn down and she was tired. An EKG was done and they did labs. She confirms she doesn't have any results with her at this time. She was taken off of work for a couple of weeks. She is currently getting in contact with a Cardiologist to make sure everything is alright. The cardiologist wants her to have a stress test. The caller states so this is where she is now. She is taking blood pressure medicine and getting set up to do a stress test. Sore arm outcome: Caller confirms she recovered from the arm soreness within that same day. Her arm didn't stay sore long at all. Racing/pounding in chest: This had improved. It's not like it was. She still has it a little bit of it now, but she is going to see her cardiologist and do a stress test. The blood pressure medicine has helped some. Elevated blood pressure: Today her blood pressure top number got to 161 and she had to take medication but her blood pressure has improved. Outcome of elevated blood pressure, racing/ pounding in chest was resolving; outcome of forceful beat feeling in her chest, UTI, potassium was a little low, felt really wiped out and worn down/tired, anxiety was unknown; outcome of arm a little bit sore, 99.1 degrees Fahrenheit fever was resolved on 28Dec2020.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

971288 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 MI 35.0 F Heart Palpitations; Sinus tachycardia; high blood pressure; fever; woke up in a pool of sweat; headache; ringing in her ears; Potassium was a little low, it was 3; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 35-year-old female patient received second single dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine, lot number EK9231, expiration date Apr2021) intramuscularly on 12Jan2021 (between 8:30 to 9 am) at left deltoid for Covid-19 prevention. The first dose was received on Wednesday (unspecified date). Patient had no medical history and had no concomitant medications. At night of 12Jan2021, the patient had a fever of 102, but she went to bed with it and she woke up in the morning around 4:30 or 5 am (13Jan2021) in a pool of sweat, so she took her temperature and she was fever with 103.6. Patient took Motrin (Store Brand, lot number as either: 0GE2417A or OGE2417A, expiry: Apr2022) three 200 mg tablets, for a totally of 600 mg for the fever and had a cold shower, and the temperature came down to 103. Then after like 10-15 minutes of her laying on the couch with ice packs on her arms and stuff, it went down to 102.6. Patient was not going to go to the ER for just the fever, but then she started having heart palpitations, and she took her blood pressure and it was 170/113 and her heart rate was 176. Patient went to the hospital, and when they took her heart rate, it was 156. She had her blood taken at the hospital and everything was normal, except that her Potassium was a little low, it was 3. The ER did an EKG that showed Sinus Tachycardia and she was given IV Fluids (two boluses of 0.9% Normal Saline, 2000 mL total via IV, a bag of Potassium IV, two oral tablets of Potassium, unspecified total dose), and everything went back down. She had to call out from work that day and planed to follow up with her Primary Care Physician (PCP) in a couple of days. Patient was no longer had the fever, high blood pressure or high heart rate, as when she left the ER this morning, her temperature was 98, blood pressure was 111/82, and her heart rate was 96. She felt good now, but she did not know if it could happen again. Patient thought that it was maybe just her immune response to the vaccine, so she would say that she has recovered probably close to completely. Patient also had a headache and ringing in her ears, and those had resolved by now as well. The events Fever, Sinus tachycardia, Heart Palpitations, high blood pressure resolved on 13Jan2021 and other event resolved in Jan2021. The patient stated that the events (Fever, Sinus tachycardia, Heart Palpitations, high blood pressure) could have been serious with her blood pressure being so high, but it was not so serious because she did the right thing and went to the ER for treatment and got fluids. She believes the events (Fever, Sinus tachycardia, Heart Palpitations, high blood pressure) are medically significant. The patient believes that the events she experienced were directly caused by her receiving the vaccine, as she has never had these symptoms before other than she of course has had fevers in her life in the past.; Sender's Comments: A possible contribution role of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine) to the onset of the reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

971319 01/25/2021 FL M [Moderna COVID-19 vaccine] treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine Lot #039K20A; 70 yo physician with known normal blood counts prior and with no underlying medical conditions 17 days post first dose of vaccine noted to have leukopenia (WBC 3.4) and neutropenia (PMN 673). Also noted to have decreased HRV coincident. Simultaneous routine COVID PCR testing negative. Otherwise asymptomatic. Follow up CBC will be performed. All other hematologic and comprehensive metabolic profile values WNL

971320 12/18/2020 01/25/2021 28.0 F [Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine] treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA):received the Pzifer COVID vaccine on 12/18/20 at 10:50. I began experiencing numbness and tingling from my knees to my toes 40 minutes following the vaccine in both legs. I am still experiencing tingling and numbness in my legs at times.

971322 01/25/2021 U [Covid-19 vaccine] treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): drew 9 doses out of 1 vial

971331 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 KY 40.0 40 F Moderna COVID-19 vaccine EUA  Red, hard bump/knot raised , circle form , Warm to touch  Lasts about 3 days

971332 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 MO 28.0 28 F 13:21 -vaccine administered 13:40-c/o HA, nausea, dizziness, "hot, sweaty," diaphoretic HR116 BP 135/80 13:45-HR 107 BP 126/74 with worsening HA, persistent nausea.

971342 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 NY 76.0 76 F Vaccine administered > 6hrs after the beyond use time

971352 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 NY 90.0 90 U Vaccine administered > 6 hrs after the beyond use time.

971523 05/20/2014 01/25/2021 TX 56.0 56 F severe allergic reaction to it/and went into anaphylactic shock/started choking; severe allergic reaction to it/her arm swelled up; This spontaneous report was received from a 56 years old female patient, who was referring to herself. No information regarding the patient's medical history, concurrent conditions and concomitant medications was provided. It was reported that she did not have any drug reactions or allergies in her life.  On 20-MAY-2014, the patient was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) lot # J014566, expiration date was not reported but upon internal validation process it was established as 18-FEB-2015 (formulation, dose, route of administration and anatomical location were not reported) for prophylaxis.  On the same date, the patient experienced severe allergic reaction to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX). Her arm swelled up, she started choking, and went into anaphylactic shock. She was sent to an emergency room (ER) and they were waiting. They "pumped her with shot after shot", it was really bad, and finally was able to pull out. They told her if she received another vaccine they may not be able to save her. No laboratory diagnostics or studies were performed. She did not take any vaccines since then. The outcome of the events was reported as recovered.  The reporter considered the events to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  Upon internal review, the event of anaphylactic shock was determined to be medically significant.

971524 01/25/2021 PA 60.0 F vasculitic neuropathy / vasculitic neuropathy is a rare subtype of immune-mediated neuropathy; weakness / acute onset lower extremity weakness; distal symmetric axonopathy due to vasculitic neuropathy; This literature marketed report has been received from the authors of a published literature article and refers to a 60-year-old, female (reported as a woman) patient. She was healthy, non-diabetic. Her medical history, concomitant medications, previous drugs or allergies were not provided.  Several autoimmune disorders have been linked to vaccination. One that stood out was Guillain-Barre syndrome (GBS) following "influenza vaccine" (unspecified). Molecular mimicry was a proposed mechanism. As opposed to GBS, the vasculitic neuropathy was a rare subtype of immune-mediated neuropathy. It might or might not have been associated with systemic vasculitis. The most common phenotype was multifocal neuropathy known as mononeuritis multiplex. To the best of knowledge, distal symmetric axonopathy due to vasculitic neuropathy has not been described following pneumococcal vaccination.  On an unknown date, previously healthy, non-diabetic woman developed purpuric rash 3 days after she received a Pneumococcal Vaccine, Polyvalent (23-valent) (manufacturer unknown) (dose, strength, route of administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiration date were not reported) for prophylaxis. The rash was biopsied showing vasculopathy. For persistent eosinophilia, that was noted after vaccination, she underwent bone marrow biopsy without any evidence of malignancy. On an unspecified date, she developed acute onset lower extremity weakness worse in distal muscles. She became non-ambulatory prompting her admission to neurology service. Cerebrospinal fluid was normal, spine magnetic resonance imaging scans (MRI) were negative. Nerve Conduction Studies (NCSs) and Electromyography (EMG) revealed acute axonal neuropathy (also reported as distal symmetric axonal neuropathy). She was treated with intravenous (IV) immunoglobulin G (Ig) for possible axonal GBS without any improvement. On an unknown date, a radial sensory nerve biopsy was undertaken showing perivascular lymphocytes in the epineurial connective tissue. Rheumatology was consulted and confirmed the diagnosis of eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis. The patient was treated with high dose corticosteroids (unspecified), cyclophosphamide followed by azathioprine. The outcome of the events was not reported (unknown).  Vasculitic neuropathy was a rare entity. When it occurred, the typical presentation was multifocal neuropathy. This case described the unique case of vasculitic neuropathy, that developed in the setting of Pneumococcal Vaccine, Polyvalent (23-valent) (manufacturer unknown) vaccination and presented as a distal symmetric axonal neuropathy causing weakness. The causality between the suspect vaccine and the events was assessed by the authors to be related.  Upon internal review, the event immune-mediated neuropathy was determined to be medically significant.Y

971525 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 KS 17 F Arm soreness; Concerned about her age at the time of vaccination; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 17-year-old, female patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and experienced arm soreness. This also resulted in the event, recipient of the vaccine who was younger than 18 years old.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 30 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, the patient began to experience arm soreness, but no other symptoms, for 1-2 days. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event recipient of vaccine who was younger than 18 years old, was considered resolved on 30 Dec 2020. The outcome of the event arm soreness was resolved on an unknown date.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the events.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of 17- year-old female patient who experienced non-serious unexpected event of recipient of the vaccine was younger than 18 years old (product administered to patient of inappropriate age) for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown, Exp date-unknown. The patient experienced arm soreness, with no other associated adverse events. Based on temporal association and the known safety profile for the vaccine, a causal association with the event of arm soreness cannot be excluded.

971526 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 FL 84.0 84 F It all went down her arm; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning an 84-year-old, female patient who was participating in the mRNA-1273 Emergency Use Program and the vaccine appeared to leak back out of her arm and it went all down her arm and 5 drips drained.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 12-Jan-2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   Patient's daughter-in-law reported that patient received the Moderna vaccine on 12-Jan-2021 at a carside vaccination clinic.  She stated that after the vaccine was administered by injection to her right arm, it appeared to leak back out of her arm.  She said it all went down her arm and five drops drained. Patient was reportedly handed a paper towel to wipe up the fluid.  Caller reported wondering if her mother (the patient) received the full dose of the vaccine.  The patient had not had any symptoms or adverse events following vaccine administration.   No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event the vaccine appeared to leak back out of her arm and it went all down her arm and 5 drips drained, was considered resolved.  The reporter did not provide an assessment for the event.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

971527 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 PA 70.0 F 3in x 3in lump at injection site, red in color and hot to touch; 3in x 3in lump at injection site, red in color and hot to touch; 3in x 3in lump at injection site, red in color and hot to touch; his arm remains very tender to touch; Lost sleep due to pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 70-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (lot number: EJ1686, expiry date unknown) intramuscular at the left arm on 07Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included COVID-19 prior to vaccination; HTN, High cholesterol, and Asthma, all from an unknown date. The patient is not pregnant. Concomitant medications included ASA, carvedilol, ferrous sulfate, losartan potassium, magnesium, rosuvastatin, calcium carbonate, colecalciferol (CALCIUM + VITAMIN D, pantoprazole sodium sesquihydrate (PROTONIX), budesonide, and formoterol fumarate (SYMBICORT). The patient had previous allergies with Zocor, Prolia, Evista, Daypro, Amlodipine, and Lisinopril. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 08Jan2021, 12:00 PM, the patient experienced 3in x 3in lump at the injection site, red in color and hot to touch. She lost sleep due to pain, his arm remains very tender to touch. No therapeutic measures were taken in response to the events. Outcome of the events at the time of last observation was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events vaccination site mass, vaccination site erythema, vaccination site warmth and vaccination site pain cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

971528 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 F injection she had a bruise like 1.5 inches long/ she had a knot as wide as a baseball now; injection she had a bruise like 1.5 inches long/ she had a knot as wide as a baseball now; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself).  A female patient of an unspecified age received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at single dose, for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history concomitant medications were not reported. On 11Jan2021 she received the vaccine and within hours of that injection she had a bruise like 1.5 inches long and had not seen that anywhere in the material. She knew it could swell, but she had a knot as wide as a baseball now. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

971529 12/22/2020 01/25/2021 TN 37.0 F suspect that it may be Bell's Palsy; tingling in the left side of her tongue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 37-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730), intramuscularly at 0.3ml single injection in the left arm on 22Dec2020 09:00 for covid-19 prophylaxis. Medical history included persimmon fruit allergy from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced tingling in the left side of her tongue on 22Dec2020, the event was reported as serious per medically significant, suspect that it may be bell's palsy on an unspecified date. The adverse event was not required a visit to emergency room or physician office. Caller was an employee health nurse that reported that she had an employee that received the first dose Covid-19 vaccine on 22Dec2020 and as they were administering the vaccine, the patient developed tingling in the left side of her tongue. The caller said that the patient reported that the tingling was still there. She said that the patient was concerned that it might cause her to get bell's palsy. Caller wanted to know if this was this common and whether she could move forward with getting the 2nd dose of the vaccine. The caller said that the patient received the vaccine in her left arm. The caller said that the patient reported that the tingling in her tongue was mild and not stopping her from eating and she was not having any respiratory issues. Caller said that the only allergy that the patient has was to Persimmon fruit. The side effect mentioned is not necessarily Bell's palsy since the characteristic eye drooping is not present. The outcome of events for tingling in the left side of her tongue was not resolved, for suspect that it may be bell's palsy was unknown. Vaccination Facility Type was hospital. Vaccine Administered at Military Facility: No. History of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect (or patient age at first and subsequent immunizations if dates of birth or immunizations are not available) was none. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. No prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. No relevant tests. Drug result was related.; Sender's Comments: The causality between the reported tingling in the left side of her tongue, which was suspected that it may be Bell's Palsy and the administration of COVID-19 vaccine, BNT162B2, cannot be denied, based on the reasonable temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

971530 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 PA 28.0 F weakness; eye pain; headache/ head pain; back pain; chills; Nauseated; her arm was killing her more than a normal vaccine; She had a fever then; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This 28-year-old female nurse (patient) reported that she received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL3246) at single dose at left deltoid for COVID-19 immunisation on 11Jan2021 at 4:30 pm. Relevant history included contraception. Family Medical History Relevant to AE(s) was none. Concomitant drug included ongoing ethinylestradiol, etonogestrel (NUVARING) for contraception for years. The patient experienced a headache, back ache, nausea and was almost passing out. She had the first dose of the vaccine on the 11Jan2021 at 4:30 PM and was in bed around 10:00 that night.  She woke up at 5:00 AM on 12Jan2021 and didn't feel great, her arm was killing her more than a normal vaccine and she was nauseated at 5:30, which was not that horrible. She took some Tylenol. Then she got to work and around 9:00 she felt like she was going to get sick. She had horrendous nausea, chills, weakness, eye pain, headache/ head pain, and back pain. Her clothes hurt because the body aches were so bad. She felt like she was going to pass out, like a vasovagal. She went to urgent care because her manager didn't think it was side effect. She went and got swabbed (result unknown), whatever. She had a fever then. They told her it was a reaction to the vaccine. Her temperature was 101.6 degrees Fahrenheit when she went to Urgent care. She would say the fever started at 12:30PM on 12Jan2021. She did not know if fever would be ongoing because she was taking fever reducer and it was working. The events weakness, eye pain, head pain, and back pain were reported as serious since medically significant. The nausea was better around 2:00PM. The outcome of event nausea, Chills was and Weakness was resolved on 12Jan2021.  The outcome of events eye pain, head pain, and back pain was resolving. The outcome of event 'her arm was killing her more than a normal vaccine' was recovering. The outcome of fever was unknown. History of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect was none. Additional Vaccines Administered on Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect was none. Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) was none. AE(s) following prior vaccinations was none.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported events, weakness, eye pain, head pain, and back pain, and the administration the suspect vaccine, BNT162B2.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

971531 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 TN 40.0 F Itching; headache and body aches; headache and body aches; chest tightness; had hives; Vertigo; Nystagmus in her eyes; passing out; vomiting/puke when vertical; Dizziness; tingling and numbness in throat and lips; tingling and numbness in throat and lips; tingling and numbness in throat and lips; tingling and numbness in throat and lips; heart rate 125; BP of 170/100; throat tightness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 40-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number=El1283) via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 08Jan2021 11:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine was administered at hospital. Medical history included ongoing autoimmune disorder. The patient had known allergies to Amoxicillin and wasps. No family medical history relevant to events. Ongoing concomitant medication included hydroxychloroquine sulfate (HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE) for autoimmune disorder, celecoxib (CELEBREX) for autoimmune disorder, oral dimenhydrinate (DRAMAMINE), oral fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA) and oral famotidine (PEPCID). No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient previously took flu vaccine (Expiry Date: Nov2020), tetanus vaccines for immunization. At 11:40 on 08Jan2021, the patient had tingling and numbness in throat and lips, heart rate was 125. By noon had hives and blood pressure (BP) of 170/100 (normal BP was 96/58 and heart rate was 65), chest tightness and throat tightness, the patient was given Benadryl (50mg) and monitored. No change so walked to emergency room. Given intravenous Benadryl and steroids then released the same day on 08Jan2021. The patient woke up on Saturday and shortly after hives came back, itching, chest tightness, headache and body aches. Saturday night on 09Jan2021 she went back to hospital due to continued reaction from 09Jan2021 06:00 pm until 10Jan2021 04:30 PM. The patient was admitted for heart testing then released on Sunday afternoon simply due because each doctor said they didn't know what to do. The patient slept from late Saturday night to Monday (except testing and eating at hospital), on 11Jan2021 around noon the patient took a shower and hives, itching and tingling all came back. Completely started over with reaction and started dizziness. On Tuesday 12Jan2021, primary care physician (PCP) for tests. Chest tightness started subsiding but very dizzy, puke when vertical. Wednesday: rheumatoid doctor. The patient had extreme vertigo. Other reported events: passing out, vomiting. Nystagmus in her eyes was very strong so that she got very dizzy. The events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care or Hospitalization. Adverse event start time  also reported as 11:45 am. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included blood pressure 170/100 on 08Jan2021, blood test and electrocardiogram (EKG) with unknown results, heart rate: 125 on 08Jan2021. Normal BP was 96/58 and heart rate was 65. Heart and lungs examination with clear result. The patient had no Covid prior vaccination. Nasal Swab of Covid tested post vaccination on 05Jan2021 with a result of negative. Heart rate 125 recovered on 12Jan2021. BP of 170/100 recovered on 12Jan2021. Chest tightness sometimes she has episodes. She cannot walk without assistance. She stated she currently was 100% dependent on someone else. Throat tightness recovered on 11Jan2021. Outcome of other events was not recovered. She was treated at hospital with Oral and IV Benadryl and IV Steroids on 08Jan2021. On 09Jan2021 she was administered Oral Prednisone, Oral Diphenhydramine HCl (BENADRYL) and Oral Acetaminophen(Tylenol). Steroids switched from prednisone Oral to dexamethasone Oral twice daily. On 13Jan2021 she started on ondansetron (ZOFRAN) 4mg 3xday Promethazine (Fenagrin) 25 mg once at night.   Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.Y 1

971532 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 33.0 F passed out briefly; a fruity taste in her mouth; turned "Beet red" on her neck/face; have an episode of hypertension; feeling hot; was "swaying"; had menstrual like cramps that radiated from her abdomen to her entire body; had menstrual like cramps that radiated from her abdomen to her entire body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 33-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) , via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at the first single dose for covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  Within in minutes of receiving the vaccine on 13Jan2021, the patient reported a fruity taste in her mouth, turned "Beet red" on her neck/face, and passed out briefly. When she regained consciousness, she was given Benadryl, and also was reported to have an episode of hypertension. She reported feeling hot and was "swaying" and had menstrual like cramps that radiated from her abdomen to her entire body.  The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of the event "passed out briefly". The impacts of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021027150 same reporter/drug, similar event, different patient

971533 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 MO 37.0 F Mental fog; Chills; Dizziness sensation; Headache; Extremely large lymph nodes; Fevers; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for self. This 37-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number unknown) via unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 12:00 PM at single dose in right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient is not pregnant. The patient had no COVID prior vaccination. The patient had none known allergies. The patient medical history included hypertension/ gastric sleeve 2020. The patient concomitant mediations included metoprolol 100mg once a day. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number unknown) via unspecified route of administration on 18-Dec-2020 12:00 PM at single dose in right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced extremely large lymph nodes, chills, fevers, Constant headache and dizziness sensation, mental fog. The events onset date was reported 08-Jan-2021 20:00 PM. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The COVID test post vaccination (COVID test type Nasal Swab, COVID test name COVID/flu AB by PCR) resulted Negative on 11-Jan-2021. The patient received no treatment. The outcome of events was recovering. Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested. Sender's Comments: Based on the reasonable temporal association, the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported mental fog and the administration of the suspected vaccine, BNT162B2. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

971534 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 CA 60.0 F Temperature 101.7; Back pain/pain in her back; Right upper jaw pain that felt like sinus; Heart rate 130's; Oxygen Saturation dropping; Headache/head felt like it would explode; Ringing in the ears; Thighs are burning; calf pain/Calves were sore in back; Calves were sore in back and felt like DVT; Chest pressure; she sound like a hypochondriac; flu like symptoms; can barely walk; Nausea; Shivering; weak; felt miserable; dry hives; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for herself. A 60-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Batch/lot number: EL1283, Expiry Date: 30Nov2021, intramuscularly into right deltoid on 11Jan2021 07:15 at single dose at the hospital for Precaution as frontline healthcare worker. Medical history included Wolff-Parkinson-White (WPW) syndrome from 2000, heart surgery in the past on unknown date, had surgery that was in 2000. Years of chest pain and PVC after that; allergic to Sulfa with hives: One time she mixed it up with a medication of her sons and took it by mistake and did not realize it and she did not have any reaction, she has not had in years. It was an injection and she doesn't have the name, lot or expiration. Family medical history included Mother was diabetic and sister was prediabetic and was 61. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot E49899) on 18Dec2020 at 10:30 am injected in Right Deltoid for COVID-19 immunisation and experienced shivering; same body aches, she took TYLENOL; had major headache all night long, all over her head; It was a pressure headache; Someone gave her MOTRIN and within 3 hours she was totally fine. The patient stated she received the Pfizer COVID vaccine second dose on 11Jan2021 and has had problems since then. She has been miserable, took paracetamol (TYLENOL), headache, have ringing the ears, head was exploding, back aches, calf pain, temperature at 8 am 101.7 and 101.7 at 10:40 on 12Jan2021, feeling very weak, nausea, dry hives, Right upper jaw pain that felt like sinus, all in Jan2021. Her heart rate was in the 130's at 3:30-4:00 on 12Jan2021 and now down to 115-108. Her Oxygen saturation has been 91-95 %. She just had a miserable night (Jan2021). She had this pressure in her chest. Her heart rate was 130 and O2 was 93%. Her O2 saturation last night (on 11Jan2021) was 91-94%, mostly about 93%. Chest Pressure began around 3am on 12Jan2021. She called healthcare provider and was waiting to get advice from them if she needs an EKG. She was still having a little bit of mild pressure. She noticed that her oxygenation was 93% when this was happening. It went up to 95% for a second last night. Her heart rate was now between 112-115. When she walked, it went to 125-130. It started around 3:30-4:00 this morning (on 12Jan2021) and was mildly improved. she was feeling the chest pressure back pain had lesson, but had pain in the upper jaw, flu like symptoms on 12Jan2021. she said she could not get out of the bed right. She did have a heart surgery in the past, her legs were burring, and week. she said after the first dose she did had a reaction but took MOTRIN and went to work the next day. The patient wanted to know about the heart rate being high and ringing in the ears. She wanted to know if it was supposed to drop your saturation and increase your heart rate. Is she just behaving like the norm or should her O2 be much higher. Her first shot was not as bad as this reaction. There was no prescriber. The temperature just began now as she just took it. Oxygen Saturation dropping began when she woke up in middle of night around 3:30- 4:00. She used her pulse oximeter and noticed it then. It was associated with her ears ringing and her head felt like it would explode at 3:30 on 12Jan2021. She felt better with headache but still had it. She was so weak on 12Jan2021, she did not want to go anywhere. Her oxygenation had worsened to 93% on average. She had a headache last time but did not have ringing in her ears. She woke up about 3:30 with it. The headache now was all over head from front to back and comes and goes. Last time she went to work after receiving the first one and today (on 12Jan2021), there was no way she could go to work. She took TYLENOL when she got home because she was shivering and took more at 3:30 because she felt miserable because of her chest. She took 1 gram. Her headache did not go away. She got to sleep after she took the TYLENOL. Her back and jaw was bothering her. It felt like the flu. She had upper jaw pain and pain in her back. She didn't have a good back and just aches. After the first one, it took 10 hours for the shivering to start. This time it was very similar. The shivering started about 10 hours later, at 9pm on 11Jan2021. Back pain starting at 05:00 on 12Jan2021 was stated as being sharp on right side scapula and feel like the flu. It is to the right of spinal vertebrae. She thought she would go to bed and lie down. She has had back pain before. The jaw pain started around 05:00 on 12Jan2021. She felt it in her cheek. It was a little bit better. Nausea started at 11:00 pm on 11Jan2021 and got worse at 03:30 when she got up to go to the bathroom around midnight. She felt like she could vomit and felt better, but she couldn't. Her thighs were burning at 03:30 on 12Jan2020. It was persistent weak and burning. She can barely walk. The areas that have hurt like when you get the flu, she was having now in the same places, so she thought it was from the shot. Calves were sore in back and felt like a DVT (Deep vein thrombosis), started at 03:30 of 12Jan2021 and was still sore. She said she sound like a hypochondriac. It was in back of calf towards knee. She did not think it was a blood clot. It was feeling better. It was still sore but nothing like it was at 03:30. It is just an odd pain. She did not want to leave the house and surprised that her oxygen saturation was low. She just wanted to go back to sleep for a bit. Oxygen Saturation dropping was reported as worsened. The outcome of events Chest pressure, Heart rate 130's, Headache/head felt like it would explode, Right upper jaw pain that felt like sinus, calf pain/Calves were sore in back and Calves were sore in back and felt like DVT  was recovering. The outcome of events Oxygen Saturation dropping, Ringing in the ears, Shivering, Back pain/pain in her back, Nausea, and Thighs are burning was not recovered. The outcome of events Temperature 101.7, she sound like a hypochondriac, dry hives, flu like symptoms, weak, felt miserable and can barely walk was unknown.  The reporter considered events Heart rate 130's, Temperature 101.7, Oxygen Saturation dropping, Right upper jaw pain that felt like sinus and Thighs are burning were related to BNT162B2. The reporter considered events Chest pressure, Heart rate 130's, Temperature 101.7, Oxygen Saturation dropping, Headache, Ringing in ears, Shivering, Back pain, Nausea, Thighs are burning, Right upper jaw pain that felt like sinus and Calves were sore 
in back and felt like DVT as serious due to Medically significant.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

971535 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 MI 37.0 F lost consciousness; Severe cramping; diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (lot number: EL3249, expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 13Jan2021 13:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included chronic fatigue syndrome from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient has no known allergies. Patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications included cyanocobalamin (VITAMIN B-12), Iron, and Vitamin D (VITAMIN D NOS); patient received these medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to BNT162B2. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 14Jan2021 04:00 AM, the patient experienced severe cramping, followed by episode of diarrhea. During the cramping, she lost consciousness for an unknown amount of time. No therapeutic measures were taken in response to the events. Outcome of the events at the time of last observation was recovering. The events were reported as non-serious.; Sender's Comments: A possible contribution role of the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) to the onset of lost consciousness cannot be excluded due to temporal relationship.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

971536 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 OH 31.0 F 7 days after the vaccine-developed onset of Pericarditis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP reporting for a patient.   A 31-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Lot # EK9231) intramuscular at single dose at left arm on 28Dec2020 13:00 for Covid-19 immunisation, administered at Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility.  Medical history included recurrent idiopathic pericarditis, hypertension, pre-eclampsia, Covid-19. No known allergies. Patient was not pregnant. The patient had experienced Covid-19 prior vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the BNT162B2 vaccine.  The patient developed onset of pericarditis 7 days after the vaccine on 04Jan2021. AE resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Patient received Colchicine and Ibuprofen as treatment. Post vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of event was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the event pericarditis with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

971537 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 FL 36.0 F Vasovagal syncope with asystole; Vasovagal syncope with asystole; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient).  A 36-year-old female patient received the second dose of the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EJ1686), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 11Jan2021 at 14:45 at 36-years-old at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in a hospital.  Medical history included Wilms tumor from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, Kidney resection and chemo from 1986 to an unknown date, sulfonamide allergy from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, premature ventricular contractions (PVCs) from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EH9899) for COVID-19 immunization on 21Dec2020. On 12Jan2021 at 04:00, the patient experienced vasovagal syncope with asystole (hospitalization, medically significant).  The patient was hospitalized for vasovagal syncope with asystole on unknown dates for 4 days (at the time of the report). It was reported that the patient did not receive any treatment due to the events. The clinical course was reported as follows: The patient experienced what was believed to be a vasovagal syncope with asystole; approximately 12 hours after receiving the second dose. The patient had been admitted to the hospital since all cardiac diagnosis tests were negative for structural or functional abnormalities. The patient remained in-patient at this time for initiation of therapy for frequent PVCs, which were diagnosis about one year ago; but chose not to treat at that time, as the symptoms were not affecting her lifestyle. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included cardiac diagnosis tests: negative for structural or functional abnormalities on an unknown date.  The clinical outcome of the events was recovering. The patient did not have COVID prior to vaccination; and was not tested for COVID post vaccination.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 in the development of the vasovagal syncope with asystole cannot be excluded. The event is confounded by the patient's underlying premature ventricular contractions. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 4

971538 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 IN 43.0 F Red blood cells are a little low; Hemoglobin and hematocrit were slightly low; Hemoglobin and hematocrit were slightly low; fluttering in chest; Rash on left side of face and neck; skin started burning; Anxiety and fear; Anxiety and fear; Racing heart beat; Dizziness/Lightheadedness; Headache; Nausea; Has been on her period for three weeks/Is premenopausal/Was bleeding at time of vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for herself. A 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration at right arm on 06Jan2021 15:22 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital, No agency site. Medical history reported included breast implants, She was healthy and had no medical diagnoses. The patient's concomitant medications was reported as none, She took no medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient wanted to report a possible reaction to the COVID Vaccine. Has been to the ER three times. Had a racing heart beat, dizziness, lightheadedness, and nausea on 08Jan2021. Developed a rash and skin started burning on 11Jan2021. The rash was on the left side of her face and neck. Racing heart beat started first. Then dizziness, headache, lightheadedness, and nausea began. She also had anxiety and fear. All symptoms began on 08Jan2021. Went to the ER on 08Jan2021. Was discharged from the Emergency room. Last night, 11Jan2021, she felt fluttering in chest, but it wasn't as severe as two nights ago. Her EKG was normal. Patient Hoped nothing occurs today. Took three Benadryl last night. Racing heart beat, rash, dizziness, headache, lightheadedness, nausea were all ongoing. The patient was wearing a Halter monitor until 12Jan2021 at 15:00, total duration for Halter monitor is 24 hours. Seriousness: Definitely disabling. Sunday night she thought she might not wake up Monday. She was fearful of all of the weird. Investigations: The patient was advised her labs were ok. Red blood cells are a little low. Hemoglobin and hematocrit were slightly low. Thought hemoglobin was 10.7. EKG was normal, Chest X-Ray was negative. The patient was just trying to figure out why reaction occurred. She Had been on her period for three weeks, was pre-menopausal. Was bleeding at time of vaccination on 06Jan2021. She did have breast implants, and didn't know if that was related or not.  The patient Would not be getting the second injection. The nurse assessed the events of Racing heart beat, Anxiety and fear and Rash on left side of face and neck as related. The outcome of the event fluttering in chest was recovering, the outcome of the events Racing heart beat, rash, dizziness/ lightheadedness, headache, and nausea was not recovered and the outcome of the other events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events cardiac flutter, palpitations, headache, dizziness and nausea cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

971539 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 WI 25.0 F WBCs and neutrophils and platelets elevated 3 hours later; WBCs and neutrophils and platelets elevated 3 hours later; WBCs and neutrophils and platelets elevated 3 hours later; Coat hanger neck/ shoulder pain; Coat hanger neck/ shoulder pain; flushed; felt uncomfortable; couldn't sit still; feeling clammy; saw spots; BP dropped to 60s/30s; felt like throat was closing; couldn't breathe well; hands were numb; lips were white/ blue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 25-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, LOT# EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 07Jan2021 13:30 at first single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma, fibromyalgia, idiopathic hypersomnia, seasonal allergies (dust, ragweed, pollen, dander), covid-19. Concomitant medication in two weeks included duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA), modafinil, montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), ergocalciferol (VIT D). No other vaccine in four weeks. 1-2 min after shot the patient became flushed and felt uncomfortable/ couldn't sit still, began feeling clammy, saw spots, BP dropped to 60s/30s, all other vitals stable, felt like throat was closing and couldn't breathe well, hands were numb, lips were white/ blue. No itching or hives. Resolved with trendelenburg and rest, fluids given in ED. WBCs and neutrophils and platelets elevated 3 hours later. Coat hanger neck/ shoulder pain for the next few days. Adverse event start date was 07Jan2021 01:30. Event resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. Covid was not tested post vaccination. Outcome of the event was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

971540 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 NY 32.0 M Unable to move the left side of my face/I could quite noticeably see asymmetry in my face/I was provided with the diagnosis of Bells Palsy; I felt moderate tingling sensations associated with the distribution of the paralysis; Generalized muscle aches; I felt fatigue; Dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician.   A 32-year-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL3246) on 07Jan2021 at 09:00 a.m. intramuscular on left deltoid, at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history was not reported. Concomitant medications included omeprazole. The patient received first dose of BNT162B2 on 18Dec2020 at 09:00 on left arm (lot number: EK5730) and experienced headaches that started on the third day and ended on the tenth day. Following the second dose on 07Jan2021, patient experienced fatigue and generalized muscle aches within six to twelve hours, and these symptoms lasted for two days. On 10Jan2021, he noticed that was unable to move the left side of his face. He felt moderate tingling sensations associated with the distribution of the paralysis. When looked in the mirror, he could quite noticeably see asymmetry in his face. Patient immediately visited emergency department at the hospital where his primary care doctor was located. Patient was kept in the hospital into the next day for observation (as reported). After evaluation by a neurology team and an MRI, patient was diagnosed with Bells Palsy. He had never previously been diagnosed with Bells Palsy, and never previously had a hospital stay before. It was also informed that patient underwent Nasal Swab for SARS-CoV-2 test on an unspecified date in Dec2020 and on 10Jan2021, both resulted negative. At the time of the reporting, the symptoms continued.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of diagnosed Bells Palsy presented as unable to move the left side of his face/felt moderate tingling sensations associated with the distribution of the paralysis/asymmetry in his face cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 2

971541 01/25/2021 PA U received the entire vial contents (0.45 mL), without dilution; overdose/ received the entire vial contents (0.45 mL), without dilution; flu-like symptoms from the overdose; This is spontaneous report from the two contactable nurses, two contactable physicians, one contactable pharmacist. These reporters reported 8 similar reports. This is the first one. An unknown age and gender patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (LOT# unknown) at single dose for immunization. Medial history and concomitant drug were not reported. It was reported that patient experienced flu-like symptoms from the overdose. Eight healthcare workers in a long-term care (LTC) facility received the entire vial contents (0.45 mL), without dilution, for their first dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine. Four of the eight workers were hospitalized as a precaution after experiencing flu-like symptoms from the overdose. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, the event "flu-like symptoms" is possibly relate to overdose of vaccine BNT162B2 due to product preparation error. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021032448 same reporter/SD, AE/ different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021032447 same reporter/SD/AE, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021032263 same reporter/SD/AE, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021032446 same reporter/SD/AE, different patientY

971542 01/25/2021 PA U Four of the eight workers were hospitalized as a precaution after experiencing flu-like symptoms from the overdose; Four of the eight workers were hospitalized as a precaution after experiencing flu-like symptoms from the overdose; This is spontaneous report from two contactable nurses, two contactable physicians, one contactable pharmacist. These reporters reported similar events for four patients. This is a 2nd of 4 reports. An unknown age and gender patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (LOT# unknown) at single dose for immunization. Medial history and concomitant drug were not reported. It was reported that patient experienced flu-like symptoms from the overdose. Eight healthcare workers in a long-term care (LTC) facility received the entire vial contents (0.45 mL), without dilution, for their first dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine. Four of the eight workers were hospitalized as a precaution after experiencing flu-like symptoms from the overdose. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the events "received entire vial contents without dilution" and flu-like symptoms with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021032445 same reporter/SD/AE, different patientY

971543 01/25/2021 PA U received the entire vial contents (0.45 mL), without dilution; overdose/ received the entire vial contents (0.45 mL), without dilution; flu-like symptoms from the overdose; This is spontaneous report from the two contactable nurses, two contactable physicians, one contactable pharmacist. These reporters reported similar events for four patients. This is 3rd of 4 reports. An unknown age and gender patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (LOT# unknown) at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medial history and concomitant drug were not reported. It was reported that patient experienced flu-like symptoms from the overdose. Eight healthcare workers in a long-term care (LTC) facility received the entire vial contents (0.45 mL), without dilution, for their first dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine. Four of the eight workers were hospitalized as a precaution after experiencing flu-like symptoms from the overdose. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, the event "flu-like symptoms" is possibly relate to overdose of vaccine BNT162B2 due to product preparation error. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021032445 same reporter/SD/AE, different patientY

971544 01/25/2021 PA U received the entire vial contents (0.45 mL), without dilution; Four of the eight workers were hospitalized as a precaution after experiencing flu-like symptoms from the overdose; This is Spontaneous report from 2 contactable Nurses, 2 contactable physicians and a contactable Pharmacist. These Nurses, physicians and pharmacist reported similar events for 4 patients. This is a 4th of 4 reports.  A patient of unknown age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unknown route of administration at single dose (first dose) for unknown indication. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Eight healthcare workers in a long-term care (LTC) facility received the entire vial contents (0.45 mL), without dilution, for their first dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine. Four of the eight workers were hospitalized as a precaution after experiencing flu-like symptoms from the overdose. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported Flu-like symptoms was associated with the accidental overdose, received the entire vial contents (0.45 mL) of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), without dilution. The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021032445 same reporter/SD, AE/ different patientY

971545 01/25/2021 40.0 F heavier than normal vaginal bleeding following vaccination 2 weeks before unspecified date; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist reported that a 5 decade (40's) female patient received bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, lot number and Expiration Date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on an unknown date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications was not reported. Patient have heavier than normal vaginal bleeding following vaccination 2 weeks before unspecified date, now having vaginal bleeding for 12 days wondering if this was related to the vaccine. The outcome of event was not recovered.  Information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported vaginal bleeding cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

971546 01/25/2021 LA F wobbling profusely as she walks out of a bathroom/getting even worse; This is a spontaneous report from non-contactable consumers from a Pfizer sponsored program Corporate (Pfizer) Social Media Platforms. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had been injured by the vaccine. She was wobbling profusely as she walked out of a bathroom. She was admitted to the hospital and was cautious about taking the vaccine. She was getting even worse today (11Jan2021) and still did not have any answers from doctors as to how to fix this. The shots cause harm. Injury was real and not rare. She had a bad night last night but today was a little better for her. They still didn't know how to treat this problem. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) results came back good today (11Jan2021). She just had another serious episode and she thought it's getting worse when the shakes come. The outcome of event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.Y

971547 01/25/2021 F Bells Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician (patient) via Pfizer Sales Representative.  A 34-year-old (reported as 34, unit was not provided) female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced bells palsy on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. The event took place after vaccination.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of bells palsy cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

971548 01/25/2021 40.0 M TIA/mini stroke; This is a spontaneous report from non-contactable consumer via Pfizer Sales Representative. A 5-decade-old male patient received 1st dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included insulin dependent diabetic in mid 40s. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced TIA (transient ischaemic attack) /mini stroke on same day he received COVID vaccine. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

971549 12/23/2020 01/25/2021 NY 52.0 F Pneumonia; Left Arm Swelling / her arm and shoulder became swollen; Left Arm Swelling / her arm and shoulder became swollen; she also has something else going on in her shoulder; achy all over in her neck, arm, and shoulder; achy all over in her neck, arm, and shoulder; Felt sick to her stomach; her arm was sore that evening; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program made from a contactable consumer (patient). This 52-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot#: EK5730) at single dose on left arm on 23-Dec-2020 for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included sleep apnea; high blood pressure; COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease). Concomitant Medication was nothing new, her normal medication, she took vitamins, and high blood pressure medication. She had had no positive test for Covid prior to the vaccine, she had had no antibody test, she had had no issues with vaccine in the past. The patient experienced left arm swelling in Jan2021 and pneumonia on 08Jan2021. The patient worked in a hospital and received her first dose on 23Dec2020 and she was supposed to get the second dose today but she was not at work today. She was wanting to know if she should go ahead and take the second dose because her arm was still swollen. The product was the Covid vaccine. She stated that her arm was still swollen, when she got shot she was fine, her arm was sore that evening (Dec2020) and then nothing, then a weekend after new years her arm and shoulder became swollen (Jan2021) and she had been to the ER and the doctor thought the swelling was because of the shot, but she also had something else going on in her shoulder (Jan2021). So in the meantime she went to the ER and they took X rays, and they told her that she was starting to develop pneumonia. She was going back to work tomorrow, being that she was on the antibiotics now, still had swelling in the arm, and had pneumonia, should she still get the 2nd shot. She noticed the swelling Saturday after New Years. She was also achy all over in her neck, arm, and shoulder (Jan2021). She felt sick to her stomach, this was all the first Week of Jan2021. She went to the ER, she was not admitted and came home the same day. She went to the ER on 08Jan2021. 08Jan2021 was also when the pneumonia was diagnosed. The name of antibiotic she was prescribed was doxycycline. She started it on Saturday 09Jan2021, she was prescribed 100 mg 2 pills a day for 10 days. When they did the X ray, they said that the pneumonia had showed up, or she was just starting to get pneumonia. Patient stated that she didn't believe because they made a comment about the way she was laying however she had been taking the medication and feeling better. She was schedule for the second dose today. She did reschedule for Friday, and wanted to know if she should still get it. In the ER, they said it could have been a blood clot and so they did a scan to find blood clots but it was negative. The outcome of event pneumonia was resolving; events left arm swelling and shoulder became swollen was not resolved. The outcome of rest evens was unknown..

971550 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 SC 43.0 F COVID-19 immunization on 22Dec2020/ COVID-19 immunization on 09Jan2021; Syncopal episode; loss of consciousness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 43-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Ek9231) via unspecified route on right arm single dose for COVID-19 immunization on 09Jan2021, 11:00 AM, at 43-year-old. Medical history included: allergies: Cephlasporins; sulfa; clarithromycin (BIAXIN); metronidazole benzoate (FLAGYL). The patient did not have COVID prior vaccination. Concomitant medications in two weeks included: ibuprofen; loratadine, pseudoephedrine sulfate (CLARITIN-D); fluticasone propionate (FLONASE). The patient did not have other vaccine in four weeks. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on right arm for COVID-19 immunization on 22Dec2020, 12:00 PM, at 43-year-old. On 11Jan2021, 12:15AM, the patient had syncopal episode, loss of consciousness for approximate 10 minutes, more than two hours to fully recover. This resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment received included: IVFs, sutures. The patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination. Action taken for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Outcome of the events syncope and loss of consciousness was resolved on 11Jan2021, of else event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the possible contribution of suspect BNT162B2 to the events syncope and loss of consciousness cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

971551 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 GA 28.0 F can't even think; no sense of smell; sick; headache; flu type symptoms with sinus pressure; flu type symptoms with sinus pressure; sore throat; brain fog; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program.  A 28-year-old female patient received BNT162b2 (lot number: EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 09Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient got the COVID 19 vaccine on 09Jan2021, and symptoms started shortly right after, with headache, flu type symptoms with sinus pressure, all on 09Jan2021; and this morning (13Jan2021) she woke up with no sense of smell. She is so sick right now (13Jan2021), said she can't even think right now (13Jan2021). The patient stated the only thing that improved was the headache went away, and in the first two days (Jan2021), she had a sore throat, and that has gone away, but everything else has stayed constant. The patient had brain fog in Jan2021. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included weight: 125 pound range. The outcome of the event headache was recovered on 09Jan2021, the sore throat was recovered in Jan2021, other events was not recovered.

971552 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 PA 30.0 F Passed out; Chest tightness; Dizziness; Trouble breathing; Itching throat; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A 30-year-old female patient (no pregnancy) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration at site of left arm at 17:15 on 11Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included migraine and seizure. Concomitant medication included lamotrigine (LAMICTAL) and zonisamide (ZONEGRAN). Both received within two weeks of vaccination. The patient experienced passed out, chest tightness, dizziness, trouble breathing, and itching throat, all at 17:30 on 11Jan2021. No other vaccines received in four weeks. Facility type vaccine was in hospital. Adverse events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient received salbutamol (ALBUTEROL), steroids, diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL), lansoprazole (PREVACID) and IV fluids for treatment. No covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination. No known allergies. The outcome of events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

971553 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 NC 38.0 F Dizziness; Tachycardia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. This other HCP reported for self that the 38-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, COVID-19 Vaccine, Lot#: EL0140, Expiry Date: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 13:15 on Deltoid, Right at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included she did get a monthly allergy injection about 3-4 weeks prior to the COVID-19 Vaccine. She said she did not have any reaction to the allergy shot, clarifying she has always done well with her allergy shots. Concomitant medications were none.  She said she got dizzy for about 30 minutes afterwards, and then was all better. Caller asked if Pfizer has any guidance on how she should proceed with the second COVID-19 Vaccine dose. Caller was advised she would be transferred to Pfizer Medical Information for further assistance. Reported she got really dizzy approximately 10 minutes after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine, and the dizziness lasted for about 30 minutes after that. She said the dizziness completely resolved. Reported she also got a little tachy (clarified as tachycardia) during the time period she was dizzy. She said she wasn't sure if she became tachycardic because she was worried when she became dizzy. She said the tachycardia resolved with the dizziness. No treatment was received. The events stared from 05Jan2021 and considered as Medically significant. The outcome of the events was recovered on 05Jan2021. Vaccination Facility Type was Hospital. No Vaccine Administered at Military Facility. History of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect (or patient age at first and subsequent immunizations if dates of birth or immunizations are not available) was none. Additional Vaccines Administered on Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect was none. No AE was require a visit to: Emergency Room or Physician Office. Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) was none. Relevant tests was none.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of dizziness and tachycardia. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

971554 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 CT F fell out of bed; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect from a contactable consumer (patient's daughter).  A female patient of unknown age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown.  After getting shot she fell out of bed and had to be hospitalized. Caller said had nothing to do with shot felt nursing home unsafe and moved to another home once released from hospital. New nursing home not scheduled to give 2nd shots until 28 days and wants to know if ok to wait that extra 8 days. Outcome was unknown. Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.Y

971555 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 NC 85.0 M Passed out; massive diarrhea; fell and hit his face; fell and hit his face; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An 85-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included epilepsy from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing (Caller says her father in law hasn't had seizure in years, it was diagnosed when he was a kid, 60-70 years ago).  There were no concomitant medications.  The reporter is calling on behalf of her father in law. She said he had his first dose of the COVID vaccine recently, she pulled this number off of the paperwork today. She says that she believes he had a side effect for it, and also he was rescheduled for his second dose. She says his second dose was supposed to be in 21 days but they rescheduled him for it at 18 days instead. She says he got the first dose on 11Jan, and they rescheduled his next for the 29th. She says she wanted to know if this was correct or ok. The reporter says that the following day he ended up having massive diarrhea, that it caused him while he was on the commode to pass out and he fell and hit his face, the best she can tell he was alone at the time. She says he did not go to the hospital for that, he got up and cleaned himself off and took a nap, and the nurse next door checked on him later on. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

971556 12/01/2020 01/25/2021 F Anaphylaxis; Persistent cough; This is a literature report were authors reported 21 cases listed in table 1. This is the 20th of the 21 patients.  This report summarizes the clinical and epidemiologic characteristics of case reports of allergic reactions, including anaphylaxis and nonanaphylaxis allergic reactions, after receipt of the first dose of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine during December 14-23, 2020, in the United States.   As of 23Dec2020, a reported 1,893,360 first doses of Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine had been administered and reports of 4,393 (0.2%) adverse events after receipt of Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine had been submitted to the Reporting System. Among these, 175 case reports were identified for further review as possible cases of severe allergic reaction, including anaphylaxis. Anaphylaxis is a life-threatening allergic reaction that does occur rarely after vaccination, with onset typically within minutes to hours. Twenty-one cases were determined to be anaphylaxis (a rate of 11.1 per million doses administered), including 17 in persons with a documented history of allergies or allergic reactions, seven of whom had a history of anaphylaxis. The median interval from vaccine receipt to symptom onset was 13 minutes (range = 2-150 minutes). Among 20 persons with follow-up information available, all had recovered or been discharged home.  A 29-year-old female patient who received the 1st dose of the bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 vaccine, unknown lot number) at single dose in Dec2020 for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included allergy to sulfa drugs. The patient had no prior history of anaphylaxis. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.   The patient experienced anaphylaxis (signs and symptoms: generalized urticaria) and persistent cough, 54 min after vaccination, in Dec2020. It was determined to be Brighton level 2 of diagnosis. The patient received treatment at emergency department and received treatment with epinephrine. At the time of the report, the outcome of the events was recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event anaphylaxis based on the known safety profile and temporal association ,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021043915 same article/drug, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021043908 same article/drug, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021043909 same article/drug, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021043916 same article/drug, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021043911 same article/drug, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021043910 same article/drug, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021043912 same article/drug, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021043913 same article/drug, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021043914 same article/drug, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021043597 same article/drug, different patientY

971557 01/25/2021 M Pancytopenia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of COVID-19 vaccine (UNSPECIFIED TRADE NAME), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced pancytopenia on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. It was reported that there was a patient who was hospitalized to had Covid vaccine, number 1, 3 days prior to the hospitalization, he came into the hospital.  The patient had Pancytopenia and the reporter was trying to find out what are Pfizer recommendation for Covid vaccine related Pancytopenia.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.Y

971558 01/25/2021 KS U Pericarditis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2 on an unspecified date for COVID-19 immunization. The pharmacist had an ICU patient that received the COVID vaccine dose 2. On day 3 after the vaccine, the patient was admitted to ICU with pericarditis. It was not a confirmed diagnosis. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The information provided is limited and doesnot allow a full medical assessment.  Considering a temporal relationship, a possible contribution role of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) to the onset of pericarditis cannot be fully excluded.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

971560 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 61.0 M Liver function test abnormal; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP reporting for himself   A 61-years-old male patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) vaccine , via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 on an unknown date. The patient experienced liver function test abnormal  on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.   The patient stated he is getting worse everyday. Chemistry AST/ALT 183, Alkaline Phosphate 241, C reactive 44.  Had previous Chemistry panel normal.  The patient is asking for treatment recommendations.  HCP ordered infectious hepatitis test.. The patient stated: "Being passed around.  Your vaccine is killing me". The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included ast/alt ratio: 183, blood alkaline phosphatase: 241, C-reactive protein: 44.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

971567 01/07/2021 01/25/2021 VA 54.0 54 F Developed Rhabdomyolysis after working out out on 1/15/21. Was hospitalized on 1/19/20 due to Rhabdomyolysis. Y 3

971570 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 FL 56.0 56 F Patient informed medic while sitting in the observation area that she was experiencing chest pain, difficulty breathing and throat tightness.  Patient was taken to medic area vs=179/89, pulse 121, o@ sat 99% Y

971571 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 32.0 32 M Headache,  chills, body ache, fever

971572 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 WY 74.0 74 F Sore arm, and red rash 6x4 inch patch, can see white dot where injection was given.  Rash is flat and light to medium pink.  Denies heat in rash.

971579 01/08/2021 01/25/2021 GA 49.0 49 M Allergic reaction that occurred 7 days after receiving the first vaccination.  Treated for anaphylactic shock at local ER and released.  Anaphylactic shock returned within 24 hours causing second visit to the ER.  I was then transported to  hospital for ICU admission.  Body broke out with hives rash for several days followed by severe joint swelling.  Remained in ICU 3 days and was released to see Allergist.Y Y 3

971589 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 SC 45.0 45 M Low grade temp (100 deg f) beginning about 3 hours after receiving shot.  Became very tired and loss of appetite followed by diarrhea about 8 hours after shot followed by mild headache through the next 24 hours.  I am reporting this mainly because my reaction was unexpected and happened on the first dose.  I have not yet received my second dose.

971590 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 GA 68.0 68 F "Pfizer-Bio-Tech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA" Individual was given vaccine at 3:30 pm. 20 minutes after receiving the vaccine individual developed itchy flushed on face cheeks, chest, and back. She was given Benadryl 50 mg IM in Right arm at 3:55 pm. 4:12 pm the itchy skin was less intensified and vitals were stable. Individual went home with family

971591 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 MI 27.0 27 F Administered injection to high; Dose was administered into shoulder joint;  Followed up with a OH clinic provider. Was referred to a specialist

971597 12/21/2020 01/25/2021 CA 33.0 33 F After vaccination - I was noticing eczema flare up - but not bad; and then 27th,  I got blisters on left cheek likes pins and needles poking my face; next day the blisters popped and created crater on my skin and area was getting bigger and it was oozing and I felt that stinging poking on that affected area. Next day after that,  I went to my dermatologist for a consultation and he said it was Herpes Simplex. Along with that, 2 days after the blisters started appearing on my face, before I went to my dr's office - was having 101. fever, chills, body aches , and severe cough with vomiting and not able and so I got tested the day I went to my Dr. and it was a negative COVID test. Treatment: Antiviral medication for one week; Topical ointment: Bacteralban ointment; I still have the face color with the Herpes was.

971598 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 PR 35.0 35 F Dizziness, chills and tremors.

971603 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 76.0 76 F RED, BLISTER TOP SORE.   USED HYDROCORTISONE WITH NO CHANGE F0R 3 DAYS, NOW NO BLISTER, BUT SKIN STILL RED AND DRY

971606 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 17.0 17 F nausea, vomiting, sensitivity to light, hearing was muffled, a bit of dizzines.  She vomited 3 times. in a span of 30 minutes.

971609 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 CA 71.0 71 M 71 yo M admitted for sepsis from perforated gangrenous cholecystitis c/b E coli bacteremia, s/p lap chole 1/14 then found to have post-op collections now s/p drain placement of medial collection and aspiration of lateral collection.  CT evaluation for pulmonary emboli on 1/22/21  discovered, "Bilateral upper lobe segmental/subsegmental pulmonary emboli.  No evidence of pulmonary infarct or right heart strain."

971613 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 GA 50.0 50 F Pf,izer-biotech covid-19 vaccine eau Body aches, chills, fever

971614 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 WA 51.0 51 F I received dose 2 on tuesday 1pm, after 12 hours the fever kicked in and lasted 24 hours through late wednesday night rendering me fairly useless. But that's not the event I'm reporting. On saturday, my period started, and it's literally the heaviest period that I've ever had in my life (and it's still going). I'm perimenopausal, and haven't had a period in 5 months, so at first I chalked it up to that, but the timing is suspicious so I asked around - there seems to be a lot of women who have been having off-schedule, very-heavy periods after their vaccinations. I'm a research scientist and I think this  is worth investigating to see if it's truly a vaccine effect and what the implications are, especially knowing that covid affects clotting. I've also submitted this info on pfizer's site.

971615 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 VA 28.0 28 F Reporter received the first COVID-19 vaccine on 12/30/2020 and waited the recommended 15 minutes for observation. After the observation period, she left the facility and started to notice tightness and what she describes as a "bubble" at the top of her throat. She also noticed a tingling sensation in the top of her lip, but did not notice any swelling. Reporter took 25 mg of liquid Benadryl and within an hour the sensation in her throat began to go away. Reporter received the second COVID-19 vaccine on 1/20/2021 at 08:25 AM. She had proactively taken diphenhydramine following the reaction to her first dose. Around 08:40 AM, she began to feel tightening in her throat and some heaviness in her chest. She was evaluated by a nurse who took her blood pressure (normal), however, her heart rate was elevated (noted this could be that she was nervous following initial reaction and repeat tightness in throat). Around 08:55AM, she began to feel like her tongue was swelling and that she had a "bubble" on the top of her throat. She was taken to the Emergency Department for evaluation. She was given hydroxyzine, famotidine, and dexamethasone in the ED and was discharged and felt stable. She reported a continued odd sensation in her throat the evening of the second vaccination. This feeling resolved the next day, and she reports no additional side effects from the vaccine.

971617 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 WA 37.0 37 F Extreme exhaustion, nausea, significant headache that has been going since 1/20/21 to present day

971625 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 ID 62.0 62 F Allergic Urticaria

971645 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IL 65.0 65 F A few hours after the vaccine was administered, patient experienced increased shortness of breath. Baseline O2 requirement is usually 2-3 Liters; required 7L on home O2. Was using nebulizers 2-3 times a day afterward as well (typically uses 1-2 times a month). Patient does not have history of COPD exacerbations that present similarly. Presented to the emergency department  and now admitted to the ICU.Y

971656 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 GA 47.0 47 F Pain in left arm. Several days later, chest pain, pain on left side of back. Left wrist pain. All would come and go. January 7, bottom lip began tingling and left side of face went numb. Taken to medical center and admitted. Y Y 1

971665 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 OK 64.0 64 M Left side of face paralysis, primarily noted in mouth and left eye.  Can not blink left eye, continues to tear up.  Left side of mouth does not move while trying to smile/eat/talk.  Emergency Room visited 1/24/20.  MRI, CT Scans run to determine if stroke occurred.  Diagnosis  is Bells Palsy with seven days of steroids prescribed (Prednisone 20mg - two tabs once per day).Y 1

971682 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 29.0 29 M Severe Nausea and fever (101ish)

971749 01/05/2021 01/25/2021 ME 39.0 39 F 1 week after receiving the first dose, in the afternoon i had loose stool followed by some mild abdominal cramping for the rest of the day. I took some ibuprofen. The following morning (Wednesday), the pain was on my right abdomen and right flank area only.  It was persistent, achy, soreness.  My insides felt very tender to put any pressure on my right abdomen or flank. The pain on the right side of my back became more intense as the day went on. I had sharp right flank pain when lifting my right leg after showering to get dressing and use lotion. When I was walking up the stairs I turned to the left and had a sharp pain in the right flank again, taking my breath away for a moment.  Around 4pm I took ibuprofen.  About an hour later my eyes felt hot and tired. My cheeks were pink.  My temp was 99.2.  I generally just didn't feel good from this achiness. I took Benadryl and went to bed at 7pm, and slept for about 12 hours, waking once at midnight. The following day (Thursday) I felt 99% better and contacted my doctors office.  When putting pressure on the same areas I could feel very slight tenderness if I pushed hard. That evening and into the next morning (Friday) I was mildly achy on my right side but barely at all. I didn't feel any more discomfort until this past week on the 22nd or 23rd.  During sexual intercourse I felt that same mild internal tenderness on my right side. At this time, I don't believe I have any pain. My urine seems unusually clear, light colored, and smaller volume but this is very subjective. I have some abdominal swelling but this has been present since my breast reconstruction in January of 2020 and seems to get worse or better depending on the days activities or meals so it's hard to know what causes what.  Labs were done on 1/22 showing decreased kidney fuction. Pending tests include an ultrasound of the Right Ovary that remains after the hysterectomy, bladder, and kidney. In addition to a 24 hour urine and some other urine studies.

971758 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 FL 24.0 24 M Reported that within 2 minutes of receiving vaccine,began to experience a swelling feeling in his throat.

971796 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 AL 50.0 50 M The patient became short of breath and decreased oxygen saturation at home around 2000 on 01/18/2021. He reported to the ED on 01/19/2021 at approximately 0500. The patient was found to have bilateral pulmonary emboli. Y 6

971798 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 DC 76.0 76 F VACCINE received on Friday 1/15/2021 afternoon; Monday evening 1/18/2021 felt slight chills; early to bed. Tuesday AM awoke with severe 'bed-rocking' chills, nausea and fever 100-101 degrees. recommended I go to Hospital ER.  At ER, temperature increased to 102 degrees.  Covid test was negative, but cost X-ray showed reasons to suspect pneumonia. No one suggested I was just suffering acute reaction to vaccine.  Returned home w/ prescription for doxycycline hyclate and request that I return to the ER the next day if I continued to feel ill.  The next morning, 1/19/21, I again awoke with intense, somewhat frightening chills, vomiting and a mild fever.  As instructed I returned to the ER.  Assuming the COVID Test may have been a false negative, a second one was given; it too turned out to be negative, but I remained at the ER and then admitted to Hospital to remain under observation.  Im the hospital the chills, nausea and fever came to an end, but acute headache and utter fatigue lasted until I was released on Jan 22.  My discharge papers indicated no further signs of pneumonia or any other infection; my attending doctor, concluded that my experience was an unusually strong (and delayed) reaction to the 1st dose of the Moderna Vaccine.Y 2

971865 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 TN 67.0 67 F PATIENT RECEIVED VACCINE 1/12/2021. STATES SHE WOKE AT 0500 ON 1/21/2021 WITH SEVERE BURNING AND ITCHING AT INJECTION SITE, STATES ARM SWOLLEN TO GRAPEFRUIT SIZE. WENT TO PCP WHERE SHE WAS ADMINISTERED A STERIOD INJECTION AND PUT ON BENADRYL PO. RESOLVED ON 1/25/2021.

971878 12/23/2020 01/25/2021 OH 54.0 54 M Pt present for 2nd dose of Moderna, reports that approximately 4 hours after 1st dose he developed hives primarily on his back and a "tickle" in his throat. Pt reports that he contacted his pcp, who prescribed a steroid dose pack and instructed him to take an antihistamine. Pt reports that symptoms resolved over a "couple of days" and didn't need further intervention.

971918 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 NE 75.0 75 M Patient presented to the ED with altered mental status and extreme agitation. Patient was given lorazepam 1 mg IV,  haloperidol 5 mg IM, and Olanzapine 5 mg IM. Patient's quetiapine was also increased. Infectious workup was negative besides elevated temperature. Patient's agitation had resolved by the next morning 01/21 but was still experiencing AMS. By 01/23 patient had seen marked improved mental status and fever free for > 24 hours.Y 3

971923 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 RI 55.0 55 F Was sitting for observation, around 5 minutes later starting coughing and getting flushed in the face and saying it was getting hot.  Then, continued to cough and was using her prescribed inhaler ( unknown what type of inhaler it was ).  Administered epi-pen immediately, and called 9-1-1.  Had to administer second epi-pen 5 minutes later, and patient also took two 25 mg benadryls.  A nurse at the facility was the one to administer her epi-pens.  They were the patient's prescribed epi-pensY

971939 12/17/2020 01/25/2021 WA 43.0 43 F Parsonage-turner syndrome, confirmed by neurologist and primary care provider. 5 days after 2nd dose, the patient developed severe pain around vaccination site and arm, followed by muscle atrophy, weakness and clinical signs consistent with acute brachial neuritis.

971989 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 TX 70.0 70 M Following are my symptoms and severe side effects and events after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine.  1- Receive COVID 19 vaccine at 4.00 PM on 01/15/21. 2- Stay about 20 minutes after Vaccination and observe no reactions and symptoms. Dive back home. take dinner and sleep well whole night. 3- Next day morning when I wake up feel till bit of Nausea/Vomiting. 4- Take breakfast at about 10.00 AM and after that feeling of Nausea got increased and i also start feeling weakness. These symptoms remains all day. 5- At about 5.15 PM I went to take Shower. After about 2 minutes during shower, i feel shortness of Breath,pressure on chest and Dizziness 6- These Symptoms was for about 4 to 5 second and goes off. 7- After about one minute I feel second time shortness of Breath, pressure on chest and Dizziness. It was bit intensive and for a longer period for about 10 second. 8- At this point I realized that this is something serious happening to me.  9- I came out from the Vertical Shower and called my wife that I am not feeling well. She was at this time at first floor. 10- I think it is about 1 minute after when I came from shower, I feel third time shortness of Breath, pressure on chest and Dizziness. I was very severe and within a second or so I passed out and fell down into the Jacuzzi which is beside the Vertical Shower. 11- Within a minute, my wife and my son came to the scene. At this time my wife finds me unconscious with my eyes open.  12- She shouted my name and then I came into my senses and told them to get me out of Jacuzzi.  12- My wife and my son get me out and carried over to the bedroom. I was feeling no shortness of             Breath and Dizziness but mild pressure on chest, shivering and chill. 13- Thanks GOD I did not get any body injury except little bit of hit at my Neck and back of the Head. 14- My wife immediately called to my Primary Care Nurse and then I talk to her explain the whole situation and then asking for advise. 15- She advise me to go to any near Hospital Emergency for any urgent Medical care. 16-A about 6.00 PM I went to Emergency. At this time I was feeling Nausea and Shortness of breath. 17- The Nurse immediately check my blood pressure, temperature, oxygen and pulse. These all was normal. Nurse also provide me IV medicine for Nausea. 18- During my stay at Emergency, I again feeling mild tightness/pressure in chest beside shortness of breath and shivering, therefore Emergency Doctor advise me that will admit to the hospital and do the complete check of any stroke and heart attack. 19- I was in the Hospital for 2 nights. During this stay I was under care of: -Attending Physicism: -Cardiology Physician 20- They have carried out Multiple Blood and Radiology Test as stated below. As per Doctors, all of my Test results are Normal, and they did not find any sign of Stoke and Heart Attack. -Multiple Blood Lab test. -XR CHEST 1 V  -CT C-SPINE WO CONT. -CT HEAD-BRAIN WO CONT. -CT ANGIO HEAD W&WO CONT. -CT ANGIO NECK W&WO CONT. -CTA CHEST FOR PE  -MRI BRAIN WO CONTRAST . -STRESS TEST. 21- I was discharge from the Hospital on 01/18/21 at 17.34.Y Y

971993 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 IN 74.0 74 F injection site pain, fatigue, headache periodically, muscle and joint pain

971996 12/18/2020 01/25/2021 PA 33.0 33 F I have a positive pregnancy test on 12/26. I went to ER for bleeding on 12/28. On 1/7 went to pregnancy center for intermittent bleeding and 1/12. It might be potential of  more  bleeding so far haven't had any bleeding pst week. (estimated date of delivery 9/7/2021) Y

972019 12/30/2020 01/25/2021 TX 34.0 34 F On Thursday 1/21/2021, around 10am: I felt my left lip and mouth had a numbing taste and effect, I was slowly throughout the day unable to drink out of a cup without dribbling, my right eye was constantly watering, around 4pm: my right arm started tingling and bothering me, around 9pm: I tasted a Novocain(numbing) like taste in my mouth, I showered and went to bed, while in bed around 10:30pm: I drank out of a water cup and immediately drooled water onto my shirt and my right arm was starting to tingle even more, I thought that was out of the ordinary and got up to look in the mirror, when I looked in the mirror, my first thought was to smile and the right side of my mouth drooped, my right eye was drooping and I was unable to smile or close my eye. At 12:30: I went to the ER for tingling on my face and right arm, I thought I was having a stroke. In between home and traveling to the ER, paralysis started on my right side of face
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972023 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 NE 30.0 30 F High anion gap metabolic acidosis. Patient developed poor appetite, nausea, and vomiting. She was unable to tolerate oral intake. She presented to the emergency department after two days of vomiting and was found to have high anion gap metabolic acidosis with pH of 7.0 requiring ICU stay. She had no prior hx of diabetes and was noted to be euglycemic. Patient's acidosis resolved after IVF resuscitation.Y 4

972046 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 GA 48.0 48 M Nausea, Vomiting, Fever, Headache, Chills, Muscle and Joint Pain, Fatigue- Felt like I had COVID Took Zofran from previous positive COVID test.  Symptoms lasted about 8 hours.

972070 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 TN 64.0 64 F She experienced headache, dizziness and SOB. Later she developed diarrhea, then swelling in her both feet and right knee. She was admitted to the hospital for tests last Friday night and was discharged with gout. They drew fluid from her knee and left ankle. She is in a wheelchair at home.Y

972093 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 MT 88.0 88 F Per email sent by patient.. "I received my first COVID vaccine, Wednesday, January 13th, at vaccine clinic. Other than a minor soreness in the arm, I had no adverse effects. On Friday, January 22nd, however, the area around the injection site became red and warm. At this time, two days later, the inflammation continues and the reddish "patch" is beginning to itch. Just thought that you would want a report of this delayed reaction." Per conversation with patient, on this date 1/25/21, pt reports that she is still experiencing small amount of itching as well as redness and slight sensitivity to the injection site.  Pt denies need for further medical care, and that she is fine but thought we should know.

972117 12/28/2020 01/25/2021 TX 44.0 44 M Syncope, hospitalization for GI bleed for 4 days. probable diagnosis diverticulosis bleed Y 4

972167 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 AL 74.0 74 M Wife reported that 3 hours after receiving vaccine, pt had MI. Y

972227 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 TX 76.0 76 M Temperature of 104.0 degrees Y

972235 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Swollen lymph node in left armpit, sore to the touch - noticed this morning in the shower - as of 4 pm today, pain still hasn't subsided and size of swelling has not increased, nor decreased.

972263 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 MI 77.0 77 F Symptoms started to show after 6 hours from having vaccine administered.  Patient had stiffness (unable to sit back down from standing position), blank stare, depressed breathing and fever.  Transferred to ER, seizures were witnessed.  IV Keppra was initiated. Patient was discharged after 2 days and followed up with primary care provider in clinic.  Primary provider documented that cellulitis is noted in right arm and antibiotic has been initiated.Y 2

972267 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 PA 63.0 63 M We were made aware that days after vaccination the patient suffered a "major brain hemorrhage" according to patient's wife. He is currently admitted at a different hospital.   After vaccine administration on-site, the patient became unconscious for a few minutes. However, this is common for him - he informed us that he almost always "passes out" after vaccine administration. He slowly returned to consciousness without any issues. He was seen by an ED physician prior to leaving the facility. Deemed to be in good health, patient also stated that he felt fine and believed he was okay to leave as these episodes occur frequently following vaccination.Y

972281 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 PR 20.0 20 F Dificulty breathing, rash all over my neck, shoulders and eyes. Fever. Y Y 1

972306 01/25/2021 CA U This is not a patient adverse reaction.  This is an administration error/ concern.  While injecting the vaccine, a significant amount of the vaccine squirted from the hub of the syringe.  There was no indication prior to or at the time of the injection, that there was any issue with the needle.  Following the injection and spillage, there was resistance when attempting to engage the needle safety device.  The BD retracting syringe was being used. The patient is aware of the event.

972357 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 41.0 41 M Rash at injection site that started on 01/24/2021 (redness, minor swelling/bumps)

972363 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 NC 58.0 58 F 1/6/21  5:30 pm  Client was as her patients house and stood up to leave and was "walking like I was drunk."  Felt like her leg was asleep. Got to her car and drove to next patients house.  Noticed Rt. sided weakness and knee buckling. Drove herself home and went to bed.   1/7/21  Woke up to increased symptoms, Rt hand and Rt. leg weak, slurring speech.   hospital by rescue. Admitted X 7 days. CT SCAN with and without contrast showed no bleed. Telemed Visit,  MD ordered MRI to rule out Cerebellum Stroke. MRI showed cerebellum stroke. Transferred to A Rehabilitation X 7 days. Has regained most of her normal functions, continues outpatient therapy.Y Y 14

972399 12/27/2020 01/25/2021 OH 37.0 37 F Began medication (follitropin 200 units) for assisted reproductive technology on evening of 01/02/21. Added ganirelix injections on 01/06/21. Trigger injection with leuprolide administered at 20:00 on 01/11/21. Immediately prior to oocyte retrieval on 01/13/21, given 1L IVF and ampicillin (dose unknown) at approx. 07:30am. Retrieval at 08:00am was uneventful, but notable for 17 oocytes retrieved and only 10 were mature. Post-procedure vitals were WNL. Discharged home from facility (Family Health Center) at approx. 09:30am. At approx. 12:00pm, noted increasing abdominal girth. At approx. 14:00, noted mild shortness of breath. Abdominal distention and shortness of breath continued to worsen. Unable to recline even moderately due to difficulty breathing.Y Y 2

972404 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 GA 23.0 23 F covid vaccine 1/21, 24hrs latere developed tach, dysphagia , difficulty swallowing, difficulty speaking, weakness left side of face and progressive weakness LUE. and SOB

972415 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 MS 39.0 39 F Woke up 7am Sat 1/23/21 with muscle aches, headache, pain behind my eyes, fatigue, nausea and chest pain. Drank 1 liter of water and took 600mg of Advil. symptoms resolved at 8am until around 12pm. At 12pm symptoms returned and I took another 600mg of Advil. Symptoms did not resolve until around 2pm. At 3pm, symptoms had returned.  I took another 600mg of Advil around 5pm.  Symptoms did not resolve until around 7pm.  I went to sleep at 8pm

972424 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 TX 78.0 78 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA:Patient with significant PMHx of alcoholism, AFIB, CHF, COPD, DM, GERD, MI, HTN, pacemaker placement stroke, and hyperlipidemia who presents to the ED with CC of dizziness. Pt states that two days prior he slipped and fell and hit his head, and was unable to ambulate after the fall.  Pt denies any LOC, but states he is currently on Xarelto.  Pt currently c/o back pain. Pt went for his first COVID-19 immunization 1/22/2021 when he became suddenly dizzy. Patient denies chest pain, shortness of breath, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, abdominal pain, fever, chills, or any other acute complaints. Progress Note: "Dizziness, near-syncope: Onset following injection of COVID-19 vaccination.Y

972425 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 WA 62.0 62 F She is having intense nausea and vomiting. She went to the emergency room today.

972436 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 CA 35.0 35 F 15 weeks pregnant female with localized rash on left lower back. Itchy, occasionally painful

972445 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 IN 25.0 25 M Body aches and fatigue about 20 hours post injection. Symptoms resolved themselves within 24 hours.

972447 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 ND 83.0 83 F She was admitted to the hospital on 1/24/21 with acute symptoms of fatigue, malaise and some increased confusion.  Patient also developed a junctional heart rhythm on night of admission. Y 2

972527 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 34.0 34 F pt reports tightness in chest and throat she reports palpatations and she felt she couldn't breath. Y

972540 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 MN 51.0 51 M 1/22/2021 this resident was found on his kitchen floor having severe Grand Mal seizures and was profusely foaming from the mouth. RN (writer) responded to the emergency. Resident had 8 seizures between the time of calling 911 and them arriving. They had been IV pushing Ativan and Versed. The seizures did not stop. He was rushed to Hospital, intubated, placed on life support and admitted to the ICU. Resident had an emergency craniotomy and they did not find any infection or cause of the seizures. Many other tests were done and nothing was determined to be the cause at this time. Reported to ICU nurse on 1/23/2021 that resident had received the Moderna vaccine a couple days prior.Y Y 4

972545 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 WI 93.0 93 M Reporting per Pfizer that patient tested positive for COVID post-vaccination (1/21/2021) and was hospitalized (1/24/2021).  Patient received Bamlanivimab treatment 1/22/2021, 2nd dose will be deferred 90 days per PCP.  Patient admitted for hypoxia, improved SPO2 to >95% on room air, and was discharged back to ALF 1/25/2021.Y 1

972580 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 43.0 43 M 1/22/21 AM BODY TEMPERATURE WAS 102.3(F). RAPID COVID TEST RESULTS: NEGATIVE. 1/25/21 AM BODY TERMPERATURE WAS 104(F), ALSO RECENT SERUM LAB TEST DEMONSTRATED ELEVATED LIVER ENZYMES

972615 10/01/2020 01/25/2021 NY 83.0 82 F Tired at first, slept 20 min then got up and had no control of my movement to walk, could not remember short term, nausaness, lost heart beat at the hospital, was in the hospital for atleast a couple of weeks and then another couple of weeks in rehab. Now have a pacemaker. Y

972631 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 CA 92.0 92 M Felt like his throat was closing. He was given 25mg benadryl and then developed dizziness, heart racing, chest pain, shortness of breath, jaw pain. Was in SVT on arrival to ED Y Y

972635 01/06/2021 01/25/2021 NV 91.0 91 M Patient admitted to Inpatient on 1/13/2021 after receiving vaccine on 1/6/2021. Diarrhea and dizziness. Since Sunday, corona vaccination last week. No headache, abdominal pain, nausea or vomiting, loss of taste or smell, muscle aches or general malaise. Patient was hypoxic at clinic visit, 84% on room air, transferred to ED for evaluation.Y 13

972658 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 FL 34.0 34 F Rash occurred day after on stomach then each day rash would form somewhere else. Itchiness gradually worsened each day and rash gradually spreading. Large swollen welt on lower back and past 4 hours progressively increasing in itching and widespread rash over entire back and shoulders.  Red swollen welts all throughout with excessive itching. Took levocetirizine and will take 50 mg Benadryl in a few hours. Examined by dermatologist over video and he suggested IM kenalog and antihistamines.

972665 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 MI 65.0 65 M Sore neck for 3 days now. Have tried getting ahold of somebody but am getting no responses to my calls. Have been getting text checks daily but still no call as requested.

972677 01/04/2021 01/25/2021 OK 42.0 42 F Shortness of breath, hot all over, diaphoresis, tightening of the throat, feeling of passing out, heart racing. Within 5 minutes of vaccine. Epinephrine auto injection and oxygen followed by steroid, Benadryl and omeprazole with oxygen in the ER. Y

972691 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 TX 60.0 60 F Redness, itching and swelling at injection site, common cold symptoms, fever ranging between 99 to 101 degrees

972697 01/24/2021 01/25/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Dizziness and Chest pain-- > ER

972711 01/15/2021 01/25/2021 OK 65.0 65 F Slightly sore arm days 2&3 after vaccination, no visible reaction Red, hot, sore & itchy swath 3" X 6" one week after vaccination lasting 4 days so far.

972719 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 OH 38.0 38 F Received second COVID vaccine Moderna on Wednesday evening at 6pm.  Later that night, I was a little light-headed and achey, but went to bed. On thursday, my legs and arms were extremely achy. I took Tylenol and Motrin in the morning. It seemed to help some, but continued to feel very achy in my legs. I left work early (I am a pediatrician) on Thursday and went home and just sat and rested.  I felt terrible, but had talked to other colleagues who felt very bad that first day after the shot. Friday morning, I woke up still achy but feeling better overall. I took motrin and Tylenol again on Friday morning. I worked the whole day seeing patients. Was tired, but got thru the workday. At around 6pm, I noticed petechiae rash on my lower legs. The rash started spreading thru the night- up my legs and to my arms. I went to ER. They did order CBC, CMP. Platelets were undetectable- 1 platelet was seen under microscope. CMP was normal.  I was told to go to bigger hospital. I went, My platelets read as 4. I was admitted for two nights. Two doses of IVIG were given and I was put on Decadron 40mg PO daily for 4 days. I had tylenol, benadryl, zofran before the IVIG and after.  I will see Hematology next week for follow up. Platelets yesterday at discharge were 60.  Will be checked frequently for the next few months. ITP= diagnosis. COVID shot was trigger.Y Y 2

972721 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 KY 25.0 25 F Hives and minor lip swelling 1/24/21 throughout the day. Took two Atarax after waking up. Took multiple Benadryl throughout the day. Did not help. Took 50mg Benadryl at bedtime along with Claritin. Woke up 1/25/21 with swelling of both lips and swelling in throat what felt like around tonsil and lymph area (have had tonsillectomy). Went to ER was given additional Benadryl  PO, IV Decadron and  IV Pepcid. Was discharged home with a prednisone taper prescription, Benadryl and Pepcid. My full biological sister also had minor hives after her second dose of Pfizer , but has never had an anaphylactic reaction in the past and her onset was within the first day after vaccination.Y

972778 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 MO 48.0 48 M On 1/23/21 at approximately 3:30pm I began to develop headaches.  Approximately 2-3 hours later I began to feel nauseous and began to vomit.  I then was taken to the Emergency Room where I had begun to suffer from an Addisonian Crisis where I was given Stress Dose steroids. The stress does steroids where given through 1/24/21 and medicine for the headaches are still be used to relieve the pain from the headaches. I was released from the hospital the late morning in the late morning of 1/25/21Y 3

972784 01/11/2021 01/25/2021 FL 73.0 73 F STROKE SYMPTOMS  5 DAYS LATER. SEVERE HEADACHE, DIZZINESS , SLURRED SPEACH, TROUBLE REMEMBERING SOME WORDS, DIFFICULTY SIGNING NAME, HIGH bp WAS ADMINISTERED EMERGENCY CLOT BUSTING DRUG IV AND THEN TRANSFERRED TO NEUROLOGY HOSPITAL. SYMPTOMS OF SLURRED SPEECH, DISAPPEARED NEXT DAY, WRITING HAND RETURNED TO NORMAL RAPIDLY AFTER IV. SLIGHT HEADACHE REMAINED FOR A COUPLE OF DAYSY Y 2

972884 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 MO 70.0 70 M Hospitalization severe pneumonia liver damage Y Y

972904 01/23/2021 01/25/2021 VT 34.0 34 F Dizzy and felt "weird, resolved within 20 hrs

972917 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 WA 41.0 41 F This is a 41 y/o woman with who received her second COVID-19 vaccination today. Following this immunization, she appropriately stayed in the waiting area for the 30 minutes. She then got in car and 15 minutes after, she noticed that her tongue was feeling full/swollen and that was experiencing neck swelling. These symptoms persisted and resembled a prior allergic response to Tetracycline and Aleve. Wheezing and breathing difficulty ensued and EMS was activated.   On arrival to the emergency department she was found to have wheezing with stridor.  A dose of epinephrine was administered and she was monitored in the emergency department with an initial improvement in symptoms. Approximately one hour and 30 minutes after initial epinephrine administration patient reported that she was having continued difficulty swallowing and she was starting to feel a little worse.  At this point a second dose of IM epinephrine was administered.    The patient was subsequently  admitted to inpatient medicine team for further monitoring.Y

972961 01/22/2021 01/25/2021 72.0 72 F Pt developed Afib at 2AM on 1/23.  Started on amiodarone and Xarelto Y 1

972964 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 MN 65.0 65 F the patient appeared with a swollen face when the morning shift arrived at 7 am . no signs of respiratory concerns, vitals within normal limits . face swollen and warm to the touch.  the patient was taken to urgent care by her POA. clinic transferred the patient to a local hospital where she admitted to be observed overnight. The Resident returned back to the facility the next day (1/21/21).  Reported received verbal notification from POA that the patient's primary physician is recommending to not receive the second dose of the Moderna vaccine.Y 1

972972 01/09/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 43.0 43 F Worsened tinnitus.  I had tinnitus that had largely resolved and since the vaccine, it's been extremely loud - more loud than ever before.  I don't have any other lifestyle issues that would've aggravated the tinnitus.

972985 01/21/2021 01/25/2021 OK 78.0 78 M AROUND 9:30 PM I  BECAME VERY WEAK AND FEVERISH.  I HAD CHILLS AND I COULD NOT EAT OR DRINK.  I COULD NOT GET OUT OF BED TO GO TO THE BATHROOM.  I THREW UP TWO DIFFERENT TIMES.  THE NEXT DAY I WAS STILL VERY WEAK. I TRIED TO GET OUT OF MY CHAIR AND I FEEL. I WAS UNABLE TO GET UP WITHOUT ASSISTANCE.  THE WEAKNESS AND FEVER CONTINUED FOR THE NEXT THREE DAYS.  I AM STILL VERY WEAK AND CAN'T HARDLY WALK. MY HIP FLARED UP AND CAUSED ME GREAT PAIN AND IMBALANCE.  ALL THE AREAS THAT I HAD OCCASSIONAL OSTEOARTHRITIS I AM NOW IN CONSTANT PAIN.  I CAN NO LONGER SLEEP ON MY RIGHT SHOULDER.  BOTH OF FEET FLARED UP AND HURT ALL THE TIME.

972995 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 CA 54.0 54 F after 8 th day i got a big red rash at injection site .

973014 01/20/2021 01/25/2021 AZ 60.0 60 F Awoke in the early morning hours of 1/23/21 with severe vertigo, almost fell over twice while walking to the bathroom. Vertigo caused severe nausea and vomiting, with inability to drink or eat for 36 hours. I became dehydrated. Went to the ED and was admitted overnight for vertigo, orthostatic hypotension, dehydration.Y 1

973044 01/14/2021 01/25/2021 NJ 62.0 62 F Morning of 1/24/21 (Sunday), patient saw that the right side of her face was drooping, her right eye was swollen and excessively tearing.  Patient noted drooling out of the right side of mouth when drinking fluids or eating food.  Patient was unable to chew on the right side, had difficulty speaking due to the drooping of the right side of her mouth. Symptoms persisted into the next day. Patient was seen by her PCP and was diagnosed with Facial Palsy (Bell's Palsy). Patient's neurological assessment was negative for stroke symptoms.

973794 01/19/2021 01/25/2021 ND 33.0 33 F Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine EuA Horrible body aches, headache, feels like bones were breaking, " was kicking my behind and feeling like poo".

973796 01/25/2021 01/25/2021 37.0 36 M Thrombocytopenia Narrative: thrombocytopenia requiring hospitalization, meds and platelet infusion Y

973803 01/13/2021 01/25/2021 78.0 77 M hypoxemia, urinary retention Narrative: Transferred from facility to ED with 1 day of fevers, hypotension, and c/f new oxygen requirement and admitted to acute care ward on 1/14/21. Tachycardia resolved w/ fluids. Patient was ruled out for PE and infectious workup negative. Fevers, hypoxia resolved overnight. Medicine Team felt symptoms were side effects from COVID vaccine (2nd dose received 1/13). He was treated for possible cellulitis at L shin wound (warm and tender to touch with mild erythema, without fluctuation) with 14-day cephalexin course, however cellulitis not deemed severe and unlikely contributing. Regarding urinary retention, the Discharge Summary stated, "Urinary retention seemed new in the last day. Pt on condom cath during admission, urinating well." Discharged 1/15/21 and returned to facility.Y

973816 12/17/2020 01/25/2021 86.0 85 M right hand swelling, right knee swelling, right ankle swelling, facial swelling of left cheek Narrative:  Following 1st COVID-19 vaccine dose on 12/17/20, patient seen at Emergency Department on 12/21/20- 12/22/20 for eval of new left cheek swelling and right hand/ankle swelling. Hand x-ray did not show signs of fracture, head CT did not show any signs of new strokes, and labs showed mild BNP elevation. Per ED note, "Based on the patient history, physical, and initial vital signs - the patient's initial presentation is concerning for heart failure/volume overload->pulmonary edema and bilateral pedal edema." He received ipratropium neb x1 and returned to facility. Neurology consulted (12/22/20), "It is difficult to determine whether the patient has a new facial palsy or whether this is recrudescence of his previous stroke deficits. Given the swelling of his left face it is quite possible that there is inflammation causing some partial left facial nerve dysfunction that would not include the forehead. The pattern of weakness is, however, also consistent with what would be expected from his documented right MCA stroke. At this point it is appropriate to consider this a possible complication of his vaccination (Bell's palsy has been reported in some after Covid19 vaccination). However, I would not recommend any specific treatment for the facial weakness as the etiology is still somewhat unclear." Patient admitted to hospital 1/2/21-1/8/21 for mild hypothermia with possible AMS and found to have adenovirus. Head CT negative for CVA. Sepsis/toxic/metabolic w/u was unrevealing. Given IVF for diarrhea; C diff negative. Discharged to facility. Patient received 2nd COVID-19 pfizer vaccine on 1/13/21 in Right Deltoid w/o complications (lot#: EK9231, exp. 04/30/2021)Y

974685 01/18/2021 01/25/2021 LA 65.0 65 F Employee states she received her second vaccination on Friday, January 22nd at 11:30 am to left deltoid. Noticed redness that day. Has become more red and swollen each day. States 1/4 of arm is swollen. Very red and hot to touch. Does not fell like she has a fever but has not checked. Note: Vaccine documentation record indicates that vaccine given on 1/18/2021, not 1/22/2021

974753 01/16/2021 01/25/2021 IL 68.0 68 F Experienced shortness of breath upon minimal exertion 24 hours after having receieved the vaccine. Called MD 72 hours vaccine received - MD advised hospital ER. Admitted with pulmonary embolism and deep vein thrombosis. Remains short of breath and is on 4L of oxygen. Receiving anti-coagulants.Y

974774 01/12/2021 01/25/2021 FL 88.0 88 F - redness, swelling, itching since vaccine was administered. Pt treated at home with Benadryl. - Pt sought treatment at our facility - given oral Keflex 500mg one QID x 5d and Prednisone 5mg one QD x 7d.

973105 12/30/2020 01/26/2021 VT 50 F Pulmonary embolism; Blue lips; Immediately after getting shot she couldn't breath; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse who was also a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced difficulty breathing, blue lips, shortness of breath, and pulmonary embolism.    The patient's medical history included pulmonary embolism. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 30 Dec 2020, moments prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot number 026L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The patient began to feel like she couldn't breathe, and her lips were blue immediately after receiving the vaccine on 30 Dec 2020. The symptoms resolved within an hour.  On 05 Jan 2021, she developed shortness of breath and experienced pulmonary embolism.  Treatment included apixaban.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events, difficulty breathing, blue lips, shortness of breath, and pulmonary embolism, were not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient, nurse, of unknown age with medical history of Pulmonary embolism,  who experienced a serious, unexpected event of difficulty breathing, cyanosis and pulmonary embolism. The event of difficulty breathing and cyanosis occurred immediately and pulmonary embolism occurred after 7 days after first dose of mRNA-1273 (lot number 026L20A).  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of mRNA-1273 and the start of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

973107 12/28/2020 01/26/2021 MA 49 M Ear infection; Pain in ear; Inflammation in ear; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 49-year old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced pain in ear, inflammation in ear, and ear infection.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 28 Dec 2020, eight days prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 05 Jan 2021, the patient began experiencing pain and inflammation in his ear and was treating for an ear infection. Treatment for the event included pseudoephedrine, loratadine, ibuprofen, diphenhydramine hydrochloride, and amoxicillin.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcomes of the events, pain in ear, inflammation in ear, and ear infection, were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of ear infection and non-serious unexpected events of ear pain and inner ear inflammation. The event of ear infection, ear pain, inner ear inflammation occurred 9 days after mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown) administration. Treatment included pseudoephedrine, loratadine, ibuprofen, diphenhydramine hydrochloride, and amoxicillin. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

973108 01/26/2021 F Bad allergic reaction; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced a bad allergic reaction.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   After receiving the vaccine, the patient experienced a bad allergic reaction. Treatment for the event included epinephrine injection.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, experienced a bad allergic reaction, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of hypersensitivity.  The event of hypersensitivity occurred on an unspecified date after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. She was treated with EpiPen. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

973109 01/07/2021 01/26/2021 MS 50.0 50 F Anaphylactic response; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was a 50-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced an anaphylactic response.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 07 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 07 Jan 2021, a few minutes after receiving the vaccine, the patient experienced an anaphylactic response.  Her extremities went cold, her mouth was dry, and she couldn't swallow due to her throat being swollen. She was given intravenous fluids and oxygen due to her oxygen saturation being 82 percent. She was also given an epinephrine injection and was taken to the emergency room to be observed for a few hours.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the event, anaphylactic response, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 50-year-old female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of Anaphylactic reaction. The event occurred soon after first dose of the study medication administration. The patient was treated with an Epi-pen, Benadryl iv, and oxygen. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded

973111 12/30/2020 01/26/2021 MD 76.0 76 M Mild Chest Pain Worse With Deep Breath/chest pain got worse; Felt warm and his temperature was 100 F; Now I have A-Fib; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a male 76-year-old patient, who was also the patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced chest pain, fever, and atrial fibrillation.   The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included coronary artery disease.  Concomitant medications included carvedilol.  On 30 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 in the right deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 31 Dec 2020, the patient experienced chest pain that got worse when he took a deep breath.  He also felt warm, and his temperature was 100 degrees Fahrenheit.  The patient visited the emergency room where an electrocardiogram (EKG) was normal and his COVID-19 test were negative.  Because of his history of coronary artery disease, he stayed in the hospital overnight.  On 01 Jan 2021, the hospital cardiologist called it a reaction the vaccine, and he was discharged.  On 05 Jan 2021, on a follow-up visit with another cardiologist, another EKG was performed, and the patient was diagnosed with atrial fibrillation.  The cardiologist increased his carvedilol dose to 6.25 milligram from 3.125 milligram and added apixaban, 5 milligram, twice daily.  At the time of the report, he felt fine.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events, chest pain and fever, was considered recovered/resolved on 01 Jan 2021.  The outcome of the event, atrial fibrillation, was considered recovering/resolving.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 76-year-old male patient with medical history of coronary artery disease, who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), and who experienced the serious unlisted events of chest pain and atrial fibrillation and the non-serious listed event of fever.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine. However, the events of chest pain and atrial fibrillation may be explained by the patient's history of coronary artery disease.Y 2

973112 01/09/2021 01/26/2021 34.0 34 F Anaphylaxis; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 34-years-old, female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced anaphylaxis.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 09 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A) intramuscularly in the right arm for COVID-19 infection prophylaxis.  On 09 Jan 2021, 15 minutes after receiving the mRNA-1273 vaccination, the patient was taken to the hospital for anaphylaxis. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of event, anaphylaxis, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who experienced a serious unexpected event of Anaphylaxis. The event occurred 1 day after first dose of mRNA-1273.  Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

973114 01/09/2021 01/26/2021 NY F Hurts when she breathes; Unable to lift arm; On and off chest pain; Spasms; Fast heartbeat; Did not feel good; Headache; Vomiting; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer regarding a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273), and experienced the events, did not feel good, headache, vomiting, chest pain, spasms, a fast heartbeat, unable to lift arm, and hurts when she breathes.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not provided by the reporter.   On 09 Jan 2021, approximately 24 hours prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 10 Jan 2021, the patient did not feel well and experienced a headache and vomiting.   On 11 Jan 2021, the patient experienced on and off chest pain, spasms, and a fast heart beat. She was unable to lift her arm and it hurt when she would breathe. An emergency medical technician (EMT) was called to assist the patient. No further details were provided. Treatment for the events was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was unknown.  The outcome of the events, did not feel good, headache, vomiting, chest pain, spasms, a fast heartbeat, unable to lift arm, and hurts when she breathes, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient, who experienced serious unexpected events of painful breathing, and non-serious unexpected event of vaccination site movement impairment, chest pain, muscle spasm, malaise, and heart rate increased; and non-serious expected events of headache and vomiting. The event of malaise, headache and vomiting occurred 2 days after mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown) administration. The event of painful breathing, vaccination site movement impairment, chest pain, muscle spasms, heart rate increased, occurred day 3 after mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown) administration. Treatment details were not provided. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

973115 12/22/2020 01/26/2021 NH 48 F I felt very tired, I  was exhausted; White as a ghost; itching at the injection site; Injection site was hard/hard in the middle/injection site hardness would come and go; Arm was red at the injection site 4x4 inches/injection site redness would come and go; injection site swollen; Headache; Lungs started feeling congested; Felt like my throat spasmed and felt like it wanted to close up; A spontaneous report was received from a licensed nursing assistant concerning a 48-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced throat spasms, lung congestion, headache, injection site itching, injection site redness, injection site hardness, injection site swelling, fatigue, and pallor.   The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included asthma, eczema, and penicillin allergy.  No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (039K20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 22 Dec 2020, the patient experienced throat spasms about 8 minutes after administration of the vaccine. The patient described the feeling as "feeling like it wanted to close up". She was given water. After 19 minutes, her throat relaxed. That evening, her lungs felt congested, and she had a headache. Treatment included ibuprofen.   On 23 Dec 2020, upon awakening, the congestion and headache were better.   On 28 Dec 2020, the injection site began itching, was hard in the middle, and red (approximately 4x4 inch area and increasing in size by the end of the day). She was checked in to emergency room and given prednisone for injection site symptoms.  Her blood pressure reading was 150/90 which, according to the patient, was a little higher than normal.   On 29 Dec 2020, the patient woke up feeling very tired and exhausted. Her nurses said she looked "white as a ghost". She was given orange juice and crackers and felt like she had more energy. She returned to work. The injection site redness and hardness would come and go.   On 01 Jan 2021, the patient described the injection site as looking "like a tick bite". The site was still hard and red. On 02 Jan 2021, treatment included clindamycin.   On 04 Jan 2021, the redness went away.   On 08 Jan 2021, she completed the antibiotic and all events were resolved.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The event, throat spasms, was considered recovered/resolved on 22 Dec 2020. The events, lung congestion and headache, were considered recovered/resolved on 23 Dec 2020.  The event, injection site redness, was considered resolved on 04 Jan 2021. The events, injection site itching, injection site hardness, injection site swelling, fatigue, and pallor, were considered recovered/resolved on 08 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 48 year old female patient with medical history asthma, penicillin allergy among others.  The patient was administered the first and only dose of the mRNA-1273 (lot # 039K20A) (expiration date unknown) and experienced serious unexpected event of pulmonary congestion on the same day after administration and non-serious events of headache occurred on the same day mRNA-1273 administration, oropharyngeal spasm occurred  8 minutes after mRNA-1273 administration , injection site hardness, injection site pruritus', injection site redness, injection site swelling  and fatigue occurred 7 days after mRNA-1273 administration and pallor occurred 8 days after mRNA-1273 administration,.De-challenge and re-challenge. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event of pulmonary congestion and laryngospasm, and on the known safety profile for mRNA-1273 for the other reported r non-serious events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded. Hence events are assessed as possibly related to the administration of mRNA-1273 vaccine

973117 01/26/2021 F Cellultic response 8 days after receiving the COVID vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, cellulitis.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medication use was not provided by the reporter.  On an unknown date, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, the patient developed cellulitis 8 days after receiving the vaccine. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, cellulitis, is considered unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), and who experienced the serious unlisted event of cellulitis.  Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the event 8 days after vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is considered possibly related to the vaccine.

973118 01/09/2021 01/26/2021 OH 28.0 F Anaphylactic Reaction; Significant angioedema; Severe allergic reaction; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse, who was also a 28-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced an anaphylactic reaction, a severe allergic reaction, and significant angioedema.   The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included Hashimoto's disease and thyroid disease. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 09 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20-2A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, the patient experienced an anaphylactic reaction, significant angioedema and a severe allergic reaction. Treatment for the events included epinephrine, unspecified antihistamines and unspecified intravenous fluids.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events was considered not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 28 year old, female patient with medical history of autoimmune disorders including Hashimotos disease and thyroid disease, who experienced a serious unexpected event of anaphylactic reaction, angioedema and hypersensitivity reaction. The event occurred on an unspecified date after first dose mRNA-1273 ((Lot# 039K20-2A) administration. The subject's concomitant medication was not provided. The event was treated with epinephrine, iv fluids and anti-histamines. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

973134 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 MN 41.0 41 F Hives, itching, tongue swelling

973137 12/30/2020 01/26/2021 PA 67.0 F but tested covid positive; but tested covid positive; had sinus; a little diarrhea; cough; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: No adverse effect. Upon receipt of follow-up information on 13Jan2021, this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, reporting for herself. A 67-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration at the right arm at on 30Dec2020 11:15 at a single dose as the patient works for a medical retirement facility. Vaccination was done in a hospital. Medical history included was reported as none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient got her first shot on 30Dec2020, but tested COVID positive on 13Jan2021, had sinus, a little diarrhea, and cough. She was on quarantine with her husband as of today. She did not receive any other vaccines that day or 4 weeks prior. No history of any other vaccines or events. She was asking if she can take the second dose of the COVID vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID virus: positive on 13Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.

973139 01/18/2021 01/26/2021 44.0 44 M Injection site pain, headache, muscle aches, "cottony" taste, congestion, slightly runny first thing in am

973146 01/19/2021 01/26/2021 31.0 31 F Temp 101, then 100, joint pain, headaches and chills

973148 01/22/2021 01/26/2021 OR 57.0 57 F Extreme muscle aches, rate 9 on scale of 1 to 10.

973150 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 CA 61.0 61 M Pt had slurred speech and left-sided weakness day after vaccine he presented to ER and appears to have CVA Y

973151 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 NY 29.0 29 M fever, rigor, headache, body ache 6 days post vaccination

973152 01/12/2021 01/26/2021 41.0 41 F Severe headache, muscle and body aches

973155 01/04/2021 01/26/2021 MI M tested positive both with a rapid and standard test; tested positive both with a rapid and standard test; This is a spontaneous report from contactable consumer. A 92-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot/batch number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient who was in a nursing home received the vaccine first dose on 04Jan2021. On 10Jan2021, he tested positive both with a rapid and standard test. His fever at the highest was 100.3 and he had chills and a cough but that's all gone now. Thought maybe it's because he received the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

973156 12/01/2020 01/26/2021 F received the 1st dose on 01Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID on 15Dec2020 but was asymptomatic.; received the 1st dose on 01Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID on 15Dec2020 but was asymptomatic.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 01Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter was asking what the recommendations are for the administration of the 2nd dose for a patient who received the 1st dose on 01Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID on 15Dec2020 but was asymptomatic. She missed the dosing window of the 2nd dose scheduled on 30Dec2020 due to quarantine. Caller mentioned that patient is recovered and is back to work. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: positive on 15Dec2020.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID-19 and suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

973158 01/11/2021 01/26/2021 OH 46.0 F cramping; Diarrhea; body aches; Headache; Nausea; Vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) and another consumer. A 46-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231, expiration date: 30Apr2021), intramuscular (right arm) on 11Jan2021 (around 1:10-1:30pm) at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient received the first dose of COVID Vaccine (BNT162B2, lot number: EK5730, expiration date: 31Mar2021) on 21Dec2020, intramuscular (right arm) for Covid-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 12Jan2021, the patient experienced nausea, some vomiting which has subsided, diarrhea, headache and body aches. The patient also stated that she woke up at 3 a.m. this morning (12Jan2021) vomiting. She vomited for about an hour and half. The vomiting has subsided and now she is just nauseated. The diarrhea initially began about 7:30 a.m. She had 3 bowel movements and she hasn't had a movement since about 8:30. She still has cramping but nothing else. The body aches started within last half hour or so. The headache has been the entire time since 3 a.m., starting when the vomiting occurred. The vomiting was more important at that moment, but she knows her head hurting at the time. The patient verified it was her second COVID vaccine. She received the vaccine yesterday (11Jan2021), between 1:10-1:30p.m. The patient reported that she did have bloodwork, but not in regard to the COVID vaccine. She had bloodwork done Monday, 04Jan2021. The outcome of vomiting was recovering; outcome of event cramping was unknown; while the outcome of other events was not recovered.

973159 01/18/2021 01/26/2021 72.0 72 F Experiencing vision blurriness, dry eyes, - utilizes eye drops and resolves.  Feels "heavy" some sneezing too.

973160 01/04/2021 01/26/2021 OH F "symptoms"/tested positive for covid; "symptoms"/tested positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age (reported as 76 with no unit) received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was asking if she should get her second dose of vaccine on 25Jan2021, after receiving the first dose on 04Jan2021 and having symptoms and testing positive for COVID on 08Jan2021. The patient continued to have symptoms (unspecified) at the time of report. The patient was taking Tylenol for the symptoms. Outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

973161 12/30/2020 01/26/2021 PA 54.0 F axillary was tender and occasionally painful; 50 cent size lump on the side of her arm at injection site that was raised, warm, red, and tender at the injection site; 50 cent size lump on the side of her arm at injection site that was raised, warm, red, and tender at the injection site; 50 cent size lump on the side of her arm at injection site that was raised, warm, red, and tender at the injection site; 50 cent size lump on the side of her arm at injection site that was raised, warm, red, and tender at the injection site; patient received the covid vaccine on the 30Dec had a sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 54-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose on the arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included "had classic symptoms of COVID, but had a negative COVID test" on Dec2020. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously had a Tetanus vaccine 23 years ago. After receiving patient spiked a fever 101 and cellulitis at the site. Reporter explained she is not 100 percent sure. She is not sure if the nurse used the DTap abbreviation and truly administered the Tetanus shot. Reporter indicated she is not sure which preparation patient got. Patient received the vaccine on 30Dec2020 and her arm was sore that day when went to bed. The next morning (31Dec2020) the site was tender. She then noticed a nickel size (as reported) red lump that had disappeared on 03Jan2021 (The next day she had tenderness and redness that went away after two days). Patient noticed the 50 cent size (as reported) lump on the side of her arm at injection site that was raised, warm, red, and tender at the injection site the morning of 31Dec2020, an exact time was not specified. On 07Jan2021 he had a 50 cent size lump on the side of her arm at injection site in arm received injection that was raised, warm, red, and tender at the injection site. On 07Jan2021 her axillary was tender and occasionally painful. On 08Jan2021 it returned to injection site at 1. That day at 6:30 PM on 08Jan2021 she had an area she had a 50 cent size area that was raised, red, and warm. She took Benadryl the next day. The morning of 09Jan2021 she woke up and had more redness tenderness in her arm, therefore, she called her doctor. Her doctor ordered an antibiotic. On 11Jan2021 they entered in the follow-up notes she had slow improvement even though the axillary area is still painful. Reporter explained it sounds like events are slowly improving, they are not completely resolved. Reporter stated it is so weird that the sore arm went away, disappeared, and then came back again. The final outcome of the events was recovering. The adverse events di not require a visit to the emergency room or physician office. The events were as assessed as non-serious by reporter. The causality of events was considered as related by reporter.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

973163 12/22/2020 01/26/2021 MN 44.0 F Chills, low grade fever, body aches, headache " brain fog"; Chills, low grade fever, body aches, headache " brain fog"; Chills, low grade fever, body aches, headache " brain fog"; Chills, low grade fever, body aches, headache " brain fog"; Chills, low grade fever, body aches, headache " brain fog"; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 44-year-old female patient received (not pregnant) her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Covid 19brand Pfizer BioNTech, lot EJ1685), intramuscular in the left arm 22Dec2020 10:00 at SINGLE DOSE for Covid-19 immunisation. She received the vaccine in a hospital. Medical history included covid prior vaccination: Yes. No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced chills, low grade fever, body aches, headache " brain fog" on 23Dec2020 01:00. No treatment was given. The outcome of events was recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

973164 01/09/2021 01/26/2021 UT 59.0 F Pulsating headaches; Blurry vision; nausea; 102.2 fever; body aches; hand tremors; dizziness; joint pain; Cough; feeling of exhaustion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 59-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration (right arm) on 09Jan2021 11:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma and hypertension. The patient received an unspecified medication in two weeks. The patient previously took codeine and experienced allergy. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.  The patient experienced pulsating headaches, blurry vision, nausea, 102.2 fever, body aches, hand tremors, dizziness, joint pain, cough, and feeling of exhaustion on 09Jan2021 (12:00 PM). There was no treatment received for the events. The outcome of events was recovering. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.

973165 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 MO 62.0 62 F Dizziness even while sitting, light to moderate

973166 12/23/2020 01/26/2021 NY 57.0 F Left leg numbness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 57-years-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Ek9231), intramuscular (left arm) on 23Dec2020 at 15:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was not reported. The patient had no known allergies (NKA). The patient had no COVID prior vaccination. The patient is not pregnant. Concomitant medications included unspecified medications administered in two weeks; no other vaccines received in four weeks. The patient experienced left leg numbness on 25Dec2020 at 16:00. Treatment done for the event included tests and procedures which included magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and X-ray-both with unknown results on an unknown date. The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient had not tested post vaccination. The event was resolving.   No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

973169 01/11/2021 01/26/2021 MO 26.0 F Sore throat; Headache; Fatigue; Muscle and Joint pain; Muscle and Joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A 26-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL3302; expiry date: unknown) intramuscular, in the left arm, on 11Jan2021 at 09:15, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included gastrooesophageal reflux disease  (GERD), and seasonal allergies. Concomitant medications included minerals NOS, vitamins NOS (PRENATAL VITAMINS), calcium, fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA), and esomeprazole magnesium (NEXIUM).  The patient previously received ibuprofen and drospirenone and experienced allergies; and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL1284) intramuscular in the left arm, on 21Dec2020, for COVID-19 immunization. On 11Jan2021, at 22:30, the patient experienced headache, fatigue, muscle and joint pain, and sore throat. The patient received naproxen and Tylenol as treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was recovering.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

973171 01/26/2021 NY 29.0 F Fever; nausea; vomiting; chills; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) reported that a 29-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on an unspecified date then received the second dose on the left arm on 11Jan2021 08:00 both via an unspecified route of administration at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history was reported as none. The patient takes multivitamins. On 11Jan2021 19:00, the patient experienced fever, nausea, vomiting, chills and body aches. The patient did not received any treatment for all the reported events. The outcome of the events was not recovered.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

973172 01/18/2021 01/26/2021 41.0 41 F Fatigue, muscle aches/body aches and fever

973173 01/09/2021 01/26/2021 KY 36.0 F headache; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: El 3248), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 09Jan2021 12:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included high blood pressure, asthma and shellfish, turmeric and antibiotics allergies; all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included ibuprofen (ADVIL), fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA), hctz, montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR) and budesonide, formoterol fumarate (SYMBICORT). The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. On 11Jan2021 05:00 AM, 2 days later from the vaccination, the patient experienced nausea and headache. No treatment was given to the patient for the events. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

973174 01/26/2021 FL F Nausea; Diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced nausea and diarrhea on unspecified date. Outcome of the events nausea and diarrhea was unknown.   No follow up attempts are possible. Information on Lot/Batch number could not be obtained.

973175 12/23/2020 01/26/2021 23.0 F tested positive for COVID-19 and her only symptom is sore throat; tested positive for COVID-19 and her only symptom is sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 23-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included in contact with somebody who was COVID-positive prior to getting the vaccine. Concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient was vaccinated last 23Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID-19 and her only symptom is sore throat that lasted for 3 days on unspecified date. She said she is all cleared now and had finished the 14-day quarantine. Is it safe to take the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine as scheduled? Outcome of the events tested positive for COVID-19 and her only symptom is sore throat was recovered on unspecified date.  Information about Lot/batch no has been requested.

973177 01/11/2021 01/26/2021 MA 53.0 F Chills/shivering; fever at 102°F; Headache; sweating; Arm is sore and red; Arm is sore and red; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 53-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot EL0142, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 11:30 at a single dose in the left arm for Covid-19 immunization (as patient works in a nursing home and wanted to get it). Medical history included ongoing asthma and had COVID back in Apr2020 to an unknown date.  There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously had flu shot and had arm red and sore. Patient had a reaction after receiving her Covid shot yesterday at 11:30 AM. Patient mentioned that she woke up this morning (12Jan2021) at around 3 AM with chills, a headache and fever at 102-degree Fahrenheit and felt that she has to move her legs every time to feel better. She has asthma but stated that her breathing was fine. Patient wanted to know if this was normal and when this will go away. She called her doctor and left a message to let them know. She had COVID back in Apr2020, but got the vaccine yesterday, which she wanted. She was unsure what was going on. She was also shivering and cannot settle down, like her legs. She just has a massive headache with chills, shivering, and some sweating (12Jan2021). Her arm was also red and sore (12Jan2021). It was like she gets with the Flu shot, but she never has had any other symptoms with the flu shot. The events were reported as non-serious. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of chills/shivering, fever at 102-degree Fahrenheit, headache, and arm was sore and red. Patient took Tylenol this morning when she woke up at 3 AM. She did not fall asleep until 5 AM. Then she got up at 7 AM and took some more. She will take more at 11 AM. The outcome of the events chills/shivering, fever at 102-degree Fahrenheit, headache, sweating, and arm was sore and red was not recovered.

973178 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 WA 43.0 43 F Caregiver received Dose 1 12/29/20.  Her vaccination card had the previous date's sticker on it indicating Pfizer.  The 12/29/20 vaccination was distributing Moderna.  Ignoring what was said to her verbally that she received Moderna and the different prompts for timing of 2nd dose, she signed up and received a Pfizer Dose 2 on 1/20/21.  She developed a fever and achiness after her first Moderna administration in alignment with typical vaccine reaction.  She developed similar reaction after her Pfizer second dose.  She recovered fully both vaccinations after 48hrs.  We disclosed this misadministration and recited the CDC guidelines to monitor and not vaccinate with a 3rd dose.  Caregiver took the finding well.

973179 01/09/2021 01/26/2021 MA 37.0 F Red welts/hives; blisters; rash started on feet, legs arms and buttocks within 12-20 hrs; nausea; fever; chills; fatigue; Right foot swollen with blisters; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162b2 (lot number: Ek4176), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 09Jan2021 15:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included depression, irritable bowel syndrome (IBS). Concomitant medication included venlafaxine hydrochloride (EFFEXOR), desogestrel, ethinylestradiol (APRI), cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), loratadine (CLARITIN), bifidobacterium bifidum, bifidobacterium lactis, bifidobacterium longum, lactobacillus acidophilus, lactobacillus rhamnosus (PROBIOTIC) , ibuprofen (MOTRIN). The patient previously took tramadol and cranberry and both experienced allergies. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162b2 (lot number: Ek5730), at the age of 37-year-old, via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 20Dec2020 15:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient experienced red welts/hives/blisters/rash started on feet, legs arms and buttocks within 12-20 hrs. And nausea, fever, chills, fatigue. Right foot swollen with blisters. The above events were occurred on 10Jan2021 and received the treatments Steroid cream and atarax. The above events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care. The outcome of the events were not recovered.

973181 01/11/2021 01/26/2021 TX 53.0 F within 2 hours extreme fatigue; more muscle soreness than the first/soreness went across the back and to the other shoulder then down the back; more muscle soreness than the first/soreness went across the back and to the other shoulder then down the back; more muscle soreness than the first/soreness went across the back and to the other shoulder then down the back; headache; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient herself). A 53-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Pfizer, lot number was not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 11Jan2021 15:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient is not pregnant. Concomitant medication included metformin, atorvastatin calcium (ATORVASTIN), vortioxetine hydrobromide (TRINTELLIX) and insulin glargine, lixisenatide (SOLIQUA). The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer, lot number was not reported) on 23Dec2020 on the left arm and experienced tingly lips; and previously took codeine and experienced allergies. The patient had no COVID prior to vaccination and was not tested for COVID post vaccination. On 11Jan2021 18:00, the patient experienced within 2 hours extreme fatigue, lots more muscle soreness than the first. This soreness went across the back and to the other shoulder then down the back. The patient slept from 6 pm to 8 am and would wake to take ibuprofen and TYLENOL. Ran some fever. Had a headache since 6 pm. She had extreme fatigue and stayed in bed all day. The patient did not receive treatment for "within 2 hours extreme fatigue" and "more muscle soreness than the first/soreness went across the back and to the other shoulder then down the back". The patient has not recovered from the events.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

973184 01/05/2021 01/26/2021 FL 45.0 F started feeling like I could not smell/no smell or taste; did not have flavor/no smell or taste; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 45-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; unknown lot number and expiration date), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she received her first dose of the vaccine on Tuesday. She stated on Sunday (10Jan2021) that she started feeling like she could not smell and did not have flavor and it was getting worse on Sunday and Saturday. She does not have no fever, no headache, nothing from Covid. She stated she received a Covid test and the test was negative. She called to see if this is a side effect of the vaccine. The patient further mentioned that she has no smell or taste and wanted to know if it is related to the vaccine. She mentioned that she does not have any other COVID symptoms and she had a COVID test that was negative on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  The following information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

973185 01/11/2021 01/26/2021 AK 41.0 F headache; feeling unwell; received the first dose on 18Dec2020 injection in left arm at 07:00am/ second dose on 11Jan2021 at 15:30; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 41-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration, in the left arm on 11Jan2021 at 15:30, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation (prevent COVID). Relevant medical history included seizures diagnosed in 2014. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) injection on 18Dec2020 at 07:00 A.M. in the left arm for COVID-19 immunisation (prevent COVID). She was ok on 19Dec2020. After mid-day around noon she did not feel well, and it was hard for her to work on the 19th. She missed two days of work. On 20Dec2020, she could not get up from the bed. Concomitant medications included topiramate for seizures and levetiracetam (KEPPRA). The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to and on the same day of COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. The patient received the COVID vaccine yesterday (11Jan2021). She missed work today (12Jan2021) since she was feeling unwell and having a headache. She works in housekeeping. She started feeling unwell and her headache started after 3 in the morning. She wanted to stay home. Last night she was quite unwell, but she was better after taking second dose of Tylenol. She may need to take more medicine in 2 hours. The events did not require emergency room or physician visit. She does not have lot, NDC, or expiration date to provide for either dose. Outcome of the events headache and feeling unwell was recovering.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

973186 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 AZ 45.0 45 F I felt mostly fine all day.  A little tired and my arm was sore.  About 4:45pm, I started sweating and getting really hot.  I felt like I might need to use the restroom (soon) and I was at the grocery store.  So, I immediately left.  My house is 5-7 minutes from the store.  During this time, I experienced terrible pains in my stomach and lower abdomen.  I barely made it through my door and had to run to my bathroom.  I experienced diarrhea like I?ve never experienced in my life.  It was painful and explosive.  This lasted about 30 minutes on and off.  Mostly on.  Once I cleaned myself up, I was very tired and weak.  I felt nauseous this entire night but have not had any other episodes.  I also have not invested anything except water since this happened.

973187 01/10/2021 01/26/2021 LA 73.0 F large blisters erupted in 2 separate locations on arm of injection and several inches from injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient reporting for herself). A 73-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number: EL1283, expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm, on 10Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included hypothyroidism, high blood pressure, high cholesterol and known allergies: wasp venom, jellyfish and hydroids. The patient is not pregnant. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior to vaccination and was not tested for COVID post vaccination. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine, valsartan, and simvastatin. On 11Jan20201, the patient experienced large blisters erupted in 2 separate locations on arm of injection and several inches from injection site. "I had used a heating pad on my arm the evening of the vaccination and noticed the blisters, ranging in size from 1/8 inch to 1/2 Inch and 1/8 inch high, after taking a hot bath the next evening. There are 2 groups with 2-4+ blisters and appear to be filled with clear liquid. They are not painful and do not itch." Therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the event. Outcome of the event was recovering.

973189 12/17/2020 01/26/2021 WI F extreme episode of over heating (at night); almost passed out; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 35-year-old non-pregnant female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Ej1685), via an unspecified route of administration, on her left arm on 17Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included asthma, hypothyroidism, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADD) and known seasonal allergies; all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient previously took erythromycin and experienced allergies. On day 5 after both shots (unspecified date), patient had an extreme episode of overheating (at night) the first time, got up and almost passed out. There was no treatment received for the events. The outcome of the events was recovering.

973190 01/06/2021 01/26/2021 CA 40.0 F difficulty falling asleep; Lightheaded; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 40-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL3249), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 06Jan2021 10:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Hashimoto, seasonal allergies, ripe food, allergies to weed, grass, trees. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (LEVOTHYROXIN), fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA) and colecalciferol (VITAMIN D [COLECALCIFEROL]). The patient previously took erythromycin, Bactrim and experienced allergies. Patient did not have COVID and did not receive other vaccines four weeks prior to vaccination and was not pregnant. The vaccine was received at a workplace clinic. On 06Jan2021 10:45, the patient experienced difficulty falling asleep and was lightheaded. No treatment was received for the events. The patient has not tested for COVID post vaccination. Outcome of the events was recovered with lasting effects.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

973191 12/18/2020 01/26/2021 CA 60.0 F body aches; major headache all night long, all over her head. It was a pressure headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 60-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: E49899), via an unspecified route of administration in the right deltoid on 18Dec2020 10:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included wolff-parkinson-white syndrome (WPW syndrome) from 2000, heart surgery from 2000, and allergic to sulfa with hives. Mother is diabetic and sister is prediabetic. There were no concomitant medications. On an unspecified date, she experienced body aches. She took paracetamol (TYLENOL). She also had major headache all night long, all over her head. It was a pressure headache. Someone gave her ibuprofen (MOTRIN) and within 3 hours she was totally fine. Outcome of the body aches was unknown and of the headache was recovered on an unspecified date.

973193 01/10/2021 01/26/2021 FL 79.0 F she tested positive COVID-19; she tested positive COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect received from a contactable consumer (patient). A 79-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL1283), intramuscular on 10Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no relevant medical history and concomitant medications. The patient experienced tested positive covid-19 on 12Jan2021. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test: unknow results on 10Jan2021, tested positive on 12Jan2021. Caller had a COVID test on Sunday morning and got the first dose of the vaccine on the same day. She received the results of the test today which turned out positive and wanted to know if she needs to repeat the first dose. Caller wanted to know if her testing positive was due to the efficacy of the vaccine or did she do something wrong or what. Caller verifies there are no other numbers besides EL1283 on her vaccine record card. The outcome of event was unknown.

973194 01/11/2021 01/26/2021 NJ 70.0 F entire body felt sore; Her soreness/aching is mainly in her back, arms left deltoid, and legs; Her soreness/aching is mainly in her back, arms left deltoid, and legs/sore arm from the injection; Her soreness/aching is mainly in her back, arms left deltoid, and legs; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 70-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 11Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included ongoing high blood pressure, ongoing eye disorder, high cholesterol, and overweight. Concomitant medications included amlodipine, losartan, and metoprolol all from 2003 and ongoing for high blood pressure; ascorbic acid, tocopheryl acetate, xantofyl, zeaxanthin, zinc (AREDS) for the eyes; and medication for high cholesterol. At night of 11Jan2021, the patient's entire body felt sore. Her soreness/aching is mainly in her back, arms left deltoid, and legs. She had a sore arm from the injection which started immediately. Outcome of the "entire body felt sore" and "soreness/aching in her arms left deltoid/sore arm from the injection" was not recovered while of the remaining events was unknown.

973196 01/05/2021 01/26/2021 NY 49.0 F joint pain; Chills; Headache; Muscle pain; had a temp (fever); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 49-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: A1284, expiration date: 30Apr2021, NDC number was unknown), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm (by needle left arm one time) on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included having Covid from 20Nov2020, headaches, and plasma transfusion on 26Nov2020. There were no concomitant medications. The patient reported that she had the COVID-19 vaccine on 05Jan2021 and on the following day had a really bad SE (a lot of them) and caller couldn't understand why she reacted that way. She supposed it was because of the 90 day wait after getting the COVID-19 infection. She also mentioned that she had plasma transfusion when she had COVID-19 prior to the vaccine. She had the vaccine after having Covid. She was tested positive for COVID-19 on 20Nov2020 and was on quarantine for almost 3 weeks in the hospital. She already tested negative for COVID-19 and is already getting back to work. She is scheduled for her second dose on 26Jan2021. The patient asked " If a person had COVID-19, do they have to wait 90 days before getting the vaccine?". The patient had a temp (fever) on 05Jan2021. The patient experienced joint pain, chills, headache, and muscle pain on 06Jan2021. The patient stated that she had the Pfizer vaccine and had side effects the following day. Stated that it was really bad. She wanted to know if she still takes second dose. Is for Covid. She stated that she got shot on 05 Jan2021 and reported that a nurse told her to wait 90 days because she had the plasma transfusion when she was in the hospital with Covid. The patient is supposed to get second dose 26Jan2021. The patient stated that they came to her job and gave them the shot from (pharmacy name). The patient stated that the temp and chills went away early morning on 07Jan2021 (as reported). She stated that the muscle and joint pain, chills ended hours later (as reported). Stated that 1-1.5 weeks after she recovered from Covid that she started getting headaches again but has not had them since. Captured as provided by the patient about the headaches during Covid diagnosis but prior to receiving the vaccine. The patient stated that she was quarantined three weeks for Covid. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19test: positive on 20Nov2020, and COVID-19: negative on Dec2020.  The outcome of the events fever and headache was recovered on 07Jan2021. The outcome of the events joint pain, chills, and muscle pain was recovered on 06Jan2021. The report was reported as non-serious.

973197 01/04/2021 01/26/2021 PA 26.0 F Fever; cold chills; Hot flashes; Nausea; Headache; increase body pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 26-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date were not reported), intramuscularly on the left arm on 04Jan2021 11:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included liver failure, mononucleosis, gallbladder disease, mitral regurgitation of the heart and fibromyalgia; patient had no known allergies. Concomitant medications were not reported. Patient did not have COVID prior vaccination, no other vaccine was given in four weeks prior and patient did not receive other medications within two weeks of the vaccine. The vaccine was given at a nursing home/senior living facility. On 04Jan2021, the patient experienced fever, cold chills, hot flashes, nausea, headache and increased body pain. Moderate side effects were also reported from 05Jan2021 to 09Jan2021. No treatment was given for the events. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal swab COVID test: negative on 04Jan2021 and saliva swab test for COVID: pending result on 11Jan2021. Outcome of the events was recovering.   Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.

973199 12/19/2020 01/26/2021 KY 64.0 M Fatigue; fever 99.6 F; headache; myalgias; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 64-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 19Dec2020 08:45 at single dose, and then second dose (lot number: EK9231, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 09Jan2021 08:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient had no known allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 03Jan2021 11:00, the patient experienced fatigue, fever 99.6 F, headache and myalgias. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events that included Rest Tylenol Motrin. Clinical outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.

973201 01/06/2021 01/26/2021 NY 50.0 F headache; alternating feeling hot and cold; vomited; shaking chills; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 50-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) on 06Jan2021 09:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EK5730) via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) on 16Dec2020 (09:00 AM) for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included hypothyroidism; no known allergies. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine, macrogol 3350 (MIRALAX), docusate sodium (COLACE), and ascorbic acid, betacarotene, biotin, calcium carbonate, calcium pantothenate, calcium phosphate dihydrate, chromic chloride, colecalciferol, copper sulfate, cyanocobalamin, dl-alpha tocopheryl acetate, ferrous fumarate, folic acid, lycopene, magnesium oxide heavy, manganese sulfate monohydrate, nicotinamide, phytomenadione, potassium iodide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol acetate, riboflavin, sodium selenate, thiamine mononitrate, xantofyl, zinc oxide (CENTRUM FOR WOMEN). The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient reported that it was the second dose of her Pfizer COVID vaccine series; 12 hours afterwards she got shaking chills and nausea (06Jan2021) and this continued overnight, no fever. The next morning, she had the worst headache of her life, and nausea and alternating feeling hot and cold, no more shaking chills and no fever. The patient reported that it continued throughout 07Jan2021, and on 07Jan2021 she vomited once. Then 08Jan2021 in the morning, she still had the worst headache of her life, she took Ibuprofen to which the headache became much diminished. But headache continued with less intensity, so she was able to go to work throughout 08Jan2021. She continued with Ibuprofen and added Tylenol. Then at 3 am on 09Jan2021, she woke with the worst headache again so severe and took both Ibuprofen and Tylenol and it got better. By afternoon 09Jan2021, she was back to herself with no more headache and a normal appetite. She did take a sick day on 07Jan2021. The outcome of events was recovered on an unspecified date. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 post vaccination.

973204 01/06/2021 01/26/2021 UT 23.0 F I have had the symptoms of nausea, chills, and headache. It seems to be getting worse each day, I feel weaker physically fatigued.; I have had the symptoms of nausea, chills, and headache. It seems to be getting worse each day, I feel weaker physically fatigued.; I have had the symptoms of nausea, chills, and headache. It seems to be getting worse each day, I feel weaker physically fatigued.; I have had the symptoms of nausea, chills, and headache. It seems to be getting worse each day, I feel weaker physically fatigued.; I have had the symptoms of nausea, chills, and headache. It seems to be getting worse each day, I feel weaker physically fatigued.; I have had the symptoms of nausea, chills, and headache. It seems to be getting worse each day, I feel weaker physically fatigued.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional. A 23-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number=EJ1686), intramuscular on 06Jan2021 13:15 at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included depression from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included bupropion hydrochloride (BUPROPION [BUPROPION HYDROCHLORIDE]). On 07Jan2021, the patient stated, "I have had the symptoms of nausea, chills, and headache. It seems to be getting worse each day, I feel weaker physically fatigued." The outcome of the events was not recovered.

973207 01/08/2021 01/26/2021 CA 35.0 M Fever of 102 degrees Fahrenheit hit; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 35-year-old male patient received second single dose of BNT162B2 (Solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685, exp date not reported), intramuscular (vaccine location: right arm) on 08Jan2021 18:00 for COVID-19 immunization. Facility type vaccine: Hospital. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not have COVID prior vaccination. There was no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 on an unspecified date. The patient experienced fever of 102 degrees Fahrenheit hit on 09Jan2021 16:00. Treatment included ibuprofen. The patient was not COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of the event was unknown.

973208 01/11/2021 01/26/2021 LA 36.0 F became tachycardic with heart rate of 105-130 bpm; slight fever; This is spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, Lot number: EL3246, unknown expiration), intramuscular in right arm on 11Jan2021 at 09:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in a hospital. Medical history included migraine headaches.  The patient has no known allergies.  Concomitant medications included ethinylestradiol, norgestimate (ORTHO TRI-CYCLEN); zinc; colecalciferol (VITAMIN D); and vitamin c.  About 12 hours after vaccine, the patient became tachycardic with heart rate of 105-130 bpm (Jan2021). This was accompanied by a slight fever (Jan2021). Heart rate is still slightly elevated at 90-100 bpm about 24 hours after vaccine. The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks.  The patient did not have COVID prior to vaccination and was not tested for COVID post vaccination.  The patient had not yet recovered from the event tachycardia, while unknown outcome for event slight fever.

973210 01/05/2021 01/26/2021 SC 40.0 M Had COVID test/positive test result/Tested positive for COVID-19 after getting the initial dose of the vaccine; I am sick with COVID 19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. A 40-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration in left deltoid/left arm on 05Jan2021 at a single dose  for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing high blood pressure diagnosed about 7 years ago and ongoing GERD that he had his entire life. There were no concomitant medications. The patient got the first vaccine on 05Jan2021, then tested positive for COVID-19. The patient added that he experienced fever of 103, body aches, headache, cough, fatigue, nausea and vomiting and diarrhea times one week.Had COVID test Friday, 08Jan2021 and positive test result received on Saturday, 09Jan2021. The outcome of the event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.

973211 01/26/2021 F had a COVID test on Monday/test came back positive; had a COVID test on Monday/test came back positive; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had a first dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on Sunday and then had a COVID test on Monday as part of a pre-surgery test and her test came back positive but she does not have symptoms. She would like to know if the vaccine can cause you to test positive for COVID-19.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

973212 01/11/2021 01/26/2021 IN F arm soreness-so sore I could hardly move it; arm soreness-so sore I could hardly move it; sinus headache off and on; red rash right above naval to bra line; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot, expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 16:30 at a single dose covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced arm soreness- so sore she could hardly move it, but she iced it and now it's getting better, woke up this morning red rash right above naval to bra line- it was almost already gone, sinus headache off and on. The patient did not really feel sick. She was sensitive to medications. Patient was scheduled for 2nd dose on 01Feb2020. The outcome of the event arm soreness-so sore I could hardly move it and red rash right above naval to bra line was recovering, and unknown outcome for the event sinus headache.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer or other non hcp.  A female patient of an unspecified age started to receive bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) , via an unspecified route of administration from 11Jan2021 16:30 to 11Jan2021 16:30 at SINGLE DOSE for   .  The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced arm soreness-so sore i could hardly move it (pain in extremity) (non-serious) on an unspecified date with outcome of recovering , arm soreness-so sore i could hardly move it (mobility decreased) (non-serious) on an unspecified date with outcome of recovering , red rash right above naval to bra line (rash erythematous) (non-serious) on 12Jan2021 with outcome of recovering , sinus headache off and on (sinus headache) (non-serious) on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.  The action taken in response to the event(s) for bnt162b2 was not applicable.  Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of arm soreness-so sore i could hardly move it (pain in extremity), arm soreness-so sore i could hardly move it (mobility decreased).

973213 01/11/2021 01/26/2021 TX 40.0 40 F pain in injection site.  I noticed today that my skin had peeled away at the injection site after my son pointed it out.  There is a large square and  of skin peeled away.  The skin is also discolored.

973214 01/07/2021 01/26/2021 F injection site pain; chills; joint pain; She did not sleep well that night; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. An adult female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number and expiry date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received first dose of BNT162B2 on an unspecified date with no adverse event reported. After second dose on 07Jan2021, the patient experienced injection site pain eight hours after on 08Jan2021; and then an hour later (9 hours after second dose) on 08Jan2021, she had chills. Later on, that night, she had joint pain and she did not sleep well that night. The next day (09Jan2021), she was fine. The outcome of the events was recovered on 09Jan2021.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

973215 12/21/2020 01/26/2021 34.0 F developed symptoms of COVID-19 infection on 24Dec2020/tested positive to COVID-19 on 29Dec2020; developed symptoms of COVID-19 infection on 24Dec2020/tested positive to COVID-19 on 29Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable pharmacist. A 34-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 21Dec2020, developed symptoms of COVID-19 infection on 24Dec2020, and tested positive to COVID-19 on 29Dec2020. The reporter asked for recommendations on how to proceed with the second dose. She then specified her request asking whether the patient should receive the second dose, or repeat the vaccination series. Outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between suspect BNT162B2 and reported event cannot be excluded.

973216 01/19/2021 01/26/2021 CA 49.0 49 F ? Covid-19 Vaccine, Mrna, Bnt162b2, Lnp-S (Pfizer) Anaphylaxis  sleepiness, Swelling face and throat, breathing difficulty, cough, aphasia-pt was not able to express her thoughts or needs, pt felt that her heart was beating slow, vomiting started next day and lasted for 4 days,  self treatment immediately by pt- Benadryl 50 mg and albuterol inhaler,  later Prednisone course by medical professional symptoms completely resolved after 5 days

973218 01/11/2021 01/26/2021 NC 43.0 F Flu like symptoms, fatigue, chills; Flu like symptoms, fatigue, chills; Flu like symptoms, fatigue, chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient).  A 43-years-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EK9231, expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 13:00 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included sulfa allergies.  Concomitant medications included ergocalciferol (VIT D) and docusate sodium (COLACE).  The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 (Lot number: EK5730, lot unknown: False, administration date:21Dec2020 :01:00 PM,vaccine location: Right arm, dose number:1), azithromycin and experienced allergies. On 11Jan2021 at 23:30, the patient experienced flu like symptoms, fatigue, chills. Outcome of the events was not recovered

973223 01/05/2021 01/26/2021 NY 21.0 F sore throat; coughing; feels like a mild cold; Loose stool; Headache; Soreness in Left arm - right after administration in the afternoon; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 21-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot FJ1685, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration (unable to confirm if given intramuscularly) on 05Jan2021 12:00 at a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included soreness in arms (no matter what vaccines she gets). The patient had no known other allergies. Patient had family medical history of mother has asthma.  Concomitant medications included birth control (unspecified) as the only thing she takes and she did not feel it was relevant. The patient previously took flu shot and experienced arm soreness. Patient had flu shot every year because it is required. She will get soreness in arm and she thinks when she took different vaccines when she started work. She had to take a bunch of them. Soreness was in whatever arm she gets the shot in. Patient works on Covid unit as a recreation aide in a nursing home and received first vaccine on 05Jan2021 and on 06Jan2021 developed headache, and on 09Jan2021 had sore throat, coughing, and felt like a mild cold starting three days after vaccine (08Jan2021), and had been taking cold medicine.  She gets twice weekly for work, and she tested negative (COVID) on Friday (08Jan2021).  Patient asked if this was normal to be developing symptoms that late after the vaccine. She just wanted to know if what she was experiencing was normal because she was freaked out about it. She works on a COVID unit and wears a lot of PPE. She started to experience symptoms after 3-4 days after getting the vaccine. She wanted to know if it was normal to take that long to feel side effects or should she be worried about actually having COVID. There was no prescriber. She had it as a part of work. When it rolled out, they were a part of it and if you work on COVID unit, they said you should get it. She got the vaccine on Tuesday, 05Jan2021, and started feeling symptoms on Friday, 08Jan2021. She started getting worse on 09Jan2021 and 10Jan2021. Furthermore, patient then reported that the headache started 3 days after receiving the vaccine. It persisted for the first 3 days and then after she got other symptoms, it subsided. Headache in the morning when she first woke up and persisted throughout day. Since then she will wake up in the morning with a slight headache. Soreness in arm was when it was first administered (05Jan2021), that was normal and she usually gets soreness no matter what vaccines she gets. This lasted for 2 days and then went away. She did say that the flu vaccine and some other that she did not remember the name of were the ones she remembered getting sore from. She did not have a manufacturer, lot or expiration for any of them. The fourth day was when she had a sore throat and coughing, that started in the morning when she woke up around 10:00. She had it all day yesterday and it was pretty severe and then she started getting better later in the night. Today it was less, but still here. She did take something to try and make herself feel better, so it definitely helped. Loose stool improved and today (12Jan2021) was yet to be known. Loose stool started in the afternoon of 06Jan2021. No ER (emergency room) or physician's office required Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks). Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events sore throat, coughing, and felt like a mild cold. The patient had not recovered from the event headache. The patient recovered from loose stool and soreness in left arm in Jan2021. The outcome of the events sore throat, and coughing was recovering. The outcome of the event "felt like a mild cold" was unknown.

973225 12/21/2020 01/26/2021 CA 52.0 M his brain was still a little cloudy; tested positive for covid; tested positive for covid; lost 10 pounds; energy level changed drastically; weak; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 52-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot no: EH9899, via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 21Dec2020 09:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in a hospital. Medical history included hypertensive and diabetic, both ongoing. Concomitant medication included metformin for diabetic and olmesartan medoxomil (BENICAR) for hypertensive. There were no prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. The patient received the covid vaccine first dose on 21Dec2020 and started developing covid symptoms on the 27Dec2020. He was tested positive for covid on the 28Dec2020. The patient wanted to know what is next. He patient stated that it has been 10 days and he wanted to know if he is still contagious. He is scheduled to get the second dose on 11Jan2021. He wonders if he can get the second dose or does have to start the process over again. He works in a doctor's office. He is a technician. While providing height and weight he commented it has changed drastically. He later clarified it was his weight that changed drastically. He lost ten pounds. His weight and energy level changed drastically, and this was after getting the COVID Vaccine. His symptoms started the weekend after taking the vaccine. He had COVID symptoms. He later clarified and stated they all started on 27Dec2020. He clarified his symptoms as: body aches and fever. The body aches and fever started the night of 27Dec2020 and recovered from 08Jan2021. He was unable to provide an exact time of onset. These have resolved, but at the time of report he was just weak. He had a COVID test done on 28Dec2020 he tested positive. He confirmed he has not had a follow-up COVID test done afterwards. The patient also mentioned that his brain was still a little cloudy since an unspecified date. The patient had not recovered from the event weak; while outcome of "lost ten pounds", "his brain was little cloudy" and "tested positive for covid" was unknown.

973226 12/24/2020 01/26/2021 MN 31.0 F tested positive for COVID-19; tested positive for covid-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 31-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and no concomitant medications. The patient received the first dose of vaccine on 24Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID-19 on 11Jan2021. She was scheduled for second dose on 14Jan2021. The patient was asking if she can get her second dose as scheduled or wait and recommendation for 2nd dose, if needing to extend past 3 week mark for quarantine after testing positive. Outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the reported drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.

973227 01/01/2021 01/26/2021 IN 45.0 45 F Moderate vertigo

973228 01/06/2021 01/26/2021 FL 76.0 M He is also experiencing coughing; all I wanna do is sleep; Had aches and pains; He also has joint pain and pain in his right arm, hand, and wrist area; He also has joint pain and pain in his right arm, hand, and wrist area; Diarrhea; He is also very fatigued and does not want to get out of bed and that he is so tired; off and on headaches; This is a spontaneous report from contactable consumers. A 76-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK4176), intramuscular on 06Jan2021 11:28 (also reported as about 1130) at a single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included pulmonary fibrosis from 2014 and ongoing, ongoing type 2 diabetes mellitus (Diagnosed probably in 1996-1997; under control). The patient previously had pneumonia shot in 2020 and flu shot in 2020 (few months ago in Oct2020/Nov2020) both for immunization. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced diarrhea, very fatigued and does not want to get out of bed and that he is so tired, and off and on headaches, all on 07Jan2021. He also has joint pain and pain in his right arm, hand, and wrist area on 11Jan2021. He experienced coughing, somnolence, and had aches and pains on an unspecified date. Patient received the vaccine last Wednesday. He experienced diarrhea (on Thursday and Friday, went away then came back on Yesterday), had aches and pains, and severe fatigue (all I wanna do is sleep). Today he said that he wasn't having diarrhea that can be attributed to him not eating much yet, a few aches and pains, very tired, and a minor headache. He was asking how long do these symptoms usually last. Patient received it last Wednesday 06Jan2021 at about 1130. He said that he has been experiencing side effects, not severe, but on Thursday 07Jan2021 and Friday 08Jan2021, he had diarrhea. He said that on Saturday 09Jan2021 the diarrhea let up and Sunday 10Jan2021 was ok, but yesterday 11Jan2021 the diarrhea was bad. He said that he is also very fatigued ("severe fatigue (all I wanna do is sleep)") on 07Jan2021 and does not want to get out of bed and that he is so tired. He has had no fever, but has had off and on headaches. He said that he also has joint pain and pain in his right arm, hand, and wrist area. He said that it is hard to pick up a cup or glass because of the pain. He said that he got the injection in the left arm. He said that he is also experiencing coughing, but stated that he does have pulmonary fibrosis and it could be that. Diarrhea: patient said that his diarrhea is improved as of today 12Jan2021. Fatigued: he said that he noticed it on 07Jan2021, it subsided Saturday 09Jan2021 and Sunday 10Jan2021, but yesterday and today 12Jan2021 it is very prominent and he is very tired. Headaches: He said that the headaches are not severe, but they were there. He said that the headaches are not there today. Pain in the arm, hand, and wrist area: He said that he noticed the pain yesterday and stated that it is slightly worse. Coughing: He said that he coughs due to the pulmonary fibrosis too and sometimes it is a lot and sometimes it is a little bit. He said that he has to get his second dose on 27Jan2021 at 1500. He stated that his brother died of Covid last Thursday. The outcome of event diarrhea was recovering, of "he is also very fatigued and does not want to get out of bed and that he is so tired", "he also has joint pain and pain in his right arm, hand, and wrist area", and "coughing" was not recovered, of "off and on headaches" was recovered on 11Jan2021, of the events "all i wanna do is sleep" and "had aches and pains" was unknown. No relevant tests. No prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. No family medical history relevant to AE.

973229 12/22/2020 01/26/2021 IA 34.0 F muscle stiffness; joint rigidity; Inability to change positions, sit to stand or stand to sit; Inability to walk; inflammation; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 34-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 22Dec2020 09:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypothyroidism related to thyroid ablation and obesity from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID). On 24Dec2020 10:30 PM, the patient experienced extreme muscle stiffness and joint rigidity, inability to change positions, sit to stand or stand to sit, inability to walk and ended up getting several labs completed and all but 1 was normal and it only showed inflammation. The patient had to do a prednisone taper and go on Meloxicam in order to resume working and daily activities. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit and emergency room/department or urgent care. The events was treated with prednisone and Meloxicam. The patient was not pregnant. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19, nasal swab test: negative on 29Dec2020. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

973231 01/11/2021 01/26/2021 CA 28.0 F nausea; chills; arm is swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 28-year-old female patient second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number and expiry date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 11:30 in the left deltoid at single dose for COVID-19 immunization, administered in the hospital. Medical history included birth control. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received first dose of BNT162B2 on 23Dec2020 administered in the left deltoid. Her arm was swollen as she noticed this morning (12Jan2021) when she woke up, about 07:00. She placed ice on it and the swelling had gone down a little. Nausea and chills started around 09:30 this morning. The outcome of the event arm was swollen was recovering; while outcome of the events nausea and chills was not recovered.  Information on batch/lot number was requested.

973232 12/16/2020 01/26/2021 VA M stated that he was scheduled for his second vaccine and tested positive for Coronavirus the same day; stated that he was scheduled for his second vaccine and tested positive for Coronavirus the same day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 66-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 at a single dose (first COVID vaccine) for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was scheduled for the second dose on 06Jan2021 and tested positive for Coronavirus the same day. He started showing symptoms on 03Jan2021 and wanted to know, since he could not do the second Covid vaccine, because he is in quarantine and when he can get it. His quarantine ends on Friday and hopes to do it on that day. Clarified that it was 04Jan2021 that he was scheduled for the second dose and tested positive for the Coronavirus the same day and not 06Jan2021. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included SARS-COV-2 test: positive on 04Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between suspect BNT162B2 and reported event cannot be excluded.

973266 12/01/2020 01/26/2021 F Received the vaccine 2 weeks ago and came down with COVID; Received the vaccine 2 weeks ago and came down with COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician. A female patient of an unspecified age received  bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unknown date in 2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine 2 weeks ago, unknown date in 2020 and came down with COVID on an unknown date. The outcome of the event was recovered on an unspecified date.    Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported event and suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

973267 12/19/2020 01/26/2021 CA 45.0 M brain is still in a fog; received the first dose of the Pfizer COVID Vaccine and then 2 weeks later got COVID again; received the first dose of the Pfizer COVID Vaccine and then 2 weeks later got COVID again; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 45-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140 and expiry date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization and tetanus vaccine (manufacturer unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose for immunization. Medical history included COVID diagnosed in Mar2020. Concomitant medication was not reported. The patient received the first dose of the Pfizer COVID Vaccine and then 2 weeks later on 05Jan2021 got COVID again. He wanted guidance as to when he can get the second dose of the vaccine. His vaccination provider refused his second dose and the 21-day interval has passed. He was tested for COVID on 05Jan2021 and was positive. The patient said that his brain is still in a fog on unspecified date. He is normally not this cloudy. It was also reported that around the same time he got a Tetanus shot, and he can not remember which one was given in which side. The outcome of the events was unknown.

973273 12/24/2020 01/26/2021 F contracted Sars-Cov-2 in the interim/tested positive for vaccine; contracted Sars-Cov-2 in the interim/tested positive for vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Other HCP. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient received the first dose 24Dec2020 and is due for 2nd dose 13Jan2020 but contracted Sars-Cov-2 in the interim. She reports that she is currently symptomatic, but her employer will allow her to return to work after a 10-day quarantine. And then 07Jan2021 tested positive and a couple of days to me asymptomatic  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported event and suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.
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973281 12/21/2020 01/26/2021 TX 48.0 F I regained my taste. I had Covid 31Dec-10Jan with both loss of smell and taste initially. My smell returned quickly but after the 2nd vaccine my taste returned the next day; I had Covid 31Dec-10Jan with both loss of smell and taste initially.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 48-years-old female patient received the first dose of  BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine; Lot-number: EL0104), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 21Dec2020 at 03:00 at a single dose, and the second dose (Lot number: EL3249) via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 11Jan2021 at 03:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypothyroidism. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination, did not have any other vaccine within four weeks, and did not have COVID prior to the vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took sertraline (ZOLOFT) and experienced drug hypersensitivity. The patient stated that she regained her taste. She had COVID from 31Dec-10Jan (also reported as on 12Jan2021 at 12:00) with both loss of smell and taste initially. Her smell returned quickly but after the second vaccine, her taste returned the next day. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included viral test (nasal swab; Sofia COVID test): positive on 04Jan2021. The patient received no treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was recovered.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported event and suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

973295 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 FL 57.0 57 F Patient reported during her 15 minute observation to the medic that she is feeling dizzy and her heart is racing.  Patient was taken to the medic location.  VS= 192/116, HR 152, O2 sat=99% Y

973299 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 NV 72.0 72 M severe angioedema resulting in intubation to protect his airway and ICU admission.  pt recieved the 2nd dose at 0755 am, woke up from a nap at 2200 the same night with tongue swelling. Y Y

973301 01/03/2021 01/26/2021 F Tested positive for Covid; Tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient's daughter) reported that a female patient (aged 102, no unit reported) of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient's daughter was calling on behalf of her mother, aged 102, received vaccine a week ago last Sunday (03Jan2021), and was tested positive for Covid the next day (04Jan2021). The patient was due for her second vaccine and wanted to know if her mother is still eligible to receive vaccine.   No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about batch/lot number cannot be obtained.

973307 01/03/2021 01/26/2021 MA F cold symptoms; leg pain; Tested positive for COVID; Tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A 61-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received the first dose of Covid vaccine on 03Jan2021 and tested positive for COVID on 05Jan2021. She further reported that she is still experiencing some cold symptoms and leg pain on an unspecified date. She is scheduled for second dose on 24Jan2021. She is still on precautions. She does not think she should get it.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: positive on 05Jan2021. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events which included treatment with Tylenol. The patient did not recover from cold symptoms and leg pain while the outcome of the other events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

973313 01/26/2021 F received her first dose of the COVID-19/now testing positive; received her first dose of the COVID-19/now testing positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP.   A female patient of an unspecified age received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose on an unspecified date for Covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unspecified date after vaccination, the patient was now testing positive for Covid-19 at the hospital she works at regularly. She was not sure what test she had done, i.e. antibody or virus. The outcome of events was unknown.   Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.

973318 01/26/2021 F got the first dose of the covid vaccine/tested positive with covid; tested positive with covid; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable consumer (patient) reported that a female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Lot/Batch Number and Expiration Date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on an unknown date, at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications was not reported. She was positive with covid and is asking when she could get the second shot of the vaccine. The outcome of event was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch has been requested.

973339 01/08/2021 01/26/2021 F Tested positive for Covid; Tested positive for Covid; This is Spontaneous report from a Non-contactable Consumer reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient and her husband received the Covid vaccine last Friday (08Jan2021) and the patient was positive for Covid 19 on Monday (11Jan2021). She was wondering whether she should get the second shot. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021034217 same reporter, diff patient

973346 12/31/2020 01/26/2021 TN F Caller is COVID positive after taking the first dose; Caller is COVID positive after taking the first dose; got sick; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1686), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA), vitamin C, vitamin E, propanolol hcl and clonazepam (KLONOPIN). Reporter is a social worker at a community center for pediatrics. She had the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 31Dec2020. However, she got sick past Sunday (03Jan2021) and tested positive for COVID-19. She was wondering if there is a chance that the vaccine caused the positive result for the COVID test. Consumer stated, "I had a question about the COVID vaccine and I had the COVID vaccine administered on let's say it was 31Dec and I felt sick over the weekend and ended up having to take a COVID test. Well, the COVID test came out positive for COVID. And so my question is because I had the vaccine could the vaccine maybe cause a false positive test?" The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included SARS-COV-2 test: positive on an unspecified date (Caller is COVID positive after taking the first dose). The outcome of the events was unknown.

973349 12/31/2020 01/26/2021 F heart rate went up to the 120s or 150s; chills; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (HCP [patient]). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, batch/lot number and exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient had the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine last 31Dec2020 and did not have any immediate adverse effect. During the night of 31Dec2020, she experienced chills and fever, but the patient wasn't concerned because she knows other people experience it too: some individuals she knew were getting, the fever (could not be clarified further). She was concerned since she had fast heartbeat. Her heart rate went up to the 120s or 150s (ranging to 120s to 140s, 150s). She was concerned if she should go to the hospital to get an IV bolus. Patient had to go to the ER and they gave her some IV Bolus. Patient asked if she should be concerned about the second dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the batch number/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal association, a causal relationship between event "heart rate went up to the 120s or 150s" and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be completely excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

973350 12/21/2020 01/26/2021 F received COVID vaccine first dose on 21Dec2020. 10 days later I was diagnosed with COVID; received COVID vaccine first dose on 21Dec2020. 10 days later I was diagnosed with COVID; dizziness; nausea; vomiting; diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (reported for herself). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number and expiry date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received COVID vaccine first dose on 21Dec2020. 10 days later (31Dec2020), the patient was diagnosed with COVID. Her work cancelled her second COVID vaccine until she was symptom free. The patient asked when she should receive her 2nd COVID vaccine. The patient also had a reaction to the first COVID vaccine (dizziness, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea) about 1.5 hours after getting the vaccine at her work on 21Dec2020. She was worried about having strong reaction to 2nd dose since she actually had COVID. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The subject received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 21Dec2020, and 10 days later she was diagnosed with COVID.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the reported COVID likely represents a pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  Further information is needed for full medical assessment.

973351 01/12/2021 01/26/2021 NC 35.0 M pain on swallowing in the throat; throat started feeling itchy; pins and needles feeling; throat was swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 35-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (lot number: EL0140, expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 12Jan2021, 9:00AM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included asthma and allergies to Amoxicillin, Quinolones, and Sulfa drugs, all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medications included colecalciferol (VITAMIN D) and cyanocobalamin (VITAMIN B 12); patient received these medications with two weeks of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 12Jan2021, 19:00, just after evening, patient's throat started feeling itchy and had pins and needles feeling. Gradually the symptoms increased in intensity and in the night of 12Jan2021 (time unspecified), he felt like his throat was swollen. It was also reported that patient woke up today, 13Jan2021 with the same feeling and there is pain on swallowing in the throat. No therapeutic measures were taken in response to the events. Outcome of the events was reported as recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on a chronological association, causality between events odynophagia, pharyngeal swelling and throat irritation and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE)  cannot be completely excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

973356 01/04/2021 01/26/2021 F Tested positive; Tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A (23 unknown unit) female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Lot/Batch Number and Expiration Date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021, at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications was not reported. Patient received the covid 19 vaccine on 04Jan2021 and tested positive on 11Jan2021, when should patient receive the second dose. The outcome of event was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 04Jan2021, and COVID-19 test positive on 11Jan2021.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID test possibly represents a pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  Further information is needed for full medical assessment.

973367 01/10/2021 01/26/2021 FL 83.0 F her blood pressure is 188/90; bad headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An 83-year-old female patient  received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 10Jan2021 at a single dose for protection from the virus. Medical history included a month ago on Dec2020, she fell on her right knee and has gotten a shot in her knee for pain. She was going to chiropractor and then started going to an orthopedic doctor. That is when she got a shot in her knee. She had an appointment with her doctor on 29Dec2020. She had labs a week prior. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received Covid-19 vaccine on Sunday, 10Jan2021. Yesterday, 12Jan2021, she started having a bad headache. She took Tylenol and it went away. This am of 13Jan2021 at 7:00am, she started having a terrible headache. She also checked her blood pressure and it was 188/90. She took Tylenol around 7:15-7:30. She still has a headache. The outcome of the event headache was not recovered. the outcome of the event blood pressure and it was 188/90 was unkown.

973368 01/11/2021 01/26/2021 MI 72.0 F her brain is going blank; back pain that occurs in her left leg past the knee until the top of her foot; back pain that occurs in her left leg past the knee until the top of her foot; She wanted to know if it is like a sciatic nerve pain she is experiencing; she just thought it was swelling in her spine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 72-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot no: EK9231, via an unspecified route of administration in left shoulder on 11Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included other problems before taking the COVID-19 vaccine such as joint pain, muscle pain, back pain, spinal stenosis, has a lot of back issues, like sciatic has a lot of problems. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had the COVID-19 vaccine on Monday (11Jan2021). On Tuesday (12Jan2021), she experienced back pain that occurs in her left leg past the knee until the top of her foot. She also mentioned that she had other problems before taking the COVID-19 vaccine such as joint pain, muscle pain, back pain, and spinal stenosis. She wanted to know if the COVID-19 vaccine can cause the adverse event that she experienced. She wanted to know if it is like a sciatic nerve pain she is experiencing. The patient stated it may sound crazy, but she got the COVID 19 vaccine on Monday, she is 72 years old, and has a lot of back issues, like sciatic has a lot of problems, and she got the shot and Tuesday) morning, her back hurt so bad, down into her sciatic, into her butt, leg, her lower leg and as far as her foot, the top of her foot, and she doesn't know if this is something that was going to happen, she read about joint pain, tiredness, that would include joints in the back, she would expect. She wonders if she is out of her head, since it was the very next morning, this was Tuesday, and instantly, she was sitting with ice and trying to get ahold of her healthcare person, she gets pain shots in her back, but she hasn't had them in a couple years, she was going along pretty good, then this was bad enough, it is in her thigh and leg, and is always under her foot, and she just thought it was swelling in her spine. She wonders if it is a side effect or her imagination. When asked for address, the patient stated her brain is going blank. She stated this may be just her. She has bad back problems, and was going along pretty good, it has been a year or two since she has had any kind of anything. But this was a good one, a strong one, the ice hurts so bad. She woke up with it, it is staying the same- after having something like this, she was trying to get ahold of the pain clinic, to get a shot, but that may be 3-4 weeks out. She has had no blood work in a while. Outcome of the events "she just thought it was swelling in her spine" and "her brain is going blank" was unknown; while not recovered for other events.

973375 12/21/2020 01/26/2021 F tested positive; tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient wanted to obtain information for receiving the second dose if she tested positive after receiving the first dose. She received the first dose on 21Dec2020, was exposed on 26Dec2020, tested positive on 02Jan2021 and went to the ER but was now feeling better. She wanted to know if she can still get the second vaccine. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

973382 01/26/2021 SC F Tested positive for covid 19; Tested positive for covid 19; missed the second dose at the 21-day mark and wants to know if it is okay to get the vaccine a week later; This is a spontaneous report via a Pfizer-sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect from a contactable nurse. A 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot and expiry not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Reporter stated she tested positive for COVID 19 after receiving the COVID 19 vaccine. She missed the second dose at the 21-day mark and wants to know if it is okay to get the vaccine a week later. She got sick and was tested positive after the vaccine. She's about to take the 2nd dose and wondering if she still has to take it or not. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: positive on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

973413 12/28/2020 01/26/2021 M 6 days after the first dose he received a diagnostic with a positive test for COVID-19; 6 days after the first dose he received a diagnostic with a positive test for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number and expiry date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient called that he was administered with the first dose of Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine on 28Dec2020 and 6 days after (03Jan2021) the first dose, he received a positive result for a COVID-19 laboratory test. He started with symptoms of COVID-19 between 4 to 6 days after the administration of the vaccine and he had scheduled the second dose of the vaccine in 2 days (at the time of report). He had been quarantined appropriately after being diagnosed. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

973424 12/28/2020 01/26/2021 NC 39.0 F Sore arm; a little tired; second dose was due 25Jan2021; Tested positive for COVID-19 on 03Jan2021/congestion and cough; Tested positive for COVID-19 on 03Jan2021/congestion and cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse via a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). This 39-year-old female nurse (patient) reported that she received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK9231), via intramuscular at left deltoid on 28Dec2020 11am at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included non-smoker with no other illness. Concomitant medication was none. The patient had not been treated with immunomodulating or immunosuppressing medications or received any other vaccines around the time of COVID-19 vaccination. Patient reported after receiving her first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 28Dec2020, she had sore arm and a little tired, other than that felt fine. She stated second dose was due 25Jan2021. She was tested positive for COVID-19 (Rapid Covid testing) on 03Jan2021. She already decided going to wait the 90-day-period to get the second dose of the vaccine. Since she was quarantined she wanted to what she should do. She stated her having testing positive for Covid did not have anything to do with the vaccine. She still had some lingering symptoms, congestion and cough. Nothing had worsened, but just wouldn't go away. She did not receive any other vaccines the same day or 4 weeks prior. No history of problems with vaccines in past. She had not had antibodies checked yet. It was reported no AE required a visit to emergency room/physician office. The patient was not hospitalized. The patient received no additional therapies for COVID-19. Patient's outcome with COVID-19 was recovering, and the rest of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported  tested positive for COVID-19 (Rapid Covid testing), which is considered ineffective of BNT162B2, and the administration of BNT162B2.

973433 12/22/2020 01/26/2021 TX 61.0 F Tested positive for Covid 19 after receiving the vaccine/illness; Tested positive for Covid 19 after receiving the vaccine/illness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) from the Pfizer-sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect. A 61-years-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number: EL0140, expiration date: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on the upper left arm on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There was no medical history and no concomitant medications. The patient received her first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 22Dec2020. On 31Dec2020, the patient tested positive for COVID-19. The patient was scheduled to receive her second dose and wanted to know if it is okay to get it, clarified that she was supposed to receive her second shot on 12Jan2021 (the day before the report). The doctor gave her a script that showed that she clinically recovered from illness and okay to get the second vaccine (dose). No treatment was administered for the event. The event "tested positive for COVID-19 after receiving the vaccine/illness" resolved on 13Jan2021.

973442 12/16/2020 01/26/2021 F The patient developed symptoms on 25Dec2020, tested positive on 31Dec2020; She was supposed to receive second vaccine on 06Jan2021, but put it off; The patient developed symptoms on 25Dec2020, tested positive on 31Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a other HCP. A female patient (Age: 45, Unit: Unknown) received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient developed symptoms on 25Dec2020, tested positive on 31Dec2020. She was supposed to receive second vaccine on 06Jan2021, but put it off because she was told by Pfizer she had to wait 90 days. She was calling for guidance because her hospital was telling her she was eligible to receive the vaccine. She already filed a report with safety when she initially developed symptoms that included loss of smell, taste and headaches. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.

973449 12/24/2020 01/26/2021 NJ 63.0 F lost a lot of weight, but still plump; tightness in chest; Upper chest tightness with post nasal drip, like the flu; got Covid virus/ Covid PCR testing: positive; got Covid virus/ Covid PCR testing: positive; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect from a contactable consumer (patient). A 63-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Batch/lot number: EJ1685) via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 24Dec2020 11:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing asthma, ongoing allergies. She was asthmatic and believed that the virus would have affected her differently if she didn't get the vaccine. If she was to catch the virus and didn't have the vaccine she may not have come out of it. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient denied getting any other vaccines that day or 4 weeks prior. No problems with vaccines in past. Received the COVID vaccine at her workplace. The patient got COVID virus on 07Jan2021. It was also reported that the patient lost a lot of weight, but still plump, coughing, tightness in chest, upper chest tightness with post nasal drip, like the flu, body aches, all on an unspecified date. Emergency room visit needed for the events (body aches, runny nose). The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid PCR testing: negative on 04Jan2021, positive on 07Jan2021, rapid COVID testing: negative on 01Jan2021. The outcome of the event (got COVID virus) was not recovered, of other remain events was unknown.  Clinical course: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 on 24Dec2020, and a couple weeks later she got the COVID virus (07Jan2021). Mentioned she lost a lot of weight, but still plump. Probably be in the hospital now. Still had some coughing, tightness in chest, but it's not as bad. Upper chest tightness with post nasal drip, like the flu, runny nose in throat that goes down into the lungs and when it goes down she coughs and hacks to get rid of it. Went to the doctor office on the 01Jan2021 and did a rapid test and it was negative. Then on 04Jan2021 she did another PCR Covid test and it was negative. On 07Jan2021 she had symptoms and was insistent on getting another test since having body aches, runny nose. Got the re-test and it came back positive when she went to the emergency room. Got the PCR test. The patient thought that the way they were testing is how it's spreading. Did the testing on the 04Jan2021 and they used a swab bigger than a cue tip, it was huge and couldn't get far up enough instead of the tiny ones. On the 07Jan2021 at her job, emergency room, they had the tiny ones and was able to go further up and that's when she tested positive. Mentioned using salbutamol (ALBUTEROL) nebulizer, over the counter cough syrup, prescription azelastine hydrochloride;fluticasone propionate (DYMISTA) nasal spray, and pseudoephedrine hydrochloride (SUDAFED). When has the dry cough she uses the ALBUTEROL nebulizer with the machine and vials at home and that slows down the coughing a lot and the other stuff with the lungs. Not taking any steroids. Using SUDAFED to stop the runny nose from post nasal drip from going into lungs.

973475 12/16/2020 01/26/2021 PA F tested positive for COVID; tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient 's mother). This consumer reported same event for 2 patients. This is the 1st of 2 reports.  A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced tested positive for COVID on 12Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. Event was assessed as non-serious by reporter.  Information on lot number/batch number was requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021035102 Same drug/event, different patient

973492 01/26/2021 NY F Tested positive after 7 days of taking the vaccine; Tested positive after 7 days of taking the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist.  A female patient of unknown age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient tested positive after 7 days of taking the vaccine. Patient also received the "Bam antibodies", monoclonal antibody. Outcome was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (tested positive) with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.

973541 01/26/2021 U the patient got a positve COVID-19 test result; the patient got a positve COVID-19 test result; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (hcp). This hcp reported the same events for 2 patients. This is the second of two reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got a positve COVID-19 test result on 05Jan2021. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the reported drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021020999 same drug/events/reporter, different patients

973561 12/22/2020 01/26/2021 NV M He tested positive for Covid- 3 days without symptoms; He tested positive for Covid- 3 days without symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect, by a contactable consumer (patient).  This male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose on 22Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 06Jan2021, the patient tested positive for Covid, 3 days without symptoms with outcome of unknown. He asked if it's okay to get the second dose. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Sars CoV-2 test: positive on 06Jan2021.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

973562 01/26/2021 CA F tested positive; tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program Pfizer First Connect via a contactable female nurse reported for herself.  The female patient of an unspecified age received first dose BNT162B2(Covid-19) , via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient tested positive after she got the 1st vaccine, and got sick, both in Jan2021. Outcome of events was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.

973597 12/16/2020 01/26/2021 PA U tested positive for COVID; tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported same event for 2 patients. This is the second of 2 reports.  A patient of an unspecified age and gender received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced tested positive for COVID on 12Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. Event was assessed as non-serious by reporter.  Information on lot number/batch number was requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028267 Same drug/event, different patient

973600 12/21/2020 01/26/2021 TX 51.0 F diagnosed with Covid-19 after the 1st dose; diagnosed with Covid-19 after the 1st dose; Pneumonia; Fever; Body aches; swollen lymph nodes under left armpit; Exposed to COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer (patient herself) reported that a 51-year-old female patient received the first does of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 08:30 in left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history was none. Family medical history was no. Patient had been taking vitamin supplements. No vaccinations were taken within 4 weeks. Patient received first COVID-19 Vaccine on 21Dec2020 around 08:30. Between that three weeks period, patient was diagnosed with COVID. Patient was exposed the following weekend. Took four tests to finally test positive within a four-day-span. Patient was exposed to COVID on 26Dec2020. On 28Dec2020, patient experienced swollen lymph nodes under left armpit. Progressively got more sensitive on 29Dec2020.  Patient thought maybe it was a side effect of the COVID-19 Vaccine. Wednesday morning, 30Dec2020, around 10:00 patient noticed body aches. Around 12:00 patient noticed a fever. On 30Dec2020, patient had a 24-hour lab test to check for COVID. All other COVID tests performed were rapid tests. First COVID test was on 30Dec2020. Patient had another COVID test on 31Dec2020, and two COVID tests on 02Jan2021. Patient was tested positive for COVID on 02Jan2021. COVID test that resulted positive was a rapid test in the emergency room. Patient was diagnosed with Covid-19 after the 1st dose. Patient was in the emergency room with pneumonia which occurred on 02Jan2021. It was confirmed patient was discharged from the emergency room six to seven hours after arrival. Lot number from patient card was either EJ1685 or ET1685. Caller unable to confirm lot number from patient card. Chest X-ray was what sent her to emergency room labs and blood work done on 02Jan2021 in emergency room. Labs were done in clinic a couple days before flu and strep test both negative on an unspecified date. Patient didn't remember all tests and results.  Outcome of all events were unknown. Caller would like to know whether she should take the 2nd dose or not.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.Y 1

973644 12/20/2020 01/26/2021 F She have her first dose of the COVID vaccine; She had a positive COVID test; She have her first dose of the COVID vaccine; She had a positive COVID test; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program. A contactable female consumer (patient) of an unspecified age reported she received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported she have her first dose of the covid vaccine; and had a positive covid test on 31Dec2020. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test: positive on 31Dec2020. The event outcome was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

973662 01/07/2021 01/26/2021 CA F diagnosed with COVID-19; diagnosed with COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program  from a contactable consumer reporting for self. This female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (reported as COVID-19 Vaccine, lot number unknown) via unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the first dose of COVID-19 vaccine on 07Jan2021 and tested positive with COVID-19 on 13Jan2021. The patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 on 13Jan2021. The outcome of event was unknown.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

973669 01/26/2021 M pneumonia; flu; Initial information was received on 19-Nov-2020 regarding an unsolicited valid serious case from the physician via non-healthcare professional.  This case involved an adult male patient (age was not specified) who had pneumonia and flu (influenza), after he received INFLUENZA VACCINE.  It was unknown if the patient had any medical history, concomitant disease or risk factor. The patient's past medical treatment(s), vaccination(s), family history and concomitant medication were not reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE (produced by unknown manufacturer, batch number and other dosing details were not reported) for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient developed serious pneumonia and flu (influenza), (unknown latency) following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE.  The event of pneumonia was assessed as medically significant.  It was unknown if there were lab data/results available.  It was not reported if the patient received any corrective treatment.  At the time of reporting, the outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the batch number was requested.; Sender's Comments: This case concerns an adult patient who presented with pneumonia and influenza, after vaccination with INFLUENZA VACCINE (produced by unknown manufacturer). The time to onset is unknown. The patient's medical condition at the time of vaccination and lab tests ruling out alternate etiologies were not reported. Based upon the reported information, the role of the vaccine cannot be assessed.

973670 01/26/2021 84.0 M Issue from a flu shot that caused him to be paralyzed; Issue from a flu shot that caused him to be paralyzed; This spontaneous case was retrieved on 13-Jan-2021 via Novartis (reference number: NVSC2021US006533), reported by other non-health professional (consumer) and concerned an 84-year-old, male patient.   The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unspecified date, the patient was vaccinated with influenza virus vaccine polyvalent (brand not specified; dose, route of administration, indication and anatomical location: not reported). The batch number was not reported.  On an unspecified date, an unknown amount of time after receiving influenza virus vaccine polyvalent, the patient experienced an issue which caused him to be paralyzed.   The outcome of events was not reported.  The reporter assessed events as related to influenza virus vaccine polyvalent, as it was reported that the patient was dealing with issue from flu shot that caused him to be paralyzed.   The event of paralyzed was considered to be medically significant by a Physician within Seqirus' Pharmacovigilance and Risk Management Department.  Company comment: An 84-year-old patient was administered influenza virus vaccine polyvalent. On an unspecified date, an unknown amount of time after receiving influenza virus vaccine polyvalent, the patient experienced an issue which caused him to be paralyzed. Causality is unassessable for unevaluable event and paralysis, due to lack of information regarding events, temporal relationship with the suspect vaccine and diagnostic findings.; Reporter's Comments: The patient was dealing with issue from flu shot that caused him to be paralyzed.; Sender's Comments: An 84-year-old patient was administered influenza virus vaccine polyvalent. On an unspecified date, an unknown amount of time after receiving influenza virus vaccine polyvalent, the patient experienced an issue which caused him to be paralyzed. Causality is unassessable for unevaluable event and paralysis, due to lack of information regarding events, temporal relationship with the suspect vaccine and diagnostic findings.

973673 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 NY 30.0 30 F Fever of 104, causing febrile seizure.  Symptoms began approx. 12 hours after vaccination.  Patient was hospitalized for observation for 15 hours. Y 1

973674 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 FL 75.0 75 F Facial tingling BP 160/90   HR 85     Resp 18 trelegy  prednisone     ventolin Y

973708 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 NE 91.0 91 F Resident experienced flash pulmonary edema at 2300 on 01/25/2021  with SOA, Overt coarse crackles to all lung fields, hypoxia on room air requiring 5LPM via NC, Hypertension (190/102). Resident was sent to Hospital where she was admitted for pulmonary edema.Y Y

973743 01/08/2021 01/26/2021 TX 44.0 44 F Rapid heart rate approximately 12 hours after dose.  Continued throughout the day. Rate approximately 160-170s. Then about 40 hours after vaccination a rash developed. Previous history of viral rashes. Rash covered front and back of trunk took benadryl but lasted approximately 2 days. Lastly,  on 1.25.2021, had a CT with contrast for another medical concern (not related) ended up having an allergic response to the contrast.  Has had multiple CT over the years (greater than 10) has never had a reaction.

973788 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 AL 75.0 75 M Reported headache that started the day after vaccine which he felt was common until headache continued sporadically for several days. He has no additional symptoms and stated he just wanted to let someone know. He has not taken anything for his symptoms and was unsure if he could or should. He has been directed to take Tylenol and if symptoms persist to F/U with his PCP and keep me informed. He has been given VAERs website for adverse reactions in the future. I have explained that his headache could be a side effect of the vaccine; however, if his symptoms worsen to seek additional medical evaluation.

973789 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 FL 74.0 74 F I advised her not to get her second dose of vaccine. Side effects from COVID vaccination.  WED 20 JAN 8:50 am  Shot received 9:15 am  Nausea began 10:30 am  Fever 99.9 Noon  Suddenly overwhelmingly fatigued 1:00 pm  Joint and muslce pains severe; difficult to move at all 2:00 pm  Chills; bone chilling cold and chest pain Between 2- 7 pm All symptoms continue 7:00 pm  Tongue swells and burns [like on fire] fire sensation goes down esophague to stomach; pain in stomach  Fitful night: all symptoms continue thruout night except the chills Let up around 1 am THURS 21 JAN 7 am  Tongue swelling down, but it's numb yet still burning all way down esophagus and the stomach burns still. Fatigue a little better; Joint pain and headache debilitating. Muscles cramping and extremely painful. Noon  Sent message to Dr via online access 1 pm Vomiting occurred; rest of symptoms remain same with addition of new round of the chills 3:30 pm  Vomiting ceased but nausea remains. Chills stopped, rest of symptoms remain.  FRI 22 JAN 4am  Vomiting returned, gatorade helps burning, but won't stay down. 7am  Tongue no long swollen, burning is less. Tongue remains numb and no taste. Fever 99.6. Joint pain lessened by half. Headache intensity increased causing blurred vision. 10am  Nausea only slight, can keep liquids down. Headache still intense. Fever 99.4 10:30am - 5pm Slept. 5pm  Headache remains intense. Fever 99.6. Muscle and joint pains less severe. Nausea remains. Tongue numb but burning gone. 6pm Read Dr's message. 7pm  All symptoms remain.  8pm  Vomiting returns. Increase muscle and joint pains. Headache blinding. Fever 99.4 Slept on and off with no alleviation of symptoms SAT 23 JAN 4 am Woke with vomiting. Fever 99.2, headache worse. Tongue and esophagus and stomach burning back.  7am Nausea and muscle joint pains remain. But less. No fever. Headache less intense but vision still blurry Rest of day was able to move more freely and felt increasingly better as day unfolded. Had some solid food.  SUN 24 JAN Appear to be back to normal except for the headache and vision blurriness. Tongue still numb and without taste. MON 25 JAN 7am  Feeling just a little tired with slight headache and tongue numb. 9am Made app't with Dr for 3:30 today

973795 01/19/2021 01/26/2021 FL 54.0 54 F Arm soreness , fever & chills , body malaise x 2 days Took OTC Tylenol , rest & increase fluid intake

973823 12/30/2020 01/26/2021 NH 78.0 78 M New onset atrial fibrillation  that resolved in 1-2 hours after treatment in ER with Amlodipine and Metaprolol.  Observed overnight. No symptoms since. Y 1

973959 01/24/2021 01/26/2021 VA 25.0 25 F Fever = 101, left side of body is weak/sore, generalized weakness, lymph nodes swollen on left side only

973968 01/18/2021 01/26/2021 CT 98.0 98 F Error: Wrong Patient (documentation in EMR)

973971 01/19/2021 01/26/2021 AZ 34.0 34 F Body aches, joint pain, chills without fever, headache, nausea, fatigue

973974 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 FL 75.0 74 F 16:45 reports (L) arm numbness starting @ (L) shoulder extending to (L) hand. EMS notified for evaluation. B/P 190/102. P73, Glucose 109 (2° post prandial) O2 sat 100% Pt. refused transport to local hospital.

973979 01/16/2021 01/26/2021 FL 43.0 43 F As soon as patient received vaccination her left arm became heavy, she became dizzy with chest pain on deep inspiration. Patient has a PMHx of anxiety which they believe instigated the side effects. Patient was transported via EMS to Palms of Pasadena hospital with non-urgent acuity.

973983 01/26/2021 01/26/2021 GA 45.0 45 F "Pfizer-Bio-Tech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA" Individual received the Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine at 8:40 am. She began to feel as if she was having any anxiety attack at 8:45 am. Her vitals were 132/82, 20, 99, 99% RA at 8:50 pm. We administer 2 liters oxygen per nasal cannula. 8:55 am B/P 130/80,20, 102-99 P, 99 % RA. 9 am Benadryl 50 mg given IM in RD. Patient swallowing intact. Individual stated she felt better. 9:05 am vitals 120/72. 18, 74, 99% RA. Individual went home with family with no noted distress.

973984 01/13/2021 01/26/2021 NY 50.0 50 M Patient given wrong manufacturer First doe Moderna- second dose Pfizer

973985 01/24/2021 01/26/2021 TX 33.0 33 F fever, chills,  body aches to right side of body,  Tenderness under arm, Right buttock soreness, Lump near right side of neck, next to clavicle.  Ibuprofen for body aches taken sunday , Monday.  Today Tuesday 1-26-21 continues with soreness to right underarm, injection site and lump on neck.

973994 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 IN 36.0 36 F Fever chills body aches headache

974000 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 IN 40.0 40 F On 1/20/2021, approximately 2.5 hours after my second dose, I had nausea with dry heaving and started having intense, crushing pain in my CTL back (with the worst of it being in my thoracic and lumbar areas).     *The nausea and subsequent dry heaving subsided within 6-8 hours with prescribed anti nausea.    *The back pain only intensified, with me finally calling my doctor who recommended contacting ONE Parkview. This back pain continues today (1/26/2021).  On 1/21/2021, in the early hours of the morning, I woke to hives over my entire trunk, left arm (injection site), and left thigh.    *This subsided in maybe 10 or so hours with antihistamines.   On 1/23/2021, at approximately 1100, I felt heat in my left arm. This coincided with a heavy feeling in my left arm. When examined, I noted that my upper arm was slightly swollen, blotchy, and had a reddened rash approximately 4x4 inches. Minor itching.    *The swelling subsided by 1/25/2021, but the heat and reddened rash continues today (1/26/2021).

974001 01/02/2021 01/26/2021 IL 95.0 95 F Systemic: Chills, Systemic: Fever, Systemic: Diarrhea; symptoms lasted 2 days

974005 01/17/2021 01/26/2021 NY 29.0 29 F On the day of the shot, hives?broke out in hives in the evening after a hot shower. Every day I have had itchy skin, almost like the feeling of dry skin, but with a red rash on face, chest, arms, and legs.

974009 01/12/2021 01/26/2021 IL 48.0 48 F abd pain that began on 1/15/2021,  1/19/2021 admitted to hospital with Acute appendicitis with perforation Y 7

974019 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 58.0 58 F PT REPORTED ITCHING, TINGLING AROUD HER MOUTH, AND LIGHTHEADEDNESS.  SHE WAS PLACED IN A LOUNGE CHAIR AND VITALS WERE TAKEN.  ALLERGIST CONTACTED AND ADVISED THE PT TO TAKE ZYRTEC NOW AND BID FOR THE NEXT 3 DAYS,.  PT TOOK THE DOSE AND UNDERSTOOD THE INSTRUCTIONS.  VITALS IMPROVED AND HER ITCHING SUBSIDED. HER ONLY REMAINING SYMPTOM WAS A HEADACHE THAT DEVELOPED AFTER TAKING THE ZYRTEC.  SHE WAS GIVEN ICE PACK FOR HER HEAD AND ENCOURAGED TO DRINK FLUIDS. PT STATED SHE FELT FINE AND WANTED TO LEAVE TO RETURN TO HER UNIT SO SHE LEFT OBSERVATION AT 1:31PM.

974040 01/22/2021 01/26/2021 IA 86.0 86 F high fever, severe pain, dizziness, vomitting, internal bleeding, stroke, sepsis Y Y

974068 01/16/2021 01/26/2021 DE 67.0 67 M Sudden onset of severe abdominal pain with diarrhea and bloody stool/fluid on Wednesday 1/20/21.  Very weak/lightheaded. To ER on evening of 1/21 - CT noted 2 Thrombi in each branch of portal vein and ischemic colitis of descending colon. No risk factors determined.  Only change in life was Covid-19 Moderna vaccine.   Other side effect from vaccine was only a sore are at injection site.  Seen by surgery and hematology.   Rapid Covid test was negative and wife's pcr  Covid test was negative. As of today is feeling significantly improved but not yet taking PO and remains on heparin drip.Y 5

974074 01/14/2021 01/26/2021 FL 74.0 74 F Initially soreness around injection site later  followed by vertigo, nausea and vomiting. which resolved after 48 hours.  Dizziness continued and on fourth  day I developed body aches, low grade fever (100.9) and nausea. which lasted for three days. Y 1

974085 01/21/2021 01/26/2021 CT 19.0 19 F Patient developed bilateral leg pain, weakness , numbness and tingling within  36 hours of receiving vaccine. She was admitted to the hospital on 1/22/21 for Guillain - Barre Syndrome. She was treated with IVIG and is starting physical therapy today Y 6

974095 12/30/2020 01/26/2021 WI 88.0 88 M Inpatient admission for the treatment of sepsis (peptostreptococcus suspected) source of the infection unknown. Y 9

974115 01/20/2017 01/26/2021 SC M double vision; right posterior cerebral artery stroke; vertigo; loss of balance; This spontaneous report has been received from a lawyer, regarding a case in litigation and refers to a male patient of unknown age. His concurrent conditions, medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On or around 20-JAN-2017, the patient was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine (dose, route of administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiry date were not provided) for routine health maintenance and the prevention of shingles (herpes zoster). On an unknown date, shortly after receiving zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the patient suffered sudden onset of double vision, vertigo and loss of balance. The patient was hospitalized and diagnosed with right posterior cerebral artery stroke. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine, the patient's symptoms resulted in physical limitations not present prior to vaccination. He also experienced mental and emotional distress due to resulting physical limitations and seriousness of his condition. As a result of the manufacture, marketing, advertising, promotion, distribution and/or sale of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), he sustained severe and permanent personal injuries. Further, as a tragic consequence, the patient suffered serious, progressive, permanent, and incurable injuries, as well as significant conscious pain and suffering, mental anguish, emotional distress, loss of enjoyment of life, physical impairment and injury. As a direct and proximate result, he suffered and incurred damages, including medical expenses; the loss of accumulations; and other economic and non-economic damages. The outcome of the events was considered to be not recovered. The reporter considered the events to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).   The events were determined to be disabling.  Upon internal review, the event of right posterior cerebral artery stroke was considered to be medically significant.Y

974116 10/01/2020 01/26/2021 NY 71.0 71 F E-coli Urinary tract infection; whelps at site; pain at site; itching at site; redness at site; Discomfort; This case was reported by a physician via call center representative and described the occurrence of escherichia urinary tract infection in a 71-year-old female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingrix) for prophylaxis.   Co-suspect products included mepolizumab (Nucala) powder for injection for eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis.   The patient's past medical history included walking difficulty (had difficulty walking up stairs) and difficulty breathing (had breathing dificullty). Concomitant products included sertraline hydrochloride (Zoloft), omeprazole, atorvastatin, hydrochlorothiazide, amlodipine, gabapentin (Gabapentine), budesonide + formoterol fumarate (Symbicort), beclometasone dipropionate (Qvar), prednisone and mycophenolic acid (Mycophenolate).   In October 2020, the patient received the 1st dose of Shingrix. In November 2020, the patient started Nucala (subcutaneous) 300 mg cyclically. On an unknown date, the dose was changed to 300 mg cyclically. On 12th January 2021, the dose was changed to 300 mg cyclically. In November 2020, less than 2 months after receiving Shingrix, less than a week after starting Nucala and an unknown time after starting Macrobid, the patient experienced escherichia urinary tract infection (serious criteria GSK medically significant), injection site urticaria, injection site pain, injection site itching, injection site erythema and discomfort. The patient was treated with macrobid (nos) (Macrobid), ciprofloxacin (Cipro), benadryl (nos) (Benadryl) and celecoxib (Celebrex). The action taken with Nucala was unknown. On an unknown date, the outcome of the escherichia urinary tract infection, injection site urticaria, injection site pain, injection site itching, injection site erythema and discomfort were recovered/resolved.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the escherichia urinary tract infection, injection site urticaria, injection site pain, injection site itching, injection site erythema and discomfort to be related to Shingrix and Nucala.  Additional details were provifded as follows: The reporter was the patient's husband. The patient had difficulty walking up stairs and give out breath as a historical condition. The patient received 1st dose of Nucala(batch number EGPA)  in November 2020 and 1st doe of Shingrix in October 2020. The patient received all three in the office and the 300mg has been in 3 seperate shots all in lower abdomen. The reporter stated that, 12 to 24 hours after the first injection she had an E-coli urinary tract infection. The patient received Macrobidbut the urinary tract infection returned, which led to drug ineffective. Less than 2 months after vaccination with Shingrix, the patient experienced escherichia urinary tract infection, injection site urticaria, injection site pain, injection site itching and injection site erythema. The day before reporting, the patient had eosinophils level as down to 1 percent.  The patient received Cipro, Benadryl 25 mg, Celebrex 200mg as a treatment medication. The reporter stated that prior to 2nd and 3rd dose of Nucala, the patient received pre medication and had no issue with 2nd dose but had redness, itching and discomfort again but not as significant as the first time. The reporter stated that, prior to Nucala, but on a lot of other medications and inhalers, the patient's  eosinophil level was 9 to 12, at the end of December. The reporter stated that, aafter starting Nucala the patient could walk up stairs without shortness of breath and breathing had improved by 80 percent. The patient received 2nd dose of Shingrix in December 2020. The reporter consented to follow up.

974118 01/08/2021 01/26/2021 WI 89 M Disoriented; Couldn't walk; Had difficulty breathing; Fever of 102; Heart problem got worse; Put on 10lbs; Fell once on the floor; chills; Fatigue; Muscle aches; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 89-year old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced disoriented, couldn't walk, fell once on the floor, heart problem got worse, fever of 102, chills, fatigue, muscle aches, difficulty breathing, and put on 10lbs.   The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included heart problems. Concomitant medications reported included blood thinners and diuretic.  On 08 Jan 2021, approximately one day prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number 026L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 09 Jan 2021, the patient was disoriented and couldn't find his way to the bathroom, couldn't walk and fell on the floor, had a fever of 102 degrees, chills, fatigue, and muscle aches. Per the patient's wife, his heart problem got worse after receiving the vaccine as he also experienced difficulty breathing and gained 10 pounds. On 09 Jan 2021, the patient was taken to the hospital and remains hospitalized. Treatment for the event included antibiotics and diuretic.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the events, disoriented, couldn't walk, heart problem got worse, fever of 102, chills, fatigue, muscle aches, difficulty breathing, and put on 10lbs, was not resolved. The outcome of the event, fell once on the floor, was resolved on 09 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 89-year-old male patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 026L20A), and who experienced the serious listed event of fever, the serious unlisted events of Disorientation, Gait disturbance, and Dyspnoea, the non-serious listed events of chills, fatigue, and muscle aches, and the non-serious unlisted events of Cardiac disorder, Weight increased, and Fall.  Very limited information regarding the events has been provided at this time. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the vaccine and the onset of events on the day after vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.Y

974119 12/22/2020 01/26/2021 29.0 F Dizziness; Blood pressure 140/98; Pulse 123; Nausea; Numbness to her body; Chest tightness; Abdominal discomfort; Felt like she was going to pass out; Developed blotchy skin to chest and neck area within minutes of injection; Heart racing; Weakness; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 29-year-old, female patient who experienced numbness, chest tightness, abdominal discomfort [Abdominal discomfort], felt like she was going to pass out, blotchy skin to chest and neck area [Rash macular], racing heart [Palpitations], weakness [Asthenia], dizziness [Dizziness], blood pressure 140/98 [Increased blood pressure], pulse 123 [Tachycardia] and nausea [Nausea].     The patient's medical history included asthma and there were no known drug allergies. Additionally, it was noted that there was no history of anaphylaxis. Concomitant product use included cetirizine and ibuprofen.    On 22-Dec-2020, a short time prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot# 011J20A}) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   Following vaccination, the patient immediately developed numbness to her body, chest tightness and abdominal discomfort. She remained alert and oriented but voiced concern that she felt like she was going to pass out. She developed blotchy skin to the chest and neck area within minutes of injection. Her vital signs included blood pressure of 140/98 and a pulse of 123. She was given water to drink which she tolerated well. She continued with symptoms of nausea, blotchy skin, heart racing and weakness.  Dizziness was also reported. She was taken to the Emergency Room.  Treatment for the event included epinephrine, methylprednisolone sodium succinate, diphenhydramine and lorazepam.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the events was reported as recovered.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 29 year-old, female patient with medical history of asthma, who experienced events of numbness, chest tightness, abdominal discomfort, felt like she was going to pass out, blotchy skin to chest and neck area, racing heart, weakness, dizziness, nausea, blood pressure of 140/98 and pulse of 123.   The events occurred immediately after the first and last dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. The patient was taken to the Emergency Room and recovered after receiving epinephrine, methylprednisolone sodium succinate, diphenhydramine and lorazepam.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are assessed as possibly related.

974177 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 MN 55.0 55 M ED visit for palpitations, fevers, chills with admission to the hospital for observation. Y 1

974190 01/21/2021 01/26/2021 MI 51.0 51 F warmth  in the chest; heart began to race and BP elevated. started to feel discomfort in chest and tightness in throat but did not close up. Was given Benadryl and Steiroid. chest x ray given which was normal. EKG taken which was abnormal but told was consistent with an older EKG. Was feeling better and about 90 minutes later felt warmth over my heart, my lips and mouth became tingly and both arms went numb and uncertain if my heart monitor showed abnormal. Was admitted overnight for observation. About 10 hours later had warmth in my chest, heart started beating fast, numbness in arms and around mouth and slight tightness in throat. Benadryl administered and heart calmed after couple of minutes, numbness went away after couple of minutes and tightness in throat went away after an hour.  Again about 13 hours later the warmth in chest and heart racing only symptoms. Given another dose of Benadryl. The symptoms only lasted a couple of minutes.  I also saw a cardiologist who ordered an echocardiogram just to rule out anything with my heart. It was normal.  I was sent home with instructions to use Bendryl oral for 3 days every 12 hours. I was told it could be from vaccine and I was to follow symptoms for 2 weeks and if not better to see cardiologist to look at other reasons.   I have taken the Benadryl for 3 days every 12 hours and did not have any other episodes with my heart.  I am on day 6 now and I have joint pain and headache.Y 1

974230 01/18/2021 01/26/2021 VT 92.0 92 M Patient had a fall at extended care facility, patient had worsening cognitive function. CT reveals  subdural hematoma Y Y 2

974244 01/21/2021 01/26/2021 CT 40.0 40 F PT shared that she had a history of allergic reaction to multiple antibiotics. PT denied that she had had an anaphylactic response and stated she did not carry an epi-pen. PT confirmed reading the fact sheet and review of the pre-vaccination questionnaire prior to coming to the clinic.  At 5-10 min, RN checked with Patient. She stated she was feeling okay. She was reassured by RN that EMT staff were on site if she had any concerns. Pt stated "Yes, I work at the police department.  They are the reason I came here for the vaccine."  Within 20 min. of admin. she reported hives and itchy.  Pt was imm. moved to the paramedic team, emergency care was initiated.  Transfered to  Hosp. EDY Y

974313 01/22/2021 01/26/2021 WI 54.0 54 F Patient vaccinated on 1/22.  The next morning (1/23), patient experienced diminished sensory and motor function in left arm and leg, as well as facial numbness.  Presented to the hospital on 1/24, and was found to have a small stroke in pontine medullary junction.  Discharged on 1/25.  There is some suspicion that her COVID infection in December may have precipitated this, and patient is currently being evaluated for coagulation disorders, primarily antiphospholipid antibody testing.  It is unlikely that the vaccine contributed to this, but given close timeline between the two, filing this report.Y 2

974341 01/23/2021 01/26/2021 FL 50.0 50 F Fever 104F and hallucinations prompting ED visit. While in CT, rigors observed which raised concern for seizure. Patient was admitted for workup. Subsequent EEG did not reveal epileptiform activity. Y 3

974345 01/14/2021 01/26/2021 TX 37.0 37 F I received the immunization at 28w1d pregnant. I had an ultrasound at 28w that showed a healthy placenta. I had a repeat ultrasound at 29w1d that showed significant placenta issues. It has calcified and aged prematurely and also is heterogenous.  I am currently inpatient in the hospital until delivery due to the rapid decline in placenta.   EDD is 4/5/2021Y 8

974358 12/24/2020 01/26/2021 CT 48.0 48 F on 12/30, I experienced a sudden onset of extreme dizziness. I proceeded to have one of the nurse techs I work with check my blood pressure in both arms. I was 198/103 and 190/100. A headache was starting, dizziness continued. They (NT) told me I didn't look good and my face was very red. I waited 15-20 minutes, sitting down and in a darken room,  the NT checked again and BP was 168//100. So I called Nursing supervisor, who left it up to me to go home or ED. I choose ED. IN ED they did EKG (-), Cat scan (-), nuero checks often that were fine, labwork  all fine. I was admitted because they wanted to follow up with an MRI in morning and continue nuero checks overnight. BP returned to normal when nighttime dose of Carvedilol was given along with and extra dose of HCTZ. Dizziness lessened but did not completely abate. Doctors recommended vestibular rehab. Pt doing PT 2x a week on going.Y 2

974391 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 ND 83.0 83 F Patient has a long standing history of CHF and AFib, however, patient had a syncopal episode on 01/25/2021 in the morning. Per her hospital admission note, she stated that she felt fine, stood up, became dizzy and was able to lower herself to her chair then went unresponsive for a few minutes, but did regain consciousness. When she arrived to the emergency department, she was in atrial fibrillation with RVR with rate in the 140-150s. While the AFib is long standing, the RVR is new and potentially unexplainable. This was resolved with cardizem drip ending at 2220 on 01/25/2021.   Alternatively, this patient is being put into VAERS as there are 2 other patients hospitalized with cardiac issues and received vaccine from the same pharmacy with the same lot number.Y 2

974424 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 WI 46.0 46 F Patient reported her tongue felt tingly 5 minutes following the first dose.  She reported this finding at today's visit.  She said she just took a Benadryl when she got home following her first dose.  I did question if she has had anaphylaxis in the past to any meds, etc, and she said no, but reported having allergic symptoms with an antibiotic.  No other allergic history to vaccines, meds, etc.  Patient wanted to continue with second dose of vaccine today.  Vaccinated at 1615.  Patient reported tongue tingling at 1640.  25mg PO Benadryl given at 1640.  Patient left the clinic at 1700 stating that she felt ok to leave.  She had Benadryl at home and knew who to call if symptoms worsened.  Writer called the patient back on 1/26/2021 at 1100.  Patient stated that at 1900 last night (1/25/2021) she had to go to the Emergency room and received 2 doses of Epinephrine.  She then had to stay the night to be observed.  Patient stated that she was being discharged today.Y 1

974464 01/19/2021 01/26/2021 MI 35.0 35 F PRESENTING PROBLEM: Bilateral pulmonary embolism (HCC) HOSPITAL COURSE:  35-year-old female came in with shortness of breath and pleuritic chest pain who was found to have bilateral pulmonary embolism with moderately extensive clot burden.  Her BNP and troponins were normal and no signs of right ventricular dysfunction on CT scan.  Patient was placed on heparin drip and her symptoms improved.  Ultrasound Doppler of bilateral lower extremities were negative.  This was an unprovoked PE.  Patient was switched to and discharged with Xarelto.  She will benefit from a hypercoagulable workup once she is off of anticoagulation.  After vaccine: patient reported difficulty breathing and fast heartrateY 4

974467 01/12/2021 01/26/2021 OH 58.0 58 M Patient received both doses of COVID vaccine ( 1st dose 12/21/20 and 2nd dose 1/12/21). Patient was admitted to  Medical Center on 1/24/21 and tested positive for COVID. Y

974471 01/19/2021 01/26/2021 LA 86.0 86 M 01/19/2021 patient received  Moderna Vaccination. Later that evening patient began having abdominal pain.  He took 2 tums and reported that he felt much better and slept well.  On 01/20/2021 patient was seen by home health skilled nurse.  All vital signs within normal limits with no complaints at skilled nurse visit.  On 01/22/2021 patient participated in therapy with no complaints. Home Health notified today 01/26/2021 that patient was admitted to hospital on 01/22/2021 for abdominal pain.Y 4

974526 01/21/2021 01/26/2021 MN 82.0 82 M Unexplained dramatic drop in INR from 2.9 on January 11, 2021 to 1.3 on January 25, 2021. No symptoms experienced SQ Lovenox was initiated Follow-up INR is scheduled for January 27, 2021 Y

974539 01/12/2021 01/26/2021 MA 39.0 39 F Patient had the second shot 1/12. Experienced numbness of feet within first 24 hrs. That continued up both legs and then weakness set in. Called PCP on the 15th as symptoms were getting worse not better. Patient advised me to go to ED. Went to ED here last Friday and was released. The weakness in legs got much worse and early the following week she started getting the numbness and weakness in arms. She went for the follow up post ED visit with NP at PCP office on 1/20 and due to the continued weakness, after consulting with one of the MDs, decision was made to send her back to ED for further work up to check for GBS including the LP in ED, labs and MRI of head, spine, lumbar and thoracic. Patient was release on Saturday 1/23 and diagnosis was a severe immune response to the vaccine.  Patient still has unsteady gait and weakness.Y 3

974546 01/18/2021 01/26/2021 KS 61.0 61 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA I went to bed at 8 pm and noticed my arm was sore. I awoke at 11 pm to use the restroom and when I returned to bed I had a cough and SOB. This continued with copious secretions with worsening over time until I was fighting for air at 4:30 am. My husband called the ambulance because he did not feel he could get me to the hospital in time. In the ambulance I was started on 4L of O2. Upon arrival at the ER I was given a breathing treatment and started on the BiPap. I was admitted to the hospital and received 3 more breathing treatments and recovered to be on room air by 11:00 pm. The tests and observations, the doctor reported that there was no other cause than the vaccine.Y 1

974577 10/03/2012 01/26/2021 WV U shingles; ill defined disorder; This spontaneous report as received from a lawyer refers to a patient of unknown age and gender. Medical history, concurrent conditions and concomitant medications were not reported.  On or about 03-OCT-2012, the patient was vaccinated with a dose of zoster vaccine live(ZOSTAVAX) for prophylaxis (dose, route, anatomical location, lot number and expiration date were not provided) for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions.         Subsequent, on unknown date, after zoster vaccine live(ZOSTAVAX) inoculation, the pt was treated by healthcare providers, including the physiciaN for shingles, and other zoster-related conditions. As a direct and proximate result of zoster vaccine live(ZOSTAVAX), the pt had and would continue to suffer ongoing injuries, including but not limited to: mental and physical pain and suffering; medical care and treatment for these injuries; significant medical and related expenses as a result of these injuries, including but not limited to medical losses and costs include care for hospitalization, physician care, monitoring, treatment, medications, and supplies; diminished capacity for the enjoyment of life; diminished quality of life; increased risk of premature death, aggravation of preexisting conditions and activation of latent conditions; and other losses and damages; and will continue to suffer such losses, and damages in the future.Y

974583 01/07/2021 01/26/2021 AZ 82.0 82 F Fainted; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer, who was an 82-year old, female, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and fainted.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 07 Jan 2021, approximately 6 hours prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 07 Jan 2021 at 19:30, the patient fainted. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, fainted, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 82 year old female patient who experienced a serious unexpected event of Syncope. The event occurred 6 hours after first dose of mRNA-1273. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

974584 01/04/2021 01/26/2021 FL 83.0 M Stroke like symptoms; Water in lungs; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning an 83-year-old, male, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced stroke like symptoms and water in lungs.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant products known to have been used by the patient included, insulin aspart, insulin glargine, ticagrelor, sacubitril valsartan sodium hydrate, furosemide, carvedilol, omeprazole, and sertraline.    On 04 Jan 2021, one day prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 05 Jan 2021, the patient began experiencing stroke-like symptoms and had water in his lungs.    On 06 Jan 2021, the patient was hospitalized and had a computed tomography (CT) scan and magnetic imaging resonance (MRI) scan of the brain.  On 09 Jan 2021, the patient was discharged from the hospital. Treatment information for the events was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the events, stroke like symptoms and water in lungs , was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns an 83 year old male patient who experienced serious unexpected events of Cerebrovascular accident and Pulmonary oedema. The events occurred the next day of their first dose of their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273. Concomitant medications included, insulin aspart, insulin glargine, ticagrelor, sacubitril valsartan sodium hydrate, furosemide, carvedilol, omeprazole, and sertraline. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y 4

974589 01/08/2021 01/26/2021 KY 55 F 5 - 6 bowel movements; A little achy; Passed out; Dizziness; Arm tingling; Shaking; Chest burn; Triggered acid reflux; Stomach rolling around; Vision was blurry; Eyes bloodshot; Weakness; Funny feeling; Felt like a heart attack from the bad heart burn; Headache; Sore arm; Nausea; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 55-years-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine, and who experienced passed out, headache, sore arm, dizziness, arm tingling, shaking, chest burn, triggered acid reflux, stomach rolling around, 5 - 6 bowel movements, vision was blurry, eyes bloodshot, a funny feeling, nausea, weakness, achy and felt like a heart attack from bad heartburn.   The patient's medical history included acid reflux.  Concomitant medication included lansoprazole.   On 08 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 012L20A) at 13:07 intramuscularly in the deltoid muscle of her left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 08 Jan 2021, right after the first vaccination, the patient reported that she got a headache and sore arm but over all felt okay. As the day went on, she got dizzy and lightheaded. She went to bed around 22:30 but had to get up to use the bathroom. As she was getting up, she felt bad to the point where her husband asked her if she was okay, which she told him that her head felt funny and dizzy, and a couple of seconds later she couldn't see him anymore as if her vision was going blurry. Her husband took her to the couch, and she blacked out or passed out for a few seconds according to her husband. Shortly after she had aroused, her husband noticed that her eyes were bloodshot, and she said she felt weak, she was shaking, and her arm was tingly. At that time, her husband took her to the emergency room (this was about 12 hours after she got the Moderna COVID-19 shot). On arrival to the emergency room she felt confused and shaky. Shortly after arrival to the emergency room she was better and the worst of it was subsiding. The emergency room (ER) nurse said she could take paracetamol. The patient stated that she felt like she was physically there, but she was not mentally there. That day, the patient was discharged from the emergency room. Once home she had 5-6 bowel movements throughout the night (but not diarrhea), her stomach was rolling around almost as if she had a stomach virus, nausea, bad acid reflux to the point where her chest really burned. She felt like she was having a heart attack from the bad heart burn. She ended up taking lansoprazole to help.   On 09 Jan 2021, her head was still hurting while eating breakfast, so she took paracetamol, and it helped. She was a little achy but not a whole lot; it wasn't bad.   On 10 Jan 2021, she felt a little better but did still feel weak and shaky; however, her headache was gone.   On 11 Jan 2021, she had a funny feeling and dizziness.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was unknown.  The events of passed out and vision was blurry were considered resolved on 08 Jan 2021. The event of arm tingling was considered resolved on 09 Jan 2021. The event of headache was considered resolved on 10 Jan 2021. The event of shaking was considered resolved on 11 Jan 2021. The outcome of the events sore arm, dizziness, chest burn, triggered acid reflux, stomach rolling around, 5 - 6 bowel movements, eyes bloodshot, and funny feeling were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 55-year-old female patient with medical history acid reflux who experienced a serious event of passed out and non-serious events of dizziness,  felt weak, shaking and her arm was tingly, confused, 5-6 bowel movements through the night, nauseous, triggered her acid reflux, felt like she was having a heart attack from the bad heart burn, chest burn, vision blurry,  eyes bloodshot, funny feeling, headache, sore arm, little achy and weak, within one day of the administration of the first and only dose of the mRNA-1273 (Lot number 012L20A, Exp. date: unknown).  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the reported events and the absence of any other etiology factors, a causal association cannot be excluded. The events of headache and sore arm are consistent with the known safety profile of the vaccine.

974594 01/06/2021 01/26/2021 36.0 36 F Full anaphylactic shock; Hives; Low blood pressure; Dizziness; Stuffy nose; Bad headache; Nausea; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare facility staff member who was a 36-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine, and who developed full anaphylactic shock, nausea, hives, low blood pressure, dizziness, bad headache, and stuffy nose.  The patient's medical history included a latex allergy and pregnancy.  Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 06-Jan-2021, approximately 30 minutes prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (LOT 01122019) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The patient received her Moderna vaccine on 06 Jan 2021 at noon.  She reported that approximately 30 minutes after receiving the vaccine, she went into full anaphylactic shock.  She stated that the reaction began with nausea.  She then developed hives, got low blood pressure, and was dizzy.  She was taken to the hospital.  There, she received two rounds of epinephrine along with diphenhydramine and famotidine.  She was released that same day from the hospital once she stabilized.   On 07-Jan-2021, a full 24 hours after receiving her vaccine, she experienced another anaphylactic reaction.  She stated that the reaction happened exactly like it did on 06 Jan 2021 and presented with all the same symptoms.  Patient injected herself with the epinephrine pen that she had at home as soon as the symptoms started.     In addition to the anaphylactic reactions she experienced, patient reported that she had a bad headache since receiving the vaccine as well as a stuffy nose that comes and goes and coincides with hives.  As of 10 Jan 2021, she stated that the flare ups had finally subsided, however, she continued taking diphenhydramine and famotidine as prophylaxis for anaphylactic reaction.   Treatment for the event included epinephrine, diphenhydramine, and famotidine.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events, full anaphylactic shock, nausea, hives, low blood pressure, dizziness, bad headache, and stuffy nose, was not provided.   The events, full anaphylactic shock and low blood pressure were considered resolved on 07 Jan 2021. The events, nausea, hives, and dizziness were considered recovered/resolved on 10 Jan 2021.  The outcome of the events, bad headache and stuffy nose, were not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 36-year-old female patient with medical history of latex allergy, who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 01122019), and who experienced the serious unlisted event of Anaphylactic shock, the non-serious listed events of Headache and Nausea, and the non-serious unlisted events of Urticaria, Hypotension, Dizziness, and Nasal congestion.  Based on the current available information and temporal associon between the use of the product and the onset of events starting on the day of vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.

974639 01/26/2021 F reaction as a child to the pertussis part of the DIPHTHERIA, TETANUS AND ACELLULAR PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP) vaccine which resulted in convulsions; Initial information was received on 18-Dec-2020 regarding an unsolicited valid serious courtesy case from a consumer/non-hcp (healthcare professional) via Pfizer Inc.   This case involves a female patient (also reported as a baby) who had a reaction as a child to the pertussis part of the DIPHTHERIA, TETANUS AND ACELLULAR PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP) which resulted in convulsions, while she received DIPHTHERIA, TETANUS AND ACELLULAR PERTUSSIS VACCINE [DTAP].  Medical treatments, vaccinations and concomitant medication were not provided.  At the time of the event, the patient had ongoing medical history of latex allergy (rubber sensitivity) which was hereditary and she was tested for this before childbirth.  She has concerns about her son receiving as well.    On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect DIPHTHERIA, TETANUS AND ACELLULAR PERTUSSIS VACCINE (produced by unknown manufacturer, batch number and expiration date was not reported) via an unknown route at an unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient had a reaction as a child to the pertussis part of the DIPHTHERIA, TETANUS AND ACELLULAR PERTUSSIS VACCINE (DTAP) which resulted in convulsions (unknown latency) following the administration of DIPHTHERIA and TETANUS AND ACELLULAR PERTUSSIS VACCINE. This event was assessed as medically significant.  The reporter wanted to know about the ingredients in the PFIZER-BIOTECH Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) VACCINE.  It was not reported if the patient received any corrective treatment or not.  The outcome of the event was unknown at the time of reporting.  Information on the batch number has been requested for this case.; Sender's Comments: This case concerns a baby female patient who experienced seizure after vaccination with DIPHTHERIA, TETANUS AND ACELLULAR PERTUSSIS VACCINE from unknown manufacturer. The time to onset is unknown. The patient has the history of latex allergy. The patient's medical condition at time of vaccination, concomitant medication and lab test ruling out alternate etiologies were not reported. Based upon the reported information, the role of vaccine cannot be assessed.

974692 01/01/2011 01/26/2021 FL U other zoster-related conditions; shingles; This initial spontaneous report was received from a lawyer regarding a case in litigation, referring to a patient of unknown age and gender. No information was provided regarding medical history, concurrent conditions, or concomitant medications. On or about 01-JAN-2011, the patient was vaccinated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) for the long-term prevention of shingles and/or zoster-related conditions (strength, dose, route of administration, anatomical location, lot number, and expiration date were not reported). At the time of vaccination, the patient relied on the warning label affixed to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), and the information relayed through the patient's healthcare provider that zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) was effective in preventing shingles on a permanent basis and did not carry any significant risk of adverse effects, which induced the patient to be vaccinated. Alternatively, on or about 01-JAN-2011, the patient's pharmacist relied on the warning label affixed to the zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine and believed that it was effective in preventing shingles on a long-term or permanent basis that it did not carry any significant risks of adverse effects. On an unknown date, reported as subsequent to the vaccination, the patient was treated for shingles and other zoster-related conditions. As a direct and proximate result of the patient's use of the zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) vaccine, the patient had and would continue suffered ongoing injuries, including but not limited to: mental and physical pain and suffering; medical care and treatment for these injuries; significant medical and related expenses as a result of these injuries, including but not limited to medical losses and costs include care for hospitalization, physician care, monitoring, treatment, medications, and supplies; diminished capacity for the enjoyment of life; diminished quality of life; increased risk of premature death, aggravation of preexisting conditions and activation of latent conditions; and other losses and damages; and will continue to suffer such losses, and damages in the future. The outcome of shingles and ill-defined disorder were not recovered. The reporter considered shingles and ill-defined disorder to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).Y

974693 01/11/2021 01/26/2021 FL F Elevated Blood pressure; vial was shortfilled; Rash on fore arm; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced vial was short filled, increased blood pressure, and injection site rash.  The patient's medical history was not provided.  No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot number 012L20A) on 11 Jan 2021 intramuscularly for COVID-19 prophylaxis.  On 11 Jan 2021, the patient was given a dose from a vial that could only produce 7 doses instead of 10 doses.  The patient also experienced a rash on her forearm and had raised blood pressure.  She went to the emergency room. Treatment included loratadine, and she was able to return to the office within 2 hours.    Action taken for the events was not reported.  The events, vial was short filled, increased blood pressure and injection site rash, were considered recovered/resolved on 11 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient, who experienced a Manufacturing issue NEC and serious unexpected event of blood pressure increased and non-serious expected event of injection site rash. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of manufacturing issue NEC. The events of blood pressure increased, injection site rash occurred 1 day (same day) after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 012L20A. Treatment included Claritin. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events (blood pressure increased, injection site rash) a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

974825 01/07/2021 01/26/2021 TN 44.0 44 M 5 minutes after receiving vaccine I started feeling ?heavy ?. This progressed until I was diagnosed with Covid pneumonia and hospitalized on 1/17/21. I must have had asymptomatic case of Covid that was escalated by vaccine. Y 4

974832 01/13/2021 01/26/2021 MA 22.0 22 F first dose of moderna vaccine (1/13 on L arm), admitted 1/24/2021 with progressive fever sore throat and odynophagia found to have RIJ lymphadenitis. Now persistently febrile, hypotensive, tachycardic Y

974847 12/25/2020 01/26/2021 CA 63.0 63 M left sudden sensorineural hearing loss , ear numbness. symptoms began 48 hours after vaccination.  Treatment began 3 days after onset of symptoms and included high dose prednisone and trans-tympanic dexamethasone shots. The patient partially recovered after 3 weeks of treatment.

974848 12/29/2020 01/26/2021 WA 60.0 60 F Woke up the next morning with slurred speech, right side weakness, illegible writing, balance issues.  Next day all symptoms worse. Went to Urgent Care, was transferred to Hospital.  Diagnosed with stroke. Y 2

974892 01/16/2021 01/26/2021 NY 82.0 82 F Presented to ED with complaints of Fever, chills, and myalgia. Symptoms transitioned into lethargy and weakness.  Treatments: Physical Therapy for strengthening, lab work, fever reducing medications! Y 7

974897 12/28/2020 01/26/2021 NJ 52.0 52 F Per patient report:  Patient works in hospital setting and states that she began feeling numbness of left face at about 1130 on 01/06/2021.  Patient walked to ED and while walking, began to have numbness of left arm and leg as well.  Patient  reports being given Valtrex. Patient was discharged from hospital on 01/07/2021.  Patient is being followed by her private provider as well as neuro.Y 2

974998 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 ND 79.0 79 F patient presented to her primary care for evaluation of leg pain. Noted on US that patient had a DVT in Left distal superficial femoral and popliteal veins. patient was hospitalized for treatment as patient had recent diagnosis of GI bleed and would need close monitoring of blood thinning medications.  Of note- patient is 1/3 hospitalized with cardiac/blood issues currently in this facility who received a vaccine from this pharmacy in the last month and all three patients have the same COVID vaccine lot number. Physician elected to have a VAERS put in on all patients to ensure investigation was properly handled.Y 4

975020 12/24/2020 01/26/2021 NY 73.0 73 F Had normal side effects the day after, 12/25/20 slight fever, lethargy, not even sore arm. on the 27th, felt fine.  On 12/28/20, woke up not able to breath, oxygen saturation 83%, could not walk across the room without gasping for air, which lasted for about 2 days.  Could not reach her PCP due to holidays, was convinced she had COVID.  Went to drive-thru facility and got the COVID test on 12/28/20, negative on 12/29/20.  Then made another APT, went back on 12/30/20 had negative test again.  On 12/30/20 started feeling better, was not great but her 02 SAT's were about 90.  Stayed that way until 1/8/21, had FU from lumpectomy with surgeon, when she got up her left ankle/foot were very swollen and red looking.  Saw that Dr., and discussed the postop business and showed her the foot/leg told her to have it looked at.  Her PCP was closed, she went to radiology Dept in Hospital and found DVT in her left leg.  She was then told to go to the ER and ordered a CT scan, which showed pulmonary emboli in both lungs.  Put on heparin IV right away, later transferred to another hospital where CV surgeon on staff.  By that evening they decided that she was walking , talking and checking blood levels, kept her overnight and sent her home the next day.  Needed to be on blood thinners, and saw pulmonologist.  Has APT with hematologist this week.  Pulm told her to call and report adverse reaction.   Today, 1/26/21 her 02 SAT's are in the 99%, leg is still swollen, and is able to breath better.  On Eliquis which will prevent new clots, but the others should be absorbed.  Got 2nd dose on 1/21/21 and had only the classic side-effects for about 30 hours but was then fine.  Had fever, chills, nausea, sore arm, cough, but then was fine.  Same lot # as dose 2.Y 1

975057 01/21/2021 01/26/2021 CA 70.0 70 M *Atrial fibrillation .  No prior instances.*    Vaccine 1/20/2021.   On 1/21, 25 hours after vaccine  felt slight pressure in chest and rapid heat beat.  Heart rate 150.  EKG in Cardiologist's office.  Admitted to hospital  On 1/22/2021 -- DC (Direct Current) Cardioversion Procedure  Prior to the procedure, a transesophageal echocardiogram was performed which showed no evidence of left atrial appendage thrombus.  The patient was successfully cardioverted on the 1st attempt after administration of 150 joules using a bi-phasic defibrillator.  A post cardioversion EKG was obtained and reviewed.  The patient tolerated the procedure well with no complications. Post-procedure vitals: HR 65 BP 119/71 O2 sat 99%Y 1

975065 01/22/2021 01/26/2021 MA 51.0 51 F Dizzyness Flushed face and neck Swollen tongue Minor facial swelling around eyes Epi Pen and 50mg of Benedryl, bp remained normal, patient remained fully conscious. 911 called and transport to Emergency Dept Y

975111 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 OR 30.0 30 F Around 8pm on the day I was given the vaccine,  my heart began to race and lasted for about 1 minute. I was able to breathe deeply and eventually my heart rate slowed down. I had 2 more episodes the next morning. Around 9am. Again I was able to breathe through them.  I received the vaccine when I was 18 weeks, 4 days pregnant.  I called my OBGYN's office and was told to monitor and register my reaction.

975118 01/24/2021 01/26/2021 LA 68.0 68 F Right arm sore, red, hard. Around 1:00 a.m. I became very nauseous. Chills began and lasted through night. Upon awaking light headed, arm worse but nausea had stopped. My taste was funny like when I had Covid. No appetite. Chills came back during morning. Fever 101. Fatigued went to bed. Slept all afternoon. Still no appetite. Cough returned as when had Covid. Fever no higher. Went to bed woke up fine. Lasted 36 hours.

975119 12/22/2020 01/26/2021 MS 42.0 42 F I got the vaccine on Tues felt fine later that evening arm was sore couldn't sleep on (right side). I went work on Wed arm felt as if had fever. I informed employee health was told the symptoms was common. I took Ibuprofen before laying down Wed my throat felt as if closing up. Upon me calling my mom voice was screeching . My mom asked my sister to bring me some Benadryl. I contacted the director of employee health was informed to go ER. Then my lips was swelling, Oxygen was fine and I was given Pepcid.I stayed overnight for observation.Y

975148 01/02/2021 01/26/2021 IL 59.0 59 M On 1/4/21 Client had what appeared to be a seizure and went unresponsive. He foamed from the mouth and turned blue. O2 Sat was in the 60's, O2 was applied previous to paramedics arrival. BP was high. Unresponsive for 30 minutes. When he woke he did not recognize anyone, did not know where he was at or what day of the week it was.  He was transported to the Hospital. Multiple tests were ran and nothing out of the ordinary was found. Started seizure medication.Y 3

975152 01/22/2021 01/26/2021 NJ 73.0 73 F Three hours after the vaccination, my heart started beating very rapidly.  I went to the Urgent Center and my heart rate was 161 and my blood pressure 174/113.  When they gave me an EKG, I was in aFib.  I was sent by ambulance to Hospital where another EKG, an xRay and some blood tests were taken.  I was kept overnight and released the next afternoon after my blood pressure and heart rate was lower.Y 1

975178 12/31/2020 01/26/2021 FL 66.0 66 M Patient received the vaccine on 12/21/2020 and shortly after began having headaches associated with decreased coordination and ataxia.  Patient had an MRI performed at another facility which showed bilateral subdural hematomas and midline shift. Patient was operated on at another facility for evacuation of subdural hematomas.  Post-op hospital course for unremarkable.  Patient underwent physical therapy and rehabilitation at Doctors Memorial and discharged on 01/25/2021.Y 17

975214 01/22/2020 01/26/2021 NC 86.0 86 M He had a stroke later that night after receiving vaccine. Y Y 5

975228 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 VA 45.0 45 M The patient did not have any adverse reactions during the 15 minute observation, nor any reported the day of the vaccine.  Between his COVID diagnosis and the second vaccine, he had serval documented complaints of nausea, dizziness, body aches.  The patient had a virtual visit on 1/21/2021 for dizziness, nausea and fever.  At this time, these symptoms had been persistent for one month according to his medical records.  Patient later presented to the Urgent Care for with a fever of 103.1, rigors, nausea and cough. Patient admitted to hospital for sepsis.Y 1

975246 01/07/2021 01/26/2021 FL 84.0 84 M ~2 weeks after 1st dose, patient suffered cerebral hemorrhage.  Was also on Eliquis.  Received KCentra. Y Y 8

975268 01/12/2021 01/26/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Client received vaccine in drive thru clinic operation, while in observational area, EMS was on site, 10 minutes after vaccine was administered, pt experienced anaphylactic reaction including swelling of lips, tongue, and throat, 0.3mg epi , 125 mg solucortef, 50mg Benadryl administered by EMS. Pt transferred to local ER. Presented to ER with no swelling noted,  breathing unlabored, skin w/d/intact.

975322 01/05/2021 01/26/2021 42.0 42 M diffuse rash appearing to be urticaria. fever, chills Y

975341 01/25/2021 01/26/2021 FL 56.0 56 F Approximately 20 minutes after receiving the vaccine she stood up to leave the vaccine clinic. She said she felt like she was having palpitations. She denied chest pain and shortness of breath. She was placed cardiac monitor showing  a rapid Atrial Fibrillation. VS were - 5:25 pm 137/97, HR 133 - 140, R 18, O2sat 98% 5:30pm 145/107, HR 141, R 15, O2sat 98% 5:40pm 117/101, HR 128, R 15, O2sat 98% 5:46pm 152/109, HR 146, R 16, O2sat 98% - Sent to Emergency Department with ED staff after Code Green was called. She remained awake, alert, and oriented x3 throughout.Y

975383 12/20/2020 01/26/2021 NV 79.0 79 F Acute onset of SOB presented to ED and diagnosed with a pulmonary embolism.  Tested positive for SARS-Co-V-2 on 01/25/21 using NAT. Y

975399 01/12/2021 01/26/2021 SD 54.0 54 F 1/13/21 woke at 4am with neck pain 1/14 Pain worse, could not move neck, radiated on both sides of neck to back of head, saw doctor, was given a muscle relaxant, pain worsened, went to ER was given valium and sent home 1/15 called doctor, was given hydrocodone, increased pain, went to ER due to pain, was hospitalized 1/19 discharged from hospital, off work till 2/3/2021 per PCPY 5

975420 01/14/2021 01/26/2021 OK 63.0 63 M pt developed a partial small bowel obstruction which required surgical intervention. He was found to have an adhesive band compressing the small intestine. There was no other signs of pathology in the abdomen. The pts only other surgical procedure was a right inguinal hernia repair which was distant from the site of the band.  The pt began with persistent nausea, crampy pain and vomiting 5 days after his first dose of the Pfizer vaccine.Y 3

975430 01/06/2021 01/26/2021 VA 51.0 51 M 14th of jan i had a pain around my jaw got up the next day i started having water eyes, the right side of face started to droop. went to ER and was diagnosed with Belspaulsy. after that did a follow up appointment with neurology

975572 12/21/2020 01/26/2021 NC 72.0 72 F Admitted for COVID-19 post vaccination Y 13

975573 01/07/2021 01/26/2021 KY 31.0 31 M History of Present Illness: Patient is a 31 y.o. male who is here today for a Gastroenterology Consultation for abdominal pain.  He reports abdominal pain began abruptly 6 days ago.  The pain is progressively worsened.  Pain is from his chest to his testicles.  Bilateral flank pain seems to be the worst.  He is very tender to touch and it hurts when he walks.  He began being jaundice the day after pain onset and presented to ER.  CT abdomen showed splenomegaly and he was discharged with close outpatient follow-up.  He was prescribed Cipro before that for possible UTI.  Of note, jaundice and pain began before starting Cipro.  For the past 3 days he has been experiencing fever at home, decreased appetite.  Was having diarrhea that is very pale and now having no bowel movements and not able to pass gas.  It is also associated with headaches.  No indigestion or dysphagia.  No alcohol use or illicit drug use.  No new medications.  Has been tested for Covid multiple times?did just recently get his Covid vaccine.  Also tested negative for mono.Y 2

975664 01/19/2021 01/26/2021 71.0 71 F Throat closing ER Visit 1:  25 mg Benadryl pill ER Visit 2:  Epi Pen injection; IV PEPCID and MEDRA, Benadryl; Prescription for Famotidine, Methylprednisolone, continue Benadryl ER Visit 3:  IV MEDRAL and Benadryl; Prescription for Epi Pens Throat is slightly better.  Prednisone elevates my glucose levels, but am working real hard to keep  them low.Y

975821 01/21/2021 01/26/2021 WA 66.0 66 F Patient was admitted to hospital for Pulmonary Embolism Y

975888 12/17/2020 01/26/2021 NY 67.0 67 M I received my first vaccine on the 17th of December, I was exposed to COVID. I got COVID and was treated in the hospital for covid 19. Two weeks after the vaccine. Y

975913 01/19/2021 01/26/2021 57.0 57 F Tachypnea, Palpitations, HYPERtension & Angina Narrative: 12 HOURS AFTER VACCINE PT DEVELOPS TACHYCARDIA, CHEST PAIN, AND SHORTNESS OF BREATH. TREATMENT AT ER/ HOPSPITALIZATION FOR TWO DAYS. Y 2

975925 01/22/2021 01/26/2021 66.0 65 M Oral perioral paresthesias Narrative: Y

975928 12/21/2020 01/26/2021 43.0 43 M mild DRESS syndrome, rash, blood in urine. note it may have bene the doycycline, as simialr symptoms recurred later with a dose of doxy on jan 2nd, not hospitalized.  pt is a MD Y Y 3

975932 01/08/2021 01/26/2021 80.0 79 M HYPOXIA Narrative: Patient received dose one of COVID vaccine and at the time was COVID negative (documented shortly before and after the vaccine). COVID test turned positive 14 days after first injection. He then received his second vaccine 4 days after positive test. 12 days after the second vaccine he was admitted to our facility and is currently in critical condition in the ICU with COVID pneumonia. It is unclear what role, if any the second vaccination had related to critical condition.Y Y

975939 01/04/2021 01/26/2021 73.0 72 M COVID+ via biofire Narrative: Patient hospitalized for COVID-19 disease management given immunosuppressed status. Y

975946 01/10/2021 01/26/2021 81.0 80 M fatigue Narrative: Did not feel good, appeared to have symptoms prior to getting vaccine, but had declined ER evaluation prior to vaccine. Pt was light headed, VS stable. Pt reported to have fatigue with exertion. Was sent to MER at 1:30p, routine labs revealed elevation in SCR and admitted for AKI. Pt was determined during admission to be volume depleted exacerbated by diuretics and administered IV fluids. follow-up appointment scheduled for 01/31/2021.Y

975959 01/26/2021 01/26/2021 NH 63.0 63 F anaphylaxis (throat tightness, swelling, pruritis, GI upset, cramping, diarrhea Y

975997 01/19/2021 01/26/2021 CO 77.0 77 M On 1/20/21 the staff observed resident to be more restless constantly moving his legs.  He had a decrease in his appetite and fluid intake and required assistance for consumption.  His oxygen sats dropped to 89% on room air and was given oxygen at 2L.  On 1/21/2021 the Resident observed moving restlessly, opened his eyes when this writer called his name, murmuring incoherent words, words were unclear, was observed taking off his Foley, attempting to grab something, dropped his hands and legs and at the same time restless. This writer was unable to auscultate lungs or heart, resident was moving uncontrollable. Resident positioned safely in bed.  VS revealed high BP 147/101.  MD ordered transfer to hospital.  Resident was treated in the hospital for acute encephalopathy, sepsis with tachycardia and tachypenia and hypoxia.Y 5

976011 01/19/2021 01/26/2021 AK 71.0 71 F Began experiencing left sided weakness, Evaluated in ER, Medivac'd to other facility for stroke Y

976019 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 CO 44.0 44 F Per summary of primary hospitalist. Pt admitted for acute hypoxic respiratory failure requiring mechanical ventilation secondary to angioedema from Moderna COVID-19 vaccination. Pt presented with a chief complaint of tongue and facial swelling approximately 10 minutes after receiving first dose of the vaccination. She did not respond to Benadryl or IM epinephrine. She was admitted to ICU and intubated. She was started on IVsteroids, famotidine and diphenhydramine. Swelling gradually improved and she was successfully extubated.  Her hospital course was complicated by steroid-induced hyperglycemia requiring insulin.Y Y
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976036 01/12/2021 01/26/2021 61.0 61 F No problems with first vaccine. Started having severe head aches 2 days after the vaccine. Back Ache after 5 days on the right side. Throwing up 6 days after for 3 days. Went to the hospital 10 days later for four days was taken by ambulance because she was to ill to drive. Y 4

976078 01/21/2021 01/26/2021 VA 79.0 79 F After 1.5-2 hours after injection, patient blacked out on stairwell and fell down stairs. Patient struck head and received a concussion, broken nose, brain bleed, tear in the lip and damage to 6th cranial nerve in right eye.  Patient has double vision now. Y 2

976123 01/21/2021 01/26/2021 NJ 58.0 58 F Having Ehlers Danlos and Mast Cell Degranulation as well as Dysautonomia... Anaphylaxis is often referred to as slow roll and without the typical face swelling and rash. It is more subtle and can be harder to detect.  And that was my experience: as follows: I became faint and briefly passed out within 2 minutes of injection. I stabilized quickly within a 30 minute hold although developed increasing nausea, I and med tech was satisfied that it might just be my dysautanomia. I spent the evening with severe headache vomiting as passed out again. I experienced throat tightening but not full closure. The next day I had flue like symptoms that I assume were normaland vaccine related. When this passed in the evening I again suffered nausea and dizziness, vomiting and throat tightening when I tried to eat.  These symptoms were not similar to the flush feelings earlier in the day. The symptoms ebbed and waned for 2 days with increased frequency as I took chromalyn , Benadryl with some effect at first and ate with great care as not to introduce more allergens.  I had increased chest pain,  sweating, fainting, throat tightening became severe Benadryl was not effective. I was having trouble swallowing. I was forced to us an epi pen and call 911. This  is a typical anaphylactic response for EDS< Mast Cell patients. It became clear that I could not get past this on my own and the symptoms were increasing. I started to shake with chills and feared shock as my chest pains increased. The epi pen injection and hospital visit via ambulance occurred Monday 1/25-1/26. I became very faint during the Ems intake with the techs having to hold me up to check vitals etc.. My HR dropped despite the EPi. At the ER I was given IV steroids,  IV Benedryl and Potassium,  tablets and fluids throughout the night, admitted for evaluation.Y 1

976265 01/13/2021 01/26/2021 CA 39.0 39 F 6 days after receiving the first dose, I suddenly noticed a circular area of redness, swelling, and itchiness around the injection site. 3 inches in diameter. It has been 5 days and is still mildly red, swollen, and itchy.

976284 01/18/2021 01/26/2021 GA 74.0 74 M Felt strange 5 days after getting shot, weakness in  legs, fatigued.  Next day started having slurred speech, weakness in bil lower ext.

977022 01/26/2021 LA 89.0 M admitted to hospital within 4 days after vaccine COVID + Y 2

977023 01/12/2021 01/26/2021 WI 86.0 86 M Bell?s palsy on left side (onset 01/24)  T/t Valacylovir 1000 mg PO TID x 1 week and prednisone 60 mg PO Daily x 1 week.

977031 01/18/2021 01/26/2021 LA 84.0 84 M admitted 21 Jan  21for Chest pain; Elevated troponin; Hypokalemia; SOB (shortness of breath); Shortness of breath; Volume depletion   Dishcarged on 23 Jan 21 Y 2

977050 01/20/2021 01/26/2021 LA 77.0 77 F admitted to hospital on 21 Jan 21 with Acute cystitis without hematuria; Cardiovascular disease; Diarrhea; ST segment depression; Syncope, unspecified syncope type   Discharged on 26 Jan 21 Y 5

977711 01/21/2021 01/26/2021 NY 71.0 71 M The patient lives in a group home. He was noted to have fever, cough and oxygen saturation was 93%. He was sent to the hospital. COVID test was negative. He was admitted for rule out pneumonia. He also had lower sodium (123) than previous baseline of 130. His antibiotics were stopped on day 2 of admission because fever resolved, chest x-ray was clear and oxygenation was improved. He was observed, remained stable and then discharged on his usual medications on 1/26/21.Y 3

976513 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 PR 31.0 F Itching; redness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 31-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as none. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior to vaccination. She has no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. No other vaccines in four weeks prior to COVID vaccine. No other medication in two weeks. On 10Jan2021, the patient experienced itching and redness. Benadryl was given as treatment for the events. The events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient has not been tested for COVID post vaccination. The patient is recovering from the events.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976525 10/09/2019 01/27/2021 OR 72.0 72 F severe reaction; her whole body system ultimately shut down; er blood count was all over the chart; she came close to dying; it started out looking like it was cellulitis but went through her body/infectious disease; Lethargic; her urine was off; it started out looking like it was cellulitis; This spontaneous report has been received from a 72 year old female patient reporting on herself. The patient's concurrent conditions included hypertension, drug hypersensitivity, hypersensitivity, and allergy to arthropod sting. Her medical history included sepsis, and 2 hip arthroplasties. Historical drugs included sulfamethoxazole, trimethoprim (BACTRIM), unspecified flu vaccine, and unspecified antibiotic. Her concomitant medications included lisinopril (Manufacturer unknown), unspecified flu vaccine, and an unspecified vaginal tablet.     On 09-OCT-2019, the patient was vaccinated with a dose of pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent)(PNEUMOVAX23) (lot # S018140, expiration date not reported but upon internal validation established as 02-MAR-2021) for prophylaxis, strength, and route of administration were not reported. At the same time, the patient was also vaccinated with a shot of unspecified flu vaccine in the same arm.   On the same date, after vaccination the patient experienced a severe reaction (vaccination complication), she stated that her whole body system ultimately shut down (ill-defined disorder), her blood count was all over the chart (full blood count increased), and she was close to dying (near death experience). She also stated, that it started out looking like it was cellulitis, but went through her body (cellulitis/sepsis), she was very sick, lethargic, and her urine was off (Anuria). She reported that she was working with an infectious disease. Due to this, she sought medical attention, and she stated that she ended up in the hospital for 3 days (unspecified dates). The patient was treated with intravenous (IV) antibiotics. On an unknown date in January 2020, the patient recovered from the adverse events.    She reported that the doctor and "they" had determined that it was in fact the  pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent)(PNEUMOVAX23) vaccine that had caused her reaction. Moreover, she stated that she had always the flu shot every year, but since she had the "13 vaccine", they wanted her to go ahead and get the pneumococcal vaccine, polyvalent (23-valent)(PNEUMOVAX23), reported as (23 vaccine).     The reporter considered the adverse events to be life threatening.   Upon internal review the patient's anuria, sepsis, and near death experience were considered medically significant. combinationproductreport: Yes; brandname: PNEUMOVAX23 SYRINGE (DEVICE); commondevicename: Pneumococcal Vaccine, Polyvalent (23-valent); productcode: FMF; devicetype: SYRINGE, PISTON (FMF); manufacturername: Merck Sharp & Dohme Corp.; devicelotnumber: S018140; expirationdate: 02-MAR-2021; deviceage and unit: 0 ; malfunction: Unknown; deviceusage: Initial; evaluatedbymfr: Not returned to manufacturer; reasonfornoneval: 81 Other; labeledsingleusedevice: No; mdcpreportability: No; mdcpreprationale: Case information does not meet the criteria for ReportabilityY Y 3

976526 08/13/2015 01/27/2021 PA U retinal eye detachment; zoster-related eye conditions; other zoster-related conditions; zoster-related eye conditions / other zoster-related conditions; Information has been received from a lawyer, regarding a case in litigation, and refers to a patient (pt) of unknown age and gender. No information about the pt's medical history, concurrent conditions or concomitant medications was provided. On or about 13-AUG-2015, the pt was inoculated with zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) (dose, route of administration, anatomical location, lot # and expiration date were not provided) as prescribed and/or administered by a healthcare provider at a pharmacy for the long-term prevention of shingles and zoster-related conditions. On unknown dates, subsequent to the pt's zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) inoculation, the pt was treated by various healthcare providers, including but not limited to healthcare provider at an eye hospital, as well as other healthcare providers, for zoster-related eye conditions, retinal eye detachment, and other zoster-related conditions. As a direct and proximate result of the pt's use of zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX), the pt had and would continue suffer ongoing injuries, including but not limited to: mental and physical pain and suffering; medical care and treatment for these injuries; significant medical and related expenses as a result of these injuries, including but not limited to medical losses and costs include care for hospitalization, physician care, monitoring, treatment, medications, and supplies; diminished capacity for the enjoyment of life; diminished quality of life; increased risk of premature death, aggravation of preexisting conditions and activation of latent conditions; and other losses and damages; and would continue to suffer such losses, and damages in the future. The outcome of the events was considered to be not recovered/not resolved. The reporter considered the events of zoster-related eye conditions, retinal eye detachment, and other zoster-related conditions to be related to zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX).  Upon internal review, the event of retinal detachment was determined to be medically significant.Y

976540 01/05/2021 01/27/2021 GA 34.0 34 F Psychiatric symptoms; Talking really fast; Not being with it, acting strange; Not coherent; A spontaneous report was received from a physician who was also a 34-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's Covid-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed psychiatric symptoms, talking really fast, acting strange, and incoherent.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided.  The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A) on 05 Jan 2021 in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 06 Jan 2021, she experienced psychiatric symptoms. She started talking very fast, not being with it, acting strange, and incoherent. The symptoms got progressively worse by that evening and was taken to the emergency room. She was treated with an intramuscular antipsychotic and observed overnight.   On 07 Jan 2021, the patient was discharged from the hospital. Since she has been released from the hospital, she has been fine.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The events, psychiatric symptoms, talking really fast, acting strange, and incoherent, were considered resolved on 07 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of 34- year-old female patient who experienced serious unexpected events psychiatric symptoms, talking really fast, "not being with it," acting strange, and incoherent 13 hours after administration of mRNA-1273, lot # 026L20A, Exp date-unknown. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the reported events and the absence of any other etiology factors, a causal association cannot be excluded.Y 2

976541 12/30/2020 01/27/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Collapsed; Unable to walk on her own; Muscle pain; Nausea; Vomiting; Headache at the base of her head and neck; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 72-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the events, collapsed, unable to walk on her own, muscle pain, nausea, vomiting, and headache at the base of her head and neck.   The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included stroke.  No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 30 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot Number: 026L20A)  in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 30 Dec 2020, after vaccine administration, the patient experienced a headache at the base of her head and neck.  On 03 Jan 2021, the patient collapsed and was unable to walk on her own.  She was hospitalized from 04 Jan 2021 to 05 Jan 2021. She also experienced muscle pain, nausea, and vomiting. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events, collapsed, unable to walk on her own, muscle pain, nausea, vomiting, and headache at the base of her head and neck, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 72 year old, female patient with a history of stroke, who experienced a serious unexpected event of fall, gait inability and non-serious expected event of myalgia, nausea, vomiting and headache. The event of headache occurred same day after first dose mRNA-1273 (Lot# 026L20A) administration. The event of fall and gait inability occurred 5 days after first dose of mRNA-1273. The event of myalgia, nausea, vomiting occurred on an unspecified date after mRNA-1273 (Lot# 026L20A) administration. The treatment medications were not provided. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y 2

976542 12/30/2020 01/27/2021 CO 27.0 27 F Cellulitis at middle arm and not on deltoid; Redness which is 3in in size; Itching; Hives; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a  27-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced cellulitis at middle arm and not on deltoid, redness which is 3in in size, itching, and hives.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.    On 30 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 09 Jan 2021, the patient experienced redness which is 3in in size, itching, and what the patient described as hives. The patient went to urgent care where she was diagnosed with cellulitis at middle arm and not on deltoid. Treatment for the events included antibiotic and loratadine.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was unknown.  The events cellulitis at middle arm and not on deltoid, redness which is 3in in size, itching, and hives were considered not recovered/not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 27 year old, female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of cellulitis; non-serious unexpected event of pruritus and urticaria and a non-serious expected event of erythema. The event of cellulitis, erythema, pruritus, and urticaria occurred 11 days after first dose mRNA-1273 (Lot# 025J20-2A) administration. The treatment medications included Claritin and antibiotics. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

976543 01/05/2021 01/27/2021 KS 70.0 69 F Intermittent paralyzed left side; Hives; itching; Redness; Shortness of breath; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse who was also a 70-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed left sided paralysis, shortness of breath, hives, itching, and redness.  The patient's medical history included asthma. Products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included albuterol sulfate, epinephrine and diphenhydramine.  On 05 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 075T202A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.     On 05 Jan 2021, after receiving the vaccine the patient developed redness, itching and shortness of breath. On 06 Jan 2021, she developed hives and was paralyzed after sleeping. She experienced paralysis on the left side and her right side felt heavy. Treatment for the events included diphenhydramine, epinephrine, and albuterol.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.    The events, paralysis on the left side and hives, was considered resolved on 07 Jan 2021. The events, redness, itching and shortness of breath, was considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 70 year old, female patient, with a medical history of asthma, who experienced a serious unexpected event of hemiplegia, a non-serious unexpected event of dyspnoea, urticaria, pruritus and a non-serious expected event of erythema. The event of dyspnoea, pruritus, and erythema occurred 1 day after first dose mRNA-1273 (Lot# 075T202A) administration. The event of hemiplegia and urticaria occurred 3 days after first dose mRNA-1273 (Lot# 075T202A) administration. Both concomitant and treatment medications included Benadryl, Primatene mist and albuterol. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

976544 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 TX 79 F Fainted; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 79-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and fainted.   The patient's medical history included diabetes, cholesterol, hypertension, and osteoporosis. Concomitant product use reported included unspecified medications for diabetes, cholesterol, high blood pressure, and osteoporosis.   On 08 Jan 2021, approximately three days prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: VW7392) intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 11 Jan 2021, the patient fainted at 3:00 am and again at 7:00 pm. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported .   The outcome for the event, fainting, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 79 year old female subject, with medical history of diabetes, cholesterol and hypertension, who experienced a serious unlisted event of syncope.   The event occurred 3 days after the first dose of mRNA-1273. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.  However a definitive assessment is confounded by the patient's history of diabetes and hypertension.

976545 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 FL 66 F Lost consciousness for about 5 minutes; Couldn't move her leg; Started feeling lightheaded, dizzy; Body started feeling weak; Right arm started shaking; Left leg felt very heavy; Couldn't wiggle her toes; A spontaneous report  was received from a consumer concerning a 66-years-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273), and who experienced feeling lightheaded, dizzy, body started feeling weak. Right arm started shaking, lost consciousness for about 5 minutes. Her left leg felt very heavy and couldn't move her leg or wiggle her toes.  Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 07 Jan 2021, approximately one day prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 026L20A) intramuscularly in left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   After patient got the vaccine, she drank some water because she was lightheaded and dizzy. She was offered crackers by the nurse. After her body started shaking, a nurse wheeled her to the emergency room. Her computerized tomogram scan on her head and magnetic resonance imaging of back came back normal. Blood tests were normal.  Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The event, lost consciousness was considered recovered/resolved on 07 Jan 2021. The events left leg felt very heavy and couldn't move it and couldn't wiggle her toes were considered recovered/resolved on 11 Jan 2021. The outcome of the events, lightheaded, body started feeling weak and right arm started shaking was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 66-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 026L20A), and who experienced the serious unlisted events of Loss of consciousness and Monoplegia and non-serious unlisted events of Dizziness, Asthenia, Tremor, Limb discomfort, and Musculoskeletal disorder.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of events on the day of vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.

976546 12/30/2020 01/27/2021 PA 34.0 34 M Face and chin numb for two days; Stiffness; Stiffness around the collar bone; Pain on left side; Swelling around the collar bone; Pea sized lump; Black and blue on left side; Tender at collar bone and shoulder; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 34-year old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced swelling, stiffness around the collar bone, pain on the left side, a pea-sized lump, face and chin numbness, black and blue skin on the left side, and tenderness at the collar bone and shoulder.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 30 Dec 2020, approximately 6 days prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (026L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 05 Jan 2021, the patient reported that he experienced swelling and stiffness around his collar bone, a pea-sized lump, pain on his left side and face and chin numbness for 2 days. Most symptoms resided at time of report, but the patient was still black and blue on the left side and tender at his collar bone and shoulder.  Treatment for the event included heating pad and paracetamol.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The event, face and chin numbness, was considered recovered/resolved on 07 Jan 2021. The events, swelling, stiffness around the collar bone, pain on the left side, a pea-sized lump, was considered resolved on an unknown date.The events, black and blue skin on the left side and tenderness at the collar bone and shoulder, were considered not recovered/not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 34-year old, male patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of numb chin syndrome, and non-serious unexpected event of musculoskeletal stiffness, pain, swelling, nodule, contusion, and tenderness. The events occurred 7 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 026L20A. Treatment included Tylenol and heating pad. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

976547 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 62.0 F body aches; temperature on 08JAN2021 was 100.2; headache; palpitations; blood pressure was 200/109; heart rate which was 130; chest and neck was red; rashes on both arm; left arm in the evening was soo stiff up to her elbow; developed a lymph node in her left armpit; A spontaneous report was received from a 62-years-old, female nurse, who was also the patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced palpitations, blood pressure was 200/109, heart rate which was 130, chest and neck was red, rashes on both arms, left arm in the evening was so stiff up to her elbow, body aches, developed a lymph node in her left armpit, temperature on 08JAN2021 was 100.2, and headache.   The patient's medical history included being diabetic. Products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included sitagliptin metformin, clonidine, losartan, repaglinide, rosuvastatin, and glimepiride.    On 07 Jan 2021 at 08:05, approximately 20 minutes prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: Unknown) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 07 Jan 2021, 20 minutes after receiving the vaccine, the patient felt palpitations. She checked her blood sugar due to her being diabetic, which was okay. The palpitation was going faster, her chest and neck were red, and she felt like she was choking from the palpitation. The patient returned to where the vaccine was administered where her heart rate was found to be 130 and her blood pressure was 200/109. She had small pin-point rashes on both arms. She was taken to the emergency on 07 Jan 2021 where she had blood work done, and she was given 500CC of normal saline and was released the same day. The rashes on her arms faded on Thursday (07 Jan 2021), and her left arm in the evening was so stiff up to her elbow. She also developed a lymph node in her left armpit. Her temperature was 100.2 on 08 Jan 2021 and she took a paracetamol. The patient had body aches and a headache starting on Friday (08 Jan 2021) up until Saturday (09 Jan 2021). Treatment for the events included 500CC of normal saline and paracetamol.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was unknown.  The outcome of the events palpitations, blood pressure was 200/109, heart rate which was 130, chest and neck was red, left arm in the evening was so stiff up to her elbow, developed a lymph node in her left armpit, and temperature on 08JAN2021 was 100.2 was unknown. The event rashes on both arms was considered recovered/resolved on 07 Jan 2021, and the events body aches and headache were considered recovered/resolved on 09 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a case of a 62-year-old female patient with medical history of diabetes, who experienced serious events of palpitations and blood pressure 200/109 and non-serious events of heart rate was 130, chest and neck was red, rashes on both arms , left arm in the evening was soo stiff up to her elbow, body aches, lymph node in her left armpit, and headache  20 minutes after the administration of the first and only dose of mRNA-127 (Lot number unknown, Exp date-unknown). Normal saline was administered, and the patient was released the same day   The patient also experienced elevated temperature of 100.2, 1 day after vaccine administration.  Based on temporality and the absence of any other etiology factors, a causal association between the events and vaccine administration cannot be excluded

976548 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 NY F Tonsillitis; A spontaneous report was received from a female consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced tonsillitis.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 08 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an undisclosed date, the patient experienced tonsillitis. Treatment for the event included antibiotics.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, tonsillitis, was considered unknown.; Reporter's Comments: event of tonsillitis occurred on an unspecified date after the first dose of mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown) administration. She was treated with antibiotics (details not provided. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

976549 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 CO 73.0 73 F Atrial Fibrillation; Tachycardia (Double heart rate); A spontaneous report was received from a 73-year-old female consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced atrial fibrillation and tachycardia.   The patient's medical history was not provided No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 09 Jan 2021, approximately one day prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 10 Jan 2021, the patient reported having atrial fibrillation and tachycardia. Treatment for the events included metoprolol.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events, atrial fibrillation and tachycardia, were considered not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 73-year-old, female patient. The patient's medical history was not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of Atrial fibrillation and tachycardia. The event occurred 2 days after the first dose of mRNA-1273. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

976550 01/05/2021 01/27/2021 CT 56.0 56 F Second dose scheduled 42 days later; A spontaneous report was received from a 56-year-old female consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and had second dose Moderna COVID-19 vaccine scheduled for 42 days later.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 05 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   After receiving the first vaccine on 05 Jan 2021, the second appointment was canceled so the computer system made her another appointment for her second Moderna Covid-19 vaccine on 16 Feb 2021 which is 42 days later and not within the recommended timeline. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, had second dose Moderna COVID-19 vaccine scheduled for 42 days later, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of intercepted medication error for mRNA-1273, lot # unknown.  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of intercepted medication error.

976551 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 VT 25 F Looked like cellulitis; Redness had spread; Painful; Itchy; Arm became really hard and swollen; Dose above deltoid; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 25-years-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed hard and swelling, itchiness, redness and pain at the injection site which resembled cellulitis, and she received the vaccine in the wrong anatomical location.   The patient's medical history and relevant concomitant medications were not reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, the same day as the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the upper shoulder joint for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 11 Jan 2021 the patient's arm became hard, swollen, itchy, and painful.    On 12 Jan 2021 the patient's arm was red and resembled cellulitis.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the event, she received the vaccine in the wrong anatomical location, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021. The outcome of the event itchiness resolved on 12 Jan 2021. The outcome of the events swelling and pain at the injection site which resembled cellulitis were not reported..; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 25 years old female patient, who experienced product administration error, and a non-serious unexpected event of limb discomfort, vaccination site cellulitis, and non-serious expected event of pruritus, pain and redness. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of product administration error. The events of limb discomfort, pruritus, and pain occurred 8 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. The event of erythema, and vaccination site cellulitis occurred 9 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. Treatment details was not provided. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events (vaccination site cellulitis, pruritus, limb discomfort, pain and redness) a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

976552 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 PA 53.0 53 F Arm soreness; vaccine was not administered in the deltoid muscle - it was 4 or 5 inches lower on arm; A spontaneous report/solicited was received from a 53-year-old female nurse who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced vaccine was not administered in the deltoid muscle, it was 4 or 5 inches lower on arm.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 09 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   After receiving the vaccine, the patient reports that the vaccine was not administered in the deltoid muscle, it was 4 or 5 inches lower on arm. It was unknown if the vaccine was given intramuscularly. The patient also experienced arm soreness. No treatment was rendered for the event.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccine was not administered in the deltoid muscle, it was 4 or 5 inches lower on arm, was considered resolved on 09 Jan 2021. The outcome of the event, sore arm, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 53-year old female patient who experienced an unexpected non-serious event of Pain in extremity after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown). Additionally, the patient had Product administered at inappropriate site. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is considered possibly related to the vaccine.

976553 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 70.0 70 F Headache; Fatigue; Nausea; When it was injected quite a bit ran down my arm; A spontaneous report was received from a 70-year-old female nurse who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and when it was injected quite a bit ran down the arm and the patient experienced headache, fatigue and nausea.   The patient's medical history was not provided. The patient current condition included autoimmune disorder. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    On 11 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 025J20-2A) intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   During the administration of the vaccine, the patient experienced when it was injected, quite a bit ran down the arm. On 12 Jan 2021, the patient woke up with a headache, fatigue and had nausea. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event, when it was injected quite a bit ran down the arm, was considered resolved on 11 Jan 2021. The outcome of the events, headache, fatigue and nausea, were considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a case of q 70-year-old female  patient who experienced non-serious events of when it was injected quite a bit ran down the arm (Incomplete dose administered) and the patient experienced headache, fatigue and nausea to hours after administration of  mRNA-1273 (lot # 025J20-2A), Exp date-unknown). The events of headache, fatigue and nausea are temporally associated with vaccine administration and consistent with the known safety profile of the vaccine, hence a causal association cannot be excluded.  The event of when it was injected quite a bit ran down the arm is considered not applicable.

976554 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 TX 75.0 75 M After the vaccines lost temperature they were administered; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a 75-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 11 Jan 2021, a refrigerator in a vaccine clinic lost power and rose up to room temperature overnight. At approximately 9 p.m., the vaccines inside the refrigerator reached room temperature.  On 12 Jan 2021, after the vaccine lost temperature, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered, was considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 75-year-old male patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot: 027L20A), reporting Out of specification product use.

976555 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 TX 74.0 74 F After the vaccines lost temperature they were administered; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a 74-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event of the vaccine administered after the refrigerator lost power in vaccine clinic and lost temperature control.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 11 Jan 2021, a refrigerator in a vaccine clinic lost power and rose up to room temperature overnight. At approximately 9 p.m., the vaccines inside the refrigerator reached room temperature.  On 12 Jan 2021, after the vaccine lost temperature, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, the vaccine administered after the refrigerator lost power in a vaccine clinic and lost temperature control, was considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 74-year-old, female patient who received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection after a refrigerator in a vaccine clinic lost power and temperature control. There we no reported adverse events associated with the event of vaccine administered after a refrigerator in a vaccine clinic lost power and lost temperature control.

976556 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 TX 68.0 68 F After the vaccines lost temperature they were administered; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a 68-year-old, White, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 11 Jan 2021, a refrigerator in a vaccine clinic lost power and rose up to room temperature overnight. At approximately 9 p.m., the vaccines inside the refrigerator reached room temperature.  On 12 Jan 2021, after the vaccine lost temperature, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered, was considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 68-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot: 027L20A), reporting Out of specification product use.

976557 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 TX U After the vaccines lost temperature they were administered; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 11 Jan 2021, a refrigerator in a vaccine clinic lost power and rose up to room temperature overnight. At approximately 9 p.m., the vaccines inside the refrigerator reached room temperature.  On 12 Jan 2021, after the vaccine lost temperature, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered, was considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of a patient who experienced non-serious event after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered (Product storage error, out of specification product use) for mRNA-1273, lot # 027L20A), Exp date-unknown. There were no reported AEs associated with the event lost temperature they were administered.

976558 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 TX 74.0 74 F After the vaccines lost temperature they were administered; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a 74-year-old, White female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 11 Jan 2021, a refrigerator in a vaccine clinic lost power and rose up to room temperature overnight. At approximately 9 p.m., the vaccines inside the refrigerator reached room temperature.  On 12 Jan 2021, after the vaccine lost temperature, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered, was considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 74-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot: 027L20A), reporting Out of specification product use.

976559 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 TX 82.0 82 F After the vaccines lost temperature they were administered; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a 82-year-old, Black or African American, female, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 11 Jan 2021, a refrigerator in a vaccine clinic lost power and rose up to room temperature overnight. At approximately 9 p.m., the vaccines inside the refrigerator reached room temperature.  On 12 Jan 2021, after the vaccine lost temperature, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered, was considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 82-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot: 027L20A), reporting Out of specification product use.

976560 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 TX 77.0 77 F After the vaccines lost temperature they were administered; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a 77-year-old, White female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 11 Jan 2021, a refrigerator in a vaccine clinic lost power and rose up to room temperature overnight. At approximately 9 p.m., the vaccines inside the refrigerator reached room temperature.  On 12 Jan 2021, after the vaccine lost temperature, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, after the vaccines lost temperature they were administered, was considered resolved on 12 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 77-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot: 027L20A), reporting Out of specification product use.

976561 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976562 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976563 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976564 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976565 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976566 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976567 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976568 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976569 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976570 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976571 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976572 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976573 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976574 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976575 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976576 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976577 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976578 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976579 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976580 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report) was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976581 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976582 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976583 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976584 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976585 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976586 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976587 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976588 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976589 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976590 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976591 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976592 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976593 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976594 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976595 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976596 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976597 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976598 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976599 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976600 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976601 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976602 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976603 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976604 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976605 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976606 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976607 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976608 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976609 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976610 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976611 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976612 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976613 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976614 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976615 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976616 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976617 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976618 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976619 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976620 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976621 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976622 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976623 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976624 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976625 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976626 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976627 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976628 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976629 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976630 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976631 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976632 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976633 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976634 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976635 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report ) was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976636 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976637 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976638 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976639 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976640 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976641 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976642 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976643 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976644 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976645 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976646 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976647 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976648 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976649 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976650 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976651 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976652 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976653 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976654 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976655 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.
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976656 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976657 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976658 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976659 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976660 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976661 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976662 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976663 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976664 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976665 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976666 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976667 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976668 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976669 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976670 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976671 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976672 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976673 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976674 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976675 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976676 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976677 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976678 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976679 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976680 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976681 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976682 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976683 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976684 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976685 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976686 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976687 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976688 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976689 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976690 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976691 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976692 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976693 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976694 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976695 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U A spontaneous report (United States) was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976696 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976697 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report  was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976698 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976699 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976700 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976701 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976702 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976703 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976704 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976705 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976706 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976707 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976708 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976709 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976710 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

976711 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 NY 67.0 F 7 hours after shot I had severe vomiting and diarrhea and chills; 7 hours after shot I had severe vomiting and diarrhea and chills; 7 hours after shot I had severe vomiting and diarrhea and chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 67-year-old female patient received her second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) intramuscularly into the left arm on 11Jan2021 02:45 at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) intramuscularly into the left arm on 21Dec2020 03:00 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization at the age of 67-year-old as well. On 11Jan2021 09:45, 7 hours after the shot she had severe vomiting, diarrhea and chills. The patient received no treatment for the events reported and was not pregnant at the time of administration of the vaccine. Outcome of the events recovered on an unspecified date in Jan2021.  Information on lot number/batch number was requested.

976712 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 MO M woke up with the shakes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 62-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient woke up with the shakes on an unspecified date in Jan2021 after receiving the vaccine. Outcome of event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976713 12/30/2020 01/27/2021 WI 25.0 M received the first dose of the vaccine on 30Dec2020 in a hospital. On 07Jan2021, he tested positive for COVID.; received the first dose of the vaccine on 30Dec2020 / On 07Jan2021, he tested positive for COVID / COVID symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program. A 25-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, lot number: EL1284, unknown lot number), intramuscular in left deltoid on 30Dec2020 at 19:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation/to prevent getting sick, to prevent the spread. Medical history and concomitant medication reported as none. The patient received the first dose of the vaccine on 30Dec2020 in a hospital. On 07Jan2021, he tested positive for COVID. His second dose is scheduled on 22Jan2021 and wants to know if he should get that or if there is any recommendation. The patient clarified that the COVID symptoms began on 06Jan2021. On the night of the 6th, he started to have chills and a headache throughout the night. He never had a fever or anything. He woke in the morning of 07Jan2021 kind of congested; runny nose, clear discharge. The patient wasn't able to taste his toothpaste, and then he couldn't smell his coffee. So, he experienced a loss of taste and smell. He was then tested for COVID (rapid test) on 07Jan2021 and tested positive. It was worse 2 days after he got sick. The patient progressively gotten better each day. The patient felt good today. He still can't taste or smell fully, some of it is coming back though. No additional vaccines administered on same date and no prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. The patient did not require a visit to emergency room/ physician office.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID Rapid test: positive on 07Jan2021. The patient was recovering from the events chills, headache, "congested- runny nose, clear discharge", and Loss of taste and smell, while unknown outcome for the remaining events. The patient would consider the seriousness as not significant.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the reported drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.

976714 01/27/2021 F Fever chills; Fever chills; This is a spontaneous report from a non-Contactable Consumer (patient sister). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Solution for injection lot no. and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at a single dose (1st dose and 2nd dose) for covid-19 immunization.  Relevant medical history included virus before she got the vaccine.  On an unspecified date, patient got the vaccine and had fever chills after it. Patient received 2nd dose took Tylenol and Zyrtec before the dose. The reporter asked if that was not recommended and if could affect the efficacy. The outcome of the events was unknown.   No follow up attempts are possible. Information on Lot/Batch number could not be obtained.

976715 12/26/2020 01/27/2021 F received her first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine/she tested positive for COVID-19; received her first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine/she tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, unknown lot number and expiration), via an unspecified route of administration on 26Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received her first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 26Dec2020. Five days later she started having symptoms and then she tested positive for COVID-19 on 04Jan2021. She is scheduled to receive her second dose this Saturday, 16Jan2021, and would like to know if she should still proceed with this scheduled dose on that date since she currently has a COVID-19 infection. The patient stated that the nurse practitioner she went to mentioned waiting 30 days, but she wanted to check with Pfizer. Outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported event and suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.

976716 12/23/2020 01/27/2021 MA 31.0 F Mild headache; mild low back pain; fever/Peak temp was 101.4F; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 31-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; lot/batch number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 23Dec2020 12:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was vaccinated in a workplace clinic facility. Medical history included known allergies to egg whites and yogurt. The patient has no covid prior vaccination. Concomitant medications included vitamin d3 and cyanocobalamin (VITAMIN B12). The patient has no other vaccine in four weeks. On 24Dec2020, the patient experienced mild headache, mild low back pain, and fever which started 20-24 hours after vaccine was given. Peak temp was 101.4F about 32 hours after vaccine was given (24Dec2020 20:00). The patient did not take any medication for it (no acetaminophen, no NSAIDs). Temperature was 98.9F at 44 hours after vaccine (25Dec2020 08:00). All symptoms resolved on their own within 48 hours (26Dec2020). The covid test post vaccination showed that patient had negative covid test result based on nasal swab on 26Dec2020.  Information about the lot/batch number and expiry date were unknown.

976717 12/20/2020 01/27/2021 NJ 37.0 M Hives scattered on my face, neck and arms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  A 37-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Solution for injection lot no: EH9899, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Dec2020 at a single dose (1st dose) then via an unspecified route of administration on 10Jan2021 (lot no: EK9231, expiry date not reported)  at a single dose (2nd dose); both on left arm for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. To his knowledge, patient has no known allergies.  Patient had no other vaccine received in four weeks.  Patient had One a Day multivitamin in two weeks. The patient stated on 23Dec2020, "The days after the first vaccine I had a couple hives scattered on my face, neck and arms. After the second vaccine, the hives increased in size and number. It really progressed today (3 days after the second shot)". The patient took BENADRYL, PEPCID and prednisone as a treatment for the events. Patient had no prior COVID vaccination and had not tested COVID post vaccination. The outcome of the event was not recovered.

976718 01/10/2021 01/27/2021 KY 30.0 M feel his chest and neck hurting; feel his chest and neck hurting; feeling really sick; feeling tired; arms hurting; head hurting/ neck and all around head area, hurting real bad; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 30-year-old male patient received second dose of  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 10Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization (reported as "I guess to protect myself from other people, to protect myself"). There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient took his first dose on 20Dec2020, 3 weeks from there, he took the second on 10Jan2021 (reported as "it was 10th it was Sunday morning when I took it"). The patient reported that he had his second dose on Sunday morning (10Jan2021) and started feeling tired last Monday (11Jan2021). Then on 12Jan2021 (reported as "yesterday" at the time of reporting), he started to feel his chest and neck hurting. The patient stated that he woke up in the middle of the night (Sunday night) and Monday morning, he was feeling really sick so he called out rest all day on Monday (11Jan2021). Then patient woke up yesterday morning (12Jan2021) feeling good then probably about 6 o'clock last night he started feeling tired, like real bad tired and he got home. Patient lied down and woke up in middle of night, his chest, arms and head were hurting. His neck and all around head area were hurting real bad. The events were assessed as non-serious. The patient does not have the lot number but stated that it was the Pfizer vaccine. When the patient was asked if still experiencing tiredness and chest hurting, he stated "When I started, that was last night on I will go with the 12 before midnight 12 (not clear). Yes right now yeah. This is the first time my chest and my arms and my neck and like all that has been hurting, started last night". When asked for the treatment, the patient answered "I took Ibuprofen to calm it down a little bit. I took Ibuprofen if you count that as a treatment". Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

976719 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 FL 71.0 F Nausea; Chills; Sweating; General unwell feeling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 71-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284) via an unspecified route of administration at the right arm on 11Jan2021 13:45 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included allergic to shellfish and allergic reaction to bee sting 50 years ago. Concomitant medication included losartan potassium (strength: 100 mg) and atorvastatin calcium (ATORVA). The patient experienced nausea, chills, sweating and general unwell feeling on 13Jan2021 12:15. The patient took two paracetamol (TYLENOL) as treatment for the events. The patient was not pregnant at the time of administration. Outcome of events was recovering.

976720 12/23/2020 01/27/2021 NY 36.0 F exposure to someone positive to the COVID virus; She was exposed to COVID a week ago and has tested positive; She was exposed to COVID a week ago and has tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect. A 36-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, unknown lot number and expiration), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 23Dec2020 at a single dose as she doesn't want COVID.  Medical history included occasional mild hypertension since Mar2019 and ongoing anxiety depression.  Concomitant medication included sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT) since Aug2020 for anxiety depression. The patient reported that she is supposed to get the second dose of the vaccine today (13Jan2021). She was exposed to COVID a week ago and has tested positive on 06Jan2021. She does not have any symptoms.  She tested negative on 08Jan2021. She will be tested again today. She is asking if it is still ok to get the second vaccine after having exposure to someone positive to the COVID virus. Outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976721 01/27/2021 FL F tested positive for COVID after receiving the first dose; tested positive for COVID after receiving the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting on behalf of the patient via a Pfizer-sponsored program. A female patient (mother) of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, unknown lot number and expiration), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The reporter mentioned that her mother tested positive for COVID after receiving the first dose. The reporter wanted to know when will the patient take the second dose since she is COVID positive.  The patient is in the nursing home. Outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

976722 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 CA M Vigorous chills (afebrile); Some sensitivity over his nose; Painful and tender lymphadenopathy on the axillary area on the same arm as the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on 11Jan2021, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously had his first dose of COVID-19 vaccine on an unspecified date. It was reported that the patient had the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 11Jan2021, and on 12Jan2021, he had a painful and tender lymphadenopathy on the axillary area on the same arm as the injection site. He had no issues with the first shot. He also reported that he has been taking an antihistamine and the lymphadenopathy is going away. He also had vigorous chills (afebrile) when the event first took place for 2-3 hours. He had some sensitivity over his nose which was also improving with the antihistamine. The outcome of the events "painful and tender lymphadenopathy on the axillary area on the same arm as the injection site" and "some sensitivity over his nose" was recovering, and the other event was unknown.

976723 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 FL F diarrhea; mild abdominal pain; tiredness on legs; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age (reported as 70, unknown unit) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of the vaccine on 11Jan2021; however, the facility didn't provide the time she should show up on 01Feb2021. She was looking for the time right here at Pfizer MI. She also stated that she has been having diarrhea, mild abdominal pain and tiredness on legs, but she doesn't attribute it entirely to the vaccine, it might be related. She mentioned that her arm was not in such expected pain. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

976724 12/24/2020 01/27/2021 MD 39.0 M tested positive for COVID-19; tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer sponsored program. A 39-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, unknown lot number and expiration), via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 at a single dose for him to not get COVID.  Medical history and concomitant medications reported as none.  The patient is a surgical technician who received his first dose of vaccine on 24Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID-19 on 05Jan2021.  Patient's quarantine ends tomorrow, and he is also due for his second dose, tomorrow (14Jan2021).  He is asking what to do as far as taking it or not. Outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976725 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 28.0 F Fever up to 102 after 12 hours of vaccine/Continuing fever throughout next day; low grade fever at 36h; Aches; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician (patient). A 28-year-old female patient received the second dose bnt162b2 (reported as COVID 19 vaccine, brand: Pfizer) via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 11Jan2021 11:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in a hospital. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of report. The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 on 21Dec2020 11:30 in left arm for COVID-19 immunization at age 28 years old; azithromycin and experienced allergies. No other vaccines were administered in four weeks. The patient was not covid tested post vaccination. On 11Jan2021 23:30, the patient experienced fever up to 102 after 12 hours of vaccine, aches, chills. Continuing fever throughout next day and still had low-grade fever at 36h. Treatment was not given for AEs. The patient was recovering from the events.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on lot number, batch number could not be obtained.

976726 01/05/2021 01/27/2021 MD 51.0 F Since the vaccination, has the patient been tested for COVID-19?:Yes; Since the vaccination, has the patient been tested for COVID-19?:Yes; Fever; headache; bodyaches; cough; tiredness; sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 51-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, unknown lot number and expiration), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 05Jan2021 at 08:15 AM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in a hospital.  Medical history included known allergies to mold, dust mites, grass and tree pollen, cockroaches. Concomitant medications included hydroxyzine, ergocalciferol (VITAMIN D), vitamin c, calcium, and glucose (GLUCOS).  The patient experienced fever, headache, bodyaches, cough, tiredness, sore throat on 10Jan2021 at 08:30 AM. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient received zinc, vitamin D, ibuprofen, and Tylenol as treatment for the events. Since the vaccination, has the patient been tested for COVID-19: Yes.  The patient has no COVID prior to vaccination and she was tested for COVID post vaccination (nasal swab; COVID-19 Ag test) with COVID test result as positive on 12Jan2021. The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks.  Outcome of the event "Since the vaccination, has the patient been tested for COVID-19:Yes" was unknown, while recovering for the remaining events.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event positive for COVID test based on the known safety profile. However the short duration since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

976727 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 55.0 F mouth was dry; sense of taste was not the same; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional. A 55-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 12Jan2021, the patient experienced that her mouth was dry and her sense of taste was not the same. The outcome of events was unknown.  Follow-up attempts are completed. The following information on the batch number has been requested.

976728 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 MS 40.0 F woke up during the night after her second dose (dose given on Friday) with joint pain (around midnight or shortly after); joint pain; intense fatigue; muscle aches; arm was sore at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 40-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) on 08Jan2021 (11:00) at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EH9899) on 18Dec2020 (02:45 PM) via an unspecified route (right arm) for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included drug allergy (reported as known allergies: Cephalosporin (mild reaction of hives one time after having taken it with no issues for years-pending clarification)). There were no concomitant medications. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient reported that she woke up during the night after her second dose (dose given on Friday) with joint pain (around midnight or shortly after [09Jan2021, 12:15AM]). The entire day after her 2nd dose (during the day Saturday) every joint in her body ached and she experienced intense fatigue. There were also some muscle aches in her shoulders and her arm was sore at the injection site as it usually is after a tetanus shot (she stated she had soreness in her arm the day after the first injection but no other adverse events after the first injection). She did not seek medical treatment and did not take any over the counter medications to alleviate the symptoms as she does not typically take medications unless absolutely necessary. By the next day (Sunday), she was much better and had only slight joint pain remaining in her neck. By the following day (Monday;11Jan2021), all symptoms had resolved. She further stated that the symptoms experienced for one day did not make her regret getting the vaccine and she continue to strongly recommend the vaccine. The outcome of events was recovered on 11Jan2021. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.

976729 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 IL 28.0 F Fever (highest at 101.8); Chills; Moderate nausea; Fatigue; Muscle aches in injection arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 28-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: EL3248), intramuscular in left arm, on 09Jan2021 at 17:30, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medication included ethinylestradiol/ ferrous fumarate/ norethisterone acetate (JUNEL FE). The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot Number: EL0140) on 19Dec2020 (04:30 PM) for COVID-19 immunization (intramuscular in left arm). The patient had no known allergies. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. No other vaccine was administered in four weeks. The most recent vaccine was administered in a hospital facility. On 10Jan2021 at 05:30 AM (day 1 post-dose number 2), the patient experienced fever (highest at 101.8) twice, chills, moderate nausea, fatigue, and muscle aches in injection arm. No treatment was administered for the events. Post-vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient recovered from the events in Jan2021.

976730 01/27/2021 F contracted SARS-COV-2; contracted SARS-COV-2; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient) via Medical Information. This physician reported similar events for two patients. This is the first of two reports.   A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she received her first COVID-19 vaccination but contracted SARS-COV-2 from her husband, seven days after vaccination. Outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about batch/lot number is requested.; Sender's Comments: Comirnaty's effectiveness is documented after at least seven days from the second vaccination.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021036192 same reporter/drug/events, different patients

976731 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 NY 34.0 F I also did the home pregnancy test and I am pregnant; Tested positive for covid; Tested positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This is a maternal report. A 34-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date was not provided), intramuscular via the left deltoid on 29Dec2020 11:15 at a single dose to prevent COVID. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. It was reported that the patient received the Pfizer COVID vaccine on 29Dec2020 at 11:15am. She tested positive for COVID on 11Jan2021. She is supposed to be scheduled for her second dose on 19Jan2021. The patient asked the doctors and they don't know if she should get the second dose of the vaccine or postpone it. The patient called to ask if she should get the second dose. The patient took a home pregnancy test on 11Jan2021 and it came back positive, stated that this all occurred since she got vaccinated. Stated her last period was 13Dec2020. The patient reported that she is experiencing mild covid symptoms. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

976732 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 PA F Mild arm soreness; fatigue; mild body aches; chills; received 1st dose of BNT162B2 on 29Dec2020, second dose received 12Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An adult female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number and expiration date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received 1st dose of BNT162B2 on 29Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced mild arm soreness starting about 4 hours after the shot on 12Jan2021 and able to do subsequent work out. About 12 hours after vaccine, developed fatigue and mild body aches followed by about an hour of chills, which resolved. Took some ibuprofen and melatonin and slept well until 6 am. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976733 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 NV 59.0 F swollen lymph nodes under arm of injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 59-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL1284), intramuscular in the right arm on 08Jan2021 10:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included allergies to penicillin and diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine and any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient previously took ciprofloxacin (CIPRO) and experienced allergies to ciprofloxacin. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient experienced swollen lymph nodes under arm of injection on 11Jan2021 08:00. No treatment was received for the adverse event. Outcome of the event was not recovered.

976734 12/28/2020 01/27/2021 31.0 M Large rash around the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 31-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), intramuscular (left arm) on 28Dec2020 19:00 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. There was no medical history; no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 28Dec2020, the patient experienced large rash around the injection site which lasted 7 days. There was no treatment received for the adverse event. The outcome of event was recovered on 04Jan2021. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.

976735 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 MI 74.0 F fever; severe chills/could not get warm; her breathing was deep; drop in blood pressure; mild swelling/Swelling of Left Arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 74-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EK9231) via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 11Jan2021 10:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 vaccine (because she's 74 and high risk). Medical history included hypertension. Concomitant medication included irbesartan oral (by mouth) from an unspecified date (maybe 3 years ago) and ongoing at 300 mg once daily (150mg, 2 tablets once a day in the morning) for hypertension as blood pressure medication. The patient received the first dose of vaccine on Monday (11Jan2021) morning (AM) at 10 at the county (public) health department. She had no problem at all until yesterday Tuesday, she experienced mild swelling; the swelling happened in the upper left arm (swelling of left arm) which started on 12Jan2021, this was also the same side that she got her vaccine on, the left arm. On 13Jan2021 she woke up at 4AM [also reported as thirty (30) hours after the shot] in which she started to have severe chills (horrendous chills), could not get warm under the blanket for an hour and a half. It lasted a long time. Her severe chills did stop, she used an electric (heated) blanket. This morning on 13Jan2021 at 8:30, she woke up with the fever, which she was able to reduce with acetaminophen (did take two acetaminophen). Her fever was also gone. She was a little concerned because she thought her breathing was deep too on 13Jan2021. She did some relaxing breathing which helped. It lasted a long time. The patient also experienced a drop in blood pressure on 13Jan2021. Her blood pressure has been running the past few days at 133/80 on 11Jan2021. Today (13Jan2021), she took her blood pressure and it was at 93/50. It went to 87/56 after drinking some salty soup on 13Jan2021 (the bottom number in the blood pressure was going up a little, and the top number was going down a little). Her blood pressure has been normal 133/70 on Jan2021, but this morning it was 90/50 on 13Jan2021. Her blood pressure has been running normal the last couple of days like 133/90 on Jan2021. She was shocked it was lower. She knew they talk about dizziness and weakness, but she didn't experience that. She was concerned about that sudden drop in blood pressure. She did some research and started eating some salty soup and stuff (has been drinking salty soup). Her bottom number went up to 53 on Jan2021. She was concerned about that drop there. She was wondering if that was a side effect of the vaccine (result of the vaccine). She asked if drop in blood pressure was a concern. She had no positive test for Covid before the vaccine. She never had any tested, she's been pretty isolated. She had no antibody test. She has had no issues with vaccine in the past. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of severe chills/could not get warm, fever, her breathing was deep, and drop in blood pressure. The outcome of swelling of left arm/mild swelling and drop in blood pressure was not recovered; of severe chills/could not get warm was recovered on 13Jan2021 05:30 and fever was recovered on 13Jan2021; and of her breathing was deep was recovering.

976736 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 NY 51.0 M he had 102.1 temp; he started not feeling well; chills; ringing in ears/ The ringing was in both ears; body aches; joint aches; fatigue; lymphadenopathy/had swollen lymph nodes like the size of an apple; he was uncomfortable; His eyes were also hurting; The light bothered his eyes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient) and a contactable Nurse (patient's wife).  A 51-year-old male patient received the 2nd dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Batch/lot # EL3246, Expiry Date Apr2021) at single dose at left arm on 11Jan2021 18:00 for Covid-19 immunisation, administered at hospital as being a certified registered nurse anesthetist (CRNA).  The patient medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot # EK5730, expiry: 31Mar2021) at single dose at left arm on 23Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunisation and he has been fine, no adverse effect occurred. No additional vaccines administered on same date of BNT162B2. The patient experienced lymphadenopathy which is a size of tennis ball under my left armpit /had swollen lymph nodes like the size of an apple in his left arm in the axillary area, where he received the vaccine on 12Jan2021, he started not feeling well on 12Jan2021 around 9.00, he had 102.1 temp Fahrenheit on 12Jan2021 17:00, chills on 12Jan2021, ringing in ears/ the ringing was in both ears on 12Jan2021, body aches on 12Jan2021, joint aches on 12Jan2021, fatigue on 12Jan2021, his eyes were also hurting on an unspecified date in Jan2021, the light bothered his eyes on an unspecified date in Jan2021. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 102.1 fahrenheit on 12Jan2021, he was uncomfortable on 12Jan2021, body temperature: 100 and something fahrenheit on 13Jan2021. The outcome of lymphadenopathy/had swollen lymph nodes like the size of an apple was worsened, of he had 102.1 temp, ringing in ears/ the ringing was in both ears was not recovered, he started not feeling well, his eyes were also hurting, light bothered his eyes was unknown, chills, body aches, joint aches, fatigue was recovered on 13Jan2021. Course of events: Around 9AM on 12Jan2021 he started not feeling well. By the time he got home from work he had 102.1 temp Fahrenheit around 5PM. Temp was ongoing. His eyes were also hurting. The light bothered his eyes. He can't put his arm down. His left arm in the axillary area, where he received the vaccine, had swollen lymph nodes like the size of an apple. He had chills, ringing in ears, body aches and joint aches, and fatigue 12Jan2021. He was uncomfortable. The ringing was in both ears. On 13Jan2021 his temp was one hundred and something. What is concerning was the swelling in the armpit in the arm he received the vaccine in. It was very painful. It was starting to radiate up his arm. He did not go to the doctor, since he was relatively healthy. No event required a visit to Emergency Room or Physician Office. The reporting Nurse assessed the events he had 102.1 temp, His left arm in the axillary area, where he received the vaccine, had swollen lymph nodes like the size of an apple as serious as medically significant. The reporting Nurse assessed the events he had 102.1 temp, His left arm in the axillary area, where he received the vaccine, had swollen lymph nodes like the size of an apple, chills, Ringing in ears, body aches and joint aches,  and Fatigue as related to BNT162B2.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal association and known product safety profile, causality between events lymphadenopathy and fever and BNT162B2 COVID-19 vaccine cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

976737 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 CA 54.0 F fever 101.4; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 54-year-old female patient started to receive second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EL1284), intramuscular on 12Jan2021 12:00 PM at single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient is not pregnant. The patient has no known drug allergies (NKDA). There were no medical history and concomitant medications. No other vaccines in four weeks and no other medications in two weeks. No COVID prior vaccination. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EJ1685) intramuscular on  22Dec2020 12:00 PM on the left arm. Facility type vaccine was hospital. On 13Jan2021 12:00 PM, the patient experienced fever 101.4. No treatment for the event. Outcome of the event was recovered in Jan2021. Patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination.

976738 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 WA F Delayed allergic reaction at injection site - red, raised, hard, warm to touch, and itchy. Not painful.; red; raised, hard; warm to touch; itchy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (HCP). A 41-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on arm left on 04Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included obesity and known allergies to penicillin, both from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included phentermine. The patient experienced a delayed allergic reaction at injection site - red, raised, hard, warm to touch, and itchy, not painful on 12Jan2021. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of delayed allergic reaction at injection site - red, raised, hard, warm to touch, and itchy. The outcome of the events was recovering.

976739 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 NC 31.0 F Severe rigors involving core and extremities, making it difficult to breathe.; Severe rigors involving core and extremities, making it difficult to breathe.; muscle pain; joint pain noted in hips; loss of appetite; profound fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A 31-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot: EK9231, expiry: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 11:45 on the left arm at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient received the vaccine in a hospital. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. Medical history included clinical depression. The patient has no known allergies. The patient was not tested for COVID prior and post vaccination. Concomitant medications included bupropion and multivitamin. The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot: EK5730, expiry: unknown) on 21Dec2020 at 11:00 in the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. On 12Jan2021 at 01:00, the patient experienced severe rigors involving core and extremities, making it difficult to breathe. Flexeril 10 mg was taken to help relieve rigors. Rigors stopped and ease of breathing resumed in 1 hour. Other symptoms include muscle pain, joint pain noted in hips, loss of appetite, and profound fatigue x48 hrs. The events difficult breathing, muscle pain, joint pain noted in hips, loss of appetite and profound fatigue were not treated. The outcome of the events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of "severe rigors involving core and extremities, making it difficult to breathe". The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

976740 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 IL 58.0 F maculopapular rash on abdomen; redness covering trunk and extremities, sparing head, hands, and feet; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 58-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL246 and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration, left arm on 11Jan2021 09:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The first dose was received on 21Dec2020 10:30 (lot number: EJ1685) on the left arm. Medical history included mild asthma GERD (gastrooesophageal reflux disease, and allergies to certain antibiotics causing a rash. Patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medication included montelukast sodium, omeprazole, and colecalciferol (VITAMIN D). The adverse events began as maculopapular rash on abdomen now redness covering trunk and extremities, sparing head, hands, and feet on 12Jan2021. Outcome of the events was not recovered. No treatment for the events was received. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested since the vaccination.

976741 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 M He mentioned that he took the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 29Dec2020. Then, after a few days, tested positive for COVID-19.; He mentioned that he took the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 29Dec2020. Then, after a few days, tested positive for COVID-19.; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect. A contactable nurse (patient) reported that a male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; lot/batch number and expiry date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. He mentioned that he took the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 29Dec2020. Then, after a few days, tested positive for COVID-19. He is scheduled for his second dose this weekend (16Jan2021-17Jan2021). He wants more information about his safety. What happens next, the do's and don'ts. He is asking if there is any information on this. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

976742 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 F Paratrex to kill of parasites; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; unknown lot number and expiration date), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included bismuth subsalicylate, calcium carbonate (PEPTO BISMOL). The patient reported that she and her husband got the vaccination yesterday (12Jan2021) and she was taking Paratrex to kill of parasites. She was also taking Pepto Bismol. The patient inquired if this will interfere with the vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.  The following information on the batch/lot number has been requested

976743 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 F fever; dizziness; head hurts feeling like it is going to split/headache; medicine taste in her mouth; aches all over; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via the Medical Information Team. This consumer reported same events for different patients. This is the first of two reports.  A female patient of unspecified age (reported as 56 [units unspecified]) received her second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; unknown lot number and expiration date), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; unknown lot number and expiration date), via an unknown route of administration on unknown date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient reported that she got her second vaccine and her friend got the vaccine same day and her friend was feeling the same way as the reporter was feeling: had fever, dizziness, headache (also reported as head hurts feeling like it is going to split), aches all over, medicine taste in her mouth, and has been in bed all day; all on unspecified dates. The patient reported that she has taken acetaminophen (TYLENOL) but no diphenhydramine (BENADRYL). The outcome of the events was unknown.  The following information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021031286 same reporter/drug/events, different patient

976744 12/28/2020 01/27/2021 F tested positive COVID-19; tested positive COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient received first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 28Dec2020, 9 days later tested positive COVID-19. She requested information on the recommendations for getting her second dose of the vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid test: positive on Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Comirnaty's effectiveness is documented after 7 days from the second dose

976745 01/01/2021 01/27/2021 M His nose has been dripping; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, reporting for himself. A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergy from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had his COVID-19 vaccine three days ago and since then his nose has been dripping. He wanted to know why he was not allowed to take his allergy test. He also said that he thinks his allergy is to cortisone but was not that serious. He was going to the doctor to get a cortisone shot and he wanted to know if he was able to do that or not. He said it was an allergy shot, he guessed it was going to be cortisone, but he doesn't know for sure he just knows it was an allergy shot. He says he was supposed to get his second shot 31Jan2021, so he was trying to see if he has enough time in between to take his allergy shot. He was going to go as soon as he can to go get the allergy shot, he thinks it will be plenty of time because his second shot should be the 31Jan2021. No, he does not have time he was not sick he just doesn't want it to get worse and he just does wants to know if he can take the allergy shot. If not, it was fine, but he wants to know if it was alright to take it. He just wanted to know if he can take the allergy shot or not. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

976746 01/27/2021 M 7 days later tested positive for the COVID-19 infection; 7 days later tested positive for the COVID-19 infection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's mother).  A male patient of unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, unknown lot number and expiration), via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient's mother was asking in regards of her son who received first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine and 7 days later tested positive for the COVID-19 infection, she wants to know if the patient could receive the second dose, is been 14 days since he tested positive with the PCR test. Patient is not showing any symptoms. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976747 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 F his mother's temperature rise to 98.1/ she had temperature of 99.0; headache; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date unspecified), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Consumer said he was calling for his mother who received the 1st dose of the Covid-19 Vaccine. He said that after receiving the vaccine, his mother's temperature rose to 98.1 and also experienced headache and chills on an unspecified date. Consumer wants to know if these side effects have been reported. Today, he was looking at pamphlet that they gave her when she got the shot. She called them and they said they had to look for the # number. He sees on here that there may be injection site pain tenderness, muscle pain, joint pain, fever and chills. He says right now, she had temperature of 99.0 and she took Aspirin or Tylenol at 12. He says he was just checking on her health to make sure what do they do. She also said she had a headache and she took Aspirin. He clarified that she took Tylenol, she did not take Aspirin. He has been hearing if there were side effects to just rest. She was saying she had some chills and she took Tylenol 325 mg.  He says he would have thought that the hospital where she got the vaccine would have explained to them what to do if she experienced anything but he was thinking that this was just side effects. He asks if he should just call the physician talk with them. He would like to know how often these side effects have been reported with the vaccine. He pretty much understands the process, he was just looking out for his mom and just wanted to know if she needs to go into the hospital or if she was fine. Outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976748 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 MD 26.0 M Shivering; muscle cramps; Extreme Neck and back pain; Extreme Neck and back pain; Left armpit pain with tinglingly sensation down left arm; Left armpit pain with tinglingly sensation down left arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 26-years-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number EL1283, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had no COVID prior to vaccination. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient had the first dose of bnt162b2 (brand: Pfizer, lot number: Ej1685, expiry date not reported) on 21Dec2020, intramuscular in the left arm for COVID 19 immunization. On 12Jan2021, patient experienced shivering and muscle cramps the first day; extreme neck and back pain x2 days post injection. On third day post injection, patient experienced left armpit pain with tinglingly sensation down left arm. No treatments received in response to the events reported. The patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination. The outcome of the events shivering, muscle cramps, extreme neck and back pain and left armpit pain with tinglingly sensation down left arm was unknown.

976749 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 GA 72.0 F Erratic heart beat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 72-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: lot number: Elo140), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 11Jan2021 13:00 (first dose) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. No other vaccine in four weeks. Patient had no COVID prior vaccination and no known allergies. Concomitant medications included other medication (taken other medication in two weeks). The patient experienced erratic heart beat on 11Jan2021 14:00. The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. There was no treatment for the event. The patient was not COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of the event was not recovered.

976750 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 FL 71.0 F there was a little sensation but it may have been in her head; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 71-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number, expiration date unknown) , via an unspecified route of administration in her arm on 13Jan2021 at a single dose for  COVID-19 immunisation .  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 13Jan2021, the patient reported that she received the COVID vaccine today and did not feel a thing, she did not feel the needle or the shot. She said other people have sore arm so she wanted to check if she should be feeling anything. She said she removed the bandaid to see the needle puncture but she did not see it. She felt like the nurse didn't give it to her in her arm. Her arm is not sore. She had to wait 15 minutes after she got the vaccine. There was a little sensation from it but maybe it was in her head on 13Jan2021. The nurse pinched her arm when she gave it. The patient  stated her next dose is scheduled on 03Feb2021. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.

976751 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 GA 59.0 F severe arthralgias; migraine headache; mild nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 59-year-old non-pregnant female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EL0142/expiration date unknown) dose number 2, via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 09:00 at a single dose on the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient received the vaccine in a hospital. Medical history included asthma, arrhythmia, sulfonamide allergy, and latex allergy. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination and was not tested for COVID post vaccination. Historical vaccine included BNT162B2 (COVID-19, lot number EJ1685, dose number 1) on 18Dec2020 06:30 on the right arm. There were no other vaccinations within 4 weeks. Concomitant medications included ASA, acetylsalicylic acid, caffeine, paracetamol, salicylamide (EXCEDRIN), cyanocobalamin (VIT B12), ergocalciferol (VIT D), and cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEK). The patient experienced severe arthralgias, migraine headache, and mild nausea on 08Jan2021 20:00. The outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021.

976752 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 PA 46.0 F Muscle pain; Joint pain; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other health care professional.  A 46-year-old female patient received second dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection; lot number: EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE at left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received first dose of COVID19 vaccine bnt162b2 for COVID-19 immunization on 21Dec2020; lot number: EL0140 on left arm at 46 years old. On 12Jan2021, the patient experienced muscle pain, joint pain, and headache. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was unknown.    No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

976753 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 33.0 M Left arm pain at rest and with movement; headache; full body myalgias; sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  A 33-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK9231 expiration date unknown), intramuscular in left arm on 12Jan2021 at 08:00  at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical historywas reported as none. The patient had no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EH9899) on 22Dec2020 at 12:30 PM for COVID-19 immunization. The patient has not had COVID prior to vaccination. The patient had no other vaccines within four weeks. On 13Jan2021 at 14:00, the patient experienced left arm pain at rest and with movement, headache, full body myalgias, and sore throat.  Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events and included treatment with ibuprofen. The patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering.

976754 01/27/2021 M migraine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An adult male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date unspecified), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced migraine that has lasted for almost one week since receiving the vaccine. The reporter did not know if the vaccine that the patient received was from Pfizer or Moderna. Outcome of event was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

976755 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 CA 46.0 F Fatigue; Chills; Brain fog; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 46-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) on 13Jan2021 16:15 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. On 13Jan2021 17:45, the patient experienced Fatigue, chills, brain fog, headache. No treatment was given for the events. The outcome of the events was recovering. The patient has no Covid prior vaccination and was not tested post vaccination.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

976756 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 WI 59.0 F chills; achy back; low fever; injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional. A 59-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number el 3248 and expiration date not provided), intramuscular (right arm) first dose on 12Jan2021 12:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history included psoriasis, seasonal allergies, and If COVID prior vaccination: Yes. The patient's concomitant medication included oxymetazoline hydrochloride (CLARITIN EYE ALLERGY RELIEF), ergocalciferol (VIT D), vitamin c [ascorbic acid], and zinc. On 13Jan2021 07:00, the patient experienced chills, achy back, low fever, injection site pain. No treatment was given to the events. The outcome of the events was not recovered. No other vaccine was taken within four weeks and not tested for Covid post vaccination.

976757 12/23/2020 01/27/2021 F first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 23Dec2020, and testing positive to COVID on 01Jan2021; first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 23Dec2020, and testing positive to COVID on 01Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Other HCP. A 61-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 23Dec2020, and testing positive to COVID on 01Jan2021. She mentioned that her "last recorded symptoms" were on 06Jan2021 and has been "symptom less" for 8 days, now. She specified that her second dose was due today but she didn't receive it at her workplace, as planned (due to isolation measures). She asked what was the allowed window to receive the second dose of the vaccine? She also asked what were the criteria to receive the second dose, after testing positive. She then asked if she would need to repeat the vaccination series.  Patient also mentioned testing positive to COVID on 13Jan2021. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on the mechanism of action of BNT162B2 vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine was given. However, a causal relationship between event "first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 23Dec2020, and testing positive to COVID on 01Jan2021" (coded to Drug ineffective / SARS-CoV-2 test positive) and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded.

976758 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA 60.0 F like an anaphylactic reaction but not in her throat; itching and inflammation, in eyes as well/eyes were swollen and itchy; itching and inflammation, in eyes as well; swelling on her eyes and itching on her eye lids; swelling on her eyes and itching on her eye lids; welts; whelps on her hip, inflamed and itchy/general arthritis symptoms; Headache dull; shingle like rash on tailbone, genital area / raised itchy rash on the tailbone like shingles; itching on her face that she couldn't see / raised itchy area on her left cheek and eyes; rash / rash down her thighs/rash that was across her body; rash vulva; swelling / vulva was swollen; itching / itching around the genital area, vulva; itching / itching around the genital area, vulva; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable Nurse (patient) worked in outpatient mental health reported that a 60-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284, Expiry Date: Apr2021) via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at 16:20 in the left arm at single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Vaccine administered at hospital and not military facility. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. Medical history included ongoing Graves' disease (the patient had her thyroid irradiated away for Grave's disease 25 years ago). Family Medical History was none. Concomitant medication included ongoing levothyroxine 1.25 mcg once daily by mouth Graves' disease taking for 25 years. Prior vaccination within 4 weeks was none. The patient received her Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine on 04Jan2021. Since then she started to experience a genital itch immediately; a rash that was across her body; eyes were swollen and itchy; new itchy rash 13Jan2021. She felt okay going home then she started to have itching around the genital area. She thought she might have a yeast infection but she didn't have any other symptoms for a yeast infection. Her vulva became swollen from 05Jan2021 and itchy from 04Jan2021 and she noticed rash around her body. It all started in the genital area. The next day the rash spread down her thighs and she noticed an itchy place on her face, but you couldn't see it. Her thighs were inflamed and she noticed patches of angry whelps on her hips as well as a itchy rash area on her tailbone that seemed more like shingles; size of a quarter; raised, itchy, rash, that felt like it was radiating out. Then she noticed the rash on her face on her cheek, general swelling on her eyes and itching on her eye lids. Now the genital itching was less and most of her symptoms were improved but her eye was driving her crazy and it was more swollen on the outside. She tried to treat her eyes with eye drops Dry Eye Relief (manufacturer Similasan; no UPC seen, lot number: 15942; expiration date: Sep2022, ingredients include Belladonna) but it didn't help. They were still itchy and weepy. The eye drops were not working. She also treated the rash and itching with Benadryl at night and it improved the symptoms overall. She took Tylenol (UPC 300043760; lot number: PMA003; expiration date: Aug2022) and Bayer Aspirin (81mg; lot number: NAA93E1; expiration date: Feb2023. No UPC code on bottle) every day for general arthritis symptoms, but they didn't touch her dull headache she has had on and off since the vaccine. Before she got the vaccine, she had a little tag on her vulva, it was tiny. Now after experiencing the itching, swelling, rash on her vulva, the tag was gone. It just took a layer of skin right off. It was not uncomfortable but the whole layer of the skin was gone. It was very uncomfortable while it was happening but now it was okay. When she noticed these symptoms, she tried to call occupational health and a institute but didn't get anyone. She also contacted her HCP but had not heard back. It seemed to her like a lot of side effects and a lot of itching. She didn't have it in her throat, but all that itching seems a lot like an anaphylactic reaction. She was curious whether we would recommend her to take the second dose since they say the reaction to the second dose was worse. She had multiple COVID tests that have all come back negative. A friend tested positive so she had a test; and she had a test when she traveled. The events did not require a visit to physician or emergency room. The patient had reactions: itching, rash, swelling, welts, shingle like rash on tailbone, genital area, hips moving to her face, itching and inflammation, in eyes as well. She wanted to know if the 2nd dose was recommended. It was "like an anaphylactic reaction but not in her throat." itching around the genital area, vulva started from 04Jan2021, vulva was swollen started from 05Jan2021; Rash vulva started from 06Jan2021 to 10Jan2021; rash down her thighs started from 07Jan2021; Raised itchy rash on the tailbone like shingles started from 06Jan2021, whelps on her hip, inflamed and itchy from 07Jan2021; itching on her face that she couldn't see started from 06Jan2021; raised itchy area on her left cheek and eyes started from 07Jan2021; Headache dull started from 06Jan2021. The events Headache dull, itching on her face that she couldn't see; whelps on her hip, inflamed and itchy and raised itchy rash on the tailbone like shingles were reported as non-serious by the reporter and other events were considered as medical significant by the reporter. Investigation assessment for the events was reported as No. The outcome of the event anaphylactic reaction, inflammation in eye, welts was unknown, outcome of the event Rash vulva was recovered on 10Jan2021; of Headache dull, swelling eye was not recovered, of other events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of anaphylaxis cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  Severe allergic reaction is the known risk for the product. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

976759 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 MO 35.0 M chills; injection site soreness; fever; headache; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A 35-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number: EK4176, expiration date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 12Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hepatitis B and patient had tested positive for Covid in May2020 and had recovered. Concomitant medications included hepatitis B experimental medicine. On 13Jan2021, the patient experienced injection site soreness, chills, fever, headache, fatigue. No treatment was received for the events. Post vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Outcome of the events was not recovered.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

976760 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 KS 65.0 F slight headache; low grade fever and chills for approx 10 hours post injection; low grade fever and chills for approx 10 hours post injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP). A 65-year-old female patient received first dose of  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EK9231), intramuscular on 08Jan2021 18:00 (reported as 06:00 PM) at single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Patient is not pregnant. There were no other medical history. No known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. No other vaccine in four weeks. Facility type vaccine was hospital. No COVID prior vaccination. The patient experienced slight headache, low grade fever and chills for approximately 10 hours post injection on 09Jan2021 02:00 PM. No treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021. Patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

976761 01/05/2021 01/27/2021 CA 29.0 M Hives; itching; swelling of feet, hands; swelling of axilla, buttocks; redness on hips, worsening after 1 week after second dose; administration date: 17Dec2020 / administration date: 05Jan2021; fever; chills; fatigue; malaise; body aches; headache; tinnitus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 29-year-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK9231; expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm, on 05Jan2021 at 16:00, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included known allergies to poison ivy/ poison oak. Concomitant medications included finasteride. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK5730; expiry date: unknown) on 17Dec2020 at 14:00 in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital. On 05Jan2021, at 20:00, after second dose, the patient experienced hives with itching and swelling of feet, hands, axilla, buttocks, redness on hips, worsening after 1 week after second dose. On an unspecified date in Jan2021, for a 3-day period after second dose, patient had fever, chills, fatigue, malaise, body aches, headache, tinnitus, all since resolved except hives worsening. The patient did not receive therapy for the events. Outcome of the event hives was not recovered, for event "administration date: 17Dec2020 / administration date: 05Jan2021" was unknown, while for the other events was recovered. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination.

976762 12/30/2020 01/27/2021 IN 38.0 F Swollen lymph node on left side of neck that is oblong in shape, measuring 2.5in x 1.5in; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 38-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK9231, expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration (reported: left arm), on 30Dec2020 at 20:30 at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication includes unspecified multivitamins. The patient experienced swollen lymph node on left side of neck that is oblong in shape, measuring 2.5in x 1.5in, on 08Jan2021 at 5 AM. The patient has not recovered from the event.

976763 12/20/2020 01/27/2021 IN 29.0 F 2 weeks after covid 19 vaccine, had severe multiple allergic reactions never experienced.; Suture reaction to surgical site; allergic flare up of previously healed and closed nerve block locations; slight increase in eosinophils, CRP; slight increase in eosinophils, CRP; increase in platelets; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 29-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number Ek5t30), intramuscularly on 20Dec2020 12:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was right arm and it was the first dose. Patient is not pregnant. The facility type vaccine was workplace clinic. Medical history included hypothyroidism from an unknown date. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination nor tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. 2 weeks after COVID-19 vaccine on 01Jan2021 21:00, patient had severe multiple allergic reactions never experienced. Suture reaction to surgical site, allergic flare up of previously healed and closed nerve block locations, then later apparent full body reaction to Bactrim. At least 3 allergic reactions never experienced before with slight increase in eosinophils, CRP, and increase in platelets. Severe Suture rejection to extremely common sutures. The adverse events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care, Hospitalization one day. Patient received IV methylprednisone, Benadryl, famotidine as treatment for the adverse events. The outcome of events was recovered in Jan2021. Known allergies included apparent Bactrim allergy, in spite of allergic symptoms starting 4 days prior to taking Bactrim.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently provided, the vaccination might trigger the onset of multiple allergic reactions accompanying with lab abnormalities, considering the plausible temporal relationship.  Severe allergic reaction is the known risk for the product. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 1

976764 01/27/2021 F rash on the arm where the vaccine was administered into; she said, "it looks blistery".; rash on the arm where the vaccine was administered into; she said, "it looks blistery".; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other health professional. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), batch/lot number and expiry date not provided, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced rash on the arm where the vaccine was administered into; she said, "it looks blistery". The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

976765 01/27/2021 WA F Fatigue/Tiredness/I was tired that I could hardly get out the bed the next day; Nausea; Headache; Muscle paining; Chills; Feeling unwell; upset stomach; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first and second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), both intramuscular on an unspecified date (three weeks apart) at single dose (0.3 mL) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient wanted to know if the reaction to the vaccine after the second dose is expected to be the same than as for the first dose. She also wanted to know if the second dose of the vaccine is stronger or the same as the first dose of the Pfizer BioNtech Covid 19 vaccine. She also wanted to know if your immune system is compromised because of a heart transplant should you receive the Pfizer-BioNtech Covid-19 vaccine or follow your HCP recommendations if they know this information. The patient experienced fatigue and nausea after her first dose of the COVID Vaccine. It was further reported that "It was the Pfizer vaccine for virus (further not clarified hence, captured as Unspecified vaccine" (pending clarification). The patient reacted but not seriously, she had most of the symptoms like upset stomach, tiredness. She didn't have the injection site pain, she was tired that she could hardly get out the bed the next day and then headache, muscle paining, some chills and no fever and some nausea. Just kind of feeling unwell. And she was just wondering a little bit about the second dose that they get. She was asking if she reacted to this that way will she react even worse to the next one or do they know that. Unknown if treatment was given. Limited information was available over the call. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number could not be requested. No further information is expected.

976766 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 PA 38.0 F headache; Right arm pain; fatigue; myalgia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 38-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on right arm on 12Jan2021 08:30 (dose number 2) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergic rhinitis. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. No other vaccine in four weeks and no other medication in two weeks. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took dexilant and had known allergies to the medication. The patient experienced right arm pain, fatigue, myalgia and headache on 12Jan2021 15:00. Treatment for the events included Advil 200 mg. The patient was tested for COVID (Nasal Swab) on 19Nov2020 which showed negative result. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

976767 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 MO 44.0 F I had acute onset Mononeuropathy of the R posterior interosseous nerve; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient herself). A 44-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK9231; expiry date: unknown) intramuscular on 07Jan2021 at 16:30, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient has no relevant medical history, has no known allergies, and has no concomitant medications. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The patient previously received first dose of (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK5730; expiry date: unknown) on 17Dec2020 at 12:00, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient stated that 48 hours after administration, on 09Jan2021 at 15:00, she had an acute onset mononeuropathy of the right (R) posterior interosseous nerve. Patient stated this may be unrelated and she wanted to know if this is a trend. She was seen by neuro, she had electromyogram (EMG) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and it was definitely an isolated nerve. The event was treated with prednisone. Outcome of the event was recovering. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently provided, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of mononeuropathy.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

976768 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 OR 51.0 F Chemical taste in mouth; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other hcp (patient). A 51-year-old female patient received their first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: Ek9231, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 13:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included fluoxetine hydrochloride (PROZAC). The patient experienced chemical taste in mouth on 13Jan2021 14:00. The patient did not have COVID prior to vaccination and has not tested positive post vaccination. The patient was recovering from the event.   No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

976769 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 PA 36.0 F Facial swelling; Numbness and tingling of Mouth, tongue and face; Numbness and tingling of Mouth, tongue and face; Numbness and tingling of Mouth, tongue and face; Numbness and tingling of Mouth, tongue and face; This is a spontaneous report from a  contactable other hcp (patient) reported that a 36-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: El1284), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 11Jan2021 13:00 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included endometriosis, gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD) and liver lesion; all from an unknown date. Concomitant medications included fish oil (FISH OIL), omeprazole (PROTONIX [OMEPRAZOLE]) and sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT); all were taken from an unspecified date for an unspecified indication. The patient previously took amantadine and experienced drug allergy. On 12Jan2021 03:00, the patient experienced facial swelling, and numbness and tingling of mouth, tongue and face. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of facial swelling, numbness and tingling of mouth, tongue and face. The reported events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

976770 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 AK 55.0 F Soreness in neck; headache; nausea; joint ache; jaws hurting; rapid heartbeat; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 14:30 (reported as 02:30 PM) at single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Patient is not pregnant. Medical history included Attack cardia, reflux and arthritis. Concomitant medications (other medications in two weeks) included amoxicillin, verapamil, omeprazole, estradiol (ESTROGEN) and cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC [CETIRIZINE HYDROCHLORIDE]). No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient previously took morphine, Remeron, azithromycin and digoxin and experienced allergies. No COVID prior vaccination. The patient experienced soreness in neck, headache, nausea, joint ache, jaws hurting, rapid heartbeat and fatigue on 09Jan2021 8:00 AM. No treatment received for the events. Outcome of the events was recovering. Patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination.

976771 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 FL 59.0 F Throat tightness/numbness; Throat tightness/numbness; Shortness of breath w/min exertion; Dull chest pain; Right calf pain/cramping; Right calf pain/cramping; Fever; Chill; Body aches; Severe headache; Left arm swelling; left arm swelling, redness, knot; left arm swelling, redness, knot; Pain at injection site; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable nurse (who is also the patient). A 59-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (BNT162B2 PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284, expiry date: unknown), intramuscular in the left arm, on 11Jan2021 07:30, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization, in the hospital. Medical history included COVID-19 (COVID prior vaccination: Yes) and known allergies to penicillin and erythromycin. There were no concomitant medications. Historical vaccine included the first dose of BNT162B2 (BNT162B2 PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899, expiry date: unknown), intramuscular in the left arm, on 23Dec2020 07:15, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced shortness of breath w/min exertion, right calf pain/cramping, fever, chill, body aches, severe headache, left arm swelling, redness, knot and pain at injection site, dull chest pain, fatigue, throat tightness/numbness on 11Jan2021. The events resulted to emergency room/department or urgent care visit. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: The 59-year-old patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (BNT162B2 PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 11Jan2021, and experienced shortness of breath w/min exertion, dull chest pain, throat tightness/numbness and other symptoms on the same day.  Considering plausible temporal relationship, the events were probably related to the second dose of BNT162B2.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

976772 01/05/2021 01/27/2021 PA 27.0 F Dizziness, fever, sore/dry throat, severe headache, muscle aches, swollen lymph nodes, sore arm at injection site, chills. Dizziness and headache persisting from time to time; Dizziness, fever, sore/dry throat, severe headache, muscle aches, swollen lymph nodes, sore arm at injection site, chills. Dizziness and headache persisting from time to time; Dizziness, fever, sore/dry throat, severe headache, muscle aches, swollen lymph nodes, sore arm at injection site, chills. Dizziness and headache persisting from time to time; Dizziness, fever, sore/dry throat, severe headache, muscle aches, swollen lymph nodes, sore arm at injection site, chills. Dizziness and headache persisting from time to time; Dizziness, fever, sore/dry throat, severe headache, muscle aches, swollen lymph nodes, sore arm at injection site, chills. Dizziness and headache persisting from time to time; Dizziness, fever, sore/dry throat, severe headache, muscle aches, swollen lymph nodes, sore arm at injection site, chills. Dizziness and headache persisting from time to time; Dizziness, fever, sore/dry throat, severe headache, muscle aches, swollen lymph nodes, sore arm at injection site, chills. Dizziness and headache persisting from time to time; Dizziness, fever, sore/dry throat, severe headache, muscle aches, swollen lymph nodes, sore arm at injection site, chills. Dizziness and headache persisting from time to time; Dizziness, fever, sore/dry throat, severe headache, muscle aches, swollen lymph nodes, sore arm at injection site, chills. Dizziness and headache persisting from time to time; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp. A 27-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number:ek9x31 and expiry date unknown), intramuscular on the right arm on 05Jan2021 11:45 at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included pneumonia, bronchitis and sinusitis from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included ethinylestradiol, norgestimate (TRI-SPRINTEC), fish oil (FISH OIL) and olly womans multivitamin. The patient experienced dizziness, fever, sore/dry throat, severe headache, muscle aches, swollen lymph nodes, sore arm at injection site and chills on 06Jan2021. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: negative on 01Jan2021.  Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events. The patient was advised to rest for 2 days and take Tylenol. The outcome of the events was recovered with sequelae.

976773 01/27/2021 F She received 1st dose of Covid vaccine and then tested positive for Covid.; She received 1st dose of Covid vaccine and then tested positive for Covid.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect.  A female elderly patient (Grandmother, 80 or older) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received 1st dose of covid vaccine and then tested positive for covid on 12Jan2021. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid: positive on 12Jan2021. The reporter's grandmother (female, caller stated age is 80 or older) received the vaccine 3 weeks ago and was scheduled to get the vaccine tomorrow but tested positive for covid on 12Jan2021. The reporter was wondering whether she could get the 2nd dose in this case. She's asymptomatic, not sure when she came down with it.  She resided in a Senior care facility. They would have (Pharmacy name) coming tomorrow to get the vaccine. They stated she won't be getting it. The reporter was asked whether it would lose effectiveness if wait and whether the efficacy would go down If wait longer to get the 2nd dose. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the batch number and lot number has been requested.

976774 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 FL 40.0 F body aches; chills; severe headache/Extreme headache; chest discomfort/chest pain/heaviness/Feels like something is heavy on my chest; chest discomfort/chest pain/heaviness/Feels like something is heavy on my chest; extremely tired; not able to carry out daily activities; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional. A 40-year-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 07:45 at SINGLE DOSE at left arm for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history reported as none. The patient has no known allergies. The patient received first dose of COVID19 vaccine BNT162B2 on 24Dec2020 11:45PM at left arm. There were no concomitant medications. The patient stated, On 11Jan2021 16:00, "I'm having body aches, chills, severe headache/extreme headache and chest discomfort/chest pain. I understand that the body is trying to build an immune response and I understand that body aches and chills are part of that but I don't get headaches, ever, and I have never had chest discomfort or heaviness like this so how is that an immune response. I want you to tell me why I feel this way." It was also reported that the patient was extremely tired, and not able to carry out daily activities. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was not recovered. AE resulted in: Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

976775 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 IN 38.0 U fatigue; headache; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 38-year-old patient of an unspecified gender received 2nd dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date unspecified), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021, 07:45, at single dose (right arm) for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included asthma, atrial septal aneurysm, anxiety and migraines. The patient had known allergies. Concomitant medications were not reported. Patient had other unspecified medications in 2 weeks. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 on 21Dec2020, 07:45, right arm for COVID-19 immunization. On 11Jan2021 at 22:00, the patient experienced fatigue, headache and fever. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient did not have Covid prior vaccination and was not Covid tested post vaccination. Outcome of events was recovering.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

976776 12/31/2020 01/27/2021 WA 45.0 F intermittent dizziness; felt a "closing in" sensation/brain fog; pulse and blood pressure went up; pulse and blood pressure went up; severe headache; hot flushing; chest tightness; started getting pale; sweating; peripheral perfusion worsened; palpitations; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 45-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, unknown lot number and expiration), intramuscular in left arm on 31Dec2020 at 08:15 AM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in a workplace clinic.  Medical history included mild asthma and known allergies to bee stings.  There were no concomitant medications.  Within a few minutes of the vaccine on 31Dec2020, the patient felt a "closing in" sensation and then her pulse and blood pressure went up. She developed a severe headache and hot flushing with chest tightness. The medical team gave her epinephrine in right thigh and she felt a bit better. Then she started getting pale, sweating, and peripheral perfusion worsened so she was given a second dose of epi. She started feeling better, but had a headache, palpitations and "brain fog" for about 5 days after and she still having intermittent dizziness (unspecified date). The patient received epinephrine IM and benadryl IV push for the events. The events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care visit. The patient has no COVID prior to vaccination and was not tested for COVID post vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks and other medications in two weeks. The patient recovered from the events with lasting effects. The patient had not yet recovered from the event dizziness, while the patient recovered with sequelae for the remaining events.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported events were likely related to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), due to plausible temporal relationship.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

976777 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 MD 55.0 F severe incapacitating headache starting several hours after vaccine and lasting at least through today 13Jan2021. Steroids prescribed today; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 55-year-old female patient receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EH9899 and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration (right arm) first dose on 09Jan2021 11:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history included Asthma and hypertension. The patient's concomitant medication includes unspecified medication. On 09Jan2021 23:00, the patient experienced severe incapacitating headache starting several hours after vaccine and lasting at least through today 13Jan2021. The patient event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit and Steroids prescribed today. Treatment includes prednisone.  The outcome of the event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association and drug's safety profile, the event headache is possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

976778 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 42.0 F heart started to race; tingling sensation from her left arm that radiated to all over her body to the point where she felt paralyzed; tingling sensation from her left arm that radiated to all over her body to the point where she felt paralyzed; heart rate jumped to 160; heart rate jumped to 160 and blood pressure went up; choking sensation on her neck; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 42-year-old non-pregnant female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EL1284/expiration date), dose number 2 via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at a single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was not reported. The patient did not have COVID prior vaccination. The patient previously took nitroglycerin and experienced drug allergy. Historical vaccine included BNT162B2 (lot number EL0140, dose number 1) for immunization on 22Dec2020 after which the patient experienced mild headache. Concomitant medications were not reported. There were no other vaccines received within 4 weeks. The patient had no adverse reaction other than mild headache after the first dose, so she was very relaxed and she felt comfortable getting the 2nd dose. However, after 10 minutes after the second dose, her heart started to race and she started to feel a tingling sensation from her left arm that radiated to all over her body to the point where she felt paralyzed. Her heart rate jumped to 160 and her blood pressure went up. She couldn't even open her eyes nor speak a word. She was transported to the ER and was given steroids and anti-histamine. She refused to get an epinephrine shot at first, but she started to feel choking sensation on her neck so she asked for an epi shot. The patient had not been tested for COVID post-vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events heart racing, tingling sensation, paralyzed, heart rate high, blood pressure increased and chocking sensation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

976779 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 MD 54.0 M sig elevation in previously controlled HTN; chills without fever; extreme fatigue; upset stomach without true nausea and loss of appetite; upset stomach without true nausea and loss of appetite; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 54-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 08:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension, environmental allergies, and COVID-19. Concomitant medication included nebivolol hydrochloride (BYSTOLIC), cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), and esomeprazole magnesium (NEXIUM [ESOMEPRAZOLE MAGNESIUM]). The patient experienced sig elevation in previously controlled HTN, chills without fever, extreme fatigue, upset stomach without true nausea and loss of appetite on 11Jan2021. No treatment received for adverse events. The outcome of the events was recovering. Facility type Vaccine was Hospital. No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient was not COVID tested post vaccination.

976780 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 VA 35.0 M Extreme arm soreness; Chills; Fever; Headache; It felt like he got the flu; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable pharmacist (patient). A 35-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: EJ1686), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 12Jan2021 at 12:00, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included COVID-19 (prior to vaccination). There were no concomitant medications. No other vaccine was administered in four weeks. The facility where the vaccine was administered was in a nursing home or senior living facility. On 12Jan2021 at 10 PM, the patient had extreme arm soreness that did not go away with ibuprofen or paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient had chills and a fever the night he got the injection. The patient also had a headache for 2 days after the injection (Jan2021). It felt like he got the flu in Jan2021. Post vaccination on 12Jan2021, the patient underwent COVID-19 nasal swab and PCR tests that was negative. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of "Extreme arm soreness" including ibuprofen and paracetamol; no treatment was administered for the other events. The patient was recovering from the events.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

976781 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 GA 53.0 F elevated BP : 193/113; Tachycardia 134 BPM; bad headache; numbness and tingling in both hands; numbness and tingling in both hands; nausea; rash across the top of my chest; sore muscles in legs; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 53-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: EL1283, via intramuscular route of administration in the left arm, on 12Jan2021 10:30 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma, sinusitis and migraine.  Concomitant medications included fluticasone propionate, salmeterol xinafoate (ADVAIR), albuterol, estradiol, norethisterone acetate (ESTRADIOL AND NORETHINDRONE), vitamin d3, zinc, paracetamol (TYLENOL) and diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). The patient previously took erythromycin, levaquin, biaxin and cefzil (on unspecified dates) and experienced allergy.  The patient started having reactions after 20 mins (12Jan2021, 10:45am): a bad headache, elevated BP: 193/113 (no history of hypertension), tachycardia 134 BPM, numbness and tingling in both hands, nausea, and a rash across the top of the chest. Since it was administered in a workplace drive-thru clinic, there was a 15-30 mins post vaccine monitoring. She was taken inside for further evaluation and monitoring with no changes after 30 mins. EMS was called for transport to the closet hospital that wasn't on diversion. Her allergist was consulted by the treating ER physician and was later discharged with prescriptions for the following: Epipen, prednisone for 5 days, and pepcid. Follow-up with allergist in 3-5 days and PCP. Patient was still recovering however headache was and sore muscles in legs were still present. The outcome of events headache was and sore muscles in legs was not recovered whereas patient was recovering from all other events. Therapeutic measures taken as result of the events included Benadryl, Pepcid, Zofran, Tylenol, 1L Saline bolus, EKG, lab work, monitoring on a pulse ox, frequent BP.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected. Information on the lot/batch number has been obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the reported events are possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

976782 12/31/2020 01/27/2021 WI F rash and itchiness on face and chest; rash and itchiness on face and chest; anxiety; feeling restless/shakiness; insomnia; difficulty concentrating; feeling restless/shakiness; she developed sudden chest tightness; throat hoarseness; scratchiness; lightheadedness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. An adult female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 10:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Approximately 5 minutes later on 31Dec2020 10:50, she developed sudden chest tightness, throat hoarseness and scratchiness, and lightheadedness. Staff responded with AED and rescue meds, called  for EMS transport to ED. Employee reported that at ED , the patient was treated with rescue medications including Benadryl, Pepcid, solumedrol, but symptoms continued to worsen, therefore epi was given which improved symptoms. The patient was observed in ED for approximately 6 hours before being discharged home with oral antihistamines, steroid pack, and an epi-pen. Once home, employee experienced a rash and itchiness on face and chest which has now resolved. Patient was still experiencing side effects from medications including insomnia, anxiety, difficulty concentrating, and feeling restless/shakiness. The outcome of the events sudden chest tightness, throat hoarseness and scratchiness, and lightheadedness was recovering; the outcome of the events rash and itching was recovered on an unknown date; while the outcome of the remaining events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a close chronological association, a causal relationship between events chest tightness, throat hoarseness and scratchiness, and lightheadedness occurred approx. 5 minutes after vaccination and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE,) cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

976783 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 CA 59.0 F Shortness of breath; chest was hurting; Headache; Feeling tired; Joint aches; oxygen at the time, and it was 89 to 90; achy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 59-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, unknown lot number and expiration), via an unspecified route of administration right deltoid on 09Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; unknown lot number and expiration) on 21Dec2020 via injection in left deltoid for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient reported that she feels fine today (13Jan2021), but she received her second dose of the COVID vaccine on Saturday, 09Jan2021. She experienced side effects including headache, feeling tired, and joint aches on 11Jan2021. She also experienced shortness of breath on 12Jan2021. The shortness of breath started early Tuesday morning in the middle of the night. She would say that it was like her chest was hurting. She measured her oxygen at the time, and it was 89 to 90 (Jan2021). It gradually went up from there. This lasted about 3 hours.  She is fine now.  She would say these are all not serious as she knew it could be from the vaccine and she was keeping an eye on it.  She could get up and do things she was just achy (Jan2021). It took her by surprise. She does not know if this is a known side effect or if it should be expected or if she should report this. The patient recovered from the events "oxygen at the time, and it was 89 to 90" on unspecified date; headache and joint aches on 11Jan2021; shortness of breath and "chest was hurting" on 12Jan2021; feeling tired on 13Jan2021; while unknown outcome for the remaining events.   The events shortness of breath, joint aches, feeling tired, and headache were assessed as related to COVID vaccine by the reporter. The event shortness of breath, feeling tired, joint aches, and headache was assessed as non-serious   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976784 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 CA 41.0 F weak; hot flashes; cramping; joints hurt; her hands & feet were so cold they hurt (like when holding snow with bare hands); her hands & feet were so cold they hurt (like when holding snow with bare hands); anxiety; dizzy; her body feels weird; sweating; b/p low; throat hurts; tachycardia (119-135); 100.4; chills; body ache; nausea; vomiting; pounding headache; eyes burning; face & neck felt flushed; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received her second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), intramuscular on 11Jan2021 16:00 at a single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma, hypoglycemia, vitamin d deficiency, migraines, and allergy to Ilizone (unspecified). The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior to vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications included loratadine (ALAVERT), phentermine, ibuprofen, and paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient was administered with first dose of bnt162b2 on 21Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization (product-COVID 19, brand-Pfizer, lot number-EH9899, administration time-11:45 AM, administrator route-intramuscular, vaccine location-right arm). The patient previously took salbutamol sulfate (VOLMAX) and experienced allergy. No other vaccines in four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. On 11Jan2021 17:00, the patient experienced body temperature of 100.4 (no unit reported), chills, body ache, nausea, vomiting, pounding headache, eyes burning, face and neck felt flushed, tachycardia (her watch kept alarming 119-135), weak, hot flashes, cramping, joints hurt, her hands and & feet were so cold they hurt (like when holding snow with bare hands), anxiety, dizzy, her body feels weird, sweating, b/p (blood pressure) low, and throat hurts. There was no treatment given for the events. The patient has not been tested for COVID post vaccination. The patient is recovering from the events.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.
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976785 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 VA 67.0 M Itchy rashes all over the body resembling Urticaria. Started on day two, peaked day 5, still continuing.; Itchy rashes all over the body resembling Urticaria. Started on day two, peaked day 5, still continuing.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 67-year-old male patient received a first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ 1686), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 07Jan2021 11:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included pre-diabetic and hyper cholesterol. Concomitant medication included metformin and rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR). It was reported that the patient experienced itchy rashes all over the body resembling urticaria. Started on day two (09Jan2021 at 09:00), peaked day 5, still continuing. The patient was given topical steroid cream, benadryl and loratadine as treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

976786 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 MI 38.0 F hot flash; arm was very sore at the injection site; diagnosed with an allergic reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient herself). A 38-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as COVID 19, brand= Pfizer/Biontech, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 11Jan2021 14:45 at SINGLE DOSE for Covid-19 vaccination. She received the vaccine in a facility. Medical history included gastrooesophageal reflux disease. No other vaccine in four weeks. Concomitant medications included ergocalciferol (VIT D) and lansoprazole (PREVACID). On 11Jan2021, within about 10 minutes of getting the vaccine she reported that her heart began to race and she became sweaty and uncomfortable. After another 5 minutes or so she began to have difficulty breathing as her chest and throat felt very tight and restricted. She also became lightheaded. Her heart rate was over 100, then dropped into the 70s, then shot back up over 100. Her face had a weird sensation as well. She was given Benadryl first and then epinephrine and had to go to the emergency room via ambulance for observation. She was released after an hour and had to take Benadryl every 6 hours for the next 24 hrs and diagnosed with an allergic reaction. On 12Jan2021,  she had a hot flash upon waking up and felt generally under the weather all day. Her arm was very sore at the injection site. She missed a day of work due to the whole ordeal. On 13Jan2021, she felt more normal but still have some tightness in her chest with a fluttering feeling. The outcome of event diagnosed with an allergic reaction was not recovered; for other events was recovered.  Information on the Lot/Batch Number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal association and known product safety profile, causality between event allergic reaction to vaccine and BNT162B2 cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

976787 01/27/2021 U metallic taste in their mouth after the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar events for two patients. This is the first of two reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The pharmacist reported that she also had 2 other patients who had reported metallic taste in their mouth after the vaccine on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021026363 same reporter/drug, similar event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021027151 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

976788 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 DE 56.0 F Outbreak started on upper extremities and some on abdomen; Petechial rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 56-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730) intramuscular in right arm on 29Dec2020 10:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient was not pregnant. The patient received vaccine in hospital. Medical history included rheumatoid arthritis (RA), hypertension. The patient didn't have known allergies. Concomitant medication included infliximab (INFLECTRA), leflunomide (ARAVA), meloxicam, acetylsalicylic acid (ASA), hydrochlorothiazide/losartan potassium (LOSARTAN/HCTZ), amlodipine besilate (NORVASC), cetirizine hydrochloride (WAL ZYR), multivitamin, biotin, collagen, cyanocobalamin (B12), echinacea. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. The patient had no COVID prior vaccination. Nasal swab was tested post vaccination on 05Jan2021 and result was negative. The patient experienced petechial rash on 01Jan2021 05:45 PM. On 05Jan2021 it started pinpoint barely noticeable. It rapidly spread till 05Jan2021, the patient took high dose steroids till Saturday 09Jan2021. On 09Jan2021 outbreak started on upper extremities and some on abdomen. The treatment for events included prednisone, diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) and acetaminophen (TYLENOL). The events resulted in emergency room visit and physician office visit. The outcome of events was recovering.

976789 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 60.0 F allergy like symptoms/allergy; nose running; congested and blockage in her nose; shortness of breath; couldn't sleep during the night; burning sensation in her chest; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 60-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on the upper left arm on 12Jan2021 16:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications.  The patient reported that she took it yesterday and an hour into it she started having a burning sensation in her chest. What happen next, around 8pm, she started having allergy like symptoms that lasted throughout the night. She was experiencing nose running, congested and blockage in her nose, and shortness of breath. She couldn't sleep during the night until this morning. She had to breathe through her mouth because she couldn't' breathe through her mouth. For treatment, she took Mucinex tablets for allergy. She couldn't sleep during the night until this morning. She had to breathe through her mouth because she couldn't' breathe through her mouth. This was the first dose, her second dose is due on 02Feb2020 and she wants to know if she can skip it.   Before she got it she contacted her primary care due to having allergies before the vaccine and asked if she should take; she was told to hold on but then she went ahead and took it. Within the first 30 minutes she was ok but in an hour is when she had the burning sensation in her chest. The burning sensation lasted about an hour. The dose was administered around 4pm on 12Jan2021.The caller reports that the Mucinex and she has breathing treatment, nebulizer treatments for her lungs, that she did and these things helped. Early this morning she felt she can now close her mouth and breathe normally. It was administered in the upper left arm. She did not require a visit to the doctor or ER. The patient has had no reactions to vaccines in the past nor were any administered on the day of or within the prior 4 weeks. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of allergy like symptoms, congested and blockage in her nose and shortness of breath which included Mucinex. The patient recovered from burning sensation in her chest on 12Jan2021, from allergy like symptoms/allergy and shortness of breath on 13Jan2021 while the outcome of the other events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976790 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 FL M muscle ache/ some muscle ache, joints; muscle ache like flu symptoms; I experienced some muscle ache, joints; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number and expiration date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 07Jan2021 and was scheduled for his second dose on 28Jan2021 in (state name). He also mentioned that he experienced the side effects of the vaccine (described as muscle ache like flu symptoms) 5-6 days after the first dose. Consumer stated, "I had my first COVID vaccine Pfizer, last Thursday on 07Jan2021. On 12Jan2021 when I woke up, I experienced some muscle ache, joints. I was just wondering is it possible to have a side effect 6 days later after the shot or should they come immediately after the shot?" Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976791 12/23/2020 01/27/2021 GA 61.0 F Intense indigestion followed but intense vomiting; Intense indigestion followed but intense vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for herself. A 61-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Ej1685), via an unspecified route of administration at right arm on 23Dec2020 15:00 at single dose, then received the second dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: E10140), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 11Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Medical history included hypertension, and depression, and allergy to latex. Concomitant medication included desvenlafaxine succinate (PRISTIQ), hydrochlorothiazide, olmesartan medoxomil (BENICAR HCT). Patient was not pregnant. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced intense indigestion followed but intense vomiting on 25Dec2020 11:00. Occurred 48hours after 1st injection and 56 hours after 2nd. Was much more intense after 2nd injection. No treatment received for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unknown date in Jan2021.

976792 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 NY 40.0 F Enlarged and painful lymph node in left armpit; Enlarged and painful lymph node in left armpit; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 40-years-old female patient (not pregnant) received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EC3246), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 12Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. No known allergies. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The historical vaccine included the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number: EK5730) at left arm for covid-19 immunization. The patient experienced enlarged and painful lymph node in left armpit on 13Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered. No treatment received for the adverse events.  No COVID prior vaccination, since the vaccination the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. It was not reported as serious.

976793 12/21/2020 01/27/2021 TX 65.0 F horrible muscle pain in the left leg/ horrible muscle pain in the left side of her leg; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 65-year-old female patient received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/bath number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Caller had been having horrible muscle pain in the left leg for 2 weeks now after her first dose in 21Dec2020 and wanted recommendations on what she should do and if she should get her second dose and what the duration of symptoms was. Caller was asking if she can go back and get the second dose at a later date. Told caller no information regarding use outside of 3 weeks, however, her healthcare professional would have access to information from CDC. Caller was the activity director at a long term care facility. Received first dose of COVID-19 Vaccine on 21Dec2020. Has been having horrible muscle pain in the left side of her leg that had been going on for two weeks. Some days it was really bad. Stated she was in constant pain for two weeks. This happened to be a bad day. Stated it was taking her oxygen just to talk to this the agent. Was very leery about taking COVID-19 Vaccine and this was exactly why. She was agitated. Wanted to know if there's something Had been told there's nothing that can be done and to contact her local provider. She stated that sucks. The patient was due for the second dose in 4 days. Doesn't know if she should take it or not. The event was non-serious per the reporter. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

976794 12/23/2020 01/27/2021 NJ 20.0 M after receiving the vaccine, he tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's mother). A 20-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EK5730/expiration date), dose number 1, intramuscularly on 23Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no relevant medical history. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was scheduled to receive his second dose on 13Jan2021. On 12Jan2021, after receiving the vaccine, he tested positive for COVID-19. He was totally asymptomatic. To make sure that it was not a false positive, he did a PCR test. The patient was waiting for the results at the time of report. The patient did not get the second dose and was asking when he should receive the second dose. On 17Jan2021, the reporter updated that after the positive COVID-19 Test, the patient took two more tests and returned negative. The outcome of the events was recovered.

976795 01/01/2021 01/27/2021 M A swollen, 3" diameter area around the injection site that is reddened, swollen, appears like a rash and is hardened; A swollen, 3" diameter area around the injection site that is reddened, swollen, appears like a rash and is hardened; A swollen, 3" diameter area around the injection site that is reddened, swollen, appears like a rash and is hardened/pinkish reddish around the site; A swollen, 3" diameter area around the injection site that is reddened, swollen, appears like a rash and is hardened; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Pharmacist. A male patient of an unspecified age receive the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the vaccination 1 week before 14Jan2021 (Jan2021). He didn't feel anything wrong until yesterday (13Jan2021), and presented with a swollen, 3" diameter area around the injection site that was reddened, swollen, appears like a rash and was hardened. It looked obvious, was pinkish reddish around the site. Patient was wondering if heard of similar experiences, if it was a real side effect or allergy. Pharmacist told patient to watch it to see if it gets smaller. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about batch number cannot be obtained.

976796 01/27/2021 F shakes; difficulty walking; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). This female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. It was unknown if the patient received other vaccines in four weeks. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced shakes and difficulty walking. The reported events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit and hospitalization on an unspecified date. It was unknown if the patient had COVID-19 prior to vaccination and it was unknown if she was tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.Y

976797 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 MI 43.0 F hot sensation/weird very hot rush down her right arm that was vaccinated and went up the back of her neck only on the right side; dizzy; Heart racing; Her arm was very sore- it was difficult to lift it; Her arm was very sore- it was difficult to lift it; She did feel a little out of it, as it produced a little bit of anxiety; A mild allergic reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 43 years old female patient received 1st dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EL3248, Expiration Date: Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at 13:22 at single dose on right arm for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included vasovagal (she did have a history of vasovagal. She talked to her doctor about this prior to the vaccine. At first when she had it her previous doctor felt a little confused. She was unsure if it was vasovagal or a blood clot in her lungs. She did get it checked out with a cat scan and there was no clot. They had to have tested her for anaphylaxis at that time. It was not a clear diagnose. Then she saw a cardiologist. She was diagnosed with vasovagal at that time. It lasted only a few months and she was fully recovered). Concomitant medications included ongoing ergocalciferol (VIT D) and ongoing vitamins NOS (MULTIVITAMIN). Patient received the vaccine on Tuesday, 12Jan2021. Her appointment was at 12:54, but she got the vaccine at 13:22. She was looking at her phone to re-schedule her second dose. She felt totally fine. At 13:27 she had this weird very hot rush down her right arm that was vaccinated and went up the back of her neck only on the right side. She looked up from her phone and was very dizzy. She stood up and as she did her heart started to race. It was a really weird feeling that she has never felt. She was a little out of it. She had no trouble breathing. Within 30 seconds she was completely fine. She did feel a little out of it, as it produced a little bit of anxiety. She had no other symptoms. She stayed at the facility for 30 minutes. As she was leaving one person asked how she felt and she was told to let the EMTs know. She let them know what happened. One woman working there said it could have been an anxiety attack. She did not have a lot of anxiety but she did have some. It did not feel like that. She had never had the warm sensations or heart racing. She was totally fine when talking to the EMTs. They did not seem concerned and they let her schedule her second shot. She read on Pfizer about allergic reactions. She was assuming this was what happened. A mild allergic reaction. She had no breathing issues or hives. Her arm was very sore- it was difficult to lift it. She had also never had this type of soreness with vaccines. Dizziness: She has had the dizziness a couple of times. Twice now. One when she had gotten home. It was very mild and nothing compared to what she had when she got the vaccine. Then another last night at bedtime. It was a woosh of dizziness.  Arm soreness: very improved now. felt like she would normally have after getting a vaccine. The first day was intense but after a few hours was less. The next day she woke up and it was pretty much gone. She still had a little but it has mostly improved. Caller stated she would still like to get the second dose but she was a little nervous. She had it maybe once or twice since then and it has been mild with no extreme pressure drops. They thought maybe it was a virus that affected her. Her reaction to the vaccine was different. The difference was pretty significant. Vasovagal felt like her heart will stop and she will pass out. After the vaccine she felt dizzy but didn't feel faint, and had a racing heart. Nobody seemed concerned about her reaction and getting the second dose. But she read that Pfizer does not recommend getting the second dose even if you had a mild reaction. She was wondering what she should do. Her second dose is scheduled for 02Feb2021. Outcome of hot sensation/weird very hot rush down her right arm that was vaccinated and went up the back of her neck only on the right side and heart racing was resolved on 12Jan2021, dizzy was resolved on 13Jan2021, outcome of anxiety was unknown, outcome of her arm was very sore- it was difficult to lift it  and a mild allergic reaction was resolving.

976798 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 IL M Tired; Achy joints; This is a spontaneous report from contactable physician (patient) via a Pfizer sales representative. A 68-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number and Expiration Date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on 11Jan2021, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included overweight. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 12Jan2021 (the following day after administration of vaccine), the patient was tired and had achy joints. Events took place after use of product. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

976799 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 FL 55.0 F dizzy; cold chills/chills; a little headache; nausea/nauseated/nauseous; vomiting/ vomited; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284, expiration date: Apr2021) via an unspecified route of administration on left deltoid on 12Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The relevant medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none. The patient stated she had a shingles vaccine, got dizzy and nauseous, thought this was about 3 years prior to the report. The patient received the first dose of the vaccine after working a night shift. She went home, went to bed and then woke up very dizzy, nauseated, vomited and experienced cold chills on and off. She also stated that about 10 hours after she got the shot, she got dizzy, nauseous, threw up a couple of times, got chills, and had a little headache on 12Jan2021. She stated she was a little nervous about getting the second vaccine. She also worked nights and that she got off her night shift and got the vaccine on 12Jan2021, didn't know if maybe she was a little dehydrated possibly. The events are reported as serious due to medically significant. The outcome of the events nausea/nauseated/nauseous and vomiting/ vomited was recovered on 13Jan2021, for the events dizzy, cold chills/chills and a little headache were recovering.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

976801 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 32.0 F Fever; Chills; Body aches; Fatigue; Headaches; Night sweats; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse(patient). A 32-years-old female patient received second dose BNT162B2( lot number Eh9899), Intramuscular at Arm Left on 12Jan2021 11:00 at 32 years old at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The medical history included Penicillin allergy. The concomitant medication was propranolol. The patient previously took Clindamycin and experienced drug allergy. The Historical Vaccine was first doe BNT162B2 on 23Dec2020 09:00 at 32 years old for COVID-19 immunization. On 12Jan2021 21:30 the patient experienced Fever, chills, body aches, fatigue, headaches, night sweats. All the events resulted in Physician Office Visit. There was no treatment received for all the events. There was no other vaccine in four weeks. There was no COVID prior vaccination. There was no COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering.

976802 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 SD 30.0 F Lymph node in my right armpit was swollen; Diarrhea; Exhausted/Still tired; Headache/ My head and body still hurt; Felt sick; Broke out in hives all over my body; Extreme pain in my right arm, upper right side of my back and under my right breast; Extreme pain in my right arm, upper right side of my back and under my right breast; Extreme pain under my right breast/body still hurt; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 30-year-old female patient receive the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number not available), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 13:00 at single dose in right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included the patient had known allergies to Erythromycin and pineapple. The patient had Covid-19 prior vaccination on an unspecified date. The patient had other concomitant medications. On 12Jan2021 14:00, 1 hour after vaccine the patient broke out in hives all over her body. The patient went to the ER at around 2-3pm. Later that night the patient had extreme pain in her right arm, upper right side of her back and under her right breast. The patient called ER and they told the patient to monitor it. The next morning on 13Jan2021 the patient was exhausted, had a headache and felt sick. Her right arm was painful to touch or lay on. The hives went down some. On 14Jan2021 the patient woke at 7am and her lymph node in her right armpit was swollen. It's painful to lower her arm due to the swelling. The patient was still tired and now the patient had diarrhea (on 14Jan2021). The patient's hives were less noticeable today. Her head and body still hurt. The patient had been on bed rest. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was reported as recovered with lasting effects in Jan2021.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976803 12/17/2020 01/27/2021 NJ 65.0 M herpes Simplex 1 outbreak; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 65-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EL0140), intramuscularly on 17Dec2020 16:15 at left arm, at single dose, and received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EJ1686), intramuscularly on 07Jan2021 07:15 at right arm, at single dose, all for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included covid-19 from an unknown date, the patient had covid prior vaccination, known allergies was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced herpes simplex 1 outbreak on 29Dec2020 08:00 and experienced herpes simplex 1 on 10Jan2021 13:00. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of herpes simplex 1 outbreak (herpes simplex) and included treatment with Valtrex. The outcome of the event was recovered on an unspecified date. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No seriousness criteria: no Results in death, no Life threatening, no Caused/prolonged hospitalization, no Disabling/Incapacitating, no Congenital anomaly/birth defect.

976805 12/23/2020 01/27/2021 OH 56.0 M Both vaccines have caused severe pain in elbows all around the elbow. Where it hurts to lift them at all.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other healthcare professional (HCP) reporting for himself. A 56-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration at Right arm on 23Dec2020 10:30 at single dose, then received the second dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration at Right arm on 13Jan2021 at single dose, both for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. Medical history included Epilepsy, Heart disease, quad bypass. The patient's concomitant therapy reported as Yes (patient received other medications in two weeks). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced both vaccines have caused severe pain in elbows all around the elbow, where it hurts to lift them at all on 14Dec2020 16:00. No treatment received for the event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient was tested for COVID-19. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Nasal Swab: unknown results on 13Jan2021. The outcome of the event was not recovered.

976807 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 19.0 F Bad stomach pain; I had extreme abdominal pain for hours and diarrhea; I had extreme abdominal pain for hours and diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other Health Professional (patient).  A 19-years-old female patient (not pregnant) started to receive the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK4176), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 12Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID-19 prior vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient historical vaccine included the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EL1284) at left arm on 22Dec2020. The patient had extreme abdominal pain for hours and diarrhea. She ended up in the emergency room and nothing was found wrong with her ultrasound, bloodwork, or urine sample. She never had stomach issues so the doctor thinks this was a result of the second dose of the vaccine. She have had experienced such bad stomach pain. The adverse event (AE) start date was 13Jan2021. AE resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of events included intravenous fluid and pain relievers and zofran. The patient recovered from events in Jan2021. Since the vaccination the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19.  No follow up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

976808 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 IL 46.0 F the tingling/numbness came back in my face in waves, but moved to my lips and the tip of my tongue; the tingling/numbness came back in my face in waves, but moved to my lips and the tip of my tongue; I felt a "hot flash" over my face; anxiety; the left side of my face started to tingle and went numb; the left side of my face started to tingle and went numb; Lymph nodes in my neck were swollen and painful; Lymph nodes in my neck were swollen and painful; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other healthcare professional (patient). A 46-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 12Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies: Penicillin, irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and endometriosis. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took dilaudid and experienced drug allergy. A minute after vaccination on 12Jan2021, the patient felt a "hot flash" over her face, thought it was anxiety and ignored it. 25-30min after vaccination the left side of her face started to tingle and went numb, lasted a few hours and went away. That night the patient's lymph nodes in her neck were swollen and painful. The following day after vaccination on 13Jan2021, the tingling/numbness came back in her face in waves, but moved to her lips and the tip of tongue. Day 3 after vaccination on 14Jan2021, the patient still feel some slight numbness in waves still only on one side of her face and the tip of tongue, but not as intense or frequent. Not sure if this could be an allergic reaction. Injection site was left arm and it was the left side of her face effected. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test Nasal Swab: negative on 14Jan2021. The outcome of events was recovering. Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

976809 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 IL 63.0 F shaking chills; temp of 101.4 at 2:00 pm; sudden onset extreme fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reported for herself. A 63-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3302), Intramuscular at Left arm on 13Jan2021 10:15 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at clinic. Medical history included chronic cerebrospinal fluid leakage (CSF) Leak, intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm (IPMN) pancreatic lesion, chronic thyroiditis with large nodule, mitral valve prolapse, osteoporosis, multiple breast fibroadenomas, timalleolar fracture, ankle, and prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included lansoprazole, tramadol, potassium citrate, ASA and "Vi".  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced sudden onset extreme fatigue at 1:00 pm on 14Jan2021 followed by shaking chills and temperature of 101.4 at 2:00 pm. No treatment received for the events. Since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was unknown.

976810 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 IL 31.0 F one syncopal episode; Shaking chills; light headed; pregnant female patient received the vaccine; pregnant female patient received the vaccine; pregnant female patient received the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). This healthcare professional only reported information for the mother (herself). This is the maternal case. A 31-year-old pregnant female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm, on 11Jan2021 at 08:15 (at the age of 31-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient had no known allergies. The patient's last menstrual period was 05Dec2020 and the patient was pregnant at the time of vaccination (5 gestation weeks) with a due date of 11Sep2021. Concomitant medications, taken within two weeks of vaccination, included ascorbic acid, betacarotene, calcium sulfate, colecalciferol, cyanocobalamin, ferrous fumarate, folic acid, nicotinamide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol acetate, riboflavin, thiamine mononitrate, tocopheryl acetate, zinc oxide (PRENATAL VITAMINS). The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EJ1685) on 21Dec2020 at 09:00 (at the age of 31-years-old) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient experienced shaking chills, light headed, and one syncopal episode on 12Jan2021 at 01:00. The pregnant female patient received the vaccine on 11Jan2021 at 08:15. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of shaking chills, light headed, and one syncopal episode was recovered in Jan2021 and of pregnant female patient received the vaccine was unknown. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.; Sender's Comments: Based on the close temporal relationship, the association between the event syncopal episode with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

976811 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 7.0 M temperature 101; vaccine was administered to 7-year-old son; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program, received from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for two patients. This is the first of two reports.  A 7-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not provided) solution for injection, via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included respiratory distress (at birth had persistent respiratory distress requiring oxygen for 10-12 days), Febrile seizure in Jan2017, and pneumonia in Jan2017. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. A mother went to get vaccinated for Covid-19. She took her kids ages 7 and 15. The kids were also vaccinated. The vaccine was administered to the 7-year-old son on 12Jan2021. Her son (patient) had a temperature of 101 on 13Jan2021. The mother was concerned because the vaccine was not recommended for his age. She was wondering if he should be in the ER. The reporter does not know if the child still has a fever. She said that the vaccination providers went ahead and gave the vaccine to the children as well even if they were not scheduled to get them. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information of lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021041926 Same reporter, product, and event, different patient

976812 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 PA 26.0 F syncope; Fever; Joint pain; Weakness; Dizziness; Tachycardia; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).   A 26-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number EL3302 via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, on 12Jan2021 17:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Previously the patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 on 22Dec2020 at 17:00, lot number EJ1685, in left arm, for covid-19 immunisation. The vaccine was administered at Hospital Facility.  No other vaccine was administered in four weeks. No COVID prior vaccination. COVID was not tested post vaccination. No known allergies. Medical history included asthma and postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome, from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 12Jan2021 the patient experienced syncope, fever, joint pain, weakness, dizziness, tachycardia, fatigue. The events required Physician Office visit. The patient was not treated for the events. The outcome of the events was resolving.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported syncope cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

976813 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 MI 55.0 F Chills; Enlarged lymph nodes; Body aches in her back and shoulders; Body aches in her back and shoulders; fever of 99.6/low grade; Sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 08Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included urinary tract infection (UTI) from 06Jan2021 and ongoing. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), in the left upper arm with no issues. At first, she just had a sore arm on 08Jan2021. Then this morning, on 13Jan2021, she was having chills, enlarged lymph nodes, body aches in her back and shoulders, and a fever of 99.6. It is low grade but does not take much. She has been checking her temperature every 4 hours and it is not any different. She was taking paracetamol (TYLENOL) for a few days to ward anything off. Today (13Jan2021), she laid off the paracetamol to see if she really did have a fever. She did not want to mask it. So, she is taking paracetamol for that off and on. She talked to one person who said the symptoms should last 1-2 days. Then another person said they could last up to a week. She hopes that it is related to the vaccine. She will be mad if she gets COVID after doing all of this. Outcome of the sore arm was recovered on 09Jan2021 and of the remaining events was not recovered.

976814 01/27/2021 NY F loss of consciousness; Chest tightness; shortness of breath; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional.  A 50-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date as a first single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced loss of consciousness, chest tightness, shortness of breath and fatigue on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. The reporter indicated that these severe reactions occurred after the first vaccination with BNT162B2. The outcome of loss of consciousness, chest tightness, shortness of breath and fatigue was unknown.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up .; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the event loss of consciousness cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

976815 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 LA 46.0 F right side under her eye was swollen; right side of face was swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 46-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (lot number and expiry date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 12Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no relevant medical history and no concomitant medications. The patient reported she had the first shot on yesterday (12Jan2021); it was given by a nurse at the hospital where she works. Last night, she noticed on the same side that she got shot, her right side under her eye was swollen and the right side of her face was swollen too. She wanted to know what to do and wanted to know if they were side effects. No therapeutics measures were done in response to the events. At the time of last observation, events' outcome was not recovered.  Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.

976816 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 OR 34.0 M Chills; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 34-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 13Jan2021 10:30 AM at a single dose for COVID vaccine. Medical history was not reported. The patient had no known allergies. Concomitant medication included lisinopril (other medications in two weeks). The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient had his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID vaccine. The patient experienced chills and fever on unspecified dates. Treatment for the events included Tylenol. The patient did not have COVID prior vaccination. He did not have COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976817 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 MI 74.0 M Pain; Dizziness; cannot walk safely; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer report self. This 74-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular at right arm on 12Jan2021 15:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing diabetic diagnosed about 5 years ago or longer, had COVID back in Nov2020, he was in the hospital for 3 days with pneumonia and was sent home and he could not keep his oxygen levels up, then he was put on oxygen and he just got off oxygen 2 weeks ago. Concomitant medication included ongoing Metformin for diabetes for years. No prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. No additional vaccines administered on same date. The patient received the first dose of Pfizer covid vaccine on 12Jan2021 and had a reaction. His pain started around 12:30 to 1am last night (13Jan2021). He took Aleve this morning for the pain. The pain is now getting close to where he would have to take another Aleve. The pain was probably getting worse. He started experiencing dizziness on 13Jan2021 afternoon and he cannot walk safely, the doctor is aware. He will try to get to the bedroom to get in bed. The outcome of events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976818 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 GA 64.0 F red splotches; lymph nodes could swell under the arm on the side the shot was given; the area are sore/Currently there is still soreness with the lymph nodes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 64-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 09Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered in a hospital. The patient has no medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EKS or 5730) on 18Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization and no events were experienced. The patient experienced lymph nodes swelled on the arm and the area are sore/currently there is still soreness with the lymph nodes on 10Jan2021, red splotches on 12Jan2021. It was explained that patient got the second dose on 09Jan2021. She read that the lymph nodes could swell under the arm on the side, the shot was given and it did plus the area were sore, this was on 10Jan2021. On 12Jan2021, in the morning, is when she noticed that in the lymph area and going to the outer breast there are red splotches. It was not tender or warm to the touch and she can tell it will fade on its own but she thought it was weird. It might have been there the day before; she didn't really look. Currently there was still soreness with the lymph nodes but she would have to press to feel it, she would say that was over. She has a picture if needed of the red splotches. Patient stated that she is healthy for her age. She has no medical conditions or takes no medications. The events did not require a visit to Emergency Room or Physician Office. The outcome of the lymph node pain was not recovered while for the other events was unknown.

976819 12/01/2020 01/27/2021 TN 48.0 F Supraclavicular lymph node swelled to about pea size after 1st dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP. This 48-year-old female Other-HCP reported for herself that she received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number unknown) at Left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization in Dec2020 06:00 AM.  Relevant history included Known- allergies: Augmentin. Other medications in two weeks included sertraline 50mg, vitamin D3 5000 IU. The patient was not pregnant. The patient experienced  supraclavicular lymph node swelled to about pea size after 1st dose and stayed that size until 2nd dose.  The outcome of event was Recovered with lasting effects. No treatment was received. The patient was not diagnosed with covid-prior-vaccination. The patient did not have covid-tested-post-vaccination.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021030973 Same patient same product, similar event, different event time gap

976820 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 OK 46.0 F Cold chills; Body aches; Nausea; Right arm sore/site of injection started to get sore; Headache; back is hurting a little more, and she is more achy; joints are starting to get tight; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 46-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration into right arm on 12Jan2021 12:15 at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included diagnosed allergies, compromised immune status, respiratory illness, genetic /chromosomal abnormalities, endocrine abnormalities (including diabetes) and obesity; Hashimotos Disease diagnosed 10 years ago; pre-diabetic diagnosed 5 years ago (she does not have to take insulin or take blood sugars daily). Concomitant medication included metformin for Pre-diabetic. The patient had no previous history of immunization. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer covid vaccine. The patient experienced headache on 12Jan2021 13:30 with outcome of not recovered; right arm sore further described as site of injection started to get sore on 12Jan2021 19:00 with outcome of not recovered; cold chills on 13Jan2021 02:00 with outcome of not recovered; body aches on 13Jan2021 02:00 with outcome of not recovered; nausea on 13Jan2021 02:00 with outcome of recovering. The patient also reported on unspecified date in Jan2021, her back is hurting a little more, and she is more achy, joints are starting to get tight. No ER or physician's office required yet. No prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of headache and cold chills as TYLENOL extra strength. Outcome of events back pain and tight stiffness was unknown.

976821 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 NV 60.0 F weird taste in mouth; like a burnt oatmeal taste; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 60-years-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number EL1283, expiry date not reported), intramuscular on 09Jan2021 12:00 at a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included had known allergies to sulfa and patient had the COVID virus back in Oct2020 to an unknown date. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication included celecoxib (CELEBREX). The patient had the first dose of BNT162B2 on an unknown date for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in the hospital. Patient wanted to report a side effect and was reading a little about it. She had her second dose of the Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine last Saturday, 09Jan2021 and has like a weird taste in her mouth on 11Jan2021. It's like a burnt oatmeal taste. Patient wanted to know if anyone has ever reported that. Patient reported nausea with weird taste in my mouth, not a loss of taste but taste of burnt oatmeal. Patient had the COVID virus back in Oct2020 and she didn't have taste or smell at all then and now she has a taste so it's not like she has COVID again. No treatments received in related to the events reported. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID19.  The outcome of the events "weird taste in mouth; like a burnt oatmeal taste" and nausea was not recovered.  Information on the batch/lot has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021025273 Pfizer

976822 01/06/2021 01/27/2021 FL 75.0 F injection site is swollen; redness at injection site; redness at the injection site and it hurts to touch; injection site was also warm to the touch; was warm to the touch and it is hard; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 75-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3246), intramuscular in left arm on 06Jan2021 11:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was reported as none. The patient previously had Flu vaccine around the beginning of October. The patient got the vaccine last Wednesday 06Jan2021, the patient noticed recently that the injection site is swollen, there is redness at the injection site and it hurts to touch. It was also warm to touch. She thinks it started yesterday and she did not realize it she just knew there was something involved there. Today she noticed it was warm to touch and it was hard. The patient said that it did not hurt when she got the vaccine. She is basically healthy and takes a world of supplements. The events were experienced in Jan2021. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the residence community. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was unknown.

976823 01/27/2021 CA 28.0 M shortness of breath; headache; body aches; dizziness; fatigue; heart palpitations; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other Health Professional (patient). A 28-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history was not reported.  Concomitant medication included acetylsalicylic acid, caffeine, paracetamol, salicylamide (EXCEDRIN), paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot Number: EK5730), via intramuscular on 23Dec2020 08:00 at single dose om left arm for COVID-19 immunization and experienced headache, body aches, dizziness, fatigue. It was reported that with 2nd dose, the patient experienced heart palpitations, shortness of breath. With both doses, experienced headache, body aches, dizziness, fatigue on an unspecified date. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was recovering.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

976824 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 MA 72.0 M soreness injection site; feel tired; Headache; Chills; feeling unwell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 72-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL3248 and expiry date: Dec2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at 10:00 at a single dose on the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included diabetes from 1980 and high blood pressure from 1990. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 12Jan2021, the patient experienced soreness injection site, feel tired, headache, chills, and was feeling unwell. The patient recovered from chills on 12Jan2021; recovering from soreness injection site and feeling unwell while the other events were not recovered.

976825 12/31/2020 01/27/2021 NM 40.0 F Pulse started racing; I felt dizzy; Short of breath; Anxious; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 40-year-old non-pregnant female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as PFIZER COVID 19 VACCINE; unknown lot number and expiration date), via an unspecified route of administration left arm on 31Dec2020 11:30 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient has no medical history. The patient was not diagnosed with Covid prior to vaccination. The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medication includes vitamins NOS (MULTIVITAMIN). The patient did not receive other vaccines in the last four weeks. The patient received the vaccine in a  facility. About 5 minutes after (31Dec2020 11:35 AM) the patient received the vaccine, the patient's pulse started racing, and she felt dizzy, short of breath and anxious. The adverse events result in a doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment was received for the adverse events. The patient has not been Covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.  The following information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

976826 01/27/2021 M soreness in the underarm area and felt it was lymph nodes; inflamed lymph nodes; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable other health professional. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (BNT162B2 PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced soreness in the underarm and felt it was the lymph nodes. The reporter thought it was inflamed lymph nodes. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976827 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 F Extreme dizziness; headache; Felt hot but no fever; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional (patient). An adult female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 11Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced extreme dizziness, headache and felt hot but no fever on 11Jan2021. The outcome of events was recovered on unspecified date. No treatment was given to the patient for the events. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

976828 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 31.0 F Chills; fever with a temperature max of 103 Fahrenheit; Headache; Malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician (patient). A 31-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) on 04Jan2021 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EK5730) via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) on 16Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was reported as none.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient is not pregnant. The patient experienced chills followed by fever with a temperature max of 103 Fahrenheit for 1 day, headache, and malaise on 04Jan2021 (20:00). The patient was treated with Motrin. The outcome of events was recovered on an unspecified date. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

976829 12/31/2020 01/27/2021 MD 35.0 F upper left arm feels sore and tighter; upper left arm feels sore and tighter, it feels like there's a small lump present there; Pregnant at the time of vaccination: Yes; Pregnant at the time of vaccination: Yes; Pregnant at the time of vaccination: Yes; Sore arm for 2 days after receiving vaccine/upper left arm feels sore; exposed to 2 COVID positive coworkers in the pharmacy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient herself). A 35-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number and expiry date unknown (reported as "misplaced/discarded")), intramuscular (left arm), on 31Dec2020 13:30, at single dose, for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies: iodine and, postural orthostatic tachycardia. Concomitant medications included ergocalciferol (VITAMIN D); docosahexaenoic acid, eicosapentaenoic acid (OMEGA-3); probiotics NOS and; prenatal multivitamin. The patient was pregnant at the time of vaccination (last menstrual date: 05Dec2020, gestational period: 3 weeks, delivery date: 11Sep2021). The patient experienced sore arm for 2 days after receiving vaccine on 31Dec2020 (no treatment was received for this adverse event); no other side effects experienced. Then the patient was exposed to 2 COVID positive coworkers in the pharmacy on 31Dec2020, 02Jan2021, 03Jan2021, 04Jan2021, and 06Jan2021 (no treatment was received for this adverse event). The patient was informed about the exposure on 11Jan2021 and on the same day she had a PCR COVID test via nasal swab submitted. The test result came back on 12Jan2021 and it was negative. Today (13Jan2021 14:00), the patient stated that her upper left arm feels sore and tighter, it feels like there's a small lump present there (no treatment was received for these adverse events). The patient had no Covid prior to vaccination and had no other vaccine in four weeks. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about the lot/batch number has been requested.

976830 12/21/2020 01/27/2021 NJ 43.0 F a little tiredness and achiness the next day; a little tiredness and achiness the next day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EL0140, expiry date: 31Mar2021) intramuscular on left arm (left deltoid) single dose for COVID-19 immunization on 21Dec2020, 10:20 am, at 43-year-old. No medical history, drug allergies and family history. Concomitant medication included: multivitamins (unspecified) daily whenever she remembered to take them. The patient had no issues with that vaccination, maybe a little tiredness and achiness the next day (22Dec2020), but no reactions, no asthma, anaphylaxis or anything. Had a CBC, CMP, and 2 chest x-rays and they were all normal. The patient was not deceased. Relevant tests included: CBC, CMP and twice Chest X-ray; all with normal results. Action taken for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Outcome of the events was unknown.

976831 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 F fever; dizziness; headache/head hurts feeling like it is going to split; aches all over; medicine taste in her mouth; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via the Medical Information Team. This consumer reported similar events for different patients. This is the second of two reports.  A female patient of unspecified age received her second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, unknown lot number and expiration date), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; unknown lot number and expiration date) on an unknown date. It was reported that the patient that she got her second vaccine and her friend got the vaccine same day and she is feeling the same way she is feeling: had fever, dizziness, headache (also reported as head hurts feeling like it is going to split), aches all over, medicine taste in her mouth, and has been in bed all day; all on unspecified dates. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021025705 same reporter/drug/event, different patients

976832 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 TN 58.0 F Intense pain in left injection arm; Fever; Could not sleep; aches all over; other vaccine same date vaccine date on 04Jan2021; Day 6 -10 migraines hit; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 58-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm at 23:30 on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization and other vaccine same date vaccine date on 04Jan2021 on left arm. Medical history included allergies to penicillin, allergy to bananas, wheat (patient do eat products w wheat), dairy; Melanoma 3rd degree 1987 & 2005, allergies, sinus surgery resolved problems. Concomitant medication included venlafaxine, omeprazole, bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN). It was reported that patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient previously took ampicillin and experienced drug allergy. No issues until middle of night of first injection. The patient experienced intense pain in left injection arm; fever; could not sleep, other aches all over on 05Jan2021. Used ice packs & Motrin. Fever left after two days. Intense pain continued. 5th day switched to heating pad & took 2 tablets of Tylenol every 6 hours. Called patient's doctor on days 6 & 8. Suggested patient alternate Tylenol & Motrin every 6 or 8 hours. Day 6 -10 migraines hit. The outcome of event fever was recovered on 07Jan2021. The outcome of events migraine and Product use for unapproved combination was unknown. The outcome of rest events was not recovered.  Information on the LOT/Batch number has been requested.

976833 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 NY M Flu-like symptom; Arm pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer sales representative. A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number and Expiration Date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on 12Jan2021, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. In Jan2021, the patient experienced flu-like symptom and arm pain after receiving first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on 12Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot number and expiration date for the suspect product will be requested in follow-up attempts.

976834 01/27/2021 FL U Chills; Diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified age and gender started to receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient has chills and diarrhea on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

976835 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 WA 58.0 F Headache; congestion (sinus); severe vertigo; Vomiting; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 58-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single dose on the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. On 06Jan2021, the patient experienced severe vertigo. Patient also experienced headache, congestion (sinus) on an unspecified date. On 05Jan2021, patient experienced vomiting and nausea. Patient stated that she went to her primary care and was given patch for nausea and was given a different sinus brand to clear up the congestion. Patient stated that with all these, she is pretty sure that she does not want the second dose. Patient stated that she has symptoms of the vaccine than rather COVID and wanted to know what were the recommendations. The outcome of the event congestion (sinus) was not recovered, vomiting was recovered 05Jan2021, while the other events was recovering.

976836 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 MI 41.0 F seeing gray spots room started spinning felt nauseous collapsed on the table; loss of vision; loss of hearing; seeing gray spots room started spinning felt nauseous collapsed on the table; seeing gray spots room started spinning felt nauseous collapsed on the table; seeing gray spots room started spinning felt nauseous collapsed on the table; loss of the onion ability to stand up or walk; loss of the onion ability to stand up or walk; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient), a 41-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231) at left arm on 14Jan2021 08:30 AM at single dose for covid-19 immunization in a public health facility. Medical history was none. Allergies to medications, food, or other products was No. Patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. the patient was not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination included amphetamine salts 15 mg. Patient woke up in the middle of the night got out of bed walk down a set of stairs started seeing gray spots room started spinning felt nauseous collapsed on the table. Had to call her husband to carry her back up the stairs. she had loss of vision loss of hearing and the onion ability to stand up or walk. He laid her back in bed to pick up his phone and call emergency services within five minutes everything had gone back to normal. adverse event start date was 15Jan2021 03:00 AM. the adverse event result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The final outcome of the events was unknown (if patient recovered: Unknown). It was reported as non-serious. Seriousness criteria Results in death, Life threatening, caused/prolonged hospitalization, Disabling/Incapacitating and Congenital anomaly/birth defect were all no.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

976837 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 CA 41.0 F severe left axillary, supraclavicular and anterior cervical lymphadenopathy; left hand numbness/left facial numbness; tongue numbness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, unknown lot number and expiration), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 11Jan2021 at 09:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in a hospital. The patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Unknown lot number and expiration) on 21Dec2020 at 09:30 AM in left arm for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history reported as none.  The patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products. There were no concomitant medications.  48hrs post second dose, the patient woke up with severe left axillary, supraclavicular and anterior cervical lymphadenopathy on 13Jan2021 at 06:15 AM. She also woke up with left hand numbness which she initially attributed to the degree of axillary lymphadenopathy bug 2 hours after waking. The patient also experienced left facial and tongue numbness.  She went to ER and was evaluated for stroke (all studies normal including labs, CT angio/perfusion and MRI brain) in Jan2021. Facial numbness resolved in about 12 hours, left hand sensory issue is lingering but improving. All lymphadenopathy is ongoing and quite significant. The events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to COVID vaccine. The patient did not receive other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient had not yet recovered from the events severe left axillary, supraclavicular and anterior cervical lymphadenopathy as well as tongue numbness; while recovering from the event left hand numbness/left facial numbness. The events were assessed as non-serious.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976838 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 VT 37.0 F itching; frontal headache; eye pain on movement; sensitivity to light; arthralgias (wrists, ankles); nausea; chills; fever/chills (up to 39 C); myalgias in the back and contralateral arm; left arm soreness; Redness and swelling at injection site; Redness and swelling at injection site; Lower back pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  A 37-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), (Lot: EK9231) on 13Jan2021 11:45 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included GERD (gastrooesophageal reflux disease), environmental allergies, Penicillin (but not augmentin) allergies and sulfa allergy.   Concomitant medications included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), esomeprazole, and vitamin d. Histrical vaccine included the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EJI685) on 23Dec2020 12:15 in the left arm, for covid-19 immunization. On 13Jan2021 20:00, patient experienced left arm soreness. Then at 21:00, she experienced myalgias in the back and contralateral arm. At 23:00, she had fever/chills (up to 39 C). The next day (14Jan2021) at 2:30, she had frontal headache, eye pain on movement, sensitivity to light, arthralgias (wrists, ankles), persistent fever and nausea. All these symptoms persisted until exactly 11:48 on 14Jan2021, when everything suddenly got better. Still occasional chills but no fever for the rest of the day, left arm pain persists into 15Jan2021. Redness and swelling at injection site are worse. There was also now itching. Lower back pain persists. The outcome of events left arm soreness, "Redness and swelling at injection site" and lower back pain was not recovering. She was recovering from " myalgias in the back and contralateral arm", fever/chills (up to 39 C), frontal headache, eye pain on movement, sensitivity to light, arthralgias (wrists, ankles), nausea, chills Patient did not receive any treatment for the events.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected. Information on the lot/batch number has been obtained.

976839 12/18/2020 01/27/2021 NM 62.0 M Generalized muscle aches; lethargy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 62-year-old male patient received first (1st) dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: EH9899, via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm, on 18Dec2020 12:45 at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included hypertension (HTN). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hasn't been tested for COVID-19. Concomitant medication included hydrochlorothiazide, valsartan (VALSARTAN HCT), amlodipine and aripiprazole (ABILIFY).  On 19Dec2020, the patient experienced generalized muscle aches and lethargy. The outcome of events was not recovered.  Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of events included OTC motrin and Tylenol.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected. Information on the lot/batch number has been obtained.

976840 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 NV M experienced slight tenderness to touch after the vaccinations/it happens if an area was bumped or touched after bumping it; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient himself) via the Pfizer-sponsored program. An 85-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (BNT162B2, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date unknown), first dose via an unspecified route of administration, on 17Dec2020 at single dose; then received the second dose via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at single dose; for immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported receiving the first dose of the Pfizer Covid vaccine on 17Dec2020. He got the second dose on 07Jan2021. He wanted to know if he's immune to it or when will it reach its peak. Also, he stated that he experienced slight tenderness to touch after the vaccinations. However, he then clarified that he did not have tenderness to touch at all after the injections but mentioned that it happens if an area was bumped or touched after bumping it. He said it wasn't really tender, he just knows where the injection site was. He stated he did not have any problems, zero problems, with the first or second dose. He was an professional, still practicing, and wanted to know if he has any immunity after a week of getting the vaccinations. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about the lot/batch number has been requested.

976841 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 M her husband received the Covid vaccine last Friday and was positive for Covid 19; positive for Covid 19; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer reporting for herself and her husband. This case is for the reporter's husband.  A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number and expiry date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine on 08Jan2021 (Friday) and was positive for COVID-19 on 11Jan2021 (Monday). The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021024045 same reporter/product/event, different patient

976842 01/27/2021 FL 70.0 F Severe dizziness; Nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) reported a 70-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date, at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 14Jan2021 at 14:30, the patient experienced severe dizziness and nausea.  Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of the events was recovering. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976843 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 WI 74.0 F soreness in left arm where injection was given; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 74-year-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL3248), intramuscular (left arm) from 14Jan2021 18:00 to 14Jan2021 18:00 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included vitamin D3. The patient previously took hydrocodone and had allergy. The patient experienced soreness in left arm where injection was given on 15Jan2021 09:00. The patient did not receive any treatment for the event. The outcome of the event was not recovered.

976844 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 SC 48.0 F swelling in shot arm; swelling in left side of neck; Facial swelling; The arm, neck, face swelling seemed to be lymphatic; shoulder swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 48-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 12Jan2021 09:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included nasal sinus allergies (otherwise healthy), some shellfish sensitivities and mouth swelling with some spices allergy from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included clarithromycin (CLARITIN). The patient previously took codeine and experienced itching reaction. The patient stated, "The night of the vaccine I awoke at 1am with moderate amount of swelling in shot arm, swelling in left side of neck and facial swelling on 13Jan2021 01:15 AM. No breathing problems so I did not go to hospital. Some swelling went down with Benadryl. On the second night, swelling came back in same places with neck/shoulder swelling being worse." The patient called her doctor who set up an appointment for 15Jan2021. Sweeping is some better on the third day have continued to take Benadryl, Motrin seemed to make it worse (as reported). The patient further stated, "My doctor has advised me not to take the second dose of Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine due to the swelling going beyond just arm swelling. The arm, neck, face swelling seemed to be lymphatic." all on 13Jan2021 01:15 AM. The adverse events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Treatment was given to the patient for the event, over the counter medications - Benadryl and Motrin. The outcome of the events was recovering. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The events ware considered non serious as it did not result in death, were not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, was not disabling/Incapacitating and were not a congenital anomaly/birth defect. The patient was not pregnant.

976845 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 CA 42.0 F Swelling and redness and itching at injection site; Swelling and redness and itching at injection site; Swelling and redness and itching at injection site; product=COVID 19, brand=Pfizer, dose 1 administration date: 27Dec2020, dose 2 administration date: 13Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient herself). A 42-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date: unknown) via an unspecified route of administration, on 13Jan2021 at 17:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included thyroid cancer. The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medications included thyroid (ARMOR THYROID) and ibuprofen (ADVIL). The patient previously received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: expiry date: unknown) on 27Dec2020 at 10:00 A.M., in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccines within four weeks prior to COVID vaccination. The vaccine was administered in the hospital.  The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since vaccination. On 14Jan2021 at 09:00 A.M., the patient experienced swelling and redness and itching at injection site. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Outcome of the events was recovering.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976846 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 MS 44.0 F arthralgia; fatigue; insomnia; soreness at site of injection; swollen lymph nodes on left anterior clavicular region; Fever (99.9 at highest); chills; first dose was received on 27Dec2020/2nd dose on 13Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 44-year-old female received the 2nd dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL3302 and expiry date:May2021), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 13Jan2021 13:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The first dose was received on 27Dec2020 13:30 on the left arm, Medical history included hypertension, anxiety, GERD (gastrooesophageal reflux disease) and insomnia. Concomitant medication included atenolol, omeprazole (PRILOSEC), hydroxyzine hydrochloride (VISTARIL) and unspecified multivitamins. The patient previously took neomycine and experienced drug hypersensitivity. The patient experienced fever (99.9 at highest), chills, arthralgia, fatigue, insomnia, soreness at site of injection, swollen lymph nodes on left anterior clavicular region on 14Jan2021 05:45. No treatment was given for the events. Outcome of the events was recovering. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested since the vaccination. The reporter considered the events non-serious.

976847 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 NY 25.0 F Chills; fever; nausea; headache; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 25-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3247), intramuscular on 14Jan2021 13:00 at a single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included linaclotide (LINZESS). The patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), intramuscular on 26Dec2020, 11:00 AM at a single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced chills, fever, nausea, headache, and body aches on 15Jan2021 02:15, after the second dose. No treatment received for the events. The outcome of the events was recovered. The events were considered as non-serious. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was the Hospital. No other vaccines received within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

976848 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 CA 60.0 U Malaise; Febrile; Night sweat; Sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 60-years-old patient of an unspecified gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at a single dose in the right arm for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included varicella zoster vaccine rge (cho) (SHINGRIX, booster) on 08Jan2021 (within 4 weeks) in the left arm, ibuprofen, acetaminophen and thyroid medicine (unspecified). The vaccination was administered in the hospital. On 14Jan2021 08:00 AM, patient experienced malaise, febrile, night sweat, and sore arm. No treatments were received in response to the events. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The events were reported as not serious (did not result in death, not life-threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating and not a congenital anomaly/birth defect). The events malaise, febrile, night sweat, and sore arm were recovering at the time of the report.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976849 01/27/2021 M metallic taste in his mouth; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced metallic taste in his mouth on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

976850 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 NY 33.0 M Fever/temperature ranged from 101 to 103; chills/severe chills that stayed for two days with tiredness; fatigue; body pains; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 33-year-old male received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), intramuscular on the right arm on 11Jan2021 16:15 at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The first dose was received on 24Dec2020 11:00, intramuscular on the left arm. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The night of second dose on 12Jan2021 02:30, patient developed fever, chills, body pains and fatigue. Temperature ranging from 101 to 103, with severe chills that stayed for two days with tiredness. Events was subsided by Tylenol and energy drink. Outcome of the events was recovering. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and was tested by nasal swab on 14Jan2021 (pending results) been since the vaccination.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976851 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 PA 39.0 F L Axillary lymphadenopathy; Fever 102.8 (H); muscle aches/heaviness; Migraine; Tachycardia; Chest pressure/pain; Chest pressure/pain; elevated BP; malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable 39-year-old female Nurse reported for herself.  A 39-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number E10140), intramuscular in arm left on 11Jan2021 12:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Low BP, depression, insomnia, latex allergy. The patient was allergy to morphine and diltiazem (CARDIZEM). The patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, E10140) on 24Dec2020 10:45 AM, intramuscular in left arm at age of 39 years old for Covid-19 immunization. Concomitant medication included cefixime (FLEXERIL), diphenhydramine hydrochloride (UNISOM), acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN) and ibuprofen. The patient experienced l axillary lymphadenopathy, fever 102.8, muscle aches/heaviness, migraine, tachycardia, chest pressure/pain, elevated bp, malaise, all on 11Jan2021 23:00 with outcome of recovered with sequelae. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included blood pressure: elevated on 11Jan2021, body temperature: 102.8 on 11Jan2021 (H), nasal swab: negative on 12Jan2021 (Covid test post vaccination). The events were non-serious, result in emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient did not have COVID prior vaccination. The patient received Bolus of IV (intravenous) fluids for treatment.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

976852 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 27.0 F sweating; chills; fever; major fatigue; Major hair loss starting 1.5 days following the vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional. A 27-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection; lot number: EL0142), intramuscular on 12Jan2021 16:30 at SINGLE DOSE at Arm Left for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included covid-19; covid prior vaccination: yes. Concomitant medication included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO). Major hair loss starting 1.5 days following the vaccination on an unspecified date in Jan2021, in addition to sweating, chills, fever, and major fatigue on 13Jan2021 22:30. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

976853 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 AL 66.0 M Onset of fever (100.5); aches; headache; tiredness; muscle pain; chills; joint pain; feeling unwell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 66-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date unspecified), via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 at 10:00, at single dose (left arm) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID-19. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient had no allergies to medications, food and/or other products. Concomitant medications included simvastatin and omeprazole (OMEPRAZOL). The patient received simvastatin and omeprazole within 2 weeks of vaccination. On 14Jan2021, at 22:00, the patient experienced onset of fever (100.5) aches, headache, tiredness, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, and was feeling unwell. The patient did not received treatment for the event. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of events was not recovered.  Information about Lot/Batch has been requested.

976854 12/28/2020 01/27/2021 MA 68.0 M tested positive for COVID-19; tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A 68-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, unknown lot number and expiration), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 28Dec2020 at 18:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included diabetic and blood pressure high, both from 10-15 years.  There were no concomitant medications. The patient does nursing homes and assisted living facilities and also the employees of the nursing home. The patient received the first dose of COVID-19 vaccine on 28Dec2020 at 1800 PM in the left arm. He tested negative on 27Dec2020, 04Jan2021, and 08Jan2021 and tested positive for COVID-19 on 11Jan2021, which was 2 weeks after the administration of the vaccine. He reported no severe symptoms, all he got from the COVID-19 infection was a little bit of chills, temperatures rising to a maximum of 100 degrees Fahrenheit (temperature back and forth), body aches, oxygen levels at 95%, and no cough. His oxygen saturation has always been good between 95% and 96%. The patient asked what caused the positive test and asked if he was going to have protection after receiving the first dose of COVID vaccine. The patient is due for the second dose of the COVID vaccine on Monday, the 18th (18Jan2021), in which he will still be under isolation. The patient asked if he should wait until he gets out of isolation to receive the second vaccine. The patient asked if that is part of the vaccine to test positive for COVID or if he actually does have COVID. The patient also asked if he can have the second dose. He will be unable to receive second dose of the COVID vaccine at the 21-day mark due to being in isolation from the COVID virus. The patient was recovering from the events.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.

976855 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 LA F arm is extremely sore; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program  from a contactable consumer (patient).  A female patient of unknown age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 13Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. On 13Jan2021, she said that her arm is extremely sore. Caller would like to know if she can take Ibuprofen or something that may help with the pain. Outcome was unknown.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.

976856 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 NC 52.0 M My arm was really sore at the site of injection; Developed body aches similar to the flu; Nauseous; Fatigued; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 52-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at a SINGLE DOSE (30mcg) for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose on 23Dec2020. The patient stated, "I received my second vaccine shot on Tuesday, 12Jan2021. On Wednesday (13Jan2021), my arm was really sore at the site of injection and I developed body aches similar to the flu. I was also nauseous and fatigued (Jan2021). Thursday I started to feel better. I am 95% better today on Friday." The outcome of the event was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number could not be obtained.

976857 01/27/2021 CT U Unbelievably severe back pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician.  A patient of unknown gender and age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on unknow date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient complained of unbelievably severe back pain that lasted a few days. The patient recovered on unknown date. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976858 12/22/2020 01/27/2021 OH U contracted covid after receiving the 1st vaccine dose; contracted covid after receiving the 1st vaccine dose; This is Spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for 6 patients. This is the 3rd of 6 reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer BioNTech Covid 19 vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient contracted COVID after receiving the 1st vaccine dose on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021035078 same reporter/product/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021035069 Same reporter/drug, different patient/ event

976859 12/22/2020 01/27/2021 OH U COVID; COVID; This is spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. This Nurse reported similar events for 6 patients. This is 5th of six reports.   An unknown age and gender patient received 1st of BTN162B2 (Pfizer BioNTech Covid 19 vaccine) on 22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drug were not reported. it was reported that patient contracted COVID after receiving the 1st vaccine dose. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient, who contracted COVID after receiving the 1st vaccine dose, cannot be completely excluded.

976860 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 33.0 F shortened of breath; Wheezing; bronchospasm; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse. (patient).  This 33-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), from lot El3246 at the left arm on 15Jan2021 12:45 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination.No COVID prior vaccination.  Concomitant medications were not reported. On 15Jan2021 17:00, the patient experienced wheezing and shortened of breath. The patient visited physician office for the event and treatment for the events  was received, Albuterol for bronchospasm. The events were assessed as non-serious. The patient had not been tested for COVID post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected

976861 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 WA 39.0 F Severe neuralgia pain over 75% of her skin surface; Severe neuralgia pain over 75% of her skin surface; Severe joint pain; Muscle aches; Swollen lymph nodes; Headache; Fatigue; Upper body sporadic shivering; Interval between the first and second doses of BNT162B2 is 27 days; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 39-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm, on 14Jan2021 at 17:15, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included sporadic neuralgia, numbness to patches on legs, shift-work sleep disorder, and generalized anxiety. The patient's concomitant medications included armodafinil (NUVIGIL), paracetamol (TYLENOL), and alprazolam (XANAX). The patient previously took ferric subsulfate (MONSELS Solution) and experienced allergy; and the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot Number: EH9899) on 18Dec2020 (6 PM) for COVID-19 immunization (in left arm). Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in a hospital facility. On 14Jan2021 (05:15 PM), the interval between the first and second doses of BNT162B2 is 27 days. On 15Jan2021 at 9:15 AM, the patient experienced severe neuralgia pain over 75% of her skin surface beginning at 14 hours post-second dose (as reported) and still continuing now at 30 hours post-dose. Also, the patient experienced severe joint pain, muscle aches, swollen lymph nodes, headache, fatigue, and upper body sporadic shivering (not cold). It was unknown if the patient received treatment for the events. The events were considered non-serious. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient had not recovered from the events.

976862 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 FL 65.0 F Sore injection site, lump and warm; Sore injection site, lump and warm; Sore injection site, lump and warm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP. A 65-year-old female patient reported that she received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number EL12F3), at single dose into the right arm on 14Jan2021 at 01:15 PM for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none. The patient had no history of allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient had a negative Covid test Nasal Swab on 20Nov2020. Concomitant medications included Omeprazole, Atorvastatin, Buspirone, Lisinopril. On 15Jan2021 at 9:00 AM the patient experienced sore injection site, lump and warm. No treatment was received. The events were considered non-serious. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

976863 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 NY 76.0 F headache; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 76-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number:EL3247), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 14Jan2021 15:00 at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included depression and anxiety from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  Concomitant medication included alprazolam (ALPRAZOLAM), melatonin (MELATONIN), escitalopram (ESCITALOPRAM). The patient experienced headache and nausea on 16Jan2021 19:00. The outcome of the event was recovering.

976864 12/28/2020 01/27/2021 NC 46.0 F tunnel vision; 2 minutes after injection Heart rate went to 138/Hr 110/elevated heart rate.; dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 46-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine, Lot number Ek9231, via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 28Dec2020 at 11:45, at 46 years of age, at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was not pregnant when she was vaccinated and received the vaccine in Hospital. She didn't receive any other vaccine in the previous 4 weeks. Medical history included Meniere's disease with sudden hearing loss in left ear from an unknown date, gastrooesophageal reflux disease from an unknown date and allergy to penicillin and sulfa drugs. Concomitant medication included famotidine (PEPCID), paracetamol (TYLENOL), ergocalciferol (VITAMIN D) supplements and cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC). On 28Dec2020, 2 minutes after vaccine injection, the patient experienced tunnel vision, assessed as medically significant, her heart rate went to 138 and she experienced dizziness. The same happened again "at the 8 min mark": heart rate at 110 and dizziness. The events resolved on their own. Dizziness and elevated heart rate happened again later that evening. At the time of the report the reported events had resolved without any treatment.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the events tunnel vision, heart rate increased and dizziness are reasonably related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

976865 01/01/2021 01/27/2021 NY F bell's palsy from covid vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.   A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number unknown), at single dose on Jan2021 for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On Jan2021 the patient experienced bell's palsy from COVID-19 vaccine. The event resulted in doctor office/clinic visit, disability or permanent damage. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. At the time of reporting the outcome of the event was not recovered.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976866 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 M sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A male patient of an unspecified age (reported as 72, unknown unit) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced sore arm on 15Jan2021. Outcome of the event was unknown. Patient was asking if e was allowed to drink cocktail at night and if the second dose can be administered before or after 21 days.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976867 12/28/2020 01/27/2021 NY 49.0 M Pressured Speech; Weakness and tremors to both limbs; Weakness and tremors to both limbs; muscle spasm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient).  This 49-year-old male patient received his first dose of intramuscular BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 28Dec202 at 17:30 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation at the age of 49-year-old. Lot number was EK9231. Medical history included gout. Concomitant medications were unknown. On 10Jan2021, the patient experienced Pressured Speech, weakness and tremors to both limbs and muscle spasm. The events resulted in Emergency room/ department or urgent care and Hospitalization for one day. The patient was not treated for the events. COVID was tested post vaccination on 13Jan2021, Nasal Swab, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and it resulted negative. The patient did not recover from the events.; Sender's Comments: The events pressured speech, weakness and tremors to both limbs ,muscle spasm are less likely related to suspect BNT162B2 administration given the weak time association. The available examination results would be helpful for further assessment. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 1

976868 01/27/2021 CA M My hips are killing me/I am having difficulty sleeping due to this; My hips are killing me/I am having difficulty sleeping due to this; I was not feeling comfortable; My back, knees and ankles were also hurting me; knees and ankles were also hurting me; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse and a contactable physician. A male patient of an unspecified age receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was administered the second dose of Pfizer vaccine on Thursday. Unlike the first dose, the second one had adverse events. The patient stated, 'My hips are killing me, I am having difficulty sleeping due to this. I was not feeling comfortable. My back, knees and ankles were also hurting me' on an unspecified date. It was also stated that many of his colleagues had similar experiences. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

976869 01/02/2021 01/27/2021 MA F sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced a sore arm for about 2 hours after receiving the first dose of COVID-19 vaccine on 02Jan2021. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information of lot/batch number has been requested.

976870 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 M It affected him neurologically and he can't walk, nor stand without wanting to vomit.; It affected him neurologically and he can't walk, nor stand without wanting to vomit.; It affected him neurologically and he can't walk, nor stand without wanting to vomit.; It affected him neurologically and he can't walk, nor stand without wanting to vomit.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient's wife) A male patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was hospitalized on 12Jan2021 and reported  that on unspecified date "affected him neurologically and he can not walk, nor stand without wanting to vomit. Everything, and I mean everything else has been ruled out". Events outcome were unknown. The action taken was not applicable. No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about batch/lot number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.Y

976871 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 TX 43.0 F 1st 24hrs= Rt (right) side Facial, cheek, jaw, swelling; 1st 24hrs= Rt (right) side Facial, cheek, jaw, swelling, numbness, tingling. Begin of Rt (right) eye pain, tingling, Rt (right) eye lower lid internal tenderness, softness, sensitivity to touch; 1st 24hrs= Rt (right) side Facial, cheek, jaw, swelling, numbness, tingling. Begin of Rt (right) eye pain, tingling, Rt (right) eye lower lid internal tenderness, softness, sensitivity to touch; 1st 24hrs= Rt (right) side Facial, cheek, jaw, swelling, numbness, tingling. Begin of Rt (right) eye pain, tingling, Rt (right) eye lower lid internal tenderness, softness, sensitivity to touch; 1st 24hrs= Rt (right) side Facial, cheek, jaw, swelling, numbness, tingling. Begin of Rt (right) eye pain, tingling, Rt (right) eye lower lid internal tenderness, softness, sensitivity to touch; 1st 24hrs= Rt (right) side Facial, cheek, jaw, swelling, numbness, tingling. Begin of Rt (right) eye pain, tingling, Rt (right) eye lower lid internal tenderness, softness, sensitivity to touch; eye lower lid internal tenderness; Behind lower Rt (right) ear pain, Rt (right) sided neck pain, Rt (right) side buttocks pain, Rt (right) side thigh pain, swelling, Rt (right) knee pain, and swelling; Behind lower Rt (right) ear pain, Rt (right) sided neck pain, Rt (right) side buttocks pain, Rt (right) side thigh pain, swelling, Rt (right) knee pain, and swelling; Behind lower Rt (right) ear pain, Rt (right) sided neck pain, Rt (right) side buttocks pain, Rt (right) side thigh pain, swelling, Rt (right) knee pain, and swelling; Behind lower Rt (right) ear pain, Rt (right) sided neck pain, Rt (right) side buttocks pain, Rt (right) side thigh pain, swelling, Rt (right) knee pain, and swelling; Behind lower Rt (right) ear pain, Rt (right) sided neck pain, Rt (right) side buttocks pain, Rt (right) side thigh pain, swelling, Rt (right) knee pain, and swelling; Behind lower Rt (right) ear pain, Rt (right) sided neck pain, Rt (right) side buttocks pain, Rt (right) side thigh pain, swelling, Rt (right) knee pain, and swelling; Dizziness; sleepiness; increased blood pressure and pulse; increased blood pressure and pulse; Then sleeplessness till 4am next day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse  A 43-years-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 14:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was right arm. Medical history included attention deficit hyperactivity disorder from an unknown date, hypothyroidism from an unknown date. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took cipro [ciprofloxacin] and experienced drug hypersensitivity. The patient experienced 1st 24hrs= Rt (right) side Facial, cheek, jaw, swelling, numbness, tingling. Begin of Rt (right) eye pain, tingling, Rt (right) eye lower lid internal tenderness, softness, sensitivity to touch on 15Jan2021 15:15 with outcome of not recovered, behind lower rt (right) ear pain, rt (right) sided neck pain, rt (right) side buttocks pain, rt (right) side thigh pain, swelling, rt (right) knee pain, and swelling on 15Jan2021 15:15 with outcome of not recovered, dizziness on 15Jan2021 15:15 with outcome of not recovered, sleepiness on 15Jan2021 15:15 with outcome of not recovered, increased blood pressure and pulse on 15Jan2021 15:15 with outcome of not recovered, then sleeplessness till 4am next day (as reported) on 15Jan2021 15:15 with outcome of not recovered.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the possible contribution of suspect BNT162B2 to the events cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

976872 01/27/2021 NY F chills; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via Pfizer Sales Representative.   A 41-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. Historical vaccination included first dose of BNT162B2 on an unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Patient had chills and body aches after receiving second dose. Outcome was unknown. No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about Lot/Batch cannot be obtained.

976873 01/27/2021 F headache; arm pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) via Pfizer Sales Representative. A female patient of unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced headache and arm pain on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on Lot/ Batch number has been requested.

976874 01/27/2021 U white spots forming on arm post vaccine injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist (patient) via a manufacturer sales representative.   A patient of unknown age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient complains of white spots forming on arm post vaccine injection of first dose. Outcome was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

976875 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 F severe cramping; really bad period after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report received from a non-contactable consumer via a Pfizer sales representative. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (BNT162B2 PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration, on 29Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included an unspecified birth control that takes away her period, she has been on it for 2+ years. The patient experienced severe cramping and really bad period on an unspecified date after receiving vaccine 15 days ago. The outcome of the events was unknown. The patient thinks the events are correlated to the vaccine.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

976876 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 IL 64.0 F Headache and body aches for 24 hours; Headache and body aches for 24 hours; edema left arm pit and left collarbone and neck; edema left arm pit and left collarbone and neck; tingling down the back of neck to shoulder blade for 1 week; All left side, pain at injection site with warm to touch for three days; All left side, pain at injection site with warm to touch for three days; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 64-years-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, LOT# EL1283), via intramuscular in left arm on 08Jan2021 13:15 at second single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetes type 2, allergies. Concomitant medication included metformin, simvastatin, semaglutide (RYBELSUS). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously received first dose BNT162B2 (LOT# EL1685) on 20Dec2020 01:15 PM, via intramuscular in left arm for Covid-19 immunization. The patient experienced headache and body aches for 24 hours, edema under left arm pit and left collarbone and neck with tingling down the back of neck to shoulder blade for 1 week. All left side, pain at injection site with warm to touch for three days. Adverse event start date/time: 09Jan2021 06:00 AM. Events were considered as non-serious. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Outcome of the events was recovering.

976877 01/27/2021 24.0 F Left arm soreness and tenderness; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer reported for herself. A 24-year-old female patient (no pregnant at the time of vaccination) received her 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL 3302) at single dose via an unknown route at left arm on an unknown date for Covid-19 immunization. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced left arm soreness and tenderness on 15Jan2021. The event was reported as not serious. No treatment received for the adverse event. Outcome of the event was resolved.        No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

976878 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 FL 74.0 F Severe headache; tiredness; muscle pain; chills; fever 99.7; joint pain; feeling unwell; cough; no appetite; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for self. This 74-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EL3246) via unspecified route of administration at 08Jan2021 10:30 AM at single dose in right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient is not pregnant. The age at vaccination is reported as 74 years old. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received benzoin and experienced allergy. The patient experienced severe headache, tiredness, muscle pain, chills, fever 99.7, joint pain, feeling unwell, cough, no appetite at 15Jan2021 18:00 PM. The events are reported as non-serious by reporter. The patient received no treatment. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to and since the vaccination. The patient was recovering from the events.

976879 01/27/2021 WA U fever of 103 degrees; major flu symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician received via a manufacturer sales representative. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not provided) solution for injection, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient had a major flu symptoms including a fever of 103 degrees after receiving the shot on an unknown date. Outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

976880 12/01/2020 01/27/2021 CA F mild flu symptoms for 24 hours.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician via Pfizer sales representative. A female patient of an unspecified age received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in Dec2020 (reported as 3 weeks ago) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced mild flu symptoms for 24 hours in Dec2020.  Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976881 12/22/2020 01/27/2021 F acute vertigo/most likely benign paroxysmal positional vertigo; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 44-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), intramuscularly, on 22Dec2020 at a single dose (reported as 0.3) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history or concomitant medications. The patient experienced acute vertigo/most likely benign paroxysmal positional vertigo on 02Jan2021, which was reported as medically significant. The patient could barely get out of bed on 02Jan2021. The clinical course was reported as follows: The patient did not have any systemic symptoms after receiving the first vaccine but 12 days (as reported) after, she did have some acute vertigo; reported as very serious for her. She could barely get out of bed the first couple of days after getting it. The patient went to ear-nose-and throat (ENT) because she wanted to determine the likelihood of the vertigo having anything to do with her getting the vaccine before she got her second vaccine. She was told it was most likely benign paroxysmal positional vertigo, most likely positional, had nothing to do with the vaccine, and that she was okay to go ahead and get her second vaccine. The vertigo went away within a couple of days. The patient clarified that by 06Jan2021, she was feeling much better and recovered completely. The clinical outcome of acute vertigo/most likely benign paroxysmal positional vertigo and barely get out of bed was recovered on 06Jan2021.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and has been requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: The reported acute vertigo/most likely benign paroxysmal positional vertigo occurred 12 days after the first dose of COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, is considered an intercurrent disease, unlikely related to BNT162B2 administration.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

976882 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 WI 37.0 F dyspnea; myalgias; chest pain/Chest pain is moderately severe and worse with deep inspiration; back aches; feeling clammy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 37-year-old female patient received 2nd dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EL3248, expiration date unspecified), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 12:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 on 21Dec2020 and experienced fever, chills, myalgias, and some sensory changes to the left arm; and vancomycin and experienced allergies. On 11Jan2021, the patient experienced dyspnea and myalgias following her second vaccination today. It was reported that she received the second dose of the vaccine around noon and then began having dyspnea and chest pain around an hour later. Chest pain was moderately severe and worse with deep inspiration. Patient was also having back aches and was feeling clammy. Patient represented to the vaccine site and was brought to the emergency room department/urgent care for evaluation. Patient denied any history of vaccine associated reactions. The patient received therapy for the events which included acetaminophen, ketorolac and intravenous (IV) fluids. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. Outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the events are possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

976883 12/21/2020 01/27/2021 TN 55.0 F mild metallic taste; poor administration tech; extreme burning for 10 min following vax-I; arm soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 11:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was left arm and it was the first dose. Patient is not pregnant. The facility type vaccine was Workplace clinic. Medical history included obesity from an unknown date. Known allergies included sulfa and penicillin. Concomitant medication included metoprolol, vitamin d3, calcium, probiotics. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced mild metallic taste on 22Dec2020 11:30 with outcome of recovered, arm soreness on 21Dec2020 with outcome of recovered, poor administration tech on 21Dec2020 11:40 with outcome of recovered, extreme burning for 10 min following vax-i on 21Dec2020 11:40 with outcome of recovered. The verbatim as follow: 1st Vax: mild metallic taste and arm soreness (including extreme burning for 10 min following vax-I believe this was poor administration tech), slight metallic taste 24 hrs post vax, lasted a few hours. Patient didn't receive treatment for the adverse events. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: negative on 04Jan2021. The covid test type post vaccination was Nasal Swab. The covid test name post vaccination was PCR.

976884 01/27/2021 M Chills; low grade fever; extreme fatigue; headache; newmuscle pain; joint pain; weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other HCP(patient). A 26-years-old male patient received second dose BNT162B2 (Pfizer BioNTech Covid 19 vaccine, lot number EJ1686), via an unspecified route of administration at Arm Left on an unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The medical history included Asthma, eczema, Sulfonamides allergy , cephalosporins allergy, penicillin allergy. The concomitant medications were montelukast, sertraline. The patient previously took azithromycin and experienced allergy. The Historical Vaccine was first dose BNT162B2 for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced Chills, low grade fever, extreme fatigue, headache, new muscle pain, joint pain and weakness on an unknown date. The symptoms occurred 8 hours after receiving injection. There was no treatment received for all the events. There was no other vaccine in four weeks. There was no COVID prior vaccination. There was no COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

976885 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 TN 55.0 F frequent urination; sudden extreme fatigue; headache/headache began receding from the front to back of head and down back of neck; sore injection site; heavy metallic taste; no appetite; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 55-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3302), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 08:30 at single dose in right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included obesity and known allergies to sulfa and penicillin. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 11:30 at single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunization and experienced mild metallic taste and arm soreness (including extreme burning for 10 min following vaccination, the patient believe this was poor administration tech), slight metallic taste 24 hrs post vaccination, lasted a few hours. Concomitant medications in two weeks included metoprolol, colecalciferol (VIT D3), Calcium, ascorbic acid (C) and probiotic. The patient had no covid prior vaccination. It was reported that after the second vaccination, the patient had no burning at site, on 11Jan2021 09:30 the patient had heavy metallic taste approximate 40 mins post vaccine and lasted approximate 12 hrs, at 12 hrs post vaccine (on 11Jan2021 20:30) sudden extreme fatigue, 15 hrs post vaccine (on 11Jan2021 23:30) frequent urination began and lasted approximate 18 hrs. The patient woke up with headache 6/10 that medication would not touch, no appetite but ate and drank anyway hoping would help with headache (it didn't) (reported on 11Jan2021 09:30), approximate 32 hrs post vax headache began receding from the front to back of head and down back of neck. Slept well and woke up 48 hrs post vax feeling normal but with sore injection site (reported as on 11Jan2021 09:30). The patient underwent lab tests and procedures related to covid included nasal swab and PCR with negative result on 04Jan2021. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021.

976886 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 WI F Also having brain fog; extreme fatigue; intermittent nausea; headache; I have had a headache since receiving the vaccine that interferes with my daily activities; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 32-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number=EK 5730), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm at 11:00 AM on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included migraine and known allergies: penicillin. Concomitant medication included bupropion. The patient did not receive other-vaccine-in-four weeks. The patient had a headache since receiving the vaccine that interferes with her daily activities. Headache not improved with OTC medications. Also having brain fog, extreme fatigue and intermittent nausea, all at 17:00 on 29Dec2020. Events resulted-in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient tested COVID post-vaccination with type nasal swab on 11Jan2021, result: Negative., and influenza A and B on unknown date without result. The patient received OTC medications for event headache, not received any treatment for other events. The outcome of events was not recovered.

976887 12/24/2020 01/27/2021 24.0 M On day after of vaccine had fever; chills; headache; sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other HCP. A 24-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number=EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 07:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  Other medications in two weeks was no. On day after of vaccine had fever, chills, as well as headache, and sore arm on 25Dec2020. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

976888 12/23/2020 01/27/2021 NY 36.0 F Small rash to left arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number Eks730, expiration date unspecified), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020, at 08:00 at single dose (left arm) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID-19. The patient had no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 24Dec2020, at 07:00, the patient experienced small rash to left arm. There was no treatment for the event. The patient had no other medications in 2 weeks. It was reported that the patient had Covid prior vaccination and patient was not Covid tested post vaccination. Outcome of event was recovered on an unspecified date.

976889 01/27/2021 KS U Patient developed minor rash 24 hours after first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (pharmacy intern). A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient developed minor rash 24 hours after first dose. The pharmacy intern stated that he has a question about the COVID vaccine, stated that it was reported to him vaguely that a patient received the vaccine and developed a mild rash about 24 hours after the first dose of vaccine and wanted to know if it is okay for the patient to proceed with getting the second dose. He looked online for the information and could not find anything. The event was assessed as non-serious. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about Lot/batch no has been requested.

976890 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 FL 64.0 M feels tired; Exacerbation of anxiety; feels shaky; feels flushed; feels like his pressure his up; Jitteriness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 64-years-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at single dose on Left arm for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing anxiety (had for many years), Quadraple Bypass from 2008, TAVR valve replacement from 2020, Pegylation of lung from Mar2020.  There were no concomitant medications. The consumer reported he took Covid 19-vaccine (Verbatim): for protection from Covid-19 because he has comorbidities, had a few ailments. The patient experienced feels shaky, feels flushed, feels like his pressure his up, jitteriness on 11Jan2021, feels tired and exacerbation of anxiety on 12Jan2021. The event outcome of feels tired was recovering, outcome of other events were not recovered.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

976891 01/05/2021 01/27/2021 NY 24.0 F Fever (101.6); chills; body aches; headache; swelling and redness around injection site; redness around injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) reporting for herself. A 24-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0142), intramuscular at Left arm on 05Jan2021 15:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Medical history included epilepsy and prior to vaccination, the patient got COVID-19. The patient concomitant therapy was reported as Yes (patient received other medications in two weeks). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not pregnant. The patient experienced Fever (101.6), chills, body aches, headache, swelling and redness around injection site on 05Jan2021 22:30. No treatment received for the events. Since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unknown date in Jan2021.

976892 12/01/2020 01/27/2021 IL F Headache; This is a spontaneous report received from a Pfizer Sponsored Program via a contactable Nurse (Patient). A 27-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 07:30AM (reported as three weeks ago as of 13Jan2021) in the left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. There was no medical history. There were no concomitant medications. There was no additional vaccine administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. There was no prior vaccination (within 4 weeks). The patient works in a hospital and wants to know if she can take Ibuprofen before the vaccine. She got her second dose and did take Ibuprofen. She received the first dose of the Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine three weeks ago. She is unsure of the date and she is driving and can't access information. The first dose was received at 07:30AM in the left arm. She received the second dose 13Jan2021, 45 minutes ago at 07:30AM in the left arm. She took the Ibuprofen for a headache this morning (13Jan2021). It was just a mild headache but she had to then drive an hour to get the location to received her second dose of the vaccine. After she took Ibuprofen, she read online that it might blunt the immune response. She is asking if that is true? The Ibuprofen took care of the headache; the headache is completely resolved and not serious. No any AE(s) required a visit to physician or ER. Event outcome of headache was recovered on 13Jan2021.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976893 01/05/2021 01/27/2021 FL 65.0 M He has had gout at other times, but he has never had it as hard as this/awaken with pain in the middle of the night; He was awaken with pain in the middle of the night; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (wife) who reported for her husband (patient) that a 65-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 08:40, at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included gout, using timolol maleate to control the pressure in his eye. Concomitant medication included ongoing timolol maleate (5ml eye drops) to control the pressure in his eye. He uses eye drops that are prescribed. He keeps them on the counter to remember to take them. He has been using it for 3 years. Patient previously had the shingles vaccine on 14Dec2020 for immunization at the age of 65 years old. It said as long as the vaccine was given two weeks prior. The patient received COVID vaccine at outdoor park on 05Jan2021. The wife reported that the next day after the first dose of the vaccine (06Jan2021), her husband developed gout. He got it at the same time she did. He has had gout at other times, but he has never had it as hard as this. He awaked with pain in the middle of the night, it started from 06Jan2021 and is ongoing, slight improvement. She was not sure if that was reportable. Patient did not visit emergency room or physician office for any adverse events. Outcome of the events was recovering.

976894 01/05/2021 01/27/2021 41.0 F Fever; chills; body pains; headache; diarrhea; nausea; vomiting; weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received the first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number: EL0142, expiration date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 05Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies: Penicillin, shellfish, seafood. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced fever, chills, body pains, headache followed by diarrhea, nausea, vomiting and weakness on 07Jan2021 10:00 pm. Treatment was received for the events (unspecified). The events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Nasal Swab on 09Jan2021: Negative. Outcome of the events was recovering.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

976895 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 26.0 U Soreness at the injection site; Dry / scratchy throat; Extreme fatigue; Slight nasal congestion; This is Spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This 26-year-old consumer (patient) reported that she/he received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number was unknown) at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation on 14Jan2021. Relevant history and concomitant drugs were unknown. The patient experienced Soreness at the injection site since 3 hours after the injection (vaccination), and Dry / scratchy throat, Extreme fatigue and Slight nasal congestion since 9 hours after the injection on 14Jan2021. The outcome of event Soreness at the injection site was not resolved. The other events was resolved 8 hours after onset.      Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

976896 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 TX 38.0 M Tachycardia at 110; chills; muscle pain; fever of 100.4; cough; fatigue; joint pain; wheeze; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP reported for self. This 38-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number unknown) via intramuscular at 12Jan2021 11:00 AM at single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included COVID-19 prior vaccination. The patient concomitant medication was reported as no. The patient had no known allergies. The patient experienced tachycardia at 110, chills, muscle pain, fever of 100.4, cough, fatigue, joint pain, wheeze at 12Jan2021 23:00 PM. The patient received treatment paracetamol (TYLENOL), ibuprofen (MOTRIN), diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). The patient was not diagnosed with COVID since the vaccination. The patient was recovering from the events.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

976897 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 CO 44.0 F Itching, Hives to neck and back; Itching, Hives to neck and back; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 44-year-old female patient received her second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number=EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on right arm at 08:45AM on 12Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hashimotos thyroid, mild exercise and allergy induced asthma, Allergies: Penicillin, Allergies: mold, Allergies: ragweed, Allergies: coconut, citrus. Concomitant medication included thyroid (ARMOUR THYROID), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), vitamin c [ascorbic acid]. The patient previously received her first dose of bnt162b2 (Lot number=EK5730) at 09:00 AM on 22Dec2020 on right arm for COVID-19 immunization, PABA and experienced drug hypersensitivity. The patient experienced itching, hives to neck and back noted 25-30min after receiving vaccine at 09:15AM on 12Jan2021. Observed in vaccine clinic, vitals stable. Took Claritin 40min after vaccine. Hives resolving, no new symptoms at 90min post vaccine. Hives did return the next day when Claritin dose wore off; took another dose with Hives resolving within 2hours. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19; Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was recovering.

976898 01/27/2021 F sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional. An adult female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took vicodin and experienced allergy. The patient got her first shot and experienced sore arm on unspecified date, no other symptoms. The outcome of the event was unknown. The patient was not pregnant. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

976899 01/27/2021 M fever 102; chills; body malaise; sore arm; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse. A 33-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number= k9231) via an unspecified route of administration at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Patient had no COVID prior vaccination, no COVID tested post vaccination, no known allergies (NKA), none other medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported patient experienced adverse event: fever 102, chills, body malaise, sore arm, headache, all adverse event start date on 13Jan2021. No treatment for adverse event received. Outcome of events was recovering.    No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

976900 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 28.0 F Tenderness at site Low grade fever; Tenderness at site Low grade fever; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Nurse(patient). A 28-years-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 12Jan2021 11:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypothyroidism. No COVID prior vaccination, no COVID tested post vaccination, no known allergies. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), ethinylestradiol, norgestimate (SPRINTEC). No other vaccine received in four weeks.The patient experienced tenderness at site low grade fever on 13Jan2021 04:00. Facility type vaccine was hospital. No treatment received. Outcome was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

976901 12/22/2020 01/27/2021 NY 45.0 F mild arm soreness that lasted a few days; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This 45-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via intramuscular on 22Dec2020 09:30 at single dose on the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included hypertension, anxiety, degenerative arthritis and allergies: sulfa. The patient's concomitant medications were none. No other vaccine received in four weeks. Facility type vaccine was workplace clinic. Patient was not pregnant. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hasn't been tested for COVID-19. After first shot given at 09:30 by 12:00, patient had a headache and mild arm soreness that lasted a few days. No treatment received. Outcome of the events was recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976902 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 WI F Tingling tongue; odd taste on her tongue; neck swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  An adult female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 29Dec2020 13:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Facility-type-vaccine was Hospital. It was unknown if pregnant at time of vaccination.  The patient medical history and the concomitant medications were not reported. Patient experienced an adverse reaction to the COVID-19 vaccine on 29Dec2020 01:00 PM. Symptoms experienced: Tingling tongue, odd taste on her tongue and neck swelling. Patient stated she had her own 50 mg of Benadryl with her and had taken it at 13:05. She stated she has other reactions to medications in the past and it felt the same way. EMS arrived at 13:22 and care transferred. Patient was alert and oriented. AE-resulted-in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The outcome was unknown.    Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

976903 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 NY F arm hurts; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). An adult female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported arm hurts on 12Jan2021. The event outcome was recovering. No treatment for AE. No COVID prior vaccination; no COVID tested post vaccination.    No follow-up attempts are possible; information about batch/ lot number cannot be obtained.

976904 12/21/2020 01/27/2021 NJ 43.0 F Shot #1-headache, nasal congestion; Shot #1-headache, nasal congestion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This 43-year-old female nurse (no pregnant) reported for herself, received 1st dose of BTN162B2 Intramuscular on 21Dec2020 06:15 PM on Left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history was allergy to Latex and Adhesive; Anxiety, migraines, palpitations. Concomitant drug included piroxicam (PAXIL), alprazolam (XANAX), multivitamin. No other vaccine in four weeks. It was reported that patient experienced headache, nasal congestion. No covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

976905 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 F sore arm; congestion; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other hcp. An adult female patient of an unspecified age received their second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL0140, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 19:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient previously took vicodin and experienced allergy. The patient received their first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported) for COVID-19 immunization and experienced sore arm. The patient experienced sore arm and congestion on 11Jan2021 22:00. The patient recovered from the event on an unspecified date in Jan2021.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

976906 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 26.0 F fatigue; Chills; headache; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Other HCP. A 26-year-old female patient received their second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported), intramuscular on the left arm on 12Jan2021 08:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included allergies. Concomitant medication included unspecified medication. The patient received their first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported) on 22Dec2020, intramuscular on the left arm. The patient experienced fatigue, chills, headache and body aches on 13Jan2021 06:00. The patient was recovering from the events. No treatment was received in response to the events.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on lot/batch cannot be obtained.

976907 01/01/2021 01/27/2021 IL 31.0 M Chills; weak; hung-over feeling; pain and swollen lymph node under left arm (injection arm); pain and swollen lymph node under left arm (injection arm); This is a spontaneous report from a contact consumer (patient). A 31-year-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration on Jan2021 08:00 AM at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccine location was left arm. Patient received the first dose on Dec2020 10:00 AM (lot number EK5730) at left arm for covid-19 immunization. The facility type vaccine was hospital. Known allergies included Penicillin. Concomitant medication included omeprazole. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination nor tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced Chills, weak, hung-over feeling the evening after second dose. Second day, pain and swollen lymph node under left arm (injection arm). The events onset date was reported as 13Jan2021 02:00 AM. Patient didn't receive treatment for the adverse events. The outcome of events was not recovered.

976908 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 MI 72.0 F extreme chills; neck is aching; right arm pain; the pain prevented her from sleeping; Itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer report self. This 72-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular at right arm on 12Jan2021 15:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included had COVID back in Nov2020, blood cholesterol abnormal. Concomitant medication included Pravastatin for blood cholesterol and unspecified water pill. No prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. No additional vaccines administered on same date. Patient received Pfizer covid vaccine on 12Jan2021 around 15:30. Her right arms started getting in pain about 11pm and the pain prevented her from sleeping most of the night till she took an Aleve around 6am. She took another Aleve on 13Jan2021. She can barely raise her right arm and it is ok if she does not try to use it but if she tried to use her right arm then it is inoperable. At 12Jan2021 night after she got the vaccine she experienced itching, she never got a rash, the itching never got bad and it went away. She has not taken her temperature. She was having extreme chills that started around 13Jan2021 3:00 pm and she cannot get warm, she has blankets piled on her. Her neck is aching (started 13Jan2021 afternoon) and she thought this may be from tensing up since she is cold. No emergency room or physician office visit. The outcome of "Itching" was recovered, of else events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976909 12/30/2020 01/27/2021 IL 41.0 M Feeling weak; Muscle pain; Chills; Not been able to work for last 3-4 days; Please specify other location: Right shoulder; Shortness of breath; Dizziness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 41-years-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EK9231, Expiry Date: 30Apr2021) via an unspecified route of administration in right shoulder on 30Dec2020 20:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took influenza vaccine on 2020 for immunization 2-3 months before this BNT162B2 vaccine, previously took flu shot in the past for immunization and got sick from it. That was about 3 years ago (2018). The patient went and got the Pfizer BioNTech about 2 weeks ago. Wants to know if side effects can start then after the vaccine. He has had chills, muscle pain, shortness of breath, and dizziness. Got this at hospital and has not been able to go to work on Jan2021 that last 3-4 days due to feeling weak. Received the vaccine on 30Dec2020 and the dizziness and shortness of breath kind of started days after that on Dec2020. The chills started a couple of days ago, about 3 days ago (Jan2021) and has been off and on. The muscle pains started today (13Jan2021). Just got a text message about getting the second dose next Wednesday. He did not get any other vaccines that day or 4 weeks prior. He got the shot to protect himself from the virus, but feels like he has the virus or something. The events did not require a visit to emergency room, but may go to be seen tomorrow. Events outcome of chills, muscle pain, shortness of breath, dizziness, and not been able to go to work that last 3-4 days due to feeling weak was not recovered.

976910 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 OK F Headache; extreme fatigue; joint and general muscle ache; joint and general muscle ache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient).  This adult female patient of unknown age received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot # EC1283), intramuscular, on 11Dec2021 at 09:30 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was right arm.  Facility type vaccine was hospital. Medical history included seasonal allergies, pet allergies, penicillin allergy. Historical vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 (lot # EH9899), on 21Dec2020 at 09:00 AM, intramuscular right arm, and flu vaccine. Concomitant medications included cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), ibuprofen (ADVIL) and diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). On 12Jan2021 at 12:00 PM, the patient experienced headache, extreme fatigue, joint and general muscle ache. No treatment was given for the events. Outcome was not recovered.

976911 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 OR 66.0 M Back ache; some soreness in his arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 66-years-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 12Jan2021 09:15 at single dose in the left arm for covid-19 immunisation.  Vaccination Facility Type was Hospital. Medical history included prostate cancer from 3 years. Having aches and his back bothering him predates taking the vaccine. A while ago he blew out his knee and his shoulder and three years ago he started having trouble with his back. Family Medical History: heart disease.There were no concomitant medications. He had the flu vaccine from the VA and it can be a little bit of a thing but the last one it ached, made his shoulder worse; the ache lasted six months but it might have been the way it was administered. He has no product or information to provide NDC, lot or expiration date for the flu vaccine he received about two years ago. Mentions he swore off the flu vaccine after that. He was at the VA yesterday for some other business and they told him the shot was available to him so he had it. He is planning to get the second dose on 02Feb2021. He used to take blood thinners and he imagines, like with the blood thinners, that they wouldn't want him to stack Tylenol on top of the vaccine. He has a few aches and his back is bothering him; which is normal for him; but he would like to know if he can take Tylenol for his back. He noticed some soreness in his arm, a little, when he got home two or three hours later. His sister said to rub it to disperse the medication, so he did. Adds it is not a big deal. Recently he has not been sleeping well; which is also normal for him; so today he slept in; he may have slept too long on his back but his back is aching and he wanted to take some Tylenol for his back. The patient experienced some soreness in his arm on 12Jan2021 with outcome of recovering , back ache on 13Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered.  Treatment received for the event. No additional Vaccines Administered on Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect. Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) was none.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

976912 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 VA 55.0 F does not have much taste/losing taste a little; Mouth dry; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 (last Friday of 13Jan2021) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not provided. The patient was calling for herself regrading side effects for the vaccine, she clarified the vaccine to be the COVID-19 Vaccine, the Pfizer one, she got the vaccine on 08Jan2021 (last Friday of 13Jan2021), she was having side effects, she was having issues with her mouth, her mouth was dry and issues with taste, she was losing it a little, she did not have much taste, she stated she had never had dry mouth before and she was trying to figure out if these are symptoms from getting the vaccine or something. The patient experienced mouth dry from 12Jan2021 and ongoing, losing taste a little on an unspecified date. She wanted to know if others had experienced these events. She stated these do not worry her too much, she then added she had heard that mouth dry is a side effect. The patient stated she did not not have a fever, no coughing, or aches. The outcome of the event mouth dry was not recovered, while unknown for the other event.  Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.

976914 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 CA 61.0 F felt cold and chilly; can't move her arm up and down; Fever/ 101.2; body aches; mild pain in arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer report self. This 61-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot Number: EL4176), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 12Jan2021 14:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID in Nov2020 (Patient was tested for Covid on 23Nov2020 and found out the 25Nov2020 the result was positive), she just quarantined herself at a hotel (They gave her Benzonatate, but she was also taking Tylenol 500mg and Robitussin DM). Concomitant medications not reported. Patient did not get any other shots or 4 weeks prior. No problems with vaccines in past that she can remember. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. Patient received the Pfizer BioNtech vaccine on 12Jan2021 and after that on 12Jan2021 night she didn't feel anything but mild pain in arm, it was so painful, but not as bad on 13Jan2021 even though she still has it. She can't move her arm up and down. On 13Jan2021 morning at dawn she had a fever and it is now 101.2. Has taken Tylenol 500mg (Lot number: SLA071, UPC number: 30047112, Expiry Date: Aug2024). Patient had body aches started 12Jan2021 at midnight (12:00) that is start date of 13Jan2021. She felt cold and chilly and not sure if it was the weather or her. No Emergency Room or Physician Office visit. The outcome of "felt cold and chilly" was unknown, of else events was not recovered.

976915 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 GA 52.0 M he got real cold and shaky and couldn't get warm; he got real cold and shaky and couldn't get warm; temperature was low at 96 degrees Fahrenheit; He got nauseous with it; He had severe fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 52-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: ELO140) via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 11Jan2021 at 9:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The relevant medical history included Covid-19 from 17Jul2020 to 14Aug2020, he didn't get hospitalized but was pretty sick. He had circulation issues with it. He had numbing and tingling in his left three fingers (clarified left three fingers as his middle finger, index finger, and ring finger) and numbing and tingling in his toes as well. Concomitant medications included ubidecarenone (COQ-10), acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN), rosuvastatin and monascus purpureus (RED YEAST RICE). The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 at the age of 52 years old on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. With second dose the patient thought he would be better, but about 12 hours later he got real cold and shaky and couldn't get warm. He checked his body temperature and he didn't have a temp. His temperature was low at 96 degrees Fahrenheit. He tried to keep himself warm. He got nauseous with it. Basically he looked on line and was having them. Today he started to feel better, but still a little nauseous. He had severe fatigue. He didn't realize he could go fill out something on the website for CDC. He knew he had wanted the vaccine because he had some severe symptoms when he had COVID. He didn't want to get COVID again. His hospital frustrates him sometimes. They didn't put the date on there when he was to come back for the second dose. They didn't tell him to come back on the 13th. He had to figure the dates from the website and emails. He talked it over with his wife. He came in contact with it every night. He was taking care of people that were critical. He worked in the intensive care unit. Even the people he took care of that didn't have it, ended up with it. He wore a mask. He used hand sanitizer. He didn't want to get it again. People were shocked when he got it the first time. He did verify that he got the second dose one day sooner, instead of the three day window. He was sick with the first and was expecting to be more sick with this one. He wanted to give himself an extra day before he had to go back to work. He had a couple of emails where they discussed increasing the window to do it a day sooner. He was going to have to go an hour an half a way to get the second dose and he didn't want to do that. The patient underwent lab test included height was approximately six two, weight was about 194 lbs on an unspecified date, and body temperature showed 96 degrees Fahrenheit in Jan2021. The outcome of the event he got real cold and shaky and couldn't get warm, temperature was low at 96 degrees Fahrenheit was recovering, for the events he got nauseous with it and he had severe fatigue were not recovered.

976916 12/25/2020 01/27/2021 F left chest pain; left chest pain/It was sharp and seemed to get worse with movement so assumed it was musculoskeletal; woke up in the early morning with severe pain; pain even sitting up and especially with taking in a little larger breaths than usual; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer reported for self. This 49-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EC1284) via unspecified route of administration on 25Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medication was not reported. About 18 hours after injection (Dec2020), the patient started having left chest pain when she went to sleep. It was sharp and seemed to get worse with movement so assumed it was musculoskeletal. The patient fell asleep and woke up in the early morning with severe pain. It again was worse with certain positions but was extremely painful. The patient couldn't find a comfortable position. There was pain even sitting up and especially with taking in a little larger breaths than usual. Could not pinpoint the area of pain, but it seemed anterior in the lower left chest. No other symptoms otherwise, no shortness of breath. The pain improved with paracetamol (TYLENOL), and she was able to fall back asleep. The pain continued throughout the day and then the patient developed body aches that afternoon. By the next day, symptoms improved and were nearly resolved by the following day. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to and since the vaccination. The patient recovered from the events.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

976917 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 IL 41.0 F Chills; sweats; headache; myalgia; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp reported for herself. This 41-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3302), via an unspecified route of administration at right arm on 11Jan2021 09:00 AM at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. No COVID prior vaccination, no COVID tested post vaccination. No other vaccine in four weeks. NO other medications in two weeks. Patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number= EJ1685) at right arm on 20Dec2020 07:15 PM. On 11Jan2021 08:30 PM, the patient experienced Chills, sweats, headache, myalgia, fatigue. No treatment received. The event outcome was recovered.
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976918 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 CA 39.0 F frontal and occipital headaches; hot flashes; exhaustion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 39-years-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number=EH9899), on 11Jan2021 07:45 at SINGLE DOSE in Left arm for COVID-19 immunisation.  Facility type vaccine was Hospital. Medical history included irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) , anxiety and depression.  No other vaccine in four weeks. Concomitant medication in two weeks included buspirone, escitalopram. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number=EH9899), on 21Dec2020 10:00 AM, at SINGLE DOSE in Left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient experienced Continued frontal and occipital headaches on day 2 with no relief from Tylenol, hot flashes, and exhaustion, all on 12Jan2021 02:00 AM. The outcome was Not recovered. No treatment for hot flashes, and exhaustion. No COVID prior vaccination. Covid test post vaccination included Nasal Swab on 12Jan2021 with result of Negative.

976919 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 IL 38.0 F severe dizziness; disorientation; Tired; muscle aches; L ear pain; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 38-year-old female (pregnant: No) patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (COVID vaccine, lot number= EK9231) on 11Jan2021 12:30 PM on Left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drug were not reported. No other vaccine in four weeks. No COVID prior vaccination. No COVID tested post vaccination. Patient experienced severe dizziness, disorientation, unable to finish any tasks. Tired, some muscle aches, L ear pain and chills (no fever) on 11Jan2021 01:00 PM. No treatment. Outcome of the event was Recovered/Resolved with Sequel.   No further information is expected. Information on the Batch/Lot number has been obtained.

976920 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 43.0 F extreme headache; muscle aches; chills; nausea; diarrhea; sweating; tachycardia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This 43-year-old female nurse (patient) reported that she received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via intramuscular at left arm on 11Jan2021 06:15 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Patient was not pregnant. Medical history included anxiety, migraines, palpitations and known allergies: latex, adhesive. Concomitant drugs included paroxetine hydrochloride (PAXIL), alprazolam (XANAX), and unspecified multivitamin. Historical vaccine included the first dose of BNT162B2 on 21Dec2020 06:15 PM via intramuscular at left arm for COVID-19 immunization, and patient had headache and nasal congestion. No other vaccine in four weeks. No covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination. On 11Jan2021 09:45 PM, patient experienced extreme headache, muscle aches, chills, nausea, diarrhea, sweating, tachycardia. No treatment was received. Outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976921 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 CO 36.0 F right armpit and axilla swelling, pain in lymphnodes; right armpit and axilla swelling, pain in lymphnodes; headache; fever; fatigue; Vomit; Dizzy; rash not sure first time but within first 12 hours over chest and trunk; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. This other HCP reported for herself that a 36-year-old female patient received second dose (lot number: Ek9231) of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at the age of 36-years, on 08Jan2021 19:00 (07:00 PM) at single dose in right arm; first dose (lot number: Eh9899) on 18Dec2020 07:00 PM at single dose; both via unspecified route of administration for COVID-19 immunisation in hospital. Medical history included thyroid issues; allergies to latex and adhesives. No COVID prior vaccination. No other vaccine in four weeks. Patient is not pregnant. Concomitant medications included formoterol fumarate, mometasone furoate (DULERA). The patient previously took thimerosal and experienced allergy to it. On 08Jan2021, the patient experienced vomit and dizzy within 1 hour of vaccine. Rash not sure first time but within first 12 hours over chest and trunk. On 09Jan2021 (next day) headache, dizzy, fever, fatigue. On 11Jan2021 (after 2 days), right armpit and axilla swelling, pain in lymphnodes. It was unknown if treatment was received or not. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Outcome of the events was not recovered. No COVID-19 tested post vaccination.

976922 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 CA 68.0 F chills; Sore throat; some aching, like body aches; joint tenderness; some swelling at the injection site; arm tenderness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for self. This 68-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 12Jan2021 13:30 on Arm Left at single dose (lot: EK9231, Expiry: 30Apr2021) for covid-19 immunisation. Give her a follow up appointment for a second dose, that will be 02 Feb at 1:20 PM. Medical History included arthritis and had surgery for right knee replacement 6 years ago (2015). They are trying to figure out, she has water in her ear she has had CT scans recently trying to check for any problems that could be corrected surgically and that was all clean. She has had a mammogram, she was not sure about the mammogram yet but she thinks they would have called her if there was a problem with that. Historical vaccine included Just mild stuff with the flu vaccine for immunisation on occasion she has had similar reactions that were very mild with the flu vaccine and last year she had none of that at all. She says when she has had any other vaccine, she had no reaction other than maybe a slightly sore arm. No other products. She did have some mild side effects. She was really glad she got this shot. She said she had experienced some chilling on 13Jan2021, these are all very mild symptoms. She had a sore throat on 13Jan2021, some aching, like body aches on 13Jan2021 and joint tenderness on 13Jan2021. She just got chilled every once in a while. It was not very bad. She said the sore throat had persisted about the same, but the coffee helped. She was having some swelling at the injection site that was about the same as when it began on 13Jan2021. She was having some arm tenderness on 13Jan2021. She did not have any adverse reactions yesterday (12Jan2021) she was so excited to get it. Outcome of the events was not recovered.

976923 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 NC 40.0 F heart palpitations; Stated that it felt like nerves on inside of her body were reacting like bugs crawling on the inside of her skin; bad headache; Sore throat; tongue swollen; tired; weak; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for self. This 40-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via Intramuscular on 12Jan2021 on Arm Left at single dose (lot: EK9231) for covid-19 immunisation. Med history and concomitant medications were none. The patient had injection done yesterday (12Jan2021) and wanted to report symptoms. Stated that it felt like nerves on inside of her body were reacting like bugs crawling on inside of her skin 12Jan2021 at 6:30pm which calmed down at 10:00pm, bad headache 12Jan2021 at 6:30pm, sore throat, tongue felt swollen happened on 12Jan2021 after the injection, both resolved at 10:30pm. Stated that she did do Benadryl. Stated that she took another Benadryl this morning and it feels like it is wearing off and the sensation is coming back. Stated felt tired and weak on 12Jan2021. Stated felt like having palpitations and heart going too fast on 13Jan2021. Stated that she called her primary healthcare provider and was told to call Pfizer. Wanted to know if she needed to go to her doctor. Outcome of the events sore throat, tongue felt swollen was recovered 12Jan2021 10:30pm. Outcome of other events was not recovered.

976924 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 TX 46.0 M Mild fever 99.5F; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Other Health Professional. A 46-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via intramuscular on 12Jan2021 at single dose on arm left for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced mild fever 99.5 F and headache, both on 13Jan2021 with outcome of unknown.  Patient did not have COVID prior vaccination. Patient did not have COVID tested post vaccination.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about Lot/Batch number cannot be obtained.

976925 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 MN 39.0 F Body aches; Exhaustion/fatigue; Low grade fever; Headache; Foggy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient) reported for herself. A 39-years-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EL0142) intramuscular in Left arm on 12Jan2021 08:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. She received the first dose (lot number=EJ1685) intramuscular in left arm on 22Dec2020 08:30 AM at age of 38 years old for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. There was no known allergies. Concomitant medication included phentermine. On 12Jan2021 21:30, the patient experienced body aches, exhaustion/fatigue, low grade fever, headache, foggy. No treatment received for events. The patient was not pregnant. Events outcome was recovering.

976926 12/21/2020 01/27/2021 WI F fever; chills; myalgias; some sensory changes to the left arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. An adult female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020, at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was unknown if patient was pregnant or not at the time of vaccination. Patient denies any history of vaccine associated reactions. Patient previously took Vancomycin and experienced allergy. Patient did not have other vaccine in four weeks. It was reported that after her first dose of the COVID vaccine she had fever, chills and myalgias as well as some sensory changes to the left arm on an unspecified date. Patient visited physician office for chills and sensory changes to the left arm, visited emergency room for myalgias. These symptoms lasted for around a day before resolving. It was unknown if patient had COVID prior vaccination or if patient tested COVID post vaccination. Outcome of the events was recovering.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976927 01/05/2021 01/27/2021 NY 45.0 F headache; aches all over my body similar to how you feel with the flu; aches all over my body similar to how you feel with the flu; very tired for 2 days; One week after the second shot I felt dizzy on two occasions; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This 45-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included hypertension, anxiety, degenerative arthritis and allergies: sulfa. The patient's concomitant medications were none. The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2 on 22Dec2020 09:30 at right arm for COVID-19 immunization and experienced headache and mild arm soreness. No other vaccine received in four weeks. Facility type vaccine was workplace clinic. Patient was not pregnant. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hasn't been tested for COVID-19. After the second shot by 12:00, patient had a headache, in the middle of the night on 05Jan2021 patient started with aches all over her body similar to how you feel with the flu. The aches lasted for 2 days. Patient was also very tired for 2 days. One week after the second shot she felt dizzy on two occasions. No treatment received. Outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021.  Information about lot/batch has been requested.

976928 12/18/2020 01/27/2021 MS 40.0 F I had soreness in my arm the day after the first injectionbut no other adverse events after the first injection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP (patient). This 40-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot number=EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 14:45 at single dose on the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included allergies: Cephalosporin (mild reaction of hives one time after having taken it with no issues for years). There were no concomitant medications. No other vaccine received in four weeks. Facility type vaccine was hospital. Patient was not pregnant. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hasn't been tested for COVID-19. The patient had soreness in her arm the day after the first injection but no other adverse events after the first injection. No treatment received. Outcome of the event was recovered.

976929 12/20/2020 01/27/2021 MO 33.0 F right neck swelling; tenderness; it was a lymph node thing; right sided Neck Pain; Right sided armpit pain; arm pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 33-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EH9899, Expiry Date: 15Dec2021) via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 20Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. She received the second dose on 11Jan2021. There was no medical history. There were no concomitant medications. The patient got the first dose on 20Dec2020. It was after the second dose she had symptoms. The second dose was on 11Jan2021. The right sided neck and armpit pain started yesterday 12Jan2021 and she still has it at the moment. She further clarifies that she actually had this symptom on Dec2020 after the first vaccine dose also, she had the right neck swelling and tenderness, the same side as where she got the vaccine on. When she got the First Dose on 20Dec2020 she had the right sided neck pain and arm pain on Dec2020 she received the vaccine on the right side, she was going to the ear doctor asking about it, it occurred about 2 days after the first vaccine dose and hung around a long time, it lasted more than a week, she guess it was a lymph node thing. She has never been tested for COVID or had any Antibody tests. She has had no issues with vaccines in the past. The patient was not pregnant. Events outcome of right sided Neck Pain and Right sided armpit pain was not recovered, while for others was unknown.

976930 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 NY 43.0 M numbness in right side of face and right arm; hard time swallowing; felt foggy; dizzy; disoriented; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 43-year-old male patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on arm left from 11Jan2021 to 11Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included was reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient states about 24 hours later he felt foggy, disoriented, and dizzy (all three occurred on 12Jan2021), states he then woke up at 3 am this morning and had a lot of numbness on right side of face and arm and had a hard time swallowing (both occurred on 13Jan2021), states a couple hours later he went to hospital, went to ER and had to do an MRI, states the MRI of brain and neck came back clear and checked out, states doctors concluded it was an adverse reaction to vaccination. Outcome of the events was recovered on 13Jan2021.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

976931 01/27/2021 F Vomiting; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer received via a Pfizer sales representative. A 21-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number was not reported) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose as COVID-19 vaccine. Medical history included other health issues mainly being extremely underweight for a 21-year-old female. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced vomiting on an unspecified date. The event took place after use of product. The outcome of the event was unknown.    No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

976932 01/27/2021 OR M Back pain; Joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (Patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing back problems. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced back pain and joint pain on an unspecified date. Outcome of events was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976934 01/27/2021 F pain at the injection site; sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Corporate (Pfizer) Social Media Platforms via a non-contactable consumer (patient) reported for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had now had both doses of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. It has now been several days from the second dose. After 1st dose, she had a sore arm and some pain at the injection site for about 24hrs. Definitely sore that evening when sleeping and was difficult to sleep on that side. After 48hrs so more pain. No other symptoms! Events outcome was recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

976935 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 FL M Tenderness at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This consumer reported similar events for 2 patients (husband and Wife). This is 1st of 2 reports. A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced Tenderness at the injection site on an unspecified date. Outcome of event was unknown.   Information of lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021041453 same product/event/reporter, different patient

976936 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 FL F Tenderness at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (husband). This consumer reported similar events for 2 patients (husband and wife). This is 2nd of 2 reports. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced tenderness at the injection site on an unspecified date. Outcome of event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021041442 same product/event/reporter, different patient

976937 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 CA 78.0 M perfuse sweating; mild tenderness of arm; Muscle pain; Chills; Weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).   A 78-year-old male patient received the 2nd dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) intramuscular at single dose at left deltoid on 11Jan2021 around 13:00 for covid-19 immunisation, administered at hospital.  Medical history was none, he was basically healthy. There were no concomitant medications. No prior vaccinations (within 4 weeks), but the patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose exactly 3 weeks before 1st dose on 21Dec2020 for covid-19 immunisation. No additional vaccines administered on same date of bnt162b2. The patient began to have muscle pain, chills, and weakness about 8 hours or so after the 2nd vaccine on 11Jan2021. He states these symptoms have maybe gotten a little better, but have been continuing on for 2-3 days now. He is also experiencing perfuse sweating during 13Jan2021night. Right now, he was not experiencing this. Maybe a little bit, but not much. The caller experienced mild tenderness of arm on 12Jan2021: he explained when you press his arm, it hurts a little bit. No events required a visit to Emergency Room or Physician Office. The outcome of muscle pain was and perfuse sweating was unknown, of chills, weakness was recovering, of mild tenderness of arm was not recovered. The patient was his own primary doctor. The reporter considered all events as medically significant and he believed these symptoms are related to receiving the vaccine because he stated he was okay before that.   No further information expected. Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: There is a reasonable possibility that the event muscle pain was related to BNT162b2 based on known drug safety profile. Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the other events with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

976938 01/03/2021 01/27/2021 MA U tested positive for covid after 1st dose received on 03Jan2021; tested positive for covid after 1st dose received on 03Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse via a Pfizer-sponsored program named Pfizer First Connect. This nurse reported similar events for 15 residents and 5 staff members. This case was for the 10th of 15 residents.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) , via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at the first single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced tested positive for covid in Jan2021 after 1st dose received. The outcome of events was unknown.   Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between reported event and suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

976939 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 50.0 F involuntary muscle contractions in her diaphragm; chills; cold; severe body aches; Involuntary muscle cramping; chest pain; Feels bad; severe joint aches; tremor; nausea; severe body pain in her back and knees; severe body pain in her back and knees; Weakness; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP reported for self. This 50-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 12Jan2021 07:00 on Deltoid Left at single dose (Lot # EK9231) for covid-19 immunisation. Concomitant medications were none. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 22Dec2020 via Intramuscular at age of 50 years old on Deltoid, Left at single dose (Lot # EH9899) for covid-19 immunisation, experienced Tingling lips, Swollen lips, and the Benadryl took away the lip tingling and swelling, Tachypnea, Myalgia, Joint pain, severe headache, Weakness generalized, Nausea, she said she was really pale, so much so, that her husband was scared for her. She said the symptoms lasted for about 3 days, but the weakness lasted longer. Reported she took some Zofran disintegrating tablets for her nausea. Clarified she did have a PCR COVID-19 Virus test after she developed symptoms from receiving the first COVID-19 Vaccine dose. She said she had the PCR COVID-19 Virus test about 3 weeks ago and the test was negative. She said she thought she had the COVID-19 Virus after receiving the first COVID19 Vaccine dose because no one else she knew who had the COVID-19 Vaccine had any issues. Reported she received the second COVID-19 Vaccine dose on 12Jan2021 at 7:00AM in the left Deltoid. She said the adverse reaction she experienced after the second vaccine dose was slightly different from what she experienced with the first dose. She said about 10 hours after the COVID-19 Vaccine was administered, clarifying at around 17:00PM 12Jan2021, she started having severe body aches(disability), and involuntary muscle cramping (disability), like tetanus. She said even her diaphragm was cramping. She said she had chest pain on 12Jan2021(disability), tremors on 12Jan2021 (medically significant), and body aches, but doesn't think she had fever. She said the symptoms are still going on like with the first COVID-19 Vaccine dose, but she has more severe joint aching on 12Jan2021 (disability), weakness on 12Jan2021 (disability), and nausea on 12Jan2021 (medically significant). She said her knees feel like she was beaten severely. She said she aches so bad, it hurts having pants on. She said she does not have a headache or tremors now, but did have a headache on 12Jan2021 (medically significant) and tremors in the beginning. She said she feels the most pain in her back and knees. She said she feels really bad on 12Jan2021(disability). After the second dose on 12Jan2021, she reports severe body pain in her back and knees (disability). She reports almost feeling like she has tetanus- involuntary muscle contractions in her diaphragm on unknown date(disability), tremor, cold, chills, nausea, muscle cramps/chest pain. 'Felt like a heart attack. It was out of this world'. She still has nausea, severe pain all over my body, she can't be touched, and even wearing pants hurts. She said she is a healthy person with no chronic disease. She said she had nothing wrong with her prior to getting the COVID-19 Vaccine. Reported she hurts so bad, she can't even lift her arm. She completed a covid 19 PCR test after the first dose in Dec2020, which was negative. Treatment were received for the events severe body pain in her back and knees, involuntary muscle contractions in her diaphragm, tremor, nausea, muscle cramping, chest pain, Feels bad, more severe joint aching, severe body aches, Weakness, headache, chills, cold. Reported she has taken 1500mg of Motrin. Outcome of the severe body aches, Involuntary muscle cramping, Chest pain, severe joint aches, weakness, Nausea, Back pain, Knee pain, Feels bad was not recovered. Outcome of the event Tremor was recovered in Jan2021, Headache was recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

976940 01/27/2021 M Not sleeping well; Throwing up; Hot and cold flashes; Can't eat; Hot and cold flashes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for patient (father). A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient has got the shot whatever it is, the vaccine. And he has got it on Sunday. And since Sunday night he has been not sleeping well, throwing up, hot and cold flashes, can't eat. Events outcome was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

976941 01/01/2021 01/27/2021 CA F Sore throat; nasal congestion; chills; headache; nausea; feels like the flu; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) from a Pfizer Sponsored Program Pfizer First Connect. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, in Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced sore throat, nasal congestion, chills, headache, nausea, and feels like the flu in Jan2021. The clinical outcome of sore throat, nasal congestion, chills, headache, nausea, and feels like the flu was not recovered.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and has been requested during follow up.

976942 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 32.0 M Large nodule on left side of neck; Lymphadenopathy; Some pain occurs when straining neck, but mostly just very uncomfortable; Some pain occurs when straining neck, but mostly just very uncomfortable; Some pain occurs when straining neck, but mostly just very uncomfortable; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A 32-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm, on 15Jan2021 at 13:00 (at the age of 32-years-old) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included penicillin allergy and sulfa allergy. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications, taken within two weeks of vaccination, included ibuprofen (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN). The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on an unspecified date for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient experienced large nodule on left side of neck, lymphadenopathy, and some pain occurs when straining neck, but mostly just very uncomfortable on 16Jan2021. The clinical course was reported as: The patient woke up the morning after being vaccinated and had a large nodule on left side of neck, which appeared to be lymphadenopathy. There was some pain that occurred when straining neck, but patient was mostly just very uncomfortable. The patient did not receive any treatment for the events. The clinical outcome of large nodule on left side of neck, lymphadenopathy, and some pain occurs when straining neck, but mostly just very uncomfortable was not recovered. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and has been requested during follow up.

976943 01/27/2021 M sore arm the day after; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A 75-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced sore arm the day after on an unspecified date. The clinical outcome of sore arm the day after was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

976944 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 CA 65.0 M Back pain in the muscle; Back was swelled up; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 65-years-old male patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at single dose (lot number: EL3249) for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced back pain in the muscle and back was swelled up started yesterday 12Jan2021 in the evening. Treatment included Advil. Outcome of events was recovering.

976946 01/27/2021 M Covid positive; Covid positive; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect via a contactable consumer reported for patient (husband). This reporter reported similar events for 2 patients (reporter and reporter's husband). This is 2nd of 2 reports reported for reporter's husband. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter and her husband both had vaccine on Friday and they discovered that they both are Covid positive on Monday. Reporter does not have symptoms but her husband (patient) does, the question is wants to know whether they should still get the second shot? Events outcome was unknown.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021049653 Same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

976948 01/27/2021 F Low grade fever; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for self. This female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose (Reason for no lot number: don't know if it is F179899) for covid-19 immunisation. She had low grade fever she mentioned 99.8, and she had chills. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.

976949 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 M Nauseous; Throwing up; Severe stomach pains; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number unknown) via unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced nauseous, throwing up, severe stomach pains on 13Jan2021. The reporter described that the patient received the vaccine on 08Jan2021 and on 13Jan2021 he was nauseous, throwing up and had severe stomach pains. The reporter wondered if 5 days is too long to consider a side effect or not. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

976950 01/06/2021 01/27/2021 NY 35.0 F some severe nausea to the point started on the 11Jan2021 that was very hard for her to talk to people; Soreness in my arm; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for self. This 35-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 06Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. And right after the vaccine the patient was okay. Into the next day (07Jan2021) the patient had soreness in her arm, and headache which was known as a common side effect of the vaccination. But as of Monday, had been experiencing some severe nausea to the point started on the 11Jan2021 that was very hard for her to talk to people. Because she was almost gag in. Every time she talked she felt like she was going to throw up just if she was upright she felt like she had to throw up. So, she reached out to her employee health services and they asked her to reach out to you guys. She just wanted to add that she didn't experience this portion right away, it took some days for her to feel this. No treatments received for the event nausea. Outcome of the event nausea was not recovered. Outcome of other events was unknown.  information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976951 01/27/2021 U fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse(patient) via a sales representative.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received second dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization .  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient previously first dose BNT162B2 for COVID-19 immunization and experienced headache and arm pain.  The patient experienced fatigue after use of product, it was reported that it "laid me out for one day" described as fatigue as well.  Outcome was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976952 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 NC 79.0 F I am blurry and it's sort of a vision thing where I can't see everything quite right, it's blurry; A little bit of brain fog not quite thinking everything correctly; Sometimes it feels like my legs aren't quite there; My senses aren't quite right; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 79-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EL3246), on 07Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE on upper left arm for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and the concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was blurry and it's sort of a vision thing where she can't see everything quite right, it's blurry and a little bit of brain fog not quite thinking everything correctly and sometimes it feels like her legs aren't quite there like her senses aren't quite right. Treatment was no.

976953 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 U Headache; Muscle pain; Tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer(patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: Unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 14:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced headache, muscle pain and tiredness in Jan2021. The outcome of events was unknown.    Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

976954 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 VA 38.0 F Nausea; vomiting; Metallic taste; Headache; migraine; didn't have an appetite; lost taste, lost the sense of taste; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable consumer (patient) reported a 38-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK4176) via unspecified route single dose for COVID-19 immunization on 08Jan2021, 10 am, at 38-year-old. Medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included: celecoxib (CELEXA) 10 mg for an anti-depressant; alprazolam (XANAX) 0.25mg three times a day. Once the patient took that second vaccine, she had the metallic taste and had some headache and migraine at that time (08Jan2021). When the patient got the vaccine, within one minute, she started getting her usual migraine on the right side of head (08Jan2021), that was pretty much instantly. She didn't have an appetite (Jan2021), she only vomited when she ate. She had nausea and vomiting, it was about 2 o'clock that afternoon (08Jan2021, 2 pm). Every time she ate, she vomited and lost taste, lost the sense of taste. The patient was still nauseated (Hence, ongoing checked for nausea) and she hadn't tasted anything. She hadn't drink or ate anything yet this morning but last night her taste was starting to come back. But she still couldn't identify something. No treatment received. Action taken for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Outcome of the event nausea was not resolved, outcome of the other events was unknown.

976955 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 SC 62.0 F body pain/ Soreness; Headache; Fever up to 101.7; Shivers; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's husband). A 62-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 of (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL3246, expiration date: Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 14Jan2021 10:00 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization (patient is a medical worker). There were no medical history and concomitant medication. The patient noticed about 21:00 on 14Jan2021, she was having body pain and a headache. The patient's husband took her upstairs and took her temperature and she had a fever and then she got the shivers which went on for quite a while. The hot bath seemed to help. She has had no other treatment. The patient's husband stated that his wife and he both got inoculated at the local hospital. He was fine but his wife has a fever up to 101.7 and he was asking if she take ibuprofen as she has a roaring headache and she was sore. The patient has been taking baths to relieve the soreness. No prior vaccinations (within 4 weeks). No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer vaccine. No event required a visit to physician or emergency room. There were currently no vaccines available for the second dose, but she is planning to get the second dose 31Jan2021. The outcome of the event Shivers was recovered on 14Jan2021 and the outcome of the other events were not recovered.

976956 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 TN 66.0 F joint pains; headaches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional. A 66-year-old female patient received the second dose of the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EL3246), intramuscularly on 11Jan2021 at 10:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included pre-diabetic from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, high cholesterol from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing; known allergies: no. The patient previously received the first dose of the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; first dose-lot number: EJ1685, intramuscularly, in the left arm at 19:30) for COVID-19 immunization on 22Dec2020. Concomitant medications included calcium (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), metformin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), vitamin d (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), simvastatin (ZOCOR); all taken for an unspecified indication from an unspecified date to an unspecified date. On 12Jan2021 at 03:00, the patient experienced: joint pains and headaches; no treatment was reached.  The clinical outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021. There were no other vaccines within four weeks of the suspected vaccine. The patient did not have COVID prior to the vaccination. The patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination.

976957 01/27/2021 CA U numb tongue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER- BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced numb tongue on an unspecified date. Event took place after use of product. The outcome of event was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

976958 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 TX 84.0 F dizziness (intermittent); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 84-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at 16:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took ciprofloxacin (CIPRO) and experienced allergies. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. On 08Jan2021 at 07:00, the patient experienced dizziness (reported as intermittent for 5 days). Patient was given an unspecified treatment for the event. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The outcome of the event was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976959 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 23.0 F Nausea; vomiting; Fever of 101.7; Body aches all over; Headache; Fatigue; Swelling and bruising at injection site; Swelling and bruising at injection site; dose number 1 on 27Dec2020/dose number 2 on 13Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself). A 23-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number EL3302, expiry date May2021), via an unspecified route of administration, on 13Jan2021 08:45 am, at single dose, on the left arm, for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included GERD, asthma, and allergies: kiwi fruit. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took hyoscyamine and experienced allergies; and previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number EJ1685, expiry date May2021) on 27Dec2020 09:15 am, for covid-19 immunization at the age of 23-years-old with vaccination location on the left arm. The patient experienced nausea with vomiting, fever of 101.7, body aches all over, headache, fatigue, swelling and bruising at injection site - all on 13Jan2021 at 15:45 (reported as 03:45 pm). No treatment was received for these events except for fever (with acetometaphine and ibuprofen in system). The patient had no COVID prior vaccination, had no other vaccines received in four weeks and, had not been COVID tested post-vaccination. The outcome of event dose number 1 on 27Dec2020/dose number 2 on 13Jan2021 was unknown; while the outcome of all the other remaining events was recovering.

976960 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 MO 48.0 F a bunch of swollen lymph nodes/lymph node was now larger/ a really big bulge like above the collar bone and going towards her neck and then another larger bulge under her right axillary; a bunch of swollen lymph nodes/lymph node was now larger/ a really big bulge like above the collar bone and going towards her neck and then another larger bulge under her right axillary; feelings of like disconnection; Feelings of like of being drunk; another larger bulge under her right axillary and that one was causing off and on under the armpit, she was getting some shooting pain; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. This 48-year-old female Nurse (patient) reported that she received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EJ1686), via unspecified route at left upper arm on 11Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension. Concomitant drugs included lisinopril for blood pressure/hypertension, omeprazole and vitamin supplements. Historical vaccine included the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot# EK5730) on 21Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization and having a swollen lymph node along her collar bone on the left side which was on the side where she got the shot and it didn't really change much, it just kind of stayed the same size and it remained there for whole three weeks. Nurse stated then she got the second dose of the vaccine and thought that what she was having were a bunch of swollen lymph nodes, and that lymph node was now larger and she had a really big bulge like above the collar bone and going towards her neck and then another larger bulge under her right axillary (12Jan2021) and that one was causing off and on under the armpit, she was getting some shooting pain and her lymph node was larger now as well, the lymph node along her collar bone. Nurse further stated she also had some intermittent fatigue that she expected and also off and on feelings of like disconnection or feelings of like of being drunk. But that's not very bothersome, that's just once in a while since 11Jan2021. But she was concerned about the swelling of lymph nodes. No treatment was received for events. Outcome of events was not recovered. Nurse believed that swollen lymph nodes, fatigue and feeling drunk were due to the Covid 19 Vaccine.

976961 12/21/2020 01/27/2021 MO 47.0 F When I got my first half of vaccine I did have a swollen lymph node along my collar bone on the left side; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This 47-year-old female nurse reported that she received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, LOT#: EK5730) at single dose in the left upper arm for vaccination on 21Dec2020. Relevant history included Hypertension. Relevant concomitant drug included Lisinopril 10 mg daily for blood pressure, Omeprazole 20 mg daily,  Vitamin Supplements. The nurse stated, " When I got my first dose of vaccine I did have a swollen lymph node along my collar bone on the left side which is on the side where I got the shot and it didn't really change much. It just kind of stayed the same size and it remained there for whole three weeks.  This small one along my collar bone that started right after the first vaccine and that has stayed the whole time. But got bigger after my second."  No treatment was received. The outcome of event was not resolved. The patient believed the swollen lymph nodes were due to the Covid 19 Vaccine.

976962 01/27/2021 F Nausea; chills; fever; tiredness; sore throat; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional. A 25-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced nausea, chills, fever, tiredness, sore throat, and body aches. No treatment was received for the adverse events. Clinical outcome of the events was recovering.  No follow up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.

976963 01/27/2021 MA F Received the first vaccination and they put into the subcutaneous tissue instead of into the muscle.; I don't think I got the full vaccination; Hearing impaired; Made a blister and it burst and little fluid also came; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 70-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EJ1686) on an unspecified date at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. Concomitant medication included omeprazole. The patient received the first vaccination and they put into the subcutaneous tissue instead of into the muscle. It made a blister and it burst and little fluid also came. The patient did not think she got the full vaccination. The patient needed to know as she was going to go ahead and get the second dose which for her is really the first dose but she need to know how to proceed with and she wanted to make sure that she get her second one, her real second one. Nurse stated, "I need you to talk a little slower, I am hearing impaired and I can't understand you, just a little bit slower." No Treatment received. The outcome was unknown.

976964 12/22/2020 01/27/2021 AR 56.0 F Headache with the first COVID-19 Vaccine; A little bit of chest pain; Heart Troubles; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This 56-year-old female consumer reported that she the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685) at single dose for vaccination on 22Dec2020. Relevant medical history included Rheumatoid, Asthma, Artery disease, Gastroparesis.  Relevant concomitant drugs were unknown. The patient had a headache with the first COVID-19 Vaccine and a little bit of chest pain. Stated she has heart troubles. Outcome of events was unknown.

976965 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 45.0 M coronary spasm; STEMI COVID vaccine induced; slight 1-2/10 substernal chest pain on/off; fever of 101 to 101.7; diffuse severe muscle aches; tachycardia of 110 to 130; painful lymphadenopathy of the ipsilateral axilla and clavicular lymph node (LN); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 45-year-old male patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 13Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH). Concomitant medication included alfuzosin. The patient previously took the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899) in the left arm on 23Dec2020 16:00 at the age of 44 years old for COVID-19 immunization. On 14Jan2021, the patient started having fever of 101 to 101.7, diffuse severe muscle aches, and tachycardia of 110 to 130. Thursday evening (14Jan2021) through Sunday (17Jan2021), the patient also had painful lymphadenopathy of the ipsilateral axilla and clavicular lymph node (LN). Thursday evening (14Jan2021), the patient had slight 1-2/10 substernal chest pain on/off. Friday evening around 23:30 (15Jan2021), the patient had chest pain substernal 7-8/10 that lasted for one hour. The burning sensation was worse with cold air. It resolved with paracetamol (TYLENOL) and ibuprofen. Monday early morning at 04:00 (18Jan2021), the patient experienced STEMI COVID vaccine induced wherein the patient woke up with 10/10 chest pain and shoulder pain which lasted for 30 to 40 minutes and resolved with paracetamol and ibuprofen. The patient also decided to check blood work Monday morning (18Jan2021) while in the hospital. Trop came back 16.28 ng/ml. This is the old trop not high sensitivity. Normal high is 0.30 ng/ml. The patient went to the hospital. ECG showed ST elevation inferior lead. Left heart catheterization was done. The patient have clean coronaries. No evidence of any atherosclerosis. Echocardiogram showed normal EF. No wall motion abnormality. It was concluded that the patient also had coronary spasm. The patient underwent other lab test and procedure which included nasal swab COVID test showed negative on 18Jan2021. Outcome of the lymphadenopathy was recovered on 17Jan2021, of the chest pain was recovered on Jan2021, of the coronary spasm and STEMI was recovering, while of the remaining events was unknown. The events coronary spasm and STEMI resulted in hospitalization and life threatening illness.; Sender's Comments: The reported coronary spasm with chest pain and suspected STEMI were likely related to the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) due to plausible temporal relationship, and no evidence of any atherosclerosis during left heart catheterization.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y Y

976966 01/01/2021 01/27/2021 TX 47.0 F She is now feeling little congestion like sinus; Tightness in chest; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable 47-year-old female Consumer (patient) reported that she received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported she is now feeling little congestion like sinus and tightness in chest in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. She was not sure if it's from the vaccine. No treatment was received. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included weight: was like 200 pounds lbs on an unknown date.    information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

976967 01/27/2021 NY 57.0 F Felt tired; Headache; Arm sore; patient tested positive and had the second dose of the vaccine; patient didn't have any chills or anything; patient tested positive and had the second dose of the vaccine; patient didn't have any chills or anything; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for self. This 57-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number ELD140, Expiry Date Mar2021) via unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose, and second dose of BNT162B2 (maybe the same Lot/ Expiry date as the first dose) via unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that patient tested positive and had the second dose of the vaccine; patient didn't have any chills or anything. The patient clarified that she was tested positive at work. The patient had the nose swab 12Jan2021 at job and the patient had the second dose of the shot (vaccine). The patient stated that she felt tired in the morning and had headache and arm was sore, other than that the patient felt she was fine. The patient didn't have any chills or anything. The outcome of the events was unknown.

976968 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 U Chills; Body ache; Fever; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (batch/lot number was EL1284, expiration date was unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 12Jan2021, patient was fine and then today (on 13Jan2021), this morning, patient had the symptoms of having the chills, body ache, fever and headache. The outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

976969 01/10/2021 01/27/2021 LA U spit up a slime which was a yellow color/spit up another blob of slime; cough; burning in the back of my throat; burning all the way down my esophagus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age (Age: 74; Unit: Unknown) and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 10Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included cold and extremely ill from 1981 to an unknown date. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated, "I was reading the fact sheet that was given to me after I received my Vaccine on the 10Jan2021 and I developed a strange thing which was the cough. I don't cough. I never had a cold since 1981 that is not being exaggerated that is the truth because I was extremely ill. So I know it was 1981. About 6 hours after I came home from getting the injection. I do not know, there was the burning in the back of my throat. So I gargled some salt water but it did not go away. By the evening I had a horrible cough and burning all the way down my esophagus and I was coughing. I don't cough it's not that. I am well, my lungs are well I never cough. Next morning again I was coughing. If I sat still and didn't move it stopped and then it would started again when I get up and move around. The coughing was like a raspy cough that was strange. I have never experienced anything like it. However, on the morning of the 13th of Jan2021, 3 days after the injection I began to spit up a slime which was a yellow color. Now I don't do that, it is not a part of my healthcare, my lungs are fine, I have never smoked, not one sign of lung problems ever. So I spit up the big thing of this slime. The next morning which was yesterday, I spit up another blob of slime and today the cough is gone like I never had it. Now I know this is not the normal for me, this has never happened to me before and so it is either a coincidence. I had the injection which I requested and the symptoms began slowly in the evening after I got the injection on the 10Jan and stopped last night, it just stopped, the last bit of slime came out of mouth, out of my lungs and the coughing stuff and that what happened. I don't know what that is but I have a feeling that the two are related in some manner. I am not a sickly person, I had nothing going on in my body, I am very lucky, I am 74 and I had nothing. So this was surprise and shock. This may be an interest to your survey. I have been in this house for eleven months. I have not left. I have had food brought to me and I have had medicines (Unspecified Medications) brought to me and no one has come into my home since eleven months. So if I have somehow contracted this virus. God only knows because this little known and no one comes in my home and I am isolated for 11 months. That is how hard I have trying not to get the virus. I have not, have I been taking medication and been to a doctor no, I have not. I have just been in my house." The outcome of the event "spit up a slime which was a yellow color/spit up another blob of slime" was recovered on 13Jan2021. The outcome of the rest of the events was recovered on 12Jan2021.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

976970 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 TN 43.0 F Rash; Hives; Throat started to close up; Voice changed/ Functional dysphonia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional reporting for herself. A 43-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech, lot# EL1284), intramuscular in the right arm, on 29Dec2020 at 16:42, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included diabetes from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, blood pressure high from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, anxiety from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, depression from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, migraine from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, drug allergy to triptans from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Past drug event included drug allergy to Topamax and Rocephin both from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced rash on 29Dec2020 at 16:45 with outcome of not recovered, hives on 29Dec2020 at 16:45 with outcome of not recovered, throat started to close up on 29Dec2020 at 16:45 with outcome of not recovered. The patient was given Benadryl and EpiPen and was rushed to the emergency room (ER). The events needed emergency room visit and physician office visit. She was admitted into the hospital for 3 days and received Solu-Medrol and intravenous Benadryl every 6 hours until discharge. The reporter stated that after the reaction her voice changed. She was visited by an otorhinolaryngology (ENT) doctor on 19Jan2021 and she had functional dysphonia. Therapeutic measure included speech therapy. Outcome was not recovered. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since vaccination the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events rash, hives and throat tightness. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y Y 3

976973 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 44.0 M Elevated blood pressure (180/116 highest recorded); dizziness; weakness lasting several hours; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 44-years-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 20Jan2021 14:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation at Public Health Clinic/Veterans Administration facility. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included atorvastatin (LIPITOR), 40 mg daily, butalbital, caffeine, paracetamol (FIORICET). The patient experienced elevated blood pressure (180/116 highest recorded), dizziness and weakness lasting several hours on 20Jan2021 14:30 with outcome of recovering. The events were considered life-threating (immediate risk of death from the event) and resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care visit. No treatment was performed. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.Y

976974 11/17/2020 01/27/2021 CO 51.0 M tested positive for COVID via nasal swab; tested positive for COVID via nasal swab; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 51-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ165), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 17Nov2020 18:45 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive for COVID via nasal swab on 27Dec2020. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The 51-year-old male received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ165), on 17Nov2020 and tested positive for COVID via nasal swab on 27Dec2020. It was unknown whether he received second dose.   Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  Further information is needed for full meaningful medical assessment.

977054 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 GA 29.0 29 F Low-grade fever, muscle and joint pain, major depressive episode

977055 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 AK 81.0 81 F When I got out of bed Saturday morning, Jan. 16, 2021, or Sunday, Jan. 17, both of my hips were extremely painful. I had never felt pain in my hips and was alarmed by it. I didn't associate the pain with the COVID-19 vaccination until Jan. 22, when I heard a doctor in a video from the Health Department talking about the vaccinations. The city communication system had sent the link to me, unrequested, in an email. The doctor listed possible side effects, including hip pain. I searched the internet for lists of side effects, although I had read them in newspaper reports and had heard them in coverage of the pandemic and vaccines. I was unaware of hip pain specifically or joint pain being on the list.

977056 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 CA 62.0 62 F Red raised rash with swelling on arm at injection site that lasted for 5 days

977057 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 NY 27.0 27 F I now have a red and itchy rash with a lump by the injection site it?s  8 days since I received the first shot of the moderna vaccine

977058 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 CA 67.0 67 M vasovagal response shortly after sitting down in observation area.  pt was placed safely on floor, feet raised and regained alertness. 911 was called, vitals including Blood pressure, heart rate and alertness and orientation were monitored every 2 mins.  pt was improved shortly after feet raised. the patient later returned to the pharmacy ( 2 hours later) saying he is fine, and was told his anxiety caused the event.   pt did not go to the hospital.

977060 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 ND 83.0 83 F Per the ED Physician documentation and report from family, patient had been experiencing some chest pain for the last week to week and a half  with SVT before presenting to the emergency department. patient had a holter monitor study earlier in the week that results were pending.  1/23/21- patient arrives to the ED via ambulance with complaints of sharp chest pain, palpitations and heart rate in 150's. Patients troponin level then elevated and it was determined patient was having a NSTEMI.  1/24/21- patient had recurrent episodes of SVT and family decided patient would benefit from further cardiac workup so she was transferred to a higher level of care. Unknown if patient has discharge from the facility we transferred her to.  This patient is felt to be of significance since she is 1/3 patients currently in our facility who developed cardiac/blood issues post vaccination from the same pharmacy with the same lot number vaccine. VAERS reports were put in for all three to determine if further investigation is needed.Y 2

977061 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 LA 70.0 70 M Pt admitted 22 Jan 21 with (HFpEF) heart failure with preserved ejection fraction; AKI (acute kidney injury); Acute kidney injury superimposed on chronic kidney disease; Acute on chronic diastolic congestive heart failure; Acute on chronic heart failure with preserved ejection fraction; Acute respiratory failure with hypoxia; Anemia due to stage 3 chronic kidney disease, unspecified whether stage 3a or 3b CKD; Anemia, unspecified type; COVID-19; Chest pain; Chronic pain syndrome; Gastroesophageal reflux disease without esophagitis; History of COVID-19; Hypertension, essential; Hypertensive heart and kidney disease with HF and with CKD stage II; Hypoxia; Peripheral vascular disease due to secondary diabetes mellitus; Prostate cancer; Shortness of breath; Type 2 diabetes mellitus with stage 3 chronic kidney disease, with long-term current use of insulin, unspecified whether stage 3a or 3b CKD as of today still hospitalizedY 4

977062 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 WA 30.0 30 F 10 hours post vaccine - chills, fatigue, headache, sweats. Arm a bit sore but not as bad as dose 1.  sx subsided within 36 hrs

977064 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 WA 66.0 66 F I started experiencing muscle pain again and pruritus in my vaccinated arm (left) and an area of epidermis (approximately 4"x6") around the vaccination site is also showing moderate erythema and slight edema on 1/20/21 (12 days after dose 1). I staring applying 1% hydrocortisone cream on the affected area and taking Benadryl 25mg tablets. The pruiritus started to lessen however the erythema and edema did not decrease so I contacted my primary care provider. She referred me to an allergist who I saw via telehealth on 1/25/21. By that time the pruiritus, erythema, and edema was almost gone however I did show her a picture when the reaction was at its most severe state. As of today, it is still present but continues to resolve. My allergist discussed the reported incidence of this reaction, informed me that it did not contraindicate me from receiving the 2nd dose, and that this reaction may or may not occur again.

977065 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 LA 87.0 87 F Pt. admitted to the hospital on 22 Jan 21 with Acute on chronic combined systolic and diastolic congestive heart failure; CHF (congestive heart failure); Chest pain, unspecified type; Coronary artery disease involving native coronary artery of native heart without angina pectoris; Debility; Ischemic cardiomyopathy; Shortness of breath; Systolic and diastolic CHF, acute on chronic Still admitted as of todayY 2

977066 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 IL 43.0 43 F I had a prolonged nosebleed. i could not get it to stop for 20 minutes, i held my nose, took a shower. I have not had a nose bleed in years. I was so strange. Even when i was younger it would typically stop after 1-2 minutes. but this was just a prolonged bleed. I was concerned that my platelets were low and making an appointment to get them checked. As i read information about ITP but i wanted to insert this as a possible vaccine VAERS in case others experiences a similar manifestation after the vaccine

977069 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 MO 60.0 60 F Whole body itching Nausea Slight swelling of airway and lower lip Feeling of anxiety Above symptoms started w/I 20 min of injection, still itchy and taking Benadryl at 2300 Swelling at site of injection about the size of a small orange

977070 01/24/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 27.0 27 F Bilateral forearm bumps/rash

977071 01/24/2021 01/27/2021 MI 22.0 22 F Awoke the morning after receiving the 2nd dose of the Pfizer COVID vaccine with low-grade fever, slight headache which worsened throughout the day, chills, and body aches.

977072 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 CA 65.0 65 M Headache, Muscle aches, a "buzzy" feeling in the body, GI upset, brain fog, exhaustion upon arising and in the evenings. Soreness at injection site lasted 2 days, the other symptoms lasted four full days.

977073 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 LA 75.0 75 M Pt. admitted to hospital on 23 Jan 21 with  Abdominal distention; Abdominal pain; Benign prostatic hyperplasia without lower urinary tract symptoms; Bilateral lower extremity edema; Chest pain; Essential hypertension; Generalized abdominal pain; Lower extremity edema; Mesenteric mass; Pain of upper abdomen; Shortness of breath; Weakness Discharged 25 Jan 21Y 5

977074 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 HI 36.0 36 F 1/18/2021- injection right arm  1/19/2021- mild pain at injection sight. Body aches. 1/20/2021- mild pain and muscle stiffness at injection sight. Chills and body aches.  1/21/2021woke up with itching on left side of face a scalp. 1/22/2021 itching subsided 1/23/2021- left side face drooping started.

977075 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 LA 72.0 72 M Pt. admitted on 23 jan 21 with AMS, Chest pain; Shortness of breath.  He was discharged on 21 Jan 21 Y 1

977077 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Exactly one week after receiving the shot, I woke up to arm pain, a very swollen arm, (like a large lump), itching and redness. It was a delayed reaction. One day later, the swelling went down but the redness spread. Five days after my symptoms appeared, I am doing much better but my arm is still a little itchy. I am reporting it per my doctor?s advice because it was strange and how it was a week delayed. I did have injection site pain the day following but no swelling or redness like what happened a week later. Is it safe for me to get the second shot?

977078 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 SC 27.0 27 F I had sudden onset moderate left facial pain then mild weakness and numbness on the left side of my face. It?s slightly better now but has not resolved. It started about 3 hours after my vaccine. No other symptoms.

977079 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 WA 37.0 37 F Moderately severe pain which made basic movements difficult and woke me up frequently throughout the night beginning evening of vaccination on 1/14/2021 and steadily worsening through the next day and night. Large oblong welt about 2 inches across at injection site. Symptoms started within a few hours of getting the injection and became steadily very significant by the next day. It took about 7 days to recover from the most significant symptoms and was still recovering from mild bruise and occasional itching but no redness. Today (1/26/2021) my arm started itching again, and I see that I have a large flat circular (about 2 inches across) red spot right where I had the welt a week ago.

977080 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 IL 47.0 47 F Patient received first dose of the Pfizer COVID vaccination series.  After administration by nurse, there was concern that the injection site was away from the deltoid muscle and that a portion of the injection leaked out of the body and was present on the skin surface.  Concern for incomplete administration of the first dose of the Pfizer COVID vaccination series.

977081 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 NY 31.0 31 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine. Headache and nausea onset 12 hours after vaccine was given. Chills/body aches and fever were present 18 hours after injection. Fever remained between 101.2 and 102.4, with a spike of 103.4 on 1/14/2021. Headache and nausea lasted approximately 24 hours, while fever and chills/body aches lasted for 5 days after vaccine was administered. An Emergency Room visit to Hospital was made on 1/15/2021 into 1/16/2021 for these symptoms since they had lasted over 48 hours. Negative on all tests, with elevated inflammation levels. X-ray and CT scan of chest revealed no pneumonia or blood clots.

977082 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 CA 39.0 39 F Exactly a week after the vaccine I have a red, itchy, hot to touch rash, right over the injection site. Raised bumps.

977084 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 CA 37.0 37 F high heart rate of 130s, headache, extreme weakness, high blood pressure,  nausea and vomiting, fever and headache, chills, pain all over

977085 01/10/2021 01/27/2021 38.0 38 F Expected side effects were noticed roughly 15hrs after vaccine was received. At approximately 18hrs post vaccination elevated temperature was documented. My temperature continued to increase throughout the day. By 10pm on January 11th all symptoms experienced post vaccine had resolved.  Below is a timeline of events as well as measures taken during recovery phase.  - Severe chills associated with elevated temperature. Highest documented temperature  was 102.1 roughly 24hrs post vaccination. Severe muscle aches in bilateral lower extremities (during elevated temp only). Moderate bilateral hip pain (during elevated temp as well).  No were antipyretics taken during this event.  Oral water intake increased during these hours.

977086 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 CA 80.0 80 F swelling, redness, and itching at injection site, along with a slight headache.

977087 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 29.0 29 F 29 y/o F otherwise well noting no symptoms the morning of recieving her 1st dose Moderna COVID19 vaccination. 8 hours following the vaccination and exercising from the gym, patient noted headache, chills, a fever of 101.2F, and constipation. Patient did report mild improvement of symptoms after taking motrin and tylenol with slow improvement of symptoms though complaints 5 days later for increased swelling of ankles/feet/wrists/ankles bilaterally of unknown cause. No new dietary changes, foods consumed, medications, or history of similar issues in the past.

977088 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 TX 54.0 54 F 3 days sore arm that spread to upper shoulder 01/22-01/24  01/24/21 at 6AM my left side of my face was swollen from eye to ear to mouth, under my neck, and swollen lymph nodes.

977090 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 ID 35.0 35 F Delayed localized reaction at injection site.  Started feeling a slight itch at the injection site exactly 7 days after receiving vaccine. By the 8th day(today) it is red and swollen, with a burning sensation. At this time the redness and swelling is 4 inches in height and 2 inches in width.  l had no  previous reaction at the site of injection besides the usual pain after the first and 2nd day.  I am applying  hydrocortisone  3-4/daily.

977091 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Had onset of mild nausea and decreased appetite several hours after dose, then 12 hours after dose develops subjective fever, chills, severe body ache, severe joint aches, severe headache, and mild abdominal cramping

977092 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 32.0 32 M Severe axillary lymphadenopathy with onset approximately five days after injection, and persisting for at least three days after that. Very tender, interferes with daily functioning.

977093 01/24/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 57.0 57 F Nausea, body aches, headache, exhaustion, pain in left armpit/axillary area started 2 days post injection, pain and tenderness around injection area.

977094 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 WA 33.0 33 F 01/19/21 10 PM: Redness, warmth, tenderness, itchiness, swelling to injection site, affected area under 2 inches in diameter.  Took Benedryl 50 mg and Ibuprofen 800 mg. Took Ibuprofen 800 mg about 8 hours later, took Ibuprofen 600 mg about 8 hours later, took Ibuprofen 600 mg and benedryl 50 mg, took ibuprofen 400 mg about 8 hours later, took Benedryl 25 mg at bedtime. 01/21/21 12AM: Redness fading, swelling almost back to baseline, no tenderness, no itchiness. 01/26/21 10 AM: Itchiness present, dark pink injection site under 2 inches in diameter 01/26/21 8:30 PM - 8 Days post injection: Redness, warmth, itchiness, swelling to injection site, affected area just over 2 inches (2 2/8ths inches) in diameter. Took Benedryl 50 mg and Ibuprofen 800 mg. Center of injection site reading at 100.4°F via iHealth no-touch infrared forehead thermometer. An inch above read 96.9°F, an inch below read 96.9°F, my forehead read 98.4°F all temps within seconds of the previous reading. Took Benedryl 50 mg and Ibuprofen 800 mg.

977096 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 CA 83.0 83 M First Day:  At first: Tense, Restless;  Later off and on: Headache, Chills, Fever 98.2*, Hands Numb and Cold Took Tylenol with Codeine for Headache Second Day: Off and on: Headache, Chills, Fever <100*,  Hands Numb and Cold Took Tylenol with Codeine for Headache Third Day:  Off and on: Headache, Chills, Fever 100.2* Took Tylenol with Codeine for Headache

977097 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 WA 40.0 40 F About a week after my shot I have developed a red, itchy rash at the injection site.  Seems to be changing colors from red to white in the middle with a red outline.

977098 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 IN 23.0 23 F Dizziness Nausea Fatigue

977099 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 OR 30.0 30 F At the time of vaccination, a part of the liquid contained in the syringe spilled prior to it being injected. Unclear how much of the dose truly administered. I felt minimal left deltoid injection site pain with the second vaccine than the first.

977101 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 OR 32.0 32 F 8bdays after recieved the vaccine, a red bump, that felt like a bug bite, showed up.  Bump itches,  and has began to spread out. It is warm/hot to touch. Area of ridged, as a bug bite would be, but is now about the size of my palm.

977102 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 TX 35.0 35 F 12 hours after shot swelling and itching burning of injection site, continued to grow and swell until dr prescribed steroids and regime of benedryl. 6 days after facial swelling, doctor recommended to continue benedryl and additional steroids

977103 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 CO 78.0 78 F Low plts at 6. Admitted to hospital. Y

977105 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 VA 31.0 31 F My whole right side is numb. My lips, gums, everything I?ve lost feeling. I also have cold chills and fever (unknown temp) and headache.

977107 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 WI 40.0 40 F 36 hours after the injection I developed large red, warm and painful area at the injection site. 24 hours after that I was experiencing fever and chills again. I also started to vomit

977108 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 34.0 34 M Sore shoulder, nausea, diarrhea, joint pain, muscle pain, headache

977109 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 25.0 25 M Chills and mild fever

977110 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NH 54.0 54 F Severe pain in injection site and all around. Difficulty moving arm and extreme tenderness.  Started approximately 10 hrs after injection

977111 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 VA 56.0 56 F Aches, nausea vomiting and Fever

977112 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NC 38.0 38 M 4 hours post injection.  Severe pain at site of injection.  5 hours post injection Nausea with 3x occurrence of vomiting.  5.5 hours post injection chills and extremely diaphoretic with nausea continuing.  Chills/Fever 101.1 tympanic.  Diaphoresis lasted for 30 hours with associated dehydration known by darker urine.  6 hours post injection mild to moderate headache along with moderate body aches lasting for 24 hours.  36 hours after injection symptoms subside with only mild pain at site of injection.

977113 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 KS 30.0 30 M Nausea, vomiting, whole body muscle aches, headache, 94.4 temperature.  Took ibuprofen and upped fluid intake.  Symptomss lessened gradually over the course of a few hours.  Nausea improved after vomiting.  Headache persisted.

977114 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NE 22.0 22 F Around 2 am I woke up with an upset stomach and shortly after began throwing up. I've now been throwing up off and on for 3 hours. I will be calling my doctor when they open.

977115 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 IN 29.0 29 M Rash at injection site

977117 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 OH 49.0 49 F Nine days after injection the site became red, firm, and hot. As the redness was spreading, my doctor concluded that it was an injection site infection and I am now taking a 7 day course of Keflex 500mg.

977118 12/28/2020 01/27/2021 OH 68.0 68 M Ongoing issues with migrating joint and muscle aches. Initially I took  advil. After 2 weeks my GP prescribed a medrol dose pak that got rid of symptoms immediately and for the duration of the treatment. When the meds were over the symptoms came back to a lesser degree. The symptoms are persistent to this day. I presently take 2 tylenol usually twice a day and I am comfortable but still have slight malaise. I am due for second shot on the 29th. A little worried

977119 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 FL 70.0 70 M Client verbalized feeling hotflash sensation over the entire body.  Client was evaluated by county rescue.  Client was released to go home after symptoms resolved and 11:40 am.

977121 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 NC 35.0 35 F Initial reaction to vaccine 1-3 days following injection: site soreness, mild fatigue, mild redness and bruising at injection site. These symptoms resolved by 1/23 (4 days after vaccine). On day 7 (1/26) woke up with swollen painful lymph nodes in axilla, redness, swelling and itching at injection site which worsened over the course of the morning. Symptoms worsened, raised red patch on deltoid approx. 10cm x 15cm and itching towards armpit chest. Took oral antihistamine and saw only slight worsening throughout the rest of the day. On today, 1/27 increased fatigue and worsening of lymph tenderness, red patch on injection site larger by about 2cm. Symptoms persisting, no outcome to report at this time.

977122 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 FL 51.0 51 F I had chills, fever up to 101.4, body aches, severe headache that lasted approximately 24 hours

977126 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 IN 74.0 74 F Soreness surrounding & below injection site day 1 through present.  Itching below injection site day 5 & 6. Redness/rash below injection site day 6 through present.  Developed lump in left arm, below injection site, approx 2 x 4 inches wide. Headache & intermittent low grade temperature (100.4) from day 2 through present.

977127 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NC 50.0 50 F Arm became sore mid-afternoon, about 8pm in the evening developed aches/tenderness on all skin surface areas. About 10pm developed headache, facial flushing, painful eyes, fever 101.3, rigors, and muscle cramps in feet and legs.

977128 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 MI 22.0 22 F fever, muscle aches, headache, chills Had a fever of 100.5 this morning. Still has all other symptoms

977129 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 PA 27.0 27 F On January 16, 2021 I started to have axillary swelling and tenderness. Now on January 27, 2021, that discomfort and tenderness is still present. I have also had a large raised, red, hot, itchy local reaction at the vaccination site that has come and gone throughout these past two weeks. Today it is at its worst.

977130 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 FL 78.0 78 F Right facial numbness the day following first injection.  Now 2 weeks late still have facial numbness

977131 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 PR 51.0 51 F Forty five minutes after administration the patient felt scratchy throat, persistent cough, vomit, difficulty breathing, swollen face, rash on the neck , torso and arms, itchiness of the eyes, chills . Took some benadryl, cream and pills. Next day malaise, swollen hands, body aches.

977132 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 MA 37.0 37 F Intense burning to bilateral soles of feet at 12hrs post vaccine administration.

977134 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NY 59.0 59 F severe migraine with vomiting, muscle pain to thighs, joint pain to hands, feet, length of vertebrates to back, swollen lymph nodes neck and collarbone area right side.

977135 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 FL 29.0 29 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Fever, body aches, night sweats, nausea, chills, sore throat, insomnia

977136 01/17/2021 01/27/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Developed constant lingering headache about 4 days after receiving vaccine. Remains unrelieved as of today. Treating with Motrin and Tylenol (alternating).

977137 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 VA 37.0 37 F Swollen lymph node in injection side L collar bone

977139 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Approximately 7 minutes after vaccination I became lightheaded and dizzy. Felt like fainting. Heart rate jumped up to 179 BPM using a pulse oximeter to read and was breathing heavily. Was assisted to a wheelchair and spent a few minutes breathing in through my nose and out through my mouth and after a few minutes of this, my heart rate went back down and the symptoms subsided. As of today (1/27/2021) I am very exhausted.

977140 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 NC 57.0 57 F Itching and rash over whole body starting the day after injection and continuing now for 5 days from head to toe.

977141 12/31/2020 01/27/2021 VA 54.0 54 M Started having chills and tiredness that night.  The next day it was much worst and it didn't get better until FOUR days after.

977142 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 VA 64.0 64 F VERTIGO, CHILLS, NAUSEA, HEADACHE,  LEFT ARM ARM UP TO BASE OF SKULL

977143 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 FL 35.0 35 F Developed nausea and headache the day of the appt. The night of the vaccine developed a 101 degrees temperature with worsening headache and nausea

977144 01/01/2021 01/27/2021 VA 56.0 56 M Almost two weeks after 2nd dose(1st dose 12/17/20) woke up to minor itching on upper arms and hips which over the course of the proceeding days increased in size and intensity to include arms, back, and upper legs/thighs. As of 1/27/21 skin shows signs of very dry and peeling skin at biceps, upper shoulders, back and upper legs with less intensity of itching.

977145 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 TX 52.0 52 M Rash starting on injection arm first, but later spreading to both arms and both legs.  Initially very red with small lesions, but later the rash has faded but itching has endured on both arms and both legs.

977146 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 DE 73.0 73 F #1. I received the Moderna vaccine on 1/18/2021 in my right upper arm. On that Monday I experienced a small ache and redness at the injection site. On Tuesday 1/19 I had flu like symptoms, more pain at the injection site and a larger and firmer area at the injection site. Wed. 1/20 flu like symptoms were gone, but my upper arm was very sore in movement and by touch, was very red and swelling occurred. Thurs. 1/21 my upper arm was still painful to touch and swollen. Friday 1/22 a little less sore, still very red and itchy. Saturday 1/23 only slight discomfort, but very itchy. 1/24 Through 1/27 still very dark pink, still some swelling and intensely itchy. There was something hard protruding from the injection site, On 1/25 we tried to pull it out but it broke off and we dropped it before we could examine it. There is still a small amount of whatever it was protruding from the injection site. My next dose is supposed to be given on 2/15/2021, but I am very anxious about receiving it. I have reached out in an email dated 1/25/2021 but no response so far. My husband has an appointment with a dermatologist today 1/27/2021 and I am going to ask the Dr. to look at my arm.

977148 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 GA 68.0 68 M Night sweats after the second (booster) dose lasted about 3 days

977149 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 TX 83.0 83 F In preparing to give the vaccine, the vaccinator saw the syringe had a bubble in it. She cleared the bubble which reduced the volume in the syringe. The dose dropped from 0.5 ml to 0.3-0.4 ml.  he vaccinator gave the dose anyways and then expressed concerns to her overseeing physician, . Dr.  contacted me, - Pharmacy Director, after hours to discuss. Pulled medical team to discuss situation and how to handle possible reduction in dose.   Plan of Action - Dr. reported the situation to the patient. We will keep them on the same dosing schedule. Will recommend checking quantitative antibody levels 10-14 days after second dose to evaluate immune response. This should have been discussed with the patient by Dr.  and his team.
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977150 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 CT 37.0 37 M Fever, body aches, chills, headache

977151 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 SC 63.0 63 F Woke up on 1/26/21 with aches which lasted until 1/27/21. After I got up I had loose bowel movements approx. 15-20 mins apart for approx 2 hours.  Felt nausea upon waking and for 2-3 hours.  Became dizzy about 1 1/2 hour to 2 hours after waking. Duration of dizziness approx 1 hours. Tired all day.   1/27/21 woke up with all symptoms gone. New symptom was swollen lymph gland under right arm and very sore.  Duration 3 hours so far.  Will call primary doctor.

977152 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 KY 36.0 36 F swollen eyes and face(mildy)

977153 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 74.0 74 F tiredness for 6 hrs after receiving shot; muscle aches on arm receiving shot and slight headache next morning.

977155 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 54.0 54 F Vertigo the morning after the shot. Very slight dizziness the rest of the day. Vertigo was back the next day in the morning just after waking up.

977156 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 FL 52.0 52 F about 1 hr following injection, injection site began to swell, become sore and heated.  approximately 11 hours following injection, experienced sore throat, hay fever symptoms and vertigo.  All are ongoing now, 15 hrs later, soreness in arm has increased and interfering with movement, hay fever and vertigo also ongoing but not severe.

977157 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 WA 73.0 73 F Extreme light headness, weakness, fever 99.3 F, emotional, lethargic, general feeling of unwellness, chills, headache, muscle aches particularly head and neck and upper left arm around injection site, fever 99.5, two hours later fever was 100.3 and three hours after it was 100.5.  I called my primary care physician but no one returned my call.   Awoke around 2:21 am, I am moist, my fever had broken.  Feeling much better.  During this period I experienced intense anger which was troubling.  I though I had been given the virus rather than the vaccine.  I am experiencing a much better mood this morning.

977158 01/06/2021 01/27/2021 SC 49.0 49 F Menstrual cycle is 5 days late, periods are always normal and only thing different is the vaccine.

977159 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 CT 32.0 32 F the night of the vaccine I started feeling chills, had a fever of 100.9, headache, nausea, severe body aches.

977161 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 PR 64.0 64 F Extremely tired headache runny nose, sniffles body ache very nauseas today  vomiting

977162 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 TN 87.0 87 U Vial diluted with normal saline more than 3 hours after removal from refrigerator. 6 doses were given to patients from this vial with identities unknown. No symptoms or signs were reported to vaccine administrators at time of administration.

977163 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NC 54.0 54 F Systemic: Nausea-Medium, Systemic: Fainting-Severe, Systemic: Other- After 2nd dose of covid-19, Patient reported tingling, blood pressure was 198/102, high pulse, tingling in the arm and hand, chest pain, dizzyness

977164 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 PA 40.0 40 M Onset at 14 hours - malaise, fever, arthralgias for 36 hours Onset at 36 hours - Facial burning, redness, swelling

977165 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 MD 67.0 67 M at midnight experienced shivering for about 3 hours, uncontrollable for the first 30 minutes along with a dull headache

977166 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 ME 56.0 56 F chills and body aches

977168 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 PR 41.0 41 F Fever, Body ache, Chills, Injection site pain irradiating to the neck, Headache.

977169 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 17.0 17 F Error: Too Young for Vaccine

977170 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 FL 52.0 52 M Rigors, Chills, Headache, Lethargy for 18 hours after symptoms started.

977171 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 MS 24.0 24 F Sore arm, neck stiffness, flushed

977173 12/23/2020 01/27/2021 TN 57.0 57 F Red rash on trunk, shoulder blades, inside elbows, on inner thighs and calves, upper arms.

977174 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 37.0 37 F Arm soreness

977175 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 FL 68.0 68 M Swelling (puffiness) of Lymph gland in armpit of vaccinated arm site. Occured about 3-5 hours after vaccination and is still present at 8 days.

977176 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 NY 43.0 43 M When cycle count was done it was determined the patient received a concentrated dose. The patient did not have any adverse side effects at the time or in the days after.

977178 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 57.0 57 F cellulitis at injection site, treated with oral antibiotics, gradually improving

977179 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 PR 49.0 49 F RASH ON THE SKIN, DIARRHEA

977181 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 NC 43.0 43 F SYNCOPAL EPISODE (FAINTED AND FELL TO FLOOR, CAUSING LIP LACERATION AND FRACTURED TEETH), RIGORS, CHILLS, TACHYCARDIA

977182 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 MN 58.0 58 F Site: Pain at Injection Site-Severe, Site: Redness at Injection Site-Severe, Site: Swelling at Injection Site-Severe, Error: Infection / Cellulitis (diagnosed by MD)

977183 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 PR 27.0 27 F Fever, tiredness and local muscle pain. I took Panadol for 48 hours due to the adverse effect.

977184 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 NC 77.0 77 F tightness in throat, chest discomfort, felt throat was closing off, difficulty swallowing

977185 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 SC 54.0 54 M No injection pain, day three started with a rash. Over the next four days, the rash extended to cover a 10? x 8? area. The area was red, and hot to touch.  By Day 7, the entire upper arm was swollen with pitting Edema.  On day three, topical steroids were applied, multiple times a day, and oral Benadryl taken. Over the counter, one tab three times a day. On day 10, Patient took 20 mg of prednisone and tapered over the course of five days. Rash improved but was not fully resolved until day 14. On day 11 as rash improved a deep, under the surface purple reaction appeared. And resolved by day 14.

977186 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 NV 72.0 72 M Error: Wrong Patient (documentation in EMR)

977187 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 ME 35.0 35 M Shoulder was sore following the injection, which I wasn't worried by.  This morning I woke up feeling warm, my chest felt a little tight and  I have a headache.  My temperature  is within the "normal" range, but has stayed at least  1.5 degrees higher than it normally is, and I have been taking my temperature almost everyday, and sometimes 2-3 times.

977189 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 NY 59.0 59 M Vomiting and diarreah from Jan. 16 through Jan. 21. Visited emergency room for IV fluids and medications on Jan. 21. Started feeling better on Jan. 23. Back to work on Jan. 26

977190 01/10/2021 01/27/2021 67.0 67 F Woke up Monday AM 1/25/21 with mild discomfort at injection site. Are red oval about 3 inches wide and 4 inches long. Itchy. Put Benadryl lotion on area. No impact. Some very mild discomfort when sleeping on that arm. This morning 1/27/21 area of redness is about 6 inches long and 4 wide.

977191 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 AR 59.0 59 F home rest

977192 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 GA 48.0 48 F Sudden headache, nausea, then itching all over, rash on chest then stomach.  Swollen and redness like golf ball size at and around site the next morning.  Still itching the next morning after taking Benadryl and Tylenol every 4 hours as suggested by physician.

977194 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 IL 44.0 44 F After the shot initially I only had a sore arm and a little fatigue the day after. 10 days after my shot I started to develop a large rash on my left arm.

977195 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 CT 25.0 25 F Site: Bruising at Injection Site-Medium, Site: Pain at Injection Site-Severe, Systemic: Headache-Medium, Systemic: Other- arm mobility limited/difficult 3 days, pain arm x 1 week bruising lasted 2 weeks

977196 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 NC 42.0 42 M Two days after having vaccine, I developed a rash in the left arm wrist area then spreading to in between fingers. Now 3 weeks later, I have itchy bumps on my stomach and thighs and behind my knees. I?ve used hydrocortisone as advised by my healthcare provider.

977197 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 PA 64.0 64 F Post vaccination rxn: fever, chills, body aches, HA.

977198 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 NY 77.0 77 F On  8th day after after the Moderna COVIDvaccine, I awoke and noted that site of inoculation on left upper arm was very itchy with a 2x3 inch raised, red hive.   I  felt woozy, unsteady, a bit short of breath, a small headache, a bit of nausea,&  fatigued.  These symptoms  subsided gradually over the next 4 days.

977200 01/04/2020 01/27/2021 WI 33.0 32 F Patient presented to ED 3 days post-vaccination with cc of anxiety, headache and hallucinations attributed to vaccine

977201 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 AL 45.0 45 F Systemic: Exhaustion-Medium, Systemic: Fainting-Medium

977202 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 NC 64.0 64 F Shot 1-18. Normal pain and redness at injection site. Went away. Redness, swelling and severe itching at injection site today 1-27.  Woke me up from sleep(itching). Took Zytrec. Is this normal? What does it mean?

977203 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 KY 78.0 78 F Patient experienced anxiety regarding possible swelling related to the vaccine. Administered Benadryl 25 mg PO x1 dose at patient request. No swelling noted at injection site 15 min and 30 min after vaccine administration. Patient left after waiting ~30-45 min.

977204 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 IL 53.0 53 F Low grade fever of 101.4, achy muscles, tiredness, and cannot lift left arm above my head without feeling extreme pain.

977205 01/05/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F 1-5-2021 was light headed after getting vaccine, and periodically was light headed for 48 hours after vaccine. Also had feeling of warmth throughout my body (with no fever present), also lasting 48 hours. 1-11-2021 began having few hives on my back, below both ears and on my arms, those areas with hives itch a lot. I put Benadryl/cortisone cream on the areas. Hives are few in number, it goes away but still up until now, come back.

977206 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 MN 34.0 35 F Severe body aches, chills, headache. I was physically unable to get out of bed due to body aches.

977207 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 ME 59.0 59 F Headache, muscle aches, chills

977208 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 AL 42.0 42 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe

977209 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 MA 55.0 55 F Sore arm, body chills, joint pain, headache

977210 01/18/2020 01/27/2021 FL 64.0 64 M Hives on back, neck, and chest.  Took two Benadryl  and applied cortizone cream to skin.  Almost gone by morning

977211 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 VA 41.0 41 F Chills, body aches, fever of 100 with Tylenol

977212 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NY 62.0 62 F Patient observed for 30 minutes post vaccine, when patient verbalized dizziness. She also stated stated she had the same feeling with the first dose. She had vitals, enhanced observation and hydration with no improvement so she was escorted to employee heath services with a Nurse.

977213 01/01/2021 01/27/2021 NY 65.0 65 F Extreme left shoulder pain, running across back, up neck to lower skull and down other shoulder.  Down the left side of back to center of back.  8 days later pain is still severe.   I have contacted VAERS (with no response), contacted CDC (no response) and revisited the vaccine clinic and they referred me to my primary doctor or ER.  Primary is not trained in covid=19 vaccine side effects.  Spent 6 hours in Emergency yesterday to no avail.  This is day 9 and I still have chronic nerve pain.

977214 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NC 27.0 27 F Felt dizzy and jittery and flushed.  HR elevated by NSR.  Monitored for greater than 1 hour with symptoms occurring on and off during that period.  At 1025 she felt flushed again with report of scratchy throat.  No distress noted.  Oxygen sats 100%.  No itching or hives noted. No swelling of the face or airway but since she continued to have symptoms she was placed in wheelchair and taken to the ER.

977215 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 FL 40.0 40 F Per 's description, she experienced a tight throat at 0805 that started moving down, at 0813 started to cough, was sent to ER at 0820 and had shortness of breath, and at 0845 was dizzy and couldn't stand up.

977216 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 SC 51.0 51 F Noticed heart rate elevated on day of vaccine (1/26/21) w/ slight dizziness. My heart rate is ranging  from 130s-180s, becoming more elevated with activity. At rest it's varying from 90s to 130s. It is now 1/27/21 at 8:50am and symptoms have continued.

977218 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 VT 36.0 36 F Red hot half dollar size painful lump, went away came back as red itch half dollar size lump.

977219 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 AL 46.0 46 F Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Severe, Systemic: Headache-Severe

977220 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 OH 76.0 76 F Pt reports that she received her first dose of Pfizer Covid vaccine on 01/21/2021. She reports that on Saturday 01/23/2021, she was doing yoga and started to develop severe dizziness and the room "kept spinning." Pt reports that this morning she woke up out of a dead sleep and started to experience that severe dizziness, and states that she could not even "walk a straight line." She states that she has been very unsteady on her feet. She states that her whole body felt "shaky."  All symptoms have resolved.

977221 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 OH 80.0 80 F SOB, LIPS/TONGUE TINGLING.  NO CYANOSIS OR RESP  DISTRESS. COLOR PINK, SKIN W/D.

977222 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 NY 53.0 53 M Chills, Aches, Elevated Temperature (100.4)  Started during night (3:00 am) with severe chills, Aches and 100.4 by 6:00 am temp went down to normal and chills got better but aches remained for the day  The next day everything was fine

977223 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 38.0 38 M Just a little swoleness under my right arm, possibly lymph nodes.  Upper arm  at injection site is also sore.

977225 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 NC 55.0 55 F I began to have swollen and sore  lymph nodes under right arm. This has not yet gone away.

977226 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 MA 61.0 61 F AT VACCINE SITE R ARM - REDNESS, SLIGHTLY SWOLLEN, TENDER. ALSO C/O H/A SINCE 1500 1/26/21. NOTED CHILLS 1/26/21 PM ALSO

977227 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 VA 48.0 48 F Reporter received second COVID-19 vaccine on Wednesday 1/19 with no immediate side effects.  On Friday, 1/22, reporter began experiencing issues blinking.  Saturday morning, 1/23, side effects expanded to her mouth.  She called a 24/7 health hotline and was diagnosed with Bell's Palsy.  She began prednisone  Saturday afternoon (1/23).  Symptoms persist, but do not seem to be progressing.  Has been to her PCP who confirmed initial diagnosis and will schedule appt with endocrinologist to address change in blood sugars with prednisone.  Received the vaccine in her right arm, which is the same side of her face affected.

977228 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 FL 43.0 43 F Nausea, Fever (100.9 is the highest), Chills, Injection site swelling and red to mid-arm level, headache.

977229 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 AL 61.0 61 M Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Medium, Systemic: Other- Anxiety-Medium

977230 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Was fine until about 8:00-8:30 at night was extremely nauseous, and a slight headache started to form. On 1/26/21 the nausea was worse with a headache that resemble a migraine and hot cold chills, never had a fever.

977231 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 NY 77.0 77 F On  8th day after receiving the Moderna COVID vaccine, I awoke and noted that site of inoculation on left upper arm was very itchy with a 2x3 inch raised, red hive.   I felt woozy, unsteady, a bit short of breath, a small headache, a bit of nausea,&  fatigued.  These symptoms  subsided gradually over the next 4 days.

977232 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 MI 48.0 48 F My right shoulder had intense deep muscle and surface soreness around the injection site  that kept me awake the first night of receiving the first vaccination.  The site was slightly swollen and warm to the touch with a few red dots that did not itch.   I did use 500mg of Tylonal to help alleviate the pain.  Within 35 hours of the first injection, my arm was not as tender or sore to the touch and did not keep me awake at night.  Although still sore, 48 hours later, there is no more swelling and the redness and red spots are gone.

977235 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 OH 79.0 79 F Airways closed. Took Benadryl and albuterol inhaler.  Continued treatment for another 24 hours

977236 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NY 44.0 44 F patient states that she started with hives last night about 8pm that a small patches scattered randomly, with the most on her chest/torso. they are red and itchy. also stated that she has arm soreness, mild headache and mild body aches. pt took benadryl 25mg at 8am. pt will continue to be monitored through out the day for worsening symptoms. at this time hives have become less pronounced adn itchy aprox. 1 hour later.

977237 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 WA 63.0 63 F Chills, head ache,   no treatment, missed a day of work

977238 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 CA 86.0 86 M Vaccine admin Wed 3 pm. Thurs no problem. Friday am, patient woke up almost fully blind right eye. Y 2

977239 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 37.0 37 F Myalgia (specifically arm, neck and back soreness), headache, fatigue

977240 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 AL 37.0 37 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe, Systemic: Other- Angioedema, complained of systemic burning sensation most severe on face-Severe

977242 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 OH 36.0 36 M Patient developed myopericarditis requiring hospitalization four days after receiving second dose of moderna vaccine. He developed left arm pain and numbness as well as substernal chest pressure. He was admitted. Y

977243 01/05/2021 01/27/2021 MA 54.0 54 F I received the vaccine last Jan. 5, 2021 @ 240pm. I had fever and chills, running nose, itchy lower part of my body. I took Tylenol every 6hrs. and zyrtec. It took 3 days, feeling better.

977245 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 FL 43.0 43 F Patient given Covid vaccine at 0906, patient remained at clinic post injection to observe for signs of allergic reaction. At 0920, patient c/o lip tingling & itching to chest & hands. Provider assessed patient and Benadryl 50 mg IM given at 0925. VS obtained temp 98.9, HR 73, RR 20, BP 154/106, O2 sat 99% RA. patient reports she has not taken her BP meds yet this morning. Patient took BP meds at 0950 in presence of provider. Patient speaking in clear, complete sentences without respiratory distress. Airway patient, skin is warm & dry, mild erythema to upper chest noted where patient was scratching/no rash present. VS rechecked at 1020 temp 97.6, HR 65, RR 20, BP 140/97, O2 sat 98% RA. Patient reports she is feeling better & does not feel bad or itch as intensely as she did initially. 1025 Patient discharged home with instructions to notify PCP if symptoms worsen or go to nearest ER. Patient verbalized understanding.

977247 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NY 62.0 62 F Patient observed for 15 minutes post vaccine when she vernalized head pressure 3/10. Patient stated she did not have this reaction after the first dose. After an enhanced observation SE dissipated

977248 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 ME 59.0 59 F Flu-like symptoms, chills, muscle aches, fever 100.9, and diarrhea

977249 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 TN 45.0 45 F Chest pains so bad I had to go  to emergency room. Pain started 2 days after and another day to subside in chest. Arm that was injected took an additional 2 days to feel better.

977250 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 FL 48.0 48 F Normal soreness in arm for 2 days after vaccine.  Woke on 1/25/21 with arm soreness.  Throughout day arm soreness increased, swelling to arm and warm to touch.  Next day 1/26/21 arm swollen from 2 inches above elbow to shoulder, hot to touch, unable to move arm without extreme pain.  Went to physician and diagnosed with cellulitis from vaccine.  Given Solumedrol IM in office and sent home with Keflex 500mg three times daily and Prednisone 4mg dose pack.

977251 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 AL 29.0 29 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe, Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Medium, Systemic: Headache-Severe, Systemic: Other- Itching-Severe

977252 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 KS 38.0 38 F Redness, hardness, hot to the touch

977254 01/16/2021 01/27/2021 FL 72.0 72 F One week after vaccinations my arm where shot was given developed redness, swelling, severe itching and some pain.  It's now been 4 days since those symptoms appeared and they don't seem to be going away.

977255 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 PA 59.0 59 F 20 1/2 hours after 2nd injection I developed chills, achiness in upper back and neck, headache and joint aches.  Fever developed rose to 101.  Symptoms subsided after approx. 8 1/2 hours

977256 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 38.0 38 F One week later at the site where the vaccine  was given has a quarter sized knot, it?s red hot and just slightly itchy.

977257 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 40.0 40 F Fatigue Pain at injection site

977258 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 MA 62.0 62 F Had 2nd shot on Tuesday 1/19 at 1500. Went to bed felt a little nausea, woke at 0300 1/20 with runs. Finally back to bed to continue with violent shakes. fever, aches and head aches lasting until late Thursday afternoon. Exhausted feeling still remaining through Saturday. Felt myself on Sunday 1/24

977259 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 NY 45.0 45 F I'd heard about these side effects, was more than I expected, couldn't go to work that day since I was in bed with side effects. Felt like more than any vaccine I'd received in my life, so decided to report just since this is a new vaccine.   About 10 hours after vaccine, chills and fever started, fever up to 101, body weakness, lack of appetite, headache/migraine. Insomnia that night, up all night due to symptoms. . All symptoms except migraine resolved over the next 24 hours. Migraine continued so I took 50 mg imitrex x 3 over the course of the next 36  hours until that finally resolved . So all symptoms gone after around 2.5=3 days.

977260 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NV 72.0 72 M Went to bed the night of the injection. The following morning I had a fever of 104.

977261 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 55.0 55 M This individual received Pfizer COVID vaccine dose #1 on 1-26-21. About an later he complained of chest pain and EMS called.

977262 12/23/2020 01/27/2021 NY 58.0 58 F 1st dose December 23, 2020.  Arm pain, swelling, raised red 3 inch bump developed within 12 hours.  Subsided, and reoccurred about 10 days post vaccine.  10-14 days post vaccine I developed New onset forefoot weakness (foot drop) Right, new onset trigger finger Right middle finger, new onset bladder spasms with immediacy and incontinence - not bladder volume dependent, resurgence of body aches, new bilateral knee pain requiring two arm support for sit to stand,  Mental status changes including anxiety, paranoia, mania and depression (personality change!), motion induced nausea and dizziness, visual changes (blurry vision), New intensification of nocturnal muscles spasms - bilateral and progressive and intermittent headache up the Right neck to crown, New onset (01/14/21 - present) burning rubber scent when some food being cooked.  The muscle and joint pain were present with February illness, subsided by April, and came back with a vengeance within two weeks of the 1st injection.  I also lost three teeth (fracture vertically while flossing), thinned hair, and had intermittent dizziness during the initial illness in February.   February Initial loss of taste/smell included metallic taste with artificial flavors, rotten garbage - random, and ?iron taste with meats.  I can now taste some fruits but only get bitterness with other fruits and vegetables.  I had one sided facial paralysis after tooth extractions in September - resolved in 1 week.  I required dental implants to replace the fractured teeth.  I am a vaccinator, and have been administering our vaccines and swabbing for Covid testing since we reopened elective procedures.  I strongly encourage our staff to get the vaccines - and I am the one who gets the reaction.  The constellation of symptoms, temporal proximity to the vaccine with no intervening illness or injury, and commonality of some symptoms with my February illness have prompted further testing and evaluation for central nervous system insult.

977263 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NY 31.0 31 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Fatigue, body aches, chills, headache, mild nausea, low grade fever with Tmax of 100.4  for 2 days so far. Symptoms relieved with acetaminophen and ibuprofen so far

977264 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IA 53.0 53 F Woke up around 2 a.m. on 1/26/21 with a temp of 102.3 and took Ibruprofen, then again 101.8 on 1/26/21 p.m. and took Ibuprofen again.  Then at 3 a.m. on 1/27/21 woke up with burning on right inner thigh to discover a red, inflamed areas on both thighs, top of feet and upper lateral breast areas bilaterally, and left upper forearm including the injection site.  Rash is also on right hip area.  Non itchy rash, but had some inital burning on her right thigh.  Developed achiness & fatigue on 1/26.  Treated with OTC Iburprofen and Benadryl.

977265 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 VA 51.0 51 F Dizziness, nausea, fever, chills, HA, muscle aches, fatigue

977266 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 VA 63.0 63 F Pain injection site, which pain increased until it went away on 3rd day. Nausea, loose stools,headache, achiness. All left on 3rd day.

977267 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Chills, aches, headache, tiredness

977268 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 OH 49.0 49 F WITHIN 10-12 HOURS OF VACCINE ON 1-11-21, NOTED HEART BEAT BOUNDING, RACING, TACHYCARDIC, RESOLVED 48-72 HOURS.   SEVERE ITCHING STARTED WITHIN 12 HOURS ON LEGS THEN PROGRESSED TO THIGHS, BUTTOCKS, BACK, TORSO, ARMS, CHEST AND FACE.  I INITIALLY THOUGHT WAS DRY SKIN BUT THEN AFTER DAY 11 OR 12,  A BURNING, RED RASH WITH SEVERE ITCHING WAS OVER ENTIRE BODY THAT WORSENED EACH DAY..  ON 1-23-21, SATURDAY EVENING, STARTED BENADRYL 50MG (WHICH HAD CAUSE ADVERSE HYPERACTIVITY AND LACK OF SLEEP WHEN TAKEN ONCE 21 YEARS AGO).  BENADRYL DID NOT HELP SO ON SUNDAY MORNING 1-24-21, AWAKENED AND THOUGHT THAT I MAY BE HAVING AN ALLERGIC REACTION TO THE MODERNA VACCINE THIS WHOLE TIME AND WENT TO THE  CARE CLINIC TO BE EVALUATED ON SUNDAY, 1-24-21.  AFTER EVALUATION, STARTED ON A STEROID PACK AND INSTRUCTED TO TAKE BENADRYL, ZYRTEC, CLARITAN, OR ALLEGRA AND TO FOLLOW-UP WITH INTERNAL MEDICINE ON 1-26-21 FOR FURTHER EVALUATION AND ADVICE ON TAKING SECOND DOSE OF VACCINE.  ITCHING NOT BETTER, STATRTED ON ATARAX.

977269 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NC 41.0 41 M Started with extreme pain in the upper are preventing the arm to lift laterally.  Anterior/ Posterior lifting was performed with minor difficulty.  Experienced chills in an indoor temperature of 80 degrees.  Extreme fatigued experienced from 7:30a.m. and through this current time.  Chills are coming and going as well as headaches.

977270 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 VA 18.0 118 F Fever, muscle aches, loss of taste and smell

977271 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 PA 34.0 34 F post vaccination rxn: fever, chills, and body aches

977273 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 PA 54.0 54 F Started feeling kind of off almost immediately after getting the vaccine. Felt flush and a little weak. Thought I was imagining things. Walked outside took elevator to the car felt increasingly more dizzy and weak. Got to car and started it, drove a few feet then knew it was dangerous to drive. parked and called My husband. He alerted people he knew . I then called 911. Symptoms progressively worsened. Thought I was going to code. Went to Er by ambulance. Trembling, dizziness, fast heart rate continued. Felt like i was going to die and my heart was going to jump out of my chest. In emergency room, they did an ekg and chest X-ray which were normal. They did some blood work. My potassium was very low ? 3.3. My TSH was 0.05; glucose 108;auto absol basos 0.1. Other results were normal. They told me the reaction was due to my low potassium and TSH levels. ER doctor recommended to change my levothyroxine dose with my pcp. Was in ER from approximately 1 pm - 6 pm on 1/7/21. They had me drink potassium and sent me home. Some symptoms subsided but still felt weak and dizzy when I left.

977274 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 GA 55.0 55 F Received the 2nd dose yesterday and when I woke this morning I had a headache, body ache, extremely sore arm, fever (99.8), nausea, chills.  I took something for nausea and two extra strength Tylenol and have just been drinking a lot of water.  The medicine helped with the fever and nausea

977277 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 MD 33.0 33 F A few hours after receiving the first dose, I started with a mild headache and very sore arm. The headache and sore arm worsened and then around 9pm I started with horrible chills and body aches. My symptoms continued onto the next day, including intermittent nausea and extreme fatigue. I had to leave work early on Wednesday 1/20/21, called out of work on 1/21/21. My symptoms were gone by mid day of 1/21/21 except my fatigue and headache lingered until 1/22/21. I took extra strength Tylenol throughout the days.

977278 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 OH 51.0 51 M I slowly started developing body aches the evening of 01/26/21.  Later that evening my balance felt a little off if I turn my head or body too quickly.  I got up in the morning of 01/27/21 to get ready for work and feel light headed if I turn my head or try to walk normally and when I started to get into my car. I didn?t feel it was safe to drive so I didn?t.  Still having body aches this morning as well. But the light headedness is new. I didn?t feel that with the first vaccine dose.

977280 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 FL 68.0 68 F 3 days after the injection my left side itched and burned above my waste with  numbness and tingling a few days later starting get a rash kept getting worse and called the Dr office and found out i had shingles and put me on Valacyclovir 1 mg tab twice a day.  Was vaccinated for shingles about 8 years ago. But i have not gotten the new vaccine.

977281 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 IL 27.0 27 F Sore arm for 3 days, chills for 7 hours, and uncontrollable lower back, hip joint, legs and neck pain/ache for 24 hours straight.

977282 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 23.0 23 M About 12 hours after the vaccination, I felt the "headrush" of a fever in my face behind my nose and eyes. My body was not warm like a fever so I did not take my temperature. However, I had a lot of difficulty sleeping that night because it felt like my body and immune system was revved up. It was impossible for me to get comfortable.

977283 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 ME 47.0 47 F I was vaccinated at 9am on 1/25/2021.  I had no noticeable side effects that day.  At approximately 1:00 a.m. on 1/26/2021 I started waking up a lot and couldn't get comfortable.  I tossed and turned and body aches began and quickly worsened.  My knees, thigh bones, hips, pelvis, lower back, and shoulders all hurt like I had been beaten with a bat.  I took a sick day from work due to the severity of symptoms.  I had no fever, but did have hot flashes periodically throughout the day.  I was dizzy upon standing, had nasal congestion, and sever fatigue, and developed a moderately bad headache later that day.  I went to sleep at 10:30 p.m. on 1/26/2021 and slept through the night.  Upon waking on 1/27/2021, I felt much better.  I still have some lingering fatigue and stiffness but not enough to interfere with my normal routine.  I was vaccinated in my left arm and today, 1/27/2021 I woke up with swollen lymph nodes in my left armpit that are quite sore.

977285 01/17/2021 01/27/2021 PA 38.0 38 F PATIENT DEVELOPED RED WELT AT INJECTION SITE THAT LATER WAS DIAGNOSED AT AN URGENT CARE FACILITY.   PATIENT WAS GIVEN AN ANTIBIOTIC KEFLEX

977286 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F itchy, red splotches, hives, prickly sensation on skin on date of injection, then came back on Saturday evening 1/23

977287 01/16/2021 01/27/2021 KS 50.0 50 F Erythematous rash at injection site persisting >2 weeks - still present at time of reporting

977288 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 MD 49.0 49 F Patient c/o palpitations after receiving 2nd COVID vaccine. Her HR was 140-160. No CP, no SOB or dizziness. Went down to 86 and she felt better and left the clinic. she returned to the clinic 20 minutes later c/o  palpitations again. Her HR was then 112.  Transported to ED for eval and treatment.

977290 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 MA 44.0 44 F At injection, some vaccine trickled out of the arm. Increased soreness and swelling that day and for the next few days resolved on their own. Same day as injection, I experienced mild nausea and dizziness. Resolved with rest and time by the end of the day. On 1/23, my left arm at the injection site was swollen, hot, and red. Large red area present that grew bigger the next day. No other symptoms. Was prescribed Keflex on Sunday (1/24)  by covering HCP (telephone call). Saw my dermatologist for a scheduled appointment who said it was not cellulitis but a delayed allergic reaction. I stopped Keflex on 1/26. On 1/27, symptoms have improved. Small circumference, less redness, and swelling.

977291 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 VT 41.0 41 F Left arm pain and swelling at injection site beginning 3 hours after injection, lasting 2.5 days and relieved with analgesics.  Headache and neck pain beginning the  same day as injection, lasting 3 days and partially relieved with analgesics.

977293 12/21/2020 01/27/2021 MN 39.0 39 F Swollen Lymph node along left clavicle

977294 01/16/2021 01/27/2021 IL 36.0 36 F 8 days after my first dose of the MODERNA COVID-19 vaccine I began having an itchy rash 1-2" below my injection site.  It was warm to the tough and moderately itchy.  Today is 11 days after my injection and I noticed that while the rash is less itchy, it has largeness to a red  raised circle that is 4" tall, 3" wide and warm to the tough.

977296 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 MA 40.0 40 F Myalgias, rigors and chills starting at 2:00am on 1/24/2021 Fever (101.5), rigors, severe myalgias, tachycardia, dyspnea at 12:00pm 1/24/2020   Improvement with ibuprofen and acetaminophen.  Resolved by 1/25/2021

977297 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 AR 55.0 55 F had a sudden headache come on about 1 hour after shot, but it went away within about 1 more hour...woke up at 5:00 this morning (day after shot) with horrible pain from shoulder all the way to finger tips....fell back asleep, woke again at 7:30 with the same symptoms got up and tried moving the arm (with pain) went ahead and used arm and read reactions and what to do...tried to use arm, after about 1 hour of trying to use arm the pain is just over the injection where there is a grapefruit size hard spot with intense pain.  Will continue to try to move the arm and use cold compresses and drink water as the organization site suggested. Pain is not just in upper arm with majority of pain in that grapefruit size area.

977298 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 MO 57.0 57 F 24 hours after the 2nd dose I became ill with heavy chills, temp of 100.2, joint and muscle pain, fatigue, hard, hot swollen, itchy left deltoid at the injection site, fatigue, headache and focus issues including light headedness affecting ability to walk. Symptoms lasted 24 hour with lingering fatigue, body aches and minor light headedness. 24 hours after injection I took ibuprofen and Benadryl. Applied cool compresses to the injection site.

977299 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 KY 30.0 30 F Woke up with chills, fever of 100.8, moderate headache, and body aches. I took 1000 mg of Tylenol which brought the fever down to 98.2, however, headache and body ache remained. I took Tylenol in 1000 mg doses around the clock every six hours for 24 hours, and 24 hours later felt no more symptoms.

977300 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 CO 68.0 68 M expected sore L shoulder resolved in 2+ days. 7-10 days later L shoulder started to be achy, Progressed to both shoulders, painful ache, much worse in morning. Difficult to raise arms, very difficult to put on shirt, sweater, jacket. Lessens over the day, but just as bad the next morning. I've worked out my whole life, this is not usual post-work out soreness- no precipitating exercise.

977301 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Patient with underlying MS and pregnancy.  Patient reported that Fever, body aches, chills, fatigue after administration of 2nd dose.  Presented to the Emergency Department / OB triage in labor 4  days later (1.24.21) Patient is a 34 y.o. female at 37w0d with Estimated Date of Delivery: 2/14/21 who presents today with spontaneous labor.  HOSPITAL COURSE:  Patient underwent an uncomplicated vaginal delivery and was discharged home in stable condition.  ESTIMATED DUE DATE: Estimated Date of Delivery: 2/14/21  GESTATIONAL AGE AT DELIVERY: 37w0d.  Patient weight = 2.63 KGY 3

977303 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 VT 71.0 71 F Injection site pain and tenderness within an hour of injection.  Headache, chills,  body aches, muscle pain, joint pain, fatigue within 7 hours.  Difficulty sleeping, fever of 100 degrees upon awakening with continuation of above side effects.  Used Tylenol, drinking fluids.

977305 01/17/2021 01/27/2021 PA 38.0 38 F PATIENT DEVELOPED RED WELT AT INJECTION SITE.  DAYS LATER WAS LATER DIAGNOSED AT URGENT CARE FACILITY WITH CELLULITIS AND GIVEN ANTIBIOTIC KEFLEX ORALLY
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977306 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 MO 49.0 49 F Employee reports after receiving 2nd vaccination on 1/19/2021, around 8-9pm that same night she began feeling very tired and fatigued. At 4am reports being very cold, chills, headache, body aches all over. "Feels like I have the flu, don't feel well at all."

977307 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 PA 60.0 60 F post vaccination rxn: arm swelling for 3 days

977308 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 RI 76.0 76 F Redness in upper left arm, slight muscular pain, moderate itchiness.   Pain and redness basically gone but itchiness continues constantly

977309 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 IL 48.0 48 F Pt fainted after 5 minutes in receiving the vaccine.

977310 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 36.0 36 F Severe nausea and chills, body aches, headache, low grade fever

977311 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 36.0 36 M fatigue from 5pm until 12pm on 1/26.

977312 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 MO 33.0 33 F Employee is 26 weeks pregnant, reports injection site pain, fatigue, and light headedness.

977313 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NY 24.0 24 F Arm soreness, headache, then muscle aches/chills over night and into the next morning

977314 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 MI 56.0 56 F chills, fever, diarrhea, unable to urinate, dehydrated went to emergency room and was admitted IV fluids Y 1

977315 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 25.0 25 M Intense exhaustion, to the point of impaired function, long before normal bed time. I reported this same symptom after the previous injection.

977316 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 CA 80.0 80 F On January 22,2021 @2:30a i woke up with burning sensation on my chest, back and flushed face, January 24, 25 and 26, the same feeling, i saw my primary doctor January 26, that day @. 2:30 burning sensation on my chest, back and flushed face. I had an ekg that day and my doctor said it?s fine, today @6a, same reactions, episodes last for 10 minutes.

977317 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 PR 40.0 39 M STARTED 1/27/2021 5AM WITH GENERAL MALAISE, BODYACHE, NAUSEA, EYE REDNESS, PHOTOPHOBIA,  FEVER, LEFT ARM AND AXILLARY PAIN ,

977318 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 MI 65.0 65 F Initial - typical sore arm, redness at injection site.  DELAYED reaction 8 days after injection - itchiness, red circle (2.5"-3" diameter)  around injection site, some swelling, warm to touch, upper arm feels "heavy".

977321 01/17/2021 01/27/2021 NY 73.0 73 F Facia rash

977322 12/22/2020 01/27/2021 MO 36.0 36 F Employee was febrile last night, temp up to 101.5. Feels fine today. (12/23/20)

977323 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 MD 35.0 35 F Day 8 post vaccine developed raised red rash at injection site. Warm to touch. Day 9 and 10 rash still present, Day 11 rash with itching.

977324 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 IA 46.0 46 M I began developing hives and a rash around 7:30pm on Jan. 26th the day of my first vaccine.

977325 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 58.0 58 F Patient received vaccine on 1/15/21. Patient felt heavy pressure of chest within 15-20 mins later.  On 1/16/21 and 1/17/21, patient felt fatigue, nausea, and headache.  On Friday 1/22/21, arm felt funny and when taking off blouse, noticed rash at site of injection and was throbbing.  On Sat 1/23/21, patient had a harder time clearing throat.  She gradually started feeling throat closing, was in the ER around 4pm that day.  Face was swollen and red and tingling up and down whole body.  Patient was given benadryl, famotidine, and methylpredinisolone via IV.

977328 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 IL 43.0 43 F Hives  appeared on  my forearms in the early morning, by afternoon spread to lower back.  By Saturday 01/23/21 I had hives covering forearms, hands, behind ears, behind knees, ankles and shins.

977329 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Fatigue/severe body aches Fever of 100-101 degrees Chills/sweating Headaches Intermittent sore throat Intermittent nausea Elevated HR   Has lasted two days after vaccination and caused me to miss work

977330 01/06/2021 01/27/2021 MI 48.0 48 F Developed rash on neck, superior to clavicles bilaterally.  Treating with Triamcinolone 0.025% cream topically

977331 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 MO 44.0 44 F Patient experienced fever, chills, muscle pain, headache, majorly tired, injection site pain, feeling unwell.. Symptoms lasted about 12 hours, feeling better.

977332 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 76.0 76 F 7 days after vaccination red swelling and itching at injection site.

977333 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 FL 61.0 61 M intractable left arm pain for 6 hours, unable to move arm, started about 9 hours after injection

977335 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 GA 53.0 53 F I felt like I could run a marathon, up most of the night after the injection, all the next day and up most of the second night.  Other than that, felt ok.  A lot of energy!!!!

977336 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 49.0 49 F Symptoms began 1/26/21 at 1:00am. Severe chills, body aches, joint pain and headache. Lasted until 7pm and then abruptly stopped

977337 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 AR 27.0 27 F fever, body aches, chills, nausea

977338 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 TX 35.0 35 F Significant itching over entire body

977339 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 CT 27.0 27 F I received the  vaccine on 1/19 and it is not 1/26. I had no severe side effects except for minor headache and soreness in the arm. However yester day I noticed the injection site had become red and raised. It is a bit hard and very warm. When I woke up today it was even bigger, about the size of a quarter.

977340 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 CO 40.0 40 F Delayed reaction of redness and swelling spreading from injection site down towards elbow.

977341 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NY 70.0 70 F fever, chills, injection side arm pain (stabbing). marked fatigue/exhaustion

977342 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 VT 42.0 42 F one week after vaccine left arm swelled, became extremely hard, hot and itchy.  I also had swollen glands.

977343 12/22/2020 01/27/2021 MO 52.0 52 F Employee has experienced a headache since receiving the vaccine. Yesterday, (12/29/2020) getting sick; vomiting, diarrhea, low grade temp. Planning to go get COVID test, no fever.

977344 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 41.0 41 M Generalized malaise and anorexia for about a day and a half. Took a Tylenol, doing better now

977345 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 PA 33.0 33 F post vaccination rxn: swollen arm and warm to the touch

977346 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 44.0 44 F Cold chills, fever, throwing up,diarrhea,extreme headache and body aches

977347 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 GA 73.0 73 F Large rash close to injection site.   Arm has never hurt but still felt hard around site. That has lessened. No other side effects.

977348 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 TX 55.0 55 M On the day following his vaccination, he experienced body aches and possible fever (patient did not check it) lasting about 5 hours.

977349 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 AR 54.0 54 F NAUSEA, DIARRHEA, HA

977350 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 MO 40.0 40 F fever, chills, muscle aches, joint pain, headache, upset stomach, extreme fatigue, pain/swelling/heat at injection site. Symptoms lasted approx 24 hours. Only symptom remaining is arm swelling/redness/heat at injection site.

977351 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NC 80.0 80 F Pt received her Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine at 2:50 pm on 1/25/2021. Pt tolerated administration well and was monitored for 15 minutes inside the agency. She was accompanied by her son. When exiting the building at approximately 3:15pm,  pt  continued walking off of the side walk into the flower bed. She then was noticed by son to have confused and jumbled speech. Staff from The Agency and EMS was on the scene immediately after this was observed and 911 was called for EMS. Son reports this is not her baseline.Y

977352 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 IN 70.0 70 F Injection site swelling, redness, and slight soreness

977353 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 MA 64.0 64 F Fever to 101.2 x 12 hrs.  Continued fever at 100 through 24 hrs.  Total body aches.  Chills.  Nausea. Severe headache.   All mostly resolved in a total of 36 hrs.

977354 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 75.0 75 F Extreme itching  about 12 hours after the shot.

977355 12/30/2020 01/27/2021 MO 51.0 51 F Employee experienced fever over 100.0, nausea, body aches, headache, joint aches - quite a lot of them.

977356 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 PA 34.0 34 F Tiredness, body aches within first 12 hours. By almost 48 hours, I had numbness down the whole left side of the body. This was in the evening, I was not laying on that side of the body in bed but I could barely move that side. Afterwards, I had a slot of pain at the injection site and needed to use a cold compress to settle the swelling and pain.

977357 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Symptoms ? EE reports generalized itchiness approximately 1 hour after vaccine.  EE reports + HA, but reports, ?I had a headache before the vaccine.?  EE reports same issue after 1st dose of vaccine.  EE reports she notified the monitors at the vaccine site and recommended to take motrin for HA and to call vaccine support for further instructions.   Last day of work and shift - ?unknown, not working today per EE  Home remedies? -   EE educated to take Benadryl or Claritin as indicated in the Medical directive.  EE reports, ?I?ll take a Zyrtec.?  EE educated to f/u with PCP if symptoms worsening.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions. Any improvement? ? N/A Recommendation?  EE educated to take Benadryl or Claritin as indicated in the Medical directive.  EE reports, ?I?ll take a Zyrtec.?  EE educated to take motrin as indicated in the Medical directive.  EE educated to f/u with PCP if symptoms worsening.  EE verbalized back understanding and denied further questions.  EE reports she will fill out report.

977359 01/16/2021 01/27/2021 NY 45.0 45 F Redness at injection site still continuing 11 days after injection, a little itchy, getting a little bigger each day

977360 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 28.0 28 F Elevated temp of 100.8 at 1030pm on 1/25/2021 treated with alternating ibuprofen and acetaminophen.   Headache at 5pm on 1/25/21 until 8am 1/27/21 treated with ibuprofen and acetaminophen.  Nausea at 5pm on 1/25/21 until 8am 1/27/21. Treated with fluids.

977361 12/23/2020 01/27/2021 VA 52.0 52 F got vaccine 12/23/20 then on 01/04/21 arm was swollen sore and hot to touch

977362 01/06/2021 01/27/2021 MI 56.0 56 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  On 1/9/2021 I suffered a lacunar stroke, Symptoms of left sided paralysis .  The symptoms came and went.  I was life flighted to Hospital. Underwent several test . CT,MRI,ECHO and labs among other test  I was in patient  ICU for 3 days. Discharged home. The longest event lasted 4 hours . My BP was extremely elevated. I had  borderline HTN in past but never that high. Fortunately I have regained the use of my left side and minimal side effects remain. Unsure if the vaccine could have elevated my BPY

977363 12/26/2020 01/27/2021 MA 34.0 34 F info from incident rpt-approximately 5 minutes after receiving Moderna Vaccine at the  employee clinic,  pt c/o nausea, and dizziness.  Pt began dry heaving and hyperventilating, became very weak and ? LOC for a few second.  Symptoms resolved in about 45 minutes without medicine.  No hives or angioedema noted, no difficulty breathing once she stopped hyperventilating; telephone call with employee: states got vaccine on 12/24- within 15 minutes felt dizzy, face "felt big", passed out, was put on stretcher, woke and vomited,  was still feeling nausea so went home; had fever the next day, lost appetite, feeling fatigued, nausea, yesterday (12/29/20) felt weak -states was covid + in March 2020, had another test recently which was negative, ? whether can get the second vaccine.   consult allergy - ok for vaccine 30 min watch ;

977364 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 MO 49.0 49 F localized swelling redness 50mg Benadryl administered

977365 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 PA 39.0 39 F delayed onset of erythema, swelling, itching, pain at injection site followed by spreading redness in 24 hrs but decreased swelling and itching

977366 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 37.0 37 F Flu like symptoms Saturday/Sunday /Monday  Went to urgent care diagnosed with Covid and pneumonia

977367 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 TX 59.0 59 M Fever to 101.3, sustained chills, and local/injection site pain. Lightheadedness. Onset 22 hours after injection.

977368 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 45.0 45 F Fever ranging from 102-104, headache, fatigued, weak, body aches

977369 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 24.0 24 F fever of 100, vomiting, chills

977370 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 53.0 53 F Extreme  pain the left arm at Injection site along with swelling of the lymph nodes under the left arm. Whole body inflammatory response. Treatment: Ice, Tylenol and Hydrocodone.   Called physicians office to inform. Awaiting call back if anything needs to be done.

977371 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 OH 26.0 26 F Headache, body ache, chills, feel feverish

977372 01/06/2021 01/27/2021 NV 52.0 52 F Following first dose of COVID-19 vaccine patient stated that she felt "faint". Patient was given two ice packs, juice and a private room to recover in.

977373 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 VT 56.0 56 F Significant fevers to 102.3 myalgias, arthralgias, chills, sweats, could not perform.  Could no perform tasks of daily living. This has gone one for more than 36 hours.

977374 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 MO 22.0 22 F Employee reports symptoms of injection site pain, tiredness, headache, muscle pain, chills, joint pain, coughing, congestion, runny nose, sore throat, and temp of 100.6 after taking acetaminophen.

977375 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 PA 40.0 40 F After receiving vaccine developed dizziness and hypotension, then developed itchiness in throat.  EPI pen was administered and emergency response team called.   She was transported to the Emergency Room for treatment.  She was treated with steroids and antihistamines.  Diagnosed with anaphylactic reaction. Discharged with EpiPen, albuterol inhaler prn, and steroid taper.

977376 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 71.0 71 M ache / stiffness in right shoulder

977377 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 FL 74.0 74 F Strong nasal Congestion, head ache, and chills.

977378 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 54.0 54 F I received the vaccine on 1/25/2021 at 11:00 A.M. and felt fine all day and evening. I began feeling body aches and ran a low grade fever of 100 around 5:00 P.M. on 1/26/2021. The injection site has a lump about the size of a quarter, red and warm to the touch. I took two Tylenol at 9:30 P.M. on 1/26/2021 and went to bed. I awoke at 7:30 A.M. on 1/27/2021 feeling fine, but he injection site is still swollen, red and warm to the touch.

977379 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 CT 60.0 60 F the right side of my head, face, neck, and right arm to the fingers went numb -  I had the shot on my left arm, but have a metal plate on the right side of my head.  it is just a very little bit numb still on my face and my head still hurts on and off  My doctor thinks it may have been a mini stroke , but my tests have all come back negative  i am in pretty good shape - good blood pressure etc., so I think it was a reaction to the shot, maybe because of the metal plate??? Going to the specialist for a consult per my primary care physician -

977380 12/24/2020 01/27/2021 MA 34.0 34 F info from incident rpt-approximately 5 minutes after receiving Moderna Vaccine at the employee clinic,  pt c/o nausea, and dizziness.  Pt began dry heaving and hyperventilating, became very weak and ? LOC for a few second.  Symptoms resolved in about 45 minutes without medicine.  No hives or angioedema noted, no difficulty breathing once she stopped hyperventilating; telephone call with employee: states got vaccine on 12/24- within 15 minutes felt dizzy, face "felt big", passed out, was put on stretcher, woke and vomited,  was still feeling nausea so went home; had fever the next day, lost appetite, feeling fatigued, nausea, yesterday (12/29/20) felt weak -states was covid + in March 2020, had another test recently which was negative,

977381 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 31.0 31 M First night after second dose of vaccine significant chills and cold sweat lasting all night. Began to get better by morning. Early morning muscle and joint paint (1/10)gradual began and increased to a significantly uncomfortable level throughout the day (6/10) along with general malaise.  Treated with 600mg ibuprofen at 1500 and 2300. Woke with same type of pain on 1/27/21 (3/10).

977382 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Chills, fatigue, body aches, headache, nausea, numb fingers and lips, and pain in the arm that injected

977383 01/16/2021 01/27/2021 NY 45.0 45 F redness still at injection site

977384 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 MO 51.0 51 F Arm muscle hurt to lift arm (right arm), a feeling of being Antsy through the night, could not sleep, fever(100.0) by next morning, 1/21/2020. Chills, very tired, light headache. Continued through the day, still had the antsy feeling that night, could not sleep well. Fever (101.0) the morning of 1/22/2021, body ached, felt like I had been run over by a truck and then dragged. By the night of 1/22/2021, I was no longer running a fever and felt better. After that, I was a little tired from the episode, but other than that was fine. No swelling or bruising at the injection site.

977385 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 GA 75.0 75 M Fever, headache, shoulder pain, body aches

977386 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 77.0 77 F flu-like symptoms, swollen tongue

977387 01/16/2021 01/27/2021 NH 25.0 25 F 7 days after receiving the vaccine, I developed a large, warm red blotch about 3-4in in diameter on my left deltoid. The following day, this blotch spread more than an inch down my arm and developed a prominent red ring around the border.  For a couple days, I took Zyrtec, thinking I may have been bitten by something, which had no effect. 10 days after getting the vaccine, I had an in-person appointment with my PCP who examined my arm and reported to me that this has been seen in patients who received the Moderna vaccine, usually appearing 5-7 days following vaccine administration. Today (11 days after the vaccine), the blotch continues to spread but appears less red and is clearing in the center where it originated. No fever, minimal swelling, hot/warm to the touch at times, no itching, border is slightly raised at times. I was told to monitor and call if I see red streaks traveling from the area indicating infections.

977388 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 39.0 39 F Patient rec'd Pfizer #1 on 1/22/21 (L deltoid) @ 3:30 p.m.  1/22 @ 4 p.m. - Hives & itching started after obs, "feeling unwell" so patient returned to obs for additional 15 min. Cleared to RTW. After eating, @6 p.m. patient noted difficulty swallowing in evening & change in voice so she thought she had throat swelling. Took Benadryl 25 mg PO and Tylenol rapid release for HA. Hives resolved that evening and patient went to sleep.  Over the weekend, had flu like symptoms, nausea, fatigue, HA. Took Benadryl 12.5 mg PO on 1/23 and continued Tylenol through weekend.  1/26 - 1/27: Signs and symptoms resolved

977389 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 TX 43.0 43 M Patient woke at 0400 (approximately 18 hours after receiving vaccination) with increased pain, redness, induration, and swelling at/near injection site. Measured area of induration is approximately 5cm in circumference, hot, and hard to touch. There is also remarkable increase in circumference of R upper arm when compared with (non-vaccinated) L upper arm. Patient denies any other symptoms (no fever, chills, body aches, malaise, headache, or fatigue). The patient is afebrile at time of exam and has remained afebrile since receiving 2nd vaccine dose.

977390 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 CA 60.0 60 F Extreme swelling,redness,itching starting 8 days after injection starting 1/21/2021 and still have symptoms. Not going away.

977391 01/17/2021 01/27/2021 MD 44.0 44 F Small lump and redness and itching at injection site

977392 12/23/2020 01/27/2021 FL 34.0 34 F Fatigue, severe -6 hours later Chest tightness-24 hours later  Heartburn-24 hours later Arm soreness -6-8 hours later  Back pain( upper)-12 hours later   All symptoms resolved by 72 hours

977393 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 MD 70.0 70 F I developed a rash on my upper left arm near where I received the vaccine.  It was about  3 inches long and 2 inches wide. Initially it was red, warm to the touch and itchy. Sometimes it hurt.  It has since gotten much lighter, sometimes it itches and it is barely warm. Once in awhile I feel  very mild pain where the rash is.

977394 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 38.0 38 F I have a small hard bump at the injection site.  It is swollen, warm, and red.  It is slightly painful to touch.

977395 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 28.0 28 M Severe muscle aches, 24 hour fever, headache, tiredness

977396 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 KY 28.0 28 M axillary lymphadenopathy with palpable node and pain with bringing pec towards midline

977397 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 MO 39.0 39 F Day 1: very dizzy and nausea, HA, warm knot where shot was given Day 2: SAME but knot is now about size of golf ball Day 3: doing better with dizziness and nausea Day 4: now just have golf ball size knot and warm. Only dizzy every now and then. Day 5: SAME Day 6: injection site knot has gone down but my muscle feels like someone "shred it" with lots of pain upon moving it above half way point. Day 7: SAME with dizziness and nausea coming back Day 8: Injection site muscle still sore but improving. Dizzy every now and then still

977399 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 59.0 59 F Woke up at around 3:10 am this am with extreme chills and body aches.  Had a temperature of 101.4 and felt awful.  Took some ibuprofen (didnt have any tylenol) turned the heat up to 76 and at this time (7:54) am I feel a little better but I stil have a temperature of 101.2. I'm just sending this for your information

977400 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 MA 35.0 35 F Patient reported feeling nauseas & dizzy after receiving 2nd dose Moderna Covid-19 vaccine at 0830, (patient had previous episode with first dose of Moderna vaccine, this situation much less severe). Patient transferred to private location and assisted to bed, dizziness, nausea, color improving. Denies any other symptoms.  rest offered, patient monitored for over 30 minutes-  Appears to be heightened response to covid-19-no reaction systemically.  First set of vitals- 144/79, MAP 107 HR 104 & O2 sat 99% RA\ Repeat vitals 139/83 MAP 83, HR 95 & O2 Sat 99% RA, appears much less anxious and feeling better

977401 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 VA 63.0 63 F Mental confusion and short term memory loss, weakness and numbness in left hand. Numbness and weakness improved after 2 days. Mental fog continued until Jan. 25th. First day I actually felt normal was 1/26,2021.

977402 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 MI 44.0 44 F head ache and body aches starting 5 hours after vaccine progressively getting worse. 12 hours after vaccine fever, chills, worsening body aches and lower back pain. Fever lasted 6 hours. Body aches and lower back pain lasting over 48 hours.

977403 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NV 73.0 73 F Nausea, vomiting, fever, chills, dehydration

977404 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 MO 27.0 27 F Sore arm, low-grade fever (100.2), chills, muscle pains (mild)

977407 12/30/2020 01/27/2021 MO 48.0 48 F All over joint pain

977408 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 PA 50.0 50 F Approximately 7 days after injection left arm with welt that spread out over arm warm, itchy and painful

977410 01/16/2021 01/27/2021 GA 66.0 66 M Redness and soreness after receiving vaccine which went away. Approximately 7 days after receiving vaccine, patient is complaining of a rash in the injection area as well as stiffness.

977412 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 37.0 37 M Chills, headache, dehydration, syncope - 12 hours post-dose

977416 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 75.0 75 F About 24-26 hours after the vaccine, I had chills for about 3 hours.  Vaccine was on Monday, 1/25, Chills on Tuesday, 1/26

977419 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Fever of 101. Very bad headache & all over body aches.

977422 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 MD 50.0 50 M At 1:30 am the following morning I woke up very nauseous and started vomiting.  Was nauseous all that day needing to take nausea medicine. Unable to eat anything I started to vomit stomach acid. It is now 2 days later and I still have a degree of nausea and am unable to work today. I got the 2nd vaccine on Monday.  It is Wednesday and I still have no appetite for food and have lost about 7 lbs since the weekend. I feel that I am starting to round the corner to recovery though.

977423 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 CO 65.0 65 F Rash began on back,  moved to neck and chest, arms, hands and  tops of legs.  My dr. advised to take Claritin.

977424 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 CA 69.0 69 M 1/22/2021 - Extreme Fatigue, Headache, Nausea, Dizziness 1/23/2021 - Headache, Pain at Injection Site 1/23/2021 - Present - Blurred Vision in Left Eye

977430 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 37.0 37 F Preasure in head and neck as well as inflammation

977431 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 TX 51.0 51 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Fever and body aches started four hours after receiving second dose.  First dose presented with only injection sight soreness for three days.  Currently, as of reporting time, fever is still present going on 18+ hours.  Before using Acetaminophen, temp reached 100.0*F.  With OTC Tylenol, 675mg, temp reduced to 99.2*F.  Currently at time of reporting, no APAP, temp is 99.6*F with aches.

977432 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 SC 69.0 69 M Patient presented to waiting room after having COVID 19 vaccine #1, feeling short of breath after 5 minutes in waiting room. Color pale, skin diaphoretic. Laid patient in clinic room bed; BP 142/82 Pulse 60 (Patient avid swimmer)Pulse Oximetry 92%. O2 per nasal cannula at 2L. Patient has leukemia and received monoclonal antibodies last March. Pulse oximetry fluctuated from 92%-97% with O2 on. 911 called and report given and taken to ED per stretcher per ambulance. Patient at discharge not short of breath alert and oriented and BP 138/72-62.

977434 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 34.0 34 M Fever, body aches, chills

977436 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 37.0 37 F From midnight on the 26th through approx 2pm on the 26th: headache, restlessness, intermittent nausea, nasal congestion then runny nose and overall fatigue feeling.

977437 12/28/2020 01/27/2021 AL 30.0 30 F I was supposed to get my menstrual on 1/2  dint get it until 14 days later which is highly unusual. I did take several pregnancy tests results (negative).

977439 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 FL 21.0 21 F Patient experienced flushing, tingling, and itchy throat/tongue, rash within minutes of receiving first dose of vaccine.  Administered diphenhydramine 25 mg PO in vaccine clinic and called rapid response. Patient was taken to ED where they noted mild lip swelling. The itchy throat and rash resolved in the interval between vaccination and presentation to the ED. In the ED, she received famotidine IV and steroids. Epinephrine was deferred since patient had no shortness of breath or other respiratory symptoms. She was observed in the ED for 5 hrs and discharged with EpiPen and steroid taper.

977442 01/05/2021 01/27/2021 VA 59.0 59 F Slight swelling of tongue, throat-days 1 and 2 , tingling and numbness in face intermittently for almost 2 weeks , headaches, dizziness  Completely normal on 1/22/21

977443 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NM 44.0 44 F Patient described feeling flushed and hot all over, some tightness in the chest, anxiety and ringing in her ears, tension in her neck and arm in the left side where she received the vaccine.  Took her pulse and lay her on a cot, gave her water.  After about 20 minutes of rest, she felt well enough to drive home.

977444 12/31/2020 01/27/2021 MA 44.0 44 F funny sensation in the feet or extremities post vaccination.  She is 6 days post vaccination. She does not have pins and needles, loss of sensation or weakness.  She describes it as more of a ?tickly? sensation

977445 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Injection site swelling within 45 mins of injection. Swelling is red, painful, and warm to touch.  43 hours hours later swelling is about 2 inches wide and 1.5 inches in height, still red, warm, hard, and painful.

977450 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 IA 32.0 32 F Employee received her 2nd COVID-19 vaccine on Friday, January 22.  On day 3 of her vaccination she developed neck pain that decreased her ability to turn her head from side to side or look up/down.  She has taken Ibuprofen and one of her husband?s baclofen for relief, and she states that it did not touch the pain, rating it a 5/10.  She has not had any changes in sensation to any of her other extremities, and this pain does not radiate anywhere.  She does state that she does also have a slight headache, but no sensitivity to light.

977453 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Chills w/ uncontrollable shivering, body aches, exhaustion

977463 01/05/2021 01/27/2021 GA 32.0 32 F within 24 hours of the initial shot I began to experiencing spotting (intermittent vaginal bleeding) for the next 3 days. I also experienced hypersensitivity in my breasts, especially my nipples. So much so that I could not allow running water from the shower to touch them or sleep on my stomach. This also started within 24 hours of receiving the first shot and lasted for 5 days.

977466 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Shortly after getting the vaccine (within 20 minutes)- headache, minor aches in muscles.   45 minutes after vaccine- more severe muscle soreness. 12 hours after vaccine- full body muscle aches (pain in all muscles like a post-run lactic acid build up), joint pain throughout entire body with radiating pain in joints from toes to fingers to neck.   Chills (no fever) Nausea Inability to sleep

977468 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 WI 25.0 25 M I received the 2nd dose of my Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on 01/25/2021 at ~7:30am, at around 2:00pm I noticed I had generalized fatigue, a general sense of feeling cold, and the muscles in the back of my neck were sore, which was causing a tension-like headache. The fatigue gradually increased throughout the day. I attempted to go to bed around 11:00pm and I was so cold my entire body was shivering to a point where my whole body was shaking. I also began noticing muscle cramps throughout my body as well, primarily located in my calves. Eventually fell asleep around 2:00am (symptoms were preventing me from falling asleep), when waking up noticed the symptoms had resolved.

977470 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IL 26.0 26 F Sore arm day off and for 48 hours following, severe abdominal pain approx 36 hours after injection

977472 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 SC 69.0 69 M Patient presented to waiting room after having COVID 19 vaccine #1, feeling short of breath after 5 minutes in waiting room. Color pale, skin diaphoretic. Laid patient in clinic room bed; BP 142/82 Pulse 60 (Patient avid swimmer)Pulse Oximetry 92%. O2 per nasal cannula at 2L. Patient has leukemia and received monoclonal antibodies last March. Pulse oximetry fluctuated from 92%-97% with O2 on. 911 called and report given and taken to ED per stretcher per ambulance Patient at discharge not short of breath alert and oriented and BP 138/72-62.

977478 11/12/2020 01/27/2021 FL 1.0 1 M Patient received MMR and Varicella vaccine on 11/12/2020 and Hep A and flu vaccine on 12/03/2020 Pt developed easy bruising and petechiae on 12/09  dx Idiopatic Thrombocytopenia on 12/17/2020 treated at Med Ctr 0.0 Y 3

977480 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 32.0 32 F severe neck pain, not resolving with OTC medications

977483 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 MI 47.0 47 F Mild headache started at 10:00 PM on 1/25/21.  In the morning around 6:30 am, 1/26/21, fever of 99.5, body aches, fatigue, no appetite.  At 11:30 am, fever up to 100.9.  8:00 PM on 1/26/21, fever was up to 103.2, severe body aches continued, was in bed all day long, felt like she was dying.  Today, 1/27/21, diarrhea.  Fever has resolved, no body aches, no headaches, just the diarrhea.   Did not take her Tylenol on Monday due to conflicted reports, but did take Tylenol when her fever got up to 100 and continued to take it every 6 hours and is continuing that now.

977486 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 ME 73.0 73 F tingly lips 30 min after vaccine. Patient felt upper lip was slightly swollen but hard to tell. No respiratory distress. Benadryl 50 mg given orally 45 minutes post vaccine. Patient asked to leave 60 minutes post vaccine, felt symptoms were not progressing, knows what to do if they progressed.

977487 01/24/2021 01/27/2021 NC 61.0 61 F Monday afternoon, January 25, I started feeling achy and chilly.  Just not well.  I work 5 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.  I went straight home from work.  I took shoes off and got in bed.  I was very cold and felt that the coldness was from inside out especially in my hands.  I covered with a sheet and 3 blankets with an extra blanket to my feet and used winter gloves on my hands.  I got up at 5 p.m and felt better.   Tuesday morning, January 26 at 3 a.m. when I got up to shower,  I noticed a soreness and large swelling under left armpit, ? lymphadenopathy.  All others symptoms had passed.  Continues to be the same on today, January 27.  Seeing MD on Thursday, January 28.

977493 12/26/2020 01/27/2021 50.0 50 F lightheadness, dizziness, & hypotension

977501 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 TX 60.0 60 F 26th 0130-can't move, all joints bones-Can't get out of bed. No eating.  Poor voiced quality.  She's been vomiting.   When I asked her the Lot# and manufacturer-she said-stop yelling- don't get frustrated-began to cry-I softy asked the question again Lot# and Manufacturer. Told to go see her PCM.

977503 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 DC 37.0 37 F First round of moderna vaccine received 28days prior when I was not pregnant. After first dose, I had a lard red, indurated but painless bump on my arm for a week. I became pregnant about two weeks after first dose and this, the second dose, was given at four weeks pregnant (due date oct 1 2021). Side effects included fever, chills, muscle aches, very sore arm, light-headedness, tachcardia.

977506 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 OH 41.0 41 F After the first dose I began to shake uncontrollably and I had uncontrolled muscle movements in my whole body. I had the chills and a headache as well as muscle aches and a sore throat.  After the second dose I had the chills again, headache, fever, sore throat, severe fatigue, muscle aches, runny nose that lasted over 24 hours.

977508 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 MI 32.0 32 M Woke up in morning ~14d following my 2nd Pfizer COVID vaccine with fairly significant bilateral tinnitus. I am an otherwise healthy 32 y/o male with no relevant PMH and never with tinnitus prior to this. It continues to persist for 2 days. No other relevant sx to report. Seemed worthy of reporting given the likely timing of my peak antibody response at the 14d mark and general vaccine monitoring concerns of cross reactive antibody responses.
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977510 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 62.0 62 F Woke up at 5am 1/26/21 with Headache, body aches, ax temp 100.4.  Left arm pain with enlarged lymph nodes left axillary area.  Fatigued. Headache became debilitating around noon.  Extra strength Tylenol decreased temperature and body aches but did not help with headache.  Fatigued all day.  1/27/21 10amFatigued, headache, body aches gone.

977512 01/06/2021 01/27/2021 MI 42.0 42 F Herpes Zoster (Shingles)- tingling, rash, sharp shooting pains all on left side of face. Acyclovir 1 GM tablet TID

977513 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Diarrhea, Nausea, Headache, Fatigue, Body Aches started at 4am Tuesday 1/26 and still ongoing today presently. Cough is starting today.

977519 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Approximately 12 hours after shot I experienced high fever, chills, body aches and headache. Symptoms lessened with Tylenol and have since returned. Fever now low grade, body aches and headache are mild.

977522 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 48.0 48 F Sore Arm, Fatigue, General feeling of sick, Hives,

977525 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 KY 55.0 55 F About 20 min after injection patient re-presented to clinic with complaint of R armpit tingling sensation, as if it were 'asleep'. Sensation not relieved by anything, not worsened by anything. Patient said it was more a nuisance than anything. Advised by clinic staff that might be nerve issue related to the injection itself.  She said she would not want to go to the ER but would follow up with her primary care doctor if issue persisted.

977526 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 MN 50.0 50 F nausea, joint pain, muscle pain, headache, chills, insomnia, tiredness, injection pain, don't feel well

977528 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 MA 41.0 41 F Woke up on broken blood vessel in left eye: sub conjunctival hematoma

977529 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 MN 75.0 75 M Chills,  dry cough,  Very tired.

977531 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 25.0 25 M 25yo M with no sig PMHx or FMHx for ACS presents with 4 days of viral symptoms: f/s/c/myalgia/fatigue/HA that progressed to include CP for last 3 days. Classic positional CP, dull pressure, worse lying flat, better leaning forward, feels every heart contraction.  Work up consistent with Acute Pericarditis and treated outpatient with Ibuprofen and Colchicine.  symptoms worsened and he was evaluated and admitted overnight hospital for observation due to elevated troponin and STE on EKG.  Pt stable and discharged next day.Y 1

977535 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 GA 73.0 73 F Patient reported she began feeling unwell (disoriented, dizzy, clammy). Vitals taken x8. Blood pressure was 198/91. Per clinical nursing director, EMS called. EMS checked vitals again and blood pressure was 130/82. At that time EMS and patient decided that patient did not need to be transported to hospital at this time. Patient left with husband. At time of departure patient was oriented and reported feeling well.

977540 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 CA 57.0 57 M :     All over body aches with head Aches, Fatigue.

977545 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NC 68.0 68 F Hot, red flush on face (particularly cheeks and forehead), slightly puffy, mild tingling in lips I was observed for an extra 20-30 minutes.  Vital signs were taken.  Blood pressure up slightly, heart rate slightly elevated Sent home without treatment but recommended I should take antihistamine at home. I took a 12-hour allegra about 12pm and a single 25 mg benadryl tablet at bedtime. The symptoms lasted about 3-4 hours before resolving.  They did not get worse from the immediate reaction. Recommended contacting my family physician for advice of what to do before 2nd shot which is scheduled for Feb. 15, 2021

977547 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 TX 27.0 27 M PATIENT REPORTS SYMPTOMS OF FEELING JITTERY, ELEVATED BLOOD PRESSURE 149/109 AND HR 107 AND CHEST SORENESS.

977549 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NY 62.0 62 F bil arm pain, bil wrist pain, mild joint pain

977552 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 AR 23.0 23 F fever, fatigue, body aches

977556 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 MI 35.0 35 F Patient reported numbness and tingling following 2nd dose of vaccine.  (also reported with 1st) Patient presented to the Emergency Department: 4 days following vaccination (1.24.21) with CHEST PAIN (Pt receive the 2nd dose of Covid Vaccine on Wednesday and since then she has had numbness/tingling and chest pressure. Hasn't been able to sleep and just feels funny. PT has HX of MS).  Chest pressure started last night and is 5/10 in severity not reproducible on exam and not pleuritic.  Vital signs stable at time of presentation.  She is in moderate distress related to chest pressure.  On exam she has diminished sensation on her entire right side of her body as well as numbness and tingling in her left hand.   Discharge with instructions to follow-up with neurologist regarding numbness and tingling and to obtain MRA as planned

977561 12/01/2020 01/27/2021 TX 27.0 27 F After my shot I felt fatigued and body aches I slept most of the day and hydrated myself. The next day when I got up I had full blown sinus problems, headache, congestion, cough (progressed over a couple of days), throat and nasal pain/soreness. I felt that way until about the 01/02 or 01/03 and I was on antibiotics and fluids during this time period.

977562 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 NM 50.0 50 F BP 144/98  HR 77 BPM  SP02 98% 4L of O2 via nasal cannula.  Patient stated she felt dizzy and had mid chest pressure.  Not radiating pain and some dizziness.  No blurred vision, no nausea.  Patient was placed supine and monitored for an elevated blood pressure.  first BP was 180/110.  HR was 101.  Sat at 94% on room air.  Had med history of cancer and other conditions.  Normal VP baseline is usually low.  Vital s taken before 2 EMTs and on-scene doctor.   Patient recovered.

977563 12/21/2020 01/27/2021 TN 54.0 54 M Onset of SVT, resolving after 10 day; worsening of hypertension; first occurrence of shingles (herpes zoster recurrence)

977568 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 MA 37.0 37 F Pt presented to COVID vaccine clinic today and developed a mild reaction after receiving her first Pfizer vaccination. Denies hx of known allergies or hx of anaphylaxis reactions.  Pt reported palpitations and metallic taste in mouth 15 minutes after receiving the vaccination as well as a slight tightness sensation in her throat like there was something stuck in her throat. Metallic taste resolved after a few minutes.  Pt denied SOB, swelling of face/tongue/throat, difficulty swallowing, nausea, rash, itchiness, dizziness. No visible swelling. BP: 127/66 HR: 80 O2: 100%  Paged Allergy. Pt advised to stay for 30 more minutes and reassess. After 30 minutes pt reported palpitations had resolved. Throat symptoms improved but not completely resolved. Paged Allergy again to check in. Advised to give Zyrtec 10 mg and observe to see if there is any improvement

977578 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 AR 67.0 67 F January 8th, I experienced flu like symptoms (aching, tiredness) which I understand this is normal. These symptoms lasted only aprox. four hours.  The other reaction, the one I am concerned about is that my bottom lip began to swell. The swelling continued throughout the night, swelling 3x normal size. It began to recede back to normal within 48 hours. Also, my lymph nodes under my right arm ( the injection arm) was very sore for 48 hours as well.

977585 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 55.0 55 M After dose two - immediate feeling of fogginess then twelve hours later severe chills and headaches  Muscle and joint aches along with headache lasting 48 hours

977586 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 TX 34.0 34 F 25 Jan evening-fatigue, sleepy, injection site red, HA, runny nose 26th Jan 2021-more fatigued, low back, hips, legs achy, runny nose, HA 27th January-SAME-nose stopped running, increased fatigue, site of injection-more red/swollen, rt armpit-achy & swollen Treatment-she said she took an aleve this AM-27th Jan, and she will get some PEDILYTE today to sip

977587 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NY 21.0 21 F Neck pain almost immediately after injection. Headache followed about 4 hours later.  Continued to get worse. Very irritable and tired around 3 hours after injection. Advil did not help headache, only sleep did. Feeling much better now (~21 hrs post injection.)

977588 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 22.0 22 F Patient received Covid Dose #1 vaccine on 01/25/2021. Patient felt well immediately after receiving vaccine. 30 minutes later, she stood up and started to feel lightheaded, nauseous, and dizzy. She also experienced bilateral leg weakness - legs gave out under when she tried to stand. Feels some subjective shortness of breath. She has experienced similar constellation of symptoms plus palpitations in past related to her tachycardia-induced myopathy. Patient admitted to observation for monitoring same day 1/25/21 at 1618.   Patient did well in observation overnight, no acute events. Patient was discharged at 1035am on 1/26/21.  Patient instructed to follow up with primary care physician in 1-2 weeks.

977593 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 MN 71.0 71 F Patient is a 71-year-old female with PMH of type 2 diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, cataracts, glaucoma who was transferred from Medical Center as a stroke code after she presented there for right-sided weakness, facial droop and visual changes. Patient was given TPA in the past she was within window and she was then transferred here for further management.  Patient's symptoms continue to resolve.  She was admitted in the ICU and managed by neuro critical care and neurology.  Further imaging including CTA head and neck, MRI brain did not reveal any stroke.  An assessment of small vessel disease was made which likely resolved after TPA was given.  Patient was assessed by PMR and PT/OT and deemed safe to go home with family care and no restrictions.  Echo, telemetry and EKG showed no signs of cardiac involvement.  Patient was started Plavix x21 days and chronic baby aspirin.  She was also started on Crestor 20 mg daily.  Patient is to follow-up with neurology in 3 months as she got TPA.  She will also follow-up with her PCP on discharge.Y Y 3

977595 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 NM 35.0 35 M Chest Pain SOB Feeling hot 30 min- numbness to mouth Tingling to hands/fingers  Rest and recovered.

977596 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Fever body aches, chills, nausea,  headache

977598 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 61.0 61 F Approx 18 hours after the vaccine: Cold and hot flashes with chills (no fever) weakness, fatigue, slight left arm ache, loss of appetite, insomnia, body/joint aches.  I took a couple of Aleve tabs 24 hours after the vaccine and then switched to 500 mg Tylenol 30 hours after the vaccine, with no relief of symptoms from either meds.  I've been sleeping (taking 2 hour naps) and called off of work (I work in home health).   Today, 1.27.21 I feel better, still having 'hot flashes' and some chills (again, without fever).  I feel tired, slept last night for 12 hours (no further insomnia).  I am eating, but really have no appetite.

977607 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 TN 39.0 39 F 1) Almost immediately following injection I had significant pain in left shoulder/shoulder blade area.  This continued for ~ 14 days.  Pain was significant enough that it prevented me from being able to lift/use that arm/shoulder for several days.  I did not see a physician and self treated at home with nsaids, lidocaine patch, and heating pad.   2) I also had golf ball size swollen lymph nodes under my left arm on day 2 - 4 after receiving vaccine. No treatment needed.

977608 01/10/2021 01/27/2021 TN 68.0 68 F 1/18/21 begin muscle cramp starting at lower rib on rt side  1/19/21 next was deep, severe, debilitating  pain from mid front center to center back at level of last rib on rt Diagnosed w Shingles, no rash or blisters -severe debilitating nerve pain . Valacyclovir 2 grams a day for seven days 1/27/21 no rash or redness  ever developed but nerve pain continues,  skin still sensitive to touch,  less stabbing sharp debilitating pain  to now an aching nagging pain from mid center in a semi circle to mid back.

977614 12/21/2020 01/27/2021 MA 24.0 24 F had covid vaccine 8:30 am yesterday (12/21/20) - at 4 am today 12/22/20 developed HA, N, Vx5, ? chills, is feeling fatigued at this time,  also had injection site discomfort.

977615 01/03/2021 01/27/2021 NY 61.0 61 F Chills, low grade fever right away.  Next 9 days--severe stomach burning, nausea, unable to hold fluids down, "metal taste"--by day 9 went from 103 kg to 92 kg.  Slowly got better after this with time and Pepto Bismol.

977616 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 CA 32.0 32 F Fever body aches, chills, nausea,  headache

977620 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 RI 60.0 60 F SUDDEN LOSS OF MOTION OF THE LEFT INDEX FINGER AND LEFT THUMB 9 DAYS AFTER RECEIVING VACCINE. WENT TO ER AND HAD A STAT CAT SCAN TO R/O STROKE AND A CHEST X RAY BOTH NEGATIVE. DISCHARGED FROM ER . SAW NEUROSURGEON FOLLOWING DAY, NECK X RAYS DONE.  WAS PLACED ON PREDNISONE FOR 6 DAYS AND REFERRED TO NEUROLOGIST. EMG TO BE DONE IN THREE WEEKS FROM 1/22/21.

977622 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 AR 20.0 20 F began having chills, diarrhea, HA, and body aches at midnight 1/27

977629 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 TN 57.0 57 M Covid 19 symtoms (cough, difficult to breath, tiredness and weakness.

977632 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 67.0 67 M Got shot about 2:00 PM, left after 30 minutes.  While sleeping around 3:45 AM started getting chills, had muscle pain, joint pain, feeling unwell, injection site pain as well.  Injection site pain is untouchable right now.  No fever during the night, at 9:30 AM temp 99.6.  At 7:00 AM had strong urge to vomit, but did not.  Could not stand or walk to the bathroom or anything.  Now still feeling better, but still has the tiredness, no chills, has a slight headache.   Seems to be getting better in general.

977636 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 FL 66.0 66 M On Monday, 3 days after the 1st shot, I experienced the onset of a shingles like feeling in a typical outbreak site. It never developed a prodrone but I experienced the feelings right before an outbreak. NO fever, or body aches at all.

977644 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 40.0 40 F Following administration of vaccine patient c/o pain on right side of abdomen. Pain 2 on 1/10 scale.

977651 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 FL 61.0 61 F During 15 min observation after receiving vaccine, patient reported tingling in lips and diaphoresis. Patient was administered diphenhydramine 50 mg PO while in vaccine clinic, rapid response  was called and patient was transported to the ED. Patient was administered famotidine 40 mg PO and prednisone 50 mg PO and released from ED 5 hrs later.

977657 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 57.0 57 F Severe fatigue, radiating arm pain, chills and mild headache

977658 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 MI 66.0 66 F New Sudden onset of flashers, floaters, vision loss left eye.. with 2 intraretinal hemorrhages...

977659 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 FL 59.0 59 F Vertigo

977660 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 71.0 71 U Shortly after vaccination, patient began to experience a vague sense of tightness in the chest which she had no history for.  Vital signs found mild hypertension consistent with her baseline.  Symptoms resolved in clinic

977662 01/06/2021 01/27/2021 PA 37.0 37 F Woke up with headache, Temp = 101, chills, whole body shaking during night 1/7/21 in am temp = 99, no further chills

977663 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 77.0 77 F COVID19 Infection Y

977667 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 FL 35.0 35 F Sharp pain with limited range of motion

977670 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 38.0 38 F Headache/migraine, lasted 12-15 hours, took ibuprofen

977680 01/27/2021 WY F she has passed away / had leukemia / was on chemotherapy; she has passed away / had / cancer / was on chemotherapy; she passed / from dementia he thinks; she fell at the house; This case was reported by a consumer via other manufacturer and described the occurrence of leukemia in a elderly female patient who received Herpes zoster (Shingles vaccine) for prophylaxis.   The patient's past medical history included cancer (Family History) (to mother).   On an unknown date, the patient received Shingles vaccine. In August 2019, unknown after receiving Shingles vaccine, the patient experienced fall. On an unknown date, the patient experienced leukemia (serious criteria GSK medically significant), cancer (serious criteria GSK medically significant) and dementia (serious criteria GSK medically significant). The patient was treated with chemotherapy, nos (Chemotherapy) and oxygen. On an unknown date, the outcome of the leukemia, cancer, dementia and fall were unknown.   It was unknown if the reporter considered the leukemia, cancer, dementia and fall to be related to Shingles vaccine.  Additional details were provided as follows: The case was reported by patient's husband. Age at vaccination was not reported. It was reported that the patient was very tough hard and strong. The reporter stated that the patient had a reaction to shingle shot. The patient had leukemia and cancer and she was on chemotherapy. The patient also had dementia and she fell at house in august 2019. The reporter did not have product information for shingles vaccine lot number etc. The patient went a lot through cancer and was on oxygen 24x7. It was reported that more than a year ago the patient passed away. The patient died from unrelated cause. The reporter did not given consent to follow up.

977681 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

977682 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

977683 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

977684 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

977703 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

977704 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

977705 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

977706 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

977707 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

977708 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

977709 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

977710 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

977712 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 26.0 26 F Vertigo/dizziness; getting better at 1/27 11AM but still experiencing spells of dizziness

977713 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 74.0 74 U Around 20 minutes after vaccination, patient notified staff of pareshesias to her face.  Noted with pallor.  Vital signs showed hypertension.  Dizziness remained intermittent with improvement in blood pressure.  Symptoms resolved on own.

977716 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 IN 33.0 33 F Started with body aches at first, severe chills and fever (101.1) all throughout the night, headache, nausea. Currently (46 hours later) - body aches, temperature of 100.2.

977720 01/06/2021 01/27/2021 OH 50.0 50 F Fever, Body aches, Dizziness,

977721 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 FL 66.0 66 F Eczema lesion on upper right inner thigh was resolving using Eucrisa. Received the Pfizer vaccine on 01/20/2021 & within a few days the lesion became very excoriated & itchy. No weeping noted. Have discontinued using Eucrisa & applied OTC topical HC to area.

977722 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 91.0 91 F Vaccine was thawed on 1/11/21, use by date 1/16/21, but was used to immunize patient on 1/22/21.

977723 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 MS 25.0 25 F Started running fever approximately 3:30 pm on 1/26/2021, took Tylenol approximately 5:30 pm on 1/26/2021 after a hot shower. Sore throat and pain behind ears started approximately 4:00 pm on 1/26/21 and took Claritin and mucinex approximately 5:30 pm on 1/26/21.

977725 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 TX 26.0 26 F 25th Jan 2021-low grade fever, went to work anyway 26th Jan 2021-100.1-feels crappy-no work 27th Jan 2021-fever.  Sore throat  Her husband has a 99.8 fever

977726 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 PA 66.0 66 F After administration of vaccine, became short of breath and anxious

977727 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 MI 66.0 66 F Sudden onset of floaters flashers and IRH 8 days after vaccine

977729 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 FL 83.0 83 M LEFT SHOULDER STARTED HURTING ON THE FOLLOWING THURSDAY MORNING, WAS IN UPPER CHEST AREA BY THE  SAME EVENING.  FOLLOWING MORNING INCREASE IN TEMPERATURE.  TOOK TO EMERGENCY ROOM  FRIDAY EVENING, DIAGNOSED WITH PNEUMONIA.  LEVAQUIN PRESCRIBED. SATURDAY COVID19 TEST NEGATIVE. INCREASE IN CHEST DISCOMFORT NEXT FEW DAYS, NO TEMPERATURE.  TEMPERATURE OVER 99 AGAIN ON 1/26/2021, TOP PORTION OF CHEST, NECK AREA HURTING, WOKE AT 10:30 PM COMPLETELY DRENCHED.  1/27/2021 AM FEELING A LITTLE BETTER.

977730 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 25.0 25 M Body aches, Awakening Shortness of Air around 0345, became cold quickly, unable to get warm, started to shake and shiver, then was super hot, began to have some sort of out of body phenomenon or hallucination, felt like was about to pass out but was able to sit up and check temperature and discovered a temperature of 103.5 at around 0600. Was able to take Tylenol around 0630 and take shower. Remained weak and exhausted until 1000hours on 1/27. Left arm has pain around injection site.

977732 12/28/2020 01/27/2021 NJ 42.0 42 F Less than an hr after the vaccine I suffered a gushing bloody nose.  About 10pm I started having at gurgling, discomfort feeling in my stomach which had me in the restroom all night followed by fever and diarrhea.  On 12/31 I was sent for a COVID test and results on 1/1 showed that I was positive resulting in me being out of work for a total of 3 weeks.  And as of today I am still experience mild  COVID like symptoms

977733 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Fever, chills, body aches, headache.

977735 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 AR 33.0 33 M Chills, body aches, headache and fever 100.4 at 0030 1/27

977736 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 FL 34.0 34 F Muscle pain at injection site

977740 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 FL 53.0 53 F dizziness nausea and vomit Pounding Heachache crushing pain in my left leg numbness on my left side numbness on my face limping leaning to the left side when walking tingling on my gums and teeth Y 1

977743 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 IN 85.0 85 F The following day, food did not taste as it should and water tasted like metal.  By January 13, 2021, extreme fatigue set in; lack of appetite; and extreme feelings of hopelessness, depression, etc.  On January 14, 2021, I took my Aunt to Hospital ER and she received a positive COVID diagnosis.  She was released to return home with instructions to use a pulse  oximeter; move about  every 2 hours and not sleep throughout the day; and to do breathing exercises. All were done. Symptoms did not abate. On January 17, 2021, I took my Aunt to Hospital to receive an infusion of antibodies.  Unfortunately,  her pulse ox readings dropped into the 80 percentile and she was admitted for care.  Although she  experienced pneumonia, she improved her pulse ox  and was released on January 22, 2021 to (rehabilitation center) for outpatient care.Y 5

977746 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 64.0 64 F Patient received Covid Vaccine Dose 1 on 01/25/2021. Patient states within 15-20 mins of receiving dose, felt extreme coldness from shoulder to tips of fingers for about 30 mins and then resolved.  Then afterwards, started to develop redness/itching/hives on back.   Patient also felt very lightheaded and blood pressure taken and elevated at 188/84. (20-25 mins after injection).  Injection site did swell and got red after.  Also had mild HA after arriving home but didn't last long & nauseous feeling the whole day after getting vaccine.    Patient did not take any medications and all symptoms resolved on own.

977747 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 GA 44.0 44 F Received Pfizer COVID 19 vaccination (Dose 1) at 10:07a.m. Itching - 10 minutes post vaccination Visible hives, shortness of breath, and rapid heart beat- 25 minutes post vaccination Decreased BP, followed by increased BP - 30 minutes post vaccination Given 50 mg chewable children's Benadryl at facility: 35 minutes post vaccination EMS called: approximately 40 minutes post vaccination  EMS placed IV, pushed epinephrine and solumedrol, and transported me to Hospital. Emergency Department: pushed another dose of epinephrine, Benadryl, and Pepcid. I also received an EKG.  Discharged from ED at 4pm Relapse in symptoms (Shortness of breath, nausea, rapid heart rate, and hives): 7p.m. Return to ED at 9pm and discharged at 1 a.m. 1/16/2021

977752 01/24/2021 01/27/2021 PA 20.0 20 F Chills; chest tightness; minor fatigue; joint and muscle pain throughout the body (injection site in upper left arm; shoulder; back; ankles). Injection site soreness began immediately after the vaccine, but is normal for me. Everything else began at time listed on this form (1/25/2021 afternoon) and ended by the following morning. I took one Tylenol to help with the chills and pain about 5 hours after symptoms started and it seemed to help a little.

977757 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 OK 67.0 67 M have now had 4 days of hards rigors and chills that come on each afternoon but occurred today in the AM seemingly getting worse.  No fever.  Started 2 days after shot with only other symptoms being the return of sore muscle and fatigue that I had with a Covid infection in mid-Nov.  Shot reaction has been more drastic than the Covid illness for me which was fairly mild.

977759 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 92.0 92 F Sleepy & Lethargic for a period of 2 days

977766 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 PA 40.0 40 F RECEIVED VACCINE IN THE AM.  IN THE EVENING I STARTED TO FEEL FATIGUED AND BEGAN TO HAVE CHILLS.  AROUND 2AM I WOKE UP WITH A FEVER (99F), CHILLS, BODY ACHES, SORENESS IN LEFT ARM AND LEFT SIDE OF NECK, HEADACHE, NAUSEA & VOMITTING. I TOOK 4 X 200MG IBUPROFEN.  I FINALLY WAS ABLE  TO SLEEP AGAIN AROUND 7AM.  I HAD A HEADACHE, BODY ACHES, NAUSEA AND FATIGUE THROUGH THE REST OF THE DAY.  I SLEPT MOST OF THE DAY.  AFTER 48 HOURS MOST SIDE EFFECTS WERE GONE, EXCEPT FATIGUE AND SORENESS IN LEFT ARM AND SIDE OF NECK.

977767 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 71.0 71 F Took Tylenol on Monday night due to stomach upset, felt like she had chills and had fever which was 97.  Woke up this morning with her stomach being upset again at 3:00 AM.  Still having excessive bowel movements.   Back of her neck hurts as well.  Stomach feels okay while she's sitting down, but once she stands up it feels like she has to go to the bathroom again.

977769 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NC 54.0 54 F Patient complained of feeling light headed and dizzy 3-5 minutes after receiving Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. (per son accompany by patient for vaccine). Pt then became SOB and complained of chest pain. Patient appeared disoriented. EMS already station on the scene was notified by  staff. Patient evaluated by EMS.( Patient's son reported patient had mild reaction after 1st vaccine but recovered quickly). Patient was taking to ER by EMS for further evaluation.

977773 01/05/2021 01/27/2021 NH 36.0 36 F Hot flashes, very loud tinnitus, both lasting until 1/7/21

977774 01/06/2021 01/27/2021 NH 36.0 36 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Arm soreness the evening of injection and the following day.  Headache the night of injection

977775 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 86.0 86 M Vaccine was thawed on 1/11/21, use by date 1/16/21, but was used to immunize patient on 1/22/21.

977778 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 NY 30.0 30 F Temp max 101.7 neck pain, nausea, chills, headache

977780 12/23/2020 01/27/2021 RI 49.0 49 F Severe shoulder and arm pain, weakness, numbness finger tips. Diagnosed with Parsonage Turner Syndrome

977785 01/06/2021 01/27/2021 29.0 29 F oral blisters

977786 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 MN 23.0 23 F Fatigue and muscle aches - day of to present  Low fever (99°F) - Saturday, Tuesday, and Wednesday  Pelvic/intestinal cramping that woke me up in middle of night - Monday/Tuesday  Joint pain - Friday, Saturday, Sunday  Swollen lymph nodes (axillary) - Sunday, Monday  Swollen lymph node (right neck, under mandible) - Saturday to present, getting bigger and more painful  Headache - Friday-present

977787 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Fever, lethargy, aches, insomnia, sore arm

977788 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 PA 56.0 56 F developed numbness and tingling over body; pins and needles over all skin areas; numbness of legs, feet,torso; admitted to the Hospital; still have residual numbness and tingling Y 2

977789 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 PA 54.0 54 M Pain and reduced movement in left arm.

977790 01/17/2021 01/27/2021 NY 48.0 48 F 1. swelling at injection site starting approx 7-8 days after vaccination (first dose). Site of swelling is red and hot, measuring, after 2 days, approx 6 inches length by 4-4.5 inch in width.   2. intractable vomiting evening of vaccination (approx 7-8 hours later), lasting about 8-10 hours. (this may not be related to vaccination, I am prone to occasional dizziness).

977792 01/24/2021 01/27/2021 IL 74.0 74 F Vaccine received Sunday at 3:30 p.m.  Monday:  Muscle pain, some shortness of breath, lethargy, redness in face and some mild swelling of face, loss of appetite.  Tuesday, some improvement, but lethargy, loss of appetite, and anxiety and general bad feeling continued.  Went to Urgent Care Tueday pm, about 48 hours after admin of vaccine.  Advised to take benadryl at bedtime, Zyrtec in the morning,  Wednesday morning still lethargic, some muscle pain, anxiety.

977793 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 CA 50.0 50 F soreness to injection site, mild headache, mild bodyache

977794 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 NC 64.0 64 F Became unresponsive and was unarousable to sternal rub.  A code blue was called and she woke up. Her BP was elevated (176/120) and HR 45, o2 sat 100%, RR 16. About 15 minutes later, she had a repeat syncopal episode and was transferred to the emergency dept

977797 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 VA 43.0 43 F Several minutes after receiving Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, patient's face started to become flushed, swollen, and she had trouble breathing. This anaphylaxis reaction started at 3:40 PM . First dose of epi was given at 3:43 PM. After first dose of epi was given, patient's breathing normalized and swelling was reduced. EMS was called during this time period. At 3:49 PM, patients lips and mouth started to swell and patient couldn't breathe. At 3:50 PM, a second epi pen was given and patient could breathe easier. EMS arrived shortly after and was taken to emergency room.

977799 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 PA 55.0 55 M 100F FEVER, CHILLS SWEATS

977802 12/31/2020 01/27/2021 IN 50.0 50 F 1st dose on 12/31/2020.  Within 5 minutes of vaccine became severely dizzy, became briefly tachycardic with diffuse warmth and claminess.  EMS was called after it didn't resolve after 20-30 minutes.  Blood sugar 123.  BP was elevated to high 160's over high 90s.  EMS transported me to the ER.   1 liter of fluids given and BP was back to normal.   Head CT scan was done and was normal.  Dizziness persisted for about 6 hours and I was very tired for the rest of the day with achiness noted in the evening.  I was fine by the next day. 2nd dose received on 1/21/21.  I had only slight dizziness after that dose and was able to leave after 30 minutes observation time.  Was very tired the weekend following vaccine and have had periods of dizziness/nausea since Sunday1/24/2021.  I am still feeling dizzy and nauseated 1/27/21 and was encouraged to report possible side effect to the vaccine.

977806 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NC 38.0 38 F Soreness in left arm with a knot/lump where injection was given.

977808 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 94.0 94 M Vaccine was thawed on 1/11/21, use by date 1/16/21, but was used to immunize patient on 1/22/21.

977809 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 MT 35.0 35 F I had a rash and hives on my right arm below the injection site for a week and itching throughout my body.  I went to the clinic on the 31st and I was given a topical steroid cream to use.

977810 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 CA 29.0 29 F The symptoms I started feeling the following day, January 26, were nausea, and fever. Ibuprofen was used to deal with the symptoms.  The fever reduced over time but the nausea persisted. I decided to rest in bed to avoid worsening it. The following day, January 27, I woke up with the headache and body aches. I no longer felt nauseous but my temperature was still slighty high.

977811 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 NY 43.0 43 F Pt with known history of severe asthma.  Tolerated first vaccine well, observed for 30 mins after vaccine, doing well, returned to area 15 mins later with chest tightness and shortness of breath consistent with asthma prior - taken to ED for evaluation given history.

977815 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 OR 42.0 42 M Chills, weak, foggy head

977816 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 TX 42.0 42 F Severe joint pain and fever of 101.9 for first 24 hours. Severe headache.

977818 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 90.0 90 F Headache that evening, ongoing nausea and vomiting the day after

977819 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 VA 45.0 45 F RED CIRCULAR RASH ON UPPER LEFT ARM AT INJECTION SITE. WARM TO TOUCH AND ITCHY. I WOKE UP WITH IT ON MY ARM THIS MORNING. I HAVE NOT PUT ANYTHING ON IT. I'M JUST KEEPING AN EYE ON IT TO SE IF IT GETS WORSE.

977820 12/22/2020 01/27/2021 63.0 63 F SVT(heart rate in 180-220)x 1hour BP 200/110) Dose #1      SVT(heart rate in 180-200) x 15 minutes  Dose #2   Interesting that each adverse reaction happened 2 weeks after the given dose.  I am going to see a cardiologist to see if this arrhythmia may of been caused by something else.  I felt ok when I was in the cardiac arrhythmia both time (no real shortness of breath or dizziness) Never was diagnosed with any cardiac issues in the past.

977821 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 FL 83.0 83 M LEFT SHOULDER PAIN STARTED MORNING OF 1/22/21, INCREASED PAIN WITHIN THE NEXT 24 HOURS AND INCREASE IN TEMPERATURE.  TOOK TO ER ON 1/22/21 AFTER TEMPERATURE 100.4. DIAGNOSED WITH PNEUMONIA, LOWER LEFT LUNG.  LEVAQUIN PRESCRIBED.  COVID-19 TEST ON 1/23/21 BOTH RAPID AND PCR NEGATIVE. INCREASE CHEST PAIN OVER NEXT FEW DAYS, NOT TEMPERATURE AGAIN UNTIL EVENING OF 1/26/21.  AWOKE FROM SLEEP AT 10:30PM ON 1/26/21 DRENCHED. 1/27/21 FEELING BETTER IN THE AM, BUT STILL EXPERIENCING CHEST DISCOMFORT.

977822 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 AR 51.0 F Nausea, fever, bodyaches, headache, fatigue, rash

977826 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 78.0 78 M Vaccine was thawed on 1/11/21, use by date 1/16/21, but was used to immunize patient on 1/22/21.

977828 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 MA 88.0 88 F Patient noted with increase lethargy, fever of 102.5,RR=20, and a pulse of 115.

977831 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 LA 23.0 23 F I started yesterday about 8 p.m. with an upset stomach, diarrhea and nausea, this morning about 7 a.m. I started getting hot and cold flashes, lightheaded, dizzy, extreme head ache and I just felt not myself.

977835 12/18/2020 01/27/2021 LA 38.0 38 F At the vaccination day only soreness at the injection site. I started feeling bad on 12/27/20 with a sore throat. Monday I had a bit of sinus congestion and Tuesday 12/29/20 no sense of smell or taste. I was tested that day on 12/29/20 and was positive.

977837 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 72.0 72 F Drowsiness and headache.    I slept three hours after I arrived home from 2:30-5:30 and took tylenol.

977838 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 WI 44.0 44 F Complained of blurred vision, and feeling lightheaded and dizzy. Vital signs were within normal limits. O2 saturation normal. Started about 15 minutes after vaccination and lasted another 15 minutes. No medications or other interventions needed. Will follow up with their physician.

977839 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 TN 59.0 59 F 14 hours later had 103 fever with chills, joint pain, migraine x 16 hours.  The next day fever down, but has joint pain and dull headache.

977842 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 40 F Per internal event report: Pt received 1st dose COVID vaccine Pfizer on 1/4/21. Pt returned to clinic to receive 2nd dose of Pfizer, but was given Moderna instead. Pt noticed while waiting in waiting area after vaccine administered, and notified clinic staff. State department of health was notified, and recommendation was to not further vaccinate (i.e. no 3rd dose warranted).   Per email with follow up information:   Reviewed with pt and with RN that administered the vaccine.  Check in staff did not have memory of the event.    Patient recollection of events: Pt reported that she was asked about if it was her first or second dose and confirmed it was her second dose and had her CDC card with her.  She was here for her second Pfizer.   During check in the pt stated that she was given a card for room 7 and the card was blue (Moderna). Pt stated that she had a conversation with the administering RN about it being her second dose and stated she was to have Pfizer.  She does not recall is she had her card out in the administration bay.   Pt stated she received the vaccine and was in the waiting area when she received the text from the state thanking her for getting her Moderna vaccine.  At this point she approached registration and informed them of the issue.  She spoke with Dr. X, who was volunteering in the clinic at the time.  Pt was told that she did not need to receive another shot at that time (this has been confirmed with the state).   Reviewed with the pt that she would not need to get another shot and that we would be reporting the issue.  She was appreciative of the call and understood to let me know if she had any other questions or concerns   RNs recollection of events: RN recalls giving the vaccine but does not recall verifying the card (CDC) or in Zotec about the brand of the second dose.  She recalls that the pt had the blue (Moderna) card for the room.  She was on the Moderna hallway at the time of the admin.    Process review: Typically, when we are administering 2 different vaccines, the clinic is evenly divided, with one row being Moderna (blue) and with the other row being Pfizer (red).  On 1/25/21, due to high volume of Pfizer second doses, we opened rooms in our Moderna row for Pfizer vaccine.  These rooms have red cards placed in them to match the red room number cards and the red flags on the vaccine.  The remaining Moderna rooms had blue cards to match the blue room numbers and blue flags on the Moderna Vaccine. Vaccine administration staff only give one brand of vaccine at a time.  Room 7 was one of the rooms that had been converted earlier in the day.  At the time of the admin, the room was being operated as a Moderna room.    Gaps: -At check in when the pt was given a Moderna colored card and placed in a Moderna room.  The check in person likely still thought room 7 was a Pfizer room and did not recognize the wrong colored card.   -In the admin room, the administrator did not validate the prior vaccine, or did not recognize that the vaccine was not the same as what she was administering.    Actions: -Follow up completed with administering RN on verifying prior dose, both using the CDC card and in the Zotec system.   -Reviewed process for assigning room based on type of vaccine with admin staff and clinic leads to review daily with volunteer staff.   -Pt was called and updated and informed to call if any issues or questions.

977847 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Approximately 10 hours after receiving 2nd dose of vaccine, onset of moderate joint pain, headache, body aches and chills noted. Symptoms persisted for 16 hours without intervention of medication. After 16 hours, symptoms were alleviated with 2 doses of 1000mg acetaminophen taken 6 hours apart. 1st dose at 11am on 1/26/21 and second dose at 5pm on 1/26/21

977849 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NH 36.0 36 F Chills on the evening of injection.  The next day 1/26/21 - 100.2 fever, headache, body aches- 600mg of ibuprofen taken once around 8 AM.  Fever and body aches improved post ibuprofen, headache persisted.  Evening of 1/26/21 fever seemed to return at 99.1 but resolved the morning of 1/27/21.  Injection site reaction of warm, red, slightly raised bump noted on the AM of 1/27/21- no action taken at this time

977850 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Body aches, no treatment, 8-10hrs malaise, no treatment, 12-24hrs
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977851 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 LA 38.0 38 F Soreness at the injection site

977852 12/31/2020 01/27/2021 IN 24.0 24 F Ringing in ears

977855 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 WA 30.0 30 F Nasal congestion, uvular edema/erythema, stridor. Received 2 doses of epi followed by oral benadryl 50 mg and 32 mg methylprednisolone; albuterol. Needed an additional 2 doses of epinephrine. Monitored for 3 hours.

977859 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 PA 45.0 45 F Reported feeling dizzy, lightheadedness adn tingle and thick in the throat.  BP 135/65 SP02100%, HR 66 bpm.  Given apple juice and didn't feel lightheadeness or tnling.  Then expressed waves of episodes reported by the patient.   Monitored for 117 minutes.  PRovider called 1 hour after monitoring symptoms that were not worsening.  Still felt shakey.  Given option to go to ED or be transported by ambulance.  Went via ambulance to ED.  Did not receive any additional treatment in the ED.  ED noted that it did not appear to be anaphylactic reaction.

977863 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Patient received her 2nd Pfizer vaccination dose around 11:45. Was observed for 15 minutes and then left the clinic. She returned to the clinic 30 minutes later with complaints of dizziness, chest pressure, and tingling on her tongue. She ambulated in with her husband. She also stated she has a history of anxiety and was not sure if this was related to that or not. Due to the ongoing chest pressure, she was advised to go to the ED for further assessment. Per ED note, patient left the ED prior to receiving a medical screening exam by provider.

977864 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 VA 64.0 64 F Developed Left sternal chest pain with radiation to L upper arm with numbness and tingling of 3 fingers on left hand (Vaccine was administered in Right arm). Presented to ER, EKG showed inferior lead changes suggestive of ischemia.  Was admitted overnight onto telemetry floor, no adverse s/s noted.  Labs normal.  CXR normal.  Discharged next day, 1/23/21, with recommendation for cardiology follow up.  Stress test, echo, and potentially cardiac MRI recommended, awaiting scheduling.  Cardiology follow up scheduled Mon, 2/1/21.Y 1

977866 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 KY 31.0 31 F Nausea, Vomiting, Diarrhea, fatigue, muscle soreness, body aches, headache, small fever

977867 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN U Reporting an administration error - NOT an ADR   Per internal event report: Pt received 1st dose COVID vaccine Pfizer on 1/4/21. Pt returned to clinic to receive 2nd dose of Pfizer, but was given Moderna instead. Pt noticed while waiting in waiting area after vaccine administered, and notified clinic staff. State department of health was notified, and recommendation was to not further vaccinate (i.e. no 3rd dose warranted).   Per email with follow up information:   Reviewed with pt and with RN that administered the vaccine.  Check in staff did not have memory of the event.    Patient recollection of events: Pt reported that she was asked about if it was her first or second dose and confirmed it was her second dose and had her CDC card with her.  She was here for her second Pfizer.   During check in the pt stated that she was given a card for room 7 and the card was blue (Moderna). Pt stated that she had a conversation with the administering RN about it being her second dose and stated she was to have Pfizer.  She does not recall is she had her card out in the administration bay.   Pt stated she received the vaccine and was in the waiting area when she received the text from the state thanking her for getting her Moderna vaccine.  At this point she approached registration and informed them of the issue.  She spoke with Dr. who was volunteering in the clinic at the time.  Pt was told that she did not need to receive another shot at that time (this has been confirmed with the state).   Reviewed with the pt that she would not need to get another shot and that we would be reporting the issue.  She was appreciative of the call and understood to let me know if she had any other questions or concerns   RNs recollection of events: RN recalls giving the vaccine but does not recall verifying the card (CDC) or in Zotec about the brand of the second dose.  She recalls that the pt had the blue (Moderna) card for the room.  She was on the Moderna hallway at the time of the admin.    Process review: Typically, when we are administering 2 different vaccines, the clinic is evenly divided, with one row being Moderna (blue) and with the other row being Pfizer (red).  On 1/25/21, due to high volume of Pfizer second doses, we opened rooms in our Moderna row for Pfizer vaccine.  These rooms have red cards placed in them to match the red room number cards and the red flags on the vaccine.  The remaining Moderna rooms had blue cards to match the blue room numbers and blue flags on the Moderna Vaccine. Vaccine administration staff only give one brand of vaccine at a time.  Room 7 was one of the rooms that had been converted earlier in the day.  At the time of the admin, the room was being operated as a Moderna room.    Gaps: -At check in when the pt was given a Moderna colored card and placed in a Moderna room.  The check in person likely still thought room 7 was a Pfizer room and did not recognize the wrong colored card.   -In the admin room, the administrator did not validate the prior vaccine, or did not recognize that the vaccine was not the same as what she was administering.    Actions: -Follow up completed with administering RN on verifying prior dose, both using the CDC card and in the Zotec system.   -Reviewed process for assigning room based on type of vaccine with admin staff and clinic leads to review daily with volunteer staff.   -Pt was called and updated and informed to call if any issues or questions.

977869 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 LA 76.0 76 F 1/9/21 At 3:50 am started with nausea, weakness, and complaints of body aches. Required more assistance with ADL's than previous. @ 4:28 am: complaints of SOB, O2 sats 85% on room air. Required supplement O2, with tremors noted. PRN Zofran administered for nausea. 7:42 am noted with fever, decreased O2 sats, Tylenol administered for fever. Fever continue to climb despite Tylenol, supplemental O2 increased to 4L, rapid covid test negative, new orders to start Rocephin IM x 3 days and stat Xray which showed pneumonia. Temperature continues to remain elevated- O2 status continues to decline. Sent to ER 1/9/2021 @ 4:53 pm via ambulance. Admitted to Hospital with ABT tx for pneumonia and UTI. Respiratory status continued to decline- pulmonology consulted- Placed in ICU 1/13/21 and started on steroids. Required BiPap and was eventually weaned to supplemental O2. Multiple Covid tests- all negative. GI complaints addressed with GI consult- unremarkable. Started on PPI and Linzess. Eventually was placed on telemetry floor, closely monitored by pulmonology, and was cleared for discharge on 1/19/2021 back to nursing home.Y Y 11

977873 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 98.0 98 M Vaccine was thawed on 1/11/21, use by date 1/16/21, but was used to immunize patient on 1/22/21.

977875 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 35.0 35 M I have previously had my right eyelid and eye area swell due to an allergic  reaction. The last occurrence was about a year prior to this current event. I?m not entirely sure it is related to the vaccine, however my right eye swelled shut over night. I have no other adverse events. Today, I have taken OTC allergy medication, allergy eye drops, Benadryl, Pepcid, and Ibuprofen.  The swelling is now going down.

977876 01/27/2021 AZ 68.0 F Burning sensation in upper stomach, chest, throat. Rapid heartbeat

977877 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 TN 63.0 63 F I began breaking out in a rash on the right side of my face.  Thinking it was the mask I had worn.  Now the rash all over my face and chest

977878 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Second day after vaccine had joint pain and chills third and 4 day stomachache. 1 week after started having neck pain on my left side until now and irradiate toarse my shoulder and arm p to my hand on left side also random days present dizziness when I lie down blurry vision. on January 19 had neck pain shoulder pain and headaches on left side too went to Dr. and his medical diagnosis was muscle spasm might be induce due to stress pre-scribe Diazepam 5 mg . start taking it on Wednesday January 20-2021 but Saturday January 23 my upper lip started getting swollen , IL STOP THE MEDICATION ON MONDAY JANUARY 27 LIPS got better but still filling burning sensation inside mucosa on left side of the lip. still mild swollen started taking Zyrtec my concern is second doses of Pfizer vaccine is this Friday 29 should I get it or wait ?? what I Have could be effects from first Dose??.

977882 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 22.0 22 M 5 minutes after administration of vaccine, patient reported left sided chest discomfort rated at 3/10. No other associated symptoms. Pain resolved after 20 minutes without intervention. Normal vitals, EKG, and examination completed. Patient discharged home with strict ER precautions.

977883 12/23/2020 01/27/2021 MA 50.0 50 F Administration error, not AE.  Vaccinator injected patients arm with no vaccine in the syringe, patient and vaccinator recognized the error and patient was given anonther injection with the correct amount of vaccine.  No AE were reported by the patient.

977885 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 NH 53.0 53 M Immediately after injection, VR developed metallic taste in mouth as well as lightheadedness. HR was within normal limits. BP was 150/90. VR stated that lightheadedness persisted even after 1/2 hour of observation. He elected to go home at that time and refused EMS services and hospital evaluation.

977889 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 57.0 57 F pt has history of asthma, c/o of lump throat

977895 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 OH 46.0 46 F 2 days post vaccination, I developed what appeared to be a rash on the back of left leg behind knee (approx 5pm). Next evening the rash spread and by day 5 the rash spread more.  Redness, tenderness, stinging & burning sensation / pustules I contacted PCP due to worsening spread of rash and informed I had shingles. I provided pictures of the rash from day 2, 3 and 5. PCP consulted Infectious Disease colleague who confirmed shingles. I was instructed to get Immunoglobulin G antibody testing, which I did, on 1/26/21. Currently awaiting lab results. Informed that I may need anti-viral and anti-biotic depending on lab results. There was NO illness, new medication, change in diet, soaps, perfumes or laundry detergents prior to 1st dose of COVID-19 vaccination.

977898 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Flu-like symptoms started immediatedly and continued after the expected days (1-2 days). The rest of the week I experienced fever, body aches, shortness of breath and sweats. On Saturday 1/23/21 I took COVID19 test and the results were positive.  I had no symptoms before the vaccine.

977901 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 IL 33.0 33 F I had a headache starting at 5 Pm same day. Body aches/muscle aches in chest and back and a little bit fatigued. Symptoms lasted about 24 hours. I had a little arm soreness too and that lasted two. Pregnancy: May 4 expected due date and totally normal pregnancy.

977902 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 CA 43.0 42 M Malaise, nausea, headache, mild fever, arm pain. took one dose of acetaminophin,. Symptoms. have resolved 01/23/2021

977903 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 WA 27.0 27 M Got him up in the morning after he had gotten the vaccine the day before.  Sa t him down on the toilet and he immediately had a major seizure.  Came out of it, let him sit for 5 minutes, got him up and sat on the chair, gave some juice and water, and he was back to normal.   He had diarrhea the day of the vaccination and the day before.

977909 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 77.0 77 M Vaccine was thawed on 1/11/21, use by date 1/16/21, but was used to immunize patient on 1/22/21.

977910 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 45.0 45 F On 1/17 awoke with sore neck and swollen and tender lymph nodes in left neck/shoulder/arm. Evaluated at hospital occupational health and received a prescription for steroids.

977913 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 FL 38.0 38 F Within 2 minutes of receiving vaccine, patient reported experiencing throat swelling, face and lip tingling. Patient was administered diphenhydramine PO while in clinic. At this time, patient declined to be seen in the ED and was released from clinic after additional monitoring. Patient received a course of prednisone from another physician later that day. 2 days later the patient began experiencing severe abdominal pain and was seen in the ED.  Labs, right upper quadrant ultrasound, and abdominal CT were within normal limits and was determined that symptoms were likely still part of COVID vaccine anaphylactic reaction. The patient was evaluated by the acute care surgery service who did not find anything concerning and was discharged home from the ED with return precautions and instructions to follow-up with primary physician. The patient follow-up with PCP and was continued on a 5 day course of steroids. The patient will not receive a second vaccine dose at this time and was referred to see an allergist for further testing.

977919 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 TN 48.0 48 F first 48 hours tired, burning eyes and mildly sore arm 2 weeks later woke up with at least 3in red inflamed mark at injection site. Very hot, itchy and hurt to touch anywhere around it. entire arm from shoulder to hand is a bit tingly but functional. Call my family doctor that suggested i get it checked out. I went to clinic and they gave me a steroid shot, started me on a steroid dose pack and benadryl. I am to contact them 1.28.21 if not completely cleared up. Then they plan on starting me on antibiotics incase of infection.

977920 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 IN 20.0 20 M Very strong chills resulting in muscle spasms began at about 3am ~11 hours after receiving the vaccine. These spasms lasted until roughly 8am and were strong enough to rattle my 300lb bed frame. The only treatment I could think of at the time was to get as warm as I could so i covered myself in 8 blankets and just waited it out. It is now noon and the chills/spasms seem to be gone.

977921 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 MN 23.0 23 F fever and chills

977924 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 IL 95.0 95 M OX SATURATION AS LOW AS 74, TEMPERATURE OF 100.5, DYPHORETIC, SHAKING, HOT TO TOUCH, PALE, FEELS TERRIBLE COUGHING

977927 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 OR 29.0 29 F Headache early morning, and chest pain.

977928 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 OK 52.0 52 F 1/20: spot on back burning, right side only. 1/21: chest pain from burning 1/22: Lyrica and Valcyclovir started, spread to other dermotones. 1/23: burning face/arms. was seen by PCP 1/25: burning on other arm, right. Seen by provider in ED at place of work.

977929 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 57.0 57 F pt has history of asthma. c/o lump in throat

977930 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 IA 81.0 81 F Unsure of the site. this was administered by the Walgreens staff at our branch. She reported on 1/27/2021 that she had leg pain, weakness, SOB heart racing.  She reported this started on 1/26/21 overnight but did not report. VS T102.0, P-108, R26, BP152/66 POX 96% on RA. This nurse unsure if this needed reported called the Walgreens pharmacy and spoke to the pharmacist per Walgreens covid 19 rep. Pharmacist instructed to report.

977932 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 OH 59.0 59 F 1/19/21 headache, sore throat, muscle and bone pain, neck pain, nausea.  Everything resolved on 1/20 and 1/21.  01/22/21 awakened at 4am with "head itching", dizzy, headache, numbness in arms, nausea.  In the evening hives started on hands/back/legs.  01/23/21 Went to Urgent Care because hands "felt like I had them on a hot plate, burning".

977933 01/16/2021 01/27/2021 ID 56.0 56 F EventsPatient experienced segmental and subsegmental pulmonary emboli without other preceding no evidence for DVT, no history of inherited thrombophilia or previous pulmonary embolism, no underlying cancer, surgery, or stasis.  The only other complicating factor would be that she has been taking estrogen therapy prescribed by gynecology which she discontinued the day prior to her vaccine.Y

977936 01/01/2021 01/27/2021 CT 57.0 57 F Headache since second injection also had mild headache with first Injection but eventually went away not so much this time around

977943 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 89.0 89 F Vaccine was thawed on 1/11/21, use by date 1/16/21, but was used to immunize patient on 1/22/21.

977944 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NC 47.0 47 F chills and fever of 101.4, body aches, sore arm at injection site

977945 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 FL 67.0 67 F Day after shot had sore arm and was tired but those symptoms lasted about 24 hours.   Then 8 days after vaccine I developed a rash about 2 1/2 inches high by 3 inches wide about an inch or so below the injection site on left arm.  The rash is itchy and a little warm to touch.   Contacted allergy Dr. and was told to take an allergy pill.  Am also using cortisone cream.  Rash is a little better after about 24 hours but still there.  Today is 10 days after receiving the vaccine.

977946 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 36.0 36 F Cold sweats, chills, headache,  fever (100.4) onset at 3:30a...  Took ibuprofen at 8a. Symptoms lasted until 1:30p-2p, felt 100% after.

977950 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 MD 52.0 52 F Reported due to vacination error.  Patient recieved first vacination of COVID-19 series at sister hospital.  Patient was given pfizer vaccine Lot # EK5730 at other hospital.  Patient was sick and did not make follow up vacination appointment and returned to regional campus to have second injection.  Unfortunately the second in the series was administered as moderna.  No ADR has occured at this point.

977952 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 KY 50.0 50 F Patient returned to the vaccine clinic a couple of hours after receiving vaccine with complaints of itching of hands, face, and neck. Patient refused diphenhydramine and stated it was the end of her shift and she was going home.

977953 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 MT 54.0 54 M As previously recorded, employee reported chest pains, intermittent and recurrent throughout the night of 1/21.

977954 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 28.0 28 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine   Slight headache, pain at injection site and in arm of injection, fatigue.

977955 01/06/2021 01/27/2021 KY 54.0 54 M Pt seen in ED on 1/20 with increasing chest pain - pain in the mid chest, worse with breathing and limited ability to bend over and lay flat.. Troponin negative x2, ProBNP 42.4. Slightly elevated WBC at 11.96 and PTT at 36.7. PT/INR ok at 11 and 1. CT of the chest demonstrates no PE or pericardial effusion. ECG with no significant changes. Pt given ASA 324 mg and Norco 7.25/325 x1 in ED. D/C with Ibuprofen 800 mg TID for pericarditis. Covid test on 1/21 was negative. Pain improved as of 1/26. Per cardiologist review on 1/22 patient with elevated CRP (1.522) suggestive of pericarditis as cause.

977957 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NE 41.0 41 F Injection site pain starting last night, body aches, headaches, stomach aches, headache, nausea, fatigue

977960 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 RI 26.0 26 F Nausea, dizziness

977961 12/30/2020 01/27/2021 TN 66.0 66 M january 19th during lunch, experienced a slurring of speech, left eye and left side of mouth droop. unable to hold in fluids. went to ED, stated all the tests were normal. air flighted to higher level of care facility for neurology. MRI/ CT negative. work up for stroke unfounded. 1/26 ENT visit- no definitive diagnosis. treatment with levaquin and steroids.Y

977962 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 89.0 89 F Vaccine was thawed on 1/11/21, use by date 1/16/21, but was used to immunize patient on 1/22/21.

977964 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 TX 67.0 67 F Seven days after my first dose of vaccine, the injection site became hard, red and itchy. The area grew to cover and and area of 5 inches by 4 in. Then blisters covered the area. Fifteen days after the injection, the area is covered with scabs and peeling.

977983 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Fatigue, chills, high fever(101.4), body aches, diarrhea, headache-lasted 24 hours and still going

977985 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Started feeling throat tighten and lips go numb.  She was given Benadryl 25 mg orally at 2:36.  This did not start releaving the symptoms and epi 0.3mg was given IM at 2:45pm.  This began to work and her upper lip numbness begin releaving at 2:53PM.   She told us that she used epi and benadryl after her 1st dose but did not tell anyone.

977987 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 IN 85.0 85 F stiff neck on right side extending down to shoulder  started on 1/25/21 upon waking in morning and still stiff today 1/27/21

977989 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 92.0 92 F Vaccine was thawed on 1/11/21, use by date 1/16/21, but was used to immunize patient on 1/22/21.

977994 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NY 57.0 57 M Elevated Blood Pressure 137/97 Fever temp 101 Body aches

977996 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 PA 29.0 29 F patient reports fever, myalgias, chest pain, arm pain and dizziness.

978000 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 35.0 35 F body aches, chills, fatigue, and generalized headache vaginal bleeding that started 01/27/2021 (have a Mirena and have not had menstrual bleeding in 3 + years)

978001 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 CO 72.0 72 F Severe Headache  -  for 2 days and took Tylenol,    Face Swelling - for 1 day and took  Benadryl,   Diarrhea - for 1 day,    Arm swollen and hot,  - for 1 day,   Body muscle pain  - for 3 days

978002 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 GA 77.0 77 M The morning of Jan 20, 2021, Patient was disoriented, could not communicate well, and fell when he tried to get out of bed.  He was taken to The Hospital by ambulance about 11:30 am. He is still hospitalized. Emerging symptoms include: passing a blood clot from his mouth, slight pneumonia, high white count, low kidney values, high fever, all of which fluctuated. A blood transfusion was given because of blood in the urine. He has been confused and disoriented until this morning.Y Y 7

978003 01/15/2020 01/27/2021 PR 34.0 33 M DEVELOPED TENDER ERUPTIONS ON ARM AREA OF VACCINATION, SINCE 1/20/2021. NO EDEMA, HAS MILD ERUPTIONS DIFFUSE ON BACK AND CHEST. NO FEVER.

978006 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NY 0.75 34 M first dose i had general  weakness that lasted 24 hours almost to the hour with little affect to me. the seconded dose i developed joint pain at night around 8 to 9 pm after receiving the vaccine at 03:02pm. i also noticed a headache before going to bed late around 1am on 1/27. during the night while sleeping i developed a fever with more sever pain. pain was body wide mainly joints and headache, fever was reduced with Tylenol 500mg PO once during the night.  NO allergic reaction, no need for urgent care or hospital visit due to side affects. just more intense pain with a fever that was resolved when waking up.  i had no life threatening symptoms or reactions that required 911 to be contacted as well.

978010 01/24/2021 01/27/2021 NY 41.0 41 F within minutes of receiving dose of vaccine complaints of numbness, tingling, not feeling right. within 4 hours feeling feverish with shakes and chills. throat fullness at one point. less than 24 hours body aches, dead arm feeling,

978011 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 VA 38.0 38 F Day 8 rash on arm and raised knot that was itchy and hot to touch stayed on arm until day 10 ...days 8-current extreme fatigue from 5 pm until I?m able to go to bed and nauseous starting at 5 pm Daily

978014 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 WA 54.0 54 F Large amount of swelling in my left armpit

978017 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 MD 79.0 79 M Chills and Fever

978019 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 63.0 63 M Shortness of breath started 1/16 in the AM, worse when lying down. .Also had diarrhea and a rash on right lower extremity. Discharged from ED to home. No significant findings found on work up.

978022 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 TX 75.0 75 F Covid vaccine on 1/19. Took Enbrel injection for RA on 1/19 evening. On 1/21, pt experienced diarrhea. Has had diarrhea after Enbrel before, but not to this degree.

978023 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 26.0 26 F I had a very sore arm which is normal, however the day after I received the vaccine I was extremely nauseous and I threw up 5x at 7:30 AM. I had a migraine the rest of the day and was extremely tired, sleeping a total of 19 hours.

978026 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 65.0 65 F 1/20/21: Headache; slight nausea with flip-flop stomach feeling; no appetite; sore arm injection area 1/21/21: Lingering headache but only slight; sore arm injection area 1/22/21: Lingering sore arm but dramatically decreased

978028 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 VA 93.0 93 M Resident noted with left eye drooping on 1/26/21. On 1/27/21, resident has left eye and mouth drooping.

978029 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 AR 53.0 53 F fatigue, body aches, HA

978030 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 OK 56.0 56 F Tingling in lips

978031 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 NV 81.0 81 F fast heartbeat, dizziness and it took about 45 minutes to feel better.  Had a bad taste in her mouth received Gatorade. On Saturday I felt nausea and just not feeling good and terrible taste in her mouth.  Denies any shortness of breath during this entire time.  Needed to eat to make her stomach to feel better, chills.  injection site sore. Sunday felt better and Monday was almost normal and Tuesday no complaints.

978032 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 MD 47.0 47 M Pfizer-BioNTech Covid 19 Vaccine  Description 1.26.2021:  It first started with swelling hands then tingling in bilateral fingers and hands. That progressed to tingling in feet and toes. The nerves coming into my arm pits were very painful and I couldn't put my arms against my body. Petechia rash on my torso. Numb left lower lip and jaw area, numb right shoulder, numb shins and calfs. when the numb lip began my PCP had me go to the ED for evaluation. All blood work and Electrolytes came back normal. All this lasted over a week and the petechia spots are still on my torso, but seem to be going away.

978038 12/18/2020 01/27/2021 CA 39.0 39 F I had a fever, fatigue, achy , night sweats.

978042 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 WA 50.0 50 F Flushing, abdominal cramping, and throat fullness and pressure (globus sensation)  IV  push meds - Solu-Medrol, Benadryl and Famotidine Resolution of symptoms after medication administration. Diagnosis - Allergic reaction to COVID-19 vaccine

978045 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 CA 49.0 49 F headache chills  fever lasted for a day and a half

978046 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Fever, chills, fatigue, cough, body aches

978047 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 39.0 39 F The next morning after my vaccine I went into work feeling a little achy and a slight headache then by 8:00am I felt like a train hit me, my body was chilling, shaking despite being in front of a heater, I had a low grade fever, my right side of my head hurt so incredibly bad like my right eye was going to explode, I then started vomiting. My boss came to help walk me outside because I didn?t even feel like it was me walking. I don?t remember walking out of work.  I was there but ?not there?. I was not myself. I didn?t feel like i was in my body. I had to have my husband come get me from work, I slept most the rest of the day and night. Now I?m on day 2 and my joints still ache, my head hurts so bad, I am so tired I either am asleep on the couch or in bed. I have no energy. It takes everything I have to move just to go to the bathroom.

978050 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 TN 37.0 37 F Intense fatigue, rapid heart beat, chest pain, mental fog

978052 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 71.0 71 M After the morning shot I felt extremely groggy and sleepy for the rest of the day.  Napped a lot.  The next day I was back to normal except for left arm was sore at the injection site.

978054 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NC 36.0 36 F I felt a pain shoot through my arm to my hand as I was being given the shot, then my arm and shoulder were very sore. I was unable to tolerate sleeping on my left side that night and I had a bad headache. My arm is still sore now but I can tolerate pressure on it better. Yesterday around 1:00 pm, the day after the shot, I began having some itching along the back of my neck near my hair line. By around 7:00 that night my neck continued to itch, I was not scratching however, but also my upper posterior neck into my hair line became red, hot, swollen, and painful. It spread equally across my posterior cervical spine from the base of my head to about C7 level (pics taken). My headache worsened and pain spread all the way down my spine to my lumbosacral region. I still have these symptoms now but to a lesser degree. I feel nauseated today as well and had to stay home from work and contact my doctor because of these symptoms.

978057 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 OH 62.0 62 F Headache, slight fever, moderate achiness, tiredness, nausea and lack of appetite,  back ache, very swollen and hot arm.

978059 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NY 35.0 35 F injection site soreness (1/26/21 to current), axillary swelling on side of injection (1/26/21 to current), fever (1/26/21 to 1/27/21), body aching (1/26/21 to current), chills (1/26/21 to 1/27/21), intense fatigue (1/26/21 to current), feeling cognitively fuzzy  (1/26/21 to current) awaiting resolution of fatigue, cognitive fuzziness, and axillary swelling no treatment at this time unless these symptoms do not resolve

978060 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 FL 35.0 35 F Pt had tachycardia and htn

978063 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Fever, fatigue headache, general discomfort, swollen ears, dizziness

978065 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 TX 46.0 46 F Took second dose COVID vaccine on 1/18/21, had fever, fatigue, headache that lasted through the day of 1/19, only took 1g dose of Tylenol that evening mostly due to headache. I woke up feeling fine on 1/20 but then developed some shakiness that evening. On 1/21, I had fatigue/tiredness, and other than food/bathroom, stayed in bed resting. On 1/22 continued to feel fatigued and dizzy, finally checked my BP, the readings were 93/67 (did not write down HR - heart rate) and 89/68, HR87. I videoconferenced the Methodist urgent line, spoke to NP, recommended continued check BP and increase fluid intake. Still feeling slightly dizzy and tired, but better overall, just feel slightly "off", especially with exertion.  BP: 1/23 - 98/76 HR84 , 104/83, HR77; 1/24 - 102/82, HR87; 1/25 - 109/75, HR68, 104/67, HR58, 98/79,HR104, 96/74, HR93; 1/26 - 94/69, HR81, 95/72, HR74, 98/64, HR80; 1/27 - 121/84, HR81 (during MD video visit), 114/80, HR75, 96/74, HR82. Spoke to my doctor today.  She asked if I'd filled out this form so decided to fill out.  She recommended I continue to monitor BP, increase fluid intake, restart vitamins, add electrolyte drink, add caffeinated drink (for intermittent headache) and follow-up next week if not resolved.

978066 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 PA 27.0 27 F 7 days post vaccine dose #1 - armpit pain on side of injection and small rash and swelling at injection site

978068 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 WA 68.0 68 F very sore arm (can't sleep on right side or move arm much) headaches

978069 12/19/2020 01/27/2021 PA 63.0 63 F About 5:30 or so and I was going to go to lunch at work - I felt like a heartburn and I was looking for a tums. I didn't have any. I asked a coworker because my chest felt like I had heartburn. It was really bad. Protonic - a coworker gave it to me to see if that would help. And I took it. Diaphoretic - sweating - coworker noticed that I was sweating. I had pain in my jaw. I thought I was showing signs of a heart attack. A doctor came over and we told her what was happening with me. He recommended that I should be seen right away. Next thing I know, nurse is wheeling me down to ER in wheelchair as my chest pains weren't going away but ER told me I had to go through triage and wait. Finally got seen and I had an EKG - which was good. CDU unit - was admitted to and checked Troponin levels and did blood work.  Everything came back fine. My EKG was being monitored all night. At one point I was feeling something and they gave me a dose of Nitro. It gave me a headache. There all night and then I did a stress test in the morning. And I was released that day. That was my day off so I was off all work. I went back to the work the day after. My granddaughter came to stay with me over Christmas and she started having symptoms of COVID.  She wasn't feeling well. /She tested positive.Symptoms for COVID began for me on December 26th and was tested for COVID on December 27th - cough; sore throat; headache, fever, not got chills or lose my taste or smell (until after those symptoms were finished); belching - lots; diarrhea; upset; nausea. Extremely tired and muscles aches, joint pain - settled in my lower back and my hip. I still struggle with those joint pain and tiredness today. They put me off work until January 12 2021. I was scheduled to get the dose 2 at 9th but didn't get it that day because of COVID illness.Y 1

978070 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 TX 75.0 75 M Had loss of taste and smell after the injection

978072 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 IN 38.0 38 M Woke up with swelling and redness at injection area, feels warm to the touch and slight stiffness.

978073 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 CA 23.0 23 F Severe flu-like symptoms began 6 hours after the shot and lasted for 2 days with fatigue and weakness continuing for another 2 days, 2 days after the shot (1/13) developed costochondritis which a PA believed could be tied to vaccine, this lasted for 9 days

978074 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 MA 29.0 29 F Within 10 minutes she developed chest tightness, headache and chills which resolved without intervention but did require emergency department evaluation. Within 6 hours she noted drooping of her left eye similar to prior reaction which continues now (day1 after vaccination)

978076 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 41.0 41 F Swelling under left armpit seven days after injection. Tenderness and discomfort and pain in armpit.

978077 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 OH 76.0 76 F 1/23/2021  extreme vertigo at 10:00 AM lasting aabout 2 minutes 1/25/2021  at 4:00AM  woke out of a sound sleep with strange sensation of spinning.  dlosed eyes tights and fell back asleep That morning upon waking at 6:00 AM  and getting out of bed, I could not walk and I was extremely dizzy.   I made myself get up and all i could do was stumble.  Had to hold on to wall.  could not put one foot in front of the other.   My head felt very heavy like it wasnt attached right.....  after Deep breathing and other calming techiques  during the day, I was able to walk straight.    Tues 1/26/2021 I contacted my Doctor and told him my story.   1/27/2021 I developed a rash across my nose and cheeks which is today.

978078 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 VA 29.0 29 F Overall body aches, fatigue, weakness, severe arm soreness, and headache beginning a few hours after vaccine and continuing still 48 hours later

978080 12/18/2020 01/27/2021 CO 43.0 43 F I received my first vaccine on Dec 18. By Dec 25, I had already started with rapid weight loss and a feeling of increased energy/metabolism with  a fast heart rate.  Over the next week, the symptoms escalated and my heartrate was consistently in the range of 95-125. I was losing 2lbs a day without any change in my diet.  I lost 12lbs over 2 weeks as I tried to compensate and eat more.  I had my thyroid checked with the concern of possible thyroiditis,  but my TSH was well within normal limits.  My FT3 was on the high end of normal but still within normal limits.   Over this time frame, I am also having significant difficulty sleeping and only sleep for 3-5 hours most days.    After my second vaccine on Jan 10th, my heartrate and weightloss stabilized and consistently still experiencing a heartrate around 100.  I usually weigh around 120 lbs +/- 2 pounds and my weight is now consistently 110 +/- 2 lbs.    I am an ER doctor, just for background reference of my medical knowledge.  I had the nurse do an ECG on me at work and there were no concerning disruptions in the electrical conduction system of the heart.  My blood pressure has been normal throughout, and sometimes rather high up to 160/110.  My usual vital signs are BP 110/60 and HR 60-70.

978082 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 IA 56.0 56 F High fever, malaise, sore  throat, went from independent to help with assistance in feeding, red sore arm, ROM affected.

978088 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 OR 40.0 40 F Tightness in chest, chest congestion without cough , or fever. Need not seek medical attention .

978090 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 94.0 M Vaccine was thawed on 1/11/21, use by date 1/16/21, but was used to immunize patient on 1/22/21.

978091 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 NV 60.0 60 M Headaches, body aches, nausea, & loss of appetite.

978093 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 TX 59.0 59 F nause, stomach cramps, fever blisters, lethargic, weakness

978096 12/20/2020 01/27/2021 CO 44.0 44 F I have been having an increase in headaches almost daily after receiving the first dose of the covid vaccine. I am not sure if it is related or not but was told by my scc to fill out a pearl

978101 01/24/2021 01/27/2021 31.0 31 M Patient was given COVID vaccine, 1st dose. About 5 min later patient said he felt weird and was nauseous, was walking around agitated and said he threw up once. Also complained of chest pain. Denied SOB, trouble breathing. Pt went to ER to be evaluated. Tested for COVID and found to be positive.

978102 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F pain in lower right shoulderblade.  almost unbearable for a few minutes and very painful for up to 30 minutes

978105 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Patient reports tingling/numbness in upper left arm at injection site down to left finger tips, likened to "arm being asleep and waking up".  Writer performed stroke assessment due to patients reported symptoms. Assessment negative. Assessment of injection site negative. Patient remains A&O x4 (person, place, time, and situation).  Patient reports improvement with continued movement with arm.  Patient released to self to home after reported symptoms subsided - ~30 minutes from start to finish

978107 01/27/2021 60.0 M Extrem headache and chills

978108 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NM 66.0 66 M Lightheaded, high pulse rate of 116 bpm, breathless, fatigue. I sat in the facility for 40 minutes after receiving the injection. Started an hour + after I departed the facility, (an hour and 40 minutes after injection). Laid down and sleep overnight. Pluse dropped to 88.  My average resting pulse rate is 68-72. Current resting pulse rate is 88-94. Still feel lightheaded. I feel like my heart is fatigued. My oxigenation is 95-96.   Meds Cont: Atorvastatin, Aspirin (81), CoQ10 (200mg), Albuterol, Flovent, Vit C, Vit B-12

978110 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 UT 67.0 67 F The day after receiving the COVID vaccine, patient had headaches, body aches, chills and fatigue. Plans to treat with ibuprofen and/or tylenol

978112 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NM 60.0 60 F Nausea

978114 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 KS 26.0 26 F swelling, redness, and rash

978116 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IA 48.0 48 F Fever 102.7; body aches; chills; headache

978119 01/01/2021 01/27/2021 SC 74.0 74 M I have extra soft stool (diarrhea) for 5 days. Taking Kaopectate 3-4 times a day has not seemed to help.

978120 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 MT 27.0 27 F Patient experienced flushing/redness throughout her body. Appeared to be early allergic reaction. Was given PO Benadryl and monitored for 30 minutes. s/s resolved and patient left facility in no distress.

978121 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NH 59.0 59 F Started itching all over her body mainly neck and back underneath hairline around 8:00 PM, when she got home still itching but worse.  Got up to look in the bathroom and had hives on side of neck, back of neck, down her back, right leg and hands were itchy, feet itchy but no hives.   Right now her hands are itchy and the bottom of her hands are itchy.  Took Benadryl and the other symptoms have resolved.  Fell asleep after the Benadryl.  No markings at this time, just the palms of her hands and feet itching.

978126 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 DE 46.0 46 F Gradually worsening arm pain starting 2 hours after injection . Pain steadily became "unbearable: overnight and felt as if it were broken. Was not relieved with ice of NSAIDs. Could not move muscle and needed to be kept stationary. Underside of the arm felt like fire. Deltoid area could not be touched, arm could not hang. Described pain as radiating/ throbbing to shoulder and to the hand. Injection site did not appear bruised , red, or swollen.  was no longer debilitating on 12/5 and had pain through 1/4 and had pain through 1/5.

978127 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 TX 73.0 73 F I feel fine. I noticed yesterday that there is a fairly large red spot with slight swelling at the injection site. I don?t know how long it has been there. It was not there the first couple of days immediately following the injection and so I stopped checking. I noticed it 11 days post injection.  Otherwise everything is normal.

978129 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 PA 63.0 63 F 428801 - Number given on Vaccination log - that day of the Vaccination dose 2. (Patient stated shortness of breath was another symptom that she had from COVID and is continuing somewhat especially when I was a mask for work -  but had not put it in the first report). Chills on Friday morning in the middle of night; woke up and my temp was 101.3 and I was feeling bad all day; had headache and went back to bed. Still have pain in hip/knee and joints and those pains got really bad after the vaccine - increased. Doctor  vist told me to use Ibuprofen to 3 times a day for that pain.  Shortness of breath continues from Covid symptoms and so does the hip/joint pain - it has decreased.

978130 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 65.0 65 M transient global amnesia

978131 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 CA 35.0 35 F Patient received her first dose of the Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine on 1/20/21 at 1531 and subsequently had complaints of closing airway (patient felt her posterior oropharynx closing up), noted stridor and hives over her torso.  Of note: patient has a known history allergic reactions to foods/drugs (including anaphylaxis). Patient brought her personal epi pens with her to the vaccine clinic and self-administered an epinephrine 0.3mg dose. Nursing staff in the clinic then gave her a Benadryl 25mg and an additional epi 0.3mg dose given no improvement in symptoms after first dose. CODE BLUE activated via security officer nearby. Volunteer staff member obtained wheel chair from main lobby to transport patient to the ED at 1548. In the ED, patient was given x1 dose Solu-Medrol IV 125 mg and later cetirizine IV 10mg. Per the ED note, no airway edema, wheezing, or strider noted and patient was reported to be doing well after medications. Patient remained in the ED for observation and was discharged at 2211.

978143 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Fatigue

978145 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 39.0 39 M Covid 19 Vaccine

978148 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 50.0 50 F Headache, fever, body aches, sore throat, fatigue

978149 12/21/2020 01/27/2021 MA 44.0 44 U Pt demonstrated swelling at injection site. Pt states arm feels heavy and itchy. Cold pack applied. Pt denies any SOB. Pt to wait 30 minutes.    Pt complaining of tongue tingling, pt is mild diaphoretic. heart rate 98  O2- 99% RA  50 mg Benadryl IM administered   Patient's symptoms resolved mostly after 30 minutes patient felt comfortable leaving clinic.  Advised to contact HCP or go to ER if symptoms returned.

978155 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IA 44.0 44 F Fever; nausea; arm sore; headache; body aches

978156 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 43.0 43 F Severe body aches 24 hours after the vaccine was administered.  These aches lasted throughout the day.  I took three doses of 800mg Ibuprofen and tow doses of 1000mg Tylenol to get through the day.  They were gone by the next morning (48 hours after administration) and no additional pain medicine was needed.

978161 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 WI 21.0 21 F Dizziness  Weakness Chills Body aches  High heart rate Body shaking Migraine  Arm swelling Hot at ejection site Nausea
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978165 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 SC 59.0 59 F Initially the area was sore for about two days after I got the shot, then the injection area began itching about 2 weeks after I got the shot,  then a big red  spot appeared in the area, it itched for about 2 days after I noticed it then slightly after that time....stopped itching and red spot left a week after I noticed it.

978166 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Immediately light headed, within 2 hours redness/swelling at injection site.  Extreme fatigue at 4 hours followed by nausea/diarrhea. Woke up the following morning with increased swelling/redness (large red circle) around injection site and hives/rash with intense itching from the waist up.  Went to clinic at work sent to allergist.  Started on 2 (24hr Allegra tabs) in am and 2 (24hr Xyzal tabs) in the pm.  High dose antihistamines continued for 1 week then weaned.  Upon weaning the dose the red/raised swollen circle got worse and spread to new tissue.  Presented back to allergist - EPI and Steroids administered and topical antihistamines applied.  Continuing to take AM/PM antihistamines the circle on my arm now is not as raised but continues to spread out from the injection site to new tissues.  Larger and larger with each passing day.  Now on day 13+

978167 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 27.0 27 M Fever, chills, body aches for approximately 24 hours the day after getting the second dose.

978182 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 LA 52.0 52 F States started with side effects that evening around 6pm. Symptoms include fatigue, nausea, tiredness, body aches, feeling unwell. Calling for follow-up because it has been over 48 hours since the vaccine and she still has symptoms. Now having sinus pain and congestion. Advised to follow-up with PCP. Placed order for COVID. COVID test on 1/19/21 resulted negative.

978185 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 PA 34.0 34 F Dizziness half hour after vaccine mild, lasted through day 4p feelings of allergic reaction started tongue swelling, throat swelling. Swelling of forearms/calves. Medication Benadryl used. Next day symptoms started again by 9am. Bendryl, Prednisone Rx by Dr. on 3 days off 1 day - symptoms of tongue/throat swelling again. Restarted on Prednisone.

978187 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 IA 28.0 28 F Patient received Pfizer BioNTech on 12-23-20 & 1-13-21. She woke upon 1-21-21 with Left side Bell's palsy, She did go to the ER and report attached. She also reported a tennis ball size swollen lymph node in R underarm (armpit) on 1-14-21 for a day or two. very tender to touch.Y

978188 12/23/2020 01/27/2021 MD 30.0 30 F -extreme nausea/ stomach pain -severe pain at injection site (> 3 days) -chest tightness -fever / chills  -hot to touch -body ache   -lethargic  lasted 3 fulls days before symptoms subsided (tylenol/motrin)

978198 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 OH 57.0 57 F Felt chills when I went to bed. Got up had emesis after drinking water. Fever 101.7. No energy or appetite until 7pm last night.

978239 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

978246 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

978251 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

978254 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

978259 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

978261 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

978310 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 CA 36.0 F I have had severe lymph node swelling on the right side where I got the vaccine; 24hrs post 2nd vaccination I have had a sudden onset of an extremely violent cough; My sputum is greenish/yellow brown with blood flecks; My sputum is greenish/yellow brown with blood flecks; chest tightness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), intramuscular in the right arm on 11Jan2021 15:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypothyroidism, asthma, polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS), endometriosis, chronic allergies, gastritis, and walnut allergy. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was vaccinated at a hospital. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), metformin, loratadine (CLARITINE), spironolactone, and calcium carbonate, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D 2000). The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number and expiry date not reported), intramuscular in the right arm on 21Dec2020 15:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient verbalized, "I don't know if it's related but I figured I should report just in case. I have had severe lymph node swelling on the right side where I got the vaccine. 24hrs post 2nd vaccination I have had a sudden onset of an extremely violent cough. By sudden onset, I mean I had no desire to cough and over about 30 min I developed the severe need to cough. My sputum is greenish/yellow brown with blood flecks. I've never experienced such a violent cough with so much sudden sputum production. I am using an Albuterol inhalor to help chest tightness." Clinical outcome of chest discomfort was unknown while for the other events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a close chronological association, a causal relationship between reported events and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

978311 12/30/2020 01/27/2021 FL 64.0 F isolated hives/generalized hives; generalized itching/itchy from head to toe; contact Dermatitis had worsened/reactivations of contact dermatitis that flared up on her right knee; contact Dermatitis had worsened/reactivations of contact dermatitis that flared up on her right knee; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 64-years-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), intramuscular on deltoid left from 30Dec2020 to 30Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included contact dermatitis. There were no concomitant medications. The reporter stated that the patient had mentioned that she had contact dermatitis for several months now and before taking the COVID-19 vaccine, it has settled within a month. 6-12 hours after getting the COVID-19 vaccine, her contact dermatitis had worsened dramatically on 30Dec2020. She was prescribed high dose topical steroids by her doctor. She also developed generalized itching and isolated hives on 12Jan2021. She is trying to avoid systemic corticosteroids because it might affect the vaccine. She is also taking antihistamines but she said these interventions don't seem to be working. Stated that it has not responded to anything. The patient also stated stated that she has not taken steroids because her second dose is due in a week. Stated that the doctors do not think that it is due to the vaccine but due to reactivation (immune system reactivity) of something that had happened. Stated that they are treating it with high dose topical steroids, pepcid and hydroxyzine. Wanted to see if there was information on this sort of reaction and if they had guidance on the second shot. Had the Pfizer BioNTech Covid 19 vaccine. Outcome of the events urticaria and pruritus was not recovered while outcome of the remaining events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: The reported generalized itching and isolated hives occurred 13 days after the first dose of COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2.  Based on the reasonable temporal association, the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported events and the administration of the suspect. However, the pre-existing contact dermatitis might have provided alternative explanation towards the onset of the events.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

978312 12/18/2020 01/27/2021 CA 61.0 F unable to work; ESR of 124 mm/hr; CRP of 4 mg/dl; difficulty with ADLs; neck and leg muscle stiffness and pain; neck and leg muscle stiffness and pain; difficulty ambulating; neck and leg muscle stiffness and pain; fatigue; body aches; chills; sweats; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 61-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 18Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. No medical history. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient had been otherwise well prior to receiving the bnt162b2 on 18Dec2020. Within 72 hours, she experienced fatigue, body aches, chills and sweats since 21Dec2020, though she was able to work Xmas week. On 31Dec2020, she contacted her PCP to report neck and leg muscle stiffness and pain, difficulty ambulating, fatigue, chills and sweats. She had a negative COVID test on 02Jan2021 and essentially negative blood work, other than an ESR of 124 mm/hr and CRP of 4 mg/dl. I had a negative PET scan on 12Jan2021. Currently, she had pain/stiffness in her neck and legs, and progressive difficulty w/ ambulation (both of which are worst in the early hours of the AM), and difficulty with ADLs since 31Dec2020. She had been unable to work since 03Jan2021. Her physician had not indicated or endorsed any relationship between her symptoms and the vax. She forewent dose 2 out of an abundance of caution. The adverse events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. No treatment received. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No medications received within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: The events muscle stiffness , neck pain and gait disturbance appeared 13 days after administration of single dose BNT162B2. The Company considers that the events are less likely related to suspect BNT162B2 injection given the weak time association. The detailed clinical course and cause of the events would be helpful for further assessment.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

978313 01/06/2021 01/27/2021 FL 66.0 F Tiredness; A sore arm/Arm was a little sore; Dizziness; Passed out; Chills; Tremor in fingers; A headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 66-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Batch/lot number: EH9899, expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 10:30 at single dose (Right upper arm) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Blood pressure (takes blood pressure medication). The patient's concomitant medications included blood pressure medication. The patient experienced a sore arm, chills, tremor in fingers and a headache when she came home from being vaccinated. The morning after, she experienced dizziness, tiredness and passed out. She then checked her blood pressure and it was fine and then she went to bed and slept all day. She got up around 7 pm and was fine. It was further reports that the patient received first COVID Vaccine on 06Jan2021. She came home and was fine. Arm was a little sore. During night had chills and noticed fingers had tremors. Had a bad headache. Woke up in morning and went to do usual things. Was dizzy and passed out. Woke up on floor. Husband helped her back into bed and she slept the whole day. After that she was absolutely fine. They were curious, but a little bit concerned about taking the second dose. Advised patient to follow up with primary care physician. She went to primary care physician yesterday. Primary care physician advised her to take the second dose of COVID Vaccine stating he didn't see why she couldn't take it. HCP Details: Address and email address are unknown Received first dose of COVID Vaccine on 06Jan2021 around 10:30. Chills: began at 23:00 Fingers had tremors: began 23:00 Bad headache: did not provide time of onset Dizzy and passed out: 08:00 Woke up absolutely fine on 07Jan2021 around 19:00 Indication: 66 years old and it was available to her Causality: Yes, because she was fine before then History and Investigations: Takes blood pressure medication, but blood pressure has been normal. Product name not provided by caller. Vaccination facility type was at a skilled nursing facility. The outcome of the events was unknown. Chills, Tremor in fingers, headache, Dizziness, and Passed out were reported as Medically significant events. Reaction assessed for Chills, Fingers had tremors, Had a bad headache, Dizzy, and Passed out. Source of assessment: Primary Source Reporter, Method of assessment: Global Introspection, Drug result: Related.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported  events including chills, tremor in fingers,  headache, dizziness, and passed out, and the administration of COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

978314 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 PA 44.0 F feeling cold/coldness; increased temperature/she took her temperature and it was 100.2/fever; body numbness/body started to feel numb; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. A 44-year-old female patient receive the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3246), intramuscular at left deltoid on 13Jan2021 16:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The patient historic vaccine included the first dose of BNT162B2 on 22Dec2020 for covid-19 immunization. The patient body started to feel numb on 13Jan2021, she was feeling cold/coldness on 14Jan2021, increased temperature on 14Jan2021 and she took her temperature and it was 100.2, stated that she knew that a fever is a side effect. She was only concerned with the body numbness and wanted to know if body numbness was anything to be concerned about. The reporter assessed events was related to Pfizer Covid vaccine and as serious due to medically significant. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association, the Company considers the reported events of hypoesthesia, pyrexia and feeling cold are possibly related to suspect vaccine BNT162B2. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

978315 12/18/2020 01/27/2021 VA 40.0 F Severe proximal myositis of upper and lower extremities/ proximal upper and lower muscle weakness/ vaccine related myositis; dysautonomia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 40-year-old female patient  received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EH9899), intramuscular in the left arm on 18Dec2020 at 05:00 PM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included premature ventricular contractions (PVCs) with heart ablation. Patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient also did not receive any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient experienced severe proximal myositis of upper and lower extremities also reported as proximal upper and lower muscle weakness on 21Dec2020 at 09:00. The patient also experienced dysautonomia on 21Dec2020. The patient was admitted to hospital for 4 days due to the reported events and was then released. Follow up evaluations and testing showed and confirmed vaccine related myositis. The adverse events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department visit or urgent care and hospitalization. No treatment for the adverse events. The patient underwent lab test which included nasal Swab: negative on 23Dec2020. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported myositis, dysautonomia and the administration of the COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.Y 4

978485 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 28.0 28 F sore arm, headache, muscle aches, fatigue. Also breastfeeding and baby seems slightly more fussy than usual unsure if related.

978494 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Mild headache. Took 600mg ibuprofen after an hour, and pain quickly subsided. Has not returned. No other effects.

978517 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 AL 28.0 28 F My arm started to hurt , tingled and then turned into feeling very heavy as soon as injection was admitted. I suddenly became light headed and felt very abnormal. Broke out in hives on my neck and face . They took me to the ER department and by the time they wheeled me down the hall I was white , very disoriented. Couldn?t open my eyes and went from slurred speech to I couldn?t speak at all and couldn?t swallow. My throat and closed and I was having a anaphylactic reaction . They administered epi pen , pepcide and steroids. Since then I have been very weak , running a fever , tired , dizzy . Can hardly walk and I get out of breath from standing or walking .My muscles are very sore and have spams . Almost last night I went to the ER  due to theses symptoms lingering. I have been unable to work since the vaccine was administered to me .

978521 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 OK 82.0 82 F This is an 82-year-old female with history of cerebellar degeneration, who had her first COVID vaccine today around 11  a.m. she was in her usual state of health prior to that time. About two  and half hours afterwards she became nauseated.  She had several bouts of  emesis and then had a fall.  She was found to be hypotensive and  bradycardic.  The ambulance crew actually gave her atropine at the same  because she had a pulse in the 30s, improved her quickly and she presented to the ER.  She is to remain very orthostatic, received several liters of  IV fluid as now symptomatically better.  She remains a little nauseated.   She denies any headache, diarrhea, fatigue, or myalgias.  She does not  feel quite right.  She is still dizzy with sitting up.Y

978523 01/27/2021 U Fatigue, chills, body aches, brain fog, soreness at injection site.

978524 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 PA 48.0 48 F First inject lot # ej1685  in right arm.  had itchy rash with open wounds all over right breast with burning pain.  Was told is was shingles but wasn?t treated. Was told to get the second vaccine in the opposite arm to see if the same thing happens.  Received 2nd injection in left arm and ended up with full blown symptoms of COVID.  Uncontrollable shakes, cold, fever, severe body aches, cough, diarrhea and the rash still remains.  As of today, I have an upper respiratory infection as well as the open rash, which the PCP listed has taken control of and deemed the cause side effects of the second injection.

978535 12/30/2020 01/27/2021 WA 34.0 34 F Trachycardia, syncope, dizziness, facial swelling, full body numbness, rash over arms Y

978544 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 CA 60.0 60 F First vaccine small bruise at her left knee and extreme pain in her neck, shoulder and left arm and missed work. Second vaccine she has 4 bruises and clots on her inner leg from ankle to thigh. So painful she can't sleep and she is having a hard time walking. Her left shoulder is limited due to extreme pain. She sought care from her physician and he is sending her for scans that the facility is requiring a deposit.

978558 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 TX 59.0 59 F Nausea, stomach cramps, fatigue, and weakness

978590 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 CA 63.0 63 F :    01.25.21, 1st day of vaccination Both sides of neck, lots of pain along with  hard time turning neck with stiffness .  2nd day Chills, headache. Joints are in pain along with other body pain, nausea. Now, fever 99.1.  3rd day is today, 01.27.21, voice is affected, fatigued body is very achy.

978611 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Fever, chills, fatigue, muscle and joint pain x2 days  Advil, Tylenol, muscle relaxer

978616 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CO 40.0 40 F I received the second dose of the vaccine on 1/4/21 and experienced fatigue, muscle aches, headache, and a fever of 99.6 beginning 36 hours after the vaccine was administered extending to about 60 hours after administration. I missed work on 1/6/21 due to symptoms.

978621 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 MO 38.0 38 F Shot recieved Wednesday.  By Wednesday night, I had a headache (forehead and back of neck) and fatigue.  Friday I became dizzy, and had 2 near fainting spells (this included dizziness, weak muscles, and slight loss of sight). I became achy (back and shoulders) and my headache continued.  These dizzy spells and headaches have continued for 6 days.  The dizziness is starting to subside, however the headache and fatigue remains.

978635 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 CA 96.0 96 M Patient is a 96 year old MALE with pmh colon cancer s/p resection 25 years ago, chronic urinary retention in the setting of prostate cancer with chronic foley, CKD 3b, HTN, HLD, hypothyroidism, left frontal lobe stroke on plavix here for hemoglobin of 5.9 on labs. Pt reports that he was drawing some bloodwork for renal follow up in 2 weeks and was told to come into the ED for evaluation due to low hemoglobin levels. Patient smear also contains schistocytes, more concerning for hemolytic process at play.Y

978639 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 PA 44.0 44 F headache, lightheadedness, fatigue, joint pain, diarrhea, normal vaccine site tenderness, chills

978653 12/18/2020 01/27/2021 OH 50.0 50 F After my first dose in the middle of the night I had an extreme arm pain from my left shoulder down to my finger tip that caused numbness of my fingers, I could not move my arm due to pain, I was not even able to roll over and sleep on it because the pain was so intense. The severe pain lasted about 2 days and my arm was sore for about a full week after.

978658 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 CA 57.0 57 F all symptoms somewhat mild:  headache, achiness, sore throat, malaise

978662 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 KS 78.0 78 F Progress Notes (Physician Assistant) ? ? Family Medicine Cosign Needed Expand All Collapse All                                                                 Date:  1/25/2021                                                                                              Subjective 78 y.o. male who was seen today for his first  dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    He was given the Pfizer vaccination in the right deltoid muscle.   During his 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience dizziness.  He denied difficulty breathing and difficulty swallowing.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and he was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to hypotension and rapid progression of symptoms.   Patient ate a bowl of oatmeal this morning prior to receiving his vaccine. He has only drank a small amount of diet coke today, no water. He became dizzy when standing up and some while walking. He notes the dizziness resolved on his walk to the medical evaluation bay.   ALLERGY REVIEW OF SYSTEMS:  Patient complains of dizziness   Patient denies chills, fever, facial swelling, chest tightness, shortness of breath, wheezing and headaches         Previous Reactions: Denies    Objective    Vitals Vitals:   01/25/21 1150 BP: 133/86 Pulse: 84 SpO2: 97%       Physical Exam Constitutional:      Appearance: Normal appearance.  HENT:     Head: Normocephalic and atraumatic.     Mouth/Throat:     Comments: No swelling or lips or tongue.  Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Normal rate and regular rhythm.  Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal. No respiratory distress.     Breath sounds: Normal breath sounds. No wheezing or rales.  Skin:    General: Skin is warm and dry.  Neurological:     General: No focal deficit present.     Mental Status: He is alert and oriented to person, place, and time.  Psychiatric:        Mood and Affect: Mood normal.        Behavior: Behavior normal.           Assessment/Plan  Treatment included: water Follow up response to treatment: good. Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP.  Differential Diagnosis: Systemic reaction (hypoglycemia, hypotension, generalized rash) Patients symptoms of dizziness completely resolved prior to discharge. He denied dizziness when standing up and walking to leave the medical evaluation bay.    Electronically Signed 1/25/2021 12:02 PM

978680 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 AK 40.0 40 F About 20 minutes after receiving her 2nd dose of vaccine, the patient developed tingling lips (no apparent angioedema), itching and warmth of the face and chest.  Her face and upper chest did appear flushed.  She was administered Benadryl, and her symptoms resolved after half an hour.

978688 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 LA 31.0 31 F Uticaria

978721 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 IL 17.0 17 M 4 hours after shots, he was found to have a swollen face, SOB, sore throat and fainted; patient got Benadryl and Albuterol; went to ER and given ?prednisone and evaluated; he had difficulty swallowing for 2 days and is gradually feeling better; taking Famotidine, too.Y

978745 01/05/2021 01/27/2021 CO 30.0 30 F Symptoms s/p 2nd dose of Pfizer vaccine. Moderate to severe headache, nausea, body/joint aches and pain, and generalized fatigue resulting in inability to work the day after dose given. Fatigue started around 20:00 on 1/5/2021 (same date as 2nd dose administration), with increasing discomfort throughout the night. Symptoms continued until about 1:00 on 1/7/2021. Peak symptoms 1:00am-12:00pm on 1/6/2021.

978768 12/20/2020 01/27/2021 NY 29.0 29 F 1/15-1/16: dry cough 1/17: dry cough, feeling as if there is something stuck in throat, chest pressure/pain, lung pain, took Albuterol (INH) once 1/18-1/20: fevers 100.5 to 101.7, started 1000mg Tylenol/every 6 hours, started motrin 800mg/every 8 hours,  took Albuterol (INH) once 1/18-1/23: shortness of breath, dry cough, seen in ER on 1/19, seen in ER again on 1/21, admitted on 1/21 for observation, impending doom, nausea/dry heaving, hot feeling inside body from head to toe and feeling of loss muscle tone and control in bowels and bladder, hives, dizziness/lightheadedness, joint pain in knees and ankle, headaches and migraines, extreme weakness, chest pressure, lung pain. 1/20: one episode of diarrhea 1/21-current: facial redness on cheeks and nose, hives 1/23: started benadryl 25mg/4-6 hours, pepcid 20mg/twice a day 1/23-1/25: shortness of breath improved, continues to have headaches, extreme weakness/fatigue, nausea, chest pressure, lung pain, dry cough, joint pain, extreme dizziness 1/24: started Aleve/twice a day 1/26: started prednizone, three hours after shortness of breath returned, took Albuterol (INH) once 1/26-current: hand/feet/facial numbnessY 1

978796 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Its been a little over 2 weeks; Since the 2nd dose I have had swollen lymph nodes, head aches and feeling fatigue. I have not been well. My Axilla Lymph nodes became so swollen that it has caused me to have urgent ultrasound and even a lymph nodes biopsy. Including, I have taken Tylenol Extra Strength for headaches and even Advil Migraine. Also - Since the Injection My right Arm has continued to be soar and still a bit swollen. 01/27/2021 .

978810 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 OH 50.0 50 F With the second dose I ended up with severe pain on my upper back through my neck/shoulder area and also had pain in my rib cages (both). I experienced joint pain in my ankles and knees (no known case of arthritis) they were off and on and extreme fatigue. I still have pain in my upper back/neck shoulder area and the fatigue. The rib cage pain and the joint pain are gone

978814 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 CO 43.0 43 F Reaction to second COVID vaccine fever of 100.8 chills body aches joint pain nausea HA lasted over 24 hours

978819 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 32.0 32 F Low grade fever  Joint aches Headaches Fatigue

978842 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 WA 79.0 79 M Patient has Parkinson?s with dementia.  There has been some history of hallucination.  Upon awakening the day after receiving the vaccination, he was incoherent and having hallucinations much more pronounced than previously observed.  This lasted for about 3 hours and he slowly returned to his baseline status.

978846 12/31/2020 01/27/2021 28.0 28 F ADR to COVID-19 vaccine - moderate in severity headache and upper extremity numbness all the way through the fingers lasting for 2 hours.

978848 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 OK 45.0 F lymph node swelling in axillary area on the injection side; lymph node swelling in axillary area on the injection side and it's painful; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse and other hcp (patient). A 45-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Batch/Lot number: EL1283, expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 09:00 at single dose (left deltoid) for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. On 12Jan2021, patient had lymph node swelling on the same arm as the injection site. It got worse on the 13th. She described her experience as uncomfortable. She was asking how long it is expected to last. It was further reported that the patient received first Covid-19 vaccine on 11Jan2021 and is doing well, but had lymph node swelling in axillary area on the injection side and it's painful on 12Jan2021. She wanted to know how long it will be like that and if it doesn't go away when should she seek medical attention. Received the vaccine on the 11th and a couple days later had the lymph node swelling. She then clarified lymph node swelling started the 12th. Mentioned it got worse yesterday and it's staying about the same today with the swelling and is very uncomfortable (Jan2021) and is persisting. Causality not provided. No other vaccines given the same day or 4 weeks prior. No problems with vaccines in the past. Vaccination Facility Type was Clinic. The outcome of the events was not recovered. Events reported as medically significant.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for events swollen lymph nodes and lymph node pain.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

978849 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 IL 24.0 24 F This patient received her 2nd COVID vaccine on 1/19 at her place of employment. She had no symptoms for 21 hours. At 4AM on January 20th, this patient awoke with chills and muscle/joint aches. This patient did not take a temperature at the time (knowing these were common symptoms), and instead managed them with Advil and Tylenol. On Friday the 22nd, this patient awoke with worsening chills and sudden nausea. She took her temperature, which was 100.5. This patient called employee health and asked if symptoms lasting  over 48 hours were ordinary or if she should be tested for COVID-19. Employee health informed patient to get tested in case of exposure. Patient was negative, however remained nauseous and had low grade fevers and aches. On the 23rd, patient awoke with severe nausea and vomiting. Patient called her primary care provider for zofran prescription, which was granted.  Zofran was taken around the clock until 1/26. Additionally, patient continued to have chills and aches until 1/25, again managed by alternating Advil and Tylenol.  Also on 1/25, patient noticed flat, erythemic rash covering her abdomen and back. Patient applied hydrocortisone cream and took Benadryl. As of today, 1/27, patient is afebrile, not nauseous, and rash has disappeared.

978850 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 IL 56.0 F headache; fever; L Arm (injection site) pain/severe left arm pain; dizziness; blurred double vision and couldn't function; eyes wouldn't focus, Couldn't function; blurred double vision and couldn't function; eyes wouldn't focus, Couldn't function; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 56-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; batch/lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 15:00 at a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient received the vaccine in a skilled nursing facility or long term care facility. The patient received no other vaccinations recently. Medical history included attention deficit disorder diagnosed at least 5 years ago for which the patient was taking Ritalin; hypothyroidism diagnosed a long time ago, probably 10 years and depression diagnosed a long time ago, probably at least 25 year, she takes a cocktail of anti-depressants for this (no further details provided about her anti-depressants). The patient also had a similar reaction of blurred double vision and couldn't function/eyes could not focus before when her doctor put her on an antibiotic (unspecified). The patient was also very overweight. Concomitant medications included methylphenidate hydrochloride (RITALIN; lot: unknown, expiry: 28Jul2021) for attention deficit disorder and the patient takes a cocktail of anti-depressants (unspecified) for her depression. The patient received the first dose of the covid vaccine on 11Jan2021 at 3 PM and by 5PM she was experiencing bad headache, fever, L arm (injection site) pain that was severe. Later that evening she had blurred double vision and couldn't function. She also got a fever of about 100 degrees Fahrenheit, was dizzy and her eyes could not focus and were almost like double vision but not quite, it was hard to explain. She just remembered that she had a similar reaction with her eyes before, when her doctor put her on an antibiotic. She cannot recall what antibiotic that was. The patient also experienced dizziness on 11Jan2021. The patient treated her side effects with ibuprofen and most of these improved. The injection was given in her left arm, her non-dominate one. She says that the pain was so bad it woke her up, and she doesn't take any pain meds, but that was really bad. She says that she took some Ibuprofen (lot: P113671, exp: Jan2022), about a total of 800mg over a few hours. Her fever had started pretty fast, by 05:00PM on the 11th, and it was better after taking the Ibuprofen, as was her arm pain, and headache. She says that the dizziness went away probably around 02:00AM the following day (12Jan2021). She says her eyes can focus again as well. The patient thinks that these effects are medically significant, mostly that her eyes were not able to focus, it was very scary. The patient stated that the purpose of this call is to have this documented, and possibly find out if there are recommendations that she should not get the second dose, since she had to call out of work because she couldn't function. The outcome of the event "blurred double vision and couldn't function; eyes wouldn't focus, couldn't function" was recovered on an unspecified date and dizziness recovered on 12Jan2021 at 02:00. The outcome of the event "she had to call out of work because she couldn't function" was unknown while the other events were recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The 56-year-old female patient had medical history included attention deficit disorder; hypothyroidism and depression and she takes a cocktail of anti-depressants for this. The patient also had a similar reaction of blurred double vision and couldn't function/eyes could not focus. Based on information reported, the reported double vision and difficulty focusing eyes were more likely due to pre-existing condition (s); and less likely causally related to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE). The rest events fever, headache, vaccination site pain and dizziness were likely causally related to the use of vaccine due to plausible temporal relationship and known safety profile of this product.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

978851 12/22/2020 01/27/2021 NJ 50.0 F Tingling lips; Swollen lips; myalgia; joint pain; tachypnic; headache; Weakness generalized; Nausea; she said she was really pale, so much so, that her husband was scared for her; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. A 50-year-old female patient  received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), intramuscular in left deltoid on 22Dec2020 07:00 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccination was done in a hospital. There were no relevant medical history and concomitant medications. On  to 22Dec2020, she said she feels like she has had a severe reaction to the COVID-19 Vaccine, saying she was not doing so great.  Reported she received her first COVID-19 Vaccine dose on 22Dec2020 at 7:00AM in her left Deltoid. She said she had a reaction after receiving the first dose of the COVID- 19 Vaccine. She said her lips were tingling slightly, clarifying her lips were swollen too. She said she took some Benadryl (she clarified she did not have the Benadryl NDC/UPC, Lot or Expiration Date), and the Benadryl took away the lip tingling and swelling. She said she was tachypneic, and developed muscle pains (clarified as myalgia), joint pain, severe headache, weakness, and nausea. She said she also was really pale, so much so, that her husband was scared for her. She said the symptoms lasted for about 3 days, but the weakness lasted longer. Reported she took some Zofran disintegrating tablets for her nausea. Clarified she did have a PCR COVID-19 Virus test after she developed symptoms from receiving the first COVID-19 Vaccine dose. She said she had the PCR COVID-19 Virus test about 3 weeks ago, Dec2020 and the test was negative. She said she thought she had the COVID-19 Virus after receiving the first COVID- 19 Vaccine dose because no one else she knew who had the COVID-19 Vaccine had any issues. The outcome of the events joint pain,. myalgia, tachypnic, headache, pale and nausea was recovered on an unknown date in Dec2020; the outcome of the event tingling lips and swollen lips was recovered on 22Dec2020; while the outcome of weakness was unknown. The events were assessed as medically significant and causality was reported as related.; Sender's Comments: Based on the close compatible temporal association, there was a reasonable possibility that the events were related to the vaccination with BNT162B2. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

978852 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 TX 45.0 F joint pain/still having joint pain and muscle aches in her knees and lower legs; It is mainly irritating; still having joint pain and muscle aches in her knees and lower legs; body aches; a fever for about 3 days; feeling heaviness in her chest; She was chocking it up to anxiety; This is a spontaneous report from the contactable nurses (one is the patient).  A 45-years-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on the right deltoid, on 04Jan2021 at a single dose as she wanted added protection (Covid-19 immunization). The patient medical history was not reported. The patient has no heart issues but has a family history of heart disease. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient was asking if it is okay to take second dose after experiencing side effects of fever, body ache, joint pain, probably anxiety, chest heaviness 8-10h after (not wheezing, 98% O2 saturation) which returned next day and subsided. On 04Jan2021, the patient got her first dose of the Pfizer COVID Vaccine, she was one of the lucky people who had joint pain, body aches, and a fever for about 3 days. She noticed about 8-10 hours after she got the vaccine that she started feeling heaviness in her chest, chest felt tight and heavy; not shortness of breath, harder to take a deep breath. She had no wheezing. In Jan2021, her oxygen level was 98%. She was chocking it up to anxiety in Jan2021. It went away. She had it the same day and the next day intermittently. It was short and passing. She is still having joint pain and muscle aches in her knees and lower legs. It is intermittent and mainly at night. She is supposed to get the second dose next Friday and asking should she go ahead and get the second dose. The joint pain had went away intermittently on Tuesday, then hit her harder on Wednesday. Thursday she felt okay but the Friday again was having the pain. It is still occurring. It is mainly at night. In the day she feels okay. It is when she lays down to relax that it kicks in. It is mainly irritating but she would say it is medically significant as it has lasted for a while, almost 2 weeks now and she is still having issues.  She takes 1000mg of acetaminophen (TYLENOL) to knock it out. The heaviness in her chest lasted about 1.5 hours the first day, and then went into Tuesday intermittently. The patient recovered from anxiety in Jan2021, body aches and fever on 07Jan2021, heaviness in her chest recovered on 05Jan2021, while other events were not recovered. The reporter assessed the events of Joint pain and muscle aches in her knees and lower legs, and irritating as medically significant. The reporter causality of the events for joint pain and muscle aches in her knees and lower legs, body aches, fever and heaviness in her chest were related to the suspect drug, causality for other events was not reported.  Information about lot number/batch number was requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently provided, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of events of Joint pain and muscle aches in her knees and lower legs and irritating. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

978854 01/27/2021 M he reported a low blood pressure episode that requires hospitalization; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer reported for her father.   A male patient of unknown age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), on unknown date at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and Concomitant medications were not reported. After 18 hours of the administration he reported a low blood pressure episode that required hospitalization. The outcome of the event was unknown.    No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.Y

978855 12/28/2020 01/27/2021 OR 42.0 F auditory hallucination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient herself). A 42-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 in left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient had taken other medications in two weeks. No other vaccine in four weeks was taken. The patient had no COVID prior vaccination and was not tested COVID post vaccination. Facility type vaccine was hospital. The patient experienced auditory hallucination on 29Dec2020 with outcome of recovered.  No treatment was received for the event.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the possible contribution of suspect BNT162B2 to the event auditory hallucination cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

978856 12/30/2020 01/27/2021 NY 51.0 F metallic taste in throat; mid chest tightness and weakness; flushed feeling in body and legs; went to the emergency room since she didn't feel any better; mid chest tightness and weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 51-year-old female patient received 1st dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EK5730, expiration date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 12:00 at single dose on deltoid left for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included patient was working in healthcare and around Covid positive patients daily.  There were no concomitant medications. 10 minutes after getting bnt162b2, patient noticed side effects. Patient had a metallic taste in throat and a few more things. Right after getting it she had a flushed feeling in her body and legs, similar like IV contrast. 10 minutes after that so about 20 minutes later she had mid chest tightness and weakness that was gone after about 40 minutes to an hour. Patient was unable to provide any seriousness criteria, stating it was scary for a moment and she didn't know what it was, but the mid chest tightness could have progressed to something more serious. That was how she felt at that moment, but after it was all gone, it was not serious. She did not know why or what the reason was or if she was lucky or what. Patient was sitting for 10 minutes after receiving Pfizer COVID vaccine and was doing something on her phone when she started experiencing these symptoms unexpectantly. Eventually the nurses observing her after a half hour took her to the emergency room since she wasn't feeling any better. Patient had emergency room visit for all events. Outcome of events was resolving.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported mid chest tightness and the administration of the COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, based on the plausible temporal association and lacking alternative explanations.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

978858 01/06/2021 01/27/2021 PA 38.0 F intense chest pain; nasal congestion; Fever; body ache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 38-year-old not pregnant female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3249), intramuscular at left arm on 06Jan2021 14:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Patient had Covid prior vaccination. There were no concomitant medications. No other medications in two weeks. No other vaccine in four weeks. On 07Jan2021, The patient experienced fever and body ache for the first 2 days. On the 3rd day (19Jan2021) experienced intense chest pain and nasal congestion. she needed to go to Emergency Room where she stayed for 4 hours, and performed Thorax CT. No treatment received. The outcome of events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal relationship, causality between reported events and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be completely excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

978859 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 FL F This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, the patient. This nurse reported similar events for three patients. This is 1st of 3 reports.  A 61-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 13Jan2021 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included ongoing arrhythmias, which started about 3 years ago (2018) and got worse over time.  Ongoing concomitant medications included metoprolol (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) taken arrythmia from Sep2020. On 13Jan2021, the patient received the vaccine. Afterwards her right wrist was itching. She took diphenhydramine hcl (BENADRYL) for the itching. Then, she felt different when she got home and was lightheaded. She also had a headache. She took acetaminophen/diphenhydramine (TYLENOL PM) before bed for the itching and headache.  In the morning of 14Jan2021, she felt really bad. She did not have itching, but it started back up again later. She also took acetaminophen for the headache as the headache was on and off. She called her cardiologist due to her cardiac history, and asked if she could come in. On 14Jan2021, she had an electrocardiogram done and was diagnosed with post COVID vaccine supraventricular tachycardia (SVT).  On 14Jan2021, she had head and chest congestion. She felt stuffed up. She was coughing but she had no mucus. She thought that when the arrhythmia occurred, she coughed because of the SVT. The cardiologist ordered her to wear a 24hour HOLTER monitor, the results of which were unknown. The clinical outcomes of the wrist itching and post-COVID vaccine SVT were not recovered; while the events of felt different, lightheaded, and headache were recovered on 13Jan2021. The outcome of felt really bad was recovering.  The outcomes of the cough and head and chest congestion were unknown. The events of felt different, lightheaded, felt really bad, and post-COVID vaccine SVT were reported as serious for being medically significant. The seriousness of the other events was not reported.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for events supraventricular tachycardia, lightheadedness and feeling abnormal.  The patient's underlying arrhythmias may also predispose the patient to developing supraventricular tachycardia. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021042313 same reporter, same drug and event, different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021042339 same reporter, same drug and event, different patient.

978861 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 FL 45.0 45 F Severe anxiety ( Pt has never had anxiety before in her life), Pain in arm tremendous, numbness in arm.   Pt still having  Anxiety.

978862 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 MN 25.0 F broke out in hives all over her body; didn't sleep for 2 nights because she was so uncomfortable; didn't sleep for 2 nights because she was so uncomfortable; areas on her legs and ankles that are reddened; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 25-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration in the left deltoid, on 29Dec2020 at 18:40 (at the age of 25-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history or concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. The patient experienced broke out in hives all over her body on 03Jan2021, which was reported as medically significant. The patient also didn't sleep for 2 nights because she was so uncomfortable and areas on her legs and ankles that are reddened on 03Jan2021. The clinical course was reported as follows: The patient received her first dose of the vaccine on 29Dec2020 and said 5 days later she broke out in hives. The patient stated her hives began on the evening of 03Jan2021. She clarified she had hives all over her body and didn't sleep for 2 nights because she was so uncomfortable. She said she still had areas on her legs and ankles that were reddened. She said the reddened areas on her legs and ankles are not fully raised or itchy, like she had experienced with the hives on the rest of her body. The patient went to an urgent care on 06Jan2021. She saw a dermatologist for the hives on 07Jan2021, who suspected that since she did not have any prior history of hives, her hives are from the COVID-19 vaccine. She said the dermatologist told her there is no way to truly test if the vaccine caused her hives. The patient received an intramuscular unspecified steroid shot at the dermatologist and was prescribed methylprednisolone (MANUFACTURED BY: PAR PHARMACEUTICAL; Lot number: 1129091; Expiration date: Dec2021) 4 mg tablets in a taper dose pack. She also stated that she took the following over-the-counter medications: diphenhydramine hydrochloride (reported as: generic BENADRYL; MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN; Lot number: 0MR0456; Expiration date: Sep2022) 25 mg tablet, taken as needed; cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC; Lot number: 1652346; Expiration Date: Dec2021) 10 mg tablet, taken as one tablet up to four times a day; and hydrocortisone (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) cream. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of all of the events as aforementioned. The clinical outcome of broke out in hives all over her body and didn't sleep for 2 nights because she was so uncomfortable was recovering and of areas on her legs and ankles that are reddened was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

978863 01/27/2021 F tremor or shaking of her entire body; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient seemed to have some sort of neurological effect of causing a tremor or shaking of her entire body (hospitalization) on an unspecified date with outcome of not recovered. Date of onset of the adverse event was unknown, but the earliest that caller was aware of could be 12Jan2021, which could be the date of admission to the hospital related to this event; but event onset and hospitalization could have occurred earlier than 12Jan2021, she was not sure of exact dates. Patient age at onset was unknown but if caller had to guess probably 58 or 59 years. Height was guessed approximately 5 feet 5 inches. Weight was guessed approximately 130lbs.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.Y

978864 12/02/2019 01/27/2021 F pain on her arm for over a year; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself. A female patient of unspecified age received pneumococcal 13-valent conjugate vaccine (diphtheria crm197 protein) on 02Dec2019 via an unspecified route of administration in the arm at single dose for immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received a pneumonia shot (unspecified trade name) on 02Dec2019 then she had been suffering with pain on her arm for over a year. The patient was seeing an orthopedic, she has had been on steroid pills, shots, done physical therapy, everything, and she didn't know the problem, why she was still hurting. The patient was concern that when that COVID vaccine, that Pfizer or Moderna, she doesn't know which she will get, but she was afraid to get the vaccine, so she was trying to find out, if there is any place else she can get it, like the butt or someplace else, she is afraid to get the shot in the arm. The vaccine was still bothering her. The outcome of the event was not recovered.  Information regarding lot/batch number has been requested.

978866 01/27/2021 U had lung cancer diagnosed after receiving the vaccine first dose; This is a spontaneous report from Pfizer-sponsored program . A contactable other health profession (patient's friend) reported that a patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had lung cancer diagnosed after receiving the vaccine first dose on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on known pathophysiology of lung malignancies, reported lung cancer is considered intercurrent and unrelated to suspect BNT162B2. Carcinogenesis takes years. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

978868 01/10/2021 01/27/2021 WA 100.0 F health has totally deteriorated; She sleeps, barely opens her eye; refuses to eat or drink; dizzy; didn't feel well; she can't talk, walk or anything; she can't talk, walk or anything; She is weak and frail; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's daughter). A 100-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 10Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included dementia from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing and walking aid user from an unknown date and unknown (prior to the vaccine, she walked well with her walker). Concomitant medication included quetiapine. The reporter reported that the patient's health has totally deteriorated as of a few days after receiving the vaccine on 13Jan2021. She is dying. She sleeps, barely opens her eyes and refuses to eat or drink. Three days after receiving the vaccine on 13Jan2021, she said she was dizzy and didn't feel well. Now she can't talk, walk or anything. She is weak and frail. Prior to the vaccine, she walked well with her walker, ate well and had energy. The reporter visited with her and had conversations but the patient doesn't talk or respond. She is her daughter and POA. She lives in the facility due to dementia. No treatment was received for the events. The patient did not recover from the events.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

978869 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 MD 44.0 F surface blisters, like deep blisters all over her body/blistering rash all over; Hives; Itchy tongue; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 44-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EK4176 and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  After receiving the vaccine, patient had hives and an itchy tongue on an unspecified date in Jan2021. Patient received some Benadryl at site. She spoke for about two hours and it seemed to ease a little bit. Patient came home and slept a quite a bit. As soon as she woke up, patient had the itchy tongue and hives again, so she took another the Benadryl. She woke up and then had a blistering rash all over on Jan2021. But the blisters were like surface blisters, like deep blisters all over her body. She went to the urgent care and received some IM steroid and Benadryl as treatment. Patient also had the headache on Jan2021. Outcome of the events was unknown. Patient was asking if she should get her second dose as back in the emergency room, they said they would not suggest to get the second dose.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the blistery rash is possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

978870 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 40.0 M Heart event stopped him from breathing; stroke; lack of air; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient.  A 40-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EL3249), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 13Jan2021 (at the age of 40-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included nut allergy from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medications included zolpidem tartrate (AMBIEN) and doxepin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN).  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 14Jan2021 at 13:00, the patient experienced heart event that stopped him from breathing and the lack of air caused a stroke; all reported as life-threatening.  On 14Jan2021, the patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 test which was negative.  The patient was treated for the events which included being put on a ventilator and sedation.  The clinical outcomes of the heart event stopped him from breathing, lack of air, and stroke, were not recovered.Y

978875 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 NC M Fell twice and looks like he may have had a stroke; Fell twice and looks like he may have had a stroke; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program "Pfizer First Connect" from a contactable consumer (patient's wife). A 77-year-old male patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech), via an unspecified route of administration, on 15Jan2021, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient fell twice and looks like he may have had a stroke on 16Jan2021 with outcome of unknown.  The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

978877 01/27/2021 F got the worst respiratory infection/  deathly sick; Initial information received on 23-Nov-2020 regarding an unsolicited valid serious case received from a physician and consumer or non-healthcare professional.  This case involves female patient (age not reported) who experienced got the worst respiratory infection/ deathly sick (respiratory tract infection), while she received vaccine INFLUENZA VACCINE.  The patient's medical history, past medical treatment, vaccination, concomitant medication and family history were not provided.   On an unknown date, the patient received a dose of suspect INFLUENZA VACCINE (produced by unknown manufacturer) (lot number not reported) via an unknown route at an unknown administration site for prophylactic vaccination.  On an unknown date, the patient developed a serious got the worst respiratory infection due to which she was deathly sick for 12 long weeks (respiratory tract infection) within a week following the administration of INFLUENZA VACCINE (patient took the influenza vaccine once in his life).   This event was assessed as medically significant.  It was the sickest he had ever been. She will never take another flu shot. She said they are poison and that is not debatable. Then she made it a mission after that to get educated about these things like vaccines and what she found was astonishing. They have crippled and killed many caused autism, polio, nervous system disorders just to name a few by the thousands but they will always tell you they are safe. She just have one simple question that everyone should think about how in the world does it make any sense at all to inject poisons and toxins into your natural immune system as a means to stay healthy. Staying truly healthy is to not do that  Laboratory details were not reported.   Patient had to make three trips to the Doctor and they had to put her on three different strong antibiotics that didn't work. Finally had to be put on complete bed rest to recover.  On an unknown date, the patient recovered from respiratory tract infection (patient haven't been sick again once recovered).  Batch number has been requested for suspect product for this case.; Sender's Comments: A female patient (age not reported) who presented with respiratory tract infection within a week following the vaccination with INFLUENZA VACCINE (unknown manufacturer). Time to onset is compatible. Medical history, concomitant medication, precise final diagnosis and lab data ruling out alternative etiologies would be needed for complete assessment of the case. Based upon the reported information, role the vaccine cannot be assessed.

978881 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 39.0 39 F Employee suffering from headache, congestion, chills & muscle ache.

978885 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 WA 29.0 29 M * 01/14/21 - Received first Pfizer COVID Vaccine. Felt really strange for first 10 mins after vaccine.  * 01/17/21 - Noticed my heart rate was at 120 bpm and I was extremely tired.  * 01/24/21 - I noticed that I?ve started getting headaches more frequently. I rarely got headaches before (maybe 3-4 per year) * 1/25/21 - Had one of the worst migraines I?ve ever had. Blurred vision.  * 1/26/21 - Went to the E.R. to get my heart checked because my heart rate was high and I was extremely tired. Also had a minor headache.  * 1/27/21 - I still do not feel right. My heart flutters. Come and go headache. Very sleepy, though I had good sleep the night before.

978888 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 IN 61.0 61 F hemiparesis left, facial droop, weakness on left upper and lower extremity Y 3

978893 12/17/2020 01/27/2021 31.0 31 F EE  develop tachycardia, hypertension, and face flushing within 40 mins of receiving dose. Symptoms resolved without treatment.

978898 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 43.0 43 F Around 11:30pm 1/25, I muttered "I don't feel good," which reminded me of being a child getting sick. within 30 minutes of then end escalating over the next hour, I had a severe headache, bilateral, occipital, pressure in entire head and neck. The headache as also in my eyes and in my ears.  Back was also painful - not as bad as neck, but i can't explain how horribly a hope a massage could fix me.  There was no comfortable position to alleviate any of that.  I also got the chills, constantly, suddenly switching from shivering cold to so hot i needed to take blankets off - but soon as i took the blankets off I'd be freezing cold again. I was also super nauseous, though i didn't vomit. I pretty much couldn't get out of bed much for 24-36 hours. During that time, i was unable to sleep as well, i think mostly due to the chills, constantly having to move about to keep warm or cool off, but not sure.      I did take acetaminophen around 10pm 1/26 (36 hours after injection)- i felt like I knew you're not supposed to, but I couldn't take it any more and it might have less anti-inflammatory impact than ibuprofen.  It dulled the pains some, but didn't make it stop. the chills and nausea mostly stopped and was able to sleep more the second night, last night.       I'm now up and trying to work today (1/27). Head still has pressure headache throughout. Neck is still sore, like a pressure headache. I feel generally foggy and heavy.

978899 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 IN 73.0 73 M Temp 100.5 - Chills - Joint & Muscles hurt - Lethargic & and slept a lot - Felt like having the flu -Soreness around injection site

978900 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 FL 69.0 69 F vaginal herpes, Dr. consultation over the phone, RX Valtrex

978903 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 PA 87.0 87 F Loose stools, vomiting, change in mental status

978906 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IL 69.0 69 F Patient sat for 20 minutes after immunization, then started experiencing swelling in lips and throat. She took 100mg diphenhydramine. Pharmacist/Nurse started monitoring blood pressure. Symptoms continued to worsen (with systolic blood pressure reaching 180) so an EpiPen (0.3mg) was administered. Within 1 minute, symptoms started to improve including blood pressure dropping (reaching 130 systolic). The patient sat under observation for an hour and symptoms continued to improve. Within 24 hours symptoms completely resolved.

978911 12/18/2020 01/27/2021 TX 40.0 40 F After my 1st vaccine I felt dizzy and experienced headaches. I tested positive for Covid 19 on 12-30-2020.

978912 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 WA 67.0 67 M Large, bilateral, unprovoked pulmonary emboli 3 days after a Moderna first dose vaccine in a patient with no risk factors for DVT or PE and no history of any sort of pro-thrombotic disorder. He is in the hospital and work up is in progress, and so we might find another reason for his PE, but as of now we have no other explanation.Y Y

978913 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 CO 42.0 42 F While driving home after my 2nd vaccine and about 45 mins after my vaccine was administered my face began to feel numb and tingly.  I immediately took Benadryl when I arrived home and had no further facial symptoms.  However, approximately 23 hours post vaccination I developed a fever of 102 and chills that lasted approximately 6 hours.  After the fever broke, I have had no further symptoms other than a sore arm and have not missed any work.

978918 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 PR 51.0 51 F nausea, vomiting, burning in the stomach, itching in the throat., I couldn't talk. high blood pressure. I was administered solumedrol intravenous, Benadryl intravenous, Pepcid intravenous and Zofran sublingual and NSS 0.9 to 10 ml per hour.

978922 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 VA 73.0 73 M Received vaccine 1/19/21 at 3:30pm.  Next am aches, by afternoon profuse sweating requiring clothing change.  1/21/21 woke up and had 3 watery, explosive diarrhea episodes. He fell and required 911 call.  Admitted to Medical Center with diagnosis of weakness.  Has had difficulty moving, and walking.  on 1/27/21 still in hospital pending transfer to  Rehab Center.Y

978923 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 PA 38.0 38 F Dizziness and lightheadedness.  Given juice and crackers; had not eaten since breakfast. Also given water.  Symptoms resolved.  Monitored for 30 minutes.

978928 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 PA 78.0 78 F Rash on right scapula

978933 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 TX 40.0 40 F I experienced fatigued and headaches after my 2nd dose injection.  I tested positive for Covid 12-30-2020.

978937 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 CA 39.0 39 F I woke up around 2am with chills, an intense headache and body aches. I have pain at my injection site.

978941 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Within thirty minutes of administration I started feeling itchy around injection site then all over my entire body.  I stated to have some facial swelling then my throat started to swell/tighten.  I was brought to the ED and an IV was started. They administered IV fluids, Benadryl, Prednisone, and Pepcid. The throat swelling started to interfere with my speaking and vocals. They monitored me for 7 hours then I was discharged home. All symptoms returned within a few hours and persisted for a week following. My PCP took over care and prescribed me the following in replace of the medications the ER prescribed: Albuterol HFA, Dexamethasome, Pepcid, Benadryl, Z-Pak, Vitamin D 100,000iu, and Fish Oil. I missed a week of week then was released to work again on 1/25/21.

978943 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 69.0 69 M Blood in stool on the days of 1/25, 1/26 and 1/27/2021.

978953 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 PA 44.0 44 F Metallic Taste / Tingly lips.  Observed for 30 minutes.  Only reported symptoms at 15 minute mark in observation and reported improving. denies any symptoms of throat swelling.  Released to home.

978957 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 MO 28.0 28 F 103 degree fever (day 2), muscle aches, muscle weakness, fatigue for 4+ days thus far

978963 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NE 36.0 36 F REPORTS FEVER, CHILLS, HEADACHE, SORE THROAT, AND VOMITING

978972 01/16/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 31.0 31 F Patient received initial COVID-19 vaccine on 1/16/2021.  Experienced injection site soreness and a little fever lasting 48 hours.  On 1/19/2021, patient developed severe sore throat/odynophagia.  Went to an urgent care, and strep throat screen and COVID test and both resulted negative.  Odynophagia continued, painful to swallow food/liquids.   Never developed tongue or lip swelling.  Due to ongoing fevers, patient admitted to hospital for ulcerative pharyngitisY 2

978973 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 NE 42.0 42 F DEVELOPED FEVER UP TO 100.4, JOINT PAIN, DIARRHEA, WEAKNESS, AND FELT LIKE HAD A HORRIBLE FLU. TOOK 5 DAYS TO RESOLVE. WAS PRESCRIBED AN INHALER BY PCP (UNSURE WHAT IT WAS)

978977 12/27/2020 01/27/2021 TN 41.0 41 F I had motion sickness , dizzy, and nausea.

978978 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 VA 50.0 50 F Right upper arm pain when I reach up, reach back, reach around and lift something heavy and with reduced range of motion and use in right arm.  This started about 2-3 days after vaccine administration.  I had no difficulty with right arm before vaccine.

978980 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 KY 48.0 48 F Extreme fatigue, foggy mind, for 48 hs starting six days after vaccination.

978981 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 VA 63.0 63 M The second dose of Covid Vaccine knocked me out completely :  headache, fever ,chills and pain at the injection site  . Duration of effects: 48 hours

978982 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 PA 54.0 54 F 1638: Lightheadedness - Reports happening with 1st shot as well. BP 136/60.  HR 53.  Given water.   1651: no symptoms BP 111/86, HR 54 1705: Hands colder than normal 1708: observed for 30 minutes; BP 127/68; HR 53; still cold hands.  off balance, neck pain.  1717: continues to report feeling off and didn't wan tto leave.  moved to chair for more observation and given crackers.  1726: Warming up, felt normal, felt okay to leave. Release home.

978984 01/02/2021 01/27/2021 CO 77.0 77 F After first shot, I noticed stiffness and soreness in right knee but attributed it to a misstep in snow.  It was annoying but not limiting; however, muscle soreness I attributed to a wrenched knee did not abate.    At this point, I consulted my Primary Care Physican's office, and I also had an X-ray of my knee.  It showed an aging kneecap, but I continued to report pain as muscular and on the side of my knee.   An appt with local orthopedic center was suggested by PCP office and was scheduled.  This was the day before my second shot.          After my second shot, the pain and difficulty walking increased 100-fold.  Orthopedist suggested PT for next 6 weeks, which I will do.  Taking Tylenol and Ibuprofin, applying heat and cold, using some topical pain relievers; but for the most part, I am just not able to walk far, if at all.  I run a business from my home, so I get around by "riding" my rolling office chair everywhere in my (fortunately) small home.   If I can get to the car, I can drive without difficulty.             I am a busy, active, independent person.  Having experienced the polio epidemic in the '50's, I get all my vaccines; I am not anti-vaccines.  I do feel the fact that my disability happened the same month as the vaccine is significant, and I wanted you to know my symptoms and situation.

978985 12/31/2020 01/27/2021 WA 37.0 37 F Sore arm and back pain starting 4 hours after injection , chills and abdominal cramping 11 hours after vaccination administered  Sore arm - lasted 4 days Back pain - lasted 2 days Chills and abdominal cramping lasted 2 hours

978986 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 25.0 25 F Nausea, vomiting, chills, body aches, and headache

978988 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 HI 52.0 52 F Swollen arm, redness, hot Headache Chills Body aches Runny nose Sneezing

978989 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 PA 61.0 61 F After first dose I felt an overall odd feeling .     no shortness of breath etc, just odd.    I was thinking it may have been just some anxiety.  I left the center after 15 minutes and came back to Pediatric office where I work.  I did take a Zyrtec and felt completely better after approx. an hour.  After the 2nd dose I did mention I had felt odd after 1st dose and decided to sit for 30 min.  I felt about the same as I did after the 1st dose so I left.  when  I got to my car my face was flushed.  I was not tachycardia just a very odd felling in my head and then my tongue did start to itch (or feel funny)  .  I took a Zyrtec and went home.  I never had any swelling of lips or tongue, no trouble breathing.  Pulse stayed constant around 80.  This time the symptoms lasted approx. 4 hours.  I I did continue to take Zyrtec for 3 days after injection.

978990 01/06/2021 01/27/2021 TX 55.0 56 M Patient developed initial severe itchy rash that started on bilateral arms and webs of fingers three days after initial dose. Immediately preceding onset of rash he had eaten cereal and milk.  Within several minutes the rash had spread to his abdomen, chest, back and bilateral legs. He had swelling of the lips and tingling of lips. At this time he took three 25 mg Benadryl. He stated the lip swelling and tingling resolved however the left anterior leg to knee had a large, prurutic rash. This rash resolved with continuous Benadryl treatment for two days.   He presented to clinic on 1/26/2021 with similiar rash that occurred in the morning after drinking coffee. He had diffuse pruritic rash on abdomen, back, bilateral arms and legs. Some wheals on right lower leg. He stated he had tingling of lips but no swelling was observed. He had continuous movements of scratching his arms and legs and moving moving his arms and legs with  some contortion of facial expressions. He had taken three Benadryl prior to coming to clinic. He was given Pepcid 20 mg in office. Most of the rash resolved within 8 hours with minor bumps remaining on bilateral elbows which resolved after twelve hours.

978991 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 NC 77.0 77 F After a few days, muscle/joint pain ....headaches.....Tiredness......injection sit pain.... all were bearable and strong to disappear when i waek after the short I got Horrible chills, completely out of control, had to wear my night guard to stop teeth from getting chipped, lasted 3 or four hours. Could not warm up, had two down comforters on. The chills eventually stopped but the headaches Intensified, also I could. Or move my near and shoulders. Went to the ER, they did not believe it had anything to do with the shot, I was there for 12 hours, had head exrays, spinal taps to test for meningitis, they searched for anything else I might have...nothing else.. they would not say if I should have the second shot, called pfiser this morning, they could not tell me if I should have the second shot, that I should aske my doctor.......If Pfiser  doctor  does not know if it is safe how could  my country doctor.

978992 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NY 45.0 45 F Mouth and tongue tingling progressed to increased heart rate and flushing within 10 minutes of receiving vaccine. Transported to ER. Still has rash as of 1/27/2021 face, behind knees, and torso.

978993 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NC 70.0 70 F Patient received first dose of COVID vaccine. Approximately 10 minutes later patient was experiencing palpitations, dizziness and lightheadedness. Brought patient to exam room to be seen by onsite provider, BP: 130/70 Pulse: 122-140  Oxygen saturation 98%  No rash, no hives. Reports no SOB however increased work of breathing.  Patient felt increasingly dizzy and felt shaky. Patient had near syncopal episode.  EMS was called and patient taken to ER.

978995 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 58.0 58 M Covid-19 Shot

978996 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 FL 39.0 39 F diarrhea at 3pm same day of vaccine till Saturday night. Friday night  Pain to arm/injection site around 10pm. Took Tylenol. Had slight pain to forehead around 8pm started to bruise. Saturday woke up with slight pain to arm/left side of neck. Bruise larger today. Saturday evening swollen. Lots of pain and trouble turn head. Left side neck/shoulder area pain. Applied ice/took Advil. At times hard to move arm, neck. bone pain by injection site.  Now had pain from elbow to neck area, and shoulder on left arm for about 5 days now. At times pain feels like my bones hurt in those areas. Still swollen with bruising.  Using pain meds ever 4 hours. And placing hot/cold packs with little relief.

978998 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 WI 89.0 89 F Day after receiving COVID 19 vaccine dose 1 admitted to hospital with fall and weakness, tested positive for COVID 19. Y

978999 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 MO 32.0 32 F tingling tongue  50mg benadryl given   observation

979000 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 MN 62.0 62 F pt states she woke up next after vax she woke up with cold symptoms, ie; stuffy nose, coughing, body aches and headache.  Pt states she has intermittent dizziness.

979001 12/30/2020 01/27/2021 SC 59.0 59 F Six hours post injection throat started to become scratchy and wheezing in lungs. Wheezing and shortness of breath became more severe. O2 sat 89-90%. Immediately self administered back to back albuterol breathing treatments via nebulizer and 50 mg Benadryl. Continues breathing treatments for the next 36 hours until wheezing subsided and breathing and O2 sat returned to normal.

979002 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 TN 45.0 45 F Extreme headache, 101 temp. Reactive lymphadenopathy at clavicle on side of injection.

979005 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NC 53.0 53 F On 01/25/21, 53 yo F received the Pfizer BTN162b COVID-19 vaccine. ~2-3 hours after the injection, pt developed swelling of eyelids, lightheadedness and nasal congestion. Pt reported similar symptoms related to seasonal allergies which she also experiences at this time of year. Pt self-medicated with fexofenadine (Allegra). Pt notified primary care provider. Pt denied any shortness of breath, difficulty swallowing or rash. Pt was advised to take diphenhydramine 50 mg. In no improvement in swelling, pt was advised to go to urgent care.

979007 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 40.0 40 F After second dose about 16 hours after experienced chills bodyaches sore joints muscles and low grade fever and fatigue

979013 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 52.0 52 F 11:15 reported chest tightness - used her inhaler b/p 12/80 heart rate 86. reported slightly light headed had two masks on placed in private room so she could remove masks.  11:21 breathing better masks removed   11:35 b/p 130/90 heart rate 94 breathing easy.  Informed to only wear one mask. Instructed to Call 911 for further breathing difficulty.

979015 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 WA 37.0 37 F pain at injection site - severe-starting 10 hours after lasting 5 days swelling at injection site - starting 10 hours after - lasted 2 days chills- severe- starting 11 hours after lasting 4 hours rigors - severe- starting 11 hours after lasting 4 hours sweats - mild  starting 11 hours after lasting 4 hours abdominal cramping - moderate -  starting 11 hours after lasting 11 hours Nausea - starting 28 hours after injection - lasting 4 hours

979018 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 KS 87.0 87 F Cosign Needed Expand All Collapse All    Patient 87 y.o. female who was seen at COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her first  dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She was given the Pfizer vaccination in the right deltoid muscle.   During her 15 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience burning in her throat.  She denied difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing and throat tightness.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency room.   Monitored patient for severe reaction symptoms, including but not limited to rapid progression of symptoms and respiratory distress.     ALLERGY REVIEW OF SYSTEMS:  Patient complains of sore throat   Patient denies chills, facial swelling, chest tightness, shortness of breath, wheezing, dizziness and headaches         Previous Reactions: Denies    Objective    Vitals Vitals:   01/25/21 1341 01/25/21 1350 BP: (!) 164/105 (!) 148/74 Pulse: 76 79 SpO2: 97% 98%     Physical Exam Constitutional:      Appearance: Normal appearance.  HENT:     Head: Normocephalic and atraumatic.  Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Normal rate and regular rhythm.  Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal. No respiratory distress.     Breath sounds: Normal breath sounds. No wheezing or rales.  Skin:    General: Skin is warm and dry.  Neurological:     General: No focal deficit present.     Mental Status: She is alert and oriented to person, place, and time.          Assessment/Plan  Treatment included: antihistamines Follow up response to treatment: good. Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP.  Differential Diagnosis: Vaccine-Related Anxiety (include misc mental health)   Patients symptoms completely resolved prior to discharge. BP decreased throughout her stay.

979019 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Headache, nausea, general soreness through out body, chills, migraine, difficulty breathing with non-productive cough (on day 2).   treated with Tylenol, IBU, and routine migraine medication, hydration.

979020 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 NM 42.0 42 F After getting the second shot of Pzifer vaccine on Jan 14, 2021, I developed a drop in platelet count. I have no pre existing conditions before taking the vaccine . Last year my platelet count was 166.  After 1 week of taking the second shot of vaccine my platelet count dropped to 129.  After 5 days later I had reexamined the cbc and the platelet dropped to  121. I believe it is a reaction to the vaccine.

979024 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 GA 74.0 74 F hives red welts on face, chest and arms.

979029 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NE 17.0 17 F DEVELOPED FEVER OF 103

979030 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 37.0 37 F Lip tingling, feeling of tongue swelling.

979031 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 NY 23.0 23 F around 12 hours post vaccine: 105°F fever for 12 hours, neck and back stiffness for 4 days, fatigue- could not move without assistance, uncontrollable shaking, chills, soreness

979036 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 NE 17.0 17 F DEVELOPED FEVER OF 103

979040 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 39.0 39 F menstrual period started one week (7 days early); menstrual period has never started this early prior to the vaccination

979048 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 CO 27.0 27 F Severe L arm pain starting the day of injection. Additionally, L arm weakness. Worse pain and weakness for the first week after injection, but pain and weakness still present at the time of submission (>2 weeks from injection)
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979050 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 CA 50.0 50 F pain in arm difficult breathing cant breath through mouth spine hurts lower legs hurt fever headache nausea diarrhea

979051 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 PA 44.0 44 F Observed for 30 minutes. Flushing, arm heaviness reported, nausea, heat in thighs.  Reports similar reaction with first dose.  Requested to rest on a stretcher. BP 140/71, HR 93.   Nausea and arm heaviness reported at 1605.  BP 150/81, 10015sats; HR 87.  At 1610 Heat in thighs.  BP 125/66, HR 82 100% sats on oxygen.  1628: No further symptoms.  Released home.

979054 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 46.0 46 F Fatigue within a few hours of receiving vaccine. Extreme fatigue the next day, as well as body aches and headache. That evening fever onset and chills.

979058 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 CA 73.0 73 F Woke up with mild symptoms - a runny nose, intermittent mild chills, cough and sore throat.  Lasted 24 hours.  I mention this, though 6 days after the vaccine because of my immunocompromised state.

979059 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 43.0 43 F Woke up the first night  with body aches and fever. The next day felt nauseous with vomiting and body aches. Day 3 still had some body aches. Day 4 the pt returned to feeling normal.

979061 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 IN 52.0 52 F facial droop Left

979062 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 55.0 55 F 1/26/21 at 6:30 am patient woke up and noticed that her left fifth digit felt like an electric shock pain when making a fist. Pt. states that she took tylenol for the pain and did not get relief. Pt. states that her left fifth digit is still painful 8-9/10.  Pt. states that she is currently working now, and she is trying to be cautious of her left fifth digit pain so that she does not trigger the pain.

979063 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 AR 36.0 36 F HA, GI SYMPTOMS, CHILLS

979077 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 KS 40.0 40 F Around 10  minutes after injection, she developed symptoms that included nausea, dizziness, and syncope.  Symptoms progressed over time until she seemed almost catatonic at times including delayed responses, staring straight ahead (later she closed her eyes), slurred speech.  She kept repeating, "I feel like jelly" and that she was very tired.  Pharmacist gave her 25 mg diphenhydramine at 10:55 am.  Around 11:10 the facilities administer called 911 at the request of  (PharmD).

979078 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 PA 47.0 47 F Approximately baseball-sized area of left axillary lymphedema.  Edema and subsequent pain was first noticed just under 24 hours after vaccine dose and was completely resolved by the 5th day following the vaccination.

979082 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 SC 76.0 76 F Severe anaphylaxis shock, received 5 drug injections at vaccination site, transported to ER for observation. released later that evening. Y

979086 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 FL 76.0 76 F Patient stated she had a moderate amount of bleeding out the injection site and a small amount of fluid drainage.  Client denies any other symptoms and/or signs of infection.  Injection site inspected and was clean with no signs of infection /discomfort.

979091 01/01/2021 01/27/2021 CA 69.0 69 F Imediately after receive injection left eye is RED and mild headache.

979093 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 39.0 39 M 2 full weeks of mild to moderate headaches and fatigue. This is outside of the typical 36 hours that was told to us. I am a professional. I do not believe I have COVID. I do not believe I have another virus.

979096 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 48.0 48 F Lymphadenopathy in left axilla

979107 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Reported shortness of breath, cough, headache, muscle pain and fatigue.

979108 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 CA 20.0 20 F Pt reported to feel subjective fever, chills, diarrhea, nausea and vomit, fatigue since receiving COVID vaccine yesterday. She vomiting clear x5 since yesterday and is unable to hold food down. She had x6 episodes of mild diarrhea.

979109 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 WA 66.0 66 F Unable to breath within 27 minutes, coded, rushed to emergency after crash cart medical trestment Y

979111 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 FL 88.0 88 F THE CLIENT HAS BRUISING AT THE INJECTION SITE.  DENIES ANY OTHER SYMPTOMS.

979112 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Left arm pain Hand pain left hand Numbmess from shoulder to hand left side Neck pain left side Chest pain left side Jaw pain left side Kidney pain left side Headache Was given Nitro pill and 3 1/2 baby aspirin by paramedics at testing site. Another Nitro pill in ambulance on the way to hospital. Treated for heart attack dueto Vaccine

979121 01/06/2021 01/27/2021 NY 31.0 31 F EST. date of my delivery is  5/11/2021  30  hours after the dose had adnominal pain. Several episode of diarrhea. Also had nausea and chills.

979125 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 NC 44.0 44 F Received allergy immunotherapy on 1/21/21 and had itching, difficulty breathing, tightness in throat/chest, flushed skin and tachycardia after.  Received Antihistamines, Albuterol treatment and steroid for treatment.

979126 12/28/2020 01/27/2021 GA 62.0 62 F The next day after the vaccine my arm was red and really painful.  Each day the redness got larger and by friday it was near my elbow so I went to an Urgent Care.  I was given a prescription for an antibiotic because they states infection had set in it and I also took tylenol and antihistimines to help with the pain.

979129 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 42.0 42 F Heart issues, palpitations, shortness of breathe. Seeing physician. reported this on 1/27/2021.

979132 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 CA 42.0 42 F Sore Arm, itching on spot of Inj, headache , sore throat, chills, body ache, feeling  very weak. Still have headache not as severe and weakness a little less but still have all symptoms except chills.

979136 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 MN 60.0 60 F ER ROOM........... DIAHARREA    AM      600PM TO 300 AM VOMITING SAME TIME  HEADACHE   ER ROOM 1100 AM Y 1

979137 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 FL 67.0 67 M Swelling at the injection site.

979138 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 KS 43.0 43 F Soon after receiving this vaccination, she started reporting that her mouth was itching.  The itchiness progressed to various places mostly around her head and upper torso.  She took 50 mg diphenhydramine about 10 minutes after first reporting the symptoms.  She reported feeling fine about 1 hour later.

979139 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 WA 69.0 69 F first 24hours nothing, second night was woke by pain in arm, swelling, redness, slight fever, headache, felt under the weather. Third day more swelling, redness and headache.  Today, forth day, swelling going down still red, no headache and feeling better in general.  Took tylenol for headache and pain.

979140 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 MD 61.0 61 F 1453: complained of tingling to tongue; Dr. examined, ordered Benadryl 25 mg IM, temp: 98.1, BP 135/61, HR: 59 1456: Benadryl given 1508: reports tongue feels better, examined by MD, MD released to home after 30 more mins of observation  Assessment: lungs clear, no SOB, VS stable, no rash, resolving after 15 mins post benadryl

979142 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 35.0 35 F fatigue, muscle aches, joint pain, chills, fevers to 102 F, chest pain, nausea, stomach pain

979143 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 56.0 56 M Patient was hospitalized on 1/24/2021 with COVID-19. He reports symptoms started on 1/18/21, 7 days prior to admission, and 11 days after receiving his first dose of the Pfizer/BioNTech COVID19 Vaccine. During this time he experienced shortness of breath and non-radiating, pressure-like chest pain, the latter prompting him to go to the Emergency Department. Upon admission his oxygen saturation was 90% and was put on 2 L nasal cannula with oxygen saturation, increasing oxygen saturation to 95%. On 1/26/2021 oxygen was increased to 4 L nasal cannula with oxygen saturation at 94%. On 1/27/21 oxygen requirements improved and pt is now on 2 L nasal cannula with oxygen saturation at 99%.Y 3

979144 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 KS 75.0 75 F Progress Notes     1/26/2021    Patient:                                                                          Date:  1/26/2021                                                                                             a 75 y.o. female who was seen at  COVID Vaccine Clinic today for her first  dose of the COVID 19 vaccination.    She was given the Pfizer vaccination in the right deltoid muscle.   During her 30 minute waiting period after the injection, the patient began to experience scratchy throat.  She denied difficulty breathing, difficulty swallowing and throat tightness.   This provider was notified of patient reaction and she was then assessed in the emergency bay area.   ALLERGY REVIEW OF SYSTEMS:  Patient denies facial swelling, chest tightness, shortness of breath, wheezing and dizziness       Previous Reactions: Patient reports a history of previous reaction after receiving an allergy shot many years ago. She is unsure of entire course of events but states she did need medical treatment including a shot.     Objective    Vitals Vitals:   01/26/21 1412 01/26/21 1439 BP: 135/78 137/63 BP Location:   Right arm Patient Position:   Sitting Pulse: 90 80 SpO2: 95% 98%     Blood Sugar 88 collected at 1415   Physical Exam Vitals signs and nursing note reviewed.  Constitutional:      General: She is not in acute distress.    Appearance: She is well-developed. She is not ill-appearing or diaphoretic.  HENT:     Head: Normocephalic and atraumatic.     Mouth/Throat:     Pharynx: Oropharynx is clear. No pharyngeal swelling or oropharyngeal exudate.  Cardiovascular:     Rate and Rhythm: Normal rate and regular rhythm.     Heart sounds: Normal heart sounds.  Pulmonary:     Effort: Pulmonary effort is normal. No tachypnea or respiratory distress.     Breath sounds: Normal breath sounds and air entry. No stridor or decreased air movement.  Skin:    General: Skin is warm and dry.  Neurological:     Mental Status: She is alert and oriented to person, place, and time.     Gait: Gait (with cane assist) normal.  Psychiatric:        Speech: Speech normal.        Behavior: Behavior normal.        Thought Content: Thought content normal.        Judgment: Judgment normal.         Assessment/Plan  Treatment included: no therapy. Patient was observed for 65 minutes s/p injection. She states only symptom of itchy throat improved. Patient accompanied to building exit .  Patient discharge: Stable to go home and follow up with PCP.  Differential Diagnosis: Systemic reaction (hypoglycemia, hypotension, generalized rash)

979145 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 MI 52.0 52 F The day after my vaccine went into A-fib and had to go home then on Saturday 01-23-2021 the A-fib was gone

979147 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 75.0 75 M Pt felt dizzy 10 minutes after receiving the vaccine and had some vision impairment.  Vitals taken and were WNL and orange juice given to pt.  Pt discharged 20 minutes after incident and was back to baseline.

979150 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 PA 26.0 26 F Over the course of 5 days I broke out in hives all over my body

979151 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 NY 77.0 77 M Patient received unknown covid vaccine 1/20/21, sometime before or after became Covid PCR+. 3 days later developed encephalopathy, was quite agitated, walking around hospital naked. He had LP which ruled out infection and CT imaging to rule out CVA. Improved after 24 hrs with supportive care, pt returned to mental status baselineY 3

979162 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 FL 65.0 65 F When I signed up for the vaccine, the website said that i was at high risk for the vaccine and would need to wait 15-30 minutes after the injection.  I checked with doctor re: this warning and she felt the vaccine was still beneficial but to do my research and make a decision. I received the vaccine at the Center.  I sat down as instructed. 5 minutes later, something felt off and I removed my protective visor.  A paramedic came over about a minute later and asked if i was ok.  I said that i didn't feel well.  He said that he was going to get a chair with wheels for me and at that time i must have passed out.  The next thing that i remember was waking up laying on the floor. My husband said that there were 4 paramedics in attendance.  The primary paramedic was telling me that my BP was 72/60.  An ekg was being run, an iv inserted and run full force.  they checked my blood sugar which was fine. The primary paramedic kept talking to me to check my level of consciousness.   I was there for quite a while. Not sure who the paramedics checked with, but they decided that i needed to go via ambulance to the hospital. The paramedics were very concerned that the ambulance go to the back door to pick me up so others getting the vaccine would not be frightened. I was transported to Medical Center for further evaluation. I was there for a few hours and my labwork was normal. EKG and chest xray were completed as well as cardiac monitoring.  I called doctor's office the next morning to notify her of the event. It was very scary!!!

979164 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 MO 59.0 59 F Headache, left hand numbness, injection site inflammation and pain to right elbow, right scapula pain,  diarrhea x2, nausea,

979165 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 CA 62.0 62 F No adverse reaction, patient was given Moderna vaccine a first dose, patient returned to clinic and disclosed returned for 2nd dose, which she believed was Pfizer vaccine. Pfizer vaccine administered. Documentation at end of day showed patient received Moderna as dose 1 and Pfizer was given as dose 2. No adverse reaction noted, no side effects note. Patient was discharged after 15 minutes

979173 12/30/2020 01/27/2021 PA 25.0 25 F Patient stated feeling like it was difficult to swallow and redness at injection site. Sent to ER from observation area at COVID clinic.

979175 12/18/2020 01/27/2021 KS 27.0 27 F I had a cough for two days that got worse,  nasal congestion & body aches.

979177 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 43.0 43 M 10-12 hours post administration experienced severe malaise, fatigue, body aches, and mild fever ~101.5 fahrenheit. No respiratory symptoms. Symptoms persisted through the next day and began to ease ca 24 hours after beginning. Now almost 48 hours from onset, mild symptoms persist.

979179 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 FL 73.0 73 F Client describes burning at the injection site.

979184 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 WI 79.0 79 F Shortly after vaccination, patient developed dizziness and tingling sensation along jawline.  Patient mildly hypertensive.  Approximately 15 minutes later, dizziness developed but tingling sensation also experienced in bilateral feet.  Evaluated in ER and ultimately sent home without further complication.

979186 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 PA 55.0 55 F Itchiness in left arm (opposite of vaccine site).

979189 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 TX 38.0 38 F patient states on day of just felt "normal tired".  The next day 1/26/21,  patient was at lunch at about 1300 and has " high heartrate around  120-130 beats /minute" .  Patient is a healthcare professional.   States took some deep breaths and seemed to help.  patient denied chest pain, no irregular heartrate,, no shortness of breath,  no rash or redness to injection  site or body.  , no fever,   Today at work took pulse at about 0930am and heartrate was 74 beats /minute.  No other symptoms reported at this time.  Patient is currently at work and states will clock out soon due to symptoms.  Patient educated to report to  ER if worsening symptoms, importance of follow up with pcp , and educated on reported system.  Verbalized understanding.

979190 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 WI 83.0 83 F Red rash began 9 days after receiving the vaccine. Rash was the size of a 50 cent piece. Located below the injection site. Patient stated rash now extends to her elbow. It is about 2-3 inches wide. It is red, warm to touch. Denies blistering or swelling. States it is very itchy and some what sensitive to touch.

979191 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 MN 48.0 48 M Received first dose 1/10/21 and 2nd dose 1/26/21, only 16 days apart.

979194 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 ME 53.0 53 F Systemic: left ear swelling at 40 minutes; symptoms lasted 1 day

979195 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 UT 43.0 43 M I got shingles approximately two weeks after the vaccination date. The doctor didn't think it was related to the vaccine, but I wanted to report it since it is rare in people under 50.

979196 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 ID 59.0 59 F Pt c/o SOB and feeling "woozy".  Slightly off balance

979198 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 VA 44.0 44 F 1/23/2021 Arm soreness, tenderness, swelling at vaccine site 1/24/2021 12am woke with chills, headache, took 2 Tylenol, felt nauseated/"queasy" so took a peptobismol chewable and then vomited. Remained "very cold". 8am temp 100.2, could not get warm, started Zofran and held down soup. Vomited this evening again. 1/25/2021 Vomited again, headache persists, taking Tylenol and Zofran, thinks she had fever. 1/26/2021 Vomiting and diarrhea, headache, abdominal pain, thinks she had fever. 1/27/2021 Today - vomiting and diarrhea have stopped, headache is still present but has improved. Afebrile. She still does no feel well overall.

979201 12/18/2020 01/27/2021 DE 46.0 46 M Began on the 21st of December, sores on the tip of the tongue and progressed to canker like sores on the inside of the bottom and top lips , burning sensation that covered the facial area. Doctor instructed to keep taking Valtrex and prescribed a Z pack , I was already taking the Valtrex with little to worsening effect BUT after administering the Z pack condition quickly deminished and went completely away within 2 days.

979204 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 WI 52.0 52 F 12:35pm patient states her tongue and lips are tingling - patient evaluated by provider - 12:40pm 25mg benadryl given - patient observed 1 on 1 1:25pm patient states she can not swallow - epi pen administered per providers order 1:35pm patient states she is feeling better and symptoms are dissipating

979206 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 NY 57.0 57 F Pt reported to POD for vaccine very anxious and concerned about her allergies to Nsaids, Morphine and pnc. she reports that her they cause HA and facial swelling. Pt received vaccine at 1405 and went to 30 min observation area. at 1420 this provider was contacted by the patient and she reported that feeling numbness   and drooping to the right eye lid. The patient was then brought for eval by this provider and EMT. The patient continued her observation until 1510 and at that time she reported that she was back to normal and continued to be without HA.

979209 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 WV 44.0 44 F was not ill prior to vaccine. 3 days later started getting rash on neck. went to doctor was told it was shingles. never had any warning signs of shingles. I had just had a complete health check a couple months prior and everything was OK.

979210 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Acute onset of diverticulitis late afternoon/evening after injection without usual prodrome of symptoms.  Initial onset of LLQ abdominal to suprapubic pain about 4 hours after injection on 01/19/21, later that night chills, fever of up to 100.4° with worsening abdominal pain 8/10.  On 01/20/21 App used for video MD visit prescribed Augmentin 875/125, started later that day.  In bed 22 of 24 hours on 01/20/21 and 01/21/21.  Acute onset of non-traumatic R ankle /foot severe swelling and instability with severe pain, unable to bear weight, waking me up early morning 01/22/21.  Due to diverticulitis and unable to walk, stayed home, conservative care (RICE), ace bandage and Norco 5 mg 01/22/21-01/24/21.  X-rays R ankle/foot taken on 01/25/21 at Imaging .  Unable to get into PCP, went to Urgent Care, orthocast placed, prescribed Norco 5 mg.  Unable to talk with PCP, spoke with another Physician requesting MRI R foot/ankle and Podiatry and/or orthopedic Consult.  Still non-weight bearing on 01/27/21 but decreased swelling and R ankle/foot pain in cast.  Diverticulitis improved, no fever, on liquid diet.

979211 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 CA 33.0 33 F seizure after vaccine

979213 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 WI 55.0 55 M It started abruptly, i experienced brain frog and super weak, globally with al muscles and was very fatigues and malaise. I had access to a blood pressure cup the reading was 148/92, usually my BP is 100/60. Once they took my BP,  then i went to the ER. As time went on, I got more sleepy and tired. The first ER visit they  did lab work, CBC panel which was normal, thyroid test which was normal, EKG and aniongap which were negative. They gave me no medications to take and was probably there in the ER for about 6 hours.  which was on 01-15-2021.  The second time, it was around 11:45am on 01-21-2021.  While sitting at the edge of my bed, I felt a total sadness and despair and feeling of being alone. I then went to  work  felt normal in the morning  and as i went to type some notes after a minute i felt the same symptoms happening again, my BP 140/88 and went to the ER. I was really tired and could of fallen asleep, felt oriented but took me a while to process things. I also had trouble moving my entire body. They placed an IV, gave me fluids, did an EKG again which was normal. They did a CT  scan, CTA  to my chest and neck and CT perfusion, had to inject contrast, exams were both normal. The doctor came in and told me if I was okay to drive home and I drove home.  On the third episode. 01-25-2021 it occurred around 9am,  the symptoms came back but with less intense. I lied down and rested., could feel my heart racing just like the other two episodes. This symptom lasted for about two hours and kind of lingered all day but i could still function. i felt like I had the flu, moderate malaise with  brain fog.

979215 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 ME 42.0 42 F Systemic: tight throat was given 50 mg of benadryl and water and recovered with an hr; symptoms lasted 1 day

979220 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 MT 36.0 36 F Itching of chest and arms, Redness at injection site, Lightheaded 15min after vaccine

979221 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NC 74.0 74 M Next day, diarreah, vomiting

979222 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Severe body/muscle aches, headache, extreme fatigue, fever up to 101.1 and chills

979224 01/07/2021 01/27/2021 MN 88.0 88 F Pt. with weakness and GI bleed.  Admitted to hospital after being seen in the ER Y Y

979226 01/19/2021 01/27/2021 AK 42.0 41 F Patient developed a quarter sized lump at injection site the days after receiving the injection. This was raised and red according to patient's report. It persisted for 4 days and resolved on its own. Patient also developed muscle aches, fatigue, and slight headache. These persisted for 1.5 days.

979227 01/24/2021 01/27/2021 ME 57.0 57 M Systemic: Exhaustion, Systemic: described by the EMT as a vasovegal reaction. patient passed out and had seizure like reactions. was unresposive and given epi pen. after EMT arrived, patient was monitored and allowed to leave; symptoms lasted 1 day

979228 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 CA 21.0 21 F Per witness, patient "fainted", falling out of chair shortly after arriving to recovery area. Upon writer arrival patient was diaphoretic, A&Ox4 , V/S WNL (121/80, HR 99, O2 100%, Resp. 18), patient reports hx of anxiety and untreated syncopal episodes. EMS activated. Upon EMS arrival, VS 117/62, HR 116, Resp. 18, O2 100%, finger stick blood sugar 96. Patient transported to ED by EMS at own request.

979232 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 CA 58.0 58 F extremely sore at the injection site.   I had overnight chills starting at 9pm on 1/21/2002 through morning. I took my temp on 1/21 at 9am and it was normal.    (98.4)   Body aches, and nausea most of the day on 1/21/2021.   treatment:  Ibuprofen 600mg BID X 2 days.

979234 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 AK 69.0 69 M Sore injection site  Unusual fatigue 24 hours after injection

979235 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 MT 66.0 66 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Vagal Near-Syncope

979238 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 PA 38.0 38 M Anxious feeling Heart racing  Feeling hot  BP 157/103, HR 114. Snack and juice given. BP repeated 161/94, HR 71.  Reported feeling better and okay to leave.  Went home.

979245 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Beginning the morning after my second vaccine dose, I experienced body aches, joint pain, nausea, diarrhea and fatigue.  By 24 hours post-vaccine, I developed a fever of 100.8, a headache, and swollen lymph nodes.  By 36 hours, my fever broke, diarrhea discontinued, and the headache subsided.  The body aches, nausea, fatigue, and swollen lymph nodes continue to inhibit my ability to perform ADLs and I was unable to work today.

979247 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 TX 80.0 80 F Site: Itching at Injection Site-Mild, Site: Redness at Injection Site-Mild, Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Mild

979252 01/09/2021 01/27/2021 WI 55.0 55 M First episode 01-15-21, started 10am, i was at work, started feeling weak and brain fog so i sat down and another therapist came into the office and told her how i was feeling, they checked my BP 148/92, went to the ER. They took some blood work, CBC panel were  negative, thyroid test, normal, anaiongap, normal, glucose reading, normal and an EKG normal.  2nd episode 01-21-2021 started 11;45am, that morning when i woke up i felt really strong feelings of sadness and despair.  At 11;45a i was about to eat and i started to feel again brain fog, total body weakness, elevated BP, they took my BP again and it was 144/88 so i went to the ER again. I could not keep my eyes open. They did a EKG again with a CTA and a CT with perfusion both were normal. They gave me fluids, sodium fluids. Agian it was transient my BP slowly went down and went home.  Third episode 01-25-2021 started about 9am,  i was at home did not have access to a BP cup, symptoms were same but less intense, i could feel my heart pounding, brain fog and body aches and this lingered throughout the day. It felt like I had the  flu.  No elevated temperature on all three of my episodes.

979257 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 KY 65.0 65 F Notified by a secondary source the following information. Patient was admitted to the hospital for a stroke. The hospital discovered the patient had a stroke a week prior to vaccination. Patient pace maker had been faulty and patient INR may have been lower than therapeutic.  Unable to speak directly to patient at this time to confirm these events.  Actual progression unknown. Understood patient is improving.01/27/2021 Y Y

979259 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 FL 82.0 82 F At 8:00 P.M. that night she used her walker to go to the bathroom. After 5 minutes I went in and found her walker at the comode,and she was standing 20 ft. away at the bed mumbling O.K. o.k. and that was all she said. I called  911 and she was taken to The Hospital where she is currently in ICU on a respirator.Y Y 5

979261 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Systemic: cheek numbness, resolved with 25 mg of benadryl

979264 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 FL 63 F Patient was given vaccine @ 10:47am, sat in observation area for about 20 minutes then reported sore throat (of sudden onset) EMS was on site and attend patient. Patient reports history of anaphylaxis x 3. Y

979265 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NM 52.0 52 F Reports usual chest pressure related to lupus condition but after getting Covid vaccine it is now a sharp pain, reports dizziness 6/10 and "different".  Increased pain with deep breaths. denies nausea.  Taken to ED with RR

979266 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 PA 38.0 38 M Heart racing, feels hot; anxious feeling BP 157/103, HR 114 Snack and juice given.  Monitored for 30 minutes.  BP 161/94, HR 71.  Reporting feeling better and comfortable going home.

979268 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 NY 40.0 40 F Pt received vaccine at 1611 to the left arm then waited 15 for minutes in the observation area. She then stared to drive herself home and developed numbness to the right lateral face and right neck. She came back the vaccine site and had numbness to her left lateral face. She was was without edema, impaired vision, talking, swallowing and her neuro exam was normal.

979271 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 ID 59.0 59 F Pt c/o feeling "woozy" and SOB.  A little unsteady on feet.  VS WNL for pt/per stated.  BG 102.  Pt stated that this is low for her.  Given OJ and Peanut butter with crackers.   Recovered.  Sat for a while and then went to cafeteria to eat.  Had not eaten today

979277 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 CA 73.0 73 F Site: Itching at Injection Site-Mild, Site: Redness at Injection Site-Mild, Systemic: Rash (other than injection site)-Mild

979278 01/16/2021 01/27/2021 IN 71.0 71 M Pt received COVID 19 injection on 1/16/21 and on 1/21/21 broke out with shingles He did have a shingles vaccine 10/22/12

979281 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 NH 52.0 52 F headache, body aches, sweats, fatigue

979285 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 UT 54.0 54 F I had a bullseye rash about 7cm circular and 5 inches below the injection site that was red and hot. It was there for two days and went away. I had a 2.5cm  hot spot on my chin and the left cheek saw red and hot.

979288 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 FL 82.0 81 F Shortness of breath EMS on scene and treated the client. *Epi given @ scene by EMS. Y

979296 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 KY 46.0 46 F Severe muscle aches and fatigue, chills, night sweats, hypersensitivity of skin (prickly sensation0

979298 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 TX 60.0 60 F C/o muscle aches, calf cramps, (B) feet numbness, cough, nausea, diarrhea, all began after #2 vaccine. No problems with #1 vaccine  Tx antiemetic, H2 blocker, anti histamine, Tylenol push fluids

979299 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 CO 74.0 74 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA: Soon after receiving vaccine patient felt flushed. Vital signs taken and all within normal ranges. Patient observed for thirty minutes after vaccination and at end of observation period stated they felt a sensation of throat closing. No rash, shortness of breath, or uticaria noted. Patient took one dose of diphenhydramine 25 mg by mouth and symptoms resolved. Repeat vital signs remained within normal ranges and no new symptoms developed. Patient discharged from vaccination clinic to home stable.

979304 01/16/2021 01/27/2021 MA 59.0 59 F VERBAL CONSENT OBTAINED, MONITORED FOR 15 MINPER POLICY, AT THE 15 MIN MARK PATIENT COMPLAINED OF  MY BODY FEELS IMMEDIATELY TIRED AND WARM AN HEAVYBP 126/78 HR 74 POX 99 RA, KEPT FOR ANOTHER 15 MIN TO  MONITOR

979306 12/18/2020 01/27/2021 TX 58.0 58 F Until 12/26/20 no symptoms whatsoever, and I started feeling congested on the 26th early evening around 6-7PM. The next evening I was actually talking to my sister and I coughed and she brought to my attention about my cough. It was late around 7PM. The next morning, around 4AM I woke up with a terrible ear ache. I called my doctor on the 28th and he suggested a COVID test at his office.  On Thursday 12/31/20 in the morning he called me giving me positive results for COVID.

979307 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 MI 80.0 80 F Some muscle aches for a few days in my legs.

979310 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 22.0 22 F Patient developed red blotches anterior base of neck, throat feeling tight. Patient shared has anxiety with receiving vaccines, similar symptoms have happened in the past.

979313 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 OH 57.0 57 F Reaction started at 9pm with initial fatigue by 11 pm experienced chills, sweats, restlessness, muscle twitching in abdomen and pelvis, sharp stabbing pain in left mastoid, swelling under left scilla and neck, fever TMAX 102, lasted until 0548 am 01/26/2021. Fever chills and muscle spasm have resolved. Stabbing pain in mastoid lasted until evening 01/26/2021. Continued left axillary swelling and neck swelling. Treated with Motrin Tylenol hydration and rest.

979314 12/22/2020 01/27/2021 OR 41.0 41 F "The morning after my COVID vaccine, I woke up with numbness, tingling, and pain in my R great toe.  The next 48 hours the symptoms got worse, and I had paresthesia in b/l upper and lower extremities, my trunk, and my face.   My symptoms resolved for 2 weeks, but returned on Jan 10th.  They started the same way with numbness and paresthesia in my R great toe and have progressed since them.  I'm currently have frequent episodes of paresthesia all over my body and have developed numbness and pain in my hands. I saw my primary physician on Jan 15th regarding the symptoms."

979315 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 72.0 72 M Patient received the first dose of the Moderna COVID19 Vaccine on 1/8/21.  He reports he had a sore arm for about 2 days, but soon after developed shortness of breath,  generalized body aches and extreme fatigue, most of which lasted for 6 to 7 days. The shortness of breath worsened during this time and he also developed a bump in the right neck area. Upon admission his oxygen saturation was 91% and he had a 10 L nasal cannula placed, increasing saturation to 93%. As of 1/27/21, oxygen saturation has improved and pt is now on 5 L nasal cannula, saturating at 99%.Y 3

979316 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 MT 54.0 54 F Patient reported tight coughing and itching to lips.  Vital signs remained stable. SPO2 99-100% on room air.  Medicated with racemic epinephrine, solumedrol, pepcid, benadryl. Patient denies any improvement in her symptoms. Monitored overnight as an observation patient. Was then discharged the next day to home.Y 1

979317 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 MA 38.0 38 F Patient reported feeling of warmth in chest 10 minutes after vaccine administration. She then  reported warm sensation and numbness in bilateral hands ~20 minutes after vaccine administration. All   symptoms above resolved within 40 minutes after vaccine administration. She remained well appearing  throughout observation period and had no evidence of airway compromise, facial swelling or vomiting  during 40 minute observation period. Her vitals remained stable throughout:   BP 97/61, HR 68 BP 107/70, HR 60

979318 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 CA 96.0 95 F This hospice patient lives in facility and our team went to give vaccinations to all elderly resident on 1/26/2021. The facility reported to our nurse that patient received Pfizer vaccine at 12;37pm and went unresponsive at 12:55pm and immediately given 1st dose of epinephrine and followed by another doe of epinephrine after (total of 2 doses was given) has an allergic reaction. Patient recovered.

979319 12/18/2020 01/27/2021 UT 54.0 54 F I had a red hot rash on my face that lasted about a week. During the night, I woke to my face  covered all over after being clear at bedtime.

979320 01/13/2021 01/27/2021 AR 33.0 33 F Rash on neck, face, ears, and arms. Difficulty breathing at times.

979321 12/30/2020 01/27/2021 OH 45.0 45 F When client returned to health dept for second dose she stated she had redness, swelling, welts, itching & soreness at the site. Also developed enlarged lymph node in neck. Saw Dr. took Benadryl received a topical cream for her site symptoms. 2nd dose not given.

979322 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 TX 26.0 26 F Symptoms from the Pfizer vaccine has been numb like feeling in the face, arms, legs, and hands. These symtoms arised Saturday Jan. 23, 2021 (a day after vaccine). Within the next couple of days, symtoms were still present, and presented more frequently throughout the days. Occuring more than 4 times a day.

979323 01/04/2021 01/27/2021 64.0 64 M Reporting because this staff member received a dose 1 vaccine for MODERNA at our clinic on 12/28/2020. Then upon receiving second MODERNA vaccine at our site on 1/25/2021, it was noticed in IIS that this staff member received a dose 1 of PFIZER at another clinic on 1/4/2021.

979325 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 69.0 69 F HPI: 69 y/o woman with minimal PMH of hysterectomy and cystic mass resection in 2016. She presented with c/o fatigue, fevers, shaking chills, SOB/cough, anorexia, N/V/D for the past 6 days (GI symptoms started 2 days ago). Husband reports she has also had periodic confusion during this time. She received her second COVID vaccine 7 days ago and symptoms started the following day.Y 13

979326 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 MI 35.0 35 F I had extreme dry eye (both eyes) and previous ablation right occurred 3-6 months earlier.I went on 12/31 I had to get eye drops. Throughout the evening I started to exp pain left continuously eye drops and ice pack. The next morning 1/1 woke up pain was still there went to urgent care. I was told the tissue was reopened from the ablation given antibiotic drops to take 4 drops, Erythromycin and follow up 2 days. I was told to up dosage to 6 drops due to bacteria,recommended to follow up with Opthamologist in April 2021.Y

979327 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 MA 66.0 66 F PATIENT REPORTED IMMEDIATE TOE TO NECK "IVP DYE TYPE WAVE OF WARM" RESOLVED IN FIRST 5 MINUTES OF OBS. HYDRATE  FULLY RESOLVED AT DISCHARGE.

979332 12/28/2020 01/27/2021 TN 43.0 43 F 2 weeks after the first dose injections I began having symptoms of an HSV2 outbreak, although I am on suppression therapy.  I have never had one since my initial diagnosis.  I also began having numbness and tingling in both feet and hands.  The symptoms continued through the second vaccine dose on January 16.  The numbness and tingling in my extremities has become worse.  An increased dose of Valacyclovir has been ineffective in treating the HSV outbreak symptoms.

979334 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 VA 32.0 32 F Error: Shoulder Joint Injury (prolonged pain, tingling, etc.)

979336 01/17/2021 01/27/2021 MO 58.0 58 F Large uncomfortable lymphadenopathy in L neck/clavicle area, the size of a lemon.  It hurt to move my neck, and is very tender to touch.  It is still present now, 10 days after receiving the vaccination.  I saw my MD today who assured me it is a typical appearance for a lymphadenopathy, but it still bothers me, especially never having had such an occurrence before.

979337 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 VA 36.0 36 F 6 Days after the vaccine I experience dizziness with passing out feelings, vertigo which lasted over seven days, chest pain?s, heart palpitations

979343 01/18/2021 01/27/2021 PA 40.0 40 F Patient developed urticaria migratory about one week after shot

979345 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 NY 29.0 29 F Pt received vaccine @1726 and 5 minutes later she developed tingling to her upper and lower lips. Assessment was normal and at 1757 her symptoms completely resolved and she was released to home

979347 12/22/2020 01/27/2021 MN 43.0 43 F I have had ongoing facial and tongue numbness.  I am unsure if my symptoms are vaccine related, however my symptoms did start within 72 hours of receiving the vaccination.  As of today, my symptoms remain, but seem to be improving.

979348 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 NC 30.0 30 F About 2 hours after injection noticed white ring about quarter sized encircling  injection site. Since that time hypo-pigmented region has not changed and color has not returned to that part of my arm.  A white ring remains at injection site.

979350 01/23/2021 01/27/2021 AK 47.0 47 F Systemic: Anaphylaxis-Severe

979351 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 NY 59.0 59 F My top lip felt funny like when you get novocaine or a fat lip, it felt numb then 30 minutes later it went away. But as it started to go away my lip was tingly and prickly.

979360 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 IA 15.0 15 M Error: Too Young for Vaccine

979371 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 IN 60.0 60 F Fatigue but only in evening. Able to work. Irregular heart beat (not normal intermittent PVC) that caused chest discomfort. Nothing concerning, just more curious. With second vaccine, developed chills within one hour and went to bed. Upon awakening, had headache, nausea, chills, kidney area pain, chest discomfort from irregular heart beat. This resolved for about 18 hours, then started again and lasted for 1 week. Chest pain became sharp at times  spreading to arm with mild shortness of breath. Having had a full heart workup last year, did not pursue tests. wanted to see if would pass on it's own. After one week, only have occasional chest discomfort. Arrhythmia has returned to baseline occasional PVC. No further chills, headache, nausea or other pains.

979379 12/19/2020 01/27/2021 VA 62.0 62 M 19th vaccinated; my wife was exposed to COVID on 26th and she developed symptoms on 29th; I developed on 31st and tested Positive on January 2 for COVID; January3, I was admitted to ER for shortness of breath, my oxygen saturation - between 88 and 94; I was in the  hospital and discharged on January 8.  Remdesivir and Decadron treated with and also Eliquis. I was on oxygen until Wednesday (three days) and then I went  home on 8th and continued on Prednisone for last week (Friday). Haven't gone back to work - shortness of breath, fatigue and headaches continue.Y Y 6

979382 01/27/2021 FL 70.0 M (L) arm redness @ injection site tx with - Cephalexin 50 mg 1 PO Q 8 hrs x 10 days -Prednisone 10 mg 1 PO BID x 5days

979395 01/15/2021 01/27/2021 AK 48.0 48 F Approximately 7 days after got vaccine arm became itchy, hot, red and swollen w/pain - Treated w/Zyrtec, Benadryl, and clindamycin - symptoms improved over 4 days

979419 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 WV 50.0 50 F localized reaction redness baseball sized On 1/16/2021 she noticed small red area. By 1/17/2021 redness spread and it was warmer and raised. Reaction lasted approx 24 hours. No shortness of breath and not itchy. Patient took benadryl at night and used cool compress and anti itch cream otc. She was seen on 1/18/2021 at office and advised she may have had localized reaction but received no perscription. Was told she may have had antibodies to the virus.

979451 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 ME 61.0 61 F Pt received second dose of vaccine and went to the observation area. She was risk stratified into the high risk (30 minute obsevation) category based on a previous anaphylactic response to shelffish requiring epinhephrine. She reported only a minor pruritis after the first dose of the vaccine. While in the observation area she reported auditory exclusion to her male partner, then reportedly went unconcsious immediately.  Employees working in the observation area were notified and summoned medical assistance. A medical provider (PA) arrived and found the pt supine in the passenger seat and unresponsive. Her pulse was weak and thready. One dose of 0.3mg epi autoinjector was administered to her R lateral thigh at 12:03pY

979461 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 NY 54.0 54 M The patient lives in a group home.  He has a history of seizures with occasional breakthrough.  On 1/24/22 at ~4 am he had a cluster of seizures and a fever of 102.0F.  The staff called 911 and he was taken to the Hospital and admitted for observation.  All the details of the hospitalization and treatment are not known now.  His group home staff person who was at the hospital with him reported that he was back to his baseline after 1 day.  He remained in the hospital for video EEG monitoring.  The studies will be reviewed by neurology to determine if medication changes are needed.  His discharge is planned for tomorrow (1/28/2021).Y 5

979465 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NY 73.0 73 F Injection site pain, Nausea, light headed same day (1/25//2021) after injection. That evening, Nausea, fever and chills. Took Tylenol. Next day (1/26/2021) Nausea, fever and chills continued. On 1/27/2021 in the morning became faint and weak and fell or fainted. Due to fall hit her head. Daughter living in same house treated her with Ice Pack and brought her to Hospital ER for evaluation. Hospital identified fever and began antibiotic treatment and fluids.Y 1

979539 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Pt received Pfizer vaccine 2nd dose on 1/11/2021.  On 1/12/2021, pt had severe lower back seen her PCP and lower back pain progressed on 1/18/2021. Employee went to ER and was discharge. She continued to have back pain and went ER on 1/24/2021, she was admitted and doctor related her symptoms/neuropathy to the COVID vaccine, per employee.   On 1/24/2021, admitted to Hospital for treatment included CT scan, MRI scan, medication such as morphine, dulaudid, Norco and gabapentin. Current using a walker for stability.Y
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979594 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 80.0 80 F Patient observed slumping over in chair.  When assessed she stated she felt lightheaded and was diaphoretic.  Blood pressure obtained at 1400, BP 63/34, HR 84. EMS contacted and dispatched.  Patient experienced syncope.  1405 EPI administered per protocol. 1414 vital signs as follows: BP, 168/135; HR 60.

979630 01/11/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F blood clot in lungs, PE, Y 3

979666 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 MA 60.0 60 M 0900 - Pfizer Shot 1000- noticed eyes looked puffy 1100- rash started on left arm below bicep in the elbow area 1115- rash now showing on right arm in the same area Around 1230 - 1300 seen by EMT - at that time I was given a shot of Epinephrine and IV of Benadryl transported by ambulance to  ED to be evaluated for allergic reaction. was released from the ED around 1545 no other treatment neededY 1

979690 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 50.0 50 M Acute appendicitis with perforation on  January 17, 2021 that required emergency surgery Y Y 1

979716 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 IL 74.0 74 F the patient received the vaccine on 1/8/21, her last day of work was on 1/11/21, patients family reported that she was hospitalized and on life suppose on 1/12/21. She suffers from severe asthma, has several asthma attacks and wound up on the life suppose. Patient passed away on 1/22/21Y 10

979767 12/29/2020 01/27/2021 ID 73.0 73 F Moderna COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA was given on 12/29/20 and patient was hospitalized on 1/11/21 with COVID-19 and was released on 1/16/21 after receiving remdesivir and dexamethasone. Y 5

979886 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 AR 42.0 42 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine  Extreme Fatigue, Joint pain, Body pain, low grade fever of 99.3 -100.4, loss of appetite, Headaches, unable to sleep, mouth sores, swollen lymph nodes, brain fog (Dizzy headed)

979937 01/21/2021 01/27/2021 WA 38.0 38 F G3P1011 at 19wks EGA given Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine 17 days after first in series. Within 24 hours of administration, developed fevers exceeding 104 degrees (104.7 max, tympanic), tachycardia to 130s, rigors with fevers not responding to maximal doses of oral acetaminophen and ibuprofen, requiring hospital admission for IV fluids and IV antipyretics and anti-inflammatory agents.Y 1

980009 01/26/2021 01/27/2021 VA 43.0 0 U Swollen throat, not able to swollow or breath Chili?s dizziness , shaking, coughing , feeling like being choked  Epipen, benedryl howpitalization 0.0 Y

980020 01/08/2021 01/27/2021 MO 62.0 62 M 1/25/2021- Presented to ED with chest pain which radiated up his right shoulder, right armpit and across his chest.  The EKG showed a STEMI [acute inferior].  He was transferred to other Hospital. Y

980049 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Blue dots around injection site, swelling, redness, pain.

980056 01/22/2021 01/27/2021 AZ 76.0 76 F Rash and severe swelling of the face, Hands and throat. Given intravenous benedryl, Pepcid, Ativan,  Prednisone Y

980074 01/27/2021 01/27/2021 IL 36.0 36 F patient had her jaw clenched and her upper body contracted, with partial seizure of the upper body,  with difficulty breathing.  her pulse ox was 86 %.  she was given a shot of epinephrine and immediately recovered with pulse ox up to 98%.    She was taken to the ER by EMSY 1

980124 01/14/2021 01/27/2021 NJ 30.0 30 F Patient is 30 y female who was 11 weeks pregnant with a singleton gestation EDC 8/10/2021. She received the first dose of Moderna vaccine on 1/14/2021. Over the ensuing 4 days, she experienced fevers to 99.3 F, a bumpy red rash accompanied by itching at the shot site, nausea, headache, and fatigue. Tylenol 500 mg/dose was used for temperature control. She then had two days of minimal symptoms, but on 1/21 experienced sudden swelling of her left arm at the shot site with rapid expansion of the rash. The rash was itchy and the arm was painful. She had a significant headache, fatigue, and temperature to 99.3 F.  These symptoms worsened over the next two days, with temperatures reaching 100 degrees F, continued headache, fatigue, and increased arm swelling.  On 1/23/2021 the arm began to improve, but fevers to 99.3, fatigue and headaches continued.  The rash had expanded to almost 12 cm x 6 cm. Tylenol 500 mg dosing was used for symptom control with some improvement.  By 1/26/2021 the rash had mostly disappeared, the headache was gone, fevers were gone, and the fatigue remained. In all, symptoms lasted 12 days post-vaccination.

980126 01/17/2021 01/27/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Date of 2nd dose received 1/17/21.  HCW (Physician) pregnant at 32wks 5 days (due date 3/10/21) with preterm premature membrane rupture on 1/18/21. Was working entire weekend and overnight in hospital on call before event happened (?stress). Currently hospitalized in Labor&Delivery, received latency antibiotics, steroids and currently under expectant management.Y 10

980164 01/20/2021 01/27/2021 ID 51.0 51 F Fever, debilitating fatigue, muscle aches, headache, chills with rigors, nausea and loss of appetite , severe left ans right upper abdominal pain

980196 01/25/2021 01/27/2021 CA 36.0 36 F started with itching on back of neck.  moved to show hives and then throat itching.  Given benadryl 25 Im, pepcid 20 mg po.  Initially improved, but itching started coming back.  progressed to throat itching again. Given another 25 mg IM benadryl.  2-3 minutes after the benadryl, throat started feeling tight and she was coughing a little, so epi Im given and paramedics called.

980243 12/30/2020 01/27/2021 39.0 39 F Acute pericarditis, left pleural effusion.severe  typical pericarditis and pleuritic Chest pain started 1/13 , got worse , went to Er on 1/15/2021 , was admitted to cardiology service and discharged 1/17/2021 and now on colchicine since admission. Y

981918 01/12/2021 01/27/2021 87.0 86 M covid + on 1/21/21; admitted to hospital due to infection Narrative: Patient received the first dose of the COVID vaccine on 1/12/21. The patient tested positive for COVID 1/21/21. Admitted to Hospital on 1/23/21. Patient developed fever, cough, SOB, and diarrhea.Y

980324 01/15/2021 01/28/2021 PR 71.0 M mild headache; mild rash; mild stomach upset; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 71-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) on 15Jan2021 13:30 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included asthma and allergic rhinitis; no known allergies. Concomitant medications included guaifenesin (ROBITUSSIN), levosalbutamol (LEVALBUTEROL), azelastine hcl, and unspecified vitamin (reported as "vit"). The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 15Jan2021 (15:45), the patient experienced mild adverse events reported as headache, mild rash within approximately 8 hours after vaccination, mild stomach upset in the morning after vaccination. The patient was treated with 10 mls Benadryl and chamomile tea on 16Jan2021 "mor". The patient has been tested for COVID-19 post vaccination (unspecified date) with unknown result. The patient had been tested for Covid with Nasal Swab on 01Jan2021 (Ag) and on 07Jan2021 (PCR) both with negative result. The outcome of events was recovered on an unspecified date in Jan2021.

980346 12/28/2020 01/28/2021 CO 36.0 36 M Administered a vaccine that has been refrozen; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 36-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered a vaccine that has been refrozen.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 28 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot: 025J20-2A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 31 Dec 2020, the nurse reported she had been storing the mRNA-1273 vaccines at -20 degrees Celsius but discovered that prior to the vaccine administration facility receiving the vaccines on 24 Dec 2020, they had been stored at 38.2 degrees Fahrenheit at another facility. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, administered a vaccine that has been refrozen, was considered resolved on 28 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of medication error for mRNA-1273 (Lot: 025J20-2A), where refrozen vaccine was administered. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use.

980347 01/12/2021 01/28/2021 DE 28.0 F face was still red; swollen; feeling weak; Tired; Severe allergic reaction; Difficulty swallowing; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning herself, a 28 year old female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced a severe allergic reaction,  difficulty swallowing, face was still red, swollen, felt  week and tired.  The patient's medical history included anxiety and allergy to latex. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 12-Jan-2021, 15 minutes prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received one of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (026L20A) intramuscularly in an unknown injection site for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   12-Jan-2021, after receiving the vaccine, the patient experienced a severe allergic reaction which made her face puffy, red, and covered with hives.  She took 50 mg of diphenhydramine.  She was also having trouble pronouncing words because her tongue was swelling and she couldn't swallow water, so she used epinephrine  and go to the emergency room.  On 14 Jan 2021 she felt weak and tired.   On 13 Jan 2021follow up information was received and per source document/call -  In addition one day later, on 13Jan2021 around 5:30 pm, patient reported that she went to the bathroom and noticed that her "face was still red" and "swollen" and had a "little bit of difficulty swallowing" and took another unknown dose of Benadryl and felt better.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the events,severe allergic reaction, difficulty swallowing, face was still red, swollen and felt weak and tired was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 28 year old female with medical history of anxiety and allergy to latex who experienced serious medically significant unlisted event of severe allergic reaction described as her face puffy, red, covered with hives, tongue swelling and difficulty swallowing within 15 minutes after the first dose of the study medication administration (LOT:026L20A). Patient also experienced additional reported events of non-serious listed events of "face was still red" and "feeling tired" and non-serious unlisted events of "face swollen", had a "little bit of difficulty swallowing", and "feeling weak". Patient was treated for the severe allergic reaction with initially Benadryl 50 mg and then with epinephrine pen and was sent to ER. Based on the temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events within 15 minutes of receiving the vaccine, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event of severe allergic reaction is possibly related to vaccine. Additional reported events of non-serious listed events of "face was still red" and "feeling tired" and non-serious unlisted events of "face swollen", had a "little bit of difficulty swallowing" and "feeling weak" are possibly related to vaccine.

980349 12/29/2020 01/28/2021 WV U Accidentally given 1 mL instead of the 0.5mL dose; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning themselves, a patient of unknown age and gender who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced receiving double the normal dose (1 mL instead of 0.5 mL) [Accidental overdose].    The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 29-Dec-2020,  the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number unknown) intramuscularly in an unknown injection site for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The patient was reported to be one of four individuals who were accidentally given 1 mL of the vaccine instead of the recommended 0.5 mL dose. The patient did not experience any adverse effects.   Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender who accidentally received double the normal dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine during administration of their first dose.; Sender's Comments:  :Master case - linked case numbers pending

980352 01/05/2021 01/28/2021 WI 81.0 81 M Acute pancreatitis; Acute renal failure; Low blood pressure; Weakness; Decreased appetite; Fatigue; Alanine aminotransferase increased; Aspartate aminotransferase increased; Troponin increased; Lipase increased; Blood bilirubin increased; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning an 81-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed an odd presentation of acute pancreatitis, acute renal failure, low blood pressure, weakness, decreased appetite and fatigue.  The patient's medical history included advanced dementia, heart disease, pulmonary embolism and possible leukemia. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 05 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 08 Jan 2021, three days after vaccination, the patient developed symptoms of weakness, decreased appetite, and fatigue.   On 11 Jan 2021, the patient was admitted into the hospital with a diagnosis of low blood pressure,acute renal failure,acute pancreatitis,alanine aminotransferase increased,aspartate aminotransferase increased, troponin increased,lipase increased and blood bilirubin increased. Abnormal lab results included "significantly elevated" aspartate transaminase, alanine transaminase, bilirubin, lipase up to 1900, and "slightly elevated" troponin of 0.079.  On 13 Jan 2021, the patient's symptoms had improved, and he was discharged. Treatment for the event included two liters of intravenous fluid and supportive care.   Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.    The events, acute pancreatitis, acute renal failure, low blood pressure, weakness, decreased appetite and fatigue, were considered resolved on 13 Jan 2021.   The physician assessed the events, acute pancreatitis, acute renal failure, low blood pressure, weakness, decreased appetite and fatigue, as not related to mRNA-1273. The physician's rationale was that the patient may have had a gallstone obstructing the pancreatic duct and once the stone passed, the patient got better with supportive care and slow administration of fluids.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 81-year-old male patient with medical history of dementia, heart disease, pulmonary embolism, and possible leukemia, who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), and who experienced the serious unlisted events of acute pancreatitis, acute renal failure, low blood pressure, the non-serious listed event of fatigue, and the non-serious unlisted events of weakness, decreased appetite, elevated aspartate transaminase, elevated alanine transaminase, elevated bilirubin, elevated lipase, and elevated troponin.  Very limited information regarding these events has been provided at this time.  Based on the current available information and in agreement with the physician reporter's assessment, the events are assessed as unlikely related to mRNA-1273, noting the rapid improvement after administration of IV fluids.Y 3

980354 01/13/2021 01/28/2021 GA 58 M Vaccine was given cloudy, the vial was still frozen or not thawed properly; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 58-years-old, male patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and reported that the vaccine given was cloudy, still frozen and not properly thawed at the time of the administration.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not reported.  On 13 JAN 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: 028L20A) intramuscularly in her left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 13 JAN 2021, the patient received first dose of vaccine and reported that the vaccine given was cloudy, still frozen and not properly thawed at the time of the administration. The patient also stated that the pharmacist warmed up the new vial in his hands for couple of minutes.   No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the events, the vaccine given was cloudy, still frozen and not properly thawed at the time of the administration, were considered recovered.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of Product preparation issue for mRNA-1273, lot # 028L20A. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of Product preparation issue.

980356 12/28/2020 01/28/2021 OR F Horner's Syndrome; A spontaneous report was received from a physician who was a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed Horner's syndrome.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 28 Dec 2020, two days prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 30 Dec 2020 the patient developed Horner's syndrome. The specific presenting signs and symptoms experienced by the patient were not provided. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, Horner's syndrome, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a female patient who experienced unexpected Horner's syndrome on day 3 after administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown, Exp date-unknown. There is limited information to assess this case as the exact symptoms and confirmatory diagnostic test results were not provided. However, based on temporal information provided a causal association cannot be excluded.

980357 01/13/2021 01/28/2021 TX 34 M Aching; Fatigue; Fever; Headache; Pulse was 135; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse who was also a 34-year old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced fatigue, aching, fever, headache, and pulse was 135.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 13 Jan 2021, approximately 12 hours prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm at 09:00 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 13 Jan 2021, around 21:00, the patient experienced fatigue, aching, fever, and headache. On 14 Jan 2021, the patient was taken to the emergency room because his pulse was 135. He hadn't been able to bring it down since 13 Jan 2021. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcomes of the events, fatigue, aching, fever, headache, and pulse was 135, were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected events of heart race increased, a non-serious unexpected event of pain, and a non-serious expected event of fatigue, pyrexia and headache. The event of fatigue, pyrexia, pain and headache occurred 4 hours after mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown) administration. The event of heart rate increased occurred on an unknown date after mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown) administration. Treatment details were not provided. Very limited information regarding the events have been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

980359 01/03/2021 01/28/2021 F Meningitis; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced serious event of meningitis.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 03 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 05 Jan 2021, the patient experienced meningitis like symptoms. She was hospitalized for meningitis. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome for the event, meningitis was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of meningitis. The event of meningitis occurred 3 days after mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown) administration. Treatment details were not provided. Very limited information regarding the events have been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y

980360 01/09/2021 01/28/2021 FL 77.0 77 M Severe difficulty breathing; Blood pressure shot up to 200; Troponin level jumped up; A spontaneous report was received from a non-health professional concerning a 77-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced severe difficulty breathing and that his troponin level and blood pressure (BP) had shot up.  The patient's medical history included chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 09 Jan 2021, at approximately 14:42, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.    On 09 Jan 2021 at 20:30, the patient experienced severe difficulty breathing and his BP shot up to 200. The patient went to the hospital and they found his troponin levels had jumped up. The patient reported no known heart issues. On 12 Jan 2021, he went to see his primary care physician (PCP).  No treatment information for the event was provided.   Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The outcome for the events, severe difficulty breathing and  troponin level and blood pressure (BP) had shot up, were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 77-year-old, male patient, with medical history of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), who experienced a serious, unexpected event of dyspnoea, hypertension and raised troponin level. The event occurred 5 hours 48 min after the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20A).  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

980361 01/12/2021 01/28/2021 NY 40.0 F Fainted to the floor; Dizzy; Too dizzy, hot and sweaty; Nausea; A  little vomit; sweaty; A spontaneous report was received from a non-health professional who was a 40-years-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and fainted, was dizzy, felt hot, had nausea and vomiting, and sweaty.  The patient's medical history included a propensity for fainting and low blood pressure. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 12 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20A) intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.    On 12 Jan 2021, after receiving the vaccine, the patient got dizzy, had nausea, a little vomit, and fainted to the floor. She reported feeling dizzy, hot and sweaty.  Patient did not take medication to treat her symptoms.   Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The outcome for the events, fainted, dizziness, felt hot, nausea and vomiting, and sweaty were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 40-year-old female patient with medical history of propensity for fainting and low blood pressure who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), and who experienced the unlisted event of Syncope which was considered medically significant. Additionally, the patient experienced the non-serious listed events of Nausea and Vomiting, and the non-serious unlisted events of Feeling Hot, Dizziness and Hyperhidrosis. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of events on the day of vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine. We would note that the patient's history of propensity for fainting and low blood pressure could be also contributory.

980362 01/13/2021 01/28/2021 PA 51.0 51 F Fainted; unconscious for 1-2 minutes; Felt dizzy; sweating; shaking; brain feels foggy; didn't sleep well; left arm started hurting from shoulder to elbow; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was an 51-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the events of left arm started hurting from shoulder to elbow, didn't sleep well, felt dizzy, fainted, unconscious for 1-2 minutes, sweating, shaking, and brain feels foggy.   The patient's medical history included asthma, hypoglycemia allergy to penicillin and tuberculin (TB) test. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 13 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 012L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. On the same day, the patient experienced left arm started hurting from shoulder to elbow.  On 14 Jan 2021, the patient reported that she didn't sleep well, felt dizzy, and fainted. The patient was unconscious for 1-2 minutes before the ambulance arrived. It was noted that the patient's vitals were normal, so she declined to go to the hospital. The patient also experienced sweating, shaking, and brain feels foggy like she has a hangover. The patient stated that the Moderna vaccine gave her the same reaction except with penicillin and TB test she went unconscious immediately. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The events, fainted and unconscious for 1-2 minutes, was considered resolved on 14 Jan 2021.  The outcome for the events, felt dizzy and brain feels foggy, was not resolved.  The outcome for the events, left arm started hurting from shoulder to elbow, sweating, shaking and didn't sleep well, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a 51-year-old female patient with medical history of asthma who experienced unexpected serious events of fainted and loss of consciousness (1-2 minutes), and non-serious events of dizziness, sweating, shaking, brain feels foggy, didn't sleep well and  left arm started hurting from shoulder to elbow) the next day after administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # : 012L20A, Exp date-unknown. Based on temporal information provided and with no other etiological factors, a causal association cannot be excluded. The event of left arm started hurting from shoulder to elbow is consistent with the known safety profile of the study medication.

980363 01/13/2021 01/28/2021 M went deaf for a while; Trouble breathing; Swollen genitals; Injection site arm in severe pain; fever; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was also a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine, and who developed trouble breathing, swollen genitals, injection site arm in severe pain, fever, and went deaf for a while.   The patient's medical history was not provided.  Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 13 Jan 2021, approximately one hour prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (LOT unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 13 Jan 2021, approximately one hour after receiving the injection, he developed trouble breathing, swollen genitals and severe pain at the injection site.  He had a fever, and he went deaf for a while.    On 14 Jan 2021, the pain became so overwhelming that he went to the emergency department.  No diagnostic information was provided.    Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events, trouble breathing, swollen genitals, injection site arm in severe pain, fever, and went deaf for a while, was not provided.  The event, went deaf for a while, was considered recovered/resolved on an undisclosed date.  The outcome of the events, trouble breathing, swollen genitals, injection site arm in severe pain and fever, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a male patient who experienced unexpected events of trouble breathing, swollen genitals, severe pain at the injection site, fever and went deaf for a while one hour after administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown, Exp date-unknown.  Based on temporal information provided and in the absence of any other etiological factors, a causal association cannot be excluded. Pain and fever are consistent with the known safety profile of the vaccine.

980364 01/28/2021 LA U Refroze the vaccines after receiving them and administered them to patients; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's Covid-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) with product storage error.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided.  The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: not provided) on (date not provided) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   A pharmacist called to report the vaccines were refrozen after receiving them. He stated he thought that they were frozen, but they were shipped refrigerated. He reported that he administered 108 patients with the refrozen vaccine.   Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The event, product storage error, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of Product storage error for mRNA, where refrozen vaccine was administered. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of out of specification product use.

980365 01/13/2021 01/28/2021 CA 45.0 U Anaphylaxis-like symptoms; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a 45-year-old,  patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced anaphylaxis-like symptoms.  The patient's medical history included hypertension. The patient had no history of allergies or prior vaccine reactions. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 13 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 041L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 13 Jan 2021, the patient experienced anaphylaxis-like symptoms that included, anaphylaxis, angioedema, shortness of breath, itching, swelling of eyes, and sleepiness. The patient was treated with epinephrine injections and taken to the emergency department.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, anaphylaxis-like symptoms, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 45-year-old patient with medical history of hypertension, who experienced a serious, unexpected event of Anaphylactoid reaction. The event occurred the day  the patient received the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 041L20A), at an unspecified time. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

980366 01/06/2021 01/28/2021 MA 63.0 63 M Arm tenderness; Runny nose; Cough; Anaphylactic reaction; A spontaneous report was received from a 63-year-old male who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced anaphylactic reaction, arm tenderness, runny nose and cough.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 06 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number:011(J/5)20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 12 Jan 2021, patient started to experienced cough which got progressively worse, runny nose and his heart started racing. He could not swallow water, his airway was shutting down, and he stated that it was an anaphylactic reaction. Patient also felt exhausted with arm tenderness and pronounced discomfort. Treatment for the events were not provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome for the events, anaphylactic reaction, arm tenderness, runny nose and cough was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 63-year-old, male patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of anaphylactic reaction, and non-serious unexpected event of cough, and rhinorrhea, and a non-serious expected event of pain in extremity. The events occurred 1 day (same day) after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 011(J/5)20A. No treatment was administered. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

980367 01/06/2021 01/28/2021 TN 79 F Low kidney function; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was also a 79-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced low kidney function.  The patient's medical history reported include rheumatoid arthritis, and infection. Concomitant medications include medications (unspecified) for rheumatoid arthritis, and antibiotics for infection.  On 06 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025L204A) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an undisclosed date in Jan 2021, the patient's kidney function was low. She reported that her doctor said it was nothing to worry about.  Treatment for the event was not reported.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.  The outcome of the event, low kidney function, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 79-year-old, female patient with medical history of rheumatoid arthritis and infection, who experienced an unexpected event of Renal impairment. The event occurred at an unspecified duration after the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025L204A). The patient was taking unspecified antibiotics for unspecified infection. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start  of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

980368 01/11/2021 01/28/2021 MD M Knot on his arm; Vaccine subcutaneously injected; A spontaneous report was received from a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced knot on his arm and vaccine subcutaneously injected.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 11 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 subcutaneously in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 11 Jan 2021, during vaccine administration, the patient was given the vaccine subcutaneously and he later noticed a knot on his arm. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The outcome of the event, vaccine subcutaneously injected, was considered resolved on 11 Jan 2021. The outcome of the event, knot on his arm, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of a male patient who experienced non-serious event of mRNA-1273 vaccine was given subcutaneously (Vaccine given subcutaneously ,Vaccine administered at inappropriate site) and event of experienced knot on his arm (lot # unknown, Expiration date-unknown). The event of experienced knot on his arm is temporarily associated with the administration of mRNA-1273 vaccine, hence a causal association cannot be excluded. The event of vaccine given subcutaneously is considered not applicable

980369 01/04/2021 01/28/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

980466 01/04/2021 01/28/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

980519 01/04/2021 01/28/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

980584 01/13/2021 01/28/2021 CA 64 M like a slight paralysis; stiffness in the face; numbness in the face; A spontaneous report was received from a 64-year-old, male patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced like a slight paralysis, stiffness in the face and numbness in the face.   The patient's medical history, as reported, included high blood pressure. Concomitant medications reported included losartan.   On 13 Jan 2021, about 5 minutes prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 13 Jan 2021, about 5 minutes after getting the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, the patient experienced a stiffness and numbness in the face, like a slight paralysis. It started in the nose and spread out to the eyes and forehead. After about half an hour, he still experienced it a little bit. No medications were taken for the events.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events, like a slight paralysis, stiffness in the face and numbness in the face, was recovering/resolving.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a case of a 64-year-old, male patient with medical history of high blood pressure who experienced a serious event slight paralysis and non-serious events of stiffness in the face and numbness in the face.  The events occurred 5 minutes after the administration of the mRNA-1273 vaccine (lot # unknown, expiration date-unknown). No treatment was administered, and patient is recovering. Based on the information provided which includes a temporal association, a causal association cannot be excluded.

980590 01/08/2021 01/28/2021 KY 44.0 F her eye is still swollen with chills; low grade fever; chills; muscle cramps; general muscle ache; Tiredness; scratchy throat which got worse with time; tenderness around the injection site; it felt really bad almost like a flu; it felt really bad almost like a flu; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable consumer (patient). A 44-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (BNT162B2 PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3248, expiry date: 30Apr2021, NDC number: 59267100001), intramuscular in the left deltoid, on 08Jan2021, at 0.3 mL, single, for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient reported she had side effects after receiving the first dose (Jan2021). She had a scratchy throat which got worse with time. She had a general muscle ache, tenderness around the injection site. The muscle ache increased with chills and low grade fever. She said it felt really bad almost like a flu. She reported her eye is still swollen with chills and low grade fever. She further clarified that she was given the vaccine on 08Jan2021, Friday afternoon. On 09Jan2021, Saturday, she had muscle aches, tiredness, and by Saturday night she had a scratchy throat. On 10Jan2021, Sunday, she experienced tiredness and muscle cramps. She worked half day on 11Jan2021, Monday, and by the afternoon she had chills and low grade fever. On 12Jan2021, Tuesday morning, she woke up and her eyes were swollen. She noticed the swelling has decreased a little bit. She didn't have any symptoms such as difficulty breathing. The reporter asked what have caused these side effects and why did her immune response react this way after receiving the vaccine. She mentioned that her second dose is set up for the end of January and asked if she will be able to get the second dose since she had a reaction and she was wondering if had an illness when she got the vaccine could that have caused her to have a hyper response in her immune system to the vaccine. The outcome of the events scratchy throat which got worse with time, general muscle ache, tiredness, muscle cramps, eye swelling and low grade fever was recovering; chills was not recovered; and the outcome of the remaining events was unknown.

980591 12/28/2020 01/28/2021 MA 46.0 F She received the 1st dose on 28Dec2020. She taShe received the 1st dose on 28Dec2020. She tested positive to COVID-19 on 06Jan2021ested positive to COVID-19 on 06Jan2020.; She received the 1st dose on 28Dec2020. She tested positive to COVID-19 on 06Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 46-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1686, expiry date: )Mar2021 , via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no relevant medical history and concomitant medications. The patient received the 1st dose on 28Dec2020. She tested positive to COVID-19 on 06Jan2021. She was still currently in isolation and symptomatic. Her second dose was scheduled on 18Jan2020. The outcome of the event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event positive to COVID-19  based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 9 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

980592 01/11/2021 01/28/2021 NC 79.0 M twisted his back a little bit/strained his back; he is having some muscle pain; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: No adverse effect. Upon receipt of follow-up information on 13Jan2021 this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) reported that a 79-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated that he is in good physical health. The patient stated that he is 79 years old, and received his first dose of the COVID vaccine 48 hours ago, on Monday at noon (11Jan2021). The patient strained his back last night (12Jan2021), and he is having some muscle pain, and he would like to know if it is okay to take Ibuprofen, following having received the vaccine. The patient clearly stated that he has had no side effects and he is fine from the vaccine. He also added that it was while he was in the shower last night, he twisted his back a little bit, and that happens to him now and then and that was normally when this happens to him, it takes a few days to get better. But patient stated that this event is totally unrelated to the COVID vaccine. The patient normally just takes a Motrin, and it clears the pain up, it relieves it. But he was just wondering if it is contraindicated to take Motrin after having had the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The events back strain and muscle pain were intercurrent conditions and unrelated to BNT162B2 vaccination.

980593 01/28/2021 MN U she has pulled some of the vials that were used out of the sharps container and peeled off the label to find that the dots and lines disappeared. We didn't inject the vial into the patient; This case has been considered as invalid due to no adverse effect, only product complaint.  This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK9231, expiry date: unknown, NDC number: 59267- 1000-1 ) via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, at 30mg/0.3mL, single for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The pharmacist reported that she has multiple vials of the COVID-19 vaccine that have either dots or fixed lines on the vials, presumably what could be a potential crack in the vial. The vials were all smooth on the outside. There are no particles and the vaccine looks normal, even after its been reconstituted. She pulled some of the vials that were used out of the sharps container and peeled off the label to find that the dots and lines disappeared. She felt that they may be a result of air trapped between the label and the vial but she states that she is not sure and would like to know if she can still use the product or should discard them. In follow-up the pharmacist reported seeing something strange in the vial after reconstituting it with the diluent. She noticed what looks like a core as she injected the syringe and on further injection, she noticed that the piece was reflecting and picking up light and this piece was not moving in the solution. And she added that there are 2 vials with this appearance, and they have the same LOT#.  Pharmacist stated, they didn't inject the vial into the patient.  Pharmacist stated, "It is not floating, it is a fixed spot on the vial where, when I look from one angle it looks like there could potentially be a core. So, it shows almost grey. When I move the vial, I can see the reflected light within the particle slightly and then if I move the vial further over where there is no fluid covering the spot, the spot is not noticeable. One vial is one spot, the other vial is a spot and what looks almost to be scraped on the inside. It is grey in color until I move the vial as such to where there is no fluid covering it, then it disappears. And when I move the vial further when there is fluid covering it, it will reflect light, so it's not really a true like particles, it's hard to describe. It is very, very small in 1 vial, may be the size like of a, I don't know like similar to like a 21 gauge needle. And then on the other vial it is one spot that's larger than that almost like the end of paper clip and then the part that almost appears to be like 'dry are faded' (voice distortion) and those are very, very faint lines. This happened after dilution of the vial with Sodium Chloride. I did not notice this prior to, I inspected the vial prior to dilution and I did not notice that either. At this point I completed the dilution around 8:55 for one of the vials and 9 o' clock for the other so.  It has been at as far as I am aware I have access to our continual monitor but we do keep a paper log of the refrigerator temp every day and it has been under refrigeration. It was removed from the ultra-low freezer at 8 o' clock on 11th, on Monday."   Follow-up (13Jan2021): New information received from a contactable pharmacist includes: clinical course and confirmed they didn't inject the vial into the patient. Sodium Chloride added as suspect drug.

980611 12/28/2020 01/28/2021 TX M Tested positive on 11Jan2021; Tested positive on 11Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (daughter reporter for her father). An 88-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Solution for injection lot no and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  Daughter calling on behalf of father, aged 88, who lives in assisted living received his first dose on 28Dec2020. However, patient tested positive on 11Jan2021, and was moved to a covid facility.  He is scheduled to receive his second dose on 18Jan2021. The daughter asked if her father could get the second covid vaccine after being sick. She also asked what if his father can't go back to his regular nursing home in time? Does he have to restart the vaccination schedule? The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

980613 01/03/2021 01/28/2021 MA U Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse via a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. This nurse reported same event for 20 patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This is the first of 20 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On Jan2021, the patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine. The nurse wanted to confirm when and if patient should receive the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 03Jan2021, and tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) on an unspecified date.  No complete effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved from first dose to protect from the targeted infection.  Further information like COVID infection date needed for a full meaningful medical assessment.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021042231 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042229 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042217 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042222 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042224 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042225 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042230 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042220 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042218 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042234 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042233 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042221 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042219 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042223 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042228 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042226 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042216 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042232 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021042227 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

980624 01/11/2021 01/28/2021 36.0 M High fever (102); chills; lymphadenopathy; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician. A 36-year-old male patient received the 2nd dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EK4176 and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 07:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The 1st dose was received on 21Dec2020 07:00. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced high fever (102), chills, lymphadenopathy, headache on 11Jan2021. Outcome of the events was unknown. Patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested since the vaccination.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

980627 12/23/2020 01/28/2021 IL 45.0 M I developed COVID positive test; I developed COVID positive test; Had mild to moderate illness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for himself. A 45-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection) intramuscular, on 23Dec2020, single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medication was reported as none. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks and no other medications in two weeks. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID before vaccination. On 30Dec2020 at 4:15 PM, after the first vaccine dose, within a week the patient developed COVID positive test. The patient had mild to moderate illness on an unspecified date. Therapeutic measure taken in response to the events included administration of Tylenol. The patient underwent covid test via nasal swab on 31Dec2020 and showed positive result. Outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information for Lot/Batch number has been requested; Sender's Comments: The PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE provides protection after 7 days from the second dose.

980629 01/12/2021 01/28/2021 OR 35.0 F Fever; chills; muscle aches; pain at injection site; headache; chest pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 35-year-old female patient received 2nd dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 12Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included sulfa allergy, canteloupe allergy. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. No any other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient previously received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (lot# EJ1685) via intramuscular in right arm on 22Dec2020 13:00 for covid-19 immunisation. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced fever, chills, muscle aches, pain at injection site, headache, chest pain on 12Jan2021 17:00. The patient was not pregnant. No treatment received for the events. The outcome of events was recovered on an unspecified date of Jan2021. This case was reported as non-serious. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

980647 01/28/2021 U Lightheaded; Sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer reported that a patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced lightheaded for an hour or so after and really sore arm about 12 hours later; both on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

980660 12/21/2020 01/28/2021 CA 38.0 F nasal swab covid test result positive; nasal swab covid test result positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (for herself) reported that a 38-year-old female (not pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Lot Number: EJ1685 and Expiration Date unknown) intramuscularly on 21Dec2020 01:45 PM at single dose (Left arm) for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history was known allergies: Penicillin, clindamycin, doxycycline. The concomitant medications was not reported. No other vaccine in four weeks. Patient experienced nasal swab covid test type post vaccination on 01Jan2021 was positive. The outcome was unknown with no treatment.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported nasal swab covid test positive based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 10 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

980687 01/13/2021 01/28/2021 OK 46.0 M fever (up to 101.8); mild nausea; slight fatigue; aching joints; runny nose; slight headache; breaking into sweats; injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report received from a non-contactable other healthcare professional. A 46-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK4176, expiry date: unknown), intramuscular in the right arm, on 13Jan2021 15:15, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization, in the hospital. Medical history included COVID-19. The patient has no known allergies. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive other medications in two weeks. Historical vaccine included the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK 5730), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm, on 23Dec2020 at 16:00, for COVID-19 immunization. On 13Jan2021 at 18:00, the patient experienced fever (up to 101.8), mild nausea, slight fatigue, aching joints, runny nose, slight headache, breaking into sweats and injection site pain. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

980703 01/14/2021 01/28/2021 MO 44.0 F fever; hip pain; 'pretty intense joint pain, felt like it was on fire; She feels ''like death today"/she did not feel good; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 44-years-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EL3248) intramuscular on 14Jan2021 single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was deltoid left. No other vaccine was received in four weeks.  The patient medical history was not reported. Historical vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot: EL1284) received on 28Dec2020 around 7pm, intramuscular injection right deltoid. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced fever (she woke up with a fever of 101.3 at 6am), pretty intense 'joint pain, felt like it was on fire' on 14Jan2021; with the first dose of the covid vaccine she had really bad hip pain about 24 hours after (as reported) and it lasted about 12 hours but she could still walk and move, it was just annoying. The patient was ''like death today"/ she did not feel good' on 14Jan2021, chills on 14Jan2021. Her temperature has improved and it is around 99. The outcome of fever and chills was recovering, of 'pretty intense joint pain, felt like it was on fire' was recovered on 15Jan2021, of she feels 'like death today'/ she did not feel good and hip pain was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT12B2 on reported fever cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

980706 01/28/2021 OH U Covid + since receiving the first dose; Covid + since receiving the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number and expiry date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included near end of life (patient was transitioned to hospice). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Per second (2nd) vaccination clinic on 12Jan2021, it was reported the one resident was transitioned to hospice (and is near end of life) and also reported was COVID positive (+) since receiving the first dose on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event COVID positive (+)  based on the known safety profile. However the short duration since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

980708 12/22/2020 01/28/2021 OH U contracted covid after receiving the 1st vaccine dose; contracted covid after receiving the 1st vaccine dose; This is a spontaneous report from contactable nurse. This Nurse reported same events for six patients. This report is for 1st of six reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose in the nursing home for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient contracted COVID after receiving the 1st vaccine dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 22Dec2020, and contracted COVID on an unspecified date.  No complete effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved from first dose to protect from the targeted infection.  Further information like COVID infection date needed for a full meaningful medical assessment.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021035080 same reporter/drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021035079 same reporter/drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021035081 same reporter/drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021035082 same reporter/drug/event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021035083 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

980709 12/22/2020 01/28/2021 OH U contracted covid after receiving the 1st vaccine dose; contracted covid after receiving the 1st vaccine dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported same events for six patients. This is the second of six reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; batch/lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose in the nursing home for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient contracted covid after receiving the 1st vaccine dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE provides protection after 7 days from the second dose.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021035078 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

980710 12/22/2020 01/28/2021 OH U contracted covid after receiving the 1st vaccine dose; contracted covid after receiving the 1st vaccine dose; This is spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for 6 patients. This is 4th of 6 reports.   An unknown age and gender patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer BioNTech Covid 19 vaccine) on 22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drug were not reported. It was reported that patient contracted COVID after receiving the 1st vaccine dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 22Dec2020, and contracted COVID on an unspecified date.  No complete effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved from first dose to protect from the targeted infection.  Further information like COVID infection date needed for a full meaningful medical assessment.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021035078 same reporter/product/event, different patient

980711 12/22/2020 01/28/2021 OH U contracted covid after receiving the 1st dose and were still symptomatic; contracted covid after receiving the 1st dose and were still symptomatic; This is spontaneous report from a contactable nurse via Pfizer sales representative. This nurse reported similar events for 6 patients. This is the sixth of six reports. A patient of unknown age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via unspecified route on 22Dec2020 at single dose in the nursing home for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drugs were not reported. On an unspecified date, patient contracted covid after receiving the 1st dose and were still symptomatic and was unable to receive their 2nd dose on 12Jan2021. Outcome of events was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, it is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021035078 same reporter/product/event, different patient

980712 12/22/2020 01/28/2021 OH U Recent COVID + diagnosis/Covid exposure; Recent COVID + diagnosis/Covid exposure; This is a spontaneous report from two contactable nurses via a Pfizer sales representative.  This author reported similar events for 4 patients. This is 1st of 4 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender receive 1st dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient had been vaccinated with a 1st dose and had to defer to 02Feb2021 due to recent COVID + diagnosis/COVID exposure. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021035087 the same reporter, product and adverse events in different patients;US-PFIZER INC-2021035086 the same reporter, product and adverse events in different patients;US-PFIZER INC-2021035085 the same reporter, product and adverse events in different patients

980713 12/22/2020 01/28/2021 OH U COVID + diagnosis/Covid exposure; COVID + diagnosis/Covid exposure; This is a spontaneous report from contactable nurses. This nurse reported same events for 4 patients. This is 2nd of 4 reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter stated that 4 employees that had been vaccinated with a 1st dose had to defer to 02Feb2021 due to recent COVID + diagnosis/Covid exposure. Lab test included positive covid test. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021035084 the same reporter, product and adverse events in different patients

980714 12/22/2020 01/28/2021 OH U recent COVID + diagnosis/Covid exposure; recent COVID + diagnosis/Covid exposure; This is a spontaneous report from contactable nurses. This nurse reported similar events for 4 patients. This is the third of four reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose on 22Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medication were not reported. Reporter stated 4 employees that had been vaccinated with a 1st dose had to defer to 02Feb2021 due to recent COVID + diagnosis/COVID exposure. Event took place after use of product. Covid test was positive. The outcome of events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, it is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021035084 the same reporter, product and adverse events in different patients

980715 12/22/2020 01/28/2021 OH U Recent COVID + diagnosis/Covid exposure; Recent COVID + diagnosis/Covid exposure; This is a spontaneous report from contactable nurses. This nurse reported same events for 4 patients. This is 4th of 4 reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter stated that 4 employees that had been vaccinated with a 1st dose had to defer to 02Feb2021 due to recent COVID + diagnosis/Covid exposure. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded for reported events.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021035084 same reporter, product and adverse events in different patients

980761 12/30/2020 01/28/2021 F Tested positive for Covid; Tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This (age: 56, unit: unknown) female consumer (patient) reported that she received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via unspecified route on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drugs were not reported. Patient was tested positive for Covid today, 14Jan2021. She was scheduled to get her next dose 20Jan2021. She had no symptoms. She received a negative Covid test result yesterday (16Jan2021). She would be quarantining for 2 weeks. Outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about Lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

980794 01/01/2021 01/28/2021 M her husband contracted SARS-Cov-2 10 days after vaccination; her husband contracted SARS-Cov-2 10 days after vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient's wife). This physician reported similar events for two patients. This is the second of two reports. A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient (reporter's husband) contracted sars-cov-2 10 days after vaccination in Jan2021. The physician was looking for direction on receiving the second dose. Outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021025409 same reporter/drug/events, different patients

980799 01/12/2021 01/28/2021 M Fever; Chills; Myalgia; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician (patient). A 32-year-old male patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 09:30 in left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 on 22Dec2020 for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history or concomitant medications. No known allergies. There was no other vaccine in four weeks. There was no other medication in two weeks. On 13Jan2021 01:00, the patient experienced fever, chills, myalgia, fatigue. No treatment was received for these adverse events. No COVID prior vaccination. No COVID tested post vaccination. The adverse event did not result in 'doctor or other HCP visit or emergency room or urgent care, hospitalization or prolongation, life threatening illness, disability or death or congential anomaly'. The outcome of all the events was recovering.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

980809 12/22/2020 01/28/2021 FL 36.0 F positive COVID-19 test with no symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with no symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for herself.  A 36-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) vaccine,  via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm, on 22Dec2020 16:30 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 28Dec2020 the patient resulted positive to Covid-19 test (nasal swab), but the patient did not show symptoms.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

980811 01/07/2021 01/28/2021 DE 56.0 F Severe low back and hip pain; Severe low back and hip pain; malaise; woke up soaking wet in the middle of the night with chills; Extremely tired; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 56-year-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, lot number: EK5730), intramuscularly on 07Jan2021 10:30 at a single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient is not pregnant. Medical history included hypothyroidism, hypertension, known allergies: penicillin. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number: EK5730) via intramuscular on 18Dec2020 13:30 at a single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. There was no other vaccine administrated in four weeks. Concomitant medication included losartan, bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), levothyroxine, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D 3), estradiol (ESTROGEN), and progesterone. On 09Jan2021 15:45, the patient experienced severe low back and hip pain along with general malaise, woke up soaking wet in the middle of the night with chills, and extremely tired. No fever. The adverse event did not result in 'doctor or other HCP visit or emergency room or urgent care, hospitalization or prolongation, life threatening illness, disability or death or congential anomaly'. No treatment received for adverse event. There was no COVID prior vaccination. There was no COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of events was recovered on an unspecified date in Jan2021.

980816 12/23/2020 01/28/2021 CA 31.0 F tested positive for COVID virus; tested positive for COVID virus; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable other HCP (health care worker, patient) reported that a 31-year-old female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (COVID 19 Vaccine, Batch/lot number: EL0140) on 23Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drug were not reported. She received the first dose of the vaccine 23Dec2020. Then, on 05Jan2021, she tested positive for the COVID virus. She was supposed to get the second dose of the Vaccine on 13Jan2021. She was put on quarantine. She is wondering if she can she still get the vaccine or does she need to wait. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No further information is expected. Information about lot/batch number has been obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

980857 01/03/2021 01/28/2021 MA U tested positive for covid after 1st dose received on 03Jan2021; tested positive for covid after 1st dose received on 03Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse via a Pfizer-sponsored program. This nurse reported similar events for 15 patients. This is 8th of 15 reports. A patient of an unspecified gender and age received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Lot/Batch Number and Expiration Date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications was not reported. As per caller 15 residents tested positive for covid after 1st dose received on 03Jan2021. Would like to know if and when they should receive the second dose i.e. wait 10-14 days without symptoms.The second dose was scheduled for 24Jan2021. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported "tested positive for covid after 1st dose".,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

980858 01/03/2021 01/28/2021 MA U had tested positive for the virus (COVID) after the first dose of the vaccine; had tested positive for the virus (COVID) after the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported same event for 20 patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This report is for 11th of 15 residents.  A patient of unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date unknown), at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation on 03Jan2021. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had tested positive for the virus (COVID) after the first dose of the vaccine in Jan2021. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 03Jan2021, and tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) in Jan2021.  No complete effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved from first dose to protect from the targeted infection.  Further information like COVID infection date needed for a full meaningful medical assessment.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

980859 01/03/2021 01/28/2021 MA U Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse via a Pfizer-sponsored program. This nurse reported same event for 20 patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This is the 14th of 20 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On Jan2021, the patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine. The nurse wanted to confirm when and if patient should receive the second dose. The second dose is scheduled for 24Jan2021. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested. Sender's Comments: The PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE provides protection after 7 days from the second dose,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

980860 01/03/2021 01/28/2021 MA U Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported same event for 20 patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This is the 15th of 20 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On Jan2021, the patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine. The nurse wanted to confirm when and if patient should receive the second dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE provides protection after 7 days from the second dose.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

980868 01/05/2021 01/28/2021 TX 24.0 F allergies; positive for COVID 19; positive for COVID 19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer(patient) from Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. The 24-year-old female consumer received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number: 1686), unknown on 05Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE by injection once to left arm for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient got the first dose of the COVID 19 vaccine and got positive for COVID 19 on 13Jan2021, and is asking if she will have to take the second dose as per her scheduled date. States she thought this was just allergies, since she takes Zyrtec and it clear up everything. No further details provided. The outcome of the event drug allergy was unknown and was not recovered for the rest events.  No follow-up attempts possible. No further information expected.

980877 01/12/2021 01/28/2021 KS 57.0 F generally weak; Pale; Headache; migraines; feels foggy; Hard time concentrating; pain in her shoulder, she thought it was cause of the injection site/muscle pain from the injection; pain in shoulder immediately after getting the injection and it was really swollen; body is in pain/lot of pain all of her body; achy like she is having flu like symptoms; injection was administered higher in her left shoulder; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 57-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 (16:00) at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EK9231) injection in left deltoid/shoulder on 22Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was reported as "none". There were no concomitant medications. It was reported that the patient received the first dose on 22Dec2020 and the second dose on 12Jan2021. After she received the second dose of the vaccine, she immediately had pain in her shoulder, she thought it was cause of the injection site (12Jan2021 16:00). She had the pain in shoulder immediately after getting the injection and she got it at 4pm, and it was really swollen now. She mentioned this injection was administered higher in her left shoulder (pending clarification) and it feels like they may have gotten the injection in more of the arm muscle and she was thinking that is why she had muscle pain from the injection. She added that it was like her body is in pain, achy like she is having flu like symptoms that started the evening she got the vaccine, like 6PM or 7PM. The next day, yesterday (13Jan2021), she had a lot of pain all of her body. She also started to have a headache yesterday at noon (13Jan2021 12:00PM). The headache started at noon on 13Jan2021 and it continued for at least 8 hours and it was constant. It started to subside over the next 12 hours. She mentioned she also suffers from migraines (pending clarification). It feels like she is having residual migraine, like she is coming off of having a migraine. It is presenting, but she is not in severe pain. It is a feeling like she is coming off her migraine medication even though she did not take her migraine medication. She went to work yesterday (13Jan2021) even though she did not feel like it. She went home a few minutes early. She let her supervisor know she was in severe pain and had a headache. She was advised to stay home today and has not gotten better. However, the headache subsided. She feels foggy, like she could not just quite wake up. It is like she is in a daze or haze. She is having a hard time functioning. She continued to reiterate she was having a hard time concentrating. Now (14Jan2021) she is generally weak and is pale. In addition, the pain has not gone away. She stated she is weak, very weak. She felt it most of the day and it is worse today. She feels like she can hardly stand. She is trying to get fluids in her and trying to make coffee, however, it is a struggle. She stated, she has not gone yet, but she will call her doctor's office next and the health nurse as well to advise them she has been having symptoms.  She stated she did not have a fever last night. Her temperature during the call was normal for her, 97.3. The outcome of events vaccinations site pain, vaccination site swelling, general body pain, flu like symptoms, weak, and pale was not recovered; while the outcome of other events was unknown.  Information on lot/batch has been requested.

980879 12/21/2020 01/28/2021 SC 45.0 F COVID-19 pneumonia; COVID-19 pneumonia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A 45-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EK570), via an unspecified route of administration in the left upper arm on 21Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history was none and there were no concomitant medications.  The patient stated that she felt yucky afterwards on 23Dec2020, experienced shortness of breath on exertion and coughing on 26Dec2020; chills, dizziness, headache, muscle pain, body aches, fever on 28Dec2020; loss of taste, loss of smell and COVID-19 pneumonia on 07Jan2021.  All the events were reported as being medically significant.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 virus test: positive on 29Dec2020.  Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of COVID-19 pneumonia and included: started on bronchodilator, cough elixir, steroids and azithromycin (ZITHROMAX).  The outcome of muscle pain, body aches and COVID-19 pneumonia was recovering and of loss of taste and loss of smell was not recovered.  The causality of the suspect vaccine to the events was reported as related.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.

980885 12/28/2020 01/28/2021 TX 88.0 M Tested positive for COVID; Tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's daughter) via the Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. An 88-year-old male patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration from 28Dec2020 to 28Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included was reported as none. There were no concomitant medications. The reporter stated that the patient had tested positive for covid on 11Jan2021. Outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

980904 01/12/2021 01/28/2021 MD 52.0 F Lymphadenopathy; mild fatigue; Myalgia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 52-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine), intramuscular in the left arm on 12Jan2021 at 16:30 as a single dose to prevent COVID. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported and it was reported that she had no relevant medical history. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 on 22Dec2020 at 14:00. The patient did not receive any other vaccine/s on the same date as BNT162B2, did not have prior vaccination within four weeks of receiving BNT162B2, and did not experience any adverse event following prior vaccinations. The patient experienced mild fatigue and myalgia on 13Jan2021, and lymphadenopathy on 14Jan2021. Seriousness for the events was reported as serious (medically significant). The patient received her second dose of the Pfizer Covid Vaccine on 12Jan2021 at 16:30. She experienced mild fatigue and myalgia after 24 hours which has improved. She clarified that the mild fatigue and myalgia resolved by this morning. She felt lymphadenopathy in her lower neck and supraclavicular area. Stated it was almost fullness she can feel, there was no redness and it was not tender. She was hoping this was related to the vaccine that she got in her left upper arm. She went to the CDC and Pfizer website and saw that lymphadenopathy was mentioned but it was a small percentage. The patient declined any treatment. The events did not require a visit to the Emergency Room of Physician's office. Outcome of the events fatigue and myalgia was recovered on 15Jan2021, while for the event lymphadenopathy  was not recovered. The reporter's causality assessment between the events and BNT162B2 for the events fatigue and myalgia was related, while for the event lymphadenopathy was unknown.  Information about the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association and drug's safety profile, the events fatigue, myalgia and lymphadenopathy are possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

980908 01/28/2021 F Covid positive; Covid positive; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect via a contactable consumer (patient). This reporter reported similar events for 2 patients (reporter and reporter's husband). This is 1st of 2 reports reported for the reporter. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient and her husband both had vaccine on Friday and they discovered that they both were Covid positive on Monday. Patient did not have symptoms but her husband did, the question was whether they should still get the second shot. Events outcome was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021049698 Same reporter, same drug, different patient

980939 01/28/2021 U Received the Vaccine (Unspecified Vaccine),contracted Covid after that; Received the Vaccine (Unspecified Vaccine),contracted Covid after that; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received first single dose of BNT162B2 (Solution for injection, batch/lot number and exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine. Patient was a healthcare provider and then contracted Covid after that. Patient asked if she should still go ahead and still take the dose of the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about Lot/Batch cannot be obtained. No further information is expected; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.

981028 01/08/2021 01/28/2021 NY 47.0 47 F I received the shot at 1:30 pm, I felt fine. At about 8:30 pm I felt like I was hot, and my chest was tight, I was just uncomfortable - I checked my BP and it was 187/110. I immediately began drinking water and resting. I felt uncomfortable all weekend, achy and tired. My BP stayed high until Sunday evening. On Monday I felt like my throat was swollen and tired. I was still fatigued. Tuesday my mouth was still sore and Wednesday 1/13  I was diagnosed with oral shingles (blister in center of the roof of mouth). I started medication for shingles on 1/14, was still fatigued and took the medicine for 7 days. I had another shingles outbreak on my stomach (tiny blisters on stomach, burning, itching and red) on 1/23 and the fatigue increased and continues.  I started fancied for the second time on 1/25/21.

981036 01/28/2021 01/28/2021 CT 19.0 19 M Began a few hours after second dose (4-5 hours).  Left Arm pain, headache, and fatigue. 1-2 hours after developed chills, joint pain, weakness/fatigue, muscle aches, as well as the previous symptoms.

981043 01/13/2021 01/28/2021 PA 31.0 31 F Sore arm, stinging pain in left arm on day following injecting. Lasted 24 hrs.  Migraine started day after injection, lasted 7 days with mild to moderate relief through use of Advil, Tylenol, fioricet (prescribed by neurologist for migraine). Required Rx of decadrone from neurologist to break migraine cycle

981099 01/26/2021 01/28/2021 NY 35.0 35 M Patient reportedly had  shortness of breath, hives, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting approximately 4 hours after receiving vaccine. Symptoms resolved with Benadryl. Y

981106 01/26/2021 01/28/2021 IL 92.0 92 F 1/27/2021 01:30 NURSE CALLED TO 3RD FLOOR UNIT BY CNA FOR EMERGENT SITUATION IN PROGRESS. FOUND RESIDENT BENT OVER FORWARD IN CHAIR AT BEDSIDE GASPING FOR AIR, RESIDENT STATES "HELP I CAN'T BREATHE, RESIDENT IS PALE IN COLOR AND STATES SHE IS WEAK IN STAMINA, VS 97.9 70 24 168/50 SPO2 87% ON RA, O2 APPLIED AT 2L NC, RESIDENT STATES SHE WANTS TO GO TO HOSPITAL, SHE STATES SHE IS AFRAID SHE IS GOING TO DIE. CALL PLACED TO EXCHANGE TO INFORM ON CALL MD, NP RETURNED CALL AND GAVE NEW ORDERS FOR STAT LABS, CXR, AND BREATHING TX, AND INCREASE O2 TO 6 LITERS, RESIDENT STATES NO I WANT TO GO TO THE HOSPITAL NOW, ON CALL N.P. INFORMED AND AGREES WITH RESIDENT TO SEND OUT. O2 SATS DECREASING WITH 6L TO HIGH 70'S LOW 80'S, AMBULANCE CALLED, POA NOTIFIED, ON CALL NURSE MANAGER NOTIFIED, REPORT CALLED TO HOSPITAL  1/27/2021 02:00  AMBULANCE ARRIVED AND RESIDENT PLACED ON NON REBREATHER MASK SHE IS SAYING I TOOK THE SECOND SHOT OF COVID-19 VACCINE AND SHE FEELS SHE IS HAVING A REACTION TO IT. TRANSPORTED TO AMBULANCE VIA GURNEY   1/27/2021 03:17  HOSPITAL CALLED FACILITY WITH UPDATE, RESIDENT IS POSITIVE FOR COVID-19, SHE IS BEING ADMITTED FOR RESPIRATORY DISTRESS AND WILL BE PLACED ON BIPAP OR INTUBATED IF NO IMPROVEMENT IN BREATHING. ON CALL MANAGER UPDATED, HOSPITAL CALLING POA TO UPDATEY 1

981141 01/22/2021 01/28/2021 GA 34.0 34 F High fever.  Aches chills.  Sob.  4 days.  Passed on 1/27/2021 Y 1

981150 01/01/2021 01/28/2021 MA 34.0 34 F Headache, sore throat, bodyaches

981164 01/14/2021 01/28/2021 CA 34.0 34 F I was 22 months pregnant  I chose to get the vaccine because I work with Covid patients at hospital as a PA. 8 days after the vaccine, I got a needle stick at work. As part of the work up for this, they checked my ALT and it was markedly elevated (previously well within normal range).

981170 01/25/2021 01/28/2021 PA 54.0 54 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  given approximately 7:50 am on 1/25/2021 I left deltoid. By 4 pm, arm sore, noticeable  fatigue and headache. Approximately 7 pm, chills started and headache much worse.  Temperature was 100.7. Took a Tylenol.  Around 8:30 pm became extremely nauseous and began vomiting. Vomited several times, and became dizzy and near syncopal and confused. Eyesight blurred. Husband called 911. Taken to Hospital and was in hospital until 1/27/21.Y 3

981180 01/18/2021 01/28/2021 IA 19.0 19 F Vaccine was administered into the subacromial space/joint of right shoulder instead of deltoid muscle.  Patient presents on 1/27/2021 after onset of pain, decreased ROM ongoing since administration.  I was able to visualize ecchymotic area where vaccine was administered and patient has photo evidence.  The physician responsible for the vaccine administration needs to be retrained on where to give deltoid muscle IM injections and to avoid the extremities where recent surgeries occurred (patient had right shoulder labrum repair in October 2020)

981249 12/29/2020 01/28/2021 NH 51.0 51 F I had covid nov 23 2020.  On jan 25 I had a stroke  Couldn't talk. Couldn't move my left arm or leg.  I received TPA. Y Y 2

981315 01/13/2021 01/28/2021 VA 41.0 41 M After vaccine was given, patient was cleaned up after having a bowel movement and shortly after, patient became tachypneic with nasal flaring and verbalized the words "can't breathe." Dr. was notified and came to the bedside to assess. Patient had audible upper airway wheezes and orders obtained for Epi, benadryl and solumedrol. RT also came to bedside to assist.  1mg Epi x2 given 25mg Benadryl given 125mg Solumedrol given   Anesthesia was called for intubation due to continuing low sats. -7.5 ETT noted at 22@lip -OG@60  Both were cleared via CXR.  -0307: patient sedated and resting comfortably.

981332 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 SC 92.0 92 F Resident became chilled, unable to get warm, shivering, unable to get up, oxygen saturation dropped to 50% with heart rate of 133. Tachypnea Y

981338 01/25/2021 01/28/2021 FL 39.0 39 F head ache, sore arm, dizziness, nausea, numbness down right hand and leg, fever Y

981535 01/23/2021 01/28/2021 WI 89.0 89 F The next morning after receiving the vaccine I noticed that my mother she talking to me, as her primary giver she knows me and comfortable to me. She tells me the same story over the over with isn't abnormal. It was every 3-4 words she was jumbling her words. I didn't think anything of it at first. I just let it go.   Early Wednesday morning  2:48am, I heard her in her bedroom. I went to check on her, I found at her dresser trying to put her watch on. She didn't know who was I or didn't know where she was. It took me about 40 minutes to calm her down. Now it was every 2 words that she was jumbling up. I finally got her back to bed. I went to send a message to her doctor. In the morning someone from the doctor's office called back I explained what was going on and they said get her to an ER.   I took her to the hospital 01/27/2021.  She was admitted to hospital for overnight observation.  Still not been discharged. Patient was still confused when I had to left last night, did not understand where she was at or why she had to stay there. My mother was very angry when she woke up early Wednesday is not my mom she is very lovely. One year or two years she did have a TA or mini stroke.Y 2

981553 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 SC 71.0 71 F coughing;  severe difficulty breathing;  itching of inner ear; rash around neck; headache Y

981568 01/26/2021 01/28/2021 IL 92.0 92 M Received vaccine on 1/26/2021 at 10:30am and at 2134 was observed to be having difficulty with breathing and cyanotic when staff entered his room.  He was coughing and sounded congested.  He was repositioner and SPO2 78% on room air so O2 applied at 2L which increased SPO2 88% so O2 increased to 4L and SPO2 increased to 95%.  Temp 103.1, B/P 188/110, resp 28, pulse 128.  911 called and sent to Community Hospital ER at 2145.  Received call from hospital reporting diagnosis of right sided pneumonia.   He had received his 1st dose on 12/29/2020.  On 1/8/2021 he was on droplet isolation due to possible exposure of Covid 19 and receiving duoneb treatments for chronic nonproductive cough.Y

981582 01/21/2021 01/28/2021 NH 63.0 63 F Patient received her vaccine on Thursday, 1/21/21.  From then until Saturday afternoon she had been experiencing extreme fatigue.  On Sat. around 5:00 PM she was standing at her flat-top stove cooking dinner.   A wave of very extreme fatigue came over her, so she leaned over to turn off the burner.  When she did this, she passed out leaning forward with her hand on the burner and touching the frying pan.  When she came to, she went to the couch and laid down - not realizing for 10 minutes that her hand and right breast were burned.   The resulting injuries lead to her having to see her PCP on Monday, and then a General Surgeon on Weds 1/27/21.   Injuries sustained include a second degree burn on her right breast, On the right arm, laterally above the wrist is a small superficial partially healed burn.  On the dorsal aspect of the right fifth finger there is a longitudinal burn that goes from the MCP joint to almost the tip of the finger.  She has limited range of motion due to discomfort and swelling.  The blister encompasses the entire dorsal lateral aspect of the finger. The fourth right finger has a less extensive blistered area on the PIP joint.   The burn on the fifth finger is  deep second degree.

981604 01/25/2021 01/28/2021 FL 60.0 60 M Approximately 5 hours after my injection, I started to feel fatigue. Went to bed, awoke around 0039 1/26/2021 with mild shortness of breath and slight chest pressure. Around 0500 I started with chills, muscle, joint, bone pain. I went back to bed and awoke around 1200 with throat tightness, SOB, chest pressure and diaphoretic accompanied by the other symptoms. I went to my local ER.Y Y 1

981640 01/20/2021 01/28/2021 TX 38.0 38 F I received my 1st dose of the moderna vaccine on 1/20/21 around 9:15am. I had normal site soreness and a very small raised area. All that went away within 3-4 days.  Yesterday 1/27/21, exactly 1 week after my injection I noticed a larger raised area that was raised, red, warm to the touch and slightly itchy. The area is currently around 2"x1".   I am 38 years old and pregnant with our second child. I received the 1st dose at 33 weeks and 5 days pregnant. Today we are 34 weeks and 6 days. Baby's estimated due date is March 5, 2021.

981653 01/11/2021 01/28/2021 MI 41.0 41 M received dose 1 at 8:40am and woke up the next morning at 7am with hearing loss in left ear and constant ringing in the left ear.  have never had this issue before.

981746 01/05/2021 01/28/2021 AR 82.0 82 F Pt in CCU with Covid Y Y 3

981787 01/19/2021 01/28/2021 WI 61.0 61 M pulmonary embolism that presented with chest pain and inability to take a deep breath, admitted and started on Heparin drip.  Patient transitioned to Apixiban. Y 1

981812 01/02/2021 01/28/2021 FL 35.0 35 F 1/2/2021 vaccination. Observation for 15 min. Felt light headed, feverish. Lasted for about a couple days.  1/2/2021 ER; administered saline  / 3 hours

981825 12/30/2020 01/28/2021 WI 68.0 68 F Patient presented to the ED on 1/21/21 for evaluation of SOB stating her husband tested positive for COVID earlier that week and she has been around him. The patient states her symptoms started 3-4 days prior to presentation. She admits to cough, nausea, and an episode of vomiting the day of presentation. She had been intermittently using her husband's oxygen prior to presentation which she says has helped with her symptoms, but does not use oxygen at baseline. Upon presentation the patient's oxygen saturation rate on room air is 89%. Patient was placed on 2L oxygen via nasal cannula and then was saturating in the mid 90s. CXR demonstrated bilateral patchy infiltrates in the ED which the ED physician felt to be consistent with COVID infection. The patient's rapid COVID test resulted as positive. The patient was admitted to the hospital for further management of hypoxia related to COVID infection. The patient remains hospitalized on the day of report submission (1/28/21)Y

981827 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 37.0 37 M Received vaccination at 1546, at approximately 1925 he was evaluated by medical staff for hives, vomiting, and difficulty breathing.  He was treated on site by medical with diphenhydramine IV, methylprednisolone sod succinate IV, albuterol sulfate neb soln, and ipratropium inhalation soln.  Following treatment he was still with difficulty swallowing and was sent to the ER via ambulance and remains there at this time (1/28/21, 0839)Y

981851 01/11/2021 01/28/2021 AZ 43.0 43 M A few days after injections, noticed when I lift my arm, lift items or stretch, now get a pinched/pulling sensation in the palm of my left hand.

981914 01/11/2021 01/28/2021 GA 53.0 53 M Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA  Dr. received Covid-19 vaccine on January 11, 2021 in his office.  Dr. reported complaints of abdominal discomfort to his staff starting on January 13 or 14th. Pain and condition worsened. By January 19th, running fever 103.9 F, oral. Labs showed elevated white count. On January 20th, follow up labs and KUB done. Elevated white count and Appendicits diagnosed. Also on January 20th, emergency consult done and emergency surgery done to remove appendix.   Reports of Appendicitis noted on follow-up research. Even though reports stated unknow correlations between Covid-19 vaccine and Appendicitis, VAERS report done as precaution.Y 7

981915 12/19/2020 01/28/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Complex migraine with neurological symptoms: numbness to R upper extremity, trouble speaking.   Patient presented to Emergency Dept. Sxs resolved in one hour.

981928 01/08/2021 01/28/2021 PR 51.0 51 F Sepsis, Acute Pancreatitis, Respiratory Failure on Mechanical Ventilation, Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation, Pneumonia, Acute Kidney Injury. Refractory Hypoglycemia Y Y

981932 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 CO 74.0 74 M Systemic: Other- Patient became dizzy causing him to fall. Pt had no injuries from the fall but paramedics/ fire dept came and took him to the hospital for further evaluation. No definitive explanation for fall. Y

981952 01/05/2021 01/28/2021 OK 44.0 44 F on the evening of 1/11/21 pt started to talk to her children and she "could not access the words." Then she tried to text and couldn't figure out the vocabulary. She went to the ER where she was transported to hospital, under stroke protocol. She also c/o right hand numbness at the er. She was admitted and test run. No evidence of a stroke.Y 1

982017 01/08/2021 01/28/2021 PA 37 F feeling short of breath; Difficulty swallowing; bilateral leg weakness; Pain; Fatigue; Losing voice; Itching at the injection site; Redness, swelling and itching at the injection site; Redness, swelling and itching at the injection site; Headache; Cough; Congestion; A spontaneous report was received from a customer who was also a 37-years-old female patient who developed congestion, cough, aphonia, headache, shortness of breath, dysphagia, fatigue, bilateral leg weakness and pain, and redness, swelling and itching at the injection site.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 08 Jan 2021, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 vaccine intramuscularly (site was not reported) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. Approximately 2 hours later, the patient developed cough, headache, congestion, and redness, swelling, and itching at the injection site.   On 09 Jan 2021, she experienced worsening coughing, and she began losing her voice.   On 10 Jan 2021, the patient experienced shortness of breath, dysphagia, and bilateral leg weakness and pain. She was subsequently admitted overnight in the emergency room where she received intravenous fluids, diphenhydramine hydrochloride, and dexamethasone. A computerized tomogram scan, chest X-ray, and laboratory tests were performed and produced normal results.  On 11 Jan 2021, the patient was discharged home, and she reported feeling much better. However, she still felt fatigued and continued to experience headaches.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome of the events, shortness of breath, dysphagia, cough, and aphonia, was considered recovering. The outcome of the events, headache and fatigue, was considered not recovered. The outcome of the events, bilateral leg weakness and pain, congestion, and redness, swelling, and itching at the injection site, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: Based on the limited available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y 2

982019 01/28/2021 IL F Angioedema; Urticaria; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a 46-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced angioedema and urticaria.   The patient's medical history was not provided.  No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date after receiving the vaccine, the patient experienced angioedema and urticaria.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events, angioedema and urticaria, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a 46-year-old female patient who experienced unexpected event of angioedema and urticaria a week after administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown, Exp date-unknown.  There is limited description of the event of angioedema.  However, based on temporal information provided and in the absence of any other etiological factors, a causal association cannot be excluded.

982023 12/31/2020 01/28/2021 TX 63.0 63 M Third cranial nerve palsy; A spontaneous report was received from a 63-year-old male pharmacist who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed third cranial nerve palsy.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 31 Dec 2020, approximately 5 days prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 037K20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 05 Jan 2021, the patient began to have blurred vision which progressed into double vision. He then experienced a headache that felt similar to when you have the wrong prescription glasses or cross-eyed. On 06 Jan 2021, he was seen by his ophthalmologist who ordered a CT scan which was negative. His eyelids were drooping and he wore an eye patch on the right eye because his right eye is completely shut. The patient reports that the muscle that keeps the pupil in focus in the middle is paralyzed, so his pupil is turned to the right and down, which is what was causing the double vision.The treatment of the event include eye patch.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, third cranial nerve palsy, was considered unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 63 year old male patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of IIIrd nerve paralysis. The events of IIIrd nerve paralysis occurred 6 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 037K20A. Diagnostics included a CT scan, which revealed no abnormality. Treatment for the event include eye patch and no other details were provided. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

982042 12/23/2020 01/28/2021 F COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was supposed to go back on 13Jan2021 for second dose, but the week before, in Jan2021, she tested positive COVID-19. She had an appointment for the 15Jan2021. The patient wanted to know how many days she has to wait to get second dose.  Information on Lot/ Batch number requested.; Sender's Comments: The PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE provides protection after three weeks from the second dose.

982160 01/21/2021 01/28/2021 SC 78 F Pfizer BioNTech Covid 19 vaccine = treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): Patient presented to Covid Vaccine Clinic. Appointment time was 0925. Patient indicated she did have allergies on her screening sheet. Pfizer- BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine (0.3ml) was administered per protocol (Lot # EL3246, exp. date 04/30/21). At 0947 I was asked to come assess patient by the monitor. Patient reported her tongue felt thick and the roof of her mouth felt weird. I asked if her throat felt tight, if she had any shortness of breath or chest tightness. She denied any other symptoms. I asked if she had any allergies. Patient reported having a reaction in the past to adhesive from EKG leads, codeine, and contrast dye. I asked patient to pull her mask down. No swelling was observed around her mouth, lips, or tongue at that time. No hives were observed on her arms, chest or back. Patient than started to complain of feeling worse and had some tightness in her chest. At that time I escorted patient to a cot and advised I was going to administer an epi-pen. Patient verbalized understanding. I advised staff to call 911. At 0955 0.3 mg of epinephrine was administered into her left anteriolateral thigh. HR was 88 bpm at this time. Patient reported feeling shaky and felt like her heart was racing. I advised her that was a normal reaction to the epinephrine. Symptoms at this time did not progress. Patient reported her chest felt less tight at 10:05. EMS arrived and reported on 02 sat of 97% on room air. Patient was transported to the ED without further incident on location. Husband was present at all times and informed on all action taken.Y

982191 01/28/2021 64.0 M Patient lives in a SNF and received the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine 1 day prior to admission. After the vaccine, patient had multiple rounds of vomiting. The next morning, patient was sent to emergency department for continued vomiting. On assessment, patient was found to have right sided opacities on chest x-ray. Patient was afebrile, with a normal WBC, and had mild increase in his chronic oxygen requirement. It was thought that these right sided opacities could be aspiration pneumonitis/pneumonia from the recurrent vomiting in a bed bound SNF patient. Vomiting leading to aspiration pneumonitis/pneumonia. Idiosyncratic response not expected from normal pharmacological mode of action (MOA) vomiting post vaccine leading to aspiration. Vomiting does appear to be linked to receipt of vaccine given timing. Of note, patient had COVID-19 requiring hospital admission approximately 1 month before receiving the COVID-19 vaccine. It is possible that the recent COVID-19 infection contributed to a worsened response to the COVID-19 vaccine.Y

982227 01/15/2021 01/28/2021 NY 73.0 73 M On 1/19/21 I started to experience double-vision with both eyes open.  My left eye crossed towards the nose.  The diplopia goes away when I cover either eye.  My primary physician referred me to a neuro ophthalmologist who diagnosed sixth cranial nerve palsy.

982276 01/25/2021 01/28/2021 CA 69.0 69 M Pt came to tx a/o x4. Pt given COVID-19 Moderna vaccine at around 1545, then RN checked on pt at 1600, and pt not verbally responsive. Pt BP in the low 100's. Pt able to open eyes, but very lethargic. Pt placed supine, given 2l 02 via, breathing unlabored, hr ok, about 600 cc ns bolus given. Pt still not responding verbally. RN noted body twitching/shaking. Paramedics called and transferred to ER at around 1615. The patient did not require the use of an Epi pen .  Patient spent the night in the hospital. It was reported that he had  elevated Ammonia levels which may have caused this issue. However as this happened so close to the vaccination we are reportingY 1

982340 01/26/2021 01/28/2021 FL 27.0 27 F Patient reports that approximately 10 hours after receiving 2nd dose of Moderna COVID vaccine, she experienced arm pain, fatigue, low grade fever and nightsweats and dizziness with strange sensation in chest. The following morning (<24 hours after dose), she presented to ED with sinus tachycardia (rates ranging 114 - 136).  She started continuous IV fluids and got 2 saline boluses.  Symptoms improved dramatically the second night after the vaccine. No medication was needed to improve heart rate or treat dizziness.Y 1

982427 12/29/2020 01/28/2021 MN 93.0 93 F Weakness, dehydration, renal failure, UTI Y

982439 01/26/2021 01/28/2021 CA 29.0 29 F I was 11weeks and 2 days pregnant at time of injection. EDD 08/15/2021.  The day after my vaccine, I had fever, chills, bodyaches, headache and fatigue. The following day,  I woke up with a rash just on my face. It is not itchy or painful.

982448 01/26/2021 01/28/2021 MN 93.0 93 F Weakness, renal failure, dehydration, uti Y

982610 01/24/2021 01/28/2021 68.0 68 M Cough and shortness of breath with fever, began day after vaccination. COVID PCR negative. Required brief hospitalization for evaluation. Y 2

982641 01/16/2021 01/28/2021 TX 56.0 56 F On Sunday, 1/17/21, patient was nauseous and vomiting and could not keep anything down at one point vomit was dark in appearance.  Patient receives home dialysis when nurse came to home on Monday, 1/18,  saw condition of patient and sent them to the hospital.  At the hospital it was noted she had redness throughout body, no hives or blisters.  Patient was lethargic, received antiemetic and medication for rash, does not know what medications were.  On Tuesday, 1/19,  she received 2 liter transfusion, discharged on Thursday, 1/21.  Today, Thursday 1/28 patient still feels lethargic and states rash is peeling.Y 4

982671 01/26/2021 01/28/2021 NC 49.0 49 F Patient received COVID19 vaccine on 1/26/21 (mfg unknown); headache started 1/27/21 at 2pm.  Patient had headache and tiredness and diarrhea and body aches after 2nd dose covid vaccine.  Symptoms progressed to severe headache associated with N/V, dizziness that started 1/28@0800am.  The patient admitted to Emergency Room at Hospital on 1/28/21 and diagnosed with aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage.  Patient transferred to Medical Center for care.Y

982736 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 MN 81.0 81 F STEMI Y

982851 01/22/2021 01/28/2021 IL 61.0 61 F Patient has temperature the day after the vaccine (1/23/2021), then felt better. On Monday developed chest pain and palpitations. Admitted to hospital. Y
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982866 01/19/2021 01/28/2021 MS 68.0 68 F One week after taking the vaccine I developed significant swelling of the upper left arm at the vaccination site that gradually got worse as the day progressed. I also experienced a headache and a severe spike in blood pressure in the afternoon, which led me to think that my reaction might be severe. As a result I went to the local ER where they decided to keep me overnight for observation. The symtoms did not get worse, but I was given steroids and peptid intravenously, as well as Benadryl to counteract the swelling. Today, Jan. 28, I continue to have some swelling in the left arm, as well as redness.Y 1

982895 12/29/2020 01/28/2021 TX 44.0 44 F Severe muscle pain,  kidney pain,shaking for a week.

982911 01/26/2021 01/28/2021 PA 79.0 79 F Patient presented to hospital 1 day following vaccination with slurred speech, left sided weakness, and left gaze preference concerning for acute neurologic injury. Y

983040 01/07/2021 01/28/2021 VA 55.0 55 F Developed immediate fever & cills within 2 hours. By next morning had pain & difficulty producing urine.  Saw primary care doctor and urgent care center, infection not treated w/PO Macrobid after 2 days.  Admitted to Hospital w/sepsis, kidney infection and acute renal injury?creatinine 4.25 (baseline=1.5)Y Y 5

983055 01/26/2021 01/28/2021 OK 85.0 85 F sluggish orientation, fatigue resulting in a fall and hospitalization. possible brain bleed Y 2

983111 01/25/2021 01/28/2021 MN 36.0 36 F Pericarditis :severe, pleuritic chest pain, with subtle T-wave inversions, mildly elevated troponin, elevated CRP and ESR-- developed symptoms  approx 50-54 hours after immunization) Also had 36 total hours of severe arthralgias, myalgias, fatigue, fevers and chills. Y 1

983142 01/22/2021 01/28/2021 MO 74.0 74 F Presented to ED with dizziness and nausea and vomiting and SOB. Na level of 111 (1/27); Cl 82; CO2 17 All other BMP labs WNL.  Urine Osmolality 436; urine sodium 89. Admitted to hospital for treatment. Nephrologist states that she has not prior history of hyponatremia (12/1/20 Na was 139)Y

983147 12/21/2020 01/28/2021 NE 55.0 55 M On 12/31,1/1 exp flu like symptoms. Then on 1/3 got dizzy,sweaty and sat down nurse nearby took my pulse 65. The ambulance was called went to a hospital there was no CT scan capability therefore transferred to another hospital. Y 2

983159 01/28/2021 01/28/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Patient had left to walk around the store. When patient returned she was not speaking.  Patient stumbled into the counter then into the wall.  We then caught patient before she could fall on the floor. We placed patient in a chair.  Tried to talk to patient but was not responding .  Called 911, and which point EMS said patient was having a seizure. EMS then transported patient to the hospital.Y

983293 01/28/2021 01/28/2021 TN 69.0 69 F FELT A SWOOSH GOING THRU BODY WITHIN 5 MINUTES OF THE VACCINE, STARTED TREMBLING INSIDE AND FELT LIGHT-HEADED.  CALLED AN EMT OVER, HE TOOK HEART RATE AND IT HAD SHOT UP 100.  CAME ON HOME WITHIN AN HOUR ENDED UP AT MINOR EMERGENCY BECAUSE MY BLOOD PRESSURE HAD GONE UP TO OVER 170.  HAVE HAD SHAKING INSIDE AND HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE EVER SINCE.  TOOK BENADRYL, DIDN'T REALLY HELP, WENT TO MY PCP AND WAS TOLD TO TAKE CLARITIN.  WAS ALSO GIVEN AT THE SECOND URGENT CARE VISIT, AMLODIPINE BUT IT DIDN'T HELP.

983303 01/26/2021 01/28/2021 IN 74.0 74 M Hospital contacted this facility this morning to report  that patient was admitted for complaints of Altered Mental Status.  Pt's family reports receiving COVID 19 vaccination at facility on 1/26; Per MHP pt.'s family also states that pt received monoclonal antibody infusion within the past 90 days.   Pt currently remains inpatient at Hospital. Upon review of pt intake form pt checked NO on if he had received monoclonal antibody infusion.  Staff also verbally screen for this question as well.Y

983314 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 45.0 45 F Received the second vaccine yesterday 1/27/2021 around 11am. About an hour later started to get hives and took a Claritin. Was at home later in the evening around 5pm and started to have lip/jaw swelling and throat tightening. Called an ambulance and they gave her EPI pen and took over treatment. Ended up getting discharged around 11-12pm last night and told to take prednisone and Benadryl. Around 5am today 1/28 had swelling in tongue and bottom lip swelling. Went back to emergency room and they did similar treatment. Is planning to follow up with her doctor and will be on her prescribed medications for a few days.Y

983362 01/08/2021 01/28/2021 CA 25.0 25 F 7 Days after receiving the vaccine, patient developed generalized myalgia, fever, shortness of breath, and chest pain. Patient admitted to our hospital on 21JAN and diagnosed with myocarditis. Difficult to elucidate whether the myocarditis was secondary to Moderna vaccination or other viral etiologies.Y Y 8

983425 01/20/2021 01/28/2021 TX 41.0 41 F 5 days after 2nd covid vaccine, I started experiencing severe pain, with pins/needles sensation.  Started in plantar aspect of both feet and traveled upwards to my hands, in a matter of hours.  Extreme pain in lower back and extremities caused me to go to the ER.  Following lumbar puncture and a series of diagnostic tests, I have started on IVIG for Acute Inflammatory Demyelinating Polyneuropathy.  This is a subtype of Guillain Barre syndrome, believed to be precipitated by autoimmune response generated from the 2nd covid vaccine.  I am now on day 4 of my hospitalization.Y Y 4

983432 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 IL 48.0 48 F I received a phone call from the persons work place. They reported that she had a seizure at 2:00 PM this afternoon. Prior to the seizure they said that she was "feeling off", "jittery", and "misfiring".  The RN that notified me said that they were checking on her every hour and the last check in was at 1:00 PM. She went to check on her at 2:00 PM when she found her in the hallway very pale/gray, bradycardic, and hypotensive. The nurse said she appeared to be postictal and hallucinating. They immediately called 911 -and she was transferred to the hospital and to my knowledge she is still there. RN will keep me updated.Y

983553 01/28/2021 01/28/2021 MN 31.0 31 F After vaccination, patient complaining of chest pain / pressure, and sense of impending doom.Medication administered per EMS EPI given x2 at 0956 and 1015 ASA 325 chewable given at 1004 for c/o crushing chest pain. Emergency response provider arrived present.  Pt started with c/o epigastric and then crushing CP.  Pt appeared to be unresponsive at 1020 but the several minutes later she is arousable and anxious, breathing labored and she is stating she is "going to die".  Transported to ED where delirium was noted and due to elevated ammonia level current presumptive diagnosis is hepatic encephalopathy.Y

983612 01/28/2021 01/28/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Following vaccination, at the 15 min mark, patient started experiencing tightening around throat and tingling around lips. Benadryl 25mg PO given w/ water. Pt monitored and taken to observation area where she needed further treatment. (refer to PE)  PE:  1400- pt started 30 min motoring post vaccination.  1415- pt expressed tightening around throat and tingling. respirations unlabored, no stridor heard. no rash observed. Benadryl 25mg PO given.  1420- Pt became tearful and expressed feeling SOB in addition to symptoms. no angioedema or other symptoms observed. patient moved to monitor room where vitals were taken. 98%, 94HR, 192/115. CTAB  1423- pt distressed, 94%. unable to verbalize and making chocking sign. EPI PEN immediately administered 0.3mg IM in left vastus lateralis. Lung sounds diminished bilaterally. vitals taken.  >>>(*EPI PEN Given in prefilled syringe IM ONCE. LOT 0GM071, Expiration OCT 21)  1424- 203/125, 105HR, 97%. pt sitting upright, tearful but now able to verbalize.  1425- pt sighed in relief, able to take a deep breath, stating "ok. It passed." Lungs CTAB. 98%, 91HR, 16RR.  1430-pt sitting calmly in chair. Breathing unlabored. Denies SOB. No distress at this time. 108/101, 14RR, 98%  1432-98%, 95HR. Patient able to tolerate clear PO fluids. NO n/v or abd pain.  1436-99%, 77HR, 159/85, RR 15-16. CTAB.  1440-unlabored respirations. CTAB. patient sitting comfortable in chair. no distress.  1443- 97%, 70 HR.  1450- Regular heart rate on auscultation.  1454-12RR, 98%, 102 HR, 164/83  1512-164/82, 97.4F, 91HR, 97%, 20RR. No distress.  1527-20RR, 175/83, 98%, 91HR, 96.4F. No distress.  1542-22RR, 155/81, 98%, 82, 96.9F. No distress.  1600- pt ambulates to restroom independently without any SOB, weakness or dizziness.  1615- Pt sitting comfortably in chair. 99%, 88HR, 148/85, 96.9F, 18RR. No distress.  1650-Pt denies blurred vision, HA, dizziness, weakness, chest pain, palpitations, SOB, tightening to throat, swelling, n/v or pruritis. no rash present. pt in no distress. 157/87, 96.7F, 99%, 88HR, 15RR.  1700-Pt no distress. pt d/c to family member.Y

983647 12/28/2020 01/28/2021 TX 31.0 31 F Began experiencing fast heartbeat at approx 1730. Sought care at urgent care/ED. Heart rate continued to increase along with elevated blood pressure. Was treated with Benadryl, Epi, Zofran, and Ativan. Transferred to local hospital for observation and continued montioring. Y 1

983664 01/27/2021 01/28/2021 43.0 43 M Abdominal pain, diarrhea, syncope, bradycardia, fever Y

983741 01/22/2021 01/28/2021 MO 43.0 43 F She received her first dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine at 7:30 AM on 1-22-21. At 9:15 AM, she felt lightheaded, her heart was racing, and vertigo.  She had a nurse check her blood pressure and it was 101/65 and her heart rate was 138 bpm.  She felt presyncopal so she went to the ED for evaluation.  By the time she got to the ED, she felt her throat was scratchy, and when she would lie down flat she felt her throat was occluding.  She notes that she is s/p tonsillectomy in 12-2020, and considered whether that was playing a role in her symptoms, but she had not had any of those throat symptoms for 1 week prior to getting her COVID-19 vaccine.  In the ED, she was given IV medications and IV fluids.  ENT was consulted.  Her symptoms got better with medications, she is still experiencing some throat dryness but otherwise is feeling back to her usual self.  She never had any rash, flushing, itching.  She had a little tenderness at the injection site only.  She never had any difficulty breathing, lip/eye/tongue swelling, wheezing, coughing, shortness of breath, vomiting/diarrhea/abdominal pain.  She did have nausea when she felt vertigo.Y

983745 01/11/2021 01/28/2021 WA 85.0 85 M Pt. woke up on 1/13/21 throwing up, this continued throughout the day about 5 episodes total.  Pt. had no appetite that day and drank or ate very little. During the night on 1/13/21, he woke up and when his caregiver tried to help him to the bathroom, he had weakness on the right side of his body. Caregiver called on 1/14/21 letting us know the pt. has increased weakness. Caregiver encouraged to take pt. to Er. Pt. refused.   Pt. seen in clinic on 1/15/21 and examination found pt. to have right hemiparesis including foot drip, right arm weakness, loss of motor control on the right upper and lower extremities. Facial droop on the right with disarticulation of speech and control of the tongue.

983842 01/18/2021 01/28/2021 AR 67.0 67 M PATIENT EXPERIENCED ISSUES WITH SOME LIP SWELLING AND PRESENTED TO THE PHARMACY ON FRIDAY JANUARY 19TH IN THE MORNING.  HE HAD VISIBLE SWELLING ON ONE SIDE OF BOTH LIPS .   HE PURCHASED SOME DIPHENYDRAMING 25MG OTC AND LEFT.  ACCORDING TO HIS WIFE VIA PHONE TO US (ON JAN 26 6PM) HE HAD BEEN ADMITTED TO THE ER AND WAS ON A VENTILATOR DUE TO SEVERE SWELLING OF HIS LIPS,  NECK AND TONGUE.  HIS AIRWAY HAD BECOME COMPROMISED AND HE WAS STARTING TO EXPERIENCE NAUSEA AND VOMITING.  HE WAS IMMEDIATELY INTUBATED AND PLACED ON A VENTILATOR EVEN THOUGH HE WAS STILL CAPABLE OF BREATHING ON HIS OWN.  DRS WERE FEARFUL OF MORE SWELLING AND WANTED TO SEDATE HIM AND BEGIN TREATMENTS.Y Y 3

983883 01/20/2021 01/28/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F Got booster shot on Wednesday the 20th, came home and was fatigued. Thursday had horrible headache that would not be relieved with tylenol. I took a plane and arrived at 1130 pm. I went to bed shortly after arriving at my daughters house. Friday morning, I was unable to be woken up and my daughter called 911. I was in a coma. I suffered cardiac arrest during a CT to check for clots. I was resuscitated and put on life support. CT scan for clots, strokes, heart attacks were all clear. I was admitted to the C-ICU and on life support, on the ventilator, and was on 3 different medications at max dosage to keep my blood pressure barely surviving. The doctors told my daughter not to expect me to survive because they had no idea why I was suddenly so ill.  A doctor then told my daughter that my kidneys were failing, and my liver was damaged.  I also developed a high fever and had a high white blood cell count. They gave me Vancomycin and another antibiotic, and then the next the day a kidney doctor gave me lasix to flush out all of the excess fluid. I woke up on Saturday not knowing what had happened and was completely terrified and confused. My daughter was allowed into the ICU to see me and keep me calm, thankfully. She explained to me what happened. I am still in the hospital, as they are keeping me for observation and trying to determine if my kidneys will start working properly again.  Prior to this, I have only ever had a kidney infection, and I thought before I might have had the start of a UTI.  I do have chronic high blood pressure as well, a long term side effect from open heart surgery 10 years prior for an aneurysm, but aside from that I am relatively healthy 50 year old.Y

983933 01/12/2021 01/28/2021 NY 97.0 97 F Already reported immediate severe weakness, lethargy, withdrawal, delirium. Now adding 4 days later ... hypotension, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, cramps, chest pain. ER visit and 2 day hospitalization. Abdominal CT indicated intestinal inflammation in the area of the Cecum. One week of antibiotics.Y 2

983960 01/11/2021 01/28/2021 OR 56.0 56 F On 1/12 -1/15 worst migraine and left eye pain of my life. Saw retinal specialist 1/15. On 1/15 saw my PCC provider. Woke up 1/17 with blurry vision and continued eye pain.  Talked to my Rheumatologist 1/19. I saw my PCC in person 1/20. Got sent to ER got admitted. Had an MRI and a lumbar puncture. I was diagnosed with optic neuritis by the neurologist.  I continued to do 5 days of out pt iv steroids.Y 1

984978 10/02/2020 01/28/2021 49.0 47 M Narrative: Pt received vaccination on 10/02/12 per Flu Vaccine Note in database. Additionally, per the note it appears that the patient tolerated the shot well at the time. Writer was unable to find any notes around time of vaccination that indicated that patient had respiratory depression due to vaccine or was hospitalized.Y

985015 01/13/2021 01/28/2021 AK 89.0 89 F There were no signs of adverse affects from vaccine. She was admitted to hospital due to stroke.

984389 01/29/2021 F Seizures; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a female patient who received Moderna's Covid-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced seizures.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided.  On an undisclosed date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: not provided) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   A social media message was received from a consumer concerning a female patient who developed seizures after receiving the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. The report stated that the patient was still in this condition more than a week after receiving the vaccine and that she was sent home from the hospital.   Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the event, seizures, was considered unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of seizure. The event occurred on an unspecified date after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. Treatment details were not provided.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the event a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y

984390 12/28/2020 01/29/2021 GA 32.0 32 M Felt like might pass out; Proceeded to become limp, pale and sweaty; Proceeded to become limp, pale and sweaty; Hands rhythmically twitched back and forth; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 32-year-old, male, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and felt like he might pass out, became limp, pale, and sweaty, and hands rhythmically twitched back and forth.   The patient's medical history included allergy to penicillin. No relevant concomitant product use was reported.   On 28 Dec 2020, approximately three minutes prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 28 Dec 2020, the patient began to feel like he was going to pass out minutes after receiving the vaccine.  He became more limp, pale, and sweaty and his hands rhythmically twitched back and forth.  His eyes closed and he leaned back in his chair, but he remained upright. The nurse elevated his feet, fanned his face and upper body, and applied wet paper towels to the back of his neck.  After approximately two minutes, the patient's level of consciousness returned to baseline and he felt better after five minutes. He remained seated and sipped water for 30 minutes.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the events, felt like he might pass out, became limp, pale, and sweaty, and hands rhythmically twitched back and forth, was considered resolved on 28 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 32-year-old, male, patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of presyncope and non-serious unexpected event of pallor, hyperhidrosis This case concerns a 32-year-old, male, patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of presyncope and non-serious unexpected event of pallor, hyperhidrosis and muscle twitching. The event occurred 15 min after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 011J20A. Treatment included no medications, but feet elevation and wet towel on the back of his neck. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

984391 01/06/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 60 F Double dose of Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (1ml) in error; A spontaneous report report was received from a nurse concerning a 60-year-old female patient, who received double dose (1ml) of Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine in error.  The patient's medical history and relevant concomitant medications were not reported.   On 06-Jan-2021, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot number 025L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   Nurse reported that, she had double dosed patient in error. Reporter provided consent to follow up. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event double dose (1ml) of Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine in error was not reported.   The outcome of the event double dose (1ml) of Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine in error was considered to be resolved on an unspecified date.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of Product administration error for mRNA-1273 (lot number 025L20A), where incorrect dose (1 ml) was administered to a 60-year-old, female patient. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of Product administration error.

984392 12/31/2020 01/29/2021 U Bell's palsy; A spontaneous report  was received from a site concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was diagnosed with Bell's Palsy.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 31 Dec 2020, approximately 7 days prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 07 Jan 2021, the patient was diagnosed with Bell's Palsy. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, Bell's Palsy, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), and who experienced the serious unlisted event of Bell's palsy.  Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.

984393 01/04/2021 01/29/2021 PA 54.0 54 F New onset atrial fibrillation; Shortness of breath; Very tired; Her arm was sore; Headaches; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 54-year-old, White, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced sore arm, headaches, atrial fibrillation, very tired, and shortness of breath.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided.  On 04 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20A) in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 04 Jan 2021 the patient experienced headaches after vaccination.  On 05 Jan 2021 the patient's arm was sore.  On 14 Jan 2021 at 6:00 am the patient's heart rate started at 136 and went as high as 180. She reported having heart palpitations, shortness of breath, and headaches. The patient went to the emergency room and was hospitalized for 14 hours. She was diagnosed with new onset of atrial fibrillation. While in the hospital she was started on a Diltiazem and Heparin.   On 17 Jan 2021, the patient reported she was now in sinus rhythm but was very tired. Her cardiologist prescribed Rivaroxaban and Metoprolol.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The events, sore arm, headaches, atrial fibrillation, and shortness of breath, were unknown. The event, very tired, was considered not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 54 years old female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of atrial fibrillation and non-serious unexpected event of dyspnea, and non- serious expected event of injection site pain, fatigue and headache. The event of headache occurred 1 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 039K20A. The event of injection site pain occurred 2 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 039K20A. The event of atrial fibrillation, dyspnoea, and fatigue occurred 11 days after the first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 039K20A. Treatment included Cardizem drip, heparin, Xarelto and Lopressor. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

984394 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 CA M At  night he is really sweating.; that night he got really bad chills; Fever; Came home feeling delirious; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273), and who came home feeling delirious, that night he got really bad chills, fever, and at night he was really sweating.   The patient's medical history was not provided.  Concomitant medications were not provided.   On 13 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received his first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 027L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 13 Jan 2021, the patient came home feeling delirious after he had received the COVID -19 vaccine.  That night, he developed real bad chills with a fever.  O  On 17 Jan 2021, his temperature worsened and was 100.8 degrees Fahrenheit (F).  At night he was really sweating.   Treatment for the events were not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was unknown.  The outcome of the events, came home feeling delirious, that night he got really bad chills, fever, and at night he was really sweating, were not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a case of a male patient who experienced a serious event of feeling delirious and non-serious event of he got really bad chills, fever, and was really sweating.  The events developed on the same day after the administration of the mRNA-1273 vaccine (lot # 027L20A, expiration date-unknown). No treatment was reported, and outcome is unknown.  Based on the information provided which includes a temporal association, a causal association cannot be excluded.

984395 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 WI 39 F Anaphylaxis; Burning sensation in the arm; This spontaneous report  was received from a consumer who was a 39-years-old female patient who received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced an immediate burning sensation in the arm and anaphylaxis.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant Medications were not reported.  On 13 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm (Lot number: 025L20A). She immediately felt a burning sensation in the arm, dizziness, and developed hives on her arm, face and chest. The hives on her face were itchy. She presented to the Emergency Department and was treated for anaphylaxis. Treatment included intravenous diphenhydramine and intramuscular epinephrine.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome of the events, burning sensation in the arm and anaphylaxis, were considered resolved on an unknown date.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 39-year old female patient with unknown medical history and concomitant medications. The patient experienced an unexpected event of Anaphylaxis that was considered medically significant. Additionally, the patient experienced expected non-serious event of Burning sensation in the arm. The events occurred immediately after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025L20A). Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.

984396 12/28/2020 01/29/2021 PA 56.0 55 M Received 2nd vaccination 22 days apart; Sore left deltoid; Swelling of the lymph nodes on the same side; Tender axilla; Very very slight tender to touch in the pectoral area; A spontaneous report was received from a 56-year-old male physician who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced sore left deltoid, swelling of lymph nodes on the same side, tender axilla, tender to touch in the pectoral area and second dose vaccine administered 22 days apart.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included metoprolol, fish oil, vitamin B, vitamin D3, zinc, vitamin C, turmeric, sertraline, and encapsulated dried fruits and vegetables.   On 28 Dec 2020 prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. On 19 Jan 2021, the patient received their second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 012L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 28 Dec 2020, the patient experienced sore left deltoid, swelling of the lymph nodes on the same side, and tender axilla. On 19 Jan 2021, the patient experienced very slight tender to touch in the pectoral area and second dose of vaccine given 22 days after first dose. No treatment information was provided.   The patient received both scheduled doses of mRNA-1273, therefore action taken with the drug in response to the events is not applicable.   The outcome of the events, experienced sore left deltoid, swelling of lymph nodes on the same side, and tender axilla was considered resolved on 30 Dec 2020. The outcome of the events, slight tender to touch in the pectoral area and second dose vaccine given 22 days apart, was considered resolved on 19 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a case of a 56-year-old male patient who experienced second dose vaccine administered 22 days apart (Inappropriate schedule of vaccine administered) and non-serious events of sore left deltoid, swelling of lymph nodes on the same side, tender axilla, tender to touch in the pectoral area after the administration of the mRNA-1273 vaccine (Lot # 012L20A., expiration date-unknown).  The events of sore left deltoid, swelling of lymph nodes on the same side, tender axilla occurred the same day after administration of the first dose of the vaccine and event of tender to touch in the pectoral area occurred on the same day after the last dose and 22 days after the first dose.  No treatment was reported, and outcome is resolved for the event of slight tender to touch in the pectoral area. The reported events of sore left deltoid, swelling of lymph nodes on the same side, tender axilla, tender to touch in the pectoral area are consistent with the known safety profile of the vaccine. Hence, based on the information provided a causal association between the administration of mRNA-1273 and the reported events cannot be excluded The event of second dose vaccine administered 22 days apart is considered not applicable.

984397 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 CA 59.0 U Anaphylaxis-like symptoms; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a 59-year-old, White, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced anaphylaxis-like symptoms.  The patient's medical history was not reported. No concomitant product use was reported.  On 13 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 041L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 13 Jan 2021, after vaccine administration, the patient experienced anaphylaxis-like symptoms that included, anaphylaxis, angioedema, shortness of breath, itching, swelling of eyes, and sleepiness. The patient was treated with epinephrine injections and taken to the emergency department.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, anaphylaxis-like symptoms, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 59 year old subject with unknown medical history, who experienced a serious unexpected event of Anaphylactoid reaction. The event occurred after first dose of the study medication administration.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

984398 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 TX 46.0 44 F Angioedema of arm, face, and tongue; Difficulty swallowing; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a 46-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed angioedema arm, face, and tongue and difficulty swallowing probably due to swelling.    The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included penicillin allergy, seasonal allergies, dermatological fillers and collagen fillers. Concomitant medications included Redopx and Aloim.   On 12 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 041L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 12 Jan 2021, after receiving the vaccine, the patient had swelling, angioedema of the arm, face and tongue. She also had difficulty swallowing, probably due to the swelling per the reporter. Treatment for the event included prednisone and diphenhydramine.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events, developed angioedema arm, face, and tongue and difficulty swallowing probably due to swelling, were considered resolved on an unknown date.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 46-year-old female patient with relevant medical history of penicillin allergy, seasonal allergies, dermatological fillers and collagen fillers who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 041L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. Patient experienced the serious unlisted event of angioedema of the arm, face, and tongue and serious unlisted event of difficulty swallowing probably due to swelling. Treatment for the events included prednisone and diphenhydramine which resolved the events. Based on the temporal association between the use of the product and the events occurring after receiving the vaccine, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events of angioedema of the arm, face, and tongue and difficulty swallowing are possibly related to the product.

984399 12/28/2020 01/29/2021 OR 66.0 65 F Horner's syndrome; A spontaneous report was received from a 66-year-old female physician who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed Horner's syndrome.    The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided.  On 28 Dec 2020, approximately two days prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The patient reported after receiving the vaccine, she developed Horner's syndrome on 30 Dec 2020. She reported having a droopy eye on the left side and her left eye having a small pupil. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, Horner's syndrome, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 66-year old female patient. The medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an expected medically significant event of Horner's syndrome approximately two days after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A). Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is considered possibly related to the vaccine.

984400 12/14/2020 01/29/2021 39.0 U arm soreness; headache; fatigue; mild body aches; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: Unidentifiable reporter. Upon receipt of follow-up information on 17Jan2021, this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.   This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) and another contactable consumer. A 39-year-old patient of an unspecified gender received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 14Dec2020 at single dose for covid vaccine. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was almost 72hrs in and feel normal. The patient had arm soreness the first day (14Dec2020) followed by headache, fatigue, and mild body aches lasting about 36hrs. The patient was vaccinated in the middle of six emergency room shifts in 7 days so the patient suspected that contributed to some of the fatigue. The patient was able to go for a run yesterday (unspecified date) before night shift and felt fine during shift. So all in all, the side effects for the patient had been mild without needing any Motrin or Tylenol. The outcome of events was recovering.

984401 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 FL 70.0 M when he pushes on the injection site, he does feel a little pain; feel a little tightness in his breathing/ tightness/shortness of breath; on his finger (pulse ox) showing he had 95% oxygen uptake, looked like 91% and then it went up to 93%; feel a little bit of heat on his forehead; nose dripping/nose was running; seems like it isn't working; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 70-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number: EL1283, via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 09:55 at a single dose on the Upper Left Arm, probably on muscle near the top for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included shellfish allergy, asthma, hay fever, reaction/allergy to oleander plant (rash on his legs) and had surgery on his hip. There were no concomitant medications. The caller received Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine early yesterday morning, 13Jan2021 and his second dose has been scheduled for more than 3 weeks. He also mentioned that his vaccine "seems like it isn't working". The patient stated it doesn't look like he had much of a response. All of his neighbor's arms are so sore and 'blah blah' and they have other side effects. He feels like everybody else had a much bigger reaction. He read there was a whole bunch of people that was given the COVID-19 vaccine with a short needle and all of their vaccinations had to be re-done. He really didn't feel nothing when he was being injection. He explained that when he pushes on the injection site, he does feel a little pain on 14Jan2021. However, he was heavily muscled in that area, and also based on his recent surgery on his hip and other experiences, he noticed on the surgeons files on his case, it says he has a high tolerance for pain which he believes to be true. He believes he may have been injected with a short needle. He was just wondering what size of needle is supposed to be used for the Pfizer vaccine and asked how he can find out what needle was used on him.  He doesn't know if this was an intramuscular injection, but he assumes they were trying to get into the muscle. The patient stated he does have allergies, particularly to shellfish, but they haven't been really acting up a lot or that much. He told them about his allergies when he was receiving the COVID-19 vaccine, and they kept him for half an hour after receiving it on 13Jan2021. He did feel a little tightness in his breathing. He does have a little bit of asthma and he does have hay fever and all of that stuff. They put the little thing on his finger (pulse ox) showing he had 95% oxygen uptake, which is little low for him. The next time that checked it first looked like 91% and then it went up to 93%, but the way one holds their finger has something to do with that. He waited a few more minutes and assumed it was probably just allergies. He felt how it feels when he gets into pollen. He took a couple of puffs of his inhaler (Pro air HFA (albuterol sulfate) and the tightness very quickly went back to normal. The last reading when they put the pulse ox on his finger was 96.5. It should be 98 but at that point he talked to them and was feeling much better. He also mentioned he did feel a little bit of heat on his forehead last night (13Jan2021), he might have noticed it. However, the breathing stuff (Tightness/shortness of breath) started again. He used his inhaler again which would have been about 9 hours later, and he also took a Claritin as well. He doesn't normally take Claritin but he does take it every day up north and the last few weeks he did have his Condo wide open. The patient confirmed the tightness/shortness of breath wasn't immediately after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine, it was about 15-20 minutes after. The feeling felt no different than when he starts having a reaction to cigar smoke or something like that. The tightness/ shortness of breath improved immediately after using his inhaler. He used the inhaler which cleared up the tightness instantly as it always does but his nose was running kind of like when one has the flu. He clarifies he noticed late afternoon/evening; his nose was dripping. The dripping went on for 2-3 hours. He knew the inhaler wouldn't necessarily stop the dripping, so he figured he better take a Claritin. He stated not too longer after taking the Claritin, maybe 15-20 minutes afterwards when the Claritin started taking effect, the dripping stopped, and it hasn't been back since. He believes he took one Claritin a day before. The outcome of the event nose dripping was recovered, tightness/shortness of breath and 'on his finger (pulse ox) showing he had 95% oxygen uptake, looked like 91% and then it went up to 93%' was recovering, 'when he pushes on the injection site, he does feel a little pain' was not recovered while for other events was unknown.

984402 01/04/2021 01/29/2021 AK 63.0 U pulse 128, heart is still beating too fast; took my blood pressure and it was high for me. 167/102/high blood pressure; patient was very tired; I was lightheaded and saw spots before my eyes; My heart pounded in my chest; my pulse erratic; low potassium; high sugar; high thyroid; low sodium; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 63-year-old patient of an unspecified gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration (vaccination location: left arm) on 04Jan2021 at 12:00 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included allergies to latex from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks and no other medications in two weeks. The patient previously took tetracycline and experienced allergies to tetracycline. It was reported that the evening of the vaccine, the patient was very tired. Patient stated, "I took my blood pressure and it was high for me. 167/102, pulse 128, I was lightheaded and saw spots before my eyes". The patient called the nurse hotline and was sent to the ER. The ER just said that the patient had high blood pressure which patient stated, "I don't, I take it regularly". The patient also stated, I was off work for a week, too tired to get off the couch. My heart pounded in my chest, my pulse erratic. I went to the doctor 2 days later. She said it was from the vaccine. My labs from the ER showed low sodium, low potassium, high sugar and high thyroid. I had no health issues before the vaccine. I am back at work, but my heart is still beating too fast. This morning while doing nothing it was 102". No treatment was provided for the events. Covid test post vaccination (test type: nasal swab) on 07Jan2021 was negative. Outcome of the events was reported as recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

984404 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 IL 41.0 F Full body rash; trouble clearing throat; felt like there was something stuck in throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 41-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number EL3249), intramuscular (right arm), on 13Jan2021 09:45, at single dose, for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies: sea salt, hypothyroidism, anemia, asthma, and seizures (when younger). Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took tramadol and hydrocodone and experienced allergies to both drugs. The patient experienced full body rash on 13Jan2021 10:15 (also reported as about 30 mins after vaccination). On 13Jan2021 10:15 (also reported as about an hour after receiving vaccination), the patient had trouble clearing throat and felt like there was something stuck in throat. The patient has been taking Benadryl and Motrin for these adverse events. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks, had no other medications in two weeks, had no Covid prior vaccination and, had not been Covid-tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovering.

984405 12/29/2020 01/29/2021 NY F tested positive for Covid-19; asymptomatic; tested positive for Covid-19; asymptomatic; Back pain; Cold; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date unknown) via unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient informed that she received the first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine on 29Dec2020 and her second dose was scheduled on 19Jan2021, but she was tested positive for Covid-19 on unspecified date. The patient informed that she was asymptomatic and only has back pain and cold. The patient wanted to know if she can receive the second dose of the vaccine. The outcome of the events tested positive for Covid-19; asymptomatic, back pain, cold was unknown.  Follow-up activities are possible, information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the lack of efficacy cannot be excluded for vaccine BNT162B2.

984406 12/22/2020 01/29/2021 AR 36.0 M test for COVID-19/Positive; test for COVID-19/Positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 36-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162b2 (Lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 22Dec2020 17:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included High Cholesterol. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took codeine and experienced allergies. The patient received the Rapid throat swab test for COVID-19 on 30Dec2020, the result was positive. The outcome of the events was unknown.

984408 01/05/2021 01/29/2021 F Vaginal bleeding; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, unknown lot number and expiration), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at 05:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included skin auto-immune disease and auto-immune hypothyroidism.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received the vaccine on 05Jan2021 at 05:00. The next day at 6:30 AM (06Jan2021), the patient started having vaginal bleeding that has not subsided yet and still going strong. The patient had seen a lot of specialist. She went to the ER twice and had CT scan, 3 biopsies taken, internal sonogram, had blood tests and urinalysis done, all with unknown results. The doctor told her if it doesn't stop in a couple of weeks, the patient will undergo a general anesthesia to further analyze the situation. The physician did not have information on vaccination for people with auto-immune issue. The patient had not yet recovered from the event vaginal bleeding.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

984409 12/30/2020 01/29/2021 IL 22.0 F She has abdominal cramping now; Chills; she develops joint pain /They were sore and stiff; she develops joint pain /They were sore and stiff; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer patient via a Pfizer-sponsored program. A 22-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: EJ1685, Lot Expire Date: unknown), intramuscular injection in left deltoid on 30Dec2020 07:15 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization (reported as "Why was the patient taking COVID19 Vaccine (Verbatim): healthcare worker "). Medical history included ongoing allergy to sulfa antibiotics since 1998 (diagnosed within her first year of life) and allergic to the cold from 2011 and ongoing. She has an allergy to the cold and people sometimes confuse it with Raynaud's. It is not Raynaud's. Concomitant medication included etonogestrel (NEXPLANON) from May2019 and ongoing for birth control. The patient received the vaccine on 30Dec2020 and developed symptoms 4 days ago (10Jan2021), she was experiencing joint pain and chills, also reported as "just over the last 2 days she develops joint pain and chills". Patient experienced chills on 13Jan2021. Patient just called about possible side effects and she was wondering if she should get the second dose. Her side effects were minor. They were joint pain and chills. Joint Pain started in the hips and felt like something was wrong. They were sore and stiff. She has abdominal cramping now and she was not sure if that is from the joint pain or regular period. She just finished her menstrual cycle and normally she has cramps afterwards. She does not have a fever. Patient has checked her temperature three times. 30Dec2020 was when she received her first dose. Vaccination Facility Type was health center . The events did not require a visit to emergency room and physician office. No prior vaccination within 4 weeks but patient reported that events following prior vaccinations was "the worst was swelling and tenderness with HPV vaccine. HPV vaccine manufacturer: unknown". Outcome of the event chills was not recovered (ongoing) while for other events was unknown.

984410 12/22/2020 01/29/2021 CT 47.0 F she was supposed to get her second dose on the 12Jan2021 but she was still not feeling very well so now they are telling her to go this weekend; she was supposed to get her second dose on the 12Jan2021 but she was still not feeling very well so now they are telling her to go this weekend; tested positive for COVID; tested positive for COVID; not feeling very well; feeling dizzy and weak; feeling dizzy and weak; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 47-year-old female patient receive the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899 and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Diabetes which was diagnosed in Apr2020. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received the first dose of the vaccine on 22Dec2020. She tested positive for COVID19 on 08Jan2021. The second dose of vaccine on 12Jan2021 was deferred as the patient was not feeling well on an unspecified date in Jan2021. She asked for guidance/information about receiving the second dose after testing positive. She stated that she was still feeling dizzy and weak on an unspecified date in Jan2021. She said that she heard the people were not feeling too well after the second dose and she will get it as long as it will not kill her. She asked what will happen if she does not take the second dose and will she need to get the series again. She wanted to know if she can take the second dose of vaccine. She clarified that she was supposed to get her second dose on 12Jan2021 but she was not feeling very well so now they were telling her to go on the weekend. She does not feel fine. She asked if it was safe for her to take the second dose or should she wait. She wanted to know if the effect of the first dose is null since she has now delayed it so long. She is the supervisor of ultrasound department. She started having COVID symptoms of 04Jan2021, she was tested on 05Jan2021 and got a positive result on 08Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported tested positive for COVID19 based on the known safety profile. However the short duration since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

984411 01/29/2021 U significant leakage from the site of injection; This is a spontaneous report from contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar events for two (2) patients. This is the first of the two reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (lot number and expiry date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. After administration of the vaccine, two of the doctors had significant leakage from the site of injection. This was a clear fluid leaking out of the site of injection. The pharmacist stated this type of leaking fluid is a common occurrence with the flu vaccine and asked if there is any particular guidance on what should be done in the case of this vaccine. Should the doctors get titers drawn up to determine if they need to get a 3rd dose? Should they go ahead and get the 3rd dose anyways?  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021042161 same drug/event, different patients

984412 01/10/2021 01/29/2021 NY 31.0 F numbness to my left leg (from my ankle to my hip/waist)/ right side also became slightly numb/numbness to her left arm; My left knee was buckling, making walking very difficult; My left knee was buckling, making walking very difficult; my right side also became slightly numb, and was also tingling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 31-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: ELO140, expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 10Jan2021 at 11:45 AM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included neuropathy and migraine.  The patient did not have COVID prior to vaccination. Patient is not pregnant. Concomitant medications included cyanocobalamin (VITAMIN B12 [CYANOCOBALAMIN]), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D [COLECALCIFEROL]) and acacia senegal, ascorbic acid, betacarotene, calcium carbonate, calcium pantothenate, calcium silicate, cellulose microcrystalline, colecalciferol, croscarmellose sodium, cyanocobalamin, dextrin, dl-alpha tocopheryl acetate, ferrous fumarate, folic acid, gelatin, glucose, hypromellose, lecithin, macrogol, magnesium oxide, magnesium stearate, nicotinamide, pyridoxine hydrochloride, retinol acetate, riboflavin, silicon dioxide, starch, thiamine mononitrate, titanium dioxide, zinc oxide (ONE-A-DAY WOMEN'S) on unspecified dates for unspecified indications. The patient has not had other vaccines in four weeks. On 10Jan2021, three hours after being vaccinated (at approximately 3:00 PM), the patient experienced complete numbness to her left leg (from her ankle to her hip/waist). Hours later, the patient noted numbness to her left arm. Her left knee was buckling, making walking very difficult. The patient reported to the ER, and after several hours of waiting to be seen by a doctor, her right side also became slightly numb, and was also tingling. 18 hours after symptom onset (at approximately 9:30am, the day following injection), the numbness on her right side resolved. It was also reported that the numbness on her left side did not completely resolve for more than 24 hours.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal swab test which was negative on 13Jan2021 . Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events which included anti-anxiety medication for calming. The outcome of the events left knee was buckling, making walking very difficult and tingling was recovered on unspecified date, while the rest of the events was recovering at the time of report.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported complete numbness to her left leg (from her ankle to her hip/waist)/numbness to her left arm,  left knee was buckling,  walking very difficult, right side also became slightly numb and tingling, and the administration of COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association and lacking alternative explanations.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

984413 12/20/2020 01/29/2021 CA 49.0 F BP 218/116; headache; cold sweats; shivering; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) reported that a 49-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EKS730), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 20Dec2020 11:15 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included allergic rhinitis and atopic dermatitis both from an unspecified date. Patient is not pregnant. Concomitant medications included montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC [CETIRIZINE HYDROCHLORIDE]), doxycycline, prednisone, and diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL); all were taken from an unspecified date for an unspecified indication. The patient received the second dose of other vaccine (unspecified, Pfizer product, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 14Jan2021. On 20Dec2020 11:45, the patient had headache, cold sweats, shivering, and BP (blood pressure) 218/116. The patient called Rapid Response Nurse, and she was wheeled to the hospital E.R. The patient was seen by a doctor and opted to just monitor her BP, no medication or IV line started. The patient was discharged with SBP of 159. The outcome of the event BP (blood pressure) 218/116 was recovering while the rest of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The subject received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 20Dec2020 11:15.  On 20Dec2020 11:45, the patient had blood pressure high, 218/116 mmHg.  Based on information available, the reported high blood pressure was probably causally related to the first dose of BNT162B2, considering the plausible temporal relationship, and clinical course.  However, the concomitant medications, especially prednisone, for unspecified indications, could be confounding factors.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

984414 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 OK 40.0 F Facial numbness and tingling; Facial numbness and tingling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP). A 40-years-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 08Jan2021 at 07:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included anemia, Vitamin D deficiency, and known allergies to dairy and kiwi. Concomitant medication included iron (IRON), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D [COLECALCIFEROL]), zinc (ZINC), linum usitatissimum oil (FLAXSEED OIL [LINUM USITATISSIMUM OIL]), and cetirizine (CETIRIZINE). The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number: EH9899, on the right arm on 19Dec2020 at 0745AM for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no COVID prior vaccination and had not tested for COVID post vaccination. The patient experienced facial numbness and tingling on 08Jan2021 at 08:15. No treatment was administered for the events. The events resolved on an unknown date in Jan2021.

984415 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 HI 40.0 F on left arm, almost immediately after left hand became increasingly cold; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Other-HCP reporting for herself.  A 40-years-old female patient received her second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, via an unspecified route of administration on arm left from 14Jan2021 07:00 to 14Jan2021 07:00 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included Prolonged QT syndrome. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had her first dose of BNT162B2 on 23Dec2020 to 23Dec2020. On 15Jan2021 at 07:00, on left arm, almost immediately after left had became increasingly cold. Right had was ok and did not change in temperature. Area around the shot was not cold, only hand. Coldness lasted for about 15 minutes before slowly getting back to normal temperature. The patient had not received any treatment for the event. The patient was not pregnant at the time of the report. Outcome of the event was recovered on an unspecified date.   No follow up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

984416 01/10/2021 01/29/2021 32.0 F Severe generalized pruritus, likely delayed hypersensitivity; Severe generalized pruritus, likely delayed hypersensitivity; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 32-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 10Jan2021 at 08:00 at a single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included seasonal allergies. Patient has no concomitant medications. The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on an unspecified date for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. On 12Jan2021, the patient experienced severe generalized pruritus, likely delayed hypersensitivity. Patient was given antihistamines and topical agents for the events. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

984417 01/11/2021 01/29/2021 FL 75.0 F Very painful stiff neck; Very painful stiff neck; rapid heartbeat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 75-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date unspecified), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 13:15 at single dose (left arm) for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history. The patient had no known allergies and patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medication included gabapentin, diltiazem hydrochloride (DILT-XR), losartan and ezetimibe (ZETIA). On 14Jan2021 at 22:00, the patient experienced very painful stiff neck and rapid heartbeat. The patient had no therapy for the events. The patient had no other vaccine in 4 weeks, and did not have Covid prior vaccination. The patient was no Covid tested post vaccination. Outcome of events was not recovered.  Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.

984418 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 NC 25.0 M Muscle tightness; soreness at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A 25-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3247), via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) on 14Jan2021 13:15 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included Penicillin allergy (reported "known allergies: Penicillin". Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 14Jan2021 (20:00), the patient experienced muscle tightness and soreness at the injection site up to 24 hours post injection. There was no treatment received for the adverse events. The outcome of events was recovering. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

984419 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 ME 29.0 F red circle around the injecting site; injecting site, itchy; injecting site; a hard ball underneath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 29-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number El3246 and expiry date unknown) via unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 13Jan2021 09:15 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization in a hospital. Medical history included liver tumors, and allergies to "sulfer", thyroid (disorder), anxiety and blood pressure (abnormal). Concomitant medications included thyroid, anxiety and blood pressure medications. The patient has no other vaccine in four weeks. On 14Jan2021, the patient experienced red circle around the injecting site, itchy and a hard ball underneath. The patient did not receive treatment due to the events. The outcome of the events red circle around the injecting site, itchy and a hard ball underneath was not recovered.

984420 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 LA 53.0 F Fever; body ache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 53-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, lot number: EL0142, unknown expiration), intramuscular in right arm on 13Jan2021 at 07:15 AM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in a hospital.  Medical history included diabetes and high cholesterol.  The patient's concomitant medication included unspecified vitamins. The patient previously received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231, unknown expiration) via intramuscular in left arm on 23Dec2020 at 07:15 AM in a hospital. The patient also had known allergies to codeine. The patient experienced fever and body aches on 13Jan2021 at 13:00. The patient did not receive other vaccines in four weeks. The patient had no COVID prior to vaccination and was not tested for COVID post vaccination. The patient did not received treatment for the events. The patient had not yet recovered from the events.

984421 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 CT M coughed up what looked like blood in his spit; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A male patient of an unspecified age received his first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine) at a single dose on 14Jan2021 for COVID-19 immunization, and apixaban (ELIQUIS)  via an unspecified route of administration at an unspecified dose from an unspecified date as blood thinner. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received his first shot of vaccine in the morning 14Jan2021 while on apixaban. After going to sleep at night, he woke up a couple hours later and coughed up some spit that looked like it had blood. It was 6 or 7 times. He stated he was "ok now" and it was just last night that one time. The action taken for apixaban was unknown. The outcome of the event was resolved on a unspecified date in Jan2021. He will have his second shot in 4 weeks and he is asking if he should get the second shot and if he should stop taking apixaban before his second shot.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

984422 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 FL 32.0 M 101.8F fever; chills; nausea; headache; sinus pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 32-year-old male patient received his second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL3246) on his left arm, via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 08:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies to sulfa drugs. Concomitant medication included loratadine (CLARITINE) and crisaborole (EUCRISA). Historical vaccine included bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 22Dec2020 (first dose). The patient experienced 101.8F fever, chills, nausea, headache, sinus pain; all on 14Jan2021 11:00pm. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was recovering.

984423 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 F experiencing diarrhea that is a little bit on the loose side; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient herself).  A female patient of an unspecified age received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also known as PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at single dose, for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced diarrhea that she was a little bit on the loose side on an unspecified date in Jan2021. The outcome of event was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

984424 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 M Really dizzy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (wife). A male patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 15Jan2021 the patient experienced the event really dizzy. The reporter called to ask if dizziness was a side effect of the vaccine. The clinical outcome of the event, really dizzy, was unknown.   The lot number for vaccine BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.

984425 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 PA 74.0 F both cheeks were very rosy red; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 74-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EL3246) via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 (in the morning) at a single dose as COVID-vaccine, she got it as a protection to her because she's elderly with underlying conditions. Medical history was not reported. Concomitant medications included unspecified five prescriptions which she has been taking for a long time (nothing new). She has had no reaction to medications. Her diet was her normal diet. The patient experienced both cheeks were very rosy red on 14Jan2021 21:30. She wanted to know if experiencing very rosy red cheeks, on both sides, after receiving the Covid vaccine was a normal side effect. She received the first dose of the COVID Pfizer vaccine yesterday morning on 14Jan2021, everything was fine (good) at 7:30 p.m. Then at 9:30 p.m., while she was brushing her teeth, she noticed that both cheeks were very rosy red (her cheeks were rosy red). This morning, her cheeks appeared to be skin tone (skin looked normal). It was gone now; both cheeks were her normal skin tone and everything looked normal now. She didn't eat anything unusual the day of the vaccine. She was wondering if she should go back on 15Feb2021. She was going to ask her doctor and was going to notify her primary care doctor as well if she experiences any redness today or tomorrow. Investigation assessment was noted as no. The outcome of the event was recovered on 15Jan2021.

984426 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 FL 83.0 M bronchitis; Arm soreness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An 83-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number: A3246/H3246, via an unspecified route of administration from 12Jan2021 08:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma and ongoing cough. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had a minor cough and was spitting up phlegm but had no temperature before he got the vaccine. The patient had bronchitis but no virus currently. He still has a bit of cough. He wanted to know if it gets worse was, he allowed to take an antibiotic and if taking antibiotics or prednisone will interfere with the vaccine as he already received the first dose. He was asking if it got worse, should he wait five more days and then go to the doctor. He wanted to know if prednisone affects the vaccine. The only side effect of COVID-19 Vaccine was his arm was hurting for about four to five hours on 12Jan2021, but that was it. The patient took two Tylenol. Arm soreness went away maybe five to seven hours later. The outcome of the event arm soreness was recovered while bronchitis was unknown.    Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.

984427 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 TX 74.0 F it itches quite a bit/ Itching; pain and discomfort with her arm; pain and discomfort with her arm; couldn't get to sleep; rash looks like little blisters; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 74-year-old female patient started received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL3248 and expiry date: Nov2021), via an unspecified route of administration on her left arm on 12Jan2021 12:40 at a single dose  for her age (COVID-19 immunization). Medical history included blood pressure (abnormal) and surgeries (had so many surgeries but none recently). Concomitant medications included ongoing atorvastatin for more than a year for blood pressure, ongoing amlodipine for more than year for blood pressure, ongoing losartan for more than year for blood pressure and ongoing terazosin from 09Dec2020 for blood pressure. The patient got her first injection on 12Jan2021 Tuesday and the following day (13Jan2021) she broke out with a rash on her right arm, right under her wrist and where you bend arm. She was asking if this a normal or expected side effect. The patient mentioned it was not in the arm where she received the vaccine. The rash was located in four places on her right arm; at the bend; maybe about two inches from where she bends it; a little bit on the outside of the arm and at the inside of her wrist. Last night (14Jan2021) she went to bed at 11PM and couldn't get to sleep until 3:00AM due to the pain and discomfort with her arm. Now (15Jan2021), it itches quite a bit. She put Neosporin (31254-7238-090 Lot 3259L or a 1 2/1 Expiration date Oct2021) on it and it helped but then when it dries up she can feel the itching again and was painful. The rash looks like little blisters. She is planning to get the next dose; she has to call in. Her next dose is due by 02Feb2021. The events did not require a visit to physician or ER. No prior vaccinations (within 4 weeks). The outcome of the events rash looks like little blisters, Pain in arm and it itches quite a bit/ Itching was not recovered and it was unknown for the other events.

984428 01/29/2021 FL M The caller and his wife are to receive the second dose 28 days after the first; This case has been considered invalid since there is no indication that the consumer experienced an event under Product BNT162B2, just medical inquiry.  This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). The reporter reported similar event for two patient (reporter and his wife). This is the first case of 2 reports, for consumer himself.  A male patient of unknown age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Lot number EL1283, on unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient explained that yesterday he and his wife were scheduled to get the Modera vaccine in (address). They drove down there only to find out they ran out of the Moderna vaccine so they gave them the Pfizer one, which was fine, it was good actually. Now his second dose was based on the Moderna one and was scheduled at 28 days out. He was reading and found out we recommend it being given at 21 days. The patient explained the site said it was fine but he wanted to know if there's a problem with getting it at 28 days instead of 21 days or should he raise a fuss with the Health Department to make them give it to them at 21 days. He and his wife both got the shot that day with the same lot number: EL1283.

984429 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 FL 78.0 F Chills; feeling very hot; arm also swelled, about 3 inches around the site; arm also swelled, about 3 inches around the site/ it was red and itchy; arm also swelled, about 3 inches around the site/ it was red and itchy; she woke up in a horrible sweat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 78-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EJ1284, expiry date: 30Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration upper arm probably only about 4inches down from shoulder blade on the left on 12Jan2021 18:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID on 01Oct2020. Concomitant medication included rivaroxaban (XARELTO) as blood thinner. The patient previously took a flu and shingles shot and experienced her redness and swelling on her arm. The patient did not have vaccinations four weeks prior, and no additional vaccines were administered on the same date. She got it because she was told by her doctor that her antibodies will not last forever and it was still necessary to get it even though she already had COVID antibodies. She contracted COVID on 01Oct2020, that was the date when she had a positive test then she was last tested in December and she still had the antibodies then. She received her first dose of the vaccine on Tuesday 12Jan2021 and 24 hours later on 13Jan2021, she experienced chills and feeling very hot, which she took Tylenol extra strength for and it disappeared the next day. Her arm also swelled, not the whole arm, she would say about 3 inches around the site, 4 inches at the most and it was still swollen, it was red and itchy. Then she woke up in a horrible sweat but by the following morning it was gone. She wouldn't say it was a horrible reaction but she wanted to be certain she can go ahead and get the second shot which she had an appointment for. She said everything has resolved completely except for the swelling, her arm was still swollen, itchy, and red. Since the swelling, redness and itchiness began she would say it was slightly better than it was. The patient received the vaccine at an independent assisted living facility, not a military facility. The adverse events did not require a visit to the emergency room or physician's office. Outcome of the events chills, feeling very hot and woke up in a horrible sweat was recovered on 14Jan2021, while the remaining events was recovering.

984430 01/10/2021 01/29/2021 M a little soreness in the arm; nauseated/cannot throw up anything, he was just continually nauseated; his stomach hurt; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's wife). A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration, on 10Jan2021, at single dose, for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The wife stated that the patient received the Covid vaccine on 10Jan2021 with a little soreness in the arm on 10Jan2021 when he first received the shot. However, in a couple days in Jan2021, he got nauseated and his stomach hurt, but cannot throw up anything, he was just continually nauseated. He also had a headache for a while on Jan2021 but that's gone now. The patient's wife asked if there was something to help the patient with the nausea after receiving the vaccine and also asked if the patient should receive the second dose if he was experiencing nausea. The outcome of the event headache was recovered on Jan2021; nausea was not recovered; while the outcome of the other remaining events was unknown.  Information about the lot/batch number has been requested.

984431 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 F her blood sugar is 260's; This is a spontaneous report from a Non-contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Reporter indicated that she received her first dose of vaccine yesterday (14Jan2021) and her blood sugar is 260's on an unspecified date. She ate a slice of toast and exercised, asking if steroids are in vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information expected.

984432 12/30/2020 01/29/2021 MA 89.0 M losing night time sleep; welts on his body; rashes on delicate parts of belly, buttocks, scalp which were itchy/The rash gradually developed an itch; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 89-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EH9899 and expiry date: 31Mar2021), via intramuscular route of administration on 30Dec2020 at 11:00 at a single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 06Jan2021, a week after the injection, the patient experienced rashes on delicate parts of belly, buttocks, scalp which were itchy. The rash gradually developed an itch and he is now losing night time sleep. Patient stated that there were welts on his body on an unspecified date. He tried everything to stop the itch. He later stated there were objects across the counter that he tried, not prescription. One was alcohol and the other one was peroxide and a third one is Jergen's hand lotion and none worked. The outcome of the event itchy rash was not recovered, while unknown for the other events.

984433 12/28/2020 01/29/2021 SC 44.0 M Fever/a temp of 101; feels something is different; intermittent minimal pain especially when he wakes up; Tachycardia; His CRP was up a little at 1.1; Nausea; Shortness of breath; Fatigue; Pain at injection site left shoulder; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for himself. A 44-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on 28Dec2020, at a single dose on the left shoulder (arm left) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of the vaccine on 28Dec2020. Since receiving the vaccine, he has experienced multiple side effects at varying time points: pain at injection site left shoulder (experienced pain first day of receiving vaccine on 28Dec2020 and couple of days after fever (unspecified date) resolved (on an unspecified date); he was currently experiencing intermittent minimal pain especially when he wakes up; feels something is different; fever (experienced 08Jan2021); fatigue (developed 07Jan2021). He went to the ER on 08Jan2021 when he developed fever, nausea and shortness of breath which also resolved that day. When he went to ER, his CRP was up a little at 1.1. His PCR and antigen test was negative at that time (08Jan2021); a retest of PCR done 5 days after sxs started (unclear of time window) was negative. He was concerned that he had the fever many days after the vaccine. HCP was asking if any cases of fever and fatigue reported after 7 days (around the 10 day mark) of receiving the first dose. He stated that he is planning on taking the second dose. The patient is a physician calling about the Pfizer covid vaccine. He received his first dose on 28Dec2020. He had a little bit of pain in his left arm on same day, but it went away. About 10 days later, 07Jan2021, he had fever and fatigue. On 08Jan2021, he went to the ER with a temp of 101. He had tachycardia, nausea and shortness of breath. He was not admitted, stated his fever was controlled and his breathing was better. His oxygen was 100% and everything was ok and he was sent home. In the ER he had xrays and labs and everything was ok, except his CRP was a bit up. In the ER he had an antigen and pcr covid test (08Jan2021) and they both came back negative. About 4 or 5 days after the symptoms started, he had an outpatient repeat pcr test and nucleic acid rapid test (unspecified dates) and they both came back negative. He is on his way to get his second dose and he is asking if the symptoms could be side effects from the vaccine. Outcome the event fever was recovered on an unspecified date. Outcome of nausea and shortness of breath was recovered on 08Jan2021, while outcome of pain at injection site left shoulder was recovered on 28Dec2020. Outcome of the remaining events was unknown.    Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

984434 01/29/2021 F Not feeling well; Really bad headache; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer via the Medical Information Team. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported by the patient that she was not feeling well and have a really bad headache. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible: information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

984435 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 CA 26.0 F in the injection site she has a "large mass hard and stiff"; large mass and it hasn't resolved. The area was really hard and stiff; breastfeeding; breastfeeding; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This consumer reported information for both mother and baby. This is the maternal report. A 26-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot number: EL1284, expiration date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 07Jan2021 07:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had no medical history. There were no concomitant medications. She received the first dose of the vaccine on Thursday and in the injection site she has a "large mass hard and stiff", she's concerned about this and she would like to know what she can do. In the injection area a large mass and it hasn't resolved. The area was really hard and stiff. Wanted to know if she should be concerned or be seen. Received the first dose on 07Jan2021 and kind of had this issue with the injection arm all week and maybe noticed it Tuesday because she was afraid to sleep on that side. No history of problems with vaccines in past. She is due for the second dose on 28Jan2021. Caller later provides that she is breastfeeding at the moment, but no further details provided. The events did not result to a physician office and emergency room visit. Vaccination Facility Type was hospital. There were no additional vaccines administered on same date of Pfizer suspect. No relevant tests done and no family medical history. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Event was reported as non-serious. Outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021051752 mother/baby

984436 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 FL 78.0 M He was scheduled for the 2nd dose on 09Feb2021, longer than the 3weeks; dizzy; vertigo; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for himself. A 78-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1283, expiry date: not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 (around 11:00 or 11:30 AM) on left shoulder (arm left) for COVID-19 immunization. Vaccine was not administered at a military facility. There were no additional vaccines administered on same date of bnt162b2. He did not receive other vaccines 4 weeks prior to COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient had his 1st dose on 12Jan2021. He was fine that day, but on the 13Jan2021, he woke up and was dizzy. He stated that he had no problem after having the shot, 15 minutes later, he had no problems; but, the next day he began having vertigo and dizziness. Vertigo and dizziness began 13Jan2021 at about 8:00 AM. This has continued the past 3 days. It is getting better, but he is wondering if that is a big problem. At the time of report, it's getting better but still have it. He asked if he should be concerned. It is quite a bit improved but it's still there. If he had to drive a car for an emergency, he thinks he could do it, but he wouldn't volunteer for that right now. He looked up all that stuff and it says that 20% of the people who take it have that. But when they list the side effects, they don't list dizziness until they list severe that is the only thing that has concerned him. He was scheduled for the 2nd dose on 09Feb2021, longer than the 3weeks. Outcome of the events was recovering.

984437 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 CA 27.0 F Local skin allergic reaction at the injection site; Swelling (about the size of a quarter) at the injection site; Red dots (about the size of a pencil eraser) that appeared around the injection site; some spots around the area approximately the size of pencil erasers; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A 27-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: EL3302), intramuscular in the left upper deltoid muscle, on 13Jan2021 at 10:30, at a single dose, for COVID-19 vaccination. The patient had no medical history and concomitant medications. On 13Jan2021, the patient received first dose of vaccine and immediately (about 5 minutes after she received the vaccine at 10:35) developed non-severe local skin allergic reaction and swelling at the injection site, and some spots around the area approximately the size of pencil erasers. The patient had swelling (about the size of a quarter) at the injection site, along with red dots (about the size of a pencil eraser) that appeared around the injection site. The patient's vital signs were normal, her breathing was fine, and she had no swelling in her throat or lips. The patient took diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) 25 mg tablet, and a minute or two after taking the diphenhydramine hydrochloride tablet, all the symptoms went away. The patient was calling to see if she should receive the second dose of the vaccine. The patient asked if she should get the second COVID-19 vaccine dose, based on her adverse reactions after receiving the first dose. The patient recovered from the events on 13Jan2021.

984438 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 46.0 F Pain traveled up shoulder to ear; Pain traveled up shoulder to ear; strong dizziness that dissipated to minor dizziness within 15 minute wait; Pain in shoulder to neck; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 46-years-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1283, expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) on 13Jan2021 at 10:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome (PCOS), allergies, excessing calcification of veins and arteries, high blood pressure (BP), and known allergies to trees, grass and weeds. Concomitant medications included metformin (METFORMIN), rosuvastatin (ROSUVASTATIN), levothyroxine (LEVOTHYROXINE), and liothyronine (LIOTHYRONINE). The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. On 13Jan2021, the patient experienced pain traveled up shoulder to ear, strong dizziness that dissipated to minor dizziness within 15-minute wait and pain in shoulder to neck has lessened 48 hours later, but still present. The patient had no COVID prior vaccination and had no COVID test post-vaccination. No treatment administered for the events. The events were resolving at the time of the report.

984439 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 MA 81.0 F chills; tiredness; temperature was 100.8; sore arm with redness; sore arm with redness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 81-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 12Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included covid-19 in Apr2020. There were no concomitant medications. On 13Jan2021, the patient experienced chills and tiredness and at the end of the day, her temperature was 100.8. The patient also experienced sore arm with redness in Jan2021. The patient stated that every once in a while, she get a shot and get a sore arm. She added that she noticed that her arm was more sore with redness that morning of reporting. The outcome of events chills, tiredness and temperature was 100.8 recovered on 14Jan2021, event sore arm with redness was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

984440 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 M vomiting; does not feel good; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient received a 1st shot of Pfizer vaccine yesterday (14Jan2021) and has been vomiting since this am (morning) (15Jan2021) and does not feel good (exact date unspecified; Jan2021). The outcome of events was unknown. This case is non-serious.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

984441 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 F pain; headache; shiver; a fever which is currently 99.7 F; This is a spontaneous report received from a non-contactable consumer (patient's husband). A female patient of an unspecified age (reported as 62, unit not reported) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration, on 14Jan2021 10:00, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient received the vaccine yesterday (14Jan2021) around 10:00 and around 20:00, the patient experienced pain, headache, shiver and a fever which is currently 99.7 F. The reporter asked if the patient can use antipyretics before or after vaccination with the BNT162B2 vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

984442 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 M large swelling around his right leg; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for himself. A male patient of unspecified age received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on 13Jan2021, at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient also received insulin (manufacturer unknown), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date at an unspecified dose for an unspecified indication. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the COVID vaccine shot on Wednesday, 13Jan2021. At the morning of the report, 15Jan2021, he noticed a large swelling around his right leg. When he takes insulin through his right leg, he sees a few spots, but it usually goes away. This morning, when he woke up, a large area around the right site was swollen and it's not going away. He had been injected insulin around the same site a few times. He called to know if this was normal. The action taken in response to the event for insulin was unknown. Outcome of the event was not recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

984443 01/04/2021 01/29/2021 LA 48.0 F pain on left side of head that extends from left temple to above and behind my left ear and down the back of her neck; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 48-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 04Jan2021 at 13:30 at a single dose in the workplace clinic for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient did not have COVID prior to vaccination. The patient is not pregnant. The patient experienced sharp pain on left side of head that extends from left temple to above and behind my left ear and down the back of her neck on 05Jan2021 at 15:00. Sudden onset and fades over 10-60 minutes and reoccurs off and on throughout the day. Also have noticed chills at the same time, on 05Jan2021 at 15:00. The patient did not receive treatment for the events. Outcome of event chills was not recovered while recovered on 05Jan2021 for the other event.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

984444 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 M light headiness; feel tightness around my chest; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date unknown) via unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 11:15 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated "I already reported the side effects to Pfizer before calling you. I received the vaccine today (15Jan2021) at 11:15 am. I felt light headiness for 5 to 19 minutes. I attributed this to the fact that I was fasting. I felt better after drinking water and a little walk. When I got home I started to feel tightness around my chest, no difficult breathing, no high pulse and no fever." The patient wasnted to know if this was considered a severe allergic reaction that may require hospitalization. The outcome of the event light headiness was recovering, while feel tightness around my chest was unknown.  Follow-up activities are possible, information on the batch number has been requested.

984445 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 AR 30.0 F Shortness of breath Chest Heavy Lightheaded; Shortness of breath Chest Heavy Lightheaded; Shortness of breath Chest Heavy Lightheaded; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 30-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL3246, expiration date not reported), intramuscular on 14Jan2021 10:15 at single dose on the right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included chronic pain and known allergies to sulfa. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced shortness of breath, chest heavy, lightheaded on 15Jan2021 at 10:00. The patient has not recovered from the events at the time of the report. The patient was not pregnant, has no prior COVID vaccination and was not tested for COVID post vaccination.

984446 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 WV 42.0 F A rash that was located on the neck,chest and back area; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 42-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 10:00 at a single dose on right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included type 2 diabetes mellitus. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. No known allergies. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior to vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced a rash that was located on the neck,chest and back area on 08Jan2021 14:00. No treatment was given for the event. The patient has not been tested for COVID post vaccination. The patient recovered from the event on Jan2021.

984447 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 MS 47.0 M Transient numbness inside mouth buccal mucosa for about 3-5 minutes; Slight swelling upper left lip; 2cm petechia on border of left upper lip stopping at the midline; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient). A 47-years-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3247), Intramuscular at left arm on 15Jan2021 11:00 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 vaccination. Medical history was reported as none.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 15Jan2021 11:15, the patient experienced transient numbness inside mouth buccal mucosa for about 3-5 minutes, slight swelling upper left lip, 2cm petechia on border of left upper lip. Stopping at the midline. No treatment received for the events. No covid-prior-vaccination, no covid-tested-post-vaccination, no known allergies. The outcome of the events was recovering.

984450 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 OK 69.0 F temperature of 105.5 and stated it would fluctuate between 104-105; blurred vision; balance was off; first it was up around 163/71 and then over time it was really low 118/58; HR was high; body was jerking; arm that she got the injection in was dropping; dehydrated; urine is darker; real thirsty; extremely weak; tired and exhausted; feeling horrible; couldn't stay awake, fell asleep; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 69-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EK9231 and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm, on 14Jan2021 13:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included left hip replaced on 16Nov2020 and had her right hip replaced on 29Dec2020. There were no concomitant medications. Patient reported that she got the shot at 1:30 pm and on the way home she started getting tired and exhausted on 14Jan2021. She got home and went right to bed. She felt like she couldn't stay awake, fell asleep and woke up about 6 pm then with a temperature of 105.5 and stated it would fluctuate between 104-105. She was just feeling horrible. At 7:30 pm, patient had a temperature of 103.5 and at 7:45 pm, her temperature was 104. On 14Jan2021, patient stated that she couldn't see straight, had blurred vision, having trouble walking, her balance was off and falling into walls. Her body was jerking and the arm that she got the injection in was dropping. Patient called her cardiology office, and was advised to take Tylenol 3-4 times per day and alternate it with Motrin. She was also taking coated 325 mg aspirin. She can hold her head up and was not jerking as much as she was. She was doing noticeably better. Patient had put ice bags on her groin, stomach and throat to try to cool down through the night. This brought temperature down to 103. She woke up at 12 am she was 102. Her temperature at the time of report was around 101-102. She took her blood pressure it was going crazy, first it was up around 163/71 and then over time it was really low 118/58 and heart rate was 130 for a while and went to 103. The back of her neck still felt so weak and she still feels extremely weak and exhausted. She went on to report that her HR was high and B/P was up but since then it has come down. The night of 14Jan2021, her b/p was low.On 14Jan2021, patient was also real thirsty and her urine was darker and was probably dehydrated and thought that she was real jerky muscle-wise, like she is not in control of anything last night. That she has not taken BP or heart rate on 15Jan2021, but it was not pounding today though. She was doing better today at the time of report. Patient was recovering from the events of fever, blurred vision, and balance was off; not recovered from tired, jerking, and dehydration. Outcome of remaining events was unknown.

984452 12/12/2020 01/29/2021 TX 25.0 F numbness; tingling; shooting pain in her left trapezius; nerve pain in this area, mostly on the left medial trap next to her spine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient herself). A 25-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number EK5730, expiry date unknown), intramuscular (right arm), on 12Dec2020 21:00 at single dose, for covid-19 immunization. Medical history includes unresolved dystonic reaction as of 2016 secondary to taking Lamictal (not fully resolved, currently being treated with baclofen and gabapentin). Concomitant medications in two weeks included gabapentin for unresolved dystonic; methylphenidate hydrochloride (CONCERTA); clonidine; vilazodone hydrochloride (VIIBRYD); ondansetron (ZOFRAN [ONDANSETRON]); doxycycline; and baclofen for unresolved dystonic. The patient previously took lamotrigine (LAMICTAL) and experienced dystonic reaction and allergies. The patient experienced numbness, tingling, and shooting pain in her left trapezius one day on 17Dec2020, after the first injection; and these lasted two weeks. While the numbness and tingling have resolved, the patient sometimes still experiences nerve pain in this area, mostly on the left medial trap next to her spine from 17Dec2020. These events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. It was unknown if treatment was received for the adverse events. The patient was recovering from the events shooting pain in her left trapezius and; nerve pain in this area, mostly on the left medial trap next to her spine. The patient recovered from the events numbness and tingling on an unspecified date. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient had a nasal swab test post-Covid vaccination on 02Jan2021 with results of negative.

984453 01/29/2021 F allergic reaction; hives and itching in the administration site; hives and itching in the administration site; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient asked for information if she should be administrated with the second dose of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine if she developed side an allergic reaction to the first dose of the vaccine. The patient reported that after the first dose of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine she had hives and itching in the administration site on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

984473 12/24/2020 01/29/2021 WI F blotchy rash first noted above BP cuff on right arm, but quickly spread up neck and down trunk; Blood pressure (BP) 146/88; feeling hot and tingly on neck and all the way down to her legs; her throat feeling hot and tingly; her throat feeling hot and tingly; Heart rate (HR)-140- 150; not feeling well; Got a rush of feeling very warm and shaky; Got a rush of feeling very warm and shaky; patient is pale, diaphoretic and has a rapid bounding pulse; patient is pale, diaphoretic and has a rapid bounding pulse; patient is pale, diaphoretic and has a rapid bounding pulse; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Lot Number and Expiration Date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 24Dec2020 09:45 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications was not reported. Events onset date was 24Dec2020. Patient reports not feeling well. Got a rush of feeling very warm and shaky. Upon assessment patient is pale, diaphoretic and has a rapid bounding pulse. Moved patient to exam room where we assisted her to lay down. Hooked her up to vitals machine for a set of vitals. Heart rate (HR)-140- 150, Blood pressure (BP) 146/88, O2 100%, R-24. Upon patient laying down she started to complain of her throat feeling hot and tingly. She began to develop a blotchy rash first noted above BP cuff on right arm, but quickly spread up neck and down trunk. Assessed mouth and throat, no swelling of tongue or lips noted. Patient still c/o feeling hot and tingly on neck and all the way down to her legs. Blotchy rash had subsided. HR dropping to 80-90 and BP came down to 124/82. O2 remained 100% throughout. Medical response called. Continued to monitor and talk with patient until response team arrived. Patient transferred to Emergency room (ED). The outcome of event Feeling of warmth and tingly was not recovered. The outcome of Blotchy rash was recovering. The outcome of Blood pressure (BP) 146/88 was recovered on 24Dec2020. The outcome of other events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: The reported events were likely related to the first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19) due to plausible temporal relationship.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

984500 01/03/2021 01/29/2021 MA U Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse via a Pfizer-sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect. This nurse reported same event for 20 patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This is the second of 20 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On Jan2021, the patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine. The nurse wanted to confirm when and if patient should receive the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

984501 01/03/2021 01/29/2021 MA U Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse via a Pfizer-sponsored program. This nurse reported same event for 20 patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This is the third of 20 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On Jan2021, the patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine. The nurse wanted to confirm when and if patient should receive the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) based on the known safety profile. However the short duration since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

984502 01/03/2021 01/29/2021 MA U Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported the same event for 20 patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This is the fourth of 20 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. In Jan2021, the patient has tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine. The nurse wanted to confirm when and if the patient should receive the second dose.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 03Jan2021, and tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) in Jan2021.  No complete effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved from first dose to protect from the targeted infection.  Further information like COVID infection date needed for a full meaningful medical assessment.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

984503 01/03/2021 01/29/2021 MA U Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse received from Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer First Connect.  This nurse reported same event for 20 patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This is the 5th of 20 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On Jan2021, the patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine. The nurse wanted to confirm when and if patient should receive the second dose. Outcome of the event was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information provided, the lack of efficacy cannot be excluded for vaccine BNT162B2.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

984504 01/03/2021 01/29/2021 MA U Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported same event for 20 patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This is the sixth of 20 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. In Jan2021, the patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine. The nurse wanted to confirm when and if patient should receive the second dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 03Jan2021, and tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) in Jan2021.  No complete effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved from first dose to protect from the targeted infection.  Further information like COVID infection date needed for a full meaningful medical assessment.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

984505 01/03/2021 01/29/2021 MA U Patient tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; Patient tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse via a Pfizer-sponsored program. This nurse reported same event for 20 patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This is the seventh of 20 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On Jan2021, the patient tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine. The nurse wanted to confirm when and if patient should receive the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

984506 01/03/2021 01/29/2021 MA U Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse via a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. This nurse reported same event for 20 patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This is the ninth of 20 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. In Jan2021, the patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine. The nurse wanted to confirm when and if patient should receive the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information provided, the lack of efficacy cannot be excluded for vaccine BNT162B2. ,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

984507 01/03/2021 01/29/2021 MA U Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse via a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. This nurse reported same event for 20 patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This is the twelfth of 20 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On Jan2021, the patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine. The nurse wanted to confirm when and if patient should receive the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded for reported events.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

984508 01/03/2021 01/29/2021 MA U Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse via a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. This nurse reported same event for 20 patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This is the 13th of 20 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On Jan2021, the patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine. The nurse wanted to confirm when and if patient should receive the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

984509 01/03/2021 01/29/2021 MA U patient tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; patient tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse via the Pfizer-sponsored Program. This nurse reported the same event for twenty (20) patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This is the sixteenth (16th) of the twenty (20) reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On Jan2021, the patient tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine. The nurse wanted to confirm when and if patient should receive the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

984510 01/03/2021 01/29/2021 MA U Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse via a Pfizer-sponsored program. This nurse reported same event for 20 patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This is the seventeenth of 20 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On Jan2021, the patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine. The nurse wanted to confirm when and if patient should receive the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded for reported events.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

984511 01/03/2020 01/29/2021 MA U Tested positive for covid after 1st dose received on 03Jan2021; Tested positive for covid after 1st dose received on 03Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program. A contactable nurse reported same event for 20 patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This is the 18th of 20 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender receive the first dose bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2020 at SINGLE DOSE for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On Jan2021, the patient was tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine. The nurse wanted to confirm when and if patient should receive the second dose. The outcome of event was unknown.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) based on the known safety profile. However the short duration since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

984512 01/03/2021 01/29/2021 MA U Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse via a Pfizer-sponsored program. This nurse reported same event for 20 patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This is the nineteenth of 20 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On Jan2021, the patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine. The nurse wanted to confirm when and if patient should receive the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded for reported events.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

984513 01/03/2021 01/29/2021 MA U Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; Patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse via a Pfizer-sponsored program. This nurse reported same event for 20 patients (15 residents and 5 staff members). This is the 20th of 20 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. In Jan2021, the patient have tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) after the first dose of the vaccine. The nurse wanted to confirm  when and if patient should receive the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 03Jan2021, and tested positive for the virus (COVID-19) in Jan2021.  No complete effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved from first dose to protect from the targeted infection.  Further information like COVID infection date needed for a full meaningful medical assessment.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021028829 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

984614 01/29/2021 OK U Contracted COVID-19 11 days after first jab; Contacted COVID-19 11 days after first jab; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) via a Pfizer sales representative. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient contracted COVID-19 11 days after first jab. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events.

984615 01/29/2021 IL U patient took the PCR COVID test for the purpose of travelling  and it was positive; patient took the PCR COVID test for the purpose of travelling  and it was positive; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable physician (patient) reported that a patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on  unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported the patient was antibody-antigen negative before taking the vaccine. Then the patient took the PCR COVID test for the purpose of travelling  and it was positive on an unknown date. Outcome of the events was unknown.    Information about Lot/Batch number is requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association, the lack of efficacy cannot be excluded for vaccine BNT162B2.

984616 01/16/2021 01/29/2021 MT 78.0 F felt tired; nausea; headache; short of breath; rapid/shallow breathing; rapid/shallow breathing; fast heart rate (100 bpm); low grade fever; felt very weak; pleuralpericardial effusion; pleuralpericardial effusion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A non-pregnant 78-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 16Jan2021 10:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included allergic to opioids, allergy to fish, cirrhosis with portal hypertension, parkinsonism, heart blockage, type 2 diabetes, depression, early dementia.  The patient previously took morphine and experienced drug hypersensitivity.  There was unspecified concomitant medication.  The patient previously took morphine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) and experienced allergic to morphine.  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.  The patient experienced felt tired, nausea, headache, short of breath, rapid/shallow breathing, fast heart rate (100 bpm), low grade fever, felt very weak, pleuralpericardial effusion on 16Jan2021.  All the events were reported with the seriousness criteria of disability, hospitalization and being life-threatening.  The patient was hospitalized for the events for 4 days.  After the injection, from 0 to 24 hours the patient felt tired, had nausea, a headache, short of breath then at about 24 hours post injection developed rapid/shallow breathing, fast heart rate (100 bpm) low grade fever and felt very weak. The patent was taken to the emergency room (ER) at 30 hours post injection and it was determined (Xray, CTA & EKG) that she had a pleuralpericardial effusion. She was flown by air life to another ER for treatment.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures on 16Jan2021 which included angiogram (CTA): had a pleuralpericardial effusion; body temperature: low grade fever; electrocardiogram (EKG): had a pleuralpericardial effusion; heart rate: 100 beats per minute (bpm); X-ray: had a pleuralpericardial effusion.  The patient had a rapid nasal swab on 17Jan2021 which was negative.  Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events and included unspecified medications & oxygen therapy.  The outcome of the events was recovering.    The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.Y Y 4

984620 01/09/2021 01/29/2021 KS 61.0 M Got the COVID-19 vaccine shot and was COVID positive the day after; Got the COVID-19 vaccine shot and was COVID positive the day after; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via Pfizer sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A 61-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL3248, expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included high blood pressure and high cholesterol. Concomitant medication included hydrochlorothiazide, lisinopril (LISINOPRIL HCTZ), atorvastatin. It was reported that the patient got the COVID-19 vaccine shot last Saturday (09Jan 2021) and was COVID positive on Sunday (10Jan2021), the day after. Outcome of the events was unknown.

984637 12/16/2020 01/29/2021 NE 38.0 F Rught MCA Stroke; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 39 years old female patient (no pregnant) received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EH9899), intramuscular on 16Dec2020 10:15 at the first single dose at right arm for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included Hodgkin's disease.  Concomitant medication included colecalciferol (VITAMIN D3 1000).  The patient experienced rught MCA stroke on 25Dec2020 06:15. Seriousness criteria reported as hospitalization, life threatening. The patient was hospitalized for rught MCA stroke for 3 days.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Nasal Swab: negative on 25Dec2020.  The patient received unspecified treatment  for rught MCA stroke. The outcome of event was recovered.; Sender's Comments: The subject had medical history included Hodgkin's disease.  The reported stroke was more likely an intercurrent disease, and unlikely causally related to the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE).  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y Y 3

984663 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 NC 60.0 60 F Node in back of arm; Arm still hurt; Nausea; Received a sub-cutaneous injection; Felt like she had a ball in her throat; Thought she was going to pass away; Dizziness; Weakness; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse, concerning herself, a 60 year-old female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced dizziness, weakness, nausea, felt like she had a ball in her throat, arm still hurt, node in the back of arm and received a subcutaneous injection.  No relevant medical history was provided. Concomitant medications reported included metoprolol, omeprazole, and melatonin.  On 15-Jan-2021, prior to the onset of events, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot number 011J20A) subcutaneously in her left arm for COVID-19 infection prophylaxis.  On 15-Jan-202, patient received her first dose of the vaccine at background of left arm. On the same date, after administration of vaccine, she stayed in place for 25 minutes/1hour as she experienced dizziness, weakness and nausea, she also felt like she had a ball in her throat and thought that she was going to pass away. Few minutes later, patient was feeling little better but then started again, hence stayed back for an hour in the same place. On 19-Jan-2021 (today) her arm was still hurt pretty much and had a node in her back arm. Patient also stated that vaccine was not administered in her muscle instead injection was provided sub-cutaneous.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events were not reported.  The outcome of the event, received a sub-cutaneous injection, was considered to be resolved on 15 Jan 2021.The outcome of the events dizziness, weakness, nausea, felt like she had a ball in her throat, was considered to be unknown. The outcome of the events arm still hurt, and node in the back of arm was considered to be not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 60-year-old, female patient. The patient's medical history was not provided. The patient experienced a non serious event of dizziness, malaise, nausea, asthenia, lump in throat, subcutaneous injection, pain and swelling in arm. The event occurred the day the patient received the first dose of mRNA-1273 (lot number 011J20A). Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

984699 01/18/2021 01/29/2021 NY 40.0 40 F Heaviness in the left arm, pain, under arm pain  (elbow to underarm, then lymnodes swollen and sorenes - lasted for for almost 2 weeks.

984700 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 NY 73.0 73 F round hard itchy lump in arm loose bowels( unusual for me) uncomfortable unsettled stomach  (unusual for me, feeling of fullness & discomfort) now Im terrified to get the 2nd dose

984701 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 29.0 29 F 1week after second shot started experiencing facial nerve pain. No medical history of any pain before. Negative etiology from dentist. Received 5 day course of prednisone 50mg daily which resolved pain, however 1 day after finishing course pain returned. Worse at night with bouts of pain every 30 minutes when trying to sleep. Received steroids and carbamazepine from internal medicine doctor but this has not helped for this episode. Max doses of Tylenol and ibuprofen have not helped this episode.

984703 01/16/2021 01/29/2021 TX 38.0 38 M Started to get a rash on my legs, then the rash appeared on elbows, hands and feet. The rash is still present

984704 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 HI 25.0 25 F On the day of vaccine, after 6hours, Swelling and painful on left arm and Shot area temperature is higher than other body part. Got fever at night, last few hours , back to normal temperature in the morning. Today is the second day, Left arm is still pain and feel pain when move around or being touched.

984705 12/30/2020 01/29/2021 UT 53.0 53 M I started with ringing and buzzing in my right ear which progressed to almost total deafness in the right year

984708 12/29/2020 01/29/2021 WI 31.0 31 F At 6 hours from vaccination (day 0), very strong shoulder pain. Needed tylenol, have never needed tylenol after a shot in my life before.  Shoulder pain continued through to the day after vaccination (day 1) - had to take tylenol around the clock. By day 2 it was normal. On Day 0, around 8-10 hours post vaccination, I had rigors which lasted a few mins, chills, fevers, myalgias. Took tylenol. On day 1, about 17 hours from vaccination, I woke up with lightheadedness, dizziness, nausea. Felt like I was going to pass out. Laid down, and it passed. Continued with myalgias, fevers, chills, fatigue on day 1. By day 2, I felt normal. I took tylenol day 0 and day 1.

984709 12/01/2020 01/29/2021 IL 40.0 40 F On Jan. 6th, one week after my 1st dose, I got a severe migraine. I don't know what caused it.  On Jan. 28th, a day after my 2nd dose, I had redness at the injection site, about the size of a silver dollar.

984710 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 49.0 49 M Chilld and bodyache since pt got second dose of COVAX yesterday. Denies chest pain, difficulty breathing or cough.

984711 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 31.0 31 M patient reports muscle aches, chills, nausea, fatigue headache that started last night. states recieved COVID vaccine yesterday.

984712 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NH 26.0 26 F 5 minutes after receiving the second dose of the Moderna vaccine I experienced heart palpitations and acute chest discomfort that resolved shortly after. Throughout the day my arm became increasingly sore but I had no other symptoms. Nearly 10 hours after receiving the vaccine I experienced: Headache, chest discomfort, palpitations, bounding pulse, chills, weakness, fatigue, flank pain

984717 01/18/2021 01/29/2021 CA 71.0 71 F 3 DAYS AFTER RECEIVING MODERNA COVID-19 VACCINE, PT DEVELOPED VISUAL HALLUCINATIONS

984718 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 CA 79.0 79 F vaccination site was initially sore. Around 1/23 site started to itch and medium size swelling appeared at injection site, turned red, and began itching. Redness and itching has continued and worsened.

984719 01/24/2021 01/29/2021 CA 53.0 53 F Muscle pain on the arm that radiated to shoulder, neck and head. The pain started in the arm but in half an hour the pain eventually progressed.  I had no fever but I felt feverish and achy. The injection site was so swollen.  It was so hard like I had the muscle of a body builder.  It was so painful too.  The pain  and swelling lasted for 2 days.

984720 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 40.0 40 F Bodyache, headache and chills after getting COVAX 2nd shot yesterday. Denies direct contact of COVID19. Tachycardia presents. Otherwise pt is afebrile.

984721 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 34.0 34 F Approx 2.5-3 hrs post vaccination began having severe shoulder pain. So severe was unable to move shoulder for 2 full days. Pain radiating into my back through scapular area into spine area at injection level. 3rd day able to move but still painful. Days 4-8 mild sharp pains with end range of shoulder range of motion. Day 8-9 pain intensified approx 50% of initial pain level. Day 10 pain reduced back to what it was days 4-8 with mildly increasing upper back pain. Day 13 now developing mild redness and hives near injection site with local soreness. Sharp pain with shoulder movement still present. Back pain still constant.

984722 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 AR 28.0 28 F Chills shaking migraine feverish body aches

984724 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 OR 49.0 F Fever, body aches, nausea, large red hot rash at ejection site

984725 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 20.0 20 F Sore throat and fatigue since she got 2nd dose of Moderna vaccine. Denies cough, chest pain, difficult breathing or fever.

984726 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 CA 49.0 49 F A circular area about 2 inches in diameter appeared red this morning. It hot to the touch and felt itchy when touched. This was a new symptom that I did not have after getting the vaccine. The day I got the vaccine, I had pain in my arm that lasted several days, but this had already resolved when the new symptom developed.

984727 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Date received shot 1/22/21 @ 10;55.  Symptoms started on 1/26/20 @ 6:00 AM.  Headache behind eyes pain level of 7 on 1-10 scale with slight light sensitivity.  Tired as in muscles are weak - not achy.  Upset stomach, taking dramamine every 4 hours.  No puking, but eating liquid diet with rice and crackers.
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984728 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 30.0 30 M Pt received 2nd dose of Covid vaccine and afterwards c/o of fever/Headache/chills/night sweats/fatigue.Denies sore throat/congestion.Took 650mg of Tylenol at 0730 with some pain relief.

984729 01/16/2021 01/29/2021 CA 58.0 58 M I developed a 108.3 degree fever 16 hours after injection. Also swollen lymph glands in left armpit, inflammation on left side of body, headache, extreme fatigue Y

984731 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Delayed skin rash at site of infection. 3-4 inch across. Tender to touch, warm. Onset began 7 days after injection, small raised bumps first day (day 8), large red oval second day (day 9, today) still growing slowly (1/2? over last 12 hours) at time of reporting. Symptoms lasting 2 days so far. Measured skin temperature, peak over 100.7 mid day on day 9 (today), under 99.4 by evening.

984732 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 WI 27.0 27 F Lethargic, racing heart, nauseous, general unwell feeling, feeling "detached" from self.

984733 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MN 56.0 56 F She became acute short of breath.  Called EMS.  On their arrival she was nearly unresponsive.  Bagged.  NOT hypotensive.  HYPERCARBIC.  Difficult intubation.  Transferred to our facility on VENT with bilateral pulmonary infiltrates, wheezy with size 6 ETT from outside facility.Y Y

984735 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Heat flushing in face Tingling in mouth Dry mouth Dizziness Started in 15 minute observation period. Symptoms resolved within 10 minutes. Dizziness for 2 hours.  5 hours later - Left arm and hand weak and aching for 2 hours.  Next day to present - injection site swelling/lump,  red and hard. Quarter size.

984736 01/02/2021 01/29/2021 WA 59.0 59 M Brain fog x 6 hrs 1/2 First 12 hrs-mild arm pain 1/3Then low grade fever, myalgias, Anorexia-mild 1/4 Awoke AM brain fog, difficult to work teaching in clinic. Suddenly cleared around noon. About 46 hours after shot, all good.

984737 01/24/2021 01/29/2021 36.0 36 F Approximately 12 hours after dose 2 of the COVID 19 Moderna vaccine patient began to feel body aches, joint pain, mild dizziness, headaches, sweating, intermittent nausea, increased appetite and thirst, chills, and rigors. Patient presented to clinic for evaluation on 28JAN2021 (day 4 after vaccine) with continued symptoms although noted very mild improvement overall. Vitals within normal limits, no immediate concerns that required ER intervention or referral.

984738 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 49.0 49 F About 12 hours later, I had a fever, chills, night sweats, body aches, and no energy.  Lifting injection arm was painful and also included redness and swelling underneath injection site.  As advised, it only lasted 24 hours. I did not take ibuprofen. I wish  that I had.  Maybe that should be suggested? I think that would be key. I will make sure to do that after second dose.

984739 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 64.0 64 M Reported having sinus congestion the day before getting the shot and symptoms continued since then without improvement or resolution.

984741 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 37.0 37 F Approx 30 minutes after receiving vaccine, started to feel tingling and numbness in lips. Vaccine site observer noted redness on neck and frequently clearing her throat. Escorted to Emergency Dept  where she was treated with IV FAMOTIDNE, diphenhydrAMINE and methyIPRENNISolone which resolved her symptoms, plus ACETAMINOPHEN PO for reported headache. She  was observed for approx 2 hours until symptoms resolved then discharged home.

984743 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 29.0 29 M Patient states, noticed lump on left side of neck (anterior cervical lymph node) swollen, and tender with deep palpation.  Sudden onset upon waking up with no gradual increase or decrease in size or change of status.  Did not get seen or evaluated until 11 days from initial onset, 14 days from date of vaccination.

984744 01/04/2021 01/29/2021 CA 36.0 36 F 1/25/21 Day 21 after Moderna Covid 19 first dose--Started getting tingling/numbness/burning sensation on right side of face. Tongue and mouth not moving how I want. Bit tongue. Feel like I have a slight lisp  1/26/21 Occupational Health at hospital said it's not related to vaccine so they will not treat me or be involved unless my dr identifies problem as related to the vaccine. 1/26/21 1000--Had virtual Dr appt. Possibly the beginnings of Bells Palsy. Prescribed Prednisone and Valacyclovir. Suggested high doses of Vitamin C, Vitamin D, and Zinc.  1/26/21 2200--Drooling from Right side of mouth, Right eye watering. Still right sided tingling/burning sensation.  1/28/21 --Slight improvement in drooling and eye watering. Less burning sensation.

984745 01/16/2021 01/29/2021 CA 43.0 43 F 7hrs after this injection on 1/16 I noticed 2 raised welts about 1.5? diameter below the injection site.  Then on 1/23 I developed severe itching, redness, pain, and the rash spread about 6? in diameter even coming into the area inside the inner part of my bicep. Very uncomfortable due to severe itch.

984747 12/29/2020 01/29/2021 FL 45.0 45 F Neuropathy type symptoms (burning, tingling, pain, numbness, coldness) in both feet, lower legs, and hands intermittently, noticeable within a week or so after the first dose.

984750 01/10/2021 01/29/2021 MN 55.0 55 M 48 hours after round 1 of the moderna vaccine, Patient developed severe diarrhea and vomiting.  The diarrhea and vomiting led to acute dehydration which substantially lowered blood pressure.  Patient was then brought to ER and hospitalized for 2 days related to the severe dehydration. Patient has not had similar symptoms in previous 2 years to this incident.Y 2

984751 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 79.0 79 M a fib with RVR. Patient also had viral like symptoms day after the vaccine (fatigue, chills) Y

984752 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 HI 77.0 77 M Feeling normal before the vaccine, with exception of slight cough that Dr said was due to allergies. But then a fever, chills and aches the day after vaccine. Two days after, still febrile and feeling worse and experiencing shortness of breath and lightheadedness. Fatigue, fever and lightheadedness continue for three more days. On the 6th day post-vaccine, taken to ER and admitted to hospital with a pneumonia and blood counts dangerously low. Received 3 blood transfusions and is receiving 2 different IV antibiotics to treat pneumonia. Still in hospital and waiting to see how blood counts go. I can?t say the vaccine CAUSED this, but it all happened rapidly, immediately following the vaccine.Y Y 3

984753 01/05/2021 01/29/2021 MI 31.0 31 F Day 1: Body aches, left leg pain, headache, nausea? resolved without treatment  Day 7: left axillary lymph node palpable and painful  Day 9: 4x3 red area, itchy.  Day 12: red area itchy and took Zyrtec, resolved.

984754 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IL 31.0 31 F Large, red, hot injection site. Body aches, fever, chills, muscle pain, headache, vomiting, rash on neck and chest.

984755 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 GA 26.0 26 F Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA chills, fatigue, headache, body aches, joint pain in left shoulder, severe arm pain/temporarily unable to raise left arm

984756 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Almost a week after receiving the first vaccine with no major side effects other than a sore arm, I had a sudden itching/ rash develop on the same arm that quickly began to spread, itch, and become swollen and hot.  It was much further down from my original injection site. NO relief found from over the counter antihistamine medicine or topical medications. Went to Urgent Care the following evening because the redness had spread and nothing was working. Urgent Care stated it was a vaccination reaction and not cellulitis or staph infection and to continue to take antihistamine and return the next day if not better. Returned home and 12 hours later, the injection site became red and raised and itchy as well, no changes in color or reduction of size to the larger area that is red and hot and swollen.

984758 01/24/2021 01/29/2021 CT 41.0 41 F Starting about 24 hours after receiving vaccine I experienced nausea without vomiting and severe bone pain in my face (not a headache, bone pain specifically in my cheekbones).  I took ibuprofen for the pain which didn?t help. Symptoms resolved by the following morning.

984760 12/30/2020 01/29/2021 AZ 36.0 36 M L side Face swollen, behind the left ear swollen

984761 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Day 1: mild headache, dizziness and loopy, tired.   Day2: soreness at the injection site and my entire right arm. I was only able to lift my arm up to my shoulder. Very fatigue, body aches, dizziness and drunken feeling.   Day 3: less arm soreness. Very fatigued and dizzy. Body aches, joint and muscle pain. Pain in my body.   Day4: muscle and joint pain, still very fatigued and my vision began to become blurry.   Day 5: fatigue, joint pain, headache and blurred vision has worsened.   Day 6: fatigue joint pain, sever headache, dizzy, vision is still bad. I contacted the ophthalmologist and Optometry to schedule an appointment.

984763 01/29/2021 NY U Swelling on left upper arm near the injection site. Look like red legion. Itchy on the arm and soar to touch. Started a week after first vaccine. Also found a vaginal bump on my inner labia.

984764 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OH 58.0 58 F Fever Chills Headache

984765 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 CO 63.0 63 F Fever 100.4. Body aches chills

984768 12/26/2020 01/29/2021 VT 43.0 43 F red, itchy rash in arm that started 9 days after injection.  I was prescribed antibiotics, advised to use a cortisone cream, and the rash continued to grown and spread.  I was advised to take Zyrtec.  Rash eventually resolved.  I received 2nd vaccine (in different arm) on 1/24/2021.  The rash started a few days later - it was approximately 2 inches below the injection site.  I have been advised to take Zyrtec.  So far, the rash is less red/has not spread as much as the first.

984769 01/11/2021 01/29/2021 MA 50.0 50 M Soreness in right arm.

984770 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 FL 57.0 57 F Chills 103.8 Temp Headache Lower Back Pain

984771 01/18/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 65.0 65 F I didn't feel anythng until the next day when my arm was a little sore and itchy in the area of the vaccination. It was improving and for several days pain, itching and redness were gone.  A week after the injection I developed redness that has continued to spread down my arm with severe itching and pain where tissue is swelling, espcially just below my elbow.  Body aches especially in lower back area on right side at waist level  I was given Kevlex first, the vancomycin iintravenously in the ER, doxycylin at home, also taking benedryl at night.

984774 01/06/2021 01/29/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Sudden-onset R sided sensorineural hearing loss

984775 01/18/2021 01/29/2021 GA 43.0 43 F swollen lymph node in left arm pit started on 1/23/21; itchy, tender spot near injection site started the evening of 1/25/21; red, hot, slightly itchy rash developed the morning of 1/26/21 and grew bigger on 1/27/21.  On 1/28/21, rash became less red and did not grow as much.  Took Benadryll, Zyrtec and Tylenol to help with symptoms.  Lymph node seems to have resolved itself now too.

984777 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 IN 24.0 24 F Deep axillary pain appeared 6 days following vaccination. Area is tender, but lymph nodes do not appear to be swollen.

984778 01/18/2021 01/29/2021 NY 79.0 79 F Itchy rash- mild

984779 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 NH 62.0 62 F Swelling of two axillary left notes on the left side

984780 01/18/2021 01/29/2021 OH 39.0 39 F I had expected chills and muscle aches for first 24 hours. At 36 hours I had nausea and at 48 hours I had severe nausea, diarrhea, stomach cramping, chills. I felt improved Thursday but then felt similar again Thursday night. If I eat my stomach cramps and eventually have diarrhea. I had aching and stomach cramping yesterday still 10 days post vaccine. I?m unclear if this is vaccine related.

984781 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MD 37.0 37 F Swelling, warmth, redness, and severe pain at injection site. Pain started at site almost immediately but continued to worsen throughout the day. The warmth, swelling, and redness began approx 5 hours later.   Also myalgias that began overnight and continue to persist.

984783 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 VA 36.0 36 F 2 hours later after injection of covid 19 vaccine left arm was red, swollen, warm, and itching with a small rash from mid arm going around to inner left arm.

984784 01/01/2021 01/29/2021 FL 77.0 77 F Large area of redness, itching

984785 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NH 30.0 30 F Muscle aches, headache, fever, chills, sore arm. Have to stay home from work the following day

984788 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 KS 60.0 60 F 2 weeks exactly after my 1st shot, the injection site became red, hot, itchy, sore and developed welts - I woke up the next morning and my arm is red, warm and sore to the touch.

984789 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 GA 65.0 65 F Sore arm, chills, sweating

984790 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MI 69.0 69 M Pt reported to Health Services at approximately 2200PM on 1/28/21 after receiving vaccination 1/28/21 at 0925AM. He reported complaints of dyspnea beginning at 2000PM but did not report until 2200. He presented with an SpO2 of 81% on RA, HR 121, RR 44, BP 180/96, and temp 100.4. Previously, the patient required O2 therapy and oral steroids to recover from COVID 19 infection diagnosed on 12/1/2020. He was asymptomatic at the time of vaccination. He was treated with O2 therapy and Tylenol and states feeling much better this morning (1/29/21) at 0630AM. He continues to have a low grade fever of 100.6, and Tylenol provided.Y

984791 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 FL 65.0 65 F Exactly one week after my first shot in my left arm, I developed swelling, redness and a rash at the injection site and upper arm.

984796 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 TX 54.0 54 M Low grade fever (100.1), fatigue, sore arm, achy muscles

984797 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 OH 57.0 57 M after 1 week itching around site occurred followed by swollen hard area on arm 12cm in diameter below injection site which also became itchy and then irritated.  2 weeks post injection single hive in center of left palm of hand appeared.

984802 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 CA 49.0 49 M Warm itchy red rash just below injection site, started 1 week after vaccination. Mostly resolved after 2-3 days

984803 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 AL 39.0 39 M Dizziness,  lethargy, weakness,  near syncope within 15 min of dose. Given 1liter of ns and discharged 1300  1/27. Full body aches continuing. Signifigantly worse am of 1/29/21, fever 101, fatuge, body aches, nausea, loss of taste.

984805 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 GA 60.0 60 F Dizziness and instability

984806 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 CA 44.0 44 F pressure headache, nausea (vomited once), chills, fever, congestion, muscle aches, joint pain, lymph node pain, swelling and pain at vaccination site (48 hours in)

984807 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 22.0 22 F feeling hot, dizzy with heart palpitations.

984808 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 PR 31.0 31 F chills, body ache, headache, nausea

984812 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 OH 28.0 28 M Local site swelling and itchiness. Local site is also fevered. Local site of injection is also firm to the touch. Has persisted for 9 days post injection.  Minor inconvenience, not a major adverse event

984813 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 FL 31.0 31 F Chills, fever of 101.7, nausea, fatigue , body aches. lasted for 24 hours

984815 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 TX 50.0 50 F one week later broke out in hives/urticaria on R forearm, left upper trunk, R lower trunk, R posterior knee, shortness of breath.  Used triamcinolone cream, rash and itching  went away in 4 days.

984816 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 PA 41.0 41 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  My arm was sore starting approximately 3 hours after receiving the shot. The injection site was not sore, but my bicep. The soreness is worse today, again, not at injection site. When I move my arm, the bicep is very sore.

984820 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 36.0 36 M Blood in urine, resolved after the aforementioned medications for 3 days, returned after second dose of Moderna COVID19 Vaccine.  Additionaly flu like sxs were in evidence.

984821 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 NH 68.0 68 F Arm redness and swelling at injection site. Pain in movement and tender to touch

984822 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NY 22.0 22 F On the entirety of both my arms there had been little red blotchy bumps all over my arms.

984824 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 MD 45.0 45 F rash on body

984827 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IL 40.0 40 F 210 am woke up hot. Walked downstairs had ringing in my ear and saw stars, held the wall almost passed out. Began profusely sweating drenching my clothes. Nausea began. Went back upstairs sat on my bathroom floor due to nausea/ dry heave. All of a sudden SEVERE abdominal pain began 10/10. Cried for my husband. Dripping sweat gave me a cold rag and foam large diarrhea began. Still 10/10 pain in abdomen. Felt like my lower abdomen was getting ripped out.  About 45 minutes or so later still 10/10 wanted to go to ER. I could not stand. If I stood my legs and body felt like I wanted to curl in a ball on the floor. He called an ambulance. I was pale as a ghost, no fever, normal vital signs. Went into full reynauds flare from body stress. Ambulance was unable to get oxygen sat and glucose at the time due to flare. Arrived at the ER labs drawn. WBC 10.9 and Glucose 194. I am not or never have been diabetic. Vaccine related. Like a lightswitch all symptoms stopped except sweating hot and cold spells, sore arm and drowsiness. Discharged at 6am

984828 01/06/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 36.0 36 F Headache, muscle weakness, joint stiffness, numbness and tingling in my face, hands and arms.

984829 12/26/2020 01/29/2021 MA 51.0 51 F Approximately 2 weeks later I began to break out in hives every night. Have added benadryl up to 250-300mg  every day, allegra 24 hrs (2 doses) per day.

984830 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 TX 34.0 34 M Fever, Chills, Body Aches through night, Fever lasted from 9pm-130am. Body aches subsided by 5:30am

984831 12/29/2020 01/29/2021 OH 32.0 32 F Evening of shot-sore left arm. Next day-chills, fever up to 101.5, body aches and headache. Last 24 hours.

984833 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 FL 31.0 31 F Febrile temp of >103, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, HA, body aches, chills, Injection site pain, redness, and swelling.

984834 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 70.0 70 M Brought on exacerbation of the PMD which had gotten better over the past 5 weeks, to a point where all progress made had been lost.  Lasted 2.5 days so far

984835 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 WI 60.0 60 F The first day I had pain in left arm around injection. Couldn't sleep on it. Next day it was itchy but pain had subsided. Next day itching was almost gone. By Wednesday January 27 I thought everything was gone. Getting dressed that night I noticed a red rash developed around or near injection site. About 1 inch by 2 inch oval, slightly raised, slightly warm, slightly itchy. This morning January 29, it is still there less itchy and less red, but still visible outline. I was being followed by vsafe up to wednesday afternoon the 27th. I thought I shouldn't wait til next week for the vsafe check in.

984836 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 OH 32.0 32 F 1/27/2021-0200-chills, fever up to 102.6, body aches, nausea, headache, dizziness.  Relieved with Tylenol.  Resolved approx 24 hours later

984837 01/01/2021 01/29/2021 PR 70.0 70 F Severe muscle pain, Headache, Gastric discomfort, Light fever, Severe Chills, Dizziness.

984839 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 OH 39.0 39 F Fever (Tmax = 101.6), aches, chills, fatigue, nausea - sx began 1/26/21 Amenorrhea x1 month - r/t first dose of vaccine?

984840 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 FL 73.0 73 F Rash at vaccination site occurred 10 days after vaccination.  Itchy, red bumps.  Still some itching today with dried, red, bumps (Jan. 29) raised on arm similar to dry skin bumps, maybe red because of being scratched.

984844 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 CT 57.0 57 F Extreme weakness and fatigue fever headache loss of taste  Unable to eat or drink due to extreme weakness  I literally couldn?t move out of bed since Wednesday night still in bed as of this morning  with extreme weakness headache loss of appetite loss of taste

984845 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 KY 54.0 54 M Glucose levels are elevated as compared to normal after receiving the in 2nd dose of the vaccine. Additional insulin is required to keep Glucose levels at steady level, which is still above desired target range

984846 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 IN 49.0 49 F Severe Headache, sore throat, sinus drainage, fatigue

984848 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 TX 65.0 65 F 8 days later hard knot and soreness at shot site

984849 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 OH 76.0 76 M fever, chills, shaking, aches, pain, fatigue

984854 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 42.0 42 F body aches throughout the day on 1/28 that turned to rigors, chills and worsened body aches at 5 PM on 1/29/2021. Felt like a bad flu. I woke up 1/29/2021 feeling back to normal

984858 01/04/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 53.0 53 F red swollen upper left arm, warm, painful, tender to touch. started about 1 week after injection. became slightly raised red itchy rash.  lasted about a week.

984860 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 IN 62.0 62 F Red itchy patch at injection site. the area measures approximately 3 x 4 inches

984865 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 PA 37.0 37 M There is blue discoloration at the center of my tongue. It is painless, I would not even know it was there were it not for sticking my tongue out to brush it in the mornings. It only happens overnight, now 2 consecutive mornings since the 2nd dose of moderna. No edema, sore throat, or swelling. I have photos that I can send. It looks like I ate a blue colored candy, but I didn?t. I wake up like this from sleep.

984868 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IA 70.0 70 F Soreness at the injection site, 48 hours, rapidly decreasing pain

984869 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 WI 56.0 56 F Chills, fever of 103.4, tingling/ numbness in the opposite arm of the injection. This lasted for 36 hours. However, obvious left arm muscle weakness and mild cramping in same arm is still present. Maybe a coincidence? Getting an EMG test today to evaluate the extent of nerve involvement and check for signs of muscle atrophy.

984870 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 58.0 58 F low grade fever, headache, body aches, chills, redness & swelling of the injection site, general fatigue.

984871 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Arm swelling, redness, swollen axillary lymph nodes. All presenting on injection arm

984874 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 NY 43.0 43 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Under left arm/lymph nodes swollen and tender

984879 01/16/2021 01/29/2021 NY 16 F Inadvertently administered 0.5ml dose of Moderna COVID vaccine to a 16 year old female; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist. This case concerns a 16 year old female patient who experienced inadvertently administered 0.5ml dose of Moderna COVID vaccine to a 16 year old female with the use of mRNA-1273.    There was no medical history provided. There were no concomitant medications provided.   On 16 Jan 2021, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch # 026L20A), for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 16 Jan 2021, it was inadvertently administered 0.5ml dose of Moderna COVID vaccine to a 16 year old female. It was noted the patient did not experience any adverse reactions during the 15 minute observation period. There was no treatment information provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 to the event of inadvertently administered 0.5ml dose of Moderna COVID vaccine to a 16 year old female was not provided.  The outcome for the event of inadvertently administered 0.5ml dose of Moderna COVID vaccine to a 16 year old female was resolved on 16 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 16-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot # 026L20A), reporting Product administered to patient of inappropriate age without any associated adverse events.

984880 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 NY 29.0 M some of the product came out and ran down his arm/backflow after administration; some of the product came out and ran down his arm; A spontaneous report was received from a 29-year-old male nurse who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced backflow after the administration, and some of the product came out and ran down his arm.    The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on an unknown date.   On 21 Jan 20201, the patient received their second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 029L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The patient reported that there was backflow after the administration, and some of the product came out and ran down his arm.  No treatment information was provided.   The patient received both scheduled doses of mRNA-1273 prior to the event, therefore action taken with the drug in response to the event is not applicable.   The outcome of the event, experienced backflow after the administration, and some of the product came out and ran down his arm, was considered resolved on 21 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 29-year old White, male nurse patient. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not provided. The patient experienced a non serious event of some of the product came out and ran down his arm/backflow after administration. The event occurred on the same day as the planned second dose of the mRNA-127 administration, with no reported AEs.

984881 01/29/2021 PA U Nurse stated when she administering the second dose of the Moderna vaccine to one of her patients, some of the vaccine leaked out and the patient didn't get full dose.; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273), and vaccine leaked out.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On unknown date, the patient received their second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 011L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   Nurse stated that while administering the second dose of the Moderna vaccine to one of her patients, some of vaccine leaked out and the patient didn't get full dose.   Treatment information was not provided.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event vaccine leaked out was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administration error for mRNA-1273 (Lot number 011L20A), where the vaccine leaked out during administration. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incomplete dose administered.

984882 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 SC 49.0 49 F moderna covid 19 vaccine eua fever, chills, terrible headache, body aches, nausea, can barely move my left arm taking acetaminophen and ibuprofen to manage symptoms without much resolution

984883 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 KS 17.0 17 F Moderna vaccine administration to a 17 year old; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 17-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273)  vaccine given to a 17-year-old patient.    The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 14 Jan 2021 the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 025J20-2A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The reporter reported the vaccine was given to 17-year-old. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, vaccine given to a 17-year-old, was considered resolved on 14 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 17-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (t 025J20-2A), reporting Product administered to patient of inappropriate age.

984884 01/29/2021 NY U partial dose of the vaccine was administered; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced partial dose of the vaccine was administered.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The physician reported a partial dose of the vaccine was administered. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, experienced partial dose of the vaccine was administered, was considered resolved on an unknown date.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of an unknown age and gender. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not provided. The patient experienced a non serious event of partial dose of the vaccine was administered. The event occurred on the same day the first dose of the mRNA-127 was administered, with no reported AEs.

984885 12/28/2020 01/29/2021 MN 16.0 16 F age 16 received vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer relative, concerning a 16 year-old white female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273).  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 28 Dec 2020, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A) intramuscularly for COVID-19 infection prophylaxis.   On 22 Jan 2021, the patient's mother stated that her daughter received the vaccine, which was required by her employer. No adverse reactions were reported. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the event, age 16 received vaccine, was considered resolved on 28 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 16 year-old white female patient, who received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A) intramuscularly for COVID-19 infection prophylaxis. No adverse reactions were reported to this event pf product administered to patient of inappropriate age

984887 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 TX 30 F Injected 0.5 ml subcutaneous into her right arm; Right arm very painful; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 40-year-old, female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was injected 0.5 ml subcutaneous (SQ) into right arm and right arm very painful.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications reported included birth control (not specified).   On 21 Jan 2021, 'the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A) subcutaneously in the right arm for COVID-19 infection.   On 21 Jan 2021, the nurse vaccinator injected 0.5 ml subcutaneously (SQ) into the underside, fatty part, of the patient's right arm, in error. That night, the patient's right arm "hurt like hell" and was very painful. No treatment medications were reported at the time of this report.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The event,  injected 0.5 ml subcutaneous (SQ) into right arm, was resolved on 21 Jan 2021. The outcome of the event, right arm very painful, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administration error for mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A) , where the first dose of the vaccine was administered subcutaneously. The event of Pain in arm was associated with this case of incorrect route of product administration.

984888 12/28/2020 01/29/2021 MN 17 F Received Moderna vaccine as minor, age 17; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 17-years-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine, and the patient received Moderna vaccine at the age 17.  The patient's medical history included a positive Covid-19 test in Aug 2020, symptoms resolved, and she completed her quarentine. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 28 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 026L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.    On 28 Dec 2020, patient received Moderna vaccine as minor, age 17.  Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The outcome of the event received Moderna vaccine as minor, age 17 was resolved on 28 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 17-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 026L20A), reporting Product administered to patient of inappropriate age without any associated adverse events.

984889 01/29/2021 FL M Potentially injected vaccine into the subcutaneous fat beneath the deltoid; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced potentially injected vaccine into the subcutaneous fat beneath the deltoid.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received the first dose of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection, after that the patient experienced fever and chills, which was resolved within 24 hours.  On an unknown date, the patient received their second dose of mRNA-1273 subcutaneously for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unknown date, the patient's second dose was administered by a nurse who squeezed the recipient's arm and potentially injected vaccine into the subcutaneous fat beneath the deltoid. The patient did not experience symptoms after their second dose. No treatment information was provided.   There was no change planned to the dosing schedule of mRNA-1273 in response to the events fever and chills. The patient received both scheduled doses of mRNA-1273 prior to the event potentially injected vaccine into the subcutaneous fat beneath the deltoid, therefore action taken with the drug in response to the event is not applicable.  The events, potentially injected vaccine into the subcutaneous fat beneath the deltoid was considered resolved. The outcome of the events fever and chills were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administration error for mRNA-1273, where the vaccine was administered into the subcutaneous fat. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incorrect route of product administration.

984890 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 VT 16 M Dose was given to 17 years old; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 17-years-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and patient received the vaccine at the age of 17 years old.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 21 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 013L20A) intramuscularly (IM) in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   Pharmacist confirmed the age of the patient is 17 years old, not 15 as stated in the voicemail. She reports that the patient received the Moderna COVID19 vaccine on 21 Jan 2021 on right arm as IM injection. Patient reported no symptoms.  Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The outcome of the event dose was given to 17 years old was resolved on 21 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 17-year-old male patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 013L20A), reporting Product administered to patient of inappropriate age without any associated adverse events.

984891 12/27/2020 01/29/2021 MI 50.0 50 F Swollen lymph nodes in bilateral axilla.

984892 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 NV 17 F Administered the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine to a 17 year old; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 17-years-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine, and who was administered the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine to a 17-year-old.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 19 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.    On 19 Jan 2021, Pharmacist administered the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine to a 17-year-old.  Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The outcome of the event administered the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine to a 17-year-old was considered resolved on 19 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 17-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product administered to patient of inappropriate age.

984893 12/30/2020 01/29/2021 NV 57 F received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine for their first dose on 30Dec2020 and then the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine for their second dose on 21Jan2021/ vaccine mix-up; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 57-years-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine, and received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine for their first dose on 30Dec2020 and then the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine for their second dose on 21Jan2021/ vaccine mix-up (wrong product administered).  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 30-Dec-2020, prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 025J20-2A) intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 30-Dec-2020, patient received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine for their first dose and then the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine for their second dose on 21-Jan-2021. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the event received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine for their first dose on 30Dec2020 and then the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine for their second dose on 21Jan2021/ vaccine mix-up (wrong product administered) was not provided.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of wrong product administered for mRNA-1273. There were no reported AEs associated with this case.

984894 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 WA 49 F Received Pfizer vaccine for first dose and Moderna vaccine for second; Arm pain; Fatigue; Headache; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 49-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced received Pfizer vaccine for first dose and Moderna vaccine for second, arm pain, fatigue, and headache.  The patient's medical history included intervertebral disc disorder. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 08 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events arm pain and fatigue, the patient received a dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 25L20A)  intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 21 Dec 2020, the patient received their first dose of the Pfizer vaccine.   On 08 Jan 2021, the patient was inadvertently administered a dose of the Moderna vaccine, and experienced some arm pain, fatigue, and headache. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The event, received Pfizer vaccine for first dose and Moderna vaccine for second was considered resolved on 08 Jan 2021. The events, arm pain and fatigue, were considered resolved on 09 Jan 2021. The outcome of the event, headache, is unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 49-year old female patient with a medical history of intervertebral disc disease. The patient experienced Wrong product administered and non-serious listed events of Pain in extremity, Fatigue and Headache after receiving a dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 25L20A).   Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine. Of note, patient's underlying intervertebral disc disease may have been contributory for the event of headache.

984895 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 VA 59.0 59 M Pain in  injection srea

984896 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 AR M Some of the vaccine spilled down the patients arm; Some of the vaccine spilled down the patients arm; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and some of the vaccine spilled down the patient's arm.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 14 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.    On 14 Jan 2021, during administration of the mRNA-1273 vaccine some of the vaccine spilled down the patient's arm. The patient believed things were not screwed on properly. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The outcome of the event, some of the vaccine spilled down the patient's arm, was considered resolved on 14 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male patient of unknown age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Incorrect dose administered and Accidental exposure to product.

984897 01/06/2021 01/29/2021 CA U soreness; vaccinated after the 6 hour mark; A spontaneous report was received from a hospital office manager concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced soreness and was vaccinated after the 6 hour mark.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 06 Jan 2021, it was reported that the facility was delivered 3 vials of the vaccine, with no documentation, from the Department of Public Health. Some vaccines were left out more than 6 hours punctured but were refrigerated. The vaccines were used to vaccinate staff and patients, approximately 20 people. Of the 20 people vaccinated at least 10 were vaccinated after the 6 hours mark.  On 06 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and received vaccine that from a vial that had been punctured more than 6 hours previously.    On an undisclosed date, the patient also experienced a soreness after receiving the vaccine. No details were provided.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event, soreness, was not reported. The event, was vaccinated after the 6 hour mark, was considered resolved on 06 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administration error for mRNA, where the vaccine was administered from a vial punctured more than 6 hours. The event of pain was associated with this case of out of specification product use.

984898 01/29/2021 CA F Splash when vaccine was being administered and doesn't think she got 0.5 ml; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 39-years-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273), and reported splash when vaccine was being administered and she doesn't think she got 0.5mL.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on unknown date.   On an unknown date, prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 041L20) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.    On an unknown date, while receiving the second dose of vaccine it splash and the patient did not received full dose (0.5ml). The person who gave the vaccine said the hub was stuck on syringe. Treatment information was not provided.   The patient received both scheduled doses of mRNA-1273 prior to the events; therefore, action taken with the drug in response to the events is not applicable.   The outcome of the events, splash when vaccine was being administered and she doesn't think she got 0.5mL was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 39-years-old, female patient who patient received their second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 041L20) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and reported a splash when vaccine was being administered and she doesn't think she got 0.5mL. There were no reported adverse events associated with the event of a splash when vaccine was being administered and she doesn't think she got 0.5mL.

984899 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 OH 35.0 35 F About a week after I received the 1st dose of the vaccination I noticed redness, swelling, and tenderness just below the the site of the injection. The symptoms lasted for about 24 hours before they resolved.

984900 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 FL 16.0 16 M Vaccine given to a 16 year old; A spontaneous report was received from a parent concerning a 16-year-old, male, patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273).  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 22 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 22 Jan 2021, the patient received his first dose of the Moderna vaccine and he is only 16 years old. The patient was fine and has had no side effects. Consent given for Safety to follow up.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, vaccine was administered to a 16 year-old, was considered resolved on 22 Jan2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 16-year-old, male, patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. There were no reported adverse events per reporter for this case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age

984901 01/29/2021 CO U had a 16 year old who accidentally got the moderna covid vaccine; A spontaneous was received from a health care provider (HCP)  concerning a 16-year-old patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273)accidentally.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Products known to have been used by the patient, were not provided.  On an unknown date, the patient accidentally received mRNA-1273 (Lot number: unknown) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.    Treatment information was not provided. Consent has been given to contact the HCP.  HCP was inquiring as to whether or not the second dose of mRNA-1273 should be given.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event, a 16-year-old accidentally receiving the vaccine, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 16-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product administered to patient of inappropriate age.

984903 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 RI 63.0 63 F 1/25/2021- severe pain at vaccination site, I could not move my arm, was unable to sleep. 1/26/2021- dizzy, achy, chills, fever 101.8 degrees to 102.6 degrees. 1/27/2021- slept most of the entire day, achy, dizzy. 1/28/2021 & 1/29/2021- fatigue.

984904 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NY 45.0 45 F Aches, Chills, Headache, Fever

984905 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 PA 49.0 49 F Out-of-sequence COVID-19 vaccination was given.  Person involved was a community member (non-affiliated healthcare provider) who showed up to a hospital based clinic that was administering first doses to 1A non-affiliated healthcare providers on 1/27/21.  Unknown to the clinic organizers this person had previously received one dose of the Pfizer vaccine 13 days earlier (1/14/21).  On 1/27/21 a dose of Moderna vaccine was administered and then after administration it was revealed that the person had previously received Pfizer and was not due for re-vaccination on 1/27/21.  Person was held for routine observation and no side effects resulted.  Person was provided with contact information for a hospital hotline to report any side effects that may result in the meantime.  As of 1/29 no effects have been reported.

984907 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NH 34.0 34 F Body aches, headache, fatigue, fever Soreness and mild headache started within a few hours of the vaccine. The next morning I woke with severe headache, diffuse body aches, and low grade fever (99.3). Mid afternoon body aches resolved but headache progressed to a migraine. I also developed a 101.4 fever. All symptoms resolved overnight.

984909 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 GA 65.0 65 M Vaccine taken on 1/20.  1/24 began symptoms of exhaustion, fatigue, headache and brain fog.  1/24 began additional symptoms of decrease /altered taste in mouth.  symptoms last 3-4 days.

984912 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NY 29.0 29 F Patient developed hives/rash on chest and arms immediately after receiving vaccine, administered 50 mg Benadryl po, took vitals twice fifteen minutes apart and was then driven home by her husband. Vital signs remained stable throughout episode.

984913 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 MI 35.0 35 F The injection site is itchy and splotchy however this was not a symptom until after a week of getting the shot. My arm is the only area of this rash like symptom. NO fever after injection has occurred. My arm is warmer to the touch than the other arm. I have taken progression pictures if needed to be emailed and dated. I have taken benedryl after I noticed the rash and seemed to have no changes.

984914 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 PA 32.0 32 F Patient developed red pinpoint rash all over arms, feet, trunk within 15 minutes of vaccine which eventually spread from trunk up abdomen to chest and neck. Patient vitals remained stable and had no problem breathing but rash spread and injection site was itchy.  Patient was given benadryl cream at injection site and as rash spread, was given 25 mg oral benadryl.  After 30 min observation, no change in symptoms. Rash did stop spreading, remained constant over arms, hands, chest and abdomen, flank, and feet.  Did not extend to legs.

984915 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 40.0 40 F Numbness and tingling in lips and oropharynx progressing to face; flushing and redness on chest, itching of hands, eyes, neck; nausea and stomach cramping all onset approx 30-40 minutes after vaccine. Treated in the emergency department w/ famotidine 50mg, solumedrol 125 mg, 1L NS. Noted frequent multifocal PVCs and runs of ventricular bigeminy during Emergency Dept evaluation and ongoing intermittent facial tingling and itching. Admitted for overnight observation.Y

984916 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 FL 60.0 60 F Chills, low grade fever

984917 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 DC 35.0 35 F generalized pruritus, onset 5-10 minutes after the vaccine, no other symptoms, vitals stable

984919 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 IN 55.0 55 F Injection was at 4:30/pm on January 26.  January 27, 2021 I woke at 4:15/am with  a major headache which lasted  for approximately 15 hours.    January 29, 2021 woke with swollen and sore lymph node under right armpit.

984921 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 GA 52.0 52 F Chills, muscle aches, mild headache, swollen lymph node (right side near clavical), right arm pain at site of injection

984924 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NY 54.0 54 F 102 fever body aches exhaustion splitting headache 36 hours

984927 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 FL 71.0 71 F On day 6 he woke up feeling very weak. Needed help getting out of bed. He has a degenerative muscle disease (Inclusion Body Myositis) so is already very weak, wheelchair bound. House is set up with all lift chairs or elevated (Bed, Toilet) so he can get out of them with very weak legs. By mid morning he was not able to use legs or arms at all to get up and had difficulty holding head up (usually no problem). By afternoon temperature went to 103.6. and he ached all over. After 2 - 3 hours with dose of 2 extra strength Tylenol temperature came down to 100.6 and then another hour later he became very sweaty all over body and temp returned to normal. Continued very weak for a few days. Gradually regained strength and back to normal strength for him over 6 days.

984928 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 FL 75.0 75 F on the evening of January 28,2021, I experienced mild itching on right arm and when I looked it was a light blotchy pink. It is the same this morning. I reported it to my doctor.

984929 12/21/2020 01/29/2021 AR 35.0 35 F ? Day 10 after vaccine #1 upper lip swelling AKA angioedema ? Day 6 post vaccine #2 lower right lip and upper right lip swelling. Scratchy throat ? Day 10 post vaccine #2 wheezing like an asthma attack ? Day 12 post vaccine #2 Left, lower lip swelling, tingling in my tongue ? itchy for 2 weeks, 14 days post vaccine #2. Developed a sporadic, ever changing rash ? Day 16 post vaccine #2 a different, new rashY

984932 12/30/2020 01/29/2021 TN 58.0 58 F Covid Arm- one week after shot got big red spot on same arm as shot was administered. Did not itch, warm to touch, also hard knot. About a 3 x 3 spot. Lasted two days.

984933 01/18/2021 01/29/2021 FL 53.0 53 F Throat felt very tight, cough and sore throat. difficulty swollening. took Tylenol sinus and steriods 4mg started 8pm on the 1/20/21
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984934 12/26/2020 01/29/2021 TN 36.0 36 F 6 days later - 101-102 degree degree fever for 3 days (1/1/2021-1/4/2021) followed by 3 days of migraine headache (1/5/2021-1/8/2021)

984935 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OK 29.0 29 M Restless, chills, body ache, neck pain- (possible fever- did not take temp)

984936 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 NY 63.0 63 M 9 days later, red rash, minor swelling, some soreness and itching at site in left deltoid

984938 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 VA 75.0 75 F Sweeping in arm- about 1-1/2 inch diameter  has lasted 9 days now

984939 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 VA 47.0 47 F Fever 102 Chills Headache Extreme Fatigue Nausea Weakness Arm pain at site

984941 01/06/2021 01/29/2021 OH 63.0 63 F 2 days after the injection, I developed nausea, headache and extreme fatigue.  I slept for most of the following 2 days, and continued to be more fatigued than normal for about a week.  I then had flu-like symptoms  (lower GI, nausea, headache, fatigue) that lasted about 3 days and caused me to miss work.

984942 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NM 96.0 96 F Weakness and dizziness. Not fully coherent to take evening blood pressure pill at 7:30 pm. Right hand motor skills not good. Could not hold water bottle to take pill.

984943 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 FL 80.0 80 F rash on rt upper arm..  itchy ,warm,  and pink

984944 01/06/2021 01/29/2021 MI 81.0 81 M 1-6-21 Fatigue, nausea 1-7-21 T. 99.6, lethargic, unresponsive   to hospital

984946 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 86.0 86 F Itching all over starting 1/23/21 and lasting for several days

984947 01/04/2021 01/29/2021 FL 69.0 69 F Red rash on arm approximately 4x5 inches in diameter at injection site. Warm to touch and  painful. The Dr. thought the injection site was infected . He prescribed Keflex twice daily for 7 days and Mupirocin 2% ointment three times daily. Symptoms disappeared slowly over four days. I took all the antibiotics as prescribed.

984949 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 45.0 45 M 14 hours after shot started having chills lasting for 24 hours. had soreness at injection site for 4 days.  fatigue started 12 hours after receiving shot and lasted for 18 hours.

984954 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 PA 28.0 28 F On the 8th day after receiving my vaccine, my arm at the injection site was itchy and I felt a small bump. When I looked at it in the mirror, it was swollen and red. It was also warm to the touch. No pain though besides the initial itch. It is about a 1"-2" diameter circle. Today is day 9 after receiving the vaccine and it is still red and slightly swollen but not itchy. No other symptoms present.

984955 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Extreme fatigue by 1:30pm 1/27/21 Headache and pain/swelling at injection site by 3:30pm 1/27/21 Rigors, chills fever 100.9 by 11pm 1/27/21 (even with Tylenol on board) Moderate joint pain throughout entire body starting evening of 1/27/21 and still experiencing on 1/29/21 but milder Pain sensation on skin when clothing would rub with movement began middle of the night 1/27/21 and was gone by night of 1/28/21

984956 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 SD 50.0 50 F Fatigue, headache and severe chills Lasted 3 hours

984957 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 GA 57.0 57 F Swelling at injection site occurred evening of 1/27, tingling in lips.  Took 2 benadryl 1/28 and 1 benadryl this am 1/29.  Has reduced swelling around injection site, but still red.  Reporting this way since I did not have any issues when receiving the texts through v-safe and will not receive another text now for a week.

984959 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 VT 31.0 31 F The injection site is circled with ink and is one finger breadth below the acromion. Patient presents with pain and poor range of shoulder motion. Suspect vaccine was injected into her subacromial bursa, or possibly shoulder joint, resulting in injury (SIRVA)

984960 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 CT 31.0 31 M Event: I developed shaking chills, sweats, and moderate headache beginning 10 hours after receiving my second Moderna Covid-19 vaccine dose. Temperature was not recorded. Treatment: I took acetaminophen by mouth shortly after symptom onset. I took an additional acetaminophen 6 hours later. I then took ibuprofen 3 hours after that. Outcome: Symptoms were controlled with acetaminophen and ibuprofen. Symptoms completely resolved within 24 hours of receiving the vaccine dose.

984961 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 PR 48.0 48 F Sleepiness and discomfort on the same day. Next day in the afternoon chill and on the third day cellulitis on the arm where they applied the dose.

984963 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 IN 60.0 60 F headaches for the weekend, nausea, diarrhea 1 week later for 3 days, and dizziness 9 days later  used imitrex and butalbital

984964 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 MA 53.0 53 F Office visit 1/26: The employee is having right-sided back pain radiating down to her knee since 1/19/2021. She relates this pain to a vaccine for Covid which she received on 1/12/2021.  She has a history of right-sided shoulder tendinitis after flu vaccine and so she refuses to get the vaccine in her deltoid muscle and usually gets vaccines in her right gluteal area.  She had the vaccine for Covid on 1/12/2021 in the right hip area a little bit higher than where she normally gets it.  She developed some redness to the injection site which subsided but soon afterwards began having right-sided sacral pain and then right-sided knee pain. The pain is described as a ache and burning.  She does not have numbness and tingling down her leg.  And she does not have any limitation in terms of flexion or extension of her back but she finds that she cannot lie on her back at night because it hurts.  She also has trouble getting out of a chair because of right knee pain. She was seen by the orthopedist,  he has ordered an EMG which came out negative, and ordered to take Naprosyn twice a day. Dx: Lumbosacral radiculopathy at L3. F/U on 1/28: At this time she still having some dull right-sided back pain and pain to her knee but it is tolerable. She has been able to rest over the course of this week as she has not gone to work. She feels at this time that she can manage her pain and is able to start working this weekend on 1/30/2021. We expect that the pain will gradually subside as the effect of the injection subsides as well.

984966 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 OH 85.0 85 F on the 28th noticed a sudden red area size of a 50 cent piece, itches. at the site of the injection

984970 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MN 29.0 29 F Pregnant. Due august 2, 2021  Having fever (up to 100  F), headache, nausea, vomiting, aches

984971 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 30.0 30 F Individual received 2nd dose of Moderna. 10 minutes into observation employee vomited and reported tingling of cheek and part of tongue.

984972 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 KS 49.0 49 M COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Nausea and vomiting, dizziness, fever through the night

984973 01/06/2021 01/29/2021 MI 86.0 81 M 1-7-2021 Fatigue, nausea

984975 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 IA 50.0 50 F Fever; headache; chills    Left work early

984977 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 PA 76.0 76 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA

984979 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 IL 51.0 51 F Presented to ED on 1/21/21 with chest tightness and shortness of breath.  Patient reports chest pain with deep inspiration.  Shortness of breath started shortly after receiving vaccine on 1/20/21 and persisted into 1/21/21.  Patient reports no cough, positive lightheadedness with no syncope, positive nausea with no vomiting.  Per exam no fever, no rash, no tongue/mouth swelling.  Emergency Department MD states does not meet threshold for anaphylaxis thus no epinephrine administered.  Patient received Benadryl 50mg IV, Pepcid 20mg IVPB, Solu-Medrol 125mg IV, and 0.9% NaCl 1L IV bolus.

984980 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 FL 73.0 73 M Swelling, redness, itching at the site of the vaccination - about 4 inch circle pattern.  Lasted about one week.

984982 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 MI 45.0 45 M Low grade fever, body aches, headache to start. Fever continued to rise to 103.2F despite the use of acetaminophen and ibuprofen. Uncontrollably shaking with worsening body aches continued into the night.  Fever broke at aprox 0300 on 1/21/21. Following day began to feel better. Overall symptoms lasted approximately 16 hours.

984983 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 OH 46.0 46 F rigors, severe muscle aches and headache  for 18-24 hours, requiring 1 day of missed work

984984 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 IL 35.0 35 F Red, itchy, swollen rash on the injection arm. Not exactly surrounding the injection site, below it. Rash is circular and 3-4 inches in diameter. Rash started 7 days after the injection. Rash is warm to the touch

984986 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OH 53.0 53 F Muscle soreness, extreme fatigue, chills and head ache

984988 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 MO 57.0 57 F 5 minutes after the vaccine, I did have some tongue swelling, back 1/3 of tongue, however did not increase in amount, stayed the same until early evening. I did pre-medicate with Benadryl and Ibuprofen. After returning home added Benadryl and then Benadryl at bedtime. I also had slight leg cramps for approximately 2 hours post injection that lasted about an hour. No further tongue swelling at bedtime, back to normal.

984989 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 31.0 31 M Received 2nd step vaccine at 12pm on 1/27. At 10:30pm the same day i experienced acute onset of fever and chills, along with a slight cough and moderate headache. Fever and chills lasted ~30 hours and were accompanied by profuse sweating and shivering at times. I did not seek treatment, but monitored my symptoms, hydrated, and treated with Tylenol. Symptoms seem to have resolved the morning of 1/29, but fever/chills remained through the previous night.

984991 01/23/2021 01/29/2021 IN 61.0 61 F First day, high fever, chills, achiness, nauseated.  After first day, only symptom is major nausea.  Still today, 1/29, some nausea

984992 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 OH 59.0 59 M flulike symptoms, body aches, loss of appetite, headache lasting  2 1/2 days. The effects were less than 1st dose where I had full blown COVID symptoms.   I Had COVID in early December was ill for 14 days.

984993 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NY 56.0 56 F fever, chills, body aches, nausea, headache, fatigue tylenol

984995 01/05/2021 01/29/2021 GA 59.0 59 F Rash on right arm appeared one week after receiving vaccine. (1-13-2021).  Got bigger and was there for about 3 days.

984996 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 IA 25.0 25 F Fatigue; headache; body aches

984997 12/29/2020 01/29/2021 OH 53.0 53 F 12/29/2020 Day one; sore arm, headache, aches/pains. Worsening symptoms over serval days; developed severe abdominal cramping and diarrhea on 1/2/2021 and 1/3/2021 with more intense, myalgia/arthralgia. Saw MD. (1/8/2020) still had all symptoms.  Prescirbed codeine cough medicine and prednisone. All Labs drawn 1/6/2021.. Reported elevated inflammatory markers.  CT scan (1/9/2021) showed acute Ulcerative collitis.. Hx. of diverticulitis.  Given antibiotics and prednisone. Still having symptoms, seeing GI specialist.  Unable to work.  "I thought I had COVID and was tested; it was negative." (1//4/2021) Still having abdominal pain, cramping, diarrhea and fatigue when checked on for an update on 1/15/2021.

984998 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 WI 42.0 42 F Pt diagnosed with Bell's Palsy 3 days after receiving dose

984999 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 MT 44.0 44 F Lower right eye, where I received facial filler in November 2020, is grossly swollen and partially obstructing my field of vision. It?s painful, swollen and looks bruised.  I also received expected side effects: fever, painful swollen joints, full body aches, migraine.

985000 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 MO 45.0 45 F Severe body aches; headache; fatigue; red, lacy rash on neck, arm injection was given and stomach. Rash started 1/27 and I still have the rash today 1/28/21.

985001 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 IN 19.0 19 F injection site swelling. 2 in by 1.5 in in diameter, red and itchy. hard to touch, visible rounded lump on R upper arm. I noticed it yesterday morning and the swelling has not gone down since.

985002 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 CO 64.0 64 F Injection site soreness and urticaria beginning at 3:30pm.  Took 50mg of liquid Benadryl followed with 25mg four hours later.  Urticaria disappeared.  Six days later, the injection site soreness is worse with tenderness and heat extending to the elbow and shoulder blade.  Am taking Naproxen.

985003 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OH 66.0 66 F FEVER 101 DEGREES, CHILLS, MUSCLE ACHES, FATIGUE, HEADACHE

985005 01/17/2021 01/29/2021 76.0 76 F Itchy rash at injection site, started one week after 1st Covid inoculation (Jan 24).  Still present as of Jan. 29, 2021.  Lymph node under arm is swollen and sore.  Rash is not infected, only itchy.  Saw doctor Jan 26 who said it was either cellulitis or shingles.  Saw second doctor Jan 27 recognized it as Covid arm.  I wish this had been noted as a side effect on the web.  I could have saved myself both the cost and potential Covid exposure from two different doctors' visits.  Also, it would be nice to know if this is a delayed allergic reaction to vaccine components or a beneficial reaction by the immune system.

985007 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 42.0 42 F Localized swelling, redness and warmth with intense pain at injection site. Took ibuprofen and Benadryl which helped relieved symptoms

985008 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 GA 60.0 60 F Fatigue started on Day 10.  Fever Day 11-12 (as high as 102.3).  Fatigue through day 15.  Rash on left art at injection site day 15.  Severe headache on day 11. Mild nausea on day 12.

985010 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 MO 42.0 42 F Nausea, temperature, weakness, and muscle pain.

985011 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 UT 58.0 58 M Headache, body ache, fatigue for 24 hrs. Swollen lymph glands in left armpit still

985014 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OH 51.0 51 F low grade fever, body aches, and horrible teeth pain

985018 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Fatigue, arm pain,  contractions (baby due date 7/30/2021)

985019 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 34.0 34 F 12-16 hours after administration 102 fever, body aches and headache. Hovered between 99-102 for 24 hours with Motrin. Fever subsided after 24 hours. Still slight Headache.

985020 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 MA 31.0 31 F 24 weeks pregnant due 5/11/21, unknown birth weight Symptoms started as sharp stomach pains around belly button which I believed to be constipation or gas due to pregnancy. I began to feel nauseous around 6-6:30 on the night of 1/21/21 (vaccine administered on 1/20/21). I then began vomiting until approximately 8:00 pm. The nausea persisted until some point in the night, but I fell asleep so I?m unsure when. Stomach pain persisted the same as the nausea.. woke up next morning feeling much better, but dehydrated. Still unsure if stomach pain is related, but positive the nausea and vomiting was from vaccine.

985022 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 NH 30.0 30 F the morning following the second dose of the vaccine I awoke with a terrible headache, felt nauseated all day (didn't vomit), and felt exhausted. I had to take the day off work and slept most of the day.  I also had terrible muscular pain at the sight of the injection (L deltoid).  Tylenol helped with the arm pain. I had absolutely no side effects with the first dose.

985024 01/23/2021 01/29/2021 TX 31.0 31 M 13 hours after injection: Typical chills, body aches, cold sweats lasting 24 hours. Relief with Acetaminophen and Ibuprofen.   On 1/25/21 around 4:00 PM: Following intercourse, shortness of breath and mild chest pain. Unable to go for walk with son and wife due to fatigue and mild chest pain. Discomfort ameliorated with rest.   On 1/26/21 around 6:00 AM: Shortness of breath and chest pain in shower with minimal effort. Pulse around 140 BPM. Drove to ER for workup. Transferred to hospital for admission.Y 2

985026 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MI 64.0 64 F She described feeling of shortness of breath and self-administered Albuterol inhaler (home med). Continues feeling short of breath, now with chest heaviness. BP 148/74, HR 123, RR 26, p.ox 100%. Sent to critical bed immediately on report of chest heaviness. Treated with Prednisone, Claritin, Famotidine

985027 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 VA 63.0 63 F Chills, body aches, joint pain, back pain, tooth pain, lost sense of taste, headache

985029 01/16/2021 01/29/2021 CA 40.0 40 F Sunday (8 days after vaccine) noticed a red 1 inch round rash near injection site. No pain, no itch. Monday (9 days after vaccine)  it had grown to approximately  4 inch rash on left arm. It continued to grow the next few days  and seemed to slip (move) down my arm the next few days. My doctor had prescribed antibiotics and on day 12 the rash seems to be going away.

985030 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 ME 45.0 45 F feeling of throat closing/HTN/drop in O2 sat, itchy throat dizziness

985033 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 GA 72.0 72 F One week after Covid shot, red itchy rash at injection site. It is warm to the touch. This is second day of reaction.

985034 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MA 30.0 30 F Flushed face and tingly face and neck starting 3 or 4 hours after injection. Sharp, tingly pain at each joint on the arm where I received the vaccine every time I moved it (shoulder, elbow, wrist, each join in all my fingers) starting 3 or 4 hours after the injection.

985035 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Extreme Fatigue/weakness Low Grade Fever Body aches/joint pain muscle pain/stiffness/cramping Cold chills Sensitivity to cold temperatures Abdominal Pain Severe headache/pressure Sinus pressure ear pain high Heart Rate (above 100bpm for more than 10 minutes while inactive) nausea Cognitive issues Sore arm at injection site/hot to the touch at injection site slight cough short of breath nasal congestion

985036 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 VT 84.0 84 M Utilizing the ancillary supply needle/syringe combo - while administering vaccine, vaccine noted to leak out between the needle/syringe connection.  Amount that leaked out unknown, client reported, "feeling a drop run down his arm".

985037 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 DE 80.0 80 M Very itchy rash at injection site.  Showed up 6 days after vaccine was administered.  Somewhat improved three days later.

985039 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 MI 34.0 34 U Approximately 10-15 minutes after injection, she developed tachycardia with documented BP 181/93, HR 153, Resp 24, p.ox 99% in clinic area.  Taken to emergency critical care bed.

985040 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Pt. Was seen for covid-19 vaccination on 1/13/21. She presented to observation at 12:29pm for her 15 minute observation. Between 12:34-12:38pm pt. Endorsed sudden onset of dizziness and chills. I called for RN assistance who obtained VS and I began clinical assessment. Pt. Denied CP, SOB, DOE, difficulty swallowing was reported.  She was able to speak in full sentences, no audible wheezing, facial swelling, one sided weakness or difficulty with speech production. On exam: breath sounds clear, pt. diaphoretic, cool to touch, visible pallor. She denies prior allergic rxn to vaccinations, denies daily medication. Reports medical hx including Sjögren's syndrome and psoriasis. She reports eating breakfast (meal&juice) prior to vaccine administration. Denies allergies to food or medications.    12:40pm: BP 60/49, pulse 81, 02 sat 100%, RR 16. Repeat BP 60/33, rapid response (code blue) was called. Pt assisted transferred to clinical reclining chair, placed in supine reclining position, fluids started (500 bolus NS),FS glucose 93, and EMS called. Patient remained a&o x3, no syncope. 12:46-12:50pm: reported onset of stiffening of hands and l/e. below the knee. AROM remained intact in extremities.  Approximately 12:56pm EMS arrived, EKG WNL (per EMS), patient able to ambulate with assistance from reclining chair to EMS transport chair. Approximately 12:58pm BP 93/47. Pt. was stabilized in DTMO following 500 mL NS, BP 92/54 prior to departure to ED at 1:05pm.    RN contacted pt. Emergency contact (as documented in RN note) with EMS arrival and prior to  ED departure. Pt. Belongings were collected, including cellular phone, and placed in patient belonging bag and given to patient prior to her departure. RN will follow up with patient tomorrow and schedule in office follow up.  PCP notified per rapid response report.

985041 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 VA 24.0 24 F Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, headache, fatigue, muscle soreness

985042 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 CA 55.0 55 F Symptoms:  Leg & Body Aches;  Temp. 100.1;   Heart Rate above 110's;  Headache;   weakness,  lasting 2 days.

985043 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 FL 43.0 43 F at 12 midnight 1/27/2021 I started with the Chills, and Joint pain, Fever, dizzy spells, and on 1/29/2021 started with left side facial inflammation and pulsing pain from head to left eye. I called my Employee Clinic and they stated to call and recording says to fill out reaction report

985047 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MI 64.0 64 F Patient was at end of 30 minute monitoring and stated she "felt off, my throat feels dry." Able to sip water. Continuously monitored for additional 10 minutes when she stated her throat felt tight.  BP 150/85, HR 97, RR 20, p. ox 99%. Sent to critical bed in emergency. Epinephrine, Solu-medrol, and normal saline given. Monitored until 11:18 (3.5 hours from onset) and discharged.

985049 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 29.0 29 F Chills and aches started about 8-9 hours after vaccine (10-11pm). Chills and likely fever all night. On 1/28 at 6:15 am, fever 101, vasovagal syncopal episode and nausea. Took Tylenol at 6:30am and drank fluids. Temperature down to 99.7 by 8:30am, 99.6 at 1pm, 99.0 at 10pm on 1/28 (day after vaccine).  Headache and fatigue on 1/28 also.

985050 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 MA 34.0 34 F Large red mark surrounding injection site almost immediately after vaccine 1/25/21 Body aches starting around 8:30PM 1/25/21 Nausea starting around 9:00PM 1/25/21 Chills starting around 9:30PM 1/26/21 (quickly resolved) Felt feverish starting at 5:00AM 1/27/21 (on and off 1/27/21-1/28/21) Body aches lasted until about 6:00PM 1/28/21, then started to recur overnight; woke up feeling congested and achy, went to work and started to feel feverish, nauseous and more achy. Left work to go get a rapid covid test.

985051 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 IA 56.0 56 F Headache; nausea   Left work early

985052 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 TX 71.0 71 F On  8th day( Jan 28) injection site of Moderna Covid-19  started itching & slight rash.  On 9th day ( Jan 29) injection site has a more prnounced rash that is medium pink , warm & itching. Took a Benadryl.

985053 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NY 49.0 49 F Patient became dizzy and light headed, passed out into chair (briefly), employee felt tightness in chest, SOB, taken to emergency room at this point, increased heart rate, blood pressure and SOB. Patient given Neb treatment, Solu-Medrol, Toradol (for migraine). Patient discharged from emergency room with improved breathing. Patient reports she is still SOB at times, has muscle aches, fatigue and soreness at injection site.

985055 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 SC 24.0 24 F Temperatures exceeding 102 Body aches and chills Muscle pain / weakness Headaches  Large red skin bump

985057 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 FL 67.0 67 F Very strong chills for 6 hours around bedtime... bad headache...it has been about 24 hours, still have headache, left arm very sore.

985059 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 FL 58.0 58 F Chills, Fever, fatigue, headache lasted 36 hours. Dizziness lasted 96+ hours

985062 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OR 31.0 31 F At midnight on 1/28/21 I had 101 degree fever, chills, sweats, migraine headache, nausea that lasted until I could take 2 Ibuprofen around 8:00 AM.  The fever returned after the ibuprofen wore off.   Today is 1/29/21 and I am still experiencing a 99 degree fever, sweats, chills, light headache, and diarrhea.   Two days of work missed.

985063 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 VA 53.0 53 F Fever, lethargy, headache, pain at injection site

985065 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 FL 72.0 72 F On day of vaccine I had localized swelling , pain, and some itching.  This went away in about 3 days.  On 1/27/2021, I started experiencing , itching and redness on the spot of the injection.  Today is the 29th and I am still experiencing these symptoms.

985066 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 KY 58.0 58 F Fever Fatigue Headache Nausea  *Lasting approx. 30 hours.   *Bedrest & Ibuprofen

985068 01/06/2021 01/29/2021 MI 86.0 86 M 1-8-21 Body aches

985069 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 TX 67.0 67 F Itching, feverish  tender, raised rash approximately 1.5 inches in diameter at injection site developed 9 days following the injection

985070 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 KY 31.0 31 F One week post vaccination there was a small amount of erythema developed, centered at the vaccination site. This disappeared after several days. Then a large rash appeared on the left arm around the vaccination site 12 days post vaccination. It spread downward toward the elbow over several days, covering the majority of the bicep, but the rash resolved with repeated administration of hydrocortisone 1% cream and PO diphenhydramine.

985071 01/06/2021 01/29/2021 MI 83.0 83 F 01-07-21 Headache, Runny nose

985072 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 TN 49.0 49 F injection site inflammation upon wakening the next morning was better by day three however began itching on day four and slightly irritated by day six was seriously inflamed borders were marked before bed and upon wakening day seven, had enlarged past borders  area morning of day seven is 3.5 inches across and 2 inches long, very red, raised and hot to the touch with occasional itching

985073 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 KY 67.0 67 F Day of vaccine. Bright red flushing throughout my body. Looked like sunburn. Lightheaded, very tired, headache and feeling shaky. My arm was swollen and redness act injection site Day 2. Low grade fever. Very tired. Achiness. swollen arm. Redness at injection site. Slight headache.  Day 3. No fever. Some tiredness. Arm still swollen and tender. Still redness at injection site.

985074 01/10/2021 01/29/2021 58.0 58 F Swollen , painful lymph nodes underneath armpit and underside of arm. Started as slightly tender and now has  increased to encompass whole upper arm being painful and having trouble moving the arm.

985076 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 PA 77.0 77 F Large red  rash area at site of injection with some hardness and more headaches than usual.    Eight days out now from receiving this dose #1 of Moderna.

985077 01/06/2021 01/29/2021 MI 91.0 91 F 01/08/2021 Body aches

985080 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 NY 68.0 68 M fever, chillis, restlessness, unable to sleep, exprem fatigue

985081 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 54.0 54 M Fever of 102F and headache, which both lasted for 7 hours

985082 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 FL 72.0 72 M sore arm,  fatigue,  muscle and joint pain in the body full day after the shot

985083 01/23/2021 01/29/2021 IL M [Moderna COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine] treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): Patient received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 1/23/201. It was determined after her received this that he had received Bamlanivimab monoclonal antibody therapy on 12/24/2020. Patient has had not adverse reactions after receiving the vaccine. His second dose of the Moderna vaccine will be deferred until early April (90 days after receiving Bam therapy).

985084 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NY 31.0 31 F Fever up to 101.2 (persistent) Headache Chills Pain at site of injection

985086 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 VA 58.0 58 F loss of taste, still persists Noticed when I woke up the next morning after receving the vaccine and my coffee tasted like hot water.

985087 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MA 56.0 56 F received second vaccine at 0820 1/28/2021. no issues until evening at approx. 1900 when chills started. took Tylenol and fell asleep. 2 hrs later awoke and chills and malaise continue. Took ibuprofen and went to bed. awoke in night with fever, chills and major headache. took Tylenol. Came to work to try to see if could work through it but by 7:30 symptoms returning and unable to continue. called employee health and went home.

985088 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 OH 67.0 67 F About 10 days after injection developed two circular rash es on right arm near injection site.  Rash is itchy , red, swollen and burns. About 2-3 inches in diameter.  It resembles a poison ivy rash.  No other symptoms but rash has not resolved 5 days since noticing it.

985090 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 NY 37.0 37 F Since around 1/26/2021 Having a very itchy rash on the injection side started as a little itchy bump is getting bigger, looks like a red ring very itchy, hot to the touch and hard too. Also I been having a headache since 1/28/2021 not sure if is related. Also felling  very tired not sure if is related as well.

985091 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 TN 32.0 32 F 12x14 cm induration at the injection site, extending distally. Superficial skin reaction causing blistering and subsequent excoriation of 4 cmx6 cm. Treated with ice, topical cortisone, and oral benadryl x 4 days. Induration resolved by day 4, skin healing still in progress at day 8. Picture available upon request.

985092 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 KY 26.0 26 F I had a red raised hot area after the shot that itched. 10 days after I got the 1st dose, it spread throughout my arm. The small red, raised itchy spot had now increased in size and spread throughout my arm and up in my shoulder. My shoulder now hurts when I raise it up or try and pick anything up certain movements. My arm has a weird feeling in my shoulder all the way to my hand sometimes. It feels tingly at times but is not constant. My skin where the reaction happened is now different. It is rough and different to touch.

985093 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 47.0 47 F Mild rash at injection site--red, bumpy, itchy--appearing about a week after injection. Around 3 inches in diameter.

985094 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NY 63.0 62 F headache , muscle aches , sinus pressure.

985095 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 IA 40.0 40 F Injection site pain, bodyaches, joint pain, muscle tightness, headache, racing heart, fever (100.5), loss of appetite, nausea, vomiting.

985096 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 FL 80.0 80 F Exactly one week after receiving Moderna Vaccine the vaccination area became itchy, red, hot and a sweliing appeared  This lessened and dissipated over the next few days

985097 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 FL 32.0 32 M continued Swelling and redness 3 days after injection and it continues to grow

985098 01/16/2021 01/29/2021 TX 58.0 58 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Red blotchiness/rash appeared on left arm around location of vaccination.  Mild itchiness associated with 2" diameter redness.

985099 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 RI 46.0 46 F APPROXIMATLY 45 MIN AFTER VACCINIATION PT REPORTED DIZZINESS AN DPRESENTED WITH HYPERTENSION AND TAHYCARDIA

985100 01/24/2021 01/29/2021 GA 31.0 31 F Pt reported feeling hot and flushed and was itching.  No swelling/tingling reported in throat/mouth, or difficulty breathing.  Pt vitals: HR 102, O2sat:96%, BP:160/110.  Patient's itching spread and she began shaking.  50mg IM benadryl was given in R arm.  Vitals monitored and were as follows: 5:45pm: BP:140/90, HR:86, R:18, spO2:96% - Patient reported improvement in itching and redness 6:15pm: BP:138/85, HR:78, spO2:98% - Significant improvement in itching, redness and shaking. Patient reported feeling much better and that vitals were normal.  Patient released.  Educated to take oral benadryl and call 911 if difficulty breathing or severe reaction. Pt and husband acknowledged understanding.

985101 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MA 65.0 65 F Fatigue, shivering, body aches, and cramping bout 12 hours after 2nd moderna vaccine.

985104 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 PA 29.0 29 F Had vaccine at 310p on 1/26/21. On 1/28/21 around 9p, noticed a red rash/welt on left upper arm near injection site. Warm to touch, not itchy. Unchanged in 12 hours. Some tenderness in left axilla.

985108 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 WV 43.0 43 F Within the 15 minute observation window post vaccine, the patient experienced 3 waves of a tingling sensation that went away as quickly as they came.  Afterward, she felt "cognitively disconnected and shaky like on caffeine."  She remained in the pharmacy an additional  30 to 45 minutes until effects subsided.

985110 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 TX 68.0 68 F Pin prick-type pain & constant itching with red, splotchy rash on back of both thighs- 3? x 6? on both legs.  The rash come on suddenly & Itching was intense. Wore same clothing/pants all day with no issues prior to afternoon. Cortisone cream relieved discomfort and the rash did not spread.  Legs were ok the next day.

985113 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NY 44.0 44 M Patient complains of tingling sensation on his scalp when anything touches anyplace on his body.

985114 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 24.0 24 F fever, muscle aches, headache Supraclavicular lymph node swelling

985115 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 VT 57.0 57 F approximately one week after the vaccination, the patient developed progressive edema around the injection site, with the arm swelling to about 1.5 times its original size with overlying errythema and painful skin

985116 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 73.0 73 F Dizziness began next day around 2:00am and continues through the morning.

985117 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 FL 58.0 58 F Patient stated she was extremely thirsty and felt she had a really really dry mouth? Then stated the top of her head felt funny. At this point on site  ARNP was called over to Patient. and both myself and ARNP noticed flushing on face and neck and hives on neck area. On site EMS notified and came over. Patient then self medicated with 2-25 mg Benadryl. Patient exhibited mild cognitive slowing with some mild speech and thought degradation...felt funny....not sure what she felt.... Physical symptoms noted above showed some mild sign of improvement? Clinicians insisted that patient should be taken to hospital of choice via ambulance. Patient was taken to clinic where she was under observation, put on IV saline and administered IV steroid, dexamethasone. After approximately two hours patient was released and instructed to take over-the-counter Benadryl every six hours for six days and one Pepcid per day for six days.Y

985119 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 GA 78.0 78 F Redness, swelling, heat, mild itching, hardness at injection site Abdominal cramps, nausea, vomiting  Mild fatigue

985120 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 MO 41.0 41 F I had the first shot of the Moderna Covid vaccine on 1-13-2021. I had the usual swelling and soreness at the injection site. That went away by that Saturday/Sunday.  That following Wed. 1-20-21, the soreness and redness came back. The redness was a little larger than the size of a quarter  but had started to go away again in a couple of days On  1-27-21, I noticed  the injection site was tender, swollen, and red again and this time the redness was larger than before, about the size of a small saucer. It is now a couple of days later from the last flare up and the swelling is pretty much gone again along with tenderness. You can still clearly see the redness but it is much lighter in color than before.

985122 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 MA 25.0 25 F 2nd dose of moderna vaccine given IM in the R arm at 0800 on 1/26/21. I had severe chills, severe body aches, a mild fever, and extreme redness and swelling at the injection site. The side effects kept me out of work for one shift. The chills, body aches, and fever subsided within 36 hours, the severe redness and swelling at the injection site has continued to persist. I took Tylenol 1g q8hr for the side effects.

985123 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 PA 20.0 20 F Swollen and sore axillary lymph node about the size of a grape in the left arm. Onset on 01/27/2021, 8 days after vaccination. On the day of onset, I felt very fatigued, lethargic, and weak.

985125 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IL 33.0 33 F Right arm pain at injection site all day. As the day progressed, I developed body aches and a headache around 7pm. By 8:30 pm, I developed extreme body chills that lasted through the night until 4am. I continued to have body aches and a headache along with nausea until late afternoon the next day 1/28/2021.

985127 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Left sided stiff neck Enlarged lypmh node on left side of neck above clavicle- tender to the touch Enlarged lypmh node under left armpit Redness and swelling at injection site Itching of injection site  Itching of eyes and body
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985128 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 NM 44.0 44 M pt. describes swollen lymph gland located in left arm pit starting day after vaccination

985131 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 OH 41.0 41 F 12/23/20 - I received my first dose.  Following that dose I had mild soreness in my arm and was just tired, for the next day.  1/21/21 I received my second dose.  This time I had a very sore arm, very sore neck muscles and back, generalized achy body, and tiredness.  Until yesterday 1/28/21 - I woke up early morning 0200 with a severe headache, I took some pain medicine and fell back to sleep, I woke up in the AM unable to function.  I could not keep anything down all day (food or drink).  I had the headache all day.  I emailed my PCP who called me in some medication that helped get rid of the headache and ease the vomiting.

985134 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 TN 62.0 62 F headache, pain under left cheek bone, slight earache in left ear, body aches and pains in lower extremities - thighs, behind knee caps, calves and ankles.

985136 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 AL 43.0 43 F INCREASED HEART RATE AND SORTNESS OF BREATH

985137 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 VA 72.0 72 F I was cold and then I started getting chills and all I wanted to do was sleep. I didn't want to eat just go to sleep. So today my legs are sore.

985138 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 GA 73.0 73 F Red rash on right arm around the site the vaccine was given occurring  7-8 days later. Slightly  itchy, no treatment. I saw a news item about ?Covid arm? and thought it might be that.

985139 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 30.0 30 F GI cramping and loose stools  Body aches  Very tired

985140 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 GA 66.0 66 F 1 week after injection, slight itch and red blotch appeared around injection site, roughly 3 " long and 2 " wide.  No even border.  Very slight sensation of pain, like an echo of the original soreness that lasted about 4 days after injection. Area is warmer than the rest of the arm.

985142 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 VA 50.0 50 M Facial Rash and Fatigue and soreness at injection site

985143 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 IN 76.0 76 F Pt got drowsy and her eyes were droopy.  Family members stated her blood sugar gets low sometimes and we gave her a glucose tablet and water.  Pt was feeling much better and talking within ten minutes.  We stayed with the patient and monitored her continuously until her observation time was complete and when she left with family she was alert, oriented, and said she felt much better.  Instructed patient and her family to give us a call if they had any further questions or concerns and to go to the ER if any serious reaction symptoms occurred.

985144 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 OH 41.0 41 F ON DAY OF VACCINATION, NO SYSTEMIC SIDE EFFECTS NOTED.  aPPROXIMATELY 3-4 HOURS POST VACCINATION I DID EXPERIENCE A ORAL DISPLEASENT TASTE OF METAL OR COPPER FOR ABOUT AN HOUR.  THE FOLLOWING SATURDAY JANUARY 23, 2021, I BEGAN FEELING THE SENSATION OF NEED TO ITCH THE ARM OF INNOCULATION.  THROUGHOUT THE DAY I EXPERIENCED THE SENSATION 3-4 TIMES.  LATER THAT EVENING WHEN I DID ASSESSS THE FULL AREA,  THERE WAS A LARGE AREA OF LOCALIZED ALLERGIC (WELT) REACTION WHICH WAS ACUTE.  THE AREA MEASURED 6X3 AND HAD A RAISED, BORDERED EFFEACT THAT WAS WARM TO THE TOUCH AND RED WITHIN THE AREA, WITH A HARD PALPABLE SPOT WHERE THE INNOCULATION OCCURED 1 WEEK PRIOR.  THIS EVENT WAS NOVEL TO THE DATE OF 1/23/2021.  ASSESSMENT DESCRIPTION WOULD APPEAR TO RESEMBLE CELLULITIS,  THE AREA HAD IMPROVED OVER THE COURSE OF 2 DAYS BUT THERE TO DATE IS STILL A SENSATION TO ITCH, AND A CRUSTED SCAB AT THE SITE OF INJECTION.  i AM CONCERNED AS TO WETHER OR NOT i SHOULD RECEIVE MY 2ND DOSE.  i ALSO AM PERSONALLY A VACCINATOR AS WELL AS LOGISTICIAN AT THIS POD FOR THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT  I AM A LICENSED RN.

985148 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 VA 48.0 48 F Day 1 injections very painful when given.  hurt all day.  Took extra /Zyrtec and Pepcid 20 mg before injection due to local reaction from first vaccine.  Stayed red and swollen 9 days without treatment of any kind.  Day 2 -woke up with arm pain, mild swelling in local area. Day3-woke up with extreme redness and swelling in top  half arm.  Took Pepcid 20 mg, applied topical hydrocortisone, and took Prednisone 40mg PO.  Heat worsened redness and swelling . Also very hot to the touch.  Had limited range of motion.  Applied cool compresses throughout the day.  Swelling slowly decreased over the day.   Day 4  Overall swelling and redness decreased.  Taking Pepcid and Prednisone again today as is still swollen and red in a large area but less swollen and have increased range of motion.  Still warm to touch.

985149 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 KY 32.0 32 F Rash at site after a week. Raised and itches.

985151 01/09/2021 01/29/2021 TX 56.0 56 F I had Moderna vaccine and a week after vaccine started experiencing dizziness at night after about a week it starting happening during the day.  I went to urgent care and was told it was vertigo given medicine not getting any better and now my husband that had vaccine on same day as me is having same issues.  My dizziness is getting worse

985153 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 WI 56.0 U Hot, flushed & nausea.  Symptoms started 23 minutes post vaccination & lasted 20 minutes. Treatment was a snack & vital monitoring.

985157 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 OH 39.0 39 F Redness, swelling, pain at injection site 9 days after vaccine given

985158 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 FL 69.0 69 F On Jan. 8th I had significant shaking in my hands, arms and shoulders, lower legs about 20 mins after injection and lasted about an hr after that. Then is eased. then it began again about 12:30 pm and lasted until 5:30 PM roughly. Jan 9th i felt okay. On Jan 10, 11th, 12th it returned. Then after the 12th it eased, and there was spiritic shaking but not has intense and those three days. Then 16 days after i had the injection on jan 24th i woke up in the morning i developed sensitivity the left temple of my head close to my eye on the left side of my face. Kind of feels like slight bruising and numbing. And my left eye lid feels heavy. and my vision feels slightly affected. That has continued through today Jan 29 and has been on going since the 24th.

985161 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 48.0 48 F At 11:00 am on 1/27/2021 I felt my heart beating fast; my Apple Watch was alarming me that heart rate was high. This episode lasted for about 1 hour. At 11:50, I became shaky & lightheaded. I ate my lunch at noon & drank a coke. I took 1000 mg of Tylenol at 12:15. Took off my Apple Watch and sat & took deep breaths for about 15 minutes. Then, heart palpitations slowed. By 6:00 pm on 1/27/2021 I began experiencing joint pain, muscle aches, headache, fatigue  & was nausea. By 12:30 am on 1/28/2021 I had a fever, stuffy nose, and developed a cough.  On 1/28/2021 I had muscle aches, headache, fever (101) and fatigue. Also, I lost sense of taste on 1/28/2021. I took 800 mg of ibuprofen on 1/28/2021 at 12:30 pm and symptoms seemed much better by 4:00 pm on 12/28/2021. As of 1/29/2021 at 10:10 am I am asymptomatic other than sore arm at injection site and stiff neck or muscle soreness in neck on right side.

985162 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Exactly 1 week post-vqccination, I began to experience severe itching at the injection site, closely followed by swelling and hardening, redness and tenderness

985164 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IL 49.0 49 F Presented to ED @ 0815 (approx 45 mins after 2nd Moderna vaccine) c.o. dizziness, N/V, chest pain.  Patient reports throat swelling although no obvious facial/throat swelling on exam, no wheezing.  Treated as anaphylaxis. Temp 36.2, BP 186/103, HR 70, RR 24, O2 sat 99.  Benadryl 50mg IV, Epinephrine 0.5mg IM, Pepcid 20mg IV, Zofran 4mg IV, Solu-Medrol 125mg IV, Tylenol 1000mg po, 1L NS IV bolus.  H/o covid infection ~ 3 months ago, now recovered from COVID PNA as well.

985165 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 IN 35.0 35 F red, itchy, hard, warm rash at injection site.  Painful to touch.  Rash appeared 8 days after injection.  Symptoms improved by day 9.

985166 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MD 41.0 41 F Red swollen lips, tingling face.

985167 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MD 32.0 32 M Left shoulder soreness (Started before 9pm but don't remember when).  Fatigue, body aches, headache.

985169 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 ND 27.0 27 F Left arm got a large red splotch a bit smaller than the size of my hand at injection site on Wednesday and got slightly bigger. Lasted 1 day then slowly disappeared on its own.

985171 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 WA 50.0 50 F chest rash, joint aches, fever 103(now resolved), dizziness

985173 12/30/2020 01/29/2021 PR 53.0 53 F Immediately after being vaccinated developed fascial flushing redness and mild tachycardia and took 50 mg of oral benadryl- followed by improvement. That same day in the afternoon developed exanthem, flushing and mild itchy urticaria.  Night-time had chills, malaise, with very painful soar arm. Day later had similar symptoms with body aches, rash and low grade fever. Symptoms improved 48 hours later. Rash improved as well. Day 7 and 13-14 th developed similar symptoms associated to malaise and fatigue and worsening rash with 1-2 days of body ache, pruritis. Being currently treated for intermittent flares of rash mostly on chest, abdomen and back.

985174 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 PA 47.0 47 F injection site is slightly swollen, red and becomes itchy at times for about 10-30 mins

985175 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 KY 42.0 42 F 2 days after injection had a knot to come up on underside of arm.

985177 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 44.0 44 F Terrible headache,  body aches, tiredness, arm hurts from shot, nausea  all were gone with in 2 days of the vaccine.

985178 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 36.0 36 F I have had a low grade fever. Minor headache. I have had severe body aches along with severe chills and then sweats. My arm is sore to the touch  and movement and today is very red.

985179 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 CT 51.0 51 F Soreness at injection site, fever, fatigue, cough, muscle aches and weakness

985181 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 71.0 71 F Swollen red lump just below the injection, chills, fever of 102.3, nausea, achy all over,headache..the same way i felt when i had the virus on November 16,2021

985182 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 OH 35.0 35 F Significant arm pain starting around 5-6pm. Starting at 7pm, had chills, significant rigors, significant body aches. Normal tylenol dosing helped, but symptoms persisted through to 8-9am 1/29. Mild back & joint pain 1/29.

985183 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 CT 61.0 61 F I developed a runny nose on 1/27 and tested positive for COVID on 1/28, 6 days after the 2nd vaccine.

985184 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 58.0 58 M severe chills and shakes during the night lasting 3-4 hours.  Extreme body aches head to toe lasting 24 hours

985185 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 OH 50.0 50 M Started feeling dizzy, then massive headache started. I then started feeling nauseated but didn't throw up. Was monitored for another 30 minutes and my wife picked me up. Took tylenol when I got home. Checked blood sugar at home and blood sugar was down to 40. I hadn't eaten before the vaccine. I ate oatmeal and went to bed. After 2 hours, I no longer had symptoms. Returned to work 1/29/2021 without any further issues.

985186 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 MA 42.0 42 F Only Slight pressure Headache for 2 days, a time intervals only 3 times. Slight pain in the muscle of the left arm for 3 days

985188 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 MN 34.0 34 F 12 hours post vaccination had chills and body aches, restless sleep. The morning after whioe body soreness, tired, nauseous, pain at injection site, headache. Took 1000 mg Tylenol at 11 am and 7 pm. Day 2 Body aches, tired. Currently 12 weeks pregnant as of 2nd dose date.

985189 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 IN 54.0 54 M Patient was nervous getting the shot and stated he had a history of severe anxiety.  During his observation period he reported that he had a racing heart, shaky hands, and was sweating.  Staff monitored him and got him some water.  He stated that he had a history of hypoglycemia as well but had not had issues with it in a while.  Patient reported that his BG had been 80 that morning and that he had eaten Chick Fil a prior to coming for the vaccine.  We offered a snack or glucose tablet but patient refused.  We did recommend that the patient remain in our observation are a for an extra 15 minutes and he agreed.  After monitoring and water the patient felt better and purchased glucose tablets when he left.

985190 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OH 46.0 46 F Received 1st dose at approx 12:33 PM 15 minutes obs ended at 12:48 PM with no concerns on drive home, at approx 1:00 PM, began to feel as if my lower lip was swelling, mandible was numb, throat felt like something was stuck in it at 1:03 PM called 911 for assistance squad responded - I was hypertensive, tachycardic, and RR was in the 30's. Felt dizzy, numbness and tingling in mandible, elbows to finger tips. Did not require oxygenation or epi Transported to hospital, observed for approx 4 hrs. Recevied PO prednisone, benadryl, and ativan. Discharged home same day. Next day with intermittent chills,

985191 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 MI 45.0 45 M first dose and second dose caused some pain at injection site and flu like symptoms. However 2nd dose on day 3 developed a severe headache 8 of 10 pain and had night sweats

985192 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 UT 24.0 24 F Initial adverse event occurred 25 minutes after injection. Sudden confusion, burning heat and hives and burning red rash spreading from injection site, up neck and throat and down arm to hand. 5 days after the injection, a severe allergic reaction occurred where my entire body broke into hives and a red burning rash, again starting at the injection site. Throat tightness, itchiness in scalp and groin, and difficulty concentrating (all my usual symptoms of anaphylaxis) occurred. Advised by health care provider to take Benadryl immediately and to have epi-pens on hand. Loratadine was prescribed.

985193 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 MI 38.0 38 F employee received the COVID vaccine, after 15 minutes she felt her pulse racing, she sat down for a few more minutes before quickly standing and passed out

985194 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NE 59.0 59 F Chills, body aches, temp 101.7 started on 01/28/21, one day after receiving second Covid -19 vaccine. Took Motrin for the symptoms.

985196 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 AL 73.0 73 F Patient reports suddenly feeling light headed and "numb from ears up". Symptoms occurred approximately 10 minutes post vaccination.  Upon standing, patient's legs were too weak to walk. BP and glucose checked, all within normal limits. EMS called and patient taken to hospital.

985198 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 21.0 21 F Swollen, red, warm, sore at the site of the vaccine as well as declining 101 fever.

985199 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 VT 43.0 43 F Headache, dizziness, nausea, extreme fatigue, foggy head, and cognitive dysfunction the day after the vaccine

985202 12/31/2020 01/29/2021 ID 53.0 53 F At around 7 pm on 12/31/20, I started developing chills, neck stiffness, body aches, shivering, surface veins on the injection site became more prominent.  Sometimes the next day,  I noticed rashes developed on both sides of neck,  started near the angle of mandible and travelled down towards the clavicles.

985203 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 ID 55.0 55 F Injection site remains swollen and painful a week after the vaccine was given, and now experiencing a well defined rash that is large, oval, raised and red, with clear edge to it around the area of the injection site. It is warm to the touch and remains swollen.

985204 01/04/2021 01/29/2021 MD 39.0 39 F About 2-3 days after my vaccination, I started having chest tightness in my central chest. No shortness of breath (apart from discomfort due to the tightness). I did not have any other symptoms at that time (e.g. fevers, cough, muscle/body aches). Over the next 5-6 days, the tightness moved progressively upwards into my upper chest, then my lower esophagus, then into my neck before spontaneously resolving.

985206 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 DE 29.0 29 F "Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine EUA" - On 1/25 evening my arm pit area in the arm I received the injection is began to feel tender and a little painful. Late that night my injection site started to become red, swollen, hard, hot to the touch, and itchy. As of 1/29, arm pit area is less tender and not painful, and injection site reaction is improving (swelling as gone down, still a little red but noticeably better).

985208 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 MN 88.0 88 M A rash appeared on upper thigh and stomach the day after the injection. He showed it to family on 1/15/21 and they bought him Eucerin cream and that helped the itching. It is nearly gone

985209 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NE 38.0 38 F I have severe pain in the left side of my face.  The pain feels like a real deep ache.

985210 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 NC 64.0 64 F 8 days after receiving the shot, my arm developed a large, red, hot lump at the injection site that was painful to the touch, and itched.

985213 12/31/2020 01/29/2021 VA 48.0 48 F Approximately 4hrs after injection experienced pain and itching at injection site and left arm from elbow to shoulder. Continued for 5 days and resolved. Took benadryl at night every night.  Itching again at 2wks post injection for 4 days.  Again took benadryl at night for 4 days.

985214 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 MA 72.0 72 F Patient noticed the redness to arm at vaccine site the day after she got the vaccine, when she first woke up. She reports that area is tender, a little itchy,  hot. She also had expected symptoms including body ache, fatigue, headache, and fever. Physical Exam:  Left arm with red area 10x5 cm of erythema, induration centrally.  Flat fluid filled blister in center, 1x.04 cm. Tender to palpation, hot to touch.

985216 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 NY 74.0 74 F Got home, after eating dinner felt nauseous on the verge of throwing up, indigestion.  Very tired, and went to bed.  Started feeling sick during the night, knew something was wrong.  Could barely get out of bed, was hot, possibly low grade fever, had chills, was achy, bad headache like you feel when having the flu, weakness.   Took Tylenol and her regular medicines.  Today, 1/29/21 when she woke up still has extreme soreness, hot to touch.  She looked at her left arm and it's all swollen, red and itchy.  She's now afraid to go back for the 2nd vaccine.   Caller her pharmacy due to her arm and she was instructed to take Benadryl and Ibuprofen, which she only takes Tylenol.

985217 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MI 23.0 23 M About 8 hours after my vaccination I got a headache. 14 hours after my vaccination I  got a fever of 105.3

985218 01/11/2021 01/29/2021 NY 46.0 46 F Started as a grapefruit sized swollen, red, hot, hard, itchy welt-started taking benadryl-continued to get worse and spread Switched to ibuprofen and ice-reduced swelling, hardness hotness. 1/27/21 - Woke up to a very large welt, approximately a melon size.  Red, itching, warm.  Went to urgent care and they prescribed an antibiotic and steroids. 1/29/21-Still same size, but now purple splotchieness.

985219 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 IL 40.0 40 F Tingling in limbs, numbness and tingling in lips, tongue and throat thickening, nausea, trouble speaking and swallowing.  I was given 25mgs Benadryl by mouth and taken directly to ER.  In the ER I was given another 25mg Benadryl by mouth, hooked up to BP monitor, heart monitor and pulse ox.  After seeing the doctor on duty I was given an injection of a steroid and Vistaril and 2 Pepcid by mouth.  The symptoms began to subside and I was released approximately 2hrs later with prescriptions for Prednisone, Pepcid, Epi-pen and told to take 50mg Benadryl every 6 hrs for 3 days.  I was to return immediately if symptoms reoccurred.

985220 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 IN 34.0 34 M Fever, chills, malaise, myalgias. No treatment. Symptoms resolved approx 24 hours after onset.

985222 01/18/2021 01/29/2021 IA 43.0 43 F Flareup of myasthenia gravis.  Condition deteriorated and she was urgently intubated due to myasthenia crisis.  Received steroids and IVIG and was successfully extubated. Therapies worked with her and did well. Discharged on oral steroids with Neurology follow up in 2 weeks.Y Y 5

985223 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 CO 21.0 21 U Recent shipments of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine have been shipped with two types of syringes with attached needles.  One is Retractable Technologies VanishPoint 1 and 3 ml syringes with 1 inch needle.  The other is Smiths Medical 3 ml syringe with needle protection device with 1.5 inch needle.  With this product, the orange needle protection feature sticks out from the barrel of the syringe at an angle.  There is a luer lock between the syringe barrel and the needle protection device, and a luer lock between the needle protection device and the needle itself.  In the vaccine kits, the ratio of the Retractable VanishPoint syringes with 1 inch needed to the Smiths Medical syringe with 1.5 inch needle is about 5:1. The COVID-19 vaccine is drawn up into syringes in the cleanroom in the pharmacy.  As our population has a low incidence of obesity, we avoid using the Smiths Medical syringes with 1.5 inch needle when possible.  On 25 Jan 21, when our supply of VanishPoint syringes with 1 inch needles was exhausted, 130 doses were drawn up into the Smiths Medical syringes with 1.5 inch needle.  Pharmacy staff routinely package 10 doses/syringes of vaccine in 5 x 8 inch amber bags for distribution to the vaccination clinic.  The fit is tight when trying to insert ten of the Smiths medical syringes with the needle protection devices into this size bag, and the needle protection devices got tangled with each other.  In addition, the pharmacy tech reports that some of the devices have a loose luer lock connection between the needle protection device and the needle. Of the 130 doses prepared during that batch, four needles became dislodged from the syringe unit sometime after leaving the pharmacy, and the doses had to be wasted. A better ratio of syringes with 1 inch needle to syringes with 1.5 inch needles would be 10:1 when vaccinating health care providers and active duty soldiers at this facility.

985224 01/02/2021 01/29/2021 TN 74.0 74 F Large rash at point of injection started 8 days after vaccination. Slight itching and tender to touch. Lasted 6 days

985225 12/31/2020 01/29/2021 ID 53.0 53 F At around 0700 pm the night of the vaccine, I started having chills, body aches, stiff neck, shivering.  The next day I developed rashes on both sides of neck from the angle of mandible down to clavicles.  Rashes disappears after about 5 days.

985227 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 CO 25.0 25 F Fainting spells with nausea and diarrhea

985228 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NY 25.0 25 M Overheating, nauseous, feeling as if going to pass out

985229 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 FL 74.0 74 M Pt. stated his arm started hurting really bad a couple of days after vax.  He said pain moved into all of his joints and had 101 temp. He said he is aching, burning and hurting really bad.  Pt went to the Hospital ER on 1/26/21 and again on 1/27/21 with these symptoms.  He was given a drip w/ medication and released.  Pt will FU w/ his PCP.  Pt says he is still having severe right arm pain.

985231 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 WA 43.0 43 F Intense chills, fatigue, nausea, muscle and joint pain. Lasted 12 hours

985232 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 UT 46.0 46 F migraine symptoms: headache, nausea, dizzy, loss of appetite, sensitivity to sound, smell, light.

985233 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 WV 41.0 41 F As soon as shot was given I bled badly. They used about 6 square gauze to control the bleeding. The injection was not put into left arm muscle like it was supposed to. Instead it was put into the back of my left arm. I'm not sure it hit my artery or what happened. But now I still have a huge deep purple bruise, and my shoulder hurts and burns and so does my arm around the injection site.  I have been taking pictures to document bruising since date of injection.

985237 01/01/2021 01/29/2021 IA 47.0 47 F 1/16 initial redness at injection site, headache, fatigue- resolved by 1/19  1/24 injection site itching 1/25 injection site bright red across and up arm toward shoulder, hot, experienced dizziness, may pass out, diarrhea, nausea, severe headache  - not a normal local reaction at injection site  1/29 area still red, itching other symptoms have resolved

985238 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 VA 37.0 37 F Swelling in armpit 10 days after vaccine

985239 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 MN 40.0 40 F Significant dermatitis with vesicular formation to the forearms

985241 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 47.0 47 F After roughly 24 hours began to run a fever of 100.7, body aches, extreme fatigue, slight nausea, severe muscle pain in whole right arm

985242 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 FL 43.0 43 F Soon after I felt foggy brained, probably within 15-20 minutes. Sore arm started as slightly sore, became extremely sore within an hour, and remained extremely tender for 24 hours. Within 36 hours pain decreased. On day 5 barely noticeable. I noticed a sensation of racing heat at times, dizziness occasionally, feeling of anxiety, slight headache on day 5. Day 5 also very dizzy.

985244 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 29.0 29 F About 2 days felt like a cold. Minor body aches, sore throat lymph nodes, stuffy head, slight headache, tired, difficulty sleeping.

985246 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Red, itchy, raised rash near injection site (in the same area as the pain post injection, just under the needle scar). The rash is so far about the size of my hand spread out.

985247 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 MI 40.0 40 F Day 1 vax in evening. Minorly sore arm pm.  Day 2- large lump at injection site and extremely sore arm.  Day 3- woke up with headache, took Tylenol, headache went away but returned after 4 hours. Took meds again and it did not return.  Day 4- no issues  Day 5 - sore under armpit and got more sore as day went on.  Day 6- more painful under arm in lymph node but as day went on it subsided.  Day 7- back to baseline

985248 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 48.0 48 M About 5 minutes after receiving vaccination case client reported he was having numbness and tingling sensation on tongue.  No shortness of breath.  BP 150/80  Pulse 88 continued to observe case, tingling sensation and numbness sensation was not resolving.  Reported was just not "feeling right"  Benadryl 50mg po given about approx 12:10 Case was instructed to call for transportation home from clinic and to be observed at home to continue monitoring.  Case stayed at clinic til approx 12:40 and departed with brother He reported he the numbness and tingling had subsided.  Case was also instructed to notify his Dr which he did while at clinic to notify of the reaction.  The office reported he would receive a call back yesterday.  Case was instructed by this nurse to call 911 if symptoms worsened.  Case had reported he also had bendaryl at home and for mild symptoms he could take again after 6:00 pm.  Spoke with case today.  He reported he had an appt yesterday at Drs office for 4:30, however he developed severe headache and nausea.  He was seen in ER.  reported his BP was WNL and he was instructed to take tylenol for headache. Symptoms resolved when he left hospital and he denied any headache, nausea, tingling or numbness today.  He was provided a note to return to work for today

985249 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 CT 37.0 37 M Chills Tiredness

985251 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OH 43.0 43 F Anaphylaxis. 2 minutes after injection I developed tingling of lips and tongue. 5 minutes after I couldn't speak well and developed a cough. 10 minutes after ER doc gave me pepcid 20mg and zyrtec 10mg. Cough and shortness of breath started and tongue swelling. I was then taken back to an area with team including ER doc and 2 nurses. Given benadryl liquid and ultimately epi injection. Called Ambulance and taken to Hospital where I was given more benadryl IVP, ativan, and monitoried for 8 hours. Pruritic, congestion, and difficulty talking since day of shot. this is day 2 after injection

985252 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 16.0 16 F Patient Received the vaccine, she was outside the age Parameters.  (16 years Old)

985253 12/31/2020 01/29/2021 MI 46.0 46 F Slight rash at injection site, occurred about a week after the injection. It was approximately 3 inches x3 inches at the most, and was only slightly itchy. It went away on its own within 3-4 days, no treatment was needed. Also had a sore left arm for about 48 hours that resolved on its own of course.

985254 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 FL 65.0 65 F Patient reported a tingling tongue and burning on the tip of her tongue

985256 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MI 38.0 38 F Following morning woke up very dizzy, couldn't lift my head up and get out of bed, slight blurry vision

985257 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 AR 30.0 30 F On 1/27/2021 around 4 in the morning I woke up with headache, nausea, high fever (102.6), chills, body aches, shaking. Took Tylenol to reduce fever, fever kept increasing took ibuprofen around 7 pm and fever began to go down after about an hour. Temp not as high as previous day and nausea on 1/28/2021. 1/29/2021 very low grade temp and tired, mostly back to normal.

985259 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 NC 78.0 78 F after the shot, red swollen line going down elbow and around my arm about 8 inches wide. went to the  ER on the next day, and was diagnosed with  cellulites and the spot is infected both ER and the Physician said the same thing. Advised to get the second Shot on the other arm and to take one hr before Zyrtec and famotidine and again 4 hrs later. The inflammation is still spreading as of today.

985260 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 TX 65.0 65 F We had an employee, who reported an incident and concerns after receiving her second Moderna Covid vaccination. Patient reported that the individual who vaccinated her, injected her and shared with her that no dose had been pulled up. Patient asked the vaccinator if she thought another injection with a dose should be given. The vaccinator agreed and proceeded to draw up a dose as witnessed by patient and performed the injection, however, patient reported how she did not feel certain of actually receiving the second dose as she did not witness the disposal of an empty syringe. Patient is concerned to have possibly received 2 doses or no 2nd dose.    The report was discussed with the vaccinator and the vaccinator confirmed that 2 physical injections were given, with the first not having any vaccine drawn into the syringe. She explained that she knew she had not pulled up any vaccine with the first injection as the plunger did not advance.  So the vaccinator proceeded to draw the vaccine with a new syringe and confirms having given the 2nd injection with the vaccine drawn.

985262 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 NC 79.0 79 F Large red, itchy area around injection site--continues to spread down the arm.   In addition, dizzy spells.

985263 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 25.0 25 M Pt developed headache after vaccine.  He has history of recurrent headaches, 2-3x per week, treated at home with Tylenol.  Headache today is 5/10, right sided, pressure, similar in character to his chronic recurrent headaches.  No nausea, no vomiting.  No respiratory symptoms or swelling.  I offered him Tylenol during his waiting period, and he accepted.

985264 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 NY 86.0 86 F Swelling, rash, very itchy

985265 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 TX 53.0 53 F My immune system has been depressed for the past two weeks following the injection.  I've gotten terrible allergies, sinus infection, bronchitis, UTI and severe asthma

985266 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OH 22.0 22 F It is now two days after my second dose of the COVID vaccine, and I have developed a red welt at the injection site measuring 4.9x8.7 cm. The welt is firm and hot to the touch, but not raised. It does not itch, but it is very sore, and aches when pressure is applied.  The color is a very dark pink.

985267 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 37.0 37 F Fatigue approx. 6 hours after injection; chills approx. 13 hours after injection, followed by headache and body aches. Symptoms have lasted for approx. 27 hours but are improving. Intermittent nausea.

985268 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Developed a rash going from right arm where shot was given across the back to the left arm.

985269 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 PA 56.0 56 F Sudden change in vision.  Loss of color for about 15 mins.   48 hours later vision change.  Vision appeared to be blurry and as if looking through a rectangle  with multicolored beams radiating around the edges

985273 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 43.0 43 F Immediately after the dose headache and fatigue for 2-3 days. 7 days after I have swollen supraclavicular lymph nodes. They are still ther.

985274 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 62.0 62 F I receive my vaccination at 8 AM at 11 PM I started chilling, I had a temperature of 101, I had a headache and achiness. This lasted until I fell asleep about 7 AM the following morning.

985275 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 NC 52.0 52 F Same day of vaccination at 4:30 pm had burning of neck and spine that didn't last very long. At 8:00 pm that night she had chills. On the same dat at 8:00 pm she had chills. On 1/22/21 at 3:00 shew had a rash and tongue swelling. At 4:00  pm on 1/22/21 she starting having vomiting that lasted until 7:00 pm. In addition, she had a fever of 103 degrees, vertigo, pain throughout her body, weakness, headache, and swelling of her lymph nodes.

985276 01/18/2021 01/29/2021 IN 72.0 72 M After lunch, went to use bathroom, got a shock feeling all over my body, like my body was shutting down, got a intense stunned feeling in middle of chest like I was about to pass out took B/P , it was lower than normal. The feeling lasted about 2 seconds, Got som heart racing for a couple of seconds

985277 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 CO 27.0 27 F Left arm at injection site, swollen, red, hot to touch, very itchy spot. About 1in tall by 3in long. Began about 1 week after shot, accompanied by a bruise

985278 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 VA 64.0 64 M Complaint of headache upon waking next day after receiving vaccine. Heachache accompanied by loss of appetite, chills, generalized discomfort, chest pain, difficulty breathing, and difficulty sleeping.  All symptoms resolved with the exception of headache and difficulty sleeping until day 2 after receiving vaccination. Day 2 without symptoms

985280 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 39.0 39 F Body aches, chills, fever starting evening of dose and continued through night.  Fever broke in the morning, less body aches but still sore. Injection site soreness as well.

985281 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 TX 67.0 67 F COVID-19 Vaccine EUA I'm experiencing "COVID arm" symptoms: swelling around the injection site, redness, light itching. It started late on day 8 after the injection. Seems to be getting better today.

985282 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 MD 29.0 29 F Patient reports feeling slightly lightheaded. Patient placed on cot with feet elevated x 5 minutes. BP=100/73, P=86, R=18.  Patient reports having 2nd day of menstruation and not eating much for breakfast before work.  Patient reports no food allergies or other health conditions, offered patient saltine crackers and apple juice which patient consumed.  Patient reports symptoms resolved after 10 minutes. Patient requests to leave.

985283 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 CT 25.0 25 M Received vaccine around 8am. At 10am noticed very minor aches. By noon noticed aches progressing but still minor. By 4pm noticed aches and fatigue. By 8pm had body aches, malaise, headache, and pain at injection site. Middle of the night had fever of 101F and body aches/muscle pain, chills, headache. Fever was gone by morning (99F at 9:40am on 01/29/2021). Body aches are slowly going away.

985287 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 VT 34.0 34 F Rash developed starting at injection site, spreading to abdomen/chest/neck/back- red/raised- did not resolve until 12 hrs of benadryl Q6hrs

985288 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 49.0 49 F 100.4degrees F fever, chills, body aches, chest pain, jaw pain, nausea, vertigo, headache No treatment  Onset 9 hrs after injection Duration 22hrs

985290 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 VA 57.0 57 F Moderna  COVID-19  Vaccine EUA localized pain - arm painful and extremely hot to touch.  Still hot after 3 days Fever/Chills for 48 hours.  Temperature ranging  from 100.5F to 101F oral. Loss of appetite for approximately 36 hours Extreme fatigue and weakness, muscle and joint pain pounding headache for 2 1/2 days

985291 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 FL 77.0 77 F patch of red warm skin on the arm around the injection site about the size of a postcard. pt complained of itching, as of 1/29/2021 it is clearing up

985292 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MN 61.0 61 F Mouth tingling and tongue "heaviness", itchy lips.    We have seen this reaction before, treated with 25mg benedryl.  Symptoms improved after about 20 minutes.

985294 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 IL 62.0 62 F The second dose of vaccine was inadvertently administered on 1/28/21, 22 days after initial dose on 1/6/2021. The patient was observed for 15 minutes following administration and had no adverse reaction.

985295 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NY 27.0 27 M COVID-19 Vaccine EUA?  Mild Fever, slight dizziness, fatigue, sore injection arm

985296 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 PR 71.0 71 F ITCH,  FEVER ON INJECTION SITE, INFLAMMATION ON INJECTION SITE, ALMOST RED.

985298 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OH 32.0 32 F Headache, nausea, vomiting, fatigue, sweats, body aches, rash at injection site

985300 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 MN 91.0 91 F Resident stated that her left arm began to itch three days after receiving the vaccination. Over the last 2 days, her arm became red.  Resident has an oval-shaped 7x5 cm red, indurated area on her upper left arm.

985301 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 FL 73.0 73 F Nausea and serious hoarseness on 01/16, 17, and 18. Dizziness and weakness appeared on 01/19/21, seemed to peak on 01/20/21 and diminished throughout 01/21/21. Ongoing recovery  after right after. I did not see a health professional for side effects.

985302 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F Sore are, headache, and sore hip joints

985303 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 26.0 26 F Headache, nausea, malaise, muscular pain.

985305 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 NY 56.0 56 M Adverse reaction to 2nd dose only (Note: Advil taken pre-injection to alleviate injection pain symptoms noted at 1st dose injection):  No noted adverse reaction until 16 hours post-injection of 2nd dose when experienced sudden onset of excessive tremors, shaking,  chills/feverish symptoms.  Dull, continued pain and  sensitivity at injection site.  Advil taken (OTC, 2 pills) which provided relief and sleep.   Six hours later (9am) feverish chills, fatigue symptoms returned - no tremors noted.  Advil taken (OTC 3 pills) which provided relief and sleep for two hours. Awoke and felt better throughout day until afternoon (6 hrs later) when symptoms returned, though milder.  Advil taken (OTC, 2 pills) and provided symptom relief and a brief nap.  No symptoms noted since.

985306 01/01/2021 01/29/2021 CO 76.0 76 F Slight redness on arm within 2 days of shot Larger  and brighter redness on arm, itchiness today, one week after vaccine Took oral Benadryl

985308 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 ND 79.0 79 F Severe pain which continues to get worse after 1 week and radiates into L clavicle, Limited ROM, swelling and redness.  She is to F-U with dr in 5 days. Given pain meds.

985310 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 TX 35.0 35 F Woke up with severe pain on rt arm noticed a big red hard lump, had fever of 101.5. .Took Tylenol 2 500mg and Ibuprophen 800 mg. Brought temp down .today temp 101.,, still painful  took Tylenol 500 X2  temp down to 98.3. Continue with red hard lump , still painful and sensitive to touch and feels hot, Yesterday also nauseous with body aches and chills

985311 12/26/2020 01/29/2021 IA 52.0 52 F Swollen lymph node 6 days after vaccination. Worsening arm pain

985312 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 AL 75.0 75 M Experienced a witness arrest at home on 1/27/21 while watching TV. Wife performed CPR prior to EMS arrival. Pt intubated using King Airway due to edema and bleeding. Admitted to ICU on Vent Y Y

985315 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 CA 80.0 80 F Moderna Covid-19 vaccine EUA 10 days after the vaccine I developed a warm, red swollen patch on my arm at the injection site that is approximately 3 1/2 "x 2 1/2" that is a bit itchy.

985316 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 TX 32.0 32 F I experienced fever, headaches, fatigue. I still have these symptoms  and I have pain at the injection site.

985321 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 70.0 70 F Pt developed  throat tightness, shortness of breath. WAs given benadryl and famotidine and recovered  after  45 minutes  of observation
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985322 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 TX 71.0 71 M Patient was given Moderna at 8:45 am on 1/28/21 observed for 15 minutes.  Was fine.  Patient returned to clinic on 1/28/21 at 3:00 pm.  Was confused , trying to give me his remote to do what with I wasn't sure.  He had trouble with getting ideas across.  I wasn't sure if this was normal for him.  However, we called him this morning at 8:45 am and he was lucid, he stated that when he went home around 4 pm , his left arm , hand and face were numb.  He stated that he could not pick up his cap with his left hand.  Today he woke and feels normal.  He was lucid and able to present ideas in a normal manner.  He vaguely remembers coming back to the clinic yesterday.

985323 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 40.0 40 F pt states shortly after receiving the covid vax he got lighted headed and disoriented while trying to walk and cannot drive at this time.  Pt stated she woke up feeling the same way today.  Pt also has pain and burning sensation in left arm from fingertips to neck.  Pt called workplace clinic and they told her to FU in 2 days if symptoms to not subside. Pt will contact allergy specialist Doctor to let him know what is going on.

985327 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Sore throat began a few hours after vaccination and lasted for 24 hours. Fever of up to 100.2 degrees F and moderate body aches and chills began about 12 hours after vaccination and lasted for about 18 hours. Some slight nausea and loss of appetite as well. Treated with 400 mg ibuprofen. All symptoms subsided by about 32 hours after vaccination.

985328 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 CO 30.0 30 M At approx 3 am on 1/29 I woke up shivering uncontrollably. I got a bunch of blankets to warm myself up in my already toasty house and took some Tylenol. It was a fever I?m pretty sure. At the time of this writing I still don?t feel perfect but am doing much better.

985329 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 TX 77.0 77 M WEAKNESS UNABLE TO WALK WITH OUR HELP CHILLS AND EXTREME HEADACHE...SECOND DAY ONLY INDICATION IS MY RED ARE SAME AAT THE FIRST INJECTION.

985331 01/11/2021 01/29/2021 VT 30.0 30 F Extreme arm pain, unable to move arm without significant pain for 7 days, pain when arm at rest. At present time (1/29/21) I still have arm soreness that will last 24 hours after very light strain (e.g.  washing dishes, folding laundry, light yoga, etc.)

985354 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 PA 66.0 66 F Sore injection site evening of injection Sore muscles & joints over entire body during night 101 Fever & chills, fatigue  Continued next day 1/27/2021 No fever 1/28/2021 but continued joint & muscle pain Bad headache  all day 1/29/2021 and joint pain Back flank pain both sides, some joint pain, sweating but no fever 1/30/2021

985357 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 GA 52.0 52 F Jan 26 @ 4:30 pm  arm began being sore at site. Jan 26 @ 7:30 pm arm hurt to move, cold chills, headache that would not go away, body aches, fever. Fever ranged 100.1 - 102.3. Jan 27 same as above plus very tired. Jan 28 fever broke early am, but returned in afternoon. Headache continues, chills, fever, tired and feeling blah and drained. Jan 29 10:00 am. Headache continues, tired, body aches, no fever as of now (that may change).

985359 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 IN 73.0 73 F pink itchy rash approximately 6 inches below injection site approximately 5 inches in diameter. rash started fading on day 3 after appearance, is still fading.

985364 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 MN 39.0 39 F Day 1-2:  Chills, lethargy, joint pain, intense headache, fever 101, Continued through the next day (30+ hours) Day 3 (today): Joint pain continues, headache faded a few hours after waking without medication.

985365 01/16/2021 01/29/2021 DE 28.0 28 M VERY sore L shoulder, less than 90deg elevation for 2-3days due to pain.  Fatigue, chills, low energy level, "flu-like" symptoms.

985366 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MI 23.0 23 F Within about 20 minutes post injection, patient stated she felt "itchy". I gave her diphenhydramine and she swallowed it. At about 30 minutes post injection, she stated she had small bumps on her bilateral arms. They were hard for me to discern but she also claimed the bumps were painful.  I asked about any labored breathing or chest tightening and she denied both. After about ~45-50, she still stated the same itchiness and pain. Visually there was no change in my opinion. Patient then conferred with  supervisors at her employment about her next steps. Her PCP was closed and she was deciding if she wanted to go to urgent care. That's the last interaction I had.

985368 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 WA 42.0 42 F Low grade fever (99.3-99.6), chills, body aches, fatigue, "MAJOR band headache", nausea, sore arm.

985369 01/06/2021 01/29/2021 MO 38.0 38 F Approximately 10-15 minutes after injection patient experienced a pins and needles sensation to bilateral feet and hands. The sensation eventually radiated up to the bilateral elbows and knees. patient continued to experience residual of that the sensation for about 2 weeks. most of the sensation has dissipated on its own.

985370 01/10/2021 01/29/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Mild anaphylaxis 14 hours later!!  Upper palate and tongue slight swelling and very itchy all over extremities

985374 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 LA 51.0 51 M Swelling at the injection site and swelling of the arm pit of the same arm.

985377 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 NY 45.0 45 F Swollen Lymph node Left neck area.

985379 12/28/2020 01/29/2021 FL 38.0 38 F 12/28 vaccination 1/2 afternoon started feel swelling in armpit, pain, L arm. Monitored 1/3 pain increased. Worried it was blood clot. Ultra sound @ urgent care. Put on antibiotic as precaution for 10 days. Lasted for 14 days.

985382 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 34.0 34 F Chills, fever of 101.4, vomiting, body aches, headache, diarrhea

985383 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 22.0 22 F Chills and fever, nausea, headache, muscle and joint pain, headache lasting 36 hours after injection

985384 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 OH 76.0 76 F 1/28/21 vaccine received; couple mins after receiving numbing, tingling in arms, flush feeling, stabbing pain in chest area/back for about an hour, arm sore, lightheaded. PT has had to take Tylenol as needed

985385 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 TX 29.0 29 M Symptoms emerged around 7pm(1/27): body stiffness/aches, headache, warmness in body. Gradually throughout night, I was feeling worse body warmness, mild nausea, worst bodystiffness/aches. I checked my temperature at 1200am 1/28 and it was 101.5 and my pulse was elevated and I felt a sense of warmness/flush feeling in my body and had tachycardia-palpitations and pounding headache/body aches and nausea sensation. At that point, I decided to go the ER. I contacted my work. I work at  Center and contacted a nurse on call who emailed my supervisor. I went to Hospital  around 1245 AM and was seen by an ER Doc around 1am. In triage in the ER area, I had an elevated blood pressure(151/92) and pulse(158), my body temperature was 99.5. The ER doc said the vaccine itself caused the issues I was experiencing and he said he had similiar issues. He ordered IV of medications Zofran and Toradol to address the mild nausea and fever and pain I was experiencing . I was given an IV of sodium chloride as well.  By 3am, I felt some slight improvement from the time I arrived at the ER department

985386 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 VA 74.0 74 M About 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine, my face turned bright red and I had a rash on my upper chest. Then hives appeared on my face and upper chest as well. I did not experience any pain or respiratory symptoms.

985388 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 70.0 70 F red swollen itchy at injection site starting 7 days after injection

985389 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 MD 76.0 76 M Patient stated to feel "light headed". He was brought to cot in back of facility. VS were taken: BP 176/90, R 61, R 20, O2 96%. Patient states to have high blood pressure. He stated to have eaten this morning. Denies diabetes or low blood sugar. Denies any other health conditions. Copy of medications obtained. Juice and crackers given. Patient lied down on cot for 5-10 min, ate crackers and finished juice, stated to feel better. Called wife (who was in parking lot) to pick him up. Patient was stable, walked to vehicle. He was advised to rest today, no strenuous activity. Call 911 or go to nearest hospital if severe symptoms occur such as difficulty breathing, swelling  of face or throat, r fast heart rate.

985391 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 MI 59.0 59 F 01272021 1700 left arm ache 01282021 0600 severe ache to left arm 01282021 1200 additional body aches 01282021 1700 aches continue to worsen, headache, trembling, chills, skin "pain", oral burning, temp 100.8.    Alternated ibuprofen and tylenol throughout.    01292021 0500 All symptoms resolved, left arm pain, mild.

985393 12/30/2020 01/29/2021 MA 65.0 65 F Patient experienced itching during initial 15 minute monitoring period,  patient stayed for an extra 15 minutes of monitoring, symptoms improved patient left clinic on her own.  Received Moderna lot# 026L20A.

985394 12/31/2020 01/29/2021 IL 27.0 27 F Severe migraine that needed a toradol shot, a few weeks later the injection site was red itchy and inflamed.  Site still hurts but no longer has itchy Ed?s or inflammation.

985396 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 74.0 74 M Severe vomiting 90 min after shot.

985397 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 45.0 45 F Rash covering entire back, short of breath. Treated with Benadryl. Rash lasted about 12 hours. Shortness of breath lasted about 24 hours.

985399 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 26.0 26 M fever of 101, vomiting and headache. Missed 3 days of work

985400 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NY 61.0 61 F Fever to 102.7, severe body aches & headache, chills, fatigue, nausea & vomitting.

985401 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 VA 50.0 50 F Patient came to urgent care clinic 16 days after vaccination. Patient stated she received the Moderna vaccine on 1/12/2021 and began to develop a rash on her arms on 1/14/2021. Patient stated that she has been to see her primary care provider after onset of rash. Patient was prescribed a steroid injection and a Medrol dose pack. Patient stated that after completing these, the rash persisted and started to get worse. On presentation to urgent care, patient had rash on both arms, across her chest, on the left side of her neck going up to her ear, on her left eye lid and starting on her mouth. Patient's right hand was extremely red and excoriated. Patient gave a history of sebhhoric dermatitis.

985403 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 IA 41.0 41 F Chills; fatigue; body aches; nausea  Left work early

985404 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 FL 81.0 81 M 1/21/20 ,6 p.m. Queasiness and elevated heart rate. Blood pressure 192/97. 10 pm  BP 209/119 1/22/20  M.D consulted. Started 25 mg HCTZ. Stopped hydrocodone/acetaminophen. Severe malaise until 1/24. 1/23 Blood pressure in acceptable range. Mild soreness in arm when touched. 1/25/20 Symptoms resolved

985407 01/05/2021 01/29/2021 NY 25.0 25 F The day after the vaccine I started spotting  and my back started getting numbness down my legs. I kept moving my legs because I was afraid I was going to lose feeling in them. I got an X-ray and it showed there is nothing wrong with my back and I concluded it has to be from the vaccine because it has resolved for the most part after 3 weeks. I was extremely fatigued for 3 days and my left cervical and right axillary lymph  nodes were swollen. I had a huge welt at the injection site for 2 weeks and now there?s still a bruise there. I am afraid to get my second vaccine because I don?t want to lose feeling in my legs. I need guidance from someone who knows a lot about this vaccine because no one is able to give me guidance.

985408 01/23/2021 01/29/2021 RI 38.0 38 F After receiving the vaccine patient C/o facial and tongue numbness. Patient states feels like I had anesthesia. no SOB, rash, or difficulty talking. States funny tastes in the mouth. OB served. Patient is here for 30 minutes stated is feeling better.

985409 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Fever=102.9, 103.2, throughout night, chills,  Severe body aches, severe fatigue, headache,  nausea

985410 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 23.0 23 F Fever, muscle aches, chills, headaches, fatigue

985411 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MN 61.0 61 F Complained of a "thick tongue" and tingling around the mouth.   Treated with 25mg of benedryl.  Symptoms resolved in approx. 20 minutes after receiving the benedryl.

985413 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 WY 70.0 70 F Red swollen area of upper arm and rash around the injection site

985414 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NE 47.0 47 F Pruritis of face started 1/28 with facial edema and erythema. No tongue swelling, throat swelling or breathing difficulties. Pt seen in office on 1/29 and given Benadryl and instructed to continue Allegra.

985415 01/16/2021 01/29/2021 NY 70.0 70 F Small dime size red itchy spot on 1/23, increasing in size to approximately 3 inches by 2 inches until 1/27, faded on 1/28

985416 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IL 34.0 34 F Hives to chest

985417 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MA 27.0 27 F Chills, hypersensitivity of skin, burning of skin, fever

985418 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 CT 60.0 60 M SEVERE ECZEMA  ON LEGS SHOULDERS ARMS BACK SIDES , CORTAZONE 10 IS NOT WORKING AT ALL

985420 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 CA 34.0 34 M Golf ball sized mass swelling, hot to the touch. Painful in movement and palpation. Extreme fatigue for 36 hours.   By 72 hours after the shot the swelling has shrunk in height but spread out to about 4" wide circumference. Still hot to the touch but less painful on movement and palpation.  A lot less

985421 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 CA 27.0 27 F Employee described history of rash to hands, arms and abdomen that initiated after 1st dose, but didn't attribute to vaccine or report at time of 2nd dose vaccine administration.  Was being treated as "eczema" due to hx of eczema.  Three hours after receiving second Moderna dose developed a bloody nose, neck pain, back pain, chills; and rash to hands, arms, stomach "worsened" per employee.  She reported to ER for evaluation and had COVID test which resulted negative; no additional treatment per employee. Has subsequently followed up with her primary and continues with eczema cream, no additional treatment.

985423 01/16/2021 01/29/2021 MN 89.0 89 F Large reddened, raised area to injection site, approximately 8cmx5cm in size to right upper deltoid. Pain, swelling and itch noted to site, treated with PO Keflex for cellulitis which was effective.

985424 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 59.0 59 F I experienced normal myalgia, headache and chills approximately 18-30 hours after the vaccine.  After being side effect free for 3 days, on day 6, I developed a low grade (99.6) fever, flushed skin, headache and significant myalgia.  I had a Rapid Covid test on day 7 which was negative.

985426 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 LA 72.0 72 M the left side of tongue swollen up

985427 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 TX 69.0 69 F 1/29/2021 Client called to day to report that she started feeling nauseous and chills around 6PM the night she received her vaccine and it lasted for 2 days. Says she felt like she was going to throw up the entire 2 days but never did. Reports she feels better today.

985428 12/31/2020 01/29/2021 TX 54.0 54 F Anaphylaxis

985429 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 TX 50.0 50 F 10:50am shot was given, 11am patient started to get cold and having a headache, 11:10am patient started to have hard time breathing and severely cold and BP was rising. 911 was called and patient was transported to hospital where she was admitted. Y 1

985430 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 VA 39.0 39 F Delayed injection site reaction began 8 days after vaccination.  Red, raised, warm circle one inch in diameter around injection site.  No pain or discomfort.

985431 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 WI 77.0 77 F Pt reported feeling like she was going to pass out at around 10pm on 1/26/21 and lowered herself to the floor in her bathroom.  Was discovered on the floor around noon, 14 hours later,  by staff after noticing  her food tray was untouched . Arrived in ED via EMS. Pt was febrile with rectal temp 100.7 c/o weakness. Pt  had a WBC  count of 11.2, absolute neutrophil  9.9, and creatine kinase 3214.  Pt was alert and oriented  and reported  having been hospitalized for a few weeks in November 2020 with Covid-19 and having received her first dose of covid vaccine at approximately 11:30 on 1/26/21. Hospitalist voiced concerns that this may be a reaction to  covid vaccination.

985433 12/28/2020 01/29/2021 IA 39.0 39 F I experienced  swollen lymph nodes to my neck and was getting worse over course of couple of days. I went to see a doctor at Iowa  Falls Clinic.

985435 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OH 36.0 36 M fevers, rigors, body aches, fatigue and mild cognitive impairment. onset about 12 hours after vaccine. improved with acetaminophen and ibuprofen

985436 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 79.0 79 F feeling hot but no fever, slight headache, slight nausea, general  tiredness . atypical for me. 36  hours

985437 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 MA 58.0 58 F Patient received Moderna Covid-19 vaccination IM. She developed pruritic lips and a headache within 5 minutes.  Zyrtec, and Benadryl administered PO with good effect.  Patient did endorse anxiety.

985439 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 WA 58.0 58 F all over aches, dizzy, shot site PAIN

985440 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 62.0 62 F Felt "off" when I woke up. Pounding headache started at approximately 1:30 pm on 1/28/21, not helped with Advil.  One bout of diarrhea.   Headache finally eased late evening 1/28.

985441 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 OH 69.0 69 F Left arm soreness from 1600 1/26/2021 lasting till 1/28/2021 at 20000. On 1/27 extremely tired, chills, nausea. Did not go to work. Foggy thinking. Highest Temp 99. On 1/28, able to go to work, continued tired, foggy thinking. Temp nl. On 1/29 able to go to work a little less tired. Arm soreness gone.

985442 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 PA 82.0 82 F Red welt at injection site. Warm to touch and tender. Spread from 1/2 X 1 1/2 inch to wider and more diffuse from first day. Still there 4 days later...today January 29th.

985443 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 60.0 60 F Left arm pain - 6 hours after injection Headache after 24 hours - Tylenol

985444 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 CA 35.0 35 M Sore arm radiating to shoulder and neck, CHILLS, headaches, groggy mind

985445 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NY 43.0 43 F Fever of 102, chills, body aches and headache

985446 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 NY 52.0 52 F Started the day after the second injection at about 5pm. Red Slightly raised, warm patch two inches below injection site measuring about 3 inches by 3 inches with an irregular shape and burning sensation.

985448 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 PA 26.0 26 F Severe migraine, body aches

985450 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 CO 32.0 32 F Employee received second dose of Moderna vaccine on 1/28/21. Within 15 minutes she started to feel warm, dizzy, headachy,  general numbness and tingling & nauseated. Symptoms persisted/worsened and she then began to experience a scratchy throat and a sensation that her throat was swelling up. Patient given 50ml Benadryl IM. Many symptoms still persisted but no furthering of anaphylactic symptoms and eventual reduction in these symptoms as well. Patient stabilized after 3-3.5 hours and was allowed to be taken home by a family member and advised to continue monitoring for any ongoing or new urgent symptoms w/instructions to go to ER or call 911 if so.

985453 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 48.0 48 F Day of Injection: Mild pain to left deltoid. Day one post injection: Left arm pain (difficulty in raising arm pain 8/10 if moved), extreme chills and body aches, itchiness and redness around injection site approx. 3 inches by 2 inches, progressing during day to red raised patches with itchiness. Day two post injection: raised patches more defined with raised border surrounding rash site.

985454 01/16/2021 01/29/2021 TX 65.0 65 F Appears the dose was given in the subcutaneious fat not in the deltoid muscle on the left arm, there is a slight bruise and a 3 in diameter ride patch on left arm, slightly raised

985455 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 WI 28.0 28 F 2nd dose Moderna given at 0729 0740 throat felt like closing, bright red flushed  0741 Epi given 131/92 94 0742 head/face shaking rapid eye movements with attempted eye contact, Alert/oriented appropriate in conversation, sitting position 0743 110/83 face redness resolving, flush/red BUE, feeling better 0744 106/76 Rapid Response called 0747 106/68 benadryl 25 given 0751 911 called per Dr. recommended for further eval/potential reactions 0752 129/95 80 99% room air 0756 ambulance here 0801 left via stretcher with EMS to nearby hospital ED, patient tolerated activity to stretcher well 0925 reported by vaccinator of team member return to pick up rest of belongings to go home, tolerated activity well.

985456 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 FL 87.0 87 M Patient had auditory hallucinations same evening as the shot, then began to have generalized weakness, worsening SIADH symptoms and visual hallucinations leading to subsequent hospitalization for 5 days and the SNF for 10 days. Never had hallucinations prior to event Y 5

985458 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 MT 63.0 63 F Itchy, painful red rash on left arm, measures 6 inches long by 2.5 inches wide

985460 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 PA 48.0 48 F High fever, felt really hot, body aches, chills, headache

985461 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OK 61.0 61 M Severe headache, muscle pain in the neck, shoulder,pain in the lymph nodes, severe chills. 2:30 p.m

985463 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NY 37.0 37 F fever of 101, diarrhea, aches, chills, delirium because of fever, excessive fatigue

985464 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 54.0 54 F Day1 of vaccine 1/25/21-at 7 pm started having chills fever, body aches and severe headache.  Day 2-1/26/21-all same symptoms as day 1 took Tylenol and Excedrin with no relief or help.  Day 3-1/27/21-nothing, no symptoms.

985465 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 CO 35.0 35 F Employee received second dose of Moderna vaccine on 1/28/21. Within 30- 45 minutes she started to feel chills, dizzy, headachy, foggy vision & nauseated. Symptoms persisted/worsened and she then began to experience a scratchy throat. Patient given Benadryl IM. Many symptoms still persisted but no furthering of anaphylactic symptoms and eventual reduction in these symptoms as well. Patient stabilized after about 3 hours and was allowed to be taken home by a family member and advised to continue monitoring for any urgent symptoms and seek emergent care as needed.

985466 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 PA 67.0 67 F The County Office of Public Health Received a shipment of Moderna Covid-19 vaccine on Wednesday, January 27th. It was immediately put into refrigerated storage. The refrigerator unit is monitored using a DDL and attached to an alarm system so that staff are quickly notified of temperature excursions.  At 7:30 the next morning 1200 doses of vaccine were removed for administration at a mass vaccination clinic. At 8:25 100 doses were removed from the prepared Credo cooler and allowed to come to room temperature for no less than 15 minutes. The 6 vials were distributed to vaccination stations where nurses began to draw up vaccine. One nurse noticed that her vaccine was not entirely thawed. All other vials were inspected and two others were found to be partially frozen as well. It was also discovered that one of the pre-drawn doses had been administered to subject of this report. The patient was monitored for approximately one hour, while the staff consulted moderna and medical staff about the safety and validity of the dose administered. No adverse signs or symptoms were noted during that time.

985467 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 64.0 64 F swollen gland, left side of neck.

985469 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 PA 64.0 64 F Body aches and fever

985471 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 23.0 23 F Moderna Sore are for a few days Very tired and achey following day Felt normal after 48 hours.

985473 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IL 66.0 66 M Headache, chills, joint pain, fever

985474 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 IL 43.0 43 F Patient received her first dose of COVID-19 vaccine with the PFIZER product on 01/08/2021.   Today, 01/29/2021,  she presented for her second vaccination in the series and was erroneously given the MODERNA COVID-19  product.  No adverse events noted

985475 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 75.0 75 F Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine EUA Itching and redness around injection site 8 days following injection

985477 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NY 26.0 26 F neck pain developed less than 24 hours after baccine

985478 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Had the vaccination 1/28. The night of I had chills and nausea. I also vomited twice, had body aches and pain in my arm.

985479 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 TN 75.0 75 M 5-inch area around injection site, red and warm to touch, irritated by sleeve on initial day of rash, rash lasting 3 days.  No other symptoms.

985480 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 73.0 73 F after second dose of vaccine, patient had Internal jugular (IJ) vein thromboembolism, acute, right; Mucositis; Sore throat. Admitted for Chemotherapy-induced neutropenia; Infection of venous access port. Discharged after one day. Y 1

985481 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OR 23.0 23 M Soreness in arm at injection sight. Muscular pain and general fogginess of thinking for the next 24 hours with intermittent migraines.

985482 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 FL 45.0 45 M fever to 100.9,  body aches, fatigue, headache

985483 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 TN 78.0 78 F Red rash at injection site - very itchy.  Appeared on the 4th day after injection lasted 4 days; the first day being the most reaction and each day thereafter the itchyness lessened.

985485 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 TX 44.0 44 F On Monday afternoon I experienced low grade 99.5 and body aches. School nurse performed a Rapid Covid Test and results were negative. The next day I experienced fever 100.5, body aches, joint pain, chills, and cough so I went and had a rapid covid and flu test performed and both were negative. Family doctor suggested the two day covid test and the results were negative on Friday. If I don't have covid then are they side affects from vaccine.

985487 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 IL 69.0 69 F Rash/welts and itching.

985488 01/18/2021 01/29/2021 PA 56.0 56 F Patient experienced localized swelling and hematoma following the injection. She reported no pain, no swelling of the lips or tongue, no difficulty breathing or swallowing upon initial evaluation by dr. She was given an ice pack to help address the swelling and she was asked to stay 30 minutes for observation. When she departed the clinic she reported feeling fine.

985489 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 77.0 77 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA First Maderna COVID vaccine No Symptoms at all  Second Maderna COVID vaccine on Monday Monday:  12 hours after:   Headache Some soreness at injection site  Could not sleep at all that night Muscle, joint soreness Chills  Tuesday Headache Fever Muscle ache Nausea, little appetite Lethargy Napped in the afternoon for a few hours Could not sleep that night.  Took 2 Advil at 10:30pm, then slept  Wednesday Felt normal on awaking.  No headache A few sweats, so probably some fever.    Thursday Normal in every way.

985490 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 57.0 57 F Initially  pain/swelling/red/hot localized (1/2 baseball). Rash began day 3 (again baseball size), Rash swelling spread from shoulder to 3" above elbow . Currently at 2 week post vaccine, Itchy, red bumpy rash, & swelling unchanged.  No issues with resp, temp, or "covid-like" symptoms

985491 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F Day of vaccine 1/25/21-no symptoms.  Day 2-1/26/21-at 5 am started having excruciating pain in right shoulder, headache, body aches, nausea, fever, chills, and limited ROM with right arm soreness and stiffness.  Day 3-1/27/21-right arm severe pain, could not lift arm, limited ROM, headaches and body aches. Day 4-1/28/21-nothing, no symptoms.

985492 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 CA 61.0 61 F Fever 101 at 4am this morning, 101.8 later. Has  headache, neck with stiffness, body aches with fatigue.

985493 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 VA 62.0 62 M Two weeks after the vaccination,  the vaccination site is red, itchy, and swollen. The itchy red patch is about 3 inches in diameter and hard.

985494 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 LA 39.0 39 F The following day I had a headache, fatigue, upper body soreness bilaterally, dizziness, and increased PVC's. I called the cardiologist and she was not surprised and said I could take double the dose of my meds for 1-2 days and to do the same on the second dose. I felt much better the next day.   Appx 8 days after the injection I developed a 2 in halo of inflamed skin, redness, and itchiness. I took Benadryl and it improved but returned today (day 9). It is mild and I will continue to watch this. It is similar to my flu shot reaction though delayed one week rather than immediate.

985495 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 48.0 48 U Patient experiences fever over 100, T-max unknown, arthralgias, fatigue, and severe headache. Patient did not require medical treatment. Patient was unable to come to work as a result of condition which was treated with bedrest and over the counter ibuprofen.

985497 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 NC 32.0 32 F The vaccine was administered too low (as confirmed by several health care professionals). It was not administered in the deltoid but rather half way between by shoulder and elbow (below armpit level).  Due to wanting to minimize the risk of exposure, pictures were sent to the healthcare professionals rather than a clinic visit. Of note, the vaccine was administered by the national guard.  Side effects were pain, redness (3 inch diameter), and swelling at the injection site. Today is day 8 since the injection and there is still some swelling and redness as well as itchiness.

985498 12/28/2020 01/29/2021 NY 48.0 48 M Within 6-8 h after receiving the vaccine, I noticed progressive pain on my left shoulder and upper arm.  I could not sleep on my left side. At 22 h after the vaccine I could not abduct my arm due to the local pain, became prostrated (had to lay down all day), lost appetite (only ate 2 cookies all day) and became very fatigued (went to sleep at night at 7 pm instead of my 10 pm regular sleeping time). I measured my temperature twice and it was 37.5 C. I didn't take antiinflammatory nor analgesic medicine.  At 48 h after the vaccine, I was already 80% better, and at 72 h  has back to normal. I had short-lived (2-3 days) COVID-19 symptoms in March 2020 (anosmia, diarrhea, anorexia) and high titers of anti-SARS-CoV-2 serum IgG in May and October (I did the latter was part of an experiment to evaluate the duration of antibody persistence. I am fully vaccinated and this was by far my most severe vaccinal reaction.

985499 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 33.0 33 F Employee received 2nd dose Moderna lot 042L20A in left arm on 1-28-2021.  A round red swollen spot appeared at insertion site that is warm and harder than surrounding skin.

985500 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 GA 78.0 78 F fatigue, headache, muscle pain, joint pain nausea.  Slept most of the day. No appetite, very little food consumed.

985502 01/06/2021 01/29/2021 OK 39.0 39 F Starting with intense itching and uticaric rash and migraine 2 days following. Continued migraine and 4 days following, rash change from uticaric into a vesicular rash on ankles, blistering of mucosal membranes in mouth and eye irritations. Treated at home with diphenhydramine, certizine, naproxen, sumatriptan, caladryl lotion, mouth sores with debacteral, salt water and diphenhydramine rinses, Eyes with neomycin and dexamethasone ointment and keto fumarate.  With some relief.  Prednisone and mycolog started 9 days following taken until day 12 following.  (Severe neck pain and fatigue day 13-15-possibly not related.)

985503 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 CA 73.0 73 M Chronic hiccups, started on 1/24 and have been continuous since.  Contacted doctor yesterday and he prescribed thorazine 25 mg, I will begin taking them today.

985504 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 67.0 67 M Severe and acute pain in left arm. Could not left arm initially. From date of vaccination to present. Pain is lessening with Tylenol and Muscle Pain cremes. I feel the shot was administered to high up.(Shoulder not arm)

985505 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NY 23.0 23 F Patient received her second dose of Moderna Vaccine at 17:00 and at 17:09 reported developing lightheadedness, itchy throat and subsequently became SOB and diaphoretic.  Tachycardia noted at 120 bpm, and BP 148/80, RR 26.  Medical First Response called and Dr. present administering Epi 0.3 ml sq to left lateral thigh at 17:12.  Benadryl 50 mg given in R. Deltoid at 15:14. Pt. vital improved- 17:28: BP 130/82 and HR 90 RR 18.  Transferred to ED. Noted to be diaphoretic, SOB, ashen skin and wheezing in the ED.  Given Epi, Pepcid, Deacadron, Benadryl in ED and pt. responded well and discharged when hemodynamically stable.  Discharge with Predisone and Benadryl.  PCP f/u 2/4/2021Y

985506 01/16/2021 01/29/2021 MN 86.0 86 F 1 week later, a large rash, approximate 8cm in diameter appeared at vaccine site. Not raised, no itching, no pain.

985508 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 PR 59.0 59 M Dizziness, numb hands, heavy tongue, and somnolence

985513 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 KS F Post-injection, patient felt scratchy throat, had inability to speak, and was tachycardic.   Rapid response team was called.

985514 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 OR 36.0 36 F The next day it was extremely painful and two days later I saw it was red, inflamed, swollen and itchy. The redness spread across my arm and down and persisted for six days. Since the day I got the injection I?ve had numbness in my left hand that has never gone away. I saw my doctor on 1/27/21 and he said it was an inflamed nerve from the injection and it should go away eventually.

985515 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 DC 54.0 54 F diarrhea for 2days , nausea day after vaccine, stomach cramps day after vaccine

985516 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 DE 33.0 33 U Patient experienced a progressively worse headache that became a migraine. Patient was incapacitated and unable to work. Patient did not require medical care. Condition was treated with bedrest.

985517 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 FL 60.0 60 F Patient noted a itchy and inflamed area, warm to the touch, around the site of the vaccine administration. The patient reported the area continued to expand despite a trial of naproxen sodium 220 mg and diphenhydramine 25 mg.  Patient sought out medical help and provider prescribed a Medrol dose pack on 1/28/2021.

985518 01/18/2021 01/29/2021 OH 82.0 82 M Redness swelling and warmth at the site

985519 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 WV 28.0 28 F Sweeling in bicep...lymph swollen in armpit...redness...hot at injection site...

985520 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 64.0 64 F Day of vaccine (1)-1/25/21-left arm soreness, limited ROM, could not lift arm at all, nausea, fever, chills, weakness, fatigue, fainting feeling, dizziness, body aches and headaches.  Day 2-1/26/21-all same symptoms as those of day 1.  Day 3-1/27/21-left side of body and left hip soreness, nausea, headaches, body aches, decreased appetite and left arm sore.  Day 4-1/28/21-nothing, no symptoms.

985521 12/30/2020 01/29/2021 NY 34.0 34 F Large red raised area that was warm and itchy for about 48 hours, 8 days after vaccine.

985522 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 60.0 60 F Very sore upper left arm.

985524 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 MI 48.0 48 F Metallic taste right after for 45minutes 6 days post injection @12pm bp 130/101 resting hr94, @ 2:30 bp  141/100 resting hr 96 palpitations and SOB untill3:30pm then again from 5pm-6:30.  Diastolic has went down from the 80s and 90s but systolic has kept in the 140 range.  My normal is around 120/80.

985525 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 IN 70.0 70 F headache, nausea, low grade fever, muscle pain, chills,  Right are extremely sore and painful to move.

985527 01/06/2021 01/29/2021 KY 96.0 96 M COVID-19 + ON 1-13-2021, TRANFERRED TO HOSPITAL ON 1-23-2021 DUE TO HYPONATREMIA Y

985528 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 87.0 87 M Admitted with COVID-19 infection 1/26/2021. Y

985531 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 CO 49.0 49 F Patient had second COVID vaccine by Moderna received in left arm on 1/21/21. (Lot: 042L20A), after 1st on 12/23/20 (lot:011J20A). 1/22 supraclavicular nodule appeared (typical for this patient after last 4 immunizations). 1/25 blisters appeared on left elbow (later diagnosed as shingles). 1/26 pain began in medial aspect of the elbow which radiated upwards at in increasing distance over the next 3 days. 1/29 streaking from shingles lesion traveling medially into left arm and into the axilla with diagnosis of lymphangitis secondary to COVID vaccination.
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985532 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 AR 56.0 56 F One week after vaccination the vaccination site became itchy and I developed a rash with raised red bumps.  This lasted about  12-15 hours and then disappeared. Itchiness was intermittent, minor, and I did not take any medication for it.

985533 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 58.0 57 F Fever, chills, headache, stomach ache - started about 15 hours after vaccination and lasted for about 24 hours.

985534 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 WA 22.0 22 F Large localized swelling, roughly "tennis ball-sized" - developing around 24 hours post injection.

985535 12/27/2020 01/29/2021 IA 29.0 29 F Employee started to have an itchy/tingling mouth about 10 minutes following vaccine administration. She was given diphenhydramine, which helped alleviate the symptoms. As the day went on she developed hives on her neck, chest, back, arms and hands. She continued to take Benadryl every 4-6 hours and all symptoms were gone within 24 hours after vaccination.

985539 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 VA 40.0 40 F Woke up on day 1 post dose #2 (Jan 27) with hot flashes, anxiety, elevated HR (100's lying down; 140's when up) in addition to body aches, headache.  Have  lost 5 pounds over previous 2 weeks without trying.  HR has been steadily increasing over last month, along with increasing anxiety.  Was seen by endocrinologist on Jan 28 who drew lab work and confirmed on Jan 29 that all thyroid labs were elevated. Prescribed methimizole and metoprolol. Will follow up in 4 weeks.

985541 01/01/2021 01/29/2021 NM 57.0 57 F Patient comes to ER to report left upper arm redness, pain and swelling to the injection site where she got the covid-19 Moderna vaccine on reported 01/20/21 at the local Pharmacy

985542 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 CO 49.0 49 F Redness at the site started developing within 5 minutes of receiving the vaccine. Also reported feeling like the site was itchy and lips began tingling.

985543 01/11/2021 01/29/2021 CA 43.0 43 F Delayed-onset mild intramuscular itching at injection site on day 8-9.  Associated nontender geographic red plaque-like area with underlying firmness measuring ~4 inches at injection site on day 9-10.  Resolved by day 11.

985544 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 CA 84.0 84 F At 11 pm she threw up. Then she got achey and incredibly dry mouth. Her arm was really sore and she was cold.

985546 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 KS 60.0 60 F While patient was waiting her 15 minutes after receiving the Moderna vaccine (1/21/2021), she complained of a bad pain in the left side of her neck & that it was hard for her to breathe.  She was assisted by EMS (who was on site).  Her blood pressure was 249/149 per the patient.  She also experienced some lightheadedness.  It was strongly suggested by EMS & nursing staff that she be transported to the ER but she refused stating she had to work the next day.  She continued to be monitored by EMS until her blood pressure stabilized & she felt better.  She continued to refuse ER.  She was driven home by her companion.   On 1/28/2021 she sent an email to the health department showing a picture of her left arm showing redness from the injection site down to above the bend in her left arm.  She reported that on 1/26/2021 her physician  recommended that she not receive the second dose of Moderna.  She continues to complain of high blood pressure.  It is unkown if she takes medication for high blood pressure.

985547 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 OK 70.0 70 F Rash below shot sight .  Only noticed because of itching.  Red rash that was warm to touch and dissipated in a bulls eye manner.  Used Benadryl to stop itching so not to scratch.  Lasted about 4-5 days but did not think much about it until I read where several people had the same symptoms, but only happened in primarily women 30-40 years of age.  Thought you may be interested as I am 70.

985550 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 WA 59.0 59 M Headache, severe fatigue, shaking chills, muscle weakness and ocular migraine. Has now lasted for more than 12 hours, but is getting better.

985551 01/16/2021 01/29/2021 MN 76.0 76 F Large red rash to injection site.

985552 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 PA 27.0 27 F Hives (red, itchy rash) at place of injection. Size was approximately 4 inches in diameter. Rash started 6 days after vaccination and has lasted 6 days so far. Use of diphenhydramine every 6 hours helped ease the itch and redness.

985553 01/10/2021 01/29/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Large, swollen red circle on left arm at site of injection.   Tender to the touch.  It lasted several days.  Decreased each day after 3rd day, until it was gone.

985555 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 VA 58.0 58 F Large welt at site, itchy and warm.  Antibiotics, Motrin

985556 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 45.0 45 F Patient was very nervous prior to injection. Patient received Moderna covid vaccine. Patient was instructed on waiting in the store for a 15 minute observation period. A few minutes later she said her vision was blurry, and then it had passed shortly thereafter and her vision was clear again. She also said she felt tingling in her hands and feet. The pharmacy technician called 911 and the medics arrived and she went to the hospital. The husband had stated he though it was her anxiety.

985558 01/01/2021 01/29/2021 NV 71.0 71 F Exactly the 8th day after vaccine my injection site got about a  3? red spot on my skin with some slight morning and evening itching. Was not hot to touch. Symptoms lasted about 2 1/2 days. Just put Cetaphil on it.

985559 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 ME 52.0 51 F sharp pain shooting down the arm after injection with some tingling

985560 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 TX 16.0 16 M Administered 1st dose to patient under the age limit parameter for the Moderna Vaccination. Patient under the age of 18 (currently 16 years, 11 months).

985561 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 MO 29.0 29 F Developed mild swelling, mild itchiness and redness on left lower arm , not on injection site after 8 days of vaccination.

985563 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 CA 53.0 53 M 30 minutes after injection, numb cheeks for 1 hour after. For 2 days, sore arms.

985564 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 CO 31.0 31 F 1ST DOSE REC'VD 12/31/2020 - RASH AROUND INJECTION SITE THAT LASTED UP TO 2 WEEKS 2ND DOSE REC'VD 1/29/2021 - RASH APPEARED AT INJECTION SITE WITHIN 15 MINUTES OF ADMINISTRATION. LARGE CIRCLE RASH

985566 01/23/2021 01/29/2021 MI 41.0 41 F Sores/blisters in my mouth and tongue

985569 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 MO 44.0 44 F Sore arm; headache, chills, itchy, swollen tongue

985571 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 WI 28.0 28 F Shortly after first dose, patient complained of itching and localized "tightness" in arm at the site of injection.

985572 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 42.0 42 M Approximately 15" after receiving vaccine, patient stated his 'throat started to feel tight, tongue felt swollen and face and head itchy".  Medical staff administered Benadryl, took VS and stayed with patient.  Voice is very hoarse.  Medical provider in with patient and did a physical assessment.  At 30" patient stated his tongue remained swollen, more Benadryl given.  Medical staff remains with patient. After about 60 minutes from time of administration of vaccine he drove himself home.  Rested all afternoon, did take Tylenol.  Stated he had a restless night, not much sleep, very achy, tongue and throat better.

985573 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 28.0 28 F I had a fever of 102.3 degrees with chills/shaking/malaise/headache that lasted for 18 hours after the symptoms started. I was unable to go to work/care for my children secondary to my reaction. I have completely recovered now and have no lasting effects.

985574 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 VA 51.0 51 F severe headache, body aches

985575 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 OR 35.0 35 F Itching in arm since vaccine, swollen axillary lymphnodes (started 6 days later), extreme fatigue/weakness.

985577 01/16/2021 01/29/2021 NY 76.0 76 F Itching, large red rash, hard bump in left outside upper arm.  Appeared the morning of the ninth day after the vaccine (Monday, Jan. 25).  Slowly improved. By today (Jan. 29), still slight redness and hard bump, but much improved.

985578 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 NH 34.0 34 M Pt received first dose of COVID vaccine today and reports about 3 minutes later started feeling tingling and itching round his lips  And in the mouth, he reported his symptoms  About 10 min after the dose and white code was called . When we arrive patient sitting on a floor, appears anxious, ashen color, breathing hard, appears a little out of it but responding to questions well. His vitals were stable, , tachycardic 102-118,  No rashes, no wheezing on exam, lips not appear swollen, he is speaking OK, reports sensation of swelling or lump in his throat. EpiPen was used and 0.3mg administered at 16:59, 911 called ,  IV access obtained and solumedrol 125 mg administered followed by pepcid 20 mg IV.  Patient felt N, no V. His breathing efford and color improved, reports feeling better. Pt has h/o anaphilactic reaction to peanuts in th

985579 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 MO 29.0 29 F Medication error. Received Moderna vaccine 12/31/20 as first dose. Received Pfizer vaccine 1/29/2021 as second dose.

985580 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 OH 30.0 30 F 1/26/21 @ 3:40PM - CHEST PRESSURE AT A 2 ON 0-10 SCALE.  DENIES SOB, DIZZINESS, CHEST PAIN OR RADIATION. A/O X3, SKIN PINK, W/D, RESP WITHOUT DISTRESS, LUNGS CLEAR TO AUSCULTATION. 1/26/21 @ 4PM - ALL SYMPTOMS RESOLVED. 1/27/21 @ 9:20AM DENOES SOB, FEELS "A LITTLE TIRED AND ACHEY TODAY".

985586 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 IL 30.0 30 F Fatigue Headache Nausea Chills Foggy

985592 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 CT 66.0 66 F 1/19 had moderna covid vax and small lump developed after 7 days that has now doubled in size over the last 24 hours - no red streak. no fevers, chills, sweats. measured 1.5in x 2in diameter

985594 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MO 39.0 39 F Pt waited her 15 minute timeframe, then returned to work with no adverse reactions. Upon returning to work in the pharmacy, she sat down at her desk and noted her HR to be 159 via her Apple watch. She felt slightly lightheaded, so returned to  Auditorium for monitoring. On arrival, she complained only of high HR, no other symptoms. We checked her VS: BP 140/78, HR 132, RR 20, SaO2 94. She denied chest pain or SOB. We monitored her for about 15 minutes, and her HR decreased to 103-110. We monitored her for another 15 minutes or so, at which time her HR spiked again to 132, and she felt heavy in her chest and tight in her throat. At that point, we moved her to a gurney and called a Rapid Response. We administered 50mg of Benadryl IM per protocol, foregoing the Epinephrine, due to her tachycardic state. The Rapid Response team arrived and she was transported to the ED for evaluation. She maintained consciousness and was A&Ox3 the entire time.

985599 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 MI 45.0 45 F Very enlarged lymph node near arm pit and clavicle which were very tender and uncomfortable.

985601 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 CA 37.0 37 F Hives focused around waistline and hips, but as far as arms, wrist, face, and ankles. Cyclic in nature appearing between 7:30-9:30 in both the morning and evening. Persisted for 5 days

985603 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NY 66.0 66 F Adverse effects began January 28th, the day after the 2nd dose of Moderna was administered.  Upon awaking that morning , the first symptoms were extreme fatigue, body aches and fever. This persisted throughout the day, afternoon and evening. .  Fever persisted at around  101.  The treatment was, sleeping and resting in bed and drinking fluids.  When waking on January 29th fever was gone and energy level close to normal, body aches were gone.

985604 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 VA 73.0 72 F "moderna covid-19 vaccine eua" Abdominal pain lasting about 1 hr. Slight chills (not serious)

985608 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 WA 47.0 47 F I woke up to a red hard itchy spot at injection site a week after first injection.  I am still monitoring for further reaction. My initial reaction the day of the injection was typical; a few hours after I had a sore arm followed by a headache. Headache was intermittent   and soreness lasted about 24-30 hours.

985615 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 MI 70.0 70 F Red rash appeared on upper arm approximately 7 inches by 5 inches in size. It was very itchy and had burning sensation and skin was swollen and warm to touch. It appeared suddenly on 6th day after date of vaccine. Treated with oral antihistamine, cool compresses and hydrocortisone cream. Symptoms have diminished on day 4 of occurence. Consulted with medical professional about it on Jan 29, 2021.

985617 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 KY 37.0 37 F Pain around injection site x 5 days; resolved. Bruising around injection site x15 days; still present.  Redness, warm to touch and mild itching around injeciton site x15 days; still present.

985620 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 MO 47.0 47 F Employee reports not being able to sleep night of vaccination, injection site pain.

985622 12/30/2020 01/29/2021 PA 62.0 62 F SARS-CoV-2 test positive; Faints; Chills; Headache; A spontaneous report  was received from a consumer concerning a 62-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced faints, headache, chills, and COVID-19.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 30 Dec 2020 prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A) in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.    On 30 Dec 2020, prior to vaccination, the patient took a COVID-19 test and results were negative.   On 31 Dec 2020, the day after vaccination, the patient got instantly sick, she had a headache, chills, and faints.   On 03 Jan 2021, the patient went to the emergency room (ER) where she received unspecified treatment for the symptoms she was experiencing.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received a second COVID-19 test and received a positive result on 08 Jan 2021.   On 08 Jan 2021, the patient was hospitalized with reported COVID-19 symptoms of dehydration, cough, no appetite, and no taste. Treatment for the event included fluids, oxygen, and steroids.   On 11 Jan 2021, the patient was discharged from the hospital.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The outcome of the events, faints, headache, chills, and COVID-19, was not reported.Y 4

985624 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 GA 79.0 79 F Blood pressure 210/120; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 79-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine, and who experienced a hypertensive crisis.    The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 14-Jan-2021, prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (LOT unknown) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 14-Jan-2021 A patient received the Moderna vaccine. On 15-Jan-2021, the patient experienced a blood pressure of 210/120.  The friend reported that the patient's baseline blood pressure is 124/74.  Patient's reported heart rate was 75 and her oxygen saturation was 100%.  Patient visited the emergency room on 15-Jan-2021.  No additional details were provided.   Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event, a hypertensive crisis, was not provided.   The outcome of the event, a hypertensive crisis, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of hypertensive crisis. The event of hypertensive crisis occurred 2 days after mRNA-1273 (lot # unknown) administration. Treatment details were not provided. Very limited information regarding the events have been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

985625 12/23/2020 01/29/2021 CA 59.0 59 F BIg black thing; Big scar; Felt like chemical burn; Peeling; Cellulitis; Extravasation in tissues; Bruising from upper arm down to elbow; Arm was hot and tender; Swelling from upper arm down to elbow; Arm hot and tender; Bump/clot at injection site; Unsure if it was given intramuscularly; A spontaneous report was received from a physician who was also a 59-year-old female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced a bump/clot at the injection site, swelling, bruising from upper arm to elbow, feeling hot, tenderness, extravasation in tissues, vaccination site cellulitis, a big blackened area, scar, chemical burn, unsure whether it was intramuscular and peeling.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medication use was not provided by the reporter.   On 23 Dec 2020, immediately prior to the onset of symptoms, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number unknown) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The physician reported that she was injected with the vaccine abruptly and roughly. She noticed a bump at the injection site right away. The nurse applied a cold compress. Later that day, she realized it was a clot.   On 24 Dec 2020, she had swelling, bruising from her upper arm to her elbow, and the area was hot and tender.   On 30 Dec 2020, she went to the emergency room where an ultrasound showed extravasation in the tissues. She was treated with cephalexin for cellulitis.   On 01 Jan 2021, the bump began to subside; however, there was a large black area that started to peel. The reporter stated it looked like a chemical burn.  On an undisclosed date, there was a large scar in its place.   Treatment for the events included a cold compress and cephalexin.    The reporter stated she is unsure whether it was intramuscular.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The event, scar, was not resolved. The outcome of the events, bump/clot at the injection site, swelling, bruising from upper arm to elbow, feeling hot, tenderness, extravasation in tissues, vaccination site cellulitis, a big blackened area, chemical burn, and peeling, were considered resolving. The event, unsure whether is was intramuscular, was resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect route of administration for mRNA-1273 and concerns a 59 year-old, female patient, who experienced the events of bump/clot at the injection site, swelling, bruising from upper arm to elbow, feeling hot, tenderness, extravasation in tissues, vaccination site cellulitis, a big blackened area, scar, chemical burn and peeling. The event of bump/clot at the injection site occurred the same day after the first and only dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. The events of swelling, bruising from upper arm to elbow, feeling hot, tenderness occurred the next day after the vaccine administration.  The events of extravasation in tissues, vaccination site cellulitis occurred 7 days after the vaccine administration. The events of a big blackened area, scar, chemical burn and peeling occurred 9 days after the vaccine administration. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are assessed as possibly related.

985627 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 U Unconscious; Turned Pale; Threw up; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and turned pale, threw up, and was unconscious.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 12 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 12 Jan 2021, the patient turned pale, threw up and was unconscious. The patient was taken to the emergency department (ED). No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome for the events, turned pale, threw up, and unconscious, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a case a patient who experienced events turned pale, threw up and was unconscious on the same day after the administration of the first and only dose of mRNA-127 (Lot number 025L20A, Exp date-unknown). Based on temporal the information provided and the absence of any other etiology factors a causal association between the events and vaccine administration cannot be excluded.

985628 12/22/2020 01/29/2021 OR 52.0 52 F Diverticulitis; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse who was an 53-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced serious event of diverticulitis.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 22 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011S20G) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. On the same day, the patient experienced diverticulitis.  She was hospitalized and the treatment of the event given was iv antibiotics.   On 15 Jan 2021, the patient reported that the symptoms started again.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome for the event, diverticulitis, was not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 53-year-old, female patient. The patient's medical history was not provided. The patient experienced a serious, unexpected event of diverticulitis. The event occurred the same day the patient received the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011S20G). Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y

985629 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 TX 42.0 42 M Arrhythmia; Heart palpitations; A spontaneous report was received from a 42 year-old, male, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced heart palpitations and arrhythmia.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 07 Jan 2021 at 14:30, approximately 2 days prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 09 Jan 2021, the patient went to the emergency room (ER) because he had heart palpitations and an arrhythmia for about 5 hours. Blood tests, electrocardiogram (EKG) and a chest x-ray were normal.  On 10 Jan 2021, the patient's heart palpitations came back again. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome for the events, heart palpitations and arrhythmia, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a  42-year old male patient. The medical history is not provided. The patient experienced a medically significant and unexpected event of Arrhythmia and an unexpected non-serious event of Heart palpitations approximately two days after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown).  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.

985630 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 TX 33.0 33 F Today 01/29/2021 I noticed swelling and redness around injection site. Warm to touch. baseball size

985631 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 TX 59 M Received a 0.25ml dose; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was also a 59-years old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced received a 0.25 milliliter (mL) dose.  The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included diabetes. Concomitant medications reported included unspecified diabetes medication.  On 22 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 22 Jan 2021, the patient noticed that he received a 0.25 mL dose rather than the full 0.5 mL dose. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, received a 0.25ml dose, was considered resolved on 22 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 59-year-old male patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product administered to patient of inappropriate age.

985632 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 87.0 87 M ventral tongue and lip tingling, beginning 20 min after vaccination,  improving over hours beginning prior to and continuing after Diphenhydramine, 50-75% resolved after 2 hrs and fully resolved on awakening this am, no SOB, no lip swelling, no rash, no nausea, no throat fullness, no fever

985634 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 TX 74.0 74 F 1/15/21 sore arm 3 days later, 24 hours after pressure on head, 30 mins of being lightheaded, later on muscle aches, 1/21 pt started to experience low grade fever, 1/22 called PCP; PCP recommended COVID test. 1/23 COVID test, 1/24 injection site and below rash, low grade fever continued, 1/27 rash/fever gone

985635 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 TX 72.0 F awful burning in the chest/pain in her chest; horrible pressure and pain in her chest; nausea; felt woozy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 72-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 13Jan2021 at 17:39 at a single dose in the hospital for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included anxiety, seizures, and high cholesterol. She passed out last summer and they put her in the hospital from 31Aug2020 and ran all kinds of tests. In the end, they said she only had a few PVCs (premature ventricular contractions) and she doesn't need to see the doctor for a year. Mentioned she also has chronic bronchitis and this is related to having low platelet count and low immunity. All of these events predate treatment with Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine. Concomitant medication included amlodipine, atorvastatin for high cholesterol, clonazepam for seizures, escitalopram for anxiety, levothyroxine sodium for thyroid, and mirtazapine for sleep; all were ongoing. Stated that she had something weird happen after her injection about four hours after the shot. She received the first dose of the Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine on 13Jan2021 at 17:39 in the right arm. About three or four hours later on 13Jan2021, she was getting ready for bed and when she sat down and leaned over she had a god awful burning in her chest and nausea. She was going to take baking soda but when she sat up she had horrible pressure and pain in her chest and felt woozy so she sat on the floor and then the pain started to radiate through her arm and into her neck. The horrible pain and pressure in her chest felt like something was sitting on her chest and the bad pain in her chest was going into her arm and a little into her neck. She laid real still on the floor, and did a lot of praying, and then 20 minutes later it totally stopped. She got up slowly and finished getting ready for bed and was fine. She was just hoping they will still let her get the second shot. The whole event only lasted 20 minutes and when it was over it was completely gone. She did tell her husband when he came home. She was alone when this happened. The patient wanted to know if she can receive second dose of vaccine. She stated it almost felt like a heart attack. She was planning to get the second dose on 03Feb2021. Wanted to know if her effect will preclude her from getting the second dose of the vaccine. Outcome of the events was recovered on 13Jan2021.

985637 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 61.0 61 F Within 2 hours of shot extreme soreness in arm, around 6pm shooting pain across forehead, nausea, chills, low grade fever, body aches.

985640 12/23/2020 01/29/2021 MO 46.0 46 F Employee reports not being able to sleep at all night of injection, injection site pain.

985642 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 NC 50.0 50 F COVID-19 Vaccine EUA; fever, chills, joint intense pain in hip joints and neck, headache, exhaustion, loss of appetite, nausea,  heart fluttered for a few seconds at various times throughout the day, swelling and pain at injection site.  Symptoms started around 9PM on the 26th, started to feel better at 8AM morning of the 28th.  Could not work or focus at all for the 27th.  Took tylenol, motrin, and aleve for pain, which eased some pain, but not full relief, constantly felt pain.  By 8AM on the 28th, pain, headache, exhaustion, appetite loss, nausea, and heart flutters stopped.  Pain at arm shot site diminished to only when touched, discomfort shifted to  right side of rib cage under the armpit, and is still present at 12:15pm on Jan 29th.   Called primary physician to verify all was OK, and as predicted it passed within 24-48hrs.  No allergic reactions ever.

985648 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 NC 73.0 73 M Patient reported that both eyes dilated after the 15 minute wait period and that one returned to normal in about 5 hours and the other returned to normal by the next day. He also stated that her has noticed "irregular heart beats" since his vaccination and has an upcoming appt. with his cardiologist.

985653 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 48.0 48 M Fever, chills, nausea, severe headache

985656 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 CO M glaucoma; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's wife) received via a Pfizer-sponsored program. A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that second dose was scheduled on 04Feb2021. It was reported that the patient has an appointment for glaucoma injection on 29Jan2021 in his eye. Reporter asked if okay to get it or reschedule his appointment. Outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

985658 12/23/2020 01/29/2021 U neuropathy in his lower leg from the knee down; Neuropathic pain; tingling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician, the patient. This report was received via a Pfizer sales representative.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On 06Jan2021, the patient experienced neuropathic pain in his leg below the knee. It felt like "daggers in his foot". On 06Jan2021, the patient also had neuropathy in his lower leg from the knee down that persisted.  The patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 on 06Jan2020 and did not experience any worsening "tingling" after it. The clinical outcomes of the neuropathic pain and neuropathy and tingling were unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: A possible contribution role of the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) to the onset of neuropathy peripheral with neuropathic pain and tingling cannot be excluded due to temporal relationship.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

985659 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 TN F high blood pressure/blood pressure was very high at 217/got it down a little to 200; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program. An 80-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Unknown lot number and expiration), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included heart surgery.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first shot of the vaccine on 13Jan2021. On 14Jan2021, the patient experienced high blood pressure and was taken to the hospital. The patient would like to know if the COVID vaccine contain any substance that can trigger the blood pressure to go higher. The patient used to get iron bags for years injected and has not had any for a while and they said she needed some. The blood work showed that her iron was down. Patient's blood pressure has to be checked before giving it to the patient, and blood pressure was very high at 217. They waited a little bit for and got it down a little to 200 and gave her the iron (Jan2021). The patient was suggested to go over to a hospital. They were just concerned that it took a 12-hour process. The patient was then given different medications. Second shot of COVID vaccine is due in 3 weeks. She was just wondering would that have anything to do with her blood pressure going up and should she have the second dose.  Her doctor did not think it had anything to do with it, but she said they only know so much.  The patient was recovering from the event high blood pressure.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

985661 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 F now her daughter is blowing up into a giant blueberry; she was really itchy all night long; up all night the first night; thought she had a rash; hives; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (parent). A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included drug hypersensitivity from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing caller knows her daughter is allergic to antibiotics. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter is upset right now, her daughter (patient) works in a Hospital, and received her vaccine (clarified as COVID vaccine) the day before yesterday (13Jan2021), her daughter was up all night the first night, she thought she had a rash (Jan2021), by yesterday afternoon, she was starting to get hives (Jan2021), they are getting worse, reporter will ask her to take pictures of the hives, but this is getting downplayed, she contacted whoever administered the vaccination, reporter thought she saw where there was an antibiotic involved, but it is not on the ingredient list. They asked if there was a little antibiotic in it. This is her grown child, reporter states she (the reporter) sent mean messages on social site to the company. Stated nothing bad better happen, she warned her daughter not to get it, reporter has a family history of bad reactions, and she said to not do it, but they say CDC recommendation, she has told everyone who is blood related to not get the vaccination, but per the CDC website, her daughter wouldn't listen, and she went in and was getting pressure from her workplace and not only that, her daughter is having this reaction downplayed, to the point where, they are thinking of convincing her to go back for shot #2, which is stupid, the reporter said don't do it, it's like Willa Wonka, she said don't do it, don't do it,  and now her daughter is blowing up into a giant blueberry. When asked if she would be willing to go through a report, reporter said all she knows, her daughter has giant hives and they are getting worse, this is day 2, stated don't worry, Pfizer will know, this problem was reported to her daughter's doctor and she did report it, they told her, since it happened the next day, it was probably not that bad, but reporter said it started that very night, she said to her mother (reporter),  that she was really itchy all night long (13Jan2021), and reporter asked if she had hives, and right caller said that, her daughter said yes, she didn't realize it was. Reporter wanted to know why she thinks there is some type of antibiotic involved, and she looked at ingredients, she looked and it didn't look like it, but something is telling the caller- she thinks her daughter knows what it was, which is why she is so sensitive, reporter knows her daughter is allergic to antibiotics. They asked if agent knew anything about these hives, what will happen. The doctor didn't even tell her daughter to take antihistamines, but reporter told her to take them immediately, they said it was  nothing, and signed her up for shot 2, to stay on track, which reporter thinks is idiotic. Advised, for direct access to medical information on Pfizer products, they can visit web site. The reporter was provided with a phone number of #, option 3, and hours of operation of Monday through Sunday, 8AM to 11PM for COVID inquiries, prior to cold transfer onto the line, to wait for the next available agent. Reporter declined to provide any additional information and was cold transferred to Organization. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

985663 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 PA 53.0 53 F Fever of 104.2 with vaccine #1.  Fever of 103.8 with vaccine #2.

985668 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 IA 37.0 37 F fever of 100 f from 8 pm to 4 am. Extreme fatigue, should not get out of bed, cold sore outbreak the next day, headache, muscle pain, brain fog for a few days after. Red itchy arm at injection site.

985670 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 CA 86.0 86 F During the night of the injection of 1/26/21, could tell that her leg was sore, in her buttock area, could not lay on it for very long, tried to.  Noticed that her leg was sore to walk today 1/29/20, the area is swollen.  Not bad but she can tell that it is swollen.  Has not taken anything for it.  Not having serious problems, but it is in the left buttock area, sore when she sits on it, hard to walk.

985673 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 80.0 80 M Hematoma, developed within an hour of injection

985675 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 MO 36.0 36 M FEVER ON 103, CHILLS, ACHES, PAINS

985677 01/01/2021 01/29/2021 IN 35.0 35 F Severe body aches and pains. I couldn?t sleep more than 1.5 hours at a time due to pain. All over body aches but more specifically in my hips. Harder to take deep breathes and felt in the back. Fever varied from 99.8-102.3. This lasted 32 hours.  Since then, I am weak, fatigued and sore.

985679 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 61.0 61 M Fever, shaking chills, headache, body aches, nausea.  Episode of dizziness/syncope once overnight.

985680 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 WA 42.0 42 M Thursday I felt even worse and had a hard time getting out of bed. I had body aches, headache, felt weak, nauseous and couldn?t eat anything.

985681 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 CA 65.0 65 F 9 days after 1st vaccination had slight redness and mild pain/itching on left arm where shot was given

985684 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 IL 45.0 45 F I have a 2 1/2 inch diameter raised red bump at the injection site.  The bump is warm to the touch, painful, and itchy.

985688 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 TX 81.0 81 M Client called to report that the night that he received the vaccine he noticed a small red rash around mouth and nose. Reported that he took Benadryl at that time. On 2/21/2021 he reported elevated B/P and  rash has continued but now the redness is on face and jaw line.

985689 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 SD 60.0 60 F Dizziness started 1 1/2 hrs after vaccination, then evening started aches/ pains, headache, lethargic.

985690 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 VA 41.0 41 F swelling, redness, raised lump under the injection site. very hot to the touch and painful x 2 days

985691 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 CA 65.0 65 F Night of    severe pain right arm, not able to lift arm.  Next day, sore throat.       Did contact Doctor.

985692 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 VA 64.0 64 F Patient was found with AMS 1 day after receiving vaccine.  Patient had pain at the injection site and fever of 103. Y

985695 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 FL 50.0 50 F Pt reports itchiness and swelling of her tongue.   Visually inspected by paramedic onsite which confirmed oral cavity, tongue and back of throat swollen.  Pt stated NO difficulty breathing or talking.  Lung sounds clear as per paramedic.  O2 sats 100%.   911 called to assess, pt refused care or transport.  Pt made aware of potential outcomes of angioedema and anaphylaxis.

985697 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 NC 76.0 76 F Redness at injection site, itching and swelling. The itching has gotten progressively worse over time?one week later and it is constant. I have put Benadryl cream on the arm and taken Benadryl tablets..

985698 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 MI 52.0 52 F Head aches, body aches and sinus pressure make it difficult to breath

985699 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NV 69.0 69 F Significant diarrhea attack. 10 min.

985700 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 FL 77.0 77 F ?COVID arm? Rash developed 15 days after first shot at site of shot. Large patch about 2? X 5?.  Itching, swollen, warm to touch. No treatment given.  Awaiting resolution.

985701 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 77.0 77 F Large 2x3 in raised redden area on left arm at site of injection.  Iced area took tylenol

985704 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 42.0 42 M High temperature for 12 hours, extreme fatigue, sweats, chills, severe headache. All symptoms lasting 12

985705 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 CT 36.0 36 F Axillary lymph nodes swollen 4 days after vaccine.  Then 2 days later red Raised firm slight itchy rash area of tennis ball, appeared around injection site. Lasted 2 days. Lymph nodes got smaller and just 1 slightly raised 2 wks later

985707 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NY 63.0 63 F low grade fever of 100 muscular fatigue headache All resolved within 36 hours

985708 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 75.0 75 F Patient developed a headache the evening following getting the injection. This is eight out of 10 pain on a 0 to 10 pain scale that goes down into her neck. Today when she woke up she is experiencing weakness, dizziness, lightheaded and continued headache with eight out of 10 pain on 0 to 10 pain scale. Patient reports her right arm where injected is also eight out of 10 pain on 0 to 10 pain scale and tender to touch

985712 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 42.0 42 F Approx. 25min after injection pt began c/o her entire left arm and down to her hand burning.  Describes it as inside her am and not just the skin.   Vitals WNL No other complaints initially.  After observation for approx. 10 min pt's fingers on her left hand appeared discolored.  Burning in her arm unchanged.  Transported to urgent care by RN.  During transport pt began c/o burning sensation in her left calf.

985716 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 56.0 56 F That evening my heart was pounding very hard throughout my entire body that's all I could hear laying down I thought that I was going to either have a heart attack or a stroke. I got up and took one of my blood pressure medications. It's slowed down but I was unable to sleep due to feeling jittery and my heart pounding hard. The next day I felt exhausted my stomach hurt. I have had a sore throat the worst being on the Thursday following. Today Friday things seem to be subsiding.  However my concern is not to get the second dose if I had such a bad reaction the first time I definitely will have a heart attack the second time.

985717 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 NY 66.0 66 F Fever of 102 degrees F for about 20 hours accompanied by chills, diffuse muscle aches (especially neck and lower back), extreme fatigue. The fever broke after about 20 hours. Muscle aches and fatigue persisted an additional 24 hours or so.

985718 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 CA 48.0 48 F Jan 21 , headaches, scratchy  throat, bodyaches, weakness  Jan 22- current - weakness, balance issue, tachycardia,dizziness, shortness of breath

985721 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 MN 43.0 43 F 20 minutes after vaccine c/o dizziness, "fuzziness", started crying. Become diaphoretic, flushed, described hotness and weakness. Became nauseous as time advanced.  0915-188/92, 92 0917-20ml/50mg Benadryl liquid oral 0927-190/100, 90 0934-190/118, 92, feet raised 0935-Epi Adult Pen, R thigh (KN) 0939 20ml/50mg Benadryl liquid oral 0941-188/90, 88 0942-Epi Adult Pen, L thigh 0947-194/104, 104, R32 0952-178/105, 80, R28 0953-EMS Arrival, pt taken to ED

985722 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 CO 56.0 56 F Woke at 11:30 pm on 1/21/2021 unable to breathe, gasping for breath, heaviness in the chest, severe body joint pain, headache, and nausea.  Took Flonase and ibuprofen and drank cold water to reduce inflammation in the chest for 20 minutes. Symptom relief.  Continued 400mg of ibuprofen q 6 hours for 48 hours.  1/23/2021 at 6:00 am fluid-filled ears, heaviness in the chest. Administered Flonase.Symptom relief after one hour.

985724 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 DC 34.0 34 F Body aches, stiffness in muscles, chill but no fever, soreness at injection site and up through neck on left side, extreme tiredness and exhaustion. Side effects were most severe the evening of and day after the vaccine was administered. Took a sick day from work to rest and treated with ibuprofen and fluids.  2 days after the vaccine side effects are less but still present and injection site is red, warm, and swollen.

985726 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 CA 51.0 51 F My arm has a large lump, red, swollen and hot. Arm is very painful to move.

985728 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 46.0 46 F within 5 minutes of getting vaccine, patient complained of generalized itching and feeling of fullness in throat; was given 50mg diphenhydramine IM and within 5 minutes symptoms had resolved

985729 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 MD 51.0 51 F When I took the second shot on 1/21/2021 I was fine  just slight headache and sore arm the next am. but then around 12 noon i got the chills/ aches. and then 6 pm I went straight to bed and slept on and off since I was very tired til next day at 9 am and felt fine (1/23/2021). Also had fever on 1/22/2021.

985731 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 36.0 36 F After receiving vaccine in R arm, patient noticed slight alteration in taste while chewing gum, with a feeling of minimal swelling to tongue.  Called this RN to c/o dizziness and a hazy feeling. Given apple juice, with no relief. Moved to wheeled chair, and transferred to private monitoring/holding room. Pt c/o slight vertigo on standing, when transferred to gurnee.   At 0851: Heart rate 76bpm. Pulse ox: 99%. B/P 110/78 in the left arm. States she noticed altered taste with gum, but was able to taste apple juice fine. Pt also stated feeling a tingle/rushing sensation transfer from right, to left side of body, up shoulders and neck.  At 0904: Heart rate was 64bpm, Pulse ox: 99%. B/P 104/72 in L arm. Verbalizes less  dizziness, slight amount of vertigo when turning head sharply.   09:19. Heart rate 63 bpm, puse ox 99%, B/P 104/71.  States BP normally around 100's/68. Pt sat up at the side of the bed, standing without difficulty or dizziness. Ambulated throughout room x1. Ambulated to end of hall and back without incident. Pt Verbalizes feeling able to leave to home.  Left at 09:23.

985732 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 AL 83.0 83 M Patient received first dose of Moderna on 01/12/2021 at Health Department. Appointment was made for patient to return on  Feb. 9, 2021 for 2nd dose. Vaccination card was given to patient. Patient thought he could receive in 2-4 weeks and was anxious to receive his 2nd dose so he returned to clinic on 01/26/2021 for 2nd dose. In oversight date of his first dose was overlooked and  2nd dose was administered  inadvertently.

985733 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 VA 55.0 55 F Fever up to 101.2 for 24 hrs,  muscle aches, headache, rash and swelling at and around injection site, Sore arm and lymph node in same arm

985734 01/21/2020 01/29/2021 MN 31.0 31 F Cough beginning 01-26-21.  Cough/sore throat 01-27-21 Cough/sore throat/fever/sneezing/body aches/chills/headache/fatigue.  01-28-21. Temp of fever was 102.5. Took Aleve and Nyquil. Fever gone on morning of 01-29-21. Still feel tired, aches, congestion, headache.

985737 01/23/2021 01/29/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Patient was being elevated because she was warm. BP 115/93 at 11:44 am. Patient has Type 2 DM. She felt better denies SOB, or feeling fainting. Denies any tachycardia at 12:00 or any other complaints.  Patient was released was advised to call 911 if she has SOB or chest tightness.

985738 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 CA 57.0 57 M vaccination given at 0756am symptom onset 0759 episodic chest pain, light headedness, nausea, flushing, inclusive of chest pressure rated at 2/10 lasting minutes in duration- intermittent, intermittent light headedness  0812 136/69 hr 61 o2 sat 98 on room air.  0820 rapid response called 0822 132/79 hr 54 o2sat 98 on room air. 0827 127/76 hr 54 o2sat 98 on room air. 0832 pt wheeled to ED with RRT.

985739 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 WA 70.0 70 F right side of jaw got nodule, moved to chin and was swollen

985744 01/22/1921 01/29/2021 MI 42.0 M Began to experience severe body aches, mental fog and chills ~21 hrs after Covid 19 injection.  Sore shoulder prior to on set of body aches and chills. Symptoms lasted ~24 hrs. Mental fog continued for ~72 hrs.

985745 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 SC 61.0 61 F Chills, muscle and joint pain  headache general malaise  for about 24 hours

985750 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 CO 31.0 31 F Swollen face and lips, previous filler injected

985751 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 ND 71.0 71 F Started on 1/16/21, noticed droopiness and slurring on the left side of her mouth, and the eyelid did not want to shut properly, could not raise the eyebrow on that side.  Stayed that way until yesterday, 1/28/21, was able to raise the left eyebrow and her lip was starting to normalize, but still having some droopiness from it.  Called her provider and looked it up on the internet, and was told she had Bell's Palsy.  Told her to keep an eye on it, and if anything else happened to go into the hospital to see if it was a stroke.  It did not affect her limbs or have any other stroke symptoms, just the left side of her face.

985752 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MA 44.0 44 F 0 - 30 minutes: Dizzyness, mild bronchial tightening, aching at location, aching and cold sensation on dorsal 2-3 tarsal hand.   30min to 4 hours: increase in sourness.  No decrease in other symptoms.  4 - 6 hours: small rash at injection site developed, swelling, hardness, and inflammation developed at the injection site.  Increase in nerve ache at the hand, now including the wrist.  A decrease in dizziness.  No more bronchial tension.  6 - 12 hours:  Soreness at injection site increased.  Nerve pain with cold, ache, and numbness through the left anterior arm and left anterior and posterior forearm with weakness in the left hand.   Swelling on the lymph nodes in the Left arm pit.  12 - 22 hours:  Increased swelling of the left auxillary lymph nodes with associated pain.  Large node bulge is developing.  Inabiility to fully rest arm at side.  When anything less than 15 degrees (addcution or at rest) the nerve pain and lymph node pain increases to the point of mild nasea.

985753 01/23/2021 01/29/2021 CT 80.0 80 F Severe, painful leg cramps- entire leg, but more intense in the upper thighs  - lasting the night into morning/ time ( now 12:30 pm and still have mild cramps)- disrupted sleep. During evening took quick-dissolving tables of Hylands Leg Cramps PM. Fell asleep about 7:30 am till 11:30 am. Last night also  early evening mildly nauseated. Either the 26th or 27th felt slightly nauseated, had some diarrhea and mild stomach cramps.

985759 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 SC 64.0 64 F Exhausted! In bed all day. Nightmare sweating in sleep. Shaking bouts.

985761 01/10/2021 01/29/2021 OR 38.0 38 F 10 days following the vaccine, I developed symptomatic palpitations at about 10am. Traveled to urgent care clinic (2pm) and experienced sudden onset SVT during that appointment  (3pm). Was transported to ER, admitted to the hospital for observation, had another occurrence of SVT at midnight.Y 1

985762 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 IL 91.0 91 M Received Moderna vaccine on 1/26/2021 in left deltoid.  On 1/28/2021 an inflamed area noted to left arm that is warm to touch, tender, and lumpy.  100.0 temp noted and tylenol administered.   1/28/2021 APN and Doctor saw patient here at the facility for concerns of possible cellulitis and new orders received to circle area and notify doctor of increase in redness or any changes in condition, ice to left arm every 4 hours, and one time dose of benadryl allergy liquid.  Concerned that patient may not have received the full dose of the Moderna vaccine as it appears that the injection was given too low that muscle may have been missed. Tylenol every 4 hours as needed is also ordered for discomfort . Awaiting to hear back on guidance as to if another dose needs to be given.   Continuing to monitor at this time.

985765 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 IL 42.0 42 F temp of 102. R arm sore-believes vaccine was administered too high. Should be 2-3 fingers down from shoulder. This vaccine was 1 finger down.

985769 01/17/2021 01/29/2021 64.0 64 F Chills, slight fever, body aches, slight headache, fatigue.  All symptoms lasted about 10 hours except fatigue which lasted 24 hours.

985771 01/01/2021 01/29/2021 WV 74.0 74 F rd streaks rash and some blisters, was worse day after injection and more 2 days after. Medical provide had me that clartin and benadryl

985773 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 MN 83.0 83 F Resident was hospitalized on 1/17 after having multiple falls and change in condition. Resident returned to facility on 1/20- continued to be unable to ambulate as previous baseline. Son brought resident back to Hospital on 1/21 for further testing. Resident now being treated for Guillan Barre after having lumbar puncture and MRI. She has received  IV IG treatments. Resident remains hospitalized.Y 9

985774 01/17/2021 01/29/2021 CA 74.0 74 F Eleven days after vaccination a 1.5"x3" itchy, red, warm welt developed at the injection site and got bigger the next day by about half (that is today).

985775 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 UT 39.0 39 F facial tingling in both cheeks like when your dentist numbs your cheek and it is waking up lasted 2-3 hours and decreased overnight. I am currently 29 weeks along G1 with due date of April 16, 2021.

985778 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 ME 24.0 24 F After 30 minutes, she left with her friend who also had recieved the vaccine.  Her friend later noted that her left eye lid had some slight swelling.  She had no hives, no shortness of breath, no other complaints.

985779 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 UT 31.0 31 F Went into anaphylactic shock.  Started feeling dizzy and light headed 15 mins after the vaccine was given. At 20 mins my throat felt tighter and it was making me cough trying to get air so they gave me 50 ml of benedryl into my right arm. I started to pass out and my breathing was labored so I was given my epipen and taken to the ER. While I was there I was monitored for 4 hours and given 2 more medications. One was a steroid, I?m unsure on the second.Y

985780 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 NE 45.0 45 F Left side lymph nodes swollen and tender

985782 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 GA 42.0 42 F Injection site pain starting about half an hour after administration, worsening thereafter. Fever to 101 and myalgia starting about 21 hours post-vaccination.

985783 12/25/2020 01/29/2021 AZ 59.0 59 F At the day of the vaccination, just got the usual arm soreness but on 12/31 I felt a pain in my arm pit (left) and the day after I felt itching at the injection site around noon and by the time looked at the site around 3/4 PM there was redness of the size of a quarter. But the next morning it doubled in size. Consulted with my employee health who suggested me being seeing at the UC or doing TELADOC they were fear it could be cellulitis. The Teladoc MD prescribed me antibiotics (doxycycline), steroid (prednisone), naproxen and Benadryl and called it cellulitis. My arm pit pain went away by my second dose of prednisone. The itching stopped also with the prednisone. I took the doxycycline for 3 days only instead of a week as prescribed. Also took the prednisone only for 2 days once the itching and the arm pain went away I stopped. All symptoms were resolved by 4 days.

985785 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 VT 79.0 79 F Nurse reported that she felt some drops expel from the needle/syringe connection. Amount unknown

985787 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 30.0 30 F Weakness, chills, headache, fatigue, injection site pain for about 12-16 hours the day after receiving the vaccine
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985788 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 17.0 17 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine administered to 17 year old.

985790 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 52.0 52 F I started having chills, a headache and was very achy around 1:30am on Thursday.  I took Advil every 6 hours, drank Pedialyte and rested.  I was fine by 3:30am on Friday.

985791 01/05/2021 01/29/2021 LA 35.0 35 F One hour later I felt I was going to pass out. Blood pressure and oxygen levels were read at the time of the event. Oxygen levels were good, but blood pressure/pulse was high but gradually went down. No fever reported after arriving home but area on arm was hot. Upon arriving home I had to go straight to sleep. Next few days I had tiredness. Week 2 I had an allergic reaction at the injection site.

985793 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 32.0 32 F A red, oval rash near the injection site that appeared 7 days after receiving the moderna vaccine.  The rash is neither painful nor itchy.  There is no soreness or tenderness when touched. The rash first appeared this morning.  I am closely watching it to see if it spreads or goes away.   My left arm was sore after receiving the vaccine but the soreness decreased each day and was gone by the 3rd day after receiving the vaccine. I expected something like that to happen.  I did not expect to see a rash a week after receiving the vaccine.

985795 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 CA 47.0 47 F Day 1: Sore, a little swollen & tender to touch at the site and not able to fully lift arm. Day 2: Same symptoms as day one

985796 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 FL 37.0 37 F I woke up in extreme pain in my right shoulder. I couldn't lift my arm without the help of my other arm.  Raising it and lowering were extremely painful.  I couldn't raise it above my waist. This lasted for about 8 hours. I took 800 mg Ibuprofen and I could finally move my arm to chest level but it still ached, even when just laying at my side so I had to hold it to my chest. After 4 days, it felt better but there was still pain when raising my arm over my head. It felt like I had ripped something in my shoulder at the rotator cuff. 4 days later, the pain came back and I had to once again hold my arm at chest level for 2 days. Yesterday, January 28th, I went to my doctor and received a steroid injection in my shoulder and they also put in MRI orders.

985798 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 MI 29.0 29 F Adverse effects started at 3am the morning after being vaccinated. Fever : 100.4, chills, body aches, fatigue, lasting roughly 24 hours, managed symptoms with Tylenol and Ibuprofen.

985800 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 MD 50.0 50 M Patient developed an itchy, erythematous rash in the site of the injection on the left arm 12 days after vaccine

985802 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 17.0 17 M Moderna COVID-19 vaccine administered to a 17 year old.

985804 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 OH 49.0 49 F 4pm that same day- left side of face began to get numb, by 5:30pm severe whole body pain, by 6pm rigors. Took Tylenol and Motrin around the clock- nothing stopped the rigors and the pain increased.  5am on 1/23 fever taken 103. by 8:30am woke in a pool of sweat and aches decreased.  But by 11am full rigors and intense pain body pain began. at noon took Benadryl 25 mg and one Pepcid chewable. Stayed in bed with rigors and pain until noon on Wednesday when everything started to ease. Headache in left eye socket all day Wednesday, face numbness disappeared- MISSED 2 days of work as a nurse!!!

985805 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IL 83.0 83 M shoulder discomfort vaccination site, mild covid symptoms, fatigue, chills, lack of appetite, mild temp

985806 12/27/2020 01/29/2021 VA 36.0 36 F Site soreness redness for 2-3 days and then it completely went away.  January 3, 2020 - COVID (Rapid) Positive  Woke up with those symptoms - on January 3rd. fever; cough; Fatigue; lost taste and smell (lost it Jan 6-7); sinus congestion; post nasal drip; body aches. I had those symptoms for 12 or 13th of January. Went to PCP Dr. and I got a ZPack and over the counter - Vit D, C and a baby aspirin. I didn't go back to work until 18th of January. Still have fatigue somewhat but otherwise symptoms resolved.

985810 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 IN 74.0 74 F Headache, slight chills & no energy.  I didn?t notice what seemed to be an extreme  swelling (lump) & redness (area about size of golf ball) of arm until last evening (Jan 28),  I called dr in the morning:  ice & Advil recommended with antibiotic on staandby.

985812 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 VA 36.0 36 M red itchy rash arms, face neck torso

985813 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 77.0 77 F MODERNA COVID-19   FIRST SHOT.

985815 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 51.0 51 F Tongue soreness (started on Jan 28, 2021 resolved same day), left arm urticaria (started Jan 28, 2021 and ongoing)

985816 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 NY 26.0 26 F "Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA" - large rash around the injection site approximately 6-7 inches in diameter. Rash has grown to this size within three days after second injection. Rash is red, hot, itchy, and sore.

985817 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 TX 80.0 80 F Client called 1/22/2021 to report that she woke around 3AM with severe stomach cramps and the start of flu symptoms "feeling yucky". Reported she took a Benadryl and went back to sleep. Said when she woke up the cramps were gone but now her B/P was elevated. Denies any other c/o.

985818 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 MN 57.0 57 F red dot went away over the weekend and woke up on Wednesday and was itching my arm . it is red and raised and hard and very itchy

985819 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 VA 50.0 50 F significant joint pain, aches, tiredness, brain fog

985820 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 56.0 56 F Fever, chills, body aches, and headache.  Tylenol, and sleep.  Lasted approximately 24 hours.

985821 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 IN 61.0 61 F Vaccine site sore then along with soreness, turned red/itchy.  After over a week I have a red (almost looks sunburnt), warm area on my arm.

985825 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 TX 50.0 50 F Swelling red and hot raised area just below injection site. The affected area is hard to the touch.

985826 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 CA 29.0 29 F Painful, red rash developed to area where shot was administered 8 days after shot given. No pruritus, but burning pain.

985827 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 MI 53.0 53 F Rash on left arm. Fever of 102.7F and body aches.

985828 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 MI 71.0 71 F Vaccination occurred 1-8-2021 right arm began to itch and become reddened on evening of 1-20-2021.  Redness remains present and a topical hydrocortisone applied to stop itching.  This was helpful and no further issues have occurred

985829 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 AL 20.0 20 F 10:15 Moderna  Covid Vaccine given into Left arm IM  Patient tolerated well.  Patient was then sent to observation area where she was observed for 15 minutes. No distress noted, Pt left after 15 mins.   11:00 am  Patient called Health Department and reported to us that her lips were " red and bumpy"  may be a little larger.  She reported that she is on the way to Prattville Baptist ER. 12:30 I called patient and she states she is fine now.  She thinks she was just anxious.  At the hospital she was given Benadryl and Pepcid 01/29/21 Patient was called by nurse  and she stated she was fine.  She was just anxious.

985831 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MA 31.0 31 F Soreness at injection site and fatigue onset about 8 hours post injection. Body aches, chills, and headache onset about 15 hours post injection.

985832 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Pain, swelling, itching at injection site for 4 days and then resolved.  On Day 7 (today), severe itching, redness and swelling returned in left arm where injection was given.

985833 01/23/2021 01/29/2021 OR 68.0 68 M This is not an adverse event. CDC information line recommended that a VAERS report be submitted for this situation. Reporting a partial dose administration. Patient reported that after injection, there was clear fluid running down his arm. Nurse administering vaccine reported that amount was minimal, but patient reported that it was a large amount. Most likely cause was that the needle was not seated well on the hub of the syringe which could have cause a leak. However, this cannot be verified. Unable to quantify how much vaccine that patient received. Called Moderna's medical line after received that is report on 1/25/21, and reached medical information  on 1/27/21 Moderna-EUA Medical Information Inquiry Response MOD21-13680. Received guidance that if there is a deviation from the recommended dose or schedule that additional doses should not be given. If there is a partial dose administration, do not repeat that dose. Proceed with 2nd dose at 4 week interval. This guidance was shared with the patient.

985835 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 VA 37.0 37 F Headache and chills that  night; Woke up 26th with a fever, severe body aches; severe headache; chills; weakness and tired. And that lasted for 36 hours. Worse then my COVID symptoms. Evening of 27th, I felt lot better. The 28th, the symptoms were pretty much resolved. Just took Tylenol and Ibuprofen for it. Now I feel fine.

985836 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 HI 87.0 87 M Noticed that my urine was cloudy the night after the vaccination, then turned red with blood in urine, and very dark, also achy in shoulder joint.

985837 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Began experiencing chills and fever around 2am on Thurs, Jan 28th. Chills, headache, fever, body aches all lasted from 2am on Thurs, 28th until approx. 7pm on Thurs, Jan 28th. Impacted daily activities. Could not go to work.

985838 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 GA 33.0 33 F Injection site became swollen, red, and warm a week (1/28)  after vaccination. Headaches have been occurring since 1/26.

985841 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 WV 22.0 22 M Received 2nd dose of Vaccine and developed numbness in his feet with tingling and shaking of his knees. Admitted for observation (initial concern for Guillain-Barre). Patient slept all night and discarged the following day with no symptoms. Y

985854 01/04/2021 01/29/2021 FL 70.0 70 F On Jan 18 ,2021 I experienced severe anxiety and heart palpitations that have continued on and off since that date. Heart rate varies from 35-120 and I can feel the palpitations .

985855 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 CA 76.0 76 F Flushed after 20 minutes blood pressure spiked to 205/105.   Waited additional half hour went home.  Blood pressure at home 225/125 called doctor who sent me to ER Remained at the hospital 5 hours and was released with pressure 187/80 Went to the hospital Jan 24 with pressure 205/95 released 4 hours later Pressure still out of control Jan 29 Never had pressure so high normally on meds 110/60

985856 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 69.0 69 F 1/19/2021 Injection given.1/25/2021 Redness and itching at injection site. Began using Benadryl cream on area 3 times a day. 1/29/2021 Shoulder cleared.

985857 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 38.0 38 F Fever, body aches, chills, nausea for 1.5 days after vaccine. Fainting episode 1 day after receiving vaccine.  Severe pain and redness on injection site and swelling  x 3 days. Took Tylenol and Ibuprofen for fever and pain.

985858 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 CO 72.0 72 F light headed, mild dizziness.  Monitored vitals, extended observation period. Patient reported symptoms cleared.

985864 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 MS 77.0 77 F On day 10 arm started turning very red and painful. Redness continues spreading up and down arm until up above shoulder and almost to elbow.  To ER on Sunday.  Said use Tylenol and cold packs.  By next Friday almost all redness gone but upper arm and shoulder are now very painful.  No issues with arm until day 10

985866 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 VA 81.0 81 F coating on tongue and sides of mouth, starting down throat

985874 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 NM 76.0 76 M Gillian Barre Syndrom Y 3

985889 01/18/2021 01/29/2021 WA 72.0 72 F One week after shot injection site itchy , round red rash size of baseball appeared. After three days rash and itchiness disappearing

985894 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 TX 49.0 49 F Report of dizziness 15-20 post vaccination and continued intermittent dizziness, lightheadedness and syncope episodes. Treatment- ER - nonspecific, PCP and cardiologist. Outcome: Moderate interference with ADLS.

985897 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MO 39.0 39 F Very high heartrate developed about 25 minutes after injection, felt dizzy and flushed and developed slight rash on torso and arms. Highest heartrate was 165 bpm.  Given 50mg of benadryl IM. Transported from vaccination clinic area to the emergency room and given 25mg of benadryl IVP, 125mg of methylprednisolone IVP and 20mg of famotidine IVPB. Heart rate came back down and was discharged home.

985908 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 AL 82.0 82 F Major fatigue  (can't awaken), Mass confusion (doesn't know what she is doing. Not eating or drinking. Can't get dressed.)

985914 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 NY 36.0 36 F 1300 received second moderna covid vaccine. Woke up about 3 am with severe arm pain. Then back to sleep at 0800 am temp 101.3 F, headache, body aches, injection site pain. Same symptoms the following day  until about 7 pm just much more mild.

985917 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 IN 37.0 37 M Pt received his COVID shot about 11:00 am and went to the observation area where a nurse was doing follow up observation.  Nurse informed me of a rash developing at the injection site as well as the right forearm and left temple.  I administered 50mg of Chewable Diphenhydramine and we continued to observe pt. for a further 30 minutes.  His rash improved so we discharged him to his group home.  A follow up call was made this morning, Pt rash continued to improve.

985919 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 NC 39.0 39 F Three days after shot: Muscle weakness and severe fatigue. Five days after shot severe "brain fog" and increased anxiety. Seven days after shot severe swelling and itching around injection site to current date.

985920 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 TX 51.0 51 F Tenderness of injection site and armpit lymph nodes Muscle pain Joint pain Fever - 101 Chills

985921 01/18/2021 01/29/2021 CA 66.0 66 F Rash develops at injection site on 1/28,  10 days after vaccine.  No signs of insect bite, e.g. mosquito,flea or tick. Rash has a slight itch and is somewhat warm to the touch.  On 1/29 edges of rash are migrating some and appear more red than the middle.

985925 01/23/2021 01/29/2021 OR 32.0 32 F Swelling and pain in the armpit on the same side vaccine given

985932 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 MI 65.0 65 F Rash (redness and itchy) in area of injection. 4x3 inches.  Showed approximately 1 week after injection.

985934 01/29/2021 VT F Anaphylactic reaction after first Moderna Vaccine dose; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a female nurse who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed anaphylactic reaction.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The pharmacist reports the patient developed an anaphylactic reaction with no other details. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, developed anaphylactic reaction, was considered unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient of unknown age. The medical history is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected event of Anaphylactic Reaction that was considered medically significant. The event occurred at unknown time after received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown). Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is considered possibly related to the vaccine.

985935 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 CO 33.0 33 F A few hours after injection noticed red and soreness at injection site.  Was worse the next day.  1/29/21 Pain and redness continue with swollen lymphs in L  axillary  Entire arm painful to move, breasts sore.  States she has taken Tylenol, Advil, and Aleve at times  for pain relief.  Saw Doctor today  and put on Keflex for possible Cellulitis.

985936 01/04/2021 01/29/2021 PR 33.0 33 F 3 eye blood capyllaries had exploded; itchy in the site of injection; swelling and warm; Felt local pain in the other arm; swelling and warm; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was also a patient who received Moderna's Covid-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced 3 eye blood capillaries had exploded, pain the in other arm, and itchy, swelling and warm in the site of injection.  The patient's medical history included hyperthyroidism. Products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included thiamazole, glucomannan and celecoxib.  The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A) on 04 Jan 2021 in the left arm intramuscuarly in for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   A consumer who is the patient called to report she received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine on 04 Jan 2021. She reported the injection site itched, had swelling and was warm. The patient also reported she felt local pain on the opposite arm that was vaccinated.   On 05 Jan 2021, the patient stated her doctor told her that she had 2 or 3 eye blood capillaries that had exploded. The patient reported it was better, did not have any pain, and it was not itchy.    Treatment for the event included paracetamol.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the events, pain the in other arm, and itchy, swelling and warm in the site of injection, was unknown. The outcome of the event, 3 eye blood capillaries had exploded, was recovering.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 33-year-old, female, patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of eye hemorrhage and non-serious unexpected events of injection site warmth, pain in extremity and non-serious expected event of injection site swelling and injection site pruritus. The event of injection site pruritus, injection site warmth, pain in extremity, and injection site swelling occurred 1 day (same day) after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 026L20A. The event of eye hemorrhage occurred 2 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 026L20A. Treatment included Panadol. The subject's concomitant medications included Tapazole, Propol, Celexa. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

985937 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 CA 43.0 U Anaphylaxis-like symptoms; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a, 43-year-old patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced anaphylaxis-like symptoms.  The patient's medical history included breast cancer. The patient had no history of allergies or prior vaccine reactions. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 13 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 041L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 13 Jan 2021, the patient experienced anaphylaxis-like symptoms that included, anaphylaxis, angioedema, shortness of breath, itching, swelling of eyes, and sleepiness. The patient was treated with epinephrine injections and taken to the emergency department.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, anaphylaxis-like symptoms, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 43-year-old patient with medical history of breast cancer, who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 041L20A), and who experienced the serious unlisted event of anaphylaxis-like symptoms.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of event on the day of vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is considered possibly related to the vaccine.

985939 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 CA 60.0 U Anaphylaxis-like symptoms; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning, 60-year-old, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced anaphylaxis-like symptoms.  The patient's medical history included rheumatoid arthritis, hypertension and allergies to diphenhydramine and meperidine.  No concomitant medications were reported.  On 13 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 041L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 13 Jan 2021, the patient experienced anaphylaxis-like symptoms that included, anaphylaxis, angioedema, shortness of breath, itching, swelling of eyes, and sleepiness. The patient was treated with epinephrine injections and taken to the emergency department.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, anaphylaxis-like symptoms, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a  60-year-old patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 041L20A), and who experienced the serious unlisted event of anaphylaxis-like symptoms.  Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of event on the day of vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is considered possibly related to the vaccine.

985940 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 CA 23.0 U Anaphylaxis-like symptoms; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a, 23-year-old patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced anaphylaxis-like symptoms.   The patient's medical history included allergy to soy.  No concomitant medications were reported.  On 13 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 041L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 13 Jan 2021, the patient experienced anaphylaxis-like symptoms that included, anaphylaxis, angioedema, shortness of breath, itching, swelling of eyes, and sleepiness. The patient was treated with epinephrine injections and taken to the emergency department.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, anaphylaxis-like symptoms, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 23-year-old patient who experienced a serious, unexpected event of Anaphylactoid reaction. The event occurred same day (exact time not provided) after the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 041L20A) administration. The treatment included EpiPen injection. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

985941 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 CA 56.0 U Anaphylaxis-like symptoms; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a 56-year-old patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced anaphylaxis-like symptoms.    The patient's medical history was not reported. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 13 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 041L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 13 Jan 2021, the patient experienced anaphylaxis-like symptoms that included, anaphylaxis, angioedema, shortness of breath, itching, swelling of eyes, and sleepiness. The patient was treated with epinephrine injections and taken to the emergency department.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, anaphylaxis-like symptoms, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 56-year-old patient . The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient experienced a serious, unexpected event of Anaphylactoid reaction. The event occurred the day the patient  received the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 041L20A) at an unspecified time. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

985942 01/29/2021 PA F Hospital accidently gave the Moderna vaccine to 16 years old; A spontaneous report  was received from a healthcare professional concerning a 16-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273).  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first dose of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unknown date, the 16 year old patient was accidentally given the Moderna vaccine rather than the Pfizer vaccine. She was told to restart the vaccine series with the Pfizer vaccine. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, hospital accidently gave the Moderna vaccine to 16 years old, was considered resolved on an unknown date.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 16 year old female patient who was accidentally given the Moderna vaccine rather than the Pfizer vaccine. There were no reported adverse events associated with this event of product administered to patient of inappropriate age.

985943 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 WA 59.0 59 F The first dose was given on 12/30/20 with site soreness and slight redness.  Redness was gone in about three days and the soreness was gone after two weeks. The second dose was given 1/27/21. About 12 hours after given the 2nd vaccine, I woke up from a sleep with chills, temp of 99.2, muscle and joint aches, breast tenderness, site soreness, slight redness.  These symptoms were expected and my temperature was normal after taking a shower and drinking some water.  The chills persisted and I checked my temp a few times to make sure I didn't have a temperature.

985944 01/24/2021 01/29/2021 CO 76.0 76 F Chills, Body Aches , Fever, Headache, Nausea,   Slept for 36 Hours, then felt fine.

985945 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 26.0 26 F Night of vaccination: Extreme pain and stiffness in left arm. Unable to move fingers on left hand. Morning after vaccination: Unable to stand without feeling faint. Got sent home from work because I felt like I was going to pass out. Soreness in right chest, just below collarbone. Day three: sore spot is swollen and hurting worse.

985946 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 MO 23.0 23 F Pt returned to the pharmacy 10 or 15 following administration of her 2nd dose stating her throat was getting itchy.  (pt was waiting in hallway)  Pt was given oral a Diphenhydramine 50mg capsule at 9:25am.  Pulse was 118.  Pt was still red faced and reporting that she was hot at 9:30am.  Pt was given 10ml Diphenhydramine 12.5/5ml at 9:33.  Paramedics arrived at 9:45.  O2 sats were 100%.  Breath sounds were good.  Pt choose to go to hospital b/c she would be alone at home.

985947 01/02/2021 01/29/2021 TX 37.0 F pain on arm/body/body; nausea; brain fog; migraine; swollen arm; pain at injection site; could not move; fever; increase blood pressure; chest tightness; The Vaccine vail was not mixed with Sodium Chloride prior to administration; The Vaccine vail was not mixed with Sodium Chloride prior to administration; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: no adverse effect. Upon receipt of follow-up information on (15Jan2021), this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist. A 37-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE BIONTECH, lot number: EL0140, expiration date: Mar2021), via Intramuscular on left arm on 02Jan2021 at 18:00 at 0.3 mL, single for covid-19 immunisation. The relevant medical history was not reported. Concomitant medications were reported as none. The patient previously took Tylenol one hour prior to the vaccination on 02Jan2021 at 1 tablet by mouth. Patient complained of nausea, brain fog on 02Jan2021 at 06:20 pm. Pharmacist recommended to admit ER for safety and to monitor. Patient received the injection at 6pm. Patient was recommended by Pharmacist to admit ER for safety. Patient decided to admit ER at 10 pm. No other symptoms were reported from patient. The patient was admitted to hospital on 02Jan2021 and was discharged on 03Jan2021. While at the hospital, patient informed that she had fever, increased in blood pressure, and chest tightness on 03Jan2021 (reported as mid night). Patient admitted to hospital on 10 pm and was discharged the next day with ibuprofen/Tylenol/ zofran and continue to monitor for symptoms. After discharged, while at home, patient informed about migraine, swollen arm, pain at injection site and body that she could not move at 9:00 am on 04Jan2021. Patient informed that she admitted to hospital again about the pain on arm/body. The patient received 1 dose of 0.3ml and before it was possible that the vaccine was not mixed with sodium chloride prior to administration, an error due to mixture to communicate clearly adequately between our colleagues. Patient received the vaccine at 6 pm on 02Jan2021. After speaking with our colleague about 15 minutes ran to check on the patient if she was feeling okay. Patient complained feeling a bit nausea, brain fog, no other symptoms. Patient stated that she was okay. They stayed back at the store to keep track of patient to admit to ER after her shift at 10 pm. Patient informed she had fever, chest tightness, increase blood pressure at the hospital, then was discharged the next day with ibuprofen/tylenol/Zofran. The following day during at home patient complained at migraine, swollen arm, Pain at the injection site and could not move due to the pain. Patient decided to admit back to hospital for additional information about her pain. They contacted patient again after 3 days, patient informed. She was better and had returned to work on 13Jan2021. The outcome of the events was recovered on 11Jan2021. The pharmacist considered the events were related to suspect product Covid-19 by Pfizer.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported nausea, brain fog, pain on arm/body, and the administration of the COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.Y

985951 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 IL 55.0 55 F Patient received vaccine Thursday 1/21/21 and experienced headache and fatigue for two days.  By Saturday, her symptoms began to improve.  On Monday 1/25/21, the patient developed a petechial rash around the injection site and noticed sores on her gums and the patient went to OR.  Evaluation at outside ED showed a platelet count of 2,000 with a normal H/H.  Patient was transferred to our hospital for increased level of care, hematology consult and platelet transfusions.  Significant hematology workup with a clinical picture thought to be consistent with ITP.  Patient started on dexamethasone 40mg and received IVIG x 3 doses and platelet counts have started to improveY 5

985953 01/29/2021 KS U knees kegs ache head ache about 20 pist injection . then around 4 pm joint pain worsen. at 2am got chills headache. an arm started hurting down my arm an up into my clavical. still head ache an my joints hurt very bad. at 1220 pm friday in bed  hurtying  feels very much like  my shingling vaccination.  my ears are starding to burn.

985957 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 VA 46.0 46 F 1115 resident w hx congenital weakness to R arm reporting R arm tingling sensation after Moderna COVID 19 injection at 1100. On assessment, injection site without bleeding or edema, R arm warm, dry, pink, cap refill <2 sec in R hand. R hand grip 4/5. Continue to monitor. 1130: sensation resolving, physical exam unchanged. 1140: sensation completely resolved. Resident to report any new or worsening. Report in VAERS.

985960 01/04/2021 01/29/2021 MA U tested positive for Covid-19 (asymptomatic); tested positive for Covid-19 (asymptomatic); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive for Covid-19 (asymptomatic) on 13Jan2021. The pharmacist wanted to know if a person who was administered with the first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine on  administered on 04Jan2021 and on 13Jan2021 tested positive for Covid-19 (asymptomatic) and needs to quarantine can proceed with the second dose of the vaccine or if it's contraindicated. The pharmacist also wanted to know if it was okay to give the second dose as long as 90 days if a person with Covid-19 is deferred after recovering, and also asked when the second dose can be received if somebody did not recover fully from Covid. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported "tested positive for Covid-19".

985961 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OK 53.0 53 F knot in arm, slight rash

985964 12/29/2020 01/29/2021 CO 73.0 73 F I had right upper arm pain with right neck pain with right sided facial pain, right jaw pain that persisited for 5 days at the site of a wisdom tooth that had not caused pain previously.

985967 01/06/2021 01/29/2021 OH 63.0 M tinnitus; loss of hearing on Left side; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient himself). A 63-year-old male patient received his second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231) via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 06Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at hospital facility. Medical history included benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and hypothyroidism. The patient had no known allergies and did not have COVID prior to vaccination. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), tamsulosin hydrochloride (FLOMAX), and finasteride taken within two weeks of vaccination. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient previously received his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK8330) via intramuscular route on the left arm on 16Dec2020 at 6:15AM. The patient experienced tinnitus and loss of hearing on left side on 13Jan2021, 7 days post 2nd dose. The adverse events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Disability or permanent damage. Prednisone taper was given as treatment for the events. The patient had not been tested for COVID post vaccination. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information provided, the possible contribution of suspect BNT162B2 to the events tinnitus and loss of hearing cannot be totally excluded given the time association. The detailed clinical course about these events would be helpful for further assessment. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

985974 01/05/2021 01/29/2021 M Atrial Fibrillation; his heart was racing and was something very unusual; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient himself). An 80-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient mentioned that he was a pretty healthy at 80 years old. He and his wife got vaccinated for the 1st shot last 05Jan2021. He experienced no side effects for a week. On 12Jan2021, he experienced his first ever episode of atrial fibrillation and said that his heart was racing and was something very unusual. He mentioned that his I-watch first notified him of this and he went to consult his doctor who confirmed this. He was prescribed with baby aspirin but had not taken it yet. Outcome of events were unknown.   Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

985976 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 CO 75.0 75 F Flu like symptoms, headache, chills, joint pain, nausea, fatigue, sore arm. Aspirin helped symptoms. Started 8:00 pm 1/27 over by 10:00pm 1/28

985978 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NV 75.0 75 F Pt states she has left arm muscle pain, chills, mild headache, and upset stomach

985979 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 NC 57.0 F fever 103.9F at 12 hours; Constant Coughing; severe body pain; numbness in hand (vaccine affected arm); numbness in hand (vaccine affected arm) with edema of hand; broke all the blood vessels in both eyes; O2 saturation's dropped to 86%; Headache within 1 hour; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 57-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration on arm right from 14Jan2021 12:00 to 14Jan2021 12:00 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included End-Diastolic Heart Failure, osteopenia and arthritis.  Concomitant medication included losartan, furosemide (LASIX [FUROSEMIDE]), metronidazole (FLAGYL [METRONIDAZOLE]) and omeprazole. The patient took his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), from 22Dec2020, 09:00 AM to 22Dec2020, 09:00 AM on Left arm (patients age: 57 years). The patient previously took tetracycline and erythromycin and had known allergies. On 14Jan2021, the patient had headache within 1 hour, then also on 14Jan2021, at 23:00 the patient also had fever 103.9F at 12 hours, constant coughing, O2 saturation's dropped to 86%; broke all the blood vessels in both eyes; severe body pain; numbness in hand (vaccine affected arm) with edema of hand. Outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events broken blood vessel in eye and oxygen saturation low. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

985981 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 F my blood pressure, it was up to 217; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 80-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at 12:00 PM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization .  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On 13Jan2021, the patient  received the first shot then had no problems. On 14Jan2021, 24 hours afterwards, the patient had two doctors supposed to get her iron injections and they checked her blood pressure, it was up to 217, they got it down a little and finally gave the iron. They recommended the patient went over the ER and be checked. The patient spent a good 10 hours there having medications to get it down. Finally, it went down: 187/92 and everything fine there. The patient was given injection through the IV and finally got one that worked; got the lowest it would come. The patient came home on 15Jan2021 at 3:00 AM, went to bed then got up and her husband took her blood pressure: 127/65 and informed that it has not been taken since 8:00 AM. The patient was told by doctors that they did not think it was related to the COVID-19 vaccine. The outcome of the event was recovered on 15Jan2021.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

985982 01/03/2021 01/29/2021 PA 76.0 F believed the heart rate might be a result of being nervous; Tightness of throat/throat tightness; Laboured breathing; Fast HR/high heart rate; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse, reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included sensitivity to pollen, sensitivity to narcotics and allergic reactions to perfume, all from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously received pneumonia vaccine and flu vaccine, both for immunization and experienced pain on the side. The patient also previously took cortisone to lower her immune system. It was reported that on 03Jan2021, the patient developed a slight reaction immediately after first dose of Pfizer Covid vaccine which included tightness of throat along with laboured breathing with fast HR/heart rate was high (she believed it was greater than 80 BPM; her heart rate is usually in the 60's) which resolved after a few minutes. The nurse was going to give her Benadryl but did not as her signs and symptoms were resolving. She was asking for recommendations/clarifications on whether she should get the second dose given her reactions. She never had that type of reaction before. She had had sensitivity to pollen and narcotics. She read that she should not receive the second dose given her reactions but was asking for clarification. She would like to get the second dose and bought an Epi pen. Throat tightness and high heart rate didn't last for more than two minutes maximum. She visited websites and was directed not to get the second dose. She wanted to be 100% certain in regards to whether or not she should receive the second dose. Stated tightness in throat wasn't really that bad. She felt throat tightness previously when smelling perfume. Stated it wasn't anything to be frightened about. She also stated some websites said it does not matter and some websites said not to get the second dose. Also wanted to know if having the Epi Pen would help. She added that she explained reaction to the physician who advised her to get an Epi Pen for the second COVID Vaccine dose. She only had allergic reactions to pollen and perfume. Got the vaccine for Pneumonia and Flu. Did not get adverse reactions, but stated she only had pain on the side. Confirmed she has no NDC/Lot/Exp for the Pneumonia vaccine and Flu vaccine. She also got Coronavirus three months prior to receiving the COVID vaccine. She clarified that she diagnosed herself and it was the weirdest thing. She took cortisone to lower her immune system. Received first dose of COVID Vaccine on 03Jan2021. She wa due for second COVID Vaccine on 26Jan2021. She stated she is a psychologist with specialty in mental health. She believed the heart rate might be a result of being nervous. When she is nervous her heart rate goes up. Tightness of throat made her concerned. When asked about the indication, she stated that her husband works and the right thing to do was to be protected. She read she should have stopped taking Ibuprofen 10 days prior to the COVID Vaccine. She was not taking Ibuprofen any longer. Has no NDC/Lot/Exp for Ibuprofen at time of call. Confirmed she did not use the Epi Pen after the first dose of COVID Vaccine. She bought it for the second dose. The nurse who administered COVID Vaccine to the patient suggested she take Benadryl. By that time, she was feeling better. She stated it was questionable for half an hour. The outcome of the event Tightness of throat/throat tightness and fast HR/high heart rate was recovered on 03Jan2021 while the outcome of all other events was unknown.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient had medical history included sensitivity to pollen, sensitivity to narcotics and allergic reactions to perfume.  The reported events were likely related to first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) due to plausible temporal relationship and clinical course.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

985983 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 NY 30.0 30 F Eight days after my vaccination, the injection site became red and slightly itchy. This only seemed to last for about 12 hours as I noticed it at night and when I woke up, while my arm was still slightly red, it was reduced.

985986 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 47.0 47 F Left arm was so sore I could barely lift it, which was expected but later in the day I experienced extreme fatigue, aches in my muscles and joints, severe headache, nausea and fever of 100.5 for several hours.  Tylenol did help alleviate some of the symptoms. Some symptoms persist today, 2nd day post vaccine, such as headache, fatigue  and arm soreness.

985988 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 NM 77.0 M He woke up could not walk; dizziness; lots of difficulty walking; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's daughter)   A 77-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection) on 13Jan2021 at 15:00  at single dose via an unspecified route of administration  on right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included borderline diabetic. It was also informed that patient had a little bit of cognitive decline predating the vaccine and he didn't drive. Concomitant medications were not reported. On 14Jan2021 the patient woke up and could not walk. On the same day (14Jan2021) the patient also experienced dizziness and lots of difficulty walking. He was admitted to hospital on 14Jan2021. Reported the CT was clean, chest x ray was clean and blood work was fine. Patient was planning to receive the next dose of vaccine on 03Feb2021. At the time of the reporting the patient was recovering from dizziness and had not yet recovered from other reported events.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.Y

985991 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 MI 28.0 F Right breast implant exploded and spread to her neck where she was having difficulty breathing/Right breast implant erupted. Silicone in breast implant spread into her neck where patient was having difficulty breathing; Right breast implant exploded and spread to her neck where she was having difficulty breathing/Right breast implant erupted. Silicone in breast implant spread into her neck where patient was having difficulty breathing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician.  A 28-year-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# unknown), intramuscular on 13Jan2021 10:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. Vaccine location was right arm. No prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. Patient called stating she wasn't feeling well. She was in the resident lounge and all of a sudden, the right breast implant just popped. Silicone in her breast implant spread into her neck where patient was having difficulty breathing on 14Jan2021. The patient was hospitalized on 14Jan2021, with pain medication and will have to have the implants removed. They think it is vaccine related. Patient was waiting for general surgery. The outcome of right breast implant exploded was unknown. The outcome of difficulty breathing was not recovered.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported breast implant rupture and associated difficulty breathing were more likely due to breast implant surgery and the quality of implant, and unlikely causally related to the use of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE).  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

985993 12/22/2020 01/29/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Previously G1P1, delivered normal healthy baby July 20, 2020. Second pregnancy conception 12/15/2020. First vaccine dose 12/22/2020. Vaginal bleeding started 1/2/2021 and tapered down 1/4/2021. Light bleeding continued 1/4/2021 - 1/18/2021. Second vaccine dose administered 1/12/2021. Bleeding increased from light/none to medium flow on 1/19/2021 - 1/22/2021. Home urine pregnancy tests positive x 2 on 1/22/2021. HCG 56 mIU/mL and progesterone 0.5 ng/mL on 1/22/2021. HCG 17 mIU/mL and progesterone <0.5 ng/mL on 1/25/2021. Bleeding decreased to light flow 1/22-1/25 and gone 1/26/2021. Dr. diagnosed as early pregnancy loss/miscarriage.

985994 01/04/2021 01/29/2021 NY 78.0 F She has shrunk; weighs less. Maybe 154 pounds. She was 170; she got first dose of Pfizer COVID vaccine on Monday 04Jan2021/She will get the second dose on 01Feb2021; she got first dose of Pfizer COVID vaccine on Monday 04Jan2021/She will get the second dose on 01Feb2021; had congestion; Coughing; choking; body was more than hot it was burning/body turned very hot; could not sleep/two sleepless nights; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 78-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization, ciprofloxacin (CIPRO), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date at an unknown dose and frequency for an unspecified indication and pirfenidone (ESBRIET), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date at an unknown dose and frequency for an unspecified indication. Medical history included pulmonary fibrosis (diagnosed between 2007-2010), Lymphoma type B, blood pressure (abnormal), cholesterol (abnormal), vertigo, biopsy, tightening of legs and feet, drip (nasal) and pain. Concomitant medication included gabapentin for tightening of her legs and feet, diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) for drip (nasal) and meloxicam for pain. It was reported that the patient took the vaccine and had two sleepless nights on 05Jan2021, her body turned very hot but she have some conditions. Sleepless nights: they have been really rough nights. Scary. Coughing and choking. She thinks the vaccine kicked in and started beating the hell out of it. The patient clarified that she is having sleepless nights because of the coughing, choking, and burning and she feels that it is related to the vaccine kicking in. She slept last night, 14Jan2021. The cough is starting again today (as reported). She hopes it calms down. When she said her body was hot, like burning she was describing her sleepless nights. She is afraid. She is keeping in contact with her doctor. She figured she better call because more people are on this medication. The patient also experienced congestion on 06Jan2021. It was reported that the patient has shrunk and weighed less. Maybe 154 pounds. She was 170. The action taken for ciprofloxacin and pirfenidone was unknown. The outcome of the event congestion was not recovered, while unknown for the rest of the events.

985998 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 FL 36.0 36 M Reports temp of 101 at 9:30pm. States around 10am began feeling heart flutters and used pulse oximetery at home. Reports heart rate up to 160.

985999 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 NC 37.0 F Persistent shortness of breath; Chest pain; Runny nose; Dry cough; Dizzy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 37-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (COVID-19 vaccine, brand: Pfizer) via an unspecified route of administration in right arm, on 07Jan2021 09:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in a hospital. Medical history included narcolepsy from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing and ongoing persistent shortness of breath from an unknown date. No known allergy. Concomitant medication included armodafinil, sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), and dextroamphetamine (DEXAMFETAMINE). The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 on 21Dec2020 12:00 in right arm for COVID-19 immunization at age 37 years old. The patient had no COVID prior to vaccination. On 07Jan2021, the patient experienced shortness of breath, chest pain, runny nose, dry cough, dizzy. The patient had 2 ER visits and admission, and ongoing work up. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or urgent care, hospitalization for 1 day. The patient received albuterol and alprazolam (XANAX) as treatment. The patient underwent covid test post vaccination: Nasal swab on 11Jan2021 and on 12Jan2021 with both with result negative. The patient had not recovered from the events.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events shortness of breath, chest pain, runny nose, dry cough and dizzy.  The patient's underlying ongoing shortness of breath and psychiatric disorder treated by sertraline may also be contributory. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 1

986001 01/03/2021 01/29/2021 NY 58.0 F Headache; Chills; not feeling well; tingling all over her arms, face and legs; severe fast heartbeat; Dizziness; difficulty breathing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 58-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EL0142, expiry: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient has no medical history and no concomitant medications as the patient reported she was healthy. The patient experienced severe reactions, she was in the hospital  twice. On 10Jan2021, the patient experienced difficulty breathing, severe fast heartbeat and dizziness. On 13Jan2021, patient had headache, chills, not feeling well, and tingling all over her arms, face and legs. The patient further stated that a week after getting the vaccine, last Sunday, she had a severe reaction and was hospitalized twice due to the events. Exactly one week after receiving the vaccine, on Sunday 10Jan2021, patient ended up in an ambulance due to dizziness, fast heart rate, and difficulty breathing which all started on 10Jan2021. She confirms that she was admitted to the hospital that day, and she was discharged the next day, on 11Jan2021 in the afternoon. On 13Jan2021, in the afternoon, the other symptoms of headache, chills, not feeling well, and tingling all over her arms, face and legs, started. Patient went back to a different hospital, to the emergency room, on Wednesday 13Jan2021, but was not admitted at that time. Patient mentioned the difficulty breathing was okay, but she does not want to say it was 100% better because she was still having a little bit of difficulty. Caller states that the dizziness and fast heart rate are still pretty serious. It was reported that the patient was hospitalized for the event fast heart rate from 10Jan2021 to 15Jan2021, and chills, not feeling well, and tingling all over her arms, face and legs on unspecified date. Patient was due to get the second dose on 24Jan2021, and she does not know if she should because she had side effects to the first dose. Patient seen several doctors and she had a cardiologist that was monitoring her, and she has had a stress test and labs and those are all normal. patient confirms that the product was no specifically prescribed to her, but it was given via workplace policy as she works for a hospital. The outcome of the events difficulty breathing was recovering and not recovered for all the other events.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about batch number has been obtained.Y

986003 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 OK 25.0 25 M About 5 minutes after the vaccine, I felt my vision going dark and blurry. I then lost consciousness and was told my eyes rolled back and slightly convulsed. I regained consciousness after a short time frame.

986006 01/29/2021 WA M His reaction was swollen lymph nodes nearly blocking his airway; His reaction was swollen lymph nodes nearly blocking his airway; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (pharmacy intern) reported a male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient reaction was swollen lymph nodes nearly blocking his airway. He did not seek treatment and it did subside.  It was reported that a patient received the first dose of the Pfizer Covid vaccine and it seems like there was swelling of the lymph nodes in the neck to the point where it started to block the airway. Patient had no swelling of the tongue or shortness of breath, but there was swelling that was starting to block the airway due to that. Patient had no anaphylaxis reaction. They are wondering if he should get the second vaccine. Knows there is extensive guidance on the CDC and on Pfizer website about not to get the second dose if anaphylaxis occurs, but they don't consider this anaphylaxis reaction in this case. Should patient get it or not or if he can get it to go to a facility where he can be monitored and have Epipen on stand by if needed. They know normally it would be treated with steroids, but they tend to counter interact with the vaccine which can affect the immune system. Outcome of the events was recovering.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

986011 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 CO 70.0 70 F One week after I got my 1st shot my left arm started to itch and feel swollen. The next day it was swollen the size of a baseball, red, sticking out an inch, itching and bumpy skin.

986013 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 TX 80.0 M heart attack; chest pressure; hardly slept; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's wife).  An 80-year-old male patient (reported also as 81-years-old, to be clarified) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot # EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration, on 13Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Age at vaccination was 80-years-old. Medical history included ongoing emphysema and ongoing diabetes (caller has been diagnosed for 35 years for both conditions), heart was damaged because of the diabetes, and a history of bypass 4 years ago however he hasn't had any issues with chest pressure since before the bypass. Concomitant medications were none. On 15Jan2021 at 1:am he developed pressure in the chest which ultimately resolved. This trouble last night, lasted over 1 hour. He couldn't get back to bed. He had to sleep sitting up on the sofa. That was the only way he was comfortable. Her husband has hardly slept. She was seeing how he was doing. He said he was okay sitting. The pressure on his chest would go away while he was sitting, but laying down it would come back. This morning (15Jan2021) she made him check when he woke up at 8 o'clock. She made him lay down, and he said it was gone after sitting the whole night. He is well now. He is feeling fine. He didn't even ask for help getting on his clothes. He got the vaccine because of his age and because of underlying conditions. Her husband has done very well this year. He even has underlying conditions. He has had Emphysema for 35 years, but it hasn't been bothering him. He has also had diabetes for 35 years. The reporter spoke to her husband's hcp (nurse) who said it could have a heart attack and for him to go to hospital if it reoccurs. She did speak with a nurse with his primary doctor, and she said the pressure in his chest for 1 hour could have been a heart attack. That if it occurs again to give him the nitroglycerin. She told the nurse it wasn't pain. The reporter stated chest pressure could have been a heart attack. He is scheduled to get the 2nd dose on 21Jan2021. The reporter was wondering if her husband can have the second dose given it has potassium in it (given he has bypass history). The reporter is afraid the vaccine is not safe, and they may not go for the second vaccine. She wants more information if it is safe.  The events recovered on 15Jan2021.

986014 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MT 57.0 57 M Fever - taking acetaminophen every 6 hours

986015 12/31/2020 01/29/2021 36.0 F tired; sore; thought that she would pass out; dizziness/felt dizzy; weakness/felt very weak; hard for her to talk/was having a hard time talking, like she had to put effort into talking; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A 36-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Expiry Date: 31Mar2021, lot# EJ1685), intramuscularly in left arm on 31Dec2020 at 0.3 mL, single for COVID Prevention.  Medical history included ongoing Hypertension/high blood pressure (Diagnosed about 2 years ago).  Concomitant medication included ongoing ascorbic acid (VITAMIN C) and just some other vitamins but she does not think that is relevant. She had no other vaccines on the same day as the COVID vaccine.  The patient experienced dizziness/felt dizzy, weakness/felt very weak, hard for her to talk/was having a hard time talking, like she had to put effort into talking, thought that she would pass out, all on 31Dec2020 with outcome of recovered on 31Dec2020, tired and sore on 02Jan2021 with outcome of recovered on 04Jan2021. The patient got the vaccine on 31Dec2020, and is scheduled to receive the 2nd dose next week and within a couple minutes after getting the vaccine, like less than 5 minutes later, she felt dizzy and very weak, and thought that she would pass out, and she was having a hard time talking, like she had to put effort into talking. After like an hour, she felt better. From then on, she had no side effects besides just being tired and sore, but she had no fever or anything like that. She does have hypertension in her history, but she hasn't been taking her pill because her BP has been stable. She felt like when she took the Pfizer Vaccine, some people can feel their BP shooting up, like it felt like a sensation in the back of head that her BP went up, but she did not think it was her BP because she has not needed to take her pill because her BP has been good. She did not take her BP, so she doesn't know what her BP was at the time. It was a pressure in the back of her like how she feels if her blood pressure is elevated. Investigation Assessment: No. Relatedness of drug to all the events was related per source of assessment: primary source reporter, method of assessment: global introspection.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the event depressed level of consciousness is possibly related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

986016 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 52.0 M trouble breathing; severe body aches; fevers and chills; extreme fatigue; headaches; passed out/ when trying to return to bed, passed out a second time; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable physician.  A 52-years-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 07:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at the workplace clinic. The patient's medical history was not reported. Patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medication included venlafaxine hydrochloride (EFFEXOR). Patient previously had the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on an unknown date. On 15Jan2021 04:00, patient had severe body aches, followed very quickly by fevers and chills. At 4:45am started to have trouble breathing. Patient was concerned about respiratory symptoms, and woke his spouse, then stood up to try and breathe better, took a couple steps, and passed out. When the patient woke, when trying to return to bed, passed out a second time. Over the next few hours respiratory symptoms improved. Remainder of day characterized by extreme fatigue, body aches and headaches. Patient had an unspecified over the counter anti-inflammatory medication. The patient has a negative COVID 19 test via a nasal swab on an unknown date. Patient was recovering from the events.    No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported passed out and the administration of the COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

986019 01/16/2021 01/29/2021 AK 65.0 65 F Initial normal redness and tenderness of injection site (about size of silver dollar) cleared after several days, but on evening of day 9 (1/25/21),  large round redness, with hardness and heat suddenly reappeared and expanded.  Given history of cellulitis, I consulted primary care physicians office and was seen 1/26/21.  Agreed to treat with antibiotic cephalexin if perimeter still expanding by morning of 1/17/21, which it was.  After 48 hours on antibiotic, looking much better, but itchy. Advised today to stop antibiotic as medical clinic has become aware of "Covid Arm" rash in USA Today article, and I was advised to report this event to VAERS.  Now suspecting this is delayed rash not cellulitis.  Will prep right arm for #2 vaccine on 2/13/21 with ChloraPrep and monitor.

986023 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 MO 25.0 25 F High fever but was able to bring down to a low fever in an hour with ibuprofen, dizziness and confusion the first day afterword. Localized swelling to the size of a soft ball; red, hard, and hot to the touch

986027 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 OK 68.0 68 F 2 hours after vaccine given, experienced jerking in arms, legs were weak, nausea and vomiting and itching, Now, 1 week later, I have a rash on left arm and face

986030 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 CA 23.0 23 F It?s been over a week and I still have a red circle and swelling from where the shot was given. The itchy part of it finally went away.

986033 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 FL 68.0 68 M Red rash under injection site that appeared over a week (9 days) after immunization

986036 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 37.0 F stroke; unresponsive; unable to move one side of her body; fell down the stairs; fever; felt groggy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer and a non-contactable consumer (patient's sister). A 37-year-old female patient received 1st dose of  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 at single dose for an covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was an oncology nurse practitioner working received the Pfizer BioNtech vaccine on Thursday 14Jan2021. On Friday 15Jan2021, the patient visited her family members and told them she had a fever and felt groggy. She went to sleep around 8pm-9pm that evening (15Jan2021). Around 2am-3am in the morning Saturday 16Jan2021, the patient fell down the stairs and her family member found her - unresponsive and unable to move one side of her body. Her family member moved her to the couch. Around 7am-7:30am, the patient was still unresponsive and unable to move one side of her body. Her family dialed an ambulance took her to an hospital. At present - her family reported that the healthcare professional they spoke to said the patient had a stroke. She had received multiple scans (MRI, brain scan) in the hospital and was awaiting a Neuro consult. It was unknown if treatment received. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.Y

986039 01/05/2021 01/29/2021 LA 45.0 F severe muscle weakness; tremors all over the body; fatigue; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP reporting for herself.  A 45-year-old female patient who was not pregnant received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: WHO142), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 11:30 at single dose in Left arm at the hospital for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included Wolff-Parkinson-White (WPW) syndrome from an unknown date. There were no known allergies. Concomitant medication included Multi Vitamin in two weeks. The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks. The patient had a mild headache within 2 hours on 05Jan2021. She started next day with headache and fatigue, on 06Jan2021. 3 days later (on 08Jan2021) severe muscle weakness and tremors all over the body. The adverse events (AEs) were resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care, Hospitalization, the patient was hospitalized for AEs for 5 days. This was day 11 and she was still having the systems. She was released and now seeing a Nuero at (facility name) for additional treatment. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test type post vaccination=Nasal Swab: negative on 09Jan2021. The patient was not recovered from reported AEs.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events headache, fatigue, muscle weakness and tremor. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 5

986040 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 WA 47.0 47 F fever, 100.5 chills extreme upper body aches headache

986044 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 IL 59.0 F Short of breath; Fluish symptoms; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 59-years-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number EL1283, expiry date: Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration on the right upper arm, from 08Jan2021 at 11:30, at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization and progesterone at 700 mg, daily (takes 300mg  in the morning and 400mg and night) and then 200 mg (yesterday took 200 mg and today she took 200 mg), at unspecified route of administration, from an unspecified dates, for perinatal menopause symptoms. Medical history included allergic reaction to Penicillin, ongoing borderline high blood pressure, sleep apnea, perinatal menopause symptoms, and allergic reaction also with Sulfa drugs, it is hives and wheals with Sulfa drugs and overweight. The patient previously took prochlorperazine maleate (COMPAZINE) and experienced anaphylactic reaction, Diavan and experienced angioedema and allergic reaction, and first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number is EJ1685 with expiration Mar2021) on the right arm, on 18Dec2020 for Covid-19 immunization. The patient was calling about Pfizer COVID vaccine number 2. She knows she could go on the website but she also had a question she would like to see if she could be answered. She said she took the COVID vaccine 2 on 08Jan2021, Friday, and on 10Jan2021, Sunday she noticed she couldn't breath after taking her Progesterone. She takes Progesterone for perinatal menopause symptoms and she really needs it. She noticed about 20-25 minutes after taking her progesterone that she was short of breath and this has continued if not increased. It is not going away since then and she is wondering if there is any end in site. She went to a physician that is very knowledgeable and he said it is triggering an inflammatory response but she is really short of breath she is walking around with a O2 sat monitor on. She doesn't know if there is any end in site. She does not want to have to go in the hospital. Mainly after she takes her progesterone she is short of breath and she has gone down on her  dosage a lot and she still having shortness of breath. She took the progesterone and 25 minutes later she became short of breath. The reaction has increased since it started on Sunday evening, 10Jan2021. She is noticing, she is still taking it and it has a long half life but even with dropping the dose a lot even with that it has stayed the same or gotten worse. She says she took her Progesterone on Saturday as she normally would. But Sunday morning when she took her 300 mg in the morning about 20 minutes or 25 minutes after she was very short of breath like she can't get a whole breath of air. She has reduced the dose she is taking now. Yesterday she took 200 mg and today she took 200 mg. She has been on it for 3 years and she has never had shortness of breath. She has never had shortness of breath before even though she is overweight she has not had shortness of breath unless she is running or some sort of exertion this is totally new. She said her initial side effects the fluish symptoms and fatigue began Friday evening on 08Jan2021 and had resolved completely on Saturday, 09Jan2021. Outcome of short of breath was reported as worsened (not recovered). The action taken for progesterone was dose reduced.; Sender's Comments: The event short of breath is more likely due to progesterone based on more close temporal relationship.  However, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

986047 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 CA 61.0 61 F face went numb and a lymph node under my tongue was sore and swollen for an hour

986054 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 CA 34.0 34 M Employee presented to employee health a little before 2 pm with generalized erythema and shortness of breath. He was taken to same day clinic where he received one dose Epipen IM and diphenhydramine 50 mg IM, and 911 was called. He started to feel better, had less labored breathing and decreased erythema. Paramedics arrived and he was taken to local hospital.

986055 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 56.0 F close to passing out; felt "heat waves" throughout my body; tingling; palpitations; My BP was taken and it was 166/86 (my normal BP is usually 100/60).; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (the patient).  A 56-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm, second dose, on 15Jan2021 14:30 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included hypothyroidism and gastrooesophageal reflux disease, both from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), esomeprazole magnesium (NEXIUM), estradiol, norethisterone acetate (AMABELZ), estradiol, levonorgestrel (CLIMARA PRO).   Patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 in left arm, on 24Dec2020 08:15 AM. No other vaccine in four weeks. Vaccination Facility type: Hospital. No COVID prior vaccination. COVID was not tested post vaccination.  No Known allergies. On 15Jan2021 about 5 minutes after the vaccination the patient experienced close to passing out, felt "heat waves" throughout my body, tingling, palpitations, blood pressure (BP) was taken and it was 166/86 (her normal BP is usually 100/60). No treatment was given. The symptoms slowly resolved over the next 45 minutes, with BP returning back to normal.  Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported "close to passing out". The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

986056 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 86.0 86 M He tried to get up from the couch to go lay down, but couldn't as he kept getting dizzy. It lasted for at least 30 mins. He eventually made it to his bed and laid down.

986075 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NY 86.0 86 F Pain in injection site, fatigue

986079 12/30/2020 01/29/2021 TX 32.0 F Severe Headache/Migraine lasting for over 2 weeks; Severe Headache/Migraine lasting for over 2 weeks; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 32-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, batch/lot number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 10:00 at a single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included spinal stenosis and allergies to cephalosporin. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior to vaccination. Concomitant medication included gabapentin. On 30Dec2020 19:00, the patient experienced severe headache/migraine which lasted for over 2 weeks, required prescription medication to make them bearable but even then, they didn't go away and were very bad. The patient spent the good part of two weeks in bed or at least not doing her regular level of activity. She went to Urgent Care twice and to the Emergency Room once. The patient was given prescription medication and IV pain medication as treatment for the events. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included nasal swab test (COVID-19 virus test) on 11Jan2021: negative result; and the same test on 14Jan2021 with negative result. The patient was recovering from the events.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

986080 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Day after vaccine I had pain in injection site, joint pain, body aches, fatigue. Left early from work. The day after that I was completely normal. Fast forward to today (9 days after vaccine) and my arm is swollen at injection site and painful. I have body aches and fatigue. No fever. The vaccination site is also red and itching.

986085 01/11/2021 01/29/2021 VA 58.0 M Acute Unilateral Sensorineural Hearing Loss; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 58-year-old male patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284), intramuscular in left arm on 11Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hyperlipidemia. The patient had no known allergies and was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medication included rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR). The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 on an unknown date for COVID-19 immunization. The patient experienced acute unilateral sensorineural hearing loss on 17Jan2021 07:00 with outcome of not recovered. The event caused physician office visit.  Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of acute unilateral sensorineural hearing loss that included prednisone. The patient was not tested with COVID-19 post vaccination.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association and in absence of strong confounding factors, there is a reasonable possibility that the event acute unilateral sensorineural hearing loss is related to suspect vaccine BNT162B2. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

986090 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 NY 61.0 61 F round rash with itchiness at site of vaccination

986092 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 NM 39.0 F the right side swelling, swelling underneath armpit, swelling of collarbone and neck; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for herself.    A 39-years-old female patient  received the second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot # EL0142) vaccine, intramuscular on 12Jan2021 15:30 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included deep vein thrombosis, provoked DVT, and moderate asthma .  There were no concomitant medications. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 vaccine on 23Dec2020. The patient experienced right side swelling on 12Jan2021 some hours after injection. On 13Jan2021 swelling underneath armpit was significant, swelling of collarbone and neck was also present. The reported event was considered Important Medical event. The outcome of the event was  recovering.  The event was treated with  Round the clock Ice pack. Antihistamine and NSAIDs.  Followup information has been requested. Lot number already provided.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association, a contributory role of suspect vaccine BNT162B2 in the development of "the right side swelling, swelling underneath armpit, swelling of collarbone and neck" cannot be excluded. The impacts of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

986093 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 AR 48.0 M Started breaking out in hives that within 30 mins covered 80-90% of my body.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional (patient). A 48-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EJ1686 and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) first dose on 08Jan2021 15:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. There was no medical history. The patient's concomitant medication included venlafaxine at 75 mg, 2x/day and unspecified medication. It was reported that the patient received the shot on Friday 08Jan2021 and no issue until Wednesday morning 13Jan2021 10:00, the patient started breaking out in hives that within 30 minutes covered 80-90% of my body. This resulted for the patient to visit physician office. The patient was treated with Steroid shot and pills, OTC Benadryl, and Pepcid. The outcome of the event was recovering. The patient was tested for Covid post vaccination on 14Jan2021 of Nasal swab and the result was negative.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, a causal relationship between the event urticaria and suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

986094 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 MD 69.0 69 F Pain in arm around injection site for 36 hours post-injection; joint pain for 36 hours post-injection.  Rash below injection site developed 8 days post injection.  Rash was red, blotchy, itchy and painful, gradually resolved over 4 days.  Also pain in latissimus dorsi on the left side.

986096 01/29/2021 F felt light headed and "off"; felt light headed and "off"; I felt worse/ doesn't feel good; Chest is very sore like I have been sick; Chest is very sore like I have been sick; Dry cough; Tired; shortness of breath; a great heaviness on her chest; This is a spontaneous report from contactable consumers. A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergic to gluten. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient felt light headed and "off" on an unspecified date after the shot. As the day progressed, patient felt worse. Last night, on 14Jan2021, she had shortness of breath and a great heaviness on her chest. Like she was struggling to breathe. Got through the night with Benadryl. Saw her PCP today and her lungs were clear and PCP gave her a steroid shot. Patient started feeling better after that. But she still feels off. On an unknown date, chest was very sore like she had been sick. She had dry cough, was tired and her breathing thing comes and goes. She doesn't feel good. But she was not in hospital. Last night was scary according to the patient. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of shortness of breath and a great heaviness on her chest which includes Benadryl and steroid shot. The outcome of shortness of breath was recovering, while for the rest of the events was unknown. Events took place after use of product.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

986097 12/29/2020 01/29/2021 TX 53.0 F she was 235 pounds, but since getting COVID, she is now 224 pounds; sore arm; feeling her chest tighten, and congestion; back was hurting; she had lost her taste and smell; she had lost her taste and smell; feeling her chest tighten, and congestion; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; allergy symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored program. A contactable consumer (patient) reported that a 53-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization as COVID-19 prevention. Medical history included ongoing asthma diagnosed more than three years ago. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. She had no other vaccines on the same day as her COVID vaccine. The patient had the first dose of the Pfizer COVID vaccine on 29Dec2020, and since then she has contracted COVID, and tested positive for it on 07Jan2021 with symptoms. She asked if she still can get the second shot on the 21st day following her first dose. When she got the vaccine, she was fine, just had a sore arm. A couple days before 07Jan2021, she developed allergy symptoms, and so on the 7th (07Jan2021), she went to get tested, and it was positive. She was 235 pounds, but since getting COVID on Jan2021, she is now 224 pounds. She reported that she started to have allergy like symptoms on maybe 05Jan2021, and on the 7th she went to get tested for COVID, because she had started feeling her chest tighten, and congestion, and her back was hurting, and she has a history of asthma, so she wanted to be seen. She confirmed that on 07Jan2021, she had a Rapid test for COVID, and the results came back the same day, as Positive. She was told that she should also have a 48-hour test, so she had that performed as well, and that one also came back positive, but she knew it would, because by then she had lost her taste and smell. The patient is scheduled for her 2nd dose 19Jan2021. She was wanting to know if she can still get the 2nd dose. She was told she needed to wait 30 days from her positive diagnosis before she could get the 2nd dose. She added that she will still be in isolation when her 2nd dose is due. Outcome of the events was unknown.

986098 01/29/2021 PA U syncope; Dizziness; vertigo; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received both 1st and 2nd doses of BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient had received two of the COVID vaccine and would like to report about a possible side effect. Three days after each shot the patient had an episode of dizziness with vertigo and syncope. The patient was not sure if this was related to the vaccine but since the patient had not had this before and wanted to report.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

986099 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 IL 66.0 66 F Patient presented and advised clinic staff that she has had two previous anaphylatic reactions to medications (calcipotriene and lidocaine) including swelling of the tongue, angioedema and SOB).  Patient received COVID 19 vaccine and was being monitored for 30 min duration.  Ten minutes into the monitoring period the patient developed pruritus starting with her hands and then developed to a generalized pruritus.  Patient was checked into the ED, given Benadryl IM and was monitored.  Released after about 3 hrs of observation.

986100 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 LA 71.0 M Raspy voice in the morning; The right side of his mouth is droopy. The droopiness is not excessive, but it is odd.; Right eyelid puffiness/ on the right side of patient's face, the eyelid was puffy; Right eye full of fluid/Under that eyelid is full of fluid; Can't hardly see out of right eye due to swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 71-year-old male patient (reporter's husband) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3299) via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 13Jan2021 14:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a clinic/ used empty offices. Medical history included being diabetic, had heart attacks and blood clots on unspecified dates. It was confirmed that all of this occurred years ago prior to COVID-19 vaccination. The patient had no relevant family medical history and no relevant tests. The patient takes a number of medications (unspecified). The patient previously received Flu shot at least six weeks ago in Nov2020 and had no adverse events. The patient had no additional vaccines administered on the same date as BNT162B2. The reporter and her husband (patient) got their shots on Wednesday afternoon. That morning, on 15Jan2021 at 08:00, on the right side of patient's face, the eyelid was puffy/ right eyelid puffiness. He can hardly see out of it. He can see. Under that eyelid was full of fluid/ right eye full of fluid. The right side of his mouth was droopy. The droopiness was not excessive, but it was odd. The reporter also stated that the "patient had a raspy voice in the morning anyways." The outcome of the events was unknown.

986101 01/09/2021 01/29/2021 NJ M he has a sinus infection and took an antibiotic (Augmentin); tested positive; tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, received from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient).  A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated that he received the first dose of COVID-19 vaccine last 09Jan2021 and was going to receive the second dose on 30Jan2021. He was being tested in their facility twice a week for COVID-19. He mentioned that for those two consecutive tests, he said he was positive last Tuesday and was negative on Thursday. However, this Friday 15Jan2021, the patient was tested positive and had no symptoms. He asked if he can have the second dose of the vaccine as a booster shot since he was tested positive. He mentioned that he also had a sinus infection and took an antibiotic (Augmentin). Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 09Jan2021, and COVID-19 test positive on 15Jan2021.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID likely represents a pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  The reported a sinus infection was more likely an intercurrent disease, and less likely causally related to the first dose of BNT162B2. The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

986102 01/29/2021 NJ M eye problem before, did get worse after 1st shot; eye problem before, did get worse after 1st shot; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program. A contactable consumer (patient) reported that male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration unspecified), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included eye problem, and cataract surgery. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that on 01Feb2021, a small eye surgery was scheduled to remove an eye film, from a post cataract surgery result. Patient had first vaccine. It was reported that the patient had eye problem before, and it did get worse after the first shot on an unspecified date, and so surgery scheduled. The second dose of vaccine was scheduled prior to surgery. The clinic wants to have him get Covid test prior to surgery and wants to know if Covid test will provide a positive result just because of the vaccine. The patient does not think the eye problem was result of vaccine but will fax as possible worsening of condition after shot. Outcome of event was unknown.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

986104 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 GA 29.0 F raspy throat; red ears; a temperature; Headache; lip swelling; tongue swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 29-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL3302), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm, on 14Jan2021 at 05:15, at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma and uses an inhaler, glaucoma, nonsustained ventricular tachycardia for which she takes no medication. When she was a baby she had a reaction to the pertussis vaccine, she thought it was just a rash. Concomitant medications included topiramate (TOPAMAX) and bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN). On 14Jan2021, the patient had a reaction after getting the vaccine. She reported that she had lip and tongue swelling. On the day of the report she still has the lip swelling. On 15Jan2021, the patient also had a raspy throat, red ears, a temperature, and headache. The center where she got the vaccine gave her diphenhydramine hcl (BENADRYL) through injection and the swelling went down. She noted she can breath, that has been complete fine. She explained that the lip and tongue swelling had gone completely down last night after the diphenhydramine hcl, but the lip swelling has come back as she has not taken any diphenhydramine hcl yet at the time of the report. She plans on taking some soon. The outcome of the event of tongue swelling was recovered on 14Jan2021 and outcome of other events was not recovered.

986105 12/29/2020 01/29/2021 CA 38.0 F gastritis; heart burn; Chest pain; The EKG said she had a heart attack; This is spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 38-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 13:00 at single dose at right arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included heart attack from Apr2019 to an unknown date, covid-19 from Jul2020 to an unknown date (really sick with it). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient got the first COVID19 vaccine and a few days after started having chest pain on 02Jan2021 at 1:00AM, event was serious per medically significant. She went to the doctor and they did an EKG on 08Jan2021. The EKG said she had a heart attack. The heart attack was about the time she had chest pain after the first injection. Patient called her doctor on Monday, 04Jan2021. She had a televideo appointment on 06Jan2021. She went to the doctor's office and had EKG on 08Jan2021 and was sent to the hospital. She didn't get admitted because there were no beds. Outcome of the event chest pain, she would say she had recovered on 02Jan2021 with lasting effects because she was in the hospital again for the same thing. She went to the hospital the second time for chest pain that woke her up on 11Jan2021. It started at like 3AM. She thought it was heart burn. She tried to go back to sleep. It continued while she was at work. She told her supervisor who sent her to the hospital. They did not admit her. They did do an EKG on 11Jan2021 and it was abnormal, but not indicative of heart attack. Thought it was gastritis. Her doctor thought the heart attack was on the 02Jan2021. The same thing happened with her heart and she had a heart attack in Apr2019. History of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect was none. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. Patient stated she didn't go to the ER, but called doctor's office on the following Monday. There was no adverse event following prior vaccinations. Outcome of event chest pain was recovered with sequel, and outcome of other events was unknown.   Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 in the development of the events chest pain and heart attack cannot be excluded. The events are confounded by the patient's underlying cardiovascular conditions. The impacts of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

986106 01/24/2021 01/29/2021 MA 53.0 53 F Rash below injection site, tender to palpation and slightly itchy.  2 inches wide, 4 inches long in a semi circle pattern.  Rash started day after injection and is still present 5 days later.  Also,  during the 24 hours following injection, I experienced fever, chills, nausea, aches and fatigue.  These symptoms have subsided.

986107 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 TN 63.0 F 8/10 chest pain radiating into left arm; 8/10 chest pain radiating into left arm; tightness in chest; tightness bilateral flank area; HA; body aches; diaphoresis; hot feeling; numbness tingling of head; numbness tingling of head/tingling in jaw and over the top of my head; pressure in the back of my neck; blurred vision; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 63-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 14Jan2021 10:00 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccination was done in a hospital. Medical history included HTN, GERD, constipation, ocular migraine, osteoarthritis in sacroiliac joints, small fiber neuropathy, glucose intolerance, steatotic liver, CTS (Carpal tunnel syndrome). Concomitant medication included losartan (LOSARTAN), furosemide sodium (LASIX [FUROSEMIDE SODIUM]), and spironolactone (SPIRONOL). The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 on 24Dec2020 10:00 AM for COVID-19 immunization. On 14Jan2021 11:00, the patient experienced tightness in chest tin which the patient took benadryl 25 mg with improvement, tightness bilateral flank area, HA, body aches, diaphoresis, hot feeling, numbness tingling of head, pressure in the back of my neck, and blurred vision. On 15Jan2021, the patient had an 8/10 chest pain radiating into left arm subsided after 10 mins, tingling in jaw and over the top of head, chest tightness and tightness in both flanks most of day 2. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the possible contribution of suspect BNT162B2 administration to the event chest pain cannot be excluded. The status of medical history including HTN, GERD, constipation, migraine and osteoarthritis in sacroiliac joints would be helpful for further assessment. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

986108 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 CA 38.0 F nasty headache; felt hot; Shivers; achy; Nauseous; eyesight/ felt like she was straining; sensitivity to light; eyeballs felt sore; cold sweats; when she talked, she felt like she had to close her eyes because of pressure; arm was hurting really bad; received the 2nd vaccine yesterday/ date of the first vaccine was 28Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 38-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL1284, expiry date: 30Apr2021), intramuscularly on the left arm, deltoid on 14Jan2021 15:30 to 14Jan2021 15:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing pernicious anaemia, a B12 deficiency diagnosed 2-3 years ago (she gave herself B12 shots and she cannot convert B12 through her food), and myomectomy (15 cm uterine fibroid, removed this past summer). Concomitant medication included ongoing cyanocobalamin (B12) for pernicious anemia. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL1284, expiry date: 30Apr2021), intramuscularly on the left arm, deltoid on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization; and a flu shot (the MA gave it in the back of her arm, it was pretty significant). The patient was a nurse and informed that she received the second COVID vaccine the day before report (14Jan2021). She woke up on the day of report on 15Jan2021 03:00 with a nasty headache, she felt hot, had the creepy crawly shivers, was achy and when she talked, she felt like she had to close her eyes because of pressure, and she was nauseous. She figured this was probably normal but she couldn't get a hold of her doctor and the hospital she worked at did not know what to tell her. She was wondering if she can take Tylenol or ibuprofen and has even thought about drinking caffeine, that it might help her headache. She didn't have a prescribing doctor as she got it at work. The first round of the vaccine she only had a super mild sore arm and a slight headache. She received the second vaccine at 3:30pm and then went to bed when she got home. She woke herself up at 3 am because her arm was hurting really bad. She started feeling like she couldn't keep her legs still. She felt hot, achy, and was shivering. She hasn't taken her temperature. When she woke up at 3 am she got on her phone, and her eyesight felt like she couldn't quite focus. It wasn't bad, but she felt like she was straining. Then her head started hurting at 5-7 am. She was very sensitive to light. She woke up and couldn't go back to sleep. She had cold sweats, and was shivering. Every time she stood up, she was chattering. She felt achy almost like growing pains. She woke up with the arm pain, and then 10-15 minutes later, she started feeling that creepy crawly feeling. She got up and the cool fan hit her, and she realized how bad she was shivering. The shivering intensified at times but hasn't gotten worse. She had just called employee health and realized that when her eyes were open when she was talking was when she felt nauseated. She has noticed the nausea in the past half hour. She did not know if it was related to the headache or what. She had to cover her eyes, her eyeballs felt sore. When she talked with her eyes open, she felt a little queasy. She was just straining to see. Her vision was not blurry but she can tell she was straining. She did not know if it was because of the headache and nausea. When she got out of bed, the cold fan did not feel cold but it made her shiver. She was a nurse was trying to be socially responsible as she did not want to get COVID. She was a little suspicious because of the headache after the first one. She hasn't been around anyone in a couple of weeks and had been working from home. She has not been exposed to people. She kept feeling like she needed to stretch because she was sore. The patient was tested for COVID pre-surgery (myomectomy) and was negative. She was also tested for COVID antibodies and she did not have any. She was vaccinated at a hospital facility. Patient received no other vaccines on that day. The adverse events did not require any visit to the emergency room or physician office. Patient did not receive prior vaccines in the previous 4 weeks. Outcome of the events cold sweat and "tested for COVID antibodies and she did not have any" was unknown, nasty headache was reported as worsened (not recovered), and the remaining events was not recovered. The reporter considered the events serious due to medically significant events and related to the suspect drug.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 vaccine in the development of the events cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.
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986109 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 MI 22.0 22 M Chest "burning", faint wheeze left lower lobe on lung exam Treatment: Solumedrol 125 mg IM. Albuterol nebulizer 2.5mg/3mL Symptoms resolved after treatment

986110 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 TX 36.0 F feels tired; heart rate became very fast, it went into like the 150's; feeling jittery; Lightheadedness; weakness of lower extremities; Nauseated; felt really cold; probably had a fever; really thirsty; very hot; she wasn't feeling well; This is spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1686), intramuscular (deltoid left) on 14Jan2021 18:25 at 0.3 mL, single for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took Bactrim and experienced allergy. The patient reported she did develop some side effects, but the hospital she received the vaccine at didn't know if it was an allergic reaction or what. She reported that a minute or two minutes after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine (14Jan2021), her heart rate became very fast, it went into like the 150's. She started feeling jittery, lightheaded, and she had some weakness of her lower extremities. She also felt nauseated. She didn't have any shortness of breath; she thinks she was okay there. She clarified that she had her mask on and they told her to remove her mask and to breathe, breathe, breathe. She had a pulse oximeter on, and her levels were always at 98, 96. She was told to sit still, and she was given water. Her heart rate went down to 76. She was fine and then after 5 minutes, she had the same reaction again. Her heart rate this time was in the 120's. She was lightheaded, cold, jittery. She did the same thing again and waited another 5- 10 minute. She felt better but was still nauseated, lightheaded, and really, really cold. She was kept there for 45 minutes. After that, she still did not feel 100%. Currently, she still does not feel 100% well. She was okay, she thinks she was okay. She explains they wanted to send her to the ER (emergency room) but she declined. Her heart rate had improved, she wasn't feeling like she was going to pass out. She wasn't experiencing shortness of breath, she wasn't throwing up, she didn't have a rash, her throat wasn't closing up, so she went back to work. She further stated that she came back home. Her heart rate was a little faster, but it wasn't as high as it had been. She still felt a little bit of weakness. At night (14Jan2021), she probably had a fever, she doesn't know. She was really thirsty and very hot. Because she was not feeling well, she didn't get up and drink anything. This morning (15Jan2021), she feels a little better. If she is doing her normal activities, she does get tired. She feels like she is running and is like "okay I feel tired". She has a little bit of weakness in her lower extremities. She was given information for reporting side effects, but because she wasn't feeling well, she didn't do any of it. She checked her heart rate today (15Jan2021) and it's at 76. She added that when she moves a lot, she feels tired and she doesn't know why. She's normally a very active person. She is no longer jittery, but still feels lightheaded. She has a little bit of nausea. She felt hungry so she made a shake and it's not like she is going to throw up, but she is still feeling yucky. She still has a little weakness of her lower extremities. They feel light, she doesn't know how to explain it. She is just a little bit concerned because this is a new vaccine. The outcome of event heart rate increased was recovering; outcome of event feeling jittery was recovered on an unspecified date; while the outcome of other events was unknown. The patient confirmed he doesn't believe it to be life threatening. She doesn't know if this is a severe allergic reaction. She was reading on the side effects the COVID-19 vaccine can cause. Per reporter all events were related to suspect product.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the contribution of suspect BNT162b2 to the event heart rate increased cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

986112 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 KY 53.0 F lost eyesight, everything went black; sweating really bad; cold chills; feels kind of achy; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs) received from a contactable consumer. A 53-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot Number: EL3249), intramuscular in left arm on 14Jan2021 12:00 at a single dose to prevent COVID-19. Medical history included shingles recently and was not given any medicine for that and breast cancer when she was 29 so she can't have shots on her right side. There were no concomitant medications.  On 15Jan2021 05:00, she went to the bathroom and everything went black. When her eyesight did come back after a while, she was sweating badly and had the chills.  As soon as her husband helped her get back to bed, she started sweating really bed. Her nightclothes were soaked, it wasn't like a normal sweat. She also got the cold chills. She got the cold chills right after she had the experience with her eyesight. She was just kind of achy. However, the sweating, chills, and achiness are all listed on the form she has. She isn't really worried about that. The patient was more concerned about the fact she couldn't see anything. Caller wanted to know if losing her eyesight is a side effect of the vaccine. She confirmed her eyesight came back. The outcome of the event losing her eyesight was recovered while the outcome of the remaining events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

986113 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IL 37.0 37 F Chills, cold sweats, facial flushing, fatigue, muscle/joint pain

986114 01/05/2021 01/29/2021 MO 39.0 F by night bilateral arm heaviness; 8 days out: right forearm weakness paresthesia/pins and needles sensation across neck shoulders extending to upper arms; 7 days after 2nd injection right foot/calf numbness; quadriceps weakness/11 days out left quadriceps weakness; This is spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 39-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2, via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypothyroidism and known allergies: Penicillin. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), and ubidecarenone (COQ10). Patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 on 15Dec2020 09:00 in right arm for COVID-19 immunization. 7 days after 2nd injection right foot/calf numbness quadriceps weakness on 12Jan2021 21:00. 8 days out: right forearm weakness paresthesia on 13Jan2021. 11 days out left quadriceps weakness, by night bilateral arm heaviness on 16Jan2021. 12 days out pins and needles sensation across neck shoulders extending to upper arms on 17Jan2021. Deep tendon reflexes intact throughout. Bladder function intact. Events resulted in: Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment was not received for these events. Outcome of events was not resolved.  Information about lot/batch number is requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently provided, the vaccination with BNT162B2 might play a contributory role in triggering the onset of the events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

986115 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 CA 65.0 F Suffered a massive MCA stroke; This is a spontaneous report from a Contactable Nurse. A 65-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EJ1685), intramuscularly in left arm on 12Jan2021 16:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included covid prior vaccination.  Known allergies: None. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EJ1685), intramuscularly in right arm on 21Dec2020 03:00 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was not pregnant while receiving vaccine. Facility type vaccine: Hospital. If other vaccine in four weeks: No. Other medications in two weeks: No. The patient suffered a massive MCA (Middle cerebral artery) stroke on 21Jan2021 08:00 after getting second covid vaccine with outcome of not recovered.  No history of hypertension, elevated cholesterol or medical issues. No medication being taken. Daily BP (Blood pressure) reading normal. Covid test post vaccination: Nasal Swab-PCR on 22Jan2021 with result negative. If treatment for AE: Unknown. The event was resulted in: Emergency room/department or urgent care, Hospitalization (Number of days hospitalization: 4), Life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event), Disability or permanent damage.; Sender's Comments: The event middle cerebral artery stroke appeared 8 days after administration BNT162B2. The Company considers that the event is less likely related to suspect BNT162B2 injection given the weak time association. The status (bleeding or infarction) and cause of the stroke would be helpful for further assessment. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y Y 4

986116 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 IN 85.0 M like a blood clot; All around eye is real swollen and puffy and in corner/don't know if it looks like a bruise or it's like a blood clot or something; like a bruise; a red, dark red spot/not on the eye but up on the eyelid it looks like; all around his eye was real swollen and puffy and in the corner, not on the eye but up on the eyelid it looks like; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An 85-year-old male patient (reporter's husband) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number like EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included slightly elevated blood pressure from an unknown date. Concomitant medication included clopidogrel besylate (CLOPIDOGREL) for blood pressure; hydrochlorothiazide, losartan potassium (LOSARTAN + HIDROCLOROTIAZIDA) as blood thinner and several of drugs. The patient had the Covid vaccine on the 12Jan2021 and yesterday (14Jan2021) as they noticed his eye, all around his eye was real swollen and puffy and in the corner, not on the eye but up on the eyelid it looks like, the reporter didn't know if it looks like a bruise or it's like a blood clot or something and it's still there, it hasn't gone away and they didn't know if this was from the vaccine, the reporter didn't know if it's bruise or if it's a clot the reporter didn't know, it's a red, dark red spot. after we had the vaccine they gave us a paper that had some information on it and it said on there they should advise them if on blood thinners, they did not told beforehand and the patient was on blood thinners. No treatment was received. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

986117 01/01/2021 01/29/2021 TX 28.0 28 F After about a week of getting the vaccine my left arm starter a red raised rash around the injection site. It was not itchy. Just red raised rash

986118 12/14/2020 01/29/2021 WA 81.0 F She was cleaned out, pretty much cleaned out of her bowels, but she kept getting pains and started passing blood clots; She kept getting pains; Bad stomach cramps; Diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An 81-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL0142, expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration, on 14Dec2020 10:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension from an unknown date. Concomitant medication included atorvastatin, losartan, alprazolam, mirtazapine, and several medications because of her age and she has hypertension. The patient had her vaccine on 14Dec2020 at about 10 o'clock and a couple of hours later she began getting really bad stomach cramps and had diarrhea for most of the day and about 11 o'clock of 14Dec2020 she reported she was cleaned out, pretty much cleaned out of her bowels, but she kept getting pains and started passing blood clots. Treatment for the events include Some Pepto-Bismol (as reported). The outcome of the event "bad stomach cramps" was not recovered, and for other events was unknown.

986119 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 NC 93.0 F Normally, patient has neuropathy but it has never been this bad before and it has never been that high up.; Terrible cramps in both legs and thighs; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer who reported for herself, a 93-year-old female patient who received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Lot number: EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021, at the age of 93 years, at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetes and neuropathy, both ongoing. Concomitant medications included unspecified medicines including one for diabetes. The patient stated that she received her shot yesterday, 15Jan2021 and last night, same day of vaccination 15Jan2021, she had terrible cramps in both legs and thighs and was just wondering if that was one of the symptoms. Normally, patient has neuropathy but it has never been this bad before and it has never been that high up (15Jan2021). The outcome of the events was unknown.

986121 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 OH 32.0 32 F Severe swelling in right arm and hives. Entire upper arm involvement. Hot to the touch and extremely painful.

986122 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 TN 68.0 M acute myocardial infarction; He was found by his secretary unconscious; feeling unwell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse.  A 68-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN), intramuscular in the left arm on 19Jan2021 (at 68-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.   Medical history included blood cholesterol of 200 (not further specified).  The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Concomitant medications included irbesartan (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination.  On 19Jan2020 at 08:00, after the vaccine, that patient was at work and was feeling unwell and the patient was found by his secretary unconscious. An ambulance was called. The patient's blood pressure was 79/38 and electrocardiogram showed acute myocardial infarction. He underwent one stent placement with the remaining arteries normal. He was also started on ticagrelor (BRILINTA), metoprolol (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) and atorvastatin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN). The patient immediately improved and was feeling well and resumed exercise. The clinical outcomes of the unconscious, acute myocardial infarction, and feeling unwell were recovering. The events required emergency room visit and were assessed as serious for requiring hospitalization for 2 days and being life-threatening.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: There is not a reasonable possibility that reported events acute myocardial infarction, unconsciousness and feeling unwell are related to BNT162B2.  The events are more likely intercurrent medical condition for this elderly patient. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y Y 2

986124 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 NC 87.0 M Delirious; He woke up sick on stomach and throwing up; He woke up sick on stomach and throwing up; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (son). An 87-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (lot number: EK9231, expiration date: 30Apr2021) first dose on 15Jan2021 around lunch time at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included high sugar and COPD (Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease). Concomitant medications included gabapentin, metformin, ferrous sulfate, acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN 81). Patient took the vaccine 15Jan2021 around lunch time and this morning (16Jan2021) he woke up sick on stomach and throwing up and kind of 'deluce' or delirious. Consumer just started giving patient fluids and Pepto Bismol as treatment. The outcome of the events was unknown.

986126 01/29/2021 U It was probably a Pleurisy and put me on a steroid (Unspecified Medication); I am a little bit more winded today than I was before and my heart rate is a little faster than I normally run; I am a little bit more winded today than I was before and my heart rate is a little faster than I normally run; Pain in my left shoulder clavicle area when I took a really deep breath and it got worse; Pain in my left shoulder clavicle area when I took a really deep breath and it got worse; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (Lot Number and Expiration Date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on an unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Previous vaccine included first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Lot Number and Expiration Date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on an unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications was not reported. Patient had second Covid vaccination (manufacturer not clarified, hence is this a Pfizer product tab left unchecked) on the 8th (not clarified). This Friday (15Jan2021), patient started getting pain in left shoulder clavicle area when took a really deep breath and it got worse yesterday. So, patient went to Institute, they did a test X-ray on 16Jan2021 and they did not see anything. He said, it was probably Pleurisy and put me on a steroid (Unspecified Medication). Today, like the pain is a little bit better but patient was a little bit more winded today than it was before and heart rate was a little faster (17Jan2021) than normally run and just do not know if this was something that was being reported or what. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

986127 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 PA 35.0 F Troponin, which is a cardiac enzyme or a heart test to be high; test continued to stay high for the 24 hours when they have done three different test at 8 hours apart; I might have myocarditis which is inflammation of the heart muscle as a result of the vaccine; I am having side effects affecting the heart because my cardiac enzymes are high; Rash that can happen from low platelet on both of my arm, for which I came to the emergency room; Rash that can happen from low platelet on both of my arm, for which I came to the emergency room; I am having side effects affecting skin because I am having rash; I am side effects affecting the immune system because my lymph nodes are enlarged; I have swelling at the site of injection; My lungs because I was wheezing; I was having lung symptoms; I have any irregular rhythm; I started having low grade fever and myalgia; I had similar low grade fever and myalgia with my first dose; I started having low grade fever and myalgia; I had similar low grade fever and myalgia with my first dose; I started having high grade fever, maximum temperature of 101.5 degree Fahrenheit; Wheezing; Dyspnea on excursion which is basically shortness of breath when I go up and down on the stairs; Chest tightness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient).  A 35-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included asthma exercise induced from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 on unknown date and experienced low grade fever and myalgia.  On 15Jan2021 the patient experienced Dyspnea on excursion which is basically shortness of breath when I go up and down on the stairs; Chest tightness; I started having high grade fever, maximum temperature of 101.5 degree Fahrenheit; Wheezing. On 16Jan2021 the patient experienced rash that can happen from low platelet on both of my arm, for which I came to the emergency room (hospitalization). On unknown date the patient experienced Troponin, which is a cardiac enzyme or a heart test to be high; test continued to stay high for the 24 hours when they have done three different test at 8 hours apart (hospitalization); I might have myocarditis which is inflammation of the heart muscle as a result of the vaccine (hospitalization); having side effects affecting the heart because my cardiac enzymes are high (hospitalization); I have any irregular rhythm; I started having low grade fever and myalgia; I had similar low grade fever and myalgia with my first dose; I am having side effects affecting skin because I am having rash; I am side effects affecting the immune system because my lymph nodes are enlarged; I have swelling at the site of injection; My lungs because I was wheezing; I was having lung symptoms. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included blood test: unknown results on unknown date; body temperature: 101.5 fahrenheit on 15Jan2021, chest x-ray: unknown results on unknown date; echocardiogram: unknown results on unknown date; EKG: unknown results on unknown date, cardiac enzyme: high on 16Jan2021, platelet count: low on  unknown date .  The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of reported serious events cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

986129 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 NY 49.0 F Fullness under my armpit which is on the same side as the vaccine, which looks like swollen lymph nodes under my armpit/kind of benign; Generalized malaise low grade; Headache; Both eyes are very swollen; inflammatory prosthesis in my eye; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 49-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL3247) via an unspecified route of administration at arm on 15Jan2021 11:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Nurse stated that she just wanted to report what she thinks is adverse reaction to the Covid-19 vaccine from Pfizer not sure what to do about it at this point. She was vaccinated Friday 11 o'clock in the afternoon. Both days felt really fine. Last night (16Jan2021) got some fullness under her armpit which was on the same side as the vaccine, which looked like swollen lymph nodes under her armpit which you can see was kind of benign. But in addition to that some generalized malaise lowgrade and headache (Jan2021). Seems totally fine but her both eyes are very swollen (Jan2021). Nurse took some ibuprofen (ADVIL)-600 mg, she was taking Prednisone for inflammatory prosthesis in her eye as treatment (Jan2021). Outcome of the events was unknown.   The nurse considered the occurrence of the events are because of COVID-19 Vaccine.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Swollen eyes and Eye inflammation cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

986130 12/17/2020 01/29/2021 GA 57.0 F increased heart rate after that it started getting worse; a warm feeling in her chest like tingling; kind of short of breath; left hand start swelling up first a little bit and then her left arm start swelling up/ her right hand start very, very mild swelling in her right hand; Chills; Fatigue; GI problems; still have some issue, did not feel good, off and on; SARS Covid antibodies test says positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other nurse (patient) from a Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A 57-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 at single dose (lot number: EJ1685) on Deltoid Left for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included Paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced a warm feeling in her chest like tingling; kind of short of breath, it went away like she said it was just breath it was like for couple of minutes and then it went away and then she was just fine till it's been long here honestly about 3 or 4 days later; got shot in her right arm but left hand start swelling up first a little bit and then her left arm start swelling up and it's just and then that's the base and then her right hand start very, very mild swelling in her right hand. The hospital think there as some clot or something weird but she did not and then that started going down after that it just started going down and went away and never had swelling since then but this was going to long but this was something weird happened to her. She got chills, She got fatigue. She had increased heart rate after that it started getting worse. She had Paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia, she had that always but it's been control. She walked 5 miles daily a day, she was in shape, she had lot since then, so it's been under control, she never had problem with it until after she got the shot, her heart rate was she had to add medication, she never have to add. She took metoprolol (Treatment) so she added that and she added more and that's thing get it under control and then she take herself back off because she felt like it was under control but she had GI problems since, now she was getting better now, still have some issue, did not feel good, off and on. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included blood test: good on 04Jan2021 (blood work to see if something was going on to her heart, because she had short breath, and everything was good), weight: 166 or 164, SARS Covid antibodies test IgM on 04Jan2021: positive. Treatment: Nurse stated, "No, not now, I had a heart-rate monitor, it's what for see what is my heart rate, to locate and see what's going on." Outcome of left hand start swelling up first a little bit and then her left arm start swelling up/ her right hand start very, very mild swelling in her right hand was recovered.; Sender's Comments: There is not a reasonable possibility that event heart rate increased is related to BNT162B2.  The event is most likely due to underlying paroxysmal supraventricular tachycardia. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

986137 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 CA 53.0 53 M Chills, vertigo, malaise, dry cough, fatigue, muscle/joint pain, insomnia; ibuprofen as needed is helpful

986142 01/17/2021 01/29/2021 WA 76.0 76 F 10 days following shot I developed over the next few days (now day 3 or 4) a growing red rash with darker red bumps in it, very itchy the size of a navel orange.  I put topical Benadryl on it and it is less itchy after thatt.

986143 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NY 46.0 46 F Chills, body aches, extreme headache and low grade temperature overnight.  Used ibuprofen and Tylenol to reduce temperature.  Headache, body aches improve a bit but persist after medication.

986145 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 OK 68.0 68 F On the two hour ride home, my arm would ache then be fine.  I was cranky, not myself, going to bed, I woke several times as I rolled over onto my right arm.  When I awoke early, I was swollen from Head to Toes, my eyes were slits, my bracelets and rings were swollen into my skin, and my toes and ankles were large. AND I was grouchy about everything.  As the day went on I was just mad about everything,  I began to drink lots of water and tried to exercise to get the swelling down.   About noon, my eyes and face began to ease, but my body didn't ease till about 2pm, as my rings and bracelets were movable  then. I am still swollen and still angry and it is Friday.Y

986146 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NE 46.0 46 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA - Approx 17 h post vaccine pt became dizzy and lost consciousness, fell, hit head. Awoke shaking & confused, generalized strong tingling sensation for 45 min post. Severe headache immediately post vaccine, had resolved. Febrile at 100.7F with ibuprofen. Called PCP who determined symptoms to be vagally mediated, pt recovered at home with no evident sequelae.

986147 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 AL 76.0 76 F Injection site became more sore a week to 9 days after vaccine.  Arm was red and swollen about 6 inches down and 4 inches wide.  After 2 days of observing it, it was no better so I went to urgent care to get it checked 01/16.

986151 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NE 46.0 46 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA - Approx 17 h post vaccine pt became dizzy and lost consciousness, fell, hit head. Awoke shaking & confused, generalized strong tingling sensation for 45 min post. Severe headache immediately post vaccine, had resolved. Febrile at 100.7F with ibuprofen. Called PCP who determined symptoms to be vagally mediated, pt recovered at home with no evident sequelae.

986152 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Day 9 after first dose my arm has large - 5 inches long red itchy area

986155 12/28/2020 01/29/2021 NJ 79.0 79 F SYMPTOMS: SEVERE, SORE/STIFF LEFT ARM - COULD NOT RAISE MY ARM TO TAKE MY SHIRT OFF AT NIGHT - HAD NO MOBILITY.  SUBSIDED OVER A PERIOD OF 72+ HOURS.  1 WEEK LATER THE SEVERE SORE/STIFF SITUATION REAPPEARED, COULD NOT TAKE MY NIGHTGOWN OFF THE NEXT MORNING AND COULD NOT PUT A SEATBELT ON OR DRIVE, DRY MYSELF AFTER A SHOWER, ETC.... THIS CONDITION, WHILE IT HAS DIMINISHED TO A POINT, BUT NOT COMPLETELY HAS BEEN PRESENT FOR 3 WEEKS. 1/25/21 I RECEIVED MY SECOND VACCINE IN MY RIGHT ARM.  WITHIN 3-5 MINUTES I HAD A BURNING SENSATION AT THE SITE OF THE LEFT INJECTION, I AM WRITING TO  YOU ALMOST A WEEK AFTER THE SHOT AND THE SORENESS STILL PERSISTS. THE RIGHT ARM WAS SORE AT THE INJECTION SITE ONLY LIMITED AFFECT ON MY ARM MOVEMENT. THAT HAS SUBSIDED A BIT.  BUT MY LEFT ARM IS STILL A PROBLEM. I HAVE BEEN IN TOUCH WITH BOTH MY DOCTOR AND MODERNA. IN EACH CASE THEY BOTH RECOMMENDED ADVIL AND THAT I SHARE MY REACTION WITH ALL OF YOU. THIS HAS  BEEN A VERY LONG A DIFFICULT REACTION TO THESE 2 VACCINES. I RECOGNIZE THAT ANY REACTION IS BETTER THAN COVID BUT THIS SERIOUS REACTION IS UNEXPECTED.  THE DOCTOR'S ASSESSMENT BOTH TELEPHONE AND IN-PERSON VISIT, ASSURED ME THAT IT WAS NOT HEART, ROTATOR CUFF OR BURSITIS RELATED. THE DOCTOR SUGGESTED IT WAS MOST LIKELY A VACCINE RELATED EVENT.

986156 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 IN 40.0 40 M Patient received his immunization about 11:15 am.  He was sent to the observation area.  about 1:10 pm the nurse informed me patient had developed a rash on the left side of his face.  I administered Chewable Diphenhydramine and kept patient for 30 minutes of further observation.  Patient improved and was discharged to his home.

986165 12/28/2020 01/29/2021 GA 61.0 61 F I received my first vaccination on 12/28/2020, given very high in my right arm.  I noticed a tingling in my left arm within the first 15 minutes of the injection.  As I worked the rest of my evening shift, the tingling continued.  The next morning, my left arm was numb from the shoulder to the fingertips.  I could move my fingers and arm, but could not feel pain, hot or cold.  I called the employee health nurse, who told me that most symptoms resolve in 24 hours.  I took a day off and rested the arm.  The feeling came back gradually in the afternoon.  However, my hand was numb the following two mornings.  The symptoms resolved in 72 hours.

986167 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 48.0 48 F Pt began to feel light headed and dizzy 20 mins post injection

986170 01/04/2021 01/29/2021 CT 64.0 64 F 2 Very enlarged supraclavicular lymph nodes.  Remain large    today and got  2nd dose 01/29/2021

986171 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OH 53.0 53 F 10 min after receiving injection developed itching of scalp, along hair line right upper forehead, left upper arm, left lower leg.  At approx 20 min after receiving injection continued to develop itching right lower lip, anterior neck, left ear, right lower arm.  Small hive noted anterior neck and right lower arm. Hives resolved in approx one hour without treatment.  Approximately 2 hrs after receiving injection continued to have itching and 'prickly' feeling on skin.  Benadryl 25mg taken, with some relief of itching.  Approximately 4 hours after injection an additional Benadryl 25mg taken.  Itching resolved.  On 1/28/21, day after injection, at approximately 12:00 pm, body aches and chills, Temp 100 degrees developed.  Tylenol was taken.  Approximately 4:00pm chills and body aches worsened, Temp 99.6.  Ibuprofen 400mg taken.  at 10:30pm increase of body aches and chills Temp 102 Ibuprofen 800mg taken, Benadryl 50mg taken.  Day 3, 1/29/21,  temp normal mild body aches and chills continue at 1:45 pm.

986172 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 NC 47.0 47 F " COVID-19 Vaccine EUA" Day 3 following injection 1-11-21--Difficult breating, chest pressure all day and night. Extreme fatique and weakness. Day 4 following---continued difficulty breathing and chest pressure continuous. Moderate fatique and weakness.  Day 5 following--- breathing difficulty improved significantly. Right arm muscle spasms and severe pain radiating to neck and chest and back (right side only), and stiffening of right hand and fingers. Tingling in are and pale color along with it feeling very cold. Small rash also at injection site. Moderate fatique and weakness. Day 6 following---breathing back to normal. Arm stiffening better.  Still severe pain in right arm, neck, chest and back muscles. Less fatique and weakness.  Day 7 following---Pain in right side of body continued. Chest tightness and cough started. 100 Temperature at 7pm. Fatique and weakness worsened.  Day 8 following--- Pain in right side of body continued w a little less severity. Chest tightness and cough w 99.8 temperature.  Day 9 -10following--- Pain in right side continues now with injection site (R arm) red, itcy and warm at site.  Days 11-18----symptoms at there least. Overall felt well. Day 19 following--- sore throat, heavy chest tightness and cough w slight breathing difficulty.  Day 20 following ---Severe body aches, cough, lowgrade fever of 99, Extreme fatigue. Sore throat. Difficulty breathing, moderately. Unable to work. Day 21 (today 1-29-21)---chest tightness, cough, lowgrade fever 99.

986175 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 59.0 59 F Chills, Body aches and joint pain, headache, fatigue.  Reddened area at the injection site approximately 6x3 inches. Site hard, hot and itchy.  Tylenol and fluids, hydrocortisone topically for the arm. Symptoms subsided in 2.5 days. Reddened rash like area on arm diminished in 1 week but still present.

986176 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 FL 77.0 77 F Developed a rash, inflammation, even with and directly under shot spot on left arm, size approx 4 1/2" long and 2 1/2" wide, kind of sporadic.  It itched, became red, warm.  Starting to become lighter in color on 1/29/21.   Left message for Dr. he/she was not in on 1/28/21.  Still waiting for call back.  Hopefully it will go away.   Since it has not totally gone away, I said "No" to Item 20.

986177 01/17/2021 01/29/2021 DE 70.0 70 F ELEVEN days after vaccination my right upper arm was a little sore at the injection site.  In the morning on the 12th day, January 29, 2021, I have a red, hard, slightly raised welt in the area of the injection site which is a little sore. I would say this is kind of circular and about 3 inches across.  The only effect I had the day  right after the shot was a little soreness and a little redness.  Today the area of the welt is a lot bigger and harder.

986179 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 KY 46.0 46 F The initial arm tenderness, redness subsided after day 4 of receiving the injection. However, on day 11 after receiving the injection, my shoulder became quite red, swollen, hot to the touch, and sore again. This lasted until day 14. The afternoon of day 14, my arm felt better; however, a headache began and is still ongoing today now day 18.

986182 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 PR 75.0 75 F 10-12 days after vaccination I started with intense itching all over the body, without evidence of rash. Since is something that had never happened, I wonder if it may be a an adverse reaction because I haven't changed my alimentary habits, nor soaps or detergents.

986183 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 WI 64.0 64 F Low grade fever three days; aches; headache;malaise for three days hives on day four

986184 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 PA 23.0 23 F Received shot at 2:45pm. Sore/stiff arm started around 6pm. Went to sleep and woke up at 1:00am shaking with a fever and chills. Severe headache, throat sore with swollen glands, could barely walk/move or get out of bed. Also experienced nausea. Took tylenol around 1:00am and again at 5:00am.  Could not move from bed on Wednesday and had to call out of work Thursday with a bad headache, weakness, and overall body pain/discomfort. It is now Friday and I am still having very bad joint and muscle pain when I walk and move and still have a headache and fatigue/weakness.

986186 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 NC 79.0 79 F Did not have an immediate reaction to injection. 8 days after injection. started to have discomfort, swelling, temperature  went up to 100.3 that lasted for a couple of hrs and then went away. slept real good and woke up and not long after waking up my arm started feel very uncomfortable and swelling, turning red and a little itchy. and took a little Acedimidafin and now its back to normal.

986187 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 AL 70.0 70 F On 1/21/21 developed all over the body red rash. No swelling, no itching.  On 1/22/21 it was gone when she woke up.

986188 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 IL 45.0 45 F fatigue, confusion, agitation. racing thoughts, rapid heartbeat, SOB, headache, and body aches X 3 days so far. (Ongoing not as severe as day one)

986189 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 61.0 61 F vaccine administered left deltoid @ 1409 1414 c/o rash to left hand at the thumb.  Slight itchy on arm, not at the injection site.  Left posterior thumb with small blotchy red spot.  No additional rash observed.  No SOB or difficulty breathing.  No discomfort in throat or difficulty swallowing. No chest pain or pressure.  No HA, dizziness, or lightheadedness. - HR 107, SAT 98% RA - A&Ox3, HRR, S1S2, LS clear, resp. even and non-labored - Some increase in rash with blotchy, light red areas noted to left arm area, no additional rash to trunk or back.  No hives. 1415 Benadryl 25 mg PO administered 1425 HR 104, BP 122/96, SAT 99% RA - itching maybe slightly better, no new symptoms 1445 HR 101, BP 100/78, SAT 98%, rash appears nearly completely resolved, no new symptoms, feels essentially normal.  Reviewed S/S to cont. to monitor at home.  Stated good understanding and denied questions.  Ambulated out of clinic without difficulty.

986190 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OR 33.0 33 F 1.  Tingling down left arm down into forearm, followed by tenderness.  Began having muscle spasms in arm.   2.  Headache and body aches developed, felt like she was being electrocuted.  Low grade fever. 3.  Later in the evening, began feeling hot with unbearable headache.  Temperature 104.5 F. 4.  Became dizzy.  Went to ED with severe pain in rib cage on inspiration and unbearable body pains..  elevated HR, tachycardia. 5.  Exhaustion and fatigue.

986192 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 IN 62.0 62 F Patient developed a rash and tingling on both legs about 90 to 100 minutes after administration.  I administered 50 mg of Chewable Diphenhydramine and observed patient for 30 minutes.  the rash started to improve and I followed up this morning and patient continues to improve

986194 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 KY 50.0 50 F ran fever of 101.9, body aches, fatigue,

986195 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 CO 44.0 44 F Moderna Covid-19 VAccine EUA

986199 01/11/2021 01/29/2021 45.0 45 F HPI: Pt presents 5-10 minutes s/p initial Moderna COVID-19 vaccination with complaint of numb tongue evolving to perceived wheezing and chest tightness.  No dizziness, shortness of breath, tongue swelling, lightheadedness, chest pain.  Innoculation happened at the left deltoid. PE: VS at presentation: HR 118, SpO2 99%, BP 148/100, no tachypnea, speaks in complete sentences. AAO.  Seems anxious.  Conjunctiva clear.  Mucous membranes moist.  Tongue midline and normal.  No angioedema or lip swelling.  Breathing unlabored, but she is developing an increased frequency of cough during the observation period.  No wheezing initially, developed slight expiratory wheezing during the observation period.  HR tachycardic, regular.  +2 bilateral radial pulses.  Skin flushed on anterior chest, dermatographia on the face, left arm.  Site of innoculation is not swollen, red, or tender.  Able to ambulate.  COURSE: Pt assisted to the acute treatment area and vitals taken. Pt developed cough, she took puffs of her personal albuterol MDI (w/o spacer).  Did not note relief. Provided 25 mg PO diphenhydramine.  Observed. Able to speak in complete sentences.  Says she feels anxious.  Lungs generally clear. Pt perceived need for additional doses of MDI.  I recommended 2 additional. Developed mild wheezing.  Still speaks in complete sentences. Observed.  Stable.  Said she had to use the restroom.  RN escorted pt to restroom.  This also served as a test of exercise capacity and progression of symptoms.  Pt returns feeling more short of breath.  Has expiratory wheezing, increase anxiousness. Administered 0.3 mg IM epinephrine lateral right thigh using aseptic technique.  Provided 25 mg additional PO benadryl. I recommended transfer of pt to the CMC ED for continued workup and observation.  Pt agreed. Bangs Ambulance arrived to pick up the patient.  I provided verbal handoff report to EMT-P.  VS at time of transfer: HR 102, SpO2 99% on RA, BP 140/90.  At time of transfer no wheezing, pt speaking in complete sentences.

986202 01/11/2021 01/29/2021 MA 42.0 42 F 8 days after first injection a large red circle was noticeable, area grew daily & was itchy, warm to the touch & hard to the touch. Diagnosed with cellulitis and given a dose of keflex & OTC allergy medication

986203 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 CA 74.0 74 F 1/13-1/15 sore arm, 600 MG OF ADVIL FIRST DAY,   ONE WEEK LATER : 1/21 itching, lump in arm and redness. 1/22 same with larger swollen area, 1/23 more swelling and red  type rash, 1/24 same, 1/25-present, minimal itching, most swelling gone, red rash a bit LARGER  JUST REPORTING REACTION, NO MEDICAL ATTENTION SOUGHT

986204 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 GA 82.0 82 F redness, swelling, itching, and rash below injection site

986206 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 IN 20.0 20 F complained of numbness at the injection site minutes after the vaccine was administered

986208 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 PA 34.0 34 F 1/27/21-pt. developed left arm pain 10/10 and Limited ROM, has been taking tylenol and ibuprofen without relief

986211 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 PR 57.0 57 F Strong headache, fever, muscular pain, especially in lower back portion of the body, muscle cramp

986213 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 AL 76.0 76 F Started Itching PM on 1/28/21.  Next morning  a tiny bit sore and red.  Four hours later still red but hasn't increased.

986214 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 60.0 60 F Developed hard raised and red area on arm 2 inches in circumference, about 1 inch down and over from injection site.  Area very warm to touch.

986215 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 CA 82.0 82 F Moderna COVID-19 Baccine EUA  Unable to fall asleep from 9PM-12PM, slept for 3 hours, awake for rest of night and all of the following day. Second night was normal. No pain but felt wide awake and alert. Almost like I had a small dose of adrenaline. No high or nervousness. Quite normal except for the fact that it wasn't daytime! Check online and saw that Pfizer had sleeplessness as a side effect but not Moderna. It was not an "adverse" event for me...rather fascinating since I've never had anything like that before.

986218 01/11/2021 01/29/2021 PA 45.0 45 F 1 day after recipient received the vaccine she developed heart palpitations, chills, and shortness of breath that resolved within 12 hours.

986219 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NY 52.0 52 F 102.3 fever, body aches, weakness, nausea

986221 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 IL 27.0 27 F "Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA"  Received second dose at ~3pm on 1/26/21. Symptoms began ~6am on 1/27/21 (~15 hours post vaccination). Symptoms experienced included: significant injection site pain, axillary tenderness, headache, fever, body/flu-like aches, nausea, and significant back pain resulting in missed day of work on 1/27/21. Fever, body/flu-like aches, nausea, and back pain persisted on 1/28/21 resulting in leaving work 3 hours early on 1/28/21. All symptoms were gone by ~5am on 1/29/21 (~47 hours hour post onset of symptoms; ~62 hours post vaccination).

986222 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 IN 29.0 29 M called complaining of uncontrollable chills and a fever this morning.  He was advised to seek an appointment with his PCP or a walk in facility

986223 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 ME 52.0 52 M There was no adverse reaction, the patient was exposed to a used needle

986224 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 NY 60.0 60 F After the 1st dose, two days later I had an infected tooth.  After 2nd dose of Moderna vaccine, I woke up the 2nd day with my neck lymph glands completely swollen, my jaw hurt really bad, and every tooth in my mouth hurt, and I had another infected tooth on the other side of my mouth.  I had to take an antibiotic for both tooth infections.  Teeth were not infected prior.  By the end of day 2, my lymph nodes were back to normal using Advil for swelling.

986226 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 VA 39.0 39 M 1/29/2021 1000 10 minutes after Moderna COVID-19 vaccination, resident reports "heart racing" and pruritis. No SOB, no throat complaints, no n/v/d, abd cramping, rhinorrhea, or dizziness. On exam, NAD, lungs CTAB, HR 103, rhythm regular, no murmur; lungs CTAB, no increased WOB. No oropharyngeal edema. No difficulty speaking or swallowing, no hives.O2 sat 97% RA. 1006: Physical exam unchanged, continues to report pruritis. 25 mg benadryl PO given. 1017: physical exam unchanged, reports L side chest burning, 4/10. No other complaints. Escorted to medical for EKG, which is unremarkable and unchanged from prior: SR, rate 90 BPM, nonspec t wave abnormality. QRS 93ms, QTc 414 ms. Symptoms resolved by end of visit in medical clinic. 1325 call to cookchill LPN: resident completely asymptomatic. A/P: abnormal s/s after vaccination,No evidence of anaphylaxis. No rash ever evolved. Pruritis resolved very soon after benadryl administration. report in VAERS.

986227 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 FL 65.0 65 M I had COVID test 2 months ago and was negative and I went two times and both negative.  Then I got the vaccine 3 weeks ago.  Today I tested positive for COVID19 and believe the vaccine caused me to be positive. Asymptomatic as of now.   Wants the public to be made aware that you may test positive for COVID  after receiving the vaccine.

986228 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 57.0 57 F Heart racing, blotchy face lumpy throat, itchy head. Gave benadryl po. Patient improved.

986230 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 TX 69.0 69 M Just had a low grade fever of about 99.2. Took some tylenol and it is gone

986231 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 22.0 22 F Rash at injection site one week after vaccination. Cold and flu like symptoms 15-20 hours after injection.

986232 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 LA 51.0 51 F At 4:45 am on 1/28/2021, woke up having body aches, and headache.   At 3:30pm, began having chills.  At 6pm, had 101.9 fever. Continued to have body aches and chills. Took tylenol. Fever broke around 9pm. Body aches contininued until next morning .  Felt back to normal on 1/29/2021 around noon.

986234 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 38.0 38 M couldn't move left arm above head initally. Dizzy, pale, tired, chills, aches, nausea then vomiting fever 102.

986235 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NY 32.0 32 F Patient reports subjective fevers, nausea, bodyaches, and multiple episodes of diarrhea 12 hrs after receiving vaccine.

986236 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 AZ 26.0 26 M High grade fever (104.5) F Tylenol No change

986238 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 MI 70.0 70 F Chills Low grade temp 99.2 - Took Tylenols Mild body ache Sleepy Injection site tenderness All symptoms disappeared next morning, except for arm tenderness.

986239 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 CA 80.0 80 F Starting on 1/22/21 her arm started to itch, got red circle around injection site about a quarter size, warm and hard in that area.  On 1/23/21, started to put warm compresses x 3, Sunday the same thing and by Monday it had dissipated and was fine.  Then last night 1/29/21, about 1:30 AM got up as she was not sleeping well, took two Aleve.  Woke up this morning with arm itching, red again and kind of warm.  Feels fine but that location has reappeared from the initial injection.  Pink in color and warm to touch.

986242 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 51.0 51 F Pt is a 51yo otherwise healthy F with no cardiac or anaphylactic/allergic reaction hx presenting with concern for reaction from Moderna vaccination.  Pt had vaccination at 11:40am.  At 12:15n, pt returned to the clinic after leaving with CC of "lump in throat" She describes lump in throat, dizzy and feeling as though her symptoms are becoming worse. Her VS were obtained: 155/87, 98%, HR 81  Rechecked at 12:26p - pt describes worsening symptoms 12:27p - lying down, pt feels improved, sitting upright, her symptoms returned 12:29 - pt was given 50mg PO Benadryl and 0.3 epinephrine. Pt feels slightly tachy, but overall, feeling improved.  12:40p continues to have heart racing, moderate in severity. VS obtained: 118/77, 98%, HR 106  Pt transported to the ED by EMS at 12:45p.  Pt feels improved.  Ambulating well.  No additional symptoms.

986246 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 WA 30.0 30 F I received the second dose around 1:39-1:40pm and II didn't feel anything until 2-3am the next day. I felt chills, shivers, headache, body aches, I felt slow. I would feel cold and then warm and then cold again. I was sweating a lot and I currently still have a dull headache 2 days later.

986248 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 KS 30.0 30 F Red, swollen injection site Welt two-three inches below site; not connected directly to site Fever of 101 Aches Chills Difficulty breathing- needed rescue inhaler Fatigue

986249 12/31/2020 01/29/2021 MA 60.0 60 M Pink itchy rash on torso, arms , elbow and knee creases consistent with a drug rash.

986251 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 NM 33.0 33 F First Tingling in lips. Then entire face started to tingle. This has not subsided.

986257 01/29/2021 16.0 M Son who is 16 received the Moderna vaccine by mistake; A spontaneous report was received from a HCP concerning his 16-year old, son who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) resulting in the event, my son who is 16 received the Moderna vaccine by mistake.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first dose of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unknown date, the 16-year old received the mRNA-1273 vaccine. No treatment for the event was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, 16-year old received vaccine was considered Resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of product administered to patient of inappropriate age for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

986258 01/29/2021 VA 17.0 U A 17 year old was given the moderna vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a 17-year-old patient who received Moderna's Covid-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273).  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: not provided) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, 17-year-old was given the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine.  Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The event, a 17-year-old was given the Moderna vaccine, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 17-year-old patient who received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting product administered to patient of inappropriate age and at this time no adverse events were reported.

986262 12/24/2020 01/29/2021 NY 49.0 49 F 12/24  felt horrible, experienced body aches, chills, dizziness, nausea, night sweats , possible fever , did not check, soreness at injection site. 12/25 felt the same until 12/27

986265 12/30/2020 01/29/2021 56.0 56 F Rash and itching.

986272 12/01/2020 01/29/2021 FL 51.0 51 F 51 yo female with no significant headache history presented with new onset left sided parietal headache, severe 9/10 pain several days after receiving vaccine.  Headache lasted for over 2 weeks, was treated with Motrin and Tylenol around the clock and eventually subsided on it's own.  Headache intensity was significant enough and different enough to include awaking the patient at night, that an MRI was undertaken to rule out intracranial pathology.  No other neurological deficits, aura, or symptoms.

986280 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 TX 27.0 27 F MODERNA COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA Shortly after receiving the second, scheduled dose of COVID-19 vaccine, patient experienced shortness of breath, weakness, and sensation of throat tightening. Was administered an Epi-pen and presented to ED for follow-up care. In emergency department patient received diphenhydramine orally. Patient was discharged with resolution of all symptoms after 5 hours of observation.

986287 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 OR 25.0 25 M Fever of 100. Headache, Chills, Head Fog, Slight Body aches

986289 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 MD 17.0 17 F 17 year old.

986291 01/16/2021 01/29/2021 DE 69.0 69 F 1/17/21 L/Arm sore at injection site.  1/18/21 woke up during the night with stomach pain result -- loose bowel movement and stomach cramps.  Started with severe chills, body shaking, achy all over, head felt like it was going to implode, started to sweat and felt flushed.  Woke up my spouse to get me something to take for headache, etc.  Later that morning could hard lift the Arm, felt a golf ball size lump at injection site and warm to the touch. Was in bed 2 days bcuz it exacerbated my MS.  After that the injection site started itching, with redness.  Lump finally getting smaller.  I took a photo of the injection site which has a red circle the size of my hand.

986292 01/29/2021 MD U Patient reported for 2nd vaccination of the Moderna vaccine. He did not present a card but was scheduled for vaccination. He reported having had the first vaccine on Dec. 28 2020. This was verified after receiving second dose and having left the site. However, the first vaccination was given on Jan 5, 2021 and not Dec. 28 2020 as reported by the patient.

986293 01/18/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 64.0 64 M 11 days after the vaccine a red dot appeared at the injection site.  It itches and burns severely.  That was yesterday.  Today, the red is bigger and there is a lump forming under the skin.  Itch and burn is worse.

986294 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 KY 63.0 63 F Bilateral flank pain for 18 hours, then blood in urine for 2 hours.

986295 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 IL 64.0 64 F ?Moderna COVID?19 Vaccine EUA approximately 4-1/2 X 3 inch swollen, hot, red, itchy achy local reaction at site of shot

986297 12/28/2020 01/29/2021 KS 50.0 50 M Hypothermia - chills and shivering - temperature 91.8 and lasted for at least one hour.  Next morning fever 100.3 lasted for several hours - Rash appeared on abdomen and flanks on 12-19-2020.  Rash has disappeared however is till faint at this time.

986301 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 56.0 56 F Rash and itching

986304 01/29/2021 MS 75.0 F Red rash at injection site. 4 inch by 6 inches

986306 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 WY 36.0 36 F 9:40am:Client first reported dizziness, light-headedness, nausea and shaky , 12 minutes after administration, Vital signs taken.  9:43am client felt "tight in chest", 911 called,  and client used her Ventolin inhaler. 9:45am  0.5ml of 1:1000Aq Epinephrine administered at 9:45am in left thigh. 9:55am 0xygen 6 lpm per nasal cannula started. 10:05am paramedic arrived, administered IV Benadryl and transported to hospital at 10:20am.

986309 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 LA 62.0 62 F This person began developing side effects later in the evening on the day of the vaccination.  She developed low grade fever, red inflamed arm, intense nausea and reflux, and weakness.  She went to the ER and was treated for her symptoms.

986311 12/28/2020 01/29/2021 AL 51.0 51 M Nausea, fever, weakness, body aches, headache, shortness of breath, upper abdominal pain,  calf muscle pain, brain fog, joint pain, cough.

986312 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 VT 46.0 46 F Fever of 102, headache, body aches, and painful left arm

986314 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 CA 17.0 17 F Patients received an off EUA approval use. Patient's age group was was not a part of the Moderna study.

986315 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 PA 29.0 29 F 15 minutes after vaccine administration, pruritis to throat and upper chest. No shortness of breathing, urticaria, edema.

986319 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MA 37.0 37 M Seizure- labored breathing, tonic clonic, altered consciousness/ unresponsive- duration 4 min, followed by post-ictal state, transported to hospital

986320 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 AL 41.0 41 F Chest tightness and cough starting 20min after injection. Got better as day went on. 9pm body aches and chills started. Fever 101.6. Lasted 36 hours. Also severe body aches, severe headache. Had to call out of work 2 days in a row. Severe headache and back ache still present 48hrs after vaccine. Still breaking out in a cold sweat.

986321 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 FL 68.0 68 M On 1/28 By 11am both arms from shoulders to wrist could hardly move,  needed to grab wrist with other hand to raise my hand.  this did not get any better till 1/29 I was able to raise my hand from wrist to elbow.  shoulder to elbow is still difficult and painful.  on 1/28 while taking my shower around 5pm i turned around to rinse my back off and got nausea and that lasted about an hour.  on 1/29 got up at 415am to plus in coffee and got nausea and dry heaves.   by 11am after having coffee, water and tea vomited 3 times (unable to keep and of it down)  tried ginger ale and sipped at 1 can and so far able to hold down,  FYI on 1/28 I was at the gym from 630am till 830am which I do monday thru friday did full workout 1hr strength 3.5miles on treadmill and core exercise came home entirely fine and this all started later in the morning.

986323 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Fever & chills for 24 hrs Headache, body aches for +36 hrs Injection site red, swollen,  warm, painful for +36 hrs

986325 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NM 33.0 33 M Flu symptoms: headache, body aches, fever, chills, rash

986326 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 MN 48.0 48 F Yesterday, 1/28/20, Eight days after receiving injection, my arm presented swelling, itching, and burning sensation.  Today, 1/29/20, was not better and rash developed on my abdomen.  Went to clinic.. She said it was my body reacting to the vaccination.  I did not have any unusual side effects other than a sore arm for 2 days post injection. Just showed up 8 days later.  Doctor suggested I report to CDC for data reasons.  She prescribed Claritin 2 X per day, and Prednisone if needed for pain.  Did not feel this should deter me from getting second dose on 02/18/2020.

986328 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 TX 84.0 84 F A few days after injection I noticed a red, palm sized area at the site of the injection.  It was warm to the touch.  It  was itchy.  The site lasted approximately 3 days and slowly disappeared.  I do have a photograph of the area if needed.   No further symptoms.

986330 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 MI 46.0 46 F Syncope.  Breathing but unresponsive.   Dizziness and weakness prior to syncope event. Y 1

986333 01/11/2021 01/29/2021 CO 70.0 70 M Rash under arm pits

986334 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 71.0 71 M Symptoms I noticed was soreness in right arm, when I woke up for work the next day, I felt pain in my arm. Later I started not feeling like myself by 9am I was worse, tired, I started having pain from shoulder, no fever, I started taking Ibuprofen, chills and headaches started. This went on until this morning 1/29/2021 and I did not go to work. This was a condensed version of the coronavirus without diarrhea and SOB.

986335 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 TX 22.0 22 F Fatigue, body aches, nausea, very sore at injection site

986338 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 KY 69.0 69 F Pt called on 1/29/2021 stating she had been sick since the night of 01/25/2021. Pt reports she slept for 12 hours straight, woke up with extreme dizziness and could not walk without assistance, went back to sleep and slept for 5 more hours. When Patient woke up, she had shingles on her left lumbar/sacrum area, a headache and was nauseous. Pt called Doctor at ER and was prescribed Prednisone. Pt reports that her symptoms were very severe for 36 hours but she is feeling much better after taking the prednisone. Pt reports that she is still very fatigued.

986340 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 UT 63.0 63 M Acute severe vertigo associated with nausea. Approximately 10 events each lasting 1-2 minutes. Treated with OTC meclizine and seems to have resolved. No associated headache. Only other symptoms was moderate pain at the injection site

986341 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NM 35.0 35 M Patient was administered the second dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine at 21 days after first dose. CDC guideline is 28 days after first doese. No adverse effects have been reported.

986351 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NM 52.0 52 M Patient was administered the second dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine at 21 days after first dose. CDC guideline is 28 days after first doese. No adverse effects have been reported.

986353 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 MD 17.0 17 F 17 Year old

986355 12/30/2020 01/29/2021 CA 58.0 58 F Same day when I got the vaccine I started feeling hot & dizzy I asked a nurse to check my temperature and it was at 101F, I left home the next day in the morning I was low on oxygen they had to called the ambulance and they took me to the ER.  I was hospitalized since 01/5/2021- 01/17/2021 the fever continued during that time but as it right now I'm still with oxygen I also have a cough. The doctors said it affected my lungs. On February I should be getting another lung exam.Y 12

986361 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 32.0 32 M Patient administered vaccine from the freezer without appropriate thaw time. Patient has not reported any adverse reactions to the administration of the vaccine.

986364 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 FL 70.0 70 M Two days after injection a small circle of redness below the skin developed at the injection site.  The circle continued to expand over the next 12 days.  It is now about the size of a grapefruit.  The area is slightly warm to the touch and tends to be a little itchy at times.  It does  not seem to be healing.  Should I seek medical attention?

986365 01/23/2021 01/29/2021 IN 27.0 27 F Severe headache, body ache, severe nausea, fatigue for first 72 hours. Then severe headache, severe neck ache, diarhea, fatigue, no appetite, dizziness  Continuing thru 01/29/21.

986368 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 NY 31.0 31 F I received the first COVID vaccine Friday, 1/8/2021, I found out I was pregnant the next day Saturday, 1/9/2021. This was a planned pregnancy.  I had bloodwork done to confirm the pregnancy 1/12/2021, however my hcg did not double or rise significantly 3 days later. Over the next 1-2 weeks I had blood work and ultrasounds performed to determine if this nonviable pregnancy was an ectopic pregnancy or a chemical pregnancy. Thankfully it seems to be a chemical pregnancy.

986369 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 TX 26.0 26 F I was very sore at the site of injection around 6-7 PM. At approximately 1:00 AM, I started experiencing a fever (101.3 F), chills, aches, and some heart palpitations. I took 1000 mg of acetaminophen, which helped to reduce the fever and chills.  When I woke up, I was nauseous, had a serious headache, fatigue, minor chills, a fever (101.3 F) and more noticeable heart palpitations (when measured with my smartwatch, it reported bpm of 118-124). I had a virtual consult with a physician who advised me to be seen by urgent care immediately.

986370 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 OH 54.0 54 F On 1/22/21 injection site swelled back up and was itchy.  Subsided after a day. On 1/27/21, woke up and arm was itchy, swollen and had a large red circle around the injection site.  The injection site itself was red and then circled by the red ring.

986374 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NY 45.0 45 F Fever Rigors  Muscle pain Nausea  Headache

986376 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 IN 56.0 56 F Fever 101.6, chills, headache, body aches, nausea

986377 01/14/2021 01/29/2021 PA 53.0 52 F Nine days after my first injection, the Injection site and surrounding muscle tissue/joint became sore again.  Sore to touch and eventually sore to move my arm.

986380 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 26.0 26 F Received vaccine at 9 am and was slightly fatigued throughout the day - mainly started around 1/2PM.  Body aches and dizziness started around 6PM, aches ran from my lower back down to my toes. Headache (when standing), fever  (between 99.8, up to 100.4) and chills started around 9/930PM.   All symptoms lasted throughout the night. Body aches subsided around 10am. 1/29 - body is sore, pain at injection site, severe headache.

986384 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 RI 27.0 27 F Approximately 22 hours after receiving g the covid vaccine, I had sudden onset vomiting, diarrhea, chills, and felt like I was going to faint. Episode lasted approximately 10 minutes (thus far).
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986386 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 IN 21.0 21 M Fatigue, puking,

986390 12/30/2020 01/29/2021 PA 37.0 37 F Since getting the first dose, I have gotten two small, round sores, a little smaller than the size of a dime. They happened separately, about 2 weeks apart. The first was on top of my right foot, the second on my right abdomen.  They begin as a bruise, then the skin flakes away and a scabbed wound is present. It is painless. It is also gross and disturbing. Please advise.

986392 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 TX 62.0 62 F Vaccine given on Jan 19.  Normal reaction following days with some redness and swelling. Then it started going away on Jan 24 On Jan. 25 7days  after vaccine it started to itch. And get a little redder, hotter and more swollen so Itook a Tylenol.  Jan. 26. Spot where vaccinated became redder, more swollen, hotter. Later that day it started with chills followed by fever. (100 degree) Took Tylenol Jan. 27 woke up no fever but arm was the same. I was very tired with muscle aches, headache and loss of appetite. Later that day fever arrived again. 100degrees. Took Tylenol    Jan. 28 called Drs. Office to see if this was normal.  Feeling much better today.  Jan 29. Arm is much better and feeling better.

986393 01/01/2021 01/29/2021 MI 57.0 57 F Extreme pain in new knee replacement so much so almost falling. Pain non stop. Hurts to stand. Feels weak. All joints extremely painful but knee replacement worse. It?s 5 months old

986403 01/13/2021 01/29/2021 FL 72.0 72 F One week after the vaccine my left arm showed a bright red rash (1 1/2 inches wide by 3inches  long) over the injection site.  it faded over the next 9 days.  No pain.  Initially felt a little fatigue after shot, but this side effect was delayed.  Since I am unble to get second dose in right arm due to Lymphedema from Breast Cancer surgery (2004), I want to be sure I can get second dose in  that arm.

986405 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 OH 71.0 71 F Red area growing, hard, itching

986410 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 NV 70.0 70 M COVID-19 Vaccine  headache, chills, fever, body aches particularly along the spine, fatigue  Advil taken to help relieve symptoms. Lasted two days.

986413 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 OR 50.0 50 F The injection site started to itch and then a small welt appeared; the size of a flea bite. Within several hours of my first noticing the bump, another small bump appeared and my upper arm was "reddish" in color. I took a "Claritin" at 5 pm on Thursday, January 28, 2021 but the swelling continued. By noon on Friday, January 29, 2021, the two small flea bit size bumps have merged into a large bump the size of a quarter. The redness around the bump is gone but the bump is red and itchy.

986416 01/23/2021 01/29/2021 CA 72.0 72 M The day following the vaccine injection, Sunday, January 24, as I was finishing a 45 minute hike I began feeling dizzy.  I made it home, then felt nauseous and threw up, more drive heaves than food.   I laid down for awhile.  Since then I have felt woozy when I get up and start moving around.  The wooziness comes and goes.   I still have the symptoms.

986421 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OR 28.0 28 M Symptoms: Alternating fever and chills (mild), full-body muscle ache (moderate), sensitivity to touch (moderate), dizziness (moderate), difficulty focusing (moderate-severe), fatigue (moderate-severe) headache (SEVERE). Treatment: Took the day after the shot off of work and slept a LOT (approx 18 hours on and off), stayed hydrated and fed. Did not take painkillers due to hearing it would interfere with vaccine uptake. Most symptoms except for headache had gone away by 30-hour mark. Only some lingering fatigue and achiness left over past 36-hour mark.

986422 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 MD 17.0 17 F 17 Year Old

986424 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 CA 66.0 66 F Pain at injection site days 1-3, subsided. On day 8, pain at injection site resurfaced at night.  Then in morning of day 9, itchy red rash appeared near injection site.

986434 01/11/2021 01/29/2021 IL 43.0 43 F Next day fever 100.8 and chills.  2 days later very bad headaches that lasted until 1/23.  ER visit on 1/21 for chest pressure, lightheadedness, dizzy.  Cardiac work up- negative.  Discharged.  Still lightheaded and dizzy 1/22 - 1/24.  On 1/25 sharp chest pains went to see my PCP.  She prescribed a steroid pack.   1/26 at 3:30 pm felt weak, felt like I was going to black out.  Went back to the ER- full cardiac work up, head CT, admitted to the hospital for observation.  Stress test on 1/27.  Everything normal.  Follow up with PCP on 1/29 still very lightheaded.  Ordered a 48 hour heart monitor and Neurology consult.Y 1

986436 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 PA 53.0 53 F Developed a local reaction to the injection site about the size of a silver dollar, after about a week it grew in size  and developed a rash on the back of the arm . Rash was raised and itchy took Benadyl for 2 weeks for relief.

986437 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 PA 48.0 48 F Headache, Fever- 102.3, Severe Body aches, Severe chills, couldn't feel botoms of feet, metallic taste in mouth, hives, tiredness, stuffy nose, confusion, delerium.

986443 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 FL 51.0 51 F Day 1 after injection:  fever of 101.0, chills, site pain and swelling,  muscle pain radiating from injection site., headache and diarrhea.  Day 2 after injection:  same symptoms except the fever was only 100.8.

986444 01/12/2021 01/29/2021 TX 70.0 70 M weakness, no energy, vomiting

986449 12/29/2020 01/29/2021 FL 47.0 47 F Immediately after the 1st injection employee had tachycardia, hypertension, nausea, dizziness, hot flash, ringing in the ears, sweating.  Was monitored for 30 minutes and symptoms resolved.  Approximately 10 hours after 2nd vaccine employee had nausea, vomiting, fever, body aches and cramps, chills, headache.  Approximately 18 hours post 2nd vaccine, Lymph nodes in neck began to swell and throat was scratchy and having difficulty swallowing.Y

986451 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 IL 45.0 45 F chills, shivering, mild but constant nausea, body ache, muscle and bone pain, headache lasted for 24hrs

986452 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 TX 29.0 29 M Fever of 101.4 F, body aches, headache.

986453 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 AR 34.0 34 F I started itching all over my body around 9:00 am. Around 6:00 pm my lips started swelling. At 7:00 pm I noticed hives and a rash on my chest, back, stomach, and sides. I took 2 Benadryl and stopped itching. The next day my lips were still swollen, so I took Zyrtec and the swelling went down.

986456 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 PA 48.0 48 F Headache, Fever- 102.3, Severe Body aches, Severe chills, couldn't feel botoms of feet, metallic taste in mouth, hives, tiredness, stuffy nose, confusion, delerium.

986459 12/29/2020 01/29/2021 50.0 50 F On 12/30, patient had subjective fevers, body aches, joint pain (bilateral elbows and knees) and posterior cervical headache as well as fatigue that lasted until 1/8/20.

986461 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 34.0 34 F Patient reported feeling dizzy and lighted after vaccine administration was given. Patient was taken to the ER to be observed. Patient then called on 1/29/21 to report that her arm where she had the injection looked like she had a rash. it has been 8 days since she has had the vaccine. Advised her to go to her PCP if she was worried about it being an allergic reaction to the vaccine. Advised that vaccines can cause local reactions.

986463 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 UT 32.0 32 F 24 weeks pregnant at time of 2nd shot. Shot given at 1430 on 1/27 in left deltoid. Felt great rest of day. @0500 on 1/28 woke up shivering uncontrollably. Mild fever of 100.5(highest recorded during this whole episode). Body aches, chills, sweats, headache rest of day. 1000 mg Tylenol helped with fever/chills but headache progressed to migraine w/nausea. Took 50 mg sumatriptan and 25 mg doxylamine in evening and this seemed to help with headache and allow me to get to sleep 1/28.  Woke up at 0300 1/29 with chills/cold sweats. Took 1000 mg Tylenol again (didn't check temp) and went back to sleep. Woke up at 0530 for work - checked temp since I'm a healthcare worker and it was 100.4 (with tylenol). Waited until clinic opened up and called them at 0700 for recommendations on going to work or not (temp by then was 99.8, with tylenol). Was advised to stay home and if febrile tomorrow to get COVID tested on 1/30. As of right now (1300 on 1/29) headache has returned but mild. Body aches still. Temp 99.4 w/tylenol redosed at 1000.

986464 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 FL 50.0 50 F Response (1/27) after receiving 2nd dose of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine (~1840), c/o itching, throat swelling, SOB, racing heart & nausea about 50min after vaccination. S/p IM Epi, Benadryl, Pepcid, Solumedrol & Racemic Epi. CCM consulted. Close monitoring in ICU overnight. (1/28) Symptoms resolved, plan to discharge home with Rx for Epi pen.Y 2

986467 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Have a swollen lymph node on L side of lower portion near neck collar

986472 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NY 62.0 62 F Headache, Temp max 101.8.  Tylenol, motrin taken. Fever from 8pm 1/27 to 8pm 1/28

986474 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 WA 63.0 63 F Erythema and induration (13x7 cm), pruritis and tenderness at injection site along with increased fatigue, beginning 1 week following vaccination. There had been a local injection site reaction as well as fatigue and headache starting 24  hours after vaccine administration, which had resolved entirely within 72 hours.  New onset of injection site reaction began with pruritis only, starting in the morning 7 days after the vaccination, which progressed to include fatigue, erythema and induration during that day and into the next (today, the day of reporting). Oral certrizine was taken the evening that symptom recrudescence began, with some relief of pruritis but not erythema or induration.

986492 01/01/2021 01/29/2021 IN 58.0 58 F Chills, body aches, headache 102 temp just reporting my symptoms taking Tylenol and anti inflammatory meds

986495 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 MA 34.0 34 F Rash developed 8 days after injection just below injection site, felt itchy, hot, and sore. Lasted 2 days. Experiencing frequent diarrhea.

986498 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 FL 23.0 23 F Aching right arm pain with tensed upper arm muscle as well as a  clear demarcated red rash about the size of my hand. Rash is hot to touch, but not raised. Started 24 hours ago and is continuing with these symptoms. Nothing notable  occurred before pain and rash came on.  Taking NSAIDs for pain and will be taking Benadryl at night in hopes of clearing up the rash.

986501 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 OH 30.0 30 F 7:00 pm that night, my arm started to hurt very intensely and then the next day when I woke up and it hurt - felt like it broke my arm. It hurt really bad - couldn't left it or move it. I took Tylenol once or twice that day with six hours in between. I was a little bit drowsy and headache and a little bit nauseous.  So I slept that day. I felt like my arm got hit by truck. 10th - I felt better that day. By Monday, the 11th, I was totally fine. Pregnancy: I'm due May 29, 2021; I have had a miscarriage before so it's my second pregnancy. So far everything has been normal.

986503 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 GA 64.0 64 M PATIENT HAD SENSITIVE URINATION, ALMOST FELT LIKE A UTI.  IT HAPPENED THAT DAY OF THE VACCINE UNTIL ABOUT 24 HOURS.  PATIENT DIDN'T TAKE ANY MEDICATIONS FOR IT

986506 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 TX 34.0 34 F pain in middle finger and shoulder of left arm starting on day 6 after injection, which is now very mild (day 10). Red spot and moderate itching starting day 8 after injection.

986507 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 TX 56.0 56 F Day 9- Redness at the injection site, continued  lump in arm at injection site some ichy-ness at injection site; aches and stiffness in back and neck Day 10- More redness spreading down my arm about one inch longer than Day 9 , hives on both forearms on waking and then on both legs about an hour after waking (which could be from vaccine or my urticaria due to cold--our outside temp was 38 this morning)

986515 01/24/2021 01/29/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Patient was administered 0.5ml COVID19 vaccine into left deltoid by IM injection, subsequently noticed leakage of vaccine onto arm and down patients leg.  After discussion with physician on site it was decided a full dose to right arm would be provided as it was unclear how much vaccine patient received appropriately. Patient expressed no adverse effects when contacted two days post injection other than soreness of arms. Syringe which was used to give first dose to left arm was not retrievable, injection technique appeared standard, no other event reported during vaccination clinic

986520 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 MN 52.0 52 M Developed hives/welts along arms, back and neck (waist up).  Continues to take Benadryl.  Has not spoken to his doctor.

986521 01/23/2021 01/29/2021 NY 67.0 67 F Blanching red rash, diffuse, spreading out from injection site. Began approx 2 hrs from injection. Treated with OTC Benadryl. Occasional tingling, angioderma around mouth. Disssapated after Benadryl.  Rash is gradually fading and requires less Benadryl to keep in check.  Had similar reaction to Shrinyx vaccine 2 years ago.  Rash lasted 1-2 weeks without Benadryl treatment.

986525 12/31/2020 01/29/2021 CO 27.0 27 F 2x3 in erythematous raised circular rash, pruritic- lasted 3 days and improved with oral Benadryl not with topical Benadryl, ibuprofen, or tylenol

986526 01/08/2021 01/29/2021 MA 34.0 34 F 1/9/21 woke up with fever, body aches and fatigue. 1/10/21 developed right lower back pain radiating to right side and right lower quadrant without any known injury. Presented to ER on 1/11/21 and was found to have elevated liver enzymes. 1/12/21 woke up with right thigh numbness and was referred to spine specialist by PCP. Saw spine specialist on 1/14/21 and was referred to physical therapy and given medrol dose pack taper. Repeated liver enzymes after 1 week resulted with abnormal results and referred to GI doctor. 1/28/21 Developed worsening right thigh numbness with decreased strength to right leg and following up with spine specialist on 02/01/21.

986536 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 MD 54.0 54 F Lightheadedness 15-30 minutes after vaccination. Blotchy face, itching lips, and itching tongue developed after she had some gummy bears and water. Vital signs stable throughout. Patient took OTC Benadryl, felt better, and was discharged home.

986538 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 ME 48.0 48 F Sore arm. Headache that started about 11 hours after the vaccine and continued for the next 24 hours.

986539 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 MS 73.0 73 M PT was in waiting area for his 15 min wait. about 10 minutes after receiving vaccine, pt complained of chest pain. Pt had a pacemaker and had a cardiology appointment previously where provider instructed pt to receive covid vaccine. EMS assist was initiated and ER staff responded within 3 minutes of notification. Pt has been admitted to inpatient unit for observationY

986540 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 TN 73.0 73 M Patient was given vaccination on 1/22/21 @ 0940am. Patient was well at the time. Patient reported running a low grade temp over the weekend no higher than 100.1. On Monday 1/25/21 @ 1205pm, patient spiked temp of 105.1. Patient became very confused, lethargic, and unable to make coherent statements.  Patient was given 2 Tylenol by family member and taken to Hospital at this time. Patient tested positive for Covid 19 at this time and was admitted into the hospital and d/c on 1/28/21.Y 4

986545 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 CA 55.0 55 M Serious anaphylaxis started at 630 PM the day after the Moderna dose was administered .  I ended up at the Medical Center  ICU for two days  before conditions abated and I could be discharged . Y Y 2

986546 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 TX 76.0 76 F Red elliptical "rash" around injection site--4 inches long, 3 inches wide, itchy and very slightly painful. Appeared 9 days after 1st dose of vaccine.

986551 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 ID 52.0 52 M lightheaded, nausea, vomiting, chills, rigors, pain and stiffness bilateral arms & legs, back pain

986558 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NY 66.0 66 F Extreme, extreme pain and increasing pain in upper left arm and near shoulder.  Not able or barely able to move arm. Any little movement or effort causes extreme pain. Gets worse wit time passage.

986567 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 OR 26.0 26 M When I woke up the morning after getting the second dose, I felt fairly lethargic and it took me a while to get going, more so than usual even though I'm not a morning person. I had a light headache, which I'd put at about a 3 on a 1-10 scale, but after being at work for a few hours it increased to about a 5. I left early, around 1pm, and slept again from about 3pm to 8pm. The headache eased up after this nap, but was still there in the background. The next morning (this morning, 1/29), the headache was nearly entirely gone.

986572 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 WI 48.0 68 F ONE MINUTE AFTER FIRST COVID 19 (MODERNA) VACCINE PT HAD A "METALLIAC TASTE) IN MOUTH-NO OTHER SYMPTOMS

986575 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 54.0 52 M After patient received his vaccine, he became hot, diaphroretic, and flushed. He was wearing a long-sleeved shirt and jacket. We instructed him to take off his jacket and gave him a cool rag. After the 15 minutes of observation were up, he felt good. He denied any s/s of dizziness or light-headiness or shortness of breath. I called to check on him today and he reported that he feels a little tired and has some nausea at times. His arm is a little sore, but he is doing ok.

986608 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MI 43.0 43 F Fever  Fatigue Body aches

986611 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 46.0 46 M Difficult to determine if this event was related to vaccination.  46 y.o. male with a pertinent interval and past history of HTN, sponge kidney, ckd, gerd and HLD.  Presents to ED with worsening redness and tenderness of his right upper mid thigh.  Patient states that he got the Pfizer vaccination yesterday second shot evening and then developed some subjective fevers sweats and chills.  Also had myalgias this all lasted approximately 2 hours but he was able to get to bed and fall asleep.  Woke up this morning feeling better but still with some chills but noticed some tenderness and redness in his right upper mid thigh.  This got progressively worse.  Continues to have chills but improving.    ED work-up including CBC unremarkable, CMP with mild hyponatremia and hypokalemia of 134 and 3.4 respectively.  ED drew blood cultures and then started vancomycin.  Vitals normal and stable in ED.  Admitted to hospital.  Provider notes on 2nd day of admission as follows.  Cellulitis and abscess of the right medial thigh likely secondary to a skin tag tear which introduced infection.  Patient currently is on broad-spectrum antibiotics in the form of doxycycline and vancomycin.  Unfortunately, the patient has been eating just ate lunch and also has been getting Lovenox.  He is not going to tolerate a bedside incision and drainage.  We will plan on proceeding to the operating room tomorrow for quick I&D and cultures.  Procedures been explained.  The wound will need to be packed afterwards and ultimately healed in.  Patient seems understand plan and we will proceed accordinglyY 3

986632 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 MA 39.0 39 F Fever 103F

986636 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 MO 80.0 80 M Patient waited 15 minutes after injection at the vaccine clinic.  Shortly after leaving the clinic (less than 1 hour), the patient was taken by ambulance to the hospital experiencing cardiac issues.  Patient was air-lifted to larger hospital and later diagnosed with myocardial infarction.Y Y

986640 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 CA 77.0 77 F Hypertensive urgency and acute CHF exacerbation with hypoxia. Hospitalized for diuresis with furosemide. Currently  much improved and discharged home.  Symptoms started night of 1/22/2021. Worsened 1/25. Went to urgent care 1/26 and sent to hospital where she was admitted 1/26-28. Patient diagnosed with COVID-19 and was hospitalized for acute respiratory failure not requiring intubation  in Jun 2020.Y 2

986663 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 MI 62.0 62 F Patients daughter reported that the patient had a swollen tongue, swollen throat, swelling in her face and fainted. This was after treatment at home - unknown how much time had passed after vaccination. Patient received a dose of their own Epipen.

986735 12/23/2020 01/29/2021 TX 63.0 63 F First Moderna vaccine administered 12/23/2020. On or about 12/24/2020 paresthesia began in forearm and upper. On or about 12/28/2020 mild to moderate 5/10 began of left shoulder radiating down to left arm, x-rays were done on left shoulder and humerus. No acute findings noted. Few days later Medrol dose pak was ordered due worsening pain of left upper back, left arm and hand. 01/19/2021 telemedicine with MD to get stronger pain medication. Norco 10/325 mg was prescribed.  1/20/2021 second Moderna was given. ~pain 8/10 started morning of 1/21/2021. I used heat/ice therapy and Norco pain decreased to 7/10. Morning of 1/22/2021 pain ( upper back entire left arm and left chest wall) became unbearable thus, went to ER to rule out heart attack. I was admitted for pain management and cardiac monitoring. CT of the c-spine and t- spine was ordered. No acute findings. Discharged to home. Discharge to home with carbamazepine. My PCP, ordered MRI of c- spine and t- spine. Multiple levels of small herniations in c-spine  reported. Appt with ortho physician 1/27/2020. He recommended neck injections which is  pending at this point.   Continue with pain 7/10 and  numbness of digit 4 and 5 left handY 2

986749 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 FL 71.0 71 M 5:30 am I found husband by bed, babbling, Called 911, Had Lt Hemi Stroke. Aphasic, Rt side limp, given TPA. Sent to ICU. Recovered within 2hrs, speech, movement of extremities. lt hemi clot found on ct angiogram & mri. 2nd mri found clot busted with residual. transfered to telemetry next nite. echo unconclusive. 02 sats low, venogram done 3days later show lt dvt, lung ct wnl. ld asa & b/p meds were given. blood work to be drawn for baseline prior to anticoagulent therapy. possible d/c 9/30.Y Y 4

986751 01/20/2021 01/29/2021 TX 62.0 62 F Significant swelling, pain, redness to injection site which began 3 days after vaccine.  Pain rotated under arm and radiated to Lt breast.

986754 01/09/2021 01/29/2021 IL 49.0 49 F I noted a 10 mm supraclavicular firm, mobile, nontender lymph node on left about 10 days after vaccine was given in the left arm. If has since reduced to about 7 mm in size.

986775 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Typical soreness to left arm especially under armpit for less than a day. However my back pain that started the evening of injection day only got worse the following day n despite IBU n Tylenol it has not gotten better at all. Im a very active person run at least 2mi a day but now i can barely walk.

986818 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NJ 48.0 48 M aches, low blood pressure Y

986831 01/03/2021 01/29/2021 NY 77.0 77 M The patient was discharged from the facility on 1/4/2021 and was re-hospitalized on 1/8/2021, currently in the MICU. Hospital feels that current admission is due to a reaction to the COVID vaccine but not specific with the presenting symptoms. Y 21

986865 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 50.0 50 F SOB with chest tightness and syncope episode with loss of consciousness. c/o elephant sitting on the chest. O2 92%, BP 160/ 90, AED no shock advised. EMS arrived and transported to ED Y

986910 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 72.0 72 U L MCA stroke Y

986939 01/07/2021 01/29/2021 CA 78.0 78 F Patient developed cold like s/s on the 11/12 of January 2021. By the 15th of January patient became weak with mild shortness of breath and was sent to the ER. ER sent patient home.  Patient was sent back to ER on January 18th as she remained weak with shortness of breath and was unable to get out of bed. On the 19 of January the patient was sent to a SNF for rehab services in which she remains as of today. According to the patient's son the patient is doing better but still requires assist with mobility. Patient is not on oxygen.Y

986989 01/23/2021 01/29/2021 VA 36.0 36 M He became lethargic a few hours after 2nd vaccine.  No fever, No SOB, no lower oxygen levels He was admitted to Hospital on 1/26/2021 and discharged back to us on 1/29/2021.  His discharge summary stated:  "Hospital course:  Patient was hospitalized.  AMS was likely due to metabolic encephalopathy and dehydration and likely response to second COVID vaccination.  Patient without any signs of infection with negative chest x0ray and urinalysis.  His blood cultures have remained negative.  Patient had CT head done which showed no acute findings.  There was stable chronic changes and VP shunt.  No hydrocephalus.  Patient was gien IV fluid hydration.  Also his hydrocortison as per recommendation from from his endocrinologist was doubled for 3 days, taking 40 mg. in the morning and 20 mg. in the afternoon.  His last doubling of his dose will be this afternoon with 20 mg. hydrocortisone at 1600 hrs.........................Per the patient's father, the patient is at his baseline.  At this time patient has reached maximum benefit of hospitalization and will be discharged."Y 3

986995 12/31/2020 01/29/2021 HI 43.0 43 M multiple bullae present on right ankle/foot 2 days after vaccine administration. Patient had similar event after second dose as well, with multiple bullae present on bilateral lower extremities. Y 2

986997 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 AR 74.0 74 F patient started complaining of leg cramps and went back to his room, then left arm pain and body pain was given some nitro, patient vomited and a headache Y

987011 12/17/2020 01/29/2021 CA 64.0 64 M Patient received his 1st Pfizer dose on 12/17 and 2nd dose on 1/6. He gets tested for Covid-19 weekly at the nursing home and was negative 1/4 but tested positive on 1/8. On 1/15, he was admitted to the hospital with hypoxia and fever 102. O2 sat 88% on room air, 90% on 4L O2. No cough. BP dropped to systolic 90s. He was admitted for 10 days. Did not require ICU care.Y 10

987016 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 NY 30.0 30 U Extensive left lower extremity/iliac DVT requiring surgical intervention. No history of thromboses. No family history of thromboses. Y

987080 01/04/2021 01/29/2021 PA 80.0 80 M Client developed a mild covid infection 12/8/21 and recovered. He was admitted 12/25 with hypogycemia and mild weakness and sent home He was given his first dose of the Moderna vaccine 1/4/21 at approximately 9AM covid vaccine clinic He developed weakness the next day  (1/5) prompting admission to a hospital and then transition to subacute rehabilitation briefly  Work up at hospital revealed progressive respiratory failure and pneumonia requiring intubation and progressive ascending weakness and sensory loss without upper motor neuron changes.  MRI : nerve root enhancement LP : protein 40, +/- 80 lymphocytes, cultures negative B 12 and B6 normal extensive CSF testing still pending campylobacter and Musk antibodies negative Neurology diagnosed likely AIDP (Guillain-Barre) and an EMG is planned for the near future.  Neurology felt the cause of his GBS was likely his covid infection verses his Moderna vaccination He was treated with plasmapheresis.  Client received dexamethasone, remdesivir, and zosyn and doxycycline when progressive leukocytosis and procalcitonin elevation was noted. Candida was cultured from tracheal aspirates but felt most likely d/t colonization with an option to treat further if he did not continue to improve. He is now extubated, unable to swallow and has profound weakness and distal sensory loss. He will transition to Acute rehab in the near future.  Comorbidities:as described in the above section and... DM2, CKD3, HTN, DJD, BPH ( h/o prostate surgery), h/o Lumbar surgery and hernia repair, GERD, hypothyroidism, hyperlipidemia.  Possible etiologies of his AIDP ( GBS)  would include his recent covid infection, the Moderna Vaccine, or other undiagnosed infection. He got his flu shot 9/25 ( fluzone sanofi) so this is not likely to be the culpritY Y 20

987090 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 WA 58.0 58 F Side effects started the same day I received the vaccine, which were reported on the V-safe app.  Started with very sore arm, within 24 hours progressed to extreme fatigue, joint and body aches, loss of taste and headache. I also experienced some mild nausea. By Wednesday evening, I began to experience heart palpations which I listened to as a nurse which sounded like PVC's. I have never had this happen to me before. I assessed my vital signs and noted that as the arrhythmia progressed, my O2 sat level began to decrease and my pulse began to increase. I could hear a definite pause in my heart rhythm. Within an hour, I had chest pain in the area of my left chest over my heart which progressed into a feeling of pressure as if someone was standing with a foot on my chest. As time went on, this sensation radiated into my back at an angle from left to right. It was at this point that I had my father take me to the emergency room. When I got there, my pulse was in the low 100's and my blood pressure was 230/130. I have never had this happen to me before. I ended up on a nitroglycerin drip. My magnesium level was low and my sodium level was low normal.   I was kept in the emergency room until Thursday evening then transferred to Progressive Care Unit where I remained until early evening on Friday.I was sent home on 2 different cardiac medications, Coreg and Lisinopril. I am to follow up with my PCP and a cardiologist. Both are brand new to me. I am now feeling better, but I am very reluctant to have the second covid vaccine. Also, the Hospital does not know what happened to me. (Facility where I received my Covid vaccine.)Y 2

987105 01/09/2021 01/29/2021 OK 68.0 68 M The patient noted weakness starting in the legs on January the 19th, 10 days  after receiving the first dose of the vaccine.  The weakness progressed to the point that he was able to ambulate only with assistance.   He was seen in my neurology clinic on January 28th and his evaluation suggested an ascending, painless weakness of the legs with rapidly progressive symptoms.  He  was admitted to Hospital on the same day.  His evaluation is consistent with Guillain Barre Syndrome and he has been started on plasmapheresis to treat the condition.Y

987115 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 CA 80.0 80 F Felt fine at first then everything started spinning and I started vomiting that lasted 2 hours, I was dizzy and my daughter call the ambulance and they gave me meds for nausea and started IV and at hospital they did the same and gave me something for nausea which helped. Y

987154 01/21/2021 01/29/2021 CA 37.0 37 F The History & Physical dated Jan 25, 2021 indicates, "Patient is a 37 Y at 34w2d presenting with leakage of fluid. She had a large gush of fluid at roughly 0600 this morning. Since that time has been leaking clear fluid intermittently. She denies contractions, no vaginal bleeding. Good FM. She denies any dysuria, hematuria, foul-smelling discharge, fevers or chills."Y 5

987242 01/25/2021 01/29/2021 TX 41.0 41 F Paralysis, weakness, numbness in bilateral lower extremities. Symptoms started 1/26/2021 resulting in hospitalization. Discharged on 1/28/2021 with Out-patient physical therapy Y 2

987256 01/15/2021 01/29/2021 CO 77.0 77 F Had Covid vaccine Friday morning, Saturday morning  at breakfast started shaking, couldn't talk.  Called 911 and treated for TIA.  Received blood thinners, had CT scan . MRI, and echo gram on heart.   Released from hospital Monday morning, no after effects. Y 2

987374 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 TX 78.0 78 M Patient was in distress and had a Stroke ( per his wife). Ambulance called and pt was admitted to hospital. Y Y

987400 01/26/2021 01/29/2021 NY 90.0 90 M Patient left the pharmacy and was at his table eating.  He dropped his bowl and appeared to be shaking and his eyes rolled back.  He was unresponsive so his wife called 911 and an ambulance came and transported him to the Hospital.  Concern at the time was either a seizure or stroke.Y 1

987423 01/28/2021 01/29/2021 CA 86.0 86 F Patient received COVID vaccine #1 at 5pm. At around 9pm, she went to bathroom and noticed that she felt dizzy, shortly thereafter she noticed that her speech was slurred. Her daughter saw that her mouth was droopy and called 911. Pt took 3 baby ASA at that time as well.  Patient evaluated in ED for stroke, CT/CTA normal, TPA not given. Admission diagnosis CVA vs Bell's palsy (mild). MRI consistent with changes suspect acute infarct. No arrhytmias noted. ECHO unremarkable.Y 2

987433 01/29/2021 01/29/2021 NC 58.0 58 F Chest pain, and gradual severe allergic reaction Y 1

988243 01/19/2021 01/29/2021 80.0 79 M Weakness, pt is now in the ICU Narrative: Y

988244 01/27/2021 01/29/2021 71.0 70 M Weakness, dehydrated  Narrative: Patient presented to vaccine clinic today for Covid-19 vaccination (Pfizer, first dose). Pt appeared weak and stated he was "dehydrated," but pleasant, alert, and oriented throughout visit. After receiving the vaccination, pt still reported feeling weak. Blood pressure and pulse remained normal, but 911 was called and pt transported to the ER on campus.Y

988286 01/22/2021 01/29/2021 62.0 61 F Headache, HYPERtension, FATIGUE Narrative:  PATIENT HOSPITALIZED OVERNOC w/HTN urgency. patient later seen by PCP endorsing improvement of symptoms. pt further endorsed feeling lightheaded with vaccination # 1. pt also with c/o increased burping. Y 1

987640 01/29/2021 01/30/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Severe pain in arm and shoulder, feels like a fracture.  Unable to move arm without severe pain.

987687 01/23/2021 01/30/2021 MI 58.0 58 M Severe pain in injection arm, profuse sweating on second day.  A lot of vomiting causing me pass out out and be taken to the hospital via ambulance. Y 3

987693 01/21/2021 01/30/2021 TN 58.0 58 F I have tinnitus  before the vaccine that was under control in right ear .  After   second vaccine my ears both began feeling full with pressure and buzzing in ear became  much louder . MD prescribed cefdiner antibiotic on 1/26/21 and then prednisone dose pack on 1/27/21. The fullness in the ears started 1/25/21

987737 01/22/2021 01/30/2021 MI 65.0 65 M On 1-23-21, less than 24 hours after the vaccine was administered, the person developed facial numbness, slurred speech, memory difficulty. BP: 200/100. This occurred again on day 3. Hospitalized a total of 6 days. Discharged home on 1-29-21. Diagnosis: TIA,  possible seizures. No history of either. Positive history for controlled hypertension.Y Y 6

987748 01/22/2021 01/30/2021 FL 69.0 69 F a few days after my covid shot my right should be to hurt.  I am left handed and have had a torn rotor cuff in my left arm and now my right arm where the shot was given is having the same painful symptoms as a torn rotor cuff.  Before the shot i had absolutely no problems with my right arm

987751 01/28/2021 01/30/2021 AZ 74.0 74 F My mom received her vaccine at her assisted loving facility. I talked to her that evening and she felt good. No pain. No complaints of anything. Overnight she had respiratory distress. Per EMS her O2 seats were in the 60s  . She stoped breathing en route. Currently on a vent, pressers. COVID test at the hospital is negative.Y Y

987914 01/22/2021 01/30/2021 IA 33.0 33 F Received COVID vaccine on Friday afternoon, 1/22, developed some slight abdominal cramping 1/24 and 1/25, had severe abdominal and back pain resulting in miscarriage evening of 1/25.  Estimated date of delivery: August 27, 2020 Also had known subchorionic hematoma, diagnosed on 1/19 via ultrasound at physician's (OBGYN) officeY

987994 01/29/2021 01/30/2021 FL 65.0 65 M Patient presented to the ED the morning after receiving his first COVID-19 vaccine with a chief complaint of tongue swelling and difficulty speaking. Patient received his vaccine at approximately 12:00pm and presented to the ED around 08:00am. Isolated tongue swelling and abnormal speech was appreciated on exam. Patient was given famotidine, methylprednisolone, epinephrine, and diphenhydramine in the ED. Patient was then admitted to the medical ICU for monitoring.Y

988061 01/11/2021 01/30/2021 MI 82.0 82 M Chills, fever, fatigue from day of onset. Currently in ICU for ARDS Y Y

988065 01/30/2021 01/30/2021 NC 30.0 31 F The patient came in to get her 2nd dose of COVID-19 vaccine.  The patient is pregnant and currently enrolled in 2 trials.  She also had COVID-19 back in July.  The patient received Pfizer vaccine today (1/30/2021) as this was the only vaccine being given today.  Upon administration, it was noticed that the patient had actually received Moderna first (12/30/2020 at 9:10 a.m.) and should have received Moderna again.   The nurses stated that they informed the patient that we are giving Pfizer vaccine today. The patient disputed this and said she wasn?t told this information. However, the manufacturer and lot# were recorded on her vaccination card and this was missed before the patient got her vaccination.   In the midst of explaining about the vaccines the patient told us that she rescheduled her own appointment from Wednesday, Jan. 27 to today Jan. 30.  Apparently this was a glitch in our scheduling system and the problem has been fixed.    Patient was advised to contact her OB/GYN and clinical trial coordinators.  We also encouraged her to call V-Safe to report the administration error.

988076 01/13/2021 01/30/2021 NY 59.0 59 M On day 04 After receiving the 2nd Covid 19 Pfizer vaccine, I experienced a deep pain in my upper inner right thigh around 0600 am of the 16th of January. At the same time my calf muscle of that same right leg was in pain.  I thought it to be muscular pain as I was told by the reading material regarding symptoms of the covid 19 vaccine there could be aches an pains attributed to the 2nd shot.  I used a deep heating rub on both areas of my right leg and put heat on them to treat the soreness.  This occured over the next few days feeling this pain in my right leg and treated the same way applying heat. Within about 24 hours of the pain in my legs I started experiencing a shortness of breath while walking up and down st.  On day 04 After receiving the 2nd Covid 19 Pfizer vaccine, I experienced a deep pain in my upper inner right thigh around 0600 am of the 16th of January. At the same time my calf muscle of that same right leg was in pain.  I thought it to be muscular pain as I was told by the reading material regarding symptoms of the covid 19 vaccine there could be aches an pains attributed to the 2nd shot.  I used a deep heating rub on both areas of my right leg and put heat on them to treat the soreness.  This occured over the next few days feeling this pain in my right leg and treated the same way applying heat. Within about 24 hours of the pain in my legs I started experiencing a shortness of breath while walking up and down stairs as part of my daily activities.  The symptoms of shortness of breath only seemed to appear when I was on any form of extended walking activity or physical movements or exercise this would of have been starting around the 17th of January.  The right leg pain was masked by the heating rub while the shortness of breath continued for the next few days.  On the 19th of January,  I went to an Urgent Care Facility at 0800 am to see a Medical professional to discuss my symptoms I was previously experiencing and to figure out why I was having a shortness of breath and the pain in my right leg.  The on staff Physician's Assistant had a Nurse conduct a Covid 19 Rapids test (negative) and a second swab was administered and sent to the Lab.  Which produced a (negative for Covid 19) on the 20th of January.  An Xray was not taken to determine my shortness of breath.  The Dr listened to my lungs and heart,  though I did let the PA know I had received both Pfizer shots and when they were administered.  I was carrying My Shot record for the vaccine with the dates and lot number.   He didnt appear to be interested in further diagnosis and made sure I had the paperwork to track the results of my Covid swab sent to the lab. The visit was completed and I was released to go back to work/home.    I carried on the symptoms of the shortness of breath from the 19th of January to the 22nd of January monitoring my O2 (oxygen levels) with a pulse oximeter.  They ranged from 90-93.  On the evening of the 22nd of January I was becoming very uncomfortable with my breathing climbing the stairs in my home and monitored my O2 readings with the oximeter on my finger when walking upstairs and they dropped down to 60-65.  My wife drove me to the emergency room at Hospital.  I walked into the ER and checked myself in for shortness of breath and leg pain in my right leg.  I was admitted into the emergency room and put on 15 litres of oxygen.  The emergency room Dr ordered a chest Xray,  Cat Scan of my chest and heart and a sonogram of my right leg.  The testing results came back with a noted large pulmonary emboli on my lungs/heart area and blood clots throughout my right leg (right lower extremity DVT).    Surgery was performed to remove the pulmonary emboli and I was put on a Heprin Drip to thin out my blood for the remaining clots in my chest and my right leg. The attending physician ordered a T.E.E. (transesophageal Echocardiogram) to observe my heart functions.  I was told the TEE did not demonstrate any further recommend surgeries.  I was administered a test for my cardio and heart functions prior to my discharge on 27 January 2021.   I was prescribed Eloquis for maintenance medication to be monitored by followup visits to my cardiologist and Hemotologist within the next few weeks.  I have not family or personal history of Blood Clots.  I do perform administrative duties as part of my job, which requires sitting and working on a computer.  Note however I move around very often during a work day and operate a farm tractor and have an active life style.  I have not recently had any extended trips more than 2 hours nor have I flown within the past year or so.Y Y 5

988095 01/15/2021 01/30/2021 NY 79.0 79 M BRAZO, HOMBRO, TOBILLO, PECHO, CUELLO, PARTE DE DONDE LA CABEZA SE JUNTA CON EL CUELLO UN DOLOR COMO CUANDO LE PONEN LAS INJECCIONES DE VITAMINAS.  HE PERDIDO LA FUERZA. NO HE PERDIDO SENSIBILIDAD PERO NO HAY FUERZA MUSCULAR.  CUANDO VIRO EL CUELLO ME DUELE. EL PIE SE HA MEJORADO, PERO EL TRONCO DEL MULO ME DUELE.  EL PECHO ME DUELE CUANDO TOSO. NO TENGO NINGUNA FUERZA NI MOBILIDAD EN MI BRAZO IZQUIERDO Y UN DOLOR "CANSADO" EN EL CUELLO.

988252 01/20/2021 01/30/2021 PA 29.0 29 F "Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA" I received my 2nd dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on Jan. 20th, 2021.  On Jan. 21st, 2021, I woke up feeling feverish.  I went to use the bathroom, and after washing my hands I walked towards the bathroom door and felt light-headed and dizzy.  Suddenly, I passed out and hit my head and upper neck on the tile floor.  My parents heard the sound of my fall and luckily rushed to the bathroom.  They found me lying  unconscious on the floor with my eyes rolled up for what felt like more than a minute.  I regained consciousness on my own, and I drank water with a bit of sugar and salt mixed in.    I felt too weak to get up and walk, and the back of my head and upper neck were in pain.  I told my parents to call 911 as I wanted to make sure that there was no serious damage to my brain or neck area.  I went to the local hospital in an ambulance.  I was taken to the emergency room: Vitals were done and my temperature ranged from then was 99.5-101F and my heart rate was high- it stayed around 112 bpm for some time I was given 2 L of IV Saline Fluids EKG result: no clinical abnormalities CT head/neck/spine: negative 2 different types of COVID-19 tests: results were both negative Bloodwork: CBC/BMP/D-dimer: no clinical abnormalities Chest Xray: negative 2D- doppler ultrasound: negative Holter monitor: negative for irregular heart rhythm I was discharged the same day around 4:30pmY 1

988255 01/27/2021 01/30/2021 81.0 80 M Recurrence of symptomatic paroxysmal AFib Narrative: Y

988262 01/12/2021 01/30/2021 60.0 59 M Dizziness diplopia Narrative: Y 2

988266 01/05/2021 01/30/2021 AZ 50.0 50 F I contracted Covid-19 approx 1 week after getting the vaccine. I do not believe that the vaccine gave me Covid. But, I believe that it made me more susceptible. The week of receiving the vaccine my daily schedule was approx  80-90% covid patients. I do Physical Therapy in a hospital with them and spend approx 30 min or more with each patient.  If I or my facility would have been given a warning  my schedule could have been different.  Our therapy team might have been allowed to change the individual patient load depending on when each person recvd the vaccine. I am older and have a few underlying conditions so I was concerned about contracting it.  Luckily I was able to stay home.  *main take-away is that health care facilities should have been given more information and guidance on how to change schedules to best protect the employees if the vaccine causes a reduction in immunity right after.    I asked the question in a Facebook group for therapists and many of them did get covid right away.  Coincidentally?  Could be. But for sure something to keep track of.Y

988280 01/22/2021 01/30/2021 78.0 77 M SOB, Fatigue, weakness Narrative: F: Telephone call: Pt's wife called and said that patient is in the hospital- He went into hospital on 1/24/21. He had the Covid injection here at facility on 1/22/21@0945. He was feeling fine till approximately 1800 that night. His symptoms included the following: chills- fever of 102- he took Motrin 11PM on 1/22. On 1/23- @0200 fever was 99 on 1/23- he was fatigued feverish was back @ 101 degrees. He had no appetite all day. He was tired- weak- trouble breathing with SOB- Call was made to to this facility at 0230 but there was no answer. On 1/24/21- 0230AM patient could not breath and 911 was called. The EMT came- Sao2 was 65 %- couldn't walk- very short of breath. He was taken to hospital where he has been since. He was Dx with Pneu and placed on IV/ABT. Covid test was done and was negative at hospital. He has been on Oxygen since. His wife was very tearful. Family says that he may need O2 at home and a HHA.Y Y

988287 01/29/2021 01/30/2021 IL 23.0 23 F I received my second dose of the Moderna COVID vaccine at approx. 10:40 AM on Friday, January 29 at clinic. By 12:00 PM, I noticed that I developed facial swelling, which was most significant around my eyes, and I felt lethargic. Between 12:00 PM and 2:00 PM, I  developed hives on my neck, chest, stomach, and arms, which prompted me to take 1/2 of a dose of 25mg Benadryl.  Nonetheless, the symptoms persisted and I began to experience dizziness and tightness in my throat around 4-5 PM, which was when I was advised by a nurse to go to the emergency room for treatment. I arrived at Hospital's Emergency Department around 6:00 PM and I was treated for "Possible Allergic Reaction Major." I received diphenhydrAMINE (BENADRYL) injection 50 mg, famotidine (PF) (PEPCID) injection 20 mg, methylPREDNISolone sodium succinate (PF) (SOLU-MEDROL) injection 125 mg, sodium chloride 0.9 % iv bolus, and acetaminophen (TYLENOL) tablet 650 mg. I was discharged after 10:00 PM and sent home with a prescription for predniSONE 20 mg and famotidine 20 mg. My facial swelling and hives have gone down but neither have completely resolved since being discharged. I am also experiencing full body aches and fatigue at this time (3 PM on Saturday, January 30).Y

988325 01/06/2021 01/30/2021 MI 60.0 60 F Onset of Petechial/purpural rash along BLE starting in thighs B/L with spread to abdomen and BUE. Probable Type III Hypersensitivity vs vasculitis. Came to hospital 01/28/2021. Treated with PO steroids 60 mg  PO prednisone with rapid improvement. Testing still pending. Y 3

988343 01/22/2021 01/30/2021 MI 27.0 27 M Jaundice, abdominal pain, body aches. headache,nausea - started 1/24/21. HGB 6.8, low haptoglobin  Pt has a had a history of hereditary stomatocytosis.  When the patient had the shingles vaccine 5/2019,he had a similar reaction.   Pt is requiring IV pain medications. Y 7

988373 01/07/2021 01/30/2021 IN 31.0 31 M High blood sugar, fever, headache, body aches Y 2

988402 12/17/2020 01/30/2021 FL 54.0 54 M 9 days after the vaccination, I had fever 102-103 F with chill, malaise, paresthesia and body ache requiring taking Tylenol alternate with Advil every three hours.  I tested for COVID-19 (PCR) and it was negative. Fever continued. On day 6,  I went to urgent care center and was tested again  with PCR for SAR-CoV-2 virus. The result was again negative.  On day 7, I started coughing so I went to Hospital ER and was admitted. Chest X-ray and CT scan of chests showed pneumonia. The COVID-19 PCR test was again done and was negative. Respiratory panel PCR was negative. Mycoplasma titer was negative. I was given steroid and fever improved. I continued to cough until now (1/30/2021)Y 3

988497 01/09/2021 01/30/2021 NJ 41.0 41 F Encephalitis - most likely recurrent autoimmune Y 3

988528 01/27/2021 01/30/2021 CA 70.0 70 F Acute fainting episode during the night following the day of the vaccine.  Hit my head on the stone floor and was unconscious.  Taken to ER in ambulance.   All diagnostics were normal and after blood pressure returned to normal and getting 4 staples in my scalp I was released.  Since coming home I have been very ill with weakness, vertigo, nausea, and headache.Y

988533 01/29/2021 01/30/2021 MT 89.0 89 F Resident per her usual health when dietary staff were into apartment at 0730 with her breakfast. Resident conversing, appropriate, with no focal deficits with ADL. Resident baseline with mild confusion, generalized weakness, using a 4 wheeled walker when ambulating. Med care manager into room at 0830 with am medications. Resident was lying partially on her bed, non responsive.  EMS was called immediately and resident was transported to Hospital ER. Wellness nurse was notified later that resident was admitted for rule out CVA.Y Y

988537 01/25/2021 01/30/2021 OH 79.0 79 M Patient rec'd vaccine on 1-25-2021. Patient woke up on 1-26-2021 feeling so bad with joint stiffness and trouble breathing, he called 911. He was taken to Hospital where he was admitted. He says by 1-27-2021 he was feeling much better with each passing hour. He was discharged on 1-27-2021. Then on 1-28-2021 he noticed a red and very itching rash at the injection site and all across his back.Y 2

988539 01/27/2021 01/30/2021 TN 83.0 83 F Shortness of breath, rapid heart, nervous,  oxygen dropped I had to rush her to Emergency Room at hospital.  She was placed on oxygen, giving multiple breathing treatments, rocephine, and steriods. Y 3

988550 01/26/2021 01/30/2021 AK 37.0 37 F Developed appendicitis within  2 days of vaccination Y 3

988676 01/11/2021 01/30/2021 WA 39.0 39 F G4P1 prior uncomplicated pregnancy 35 +1 weeks pregnant  EDD 27 Feb. That night I went to drink and liquid came out my mouth spontaneously,  my left side of face had lost normal wrinkles on forehead, eyebrow wouldn't lift, eyelid wouldn't blink, cheek couldn't puff, lips didn't smile. Next day (1) slight cheek numbness noted- resolved Day3 . Day 2 slight difficulty articulating words. Night 3 intermittent sharp outer ear and mastoid area pain duration 30min and at different times intermittent pulsatile heartbeat and whistling sound 10 min or less.  Day 4 & 6 notable improvements in cheek ability to puff- not fully resolved though. Day 5 eyelid movement - not fully resolved though.  Day 6: less difficulty articulating. Day 1: Spoke to OB office nurse- offered steroids which I declined & spoke to PCP recommended go to ED, which I declined, I'm a family physician and had otherwise normal Cranial nerve testing and no other neurological changes- seems fully consistent with Bell's palsy.  Day 3 had co-worker physician use otoscope - normal exam bilaterally.

988684 01/27/2021 01/30/2021 TX 82.0 82 M Patient had fall x 2 with or without sycnope (conflicting documentation) with humeral fracture after recieving the vaccine. Workup demonstrated PE and DVT (appears PE was not submassive/massive, unlikely it directly precipitated fall/ syncope) Y Y 4

988737 01/28/2021 01/30/2021 MN 33.0 33 F 32 weeks pregnant, still pregnant. Side effect is dizziness two days after the first COVID vaccine

988751 01/28/2021 01/30/2021 CA 80.0 80 M worsening cough with pain Y 1

988763 01/19/2021 01/30/2021 22.0 22 F Urticarial and facial angioedema without respiratory symptoms treated the in ED with epi and discharged with recrudescence of her rash and angioedema several hours later and admitted for observation and symptomatic treatment Y 1

991310 01/28/2021 01/30/2021 SC 37 F Pfizer vaccine treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): Patient administered the Pfizer-biontech Covid 19 vaccine on 1/28/2021 at 15:19 in her LEFT deltoid. Patient reported feeling numbness and tingling to hands, face and leg within 15 minutes of the injection. No dyspnea, nausea, dizziness, abdominal pain, vision changes, or gait abnormality. VS 97.9F, 76, 16, 131/69, pulse ox 100%. ECG sinus rhythm.Y

991347 01/30/2021 TX 86.0 M [Casirivimab/indevimab] treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): Infusion started at 9:45 and was stopped at 11:00. At 11:30 Patient developed SOB and drop in Sat from >96% to 88%. Patient had a large cough and expectorated a quarter size of brown phlegm. Code blue was activated, patient placed on NRB 180/81, 72, 24, 91%. Patient was AAOx3 and talking during this time. Patient transferred to the ER gurney and transported to ER for further evaluation. From H&P: tested positive for COVID-19 outside facility on 1/22 w/onset of covid sxs on 1/18 after returning from hunting trip with son on 1/17. Patient s/p Moderna vaccine #1 on 1/14/2021. Initially symptoms were just fatigue, cough, and chills and then spiked low grade fever on 1/20. Patient began to experience weakness and difficulty walking on 1/24 and fell from standing on 1/25 and possibly hit his head but without LOC. Patient presented to ED complaining of SOB that began after receiving monolconal antibodies about an hour PTA. Patient states that prior to the infusion, he was not feeling overly short of breath. After the transfusion, a code blue was called in the parking lot due to the patient becoming light-headed and short of breath - he never lost pulses. Upon arrival to the ED, he was in obvious respiratory distress and O2 sats were 92% on 15L NRB and patient switched to BIPAP. Patient given dose of epinephrine injection,after which he states he began feeling better.Y

991365 01/22/2021 01/30/2021 IN 55 F [COVID-19 Vaccine, Pfizer] treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): Patient presented to outside hospital with petechial rash around injection site and within mouth. COVID Vaccine was administered 1/22. For 2 days following the vaccine she felt extreme fatigue and headaches. By Monday 01/25/2021 her symptoms had improved but then developed a diffuse rash and sores on her gums. Evaluation in the outside ED showed a platelet count of 2,000. Patient was transferred to our hospital for increased level of care, hematology consult, and platelet transfusion. Thrombocytopenia likely sec immune mediated destruction vs infection vs medications vs unlikely MDS or marrow infiltrative process.Y

991407 01/30/2021 46.0 F Patient is a healthcare worker who received COVID-19 vaccine through her employee health vaccination program. 2 days later, patient developed subconjunctival hemorrhages, then fever, headache, and blisters on trunk. Over the next several days the blisters developed into pruritic pustules including extremities, palms, and soles and patient had increasing joint pain and stiffness in extremities. Patient was seen by rheumatology who thought this may be flare of her psoriatic arthritis or a viral etiology. They deferred treatment with steroids since she was due to receive her 2nd dose of the COVID-19 vaccine soon. Patient received 2nd dose of COVID-19 vaccine and called employee health 2 days later with fever, headache, nausea, swollen lymph nodes, rash spreading to head, and congestion. COVID-19 swab neg. She was seen at an urgent care and diagnosed with pneumonia and was started on doxycycline. Three days later, she presented to the emergency department and was admitted with fever, cough, sob, continued rash (macular and pustular), reported worst headache of life and continued worst arthritis flare of life. Patient was seen multiple times by a variety of clinicians throughout her illness including dermatology, rheumatology, emergency medicine, and internal medicine. Patient had an extensive work-up to identify causes including negative blood cultures, RPR, varicella PCR, respiratory pathogen panel, gonorrhea/chlamydia PCR, HIV, and lumbar puncture with bacterial, viral, and fungal testing. The most common themes of provider assessments were that patient had a psoriatic arthritis flare (worst of life per patient report) which may have been related to the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine. After 2nd dose of vaccine, patient was diagnosed with guttate psoriasis which was thought to be either related to COVID-19 vaccine or Humira as TNFi has been linked to guttate psoriasis, although Humira was not a new med, and this had not happened in the past.Y

991434 01/30/2021 67.0 M The patient developed an acute right posterior frontal stroke with weakness, dysarthria and hemineglect at 1015pm on 1/26. He had received the Moderna vaccine second dose on 1/25. He received tPA and is now in the ICU for monitoring. Also found to have atrial fibrillation on EKG which seems to be a new finding.

991465 01/30/2021 72.0 M Patient previously was diagnosed with COVID-19 and recovered in 12/20. Patient received MODERNA COVID-19 vaccine 72 hours PTA. Patient developed soreness and achiness and fevers 48 hours PTA. This was followed by progressive redness of the skin on left upper arm at vaccine injection site. Patient was then admitted with left upper arm cellulitis with sepsis criteria.Y

995143 01/23/2021 01/30/2021 83.0 82 M falling, weakness Narrative: Y

995144 01/27/2021 01/30/2021 77.0 76 M possible M/I chest pain Narrative:  On 1/29/20 patient taken to local hospital via ems then was transferred to second hospital to rule M/I Y

995148 01/30/2021 71.0 M PERICARDIAL EFFUSION Narrative: Patient with history of pleural effusions and recurrent pericardial effusions presented 9/11/20 to facility ~7 days following influenza vaccination for routine imaging and found to have abnormal chest CT with concern for pericardial effusion. Patient not admitted at the time, however presented to ED 9/25/20 with worsening shortness of breath and cough. Patient admitted for bacterial pneumonia with parapneumonic effusion. Discharged 10/10/20. At 10/16/20 PCP visit, patient reported he believed the event was triggered by influenza vaccine.Y Y
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988876 01/20/2021 01/31/2021 WI 40.0 40 F sore left arm x 2 days, muscle fatigue, chills

988905 01/20/2021 01/31/2021 UT 69.0 69 F Patient presented with transaminitis and hepatic encephalopathy of unclear etiology. Her depakote level was not elevated. She was found to have pneumonia. No known viral infection. Y 3

988971 01/18/2021 01/31/2021 TN 88.0 88 F On the 28th, she began complaining of sore right shoulder. By 30th, moving her arm was extremely painful. That morning, her temp was 95, By 8pm, her temp was 101. We took her to the ER.  The ER drained fluid off her shoulder and found extremely high white blood cell count and sepsis had set in. They hospitalized her last night (Jan 30). She is on high dose of antiobiotics. She hasn't been ill and this week, only trip from home was for a curbside pickup.Y 1

988994 01/05/2021 01/31/2021 CT 66.0 66 M Resident coded  on 1/12/2021 Y 16

989059 01/09/2021 01/31/2021 RI 31.0 31 F The next day of vaccination on 1/10/2021 I started feeling fatigue & astragalus. It lasted for about 6hrs.

989088 01/31/2021 OH U approx 2-3 days post vaccine, started having diarrhea and rhinorrhea.  The developed some abd pain (different than his usual pain).  Followed by frequent vomiting leading to his emergency department visit today. Y

989124 01/30/2021 01/31/2021 OK 75.0 75 F She had orthostatic hypotension and dizziness 2-3 hours post vaccination with blood pressure on standing of 70 systolic. She was observed in the hospital overnight Y 1

989143 01/27/2021 01/31/2021 IL 85.0 85 M Chills, Fever, Weakness Y 3

989164 01/14/2021 01/31/2021 CA 35.0 35 F hemiplegic migraine, blurry vision, slurred speech, high bp 140/103,  l Y 1

989170 01/04/2021 01/31/2021 NC 60.0 60 F Left arm tingling and numbness - continues today.  Left eye droopiness - x 1.5 weeks.  Resolved.

989210 01/07/2021 01/31/2021 TX 48.0 48 M About 5 days after I received my injection, my blood pressure went to 170/ 100 for about 2 -3 hours. I was kept one night at the hospital due to an image of my lungs.  My blood pressure had been good and it still has not come down.  I am not sure if this is due to injection or not.Y 1

989244 09/09/1969 01/31/2021 NJ 51.0 0 F Throat closing, palpitation, lightheadedness, cough with bronchospasm 0.0 Y 2

989277 01/27/2021 01/31/2021 IL 84.0 84 F Vomiting Y 1

989320 01/09/2021 01/31/2021 NY 41.0 41 F The next day of vaccine on 1/10/2021 in the afternoon I started feeling very fatigue & taquicardia my heart rate was in the 90s. On 1/11/2021 I couldn't do anything I stayed home I still had fatigue but I also had a server headache. The fatigue went away by 1/12/2021 but I still had a headache it felt like a pressure headache & that went away until 1/16/2021.

989333 12/31/2020 01/31/2021 CA 69.0 69 M Out of know where on 1-13-21 awoke at 3:00 AM with severe anxiety which has continued to date, 1-31-21 but not as severe.  Unable to sleep, no matter what medication given.   At beginning had high blood pressure which is unusual for me and heart palpitations.  Had two trips to the ER , 1-13-21  9:00 PM, released  and  1-15-21 10:00  PM and admitted, kept for one day.   Heart palpitations decreased within the first week and blood pressure came down to normal.    Unable to sleep, after being given Hydroxyzine Hydrochloride-25mg and later Alprazolam-.5 mg.   Tried taking herbs before taking Alprazolam due to the addiction factor.  Took Kava , Deep Sleep and CBD.  Took Alprazolam after herbs didn't seem to help but it made me feel bad and didn't help with the sleep so went to over the counter sleep aid.Y 1

989360 01/26/2021 01/31/2021 NE 31.0 31 M Gross hematuria with clots. AKI with elevated creatinine to 2.18 (Baseline <1.0).  UA with moderate blood, positive nitrite, moderate LE, >50 rbcs Urine lytes WNL, Pr:Cr 3.3, Al:Cr 1,245 C3/C4 WNL  US with mildly echogenic kidneys, a nonspecific indicator of medical renal disease.  No hydronephrosis. Thick-walled nondistended urinary bladder.  Hgb decreased to 12.9 from 15 Pt underwent a kidney biopsy, pathology is still pending. He received aggressive IVFs and was monitored for 2 days. He was discharged following the kidney biopsy. At that time he was still having hematuria although it was improving and his hemoglobin was stable.Y 2

989439 01/05/2021 01/31/2021 FL 83.0 83 F Initially itching, painful burning hives and welts on both arms began about Jan 12-13.     Began low dose benedryl from 1/13 - 1/25.    Second adverse event on Jan 25; began sudden onset of dizziness, weakness, nausea, vomiting and unusual blood pressure elevation.   Went to ER @4 pm..   Released after 6 hours.   Same occurrence next day, similar symptoms.   Began to feel 'bad';   BP still elevated.  Went to closest ER at 3 pm.     Discharged after 5 hours with clonidine.    Skipped a day, but could not resume normal activities.   On Jan 29 returned to ER early afternoon, admitted for observation.   Discharged ~6:30 pm on Jan 30.   Currently only on higher dose of losinipryl.    Rash bumps persist as 'red streaks', elevated BP and not feeling well.   Streak is inner right arm above elbow.    Rash streaks continue but are not bother some.   Including morning of 1:30 after night in hospital.  Rash usually appears  after sleeping and early a.m.   No medication.   Still unable to resume normal activities.  "feel terrible".Y 1

989505 01/26/2021 01/31/2021 CA 49.0 49 M acute fever, chills, body aches, nausea, headache starting 2 hours after injection and lasting 4 days.  on day 5 onset of right posterior shoulder pain,  with worsening numbness and weakness of the right arm and hand, specifically to wrist extension, grip strength and finger adduction.

989508 01/03/2021 01/31/2021 CO 75.0 75 F All information per patient's husband: patient started experiencing severe headache on the day of vaccination.  Headache continued for three days during which no medical attention was sought. Confirmed that patient never took any NSAIDs to treat headache during this time. On day 4, patient had a subdural hematoma accompanied by two seizures upon which she was flown to a hospital to receive treatment.  Husband did state that patient is on warfarin due to factor V deficiency and that treating physician thought that this was most likely caused by the warfarin, however that the vaccine could not be ruled out completely. Husband also said INR has always been within normal limits.Y Y 4

989541 01/20/2021 01/31/2021 NJ 75.0 75 M Other than sore arm after vaccine, developed weakness and melena 2 days later on Friday the 22nd and intermittent for next 3 days.  He saw cardiologist the following Friday (29th) who advised blood work.  The next day sent to ER as hgb was only 5.2.  EGD.  He received 3 units of PRBC and a gastric AVM was cauterized.  He has had a Type 2 MI and is still hospitalized.Y Y

989556 12/23/2020 01/31/2021 AZ 59.0 59 F 1st dose at 12/23/20 -> myalgia and loss of appetite, both persisting until 01/19/21. 2nd dose at 01/21/21 -> fever, chill, nausea, vomiting, loss of appetite, generalized weakness, fatigue Admitted to hospital on 01/31/21. Initial exam show normal neurologic signs. Several hours after initial exam, patient developed 0 to 1/5 strength in all 4 extremities with absent ankle reflexes bilaterally.

989565 01/27/2021 01/31/2021 LA 78.0 78 F Patient reported that after a couple of hours of receiving the covid vaccine, she became dizzy, nauseated,  and lightheaded. She reported her blood pressure was low 80/60 and her heart rate about 100. She rested and her pressure came up. Then she reported a couple hours later she felt that way again while walking around house. She sat down and felt better. Then around 6p symptoms came back and she also had a headache and a little shortness of breath.  She then decided to go to the ER.Y

989665 01/30/2021 01/31/2021 TX 49.0 49 F about 6 hours post vaccine I started having chills and a headache. 11 hours post vaccine my hands became paralyzed in severe contracture. My face and feet and legs were number. I could barely breathe. I had to be transferred by Ambulance to HospitalY

989695 01/23/2021 01/31/2021 CA 84.0 84 M Few hours after receiving treatment his arm became very sore which is normal, but the next day he had a severe reaction in his back resulting in an unbearable pain.  Each day the pain has gotten worse and now a week later he is in the worst shape so far.  The primary care Physician has associated the symptoms with the vaccine and on the 25th he saw a cardiologist who again blamed it on the vaccine

989704 01/29/2021 01/31/2021 ME 98.0 98 F 3 days ago patient was started on Cipro for a UTI.  Patient received the ModernaCOVID vaccine 2 days ago.  The past 48 hours patient has had increased confusion, decreased p.o. intake. Patient was sent to emergency room for evaluation.  Patient was found to have a low sodium, 112, high potassium 6.9 with corresponding EKG changes.  Patient was bradycardic with a rate between 30 and 40.  Patient was also found to be in acute renal failure with a creatinine of 5.6.   In ER pt was confused, unable to tolerate PO fluids.  Due to severity of illness patient's family has elected to avoid aggressive medical care.  Patient has poor prognosis.  Patient was returned to nursing home for comfort care only.Y

989739 01/22/2021 01/31/2021 CA 69.0 69 F Cellulitis- infection. Initial treatment was  antibiotics orally administered. Second day as symptoms worsened, injection of ceftriaxone. Y

989756 12/26/2020 01/31/2021 42.0 42 F 12/26/20: rec?d 1st dose Pfizer Vaccine?shortly afterward, she noticed swelling to the affected area Jan. 2 & 3: didn?t sleep well  Jan. 4: mental fatigued Jan. 7: fever 101.2F, shallow breathing, upper quadrant pain, rash on neck Jan. 8: rash on abdomen; right flank pain?spoke with her Endocrinologist who think reactions are auto-immune related Jan. 15: increased blood pressure?consulted a Cardiologist and was prescribed a medication Jan. 15: had labs drawn?IgG 69 Jan. 28: consulted with a Neurologist who think she may have acute encephalitis related to the vaccine and recommended not to get the 2nd dose

989768 01/29/2021 01/31/2021 CT 82.0 82 M Exertional dyspnea, hypoxia, wheezing, low-grade fever, muscle pain Y

989821 01/29/2021 01/31/2021 LA 70.0 70 F Went into a sustained A fib event at approximately 8:30 pm approximately 11 hours after receiving vaccine. Entered ER and was treated for A fib with A fib lasting approximately 10 hours with cardiziem administration and continued to be hospitalized for another 6 hours for monitoring for stability.Y Y 1

989822 01/26/2021 01/31/2021 TX 52.0 52 M The patient had a very severe side effect profile from the second dose of vaccine:  "worst I've ever felt" with myalgia, headache, fever and fatigue.  This subsided and then on day 3 he developed severe substernal chest pain and came to ER where his hs-cTnI was > 2000 ng/L and peaked at 6700 ng/L.  His ECG, echo and cardiac cath were normal but MRI showed evidence of myocarditis with mild left ventricular dysfunction. He is doing well clinically and we are managing expectantly.   This appears to be immune mediated myocarditis from the Moderna vaccineY 4

989918 01/26/2021 01/31/2021 CT 89.0 89 F Stroke Y 4

989988 01/10/2021 01/31/2021 MI 52.0 52 M Diagnosed day after 2nd shot with opthalmic artery thrombus causing vision loss/change in left eye.  I did get shot series on 12/22/2020 #1 and 1/10/2021 and was diagnosed with Covid-19 on 12/13/2020.  My internist MD did not feel the vaccine caused the thrombus /Stroke but I wanted to report it as it was associated with the vaccine administration (symptoms of vision loss within 24 hours of the vaccine #2 administration).

990043 01/27/2021 01/31/2021 24.0 24 M 24y/o male with remote history of Kawasaki disease fevers, chills, night sweats, anorexia, nausea, vomiting, dehydration, chest pain, dyspnea, constipation. Symptoms began around 1600 on 27JAN21 (day of immunization). Worsened on 28JAN21. On 29JAN21 presented to primary care with tachycardia prompting IV fluid resuscitation.Y 3

990084 01/29/2020 02/01/2021 CA 56.0 56 M Painful Left Axillary& left Supraclavicular Lymphadenopathies

990086 01/22/2021 02/01/2021 MA 27.0 27 F Fatigue, headache, nausea, bodyaches, no appetite - Tylenol, sleep and fluids for symptoms - lasted 24 hours

990087 01/15/2021 02/01/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Received vaccine on 1/15 and developed rash c/w shingles (herpes Zoster) on 1/28.

990088 01/16/2021 02/01/2021 WA 44.0 44 F Day 2, I couldn?t lift my left arm. It was extremely tender and painful. Day 3, I broke out in hives (torso, groin and armpits). Still unable to use my arm. Day 4, regained mobility of arm, the injection site was hot, red and tender. One week later, day 7, the red and swollen area had spread up and down my arm, shoulder to elbow. Day 8, it became very itchy. By day 10, visible signs had faded but it remained itchy. It is now day 15, and I have occasional itching sensation.

990089 01/22/2021 02/01/2021 AZ 40.0 40 M Oscillopsia, dizziness 10 hours later. Gradually subsided over 8 days, but still persists as if this report.

990090 01/22/2021 02/01/2021 AZ 38.0 38 F Small red bumps spread out on chest and bottom of my back. A few on my arm and neck.

990093 02/01/2021 CA 77.0 F Swelling of Left upper from top of arm to 1/2 way to elbow. On 1/31/21 the swelling decreases but redness started from mid upper arm to elbow with itching..

990094 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 IL 60.0 60 F 6 hours after vaccination:  vaccination sight soreness and swelling - still have this symptom 3 days later 12 hrs after vaccination:  Nausea, vomiting, headache, body aches, fever  (100.7 at peak), chills. Lasted approximately 36 hours. 48 hours after vaccination:  vaccinated arm has tingling sensation and weakness when raised, armpit lymph nodes tendor/sore - still have this symptom 3 days later. Took Aleve to alleviate symptoms.  It lessened them somewhat but I was still not able to function fully for several days.

990095 01/13/2021 02/01/2021 IL 30.0 30 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  1/21- arm dark red in color at injection site 1/21-1/23 nausea, diarrhea, headache, redness worsens, arm painful/hot/swollen 1/24-1/26 symptoms seem to have improved 1/26 night- nausea returns, loss of appetite 1/27 am- rash on arm which looks like wheels or bullseyes starting at injection site and spreading down to mid-forearm, benadryl taken, improved, returned again later, benadryl taken again with improvement... feels feverish, very pale, flushed cheeks, body aches, no temp 1/27-1/29- loss of appetite, intermittent chills/body aches, arm redness waxes and wanes, still warm to touch 1/30 night- 101 oral temp, night sweats 1/31- low grade temp in afternoon, arm improved in color, still warm to touch, virtual health visit with MD and in person immediate care visit

990096 01/23/2021 02/01/2021 CO 76.0 76 M Just a question regarding accessing web site for reporting.  All good no adverse affects.

990097 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 CT 25.0 25 F Fever, treated with ibuprofen 400 mg evry 4-6 hours, fever resolved in 24 hours Acid Reflux/Heartburn, treated with sodium bicarbonate, still ongoing 4 days after vaccine

990098 01/31/2021 02/01/2021 CA 74.0 74 M Pt is a 74 year old male who had his 1st dose of Pfizer today. Approximately 20 minutes after having his vaccination he was sitting in a chair getting ready to leave observation when he complained of heart burn with no other associated symptoms.   Patient was assesed and released via the AMA process.  Patient had symptoms decrease in severity during assesment.  Additionally a full set of vital signs including a 12 lead were obtained. 12 lead was negative for any signs of a cardiac event.  Pt refused transportation to the emergency room via ambulance. Patient was assited to the back of Fire Paramedic Ambulance for further evaluation. Refer to patient care report.

990099 01/31/2021 02/01/2021 CA 66.0 66 F Pt is a 66 year old female who had her 1st dose of Pfizer today. Approximately 15 minutes after having the vaccination, she was sitting in her car getting ready to leave observation area when  she complained of tingling in her mouth with no other associated symptoms.  Patient was assesed and released.  Patient had symptoms decrease in severity during assesment.  Additionally a full set of vital signs were obtained.  Refer to 2021-002288 for further details.

990100 01/31/2021 02/01/2021 CA 85.0 85 F Pt is a 85 year old female who had her 1st dose of Pfizer today. Approximately 30 minutes after having the vaccination, she was sitting in her chair getting ready to leave observation area when she complained of a dry throat with no other associated symptoms.  Patient was assesed and released via the process.  Patient had symptoms decrease in severity during assesment.  Additionally a full set of vital signs were obtained.  Refer to POD 1's patient care report for further details.

990101 01/21/2021 02/01/2021 WI 38.0 38 F Vomiting for 12 hours, diarrhea for 24 hours, headache/migraines for 7 days, body aches for 7 days, extreme fatigue, slept for 28 hours at one time, no appetite, runny nose, fever, chills,.

990102 01/20/2021 02/01/2021 WA 42.0 42 F 10 minutes after injection had tachycardia, anxiety, dizziness that lasted for about 15 minutes before resolving with some residual left cheek numbness.  Had swollen area around injection site for next four days with intense itching, as well as pain ar injection site.  On day 11 post vaccination, developed a rash on injection site covering the area that was previously swollen, approximately 3 inches in diameter as well as tender lymph nodes in left armpit.

990103 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 NV 34.0 34 F I became very tired almost immediately after my second dose, and proceeded to take a 3 hour nap. Upon waking up from the nap, I had full body aches, joint pain, a headache, and a low grade fever. Said symptoms have now lasted over 24- hours

990104 01/21/2021 02/01/2021 CA 76.0 76 F Large red area on upper arm around shot location.  The upper boundary was rounded on top, vertical on the sides, and a relatively straight line across the bottom.  It is about 3 inches long and 1 1/2 inches wide, and was a little swollen yesterday but not much today.

990106 01/21/2021 02/01/2021 AZ 42.0 42 F 1/21/21 covid vaccine 1/23/21 covid positive test at work 1/31/21 hospitalized - remdesivir, dexamethasone. Y

990107 01/18/2021 02/01/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Red, itchy rashes resembling "goose bumps" or poison ivy  on both arms including both shoulders, both upper arms, both forearms, both wrists. The left and right arms have almost identical patterns. It is not only in the arm that got the injection. Rashes are also on both legs and shins. The rashes appeared approximately 5-6 days after the first dose on Jan. 18 and continue to spread .

990108 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 OR 28.0 28 F Very sore arm for 2 days. Third day showed much improvement, just some mild tenderness

990109 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 AZ 23.0 23 F Symptoms:  01/29/2021 @ 11:21 AM: Shortness of breath, chest pain, and weakness.  Two hours later, chest pain began to feel like chest tightness. Continued for the rest of the day.  01/30/2021: Mild irritation when breathing. Getting out of breath when minimal effort in an activity.  A sensation of an increased heartbeat when in reality, it would be 92 BMP. General weakness and dizziness.  01/31/2021: Same symptoms as mentioned. While taking a deep breath, I feel a mild pain around my heart.

990110 01/15/2021 02/01/2021 CO 55.0 55 F Shortly after receiving vaccination -- staff advised me of Macroler papular rash at injection site.  This rash continued to spread to entire body surface.  Two doses of Benadryl 25mg were given then 911 was called to transport patient to local hospital for further evaluation

990111 01/22/2021 02/01/2021 CA 51.0 51 F 9 days after vaccine left arm posterior mid shaft raised indurated 13x5 cm warm skin lesion. no itching, mildly painful.  blotchy skin on volar aspect arm

990112 01/25/2021 02/01/2021 86.0 86 F Fever 101 this evening very mild diarrhea.. this is six days after the shot. Took ASA drinking lots of water

990113 01/31/2021 02/01/2021 WA 24.0 24 F 10:00 AM - fatigue, headache, joint pain 2:00 PM - fever and chills 10:10 PM - passed out, approx 5-10 seconds. No memory for 2-3 seconds prior to or 2-3 seconds after passing out. Was caught by partner and no injury from fall occurred.

990114 01/22/2021 02/01/2021 CA 41.0 41 M Patient reported decreased should mobility

990115 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 PA 27.0 27 F Headache, pain/soreness at injection site - both resolved by next day

990116 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 AK 50.0 50 F 1/28/21 at 11pm I began feeling overall unwell so I checked my temperature orally as soon as feasible, as I had been traveling on airplane, and I noted fever developing. Overnight I experienced increasing fever and chills, noting fever arriving and staying at 102.4 by middle of the night/very early on 1/29/21. Experienced intense headache and whole body aches. On the morning of 1/29/21 when I got out of bed I felt nauseated and vomited. I still had fever of 102, chills, intense headache and whole body aches. I went back to bed and stayed there until  the morning of 1/30/21 continuing to experience all the same symptoms. By 8pm on 1/29/21, I needed relief so I took 500mg acetaminophen. I took 500mg acetaminophen again at 1am and again at 9am on 1/30/21. When I got out of bed the morning of 1/30/21 I noted I still had fever but it was lower at 100.4.  On 1/31/21 fever has gone but headache, fatigue and body aches with general feeling of not feeling well.

990118 01/17/2021 02/01/2021 MN 24.0 24 F After the second dose I woke up on 1/18/21 at 7:30 AM with extreme body and joint pain, a 102°F fever, a migraine with sensitivity to light and sound, dizziness, weakness and ear pain.  Fever broke on 1/19/21 at approximately 11:30PM.  I had a low grade fever, migraine, some body and joint pain, ear pain, dizziness and weakness. By 1/20/21 I had no fever, little body and joint pain, slight headache and still intense weakness and dizziness, and very intense ear pain. After 1/20/21, only the ear pain, slight arm pain, weakness and dizziness remained until 1/25/21.  As of today 2/1/21 I have diagnosed auditory neuritis but no other symptoms

990119 01/07/2021 02/01/2021 FL 56.0 56 F Made my hair fall out starting about two weeks after the first injection

990120 01/12/2021 02/01/2021 HI 48.0 48 F Within 5 mins of vaccine I felt my chest tightening.  I could still breathe but I could tell my lungs were tight.  Taking a deep breath was not normal.    Soon after I felt the muscles between my shoulder blades starting to tighten as well.  I think a response to my tightness in my chest.    We were instructed to stay in facility for 15 mins.  My symptoms did not increase after 15 mins so I went home. That was 5:00pm.  By bedtime at 10:00pm  my symptoms had resolved.    I?m not sure if I should get my second dose?

990121 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 WA 45.0 45 F nausea, emesis, syncope, as well as extended tiredness, headache, joint pain, fever

990122 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 CA 69.0 69 M Chills, high temperature (102-104), fatigue, headache.  Treatment: Ibuprofen (initially),  switched to Aspirin; beginning 1 every four hours,  after two doses switched to 2 every four to 6 hours.  Outcome:  temperature subsided by morning of 1-31.  Headache continued but handled with Aspirin.

990123 01/22/2021 02/01/2021 OR 48.0 48 F After 9 days, developed redness, itch, swelling, hot to touch, sore big area on arm where injection given.

990124 01/13/2021 02/01/2021 CA 36.0 36 F Injection site soreness for 2 wks. Injection site looked similar to a mosquito bite (mild) in that I can see the where the needle injection was for up to a week. Soreness was limited to the injection site.

990125 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 NH 74.0 74 M Fatigue lasted 2 days.

990126 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 MD 50.0 50 F Moderate left Ear, head, and sore throat pain/stuffiness started 1/28/21 with fever of 100.7 with  Severe chills and muscle aches, fatigue  and arm pain, along with activation of migraine.  On 1/30/21, I went to urgent care with concerns over ear and throat pain and redness/pain at injections site to rule out an infection at these sites.  The physician said ear and throat showed no signs of infection, the arm redness was still in the expected normal reaction range, but I had Swollen left neck lymph nodes.  The doctor said I should Report that as an adverse effect.  Advised to take Tylenol - motrin, and hydrocortisone cream for arm if needed .

990127 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 MD 32.0 32 F Approximately 1 hour after injection I developed chest tightness, burning eyes, scratchy throat and hives. No anaphylaxis. If Benadryl was not taken regularly the hives would return for the first  48 hours.

990195 01/01/2021 02/01/2021 IN 25.0 25 F Low grade fever, chills, muscle aches, headache, fatigue, and cold sore on bottom lip

990198 01/09/2021 02/01/2021 33.0 33 F During cardiovascular exercise experienced SOB, Dyspnea, Chest pain, during and for 1-2hrs post cardio exercise. this continued for 2-3 days. with fatigue, sob,. Pt. had EKG performed which showed 1st degree AV block w RBBB. Pt. was then referred to cardiology where she was seen and diagnosed on 27Jan with pericarditis. Pt has since started NSAID therapy with mild symptoms persisting. Pt. will have Cardiology follow-up at 4weeks time.

990200 01/21/2021 02/01/2021 38.0 38 F Day 1 (day of vaccination): Within 15 minutes of receiving the jab i experienced heart palpitations, fever, dizziness, a dry mouth/throat and heat in my head/upper body. After being discharged from recovery an hour later i returned home but felt very anxious all night. Heart palpitations continued on and off. Day 2: Severe cramp/pain started in my arm, neck and shoulders. Headache. Sweating. Days 3 & 4: Flu symptoms; headache, shivers/fever, runny nose, sore throat, cough, severe muscle and joint pain. Skin was so sensitive to touch i could not wash. Muscles hurt so much i could not move around. Extreme fatigue. Days 5 & 6: Cold symptoms started to resolve. Muscle and joint pain still very severe - difficulty walking/moving around, stiffness and aches  in every part of my body. Extreme fatigue. Days 7, 8 & 9: Cold symptoms gone. Muscle and joint pain still severe. Extreme fatigue. Day 10: Pain in muscles started to resolve but not in joints. Fatigue still present. Day 11: Fatigue starting to resolve, joints still very sore.

990310 01/08/2021 02/01/2021 PR 46.0 F severe headache; severe neck pain; severe arm pain; fever at 103 degrees F; Swollen lymph node; bleeding gums; small hematomas on legs; extremely hot diarrheas; horrible burning sensation; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 46-year-old female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number; EJ1686, expiration date was unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 08Jan2021 at 14:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization administered at the hospital. She received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number; EK5730, expiration date was unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 18Dec2020. Relevant medical history included known allergies to shellfish. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient had no COVID prior vaccination. On 09Jan2021 at 12:00 AM, the patient experienced severe headache, severe neck pain, severe arm pain, fever at 103 degrees Fahrenheit (F), swollen lymph node, bleeding gums, small hematomas on legs, and extremely hot diarrheas that she had this horrible burning sensation. The patient did not receive any treatment for the adverse events (AE). The patient underwent further lab tests and procedures, which included COVID test via nasal swab post vaccination on 13Jan2021, which resulted negative. The patient was recovering from all the events.

990311 01/07/2021 02/01/2021 PR 54.0 M Uncontrolled short rhythmic breathing; brief electric shock sensation; little sporadic back spasms; strong head pressure sensation; depression symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP reporting for self. A 54-year-old male patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 09:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. Patient received first dose of bnt162b2 on 17Dec2020 09:00. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced Uncontrolled short rhythmic breathing, brief electric shock sensation and little sporadic back spasms, strong head pressure sensation, depression symptoms currently persistent and decreasing gradually on 09Jan2021. Patient had Nasal Swab on 12Jan2021 with negative result. Outcome of events was recovering. Patient received treatment for all events.

990352 01/14/2021 02/01/2021 F New onset Afib; A spontaneous report was received from a female consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced new onset Afib.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 14 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On the evening of 15 Jan 2021, the patient was hospitalized for new onset Afib. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, new onset Afib, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a case of female patient who experienced a serious event of new onset Afib on the same day after administration of the first dose of mRNA-127 (lot unknown, Exp date-unknown). Based on temporal the information provided and the absence of any other etiology factors, a causal association cannot be excludedY

990353 01/15/2021 02/01/2021 PA 58.0 58 F High pulse rate at rest - over a 100; I feel it in my right ear-Swishing sound; Couldn't sleep; Afraid to go to sleep, and afraid to not wake up; Felt delirious; High fever 100.5° - 101.1°; Chills; A spontaneous report was received from a 58-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) felt delirious and experienced high fever 100.5 - 101.1, chills, high pulse rate at rest - over a 100, I feel it in my right ear - swishing sound, couldn't sleep until 3 am, afraid to go to sleep, and afraid to not wake up.  The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included menopause and high blood pressure. Concomitant product use included valsartan and bumetanide.   On 15 Jan 2021 between 7:15 – 7:30 AM, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 15 Jan 202 between 4:30 - 5 PM, the patient experienced symptoms of high fever 100.5 - 101.1 degrees Fahrenheit, chills, and felt delirious.  On 18 Jan 2021, the patient reported a high pulse rate at rest, in her right ear she felt a swishing sound. Additionally, the patient, could not sleep, she was afraid to go to sleep and afraid to not wake up. Treatment for the events included a cold compress and paracetamol.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event, high fever 100.5 – 101.1, was considered resolved. The outcome for the events, high pulse rate at rest - over a 100, in her right ear she felt – swishing sound, couldn't sleep, afraid to go to sleep, and afraid to not wake up was considered not resolved. The outcome for the events, chills and felt delirious, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a case of a male patient with medical history of high blood pressure, who experienced a serious event of felt delirious and non-serious events of high fever 100.5 - 101.1, chills, high pulse rate at rest - over a 100. "I feel it in my right ear" – swishing sound, couldn't sleep until 3 am, afraid to go to sleep, and afraid to not wake up. The events of fever, chills and delirium developed on the same day after the administration of the mRNA-1273 vaccine (lot # unknown, expiration date-unknown).  The other couldn't sleep, felt swishing sound in ear, afraid to go to sleep and afraid to not wake up and high pulse rate occurred 3 days after the vaccine administration. Treatment administered include cold compress and paracetamol. The events of fever and chills are listed in safety profile of the vaccine and based on the information provided which includes a temporal association, a causal association between the reported events and the administration of the vaccine cannot be excluded.

990354 01/04/2021 02/01/2021 MD U Facial paralysis; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a patient between 51 to 55 years of age, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed facial paralysis.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, approximately two days prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 06 Jan 2021, the patient began having symptoms of facial paralysis and the symptoms got progressively worse.  On 08 Jan 2021, the patient sought medical attention where they received an official diagnosis of facial paralysis. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, facial paralysis, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient between 51 to 55 years of age of unknown gender. The medical history is not provided. The patient experienced a medically significant and unexpected event of Facial paralysis approximately two days after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown). Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is considered possibly related to the vaccine.

990355 01/07/2021 02/01/2021 NY 60.0 60 M DVT blood clot; A spontaneous report was received from a 60-year-old male consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed deep vein thrombosis (DVT) blood clot.    The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included factor V Leiden, enlarged prostate, DVT, pulmonary embolism and hypertension. Concomitant medications reported included valsartan, alfuzosin, and acetylsalicylic acid.   On 07 Jan 2021, approximately four days prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011J20A) intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 11 Jan 2021, the patient developed DVT blood clot and experienced leg pain so intense that he could not walk. A doppler exam showed the DVT was from the top of the calf to mid-thigh. Treatment for the event included a rivaroxaban starter pack with dose tapering.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event deep vein thrombosis (DVT) blood clot was not reported.  The outcome of the event, DVT blood clot, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 60-year-old male patient with a relevant medical history of factor V Leiden, DVT, pulmonary embolism and hypertension who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011J20A) intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. Patient experienced the medically significant unlisted event of Deep vein thrombosis approximately four days after administration of vaccine. Treatment for the event included rivaroxaban. Based on the temporal association between the use of the product and the event occurring after receiving the vaccine, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event of Deep vein thrombosis is possibly related to the product. Of note, the patient's underlying Factor V Leiden which predispose to developing abnormal blood clots, and prior medical history of DVT with pulmonary embolism are considered risk factors to the occurrence of the event.

990356 01/13/2021 02/01/2021 FL 75 F Passed out from cardiac arrest (her head feeling really full and really hot, and felt as if she was going to pass out, then she passed out).; Passed out; fractured her face; Head really hot; Head full; Diarrhea; heart rate dropped; platelets dropped; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 75-years-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced head feeling really full and really hot, passed out from cardiac arrest, heart rate dropped, platelets dropped, fractured her face and diarrhea.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medication included atenolol.   On 13 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: Unknown) in her arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 15 Jan 2021, the patient complained her head was feeling full and hot. Felt as she was going to pass out, then she passed out from cardiac arrest and fractured her face. After passing out she got diarrhea.  On 15 Jan 2021, the patient was hospitalized. The patient's heart rate decreased to 22 beats/minute three times and to 15 beats/minutes twice, and her platelet count dropped.  The second dose of mRNA-1273 was discontinued in response to the events.  The outcome for the events, head feeling really full and really hot, passed out from cardiac arrest, heart rate dropped, platelets dropped, fractured her face and diarrhea, and diarrhea, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report concerning a 75-year-old, female subject who experienced unexpected events of passed out from cardiac arrest and fractured her face, head feeling really full and really hot, and felt as if she was going to pass out, then she passed out, and got diarrhea, heart rate dropped down to 22, platelets also dropped, after the first dose of the Vaccine (mRNA-1273) (Lot number: unknown, expiration date: unknown). The events developed 2 days after vaccine administration. The patient was hospitalized. Treatment and outcome are unknown.'  Based on the information which includes a temporal association and the absence of any other etiology, a causal association cannot be excluded. However, there is inadequate information in that the patient's medical history is lacking and event is also confounded by patient's advanced age.Y Y

990357 12/23/2020 02/01/2021 VA F Bell's palsy stage 4/partial face paralysis; A spontaneous report was received from a female consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and diagnosed with Bell's palsy stage 4.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 23 Dec 2020 prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 25 Dec 2020, after receiving the vaccine the patient was diagnosed with stage 4 Bell's palsy. She has a partial face paralysis. Treatment for the event was not provided.   Action taken with the mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome for the event was Not recovered/Not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient of unknown age. The medical history is not provided. The patient experienced a medically significant and unexpected event of Facial paralysis approximately two days after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown). Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. However, based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is considered possibly related to the vaccine.

990358 01/16/2021 02/01/2021 CA F Face feels like a dry mud mask on it; Tongue tingling; Inconsistent chills; Red hot flushed skin; Anaphylactic response; Pin pricks all over her body; A report was received from a consumer who was a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the serious adverse event of an anaphylactic reaction, body paresthesia, facial rigidity, tingling tongue, chills, and red, hot flushed skin.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 16 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 042L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 16 Jan 2021 the patient reported that she received the Moderna vaccine . It took 35 minutes to have a systemic reaction of anaphylactic response which started with tightness in the throat, swelling tongue, itching, that became tighter and tighter along with body paresthesia. The paresthesia continued and felt like pin pricks all over her body except for her face which felt like it had a dry mud mask on it. She reported that she had no temperature but did have red, hot flushed skin. Her tongue was tingling and irritated, and she had inconsistent chills. The paresthesia and tingling tongue were "driving her nuts." Treatment for the event included diphenhydramine hydrochloride.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events, anaphylactic reaction, body paresthesia, facial rigidity, tingling tongue, chills, and red, hot flushed skin, was unknown/not reported.; Reporter's Comments: Company Comment: This case concerns a patient who experienced unexpected serious systemic reaction of anaphylactic response and non-serious reactions of body paresthesia, facial rigidity, tingling tongue, chills, and red, hot flushed skin. The events occurred 35 minutes after the first dose and only dose of the vaccine mRNA-1273 vaccine (lot # 042L20A, expiration date-unknown).  Based on the information provided which includes a strong temporal association, for all reported events, a causal association cannot be excluded.

990361 01/14/2021 02/01/2021 IN 83 F blindness in left eye; stroke in back of the eye; blood clot; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning an 83-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced blindness in left eye, blood clot, and stroke in back of the eye.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications reported included comerdol, losartan, hydrocortisone, meloxicam, and unspecified stomach pills.  On 14 Jan 2021 at 10:15 am, approximately 3 hours and 45 minutes prior to the onset of the events, the patient received a dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 013L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 14 Jan 2021 around 2:00 pm, the patient lost sight in her left eye as a result of a blood clot and stroke in the back of her eye. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the events, blindness in left eye, blood clot, and stroke in back of eye, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns an 83-years-old female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of blindness unilateral, retinal artery occlusion, and thrombosis. The event of blindness unilateral and retinal artery occlusion occurred 3 hrs. after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 013L20A.  The event of thrombosis occurred on an unspecified date after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 013L20A. Treatment included details were not provided. Concomitant medications included Comerdol, Losartan for blood pressure, Hydrocortisone, Meloxicam and stomach pills. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the event a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

990364 01/12/2021 02/01/2021 FL 73.0 73 M Loss of hearing in his right ear; A spontaneous report was received from a 73-year-old, male, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced hearing loss in right ear.    The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included ventriculoperitoneal (VP) shunt in his head. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 12 Jan 2021, approximately two days prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 14 Jan 2021, the patient had dental work done where four crowns were prepped and temporaries were put in, he then lost hearing in his right ear. Treatment information was not provided. He thinks that the loss of hearing might be due to this dental procedure as they were drilling for hours. He states that he has a VP shunt in this head which needs readjustments occasionally. He is seeing his neurosurgeon for the readjustment.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, hearing loss in right ear, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 73 year-old, male patient with history of ventriculoperitoneal (VP) shunt in his head, who experienced event of hearing loss in right ear. The event occurred 2 days after the first and last dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is assessed as possibly related.  However, on the same day and prior to the onset of the event, the patient had extensive dental procedures done which may provide an alternative explanation for the event.

990366 01/13/2021 02/01/2021 SC 72.0 M injection site swelling (size of dime); TThe one at the injection site itself, was an injection site swelling about the size of a dime, "a red area"/at the site where the shot was administered he has some red streaks; red streaks running from the site up to his neck and shoulder. It is very small. It looks like if he took a ball point pin and drew some lines; This is a spontaneous report from the Medical Information Team. A contactable consumer reported that a 72-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), Batch/lot number: ELO142, via an unspecified route of administration from 13Jan2021 11:00 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included haemochromatosis diagnosed in the mid 90's and wa reported as hereditary it was too much iron in the blood, he goes once a month for therapeutic phlebotomy to reduce the iron in the blood; very rare bacterial infection called Arupense from an unknown; he has a slight case of asthma but mentioned that it was related to living on the coast with the mold and moisture and also has a little wheezing. Concomitant medications included ethambutol, montelukast, pravastatin, amlodipine; hydrochlorothiazide, lisinopril; colecalciferol (VITAMIN D), acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN (E.C.) and rifampin for infection and blood pressure medications.  Patient had the first dose of the vaccine yesterday 13Jan2021. He has no discomfort, but at the site where the shot was administered, he has some red streaks running from the site up to his neck and shoulder. It was very small. It looks like if he took a ball point pin and drew some lines. However, the patient's wife said it was bigger than a ball point pen. It was jagged lines. The one at the injection site itself, the injection site swelling was about the size of a dime, a red area. He only discovered the red streaks about an hour ago on 14Jan2021, so there has not been no radical change. Patient has concerns; he wanted to know if he should seek medical advice. "Is it just a rash?", he asked. His doctor doesn't know about this yet.   No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected. Information on the lot/batch number has been obtained.

990367 01/11/2021 02/01/2021 AL 31.0 M been in contact with someone who is Covid-19 positive; Chest tightness; Low grade fever; Vomiting; Cough; has been sick since getting the vaccine; tired and fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 31-year-old male patient received his second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; unknown lot number and expiration date), via an unspecified route of administration left arm on 11Jan2021 at a single dose for front line worker (covid-19 immunization). Medical history included ongoing HIV since 2015. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received his first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; unknown lot number and expiration date), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for front line worker (covid-19 immunization). The patient reported that he received his second dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine last Monday (11Jan2021) between 8:00 am and 8:30 am, and since then he has been sick and has been experiencing some side effects. He mentioned that he has been in contact with someone who is Covid-19 positive on an unspecified date. He works at the front desk registration in a hospital. He has been tired and fatigued, has had a low-grade fever, vomiting, headache, cough and chest tightness. He added that on Monday evening (11Jan2021), he became tired and fatigued. He had an on and off fever on Tuesday (12Jan2021). He started vomiting while coughing on 12Jan2021. He went to the doctor last night (13Jan2021) and he said he got tested for Covid-19 on 13Jan2021, but the results came out negative. The physician said that it would. However, his physician said that it was too early to tell if he has been infected since he has just been exposed last Monday. Normally, they like to have a 5 day turn around for a true reading. He said his physician told him he just needed to quarantine. He mentioned that his chest feels tight when he coughs on 13Jan2021. When he had to take deep breaths while the doctor was listening to him breath his chest was tight. He had blood work drawn at the doctor's office, but he does not have any results to provide. The patient wanted to know what he needs to do about this. He was inquiring if there any recommendations. He is probably negative because he is symptomatic. His employer said it may be a reaction from the shot. The outcome of the events sickness and exposure to COVID-19 were unknown, as for the event vomiting was recovered on 12Jan2021 while the outcome of the other events was not recovered.    The following information on the batch/lot number has been requested.

990368 01/13/2021 02/01/2021 LA 83.0 F swollen lips; tightening of her neck was more intense after receiving the vaccine, it felt like the left half of her throat was tightening; tightening of her neck was more intense after receiving the vaccine, it felt like the left half of her throat was tightening; tightening of her neck was more intense after receiving the vaccine, it felt like the left half of her throat was tightening; chills and shaking; chills and shaking; red dot on the inside of her throat; she took the Benadryl thinking it was an allergic reaction; swelling on left side where the nodule was removed; burning sensation in her left arm; ear pain; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 83-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), intramuscular on Left deltoid (upper left arm) on 13Jan2021 14:00 at single dose to prevent COVID. Medical history included sulfa drug reaction, high blood pressure diagnosed in 1970s or 1980s (States she was in the hospital in the 70s or 80s. She has high blood pressure which has been difficult to control, she is seeing a cardiologist and he is content with her blood pressure readings, her diastolic is normal), incontinence, thyroid nodule surgery a year ago (2020), thyroid nodule, ten operations in the last 3 years, tightening in her neck repeatedly since her thyroid nodule surgery, scratchy throat problems since a week prior to getting the vaccine (from Jan2021) and post nasal drip and she has had that for years and when they operated nothing worked. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took cipro where she could not breathe. She does not have lot, ndc or expiration date to provide for any of the medications mentioned that she had a reaction to. She took the Asiatic flu shot in 1958 (as reported), she had a reaction and high fever, weak and pale. This occurred when she was 19 years old. She took the Pfizer covid 19 shot last Wednesday. She stated that it could be her but she got a few of the reported side effects. What she found most important was that she had swollen lips that started about an hour after receiving the vaccine. Last night (13Jan2021) she got the chills and was shaking during the night. She had mild chills in the last few days, during the night she was shaking from the chills but it may have been cold at night, reporting the chills have subsided but she can feel it a little bit. In Jan2021, she felt a burning sensation in her left arm which lasted about two minutes. She got a piercing earache in her left ear for about two minutes and then it went away. She experienced nausea within two minutes, but she ate the ginger candy she had in her purse and her nausea went away. She could have something else too since she has a red dot on the inside of her throat. She did not see it was red before last night (13Jan2021). She took Benadryl on Wednesday afternoon after she called the doctor's office, she took the Benadryl thinking it was an allergic reaction, her swollen lips seemed like it was improved but now it was minor. She has had the tightening in her neck repeatedly since her thyroid nodule surgery but she felt the tightening of her neck was more intense after receiving the vaccine, it felt like the left half of her throat was tightening, it is sort of still ongoing but states it has sort of improved. Patient also mentioned swelling on left side where the nodule was removed. She was asking if she should get the second dose. She has an appointment for her second dose. She has never had much problems till she was 80. Her husband tested negative for covid and she tested negative in Aug2020 prior to one of her surgeries. Patient stated that she is 83 but she is biologically younger. She felt pretty good normally. The events did not require emergency room visit or physician office visit. No prior vaccinations (within 4 weeks). The outcome of the events burning sensation in her left arm, ear pain and nausea was recovered in Jan2021; Swollen lips, tightening of her neck was more intense after receiving the vaccine, it felt like the left half of her throat was tightening, chills was recovering; and unknown for the other events.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

990369 01/12/2021 02/01/2021 CA 37.0 F Painful Lymphadenopathy in the vaccinated arm and same side of the neck; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 37-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EL3246) intramuscular in the left arm on 12Jan2021 07:15 AM at a single dose as Covid vaccine. The patient had no medical history. She has no known allergies. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EJ1685) intramuscular in the left arm on 22Dec2020 12:45 AM as Covid vaccine. She had no other vaccine in four weeks. She experienced painful lymphadenopathy in the vaccinated arm and same side of the neck that started 24hrs post vaccine on 13Jan2021 07:15 AM. Treatment was not received for the event. She has no Covid prior to vaccination. She did not have Covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the event was recovering.

990370 01/11/2021 02/01/2021 KY 49.0 F I had a bowel movement and lots of blood; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 49-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine; Lot number: EJI686), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 11Jan2021 at 12:45 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included arthritis and migraines. The patient had no other vaccines within four weeks and did not have COVID prior to the vaccination. Concomitant medications (reported as other medications in two weeks) included fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA) and paracetamol (TYLENOL). On 13Jan2021 at 12:00 AM, the patient had a bowel movement and lots of blood and also on 15Jan2021, she had a bowel movement with blood. The patient was not treated for the event. The patient had not tested positive for COVID post vaccination. Outcome of the event was not recovered.

990371 01/15/2021 02/01/2021 NC 46.0 F Acute asthma attack; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 46-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK9231), intramuscular in the left arm on 15Jan2021 07:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced acute asthma attack on 15Jan2021 08:00. This adverse event resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of acute asthma attack and included treatment with albuterol inhaler. Outcome of the event was recovering.

990372 12/30/2020 02/01/2021 NY M tested positive for covid on 12Jan, is asymptomatic, and tested negative after two days; tested positive for covid on 12Jan, is asymptomatic, and tested negative after two days; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received the first dose of the COVID vaccine on 30Dec2020 and was supposed to take the next dose on 20Jan2021. However he tested positive for COVID on 12Jan2021 and was asymptomatic, and tested negative after two days on 14Jan2021. He wanted to know if he can take the second dose even if he tested positive. The outcome of the event was recovered on 14Jan2021.   Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.

990373 12/30/2020 02/01/2021 AZ F I received the first dose of the Pfizer vaccine on 30Dec2020 and got covid on 04Jan2021 via positive nasal swab test; I received the first dose of the Pfizer vaccine on 30Dec2020 and got covid on 04Jan2021 via positive nasal swab test; This is a spontaneous report from a from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer (patient) reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number and Expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications was not reported. The patient had her first dose of COVID vaccine on 30Dec2020. She had a positive COVID test via Nasal swab test on 04Jan2021. She will be off of quarantine on 18Jan2021. For some reason her second dose of COVID Vaccine is not scheduled until 29Jan2021. She asked if she is COVID positive when should she get that next dose; and also the second dose scheduled her out 30 days which is a long time which she was questioning that as well. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

990374 01/12/2021 02/01/2021 FL 73.0 F Not feeling great; Slight headache; Breathing is heavier; Below her breast line is a tightness she can't really describe; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 73-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot Number: SL3246), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm, on 12Jan2021 at 10:45, at a single dose, for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took varicella zoster vaccine (SHINGLES VACCINE) for immunization and had a little reaction but just the normal things. On Tuesday morning, the patient got the COVID-19 shot and was fine. This morning (15Jan2021), the patient was not feeling great, has a slight headache, her breathing is heavier, and below her breast line is a tightness she can't really describe. The patient asked if these were a side effect of the COVID-19 vaccine and wondering if this is normal. As a treatment for the events, the patient took paracetamol (TYLENOL). The patient asked if she can or should get a test, a COVID-19 test. It has been so many days since having the vaccine, 4 days later, she is wondering if she might have COVID-19. The patient isn't sure and is just asking a question. It is confirmed that she has not had a test or tested positive for COVID-19. The outcome of "Not feeling great" was unknown. The patient had not recovered from the remaining events.

990375 02/01/2021 F received first dose of vaccine and then tested positive for SARs-Cov-2; received first dose of vaccine and then tested positive for SARs-Cov-2; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received first dose of vaccine and then tested positive for SARs-Cov-2 on an unspecified date. The patient was asking about the efficacy. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded for reported events.

990376 01/04/2021 02/01/2021 F got tested and tested positive; got tested and tested positive; lethargic; This is a spontaneous report from non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for two patients (husband and wife). This is the first of two reports (for the wife).  A 72-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, reported as two days after, the patient was lethargic. A week ago on an unspecified date, reported as past Monday, she had no cough, no fever, received azithromycin, got tested and tested positive. She wanted to know if they can receive the second dose and the timing of the second dose of vaccine. The patient underwent laboratory tests and procedures which included SARS-CoV-2 test: positive on an unspecified date. Outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about the lot/batch cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021046180 same drug/event, different patient

990377 01/14/2021 02/01/2021 TX F heart rate increased to 150; nausea; headache; jittery; coldness; lightheaded; weakness; legs felt light; fever last night (very hot and thirsty); very hot; thirsty; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via Medical information team. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the first dose of the COVID vaccine yesterday on 14Jan2021 and after 1 or 2 minutes of receiving it, her heart rate increased to 150, she felt nausea, headache, jittery, coldness, lightheaded, weakness, legs felt light , fever last night (very hot and thirsty) and today she does not feel 100%. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

990378 01/04/2021 02/01/2021 F positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient).  This female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 11Jan2021, the patient started developing symptoms such as loss of smell and, on 12Jan2021, she tested positive for COVID from 2 rapid tests and a PCR test. The outcome of the events was unknown.  The information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the mechanism of action of BNT162B2 vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine was given (7 days in this case). However, a causal relationship between event "positive COVID-19 test with symptoms" (coded to Drug ineffective / COVID-19) and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be completely excluded.

990379 12/23/2020 02/01/2021 NY 53.0 F second vaccine was scheduled supposedly on 13Jan2021 but was rescheduled to 19Jan2021; supposedly on 13Jan2021 but was rescheduled to 19Jan2021; received the first dose on 23Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID RNA test nasopharyngeal swab; received the first dose on 23Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID RNA test nasopharyngeal swab; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program, IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A 53-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine; strength: 30 mcg, lot number: EK9231) via an unspecified route of administration in the left deltoid on 23Dec2020 at 0.3mL, single dose for covid-19 immunisation. There were no medical history and no concomitant medications. The patient received the first dose on 23Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID RNA test nasopharyngeal swab on 11Jan2021. The outcome of the event was not recovered. Her second vaccine was scheduled supposedly on 13Jan2021 but was rescheduled to 19Jan2021 because they didn't allow her to go to the hospital while she was positive. She wanted to know if this was recommended. She just wanted some advice on getting the second vaccine, and how does it affect efficacy because she didn't get it on day 21.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 23Dec2020, and tested positive for COVID RNA test nasopharyngeal swab on 11Jan2021.  No complete effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved from first dose to protect from the targeted infection.

990380 01/14/2021 02/01/2021 MI 77.0 F experienced allergic reactions; her eyes got red; Her eye lids were red; Her eye lids were red, swollen, and puffy.; Her eye lids were red, swollen, and puffy.; cheeks were bright red; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) reported that a 77-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number: EL3249), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 14Jan2021 14:00 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included that the patient was diabetic and hypertensive; both were ongoing. Concomitant medications included atenolol taken from 14Jan2021 for blood pressure high; pioglitazone hydrochloride (ACTOS) and ongoing metformin both were taken from an unspecified date for diabetes; ongoing montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR) for history of food and drug allergies and ongoing chlorothiazide for diuretic. It was reported that she had the first dose of the covid vaccine on 14Jan2021 and experienced allergic reactions after she left the facility; they were not life threatening but were not pleasant. She realized how bad it was after she got in the car, removed her mask, and looked at her face. She was concerned about getting the second dose. She even took Benadryl 1 hour before getting the shot and still had a reaction. She clarified her allergic reaction to be as her eyes got red. Her eye lids were red, swollen, and puffy. It looked bad. When she got in the car took her mask of her cheeks were bright red. She sat in the ER parking lot for an hour waiting for it to resolve. It resolved after like an hour and half. After it resolved and went away she went back home. She stated that this allergic reaction is anxiety producing. She gets anxious because she knew what could happen. The outcome of the events was recovered on 14Jan2021.

990381 01/04/2021 02/01/2021 F tested positive for Covid 19; tested positive for Covid 19; lethargic; cough; arm hurt; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Reporter tested positive for COVID 19 this past Wednesday after receiving the first shot on 04Jan2021. She is due for her second shot on 25Jan2021 and is wondering if she can take the second dose if it is already past her quarantine time? The night of receiving her first shot (04Jan2021), her arm hurt that night and went away the following day. She felt a little lethargic and it had gone away. She then wounded up with a cough, went into a walk-in clinic to check the chest and everything was normal. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included SARS-COV-2 test: positive on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events arm hurt was recovered on 05Jan2021, lethargic was recovered on an unspecified date, while of the rest was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number could not be requested. No further information is expected.

990382 01/06/2021 02/01/2021 KY 39.0 F pleural effusion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health care professional (patient).  A 39-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine, lot number: EL 0142) in the hospital via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at 11:15 AM at a single dose on the right arm for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history was not reported.  Concomitant medication included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), calcium carbonate, magnesium carbonate, magnesium trisilicate (TUMS) and ibuprofen (manufacturer unknown) which was given 8 hours before (as reported). The patient previously took morphine and experienced allergies. The patient did not have COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient reported that she ended up on the ER on the day of the report diagnosed with a pleural effusion which was reported to have started on 14Jan2021 at 08:00 AM. The doctors are unsure whether it could be related to the vaccine, but she was only 39 years old and have never had something like this happen before. The patient was given azithromycin as treatment for the event. The patient had not recovered from the event.  The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 post vaccination.

990383 02/01/2021 F diagnosed with a COVID-19 infection 2 days after the second dose of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine.; diagnosed with a COVID-19 infection 2 days after the second dose of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 91-year-old female patient received their second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date, their first dose, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date; both at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was diagnosed with a COVID-19 infection 2 days after the second dose of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: diagnosed with a covid-19 infection on an unspecified date (2 days after the second dose of the Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine). The reporter inquired if the patient could be administrated with a monoclonal antibody infusion for the management of mild COVID-19 symptoms. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

990384 01/08/2021 02/01/2021 CO 54.0 F body aches; bad arm and armpit pain.; bad arm and armpit pain/leg pain; cough; neck pain; headache; a little swelling; throat dry at night; joint pain/ankle pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 54-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 08Jan2021 14:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was none. Patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took cortisone. It was reported that the patient got the vaccine on 08Jan2021 and started having the headaches right after. Still has some pain in the forehead and temples area. Has had neck pain, overall body aches, joint pain, pain in ankles and legs that still happens with getting up and down from sitting position. Overall pain is improved but still there, still has pain in ankles and legs. Got the shot in the left upper arm and having real bad armpit pain and a little swelling there. It has gotten a little better, but mostly hurts when moving and laying down. Has had a cough since she got the vaccine, it's mostly a dry cough and not really wet and mostly in the morning. She drinks a lot of fluids throughout the day and still has a little cough off and on. During the night her throat is really dry and which causes more coughing which she did not have before the vaccine. They are mostly concerned with the cough and the stuff when read online about the side effects that last about 2-3 days, but these have been since she got the vaccine. They know this is also know and not much known about it or what is normal yet, but they want to know if she could get the second vaccine, would it be okay. It was stated that the seriousness of the events is in the middle of not serious and medically significant. She is worried about the cough since it is ongoing, when reads online the side effects are listed as 2 or 3 days and her side effects have been going on since she got the vaccine which is worrisome. The outcome of the events cough and throat dry was not recovered, event pain was recovering, while the outcome of the rest of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

990385 12/28/2020 02/01/2021 F she tested positive for Covid-19; she tested positive for Covid-19; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not provided) solution for injection, via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient said she received the 1st dose of the Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 Vaccine last 28Dec2020, but on 04Jan2021, she tested positive for Covid-19. She said she has been quarantined since and was asymptomatic. Patient said she was due to receive the 2nd dose on the 18th of January and wants to know if that was okay. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the single dose of BNT162B2 on 28Dec2020, and was diagnosed with COVID-19 on 04JAN2021.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag. The company considers that the COVID-19 infection is more pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use, and unrelated to BNT162B2.

990387 01/14/2021 02/01/2021 CA 53.0 F tested positive later in the day; tested positive later in the day; exposed to someone with covid virus; headaches in the back of head and ears; heaviness, it seems like pressure; Fever/101.6; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). A 53-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration, administered to the left deltoid, on 14Jan2021 between 2:30-2:45pm (14:30-14:45) at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. It was offered at her worksite. The patient's medical history included ongoing Baker's cyst right knee. The patient had no family history. Concomitant medication included celecoxib (CELEBREX) from May2020 for Baker's cyst. The patient had no additional vaccines administered on the same date of the BNT162B2. The patient previously took flu shot and she got sick (in the 1980's or 1990's). The patient had no prior vaccinations that were within 4 weeks prior to the first administration date of BNT162B2. The patient, a Senior facility HCP, took a covid test on Monday and was negative. Yesterday (14Jan2021), she received the first dose and then tested positive later in the day. She wanted to know if she can get the next dose at the appropriate time or if she has to wait 90 days. On 14Jan2021, the patient experienced headaches in the back of head and ears, heaviness, it seems like pressure, fever, and exposed to someone with covid virus. It was reported that the patient was debating on getting the Pfizer BioNTech Covid vaccine and so she finally decided to get it yesterday (14Jan2021). Two hours after getting it and getting home, her head started to hurt and fever, which she thought that was typical. That night the fever broke and it started again this morning (15Jan2021). She works at a senior facility and had to ask for an extended medical leave. She was tested yesterday for Covid that morning and had the vaccine in the afternoon. She was exposed to someone with the virus. She knows there are 2 shots and now she has had the one. She wanted to know if it's safe to get the second one since someone said she may need to wait 90 days since being exposed. She still has the headaches in the back of head and ears, heaviness, it seems like pressure. The fever has been under 100, it's been about 99 and the highest it got was yesterday at 101.6 degrees. By the time she went to bed last night it got down to 98.2 degrees. She has alternated Advil and Tylenol. She took temperature at 6am today (15Jan2021) and it was 99.8 and so she took a couple of Advil to help and by 7am it was down to 99.2. So, it's staying in the 99.2-99.3 range. The patient did not receive any other vaccines the same day or 4 weeks prior. The patient mentioned when getting the her very first flu shot, which she was hesitant about getting, she did get sick, but it wasn't immediately after. Since then she has been fine. She thinks this was in the 1980's or 1990's. She mentioned that this is a new vaccine and there is not a lot of information out there. She wanted to know if she will get immunity right away. She mentioned she was tested on Monday for Covid and told if she didn't get a call she was fine and she didn't hear anything. Then was told yesterday she was exposed to someone with Covid and so she had testing again yesterday. She is awaiting results (pending clarification). No further details provided. She was diagnosed around Memorial Day last year for right knee baker's cyst and given celecoxib. She went through physical therapy and has full range of motion, but cyst still there and tender. She may see a rheumatologist. She just finished her 30 days of celecoxib and didn't see any difference. It was reported that the events did not require a visit to emergency room nor physician office. The outcome of the event " tested positive later in the day" was unknown while the outcome of the events headaches in the back of head and ears, heaviness, it seems like pressure, fever, and exposed to someone with covid virus was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: The reported tested positive on the same day that the patient received first dose of COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, is considered unlikely related to the suspect. Of note, the patient exposed to someone with the virus.

990388 12/28/2020 02/01/2021 CA 29.0 F began having symptoms on 09Jan2021 and she had a positive test on 12Jan2021; began having symptoms on 09Jan2021 and she had a positive test on 12Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) reported that a 29-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 28Dec2020 16:00 at a single dose for safety for herself working with COVID patients. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none. The patient asked how she should proceed with her second vaccine dose now that she is positive for covid. The patient received the first dose of the vaccine on 28Dec2020. She was looking for recommendations of what to do about the second dose. She began having symptoms on 09Jan2021 and she had a positive test on 12Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported positive test/having symptoms based on the known safety profile. However the short duration  since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

990389 12/21/2020 02/01/2021 LA 29.0 F the redness came back but it was itchy, hot to touch, and hard; the redness came back but it was itchy, hot to touch, and hard; With my first vaccine I had redness to the site the day after injection; It was probably about a quarter to half dollar in size and was red and inflamed; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) reported that a 29-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 21Dec2020 17:15 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADD), eczema, and psoriasis; all from an unknown date. Patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medications included vitamin b complex, ergocalciferol (VIT D), and birth control. It was reported that with patient's first vaccine, the patient had redness to the site the day after injection (22Dec2020). It was probably about a quarter to half dollar in size and was red and inflamed but went away and faded as the week went on. Then about a week after that vaccine (reported as '27Dec2020 19:00'), the redness came back but it was itchy, hot to touch, and hard. Over the next day or so it grew quite large. The patient visited a physician, and was placed on an oral antibiotic and it slowly began to fade and go away. The outcome of the events was recovered.

990390 01/12/2021 02/01/2021 NC 23.0 M rash on his right arm and right leg; it is like little red bumps that kind of itch; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 23-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot no: EK9231, via an unspecified route of administration in left arm (top of shoulder) on 12Jan2021 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient had no relevant medical history, stated that he is perfeclty healthy.  There were no concomitant medications. There were no prior vaccination within 4 weeks.The patient received the first dose of the Covid 19 vaccine on 12Jan2021. It was administered in his left arm; however, he has developed a rash on his right arm and right leg. It's kind of large but it is not oozing or anything. The patient wanted to know if this is a normal side effect. He wanted to know if this a serious allergic reaction. He stated that he got the first dose Tuesday and he is beginning to have, he does not know if it is a mild allergic reaction or just a symptom but he has a rash on his right arm right around the elbow and one his leg it is like little red bumps that kind of itch. In his paperwork it is saying one symptoms that could be severe allergic reaction is a rash all over the body so he is wondering if this is a mild reaction of some sort and also if there are any other cases like this. He first noticed the rash on his arm yesterday (14Jan2021) after he took a shower he looked on his arm and seen a trail going down and today he noticed one on his leg. He noticed the area on his arm yesterday and today he noticed the area on his leg. He says they are little red bumps that itch. He does not know if it was kind of wet but there was a little trail going down and its itchy, it is only the 2 spots that he has noticed are really bad. He says is has persisted he thinks it has remained about the same, he definitely won't say they have gotten worse, they may have swelled up a little bit, he is trying not to scratch but he has scratched a little bit so that is probably why it has swollen up a little bit. The patient has not taken anything for the events; other than using lotion, he was putting lotion on when he first noticed it. The patient had not recovered from the events.

990392 02/01/2021 F hive rash on her body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had no history of allergies. The patient reported on unspecified date, six days after receiving a dose of the covid vaccine, she developed hive rash on her body requiring steroids to treat. Outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

990394 01/07/2021 02/01/2021 F Caller received her first shot of the COVID vaccine on 07Jan2021 however tested positive on the 13Jan2021; Caller received her first shot of the COVID vaccine on 07Jan2021 however tested positive on the 13Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received her first shot of the COVID vaccine on 07Jan2021 however tested positive on the 13Jan2021. Scheduled for her second dose on 27Jan2021. She asked that will it help or harm to get the second dose of the COVID vaccine with her history of a COVID positive test? She would like to know if she should get her second dose of the COVID vaccine after testing positive for the COVID infection, or not. Events outcome was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

990395 12/26/2020 02/01/2021 M tested positive on 14Jan2021; tested positive on 14Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (Patient's wife). A male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on 26Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. She states that her husband, who is also an RN, got first dose of the vaccine on 26Dec2020, was exposed to Covid on 09Jan2021, experienced symptoms on 12Jan2021, and tested positive on 14Jan2021. She wants to know if he can still get the 2nd dose which he was originally scheduled to receive on 16Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

990396 12/23/2020 02/01/2021 AZ 42.0 M Tested positive symptomatic COVID-19 on 04Jan2021.; Tested positive symptomatic COVID-19 on 04Jan2021.; High grade fever up to 104F after booster dose on first 24 hours with headache; High grade fever up to 104F after booster dose on first 24 hours with headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 42-year-old male patient received his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot unknown: EK5730), intramuscularly on left arm on 23Dec2020 at 08:45 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hyperuricaemia and hypertriglyceridaemia. Concomitant medication included fenofibrate and febuxostat. The patient was tested positive symptomatic COVID- 19 on 04Jan2021. Symptoms started 01Jan2021: recovered at home. High grade fever up to 104F after booster dose on first 24 hours in Dec2020 with headache. The patient received other vaccine same date (reported as) on 13Jan2021 as second dose on IM left. The patient did not receive any treatment from events. The outcome of events was recovered on unknown date.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 23Dec2020, and COVID-19 test positive on 04Jan2021. No complete effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved from first dose to protect from the targeted infection.

990398 12/23/2020 02/01/2021 PA 32.0 M came down with COVID-19; came down with COVID-19/Nasal Swab: positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 32-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at a single dose in right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma, atrial fibrillation, allergy to wasp. Concomitant medication included flecainide, metoprolol, budesonide, formoterol fumarate (SYMBICORT), albuterol (SALBUTAMOL). The patient previously took CECLOR and acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN), both experienced allergy. There was no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient came down with COVID-19 1 week later on 30Dec2020. The patient had no exposures and no one else around the patient was sick. Adverse event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or urgent care. There was a treatment for adverse event: multiple doctor visits, urgent care visit, computerised tomogram (CT) scan: unknown result. There was no COVID prior vaccination. There is a COVID tested post vaccination: Nasal Swab on 03Jan2021: result positive. The outcome of events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information provided, the positive COVID-19 nasal swab test cannot be excluded for the ineffective protection of vaccine BNT162B2.

990401 01/14/2021 02/01/2021 GA 42.0 F Allergic reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's spouse). A 42-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; batch/lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 14Jan2021 15:00 at a single dose in a hospital for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergy to sulfur and latex. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took dexamethasone (DECADRON) and experienced allergy. The patient had Covid vaccine at the hospital yesterday (14Jan2021) about 3pm and around 315-320, she had an allergic reaction. The patient was given epinephrine and stuff like that but ended up having to call an ambulance and took to another hospital. There, they had to put her in ICU and on a ventilator. The patient's spouse asked what might have been in the product that she would have been allergic to. The patient was transferred to hospital. She is a respiratory therapist. The patient was treated with epinephrine, albuterol and she was put on a bi-pap but she couldn't breathe and was told by the doctors that her body can't take it so they intubated her about 7:30 pm, she was put on a ventilator. The patient had an emergency visit. The patient had no prior vaccination (within 4 weeks). The outcome of the event was not recovered.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.Y

990404 12/28/2020 02/01/2021 PA 57.0 F Soreness on the arm/ soreness at the site; felt a little achy/ achiness like you have on flu; I am COVID positive/ woke up with every COVID symptoms/ got real sick with positive COVID; I am COVID positive/ woke up with every COVID symptoms/ got real sick with positive COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 57-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: ELO140, reporter stated "could be ELO or ERO"), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included bronchitis from Oct2020 and ongoing and occasional cough. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that "I am a nurse I work with COVID patients. I got my vaccination on 28Dec2020. After the vaccination I had soreness on the arm and I felt a little achy. I felt like that with the flu shot (no further clarification) for couple of few days maybe. Then my whole family developed COVID and I am COVID positive. On 06Jan2021, I woke up with every COVID symptoms. I tested positive on the 7th. So, I have been in isolation for 10 days from work. The reason I called you guys is that I am getting 10 different answers. I am due to get my vaccination on 18th. I still have some symptoms and I did not know I am hearing where symptoms go away. I am concerned, my shot is not going to work. If I have mild symptoms can I get it? I am getting tensive for answers, she gave a little bit of information. Do you want me to tell you all my symptoms the time I contracted the COVID? What I told you about the shot was from 28th. Yes, the vaccination on the 28th was soreness at the site like achiness like you have on flu. I had bronchitis (Intent: History) back in at the month of Oct. I have an occasional cough. So, I do not even count that because that is being going on but then I got real sick with positive COVID on the 6th. I am concerned about getting my second shot. That is the reason of my call. The symptoms from the 28th is just what I told you. I have COVID so I am on a lot of medication right now. I am taking medications for the COVID. I am on budesonide (SYMBICORT) inhaler, albuterol (VENTOLIN) inhaler, I am taking acetaminophen (TYLENOL), guaifenesin (MUCINEX). As of Thursday I am taking ranitidine (ZANTAC) and some Steroids, pepper too and cough medicine as needed. When asked about causality, the patient stated "No because my whole family got COVID. Like my daughter, in-laws. It just went through our whole family. I do not think anything is related to the vaccine." Nurse added, "I do not really know what to do about this. If I feel better, I am just wondering if I should go ahead and get it because she told me there is no studies beyond that day. That was my main reason for the call." She was referring to the 'TCP'. "When I am going to get it if I am having mild symptoms because I do not want to lose my immunity. I am kind of troubling with myself what to do." The outcome of the event "I am COVID positive/ woke up with every COVID symptoms/ got real sick with positive COVID" was not recovered and of the remaining events was unknown.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event positive for corona virus infection based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 10 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity. It worth to note that the patient's whole family developed COVID.

990413 12/31/2020 02/01/2021 F tested positive for Covid-19; tested positive for Covid-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar events for two patients. This is the second of the two reports.  A 65-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. This patient was vaccinated and has tested positive for Covid-19 on an unspecified date, not sure when she tested positive for the Covid-19. She was asymptomatic. It was also reported that she got sick on 03Jan2021. The second dose is due 21Jan2021, is it ok for her to receive it? How long can she wait if she does not get the vaccine at 21 days? The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021051642 same reporter/product, similar events and different patient

990421 01/15/2021 02/01/2021 MI 65.0 F I had anaphylaxis yesterday; Throat is still swollen; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).    A 65-years-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL3249), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included diabetes mellitus. Concomitant medication included metformin (unknown manufacturer), levothyroxine sodium (LEVOXYL), fluoxetine (unknown manufacturer), empagliflozin (JARDIANCE), rosuvastatin (unknown manufacturer). The patient experienced anaphylaxis and throat was still swollen on 15Jan2021 about 30 minutes after when she received the shot, with outcome of recovering. The patient was transferred to emergency and was treated for the event.

990423 02/01/2021 PA F ended up getting coronavirus; ended up getting coronavirus; This is a spontaneous report from the Pfizer marketing program. Information received from a contactable consumer reporting for the mother.  A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) vaccine , via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date  at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.   It was reported that the patient took the first dose of the vaccine but ended up getting Coronavirus a week after her first dose.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

990424 12/24/2020 02/01/2021 CA F COVID-19 virus test positive; COVID-19 virus test positive; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program "Pfizer RXPathways" from a contactable other health professional. A female patient of an unspecified age received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech), via an unspecified route of administration, on 24Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced COVID-19 virus test positive on 13Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 virus test: positive on 13Jan2021.   The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events.

990429 01/07/2021 02/01/2021 CO 52.0 F fever between 103 to 103 F; Severe body aches; fatigue; generalized weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 52-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231 and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 07Jan2021 17:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Meniere's disease, and allergies to Latex. The patient previously took cefalexin (KEFLEX) and codeine and experienced allergies. The patient also took the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899) on 17Dec2020 17:30 in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient is not pregnant. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included unspecified medications. On 08Jan2021 03:00, about 10 hours post vaccine, the patient experienced fever between 103 to 103 f, severe body aches, fatigue, and generalized weakness which lasted until about 60 hours post vaccination. The patient has not undergone COVID testing post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovered on 10Jan2021 15:30.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal association, a causal relationship between reported events and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

990433 02/01/2021 PA F COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine and 2 days later developed positive COVID-19 test and go bed. The patient wanted to know how many days she needs to wait until she receives the 2nd vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on lot number/batch number was requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient developed positive COVID-19 test two days after vaccination of BNT162B2.  No complete protection can be achieved to prevent from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag. The company considers that the COVID-19 is more likely pre-existing condition prior to vaccine use, and unrelated to BNT162B2.

990434 02/01/2021 TX F COVID-19 virus test positive; COVID-19 virus test positive; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program contactable consumer reporting for herself. A 53-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included blood pressure. Concomitant medication included losartan (unknown manufacturer) for blood pressure. The patient experienced COVID-19 virus test positive on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 virus test: positive (unknown date).  The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

990441 01/13/2021 02/01/2021 FL 66.0 F severe upper stomach pains and stomach pains all over and cramps; all over body pain; headache; nausea; ankles swelling more the right one; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 66-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 13Jan2021 13:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Coronary artery disease (CAD), 2nd degree AV heart block, acid reflux, gastritis, high blood presure, fibromyalgia, gammaglobulinemia, allergies to sulfa, eggs, milk, fish, shrimp, and nuts. The patient is not pregnant. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included valsartan (DIOVAN), esomeprazole sodium (NEXIUM), acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN), alprazolam, atorvastatin (LIPITOR). The patient previously took codeine, morphine, clopidogrel (PLAVIX), isosorbide mononitrate (IMDUR) and experienced allergies. On 13Jan2021 15:00, approximately 1 hour after the shot, the patient experienced severe upper stomach pains and stomach pains all over and cramps. A few hours later, she got all over body pain, headache, nausea, and her ankles were swelling more the right one. These events are all still going on 3 days later. Treatment was not provided in response to the events. The patient has not undergone COVID testing post vaccination.  The outcome of the events was not recovered.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

990447 01/01/2021 02/01/2021 VA 21.0 F COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Health Care Professional (patient).    A 21-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, Lot. EL0142) at single dose, in the left arm, on 01Jan2021 at 09:00 PM, for COVID-19 immunisation. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Relevant medical history was unknown. Concomitant medications included levocetirizine. On 12Jan2021, after receiving first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine) the patient resulted positive to COVID-19. Post the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19 on 12Jan2021 and resulted positive. COVID-19 test type post vaccination: Nasal Swab (COVID-19 PCR test). No treatment received. Clinical outcome was unknown at time of this report.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events.

990448 02/01/2021 U tested positive for covid; tested positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A patient of unspecified age (age: 21; unit: unknown) and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number and expiration date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter stated that one of her colleagues tested positive for COVID after the first dose of the vaccine on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

990450 01/11/2021 02/01/2021 IN 33.0 F Miscarriage after 2nd vaccine.; Miscarriage after 2nd vaccine.; Miscarriage after 2nd vaccine.; Miscarriage after 2nd vaccine.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for herself. This 33-year-old female patient received the 2nd dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Es1686), via intramuscular at left arm on 11Jan2021 08:00 am at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was unknown. Concomitant medications were none. The patient previously received the 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: Ej1685) intramuscular at left arm on 21Dec2020 10:15 AM for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient had no known allergies. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks, no other medications in two weeks. The patient was pregnant. Last menstrual date was 14Dec2020. Delivery due date was 16Sep2021. Gestation period was 3 weeks. The patient experienced miscarriage on 16Jan2021 after 2nd vaccine. AE resulted in congenital anomaly or birth defect. The patient had no COVID prior vaccination. The patient had COVID tested/nasal swab post vaccination with negative results on 11Jan2021 and 13Jan2021. Outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, a causal relationship between event  miscarriage after the second COVID-19 vaccination and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be completely excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

990454 01/16/2021 02/01/2021 TN 62.0 M headache, 10 hours later symptoms of fatigue and Bell's Palsy; headache, 10 hours later symptoms of fatigue and Bell's Palsy; headache, 10 hours later symptoms of fatigue and Bell's Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 62-year-old male patient receive first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number: EL3249, Pfizer), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm (shoulder) on 16Jan2021 06:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension, gout, BP (blood pressure) abnormal, blood cholesterol abnormal all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included daily losartan for blood pressure, rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR) for cholesterol. The patient experienced headache, 10 hours later symptoms of fatigue and bell's palsy on 16Jan2021 16:00 about 10 hours after vaccination. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of events. He was prescribed Prednisone 6 tabs PO (per oral) for 5 days, tapering down 1 tab daily. B12 Shot in 19Jan2021. He had an MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) appointment on 20Jan2021. His BP and cholesterol are both under control. Facility type vaccine: Hospital. No other vaccine in four weeks. No COVID prior vaccination. No COVID tested post vaccination. Not Known allergies. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. The adverse event was not required a visit to doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic or Emergency room/department or urgent care. Family Medical History included: Mother died of cancer in the early 90s. Dad died of heart failure in the early 80s. The outcome of events was not resolved.
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990462 12/21/2020 02/01/2021 VA 31.0 F tested positive for COVID-19; tested positive for COVID-19; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient herself). A 31-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer Covid vaccine, lot EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 21Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE, for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. No other vaccines in four weeks. She had a sars-cov-2 test via nasal swab on 30Dec2020 and was negative. She was re-tested for sars-cov-2 and she was positive (via nasal swab) on 04Jan2021. The patient had her second dose of bnt162b2 on 15Jan2021. She informed that she had headache that started 30Dec2020 and during the 10 days following the positive test. She received the vaccine in a hospital and had doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or urgent care. The outcome of events was recovered.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 21Dec2020, and a repeated sars-cov-2 test via nasal swab positive on 04Jan2021.  No complete effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved from first dose to protect from the targeted infection.

990467 12/29/2020 02/01/2021 NY 50.0 M Stated that he received the first dose then took the test and it came out positive/got vaccinated 29Dec2020/took the Covid test on 30Dec2020/found out that he was positive on Friday (01Jan2021); Stated that he received the first dose then took the test and it came out positive/got vaccinated 29Dec2020/took the Covid test on 30Dec2020/found out that he was positive on Friday (01Jan2021); This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect, received from a contactable consumer (patient). A 50-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not provided) solution for injection, via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated that he received the first dose then took the test and it came out positive. He was scheduled to take the second dose next Tuesday 19Jan2021 and wanted to confirm if he has to wait 90 days or still stick with the second dose since he has already had the first dose. Patient stated that he had got vaccinated on 29Dec2020. Stated that he took the Covid test on 30Dec2020 because someone tested positive and found out that he was positive on Friday (01Jan2021). He was cleared to return to work and he will tomorrow. He wanted to know if this will impede the vaccination process and wanted to know if he will have to redo the vaccination. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

990478 12/21/2020 02/01/2021 NJ 65.0 M Since getting first shot and again after the second shot, have had frequent afib/apc's; Since getting first shot and again after the second shot, have had frequent afib/apc's; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (ophthalmologist) reporting for himself. A 65-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: eh9899), intramuscular on 21Dec2020 at 15:00 at single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient was vaccinated at hospital. Patient age at time of vaccination was 65 years. No other vaccine was given within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not receiving concomitant medications. Medical history included ongoing paroxysmal afib (atrial fibrillation). The patient has known allergies to squid. The patient reported having a long history of paroxysmal afib, very fit, play tennis at the national level. Prior to vaccine have had 2-3 brief bouts of afib/year. Since getting first shot and again after the second shot, have had frequent afib/apc's (atrial premature contractions) at least 6 episodes. Adverse event start date was reported as 21Dec2020 at 02:00 AM (pending clarification). No treatment was given for the event. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, she has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The event is considered possibly related to the suspect product based on the reportedly positive temporal association in a subject with a positive medical history of atrial arrhythmias. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

990490 01/06/2021 02/01/2021 WI 47.0 F my right arm started to feel like it was on fire; This feeling quickly spread up my neck and across my chest; red splotchy rash; right side of my head was tingling; I was mildly tachycardic; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other Health Professional (patient). A 47-year-old female patient received 1st dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 12:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included allergies to adhesive and nickel. Patient did not have COVID prior vaccination. Patient did not have COVID tested post vaccination. There were no concomitant medications. It was reported that the day after vaccination, patient's right arm started to feel like it was on fire. This feeling quickly spread up neck and across chest and this area had a red splotchy rash. The right side of head was tingling. Patient took 50 mg diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) and headed to ER (Emergency Room) where patient received Dexamethasone. Patient was mildly tachycardic. Above events started on 07Jan2021 at 12:30. Outcome of the events was resolved.; Sender's Comments: The events are considered related to the suspect product based on the strong temporal association. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

990494 01/11/2021 02/01/2021 FL 77.0 F couldn't sleep; sudden hearing loss; complete hearing loss a few days later/hearing loss in right ear; constant humming in her right ear/getting hissing in my ear; arm felt tender; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).   A 77-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number was either: EL1283, CL1283, or LL1283) on 11Jan2021 at 11:00 at single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. Patient previously took pneumonia shot on an unknown date and flu shot in Oct2020 for immunization. Patient got the first dose of the vaccine on 11Jan2021 at 11:00 in the morning. On 11Jan2021 her arm felt tender where the needle went in.On 12Jan2021 late afternoon, she started getting hissing in her ear that was still there and had not gone away at all and she also had a constant humming in her right ear. By 13Jan2021, she still had the humming.  She saw an ENT on 13Jan2021 and doctor didn't know if it was correlated to the vaccine or not; doctor took some wax out of her ear and she seemed to get relief from the hissing for about 15 minutes but about 15-20 minutes later the hissing/ humming continued. On 14Jan2021, woke up with complete deafness in right ear. Immediately called ENT doctor and did a hearing test. Patient could not hear and they confirmed she had sudden hearing loss in her right ear on 14Jan2021, she had nothing in her right ear (as reported). They put her on 40 mg a day of Prednisone (20mg tablets) and so far, prednisone hadn't done anything: originally taking prednisone 40mg for four days and was taking two a day;  on 16Jan2021 when she was getting no relief and couldn't sleep due to the humming in her ear, she called doctor and was advised to take the 40mg together in the morning, she will take 40mg a day. On 19Jan2021 she took 20mg for four days and then decreased by half again. She was also advised by doctor to take 25mg Benadryl (UPC: 30048284 Lot: SPS023 Exp: Jun2022) at night. They are scheduling her for an MRI in Jan2021.Patient was also scheduled for the second dose on 01Feb2021 and will be on the prednisone until 26Jan2021; she would like to know whether the prednisone will diminish the effectiveness of the vaccine. She also asked  if there was a certain amount of time she should wait to restart in case the doctor decided she should not get the second dose; she also wanted to know if she should wait on the second vaccine and maybe start over in two months.She was concerned and wanted to know if she should proceed with the second shot. The patient underwent blood work on an unspecified date to see if she can receive contrast for an MRI. She never had problem with MRI contrast before. Final outcome of the events was reported as unknown.

990499 01/14/2021 02/01/2021 MO 49.0 F Sick; woke up 12 hours later and had a temp of 102 and arm pain/ temp gotten as high as 103 degrees Fahrenheit; arm pain; sweating; she was really tired; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This 49-year-old female nurse reported for herself that she received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine, Lot number: EL8982) at single dose for Vaccination on 14Jan2021. The vaccine was injected to left deltoid/shoulder about 2:15 pm. Relevant medical history included ongoing uterine fibroids since Dec2019, ongoing obesity since Oct2000 and COVID-19 from Dec2020 to Dec2020.   Relevant concomitant drug was unknown. The patient had surgical procedures when she had her first child. No Family Medical History Relevant to AE(s).  Her mother got the shot a couple of days before caller did and she had no problems. The patient was administered her first dose of Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine on 14Jan2021. She reported that she became sick (Medically significant) about 12 hours later on 15Jan2021.  The patient Went to sleep and woke up about 12 hours after she got the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine with a body temperature of 102 degrees Fahrenheit and arm pain. She could not really go back to sleep. When she got up it went away. She tried to go to work that day, and did go to work but she was really tired. When she finally got home she got in the bed and really had not been out of bed since then except for today she was sitting in a chair; so she thought maybe she had improved a little bit at on the reporting day. She had maintained a constant fever since 15Jan2021 that had gotten as high as 103 degrees Fahrenheit. At the reporting time her temp was 100.5. She had alternated Tylenol and Motrin for the fever. She was sweating profusely so it may be the temperature trying to break, but she had been struggling since she had it. This was so unlike her, she did not just stay in bed. She could not kick it. She had been unable to work since 15Jan2021 and she had to work tomorrow.  She believed this was medically significant because she cannot work.  The patient did not have vaccinations within four weeks prior to the first administration date of the suspect vaccine(s).  No Additional Vaccines was administered on Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect. Relevant Tests was None. The patient did not visit the emergency Room nor Physician Office due to the events. The outcome of event being sick was resolving. The outcome of event temperature had gotten as high as 103 degrees Fahrenheit was not resolved. The outcome of other events was unknown. The patient thought the causality was yes 100% because her COVID-19 symptoms were not even this bad; she never had a fever with COVID-19; and she had never before had a fever this high for this long.; Sender's Comments: There is a plausible chronological association between vaccine administration and onset of the event; causality therefore cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

990523 01/17/2021 02/01/2021 LA 80.0 M he is shrinking; chills; tired; cant walk; it hit me like I had the virus; it hit me like I had the virus; My eyes are hurting; no matter which way I turned it was hurting, knees, everything was hurting really bad/aches and pain; dizzy/dizziness; weak; muscle pain; joint pain/back knees elbow joint pain; fever; headaches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  An 80-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer BioNtech Covid 19 vaccine, lot number EL1283) , via an unspecified route of administration on 17Jan2021 01:15 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included open heart surgery 11 years ago, covid-19 from Jul2020 to an unknown date.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received bnt162b2 yesterday, with no problems. However today (18Jan2021), in 15 minutes after waking up at 11, he had the chills really bad, that went away, then he went to sleep again and woke up and he had all the symptoms on the paperwork, he had dizziness, headache, he's hardly ever had a headache ever. He had aches and pain. Caller states that he was just asking right now about another company, and their vaccine in started with an M, and her daughter is at a girls home, because she has a epileptic type thing, and this particular shot, that started with M, the nurse called over, and the problems that he is having he explained to the nurse is like when he had the virus previously about in Jul2020, when he had the virus he was in hospital for a week, because he had to get rid of the virus, and they got him out of that. Now he took this shot yesterday and the next day is when he got all these symptoms, he's tired, cant walk, muscle pain, had chills not any more, pain in the knees, everywhere really, he couldn't get any position to go back to sleep, his back knees elbow joint pain. Since he had these things, the nurse at the girls home, told his wife if having these problems he can take 300 mg of Zinc, 1000mg of Vitamin C, and 2000IU or Vitamin D, the same thing, that amount, he asks will it over come the symptoms. Another person felt good after getting those, it helped him he does state however that is what the person took when he actually had the Covid 19 Virus. Caller states that he received paperwork after the vaccine from the (State), it has a bunch of blocks asking if he has this or that symptom. His First dose was 17Jan2021 at 1:15, then on 07Feb2021 if this Second Dose. All the side effects started Today 18Jan2021. His doctor said he's in good health. He did have open heart surgery 11 years ago. The patient reported he is 5 feet 8 and a half inches, he is shrinking. He stated, "I was good until this morning, it hit me like I had the virus. The product they gave me at the (State) was the Pfizer-biontech vaccine. I had all the symptoms except vomiting/throwing up. I got all the other symptoms. no matter which way I turned it was hurting, knees, everything was hurting really bad. I was dizzy and weak so I don't want to walk around too much. I had muscle pain, joint pain, fever, headaches, chills, never went away. I hurt everywhere. I am really weak. My eyes are hurting. My daughter is in a girls home (paralysis problem). They had the vaccine from the another company and they have heard so many negative stuff so they decided they did not want to, when my wife told her I was having these problems. I had the virus 4 months, the nurse told me to take 300mg of zinc, 1000mg vitamin C and 2000mg vitamin D (the person took that when he had the disease). Should I take this stuff? Is there any information on that? what's in this? protein? my wife got the disease. They said she had enough antibodies. How long is the immunity? When does it start?" The outcome of the event chills was resolved, of other events was unknown.

990524 01/01/2021 02/01/2021 CT M Stroke like symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer reporting for father in law. An elderly male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced stroke like symptoms in Jan2021 and was admitted to the hospital due to it. Outcome of event was unknown.    No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.Y

990525 02/01/2021 F caused a rib head to come out of socket; The vaccine caused a flair up of the arthritis in her shoulder; She still has pain in the shoulder now because it has pinched a nerve; She still has pain in the shoulder now because it has pinched a nerve; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 49-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration in her arm on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included arthritis in her shoulders bilaterally. Concomitant medications were not reported. The vaccine caused a flair up of the arthritis in her shoulder and caused a rib head to come out of socket. She still had pain in the shoulder now because it had pinched a nerve. Can she get the second dose in another site besides her deltoid? The outcome of events was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

990531 02/01/2021 M tested positive after his second Pfizer vaccine; tested positive after his second Pfizer vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) first dose (lot number and expiration date not provided) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose, and second dose (lot number and expiration date not provided) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient tested positive after his second Pfizer vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

990534 02/01/2021 U Patient received 2 doses of vaccine and got COVID and was sick for 10-13 days with Covid; Patient received 2 doses of vaccine and got COVID and was sick for 10-13 days with Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Other-HCP (patient) via Pfizer Sales Representative.  A patient of unknown age and gender received 2 doses of (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on an unknow date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. Patient received 2 doses of vaccine and she/ he got COVID and she/ he was sick for 10-13 days with Covid. The outcome of the events was unknown. No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about batch/lot number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events.

990541 02/01/2021 F Positive COVID-19 test; Positive COVID-19 test; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program  from a contactable physician.   A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine) at single dose, on an unspecified date, for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. On an unspecified date, after the first dose, was diagnosed for COVID-19. Clinical outcome was unknown at time of this report.   The information on the lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported diagnosed for COVID-19.  However, more information, such as Vaccine administration date, clinical course, underlying medical conditions is required for the Company to make a more meaningful causality assessments.

990543 12/28/2020 02/01/2021 MA F positive for Covid; positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) (patient) from the Pfizer-sponsored program. A female patient of unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of the vaccine last 28Dec2020 and then last 04Jan2021, she was positive for COVID-19. She wanted to know if it is okay for her to take her second dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

990546 02/01/2021 U patient tested positive for Covid after receiving the first dose; patient tested positive for Covid after receiving the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 7 patients. This report is for 5th of 7 patient.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer Covid vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The consumer reported that 7 coworkers was tested positive for COVID after receiving first dose of the Pfizer Covid vaccine on an unspecified date. The outcome of event was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021045622 same drug/AE, different patient

990547 02/01/2021 U patient tested positive for Covid after receiving first dose; patient tested positive for Covid after receiving first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 7 patients. This report is for the 7th of 7 patients.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The consumer reported that patient tested positive for Covid after receiving first dose of the Pfizer Covid vaccine on an unspecified date. The outcome of event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021045622 same reporter, drug and event, different patient

990552 12/29/2020 02/01/2021 IN F positive COVID-19 test; positive COVID-19 test; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable female consumer (patient) of an unspecified age reported that she received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 15Jan2021, the patient tested positive for a COVID-19 test. The patient was put in isolation. She should receive her second dose on 19Jan2021, but she had to cancel her second shot since she was tested positive and she couldn't go. She called in because she wanted to reschedule her second shot of the vaccine. Local authorities can't give her second dose of vaccine until mid of February. She's trying to find out if it's okay. At the time of the report, the outcome of the events was unknown.  The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

990587 01/12/2021 02/01/2021 LA 71.0 F Not being able to eat; Not being able to drink; Not being to stand up; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 71-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), intramuscular on 12Jan2021 14:50 at single dose in upper left arm for Prevent Covid.  Medical history included ongoing rheumatoid arthritis from in 2008 (diagnosed about 12 years ago), ongoing fibromyalgia from in Nov2020 (diagnosed a couple of months ago), ongoing hypothyroidism diagnosed about 20 years ago. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) ongoing for Hypothyroidism, her dose has not changed for most of the years she has been on it; liothyronine sodium started taking from 2020 (about 6 weeks ago) after seeing an endocrinologist and ongoing for Hypothyroidism. The patient previously took Generic of Synthroid and it made her sick/ cannot take this was years ago; she got flu vaccine every year. Vaccination Facility Type was Rehab clinic associated with the Hospital in town. Vaccine Administered not at Military Facility. No Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks). She was calling about the first dose of Pfizer Covid vaccine. She was in the ER on Friday after having the vaccine. For 4 days she had not been able to eat, drink or stand up. She was pretty much only mildly better since Friday. She clarified that she received the vaccine on 12Jan2021 and the events started the same day within hours after receiving the vaccine. In the Emergency Room she received a bag of fluids. She had blood work and a chest x-ray done, she was told the chest x-ray was very good (12Jan2021). She was not told details about her blood work but she thought it was good since she was sent home. The only prescription that was given to her was for Zofran. She confirmed she was not admitted, she was in the ER for hours. She would be at her doctor's office this afternoon. She was slightly improved. She was resting right now to talk. She had been able to drink powerade and water. Last night after being force fed, she did eat a little it of supper, she did not enjoy it but she ate it. The events required a visit to Emergency Room. Reported she cannot take the generic of Synthroid called levothyroxine since it made her sick. This was years ago. She was grateful. She was nervous about taking the second dose. Advised to ask HCP when she saw her this afternoon. The outcome of the events was recovering.

990595 12/31/2020 02/01/2021 PA 61.0 F positive for covid; positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A 61-year-old female patient received 1st dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at left arm, intramuscular on 31Dec2020 at 0.25 mL, single for preventative. Time the Vaccination was Given between 7:30 to 08:00 am. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient took the first dose of the covid vaccine on 31Dec2020. She took a rapid test on Tuesday 12Jan2021 and found out she was positive for covid, she did not know the name of the test specifically. She stated she was lucky that she had mild covid symptoms. The outcome of event was unknown.  No Follow Up attempts are Possible; Information on Lot/Batch Number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

990619 01/16/2021 02/01/2021 AZ M he has been deaf since he got out; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 16Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. He has been a truck driver all his life. The patient reported that he has been deaf since he got out, on an unknown date. He stated that his heart doctor wanted him to take a nuclear test on 20Jan2021. Patient did not want to take a test if it will interfere with his shot and he wanted to know if this will interfere with his shot. The final outcome of the event was unknown. Information on the batch number has been requested.

990627 01/15/2021 02/01/2021 PA 41.0 F Allergic reaction; Throat swelling; tightness; difficulty swallowing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number was unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history reported no current heath issue like no "acute" (not clarified) current she got but she had got "bulging" (not clarified) disc and "effects" in the past, no "aplasia" (not clarified) nothing, no and she was "marina" (not clarified)." There were no concomitant medications. The reporter reported a patient that had an allergic reaction to the Pfizer Covid vaccine. Nurse stated that when she was "admitted" (not clarified) she was in the ER being monitored she got "admitted" (not clarified) first day today 7:45 not clarified (15Jan2021). The patient experienced allergic reaction, included "Throat swelling, tightness, difficulty swallowing." The reporter gave the patient "Api" (not clarified) 0.3 milligram and then also she had "Dimedrol" (not clarified) 125 and then she had CAPCID 20mg IV "piggy back" (not clarified). She had Benadryl 50 milligrams." The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the batch number and lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of allergic reaction cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship and the known adverse event profile of the suspect product.  Severe allergic reaction is the known risk for the product. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

990634 01/13/2021 02/01/2021 U I am very "hard of hearing"; My blood pressure went up, very high/high blood pressure/my BP was 186/113/my Blood pressure was like 214/87 to 205/99; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number and expiry date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had a shot on Wednesday (13Jan2021) and on Thursday (14Jan2021) morning, the patient's blood pressure went up, very high. The patient had high blood pressure. That is when the patient took blood pressure tablets (unspecified medication). The patient's BP was 186/113 and pulse was 62. The patient was taking BP (measurement or medication?) all the time. Anyways, the patient was just wondering yesterday (15Jan2021), the patient's blood pressure was like 214/87 to 205/99 which was really high, and the patient went to the emergency care, they gave the patient some pills to bring it down anyways. The patient was just wondering because it just could be coincident. From the patient's sheets, it looked like the patient's blood pressure was going up a little bit. The patient wanted to see if it's some sort of reaction or (incomplete sentence). The patient also stated very "hard of hearing (further not clarified)". The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

990641 01/02/2021 02/01/2021 F Went to go get a Covid test and it came back positive; Went to go get a Covid test and it came back positive; had a bitter taste in her mouth; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable Nurse(patient) reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received first dose BNT162B2 (Pfizer BioNTech Covid 19 vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history was none. The concomitant medications were none. The patient got the vaccine on the 02Jan2021. After getting the vaccine she started losing taste. After getting vaccine in Jan2021 she had a bitter taste in her mouth. She went to go get a Covid test and it came back positive in Jan2021 and she had additional questions. The patient stated it was the Pfizer vaccine but she did not think it gave her the Covid because she had symptoms before that period then they just came back. If it feels with adverse reaction or anything just wanted to know if it was associated with the vaccine or not.The patient stated she did not lose taste, she just had a bitter taste. She could taste everything. She just had bitter taste in her mouth. She did not think bitter taste in her mouth was related to product. The patient just find anybody who can explain to her if it was okay for her to go for the second dose because there was no more information about the Pfizer because she had Covid. She just needed to know it was ok for her to get the second dose or stop the vaccine. The patient was informed to contact Medical information. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the batch number/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information and time association, the possible contribution of suspect BNT162B2 administration to the COVID-19 infection and bitter teste cannot be excluded.

990649 01/07/2021 02/01/2021 NJ 51.0 F She got the vaccine and now she has Covid, she is tested positive; She got the vaccine and now she has Covid, she is tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient's husband). A 51-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EL0142, expiry date not reported) on 07Jan2021 intramuscularly in left deltoid muscle at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), amlodipine besilate/ atorvastatin calcium (CADUET). The patient received the vaccine and then had COVID. On 07Jan2021 Thursday, the patient received the vaccine, and on Tuesday (12Jan2021) she said she was not feeling good. On Thursday (14Jan2021) she went to work and because she was not feeling good, she was tested and she was tested positive. The patient worked in a nursing home where she had been tested almost everyday. She was tested negative before she got the vaccine. She was at home, not receiving treatment for COVID. The reporter didn't understand why the patient (reporter's wife) got the vaccine and then had COVID. The outcome of the event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported event tested positive based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 7 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

990653 01/15/2021 02/01/2021 FL M Gas; Aches and pains; Passed out; Fell; did get hurt when he fell; Hit his head on the counter and cut open his head; Dizzy; Nausea; Weakness/He is very weak; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (caregiver). A 78-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation, lot number: unknown. Medical history included Blood pressure high. Concomitant medications included some blood pressure medicine (no names reported). It was reported that patient got up in the morning the following day (on 16Jan2021), so dizzy, weak, nauseous, and he fell (did get hurt when he fell), passed out. On the way down, he hit his head on the counter and cut open his head, not a pretty sight when he got up. On unknown date patient experienced gas, aches and pains. Patient was very weak. Patient was not going to pass out, but he was very weak, and reporter thought some of it was from fall, he fell. When you pass out, you fall like a ton of bricks. He fell on a tile floor. So, he had gas, he had some aches and pains now too. Patient was going to take him to the doctor because he did get hurt when he fell. No treatment received for the events, patient had not seen a doctor yet, he will be seeing one the day of the report. Patient had not recovered from weakness, while outcome of the other reported events was unknown. Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.

990669 01/22/2021 02/01/2021 63.0 63 F After 7 days left arm shot area is pink and itches a lot

990670 01/07/2021 02/01/2021 30.0 30 F Pt received first dose of COVID-19 vaccination on 7 Jan 2021.  She reports 8 days after receiving the vaccine she woke up with her left arm (vaccine arm) feeling like "deadweight".   The vaccine sight was warm to the touch, swollen, and an erythematous, raised, pruritic rash was present.  The rash stayed localized, did not spread.  Interventions include ice, Tylenol, and Motrin with no relief. Pt reported resolution of above symptoms 72 hours after they presented.  She reports some lingering fatigue and a swollen lymph node in axillary chain n the arm pit of the arm she recieved the vaccine.  She denies drainage/discharge from site, pain in area, or overlying pore/punctum.  She denies angioedema or anaphylaxis reaction to the vaccine.

990671 01/06/2021 02/01/2021 NY 53.0 53 F Two day after vaccine I had a pain on my left side, left chest under or near left breast.  It was a constant pain or discomfort.   It lasted from Friday-Monday .  I was concerned that maybe was a blot clot ( I have two clotting disorders)  I did know about this site until today.  It was not explained to me at the Vaccine clinic.

990672 01/22/2021 02/01/2021 IL 35.0 35 F At 11:30am the next day after receiving the second dose, I became extremely fatigued and felt dizzy and very nauseous. On  the morning of 1/31/21, I felt the exact same symptoms but this time the nausea led to vomiting.

990673 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 WA 55.0 55 F One day after second dose of moderna , had bad chills, body aches, joint pain, sore throat, headache, fever.  Lasted 2 days.   Took repeated doses of excedrin migraine, Advil, and liquid cold medicine.  Two days after vaccine, developed patchy, slightly raised, itchy red rash extending approximately 5 inches below the injection site.  No rash on rest of body.  Rash still visible 4 days after injection but not as severe.

990674 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 KY 40.0 40 M Fatigue, muscle aches, fever, chills, malaise

990675 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 39.0 39 F Metaletic taste, chills, rash, fatigue, muscle pain and weakness, severe nausea and vomitting. Vomitted for 3 hrs. Vomitting occurred 48 hr after vaccination.

990676 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 FL 89.0 89 F Client stated shortness of breath.  Paramedics assessed client and client was transported to Hospital.

990677 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 MA 85.0 85 M itchy rash in b/l arms. itch resolved after 3 hours, and skin became scaly and peeling in tiny patches about 0.5 cm, multiple, across b/l arms.

990678 01/23/2021 02/01/2021 CA 56.0 56 F Injection site bruise(bleed a lot at injection ) Itchy, red, swollen(harden) right below the injection site

990679 01/06/2021 02/01/2021 MD 56.0 56 F dizziness immediately after injection; Repeated headaches ever since

990680 01/22/2021 02/01/2021 CT 27.0 27 F Erythematous rash and urticaria that started on anterior neck and spread to eyes, cheeks, forehead, ears. Rash lasted about a week.

990681 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 FL 35.0 35 F Chills (no fever), myalgia, arthralgia, fatigue, malaise, headache, right arm soreness. No treatment given except rest. Lasted ~24 hours.

990683 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Client stated, "I feel very sleepy."  Spouse reported hat client was lightheaded and dizzy.  Fire Rescue attended to client on site.   Released home with her spouse awake, alert and verbally responsive.

990685 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 CT 68.0 68 F Awoke in the night with fever.  Fever persisted for about 30 hours.  Temp taken at 102.9.   Felt weak for days afterward.

990686 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 FL 79.0 79 F Client reported warm feeling to face and neck, lightheadedness 3 minutes after receiving the vaccine Care initiated by facility.  Vital signs within normal range.  Client declined further treatment.

990687 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 NC 38.0 38 F Rash with soreness at injection site and going down right arm

990688 01/06/2021 02/01/2021 FL 39.0 39 F Supraclavicular lymphadenopathy

990689 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 FL 83.0 83 F Client's son reports that client complained of throat tightness, new onset coughing.  Client was treated on site by Fore Rescue and transported to Hospital by ambulance.

990690 02/01/2021 02/01/2021 IN 26.0 35 F Patient here for COVID vaccine.  Patient's left deltoid muscle was punctured with needle.  After puncture I noted that the syringe was empty, there was nothing in syringle.   Site Coordinator, was notified and situation was explained to patient.

990691 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 PA 71.0 71 M nausea - couldn't hold down water or food for first day abdominal pain back ache blood in urine on third day after shot still in pain...haven't slept last two nights

990692 01/22/2021 02/01/2021 OK 69.0 69 F Very sore at injection site and had a small round red spot.  4-5 days later it started itching , very tender, very red & very hot to touch.  2 days later the spot was getting bigger.  As of this  minute it is not as red, but hot and has a bit of a streak down from the injection site.  It is about 2 1/2" tall &  2 1/4" wide.

990693 01/13/2021 02/01/2021 MN 34.0 34 F Rash on forearms 1 hour following injection that disappeared within 12 hours. Vulvar irritation including lesions noticed roughly 36 hours post injection, lasting for 2 weeks. No interventions or medications used for treatment.

990694 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 MI 52.0 52 F 39 hours after I received 2nd injection, started with bad migraine (3x as bad as usual migraine), diarrhea, nausea, had temp of 99.5F for one day, fatigue.

990695 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 OK 67.0 67 M Extreme fatigue, body ache, fever (101.1) night of the injection and all the next day. I also had a rash develop on the wrist of the arm where I was injected.

990696 01/25/2021 02/01/2021 FL 34.0 34 F Myalgias, Rigors, Syncope, Hypoglycemia, Nausea, Fever

990697 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 MO 62.0 62 F chills, aching,  headache,  slightly nauseous,  low grade fever

990698 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 TX 57.0 57 F ?Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA?

990699 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 IN 71.0 71 F On Jan 31, had a scratchy feeling on L back, under the bra area and on L arm (upper, back).  It was irritating, itchy and slightly painful.  During the night, the same symptoms.  A little more painful today, also noted red marks on the back area and arm.  Appears to be Shingles.  Also yesterday I had a slight discomfort in my Left chest.  That remains today.

990700 01/21/2021 02/01/2021 VA 39.0 39 F Progressive body numbness and tingling from chest down, unable to feel when urinating or have a bowel movement, tight girdle banding feeling on and around chest and back, hand malfunction with drawing, unable to walk without cane/walker, feeling of walking on a bounce house as walkingY 5

990701 01/21/2021 02/01/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Rash appeared on arm at site of shot - 9 days after administration

990702 12/28/2020 02/01/2021 NJ 50.0 50 F My 2nd dose was given 1/18/2021. On 1/21/2021 at 2:00 am, my temp was 100.9 ( oral ). I started taking Tylenol and did not go to work. An hour before Tylenol is due, I start feeling the chills and then fever. If I skip Tylenol or Advil, my fever starts. I was cleared to go back to work today but yesterday 1/31/2021: took Tylenol  close to 9 am and by 4:05 my temp is 102.6. Still not back to work..   My highest temp was 1/25/2021:  10:50 am: 104.3. I?ve been having fevers and at times chills for 11 days since the 2nd vaccine dose and still having fevers today.

990703 01/13/2021 02/01/2021 IL 43.0 43 F Developing an unusual sense of smell of metal mixed with formaldehyde and vinegar since yesterday. Smell is intermittent and lasts for about 5-10 seconds.

990704 01/22/2021 02/01/2021 VA 67.0 67 M Rash, blistering, In scalp, neckline, back of neck, burning sensation, right side and back of head. Painful.

990705 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 NJ 60.0 60 M Severe myalgias, fever, fatigue

990706 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 NY 82.0 82 F Complain of itching, no observations of rash or hives. Medical director present, administered one dose of Benadryl 25 mg tab, patient state a history of itching after vaccinations. Patient was monitored for 30 minutes, rode home with her husband.

990707 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Fever up to 101.8 before taking Tylenol at 2:30 pm on January 30, 2021. Fever started at 6:30 am that morning. Intense fatigue and moderate headache. I had joint and body aches. I experienced lightheadedness when I got up when fever was 101.8 at 2:30 pm.  I had to lay down again and apply a wet towel. Once I felt able to walk (about 10 minutes later) I ate a popsicle and then proceeded to take two 325 mg of Tylenol. Within 30 to 45 minutes fever subsided. I then ate soup, crackers and an orange and drank cranapple juice. I went back to bed and slept some more. I woke up at 5 pm and had a cup of soup, a quarter of an apple and gatorade. At 9 pm I took two more Tylenol to be safe and when to sleep. Sunday I was fine. My arm, never was swollen only a little sore.

990708 01/04/2021 02/01/2021 MI 31.0 31 F About 24 hours after receiving the vaccine, I developed a headache at the base of my skull and some mild joint pain in my left hand. The joint pain lasted <1 day, the headache lasted ~1.5 days.

990710 01/20/2021 02/01/2021 MA 30.0 30 M Headache and chills

990711 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 OH 45.0 45 F Chills, low-grade fever, body aches, extreme fatigue, loss of apetite

990712 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 MO 48.0 48 F The evening of 1/29/21, hives (small red itchy bumps) started on the side of my right knee and then spread to upper thigh.  The morning of 1/31/21 the hives had spread to my right forearm and left thigh.   The morning of 2/1/21 the complete front side on my right leg and shin are covered in hives.  The hives are gone from my forearm and only a few remain on my left thigh.  I have taken benedryl over the counter.

990713 01/06/2021 02/01/2021 OH 76.0 76 M I am not sure if this is a reaction but 3 weeks after the first vaccination I developed painful spots in my fingers that now have continued for 10 days and some new have developed and the old ones have changed it seems to me as a vasculitis of some kind I will see my PCP on 2/19/21 but for now I am going to skip the second dosage

990714 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 MI 65.0 65 F Nausea. Vomiting.   Joint swelling  muscle     Couldn?t walk day 2.       Skin hurts.   Spine hurts.    Neck can?t band or turn.

990715 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 GA 39.0 39 F Flushing, all over sensation of pins and needles, dizziness/shakiness, heart rate increased. Lasted for about 8 mins. Stayed in pharmacy for 20 mins, drank water. No more symptoms returned.

990716 01/26/2021 02/01/2021 MI 31.0 31 F About 14 hours  after receiving the vaccine, I developed chills and felt feverish (do not own a thermometer so was unable to check temp). Throughout the night, I had chills and moderate muscle/joint pain. The following day, I had chills, muscle aches, joint pain, and a headache. I took some Tylenol and the symptoms lessened significantly. The following day (48 hrs after receiving the vaccine), I felt completely back to normal.

990717 01/26/2021 02/01/2021 OH 27.0 27 M Body aches, shaking, headache, dizziness, chills, sleeplessness

990718 01/05/2021 02/01/2021 GA 51.0 51 F 1st shot on 1/5/2021 felt really tired and fatigued.  Woke up at 5:30am on 1/6/2021 with chills and a headache.  Some light swelling and soreness at the injection site on the left arm. 2nd shot on 1/26/21 @ 4:15pm.  Right arm swollen, muscle very sore and tight feeling.  Some bruising.  Half dollar sized knot at the inject site.

990719 01/25/2021 02/01/2021 VA 64.0 64 F approx 13 hours after vaccine developed chills, fatigue, anorexia.  Lasted approximately 12 hours Also injection site was hard, swollen, red and warm; lasted 4 days, and even at 1 week still tender if palpated

990720 01/12/2021 02/01/2021 WA 57.0 57 F Same day injection site pain. Next day had flu-like sx's, which resolved. This AM developed erythema, induration, pruritus, warmth just below injection site. No acute SOB.

990721 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 GA 38.0 38 F The 1st dose of COVID-19 vaccine (Moderna) was administered on 1/12/2021. The 2nd dose was administered inadvertently too soon.

990757 01/16/2021 02/01/2021 LA 90.0 90 F following administration, pt had progressive diarrhea, hypoglycemia not responsive to eating/drinking requiring hospitalization (glucose as low as 31 - short D5W drip); workup for infection, thyroid, or adrenal cause all negative Y 2

990776 10/01/2020 02/01/2021 PA 85.0 85 M The next day he had facial swelling and burning on right side of face. 2 days after he had a high fever and flu symptoms. 3 days later he became unable to move legs to walk, had severe double vision and lost hearing in right ear,in ED at hospital then admitted on day 4. Broke out in shingles like rash but had no pain as you normally would with shingles. In hospital 10 days, still can't walk without assistance after 5 months.Y 10

990792 01/20/2021 02/01/2021 IL 71.0 71 M Bell's palsy -L side of face began 1/30/2021. Gradual onset.  Began with dysarthria and droop of corner of mouth, then upper brow of eye, then weakness in closing L eye.  Went to Hospital ER.  Diagnosis made after exam and tests

990911 01/20/2021 02/01/2021 VA 25.0 25 F Got shot at church at 11:00 AM, had adverse effects immediately after sitting down. Started off being disoriented and light headed which led to me losing consciousness. Would go in and out of consciousness until sternum checked multiple times. Got picked up by the ambulance and taken to the hospital as blood pressure was low and was fevering per first responder. Had an ekg with tachycardia, once delivered to the hospital. Still in and out of consciousness. Stayed there roughly 6-7 hours and received fluids and magnesium before being discharged,Y 1

991029 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 OH 50.0 50 M Body aches, headache, chills, nausea lasting approx 32hrs

991045 01/26/2021 02/01/2021 OH 30.0 30 M Fever, chills, muscle cramps, fatigue; lasted until ~ 12:30 pm. that day.

991054 01/26/2021 02/01/2021 OH 38.0 38 F At least 5 inch reddened area where shot was given, also swelled & warm to touch: Face flushed, low grade temp 100.5, headache, fatigue, sweating

991072 01/21/2021 02/01/2021 VI 63.0 63 M 7 days after injection patient admit upper (L) arm started itching and 8 day after injection arm swollen at injection site and arm upper became red and increased warmth. Initial visit today 1/29/2021

991082 01/26/2021 02/01/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Patient had first injection on 12/30/20. Patient states she had a little rash on neck that wentaway.  After second injection rash got worse.  Second injection was on 1/26/21. Patient reports injection site is also swollen and warm in a 3 inch area on 1/28/21

991095 01/14/2021 02/01/2021 OH 60.0 60 F Arms and hands cold and tingly, felt heavy; had a sudden onset severe headache. BP elevated; 182/104. symptoms resolved after 20 minutes; Within 10 minutes of getting vaccine.

991101 12/22/2020 02/01/2021 NC 62.0 62 M Patient reports having his flu vaccination in November 2020 and his Pfizer COVID-19 vaccination on 12/22/2020.  10 days later he noticed bilateral leg cramps subsequently leading to numbness in his feet, weakness in his feet, numbness on side of his legs, both hands and upper back.   2 to 3 days prior to admission on 1/2/21 he  has noticed right-sided facial weakness andhas noticed increasing shortness of breath on exertion.  He was initially seen by PCP who suspected Guillain-Barré syndrome and had a PFT done  which showed reduced tidal volume and FEV1 He was seen by neurologistand had EMG nerve conduction studies which confirmed demyelination &  patient has been sent to the hospital for IVIG treatment. Per PT note from 1/30: "UE ROM: WFL UE Strength: WFL, reports grip weaker from baseline LE ROM: WFL LE Strength: proximal WFL, ankle DF/ PF 2+/3-/5              Coordination: reports no deficits with finger to nose B  Sensation: numbness B hands; B feet numbness and reports weight bearing feels like standing on something squishy Balance: WFL over level surfaces, able to compensate with strength  Posture: midline Other: R side facial droop, able to close R eyelid Bed Mobility: mod independent Transfers: modified independent, no device; able to perform controlled eccentric lowering stand > sit  Gait Level of Assistance: Modified independent, requires aide device or extra time Assistive Device: None Distance Ambulated (ft): 10 ft Gait: pt ambulating in room without device, appears mildly unsteady with decreased heel strike with increased foot flat contact, mild increased lateral postural sway (increased with retrowalk). No frank LOB. Stairs: verbally reports has been performing stairs sineonset of symptoms, stairs are hard but able to perform, improved with UE support when available, requires increased time and fatigues quickly  Endurance: neuromuscular fatigue, requires increased rest breaks"  He was admitted to hospital from 1/28-2/2 for 5 treatmens of IVIG. He had improvement of his SOB and numbness but has not had full resolution of symptoms.Y 5

991105 12/30/2020 02/01/2021 OH 35.0 35 F Local reaction, rt. arm, grade 3 at 130cm x 75cm with pain, edema, redness.

991120 01/12/2021 02/01/2021 OH 27.0 27 F Employee states within 5 - 10 min. developed profuse sweating, dizziness, shortness of breath, nausea, vomitting, fatigue, confusion, chest pain and felt panicked. Symptoms waxed and waned. After 45 minutes went to Emergency Department and they completed and EKG, no meds, no labs per employee. Developed rash on her chest while waiting. Symptoms eased by 7pm and she was sent home. Continues with intermittent tightness in her chest, shortness of breath and heartburn since vaccination. No history of anxiety or panic attacks in past.

991121 01/15/2021 02/01/2021 OH 31.0 31 F 11:30:  163/85, 83HR, o2 sat 100%. 11:44:  142/103, HR 74, o2 sat 99%. 11:47:  173/99, HR 81, o2 sat 99%. 11:51:  143/73, HR 79, r 18, o2 sat 99%. 11:58:  138/96, HR 69, rr16, o2 Sat 99%. 12:03:  137/100, HR 67, rr16, o2 Sat 100%. 12:20:  153/107. Still flushed/warm. Fatigue, felt weak, slept 4 hours. Light snack. Slept 16 hours. Following day remained very fatigued. Sunday: symptoms resolving. CRITERIA: Grade 3 Fatigue.

991123 01/14/2021 02/01/2021 OH 91.0 91 F Other meds; potassium chloride, VitD3, super B complex, Cal-mag-zinc. Increased neuropathy with increased pain, stiffness, myalgia, arthralgia, prickly skin feeling all over, sensitive. Criteria for reporting: states saw Dr. 1-18-21, prescribed steroids. Took prescribed pain meds and prevented her daily activity; Grade 3 for pain and fatigue, myalgia, arthralgia.

991132 01/11/2021 02/01/2021 OH 45.0 45 F Vaccine Monday 1/11/2021 1530. Wednesday 1/13/2021 woke up with mild site pain, fatigue, arthralgia.  1/14/2021 Pain in shoulder blade area. 1/16/2021-1/17/2021 developed painful, unilateral truncal rash and tingling pain. Sought help with PCP; Dx. with SHINGLES; started on Valtrex, etc..  Positive COVID history 12/9/2021.  States when had her blood tested to donate in January the week before her vaccine she tested negative.

991151 01/24/2021 02/01/2021 VA 57.0 57 M Morerna 2 vaccine was admitted on Jan. 24  at 3:45 pm from the Hospital. Mild Cheer, muscle, fever and diarrhea on 25th. On 26th, Moderate symptoms abdominal pain.  On 27, Mod localized Abdominal pain developed and 28the 4:30 am entered to ER. Blood work and CT done.  Dx: Appendicitis   . Transferred to higher level of care   OR at 3pm and Surgery was done at 5:00pm with Appendicitis with burst.  Discharged from hospital on 30 th at 2pmY 3

991166 01/18/2021 02/01/2021 OH 60.0 60 F Considered as grade 3 level headache that prevented daily activity per employee. Arm sourness at injection site. T102.0 1/19/21 at 1300 on 1/19/2021. fatigue, chills, myalgia. Took tylenol with no relief.

991181 01/06/2021 02/01/2021 OH 32.0 32 F 1/15/2021 0600 Upon awakening noticed hot, red, blotchy, swollen area at and around injection site. 1/18/2021 This area has extended to 10cm x 8 cm Serious adverse reaction CRITERIA: LOCALIZED GRSDE 3 ERYTHEMA TO INJECTION SITE  Occasionally will have vertigo after flu vaccine

991187 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 IL 63.0 63 F Developed hives within 2 hrs/took Benadryl that night; swelling that traveled up the arm and neck in the morning with shortness of breath/used rescue inhaler at 0400 and then again at 0800; and then anaphylaxis by 0900. Treated in ED with EpiPen then IV Solumedrol, Benadryl and Famotidine. Recovered and started on prednisone taper pack starting at 6 tabs for 3 days etc. Suggested to make follow up Dr appt for one week following incident/set for Feb 8Y

991194 12/23/2020 02/01/2021 MT 34.0 34 F Cellulitis on left deltoid.  Site was swollen, warm and painful.  Patient received antibiotics for treatment. 01/29/2021

991213 01/19/2021 02/01/2021 VA 32.0 32 M Heart swelling (pericarditis) , abnormal EKG showing STEMI initially on Saturday approximately 3 days after 2nd vaccine dose administration. Y 2

991251 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 MO 27.0 27 F Headache right after vaccine was administered.  Approximately 40min after vaccine was administered I had severe dry mouth, inability to swallow, at about an hour after vaccine was administered my lips tongue and throat were swelling.  Diarrhea, chills, dizziness, severe tremors.Y 1

991331 01/12/2021 02/01/2021 FL 30.0 F My white blood count went really high; The first dose was on 28Dec2020 and the Lot: EH9899. The second dose 12Jan2021 at 7am, Lot: EL1284; Extremely achy/Body aches; Chills; Back hurts so bad that she can't lay down; Sweating; The first round of the vaccine she had flu like symptoms. This time, with the second dose, it is more severe; The first round of the vaccine she had flu like symptoms. This time, with the second dose, it is more severe; This is a spontaneous report received from a contactable consumer (patient). A 30-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284, expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm, on 12Jan2021 07:00, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunization, in the hospital. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had no allergies. Historical vaccine included the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899, expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration, on 28Dec2020, for COVID-19 immunization and the patient had flu-like symptoms. The patient reported that with the first round of the vaccine, she had flu like symptoms. This time in Jan2021, with the second dose, it was more severe and if she didn't keep up with Tylenol, she was extremely achy, had chills, her back hurts so bad that she couldn't lay down, and sweating. The patient wanted to know if that was normal. The patient mentioned she called out of work for the rest of the week and left early on Tuesday. The patient stated that she had not been to the doctor at this point but when Tylenol wears off it was really ugly and would consider going. The patient stated that she was almost on septic. Her white blood count went really high on 12Jan2021 and was hospitalized from 16Jan2021. She was put on Cefepime, 2 gm per vial, gotten maybe 4 of them so far. Body aches was ongoing. Her blood work was getting better. The outcome of events white blood count went really high, extremely achy/body aches was not recovered.The outcome of other events was unknown.  Follow-up (17Jan2021): New information from a contactable consumer (patient) includes: Reaction data (add event white blood count went really high, outcome of event extremely achy/body aches updated). This case has been upgraded to serious.Y

991336 01/21/2021 02/01/2021 OR 73.0 73 M Systemic: Other- Bells Palsey diagnosed 1/26/21 at hospital Y

991343 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 79.0 79 M Patient admitted to hospital with COVID-19 virus infection; Cardiovascular disease; Dyspnea, unspecified type; SOB (shortness of breath). Still admitted. Y

991345 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 MI 72.0 72 F Patient had complaints of dizziness, being unsteady on her feet, elevated blood sugar, and increased confusion.  While at dialysis she developed worsening confusion and change in LOC and running temp.  She was sent to the ER Y 2

991397 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 88.0 88 M A-fib; Acute on chronic heart failure; Pacemaker; Tachycardia; VT (ventricular tachycardia) Y

991425 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 TX 70.0 70 F Pt received her Pfizer vaccine. During post vaccine monitoring she began to complain of not feeling well. Pt complained of lightheaded/dizziness, headache, and weakness and transferred to wheelchair. Vital signs monitored (148/77, spo2 100%). Patient stated this is above her baseline and not usual. Patient began to complain of chest pressure and was transferred to EMS stretcher to continue to monitor and transferred to hospital.Y 3

991481 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 97.0 97 M COVID-19; Chronic heart failure with preserved ejection fraction; Elevated brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) level; Fatigue; Hypokalemia; Hyponatremia; Need for vaccination Y

991508 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 87.0 87 F Acute on chronic diastolic congestive heart failure; Epistaxis; Hypoxia; Shortness of breath Y

991535 01/13/2021 02/01/2021 PA 34.0 34 M Fever, rapid heart rate, and flu like symptoms within 6 hours of receiving vaccine. Extreme abdominal pain coupled with fever began again in the night of 01/26-01/28/2021. Extreme abdominal pain continued and I had to have emergency appendectomy on 01/30/2021.Y Y 1

991536 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 LA 57.0 57 F Patient states felt hot flashes following injection in waiting room went home became lethargic that evening having difficulty answering questions at night patient states she became apneic and husband had to watch her breathe.  Did not go to the ER.  Patient states fully recover the next day and fully recovered 5 days later.  No rashes fever generalized weakness that resolved.Y

991540 01/20/2021 02/01/2021 AZ 89.0 89 F Systemic: Vomiting-Medium, Systemic: Other- low blood pressure-Medium Y

991555 01/08/2021 02/01/2021 NY 65.0 65 F Paresthesias of left hand, general malaise, fatigue, ? HTN urgency ? however missed HTN med doses at the time of evaluation Y 1

991562 01/20/2021 02/01/2021 AZ 73.0 73 M Systemic: Exhaustion-Severe, Systemic: Fever-Severe, Systemic: Other- multiple falls-Severe Y

991686 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 TX 39.0 39 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID- 19 Vaccine  Patient experienced nausea and palpitation approximately 2 hours post COVID-19 vaccine dose #2. Presented to emergency department and found to have new onset atrial fibrillation with rapid ventricular rate (pulse 155), and dehydration. Patient treated with metoprolol 5 mg IV and aspirin 325 mg orally, and subsequently converted to normal sinus rhythm. Patient admitted for observation and discharged with resolution of symptoms on 1/29/2021.Y 1

991730 01/25/2021 02/01/2021 MI 40.0 40 F Patient administered 2nd dose of Pfizer COVID vaccine on 1/25/2020.    Six days later the patient developed generalized hives treated with over the counter antihistamine (benadryl).    The next day patient again had hives, trouble swallowing, and difficulty breathing.  She presented to an Emergency Department and was treated with epi IM and oral antihistamines (H1 and H2).    Discharged to home on prednisone 40 mg PO QD x 3 days and then 20 mg PO QD x 2 days.   Patient again had trouble breathing 2/1/2020 and returned to the ED.  Patient 10 weeks pregnant.

991738 01/26/2021 02/01/2021 MI 54.0 54 F Dizziness and weakness; Numbness and tingling; Other ADVERSE REACTION Reported: Electrolyte imbalance requiring hospitalization for More than 48 hours with repeated hematology follow up.  Patient is a 54-year-old woman with history of Roux-en-Y gastric bypass surgery and some alcohol abuse who presented to the hospital with fatigue, headache, muscle cramps and weakness.  She also had a slight fever that followed her 2nd dose of COVID-19 vaccine.  She had basic lab work which revealed pancytopenia along with multiple electrolyte disturbances including hypokalemia, hypomagnesemia, hypocalcemia and hyponatremia.  She admits that she had heavy alcohol use over the weekend with binge drinking of liquor.  She otherwise does drink a couple of mixed drinks a night.  She has also been trying to lose a lot of weight.  She says that she lost about 60 lb in the last 6 months on purpose.  She is doing this so that she can have a panniculectomy and tummy tuck.  She recently had a breast reduction in November.  She has not been following with a dietitian or having her vitamin levels checked.  Despite having pancytopenia, her levels remained pretty stable during her stay.  She had a peripheral smear sent which was pending at the time of discharge.  She was also checked for vitamin deficiencies.  She is given a dose of IM B12, IV iron, IV calcium and started on oral calcium vitamin-D supplements.  She does take a daily multivitamin.  Due to her reported history of heavy alcohol use she is also given thiamine and folate.  After speaking with Hematology, recommendations were for her to have a follow-up appointment which is scheduled on February 10th.  I also put in a referral for a dietitian to evaluate her for further recommend deficiencies in the setting of Roux-en-Y gastric bypass surgery with heavy weight loss.  I prescribed her calcium vitamin-D along with folic acid.  I recommended she continue her multivitamin.  I also recommended that she abstain from alcohol use.Y 3

991769 01/21/2021 02/01/2021 CA 70.0 70 F woke up disorientated and confused on 01/25 at 3 am and she is still in the ER in ICU and does not recognize anyone, she is very strong an d trying to leave hospital and pulling out IV's and catheters Y 7

991882 01/26/2021 02/01/2021 NC 75.0 75 M Patient had fever, chills, tachycardia and projectile vomiting. Y 1

991900 01/26/2021 02/01/2021 GA 46.0 46 F Diagnosed with Bells Palsey

991937 01/20/2021 02/01/2021 FL 92.0 92 M weakness in legs, difficult to get out of chair, fell and could not get up.  fever loose stool Went into AFIB  and it snowballed from there.  Was taken to Emergency. Y 6

991994 01/21/2021 02/01/2021 CA 68.0 68 F Ache in the arm side of the shot for few days, followed by headache 3-4 days later associated with tremors. Then was seen by a health care provider on Jan 28th, Symptoms worsen, and was admitted to ER on January 31, 2020. The situation persists. She has not shown neurological symptoms prior.

992000 01/04/2021 02/01/2021 MI 45.0 45 F Liver test abnormalities Y 5

992035 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Anaphylaxis: hives all over her body, lightheadedness, throat closing. Hypotension about 2 hours after the  moderna was administered.. She received 2 doses of epipen before paramedics took her to the ER. Y

992041 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 IN 54.0 54 F shortness of breath---in hospital   for a few days and   inflamatory response Y 3

992052 01/17/2021 02/01/2021 CA 81.0 81 F My parents do not have a smart phone so they cannot participate in the mobile app to report symptoms. I understand that there may or may not be a link between my mother's symptoms and the vaccine, but I want to make sure that it is looked into.  Three days after dose, my mother woke up with shortness of breath.  Over the last week, the shortness of breath has lingered and she has also had stomach issues.   She has now been hospitalized since yesterday.  These are not uncommon symptoms with her, but she  has definitely been worse since the vaccine.  Assuming she recovers, I am concerned about her taking the second dose, scheduled in two weeks.  Her symptoms are very similar to those of a Physician in an article I read today.Y 2

992061 01/15/2021 02/01/2021 MO 49.0 49 F Patient began having increasing shortness of breath about a week after receiving first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine.  Symptoms worsened and persisted to the point where patient called her PCP on 1/26/2021, who advised her to report to ED if experiencing worsening symptoms and/or low oxygenation.  Patient reported to ED on 1/29/2021 due to tachycardia and O2 sats <90%.  On presentation, patient was found to have bilateral pulmonary emboli involving the upper and lower lobe regions bilaterally  including segmental branches without evidence of right heart strain.Y

992110 01/22/2021 02/01/2021 FL 33.0 33 F Uncomplicated pregnancy but mother has type 1 diabetes and hypothyroidism monitored by regular OB and high risk MFM.   On 1/31/21, I developed discharged of clear vaginal fluid later diagnosed at the hospital with preterm premature rupture of the membranes. Y

992123 01/26/2021 02/01/2021 MA 20.0 20 M Acute myocarditis with chest pain and elevated troponin with EKG ST segment changes, muscle aches Y 3

992192 12/29/2020 02/01/2021 OH 46.0 46 F I have not had any issues with a bechet's/crohn's flareup since diagnosed many years ago.  I received my first covid vaccine on 12/29/21.  On 1/6/21 I was admitted for small bowel obstruction due to major inflammatory attack.  I was admitted for 2 days and placed on high dose steroids.  I went home on 1/8/21 but was unable to progress past liquid diet due to the inflammation/scarring from this event so was admitted hospital on 1/21/21 and had small bowel resection.  I was discharged from there on 1/27/21.   My concern is that the vaccine could have triggered this major inflammatory response in my body as I was doing so well prior to that vaccine.Y 9

992257 12/28/2020 02/01/2021 OK 61.0 61 M I was asked to sit down for 15 mins in the observation chair. I started to feel a warm feeling  in the arm went back to work.The next day arm was sore at the injection site went away that night. On Friday night started vomiting and diarrhea at the same time.After 3 days following Monday I went to ER stayed 2 wks 12 days with blockage small intestine.Y 26

992327 01/20/2021 02/01/2021 MO 70.0 70 M Diffuse rash peticheal No sob Y 2

992335 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 VA 22.0 22 M STARTED WITH BODY ACHES ON DATE OF VACCINATION WITH POSSIBLE TEMP. ON FRIDAY (2 DAYS POST) PT. WOKE UP WITH JAW PAIN AND SHORTNESS OF BREATH. Y 2
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992338 01/26/2021 02/01/2021 MA 31.0 31 M Pulmonary embolism, with pulmonary infarct Y Y 3

992377 01/01/2021 02/01/2021 CO 70.0 70 M Got shot at 8am 22 Jan. Slight soreness in arm developed later the same day, but no problem. Everything was normal and went to bed. Woke up approximately 2-3 h later with extreme vertigo, dizziness, imbalance, completely clogged left ear, tinnitus in left hear and nausea. Within about an hour I was hyperventilating and had cold tingling sensation in hands and feet. About 2am went to hospital. They did a bunch of tests including a CT scan which revealed nothing adverse. They kept me over night and gave me an MRI the next morning. Again nothing adverse found. I was released that next day with orders to see PCP. Got an appt 2 days later. PCP immediately started me on Prednisone and referred me to ENT doctor. Got an audio test 2 days later and because of the severity of my symptoms (sudden, acute tinnitus and complete hearing loss in left ear) ENT prescribed higher dose and duration of prednisone. I am on day 5 of the 24day course prescribed by ENT with no appreciable improvement. Still have no hearing in left ear and tinnitus, imbalance and trouble focusing and walking.  No causal link has been ascribed to the vaccine, but I am terrified of having the booster shot which is schedule for 12 Feb.Y 2

992400 01/20/2021 02/01/2021 AL 58.0 58 F Idiopathic thrombocytopenia  Onset Jan 27;  platelets dropped to <3000. Good response to decadron with rise to 100,000 by feb 1.  No significant bleeding

992414 12/28/2020 02/01/2021 TX 52.0 52 F Patient received FluBlok Vaccine on December 28th 2020, patient called pharmacy on January 4th 2021 stating that she was experiencing pain and movement difficulties at the site of injection. During that first complaint patient was advised by pharmacist to follow up with primary care doctor if pain did not imporve with in the next 2 days. Patient called back the following week and informed that pain had increased and mobility was limited. At that point, patient was instructed to schedule an appointment with doctor. Patient saw Doctor on 01/18/21, of which reccommended she see a orthopedic doctor. During her visit with PCP, patient was prescribed Etodolac 400mg  and Norco 7.5/325 for pain. Patient was then scheduled to see a a specialist on 01/28/2021. The orthopedic specialist diagnosed patient with Left Subacromial bursitis/Rotator Cuff Tendinitis. At orthopedic clinic, patient received a left shoulder subacromial injection (  4 ccRopivacaine and 2cc of Kenalog-10)

992428 01/28/2021 02/01/2021 KY 87.0 87 F profound dizziness and nausea leading to hospital admission Y 2

992463 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 TX 21.0 21 F On 1/31, 4 days after vaccine she developed left-sided chest pain described as pressure  radiating to left arm.  In ED, troponin was elevated and she had emergent left heart catheterization.   LHC found normal coronaries and she was discharged home. Y 2

992506 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 TX 22.0 22 M pt developed fever 102, chills and body aches evening of vaccine. Mon am (2/1/2021) awoke with chest pain. Came to ED for evaluation, diffuse ST elevation in all leads, troponin elevated 4.1, 2nd trop 33.   echocardiogram with EF 50%  pt currently being worked up for pericarditis, ACS with plans for heart cath in amY Y

992603 01/18/2021 02/01/2021 MD 88.0 88 M Had vaccine on 1/18.  No reported fevers or change in functional status/fatigue.  Patient appeared in usual state of health.  Is ambulatory with rollator.  No prior h/o DVT.  Was found in bathroom after presumed fall on 1/27.   When attempted to lift patient become hypotensive (40-60 systolic). hypoxic (PO would not read).  Was placed on 10 L oxygen without PO reading.  Sent to ED-required 15 L nonrebreather to get PO into 90s.  Was diagnosed with large bilateral PEs.  Found to have dvt RLE.  Patient was hospitalized  4 days.  His covid test was negative.  He returned to facility without oxygen, on Eliquis.Y Y 4

992642 01/25/2021 02/01/2021 MN 75.0 75 M Increased hand and arm tremors, Elevated FSBG (>500) Nausea, decreased mobility, increased confusion, sore throat with Inability to eat or drink Y Y 5

992676 01/18/2021 02/01/2021 TX 30.0 30 F I exclusively nurse my 2 month old baby and on Wednesday morning my son began to have hematemesis and coffee ground stool. He had it the morning of 1/20 and then again he spit up Frank red blood early morning of 1/21 and darkening stools. He continued to have hematemesis sporadically until midnight 1/21 when he stopped eating and went NPO. We took him to the ER per our pediatrician?s advice around 1pm on 1/21 and stayed overnight to do an endoscopy in the morning. His CBC and PTT were normal and the endoscopy showed stomach ulcers had developed. Biopsies were taken and culture for H. Pylori sent . Biopsies showed no pathology and h.pylori did not grow on culture. Currently, I have no explanation  for his stomach ulcer development and I feel that the close proximity to my first vaccination should be further evaluated.Y 1

992762 01/22/2021 02/01/2021 FL 95.0 95 F Basal Ganglia Stroke Y 4

992774 01/19/2021 02/01/2021 CO 92.0 92 M On 1/20/2021 the resident experienced hypotension while at dialysis and was not able to complete treatment prior to being transferred to the hospital.  He also had congestion in lungs. The hospital notes indicate upon admission to the hospital he was being treated for # Shock - distributive - cover for sepsis, check u/s RLE, possible SIRS response after second COVID vaccine. MAP >55 and # ESRD.  While in the hospital resident was treated for hypotension, right lower leg cellulitis and the rate of pacemaker was increased.Y 8

992776 01/20/2021 02/01/2021 93.0 93 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA patient developed acute respiratory failure with bilateral pulmonary infiltrates 1 week after receiving Moderna COVID vaccine Y Y 5

992781 01/29/2021 02/01/2021 FL 66.0 66 F Within 3 hours: Dizziness, severe diarrhea, vomiting, loss of consciousness, rapid shallow breathing, BP 87/40, called 911, went to  E.R. Y

992810 01/19/2021 02/01/2021 FL 68.0 68 F Concern comes from a pulmonary Embolism  and DVT diagnosed within a week of the first shot.  Realize this could be a coincidence, I have no history of clots. Y 2

992836 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 WA 26.0 26 M Presented about 60  hours after 2nd moderna vaccine with crushing chest pain and was found to have  acute pericarditis and a troponin of 10. Y Y 2

992848 01/07/2021 02/01/2021 TX 30.0 30 F Pt is G1P0. EDD was 8/15 by LMP. The patient had an ultrasound on 1/6 showing a live intrauterine pregnancy with crown rump length measuring 8 weeks 0 days. She had covid vaccine 1/7. Came in with vaginal bleeding 1/29 and found to have missed abortion on ultrasound (no heart tones, crown rump length measuring 8 weeks 3 days). Underwent D&C 2/1.

992853 02/01/2021 AZ 69.0 F None stated.

992864 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 MA 87.0 87 F Patient was having shortness of breath, Heart rate was 111, respirations were 44, suctioned multiple times MD notified and sent to Emergency room for evaluation Y Y 5

992878 01/18/2021 02/01/2021 MN 34.0 34 F LOC, not breathing, admitted to hospital x3 days Y Y 3

992882 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 OH 51.0 51 M Became immediately hot, within 2 hours I was having issues breathing, blood pressure of 202/170.  Put on oxygen as my O2 dropped to 90%, Irregular EKG, blood work taken. Y

992886 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 MA 80.0 80 F Patient began shaking, had shortness of Breath, Increased heart rate 148, low o2 sat 90 increased temp 99.5 respirations were 38 B/P 144/70 blood sugar 198 Y 4

992900 01/20/2021 02/01/2021 SD 52.0 52 F Anaphylaxis, tongue swelling, difficulty breathing, & hives, Ambulance transported pt to the nearest ER, required Epinephrine injections 1mg  IM X3, IV Methylprednisolone 50mg  and IV Benadryl 50mg, pt had to be transferred to higher level of care due to ongoing symptoms and was kept until 1/24/21. Pt  said staff at the ER told her they knew they should report the reaction to someone but didn't know how to report it.Y Y 2

992902 02/01/2021 02/01/2021 CA 58.0 58 F chest tightness, shortness of breath, then went to throat sore throat, hoarseness patient received EPIPEN 0.3 mg 3 doses 5 min apart. then went to ER had two breathing treatments, albuterol, epinephrine, solumedrol one injection, 50 mg Benadryl  reports rash at IV site from (Benadryl?)   No rash anywhere else.    Prednisone tapering dose and Benadryl 50 mg at night and 25 during day time.   To follow up with PMD.   Headache.Y

992915 01/10/2020 02/01/2021 FL 56.0 56 F Severe, unprovoked, sudden onset nausea followed by severe chest pain, diaphoresis, shortness of breath and excessive salivation., with no prior cardiac history. EMS was called, I was placed on a Life Pack Monitor.  ECG was borderline. Advised to go to hospital.  Enroute to hospital,  20g Angio IV in right AC was established. Administered 4 Baby Aspirin and 1 Nitroglycerine. Nitroglycerine relieved chest pain. At hospital labs were ordered. CMP, CBC and Triponin were normal. Advised by physician to remain for monitoring overnight and further Triponin testing.  On 01/11/2021, I had a Stress Test and Echocardiogram.  Stress Test showed areas of ischemia. On 01/12/2021 I had a Cardiac Cath through my right wrist. Results were negative.  Discharged to home from hospital with follow up appt with Cardiologist scheduled.  Every person that I came into contact with was informed that I had had the Moderna Vaccine 7 hours prior to onset of symptoms.Y 2

992936 01/30/2021 02/01/2021 RI 31.0 31 F Appendicitis resulting in emergency removal of appendix Y 2

992985 01/15/2021 02/01/2021 WA 66.0 66 F Sunday: tightness in chest Monday : short of breath with walking Tuesday: extreme shortness of breath Wednesday: continued worsening SOB- sent for labs/ chest xray Thursday:  D-dimer back -4.53- sent to hospital CAT scan showed multiple pulmonary embolisms without cor pulmonale / ultrasound- multiple DVTs, hospitalized 01-21 to 01-23/ heparin drip, transitioned to apixiban Discharged  homeY Y 3

992997 01/27/2021 02/01/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Nausea  Flu like symptoms- aches, chills, fatigue SEVERE RASH- all over body- red and inflamed  ITCHY- uncomfortable  ER VISIT - Hospitalized Medicine- Prednisone, Zyrtec, Pepcid Y 1

993002 12/18/2020 02/01/2021 WA 41.0 41 F 12/18/20:  I recieved first dose Covid vaccine, 12/20/20: developed blurry vision, diminished color, altered depth perception, light sensitivity in right eye, 12/21/20: exam by opthalmologist (Dr), 12/23/20: MRI with and without contrast: showed active inflammation on right optic nerve, optic neuritis - referred to neuro opthalmologist, 12/29/20: examined by Dr. (neuro-opthalmologist), confirmed optic neuritis and referred to Dr. (neurologist) for further eval of possible MS, 01/18/21: virtual meeting with Dr., labs ordered. 02/01/21: no treatment to date and I am still experiencing all original symptoms, though have slightly improved since initial onset. Planned follow up with Dr. (neurologist) this week and follow up with Dr. (neuro-ophthalmologist) next week

993048 01/26/2021 02/01/2021 NV 25.0 25 M Patient received his 2nd dose of the Moderna vaccine prior to hospital admission at unknown site. Patient reported generalized body aches and that his whole body hurts and feels likes he's "being poked with a knife." He endorsed associated symptoms of fever, nausea, back pain, and shortness of breath. The patient denies any sore throat, headache, cough, or vomiting. His back pain is at the tip of his shoulders, in the middle of his spine, and near his kidneys. The patient adds the abdominal pain is worst in the lower left quadrant. Patient  admitted for bilateral lower extremity weakness limiting him to ambulate and to rule out Guillain-Barré. During admission, had fevers, photophobia, phonophobia, and nuchal rigidity. On physical examination patient was  able to minimally wiggle toes,  had no plantar/dorsiflexion,  unable to move hip joints or knee joints bilaterally,  lift his legs against gravity.Y 4

993055 01/20/2021 02/01/2021 TX 61.0 61 M Patient reports known onset of right foot drop the following day of vaccination (time unknown, reported "Evening time"). Currently being worked up in the clinic, but now patient is day 12 of foot drop without any significant improvement. Unsure if vaccine reaction, reporting out of caution. Patient has no recent trauma or injury to spine.  Signs/Symptoms: Weakness in Dorsiflexion/Eversion of right foot, Mild weakness of right hip extension, Decreased sensation to right lateral lower leg, steppage gait

995168 01/21/2021 02/01/2021 MI 87.0 87 F Aphasia CVA Rhythm IRRegulaR (CardovasculaR) ElEvated Troponin Y Y 3

997081 01/21/2021 02/01/2021 WI 91.0 91 F Pt suffered stroke on 1-23-21, 2 days after getting vaccine. 02/01/2021 Y Y

993117 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 UT 30.0 30 F Redness, slight swelling, and itchiness at injection site.

993118 01/08/2021 02/02/2021 CA 46.0 46 F about 8-9 days after, I developed a large red, itchy welt on my arm below injection site, which lasted about 2-3 days

993119 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 UT 42.0 42 M About 1:15 pm (an hour after shot), I was driving and noticed my face on both sides of my temples started to swell. I removed my sunglasses and noticed the swelling for about 20 minutes then it subsided.

993120 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 CA 26.0 26 F At 20 minutes s/p vaccination deltoid became extremely sore . At 2 hours s/p vaccination i became feverish. At 10 hours s/p vaccination I became nauseous and developed a severe headache.

993121 01/23/2021 02/02/2021 NM 68.0 68 F Red, itchy rash on right arm above elbow for last three days

993122 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Started from 1/30 Saturday, my left hand fingers started getting numb, 1/31 Sunday the numbness expended to half of the left hand palm, 2/1 Monday the numbness spreads to lower arm.

993123 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 MD 38.0 38 F Pain and redness at injection site. Redness initially size of a quarter on day 1, 11 hrs after injection and increased to the size of a silver dollar on day 2.5. Remained silver dollar size through day 5. Also swelling of arm  2 inches above injection site through it to 2 inches below. Warm to touch. Itchy near injection all lasting 5 days. Symptoms subsided by day 5.   Treatment: Tylenol and Benadryl which were ineffective.

993124 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 ID 63.0 63 F Swelling, redness, hot to the touch, itchiness, 3" x 4"

993125 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 CA 48.0 48 F About 15 hours after I felt like I was going to faint This only lasted forabout 5mins and went away but then after that I started to have a fever that rose to 103.9. That fever slowly rose through the day. At that level I took Tylenol. And when it had not gone down after one hour I took Advil. After about 45 minutes later the fever went down. Next day woke up with only a slight fever of 99.6 and felt fine but wanted to share the information none the less. I did not seek medical help.

993126 01/12/2021 02/02/2021 TX 32.0 32 F Date of vaccine - foot, legs, arm, hand tingling. Intermittently since then including today nearly 3 weeks out, most prominent in left arm and hand.  Has caused significant anxiety.

993127 01/21/2021 02/02/2021 CA 41.0 41 M Jan 22, 2021 - 7:00pm - My housemates have notice my left mouth was barely moving when I speak. But dismissed it and didn't inform me. I personally did not notice it as at this time I have experience chills and my temperature rose to about 100.4 F  Jan 24, 2021 - 7:00pm - I personally noticed that the left side of my face was paralyzed when I couldn't sip from a straw to drink tea Jan 25, 2021 -8:50am - I was diagnosed (through virtual consult) with Bell's Palsy by a Doctor and put on Prednisone 20 MG - 3 Tablets per day for 7 Days , Valacyclovir HCL 1 Gram - 3 Tablets per day for 7 days    Jan 29, 2021 - 4:20pm - On-site checkup with Doctor and tapered my Prednisone for additional of 3 days - 3 tabs day, 2 tabs day 2 and 1 tab day 3. Valacyclovir HCL 1 Gram was extended for another 3 more days. Same dosage  Feb 1, 2021 - 9:13pm - There is very little improvement

993128 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 IL 36.0 36 F Rash developed on arm of injection- warm to the touch, very painful to touch, itchy

993129 01/21/2021 02/02/2021 CA 36.0 36 F In the afternoon, I got headache and felt tired. Didn?t think much of it. Then by 6 pm I realized it wasn?t just a headache, it was a migraine, so I took my prescription Rizatriptan (5 mg disintegrating tab).  By 6:30 pm migraine pain severe (worse than I?ve ever experienced in the decade of history of migraines). It went from a migraine to so insanely miserable in minutes that my husband even commented at the rapid speed it came on. Could not lie down as the pressure in my head would get worse (never had that response to a migraine). Stomach extremely upset, started vomiting around 7 pm. It was an MSG type of vomit - where I rapidly vomit 5-7 times in a matter of a seconds; however I didn?t feel better like I do after MSG vomiting. I vomited 3 different occasions between 7 pm and maybe 11 pm. I felt cold and had chills - took temperature at it was 95 degrees. Tub bath increased temp to 96. I was extremely fatigued, walking to bathroom was difficult. Had to use wall for support. Since I couldn?t lie down, I sat in a chair and between 10 pm and 1 am I would dose. Several times I woke up in a hot flash and panicked that I couldn?t breathe. My chest didn?t feel tight or anything, so thinking it was just a panic attack from the severe head pain. Around 1 am the pain in my head lessened, so I went to bed. I slept until 4 am. Around 5 am I noticed my chills subsided. The whole ordeal lasted around 12 hours. No additional symptoms throughout the day, just extremely tired from not sleeping the night before. I took my temp when I got up at 8 am at it was 98 degrees F.

993130 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 TX 76.0 76 F DIZZY 5/10 1000  BLOOD PRESSURE 105/70, HEART RATE 50, OXYGEN SATURATION 97. PATIENT COMPLAINS OF DIZZINESS PATIENT IS SPANISH SPEAKING ONLY. DAUGHTER IN LAW IN CAR WITH PATIENT.  PAIENT IS ALERT AND ORIENTED X3. GAVE PATIENT AN ORANGE AND BOTTLE OF GATORADE. PATIENT DENIES ANY DIFFICULTY SWALLOWING OR SHORTNESS OF BREATH. SAT WITH PATIENT FOR 10 MINUTES. 1015 PATIENT WAITED 15 MINUTES. PATIENT STATES SHE IS GOOD TO GO HOME. DAUGHTER IN LAW IS DRIVING AND IS TAKING PATIENT HOME TO EAT.

993131 01/12/2021 02/02/2021 DC 67.0 67 F On Jan . 19, Exactly one week after vaccine (part 1)  vaccine site developed a nickel size red area and about 1 1/2 inch above vaccine site a 2 inch red, hot, itchy patch appeared on my right shoulder. .  There had been no discoloration prior to this . I applied a clean cold wet washcloth to shoulder  area. For about an hour. That stopped itch. Next morning area still looked and felt the same-red, hot, itchy. I again applied clean cold washcloth to shoulder area. For about 30 minutes.  Then applied an over counter cream ( hydrocortisone 1% plus) just to shoulder area.  Used the cream again just before bed that Wednesday night and again Thursday night, only on shoulder. Itching stopped and did not resume. Redness and heat on rash faded each day until completely gone by Sunday January 24th., total of 6 days.

993132 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 TX 87.0 87 F 1545 PATEINT TOLD DAUGHTER SHE "FEELS LIKE SOMETHING IS IN HER THROAT" PATIENT IS SUCKING ON COUGH DROP AND IS ABLE TO SWALLOW. PATIENT IS ALERT AND ORIENTED X3. SPEAKING. 1610 PATIENT TOLD DAUGHTER SHE WAS OK TO GO HOME. PARAMEDIC INSTRUCTED DAUGHTER TO CALL 911 IF PATIENT STARTS FEELING SHORT OF BREATH OR IS UNABLE TO SWALLOW. PATIENT CONTI ES TO BE ALERT WITH ON DISTRESS NOTED

993133 01/11/2021 02/02/2021 HI 41.0 41 F 4 minutes- severe dizziness 6 minutes throat and tongue swelling 8 minutes - asthma attack

993134 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 MO 35.0 35 F 1/30/21 0800 chills, muscle pain, swollen axillary lymph nodes with pain radiating to neck and down arm 0830 nausea, vomiting 0900 fever, tylenol and ibuprofen 1300 afebrile 1/30/21 - current (2/1/21) increased fatigue, muscle aches, loss of appetite, swollen axillary lymph nodes have persisted

993135 01/20/2021 02/02/2021 NV 74.0 74 F Pink rash approximately 3 inches wide and 5 inches long on left deltoid appeared day following injection, area was warm to touch for 3 days, then rash remained until 1/29/2021.

993136 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 CA 52.0 52 M On the evening following COVID-19 vaccine, patient had mild fever and experienced mild epigastric and bilateral upper quadrant pain.  Pain continued and patient presented to the ED on 1/31/2021 with  epigastric pain.  Final diagnosis appears to be acute diverticulitis with microperforation and early abscess formation.  No physician notes document that the two events are related; however timing is close.  Patient does not have a history of gallbladder disease, abdominal disease, etc.  Patient is currently admitted and followed by general surgeon.Y 2

993137 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 21.0 21 M pt presents with mid epigastric chest burning x1 hour after breakfast, 21 yo M w/ no known chronic medical conditions, presents w/ 2 hours MEG/central chest burning. Initial a/w mild SOB and LH; by time of my eval, LH/SOB had resolved and CP was 4/10. Pts sx completely resolved w/ GI cocktail. No exertional sx. No recent infectious sx.  VS w/o acute abn. Well-appearing, NAD. Normal CV exam; no edema. LCTAB.   PT  transferred for troponemia.

993138 01/21/2021 02/02/2021 OH 69.0 69 F Anaphylactic  type reactions such as dizziness,  cough and throat swelling, BP drop - happened slowly within 1 hour with antihistamines taken 1 hour prior to injection ( Chlorphenerimine 4 mg, Pepcid 20 mg  tabs) Swelling of feet, hands, face in 1.5 hours. Used Flucatisone nasal spray x2 , albuterol puffs x 2 and pseudophed 15 mg tablet Continued to use Antihistamines for 3 - 4 days post injection for rash and swelling. VERY FATIGUED for 3 days.  Rash over trunk of body for 7- 10 days post injection

993139 01/25/2021 02/02/2021 41.0 41 F Swollen, itchy, painful, hot lump about 4 inches under the skin at injection site one week after receiving the shot

993140 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 TN 74.0 74 M Took nap at 4PM and woke at 6PM with one of the worst headaches I have ever had. There is some tenderness at site on left arm.

993141 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 AR 32.0 32 F Tingling around mouth and tongue. Body aches the whole next day.

993142 01/19/2021 02/02/2021 CA 50.0 50 M On 1-26-2021, he presented to ED after waking up at 1AM with lip swelling and diffuse itchy rash.  Rash involved both forearms, scalp, chest, abdomen, back, and legs.  He took 50 mg of Benadryl at home, but woke up with worsened symptoms.  Denied unusual foods, soaps, detergents, colognes, or medications.   Patient denied shortness of breath, throat or intraoral swelling or pain, chest pain, palpitations, cough, sore throat, nasal congestion, rhinorrhea, fever, chills, loss of sense of taste or smell, abdominal pain, n/v, diarrhea or dysuria.    Patient was treated with epinephrine 0.3 mg SQ, Solu-Medrol 125 mg, Benadryl 25 mg IV, and Pepcid 20 mg oral.  Patient was re-evaluated an hour and a half after receiving medication and lipedema and urticarial improved.  Patient was provided with an Rx for EpiPen kit, prednisone 40 mg daily for 3 days.  He was told to follow up with his PCP.

993143 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 CA 68.0 68 F Received Vac 1/28/21 @10:40 am.  No adverse reaction first day.  Only slight swelling and slight pain x24 hrs.  on 1/29/21 started itching over abdomen area, gradually proceeded to cover entire trunk.  If scratched skin turned into welts of various sizes.  On 1/30/21 around 4:00 pm felt tingling around lips; by 7:00 pm lips were abnormally swollen to the point of interfering with my word pronunciation.  Took Benadryl 25 mg around 7:30 pm and swelling of upper lip began to decrease.  Night itching quite aggressive; rash progressed to scalp.  On 1/31/21 rash progressed to arms,  legs and feet.  On 2/1/21 rash progressed to forehead  and perimeter of face.

993144 01/20/2021 02/02/2021 CA 33.0 33 F Immediately after vaccine administration had a brief episode of dizziness. The next morning (1/21/21) noted quarter-sized red rash at injection site along with fatigue, whole body aches, that later progressed into headache, nausea and overall feeling unwell. That evening experienced chills. The following morning (1/22/21) injection site redness/rash was roughly 3in in diameter and warm to touch. Right front shoulder pain began and still continues 12 days post vaccine administration.

993145 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 SC 31.0 31 F Chills, body aches, headache, fever, fatigue

993146 01/18/2021 02/02/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Redness, Swelling and itching rash at the injection site 1 week post vaccination

993147 01/24/2021 02/02/2021 CA 77.0 77 F Itchy and rash where vaccine was ministered. My husband age 80  who got the vaccine same time as I in left arm and has the same rash , No other symptoms

993148 01/19/2021 02/02/2021 35.0 35 M Localized redness around injection site

993150 01/31/2021 02/02/2021 OR 38.0 38 F Had some numbness that started about 20 min after the injection that lasted for about 10 min. After about an hour, my arm was swollen and very painful to move and touch. I put an ice pack on and took Tylenol but the pain and swelling didn?t completely subside. I went to bed with Tylenol PM to help me sleep and woke up several times from the pain. Throughout the day today (2nd day), the pain has steadily gotten worse. I can barely move my arm due to the immense pain. The swelling is still there. I have been icing it and taking Tylenol but the pain has only gotten worse. I feel achy in my neck and the pain is radiating down my arm to my forearm, wrist, and fingers.

993151 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 OR 31.0 31 F soreness @ injection site, 4 puffs of inhaler & advair diskus within 1st hour. No additional symptoms until 1:30 am where I was up all night. In severe systemic pain, fever, severe myo aches, some mild wheezing resolved with inhalers & migraine. Intermittent stuffy nose & sore throat but it goes away. Pain level 10. I can barely move. Dizzy & drinking water & taking otc pain meds. Unable to work or daily function

993152 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 CA 31.0 31 F Giant hive on right side of my body above my right thigh, on the side of my hip.

993153 01/21/2021 02/02/2021 CA 65.0 65 M 1. Pain at injection site x 48 hours 2. Arthralgia, both shoulders, both knees > 1 week

993154 01/20/2021 02/02/2021 CA 37.0 37 F on 1/31/2021 at 11am, I woke up raised red rashes all over my body.  my primary doctor advised to take zyrtec in Am and bennadryl at night. everytime antihistamine meds wears off, i seen coming back again the hives all over my body, face and lips. hives all over body and face shows up again today 2/1/21 at 1am, 11am, 9:30pm. antihistamine meds helps but keep coming back the hives. no known allergies my entire life. no changes in my diet or taking any supplement. `no pet in my house. no laundry soap changes. my doctor sent consult to allergy.  waiting for response.

993155 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 40.0 40 M I woke up at 1am freezing w/Headache. All my joints are aching. And my nose is plugged. Pain scale for headache was about a 4-5. so it?s like I have a normal cold. The injection site hurts to touch. A teeny bit swollen.

993156 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 WA 56.0 56 F extreme itching and 11/2 inches big redspot on arm. The itching is so severe and cannot relieved by over counter hrdrocortisone, it make me feel my heart starting beat irregularly

993157 01/25/2021 02/02/2021 CA 29.0 29 F At the time there was no pain or itchiness, only tenderness and pain the following 3 days.  There was also an undefined lump underneath the injection site that was tender like the rest of my arm.  Now, exactly 7 days later, the lump is more defined and very itchy. The skin is pink and slightly inflamed.

993158 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 MN 40.0 40 F Intense arm pain and finger numbness, neck pain/stiffness on left side. Severe nausea and dizziness, vomiting/dry heaving. Headache, fever (102)

993159 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 NY 44.0 44 M diffuse hives entire body x 4 days daily and continuously starting  2 days after vaccine administration.  Treated by urgent care with steroids and benadryl but not helping

993160 01/31/2021 02/02/2021 CA 69.0 69 F Changes in hearing, faint, aches in hips and neck, tight chest. Faintness was within 10 minutes of administration of vaccine. And last about 2-3 minutes. Aches lasted 2 days.  Ears felt strange next day: felt as if plugged, seemed both like a loss of hearing and exaggerated hearing at same time. Roaring in ears.

993161 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 SC 40.0 40 F Around 6 am,( day after vaccine- approximately18 hrs after vaccine) achy legs, fever, sore arm(left arm), fatigue, headache.  Lasted approximately 12 hours

993162 01/31/2021 02/02/2021 WA 67.0 67 F Drippy nose almost 24 hours after vaccine injection followed by itchiness around mouth and nose for several hours. Took one antihistamine--chlorpheniramine. Began to feel chills 29 hours after injection. 36 hours after injection, awakened when both arms and legs felt numb. Very thirsty, 'cotton mouth'. Drank water. Will take another chlorpheniramine.

993164 01/25/2021 02/02/2021 TX 34.0 34 F Lymph edema started 3 days post injection. Started under arms. Day 4 it moved to left breast. Day 5 the swelling continued to left lower abdomen area and left labia. Skin is very tender to the touch in swollen areas

993293 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 PR 48.0 48 F Chills Fever Pain in the middle of the chest Arthralgia Headache.          Tylenol and Advil depending on the severity of symptoms at the moment

993296 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 WA 51.0 51 F Developed chills with aching long bones (thighs, low back, upper arms) early evening after injection. Profound malaise and fatigue with same pain and chills next day and continuing until 2/1/2021.

993298 02/02/2021 CA 46.0 F Chils, headache, body ache ,diarreah, fever up to 104 Took 4 days to get better feels like if I had covid again very painful scare to take the2nd  dose

993302 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 IN 26.0 26 M Extreme headache within 30 minutes of injection. Rash/skin redness- didn?t notice until 7 hours later; chest and entire face going into part of neck. Fatigue.  I took some Tylenol and fell asleep. When I woke up, only my chest was slightly red and the headache had dulled some.

993304 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 HI 36.0 36 F Flu like symptoms approximately 8 hours following. Chills, headache, body aches. Large, hard lump at injection site. 12 hours following vaccine, severe edema in Left Axilla. Multiple swollen lymph nodes and general edema. Unable to put arm down. Symptoms subsided after 48 hours, but are pain and mild swelling are still present.

993468 12/17/2020 02/02/2021 PR 42.0 F facial paralysis; stress; facial pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 42-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK5730), intramuscular on an 17Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history includes ongoing facial paralysis (it was reported that the patient experienced facial paralysis caused by stress a couple of year ago and then again after the vaccination). Concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter felt worried about the patient (partner) that had facial paralysis and asked if they could administer the second dose of the vaccine of COVID-19 from Pfizer. The paralysis it was previous from the fist dose of the vaccine, a consequences of the stress, the partner had 42 years. The reporter considered that the event was non-serious. As of 15Jan2021, it was reported that the patient experienced facial paralysis caused by stress a couple of years ago and then again after the vaccination (24Dec2020). The patient also experienced pain in face on 24Dec2020. The patient underwent MRI on an unspecified date. Treatment was given for the events facial paralysis and pain in face (Anti-inflamatories). The outcome of the stress was unknown while not recovered for the other events.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.  Amendment: This follow-up report is being submitted to amend previously reported information: country of incidence was updated.  Additional information received on 15Jan2021 from a contactable nurse includes: patient details (medical history and lab data), product details (therapy dates), reaction data (additional event: pain in face) and clinical course details.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of facial paralysis cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate

993489 02/02/2021 72.0 F she has a bleeding disorder/ a cardiac procedure in the groin to stop bleeding; Hashimotos' Disease; Mixed Connective Tissue Autoimmune Disease; allergies (experienced rashes and hives) to contrast dyes; allergies to adhesive, and polymers; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer based on information received by Pfizer from Bristol-Myers Squibb (Manufacturer Control Number US-BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB COMPANY-BMS-2021-005628), license party for apixaban (ELIQUIS).   This case was received via Pfizer Inc (Reference number: 2021040024) on 18Jan2021 and was forwarded to BMS on 19Jan2021. This spontaneous case was reported by a consumer and describes the occurrence of AUTOIMMUNE THYROIDITIS (Hashimotos' Disease), MIXED CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASE (Mixed Connective Tissue Autoimmune Disease) and HAEMORRHAGE (she has a bleeding disorder/ a cardiac procedure in the groin to stop bleeding) in 72-year-old female patient who received apixaban (ELIQUIS) for an unknown indication. The occurrence of additional non-serious events is detailed below CO-SUSPECT PRODUCTS included COVID-19 VACCINE for an unknown indication. On an unknown date, the patient started ELIQUIS (unknown route) and COVID-19 VACCINE (Intramuscular). On an unknown date, the patient experienced AUTOIMMUNE THYROIDITIS (seriousness criterion medically significant), MIXED CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASE (seriousness criterion medically significant), HAEMORRHAGE (seriousness criterion medically significant), CONTRAST MEDIA ALLERGY (allergies (experienced rashes and hives) to contrast dyes) and DERMATITIS CONTACT (allergies to adhesive, and polymers). The action taken with ELIQUIS (Unknown) was unknown. At the time of the report, AUTOIMMUNE THYROIDITIS, MIXED CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASE, HAEMORRHAGE, CONTRAST MEDIA ALLERGY and DERMATITIS CONTACT outcome was unknown. Consumer reported that she had read the EUA Fact Sheet for Recipients and have some questions to the "What should you mention to your vaccination provider". Caller mentioned that she has allergies (experienced rashes and hives) to contrast dyes, adhesive, and polymers such as the angio-seal that was used on her for a cardiac procedure in the groin to stop bleeding. She has irritation from the polymer and described it as a sponge that was meant to be absorbed for a month. Her first question was does the COVID-19 vaccine contain latex, mold (polymers) and adhesive? Response: For latex. For mold (polymer) and adhesive: "A review of the ingredients list on the product label show that mold (polymer) and adhesive are not part of the formulation, however, Pfizer does not specifically manufacture the vaccine to be free of mold (polymer) and adhesive, therefore, we cannot assure that it was "mold (polymer)-free and adhesive free". We cannot guarantee that minute amounts of substances are not contained in raw materials obtained from our suppliers. She had the PPSD23/Pneumonia 23 vaccine last 05Jan2021 and was told not to get the COVID-19 vaccine for 14 days. Is it because of the injection site or is it for systemic reasons? Consumer mentioned that she was on ELIQUIS. She has Hashimoto's Disease and Mixed Connective Tissue Autoimmune Disease. She said that she was not immunocompromised. She mentioned that she has a bleeding disorder. The Pfizer- BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine can only be administered as an intramuscular injection For ELIQUIS (Unknown), the reporter did not provide any causality assessments.   Reporter's causality assessment was not provided.  Bristol-Myers Squibb Causality assessment for ELIQUIS: Events: Hashimoto's disease, Contrast media allergy, Topical adhesive allergy, Mixed connective tissue disease were considered unrelated while bleeding was considered related.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: BMS Medical Evaluation Comment: This patient had autoimmune thyroiditis, mixed connective tissue disease and hemorrhage after receiving apixaban therapy. This patient also had COVID-19 vaccination. Based on the anticoagulant action of apixaban, its role in the event hemorrhage is considered as possible. Based on the etiology of the reported events, auto immune thyroiditis and mixed connective tissue disorder are considered not related to apixaban.

993496 12/28/2020 02/02/2021 MA 22.0 M Low count platelets; Convulsions after vaccination without lose of consciousness; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a 22-year-old male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced convulsions without loss of consciousness and low platelet count.  The patient's medical history was not reported.  Concomitant medications were not provided.  On 28 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for the prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 28 Dec 2020, after getting vaccinated, the patient immediately started to experience tremors and shaking all over his body which was described as convulsions without losing consciousness.    On 05 Jan 2021, the patient had a blood test that showed a low platelet count. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken for the event was not reported.  The outcome of the events, convulsions without loss of consciousness and low platelet count, was considered unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 22-year old male patient. The medical history is not provided. The patient experienced a medically significant and unexpected medically significant event of Convulsions without losing consciousness immediately after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown). Additionally, the patient experienced an unexpected non-serious event of Platelet count decreased. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.

993497 01/11/2021 02/02/2021 FL 85 M Blood clot; Swelling at the injection site; Redness at the injection site; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 85-year old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced swelling at the injection site, redness at the injection site and blood clot.  The patient's medical history was not reported. The patient current condition included chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 11 Jan 2021, approximately 0 days prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 11 Jan 2021, the patient's wife called his doctor as he was experiencing swelling and redness. They were referred to the emergency room (ER) by their doctor for a suspected infection. In the ER they were told it may be a blood clot and the patient was given prednisone. Treatment for the events included prednisone.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcomes of the events swelling at the injection site, redness at the injection site and blood clot were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 85 year-old, male patient, who experienced events of swelling at the injection site, redness at the injection site and blood clot. The events occurred the same day after the first and last dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are assessed as possibly related.

993498 01/10/2021 02/02/2021 FL 82 F Looks like cellulitis; Injection site swollen; Injection site red; Arm was just sore; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 82-year old, female, mother who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced sore arm, red and swollen injection site and looks like cellulitis.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 10 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 10 Jan 2021, after receiving the vaccine the patient's arm was sore. On 19 Jan 2021, the injection site is all red and swollen, looks like cellulitis. No treatment for events.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome for the events was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns an 82-year-old female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of cellulitis, and non- serious expected event of pain in extremity, injection site swelling, and injection site erythema. The event of pain in extremity occurred 1 day (same day) after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 039K20A. The event of cellulitis, injection site swelling, and injection site erythema occurred 10 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 039K20A. Treatment details were not provided. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

993499 02/02/2021 NY F All of the face paralyzed immediately after getting the shot; Tongue was numb; A report was received from a nurse concerning a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273)and experienced  the serious adverse event of whole face paralyzed and tongue numbness.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unspecified date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The reporter experienced facial numbness after 30 minutes of receiving the vaccine and mentioned two other patients that suffered the same adverse event. This case was to document the event for one of those other patients. This patient had all of the face paralyzed immediately after vaccination. The tongue was also numb. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event(s) was not reported.   The outcome of the events was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding the events has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

993500 02/02/2021 NY F Face paralysis that lasted 2 hours; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed face paralysis that lasted 2 hours.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On an unknown date, approximately 30 minutes prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their a dose of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  30 minutes following vaccination, the patient began to experience facial numbness. They experienced facial paralysis for 2 hours. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The event, face paralysis that lasted 2 hours, was considered resolved on an unknown date.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of facial paralysis. The event of facial paralysis occurred 30 min (same day) after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. Treatment details were not provided. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

993504 01/08/2021 02/02/2021 IL 56.0 F sleeping a lot; she sweated overnight; Fever; Headache; Fatigue; Feeling of total lack of energy; severe abdominal pain; Nausea; Injection site pain; This is a spontaneous report from contactable other hcps (including patient herself).  A 56-year-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid19, lot number EL3248) , via an unspecified route of administration 08Jan2021 17:30 at single dose on left deltoid for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included covid-19 the first time in Oct2020 to an unknown date , then from 16Nov2020 to an unknown date and experienced "every symptom except for vomiting".  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 on 18Dec2020 for covid-19 immunisation and experienced neck hurting, Shingrix Vaccine on 04Dec2020 for immunization and experienced no adverse effect. The patient experienced severe abdominal pain, nausea, Injection site pain on 12Jan2021, headache, fatigue, feeling of total lack of energy on 13Jan2021, fever on 16Jan2021. She had severe abdominal pain and nausea for three days (as reported). The caller stated she took Zofran for her nausea. The caller stated she had a rapid COVID-19 Virus test that was negative, but continued to feel queasy. She stated she had 100.5-101.8 degree fevers over the weekend, and has been sleeping a lot. Reported she woke at 4:00AM on Tuesday, 12Jan2021, with severe abdominal pain. She said the abdominal pain is better but not completely gone. Abdominal Pain Treatment: Declined any. Reported she hasn't discussed with her doctor the adverse events she has been experiencing since receiving the second COVID-19 Vaccine dose. She stated she had injection site pain for 2-3 days after receiving the second COVID-19 Vaccine dose. She said she didn't have any injection site soreness with the first COVID-19 Vaccine dose. She said she thought she was good after receiving the second COVID-19 Vaccine dose, but then on Tuesday, 12Jan2021, she woke at 4:00AM with severe abdominal pain. She said the abdominal pain came in waves. She described the abdominal pain as an 8 out of 10, clarifying the abdominal pain would be sharp and then fade away, and then the abdominal pain would cycle back around. She said she found herself standing over her toilet a few times because the abdominal pain was so severe, she thought she was going to throw-up. She clarified she had nausea and took and old prescription of Zofran she had received for vertigo years ago. She stated she did not have the Zofran NDC, Lot, and Expiration Date. Reported her abdominal pain and nausea went away by Thursday, 14Jan2021, saying the abdominal pain and nausea was less and less each day. She clarified the abdominal pain and nausea were intermittent, saying all of a sudden she would not feel good. She said her nausea has been better for the past 2-3 days. She clarified she called off work on Tuesday, 12Jan2021, and on Wednesday, 13Jan2021, she had a Rapid COVID-19 Virus Test before she started work that day (13Jan2021) to make sure that she wasn't positive for the COVID-19 Virus. She said she had a headache, no energy, and felt fatigued at work on Wednesday (13Jan2021), and Thursday (14Jan2021), but didn't take her temperature during that time. She said she didn't work on Friday (15Jan2021), but continued to have the headache, fatigue, and feeling like she had no energy. She said she didn't check her temperature until Saturday, 16Jan2021. She said she woke up Saturday (16Jan2021) at 9:40AM and went back to sleep until 11:30AM. She said she woke back up at 1:42PM and her husband told her she felt hot to the touch. She said she checked her temperature and it was 101.8 degrees. She said she checked her temperature first thing this morning (18Jan2021) because she could tell she sweated overnight, and her temperature was 100.3. She said she just checked her temperature again, and her temperature was now 99.3 degrees. She said by this afternoon, her temperature will be in the 101 range. Headache & Fever Treatment: Reported she took Naproxen (clarified as a prescription Naproxen 500mg tablet), and Tylenol (clarified as Equate brand Acetaminophen 500mg tablet) for her headache and fever on Saturday (16Jan2021). She said she took the Naproxen and Acetaminophen 500mg once in the morning, and again at night, before bed. She stated she did not take any Naproxen or Acetaminophen on Sunday, 17Jan2021. Acetaminophen 500mg tablet (Equate Brand): UPC Number: Unknown, Lot Number: 0HV1335, Expiration Date: May2022 Naproxen 500mg tablet (Prescription dispensed in round, pharmacy bottle): No NDC, Lot, or Expiration Date Reported she had another COVID-19 Virus test performed on Sunday, 17Jan2021, at 11:40AM at a drive-thru test site at Pharmacy. She clarified it was a "send-out" PCR COVID-19 Virus test, and she had not received her test results yet. She said her belly doesn't hurt anymore. She said she doesn't have a gallbladder and appendix. She said if she had the flu, the flu lasts for 3-5 days, and she is not coughing. She said she feels like now, what she felt like when she had the COVID-19 Virus the first time in Oct2020. She said she had a 12 days of severe fatigue when she had COVID-19 in Oct2020. She said her COVID-19 Virus symptoms started on 14Oct2020 with nasal congestion, and by 16Oct2020 she couldn't taste her yogurt. She said she got tested later in the day on 16Oct2020 for the COVID-19 Virus. She clarified she definitely had no sense of smell or taste on Friday, 16Oct2020. She said on Thursday, 15Oct2020, she kept falling asleep in the evening, saying that never happens. She said on Friday, 16Oct2020, she had a fever of 100.3, as well. The outcome of the events severe abdominal pain, nausea was resolved on 14Jan2021, of Injection site pain was resolved on an unspecified date, of sleeping a lot and she sweated overnight was unknown, of other events was not resolved.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of abdominal pain, nausea  and other events due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

993505 01/15/2021 02/02/2021 FL 70.0 F Yesterday and still today it felt like I burnt the tip of my tongue; poking my tongue with needles, very painful; My tongue was numb for 2-3 hours; Arm hurt; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 70-year old female consumer received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 15Jan2021 at 10:21 at single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunisation at the age of 70-year-old. Lot number was EL1284. Medical history included blood pressure, COVID-19 in Mar2020, loss of smell and taste in Mar2020, diarrhea in Mar2020, ongoing headache since Mar2020 (started with eyes, thought the patient had pink eye, she had a headache right at the time of report), chills in Mar2020. Concomitant medications included ongoing olmesartan for blood pressure. The patient received flu vaccine in Oct2020. The patient received her vaccine on 15Jan2021; she was informed to wait 15 minutes after getting the vaccine and she did. When she left the park about 2-3 minutes after waiting the 15-minute observation period she started to feel a sharp needle poking type feeling on her tongue, it was painful. Her daughter asked if she wanted to turn back around, but they did not. The feeling did not last long. She then added, later that day it felt like the tip of her tongue was numb. It stayed that way for at least 2 hours and then went away. On 17Jan2021, she woke up and she has the feeling on her tongue as if she drunk something hot and burnt the tip of his tongue. She has this burnt feeling sensation on her tongue and she had not eaten or drunk anything yet. Poking sensation on tip of tongue that was painful occurred like 17 minutes after she got the injection. It is like her tongue was being poked with needles. She later had numbness on her tongue, this lasted like 2 hours. It seemed like a numbing solution was administered with the vaccine. The way her tongue felt, it was as if there was a numbing solution in the needle with the vaccine. Her tongue was very numb for a while, but it then went away. On 17Jan2021, she started to feel the tip of her tongue was burnt. She looked at her tongue on 17Jan2021 and it was red. She has not looked at it the day of report so she did not know what it looked like. The patient initially stated, besides the tongue issue, she had no issues. However, she then later stated and clarified the only other issue she had was her arm hurt a little; it was not bad, but it did hurt; it did not hurt at the time of report, it started the same day she got the vaccine during the night. The patient recovered from Poking sensation on tip of tongue that was painful, Tongue numb on 15Jan2021, patient was recovering from Tip of tongue feels like it was burned, the outcome of arm pain was unknown.

993506 01/14/2021 02/02/2021 FL 81.0 M the doctor was concerned that it might be a mini stroke; couldn't think of what he wanted to say; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for the father. An 81-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 08:45 at single dose in right arm because of his age group /mass senior vaccination order. Medical history included blood pressure abnormal from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medications included blood pressure medicine since recent years. The patient previously had a flu shot (INFLUENZA VACCINE) but had that in early Nov2020. He kept saying it was the shot, but that he was fine. There were no additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer Suspect. The patient got vaccinated with the Pfizer COVID vaccine on 14Jan2021. He was feeling great with no problems. He sat and waited 15 minutes, and felt fine. When they were driving home after breakfast, her mother said she was talking asking him a question, and he wouldn't respond. Her father could hear her mother asking the question, but he said he could not think of what he wanted to say. He told her he couldn't think of what he was thinking on 14Jan2021. It probably started 1 hour to 1 hour 15 minutes after vaccination, and lasted 15-20 minutes. He kept trying to think of stuff. He kept repeating this for a little bit. His wife thought he was just trying to think of something, but couldn't remember. He was 81. He was very healthy and in shape. He still rides his bike every day. He walks in the morning to play golf too. When they got home and woke up from the nap, and he felt fine. He did say it was the weirdest thing, and that it had to have come from the shot. Since then, he has felt perfectly fine. He had nothing more going on that would indicate any side effect. Her concern was that it sounded like possibly a mini stroke. Upon checking with an HCP (Healthcare professional), the doctor was concerned that it might be a mini stroke and scheduled him for a CAT (Computerised axial tomography) scan. He kept saying it had to be the shot because he has been fine ever since. He had no issues with soreness at site or anything. He didn't have a prescribing doctor. He was driving when it happened. He didn't have a slur or anything. His second appointment is on the 04Feb2021. The event did not require a visit to Emergency Room, but required a visit to Physician Office in the morning of 18Jan2021. The outcome of the event couldn't think of what he wanted to say was recovered, and of the other event was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

993507 12/30/2020 02/02/2021 OH M He tested positive for Sars-CoV-2 in the interim; He tested positive for Sars-CoV-2 in the interim; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; batch/lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included exposure to a patient who was positive. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received his first Pfizer-Biontech Covid19 vaccine on 30Dec2020, and was scheduled to receive his second dose today, 18Jan2021. He tested positive for Sars-CoV-2 in the interim and is looking for guidance on receiving the second dose. He was exposed to a patient who was positive. The patient has also tested positive. He wanted to know when he should get the second vaccine. The patient should have gotten the second dose today and was told they could get him in on Thursday which was in that 4-day window. Now, he has just been informed that they can't get him in for the second dose until Monday, which is outside to of the 4 days window and he wants guidance on this since his hospital was unsure. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received only one dose of BNT162B2 injection and then tested positive SARS-COVID-2 on an unspecific date. Given the incomplete protection from single dose of vaccine BNT162B2 , the COVID infection is unlikely related to suspect BNT162B2 administration, but may be pre-existing/intercurrent condition.

993508 02/02/2021 F ulcerative colitis; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable consumer (patient).  This female patient of an unspecified received bnt162b2 BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection) at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included she was allergic to sulfa. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. She had ulcerative colitis and asked if that would impact anything. Outcome of the event was unkonwn.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

993509 02/02/2021 F received first dose of vaccine and slept for two days straight; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 90-year-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  It was reported that the patient slept for two days straight on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.

993510 01/13/2021 02/02/2021 AZ 76.0 F 24 hours after receiving the vaccine, I passed out while walking.  I do not have any other new medications; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 76-year-old female patient not pregnant received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration Arm Left on 13Jan2021 at 08:00 AM as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation, lot number: EL3249. Medical history included bronchiectasis. Patient had no known allergies. Concomitant medications in two weeks prior to the vaccination included olodaterol hydrochloride, tiotropium bromide monohydrate (STIOLTO RESPIMAT), salbutamol (ALBUTEROL HFA) and multi vitamins. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 14Jan2021 at 10:00 AM patient passed out while walking, 24 hours after receiving the vaccine, patient did not have any other new medications. Event resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care and hospitalization for one day. Treatments received included cast on hand, computerised tomogram (Ct) scans, electrocardiogram (EKG) and echocardiogram on unknown date with unknown results. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Patient was recovering from the event, at the time of the report.Y 1

993511 01/16/2021 02/02/2021 AZ F Went to living room shaky then pass out 2-3 minutes.; chills all day; Cold sweats; little lightheaded/ feeling dizzy; Headache; feels like someone put ice cold on both ears and face; Nauseous; Feverish at night with 99.9 oral temp; Sore on in the injection site; Blurry vision; shaky; thirsty; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP reported for self. This 49-years-old female patient (not pregnant) received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on an 16Jan2021 09:15 AM on Right arm at single dose (Lot # EL1283) for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included high Blood pressure, Known allergies: Amlodipine, Seasonal allergy. Prior to vaccination, was the patient did not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included Chlorthalidone 25 mg, Magnesium 500mg. No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient previously received the first dose of the BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 26Dec2020 08:30 AM for covid-19 immunisation, experienced sore on in the injection site. On 17Jan2021, waking up 06:00 AM with headache, thirsty, little lightheaded, went to kitchen turn on coffee maker start feeling dizzy, nauseous, blurry vision, went to living room shaky then pass out 2-3 minutes. Cold sweats again, went to bathroom was sitting there then feels like someone put ice cold on both ears and face, cold sweats, nausea, and blurry again. Cold sweats and chills all day, feverish at night with 99.9 oral temp. Sore on in the injection site both doses. No COVID tested post vaccination. No treatments were received. Outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the loss of consciousness and other reported events  due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

993512 02/02/2021 TX F Felt pricked by shoulder and has a scab there now; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via Medical information team. A female patient of an unspecified age (Age: 65; Unit: Unknown) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in arm on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated, "I felt pricked by shoulder and has a scab there now, could this happen due to the vaccine? The site which she received her vaccine is rescheduling people for after 21 days. The patient felt two pricks. She got a scab on her shoulder. She thinks he accidently poked her. The patient stated, "If the person that gave the vaccination pricked her shoulder before the shot could it have caused a little irritation on her shoulder? Whenever the man gave the shot, she wasn't looking at him, but he told her to hold her sleeve up. She was just trying to hold her sleeve up. He pushed his sleeve way up on her shoulder. She felt it way up on her shoulder, and thought it was strange. He squeezed her arm, and said he thought there would be good. She felt two pricks. She got a scab on her shoulder. She thinks he accidently poked her. He tried to say he thought he poked himself, but she is pretty sure he poked her. He gave the shot in her arm. He thought he had pricked himself but pricked her. Her question is, if that happens and the needle pricks the surface of the skin, can it make it blister the skin? Her main reason for calling is that she is signed up to get the second round. Now, the city she lives in is having trouble getting the vaccine. People that were supposed to get the first vaccine Monday and Tuesday had to be pushed to Wednesday because they didn't get their shipment. So now everyone will get them on Wednesday. The day she went it was very organized so she feels bad for these people. Since Pfizer is having trouble getting this shipped, then what is going to happen on 5 Feb 2021 which is the day she is supposed to get her second dose. What will happen if they don't have vaccines?". She would just like her questions answered. Her brother said he heard somewhere the vaccine doesn't have to be given at exactly 21 days like they originally said. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

993513 01/16/2021 02/02/2021 FL 65.0 F headache; nausea; fatigue; sore arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself. A 65-year-old female patient (not pregnant), received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration, on left arm on 16Jan2021 14:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Diverticulosis, hypothyroid, osteoarthritis, vitiligo, psoriasis, anxiety/depression, known allergies: Iodine, sulfa, bivalve shellfish, garlic, onions. Concomitant medications included first dose of pneumococcal vaccine polysacch 23v (PNEUMOVAX) on 23Dec2020 on left arm, celecoxib (CELEBREX), sertraline, amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate, dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL), levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), liothyronine sodium (CYTOMEL). The patient experienced fatigue, sore arm the day after vaccine was administered on 17Jan2021. Two days after administration on 18Jan2021, patient experienced fatigue, headache, nausea. No treatment received for all events. The outcome of the events were resolving.

993517 01/11/2021 02/02/2021 CT 39.0 F Anaphylactic reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). This is the second of two cases and refers to events occurred with the second dose of the vaccine.  A 39-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot EL1283), on 11Jan2021 at 11:00 at single dose in Deltoid Left for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma, shellfish allergy, allergy lobster (used steroids). Patient was not pregnant.The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Previously on 22Dec2020 at 12:30 PM patient took the first dose of the vaccine (Lot EJ1685) at single dose in Deltoid Left for COVID-19 immunization and couple of days after she had nausea and something stuck in her throat. On 11Jan2021, 5 minutes after the 2nd dose (at 11:05), the patient experienced anaphylactic reaction, that required Emergency room visit. Patient was not hospitalized and was treated with diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL), methylprednisolone sodium succinate (SOLUMEDROL) and "Pepcid": she was prescribed 3-day course of oral prednisone and H2 antihistamine oral "Pepcid". After finished it, she felt it was coming back therefore she took diphenhydramine hydrochloride for 2 nights in a row. She did not experience any respiratory, cardiovascular, dermatological or gastrointestinal manifestation. She completely recovered in Jan2021.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported event of anaphylactic reaction  due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

993518 02/02/2021 M asymptomatic but positive; asymptomatic but positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP (patient's parent).  A male patient (son) of unknown age received the first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. Caller states his son went back to school and initially tested negative for SARS-Cov-2 following first dose, now is asymptomatic but positive. Asking if second dose would exacerbate. Outcome is unknown. Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the limited information available, a causal relationship between event "asymptomatic but positive" (coded to Drug ineffective / SARS-CoV-2 test positive) and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), cannot be completely excluded. The case will be reevaluated should additional information become available.

993521 01/13/2021 02/02/2021 FL 49.0 F a knot in her arm; sore to the touch; Exhibiting flu-like symptoms; Fever; Severe body aches; Runny nose; Cough; Anaphylaxis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer(patient).  A 49-year-old female patient received second dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EL3246), intramuscular in right bicep(arm) on 13Jan2021 around 16:15 at single dose for preventative.  Medical history included high blood pressure from 2016 and ongoing.  Concomitant medication included ongoing chlortalidone for high blood pressure. She received first dose of covid vaccine BNT162B2 (Lot: EL0140) on 23Dec2020 around 13:00., in right bicep(arm), a little above where she received this second dose for covid-19 immunization, she previously received flu shot for immunization and had a knot in her arm where it is tender to the touch and sore. She had an anaphylaxis event directly after her shot on 13Jan2021, she was kind of knocked out for the anaphylaxis event and her body was hurting. She was not sure if it was from the shot or from the trauma anaphylaxis event. She received an epi shot in the clinic, diphenhydramine (BENADRYL)into her arm. She was taken to the ER(Emergency Room) where she stayed till about 9:30pm. She was not admitted. Anaphylaxis recovered on 13Jan2021. She also stated that she got sick after the shot, she was exhibiting flu-like symptoms, she never lost her taste or smell, she had a fever, severe body aches, runny nose, and a cough. These symptoms started the next day on the 14Jan2021 and got worse on the 15Jan2021, on 17Jan2021, She feeling better morning and recovered completely by the time she went to bed in regards to her flu-like symptoms, she felt like herself and normal. She felt rested. This morning she felt good. Treatment included paracetamol (TYLENOL) and she was taking diphenhydramine every night since the anaphylaxis occurred. She still had a knot in her arm that it was very sore to the touch which she stated was pretty common even with flu shot(not know the name of the flu shot or have lot, NDC, or expiration date) where it was tender to the touch and sore. There was no relevant test. Outcome of anaphylaxis was recovered on 13Jan2021, of a knot in her arm, sore to the touch was unknown, of other events was recovered on 17Jan2021.

993529 02/02/2021 FL U stroke; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician via a sales representative. A patient of unspecified age and gender received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The physician reported an employee of (institute name) suffered a stroke within a week of taking the Pfizer Covid Vaccine on an unknown date. Dr. (Name) told the physician that he didn't think it was related. The event outcome was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Very limited information is currently available.  As the reported stroke occurred within a week of taking the Covid Vaccine, BNT162B2, the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported event and the administration of the suspect.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

993532 12/29/2020 02/02/2021 NC F Still experiencing upper respiratory congestion; She developed COVID 5 days after getting the 1st dose; She developed COVID 5 days after getting the 1st dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A female patient of an unspecified age(reported as Age: 66, Unit: Unknown) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient developed COVID 5 days after getting the 1st dose, she received the 1st dose on 29Dec2020 and due for 2nd dose on 19Jan2021. The patient was still experiencing upper respiratory congestion. She had the initial dose of the vaccine 3 weeks before and a week after her first dose, she developed Covid, she had been exposed so it just so happened, The patient was 14 days out from having COVID. She was scheduled to get the 2nd dose at the time of the report and was wondering if she needed to postpone it. The outcome of event "still experiencing upper respiratory congestion" was not recovered, of other events was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

993533 12/01/2020 02/02/2021 WV 48.0 F first dose of bnt162b2 on 01Dec2020, patient was due for their second dose 30Dec2020; first dose of bnt162b2 on 01Dec2020, patient was due for their second dose 30Dec2020; patient had a positive COVID test, contracted Sars-Cov-2; patient had a positive COVID test, contracted Sars-Cov-2; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A 48-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 01Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There was none medical history or concomitant medications. The patient received the vaccine on 01Dec2020, and then on 15Dec2020, patient had a positive COVID test, contracted Sars-Cov-2, and was due for their second dose 30Dec2020.  She was supposed to get her second dose at the end of Dec2020, but she did not return. She stated they were caught in the middle. The patient did return for her second dose with her employer, but they turned her away. The patients second dose was supposed to be on 30Dec2020. Suspect product: Caller does not have the NDC, lot, or expiration date to provide from the first dose that the patient received. There was a Product Complaint. This is a non-serious report. The outcome of events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID-19  and suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

993536 01/15/2021 02/02/2021 SC 28.0 F Seizure; muscle spasm; weakness; hard to breathe at time; can't stay awake; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 28-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Lot number: EL3346), via an unspecified route of administration at Left arm on 15Jan2021 08:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included seizure, asthma, known allergies to penicillins and NSAIDs. Concomitant medication included levetiracetam, escitalopram, phenytoin, lamotrigine. The patient previously took naproxen, azithromycin, clindamycin; all experienced drug hypersensitivity. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 15Jan2021 at time of 08:30, the patient experienced seizure, muscle spasm and weakness, hard to breathe at time, can't stay awake. Events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or urgent care. No treatment received for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the seizure and other reported events due to temporal relationship.   Of note, the patient has a medical history of seizure disorder.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

993538 12/23/2020 02/02/2021 F tested positive for Covid; tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (reporting for herself).  A female patient of unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 as a single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient reported that she received her first dose on "23Dec and on 27Dec tested positive for Covid". The clinical outcome of the events tested positive for Covid was unknown.    The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.; Sender's Comments: Based on the mechanism of action of BNT162B2 vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine was given (4 days in this case). However, a causal relationship between event "tested positive for Covid " (coded to Drug ineffective / COVID-19) and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) cannot be completely excluded.

993539 01/04/2021 02/02/2021 NY 58.0 F tested positive for COVID-19; tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 58-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the first shot of the COVID-19 vaccine on 04Jan2021 then tested positive for COVID-19 on 12Jan2021. Patient was concerned whether she should get the second shot of the COVID-19 vaccine as scheduled or should we wait. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the mechanism of action of BNT162B2 vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine was given (8 days in this case). However, a causal relationship between event "tested positive for Covid-19 " (coded to Drug ineffective / COVID-19) and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be completely excluded.

993550 12/31/2020 02/02/2021 NY 28.0 F elevated redness sort of like a rash around the injected area; rash came back in the injected area; it was itchy; my face was swollen and ears; my face was swollen and ears; hives on my face; skin was very dry; rash like; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional reporting for a patient. A 28-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), intramuscular in the left arm on 31Dec2020 at 14:00 (at the age of 28-years-old) as a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included tuberculosis (TB) when younger and took medication for it from an unknown date. The patient was allergic to penicillin and breaks out in hives and a rash. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications included spironolactone (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) for unknown indication from unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On an unknown date after the vaccination, the patient experienced elevated redness sort of like a rash around the injected area for 2 days and then it went away, exactly a week later the rash came back in the injected area but did not spread and lasted another two days. On 14Jan2021 at 04:00 the patient experienced broke up in hives on face, face was swollen, and ears and it was itchy. The patient experienced skin was very dry and rash like but not itchy on an unknown date in Jan2021. Therapeutic measures were taken for the swelling face, ear swelling, hives and pruritis which included Benadryl for 2 days which helped the events go down. The clinical outcome of the event injection site erythema, swelling face, ear swelling, hives and pruritus was recovered; injection site rash, dry skin and rash were unknown. It was reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID-19 virus test positive and suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

993568 12/31/2020 02/02/2021 25.0 F nausea; diarrhea; fatigue; loss of taste and smell; loss of taste and smell; stomach upset; tested positive for COVID-19; tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 25-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on 31Dec2020 at single dose at left arm for covid-19 prophylaxis. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. Patient said that she got the first dose on 31Dec2020. She stated that she got Covid 2 weeks later. She said that she positive test on 12Jan2021. She stated that she was still having mild symptoms of Covid. She said that because of that, she was not cleared to go back to work yet. She stated that she was not having fever or shortness of breath. Patient clarified that her covid-19 symptoms were stomach upset, nausea, diarrhea, loss of taste and smell, and fatigue. She was supposed to get the second dose on 19Jan2021. Outcome of all events was recovering.   Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.

993572 12/21/2020 02/02/2021 OH 61.0 F thrush; weak; tested positive for Covid; tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 61-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685, expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) (not really diagnosed with COPD), ongoing smoker (smokes about 10 cigarettes a day; has smoked 40+ years), cough. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that on 31Dec2020, the patient tested positive for COVID from which she went to the doctor and was treated on 14Jan2021. The patient was given SOLU-MEDROL injection just to help her because she has mild COPD to bring up all of the junk. She is clear now. She doesn't have pneumonia. Her labs were good. She feels 80% back. The patient also experienced weak and thrush on unspecified date. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the event tested positive for COVID which included antibiotic and a cortisone injection, and for the event thrush which included NYSTATIN mouth rinse. Outcome of the event tested positive for COVID was recovering. Outcome of the remaining events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the mechanism of action of BNT162B2 vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine was given (10 days in this case). However, a causal relationship between event "tested positive with Covid " (coded to Drug ineffective / COVID-19) and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded.

993579 12/29/2020 02/02/2021 F received first dose of the vaccine on 29Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID on 11Jan2021; received first dose of the vaccine on 29Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID on 11Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation. Patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient received first dose of the vaccine on 29Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID on 11Jan2021. Patient was scheduled for her second dose this week and stated she is trying to figure out what to do. Patient asked if there are side effects if she get is earlier that the suggested 90 days. Patient also asked if there is a recommendation on what to do if it ended up running out of the vaccine before she gets her second dose. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test with result of positive on 11Jan2021. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

993601 12/31/2020 02/02/2021 MD 28.0 M initial exposure to coronavirus; COVID-19 PCR test positive; COVID-19 PCR test positive; when he woke up the next morning he had a 5 minute interval of indescribable burning sensation on the face and upper torso/being hot; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A 28-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), intramuscularly on 31Dec2020 in arm at a single dose to prevent COVID. There were no medical history or no concomitant medications. He confirmed he is the physician and the primary doctor for the patient. The patient is a pharmacist and he received the first dose of the Pfizer COVID vaccine on 31Dec2020. The next day (01Jan2021), he woke up with a 5-minute interval of indiscernible burning sensation on his face and upper torso that went away after about 5 minutes. The patient reported being hot for a few seconds after taking the Pfizer COVID vaccine. The patient came in to contact with some with coronavirus and then the patient tested positive for coronavirus on 17Jan2021 with a PCR test. He had no symptoms since a week after his initial exposure to coronavirus. No adverse reactions but turned up with infection. The outcome of event burning sensation on the face and upper torso was recovered on 01Jan2021, outcome of the other events was unknown.   Reporter assessed seriousness for burning sensation on face and upper torso: Medically significant. Causality between burning sensation on face and upper torso and bnt162b2 was related by Primary Source Reporter per Global Introspection.         Information on the batch number/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information , Exposure to SARS-CoV-2 is most likely related to an intercurrent condition which is not related to the suspected drug. Based on the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of other events cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

993606 12/30/2020 02/02/2021 65.0 F hallucinations; having stroke like symptoms; having intense headaches; felt exhausted; has pain in her arm; her vision affected/wavy lines throughout her eyes; numbness in her face, hands, and lips; This is a spontaneous report from contactable Nurse reporting for herself. A 65-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Patient age at time of vaccination was 65 years. The patient did not have reactions with other immunizations except a severe reaction with the measles, mumps, and rubella (MMR) vaccine when she was younger. She had seizures after receiving the MMR vaccine. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient mentioned she had a severe reaction. She described her adverse reaction by having intense headaches, having stroke-like symptoms in which she described as she cannot speak, having headaches, having numbness in her hands, face, and lips. She also felt exhausted. She also had some pain in her arm that she is not concerned about. She mentioned that she also has her vision affected, she couldn't drive, there were wavy lines all though her eyes. She started to have hallucinations such as seeing people that weren't there, seeing snow storms, and seeing things whipping throughout the wind. All the events started on 04Jan2021. She reported she was very sick in the hospital and is now getting well. However it was unknown if she was admitted to hospital (clarification pending). She wanted to know recommendations about the second shot of the COVID-19 vaccine because with her experience, she is not comfortable having the second shot of the COVID-19 vaccine.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

993626 12/18/2020 02/02/2021 NV 49.0 F Lips swelling and face; Lips swelling and face; Anaphalaxis; Anaphalaxis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 49-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: Eh9899) via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 18:30 at single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. She received the second dose (lot number: El1283) in right arm on 08Jan2021. Medical history included Idiopathic anaphylaxis and was allergic to penicillin, had COVID-19 from May2020 to an unknown date. Concomitant medication included unspecified birth control pills. The patient experienced anaphalaxis on 19Dec2020 06:00 AM. She talked with her doctor lips swelling and face. Treatment received for events lips swelling and face. But her question is she had an IGG antibody test and it was negative. She had COVID in May2020 and have been tracking her antibodies. She wanted to know 'does this antibody test show the same antibodies?' She had negative after the two vaccines. The patient is not pregnant. Events outcome was recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

993629 01/18/2021 02/02/2021 ME 30.0 F Excessive vomiting for 24 hours; Excessive nausea for 24 hours; patient was pregnant at the time of the Covid-19 immunization; patient was pregnant at the time of the Covid-19 immunization; patient was pregnant at the time of the Covid-19 immunization; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (patient). This healthcare professional reported information for mother. This is maternal report. A 30-year-old pregnant female patient receive bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as PFIZER COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EJ1686; expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included had COVID prior vaccination. The patient has no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received her vaccination in a nursing home/senior living facility. The patient was pregnant at the time of the Covid-19 immunization. The patient reported experiencing excessive nausea and vomiting for 24 hours (unspecified date). The patient received treatment for the adverse events which included over the counter medications. The patient was not COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events nausea and vomiting was recovering while the outcome of the other events was unknown.

993636 12/30/2020 02/02/2021 NY M tested positive for Covid after first dose of vaccine; tested positive for Covid after first dose of vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient receive the COVID-19 vaccine in 30Dec2020 and on 05Jan2021 he tested positive for COVID-19. He got the first dose of the vaccine on 30Dec2020 and was COVID-19 positive on 01Jan2021 and then tested negative on 08Jan2021. He was supposed to take the second dose on 19Jan2021, if he had COVID-19, he wanted to know if he needs to get the second dose or skip it. The outcome of the events was unknown.

993639 01/06/2021 02/02/2021 NM 39.0 F Early Bell's Palsy; Facial numbness on the left side of her face; Facial numbness on the left side of her face; Facial numbness and increased sensitivity on the left side of her face; This is a spontaneous report from a pharmacist. A 39-years-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EL0142), intramuscular at left arm on 06Jan2021 17:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included allergic rhinitis, deviated nasal septum, factor V leiden, gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), history of deep vein thrombosis (DVT), hypertension, neck pain on left side, rhinitis, rhomboid muscle strain and pain. No known allergies. Concomitant medication included fluoxetine, acetylsalicylic acid, caffeine, paracetamol (EXCEDRIN MIGRAINE), fluticasone, hydrochlorothiazide, lisinopril, loratadine, meloxicam, omeprazole, oxycodone for pain, sodium chloride. The historical vaccine included the first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number: EJ1685) via intramuscular at left arm on 17Dec2020 04:15 PM and the paitent did notice some numbness on the right side of face after receiving the first dose of vaccine. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced facial numbness and increased sensitivity on the left side of her face. There was no facial droop or lid lag. Other cranial nerves are stable. Concern for early Bell's Palsy would be treated with valganciclovir and prednisone. The adverse events (AE) started from 15Jan2021 09:00. AE resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient received treatment valganciclovir 1gm q8h, prednisone 20mg 3-day taper for AE. The events outcome was recovering. No COVID prior vaccination, since the vaccination the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19.; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the event early Bell's paly with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

993644 02/02/2021 F Two people got covid after receiving the first shot; Two people got covid after receiving the first shot; This is a spontaneous report received from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 2 patients. This is the first of two reports.   A female patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the reporter stated that two people got Covid after receiving the first shot. Outcome of the events was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021065167 same reporter/drug/ae, different patient

993645 01/02/2021 02/02/2021 F she tested positive for covid after first dose; she tested positive for covid after first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive for covid after first dose in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. Second dose scheduled for Saturday. She was in quarantine for two weeks. She would like to know if she should get second dose or not. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included covid 19 test: positive in Jan2021. Serious: No.  Information about batch/lot number has been requested.

993667 01/05/2021 02/02/2021 NY U 3 of her staff members tested positive after taking the 1st dose/They got a result for asymptomatic 3 employees that tested positive with COVID 19; 3 of her staff members tested positive after taking the 1st dose/They got a result for asymptomatic 3 employees that tested positive with COVID 19; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program. A contactable Nurse reported similar events for 3 patients. This is 1st of 3 reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive with COVID 19 on 11Jan2021. Outcome of events was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 05Jan2021, and tested positive with COVID-19 on 11Jan2021.  No complete protection of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to prevent from the targeted infection due to the very short time lag. The positive COVID-19 is more likely pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use, and unrelated to BNT162B2 based on the limitedly available information.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021049694 Pfizer, Same drug, same event, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021049695 Pfizer, Same drug, same event, different patient

993668 01/05/2021 02/02/2021 NY U 3 of her staff members tested positive after taking the 1stdose/3 of her workers tested positive for Covid; 3 of her staff members tested positive after taking the 1stdose/3 of her workers tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer First Connect.  A contactable nurse reported same events for 3 patients. This is second of 3 reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced tested positive after taking the first dose on 11Jan2021. The event was reported as non-serious. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid: positive on an unspecified date. The outcome of events was unknown. Got the first shot on the 05Jan2021 for all of the 50 employees and 70 residents. On 11Jan2021, they got a result for asymptomatic 3 employees that tested positive with COVID 19. Health professional had questions about 2nd dose guidelines.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 05Jan2021, and COVID-19 test positive on 11Jan2021.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID likely represents a pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  Further information is needed for full medical assessment.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021049693 same reporter/ drug/ event, different patients;US-PFIZER INC-2021049695 same reporter/ drug/ event, different patients

993669 01/05/2021 02/02/2021 NY U tested positive after taking the 1stdose/tested positive for Covid/they got a result for asymptomatic employee that tested positive with COVID 19; tested positive after taking the 1stdose/tested positive for Covid/they got a result for asymptomatic employee that tested positive with COVID 19; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable Nurse reported similar events for 3 patients.This is 3rd of 3 reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan202 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive for Covid after taking the 1st dose/got a result for asymptomatic employee that tested positive with covid 19 on 11Jan2021. The nurse reported that got the first shot on the 05Jan2021 for all of the 50 employees and 70 residents. On 11Jan2021, they got a result for asymptomatic 3 employees that tested positive with COVID 19. HCP had questions about 2nd dose guidelines, if they can take the second shot after testing positive. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021049693 same reporter/ drug/ event, different patients.;US-PFIZER INC-2021049694 same reporter/ drug/ event, different patients.

993675 01/05/2021 02/02/2021 NY 51.0 F tested positive after receiving the Covid-19 vaccine; tested positive after receiving the Covid-19 vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable nurse. This case refers to the first of three employees tested positive for Covid-19 after receiving the vaccine.  A 51-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot # EL0140, expiry date Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration, on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Age at vaccination was 51-years-old. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient was tested on 08Jan2021. She received the results on 12Jan2021 and tested positive after receiving the Covid-19 vaccine. She is asymptomatic. It hasn't affected her but she has not been able to work. The event was reported serious as medically significant. Outcome was unknown. She states she was asking about getting 2nd vaccine.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported tested positive based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 3 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

993678 12/31/2020 02/02/2021 DE 50.0 F Diagnosed with Bell's Palsy from Covid-19 injection (1st dose.)/left sided face droop; Stroke; Lower left pain under ear, sudden onset; This is a spontaneous report from two contactable consumers. A 50-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received 1st dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 08:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included depression, anxiety, Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), elevated pressure increased (BP), elevated cholesterol, spondylosis with radiculopathy. Known allergies: NSAID's and augmentin. Concomitant medications included hydrochlorothiazide, venlafaxine hydrochloride (EFFEXOR), hydroxyzine, atorvastatin and ascorbic acid;betacarotene;biotin; calcium; chloride; chromium; copper; folic acid; iodine; iron; magnesium; manganese; molybdenum; nickel; nicotinic acid; pantothenic acid; phosphorus; potassium; pyridoxine hydrochloride; riboflavin; selenium; silicon; thiamine; vanadium; vitamin B12 NOS; vitamin D NOS; vitamin E NOS; vitamin K NOS; xantofyl; zinc (CENTRUM SILVER WOMEN 50+). On 05Jan2021 at 13:00, patient experienced lower left pain under ear, sudden onset. Then, noticed symptoms of a stroke. Left sided face droop. Patient went to ER (emergency room). Patient was diagnosed with Bell's Palsy from Covid-19 injection (1st dose). Patient received treatments for the events included prednisone, acyclovir, ointment to protect eye and eye patch for covering of left eye. Lab test included Nasal Swab: negative on 07Jan2021. Outcome of the events was resolving.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

993680 02/02/2021 CA F hallucinating; hands are very swollen; fever; she was also 'really swollen' not just on the injection site but on her hands and face.; she was also 'really swollen' not just on the injection site but on her hands and face.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.   A female patient of an unspecified age started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EL8982), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced hallucinating, hands are very swollen, fever, she was also 'really swollen' not just on the injection site but on her hands and face, all on an unknown date. The events outcome was unknown.

993685 02/02/2021 F covid test which came back positive; covid test which came back positive; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program . A contactable female consumer (patient) of unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated that she received the vaccine and then took Covid test which came back positive (unknown date). The patient would like to know if it is safe for her to get second dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.
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993688 12/23/2020 02/02/2021 CA U tested positive for COVID; tested positive for COVID; back pain; heavy cold symptoms; fatigue; Experienced a sore arm for 24 hours; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received her vaccine in the left arm deltoid on 23Dec2020. The patient experienced a sore arm for 24 hours in Dec2021. On 31Dec2020, she experienced back pain, heavy cold symptoms and fatigue. On 05Jan2021, the patient was tested positive for COVID. On 09Jan2021 she lost taste and smell. On 14Jan2021, she tested negative for COVID. As of today, 19Jan2021, she has not been able to go back to work. Event took place after use of product. The outcome of event sore arm was recovered on an unspecified date. The outcome of event COVID-19 was recovered on 14Jan2021. The outcome of the other events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

993692 02/02/2021 TX F tested positive for Covid; tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer reporting for self that a female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Caller is due for a second dose of covid vaccine tomorrow. She has tested positive for covid before second dose. Outcome of events was unknown.   Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

993695 01/16/2021 02/02/2021 NY 97.0 F Couldn't speak, slurring words, stuttering, couldn't formulate a sentence; stroke; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 97-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Jan2021 14:15 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing atrial fibrillation(A-flib), took medication for that. Concomitant medication included acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN), rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR). Additional vaccines administered on same date of pfizer suspect reported as no. Prior vaccinations within 4 weeks, AES follow prior vaccinations and family medical history all reported as no. The patient got her first dose on 16Jan2021 and that evening she began to have a stroke. The patient was on blood thinners (apixaban(ELIQUIS) and questor). Event reported as "Couldn't speak, slurring words, stuttering, couldn't formulate a sentence" with onset date 16Jan2021. Event was serious as hospitalization from 17Jan2021 to 18Jan2021. The outcome of the events was not recovered/not resolved. Patient was caller's mother. Four hours later, patient couldn't speak and was slurring words. Ambulance was called, vitals were checked, and patient was told she was ok. Next morning patient was the same. Ambulance was called again and patient had a stroke. Caller stated the stroke was very coincidental. Patient had the COVID-19 Vaccine at about 2PM. Patient had A-fib. Stroke affected patient's speech, but not terribly. Patient was on a blood thinner at the time of the report because of MRI and CT scan results. The patient was taking acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN), but that was taken away at time of the report. The patient was on rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR) 0.5 at time of the report. Next appointment for second COVID-19 Vaccine was 06Feb2021. Caller was concerned. Patient never had a stroke before. The reporter wanted to know if this had been previously reported. Saturday night was when patient's speech began slurring. The patient had the Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine that afternoon. EMS didn't take patient to the hospital on Saturday night, just took vitals and left. Patient's speech was going in and out. Caller reached out to patient Sunday morning and patient was having the same speech issues. Patient was stuttering and couldn't formulate a sentence. Ambulance was called and patient was transported to (health center). CT scan and MRI showed patient had a stroke in the area of the brain that affect speech. Patient had an echocardiogram. Clarified patient's speech symptoms began on Saturday, 16Jan2021.    Information of lot/batch number has been requested.Y 1

993696 12/28/2020 02/02/2021 PA 46.0 F had COVID symptoms and tested positive for Covid; had COVID symptoms and tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer Sponsored Program COVAX US Support.  A 46-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EK5730, expiry date not provided) on 28Dec2020 17:30 at single dose in the left arm via an unspecified route of administration for COVID-19 immunisation .  There were no relevant medical history and no concomitant medications. The patient took the first dose of the vaccine on 28Dec2020 and by the end of that week she had COVID symptoms. She got tested on that Saturday (02Jan2021) and it was negative, so she went to an urgent care to get tested again on 04Jan2021 and she was positive. She was not visit physician office or emergency room. She was out of quarantine on 14Jan2021, and was due to go get her second dose of the vaccine on 18Jan2021. She was calling to make sure if it's okay to get it. The outcome was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the mechanism of action of BNT162B2 vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine was given (7 days in this case). However, a causal relationship between event "had COVID symptoms and tested positive for Covid" (coded to Drug ineffective / COVID-19) and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be completely excluded.

993723 12/28/2020 02/02/2021 NY F tested positive for covid; tested positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs) from a contactable consumer reported (patient). This female patient of unspecified age received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was unknown. Concomitant medications were none. The patient got first covid19 vaccine on 28Dec2020. She tested positive for the covid virus on 29Dec2020. She was scheduled to get second vaccine today (18Jan2021) but she did not get it since she did not know if she should. She had been negative for the covid virus for one week. She was asking when she should get second dose. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

993726 02/02/2021 CA F patient tested positive 6 days after the 1st dose; patient tested positive 6 days after the 1st dose; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored Program, Pfizer. A contactable physician reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (lot number and expiry date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive 6 days after the 1st dose. The patient asked about the ingredients of COVID-19 Vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

993736 01/07/2021 02/02/2021 AR 43.0 F Tested positive for COVID-19 this week; COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer. A contactable consumer (patient) reported that a 43-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Batch/lot number: EL3249), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 07Jan2021 13:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization (vaccination). Medical history included pleurisy. Family medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. Historically she felt like she had the flu when she had gotten the flu vaccine (years not specified); but she did not feel like she had the flu after getting flu vaccine this year in 2020. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. There were no additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. The patient received the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine 07Jan2021; and she tested positive for COVID-19 this week. Then clarified that she was administered first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine 07Jan2021. She had onset of COVID-19 around 15Jan2021 when she became unable to smell. She had 2 COVID-19 tests performed on 16Jan2021, one was a rapid COVID-19 nasal swab test with positive result; the other was a COVID-19 nasal swab test that they had to send off to test which was also positive. No medications were taken prior to vaccination/event. She asked if she should still get the second dose as scheduled relative to this event. Second dose was scheduled for 27Jan2021. No emergency room visit required, physician office visit (urgent care) required for event COVID-19. She mentioned she was not the only patient to test positive for COVID-19 that received Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine same date she received Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine on 07Jan2021. She declined to provide any further information regarding those patients/events/products/report. The sample of product was not available to return. The outcome of events was unknown.

993737 12/29/2020 02/02/2021 SD F tested positive after the first dose; tested positive after the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (COVID vaccine), lot number: EL0140, via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Caller, a registered nurse, calling about the COVID vaccine. She explained there was no problem but more of a concern. It was explained that on 29Dec2020 she got her first dose and on 08Jan2021 she found out she tested positive for COVID. She would be on day 12 tomorrow when the facility would be giving the second dose. She was told she can't get the second dose by her administrator as she was going by the 14 day requirement. Caller wanted to know if this was true, was it 14 days or 10 days after testing positive before she can get the next shot. If this was true, where can she get the second dose as she would miss the dose at her facility. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Pfizer is a marketing authorization holder of [COVID vaccine] in the country of incidence or the country where the product was purchased (if different). This may be a duplicate report if another marketing authorization holder of [COVID vaccine] has submitted the same report to the regulatory authorities.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

993738 01/05/2021 02/02/2021 U tested positive after first dose was given; tested positive after first dose was given; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable nurse reported similar events for 3 patients. This is the first of 3 reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number and expiry date not provided) via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had tested positive on an unspecified date in Jan2021, after the first dose of the vaccine was given. The second dose was set up and the patient would be off of the 14-day quarantine by then, but the reporter was not sure if the people was eligible to get the second dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID-19 test positive and suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021058678 Same reporter/ vaccine, different patient/ similar AE;US-PFIZER INC-2021058679 Same reporter/ vaccine, different patient/ similar AE;US-PFIZER INC-2021058679 Same reporter/ vaccine, different patient/ similar AE

993740 01/07/2021 02/02/2021 OK 64.0 F Sore arm immediately after getting second dose of COVID Vaccine; Chills; Myalgia; severe headache; Nausea; She felt like she had a temperature and by the time it was checked her temperature was 101.9/febrile; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) reporting for herself.  A 64-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration at left upper arm on 07Jan2021 14:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital, not a Military Facility. The patient's medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient got the Flu Vaccine last part of Sep2020 or Beginning of Oct2020. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EK57530), via an unspecified route of administration at left Upper arm on 17Dec2020 9:10AM for covid-19 immunization. She only had a sore arm. It started the same day, a couple of hours after getting the vaccine. It went away a day to a day and a half after it started. After that she was fine. She got the second dose on 07Jan2021. After the second dose, immediately, like within five minutes her arm became very sore, this event was assessed as non-serious by HCP. Also, that Thursday (07Jan2021) night after getting the second dose of the Vaccine around 9PM-10PM she started to get chills, myalgia, severe headache, and nausea. She also mentioned she was so sick during the night she was not able to get up and around. She felt like she had a temperature and by the time it was checked her temperature was 101.9. She was febrile all through 08Jan2021. She started to become afebrile 09Jan2021 with improvement and by 10Jan2021 all her symptoms had gone away and completely resolved. Seriousness Criteria: Stated she felt these are serious. She was unable to go to work on Friday. She could not return back to work until Monday. The HCP assessed all events were related to the vaccine. The outcome of the events was recovered on 10Jan2021. She stated, even though she got so sick with getting the vaccine she was just continuously telling her self this is better than having COVID. She stated she even told people even if she knew after getting the shot she would have this reaction she would still take it. She has seen death occur from COVID and does not want that to happen.; Sender's Comments: Based on plausible temporal relationship, clinical course and known safety profile of the product, the reported events chills, myalgia, severe headache, nausea and fever were likely causally related to the use of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE).  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

993744 01/05/2021 02/02/2021 U tested positive; tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable nurse reported similar events for 3 patients. This is the second of 3 reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number and expiry date not provided) via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had tested positive on an unspecified date in Jan2021, after the first dose of the vaccine was given. The second dose was set up and the patient would be off of the 14-day quarantine by then, but the reporter was not sure if the people was eligible to get the second dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded for reported events.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021058398 same reporter/vaccine/AE and different patients.;US-PFIZER INC-2021058679 same reporter/vaccine/AE and different patients.

993745 01/05/2021 02/02/2021 U tested positive after receiving first vaccination; tested positive after receiving first vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). A contactable nurse reported similar events for 3 patients. This is the third of 3 reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number and expiry date not provided) via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had tested positive after receiving first vaccination in Jan2021. The second dose was set up and the patient would be off of the 14-day quarantine by then, but the reporter was not sure if those who tested positive were still advised to get the second vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID-19 test positive and suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021058398 Same reporter/ vaccine, different patient/ similar AE

993750 02/02/2021 NJ M a patient in a nursing home facility that tested positive after receiving the first COVID vaccine; a patient in a nursing home facility that tested positive after receiving the first COVID vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse via a Pfizer-sponsored program. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at first single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive after receiving the first covid vaccine. The patient is asymptomatic. The reporter just need to know if she can give this man the second vaccine. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events.

993751 01/09/2021 02/02/2021 NY 25.0 F positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; joint pain hips and back; arm pain at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 25-year-old female received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0142) on 08Jan2021 at 12:30 PM (that is 09Jan2021 00:30 AM) in the left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. None Medical History. Concomitant product includes ongoing ethinylestradiol, ferrous fumarate, norethisterone (KAITLIB FE) for oral contraceptive taking for a long time. No Prior Vaccinations within 4 weeks. Patient received the first dose of the vaccine on 08Jan2021 at 12:30 PM and then COVID-19 PCR test positive the following 12Jan2021. Clinical course as: On 09Jan2021, some arm pain at the injection site. On 10Jan2021, she had some joint pain hips and back; chills. On 10Jan2021 night into 11Jan2021 she had some nasal congestion. On 12Jan2021, she lost her sense of taste and smell. All of these effects have resolved except for the loss of taste and smell. She is planning to get the next dose on 29Jan2021. Patient was asking about getting the second dose of the vaccine since she tested positive. She tested negative prior on 04Jan2021; 06Jan2021 and 08Jan2021, until 12Jan2021 when she was tested positive. No events require a visit to physician or ER. The outcome of arm pain and joint pain was recovered on 10Jan2021, of other event was not recovered.

993769 01/15/2021 02/02/2021 NY 50.0 F diarrhea; vomiting; Upset stomach; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 50-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, lot number: ELO142), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 13:00 at a single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Hodgkin lymphoma, thyroid cancer, breast cancer and hypothyroidism, known allergies: allopurinol. There was no other vaccine in four weeks. Concomitant medications: There was other medications in two weeks, but unspecified. The patient experienced upset stomach about 2 hours after vaccination was administered (15Jan2021 15:00), then diarrhea and vomiting both on 16Jan2021 15:00 (as reported) (about 14 hours after vaccine was given). No treatment received. The adverse event did not result in 'doctor or other HCP visit or emergency room or urgent care, hospitalization or prolongation, life threatening illness, disability or death or congential anomaly'. No COVID prior vaccination and no COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of events was recovered on an unspecified date in Jan2021.

993779 01/15/2021 02/02/2021 IL 43.0 F Headache; Pain at site of injection; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable healthcare professional (HCP) (Patient). A 43-year-old non-pregnant female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 19:45 at a single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history or concomitant medications. No known allergies. No other vaccine in four weeks and no other medications in two weeks. On 16Jan2021, the patient experienced headache, pain at site of injection, chills. No treatment received for events. The adverse event did not result in 'doctor or other HCP visit or emergency room or urgent care, hospitalization or prolongation, life threatening illness, disability or death or congential anomaly'. No COVID prior vaccination and no COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of events was recovered on an unspecified date in Jan2021.   No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about batch/ lot number cannot be obtained. No further information expected.

993787 02/02/2021 MA M it was worse for him after her received the COVID-19 Vaccine shot than having the COVID-19 Virus; it was worse for him after her received the COVID-19 Vaccine shot than having the COVID-19 Virus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for friend's father. A male patient of unspecified age received the 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included COVID-19. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had COVID-19, and also had a severe reaction to the first shot. That was like 10 times worse than Covid itself. He had pretty rough time with it and it was worse for him after her received the COVID-19 Vaccine shot than having the COVID-19 Virus. Outcome of the events was unknown.    Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

993790 01/08/2021 02/02/2021 TN 78.0 F she had a wave that started at the top of her head and felt like she was losing consciousness and the wave went down her head and into her chest; Chest tightness; like she was going to faint or go to sleep; like she was going to faint or go to sleep; she barely had a little pain at the COVID-19 Vaccine injection site that went away quickly; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient. This 78-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: EL3249),  dose 1 , single dose via an unspecified route of administration in the left upper arm on 08Jan2021 at 09:15 AM (at the age of 78 years-old) for COVID-19 vaccination. Relevant medical history included ongoing high blood pressure in Dec2020. Concomitant medications included valsartan (DIOVAN) 160mg tablet, once a day from 10Dec2020 and ongoing for high blood pressure and clobazem (CALM) from Jan2021, lot: 1115941, expiration: Mar2022. The patient did not receive  any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 08Jan2021 at 09:15 AM, the patient  barely had a little pain at the COVID-19 vaccine injection site that went away quickly. On 18Jan2021, the patient had chest tightness and a wave that started at the top of her head and felt like she was losing consciousness and the wave went down her head and into her chest. She said it was like she was going to faint or go to sleep. She said the wave went down to her chest area and stayed for a big portion of the day. She said she had a heaviness in her chest, clarified as a chest tightness. She said she has no heart issues. The patient still had some tightness in her chest and it may be just from worry. She said she was normally calm, so she was not sure about what was causing her current chest tightness. The patient did not think what she experienced on 18Jan2021 was serious enough to contact her primary care doctor. There were no relevant laboratory tests done. The patient did not require a visit to the emergency room or physician's office. The clinical outcome of event, barely had a little pain at the COVID-19 vaccine injection site was recovered on an unknown date in Jan2021. The clinical outcome of event, wave that started at the top of her head and felt like she was losing consciousness and the wave went down her head was recovered on 18Jan2021 after treatment was given. The clinical outcome of chest tightness was recovering after treatment was given. The clinical outcome of like she was going to faint or go to sleep was unknown.

993792 02/02/2021 TN U came down with COVID in a week of vaccination; came down with COVID in a week of vaccination; This is spontaneous report from a contactable physician. This physician reported similar events for four patients. This is the 1st of four reports.   A patient of an unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unknown date as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medication were not provided. On an unknown date, the patient came down with COVID in a week of vaccination. The outcome of the event came down with COVID in a week was unknown. The reporting physician stated that he doesn't think that them getting the vaccine and having COVID is related, he thinks it is a coincidence.   Information on batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the mechanism of action of BNT162B2 vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine was given (a week in this case). However, a causal relationship between event "came down with COVID in a week of vaccination" (coded to Drug ineffective / COVID-19) and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) cannot be completely excluded,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021064978 same reporter/drug/event, different paitent;US-PFIZER INC-2021064979 same reporter/drug/event, different paitent;US-PFIZER INC-2021072675 same reporter/drug/event, different paitent;US-PFIZER INC-2021072675 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.

993793 02/02/2021 TN U they all came down with COVID in a week; they all came down with COVID in a week; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. This physician reported similar events for 4 patients. This is 2nd of 4 reports. An elderly patient of an unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number/expiration date: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration, an unknown date as a single dose for COVID-19 vaccination. Relevant medical history and concomitant medication were not provided. On an unknown date, the patient came down with COVID in a week of vaccination. The outcome of the event came down with COVID in a week was unknown. The reporting physician stated that he doesn't think that them getting the vaccine and having COVID is related, he thinks it is a coincidence.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.; Sender's Comments: Based on the mechanism of action of BNT162B2 vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine was given (a week in this case). However, a causal relationship between event "came down with COVID in a week of vaccination" (coded to Drug ineffective / COVID-19) and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) cannot be completely excluded.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021064977 as same reporter/drug/AE/different patients.

993797 02/02/2021 F got covid after receiving the first shot; got covid after receiving the first shot; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for two patients. This is second of two reports.   A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got COVID after receiving the first shot on an unspecified date. Outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021046083 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

993824 01/18/2021 02/02/2021 NJ 80.0 M loss of hearing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An 80-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 18Jan2021 12:00 PM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was unknown if patient had COVID prior vaccination. The patient experienced loss of hearing the day after vaccination administered on 19Jan2021. It was unknown if treatment was received and unknown if patient had tested COVID post vaccination. The outcome of event was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

993831 01/22/2021 02/02/2021 MA 36.0 F After I have the Pfizer vaccine, with 15 minutes I started having a small cough. The cough increased; my throat swollen; hard to breath; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: El9261) at left arm via an unspecified route of administration on 22Jan2021 15:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies: Apple, pear, peach, pineapple, mango, avocado and almonds. Concomitant medications included unspecified multivitamins. No other vaccine in four weeks. After patient had the bnt162b2, with 15 minutes she started having a small cough on 22Jan2021 15:15. The cough increased, her throat swollen and hard to breath on 22Jan2021 15:15. The nurse immediately gave her the epi pen and Benadryl. She had to rush to the ER. When she got there, she needed to have the second round of epi pen and more Benadryl. Events resulted in life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event). No covid prior vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at time of vaccination. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures, which included Nasal Swab on 25Jan2021 with result of negative. The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events cough, throat swelling and difficulty breathing. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

993833 01/04/2021 02/02/2021 FL 27.0 F She received her first dose of the Covid vaccine and then tested positive for Covid; She received her first dose of the Covid vaccine and then tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program. A contactable 27-year-old female other HCP (medical assistant, patient) received 1st of BNT162B2 (Batch/lot number: EK5730) Intramuscular on 04Jan2021 at single dose (0.3 ml) for covid-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drug were not reported. She received her first dose of the Covid vaccine and then tested positive for Covid. She was calling to see what she should do about the second dose. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts possible. No further information expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded for reported "tested positive for Covid".

993834 02/02/2021 U Contacted Covid after their first vaccine; Contacted Covid after their first vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program from a contactable consumer. The consumer reported similar events for two patients. This is the first of two reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose on an unspecified date for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medication were not reported. Patient contacted COVID after their first vaccine. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021086942 the same reporter, product and similar adverse events in different patients

993838 01/16/2021 02/02/2021 CA 56.0 F severe itching; had some different allergies; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 56-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 16Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the first dose of BNT162B2 for COVID-19 immunisation on 28Dec2020, and the patient had no side effects. The patient got the second COVID shot (vaccine) and she had a reaction to it, she had some different allergies and she got severe itching on 16Jan2021, admitted into emergency room from 16Jan2021 to 16Jan2021. Seriousness of the events was hospitalization. The patient stayed at the site for a while because the itching didn't end they wanted the patient to go into an Emergency Room (ER) but they were able to get it under control and the patient was fine today. The patient received diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) and steroids for the events. The outcome of the events was unknown. The reporter considered that the events were related to BNT162B2.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal association and known product safety profile, a causal relationship between events "reaction to it, she had some different allergies and she got severe itching" and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 1

993847 02/02/2021 U Contacted Covid after their first vaccine; Contacted Covid after their first vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs). This consumer reported similar events for two patients. This is the first of two reports.  A patient (reported as: healthcare professional) of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of the bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced: contacted COVID after their first vaccine (medically significant). The clinical outcome of the events, drug ineffective and COVID-19, was unknown.  The batch/lot numbers for the vaccine, PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, were not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021082538 same reporter, drugs and events.; different patient.

993850 12/28/2020 02/02/2021 IN 62.0 F tested positive for COVID-19; tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the spouse of the patient.  A 62-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 28Dec2020 (at the age of 62-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.   Medical history included ongoing lupus from an unknown date. Concomitant medications included unspecified medications for her Lupus.   On 08Jan2021, the patient tested positive for COVID-19. On 18Jan2021, the patient had an X-ray with unknown results. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of testing positive for COVID-19 and included an unspecified infusion. The clinical outcome of tested positive for COVID-19 was unknown.

993852 02/02/2021 M Tested positive after taking the first shot of the vaccine; Tested positive after taking the first shot of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program COVAX US Support. A Non contactable male consumer reported that a male patient of an unspecified age  received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Covid-19 Vaccine from Pfizer), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced tested positive after taking the first shot of the vaccine on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. He wanted  to know if he can still take the second dose. He really need to know as he had been scheduled to receive his send dose tomorrow. He really need to know whether to show up or not. The patient underwent lab tests which included sars-cov-2 test: positive on unknown date.    No follow up attempts are possible. Information about Lot/ Batch could not be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

993861 01/06/2021 02/02/2021 TX 48.0 M Tightness in right side of my chest; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This 48-year-old male patient received a dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EJ1695 or EL1695 and Expiration date 31Mar2021) on 06Jan2021 (at 48 years of age) as single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history and concomitant medication were not reported. The patient experienced tightness in right side of chest on an unspecified date. Patient called to see if this was a common event as patient was going to the hospital shortly to be sure nothing was wrong.  Outcome of event tightness in right side of chest was unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine BNT162B2 was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

993866 01/12/2021 02/02/2021 CA 74.0 74 F arm pain at injection site & small comma rash at bottom of injection site two weeks later now have red rash area size of baseball   no pain

993867 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 IN 42.0 42 M Achy body chills headache rash on neck

993868 01/04/2021 02/02/2021 CA 25.0 25 F Moderate injection site pain followed by lymphadenopathy

993869 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 NJ 46.0 46 F Severe Nausea as well as a sore arm was persistent for 3 days following the injection.  In addition, a rash appeared on the left side of my back and left thigh.

993870 01/25/2021 02/02/2021 IL 49.0 F Full blown flu symptoms. Fever, aches, cough, head conjestion, exhaustion, memory loss, depression, loss of appetite, diarrhea. Missed 5 days of work

993957 02/02/2021 U A patient has received the first dose of the vaccine and his second dose is due tomorrow. 4 days ago the patient tested positive and is nonsymptomatic; A patient has received the first dose of the vaccine and his second dose is due tomorrow. 4 days ago the patient tested positive and is nonsymptomatic; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number and expiration date unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient has received the first dose of the vaccine and his second dose was due tomorrow (19Jan2021). 4 days ago (14Jan2021), the patient tested positive for Covid test and was not symptomatic. The doctor asked to call the company to see if it was alright to give the second dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.

993958 12/29/2020 02/02/2021 F tested positive for the virus; tested positive for the virus; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age (58 unit unspecified) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date unknown) via unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of the Pfizer vaccine, and on the 8th (Jan2021) tested positive for the virus. The facility she was tested at stated that the patient cannot get the shot for 14 days for the quarantine time. The patient wanted to know if she has to wait 10 or 14 days to get the vaccine and tomorrow was day 12. The patient informed that she was due to get her 2nd dose tomorrow (19Jan2021). The outcome of the events tested positive for the virus was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.

993959 01/15/2021 02/02/2021 MI 81.0 M hit was head and it was bleeding; hit was head and it was bleeding; dizzy; fell; Nauseous; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (Husband). An 81-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 15Jan2021 18:00 on Arm left at single dose (Lot # EL3249) for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. He did fine right after, his arm wasn't sore, he felt fine. The next day he had nothing, no soreness, nothing, he felt great the next day. Dizziness started in the morning 17Jan2021 when he got up he said good morning and then said he would bring her back a cup coffee then he became very dizzy and leaned against the wall for support and then he fell, he was okay but he fell. He did go the emergency room because he fell and hit was head and it was bleeding. They told him it was not related to the vaccine but it is one of the things that are on the form that could happen. She says it was okay if it caused it she is just looking for a reason.  Now today (18Jan2021) he feels fine she wants to know what causes that side effect. She says she is supposed to be getting her vaccine too. He had one bad dizzy spell and then it went away, and she thinks he got kind of nauseous with it. It says this can happen, it said it could happen right after but in his case it did not, it happened within probably 34 hours or something. Outcome of the event dizziness has recovered completely at this point. Outcome of other events was unknown.

993960 01/14/2021 02/02/2021 NC 72.0 F she got it Thursday and that night she noticed a little itching/itching a little again in the palm of her hands; some face soreness; her BP was 152/85 that was high; she has to got the rash on her behind where she has been scratching; having an allergic reaction; a little puffiness on her lip; the cellulitis part of her skin; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 72-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (Pfizer BioNTech Covid 19 vaccine, lot number EL3247), via an unspecified route of administration on 14-JAN-2021 at the 72 years old at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The medical history included COPD so sometimes she would cough, kidney stent, rheumatoid ("two" Tylenol and 20 mg prednisone for "her rheumatoid"). The concomitant medication was clarithromycin (MACROBID) from an unspecified date to 12Jan2021. The patient got it on the 14Jan2021. She says she had been doing fine she didn't know now. She was a retired paramedic so she usually felt things out, she got it Thursday and that night she noticed a little itching on 14Jan2021 but she did not think anything of it. Friday evening she had a good time eating some walnuts and she woke up about 2:30 itching that was Saturday morning before day, she took Benadryl and went back to sleep later then later on she was itching a little again in the palm of her hands and she just took a Benadryl and it went away. Then Sunday night, last night, she was okay so she decided to go to the pharmacy to get some Benadryl, they had no Benadryl and she only had old Benadry. Then about 12:30 she started itching on her bottom, itching on her arms and she was scratching. She noticed she was having some face soreness in Jan2021 but she was using some expired facial cream so she thought that was why her face was sore so she put some hydrocortisone cream on it. Since she was itching she decided to take a little of her nieces Benadryl, it is pediatric Benadryl. She was itching so she called her doctor and she heard him in the ER say they had too many people in there to tell her to go to the ER so she said okay. She hung up and called the pharmacy and they said it sounds like having an allergic reaction in Jan2021 and she told him she had the COVID vaccine but she doesn't think she was short of breath and she gave them her vitals her BP was 152/85(BP 157/85) that was high for her in Jan2021, but it came down, she took some Tylenol then it was 146/77, her pulse rate was 77 and her respirations were good she did not have shortness of breath or cough well she has COPD so sometimes she would cough. Then she got up and said let me go one over and get some Benadryl so she went by there got some good Benadryl and she thought she would call and see what they think about all this. She took the Benadryl at 10:25 and she is doing okay right now but she had whelps, she has to got the rash on her behind where she has been scratching in Jan2021, it is on the left side of her hip, the cellulitis part of her skin that is mostly where she is itching in Jan2021. She remembers when she worked at the health department they would give Benadryl and Prednisone. She thought if the Benadryl does not help then she would call, then she decided she would go ahead and call to see what information they have. She says Pfizer is giving her alerts that she has been answering but she did not have the itching at that time. She retired from being a paramedic in 2009. She says she is 72 now but she woke up in 1985 and her lip was swollen like not totally swollen but her top lip was swollen more than the bottom in Jan2021. They gave her an Epinephrine shot and Benadryl and she is just wondering if this itching is related to the vaccine or if it is just an allergy that she may have come up on or something like to the walnuts or something. She says they went there and they gave the shot and they gave Benadryl but they are not sure. She said the doctor never figured our what it was that cause it and it never happened again until she did notice a little puffiness on her lip again this morning. She said the itching first started around 2:34 AM in the morning before light. It had improved since taking up to date Benadryl. She was supposed to get her second dose 04Feb2021. She didn't want COVID 19. She knew she just came off, she had a kidney stent and she had stopped taking 2 days before, she was taking Macrobid. She was not taking that right now. She took a lot of other medications but the Macrobid she was just on and it was stopped on Tuesday 12Jan2021, 2 days before the vaccine. She didn't know if the Macrobid would interfere with getting vaccine. The outcome of the event itching was recovering, the other events was unknown.

993962 01/16/2021 02/02/2021 PA 37.0 M Lymphangitis of left underarm, swollen out to size of softball; administration date=16Jan2021/ 31Dec2020; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP(patient).  A 37-year-old male patient received second dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot: EK4176), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 16Jan2021 16:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included gastrooesophageal reflux disease(GERD), insomnia. There was no Known allergies.  Concomitant medication included zolpidem tartrate (AMBIEN), pantoprazole sodium sesquihydrate (PROTONIX). There was no other vaccine in four weeks. Patient previously first dose BNT162B2(lot number=EK5730) on 31Dec2020, 19:00 at Left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.   The patient experienced Lymphangitis of left underarm, swollen out to size of softball on 18Jan2021 10:00, occupational health advised to get seen,went to Emergency room, urgent care recommended paracetamol (TYLENOL)for swelling and no anti-inflammatories that may hinder the immune process. Treatment paracetamol was received. Outcome of the event was recovering. There was no covid tested post vaccination.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported "Lymphangitis of left underarm, swollen out to size of softball" and the administration of COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association and lacking alternative explanations.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

993963 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 WV 69.0 69 M Received a Moderna vaccine at another clinic 12/30/20. 1/27/2021 he received a Pfizer vaccine at clinic

993964 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 FL 64.0 64 M Fever to 101.7 body weakness sweats dysentery feeling of malaise, duration ran 48 hours

993966 01/25/2021 02/02/2021 44.0 44 F Intermittent tingling/numbness to left arm after vaccine x 8 days after.   Intermittent tingling/numbness to left leg after vaccine x 8 days after.   Noticed small erythematic area 3 cm x 3 cm around injection site.  ED MD noted, no cellulitis.

993967 01/14/2021 02/02/2021 FL 65.0 65 M For informational purposes, I am a health care provider myself. I have been experiencing severe episodes of vertigo, starting approximately 1 week after receiving my first dose of the Pfizer vaccine, and only when lying in bed. They occur a few times per night, and have occurred essentially every night since they started. They are very intense, but also very short in duration, of about 3-5 seconds. When I called my primary care physician to see if she had any thoughts, or suggestions, or if she thought it could be due to the vaccine, she informed me that she also had the same reaction, severe vertigo, while lying in bed, at about the same time period, 1 week after her first injection, although she just had 2 isolated episodes of it, and she had the Moderna vaccine. Neither of us have seen any published information listing this as a side effect of the vaccine.

993969 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 CA 27.0 27 F ?Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EAU?  Fever and chills for 1 day and sore arms for 3-4 days  Took tylenol for the fever  and cold compress for the sore arms.

993970 01/25/2021 02/02/2021 40.0 40 F 8 days after my 1st vaccination, I woke up to the injection site being swollen, hot, red & extremely itchy.  The swelling is about 2-3 inches in diameter.

993999 12/01/2020 02/02/2021 NC 81.0 F Bleeding/felt blood on her arm /blood was coming from the top of the band aid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for self. This 81-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EL3248) via unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 02:00 PM at right arm at single dose for COVID-19 vaccination, clopidogrel (manufacturer: Aurobindo, lot# QR7520022-A, expiry date: Apr2022) oral from Dec2020 at 75 mg once a day for TIA (Transient ischaemic attack). Medical history included TIA from Aug2019. She had her first TIA Aug2019, and then had her second a couple months ago, it was not as severe, the buildings moved and she walked like she was drunk, but had only one other thing than walking funny and buildings moving, she can't remember what that was. Pain, blood cholesterol abnormal.  Pain in both of her arms, she said her left arm hurt more than her right arm from time to time, and when the left started hurting she took all the pills, but she didn't take Hydrocodone though it is prescribed, she didn't take that unless she was in a lot more pain than usual. She said her doctors said different things about her arm pain, one said she had a torn rotator cuff, another said arthritis, someone else said it was something in her neck but it was a big word that she didn't know, she just knew she had pain. Concomitant medications included acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN, manufacturer: Bayer, UPC number: 349483 48150) from Aug2019 for TIA; carbamazepine from Jan2021 for pain in both of her arms; metoprolol succinate, had been taking it a couple years; zolpidem; hydrocodone for pain (she only takes if she is dying of pain, clarified to being in a lot of pain); atorvastatin for cholesterol. The patient reported that she had COVID-19 and experienced side effect. She said it happened after the 15 minutes observation when she left to drive home on 14Jan2021. She said 5 minutes into her drive she felt blood on her arm and put her hand in her shirt, and wiped it, saw blood. She said the bleeding was weird so she pulled over to look at her arm, and blood was coming from the top of the band aid where normally it would seep down from the bottom. She used five baby wipe, and wiped a lot of blood, until finally she thought it stopped bleeding. She was not light headed or in pain, it was a 45 minute drive and she got home and was still bleeding so she took her shirt off and put a towel around it to stop the bleeding and it finally stopped. She said she didn't think to report it until her doctor said to when she told him, he had said maybe the girl who gave her the shot hit a vein, but she should tell them. She said maybe she did hit a vein, because she had never had problems when getting a shot or more than a spot of blood in the past. She said one thing that may be important was that she had a couple of TIAs, many series (unable to clarify) her doctor friend assessed that with three MRIs and MRAs. She said she just refilled one of her medications, Clopidogrel, and was reading the instructions for it and it says it can cause excessive bleeding. She said that she was not bleeding so she didn't worry about it, that maybe that caused excessive bleeding.  She had not had a second dose, but she didn't want to go through this again with the bleeding, though if it was just a vein or air that may not happen. She said she was very healthy, no underlying conditions at all, never had a problem before, her arm was not painful, she was not light headed. She said the baby wipe she had on her arm after the car ride was full of blood, and she still couldn't get the band aid off, so she wrapped her arm towel kept sopping up blood until finally it quit. She put another band aid over the bloody band aid, and it quit and she was fine. She had no injection site pain, no tiredness, no headache. Lab data included she had MRIs and MRAs, but there was no bleeding. The action taken for clopidogrel was unknown. The outcome of event was recovered.

994000 01/01/2021 02/02/2021 FL U faint; dizzy; funny taste in mouth; urine issues; diarrhea; upset stomach; feeling abnormal; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported same events for two patients (one is patient self). This is the second of two reports. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. In Jan2021, the patient experienced faint, dizzy, funny taste in mouth, urine issues, diarrhea, upset stomach, feeling abnormal. The outcome of event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021044692 Same reporter/ vaccine/ AEs, different patient

994001 01/15/2021 02/02/2021 OH 50.0 50 F Initially started swelling then the arm became red with a large blister few days later skin peeled

994002 01/20/2021 02/02/2021 35.0 35 F discomfort/soreness at injection site ten days following vaccination, after immediate injection site soreness/discomfort had subsided for over a week.

994003 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 OK 84.0 84 M Stroke like symptoms consisting of facial asymmetry & slurred speech. Patient sent to stroke facility w/ Neurology services. Y

994004 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 PA 51.0 51 M Swelling in axillary region of the right arm, the arm the injection was administered

994005 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 AZ 36.0 36 M At around 11pm I had the chills, I was shaking pretty bad, no fever and I had a major headache. I do not have any access to tylenol and I will wait to take some when I arrive home at 7am. Its about 530am and I still have a headache. I've been drinking lots of water and I feel nauseous now.

994006 01/31/2021 02/02/2021 OH 74.0 74 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA COVID 19/Pfizer EL 9264  Nausea, tiredness, headache, muscle pain, flu Like symptoms, Ached all over for 14 hours......took Advil and symptoms subsided

994007 01/02/2021 02/02/2021 PR 34.0 34 F The first dose of vaccine gave me nasal bleeding on the ninth day and the second dose gave me nasal bleeding on the second day.

994008 01/13/2021 02/02/2021 VA 60.0 60 F FEVER FOR ABOUT 24 HOURS, HEADACHE FOR ABOUT 24 HOURS AND LEFT ARM RED AND WARM TO TOUCH FOR  36 HOURS

994009 01/31/2021 02/02/2021 DC 69.0 69 F Some vaccine leaked out of suringe onto my arm as was being injected. I had also taken 400 mg of ibuprofen at 8 am to prermpt any side effects, not knowing that might impact anyobody development. I am concerned i wont have adequate antibodies from both events

994010 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 MA 29.0 29 F 1/29: sore Left arm 1/30: rash on Left arm 2/1: rash on Left arm improved, sore armpit 2/2: rash on left armpit with itchiness

994011 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 NJ 29.0 29 F ~18 hours after second moderna vaccine, I experienced High  fever ~101F, sweating, chills. Lymph nodes around neck are swollen. Significant arm pain at site of injection, which is extremely painful and unable to lift or lay on arm. Mild headache and joing pains.

994012 01/15/2021 02/02/2021 NH 63.0 63 F Started to notice severe left-sided lumbar spine pain, severe left iliac crest pain radiating down left leg to above knee area, lymphatic edema. Treatment with acupuncture and massage therapy has helped alleviate the severity of the previous mentioned symptoms to where they are now tolerable.   Slight chest heaviness and slight exacerbation of asthma symptoms which have been controlled with asthma inhalers.

994013 01/17/2021 02/02/2021 NY 69.0 69 F 2:AM on Feb 18 started chills while sleeping.   Had hot tea and blankets and it subsided.  fever of 100-101 throughout the day.  Sleeping. Pain at injection site . Symptoms lasted about a day and a half. This was the first dose!

994014 01/31/2021 02/02/2021 MA 52.0 52 F Yesterday, Feb 1st around 5 p.m., I noticed a rash on my neck and my neck became very itchy. Today, Feb 2nd, upon waking my face is puffy, red & blotchy.

994015 01/26/2021 02/02/2021 AL 77.0 77 M Cardiac arrest of unknown etiology.  Sudden collapse with PEA  requiring  CPR and intubation. Now has severe anoxic encephalopathy and expect death. Y Y 5

994016 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 KY 87.0 87 F Found confused, vomited, admitted and dx with ICH. Y Y

994017 01/23/2021 02/02/2021 MD 44.0 44 F Rash at injection site

994018 01/19/2021 02/02/2021 MD 72.0 72 M Sore shoulder, bicep sore, pain with movements

994019 01/19/2021 02/02/2021 MI 38.0 38 M pain at the injection site the next day. it was not bad and was gone by the 3rd day

994020 01/16/2021 02/02/2021 CA 46.0 46 F Period very very late for jam and just dark brown spotting very end of jan beginning of feb. unusual

994021 01/21/2021 02/02/2021 WI 24.0 24 M Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Hives Rash on hands and feet, severe itching and irritation, along with pain. Currently lasting more than 3 days but seems to be winding down on the third day

994022 01/25/2021 02/02/2021 25.0 25 F Day 6, developed large local reaction w/ erythema, swelling, tenderness. Splotchy, 10cm x 5cm

994023 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 WI 59.0 59 F Patient received immunization from vial containing diluent in the amount of 1.0 rather than 1.8 ml 0.9% sodium chloride, so dose was concentrated.

994024 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 NY 60.0 60 F 2nd dose received 8am 1/27. Fever, 102.1 and severe headache 1/28, 12 am.  Developed Shingles 1/28, 10 pm. Shingles lesions continue to develop at the time of this report, despite starting Valtrex 1/29 am

994025 01/11/2021 02/02/2021 38.0 38 F Flushing, hives, tachycardia, diaphoresis to 140s within 3 minutes of vaccine. At vaccination site, blood pressure 104/60, slightly lower than normal blood pressure. At vaccination site, patient was given 25 mg Benadryl IM. HR started going down about 15 minutes after Benadryl. HR went down to 90s upon arrival to the ED. HR is normally in the 60s. No further treatment in the ED.  Patient did experience fever  up to 101 and malaise for 3 days after vaccine. Along with pain at injection site.

994079 01/13/2021 02/02/2021 KY 69.0 69 F Sacral Herpes Outbreak; Arm soreness; A spontaneous report  was received from a healthcare professional, who was a 69-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced arm soreness and a sacral herpes outbreak.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant product use was reported.  On 13 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 013L20A) intramuscularly in the left deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 13 Jan 2021, the day of vaccination, the patient experienced arm soreness.   On 14 Jan 2021, the patient experienced a sacral herpes outbreak high on her right butt cheek. Treatment for the event, included valaciclovir.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the events, arm soreness and sacral herpes outbreak, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 69-years-old female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of herpes simplex and non-serious unexpected event of pain in extremity. The event of pain in extremity occurred 1 day (same day) after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 013L20A. The event of herpes simplex occurred 2 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 013L20A. Concomitant medication included Valacyclovir. Treatment details were not provided.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the event a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

994080 01/13/2021 02/02/2021 NY 89.0 89 M Tested positive for COVID-19; Weakness; Sweating; Shortness of Breath; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a 89-year-old, male, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and tested positive for COVID-19, experienced weakness, sweating, and shortness of breath.   The patient's medical history included diabetes mellitus, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, and benign prostatic hyperplasia. Products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included metformin, glimepiride, atorvastatin, acetylsalicylic acid, norvastatin, irbesartan, triamterene, finasteride, mirabegron.   On 13 Jan 2021, approximately three days prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 16 Jan 2021, the patient experienced weakness, sweating, and shortness of breath.    On an unknown date, the patient tested positive for COVID-19 and was admitted to the hospital for supervision.  Chest x-ray results were negative. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the event, tested positive for COVID-19, was considered not resolved. The outcome of the events, weakness, sweating, and shortness of breath, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 89 year-old, male patient with history of diabetes mellitus, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, who experienced events of tested positive for COVID-19, weakness, sweating, and shortness of breath.  The events occurred 3 days after the first and last dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current limited available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are assessed as possibly related.  However, the patient was positive for COVID and may provide an explanation for the events.  Further information have been requested.Y

994081 01/13/2021 02/02/2021 NC 87.0 M Fell; Weakness in legs; got so weak; His legs just continued to get worse/He could not get up without help; He could not walk; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reported for her father.  An 87-years-old male patient received his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), lot number: EL3249, intramuscular on left arm on 13Jan2021 (Time the vaccination was given: 13:00-13:15) at the age of  87-years-old at single dose for prevention because of age group.  Medical history included covid-19 in Jun2020, forgetful from an unknown date, he got a little forgetful sometimes, so he may have forgotten to tell her.  This occurred prior to getting the vaccine.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) was none. Family medical history was none. The patient got the Pfizer COVID vaccine last week on 13Jan2021, he was really sick in Jan2021. The patient had weak legs anyway, but he got so weak.  Weakness in legs started at night on 13Jan2021, around 20:00. No emergency room (ER) or physician's office required. He never complained of any symptoms and did not know if there were other symptoms, because he did not complain.  He fell on Thursday night on 14Jan2021. He got the vaccine around 1:00-1:15pm, and got so weak, that he went to the bathroom and he fell in the floor.  His legs just continued to get worse.  It started on Wednesday night on 13Jan2021.  He could not walk in Jan2021.  Thursday was the worst. By Friday, it started to get better.  He did not get hospitalized.  He could not get up without help. The patient had Covid 19 in Jun2020. He had a lot of symptoms after receiving the first dose of the vaccine. The reporter reported her father fell in the bathroom while brushing his teeth and her brother had to come over to get him up. The reporter was starting to wonder if he should take the second dose. The outcome of the events Weakness in legs and fell was resolving and of the other events was unknown. The reporter considered event Weakness in legs was serious due to medically significant and disabling; considered event fall was serious due to medically significant.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 in triggering the onset of the events muscular weakness, fall and gait disturbance cannot be excluded. The events are confounded by the elderly patient's underlying conditions. The impacts of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

994082 01/11/2021 02/02/2021 GA 56.0 F Shingles rash; did have lethargy and was dragging; did have lethargy and was dragging; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional reporting for self. This 56-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231) via intramuscular on 11Jan2021 at left deltoid at single dose for COVID Prevention. Medical history and concomitant medications were none.  Her health had improved over the last six months and she was on no medications, and her labs had been good. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EJ1685) via IM injection into the left deltoid on 23Dec2020 at single dose for COVID Prevention. She stated that she may have had some dragging after the first dose, but it was after the holidays and she was laying around anyway, so if she did, it was not of note to her at the time.  She confirmed that she received no other vaccines on the same day as either her first dose, nor her second dose of the vaccine. The patient experienced shingles rash starting on 14Jan2021. It was reported that the patient received her second dose of vaccine last Monday (11Jan2021). The Thursday following that (14Jan2021), she noticed a small patch of a rash on her right side, and she did not think much of it at first, because she had been gardening. But she stated that by Friday, it was clear that she had the initial onslaught of Shingles. She stated that over the weekend, the rash had taken a very predicable course, where it is now in circles around her body. She had had no other sentinel events, she had not been sick, she was not stressed, the only thing was that four days prior to the rash, she got the last COVID shot. She just wanted there to be accuracy in known side effects because she was 56 years old, but she was not immunosuppressed at all, and she knew that it would be given to people 65 and older soon. Patient stated that she was no sick as a dog, but two days after receiving the second dose, she did have lethargy and was dragging on 14Jan2021. She thought after the second dose, the vaccine may have hit her immune system. The outcome of shingles rash was not recovered and reported as worsened, outcome of other events was unknown. The reporter considered the event shingles rash was serious as medically significant and was related to the vaccine.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 in triggering the onset of shingles rash cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021092332 same patient/drug, different event separated with time

994083 01/12/2021 02/02/2021 M Tested positive for COVID 19/headache/chills/coughing; Tested positive for COVID 19/headache/chills/coughing; Dizziness; joint pain all over the body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This consumer reported similar events for 2 patients (himself and wife). This is report 1 of 2.   A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (Lot/batch number and Expiration date were not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced headache, dizziness, joint pain all over the body and chills, coughing on 17Jan2021. Patient was trying to figure out for a lot of the symptoms how long does it last. His symptoms started 17Jan2021 morning. The second dose for patient is scheduled on 02Feb2021. The patient was tested positive for COVID 19 on Wednesday, 20Jan2021. He stated he reported a few days ago about some symptoms they had. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021056973 similar report from same reporter

994084 01/12/2021 02/02/2021 F received first dose of Pfizer COVID vaccine then tested positive for COVID 19/Headache/Chills; received first dose of Pfizer COVID vaccine then tested positive for COVID 19/Headache/Chills; Dizziness; Joint pain all over the body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's husband). This consumer reported similar events for 2 patients (himself and wife). This is report 2 of 2, the report for the wife.   A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot number and expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient experienced headache, dizziness, joint pain all over the body and chills on 14Jan2021. The reporter himself and his wife got the shot on Tuesday the past week (12Jan2021), he was trying to figure out for a lot of the symptoms how long does it last, like the headache, dizziness, both him and his wife were experiencing this. His wife's symptoms began on Thursday 14Jan2021, she started getting sick with joint pain all over the body and chills. The second dose for both of them was scheduled on 02Feb2021. The patient then tested positive for COVID 19 on Wednesday, 20Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021056969 similar report from same reporter

994093 01/14/2021 02/02/2021 PA 37.0 37 F approx. 1 hour following inject experienced severe head ache with blurred vision; approx. 10 days following injection large swelling, redness, and warmth at injection site, appears like muscle swelling to size/shape of an egg

994094 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 FL 40.0 40 F Approximately 18 hours after dose I experienced a quick onset of severe fatigue (i.e. hard to get out of bed), chills & mild fever (100F). Additionally, my arm was mildly swollen, warm & very painful. Symptoms lasted for about 10 hours and then quickly disappeared. Tx: Tylenol 100mg .

994095 01/07/2021 02/02/2021 VA 57.0 57 F Patient self reported through our  clinic ADR reporting system.  Unsure if they also self reported via VERS.  Per report "Day # 6 after getting 1st Moderna vaccine, I developed enlarged left clavical lymph node that is still the same size now on day #15"

994096 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 WI 54.0 54 M Patient received immunization from vial containing diluent in the amount of 1.0 rather than 1.8 ml 0.9% sodium chloride, so dose was concentrated.

994097 01/09/2021 02/02/2021 FL 68.0 68 F Bells Palsy on left side of the face

994098 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 PA 28.0 28 F Extreme muscle and body aches Fever - 101 Chills Migraine Loss of appetite Nausea

994099 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 OH 40.0 40 F Intensive vomiting all night after receiving the vaccine, fatigue, chills, muscle aches

994100 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 AL 43.0 43 F Racing pulse and High blood pressure

994101 01/22/2021 02/02/2021 CT 59.0 59 F 9 days after the injection I noticed two red splotches at injection shot. It was very red and hot. This was not there before. I checked the injection site closely 48 hours after the injection was given. I am able to complete my duties at work at a slow pace.

994102 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 IN 26.0 26 F Itchy neck, head, back and knees. Was released to go home and take Benadryl. Headache later that night into Sunday and Monday. Chills and muscle aches

994103 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 TN 36.0 36 F Facial flushing that was more prominent on the left side of my face and left ear flushing and burning, dizziness, nausea., and rapid pounding heart beat. This started 45 minutes after receiving the vaccine. About 1 1/2 hours symptoms still persisted so took 50mg of Benadryl and slept for 2 hours. Upon waking up facial flushing, dizziness, and pounding heart rate still present but was better. Continued to have left sided cluster headache and face flushing for 48 hours. Also was sore in my left arm down my left side to the bottom of my rib cage all the way up my left neck and sore into my left chest.

994104 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 FL 34.0 34 M Low grade fever, chills and fatigue - 600mg ibuprofen - resolved

994105 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 35.0 35 F Patient given first dose of Pfizer Covid vaccine. Upon administration felt burning at the injection site. patient then stated she felt tingling in her hands, feet, and mouth. Patient also stated that she felt her heart racing. BP 172/103, HR 149, SPO2 100% on room air. Denies SOB and difficulty breathing. Pt was transferred to ED. In ED was given oral prednisone and diphenhydramine. Assessment for possible drug reaction, not thought to be anaphylaxis, with mild anxiety contributing. Patient monitored and discharged in stable condition.

994106 01/05/2021 02/02/2021 MD 35.0 35 F Got the vaccine at 5:03 waited in the clinic for 15 min and left at about 5:27 started feeling throat swelling and numbness in my right side of the face. Got home at 5:35 called a Doctor and He told me to take Benadryl 50mg. Took it and 5-6 min I felt the swelling went down.

994107 01/19/2021 02/02/2021 FL 83.0 83 M On 1/26/2021, resident had an elevated blood pressure of 183/102 and he was cold and clammy.   Resident sent to ER via 911.  He was sent home that same day.  On 1/27/2021, resident found sitting in his apartment with a facial droop, slightly slurred speech and left sided weakness.  Resident had also fallen the previous night and on the morning of 1/27/2021.  Resident transported to the ER for evaluation and treatment and was admitted with diagnosis of  TIA; rule out stroke.Y 2

994109 01/22/2021 02/02/2021 MI 27.0 27 M Body aches 1 day

994110 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 WI 60.0 60 M Patient received immunization from vial containing diluent in the amount of 1.0 rather than 1.8 ml 0.9% sodium chloride, so dose was concentrated.

994111 02/02/2021 KY 74.0 F Cant get her breath, intensely weak, chills. Y Y

994112 01/04/2021 02/02/2021 MN 35.0 35 F For 10 days I experienced reynauds syndrome in my hands and feet. Terrible painful touch sensations as well. 8/10 pain. Then it resolved. I received my second dose yesterday.  So far I just feel like every bone in my body hurts and I feel like I have rabdo.

994113 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 MN 82.0 82 F Daughter contacted the clinical location for vaccination to inquire regarding if her mother was confused when at the location to receive her vaccine as she ended up in the ED 2 hours later with a diagnosis of stroke.  completing VAERs due to how closely the vaccine was to the event.Y 1

994114 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 IA 40.0 40 F Vomiting, diarrhea,  fever, generalized intense pain. Fatigue still experiencing at this time

994115 01/25/2021 02/02/2021 NY 65.0 65 F One week later injection site is red, warm, swollen and itching

994116 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 MO 60.0 60 F Rash raised, red, warm, and itchy in area covering about 7 cm underneath injection site. This started on Feb. 2.  Also had fever of 100 degrees, body aches, headache for about 36 hours, it started 12 hours after I received the vaccine.

994117 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 NC 22.0 22 F vomiting, 100 degree fever

994119 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 MI 35.0 35 F Lips double in size

994120 01/21/2021 02/02/2021 IL 59.0 59 F On the 8th day the injection site became blotchy, red & itchy.  On day 9 the site was solid red and warm to the touch.  On day 10 the redness was gone, but the itch remained until day 12.

994121 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 IL 74.0 74 M Abdominal cramps, followed by diarrhea that lasted  8-12 hours.  Reporting this because I don't see it among listed  common side effects.  Other family member shared same food and had no symptoms  Do have mild site discomfort and probable axillary lymphadenopathy but see that these are not uncommon

994122 01/25/2021 02/02/2021 OH 50.0 50 M Residual pain in his arm pit- radiates to his neck and radiates down his arm to elbow

994123 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 IN 37.0 37 F 5:15 Mucus in throat, given water and swallowing okay, breathing okay HR 84, R 20 5:30 Swallowing remains okay. Has medicine taste 5:45 BP 120/90, HR 80, R 20  Instructed to call 911 at discharge for any throat or breathing issues

994124 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 MO 60.0 60 F fever up to 102.4 day following vaccine for approx. 28 hours, joint pain, severe headache with the fever. On the 30th 3 days after vaccine 4 large fever blisters appeared. On the 31st sores inside mouth and on tongue, feels like I burned my mouth. On 2/1 my lips started peeling as if they had been burned. Today my lips are still peeling and the fever blisters have started to crust over.

994125 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 MA 43.0 43 F In addition to some of the expected symptoms (arm soreness, chills, headache) I experienced the most debilitating sciatica pain from 18-36 hours post shot. I thought  my back condition was worsening but honestly think it was an effect. Nothing I had been using for pain relief helped. I was in agony during that period. Agitated.  At 5AM on 1/29/21, I woke up soaked in sweat and finally had some pain relief. From that point on, my pain returned to my normal level.  I never reported this to any healthcare professional since at the time, I did not think this pain was related (also not sure what could have been done).

994126 01/07/2021 02/02/2021 LA 77.0 77 F 7inx9in erythema around injection site, localized reaction.

994127 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 WI 76.0 76 M I woke in the night on Monday, Feb. 1 to use the bathroom and when I stepped out of bed I felt a sharp pain in the outside ball of my right foot. I thought I had stepped on a needle. I could not step on that side of the foot as I walked without sharp pain. I immediately searched for what might be in my foot and found  nothing.  The pain continued through the night and into the morning.  My shot was in the left shoulder. I have concluded this is a neurological reaction (nerve pain) from the vaccine (Moderna). Never had this pain before.

994128 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 MA 65.0 65 F Within 5 minutes of receiving vaccine developed itchy, tightening throat, constant need to clear throat, cough, hoarseness, back redness. Received 25 mg IV Benadryl with relief of symptoms

994129 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 NJ 45.0 45 F Arm pain started 1/28 lasted 4 days Swollen and painful lymph nodes, left armpit, left supraclavicular, also in groin -started 1/29/21-  still happening Abdominal pain and diarrhea on 1/30/21 Spleen swelling/swelling just below left rib front and back and pain started  and no appetite 1/31/21- still happening

994130 01/25/2021 02/02/2021 49.0 49 F Sustained laceration on head from feeling lightheaded with presyncopal episode.

994131 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 NY 39.0 39 F Reported feeling achy and fever of 101.2F.

994132 01/08/2021 02/02/2021 MI 50.0 50 F Hands have turned blue on two occasions for 6-7 hours. Occurring 19 days and 24 days after vaccine. Phone contact made with nurse at doctor's office, after first occurrence, who advised no appointment necessary and to continue to monitor. Last occurrence was yesterday 2/1/20 in the evening, which has now resolved.

994133 01/04/2021 02/02/2021 MA 38.0 38 F Dose 1: 1/4/2021 Soreness at injection site within 6 hrs that resolved after 48 hrs, one week later swollen armpit and discomfort in the same injected arm that went away after approximately 48 hrs  Dose  2:  2/1/2021  Soreness at injection site within 4 hrs, chills and generalized malaise and head ache that same night and sore throat, stuffiness that is ongoing  at 24 hrs.

994134 01/26/2021 02/02/2021 NY 42.0 42 F I am going to describe all my symptoms so far in detail.  Shortly after the shot in the medical observation area I experienced mild nausea that went away for the rest of the day.  About an hour after the injection, I experienced nasal drainage in the back of my throat that lasted about 30 minutes.  3 hours after my shot, the arm pain at injection site began, followed by 6 hours later moderate to extreme fatigue that did not cause me to be sleepy or drowsy--simply fatigued.  I had enhanced sense of taste and smell.  On Wednesday, 1/27 I woke up seeming okay and tried to work at my computer from home.  I experienced light-headed and dizziness, and a headache that feels like pressure, and sinus pressure at the bridge of my nose.  I had to disengage from work.  After lunch around 2 PM I had extreme fatigue and had to lie down in bed the rest of the afternoon and evening.  I have moderate nausea that comes in goes in waves.  This morning, Wednesday, 1/28 I woke up with nausea and ate breakfast with a heightened sense of smell and taste.  I logged into work and the lightheadedness and dizziness began again (also sort of in waves, though the headache is more pervasive and less wave-like than the nausea), along with waves of moderate nausea and headache.  The arm pain at the sight of injection has significantly abated from a punch to mild pain.  The "sinus" or sinus pressure on the bridge of my nose seems only a fraction improved.  The headache or pressure has moved from the back of my head to the right side of my head.  I had no body aches, but this morning has mild to moderate body aches this morning in my legs and hip bones.   1/29 I woke up with 20%-30% reduced symptoms of nausea and headache, but the dizziness and sinus pressure on the bridge of my nose remain the same.  I still have enhanced taste and smell (a sensory plus it's not a distorted or odd enhancement, simply the same flavors and tastes enhanced).  The ache that began yesterday in my lower body, my legs still ache, though it feels more like numbness than an ache.  I tried doing some stretches which felt good, but my legs still feel the same after stretching.  Pain at the site of injection is reduced 90%. There are some strawberries sitting next to me, and I can smell them acutely. Yesterday, 1/30, I woke up with mild nausea and fatigue.  This nausea dissipated in the morning, but I felt too fatigued to do Pilates.  The waves of dizziness and waves of nausea returned mid-day and I had a low-grade fever of 99.4 (my temp. Tends to run slightly lower than 98.6, as I take it regularly).  The pain/pressure in the bridge of my nose has reduced 30%, but still remains.  The ache or numbness in my thighs remains the same. This morning, 1/31, my temp is normal at 98.6, but I have mild waves of nausea and moderate waves of dizziness.  The pain/pressure on my nose remains the same as yesterday.  I have some mild ear pressure.  My thigh weakness remains the same.  I am too fatigued to attempt Pilates.  Acute sense of smell and taste remains the same.  The headaches or pressure also seem improved since Saturday 1/30. Monday, 02/01 - ah back to work I woke up with moderate nausea and pretty intense body fatigue and muscle aches in my lower body.  I had to work, and I just wanted to crawl back into bed.  I worked anyway, also the fatigue tends to worsen mid-day.  The dizziness is moderate in waves, and the headache is still mild, along with that mild sinus pressure on my nose.  I was in bed after dinner but could have rested all day.  02/02 I awoke with a very mild nausea! The intense fatigue (which worsened several days past my vaccine) was mild. I was ready to attempt my regular Pilates routine, and I did it!  My muscle aches are mild to moderate (also, why are my muscle aches mostly confined to my thighs and hips I do have vague pain at the injection site, but its vague, and I use my whole body in Pilates) dizziness waves are back as I sit here typing and get ready to login online to my job staring at the computer screen is jarring to the dizziness waves and reminds me of the mild headache.  This is the best I've felt since 1/27 through mid-day I tend to worsen and dizziness that is moderate is disturbing.  The heightened sense of taste and smell also seems to have waned a bit in the past two days, back to what I was per usual? I tend to have an acute sense of smell and taste.  *I would like it noted in light of new evidence that many people that have had COVID are experiencing intense reactions to the first dose that it is quite likely that I had COVID back in March when my learning center (I work with students age 4-adult, some of which are learning disabled and have autism) emergency closed because a client called to say she was positive for COVID.  I had taken her sons temperature the day before.  Me, and my two co-workers on my management team were also feeling sick.  I had a sore throat and chest pains for approx. a month, but at the time COVID testing was not widely available.  Since then, My co-worker has tested positive twice for the antibodies, and her husband, who was also sick at the same time, has tested negative twice.  I tested negative once for the antibodies, though given my job, my commute on the subway during rush hour my co-workers positivity, and my intense reaction to the first dose I most likely had COVID.  My boyfriend's roommate recently also revealed that he is positive to the antibodies, and he was literally sneezing and coughing in the same room with us this past summer and spring.    I think a 2nd dose of the same vaccine will cause fainting and vomiting, and the need for two weeks off of my work. This dizziness is alarming.  I'm also thinking not having antibodies means nothing in terms of my body and immune system recognizing the vaccine and the virus, making me more ill than when and if I actually had COVID in March or last year.

994135 01/19/2021 02/02/2021 CA 38.0 38 F I am 38 years old with no history of medical problems. I do NOT have a history of miscarriages and have one healthy child who is 22 months old.   On 1/13/21, I took a home pregnancy test which came back positive. At that time, I had a missed period but also had several common pregnancy symptoms such as bloating, acne, fatigue and tender breast. later that week, I called OB/Gyn and spoke to an RN to schedule my 8/9 week ultrasound and to inquiry about the vaccine during pregnancy since I had no clue whether it was recommended/safe or not. the RN, very confident and without any disclaimer, stated that hospital is recommending all of their pregnant patients to receive the vaccine. Obviously, I decided to trust this medical professional who was so confident in her response.  My normal pregnancy symptoms continued. On 1/19/21, I was 5 weeks pregnant and received my first dosage of the vaccine. felt fine other than a sore left arm. on 1/20/21, I woke up with a lot of abdominal cramping and pain. It was new to me but assumed it was normal. My cramping and pain continued until 1/21/21. On 1/21/21, I woke up without the cramping and pain. But, I also noticed that my breast were no longer tender and my skin had completely cleared up. I became concerned but prayed everything was fine since my home pregnancy test was still positive. On 1/22/21, by cramps continued once again but more mild. My pregnancy symptoms seemed as if they were no longer present but remained hopeful. On 1/23/21, I woke up with light spotting that only lasted through the morning. Soon after, I started having extreme abdominal pains. I prayed everything was fine. The pain continued and became worse. That night, the pain was so bad that I just went to bed. Right before going to bed, I noticed I had started spotting again. A little heavier than in the morning. I made sure to lay on my left side, hoping it was normal in pregnancy. On 1/24/21, I woke up with heavy bleeding and clotting. I went to the doctor and got an ultrasound and blood test. I was told by the doctor at Hospital that I had a miscarriage.

994137 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 NC 29.0 29 F Because of patient's previous reaction, pt premedicated with famotidine 20 mg, benadryl 25 mg, ibuprofen 400 mg 30 min before injection.  Received vaccine at 9:15 AM.  She initially felt well, but about 20-30 minutes after administration began to feel dizzy.  Then had nausea, vomiting, dizziness, severe headache, feeling of her body being heavy, arm pain at site of administration.  Vitals were monitored/stable throughout. Pt was given Zofran 4 mg disintegrating tab at 9:50, which did not do much to relieve sx.  However, at 10:35 she noted that headache was gone, although still had dizziness, arm pain.   By 11:08 no longer had symptoms except for arm pain.  By 11:43 still feeling back to normal except for arm pain.

994141 01/21/2021 02/02/2021 53.0 53 F after vaccine experienced very sore arm couldn't hold anything, body aches and joint pain felt like I had a fever but did not, extreme fatique

994215 01/13/2021 02/02/2021 CO 57.0 F Subconjunctival hemorrhage of right eye due to new onset hypertension; Subconjunctival hemorrhage of right eye due to new onset hypertension; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. This nurse reported for self that the 57-year-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, COVID 19, Pfizer, lot number: EK9231, exp date and batch were not reported) via unknown route of administration on 13Jan2021 10:00 AM on Left arm at a single dose  for covid-19 immunization. She is not pregnant. Medical history included known allergies: Sulfa (Sulfonamide Antibiotics), Hypothyroidism, Hx Atrial Flutter ablation resolved, Hx Hysterectomy. Concomitant medications included Estradiol, Propranolol, levothyroxine/liothyronine (NP THYROID), Aspirin [acetylsalicylic acid], MVI. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, COVID 19 Covid-19 mRNA vaccine/Pfizer, lot number: EK5730, exp date and batch were not reported) via unknown route of administration on 23Dec2020 08:00 AM on Right arm at a single dose  for covid-19 immunization. Facility type vaccine was Hospital. No other vaccine in fourweeks. The patient experienced Subconjuctival hemorrhage of right eye due to new onset hypertension, headache from 13Jan2021 06:00 PM. Ae resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment received and started on Lisinopril. No covid prior vaccination. Covid tested post vaccination. The outcome of the event was recovering. Covid test post vaccination included covid test type post vaccination was Nasal Swab, covid test name post vaccination was Covid rapid test on 15Jan2021 with covid test result: Negative. on 17Jan2021, covid test type post vaccination was Nasal Swab, covid test name post vaccination was Covid with covid test result: Negative.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between bnt162b2 and the events conjunctival haemorrhage and hypertension cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

994216 01/08/2021 02/02/2021 TX 40.0 F Guillain Barre Syndrome; the patient's tongue started to go numb; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: Unspecified adverse event. Upon receipt of follow-up information on 18Jan2021, this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from contactable consumers, sibling of the patient and his wife. A 40-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. There was no medical history, Family Medical History Relevant to adverse events or concomitant medications. There were no Prior Vaccinations within 4 weeks and no additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. The sibling of the patient reported the patient had an adverse event after the vaccine that he later described as Guillain Barre. The patient was hospitalized after receiving the COVID vaccine on 08Jan2021. She was admitted to the hospital, the consumer (the sibling's wife) thought, on either 14-15Jan2021. She was not sure of the admitting diagnosis but patient was being treated for Guillain Barre Syndrome. Patient has had a spinal tap on an unspecified date, no results were known. The patient was very healthy, in general the consumer knew she had no typical comorbidities. The reason it was thought to be related was she was perfectly healthy prior and right after she got the vaccine, the patient's tongue started to go numb, that day or the day after (in Jan2021). The events required a visit to Emergency Room, but not to Physician Office. Weight was unknown but the patient was very fit, and BMI (Body mass index) had to be in the normal range. The outcome of the events was unknown.Y

994218 01/14/2021 02/02/2021 OH 61.0 F lost 22lbs; teeth hurting; can't eat; sores in mouth; cold chills; Headache/it's mainly in the back of her head; Diarrhea; Throwing up/threw up 4 times; low grade temp of 100; This is Spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for self. A 61-year-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration in Right arm on 14Jan2021 10:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Patient received 1st dose of bnt162b2 on 24Dec2020, Lot number: EL0140; She only had a little aches with the first dose. States that she has had Covid before. There were no concomitant medications. She got the 2nd covid vaccine and felt like she got Covid all over again, diarrhea, throwing up, cold chills, and headaches started on 15Jan2021 at around 2:00AM, low grade temp of 100 on 15Jan2021, then she got sores in her mouth and now her teeth hurt. States that maybe it's from the fever. States that she can't eat because it hurts. She lost 22lbs because she couldn't eat. She has been gargling with half warm water and half peroxide. States that she threw up 4 times, but she doesn't even remember how many times she had diarrhea. After she was done throwing up she finally sat down and took her temperature, so it was probably around 4:00-5:00 AM. States that she still has a headache; it's mainly in the back of her head. Outcome of event diarrhea, throwing up, low grade temp of 100, chills was recovered, of headache was recovering, of can't eat and lost 22lbs was unknown, of others was not recovered.

994219 01/09/2021 02/02/2021 49.0 M Diagnosis of Bell's palsy/ getting peripheral nerve palsy/Left side partial facial paralysis/droopy face; difficulty with blinking; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer. A 49-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 14:30 at left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included type 2 diabetes, Hep B carrier. Concomitant medication included metformin, entecavir. On 17Jan2021 04:30 PM, the patient experienced left side partial facial paralysis, droopy face, difficulty with blinking...went to ER to rule out stroke, MRI and CAT scan normal. Diagnosis of Bell's palsy. First time getting peripheral nerve palsy. AE treatment: Prednisone, Valtrex, eye drops...IV steroids. No covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination. No other vaccine in four weeks. No known allergies.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included computerised tomogram: normal, magnetic resonance imaging: normal.  The outcome of the events was not resolved.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

994220 02/02/2021 F decline in her motor functions; she slowed down, weakness in her arms and legs.; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs) from a non-contactable consumer reported for a female patient (her sister in law) A female patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included guillain-barre syndrome and autoimmune disorder. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter stated that "wanted to know any data available for covid vaccine use in GBS (Guillain Barre syndrome) and autoimmune disorder. Her sister in law had scopey episode 4 days prior to getting the vaccine and after taking the vaccine she developed decline in her motor functions, she slowed down, weakness in her arms and legs. Patient was hospitalized". The outcome is unknown and action taken was not applicable. No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtainedY

994221 12/29/2020 02/02/2021 SC 50.0 F ALT(alanine aminotransferase) 101; AST (aspartate aminotransferase) levels elevated; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 50-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also Covid 19 vaccine brand Pfizer, lot EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 29Dec2020 07:00 at SINGLE DOSE for Covid-19 immunisation. He received the vaccine in a hospital. Medical history included menopause and acid reflux. He had allergies to medications, food, or other products: Sulfa, Levaquin, Loestrin Fe. Concomitant medications included methylprednisolone and pantoprazole. On 30Dec2020, his ALT(alanine aminotransferase) and AST (aspartate aminotransferase) levels were elevated. ALT 101 and AST 54 on 30Dec2020. Has reverted back to normal levels ALT 18 on 14Jan2021 AST 20 on 14Jan2021. No treatment given. The outcome of events was recovered.

994222 01/13/2021 02/02/2021 NC 84.0 F really sick; In bed 2 days; Could not eat; Hurting all over and joints aching; Hurting all over and joints aching; Fever and really cold; Fever and really cold; Left arm was sore after injection; Left arm was sore after injection and she had a lump and was itching; Left arm sore after injection with lump and itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reported for mother. An 84-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3249) via intramuscular at arm left on 13Jan2021 13:00 at single dose for prevention because of age group. Medical history included hypothyroid diagnosed many years ago, having Covid in Jun2020. Concomitant medications were unknown. The patient was really sick from an unspecified date. The reporter was starting to wonder if the patient should take the second dose. The patient was in bed for 2 days, could not eat and was hurting all over at 23: 00 on 13Jan2021. Her joints were aching at 23: 00 on 13Jan2021.  She had a fever and not really chills, but she just never could get warm and was really cold at 23: 00 on 13Jan2021. She went to bed and woke up on that same date, 13Jan2021, and it started at 11pm.  She guessed it was disabling.  As it went on, it got better. By Friday, she was finally able to eat. She has plenty of weight to fall back on for not eating. By Friday, she started eating again. She was still not back to normal yet though. She just felt like she could not get up. The fever only went on for a few days. Left arm was sore after injection and she had a lump and was itching 13Jan2021. It worried her.  The lump was still itching and sore, but was getting better. Reporter stated that the shingles vaccine did the exact same thing to her with the lump under her skin and itching.  It was given on her hip because she had small arm and they were scared to give it in her arm. The reporter wanted to know if there were elderly people in the trial and did any of them have COVID. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the pfizer suspect. Seriousness for In bed 2 days was reported as disabling. Seriousness for Could not eat, Fever and really cold was reported as not serious. Seriousness for Left arm sore after injection with lump and itching was reported as medically significant. Outcome of the events Fever and really cold, really sick was unknown, of other events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events  due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.
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994223 01/08/2021 02/02/2021 TX U bilirubin is so high (13); Liver enzymes have increased; bilirubin is so high (13) that patient is now yellow; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), on 08Jan2021, via an unspecified route of administration as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included colon cancer with liver METS for which the patient had been treated very well with chemotherapy (unspecified) with no negative effects. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2, on 19Dec2020 via an unspecified route of administration for COVID-19 immunisation. On an unknown date since the vaccine was administered (Dose 1 on 19Dec2020 and 2nd dose 08Jan2021), the patient experienced liver enzymes increased and bilirubin so high (13) that the patient is now yellow.  The patient reported that the experts in cancer care are baffled by the cause. The patient inquired if it is possible the vaccine is responsible for elevated enzymes in immunocompromised patients? The clinical outcome of the liver enzymes increased and bilirubin so high that the patient is now yellow was unknown.    The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

994248 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 KY 85.0 85 F None stated. Y Y

994254 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Systemic: Headache, Systemic: Other- Staff Member complained of metallic taste and headache. Instructed to lay down, BP was elevated, continued to rise. Contacted 911, patient transported to hospital, admitted and disharged next day.  Symptoms lasted 1 day Y 1

994261 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 TN 39.0 39 M Patient received first dose of Moderna Covid Vaccine on 12/28/2020, second dose on 01/27/2021. Treated on 01/31/2021 for abdominal pain and nausea, appendicitis. Patient admitted and taken in for appendectomy. Y Y 2

994265 01/20/2021 02/02/2021 AR 82.0 82 F got the 2nd vaccine on Thursday and already had symptoms from 1st vaccine but became weaker, vomiting, diarrhea. headache went to the ER Sunday . She was coherent just weak. Did Xray of stomach found out she had colitis , started her on antibiotics and admitted her and by the next morning She started having delusions, almost like having a seizure. on blood work her magnesium was low. She started retaining fluid.  Thought maybe she had stroke but CT showed nothing. Now she doesn't know who she is and just repeating numbers. Pt is currently in the ICU. She has a feeding tube now do to not eating.Y 9

994325 01/23/2021 02/02/2021 MO 75.0 75 M ER 27Jan2021 Patient reports nausea and vomiting for 5 days after getting the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine. DC home after re-hydration and antiemetics given.  CT Abd/chest  :1. Mild to moderate colonic diverticulosis without evidence for diverticulitis. No bowel obstruction. 2. Patchy basilar atelectasis with worse involvement of the right lowerlobe, superimposed infection not excluded. Additional findings as discussed. Admit to medsurg ward 28 Jan 2021Y 4

994332 01/12/2021 02/02/2021 DE 34.0 34 F The employee was hospitalized on 1/25/21 and is currently being treated for multiple reasons including IVIG therapy for Guillian Barre. Y 6

994333 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 KY 86.0 86 U None stated. Y

994339 01/22/2021 02/02/2021 OH 83.0 83 F PATIENT RECEIVED COVID-19 VACCINE AND WAS TAKEN BY WHEELCHAIR TO THE OBSERVATION AREA WHERE A PROVIDER AND NURSE WERE OBSERVING FOR ANY ADVERSE REACTIONS.  THE PATIENT WAS ADVISED TO  WAIT 15 MINUTES BEFORE LEAVING THE FACILITY.  THE PROVIDER NOTICED THE PATIENT LEANING FORWARD IN HER WHEEL CHAIR.  SHE TRIED TO ENGAGE HER AND SHE WAS UNRESPONSIVE.  SHE TRIED TO ALERT HER AND SHE WAS AGAIN UNRESPONSIVE.  THE PROVIDER ADVISED NEARBY STAFF TO CALL 911 AND FOR THE NURSE TO BRING THE CRASH CART AND OXYGEN AS SHE ASSESSED THE PATIENT FOR A RADIAL PULSE.  NO PULSE WAS PALPABLE.  SHE THEN ASSESSED FOR A CAROTID PULSE AND NO PULSE WAS PALPABLE.  ANOTHER PROVIDER ARRIVED AND THEY QUICKLY PUSHED THE PATIENT TO THE CLOSEST EXAM ROOM FOR FURTHER ASSESSMENT AND POSSIBLE CPR.   VITAL SIGNS WERE BEING OTAINED WHICH REVEALED HYPOTENSIVE.  BLOOD GLUCOSE TAKEN AND WAS WITHIN NORMAL LIMITS.  AS THEY STARTED TO REMOVE HER CLOTHING TO PREPARE FOR RESUCCITATION SHE BECAME ALERT AND APPEARED ANGRY AND CONFUSED.  SHE QUICKLY BECAME ALERT AND ORIENTED.  EMT'S ARRIVED AND COLLECTED THE INFORMATION NEEDED TO TRANSPORT THE INDIVIDUAL TO THE NEAR BY EMERGNECY ROOM FOR FURHTER EVALUATION.Y 3

994376 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 FL 21.0 21 M Elevate blood pressure and pulse Abnormal EKG Mild heart attack Y Y 2

994388 01/26/2021 02/02/2021 IN 78.0 78 F shortness of breath, chest pain Y 5

994450 02/02/2021 MI F Pulmonary embolism; Chest pain; Shortness of breath; Arm swelling; Soreness in her arm; Local reaction in the lymph nodes of the axilla; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a female patient who  received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed pulmonary embolism, arm swelling and soreness, shortness of breath, chest pain and a reaction in the lymph nodes of the axilla   The patient's medical history includes pulmonary embolisms. Relevant concomitant medications were not reported.   On an unknown date, approximately five days prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The patient experienced a pulmonary embolism, arm swelling, arm soreness, a local reaction in the lymph nodes of the axilla, shortness of breath, and chest pain.  CT scan showed small acute embolism.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided .   The outcome of the events pulmonary embolism, arm swelling and soreness, shortness of breath, chest pain and a reaction in the lymph nodes of the axilla were not reported.; Reporter's Comments: Company Comment: This spontaneous report concerning a female patient who experienced unexpected serious event of pulmonary embolism and nonserious events of arm swelling and soreness, a reaction in the lymph nodes of the axilla, shortness of breath, and chest pain. The patient developed the events on an approximately 5 days after the first dose of the mRNA-1273 vaccine (Lot #: unknown, expiration date-unknown). Pulmonary embolism was confirmed via CT. There is not enough information to adequately evaluate and assess the event of pulmonary embolism.  Swelling and soreness, a reaction in the lymph nodes of the axilla are temporally associated with the vaccine administration and in the absence of any other etiology, a causal association between these events and the administration of mRNA-1273 vaccine cannot be excluded. main field defaults to ‘possibly related' for all events.

994451 01/04/2021 02/02/2021 TX 78.0 78 F Pneumonia in left lung; Pain in neck; Acute serious pain under her ribs, all the way around her body; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 78 year old female who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed acute serious pain under her ribs, all the way around her upper body, pneumonia in her left lung and neck pain.    The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications included non specified medication for blood pressure, calming down, dementia and thyroid.   On 04 Jan 2021, approximately 2.5 hours prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 04 Jan 2021, the patient developed acute serious pain under her ribs, all the way around her upper body that lasted ten days. The patient also experienced neck pain. On an unknown date, she was treated in the emergency room for pneumonia in her left lung and given antibiotics. She later followed up with her primary care doctor and additional x-rays were taken and she was treated with prednisone.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event, acute pain under her ribs, all the way around her upper body, was considered resolved on 14 Jan 2021. The outcome of the event, pain neck was resolved on 19 Jan 2021. The outcome of the event, pneumonia in left lung, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: Company Comment: This case concerns a 78-year-old female patient who experienced unexpected serious event of pneumonia and non-serious event of acute serious pain under her ribs, all the way around her upper body and neck pain.  The event developed on the same day after the first dose and only dose of the vaccine mRNA-1273 vaccine (lot # unknown, expiration date-unknown).  Although a temporal association exist between the event of pneumonia and the administration of the vaccine, in the absence of clinical details including diagnostic test, a definite diagnosis was not established. The events of acute serious pain under her ribs, all the way around her upper body and neck pain are also temporarily associated with vaccine administration and a causal association cannot be excluded. Main field defaults to ‘possibly related' for all events.

994452 01/13/2021 02/02/2021 VA F she fell down and blacked out; dehydration; Dizzy; weak; woke up 3 different times to use the bathroom; Broke out in terrible sweat twice; was bruised up; Fever; Really sore arm; flu like symptoms; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning an 82-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced flu-like symptoms, a really sore arm, fever, woke up 3 different times to use the bathroom, felt like she would pass out, felt dizzy, weak, blacked out, bruised up, broke out in a terrible sweat twice, and dehydration.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 13 Jan 2021, approximately one day prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in her left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 14 Jan 2021, the patient experienced flu-like symptoms and a really sore arm. The following two days she "was okay".   On 17 Jan 2021, the patient had a fever of 99 degrees F; it was reported that she was already taking acetaminophen. She woke up three times in the middle of the night to use the bathroom, which was unusual for her. The third time she woke up, she could not get off the toilet; she felt dizzy and weak, and thought she was going to pass out. While she was trying to return to the bedroom, she blacked out and fell down. She was bruised up and "broke out in terrible sweat twice". It was reported that she drank water and orange juice to help with dehydration.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the events flu-like symptoms, a really sore arm, fever, woke up 3 different times to use the bathroom, felt like she would pass out, felt dizzy, weak, blacked out, bruised up, broke out in a terrible sweat twice, and dehydration were not reported.; Reporter's Comments: Company Comment: This spontaneous report concerns a 82-Year-old, female patient who experienced unexpected serious event of blacked out and non-serious events of flu-like symptoms, a really sore arm, fever, woke up 3 different times to use the bathroom, felt like she would pass out, felt dizzy, weak, bruised up, broke out in a terrible sweat twice and dehydration. The patient developed flu-like symptoms and a really sore arm 1 day after the first dose of the mRNA-1273 vaccine (Lot #: unknown, expiration date-unknown). The other events developed 4 days after vaccine initiation. No treatment was provided, and the outcome of the events was not reported. There is limited information to assess all events in the absence of the patient's medical history and advanced age.  Based on the information provided which includes a temporal association and in the absence of any other etiology, a causal association between the other reported events and the administration of mRNA-1273 vaccine cannot be excluded. The event of fever is consistent with the safety profile of mRNA-1273 vaccine.

994454 01/25/2021 02/02/2021 NE 19.0 F Anaphylactic reaction; Throat was swollen shut, couldn't talk or breathe; Throat was swollen shut, couldn't talk or breathe; Throat was swollen shut, couldn't talk or breathe; loss of consciousness; brain fog; headache; fever; severe body aches and joint aches that make movement difficult; severe body aches and joint aches that make movement difficult; severe body aches and joint aches that make movement difficult; persistent chest pain/pressure; low blood pressure; some swollen and tender bilateral lymph nodes in my neck/trapezius/left (injection site) axillary region; fatigue; decreased appetite due to nausea; decreased appetite due to nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional.  A 19-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 25Jan2021 08:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a hospital. Medical history included type 1 diabetes mellitus, Celiac disease, COVID-19, and heartburn. Concomitant medication included insulin lispro (HUMALOG), spironolactone, fluvoxamine, and alprazolam (XANAX XR). The patient previously took gluten, magnesium ,and iodine and experienced allergies.  On 25Jan2021 09:00, patient had an anaphylactic reaction. Throat was swollen shut, couldn't talk or breathe, loss of consciousness, brain fog, headache, fever, severe body aches and joint aches that make movement difficult, persistent chest pain/pressure, low blood pressure, and some swollen and tender bilateral lymph nodes in my neck/trapezius/left (injection site) axillary region, fatigue, and decreased appetite due to nausea. Patient had a doctor or healthcare professional visit, went to emergency room/department or urgent care, and was considered life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event). Events was treated with epinephrine, diphenhydramine (BENADRYL), paracetamol (TYLENOL) and had oxygen. Patient was not tested post vaccination. The patient is not pregnant. The patient has not recovered from the events.; Sender's Comments: There is a plausible time relationship between vaccine administration and onset of the events in a subject with allergic diathesis. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

994455 01/20/2021 02/02/2021 NJ M cardiac arrest; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  An elderly ( older that 65-years-old) male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Jan2021 as the second single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. He was reported as with unspecified  health issues, and no known allergies.   The patient previously received BNT162B2 for immunization, on an unspecified date. The patient experienced cardiac arrest on 23Jan2021, at 20:30, which was serious as it was life-threatening and involved hospitalization (in the intensive care unit (ICU)).  Details were as follows: after the patient received the  2nd dose of the vaccine on 20Jan2021. The reporter indicated that he was released to go on 23Jan2021. The patient went into cardiac arrest. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of cardiac arrest. The patient was reported as in the ICU, and critical on life support. There was no note of COVID prior to vaccination.  It was unknown if the patient has had a  COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of cardiac arrest was not recovered.   The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.Y Y

994502 01/19/2021 02/02/2021 FL 78.0 78 M Change in gait followed by seizure like bilateral movements.  Transported to hospital and admitted.  2 days of testing and consults.  Symptoms gradually decreased and released 2 days later. Y 2

994504 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 77.0 77 F Chest pain; Fever; Hypokalemia; Pyelonephritis Y

994515 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 82.0 82 M Acute on chronic respiratory failure with hypoxemia; Acute urinary retention; Arterial leg ulcer; Cardiac rhythm disorder or disturbance or change; Chest discomfort; Chest pain; SOB (shortness of breath) Y

994532 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 74.0 74 F Altered mental status; Chest pain; Elevated troponin; Generalized weakness Y

994613 01/14/2021 02/02/2021 FL 74.0 74 M after shot i didn't have any problems and then i came home. On Monday I slipped getting out of bed and hit my head on the floor , i couldn't move or talk,  Wife called 911 and went to ER. had a Stint put in my head. Went into ICU discharged. I was diagnosed with Stroke Y 4

994674 01/15/2021 02/02/2021 CA 53.0 F Bell's Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 53-years-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL 3247), via an unspecified route of administration at Left arm on 15Jan2021 11:00 AM at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 vaccination. The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medications in two weeks included lithium, levothyroxine sodium (LEVOTHROID), omeprazole. Historical Vaccine included first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number EL 1284) on 29Dec2020 11:00 AM at Left arm for covid-19 vaccination. The patient previously took ziprasidone hydrochloride (GEODON) and experienced drug allergies. It was reported no other medical history. On 17Jan2021 the patient woke up with left side of her face dropping. She went to the ER. She was diagnoses with Bell's Palsy. The event onset date was 17Jan2021 04:00 AM. AE resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment drugs predizone and Acyclovir received for the event. The outcome of the event was not recovered. No covid prior vaccination, no covid tested post vaccination.; Sender's Comments: Based on the close temporal relationship, the association between the event Bell's palsy with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

994675 01/16/2021 02/02/2021 IL 31.0 F numbness has moved up her neck; she touches her neck, it hurts a little; maintains numbness and "no control of her arm"/can barely move her right arm; paralyzed at the shoulder from the elbow up;it's numb; can barely move her right arm; paralyzed at the shoulder from the elbow up; flu like symptoms; Threw up a couple times; mild pain at the injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 31-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine, Batch/lot number: EL3247, Expiry date 31May2021, via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 16Jan2021 at 07:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization as frontline worker. The patient had no relevant medical history. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received BNT162B2 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine in Hospital. The patient reported that she was fine all day Saturday (16Jan2021), she just had some very mild pain at the injection site started a couple hours after getting injection. She developed flu like symptoms on the following day (17Jan2021) at 18:00PM and threw up a couple times. On 18Jan2021 at noon she noticed that she could barely move her arm: anything above her elbow on her right arm was not moving; it was paralyzed at the shoulder from the elbow up. If someone were to pick it up and let go, she couldn't control it at all. She also stated that she had no pain at all in that arm; she couldn't feel anything at all; it was numb. When she woke up on 19Jan2021 the numbness had moved up her neck, instead of being localized to her arm. She stated that when she touched her neck, it hurt a little, but it was not super significant. She stated that it was debilitating at that point as she was maintaining numbness and "no control of her arm". The nurse reported that this event had not required yet a visit to physician, but she has a feeling it will. She will probably have to go somewhere due to her paralyzed arm, but she had not yet. At the time of the report the event "No control of her arm"/can barely move her right arm; paralyzed at the shoulder from the elbow up; it's numb" had not resolved yet; the event "mild pain at the injection site" resolved on 17Jan2021, the events "Flu like symptoms" and "Threw up a couple times" were recovering and outcome of the events "Numbness has moved up her neck" and "She touches her neck, it hurts a little" was unknown.  The reporter assessed the events "Pain injection site" and "Flu like symptoms" as non-serious and assessed the event "Can barely move her right arm; paralyzed at the shoulder from the elbow up; it's numb" as disabling. She assessed all the reported events as related to BNT162B2 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine (method of assessment: Global Introspection).; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the events numbness of upper extremity and arm paralysis with BNT162b2 use can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

994676 01/16/2021 02/02/2021 CA 83.0 F stroke-like symptom; Left arm droop; no feeling on left side; loss of mobility in left arm; droop on left side of face; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. An 83-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; brand: Pfizer, lot number: Ek4176) via an unspecified route of administration on 16Jan2021 at 10:00 AM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included blood pressure needs controlling and allergies: penicillin. It was unknown if the patient received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Other medications the patient received within 2 weeks of vaccination included nebivolol hydrochloride (BYSTOLIC), terazosin, famotidine, olmesartan (reported as olmsartan), amlodipine, and atorvastatin calcium (ATORVASTIN). Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered at nursing home/senior living facility. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. On Tuesday 19Jan2021 at 5 am, patient had stroke-like symptom: left arm droop, no feeling on left side, loss of mobility in left arm, droop on left side of face. The event resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care, and hospitalization. The event was reported as serious with seriousness criteria of caused/prolonged hospitalization. It was unknown if treatment received for event. The outcome of event was unknown. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.Y

994677 01/08/2021 02/02/2021 HI 47.0 F throat closing; tingling immediately in left arm; rapid heartbeat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional, the patient. A 47-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot number EL 1283), intramuscular in the left arm on 08Jan2021 at 17:00 (at the age of 47-years-old) as a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included migraines. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient did not have any allergies to medications, food or other products. The patient's concomitant medications included minocycline (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) for unknown indications from unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 08Jan2021 at 17:00, the patient experienced tingling immediately in left arm following injection, rapid heartbeat and throat closing. The patient was treated for the throat tightness, paraesthesia and heart rate increased which included diphenhydramine (BENADRYL), oral steroids, EKG and blood pressure monitoring. The events did initiate an emergency room visit. The clinical outcome of the events throat tightness, paraesthesia and heart rate increased was recovered with sequel. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported "throat closing" and the administration of COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association and lacking alternative explanations.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

994679 01/14/2021 02/02/2021 LA 66.0 F pain under her arm; pinched nerve in my neck and blood pressure went up to 182/98; I have pinched nerve in my neck and blood pressure went up to 182/98; arm where she got the shot hurt like it was very tender; left breat hurt/then right breast hurt; having a little bit of trouble with asthma; congested and sneezing; congested and sneezing; bumpy rash on her chest and arms; puffiness/swelling in the neck; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient.  A 66-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: EL3249), via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 (at the age of 66-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.   Medical history included ongoing asthma and high blood pressure unknown if ongoing; both from unknown dates.  Concomitant medications included prednisone (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) for asthma, unspecified vitamins and an inhaler for asthma. On 14Jan2021, the patient received the vaccination. She had a reaction to the vaccine almost immediately within 15 minutes of receiving vaccine. First, she had a pinched nerve in her neck and blood pressure went up to 182/98. Then about an hour later, the arm where she got the shot hurt like it was very tender. Then, her left breast hurt, followed by her right breast hurt. A few days later on 17Jan2021, she had breast pain and also pain under her arm.  In Jan2021, she was also have some trouble with her asthma, was congested and sneezing. She had bumpy rash on her chest and arms. It was like tiny little bumps but it was not painful. She also had puffiness/swelling in the neck. The clinical outcomes of the pinched nerve in her neck, blood pressure went up to 182/98, arm where she got the shot was tender, breast pain, pain under arm, trouble with her asthma, congested and sneezing, bumpy rash, and puffiness/swelling in the neck were unknown.

994680 12/29/2020 02/02/2021 CA 50.0 F [ Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine ] treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): pt experience numbing in hand of injection site on day of injection of dose one then experience numbing again three weeks later (before the second dose).

994687 01/16/2021 02/02/2021 CO 31.0 F I received the first dose of covid-19 vaccine (moderna) and several days after receiving it developed a rash on my neck with accompanying pain and pruritus. The rash has since been diagnosed by a physician as herpes zoster (shingles) reactivation. I had VZV and HSV as a child (>20 years ago). Of note, the covid-19 vaccine made me sick (chills, myalgia, fever).

994698 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 87.0 87 F Embolic stroke involving left middle cerebral artery; Impaired mobility and ADLs; Stroke Y

994700 01/14/2021 02/02/2021 CA 49.0 F I took the first dose of Moderna Covid vaccine on 1/14/21. A week later I developed an itchy, red and raised rash around the area of injection. The size is approximately 9cm by 6cm. I put hydrocortisone ointment on it. On 1/22 evening I woke up in the middle of the night with significantly pruritis at 4 different areas of the body including the arm. I had to take diphenhydramine to help with the itchiness and to fall back asleep.

994710 01/26/2021 02/02/2021 73.0 73 F Acute kidney injury; CHF (congestive heart failure); COVID-19 virus infection; Chronic hepatitis C without hepatic coma; Edema leg; Essential hypertension Y

994721 01/14/2021 02/02/2021 NY 41 F After receiving moderns covid 19 vaccine on January 14. A rash appeared at the injection site on January 23.

994726 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 71.0 71 M Angina at rest; Chest pain; Dyspnea, unspecified type; NSTEMI (non-ST elevated myocardial infarction); SOB (shortness of breath) Y

994731 01/18/2021 02/02/2021 78.0 F [Pfizer covid -19 vaccine] treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): Patient in clinic for 2nd dose of covid vaccine. Within 8 minutes of receiving her injection, pt developed a rash on both arms; pt states both arms are itch and her throat felt as if it were closing. Rapid response called and patient was given Epinephrine per anaphylaxis protocol by LPN at 4:26pm. BP-146/98 p88 R17  Rapid response team arrived at 427pm. 429pm: Assessment: patient stable but felt no improvement in her throat. Pt was transported to ED for assessment.Y

994739 01/05/2021 02/02/2021 PA 50.0 F Went to ER with left facial paralysis. Diagnosed with Bell's palsy day 19 after initial dose of Pfizer vaccine (1/5/21 vaccine given). Not sure what the recommendation is as to whether I should still have the second dose. Doctors at the ER were not sure either.

994746 01/21/2021 02/02/2021 GA 61.0 F I received my second dose of Moderna COVID19 vaccine on 1/21/2021. On 1/22/2021, the arm in which I received the injection was much more sore than with the first shot. On 1/24/2021, my injection arm was still sore. I glanced in the mirror at my arm and noticed it was red at the injectin site. The area was also warm to touch.

994756 01/15/2021 02/02/2021 MI 75 F My mom who is 75 had an adverse reaction on from the COVID vaccine she took on Jan 15, 2021. She went to bed at night and woke up at 4 AM with a severe headache. She took Aleve and went back to bed. When she woke up at 8:30 AM her headache was very severe and was accompanied with very severe chest pain. I immediately took her to the ER. They did a very thorough work up to check on her heart and Aorta. They managed her severe pain with two doses of morphine followed by two days of Dilaudid. The imaging and symptoms left her with a newly discovered diagnosis of Pericarditis. The medical professions were sure this was a result of the COVID vaccine. They continued to treat her for a few days and sent her home with anti inflammatories to help. She continues to have muscle pain, weakness and shortness of breath when she walks. She is scheduled to take her 2nd dose on February 5th but we are very concerned and hesitant as we don't want to cause any more damage to her heart. Please have somebody contact us and let us know how to proceed. Thanks.Y Y

994770 01/08/2021 02/02/2021 TX 65.0 65 M Two days after getting shot started getting ringing in both ears. Has gotten louder high pitched buzzing sound in both ears and still have it

994791 01/05/2021 02/02/2021 MN 36.0 36 F Tested positive for COVID 1/23/21. Was asymptomatic at the time and was tested due to positive household members. Developed symptoms (headache) 1/25/21. Developed sensation change (pins and needles) in left arm 1/31/21. Was seen in Emergency Room and kept overnight for observation. No obvious cause for symptoms was found.Y 1

994801 01/11/2021 02/02/2021 TN 36.0 36 F Started with some nausea around noon on 1/18 that resolved, then experienced nausea without emesis and palpitations while driving to work at 1800. She describes it as feeling like her heart was racing, but also feeling like she was having large pauses in her heart rate in between the palpitation sensations. She drank a bottle of water and the feeling went away temporarily but it returned.  I am an employee, on arriving to work I noted increased shortness of breath which is unusual for me because I am an avid runner and very active. I noted the palpitations from around 1800-2000, including becoming dizzy and lightheaded during my shift which could endanger patient care, so I presented to the ED and was placed in the CCA. I had received both covid vaccines, second one on 1/11/21 and had about 20H malaise/fatigue and some expiratory wheezing which was abnormal for her but all has since resolved. I had intermittent heart palpitations and chest until 1/26Y 1

994898 12/28/2020 02/02/2021 TX 47.0 47 F Fatigue; Chest pain; Short of breath; Hot; Tingly; Flush; Heart racing; Oxygen level low; Tachycardia; Anxiety issues; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a 47-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and felt warm and tingly, flushing, experienced rapid heart rate, shortness of breath, anxiety issues, difficulty breathing, fatigue, chest pain,  tachycardia, and low oxygen saturation.  The patient's medical history includes contact dermatitis.  Concomitant product use were not provided/unknown by the reporter.  On 28 Dec 2020, approximately five minutes prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the right shoulder for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 28 Dec 2020 the patient felt warm and tingly, flushing, experienced rapid heart rate, shortness of breath, panic, difficulty breathing, shortness of breath, tachycardia, and low oxygen saturation.    On 29 Dec 2020 the patient experienced fatigue, chest pain, and shortness of breath.  She was triaged to the emergency room where her EKG and vital signs were normal.  The events were treated with oxygen and cetirizine.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided/unknown.  The outcome of the events, warm and tingly, flushing, experienced rapid heart rate, panic, difficulty breathing, shortness of breath, tachycardia, and low oxygen saturation was considered resolved on Dec 28 2020. The outcome of the events, fatigue, chest pain, and shortness of breath, was considered unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 47-year-old female patient, with medical history of contact dermatitis with polyethylene glycol containing makeup and shampoo products, who experienced a serious unexpected event of dyspnea and non-serious unexpected events of feeling hot, paraesthesia, flushing, palpitations, oxygen saturation decreased, tachycardia, anxiety, and chest pain, and non-serious expected event of fatigue.The event of dyspnea, feeling hot, paraesthesia, flushing, palpitations, oxygen saturation decreased, tachycardia, and anxiety occurred 1 day (same day) after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. The event of    occurred 2 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. Treatment included nasal oxygen and Zyrtec. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

994899 01/18/2021 02/02/2021 52.0 F passed out; hit chin on the sink; vomited; Fever; chills; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A 52-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient previously received first dose of bnt162b2 at single dose on unspecified date for covid-19 immunization. Patient had one of the worst nights, fever/chills on 18Jan2021. Got up at 1:30 on 19Jan2021 to use the bathroom, passed out and hit chin on the sink. Then vomited. Still low fever. Patient didn't receive treatment for events. Outcome of all events was recovering. The adverse events resulted in neither doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, nor emergency room/department or urgent care. The report was considered as non-serious.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

994900 01/07/2021 02/02/2021 TN 38.0 M Extreme pain in my right thumb/ very sharp pain in the middle and base of my thumb; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist reported for himself. A 38-year-old male patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (Lot number: EJ1686), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 07Jan2021 09:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included HTN (hypertension) from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included amlodipine, hctz, amfetamine sulfate (AMPHETAMINE-SALTS). The patient previous received first dose of bnt162b2 (Lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 17Dec2020 11:00 AM for covid-19 immunization. The patient experienced extreme pain in his right thumb/ very sharp pain in the middle and base of my thumb on 09Jan2021 05:00. The event was reported as serious per disability. No treatment received for the adverse event. The adverse event result in disability or permanent damage. 36-48 hours after the second dose, the patient started experiencing extreme pain in my right thumb whenever he attempted to use his right hand for something including the simplest of tasks like tying his shoe. When he holds, lift, pull using his right hand he experienced a very sharp pain in the middle and base of his thumb.  At first, he thought maybe he hit it on something, but he did not.  A week later his wife was at work (she was a hair stylist) and was talking with one of her clients.  Her client who is a nurse said recently she had also taken the vaccine (2nd shot) and said the weirdest thing had happened. She told her that she can't hold anything in her right hand, and she has been experiencing unbearable pain in her right thumb when she used it for anything.  The pain has lasted almost two weeks now and was not going away. He still speak with the lady who has pain too and she said the same thing and he know it came after the second shot of the vaccine. The outcome of event was not resolved. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered: Hospital. No other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient wasn't diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. Not known allergies.; Sender's Comments: The Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported "pain in thumb" and the administration of COVID 19 vaccine, BNT162B2, based on the reasonable temporal association and lacking alternative explanations.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate. ,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021058634 same reporter/product/event, different patient

994901 01/14/2021 02/02/2021 F some minor TIAs; had excessive bleeding from administration site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 81-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot number unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had excessive bleeding from administration site and using four baby wipes until saturated and bled for approximately one hour.  She received her vaccine last Thursday and is due for the next dose 05Feb2021. She is currently on clopidogrel and metoprolol for some minor TIAs. Is this a common issue with the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

994902 02/02/2021 CA U Loss of vision; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A patient of unspecified age and gender started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# unknown), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced loss of vision in her right eye on an unspecified date. The outcome was unknown  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested

994903 01/14/2021 02/02/2021 KS 26.0 F Blisters around hips, thighs, and elbows.; Intermittent chest pain and tightness; Intermittent chest pain and tightness; shortness of breath; Swollen lymph nodes under bilateral arms that have not decreased; Chills; sweating; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 26-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number= ELO140), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 14Jan2021 12:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies: cephalosporins, coconut. Other medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 15Jan2021 at time of 05:00 AM, the patient experienced blisters around hips, thighs, and elbows; Intermittent chest pain and tightness with shortness of breath beginning one day after vaccine and continuing into day 4 DOST vaccine, swollen lymph nodes under bilateral arms that had not decreased, chills and sweating, headache. No treatment received for the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures post vaccination which included COVID nasal swab test and COVID PCR test, both were negative on 14Jan2021. The outcome of events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: The reported blisters around hips, thighs, and elbows; Intermittent chest pain and tightness with shortness of breath beginning one day after vaccine was probably related to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) due to temporal relationship.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

994904 01/18/2021 02/02/2021 AZ 79.0 F Difficulty in walking / could not walk; her feet feel like they are numb; Dementia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This 79 years old female patient received the first single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot EL1284) in left arm, on 18Jan2021 at 12:00 PM or 01:00 PM, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included pacemaker (she just had it checked on 18Jan2021 at the cardiologist and they said it was good for five more years), heart issue, dementia (before getting the vaccine). Concomitant medications were none. On an unspecified date in Jan2021 the patient experienced dementia (she had a bit of dementia right now, which she also had before getting the vaccine) and her feet felt like they were numb, like neuropathy (maybe she had that, it had never been checked). Since 19Jan2021 the patient could not walk, had difficulty in walking. She was using a cane as she did not want to fall, she weighed 200 lbs and her partner would never be able to get her up if she fell. She was able to walk with the cane. The patient said that there had been no other treatment for her difficulty in walking and it seemed to get better. The initial caller (patient's partner) said she had the shot too on 18Jan2021 and did not have those symptoms, she was not the one who was sick, she did not know what else was going on in her partner's body, they did not think the shot caused it. The patient said she was supposed to be on a sleep apnea machine but she could not get in to the doctor to get the machine checked, it needed a test to be rechecked but they could not get in to do it because of everything that is going on. The patient was scheduled to get the second dose on 08Feb2021 at 10:00AM. Difficulty in walking was improving. The other events outcome was unknown.

994905 01/14/2021 02/02/2021 MI 65.0 M my blood sugar has been up; I was 197 before breakfast; my blood sugar has been up; I was 197 before breakfast; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for self. A 65-Year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 14Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing insulin dependent diabetic, hypertension, and kidney disorder.  Concomitant medications included insulin aspart (NOVOLOG), insulin glargine (LANTUS), acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN), lisinopril to make his kidneys strong. The patient stated he had the first shot and he believe one of the side effects was it can cause your blood sugar to go up. So, he had to monitor his blood sugar more closely. He got the vaccine on Thursday (14Jan2021), since then his blood sugar had been up. He stated that he was taking his insulin aspart and insulin glargine. Like today (18Jan2021) he took 4 units of because he was 197 before breakfast. The outcome of event was unknown.    Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.

994906 01/15/2021 02/02/2021 U I do not see well at all; Lost my sense of taste and smell; Those were the symptoms of the virus; Lost my sense of taste and smell; Those were the symptoms of the virus; Worried; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A patient of unspecified gender and age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced lost sense of taste and smell. Patient worried that those were the symptoms of the virus; do not see well at all. Patient also stated that not see well at all in Jan2021. Outcome of events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

994907 01/25/2021 02/02/2021 CA 65.0 65 M CHF exacerbation with new a fib/flutter, and AKI, elevated troponin,aspiration pneumonia, lactic acidosis Y Y 5

994961 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 ND 81.0 81 M T 99.8, R 44, O2 94%, Pulse 132, Bp 199/82. Patient lethargic, confused, weak. Sent to local ED, and ED reported resident had MI and was transferred to another hospital for further workup. Patient tested positive for Listeria in urine at local ED as well, which may have contributed to this reaction.Y Y 2

995017 01/12/2021 02/02/2021 MN 45.0 45 M On 1/28/2021 at 0545 hours as I was on my way into work when I started to have severe right side chest pain, so much so that I had to pull over. Shortly thereafter ambulance arrived on scene at which time it was determined that I would be transported to the hospital. Once there, a series of tests were conducted, one of which was a D-Dimer blood test to rule out blood clots. That resulted in an elevated count to which a CT scan was ordered.   The result of the CT scan revealed that I had 2 Pulmonary Embolisms, one in the upper lobe of my right lung and one in the middle lobe of my right lung.   Due to me being what the doctors said was a healthy 45 year old with no underlying conditions or signs of DVT (deep vein thrombosis) they deemed me low risk at that time and advised I was at low risk of dying in the next 30days. However, they advised that at any time, the clot could possibly become dislodged and cause worse problems, possibly death if time is not given to the body to dissolve the clots. Ultimately it was determined that I be discharged and prescribed blood thinning medications to help thin the blood to prevent further clotting should I have a clotting issue (undetermined at this time).Y

995023 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 FL 64.0 64 F Jan. 28, I'm fine, just some bearable site pain. Took tylenol before getting vaccine, and the next day around 4 in the morning started having malaise, pain, fever, chills. (fever around 102), and went 104 around midafternoon, and 106 around 10. Chills, pain, weakness. Next day I was feeling well. I started noticing small dots on knee and shoulder. And then I started noticing bruising on my hands and legs. Felt fine on Sunday. I started noticing the bruises were becoming more pronounced. On Monday when I woke up the bruises were worse, and I went to the ER. The doctor checked CBC and platelets count was low around 28 thousand and was admitted into the hospital and they treated me with solumedrol 100 mg. Platelets count went back up.Y 2

995140 01/15/2021 02/02/2021 CA 87.0 F Delusional and confrontational; Unable to take meds or eat; Seemed to be having a mental breakdown; Constantly obsessing over minutia that was not pertinent to what she is being asked to do; She gets very upset and anxious and angry; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. An 87-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date not reported), intramuscular (left arm) on 15Jan2021 13:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included depression, cerebrovascular accident (CVA), chronic heart failure (CHF), emphysema, and angina, all from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included furosemide (LASIX), amlodipine, losartan, sertraline, nortriptyline, methazolamide, quetiapine fumarate (SEROQUEL), dorzolamide, tiotropium bromide (SPIRIVA), ciclesonide (ALVESCO), albuterol (ALBUTEROL [SALBUTAMOL]), carvedilol, calcium magnesium, iron, curcuma longa (TURMERIC), clarithromycin (CLARITIN), magnesium citrate, cyanocobalamin (B 12), paracetamol (TYLENOL), estradiol (ESTRACE) , d-mannose, vitamin D3. Concomitant medication also includes multivitamin, and stool softeners. It was reported that on 15Jan2021 at 15:30 the patient became delusional and confrontational and unable to take meds or eat. The patient seemed to be having a mental breakdown. No physician (MD) in ER would address the issue. It happened approximately two hours after the vaccine. She will not eat or take meds; she is constantly obsessing over minutia that was not pertinent to what she is being asked to do. For example, she comes up with steps she needs to take before she can eat, but she doesn't know them, so she gets very upset and anxious and angry. The events were assessed as life-threatening. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported events based on the known safety profile and temporal association. However high age of the patient and underlying medical conditions cannot be ruled out a contributory factors The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators as appropriate.Y

995141 01/18/2021 02/02/2021 IL 54.0 F kind of fainted; Body feels tender and skin feels tender to touch; dizziness; Weakness; Fatigue; Headache; Chills; Left arm hurting really bad; A 54-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on 18Jan2021 07:15 at single dose in left arm for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included menopause from May2020 and ongoing (She is going through menopause, which started 7 months ago). There were no concomitant medications.  Received call from consumer regarding the Pfizer BioNtech COVID vaccine. She had first vaccine yesterday morning and is experiencing some side effects. It looks like it was prescribed by a pharmacist, but she is not able to see the name and does not have any contact details to provide. She signed up at the online thing for reporting. Her arm is much better this morning.  She woke up at 03:00 with the headache and still has it. Dizziness and weakness started 06:30 this morning.  She kind of fainted.  She was walking from one room to the next and she just gave out.  It has improved and she is not really dizzy any more.  She is having a little fatigue though. Chills began at 06:30 and they come and go.  She is going through menopause and it could have something to do with it.  She was unable to answer outcome for this. She just wants the headache to stop.  She has not been able to do anything today. She is going through menopause, which started 7 months ago. She would like to know if there is something she can take for the headache. AE Details and time of onset: Left arm hurting really bad 18:00.  When she first got it, she did not feel it.  As the day progressed, she could feel the pain.  Headache 03:00. Dizziness and weakness 06:30. Fatigue 06:30. Chills  07:00-07:30.  She layed down at that point. Body feels tender and skin feels tender to touch 09:00. NO ER or physician's office required. No prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks). The outcome of the event dizziness was resolved, Chills was unknown, Headache was not resolved, while the outcome of the other events was resolving.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

995142 01/14/2021 02/02/2021 NY 66.0 F Short fainting spell; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 66-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, Batch/lot number: EJ1686), intramuscularly on 14Jan2021 after 15:00 (her appointment was at 1510 but she had to wait past her appointment time before she received it) in upper right arm at single dose for Prevent Covid in hospital. No history of all previous immunization with bnt162b2 considered as suspect. No additional vaccines administered on same date of bnt162b2. Medical history included breast cancer from 9 years before 19Jan2021 (2012) and she has been Anastrozole since, she was only supposed to take Anastrozole for 5 years and when she was one month away from being done with it she had a Seizure and she was found to have a Tumor in her brain, she had had Srs surgery on her brain on 13Apr2016, she was prescribed Levetiracetam, a seizure medication, for two years and had not had any problem since. Concomitant medication included ongoing anastrozole taking for about 9 years for Post breast cancer. No prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. The patient previously took levetiracetam for seizure, she stopped taking Levetiracetam 750mg about 2 or 3 years before 19Jan2021, flu shot on 05Dec2020 for immunization at the age of 66-year-old. The patient reported that she had a short fainting spell around 8:30am on 19Jan2021 and she was not sure if it was related to the Covid vaccine. She described that she had been sitting for a while and when she got up she felt like this black curtain coming down which she has felt before in the past but she usually recovered and never lost control to where she fainted. Her husband was there to catch her. She clarified that she never passed out. She did not have any reactions in the past few days since she received the covid vaccine, she did not even have soreness at injection site. The event was not required a visit to Emergency Room nor Physician Office. Relevant Tests was none. The outcome of the event was unknown.

995222 01/19/2021 02/02/2021 MA 37 F Lost consciousness; Lightheaded/Dizzy; Lost balance; Broke into a sweat; Site injection soreness; A spontaneous report was received from a 37 year old, female, consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced site injection soreness, lightheaded, dizzy, broke into a sweat, lost balance and lost consciousness.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 19 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: B28L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 19 Jan 2021, after receiving the vaccine, the patient had site injection soreness at night.  On the morning of 20 Jan 2021, the patient woke up feeling lightheaded and dizzy. She tried to walk and broke into a sweat, lost her balance and lost consciousness. A few moments later, everything came back.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The events, site injection soreness, lightheaded, dizzy, broke into a sweat, lost balance and lost consciousness were resolved on 20 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: Very limited information regarding these events has been provided at this time.  Based on possible temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

995223 01/15/2021 02/02/2021 M Passed out; Low heart rate; Possible pneumonia; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning an 84-year-old male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced passed out, low heart rate, and possible pneumonia.    The patient's medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications provided.  On 15 Jan 2021, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot # unknown) intramuscularly, for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 17 Jan 2021, the patient was hospitalized for passed out, low heart rate, and possible pneumonia. The reporter's mom found the patient passed out on the floor. It was thought he may have passed out about 4 or 5pm. The patient was taken to the emergency room (ER) via ambulance. At that time his heart rate was 20 bpm. Physicians said he may have pneumonia. It was noted the patient still works and walks miles every day. The patient was still hospitalized at the time of this report. There was no treatment information provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.  The outcome for the events of passed out, low heart rate, and possible pneumonia was unknown at the time of this report.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 84 year old male patient who experienced a serious unexpected events of passed out, low heart rate, and possible pneumonia.The event occurred 2 days 7 hours after first dose of the vaccine. Very limited information regarding the events has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event/s, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y Y

995225 01/18/2021 02/02/2021 NJ F Felt like something dripping out of her; Felt like something dripping out of her; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was also a female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine and experienced felt like something dripping out of her.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided.  On 18 Jan 2021, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (batch number not reported) intramuscularly for COVID-19 infection prophylaxis.   The patient reported that when the nurse took the needle out, she then gently squeezed the site where the patient got the shot and the patient felt something dripping out of her. Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.  The event, felt like something dripping out of her, was considered resolved on 18 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient who received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (batch number not reported) intramuscularly for COVID-19 infection prophylaxis and experienced felt like something dripping out of her. There were no reported adverse events after the vaccine was administered in this case of injection site extravasation and incomplete dose administered

995231 12/28/2020 02/02/2021 NY 52.0 F she had positive COVID test; she had positive COVID test; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 52-year-old female received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK5730), intramuscularly in the left arm on 28Dec2020 16:00 at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history included tested positive for covid on 06Nov2020. The patient had recent physical in Dec2020,  patient did blood work. Twelve years ago (2009) she had a partial thyroidectomy and at the physical they noticed a lump. The goiter was enlarged on her neck. She doesn't know if it a result from COVID, but she has Hashimoto's disease in Dec2020. She has to have surgery to removed the goiter, but she can't because of COVID. She has looked it up and it is an autoimmune disease. She had a fine needle biopsy and it was negative and she had a full thyroid work up that was fine in the beginning of Jan2021.The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 14Jan2021, the patient's test came back positive for covid. It was further reported that the patient tested negative on the Friday after holiday. She has been getting tested twice weekly since that time and they had all been negative. Patient was scheduled to get her second dose of the vaccine today (18Jan2021). The outcome of the event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.

995233 01/15/2021 02/02/2021 FL 76.0 F tested positive; tested positive; being a little tired/she was tired after it; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 76-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1283, expiry date: 30Apr2021) solution for injection, via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included hearing aid. There were no concomitant medications. The patient reported she received her first dose on Friday 15Jan2021 and she lost her sense of smell and taste on Sunday 17Jan2021 and she went and got tested today, Monday 18Jan2021 and her rapid test was positive (Covid test). her taste and smell ability disappeared. She stated that yesterday at 3:30PM all of sudden that her taste and smell ability disappeared. Stated that she just had a rapid test done. Stated that she had not felt bad and had no symptoms before the shot. Patient wanted to know if they had any reactions like this. Stated that she will know more when the test comes back, and she will hear shortly. Patient stated that she was tired after it (Jan2021). She was being a little tired. Stated she has a hearing aid which she had prior to getting the vaccine. Outcome of the events lost her sense of smell and taste/her taste and smell ability disappeared were not recovered, while outcome of the other events was unknown.  No follow-up activities are needed. No further information is expected.

995234 01/04/2021 02/02/2021 F Tested positive shortly thereafter; Tested positive shortly thereafter; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had the first dose of the vaccine on 04Jan2021 and then on an unspecified date in Jan2021, the patient tested positive thereafter. She stated that she is now negative for COVID and wants to know if she needs to wait to get the 2nd dose of the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.

995239 01/10/2021 02/02/2021 73.0 F she thinks she broke the sweat/big sweat; couldn't eat anything/was not even eating; She had the chills; nausea; She had a terrible headache; Feeling freezing cold; she was going to faint; She thought she was losing her mind; slight pain in her arm/sore arm/sore spot; She feels weak, and is still weak; She couldn't walk; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 73-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EL1283) via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 10Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There was no medical history. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had the first dose of the vaccine on 10Jan2021 and didn't have a reaction, but had a slight pain in her arm on 10Jan2021. Her sore arm started on 11Jan2021. There was a sore spot and when she would pick up her arm it was sore and achy. No pain, but sore and achy. It lasted for a day or two. She didn't have any symptoms until Saturday the 16Jan2021, this past Saturday she thought she was dying. She had chills, nausea, feeling freezing cold, and had a headache. She thought she was losing her mind. The headache just stopped today. She had the chills that would not stop and she thinks she broke the sweat on Sunday (17Jan2021). She had a little nausea and couldn't eat anything on 16Jan2021. She had a terrible headache, which just stopped about 2 hours ago. She stated she must have to take 10 Tylenol over the course of time, every 4 hours. On Saturday 16Jan2021 she was just laying on the floor in pain. She was not even eating, just drinking water. All of her symptoms stopped this morning around 5 AM (18Jan2021). She had a big sweat. She is unsure if she had a fever because she does not have a thermometer. She is unsure if she has recovered completely from these symptoms. She feels weak, and is still weak (on Jan2021). She cannot go out or get dressed or shower. She is not strong enough. She is just sitting up now, no longer laying in bed. She couldn't walk (on Jan2021) and was afraid she was going to faint on 16Jan2021. She can walk a little bit now and feels a little bit better. She has been out of it for three days, She hasn't felt good. She asked if side effects can appear 6 days later? Is this normal to have a reaction 1 week after getting it? She asked are the side effects worse after the second dose? She asked is this Covid or side effects, what are the COVID symptoms? She asked should she take the second one if she had these side effects? Caller clarifies this is the Pfizer COVID Vaccine. Whoever vaccinated her did not give her the paper about it afterwards. Her neighbor brought it to her cause they went together. She did not realize she could experience these things. She did not expect them a week after getting the vaccine. She thought she had COVID. She asks, "do you think I have COVID?" She is just now getting better and it has been 3 days of experiencing these symptoms. Should she get the second vaccine? She is trying to do the right thing. Event outcome of chills, nausea, feeling freezing cold, and headache was recovered on 18Jan2021, for was going to faint and couldn't walk was recovering, for weak was not recovered, while for others was unknown.

995244 12/28/2020 02/02/2021 M tested positive to SARS-COV2; tested positive to SARS-COV2; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (reported for himself). A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number and expiry date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive to SARS-COV2 on 08Jan2021. Today (18Jan2021), he got his appointment to get the second dose. He just wanted to know if he should go to get it or not. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

995249 02/02/2021 FL M patient received the first vaccine and then tested positive for Covid.; patient received the first vaccine and then tested positive for Covid.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 75-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Solution for injection NDC number: 59267-1000-2, lot number: EL1283, expiry date: Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter is a nurse in (City name) who said that they have a patient received the first vaccine and then tested positive for Covid. She was calling to ask what they should do about it, and should the patient get the 2nd dose? Nurse states that the office called her and said that the patient was now positive with Covid, and asked her what they should do and if the patient would be able to get the 2nd dose. Nurse stated she had no idea, which is why she called, but she did tell them that it wasn't from the vaccine; that the patient must have had it prior to getting the vaccine.  The nurse states that they only received 1 Lot at their facility, so the patient's first dose must have been of that same Lot, which was EL1283. States that she remembers that the Expiry was Apr2021.  Caller was able to get into the patient's chart while on hold and provided the patient's date of birth and the NDC number for the vaccine after being introduced. The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID-19  test positive and suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

995251 12/01/2020 02/02/2021 M contracted Covid; contracted Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A male patient of an unspecified age received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient was due for his second dose but was in the middle of the period where he contacted COVID on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product bnt162b2 to the reported drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.

995253 02/02/2021 F acquired covid19 had mild to moderate symptoms; acquired covid19 had mild to moderate symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The physician reported that the patient was vaccinated 2 and a half weeks ago and a week ago, in Jan2021, she acquired Covid19 had mild to moderate symptoms. Event was reported as non-serious. The physician wanted to know when the 2nd dose should be given. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID-19  and suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

995254 01/18/2021 02/02/2021 MA F she has an infection; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: No adverse event. Upon receipt of follow-up information on 19Jan2020, this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date unspecified) via an unspecified route of administration on 18Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient experienced an infection. It was reported that the patient was scheduled for minor surgery next week. She was going to be given antibiotics and she wants to make sure that one won't interfere with the vaccination. She was going to be on two or three antibiotics because she has an infection. She wanted to make sure no issue. Patient clarified that she was looking for information about COVID vaccine and antibiotics and just wanted the medical information to pass along to her doctor. Outcome of event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

995255 01/17/2021 02/02/2021 TX 16.0 M He passed out; His blood sugar was 143; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's parent). A 16-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Batch/lot number: EL3247) via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 17Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypopituitarism. Concomitant medication included somatropin (NORDITROPIN) taken for hypopituitarism. He passed out (emergency room visit needed) on 17Jan2021, his blood sugar was 143 in Jan2021. Caller stated that her son received his first dose of the Pfizer COVID vaccine on 17Jan2021, stated he passed out. Caller stated they had to drive 3 hours away to get the vaccine and wanted to know that if because he experienced this after the first dose if it would be possible to find somewhere closer to home to get the second vaccine. Caller stated she is in the trial as an adult, that she reached out to her trial coordinator and they told her that they can only administer to persons in the trial. Son feels like maybe there is a drug interaction, caller stated she was not sure about this. Stated after her son passed out, they called an ambulance, states the Medic watched him for about 45 minutes, stated they ran some tests in Jan2021, he did go home that day. His blood sugar was 143 in Jan2021. Heart Rate monitor in Jan2021 she couldn't see so is unsure of the readings. The outcome of the event passed out was recovered on 17Jan2021, of other remain event was unknown.

995258 02/02/2021 MI F got COVID-19.; got COVID-19.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported for a female patient (daughter) with unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was also a nurse, she had the shot and the got COVID-19 on unspecified date. The outcome of event was unknown.   Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the limited information available, a causal relationship between event "got COVID-19" (coded to Drug ineffective / COVID-19) and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE)cannot be completely excluded. The case will be reevaluated should additional information become available.

995285 01/14/2021 02/02/2021 MI 64.0 F Normal sinus rhythm but throwing PVCs; Elevated pulse with chest tightness; Elevated pulse with chest tightness; A little atelectasis in lower left lung; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 64-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number: EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration in left deltoid on 14Jan2021 09:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing does not have a thyroid; allergies/intolerance to gluten and dairy, allergies to molds, dust and some seasonal allergies; all ongoing. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine from Feb2013 to unspecified date, from unspecified date and ongoing for "does not have a thyroid". The patient previously took codeine and experienced allergic reaction occurred at 13 years of age with unknown cough syrup with codeine, levaquin and experienced allergic reaction occurred probably while she was in her 20s (age in years). She had fallen asleep on the couch about 9:00 pm on 14Jan2021. She woke up about 9:30 pm on 14Jan2021 and had an elevated pulse with chest tightness. She had to go to the emergency room in response to elevated pulse with chest tightness. In the emergency room they were not able to do anything other than hydrate her and all of that but it took about 12-13 more hours for her elevated pulse to come down (15Jan2021). Her biggest question was that she saw where some reactions are fast heart beat but she was kind of surprised at how long after the dose was administered that she had onset of the elevated pulse. She saw Cardiologist 18Jan2021 related to this event and the Cardiologist was a little baffled by the event. She reported event as improved, although she still has a little bit of tightness in her chest which goes in a little bit of phases. The Cardiologist told her to still take the second dose as scheduled of the Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine. She did not see her family doctor, she saw the Cardiologist only as referred after emergency room visit. She was not admitted to the hospital; she was treated and kept under observation in the emergency room for about 5.5 hours. She has a stress test scheduled for next week. She is planning to still get the second dose as scheduled of Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine but she is a little scared to get it due to this adverse event. She thought the events were related with the vaccine, she had no problem prior to getting the vaccine. On 14Jan2021, pulse was 146 beats per minute which she checked with a pulse oximeter machine she has at home so she knows it is accurate; Chest x-ray: She reported that result of a little atelectasis in lower left lung was a little weird. On 18Jan2021, the EKG result was Normal sinus rhythm but throwing PVCs. She reported she knows her thyroid lab is normal because it was checked in the emergency room during visit starting 14Jan2021. The outcome of the events elevated pulse with chest tightness was recovering, other events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

995286 01/15/2021 02/02/2021 MD 54.0 F heart rate 160 (elevated); she had an allergic reaction to the vaccine; fever of 102; chills; irritation in throat; Diarrhea; felt funny; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 54-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as Pfizer COVID 19 vaccine; lot number: EL3302; expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration left arm on 15Jan2021 09:30 at a single dose (reported as unknown dosage with a needle to left arm one time) to prevent Covid 19 and build up antibodies to Covid 19 (COVID-19 immunization). The patient has no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient reported that last Friday (15Jan2021) at 9:30 she took the first dose of vaccine and felt funny, so she waited for 15 minutes. She mentioned that she had not eaten before so they gave her glucose tablets. She then mentioned that later on that night (15Jan2021) that she had a fever of 102 [unit unspecified], elevated heart rate of 160 [unit unspecified], had chills and felt like she had Covid. She further stated that she had irritation in her throat that started after the vaccine. She stated that her doctor mentioned that she may be positive for Covid 19 and did not know it before she had the vaccine. The patient mentioned that she had the nasal swab for Covid and they drew her blood on an unspecified date, but all came back negative. She was told that she had an allergic reaction to the vaccine. She added that she had no symptoms prior to the vaccine. The patient reported that she has to go back for the second Pfizer Covid 19 vaccine on 05Feb2021. The patient received treatment included prednisone, diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) and was given an epinephrine injection (EPIPEN) to bring home. She also was given acetaminophen (TYLENOL) for fever. She was given fluids to try to bring everything down. She added that she was given famotidine (PEPCID) for her stomach due to diarrhea on 15Jan2021 that she is still taking. The outcome of the events allergic reaction and felt funny were unknown, as for diarrhea was not recovered, for the event irritation in throat was recovered on 15Jan2021 while the outcome of the other events was recovered on 17Jan2021.

995289 02/02/2021 FL F stomach bug; had history of 2 radioactive ablations; had history of 2 radioactive ablations; like a dysentery; constant diarrhea; completely exhausted/tired; arm hurt; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 70-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, lot number: EH9899, expiration: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 prophylaxis.  Medical history included ongoing Barrett's esophagus, ongoing esophageal hernia, 2 radioactive ablations, ulcer, ongoing high cholesterol, ongoing arthritis, and ongoing esophageal problems.  She has had a lot of esophageal issues, had history of 2 radioactive ablations. Concomitant medications included ongoing omeprazole for esophageal problems, ongoing atorvastatin to prevent high cholesterol, and ongoing paracetamol (TYLENOL) for arthritis. The patient reported that she received the vaccine on Saturday morning at 0900 (unspecified date). The patient's arm hurt on 16Jan2021. On 17Jan2021, she has had constant diarrhea. She is not panicked. She wants to know if this is from the vaccine or if she has a stomach bug. She was completely exhausted on 17Jan2021, and her arm hurt so bad. She stayed in bed. She is not as tired now.  She said that her arm hurt with the flu shot and other shots too (unspecified date). She said that she was not worried about it. With regards to diarrhea, she said that Sunday was like a dysentery, but it is a little bit better today. She is not going out or exercising because she is tired. Her second dose supposed to be on 06Feb2021. She said that she does not like medication or shots. The patient is recovering from events constant diarrhea (like a dysentery) and completely exhausted/tired; recovered from arm hurt on 18Jan2021; while unknown outcome for the remaining event.

995290 12/30/2020 02/02/2021 CA 32.0 F Shingles behind left ear the morning after (31Dec2020)Vaccine received; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient). A 32-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: El1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 16:30, at left arm, at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included atopic dermatitis (eczema). No known allergies. Concomitant medication included melatonin.  The patient experienced shingles behind left ear the morning after (31dec2020) vaccine received on 31Dec2020 09:00. Event resulted in Emergency room. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included covid test Nasal Swab (Fulgent Genetics) post vaccination: negative on 08Jan2021. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of shingles behind left ear the morning after (31Dec2020) includes oral Antibiotics, oral Antivirals, antibiotic shot. The outcome of the event was recovered on an unspecified date. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine.; Sender's Comments: Based solely on a chronological association, a causal relationship between event "patient experienced shingles behind left ear the morning after vaccination" and  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be completely excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

995333 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 OH 62.0 62 F After my second dose injection and on Friday night I experienced left arm soreness, chills, could not get warmed up. On 01-30-2021, I felt very lethargic, I had headaches, and my fever spiked up to 100.8F and was drenched in sweat. I took Tylenol for the pain and body aches. On 01-31-2021, I started to feel a bit better and was little tired. I continued with left arm soreness at a pain level of 2.

995346 01/05/2021 02/02/2021 IL 61.0 61 M Tightness in chest several times about 1 week and 2 weeks after 1st round. Difficulty sleeping on left side 20 and 21 days following 1st round. Severe pain with inhaling AM of 22 day. Diagnosed at ER Hospital, with DVT left calf and PE both lungs. On Heparin IV for 4 days inpatient. Now on Eloquis 10mg BID for a week, 5mg BID thereafter.Y Y 4

995367 01/25/2021 02/02/2021 OH 82.0 82 M PATIENT PRESENTED TO EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT WITH SYMPTOMS OF FEVER, CHILLS, AND GENERAL MALAISE TWO DAYS POST VACCINATION. PATIENT HAS HISTORY OF COVID+ IN NOVEMBER 2020. PATIENT WAS NOT GIVEN MEDICAITON AT HOME PRIOR TO ARRIVING TO EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT. PATIENT HAS PRIOR HISTORY OF SHORTNESS OF BREATH AND REQUIRES OXYGEN WHILE HOSPITALIZED BUTH HAS NOT HAD ANY ARTIFICIAL OXYGENATION SINCE. NO COUGH, NO SHORTNESS OF BREATH REPORTED AT EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT. PATIENT ADMITTED FOR FURTHER WORKUP. PATIENT STAYED 1 NIGHT - RECEIVED 2 DOSES OF CEFTRIAXONE IVPB FOR SUSPECTED PYELONEPHRITIS, WHICH WAS EVENTUALLY RULED OUT. PATIENT FOUND TO HAVE AKI. PATIENT DISCHARGED ON 1/28/2021 IN STABLE CONDITION AND RENAL FUNCTION IMPROVIY 1

995373 12/30/2020 02/02/2021 NY 31.0 31 F Pain and soreness was felt the fist 2 days after vaccine however on the 6th day pain 20/10, numbness, all the way to thumb was felt on L arm, swelling, redness, itching, hives and pain only on L arm and temp of 99.4. Pain in L thumb still hurts even more than a month later sometimes is even hard to pop out pill or open or hold stuff with that hand and thumb. Benadryl ibuprofen tylenol was taken for 1st and second dose. Did not help much!!

995377 01/12/2021 02/02/2021 68.0 68 F Patient was vaccinated on 1/12/21.  She developed symptoms of COVID and diagnosed on 1/22.  She was hospitalized for moderate coronavirus pneumonia and hypovolemic hyponatremia Y

995379 12/28/2020 02/02/2021 WY 23.0 23 F I had severe headaches, abdominal pain, chills and fever 104. Later that week diagnosed with the flu and hive reaction at the injection site. Y 1

995380 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 MD 79.0 79 F Chest palpitations, thickness of tongue. Medic administered epinephrine injection and benadryl though IV in arm in tent on site. Taken by ambulance to hospital and observed for over 4 hours. Y

995382 01/19/2021 02/02/2021 NV 45.0 45 F 1/20/21 developed fever of 105 degrees, after Tylenol and Advil dropped to 104 which continued for 6 days.  Also had nausea and vomiting which led to dehydration, hospitalized on 1/25/21 with Acute Cholecystitis without calculus, Hyperbilirubinemia, UTI, Acute kidney injury secondary to dehydration, Pyelonephritis.  Surgery done for Cholecystectomy. 2 units of blood also administered.Y 2

995395 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 VA 82.0 82 F passed out without warning  around 10pm. woke up on floor. couldn't move right leg. slept on floor all night. Y 2

995404 01/25/2021 02/02/2021 WA 25.0 25 M Patient awoke the morning following the vaccination experiencing double vision, difficulty focusing vision.  He presented to opthalmologist on 1/30/21 and was diagnosed with a L 6th nerve palsy.  His symptoms have persisted and are accompanied by a HA.

995411 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 OH 66.0 66 F Patient developed Belly palsy with right side facial droop after receiving 2nd shot of her Moderna vaccine Y 1

995415 01/22/2021 02/02/2021 TX 57.0 57 F Patient felt unwell and had a fever on Wednesday (1/27) and went home early from work. On Thursday morning (1/28), she threw up once and then laid down to rest. Her son reported seeing her that morning with the episode of emesis prior to her getting on the couch. Son reports that when he came home at 5pm, she was asleep on the couch. Teenage daughter reports patient had been asleep on couch all day. Son tried to wake patient up and she was disoriented and lethargic.  Daughter (reporter) was contacted to come see patient and on arrival to house (5;45pm), noted patient was confused, lethargic, febrile (104), and hypoxic at 83% on room air with portable pulse oximeter. Patient was able to stand and ambulate to car with assistance and was driven to Emergency Department for evaluation.   At emergency department, patient was hypotensive 80/40s but was able to increase blood pressure with 3 L of normal saline to blood pressure of 90/50s. See all tests performed and results below.  Patient received antibiotics, anti-virals and tylenol for fever of 102.7 while in emergency department. She was admitted to ICU that evening at approximately 11pm and had a foley catheter placed overnight due to decreased urine output. patient continued to have low blood pressure through morning of 1/28 and was placed on levophed for blood pressure control at approx 10 am. Her blood pressures continued to improve through afternoon and levophed was titrated down and then discontinued around 4pm.  She continued to received antibiotics for 24 hours after initiation and continued acyclovir during course of hospitalization and is still receiving doses on 2/2. Patient's initial mental status was confused, lethargic, and unable to communicate. She was intermittently oriented to herself only and would not follow commands. She would localize painful stimuli. Her mental status began to improve on Saturday when she started to become more awake but was still unable to follow commands or communicate clearly. She was moved from ICU to IMCU (step down unit) on Saturday once mental status was improving and blood pressure was stabilized. Her mental status continued to improve from Saturday 1/ 30 to Tuesday 2/2 (current). She began to have diarrhea on Saturday afternoon that continued through Monday and occurred every 1-2 hours. She was unable to stand or move body on her own and had to be assisted by staff to be cleaned. She remained awake and alert and was able to get up and walk on Monday and began to eat. She continued acyclovir treatment pending HSV meningitis panel PCR results (still pending currently 2/2). Mental status not currently at baseline but continuing to improve. She is also still experiencing generalized weakness. Hospitalist team and infectious disease doctors report she should be discharged tomorrow (2/3).  No source for confusion and hypotension has been found at this time. Physician team think HSV is unlikely but awaiting final diagnosis until test is resulted.Y Y 6

995419 01/26/2021 02/02/2021 TX 37.0 37 F Shortness of breath, abnormal ECGs, lack of oxygen to the heart, numbness of legs and arms, tachycardia (130-160) for over 12 hours, difficulty breathing,  bilateral pin point pain in legs, dizzy, syncopal convusions, fainting, hyperventilation, vomiting, chills, headache, heart pain, fever, kidney painY 2

995462 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 NC 71.0 71 M Seizure, low sodium, confusion Y Y 3

995473 01/15/2021 02/02/2021 SC 65.0 65 F Starting on 1/17/21 had fever of 101.6, 1/18/21 fever of 101.2, 1/19/21 fever of 102.6.  From 1/19-1/23 she had defervesed to normal temp.  Afternoon of 1/23/21 temp 101.4, 1/24/21 fever of 103 and 101.  On 1/25/21 the nurses called the doctor and said that she was lethargic.  Dr. found her to be hypotensive, lethargic, tacchycardic,   They sent her to the ER.  She also had during that day they found her with neck pain with movement, chills and fever.  From 1/25-today she is still admitted to the hospital.   They found her to have staph aureus sepsis - source unknown, encephalopathy related to sepsis, they did rule out meningitis, hyponatremia, UTI with E-coli and some staph, urinary retention, rhabdomyalisis with acute kidney injury and dehydration.  They are treating her with antibiotics, getting better but still hospitalized.Y 8

995477 01/23/2021 02/02/2021 NY 42.0 42 F lock jaw, bilateral upper extremity itching, nausea, vomiting, possible bell palsy, arm/leg weakness Y

995485 01/21/2021 02/02/2021 VA 61.0 61 F Covid positive 1/29/21.  2/1/21, hypoxia, tachycardia.  Admitted to hospital 2/1/21.  Diagnoses:  UTI, Covid-19 infection, hypoxia, sepsis. Y 2

995519 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 AZ 84.0 84 F Two days, 1/29 ,after shot, vomiting and fatigue,  emergency room visit on 1/31 , additional ER visit on 2/01.  Continual slight stomach upset but general fatigue and weakness still prevalent.

995522 01/19/2021 02/02/2021 VA 65.0 65 F Upper respiratory symptoms with cough and mild fever.  Anorexia.  1/28/21, initially returned from ER but sent back to ER 1/29/21, for persistent symptoms and poor oral intake. Y 5

995527 01/20/2021 02/02/2021 DE 46.0 46 M Thrombosis, right hepatic vein, Hepatic Abscess ( 10 cm) Y 1

995547 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 KS 33 F Fever of 99.0 for 24 hours after vaccination. took tylenol throughout the night. Did not seek medical treatment

995559 01/14/2021 02/02/2021 F Her pulse was 146 and 45 minutes later, her pulse was 136/her pulse was 105/6 hours later her pulse continued to come down; Her pulse was 146 and 45 minutes later, her pulse was 136/her pulse was 105/6 hours later her pulse continued to come down; Throwing PVCs like crazy; Hard to take a deep breathe; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A (Age: 64, Unit: Unknown) female patient received BNT162B2 first dose on 14Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included thyroidectomy and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient wanted to know if tachycardia had been reported as an adverse reaction following administration of the Covid vaccine 12 hours later. Caller stated that she received her first dose of the Covid vaccine last Thursday (14Jan2021). Twelve and a half hours after administration of the vaccine (14Jan2021), her pulse was 146 and 45 minutes later, her pulse was 136. Caller's husband took her to the ER and in the 5.5 hours she was there, she received IV saline and had been "throwing PVCs like crazy." She was released from the ER around 3 a.m 15Jan2021., in which her pulse was 105 and she was throwing PVCs periodically at this time. 6 hours later her pulse continued to come down. Caller stated that it is still hard to take a deep breathe, but her oxygen saturations have been fine, ranging in the 70s to 105, then back down to 80s. Caller stated that she has no comorbidities and has only had a thyroidectomy in which her TSH is normal on 14Jan2021. She has no cardiac problems, in which a cardiologist did an EKG and found it to be normal on 14Jan2021. The cardiologist advises her to "absolutely take the second dose." Caller stated that she is scheduled for a stress test and echo on the 28Jan2021. Caller is also scheduled to receive the second dose on 04Feb2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of tachycardia, premature ventricular contractions and abnormal pulse  due to temporal relationship. There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including EKG at baseline and during subject drug therapy, echocardiogram, cardiac enzymes, electrolytes, chemistry panel and serum toxicology screen, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

995560 01/09/2021 02/02/2021 SC 31.0 F Immune Thrombocytopenia Purpura; the only feature that was new to her was the vaccination provided 23Dec2020 and 09Jan2021 to complete her COVID series; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 31-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included eczema, no known allergies. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via Intramuscular on 23Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient was seen in the ED for petechiae and ecchymoses on 15Jan2021. She had not taken any recent medication or had any illness previous to this event. The only feature that was new to her was the vaccination provided 23Dec2020 and 09Jan2021 to complete her COVID series. Lab assessment showed platelet count decreased to 22,000 cells per cubic microliter (normal over 140,000). She had no other findings to describe cause of her decreased platelet count by lab or clinical exam. Provided a diagnosis of immune thrombocytopenia purpura, in the ED setting, she started pulse dexamethasone 40 mg/day for four consecutive days with a follow blood count showing resolution on day 4 of her treatment with a platelet count of 230,000 cells per cubic microliter. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient received Steroids as treatment. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, the patient was not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of event immune thrombocytopenia purpura was recovered in Jan2021.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported event of immune thrombocytopenia purpura due to temporal relationship. There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including platelet count at baseline and during therapy with subject drug, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

995568 12/26/2020 02/02/2021 MA 58.0 58 F The injection site got red and swollen, very itchy lasting 48 hrs. Y

995578 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 CA 79.0 79 F Vaccination date: 1/30/21. Nausea, vomiting & abdominal pain started 1/31/21, day after vaccination.   Presented to emergency room 2/1/21. found to be hypoxic 85% (pt. had not been on supplemental 02). chest x-ray showed some patchy opacities likely COVID-19 induced fibrosis (per MD progress notes)Y

995580 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 TX 39.0 39 M Resident developed uncontrolled coughing and vomiting. sent to ER resident tested positive for COVID-19 however resident originally tested positive  on 12/04/20 Y

995591 01/14/2021 02/02/2021 AL 95.0 95 F patient developed A-fib after receiving Moderna Vaccine Y 3

995619 01/19/2021 02/02/2021 NJ 29.0 29 F On 21st -22nd morning started having severe vomiting x 8-10 episodes with nausea, chills, and headache. On Sunday 1/24/21-1/26 started with severe epigastric sharp upper abdominal pain, never had before. Was getting worse. Went to virtua ER on 1/26/21 evening, had ct scan with contrast showing fluid around galbladder and ultrasound showed wall thickening to 11mm, positive Murphy?s sign and fluid around galbladder. I was admitted overnight and surgeon had recommended removal due to ejection fraction of 12% from hida scan done on  1/27. Endoscopy was done also and was negative. Cholecysitis was the presumed diagnosis, with normal LFTS. I left and returned to ER where they did repeat ct scan showing distention , pain continued. Admitted for 1 night.  Pain was improving on Friday 1/29 , when I was discharged after repeated ultrasound showed resolved fluid. No history of any previous GI issues and no gallstones were noted on any imaging. I consume a healthy diet. Now having continued epigastric pain but improving.Y 2

995629 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 NY 32.0 32 F Pt. with known allergic type reaction after first dose of vaccine, discussed getting the 2nd vaccine by intensivist and pulmonologist and was advised to go ahead and get second vaccine.  1st vaccine Reaction: Itchiness of entire body, fatigue, tongue "felt funny,"  stomach cramping.    She was premedicated with Prednisone 40 mg po, Benadryl 25 mg po, Pepcid 20 mg morning of vaccine.  Pt. was administered vaccine at 12:15 am and at 12:40, she started to have tongue and throat itching, swelling, voice change, H/A and abd. pain. Medical first response was called and Dr. (Anesthesia) and FNP was present on-site at 12:41 Epi 0.3 mg sq was given.  Additional 50 mg IM of Benadryl was also administered.  Pt. was transported to ED via wheelchair and found to have angioedema and dx of anaphylaxis.   Pt. was administered Benadryl IV, Pepcid IV, Solu-Medrol IV, Epi IV was administered in the ED due to persistent angioedema.  She was discharge home same day at 16:03 and asked to f/u with PCP in1-3 days.   2/2/21- Still on prednisone, pepcid and Zrytec.  Tongue still feels itchy and a little swollen, but overall feeling well.Y

995650 12/21/2020 02/02/2021 CT 50.0 50 F Around 6 hrs after vaccine felt fatigue. I also exp tenderness at injection site and 9 days shortness of breath with diarrhea/mild headache.I went to urgent care for Covid, PCR test (results negative). I had symptoms approximately 10 days before shortness of breath resolved. Y 1

995662 01/01/2021 02/02/2021 CA 44.0 44 M at 30 a.m. patient got sweaty and passed out. As a result he injured himself. Hospital said all labs were good, full work up and no foreseen reason for passing out. Said possible reaction to vaccine. Y

995722 01/07/2021 02/02/2021 MD 70.0 70 M per the EUA, cases of COVID 19 that result in hospitalization or death are to be reported: This patient received Moderna 1/7 and on 1/16 they were COVID positive. Patient was admitted for pneumonia Length of stay 15 days Y 15

995724 01/19/2021 02/02/2021 AZ 37.0 37 M A couple days later I began experiencing a slight sore arm.  Several days later I had a constant headache.  Around January 25 I began experiencing non-stop chest pain and on January 27 woke up with severe pain in my arm. I went to the emergency room and was diagnosed with an NSTEMI.Y Y 2

995859 01/07/2021 02/02/2021 AR 55.0 55 F Shaking , burning  in arm, leg  chest  face, rapid heart rate Y Y 2

995864 01/18/2021 02/02/2021 OH 59.0 59 F Developed Shingles

995916 02/01/2021 02/02/2021 OH 83.0 83 M Patient received vaccine at clinic, waited the 15 minutes and was released.  Passenger in car, wife driving shortly after departing from clinic - wife state he passed out in the car for approximately 10 seconds, no loss of bowel, or bladder control.  Had some UE jerking movements, he was quite awake and alert once he woke up and did not exhibit and post-ictal symptoms.  Synocpal episode at 1300 was in Vtac per Boston Scientific Reading.Y 2

995949 01/22/2021 02/02/2021 WI 39.0 39 F Miscarriage reported

995953 01/30/2021 02/02/2021 CA 40.0 40 M Acute  left sensorineural hearing loss with tinnitus.  Significant hearing impairment noted on audiometric evaluation.  Symptoms began a day after receiving the second dose of the moderna vacccine.

995978 01/29/2021 02/02/2021 NY 54.0 54 F Patient with a subjective complaint after first covid vaccine where patient felt a hot flushed feeling across chest and throat and face of which patient did not self medicate nor seek treatment. Patient was given Benadryl 25mg IM pre vaccination at 12:39pm, vaccine given at 1:00pm and while being observed by vaccination team, patient become diaphoretic, pale, "throat tightness" that was appreciated to be swollen, and difficulty swallowing at 1:11pm at which point Epinephrine 0.3mg was given IM to L anterior thigh. Patient's vitals were the following: BP 148/86, HR 124 bpm. After epinephrine, patient's throat swelling and breathing much improved, and able to swallow. Patient was then transported to ED in wheelchair via wheelchair. Patient was given Dexamethasone 10mg IV, Pepcid 20mg IV, and Benadryl 25mg IV. Only complaint that patient had during ED visit was palpitations of which HR did regulate to 86 bpm, BP 149/70. Patient was discharged on 1/29/2021 at around 4:50pm as patient was fully asymptomatic and able to ambulate on own. Sent home with prednisone 40mg po daily x 7 days, pepcid and benadryl otc. Advised to f/u with PCP in 1-2 days and suggested possible allergy testing.Y

995995 01/21/2021 02/02/2021 VA 51.0 51 M Fever.  Hypoxia.  SOB.  Hospital admission diagnoses:  Aspiration, right lower lobe pneumonia, hyponatremia. Y 6

996004 01/25/2021 02/02/2021 OH 46.0 46 F The vaccine was administered incorrectly.  The IM injection was given too high on the left arm.  The injection immediately caused significant pain in the left shoulder which worsened throughout the day and into the following day.  The significant pain in the left shoulder has persisted and is accompanied by decreased AROM, decreased strength, and sleep disruption.  Treated with Ibuprofen 800mg q8h and ice with minimal benefit.  Saw PCP on 01/29/2021 who recommended continuation of same and ordered a PT referral.  Was unable to work for 3 days due to this complication.

996053 01/01/2021 02/02/2021 AZ 42.0 42 F After first vaccine had LR rash  after second vaccine had Bell?s palsy possible stroke Y

996055 02/02/2021 02/02/2021 WA 80.0 80 F Patient came back from cardiology appointment (at 2pm) unresponsive. It was reported that she had vomited while at the appointment. She was confused when she could be aroused, stating that she does not have a name. Y

996058 01/31/2021 02/02/2021 NY 97.0 97 F My mother fainted on the night she was vaccinated, early in the morning. She had gone to the kitchen to get a heating pad and felt faint while standing  She didn't make it to a chair, but fell and broke her hip.   While this could have been due to another health problem, my mother had never had a fall or a near-fall. it is concerning that very old adults are not warned to have someone with them after receiving the vaccine (for instance, overnight),  I realize that the vaccine has not been studied specifically in geriatric populations, but it is realistic to assume that there are substantial numbers of very old people living on their own, particularly in cities where there is no need to drive, and where food and other necessities can be delivered. There should be a warning to people that they should not be alone after receiving the vaccine.Y Y 5

996110 01/04/2021 02/02/2021 TN 57.0 57 F Fever, and muscle aches, weakness, arthritis was terrible. Hurt worse after shot for a couple of days

996158 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 AZ 85.0 85 F Seizure like activity, nausea Y 3

996269 12/30/2020 02/02/2021 MO 69.0 69 F I give the girl in front of me the Covid vaccine way high on her arm. I told MA do not give my shot that high up. She said in a snide voice it?s still the deltoid and she shot my bursa. The evening of the shot I started having severe arm pain and nausea. The next morning I had right scapula rib pain it was hard to breathe my arm hurt very bad I can hardly lift it I went to work. When I got to work I couldn?t function I was so nauseated with the pain I went home that day and I?ve missed three days total from that event of wrong injection site. The pain has gotten worse I can?t lift my arm left right upper down without pain and it?s going into my neck and down to my elbow now I went to the occupational medical doctor. I told him what happened and he said she gave me the shot am I supraspinatus Bursa and I have an injury to my bursa. I came back for a second visit the next week and he said I have bursitis from that now I can?t raise and use my arm that well at all and I have severe pain 24 seven still and he sent me to a physical therapist starting today 2 to 21. It has gotten worse and my shoulder has locked up three times. I still have ongoing pain 24 seven and I want to report a complaint against the girl who gave my shot I thought she was an LPN but she is a MA.  We both work at healthcare clinic. I am a 26 year RN and she did not listen to me and she stuck me anyway against my will.

996372 12/31/2020 02/02/2021 CA 60.0 60 M On 1/14/2021 ( about 14 days from dose # 1) Tachycardia of unknown origin, 120 BPM for 6 hours, Called Cardiologist and was seen @ MD next business day, and given EKG and Bystolic 10 MG to "add" to daily regimin IF it returned. It retuned to normal after 6 hours, and then occurred again 1 week later...for 6 hours. I took Bystolic, and about 8 hours later it returned to baseline (about 62/min.  on Sun 1/24/2021, I woke up to bloody diarrhea x several episodes...this continued until Wed 27th, at which time my son (a 4th year graduating MD student) drove me to hospital and I was seen in ER room by MD. I was admitted, and had emergency surgery 1/27/2021 straight from Er Room. I had life saving surgery the next day to stop a lower GI bleed (of unknown origin). I was discharged 3 days later, and I am awaiting more testes, appts, etc.... I have lost time, money, and work from this near death experience... and the tachycardia still needs to be followed up on . I am EXTREMELY upset by these events, as I almost died....was hospitalized, incurred a lot of expense, used up all my sick pay and personal days, and out-of -pocket to my healthcare insurer.Y Y 3

996409 01/16/2021 02/02/2021 GA 71.0 71 F PATEINT FELT FINE ON THE HOME FROM PHARMACY, STARTED FILLING ILL (NOT QUITE HERSELF) BEFORE BED. SHE AWAKENED AT 5:45 AM. FELT AS IF SHE WAS GOING TO FAINT. SAT DOWN AND PASSED OUT AND HAD A SEIZURE. SLID OUT OF THE CHAIR AND URINATED ON HERSELF AND THE FLOOR. WAS TRANSPORTED BY AMBULANCE TO HOSPITAL.Y 1

996425 01/28/2021 02/02/2021 PA 62.0 62 F fever and facial swelling Y 4

996468 01/20/2021 02/02/2021 NY 76.0 76 F 76 yo female with PMHx of CAD s/p CABG 2016, abdominal aortic aneurym, HTN, HLD, Asthma, Diverticulosis, Osteopenia. Presenting to the ED after having Pre-syncope.  She reported that today morning she felt nauseated with episode of vomiting,  burping and abdominal discomfort after having her lunch meal, headed out to receive her vaccine, she felt well till 10 minutes after the vaccine where a nurse noticed she is pale and less responsive, BP was measured back then and was ~70 ?, the patient reported that she was sitting when that happened, she felt lightheaded, sweating, blurry vision, nauseated. But denies any chest pain, sob, palpitation, weakness or numbness. She was out of balance and feeling weak till she came to the ED where she felt better after IV fluids.Y 2

996550 02/02/2021 02/02/2021 IL 43.0 43 F Terrible headache, chills to the point I?m shaking, upset stomach, body aches, fever 100.2, runny nose, sore throat

1000852 01/27/2021 02/02/2021 41.0 40 F Dizziness & NauseaVomiting Narrative:  discharge diagnosis of acute labrinathis requiring walker to ambulate. Having falls Y 2

1000854 01/20/2021 02/02/2021 73.0 72 M Narrative: Pt became unresponsive after receiving 2nd dose of covid vaccine, leading to ED visit. Pt also completed hemodialysis prior to receiving vaccine. Pt reported feeling tired, lightheaded prior to syncope. On arrival to ED, BP was 80/60 mmHg, given lactated ringers and BP improved. Pt admitted for high risk possible syncopal episode.Y

1000858 01/15/2021 02/02/2021 61.0 60 M Angina Narrative: Pt presented to the ED with persistent chest pain and shortness of breath for 6 days after receiving 2nd dose of covid vaccine. Symptoms began morning after receiving vaccine. Negative work up, however pt is high risk of cardiac events. Given ASA and nitro for ongoing chest pain that is possibly cardiac in nature. Pt admitted.Y
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996566 01/22/2021 02/03/2021 UT 44.0 44 F Rash at injection site 8 days after shot.  ("Covid arm") Rash is slowly going away 3 days after it appeared.

996567 01/23/2021 02/03/2021 OR 65.0 65 F 8 days following vaccine, injection site became painful again. Day 10 it became itchy, red, and hot. Feels bruised.  (Initially on days 1-3 only had arm soreness)

996569 01/25/2021 02/03/2021 WA 45.0 45 F Flu like symptoms: started getting week and tired. Went to bed about 11pm and could barely get up in the morning at 4:30 am. Headache, low grade fever of 99.7, achy all over, a bit of nausea.

996570 01/28/2021 02/03/2021 NJ 56.0 56 F for the 2 dose again my blood pressure rose to 168/109  and the back of my throat began to itch , I was then taken to the emergency room for treatment for my adverse reaction, while in the emergency room my upper body began to itch my right began to hurt and got a slight headache, I was discharge after receiving treatment.  While at home I have chills and was tired.

996571 01/27/2021 02/03/2021 MD 50.0 50 F Within 6 hours, expected R arm pain and beginnings of a headache.  On 1/28/21, moderate headache continued but was fatigued/lethargic and had muscle pain and body aches.  On 1/29/21,  headache decreased and felt refreshed.  On 1/30/21, had moderate headache, slight body aches, and was sleepy.  1/31/21, slept most of the day, was irritable and some nasal congestion noted along with the headache.  2/1/21, sweated throughout the night, no fever but was either hot or cold. Irritable with brain fog as well. Facial flushing, neck pain, swollen lymph nodes in pelvic and bilateral submandibular areas.  Throat does not look red or patchy but some post nasal drip involved.  Tongue has geographical patches which started about 1 year ago and is random.  Had unilateral lymphedema and geo tongue both 1 year ago for reference.  CT results, reactive.

996572 01/22/2021 02/03/2021 CA 21.0 21 U Inflamation, pain on touch, remaining hard spot of some tissue.

996573 01/27/2021 02/03/2021 CA 65.0 65 F nausea, diarrhea,  dizziness, aches & pains all over body, feeling weird, tired, can't get up, all lasting 3 days

996574 01/21/2021 02/03/2021 CA 66.0 66 M There was no adverse event involved. only a series of moderate side effects that went on for about 8 days. My father received his first dose on 1/21 after 3 days on Sunday evening of 1/24 he started chills and fever till 1/31. He experienced persistent fever as high as 104.7 even 105 at one point followed by fatigue and body-ache. He no longer had any fever on 2/1, just mostly fatigue and not having much energy and also couple episodes of coughs. As of 2/2 he is doing much better looks to be fully recovering. I wanted to know if you would advise if he should get his second shot as well.

996575 01/21/2021 02/03/2021 FL 40.0 40 F Severe itching, redness, sores on back, arms, torsal, upperlegs, buttocks.

996576 01/31/2021 02/03/2021 IN 54.0 54 M Mild body aches, dizziness, low-grade fever (99.4), headache.  Body aches started about 20 hours after dose, followed by dizziness and fever.  Headache lingered the longest.  All resolved approximately 30 hours after dose.

996577 01/28/2021 02/03/2021 TX 25.0 25 F Fever lasting 8 hours straight, resolved for 4 hours, returned for 2,  chills with fever, severe muscle aches for 24 hours, headache for 24 hours, N/V with headache.

996578 02/01/2021 02/03/2021 SC 19.0 19 M Body aches, chills, shaking, headache, neck pain, fever, insomnia, rust colored spots on palms and fingers and finger tips

996579 01/26/2021 02/03/2021 ID 35.0 35 F Rash on left arm at injection site

996580 01/28/2021 02/03/2021 TX 29.0 29 M Pain at injection site - sudden and more painful compared to that of dose 1.  Other adverse events that happened with second dose that did not happen with 1st dose:  - Insomnia on 1/28/21 night up to 1/29/21 early morning, needed melatonin to help with falling asleep. - Grogginess/lightheadedness on 1/29/21 morning, some mild headache. Proceeded to take 2 Tylenol 650 mg tabs. - Headache, dizziness, and fatigue worsening during 1/29/21 throughout the day. Severe headache/dizziness, especially if moving head quickly, on 1/29/21 evening - prompting to take 2 Advil 200 mg tabs.  - The headache and injection site pain were lessened significantly, but still there on 1/30/21. All other symptoms resolved.  - All symptoms resolved by 2/1/21.

996581 02/02/2021 02/03/2021 21.0 21 M c/o subjective fever with dizziness and sweating.  Temperature, tmax 100.0F (A) at home.  Pt received 2nd dose of COVID Vaccine at 0930 02Feb2021.  Patient is a 21 year old male who presents to ED with subjective fever, dizziness, sweating and papitation 8 hours after receiving his second Moderna vaccine. He denies any chest pain, no shortness of breath. He doe shave some nausea, but it able to drink fluids well. No other significant PMH.

996582 01/27/2021 02/03/2021 CA 30.0 30 F After taking the vaccine around 9:45 am, 1/27, I started feeling mild pain so took ibuprofen.  -after an hour or less, I started getting itchy, burning hives all over my face and scalp.  - hives disappeared by the end of the day. - next morning there was bad headache, almost passed out, threw up. -entire body pain for atleast 3 days - have been getting hives on face on and off till this date 2/2.

996726 12/29/2020 02/03/2021 MS U tested positive for COVID-19; tested positive for COVID-19; patient already has missed the second dose on schedule; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient tested positive for COVID-19 on unspecified date. The patient already has missed the second dose on schedule. Outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.

996727 01/12/2021 02/03/2021 LA 32.0 F Pt +covid test 14Jan2021; Pt +covid test 14Jan2021; Tachycardia; Facial flushing; Fatigue; arm pain and swelling; arm pain and swelling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP.   A 32-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unknown route, on 12Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation, administered at hospital. Relevant medical history included attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADD), hypothyroidism and anxiety. Past drug history included allergy to cefprozil (CEFZIL). Relevant concomitant medications included bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN XL), amfetamine aspartate, amfetamine sulfate, dexamfetamine saccharate, dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL), and levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID). On 12Jan2021, the patient had tachycardia, facial flushing, fatigue, arm pain and swelling. The events required a physician office visit. Therapeutic measures taken as result of the events included levocetirizine dihydrochloride (XYZAL) and diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). On 14Jan2021, the patient underwent a COVID-19 virus test (nasal swab) which resulted positive. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 12Jan2021, and COVID-19 test positive on 14Jan2021.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID likely represents a pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  Further information is needed for full medical assessment.

996731 01/13/2021 02/03/2021 FL 79.0 F urine issues/kept going to the bathroom to urinate; upset stomach; diarrhea; felt like she was going to faint, pass out at any second; dizziness; Had a funny taste in her mouth; felt very weird, strange; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This consumer reported same events for two patients (one is patient self). This is the first of two reports. This 79-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration to right arm on 13Jan2021 15:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies to Sulfas, Penicilins, and Avelox, Sulfa or Penicillin allergies since she was a child and had the Avelox allergies about 15-16 years ago. None concomitant medications. Patient did not receive any other vaccines that day or 4 weeks prior. Did get the original Shingles vaccine about 3 years ago and then they came out with the new one and she got the first dose of that and believes she had a reaction to that one, thinks it was a rash. Also had the flu shot and she usually gets sick with it, but didn't with this last one. Thinks her body is just delicate. No vaccines administered on same date. Patient had the Pfizer BioNTech vaccine on 13Jan2021 15:00 and she was fine. She had a reaction the following day (on 14Jan2021). At 11am the next day she got very dizzy and felt like she was going to faint, pass out at any second. Used cold compresses and drank water and took deep breaths, but she didn't pass out. She had a funny taste in her mouth. Then from that time until about 7pm she had urine issues and kept going to the bathroom to urinate and had diarrhea and upset stomach. Patient felt like she was out of her body, felt very weird, strange. Doctor stated she maybe had a reaction to the vaccine and recommended for her to take Tylenol. She didn't take it until right before going to bed. She was able to sleep on 14th night. Woke up the next morning and was fine. She didn't see any of these reactions listed and that happened. Patient explained to a friend of the reactions and the friend mentions that she also had a friend who had the vaccine and had the same exact reactions, everything. Everything improved and stopped the next morning she was fine, on the 15th. No Emergency Room or Physician Office visit. The events outcome was recovered on 15Jan2021. It was just a span of time and she has to assume that it was the vaccine since she has never had that before. Patient does not know if she should blame the vaccine because she also has a lot of allergies to a lot of antibiotics and does not know what caused her reactions.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021065869 Same reporter/ vaccine/ AEs, different patient

996732 01/06/2021 02/03/2021 AL 25.0 F Diagnosed with Bell's Palsy six days after receiving the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 25-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899), intramuscular in the right arm on 06Jan2021 14:30 at first single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. On 12Jan2021, the patient was diagnosed with bell's palsy six days after receiving the vaccine. COVID was tested post vaccination: Nasal Swab: negative on 13Jan2021. AE resulted in: Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, emergency room/department or urgent care. Event treatment included oral steroids. Outcome of the event was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the event Bell's palsy with BNT162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

996733 01/05/2021 02/03/2021 FL 46.0 F sensory neuro bilateral hearing loss worse on one side; tinnitus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 46-years-old female patient started to receive the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1284), intramuscular into right arm on 05Jan2021 at 0.3 mL, single for covid-19 immunization. Time the vaccination was reported as 10:00-10:30. Medical history included food and environmental allergies. The patient had a history of autoimmune antibodies to thyroid but with normal thyroid numbers. No medication was needed, but autoimmune antibodies was found in the past. She had a propensity for autoimmune disease, it was just not active. She was diagnosed the first time she found auto antibodies 12 years before 19Jan2021 (2009) and checks her thyroid yearly and they had been normal. She still had antibodies, but thyroid hormone levels are normal without intervention. The patient's concomitant medications included Vitamin C and Vitamin D. Historical vaccine included Pneumovax 30 days before getting the COVID vaccine (06Dec2020, 46-years-old). Her pneumonia titers were low. Historical vaccine also included flu shot, she felt sick but like everyone else, she did not consider that abnormal. She thought most people felt kind of down and it did not have long term effects. It did not require any doctor visits. She did not have a rash or anaphylaxis. The patient was a physician and well versed in terms of symptoms. By evening of 05Jan2021, she developed tinnitus, which she had never had and has been there ever since. She was on day 13 post vaccine and still having bilaterally, every day and it never went away. She had a physician visit on 12Jan2021 and hearing test performed that day. They did find sensory neuro bilateral hearing loss worse on one side, her test confirmed bilateral hearing loss at 11:00 on 12Jan2021. It was mild so far in the high frequency ranges. So, they gave option to start 14 day course of high dose steroids with steroid injections into the ear, because in some cases of acute hearing loss, it can curb or reduce it. She decided to do that. Now she was going to be on steroids. She would be temporarily immunosuppressed. She did not know if that will affect the vaccine. She had not decided if she will get second shot. It is due next week, but she was a little nervous. She was considering delaying the booster a couple months out to see if more information develops. She provided her weight as between 175 to 180lb. Right now, the hearing loss was mild and it won't be that bad, but normally, it was permanent, which would be disabling hearing loss. She was going 20Jan2021, for the steroid injection in the ear canal. That would be the first injection. She was taking oral steroids now. They would see if this limits the progression. The events outcome was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: The possible causality between the reported tinnitus/sensory neuro bilateral hearing loss and the administration of COVID-19 vaccine, BNT162B2, cannot be fully denied based on the reasonable temporal association.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

996734 01/12/2021 02/03/2021 MA 86.0 F Congestive cough; Weakness; didn't have an appetite; legs felt stiff, or almost frozen; Severe muscle weakness/extreme weakness was only in her mother's lower body; tremendous fatigue/Tiredness; Couldn't walk; This is a spontaneous report from contactable consumers. An 86-year-old female patient (mother) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 12Jan2021 10:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) for years; COVID-19 Virus from 23Apr2020 to an unknown date, patient was not on a vent or in the ICU but did receive plasma as part of her COVID-19 Virus treatment; ongoing cough. Caller's grandmother had Multiple Sclerosis. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received her first Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine dose, and had significant side effects. Patient weight was 175 lbs as provided by caller, who stated her mother recently moved into an independent living facility, and gained weight because the facility has a really good pastry chef. Patient height, reported her mother shrunk, and was 5'5-1/2". Reported her mother couldn't walk after receiving the first dose. She said her mother was not able to walk the next morning, 13Jan2021. The caller stated she had to spend 3 days with her mother, after her mother received her first COVID-19 Vaccine dose on 12Jan2021. Reported she thought initially what her mother was experiencing was either neurological or muscular. She said it was like her mother's brain wanted her to move, but her mother's legs wouldn't move. She said her mother needed to use a walker and have someone hold her from behind. She said now, at a week later, her mother still was not back to normal. She clarified her mother needed a walker to maneuver around, but didn't need someone holding her from behind. Reported she assumed her mother may have had tiredness, weakness, severe muscle weakness from receiving the first COVID-19 Vaccine dose. She clarified if her mother wasn't able to walk after receiving the first COVID-19 Vaccine dose, then what her mother had was the epitome of weakness, and the weakness was only in her mother's lower body. She said her mother had tremendous fatigue on days 2, 3, and 4 after receiving the first dose. She said her mother was able to function as of 19Jan2021, but her mother couldn't keep her eyes open during that time period. Reported her mother developed a congestive cough. She said her mother's cough was not continual, but persisting. She stated her mother said the cough was there before she had her first dose of the COVID-19 Vaccine. The caller stated she disagreed with her mother. She said her mother has COPD, but her mother was not a cougher. She said her mother's cough now, reminded her of the cough her mother had when her mother had the COVID-19 Virus in 2020. She clarified her mother was tested on 23Apr2020 for the COVID-19 Virus, and diagnosed positive for the virus on 24Apr2020. The caller said she was perplexed by her mother's cough, and her mother will be seeing her doctor this Thursday, 21Jan2021. She said she gave her mother some Robitussin for the cough. She said her mother's cough was not persistent, but the cough was still there. She said her mother's cough was not constant, but her mother's cough was congested. She said she didn't know when her mother's cough started. She said she thought giving her mother the Robitussin doses was kind of insignificant, because her mother did not have a constant cough, where she needed to take the Robitussin. She said her mother didn't even use half of a normal sized Robitussin bottle. Caller stated she did not have the Robitussin UPC, Lot, and Expiration Date. Reported her mother has an annual lung x-ray and MRI, clarifying she believed her mother had both within the past 3 months. Reported her mother was concerned about receiving the second COVID-19 Vaccine dose. She said she told her mother that it was better to get the second dose of the COVID-19 Vaccine than to get the COVID-19 Virus again. Reported her mother had asked her primary care doctor if she should get the COVID-19 Vaccine, and her doctor told her absolutely. She said her doctor told her she needed to take the COVID-19 Vaccine even if she had the plasma treatment with the COVID-19 Virus in Apr2020. Reported she planned to stay with her mother after her mother received the second COVID-19 Vaccine dose. She said she didn't anticipate her mother having a reaction after the first COVID-19 Vaccine dose because people said most reactions are happening after getting the second COVID-19 Vaccine dose. She said now people are reporting having reactions after the first COVID-19 Vaccine dose. Reported she thought her mother's side effect after having the COVID-19 Vaccine to be unusual, since most people say it feels like they have the flu, or they are tired, or they have a headache. Reported her mother not to be able to walk wasn't that her mother was not walking, but that her mother's foot wouldn't move. She said mother not walking was either neurologic or muscular, unless that is what extreme weakness is. She said she wondered if others have experienced what her mother has. She said if her mother was experiencing just extreme weakness, the extreme weakness was only in her mother's lower body, not in her upper body. She said her mother didn't have an appetite, but her mother was not too weak to put a spoon to her mouth. She said her mother couldn't move her legs, and her mother said her legs felt stiff, or almost frozen. She said if her mother had extreme weakness, and couldn't walk, what did that mean. She said if a person is really tired, the person can still move and get out of bed. She said her mother said she was really, really tired, and couldn't move. The caller said her mother said she couldn't move, and it took her mother 20 minutes to get her legs over the side of the bed. She said her mother not being able to move her legs could be extreme weakness, but observing her mother first hand, she said it looked like her mother not being able to move her legs was neurologic. She said her mother was strong in character and body, and her mother would do everything she could in her body to move, but it was like her mother's brain said "go", and her body said "not now". The outcome of the event Congestive cough was not recovered, of the other events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

996735 01/13/2021 02/03/2021 NC 77.0 F Burning pain going down into the forearm on the same side vaccine given; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.   A 77-years-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EK5730) via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 12:30 single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Vaccine location was left arm. Patient did not receive any other vaccines that day and none 4 weeks prior. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced burning pain going down into the forearm on the same side vaccine given on 17Jan2021. She has never experienced anything like this before having that vaccine. The event was reported as medically significant. The outcome was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the reasonable temporal association and considering he known safety profile of COVID-19 vaccine, BNT162B2, the Company considers there is a reasonable possibility that the reported "burning pain going down into the forearm on the same side vaccine given" is related to BNT162B2 administration.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

996736 01/18/2021 02/03/2021 NJ 43.0 F felt numbness in mouth; felt numbness in mouth. It spread to arms and hands; Eexperienced muscle twitching in hands; feel dizzy; A light rash covered my chest and arms; My heart rate and blood pressure were elevated; My heart rate and blood pressure were elevated; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional reported for herself.  A 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Jan2021 19:45 for covid-19 immunization, via Left arm in hospital.  Medical history included arthritis from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  She had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included probiotics (PROBIOTICS) and Multivitamins.  The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. 20 minutes following injection, the patient experienced felt numbness in mouth, felt numbness in mouth, it spread to arms and hands. She went to ER  (Emergency room/department or urgent care) and started to feel dizzy and experienced muscle twitching in hands, a light rash covered her chest and arms, heart rate and blood pressure elevated, all on 19Jan2021 20:15 with outcome of recovering.  She had no history of these symptoms and was in good health.  The action taken in response to the event(s) for bnt162b2 was not applicable.  She received Benadryl  as a result of events.; Sender's Comments: The reported events  were causally related to the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), due to plausible temporal relationship and clinical course.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

996738 01/14/2021 02/03/2021 CA 54.0 F swelling lips; numbness; rashes in the face and legs; high blood pressure; itching; nauseas; diahrrea; palpitation; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient).  A 54-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular on 14Jan2021 13:15 at single dose at left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies: sulfas, codeine, latex. Concomitant medications were not reported. Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, patient didn't receive other medication within 2 weeks of vaccination. After 22 minutes received the vaccine on 14Jan2021: started swelling lips, numbness, rashes in the face and legs, high blood pressure, itching and headache, nauseas and diarrhea, until now still felling palpitation and headache. The adverse events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. Patient received treatment famotidine 20 mg, epinephrine for events. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of events palpitation and headache was not recovered, and outcome of other events was recovered with lasting effects in Jan2021.  Information of lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported events swelling lips, numbness, rashes in the face and legs, high blood pressure, itching, nauseas and diarrhea, palpitation and headache, were causally related to the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), due to plausible temporal relationship and clinical course.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

996739 01/18/2021 02/03/2021 CA 75.0 F Approximately 22 hours after vaccination had a seizure. Felt fine up until the seizure occurred. Never had a seizure in past. No other illness or symptoms. No fever or change in blood sugar.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician. A 75-year-female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Intramuscular on 18Jan2021 19:30 at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Stroke, diabetes, hypertension, anaphylaxis to bee stings. The patient had no covid prior vaccination. The patient had no covid tested post vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medications included sitagliptin phosphate (JANUVIA), hydrochlorothiazide, telmisartan, rivaroxaban (XARELTO), gabapentin and baclofen. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously had allergy to Morphine and experienced Hives. Approximately 22 hours after vaccination the patient had a seizure on 19Jan2021 17:15. She felt fine up until the seizure occurred. She never had a seizure in past. No other illness or symptoms. No fever or change in blood sugar. No treatment was received for the event. The patient had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. The outcome of the event was resolved.  Information on the lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association and previously allergic reactions to bee stings and other drugs, the possible contribution of suspect BNT162B2 to the event seizure cannot be excluded in this elderly patient with multiple medical histories including stroke, diabetes and hypertension. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

996740 12/18/2020 02/03/2021 IL 37.0 F Patient developed GBS with 4 extremity weakness and facial weakness; Patient developed GBS with 4 extremity weakness and facial weakness; Patient developed GBS with 4 extremity weakness and facial weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient).   A 37-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine, Lot. Ek5730) at single dose, in the right arm, on 18Dec2020, at 03:30 PM, for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the BNT162B2 vaccine. The patient had not experienced Covid-19 prior vaccination. On 18Dec2020, at 07:00 PM, the patient developed Guillain-Barre syndrome (GBS) with 4 extremity weakness and facial weakness. Emergency Room Visit required. Hospitalization required (7 days admission in hospital). Treatment required: IVIG. The adverse events were assessed as serious (hospitalization and disability). Clinical outcome of the adverse events was recovering at time of this report. Post the vaccination, on 10Jan2021, the patient has been tested for COVID-19 and resulted negative. COVID-19 test type post vaccination: COVID-19 PCR test (Nasal Swab).; Sender's Comments: Based on the close temporal relationship, the association between the events Guillain-Barre syndrome (GBS) with 4 extremity weakness and facial weakness with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 7

996741 01/18/2021 02/03/2021 IL 59.0 F Roscia-major flare occured in eyes/Continued to worsen over next 24 hours; severe itchiness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other Health Professional (patient). A 59-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Jan2021 08:15 at single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included non allergic rhinitis and vestibular migraines. The patient had not known allergic, but very sensitive to SE. Concomitant medications included "sensimist", naproxen sodium (ALEVE), progesterone, estradiol. The patient had no covid prior vaccination and did not had covid tested post vaccination. The patient previously took the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 08:45 at single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. No other vaccine was received in four weeks. The patient experienced roscia-major flare occurred in eyes within 2 hours of second vaccine on 18Jan2021 09:00. Continued to worsen over next 24 hours. Necessitated a trip to eye dr. Have never had a flare this serious. In addition, severe itchiness day vaccine given. Took antihistamine (Allegra) second day which solved issue. The event was resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient received Neomycin & Polymyxin B Sulfates & Dexamethasone Op as treatment. The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

996742 12/18/2020 02/03/2021 MI 49.0 F Severe headache; malaise; fatigue; syncope and collapse - orthostatic hypotension; Orthostatic hypotension; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 49-year-old female patient (non-pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1685), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Dec2020 at single dose at right arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included chronic fatigue, hypothyroidism, allergic rhinitis from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine, patient didn't receive other medication within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient previously took promethazine hydrochloride (PHENERGAN) and experienced allergies: phenergan. After 1st dose, patient had severe headache for five days, malaise, fatigue on 19Dec2020 09:45 PM, day 6 syncope and collapse - orthostatic hypotension in Dec2020. The adverse events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. Adverse events treatment included CT head, carotid doppler, echocardiogram, lab work. It was unknown if the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Covid test type post vaccination included nasal swab on 24Dec2020: negative. Patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (lot number: el0142) on 08Jan2021 10:00 at single dose at left arm for covid-19 immunization. Outcome of events was recovered on unspecified date.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of syncope, orthostatic hypotension and other events  due to temporal relationship.  However,  the events may likely possibly  represent concurrent medical conditions in this patient.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including head CT/MRI, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

996743 12/17/2020 02/03/2021 NM 39.0 F some numbness on the right side of face; early Bell's Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 39-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1685), intramuscular in the left arm on 17Dec2020 16:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergic rhinitis, deviated nasal septum, Factor V Leiden, GERD (Gastroesophageal reflux disease), DVT (deep vein thrombosis), hypertension, neck pain on left side, rhinitis, and rhomboid muscle strain. Concomitant medication included fluoxetine, acetylsalicylic acid, caffeine, paracetamol (EXCEDRIN MIGRAINE), fluticasone nasal spray, hydrochlorothiazide, lisinopril, loratadine, meloxicam, omeprazole, oxycodone, and sodium chloride nasal spray. The patient had no other vaccines in four weeks before covid vaccine. The patient had no prior vaccination and she had not been tested post vaccination. The patient noticed some numbness on the right side of face after receiving the first dose of vaccine on an unknown date. She was concerned for early Bell's Palsy on 15Jan2021 at 09:00 AM. She will be treated with valganciclovir and prednisone. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The outcome of the events early Bell's Palsy and some numbness on the right side of face was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported "concerned for early Bell's palsy". The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

996744 02/03/2021 OR F Huge swelling around my eyes and redness and tenderness; My left eye was swollen shut; Huge swelling around my eyes and redness and tenderness; My left eye was swollen shut; Huge swelling around my eyes and redness and tenderness; My left eye was swollen shut; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 64-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot number EL0140) via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient had a heart condition and a stroke. The patient concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated that she had a when I had the shot on the 13th (not clarified) and end up going to urgent care on Friday. She had a huge swelling around her eyes and redness and tenderness and her left eye was swollen shut. She went to urgent care and got some antibiotics and some cream to put on it. The patient had not any lab test. However, she did have microblading done to her eyebrows, three days before she had the shot. The patient wanted to know if it was because she had the microblading done and then she got the shot.  The outcome of the events was unknown.

996745 01/15/2021 02/03/2021 M Knee joint swelled 3 times the size; Bruising that is not at the injection site that just came up; Looks yellow, like jaundiced; does not feel well; he looks a little pale; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (lot number EL3249, expiry date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient, resident at the Nursing Home received the vaccine on 15Jan2021. On an unspecified date, his knee joint swelled 3 times the size. He has a bruising that is not at the injection site that just came up. Overall, he does not feel well and looks a little pale and jaundiced. He almost looks like yellow, like jaundiced. Should he go to the ER or should he wait? The reporter and the doctor did not know what to do. The outcome of the events was unknown.

996774 02/03/2021 U Caller looking for information on second dose administration following a positive SARS-Cov-2; Caller looking for information on second dose administration following a positive SARS-Cov-2; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse. A patient of unspecified age and gender receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Caller looking for information on second dose administration following a positive SARS-COv-2 on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection needed for meaningful medical assessment.

996777 01/06/2021 02/03/2021 CA 61.0 F She wore sunglasses in her house because the light bothered her eyes; Eyes felt dry; Loss of vision in right eye; Hole in her retina; Bad headache for 3 days; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program. A contactable consumer reported similar events for 2 patients. This is 1st of 2 report.   A 61-year-old female consumer (patient) received 2nd dose of BNT162B2 (Covid Vaccine, lot number: EL1248) on 06Jan2021 at single dose in the right arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was not reported. Concomitant drug included Multivitamin, Vitamin C, Vitamin D Zinc all from Mar2020 and ongoing. Historical Vaccine was 1st dose of BNT162B2 (Batch/lot number: EK5730) on 18Dec2020 in the right arm. Patient got COVID vaccine and a few hours later or the next day she started getting a hole in her retina and started losing her site in right eye. she went to the doctor as she has a hole in her retina. Again, this may be totally unrelated but she wanted to call and get this reported. She is going to see a retinal specialist this afternoon. After she had her COVID vaccine she had a bad headache for 3 days. She wore sunglasses in her house because the light bothered her eyes. She noticed this on 16Jan2021 because she was looking at paperwork and her eyes felt dry. She blinked a few times and had opened one eye alone, and she noticed that her left eye was fine but the vision in her right was not. This could have been going on longer. She just never closes only one eye. When both are open, her vision is normal. She saw the eye doctor yesterday, and that is when they said she had a hole in her retina. They said she will have to have surgery to close the hole. She knows she is at the right age for this to spontaneously happen, but just in case it is related, she wanted to report it. Outcome of the event Loss of vision in right eye was Not Recovered, for headache was recovered, for other events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are needed. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021046804 same reporter, AE and drug, different patient

996796 01/15/2021 02/03/2021 NJ 44.0 M bell palsy; Headache; rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) reported for himself. A 44-years-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 15:30 at single dose in deltoid left for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing hypertension, Lactose intolerance, and lipids were a bit elevated on 14Jan2021. Family history included mother has diabetes and hypertension. The patient was allergic to Olives. There was no other vaccine in four weeks. Concomitant medication included ongoing lisinopril daily for blood pressure, ongoing colecalciferol (VITAMIN D) weekly, ongoing duloxetine to help with the blood pressure control, and ongoing Multivitamins daily. On Friday 15Jan2021 night around 11:00 PM he started experiencing headaches and rash. On Sunday night (17Jan2021) he experienced the bell palsy/Facial Paralysis and went to the ER. For bell palsy, the patient first had a shot of steroid, then was given oral Methylprednisonole and oral Famcyclovir. Treatment also received for headache and rash. He is still taking Still taking Methyl-prednisolone and the Famcyclovir and he will end these medications tomorrow. The patient had blood work on 14Jan2021 with normal result, lipids were a bit elevated. Events outcome was not recovered.  The lot/batch number is not available despite the follow-up attempts made. Follow-up attempts have been completed and no further information is expected.

996904 02/03/2021 F Bleeding of the veins, temples; A spontaneous report was received from a female consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced bleeding of the veins, temples.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On Unknown date, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On unknown date, the patient experienced bleeding of the veins, temples. Treatment for the event was not provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome for the event, bleeding of the veins, temples was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient of unknown age, who experienced a serious unexpected event of Haemorrhage. The event occurred on unknown date after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. Treatment information is not provided. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the event a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

996905 01/20/2021 02/03/2021 75 F 7-8 drops of vaccine fell down arm when vaccine was given; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning her 75-year old, mother who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) resulting in the event, 7-8 drops of vaccine fell down the arm when the vaccine was given.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were Levothyroxine sodium, Atorvastatin calcium and Acetylsalicylic acid.  On 20 Jan 2021, the patient received their first dose of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot Number: 013L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 20 Jan 2021, the patient received the mRNA-1273 vaccine and 7-8 drops of vaccine fell down the arm when the vaccine was given. As per the reporter, the vaccinating nurse stated that she believed that less than half of the dose was actually given.  No treatment for the event was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, 7-8 drops of vaccine fell down the arm when the vaccine was given was considered Resolved on 20 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect dose administered for mRNA-1273.  There were no reported adverse events associated with this case.

996906 01/20/2021 02/03/2021 NY F believed vaccine was administered subcutaneosly; It hurt to raise her arm; muscle soreness in arm; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced believed vaccine was delivered subcutaneously, vaccination site movement impairment and muscle soreness.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 20 Jan 2021, approximately 0 days prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 012L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 20 Jan 2021, the patient believed she was administered the vaccine subcutaneously as she thought the needle was small and noted the vaccinator pinched her arm prior to administration. Following vaccination, she experienced some muscle soreness and it hurt to raise her arm. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The event  believed vaccine was delivered subcutaneously, was considered resolved on 20 Jan 2021. The outcomes of the events vaccination site movement impairment and muscle soreness were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient,  who experienced an incorrect route of product administration, non-serious unexpected event of vaccination site movement impairment and non-serious expected event of myalgia. There were no AEs associated with incorrect route of product administration. The events of vaccination site movement impairment and myalgia occurred 1 day (same day) after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 012L20A.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events, vaccination site movement impairment and myalgia,  a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

996907 01/02/2021 02/03/2021 TN 76 F Felt like she was having a seizure, her head kept moving back and forth; Tremendous amount of mucous in her naval cavity; Didn't feel good; Got really hot; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was a 76-year-old, female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced really hot, didn't feel good, felt like she was having a seizure, head kept moving back and forth, and tremendous amount of mucus from her nasal cavity.    The patient's medical history included vagus nerve problems. No relevant concomitant medications were provided.   On 02 Jan 2021, at 11: 30 am, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot: unknown) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19.  On 02 Jan 2021, about 8:30 pm, the patient stated she got really hot and didn't feel good. She mentioned she had a history of vagus nerve problems, and this reminded her of that experience when she felt like she would pass out. The patient said she felt like she was having a seizure and her head kept moving back and forth. She mentioned having a tremendous amount of mucus in her nasal cavity. She stated she still didn't feel like herself at the time.   On 19 Jan 2021 the patient stated she felt a bit better.   No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome for the events, really hot, didn't feel good, felt like she was having a seizure, head kept moving back and forth, and tremendous amount of mucus from her nasal cavity, were resolving.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 76-year-old, female patient with medical history of vagus nerve problems, who experienced serious, unexpected event of seizure like phenomenon and non serious, unexpected event of hot flush, malaise and mucus discharge. The event occurred 9 hours after the first dose of mRNA-1273. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

996914 12/31/2020 02/03/2021 CA 58.0 F feel unwell most of the day; extreme fatigue 3 days in bed, for days 4-15 extreme fatigue so only worked 3 hours/day; pain in injection site, spread within 6 hours to all joints; pain in injection site, spread within 6 hours to all joints; headache; severe pain all muscles; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient herself). A 58-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 12:30 in right arm at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma, fibromyalgia, perimenopause issues. The patient was known allergies: amlodipine; yellow jackets/hornets. The patient had COVID-19 prior vaccination. No other vaccine in four weeks were taken. Concomitant medication in two weeks included fluticasone propionate, salmeterol xinafoate (ADVAIR), zolpidem tartrate (AMBIEN), estradiol, mepolizumab (NUCALA) and oxycodone. Facility type vaccine was nursing home/senior living facility. On 01Jan2021, patient experienced pain in injection site, spread within 6 hours to all joints, then within 24 hours had headache, severe pain all muscles, nausea, and extreme fatigue 3 days in bed, for days 4-15 extreme fatigue so only worked 3 hours/day.  All symptoms persist. Day 18 not in bed, but patient felt unwell most of the day on 18Jan2021.  Lots of rest was required not normal for her. Events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 antibody test: positive on an unspecified date and nasal swab: negative on 15Jan2021. No treatment was received for events. Outcome of events at the reporting time were recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the fatigue and other reported events due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

996916 01/18/2021 02/03/2021 NJ 81.0 F trouble with dry eyes; infection in her eye; blood sugar 54 mg/dl two hours after dinner with insulin, 147 mg/dl after candy, 85 mg/dl after oatmeal without insulin, 196 mg/dl after; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 81-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ6796), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 18Jan2021 11:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included ongoing type 2 diabetes mellitus, bladder cancer from 2005 and ongoing (cleaned it out, but has to go for check ups every 6 months), stent in artery in neck on right side on 2011, atrial fibrillation (Afib), knee total replacement on 2010 and on 2015, and ablations on Jan2010 and on Jun2010. Ongoing concomitant medications included insulin lispro (HUMALOG) and insulin glargine (LANTUS) both for type 2 diabetes mellitus. She took her regular insulin last night (19Jan2021) at dinner time and her blood sugar went down to 54 mg/dl about 2 hours later. She ate some candy and it went back up to 147 mg/dl. This morning (20Jan2021), it was 85 mg/dl. She just had oatmeal without taking any insulin which is unusual for her. She just took her blood sugar again and it's 196 mg/dl, which after eating oatmeal is not really high. The patient want to know if anyone else had this response. She felt great afterward and didn't even felt it. She also had an incident with an infection in her eye yesterday (19Jan2021), but the doctor didn't think it was related to the vaccine. She just had one little tingle of it on an unspecified date and went right to the doctor and they gave her medication for the infection. She has plugs in both eyes so she has trouble with dry eyes on an unspecified date. Outcome of the eye infection was recovering while of the remaining events was unknown.  Information on lot number/batch number was requested.

996917 01/16/2021 02/03/2021 65.0 F severe ringing to ears for four days; throat was a bit congested; difficulty of swallowing; something stuck in the throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 65-years-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient wanted to ask if it is normal to have severe ringing to ears especially in the morning. The patient received the COVID 19 vaccine last 16Jan2021. The patient reported symptoms which she has been experiencing for 4 days now with the COVID 19 vaccine, Pfizer's. She experienced severe ringing to ears for four days since 16Jan2021, it has been happening for four days, and usually happens in the morning and also, in Jan2021, there was something stuck in the throat, like her throat was a bit congested with difficulty of swallowing. The throat was being ok now, it's getting better, but the severe ringing to her ears was her main concern. The patient was recovering from the events "something stuck in the throat", "throat was a bit congested" and "difficulty of swallowing" while the event "severe ringing to ears for four days" had not resolved.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

996918 01/01/2021 02/03/2021 30.0 M Bell's Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient's wife). A 4-decade-old male patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Herpes Zoster (chicken pox and shingles), and hypogammaglobulinemia from an unknown date. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The reporter asked if her husband should receive his 2nd dose of vaccine after experiencing Bell's Palsy 12 hours after 1st dose. The patient had history of herpes zoster (chicken pox, shingles) on the same side of his face as the paralysis now (Bells Palsy). The patient was in a lot of pain and asked how serious Bell's Palsy is. Outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information on the lot number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of event Bell's palsy cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

996919 02/03/2021 U Bell's palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) , via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced bell's palsy on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

996920 01/16/2021 02/03/2021 RI 64.0 F faintness; fevers 101.5. Day 3 102.7; myalgia; fatigue; tracheitis; Respiration 40; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 64-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: El3426, expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 16Jan2021 at 13:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included cardiac hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medications were not reported. No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on the left arm on 24Dec2020 at the age of 64 years old, lot number: Ek9231. On 16Jan2021 at 11:00 PM, the patient experienced faintness, fevers at 101.5 and 102.7 (on day 3), myalgia, fatigue, tracheitis for 3.5 days- stopped around 4AM on Wednesday, and respiration rate of 40. The patient has no COVID prior vaccination and has not tested for COVID post vaccination. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 101.5 on 16Jan2021, heart rate (HR): 80 on 16Jan2021, respiration: 40 on 16Jan2021 and body temperature: 102.7 on 20Jan2021. No treatment was administered for the events. The patient recovered from the event tracheitis on 20Jan2021 at 04:00 while recovering from the rest of the events.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of event Faint cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

996921 01/15/2021 02/03/2021 MN 35.0 F Bell's palsy / pain in the left side of her face / pain irradiated to ear and jaw / tingling sensation in left side of the forehead / facial weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician reported for self. This 35-Year-old-female patient (not pregnant) received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via Intramuscular on 15Jan2021 08:20 on Arm left at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. No other vaccine in four weeks. No Covid prior vaccination. No known allergies. None concomitant medication included. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 24Dec2020 08:20 AM at the age of 35 year old via IM Injection Upper Left Arm for covid-19 immunisation, no reactions with first dose and flu vaccine, Expiry Date: Oct2020 for immunization and no reactions. The patient experienced Bell's palsy on 19Jan2021 and received prednisone 60 mg for 7 days. The same day of the vaccination (15Jan2021), she started to experience pain in the left side of her face, aggravated by 18Jan2021, her pain irradiated to ear and jaw. On Saturday 16 post vaccinated, she experienced also tingling sensation in left side of the forehead on 16Jan2021. She experienced facial weakness on 19Jan2021. And in 19Jan Monday evening Bells Palsy was confirmed. Lab data included Physical exams: weakness in the left side of forehead. No Covid tested post vaccination. Outcome of the event Bell's palsy was recovering. Outcome of other events was unknown. There was a reasonable possibility that the event Bell's palsy was related to BNT162B2.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the event facial paralysis cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

996922 02/03/2021 F Immunocompromised; tested positive for SARs-Cov-2; tested positive for SARs-Cov-2; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 6-decade-old (reported as 50s) female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose, and then received the second dose in Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Caller on behalf of patient in ED.  Frontline medical worker received the second dose of vaccine twelve days before in Jan2021. Patient was tested positive for SARs-Cov-2. Immunocompromised.  Questioning the administration of Bamlanivimab. Potential AE. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  Immunocompromised is most likely related to an intercurrent or underlying condition which is not related to the suspected drug. The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

996923 01/13/2021 02/03/2021 CA 66.0 M Possible Bells Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from contactable other healthcare professional (HCP). A 66-years-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date: unknown), intramuscular on 13Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 Immunization. Medical history included hyperlipidemia, chronic kidney disease, essential hypertension, obesity, hyperuricemia, iron deficiency anemia, type 2 DM and obstructive sleep apnea. The patient has no known allergies. Concomitant medications included amlodipine besylate (AMLODIPINE BESYLATE), glimepiride (AMARYL [GLIMEPIRIDE]), levothyroxine sodium (LEVOTHYROXINE SODIUM), metformin (METFORMIN), losartan potassium (LOSARTAN POTASSIUM), ascorbic acid, calcium, minerals NOS, retinol, tocopheryl acetate, vitamin B NOS, vitamins NOS, zinc (CENTRUM SILVER [ASCORBIC ACID; CALCIUM; MINERALS NOS; RETINOL; TOCOPHERYL ACETATE; VITAMIN B NOS; VITAMINS NOS; ZINC]), sucralfate (SUCRALFATE), glimepiride (GLIMEPIRIDE), furosemide (FUROSEMIDE), atorvastatin (LIPITOR [ATORVASTATIN]), pantoprazole sodium (PANTOPRAZOLE SODIUM), cyclobenzaprine (CYCLOBENZAPRINE), cholestyramine (CHOLESTYRAMINE). Other vaccine in four weeks included the first dose of influenza vaccine, intramuscular on the left deltoid, on 22Dec2020, lot number: UJ475AA. The patient has no COVID prior vaccination and had not tested post vaccination. The patient experienced possible Bell's palsy on 14Jan2021. Treatment for the event was unknown. The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient had not recovered from the event.     Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of event Bell's palsy cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

996927 01/03/2021 02/03/2021 NY 73.0 F O2 sat 70% on RA; 7 days after getting vaccine patient developed shortness of breath and fatigue, O2 sat 70% on RA, now intubated and in multiorgan failure; 7 days after getting vaccine patient developed shortness of breath and fatigue, O2 sat 70% on RA, now intubated and in multiorgan failure; 7 days after getting vaccine patient developed shortness of breath and fatigue, O2 sat 70% on RA, now intubated and in multiorgan failure; 7 days after getting vaccine patient developed shortness of breath and fatigue, O2 sat 70% on RA, now intubated and in multiorgan failure; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.   A 73-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose intramuscular on 03Jan2021 for Covid-19 immunisation, administered at nursing home/senior living facility. Medical history included alcohol use, diverticulitis, iron deficiency anaemia (IDA), asthma, hypertension, anxiety, recent C. diff infection, allergies to penicillin. She was not pregnant. The patient had not experienced Covid-19 prior vaccination. Concomitant medication included apixaban (APIXABAN), bioflavonoids nos, calcium ascorbate, hesperidin, rutoside, sodium ascorbate, zinc amino acid chelate (VITAMIN C [BIOFLAVONOIDS NOS;CALCIUM ASCORBATE;HESPERIDIN;RUTOSIDE;SODIUM ASCORBATE;ZINC AMINO ACID CHELATE]), cyanocobalamin (B-12), furosemide (LASIX), simethicone (manufacturer unknown), tramadol (manufacturer unknown), vancomycin (manufacturer unknown) oral, omeprazole (PROTONIX), amlodipine (manufacturer unknown), vitamins nos (MULTIVITAMIN), thiamine (manufacturer unknown), aripiprazole (ABILIFY), atorvastatin calcium (LIPITOR), clonazepam (KLONOPIN), folic acid (manufacturer unknown), sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT). The patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the BNT162B2 vaccine.  On 10Jan2021, 7 days after getting vaccine, the patient developed shortness of breath and fatigue, rheumatoid arthritis, O2 sat 70% on RA, now intubated and in multiorgan failure. The events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care, hospitalization, life threatening illness for immediate risk of death from the event. The patient was hospitalized for the events for 18 days. Patient received treatment with corticosteroids, antibiotics, antifungals, dialysis, mechanical ventilation, inhaled Epoprostinol. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included SARS-CoV-2 test: unknown in Jan2021. Pre / post vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19 with unknown result. The with outcome of events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal gap between the vaccination and the event onset, the Company considered that there was not a reasonable possibility that the events were related to suspect vaccine BNT162B2. The patient's advanced age, underlying medical conditions and multiple concomitant medications could be contributory to the events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y Y

996956 01/27/2021 02/03/2021 PA 90.0 90 F Positive Covid case investigation with the PA DOH. Spoke with case's daughter. States her mother recieved vaccine at clinic on 01/27/21. Had no complaints of illness or exposure to a positive case prior to vaccine. Daughter states she's independent and stays alone at night. Felt fine the day and the day after of the vaccine. Per daughter, case's last known well time was Friday 1/29/21 at 730pm. Daughter states they found her Saturday morning with stroke like symptoms and was admitted to Hospital step down unit. She was also informed by the doctor that her heart was irregular with atrial fibrillation.Y Y

997133 01/29/2021 02/03/2021 KY 80.0 80 M hospitalized for GI Bleed and found to be COVID positive on admission. Y

997226 01/14/2021 02/03/2021 CA 52.0 F Bleeding/ gastro intestinal bleeding; Bleeding/ gastro intestinal bleeding; woke up with chest pain; tachycardia; body ache; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP reported for self. A 52-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EJ1686), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 13Jan2021 12:00 PM (that is 14Jan2021 00:00) at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. No Covid prior vaccination. Medical history included allergy to shellfish and Iodine, Kidney and pancreas transplant 10 years ago. Concomitant medications in two weeks includes mycophenolate sodium (MYFORTIC), Tacrolimus, Prednisone, Trazodone. The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number: EJ1686), at left arm on 24Dec2020 14:30. No Other vaccine in four weeks. On 14Jan2021 09:30 AM, patient woke up the next morning with chest pain, tachycardia, body ache, headache, bleeding. Symptoms lasted from Thursday to Monday. A total of 5 days. Patient have never suffered from a headache and as of 20Jan2021, patient still had it. Every day got better and no longer have the other symptoms. The only other one is the gastro intestinal bleeding. Patient only see few spots of blood when go to the bathroom. She believed that is gastrointestinal because almost never had a period as a teen. No treatment received. Not tested covid post vaccination. Outcome of "Bleeding", "Gastrointestinal bleeding" was not recovered, of "headache" was recovering, of other events was recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events haemorrhage and gastrointestinal haemorrhage cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

997228 01/13/2021 02/03/2021 TX 53.0 M Syncope/a complete syncopal episode while standing.  Then a 2nd one on return; unconscious approximately 30 seconds each time; chills; fatigue; muscle aches; joint aches; headaches; extreme dizziness and nausea; extreme dizziness and nausea; injure a knee when my legs pretzeled on the 2nd syncopal episode.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported for self that the 53-year-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (COVID-19 Pfizer/Biontech, Lot#: EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 11:00 AM on Left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included Controlled hypertension and known allergies: Hypersensitive to narcotics. Concomitant medications included Amlodipine, Irbesartan and Atoravastin. The patient previously took first dose of BNT162B2 (COVID-19 Pfizer/Biontech, Lot#: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Dec2020 11:00 AM on Left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Facility type Vaccine was Hospital. No Other vaccine in four weeks. The patient experienced Syncope. He had the most common severe reactions (chillls, fatigue, muscle aches, joint aches, headaches). But when he walked to bathroom, he had extreme dizziness and nausea, then a complete syncopal episode while standing. Then a 2nd one on return. His wife said he was unconscious approximately 30 seconds each time. EMS was called but refused transport since ERs full. The patient did also injure a knee when his legs pretzeled on the 2nd syncopal episode. The events started from 16Jan2021 01:30 AM. The outcome of th events was recovered. No treatment received. No Covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination.

997230 12/18/2020 02/03/2021 NM 49.0 F Vasovagal reaction; allergic reaction to vaccine; became lightheaded, dizzy; mildly short of breath; developed a headache/onset 6 out of 10 left-sided frontal headache; chest tightness; room is spinning around her however does not feel that she is presyncopal; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 49-year-old female patient received her first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 reported as PFIZER COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EJ1685; expiration date: unknown), intramuscular left arm on 18Dec2020 20:00 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included wheezing, hypertension, hyperlipidaemia and non-insulin-dependent diabetes. She was not diagnosed with Covid prior to vaccination. The patient has no known allergies. It was unknown if the patient was pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication included salbutamol sulfate (ALBUTEROL) for wheezing, fluticasone propionate (FLOVENT HFA), hydrochlorothiazide, losartan potassium (LOSARTAN HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE ACTAVIS), pravastatin, colecalciferol (VIT D3), colecalciferol (VITAMIN D3 1000), latanoprost and metformin. The patient did not receive other vaccine in the last four weeks. On 18Dec2020, the patient reported that she received her first Covid 19 vaccination shot in a hospital and shortly thereafter became lightheaded, dizzy, mildly short of breath, and developed a headache. She further reported that her symptoms occurred approximately 10 to 15 minutes (reported onset time of 08:00 PM) after receiving the shot and started after she walked a short distance and then sat down when she became mildly short of breath, had one episode of chest tightness that since resolved. She also had acute onset 6 out of 10 left-sided frontal headache that has stayed constant since onset. She feels that the room is spinning around her however does not feel that she is presyncopal. The impression was vasovagal reaction with mild allergic reaction to vaccine. The adverse events resulted in an emergency room/department or urgent care visit and treatment was received for the adverse events which included ketorolac 15mg x 1 dose, meclizine 25mg x 1 dose, NaCl 1,000 mL bolus. The patient was not COVID tested post vaccination. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unspecified date.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the possible contribution of suspect vaccine BNT162B2 to the events cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

997231 02/03/2021 MO F Double ear infection; Mild bronchitis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via the Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: 002191), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient received her first dose of the vaccine and is scheduled for her second dose on Friday (unspecified date). On an unspecified date, the patient was diagnosed with a double ear infection and mild bronchitis and was given penicillin in shot form and is on a Z-Pak. The patient asked if it okay that she gets her second dose as scheduled or if she needs to wait until she is done with her antibiotics. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

997233 01/19/2021 02/03/2021 HI 54.0 M tunnel vision; little woosy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for himself.  A 54-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL8982) in left arm on 19Jan2021 08:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included shellfish allergy, asthma and high cholesterol; all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included simvastatin. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was in the hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient experienced events as stated, "like I was seeing tunnel vision and a little woosy" on 19Jan2021 13:00. No treatment was given to the patient for the events. The outcome of  the events was recovered on unspecified date. The events were considered non serious as it did not result in death, was not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, were not disabling/Incapacitating and were not a congenital anomaly/birth defect.

997234 01/18/2021 02/03/2021 ME 53.0 F Chest tightness; wheezing; wheezing; throat swelling; tongue tingling; lip numbness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 53-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL3302), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 18Jan2021 17:15 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hypertension (HTN) and asthma, both from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. There were no concomitant medications. Historical vaccine included first dose of PFIZER BIONTECH COVID 19 VACCINE on 28Dec2020 at 01:15 PM (lot number: EL1284) in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization given when the patient was 53 years old. The patient did not receive any other vaccine in four weeks prior to covid vaccine. She had known allergies which were not specified. She was not pregnant. The patient experienced chest tightness, wheezing, throat swelling, tongue tingling and lip numbness, all on 18Jan2021 at 05:45 PM with outcome of recovering. The events resulted to Emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment received for all events included DECADRON and Benadryl script for Epipen. The patient had no covid prior vaccination. She was tested for covid post vaccination through nasal swab on 20Jan2021 with pending result.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of chest tightness, wheezing, throat swelling, tongue tingling and lip numbness  due to temporal relationship.  However,  the chest tightness, wheezing may possibly be associated with the patient's history of asthma. There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including chest x-ray and pulmonary function tests, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

997236 01/09/2021 02/03/2021 FL F she couldn't walk, clarifying that her legs were almost paralyzed feeling, and she couldn't get a walking gate on her legs; Immediate reaction "breathy"; from the injection site of the COVID-19 Vaccine, she immediately felt heat go down her arms and legs; she said she had "chemo shakes", clarifying she had a kind of shivering or uncontrolled shakes; she said she had "chemo shakes", clarifying she had a kind of shivering or uncontrolled shakes; she had loose bowels/bowel movements were not liquid, but the bowel movements were not normal; exhausted/feels worn out; flushing in her face; her face feels hot/warm in her chest; her nose and cheeks get a sunburn heat feeling, and the heat feeling is on and off/Feels like she has a sulfur burn on her face; her skin on her arms and legs starts to feel prickly when she has the heat feeling on her nose and cheeks; bitter taste in her mouth; her blood pressure goes up/her blood pressure was like 138 or 142 over 72; having a temperature of 99, and then the temperature starts to spike; nervous; sensitivity she is having to the COVID-19 Vaccine; Enlarged lymph nodes in her neck/attacking her lymph nodes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 74-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration in the arm, left upper on 09Jan2021 11:45 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL) from 2008, allergic to sulfur, chemo, doesn't have a spleen because she had a bad accident 25 years ago (unspecified date in 1996). Concomitant medication included ibrutinib (IMBRUVICA) for CLL. She has been taking IMBRUVICA, but not consistently. She said she doesn't take it when she is feeling good because IMBRUVICA has side effects. The patient had intolerance to ciprofloxacin (CIPRO). There were no additional vaccines administered on same date of BNT162B2. The patient white blood cell count is 68000 and a normal white blood cell count is 10000. She said all her other blood work is very good. She said if she takes IMBRUVICA her white blood cell count goes down to 30000. She said IMBRUVICA will initially quadruple her white blood cell count before the IMBRUVICA will make her white blood cell count go down. She said she is mostly on the IMBRUVICA. She said if she tries to go off IMBRUVICA her White Blood Cell count goes up. The patient is calling about the Pfizer COVID19 Vaccine. She received the first dose of vaccine 09Jan2021, and the patient had an immediate reaction "breathy". She said she had a reaction right when she got the COVID-19 Vaccine, and now it is the 11th day already and she is beside herself. The patient reported that on 09Jan2021 from the injection site of the COVID-19 Vaccine, she immediately felt heat go down her arms and legs. She said she was told to go sit for a while, and that what she was experiencing would pass. She said what she experienced didn't pass. She said she got "chemo shakes", clarifying she had a kind of shivering or uncontrolled shakes. Reported she had to go to the bathroom 3 times while she was waiting for her side effects to improve. She clarified she had loose bowels. She said her bowels were good after the 1st week of receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine, but yesterday or 2 days ago, she had loose bowel movements. She said the bowel movements were not liquid, but the bowel movements were not normal. She had stayed at the vaccination facility site for over an hour after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. She said she couldn't walk, clarifying that her legs were almost paralyzed feeling, and she couldn't get a walking gate on her legs. She said after waiting for over an hour after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine, she was exhausted and went home. Reported it took her at least 3 hours before some of her side effects started to go away. She said she is not finished with her side effects, saying it has been 11 days since she received the COVID-19 Vaccine, and she is still suffering. All events happened on 09Jan2021.She has CLL, clarifying she has Leukemia. On unspecified date in Jan2021, she found lumps (clarified as enlarged lymph nodes) under her neck 4 days after she stopped taking IMBRUVICA. She said the enlarged lymph nodes started to come back on her neck sooner than she expected. She clarified if she stops taking IMBRUVICA in preparation for a dental visit, she can be off of IMBRUVICA for 2 weeks and not have enlarged lymph nodes come back on her neck like after getting the COVID-19 Vaccine. She said the COVID-19 Vaccine is attacking her lymph nodes. She said she doesn't like mixing 2 medications (IMBRUVICA and COVID-19 Vaccine), but will have to go back on the IMBRUVICA, and hope her enlarged lymph nodes will go down. She said her cancer doctor told her not to take IMBRUVICA until she was feeling better. She clarified that IMBRUVICA is not a chemo medication. She said the last time she had chemo was when she had spiked in 2015 and had 4 chemo treatments. Also, it was reported that on 09Jan2021, she has flushing in her face, and her face feels hot, her nose and cheeks get a sunburn heat feeling, and the heat feeling is on and off, her skin on her arms and legs starts to feel prickly when she has the heat feeling on her nose and cheeks. As treatment, her cancer doctor told her to take Benadryl, she clarified she is taking Children's Benadryl, Cherry flavored. She said she has no idea how much Children's Benadryl she should be taking. She is taking Pedialyte and a (Pharmacy name) version of Pedialyte because she felt her whole system is off. She stated she has had no temperature, and her vitals were good, but yesterday on unspecified date in Jan2021, she got flushed, she gets nervous, and her blood pressure goes up. She said her blood pressure was like 138 or 142 over 72. She clarified her blood pressure was really good the first week after receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine (Jan2021). Reported her body feels like she went through something. She said her cancer doctor told her not to take the second COVID19 Vaccine dose. She said her cancer doctor recommended she get the COVID-19 Vaccine because all her blood work looked good before she got the first COVID-19 Vaccine dose. she doesn't have a spleen because she had a bad accident 25 years ago. She said maybe her not having a spleen creates the sensitivity she is having to the COVID-19 Vaccine (onset date in Jan2021). She said she doesn't get the flu vaccine. She said she looked at the papers she was given when she got the COVID-19 Vaccine and wanted to notify Pfizer and see if she could get some help as to what she should do. She said she asked her cancer doctor what she should do, and he told her he is not an expert. She said she has had every side effect listed on the COVID-19 Vaccine paperwork, but she doesn't have the blushing on her face that was listed on the paperwork. She said Pfizer should have a hotline for people to check in. She said she wants to know that she is doing the 
right thing, and that the COVID-19 Vaccine is not killing her. She asked if she is getting blood work in 3 weeks, will the blood work show if she has antibodies from the COVID-19 Vaccine. She was offered transfer to Pfizer Medical Information for further assistance. She forgot to mention that as soon as she got the COVID-19 Vaccine, she had a bitter taste in her mouth on 09Jan2021. She said when she starts getting hot in her cheeks, the bitter taste comes back in her mouth. Reported usually by 4:00PM she starts getting the heat in her face, but no temperature. She said she feels like she has a temperature now, clarifying it is like having a temperature of 99, and then the temperature starts to spike on unspecified date in Jan2021. She said if she did have a high temperature, she would put herself in the hospital immediately. She said she is sometimes warm in her chest, when she is having the feeling of a temperature spike. Reported she feels worn out. She said it is not like being tired where you go to sleep and wake up feeling better. She said her body is out of sync. She said it is like the body goes through shock and is trying to get back into balance. She called the specialty pharmacist to see if there was anything in the COVID-19 Vaccine that could interact with the IMBRUVICA. She said the specialty pharmacist told her there is nothing interactive with the COVID-19 Vaccine because the COVID-19 Vaccine is not a live vaccination. Reported she is allergic to sulfur. She said she feels like she has a sulfur burn on her face, if she didn't have the heat on her face too. She said the enlarged lymph nodes on her neck below her chin are very stressful. She said every side effect listed on the COVID-19 Vaccine paperwork; she has. She said the COVID-19 Vaccine paperwork mentioned lymph nodes. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the following events: she couldn't walk, clarifying that her legs were almost paralyzed feeling, and she couldn't get a walking gate on her legs; immediate reaction "breathy"; from the injection site of the covid-19 vaccine, she immediately felt heat go down her arms and legs; she said she had "chemo shakes", clarifying she had a kind of shivering or uncontrolled shakes; she had loose bowels/bowel movements were not liquid, but the bowel movements were not normal; exhausted/feels worn out; enlarged lymph nodes in her neck/attacking her lymph nodes; flushing in her face; her face feels hot/warm in her chest; her nose and cheeks get a sunburn heat feeling, and the heat feeling is on and off/feels like she has a sulfur burn on her face; her skin on her arms and legs starts to feel prickly when she has the heat feeling on her nose and cheeks; having a temperature of 99, and then the temperature starts to spike. The outcome of the events Immediate reaction "breathy", nervous, sensitivity she is having to the COVID-19 Vaccine, her blood pressure goes up/her blood pressure was like 138 or 142 over 72, having a temperature of 99, and then the temperature starts to spike was unknown. The events she couldn't walk, clarifying that her legs were almost paralyzed feeling, and she couldn't get a walking gate on her legs and "chemo shakes", clarifying she had a kind of shivering or uncontrolled shakes recovered on 09Jan2021. The outcome of the remaining events was not recovered.

997238 01/19/2021 02/03/2021 CA 40.0 F tip of nose still funny feeling; Slight dry cough; clearing throat; hoarse voice; pins and needles on face; numb face; Red spots on nose and legs; mottled leg color but looked like a flat rash; mottled leg color but looked like a flat rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 40-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received second dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Lot Number EL1283 and Expiration Date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 19Jan2021 07:15 PM (vaccine location: Right arm) at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Previous vaccine included first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Lot Number EJ1685 and Expiration Date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 11:30 AM (vaccine location: Left arm) at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history included asthma, chronic migraines from neck injury, increased weight, known allergies to Reglan. No covid prior vaccination. The concomitant medications was reported as pregabalin (LYRICA), cefixime (FLEXERIL), sertraline hydrochloride (ZOLOFT), omeprazole (PROTONIX), sumatriptan succinate (IMITREX).On 19Jan2021 08:00 PM, patient experienced pins and needles on face. Then numb face. Red spots on nose and legs. Then mottled leg color but looked like a flat rash. Next day (20Jan2021) tip of nose still funny feeling. Spots remain. Slight dry cough, clearing throat, hoarse voice. Events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment information included IV fluid, Benadryl, pepcid, steroids.The outcome of events was recovering after treatment given.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

997239 01/12/2021 02/03/2021 NC M Inflammatory fasciitis; cervical lymph nodes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for another physician (Orthopedic surgeon).   A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number and expiry date not provided) on 12Jan2021 in left arm via an unspecified route of administration at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It's unknown if the patient had any known allergies. It's not provided if the patient had had COVID prior the vaccination or had every tested post the vaccination. The patient received the second dose of the vaccine on 12Jan2021 Tuesday and by Thursday 14Jan2021 he experienced severe left upper girdle pain in her shoulder and neck. Eventually he was admitted to the hospital for four days for pain management and a workup which yielded a diagnosis of inflammatory fasciitis. This was considered as an unusual post vaccine response. The patient was worried as he didn't know how transient or permanent this condition would be. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) on an unspecified date showed cervical lymph nodes and reports of lymphadenopathy from the clinical trial were discussed. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of event Fasciitis cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 4

997241 01/18/2021 02/03/2021 AL 56.0 F syncopal event; unable to move; increased respiratory rate; severe pain radiating from neck throughout body; unable to turn head; generalized weakness; hypotension; shortness of breath; unable to speak; chills; diaphoresis; severe pain radiating from neck throughout body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 56-year-old non-pregnant female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number: EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Jan2021 10:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies: Sulfa, shellfish. Concomitant medication included celecoxib (CELEXA), levocetirizine dihydrochloride (XYZAL), acetaminophen, ibuprofen, naproxen sodium. There were no other vaccines received in four weeks. The patient did not have Covid tested post vaccination. Upon awakening early morning after injection on 19Jan2021 04:00, the patient had severe pain radiating from neck throughout body, unable to turn head, generalized weakness, syncopal event, hypotension, increased respiratory rate, shortness of breath, unable to speak, unable to move, chills, diaphoresis, emergent to emergency department, received Intravenous NS bolus as treatment. Electrocardiogram (EKG), BMP, complete blood count (CBC), labs were Within Normal Limit on 19Jan2021, discharged home, slept all day. Feeling much better second day after injection. The reported events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of unable to move, syncopal event, increased respiratory rate, severe pain radiating from neck throughout body, unable to turn head, generalized weakness, hypotension, shortness of breath, unable to speak, chills, diaphoresis. The outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

997281 01/29/2021 02/03/2021 PR 52.0 52 F At the moment of the vaccination it didn't have any incidents, but during the night she touched her left arm and feeled a bump (inflammation, edema on the injection site) at the next day she continue to have the edema and redness area. After these days I continued noticing her arm hot to touch and the edema.

997519 01/04/2021 02/03/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

997520 01/04/2021 02/03/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

997521 01/04/2021 02/03/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

997522 01/04/2021 02/03/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

997523 01/04/2021 02/03/2021 CA U Administered vials that were exposed to room temperature for more than 12 hours; A spontaneous report was received from an employee and a physician concerning a patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, a freezer containing a vial of mRNA-1273 failed.  At 1:11 A.M. the vial experienced a temperature excursion, exceeding 8 degrees Celsius. Over time the dose thawed and reached room temperature.  On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and was administered with product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, administered with product that was exposed to room  temperature for more than twelve hours, was resolved on 04 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown gender and age who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product that was exposed to room temperature for more than twelve hours without any associated adverse events.

997524 12/17/2020 02/03/2021 GA 64.0 F muscle swelling; welts/hives; muscle pain; eyes swelling; tongue swelling; shut throat; blood pressure elevated; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (Patient). A 64-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: eh9899, expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 15:15 at single dose on right arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included heart disease from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. No Known allergies to the patient currently. The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medication in two weeks included Rosuvastatin. The patient received the vaccine in hospital. No other vaccine administered in four weeks. The patient experienced muscle swelling, welts/hives, muscle pain, eyes swelling, shut throat/tongue swelling, and blood pressure elevated hospitalization continued symptoms now for 35 days. All adverse events (AEs) started on 17Dec2020. AEs resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care and Hospitalization for two days. Patient received treatment (medications, IV's EKG many test) for AEs. No COVID prior vaccination. Patient did COVID tested post vaccination, COVID test post vaccination included Nasal Swab on 02Jan2021 with result of Negative. The outcome of events was not recovered.Y 2

997525 01/04/2021 02/03/2021 M Pneumonia; scan showed infiltration in the lungs; coughing; absolute eosinophils were high 22.2 and came down to 4.8 now; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (wife). An 81-years-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 04Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation.  Medical history included Running nose from 01Jan2021.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received Covid vaccine on the 04Jan2021. She stated on 01Jan2021 he had running nose, had negative covid test so was given the Covid vaccine. She said 7 days after the first dose on 11Jan2021, he had pneumonia, was in the hospital, scan showed infiltration in the lungs, coughing. He was on the antibiotics and prednisone. The absolute eosinophils were high 22.2 and came down to 4.8 now. She wanted to know if that was an allergic reaction to the vaccine.   No follow up attempts are possible. Information about Lot and batch number could not be obtained.Y

997526 01/19/2021 02/03/2021 OH 37.0 M it was so faint; he checked his temperature, it was 100.3; Body aches; aching in hips; Chills; little mild headache; arm started hurting/his arm was so sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 37-year-old male patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3249), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 19Jan2021 16:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient on 19Jan2021 at about 4:00PM, got his first dose of vaccine, later clarified as COVID vaccine, and he was very energetic last night, he didn't feel the medicine going in, but today (20Jan2021), the more he was up, the worse he felt, and he checked his temperature, it was 100.3, and his employer said to not come in today, he knew can't get the virus from the vaccine, but this was not a side effect listed on the sheet. He had body aches, his arm, he can't hardly lift it, and last night he was so energetic and felt great, but his arm was so sore throughout the night, it woke him up, and he was aching in hips/aches primarily in his hips, he has hip issues, but was achy in that area. He was also starting to get a little mild headache, it was so faint right now, his symptoms came along the longer he was up, the more he was experiencing things. Primary care doctor's information declined, stated he didn't have one, he moved to another state, and didn't have one yet. Workplace said not to come if temperature was 100.4, but it's so borderline, so they said to stay home. Outcome: he had checked 4 times, and it kept saying 100.3. Overnight, his arm started hurting, but he got up today, and had chills and body aches. His arm was not hurting if he moved his arm, but other than that, he felt like something was there, but didn't ache or anything. The outcome of events faint, chills and headache was unknown, for events temperature was 100.3, body aches, arm hurting, and aching in hips was not recovered.

997531 02/03/2021 50.0 M Narrative: Patient is a 49 year old man with past medical history of hypertension and kidney stones who presented with a chief complaint of word finding difficulties and slurred speech. Patient was last seen normal at 1230 pm on 1/21/2021. He got his covid vaccine and shortly after he developed a headache that was on both sides of his head. Felt like 8/10 pain. He then had difficulty with speaking - he didn't know what word to say so he would make a noise. He was on the phone, and that person recommended that he come to the ED to get evaluated.In the ED, a stroke code was called. BP 169/97. NIHSS 0. A CT non con did not show any acute bleed or any signs of a stroke. After the stoke code was ended, the patient has a headache severity 1/10 and did not have any word finding difficulties. Patient was non focal by the time that the stroke code was ended. In the setting of hypertension, a blood pressure of 169/97 on admission and fluctuating symptoms, most concerning on the differential is a TIA. Given his risk factors and episodic presentation, he will need to be worked up for a stroke. The differential also includes post-vaccination reaction vs complex migraine.Y

997546 01/02/2021 02/03/2021 FL 72.0 72 M Jan 2, 2021 patient received his first dose of the Monderna Vaccine at the County Health Department. He woke up on Janurary 3rd with a bloated somach, severe pain and nausea. He was in the ER at 6:00 am. diagnosed with acute pancreatititis (he did not drink alchol) He conditon declined during the month of Januray as he remained in he hospital gradually being moved to higer levels of care. On January 28 he endured open surgery to remove the gallbladder. On Januray 29 he passed.   Doctors belive only slight chance his condition was caused by vaccine.Y 26

997550 01/27/2021 02/03/2021 MA 54.0 54 F First three days was just muscle soreness and fatigue.  On day 4 I started having tight chest and SOB while snowshoeing, which I did not have the day before on same activity.  That night I woke up with SOB and tightness in my chest and severe pain in area of my heart.  I could not lay on my left side.  It seemed like I was having heart attack symptoms.  Barley slept but upon waking my heart rate was 94 and the pain remained in LT Axilla area.  Took it easy for day and that night again had trouble sleeping, SOB but not as bad.  Woke up with excrutiating pain radiating up the base of my RT skull.  Was concerned about blood clot potential??  Had SOB when walking up stairs.  My throat hurt when bending over, as if my esophagus was crushing.  Friends said my face looked puffy and I felt bloated.  Landed up reporting to ER at the Hospital on Monday, Feb. 1st as directed by my PCP.  Hospital was told I had just had 2nd dose of vaccine, but did not think it was related.  I will mention all tests below, but upon arriving home on Feb. 2nd, I discovered a rash breaking out on underside of my LT upper arm, LT inner thigh and LT lower leg.Y 1

997567 01/28/2021 02/03/2021 VA 77.0 77 F Pt. rptd. on 02/01/2021 having severe body aches, fatigue, inability to taste, (R) arm achy swollen & red "looked like bite mark", & itchy rash allover body Pt. declined injection of solumedrol benadryl or treatment. Wrote script for hydroxyzine 10mg tab, po, 1tab TID, prn. Tylenol (acetaminophen) 500mg 2tab po q8hrs prn. for body aches. Called 02/02/2021 to check on pt and no answer. Left vm.

997581 01/27/2021 02/03/2021 84.0 84 F The next morning after the vaccine she reports multiple episodes of emesis and feeling "crappy" Y

997584 01/27/2021 02/03/2021 TX 98.0 98 M STROKE, ABDOMINAL ANEURYSM, FATIGUE, VOMITING, FALL, HEADACHE, BODY ACHE Y Y

997595 01/06/2021 02/03/2021 TX 76.0 76 F SHORTNESS OF BREATH, LOW O2 STATS Y

997613 02/03/2021 02/03/2021 OH 58.0 58 M Patient is a 58-year-old male with above-mentioned comorbidities presented with feeling hot and faint.  Patient was found to have A. fib with RVR which was new onset received IV Cardizem.  Patient was kept on telemetry serial cardiac enzymes were negative for acute coronary syndrome.  Echo done showed an ejection fraction of 58%.  Cardiology evaluation was done by Dr.  Cardiology did not recommend any long-term anticoagulation, recommended outpatient follow-up and possible Holter monitor.  Patient reverted to normal sinus rhythm) clinically stable.  Patient was cleared for discharge per cardiology.Y 3

997687 01/03/2021 02/03/2021 MA 41.0 41 F On 1/30/2021, I developed a mild headache followed by an acute change in my vision.  I went to  the emergency room 24 hours later after the symptoms had not resolved and was found to have a left superior quadrantanopia and a 2.3cm x 1.9cm hemorrhage in my right occipital lobe. I was admitted to hopsital and discharged today 2/3/2021.   My headache has resolved but I continue to have a visual field deficit.  I had been scheduled to receive the second dose of Moderna on 2/1/2021 but was unable to receive it due to my hospitalization.Y 3

997693 01/14/2021 02/03/2021 NY 55.0 55 F Received 2nd vaccine on 1/14/21 on 1/15/21 was sick with flu like symptoms and pain in both legs for 5 days was seen by doctor who did covid test came back negative. After 5 days flu like symptoms some what resolved but leg pain continued. Hard to walk and painful. Seen doctors 2 more times when they finally did bloodwork and sent her for admission to hospital. They have done Bloodwork, MRI's and they are all coming back normal but still have leg pain, cant bend toes or touch leg. Been out of work since.Y 6

997716 01/20/2021 02/03/2021 NE 78.0 78 F Blister formed in vaginal area. Broke open. Rash developed along right buttock. Burning. Slightly itchy. Symptoms started on 1/25/21. Used Calamine lotion. Presented to clinic on 2/1/21. Diagnosed with Shingles. Started on Valtrex 1gram.three times a day x 7 days02/03/2021

997740 01/07/2021 02/03/2021 OH 59.0 59 F 45 minutes aFTer vaccination starTed nausea/dizziness, Quickly escalated to vomiting, Hyperventilating, increased B/P 200+/130+, decreased Responsiveness, tunnel vision, pin point pupils and no response to verbal and tactile cues For about 10 minutes. Transported to Hospital. Have Residual HTN.01/26/2021 Y Y

997741 12/23/2020 02/03/2021 KY 46.0 46 F Localized reaction with surrounding erythema & warmth at injection site (Right deltoid) x 2 weeks Symptoms: itching at site, redness & warmth, no pain

997743 02/01/2021 02/03/2021 KS 50.0 50 M Client phoned with concerns of chest tightness and "just didn't feel right." Client has past med hx of a MI. Nurse was unable to establish date of previous MI Y

997798 01/31/2021 02/03/2021 80.0 80 M COPD exacerbation; SOB (shortness of breath); Shortness of breath; Suspected COVID-19 virus infection Y

997830 01/31/2021 02/03/2021 79.0 79 M Chest pain; Chest pain; Chest pain, unspecified type; Pleural effusion on left Y

997856 01/31/2021 02/03/2021 91.0 91 F Chest pain; Dehydration; Elevated troponin; Encephalopathy, metabolic; Hypernatremia; Troponin I above reference range; Uremia; Weak; Weakness Y

997877 01/31/2021 02/03/2021 90.0 90 M AS (aortic stenosis); Cardiac syncope; Pancytopenia; Severe aortic valve stenosis; Symptomatic anemia; Syncope; Syncope, unspecified syncope type Y

997900 01/30/2021 02/03/2021 NC 67.0 67 F odd smell at onset of shot-lasted 14hrs. Other SX started @3pm. In sequence - fatigue, sweat, clammy, myalgia, headache, short of breath w/cough, rash on other arm & chest, upper GI pain, diarrhea, injection site hard & warm, joint & bone pain. O2=90%  Fatigue lasted longest Severe myalgia head to toe next longest 14hr.

997905 01/27/2021 02/03/2021 TX 68.0 M Loss of consciousness, seizure, Fatigue, body aches, soreness at injection site, feveR

997907 01/21/2021 02/03/2021 NY 22.0 22 F One day after the vaccine, I had a horrible sore throat, body aches, joint pain, lymph node swelling under left axilla and left side of throat. Also runny nose, Fatigue and headaches. This only lasted 1 day. I felt better on day 3, after the vaccine.

997908 01/20/2021 02/03/2021 NY 41.0 41 F Red, Hot, swollen arm @ injection site, temp 100.9, fatigue

997909 01/25/2021 02/03/2021 66.0 65 M Headache, Mylagia, Chills Narrative:

997910 01/06/2021 02/03/2021 TX 35.0 35 F After receiving the vaccine patient stated that felt warm and shot of Breath Her O2 Metered 100%. She self administered her antianxiety medication (She carry it with her) and went home with no further report of consequence. Today 2/3/21 She declined 2nd dose of Moderna COVID 19 vaccine

997911 02/01/2021 02/03/2021 74.0 73 M Narrative:  Patient received Moderna COVID-19 vaccine via drive thru clinic. The patient was in his vehicle with his wife, when he became diaphoretic and passed out for a couple minutes. Rapid response was called. Patient was removed from the vehicle. He was becoming obtunded and was placed on the pavement. 911 was called. He was given EpiPen at 10:41. His vital signs at 1042 were: saturation 98% on room air, pulse 59, blood pressure 138/80. Patient received Solu-Medrol 125 mg IM a couple of minutes after EpiPen. After the EpiPen the patient became more alert, denied shortness of breath or wheezing, he was nauseated without vomiting. His saturation at that point dropped to 88% on room air, he was started on oxygen with nonrebreather mask. Rescue truck arrived at approximately 1047, and the patient was taken to emergency room. Discharged same day.Y

997912 01/28/2021 02/03/2021 83.0 82 M Narrative:  Patient is 82 years old with cardiovascular disease and fell when bending over to pick something up. Therefore, it is not clear if fall was caused by these risk factors or by the vaccine. However, he had complained of weakness prior to this episode. Y

997913 01/28/2021 02/03/2021 VA 77.0 77 F Approximately 1hr post injection pt rptd. N/V + D X3 episodes. Zofran 4mg po for nausea Imodium 1tab po for diarrhea F/U with Pt 01/29/2021 all symptoms resolved Pt. also had a salad which she attributes to the cause of symptoms, on her f/u appt on 01/29/2021.

997914 02/03/2021 VA 58.0 F Office Mngr noticed hives on forehead + neck, chest. Took 3 Allavert Allergy ODT tab, drove home, took Benadryl 50mg + Prednisone 60mg. Severe fatigue Friday Sat + Sun, (01/29 - 01/31/2021), restless, irritable, achy all over, warm + pain @ injection site, + headache  Made my PCP aware. Refill from him on Prednisone always have to premedicate with Benadryl + Prednisone Took 40mg Prednisone 01/30/2021 Took 20mg Prednisone 01/31/2021 Took 20mg Prednisone 02/01/2021 Continue with fatigue + dry hacy cough. (-) Rapid COVID test 02/02/2021 per CDC req'mts for Longterm care facilities

997915 01/28/2021 02/03/2021 VA 86.0 86 F Pt rpts h.a., dizziness, nausea, + diarrhea fatigue onset 01/31/2021, progressively worse today. Denies rash/hives SOB, diaphoresis, dysphagia, itching confusion, memory loss, wheezing

997967 01/29/2021 02/03/2021 PA 45.0 45 F Pt. presented for her second dose of Covid vaccine and denied having reaction to her first dose.  Pt. was vaccinated at 7:22 am and was checked on at 7:45 am, when she indicated a tightness in her chest and throat.  First response was called and at 7:48 Benadryl 25mg IM was given and at 7:50 a dose of epi 0.3 sq was provided and pt. was transfered to the ED by Wheelchair.   Presented in ED essentially asymptomatic by time she arrived to ED per ED physician.   She was given 10 mg Dexamethasone 10 mg IV, Benadryl 50 mg IV, Famotidine 20 Mg IV in the ED.  Pt.  discharged from ED at 10:42 am the same day.  After discharge on 1/29/2021, the patient continued to have symptoms.  On 2/2/21 12:44 pm called Covid Medical Command c/o 8/10 mid sternal CP radiating to her back.  Also complaining of chest heaviness, advised by Dr. to seek care at the ED.   Pt. arrived at the ED at 13:02 and was being worked up for chest pain worsening when taking deep breaths.  The pain started yesterday and was worsened at work.  Also c/o felling fatigue and chills.   Pt. given keteolorac 30mg and Lidocaine patch.   Additional pain medication of morphine was given.   Worked up for PE with CT of chest.  R/O ACS in the ED.  CP was found to be reproducible and she was diagnosed with chest wall pain.  Still has chest discomfort 2/3/21, but feels able to return to work.Y

997973 01/29/2021 02/03/2021 CA 73.0 73 F Received vaccine at 1100 on 1/29/21. No symptoms noted during 30 minute post-vaccine observation period. Symptom onset at 0300 on 1/30/21 (16 hours after vaccine administration). Symptoms included chest pain, dyspnea on exertion, weakness, nausea/vomiting, decreased appetite, and diarrhea. Patient presented to Medical Center Emergency Department around 1130 on 2/1/21. Found to have NSTEMI 2/2 Takotsubo's cardiomyopathy with acute congestive heart failure. (of note,  coronary angiography in 11/20 showed no coronary artery disease). Patient has never had a reaction to a vaccine or component despite receiving many vaccines due to extensive travel history.Y Y

997975 01/20/2021 02/03/2021 FL 33.0 33 F elevated temp, flushed face, shaking, c/o being cold, shivering- assessed by physician and transferred to ER Y 4

998000 01/20/2021 02/03/2021 MA 40.0 40 F Ten minutes after vaccine became dizzy, diaphoretic, tachycardiac and hypertensive.  Felt better went home started vomiting With dizziness. Went to ER. Admitted for 3 days. Still suffering from dizziness and under care of ENT doctor being treated now for BPPV Y 3

998009 01/16/2021 02/03/2021 NJ 44.0 44 F Patient admitted with HSV encephalitis with non-convulsive status epilepticus on 1/30/21 Y 5

998022 01/26/2021 02/03/2021 CA 77.0 77 F Left deltoid IM injection on 1/26/21 Left upper extremity swelling on 1/28/21 Presented to clinic on 2/2/21 and was found to have an acute LUE DVT and an acute PE on CTA chest Y

998062 12/26/2020 02/03/2021 MI 66.0 66 M Tinnitus and diminished hearing onset 12/27/2020.  Symptoms less evident, but still persisting as of the date of report.

998074 12/28/2020 02/03/2021 66.0 65 F injection site pain, induration that remains 1/6/2021 Narrative: Reported office to evaluation of pain at injection site that started 12/29/2020 and is still present 1/6/2021. Mild tenderness at left deltoid injection site with erythemia, warm to touch.

998079 01/31/2021 02/03/2021 90.0 90 M Abnormal chest x-ray; Altered mental status, unspecified altered mental status type; Arrhythmia; Bradycardia; CHF (congestive heart failure); Cardiac arrhythmia, unspecified cardiac arrhythmia type; Essential hypertension; Heart failure with preserved ejection fraction, unspecified HF chronicity; Hypothermia, initial encounter; Pneumonia of right middle lobe due to infectious organism; Right middle lobe pneumoniaY

998108 01/31/2021 02/03/2021 74.0 74 M Acute on chronic systolic heart failure; Atrial fibrillation with RVR; CHF (congestive heart failure); Essential hypertension; Hyperlipidemia, unspecified hyperlipidemia type; NSTEMI (non-ST elevated myocardial infarction); New onset a-fib Y

998123 01/28/2021 02/03/2021 AZ 79.0 79 F Severe vertigo; pressure in the ears; eye nystagmus drastically worsened; Strong intense pressure in the head (not a headache); Fatigue

998152 01/26/2021 02/03/2021 VA 78.0 78 M Patient presented to hospital with 1 day of extreme lethargy 2 days after receiving the Moderna COVId-19 vaccine. Patient had Mohs surgery on a L forearm lesion with cryotherapy to scalp on 27 Jan. He went to daycare problem on 28 Jan, in normal state of health. upon return, patient felt warm and had difficulty standing out of car. Wife let him rest on a chair in the kitchen and found him on the floor in the morning, for a unknown amount of time, unwitnessed descent to floor.Y 5

998181 01/27/2021 02/03/2021 TX 50.0 50 F On February 2 I went to the ED with an appendicitis, had to have an appendectomy.  I did have significant symptoms the day after the vaccine.  HA, nausea, dizziness.  The nausea never resolved prior to going to the ED 5 days after the 2 vaccination Y 1

998224 01/25/2021 02/03/2021 IL 28.0 28 F Anaphylaxis.  Epi Pen given and ambulance called.  Given anaphylaxis cocktail in ER. 2:30pm:  Vaccine administered 3:30pm:  Headache & teeth ache which continued 7:00pm  asthmatic cough which continued throughout 11:00pm  fever and chills 9:00am  felt generally very ill--stomach pain (more anaphylactic type pain) 10:00am nausea, severe stomach pain, diarreaha, vomiting, lungs very tight, continued coughing 11:00am  excruciating stomach pain (stomach on fire)  Throat felt "thick", feeling faint, brain fog, dizzy  (These are my typical anaphylactic reactions) Epi pen administered & ambulance called Anaphylaxis symptoms returned in ER.   The pain was the worst since my bowel obstructions several years ago.Y

998242 01/23/2021 02/03/2021 NY 61.0 61 F Sudden total hearing loss, left ear; numbness in face and outer ear.

998245 01/13/2021 02/03/2021 IL 36.0 36 F On Saturday had nausea, vomiting started, and progressively lead to dizziness, shortness of breath, chest tightness, diarrhea, feeling of something stuck in her throat globus sensation, weakness.   She went to the ER on 1/18/21 they felt she had gastritis and gave her fluids, Zofran and COVID test which was negative, then they sent her home.  It continued where she could not eat, could not sleep, felt like she was going to die.  She ended up going back to the ER again on 1/23/21.  They did a CT scan, EKG, gave her IV fluids, flu and an antimotility agent for the nausea.   They did lab work to rule out other tests.  Did stool culture, blood work.  She got admitted over night, then she had endoscopy on 1/24/21 to rule out any issues with her throat since she felt like it was closing on her.  They said her esophagus looked fine, took biopsies.  All the tests that were done were negative, and sent her home on 1/24/21.  Then on Monday, 1/25/21 went to see a ENT specialist who also did a scope to loop down her throat to se if anything was blocked and felt that it was inflammation due to vomiting.  Advised to take Proton pump inhibitor to help with the acid reflux from the vomiting.  The GI doctor called on 1/26/21 showed some H-pylori, but did not know why she had that.  Was started on antibiotics for that.  She saw her PCP on 1/28/21, who did work up for celiac disease, thyroid scan/studies and all tests were negative as well.  Right now she is home and the plan is to wait it out and to see if she gets better over time.  She still having today 2/3/21 diarrhea, no appetite, cannot sleep, occasional chills, no fever, headache, chest tightness, nausea but is taking Zofran, still having the globus sensation in her throat.  States her "body is not well", weakness as well.Y 1

998275 12/31/2020 02/03/2021 NY 52.0 52 F It started with a fever of 99.8 (norm is 97.4). I had brain fog. really slow thoughts. I felt like my brain was in slow motion. Big time fatigue. I felt like I was carrying a truck. I also noticed with my MS I am wobbly but I can catch myself but I felt like it was getting much worse. I called my Dr. and she thinks that the vaccine caused a flare-up in my MS. She gave me a prednisone pack. the last dose of prednisone I took, I was still fatigued. I began using a walker because I couldn't walk safely. I noticed as I tried to get out of my car a few days later I was thrown backwards which caused me to land on my glasses which cut my face and resulted in stitches. I did test but my MS was not in an active flare but they said it could be in a flare because of the COVID vaccine. they couldn't give me medication because that medication causes heart spasms. I was denied by my insurance to go to rehab. I cant walk and I am currently in the hospital.Y 7

998291 01/28/2021 02/03/2021 AZ 24.0 24 F Pericarditis. Burning and stabbing pain in chest, pain shot down into left arm. Lasted days. Y 2

998300 01/25/2021 02/03/2021 IA 54.0 54 F Developed headache, fever and cough on 1/25 unable to come to work 1/26 and 1/17. Saw provider 1/28 was admitted to hospital with fever, pneumonia, dehydration, elevated d-dimer, headache and cough. Given IV fluids, antibiotics, steroids and nebulizers. Discharged home 1/30/2021.Y 3

998386 01/15/2021 02/03/2021 TX 39.0 39 M Bell's Palsy

998412 01/08/2021 02/03/2021 NJ 54.0 54 M Patient is noticed to have generalized weakness, holding his head towards right side, mild right facial puffiness with mild left facial droop, and sent to ER, on 1/22/21. Patient also had mild fever for the last two days and was on Tylenol, blood pressure also remained elevated moderately than the usual readings. Patient was admitted through ER for 2 days and was discharged on 1/24/21, with a diagnosis of possible TIA, Todd's paresis post seizure. Patient's CT head and MRI of brain was negative for acute stroke. Patient's left facial droop and right side facial puffiness resolved over a week but noticed to have right sided pronounced weakness with moderate swelling on right arm. Patient used to eat by himself,but now not able to do so and not able to hold cup in the right hand. Patient was again sent to ER for repeat CAT scan of head, further evaluation and management. Not sure if patient had an adverse reaction to Covid-19 vaccination, but definitely these symptoms were developed after 2 weeks of receiving Pfizer vaccination, which may be coincidental. Patient was followed up by the neurologist a week after the discharge from hospital who couldn't rule out adverse reaction of vaccination. Patient is awaiting for an EEG, carotid ultrasound and Echo as an out patient.Y

998416 01/08/2021 02/03/2021 ND 39.0 39 F Two tonic clonic seizures experienced 6&12 hours post chemotherapy (4 days post vaccine) regimen, cycle 2 of adriamycin and cytoxan Y 1

998422 01/30/2021 02/03/2021 TX 84.0 84 M patient developed progressive diffuse muscle weakness, altered mental status including excessive drowsiness, decreased oral intake starting on 1/31/2021.  Symptoms continued to worsen overnight and he was evaluated in the emergency room on 2/2/2021 and admitted with dehydration and altered mental status.  He was aggressively hydrated overnight, but showed persistent diffuse muscle weakness, altered mental status with decreased responsiveness progressing, but no focal neurological findings noted.  CT scan of the head on 3/3/2021 showed no findings other than age-related diffuse cerebral atrophy.  The patient did spike a fever to 103 on the morning of 2/3/2021.  CBC, CMP, procalcitonin and lactic acid levels remained normal.  He remains hospitalized in stable condition as of 2/3/2021 @1300.Y 2

998458 01/15/2021 02/03/2021 92.0 92 M Since receiving the COVID-19 vaccine, patient has been sleeping 20 hours a day with decreased oral intake. On 1/30, his mobility began decreasing and he was no longer able to use the walker he normally uses. He is also usually alert and oriented x 4, altered (including hallucinations) when admitted to the ICU on 2/1/21. Also with hypertension and AKI.  Management: precedex for agitation, labetalol for hypertension, fluids and foley for AKIY

998532 01/21/2021 02/03/2021 MD 40.0 40 F The patient was admitted to the hospital on 24 January with chest pain, elevated troponin, and EKG changes in the setting of a couple days of chills, sweats and malaise after receiving the covid vaccine. Initially there was concern for acute MI and he was taken for a coronary angiogram. The angiogram was clean and showed no obstructive disease. He had a cardiac MRI which showed findings consistent with myocarditis. He was treated with supportive care  and eventually was discharged. He was worked up for other causes of myocarditis with none to be found.Y 4

998597 02/01/2021 02/03/2021 TX 64.0 64 F Pt reported  chest pressure and pain 1 hour after receiving her 2nd Pfizer vaccine. Negative cardiac work up in emergency department but she has a history of pulmonary embolism so she was admitted to the hospital for observation and further work up with no definitive diagnosisY 1

998598 01/06/2021 02/03/2021 98.0 98 F On 1/15/21, resident fell during the night while getting up without assistance and hit her head.  She did not have any neurological impairment after fall and remained at facility to be monitored.  1/26/21, resident had sudden loss of consciousness with hypotension and tachycardia.  This resolved slowly after resident was put in trendelenberg position.  She has not had similar events in the past.  She was sent to ED without a distinct underlying cause of the event identified, differential included cardiac arrhythmia, ? orthostatic hypotension, vasovagal syncope, stroke She had a similar event occur on 1/27 after she had returned to the facility from the ED.  The family elected not to pursue further evaluation for second event and she was placed on hospice as she had been experiencing some gradual decline before these events occurred.Y

998616 01/20/2021 02/03/2021 CA 51.0 51 F **Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA** 1/25/2021 - was found unresponsive with left upward gaze deviation at midnight and admitted to hospital (last seen normal around 7 pm 1/24/2021).  Intubated in ED, ABG 6.98/17/186 on 40%, Bicarb <5, Scr 1.4, Lactate 1, Wbc 20.3, BP 101/45-- >95/41, Temp 94.3, RR 23-32.  Acidotic and initially required norepineprine for hypotension management (stopped 1/26/2021 0400 am) 1/26 to 2/1/2021 - supportive care for encephalopathy (anoxic vs. ischemic brain injury), ARF, HTN, MSSA growth in resp culture (no respiratory distress, on antibiotic) 1/28 GCS:E4VTM4; 1/29 GCS: EV4VTM4 with intact protective reflexes, extubated 2 pm 2/1 arousable, follows very simple commands, non verbalY Y

998639 01/08/2021 02/03/2021 NH 58.0 58 M Wheezing,  Decrease in O2 saturation, Increase in RR, SOB, Temp of 99.3.Hospitalized. Y Y 13

998670 01/27/2021 02/03/2021 OR 87.0 87 F At 2am on 2/3/21 resident began having trouble breathing. She had an audible wheeze and gurgling and critically low O2 sats. She has no history of breathing issues. She did not have any issues earlier that day.  She was sent to the ER and admitted to the ICU for possible heart failure.Y Y
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998699 01/25/2021 02/03/2021 VA 36.0 36 F immediate right sided weakness which progressed to right sided leg ataxia and weakened right arm (unable to grip and hold utensils) video visit with internal medicine 1/28/2021, ordered stat brain MRI w/out contrast which was done 1/28/2021 ER on 1/29/2021 where they consulted Neurology and prescribed physical therapy, MRI cervical spine w and w/o contrast 2/1/2021 video visit with primary care and neurology visit same day with.  physical therapy started 2/2/2021

998725 02/01/2021 02/03/2021 NY 95.0 95 F Patient daughter reported that patient was admitted to Neurology with a stroke. She has cognitive and speech impairment as well as motor impairment. She was admitted either 2-2-21 or 2-3-21. She is still in the hospital. Y

998753 01/22/2021 02/03/2021 NC 57.0 57 M Patient came to the emergency department on 02/02/2020 at 2:30 pm to be evaluated for possible stroke due to sudden acute numbness, weakness in right wrist and arm, but no pain. Patient has no prior history of sudden acute numbness in arm and did not report any recent injury to his arm. Neurologist evaluated patient for possible stroke and patient was unable to lift right wrist and hand. Patient was able to lift both arms overhead, lift both legs, smile normal, open and close mouth and move tongue.  Both CT Scan and MRI were normal. Neurologist and emergency medical specialist determined that patient did not have a stroke and diagnosed acute brachial plexus palsy possibly due to patient sleeping in an awkward position. Emergency specialist said it was unlikely but could not rule out the possibility of an adverse reaction to the Moderna vaccine, which patient had received 10 days earlier (second dose, see details above.)

998774 01/15/2021 02/03/2021 TX 68.0 68 M Pericarditis with pericardial effusion. Treatment: Pericardiocentesis, Colchicine, Aspirin, Ibuprofen, Omeprazole Symptoms began (syncopal episode, retrosternal chest heaviness and aching worse with inspiration, fever, chills, lymphadenopathy for a for 9 days following vaccination) Outcome: Patient discharged home after 3 day hospitalization. Currently feeling better at 1 week follow up.Y Y 3

998778 02/02/2021 02/03/2021 FL 91.0 91 M Inability to speak, increase drooling, lose of coordination, mouth twisted Y

998801 01/28/2021 02/03/2021 OR 43.0 43 F Anaphylaxis refractory to IM episode x3, steroids, H1 blocker requiring incubation. Specifically respiratory distress with stridor, nausea, and generalized abdominal pain. Y Y 1

998863 02/02/2021 02/03/2021 SD 71.0 71 F Cardiac Arrest with in an hour of receiving Covid vaccine; Brought into ED by EMS doing CPR; resuscitation continued in ED for 20 minutes before ROSC was achieved.  Pt admitted to Critical Care. Y Y

998876 12/22/2020 02/03/2021 MO 46.0 46 F Had a severe headache that has never gone away. Jan 1st went to ER Y 2

998887 12/29/2020 02/03/2021 WI 96.0 96 F Pt receieved her first dose of the Moderna COVID-19 on 12/29/2020.  Lot number, route, and site not specified in medical record.  No record of 2nd dose was found on medical record review.  Pt was admitted to reporting hospital 2/2/2021 with an admitting diagnosis of failure to thrive/poor oral intake.  Pt was reported in ER to have a sore throat, cough, shortness of breath, and general recent decline.  Reported that pt and others in family had GI like illness about a week ago.  Admission test for COVID was positive per PCR NP swab on 2/2/2021.  Pt still currently admitted.Y 1

998890 01/12/2021 02/03/2021 FL 81.0 81 F Around 1/27/21 patient noticed numbness of bilateral legs and progressive weakness.  Admitted to hospital 1/29/21 and diagnosed with Guillen Barre.  Initially paresthesia was from feet to groin and has been improving. Y 6

998943 01/21/2021 02/03/2021 AZ 84.0 84 M Blurred vision, off balance, low blood pressure.  Sent to ER and was admitted to hospital.     Tested negative for Covid19 on 1/25/2021 at hospital.  Returned to community 1/26/2021 and was sent to the ER within hours of being back from hospital.      He remains at the hospital and will be returning on hospice.Y 13

998948 01/11/2021 02/03/2021 MD 22.0 22 F 5 days after vaccine experienced irregular heartbeat and fast heart rate.  Never had this before.  Went to hospital where HR and BP extremely elevated.   Observed overnight in hospital, placed on beta blocker and had Holter monitoring. Y 2

999014 01/07/2021 02/03/2021 PA 35.0 35 F Cholestasis of pregnancy developed at 37 weeks and 2 days. Was induced at 38 weeks. Normal LFTS and bile acids. Boy was born on 1/16 Weighing 6 pounds 0 oz. apgar 9 &9. Baby developed Coombs + Hemolysis, from presumed ABO incompatiblity.  Due date 1/30. Y 2

999018 02/01/2021 02/03/2021 CA 61.0 61 M Shortness of breath Desaturation Y

999066 01/22/2020 02/03/2021 UT 26.0 25 F Sore arm after injection. I could bearly move it. Fever chills, weakness headache and body pains for 24 hours. I did not seek treatment but I will be letting  my OBGYN know at the next appointment.

999069 01/29/2021 02/03/2021 NY 51.0 51 F On Friday, 1/29, after receiving the vaccine, I experience a headache, sharp right side pain in my neck, jaw, and ear.  On Saturday, 1/30, I woke up, and the right side of my face was numb, and my right eye would not blink.   I went to ER.  When they took my vitals, I had high blood pressure and fever.  They did a CT scan of my head and admitted me.  I was diagnosed with Bell's Palsy.  I was discharged on Sunday, 1/31, with medications:  Valacyclovir 1 gram three times a day and Prednisone 20 mg three times a day.  I was instructed to followup with a neurologist, immunologist, ophthalmologist, and my primary care physician.Y 2

999135 01/15/2021 02/03/2021 MA 53.0 53 F No trauma Got dose, works as cleaner. Received in Left deltoid. Lot 013L20A Moderna.  For first 3 days, had typical pain she would receive from influenza vaccination 3 days after started to have redness at injection site as well as swelling.  Swelling subsided but as soon as swelling improved, pain got worse radiating from shoulder down arpit and to left hand.  Numbness and tingling also radiated distally.  3 ED visits--on 1/25 and two on 1/27 giving APAP, diclofenac gel, lidocaine patch, and sling.  Workup showed mildly elevated alk phos (129), CK normal 57, WBC unremarkable with absolute eois wnl.  XR imaging unremarkable.  No DVT L upper extremity.   Today, pain in deltoid controlled with APAP 500mg x 2 along with lidocaine patch.  But biggest concern for patient is the radiating pain and numbness / tingling down her L arm that has not gone away with anything. Reports significant pain in elbow radiating to lower arm at night.  Further workup is still pending.

999146 01/27/2021 02/03/2021 WI 67.0 67 M The patient had an acute myocardial infarction of the anterolateral wall of the heart.  He was brought to the emergency room .  He arrived at the hospital at 1605, was stabilized and transferred at 1705 to a different hospital. Y Y 4

999192 02/02/2021 02/03/2021 WI 76.0 76 F According to the staff at the Hospital, the patient was treated in their emergency room for a stroke this morning at approximately 730AM Y Y 1

999315 01/29/2021 02/03/2021 SD 68.0 68 M Administered 2nd COVID vaccine Friday 1/29/2021. Nothing out of the ordinary. The next morning on Saturday 1/30/2021, he was found on the floor in his room- responsive, but disoriented. He could not move his left side. The ambulance was called immediately. Y

999328 01/13/2021 02/03/2021 AZ 37.0 37 M Bells Palsy possible Guillans Bare Y 3

999423 02/03/2021 02/03/2021 MN 79.0 79 M 2 unconscious episodes and a lactate of 8.7 Y

1000754 01/25/2021 02/03/2021 NJ 89.0 89 F on 2/1/2021 Resident Reported Back pain given Tylenol Medication orally For Relief. APPRoximately 30 Min Later. complaint of & Noted Diarrhea, Shivering, and vomiting SenT To ER 2/1 And Admitted Diagnosis: Sepsis Y Y

1000775 01/25/2021 02/03/2021 NJ 99.0 99 F on 1/26/21 Found laying on Bathroom Floor in Bedroom Apt. Complaint of Right Shoulder paiN bleeding (unknown origin) then discovered origin HANd/FiNgers. (Head on Floor towARds WALL) SeNT TO ER 1/26/21, Admitted 1/26/21 Diagnosis: AoRtic STENOSISY Y 5

1002918 09/23/2020 02/03/2021 97.0 96 M Narrative: Y

1002925 01/14/2021 02/03/2021 79.0 78 M COVID(+) Narrative:  Patient developed COVID-19 symptoms on 1/16, approximately 2 days after receiving dose #1 COVID vaccine. He was admitted on 1/30 with worsening symptoms of fatigue, low grade fever, myalgias, dyspnea, and productive cough and found to be COVID(+) via Cepheid test. Patient was treated with supplemental oxygen and oral dexamethasone therapy.Y

999881 12/30/2020 02/04/2021 F after having the COVID-19 vaccine, she mentioned that she was very sick in the hospital and is now getting well; She had seizures after receiving the MMR vaccine; She described her adverse reaction by having stroke like symptoms which she described as she cannot speak; She described her adverse reaction by having stroke like symptoms which she described as having numbness in her hands, face and lips; She described her adverse reaction by having stroke like symptoms which she described as having numbness in her hands, face and lips; She also felt exhausted; she also has pain in her arm; She mentioned that she also has her vision affected/She couldn't drive/There were wavy lines all trough her eyes; She described her adverse raction by having intense headaches/She described her adverse reaction by having stroke like symptoms which she described as having headaches; She described her adverse reaction by having stroke like symptoms; She started to have hallucinations such as seeing people that weren't there, seeing snowstorms, and seeing things shipping throughout the wind.; This spontaneous report has been received from Pfizer Inc, and a nurse, referring to a 65-year-old female patient. The patient's pertinent medical history, previous drug reactions or allergies, and concomitant medications were not provided.  On unspecified date (reported as when the patient was younger), the patient was vaccinated with measles, mumps, and rubella virus vaccine (manufacturer unknown) (dose, vaccine scheme, route of administration, anatomical location, lot number and expiration date were not provided), as prophylaxis.  On an unknown date, after received the measles, mumps, and rubella virus vaccine (manufacturer unknown), the patient had seizures. She mentioned that she did not have adverse event (AEs) with other immunizations but the measles, mumps, and rubella virus vaccine (manufacturer unknown).  On 30-DEC-2020, the patient was vaccinated with the first dose of included SARS-CoV-2 spike protein mRNA vaccine (PFIZER BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (dose, route of administration and anatomical location were not provided), as prophylaxis. On an unknown date, after SARS-CoV-2 spike protein mRNA vaccine (PFIZER BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) vaccination, she was very sick in the hospital. On 04-JAN-2021, she stated to experience an adverse reaction described as having intense headaches, having stroke-Iike symptoms (cerebrovascular accident), as she could not speak (speech disorder), having headaches, having numbness in her hands, face, and lips (hypoaesthesia and hypoaesthesia oral). The patient also felt exhausted (fatigue), had pain in her arm (but for that event she reported that she was not very concerned). Additionally, she mentioned that her vision was affected, she could not drive, and there were wavy lines all through her eyes (visual impairment). She also started to have hallucinations, such seeing people that weren't there, snowstorms, and things shipping throughout the wind. It was reported that the patient wanted to know recommendations about the second shot of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein mRNA vaccine (PFIZER BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) because with her experience, she was not comfortable having the second shot of that vaccine. At the reporting time, the patient was getting well from the event illness. The outcome of the cerebrovascular accident, headache, visual impairment, pain in extremity, fatigue, hypoaesthesia oral, hypoaesthesia, speech disorder, seizure and hallucination was not reported.  The causality assessment between the event seizure and measles, mumps, and rubella virus vaccine (manufacturer unknown) was not provided. The causality assessment between the events illness, cerebrovascular accident, headache, visual impairment, pain in extremity, fatigue, hypoaesthesia oral, hypoaesthesia, speech disorder, seizure and hallucination and the suspect vaccine was not provided.  Upon internal review, the events cerebrovascular accident, hallucination and seizure were determined to be medically significant.Y

999902 12/26/2020 02/04/2021 CA F Heart murmur; Increase in her blood pressure 190/105; Tightness in chest when breathing; Blurry vision; A spontaneous report was received concerning a female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced an increase in blood pressure 190/105, blurry vision, tightness in the chest when breathing and a heart murmur.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 26 Dec 2020, approximately 30 minutes prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 037K20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 26 Dec 2020, the patient received the Moderna vaccine and after 30 minutes, she experienced an increase in her blood pressure (190/105), blurry vision and tightness in the chest when breathing. She remained at the site for an hour for observation and then was brought to the urgent care. An electrocardiogram (EKG) was performed and treatment included oral lisinopril. She was sent home, and she also stated that she had a heart murmur.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events, increase in blood pressure 190/105, blurry vision, tightness in the chest when breathing, and a heart murmur, were not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of blood pressure increased, and non-serious unexpected event of chest discomfort, vision blurred, and cardiac murmur. The events occurred 1 day (15 min) after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 037K20A. Treatment included lisinopril. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

999903 01/02/2021 02/04/2021 KY 63.0 63 M Bronchitis; COVID-19; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 63-year-old, male, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed COVID-19 and bronchitis.     The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included asthma and unspecified allergies. Concomitant product use included unspecified allergy medication and asthma/bronchitis inhalers.   On 02 Jan 2021, the same day as the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273  intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 02 Jan 2021, the patient experienced coughing, wheezing, shortness of breath, headache, and sinus congestion. The patient tested positive for COVID-19. The patient was taken to the hospital where he was treated with an infusion.  On an unspecified date, a computed tomography scan showed bronchitis. Additional treatment for the events included unspecified antibiotics and steroids.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the events COVID-19 and bronchitis was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report concerns a 63-year-old male patient who experienced the serious events of COVID-19 and bronchitis. The event occurred on the same day after the administration of the first dose of the vaccine mRNA-1273 vaccine (Lot #: Unknown, expiration date-Unknown). Treatment administered included antibiotics and steroids. Outcome was unknown. Although a temporal association exist, there is not enough information to adequately assess the causal association between the reported events and mRNA-1273 vaccine administration.  Critical details such as diagnostic test for COVID infection prior to vaccination was not ascertained. Causality is also confounded by the patient's advanced age.  Main field defaults to ‘possibly related'

999904 01/14/2021 02/04/2021 CA 36.0 36 M Fainted; Disoriented and didn't know what was happening; Feels a little dizzy; Lethargy; Tenderness in the arm; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was a 36-year-old, male, patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced fainted, tenderness in the arm, lethargy, disoriented and didn't know what was happening, and feels a little dizzy.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 14 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of events, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 25L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On the evening of 14 Jan 2021, the patient had tenderness in the arm and felt lethargic.   On 15 Jan 2021, the patient fainted when he woke up in the morning. The patient's legs gave out and he fell into the wall. The patient was disoriented and didn't know what was happening. The patient reported the event as happening pretty quick and described it as "like he had very low blood sugar". The patient reported that sometimes when he gets up too quickly, he feels a little dizzy. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the events, fainted, tenderness in the arm, lethargy, disoriented and didn't know what was happening, and sometimes when he gets up too quickly, was unknown. The event, feels a little dizzy, was considered not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a case of a 36-year-old male patient who experienced events of fainted, tenderness in the arm, lethargy, disoriented and didn't know what was happening, and feels a little dizzy.  The events developed on the following day after the administration of the mRNA-1273 vaccine (Lot # 25L20A, expiration date-unknown). No treatment was reported, and outcome is resolved for dizziness and unknown for all other events.  Based on the information provided which includes a temporal association, a causal association cannot be excluded

999905 01/04/2021 02/04/2021 NY 23.0 23 F Deviation from the interval between doses; A report was received from a pharmacist concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and receiving the second dose 21 days before the recommended 28 days.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.    The patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on an unspecified date.   On 04 Jan 2021, the patient received the second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number unknown) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The reported stated that the patient received the second shot 21 days before the 28 days recommended at the hospital. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event was unknown/not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient of unknown age who received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 on an unspecified date and received the second dose 21 days before the recommended 28 days. There were no reported adverse events after the vaccine was administered.

999906 01/11/2021 02/04/2021 MA M Syncopal episode while driving; Crash; Became extremely warm; Sweaty; Right flank pain; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning her husband, a 53-year-old, male patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced became extremely warm, sweaty, right flank pain, a syncopal episode while driving, and crash.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 11 Jan 2021, approximately two and a half hours prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 11 Jan 2021, the patient felt fine for approximately two and a half hours after receiving the vaccine, then became extremely warm, sweaty, developed right flank pain, and had a syncopal episode while driving. The nurse mentioned that the patient was not seriously injured in the crash, nor was anyone else. No treatment information was provided. It was also reported that the patient had followed up with his PCP and seen a cardiologist, some diagnostics were scheduled, and plans to see a neurologist.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the events, became extremely warm, sweaty, developed right flank pain, syncopal episode while driving, and crash, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 53-years-old male patient, who experienced serious unexpected events of syncope and non-serious unexpected event of road traffic accident, feeling hot, hyperhidrosis, and flank pain. The events occurred 1 day (approximately 2.5 hours) after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. Treatment details not provided. Very limited information regarding these events has been provided at this time. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the event a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

999922 02/04/2021 M tested positive for COVID; tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect from a contactable healthcare professional. A 60-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date as single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient tested positive for COVID on 17Jan2021.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included a positive COVID  test on 17Jan2021.  The outcome of tested positive for COVID was unknown.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up .; Sender's Comments: Based on the information provided, the positive COVID-19 test is unlikely related to suspect BNT162B2 administration. The available injection date and detailed clinical course would be helpful for further assessment.

999930 02/04/2021 U was asymptomatic but has received a positive test result since receiving the 1st dose of vaccine; was asymptomatic but has received a positive test result since receiving the 1st dose of vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP.   An HCP patient of unspecified age and gender received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2) at single dose on an unspecified date for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient was asymptomatic but has received a positive test result since receiving the 1st dose of vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Sars-cov-2 test: positive. The outcome of event was unknown. The reporter queried whether the second vaccine doses have to be administered on the 21st day after the first dose, or whether there is a window of time in which it can be administered. The reporter queried whether this patient can continue with the normal vaccination schedule, or do they need to delay their second shot.   Information on the batch number/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: There is no available injection date of vaccine BNT162B2 or event onset date. Based on the information provided, the Company considers that the asymptomatic carrier with positive COVID-19 is unlikely related to suspect BNT162B2 administration.

999986 02/04/2021 CT F Has early signs of covid; tested positive on covid; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program received from a contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received 2 doses of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, the patient reported that she has early signs of covid. She tested positive for covid n unspecified date.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

999987 01/12/2021 02/04/2021 27.0 F She tested positive for COVID-19 following the first dose; She tested positive for COVID-19 following the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. A 27-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EJ1686, expiration date:Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration (left arm) on 12Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was asking when she can receive the second dose of the COVID vaccine if she tested positive for COVID-19 following the first dose. She received the first dose of the vaccine on 12Jan2021 and tested positive for COVID-19 on 14Jan2021. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included POC rapid COVID test: two negative tests on unspecified date, before getting the vaccine, she is tested twice weekly for work, and positive on 14Jan2021. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

999990 12/28/2020 02/04/2021 AZ 52.0 M positive for COVID; positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program from a contactable consumer (patient). A 52-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Lot number EH9899, on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient took the first dose of the Pfizer COVID Vaccine on 28Dec2020. After that he showed positive for COVID. He was scheduled for the second dose today (18Jan2021). He had taken a COVID test and tested positive for COVID. He was trying to re-schedule an appointment. They told him to contact his doctor, which he did. His doctor had suggested that he took the second booster on 24Jan2021, instead of today. The patient took a covid test Last Friday (15Jan2021) and tested positive also, He didn't believe the results so he tested again today (18Jan2021) and the result was also positive. Both tests were rapid tests. What made him take the test, the following Wednesday, he had a dry cough. He took OTC cough medicine and it stopped the dry cough. No other symptoms, not coughing today. The outcome of the events was unknown.

999991 01/04/2021 02/04/2021 FL 72.0 F positive for COVID; positive for COVID; cough; She felt lethargic and had a dull headache; She felt lethargic and had a dull headache; Her arm hurt the night of the vaccine and the following day; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect. This consumer (patient) reported similar events for two patients (patient's husband and patient). This is the first of two reports.   A 72-years-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Lot EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included cholesterol. Concomitant medication included pravastatin sodium (PRAVACOR) for cholesterol, levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), she had been taking both at least 10 years and were ongoing. The patient experienced her arm hurt the night of the vaccine and the following day since 04Jan2021. She had been tested a few times. Tested in (state) and then came to (state). Quarantined for two weeks and test were negative. She had COVID testing on 11Jan2021 and got results were 13Jan2021. She experienced positive for covid on 11Jan2021, cough and she felt lethargic and had a dull headache on 06Jan2021, she had a mild case, did not have a fever, she went to the walk in clinic, had lungs checked, her oxygen level was normal, she had been testing normal, she did not have any severe symptoms of the COVID, she got post nasal drip and She started Azithromycin on 11Jan2021. The patient was such a careful person. When she went to the supermarket, she wore a shield, mask, and gloves. She did not socialize, was home body. She had no idea how she got it. She did call her internist when she found out she had it. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included oxygen level: normal in Jan2021, oxygen level: good on an unknown date, COVID test: negative on an unknown date, COVID test: positive on 11Jan2021, lung checked: clear in Jan2021, testing: normal in Jan2021. The even outcome was unknown.

999992 02/04/2021 U patient tested positive for Covid after receiving the first dose; patient tested positive for Covid after receiving the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 7 patients. This report is for 1st of 7 patient.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as Pfizer Covid vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at SINGLE DOSE for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The consumer reported that 7 coworkers was tested positive for Covid after receiving first dose of the Pfizer Covid vaccine on an unspecified date. The outcome of event was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : 2021045638 same drug/AE, different patient;2021045639 same drug/AE, different patient;2021045643 same drug/AE, different patient;2021045641 same drug/AE, different patient;2021045642 same drug/AE, different patient;2021045640 same drug/AE, different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021045639 same drug/AE, different patient

999993 02/04/2021 U patient tested positive for Covid after receiving the first dose; patient tested positive for Covid after receiving the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 7 patients. This report is for 2nd of 7 patients.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for Covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The consumer reported that patient tested positive for COVID after receiving the first dose of the vaccine on an unspecified date. The outcome of events was unknown.   No follow up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021045622 same drug/AE, different patient

999994 02/04/2021 U patient tested positive for Covid after receiving the first dose; patient tested positive for Covid after receiving the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported same event for seven patients. This is the third of 7 reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that seven (7) coworkers tested positive for COVID after receiving 1st dose of the Pfizer Covid vaccine on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021045622 same drug/AE, different patient

999995 02/04/2021 U patient tested positive for Covid after receiving the first dose; patient tested positive for Covid after receiving the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported the same event for seven (7) patients. This is the fourth of the seven (7) reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Solution for injection (lot number and expiry date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The consumer reported that seven (7) coworkers/ patients tested positive for Covid on an unspecified date after receiving the first dose of the Pfizer Covid vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021045622 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.

999996 02/04/2021 U patient tested positive for Covid after receiving the first dose; patient tested positive for Covid after receiving the first dose; his is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for seven patients. This report is for the sixth of seven patients.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, also reported as Pfizer Covid vaccine, lot/batch number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive for Covid after receiving the first dose of the Pfizer Covid vaccine on an unspecified date. The outcome of event was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021045622 same drug/AE, different patient.

999997 01/04/2021 02/04/2021 FL 74.0 M both have COVID; both have COVID; The initial case was missing the following minimum criteria: unspecified product. Upon receipt of follow-up information on 15Jan2021, this case now contains all required information to be considered valid.  This is a spontaneous report from two contactable consumers (patient's wife and patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect. This consumer (patient's wife) reported similar events for two patients. This is the second of two reports.    A 74-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, lot number: EH9899, unknown expiration), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in a clinic. Medical history included prostate cancer, off rapid radiation (over two years ago by robotic surgery. He followed all the recommendations for rapid off radiation, no side effects. He took hormone therapy. He is cured), acid reflux, allergies (takes antihistamine when allergies act up; his allergies blossomed because of the leaves), and he used to be five nine, but he shrunk a little. Concomitant medications included rosuvastatin, acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN), losartan, pantoprazole for he had a bout with acid reflux, and tadalafil.  The patient's wife and the patient both received the COVID-19 vaccine on 04Jan2021 and stated they have a mild case; they did not have any severe symptoms of the COVID and did not have a fever. The patient's oxygen level was normal. The patient's wife confirmed that she and her husband both had the vaccine on the same day and they both have COVID. The patient got a cough and was going to go the (clinic name). They went there and had lungs checked. Their lungs were clear and oxygen level was good. They both have been tested a few times. The patient's wife and the husband quarantined for two weeks and test were negative. When they were there this past Monday, they were asked if they wanted to be tested. They both got the results on Wednesday and were shocked; they were now quarantining again. COVID testing was done on 11Jan2021 and got the positive results on 13Jan2021. The patient's wife and the husband gave them a card, for when to come back. It was given at a drive through clinic in (county name). The patient feels fine and is sleeping well.  The patient recovered from the event in Jan2021.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021045610 same reporter/drug, similar events in different patients

1000000 02/04/2021 CA M tested positive; tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program. A male patient of unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; unknown lot number and expiration), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received his first shot a couple of weeks ago but tested positive later that day. The patient wanted to know how effective the vaccine was. The patient underwent lab test and procedure which included COVID: positive on unspecified date. Outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: There is not a reasonable possibility that event "tested positive" is related to BNT162B2.  The event occurred on the same day the patient got vaccination, when the vaccine is not expected to achieve the protection.  The event is most likely intercurrent medical condition.

1000001 12/28/2020 02/04/2021 WI F covid symptoms the 28th and tested positive; covid symptoms the 28th and tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program from a contactable Nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 around 2 pm at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On 28Dec2020 the patient experienced covid symptoms the 28th and tested positive. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included covid test positive on unknown date. The outcome was unknown.    The information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 28Dec2020, and COVID-19 test positive on the same day.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID likely represents a pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  Further information is needed for full medical assessment.

1000003 01/17/2021 02/04/2021 PA 29.0 F rash and hives all over body; rash and hives all over body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (reported for herself). A 29-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number: EJ1685; expiry date: not known), intramuscular in the left arm on 17Jan2021 08:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There was no medical history. The patient is not pregnant. No known allergies. Concomitant medication included unspecified medication (other medication given in two weeks). No other vaccine in four weeks. No COVID prior to vaccination and not tested with COVID post vaccination. The patient experienced rash and hives all over body on 18Jan2021 11:00. These resulted in physician's clinic visit. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of rash and hives all over body with prednisone, Benadryl, and Kenalog. The outcome of the events was recovered in Jan2021.

1000006 12/28/2020 02/04/2021 F tested positive for covid; tested positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable Other Health Professional (patient) reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) lot number and expiry date unknown, via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications was not reported. It was reported that the patient got the first dose of vaccine 28Dec2020 and tested positive for COVID on 04Jan2021 but mentioned that her quarantine period is already over. She stated that she is scheduled to get the 2nd dose of the vaccine tomorrow, but wants to know if she should still proceed to receiving it. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included covid: positive on 04Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the mechanism of action of BNT162B2 vaccine, it is unlikely the patient would have fully developed immunity for the vaccine to be effective, due to the number of days passed since the vaccine was given (7 days in this case). However, a causal relationship between event "tested positive for Covid " (coded to Drug ineffective / SARS-CoV-2 test positive) and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded.

1000007 01/14/2021 02/04/2021 WI 53.0 M blood sugar has been out of control ranging from 250-300; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 53-years-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, on the right arm, on 14Jan2021 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included type 2 diabetes mellitus from Sep2019 and ongoing. There were no concomitant medications. On 14Jan2021, it was reported that 8-10 hours after getting the vaccine, his blood sugar was out of control ranging from 250-300. On 15Jan2021, he has taken his blood sugar twice at the time of report. He took it when he woke and it was 207. Two hours after eating a light breakfast it was 242. The outcome of the event was not recovered.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

1000012 12/31/2020 02/04/2021 F The patient received the vaccine on 31Dec2020 and then tested positive a week later; The patient received the vaccine on 31Dec2020 and then tested positive a week later; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (healthcare professional) via a Pfizer-Sponsored Program,. A 41 (units not provided) female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; solution for injection) via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 (at an unspecified age) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient received the vaccine on 31Dec2020 and then tested positive a week later. The patient stated that she was supposed to receive the vaccine this Thursday and she wanted to know if she could receive the vaccine. The clinical outcome of the event "the patient received the vaccine on 31Dec2020 and then tested positive a week later" was unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

1000013 01/04/2021 02/04/2021 M got tested and tested positive; Got tested and tested positive; lethargic; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for two patients (husband and wife). This is the second of two reports (for the husband).  A 74-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine; lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, reported as two days after, the patient was lethargic. A week ago on an unspecified date, reported as past Monday, the patient had no cough, no fever, received azithromycin, got tested and tested positive. The patient underwent laboratory tests and procedures which included COVID-19 test: positive on an unspecified date. Outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about the lot/batch cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021034433 same reporter, same drug/event, different patient

1000015 12/28/2020 02/04/2021 F Caller got first vaccine dec 28th, tested positive jan 4th; Caller got first vaccine dec 28th, tested positive jan 4th; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at Single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient got first vaccine on 28Dec2020, tested positive 04Jan2021. The patient wanted to know if she needed to wait to get second dose or if she should wait. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

1000021 12/28/2020 02/04/2021 MA 62.0 F She tested positive for Covid; She tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 62-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE Solution for injection, lot number: EJ1686), via an unspecified route of administration from 28Dec2020 to 28Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The nurse that stated that the patient got the first Covid-19 injection on the 28Dec2020 and reported that on the 04Jan2021, she tested positive for Covid. She said that she has been quarantining and was totally asymptomatic. She said that she is due to get the second vaccine on 18Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information provided, the lack of efficacy cannot be excluded for vaccine BNT162B2 .

1000031 12/22/2020 02/04/2021 F developed pneumonia; tested positive for Covid-19; tested positive for Covid-19; This is a spontaneous report from contactable nurse, the patient.   A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.   The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On 26Dec2020, the patient tested positive for COVID-19 and subsequently developed pneumonia on an unknown date. Due to this, the patient did not get her second dose which was scheduled on 12Jan2021 as she was still ill. The clinical outcomes of COVID-19 and subsequently developed pneumonia were unknown.    The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

1000036 12/18/2020 02/04/2021 NY 38.0 M tested positive for a Sars-Cov-2 infection; tested positive for a Sars-Cov-2 infection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  This 38-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number EK5730) intramuscular in the left deltoid on 18Dec2020 at the age of 38-years-old at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. There were no relevant medical history and concomitant medications. On 05Jan2021, the patient tested positive for a SARS-COV-2 infection. The patient was asking how to proceed with getting his second dose; at the time of the report, he was 2 weeks post diagnosis and he was 32 days since his first shot. At the time of the report, the outcome of the event was unknown.

1000041 12/22/2020 02/04/2021 U received the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 22Dec2020/tested positive after taking the first dose; received the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 22Dec2020/tested positive after taking the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation. Patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the pharmacist understood that the undiluted vials could be stored up to 120 hours in the refrigerator. She mentioned that their vials are already close to 120 hours stored in the refrigerator. She also knows that if you draw it up in a syringe, the vaccine has a 6-hr viability. She wanted to know if the vial expires after 120 hours or it would mean an additional 6 hours on top of the 120 hours. It was reported that "The allowable time in the refrigerator (5 days or 120 hours), starts when the vaccine is removed from storage under ultra-low temperatures. From the point of dilution, the vaccine may be stored at 2 degrees C to 30 degrees C for up to 6 hours." also shared extended stabiilty information of diluted vials". It was then reported that the patient received the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 22Dec2020. However, the patient tested positive after taking the first dose. The pharmacist asked if the patient should be revaccinated with first dose and then wait for the another 2 weeks for the second dose. Pharmacist further asked if not, is it ok giving it at 8 days after the 21 day-interval, how to proceed, and dose the Regulatory recommendations included people who had COVID-19. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded for reported "tested positive after taking the first dose".

1000045 01/16/2021 02/04/2021 M tested positive for Covid after getting the first dose of vaccine; tested positive for Covid after getting the first dose of vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 77-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE lot/batch number: not provided), via an unspecified route of on 16Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient had previously received the first dose of shingles shot as immunization on an unknown date. It was stated that the patient tested positive for COVID after getting the first dose of vaccine in Jan2021.  The patient also mentioned that he was scheduled to have a second dose of PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE on 06Feb2021 and his second shot of shingles shot on 09Feb2021. Outcomes of the events were unknown.   Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

1000046 01/18/2021 02/04/2021 NJ 86.0 M I could not hear anything; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 86-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: el8982), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 18Jan2021 09:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included hearing problem, CAD and glaucoma. The patient has no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included tamsulosin, levothyroxine sodium (LEVOXYL), omeprazole, acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN) and astorta. On 19Jan2021, 1 day after injection around 5pm the patient reported to have taken a nap, and when he woke up, he could not hear anything.  The patient has a hearing problem only have 10% hearing. He was going to see ENT. The event resulted to doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The reporter assessed the event as non-serious, did not result in death, not life threatening, did not cause/prolonged hospitalization, not disabling/incapacitating, did not cause congenital anomaly/birth defect. The patient has not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient has not been tested for COVID-19 post vaccination. The outcome of the event was not recovered

1000051 01/13/2021 02/04/2021 FL 70.0 F bad chills/terrible chills; terrible acid reflux for 3 hours; couldn't even walk, she had to crawl and her husband had to walk her around, she couldn't do anything; threw up; very dizzy/dizziness; vertigo; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 70-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL8982, unknown expiration), via injection in right arm on 13Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 prevention.  Medical history included ongoing vertigo (in car accident a little over 5 years ago, that affected a big nerve in left temple, and so every once in a while she will get vertigo so bad that she falls over), ongoing GERD (from a hiatal hernia; diagnosed many years ago), ongoing high blood pressure diagnosed about 15 years ago, ongoing bad cholesterol diagnosed 10 to 15 years ago, ongoing heart burn, ongoing hiatus hernia, and car accident a little over 5 years ago. Concomitant medications included ongoing omeprazole sodium (OMEPRAZOLE) for GERD, heart burn, and hiatal hernia (started this product at least 10 years ago; takes the product as needed if she is having heart burn or is going to eat spicy food); ongoing vitamin D3 for vitamin supplementation (started product about 8 months ago, because her doctor told her too, she guesses her vitamin was low); ongoing metoprolol for high blood pressure and to prevent stroke (started product at least 15 years ago; her BP could be regular but it could shoot up when she is upset, so she takes this to prevent stroke); ongoing hydrochlorothiazide for blood pressure (started product at least 5 years ago); pravastatin for bad cholesterol  (started the product at least 4 or 5 or more years ago); and ongoing acetylsalicylic acid (BABY ASPIRIN) to prevent stroke (has been taking this product forever, at least for 10 years).  The patient reported that she received the first COVID shot on 13Jan2021. She was okay on the 13th, 14th, and 15th. However, on the 16th (16Jan2021), she woke up and threw up once and was very dizzy for three days. She mentioned that she had like vertigo, she couldn't even walk, she had to crawl and her husband had to walk her around, she couldn't do anything. She had vertigo (16Jan2021). She was that way on Saturday and Sunday. On Monday, the patient's son took her to acupuncturist for her dizziness and was able to get up fine and walked away. After the acupuncture, she felt fine, like she was all better. On 19Jan2021 (reported as yesterday), she was fine. She woke up at midnight and had terrible acid reflux for 3 hours even though she had hardly eaten. She does take omeprazole for heart burn, and she had taken omeprazole earlier in the day, but it was just coming up, that acid and burning. She drank milk to coat the stomach and it went away at 03:00 AM. She had very bad chills/terrible chills (20Jan2021) and her teeth were chattering, she couldn't even talk, and couldn't control the chills. She is fine now. She clarified that she got vertigo from a car crash years ago and haven't had it in almost a year. Chills are not ongoing at this time, she has not had any for about 4 hours now, and she is hoping she is recovered completely, but it may be too soon to tell. She did not receive other vaccines on the same day as the COVID vaccine. The patient is wondering if all this could be from the vaccine. The patient wanted to know if it is safe to take the second shot. She was scheduled to receive the second dose on 03Feb2021. The patient recovered from the events threw up on 16Jan2021; unable to walk and vertigo on 18Jan2021; dizziness on 19Jan2021; and terrible acid reflux on 20Jan2021. While unknown outcome for chills.

1000052 02/04/2021 IL M he tested positive for COVID-19 between the 1st and 2nd dose of the vaccination schedule; he tested positive for COVID-19 between the 1st and 2nd dose of the vaccination schedule; Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's wife). A 76-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date unknown), intramuscular on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive for COVID-19 between the first and second dose of the vaccination schedule. The reporter asked if it would be safe for him to receive the second dose (COVID-19 vaccine) on an unspecified date (reported as tomorrow). He has been fever-free for 5 days. Outcome of the event fever was recovered on an unspecified date in Jan2021 and of the other events was unknown.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.

1000061 01/07/2021 02/04/2021 F Test positive for covid; Test positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number unknown), via an unspecified route of administration, on 07Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the Pfizer covid vaccine first dose on 07Jan2021, then she tested positive for covid on 18Jan2021. The patient was scheduled for second vaccine on 28Jan2021. The patient asked if still get 2nd dose on 28Jan or start series again at later date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the reported drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.

1000074 01/07/2021 02/04/2021 OK 80.0 F began to run a fever, so she had a COVID test which came back positive; began to run a fever, so she had a COVID test which came back positive; her arm began to be sore; feels pretty crummy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 80-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 likely around 2pm-ish at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetic from 1993 to an unknown date. There were no concomitant medications. The patient called about the Pfizer BioNTech COVID19 vaccine and says she took the first shot on 07Jan2021, then one week later, 14Jan2021, she began to run a fever, so she had a COVID test on Monday 18Jan2021, which came back positive. She says she has had a fever at the time of report for the 7th day. The patient received the vaccine and doesn't know if she is willing to get the second shot after this. The patient was asking if it could be a false positive, can she take ibuprofen, can she take the second dose and could the vaccine cause coronavirus. She says that she got the first dose of the vaccine, it was injected into her left arm, and it wasn't painful, she felt so good, then night of 07Jan2021 her arm began to be sore, her vaccine arm was now ok, she started feeling sick a week later. She has been taking Tylenol only, since she heard that it is not good to take Ibuprofen. Tylenol EXP: Mar2024, LOT: SEA054, she says that the Tylenol is 325mg, and she has been taking two at a time, she takes it when she needs it for the fever, she tries to space out doses 5-6 hours. Her temperature on morning of 20Jan2021 was the highest it has been, 102.1 degrees Fahrenheit. She says she has kept a log, it has also been 101.4, 100.5, after it started out a week ago at 99.7, 99.1, 99.5, and then on Saturday, unknown date in Jan2021, it started climbing up, it has been 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit last two to three days and higher, she feels pretty crummy. She has had a positive COVID test which she took Monday 18Jan2021 and the results came back morning of 20Jan2021 on the phone, it is unknown which test exactly they used. She says it was the 2-3 day one with a swab, she did her own swabbing and swabbed each nostril with the same swab really well. The events were reported as non-serious. Outcome of the event her arm began to be sore was recovered in Jan2021, for the other events was unknown.

1000079 02/04/2021 AZ M tested positive for the COVID-19 Virus; tested positive for the COVID-19 Virus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient's wife). This nurse reported similar events for her and her husband. This case refers to the husband.  A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number and expiry date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient tested positive for the COVID-19 virus on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was recovered on an unspecified date. The wife asked on how the patient should proceed for the second dose (if they will wait for 90 days).  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021034841 Same reporter/drug/event, different patient

1000082 01/12/2021 02/04/2021 70.0 F feels itchy; burning; tingling and paresthesia all over her body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 70-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the vaccine on 12Jan2021, and she has had a serious reaction since; she felt itchy, burning, tingling and paresthesia all over her body. She has been on Benadryl for it. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for events itchy, burning sensation, paresthesia. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000091 01/01/2021 02/04/2021 F tested positive for Covid-19; tested positive for Covid-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp. The other hcp reported same events for two patients (herself and her coworker). This is the first of two reports, for herself.  A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Jan2021 (either 06Jan2021 or 07Jan2021) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was calling about herself and another coworker. They both received the first dose of the COVID vaccine either 06Jan2021 or 07Jan2021 and they both tested positive for Covid-19 this past weekend (Jan2021) and reporter wanted to know if they should still get their second dose or what do they recommend for that. Reporter is asymptomatic and currently quarantining.  The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID-19  and suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021072822 Same reporter/drug/AE, different patient

1000103 12/30/2020 02/04/2021 IN 54.0 M He had a secondary infection of bronchitis; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; sore arm; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 54-years-old male patient started to receive the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 30Dec2020 14:40 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included hypothyroidism and blood cholesterol, both ongoing. The patient received the influenza vaccine on 04Nov2020. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), eicosapentaenoic acid ethyl ester (VASCEPA). On 31Dec2020 the patient experienced sore arm and headache with outcome of recovered on 01Jan2021. On 02Jan2021 and 03Jan2021 he felt fine. He had a scratchy throat on Monday 04Jan2021. Tuesday 05Jan2021 he felt like he was getting bronchitis which he got sometimes. Later that evening on 05Jan2021 he had a two degree temperature, chills, and achy muscles. He couldn't get in with the doctor on 05Jan2021, so he had to wait until 06Jan2021 when he went to the respiratory clinic. They did the COVID test on 06Jan2021, but the positive result didn't come back until 07Jan2021. He was just now recovering from it. He had a secondary infection of bronchitis and was given an inhaler.

1000108 01/20/2021 02/04/2021 M felt like his throat was closing up; dizziness; trouble with his vision/couldn't see right; numbness in the face; the feeling of this AE as being "intoxicated"; 15 minutes after, he started to not feel well/not feeling good at all; was not able to drive; high temperature; having chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number: not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Jan2021 10:30 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient got the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine today (20Jan2021) at 10:30AM. Within the 15-20 minutes after getting the shot, he felt fine. About 15 minutes after, patient started to not feel well. He said he was not able to drive, he had a high temperature, he was having chills, and not feeling good at all. Patient mentioned that he also had trouble with his vision. Patient also experienced numbness in the face and dizziness. He had an ambulance check him and they told him that his blood pressure was fine and his heart rate was at 92. Patient added that he felt like his throat was closing up. He described the feeling of this AE as being "intoxicated". Patient also emphasized that he "couldn't see right". Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

1000120 01/02/2021 02/04/2021 F contracted Covid 07Jan2021; contracted Covid 07Jan2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, batch/lot number was unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she received the first dose on 02Jan2021 and contracted Covid 07Jan2021. She was out of isolation since 17Jan2021 and currently have no symptoms. She is scheduled to receive the vaccine this coming Saturday (23Jan2021). The patient wanted to know if she can receive the second dose or should she postpone her appointment. The patient asked what would happen if she decided to get the second dose in 3 months after dose 1 and asked if she would need to start the vaccine series from the beginning. The outcome of the event was recovered on Jan2021.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID-19 and suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000122 01/12/2021 02/04/2021 NY 36.0 F hives from the neck to legs; Face redness; tightness in the chest; unable to take a deep breathe; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 36-year-old female patient  received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3248), intramuscular in left arm on 12Jan2021 11:00 to at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Vaccination was done in a hospital. There were no relevant medical history and concomitant medications. On 12Jan2021 11:00, hives from the neck to legs, face redness and tightness in the chest, and was unable to take a deep breathe. The outcome of the events was recovered with sequelae. The events resulted in an emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment for the events included Benadryl, Ativan, Pepcid, NS Bolus and EpiPen. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. The patient was not tested with COVID-19 post vaccination.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of hives from the neck to legs, face redness and tightness in the chest, and was unable to take a deep breathe due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics including physical examination with vitals and chest x-ray, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000124 01/15/2021 02/04/2021 73.0 F the thermometer that marked 100°F orally (she says that the fever was higher in the night); States she is shrinking. Weight varies; cough; 86 of oxygen saturation/O2 saturation was anywhere between 86-88; pulse was 133/rapid pulse, it was 133/rapid heartbeat; her breathing was above 94; shooting pain/stabbing pain at the injection site/extremely excruciating stabbing pains in her arm with the shot; shivers; headache/splitting headache; freezing; slight breathing difficulty; slight body aches; Sore arm; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 73-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot EL1284, expiration date unspecified), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 at single dose (left arm) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included high blood pressure diagnosed 15 years ago, maybe; High cholesterol diagnosed 20 years ago, she doesn't know, reflux diagnosed 20 years ago, maybe more, prediabetes and allergy induced asthma which she carries an inhaler, and she has used it maybe three times a year. Patient reported that she was tested and they don't know for sure, but she reported that she may have allergy induced asthma as she has to take, carries an inhaler, and she has used it maybe three times a year, in the fall when leaves are falling down, the leaves get moldy, and she was driving in her car, or walking in a wooded area, she gets tightness, takes her inhaler and was fine, that's the extent, no other circumstances; fall or she had where a plant was blooming outdoors, she gets tightness, and she took her inhaler, and was good for the next year, so sitting in the environment and nothing further materializes, if she takes the inhaler three or two times a year, considering what other people have, she thought this was insignificant. There were no concomitant medications. The patient reported that she got vaccinated this Friday and had nothing but a sore arm afterwards, on 16Jan2021 and was fine all day, evening, all day Saturday. She just had soreness at the site, she had no redness at the site of injection, but the weird part: she doesn't think anyone would believe, 33 hours later, at midnight, she was still up, on her way to bed, and all of a sudden she experienced extremely excruciating stabbing pains in her arm with the shot, it was stabbing, excruciating, and immediately at the same time, she had shivers/shivered and had a splitting headache, was freezing and had to put socks on, and had noticed very slight difficulty breathing, and since it was midnight, she didn't want to wake up her husband, she dozed off, and was up at 0530. She had body aches, slight, it was the least, but the stabbing stopped in her arm. She slept from 12:30 to 05:30, and the shivering and aches stopped, but the headache was still on, so she took a pill for the headache. She took the thermometer that marked 100F orally; she stated that the fever was higher in the night and she assumed with the shivering, she had a greater fever than 100. Also, the oximeter indicated 133 pulse and 86 of oxygen saturation. By 10:00, it all had resolved. She has an oximeter, and since she still had the feeling of difficulty breathing, she put it on, but her pulse was 133, that was when she was feeling better. It was reported that all symptoms were gone except for rapid pulse, it was 133 and the slight breathing, and her 02 saturation was anywhere between 86-88, it varied, and by 10:00, all issues resolved, her heartbeat was down to normal, her breathing was above 94, or whatever, everything was fine, and has been fine since then. Maybe she had fatigue on Saturday and Sunday, on Sunday was like after the flu, after you finish, you have fatigue and was a little out of it, this was on Sunday. On an unspecified date, the patient stated that she was shrinking and weight varies. Patient stated that the only thing she does have, says she has a cough, but because she needs a drink, she was not sick and she gets to drink water. She felt like the reaction she had was in the limit of a severe allergic reaction due to the rapid heartbeat and her difficulty breathing. She would like to know if there was information about these side effects reported so she can determine if she was going to have the second dose of the vaccine. Outcome of events states she was shrinking, weight varies and cough was unknown; and outcome of the rest of events was recovered on an unspecified date.

1000133 12/31/2020 02/04/2021 M tested positive for Covid-19; tested positive for Covid-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar events for two patients. This is the first of the two reports.  A 70-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. This patient was vaccinated and has tested positive for Covid-19 on an unspecified date, not sure when he tested positive for the Covid-19. He was asymptomatic. It was also reported that he got sick on 03Jan2021. The second dose is due 21Jan2021, is it ok for him to receive it? How long can he wait if he does not get the vaccine at 21 days? The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021035296 same reporter/product, similar events and different patient

1000134 01/11/2021 02/04/2021 KS 19.0 F rashes on arm getting worse and had one on chest and then on legs; I felt like I was gonna pass out and I did it right when I got to my house; I felt like I was gonna pass out and I did it right when I got to my house; She was lightheaded and extremely dizzy; huge headache; arm didn't hurt when she got the shot but 30 minutes later it hurt so bad; throat hurt extremely bad; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health professional, the patient. A 19-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), intramuscularly in the left arm on 11Jan2021 at 15:00 (at the age of 19-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies to latex, oranges, and adhesive. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included amfetamine aspartate/amfetamine sulfate/dexamfetamine saccharate/dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL), hydroxyzine and celecoxib (CELEXA). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the vaccination. Her arm didn't hurt when she got the shot but 30 minutes later, on 11Jan2021 at 15:30, it hurt so bad. On 18Jan2021 at 15:00 (also reported as the Monday of the vaccination), the patient experienced a feeling like she was going to pass out, at cheer practice, and did it right when she got to her house. She was lightheaded and extremely dizzy the whole time at practice and had a huge headache. Also, when she got to practice at on 18Jan2021 at 15:15, she noticed the rashes on her arm getting worse, and on her chest and then on her legs. Then, on an unknown date in Jan2021, her throat hurt extremely bad, so she gargled with salt water and it felt a little better. The patient was not treated for the events "I felt like I was gonna pass out and I did it right when I got to my house", "She was lightheaded and extremely dizzy", "huge headache", "rashes on arm getting worse and had one on chest and then on legs" and "arm didn't hurt when she got the shot but 30 minutes later it hurt so bad"; and was treated for "throat hurt extremely bad" as the patient gargled with salt water. Since the vaccination, the patient had been tested for COVID-19 via rapid nasal swab on 18Jan2021 with a negative result. The clinical outcome of "I felt like I was gonna pass out and I did it right when I got to my house" and "arm didn't hurt when she got the shot but 30 minutes later it hurt so bad" was unknown; of "She was lightheaded and extremely dizzy", "huge headache", "rashes on arm getting worse and had one on chest and then on legs", "throat hurt extremely bad" was resolving.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Considering the temporal association, a causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of pass out cannot be fully excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate. 40.~

1000146 01/07/2021 02/04/2021 NY M pericarditis; This is a spontaneous from a contactable physician reporting for himself. A 68-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number EK9231, expiry date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 19Jan2021, the patient developed pericarditis. The physician considered it was possible complication from his first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine. The outcome of the event was not reported. His second dose was scheduled for 27Jan2021.; Sender's Comments: Based on the limited information available, causality between event pericarditis and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be completely excluded. The case will be reevaluated should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000147 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 MI 72.0 F go to the bathroom, remember wiping and them my husband standing over me on the floor; Sweating profusel; Product use for unapproved combination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This 72-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number EL3249) via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 19Jan2021 at 09:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient was not pregnant. She received another vaccine (unspecified) in the left forearm on the same date of BNT162B2. Relevant medical history included allergies to tape and potential basal cell cancer. Concomitant medications included melatonin and multi vitamins. The patient previously received varicella zoster vaccine rge (cho) (SHINGRIX) on 21Dec2020, second dose in the left arm. The patient reported that she felt great after the shot at 9:30 am on 19Jan2021 and, at 13:30, she had a potential basil cell cancer removed, and she felt great. On 20Jan2021, at 1:55 am, she got up to go to the bathroom, she remembered wiping and then her husband standing over her on the floor. On 20Jan2021 at 01:45 am, she was sweating profusely; after a minute, she got herself off the floor, back in bed, and she had no feelings of any illness. The patient did not receive corrective treatments for the reported events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, she has not been tested for COVID-19. The patient recovered from the events on an unspecified date.

1000149 12/22/2020 02/04/2021 54.0 F Covid-19 (confirmed by positive COVID-19 test); Covid-19 (confirmed by positive COVID-19 test); This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer, the patient.  A 54-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number: UNKNOWN), via an unspecified route of administration, on 22Dec2020 (at the age of 54-year-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she received the first vaccine 22Dec2020. On 10Jan2021, she got COVID-19 and was due to get second shot 2 days later on 12Jan2021. The patient underwent lab tests which included sars-cov-2 test: positive on 10Jan2021. The patient inquired about how long to wait before the second dose after being diagnosed with COVID after receiving the first dose. The clinical outcome of the event COVID-19 was unknown.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

1000150 02/04/2021 U tested positive 6 days after receiving vaccine; tested positive 6 days after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient tested positive 6 days after receiving vaccine on an unspecified date. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test: positive on an unspecified date. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about the batch/lot number has been requested.

1000159 01/14/2021 02/04/2021 GA 65.0 M lost partial vision in my left eye for 10 minutes; tunnel vision; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for himself. A 65-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3302), via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 16:00 at single dose, left arm for covid-19 immunization. Medical history reported as none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Allergies to medications, food, or other products reported as No. The patient experienced "lost partial vision in my left eye for 10 minutes" and tunnel vision on 19Jan2021 18:00 with outcome of recovered. On January 19th at 6 pm, the patient had lost partial vision in his left eye for 10 minutes. He had tunnel vision. The patient went to his eye doctor yesterday and his vision was fine with not noticeable issues. No treatment received for the adverse event. Events reported as non-serious. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19.

1000161 12/25/2020 02/04/2021 CA M Patient did not receive the 2nd dose as scheduled; Sick; Hearing loss (left ear); This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable consumer reporting for himself. A 63 (unit unspecified) male patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech), via an unspecified route of administration, on 25Dec2020, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced hearing loss (left ear) on 27Dec2020 with outcome of recovering. He only had 60% hearing. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the event and included treatment with unspecified medication. Now hearing was 90% back. Furthermore, the patient did not receive the 2nd dose on 16Jan2021 as scheduled as he was sick. The reporter stated that he didn't know if hearing loss (left ear) had to do with the vaccine. He asked the doctor, he didn't know either, he said it could be stress or virus.   The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

1000165 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 39.0 39 M chills, muscle pain at site of injection and generally, fatigue, headache, woke from sleep at 2 AM, continued through that day

1000167 01/20/2021 02/04/2021 M My nose started bleeding this afternoon about an hour ago/start walking it starts bleeding again; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for himself. This male consumer of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Jan2021 14:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The consumer reported nose started bleeding in the afternoon about an hour before on 21Jan2021. When the consumer start walking it started bleeding again. The consumer was on clopidogrel bisulfate (PLAVIX). The outcome of the event was unknown. The event was non-serious.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

1000169 01/21/2021 02/04/2021 50.0 50 F Pain at the injection site that radiated down the arm and up the neck. Body aches inside and out. Restlessness. All for about 24 hours

1000170 01/12/2021 02/04/2021 FL 73.0 M diagnosed with pneumonia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via Pfizer Sponsored Program.  A 73-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 12Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation at the age of 73-year-old. Lot number was EL1284. There was no medical history nor concomitant medications. The patient experienced pneumonia on 18Jan2021. Pneumonia was diagnosed at check up on 25Jan2021. They were not thinking patient got the pneumonia after the vaccine, they did not know if he had the pneumonia already or not at the time of vaccination. The outcome of the event was unknown.

1000172 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 CT 55.0 55 F Immediate rapid swelling at injection site (golfball-sized within a minute), fever 101, headache, injection site pain, myalgias

1000174 12/01/2020 02/04/2021 NY M dementia; contracted the covid virus; contracted the covid virus; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program. A contactable consumer (patient's wife) reported that a male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine), with first dose in Dec2020 and with second dose on 19Jan2021, both via an unspecified route of administration at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient received BNT162B2 3 weeks ago and got second dose on 19Jan2021, patient had dementia and contracted the COVID virus on 20Jan2021, patient had exposed to COVID 24-48 hours by a healthcare professional in the facility. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

1000175 01/21/2021 02/04/2021 VA 38.0 38 F Eight days after injection, I got a hard, red, swollen, itchy bump at injection site. It was a 4 inch square that was warm to the touch.

1000185 02/04/2021 M Had a stroke; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via Pfizer-sponsored programs. A male patient (reporter's husband) of an unspecified age received first single dose of BNT162B2 (Solution for injection, batch/lot number and exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the first dose of Covid vaccine on an unspecified date (Friday) at 12:35 PM, and had a stroke on Saturday morning at 10:30AM and was confined at the hospital (date/s unspecified) at the time of reporting. Reporter asked if there was any correlation or any fact sheets available with the vaccine and the stroke that happened to the patient. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about lot number and expiry date for the suspect product will be requested in follow-up attempts.Y

1000186 02/04/2021 U patient bled, and a proportion of vaccine in the syringe was not administered; patient bled, and a proportion of vaccine in the syringe was not administered; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot/batch number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The pharmacist had a question regarding incomplete administration of 2nd dose of bnt162b2. While one patient was given a vaccine, patient bled, and a proportion of vaccine in the syringe was not administered on an unspecified date. The pharmacist asking was there any information about giving a third dose to those who received invalid second dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between bnt162b2 and the event haemorrhage cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000191 01/05/2021 02/04/2021 CA 47.0 F tested for antibodies, and does not have any; States her second dose was on 05Jan2021, that was day number 18 after the first one.; States her second dose was on 05Jan2021, that was day number 18 after the first one.; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable pharmacist (patient).  A 47-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on 05Jan2021 at single dose (reported as 0.3, unit not provided) for COVID-19 immunisation, by injection to left arm.  Medical history was none. Concomitant medications included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID). Historical vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 on an unknown date for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient states her second dose was on 05Jan2021, that was day number 18 after the first one.  On 18Jan2021 the patient was tested for antibodies, and does not have any. She was expecting to have antibodies. She is not sick, she did not get sick, but because she didn't have antibodies it is upsetting, but there is nothing going on with body because she doesn't have the antibodies. Calling to find out what she should do now, if she needs to be revaccinated. The event was reported serous as medically significant. Outcome was not recovered. Method of assessment: Global Introspection was related, there is no reason why she wouldn't develop antibodies normally.; Sender's Comments: The 47-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), on an unknown date, and then received second dose on 05Jan2021, that was day number 18 after the first one.  On 18Jan2021 the patient was tested for antibodies, and does not have any.  There is possibility of false negative COVID-19 antibody test. The exact reason was unknown.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000193 02/04/2021 F Diverticulitis; little bit of pain; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program. A contactable consumer (patient) reported that a female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got her first shot of covid vaccine, sometimes she have Diverticulitis a little bit of pain and she wanted to find out if it's ok to take antibiotics and also get the second shot on the 28th. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested

1000198 02/04/2021 U Tested positive for COVID in between the doses for the vaccines; Tested positive for COVID in between the doses for the vaccines; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program. A contactable registered nurse (not the patient) reported a patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; COVID Vaccine a Pfizer product; lot number: EK9231) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Reporter added they were exposed before getting it and did not realize that they were exposed. The patient was tested positive for COVID in between the doses for the vaccines, on an unspecified date. She was wondering what we suggest they do with the second dose. The outcome of event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.

1000199 12/30/2020 02/04/2021 NY 56.0 M positive COVID-19 test with no symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with no symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable physician (patient).  A 56-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration on 30Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. The patient had a PCR test on 12Jan2021 and was COVID-19 positive, asymptomatic. The patient had a rapid test on 14Jan2021 and came out negative. The doctor was asking if he can be able to get the second vaccine a longer than 3 weeks which is in the 6th week, asking if it could make a difference since he was tested positive. The outcome of the events was recovered on 14Jan2021.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) on 30Dec2020, and a PCR COVID-19 test positive on 12Jan2021, asymptomatic. No complete effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved from first dose to protect from the targeted infection.  Further information is needed for a full meaningful medical assessment.

1000205 01/14/2021 02/04/2021 TX F acting weird and wouldnt eat; UTI; Aspirations phenomena; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program Pfizer First Connect. A female patient of an unspecified age started to receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The reporter was calling about mother. Said Mom is in E.R. Had received covid vaccine on Thursday. Friday she was ok. Saturday mom was acting weird and wouldn't eat. Saturday night she was thrashing around and wouldn't settle down so they took mom to E.R. was diagnosed with Aspirations phenomena and UTI. Treated the UTI then put her in nursing home. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

1000206 12/18/2020 02/04/2021 PA 49.0 F Elevation of Blood pressures proceeded with high 155/95; heart flutter; extreme breast tenderness; axillary swelling; felt general unwell feeling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional reporting for self. This 49-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number= EL0140) via intramuscular on 18Dec2020 12:00 PM at right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included known allergies: cinnamon. Patient did not have COVID prior vaccination. Concomitant medications included cyanocobalamin (B12), zinc, 4-(4-hydroxyphenyl)butan-2-one, crocus sativus, magnesium oxide (BELL DE NUIT PRECIOUS MAGICAL). It was reported that first day approx 6 hours after injection patient felt general unwell feeling, next day (19Dec2020) extreme breast tenderness and initiation of axillary swelling. At day 10 post injection (28Dec2020) she experienced some type of heart flutter. Elevation of Blood pressures proceeded with high 155/95 on unspecified date. PCP visit with normal EKG and blood work following week. BP in office 135/85 (from memory). Patient did not receive second dosage at day 21 and BP has currently returned to normal this a.m. (20Jan2021) 117/68.  There was no treatment received for events. Patient did not test COVID post vaccination. The outcome of events was recovered.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000207 01/11/2021 02/04/2021 MN 32.0 F cellulitis in right arm below injection site; fever; headache; chills; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 32-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, unknown lot number and expiration), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 11Jan2021 at 07:45 AM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization in a hospital.  Medical history reported as none. The patient has no known allergies. The patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; unknown lot number and expiration) on 23Dec2020 at 07:45 AM in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Concomitant medications included dicyclomine; and unspecified birth control and multivitamin. The patient experienced fever, headache, chills, fatigue, and then got cellulitis in right arm below injection site following second dose of COVID vaccine on 14Jan2021 at 12:00 PM. The events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care visit. The patient has no COVID prior to vaccination and was not tested for COVID post vaccination. The patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks. The patient received antibiotics (Keflex) as treatment for the events. The patient recovered from the events in Jan2021.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of event Vaccination site cellulitis cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000209 12/29/2020 02/04/2021 NY 49.0 F was supposed to get the second dose yesterday 19Jan2021 but location is closed/  could get it up to the 26Jan2021; paralysis of the chin and half of the face; and around the mouth; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer report for self. A 49-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at right arm on 29Dec2021 20:00 PM for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing severe migraines. None family history. There were no concomitant medications. No Prior Vaccinations within 4 weeks. After an hour she had paralysis of the chin and half of the face; and around the mouth. It only lasted a few minutes, like 10 minutes and then it went away, she was fully recovered. She did not got to a doctor or the ER. Adds she was supposed to get the second dose yesterday 19Jan2021 but she has to go to another location as that location is closed. They told her she could get it up to the 26Jan2021 and then it would be more problematic to get. The event outcome was recovered on 29Dec2020.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

1000210 02/04/2021 IN 34.0 F patient was positive; patient was positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 34-year-old female patient (nurse's daughter) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot number EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history was none.  There were no concomitant medications. The nursed reported that "The patient was positive, the whole family had COVID and they all came down which was about the same time which was 29Dec. She was treated in the ER with steroids and since that point we have all recovered until she went for the 2nd dose. Probably close to 10 days ago, they did do some lab work at the hospital". The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events.

1000212 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 WI 38.0 M typical Bell's Palsy; right side facial pain near the anterior right ear and traveling down the facial cranial nerve from that area to his jaw; right side facial pain near the anterior right ear and traveling down the facial cranial nerve from that area to his jaw; Weak feeling coming from the jaw; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (wife). A 38-year-old male patient (husband) received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Lot Number EL3248 and Expiration Date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 19Jan2021 18:00 (vaccine location: left arm) at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history included hypogammaglobulinaemia, from years low IGA, chickenpox and shingles in the past. The concomitant medications were not reported. No history and additional vaccines administered on same date. On 20Jan2021 when patient woke up, right now at 09:21 AM, he noticed right side facial pain near the anterior right ear and traveling down the facial cranial nerve from that area to his jaw. Reporter stated this was typical Bell's Palsy and the usual treatment is the same as for herpes zoster; steroids and antivirals is the recommended treatment. Reporter is planning to call the doctor as she feels he needs treatment right away and she will get the doctor to prescribe this treatment. Patient has a weak feeling coming from the jaw. Patient had a history of chicken pox and chronic herpes zoster but this was the first time he had had Bell's Palsy. States the effects are persisting and medically significant. Patient was scheduled for the second dose 09Feb2021. Wanted to know about if patient should get the second dose of the vaccine. The outcome of events was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000213 01/14/2021 02/04/2021 AZ 52.0 F tested for COVID and result came out positive/ body ache, fever, headache and cough; tested for COVID and result came out positive/ body ache, fever, headache and cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 52-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration, on 24Dec2020 at single dose as first dose, on left deltoid on 14Jan2021 as second dose at single dose to protect patient from COVID. Medical history included prediabetes and blood pressure high. Concomitant medication included metformin for prediabetes, losartan for blood pressure high. The patient's second vaccine (COVID 19 Vaccine) was just past this 14Jan2021. Then she had a lot of symptoms on 14Jan2021, the patient had like body ache, fever, headache and cough. The patient started to have suddenly with the side effects from the vaccine and then it was fine until yesterday and then she had to go in and get tested for COVID because she had never tested positive and her result came out this morning positive in Jan2021. The patient received Tylenol as treatment. The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the second vaccine dose and the event onset.

1000214 12/29/2020 02/04/2021 NC F Tested positive for the COVID-19; Tested positive for the COVID-19; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer First Connect via a contactable consumer (patient) reported for herself. A female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got her first dose of this Vaccine date is 29Dec2020 and now she had tested positive for the COVID-19, so she wants to know if what to do if she should take the second dose which is scheduled 19Jan2021. Physician confirmed it was COVID-19 Vaccine of Pfizer. She had got a headache. Events outcome was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

1000215 12/30/2020 02/04/2021 SD 45.0 F impairing her from driving/ bothering her while driving; panic; nauseous; increasingly more and more dizziness with visual disturbances; increasingly more and more dizziness with visual disturbances/She feels things are moving that aren't; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician, the patient. A 45-year-old female physician received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot: EK9231, Expiry: Apr 2021), intramuscularly in the left deltoid on 30Dec2020 at 16:30 (at the age of 45-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included heartburn. Concomitant medications included (dexlansoprazole) DEXILANT for heartburn from an unspecified date (reported as a year and a half). The patient did not receive any other vaccinations within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine. On 31Dec2020, the patient experienced dizziness with visual disturbances. She was having increasingly more and more dizziness with visual disturbances where today (20Jan2021) she felt nauseous from that. It was impairing her from driving because she felt things were moving that weren't and made her panic on the interstate, as of an unspecified date. It. Initially it was bothering her while driving, but now she noticed it while sitting at her desk or when she ate. It was all the time now. The reporter assessed the events "increasingly more and more dizziness with visual disturbances/she feels things are moving that aren't" as being between disabling and medically significant. The patient did not visit the emergency room or a physician's office, although stated it probably did require it. The patient queried whether to receive the second dose today as her symptoms were worsening. The clinical outcome of "increasingly more and more dizziness with visual disturbances/she feels things are moving that aren't" was not resolved, and of nauseous, "impairing her from driving/ bothering her while driving" and panic were unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal relationship causality between events dizziness with visual disturbances and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000216 01/04/2021 02/04/2021 81.0 M Pneumonia; Eosinophil count high; allergic reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's wife). An 81-year-old male patient received the first dose of COVID-19 vaccine (UNSPECIFIED TRADE NAME), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 vaccination. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had his first vaccine dose on 04Jan, then 7 days later he was in the hospital with a really high eosinophils count and infiltrate in his lungs, they did a CAT scan, and he had pneumonia in there. Patient's wife said that he was in the hospital for three days for Pneumonia, and now he was out of the hospital and he was supposed to get his second dose of the vaccine on the 25th. She would like to know if her husband should have the second dose, since she didn't know if the pneumonia was caused from the vaccine for sure, it could be an allergic reaction for the vaccine since his count was 22.2 for absolute eosinophils and that was down now to 2.4. She would like to know if it was safe for him get the second dose. She said her husband was still coughing and she didn't know, she was afraid for him to get it. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included a CAT scan in Jan2021 and he had pneumonia in there , absolute eosinophils: 22.2 (Eosinophil count high) in Jan2021, absolute eosinophils: 2.4 in Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.Y 3

1000217 01/07/2021 02/04/2021 NC 94.0 F Disoriented; Urinary tract infection; Shingles/rash; Complaining of pain and burning; Complaining of pain and burning; she was not feeling that well; lose her mental faculties; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 94-year-old female patient (reporter's mother) receive the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 (around 3:15 PM to 3:20 PM) at 0.3 mL, single (0.3ml dose injection in right arm) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included blood pressure, cholesterol, blood thinner and fluid. The patient historical vaccine included varicella zoster vaccine live (ZOSTAVAX) for immunization. There was no history of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect as this was the first dose. The patient had no prior Vaccinations within 4 weeks. Concomitant medications included ongoing apixaban (ELIQUIS) for blood thinner, ongoing furosemide (LASIX) for fluid, valsartan for blood pressure, ongoing pravastatin for cholesterol. The reporter was calling because her mother had the COVID-19 Vaccine on 07Jan2021, it was on a Thursday. By that Friday (08Jan2021) she was not feeling that well. Caller stated she did not know if what occurred had any correlation to the vaccine, but she wanted to report these details in case this started to be came a problem. Her mother is 94 years old and was in very good shape. However, now she was in the hospital completely disoriented. Since getting the vaccine she had subsequently broke out with shingles two days after getting the vaccine on 09Jan2021. Caller reiterated she was not saying this had anything to do with the vaccine, but she just wanted to reported these events. Caller initially stated it was unknown why patient was admitted to the hospital. She went on to explain her mother, the patient, was complaining of pain and burning. She started complaining of this pain and burning in the evening like around 5PM (on 08Jan2021 17:00). She later broke out into shingles. Caller mentioned patient has not had the SHINGRIX vaccine yet. However, she did have the older vaccine, ZOSTAVAX. Caller confirmed patient received the ZOSTAVAX years before. Patient went to the Emergency Room the first time on 09Jan2021 due to complaining of pain and burning and they could not find anything wrong with her. They checked her vitals and ran several tests and it all came back fine. They then sent her home. Patient went back to the Emergency Room on 10Jan2021 and completed another battery of test, labs, checked vitals, had chest x-ray, and cat scan at this time they could not diagnose with Shingles. On 11Jan2021, the patient had an appointment with her Primary Doctor and he did not find anything wrong. Patient came home with caller's sister and she was helping her get undressed. That was when the sister noticed a rash on the patient's body. The rash broke out on her body on Monday 11Jan2021. They tried to call the doctor that night, but did not get a response. On Tuesday 12Jan2021 they took the patient to urgent care and that was when she was formally diagnosed with Shingles. She was started on medication for the Shingles, Acyclovir, and sent home. They also thought she had a slight Urinary Tract Infection. She was started on CIPRO for the urinary tract infection. Patient was home for a couple of days in Jan2021 and she was not getting any better. She was then starting to lose her mental faculties. They thought this was from the urinary tract infection. Caller clarified the patient was then admitted to the hospital on 16Jan2021 due being disoriented. For causality assessment, it was mentioned that it is so coincidental this happened right after getting the vaccine. She was healthy and then it was like a snowball. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2  on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

1000218 01/08/2021 02/04/2021 LA 87.0 F rash that looks like measles; rash on right side that goes around to back looks like diaper rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  An 87-year-old female patient started to receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, batch/lot number EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history was none.  There were no concomitant medications.  The patient stated she had this injection 08Jan2021, states the following Thursday, 14Jan2021, she broke out with 2 different reactions, a rash that looks like measles all over, the second reaction is part on her back looks like a little kid has not had their diaper changed, like diaper rash, like half a belt from the right side to the back. States she is very concerned, the patient went to a dermatologist who she had a lot of faith in, doctor met her at the door, read about it but has never seen a reaction like this. States that they injected her with something and it worked in two different places. States she did a biopsy on her hip and took movies to show her students, called her and stated she need to report this event. The patient states she wants to know if she should get the second vaccine. States she used to be 5 foot 2 inches, shrunk prior to vaccine. The patient last night to report but she could not get through. Stated she got injection on right arm. The patient stated the rashes are trying to improve. States the rash that looks like measles started on the right side and now is all over. The patient stated she is allergic to bromines and swims in a bromine salt water heated swimming pool and this has nothing to do with it but the point she is saying is that she says your allergic to things and then not have reactions and sometimes you do. Both events were serious with criteria of medially signicant. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included biopsy: unknown results, body height: 5 foot 2 inches (States she used to be 5 foot 2 inches, shrunk prior to vaccine).  The outcome of the event rash that looks like measles was not recovered, while the outcome of the other event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2  on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000219 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 FL 67.0 F one of the nurses at the outpatient clinic where she works was positive for covid; Nausea; she started feeling a little warm; Low grade fever; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for herself. A 67-year-old female patient received her second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EL3302), intramuscularly on 19Jan2021 11:03 on right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Vaccination Facility Type was at Clinic. Medical history included just had rotator cuff repair surgery last Thursday (11Jan2021), pain, muscle relaxer. Concomitant medications included acetaminophen; hydrocodone as pain medicine, methocarbamol as muscle relaxer. Historical Vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number: EK9231) intramuscularly on 28Dec2020 at 9:52 am for COVID-19 immunization on right arm and experienced right arm soreness at the injection site. It was reported that last night (19Jan2021) she had a low grade fever and chills, then it went away, she was not having the chills earlier today and the fever went away. The fever had come back and she was chilled even though it was hot. She tested negative for coronavirus that Monday (08Jan2021) prior to the surgery. She was being told that one of the nurses at the outpatient clinic where she worked was positive for covid. She clarified that the fever and the chills go together and started last night. The fever did get better and she was not feeling feverish or chilled during the day. About 2 or 3 hours ago (20Jan2021) she started feeling a little warm, nauseated and she checked her temperature 30 minutes ago and it was 99.4. She always run low and did not have a fever. No treatment received for all events. The outcome of event low grade fever was resolving, outcome of events chills and nauseated were not resolved, outcome of other events were unknown.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2  on reported events low grade fever, chills and nausea cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000227 01/23/2021 02/04/2021 CA 67.0 M heart attack; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).   A 67-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot # EL9263) at single dose at left arm on 23Jan2021 14:15 for Covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included hypertension, high cholesterol. No known allergies. The patient had not experienced Covid-19 prior vaccination. There were no concomitant medications. The patient had not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the BNT162B2 vaccine.  On 24Jan2021 06:00, the morning after he received the COVID-19 vaccine, he had a heart attack. The patient was hospitalized for heart attack for 2 days and evet was considered life threatening. The doctor placed 2 stents in his arteries. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Sars-cov-2 test: negative on 24Jan2021.Y Y 2

1000231 01/20/2021 02/04/2021 TX 41.0 F currently receiving IVIG for Acute Inflammatory Demyelinating Neuropathy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician report for self. This 41-year-old no pregnant female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140), at left arm on 20Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Breast cancer (remission, 15 years ago), GERD, Hyperlipidemia. Concomitant medication not reported. Patient previously received second dose of Gardasil vaccine on 16Dec2020 at left arm and first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EJ1685) on 30Dec2020 08:15 AM at left arm. Five days after 2nd covid vaccine (on 25Jan202021 01:00 PM), patient started experiencing excruciating pain along the plantar aspects of both feet. This, with numbness and tingling ascended upwards (in a matter of hours) to lower back and arms. Patient went to local emergency room and was later transferred to (Institute name) for higher level of care. She was currently receiving IVIG for Acute Inflammatory Demyelinating Neuropathy. This is a GBS-like illness. Very debilitating, due to pain. No motor deficits yet. Hoping the IVIG stops the Demyelinating process in its tracks. The events resulted in hospitalization for 6 days. Patient received Nasal Swab covid test date on 25Jan2021 with result of "Negative". The outcome of events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded for reported event acute inflammatory demyelinating neuropathy. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y Y 6

1000385 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 FL 69.0 69 F Client felt nauseous and had palpitation.  Paramedics assess client on site.  Client was released at 10.

1000388 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 SD 30.0 30 M Fever, tachycardia,  hypotension, diffuse urticaria

1000392 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 IL 35.0 35 U SEVERE FEVER , WEAKNESS , AND ACHES THAT LASTED ABOUT 20 HOURS.

1000394 02/04/2021 IN 67.0 F Chills, temp 101

1000398 01/30/2021 02/04/2021 42.0 42 F Diarrhoea

1000402 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 NY 35.0 35 F Fever, muscle aches, headache

1000405 12/30/2020 02/04/2021 IA 32.0 32 F Face and arm on the side COVID vaccine given started tingling and got warm right away then had numbness and tingling after. For the first 15 mins also had heart palpitations.  12 hours later after waking up face sensation was dull and improved over the night.

1000408 01/29/2021 02/04/2021 38.0 38 F Headache, Soreness and bump at injection site, congestion, some chills, and tiredness.

1000412 01/27/2021 02/04/2021 VA 24.0 24 F 7 days after the shot, the arm that received the shot got very itchy, irritated, and a little red. It is currently 8 days after the shot and my arm is still very itchy and feels a little swollen.

1000415 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 WV 55.0 55 M Light headed and aches within two hours. At 2am next morning, I could hardly stand due to muscle pain and weakness, neck to toes, with associated nausea and low-grade fever of 99/100 the rest of the day.  I took Advil and Tylenol every 4-6 hours. Some pain and weakness and nausea remain on 2/4/2021 but fever is gone and feeling well enough to return to work.

1000418 12/15/2020 02/04/2021 PR 47.0 47 M Pleuritic chest pain. Admitted due to acute pericariditis. Course complicated with new onset atrial fibrillation. Y Y 5

1000419 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 29.0 29 F Left half of face (same side as injection) from chin/neck to scalp was numb for approximately 8 hours. Felt very similar to the numbness of after dental work. Did NOT have face paralysis like that of Bell's Palsy just face numbness. After approximately 8 hours feeling was restored. As of 2+ weeks later no lasting effects.

1000421 02/01/2021 02/04/2021 FL 72.0 72 F Chills and headache the night of the injection.  Next morning at 6:00 was sitting up in bed and became unconscious and unresponsive to painful stimulus. Called 911 medics.     After about 20 minutes - started to regain conscious. At that point Bp was 50/40.  Taken to  Hospital . Vomiting and Diarrhea.   Was given 1 bag IV saline and adavan.  Release after 4 hours.

1000423 02/01/2021 02/04/2021 FL 41.0 41 F Within 12 hours of receiving vaccine I began to feel fatigue in my muscles and a mild headache.  The next morning I experienced brain fog, inability to formulate thoughts correctly, difficulty thinking, lack of concentration, muscle soreness, aches all over body, tired easily, shortness of breath, fever, chills,  and nausea.  36 hours after receiving vaccine, I still feel uneasy on my feet, light headedness, muscle soreness, stiff neck, nose bleeds, headache, nausea and extreme fatigue.

1000426 01/14/2021 02/04/2021 MA 44.0 44 F enlargement of lymph nodes under left axilla; no treatment to date, lumps are still there after 3 weeks

1000429 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 NY 19.0 F Flu like symptoms. Arm pain. Redness at injection site that has not stopped spreading since receiving vaccine.

1000488 01/14/2021 02/04/2021 MS F white cell count was marginally raised; CRP antigen was raised; Her hands are worse and she can't grip; hands are swollen; neurological thing; tenosynovitis; didn't sleep last night; She is becoming weaker and weaker; sweating and chills and some headaches; bodyache/pain; headache; severe chills; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 79-years-old female patient (Reporter's wife) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Batch/lot number: EL8982, expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first vaccine on 14Jan2021 and at the same night experienced severe chills, fever, headache, and bodyache. Headache and bodyache has progressively gotten worse and patient was given tylenol and motrin which was starting to get less effective. It has been 6 days since the patient had these events, and reporter would like information specific to headaches and bodyaches lasting this long and how they were managed. It was further reported that the patient is too feeble and weak to talk right now. She is becoming weaker and weaker. She had the vaccine on 14Jan2021. That night she had sweating and chills and some headaches. The next day she had headache and pain all over her body. It got worse. It was a serious headache and serious pain. They talked to people who said it was a normal reaction. On the fourth day she got worse. She is getting weaker. He(reporter) wanted to make sure she did not have active COVID. They went to doctor's office and did COVID test, it was negative. Came back and she still had persistent headache. He took her back to the doctor on Sunday. Her CRP antigen was raised, liver function was normal. temp was normal. PO2 was between 96 and 99 which is normal. Her Creatinine was normal 1.2 or something. Her white cell count was marginally raised. Did PCR COVID test and it was normal. That night she slept well. Increased pain medication, Tylenol and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory over the counter. That relieves the pain for only an hour or two and it comes back again. He clarified that his wife is taking Tylenol 1000mg and the over the counter nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory is Motrin 400mg every six hours. Today when she got up she said she was no better. She can't get out of the chair. It looks like a neurological thing. Her muscle power has reduced. The pain is severe. Her hands are worse and she can't grip. She has tenosynovitis in both hands so it is difficulty to assess. She had injections four or five weeks ago and it got better, but now she can't make a fist and her hands are swollen. Now the pain is intolerable. She is getting weaker and weaker. She is very lively. She may be seventy some years old, but you wouldn't know it. She didn't sleep last night. He is helping her get up and go to the bathroom. She is hurting and suffering. They were asking if there are any patients or people who had this reaction six of seven days after the vaccine. He is taking her to a neurologist today. Another doctor is coming to see her at their house. The outcome of the events bodyache/pain and headache was not recovered, while for other events was unknown. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of bodyache/pain, headache.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between bnt162b2 and the events pain and headache cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000489 01/20/2021 02/04/2021 M I may have a blood clot in my leg.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the first dose of the vaccine on 20Jan2021 and is going to visit his doctor because they think that he may have a blood clot on his leg on an unspecified date. He wanted to know if it was okay if they give him a shot of something like contrast to see the ultrasound. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

1000499 01/17/2021 02/04/2021 CA 55.0 M angio edema of lips and periorbital area; Nasal and sinus congestion; rash on chest and face; wheezing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 55-year-old male patient received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiry date were not reported), intramuscular in left arm on 17Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included mixed hyperlipidemia. The patient had no known allergies. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of bnt162b2 on Jan2021 via intramuscular. On 17Jan2021, the patient experienced nasal and sinus congestion, rash on chest and face, angioedema of lips and periorbital area and wheezing. The outcome of the events was not recovered. The patient received an OTC antihistamine and monitored the condition.   Information on the batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a chronological association and known product safety profile, a causal relationship between event angioedema and BNT162B2 ((PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000512 12/26/2020 02/04/2021 49.0 F Caller got the first dose of the pfizer covid 19 vaccine on 26Dec2020 and tested positive for covid on 30Dec2020.; Caller got the first dose of the pfizer covid 19 vaccine on 26Dec2020 and tested positive for covid on 30Dec2020.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 49-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Batch/lot number: EL5738)on 26Dec2020 at single dose into right arm for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history was none.  Concomitant medication included gummy bear vitamins, no further details provided. Patient did her first COVID test on 16Dec2020, prior to getting the vaccination, and was negative. Patient got the first dose of the vaccine on 26Dec2020 and on 30Dec2020 tested positive (via COVID-19 PCR test) for Covid . She was tested negative on 03Jan2021 and 04Jan2021 (both via COVID-19 PCR tests). She clarified that she went to a nursing home and was tested every 14 days when she went to see her mom and all times prior to getting the vaccine doses she was negative. She said her first dose of the vaccine was on 26Dec2020, then four days after that it was time to go get tested to go see her mom and the test was positive within no time it lights up. She said as a medical worker (she was a patient registration clerk at the emergency room- ER) she can wait 5 days after that for it to come up after being positive and after that if it was showing up negative she had to wait 24 hours to confirm negative test and repeated the test within 24 hours, which was negative too. Patient stated that other than having positive tests for COVID she has had no symptoms. Outcome of the event was unknown. Patient wanted to know if this was a herd immunity vaccine and if the vaccine had covid in it.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021077994 same patient, different dose

1000519 02/04/2021 U A patient who has received the first dose, and then tests positive for COVID-19; A patient who has received the first dose, and then tests positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist reported that a patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The pharmacist asked if there any information available for scheduling the second vaccine dose of the series in a patient who has received the first dose, and then tests positive for COVID-19 after already receiving the first dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID-19 test positive and suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.   This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000527 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 MN 30.0 F I was so faint/nearly passed out; so hot; very chilled for about 15 or 20 minutes; feeling sort "off"; weak; fatigued/very drained/exhausted; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 30-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EK4176), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Jan2021 at 08:15 AM at single dose in right arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Patient age at time of vaccination was years 30 years. No other vaccine was given within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient has no known allergies. The patient had no relevant medical history and received no concomitant medications. The patient reported the following: 'About 5 minutes after receiving the vaccine I was so faint I nearly passed out and was so hot I was given an ice pack to try and cool me down. It took about 45 minutes for me to be able walk across one room. I then was very chilled for about 15 or 20 minutes, and very drained. The rest of the day I was back and forth between feeling sort "off" and feeling like I was weak, exhausted, and fatigued'. Adverse events onset date was reported as 19Jan2021 at 08:15 AM. No treatment was received for the events other than ice pack for feeling hot. The patient was recovering from the events. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 and since the vaccination, has not been tested for COVID-19.

1000532 01/18/2021 02/04/2021 CA 38.0 F Bad cough; Trouble breathing; Tingling around mouth; Numbness in jaw and neck; Shaking; Red face and chest; Slight itching; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (the patient).  A 38-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot number EL8982), intramuscular in the left arm on 18Jan2021 at 10:30 (at the age of 38-years-old) as a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history was not reported. The patient was allergic to penicillin. The patient previously received dose 1 of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, Lot number EJ1685) on 28Dec2020 in the left arm. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications included levothyroxine (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN) and cetirizine hydrochloride (ALERTEC), both for unknown indication from unknown dates and unknown if ongoing. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 18Jan2021 at 11:00, the patient experienced bad cough, trouble breathing, tingling around mouth, numbness in jaw and neck, shaking, red face and chest, and slight itching. Treatment was given when seen by paramedics with an emergency room visit which included a second dose of allergy medication. The clinical outcome of the events bad cough, trouble breathing, tingling around mouth, numbness in jaw and neck, shaking, red face and chest, and slight itching was recovering. It was reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.; Sender's Comments: The reported events were likely causally related to the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), considering the plausible temporal relationship and clinical course of the events.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.
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1000543 01/06/2021 02/04/2021 M tested positive for Covid; tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer(patient).  A male patient of an unspecified age first dose received BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) , via an unspecified route of administration on 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization .  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced tested positive for COVID on 12Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. Patient was scheduled for second dose on 27Jan2021, while doctors can't agree on whether he should et that second dose or not.    Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

1000559 01/09/2021 02/04/2021 U COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 at single dose for an unspecified indication. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive for covid-19 infection on 11Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. The reported wanted to know how long the patient should wait before receiving the second dose.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

1000562 01/06/2021 02/04/2021 AZ 47.0 F She got tested with the COVID saliva test on 09Jan2021 and tested positive; She got tested with the COVID saliva test on 09Jan2021 and tested positive; headache; not feeling well; fell super run down; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 47-years-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EH9899) via an unspecified route of administration at single dose arm left on 06Jan2021 16:45 for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included allergy induced asthma, neoplasm malignant since 2011 (reported as 10 years ago), ongoing white blood cell count decreased. Concomitant medications included budesonide, formoterol fumarate (SYMBICORT) for allergy induced asthma, cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC) for allergy. No other vaccine was received in four weeks.  Patient had headache on 09Jan2021, not feeling well on 09Jan2021, fell super run down on 09Jan2021. The patient got tested with the covid saliva test on 09Jan2021 and was positive. Patient just wanted to know if she can go forward to 2nd dose. The outcome of headache was not recovered, of fell super run down was recovering, of the other events was unknown.

1000565 12/28/2020 02/04/2021 M COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable Consumer (patient).  A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive to covid-19 in Jan2021 (last week) with outcome of unknown. The patient wanted to know when he should receive the second dose.   No follow-up attempts are possible. Information on Lot/Batch number cannot be obtained.

1000572 01/11/2021 02/04/2021 F COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; exposed to Covid positive patient; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 44-years-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was exposed to Covid positive patient on 15Jan2021. She tested positive for Covid 19 the following Monday 18Jan2021. The patient wanted to know if now that she was positive, she should still proceed with the second dose in February. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded. Occupational exposure to SARS-CoV-2 is most likely related to an intercurrent condition which is not related to the suspected drug.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

1000592 01/07/2021 02/04/2021 54.0 F patient tested positive for covid virus; patient tested positive for covid virus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient), received via a Pfizer-sponsored program. A 54-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 07Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that on 13Jan2021, the patient tested positive for covid virus. The patient would like to know about getting the second dose of vaccine. Outcome of the event was unknown.   Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

1000616 02/04/2021 MA F COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable female consumer (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program COVAX US Support.  A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested covid positive on 07Jan2021, after she got her first dose of pfizer covid vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

1000620 01/20/2021 02/04/2021 CA 49.0 M Redness and itching of head and forehead; Redness and itching of head and forehead; hypertension; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist. A 49-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot: EL3302, expiry date: May2021, NDC number: 59267100001) intramuscularly in deltoid right on 20Jan2021 at 0.3 ml single for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The reporting pharmacist works with a group of five pharmacists. Colleague administered Covid-19 Vaccine to the patient an hour ago. Patient presented with side effects. Pharmacist clarified adverse event as itching of the head and forehead. Forehead looked pretty red and as if there were pimples, but patient was scratching hard. Occurred 15-20 minutes after vaccination (20Jan2021). Pharmacist checked patient for other symptoms of breathing and swelling. Patient stated he was ok in that aspect. Pharmacist gave patient two 25 mg tablets of Benadryl. Pharmacist states patient is healthy and just has hypertension (20Jan2021). Patient is still at the clinic and is going to check back in with caller about how he is doing. Doesn't have exact time of vaccination. Seriousness: At least medically significant. Patient was able to go back to the kitchen and do his job. Pharmacist asked how would he know that is not an allergic reaction and if the second dose should be given. Sticker states NDC is 5926710001, but pharmacist believes NDC is 59267100001. Vaccination Facility Type was Nursing home. Additional Vaccines Administered On Same Date Of Pfizer Suspect was No. Pharmacist makes sure other vaccinations are separated by two weeks. All events required Physician Office Visit. Prior Vaccinations Within 4 Weeks was Unknown. AES Follow Prior Vaccinations was Unknown. Relevant Tests was None. Benadryl allergy tablet, 25 mg NDC: 50580- 226-51 Lot: SFF084 Exp: Feb2022. Pharmacist asked if second dose should be submitted. The outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between bnt162b2 and the events pruritus, erythema and hypertension cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000626 01/13/2021 02/04/2021 WI 57.0 F she may have already had COVID 19 with the symptoms she has now; she may have already had COVID 19 with the symptoms she has now; was feeling bad; she lost her taste and her smell; she lost her taste and her smell; tired; sleeping all the time; she is sick; She still hasn't eaten a whole meal since Friday; not able to eat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 57-year-old female patient received single dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer, Solution for injection, lot number: EL0142, exp date not reported), intramuscular (by injection once left arm, below shoulder blade in muscle) on 13Jan2021 for COVID-19 immunization (because of job). Medical history included two stroked from 1998 and 2005. Concomitant medication included oral donepezil started taking 3 months ago (Oct2020) for something having to do with muscles because of stroke. She takes a blood thinner, as she had 2 strokes; and takes muscle relaxers too. By 15Jan2021 (Friday morning) the patient was feeling bad, she couldn't go to work, she lost her taste and her smell, part of smell. Part of taste was back at the time of reporting, but she was tired and sleeping all the time (onset date reported as 15Jan2021). She saw her neurologist because she had 2 strokes, they referred her to Pfizer, as they said she may have already had COVID 19 with the symptoms she has, but as far as she knows, she didn't have it, she took a test with the center a month before giving the vaccine, she took the vaccine because of her job, because of the kind of job she has, and they wanted her to let Pfizer know she was sick. She doesn't know if she wanted to get the other dose, as she was not feeling well at all. She was laying down sleeping every day. Her doctor said to tell Pfizer what was going on. She still doesn't feel good the day of reporting. She still hasn't eaten a whole meal since 15Jan2021. She thinks she was probably getting better, but was getting better slowly, she has no taste, she was not able to eat, no smell at all, which was really not a good thing. She can't tell the outcome of no smell she thinks. She can't smell nothing at all. She can't smell what she was cooking. It was the same as taste, she thought that is probably why she can't eat, she can't taste what she was eating. Taste was improved, but not well enough for her, it is hard to explain, you know how you enjoy food, like how it tastes, and if you can't taste, you can't eat. She sleeps all day, she was up now, but is probably going to go to sleep, she feels tired and needs to lay down. She told her doctor she will call and see what Pfizer says, they will go from there. She doesn't know if she will have to go see if she has COVID 19, or what was going on.  No further investigation assessment was performed. The patient took a test a month before (results unknown). No taste was recovering (ongoing at the time of reporting) while outcome of other events was not recovered.

1000627 01/11/2021 02/04/2021 FL F tested positive for Covid-19 after getting the vaccine; tested positive for Covid-19 after getting the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via the Pfizer Sponsored Program. A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot no. and expiry date was not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive for Covid-19 after getting the vaccine on 14Jan2021. The reporter and his wife both took a rapid test on 08Jan2021 and it was negative. On 11Jan2021, they both got their first dose of the vaccine. The patient had a swab test done on 14Jan2021; she is asymptomatic, but her test was also positive. They wanted to know if it's ok to get the 2nd dose of vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021045686 Same reporter, drug, and event with different patients

1000628 01/03/2021 02/04/2021 NY 31.0 F COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; This is a spontaneous report from contactable consumer (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect.  A 31-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE Batch/lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 03Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was none.  There were no concomitant medications. The patient tested positive for covid on 10Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered.

1000631 02/04/2021 TN U came down with COVID in a week; came down with COVID in a week; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. This physician reported similar events for 4 patients. This is third of four reports. A patient of an unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unknown date as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medication were not provided. On an unknown date, the patient came down with COVID in a week of vaccination. The outcome of the event came down with COVID in a week was unknown. The reporting physician stated that he doesn't think that them getting the vaccine and having COVID is related, he thinks it is a coincidence.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID-19 and suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021064977 as same reporter/drug/AE/different patients.

1000632 02/04/2021 NC 30.0 F Tested positive for Covid a week later; Tested positive for Covid a week later; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 30-year-old non-pregnant female patient received 2nd dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), intramuscular in the left arm on 04Jan2021 08:45, and 1st dose on an unspecified date via an unspecified route of administration; both at single doses for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient has no known allergies. On 12Jan2021, the patient tested positive for COVID a week later from 2nd dose. Outcome of the events was reported as recovering. No treatment was given for the events. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Nasal Swab: positive on 13Jan2021. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID prior vaccination.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported "tested positive for Covid a week later".

1000635 02/04/2021 FL U Diagnosed with COVID after first vaccine; Diagnosed with COVID after first vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was diagnosed with COVID after first vaccine and wanted to know if the patient could take the second dose afterwards. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID-19  and suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship.  There is limited information provided in this report.  Additional information is needed to better assess the case, including complete medical history, diagnostics, counteractive treatment measures and concomitant medications.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000638 02/04/2021 WV M got the first dose of COVID vaccine and afterwards he tested positive for COVID; got the first dose of COVID vaccine and afterwards he tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored Program, Pfizer First Connect, received from a contactable nurse. A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date, it was reported that the patient received first dose of COVID vaccine and afterwards he tested positive for COVID. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000640 02/04/2021 TN U all got the first dose, and they all came down with COVID in a week; all got the first dose, and they all came down with COVID in a week; This is Spontaneous report from a contactable Physician. This physician reported similar events for four patients. This is the fourth of four reports.  A patient of an unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unknown date as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Relevant medical history and concomitant medication were not provided. On an unknown date, the patient came down with COVID in a week of vaccination. The outcome of the event came down with COVID in a week was unknown. The reporting physician stated that he doesn't think that them getting the vaccine and having COVID is related, he thinks it is a coincidence.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021064977 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.

1000644 01/04/2021 02/04/2021 OK 45.0 F Stress on body; Little over weight- usually about 150 sometimes 162 around this time she was 162; Stage 3 kidney failure; High/Increased blood pressure; Outbreak of genital herpes; Hip pain bilateral; Extreme fatigue; on and off headaches/Intermittent headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 45-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EK9231; expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration (anatomical location: arm left) on 04Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation. Patient's medical history ongoing included sickle cell trait (diagnosed as a child, sickly as a child, found out in 2016. It was reported that patient has the sickle cell that mimics the disease), ongoing high blood pressure, and ongoing genital herpes, and pre-diabetes, all diagnosed prior to vaccination, and 'blood pressure'. Concomitant medication included chlorthalidone from 2018 and ongoing for 'blood pressure'. It was reported that patient got her first dose of Covid vaccine on 04Jan2021. Patient stated that she has been experiencing some effects, started maybe 2 days after, she began experiencing fatigue (06Jan2021). Patient also stated that she has genital herpes diagnosed before the vaccine, and stated that she usually doesn't have an outbreak unless there is extreme stress on body. On 08Jan2021, patient clarified she experienced a genital herpes outbreak and thought that it may associated. Patient stated that she treated it with valaciclovir (VALTREX) and some cream and it went away. States that she had another outbreak after, treated it again, and it went away and now she is struggling with another outbreak of genital herpes. Patient also reported that she has on and off headaches (also reported as intermittent headaches) on 04Jan2021, states this could be due to her high/increased blood pressure which she first experienced on 14Jan2021 (as reported). Patient mentioned that her blood pressure has been higher than it ever has been after the vaccine. Patient also stated that she noticed that after the vaccine it was out of control, that she got a blood pressure cuff and it was 149/103, she contacted her nephrologist, stated she is treating it with her usual diuretic and the doctor just prescribed her amlodipine (NORVASC). Patient further stated that she is still struggling to get the diastolic blood pressure in the 90s, stated this is abnormal for her. Also is experiencing severe hip pain bilateral on 08Jan2021 after the vaccine. Patient further reported that she was a little over weight - usually about 150 sometimes 162 around this time she was 162. Patient clarified that her current weight is 159.2 and stated that she was diagnosed with sickle cell trait and stated that she has the kind that mimics the disease and will have a lot of side effects of sickle cell disease. Patient further added that she also has stage 3 kidney failure on 18Jan2021 due to either her high blood pressure or sickle cell trait and is also pre-diabetic. Patient also thought that the outbreak was associated with stress on body. Patient wanted to know if she refuses the second vaccine, if the first vaccine will do anything. Outcome of the events 'Stage 3 kidney failure', 'High/Increased blood pressure', 'Outbreak of genital herpes', and 'on and off headaches/Intermittent headache' was not recovered, outcome of the event 'extreme fatigue' was recovered on 06Jan2021, outcome of the event 'hip pain bilateral' was recovering, outcome of the remaining events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The reported stage 3 kidney failure was due to either the pre-existing high blood pressure or sickle cell trait or prediabetic condition, and was unrelated to the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE).

1000646 01/15/2021 02/04/2021 AL 35.0 M Oxygen saturation low/ checked his oxygen level and it was 78 and then after a few minutes it was 86 and 88; Fever of 102 F for 4 days; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 35-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration (Unknown if  given intramuscularly) on 15Jan2021 09:30 at a single dose on left arm below shoulder for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced fever of 102 for 4 days on 16Jan2021 14:00 and oxygen saturation low on 20Jan2021 12:00 (reported as "12:00 - 12:30"). He received first dose 15Jan2021. He has not had a cough, but had 102 degree Fahrenheit fever for 4 days, so he had to stay home from work. He  had to get a COVID test and it was negative today (unspecified date). While he was there, they checked his oxygen level and it was 78 and then after a few minutes it was 86 and 88. There was no prescriber. He received it at a healthcare facility. He is supposed to go back to get second dose on 05Feb2021. It is unknown if it was given intramuscularly. The outcome of the events was not recovered. NO ER or physician's office required.  He is to follow up with his general practitioner, but he has not gone yet. No prior vaccinations (within 4 weeks) and no adverse event following prior vaccinations. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer Suspect. Vaccination facility type was Hospital. Family medical history includes, Father is Diabetic and mother has colon cancer.

1000650 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 47.0 F Profound weakness; severe muscle and bone pain; severe muscle and bone pain; crushing headache with severe ocular pressure; palpitations; dizziness; Tingling and numbness to hands and feet; Tingling and numbness to hands and feet; Vein engorgement and swelling of left leg; Vein engorgement and swelling of left leg; right abdominal and flank pain; right abdominal and flank pain; crushing headache with severe ocular pressure; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable  health care professional nurse, the patient (patient).   A 47-years-old non-pregnant female patient (nurse) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: El3249), via an unspecified route of administration  in the left arm on 19Jan2021 at 15:30 as a single dose, for COVID-19 vaccination.  The vaccine was administered in a Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility.  Medical history included asthma and known allergies (details not provided).  Concomitant medication included albuterol [salbutamol] (ALBUTEROL [SALBUTAMOL]). No other vaccines were given within 4 weeks. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. On 19Jan2021 at 15:30, the patient experienced Profound weakness, dizziness, palpitations, severe muscle and bone pain, tingling and numbness to hands and feet, vein engorgement and swelling of left leg, right abdominal and flank pain, crushing headache with severe ocular pressure. The events resulted in an emergency room visit and physician office visit.  No treatment was  given for the events. The clinical outcome of weakness, dizziness, palpitations, severe muscle and bone pain, tingling and numbness to hands and feet, vein engorgement and swelling of left leg, right abdominal and flank pain, crushing headache with severe ocular pressure was not recovered.    No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000651 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 WI 51.0 F chills; headache; could not sleep; dizzy; nausea; she is very, very tired; feeling bad; her left arm is killing her; pain was in her body/whole body was killing her; not able to walk; whole body joint pain; feeling cold and warm; muscle pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 51-year-old female patient received their second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL3248, expiry date not reported), intramuscular on the left arm on 19Jan2021 10:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received their first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL1284; expiry date not reported), intramuscular on the left arm on 29Dec2020 10:15 for COVID-19 immunization and experienced arm was sore and hurting. The patient reported that she just got the second dose of the vaccine yesterday (19Jan2021). She had a really bad side effects. With the first dose only her arm was sore and hurting, states it was nothing, she did not have side effects. With the second dose her left arm is killing her on 19Jan2021. She clarifies the side effects that she is experiencing are whole body joint pain and muscle pain on 19Jan2021, chills on an unspecified date, nausea on 20Jan2021, headache on an unspecified date, and she is very, very tired on 19Jan2021. She received the second dose of the vaccine around 10:15 am yesterday and she went to work and she was ok. About 12 hours later on 19Jan2021 she started feeling bad, by 10-10:30pm her whole body was killing her and she was not able to walk. Around 11:15pm she had to talk to her supervisor since she was not able to work. She was experiencing the whole body pain and muscle pain. She did not have nausea or dizziness last night. She could not sleep last night, she was not comfortable in bed since she was in pain, her pain was in her body. She started feeling dizzy and nauseous this morning (20Jan2021) when she was getting out bed. States she could not even drive, she wish she had someone that could have picked her up from work since it was horrible. She reported all night she was feeling cold and warm, yesterday she felt warm and she thought she had a fever and when she checked her temperature she did not have a fever. Her temperature this morning was 97.5. Right now she feels freezing, the chills. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included body temperature: 97.5 on 20Jan2021. The patient did not recover from her left arm is killing her, whole body joint pain, feeling cold and warm, muscle pain, nausea, very tired, and dizziness while the outcome of the rest of the events was unknown.

1000652 01/16/2021 02/04/2021 49.0 F Caller had the second shot 16Jan2021 and was tested today 20Jan2021 and now she is back positive.; Caller had the second shot 16Jan2021 and was tested today 20Jan2021 and now she is back positive.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 49-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) for COVID-19 immunization on 26Dec2020 (first dose; Batch/lot number: EL5738) at single dose into right arm and on 16Jan2021 (second dose LOT EL3248) at single dose into left arm. Medical history was none.  Concomitant medication included gummy bear vitamins, no further details provided. Patient did her first COVID test on 16Dec2020, prior to getting the vaccination, and was negative. Patient got the first dose of the vaccine on 26Dec2020 and on 30Dec2020 tested positive (via COVID-19 PCR test) for Covid. She was tested negative on 03Jan2021 and 04Jan2021 (both COVID-19 PCR tests). Patient had the second shot on 16Jan2021 and COVID-19 PCR test on 20Jan2021 was back positive. Patient clarified she got the injection twice, and each time she has gotten it and gotten tested after, each test was showing positive. She clarified that she went to a nursing home and was tested every 14 days when she went to see her mom and all times prior to getting the vaccine doses she was negative. She said her first dose of the vaccine was on 26Dec2020, then four days after that it was time to go get tested to go see her mom and the test was positive within no time it lights up. She said as a medical worker (she was a patient registration clerk at the emergency room- ER) she can wait 5 days after that for it to come up after being positive and after that if it was showing up negative she had to wait 24 hours to confirm negative test and repeated the test within 24 hours, which was negative too. She got the second dose on 16Jan2021 and then she went to go get tested to go back to the nursing home and again it came back positive. Outcome of the event was unknown. Patient wanted to know if this was a herd immunity vaccine and if the vaccine had covid in it.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021051224 same patient, different dose

1000653 01/21/2021 02/04/2021 MN 82.0 M Dramatic unexplained drop in INR from 2.9 on January 11, 2021 to 1.3 on January 25, 2021; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This 82-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Lot number EK9231) via an unspecified route of administration in the right arm on 21Jan2021 at 09:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Vaccination facility type: urgent care center. The patient did not receive other vaccines in four weeks. Relevant medical history included recent stroke, cardiac failure congestive, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, chronic renal failure, diabetes, high cholesterol, SP aortic valve replacement, atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease and COVID-19 (the patient had COVID-19 prior to vaccination). Concomitant medications included hydralazine, carvedilol, warfarin and isosorbide. On 25Jan2021 at 09:00, the patient experienced dramatic unexplained drop in INR from 2.9 on 11Jan2021 to 1.3 on 25Jan2021. The event resulted in life-threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event). Corrective treatment taken as a result of the event included subcutaneous enoxaparin sodium (LOVENOX) twice daily. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 after the vaccination. At the time of the report, the outcome of the event was unknown.Y

1000654 01/11/2021 02/04/2021 TN 58.0 F white mucous stools with blood; abdominal pain; tenesmus; white mucous stools with blood; fatigue; chills; headache; temp 99.5; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. This 58-year-old female Nurse (Patient) reported that A 36-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, COVID 19 pfizer, Lot#: EL3246), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 01:00 PM on Right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. She is not pregnant. Medical history was none. Known allergies: NKA. Facility type vaccine was other. No other vaccine in four weeks. Concomitant medications included thyroid (ARMOUR THYROID), estrogens conjugated/medroxyprogesterone acetate (PREMPRO), Regular vitamin.  4:00 am on 20Jan2021 woke with abdominal pain, tenesmus, white mucous stools with blood, fatigue, chills, headache, Temp 99.5 called physician told it sounds like reaction. Took Tylenol 500 mg for symptoms. 21Jan2021 feel better but still mucous blood stools dr wants to see me monday 25Jan2021 if still having blood. AE resulted in: Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit.  The outcome of the events was recovered with lasting effects. Treatment received. No COVID prior vaccination. No COVID tested post vaccination.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available and in absence of strong confounding factors, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 in triggering the onset of blood stool cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000655 01/20/2021 02/04/2021 MN 26.0 F tired; head feels fuzzy; throat and neck pain; throat and neck pain; hurts to swallow; Low grade fever/low grade temp of 99.4; Headache; body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse (patient). A 26-year-old female patient received the first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) intramuscular in left deltoid on 20Jan2021 11:00 at 0.3 mL, single for COVID-19 immunisation. There was no medical history. There were no concomitant medications. The patient received her first dose yesterday at 11:00am. She was talking to someone and all of a sudden she got throat to neck pain that was intense that lasted two minutes on 21Jan2021. It has been about 10-15minutes since and if she hold her neck straight she is fine, but if she looks up it hurts. She can breathe fine. It hurts to swallow all of a sudden on 21Jan2021. Asking if it is normal to experience this. She had a low grade fever/low grade temp of 99.4, body aches, and a headache that started today 21Jan2021. She received Tylenol as treatment. States she is a nurse and she is tired. Her head feels fuzzy, she has not taken her temperature recently and it still hurts to swallow. The events did not require a visit to emergency room or physician office. Relatedness of drug to events from reporter for throat and neck pain, hurts to swallow, low grade fever, headache, body aches was reported as related. Reporter seriousness for throat and neck pain and hurts to swallow was medically significant. Event outcome of throat and neck pain was recovered, of hurts to swallow was not recovered, of others was unknown.   Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported events were likely causally related to the first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) due to temporal relationship.  However, it is worth noting that the reporter/user of the vaccine was nurse, and her tiredness from job could have confounded with the events.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000658 12/31/2020 02/04/2021 TN 68.0 M Stroke; leukemia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported for a 68-year-old male (consumer's husband) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL0140, Expiry Date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 13:30 at single dose on right upper shoulder for COVID-19 prophylaxis. Medical history included smoker for 50 years, and blockage in his carotid artery. His grandma died of a stroke and his folks, his dad died of lung cancer and his mom died of uterine cancer. Both his parents had high blood pressure. His dad had a heart attack and his mom had Parkinson's because her hands would shak. There were no concomitant medications. On the 08Jan2021 at about 8PM he had a massive stroke and they had to life flight him to hospital from 08Jan2021 to 19Jan2021. He did have a blockage in his carotid artery but they have been told. She says her husband just had his second vaccine with lot is EL1283 and exp is Apr2021 and all of this could be a coincidence but he told her to call so that was why she was calling. Also he was diagnosed with, it is 4 words and then leukemia and he had an appointment with doctor to get his blood drawn every 2 weeks. The neurosurgeon that did surgery on him on 09Jan2021 at 4 am said that his carotid artery in his neck was plugged and he went in and cleaned it out and put in a stent and he said that his carotid artery was plugged all the way to his temple and he tried to get that out and couldn't. He had his stroke at 8PM on the 08Jan2021. They had dinner at 5 pm and at 6pm they were sitting on the couch and all of sudden he started slurring his words and he said his mouth felt like someone give him Novocain and then he had his arm around her and all of sudden it felt like he was choking her so she grabbed his hand and his fingers started rolling up, started closing up tight so she started playing with his fingers and then he went out in the kitchen and then he hit the floor and she called # and the paramedics came up there. When they got there he could squeeze both hands and lift both feet by that time it was 7:30, they had just brought in a chair, by time they got done bringing in the chair they realized his left side was becoming paralyzed and so they had to go back and get the stretcher so they were there for about 30 minutes, maybe 15 minutes then they headed up the hill toward the hospital at about 8pm and they came in and gave anti-blood clotting medicine and took him for a scan with dye, they found he still had a blockage on his brain so at 2AM on the 9th they came in with a medical helicopter and flew him to (institution name withheld) in (place name withheld) and they did an MRI on and seen his carotid blockage there so he had emergency surgery at from # that morning of the 09Jan2021 at (institution name withheld) and he was in ICU from Saturday until a week ago at 3 oclock 13Jan2021 he was placed in a regular room and on the 19Jan2021 at 7:30PM he was moved (hospital name) in (place name withheld) for 14 days having 15 hours per day of therapy for a week and then he will go to (place name withheld) (rehab name withheld) and he could be there 2-3 weeks. Wednesday right before they moved him he needed a therapist in the back and one in the front and a 6 inch belt to help him stand up. He started out 08Jan2021 and was put in (institution name withheld) on the 09Jan2021 and then he was discharged to rehab on the 19Jan2021 7:30 pm She has been told it may take up to year for recovery as much as he can. The week of his stroke they were adding on to his home and he was doing the electrical upstairs so it is not like he just sat around and ate bon bons, he was very active. The outcome of the events was unknown.Y 11

1000659 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 CO 26.0 F Numbness and tingling in both feet and lower extremities; Numbness and tingling in both feet and lower extremities; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Registered nurse reporting for herself. A 26-years-old female patient received the first dose BNT162B2 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine, Batch/lot number: EL3302, via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 19Jan2021 at 17:30, at 26 years of age, at single dose for COVID-19 immunization as she was a front line worker. The vaccine was administered at the facility where the patient works. The patient had no relevant medical history and no concomitant medications. On 19Jan2021, about 20 minutes after receiving the vaccine dose (also reported at 18:00) she started having nonstop numbness and tingling in both feet and lower extremities, which has been going on for 46 hours straight. The events were assessed as medically significant, although a visit to emergency room or physician office was not required. The nurse reported that a doctor mentioned Guillain-Barre Syndrome which can lead to progressive muscle weakness and damaged nerves and she is severely concerned, although she has no health history. At the time of the report the reported events had not recovered yet.  The reporter assessed the event related to BNT162B2 Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine (Method of assessment: Global Introspection).; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000660 01/01/2021 02/04/2021 MI 20.0 F Tested positive for having the Covid Virus; Tested positive for having the Covid Virus; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored Program. A contactable consumer reported that a 20-year-old female patient (reporter's daughter) received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient received the first dose on 04Jan2021 or 05Jan2021 and was tested positive for having the COVID-19 virus. They want to know when and if she can get the second dose. She returned to school and she took the spit swab that the university was requiring for all students. She took it on Saturday or Sunday (unspecified dates in Jan2021) and she got the result yesterday morning and it was positive. It was reported that she was currently isolated, she went home, she was fine and everything. It was also stated that she is asymptomatic and she really has no signs. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

1000661 01/28/2021 02/04/2021 FL 68.0 M Cardiac Arrest; Ventricular Fibrillation; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for a patient. A 68-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN), hydrochlorothiazide, lisinopril (LISINOPRIL HCTZ) in two weeks. It was unknown if the patient received Other vaccine in four weeks, if patient had Covid prior vaccination, if Covid was tested post vaccination. Patient went for Running after returning home suffered Cardiac Arrest, Ventricular Fibrillation on 28Jan2021, CPR (Cardiopulmonary resuscitation) by Wife, Intubated by EMS (Emergency Medical Service) brought to the Hospital. The adverse events resulted in visiting Emergency room/department or urgent care and Life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event). Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of cardiac arrest and ventricular fibrillation which included CPR and Intubated. The outcome of the events was not recovered.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events cardiac arrest and ventricular fibrillation cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

1000663 01/10/2021 02/04/2021 FL 65.0 F Got tested and came positive after receiving first vaccine; Got tested and came positive after receiving first vaccine; Had reaction; bad arm swelling and pain; worst I couldn't even lift or move my arm; Had reaction; bad arm swelling and pain; worst I couldn't even lift or move my arm; Had reaction; bad arm swelling and pain; worst I couldn't even lift or move my arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient herself). This consumer reported similar events in two patients. This is the first of two reports.  A 65-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number and expiry date: not reported), intramuscular on 10Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma. Concomitant medication included vitamins nos. It was reported that both the patient and her husband received the Pfizer Vaccine on 10Jan2021; and they had reaction to it. They both both had bad arm swelling and pain. Her was worst she couldn't even lift or move her arm. At first, they just thought it was a reaction as they read reactions could be and then she started to get small cough but by Friday, her husband went and got tested and on Wednesday he was tested positive and this is after the vaccine and then he got the results and it said he was positive. So, Saturday, they both went and got tested, they did the rapid and they did what they call the PCR, and they both came positive for both of them and this was after they receive the first vaccine. So, she thought they need to know that they got sick and it was after the vaccine. The patient needed to ask a question as they were supposed to go for their second vaccine on 31Jan2021 and do they do it even though they got sick. They knew they were claiming that they can't get sick because of the vaccine but it's very ironic that they did get this. They had been following CBC guidelines, both her husband and the patient because they are older and they wear mask all the time and they did everything they needed to and they could not understand how they got this. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Rapid and PCR: positive in Jan2021. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of "bad arm swelling and pain; worst she couldn't even lift or move her arm" which included treatment with Tylenol. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021092094 same reporter and drug, similar events in a different patient

1000664 01/10/2021 02/04/2021 FL M Tested positive after receiving the vaccine; Tested positive after receiving the vaccine; bad arm swelling and pain; bad arm swelling and pain/leg pain; not feeling well having severe back pain; not feeling well; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's wife). This consumer reported similar events in two patients. This is the second of two reports. A 67-year-old male patient (reporter's husband) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 10Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included vitamins nos. It was reported that the patient as well as the reporter had bad arm swelling and pain. By Wednesday the patient was not feeling well he was having severe back pain and leg pain and what not. At first they just thought it was a reaction as they read reactions could be and then the reporter started to get small cough but by Friday the patient went and got tested and on Wednesday he was tested positive and this is after the vaccine and then he got the results and it said he was positive. So, Saturday they both went and got tested, they did the rapid and what they call the PCR, and they both came positive for both of them and this was after they receive the first vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Rapid and PCR: positive on Jan2021. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of bad arm swelling and pain, not feeling well having severe back pain and leg pain which included treatment with Tylenol. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021092066 same reporter and drug, similar events in a different patient

1000666 02/04/2021 U confirmed about a blood clot/check me for a blood clot, I didn't have one but it was kind of like a thrombosis kind of thing; Both of my legs, lower part of my legs were swollen that night when I went to bed and they got really red, almost purply red; Both of my legs, lower part of my legs were swollen that night when I went to bed and they got really red, almost purply red; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number and expiry date: not known), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The consumer stated that after the first vaccine and it might be coincidental, the patient was not sure because the patient didn't know what to expect. Both of the patient's legs, lower part of the patient's legs was swollen that night (unspecified date) when the patient went to bed and they got really red, almost purply red and the patient stayed that way for a couple of days. The patient went to see the doctor two days later and doctor confirmed about a blood clot, so they did check the patient for a blood clot; the patient didn't have one, but it was kind of like a thrombosis kind of thing. So, the doctor put the patient on antibiotics for that. The patient asked if it is related to the shot, the patient didn't know it happened the same day the patient got the shot; so, the patient didn't know about that. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

1000671 01/09/2021 02/04/2021 IL 54.0 F re-dislocated right shoulder; This is a spontaneous report from two contactable physicians. A 54-year-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration on 09Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Vaccination was done in a hospital. Vaccine was not administered at a military facility. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 (at the age of 54-year-old) lot number: EK5730, intramuscularly at the left arm on 19Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization and experienced fractured and dislocated rt shoulder while doing exercise on 20Dec2020 0930 and torn labrum on 24Dec2020. The patient had no history of previous immunization. The patient is not deceased. Patient had no other prior vaccinations within four weeks. The patient experienced re-dislocated right shoulder on 11Jan2021 15:50 but did not require hospital admission. Therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the event which included wearing brace and surgery tentative. Outcome of the event was not recovered. It was reported that there was a reasonable possibility that the event is related to suspect product.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information the event "re-dislocated right shoulder" is attributed to an underlying medical condition and assessed unrelated to BNT162B2 vaccine. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1000672 02/04/2021 NY U tested positive after receiving the first shot of the Covid-19 vaccine; tested positive after receiving the first shot of the Covid-19 vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, from a contactable nurse. This nurse reported similar events for three patients. This is the second of three reports.   A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot number: EL0140; Expiration date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration, on an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  On an unspecified date, the patient tested positive after receiving the first shot of the covid-19 vaccine.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included a positive Covid-19 test on an unspecified date.   The outcome of tested positive after receiving the first shot of the covid-19 vaccine was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported tested positive based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 3 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021050427 Same reporter, drug and event; different patient;US-PFIZER INC-2021104537 Same reporter, drug and event; different patient

1000677 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 MA 23.0 23 F Vasovagal syncope intermittent for 45 minutes, still present but remaining in a laying position

1000678 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 CA 58.0 58 M This patient was given a second dose of the Moderna Covid vaccine on 4/3/21 with the vaccine administrator unknowingly unaware that the first dose had already been administered the day before on 4/2/21. The patient did not have any significant immediate side effect but the patient will be checked by the yard physician today 4/4/21 to reevaluate the patient.

1000679 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 PA 58.0 58 F 12 hours post-injection recipient developed a low-grade fever, body aches, and headache that lasted about 24 hours.

1000680 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 IN 78.0 78 M Intermittent sharp pain in top of skull began yesterday and has moved to intermittent sharp pain in right ear. No treatment. Just waiting to see if it subsides

1000681 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 FL 73.0 73 F Red, warm, swollen, hard lump at injection site

1000682 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 MD 67.0 67 F left arm very sore several hours after vaccine and even more sore the next day

1000683 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 NY 61.0 61 F Redness numbness and tingling in both hands  Increases when hands are pointed down improves when lifted above the heart Is lessening  but is clearly not listed as a side effect     It is improving however is concerning more information and direction needs to be addressed several other coworkers have experienced or went to the ED  with the same adverse effect.   It is clearly not life threatening but I hope it will not increase with the second dose or continue in the future

1000684 02/01/2021 02/04/2021 CO 70.0 70 F Noticed aching in left hip/leg.  Was out shopping and the pain progressively got worse by the time I got home was having trouble even walking.  The pain seemed to be in whole leg and seemed to be muscular and also a lot of pain in hip joint area.  Also was feeling a burning and numbness sensation down my leg.  By 7pm was in bed because it was too painful to walk.  Took 600 mg of Ibuprofen.  This morning the hip pain is better and I am walking ok. I still have burning and numbness mostly in the calf area of left leg. I am also feeling burning and numbness on the left area of my lip. This is an area of my lip where I have had cold sore in past but don't see a cold sore.

1000685 12/24/2020 02/04/2021 59.0 58 F Headache Tongue sore; site tenderness; throat congestion Narrative:  12/25 tenderness at injection site Mild headache Tongue sore 12/26 tenderness at injection site Tongue white Visible sores under tongue...difficult to eat....very sore Throat congestion Mod headache.....took ibuprofen 3-4 times 12/27 Tongue very sore ...sores under tongue and on top and sides of tongue. Difficult to eat and talk Migraine headache.... Light sensitive...took Ibuprofen In bed majority of day Throat congestion 12/28 Exact same.....but tongue no longer white 12/29 Migraine Sores on top of tongue are gone. Sores remain under tongue and on sides of tongue Throat congestion gone 12/30 mild headache upon awakening.....back to work today 2 sores under tongue...all others are gone

1000686 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 31.0 31 M 1. Muscle fatigue 2. Chills 3. Headache 4. Body Ache

1000727 01/14/2021 02/04/2021 OH 42.0 42 F a week after vaccination, patient developed fatigue and weakness, SOB, eye ptosis similar to her myasthenia flares. she was admitted for IVIG and discharged 1/31 Y 4

1000733 12/22/2020 02/04/2021 MA 48.0 48 M Ulnar nerve swelling causing entrapment at left elbow and wrist. Loss of sensation left ulnar nerve distribution 2 days after first vaccine. EMG demonstrated demyelinated neve with conduction velocity of 17 m/s. Loss of sensation. Motor weakness.

1000738 01/28/2021 02/04/2021 PA 62.0 62 F PER MD: HIGH FEVER, TACHYCARDIA, HALUCINATIONS, CHANGE IN MENTAL STATUS Y 5

1000749 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 TN 78.0 78 F pt states she always has tremors, but tremors seemed to be worse since vaccination

1000836 01/25/2021 02/04/2021 MA 60.0 60 F Patient had an anaphylactic reaction, lips and facial swelling. Y

1000840 01/27/2021 02/04/2021 PA 70.0 70 F Weakness, dizziness, nausea, vomiting, rash on (L) arm Y 2

1000849 01/20/2021 02/04/2021 62.0 M Narrative:  Respiratory failure / respiratory depression went to ED / ICU 2/1/2021. Frail patient. 1st vaccine 12/23/2020 Moderna Lot 039K20A exp 6/20/2021, 2nd vaccine 1/20/2020 Moderna Lot 013L20A exp 7/8/2021 Y Y

1000857 01/06/2021 02/04/2021 59.0 58 M suspect bowel obstruction/ septic Narrative:  Pt was admitted to ICU with a suspected bowel obstruction / possible sepsis 2/1/2021, Vaccine was administered 1/6/2021, Moderna Lot 039K20A Exp 6/20/2021. Y Y

1000874 01/21/2021 02/04/2021 OH 84.0 84 F Pericarditis Tamponade.  She went to the hospital with chest discomfort on the 25th and by the evening of the 26th had pericarditis to a degree that required a Pericardial Window emergency procedure.  Prior to the vaccine, she was doing great with no issues.  She was put on a ventilator and came through the procedure on the 27th.  She was moved to rehab on February 1st, which is where she remains as of this submission.Y Y 7

1000885 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 MI 65.0 65 M 1-7-21 - Posterior lumbar interbody fusion @ L3-4 (N/A spine lumbar) by Dr. 1-19-21 - 1st dose Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine given. 1-26-21 - Swelling of (R) calf (H/O peripheral edema) 1-29-21 - 1-31-21 - Hospitalized with DVT (R.leg) & PE (lungs bilaterally) Y

1000933 01/29/2021 02/04/2021 TX 90.0 90 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID- 19 Vaccine EUA Patient experienced change in speech and jerky movements on way home from COVID-19 vaccine. Presented to ED. Patient diagnosed with Acute CVA (cerebrovascular accident).  Patient discharged on 1/31/2021. Y 3

1000978 01/30/2021 02/04/2021 OK 57.0 57 F Patient report generalized body aches, numbness, and tingling. Pt. reported feeling weak all over and states that her right leg is weaker than her left leg.  Pt. was brought to ER by her husband, because husband states that she was to weak to walk on her own to the bathroom. upon evaluation pt. appears tired and slightly drowsy but answers questions appropriately. The patient can state her name, where she is and the current month and year.Y 3

1001005 12/22/2020 02/04/2021 ND 42.0 42 F pt became nauseated, vomiting and abdominal pain on 12/27/20 came in to be seen on 12/30/20 labs, ct and exam were performed determined pt had gallbladder flare up  pt then sent to hospital where they removed gallbladder Y 2

1001033 01/29/2021 02/04/2021 NY 24.0 24 F Patient presented for her 2nd COVID vaccine at 17:30 and indicated she had hives after the first dose of vaccine.  She was pre-medicated with Benadryl 25 mg for her second dose at 17:37. Her second dose was given at 18:15 and was held at the vaccination site for observation.  Pt. developed symptoms at 18:32 and c/o tightness in chest, SOB, itchiness, and hot feeling across her back and upper shoulders.  Pt. indicated that she felt like "passing out", and was eased to the floor with Medical First Response activated.  Epi 0.3 mg IM into L. Thigh and Benadryl 25mg IM on L. arm was given at 18:40.  She was transported to the ED subsequently.  Pt. was treated w/ decadron, famotidine in the ED and was discharged at 20:55. 2/4/2021- Doing well today overall.  No further intervention after the ED visit.Y

1001094 12/28/2020 02/04/2021 TX 78.0 78 F 12/28  Vaccination Later that evening, muscle aches and HA.  12/29 Joint pain, HA, and mild cough 12/31 Severe cough, lost voice, unable to sleep 1/2021 Urgent care; COVID  test; Positive  Bamlanivimab; treatment/infusion; 3 hours  15 days isolation 1/18/2021

1001169 01/01/2021 02/04/2021 U tested positive for Covid-19; tested positive for Covid-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional. This healthcare professional reported similar events for two patients. This is the 2nd of two reports.  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on Jan2021 (reported as either 06Jan2021 or 07Jan2021) at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. This past weekend (Jan2021), the reporter, along with one other person in her office, tested positive for COVID-19 and wanted to know if they should still get their second dose or what do they recommend for that. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The association between the event lack of effect (tested positive for COVID-19) with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021050758 Same reporter, same AE, same drug, different patient

1001196 01/13/2021 02/04/2021 NY 30.0 F anaphylactic reaction; had a fever of 100.8; This is a spontaneous report from a  nurse reporting for herself.    A 30-years-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot # EL0140) vaccine  , via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at single dose for Covid-19 prophylaxis .  Medical history included ongoing asthma Diagnosed when she was a child , seasonal allergy  , food allergy  , contrast media allergy (gadolinium).  There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced anaphylactic reaction on 13Jan2021 with outcome of recovered , had a fever of 100.8  on 13Jan2021 with outcome of recovered.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included allergy test: unknown results   on Jan2021   , body temperature: 100.8   on 13Jan2021. The reaction began 28 minutes later. She says she started to get jumpy, her hands swelled and got itchy. She couldn't bend her hands, they were so swollen that she couldn't bend them. Her legs were shaking. Then saline and eventually her mouth started to get numb and they used an Epi pen twice. Her throat never closed, she thinks it did not close because the Epi pen was done twice, She had 2 masks on she cannot say for sure if she had trouble breathing but her mouth began to get dry and tingly and she started to no be able to feel her mouth. She says she would says it was resolved completely the next day.  The patient also received Decadron and  Benadryl. The reporter would say the event were life threatening because they treat it that way due to anaphylaxis precautions.   Follow up information has been requested.Y

1001380 01/16/2021 02/04/2021 NY 24.0 24 F 48 hours after receiving vaccine patient awoke with left foot cramping sensation Withing another 24 hours her entire left leg was numb She took advil for 5 days with no relief and then began having severe lower back pain - dull, aching to sharp She was started on a medrol dose pak and she had relief from left foot cramping and leg numbness but at end of steroid pack she is still having lower back pain

1001406 01/28/2021 02/04/2021 KY 31.0 31 F experienced vaginal spotting started at approximately 12:10 PM and continued until 11PM. Approximately 5 weeks pregnant at time of injection, estimated due date 10/07/2021.

1001418 12/29/2020 02/04/2021 MA 50 F Transient ischemic attack; A report was received from a consumer concerning a 50 year old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed a TIA (Transient ischemic attack).   The patient's medical history was not provided. The patient current condition included ulcerative colitis, blood pressure, cholesterol and acid reflux. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 29 Dec 2020, approximately twelve days prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot number 026L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The patient experienced a TIA on 10 Jan 2021. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided .   The outcome of the event TIA was unknown.

1001419 01/13/2021 02/04/2021 TX 55 F Seizures; bumps on her right arm; red big spots on her right arm; Fever; A spontaneous report was received from a caregiver concerning a 55-years old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced seizures, fever, and red spots and bumps on her arm.  The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included being non-verbal, unable to walk, and seizures that last 1-2 seconds.  No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 13 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 041L20A) intramuscularly in the right deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   The reporter was a consumer who holds a foster care for older patients. This patient was under her care at the time of the report. The patient received the Moderna Covid-19 vaccine on 13 Jan 2021 at 10 A.M. at the foster care location. She did not notice any reaction after administration. That evening, she saw two big red spots and bumps on her right arm. She iced the patient's arm, but the redness was still visible and bumps were present. That night, the patient started a fever of 102 degrees Fahrenheit. The reporter iced her body down and gave her paracetamol, which helped. She reported that there was no vomiting.   On 14 Jan 2021, in the morning the patient had a seizure that lasted 30 mins. The reporter stated that she usually does not call 911 because she is familiar with the patient's seizures that last between 1-2 seconds, but this led her to call emergency services. The seizure was gone when they arrived, and she continued to care for the patient at the home.   On 16 Jan 2021, the seizure returned.   She had another seizure on 18 Jan 2021, which was concerning, per the reporter because of their frequency. She contacted the patient's health care provider who did not advise anything. She scheduled an appointment with a neurologist.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events, seizures, fever, and red spots and bumps on her arm, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 55-year-old female patient with a significant medical history of seizures who experienced a medically significant and unexpected event of Seizure and non-serious unexpected event of Injection site papule along with non-serious expected events of Injection site erythema and Pyrexia. The event of Seizure occurred approximately one day after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (041L20A), which returned on day 3 and 5 after vaccination. The events of Injection site erythema, Injection site papule and Pyrexia occurred on the same day after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (041L20A). Treatment for pyrexia included iced her body down and Tylenol. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine. Of note, patient's prior history of seizures is considered a confounding factor for the event of seizure.

1001421 01/08/2021 02/04/2021 LA 77.0 77 F Ischemic attack; Severe high blood pressure; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 77-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced severe high blood pressure (BP) and ischemic attack.  The patient's medical history included diabetes. Products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included atorvastatin calcium, bupropion hydrochloride, gabapentin, ibuprofen, estradiol and metformin.  On 08 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.    On 12 Jan 2021, the patient was taken by ambulance to the hospital with severe high BP. During her hospital stay the patient's BP readings were 190s/109. The patient was diagnosed with ischemic attack.  On 14 Jan 2021, the patient was discharged from the hospital. Her BP readings since then have been 179/85.   On 19 Jan 2021, the patient's BP reading was 145/80.   Treatment for the event included lisinopril.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The outcome of the events, severe high BP and ischemic attack, was considered unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 77-year-old female patient with medical history of diabetes who experienced the serious unlisted events of Hypertension and Transient ischaemic attack that required hospitalization. The events occurred approximately four days after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 027L20A), Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine. Of note, patient's elderly age and history of diabetes are considered risk factors for the occurrence of the events.Y 3

1001422 01/15/2021 02/04/2021 AZ 25.0 25 F she was blacked out for a good 30-40 seconds; drenched and very sweaty; extremely hot; nauseated; A spontaneous  report was received from a consumer concerning a 25-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced blacking out, nausea, feeling extremely hot and sweaty.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included desogestrel-ethinylestradiol for birth control.  On 15 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 011LZ0A) intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.    On 16 Jan 2021, one day after the vaccination, the patient was found in the bathroom unconscious. The patient reported feeling very nauseated, extremely hot and drenched with sweat prior to blacking out. The duration of the blackout was approximately 30 to 40 seconds. Patient states she was washing hands, about to plug something in and next thing she knows she is being rolled over by her husband.  Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.    The outcome of the events, blacking out, nausea, feeling extremely hot and sweaty, was not provided.

1001424 01/01/2021 02/04/2021 NJ 80 M Anaphylactic reaction; Had severe itching in the whole body; chills; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a 80-year old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced anaphylactic reaction, severe itching in the whole body and chills.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications reported included tamsulosin, omperazole, simvastatin, amlodipine and finasteride all for unknown indications.  On an unknown date, approximately 2 days prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number 01120A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unknown date, the patient experienced severe itching and chills for about a day following vaccination. 2 days following vaccination, the subject experienced an anaphylactic reaction. He sought medical attention from his dermatologist who gave him the diagnosis. Treatment for the event included sertac at night, claritin in the morning, and betamethasone 0.05% cream.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the events anaphylactic reaction, severe itching in the whole body and chills were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 80-year old, male patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of anaphylactic reaction and pruritus (had severe itching in the whole body), and a non-serious expected event of chills. The event of anaphylactic reaction occurred 2 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 011L20A. The event of, pruritus and chills occurred on an unspecified date after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 011L20A. Treatment included Sertac-one pill at night, Claritin- one pill in the morning and Betamethasone dipropionate 0.05% cream.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the event a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y

1001425 01/11/2021 02/04/2021 NY F Developed cellulitis at the injection site; Injection site red; Injection site inflamed; Slight reaction; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced a slight reaction, developed cellulitis at the injection site, injection site red and injection site inflamed.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 11 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 11 Jan 2021, the patient received the vaccine and had a slight reaction for one or two days. About five days later, the patient developed cellulitis at the injection site that was red and inflamed. Treatment for the event included antibiotics.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The event, slight reaction, was considered resolved on 13 Jan 2021. The outcome of the events, developed cellulitis at the injection site, injection site red and injection site inflamed were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: Company Comment: This spontaneous report concerning a female patient who experienced unexpected serious event of cellulitis at the injection site and non-serious events of injection site red and injection site inflamed. The events occurred approximately 5 days after the first dose of the mRNA-1273 vaccine (Lot #: unknown, expiration date-unknown). The events are temporally associated with the vaccine administration and in the absence of any other etiology, a causal association between these events and the administration of mRNA-1273 vaccine cannot be excluded. The non-serious events of injection site redness injection site inflamed, and injection site reaction are consistent with the known safety profile of the vaccine.

1001427 02/04/2021 AL M Anaphylactic shock; A spontaneous report was received from a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced anaphylactic shock.    The patient's medical history was not provided.  Concomitant product use was not reported.  On an unspecified date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On an unspecified date, the patient experienced a severe reaction to the vaccine that resulted in being transported to the emergency room and treated for anaphylactic shock. Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.  The outcome of the event, anaphylactic shock, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male patient of unknown age with unknown medical history subject, who experienced a serious unexpected event of anaphylactic shock. The event occurred on unspecified time after the first dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine. Treatment information was reported; however, patient was transported to emergency room.  Outcome of reported anaphylactic shock is unknown. The event was assessed as possibly related, however additional information has been requested.

1001428 01/06/2021 02/04/2021 NY 48.0 48 F Anaphylactic reaction; Scratchy throat; Pain-near injection site; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 48-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's Covid-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced anaphylactic reaction, scratchy throat and pain near the injection site.  The patient's medical history included COVID-19. Concomitant product use was not provided.  The patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 039K20-2A) on 06 Jan 2021 in the left arm intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 06 Jan 2021, almost immediately after receiving the vaccine the patient reported having a scratchy throat and pain near the injection site. She stated she spoke with her health care provider who advised her she was having an anaphylactic reaction.  Treatment for the event included Benadryl.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the events anaphylactic reaction, scratchy throat and pain near the injection site were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 48-year-old female patient. The patient experienced an unexpected event of Anaphylactic Reaction that was considered medically significant, and an unexpected non-serious event of Scratchy throat along with an expected non-serious event of pain near the injection site. The events occurred almost immediately after receiving first dose of first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 039K20-2A) in the left arm intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. Treatment included Benadryl. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

1001429 12/24/2020 02/04/2021 MA M Erythema multiform minor of hands and feet; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare professional concerning a male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed erythema multiform minor of hands and feet.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 24 Dec 2020, approximately 7 days prior to the onset of the event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 31 Dec 2020, the patient developed erythema multiform minor of hands and feet mostly. On 19 Jan 2021, the patient had a telehealth visit with an allergist, who confirmed the diagnosis. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, erythema multiform minor of hands and feet was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male patient of unknown age. The medical history and concomitant medication is not provided. The patient experienced an unexpected and medically significant event of Erythema multiforme. The event occurred approximately seven days after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown). Treatment details were not provided. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is considered possibly related to the vaccine.

1001430 01/09/2021 02/04/2021 NH 50.0 50 M Bell's Palsy/ Facial paralysis/ Dropiness on the rightside; Light sensitivity; Tearing; Felt like flu; Sore; A spontaneous report was received from a 50 year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced sore, felt like had the flu, light sensitivity, tearing of his right eye, Bell's palsy (right eye won't blink on its own, lip and speech issues).  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not reported.  On 09 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A), intramuscularly in left arm, for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 10 Jan 2021, he was sore, felt like had the flu. On 13 Jan 2021, he experienced light sensitivity, and tearing of his right eye. On 19 Jan 2021, he went to the emergency room and found with facial paralysis, droopiness on the right side. He was diagnosed with Bell's palsy (right eye won't blink on its own, lip and speech issues).  Treatment included Valtrex.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome of the event, sore, felt like had the flu was considered resolved on 11 Jan 2021. The outcome of the event, Bell's palsy (right eye won't blink on its own, lip and speech issues) was not recovered. The outcome of the events, light sensitivity, and tearing of right eye was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 50-year-old male patient. The medical history is not provided. The patient experienced a medically significant and unexpected event of Facial paralysis and unexpected non-serious events of Influenza, Pain, Photophobia and Lacrimation increased. The events of Influenza and Pain occurred approximately one day after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A). Photophobia and Lacrimation increased occurred approximately four days after the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A). Event of Facial Paralysis was diagnosed approximately ten days after the first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20A). Treatment included Valtrex. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.

1001432 12/31/2020 02/04/2021 PA F Swollen Tongue; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 63-years-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273), and who experienced swollen tongue.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.   On 31 Dec 2020, approximately 3 days prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 02 Jan 2021, patient experienced swollen tongue. Treatment for the event included Benadryl.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The outcome of the event, swollen tongue was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 63-years old female patient with unknown medical history subject, who experienced a serious unexpected event of swollen tongue. The event occurred three days after  first dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine. Treatment for the event included Benadryl.; however, outcome wasn't reported. The event was assessed as possibly related due to temporal association, however additional information has been requested.Y

1001433 01/04/2021 02/04/2021 IL 63.0 63 M Symptoms of an enlarged spleen; Blood in stool that lasted 3 days; General tiredness; A spontaneous report was received from a dentist, a 63 year-old male patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine and experienced general tiredness, blood in stool that lasted 3 days, and symptoms of an enlarged spleen.  The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included high blood pressure. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 04 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (batch number 026L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for COVID-19 infection prophylaxis.   On 04 Jan 2021, the patient had general tiredness.  On 16 Jan 2021, the patient experienced blood in his stool.   On 17 Jan 2021, the patient had symptoms of an enlarged spleen. He stated that he had intense pain on the side of the spleen. Treatment for the events included ibuprofen.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the event, blood in stool that lasted 3 days, was considered resolved on 19 Jan 2021. The outcome of the event, symptoms of an enlarged spleen, was considered resolved on 19 Jan 2021. The outcome of the event, general tiredness, was considered unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 63-years-old male patient, who experienced a medically significant unexpected event of blood in his stool, and non-serious unexpected event of Symptoms of an enlarged spleen along with expected non-serious event of General tiredness. General tiredness occurred on the same date after the first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 026L20A. The event of blood in his stool occurred approximately 12 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 026L20A. The event of Symptoms of an enlarged spleen occurred approximately 13 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 026L20A. Treatment for the events included ibuprofen. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

1001434 01/05/2021 02/04/2021 NJ F Angioedema in the face; Redness in the face; A spontaneous report was received from a 37 year-old, female, nurse who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced angioedema in the face and redness in the face.   The patient had a medical history of allergy to a lot of chemical compounds. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 05 Jan 2021, 48 hours prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026AL20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 07 Jan 2021, 48 hours after receiving the vaccine, the patient started with angioedema and some redness on the skin in her face. She stated it lasted for a complete week.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The events angioedema in the face and redness in the face were resolved on 15 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 37-year-old female patient with relevant medical history of allergy to chemicals who experienced an unexpected medically significant event of Angioedema and an unexpected non-serious event of Erythema. The events occurred approximately 48 hours after receiving first dose of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026AL20A). Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine. Patient's prior history of allergy to chemicals may have been contributory.

1001436 01/18/2021 02/04/2021 F Losing consciousness; Dizziness; Vomiting; Nausea; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer, who was also a female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced nausea, vomiting, dizziness, and losing consciousness.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 18 Jan 2021, approximately one day prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.    On 18 Jan 2021, the patient reported having nausea and vomiting all night. Additionally, she also experienced dizziness and losing consciousness. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was unknown.   The outcome of the events nausea, vomiting, dizziness, and losing consciousness was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report concerns a female patient who experienced a serious event of losing consciousness and non-serious events of nausea and vomiting. The events occurred on the same day after the administration of the first dose of the vaccine mRNA-1273 vaccine (Lot #: Unknown, expiration date-Unknown).  No treatment was reported, and outcome is unknown.  Based on the information provided, which includes a strong temporal association between the reported events and the administration of mRNA-1273 vaccine, a causal association cannot be excluded. Nausea and vomiting are consistent with the known safety profile of mRNA-1273 vaccine.

1001437 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 M erectile dysfunction; nausea; vomiting; fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reporting for himself  A male patient of unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number/expiration date unknown) on 19Jan2021  at single dose via an unspecified route of administration  for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date the patient started experiencing side effects of nausea and vomiting. On an unspecified date (yesterday) he experienced a fever and last night (as reported) had erectile dysfunction. At the time of the reporting event outcome was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Erectile dysfunction more likely represents a coincidental medical condition unrelated to the vaccine use because of the absence of a biological plausibility.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1001438 01/08/2021 02/04/2021 CT F Stroke; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 92-year-old female patient received first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, lot/batch number and expiry date were not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Facility type vaccine was Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. The patient medical history was not reported. No Covid prior vaccination. Concomitant medications included unspecified other medications received in two weeks. The patient experienced stroke on 13Jan2021. AE resulted in ''Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, Emergency room/department or urgent care, Hospitalization''. The patient was hospitalized from Jan2021 to Jan2021 for 2 days for stroke. Patient not received other vaccine in four weeks. Patient was not pregnant. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of stroke. The outcome of event was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.Y 2

1001441 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 VA 44.0 M Migraine; body aches; a headache; nausea; right ear became clogged, and today he can hardly hear anything out of his right ear.; sluggish; kind of tired/felt fatigued; The injection site was sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This 44-year-old male consumer (Patient) reported that he received his first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK4176) at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation on 19Jan2021. The vaccination was given at 08:15-08:30. He assumed the anatomical location of administration was the muscle in his left shoulder (left arm). Relevant history included back surgery with nerve impact. He was just a big guy. Family medical history was none. Relevant concomitant drugs included Gabapentin 600 mg due to back surgery with nerve impact for 2 years, and Generic cholesterol medication for High cholesterol for years. The patient received the vaccine on Tuesday morning (19Jan2021).  He reported that he was kind of tired and the injection site was sore, but nothing significant. He experienced being tired and fatigued at 20:00 and progressively got worse, by Wednesday (20Jan2021), he was more sluggish. On 20Jan2021, he had a headache, nausea and body aches at 10:00. In the evening, his right ear became clogged/"clouded" or muffled, and on 21Jan2021 he could hardly hear anything out of his right ear at 17:00- 18:00. The tiredness got significantly worse on Wednesday, but it had improved on 21Jan2021. The headache lasted about 12 hours, but it was better. The nausea also started with the headache. It was persisting, but mild. The body aches progressively got worse and were gone at the reporting time. He took Treximet for Migraine around 14:00 on 20Jan2021. NO ER or physician's office required. Depending on what he finds out on 21Jan2021, he will go see someone. The outcome of events Tired and fatigued, Body aches, headache, injection site was sore was Resolving, the outcome of events Nausea, Right ear became clogged and can hardly hear anything out of it was not resolved. The muffled ear maybe even worse on 21Jan2021. The outcome of other events was unknown. There was no additional Vaccines Administered on the Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect.  No history of previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect. Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) was none. Relevant test was none.

1001442 01/15/2021 02/04/2021 MO 81.0 F pain on her left shoulder where they gave her the shot/had pain where they she had the injection in her arm; To the point where she felt like she "was going to pass out"; kind of weak/ having "no energy"/ she does not seem to have the energy/ it just droopy; felt dizzy; She has not been sleeping good; having a funny feeling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 81-year-old female patient receive first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection, Lot Number: EL8982), intramuscularly on 15Jan2021 16:15 at single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history provided as none. There were no concomitant medications. There was no additional Vaccines Administered on Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect. There were no vaccines received within 4 weeks Prior Vaccinations. The reporter stated she received the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 15Jan2021 (Friday) and felt fine. She added it then made her kind of weak on next Saturday morning on 16Jan2021, to the point where she felt like she was going to pass out on 16Jan2021, but it went away after laying down. She stated she felt pain on her left shoulder where they gave her the shot on 20Jan2021 but is fine today (21Jan2021). Lastly, she mentioned having no energy. She asked if her symptoms were reported sided effects of the vaccine. She has been having a funny feeling in Jan2021 and does not know if it is from the vaccine. She clarifies that she does not seem to have the energy on 16Jan2021. When she got home she was ok, the next day after she got the shot, she thought she was going to pass out and felt dizzy for about an hour on 16Jan2021. She has not been sleeping good for the last few days since Jan2021 and states that may be why she does not have the energy. For event does not seem to have energy, reports it comes and goes, states it just droopy and it may be she had pain where they she had the injection in her arm on 20Jan2021. She is asking if this is normal. The patient declined any Treatment. The reported adverse events did not require a visit to Emergency Room and Physician Office. The reported stated it wasn't that bad. The outcome of event Dizzy was recovered on 16Jan2021. The outcome of the event "was going to pass out" was recovered in Jan2021. The outcome of event "pain on her left shoulder where they gave her the shot/had pain where they she had the injection in her arm" was recovered on 21Jan2021. The outcome of event 'kind of weak/ having "no energy"/ she does not seem to have the energy/ it just droopy' was not recovered. The outcome of the other events was unknown.

1001444 12/30/2020 02/04/2021 TX 38.0 M headache; sweating; neck was stiff; passed out for about 5-10 seconds; body ache; really bad chills; fever 100.4; unable to sleep; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Consumer (patient).   A 38-years-old male patient started to receive 1st dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL0142, Expiry Date: 01Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration at Left arm on 30Dec2020 18:17 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation.  Patient's Medical History (including any illness at time of vaccination) was none. There were no concomitant medications. Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks) was reported as 'None' and AEs following prior vaccinations was reported as 'None'. AE(s) following prior vaccinations was reported as None. The patient experienced really bad chills, body aches, fever, unable to sleep on 31Dec2020 with outcome of recovered on 01Jan2021, passed out on bathroom floor for 5-10 seconds, sweating and neck was stiff on 01Jan2021 with outcome of recovered on 01Jan2021, headache on an unspecified data with outcome of unknown.  Details were as follows: the patient received the Covi-19 vaccine 30Dec2021. He had a reaction to the vaccine. 24 hours after getting the vaccine he had really bad chills, body aches, fever 100.4. He didn't take any medication for a bit. He then took acetaminophen (TYLENOL). He had a headache, he was unable to sleep. The acetaminophen worked and he went to bed. At 5:00 am he started having a bad headache and took Ibuprofen. He woke up to go to the bathroom. He passed out for 5-10 seconds in the bathroom. His head was leaning in the wall by the door. He was sweating and was stiff all over. He went to the Emergency Room on 01Jan2021. They did an X-ray and a CT scan. They gave him 100ml of saline and some pills. They also did some lab work. Everything was negative. They assumed his body couldn't handle the vaccine. He was supposed to have received the second shot yesterday (20Jan2021). Employee Health said his Primary Care Physician would have to make the decision on him taking it or not. His doctor said he would have to do more research with Pfizer before he says if he can take it or not. Emergency Room visit required due to event passing out.

1001451 01/23/2021 02/04/2021 NY 22.0 M I took both doses of the pfizer vaccine and noticed that my thumb joints and my right wrist started to hurt. It hasn't resolved and it seems to not be getting any better

1001467 12/23/2020 02/04/2021 MT 34 M I needed up get the Pfizer vaccine on Dec 23, 2020 since I worked in a Long Term Care Facility in a remote village and was scheduled to receive the next vaccine on Jan 6, 2021. However, I was released from my job on Jan 1, 2021. On Jan 4th, 2021, I was flown to another city. I spent some time there. Then, on Jan 16th, 2021, I landed in another city and checked in to a hotel. The next day, I was tested for the Corona Virus via nasal swab. The following day, they called me and said my test came back positive and said I had to quarantine for 10 days. I had minor pneumonia symptoms, but I felt they were not bad enough for me to go to the hospital. My symptoms were gone in about 5 days. I left being quarantine on Jan 30th, 2021.Y

1001494 12/31/2020 02/04/2021 TN 68.0 M COVID-19 vaccine: arm pain/his arm was sore; Cough; postponed getting the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine until 90 days after getting the infusion; postponed getting the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine until 90 days after getting the infusion; COVID-19 molecular test: positive/COVID-19 PCR test: positive; COVID-19 molecular test: positive/COVID-19 PCR test: positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient). A 68-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Batch/lot number: EL1284), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 31Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing hyperlipidaemia (this was diagnosed about 10 years ago), nasal spray, borderline thyroid, coronary artery disease (very mild, it was diagnosed a couple years ago) all from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included montelukast, levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) at 75mcg for his borderline thyroid, levothyroxine. The patient experienced covid-19 molecular test: positive/covid-19 PCR test: positive on 06Jan2021, covid-19 vaccine: arm pain/his arm was sore, cough on an unspecified date. The events were reported as non-serious. Caller said he got the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 31Dec2020 on New Years Eve, and then on 06Jan2021 came down with COVID, then subsequently got the Eli Lilly monoclonal antibodies infusion and has postponed getting the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine until 90 days after getting the infusion, which means second dose will be 08Apr2021. He said since he is 68 he qualified to get the infusion on Jan 8th. He said that the monoclonal antibodies infusion they recommend you didn't get the second vaccine dose until 90 days after receiving the antibodies. He got the vaccine through work, but he thinks that the (Vaccination Facility Name) provided it, they were 1B at the time for physicians to get it, so it was given through hospital employee health department. On 06Jan2021 he had two positive tests, a rapid and a send out, rapid was a molecular COVID test and the send out was a PCR, he was pretty sure both were positive. He said it was on 08Jan2021 he got the infusion of the Eli Lilly monoclonal antibodies. when he had COVID, he had no fevers, he had a cough just like a cold, and the only reaction he had from getting the vaccine was his arm was sore, he did no treatment for either of these. Eli Lilly monoclonal antibodies infusion: He said that it says it is a BAM LAM IV IMAB infusion, and it was infused over an hour on Jan 8th. Caller says he has had no new medications or recent vaccinations, he had the flu shot in Aug or Sep. The event was not required the initiation of new medication or other treatment or procedure. He hasn't had repeat tests, it has been 10 days from diagnosis and his symptoms have resolved. He also has got allergic rhinitis, so he takes three nasal sprays and Montelukast, medication came in an orange pharmacy. He took generic levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) 75mcg for his borderline thyroid. He took Levothyroxine 88mcg, they upped it. Levothyroxine NDC: 65862-57490, LOT: 57420095A1, EXP: Jul2023. Not any pre-existing diseases worsened during the SARS-CoV2 infection. The patient hadn't been treated with immunomodulating or immunosuppressing medications or received any other vaccines around the time of COVID-19 vaccination. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 PCR test: positive on 06Jan2021, COVID-19 molecular test: positive on 06Jan2021. The outcome of events for covid-19 molecular test: positive/covid-19 PCR test: positive was resolved in Jan2021, for other events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of COVID-19,  suspected LOE and other events  due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1001505 01/02/2021 02/04/2021 KY 47.0 M Tested positive for COVID; Tested positive for COVID; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, IBCC (Inbound Call Center for HCPs) received from contactable pharmacists reported for a 47-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 02Jan2021 at 0.3 ml, single for covid-19 immunisation. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. The patient received the first dose of the vaccine and then few days later in Jan2021, tested positive for COVID. The patient was scheduled for the second dose this weekend, on Saturday. They wanted to know what the patient should do and if he should get the second dose. Outcome of the events was unknown.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product bnt162b2 to the reported drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.

1001537 01/30/2021 02/04/2021 OH 56.0 56 F Heart palpitations/racing heart.  Dr. Appointment scheduled.

1001543 01/16/2021 02/04/2021 MA 47.0 F positive COVID-19 test with no symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with no symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse(patient). A 47-year old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EK9231), intramuscularly on 16Jan2021 08:00 at single dose left arm, and first dose(lot number EK5730), intramuscularly on 29Dec2020 08:00 at single dose, left arm for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications reported as no. Family medical history reported as no. Patient had a negative COVID test on 29Dec2020 prior to receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine. She received first dose of Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine on 29Dec2020. Second dose of COVID-19 Vaccine received on 16Jan2021. She said that she tested negative after the 1st dose. The patient had a positive COVID test on 18Jan2021. The patient had not had any contact with positive patients or people. Seriousness reported as medically significant because she didn't know what comes of it. Causality reported as yes because she had no contact with anyone who had been COVID positive. Her whole family had been tested and were COVID negative. The patient tried to google it and even a couple nurses wondered if caller's positive COVID test had anything to do with caller's COVID-19 Vaccines. Caller stated she was asymptomatic. She only received the COVID-19 test because she was testing her children. Her children's COVID tests were negative. Caller was highly suspicious it came back as a positive result. Patient didn't know if it was a lab error or the vaccination process and the way the immune system works. COVID test performed was a PCR nasal swab. The outcome of the event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

1001548 01/26/2021 02/04/2021 IN 78 F COVID vaccine] treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): patient experienced shortness of breath and chest pain the day following the vaccine. The patient was hospitalized and received a stent. Unable to rule out vaccine playing a role, so it is being reported. Y

1001572 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 TX 75.0 75 M around 12 hours post Moderna Covid vaccine Patient had a possible delayed anaphylactic reaction,  called an ambulance and was brought to hospital with Hypoxia and Hypotensive. He was transferred to hospital and is being treated by Dr. Y

1001590 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 MN 93.0 93 F See 1st page Y Y 1

1001629 01/08/2021 02/04/2021 FL 54 F ringing in her ears described as piercingly loud; Injection site itchy, red, swollen, and hard as a rock; Injection site itchy, red, swollen, and hard as a rock; Injection site itchy, red, swollen, and hard as a rock; Injection site itchy, red, swollen, and hard as a rock; fatigue; headache; Did not feel well enough to drive; Blood pressure increased; heart rate went to 135 bpm; Expired vaccine administered; felt like her heart was beating out of her chest; irregular heartbeat; did not feel right; A spontaneous report was received from a 54 year old female patient who experienced expired vaccine administered, felt like her heart was beating out of her chest; irregular heartbeat, ringing in her ears described as piercingly loud, did not feel right, blood pressure increased, heart rate went to 135 bpm, injection site itchy, red, swollen, and hard as a rock, did not feel well enough to drive, fatigue, and headache with the use of mRNA-1273.    The patient's medical history included fatigue going back months, iron deficiency diagnosed Dec 2020, heart Arrhythmia, Allergy to penicillin, Allergy to nubain, several environmental allergies, Allergy to topical Metrogel, allergy to topical benzyl peroxide. There were no concomitant medications provided.  On 08 Jan 2021, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot # 026L20A) intramuscularly, in her left deltoid,  for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 08 Jan 2021, the patient experienced expired vaccine administered, noting that the facility where she was vaccinated saying they had a dose that was going to expire in 10 minutes and if she could come get vaccinated. She stated by the time the dose was administered if was about 50 minutes. She noted that the first 15 minutes she felt fine and and after bending over to pick up some papers, she did not feel right and felt like her heart was beating out of her chest. She denied feeling stressed, denied throat swelling, difficulty breathing, and no rash. At that time she was laid down on a gurney. Her blood pressure had increased to 190/unknown number and her heart rate went to 135 bpm. The patient declined to go to the emergency room and sat in the outpatient waiting room for two hours.  She reported she did not feel well enough to drive and had to get a ride home. That same night she experienced an irregular heartbeat, but felt it was due to donating blood. She woke up around midnight and her blood pressure was 188/80 and she experienced ringing in her ears described as piercingly loud. The next morning her blood pressure was back down to 106/unknown number. She noted it took a long time to get her heart rate and blood pressure back down to normal. She felt it was due to not having enough water the previous day and night. On 09 Jan 2021 she experienced fatigue, headache, and injection site itchy, red, swollen, and hard as a rock. She took paracetamol and the headache was relieved. Additionally, she took diphenhydramine hydrochloride for the injection site reaction which resolved from 11 Jan 2021 until 15 Jan 2021, when it started itching again, described as "like it reactivated again." At that time, she treated with unspecified topical cream. As of 19 Jan 2021 the injection site still had a reaction.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.  The outcome for the event of fatigue was unknown at the time of this report. The events of expired vaccine administered, felt like her heart was beating out of her chest; irregular heartbeat, ringing in her ears described as piercingly loud, did not feel right, headache, blood pressure increased, did not feel well enough to drive, and heart rate went to 135 bpm was recovered/resolved. The events of injection site itchy, red, swollen, and hard as a rock were not recovered/not resolved at the time of this report.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns 54-year-old, female, with a medical history of fatigue going back months, iron deficiency (Dec 2020), heart Arrhythmia, Allergy to penicillin, Nubain, and topical creams including Metro-gel and benzyl peroxide, among others, who experienced out of specification product use and  non-serious unexpected event of heart rate irregular, tinnitus, feeling abnormal, blood pressure increased, heart rate increased and malaise, and non-serious expected events of  injection site pruritus, injection site induration, injection site erythema, injection site swelling, fatigue and headache. There was no AEs associated with out of specification product use. However, the event of heart rate irregular, heart rate irregular, and malaise occurred 1 days after mRNA-1273 (Lot# 026L20A), while  the events of headache, tinnitus, injection site pruritus, injection site induration, injection site swelling and fatigue occurred 2 days after mRNA-1273 (Lot# 026L20A). The event of feeling abnormal occurred on an unspecified date after mRNA-1273 (Lot# 026L20A). Treatment included Tylenol, Benadryl and topical cream.  Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded. Additional information has been requested.

1001630 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 CA 69.0 69 F Anaphylactic shock; Potassium "dropped to 1%"; Cold and numb sensation; Sweating; Chest pressure; Blood pressure was 223/105-110; Neck swelling; Numb lips; Throat swelling; Disability NOS; A spontaneous report was received from a 69-year-old, female, patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273), and experienced anaphylactic shock, potassium dropped to 1%, cold and numb sensation, sweating, chest pressure, blood pressure was 223/105-110,Neck swelling, Throat swelling, Numb lips and disability.  The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included allergies to yellow 5 (tartrazine), shellfish, and bee stings. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 19 Jan 2021 at 11:42 AM, approximately two minutes prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.    On 19 Jan 2021, minutes after receiving the vaccine, the patient experienced a cold and numb sensation on the upper right part of her back. The sensation extended around her shoulder and into her clavicle region. Approximately 30 minutes after vaccination she started sweating and felt like she was going into anaphylactic shock, which she had experienced in the past. The patient felt like her throat was swelling and her neck started to visibly swell. One hour after vaccination, the patients lips went numb, the clavicular numbness continued, and she started to experience chest pressure. A paramedic then evaluated the patient, her blood pressure was 223/105-110 mmHg, she was placed in an ambulance, given diphenhydramine and solumedrol, then taken to the emergency room. At the emergency room, the patient received a chest x-ray, computed tomography scan, blood tests, and an electrocardiogram. Previously, the patient had a blood test which showed a potassium of 4.3 to 3.9 "or something." At the emergency room, her potassium had "dropped to 1%." The patient was administered potassium in the hospital and was held for observation until approximately 10:00 PM, then discharged.   On 20 Jan 2021, the patient continued to experience chest tightness.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the events anaphylactic shock, potassium dropped to 1%, cold and numb sensation, sweating,blood pressure was 223/105-110 ,Neck swelling, Throat swelling, Numb lips and disability was unknown. The event, chest pressure was considered not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 69-year-old, female patient with medical history of allergies to yellow 5 (tartrazine), shellfish, and bee stings, who experienced a serious, unexpected event of anaphylactic shock, sweating, hypoaesthesia, pharyngeal swelling, neck swelling, numb lips, chest discomfort, hypertension, hypokalemia and disability NOS. The event occurred the day the first dose of mRNA-1273 was administered. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

1001631 01/11/2021 02/04/2021 VA 84.0 84 F Rectal bleeding; Vomiting blood; A spontaneous report was received from an 84-year-old, female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced rectal bleeding and vomited blood.  The patient's medical history was not reported. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 11 Jan 2021, the patient received their first two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: 012L20A) intramuscularly, for the prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 11 Jan 2021, the patient experienced rectal bleeding and vomited blood.  No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of events, rectal bleeding and vomited blood were considered resolved on 11 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns an 84-year-old female patient. The medical history is not provided. The patient experienced a medically significant and unexpected event of Rectal bleeding and Vomited blood the same day after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 012L20A). Treatment information is not provided. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.

1001632 02/04/2021 U Myocarditis; A spontaneous report was received from an healthcare professional, regarding a patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced Myocarditis.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On Unknown date, after receiving the vaccine, the patient experienced Myocarditis. Treatment for the event was not provided.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome for the events, Myocarditis is Unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of myocarditis. The event occurred on an unspecified date after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown.  Treatment was not reported. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the event a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y

1001634 01/22/2021 02/04/2021 NJ M Had the flu quadrivalent shot and got the 1st dose of Moderna Covid-19 vaccine 10 days later; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer, concerning himself, a male patient of unspecified age, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and had the flu quadrivalent shot and got the 1st dose of Moderna Covid-19 vaccine 10 days later.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications reported included flu quadrivalent shot.  On 22-Jan-2021, prior to the onset of event, the patient received his first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the right deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 12-Jan-2021, the patient received flu quadrivalent shot and 10 days later, on 22-Jan-2021, the patient received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. Patient also claimed that he was feeling fine. No further information was provided at the time of this report. Reporter provided consent to follow up. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, had the flu quadrivalent shot and got the 1st dose of Moderna Covid-19 vaccine 10 days later, was resolved on 22-Jan-2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male of unknown age who received his first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the right deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and had the flu quadrivalent shot and got the 1st dose of Moderna Covid-19 vaccine 10 days later. There were no reported adverse events after the vaccine was administered in this case of inappropriate schedule of product administration.

1001636 02/04/2021 F Throat started closing; Blood pressure went to 185 over 125; A spontaneous report was received concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced throat started to close and blood pressure went to 185 over 125.  The patient's medical history included allergies to shellfish. Concomitant product use was not provided.  On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On the unknown date, approximately 18 minutes after receiving the vaccine, the patient's throat started to close and her blood pressure went to 185/125 mmHg. The patient had ice packs placed on her and she was hooked up to electrodes. Within 45 minutes, the patient's blood pressure went back down. No additional treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The events, throat started to close and blood pressure went to 185 over 125, were considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a senior, female patient, with a history of allergies to shellfish, who experienced a serious unexpected event of throat tightness and hypertensive crisis. The events occurred on 1 day (approximately 18 min) after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. Treatment included ice pack. Very limited information regarding these events has been provided at this time.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the event a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

1001638 01/20/2021 02/04/2021 ID 15.0 15 F Vaccine was given to a 15 year old; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist, concerning a 15-year-old female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and had event vaccine was given to a 15-year-old.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On 20-Jan-2021, prior to the onset of event, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 20-Jan-2021, there might have been a mix up and the 15-year-old patient received the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine instead of the Pfizer vaccine. Treatment information was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, vaccine was given to a 15-year-old was considered resolved on 20-Jan-2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 15-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), reporting Product administered to patient of inappropriate age.

1001643 01/23/2021 02/04/2021 NJ 16.0 16 F Administered to a 16 year old by mistake; Sore arm; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 16-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced  sore arm.    The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not reported.  On 23 Jan 2021, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 032L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 23 Jan 2021, the patient was 16 years of age when she was administered the mRNA-1273 vaccine by mistake. Additionally, the patient experienced a sore arm. No treatment information was provided.   The second dose of mRNA-1273 was discontinued in response to the events. It was reported the patient would be receiving Pfizer's COVID-19 vaccine as their second dose.   The outcome of the event, given vaccine to a 16-year-old by mistake, was considered resolved. The outcome of the event, sore arm, was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 16 year old female patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 032L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced a non-serious unlisted event of sore arm. There were no other reported adverse events after the vaccine was administered in this event of product administered to patient of inappropriate age. Patient cannot be contacted and no further queries are issued.

1001644 01/27/2021 02/04/2021 MA F Large volume of vaccine ran down arm during the shot; Large volume of vaccine ran down her arm; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and a large volume of vaccine ran down her arm during the shot.    The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 27 Jan 2021, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 028L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. During the administration, a large volume of vaccine ran down the patient's arm during her shot. No treatment information was reported.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of the event, large volume of vaccine ran down her arm during the shot, was resolved on 27 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient of unknown age who received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 028L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and during the vaccine administration, a large volume of vaccine ran down the patient's arm. There were no reported adverse events after the vaccine was administered in this case of underdose and exposure via skin contact.

1001655 01/28/2021 02/04/2021 MD 57 F Felt like the person didn't puncture her correctly; Arm Felt really Heavy; Stiff neck; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer regarding herself, a 57-year-old female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and felt like the person didn't puncture her correctly, arm felt very heavy and stiff neck.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were not provided.  On 28 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (lot Number: 032L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 28 Jan 2021, immediately after receiving vaccine, patient felt like the person didn't puncture her correctly (A little bit over the shoulder), hence her arm felt very heavy and had stiff neck.  No treatment for the event was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events were not reported.  The outcome of the events felt like the person didn't puncture her correctly was considered resolved on 28 Jan 2021. The outcome of the events, arm felt very heavy and stiff neck were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of wrong technique in device usage process (the person didn't puncture her correctly) for mRNA-1273 and concerns a 57 year-old, female patient, who experienced the events of  arm felt very heavy and stiff neck. The events occurred immediately after the first and only dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are assessed as possibly related.

1001665 01/26/2021 02/04/2021 SC 71 F Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine treatment under Emergency Use Authorization(EUA): 71 yo female was administered the Pfizer vaccine. During post vaccine monitoring, the patient's entire chest and face were bright read. She had red sponts on her upper chest and shoulders. She reported feeling very hot, but denied any itching, shortness of breath, chest tightness, or itchiness in her throat. Benadryl 50 mg was administered IM into left deltoid. Patient reported allergies to bee stings and IV dye. Vitals were stable. EMS was called and took patient to the hospital per protocolY

1001676 01/23/2021 02/04/2021 FL 77.0 F Upon receiving the Moderna vaccine (1st dose) a significant rash occurred in the area of the injection site. Additionally, a large blister covered the significant rash

1001678 01/12/2021 02/04/2021 FL 73.0 F Received Moderna COvid shot #1 01-12-2021, Lot # 039K20A. Began experiencing breathing problems on 01-17-2021. On 01-18-2021, had to be hospitalized with fever of 103 and heart rate of 160. Diagnosed with bilateral pneumonia and an unidentified virus, tested Covid negative.Y

1001704 12/28/2020 02/04/2021 CT F Throat and neck begun tightening; Heart rate fluctuating up and down for three consecutive times; Fast heart beat; Dizzy; blurry vision; Entire left arm was red; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine, and who experienced feeling throat and neck begun tightening,  heart rate fluctuated up and down for three consecutive times, dizzy, blurry vision, entire left arm was red and fast heartbeat.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included sertraline and levothyroxine sodium.  On 28 Dec 2020, prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 027J20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 28 Dec 2020, patient experienced feeling throat and neck begun tightening, dizzy, blurry vision, entire left arm was red, fast heartbeat and heart rate (135 beats/min) fluctuated up and down for three consecutive times. Treatment included epinephrine injection. Patient was sent to the emergency room for three hours where she was given intravenous fluids.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The outcome of the events, feeling dizzy, blurry vision, entire left arm was red, fast heartbeat and heart rate fluctuated up and down for three consecutive times, was considered recovered/resolved on 28 Dec 2020. The outcome of the event throat and neck begun tightening was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report refers to a case of a female patient who experienced events of feeling throat and neck begun tightening, dizzy, blurry vision, entire left arm was red, fast heartbeat and heart rate (135 beats per minute) fluctuated up and down.  The events developed on the same day after the administration of the mRNA-1273 vaccine (Lot# 025J20A, expiration date-unknown. Treatment administered include Epi-Pen, IV fluid, normal saline. Outcome is resolving.  Based on the information provided which includes a temporal association, a causal association cannot be excluded.

1001912 02/20/2020 02/04/2021 PR 34.0 33 F After the fever of 40C, chills, tiredness, nausea, headache. Started to feel pain on the left side of my face. Next day the pain has spread to my neck and ear. On day number three they felt numb, day number four lots of pain on my jaw. Day number 5 I couldn't even swallow and had difficulty breathing. When I looked in the mirror the left side of my face was very swollen like a ball and my face looked like it was paralyzed. I went to the ER where I was seen, but it remains the same days afterwards. My cheek doesn't look the same, looks bigger and the eye is droopy, my neck and ear hurts, it is difficult to swallow. My left arm is numb and swollen.

1001927 01/12/2021 02/04/2021 OK 59.0 59 M Patient reports shortness of breath one day post vaccine administration. Son brought patient to ER 1/13/21 where he was admitted for 3 days where Oxygen was administered. Y 3

1002039 01/29/2021 02/04/2021 IL 74.0 74 F on 1/31/2021 she had a small stroke and she is still getting therepy. Y

1002053 01/01/2021 02/04/2021 KY U UTI; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer (Unknown age and gender) who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and experienced urinary tract infection (UTI).  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   In Jan 2021 prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On Unknown date, she experienced Urinary tract infection. Treatment: HCP provided antibiotics.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome for the event UTI is Unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of urinary tract infection. The event of urinary tract infection occurred  on an unspecified date after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown.  Treatment included antibiotics (not specified). Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

1002054 02/04/2021 U Diabetic ketoacidosis; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a unknown patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced diabetic ketoacidosis.   There was no medical history provided. Concomitant medication included ixekizumab for unknown indication.  On an unspecified date, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch # unknown) intramuscularly, for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unspecified date, the patient experienced diabetic ketoacidosis. The patient was sent to intensive care unit (ICU) and the ICU physician determined, event may have been cause by a combination of the vaccine and concomitant mediation. The patient was treated for diabetic ketoacidosis at the ICU. The patient was better at the time of this report and physician wanted more information prior to second dose. It was not confirmed if the patient was still hospitalized at the time of this report.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event diabetic ketoacidosis was not provided.  The outcome for the event diabetic ketoacidosis was unknown.  The reporter causality assessed as probably related between the event and Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient, who experienced event of diabetic ketoacidosis. The event occurred on an unknown date after the first and last dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is assessed as possibly related.  Concomitant medication ixekizumab is a confounding factor. Further information have been requested.Y

1002056 01/20/2021 02/04/2021 CO 44.0 44 F Anaphylaxis reaction; Angioedema; Shortness of breath; Wheezing; Fast heart rate; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a 44-year-old, female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced an anaphylaxis reaction, angioedema, shortness of breath, wheezing, and increased heart rate.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 20 Jan 2021 at 18:00, approximately 10 minutes prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 041L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 20 Jan 2021, approximately 10 minutes after receiving her injection, the patient began to have tongue swelling. She was given diphenhydramine and epinephrine by epi pen. She went to the emergency room where she displayed symptoms including a fast heart rate, wheezing, and shortness of breath with an angioedema or anaphylaxis like appearance. She was given more epinephrine, famotidine, scheduled diphenhydramine at 50 QAs intravenously (IV), IV steroids, was intubated and placed on a ventilator. She was on the ventilator for approximately 18-20 hours following admission. She eventually responded to a high dose of dexamethasone. She was also given duonebs for her shortness of breath, regular sedation for the ventilator, and a dose of ketorolac. Consent was given for Safety to follow up.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events were unknown at the time of this report.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 44 year old female patient who experienced a serious unexpected event of Anaphylactic reaction. The event occurred approximately 10 minutes after first dose of the study medication administration. She was treated with epinephrine, famotidine, diphenhydramine, IV steroids, intubated and placed on a ventilator.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y Y

1002062 01/13/2021 02/04/2021 VA 60.0 F Episode of atrial fibrillation; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient).  A 60-years-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EK4176), via an unspecified route of administration at Left arm on 13Jan2021 09:15 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization. The patient was not pregnant. Medical history included scoliosis and depression. Concomitant medications in two weeks included duloxetine hydrochloride (CYMBALTA), estradiol/norethisterone acetate (COMBIPATCH). Historical vaccine included first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number, EH9899) received on 20Dec2020 05:00 PM at left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient previously took codeine and experienced drug allergies. The patient experienced episode of atrial fibrillation on 17Jan2021 at 05:45 AM. No treatment received, no COVID prior vaccination. The outcome of the event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal relationship, causality between event episode of atrial fibrillation and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1002064 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 NY M Increase heart rate; Very weak; Chills; A temperature; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, batch/lot number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that he took the Pfizer vaccine on Tuesday 19Jan2021 and that same night he had a reaction. He had to go to the hospital on Wednesday/the next morning on 20Jan2021. He went to the hospital and they checked everything, and they were all negative. The patient reported that he had increase heart rate, chills, a temperature and very weak. While he was at the hospital, he saw a gentleman who works there who told him he took a vitamin combination/package before getting the vaccine and it helped him. The patient asked whether he can take it to prevent the side effects. The patient reported that it was his first vaccine with Pfizer and new he is going to get another one in 3 weeks, and the patient asked if there was anything he could take to help him as far as the after effects. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.Y

1002066 12/21/2020 02/04/2021 GA 59.0 F lost all sense of balance; developed very severe migraines; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 59-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) Lot number EJ1685, on 21Dec2020 13:00 at single dose in right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Hypertension, Depression, PCN allergy, Topical Iodine allergy. The patient was not Pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications included metoprolol, HCTZ, bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), methylphenidate hydrochloride (CONCERTA), omeprazole (PRILOSEC). The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Approximately eight days after receiving the Pfizer Covid vaccine, the patient lost all sense of balance on 30Dec2020. She developed very severe migraines. She was hospitalized for four days. The events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit and Emergency room/department or urgent care. She was on multiple doses of steroids. She was now starting IV I G infusions. Treatment received for the events included Relpax, steroids, IV Infusions. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 Prior to vaccination. The patient had been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. Lab data included Nasal Swab: negative on 30Dec2020.  The outcome of both events was not resolved.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information causality between events lost all sense of balance and very severe migraines and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be completely excluded. The case will be reevaluated should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 4

1002067 02/04/2021 TX F Guillain Barre syndrome; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A female patient (sister) of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BioNTech Covid-19 vaccine) at a single dose on an unspecified date for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had a very serious adverse event that now had Guillain Barre syndrome. She was hospitalized 6 days ago. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.Y

1002068 01/12/2021 02/04/2021 GA 84.0 F left arm was blue from her shoulder to her elbow almost whole circumference going under arm /left arm discoloration is what she calls "puce", clarifying hers is a purple, black, and blue color; slight left arm swelling; left arm discomfort; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). An 84-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EK9231, expiration date: Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration in the left deltoid on 12Jan2021 14:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On Jan2021, her left arm was blue from her shoulder to her elbow and almost the whole circumference going under her arm. On Jan2021, she has a slight left arm swelling and left arm discomfort. The discomfort was bearable. The discoloration of her left arm has become bad. She was at the COVID-19 vaccine clinic, some nurses looked at her arm, and insisted she contact Pfizer and her doctor to report what happened to her arm. She has an appointment with her doctor the afternoon of 20Jan2021. Her second COVID-19 vaccine dose is scheduled on 02Feb2021. Her left arm swelling and discomfort is the same now, but her left arm discoloration is awful. Her left arm discoloration is the only change she has experienced since her first report. Her left arm discoloration is what she calls "puce", clarifying hers is a purple, black, and blue color. The discoloration of her left arm is uncanny. The discoloration stops before her left elbow like a completely straight line drawn by a ruler. The discoloration continues from her left elbow up to her left shoulder for which the discoloration spreads out unevenly. Outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported events based on the known safety profile and temporal association   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators as appropriate.

1002073 01/25/2021 02/04/2021 TX 73.0 73 F Extreme pain in L arm injection site immediately after injection, followed by extreme fatigue, constant L arm pain, ache in body, on Tuesday-Friday, Saturday felt weak and extremely nauseous, at 2:00 pm experienced a embolic stroke on the right side of the brain and paralysis on the left side of body, rushed to ER, administered TPA clot buster and had a removal of the clots by Dr.Y Y 4

1002159 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 MN 66.0 66 F At 12:30pm 2/3/2021 Resident experienced Respiratory distress, tachypnea, tachycardia HR 155, RR 38, O2 sats 48%. BP 164/149; frothy sputum from nose and mouth, lungs with coarse crackles, Temp 99. Resident required EMS transport to hospital, and was admitted. Y

1002168 01/10/2021 02/04/2021 CT 31.0 31 F 2nd pregnancy, at date of first dose (1/10/2021), 12 weeks 3 days gestation. on 2/2/2021 patient developed light vaginal bleeding. Ultrasound exam revealed no fetal heartbeat. Measurements showed gestational size 14 weeks 1 day (1/22/2021). Y 1

1002290 02/04/2021 02/04/2021 AZ 24.0 24 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA  Swelling and stiffness in right armpit and right latissimus dorsi, with tingling/numbing sensation  through to the fingers in the right hand (primarily third and fourth finger). Symptoms began 48 hours after the injection of the second dose.  There has also been nerve problems in the left arm starting on 1/27, about 22 days after the first dose of the Moderna vaccine taken on 1/5, in the left arm. Loss of motor function and clawing of the fourth and fifth finger resulted in the left hand. As of 2/1 motor function returned, however forth and fifth fingers are still not able to enforce resistance against external pressure. The lot number of the first dose is #025J20-2A

1002313 01/27/2020 02/04/2021 MN 64.0 64 M Black stools leading to Melena and blood loss . Y

1002323 01/31/2021 02/04/2021 GA 37.0 37 F development of acute liver injury and troponin leak with hepatic encephalopathy.  patient ultimately transferred from local facility to Hospital for liver transplant evaluation.  received steroids and Acetadote Y Y 5

1002404 01/18/2021 02/04/2021 IN 40.0 40 M Patient received the vaccine on 1/18/21.  He awoke early on 1/20/21 with nasal congestion.  By that afternoon, he was having difficulty breathing.  He was evaluated at Hospital outpatient clinic and sent to the Hospital Emergency Department.  On arrival he was placed on oxygen and given a rapid COVID-19 test and COVID-19 PCA test which were both negative.  He was also provided pulmonology consult.  He was admitted and remained unable to maintain adequate oxygen sats without 10L oxygen until 1/22/21 late in the evening when he abruptly no longer needed oxygen.  He was provided steroids initially.  Ceftriaxone IV was added. Respiratory therapy provided ipratropium inhalation and vest therapy.  He improved rapidly 1/23/21 and was released from the hospital on 1/24/21.Y Y 5

1002428 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 PA 76.0 76 M 1st dose of vaccine was 1/12/21, Lot number EK9231 2nd dose 2/2/21, Lot number EL8982   Patient was feeling well the day of vaccine and reports no recent illness, no adverse events to first injection in COVID vaccine series. 20 minutes later developed dizziness and nausea. Within hours noticed LUE weakness. Weakness has progressed over last two days to severe left upper extremity and left lower extremity weakness with inability to walk. No sensory deficits. Some urinary retention. Hyperreflexia on examination with upgoing toe on left. Presentation consistent with transverse myelitis.  Patient remains hospitalized at this time, starting treatment with IV solumedrol for clinical transverse myelitis. Workup remains in processY 3

1002441 01/25/2021 02/04/2021 WA 79.0 79 M On morniing of 1/30/11 patient presented with confusion, unilateral weakness  - diagnosed and admitted with CVA - embolism of R middle cerebral artery per CT scan.  Noted to be in atrial fibrillation during admission.  Discharged to rehab center on 2/3/21.Y Y 4

1002482 12/31/2020 02/04/2021 OK 50.0 50 M Anaphylaxis Y Y 3

1002496 01/25/2021 02/04/2021 NE 89.0 89 M VOMITING AND DIARRHEA. VISISTED ER ON 1/29/21. CAME BACK TO ASSISTED LIVING FACILITY, THEN WENT BACK OUT TO HOSPITAL AND WAS ADMITTED ON 1/31/21 Y

1002518 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 MI 40.0 40 F Pt stayed 30 min for monitoring d/t hx of allergies. 2 hours after admin developed wheezing, chest tightness, diarrhea. Went to ED, had severe diarrhea, throat swelling, chest tightness, DIB, n/v; pt received IV doses of steroids, benadryl, IM epinephrine, racemic epinephrine breathing treatments x2; and duoneb tx's every 2 hours. Pt required overnight admission to the hospital for monitoring as had some persistent symptoms.Y Y 1

1002522 01/14/2021 02/04/2021 NC 79.0 79 F 79 yo female with past medical history only significant for endovascular coiling of cerebral aneurysms over 30 years ago presenting with fevers, fatigue, weakness, noise sensitivity, myalgias,and tremors.  She exercises regularly and has become so weak that she cannot climb stairs.  Neurological exam revealed hyperreflexia, subtle proximal muscle weakness, the presence of a startle reflex and rooting reflex, clonus, and a positive Babinski.  Infectious work up has been negative, autoimmune evaluation is underway.  Inpatient neurology consultation has been obtained, she was given a trial of diazepam for stiff person syndrome and started on daily IVIG on 2/3/2021 for a 5 day course. She continues to have an elevated CRP, a mild transaminitis, and mild thrombocytopenia.  The ESR dropped from 44 to 20 with hydration.  She has had no cognitive changes. No headache, visual changes, jaw pain. We are unable to obtain MRI given the presence of these coils which are not MRI compatible.  Encephalitis immune antibodies are pending, myositis panel, MOG antibodies ADEM are pending, GAD65 antibody pending.Y

1002665 01/28/2021 02/04/2021 65.0 65 M Two hours post shot patient began experiencing chest pain, presented to ED and had a troponing of 0.7, started on heparin infusion and taken to cath lab where received complex PCI to prox LAD lesion as well as distal LAD lesion Y

 305



1002681 01/27/2021 02/04/2021 GA 53.0 53 M axillary adenopathy, fever , chills, flank pain, desaturation of oxygen , lethargy Y 1

1002693 01/28/2021 02/04/2021 WA 75.0 75 F Sudden onset of left arm heaviness and problems working 3rd and 5th digits of left hand. Admitted overnight for suspected TIA. MRI subsequently confirmed acute to subacute right frontoparietal infarct Y 1

1002717 01/26/2021 02/04/2021 NE 90.0 90 M ON 1/28/21, REPORTED FEELING WEAK, WITH LOW GRADE FEVER AND CHILLS. STILL FELT WEAK ON 1/29 AND 1/30. EVENING OF 1/30 HE WAS FOUND IN HIS APARTMENT FEELING WEAK AND WITH SHORTNESS OF BREATH. WAS TRANSPORTED TO MEDICAL CENTER BY AMBULANCE AND ADMITTED FOR OBSERVATION.Y

1002720 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 OR 52.0 52 M Patient within 5 minutes reported having tingling in his hands and swelling in his hands. Vitals at 9:19 am BP 132/80, O2 sat 96%, HR 102. Dr present in the hall and observed patient.  We decided to watch and wait. A few minutes later, patient started clearing his throat. Patient stated "It feels like there is something in my throat and it is getting harder to breathe". Patient has allergy to bee venom, particularly ground wasps. Dr who was on-call called to the room. Ordered 0.3 mg Epi pen and 50 mg Benedryl IM at 9:37 AM. Given. Patient stated he felt better immediately. Hand swelling started going down. Sensation of throat discomfort and difficulty breathing subsided. Patient asked to wait another 30 minutes for observation. Patient continues to state he feels fine "just a little drousy from the benedryl".    Vitals at 10:33 am HR 100, BP 122/80, Pulse ox 98.   Dr is allowing to discharge to home right now where patient states he has more epipens.Y

1002799 01/08/2021 02/04/2021 RI 49.0 49 M This patient was hospitalized and subsequently diagnosed with GBS or AIDP Y 16

1002837 01/11/2021 02/04/2021 VA 50.0 50 F Three weeks post vaccine I developed severe diffuse abdominal pain sending me to the emergency room. Work up revealed acute appendicitis and I was scheduled for emergency laparoscopic appendectomy the following day. Y Y 2

1002849 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 NC 63.0 63 M Arrived to the hospital with questionable stroke, 2 seizures in route to hospital (witnessed by EMS personnel) approximately 8 hours after injection. Y 2

1002855 12/30/2020 02/04/2021 MI 40.0 40 F 12/30/2020: COVID Vaccine Pfizer-BioNTech dose 1 of 2 left arm. Acute onset left shoulder/arm pain 1-2 days later without inciting event (no trauma, no sports/weights), progressively worsening to severe next 2 days with onset of numbness and paresthesias in left upper arm and hand by 1/5/2021 seen at urgent care with dx: Cervical Neuropathy.  Follow-up cervical MRI 1/22/21 without significant canal or foraminal impingement.  Seen by Neurologist 2/3/2021, at that time  pain improved and localized to left shoulder joint area radiating under scapula and paresthesia resolved to numbness.  Physical exam findings: Absent triceps reflex, Left FDI atrophy, left hand finger extensor weakness, left abduction limited to 90 degrees.  Dx: Neurologic Amyotrophy (Parsonage Turner Syndrome); Complication of COVID vaccination.  Plan: EMG, NCS, Left shoulder MRI, labs pending.  PT OT ordered.  Rx: Nortriptyline, Medrol Dosepak.  F/U 2-3 months with neurology.

1002869 01/25/2021 02/04/2021 OH 35.0 35 F possible rhabdomyolysis

1002900 02/01/2021 02/04/2021 AZ 61.0 61 F Extremely sore left arm for days 1-3,  On third day awoke with debilitating dizziness, nausea and headache. Dizziness was so extreme any movement sent my head spinning and I began sweating and experienced nausea. Had to go to the hospital for treatment.  Dizziness continued on the fourth morning but subsides after taking 25mg of Meclizine HCL. headache continues as well. Other side effects: Complete loss of appetite  Blurred vision in right eyeY

1002984 01/14/2021 02/04/2021 KY 73.0 73 M Patient received COVID vaccine first dose on 1/14/21.  On 1/24 began having myalgia, low-grade fever. Positive COVID test on 1/26/21. Nonproductive cough progressed to significant dyspnea on 1/29/21 and pt brought to ED by EMS with low O2 sats. Admitted to ICU on noninvasive ventilation. Receiving dexamethasone, remdesivir. Alternating optiflow and bipap, O2 sats in 90s, remains with significant SOA.Y

1003083 01/27/2021 02/04/2021 FL 39.0 39 F I had previous anaphylaxis events that were treated and did not require hospitalization. I brought epinephrine pen and premedicated with Xyzal 5mg 9 hours before and Benadryl 25mg 1.5 hours before vaccine. 20 minutes after vaccine I felt flushing, nausea, low blood pressure. They had released me from the drive through vaccination site and I was driving and felt panicky, so I pulled over. I waited 10 minutes because I wasn't sure if it was anaphylaxis or not. I felt OK after 10 minutes, so I drove to nearest ER and waited in parking lot several hours then drove home. I probably should have administered epinephrine and called 911 when I had that reaction. Continued with 25mg Benadryl every 4 hours and nightly Xyzal 5mg. The next morning (24 hours later)  I woke up scratching my face. I had a diffuse sandpaper rash all over my head and neck and was very itchy. Doubled my dose of Benadryl to 50mg every 4 hours. Also took 400mg of quercetin. The itching resolved and the rash was gone the next day, which was 48 hours after vaccine. I was fatigued for several days but fatigue is my baseline as a narcoleptic plus I was taking benadryl. I continued the Benadryl for a total of 4 days. I normally do not develop rashes unless I rub against hay and I did not have any contact with hay.Y

1003132 01/20/2021 02/04/2021 NE 93.0 93 F Stroke within 48 hours of shot on 1/22/2021. L sided weakness, facial droop, slurred speech, confusion, . to this writing (2/4/2021), symptoms persist. Y 6

1003206 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 55.0 55 F Patient felt she had warmth at site of injection,89 HR 81.  Patient says normal BP 120's/80's.  Patient states she is not anxious.  She then started feeling like her throat and chest were getting itchy.  Continued monitoring and she felt she needed to be evaluated in ER.  Taken to ER.  ED notes as follows: 55 y.o. female who arrived by to the emergency department for Throat and chest discomfort associated with voice change and pruritic rash.  Past medical history of food and environmental allergies, Addison's disease, thyroid disease, primary immune deficiency disorder.  Half an hour ago, the patient received her first injection the Covid vaccine.  Seconds later, the patient started having a pruriti rash where the site of the injection was.  She then noticed her chest getting red and warm.  About 15 minutes later, the patient noticed her voice becoming hoarse her and associated with throat and chest discomfort.  Reports that she is unable to take a deep breath.  Denies any noisy breathing, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, shortness of breath, difficulty swallowing, drooling. She has never been hospitalized for anaphylaxis.  She denies any past medical history of asthma or COPD  Vital signs demonstrate hypertension with systolic blood pressures into the 180-190s. No oropharyngeal swelling.  Hoarse voice. Scleral injection present bilaterally. Chest wall nontender.  Mild, blanching, erythematous, pruritic rash on anterior chest. Shallow breathing when asked to take a deep breath. Injection site covered with bandaid with no other obvious rashes or swelling  patient arrived to the ED in no acute distress and in stable condition. She was complaining of throat discomfort with voice changes. She has never had an anaphylaxis reaction before. She was given benadryl, famotidine, and methylprednisolone initially for her reaction. With her hypertension and reported chest discomfort, epinephrine was not given initially.   Her symptoms mildly improved with the initial treatment.   Patient complained of chest discomfort and EKG showing T wave inverted in leads V4-5. She was given aspirin. Initial troponin negative and repeat was ordered.   After four hours of observation, the patient reports her voice change has resolved but continued to have pruritis in different, migrating areas of the body such as ears, neck, and arms.    1330: patient complaining of increasing chest and abdominal pain. Described as a cramping chest pain that radiated to her abdominal. Denies nausea, vomiting or diaphoresis. Continues to deny shortness of breath. Given morphine for her pain and aspirin for her nonspecific EKG changes.   Internal Medicine consulted for admission due to allergic reaction. Patient is agreeable to this plan. Patient was transferred under stable condition to the IM service.   Initial Vital Signs [02/03/21 1159] Blood Pressure 168/101 Heart Rate 73 Respiratory Rate 15 Temp 36.8 °C (98.3 °F) Temp src Oral SpO2 96 %  Following one day admission she was discharged to home with Zio patch monitoring while on new beta-blocker therapy for symptomatic PVCs with plan for PCP follow-up. Regarding adverse drug reaction, she was advised to follow-up with PCP and immunologist for further discussion on benefits:risk of subsequent vaccine in series.Y 1

1003231 01/29/2021 02/04/2021 MT 77.0 77 M 6 days ago he got his first COVID-19 vaccination.  5 days ago he started to feel ill.  Generalized body aches.  Progressive shortness of breath.  More recently dry cough.  Diminished sense of taste and smell.  His symptoms progressed and today, due to shortness of breath, he presented to the ED.  In the ED he was found to be hypoxic and have tachypnea.  COVID-19 test was positive.  He was given intravenous dexamethasone and is referred to the hospitalist service for admission.  Patient denies ill contacts.  He denies diarrhea.  No nausea or vomiting.  Since arriving to the ED and getting on oxygen he feels significantly better.Y

1003314 01/20/2021 02/04/2021 FL 73.0 73 F Pt arrived to emergency department complaining of RIGHT side facial droop that includes the right eye.   Diagnosis by physician is bells palsy second to Covid-19 vaccination that she received two weeks prior.  Pt also going to be evaluated for further neurological problem and will requiring admission to inpatient hospital.Y

1003365 01/22/2021 02/04/2021 UT 70.0 70 M Pt developed severe nausea vomiting 3 days after vaccine administration. Unable to tolerate PO including meds. Went into DKA and had NSTEMI following. Y Y 3

1003408 12/30/2020 02/04/2021 WA 32.0 32 M 01/16/2021-palpitations for 5 minutes. 01/20/2021-SVT(heart rate at 200?s) with palpitations for 17-18 minutes. Y

1003454 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 IL 69.0 69 F Pt presented to the emergency department with complaints of myalgias after receiving the vaccine. She noted that she had vomiting the night prior. She denied any chest pain, shortness of breath, abdominal pain, headaches, fever at that time. Pt was left in room by herself for approximately 5 minutes and was found unresponsive. Code Blue was called. Pt was found in asystole. ACLS was initiated. Return of circulation occurred after 7 minutes of resuscitation. Pt is currently intubated and sedated.Y Y

1003479 02/04/2021 02/04/2021 UT 60.0 60 F About 3 PM she received her second vaccination for Covid.  She states that she has a history of adverse reactions to flu vaccines that are anaphylactic like in the past.  She usually premedicates with Benadryl and steroids.  Today she did take 100 mg of Benadryl prior to her vaccination.  Shortly after receiving the vaccine, she did feel like her throat was getting a little bit tight but she did not feel like it was true anaphylaxis.  However she then felt very off.  After this vaccine her throat started to feel tight, and she stated she did not feel well overall.  She did have some tunnel vision and was shaky. At about 1730 her heart rate drops to the 30s, she started feeling itchy, and then she went into a coughing fit and started to feel her throat close. She received 0.3 mg IM epinephrine, 20 mg IV famotidine, 125 mg IV methylprednisone, 0.5 mL of nebulized racepinephrine, and 500 mL NS bolus. She has since recovered and is stable on room air.Y

1003486 12/30/2020 02/04/2021 MI 27.0 27 F She presented to the hospital with acute typical angina approximately 72 hours after receiving her 2nd vaccine dose. The morning following her vaccine she developed fever, chills, generalized malaise, myalgias, and fatigue lasting about 48 hours. The following morning, she was awoken from sleep by a crushing substernal chest pain with associated typical anginal symptoms. Her initial troponin-I was elevated at 7.47 ng/mL and peaked at 19.19 ng/mL. An ECG demonstrated minimal ST elevations followed by an echocardiogram demonstrated preserved systolic function and an ejection fraction of 60-65%. Due to her elevation in cardiac enzymes and persistent angina, coronary angiography was performed revealing no obstructive coronary artery disease. She was diagnosed with suspected myocarditis and treated successfully with anti-inflammatory medication. In follow-up, she had an uncomplicated treatment course with complete resolution of anginal systems and improvement in troponin and inflammatory markers.Y 2

1003493 01/14/2021 02/04/2021 MI 48.0 48 F Rash chest and face. Face and throat swelling. Difficulty swallowing.  Taken to ER and given steroid, benadryl, and pepcid. Systemic affects x3 days. Medications given for a total of 5 days. Y

1003518 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 OK 45.0 45 F Patient waited approximately 20 minutes after receiving vaccine as is standard. Patient began to drive home when she started to notice tingling in her lips, feeling flushed, and then as though her throat was closing. She contacted 911 and they responded road side.  Patient was initially being monitored only, then her BP dropped. Decision was made to transport patient to ED. En route she received epinephrine and was placed on O2 by way of non-rebreather mask.  Upon arrival to the ED patient continued to be dyspneic. She was given solumedrol, benadryl, Pepcid, and mag. Patient was stabilized and no additional epi was required.  Patient was admitted to hospital in observation status.  She was stable overnight. She did have one episode of itching and nausea, she was given diphenhydramine and Zofran and these symptoms resolved. Patient was monitored until around 1PM the day after event and was released to home in stable condition.Y Y 1

1003553 12/21/2020 02/04/2021 MI 53.0 53 F Arm was getting sore and stiffing and as days went on till after second shot was seen by ED, and PT have  not Frozen shoulder Shot was close to Shoulder capulituits . I have received yesterday 2/3/2021 a cortisone shot to the shoulder and will receive PT

1003579 01/22/2021 02/04/2021 FL 70.0 70 F Had a slight discomfort in the middle of my chest that lasted Friday, Saturday & Sunday. Y 1

1003643 01/29/2021 02/04/2021 31.0 42 F Day after receiving the vaccine the patient felt SOB and was admitted COVID Positive Y 1

1003672 02/01/2021 02/04/2021 CO 31.0 31 F At time of event I am an otherwise healthy 31 year old female, 32 weeks pregnant with an estimated delivery date of 03/26/2021. Side effects following the second dose started around 0100/0200 hours on 02/02/2021.  I was cared for by my husband at home.  I took Tylenol  and used ice packs to reduce my fever which reached a high of 101.4 degrees. body aches,  chills, shaking and nausea persisted till roughly 0800.  right arm soreness and general fatigue  continued till mid day on 02/04/2021.

1017647 02/02/2021 02/04/2021 52.0 51 F Dizziness, Headache & Syncope Narrative:  2nd dose received 0830 on 2/2/21. At 1900 hours body aches & chills. At 2400 hours awoke with abdominal discomfort, became dizzy, then loss of consciences for few seconds and fell to kitchen floor injuring head. Next morning on 2/3/21, syncope in bathroom and loss of consciousness for few seconds and fell to floor. While on floor being held by husband, 2 more episodes of syncope. Went to ER admitted.Y

1017654 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 63.0 62 F Headache, Arthralgia, Fever, Angina, FATIGUE, CHILLS, PAIN/SWELLING INJ SITE, CHEST PAIN Narrative:  She was hospitalized on 1/24/2021 in the AM D/C home 1/25/2021 PM for abnormal EKG. She is set up for a stress ECHO with plans follow up with PCP on 2/1/2021. She is fatigued and has headache, chest pain that is stabbing in nature has improved. She has SARS-CoV-2 test pending. CRNP She plans on returning to duty tomorrow at 0730. She is going to bring her work restriction note from her PCP. She has been directed to report to employee health for return duty evaluation CRNP 2/2/2021Y

1017662 01/19/2021 02/04/2021 35.0 34 M Headache Pericarditis Narrative:  Diagnosed as idiopathic pericarditis. Y 7

1017668 02/03/2021 02/04/2021 28.0 27 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, Rash, shaking, pale, diaphoretic, dyspneic, pain at injection site Narrative: Y 1

1017685 12/23/2020 02/04/2021 75.0 74 M Angina MI Narrative:  Employee presented to ED with chest pain. Cath showed 99% blockage of LAD and diagonal. Employee transferred to another hospital for w/u for CABG. Prior to assessment for CABG, employee coded. Urgent cath. with multiple stents placed. At time of reporting of event, employee was recovering. Cardiologist instructed employee to complete COVID vaccination series which was done on 1/20/2021.Y Y

1003706 01/12/2021 02/05/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Almost a week after injection, after initial injection site pain had been gone for days, the injection site became slightly swollen and painful again.redness in area as well. Lasted 3 days approx then subsided.

1003707 01/29/2021 02/05/2021 CA 46.0 46 M Reported that he was under dosed. Noted injector did not give full dose. Reported had slight stiff neck over L side of neck x 1 minute within 15 minutes and subsided. Overnight had L side of neck tenderness and subsided the day after.

1003708 02/02/2021 02/05/2021 NM 42.0 42 F I have severe pain and swelling in my armpit and breast area on the side of the injection along with pain, itching and severe swelling at and around the injection site. I have taken does of 800mg ibuprofen with little relief.

1003709 02/02/2021 02/05/2021 CA 28.0 28 F Extreme muscle soreness/inability to move arm. Giant red raised bruising and itchy at injection site. Swollen lymph nodes under armpit. Fever, chills, sweating profusely and very cold the following night. Rash, itching and pain on arm lasted 7 days, swollen armpit lymph nodes lasted 4 days. Fever and chills for 24 hours.

1003710 02/03/2021 02/05/2021 MO 28.0 28 M Fatigue

1003711 01/22/2021 02/05/2021 IN 71.0 71 M red skin, warm to touch, on upper arm.  Injection site (2-inch diameter) slightly raised, larger red&warm area 6-inch diameter  below injection site (toward elbow.)  No pain, slight itch.  No reaction from vaccination was noticed until 13 days later - initially no soreness, itching, or red.   No other reaction noticed. Not severe problem, reporting symptoms of Moderna COVID Arm.  Not yet recovered, occurred today 2/4/21 - in progress.

1003712 01/30/2021 02/05/2021 MD 26.0 26 F Within 12 hours, I experienced moderate to severe nausea, vomiting and diarrhea. In addition, within 24 hours I was experiencing fever >100.4, chills, extreme joint pain and swelling along with enlarged and swollen axillary lymph nodes on the L side. I was extremely fatigued and nauseated for more than there days. Since then, I have had abdominal issues including acid reflux and nausea.

1003713 01/19/2021 02/05/2021 FL 65.0 65 F Large bright red circle with lump in the middle. Was itchy and warm to the touch. Lasted 2-3 days.

1003714 01/01/2021 02/05/2021 CA 54.0 54 F ?Covid Arm? - Round, itchy, red circle at injection site.

1003715 01/29/2021 02/05/2021 NY 72.0 72 F Large red, itchy bump.

1003717 01/27/2021 02/05/2021 18.0 18 F Rash at injection site and muscle aches.  Was achy on the morning of 1/28/2021 with 'bumps' on the chest area. Achiness resolved on 1/29/2021 but rash continued affecting her abdomen as well.

1003718 01/27/2021 02/05/2021 CA 72.0 72 F . patient received vaccine on1/22/2021 . Patient had skin rash on 1/27/2021 below neck , macular rash which was not itchy or painful.  patient did not take any medication for it .  no fever. no oral lesions or angioedema  she is recovering from it without treatment

1003931 01/31/2021 02/05/2021 30.0 30 M New onset complex migraine headaches requiring admission to hospital for intractable pain for 1 week along with focal neurological symptoms with right sided weakness of upper and lower extremity that resolved. Y 7

1004198 12/22/2020 02/05/2021 OR 62.0 62 F hemorrhoid pain; bloody diarrhea; severe diarrhea; Nausea; abdominal pain; shaking chills; Severe leg cramps; A spontaneous report was received from a 62 year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced severe leg cramps, severe diarrhea, nausea, abdominal pain, shaking chills, hemorrhoid pain and the serious event of bloody diarrhea.  The patient's medical history included diverticulitis.  No relevant concomitant medications were reported.  On 22 Dec 2020, about 4pm, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot #011J20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 22 Dec 2020, around 7pm, the patient experienced severe leg cramps.    On 23 Dec 2020, she experienced severe diarrhea, nausea, abdominal pain, shaking chills and bloody diarrhea. Treatment for nausea was ondansetron.    On 24 Dec 2020, the patient experienced terrible hemorrhoid pain and abdominal pain. On 25 Dec 2020, the patient went to the emergency room where she received a computed tomography scan. The computed tomography scan of  the lower abdomen showed that earlier diagnosis of diverticulitis 27 Nov 2020 "inflammation" had gotten better.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events were not reported.  The outcome for events, severe leg cramps, severe diarrhea, nausea, abdominal pain, shaking chills, bloody diarrhea and hemorrhoid pain, were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 62-year-old female patient with medical history of diverticulitis, who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011J20A), and who experienced the serious unlisted event of bloody diarrhea, the non-serious listed events of nausea and chills, and the non-serious unlisted events of severe leg cramps, severe diarrhea, abdominal pain, and hemorrhoid pain.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of events after vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.  The patient's history of diverticulitis is noted.

1004199 01/08/2021 02/05/2021 GA 66 F possible stroke; face is drooping a little; had numbness and tingling  on the left side of my face; had numbness and tingling  on the left side of my face; red splotches about the size of a small leaf from injection site to elbow; had a rash opposite the injection site; a vein protruded out; bone chilling chills; deep pain in my arm that feel like someone was beating me; arm sore to touch; my arm was sore to touch from injection site to elbow; had a fever of 103 F/low grade (~99 F); I was shaking; blood pressure went up to 149/89; my heart rate was elevated to over 110; dull headache off and on since receiving the vaccine; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse who was also a 66-years old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced possible stroke, face is drooping a little, a vein protruded out, blood pressure went up to 149/89, my heart rate was elevated to over 110, deep pain in my arm that feel like someone was beating me; arm sore to touch; my arm was sore to touch from injection site to elbow,  I was shaking, had numbness and tingling  on the left side of my face, red splotches about the size of a small leaf from injection site to elbow, dull headache off and on since receiving the vaccine, had a rash opposite the injection site, my arm was sore to touch from injection site to elbow, bone chilling chills, and had a fever of 103 degrees Fahrenheit (F)/low grade (~99 F).    The patient's medical history was not provided.  There were no concomitant medications provided.  On 08 Jan 2021 the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number unknown) intramuscularly, in her right arm, for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 08 Jan 2021 at 3:00 pm, the patient received her first injection. Right after the injection, her blood pressure went up to 149/89 and her heart rate was elevated to over 110 and both came down to normal by 4 pm. A dull headache started on the same day.  About midnight on 09 Jan 2021, the patient was awakened by deep vein in her arm that felt like someone was beating her. About 11 am the same day she had a fever of 103 degrees Fahrenheit, bone chilling chills., and she was shaking. Treatment included a hot shower, ibuprofen, paracetamol, and acetylsalicylic acid. The chills and shaking stopped after treatment. It was noted that fever lowered to about 99 degrees.  On 11 Jan 2021, the patient had red splotches about the size of a small leaf and her arm was sore to touch from injection site to elbow. A vein protruded out and she had a rash opposite the injection site.   On 12 Jan 2021, the fever had resolved.  The patient noted that all right arm reaction lasted until Saturday, 16 Jan 2021.  On 19 Jan 2021 in the evening, the patient had numbness on the left side of her face. It appeared as if her face was drooping a little, but there was nothing wrong with her smile or her speech. She noted she called the clinic and they wanted her to come in to determine if she had a possible stroke. Additionally, she reported she had a dull headache off and on since she got the vaccine.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.  The event of dull headache off and on since receiving the vaccine was not recovered/not resolved. The outcome for the events, possible stroke, face is drooping a little, had numbness and tingling on the left side of my face, was unknown. The outcome of the events, a vein protruded out, blood pressure went up to 149/89, my heart rate was elevated to over 110, deep pain in my arm that feel like someone was beating me; arm sore to touch; my arm was sore to touch from injection site to elbow,  I was shaking, red splotches about the size of a small leaf from injection site to elbow,  had a rash opposite the injection site, bone chilling chills, and had a fever of 103 F/low grade (~99 F) were resolved at the time of this report.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report concerns a 66-years old female patient who experienced possible stroke, face is drooping a little, a vein protruded out, blood pressure went up to 149/89, my heart rate was elevated to over 110, deep pain in my arm that feel like someone was beating me; arm sore to touch; my arm was sore to touch from injection site to elbow,  I was shaking, had numbness and tingling  on the left side of my face, red splotches about the size of a small leaf from injection site to elbow, dull headache off and on since receiving the vaccine, had a rash opposite the injection site, my arm was sore to touch from injection site to elbow, bone chilling chills, and had a fever of 103 degrees Fahrenheit (F)/low grade (~99 F).  The events of blood pressure went up, heart rate elevated and dull headache occurred on the same day after the administration of the first dose of mRNA-1273 ((lot number unknown) and events of deep vein in her arm that felt like someone was beating her, fever of 103 degrees Fahrenheit, bone chilling chills., shaking occurred  1 day after. The events of red splotches, arm was sore to touch from injection site to elbow, a vein protruded out, rash opposite the injection site developed 3 days after the vaccine dose and numbness on the left side of her face and possible stroke occurred 11 days after the vaccine dose. Treatment provided, fever and dull headache are resolved, and outcome of other events are unknown. He events of injection site redness and pain, fever, rash chills and headaches are consistent with the safety profile of the vaccine. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the reported events a causal relationship cannot be excluded

1004200 01/21/2021 02/05/2021 NY 28.0 28 F UTI; A spontaneous report was received from a 28 year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced a urinary tract infection (UTI).  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 21 Jan 2021, a day prior to the onset of the events, the patient received the first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (batch number 02AL20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for COVID-19 infection prophylaxis.   On 22 Jan 2021, the patient reported that she had experienced a UTI. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of the event, UTI was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 28 year-old female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of urinary tract infection. The event of urinary tract infection occurred 2 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 02AL20A.  Treatment was not reported. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the event a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

1004201 01/11/2021 02/05/2021 ME 74.0 74 F Experienced symptoms of Benign Paroxysimal Postural Vertigo or BPPD; Malaise; Felt like mild flu; Swelling; Joint Pain; Fatigue; Feeling feverish; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 74-years-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine, and who experienced joint pain, malaise, swelling, fatigue, felt like mild flu, feeling feverish and experienced symptoms of benign paroxysmal, postural vertigo or BPPD.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included Acetaminophen, Losartan, Hydrochlorothiazide, and Trazadone.  On 11 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 026I20A) intramuscularly in the right arm deltoid for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 14 Jan 2021, the patient experienced joint pain, malaise, swelling, fatigue, felt like mild flu, feeling feverish and experienced symptoms of benign paroxysimal, postural vertigo or BPPD.   Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the events joint pain, malaise, swelling, fatigue, felt like mild flu, feeling feverish, and experienced symptoms of benign paroxysmal, postural vertigo or BPPD was not reported; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report concerns a 74-years-old, female patient who experienced joint pain, malaise, swelling, fatigue, felt like mild flu, feeling feverish and experienced symptoms of benign paroxysmal, postural vertigo or BPPD. The events occurred 3 days after the administration of the first dose of mRNA 1273 (lot number 026l20A, expiration date unknown).  No treatment information was provided, and outcome is Unknown.  Fever, fatigue and joint pain are consistent with the known safety profile of the mRNA-1273 vaccine and based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the mRNA-1273 vaccine and onset of the reported events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

1004202 12/28/2020 02/05/2021 PA 31 F Presumed miscarriage; human chorionic gonadotropin decreased; Vaccine exposure during pregnancy; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was also a 31-years-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) who experienced vaccine exposure during pregnancy, human chorionic gonadotropin decreased and presumed miscarriage.  The patient's medical history was not provided. The patient's prior history of pregnancies were two miscarriages (2013 and 2015) and two full term births (2017 and 2019) were reported. The patient's last menstrual period was 25 Nov 2021. The estimated due date was 1 Sep 2021. Concomitant medications included sertraline hydrochloride and vitamins.  On 27 Dec 2020, the patient found out she was pregnant, but she already had some bleeding.  On 28 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 026L20A) intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On undisclosed date, after receiving the vaccine her human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) levels went down to 0. Her health care professional presumed it was a miscarriage. Treatment for the event was not reported.  On 19th Jan 2021, her hCG levels started to climb back up again.  Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event, presumed miscarriage, and human chorionic gonadotropin decreased was unknown. The outcome of the event, vaccine exposure during pregnancy, was resolved on 28 Dec 2020.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report concerns a 31-years-old, G5P2 female patient who experienced vaccine exposure during pregnancy and presumed miscarriage. The patient's last menstrual period was 25-Nov-2020 with estimated date of delivery as 01-Sep-2021. One day after the patient discovered she was pregnant; she received the first dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine (lot # 026L20A expiration date unknown). The event of presumed miscarriage (human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) levels went down to 0) was diagnosed on an unknown date after vaccine administration.  The HCG level began to climb up again 22 days after the vaccine administration. Based on the information provided which includes, the patient's obstetric history, vaginal bleeding the day prior to mRNA-1273 vaccination and without definitive confirmation of pregnancy loss, there is not enough evidence to assess that that there was a miscarriage and is also unlikely to be associated with mRNA-1273 administration. The event of vaccine exposure during pregnancy is considered not applicable

1004203 01/14/2021 02/05/2021 FL 71.0 71 F AFIB; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 71-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's Covid-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced AFIB (Atrial fibrillation).  The patient's medical history including COVID-19. Concomitant product use was not provided.  On 14 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 013L20A) intramuscularly in for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 15 Jan 2021, the patient was hospitalized for two days with atrial fibrillation. The patient received Cardizem IV, converted back to sinus rhythm and discharged home two days later on Lopressor PO.   Treatment for the event included Cardizem IV and Lopressor PO.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the event AFIB was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of atrial fibrillation. This event occurred 1 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 013L20A.  Treatment included Cardizem iv and Lopressor po. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y 3

1004204 01/18/2021 02/05/2021 NY 72.0 72 F Thrombocytopenia/lowplatelet; A spontaneous report was received from a caregiver concerning a 72-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced thrombocytopenia/low platelet count.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 18 Jan 2021 at 04:00 pm, approximately one day prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 19 Jan 2021, the patient was hospitalized for thrombocytopenia/low platelet count, the patient was in emergency room and was given a strong dose of steroid. Her body did not react to it and she was then given a platelet transfusion. The doctors have given her steroids, immunoglobulin and aminocaproic acid during the hospitalization. They were discussing the next steps of therapy and plan to try rituximab.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome of the event thrombocytopenia/low platelet count was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 72-year-old, female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of thrombocytopenia. This event occurred 2 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. Treatment included steroids, platelet transfusion, immunoglobulin, Amicar and pending treatment with Rituximab. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the event a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y Y

1004205 01/20/2021 02/05/2021 NC 74.0 74 F Passed out-was totally out for a couple of second; UTI; PVCs; very very dizzy; Vasovagal reaction; Arm was sore-not hurting much; A spontaneous report was received from a 74-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced dizziness, passed out, vasovagal reaction, urinary tract infection, premature ventricular contractions and arm pain.   The patient's medical history included back problems with osteoarthritis in the spinal column neck and lower back. Products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included celecoxib and nortriptyline.   On 20 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 028L20A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 21 Jan 2021, the patient reported she got very dizzy and passed out. Her husband relays that she was totally out for a couple of seconds. She went to the emergency room and was diagnosed with a vasovagal reaction and urinary tract infection. Premature ventricular contractions were also discovered and was not known prior to this event. Patient reports a normal blood pressure of 114-120/75. Patient also stated her arm was sore the day after vaccine but not hurting much during her usual four mile walk.   Treatment for the event included intravenous medications in the emergency room, cephalexin, and a heart monitor.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the events passed out, dizziness, vasovagal reaction and arm pain were resolved. The outcome of the events, urinary tract infection and premature ventricular contractions were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 74 year-old, female patient, who experienced events of dizziness, passed out, vasovagal reaction, urinary tract infection, premature ventricular contractions and arm pain.  The events occurred the next day after the first and last dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current limited available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are assessed as possibly related.  Further information have been requested.

1004207 01/21/2021 02/05/2021 CA 31 F Anaphylactic reaction; Stomach hurt; Tired; Headache; Body ache; GI issues; Shortness of breath while talking; A spontaneous report was received from a 31-year-old, female consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced anaphylactic reaction, stomach hurt, GI issues, shortness of breath while talking, fatigue, headache and body aches.  The patient's medical history includes allergy to Tylenol, Imitrex, mango, pineapple, oranges, nuts, seafood and cinnamon. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 21 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 21 Jan 2021, 5 minutes after receiving the vaccine, the patient experienced an anaphylactic reaction. She experienced shortness of breath, coughing, vomiting, pulse rate dropped to 40 and she showed signs of anaphylactic reactions. She was administered Benadryl 50 mg IM at the 5-minute mark and 1 dose of the EpiPen at the 20 minute mark. This helped relieve some of the tightness around the throat. She experienced a secondary anaphylactic reaction 5 hours later and was rushed to the emergency room. She was hospitalized from 21 Jan 2021 to 24 Jan 2021. While in the hospital, she experienced two more anaphylactic reactions reported as similar to the previous reactions except that for the last two reactions, she could feel them coming on before her coughing and tightness started. She states "I felt very hot, clammy, and could feel the allergic reaction coming on for the last two reactions." During the hospitalization, she was administered Benadryl, Solumedrol, and EpiPen. On 26 Jan 2021, she has recovered from her anaphylactic reaction but she was tired, has shortness of breath while talking, headache, body aches, her stomach hurts, and its hard for her to eat without having some GI issues. She has never felt like this before and it is very unusual for her.   Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the events were not reported.   The outcome for the event, anaphylactic reaction was considered Resolved/Recovered On 26 Jan 2021. The outcome for the events, stomach hurt, GI issues,shortness of breath while talking, fatigue, headache and body aches was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 31-year-old female patient with medical history of multiple food and drug allergies,  who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), and who experienced the serious unlisted event of anaphylactic reaction, the non-serious listed events of Fatigue, Headache, and Myalgia, and the non-serious unlisted events of stomach ache, gastrointestinal issues, and shortness of breath while talking.  The event of anaphylactic reaction started within minutes after vaccination.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of events on the day of vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.Y 4

1004208 01/16/2021 02/05/2021 TX 73.0 73 F Neuropathy in the finger / Neuropathy in the right arm; chills; Nausea; Headache; A spontaneous report  received from a consumer concerning a 73-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced chills, nausea, headache, neuropathy in the finger and right arm.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications reported included rosuvastatin and eye drop.  On 16 Jan 2021, approximately 0 days prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (batch number 041L20A) intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 16 Jan 2021, the patient experienced chills, nausea and headache, all of which resolved within 36 hours on 18 Jan 2021. She took 3 Tylenol, and a Zomig to help with the symptoms.  On 24 Jan 2021, the patient began to experience neuropathy in her finger and right arm, which she reported as it was getting worse.    Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The events, chills, nausea and headache, were considered resolved on 18 Jan 2021. The outcomes of the events, neuropathy in the finger / neuropathy in the right arm  were unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This spontaneous report concerns a 73-year-old female patient who experienced a serious event of neuropathy in the right finger and non-serious events of chills, nausea and headache. The events of chills, nausea and headache occurred on the same day after the administration of the first dose of the vaccine mRNA-1273 vaccine (Lot #: Unknown, expiration date-Unknown). Neuropathy occurred 8 days after the administration of mRNA-1273 vaccine. Treatment administered included Tylenol and Zomig for chills, nausea and headache with resolution.  The events of chills, nausea and headache are consistent with the safety profile for mRNA-1273 vaccine.  Based on the information provided, including temporal association and in the absence of any other etiology, a causal association cannot be excluded for all reported events. Causality for the event of neuropathy is also confounded by the patient's advanced age.  Main field defaults to ‘possibly related'

1004209 01/06/2021 02/05/2021 OK 79.0 79 F Stroke like symptoms; Couldn't speak; Shortness of breath; Legs and arm weakness; Dizziness with Nystagmus; Throat swelling; Dizziness with vertigo; Dizziness with vertigo; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 79-year-old, white, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced stroke like symptoms, dizziness with nystagmus, legs and arm weakness, couldn't speak, shortness of breath, throat swelling and  dizziness with vertigo.  The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter included anemia, overactive bladder, fibroid cystic disease, allergy to fluoroquinolone, ciprofloxacin, povidone iodine, morphine and adhesive tape. The concomitant medications reported included atorvastatin, calcium, colecalciferol, metoprolol succinate, pramipexole hcl and prasugrel hcl for unspecified indications.  On 07 Jan 2021, 11 hours prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A) intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. The patient experienced stroke like symptoms, couldn't speak, shortness of breath and throat swelling. It was reported that the patient was hospitalized for acute stroke.  On an unknown date, while still being hospitalized, the patient developed, dizziness with nystagmus and dizziness with vertigo. The lab findings included, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) scans as negative for acute findings, electrocardiography (EKG), complete blood count (CBC), X-ray and chemistries were reported as within normal limits. The patient remained hospitalized for 2.5 days while the symptoms improved.  On 09 Jan 2021, the patient was discharged.  On 20 Jan 2021, the reporter stated that the patient felt weak and tired without other symptoms. It was also noted that the patient's discharge summary stated the patient's symptoms may be worse following a second dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome of the events, stroke like symptoms, dizziness with nystagmus, legs and arm weakness, couldn't speak, shortness of breath, throat swelling and  dizziness with vertigo. were considered as resolved on an unknown date.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 79-year-old, white, female patient with medical history of anemia, overactive bladder, fibroid cystic disease, who experienced the serious, unexpected event of stroke, Aphasia,  dyspnea and non-serious, unexpected events of , dizziness, vertigo, pharyngeal swelling, nystagmus and muscular weakness. The events of stroke, Aphasia, Dyspnea and pharyngeal swelling occurred 11 hours after the first dose of  mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025J20-2A) administration and the events of dizziness, vertigo, pharyngeal swelling, nystagmus and muscular weakness occurred on an unknown date while the patient was still hospitalized. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y 3

1004210 01/24/2021 02/05/2021 62.0 62 F Anaphylactic reaction; A spontaneous report was received from a 62-year-old, female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced an anaphylactic reaction.  The patient's medical history, as reported, included 4 previous anaphylactic reactions since she was 9 years old, history of throat problems and swelling, bronchitis, and her brother died in 1997 due to an anaphylactic reaction to poison ivy and bee stings. Concomitant medications reported included thyroid medication (not specified), blood pressure medication (not specified), gabapentin, sleep medicine (not specified) and curcuma longa rhizome.  On 24 Jan 2021, about 15 minutes prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 24 Jan 2021, 30 minutes prior to receiving the vaccine, the patient took prednisone (dose unknown), per instructions from her doctor due to her history of anaphylactic reactions. She did notify the vaccinators of her history and there was an ambulance present. About 15 minutes after receiving the vaccine, the patient started coughing, had heavy chest pain, trouble breathing, and felt like her throat was constricting more than usual. No rash developed. She approached the ambulance and asked if she could take diphenhydramine. She took one dose, followed by 3 other doses, and felt a bit better. Consent given for Safety to follow up with patient.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of event, anaphylactic reaction was resolving at the time of this report.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 62 year old female patient with medical history of included 4 previous anaphylactic reactions since she was 9 years old, history of throat problems and swelling, bronchitis, and her brother died in 1997 due to an anaphylactic reaction to poison ivy and bee stings. Concomitant medications reported included thyroid medication (not specified), blood pressure medication (not specified), gabapentin, sleep medicine (not specified) and curcuma longa rhizome. She experienced a serious unexpected event of Anaphylactic reaction that needed treatment diphenhydramine. The event occurred approximately 15 minutes after first dose of the study medication administration even thought the patient took prednisone prior to receiving the vaccine. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

1004211 01/02/2021 02/05/2021 TN 76.0 76 F Afib; Feeling uncomfortable; Blood sugar was around 150, which is higher than her normal levels; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who is 76-year-old, female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced atrial fibrillation, feeling uncomfortable, and increased blood sugar.  The patient's medical history included diabetes and atrial fibrillation. Concomitant medications were not reported.  On 02 Jan 2021, the patient received their first two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: 025LZ0A) intramuscularly in her right arm for the prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 02 Jan 2021, the patient experienced heart beating very fast and feeling uncomfortable; it lasted for a few hours. She stated it was atrial fibrillation, she had a diagnosis of this, and it only lasted a few hours. The patient also stated that her blood glucose was 150, which was higher than normal.  Treatment for the events was not provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The outcome of events, increased blood sugar, was considered not resolved. The outcome of the events, atrial fibrillation and feeling uncomfortable, was considered resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 76 year-old female patient with a significant medical history of atrial fibrillation and diabetes, who experienced a serious unexpected event of Atrial fibrillation and non-serious unexpected events of Discomfort and Blood glucose increased. The events occurred one day (same day) after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 025LZ0A. Treatment was not reported. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the event a causal relationship cannot be excluded. However, patient's medical history of atrial fibrillation and diabetes were considered strong confounders.

1004276 01/14/2021 02/05/2021 GA 74.0 M patient received first dose on 14Jan2021 and tested positive for COVID-19 on 20Jan2021; patient received first dose on 14Jan2021 and tested positive for COVID-19 on 20Jan2021; Sore Arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 74-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL3246), intramuscular on 14Jan2021 at a single dose on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included heart disease (unspecified). The patient is taking a lot of medication (unspecified). The patient had no prior vaccinations within 4 weeks. He tested positive yesterday, 20Jan2021, for COVID-19. His question was if he should get the second shot. The patient stated he had a sore arm on 14Jan2021, but really had no adverse reactions. The patient underwent COVID-19 rapid test: positive on 20Jan2021. The patient recovered from sore arm on 15Jan2021. Outcome of event "tested positive for COVID-19" was unknown.

1004302 01/18/2021 02/05/2021 MN 60.0 F admitted to hospital with platelet count of 8,000; petechiae; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 60-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; lot number EL0140) via Intramuscular on 18Jan2021 into left arm at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included hypothyroidism and neomycin allergies. The patient did not get covid prior vaccination. Concomitant medications included calcium, levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), trazodone, tocopherol (VIT E) and no other vaccine in four weeks. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; lot number EL9261) via Intramuscular on 28Dec2020 into left arm at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. 24 hours after injection she developed petechiae and was admitted to hospital with platelet count of 8,000 on 20Jan2021 22:00, the patient has ITP with baseline platelet count of 60,000. All events lead to hospitalization for 5 days (PENDING CLARIFICATION) and received IgG and oral Dexamethas as treatment. On 20Jan2021, the patient did Sars Co V 2 RNA test via Nasal Swab and result negative. The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on a close chronological association, a causal relationship between events petechiae and thrombocytopenia and  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE) cannot be excluded. The case will be reevaluated should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

1004319 01/14/2021 02/05/2021 MA 49.0 M oxygen dropping to 89; causing me to have breathing problems; heavy breathing when I walked and wore the mask; sensitivity to the cold; had instances where I felt an unusually high chill on my chest and wavy feeling; fever rising as high as 100.4; had instances where I felt an unusually high chill on my chest and wavy feeling; was told that I looked red; Had soreness on site the night of the injection; headaches; tiredness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable contactable consumer (patient) .  A 49-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection) at left arm on 14Jan2021 14:30  at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.Medical history included Type one diabetes, obesity, high cholesterol.No  COVID prior vaccination . Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was other .The patient didn't  received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No Concomitant medications reported.Clincal course was reported as follows: on 14Jan2021 I had soreness on site the night of the injection, had headaches, tiredness, and was told that I looked red and was not myself beginning on the next day.  I have had sensitivity to the cold, which I never had before, and heavy breathing when I walked and wore the mask.  I had instances where I felt an unusually high chill on my chest and wavy feeling, causing me to have breathing problems.   I have had fever rising as high as 100.4, and oxygen dropping to 89. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient went to Emergency room/department or urgent care and was treated with Prednisone, inhaler and Tylenol.The patient had been tested for COVID post vaccination (Nasal Swab(20Jan2021) :unkonwn results).Outcome of the events was recovering.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

1004332 02/05/2021 AL M Covid test positive; Covid test positive; feeling bad/even worse; feel like sick; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program. A contactable consumers (one of which is the patient) reported that a male patient of an unspecified age (reported as 45, no unit) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on an unspecified date then received the second dose on 19Jan2021 both via an unspecified route of administration at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient's second shot was on Tuesday (19Jan2021). He was feeling really bad Tuesday afternoon, and on Wednesday (20Jan2021) even worse. He worked in a laboratory. He took a COVID test Wednesday at work, and within two minutes of testing himself it said positive. They also have PCR test. He was wondering if the vaccination can cause false positives. He feel like he's sick, like there was something going on. The patient wasn't hospitalized. He was already sitting at home in quarantine. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

1004358 01/20/2021 02/05/2021 MD 52.0 F throat was getting somewhat tight, some swelling; throat was getting somewhat tight, some swelling; slightly lightheaded; mild headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient).  A 52-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (lot no. and expiry date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration into left arm on 20Jan2021 13:30 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient is not pregnant. Medical history included allergies to shrimp and lobster, mild asthma and high blood pressure. Concomitant medication included diltiazem, benzoyl peroxide (BP), cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), loratadine, paracetamol (TYLENOL) and vitamins. The patient had allergies to past blood pressure medications which included amlodipine besilate (NORVASC), irbesartan (AVAPRO) and lisinopril. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. After taking first dose about 20 minutes on 20Jan2021 at 13:50 the patient felt slightly lightheaded and had mild headache, no real concern. Left observation area to go home after 45 minutes. No other symptoms at that point. Light headedness went away. While driving and running errands a few hours later the patient noticed her throat was getting somewhat tight, some swelling on 20Jan2021 at 16:30; this is similar to when she used to have shrimp/lobster allergic reactions. The patient took 1 tab of Benadryl before it got too bad and it subsided after about 30 min. No shortness of breath or any more symptoms so she went home and went to sleep after a few hours. She woke up and her throat had still some swelling. She called her doctor and she was recommended to take more allergy meds throught out the day and to report event to facility and to monitor. The swelling has not gone but much better. She was concerned about 2nd shot if it can be given where she was observed and monitored for a day. The patient recovered from slightly lightheaded on unspecified date. The outcome of headache was unknown and the remaining events was recovering.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association and drug's safety profile, the events throat tightness and throat swelling are possibly related to suspect vaccine BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004368 01/12/2021 02/05/2021 M muscle spasms from his lower back to his toes on the right side; sciatica; pain; This is Spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 2 patients. This is a first of second reports. This consumer reported for a male patient (Husband, Age: 71) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via unknown route of administation on 12Jan2021 at single dose on Arm Left for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The consumer wanted to report an AE to the first dose of the covid 19 vaccine. The consumer states her husband experienced a twinge in his ham string 2 days before the vaccine but continues to play (caller motioned her husband is athletic) . Husband received the first dose of the vaccine on 12Jan2021, played on the 13th and could not play on the 14th two days after vaccine he experienced muscle spasms from his lower back to his toes on the right side and could not get out of bed.( shot was in the left arm) Husband went to the hospital on the 16th and they discharged him and he went back on the 17th and did a mri and diagnosed with sciatica and gave him oxycodone 10mg 1 mg 1 four times a day as needed, cyclobenzaprine 10 mg 1 every 8 hours, and  gabapentin 100 mg 2 three times a day and a prednisone 6 pack. Reported not getting any better so took him to pain management and ride over there was hell, could not get comfortable and screamed the whole way over which was 20 minute ride and went in the office in a wheelchair. They gave him a steroid and told him to wait 1/2 hour. When leaving he experienced the worst spasm ever and they gave him toradol and then additional steroid injections. Husband was able to walk out with a walker. The consumer can only lay down, can not sit up and is bedridden. Spasms have stopped at the time of the phone call but still in pain. Having PT come for consult. Husband insists on getting second dose and caller asked agent "what do I think?". Husband was told at the hospital that another patient his age came in with the same symptoms as his after a dose of the covid 19 vaccine. The consumer stated her husband insisted on getting the second dose of the covid 19 vaccine and asked the agent "what do I think?". The outcome of the event muscle spasms from his lower back to his toes on the right side was recovering. The outcome of the other events was unknown.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021078548 same reporter/drug/event, different patientY 1

1004369 01/20/2021 02/05/2021 MD 36.0 F hives started to appear on her body/hives on her neck; nauseous/ was going to throw up; dizzy; difficulty breathing (wheezing); difficulty breathing (wheezing); injection site soreness; She was hot, flush; difficulty swallowing; the tongue started swelling/Swollen tongue; Anaphylactic reaction/anaphylaxis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for self. This 36-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 20Jan2021 12:52 left arm at single dose (Lot: EL3247) for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing Anaphylaxis to Walnuts, Oranges, and morphine, ongoing allergy to a steroid cream Kenalog, and a steroid powder which she broke out immediately and ongoing Colitis. Concomitant therapy was none. She received the first dose of the vaccine yesterday on 20Jan2021 12:52 and 10 minutes later (20Jan2021 13:02) the tongue started swelling/Swollen tongue so they gave her Benadryl to try to stop it but it didn't help enough, hives started to appear on her body so they gave her a dose of epinephrine in the right arm and put on an IV, because she was feeling nauseous and dizzy. She started to feel better and was transferred to the hospital, when she was in the hall of the hospital she started having difficulty breathing (wheezing) and difficulty swallowing so she received another dose of Epinephrine (EpiPen) and also Benadryl, Prednisone and Pepcid. She went home and was taking Prednisone (1 daily), Benadryl and salbutamol (twice daily). She went into anaphylaxis within 15 minutes of receiving it on 20Jan2021. She brought 2 Epi injections with her. They monitored at the hospital for a few hours. She knows exactly how it happened. She was sitting in the observation room. She had told them multiple times that she had allergies before. She came in with two Epi pens and Benadryl. She let them know that as well. She was very verbal that she has history of anaphylaxis. They gave it to her. They said they were going to monitor her for 30 minutes. Her tongue started to swell 10 minutes after. She was sent to the paramedic tent. She took liquid children's Benadryl to try to stop the reaction. It did not help. She clarified it just didn't work enough to delay it. She doesn't have UPC, but provided the following information from the bottle: PLD-H242C LB004314 Lot WJ00896 Expiration Feb2023. She then started getting hives on her neck. She was hot, flush, and dizzy. She felt like she was going to throw up. That passed. They then gave her Epi in the opposite arm, her right arm. She got the COVID vaccine in her left arm. Then, they got her ready to go to the hospital. The transfer was smooth. She was waiting for intake when she started to not be able to swallow. She complained quickly. The nurses ran to get Epi, but the paramedic grabbed the patient's Epi pen and injected it in her thigh. She was IVed up at the vaccine center before transfer. They gave her Benadryl, Pepcid, and methyl prednisone. The Epi pen they gave her was her own shot. They monitored her a few hours. Then sent her home with Pepcid, more Epi pens, and Prednisone for 4 days. She has had normal soreness in her arm at the injection site. It has been status quo, it feels like a tetanus shot. She still has swelling in tongue, but they told her that might take a day or two to go away. She is supposed to also take Benadryl for the next 2 days. She was given the vaccine at the (Place name). Events visit to Emergency Room. They did a CBC and she was in normal range for everything. Lab data included on 20Jan2021: CBC normal. Outcome of the event Swollen tongue was recovering.  Outcome of the event Anaphylactic reaction/anaphylaxis was recovered.  Outcome of the event injection site soreness was not recovered. Outcome of the events was unknown.

1004370 01/14/2021 02/05/2021 TX 90.0 F trouble breathing/couldn't breathe without oxygen; possible COVID-19 pneumonia; possible COVID-19 pneumonia; wouldn't eat; incoherent; thrashing around with her legs, would not settle down/legs were thrashing around; persistent UTI; aspiration pneumonia; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable consumer reporting for the mother. A 90-year-old female patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer BioNTech) (lot# EL3249), intramuscular in right upper arm, on 14Jan2021 between 12:00 PM to 12:30 PM , at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. She was monitored for an hour after vaccine. Medical history included penicillin allergy, ongoing vascular dementia, cardiac pacemaker insertion, congestive heart failure. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took ciprofloxacin and experienced drug hypersensitivity and rash (she took the prescribed dose and immediately broke out after, all over her body), codeine and experienced drug hypersensitivity, neomycin and experienced drug hypersensitivity, neosporine and experienced drug hypersensitivity. The patient experienced aspiration pneumonia in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, wouldn't eat on 17Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, trouble breathing/couldn't breathe without oxygen on 21Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, incoherent on 15Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, thrashing around with her legs, would not settle down/legs were thrashing around on 15Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, persistent urinary tract infection (UTI) on an unspecified date in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. The events were considered serious as caused patient's hospitalization. Clinical course: on 15Jan2021 night the patient started thrashing around with her legs, would not settle down, she was incoherent. On 17Jan2021, when she woke up, she was completely incoherent and would not eat. On 17Jan2021 she was taken to the emergency room (ER), and was diagnosed with aspiration pneumonia and persistent urinary tract infection (UTI). The patient was admitted on 17Jan2021 and she was treated. On 18Jan2021 patient got better, they put her on a bunch of antibiotics. On 19Jan2021 patient walked the halls, she wasn't incoherent. She was going to get PT/OT, speech therapy. The patient was discharged on 20Jan2021 and was taken to rehab type place (near the hospital), she was fine. However over the night she got worse. She became incoherent again and couldn't breathe without oxygen (21Jan2021). On 21Jan2021 the patient was sent back to ER due to trouble breathing. The reporter stated that something happened at nursing home and the patient went bonkers. She was admitted again (still ongoing) and put to intensive care unit (ICU) for treatment. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included cardiac function test: nothing wrong with heart in Jan2021, chest x-ray: concerning for possible Covid pneumonia on 17Jan2021 (transvenous pacemaker is present some peripheral, increased entity present Concerning for possible COVID pneumonia), CT scan: no evidence of pleural effusion or pneumothorax in Jan2021, COVID-19 virus test: negative in Jan2021 (2 times during the ER trips). Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events and included treatment with unspecified antibiotics.Y

1004371 01/18/2021 02/05/2021 NC 77.0 F she did not feel totally right; some high blood pressure; she has an irregular heart beat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). The 77-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number: EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Jan2021at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included diagnosis of irregular heart rate prior to the vaccine, about 4-5 years ago, allergy, Cholesterol. The patient experienced some high blood pressure on Jan2021, she has an irregular heart beat on Jan2021. "I developed some high blood pressure after getting the vaccine." she has developed a very high blood pressure reading and that is unusual for her, states she went to a walk in clinic on Tuesday and then to the doctor today. Caller states that it really concerns her that someone who is medically savvy as she could have a serious problem. stated that she did not feel totally right while she was waiting afterwards, states that she came home and laid around and the next morning, she can tell when it is high because she is chronically low. Caller states the next morning the top number of her blood pressure was 166, states bottom number is never out of sync (AS REPORTED). Caller states she could feel it really bad yesterday, really bad states she took the pressure once and it was 182/94 and a little later it was 192/84 and that is when she went to the walk in clinic. Caller states she has an irregular heart beat and she takes a blood pressure medication to treat that, takes 25mg once a day at night time. Yesterday morning she took another one before she went to the walk in clinic to help treat the high blood pressure, so she had 50 mg in 12 hours; when she got there they checked it and it was 178/72.  She also takes an allergy medication and something for cholesterol that she has been taking for years. She called on 21Jan2021 around 5pm regarding the Pfizer covid vaccine. She called because she was having blood pressure issues and two different doctors thought it was covid vaccine related. It has taken since then till today to get a reasonable blood pressure. Her thoughts are not to get the second dose. She is asking if she will have any protection if she does not get the vaccine and if there will be any adverse effects if she goes not get the second vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts possible. No further information expected.

1004375 01/14/2021 02/05/2021 NM 38.0 F feeling some increasing shortness of breath; feeling some increasing shortness of breath; scratchy throat; some swelling in her bilateral periorbital area; have a mild headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist.  A 38-year-old female patient received the 2nd dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot # EL3302) intramuscular at single dose at right arm on 14Jan2021 11:30 for Covid-19 immunisation, administered at hospital.  Medical history included, chronic headaches and vertigo, depression, type 2 diabetes mellitus (DMT2), hypertension, vitamin d deficiency, sleep apnoea syndrome (OSA), chronic pain, psoriatic arthropathy, allergies: ACE inhibtors, gabapentin, lisinopril, Lyrica, milk products, nuts. Patient was not pregnant.  The patient had not experienced Covid-19 prior vaccination. Concomitant medication in 2 weeks included: amlodipine (manufacturer unknown) 2.5mg, apremilast (manufacturer unknown), bupropion (manufacturer unknown) 150mg bid, calcipotriene (manufacturer unknown) topical, carvedilol (manufacturer unknown) 12.5mg bid, ergocalciferol (VIT D, manufacturer unknown) 1000 units, duloxetine (manufacturer unknown) 20mg bid, dicyclomine (manufacturer unknown) 20mg qid, losartan (manufacturer unknown) 50mg qday.  The patient previously received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot # EL1284) intramuscular at single dose at left arm on 23Dec2020 12:30 PM for Covid-19 immunisation, administered at hospital. Patient denied any allergic reaction to the initial dose of Covid vaccine. No other vaccine has been received in 4 weeks. On 14Jan2021 12:00 PM after vaccination, she has being monitored for the mandatory 15-30 minute period, when she started feeling some increasing shortness of breath, scratchy throat, some swelling in her bilateral periorbital area. She was then taken to the ED for further evaluation. Patient denied any allergic reaction to the initial Covid vaccine 3 weeks before. She denied any abdominal pain, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, chest pain, shortness of breath. She had a mild headache. In ED, patient received treatment with diphenhydramine 25mg IV, epinephrine 0.3mg IM, famotidine 20mg IV and dexamethasone 10mg IV, and LR 1,000mL bolus @ 1228, ketorolac 15mg @1312, ondansetron 4mg @1312. Patient monitored and discharged at 1530. Post vaccination, the patient has been tested with nasal swab for COVID-19 and resulted negative on 15Jan2021. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of events. The outcome of recovered in Jan2021.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported events based on the known safety profile and temporal association

1004380 01/21/2021 02/05/2021 GA 48.0 F it looks and sounds like she has Bell palsy; mental fog; Nauseated; left side of face numb; left tongue felt numb and fat as though I got injected at the dentist; Then medicine taste in my mouth and some slurring; Then medicine taste in my mouth and some slurring; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). A 48-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (Lot number and expiry date not available), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Jan2021 10:45 at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Hypo thyroid (medication not needed at this time). The patient had no known allergies. Concomitant medication included cefixime (FLEXERIL) and ibuprofen (IBU). On 21Jan2021 11:00, after 15 minutes of getting the vaccine, the patient felt nauseated. Then it continued to get worse from there left side of face numb, mental fog, left tongue felt numb and fat as though she got injected at the dentist. Then medicine taste in her mouth and some slurring. Stated that her boss which is doctor side it looks and sounds like she has Bell palsy. She was prescribed Methylprednisolone and she feel somewhat better. Still waiting to feel completely myself. It's been now about 8 hours since her vaccination. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of all the events which included methylprednisolone. The outcome of the events was recovering.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, contributory role of BNT162B2  to the onset of reported events Bell palsy and mental fog occurred 15 minutes after getting the vaccine cannot be completely excluded. The case will be reevaluated should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004384 01/15/2021 02/05/2021 KY 41.0 F Had covid after 19 days got the vaccine; Had covid after 19 days got the vaccine; immediately lightheaded dizzy; body aches; severe sore throat; gums swollen and red; gums swollen and red; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 15Jan2021 15:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included covid-19 (covid prior vaccination: Yes). No known allergies. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID). No other vaccine in four weeks. The patient experienced side effects immediately lightheaded dizzy , body aches, severe sore throat, gums swollen and red on 15Jan2021, had covid after 19 days (as reported) got the vaccine. The events resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care. Events treatment included steroids and fluids. The outcome of events was not recovered. No covid tested post vaccination. The patient was not pregnant.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported covid  based on the known safety profile.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004386 12/01/2020 02/05/2021 NM 37.0 M Acute hemolytic anemia; Felt pale and tachycardic; Felt pale and tachycardic; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 37-year-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL0142), intramuscularly on 06Jan2021 12:30 on Left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization, facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered in Hospital; pembrolizumab (KEYTRUDA), via unspecified route of administration from 01Dec2020 and from 22Dec2020 at unspecified dosage for unspecified indication. Medical history included thymic carcinoma stage IV, Allergy to adhesive tape. Concomitant medications were not reported. Historical Vaccine included first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number=EJ1685) intramuscularly on 18Dec2020 14:15 on Left arm for COVID-19 immunization. It was reported that patient was receiving Keytruda (01Dec2020 and 22Dec2020) which could cause hemolytic anemia. Labs were stable on 22Dec2020. Patient felt pale and tachycardic the next day (07Jan2021) but didn't notify us. He had follow-up on 1/12/2021 at the cancer center. The labs were consistent with acute hemolytic anemia (12Jan2021 at 08:00 AM), and patient was closely followed by hematology. He was on immunotherapy for cancer treatment, but there was concern for COVID vaccine contributing the hemolytic anemia. Events were result in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Treatment received for acute hemolytic anemia included blood transfusion. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The action taken for pembrolizumab was unknown. The outcome of the events were not resolved.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, contributory role of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) to the onset of reported events acute hemolytic anemia, pallor and tachycardia cannot be completely excluded. concomitant use of KEYTRUDA and patient's underlying medical condition may have also contributed to reported events. The case will be reevaluated should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004387 01/13/2021 02/05/2021 LA 70.0 F I was sneezing non stop; injection site was sore; can't taste; nose started running/ my nose was like a faucet, non stop, clear; asked if it can it give her COVID since her symptoms were similar to COVID; asked if it can it give her COVID since her symptoms were similar to COVID; I felt scratchy in my throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This consumer reported similar events for two patients. This is the first of two reports. A 70-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3248 and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 13Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously took shingles vaccine for immunization and experienced shingles. The patient reported that she got her first dose of the COVID vaccine on 13Jan2021. On 17Jan2021 night and into 18Jan2021, she felt scratchy in her throat. She did not think anything of it because the temperature change was not unusual in the patient's state and so she thought it was that. But, on 19Jan2021, her throat was more scratchy and then her nose started running more. By Wednesday, 20Jan2021, her nose was like a faucet, non stop, clear and her throat was definitely scratchy and she was sneezing non stop. Her injection site was sore too which she totally expected. Now, her physician has given her a steroid pack and did a rapid test, which was negative but the following day they are doing a PCR test, so, she will see. She also stated that she can still smell but can't taste and that started last night, 20Jan2021. She asked if they were seeing these. And if this was listed or being reported and if she should get the second dose. She went on to state that "I would not call my symptoms severe and I'm having my PCR tomorrow, but when they mention to me that they have had other patients with this experience". She also asked if it can it give her COVID since her symptoms were similar to COVID and other people are having symptoms. She also reported that 4 months ago, she got her first shingles vaccination and "it knocked me on my butt, I still haven't got the second injection but I got shingles" and asked should she have gotten the COVID vaccine if she just got over shingles 3-4 weeks ago. She reported that she got her first dose of the COVID vaccine on 13Jan2021 and her second dose is scheduled for 30Jan2021 (17days apart). She did not have a question about the timing of the vaccine, only mentioned when her second dose was due and the it was 17 days after the first. She wanted to know if Pfizer was seeing a lot of this, and it could this her body reacting to the vaccine. She wanted to know what she should do with the second vaccine, if she should get it. She works at a school and has been making sure to wash her hands and everything. The outcome of the events Rhinorrhoea, and Vaccination site pain was unknown. The outcome of the event ageusia was not recovered while the outcome of the rest of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021082498 same drug/event, different patients

1004391 01/18/2021 02/05/2021 TN 38.0 F face started itching; throat was getting dry; face was starting too itch and be red; hives after second dose of vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP reported for herself. This 38-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot: EL1283, Expiry Date: 30Apr2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Jan2021 06:45 at single dose injected into left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included asthma from 2010. There were no concomitant medications. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, LOT EJ1685, EXP 31Mar2021.) on 18Jan2021 at 04:00PM, injected into her right arm for COVID-19 immunisation, uses salbutamol (ALBUTEROL, NDC: 6699301968, LOT: VE7L, EXP: Nov2021) inhaler as needed for asthma and took inhaled steroids, but nothing recent. The patient got the second dose of the vaccine at 06:45AM, and the hives began on the 21Jan2021, she noticed them about 06:20AM and she had to be at work at 07:00AM. She said she treated that with diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL, 25mg LOT: P120108. EXP May2022, UPC: 193968051518) because her face started itching and her throat was getting dry, so she took BENADRYL 25mg this morning about 06:40AM. She says she took one dose of this by mouth, because it seems to make her sleepy and she had to work. She says she got to work and started working, and her face was starting too itch and be red, and her throat was super dry, this was at 07:20AM, so she took prednisone (NDC: 20603-5338-31, LOT 8675217, EXP Dec2020) 60mg by mouth. She says this was expired, but she still took it, it is in a dose pack that has a box that says distributed by (Company name). She says she took Prednisone 60mg, one time today by mouth. She says she has asthma so she keeps a prescription of Prednisone at home that her doctor writes so she can have it, she says with asthma she keeps Prednisone around. She says she also applied equate Hydrocortisone cream 1% (LOT: 0JT0306, EXP Aug2022) that she got over the counter to the hives topically. She says that the label for that says underneath anti-itch it says intensive healing that it is mixed with vitamins, chamomile and Vitamins A, C, and E. Equate Hydrocortisone cream 1% UPC: Unknown, the tube has a barcode with no number, it did have a box that she did throw away. She thought hives was medically significant, but it is not getting worse, it is worrisome, but she is improving with the medicine she used for treatment. The outcome of hives was recovering. The outcome of other events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, contributory role of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) to the onset of reported events cannot be excluded. The case will be reevaluated should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004402 01/16/2021 02/05/2021 TX 58.0 M extreme chills; awful headache; body aches; severe sweating; low oxygen; 102 degree temperature; 120 pulse rate(abnormal for me); my arm felt like it was broken (9/10), but no other problems. Twelve hours later, the pain was still 9/10".; shoulder still sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable 58-year-old female consumer reporting for herself  A 58 years old male patient received  first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL3249) on 16Jan2021 at 23:30  at single dose via an unspecified route of administration on right arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient did not have medical history. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported at inoculation, the injection was high on right arm, and his arm felt like it was broken (9/10), but no other problems. On 17Jan2021 twelve hours later, the pain was still 9/10 so the patient put two heating pads on the site of injection. On the same day (17Jan2021) shortly thereafter, patient also experienced extreme chills, low oxygen (94), 102 degree temperature, 120 pulse rate (abnormal for him), awful headache, body aches, then severe sweating. This peaked 8 hours later and it was gone within 24 hours.  No Treatment was given for the events. At the time of rh reporting the patient informed his shoulder was much better, but still sore.  Patient also informed he was positive for SARS-Cov-2 from 07Dec2020 to 28Dec2020.He had mild symptoms.  The patient recovered with sequel from the events on an unspecified date.

1004407 01/11/2021 02/05/2021 30.0 M One week after the second vaccine I developed Bell's Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional reported for himself. A 30-year-old male patient received second dose of bnt162b2, via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 11Jan2021 11:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history was not reported. Concomitant medication included terbinafine, cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC), multivitamin. The patient previous received first dose of bnt162b2, via an unspecified route of administration in right arm on 21Dec2020 11:00 for covid-19 immunization. The patient experienced one week after the second vaccine, he developed bell's palsy on 18Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered. The event was reported as non-serious. The adverse event result in a visit to emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment Prednisone, valacyclovir was received for the adverse event. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered: School or Student Health Clinic. The patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient wasn't diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported event Bell's palsy. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004409 01/13/2021 02/05/2021 LA 53.0 F She thinks she had a delayed anaphylactic shock she was definitely in shock; hypothermic; her adrenal glands are over compensating, working over load; she was having diarrhea; throwing up; she went from cold to profusely sweating back to having chills; she went from cold to profusely sweating back to having chills; she had no blood to her extremities; severe abdominal cramps; headache; her body is just weak; she was feeling dizzy; Her legs were cramping; her heart was racing fast; her lactic acid was really high; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse.     A 53-years-old female patient  receive the first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot # EL3249) vaccine , via an unspecified route of administration in the right deltoid  on  13Jan2021 15:55 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  Medical history included hypertonic bladder from an unknown date., drug hypersensitivity from an unknown date , migraine from an unknown date. She had migraines.  Concomitant medication included solifenacin succinate (VESICARE), buspirone hydrochloride (BUSPAR), spironolactone (SPIRONOLACTONE).  The patient previously took flu vaccine VII, bactrim and experienced drug hypersensitivity.  The patient stated she thinks she had a delayed anaphylactic shock she was definitely in shock  on an unknown date  with outcome of unknown , hypothermic  on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown , her adrenal glands are over compensating, working over load  on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown , she was having diarrhea  on an unspecified date with outcome of not recovered , throwing up  on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown , she went from cold to profusely sweating back to having chills  on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown , she had no blood to her extremities  on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown , severe abdominal cramps on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown , headache  on an unspecified date with outcome of not recovered , her lactic acid was really high on 18Jan2021 with outcome of unknown , her body is just weak  on an unspecified date with outcome of not recovered , her heart was racing fast on 18Jan2021 with outcome of unknown , she was feeling dizzy  on 22Jan2021 with outcome of unknown , her legs were cramping  on 19Jan2021 with outcome of unknown.  The patient was hospitalized because of the events from 16Jan2021 to 17Jan2021.   The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included blood lactic acid: high   on unknown date, chest x-ray: unknown results   on  unknown date, computerised tomogram: unknown results   on 18Jan2021   , electrocardiogram: unknown results   on unknown date.  The patient was given  fluids, Toradol and  Xanax to treat the events.  Further information has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, contributory role of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) to the onset of reported events cannot be completely excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriateY 1

1004412 01/15/2021 02/05/2021 GA 40.0 F Next day after the shot i feel a pain under my left arm. Days later the pain increase and i think is lymphoma; Next day after the shot i feel a pain under my left arm. Days later the pain increase and i think is lymphoma; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 40-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot: EL1283, expiry: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 15Jan2021 07:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient has no medical history and no known allergies. The patient has no Covid prior to vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had no other vaccine in four weeks and no other medications in two weeks. The patient mentioned that the next day after the shot (16Jan2021 at 05:30), the patient feel a pain under her left arm; days later, the pain increased, and she thinks it is lymphoma. The patient was not tested for Covid post vaccination. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

1004417 01/01/2021 02/05/2021 M severe diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's wife). A male patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Reporter was to report a possible side effect. The patient experienced severe diarrhea in Jan2021. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

1004419 01/02/2021 02/05/2021 TX 69.0 F developed COVID symptoms/diagnosed positive in Covid19/ tested positive for Covid; developed COVID symptoms/diagnosed positive in Covid19/ tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This nurse reported same event for two patients (patient and her husband), this is the first of two reports, the report for patient herself.   A 69-year-old female patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot number EL0142, expiration date unknown), via an unspecified route of administration in arm (reported as deltoid) on 02Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient denied relevant medical history. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got her first dose on 02Jan2021, and on 08Jan2021 developed COVID symptoms. On 11Jan2021, she tested positive for COVID-19/diagnosed positive in COVID-19. The reporter nurse think they were exposed sometime at that pharmacy, she mean there was a lot of people in the line. Tomorrow (unspecified) was supposed to be second dose and his family physician didn't know if he should get that second dose. The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the reported drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021064940 Same reporter/drug/event, different patient

1004429 01/11/2021 02/05/2021 FL 67.0 M Sharp pain in his heart; Wild palpitations; Extreme erratic heart beat; wiped out; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 67-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL1248), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at single dose at left arm for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included Lyme's disease from 09Jun2018 and ongoing, ongoing heart issues, cholesterol lowering and swelling (He was on a water pill for swelling). Concomitant medication included atenolol for heart medication, pitavastatin calcium (LIVALO) for cholesterol lowering. Patient was calling to report a negative reaction with Covid-19 vaccine. Four hours after the injection he laid down in bed and was relaxing on 11Jan2021. He felt a sharp pain in his heart. It was about 1 to 1.5 inches to the right of his nipple. It felt like a knife being jabbed in his chest. This only happened once. His heart was having wild palpitations. He had an extreme erratic heart beat lasting 30-40 seconds. It was terrifying. He had a lot of irregular heart beats for 3-4 days. He was wiped out and unable to get out of bed for 5 days. He had an MRI on 21Jan2021. He was waiting on the results. The erratic heart beats come and go. They were not as pronounced as the first week. He was not getting the second dose. He had not had a flu shot for the last 3 years. Patient didn't receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No history of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. Outcome of event sharp pain in his heart recovered with sequel on 11Jan2021, wild palpitations was recovered in Jan2021, extreme erratic heart beat was recovering, wiped out was recovered with sequel on 16Jan2021. The report was considered as non-serious.

1004432 01/21/2021 02/05/2021 MO 22.0 F Fainted; Dizziness; Heart racing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for herself. A 22-years-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 21Jan2021 15:45 at single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medication included lisdexamfetamine mesilate (VYVANSE), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), spironolactone and Birth control product. The patient experienced fainted morning after 1st dose with dizziness and heart racing on 22Jan2021 06:45 - had to go to ER. The patient received anti-nausea and heart monitor as treatment for the adverse event. Events outcome was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

1004433 01/21/2021 02/05/2021 54.0 F bilateral leg paralysis; nauseous; hardly walk; muscles were so tight/jaws felt locked, like a tightness; numbness on the left side of [her] face, right under the eye; temporary rash she had on the left side of her face, under her cheek; toes crowded back; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 54-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Jan2021 at single dose "on the left side" for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  She stated feeling nauseous right after the shot and mentioned not eating breakfast. She described having bilateral leg paralysis which she also qualified as locked to the point where she could hardly walk. She added that her leg muscles were so tight that her toes crowded back. She then explained having numbness on the left side of her face, right under the eye and that her jaws felt locked, like a tightness. She specified she didn't know if she really felt tightness in her jaws because of the intensity of her bilateral leg paralysis. She then described a temporary rash she had on the left side of her face, under her cheek. She said her experience occurred two hours post injection on 21Jan2021 and was resolved in Jan2021 after taking a muscle relaxer.  She asked if shellfish is in the vaccine.    Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

1004434 02/05/2021 NE M he is disabled and has congestive heart failure.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient (age: 74, unit: unknown) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient stated he was disabled and had congestive heart failure. The patient stated that he read the CDC had decided to only give one shot, everything he read on the website saying designed for 2 doses of the covid 19 vaccine. He received his shot and they might not be able to give 2 doses. The outcome of event was unknown.  Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.

1004437 01/22/2021 02/05/2021 WI 17.0 F She passed out.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (parent). A 17-year-old female patient (daughter) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number= EL1284) on 22Jan2021 11:45 AM at left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. No known allergies. Patient was not pregnant. Patient did not have COVID prior vaccination, and did not have other vaccine in four weeks, did not other medications in two weeks. The patient experienced passed out on 22Jan2021 12:00 PM. Treatment included they had her lay on the ground with her knees up and cold compresses. Patient did not test COVID post vaccination. The outcome of event was recovering.

1004439 01/14/2021 02/05/2021 NC F cancerous cells; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received her first dose of PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE on 14Jan2021. She had a surgical procedure Wednesday 20Jan2021, and was prescribed a cephalosporin antibiotic for 7 days post-procedure precautionary remove cancerous cells somebody suggested, it was a doctor. She was asking if there are any drug interactions between the antibiotic and the vaccine. Also, a doctor suggested that she take a dose of ibuprofen prior to her second vaccine dose on 05Feb2021. It was also reported the patient had a little surgical procedure with the Dermatologist this week (in Jan2021) and she just wanted to know if the antibiotic, Cefadroxil, has any contraindications that would compromise her vaccine. She had to take it for 7 days and it was to prevent bacterial infections. It was a procedure on her leg and she was also given an antibiotic cream also to help. The patient felt it was more important for her with having this vaccine and that was why she was calling. The event outcome was unknown.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

1004445 02/05/2021 U COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; COVID-19 confirmed by positive COVID-19 test; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist.  A healthcare worker of unspecified age and gender received the second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient tested positive for covid-19 on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product bnt162b2 to the reported drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.

1004449 01/09/2021 02/05/2021 MN 40.0 M Guillain Barre syndrome/Symptoms started with 2 fingers tingling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse reporting for a patient. A 40-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EK4176), via intramuscular on 09Jan2021 at single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EJ1685), via intramuscular on 22Dec2020 at single dose in left arm at the age of 39-year-old for COVID-19 immunization. Reported he was diagnosed with Guillain Barre syndrome. Symptoms started with 2 fingers tingling on 11Jan2021. Progressively increasing in severity. Now had numb fingers and toes. Initiating IV therapy on 22Jan2021. The adverse event result in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The outcome of the event was unknown.; Sender's Comments: As an individual case report there is not enough evidence to establish a causal relationship with the suspect vaccine. Currently there is no clear biological plausibility between the vaccine use and the even onset.  More information such as complete medical history and concomitant medications are needed for fully medical assessment.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004450 01/20/2021 02/05/2021 CO 34.0 F Transient bilateral lower extremity neuropathy; periorbal and facial neuropathy; severe low back pain; tinnitus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient) reporting for herself. A 34-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number=EL3248), intramuscular at left arm on 20Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history was none. No pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Historical vaccine included the first dose of BNT162B2 via intramuscular at left arm on 30Dec2020 for covid-19 immunization. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine administered was nursing home/senior living facility. The patient experienced transient bilateral lower extremity neuropathy, tinnitus, periorbital and facial neuropathy, severe low back pain on 20Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. No treatment was received for the adverse events. No other vaccine in four weeks. No covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported events cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004452 01/19/2021 02/05/2021 NC M severe left upper girdle pain in my shoulder and neck. Eventually I was admitted to the hospital for four days for pain management and a workup which yielded a diagnosis of inflammatory fasciitis; severe left upper girdle pain in my shoulder and neck. Eventually I was admitted to the hospital for four days for pain management and a workup which yielded a diagnosis of inflammatory fasciitis; severe left upper girdle pain in my shoulder and neck. Eventually I was admitted to the hospital for four days for pain management and a workup which yielded a diagnosis of inflammatory fasciitis; lymphadenopathy as an MRI showed cervical lymph node enlargement; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician.  A male patient of an unspecified age started to receive bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously received 1st dose of  bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE). The patient stated "Last Tuesday, I received my second vaccine. By Thursday I had severe left upper girdle pain in my shoulder and neck. Eventually I was admitted to the hospital for four days for pain management and a workup which yielded a diagnosis of inflammatory fasciitis. MRI showed cervical lymph node enlargement." The patient was hospitalized for severe left upper girdle pain in my shoulder and neck. eventually i was admitted to the hospital for four days for pain management and a workup which yielded a diagnosis of inflammatory fasciitis (fasciitis) for 4 days.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included magnetic resonance imaging: cervical lymph node enlargement, pain assessment: 2-3 out of 10 on Jan2021.  The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the reasonable temporal association, the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported left upper girdle pain in shoulder and neck/ inflammatory fasciitis and the administration of the COVID-19 vaccine, BNT162B2.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.Y 4

1004454 01/01/2021 02/05/2021 OK M It was hurting really bad this morning about where your heart is; felt like my chest was caving in for 5-6 hours; felt like a mule had kicked him in the chest; both sides of my ribs was hurting like I had been rodeoing/they were real sore/rib cage on both sides hurt real bad; felt drugged; dizzy feeling/lightheaded; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date in Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included blood pressure (abnormal). Concomitant medications included 5 mg of a blood pressure pill and male enhancement stuff. The patient stated he went to the health department and they sent him somewhere else to get the shot on Wednesday (Jan2021). It was the first dose of the vaccine and he had a little headache that night (Wednesday) at about 20:00 and he took a couple of aspirin. Got up on 21Jan2021 morning both sides of his ribs was hurting like he had been rodeoing, they were real sore, also reported as his rib cage on both sides hurt real bad and about 6 hours later it wore off. Thursday (Jan2021) he felt drugged, dizzy feeling and lightheaded, around 11:00 it dissipated. On 22Jan2021 morning when he got up he felt like his chest was caving in for 5-6 hours (also reported as he felt like a mule had kicked him in the chest) but he went on out and did his thing and it was 5 hours like that. It was hurting really bad on 22Jan2021 morning about where his heart was. He didn't know if he was having a heart attack. His symptoms were gone he was 98-99% better than he was. It wore itself down through the morning hours. By 10:30-11:00 it was about 50% gone and by 13:00 it was gone. He didn't think it went away, it was kind of hiding back there. It made his wonder if he should take the second shot. He had never had no Corona. The problems came when he had the shot. He took 5 mg of a blood pressure pill and male enhancement stuff that his doctor did warn him to tell them he was on it if he ever go to the ER. His second shot was scheduled for 10Feb2021. Wanted to know if this was a side effect that made him feel bad and hurt half the day and by the afternoon it's gone. Wanted to be sure since he was to get the booster. Wanted to know is this normal and what to do. The outcome of the events of the event rib pain was recovered on 21Jan2021, of the events felt drugged & dizzy feeling/lightheaded was recovered in Jan2021, of the other events was recovering.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

1004455 01/22/2021 02/05/2021 MO 25.0 F Passed out; Pulseless for 30 seconds; Feel dizzy and nauseous; Feel dizzy and nauseous; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient).  A 25-year-old female (not pregnant at the time of vaccination) patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot number and expiration date unknown since not available/provided to reporter at the time of report completion), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 22Jan2021 11:45 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization at a Nursing Home/Senior Living Facility. The patient's medical history included known allergies: Sulfa and poppy seed. No other known medical history/conditions. For concomitant medications, the patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient previously took amoxicillin, clarithromycin (BIAXIN) and cefaclor (CECLOR), and experienced drug allergy. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, and had not been tested for COVID-19 since the vaccination. After receiving the vaccine, the patient was sitting in the observation area for about 10 minutes when she started to feel dizzy and nauseous. She raised her hand up and called for the nurse to come over. She passed out. She was pulseless for 30 seconds and they had to begin giving her CPR chest compressions. She woke up lying on the ground and was taken to the emergency room (ER) where they ran tests to see how she was doing and for observation for several hours. The patient was "discharged" this afternoon and was doing better. The events result in emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment was received for the events, ER observation and care, and CPR chest compressions. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included test on 22Jan2021: unknown results. The outcome of events at the time of last observation was recovering. The reporter's assessment of the events was non-serious, no results in death, no life threatening, not causing/prolonging hospitalization, no disabling/incapacitating, no congenital anomaly/birth defect.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The reported passed out and pulseless for 30 seconds were likely related to the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) due to temporal relationship.   However, considering the clinical course and medical history, other cause(s)/confounding factors cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004456 01/15/2021 02/05/2021 F her blood pressure which was 208/189; really bad shakes a fever of 102 degrees; really bad shakes a fever of 102 degrees; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP(patient). A 46-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included COVID-19 in Nov2020/Dec2020. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. 12 hours later the patient had really bad shakes a fever of 102 degrees and she checked her blood pressure which was 208/189. She went to the Emergency Room to get checked out and she was told that it was probably due to the vaccine. Patient wanted to know if she should receive the second dose of the vaccine since she had this type of reaction after the first dose. She had COVID-19 in Nov2020/Dec2020. She was told in the Emergency Room that since she had a previous COVID-19 infection that she would experience worse side effects from the first dose of the COVID-19 dose than the second dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported blood pressure increased. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004472 01/20/2021 02/05/2021 WA 68.0 M Sagging left lip; rash under arms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient).  A 68-years-old male patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, brand: Pfizer) first dose, via an unspecified route of administration at arm left on 20Jan2021 10:30 AM at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. Patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included atorvastatin, vitamin d3, alpha lipoic acid received within 2 weeks of vaccination.  The patient experienced sagging left lip on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown, rash under arms on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. No treatment was received. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information provided, the possible contribution of suspect vaccine BNT162B2 to the event facial droop cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004473 01/18/2021 02/05/2021 WI 56.0 F chest soreness/pain; pain with breathing/hurt to breathe; severe fatigue; soreness at injection site; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (hcp), reporting for herself.  A 56-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE;lot ELO142) , on 18Jan2021 at 09:00 intramuscular in Right arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.Medical history included allergy to Shellfish. Patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medication included ibuprofen (ADVIL) prophylactically, at 2DF daily on 18Jan2021 and at 2 DF each day through on 19Jan2021; vitamin D3; fish oil; ascorbic acid (VITAMIN C) and cyanocobalamin (VITAMIN B12). The patient experienced chest soreness/pain, pain with breathing/hurt to breathe, severe fatigue, soreness at injection site, on 14Jan2021 (as reported). Events were also described as follows: patient prophylactically took 2 ibuprofen 30 minutes before vaccine on 18Jan2021 at 08:30 am and got the vaccine on 18Jan2021 at 9am. She just had soreness at injection site that evening. She kept up with the ibuprofen (only 2 doses each day) through on 19Jan2021. On 21Jan2021 she felt severe fatigue and later in the evening she started to feel chest soreness/pain and pain with breathing. It felt muscular but she went to emergency department (ED) because it hurt to breathe. They did a cardiac and PE work up which was negative. The pain was relieved by Toradol IV. She was discharged from emergency department (ED) . She took more ibuprofen on 22Jan2021 when she started to feel the same, but lesser, symptoms and the pain went away. On 23Jan2021, so far patient felt okay. The final outcome of the events was reported as recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal association, there was a reasonable possibility that the vaccination with BNT162B2 played a contributory role in triggering the onset of the events "chest soreness/pain, pain with breathing/hurt to breathe". The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004474 12/26/2020 02/05/2021 F patient tested positive for COVID; patient tested positive for COVID; Had the 1st dose of COVID 19 vaccine last 26Dec20 - Due for 2nd dose on 27Jan21; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 64-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 26Dec2020 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was tested positive for COVID and quarantined on an unspecified date. The patient had the 1st dose of COVID 19 vaccine last 26Dec2020, will be due for 2nd dose on 27Jan2021. The patient asked if it is safe to have the 2nd dose of the vaccine. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID test: positive on an unspecified date. The outcome of events was unknown.    Information about lot/batch has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of events Drug ineffective and COVID-19 virus test positive cannot be totally excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

1004476 12/28/2020 02/05/2021 MI 50.0 M Following day, bloody stool-diarrhea.; Nausea wanting to vomit; Nausea wanting to vomit; massive diarrhea; severe fatigue; chills; diaphoresis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 50-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL 3248), via Intramuscular on left arm on 28Dec2020 at 10:00 AM at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The relevant medical history included hypertension. Concomitant medications included acetaminophen. The patient experienced nausea wanting to vomit, massive diarrhea, severe fatigue, with chills and diaphoresis. Following day, bloody stool-diarrhea. No treatment received for the events. No covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination. No other vaccine in four weeks. The outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2  on bloody stool-diarrhea reported cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004481 01/11/2021 02/05/2021 AZ F tested positive for Covid19; tested positive for Covid19; chills; nausea; headache; Loss of smell; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored Program Pfizer. A contactable female consumer of an unspecified age reported for herself that she received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced tested positive for covid-19 on unspecified date, chills, nausea, headache, loss of smell on 13Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. Patient second dose of Covid will be on 02Feb2021.   Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.

1004483 01/15/2021 02/05/2021 TX F COVID-19 virus test positive (swab test); COVID-19 virus test positive (swab test); bad allergies; feeling not so good; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable consumer reporting for herself. A female patient of an unspecified age received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech), via an unspecified route of administration, on 15Jan2021, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 15Jan2021/16Jan2021 the patient started feeling not so good, she had bad allergies. She went to an urgent care and they did a COVID-19 virus test (swab test) and she tested positive.  The information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

1004490 01/02/2021 02/05/2021 TX 70.0 M developed Covid symptoms/diagnosed positive in Covid19; developed Covid symptoms/diagnosed positive in Covid19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient's wife). This nurse reported same event for two patients, this is the second of two reports.   A 70-year-old male patient received 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EL0142), via an unspecified route of administration in arm (reported as deltoid) on 02Jan2021 at single dose for COVID. Medical history included hypertension and bad cholesterol. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine (low dose of it), amlodipine besilate (EMADINE) for hypertension, losartan for hypertension, levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) for bad cholesterol, lovastatin (LOVASTIN) for bad cholesterol. The patient got his first dose on 02Jan2021, and on 08Jan2021 developed Covid symptoms. On 11Jan2021, he tested positive for Covid19/diagnosed positive in Covid19. The reporter nurse think they were exposed sometime at that pharmacy, she mean there was a lot of people in the line. Tomorrow (unspecified) was supposed to be second dose and his family physician didn't know if he should get that second dose. The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the reported drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021061825 Same reporter/drug/event, different patient

1004492 01/09/2021 02/05/2021 NC 75.0 F severe chills; Fever; Dizziness; not feeling quite right; heart pains; Nauseated; threw up; Tiredness; muscle aches; a little swelling in her face; weakness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 75-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Batch/lot number: EK5730) intramuscularly on arm left on 09Jan2021 10:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included heart problems from May1966 and ongoing (heart problems/She had open heart surgery at that time and had stents put in a couple of times since then), bone spurs and arthritis in her feet. Concomitant medications were none. Patient used to receive unspecified injections in her feet because she has bone spurs and arthritis in her feet. Patient experienced heart pains in Jan2021, dizziness on 10Jan2021, not feeling quite right on 10Jan2021, severe chills on 11Jan2021, fever on 11Jan2021, nauseated in Jan2021, threw up in Jan2021, tiredness in Jan2021, muscle aches in Jan2021, a little swelling in her face in Jan2021, weakness in Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown. Patient received her first Pfizer vaccine on 09Jan2021. Patient explains she has had adverse reactions to the vaccine ever since she received it. Patient confirms she took the vaccine on Saturday, 09Jan2021. On Sunday, 10Jan2021, she started having a little bit of dizziness and feeling just not quite right. Sunday night, she went to bed and woke up at around 3:30 a.m. with severe chills and a fever. Her fever was a little over a 100. She states it took about 2 hours to get her chills under control. She took 2 Tylenol at that time. That day (11Jan2021) she ran fever off and on all day. The next day (12Jan2021), she seemed to be better. She had a low-grade fever, but she was better. She was just kind of tired from the day before. But then, that night, she ended up with the same thing again- she woke up at 4am with chills. Her fever had gone up 101.7, and she ended up taking 2 Tylenol and so forth. She got up that morning around 10 am, and was nauseated. She threw up that morning. She felt really bad. She was experiencing tiredness, muscle aches. (At this point it was about Tuesday (12 Jan) or Wednesday (13 Jan). There was one day during the day, she felt better, but a day went by and she ended up having the chills and fever again. Every time her fever kept going up. Her fever this particular night was 102 something. About Wednesday night, when she had the chills and fever, her fever went up to 103.8. That next morning, she called her doctor's office and tried to get an appointment. She could not get an appointment with the office. Her office ended up doing a televist and sending her a Prednisone pack to take for the reaction that it seemed she was having. She started the prednisone pack which seemed to take the fever down and the chills ended up stopping. Caller clarifies further she believes she has recovered from the fever and chills. The Prednisone pack seemed to kind of make those symptoms go away. However, she still felt really bad. This went on all weekend again. Tuesday of this week, (19Jan2021), she still felt really bad. She called her doctor again and her doctor wouldn't see her because of the symptoms she is having after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine are the same symptoms of the actual COVID-19 virus. She clarifies further the adverse effects of the shot are also same ones as the COVID-19 virus. Her doctor suggested she either go to the Emergency Room or to an Urgent Care. Patient called the Urgent Care and they were able to do a COVID test on her to check and see if she did have COVID-19. She confirms this test was on Tuesday, 19Jan2021. The results came back negative. However, they did another swab test. The patient is unsure what the second swab test was for but was told it would be a couple days before they would have the results of this test. At this point, they put her on a Z-pak. Patient mentions she has heart problems. She has nitroglycerin for any problems that she has. She started having some heart pains when she was down to about 3 tablets of that Prednisone pack she was taking. When she took one of the Prednisone tablets, within 30 minutes of taking it, she started having chest pains. She clarifies it started in her throat and went down to her chest. She took 2 nitroglycerin's to get her feeling back to normal/better. Caller doesn't provide NDC, Lot number or expiration date for the Nitroglycerin she took when probed. Patient mentions her cheeks had been pink. She doesn't really know but she may have a little swelling in her face. She can't figure that out herself. She was experiencing dizziness and weakness. Today is the first day which is the 13th day after receiving the vaccine, she has felt like trying to get this stuff together and her thoughts together to try and figure out what is going on with her. She tried calling her primary doctor and this urgent care and she couldn't get anybody to see her. Patient got her Prednisone pack filled at (Pharmacy name), (Address details) The prescription was issued to her on Thursday, 14Jan2021, but she didn't start taking the pack until Saturday. On Saturday, that's when her fever had went up to 103 and she knew she needed to take the Prednisone pack. They are 4mg tablets and she started out taking 6 tablets the first day and then her dose decreased every day. NDC: 164793723369, Lot: 20K0041P, she believes the second digit is a zero and not a "D", Expiry date: Aug2022. Z-pak: patient states she no longer has the box, therefore she is not sure of the dose and how it was prescribed. She makes the comment she believes the first day it was 2 tablets. NDC: Unknown, Lot: 7996030, Expiry: Feb2022. She clarifies she did not take Tylenol as stated earlier. She took Kirkland's brand, Acetaminophen. They are 500mg tablets. She provides the following product information: Lot: 2GE1779B. The last digit is either a "B" or an 8/, Expiry date: May2015; patient clarifies she knows they just bought this bottle, but she thinks her husband put his extra pills in the wrong bottle. No further details were provided or obtained in regard to this statement. The patient wants to find out about this and what is going on with her. To her understanding and her reading information, she is scheduled to take her next shot 27Jan2021. She is not supposed to take it then, correct? Investigations: patient confirms she had a COVID-19 test done (she is not sure what type of test- PCR, Antibody, etc), they swabbed her nose and the results came back negative. She had a second test done, where they swabbed her nose again, but she hasn't got the results back. She isn't sure what that test is for. Vaccination Facility Type was Hospital. Additional Vaccines Administered on Same Date of the Pfizer Suspect was no. Did any AE(s) require a visit to: Emergency Room was No, she is trying to keep herself out of the hospital. Physician Office? Her doctor would not see her but offered a virtual visit. She did go to the Urgent Care. Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks): Caller states she went to 
the foot doctor on 22Dec2021 (pending clarification). She was given injections in her feet because she has bone spurs and arthritis in her feet. Patient does not know exactly what kind of injection it was. She confirms she has no name, ndc, lot and expiry date for the injections she received. Patient asks the call handler, what should she have done on this? She was lost. She read the information that was provided to her and she doesn't feel there was sufficient information on what to do if you had a reaction. She guesses the best thing she can be told is to call #. She didn't know it was a # emergency. She didn't know what she was supposed to do. It was hard for her to get any information out of anybody as to what to do. The outcome of the events was unknown.

1004495 02/05/2021 F was not able to get out of bed or have lights on; Knot, Swollen and heat at the injection site; Knot, Swollen and heat at the injection site; Knot, Swollen and heat at the injection site; Unbearable Headache; Continues eye twitching; Extremely tired; had a hard time walk due to the body aches; had a hard time walk due to the body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) , via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced Knot, Swollen and heat at the injection site, unbearable Headache that pain relievers would not help, Continues eye twitching, Extremely tired, and was not able to get out of bed or have lights on. She had a hard time walk due to the body aches. Outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information and the plausible drug-event temporal association, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of event Mobility decreased cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004496 02/05/2021 F not able to get out of bed or have lights on; Unbareable Headache; Knot, Swollen and heat at the injection site; Knot, Swollen and heat at the injection site; Knot, Swollen and heat at the injection site; Continues eye twitching; Exteremly tired; 102.5 fever; Body Aches; had a hard time walk due to the body aches; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse (patient).  A female patient of an unspecified age received second dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) , via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient previously received first dose BNT162B for COVID-19 immunization and experienced knot, swollen and heat at the injection site, unbearable headache that pain relievers would not help, continues eye twitching, extremely tired, and was not able to get out of bed or have lights on. she had a hard time walk due to the body aches.  After second shot, she also experienced knot, swollen and heat at the injection site, unbearable headache that pain relievers would not help, continues eye twitching, extremely tired, and was not able to get out of bed or have lights on, she had a hard time walk due to the body aches, and 102.5 fever that didn't want to come down. Outcome of events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Considering a vaccine-event chronological association, contributory role of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) to the onset of reported events cannot be completely excluded. The case will be reevaluated should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004498 02/05/2021 M encephalitis; has stopped walking; diarrhea; getting sick/He is not doing well; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer Sponsored program. A non-contactable consumer reported for her brother that a male patient of unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EE8492), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Her brother was hospitalized after the COVID vaccine and has stopped walking. He was not doing well. He also had diarrhea. Her brother did get the vaccine and now he has encephalitis. He was in the hospital but he is out now. He got the vaccine and then started getting sick. And he is not the only one. She could send in evidence of all of this. The consumer was on the Internet and (social media name) reading about the COVID Vaccine. She has complaints about it not being FDA approved, and not being approved to prevent COVID-19. She just saw in another location that 30 people in a nursing home died. 30 people have died in nursing homes. There are 32 side effects and she has all 32 of them. She wanted to speak with the scientists or manufacturers of the COVID vaccine. Someone in development. She is really concerned about the vaccine. It has many side effects. It is not FDA approved. It is also not approved to prevent COVID-19. Even if you get the vaccine you could still get COVID. It is not studied long term. Even doctors have said that. There have been many deaths. You don't know what will come of it. She does not know why Pfizer does not pull this back. She has seen videos that have been taken down because Pfizer does not want people to see the real news. They need to show these on the real news. Consumer clarified that she did not have any side effects. She did not take the vaccine. She does not take any vaccines. People need to learn about their nutrition. They need to tell people to take Zinc, Vitamin C, stop eating animal products and meat. She is vegan and she has never gotten sick. No flu or anything. Meat lowers your immune system. Outcome of the events was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.Y

1004500 12/28/2020 02/05/2021 CA M 11 days after he tested positive for Covid; 11 days after he tested positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A contactable consumer reported that a male patient (consumer's husband) of unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got his 1st dose of vaccine and 11 days after he tested positive for Covid on 08Jan2021. He wanted to know if he could take the second dose of the Covid vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

1004503 01/04/2021 02/05/2021 MA 81.0 F severe back and leg pain and paresthesias bilaterally; severe back and leg pain and paresthesias bilaterally; severe back and leg pain and paresthesias bilaterally; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp. A 81-years-old female patient (not pregnant) received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, manufacture: Pfizer), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included Known allergies: sulfa. No covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced severe back and leg pain and paresthesias bilaterally on 05Jan2021. The events resulted in hospitalization. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a drug-event chronological association, contributory role of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) to the onset of reported events severe back and leg pain and paresthesias cannot be completely excluded. The case will be reevaluated should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

1004506 01/18/2021 02/05/2021 NC 72.0 M passing blood in stool; stomach cramping; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 72-years-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose on 18Jan2021 for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced passing blood in stool on 21Jan2021, stomach cramping on 20Jan2021, he had a couple of bowel movements this morning much more dark, not bright red blood like they were before on 22Jan2021. The patient was hospitalized for passing blood in stool from 21Jan2021 to 22Jan2021. The outcome of passing blood in stool was recovered on 22Jan2021, of stomach cramping was recovered on 21Jan2021, of had a couple of bowel movements this morning, much more dark, not bright red blood like they were before was unknownY 1

1004517 01/12/2021 02/05/2021 M Caller Got covid vaccine 12Jan- tested positive on 19Jan; Caller Got covid vaccine 12Jan- tested positive on 19Jan; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program. A non-contactable male consumer (Patient) reported a male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced tested positive on 19Jan2021 and wondering if it's okay to get the second dose.  The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained

1004520 01/20/2021 02/05/2021 F passed out; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program from a non-contactable consumer. A female patient of an unspecified age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient woke up next morning on 21Jan2021 to go to bathroom and passed out. The outcome of event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

1004522 02/05/2021 NJ 65.0 F immunocompromised patient; immunocompromised patient; tested positive for COVID/nasal congestion; tested positive for COVID/nasal congestion; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. A 65-year-old female patient (nurse) received bnt162b2 (Pfizer BioNTech COVID 19 vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration, the first dose on an unspecified date and the second dose on 14Jan2021, at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history included immunocompromised. Concomitant medications were not reported. The immunocompromised patient received her second dose of Pfizer vaccine on 14Jan2021. On 20Jan2021, she developed nasal congestion and her son became sick the same day. Both tested positive for COVID. The physician asked would you consider giving the monoclonal ab to her? Physician knew the expectation was mild disease not severe but would you consider giving her the monoclonal? Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot and batch number had been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported "tested positive for COVID".

1004529 01/15/2021 02/05/2021 OH 57.0 F COVID 19 PCR test positive; COVID 19 PCR test positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) via a Pfizer-sponsored program. A 57-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE, lot number: EL3249, Expiry Date: 31May2021), intramuscularly into left arm on 15Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID Prevention. The patient medical history was not reported. There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced tested positive for COVID on 21Jan2021 after taking 1st dose of COVID vaccine. The patient tested positive for COVID after taking 1st dose of COVID vaccine and was calling to see what she should do about her 2nd dose. The reporter saw in the news that patients can wait up to 6 weeks after receiving the first dose of the vaccine to receive the second, she wants to confirm this information. The reporter was calling on behalf of herself as the patient. The patient got the Pfizer COVID-19 Vaccine last Friday (15Jan2021), and she took a COVID 19 PCR test on 21Jan2021, and the results came back as positive for COVID 19 today 22Jan2021. The patient was wondering what the recommendations are for getting the second dose if a patient tested positive for COVID 19, following having received the first dose. The patient was not complaining about the product, because the product has not had time to work yet. The patient believed the seriousness, it was medically significant because she was losing work over it. Causality: The reporter (patient) did not believe that she got COVID 19 because of the vaccine not working, she just did not think the vaccine had enough time to work before she was exposed. She had no other vaccines on the same day. After she got her first dose, there were a few side effects that she had but nothing was bad, so she was mad when she realized she had gotten COVID, therefore it was not the vaccines fault she got COVID. The reporter had some questions about how this vaccine works in the body. Her doctor thought that her now having tested positive for COVID, that might increase the immune response. The outcome of events was unknown.    Relatedness between reaction COVID-19 PCR test positive and bnt162b2, was unrelated by source of assessment: primary source reporter per method of assessment: Global Introspection.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, COVID-19 and lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

1004533 02/05/2021 KY 72.0 M Her father also got the vaccine, and 1 day after had heaviness in his chest. He felt like his chest was trembling; Her father also got the vaccine, and 1 day after had heaviness in his chest. He felt like his chest was trembling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported for a 72-year-old male patient (father) that he received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported her father got the vaccine, and 1 day after had heaviness in his chest, he felt like his chest was trembling (medically significant) on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

1004551 01/12/2021 02/05/2021 M sciatica; muscle spasms from his lower back to his toes on the right side; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Consumer (patient's wife). A 71-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history included twinge in his hamstring in Jan2021. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced a twinge in his hamstring 2 days before the vaccine but continues to play (reporter mentioned her husband is athletic). He received the first dose of the vaccine on 12Jan2021, played on the 13Jan2021 and could not play on 14Jan2021 two days after vaccine he experienced muscle spasms from his lower back to his toes on the right side and could not get out of bed (shot was in the left arm). Husband went to the hospital on 16Jan2021 and they discharged him and he went back on 17Jan2021 and did a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and diagnosed with sciatica and gave him oxycodone 10mg 1 mg 1 four times a day as needed, cyclobenzaprine 10 mg 1 every 8 hours, and  gabapentin 100 mg 2 three times a day and a prednisone 6 pack. Reported not getting any better so took him to pain management and could not get comfortable and screamed the whole way over which was 20 minute ride and went in the office in a wheelchair. They gave him a steroid and told him to wait 1/2 hour. When leaving he experienced the worst spasm ever and they gave him Toradol and then additional steroid injections. Husband was able to walk out with a walker. Can only lay down, can not sit up and is bedridden. Spasms have stopped at the time of the phone call but still in pain. Having physical therapy (PT) come for consult. Husband insists on getting second dose. Husband was told at the hospital that another patient his age came in with the same symptoms as his after a dose of the COVID-19 vaccine. The events had not resolved.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021058075 same reporter/drug/event, different patientY 1

1004572 01/19/2021 02/05/2021 LA 87.0 M Nose bleed; Anemic; her husband's hemoglobin and hematocrit were low; her husband's hemoglobin and hematocrit were low; low on iron; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (wife of patient).  An 87-year-old male received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 19Jan2021 at 16:00 at single dose in right arm for COVID-19 immunisation at the age of 87-year-old. Lot number was EL3249. Medical history included atrial fibrillation, by-pass surgery in 1999 then high blood pressure in 1999, gout (diagnosed before 1999, it was an on and off thing, he had flare ups, the last one was at Christmas time), High cholesterol (diagnosed in 2000 or 2001), diabetes, anemia. Concomitant medications included rivaroxaban (XARELTO) in 2014 for atrial fibrillation. Historical vaccine included flu vaccine in Sep2020 for immunization. On 20Jan2021, the patient was anemic. On 21Jan2021 at 02:30, nose bled. The patient just kept wiping his nose for thirty minutes before it stopped. On 20Jan2021, hemoglobin resulted 12.6, hematocrit was 3.9. The patient went to the hematologist the day before the report who said the patient was low on iron, hemoglobin and hematocrit were low, so he had to get an iron infusion the day of report for that (the patient went every three months and if his iron was low he got an infusion). The patient recovered from nose bled on 21Jan2021, the outcome of other events was unknown.

1004578 01/04/2021 02/05/2021 38.0 F tunnel vision; Muscle fatigue; joint pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional (HCP) communicated to a Pfizer colleague. A 38-years-old female patient (not pregnant) received her first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on right arm on 04Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history was None.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  On 04Jan2021 the patient experienced tunnel vision, muscle fatigue, joint pain. No treatment was received for the events.  The outcome of the events was not resolved.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 in triggering the onset of tunnel vision cannot be excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004587 12/28/2020 02/05/2021 CA 44.0 M Tested positive for COVID; Tested positive for COVID; first dose was 28Dec2020, wondered when he should get the second dose; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable health professional, the patient. A 45-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot: EH9899), via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 (at the age of 44-years-old) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were reported as none. On 13Jan2021, the patient tested positive for COVID. The patient was on his 10th day of quarantine "tomorrow" and wondered when he should get the second dose. The clinical outcome of "Tested positive for COVID" and "first dose was 28Dec2020, wondered when he should get the second dose" was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported tested positive for COVID based on the known safety profile. However the short duration since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.

1004590 01/12/2021 02/05/2021 LA 71.0 F assume she had covid as well; assume she had covid as well; Feeling bad; Upper respiratory infection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This consumer reported different events for two patients (herself and her husband), this is the first of two reports.  A 71-year-old female patient received 1st dose of  BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL1283), intramuscular in left arm on 12Jan2021 16:30 at single dose for preventing covid. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. No prior vaccinations (within 4 weeks). She and her husband both received their first dose on 12Jan2021. Stated they both have covid. She was feeling bad last Friday (15Jan2021) and she went to urgent care and had a rapid test done that day that came back negative. Her husband went to urgent care this morning and had a rapid test that came back positive. She was told to assume she had covid as well. When she went to physician office for urgent care last Friday (15Jan2021), she was given medication for what they thought was an upper respiratory infection since her test last week came back negative. She was feeling better. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid: negative on 15Jan2021. The outcome of feeling bad was recovering, for the rest of events outcome was unknown. No emergency room visit.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021078480 same reporter/drug, similar events, different patient.

1004596 02/05/2021 LA U Tested positive after receiving the vaccine; Tested positive after receiving the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 2 patients. This is 1st of two reports. A patient of an unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date as a single dose  for COVID-19 vaccination. Medical history and concomitant medication were not reported. On an unspecified date, the reporter stated that she heard 2 other people tested positive after receiving the vaccine. The clinical outcome of she heard 2 other people tested positive after receiving the vaccine was unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021082667 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

1004603 02/05/2021 LA U she heard 2 other people tested positive after receiving the vaccine; she heard 2 other people tested positive after receiving the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported similar events for 2 patients. This is second of two reports.   A patient of an unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medication were not reported. On an unspecified date, the reporter stated that she heard 2 other people tested positive after receiving the vaccine. The clinical outcome of the event was unknown.    Information about batch/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021082649 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

1004609 12/28/2020 02/05/2021 TX 64.0 F type 2 diabetes mellitus; herpes pain has disappeared; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A 64-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, at the first dose on 28Dec2020 (lot number: EJ1686, Expiry Date: Mar2021) at single dose in Left arm, via an unspecified route of administration at the second dose on  19Jan2021 (Lot Number: EL3249, Expiry Date: Mar2021) at single dose for prevent infection from Coronavirus. Medical history included ongoing essential hypertension and allergy, patient had genital herpes virus since age 26 and ongoing. Ongoing concomitant medications included chlortalidone from Oct2020 at 25mg daily for essential hypertension, montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR) from Oct2020 at 10mg at bedtime for Allergy and took vitamins, immunity booster and natural remedies. The patient had no history of all previous immunization with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect. No additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. No prior vaccinations (within 4 weeks). The patient experienced herpes pain has disappeared in Jan2021 and was reported to serious due to Medically significant. The reporter considered the event herpes pain has disappeared was related to BNT162B2. Caller was reporting a positive effect with Covid-19 vaccine. She had had genital herpes virus since age 26. She had always had pain and flares. 4-5 days after receiving the first dose the pain has disappeared. She received the second dose on Tuesday 19Jan2021. She had no pain. She felt normal. She didn't get medical attention for this. She used an immunity booster and natural remedies. Caller was working at a clinic administering the vaccine to residents to a long term care facility. After the residents were vaccinated she was offered the vaccine since she is also a nurse. She went to a drive thru clinic for the second dose. The patient reported she had type 2 diabetes mellitus from 19Jan2021 (also reported it was medical history from 19Jan2021). The patient had no relevant tests. The outcome of the event herpes pain has disappeared was not recovered, the outcome of the type 2 diabetes mellitus was unknown.; Sender's Comments: The event type 2 diabetes mellitus was most likely an underlying condition and unrelated to suspect vaccine BNT162B2. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004611 01/17/2021 02/05/2021 NC 67.0 F chest tightness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reported for herself. A 67-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3249), intramuscular on left deltoid on 17Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included ongoing asthma well controlled.  There were no concomitant medications. The patient experienced chest tightness on 17Jan2021 with outcome of recovered on 17Jan2021.  Event reported as serious with medically significant. It is reported that the patient wanted to report a side effect she had when she and her husband got their first Covid vaccine from Pfizer on 17Jan2021. She had chest tightness 15 minutes later. She asked for her husband's albuterol inhaler and was back within baseline within minutes. Stated that she used her husband's albuterol inhaler once and recovered completely. Clarified the name as Albuterol HFA 90mcg Inhaler (90mcg; one box has 200 puffs). Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported event cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1004618 01/18/2021 02/05/2021 MI 87.0 F like she was going to pass out; Weakness; pains in the stomach/stomach was acting up; can't get to feeling herself; getting dizzy/ lightheadedness / felt dizzy/ dizziness; She didn't feel good/sick; She wakes up in the night crying; feel like she was little warm; she felt like she was going to die; pain in her stomach was like she had an ulcer; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 87-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (UNSPECIFIED TRADE NAME, Solution for injection, lot number: EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Jan2021 at single dose in left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included leg problem, it's severe pain in the right leg in the back; very bad nerves. Concomitant medication included oxycodone hydrochloride, paracetamol (PERCOCET [OXYCODONE HYDROCHLORIDE;PARACETAMOL]) for pain in her right leg. The patient had severe pain in her right leg and she was going to pain clinic for that, he was giving 'Propacet' for that. Caller stated that she had the injection on Monday (18Jan2021) at fair grounds, its the Covid Vaccine. She didn't feel good the day she got it on Monday. Then Tuesday she felt good. Wednesday (20Jan2021) she was sick again, and having pains in the stomach, well she can't say stomach, but also towards the afternoon around 2'o clock, she got light headed and dizzy, she felt like she was about to pass out (21Jan2021), and she thought to herself she had to hurry and get something to eat and that feeling last 4-5 hours. She took a pain pill when she got something to eat, and thought to sit down watch a program to take her mind off of it because she felt like she was going to die (Jan2021). After the pain pill and the food it seemed to get better. She wakes up in the night crying (Jan2021), because she was scared if she didn't get better the shot would kill her. Maybe it's her nerves getting the best of her. Her son had the vaccine and had no side effects. She wanted to know if she is the only one having the side effects. While on the phone with this call handler, caller states that she was starting to get dizzy again but she just had breakfast. Her First Dose was on 18Jan2021 Mon, and on the way home she said to her son she was getting dizzy/ lightheadedness. Her son said to her its not from the shot, but she was getting dizzy. On 19Jan2021 Tuesday, she felt good that day. On 20Jan2021 Wednesday, she was Sick again, with weakness, dizziness, she can't get to feeling herself and she had Pain in the stomach. On 21Jan2021 Thursday she felt dizzy, like she was going to pass out. On 22Jan2021 Friday she was feeling dizzy again, and her stomach was acting up and she was weak again. Caller was dizzy and weak. The dizziness was a different each time, sometimes she has got it, sometimes she didn't, its intermittent, she would be doing something and then she needed to grab a hold of something when the dizziness come on. Her Weakness was about the same.  She was not feeling the stomach pain right at this minute, when she woke up during the night with it and last felt it 5 or 6AM this morning, she had chores and tasks to do this morning, but her heads going at that time also around 5 or 6 o clock, it was about the same as Wednesday, she just felt like she needed to get something to settle her stomach down, like she needed something for the energy. When attempting to get the product details, caller states that she was getting old, she provided EL3248, she needed light to read it. The card did have an Expiry date but she can't read it, it's 20 something, she just can't read. She was on nothing new. She took a pain pill when she got home but it didn't help, she was still dizzy. The pain pill was Percocet, it was dispensed in a brown pharmacy vial. Medical Conditions: She has a leg problem, it's severe pain in the right leg in the back, she wears a back brace, she needed an MRI Monday. Caller stated the date 12Feb2021, but did not confirm what this date was for. She didn't know how she would get the MRI if she didn't feel better. They were trying to pinpoint the pain in the leg. They tell her that she was in good health for 87 years of age, when they put her in back brace she felt good. On Monday when she got up there she was a little weak and they put her in a wheelchair that day, this past Monday. She had No results to share but she had a X ray a couple weeks ago (Jan2021), and that would lead up to MRI she was going to have. Caller stated that she had very bad nerves, her husband passed away 2 years ago and she hasn't overcome that, she lived by her-self, and was wondering if some of this stress, would lead to the symptoms she was having right now. She wanted to know if these are normal side effects and if it safe to have the second dose. Caller stated that she was slow and old. Consumer further stated, she didn't know if she got the right party or not. She just want to know if she was having a reaction to the COVID-19 injection (COVID-19 Vaccine) that she had on Monday, she didn't have a (distorted voice) that serious, like the whole Monday she was sick, Tuesday she felt fine, yesterday she was so stressed she can't hold her head up today she felt good but about 2 o'clock, she had pain in her stomach and she had it all the time, the pain in her stomach was like she had an ulcer and all of sudden she feel like she was little warm (Jan2021) and had to pass out and then get something to eat and sit down and take something for pain and it last about two hours and then go away and about 4 hours later she got it right back. She just wanted to know if that has anything to do with (incomplete sentence). She was not sure if she should (incomplete sentence), she was scared to have a second injection. Second due date of vaccine was 08Feb2021. The outcome of the events getting dizzy/ lightheadedness / felt dizzy/ dizziness, Weakness, pains in the stomach/stomach was acting up was not recovered, of the other events was unknown.

1004620 01/21/2021 02/05/2021 IN 55.0 F petechial rash around injection site and mouth; found to have platelet count of 2,000.; patient had ITP; extreme headaches; fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A 55-year-old non-pregnant female patient of received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), intramuscular on 21Jan2021 as first single dose for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included hypertension, diabetes, arthritis from unknown dates. Concomitant medication within two weeks included albuterol (salbutamol), dulaglutide (TRULICITY), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), glimepiride (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), hydrochlorothiazide (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), insulin glargine (BASAGLAR), lisinopril (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), lorazepam (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN), metformin (MANUFACTURER UNKNOWN).  The patient previously took ibuprofen (MOTRIN) and experienced allergies and drug intolerance.  The patient experienced serious events, that involved hospitalization and were life threatening illness (immediate risk of death from the event) as follows: The patient experienced extreme headaches on 21Jan2021 with outcome of recovering; fatigue on 21Jan2021 with outcome of recovering;  petechial rash around injection site and mouth on 25Jan2021 with outcome of recovering; patient had immune thrombocytopenia (ITP) on 21Jan2021 with outcome of recovering; found to have platelet count of 2,000 on 25Jan2021 with outcome of recovering.  The patient was hospitalized for extreme headaches, fatigue, petechial rash around injection site and mouth, patient had ITP and found to have platelet count of 2,000 for five days.  The events were also serious as they were considered life-threatening. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included platelet count 2,000  on 25Jan2021; platelet count 1,000 on 25Jan2021.  Details were as follows: following the vaccine , which had been 21Jan2021 and had extreme headaches and fatigue for the next two days. On 25Jan2021, the patient developed petechial rash around injection site and mouth. Patient was seen at OSH emergency department and found to have platelet count of 2,000. Patient transferred to the reports facility on 25Jan2021 for hematology consult,  and was found to have platelets of 1,000. Extensive hematology workup was completed and it was determined patient had ITP.  Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of extreme headaches, fatigue, petechial rash around injection site and mouth (petechiae), patient had ITP and found to have platelet count of 2,000. Therapeutic measures included platelet transfusion, dexamethasone 40mg daily, 3 doses of IVIG. The patient was recovering from the events as aforementioned.  The patient has not been COVID tested post vaccination.   The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect products cannot be excluded for the reported event due to temporal association. However patient underlying medical conditions cannot be ruled out as contributing to the reported eventsY Y 5

1004622 01/13/2021 02/05/2021 NY F fell down the stairs; unable to speak; unable to  move her left side; Patient received COVID 19 and was not feeling well afterwards.; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse.  A 37-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot Number: UNKNOWN), intramuscular on 13Jan2021 as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19.  It was unknown whether the patient received any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine.   On 13Jan2021, after the vaccine, the patient was not felling well and the patient called out of work on 14Jan2021.  On 16Jan2021 at 03:00, the patient fell down the stairs and was unable to speak or move her left side. She was taken by ambulance to the emergency room and admitted to neuro intensive care unit. She was treated with unspecified medications. She was in the hospital for 12 days from 16Jan2021 to 28Jan2021. From 28Jan2021, she was in rehabilitation. The clinical outcomes of the feeling unwell, fall, unable to speak, and unable to mover her left side was not recovered. The events were reported as serious for hospitalization and being life-threatening.     No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: On 13Jan2021, after the vaccine, the patient was not felling well.  On 16Jan2021 at 03:00, the patient fell down the stairs and was unable to speak or move her left side.  A possible contribution role of the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) to the onset of events feeling unwell, fall, unable to speak, and unable to mover left side cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y Y 12

1004623 01/28/2021 02/05/2021 PA 67.0 F found collapsed and very confused; found collapsed and very confused; unresponsive; difficulty breathing; blank stare; This is spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 67-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration, on an 28Jan2021 (at the age of 67-years-old) at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient was found collapsed and very confused, unresponsive, and experienced difficulty breathing on 29Jan2021. The events caused hospitalization and were reported as life-threatening. The patient also experienced blank stare on 29Jan2021. The clinical course was reported as follows: The patient had a blank stare after receiving the first dose of the vaccine. The patient was later found collapsed and very confused. She was taken to the hospital, became unresponsive, and had difficulty breathing. The patient required intubation and sedation and remained in hospital. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of found collapsed and very confused, unresponsive, and difficulty breathing as aforementioned. The clinical outcome of found collapsed and very confused, unresponsive, difficulty breathing, and blank stare was unknown.Y Y

1004624 01/19/2021 02/05/2021 MO 71.0 F her heart went into atrial fibrillation (AFib) and heart rate was up to 155; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 71-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included blood cholesterol abnormal, atrial fibrillation and ongoing high blood pressure.Concomitant medication included losartan for high blood pressure, atorvastatin for cholesterol, gabapentin, hydrochlorothiazide (HYDROCHLORZIDE). The patient experienced her heart went into atrial fibrillation (AFib) and heart rate was up to 155 on 20Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. The patient went to the hospital last night on 20Jan2021 and corona virus test that was negative last night.The patient stated she was still in the hospital, until 21Jan2021. (Dates of hospitalization was not available over the call, hence hospitalization was checked as seriousness criteria). The patient received a medicine that they put in the drip, IV, to lower her heart rate.   Information about lot/batch number has been requested.Y

1004632 01/06/2021 02/05/2021 NC 75.0 M He got the first dose on 06Jan then 12Jan he tested positive; He got the first dose on 06Jan then 12Jan he tested positive; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program, via a contactable consumer (patient). A 75-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCIN, lot number: EK9231), on 06Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. Concomitant medication included nintedanib esilate (OFEV). patient got the first dose on 06Jan then 12Jan he tested positive and then he already scheduled for booster shot on 27Jan and he is asking if he can take that also because according to his doctor, other doctor said do not take it, the other doctor says take it. No investigation assessment. outcome of the events was unknown.

1004636 01/15/2021 02/05/2021 TX 70.0 F she did not have any symptoms until Tuesday (19Jan2021)/swab her nose/it came out positive; she did not have any symptoms until Tuesday (19Jan2021)/swab her nose/it came out positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 70-year-old female patient received the first does of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included high blood pressure, acid reflux, allergy. Concomitant medication included lisinopril for high blood pressure, oxymetazoline hydrochloride (CLARITIN ALLERGIC) for allergy, cetirizine hydrochloride (ZYRTEC ALLERGY) for allergy, omeprazole magnesium (PRILOSEC) (reported as it's like Prilosec) for acid reflux. Patient received the first vaccination on the 15Jan2021 and she did not have any symptoms until Tuesday (19Jan2021), she started feeling kind of bad, she was very prone to allergies, she just thought it was back, this was her season to get sick if she had to get allergies, this was when it happened like January early February, so she went to Urgent care and she wanted a cortisone shot and she didn't think she should get a cortisone shot because it would effect the effectiveness of vaccine, so they said no and they would like to swab her nose to rule out that she didn't have COVID, and he did and it came out positive, so she wanted to get our opinion that if we thought it was a true positive or false positive. She thought she couldn't get COVID after she got the part of vaccine, and the second question she had was her second dose would be on 05Feb2021 by that she would be out of quarantine so should she plan and take the second one. Patient guess the lot number was EL0142. Th outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

1004700 12/20/2020 02/05/2021 VA 66.0 66 M DVT and probable pulmonary embolus based on hypoxia Patient is physician who cares for patients in NH and ALF where there is documented COVID First dose COVID vaccine 12/20/20, second dose 1/10/20 Some shortness of breath developed about 1/10, not severe 1/30 Leg pain, fever to 101.6  abrupt onset  extreme fatigue,  ER eval 1.31 negative eval including neg rapid and PCR COVID tests Persistent sx led to repeat ER eval including LE dopper confirming occlusive femoral vein thromboxis; no hypoxia at rest but desat to 85% on exertion  (climbing one flight of steps) Started anticoagulants 2/4/21 on home treatment; not working since 1/30/21Y

1004742 01/11/2021 02/05/2021 FL 55.0 55 F Severe shoulder pain. Limited range of motion
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1004747 01/14/2021 02/05/2021 MA 51.0 51 F shortness of breath x3days prompting ER visit on 1/4 Y 6

1004777 01/18/2021 02/05/2021 TN 53.0 53 M Headache the next morning after receiving vaccine that hasn?t gone away, fluid in left lung, blood clots in right lung and leg. Y

1004795 02/04/2021 02/05/2021 NY 50.0 50 F Patient had sudden warmth, tingling in upper extremities, numbness and tachycardia along with hypertension Y

1004801 12/26/2020 02/05/2021 TN 58.0 58 M Patient had a heart attack two days after receiving first Covid Vaccine.  Doctor reports that artery was 99% blocked. Y 2

1004820 02/01/2021 02/05/2021 GA 67.0 67 F Tachycardia 180 to 200 rate approximately 36 hours post second dose of vaccine. Extremely sore arm at injection site.  Pain to jaw.  Lump in throat, difficult to get a deep breath.  Went to ER, monitored, IV fluids given, increase BP, 170/ 72. Y 1

1004831 01/28/2021 02/05/2021 FL 65.0 65 M Sudden onset worsening of Dupuytren's Contracture right hand

1004945 02/02/2021 02/05/2021 91.0 90 M Narrative: Per ER MD: "2nd dose of covid vaccine today then went home. His family found him unresponsive and started CPR and he woke up." Y

1004950 01/20/2021 02/05/2021 72.0 71 M Narrative: Vaccine received 1/20/21. Pt reports feeling tired starting the following day (expected), however, blood sugars went up over 400. Went to ER for evaluation and treatment. Found to have elevated CR and markedly elevated liver enzymes (AST/ALT over 1000) which slowly improved after hospitalization, IVF, and insulin. 1/28/21 labs showed CR back to normal. ALT down to 555 AST 304. Blood sugars 200s.Y

1004952 01/15/2021 02/05/2021 KY 90.0 90 M Patient reported following his immunization he became short of breath, tired, weak, joint pain, headache, recommended go to emergency room, resulting Hospitalization 1/20-22/2021 dx Acute Hypoxic Respiratory Failure secondary to Acute on Chronic Diastolic Heart Failure exacerbation, currently patient remains on home oxygenY 2

1004992 02/04/2021 02/05/2021 NY 73.0 73 M C/O 'off balance' as walking out of waiting area he felt off balance and was leaning to the right side, face was flushed and gait unsteady  Vital signs were monitored every 10 minutes for half hour, given benadryl by mouth @ 6:15 PM Left to go home with wife who was able to drive him home. Instructed to F/U with PCP  to have second dose on 3/4/21

1005014 02/03/2021 02/05/2021 MD 60.0 60 F swelling pain in right arm at injection site, headache, severe fatigue, swelling in lips (Bottom inparticular) 02/05/2021

1005023 01/29/2021 02/05/2021 FL 69.0 69 F Tongue Thickness /throat Tightness Taking to ER.

1005025 02/03/2021 02/05/2021 OH 60.0 60 M fever of over 105. Low pulse ox Sent to ER. Admitted with dx pneumonia Y

1005031 02/01/2021 02/05/2021 LA 68.0 68 F Patient reported that she received her 2nd COVID vaccine. She reports no symptoms after her first vaccine injection. Both injections were in her left deltoid. On the evening of 2/2/2021, she started having some aching in the left arm. She noticed that her left axillary lymph node is swollen and painful. She states the swelling is very significant and it hurts, not just tender to touch. Doesn't look red or feel warm. No fever. She took ibuprofen 400 mg. Patient advised to follow-up with her PCP.

1005038 01/28/2021 02/05/2021 OH 31.0 31 M 99.8 Fever, sweats, chills, severe arm soreness, fatigue. Symtoms lasting two days

1005049 01/14/2021 02/05/2021 MO 45.0 45 F Patient states that her physician advised against second dose. She states she had a severe headache for days following  vaccine, she collapsed at work and was hospitalized for a few days. She also reports ongoing dizziness. All information was left in a private message sent to the health departments social media page. Further requests for information have been unsuccessful thus far.Y

1005180 01/25/2021 02/05/2021 NY 33.0 33 F Diagnosed with myocarditis 4 days after injection. Hospitalized for 1 day. Y Y 1

1005239 01/01/2017 02/05/2021 31.0 26 M GUILLAIN BARRE Y

1005269 02/01/2021 02/05/2021 OH 73.0 73 M experienced elevated heart rate and blood pressure approximately 24 hours post vaccination, which prompted visit to ER. a rapid covid test was administered in the ER which had a positive result. was admitted to the hospital for fever and possible PNA Y 2

1005278 02/01/2021 02/05/2021 FL 77.0 77 M Symptoms started on 2/4 SOB, nausea, diaphoretic. Pt admitted on 2/5 with STEMI with stent placement and thrombectomy Y

1005284 01/23/2021 02/05/2021 AZ 63.0 63 M Per patient report, he states he received the first dose of the COVID19 vaccine on 1/23/21. He began noticing sporadic arm twitching , jerking, and paralysis on 1/31/21. He went to urgent care who told him the vaccine may have hit a nerve and to come to ED if not improving. He states the symptoms worsened so he came to the ED for a full workup.Y 2

1005290 12/22/2020 02/05/2021 ND 40.0 40 F On Jan 1st-3rd felt so tired I couldn?t get out of bed. Slept almost 24 hours a day. Morning of Jan 3rd I had a seizure. I have no memory following the next 36 hours. Spent 3 days in the hospital. Cause as yet I know. EEG during hospital stay and again on Jan 29th showed no unusual activity. Mri and CAT showed nothing abnormal.Y 3

1005304 02/03/2021 02/05/2021 PA 35.0 35 F Began shaking  and face tingling 6 minutes after shot, started to feel slightly better.  10 minutes after shot, neck became red, red welts appeared on bilateral upper arms.  took 25mg of po benadryl at my desk.  25 minutes after shot felt hot, dizzy, arms and legs tingling, breathless,  limbs  went numb, rushed to ER via wheelchair.  Treated in er for anaphylaxis.  Arms and legs felt covered in  "icy hot," tachycardia for several hours, numerous times felt impending doom. hospitalized overnight on cardiac monitor.   ER gave steroids, benadryl, pepcid, 2L ivf.   ativan given later in evening for nervousness.Y 1

1005326 02/05/2021 73.0 M ANAPHYLAXIS Y Y

1005346 01/09/2021 02/05/2021 NY F Anaphylactic reaction; A spontaneous report (United States) was received from a consumer who is a female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced an anaphylactic reaction.  The patient's medical history included allergy to azithromycin (hives). Concomitant medications were not reported.  On 09 JAN 2021, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: unknown) for the prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 09 JAN 2021, while sitting in the waiting area, 8 to 10 minutes after the injection, the patient experienced warm feeling, tongue getting bigger and collapsed. She was given intravenous medications and health care professionals were monitoring her vitals. The patient was transported to emergency via ambulance and was given two doses of EpiPen in the ambulance and by the time she arrived hospital she was doing better and was discharged after 4 hours.  Treatment provided included EpiPen and intravenous medications.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.  The outcome of event anaphylactic reaction was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient of unknown age with relevant medical history of allergy to azithromycin who  received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch number: unknown) for the prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection and experienced a serious medically significant unlisted event of an anaphylactic reaction within 8-10 minutes after the injection. The reaction was described as warm feeling, tongue getting bigger and collapsed. Patient was transported to ER and given two doses of EpiPen while in the ambulance.  By the time she arrived at the hospital, she was doing better and was discharged after 4 hours. Treatment also included IV medications. Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event within 8-10 minutes after the vaccine administration, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event of anaphylaxis reaction is possibly related.

1005347 01/21/2021 02/05/2021 FL 73 M Fainted; Unconscious; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer who was also a 73-year-old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced fainting and unconscious.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medications were levofloxacin, metformin, amlodipine and lisinopril.    On 21 Jan 2021, prior to obtaining his vaccination, the patient took levofloxacin, metformin, amlodipine, and lisinopril.  On 21 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 012L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 21 Jan 2021, within minutes of receiving the vaccine, the patient fainted with his eyes open and was unconscious. His health care provider told him he was dehydrated and that might be why he fainted.   Action taken with the second dose of mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome for the events, fainting and unconscious, was considered resolved on 21 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 73-years-old male patient, who experienced medically significant unexpected events of Syncope and Loss of consciousness. The events occurred within minutes after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # 012L20A. Concomitant medication included levofloxacin, metformin, amlodipine and lisinopril. Treatment details were not provided. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events a causal relationship cannot be excluded. Of note, dehydration was reported as potential contributing factor.

1005350 12/28/2020 02/05/2021 MD 49 F Passed out, loss of unconsciousness; Aching; Felt unwell, very sick; Shaky; Feverish; Fatigue; Nauseated; A spontaneous report was received from a 49-year-old, female consumer who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced loss of consciousness, aching, fatigue, felt unwell, very sick, shaky, feverish, and nauseated.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant medication was Loratadine.   On 28 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 25 Jan 2021 prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their second of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot Number: 013L20A) intramuscularly in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 25 Jan 2021, after receiving the vaccine the patient experienced loss of consciousness, aching, fatigue, felt unwell, very sick, shaky, feverish, nauseated.   On 29 Jan 2021, the patient was experiencing fatigue. Treatment for the event was not provided.  Action taken with the mRNA-1273 was withdrawn.   The outcome for the events, loss of consciousness, aching, shaky, feverish and nauseated was Unknown and the outcome for the events, fatigue, felt unwell, very sick was considered Not resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 49 year old female patient experienced a serious unexpected event of loss of consciousness and NS unexpected events of aching, fatigue, felt unwell, very sick, shaky, feverish and nauseated. The events occurred after first dose of the study medication administration on the same day.   Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

1005353 12/31/2020 02/05/2021 63.0 62 F Myalgia

1005372 12/31/2020 02/05/2021 54.0 53 M Headache, Myalgia, Fatigue

1005410 12/31/2020 02/05/2021 52.0 51 F Reports just feeling "under the weather"

1005468 12/30/2020 02/05/2021 AZ 49.0 49 M Hospitalized with resp distress Jan1 , 2021 COVID-19 positive Severe illness, mechanical ventilation Remains hospitalized Feb 5, 2021 Y 36

1005476 01/12/2021 02/05/2021 MS 60.0 60 F 1/12 vaccine 1/13 woke up at 5-6am, shaking, chills, fever, dizziness and vertigo.  ER later that day; blood work. Declined IV fluid. Monitored vitals.  Body aches continued that weekend, went back to work the 14-15th but 'pushed it' to go back.  1/17 ER - blood panel; negative. Admitted to Inpatient to monitor heart and MRI of brain.  still experiencing dizziness, 'disorientated'Y 1

1005535 01/26/2021 02/05/2021 CA 83.0 83 F Sore arm directly after and all day.  In evening, heart suddenly started pounding and beating at 85 when typical resting pulse is 60.  Can and does happen from time to time for a couple heart beats.  Has all my life.  This time did not stop for 20 or more minutes.  I took an extra propranolol and it went back to normal in a few minutes.  Not positive it was result of injection but thought I should mention.

1005585 02/03/2021 02/05/2021 MI 81.0 81 M The morning on 2-4-2021 he was walking across the yard and started to feel light headed and dizzy.  He fell injuring his right knee.  He is unable to bear any weight with significant swelling that is visibly enlarging.  He has decreased passive and active ROM and pain with any attempt at movement.Y

1005609 01/25/2021 02/05/2021 OH 51.0 51 F Body ache, fever, chills, headache, body sore. Couldn't move fast

1005616 01/06/2021 02/05/2021 GA 41.0 41 M Stroke two days after vaccination, CVA hemorrhage, aneurysm (hospitalized ICU 08 January 2021, currently requires daily physical therapy and has walker to ambulate). Y

1005639 01/29/2021 02/05/2021 CA 71.0 71 F hospitalization, intermittent drooling, difficulty finding words (like a broca's aphasia), slurring of words, and absent seizure Y 5

1005663 01/26/2021 02/05/2021 WI 86.0 86 F Per report from family member illness started with fever, chills and increasingly progressed to needing emergency care Y

1005704 01/25/2021 02/05/2021 NC 82.0 82 F Pt's son called and reported that pt had COVID vaccine on 1-25-21 and was taken to the hospital via EMS due to confusion and memory loss. Pt's son states that pt was diagnosed with "TIA" and stayed in the hospital x 3 days. Pt states that the physicians at facility was not sure if TIA was related to vaccine but encouraged him to report adverse event. Pt's son states that pt has short term memory loss and has since moved in with him after this event happened.Y 3

1005737 01/18/2021 02/05/2021 VA 28.0 28 F After Dose 1 - mild headache, fatigue, arm soreness for 2 days After Dose 2 - mild headache, fatigue, arm soreness for 2 days.  Appendicitis resulting in appendectomy 4 days later Y 1

1005988 01/14/2021 02/05/2021 WA 40.0 F Shingles: Approximately 3 hours after receiving vaccine, experienced redness and tenderness under eyebrow of right eye.; Tenderness under eyebrow of right eye/pain behind right eye that did not go away for more than 5 days; Shingles: Approximately 3 hours after receiving vaccine, experienced redness and tenderness under eyebrow of right eye.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable healthcare professional (HCP). A 40-year-old female patient received first single dose of BNT162B2 (Pfizer- BioNTech, Solution for injection, batch/lot number and exp date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration (vaccine location: right arm) on 14Jan2021 16:00 for COVID-19 immunization. Vaccination facility: Hospital. The patient had no relevant history. The patient was not pregnant at time of vaccination and at the time of reporting. The patient had no known allergies. The patient did not have Covid prior vaccination. Concomitant medication (other medications in two weeks) included multivitamin (unspecified). There was no other vaccine in four weeks. On 14Jan2021 19:00, the patient experienced shingles: approximately 3 hours after receiving vaccine, experienced redness and tenderness under eyebrow of right eye. Experienced pain behind right eye that did not go away for more than 5 days. Sought medical attention and ophthalmologist diagnosed shingles on 20Jan2021. The adverse events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, and Emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatment for the adverse events included antiviral medication and steroid drops. Patient was not Covid tested post vaccination. The patient had not recovered from the events at the time of reporting.  Information about lot number and expiry date for the suspect product will be requested in follow-up attempts.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events herpes zoster, eyelid pain and erythema of eyelid cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited; information on previous occurrences of shingles, if any, would aid in case assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1005990 01/19/2021 02/05/2021 NC 80.0 M irregular hearbeat; Belching; Gas; Stomach cramps; felt antsy; his blood pressure went up the day he hook the vaccine to 200/93; He was anxious feeling; sharp pains in his right eye; Ears Felt Funny; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 80-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EK9231; expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Jan2021 11:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included high cholesterol and blood pressure abnormal from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  Concomitant medication included propranolol hcl for blood pressure and an unspecified cholesterol pill. The patient previously received influenza (Flu shot) on an unspecified date (years) ago for immunization and experienced light headed. The patient reported that his blood pressure went up the day he hook the vaccine to 200/93 and he was real concerned about that. He took a blood pressure pill and was having some sharp pains in his right eye (he had 3-4 at different times). He was anxious feeling and could hear it blowing in his ears (which happens when his blood pressure is high). He stated he has never had his blood pressure that high and has never had any heart problems. The patient asked, whether he was in the danger zone, the danger zone of having a stroke and if they should take their second dose. The patient wondered if they could just take the first dose only. It was further reported that he took the vaccine yesterday or the day before (19Jan2021) at 11'o clock. He didn't have any problems, he just got home. Then 11'o clock at night he had fallen asleep during the day and woke up at that time, 11'o clock and he felt Antsy, his blood pressure was up, his ears puffed real high, he's on Blood Pressure medication. He Clarified further that his First Dose was on 19Jan2021 at 11 o clock during the day. Then 12 hours later that same day, he woke up, and that's when he felt antsy and the blood pressure being up. Normally he takes his Blood Pressure 2-3 times a week but that day it was like 190/80 something. When he saw it, he sat down, and thought if he relaxed it would go down. He went back over in 45 minutes or an hour later and it was 200/93, he thought he had sharp pain in the right eye during that time as well. He Never had that before, he had pain in eye before, but not like this. He then told himself maybe he should take a blood pressure pill, because he was concerned he didn't want to stroke out. He took a Blood pressure pill and then relaxed for an hour later he checked it was 189/82. He waited some more, and it kept coming down. He stayed in the recliner all night. Then on 20Jan2021 he checked and it slipped to 140/55 at about 5 o clock. The Blood pressure kept coming down 10 to 15 points every hour. The last one he took later that day was 118/65. He explains that his Blood pressure normally runs 120/65 to 140/70 normally. His blood pressure medication is only 10mg, its a low dose, he is a Healthy Person, he walks every day, his weight is good. The blood pressures provided were from 11AM to 11PM at night of 19Jan2021. It was the same day when he felt the ears feeling funny, and the sharp pain in the right eye, he has never had that before. He also forgot to mention that the next day he had a lot of stomach irregularities , he had cramping, it was uncomfortable, this was on 20Jan2021, he was also belching, and had gas. It went away that evening lasting 4-5 hours, it started in the morning 10 o clock went till 3 or 4PM. The BP value of 140/65 was from today, before lunch. The right eye sharp pain went away during the night, after he took his blood pressure pill, he didnt notice it anymore after. He doesn't know if the vaccine caused this. He couldn't tell any difference even with the pain. The ears feeling funny, he took his blood pressure a couple times a day. The monitor is showing an irregular heart beat, he didn't notice that before. He has had no positive COVID test or Antibody Test prior to the vaccine. The patient recovered from sharp pains in his right eye, ears felt funny on 19Jan2021, stomach cramps, belching, gas on 20Jan2021 while the outcome of the rest of the events was unknown.

1005992 01/20/2021 02/05/2021 VA 67.0 M Increased heart rate to the point where he could hear it; Oxygen level dropped to mid-eighties; Blood pressure 161/91; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient himself). A 67-year-old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL8982, expiry date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 20Jan2021 14:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included atrial fibrillation (A-fib), cryotherapy (cryoablation), blood pressure abnormal, and anticoagulant therapy (blood thinner). The patient was vaccinated at a clinic. Concomitant medications included metoprolol succinate, quinapril for blood pressure, dabigatran etexilate mesilate (PRADAXA), hydrochlorothiazide, zinc, colecalciferol (VITAMIN D [COLECALCIFEROL]), and krill oil. The patient previously took flu shot (INFLUENZA) in Nov2020 two months ago, and shingles shot (SHINGRIX) years ago and experienced sore arm. The patient reported having no problem until 18:30 when he felt an "increased heart rate to the point where he could hear it". He pursued saying he read his "oxygen level at 95" and "pulse at 121" with a pulse oximeter, and took his blood pressure, which was at 161/91 wilt a pulse between 128-130. He mentioned therefore going to bed and laid down, and his "oxygen level was at 85" and "pulse at 136" still using his pulse oximeter. He specified that his wife verified the pulse oximeter and after a delayed that felt like 5 minutes, she took his "oxygen level and pulse" which were at 95 and 72 respectively. He stated that "all lasted 30 minutes". As per source, "Received first COVID-19 Vaccine. Sat for 15 minutes and didn't have any problems. Last night around 6:30PM noticed a heart rate increase rapidly to the point where he could almost hear or feel it. Pulse oximeter showed pulse was 121 and an oxygen level of 94. Talked to his wife and sat down. Took blood pressure and it was 161/91. Put on pulse oximeter. Oxygen level was dropping to mid-eighties and pulse was between 135- 136. Laid down for 10-15minutes. Tried again and his oxygen level was back to 95 and pulse was 72. Whole episode lasted about 30 minutes. Was reading paperwork and talked about rapid heart rate. Had Afib, takes medication for it and had a cryoablation about eight years ago. Feels fine today. Has not had any more episodes like that and wanted to report it. Wants to know if he should contact his doctor. Wondering will he expect this again with the second dose. Could it happen again and is there anything he can do as a safety guard? Stated he could almost hear his heart beating and was checking his pulse on his neck. His heart rate returned to 71, which is low for him. Usually his heart rate is high seventies or low eighties." Clinical outcome of the events was recovered on 20Jan2021.

1005993 01/08/2021 02/05/2021 FL 73.0 F platelets dropped from 244,000 to 94,000/idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP) for 5 years; platelets dropped from 244,000 to 94,000/idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP) for 5 years; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's spouse). A 73-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number: EL1284 and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included high blood pressure and idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP) for 5 years at a very severe level 4 years ago to the point she was hospitalized for 10 days and her platelets were almost count zero. Concomitant medication included amlodipine. It was reported that despite patient's condition, she has received multiple vaccines, mostly flu in the last 4 years, and had no problems. 11 days after the 1st dose, patient's platelets dropped from 244,000 to 94,000 on 18Jan2021. Patient consulted the hematologist and was prescribed with 20 mg of Prednisone. Then, after 14 days, his wife's platelets rose back up to 248,000 on 20Jan2021. Patient was scheduled to receive the 2nd dose of the vaccine a week from the time of report. Reporter to know if patient should still get the 2nd dose, and if there have been studies for people with ITP and the use of the vaccine. Patient had a rapid Covid test on Monday (18Jan2021) that came back negative and antibodies test on Monday afternoon. Outcome of the event was recovered.

1005995 01/08/2021 02/05/2021 MH M Guillain Barre syndrome; he had severe right foot drop and was taken to the ER; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer and nurse. A 70-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date were not provided) solution for injection, via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 18Jan2021, he had severe right foot drop and was taken to the ER, was seen by an internist and evaluated with an MRI and Xray of the spine and was scheduled for EMG and MRI of the brain at a later date. A stroke was ruled out and now wants to know if he has Guillain Barre syndrome (18Jan2021). Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.

1005996 12/30/2020 02/05/2021 MO 33.0 F increase in cold and heat sensitivity (possible neuropathy) in her fingers and toes; increase in cold and heat sensitivity (possible neuropathy) in her fingers and toes; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient sister). A 33-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EJ1686), via an unspecified route of administration, on 30Dec2020 13:00 at single dose in right arm for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history reported as none. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. It was reported that the patient had reported an increase in cold and heat sensitivity (possible neuropathy) in her fingers and toes since the first vaccine. Lastly, she had reported that other coworkers have reported the same increase in temperature sensitivity in their extremities. No treatment was received.  The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1005998 01/01/2021 02/05/2021 F she has two lung disorders, bronchiectasis and mycobacterium; she has two lung disorders, bronchiectasis and mycobacterium; a tender arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported for self that the female patient of unknown age received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration in Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. Consumer stated she has two lung disorders, bronchiectasis and mycobacterium. She then elaborated the circumstances leading to a prescription of erythromycin and a steroid, on Monday. She said she received the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine yesterday, while being on these medications. She mentioned feeling great this morning (Jan2021), "only a tender arm, but nothing".  She explained reading about a potential effect of steroid on the vaccine's effectiveness. She specified discussing with her HCP about it, who will follow-up with her. She asked if steroid reduces the effectiveness of the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on Lot/batch number has been requested.

1005999 02/05/2021 AZ F She could not breath; Headache; Pain in the arm; Fever; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot/batch number and expiry date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Caller mentioned that yesterday on an unspecified date she got the first dose of the vaccine and in the night, she had side effects to it: headache, pain in the arm, fever and she could not breath. Caller wanted to know how long the side effects of the vaccine will last. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Lot/batch no has been requested.

1006000 01/18/2021 02/05/2021 LA 74.0 M Tachycardia/ possible supra ventricular tachycardia/heart rate 209; Temp 99.9 (orally); Mild local discomfort at injection site; General fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reported for himself. A 74-years-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 18Jan2021 13:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. There was no medical history. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. There were no concomitant medications. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Morning following the injection noted mild local discomfort at injection site on 19Jan2021, no other signs or symptoms. General fatigue later that day. Awakened 11:30 pm (19Jan2021) with temp 99.9 (orally). Noted tachycardia. Did limited ECG with Kardia: heart rate 209, possible supra ventricular tachycardia. Otherwise asymptomatic. Slept until 5am on 20Jan2021. Awoke asymptomatic. Afebrile, sinus rhythm, pulse 102. At 5pm 20Jan2021, afebrile, sinus rhythm, pulse 92, asymptomatic. On 21 and 22 January, asymptomatic. Sinus rhythm, pulse <100.  Limited ECG 9 am on 22Jan2021 showed RSR, rate 87. Note that the patient has had NO previous history of cardiac problems, take no medications or supplements, all ECG's previously normal. No treatment received for the adverse event. Events outcome was recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a possible contributory role of the suspect drug to the reported event "Tachycardia/ possible supra ventricular tachycardia/heart rate 209" cannot be completely excluded based on temporal association. This case will be re-assessed when additional information becomes available.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identifies as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notifies to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1006002 01/13/2021 02/05/2021 MD 80.0 M Blood in stool; 36 hours after receiving his first dose of the COVID-19 Vaccine (at 4:00PM), he had massive diarrhea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 80-year old male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Lot Number and Expiration Date unknown) via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 07:00AM (vaccine location: Arm, Left Upper) at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history included ongoing parkinson's disease (probably had Parkinson's disease for 8 years, but was formally diagnosed 6 years ago) and peripheral neuropathy. The concomitant medications was reported as sinemet for parkinson's disease and gabapentin for peripheral neuropathy, about 6 years. Patient said 36 hours after having his first COVID-19 Vaccine dose, he had massive diarrhea on 14Jan2021 at 04:00PM. He said the diarrhea only happened one time. He said he went on a BRAT diet for a few days and then back to a regular diet. He clarified the diarrhea was brown. He said he had 1 incident of blood in his stool after that on 15Jan2021. He said he couldn't get an appointment with his doctor, so he went to emergency room. He said he was at the emergency room from 8:00AM-4:00 PM. He said the emergency room doctor told him he probably didn't have any recurrence of blood in his stool, because the blood was caused by his episode of diarrhea the day before. He said the emergency room doctor postulated that his diarrhea was caused by the COVID-19 Vaccine because there was a 36-hour delay between receiving the COVID-19 Vaccine and having diarrhea. The outcome of diarrhea was recovered on 14Jan2021. The outcome of blood in stool was recovered on 15Jan2021.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

1006003 01/21/2021 02/05/2021 KS 39.0 F severe fatigue; chills/rigors; fever; myalgia; global weakness; sweating; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reported for herself. A 39-year-old female patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Jan2021 06:45 at single dose (vaccine location=right arm) for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history was not reported. No known allergies. Concomitant medication included escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO).  The patient previously received first dose of BNT162B2 on unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient experienced severe fatigue, chills, fever, rigors, myalgia, global weakness, sweating and nausea on 21Jan2021 07:00 PM. It was unknown if treatment received for events. Patient did not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of events was not recovered.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a possible contributory role of the suspect drug to the reported events  cannot be completely excluded based on temporal association. This case will be re-assessed when additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identifies as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notifies to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1006005 01/16/2021 02/05/2021 FL M seizure; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient's wife). A 70-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot: EH9899, expiry: 31Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Jan2021 09:00 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included diabetes, cholesterol (abnormal), kidney (disorder), heart (disorder) and thyroid (disorder).  Concomitant medications included insulin aspart (NOVOLOG) for diabetes, insulin glargine (LANTUS) for diabetes, atorvastatin for cholesterol, tamsulosin, valsartan (DIOVAN) for the kidneys, levothyroxine for thyroid, diltiazem for heart, metformin hcl, macrogol 3350 (MIRALAX) from 01Feb2013, aspirin [acetylsalicylic acid], vitamin D3 and cyanocobalamin (VITAMIN B12 [CYANOCOBALAMIN]). It was reported that the patient had seizures between his first and second dose of the COVID vaccine on an unspecified date. He has never had a seizure in his life, and he had the Covid shot last Saturday a week ago, not yesterday but the week before (16Jan2021). The patient's wife was asking if they are suggesting that a seizure could have been an allergic reaction and if there has been any other call with someone having a seizure after having the COVID 19 vaccine. The patient was admitted in a hospital from 22Jan2021 to 23Jan2021. Friday of this week (Jan2021), they did a CT scan, blood work, and an MRI. The doctor gave him a pill, anti-seizure pill to start taking. It is Keppra low dose, one in the morning and one in the evening. The patient's wife was not stating that the seizure is caused by Pfizer, but her husband has no history or family history of seizures and is wondering if her husband should take his second shot on 06Feb2021. The outcome of the event was unknown.Y 1

1006006 01/22/2021 02/05/2021 WI 57.0 M Good; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 57-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Jan2021, at 10:00 as first single dose for covid-19 immunization.  Medical history included penicillin allergy.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced Good on 22Jan2021, at 10:00. The event was reported as non-serious.  No treatment was received for the event. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination, nor has he been tested for COVID-19 following vaccination.  The outcome of Good was recovered in Jan2021.  The batch/lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow-up.

1006008 01/08/2021 02/05/2021 CA 41.0 F resurgence of Covid-19 symptoms experienced the month prior; I still feel sick; congestion; sore throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 41-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot #: EK9231) on 08Jan2021 17:00 at single dose in left arm for Covid 19.  The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was Hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Medical history included sleep, had Covid back in Dec, early Dec. Concomitant medication within 2 weeks of vaccination included zolpidem tartrate (AMBIEN) to sleep. The patient experienced resurgence of Covid-19 symptoms experienced the month prior on 11Jan2021 12:00 AM. She had her first dose on 08Jan2021 and all of her Covid symptoms return except this time little bit worse than the first. It says 13 days since her dose and she still feel sick on 11Jan2021 12:00 AM, congestion on 9Jan2021, sore throat on 9Jan2021. No treatment received for all the events. All the events result in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient have Covid test (Nasal Swab covid test) on 15Jan2021 but have not received the result yet. The outcome was not recovered. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19. The patient stated, "Advil, probably 400 mg maybe like two times a day at most but it wasn't every day. I did not take it every day, I take it for couple of days."; Sender's Comments: The 41-year-old female patient had Covid in early Dec2020. On 08Jan2021, she received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), and experienced resurgence of Covid-19 symptoms on 11Jan2021.  The patient have Covid test (Nasal Swab covid test) on 15Jan2021 but have not received the result yet.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the resurgence of Covid-19 symptoms most likely represents a pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  Further information is needed for full medical assessment.  The case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1006009 01/23/2021 02/05/2021 TX 67.0 M woke up with a subconjunctival hemorrhage in right eye; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for himself   A  67-year-old male patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL9262) on 23Jan2021 at 01:00 a.m.  at single dose via an unspecified route of administration on left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Relevant medical history included diabetes. Concomitant medications included empagliflozin (JARDIANCE), lisinopril, rosuvastatin, tamsulosin hydrochloride (TAMULOSIN). On 24Jan2021 the patient woke up with a subconjunctival hemorrhage in right eye. No Treatment was given for the event.

1006011 01/16/2021 02/05/2021 TX 27.0 F Miscarriage; The mother reported she became pregnant while taking bnt162b2; The mother reported she became pregnant while taking bnt162b2; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for herself. A 27-year-old female patient (Pregnant) received first dose of bnt162b2 (lot number: EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 16Jan2021 16:30 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma, covid-19 from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. The patient's concomitant drug included prenatal vitamins. The patient experienced miscarriage on 21Jan2021 with outcome of recovering. The event was reported as non-serious. The adverse event result in emergency room/department or urgent care. No treatment received for the adverse event. The mother reported she became pregnant while taking bnt162b2. The mother was 8 weeks pregnant at the onset of the event.  The mother was due to deliver on 19Aug2021. Last menstrual date: 22Nov2020. Facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered: Hospital. The patient was not received any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. Prior to vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient hadn't been tested for COVID-19. Not known allergies to medications, food, or other products.

1006012 01/18/2021 02/05/2021 FL 33.0 M swelling of spleen and liver; swelling of spleen and liver; Fever followed by unremitting abdominal pain; Fever followed by unremitting abdominal pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. A 33-year-old male Other HCP reported that he receive second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number EL8982), intramuscular at single dose into the left arm on 18Jan2021 at 10:45 am for COVID-19 immunization. The patient had received the first dose of vaccine (Lot number ElC9231) on 28Dec2020 at 11:30 am intramuscular into the left arm. Medical history was none. Concomitant drugs were none. On 20Jan2021 the patient experienced fever followed by unremitting abdominal pain that led to hospital admission for pain management and diagnostic imaging that revealed swelling of spleen and liver. Proton pump inhibitor via IV. Opioid IV in ER. the patient was hospitalized for 3 days. Unremarkable patient history prior to this even for GI and cardio. Non smoker non alcohol user. First ever hospitalization as an adult. On 21Jan2021 the patient had a negative Nasal Swab test for covid. The outcome of the event was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible temporal association and in absence of strong confounding factors, there was a reasonable possibility that the vaccination with BNT162B2 played a contributory role in triggering the onset of the events fever, abdominal pain and swelling of spleen and liver.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 3

1006013 01/07/2021 02/05/2021 NY 79.0 M meningioencephalitis; Severe headache; severe nausea; migraine; small subarachnoid hemorrhage postulated; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Physician (patient). A 79-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration Left arm on 07Jan2021 at 02:30 PM as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation, lot number: EL3249. Medical history included hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, hypothyroidism and dust allergy. Concomitant medications in two weeks prior to the vaccination included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID), chlorthalidone and rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR). Patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 20Jan2021 at 04:00 PM patient experienced severe headache with severe nausea requiring emergency room (E R) visit and intravenous (I. V) morphine, toradol and ondansetron. Computed tomography angiography (C T A) of head performed on unknown date was normal. Pain unbearable. Lumbar puncture (L P) not done. Pain persisted four days later, though diminished. Diagnosis (Dx) uncertain but possible migraine with right (r) eye preference or small subarachnoid hemorrhage postulated. Another troublesome possibility could be vaccine reaction (meningioencephalitis). Events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care. Treatments received included IV morphine, zophran (as reported), ketorolac tromethamine (TORADOL) and metoclopramide hydrochloride (REGLAN). Patient had no COVID prior vaccination. Patient was not tested for Covid post vaccination. Patient recovered with sequel from the reported events.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for events meningoencephalitis, headache, nausea, migraine and subarachnoid hemorrhage. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1006015 01/23/2021 02/05/2021 F headache; had chills; freezing; body aches; got really hot; passed out; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) received via Medical Information Team.  A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Jan2021 at 13:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included COVID-19 from Mar2020 to an unknown date.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 24Jan2021, the patient experienced at 4:00 she was freezing and had chills and body aches. At 7:15, she felt body aches and a bad headache. Things started spinning and she passed out. After that, she got really hot and she went back to bed and stayed in bed until 14:00. It seemed very severe. She didn't have a fever, but her body hurt like she did. The patient outcome of the events was unknown.   The information on the batch number has been requested.

1006016 01/22/2021 02/05/2021 PA F Hypothyroidism; Diabetes mellitus Type 1; Shortness of breath; Hyperlipidemia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 69-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 22Jan2021 01:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included known allergies to latex. There were no concomitant medications. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination and has not been testes for COVID-19 post vaccination. The patient experienced hypothyroidism, diabetes mellitus type 1, shortness of breath, hyperlipidemia, and had a heart surgery (triple bypass) on an unspecified date. The events resulted in visit to doctor's office or another health professional and hospitalization for 11 days. The patient received treatment for the events. The outcome of the events was recovered with sequels.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.Y 11

1006082 02/02/2021 02/05/2021 MI 85.0 85 M HYPOTENSION 2/4 AND 2/5, REQUIRED BUMEX REDUCTION THEN MEDICATION D/C, VERY POOR APPETITE UNABLE TO GET. REPEAT LAB WORK, RECEIVED PNEUMOCOCCAL CONJUGATE PCV-13 LOT DP5138, 1/19/2021 Y 2

1006086 01/23/2021 02/05/2021 VA 54.0 54 F Developed rash on arms and front of legs with severe itching. She was placed on Medrol dose pack by PCP then hospitalized 1/27/21-1/29/21. Y 2

1006169 01/14/2021 02/05/2021 MA 43.0 43 F I was approximately 4 weeks pregnant at the time that I received dose #1 (12/23/20)- I was unaware of the pregnancy. I was diagnosed with COVID on 12/28/20, but was first symptomatic on 12/24. I attributed my s/s initially to the vaccine. I was eventually tested on 12/28/20, as my symptoms worsened and I was positive for COVID.  On 1/14/21 I received my second dose, my COVID s/s had been resolved since 1/4/21. On the evening of 1/18/21 I started experiencing mild abdominal pain. This progressed, on the evening 1/20 the pain was no longer tolerable. I went to the ER where I hemorrhaged and needed emergency surgery and a blood transfusion for a miscarriage. The surgery ultimately took place in the early morning hours of 1/22/21, followed by the blood transfusion.Y 1

1006182 01/28/2021 02/05/2021 CA 87.0 87 M This patient received a Covid-19 vaccination on 1/28 at his post-acute skilled nursing facility. He began having fevers and low oxygenation the next day. He was brought to Hospital ED, tested positive for coronavirus, and was admitted to the hospital with Covid-19.  I do not know what brand or lot vaccine the patient received. The SNF should have those records.Y

1006220 01/24/2021 02/05/2021 KY 93.0 93 M Pt from home via EMS. Pt reports increased weakness since getting the covid vaccine on the 24th. Pt is normally ambulatory at baseline, but has not been able to get around his house. Pt was found to be 83% on RA  and was audibly wheezing per EMS. No history of respiratory issues. Denies fever, but has had a productive cough. A&O x4. Pt received Duoneb treatment in route. Acute respiratory failure with hypoxia   , Pneumonia due to COVID-19 virus , Elevated LFTs. Patient admitted to hospital on 2/3 and is still inpatientY 2

1006261 02/03/2021 02/05/2021 PA 79.0 79 M Fever to 103.4, malaise,weakness; treatment tylenol supportive care, O2 to 3L Y 2

1006296 12/30/2020 02/05/2021 NY 69.0 69 M fever started 12/30 after vaccine and resolved. returned around 1/3/2021 with mild cough and decreased appetite and loose stools, went to ED and tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 PCR on 1/4/2021. Received bamlanivimab on 1/9/21. Symptoms worsened with worsening SOB and went to ED on 1/11/21 and was admitted. While here received remdesivir and required max O2 4 liters on nasal cannula. Discharged on 1/20/21 on home oxygen 2Liters.  2/3/21 readmitted for complaint of 3 days of persistent SOB, headache, weakness and poor appetite.Y 13

1006474 02/01/2021 02/05/2021 NC 65.0 65 F Within 12 hrs of receiving the vaccine the pt began to experience generalized weakness, chills, shortness of breath with symptoms worsening as time went on. Pt remained afebrile.  Pt presented to the ED and was diagnosed with a Pulmonary Embolism. Y 1

1006485 01/04/2021 02/05/2021 OH 34.0 34 F Had a seizure on 1/7/2021 at home - fell to floor face first and became unconscious - seizure activity two different times  a few minutes apart Very nauseated and a severe headache all day prior to seizure Y 2

1006504 01/28/2021 02/05/2021 NJ 42.0 42 M hives then fevers then diffuse joint pains, fatigue ongoing as of 2/5/2021

1006566 01/15/2021 02/05/2021 NC 77.0 77 F unknown if it was moderna or pfizer.  Vaccine administered elsewhere so details are not known to me.  Pt received vaccine on Friday and was admitted to hospital Sunday 1/17 with CVA, right sided weakness. Y 2

1006579 12/29/2020 02/05/2021 AR 92.0 92 M Patient received dose 1 moderna 12/29/20, and dose 2 moderna 1/25/21.  Admitted to hospital for fall, altered mental status, hyperglycemia on 2/4/21. Y 1

1006583 02/04/2021 02/05/2021 46.0 46 F During the 15 minute observation period post-vaccination, patient was noted to have hives on her neck. Patient was taken to ER. Arrival Vital Signs were WNL. Patient c/o itching, erythema, swollen tongue, changed voice, breathing "a little tight".  Epinephrine and DuoNeb ordered. Seizure like episode at 02.04.21 at 1240 BP 209/81, HR 111, RR 24, Pulse Ox 100% on 15% Non-rebreather mask, Rectal temp 98.4 ED MD wrote:  "At approximately 12:40pm this afternoon the patient was having what appeared to be a seizure versus severe rigors.  She was not verbally responsive and appeared to be apneic with her head shaking in her arms flailing rigidly in an up and down motion.  Symptoms lasted approximately less than 2 minutes and patient was not postictal.  She was not incontinent.  Blood sugar is in the 180s and her rectal temp is normal.  I believe this patient is having a severe reaction to her moderna vaccine that she received earlier today.  Her 1st vaccine was January 7th and today was her 2nd vaccine for COVID."  Teleneurology consult conducted, no documented recommendations. Patient was transferred to higher level of care.Y

1006641 01/30/2021 02/05/2021 IA 90.0 90 M Had Heart Attack like symptoms - sent to Hospital Y 5

1006667 02/01/2021 02/05/2021 TX 90.0 90 F 2 days later pt developed shortness of breath. Went to ER. Had mobitz 2 heart block and required emergency pacemaker placement Y 2

1006672 01/30/2021 02/05/2021 IA 91.0 91 F Tired / confused/ slurring words/ in-content   Dehydrated Y 2

1006697 02/04/2021 02/05/2021 VA 78.0 78 F chest pain with throat irritation 1 day after receiving vaccine. no anaphylaxis. symptoms resolved. Y 1

1006705 02/02/2021 02/05/2021 NE 92.0 92 F Present to ED for chest pain, nausea, chest heaviness, mild headache and slight SOB with lower extremity swelling, Hospitalized starting today 2/5. EKG shows Afib with RVR (new oneset). Still in hospital at this time Y 1

1006707 01/22/2021 02/05/2021 KS 75.0 75 M On January 22nd to at 9:27 a.m. He received the Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine in his right arm.  By 3:00 p.m. That day he had soreness at the injection site and by 10:00 p.m. he noticed difficulty using his arms to the transfer.  There was particular difficulty with the proximal left upper extremity and bracing himself and he fell to the floor.  He feels that both arms are weaker since the injection.  He had some pain in the arms particularly at the injection site initially but that has resolved.  He had dry mouth up until February 2nd.  By February 2nd he could start to transfer a bit better from a chair to his driver seat in the van.  He is still not back to his baseline function.

1006745 12/23/2020 02/05/2021 FL 46.0 46 F 12/23 first dose: 12 minutes after injection, racing heart 130 pulse for less than 2 minutes, feeling of impending doom. Repeat episodes ocurred at 1 hr post  injection and 12 hrs post injection 1/19/2023 second dose: 5 minutes after injection, racing heart 130 pulse for less than 2 minutes, feeling of impending doom.  Mild flu like symptoms at around 12 hrs post injection that lasted for 24 hrs.  Around 48 hrs post injection, chest pain, feeling of impending doom 5-10 minutes and presented to urgent care for evaluation.Y 1

1006788 01/15/2021 02/05/2021 CA 49.0 49 F Constant and prolonged ringing in the ear/tinnitus starting a few days after the vaccine was administered.  I have never experienced this constant and prolonged tinnitus before and it has continued since it first started around January 20th.  I thought it would go away, but it never did.  It appears I may have some hearing loss at this time now as well, which I did not previously have.

1006823 01/25/2021 02/05/2021 OH 86.0 86 F Patient received her vaccine on 01/25/2021.  Two days later, she presented with an acute right MCA stroke with aphasia. Y 3

1006889 01/30/2021 02/05/2021 CO 98.0 98 F pt admitted to hospital d/t encephalopathy Y Y 1

1006890 01/22/2021 02/05/2021 AZ 41.0 41 F Within 5-10 minutes of the shot I started to get a metallic taste in my mouth. Then my legs started to feel heavy and numb, then my face felt numb and then my arms. I could barely pick something up and I could not stand. Then my jaw started to shake and so did my legs. I went to the ER and they said I was having a shock/panic attack response to the vaccine. On Monday 1/25 I woke up in extreme stomach pain and went back to the ER and they said I needed to have my appendix out. I went to a hospital where they tried to just give me antibiotics, but still had to have my appendix out on Wednesday 1/27.Y 4

1006891 01/25/2021 02/05/2021 MD 58.0 58 F Syncope 5 - 10 seconds , Nausea, slight head ache, weakness after syncope 2/3 @ 10:15 am     Hospitalized on  2/3 @ 11:30 am on 2/3/2021 2/5 @ 4 :30 pm      Primary Care visit @ 3:30 pm on 2/5/2021 Y Y 1

1006906 01/21/2021 02/05/2021 RI 56.0 56 F In the patient's words: "I got the vaccine on Thursday 01/21, I was fine that day but Friday I started feeling arm pain. And chest pressure that was increasing after lunch time, SOB. Took nitro pill at around 1:30PM. Waited and took another one an hour later or so. Left 2 hrs early that days. Went home and rest. Felt a little bit better. On the weekend I felt weak, tired SOB. And pain on my shoulders. Just doing the things like making my bed in the morning. I decided to go to hospital on Monday 01/25 right after work cause I wasn?t any better. And stay over night for observation until Tuesday 26 .  "Y 1

1006921 01/25/2021 02/05/2021 WI 87.0 87 M Began having leg weakness 4 days after the vaccine on the evening on 1/29/21. The next day the leg weakness was more significant and went to the emergency room where they found greater weakness in the left leg than the right leg. An MRI showed "Punctate focus of diffusion restriction within the left cerebellar vermis consistent with acute infarct." He was also found to have a critically low platelet level of 30 and then 27 while in the emergency room. He was then admitted to the hospital, placed on steroids to increase his platelet level and given physical therapy following the stroke. He was admitted to the hospital for a total of 3 nights. He was discharged home on Aspirin, Carvedilol, and Atorvastatin, has follow up with hematology to check platelets and physical therapy.Y Y 4

1007047 02/05/2021 02/05/2021 IL 36.0 36 F 6 minutes after receiving vaccine patient reported that her tongue was starting to swell and that her heart was racing.  Staff called 911 immediately.  Pulse was 166-169, BP 125/88, O2 sat 97%.  No wheezing, and the patient was moving air and talking.  I had an epi-pen on hand but waited since patient was moving air and had such a high HR.  After a few minutes patient reported she felt better and that her tongue was still swollen but not any more so; HR 120s, O2 sat 97%.  EMTs arrived 10:39 a.m., got the same VS, and they decided not to give epinephrine.  Patient was initially reluctant to be transported by ambulance and intended to have sister drive her to ED.  However she reported her tongue was overlapping her teeth all the way around, and was persuaded to go by ambulance.  She walked out of public health clinic into ambulance.  She was treated with IV Benadryl and steroids.  The ED doctor diagnosed anaphylactic reaction but also did not give epinephrine due to tachycardia.  She felt better, but 4 hours afterward she did have a rebound reaction and was treated with more Benadryl and again felt better.  She was discharged from the ED with 2 epi-pens.  She currently feels well.  States that they are having her take PO Benadryl q 4 hours x 48 hours.  She was treated in the emergency department.Y

1007049 01/06/2021 02/05/2021 AR 87.0 87 M Patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 3 weeks 2 days after first dose (prior to second dose) of vaccine.  He was hospitalized for 2 days secondary to mild hypoxia but has otherwise had mild course thus far. Y 2

1007086 02/05/2021 02/05/2021 FL 46.0 46 F Within a few minutes of vaccine, I got a severe piercing headache and nausea / vomiting which we attributed to nerves and I went to go home without reporting. During the drive the headache and nausea got worse and my extremities and face began to tingle. My chest felt tight. My body was shaking. My colleague noted weak pulses and pale complexion. I am a doctor and gave myself epinephrine 0.3 mg IM and within 60 to 90 seconds the symptoms improved dramatically. I had my husband pick me up at the office and went home. The headache and nausea worsened on the drive but then settled down significantly. I rested for a few hours, then took oral pred 20 mg at about 2:45. I noticed that my headache was back and very intense at about 3:15 pm. No nausea this time, but my left eye began itching and it was very tight / hard to breathe. My extremities began tingling and I had spasms / tremors of my muscles. I injected another 0.3 mg epi into my thigh and followed with dex sodium phosphate 4 mg IM. Symptoms resolved within about 2 to 3 minutes. I took 40mg more of oral pred. I also took 10 mg of pepcid PO.   I am still feeling well now with no headaches or other symptoms at this writing (7:30 pm), but I have another doctor with me and we are 2 minutes from the ER if needed. I am marking unknown below since it has only been a few hours without symptoms.Y

1007110 02/02/2021 02/05/2021 MO 27.0 27 M body aches, chills, feeling sluggish, couldn't sit up, wasn't hungry or thirsty Y 1

1007244 02/01/2021 02/05/2021 CA 67.0 67 F I was hospitalized with a severe reaction to my first dose of the Pfizer vaccine given 2/1/21 @ 9:45.  I was discharged Tuesday evening 2/2/21.  Dr., my internist, agrees that what happened was not a vasovagal syncope (hospital?s diagnosis).   My Experience: Within say 7 minutes of the injection I felt woozy, the wooziness intensified, I got intense pins and needles in my lower legs, fore arms and hands, and less so in my face. My speech became very slowed down, slurred  and I had a lot of difficulty forming words. It was as if I was extremely drunk. After they called the paramedics, I was not able to get myself out of my car or walk.  I lost motor coordination/control in hands and feet.  I was cold, never felt faint, and had slightly evaluated blood pressure for me( normal is 110/64 paramedics got it at 152/94).Y 2

1007314 02/04/2021 02/05/2021 NM 77.0 77 F Altered mental status, fever 102.7. Left sided weakness report.  I did not see this on my h and p Y 1

1007315 01/22/2021 02/05/2021 AZ 84.0 84 M Excessively tired during the week after the first vaccine.  One week after an undiagnosed episodic atrial fibrillation was discovered when treating a stroke.  Causation not researched. Y 8

1007357 01/30/2021 02/05/2021 MD 69.0 69 F I had a possible reaction on my Left arm and chest. My Right arm received the injection. I never have any sticks in my left arm since I have  developed Lymphedema post breast cancer mastectomies and treatment in  April 2006. When I arose  my effected arm was red in color, with a rash on top of that. It was hot to the touch and swollen and stiff.  My husband took me to the emergency room of the hospital named in Item 21 and later that day I was admitted to the hospital. They diagnosed it as a severe infection, resulting in cellulitis and started me on round the clock IV antibiotics.Y 3

1007389 01/05/2021 02/05/2021 FL 75.0 75 F After 10 days, I developed itching and several large red welts on my right arm at injection sight. Took Benedryl pills & used cream for 3 days until it cleared up. After my second vaccination on 2/2/2021  developed redness & itching again on my left arm at site. Still using Benedryl now.

1011807 01/08/2021 02/05/2021 93.0 92 M general malaise , Fatigue, poor interest in activities , hypoactivity, pulmonary embolism Narrative: Patient transferred to ER for evaluation. Physician at facility reported marked deterioration, hypoactivity and slow mentation s/p COVID vaccine second dose 1/8/21. Cough also reported x 1 week. Patient evaluated at ER on 1/20/21 and admitted to internal medicine ward with diagnosis impression pulmonary emboli, aspiration pneumonia and urinary tract infection.Y

1011990 01/22/2021 02/05/2021 77.0 76 M Thrombocytopenia, SkinRash, Rash & ElevatedBunSCr Narrative: Petichial rash. Patient had IV contrast dye 1/19 no reaction. Patient on Apixiban for a. fib. Y 3

1011996 01/19/2021 02/05/2021 65.0 64 M Dizziness, Diarrhea, Bradycardia, hypokalemia Narrative: Y Y

1012076 12/28/2020 02/05/2021 IL 29.0 F received Pfizer covid vaccine on 1/19/2021 - started showing symptoms of appendicitis (abdominal bloating and slight pain) on 1/21/2021 and worsened until I needed to have a laparoscopic appendectomy on 1/25/2021 Y

1012078 02/05/2021 MA M Report involves two products - COVID-19 Moderna vaccine (Moderna) and Invega Trinza (Janssen). Patient is my brother and I am company employee. Patient began Invega sustenna Dec-2016 and transitioned to Invega Trinza 2 years later. Patient has been on same dose of Invega trinza for at least a year. Regimen has been followed per prescribing instructions (per psychiatrist). Patient received first dose of Moderna COVID-10 vaccine at his place of employment on 24-Dec-2020. Last/most current dose of Invega Trinza was 15- Jan-2021. Patient then received 2nd dose of Moderna vaccine AM of 21-JAN-2021 (same location). Patient began severe pain in eyes, chills, myalgia (beginning 01:00 22-Jan-2021) and had to call in sick to work on 22-Jan-2021. Patient went for COVID-19 test on 22-Jan-2021 and result was negative. By 23/24-Jan-2021 patient began displaying symptoms of psychosis to family. Work colleagues noted that week of 25-Jan-2021 he was "not himself". Suicidal ideation (in emails) began 01-Feb-2021, symptoms intensified and currently 04-Feb-2021, patient is missing, endangered and in state of psychosis. Since patient is missing, I will serve as reporter in this case At the time of this report company was notified at 20:53 UTC and Moderna will be notified next after completion of this report.Y

1012079 01/21/2021 02/05/2021 NJ 57.0 F My platelets dropped from 382k to under 10k 2 days after receiving Moderna Covid-19 Vaccine. I experienced bloody nose, Petechia, oral blood blisters, bruising, bleeding gums and was bedridden with fatigue. Y

1012080 02/05/2021 CA 67.0 M Dexcom Continuous Glucose Sensor failed. Contacted Dexcom explained the problem (failed sensor). They declined to help and blamed Tandum and transferred to them. They said NO NO this is a Dexcom problem and transferred me back! Dexcom identified the problem and offed to send a replacement vis 3-7 days vis ground shipping! A week without a CGM sensor!!! I expressed concern and asked for overnight. One week ago I got the Moderna vaccine and suffered Diabetic Ketoacidosis. Failed sensor has resulted in elevated BG. Last week I had Ketoacidosis following moderna Covid-19 vaccine. Being without continuous BG testing is dangerous. Raised my concerns with Dexcom. Asked for call back and action.

1012226 02/05/2021 FL 50.0 F Member has reported was hospitalited for Pulmonary Embolism that happened, COVID-19. States COVID-19 vaccination 02FEB2021, physician ordered to not take therapy until the 2nd COVID-19 vaccination on 23FEB2021. Also, experiencing hands & feet are swollen. Event Ongoing.Y

1012387 02/01/2021 02/05/2021 PA 47 M Severe chest pain with radiation to left chest and jaw 5 days after moderna covid vaccine. No heart attack but diagnosed with pericarditis. Will be in treatment for 3 months. Y

1013348 02/04/2021 02/05/2021 NY 51.0 51 F C/O Anxiety, feeling faint, trouble breathing, chest pressure she C/O feeling faint and was brought to cot to lay down, then C/O trouble breathing, Vital signs were monitored and EMS was called. She was transported by EMS to hospital Y

1007470 01/05/2021 02/06/2021 GA 78.0 78 M Patient presented  with night sweats and shortness of breath the  day after receiving the second dose of the COVID vaccine. Initially presented to his PCP and received levaquin for presumed PNA, but subsequently presented to the ED with persistent SOB and fatigue. Admitted to the ICU on AIRVO for high O2 requirements. Chest CT showing dense ground-glass opacities with interlobular septal thickening and mild crazy paving pattern. Currently admitted and undergoing workup.Y

1007587 12/23/2020 02/06/2021 AL 54.0 54 F Arm turned red at injection site and hot. There was really no pain and went away within a couple of day but turned red again exactly a week later from injection date. This time it was hard, hot, red, itchy, and bigger. Dr treated it with clindamycin and dose pack of steroids. It got better after a few days. Next, I got a UTI and called my primary care physician. She ordered CIPRO and phenazopyridine. That got better but before CIPRO was finished, I got a crick in my neck that turned into excruciating pain in my neck and was unable to turn head from side to side. At the same time, my left foot became painful, red and swelled. I have been treated for arthritis in that foot 6 years ago with an injection. I have not had any problems with it since the injection.  Dr. treated my neck problem with Robaxin and a steroid dose pack. This seemed to help my foot too temporarily. Neck pain improved but not gone. It was excruciating pain up the back of my scalp at times. I can turn my head some now but it's not back normal. Can't turn it all the way.  Dr. did another injection in my foot but did not work this time. I got worse and I can no longer put any weight on that foot. I have not been able to work since January 20. Have had to apply for leave of absence and short-term disability

1007596 01/25/2021 02/06/2021 PA 41.0 41 F After receiving 2nd dose of vaccine on 1-25-2021 at 11:20, I had spiked a fever of 104.00, nausea, body chills, lethargy, vomiting, head ache and arm pain. Took 50 hours to get out of bed and feel half normal.  Thought I was on the road to recovery when the arm pain started to increase.  No rash or swelling occurred at the sight.  It presents with pain more nerve like pain in my shoulder, elbow and radiated to fingers.  On Feb 5th the pain was so bad I went to see a shoulder specialist and are trying to figure out what is going on.  My right arm remains painful to move with nerve issues.  The specialist advise I report. In the meantime, I will follow up Monday with another specialist and also undergo some nerve testing.

1007616 01/11/2021 02/06/2021 MD 88.0 88 M Pt. tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 on 2/3/2021 and required hospitalization for associated diarrhea and dehydration with mild acute kidney injury. Of note, he has not been hypoxic and has not required supplemental oxygen to maintain his SaO2 as of 2/6/2021. Y 4

1007628 01/29/2021 02/06/2021 FL 69.0 69 F I received my second shot on Friday 01/29/21 at 5:30 pm.  The next morning (01/30/21) at @ 10:45 am I experienced an extremely rapid heart rate (195+) which did not go down even after laying down and putting my feet up.  My husband took me to the hospital ER and they  gave me cardizem (10 mg via I?ve) which brought it down.  I was let there for four hours then transferred to the main hospital and kept overnight in the cardiac decision unit and monitored. I really released @ 12:25 pm on 01/30/21 and referred to my own cardiologistY Y 1

1007629 01/26/2021 02/06/2021 VA 44.0 44 M Patient reported right sided facial drooping  on 2/1/2021 stating that it began three days prior to him reporting it. MD documentation: Pt unable to blink right eye, lift right brow and right side of mouth is drooping. PERLA. Pt denied right sided weakness/headache.  Pt has demonstrated elevated blood pressures since receiving  Covid 19 Vaccine not previously demonstrated.

1007832 12/21/2020 02/06/2021 VA 24.0 F I developed swelling and hives over 75% of my body and was given a shot of Epi shot because my throat closed.  I developed a weakened immune system from the vaccine.  I am 8 week pregnant and developed a Blighted Ovum and I am currently going through a miscarriage to date.  Rather not release any info regarding the pregnancyY 5

1007900 01/01/2021 02/06/2021 IL 68.0 68 M Bells palsy Y 2

1007928 02/05/2021 02/06/2021 IN 72.0 72 M Patient recieved 2 doses of covid vaccine by pfizer.  Frist dose was on 1/15/21 (EL8982) and the next day patient was admitted for fever and altered mental status.  Spent one week in hospital.  Pt recieved the 2nd vaccine for covid on 2/5/21 (EL9265) and then spiked fever and readmitted the very next day for fever and altered mental status.  Noted to have a bullous rash over the injection site.Y 7

1007933 01/18/2021 02/06/2021 MO 39.0 39 F Adverse event happened immediately after injection. Heat wave, rapid heart rate, increase respirations, feeling of water dripping inside my arm, High Blood Pressure. Since then I have had feelings of "vibrations" running up and down my spine, arms, head, neck, chest, legs. I have been to the Chiropractor, Urgent Care Clinic, PCP, ER. Waiting to see a Neurologist... All of these symptoms happened after the 1st dose of the covid vaccine, and have worsened each day since.  January 18 2021 to Current date. I have a detailed list of times, dates, and actions.

1007937 02/03/2021 02/06/2021 TX 43.0 43 F Seconds after the injection I had severe dizziness and was sore on the vaccine sight.  Within 12 hrs of that I experienced stomach flu-like symptoms, next it was body aches and difficulties breathing. My chest began hurting by my heart. My symptoms worsened by the hour Y 3

1008159 01/16/2021 02/06/2021 VA 54.0 54 M Abdominal pain woke me from sleep at 3 am. 1/29/21.  Went to ER that night, studies negative. Sent home.  Went back to ER next day.  Studies negative.  Sent home. Went back to ER same night.  Admitted.  Had laparoscopic appendectomy on 2/2/21Y Y 4

1008241 01/02/2021 02/06/2021 CT 60.0 60 F On 1/27/2021 was to have stress echo done with imaging -- when injected with Lumason -- I had  an immediate, severe anaphylaxis shock requiring transport to hospital, intubation, and short MICU stay -- was referred to allergist who felt the PEG in Covid vaccine sensitized me to the PEG in Lumason thus resulting in severe allergyY Y 2

1008285 01/01/2021 02/06/2021 CA 41.0 41 M First dx of diverticulitis with microperforation Y

1008345 01/13/2021 02/06/2021 MN 29.0 29 F 32 Weeks pregnant Due Date: 4/1/2021 1st child  About 8 hours after I started with nausea and a little fatigue. I woke up the next morning with joint and muscle pain. That lasted a full day along with the nausea.  I did take Tylenol, it didn't take it away but made it more tolerable.  This lasted for about two days.

1008359 01/12/2021 02/06/2021 MN 44.0 44 M I developed acute right posterior pleuritic chest pain and shortness of breath.  Diagnosed with multiple pulmonary emboli (see below).  I was started on Eliquis initially, but then had worsening symptoms on 2/4/21 and switched to Lovenox injections.   Symptoms have been slowly improving since then.Y

1008377 02/02/2021 02/06/2021 PR 80.0 80 F DISORIENTED AND SLOW IN MOVEMENTS DIFFICULTY IN GETTING DRSS DIFICULT IN COORDINATION CHANGE IN PERSONALITY ,AND NOT HERSELF. ALL THIS AFTER THE VACCINE .  SHE IS NOT HERSELF

1008450 01/12/2021 02/06/2021 MO 41.0 41 M Developed DVT in left leg from groin to ankle. Diagnosed on 01/29/2021. Pain, swelling, and difficulty walking lead to emergency room visit, admission to hospital for 2 days. Y Y 2

1008473 02/02/2021 02/06/2021 TX 37.0 37 M Tuesday afternoon began with a headache. Chills followed in the late evening. Body aches by Wednesday morning with continued headache. Neck stiffness and soreness began Thursday evening.  Severe chest pains early Saturday morning (3am).  Taken to urgent care - EKG showed irregularity and high level of troponin. Transported from there to the hospital.  They did angiogram, and diagnosed me with pericarditis. The on call physician believes this was most likely caused by the second dose of the vaccine.Y 2

1008476 01/16/2021 02/06/2021 KY 42.0 42 M On January 18, two days after getting the first dose of the vaccine I woke up with a sense of fullness or pressure in my left ear, mild sinus congestion, and chills. The congestion and chills ended after one day, but the feeling of fullness in the ear has persisted to this day. Then, on January 29, I had a bout of positional vertigo and vomiting that lasted two to three hours. I also experienced ringing or roaring in my left ear. Ever since, I have a bout of vertigo approximately every 24 hours, and the ringing and sense of fullness in the ear ebb and flow on 24 hours cycles as well. This experience has been debilitating and affected my ability to work. My doctor has diagnosed Meniere's disease and says he has been seeing similar symptoms apparently linked to the COVID vaccines. I started taking prednisone on doctor's orders yesterday (February 5), which has stopped the vertigo. Ringing and occasional fullness in the ears persist.

1008492 02/01/2021 02/06/2021 TX 26.0 26 F Pt received first dose 1/5/2021.  Pt received second dose 02/01/2021.  Pt started to have SOB and tachycardia 2/2/20201.  She presented to Hospital and was diagnosed and admitted with a pulmonary embolism.  She is a paramedic in our EMS system.  It is not known to me whether she had other risk factors for a pulmonary embolism.Y

1008547 01/13/2021 02/06/2021 IA 78.0 78 F AMS-Fever-UTI-myoclonic jerks-unresponsive <6hrs post 1st covid vaccine. AMS-UTI- post 2nd covid vaccine Y Y 19

1008601 02/03/2021 02/06/2021 NY 21.0 21 F 21 y.o female woke up had breakfast and while at rest Developed palpitation , shortness of breath and some pain in lower middle teeth. The teeth pain lasted less than 30 minutes , other symptoms  lasted from 7 am till about 1 pm and then gradually subsided except mild "racing heart" feeling. Patient went to urgent care. EKG showed some non specific ST depression in AVF and lead II. Sinus arrhythmia with rate between 65-85. . Sent to ED. In ED EKG was same as in urgent care. Troponin elevated slightly at 0.36 ( normal less than 0.30) and the repeat in 1 hour 0.37 ( normal less than 0.30) . D dimers noted slightly elevated at 260. POssible diagnosis of "inflammatory syndrome" by ED physician . Patient was offered admission , but refused and went home to follow up with cardiologist as outpatient. As per ER attending : "it almost looks like COVID or post COVID syndrome"  Rapid COVID test negative. Symptoms started in the morning of the 3rd day after  2nd COVID vaccine.Y
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1008614 02/01/2021 02/06/2021 MA 92.0 92 M Four hours after the vaccine had no strength and could not walk at all. in addition all the pains he had before escalated so he needed very strong pain relievers. Also lack of comprehension when we got the ER. Y 2

1008637 01/29/2021 02/06/2021 CA 66.0 66 M on 2/1/21 at ~7AM pt was noted by the RN to have rt sided weakness & was sent to Hospital ED for evaluation.  They felt he could have had a TIA, or extension of a prior CVA (nothing new on MRI, has small vessel ischemic disease), or a COVID vaccine reaction. Symptoms have mostly resolved, he is not always cooperative so subtle weakness is difficult to detect. He was hospitalizaed, started on ASA & increased BP meds, and returned to his home, where he has resided for several years.Y 5

1008644 02/03/2021 02/06/2021 IL 79.0 79 F A few hours following the vaccine administration patient was found febrile and encephalopathic. She was admitted to the ICU with hypernatremia due to presumed dehydration and Sepsis due to UTI. Patient remains in the ICU today. Hypernatremia improving with IVFs. Receiving antibiotics for UTI.Y Y

1008707 02/04/2021 02/06/2021 PA 64.0 64 F My right shoulder was extremely painful. Unable to move or use my arm for 24 hrs. Was in so much pain that I took Oxycodone at 12:00 am, another at 3:00 am. TYLENOL with codeine at 5:00 am and another at 7 :00 am. Was not expecting so much pain. If I did not have the RXs, I would have to go to the emergency room. I still have pain and it goes down by arm. I have been told that the injection was given to high.

1008767 01/19/2021 02/06/2021 VA 71.0 71 F Acute appendicitis began with abdominal pain, vomiting on 2/3/21,  surgery on 2/5/21. Confirmee by CT scan and operative procedure. Y 1

1008768 02/04/2021 02/06/2021 WI 70.0 70 F Severe headache, face flushing, swollen tongue, throat closing off Y

1008819 01/28/2021 02/06/2021 MA 72.0 72 M Received 1st COVID vaccine on 01/28/2021. Started to have some fevers, body ache, cough, mild sob starting 02/01/21. Tested COVID positive on 02/03/2021. Was been measuring SpO2 at home and was in the high 80s at home by 02 so referred to ED on 2/4/2021.  Admitted 02/05/2021.  Started on dexmethasone and supplemental oxygen.Y

1011757 02/04/2021 02/06/2021 58.0 57 F Dizziness, Headache, Myalgia, HYPERtension, Syncope, Bradycardia, had flulike symptoms and rash with 1st dose, 2nd dose: during 15min observation period, felt weak, tingling all over body and felt weak on her right side and dizziness. lightheadedness, dizziness, and generalized weakness. slow to respond to questions, co Narrative:  Other Relevant History:Y 1

1016015 02/06/2021 56.0 F 56 y.o. female with a history of a latex allergy, cancer and childhood asthma who received her second dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 mRNA vaccine and subsequently developed generalized pruritis five minutes after. She developed similar symptoms 6 hours after receiving the first dose, but this time was more severe. She arrived to the emergency department and after 15 minutes began to develop a cough, increased work of breathing, and voice changes. She received 0.3 mg epinephrine subcutaneously and albuterol nebulizers. Over her three hours in the department she received famotidine, 125mg methylprednisolone, diphenhydramine, an additional dose of epinephrine and 4x albuterol nebs. However, he dyspnea continued to return, and she was admitted. Improved overnight and was discharged HD2. widespread pruritis initially 5min post-Pfizer vaccination (2nd dose). Progressed to severe coughing, dyspnea requiring repeated doses of epinephrine and albuterol. Admitted to intermediate unit for further cares. Noted to have had mild delayed pruritis prior to first dose of pfizer vaccine.Y

1008948 01/07/2021 02/07/2021 CO 47.0 47 F 2 hours after vaccine, I had an anaphylactic reaction. I had an extremely difficult time breathing with chest tightening, heart racing, numbness and tingling on my mouth and chin, tongue swollen and turned grey in a matter of a few minutes. I took Benadryl, an epinephrine pen, and a nebulizer and began to start feeling better in 15 minutes. Following the 2 weeks I felt nauseous, chills, cold sweat, lightheaded, weak, tired, headache and pain in arm/shoulder.Y

1008972 12/29/2020 02/07/2021 NY 48.0 48 F When my first dose was administered on this day I felt a pain go down my arm. I continue to have pain in my elbow/forearm area. I cannot lift or reach for objects as i was able to prior to the shot. My day to day duties continue to be affected.

1009029 01/19/2021 02/07/2021 IL 71.0 71 M First reaction total loss of hearing in right ear. Returned after 6 hours. Next day partial loss of hearing in left ear. Did not return to normal hearing.

1009153 01/07/2021 02/07/2021 VA 38.0 38 F First injection on 12/19/2020 followed by arthralgias. Second dose on 1/7/2021, starting around 11 AM on 1/9/2021, significant myalgias and arthralgias which evolved into involuntary choreoathetoid movements requiring hospitalization. I presented to the ED around 15:30 on 1/9/2021 with subsequent admission and work up as listed below.Y 4

1009224 01/01/2021 02/07/2021 VA 48.0 48 F Pt was treated with bactrim days before COVID vaccination. Then days after COVID vaccination, had Bactrim again. Anaphylactic rxn occurred 1-2 days later. Reaction was likely related to Bactrim, but did receive COVID vaccination in same time period. Y 2

1009282 01/25/2021 02/07/2021 MT 26.0 26 M Rhabdomyolysis Y 6

1009401 02/05/2021 02/07/2021 NC 52.0 52 F patient started feeling as though her throat was closing and short of breath Y Y 2

1009423 02/05/2020 02/07/2021 39.0 39 F Swelling of lips and tongue Y Y

1009424 01/11/2021 02/07/2021 WA 52.0 52 M 2 weeks after my second shot, I had a CVA causing complete loss of sensation in my left arm.  I am in good health and do not have multiple risk factors for CVA.  While the scans showed evidence of a CVA, no underlying cause has yet to be determined. Y 2

1009429 01/25/2021 02/07/2021 PA 71.0 71 M The patient started with sudden onset double vision nd ambulatory dysfunction. The patient was taken via ambulance to R/O CVA. MRI results unremarkable.   The patient was diagnosed with INTERNUCLEAROPHTHALMPOPLEGIA.  Possible cranial nerve 6 palsy. Y 3

1009530 02/04/2021 02/07/2021 SC 91.0 91 M Headache, fever, uncontrollable shaking, heart rate 104, bp 140/86 called 911, ambulance ride to above Hospital. IV on route,  Kept over night in hospital. Shake stopped in about 2 hours , continued rapid heart for awhile and fever, Hospital gave him tylenol.  after about 4 hours his bp fell to 89 over 64  ... thus keeping him in hospital.   They did multi tests.   found an unknown infection in his blood.   Patient has had an elevated WBC but in hospital it was 50,000.   two weeks ago at his primary Dr.  it was 40,000.   He walks with a walker and cane, however he has lost his balance and fallen 3 time since vaccine and one of those was today.Y 1

1009679 01/29/2021 02/07/2021 MI 34.0 34 F Swelling in injection site, hot and hard to the touch. Hives on the chest. With itching over entire body. Tightness in chest when breathing Y

1009761 01/26/2021 02/07/2021 MO 69.0 69 F Started within 2 hours of vaccine (8 pm) an extremely sore arm.  Then the pain started to radiate to my shoulder.  By the next day, it was really painful in my shoulder and across my back almost to my backbone.  It was painful to move my arm up or down or to reach for things. This lasted 3 to 4 days.  Then my neck on the same side as the shot (left) began to hurt so badly I couldn't move my neck up or down or sideways.  It was strange the way the pain slowly moved across by arm to my shoulder to my back and up my neck.  I've never experienced anything like this before.   Today my pain in my neck is bearable but I have soreness and a headache.  I hope I am at the end of the cycle to this event as I am scheduled for my next shot soon.

1009786 02/01/2021 02/07/2021 PA 69.0 69 M Altered Mental Status, Spasmodic Muscle Movements,  Fever Y 5

1009797 02/04/2021 02/07/2021 IN 39.0 39 F Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome, Fever, Pancytopenia, Myalgia, Tachycardia Y 2

1009817 01/11/2021 02/07/2021 GA 73 F Three days following the receipt of the Covid vaccine, I lost all hearing in my left ear.  I was diagnosed with  "sudden sensory nerve severe hearing loss" by an ENT

1009821 02/04/2021 02/07/2021 MO 83.0 83 M Ischemic stroke 2 days following vaccine administration resulting in hospitalization.  Symptoms began with left lower extremity weakness. The patient also reported a low-grade fever as well as fatigue and generalized weakness following vaccine. Y

1009827 02/04/2021 02/07/2021 MI 28.0 28 M Chest pain- pericarditis. Elevated troponin. Heart cath. PCU hospital admit. No previous heart hx. Ekg abnormal. Echo, mri. Y 2

1009831 02/04/2021 02/07/2021 MO 33.0 33 M 10 hours after receiving injection, spontaneously began feeling cold, shivering to rigors, rapid heart rate increased respiratory rate,  lips and nail bed dusky,  T37C.  Took to ER, Temp 101 F and experienced a grandmal seizure,  lasting approximately  1 minute of  vigrous movement.  froathing and flaying .  Temp up to 103F. tachycardia and SOB, PO2 in 90's blood pressure low 78/45 88/50 after 3 liters of fluid up to 100/50.  Chest Xray, EKG, multiple labs blood and one urine text.Y

1009860 02/03/2021 02/07/2021 FL 73.0 73 F Acute intractable generalized abnormal movements. Writhing, choreiform movements x3 days until presented to hospital. Given Ativan 2 mg IV and Keppra 1g IV with resolution Y

1009865 02/06/2021 02/07/2021 CA 84.0 84 F Vaccine received at 1:30 pm.  At approx 7 pm my mother sat in chair at table and was unable to get up or walk for over an hour. She was leaning sideways in her chair. Paramedics had to carry her to gurney as she could not stand or walk on her own. Taken to ER and observed overnight. Was able to walk with walker within a few hrs and back to normal strength next day.Y 1

1009884 01/25/2021 02/07/2021 TX 78.0 78 M Fell, head injury and vertebrae fractured.   Probable stroke.  Dizziness. Y 3

1009952 01/11/2021 02/07/2021 MI 88.0 88 M Extreme confusion  High blood pressure was suddenly very high  He wandered out of his apartment in the middle of the night. Ambulance picked him up.  He was fine before the vaccine. Y 21

1009954 12/18/2020 02/07/2021 PA 59.0 59 F Shoulder pain when rotating arm around

1009966 02/02/2021 02/07/2021 PA 42.0 42 M Nausea, body pain, diarrhea, fever, chills Y 2

1009995 02/06/2021 02/07/2021 OH 59.0 59 F Adverse event: Anaphylaxis reaction. High blood pressure. Body shivering.  Rash on neck and chest. Treatment: dexAMETHasone sodium phos (PF) given at 4:49 pm.  diphenhydrAMINE (Benadryl) given at 4:46 pm. famotidine (PEPCID) given at 4:47 pm.Y

1010030 02/03/2021 02/07/2021 WA 45.0 45 F Adverse reaction started with very dark urine ,fatigue. fever fluctuating and severe sweating ,shivers ,dizzy and back pain. I was very worried about the dark urine because I had history of hemolytic anemia. I went to ER and got diagnosed with Hemolytic Anemia after blood and urine test. Admitted to hospital overnight and dismissed with my request to do so with steroid prescription of steroid prednisone 20MG 3 tablets a day for 7days to suppress  my immune response for for the vaccine that believed to be one which triggered the Hemolytic Anemia. following up with Hematologist on Monday with extra blood draw to monitor my situation. Still not feeling well with fatigue, back lower pain and dizzeness .i still look yellow and urine dark .Y Y 1

1010062 12/29/2020 02/07/2021 NC 32.0 32 F Extreme swelling in arm pit lymph nodes, with small bumps around the injection site and back of my arm. The injection site was a light purple. The spots They grew red and increased in amount. They formed a solid plaque in the back of my armpit, deltoid, and back. It was extremely itchy with pins and needles pain.

1010105 01/14/2021 02/07/2021 38.0 38 M Eleven days after the vaccination the patient developed 2 days of heartburn followed by a worsening nonproductive cough, substernal chest pain, diaphoresis, palpitations, and an episode of near syncope. These worsened over about 6 days and then slowly decreased. During this time he was referred to the ED and then admitted to a civilian host nation hospital. Echocardiogram and CT scan were performed and a paericardial cyst was discovered measuring 7.4 cm. He was then referred to another facility for evasluation. The pericardial cyst was confirmed, now 6.5 cm and laboratory tests were performed on 4 FEB, but there was at that time no elevation in inflammatory markers. Cardiology and Cardiothoracic Surgery consultations were obtained, but the consultants and the attending physician (who is an infectious disease physician by training) did not think that the crescendo-decrescendo symptoms could be explained by the pericardial cyst, which was likely an incidental finding. A milder cough may have preceded these events by up to a year, and this may possibly be related to the cyst. The heartburn, chest pain, tachycardia, diaphoresis, palpitations, and near syncope may well be adverse reactions of the vaccine.Y 5

1010113 01/07/2021 02/07/2021 WI 28.0 28 F Miscarriage - first vaccine at 10 weeks and 3 days with prior proof of heartbeat/movement, second vaccine at 13 weeks and 3 days; learned of miscarriage at 14 weeks 3 days with measurements of 12 weeks 3 days on U/S

1010149 02/05/2021 02/07/2021 CA 83.0 83 F Severe headache leading to disorientation and unresponsive condition requiring hospitalization. Y

1010161 01/18/2021 02/07/2021 MS 77.0 77 F Transiet Ischemic Attack Y

1020132 01/26/2021 02/07/2021 80.0 79 M Weakness, hypernatremia Y

1010183 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 NY 38.0 38 F rash, abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea

1010184 01/28/2021 02/08/2021 CA 41.0 41 F delayed swelling at site of injection

1010185 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 CA 57.0 F Pt reports chest tightness, tongue numbness, normal EKG.  Pt recovered

1010186 01/29/2021 02/08/2021 CA 30.0 30 F Itchiness, hard lump/swelling, and large red circle all at injection site. No symptoms prior. Began on day 8 past injection.

1010187 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 IN 39.0 39 F All over body aches (especially left arm near injection site) headache and dizziness through out the day on 2/6/21.  Around 11:10 pm on 2/6/21, I noticed my left bicep was swollen,  after checking not only was it swollen, it was very hard to the touch as well as a red circle around the injection site.

1010188 01/11/2021 02/08/2021 VA 40.0 40 M I experienced Shingles less than two weeks after the initial vaccine

1010189 02/01/2021 02/08/2021 CA 46.0 46 F 2/1/2021 2 PM headache   6 PM lightheaded dizzy nauseous headache light sensitivity itchy   8 PM nauseous itchy can?t lift my arm on my side dizzy headache exhaustion  11:45 PM nauseous dizzy full body aches arm incredibly painful shortness of breath crawling out of my skin I?m so itchy  2/2/2021 12:15 AM finished hysterically crying cannot use my left arm still crawling out of my skin  On and off sleep until 11 AM headache exhaustion cannot lift my arm   1:30pm my hand is frozen a claw position Can?t get out of bed headache sore throat  6pm move to couch with bad headache, nausea  and fatigue  2/3/2021 6am leave couch work - with bad headache, nausea  and fatigue  2/4/2021 In bed all day fatigue, headache, nausea   2/5/2021 a bit better

1010190 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 CA 26.0 26 F Had muscle fatigue and chills with low grade fever for 6-7 hours. The injection site started swelling Saturday afternoon and increased in size and redness very fast. I applied an ice pack and took an Advil. Sunday the injection site is still swollen.

1010191 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 CA 80.0 79 U Dizzy, headache and weakness

1010192 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 CA 66.0 66 F Felt weak

1010194 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 CA 65.0 65 F HA over R-eye, dizzy, shaky, no breakfast, no BS check., BS @ 14:18:  294

1010195 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 CA 45.0 45 F Pfizer-BioNTech COVID19 Vaccine  Severe symptoms following day: injection site pain, fatigue, headache, whole body muscle pain, chills, nausea, malaise. 2nd and 3rd day symptoms: left underarm swollen lymph nodes, injection site pain, headache, tiredness, slight nausea, slight muscle pain.  Missed work 1 day, unable to drive 2 days.

1010196 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 CA 38.0 38 F Severe Anxiety and agitation (brain fog to some extent)

1010197 02/02/2021 02/08/2021 PA 34.0 34 F Lip swelling, nausea, vomiting

1010198 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 CA 72.0 72 M "eyes looking foggy"  L-eye red

1010199 01/22/2021 02/08/2021 AZ 67.0 67 F Almost three weeks after the shot I had a half dollar size red spot on the arm. It is now going on 5 days and it is not as red, like it is disappearing.

1010200 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 CA 76.0 76 M Pressure in chest & cough

1010201 01/27/2021 02/08/2021 AZ 57.0 57 F covid arm - a raised ring like rash around the site of the shot

1010202 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 NY 43.0 43 F 6pm left arm sore. 9pm started with chills, headache, body aches, and fever 100.3.

1010203 01/27/2021 02/08/2021 AR 39.0 39 F Bullseye-like rash, hard to the touch, swollen, itchy

1010204 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Headache,nausea,vomiting, diarrhea pain in extremities aching

1010205 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 TN 25.0 25 M Developed fever, chills, headache, nausea, fatigue, and severe pain at the injection sight. The fever developed about 8 hours after taking the vaccine. I had previously had COVID back in August and this is what it felt like for me.

1010206 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 CA 45.0 45 F nausea  headache Dizziness  pain swelling at injection site

1010207 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 CA 67.0 67 M HA x 10 mins, feels dizzy

1010208 01/23/2021 02/08/2021 86.0 86 F Soreness in upper right arm,  beginning around 7 pm day of shot,  injection site; soreness lessened next day, none after couple of days

1010209 01/14/2021 02/08/2021 CA 41.0 41 F Racing heart, nervousness,  severe fatigue,  chills, body aches, fever of 101.6, headache,  loss of appetite,

1010210 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 NY 41.0 41 F I felt very dizzy and started walking back to my room. Before I could get to my room I fell to the ground. I never lost consciousness but I couldn?t get up for about two minutes. I intentionally slept for the rest of the day and did not have any further severe adverse effects but that one really shook me!

1010211 01/04/2021 02/08/2021 IL 55.0 55 F COVID arm.  Hard bump for a week then really itchy and about a 8 inch red circle around shot sight for an additional week.  Itching only lasted a couple of days

1010212 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 WA 34.0 34 F 15 hours after receiving second dose  I experienced severe aches in my body which was in my joints and bones. Hot and cold chills. 101 degree temp  2 days after the second dose I developed a large bullseye rash about 2 inches under the injection site. That same arm feels asleep

1010213 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 AZ 38.0 38 F Feverish, chills, headaches, nausea, dry mouth, and sleepiness the day after the Vaccine was taken.  Started out slowly late morning around 9am and got worse by the afternoon.  Took Motrin to relieve symptoms and slept.  The next day felt better but in the evening on 2/5/21 felt itchy starting from arms and neck.  Then after about 10 min of itchiness in that area and started itchiness down to my stomach and legs.  I took allergy medication prescribed by my physician: Cetirizine HCL 10mg tablet (1 tablet).  No issues after that. Had some issue with the itchiness from the first dose around the 3rd-5th day after the first vaccine was given.  Didn't take any allergy medications and had a tiny bit of dark circular spots on limps and torso but wasn't severe.  Thought that was from something I ate, or clothes detergent, etc. so shrugged it off.

1010214 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 OR 37.0 37 F Lymph node under arm pit swollen and painful for over 24 hours. Same arm as injection site.

1010215 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 OK 24.0 24 F My eyes have been occasionally twitching (lasts about 3 seconds) and this doesn't really happen. It occurs randomly throughout the day. I got the 2nd dose on the 4th but it's still happening  as I'm typing this report.

1010217 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 30.0 30 M Chills starting around 10:30 PM, joined shortly after by an increasingly painful headache. Alternating between chills and being overheated on and off all night, while headache became worse. Had to take ibuprofen at 7:30 AM after not being able to sleep, and was able to sleep. Woke up at 1 PM and had to take another ibuprofen for the headache. Chills were gone, but was overheated and sweating for an hour or two. Had to take another ibuprofen at night, but headache wasn't too much worse. Headaches were gone upon waking up at 9 AM on Sunday.  Experienced lymph node swelling in armpit of arm that got the vaccination. Tried to do pushups, but became too painful. I had also experienced the lymph node swelling after my first vaccination 28 days before my second one. About a week after, and they always felt minorly swollen up until the time of my second vaccination. I didn't know they were caused by the vaccine until after the second vaccination.  Currently 1:20 AM on Monday, and I have been experiencing redness and itching in a large patch around the vaccination site all day.

1010218 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 IN 25.0 25 M Body aches, head ache, chills for about 7 hours from 03:00 am until 11:00 am

1010219 01/29/2021 02/08/2021 CA 44.0 44 F Itchy red welts that were painful to touch on my left arm in injection site.

1010220 01/20/2021 02/08/2021 CO 43.0 43 F About one week after my second shot, my hair began falling out in significant amounts. This has been continuing for several weeks now.

1010222 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 AZ 55.0 55 F I felt numbness going up my neck while I waited in line after receiving the vaccine. I thought it was nerves. No one asked how I felt after the vaccine and was passed along ( I told my daughter - who drove me - about my neck while at the vaccine site.) I noticed that my face was also going numb a few minutes later. As soon as we arrived at our meeting place, I told my daughter that my face(vaccine side) was also numb: "like when you get an injection for dental work." It is now ten hours after I received the vaccine, and the numbness has not seized. It is still there and with a strong tingle sensation. I also feel generally unwell with body aches and weakness.

1010223 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 NY 84.0 84 F 48 hours after vaccination 2/4/21, diarrhea, followed by extreme, dizziness/lightheadedness, all day., starting 9:30am,2/6/21 Lightheadedness ongoing( day of reporting)2/7/21

1010224 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 CT 39.0 39 F Immediately after my second injection my left arm below the injection site become painful, hard and extremely swollen. After two days the swollen area became itchy and I have a 4x4 red rash. This did not happen after the first vaccination. I would like to know how long I should expect to have this swelling and rash for and if I should be concerned.

1010225 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 HI 80.0 80 F area of injection on upper left arm (ovoid rash about 6 inches by 3 inches) red and sore and warm (began a few hours after injection and continues now) Headache, body aches, chills and discomfort began a few hours after injection and lasted about one and a half days (totally gone now)

1010226 01/29/2021 02/08/2021 MD 69.0 69 F Large red area around vaccination site, dark spot in center. Started itching with a rash, burning sensation when I scratched it. Treated with ice pack then an anti-itch cream several times a day.  Symptoms lasted approximately 36 hours.

1010227 02/02/2021 02/08/2021 NJ 86.0 86 F Headache and "Not feel well"  2/3/21 4:20AM  Nausea, weak, tired, diarrhea 2/3/21 9:56AM Vomited and "almost" diarrhea 2/3/21 2:04PM Loose BM and nausea 7:10PM 2/3/21 7:10PM

1010228 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 AK 66.0 66 F I had been freezing all evening after the shot.  Went to bed as usual for the night.  Woke up about 1 am which is normal for me.  I was still freezing.  Got up to go to the bathroom as I normally do.  While sitting on the toilet, I started shaking violently - not just regular shivers.  This was scary.  Violent jerking from the waist up - head, arms, torso.  I could not control it.  Eventually it stopped.  I put on warmer clothes and climbed back into bed.  Eventually I warmed up and went to sleep.  Other minor side effects were same as the first vaccine - sore and tender around the injection sight and slight headache.

1010230 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 CA 68.0 68 F Patient was found unresponsive on 2/5/2021. Brought immediately to Emergency department due to respiratory depression/distress. At this time it is unclear etiology of presentation. However patient is slowly becoming more alert/awake. Y

1010231 01/14/2021 02/08/2021 CA 43.0 43 F About 5 days after the 1st Moderna dosage shot, I noticed a rash and it was hot to the touch and  itchy.  I scratched it and it caused the rash to spread.  It was a raised rash and eventually grew to over 4 inches in diameter.  At that point, it was no longer itchy but became very painful.  It was so painful that my arm started to feel numb and I could hardly move it. The rash was also very hard. I went to urgent care on the evening of January 21 to see Dr. He determined it was cellulitis and prescribed Keflex and Bactrim each for 7 days.  After about 2-3 days of antibiotics I started to see the rash decrease in size, pain and hardness.

1010232 01/27/2021 02/08/2021 OK 53.0 53 F Fever 105.4 then 104.6 and 104.0 got the night of shot until 4 days after with chills, headache really bad and weakness fatigue,  body and joints aches, no appetite,  nauseous essential, saw spots

1010233 01/26/2021 02/08/2021 OR 37.0 37 F Slight arm tenderness first 24 hours, then no adverse effects. However, after 9-10 days, I noticed my arm became extremely itchy at the injection site. Itchiness still persists and there is a red rash that did not form until approx. 10 days after injection. Hesitant to get the second shot as this showed up so long after the shot day that I am wary of a second shot and when this reaction will subside.

1010235 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 FL 87.0 87 F Stroke. Massive brain bleed right side Y Y 3

1010390 01/14/2021 02/08/2021 38.0 38 F Patient received Covid Vaccine Dose 1 (Moderna) on 1/14/2021.  1/15/21 I experienced arm soreness, lethargy, body aches, achy joints, and felt like crap.  1/16/21 I developed two red swollen spots on my left arm (injection arm).  The red areas were swollen, hot to touch, and each were a hard lump a little larger than a marble.  These two spots were about 3 inches below the injection site and an inch closer to the body midline.  These red spots worsened and joined together.  1/28/21 I was still experiencing the red raised area that had grown in size, still hot to the touch and now red and rashy around the outer edge.  Redness diminished over the weekend and resolved by 2/3/21.  Arm and shoulder still are achy and sore.

1010394 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 38.0 38 M 12 hours after shot, red swollen eyes, fatigue, body ache, tenderness and swelling of left arm. Shortly after chills, fever, swelling of lymph nodes, migraine, rapid heart rate, dizzy, nausea.  Lasted about 36 hours. migraine, fatigue, body aches, selling of lymph nodes still present after 48 hours.  72 hours later bruised lymph nodes through out the body (left leg, right upper arm, and right rib cage.) Also noticeable joint and muscle pain. prominently lower back, and right rib cage.

1010397 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 WA 27.0 27 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA   In addition to arm soreness and headache (which I also experienced following my first dose of the Moderna Covid-19 vaccine), I have a raised, firm, very warm, and  red area around the injection site (4inches in diameter). Though the red area is not exactly a circle, the diameter of the red area has steadily increased over the past few days. The area is not itchy. My arm is most painful when I move it (attempting to abduct at the shoulder feels impossible) and I cannot apply pressure (leaning or laying on that arm is also tremendously painful, as is the weight of a blanket touching the arm).    My arm soreness after the first dose I received resolved after 5-6 days. My arm was firm and warm around the injection site for that dose, but did not have this red area surrounding the injection site.

1010401 01/30/2021 02/08/2021 CA 72.0 72 F Sore arm for several days after the first injection; Mild redness, swelling, and itching at injection site 7 days after first injection

1010404 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 43.0 43 F Fever of 101.6, body aches and headache

1010485 01/07/2021 02/08/2021 NY M acute optic neuritis; A spontaneous report was received from a male patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced acute optic neuritis.       The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were provided.   On 07 Jan 2021, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot: 011L20A) in the left arm intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19.  On 08 Jan 2021, the day after administration, the patient stated he started to develop an adverse reaction that eventually culminated in acute optic neuritis. He mentioned that he was unsure if the vaccine caused it. He had a CT scan, MRI scan and lumbar puncture with results pending. He also stated that every diagnosis that could cause optic neuritis came back negative. The only change was receiving the vaccine before his symptoms started.   On 22 Jan 2021, the patient reported his eye was getting better, but his vision was still not fully repaired.  Treatment for the event included prednisone.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The outcome for the event, acute optic neuritis, was unknown.  Follow-up received on 22 Jan 2021 included: update the reporter address, lot number, treatment and status of event.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a male patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 011L20A), and who experienced the serious unlisted event of acute optic neuritis.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of event on the day after vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.

1010486 02/08/2021 IL F The vaccine was administered to the patient with a subq needle; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning 65-year old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) administered with a 5/8-inch (subcutaneous) needle.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot#026L20A) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, the patient was administered a vaccine using a 5/8-inch (subcutaneous) needle. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, vaccine administered with a 5/8-inch (subcutaneous) needle, was considered recovered/resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of needle issue for mRNA-1273, lot # 026L20A. There were no reported AEs associated with this case of needle issue.

1010487 02/08/2021 IL M The vaccine was administered to the patient with a subq needle; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning 66-year old, male patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) which was administered with a 5/8-inch (subcutaneous) needle.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received his first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 026L20A) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On an unknown date, the patient was administered a vaccine using a 5/8-inch (subcutaneous) needle. No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not reported.   The event, vaccine administered with a 5/8-inch (subcutaneous) needle, was considered recovered/resolved.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns 66 year old male patient who received his first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 026L20A) for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection while using a 5/8-inch (subcutaneous) needle. There were no reported adverse events after the vaccine was administered in this case of need issue.

1010489 12/21/2020 02/08/2021 NM 56.0 F itchy sensation to arms; redness to chest; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A 56-years-old female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE), lot number EL1284, intramuscular in left arm, on 21Dec2020 at12:30 ( at the age of 56 years old) as a  single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included asthma, hyperlipidemia, PTSD, and seasonal allergies. Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took acetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN) (rash), ciprofloxacin, codeine (vomiting, rash), escitalopram (dizziness, rapid heart rate). Prior to the vaccination the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at a hospital. There were no other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 21Dec2020 at 12:30, the patient experienced itchy sensation to arms, redness to chest. Rapid response was called, patient monitored. No additional intervention, no treatment provided. The outcome of the events was recovered. The patient was not tested for COVID-19 post vaccination.

1010491 01/14/2021 02/08/2021 GA F nausea; extreme fatigue/tiredness; left arm very sore and achy, it became very stiff; left arm very sore and achy, it became very stiff; body aches increased; body aches increased; headaches on and off; chills; night sweats really bad for two nights; light fever; nose running; light cough; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer who reported for herself. A 58 (units unknown) non-pregnant adult female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; solution for injection; Lot #: E10140) via an unspecified route of administration on 14Jan2021 as a single dose in the left arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included high blood pressure (High blood pressure-take medication, heart medicine also) from an unspecified date and unspecified if ongoing. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was diagnosed with COVID-19 on an unspecified date and unspecified if ongoing. It was reported that the patient had no known allergies. Concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient had not taken other medications in two weeks. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination. On 15Jan2021 at 17:30 (reported as "on Friday after the first dose") the patient experienced nausea, extreme fatigue, left arm very sore and achy, it became very stiff, body aches increased, headaches on and off, chills and night sweats really bad for two nights, tiredness, light fever, nose running and light cough. The clinical outcome of the events nausea, extreme fatigue, left arm very sore and achy, it became very stiff, body aches increased, headaches on and off, chills and night sweats really bad for two nights, tiredness, light fever, nose running and light cough were all recovering/resolving. It was reported that no treatment was received for the adverse events. It was also reported that since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.

1010513 01/16/2021 02/08/2021 MA 31.0 F Acute appendicitis; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reporting for herself. A 31-year-old female patient received the 2nd dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech, lot# EK4176), intramuscular in the left arm, on 16Jan2021 at 18:30, at single dose, for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included iron deficiency anaemia, migraine and drug allergy to amoxicillin. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medications included multivitamin and ferrous sulfate (unknown manufacturer). Previously the patient received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Manufacturer Pfizer-BioNTech, lot# EH9899), on 26Dec2020 at 04:15 PM, intramuscular in left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient experienced acute appendicitis on 20Jan2021 at 09:00 with outcome of recovering. The patient went to the emergency room and was hospitalized due to the event in Jan2021 for 1 day. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the event and included laparoscopic appendectomy. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included COVID-19 PCR test (nasal swab): negative on 20Jan2021.; Sender's Comments: Given the nature of the medical condition and the overall clinical picture, the event appendicitis is most likely an intercurrent medical condition and is assessed as unrelated to bnt162b2. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 1

1010525 01/04/2021 02/08/2021 AZ 70.0 F due to get the 2nd dose, but she tested positive for COVID yesterday; due to get the 2nd dose, but she tested positive for COVID yesterday; Dizzy; starting to get foggy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 70-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number: EH9899 or EH9897), via an unspecified route of administration at the left arm on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing diabetic, blood pressure high, high cholesterol and sore arms from previous vaccines (unspecified).She had energy for a whole week after getting the vaccine, that she has not had for a long time, she even cleaned out her whole garage; has been waiting to do that for 3 years; had to make herself stop to rest. There were no concomitant medications. The patient got her first dose on 04Jan2021 and was due to get the 2nd dose this coming 25Jan2021, but she tested positive for COVID on 21Jan2021. She has been sick for a week which started with an irritating cough on 14Jan2021. She went to the ER because she was dizzy as could be on Jan2021. She does not remember which day; she was starting to get foggy on Jan2021. She was not admitted. She did a drive through rapid test on 21Jan2021 and it was positive. Lot numbers: Handwriting on her card was bad and she cannot tell if the last digit of the Lot number is a 9 or 7. The vaccine was administered in an open tent clinic outside  in a parking lot outside a hospital and not in a military facility. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.

1010528 12/31/2020 02/08/2021 NY 32.0 F unfortunately she had a miscarriage about 5-6 days before her second dose; positive pregnancy test a few days after the first dose.; positive pregnancy test a few days after the first dose.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 32-year-old female patient (3 weeks pregnant at time of vaccination) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on left arm on 31Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included iron and minerals nos, vitamins nos (PRENATAL VITAMINS). The patient had a negative pregnancy test in 2020 before getting the first vaccine dose, but then had a positive pregnancy test in Jan2021 a few days after the first dose, but unfortunately she had a miscarriage in Jan2021, about 5-6 days before her second dose. She has an appointment scheduled with OBGYN for the miscarriage. Since the vaccination, the patient has not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the miscarriage was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the event miscarriage with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010547 01/07/2021 02/08/2021 U covid test came back positive; covid test came back positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other hcp (patient). The patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on 17Dec2020 (first dose) and 07Jan2021 (second dose) at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported "I am a healthcare professional and I have had both doses of the vaccine (17Dec and 07Jan). I was scheduled for surgery this past Wednesday but it was cancelled as my covid test came back positive. I have no symptoms. I was advised to get antibody testing. This showed I have antibodies for both IgG and IgM. I was still told I cannot have the surgery. " The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information on batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded. Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection is needed for meaningful medical assessment.

1010561 02/08/2021 F Caller stated that she tested positive for the Covid Virus after she received her first dose of the vaccine; Caller stated that she tested positive for the Covid Virus after she received her first dose of the vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for the mother. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Caller, calling on behalf of mother, wanted to know if she should receive her second vaccine today while positive for the Covid Virus. Caller stated that she tested positive for the Covid Virus after she received her first dose of the vaccine. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on lot number/batch number has been requested.

1010562 02/08/2021 85.0 F a person who has received the covid vaccine but tested positive to the infection; a person who has received the covid vaccine but tested positive to the infection; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported that an 85-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number unknown) intramuscular at single dose on 21Jan2021 for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient received the first dose on unknown date. Relevant history and concomitants drugs were not reported. Per reporter, the patient was not seeing anything crazy on her chart. The patient got the second dose of the COVID vaccine on 21Jan2021. On 22Jan2021, she had been tested positive for COVID-19 (COVID-19 Rapid test).  The patient had cough and low grade fever since unknown date. Relevant test was none. Outcome of event was unknown. The nurse practitioner wanted to do a monoclonal antibody infusion and the pharmacist was wondering if they could do that?   When probed for causality, the pharmacist responded: "I guess not I'm not going to comment on that, I don't know. I don't have the patient's actual file."  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the second vaccine dose and the event onset.

1010569 01/15/2021 02/08/2021 PA 52.0 F Feeling tired; Discovered she was Covid 19 positive; Discovered she was Covid 19 positive; This is a follow-up spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer. A contactable consumer reported that a 52-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included Allergies from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing, bad back aches from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing.  Concomitant medication included ibuprofen (ADVIL [IBUPROFEN]), mometasone furoate (FLONASE [MOMETASONE FUROATE]).  On 16Jan2021, she had her first dose of COVID vaccine, and two hours later she had a positive COVID test done. She is wondering when she can get the second dose, her doctor said she had to wait 3 months for the second, dose, she is questioning that, and wants to know, should she be retested for COVID, since she thinks it may be a false positive, since she has no symptoms of COVID. She states she didn't really have any symptoms other than feeling tired. The outcome of event fatigue was unknown, while the outcome of the other events was not resolved.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

1010590 01/05/2021 02/08/2021 TX 84.0 F tested positive for covid; tested positive for covid/Nasal Swab: positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. An 84-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Alzheimer's disease, cough (she has had a cough forever), cellulitis, constipation, dementia, depression, appendicectomy, and right hip replacement surgery. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced tested positive for COVID on 13Jan2021. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Nasal Swab: positive on 13Jan2021. The reporter was calling for information about administration of the COVID vaccine at an interval greater than the 21 days and recommendations for a patient who tested positive after the first dose of the vaccine. The patient got the first dose of the COVID vaccine on 05Jan2021, She tested positive for COVID on 13Jan2021 and then next time she will be seen and tested will be 15Feb2021. Due to this it seems like they can't give her the vaccine this following Monday because she tested Positive and the Next time, the clinic gets vaccines is on 15Feb2021, Caller asks is that too long of a time frame for the second Dose. Or would they have to start over on 15Feb2021 with another first dose. The First Dose was on 05Jan2021. The Positive Covid Test was on 13Jan2021, it was done by a Nasal Swab. Patient won't be due for another COVID test for 14 days after, she is due for her next COVID test on 27Jan2021. If she is Negative on the 27Jan2021, then she will get her next COVID Vaccine on 15Feb2021. This is non-serious report. The outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine), on 05Jan2021, and COVID-19 test, including Nasal Swab, positive on 13Jan2021.  No effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  Instead, the positive COVID 19 test likely represents a pre-existing infection prior to vaccine use.  Further information is needed for full medical assessment.

1010591 01/04/2021 02/08/2021 OH M tested positive for COVID-19; tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program . The male patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on 04Jan2021 at SINGLE  DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. He received the Pfizer BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine on 04Jan2021 and tested positive for COVID-19 on 11Jan2021. He said he is already back to work and is scheduled for the second dose on 25Jan2021. He asked if he should go forward with the scheduled dose or should he wait 6 more weeks for the second dose. The outcome of the events was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information on batch number cannot be obtained.

1010594 01/14/2021 02/08/2021 MO 55.0 F symptoms of COVID/ believes it could be COVID; symptoms of COVID/ believes it could be COVID; terrible diarrhea; constant headache; Gas; Bloating; Her arm was sore for 24 hours; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 55-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, lot number: EL8982, unknown expiration), via injection once to right arm on 14Jan2021 at a single dose as she is eligible with first tier for vaccination.  Medical history and concomitant medications reported as none. The patient reported that she received the first dose of COVID vaccine on 14Jan2021 (Thursday). The next day (15Jan2021), her arm was sore for 24 hours after the shot, and she didn't have any side effects over the weekend. On 19Jan2021, Tuesday, she started having constant headache, and was experiencing problems with gas and bloating, it is very rare for her to have this issue, and it was building the last of couple days, she was uncomfortable and was taking over the counter medication for relief. She was keeping the headaches at bay with generic ibuprofen (lot: S200378, expiry: Mar2023), but if she missed a dose or is feeling better and doesn't take, it is coming back, it is consistent. Gas and bloating are primarily after eating, on Wednesday, after 24 hours it was ridiculous. She got some generic Extra Strength Gas Relief one tablet after eating (lot: 75257, expiry: Jun2022), and it was giving her some relief until early this morning. Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, the gas and bloating was worse. Last night, her entire chest, she wanted to burp so bad, but couldn't because it really hurt, and it took a while for the next tablet to kick in and give relief, she was like where is this coming from, she didn't know it could build up so much. On 22Jan2021, she had a terrible diarrhea.  Diarrhea was painful and intense, she took generic Pepto Bismol 1-2 tablets, and she took 4, The first time she woke up at 04:30 AM and at 7 another wave hit her, so she took another two tablets. Right now, she is feeling okay, but the gas is building up, her chest is filling, she is uncomfortable. The patient asked if these are reported side effects.  She works in a dental office, and the doctor is knowledgeable and sensitive to COVID, and even though those symptoms are not listed as side effects on the information sheet, the doctor said they are symptoms of COVID, and even though those symptoms are not listed as side effects on the information sheet, the doctor said they are symptoms of COVID, are these side effects or may she have COVID, though she doesn't know who she could have gotten COVID from. Out of protection for patients at dental clinic, the HCP at clinic wants her to get the COVID test as he believes it could be COVID and not side effect of the vaccine. She doesn't want to quarantine for nothing if it is just side effects of the vaccine. She will be getting rapid diagnostic for COVID and not the antibody test. She thinks she should get tested, but there is no testing appointment available until tomorrow, and she does not want to self-quarantine needlessly, she will live through it, she is happy to get the test, but she doesn't want to lose 2 weeks of pay if others are reporting the same side effects. She was happy to get the vaccine. The patient recovered from the event arm sore on 16Jan2021; not yet recovered from events constant headache, gas, and bloating; while unknown outcome for the remaining events.

1010597 12/29/2020 02/08/2021 IL 62.0 M Intense pain to R foot within 12 hours; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP (patient). A 62-year-old male patient received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EL0140), via an unspecified route of administration on 29Dec2020 10:30 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation.  Medical history included hypertension, type 2 diabetes mellitus, cerebrovascular accident, Penicillin allergy.  The patient experienced intense pain to R foot within 12 hours on 30Dec2020 01:30 with outcome of recovered with sequelae. Treatment received for the adverse event included: MRI, Ultrasound, Interventional radiology. The patient was hospitalized for intense pain to R foot within 12 hours for 9 days.  The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Interventional radiology, magnetic resonance imaging, Nasal Swab test: negative, ultrasound scan.; Sender's Comments: The 62-year-old male patient had medical history included hypertension, type 2 diabetes mellitus and cerebrovascular accident.  The reported intense pain to R foot was more likely due to intercurrent condition/disease, and less likely causally related to the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE).  The case will be reassessed should additional information, including MRI and Ultrasound findings and Interventional radiology details, become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 9

1010598 12/30/2020 02/08/2021 NC 26.0 F mental confusion; inability to speak/tried to say things and it was a jumbled, meaningless string of words; felt very cold; tingling around the mouth; aura like a bad migraine; bright spotty vision in the peripheral right field; bright spotty vision in the peripheral right field; thought she was having a stroke; EKG showed peaked T waves, common with dehydration and high potassium; EKG showed peaked T waves, common with dehydration and high potassium; EKG showed peaked T waves, common with dehydration and high potassium; likely a severe migraine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse. A 26-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number: EK9231, expiration date was unknown), intramuscularly on the left arm on 30Dec2020 at 14:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The facility where the most recent COVID-19 vaccine was administered was at the workplace clinic. Relevant medical history included COVID-19, which was diagnosed prior to vaccination and migraines (before). The patient had no allergies to medications, food, or other products. Concomitant medication included melatonin. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 30Dec2020 at 15:45 or 1 hour after the vaccine injection, the patient had an aura like a bad migraine and she had bright spotty vision in the peripheral right field for 15-20 minutes; the patient has had migraines before, but they're not common for her. Two hours after the vaccine, on 30Dec2020 at 16:45, the patient had mental confusion and an inability to speak; she tried to say things to her husband and it was a jumbled, meaningless string of words. She also felt very cold and she had tingling around the mouth. Her husband thought she was having a stroke and called 911 on 30Dec2020. All her vitals were stable, and within 10 minutes she could speak again. On 30Dec2020, the patient's electrocardiogram (EKG) showed peaked T waves, common with dehydration and high potassium. She was encouraged to go to the emergency room (ER). Instead of taking the ambulance, she drove herself several hours later. The patient wanted someone to tell her it wasn't a stroke. After a brief neurological exam on 30Dec2020, the doctor said it was likely a severe migraine and wrote the reason for her visit as a vaccine reaction. This took place in the late evening to early morning, and she missed one day of work. The events did result in an emergency room/department or urgent care visit. The reporter assessed the events as non-serious. The patient did not receive any treatment for the adverse events. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The patient recovered from all the events on 31Dec2020.; Sender's Comments: Based on the close temporal relationship, the association between the event stroke with BNt162b2 can not be fully excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010602 12/27/2020 02/08/2021 TN 46.0 F tested positive with COVID PCR tests; tested positive with COVID PCR tests; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. A 46-year-old female patient (pharmacist colleague) received the first does of BNT162B2 (Pfizer-BIONTECH Covid-19 Vaccine, lot number: EJ1685, Expiration Date: Mar2021), via an unspecified route of administration at site of left arm at 11:45 on 27Dec2020 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included was none. There were no concomitant medications. There were no other vaccinations given recently, or no new medications. The patient experienced tested positive with COVID PCR tests on 28Dec2020 (also reported 24 hours - 48 hours after getting the vaccine). Clinical: After the first dose of vaccination, the patient had no symptoms, she had been routinely screened prior and was negative, then tested positive 24 hours after receiving vaccination on 29Dec2020. they did another one on 29Dec2020 and on 30Dec2020 that were negative. Event was assessed as non-serious since patient had no symptoms. After the second dose, the patient did not test positive, and after the second one they did a little study. The patient underwent another lab tests and procedures which included CT value: 24 on 28Dec2020.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information, Drug ineffective and COVID-19 PCR test positive are unlikely related to BNT162B2 vaccine.  The event occurred two day after vaccination, when vaccine was not expected to achieve the effect.   The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.

1010604 01/01/2021 02/08/2021 MI 39.0 F cellulitis in arm; Dizzy head; sore; a few lymph nodes reacted; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 39-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unknown date in Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was unknown if patient was pregnant. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number: EL0140) on 28Dec2020 for covid-19 immunization. On an unknown date in Jan2021, the patient experienced Dizzy head and sore. Then injection site swelling and was hot to the touch and a few lymph nodes reacted. Two days of 102+ fever, diagnosis of cellulitis in arm. Antibiotics received for cellulitis. Adverse event result in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The outcome of the events was recovering. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

1010608 02/08/2021 M 10 days ago I developed the virus; 10 days ago I developed the virus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A male patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that he had the first Pfizer COVID vaccine dose and he was scheduled to get the 2nd dose on 25Jan2021. He reported that 10 days ago (12Jan2021) he developed the virus. The patient asked if he should wait longer to get his 2nd dose. The outcome of the event was unknown.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.

1010619 01/06/2021 02/08/2021 AZ 34.0 F tested positive for covid 19/it was a swab in her nostrils; tested positive for covid 19/it was a swab in her nostrils; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for self. This 34-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EH9899) on 06Jan2021 around 14:30-14:45 at left arm at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. No prior vaccinations within 4 weeks and no AEs follow prior vaccinations. Family medical history included diabetes. The patient received 1st dose of vaccine on 06Jan2021, tested positive for COVID 19 on 19Jan2021. Unable to provide which COVID test she received. Stated she was tested at (Pharmacy) and it was a swab in her nostrils. She was scheduled for 2nd dose on 27Jan2021 at 15:45 and asking if she can/should get the 2nd dose. The outcome of event was unknown.

1010624 01/09/2021 02/08/2021 NC 49.0 M Peripheral facial paralysis (Bell's Palsy) left side 8 days after vaccination; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable 49-year-old male other healthcare professional (HCP) (patient) reported for himself received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3246) via unspecified route on left arm single dose for COVID-19 immunization on 09Jan2021, 02:30 PM, at 49-year-old. Medical history included: Borderline Type 2 diabetes; Hepatitis B carrier. No allergies to medications, food, or other products. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medications included: metformin, entecavir. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the BNT162B2. The patient had peripheral facial paralysis (Bell's Palsy) left side 8 days after vaccination (17Jan2021) and was reported as non-serious. Treatment was received as steroids and antiviral. Emergency room/department or urgent care visited. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. Action taken for BNT162B2 was not applicable. Outcome of the event was not resolved.; Sender's Comments: Based on currently known drug safety profile, a causal association between the reported event peripheral facial paralysis and BNT162B2  cannot be fully excluded. The event facial paralysis can also be caused by other virus infection. Case will be reassessed when additional information is available including viral testing. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and investigators, as appropriate.

1010628 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 84.0 F She tested positive on 20Jan and is currently asymptomatic; She tested positive on 20Jan and is currently asymptomatic; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient) from a Pfizer-sponsored program. The 84-years-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, lot number: EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE as Preventive and healthcare worker. Medical history and concomitant medications were none. Caller received the first dose of the vaccine on 13Jan. She tested positive on 20Jan and is currently asymptomatic. Her next dose of the vaccine is due on 29Jan and wants to know if she should get this at a later date. The outcome of the events was not recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible, information on batch number cannot be obtained.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.

1010635 01/20/2021 02/08/2021 MO 64.0 F Severe lower stomach cramps; diarrhea; some bloody stool; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other healthcare professional reported for herself. A 64-years-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EL32495-21), via an unspecified route of administration at Left arm on 20Jan2021 14:15 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included allergies to penicillin, allergies to Latex and allergies to shellfish. Concomitant medication included rosuvastatin calcium (CRESTOR), raloxifene hydrochloride (EVISTA), tramadol, ibuprofen 600 mg received within 2 weeks of vaccination. The patient previously took iodine and experienced allergies to Iodine, codeine and experienced allergies to codeine, oxytetracycline (TERRAMYCIN) and experienced allergies to Terramycin. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced severe lower stomach cramps and diarrhea since 22Jan2021 19:30 and still having this issue to include some bloody stool on 22Jan2021 12:30. No treatment received for the events. The events were reported as non-serious. The patient was not pregnant. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The outcome of the events was not recovered.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010637 01/20/2021 02/08/2021 IN 74.0 F Couldn't hold a cup to drink; Pharangitis; Couldn't get warm; Strange odor in her nose, like burning plastic; Taste started to diminish; Painful bilateral lower back pain; Cough/Dry cough; Bad headache; Severe shaking chills; Muscles and joints ached; Muscles and joints ached; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient).  A 74-years-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration at left deltoid on 20Jan2021 at 9:30-9:45 am at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included exposure to radiation from 2017 to an unknown date and did lose some of her sense taste due to 2 massive doses of radiation in 2017). There were no concomitant medications. Historical vaccine included two doses of shingles vaccine (SHINGRIX) for Immunization and experienced shaking, chills, and muscle and joint pain after the vaccine. The patient experienced bad headache (disability) on 20Jan2021 17:00 with outcome of recovered on 21Jan2021, Severe shaking chills (disability) on 20Jan2021 17:00 with outcome of recovered on 21Jan2021, muscles and joints ached (disability) on 20Jan2021 17:00 with outcome of recovered on 21Jan2021, couldn't hold a cup to drink on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown, painful bilateral lower back pain on 20Jan2021 17:00 with outcome of recovered on 21Jan2021, cough/dry cough on 20Jan2021 17:00 with outcome of not recovered (reported as worsened), strange odor in her nose, like burning plastic on 21Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered, taste started to diminish on 21Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered, pharangitis on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown, couldn't get warm on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. Details were as follows: the patient received the COVIED in the morning of 20Jan2021. By 5pm she had developed a headache, severe shaking, chills, muscle and joints pain, severe lower back pain, and a dry cough; she was miserable. A few years ago after her double dosing of the shingles vaccine she had a similar reaction of shaking, chills, and muscle and joint pain. She has no product details for that product, no NDC, Lot, or expiry to provide. The patient confirmed that the shingles shot was 2 doses, not a double dose given at one time. When asked a seriousness criteria it was explained that the symptoms that started on the 20th, she felt they were disabling. She couldn't get warm, stop shaking, couldn't hold a cup and the pain was severe and she has high tolerance for pain. By around 3pm that day on the 21Jan2021 everything but the dry cough had resolved, and that had gotten worse. She also developed new symptoms. She had strange odor in her nose, like burning plastic and her sense of taste started to diminish. She did lose some of her sense taste due to 2 massive doses of radiation in 2017, She has no product information, NDC, Lot or Expiry for that radiation but after that she did have taste, some of it did come back. On the 21Jan2021, it was less, the sense of taste and now today she has no taste at all. For the muscle and joint pain she took Aleve. She was told if she was feeling worse over the weekend to go to the ER or urgent care. The patient was wondering and thinking this was her normal response to the vaccine just like she had a normal response that shingles vaccine.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010638 02/08/2021 MO 48.0 F no detectable antibodies to the spike protein 2 weeks after the second vaccine; no detectable antibodies to the spike protein 2 weeks after the second vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician (patient) reported for herself that a 48-year-old female patient received received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via intramuscular on an unspecified date at single dose (Batch/lot number: EL1284), and second dose via intramuscular on an unspecified date in Jan2021 at single dose (Batch/lot number: EH9899) for covid-19 immunization. The patient medical history was not reported.  There were no concomitant medications.  Physician previously received a Hepatitis B vaccine that is a 3-dose series when it came out in the 90s. She received her 3 doses and with her 3-year titer, she did not make enough antibodies with 3 shot, so they gave her the 4th shot and the 5th shot as well since she still did not make enough antibodies. After the 5th dose, she did not convert so they told her she does not need to take any more doses.  Physician had both Pfizer COVID vaccine doses 3 weeks and 2 days apart. After 13 and a half days, she went to check for antibody response and had no antibody response/no detectable antibodies using the spike antibody test from (diagnostic center) new quantitative test (the test stated she was nonreactive). Physician also stated she had no symptoms when she received the COVID 19 shot. Patient said she took the standard dose what is it "50, 130-10." She stated the antibodies should form as result of the Covid vaccine. Physician had the Pfizer Covid Vaccine and the booster and went 13 and half days later and had her spike protein drawn through the '(diagnostic center) lysis' and how they say this lab because she was the slow converter and she has no detectable antibodies for spike protein at 14 days post second shot, somebody just needs to know that and she needs to know should she takes the J and J vaccine or do she get the booster like she did with these, what happens and to just give you the whole symptomatology, she had no symptoms with her shot. Her daughter is on trial for the 12-15 year old her daughter received the chills probable node underneath the arm on the side her daughter had the vaccine and so even though her daughter is bonded (AER#2021107312), physician is 99% sure she got it, physician was a non-converter until the fifth shot of the Hep-B vaccine in the 90's. Physician wondered what that means. If she should get a third shot and if she should try a different vaccine type once available. If she should be taking a different test than the spike antibody test from (diagnostic center) if she did not have an antibody response. Physician asked if Pfizer has any data regarding participants who received the vaccine not having an immune response following 2 doses of vaccination. She asked if Pfizer is starting to collect a database on those that have not received an antibody response to the vaccine. She wanted to provide information to our database regarding no antibody response to the COVID vaccine and asked if she can get the Luminex immunoassay test that was done in the Phase 1 clinical trial in (city). Her daughter is in the clinical trial for ages 12 to 15 and she knows they draw her blood there. Physician asked if somebody can draw her blood there to test for antibodies. Outcome of the events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of the subject product, BNT162B2 vaccine, cannot be excluded for the reported events of  COVID-19 antibody test negative and suspected LOE  due to temporal relationship.   There is limited information provided in this report.  This case will be reassessed once additional information is available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010639 01/15/2021 02/08/2021 MI 75.0 F accompanied with very severe chest pain; Pericarditis; woke up with a severe headache; severe pain; continues to have muscle pain; weakness; shortness of breath when she walks; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 75-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (lot number and expiry date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 10:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 16Jan2021 04:00, she went to bed at night and woke up at 4 AM with a severe headache. She took Aleve and went back to bed. When she woke up at 8:30 AM her headache was very severe and was accompanied with very severe chest pain. She immediately took her to the ER. They did a very thorough work up to check on her heart and Aorta. They managed her severe pain with two doses of morphine followed by two days of Dilaudid. The imaging and symptoms left her with a newly discovered diagnosis of Pericarditis. The medical professions were sure this was a result of the COVID vaccine. They continued to treat her for a few days and sent her home with anti inflammatories to help. She continues to have muscle pain, weakness and shortness of breath when she walks. She is scheduled to take her 2nd dose on February 5th but we are very concerned and hesitant as we don't want to cause any more damage to her heart. The patient was hospitalized for events 'headache', 'chest pain;', 'pericarditis' and 'pain' for 4 days. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination and did not received any other medications within 2 weeks of vaccination.  Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included imaging: pericarditis on 16Jan2021 and Nasal Swab: negative on 16Jan2021. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of all the events which included Colchicine and prednisone, morphine and dilaudid. The outcome of the events was recovering. The events "headache", "chest pain", "pericarditis"and "severe pain" were assessed as serious due to hospitalization and disability. The events "myalgia", "asthenia" and "dyspnea" were assessed as serious due to disability. The events ('headache', 'chest pain;', 'pericarditis' and 'pain') resulted in emergency room visit.   Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.Y 4

1010644 01/12/2021 02/08/2021 GA 21.0 M Trouble breathing; Lightheaded/dizzy; Chills; Sore all over; Weakness in legs; Chest pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  This 21-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EK9231), via an unknown route, on 12Jan2021 at a single dose on the left arm for COVID-19 immunisation. No relevant medical history and concomitant medications were provided. No known allergies. Pre-vaccination COVID test was not performed. On 13Jan2021, at 05:00 PM, the patient had lightheaded/dizzy, chills, sore all over, weakness in legs, chest pain and trouble breathing. On 14Jan2021, COVID test (Nasal Swab) was done and resulted negative. The events required an emergency room visit. Then, the patient was hospitalized for 3 days due to the events. Therapeutic measures taken as result of the events included ibuprofen and 2 other medications. The patient was recovering from the events.Y 3

1010645 01/14/2021 02/08/2021 PA 66.0 F contracted Covid after my 2nd dose, 3 days to be exact; contracted Covid after my 2nd dose, 3 days to be exact; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient).  A 66-year-old female patient received the 2nd dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Lot # EL3246) at single dose at right arm on 14Jan2021 for covid-19 immunisation, administered at hospital.  Medical history included rheumatoid arthritis, allergies to morphine and related, PCN, sulfa, quinidine, Xeljanz. Patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication within 2 weeks of vaccination included: upadacitinib (RINVOQ), folic acid (FOLIC ACID), ropinirole hydrochloride (REQUIP). The patient previously received the 1st dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, Lot # EJ1685) at single dose at right arm on 26Dec2020 03:00 PM for covid-19 immunisation, administered at hospital. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient experienced contracted Covid after her 2nd dose, muscle aches and fatigue 3 days to be exact on 17Jan2021 17:00, Covid test result positive on 22Jan2021. Since the vaccination, the patient has been tested for COVID-19 (nasal swab): positive on 22Jan2021. No treatment was received for the adverse event. The outcome of Covid test result positive was unknown, of the other events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported lack of efficacy cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010646 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 VA U testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar event for 14 patients. This is 1st of 14 reports.   An elderly patient (more than 65 years old) of an unspecified gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine on 21Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. It was reported that 8 patients and 6 workers at a long term care facility were vaccinated on 13Jan2021 and reported testing positive for COVID on 21Jan2021. Since they were testing positive, physician wanted to administer bamlanirimab (drug being administered under FDA EUA). The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded. Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection is needed for meaningful medical assessment.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021065206 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021065202 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021065199 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021065208 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021065203 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021065200 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021065205 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021065210 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021065201 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021065209 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021065207 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021065198 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.;US-PFIZER INC-2021065204 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.

1010649 01/20/2021 02/08/2021 CA 34.0 F swelling; hot to touch; started lightly at injection site but rash more prominent on sides and back of neck; started lightly at injection site but rash more prominent on sides and back of neck; scratch throat; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health professional (patient).  A 34-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot number and expiration date unknown due to not available/provided to reporter at the time of report completion), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 20Jan2021 13:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included mild hashimotos (no meds, just monitor) and Polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS). No allergies to medications, food, or other products. The patient was not pregnant at the time of vaccination. Concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that "48 hours" post injection patient developed neck rash, swelling, hot to touch, started lightly at injection site but rash more prominent on sides and back of neck, and scratch throat. All the events resulted in: emergency room/department or urgent care visit. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of all the events: Steroid and Benadryl injection. The outcome of the events was recovered with lasting effects. The events was considered as non-serious by reporter, as no resulting in death, no life threatening, no causing/prolonging hospitalization, no disabling/Incapacitating, no congenital anomaly/birth defect. Prior to vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.?; Sender's Comments: Causality cannot be excluded for PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE and the reported events.

1010651 01/01/2021 02/08/2021 M tested Covid19 positive; tested Covid19 positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist (patient). A 38-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 05Jan2021 or 06Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of vaccine on 05Jan2021 or 06Jan2021 and then 2 weeks later tested positive for COVID in Jan2021. The patient asked how long he was supposed to wait for the second dose. It was just a mild case and he has already recovered the few days in Jan2021.  Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for "tested Covid19 positive".

1010652 02/08/2021 F she had the virus last year; she had the virus last year; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer, the patient, via the Pfizer-sponsored program. A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date (at an unspecified age) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On an unspecified date in 2020 (reported as last year), the patient "had the virus". It was not confirmed if the patient received the 1st dose of the vaccination prior to or after having the virus. The patient queried if she should continue to receive the 2nd dose. The clinical outcome of "had the virus" was unknown.   No follow-up attempts are possible; Information about batch/lot number cannot be obtained.

1010667 01/24/2021 02/08/2021 GA 57.0 F hard time breathing; Rash all over body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A 57-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: El3249), intramuscular at arm left on 24Jan2021 at 13:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On 24Jan2021 at 13:30, the patient experienced rash all over body and hard time breathing. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Therapeutic measures were taken as a result of the events and included treatment with BENADRYL and EPIPEN. The patient outcome of the events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events dyspnea and rash cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.
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1010673 01/05/2021 02/08/2021 NY 47.0 M Erectile Dysfunction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP.  A 47-year-old male Other HCP reported that he received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number unknown), intramuscular at single dose into the right arm on 05Jan2021 09:30 AM for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included kidney stones. Concomitant drugs were unknown. The patient reported that on 20Jan2021 he experienced erectile dysfunction. No treatment was received. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: As an individual case report there is not enough evidence to establish a causal relationship with the suspect vaccine. Currently there is no clear biological plausibility between the vaccine use and the even onset.  More information such as complete medical history and concomitant medications are needed for fully medical assessment. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010674 12/31/2020 02/08/2021 PA F First vaccine 31Dec, tested positive for covid 01Jan; First vaccine 31Dec, tested positive for covid 01Jan; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. This Other HCP reported for self that the 21-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, COVID 19, Pfizer), via an unspecified route of administration on 31Dec2020 02:30 PM on Right arm at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included known allergies: Cefdinir, asthma, anxiety, and depression. Concomitant medications included Duloxetine, lamotrigine, buspirone hydrochloride (BUSPAR), etonogestrel (NEXPLANON), ethinylestradiol/ norethisterone acetate (JUNEL). First vaccine 31Dec2020, tested positive for covid 01Jan2021, had second dose 21Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.

1010680 01/09/2021 02/08/2021 VA F Diagnosed with Covid 19; Diagnosed with Covid 19; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reported for herself.  A 51-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection), on 09Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and Concomitant medications were not reported.  She was diagnosed with Covid 19 on 18Jan2021. She was supposed to get second dose on 26Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about batch number was not available and is going to be requested.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the reported drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.

1010682 01/09/2021 02/08/2021 TX 23.0 F Bell's Palsy; progressed to left facial drooping; loss of taste on anterior part of tongue; decreased tear production in my left eye; started with left neck pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other health care professional (HCP) (patient). A 23-year-old female patient not pregnant received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration Left arm on 09Jan2021 at 04:30 PM as a single dose for COVID-19 immunisation, lot number: EL1283. Medical history was reported as none. Concomitant medications in two weeks prior to the vaccination included oral contraceptive pill (OCPs). Patient received first vaccine dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 19Dec2020 at 04:00 PM at Left arm for COVID-19 immunisation, lot number: EK5730. Patient did not receive other vaccine in four weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. On 22Jan2021 03:00 PM (Symptom onset was 2 weeks after second vaccine) patient initially started to experience left neck pain, and then progressed to left facial drooping, loss of taste on anterior part of tongue, and decreased tear production in her left eye. Presentation consistent with Bell's Palsy. Patient started a course of methylprednisolone the day of the report with no improvement yet. Events resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Patient had no COVID prior vaccination. Patient was not tested for Covid post vaccination. Patient had not recovered from the events, at the time of the report.; Sender's Comments: The events left neck pain, and then progressed to left facial drooping, loss of taste on anterior part of tongue, and decreased tear production in her left eye are considered possibly related to the suspect product based on temporal association. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010685 01/20/2021 02/08/2021 CT 88.0 F flushed in the face/warm; red face; tingling sensation of lips but no swelling; mild allergic reaction; This is a spontaneous report from contactable consumers. An 88-year-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date unspecified), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Jan2021 11:45 at single dose (left arm) for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included lung cancer. The patient was not pregnant. Concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that the patient had unspecified other medication in two weeks. The reporter's mother's experienced mild allergic reaction in Jan2021 and she wants to know whether or not she should be getting her second dose. She will be asking her doctor as well as they were advised by the nurse administering the vaccine and also the doctor's nurses who observed her mother afterwards, but she was also advised to contact Pfizer. On 20Jan2021, at 12:00, within 5 minutes, the patient experienced flushed in the face/warm, red face, tingling sensation of lips but no swelling, no increased blood pressure, no hives or rash, no tongue or throat swelling, no dizziness, no nausea. It was mild but concerning. The patient was treated with oral Benadryl and Pepcid IV (also reported as IV of peptids), and extended observation for 1 hour and 30 minutes. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. The patient had no Covid prior vaccination and was not Covid tested post vaccination. The consumer would like to know if her mother was safe to receive the second dose of the Covid vaccine and if the reaction to the second dose of the Covid vaccine will be more severe with a history of an allergic reaction to the first dose. Outcome of event mild allergic reaction was unknown; outcome of the rest of events was recovered in Jan2021.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

1010690 01/22/2021 02/08/2021 NY 28.0 F Passed out; fell; became disoriented and weak; became disoriented and weak; could not control her body, all muscles felt heavy and weak; could not control her body, all muscles felt heavy and weak; Felt tingles in feet and lower legs; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer(patient). The 28-year-old female patient(not pregnant) received first dose BNT162B2(COVID 19, lot number: EL9262), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 22Jan2021 13:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included none. She had no known allergies.  Concomitant medication included spironolactone, amfetamine aspartate/amfetamine sulfate/ dexamfetamine saccharate/ dexamfetamine sulfate (ADDERALL), vitamin b complex (VITAMIN B), ergocalciferol (VIT D), ZINC, omeg(omeprazole). There was no other vaccine in four weeks. About 11 hours after receiving(23Jan2021), she very quickly became disoriented and weak, could not control her body, all muscles felt heavy and weak. She fell once and then presumably passed out - she came to after falling again. She felt tingles in feet and lower legs. After sleeping about 9 hours, she felt better. There was no treatment received, no covid prior vaccination, covid tested post vaccination.  Events were assessed as non-serious. Outcome of events was recovering.

1010691 01/21/2021 02/08/2021 CO M atrial fibrillation; disease recurrence; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 76-year-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number unknown), at single dose on 21Jan2021 for COVID-19 immunization. medical history included atrial fibrillation. Concomitant drugs were unknown. the reporting consumer received a message on 23Jan2021 stating that the  patient started having atrial fibrillation the night before. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on batch/lot number was requested.

1010693 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 VA U testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar event for 14 patients. This is 2nd of 14 reports.   An elderly patient (more than 65 years) of an unspecified gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine on 21Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. It was reported that 8 patients and 6 workers at a long term care facility were vaccinated on 13Jan2021 and reported testing positive for COVID on 21Jan2021. Since they were testing positive, physician wanted to administer bamlanirimab. The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021063794 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.

1010694 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 VA U testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar event for 14 patients. This is 3rd of 14 reports.   An elderly patient (more than 65 years) of an unspecified gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine on 21Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. It was reported that 8 patients and 6 workers at a long term care facility were vaccinated on 13Jan2021 and reported testing positive for COVID on 21Jan2021. Since they were testing positive, physician wanted to administer bamlanirimab. The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021063794 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.

1010695 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 VA U testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar event for 14 patients. This is the 4th of 14 reports.   An elderly patient (more than 65 years old) of an unspecified gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine on 21Jan2021. It was reported that 8 patients and 6 workers at a long term care facility were vaccinated on 13Jan2021 and reported testing positive for COVID on 21Jan2021. Since they were testing positive, physician wanted to administer bamlanirimab. The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded.  ,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021063794 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.

1010696 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 VA U Testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; Testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar events for 14 patients. This report is for 5th of 14 patients. An elderly patient (more than 65 years old) of an unspecified gender received BNT162B2(PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient experienced testing positive for COVID on 21Jan2021 after receiving vaccine. Since they were testing positive, physician wanted to administer Bamlanirimab (drug being administered under FDA EUA). The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the lot/ batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported testing positive for COVID  based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 8 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021063794 Same reporter/drug/event, different patient

1010697 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 VA U testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar event for 14 patients. This is 6th of 14th reports. An elderly patient (more than 65 years old) of an unspecified gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine on 21Jan2021. It was reported that 8 patients and 6 workers at a long term care facility were vaccinated on 13Jan2021 and reported testing positive for COVID on 21Jan2021. Since they were testing positive, physician wanted to administer bamlanirimab (Lily drug being administered under FDA EUA). The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021063794 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

1010698 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 VA U testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar event for 14 patients. This is 7th of 14 reports.   An elderly patient (more than 65 years old) of an unspecified gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine on 21Jan2021. It was reported that 8 patients and 6 workers at a long term care facility were vaccinated on 13Jan2021 and reported testing positive for COVID on 21Jan2021. Since they were testing positive, physician wanted to administer bamlanirimab (drug being administered under FDA EUA). The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, there was  a reasonable possibility that the reported events were related to the suspect product BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE).,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021063794 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.

1010699 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 VA U testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar event for 14 patients. This is 8th of 14 reports.   An elderly patient (more than 65 years old) of an unspecified gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine on 21Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. It was reported that 8 patients and 6 workers at a long term care facility were vaccinated on 13Jan2021 and reported testing positive for COVID on 21Jan2021. Since they were testing positive, physician wanted to administer bamlanirimab. The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021063794 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.

1010700 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 VA U testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar events for 14 patients. This is the 9th of 14 reports.  An elderly patient of an unspecified gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. It is reported patient testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine. 8 Patients and 6 workers at a long-term care facility were vaccinated on 13Jan2021 and reported testing positive for COVID on 21Jan2021. Since they are testing positive, physician wants to administer bamlanivimab (drug being administered under FDA EUA). Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, a lack of efficacy with the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 in this patient cannot be completely excluded. Further information like confirmative virus genome /nucleic acid detection is needed for meaningful medical assessment.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021063794 Same reporter/product/event, different patient

1010701 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 VA U testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist reported similar events for 14 patients. This is 10th of 14th reports.   An elderly patient (more than 65 years old) of an unspecified gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 13Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine on 21Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. It was reported that 8 patients and 6 workers at a long term care facility were vaccinated on 13Jan2021 and reported testing positive for COVID on 21Jan2021. Since they were testing positive, physician wanted to administer bamlanirimab. The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information available, a possible contributory role of the suspect BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for the reported testing positive for COVID based on the known safety profile. However the short duration of 8 days since the vaccine first dose is given it is unlikely patient would have fully developed immunity.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021063794 as reporter/drug/event, different patient.

1010702 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 VA U testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar event for 14 patients. This is 11th of 14 report. An elderly patient of an unspecified gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot number and expiration date unknown a not available/provided to reporter at the time of report completion), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history was not reported. For concomitant medications, it was unknown if other vaccine in four weeks or other medications in two weeks. The patient was testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine. A total of 8 patients and 6 workers at a long term care facility were vaccinated on 13Jan2021 and reported testing positive for COVID on 21Jan2021. Since they were testing positive, physician wanted to administer bamlanirimab (drug being administered under FDA EUA). The events start date was 21Jan2021, and resulting in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. It was reported as unknown if treatment was taken for the events. The outcome of the events was unknown. It was unknown if patient had COVID prior to this vaccination. The patient had been tested post vaccination.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported "testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine".,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021063794 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.

1010703 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 VA U testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist. This Pharmacist reported similar event for 14 patients. This is 12th of fourteen reports.   An elderly patient (more than 65 years old) of an unspecified gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine on 21Jan2021 with outcome of unknown. It was reported that 8 patients and 6 workers at a long term care facility were vaccinated on 13Jan2021 and reported testing positive for COVID on 21Jan2021. Since they were testing positive, physician wanted to administer bamlanirimab (drug being administered under FDA EUA). The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. However, full immunity is only expected 2 weeks after the second dose.,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021063794 as reporter/drug/event, different patient.

1010704 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 VA U testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar event for 14 patients. This is 13th of 14 report. An elderly patient of an unspecified gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot number and expiration date unknown a not available/provided to reporter at the time of report completion), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history was not reported. For concomitant medications, it was unknown if other vaccine in four weeks or other medications in two weeks. The patient was testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine. A total of 8 patients and 6 workers at a long term care facility were vaccinated on 13Jan2021 and reported testing positive for COVID on 21Jan2021. Since they were testing positive, physician wanted to administer bamlanirimab (drug being administered under FDA EUA). The events start date was 21Jan2021, and resulting in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. It was reported as unknown if treatment was taken for the events. The outcome of the events was unknown. It was unknown if patient had COVID prior to this vaccination. The patient had been tested post vaccination.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported "testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine".,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021063794 same reporter/drug/event, different patient.

1010705 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 VA U testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist. This pharmacist reported similar event for 14 patients. This is the 14th of 14 reports. An elderly patient (more than 65 years old) of an unspecified gender received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine on 21Jan2021. It was reported that 8 patients and 6 workers at a long term care facility were vaccinated on 13Jan2021 and reported testing positive for COVID on 21Jan2021. Since they were testing positive, physician wanted to administer bamlanirimab (Lily drug being administered under FDA EUA). The event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Outcome of the events was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on available information, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported "testing positive for COVID after receiving vaccine".,Linked Report(s) : US-PFIZER INC-2021063794 same reporter/drug/event, different patient

1010706 01/04/2021 02/08/2021 IN 76.0 M Bell's palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician reported for self. This 76-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 04Jan2021 10:50 on Arm left at single dose (Lot # EK5730) for covid-19 immunisation. None additional vaccines administered on same date of the Pfizer suspect. Medical history included ongoing Cardiac disorder from Jun1990, Type 1 diabetes mellitus from 2000, Heart Attack from Jun1990. Concomitant drugs were none. He said he has a question. He stated he got his first dose of the COVID-19 Vaccine on 04Jan2021 and woke up 9 days later on 13Jan2021 with Bell's Palsy, which was medically significant. He said he was not sure if he should get his second COVID-19 Vaccine shot that was scheduled for Monday, 25Jan2021. He asked if Bell's Palsy has been a reported side effect of the COVID-19 Vaccine. He said he refuses to take steroids for the Bell's Palsy. He said he had an incident in 2019 where he was prescribed steroids for an arthritic condition, and he ended up septic. No treatments were received. Outcome of the event was resolving. Drug result by physician was related.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported Bell's Palsy cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010710 01/01/2021 02/08/2021 TX F it seemed she was so close to anaphylactic reaction; slight itching; swollen eyes; itchy throat; super red ears; generalized hives; rash; progressive hypersensitivity reaction; anxious; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse(patient). An adult female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) in Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included skin asthma with severe eczema and severe allergy when she moved. Day 1 to 7 post-vaccine, there was no reaction, the patient was super fine. The patient remembered that on Day 4, she had slight itching relieved by loratadine (CLARITIN), just like her usual allergy symptoms. From Day 8 to Day 12, she had progressive hypersensitivity reaction that led to her swollen eyes, itchy throat, super red ears and generalized hives. It started as a rash similar to her usual allergy. She ended up going to urgent care by herself since her husband was at work, because it seemed she was so close to anaphylactic reaction (?). At first, loratadine was working but at the time of report, it did not work for the events. She was not admitted because there was no shortness of breath. The patient was on close monitoring for progression of symptoms starting on 22Jan2021. She was anxious and was having second thoughts of getting the second dose of the vaccine. According to her, she had skin asthma with severe eczema, so maybe, the vaccine was not to be recommended to persons with severe allergies like her. She had severe allergies when she moved and was planning to see an allergologist soon. The outcome of slight itching was recovering, of the events were not reported.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained. No further information expected.; Sender's Comments: Based on the time association and drug's safety profile, the event anaphylactic reaction is possibly related to suspect vaccine BNT162B2 administration. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010715 01/05/2021 02/08/2021 TN 49.0 F Bells Palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP(patient). A 49-years-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (Pfizer BioNTech Covid 19 vaccine), intramuscular on 05Jan2021 19:00 at the 49 years old at Arm Right at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The medical history was not reported. The concomitant medications were none. There was no other vaccine in four weeks. There were no other medications in two weeks. The patient experienced Bells Palsy on 20Jan2021 15:00. The event caused Physician Office Visit. The patient received Steroids and viral antibiotic as treatment for the event. There was no COVID prior vaccination. There was no COVID tested post vaccination. There were none known allergies. The outcome of the event was not recovered.  The information on the batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for event Bell's palsy. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010716 01/19/2021 02/08/2021 NC 85.0 F Sudden slurring of speech slight mouth droopiness; Sudden slurring of speech slight mouth droopiness; Sudden loss of consciousness; difficulty in bringing her hand to mouth to eat-opposite arm from injection site / Difficulty walking, getting out of bed; Increasing confusion, soreness, pain, throughout as well as injection site; Increasing confusion, soreness, pain, throughout as well as injection site; Increasing confusion, soreness, pain, throughout as well as injection site; Difficulty walking, getting out of bed.; Severe lethargy, tiredness, sleepiness; Severe lethargy, tiredness, sleepiness; Severe lethargy, tiredness, sleepiness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable other HCP. An 85-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot number: EK9231) intramuscular in left arm on 19Jan2021 16:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included beginning signs of dementia, stage II breast cancer not immune compromised, no chemo no radiation only hormone therapy, and hormone therapy. There was no known allergies. The patient was not pregnant. There were other unspecified medications in two weeks. After 3-4 hours after injection on 19Jan2021 19:30 she had difficulty in bringing her hand to mouth to eat-opposite arm from injection site. Increasing confusion, soreness, pain, throughout as well as injection site. Difficulty walking, getting out of bed. Severe lethargy, tiredness, sleepiness. Day 3 after vaccine on 22Jan2021, all other symptoms still present and worsening, then sudden slurring of speech slight mouth droopiness, then sudden loss of consciousness. Could not be woke up for about 15 minutes then opened eyes but not aware of surroundings. Taken to hospital for work up. On day 4 after vaccine still confused not at normal baseline. Needs assistance in walking, eating, etc. Events resulted in: Emergency room/department or urgent care, Hospitalization for 7 days, Disability or permanent damage. The patient received treatment such as ER and ongoing hospital stay with Pt and OT for events. She received COVID test via nasal swab on 22Jan2021 with result of negative. Events outcome of difficulty in bringing her hand to mouth to eat-opposite arm from injection site, increasing confusion, soreness, pain, throughout as well as injection site, difficulty walking/getting out of bed, severe lethargy, tiredness, sleepiness was not recovered, while for others was unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y 7

1010718 01/09/2021 02/08/2021 FL F Arm at the site a little bit above the elbow where biceps are, were sore,; slight headache; exhausted; bad cold/cold type symptoms; upper respiratory infection with a sinus infection; upper respiratory infection with a sinus infection; mild respiratory infection; not feeling well; like a viral cold; nausea; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program  via a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration (anatomical location: arm) on 09Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for COVID-19 immunisation.  Patient's medical history included psoriatic arthritis from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included paracetamol (TYLENOL). It was reported that patient wanted to know if she should get the second vaccine in the series. Patient mentioned that she had the first Pfizer Covid vaccine 09Jan2021. Approximately three weeks later, she developed a mild respiratory infection. It was mentioned that patient has psoriatic arthritis (one Dr told her she would experience more symptoms getting the second dose- another Dr told her she could die) and her physician wants her to start methotrexate, however, she is not currently taking this product. Patient is currently only taking paracetamol. Patient also mentioned that she had three friends who had the Pfizer Covid vaccine and they felt awful like they had the flu for 48 hours post vaccination. Patient asked if there was no allergic reaction to the first vaccine, will there be no allergic reaction to the second vaccine. Patient also asked if it is okay to start on methotrexate after having the vaccine and if this will decrease effectiveness. On an unknown date in Jan2021, patient stated she is not feeling well last night, something like a viral cold. Patient also stated "It was not bad at all. Arm at the site a little bit above the elbow where biceps are, were sore, slight headache the day after the 1st dose, after 3-4 hours I was exhausted, 2 days exhausted, maybe slightly nausea". Patient also mentioned Thursday night that she had a very bad cold from the beginning and has upper respiratory infection with a sinus infection. It was also reported that patient was not on immunosuppressants and has never had anaphylaxis. It was also reported that patient had swelling in her hand from the arthritis. On 21Jan2021, it was reported that patient went to urgent care with upper respiratory symptoms and a COVID test was performed which was negative. Patient stated that she is to have #2 covax this coming Saturday and is still dealing with some cold type symptoms and asks if she should get the second covax. Patient is not running a fever. Outcome of the event 'bad cold/cold type symptoms' was not recovered, outcome of the remaining events was unknown.  Information on lot number/batch number has been requested; Sender's Comments: Based on the temporal relationship, the association between the event upper respiratory tract infection with BNT162b2 can not be completely excluded  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010720 01/19/2021 02/08/2021 NJ 56.0 F Tachycardia; shortness of breath; rigors; muscle pain; fatigue; headache; This is a spontaneous report from a Contactable consumer (patient).  A 56-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number=Fl3249), via an unspecified route of administration in left arm on 19Jan2021 13:00 at first single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included high cholesterol, gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD), dry eye syndrome, covid-19 (covid prior vaccination). Known allergies: No. Concomitant medication included atorvastatin, fish oil, pantoprazole. No other vaccine received in four weeks. The patient experienced tachycardia, shortness of breath, rigors, muscle pain, fatigue, headache, on 20Jan2021 02:30 AM. Events resulted in: Emergency room/department or urgent care. Events treatment inluded: Fluids, tylenol, clonazepam. Covid was not tested post vaccination. Outcome of the events was recovering.

1010722 02/08/2021 M ended up in the ER with heaviness around his chest; "fluttering chest"; ended up in the ER with heaviness around his chest; "fluttering chest"; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other-HCP.  A 72-year-old male patient (Dad) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. One day after the 1st COVID19 vaccine dose, the patient ended up in the ER with heaviness around his chest; "fluttering chest". Felt fine 2 days later. Outcome of the events were recovered.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contribution role of the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE)  to the onset of heaviness chest and futtering chest cannot be excluded due to temporal relationship. However, it is worth nothing that the patient was 72-year-old, and medical history and concomitant drugs not provided.  This case will be reassessed should additional information become available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010724 01/22/2021 02/08/2021 NC 42.0 F blood pressure skyrocketed; body was really hot touch; Dizziness; Shortness of breath; Headache; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer(patient).  The 42-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration at left arm on 22Jan2021 13:10 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included ongoing injury to right foot. Concomitant drug included Steroid from 21Jan2021 and ongoing for injury to right foot. There was no prior Vaccinations within 4 weeks. On 22Jan2021, the patient experienced blood pressure skyrocketed and body was really hot touch with outcome of recovering, dizziness and shortness of breath with outcome of recovered on 22Jan2021, headache with outcome of not recovered. Patient went to Emergency Room for all events on 22Jan2021.  It was reported that Patient received the first dose of the Covid-19 vaccine today. Patient had a severe reaction and went to the Emergency Room. Her blood pressure shyrocketed. She experienced dizziness, her body was really hot. You could feel it to touch. She had a headache and shortness of breath. Then She was given Benadryl, Zofran and steroids at the Emergency Room, no physician office. She was released because she was going home and going to bed.  Information about Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010725 12/28/2020 02/08/2021 NJ F tested positive for COVID-19; tested positive for COVID-19; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program  via a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. She received her first COVID-19 vaccine at Pharmacy on 28Dec2020. She was supposed to get her second vaccine after 21 days on 18Jan2021. She ended up testing positive for Covid-19 on 13Jan2021, so she missed that second appointment on 18Jan2021 because she had to quarantine since she tested positive. They are coming back again on Monday, 25Jan2021, which would be 28 days. She mentioned she has already recovered from the virus, and wants to know if she could now receive the 2nd dose of the vaccine even if it is already 28 days after her 1st dose. She wants to know can she get the second vaccine on Monday or does she need to wait 3 months re-do the whole thing? Events outcome was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

1010728 02/08/2021 F HCP had both doses of Covid vaccine and then tested positive for Covid.; HCP had both doses of Covid vaccine and then tested positive for Covid.; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program received from a contactable Other Health Professional (HCP) reported for herself. A female patient of unspecified age received first and second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), both via unspecified route of administration on unspecified dates at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The relevant medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient had both doses of Covid vaccine and then tested positive for Covid on an unspecified date. She was wondering if there were any clinical trials going on that were studying people that tested positive after being vaccinated. The outcome of the events was unknown.  Information on the batch number/lot number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the reported drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.

1010730 01/08/2021 02/08/2021 FL 79.0 U Became very unsteady walking; Became very unsteady walking; Have fallen several times; took 1 extra pill of amantadine after the first dose by mistake; balance became bad; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for self. This 79-year-old patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EL1284) via an unspecified route of administration on 08Jan2021 at 14:30 PM as a single dose in right arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Co-suspect medication included amantadine from an unspecified date at unspecified dosage for Parkinson's Disease. Medical history included Parkinson's, penicillin allergy and ongoing unsteady. Concomitant medications included medications for Parkinson's disease. The patient had no vaccine in four weeks. The patient became very unsteady walking, had fallen several times 09Jan2021 at 07:30 AM. Patient was already unsteady before the vaccine, but not falling down which started soon after receiving the first dose of vaccine. The patient was scheduled for the second dose on 30Jan2021. Patient also took 1 extra pill of amantadine after the first dose of vaccine by mistake and balance became bad and remained so since. The patient suspected that maybe combo of the vaccine and Parkinson's Disease medication is an issue. The patient purchased walker and was recommended to physical as treatment. The events resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit, disability or permanent damage. The patient had no COVID prior and post vaccination. The action taken of amantadine was unknown. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

1010734 01/11/2021 02/08/2021 FL M Positive for the virus; Positive for the virus; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 70-years-old male patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 11Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history and the concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient received his 1st dose of Covid 19 Vaccine 11Jan2021 and after a couple of days showed positive for the virus, but in other results, it shows negative, but he doesn't want to take the risk that's why he's concerned now for his safety. He's aware that his 2nd dose of Covid 19 Vaccine will be on 01Feb2021. He's feeling good now but just wants to let us know. On 21Jan2021, he tested positive. The outcome was unknown.  Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.

1010737 01/23/2021 02/08/2021 MI M chest pain; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (niece) who reported for her grandfather  A male patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# unknown), via an unspecified route of administration at single dose on 23Jan2021 for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient medical history was not reported. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced chest pain on an unspecified date. The patient was hospitalized for chest pain from 24Jan2021. The outcome was unknown  Information on Lot/Batch has been requested.Y

1010739 02/08/2021 FL U Bell's palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient) via Pfizer-sponsored program.  A patient of unknown gender and age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient got Bell's palsy after the 1st dose on unknown date. The outcome of the vent was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

1010742 02/08/2021 PA F Tested positive for COVID-19 after being exposed to others who were positive for COVID-19; Tested positive for COVID-19 after being exposed to others who were positive for COVID-19; She had some sniffles; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Consumer (Patient). A female patient of unspecified age (reported as 45, Units: Unknown) received the first dose BNT162B2 (Pfizer BioNTech Covid 19 vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received first shot of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine, but then tested positive for COVID-19 after being exposed to others who were positive for COVID-19. She had some sniffles but experienced no other symptoms. Events took place after use of product. The outcome of the events was unknown.  The information on the batch number has been requested.

1010744 01/21/2021 02/08/2021 U Patient got covid vaccine yesterday. Got positive the day after.; Patient got covid vaccine yesterday. Got positive the day after.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer from a Pfizer-sponsored program. A patient of unspecified age and gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient got covid vaccine yesterday (on 21Jan2021), got positive the day after (on 22Jan2021). Caller said the patient may have Covid before getting the vaccine. The outcome of the event was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

1010746 01/16/2021 02/08/2021 CO 79.0 F hypertension/Blood pressure high; Really tired; some stuff with her kidneys; This is a spontaneous report a Pfizer Sponsored Program from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 79-years-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (Lot#: EL8982) on 16Jan2021 14:30 at single dose in right arm for to prevent Covid-19. Medical history included ongoing sjogren's syndrome, hypertension.  Prior vaccinations, the patient maybe tired and unwell from the flu vaccine and shingles vaccine (SHINGRIX) for immunization. There were no concomitant medications.  No other vaccinations within four weeks prior to the first administration date of the suspect vaccine. The patient got her first vaccine on 16Jan2021. About 3 days later, on 19Jan2021, she was really tired but it only lasted for that one day. States that on 19Jan2021, 20Jan2021, and 21Jan2021, her blood pressure shot way up and she went to the ER on 21Jan2021 because it had been so high for a few days. States that at home it was 172/104, 172/107, and 200/103. When she got to the ER it was 200/110. States that her blood pressure has improved on it's own today. While she was in the ER, they checked her Troponin's which were low, her EKG was normal, and the doctor said everything looked okay, except some stuff with her kidneys but that doesn't have anything to do with her blood pressure. Before she got the first dose she had a history of hypertension but it was already managed by medication and her BP was on normal range prior to vaccination. The AEs High blood pressure and Really tired require a visit to Emergency room on 21Jan2021. The patient was on BP medications. The patient was hospitalized for hypertension and Really tired. The outcome of hypertension was recovering, of Really tired was recovered on 19Jan2021, of other events were unknown. Second dose was scheduled on 06Feb2021.Y

1010747 01/21/2021 02/08/2021 NC M cough; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program by a contactable consumer. A male patient (Husband) patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 21Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. He went to his family physician for a cough and was prescribed amoxicillin for a few days. 21Jan2021 he received the first dose Covid vaccine, wondering if he can start a prescription of amoxicillin right now. It was not confirmed if he had cough before getting Covid vaccine or not. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

1010749 01/04/2021 02/08/2021 F tested positive for covid; tested positive for covid; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program from a contactable consumer reporting for self. A female patient with unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 04Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. On the 4th patient received 1st dose then about a week later tested positive for COVID (Jan2021) and wanted to know if it is safe to receive 2nd dose. The outcome of event was unknown.   Information about Batch/Lot number has been requested.

1010750 02/08/2021 PA M got their 1st Covid vaccine and now has Covid; got their 1st Covid vaccine and now has Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer sponsored program Pfizer. A contactable pharmacist reported a male patient (another pharmacist) of unspecified age received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) via unspecified route single dose for COVID-19 immunization on unknown date. Medical history and concomitant medication were not reported. The patient got the first dose of COVID vaccine and now had COVID. Action taken for BNT162B2 was not applicable and outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the reported drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.

1010757 01/06/2021 02/08/2021 F positive for Covid; positive for Covid; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program . A contactable other health care professional reported for self. A female of an unknown age received her 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose via an unknown route on 06Jan2021 for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drug were not provided. The patient received 1st dose of Covid vaccine on 06Jan2021 and then tested positive for Covid on an unknown date in Jan2021. She was wondering what she should do about the 2nd dose.    Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the information currently available, lack of efficacy of the suspected vaccine BNT162B2 cannot be completely excluded. However, individuals may not be protected until at least 7 days after their second dose of the vaccine. It is unlikely that the patient would have fully developed immunity due to the very short time lag between the first vaccine dose and the event onset.

1010758 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 F Patient tested positive after 1st dose; Patient tested positive for Covid after 1st dose; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program.  A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2, batch/lot number and expiration date not provided), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Reporter has patient who had 1st dose of COVID vaccine on 13Jan and then tested positive for COVID. She is calling today because her patient is scheduled for her next dose on 15Feb and she wants to make sure that date is ok. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included tested positive for COVID on an unspecified date. The outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of bnt162b2(COMIRNATY), on 13Jan2021, and COVID-19 test positive on an unspecified date.  No complete effect of the suspect vaccine could be reasonably achieved from first dose to protect from the targeted infection.  Further information like COVID infection date needed for a full meaningful medical assessment.

1010765 01/11/2021 02/08/2021 FL M asthma and COPD and having more episodes; asthma and COPD and having more episodes; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program Pfizer First Connect. A contactable male consumer (patient) with unspecified age reported that he received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 11Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma and COPD both ongoing (he clarified he was having episode before doing the vaccination, he had had the breathing issues for a very long time).  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient had asthma and COPD and having more episodes in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown, and was given methylprednisolone (MEDROL) dose pack, he was asking if he took this would it affect the efficacy of vaccine. It was reported patient would be due for second dose of BNT162B2 on 01Feb2021.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.

1010766 02/08/2021 U Allergic reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unknown gender and age received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on unknown date at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were unknown. The patient had an allergic reaction to the COVID vaccine and she/ he was sent to the ER for treatment. The outcome of the event was unknown. Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.

1010772 01/04/2021 02/08/2021 NC F pain in her hand unable to use it for a few days; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable nurse reporting for herself  An adult female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# unknown), via an unspecified route of administration single dose on 04Jan2021 for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history was none. Concomitant medication included ibuprofen. The patient experienced pain in her hand unable to use it for a few days on Jan2021. Therapeutic measures included tylenol. SARS-Cov-2 test nasal swab in Jan2021 was negative. The outcome was recovered  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the current available information, a possible contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the development of event Pain in hand cannot be excluded.  The case will be reassessed if additional information becomes available.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010774 01/12/2021 02/08/2021 LA 72.0 M Covid Positive; Covid Positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (wife). A 72-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Lot Number EL1283  and Expiration Date unknown) via Intramuscular on 12Jan2021 16:30 (vaccine location: right arm ) at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. The patient's medical history included Kidney stones and heart issues (sees a cardiologist). The concomitant medications was reported as unspecified drugs. No previous vaccine in four weeks. Patient went to urgent care this morning and had a rapid test that came back positive and had covid.  Lab test included positive rapid covid test on 21Jan2021. The outcome of event was unknown.

1010793 01/19/2021 02/08/2021 NC 72.0 M husband is breaking out in cold chills, and his bones are still sore.; inflamed liver; arm is still sore; Nauseated; has no energy; sick; no appetite; he is sweating; he is tired.; husband is breaking out in cold chills, and his bones are still sore.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. This consumer reported for a 72-year-old male patient (husband) received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot Number: EL3247), via an unspecified route of administration on 19Jan2021 08:00 at single dose on left arm for COVID-19 prevention. The medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient got the shot on 19Jan2021. Since Jan2021, his arm was still sore, but he had been nauseated since then. He has no energy. He has had it almost four days. He was fine until he got it and his arm is sore and he is nauseated. He is usually on the go. The patient also has an inflamed liver. He has been sick since. The patient has no appetite, he is sweating, his bones are hurting, and he is tired. The consumer took her husband to his doctor, and they tested him for COVID, and it came back negative, but the consumer does not think the PA did the test right. The consumer doesn't know what to do with him, because he is still tired, and has no appetite. The patient is breaking out in cold chills, and his bones are still sore. When the patient got the vaccine, he was walking and talking, and by 11 AM that day, he was in bed. The patient had some labs done, and was being told that his liver is big, so the consumer did not know if the vaccine went to his liver. The outcome of the events was unknown.

1010794 01/21/2021 02/08/2021 NJ 67.0 F blood pressure went up considerably; Heart racing; suddenly felt very warm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 67-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE), intramuscular on 21Jan2021 at 14:45 (at the age of 67-years-old) as a single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included a history of asthma. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within four weeks prior to the vaccination or additional vaccines on the same day. On 21Jan2021 around a half hour after administration (also reported as within 40 minutes) the patient started having symptoms of suddenly felt very warm, her blood pressure went up considerably and her heart was racing. The patient went to Urgent Care and Urgent Care advised to take her to the Emergency Room as they did not have an EpiPen. The patient was advised to go to the Emergency Room and was in transit to the ER. The clinical outcome of the events blood pressure increased and palpitations was not recovered; for feeling hot it was unknown.   The lot number for the vaccine, BNT162B2, was not provided and will be requested during follow up.

1010796 02/08/2021 MN U Got the first dose of the COVID Vaccine, and then tested positive for the virus; Got the first dose of the COVID Vaccine, and then tested positive for the virus/developed covid after the first dose; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program, Pfizer First Connect. A contactable pharmacist reported that a patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Pharmacist on the line calling about a patient who got the first dose of the COVID Vaccine, and then tested positive for the virus, also reported as the patient received the first dose of vaccine and then developed covid after the first dose. She was asking if it was okay for the patient to get the second dose. The outcome of the event was unknown. Information on the Lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The efficacy of a drug varies from patient to patient and can be affected by different factors; however, a contributory role of the suspect product BNT162B2 to the reported drug ineffective and COVID-19 cannot be ruled out.

1010799 12/18/2020 02/08/2021 CA 44.0 F tested positive for COVID/stuffy nose/couldn't smell; tested positive for COVID/stuffy nose/couldn't smell; This is a spontaneous report from a Pfizer-sponsored program . A contactable consumer (patient) reported that a 44-year-old female patient received first dose BNT162B2 (Pfizer BioNTech Covid 19 vaccine, Lot Number: ER5730 or EK5730), via an unspecified route of administration at Arm right on 18Dec2020 17:00 at the 44 years old at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.   The medical history was none. The Family Medical History Relevant to adverse events was none. The concomitant medication was none. The patient was supposed to work the day she tested positive but had a stuffy nose on 01Jan2021. She wasn't sure if that was what it was but when she took a shower she couldn't smell the body wash and so she knew she had COVID. She had a rapid test used for the positive test for COVID on 01Jan2021. There was no hospitalization due to testing positive. The events did not require a visit to Emergency Room and Physician Office, but she did go to the urgent care to get the rapid test.There was no Prior Vaccinations (within 4 weeks). There was none additional Vaccines Administered on Same Date of the product. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures, which included tested positive for COVID on 01Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.

1010815 01/22/2021 02/08/2021 MI 35.0 F tachycardia HR into 140s; numbness and tingling around lips; numbness and tingling around lips; warm flushing; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This 35-year-old non-pregnant female patient received the second single dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot EL3249) intramuscular, in left arm, on 22Jan2021 at 08:00, for COVID-19 immunization. No other vaccine was given on the same day or in 4 weeks. The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 vaccine on 04Jan2021 at 03:00 PM, lot number EK9231, intramuscular, in left arm. Medical history included Crohn's disease. The patient had no COVID before vaccination. Concomitant medication included azathioprine (IMURAN) at 150 mg, daily. On 22Jan2021 the patient experienced warm flushing within 5 minutes of vaccination and at 08:15 tachycardia (HR into 140s), numbness and tingling around lips. The events required Emergency room/department or urgent care and treatment with diphenhydramine (BENADRYL) 25 mg IV. COVID was not tested after vaccination. The events were resolving.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal association, causality between events tachycardia (HR into 140s), numbness and tingling around lips and warm flushing and BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) cannot be completely excluded. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010818 02/08/2021 F covid tested post vaccination, tested positive in PCR test, 7 days after receiving second dose; covid tested post vaccination, tested positive in PCR test, 7 days after receiving second dose; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer.  A 31-years-old female patient (not pregnant) received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), first dose via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose, second dose via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for covid-19 immunisation.  The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient didn't get covid prior vaccination. Covid was tested post vaccination and tested positive in PCR test in Jan2021, 7 days after receiving second dose. There was no treatment received. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included PCR test: positive in Jan2021.  The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

1010821 01/08/2021 02/08/2021 OH F She had a positive covid test on 16Jan2021. Symptoms on 10Jan2021; She had a positive covid test on 16Jan2021. Symptoms on 10Jan2021; headache; Fatigue; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other HCP. A 48-year-old female patient received second dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Lot Number EL0142 and Expiration Date unknown) via Intramuscular on 08Jan2021 12:00 PM (vaccine location: Left arm) at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. Previous vaccine included first dose of bnt162b2 (Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 mRNA vaccine, Lot Number EK5730 and Expiration Date unknown) via Intramuscular on 19Dec2020 11:15 AM (vaccine location: Left arm) at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation and first dose of measles vaccine, mumps vaccine, rubella vaccine (MMR) booster for immunisation. The patient's medical history was included allergies to nubain and CT dye, chronic sinus issues. The concomitant vaccine included second dose of measles vaccine, mumps vaccine, rubella vaccine (MMR) booster on 23Nov2020 for immunisation. Patient had symptoms of increase headache and fatigue on 10Jan2021. Patient had a positive covid test on 16Jan2021. The outcome of events was not recovered and without treatment received.; Sender's Comments: Based on the available information, causality between events Drug ineffective / COVID-19 virus test positive and BNT162B2 vaccine cannot be completely excluded.

1010823 01/21/2021 02/08/2021 MI 33.0 F allergic reaction to the product/ throat was swelling and started to close up/ hives and itching/ blood pressure dropped and heart rate increased/ chest tightness; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 33-year-old-female patient received BNT162B2 (COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE BIONTECH, lot number: EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration into left deltoid on 21Jan2021 10:20 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient was allergies to sulfa medications and latex and she had the flu vaccine in Nov2020. The patient concomitant medications were none. The patient called to report on the COVID 19 vaccine and she had an allergic reaction to the product. The patient explained that she got the vaccine yesterday at around 10:20 am and was in the emergency room at 10:48 am. Her throat was swelling and started to close up and this has resolved after medication. She had hives and itching which are now ongoing and about the same, her blood pressure dropped and there was an increased in her heart rate which have both gotten better, and she had chest tightness which is about the same. She received IV Benadryl, Solumedrol, and Pepcid. The patient was treated and released from the emergency room. No investigation assessment. The outcome of the event was not recovered.

1010831 01/11/2021 02/08/2021 FL 43.0 F patient received both doses of COVID-19 vaccines and tested positive for COVID-19; positive COVID-19 test with no symptoms; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). This 43-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number EH9899/expiration date: unknown), via unknown route of administration, on 22Dec2020 13:00 PM (at the age of 43 years old) as a single dose on right arm and second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE) (lot number EL1284/expiration date: unknown), via unknown route of administration, on 11Jan2021 09:30 AM (at the age of 43 years old) as a single dose on left arm, for COVID-19 immunisation at a hospital. Relevant medical history included exposure to COVID-19 on 15Jan2021 because her oldest son tested COVID positive on Tuesday with a rapid COVID test and she had dinner with her son on Friday (15Jan2021). Historical vaccine included flu shot in Oct2020. Relevant concomitant medications were not provided. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. It was reported that the patient received both doses of COVID-19 vaccines and tested positive for COVID-19 via COVID PCR test on 20Jan2021. The patient reported that she was asymptomatic and was at home quarantining. The patient would like inquire for information on volunteering in any post-vaccination research trials as she would be a candidate for it. Laboratory test included COVID PCR (polymerase chain reaction) test on 20Jan2021 with positive result. The outcome of the events "patient received both doses of COVID-19 vaccines and tested positive for COVID-19 via COVID PCR test" was unknown. It was also reported that the sample of product was not available to be returned.

1010834 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 FL 73.0 F cellulitis from the shot in left arm; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reported for herself. This 73-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 13Jan2021 in her left arm at single dose for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history and concomitant medications were none.  There were no additional vaccines administered on same date of BNT162B2. The patient previously received a pneumococcal vaccine (reported as pneumonia shot) on unspecified date for immunisation where kind of the same thing happened, she had red, bumped up and itchiness at the injection. she didn't remember if she was diagnosed with cellulitis as it was a long time ago and she has no NDC, Lot, or Expiry for the product.  The patient experienced cellulitis from the shot in left arm on 22Jan2021. The event did not require a visit to Emergency Room. She just called the doctor and was given a prescription, the name of the prescription was unknown. The outcome of event was not recovered.    Information about lot/batch number has been requested.

1010841 01/20/2021 02/08/2021 PA 55.0 F 1st dose- 06Jan2021/ her 2nd dose received on 20Jan2021; wiped out/ tired; headache; had no energy; Rigors; fever of 102.6; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). This 55-year-old female patient received her 2nd dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) at single dose on 20Jan2021 at 8:45AM via an unknown route at right arm for Covid-19 immunization. No vaccines administered on same date with the Pfizer vaccine considered as suspect. Medica history and concomitant drug were reported as "none". Patient previously had 1st dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 06Jan2021 in right arm (Lot/NDC/Expiry unknown). No other vaccinations within four weeks prior to the first administration date of the suspect vaccine; no adverse events following prior vaccinations. No family medical history relevant to adverse event. The patient reported some side effects from her 2nd dose received on 20Jan2021 at 8:45AM. She had a fever of 102.6 which started at 8pm on 20Jan2021 and broke this morning at 6am. The patient stated that the fever was gone, but she wouldn't say she has recovered completely because she still feels wiped out; had headache and was tired; also stated that she was not able to eat, and had no energy while she had the fever. The rigors started at 9pm on Wednesday, 20Jan2021. She stated that she couldn't do anything for the few hours it lasted. No other relevant diagnostic and confirmatory test results for events. No investigation assessment performed. The event did not require a visit to Emergency room or Physician office. The reported considered seriousness for fever was medically significant, for rigors was disabling.  Outcome of fever was resolving. Outcome of rigors was resolved on 21Jan2021. Outcome of the other events was unknown.    Information on the Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, the causal relationship between BNT162B2 and the events pyrexia and chills cannot be excluded. The information available in this report is limited and does not allow a medically meaningful assessment. This case will be reassessed once additional information becomes available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010843 01/03/2021 02/08/2021 VA 36.0 F She couldn't walk for 4 days; Migraine; Bone pain; skin hurt to the touch; Her skin even hurt to touch. She was sensitive all over.; Chest burning and hurting; Joint pain; extremely dizzy; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; positive COVID-19 test with symptoms; arm was sore/soreness where they gave the vaccine on her arm all the sudden came back very suddenly; The lady that gave it was not gentle. She screamed.; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 36-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE BIONTECH, lot number EL1284) via an unspecified route of administration on 03Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient had headaches in the past. The patient's concomitant medications were none. The patient got vaccine on the 03Jan2021 and her arm was sore, but she felt like this was normal, just like it would feel after a flu shot. Throughout the next week, she was extremely stressed for work. By Friday, which would have been 6 days later. She was feeling really off wellness wise. She was very fatigued, and extremely dizzy on 07Jan2021. On Saturday night 09Jan2021, she felt very bad. She had a sore throat, she was coughing, her chest was burning and hurting. She had severe chills and aches. She thought maybe she needed more sleep because she works out 6 days a week. She felt like she was in over drive like she was killing herself. Sunday morning 10Jan2021, she felt bad. She has so much adrenaline. She was always on the go. She decided to take a nap before the gym Sunday, and she woke up with a huge migraine. She had headaches in the past, but never a migraine. Her head was hurting so bad it woke her up. It hurt all over. She also felt like she had taken a hammer to her joints and bones. Her joints and bones were hurting. She has never felt that before. Her muscles were so achy. Her skin even hurt to touch. She was sensitive all over. She had severe chills. The soreness where they gave the vaccine on her arm all the sudden came back very suddenly. It came back the same day as the other symptoms started. They mostly started on the 09Jan2021, and then on the 10Jan2021 they were worse while migraine and bone hurting were occurred on 10Jan2021. She assumed there were subtle symptoms leading up to the 09Jan2021, but she just didn't realize it. That was a Saturday and Sunday. The lady that gave it was not gentle. She screamed. The side effects lasted at least 5 days after the 10Jan2021. On the 10Jan2021, she did not feel well so she got tested for COVID because her boss told her to. They tested her Flu, COVID, and strep. She only tested positive for COVID on 10Jan2021. She felt like she wouldn't be able to drive. She couldn't walk for 4 days. She felt most of the symptoms had gone away around 5 days after the 10th except fatigue, feeling dizzy, and headaches here and there. She also had a little coughing here and there. That started 09Jan2021 and was ongoing but improved. She got the vaccine because the doctor at her practice really encouraged her to get it done. She also thought if she ever wanted to travel that she might need it. She thought in the long run she might benefit from having the vaccine. She felt peer pressured honestly to get it because she was sketched out to get it at all. She wants to know the rate of people testing positive for COVID after getting the vaccine. The outcome of the events sore arm, chest burning, joint and bone pain, skin even hurt to touch and sensitive was recovered on 15Jan2021, the outcome of the events screamed and couldn't walk was unknown and the outcome of the other events was recovering.

1010846 01/18/2021 02/08/2021 SD 84.0 F could not get her head around what day it was/ her brain was not working right; disoriented/disorientation; body not responding/she couldn't function; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). An 84-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) on 28Dec2020 by injection once to right deltoid (Batch/lot number: EL0142), second dose of BNT162B2 via an unspecified route of administration on 18Jan2021, both at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. There were no medical history and concomitant medications. Investigation Assessment: No. The patient had second her COVID shot, the vaccine, on 18Jan2021, and she is a very healthy 84 years old with no health problems, and she woke up on 19Jan2021, and was disoriented, she could not get her head around what day it was, this was so rare, she normally goes to the fitness center and excursuses, but her body was not responding, her brain was not working right, it was a strange ordeal, so she got in the shower, to get her circulation going, and she couldn't shower, she got all wet, and had to get out and lay on a towel, she couldn't function, it was very scary, and very atypical. Her disorientation went away by 10AM on 19Jan2021- she did not see anyone or go to a provider. Her body started not responding around 7:30 when she got up, and by 9 or 10AM, she was functioning again. The patient didn't think this was from vaccine, she had seen enough vaccine reactions to various vaccines, and this was not a vaccine reaction, she thought what is happening? Is this a stroke, or a vascular event, she has since recovered but was still very shook, anxious about what it was, what happened until an hour or so after, it was still under her. Causality: Unknown, she didn't think of the connection until someone else did, she was describing it and the other person said it was because of the vaccine, as this person was a skeptic and doesn't want the vaccine herself, and this was not a typical response, but then she got to thinking. The outcome of disoriented/disorientation and body not responding/she couldn't function was recovered on 19Jan2021, the other event was unknown. Seriousness: it was disabling at the time, she was concerned she had a stroke, she was checking her grasps and her face and legs, she was obsessing. Seriousness for disoriented/disorientation and body not responding/she couldn't function was disability.  Information about lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible causal association between administration of BNT162B2 and the onset of serious events cannot be excluded, considering the plausible temporal relationship.  The underlying medical conditions in the advanced old patient considered confounders. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate

1010847 01/12/2021 02/08/2021 NC 61.0 M acute hepatitis/The transaminase was elevated to four times the upper limit; Fever/temperature yesterday was 103 degrees/ Today it is 98 degrees; Fatigue; Myalgia; Malaise; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist and a contactable consumer. A 61-year-old male patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 12Jan2021 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. Not at Military Facility. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient developed an acute hepatitis after receiving the second dose of the Covid-19 vaccine on 20Jan2021. The transaminase was elevated to four times the upper limit. The aspartate aminotransferase (AST) was 183 and alanine aminotransferase (ALT) was 270. The patient reported fever on 18Jan2021, fatigue on 16Jan2021, malaise on an unknown date in Jan2021 and myalgia on 16Jan2021. Events of acute hepatitis, Fever and Fatigue were assessed as serious due to medically significant and Myalgia was non-serious, the events of Fever, Fatigue and Myalgia were Related to Covid-19 vaccine, and unable to provide causality of acute hepatitis. Pharmacist was unable to confirm if the patient was still experiencing myalgia. The patient reported that he felt better today. His temperature yesterday (21Jan2021) was 103 degrees. Today (22Jan2021) it is 98 degrees. Adverse event required a visit to Physician Office. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included ALT: 270 on 20Jan2021, AST: 183 on 20Jan2021, alkaline phosphatase: 241 on 20Jan2021, body temperature: 103 degrees on 21Jan2021, body temperature: 98 degrees on 22Jan2021, serology test: negative on 20Jan2021. The outcome of the event acute hepatitis was not recovered, event Fever was recovered on 22Jan2021, event Fatigue was recovering and the events of Myalgia and Malaise was unknown. Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on temporal association, a possible contributory role of BNT162B2 cannot be excluded for reported events hepatitis acute, fever and fatigue. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010850 01/20/2021 02/08/2021 WI 25.0 F dizziness; increased heart rate; increased blood pressure; flushed; weakness; shakiness; lethargy; chilled; in particular hands were very cold; pale color; slurred speech; mental fog; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable other healthcare professional (patient). A 25-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number=EL3249), via an unspecified route of administration at site of right arm on 20Jan2021 09:30 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history reported as none. Concomitant medication included vitamin D3 and iron (SLOW RELEASE IRON) and daily multivitamin. Within minutes of receiving the dose on 20Jan2021 at 09:45 AM, dizziness, increased heart rate, increased blood pressure, flushed, weakness, and shakiness. About an hour after receiving the dose on 20Jan2021, lethargy, chilled, in particular hands were very cold, pale color, mental fog, and slurred speech. The patient did not receive any treatment from events. The outcome of events was recovered in Jan2021.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.; Sender's Comments: The reported temporary mental fog/mental impairment was likely related to first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), due to temporal relationship and clinical course of the events. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010860 01/20/2021 02/08/2021 GA 40.0 F inflammatory response; had heart rate in 150's; nauseated all day; temp was 102; Both my knees were swollen; both legs were tingly; dizzy; very weak; shaky; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient). A 40-years-old female patient received first dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Jan2021 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation. Medical history included asthma, mitral valve, Known allergies: Sulfa, Shellfish, sulfide. No other vaccine in four weeks. No covid prior vaccination. Concomitant medication included fexofenadine hydrochloride (ALLEGRA), montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR) and Asthma inhalers. 6 hrs after vaccinated I became dizzy, very weak and shaky. Next day was nauseated all day, felt shaky, by 3 pm temp was 102, had heart rate in 150's. Both my knees were swollen, both legs were tingly. I took Motrin and Tylenol and most symptoms resolved by morning. Friday morning, I still felt weak but other symptoms resolved. I was not expecting the inflammatory response which is why I am letting y'all know. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included sars-cov-2 test via Nasal Swab: negative on 21Jan2021. The outcome of the event Very weak not recovered, inflammatory response was unknown and of the rest events was recovered.  No follow-up attempts are possible. Information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

1010869 01/21/2021 02/08/2021 MI 68.0 F blood shot right eye; Allergic reaction; Chills; Her lips are a pinkish color as if she is still having some type of reaction; She did have nausea this morning; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer reporting for herself.  A 68-years-old female patient received bnt162b2 (BNT162B2; Lot # EL1283) , via an unspecified route of administration on 21Jan2021 at single dose for Covid-19 immunisation .  Medical history included cataract operation on 10Nov2020, oedema , swelling  , brain operation on 2016 , aneurysm (aneurysm that did not rupture and there are 8 coils protecting that) , implantable cardiac monitor insertion , hypertension.  Concomitant medication included lisinopril dihydrate (LISINOPRI)Lacetylsalicylic acid (ASPIRIN BAYER), amlodipine besilate (AMLODIPIN)  pravastatin sodium (PRAVASTATIN) The patient experienced chills  on 21Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered , her lips are a pinkish color as if she is still having some type of reaction  on 21Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered , she did have nausea this morning on Jan2021 with outcome of unknown , blood shot right eye  on 22Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered , she thinks she had an allergic reaction  on 21Jan2021 with outcome of not recovered.   The patient received Benadryl, Prednisolone and Ketorolac as treatment.  Follow up information has ben requested.

1010875 02/08/2021 F Visual hallucinations /I began to hallucinate colors on phone; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer.  A 22-year-old female consumer reported that she received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 mRNA VACCINE; Lot number EN5318), at single dose on an unknown date for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant drugs were unknown. The patient reported that immediately after receiving the vaccine she went on her phone in the area where patients had to be held for 15 minutes to be monitored for severe reactions.    She began to hallucinate colors on her Smartphone that she knew don't belong. She was seeing purple and light blue outlines around the (messaging app name) bubbles and they looked real. This lasted for about 30 minutes.  No follow-up attempts are possible. No further information is expected.

1010877 02/08/2021 U they tested another one and it was positive; they tested another one and it was positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer living in a residence of assisted living. A patient of unspecified age and gender received COVID-19 Vaccine (unsure if BNT162B2 Pfizer-BioNTech or Moderna vaccine), via an unspecified route of administration on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. It was reported that, on an unknown date after vaccination, the patient was tested for COVID-19 and was positive. The event onset date and outcome were unknown at the time of the report.  Information on lot/batch number has been requested.

1010879 01/16/2021 02/08/2021 U feeling funny; anxiety attacks; nervous; Headache; Nauseous; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer(patient).  A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration on 16Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. Patient experienced feeling funny, anxiety attacks and nervous on 16Jan2021, and went to emergency room due to feeling funny, anxiety attacks and nervous, patient also experienced headaches, went to physician office visit and a little nauseous in Jan2021. It was reported that patient received the first shot on 16Jan2021. Immediately after the shot went in(16Jan2021), patient started feeling funny. So, patient was right in the hospital anyway, patient just went to the emergency room and they checked patient up and they just gave patient prednisone, patient do not know why they gave patient Prednisone thinking patient was having anxiety attacks or something and they did an Electrocardiogram(EKG) said patient was fine. Patient took the Prednisone a couple of days because it made patient nervous but patient was still having headaches and a little nauseous and its since Saturday, last Saturday. Treatment received for all events. Outcome of headache and nauseous was not recovered, of other events was unknown.

1010889 02/08/2021 PA F I was taken to the ER because I started with numbness in my face and itching; I was taken to the ER because I started with numbness in my face and itching; Terrible headache; Sore throat; Chills; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 60-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL3302), via an unspecified route of administration at site of left arm on an unspecified date at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included blood pressure high and thyroid problems. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine sodium (SYNTHROID) for thyroid problems, spironolactone. The patient just had side effects from the Covid Vaccine (clarified as Pfizer BioNTech Covid Vaccine). Actually when the patient had the shot she was taken to the ER because she started with numbness in face and itching on unknown date but now since that was on Tuesday 19th, so today the patient had a terrible headache, she had sore throat and today she started with chills on unknown date. Before the patient had blood drawn latest before she got shot. The patient was in the hospital, she was given Benadryl, Pepcid and steroid through the IV. The patient had been treating in home with either Tylenol, Ibuprofen, Excedrin Migraine, Aleve, she mean, trying to relief the headache and it's not helping. The outcome of events was unknown.; Sender's Comments: A causal association between BNT162B2 and the reported events cannot be excluded based on a compatible temporal relation. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RAs, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.Y

1010890 01/09/2021 02/08/2021 NC 45.0 M Local nerve injury/significant numbness and weakness in his upper extremities specifically in his left deltoid muscle, affects his ability to perform usual work; At the time of vaccination he experienced discomfort in left deltoid which was the injection site; Cannot lift his arm greater than 45 degrees; Systemic fatigue ,myalgia and other arthralgia for 24-36 hours; Systemic fatigue ,myalgia and other arthralgia for 24-36 hours; Systemic fatigue ,myalgia and other arthralgia for 24-36 hours; Developed significant numbness and weakness in his upper extremities specifically in his left deltoid muscle; Developed significant numbness and weakness in his upper extremities specifically in his left deltoid muscle; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable pharmacist.  A 45-year-old male patient received second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number EK9231), intramuscular n deltoid left on 09Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  At the time of vaccination he experienced discomfort in left deltoid which was the injection site, cannot lift his arm greater than 45 degrees, local nerve injury, systemic fatigue ,myalgia and other arthralgia for 24-36 hours, developed significant numbness and weakness in his upper extremities specifically in his left deltoid muscle, affects his ability to perform usual work or task, all in Jan2021 with outcome of unknown.  He called the employee health on 17Jan2021 and 19Jan2021 he saw a neurosurgeon. The neurosurgeon didn't think it was a cervical spine injury rather a local nerve injury related to the injection itself and he was prescribed a steroids taper, unclear whether if it was a temporary or permanent issue. Because this was like 10 days after the vaccine and he didn't really describe how much this issue affected his ability to perform usual work or task but he was a surgeon. The outcome of the events were unknown.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the peripheral nerve injury is possibly related to the injection technique, not vaccine BNT162B2. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010891 01/21/2021 02/08/2021 IN 73.0 F Pneumonia; She increasingly today has not been able to take straight steps forward, she walks like she is drunk; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 73-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot# EL8982), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization, pregabalin (LYRICA, Pfizer product), phenytoin sodium (DILANTIN, Pfizer product), levetiracetam (KEPPRA, non-Pfizer product), all via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date at unspecified dose for an unspecified indication.   Medical history included Major Epilepsy issues from an unknown date and unknown if ongoing. Concomitant medication included sertraline hydrochloride (Generic of Zoloft). The patient got the shot, she had no pain or anything like that but she increasingly today has not been able to take straight steps forward, she walks like she is drunk. She is on Lyrica, she is on Dilantin and she is on Keppra and the reporter was wondering if there is any relationship between the actions we are seeing from her today from the shot and concerned if that could be a reaction. The patient did not have the second dose yet. The patient had pneumonia in Dec so she was checking for potassium levels but the reporter didn't know if the patient did a CBC or what other. Treatment: Reporter stated, "It just started today." The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included potassium levels and blood work with unknown results. The action taken in response to the events for pregabalin, phenytoin sodium and levetiracetam was unknown. The outcome of all the events was unknown.

1010901 01/20/2021 02/08/2021 FL 72.0 F Passed out; Little bit sore arm; I woke up, was not able to sleep; My heart was doing kind of flip floppy; Dizzy/ had the dizziness which was severe; Falling; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 72-year-old female patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, Batch/lot number: EL1283), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Jan2021 at 08:00 AM at single dose because she would like to not get Covid 19. Medical history reported as no. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine. The patient reported that she had bnt162b2 shot on Wednesday the 20Jan2021 about 8 O'clock in the morning, no real problem when she had it, had little bit sore arm but this morning (in Jan2021) about 2 O'clock she woke up, was not able to sleep, moved around a bit, her heart was doing kind of flip floppy, was not thinking much, the next thing she knew, she was extremely dizzy and she passed out, patient was asking could that be a side effect of Covid 19, it was about 36 hours after she had the shot. Patient also stated falling and passing out kind of get you off key. She had the dizziness which was severe and did pass out in Jan2021. No investigation assessment. No treatment was received for the events. The outcome of the events was unknown.

1010903 12/28/2020 02/08/2021 MA U Got Pfizer dose and then they tested positive; Dues for second dose but don't get it because they are positive; Got Pfizer dose and then they tested positive; Dues for second dose but don't get it because they are positive; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Pharmacist. A patient of unspecified age and gender received the first dose bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) , via an unspecified route of administration on 28Dec2020 at SINGLE DOSE for covid-19 immunisation .  The patient medical history was not reported.  The patient's concomitant medications were not reported.  The patient got pfizer dose and then they tested positive; dues for second dose but don't get it because they are positive on 11Jan2021. Outcome of events was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: The patient received the first dose of BNT162B2  on 28Dec2020, and was diagnosed with COVID-19 on11Jan2021.  No complete effect could be reasonably achieved to protect from the targeted infection/disease due to the very short time lag.  The positive COVID-19 is more likely pre-existing/intercurrent condition, and unrelated to BNT162B2.

1010904 02/08/2021 U Bell's palsy; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A patient of unspecified age and gender received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration from an unspecified date to an unspecified date at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced bell's palsy on an unspecified date with outcome of unknown. It was reported that the patient had a Bell's palsy a week afterwards and he/she ended up in hospital for a couple of days (unspecified). The patient asked if he/she should take the second dosage because today was the day that she was supposed to get the second one.  Information on lot number/batch number has been requested.Y

1010905 01/20/2021 02/08/2021 MO 33.0 F nipples are more sensitive/tender; increase in cold and heat sensitivity (possible neuropathy) in her fingers and toes/gotten more noticeable since the second vaccine; increase in cold and heat sensitivity (possible neuropathy) in her fingers and toes/gotten more noticeable since the second vaccine; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer. A 33-year-old female patient (not pregnant) received her second dose of bnt162b2 (BNT162B2 also reported as COVID 19 vaccine brand Pfizer, lot EL9261), via an unspecified route of administration in right arm 20Jan2021 13:00 at SINGLE DOSE for Covid-19 immunisation . The patient's medical history was not reported. She did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. No Covid-19 prior to vaccination, not been tested for COVID-19 prior to vaccination. Concomitant medications were not reported. She had her first dose of bnt162b2 (lot EJ1686) on 30Dec2020 via unknown route in the right arm. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. She reported an increase in cold and heat sensitivity (possible neuropathy) in her fingers and toes since the first vaccine (Dec2020) but it has gotten more noticeable since the second vaccine.  She has also reported that her nipples are more sensitive/tender since vaccination (20Jan2021). No treatment was given to the events. The outcome of events was not recovered.

1010906 01/19/2021 02/08/2021 NC 71.0 F Anaphylactic reaction; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  This 71-year-old female patient received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Lot number EK9231), via an unknown route, on 19Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunisation. No relevant medical history and concomitant medications were provided. On 22Jan2021, the patient developed an anaphylactic reaction. She went to the doctor and he was reluctant to give her steroids which was the normal way of treating the anaphylactic reactions because he said that the steroid would interfere with the effect of the vaccine. So, he gave her diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL). She had to go back to the emergency room later that day and they used epinephrine (EPIPEN) and she had to have an intravenous (IV) and other than that some medications, it had prednisolone in it. Then she had to go back yesterday and she had another IV and they sent her home with an EPIPEN. The event was assessed serious as medically significant. The patient had recovered from the event in Jan2021.

1010910 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Dizziness, tightness in back of neck, tightness both sides of throat, tightness in TMJ both sides immediately and over the next 30-40 minutes.  Pink donut shaped 3 inch diameter patch at injection site the next day.  Immediate reactions resolved within the 40 minute period.

1010911 01/29/2021 02/08/2021 63.0 63 F Patient woke up Saturday, 6 Feb, with multiple small raised welts on left shoulder around injection site.  Site was itchy.  Over the course of the day, site enlarged slightly with a little warmth, but nontender.  That day, took a dose of Benadryl and applied topical Hydrocortisone.  On Sunday, 7 Feb, area began to improve and applied more Hydrocortisone and took additional Benadryl .  Pt stopped her Allegra these 2 days as she was not sure if could take all meds together.  On Monday, 8 Feb, patient walked into our Allergy/Immunizations clinic (protocol for anyone who receives an injection and has concerns about a reaction) at our facility and I examined the area with very faint residual erythema, but nonpalpable and nontender.  No further itching by Sunday night.

1010912 01/29/2021 02/08/2021 NY 82.0 82 F Redness and heat on R foot, left after 15 minutes. Upset bowel system.  Have always had opposite problem.

1010980 01/06/2021 02/08/2021 MA 25.0 25 F Brain hemorrhage (inflammation, swelling); Dizziness; Difficulty with coordination; Difficulty with balance; Vision changes in left eye; Drift in left arm; Issues going through daily routine; Neurological symptoms; Was confused; Headaches; Very nauseous; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer, who was a 25-years-old, white female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the events, very nauseous, neurological symptoms, headaches, dizziness, difficulty with coordination, difficulty with balance, vision changes in left eye, drift in left arm, issues going through daily routine, confusion, and brain bleed.  The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included gluten allergy. Products known to have been used by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included ethinylestradiol/ ferrous fumarate/ norethindrone acetate.   On 06 Jan 2021 at 10:30am, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly in the left arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 06 Jan 2021, after receiving the vaccine, the patient became very nauseous through 08 Jan 2021.  On 09 Jan 2021, the patient started having neurological symptoms. She started having headaches, dizziness, difficulty with coordination and balance, and vision changes in the left eye (not specified). She reported that she had a "drift" in the left arm and described it as "when you try to manipulate the arm, but it does not go where you want it to go".   On 11 Jan 2021, the patient still had neurological symptoms, issues moving left arm, colliding with objects all day, and issues going through daily routine.  On 12 Jan 2021, the patient was seen by a neurologist and magnetic resonance imagining (MRI) was scheduled. The MRI revealed inflammation, and brain bleed and swelling. The patient was sent to the emergency room and admitted on 19 Jan 2021.  Treatment for the events included calcium carbonate for nausea, ibuprofen for headaches and diphenhydramine.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.  The event, very nauseous, was considered resolved on 08 Jan 2021. The events, neurological symptoms, headaches, dizziness, difficulty with coordination, difficulty with balance, vision changes in left eye, drift in left arm and issues going through daily routine, confusion, and brain bleed were considered not resolved.   Follow-up received on 23 Jan 2021 included patient details, medical history, lab tests, concomitant medications, hospitalization, and updated events.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient, who experienced a non-serious unexpected event of dizziness, coordination abnormal, balance disorder, visual impairment, movement disorder, loss of personal independence in daily activities, and neurological symptom, and non-serious expected event of nausea, and headaches. The events of nausea occurred 1 day (same day) after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. The event of neurological symptoms, dizziness, coordination abnormal, balance disorder, visual impairment, loss of personal independence in daily activities, and movement disorder occurred 3 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. Treatment for the events included, Tums, nauseam, ibuprofen and Benadryl. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y

1010981 02/08/2021 U Potential Guillain-Barre; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning an unknown patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine and potentially developed Guillain-Barre Syndrome.   The patient's medical history was not provided. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On an unknown date, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 19 Jan 2021, the patient is in the hospital for potential Guillain-Barre Syndrome.  No treatment information was provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The outcome of the event, potential Guillain-Barre Syndrome, was unknown/ not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient of unknown age and gender, who experienced a serious unexpected event of potential Guillain-Barre Syndrome which required hospitalization. The event occurred on an unspecified date after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. Treatment details were not provided. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the event a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y

1010982 01/19/2021 02/08/2021 F Arrhythmias; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273), and who experienced arrhythmias.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  Prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   Patient had adverse heart reaction after receiving the vaccination. Patient has some arrhythmias and ended up in the ER two days later. Treatment information was not provided.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the event was not provided.   The outcome of the events, adverse heart reaction and arrhythmias were not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient of unknown age with unknown medical history subject, who experienced a serious unexpected event of arrhythmia. The event occurred on unspecified time after the first dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine (but not later than 2 days after vaccination). Treatment information was reported; however, patient was sent to emergency room.  Outcome of reported arrhythmia is unknown. The event was assessed as possibly related, however additional information has been requested.

1010983 01/16/2021 02/08/2021 GA F Pancytopenia; Malaise; Muscle aches; Fever; A spontaneous report was received from a physician concerning a female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced pancytopenia, fever, malaise, and muscle aches.   There was no medical history provided. There were no concomitant medications provided.  On 16 Jan 2021, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Batch # unknown), for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 22 Jan 2021, the patient experienced the serious event of pancytopenia. Additionally, on an unspecified date in Jan 2021, following in jection, the patient experienced the non-serious events of fever, malaise, and muscle aches. Relevant laboratory result included platelet count of 1000 and hemoglobin was decreased on 22 Jan 2021. There was no treatment information provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events of pancytopenia, fever, malaise, and muscle aches, was not provided.  The event of pancytopenia was unknown. The outcome for the events fever, malaise, and muscle aches, was unknown at the time of this report.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient, who experienced a serious unexpected event of pancytopenia and non-serious unexpected event of malaise, non-serious expected events of myalgia, and pyrexia. The event of pancytopenia occurred 7 days after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown.  The event of myalgia and pyrexia occurred on an unspecified date after first dose of mRNA-1273, lot # unknown. Treatment was not specified. Very limited information regarding this event has been provided at this time.  Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and onset of the events a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

1010984 01/20/2021 02/08/2021 NJ F Subcutaneous Injection; lump at injection site; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse concerning a 65-year old female patient, who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine (mRNA-1273) via subcutaneous injection and experienced lump at injection site.   No relevant medical history and concomitant medications were reported.   On 20-Jan-2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received a dose of mRNA-1273 (lot number 032L20A) subcutaneously for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  On 20-Jan-2021, the patient developed a lump at the injection site when vaccine was given to her subcutaneously. No treatment information was provided.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events were not reported.  The event subcutaneous injection was considered to be resolved on 20-Jan-2021. The outcome of event lump at injection site was unknown.; Reporter's Comments: This report refers to a case of incorrect route of product administration  for mRNA-1273, lot #: 032L20A.  There were no reported AEs associated with this case of incorrect route of product administration.

1010985 01/18/2021 02/08/2021 65 F Lungs congested; Trouble breathing; Trouble speaking/Trouble breathing; When she would speak she would cough hard; A spontaneous report was received from a consumer concerning a 65-year-old, female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine, and who experienced trouble breathing, trouble speaking, lungs congested and when she would speak she would cough hard.   The patient's medical history included back pain being treated by a pain management doctor, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, asthma and diabetes. Medications reported by the patient, within two weeks prior to the event, included albuterol inhaler.  On 18 Jan 2021, in the morning, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number 028L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 18 Jan 2021, in the evening on the same day of vaccination, the patient went to the ER (emergency room) due to trouble breathing and speaking, lungs congested, and cough when she would speak. While in the ER she had a blood test, chest x-ray, and an EKG which all came back normal. She stated that she did not think that the symptoms were related to an environmental change.   Treatment for the event included steroid and nebulizer treatment, and the symptoms resolved after treatment on the same day.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcomes of the events were resolved on 18 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 66-year-old female patient who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot 028L20A), and who experienced the serious unlisted event of lungs congested, and the non-serious unlisted events of trouble breathing, trouble speaking, and cough.  The events occurred on the day of vaccination. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the events are considered possibly related to the vaccine.

1010986 01/05/2021 02/08/2021 CA 77 F Bad heart rate; sore arm; A spontaneous report was received from a nurse who was also a 77-year-old female patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced sore arm and bad heart rate.  The patient's medical history was not provided. No concomitant medications were reported.  On 05 Jan 2021, prior to the onset of the events, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 025L20A) intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection. On the same day, the patient developed a sore arm. No treatment was administered.  On 10 Jan 2021, the patient experienced bad heart rate and had to go to the emergency room (ER).   On 21 Jan 2021, the patient had a second visit to the ER, where she required a cardioversion for the bad heart rate.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.  The outcome for the event, sore arm, was resolved on an unknown date. The outcome for the event, bad heart rate, was resolved on 21 Jan 2021.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 77-year-old female patient, who experienced a medically significant unexpected event of Heart rate abnormal and unexpected non-serious event of Pain in extremity. The medical history is not provided. The event of Pain in extremity occurred on the same day after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot # 025L20A). The event of Heart rate abnormal occurred approximately five days after receiving their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot # 025L20A). Based on temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of the events, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.

1010987 02/08/2021 U Angioedema both times, the second time was a little bit worse; A spontaneous report was received from a healthcare facility staff member concerning an unknown patient who received Moderna's COVID-19 Vaccine, and who experienced angioedema after both doses.   The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product use was not provided by the reporter.  On unknown date, prior to the onset of the symptoms, the patient received their two planned doses of mRNA-1273 unknown batch number intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.    On unknown date, the patient experienced angioedema both times after vaccination. The second time was a little bit worse and lasted for three days. Treatment for the event included prednisolone, Pepcid and Benadryl.   The patient received both scheduled doses of mRNA-1273 prior to the event; therefore, action taken with the drug in response to the event is not applicable.   The outcome of the event angioedema both times not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a patient who received their two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot unknown), and who experienced the serious unlisted event of angioedema after both doses.  Based on the current available information, including reoccurrence of event after second dose and temporal association between the use of the product and the onset of event after vaccination, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event of angioedema is considered possibly related to the vaccine.

1010990 12/31/2020 02/08/2021 WA 52.0 52 F Colitis; A spontaneous report was received from a 52-year-old, female consumer, who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and developed colitis.  The patient's medical history was not provided. Concomitant product reported included ogmentin.  On 31 Dec 2020, the patient received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot number: 037K20A) in the right arm for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.  The patient experienced weight loss and was unable to eat after receiving the first dose.  On 15 Jan 2021, the patient reported that she started to experience lower pelvic pain and was diagnosed with colitis.  On 21 Jan 2021, she had a follow up with PCP (primary care physician) and the PCP advised not to get second dose until 29 Jan 2021.   On an unspecified date, she started her new antibiotic treatments.  Treatment for the event included levosloxacin.  Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not provided.   The outcome of the event, colitis, was not reported.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a 52 year-old, female patient, who experienced event of colitis. The event of colitis occurred 16 days after the first and last dose of mRNA-1273 vaccine administration. Based on the current available information and temporal association between the use of the product and the start date of the event, a causal relationship cannot be excluded and the event is assessed as possibly related.

1010992 01/22/2021 02/08/2021 NY 63.0 F My face started feeling very hot / feeling warm; my arms were looking mottled; first got hives under my neck on the left side and then it traveled to the tight side of my neck/ had hives on my arms legs neck chest and back; within 5 more minutes my neck was red / my face started getting red; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Health Professional, the patient. A 63-year-old non-pregnant female patient started to receive BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 MRNA VACCINE; Lot Number EL3242), via intramuscular route in the left arm on 22Jan2021 17:00 (at the age of 63-years) as a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included Thyroid -Hashimoto's thyroiditis, Penicillin allergy, Brussels sprouts and avocados allergy. Prior to the vaccination, the patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Concomitant medication included levothyroxine and ibuprofen (ADVIL). The patient previously took erythromycin and experienced allergy. The patient did not receive any other vaccine within 4 weeks prior to the vaccine.  On 22Jan2021 at 17:15, after approximately 10 minutes of receiving vaccination, the patient started feeling warm, she noticed her arms were looking mottled and she went to the nurse. She first got hives under her neck on the left side and then it traveled to the tight side of my neck. Within 5 more minutes her neck was red, and her face had started feeling very hot. Her face started getting red. The patient was taken to the emergency room and she had hives on her arms, legs, neck, chest, and back. The patient was treated for feeling very hot, arms mottled, hives, and neck and face red with intravenous (IV) Benadryl 50mg with Famotidine IV and saline solution IV. Since the vaccination, the patient had not been tested for COVID-19. The clinical outcome of the event for feeling very hot, arms mottled, hives, and neck and face red were recovered in Jan2021; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association, the contribution of suspect vaccine BNT162B2 to the events is possible . The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010993 01/22/2021 02/08/2021 VA 56.0 F my lips and tongue started itching and got swollen; my lips and tongue started itching and got swollen; my lips and tongue started itching and got swollen; my lips and tongue started itching and got swollen; itching and got hives; itching and got hives; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Nurse reported for herself. A 56-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 22Jan2021 16:00 at single dose for covid-19 immunization. The COVID-19 vaccine was administered at Hospital. The patient was not pregnant. Medical history included Asthma, food and environmental allergies, allergy to PCN and Sulfa. Concomitant medications included montelukast sodium (SINGULAIR), bupropion hydrochloride (WELLBUTRIN), escitalopram oxalate (LEXAPRO), loratadine. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 on an unknown date for covid-19 immunization. The patient previously took acetylsalicylic acid (ASA), levofloxacin (LEVAQUIN), codeine and azithromycin (ZITHROMAX) and experienced allergy. 8 minutes after the vaccine was given on 22Jan2021 16:08, patient started itching and got hives. She was given Benadryl. About 5 minutes after that on 22Jan2021 16:13, her lips and tongue started itching and got swollen. At that time she was given an injection of Epinephrine and transferred to the Emergency Department. The outcome of the events was recovered on an unknown date in Jan2021.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Pfizer comment: Based on the information currently available, a possible contributory role of the BNT162B2 in the reported events lip and tongue itching and got swollen cannot be excluded in this 56 years old female patient, who with medical history of allergy to food, environment and multiple medications. This impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of  the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1010994 01/21/2021 02/08/2021 PA 21.0 F Took pulse and it was 152; stumbling walking; mild dizziness/dizziness turned severe; Mild breathing problems/continued breathing issues; pressure on chest; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable Other Health Professional (patient). A 21-year-old female patient received the second dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK 9231), via an unspecified route of administration on 21Jan2021 16:15 at single dose in Right arm for COVID-19 immunisation. Medical history included asthma, anxiety, and depression, all from an unknown date. Concomitant medication included duloxetine, lamotrigine, buspirone hydrochloride (BUSPAR), etonogestrel (NEXPLANON), ethinylestradiol, norethisterone acetate (JUNEL) in two weeks. The patient previously received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), on 31Dec2020 02:30 PM in Right arm at single dose for COVID -19 immunisation and was tested positive for COVID on 01Jan2021; took cefdinir and experienced drug hypersensitivity. The patient reported symptoms began 12 hours after second COVID vaccine (5am on 22Jan2021). Mild breathing problems and pressure on chest. At 7am on 22Jan2021, mild dizziness started and continued breathing issues. At 12pm (noon) dizziness turned severe, was stumbling walking. Took pulse and it was 152 on 22Jan2021, checked several times. The patient went to the ER (Emergency room) and was determined it was a reaction to the vaccine. After receiving medication and fluids, pulse returned to normal after about seven or eight hours. The events resulted in Emergency room/department or urgent care. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included Covid-19 tested Positive on 01Jan2021, Pulse rate: 152 on 22Jan2021, Pulse rate returned to normal in Jan2021, heart ultrasound and EKG (Electrocardiogram) with unknown results in Jan2021. The patient received Fluids and medication as treatment. COVID was not tested post vaccination. The outcome of event Took pulse and it was 152 was recovered on an unspecified date in Jan2021. The outcome of the other events was recovering.; Sender's Comments: Based on the compatible time association and drug's safety profile, the events are possibly related to suspect vaccine BNT162B2 injection. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1011000 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 TX 37.0 37 F head ache, nausea, fever, chills, body aches

1011001 01/12/2021 02/08/2021 OH 54.0 54 F 9 days after vaccine was received in the left arm , there was swelling , redness , warmth and pain at the site . I took 600mg Ibuprofen every 6 hours for about 30 hours and I placed ice at the site frequently. I saw my PA next day and I was prescribed a Medrol pack , which helped resolve all those symptoms after first day of taking the medication.

1011002 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 IN 74.0 74 F Fever and chills starting 12 hours after injection. Temperature 101.7 then and now 5 hours later! Unable to sleep, restlessness! Lower legs itch. Site is sore! Had been to to not take ibuprofen or Tylenol to help antibodies form!  Can I take Benadryl? I had none of these adverse effects with 1st dose!

1011003 01/30/2021 02/08/2021 MN 52.0 52 F I had some swelling and pain the first two days following the vaccine, then all was fine.  On day 8 I awoke to a large (2.5 inch) hard, red, itchy, hot welt at the injection site.  There is mild pain when I touch it.

1011005 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 NY 26.0 26 F Body aches, muscle weakness around midnight Fever at 6am

1011006 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 FL 71.0 71 F Patient stated her lips and tongue feel itchy.  Patient stated she is allergic to shellfish and gets anxious every time she gets a vaccine.  Vital signs within normal limits.  BP 128/74, HR 68, O2 sat 96%.  Patient took her own Benedryl PO.  Patient stated she is feeling better, and she wants to go home.

1011007 01/30/2021 02/08/2021 OH 59.0 59 F Pt complaint of dizziness 2 minutes after getting the vaccine.  Pt the stated her vision was blurry. BP 200/130  Pt stated she was feeling better.   Medic rechecked BP 247-200/130.  Medic rechecked 191/119, HR 68 @ 1310 Pt advised to go to ER.  Pt doesn't want to go by squad.  States she will call her daughter 1332 RN still monitoring pt. Pt sitting quietly waiting on her daughter to take her to ER as advised by medic. 1337 daughter of pt arrived.  Rn supervisor walked pt to meet daughter and advised daughter take her to ER ASAP and to pull over squad if worsen.  Pt advised to go to ER by medics & RN due to elevated BP, blurred vision, & dizziness.

1011010 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 IN 31.0 31 F Headache, growing inflammation under injection site-bottom of muscle

1011011 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 TN 72.0 72 F headache, rapid heart rate for several hours (160s), nausea, joint aches, chills, dizziness, weakness. Worst part lasted 48 hours. The nearest ER is an hour away so just pushed thru it.

1011012 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 FL 67.0 67 F 15 minutes after client received vaccine client stated that she felt dizzy and weak.  Vital signs obtained by EMS  BP 119/72, Pulse 72, Temp 99, O2 sat 96%  Blood Sugar 107 at 1:43 pm.  Client was wearing 2 face masks.  She removed the mask and stated she feels better.  States she was hungry.  After EMS obtained 2 sets of vitals within normal limits, patient stated she felt better and was discharged home by EMS at 1:45 pm.

1011013 02/02/2021 02/08/2021 PA 58.0 58 F Developed shingles 6 days post second vaccine

1011014 01/30/2021 02/08/2021 OH 45.0 45 F Monitor 9RN) checked on pt at 15 min check.  Pt stated to RN that she was feeling warm, lightheaded and slightly dizzy.  POD leader + supervisor was informed.  Supervisor informed EMS staff of current situation.  Pt was monitored for 15 min more at that time water was given + vitals were taken. BP 140/75, HR 105,SPO2 94% RA & 20 respirations.  09:15 Pt reassessed by (RN) & (EMS), pt showed no changes, and stated that she felt the same.  Pt was removed to a private area to be further evaluated and await until squad arrived.   Pt. also stated to staff that she typically experiences these symptoms whenever she takes in any form of nuts.  Pt stated she does have an epipen injection. 0922 squad arrived. BP 148/90, HR 83, SPO2 99% RA, RR 20.  Pt lung sounds were clear stated by EMS staff.  Pt refused to be rescue by squad/ EMS but instead taken by her husband.  Pt was informed that if anything went wrong on her way to TCH to call 911 right away.  Pt agreed and was discharged at 0921AM.

1011015 01/30/2021 02/08/2021 MN 39.0 39 F Injection site became warm to touch, raised/swollen and itchy.

1011025 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 PA 74.0 74 M it severely aggravated my restless legs

1011026 01/30/2021 02/08/2021 OH 43.0 43 F Three min after vaccine,  pt started feeling SOB racing heart.  BP 148/100, HR 80, SPO2 100% RA, T:97 Six minutes after: dose, lethargic, sleepy, eyes dropped (look tired) & dizzy & c/o anxiety.  Friend P/U to take her to ER.  BP 144/92

1011027 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 42.0 42 M Initial onset at time listed- fever, severe myalgias, rigors, sweating, headache, anorexia, thirst, lethargy. Felt like severe flu. No pulmonary symptoms or GI symptoms.  Symptoms improved with first ibuprofen dosing on 6Feb2021. Fever and myalgias recurred after Ibuprofen dosing subsided evening of 6 Feb2021. Full resolutions of symptoms on 8Feb2021

1011028 01/23/2021 02/08/2021 NJ 58.0 58 M Bell' Palsy . Right side facial weakness. Sudden onset ten days after vaccine.

1011029 02/01/2021 02/08/2021 OH 55.0 55 F 1st vaccine, next day fever, severe headache, joint pain-severe.  Lasting 2 days 2nd. vaccine, next day fever , achy and fatigue x 5 days.  (fever lasting longer than expected) 5th day-diarrhea and fatigue

1011030 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 IN 40.0 40 F Fever, extreme headaches, stomach cramps, and nausea.

1011032 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 NJ 64.0 64 F Rigors, fever, body aches, headache, nausea and vomiting.

1011033 01/15/2021 02/08/2021 WA 37.0 37 F Nausea/vomiting with movement of head-3 hours after shot; loss of balance with inability to walk; nausea/vomiting while sitting or attempting to stand-2 days; leg cramps/charlie horses- 3-5 days; general weakness in arms and legs- weeks/current; difficulty with fine motor movements in fingers and weakness in arms and hands-current

1011034 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 PR 40.0 40 F CHILLS, FEVER 40 DEGREES CELSIUS, HEADACHE, ACUTE LEFT AXILLARY PAIN AND EDEMA,  RIGHT AXILLARY PAIN, GREY COMPLEXION, MALAISE, GENERALIZED JOINT PAIN. DIFFICULTY RAISING UPPER EXTREMITIES DUE TO PAIN AN MUSCLE WEAKNESS,

1011036 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 MD 23.0 23 F Under my tongue hurt/ is very sore hurts to stretch tongue

1011038 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 NY 42.0 42 M Prior to vaccination, patient admitted to taking 25MG of benadryl PO. 3:30 PM: patient received his 2nd dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine.  3:48 PM: Onset of throat itching and tingling sensation of the right lower extremity.  3:48 PM vitals: BP 137/76, spO2 100%, HR 108, T 98.3F 3:48 PM: Benadryl 25MG IM was given in the left deltoid. 4:03 PM vitals: BP 116/67, spO2 98%, HR 95, T 98.4F. Patient said that he felt a headache that was 2/10 on the pain scale, reported less tingling in his his leg that was mostly felt in his R big toe, and felt some tingling left in his throat but says that "it's nothing." 4:50 PM: Patient's hands felt cold compared to his arms. Patient reported feeling cold in his arms and very tired.  4:55 PM: Patient was transported to the emergency department for further evaluation.

1011039 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 35.0 35 F began to feel chest and throat tightness. 25mg Benadryl and symptoms went away

1011044 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 51.0 51 F After vaccine given, lip tingling, then swelling, angioedema noticed, Benadryl & epi given, pt taken to emergency room.  Patient observed in ED, vitals stabile and resolution of condition.

1011050 01/08/2021 02/08/2021 NC 33.0 33 F Positive pregnancy test 1/10/21. EDD 9/18/21 based on LMP (12/12/21). Woke up extremely dizzy and could not get out of bed without almost falling over and very nauseated. Symptoms eventually subsided around 10:00 am. Did not have dizziness again. Had a confirmatory Ultrasound on 2/4/21 which measured 5weeks, 5 days and no yolk sac. Was supposed to be 7 weeks, 5 days. Determined that I miscarried.

1011052 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 FL 74.0 74 M After client received vaccine he stated that he has tingling sensation around his mouth.  Vital signs obtained by EMS BP 161/101, pulse 55, temp. 99.4.  Client sent home by EMS.  Second BP 162/82, Blood Sugar 125 at 4:20 pm.  Client states he is feeling well (better).

1011055 02/06/2021 02/08/2021 TX 62.0 62 F A day after the vaccine, a large baseball size knot appeared at vaccine site, later that evening it grew to softball size, hot, and very painful. When I got the first dose, was not as drastic as this second dose. After the first does, it lasted around 10 days.

1011059 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 17.0 17 U No adverse effects.  Pt was vaccinated 3 days prior to turning 18 years of age, which is the recommended age for administration.

1011060 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 GA 81.0 81 M Brain fog, agitation

1011061 01/14/2021 02/08/2021 WV 19.0 19 M Bumps kind of like bug bites, that later make the skin dry and leathery. some are itchy and some just appear over night. the pop up locations are random.

1011068 01/18/2021 02/08/2021 FL 73.0 73 M Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine EUA Bell's Palsy  Face paralysis

1011070 12/21/2020 02/08/2021 IN 42.0 42 M Left fourth cranial nerve palsy and double vision.

1011075 01/31/2021 02/08/2021 MA 66.0 66 F The patient consented to receive the vaccine at the facility on 1/31/21.  She admitted to the facility on 1/29/21.  She failed to inform us that she had already received her first vaccine at her rest home on 1/28/21.  Consequently she received 2 doses of the Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine within 4 days.  She had no adverse effects from either vaccine.

1011079 01/19/2021 02/08/2021 IA 18.0 18 F The patient was diagnosed with Mononucleosis on 2/1/2021.  Symptoms started on 1/20/2021,  1 day after her second COVID vaccination dose.  Liver enzymes were also elevated

1011084 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 PA 39.0 39 F Patient is a 39 y.o. female presenting to ED with itchy tongue and throat which occurred 1 hour after second dose of COVID-19 patient received vaccination this morning.  Patient states symptoms started an hour and a half after vaccine administration.  Patient denies rash or swelling.  Patient received 50 mg of Benadryl for presentation. Patient will be discharged and instructed to follow up with primary care doctor in 1-2 days and return to the ED if symptoms worsen. Symptoms believed to be from allergic reaction, nausea. Pt received atarax, pepcid, zofran, decadron.. Patient will be discharged with atarax, epipen. Pt has no oral swelling on repeat exam.. Patient understands and agrees with plan.

1011087 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 GA 78.0 78 M Anxiety, Anger, Agitation, Pacing

1011101 01/22/2021 02/08/2021 NC 66.0 66 M I have chronic Lyme disease, with extreme symptoms of photosensitivity and photophobia.  12 years ago, I had a series of intravenous antibiotics for 9 months.  That halted the progression of the symptoms.  However, with the first injection of the Pfizer vaccine, I had an immediate and increasing photosensitivity/photophobia.  For example, my computer monitor was at 6% brightness.  I reset to 3% brightness, which is still too bright.  My concern is that the second injection due on February 12th may further increase the symptoms.  My Lyme doctor believes that the light sensitivity is perhaps coming from the thalamus.  Additionally, the injection seemed to increase my INR.

1011107 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 MI 48.0 48 F Patient was advised to sit for 15 minutes after the vaccination. The first time around patient did not have any allergic reaction to the vaccination. The patient was aware that there was still a potential of an reaction to the vaccination  the second time. The patient sat in the same room vaccinations were being given after her vaccination. She felt a little stuffy so she asked if you could sit outside right by the door. When she went to sit outside in 2 minutes she started to cough and her airways became constricted along with her hands, face and tongue started to swell. Instantly we rushed to her with an Epi Pen but the patient had her own which she took out and used. We laid her on the floor putting a pillow beneath her head while raising her legs up in the air. The facility dialed 911 along with providing an oxygen mask. One minute after the Epi Pen the patient started to feel better then help arrived 5 minutes later to which she felt her airways constricting again. After the emergency help took her to the ER she came back in 3 hours and said she felt fine and the ER had released her.
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1011111 01/08/2021 02/08/2021 IN 46.0 46 M At 1700 01/10/2021, he began to feel numbness in his left lip, like he was given a numbing shot at the dentist. Over the next hour, it traveled superiorly up to his left cheek and to the inferior ear. He had a steroid and antihistamine sent in to the pharmacy and took this once he got home about 1930. Shortly thereafter, he started developing tongue numbness. He woke up in the middle of the night to use the restroom and reports he nearly fell into the bathroom wall due to the intensity of vertigo he was experiencing. The vertigo worsened throughout the day and he is very unsteady on his feet, requiring assistance and support from his wife to ambulate. He is unable to drive and reports exacerbation of dizziness when moving his head side to side. His wife reports he had a fever throughout the night 01/10/2021-01/11/2021. He feels the left eye is dryer and a bit weaker than usual and he has had to administer drops to help keep it moist.

1011114 01/05/2021 02/08/2021 KS 26.0 26 F Patient developed a rash around the injection site immediately following the injection 1/5/2021. Patient was given Benadryl 25 mg po 1/6/2021 @ 0729 am, and rash subsided.

1011117 01/25/2021 02/08/2021 NC 79.0 79 F Redness at injection site and warm to touch occurring 10 days post injection.

1011118 02/08/2021 02/08/2021 NJ 61.0 61 F indigestion

1011129 01/28/2021 02/08/2021 KY 77.0 77 M . Syncope and collapse 2. Respiratory arrest   ADMITTED TO ICU Y

1011131 02/06/2021 02/08/2021 MI 49.0 49 F After receiving COVID injection patient tasted metal in mouth, and developed severe dry mouth.  Gave water and observed for 40 minutes.  Oxygen was 98-100%  HR 70-78 BP 146-150/96-100s.   Symptoms lasted around 1 hour.  After arriving home BP was 110/78.  Patient felt better.  No hospitalization needed.  Next day patient felt Body aches, Head ache, fever last 20 hours.  Patient feels better today 2/8/2020 the only symptom left is fatigue.

1011134 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 MN 65.0 65 M significant increase in tremors warranting ER evaluation within approx. 12 hrs of vaccine administration

1011141 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 VA 43.0 43 F 02:30  reported feeling flushed and hot--B/P 160/80 P-120 feeling tingling in mouth, tongue felt thick, no SOB, no tightness in chest-- Dr in to see and orders per protocol 0.3mg Epi given at 2:40pm   2:50pm  reported feeing better P now 84  no resp issues, tong feeling better, still with tingling in mouth 3:20pm  sent to ER for observation--B/P 145/70 P-102 report from ER---symptoms did return later and she received Benadryl/steroids/another epi and no further symptoms after that discharged from ER approx 10pm

1011142 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 KY 53.0 53 F That evening states difficulty breathing and heart racing- itchy bumps on legs that worsened through Saturday.   Encouraged to call PCP to speak about incident and about 2nd dose.

1011150 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 PR 57.0 57 F Ten minutes after the vaccine was administered the patient started with a persistent nonproductive cough, hoarseness, chest tightness, shortness of breath. Vital Signs BP 128/77: P=96: R=19: O2 sat=100% Oxygen was administered by nasal cannula, Solumedrol 125mg IV and nebulizer therapy with Atrovent 0.2 x 1. Was kept under observation and after one hour the patient had recovered.  Per the patient.

1011151 02/06/2021 02/08/2021 TX 36.0 36 F Patient reported feeling dizzy and unwell shortly after receiving vaccine. Patient went to the ER where here blood pressure was under control. She received steroids from the ER and was told to take Benadryl when she returned home.

1011159 02/02/2021 02/08/2021 CO 24.0 24 F Pt received dose #2 Moderna COVID vaccine 2/2/21 @ Vaccine Clinic. Initially had some arm soreness, headaches, and malaise. 2/3/21 starting having chest tightness worse with deep breaths and exertion. Has also had low-grade fevers. Has some coughing with deep inspiration. Some mild nasal congestion and chronic throat pain/irritation. Taking Tylenol 1000 mg two hours PTA. 2/4/21 @ 1849 presented to Urgent Care for workup. Mild bilateral anterior cervical lymphadenopathy. Per provider "Symptoms are likely adverse effects from the COVID vaccine." Discharged home without escalation of care. Entered for tracking.

1011161 01/27/2021 02/08/2021 MA 50.0 50 F CHILLS, BODY ACHES, Fever 103.0,H/A and nausea

1011198 01/25/2021 02/08/2021 NJ 17.0 17 M No Adverse event occurred, but patient in retrospective review of data was discovered to have incorrectly been given Moderna vaccine while under 18 year old as approved in the EUA. The manufacturer was contacted and they provided information about an ongoing clinical trial in patients 12-18 years old receiving the same (100mcg) 2 dose series of Moderna COVID-19 vaccine, however this age group is not currently approved. This is being reported as an error having occurred with the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine. Patient/Guardian will be contacted by a prescriber to inform the patient of the historical event and explain when a 2nd dose can be given.

1011204 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 AL 57.0 57 F complained of lips tingling; observed additional 15 minutes; still had some tingling in lips but no other reactions.

1011205 01/14/2021 02/08/2021 PR 72.0 72 F GRANULES INFLAMMATION LEFT NIPPLE AFTER 2 WEEKS.

1011210 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 PA 23.0 23 M Patient reported feeling lightheaded and dizzy minutes after receiving vaccine. Some diaphoresis.  No overt fainting. VS:  BP 110/66;  P82;  RR 16;  Pulse Ox:  98%

1011214 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 33.0 33 F After receiving covid vaccine, employee experienced palpitations, lightheadedness, and had a "funny taste" in her mouth.   VS: BP 155/75, HR 97, spo2 98%. She hadn't eaten or drank anything and was given water and snacks.  Repeat VS: BP 125/81, HR 82, s,po2 9

1011220 01/26/2021 02/08/2021 MA 49.0 49 F NAUSEA, CHILLS, BODY ACHES, FATIGUE, ?FEVER

1011221 01/23/2021 02/08/2021 WV 71.0 71 F Patient diagnosed with Bells Palsy, mild case. Symptoms include numbness and pain on the left side of the patients face along the facial nerve. Patient also experienced left sided drooping of her cheek, lips and eye.

1011223 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 AL 52.0 52 F complained of dizziness; refused to stay to be observed extra 15 minutes; no other problems.

1011233 01/11/2021 02/08/2021 TX 50.0 50 F COVID Arm, red, itchy, raised blotch about 2 inches in diameter around the injection site.  lasted about 2-3 days

1011234 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 AK 66.0 66 F Approximately 2 hours after her first COVID-19 Vaccine dose, patient began to feel right arm numbness and tingling in her hand. This progressed to right leg numbness, tingling and weakness and right lower face tingling. Patient denied any facial droop, slurred speech, confusion or dizziness. Patient reports that symptoms peaked the night of the vaccine around 9 or 10pm and had gotten better but not totally resolved.  She was advised to go to the ER and was admitted.  MRI showed an acute infarct in the left basal ganglia. CTA showed "short segment moderately severe narrowing of the M1 segment of the right MCA."  Neurologist was consulted and determined it to be coincidental that the patient had her COVID vaccine the same day.

1011239 01/26/2021 02/08/2021 MA 50.0 50 F TEMP 100.4 AFTER TYLENOL, FATIGUE, BODY ACHES, CHILLS, MILD H/A

1011243 01/25/2021 02/08/2021 NC 81.0 89 M Reported to us: Patient was in and out of emergency room four days after vaccination. He was in a fog or catatonic state. He was on Cipro when 1st dose was administered. He had "places frozen off his face the day before the vaccine."

1011248 02/07/2021 02/08/2021 AL 50.0 50 F itching scalp; arms; patient took own benadryl; denies sob; no problems with throat; 17:15 feels better but still itchy; no respiratory issues; no other problems.

1011252 01/27/2021 02/08/2021 29.0 29 M CHILLS, FEVER  100.2, BODY ACHES, H/A and nausea

1011257 02/08/2021 02/08/2021 AL 46.0 46 F had slight itching to arms; no trouble breathing; no other problems; observed additional 15 minutes;

1011258 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 CO 52.0 52 F extreme fatigue, body aches and headache

1011264 01/27/2021 02/08/2021 IL 54.0 54 F next day fever and palpitations.  Coming and going for days.  on 2/4/2021 started having LLE and RLE numbness and tingling.  Went to ED given hx of CVA.  Testing all normal.  Started to resolve 2 hours later.  Continues to have pain at injection site (today is 2/8/2021) Y 1

1011265 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 PA 61.0 61 F intractable migraine, fatigue

1011294 01/26/2021 02/08/2021 NY 26.0 26 F 35 weeks pregnant, fever of 102 chills, body aches and head pressure

1011317 01/25/2021 02/08/2021 NC 83.0 83 F 12 days after first vaccination:  Dizziness; high blood pressure; nearly passed out; right arm numbness; inability to grip or pick up items with fingers; feeling of "lopsidedness"; unsteady on feet, requiring assistance to walk.  Primary care physician recommended ER visit where possible stroke was diagnosed.  Hospital MRI confirmed: " Left acute arterial ischemic stroke, MCA (Middle cerebral artery)" .  Spent 2 days in hospital with high blood pressure, dizziness.  Residual right finger numbness upon release.Y Y 2

1011372 01/29/2021 02/08/2021 MO 87.0 87 M Massive Brain hemorrhage. Collapsed on 4 Feb 2021. Air medevac to Hospital.   Life support removed on 07 Feb 2021 Y Y 4

1011383 01/20/2021 02/08/2021 PR 41.0 41 F patient presents with ascending progressive weakness in legs and arms, 15 days after receiving the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine Pfizer/BioNTech (R/O Guillian-Barre). Y 5

1011384 01/27/2021 02/08/2021 AZ 37.0 37 F Pulmonary Embolism, hospitalized from 2/2/2021-2/3/2021. Received anti-coagulants and will remain on anti-coagulants for at least 3 months. Y Y 2

1011385 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 IN 40.0 40 F 8 DAYS ONGOING, NAUSEA, BODY ACHES, NECK MUSCLE TIGHTNESS, LOW GRADE FEVER, DIAPHRESIS, HEADACHES

1011392 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 NJ 84.0 84 F Patient is a 84-year-old female presenting to the emergency room with anxiousness, generalized weakness and one episode of vomiting/nausea surrounding her Covid vaccination this afternoon.  On exam patient appears mildly anxious, has no evidence of allergic reaction, lungs are clear and equal bilaterally.  Patient is resting comfortably, speaking in complete sentences.  Shortly after physical exam patient was noted to have oxygen saturation of 90 to 92%, subsequently placed on 2 L nasal cannula.  Will obtain CBC, CMP, chest x-ray, EKG.  We will also give patient 500 cc of fluid and 4 mg of Zofran for control of nausea and vomiting.  We will continue to monitor patient. No leukocytosis, no AKI, electrolytes within normal limits, chest x-ray without evidence of underlying pneumonia or pneumothorax.  I have reevaluated patient, patient has been reporting a ongoing headache for which she has a history of and takes Fioricet, requesting Fioricet.  Will order Fioricet.  We attempted to take patient off of her oxygen however when taken off the oxygen she drops to 88% on room air.  Patient reports ongoing generalized weakness and nausea which has required an additional 4 mg Zofran.  Given that patient has been monitored for couple of hours and has had ongoing nausea and vomiting, generalized weakness in the setting of hypoxia when taken off of oxygen will obtain troponins and admit patient to the hospital for obs.  I have spoken to Dr. who has accepted patient to observation with telemetry for further management.  Patient was informed of admission status, with no further questions at this time.Y 2

1011397 02/06/2021 02/08/2021 AL 68.0 68 F Head fullness,  sinuses dried, nose stuffy, weak, spacey, rapid pulse, Felt as if I would pass out, ashy/pale complexion.   Felt extremely weak in the evening.

1011398 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 MA 67.0 67 F TIA ~ found slumped in chair, aphasic, unable to stand. sent to local hospital emergency room Y 1

1011422 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 AZ 27.0 27 F I am 29 weeks pregnant with my first pregnancy and due April 22, 2021.   I woke up and felt a tender lump on the right side of my torso. It is 4 inches down from my ribs. It feels soft and hurts to touch.   I contacted my doctor and they said that if it continues to get worse then to come in and get it checked out but as of now - just wait and hopefully it will go down.

1011453 01/26/2021 02/08/2021 83.0 83 F SOB, Hypoxia

1011459 01/27/2021 02/08/2021 72.0 72 M Sob, Hypoxia

1011463 02/08/2021 02/08/2021 OH 75.0 75 M Pt presented to clinic stating he lost his keys.  He proceeded to receive vaccination and was walked to observation area.  No notable events during 15 minute observation.  Approx 1.5 hours after observation pt was found in parking lot by sheriff trying to get into his car/calling his wife.  Pt was brought inside, B/P was around 130/50 HR initially around 110, Oxygen around 92%, states had light headedness after getting vaccine, states no trouble breathing and feels fine.  Was confused and unable to answer questions appropriately.  Skin was slightly pale and cold.  After approx an hour of observation oxygen dropped to high 80% and heart rate increased to 115+Y

1011468 01/04/2021 02/08/2021 NJ 34.0 34 F I had a reaction felt as if something was in my throat and chest tightness difficult to breath. Y 2

1011517 01/07/2021 02/08/2021 83.0 83 F Patient reported left arm numbness. Went to the hospital for full stroke evaluation all tests returned negative. (CT scan, MRI, etc.). Patient was observed overnight and released from hospital with resolved symptoms and negative report of any stroke or mini-stroke. Patient has had follow-up appointments with PCP and Cardiologist. Received ok from PCP prior to second dose vaccination of COVID.Y 1

1011631 12/29/2020 02/08/2021 NJ 39.0 39 F Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine EUA: Vaccine recipient reported 2/6/2021 that she received 1st dose of Moderna on 12/29/2020. Within 24 hours she developed a fever (T max 102) and body aches.  She reported that the fever would not break. On 1/1/2021 she went to the ED and was prescribed azithromycin for left lower lobe pneumonia. COVID-19 test was negative on 1/1/21. On 1/6/2021 she went back to the ED for worsening symptoms and was subsequently admitted. Her COVID tests were negative. From 1/6/2021 to 1/11/2021 she was hospitalized at Medical Center for pneumonia. She was ordered antibiotics and steroids.  Her COVID-19 test was negative on 1/11/2021. She was discharged on 1/11/21 to home.Y 5

1011689 01/10/2021 02/08/2021 FL 66.0 66 F First Vaccine - produced fever, chills, headache, dizziness, nausea - lasted 2 days -  Vaccine was administered Sunday at 3:20 PM and I was sick Monday and all day Tuesday  - by Wednesday I was fine Second vaccine was January 31st at 3 PM - the next morning I woke up - got in the shower - got nauseous dizzy and fell breaking my left leg and left ankle. I still had nausea for 6 days and headache for 6 days - seems better today

1011707 01/26/2021 02/08/2021 IL 31.0 31 F Bloody mucus when blowing nose, petechia on legs 1/29/21. Y Y 5

1011820 01/31/2021 02/08/2021 OR 75.0 75 M This gentleman was hospitalized with dyspnea, found to have a leukocytosis and probable right lower lobe pneumonia, hospitalized for IV antibiotic therapy.  He is still hospitalized but improving as of the date of this report. His COVID-19 test was negative on the day of admission. He had no symptoms out of the ordinary on the day of his vaccination. I am reporting this as it occurred in the week after his first dose of vaccine though would suspect the timing is likely coincidental rather than directly related to the vaccine.Y 4

1011837 02/06/2021 02/08/2021 IN 78.0 78 M Pt received his first Moderna injection on 2/6/21.  On 2/7/21 he developed chills and fever in the afternoon.  Pt woke up on 2/8/21 and had pronounced weakness.  Nursing Home/Assisted living reports falls x 2 this am.  First at 4 am and the second at 6 am.  Pt normally is ambulatory and still capable of driving a car.  Reports today generalized weakness.  He is having difficulty walking and lifting his extremities.  He also is having difficulty lifting his head off the pillow.  He reports generalized body aches and lower  back pain.  He presents to the ER with a rectal temp 100 degrees.  His vital signs are normal otherwise.  He had a septic work-up in the ER that included labs, urinalysis and imaging.  Only abnormal lab was a elevated lactic acid.  Pt received IV fluids and was admitted to the hospital for further monitoring.  He is routinely tested for COVID in the NH.  Last time was Friday 2/5 21 and was negative.  The patient had rapid COVID testing repeated in the ER again the results were not detected.  He has no swallowing issues and he is able to move extremities but again demonstrates pronounced weakness.Y

1011860 01/11/2021 02/08/2021 MI 81.0 81 M Two weeks later post vaccine developed full body Rash Y

1011881 02/08/2021 02/08/2021 ID 59.0 59 F Patient began having "tingling" in fingertips within 30 minutes of vaccine.  Numbness of tongue, roof of mouth, and back of throat started approximately 35 minutes later.  No Shortness of Breath, Difficulty Breathing, or problems swallowing.  Administered 50 mg Benadryl.  Symptoms improved slightly, symptoms did not worsen.  Observed for an additional 40 minutes.  Went home with husband.  Instructed to follow-up with 911 if symptoms worsened.

1011883 01/21/2021 02/08/2021 FL 34.0 34 M I had a fever, headache for two days following the vaccine.  Two days after I had chest pain and went to the emergency room.  I was admitted with elevated troponin and diagnosed with myopericarditis. Y 2

1011934 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 TX 75.0 75 M Began to feel numbness, lack of sensation and loss of strength to the left limb from the waist down. Also noted weaker grip strength to the left hand. Loss of bladder and bowel control. This persisted throughout 2/5. On saturday 2/6 the right leg began to feel weak and numb as well although not as severe as the left limb. He was admitted to the hospital on Saturday evening, 2-6Y 5

1011967 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 MT 40.0 40 M 3:15 - Pt was leaning against wall c/o being dizzy and going to pass out - Pt was moved to reclining position - BP 144/100, RR 44, HR 120 - No itching ect. - Respirations rapid - O2 62 - Cannula applied - Pt continued c/o thinking he would pass out - Color pink - 3:15 1 cc Benedryl administered in R arm - 3:27 Epi 1 dose (0.7 cc) administered in R thigh - 3:30 EMS arrived - 3:34 EMS transferred pt to Medical CenterY 1

1012006 02/08/2021 WA M He received the Prevnar 13 vaccination and developed another hyperinflammatory episode; complicated by steroid responsive pericardial effusion and presumed inflammatory pneumonitis; complicated by steroid responsive pericardial effusion and presumed inflammatory pneumonitis; This is a literature report.  A contactable other healthcare professional reported that an approximately 7-year-old boy developed an episode of hyperinflammatory flare following vaccination with pneumococcal-13-valent-CRM197-vaccine-conjugate. Additionally, he exhibited lack of efficacy during treatment with azathioprine and methotrexate for chronic pulmonary disease and hyperinflammatory flares [dosages and routes not stated]. The boy was admitted at the age of 10 years for diagnostic lung biopsy in the setting of progressive chronic hypoxic respiratory failure and recurrent hyperinflammatory episodes. He had history of multiple hospital admissions due to infection-triggered recurrent hyperinflammatory flares. At the age of 4 months, he was admitted, for respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) infection. He was again admitted at the age of 1 year for hypospadias repair, and at the age of 3 years and 4 months he was hospitalised for another RSV infection. At the age of 3 years and 8 months he was admitted for what was thought to be mononucleosis due to Epstein-Barr virus positive IgM. Mild gross motor developmental delay was also noted. Till the age of 3 years he received regular vaccination. Subsequently, he stopped receiving vaccine. Approximately, at the age of 4 years, he was admitted with viral bronchiolitis. Respiratory symptoms slowly resolved and haematologic findings improved, thus representing a hyperinflammatory flare that recurred regularly over the following 6 years ranging from 4 to 17 weeks duration mainly treated with unspecified steroids. During the next flare he exhibited with anaemia, leucocytosis and thrombocytosis along with abdominal pain, hepatomegaly, and fevers. Infarcted spleen was also noted. This flare was associated with human herpes virus 7 viraemia. He was readmitted to hospital multiple times for such episodes. During two separate hospitalisations for flares, the diagnosis of haemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH) and macrophage activation syndrome (MAS) were both considered based upon his laboratory features. Overall, two bone marrow biopsies were performed approximately 1 year apart, and both demonstrated normal cellularity and markedly increased hemophagocytosis. Subsequently, he received pneumococcal-13-valent-CRM197- vaccine-conjugate [prevnar-13] vaccine, and developed an episode of hyperinflammatory flare [duration of treatment to reaction onset not stated] which lasted for 4 months. It was complicated by prednisone responsive pericardial effusion and presumed inflammatory pneumonitis. He became corticosteroid dependent weaning of which resulted into haemolysis and dark urine. By the age of 8 years, his episodes were characterized less by persistent febrile episodes but more by shortness of breath, chest discomfort and intermittent desaturations. His condition was steroid responsive and therefore he was treated with prednisone. Subsequently, he started receiving steroid sparing therapy with methotrexate and azathioprine for hyperinflammatory flares and chronic pulmonary disease (later diagnosed as interstitial lung disease). The boy stopped receiving methotrexate and azathioprine. Later, due to his progressive respiratory symptoms, he was admitted to the hospital at the age of 10 years for lung biopsy. After lung biopsy, his condition worsened with right haemothorax and pneumothorax along with respiratory distress. For treatment of his inflammatory state corticosteroid dose was increased and gradually weaned, while anakinra and ciclosporin [cyclosporine] were trialed followed by tocilizumab, with minimal benefit. He died prior to his 11th birthday due to respiratory failure. Whole exome sequencing revealed compound heterozygous paternal frame shift a HMOX1 c.264_269delCTGG (p.L89Sfs*24) and maternal splice donor HMOX1 (c.636 + 2 T > A) consistent with HMOX1 deficiency. Finally he was diagnosed with HMOX1 deficiency that had recurrent autoinflammatory episodes marked by fever, hemolysis and hyperferritinaemia with pathologic features similar to MAS and HLH. Author Comment "He received the Prevnar 13 vaccination and developed another hyperinflammatory episode lasting 4 months complicated by steroid responsive pericardial effusion and presumed inflammatory pneumonitis." "Steroid sparing therapies, such as methotrexate and azathioprine, were briefly introduced but discontinued because no benefit was observed." The outcome of the events was unknown. It was unknown whether an autopsy was performed.; Sender's Comments: The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators as appropriate.; Reported Cause(s) of Death: respiratory failureY

1012020 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 AZ 38.0 38 M 12 hours after vaccine experienced a fever (101.9), aches, chills, and a very bad headache.  The worst occurred the day after when my body could no longer absorb insulin. I increased my basal rate by almost 400% and could not bring my sugars down. Saturday afternoon I began experiencing symptoms of diabetic ketoacidosis: stomach pain, vomiting, high ketones and very high  blood sugars. I was able to eventually take in enough water to lower my ketones and sugar and narrowly avoided going to the ER, but high blood sugars and headache have persisted and I am still experiencing these symptoms.Y

1012035 02/02/2021 02/08/2021 MA 75.0 75 M Patient admit post dialysis with fever to 101, hypotension requiring pressors.  Full infectious workup negative and he recovered within 24 hours. Y 3

1012046 01/12/2021 02/08/2021 MA 35.0 35 F About 4am after the vaccination I woke up with a terrible headache took tylenol and was in bed the remainder of the day d/t extreme fatigue.  About 6pm I was able to get up and move around and felt a little better and all symptoms begin to subside within about 24 hrs.  7/29/2021-Expected delivery date

1012051 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 77.0 77 M Leukocytosis with blast cells - concern for heme malignancy  Jaw swelling with lymphadenopathy, confirmed with CT - ?2/2 to new heme malignancy vs adverse reaction to vaccine Y 3

1012365 12/27/2020 02/08/2021 F Hives; swelling; A spontaneous report was received from a pharmacist concerning a female patient participating who received Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine (mRNA-1273) and experienced the serious event of swelling and hives.   The patient's medical history, as provided by the reporter, included an "extensive history of allergies" and history of taking diphenhydramine prior to influenza vaccination. No relevant concomitant medications were reported.   On 27 Dec 2020, approximately 7 minutes prior to the onset of the events, the patient received her first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 intramuscularly for prophylaxis of COVID-19 infection.   On 27 Dec 2020, the patient was admitted to the hospital with swelling and hives occurring 7 minutes after the injection. She was admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) overnight and stayed approximately 24 hours. She did not require intubation. Treatment for the event included an epinephrine drip.  On 30 Dec 2020, the hives and swelling returned. The patient planned to go to the hospital, but she was not sure if she would be admitted.   Action taken with mRNA-1273 in response to the events was not reported.   The events, swelling and hives, were considered not resolved.   The reporter did not provide assessment for the events of swelling and hives.; Reporter's Comments: This case concerns a female patient with an extensive history of allergies, who received their first of two planned doses of mRNA-1273 (Lot-# and expiration date -unknown), who experienced unexpected events of urticaria and swelling and hives on the same day, approximately 7 minutes after vaccination. The reporter did not provide the causality assessment for the events. Due to the temporal association between the events (urticaria and swelling) and the administration of the vaccine, a causal relationship cannot be excluded.Y

1012375 01/14/2021 02/08/2021 FL 62.0 M muscle weakness of both legs; exacerbation of the baseline numbness of many areas of my body; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient himself). A 62-year-old male patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration, left arm, on 14Jan2021 11:00 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. Medical history included multiple sclerosis. Concomitant medication included gabapentin, tamsulosin hydrochloride (FLOMAX [TAMSULOSIN HYDROCHLORIDE]), oxybutynin and vitamin b12 [vitamin b12 nos] (VITAMIN B12 [VITAMIN B12 NOS]). The patient previously took diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL) and experienced allergies. The patient did not receive any other vaccines within 4 weeks prior to the COVID vaccine. The patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19 prior to vaccination. On 18Jan2021 at 11:00, the patient had muscle weakness of both legs to the extent that he could not stand. He had an exacerbation of the baseline numbness of many areas of his body. The event resulted in emergency room/department or urgent care visit and the patient was hospitalized for 2 days. The patient received intravenous antibiotics as treatment. The event was considered serious by the patient, requiring hospitalization. The patient's COVID test post vaccination via nasal swab on 18Jan2021 was negative then via blood test on 20Jan2021 was negative. The patient recovered from the events on an unspecified date.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.Y 2

1012376 01/22/2021 02/08/2021 MO 68.0 F her arm was red, swollen, and growing; her arm was red, swollen, and growing; She had numbness in parts of the ear and is now able to feel parts of the ear, but she is not sure if the numbness will go away; Caller mentioned that she can feel her ear "closing up" and by Saturday-Sunday had lost hearing on the right ear; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer via Pfizer sponsored program. A 68-year-old female patient received her 1st bnt162b2 (Pfizer-Biontech Covid-19 Vaccine; Batch/lot number: EK9231) single dose on 22Jan2021 10:45 AM at right arm for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included COVID on 05Nov2020 but was mild only and she was not hospitalized; No medications aside from over-the-counter drugs. The patient was given a Z-pack and vitamin C and immune stuff like Zinc. Concomitant drugs included high blood pressure medication. Around 6:00 PM on 22Jan2021, the patient can feel her ear "closing up" and by Saturday-Sunday had lost hearing on the right ear - the same side of her arm she received the vaccine. The patient stated it was better on 25Jan2021 but still not 100 percent. The patient tried calling the emergency room and has read up and no one can give her any answers. She made an appointment this morning with her doctor to see what was going on, states not being able to hear messes with her equilibrium. The patient was supposed to have another dose on 12Feb2021 and wanted to know if she should. The patient currently still had partial hearing loss and was prescribed a Prednisone that she took for 5 days. Her arm did not hurt Friday through Sunday, however, on Monday, her arm was red, swollen, and growing. She was able to get partial hearing back after taking Prednisone. She had numbness in parts of the ear and was now able to feel parts of the ear, but she was not sure if the numbness will go away. The outcome of hearing loss was resolving, of other events was unknown.

1012377 01/22/2021 02/08/2021 TX 32.0 F Delirium; headache; body chills; nausea; strong pressure felt in head and neck; strong pressure felt in head and neck; blurred vision; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient).  A 32-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Solution for injection; lot number EL9261, expiry date not reported) via an unspecified route of administration at left arm, on 22Jan2021 10:45, single dose, for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included neoplasm malignant and hypersensitivity. The patient is not pregnant at the time of vaccination. The patient did not receive any other vaccine in the last four weeks. It was unknown if the patient has COVID prior vaccination. The patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination. Concomitant medication included alprazolam (XANAX) and doxycycline hyclate. On 22Jan2021 14:00, the patient experienced delirium, headache, body chills, nausea, strong pressure felt in head and neck, and blurred vision. Outcome of the events was not recovered.

1012378 01/21/2021 02/08/2021 IN 81.0 F Dizzy; Headache; Joint pain; Fever; Injection site swelling; heartbeat would accelerate for a few seconds; Chills; off balance; throwing up; she could not drive and was half delirious; I am not feeling good; sneezing; has no energy; her bowel movement was little dab and then again another little dab; if she does not blow her nose, it feels like something is going down the back of her throat; She still has a punchy feeling; she does not have her peripheral vision right; Her arm felt like a boil where they gave her the shot.; Her arm is still is sore; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 81-year-old female patient received her first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, Batch/lot number: EL8982, Expiry Date of Pfizer covid vaccine: May2021), intramuscular injection in left shoulder on 21Jan2021 13:00 at single dose as preventative, since she did not want to get COVID again/there was a new strain of COVID that was easier to catch. Medical history included ongoing high blood pressure diagnosed about 5 to 7 years ago, ongoing high cholesterol diagnosed about 5 to 7 years ago, thyroid disorder, Supplementation, for bones, COVID-19 from Nov2020 to Dec2020: She had COVID in Nov2020 till the end of Dec2020, and she was getting better. Concomitant medication included ongoing metoprolol tartrate for high blood pressure, ongoing simvastatin for cholesterol, ongoing levothyroxine for thyroid, ongoing colecalciferol (VITAMIN D) as Supplementation, for bones. The patient experienced chills, off balance, dizzy, headache, joint pain, fever, injection site swelling, heartbeat would accelerate for a few seconds on 21Jan2021, throwing up in Jan2021. The patient spent that whole night getting up and down and going to bathroom for bowel movement, and her bowel movement was little dab and then again another little dab. She was throwing up by 3am or 4am that night, she threw up twice and reports it was like bubbles. Her side effects started Thursday night. She experienced chills, joint pain, fever, injection site swelling, her heartbeat every so often would accelerate for a few seconds. She dizzy and off balance when she would get up to go the bathroom. Since then she still had sneezing and she was blowing her nose, and if she did not blow her nose, it felt like something was going down the back of her throat. She wanted to ask how long she would experience the side effects and how many people had a problem with the first dose. She still had a punchy feeling, had no energy. She could lay down and fall asleep at almost anytime. Height: about 5'2'', she jokingly stated she was shrinking monthly. Her chills started Thursday night and by Saturday morning they were completely gone. When she tried to turn a corner and reported she did not have her peripheral vision right since she kept running into door frames. She was a little better, sometimes she could walk a straight line and sometimes she veers. Headache was ongoing. She did not have it today, it was not a severe headache, it was more irritating than severe. Her arm felt like a boil where they gave her the shot. Her fever went away Saturday night or Sunday morning. She felt like she was not in her own mind, like she was drifting, so time lines for side effects are hard to recall. Her arm was still was sore. Heartbeat would accelerate for a few seconds was occasionally still happening, it happened last night. She called the hospital (facility where it was received) back the next morning and she was told she could come if she wanted to but it was suggested to stay home and sleep it off. She told them she could not drive and was half delirious, she was told she could call an ambulance to come get her. She confirms she did not call ambulance or go to the hospital. When querying indication, she was told there was a new strain of COVID that was easier to catch. The outcome of events chills was recovered on 23Jan2021, vomiting was recovered on 22Jan2021, joint pain was recovered on 24Jan2021, fever recovered in Jan2021. The outcome of events balance impaired NOS, dizzy, vaccination site swelling, Peripheral vision defective was recovering. The outcome of event headache, sneezing, feeling of total lack of energy, feeling abnormal, sleep excessive and pain in arm was not recovered. The outcome of rest events was unknown.

1012379 01/23/2021 02/08/2021 IL F Hallucinations; extremely tired/extremely lethargic; extremely tired/extremely lethargic; she wasn't making any sense; UTI; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer.  A 88-years-old female patient (mother) received first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; lot number and expiry date: unknown), via an unspecified route of administration on 23Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included dementia. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Reporter was asking if Hallucinations are a side effect of the vaccine. Her mother (patient) got the first dose of the covid vaccine on 23Jan2021. She reported that after getting the vaccine her mother was initially extremely tired but she was still able to carry on regular conversation until this morning when she wasn't making any sense. Reporter stated that this may be due to a possible UTI but she just wanted to see if older people with dementia were having hallucinations after getting the vaccine. It was reported that patient was extremely lethargic and having hallucinations. Reporter was wondering if this could be a reaction to the vaccine. All event from Jan2021. The outcome of the events was unknown.   Information on batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on a compatible temporal relationship, contributory role of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) to event hallucinations cannot be completely excluded. The case will be reevaluated should additional information become available. The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to Regulatory Authorities, Ethics Committees and Investigators, as appropriate.

1012380 01/15/2021 02/08/2021 F hypothermia; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable nurse (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age (reported as 48, unknown unit) received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 15Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient's medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient experienced hypothermia after receiving the 1st dose of the COVD-19 vaccine last 15Jan2021. She wanted to check if there are reported cases for hypothermia, coldness of hands and feet and recorded body temperature was 95.7 F; all on an unknown date in Jan2021 and unknown outcome. The patient was advised that there was no information available about hypothermia after getting the 1st dose.  Information on Lot/Batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported hypothermia cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1012381 01/25/2021 02/08/2021 MA 24.0 F felt herself losing consciousness; Low blood pressure following event (50/20); My vision went blurry first; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 24-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration in the left arm on 25Jan2021 at 09:30 at a single dose in the workplace clinic for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included asthma and history of vasovagal syncope following vaccinations; this adverse reaction to the vaccination directly aligns with other episodes that have occurred to her following vaccinations/interactions with needles (ie. blood draws). The patient had no COVID prior to vaccination. The patient is not pregnant. Concomitant medication included levonorgestrel (MIRENA). On 25Jan2021 at 09:30 (after getting the vaccine), the patient felt herself losing consciousness, her vision went blurry first and she was able to brace herself by lying down against a wall, and low blood pressure following event (50/20). Blood pressure and pulse rose over the next 25 minutes. 15 minutes more of observation was completed. The patient did not receive treatments for the events. The patient was not tested for COVID post vaccination. The patient recovered from the events.  Information on the Batch/Lot number has been requested.

1012382 01/20/2021 02/08/2021 PA 41.0 M Belly's palsy, right side of face; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable physician. This physician reported for a 41-year-old male patient received bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE), via an unspecified route of administration on 20Jan2021 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. The patient medical history included anxiety, cervical myofascial pain syndrome, gastrooesophageal reflux disease (GERD), known allergies: eggs, detergent. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took salbutamol (ALBUTEROL), diphenhydramine hydrochloride (BENADRYL), esomeprazole (NEXIUM), prochlorperazine (COMPAZINE) and experienced allergies. The patient experienced Belly's palsy, right side of face on 25Jan2021. The adverse event resulted in Doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Treatment received for the adverse event included prednisone and valaciclovir (VALACYCLOVIR). Prior to vaccination, patient was not diagnosed with COVID-19. Since the vaccination, patient has not been tested for COVID-19. Outcome of the event was unknown.  Information on the lot/batch number has been requested.; Sender's Comments: Based on the reasonable temporal association and lacking alternative explanations, the Company cannot completely exclude the possible causality between the reported Belly's palsy, right side of face and the administration of the COVID-19 vaccine, BNT162B2.   The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to RA, IEC, as appropriate.

1012383 01/16/2021 02/08/2021 MI 69.0 F felt like she was having the onset of pneumonia; muscle and body aches; muscle and body aches; ongoing congestion in one nostril/stuffiness; felt tired and run down; feeling itchy/Her head, neck and back are very itchy; rash/like a fever type rash; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 69-year-old female patient received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE; Solution for injection, lot number: EL3249, unknown expiration), via an unspecified route of administration in the left shoulder area on 16Jan2021 at 11:15 AM at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization.  Medical history included COPD (has it for lots of years) and nickel sensitivity. She does not have any reactions to her previous unspecified vaccines but had a normal reaction like sore arm. Concomitant medication included bimatoprost (LUMIGAN).  The patient previously received flu vaccine and pneumonia vaccine, both for immunization in 2020 around the end of Sep or beginning of Oct. The patient reported side effects regarding the COVID vaccine and said she was a little confused and unsure if she was having a problem or if she should see a doctor. On 16Jan2021 at 11:15 AM, she had the first dose of the COVID vaccine and afterward she had a lot of effects which were mostly muscle and body aches in Jan2021. She also experienced some ongoing congestion in one nostril but saw this as just more congestion and that she was having to blow her nose more in Jan2021. She did the (app name) report but didn't report the stuffiness. She did report that in the first few days she felt like she was having the onset of pneumonia and felt tired and run down (Jan2021). Two days ago, she started feeling itchy (Jan2021) and she didn't know what it was, she didn't know if she ate something or what. Now she has developed a rash (Jan2021) which is ongoing until now. Her paperwork said the rash would happen right away if it was caused by the vaccine. The patient wanted to know if this is something she should be concerned about and if the rash could appear or started this long after she had the vaccine. Her second dose is due on 06Feb2021. The patient wanted to know if the vaccine contains nickel or any metal substances in it since she had compared her rash to her nickel sensitivity. The patient wanted to know if rash is a side effect from the vaccine and how long it will last. She didn't put rash down for the safety check either as she didn't know if it was caused by the vaccine. Today her rash, she is so itchy. She does have it on her neck and certain areas but not everywhere. It looks like what would happen after a bad fever. It is not raised but is like a fever type rash.  She did note that she had an increase dose of a medication eye drops (Lumigan; Lot: T and a 0 or O followed by 544, and NDC: 0023320503. Expiry: Jan2022) around the time the rash started but after getting the vaccine. Her head, neck and back are very itchy. She mentioned that she waited 2 days and did not put this event in the (app name). She would have reported it yesterday, but she didn't get one yesterday. She also noted that it was very dry there and cold and a person is going to get dry skin.  She does have an allergic to metal and wondered if that was in the product. In her neck area, it looks just like when she would wear a cheap necklace. No treatments received. The events did not require emergency room or physician office visit.  The patient has no prior vaccination within four weeks. The patient had not yet recovered from events rash/like a fever type rash and congestion in one nostril/stuffiness; while unknown outcome for the remaining events.

1012384 01/21/2021 02/08/2021 WI 75.0 U atrial fibrillation; heart palpitations; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 75-year-old patient of an unspecified gender received BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE) (lot number: EL3248) via an unspecified route of administration on 21Jan2021 15:00 at single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included palpitations years ago. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. Patient received the vaccine at 15:00 on 21Jan2021 and around 20:00, patient started getting heart palpitations. Years ago patient did have palpitations at times but had not had them like this that did not go away. Patient went to ER and the heart monitor showed patient had atrial fibrillation. Patient was sent home to follow up with primary care physician. Patient would be seeing her this coming Thursday. This was the fourth day after patient shot and patient was still bothered by them. No treatment received. Patient asked if it was the vaccine that started these palpitations up. No covid prior vaccination. No covid tested post vaccination. The patient underwent lab tests and procedures which included heart monitor showed atrial fibrillation in Jan2021. The outcome of the events was not recovered.

1012385 01/09/2021 02/08/2021 F fluid on her heart caused by a virus; fluid on her heart caused by a virus; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A female patient of an unspecified age received first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection) via unspecified route of administration on (lot number and expiry date unknown) at single dose for Covid-19 immunization. Medical history included low fever from 01Jan2021 (negative for covid on 01Jan2021). The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. On 14Jan2021, the patient was hospitalized for fluid on her heart caused by a virus on unspecified date. The patient was scheduled to take her second dose of the vaccine on Saturday (unspecified date). The patient would like to know if she would be able to get her second dose of the Pfizer Covid vaccine after the side effects she experienced post-vaccination on the first dose. Her family doctor has told her to wait 90 days. She was also scheduled to visit her cardiologist tomorrow. The outcome of the events fluid on her heart caused by a virus was unknown.  Follow-up activities are possible, information on the batch number has been requested.Y

1012553 01/21/2021 02/08/2021 WI F bronchospasms; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable pharmacist. A female patient of an unspecified age received second dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, solution for injection, lot number: EL3248, expiry date: unknown), intramuscular on 21Jan2021 at a single dose for covid-19 immunization. The patient's medical history included chest pain in the past (has experienced this on and off unrelated to medication administration). Concomitant medications were not reported. The patient previously took first dose of bnt162b2 on unspecified date for covid-19 immunization. The patient is not pregnant. The patient was not diagnosed with covid-19 prior to vaccination and was not tested for covid-19 post vaccination. On 21Jan2021, the patient complained shortly after second dose of covid vaccine, having what she felt were bronchospasms. Medical Emergency Rapid Response call was made. RRT personnel arrived and administered 2 puffs of albuterol inhaler with subsequent improvement of status. No other complaints of chest pain, etc. It was reported that the event resulted in doctor or other healthcare professional office/clinic visit. Therapeutic measure was taken as a result of the event. Outcome of the event was recovered on unspecified date in Jan2021.; Sender's Comments: A possible contributory effect of suspect BNT162B2 on reported event cannot be excluded.  The impact of this report on the benefit/risk profile of the Pfizer product is evaluated as part of Pfizer procedures for safety evaluation, including the review and analysis of aggregate data for adverse events. Any safety concern identified as part of this review, as well as any appropriate action in response, will be promptly notified to regulatory authorities, Ethics Committees, and Investigators, as appropriate.

1012554 01/18/2021 02/08/2021 F cataract; This is a spontaneous report from a non-contactable consumer (patient's daughter) via medical information team. An 84-year-old female patient received the first dose of bnt162b2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number and expiration date were not reported), via an unspecified route of administration on 18Jan2021 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history and concomitant medications were not reported. The patient received the first dose of the COVID vaccine on 18Jan2021 and was scheduled for 08Feb2020 for the second dose. In between that she needed to have cataract surgery, if she can't make it to the second dose. The consumer wanted to know what would happen if she received the second dose outside of the 21 days and she wanted to know what was the timing of the second dose of PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE and can it be received earlier or later than 3 weeks. The event was considered non-serious by the reporter. The outcome of the event was unknown.  No follow-up attempts are possible; information about lot/batch number cannot be obtained.

1012556 01/19/2021 02/08/2021 VA 71.0 M Two episodes of delirium, vomited twice/two times now woke up delirious not knowing where he was; Two episodes of delirium, vomited twice; Got sick; Couldn't get up; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). A 71-year-old male patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EL3248), via an unspecified route of administration on the right arm on 19Jan2021 10:30 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included liver cancer and chemo. There were no concomitant medications. It was reported that for two times, the patient woke up in the morning delirious, did not know where he was, hollering for his wife, couldn't get up, got sick and vomited, after he got up he felt pretty good. States he fell asleep on couch that night, toward morning he rolled onto floor, flopping around on floor like a wet seal, flopping arms around tried to roll over, pulled muscle in rib cage, after he got back up, got sick and had to vomit. Once he got up and went to the bathroom and all of that went away, wanted to know if this is this related to the Covid vaccine. This morning (unspecified date) he laid on the couch and he was about half scared to lay down because he was afraid something would happen again. The patient confirmed that he experienced this twice the day after or a couple days after the vaccine (unknown date). The patient stated that it has not happened again. The outcome of the events was unknown.

1012557 01/16/2021 02/08/2021 NC 80.0 F Amyloidosis; felt a sweep over her stomach up her body and up to her head; Eyes swollen; hands hurt; sharp pings up and down legs; This is a spontaneous report from a contactable consumer (patient). An 80-year-old female patient received the first dose of BNT162B2 (PFIZER-BIONTECH COVID-19 VACCINE, lot number: EK9231), via an unspecified route of administration on the left arm on 16Jan2021 13:45 at a single dose for COVID-19 immunization. Medical history included ongoing diabetic and previously took the flu shot one time and started having right arm pain across her chest over to the left side right after getting it. So she don't take it anymore and takes a bunch of herbs. The patient's concomitant medications were not reported. The patient reported that she has a disease, amyloidosis on an unspecified date, where there is a build up of protein in the body. She didn't know that there is protein in the shot and doesn't know the affects it has with her condition. She found out the day after getting the first Pfizer C-19 (clarified as COVID-19) shot that there was protein in it. The patient wanted to know the affects it has with her condition and if it will affect her getting the second dose and if it covers the new virus and booster shot. The patient got the vaccine on 16Jan2021 and found out about the protein in it the next day when it came across her phone. The patient received it at a school, where they vaccinated 1,169 residents. They text her to inform her she could get the vaccine. They also have the health department there. No other vaccines given that day or 4 weeks prior. On an unspecified date in Jan2021, the patient took 1 Tylenol about 15:00 that afternoon and seated herself in the chair about 17:45, then she felt a sweep over her stomach up her body and up to her head. She stood up and walked around to see if she was going to faint and she did not faint. She walked through the house and nothing else happened. The patient mentioned that her eyes have been swollen and her hands hurt, that's where the protein build up comes in the body. Has pings up and down her legs, they are sharp pings that lasted through on to Tuesday. She took 1 Advil to help and as of yesterday (as reported) no pings. Her hands still hurt, because this condition forms chains in the body and the chains are around the hands like carpel tunnel. The protein normally should leave the body and with this condition it doesn't and it leaves chains. When she was diagnosed with it they took a spot off the ankle to test it, the Dermatologist did and sent it off. No further details provided. Wants to know the affects of her getting the second shot. No further details provided. The outcome of the events amyloidosis and hands hurt was not recovered, the events felt a sweep over her stomach up her body and up to her head and sharp pings up and down legs was recovering, and the event  eyes swollen was unknown.

1012562 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 MO 84.0 84 F C/o generalized weakness/dizziness/headache after receiving vaccine.  Was seen in the ED on 1/6/21.  Feeling weak and unable to stand up.  ER labs unremarkable.  Admitted to hospital.   After received Azithromycin and Rocephin patientt reports feeling much better.   Following day reports feeling symptom free.Y 2

1012636 02/02/2021 02/08/2021 MN 78.0 78 M Resident was desated, into the 80's, short of breath.  We went him to the hospital same day as vaccine given Y Y 3

1012665 01/27/2021 02/08/2021 TX 48.0 48 M Moderna Covid Vaccine - Received 2nd dose of vaccine and acutely developed fever, chills, diffuse myalgia, and fatigue. Patient felt week to the point he could not walk. Denies headache, photophobia, neck stiffness, SOB, chest pain, cough, N/V/D, abdominal pain. Denies recent illness or sick contacts. Wife and patients denied any symptoms prior to receiving Covid vaccination. Past Medical History includes: metastatic clear-renal cell CA; receiving nivolumab/ipilimumab. SoluCortef 15mgAM/5mgPM initiated on 12/31. Last chemotherapy received on 01/22/21; S/P left nephrectomy In the ED, patient was started on vanc/zosyn/azithromycin, SoluCortef 100 mg, IVFluid and levophed (for MAP 62-64). Patient was admitted to the MICU for undifferentiated shock. Hemodynamically stable after weaned off low-dose levophed . Etiology likely infectious vs Adrenal insufficiency vs reaction to COVID vaccine. SoluCortef decreased to 50mg q6H. Acute kidney injury; likely secondary to shock.Y

1012693 01/24/2021 02/08/2021 KY 89.0 89 M Administered Patient vaccine 01/21/21.  Went to ED and diagnosed with the following: 1. Shortness of breath   2. Peripheral edema   3. Hypertensive urgency   4. Weight gain   5. Hypervolemia, unspecified hypervolemia type   6. Atypical chest pain     Admitted to inpatient to hospitalist but then signed AMA and left hospital.Y 1

1012742 01/30/2021 02/08/2021 NE 61.0 61 M 1/31/21 0730 am confused and low grade temp 99.5, 12 noon Temp 100.6 and sitting in recliner non responsive twitching.  Sent to Hospital with EMS to rule out stroke. Admitted 1/31/21. Y 2

1012749 12/22/2020 02/08/2021 FL 60.0 60 F 12/22 Vaccination  4 hours later, chest pain. Felt heavy. Got extremely sleepy. I tried to lay down, episode of syncope. Chest discomfort.  ER for observation Y 2

1012755 01/15/2021 02/08/2021 PR 72.0 72 M Rash, thrombocytopenia, diarrheas Y 3

1012807 12/29/2020 02/08/2021 WA 30.0 30 F first 3 days, my arm was sore; On the 9th - I developed upper gastric pain that was radiating through my back up to my upper right shoulder. I was concerned since I'm pregnant that it might have to do with the pregnancy. By 2:00 pain had progressively worsened and I didn't have much of a appetite that day. Around 3:30, I started developing intense nausea - and vomited 3:45 pretty violently. I contacted the OB - and she thought I should come in to be monitored. Hospital is where I went and I got there and they monitored to see how baby was doing; did a urine test - found protein and ketones in there. Drew labs - lipase was significantly elevated - 324. 156 were where my Triglycerides were at- a bit out of range. They dx'd me with Pancreatitis - idopathic since they couldn't determine cause. They admitted me to Hospital from 9th - 16th. While I was in the hospital they did further lab work. I was showing malnourished - after a clear liquids only for two days. I asked to be discharged by 16th. On the 29th, the day I took the vaccine - I had a glucose tolerance test after the vaccine (about 08:30 AM is when I started the glucose monitoring test) - they diagnosed me with gestational diabetes with that two days after vaccine on December 31st. Expected due date - April 20, 2021; low PAP A hormone; 1st pregnancyY Y 8

1012825 01/30/2021 02/08/2021 NE 74.0 74 M 1/30/21 late night started to vomit, 1/31 am temp 102 and non responsive, sent to hospital via EMS Y 4

1012831 01/27/2021 02/08/2021 WI 65.0 65 M Records review utilized to obtain information:  Pt recieved his first dose of the Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine on 1/27/2021, unable to determine location that administered vaccine.  Pt called to his PCP and indicated he was experiencing "intense, but intermittent stomach pain in the LUQ since the day after receiving vaccine.  He stated he was not eating due to the pain, and that nausea and vomiting would occur when eating.  His wife and son both tested positive for COVID-19 per PCR on 1/29 (unknown what type of test).  He was tested on 1/25 prior to vaccination and was negative at that time.  He ended up going to the ER later that day and is recorded as having a fever and cough at that time, in addition to the pain as described above.  Pt tested positive at this time on admission testing (2/5/2021).  He is still currently inpatient at our facility.Y 3

1012836 02/01/2021 02/08/2021 PA 67.0 67 M Isolated fever to 103.2 on 2/4 - resulted in hospitalization.  He was febrile to 102 on arrival with WBC count 11.9 with a L shift, leukocytosis resolved within 2 days, no further fevers documented afte rthat.  CXR with most likely atelectasis.  Pt unable to provide history, staff not observing respiratory symptoms, pt on room air. Initially started on vanc/zosyn despite negative procalcitonin -> AKI -> repeat procalcitonin minimally elevated (likely due to vanc/zosyn combination), stopped antibiotics, AKI resolved and procalcitonin again normal.Y 3

1012842 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 NY 74.0 74 F 74 yo woman living in a group home for people with developmental disabilities. She has longstanding difficult-to-control seizure disorder, on valproate, lamotrigine, and levetiracetam. She had asymptomatic COVID-19 infection in November 2020, probably discovered in the course of surveillance testing of residents/staff, perhaps in relation to an outbreak in the residence.  Sometime during the night following her vaccination earlier that morning, she developed a fever, and then was found to be having a generalized tonic-clonic seizure. Estimates of duration in the records range from 20 to 40 minutes. She was brought by ambulance to Hospital ED, and then admitted. Her temperature was said to be 103 F.  She received midazolam, and at least one dose of IV antibiotics. By the evening of admission on 5 February 2021, she was still unresponsive.  On arrival, her COVID-19 PCR was again/still positive. She had no prodromal symptoms suggesting COVID-19 reinfection, nor did anyone in the group home, staff or residents.  Her initial WBC was normal but with a slight left shift. UA was normal. Head CT showed her known cerebral atrophy and chronic microvascular disease.  Admitting valproate serum level was subtherapeutic; levatiracetam and lamotrigine levels were therapeutic.  Blood cultures are no growth at 2 days. Urine culture negative.  By hospital day 2, her transaminases had bumped to over 1000.Y

1012854 01/11/2021 02/08/2021 NY 70.0 70 M COVID-19 Pfizer Vaccine dose #1 12/21/20 (Lot EJ1685); Tubersol TB test placed on the same day COVID-19 Pfizer Vaccine dose #2 1/11/21 (Lot EL1284) 1/12/2021: Patient presents to ED via EMS for chief complaint -- He stated that he was diagnosed with COVID-19 in November 2020.  The patient has not had any recent Covid 19 exposures.  He has not congregated with family members and others for Christmas.  He comes in for shortness of breath to the ED that is accompanied by fever.  Prior to getting his Covid vaccine 19 he was seen good health.  The patient finds that he short of breath, dyspneic on exertion, and feels overall weak and fatigued.  He has shaking chills according to him. Patient is diagnosed with PE likely due to untreated DVT (Patient reports "taking girlfriend's coumadin") from 1/7.Y 3

1012893 01/27/2021 02/08/2021 FL 57.0 57 F that evening i started to get a cold feeling down my arm and pain at injection site. later that night i had headache, nausea, body ache no fever very weak.. The next day i had body ache and all the same symptoms again. Then on the on the morning of the 29th woke up at 5:00 woke up to my head was killing  me. Felt like my head was going to explode and  i was disoriented.  and i couldn't  speak. couldn't even see to dial 911 or get my husband and after about 20 minutes or so i was able to get to my husband and he took me to the ER. There they gave me meds to get my blood pressure down and ended up admitting me to make sure i was not having a stroke. was in the hospital until that Sunday afternoon.Y 2

1012897 12/31/2020 02/08/2021 AL 45.0 45 F Employee reports having a stroke 2 weeks after vaccination that required hospitalization. Y

1012927 02/02/2021 02/08/2021 MI 82.0 82 M Extremely SOB around 1AM...tremors in arms & legs. Did not respond to any options available, oxycodone, Ventolin, Nebulizer, for approximately 2 hrs. Couldn?t get air in or out. Did not call 911 because he didn?t want to die in hospital. Gave Boost drink & sipped on drink for dehydration. Breathing finally calmed a bit. Oxygen now at 84-92. Extreme weakness, arm has big red blotch. Next day still extremely weak & SOB. Must use walker & assistance getting to bathroom. No appetite. Can?t dress, cook, or anything. 6 days later, still weak, low appetite, has to double up on Nebulizer.Y

1012962 01/26/2021 02/08/2021 CA 43.0 43 M On Wednesday 1/27 the day after my second dose I felt a minor pinch/discomfort  on my lower leg.  I did not think much of that is reason I did not report it right away.  Day by day the discomfort and pain got worse.  Exactly one week after my second dose I was not able to sleep due to the pain.  On Wednesday 2/3 I decided to go urgent care.  From there I was referred for an ultra sound a few hours after.  After the ultra sound I was contacted by my doctor, letting me know that the results showed I had a blood clot on my left leg.  I was put on Eliquis medicine right away.  On 2/5 I was able to physically see my doctor who told me that this was caused by the second dose of the moderne vaccine that I took on 1/26.Y

1012967 01/28/2021 02/08/2021 FL 44.0 44 F Unbalanced, confusion, vomiting, memory loss, & nausea. Y 2

1012986 01/26/2021 02/08/2021 MA 70.0 70 M Hospitalized for community-acquired pneumonia and sepsis 6 days following administration of COVID-19 vaccine, complicated by acute hypoxemic respiratory failure and acute kidney injury requiring.  Admitted to ICU, treated with intravenous antibiotics and initial pressor support.  Intubated on hospital day #3, extubated on hospital day #8.  Remains in ICU at time of this report.Y 8

1013000 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 TX 25.0 25 F On 2/7/21, had minor gnawing chest pain (2-3/10) which progressed to 7/10 chest pain , throbbing headache with positional changes and numbness down both arms (L>R). Went to the ER and was admitted. Y 1

1013035 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 HI 87.0 87 F Moderna COVID 19 vaccine #1 given 2/4/21 at 130pm. Patient had malaise, confusion on 2/5. She then had 3 generalized seizures- status epilepticus- on 2/5 around 4-5pm. MRI brain and labs unremarkable. She recovered 36 hr later - on Keppra. Y 6

1013048 01/27/2021 02/08/2021 CA 51.0 51 F Patient was admitted to the Hospital with dx of a Pulmonary Embolus 2/9/21 Above  named Hospital Y

1013051 01/24/2021 02/08/2021 MN 89.0 89 F On 2/6/21 at 6:00PM, resident experienced sudden left facial droop, left arm and left leg weakness. She was sent to hospital and they confirmed she had an acute ischemic stroke. Y

1013102 01/28/2021 02/08/2021 NC 66.0 66 M The vaccine was given on 1/28/2021.  The patient reported to the Medical Center ED on 2/7/2021 with complaints of worsening bilateral lower extremities pain, swelling, numbness L>R leg for about a week. He reports significant purple discoloration of his legs, "purple spots on lower legs", pain in bilateral legs worse with rest and standing still and associated DOE. Denied chest pain, abd pain, palpitations, fever, chills, NVDC, sick contacts, recent trauma/falls/injury. Denies regular use of NSAIDs, antiplatelet meds or chronic anticoagulation, clotting or bleeding disorders, history of DVT or PE. Patient was seen here by the ED staff on 2/3/2021 after a syncopal event at home where he described feeling lightY

1013120 01/24/2021 02/08/2021 MN 89.0 89 F On 1/27/21, resident experienced shortness of breath and felt some pressure on her chest. Systolic Blood Pressure was in the 200's and Diastolic Blood Pressure was in the 100's, HR 117. She was sent to Hospital and diagnosed with: St Elevation Myocardial Infarction due to occlusion of circumflex coronary artery, Acute Systolic Heart Failure, and Aspiration Pneumonia.Y 9

1013140 01/13/2021 02/08/2021 AZ 40.0 40 M Patient presents to ED on 1/14/2021 with respiratory arrest and started around 1300. Per EMS, reportedly told fiance that he had taken some sleeping pills and was going to go to sleep. EMS was called after the patient was found unresponsive about 15 minutes later. Family attempted to do CPR. Upon EMS arrival to the patient's home, patient had a pulse, was in respiratory distress with agonal breathing. They also reported emesis in the airway. EMS performed nasal intubation and administered 10 mg IV Narcan en route. Upon arrival to the hospital, patient was moving arms more and gritting teeth. Patient had movements of decerebrate posturing of arms intermitting with a relaxed posture. GCS was 4 on arrival. Patient is currently still in ICU and has been extubated.Y 26

1013169 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 KS 67.0 67 F Within 5 mins, pt notified staff she felt she was having a reaction. Pt c/o shortness of breath, chest pain, bilat leg numbness, no hives present, denied difficulty swallowing. Pt was brought to a room, placed on 02 10L by face mask. Initial BP 200/105 HR 116. Pt became non-verbal, PA-C dx'd stridor, epi 0.3mg was given deep IM to right thigh. Pt responded positively, within 2 mins, pt became alert and was able to respond to questions. EMS was contacted, arrived and took pt to hospital. She was unable to ambulate c/o of all over body numbness, racing HR. Pt was admitted for observation at Medical Center.Y 1

1013233 02/02/2021 02/08/2021 FL 66.0 66 F 24 hours after second Pfizer dose, multiple Seizure activity occurred. Client was transported to the hospital for a 3 day stay. During that visit client was sedated and has little recall of hospitalization. Medication upon discharge - Keppra 750mg BID.   First dose Pfizer 1/12/21 no reaction, not even sore armY 3

1013235 02/06/2021 02/08/2021 TX 89.0 89 F Patient was transported to a local hospital, She experienced a stroke. Y

1013239 02/05/2021 02/08/2021 MI 78.0 78 F double vision, little dizzy, headache - yesterday had her 2nd vaccine SYMPTOMS DURATION: 2 days.  Patient states she got her first COVID vaccine on 2/5/21 and had a slight headache but no other symptoms. Today, she was sitting the car when she started to have double vision. She reports dizziness/lightheadedness that is moderate. Patient states the double vision isn't everything but random things and at random times today. Denies dehydration, fever, or injection site abnormalities. No headache today. Reports that last week at her PCP's office her BP was slightly elevated and she thinks her BP may be elevated right now but does not have a cuff with her to check.       Went to the Emergency Department on 2.6.21 - admitted overnight until the 7th.  DETAILS OF HOSPITAL STAY: DX:   Diplopia [H53.2] Blurred vision, bilateral [H53.8] HOSPITAL COURSE:  1. Double vision post COVID vaccine. Unclear etiology or if related to vaccine reaction. Resolved. CVA ruled out. Could be migraine associated. Advised patient to talk to PCP about migraine prophylaxis and see ophthalmology as outpatient.  2. HTN 3. HLD   Advised patient not to drive till cleared by ophthalmology  Inpatient workup included myasthenia gravis panel which is still pending  The patient is a 78-year-old right-handed woman who received her first Pfizer COVID vaccination February 5. This morning she developed double vision.  Images were horizontal she does not know if they were binocular or monocular.  She saw couple with 1 child and it appeared that they had 2 children.  She looked at her son and saw 2 heads on 1 body.  She saw 2 traffic lights.  Each time she saw diplopia, it lasted for maybe 1 minute, and after blinking it went away.  The double vision was not associated with headache, facial numbness or weakness, numbness or weakness in her extremities, speech change or imbalance.  She recovered from each episode.  She has had torn retina twice in each eye.  Those were each associated with flashes of light in floaters.  She did not have a fever today.  She has never had double vision before.   Review of systems:  She admits to a history of headaches.  She said she had catamenial headaches and sinus headaches.Y 2

1013249 01/27/2021 02/08/2021 NJ 50.0 50 F Stroke like symptoms like Loss of balance, loss of words, mixing up words, headache, nausea, distance in vision off, muscle aches Y 3

1013264 01/22/2021 02/08/2021 MI 63.0 63 M First shot was 1/22/21, light headedness afterwords but no other. On  Jan 27th blood pressure dropped so stopped high blood pressure meds. on 1/29 noticed blood pressure going up. Began meds with no effect. Has been going up to 198/112 during the week. Went into Hospital on 2/1. BP high, did blood work, ecg, released when BP dropped to 156/90.  On 2/2 possible atrial fib and blood pressure up to 180/106, drove 280  miles to Clinic where they kept me overnight and did blood work, ecg, echocardio, xray and released me on 2/3 with double dosage of linisipril to 40 mg.  Blood pressure did not go down and seemed to go up when I took the linisipril.  2/6 Drove back to clinic again and went into ED.  BP 175/103, ecg switched bp meds to 50 mg Losartan and discharged. Drove home on  2/7.  2/8 blood pressure back up to 173/108 bpm 62 at 1:15 pm.Y 4

1013270 02/02/2021 02/08/2021 WI 77.0 77 F Pt developed Shingles after vaccination.  Notes from call to PCP day after vaccination: "Since yesterday morning after vaccine after she received her covid vaccine, she noted that her right  ear hurts.  She says that the pain does not feel like it is in the ear but  right around the ear, and the bones around the ear. She says it hurts to chew, and the area to the back of her ear  has ringing sound.  She does not note that the ear is red .  When she  rubs under the ear she says the area is painful is painful. She does not note a  lump or bump under her ear.. She states that the jaw/bone area  hurts with the vibration of the conversation." Sore throat and headache, only on right side.  Pain progressed to the point of hospitalization, with vesicles erupting on right side of face/ear canal.Y

1013341 02/08/2021 02/08/2021 FL 74.0 74 M Patient had a syncope episode. Y

1014470 01/20/2021 02/08/2021 NY 29.0 29 M No immediate side effects or symptoms following vaccination on January 20. January 31, 2021: large hive at site of injection, approximately 2-inches across and itchy. Followed by red rash, "petechiae" at site of injection.  February 1, 2021: petechiae clusters appear on left and right arms, chest, and legs. Unexplained bruises appear on arms and legs. February 3, 2021: primary care doctor sends patient to emergency department. Emergency department runs a complete blood count, finding platelet levels at 23,000. Patient is admitted to Hospital overnight. February 4, 2021: patient begins five-day course of dexamethasone, 40mg/daily.  Patient's platelet levels test at 63,000 15 hours after first dose of dexamethasone. February 5, 2021: patient is discharged from hospital. February 8, 2021: patient completes course of dexamethasone.Y 2

1014492 01/26/2021 02/08/2021 AR 86.0 86 F 24 hours post event patient had vomiting and fevers.  She was unable to walk to the ambulance and had to carried.  Patient was admitted to hopsital and diagnosed with pneumonia on CXR.  COVID PCR negative.  CT did not show pneumonia and only showed bibasilar atalectasis.  Pt's WBC was 37,000 on Day 2 of admission.  This resolved with antibiotics.  No source was found.Y 6

1014498 02/08/2021 02/08/2021 FL 49.0 49 F Patient had shortness of breath, stridor, chest pain 10 minutes after 2nd COVID-19 vaccine dose. Received epi-pen, nebulized bronchodilators, steroid injection, diphenhydramine and famotidine. Patient was in ER about 7 hours for observation, improved and was discharged home with supportive care.Y

1014501 02/08/2021 02/08/2021 AL 76.0 76 F Pt received injection, then collapsed, with no memory of event.  Pt was unresponsive approximately 15 seconds.  HR 52 & irregular, BP 110/80 Y Y 1

1014508 02/02/2021 02/08/2021 65 F Resident received second dose of C0VID -19  ON 2/2/21 on  2/3/21 resident had a fall after an episode of syncope Y

1014517 01/22/2021 02/08/2021 MA 82.0 82 F 3 d post vaccine hospitalized with orthostatic hypotension and vertigo 5 d post vaccine developed R face Bells Palsey Y 2

1014530 02/01/2021 02/08/2021 FL 23.0 23 M facial numbness , weakness and facial drooping on Right side, bells palsy symptoms Y 2

1014532 01/28/2021 02/08/2021 WA 83.0 83 F 1/28/21 5:35 p.m. extreme fatigue (useless), 1/29/21 Muscle pain in both upper arms all day, 1/30/21Intense joint pain in left hip continued 1/31 and 2/1 plus painful to walk, sit down and get up again,  Unable to lead with (before vaccine) good left leg to go up stairs and now am unable to walk on my own because of the hip joint pain and must use a walker or furniture to get around.  Muscle pain in upper left arm has continued and frequently in the upper right arm.  I am scheduled for the second dose of Moderna  Covid-19 vaccine and am  concerned about having same.

1014590 02/03/2021 02/08/2021 LA 66.0 66 M Patient is a 66 y/o male with a PMH of adenocarcinoma of the colon s/p sigmoidectomy and colostomy, currently receiving chemotherapy, CKD3, single R. kidney, R. Hydronephrosis, pulmonary hypertension, presented to the ED from clinic due to weakness x 2weeks. Pt reports feeling weak and dizzy when he stands up, which improves with laying down. Denies any head trauma. Pt reports his BP usually ranges from 120-140 in clinic, but it has been consistently less than 120 for the past couple of weeks. Associated with brown colored urine, sometimes with a small amount of blood when initiating urination, general malaise, nausea, and vomiting a small amount of clear fluid every 2-3 days. Pt does endorse decreased PO intake for the past few months since starting this cycle of chemotherapy but is still able to keep food/water down. Pt denies recent changes in colostomy output, last changed yesterday. Denies fever/chils, urinary frequency/urgency, hematemesis. Assessment/Plan:  * Sepsis - WBC 1.54, Hypotensive on admit - Likely 2/2 UTI - 1L IVFs in ED - Lactic Acid: wnl - BNP: wnl - CXR: Calcified granuloma left upper to midlung zone. Small nodular opacities questioned right upper lung zone and right midlung zone. Left subclavian Port-A-Cath again noted. - UA: 1.010, 2+ blood, 3+ leuks, 66 RBCs, >100 WBCs, many WBC clumps, 4 Hyaline casts - No urinary complaints on admit - Received an additional 30cc/kg of fluids - Day 3 of Neupogen - BCx pending - Continue broad spectrum abx (Vanc/ Zosyn), will de-escalate pending cx - Urine gram stain pending  Anemia - H/H baseline 11-12 - H/H slowly dropping, today 8.8/26.5 - Denies any hematemesis, no bloody output in colostomy - s/p sigmoidectomy - Not symptomatic - Will continue to monitor - Transfuse if hemoglobin <7 or becomes symptomatic  Hypotension due to hypovolemia See Sepsis  Acute kidney injury superimposed on CKD - Patient presented with Serum Cr 3.5, with a baseline Serum Cr of 2.7 - Resolved. Serum Cr 2.2 today - Most likely due to sepsis - Gabapentin held at admit due to AKI superimposed on CKD3  1. Challenge with gentle IVF's 2. Maintain UOP at 0.5ml/kg/hr 3. Hold nephrotoxic medications 4. Renally dose current meds if applicable 5. Bladder scan if suspicion of retention, followed by retroperitoneal US to evaluate for hydronephrosis hydronephrosis. Foley if retention. 6. Avoid hypotension 7. Stricts I/O's 8. Monitor renal function closely  Neutropenia - WBC on admit: 1.54 - Last chemotherapy 1/25 - ANC 494 today, down from 774 yesterday - Day 3 of Neupogen - See Sepsis   NSTEMI (non-ST elevated myocardial infarction) - Troponin mildly elevated on admit: 0.052, repeat plateau will not trend - EKG on admit: NSR, no ST changes or evidence of ischemia present - Likely 2/2 sepsis, low concern for ACS - No CP on admit - Will hold off on initiating ACS protocol - Cardiac monitor  Adenocarcinoma of colon metastatic to liver - History of Stage IIC (pT4bN0Mx) poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma of the colon in 2016 with recurrent disease in 2018 and 2020, now p T4b N2 MxÂ  - Followed by CMC Oncology - Last Oncology appt 1/26/2021: Received Irinotecan but leucovorin of Folfiri held - Will continue to monitor  Neuropathy  VTE Risk Mitigation (From admission, onward) Ordered heparin (porcine) injection 5,000 Units Every 8 hours 02/04/21 2026 IP VTE HIGH RISK PATIENT Once 02/04/21 2026 Place sequential compression device Until discontinued 02/04/21 2026  pt admitted for inpatient stay from ED on 2/4/2021 and discharged to home on 2/8/2021Y 4

1014599 02/02/2021 02/08/2021 TX 53.0 F Throat started to close within 5 minutes of getting the injection. I also started to cough, itch, and had shortness of breath.  Later on in the afternoon I got a severe headache that didn't go away until 4:00am.  The next day my lips swelled up with blisters on my lips and my gums hurt a lot.Y

1014658 01/15/2021 02/08/2021 AK 70.0 70 F Left MCA stroke, is currently in the CCU Y Y

1014737 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 NV 63.0 63 F the day of the injection arm pain at injection site.  Later at 1:00am I had body ache, muscle and joint pain and fatigue. On following day  early in the evening I lost the ability total ability to speak.  I had a severe stutter. I was rushed to the hospital via ambulance.  I remained in the hospital and was released on Feb. 8Y 3

1014741 02/02/2021 02/08/2021 82.0 82 F Pt admitted with ICH, likely secondary to increased ICP from nausea and vomiting after receiving her second pfizer covid vaccine. Y

1014778 02/04/2021 02/08/2021 64.0 64 M 15 minutes after second dose of COVID 19 vaccine patient was brought to nurses due to lip swelling. Patient took personal liquid benadryl prior to nurses. Unsure of dose patient states took "2 large swigs". VS taken. 911 called by patient refuses ambulance dispatch. Patient denies need to go to hospital states already took own benadryl and they will not do anything else. VS monitored q 5 minutes by nursing. House supervisor called and down to speak with patient. Patient denies difficulty breathing. Continues to deny need for ambulance to hospital for assessment.   Patient alert and oriented and carrying on conversation without difficulty. No further increase in lower lip swelling noted by nursing. Nursing noted some flushing to face, patient states he does that from time to time but does not notice it but coworkers will tell him he has flushing.  No increase in lip swelling but states now feels some nasal congestion. Patient continues to deny difficulty breathing. Patient does states still does not feel "quite right". Patient encouraged by multiple nurses to allow 911 transport. After 15 minutes of monitoring patient now agreeable to be assessed by ER and 911 called. Patient did notify spouse by phone that he was going to requested hospital- hospital Patient continued to be monitored by multiple nursing staff until ambulance arrival and transport to hospital.Y

1014813 01/31/2021 02/08/2021 PA 62.0 62 F My right arm was painful at the injection site for 3 days after the vaccination.  Then on Wednesday, February 3, 2021 about 3:45pm I experienced shortness of breath and some chest discomfort.  At approximately 6:00pm, I felt a strong pulsating at my left temple which continued through the night.  I took my blood pressure and it was 150/90 and pulse was 103 which is the highest reading I have ever had because I am on blood pressure medication.  I took 2 aspirin, my Proventil Inhaler, and another Losartan 50 mg even though I had already taken my daily dose in the morning.  I rested and continued to monitor my vitals.  At about 11:30pm, I took my blood pressure and it was 160/110 and pulse was 109.  I then took 2 more aspirin and my Clonazapem and fell asleep.  In the morning on February 4, 2021, I tried to get in to see my doctor, but she advised to go to the emergency room.  I went to an Urgent Care facility and the checked me and did an EKG and that was normal.  But they also advised me to go to the emergency room.  So I did go and they did another EKG, chest x-ray, and several blood tests.  They came back normal but they wanted me to stay overnight for observation.  On February 5, 2021 they did an echocardiogram and a stress test, which were normal.  I was released from the hospital that afternoon.  I have a follow up appointment with my Primary Care Physician on February 12, 2021.  My blood pressure and pulse continue to be a little higher than normal.  At this point, the pulsating, shortness of breath, and chest discomfort have improved.  On Saturday, February 6, 2021, I noticed felt itchiness, redness and swelling at the injection site on my right arm.  It is still itchy, red and swollen as of February 8, 2021.  I am putting hydrocortisone cream on it.Y 2

1014871 01/11/2021 02/08/2021 OK 50.0 50 F CENTRAL RETINAL VEIN OCCLUSION RESULTING IN LOSS OF SIGHT TO RIGHT EYE  I WAS ON COMPUTER AND HAD BRIGHT FLASHES OF LIGHTS THE LOST VISION IN THE EYE ABOUT 2 1/2 HOURS AFTER RECIEVING VACCINE. CRVO IS RARE IN MY AGE WITH NO HEALTH PROBLEMS. SAW ER DOCTOR THAT NIGHT THEN OPTHAMOLOGIST THE NEXT MORNING WHO DIAGNOSED ME. I AM CURREENTLY PRESCRIBED A BABY ASPIRIN AND WILL HAVE TO GET INJECTIONS IN MY EYE WHEN MACULAR EDEMA OCCURS, AN EXPECTED OCCURRENCE WITH A BLOOD CLOT IN THE RETINAL VEIN

1015212 01/30/2021 02/08/2021 IL 27.0 27 F Deep Venous Thrombosis of Right Axillary and Subclavian vein. Treated with IV Heparin Drip. Y

1015253 12/17/2020 02/08/2021 ME 52.0 52 M Severe insomnia over the past 8 weeks, unrelenting. Start exactly at 24 to 48 hours after vaccine. Had no previous illnesses before that. No history of Covid infection. Has done all sorts of CBT modifications with no improvement. Was previously a super high functioning Interventional Cardiologist with no prior history of anxiety, depression or sleep problems. This was very acute and worsened after second dose. Labs are all normal.  Now unable to work as this insomnia is quite debilitating.
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1015288 01/26/2021 02/09/2021 OK 39.0 39 F Light re